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Every man's proper mansion-house, and home, being the theater of his hospitality, the seate of selfe-fruition, the comfortablest part

of hts own life, the noblest of his sonne's iniieritance, a kinde of private princedome, nay, to the possessors thereof, an epitome of the
whole world, may well deserve, by these attributes, according to the degree of the master, to be decently and delightfully adorned.”

"Architecture can want no commendation, where there are noble men, or noble mindes."

—

SfR Henry Wotton.

"Our English word To Build is the Anglo-Saxon BylSan, to confirm, to establish, to make firm and sure and fast, to consolidate,

to strengthen; and is applicable to all other things as well as to dwelling-places."

—

Diversions of Purley,

"Always be ready to speak your mind, and a base man will avoid you."

—

William Blake.
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General

.. vli ' Architects, tfcc., of Buildings Illustrated

. .. vlii ! Illustrations

ABBEYS: Cleeve, 169; Selby, window,
24-1; VYestminster, old high altar, 14

Abhotts’ jib-crane, 602
Abinger, house at, 244
Account roUs, Trinity Priory, Dublin, 602
Accounts, St. Stephen's Chapel, West-

minster, 61
Adelphl Bank, Llverp L, bronze doorr, 460
Advertisement mania, the, 409
Alfristou, old clergy house, 246
Almanacks and diaries, 603
Almshouses, vlllsge, 399
Altar, old, Westnnnater Abbey, 14
Altar-cross, Carshalton, 263
Alterations, Ponte St. Angelo, Rome, 184
Ambone, Salerno Cathedral, 232
America, steel and iron framed bldgs., 295
American School at Athens, 256, 335
Anipthlll, house near, 500
Andrews's concentric wiring, 616
Annual Report, Local Govt. Board, 413
Anthracite coal, 453, 464, 805, 623
Antiquities of Rome, 170
Appliances, sanitary, IfjO

Archajology, Greek, 255, 358, 359
Architects, French, in congress, 8, 23
Architects' gardens, 230
Architectural: education, 237; notes In
San Francisco, 79 ;

remains at Olympia,

Architectural Assoc. Curriculum, 237
Architecture; castellated, of Scotland,

9t>, 191; of Chicigo, 23; Classic, 511;
at the Congress of Hygiene, 230 ; Greek,
255, 358; and the Institute, 197, 231,
238, 311, 359

;
of the Isle of Wight, 216

;

partnership lu, 320; Persian, 177, 265 ;

poetry of, 451
Aichltecture, profession or Art, 311, 359
Architecture in Tennyson’s poetry, 203,
^22

Architecture ; theatre, 273 ; o West
Somerset, 130, 146, 148, 104

Argos, the Heraiou of, 255, 85S
Art :

ecclesiastical, at the Church
Congress, 275 ; Greek, 119, 359 : part-
nership in, 320 : in Persia, 177, 265

;
In

Plirygia, Lydia, <fcc., 119
Art Galleries, Glasgow : design for, 321
Art and architecture In Tennyson’s
poetry, 293, 322

Art or profession, 311, 359
Artisans' dwellings, Glasgow, 302
Artistic piano, a, 333
Artist’s house, Croydon, 420
Arts and crafts. Renaissance, 481

AshCon-under-Lyne Cougl. Church, 204
Assurance Offices, Bury St. Edmunds, 169
Athens : American SchoA at, 256, 358

;

topography of, 170
Attractions of land, 198
Avary-hlll, Turkish bath, 420
Avignon, Bridge of St. Benszef, 379
Awards, Crystal Palace EUctnual Ex-

hibition, 37
Ayr, the Burns statue, 208

BALUSTER, wrought-Iron, 'N'czelay, 203
Bangor Cathedral, 136
Banks : Adelphi, Liverpool, bronze doors,

460 ; London and County, Barnet and
Henley-on-Tliames, 461, 462

Baroda Museum pavilion, 294
Barrett-Browning Memorial, Ledbury, 32
Bas-relief of Olivier de Cllsson, 128
Bath, Turkish, Avery Hill, 420
Bath water-heater, a new, 11

Batteries, secondary, 91

Battersea: Polytechnic, 70; Town-hall,

32, 384
Bennett’s hydraulic street gully, 477, 605

Bergamo, portal, Sta. Maria Magglore, 4C0
Bermondsey, old houses, 261
Bills, private, 474
Birmingham Hospital, design for, 337
Blshopigate Institute competition, 123

Blackburn Church, window at, 500

AETICLES AND EEVIEAYS.

Blackmore Farm, Canington, 141
Blemundsbury, a chronicle of, 347
Bloomsbury and St. Giles's, 347
Biography of O. M. Kemp, 36
Boat-house and entrance lodge, 379
Boilers, range, 367, 436

ZJoofcs, moj'arineSipamp/ifefs, etc .

:

notices,

reviews, and articles as to

Aitchison, G., Principles of OrnaineDt.Ol
Almanacks and Diaries, 503

AU the Year Hound, 32
Annandale, C., Dlcclonary of English
Language, 207

Antiquary, 31, 203, 284, 370, 462
Atchulsbop of Canterbury's Judgment

in the Lincoln case, 143
Architectural Record, 124, 369
Art Annual, 370
Art Jout nal, 31, 124, 202, 284, 370, 462
Ashbee, C. R., Arts and Crafts, 481
Asiatic Quarterly Review, 284
Atlantic Monthly, 284
Bale, M.P., Pumps and Pumping, 112

Benodorf, 0.., and.Nlemann, G., Sculp-

tures of Gjolbaschi, 170
Bent, J. T., Cities of Maahonaland, 431

Bentley, S., History of Bosbury, 481
Blackwood's Slagazine, 202, 370, 462

Blanch, W. H ,
Public Heal .b (London)

Act, 207
BlottjW. Chronicle ofBlemundsbury, 347

Bonnar, T., Life of G. M. Kemp, 36
Bottone, S. B., Electrical Inesrument-
making, 36

Boyd, R.W.,Self-Help In case of Fire,340
Brunn, H., GriechischeGiitterideale, 359
BvUetinoi French School, AtliecB, 18 L

Catalogues, trade, 207, 266, 340, 424, 4S1

Century, the. 31, 124, 202, 3*0, 462
Classical Review, 473
Colligoon, M., Blstoire dela Scvl'plure

Grecque, 480
Contemporary Review. 284
Cook, T. A . Old Touraine, 44

Cooke. W. E ,
Haddon Hall, 340

Cornhill Magazine, 32, 202, 462

Curtlus, E„ Die tsiadtjeschiete i;on

Athen, 170
Directories: Australian Newspapers,

503 ; Kelli’s London, 503 ; the County
Councillor’s, 340; Timber Trade, 359

Dod's Parliamentary Companion, 340
Ddrpfeld, Dr., the Heraion, 199

Dowsetti.C. F., Land, 198
Edinburgh Review, 82
English Illustrated Magazine, 31, 202,

234, 370
Engineering Record, New York, 36

Essex jRei>i«('. 125,

Fortnightly Revieno, 202, 284, 370, 462
Gawthorp,—Brass Bepoussd, 230

Gazette des Beaux • Arts, 31, 124, 202,

234, 370
Gentleman's Magazine, 31, 125, 202, 284
Gibbons, D., Labour Contracts, 503

Kamdy Bey and Th. Belnach, Une
Nicropole Royale a Sidon, 162

Ua-ptr's Magazine, 31, 125,202, 284, 370,

462
Hedaes, K., Electric Lighting, 91

Helblg, W., and Reisch, E., Antiquities
of Rome, 170

Herring, W. R., Gasworks, 481

Hughes, 8., Gasworks, 481

Imperial Institute Yearbook, 207
Jackson, T. G., andiShaw, R. N, Ar-

chitecture, a Profession or an Art, 311,

359
Jahrbuch, German Archmologlcal In-

stitute, 27, 181,332
Joigny, A., histoire dc« Ordres dans

V Architecture, 611
Journal of Franklin Institute, 4, 492
Journal of the R I.B.A., 101, 363, 372
Journal, Royal Society o/ Antiqttaries

' of Ireland, 297

Books, Magazines, Ac. {continued)
Journal, Society of Arts, 122
Laue-Poole, Stanley, Cairo, 480
L'Architecture, 66, 297, 301

Llndley, P., Tourist Guides, 207

Litchfleld, F., Hbtoryof Furniture, 206

Longmans Magazine, 31, 202, 462
Lucas, C., La Propriete Arlistique en
matiere d'Architecture, 276

MacGLbbon, D., and Russ, T., Castel-

lated Architecture of Scoiland, 90, 191

Macmillan's Magaziixe, 125, 284, 462
Magazine of Art, 31, 124, 2U2, 234, 370,462

Marlette, A., E^eyptiau History, 400
Maiks, C. K,, ConstrucLioti cl Cranes,

112
Mililu et Millingen ; Peintures de Vases
Antiques, 4U0

Mills, J., Account RAl, Trinity Priory,

Duhitii, 502
Mlnton-Seuhouse, R. M., Employers'

Liability Act, 91
Msttheilungen, the, 453
Morrell, C. F ,

Insurance Law, 36

national Review, 125, 370

Naviile, E., Temple cl Bubaslis, 471

Feio Review, 234
Nipletf, J. T., Secondaiy Batteries, 91

Nineteenth Century, 124, 202 284, 370
OlinefaUch-IUchter, M., Die anixken
KuUus-sliitten auf Kypros, 359

Pearce, A. J., School oi Mensuration,
112

Perrofc and CWpiez: Art in Persia, 177,

265
;
Art in Phrygia, Ac., 119

* Petrie, W. M. Flinders, Medum, 603

Piggott, F. T., the Garden of Japan, 91

Preston, F. M., Railway Law, 480
Quarterly Review, 316
Reid, A., Ready-Reckoner, 207

Revue des Deux Mondes, 200,202, 370,380

Revue Scientifique, 201, 297

Richards, W., Gasworks, 481

Robinson, W. ,
Garden Design, 230

Roger-Mii^s, 'L.,Les Artistes CRhbres,'22%

Ross, T., and MacGlbbon, D., Castel-

lated Architecture of Scotland, 99, 191

Pvowe, E., Hints on Chip Carving, 230
Rubensohn, O., Die Mysterien BelUg-
tamer in Eleusis und Sainothrace,

502
Setibner's Magazine, 31, 125, 202,240,

284, 370, 462
Seinaine des Constructeurs, 297

Shaw, R. N., and Jackson, T. G., Archi-

tecture, a Profession or an Art, 311,

Siemens, W. von, Scientific Papers and
Addresses, 314

Smith. A. H., Catalogue of Sculpture,
British Museum, 170

Spinks, W., Paving and Making Good
Private Streets, 603

.Spons' Engineers’ Book of Prices. 207

Stone, P. G., Architectural Antiquities

of tne Isle of Wight, 215
Swan, R. M. W., Temples of Mashona-

land, 431
Sydney A. A. Notes, 361
Tarbuck, E. L., House Property, 481

Temple Bar, 32, 202
Thomas. E. L., Public Health (London)

Act, 207
Thornley, J. L., Brasses, Lancashire
and Chtshite, 277

Trade catalogues, 207, 260, 340, 424, 431

Transactiems, American Society of Civil

Engineers, 4, 491
Transactions, Institute of Architects,

368, 372, 411
Transactions Institution of Civil Engi-

neers, 413, 465
Transactions, International Congress of

Hygiene, 230
Transactions, Society of Engineers, 182

Tuer, A
,
Japanese StencUs, 433

Waldstein.C
,
Eicavatlons at Argos, 358

Books, Magazines, Ac. (continued) :
—

Ward, J., Principles of Oruanieui, 91

Western, R. \V., Engineering Formuiie,

36
Westminster Reviexv, 202
Whymper, E., Aneroid Barometer, 181
'Wllisch, E., AltkoTuithische Thonin-

dustrie, 400
Year-book of the Imperial Institute

207
Yule-Tide, 462

Bosbury, history of, 481
Bourse au Travail, Paris, 23, 128

Bradfleld Greek Play, the, 2

Brandesburton Church, litS

Brick bridges In Persia, 392
Briquettes, cement, 172

Brloge of St. Benazet, Avignon, 379
Bridges : brick, in Peiaia, 392

;
of Paris, 437

British Museum sculpture, 170
Bromsgrove, house at, 32

Bronze doors, Adelphi Bank, Liverp’l, 480
Bubastls, temple oi, 471
Building-accounts, St. Stephen's CLapel,
Westminster, 61

Building in India, 204
Building stones of Malta, 349
Buildings : in Chicago, 23 ; in San Fran-

cisco, 80
;
of old Scarborough, 159

Bailer’s Wood, Chislehurat, 338
Burford Church, window at, 420
Burlington-Devoushtre drawings, 1

Burns statue, Ayr, 206

Bury St. Edmunds, ettices at, 169

CADOGAN-GARDENS, houses at, 52

Cairo, 480
Caine, house near, 89

Cambridge : Chapel, Ridley Hall, 460

Candlesticks, Caishalton Cnuicb, 263

Canington, Somerset, 140

Capital, Worcester Cathedral, 125

Cailan art, 119
Carisbrooke Castle, 215
Caroline Park. Granton, 68

Carshalton Church, altar-cross, &c., 263

Cast-Iron water-pipes, 16

Castles: Carisbrooke, 215; Ghent, ICO

GlUing, 414; Scotch, 99, 191

Catalogue of Sculpture, Brit. Museum, 170

Catalogues, trade, 207, 260, 340, 424, 4Si

Cathedral Court, Glasgow, 302, 326

Cathedrals : Bangor, 186 :
Lincoln, south

porch, 500 ; St. Asaph, 187 ;
St. David's,

440, 474; Southwell, 12; Winchester,

260 ;
Worcester, 107, 125 ;

Truro, S5G

Cements, 73, 92, 113, 130. 153, 171, 191,

208, 231, 248, 206. 287, SCO

Cemetery chapel, Ripou, 29

Ceramography, Greek, 400

Chair for Mayor of Deal, 396

Chalons, a visit to, 23
Changes, proposed, at the Institute of

Architects, 43, 197, 231, 238, 311

Chapels : Clopton, Straifurd-on-Avon Ch.,

206 ; Lower Marsh Farm, Dunater, 141

;

Ridley Hall, Cambridge, 460; Ripou
Cemetery, 29; St. Stephen's, Wetl-
minster, 61, 70

Chapter-house, design for a, 320

Chateau des Comtes, Ghent, lOO

Chateaux of Touraine, 44

Chester, old, illustrations of, 88, 337

Cheyney Court, Winchester, 258

Chicago, buildings in, 23

Chimn»y-piece, Wolverton Manor-houie,
Hie of Wight. 217

Chip carving, 230
Chronicle ot Blemundshury, a, 347
Chronology, new, of Pantheon, Ptome,

389, 398, 412, 424

Church Congress, art at the, 275
Churches: Carshalton: altar-cross and

candlesticks, 263 ;
Chalons, 29

;
Congre-

gational, Ashton - under - Lyne, 204 ;

Dunster, 169; Edirgton, 88; Memo-
rial, design tor, 500

;
Miles Platting,
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Sf)2; Mlnehead, 160; Norbury, Salop,
TeoJiin'on; rert'dof,

St. Barlhol'ime^'s, Saitrbllelrt,
225; St. Luke's, AVlnninfjcon, 479

;
St.

Ma'y’e, Lynton : t.iwer, au
;

S'.
Saviour'*, Folkestone, -iSa ; Saundby,
128 ; Scratford-oD-Avun, 200

Onurchea of oM Scarborough, 101
CQurchea of West Somerset, 130. 146, 14S,

lOl, 169
Cities, ruined, of M.'ishonalaad, 431
Clastio archltecMire, 511
Cleeve Abbey, 189
Clergy-h'Misa, Alfrlston, 218
Cltsaon, Olivier de, bas-relief, 122
Cinpton Chapel. Stratfurd-on-Avoc, 20G
" Closet of the Century, ’ 100
Clubhouse, New ’I'raveiieia', .302, 3U
Co»1, anthracite, 453, 464 505, 623
College of Musie. Ifoyal, 52
College, Braddeld, 3
College, Diocesan, Norwich, 399
Competition designs : Birmlugham Jlf's-

Dital, 337; Bishopsgate Institute, 123;
Glasgow Art GaUeiies, 321 ; St. Luke'i
Church, WlnningtoD, 479; Stafford
County Council Hullalngs, 123; Oxford
Municipal Buildings, ii, 32, 399, 461

Concentric wiring fur electric llghtine, 5U
Concrete (“The Student's Column"). 17

,

37, 66
, 73, 92, 113, 130, 163, 171, 101, 208,

:13I, 248, 26H, 236, 30.5, 323, 3il, 361, 3a3,
402, 425, 444, 46.5, 432, ,505, 623

Congregational Church, Ashton-under-
Lyne, 204

Congress of French architects, Paris, 8
,
2i

Congress of Hygiene, architecture at, 231
Construction

: fireproof, 399 ; of gas
works, 431 ; steel and iron frame, 205

Consumption Hospital, Hampstead, 521
Contracts, labour, 503
Convento .st. Pablo, Saville .

5-0
Corot. 229
Cost of labour, London County Council, 41 C
Cotlielstone Church and Hoiue, 149
Cottages. South Petherton, .50

Council Chamber, Stafford, 111
,
123

Court of Appeal, Paris 23
Crane, a new, 502
Crematorium, Manchester. 321 351
Croydon, artist's house, 420
I'rystal Palace Electrical Exhibition .37
Curriculum. Architectural Assoc

,
237

DALY, >f. Cesar, 12
Dairy premises, Hampstead, .379
Decision, new, on the law of light, 410
Decoration of a royal chsnel, oi
Decora^tlons, Hotel de ViUe, Paris, 28,

Decorative figures for panels, 35
Decorative frieze, (

'hislehurst, 188
Decorative panels, 52, 477
Design of gardcus, 239
Designs for; Birmingham Hospital, 337 ;Bisbopsgate Institute, 123; Chapter-
House, 320 ; Glasgow Art Galleries,
3-1

; house, S9 ; memorial cimrch, 500
;Oxford Monlclpal Biillflingt, 9

,
32

.
399

461 ; St. Bride's Inslitufe, 620 ; St.
Lukes Church, Winninaton, 479 -

Stafford Comity Crancil Biilldlngj, 123;
east window, St. Margaret's, L-iwestoft,
357 : for completing South KoDBington
Museum, 378; for town houses. 398
479, 6-20

' ’

Devonshire collection of drawings, l
Dlnlng-roo.-o, San Sebastian, 4o0
Directories, New, 503
Discoveries

: Egypt, 2.5;:, 471, .5,03; Pan-
theon. Home, ;IS9, ;i93. 4l-j, 424

Djors. bronze, Adelphl Bank, Liverij'], 48)
Doorways: Convenio St. Pablo, .-Seville

620; south, Lincoln Cathedral, 5w;
Sta. Maria Alageiore, Bergamo. 409

Drainsge, regulations as to, 217, 218. 265
Drawings, old, at the Institute, 1
Dunster : Church, 140, 169 ; Jlurket, U2
Dwellings for workmen, Glasgoiv, 302, 326

EASTBOURNE, house at, 480
Ecclesiastical art at;Cliurch Congress, 275
Edinburgh Castle, Parliament Hall, 331
EdingtOn Church, 88
Education, architectural. 237
Egypt, discoveries in, 253, 471, 503
Egyptian sculptures, 471, 480
Electric lighting, 91, 3SI9, 516
Electrical Instrument-making, 36
Elmhurst, Hants, 620
Eleusinian mysteries, the, 502
Emanuel Hospital. Westminster. 204
Employers' Liability Act. 91
Engineering formulae, 36
Entrance-Jodge and boathouse, .979

Essays on Classic architecture, .511

Essays by “the Memoiiatiscs." 311
Examinations at the Institute, 43, 197

281, 238, 311, 350
Excavations ; Argos. 256, 358; Sidon, 162
Exhibition of 1900, Paris, 28
Exhibitions ; Crystal Palace Electrical.

.87 ; Dramatic and Musical, Vienna,
273 : Mr. Flinders Petrie's, 253

;

Laundry and Domestic Appliances,
188; Sanitary. Portsmouth, 220, 222

Exploration In Egypt, 253, -171, 503
Explosion of range boilers, 367, 436

FAIR WAGES and the County Council. 439
FellowsbiD of the iDStitu'e, 43. 197, 238
Festival Hall of Osorkon II., 471

Figures, scnlptural, for panels, 85
Fireplace, Kiplin Hall, 421

Fireproof construction, 399

Firsdene, Bromsgrove, 32

Flinders Petrie exhibition, the, 253

Floors, concrete, 465, 4S2
Flowers, Japanese, 91

Folkestone : St. Saviour’s Church, 283

Formulic, engineering, 36
Fouuoatiuns, concrete, 425, 414
Fountain, Lyons, 168
Frame construction, steel and Iron, 295
French architects, congress of, 8, 28
Frieze; “ Aniores Caprarii," 225

;
Church

of the AnimnclatioD, Chialehucst, 188
Frome Distiict, s'erm road-rollmg, 25
Furniture, a history of, 206

GARDEN design, 230
Garden of .lapan, 91
Gardens, architects', 233
Gasworks, coostriicliou of, 431
Gates: ind .Scarborough, 159 ;

San Sebas-
tian, 480

Gateway, C)thel*tone House, 140
Geyser, a new, II
Ghent, Cortteau fles Cimtes, 109
Gilliiig Cistle. Vorkshiie, 411
Gjiilbasclil sculptures, 17n
Glasgow ; Art Galleries : design for, 321

;

orphanage at, 89 ; w,.-tkmeu’8 dweliiiiKS,
302, 326

Gravcnkasteel, the, Ghent, 100
Greenwell, A., on steam road-rolling, 25
Greek: archtology, 119, 265, 358, 869,

400; architecture, 255, 358; art, 119,
3.53, 359, 400 ;

coramography. 400 ; pUy,
Bradtteld College, 2; sculpture, 480;
theatre, the, 2 ;

va^es, 400
Guildhall, electric ligh'mg, 399
Gully, hydraulic, 477, t05

HALL of Parliam«nt,Edinburgh Castle, 351
Hall and Staircase, Buller's Wood,
Cbislehursc, 338

Halls : South Lytchett Manor, 245

;

Trosley Towers, Kent, 70; Walergute-
streeC, Chester, 8-;

Hampstead: dairy premises,* 379; hos-
pital, 521

Kaudbjuk of House-Property, 481
Heraioi), the, Olympia, 199
Heraioii near Argos, 2t>6, 358
Honley-on-Tham'-B, bank ao, 462
High altar, old, Wentmiiister Abliey, 11
lIiBtury of : art. In Persia, 177, 265 ;

ii 'S-

biiry, 481; Ciirn, 480 ; concrete, 17;
furniture, 206; Greek sculpture, 480;
the Oi-Jer* of Arcliitecture, 511

Ilolborn 10 Strand communications, 34
Holland Park, house and studio at, 622
Hospital, llampotead, .521

Hotel de Ville. Pans, 28, 3.51, 437
House, artist's, C-oydon, 4-20

House, corner, 500
House, design for a, 89
Kouse-tlrainage regulations, 217, 248, 265
House Property, Handbook of, 481
House and studio, Holland Park, 522
Houses rAmpthill, f>U0;CadogaD.gardent,

62; Caine, 89; Cheyney Court, Win-
chester, 258; Chislehurst, 333; East-
bourne, 480; “ Elmhurst," Hants, 620;
“Firsdene," Bromsgrove, 32; Kirk-
levington Grange, 32 ;

Margaret-street,
W., 420; “ilars Ash," Ablnger, 244;
Northwood, 52; San Sebastian, 430 ;

S'juth Lytchett. 244 ; town, designs for,
398, 479, 520 ; 'Wimbledon, 600

Houses, old : Caroline Park, Granton, 63 ;

Chester, 88, 3:!7
;
Bermondsey, 284

Hydraulic street gully, 477, 605
Hygiene and architecture, 230

ILLIUSTRATIONS of old Chester, 88, 337
Imperial Institute windows, 33s
India, building in, 204
Inigo Jones, drawings by, 1
loliiy pavement, Torcello, 188
Institute, the ; and architecture, 197,

‘231, 238, 3U, ::59
;
proposed changes at

the, 4.'i, 197, 231, 238, 311 ; "old drawings
at the, 1

Institute of Cliartered Accountants, 168
Institutes: Biahopsgate, designs fur, 125

;

St. Bride’s, 520
Inturance Law, 3li

Interior of a horary, 479
Inveitments In land, 198
Iron baluster, Vc'zeUy, 203
Iron frame construction, I'.S.. 205
Ironwork, old, Caroline Park, Granton, 68
Isle of Wight, architecture of the, 215
llallca, 390

JACKSON, T. G., and the Institute. 312
Japanese: flowers, 91; stencils, 433
Jib crane, a new, .502

Jones, Inigo, drawings by, 1

KIRKLEVIN&TON GRANGE, York*., 32
Kemp, George Melkle, 36
Kipliu Hall : library fireplace, 421

LABOUR BILL, London County Coun-
cil's, 410, 489

Labour contracts, 603
Labour Exchaoge, Paris, 28, 1-23

Land as an investment, 198
Landmarks of <ild Scarborough, 159
Laundry Exhibition, 183
Law: insurance, 36; of light, the, 410;

relating to railways, 480
Leaning tower, Saragossa, 379
Ledbury, Barrett-Browning Memorial, 32
Leigh Church, window af, 6OO
Letters from Paris, 28, 103, 267, 351, 437
Liability of employers, 91
Library : fireplace, Kiplin Hall, 4-21

; inte-
rior, 479 : Uppingham School. 128

Life of Werner von Siemens, 314
Light, the law of, 410
Limes, 37, 55, 73
Liocoln Cathedral : south porcli, 500
Liverpool : Adelphi Bank, 460
Local Govt. Board's Annual Report, 413
Lodge and boathouse, 379
Lodge and gates, San Sebastian, 4S0
London house-drainage, 217
London County Council : Bills in Parlia-
ment, 474 ;

labour bill, 410, 439

London and County Banks ; Henley-on-
Thames, 462; High Barnet, 461

London water question, 413
Low aide windows, 616
Lycian art, 119
Lydian art, 1 19

Lyons, monumental fountain for, 168
Lynluti, tower ol Si. Mary 's Onurch, 321

MAGAZINES and Reviews, 31, 124, 202,
2l0, 231, :570, 462

Malta, building stones of, 319
Manchester Crematorium, 321, 381
Manhattan Buildlug, Chicago, 24
Mania, advertising, 469
Manor-houses : Isie of Wight, 210, 217

;

South Lytchett, 244
Mansions: town, designs for, 398, 479;
Trosley Towers, Kent, 70; Wurahani
Lodge, Sussex, 32

Marbles of Sailion, Switzerland, 472
Margaret-street, W.

,
houses io, 4‘20

Market, old, Dunster, 142
Mashonaland, ruined cities of, 431
Masonic Temple, Chicago, 23
Mayor's chair. Deal, 396
Medum, 503
Melbury-road studio, a. 244
Memorial church, design for, 600
ilemorlal, Barretc-Brownlng, Ledbury, 32
Memoriallats, and llie Institute, 311, 359
Metopes found atSdinoute, 168
Metropolitan water queattoii, 413
-Miles Platting, tew K.C. church, 302
Minehoad Church, 110

,
169

Model dwellings, Glasgow, :102, 326
Monadnock, the, Chicago, 23
Monumenlsof Cairo, 480
Mosaic pavement, Murano, 188
iloitistju Manor-house, I. W., 21C
Municipal Biiiluings : Batteroea, 32. 384 •

Oxford, 9, 32, 399. 461
Murano, psvement at, 183
-Museums: Baroda, 204; .South Kensing-

ton, deilgn for, 378
Music, Royal College of, 52
Mysteries, Eleusinian, 602
Mystery lemples, 602

NEW TRAVELLERS' Club, 302. 341
Norbary Onurch, Salop, 421
North Loudon Consumption Hospital, 521
Northwood, house at. 52
Norwich and Ely Diocesan ITraining Col-

lege, 399
Notes on low side windows, 516
Notes from Paris, 28, 10:{, 201, 257, 351,
437 (see also “France,” In “Foreign
and Colonial," in -‘General" Section
of this Index.).

Notes In San Francisco, 79

OAK, structure and properties of, 439 513
Office buildings : Chicago, 23: San Fran-

cisco, SO
Offices: Assurance, Bury St. Edmunds,
169

;
Institute of Chartered Account-

ants, 168; Stafford County Council
in. 123

Old ; Chester, 88, 337 ; Clergy-houae,
Alfriston, 246 ; houses, Bermondsey
261 ; drawings at the Institute, 1

;
.Scar-

borough, 159 : Touraine, 44
Olympia, architectural remains at 199
Orders, blst-iry of the, 511
Ornament, Egyptian, 254
Ornament, principles of, 91
Orplunage, Whitelncb, Glagow, 89
Oxford; Municipal Buildings competi-

tion, 9 , 32, 399. 461
; windows at Xi'inlty

and All Souls' Colleges, 282

PAINTINGS, St. Stephen’s Chapel, West-
minster, 61

Palace of Darius, Persepolls, 178
Palace, St. Davtu's, 442
Palace of St. Cloud, lu3
Palladio, drawings by, 1

Panels : decorative, 62, 477.: sculptural, 85
Pantheon, Rome, new chronolosy of 389

398. 412, 424
Paris, letteis from, 28, 103, 257, 351, 437
Paris : Acatl.'-mie ues Beaux-Arts, -Ji, 1( ,3

;

AL Alphaiid's successors, 103; art exhi-
bitions, 28, 103, 438 : Bourse du Travail,
28,128; bridges, 437; ceutenaryof the
Republic, 257

;
Chapelle Expiatoire.

258; competitions, 351; Congress of
French Aichitects, 8, 28

;
Conservatoire

des Arts et Alvclers, 28
;

Court of
Appeal, 29; dea-h of AI. F. Blayn, 138

;

death of M. C. Gosselln, 352
;
death of

-M. Lupine, 352 ; death of AI. F. L. Mar-
cnauil, 193; death of AL A. Michiels,
3.52; death of M. ATtal-Dubray, 3.52;
decoration at the Elysoe, 351

;
decora-

tions, Hotel de VUle, 2s, 351, 437 ; de-
coration, Pantfai-on, 351; Koole des
Beaux-Arts, 28, 1C3, 352, 438; Exhi-
bition for 1900, 28, 352 ; fete and prooea-
Sion of Sept. 22nd, 257 ; Hotel do Sena,
201 ; Library Association, 258; Louvre,
43b ;

Musc-e Galliera, Paris, 28 : OpOra
Comique, rebuilding, 391

;
Palace of St.

Cloud, 07, 103
;
Palais de TElysOe, 351

;

I’anthuon. 257, 351; Pont du Louvre,
437; sanitation, 352; sewerage, 352

;

statue of Beaumarchais, 352; street im-
provement, 201, 352; ITocaddro Palace,
28 :

water-supply, 352
Parliament Hall, Edinburgh Castle, 331
Partnoiship lu art and architecture, 329
Patterns, stencil, 4::i

Pavements, Aliiraiio and Turcello, 183
Pavilion, Batoda Alnseum, 204
Paving : concrete, 465 ; street, 503
Persepolls, 178, 179
Persia ; art in, 177, 265 ; brick bridge?, 392
Pewsham, stables at, 70
Phrygian art, 119
Piano, an artistic. 33:1

Picking’s fireproof coustructlor, 399
Pipes, cast-iron, IG

Plaster of Paris, 113
Poetry of architecture, the, 451
Poetry, Tennyson's, and architecture^

293, 322
Polytechnic Institute, Battersea, 70
Ponte St. Aogelo, Rome. 184
Portal, Sta. Marla Alaggiote, Bergamo, 409
Portland cement, 92, 130, 15J, 171

, I9i,
203, 231, 267, 287, 306

Portsmouth sanitary exhibition, 220, 22i
Pottery, Egyptian, 254
Premises, new, Hampstead, 379
Principles of ornament, 9l
Priory, Holy Trinity, Dunlin, 602
Private Bills for 1893, 474
I’rufeasion or art’/ 311, 359
Professionalism, 312
Properties of oak, 489, 61.3

Provisional Orders for 189:1, 474
Public Health (London) Act, -207

Pulpit, Salerno Cathedral, 282

yi ALIFICATION for the Fellowship of
the R.I.B.A.. 43, 197, 238

M'uautockshead Church, 149

RAILWAY; law, 480; projects, 475
Range-boilers, explosion ol, 307, 436
Regulations, house drainage, 217, 248, 265
Renaissance arts and crafts, 481
Report, Local Government Bii., 413
Reredos, St. Alban's Ch., Teddington, 268
Restoration, a, of St. Stephen's Cnapel,
Westminster, 70

;

Reviews and Alagazines, 31, 124, 202, “’40.

234, 370, 462
Ridley Hall, Cambridge, chapel, 460
Ripoii Cemetery Chapel, 29
Road construction and maintenance, 36
Road-rolling, steam. 25, 36
Roman : cement, 92 ;

concrete, 17 ; site,
a forgotten, 890

Rome : antiquities of, 170 ; the Pantheon,
389, 393, 41-2, 424 ; Ponte St. -Angelo, lb4

Roofs, concrete, 024
Royal College ol Alusic, 52
Ruined cities of Alashonaland, 431
Ruins of Italica, ::90

Ruakin and thepoetryof architecture, 451.
Rydal Church, stained-glass window, :1j2

SAILLON, marbles of, 472
Saint Alban's Church, Teddington, tere-

dos, 263
St. Asaph's Cathedral, 187
SC. Bartholomew's Church, Smitblield,.
new transepts, 225

St. Benazet bridge, Avignon, 379
Sc. Bride’s Institute, deaigu for, 520
St. Cloud, 103
St. David's Cathedral, 440, 474
Sc. Glles’a-ln-the Fields, 347
St. Luke’s Church, Winnington, 479
St. Margaret's, Lowestoft; window, 957
St. Mary’s Church, Lynton, 321
St. Saviour’s Church, Folke*tone, 2*3
St. Stephen's Chapel, Westminster, 61, TO
.Salerno Cathedral, amhone, 282
Saranthrace, mystery temples, 502
San Francisco, architecture io, 79
San Sebastian, house at, 480
Sand, 260, 288
Sanitary appliances : now, 106 : exhibition,
Portsmouth, 220, 222

Santa Maria Alaggiore, Bergamo
: portal.

460
Saragossa, leaning tower, 379
.Sarcophagi from Sidon, 102
Saundby Church, 128
Scarborough, old, 159
Scotch castles, 99, 191
Scott Monument and G. AI Kemp, 36
Sculpture : bas-relief of Olivier do Clisson,
128; British Aluseum, 170; for fouu-
taln, Lyons, 168 ;

Greek, 480
Sculptures: Egyptian, 471; Gjulbatchi,

170
Selby Abbey, east window, 244
Selenitic cements, 73
Selinonte, metopes found at, 168
Seville, doorway at, 620
Sewers, concrete, 524
Shaw, R. N., and the Institute, 312
.Sheat Manor-house, Isle of Wi^hr, -’17

Shrewsbury's new water-heater, 11
-Sidon, sarcophagi from, 162
Siemens, Werner, life and works of, 314
Site, a forgotten, 390
Skelton Church: window, 442
Sketch for a decorative panel, 477
-Slab, Stogumber Church, 169
Smokeless stove, a, 171
Somerset: architecture of, 139, 146, 14Sf,

164, 169 ;
county roads in, 25

South Kensington Museum
,
design for, 378

South Lytchett Manor-house, 244
South Petherton, cottages at, 50
Southwell Cathedral, 12
Stables, Pewsham, wilts, 70
Staffurdshire County Council Buildings.

Ill, 123
Stained-glass windows: All Souls'

College, Oxford, 282; Blackburn
Church, 500; Burford Church. 420 :

Imperial Instituto, 33S : Leigh Church,
600; Rydal Church, 302; •*ikelcon-iu-

Cleveland Chuich, 442; Tiinlty College,
Oxford, 282

Staircases : Battersea Townhall, 32

;

Buller’s Wood, Chislehurst, 338;
AVatergate-street, Chester, 88

Stairs, concrete, 524
Stanley Palace, Chester 337
Statue of Burns, Ayr. 206
Si earn road-rolling, 25
Steel frame construction In the U.S., 295
Stencil patterns, Japanese, 433
Stones, bulldine. of Malta, 3l9
-Stove, a new, 171
Strand to Holborn communications, 3i
Stratford-on-Avon Church, 206
Street-corner, a, 600
Street gully, hydraulic. 477 5C5
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ARTICLES AND REVIEWS (con-

tinned)

.Street-paving, 603
Street, new, trom Holborn to Strand, 34
Streets of Old Scarborough, ICO
Structure and properties of oak, 480, 513
Student's Column, the : Concrete 17

37, 55, 73, 92, 113, 130, 163, 171, 101, 208,
231, 248, 26C, 286, 306, 323. 341. 361, 383,
402, 425, 444, 465, 482, 505, 523

-Studios : MelDury-ioad, 244
;

Holland
Park, 622

Surrey vicarage, a, 370
Susa, ISO
.Switzerland, marbles of, 472

TE^IPLES : Bubastis, 471
;
Olympia, 109

;

Mashonaland, 431
Tennyson’s poetry, art and architecture

in, 203, 322
Tests of cement*, 113, 131, 153, 171, 191,

208, 231, 248, 266, 287, 3C0

Abbeys : Graignamanagh, Ireland, 2li7
:

Milton, nvar Peterborough, 181 ; St.
Albans, 257 : Westminster, chapter-
house windowg, 1431 Wnltby, 46;
Winchcombe, 515

Acaddmie des loscrljitions, Paris, 163
Academy, P^oyal : students' designs, 472
Accidents : Melton Mowbray, 81, 121;
omnibus, Piccadilly, 219

Actiuin, sanctuary of Apollo, 104
Acts relating to building societies, 332,

411, 4C7
Additions, Itecord Office, 436
Adler, Professor, 333
Advertising : architects, 07, 297, 333, 350,

437 ; engineers, 201
Age of the world, 192
Air, compressed, 4
Air of large towns, 122
AitchisoD, Professor, and American

plagiarism, 360
Algerian Pompeii, an, 66
America, fires in, 350
Aneroid barometer, 182
Apollo Belvedere, date of the, 332
Arbitration : Chamber of, Loudon, 308,

435 : London tramways, 192; In trade
disputes, 26

Arch.'cologlcal survey of Egypt, 453
Archa'ology, Greek, 27, 181,296, 436, 453
Architect of the Athenreum Club, 4 13
Architect's monumeut, Vienna, 412
Architects : advertising, 67, 29‘7, 333, 350,

437 ; Austrian, 144; as directors, 351
Architects and copyright, 239, 276
Architects, Punch's notions, 164, 101
Architects': certificates, 45; congress,

Leipsic, 218; diploma question in
Fraoce, 297

Architectural Assoc., convtrtazivne

,

296
Architectural drawings, old, 101
Architectural Record, Xew York, 309
Architecture : in Chicago, 220 ;

ar, the
Chicago Exhibition, 46, 239, 331 ; in
France and England, 297 ; library, 239

;

at the Munich Exhibition, 200
.A.rt, applied, at Edinburgh, 206
-Itt, French, 240
Art Exhibition, Munich, 200
Art industries exhibition, Barcelona, 122
Art for .Schools Association, 437
.A.rtisans' dwellings for Herr Krupp, 332
Ashby-de-la-Zouch, fever at, 219
Ashby Woulds, fever at, 219
Ashtead, sewage purification at, 2.'i6, 286
Associated Chambers of Commerce, 255
Athemeum Club, architect of the, 413
Athens; British School at, 296; excava-

tions at, 463
;
French School at, ISl

Australian timbers, 361
Austria, architects in, 144
Aylesbury District, sanitary condition, 2 10
Aylesbury extension, Metropolitan Bail-
way, 200

,
211

Back-to-back houses, 277, 516
Bailey, W. H., on technical libraries in

Paris, 332
Balfour, Mr., and technical education, 491
Ball-cock apparatus, Falja’s, 492
Barcelona, art exhibition, 122
Barometer, aneroid, 182
Belasyse monument, St. Giles’s, 27
Bequests by Mr. T. Nelson, 369
Berlin

: proposed cathedral, 82 : sites for
Exhibition, 390; sewage farm, 413 !

Berridge bequests, the, 290
.Betterment, 67
Bills promoted by London County CcL, 06
Birkbeck Bank scare, 240
Birthplace of Handel, 276
Blasting rocks, 67
Board Schools, London, 454, 473, 491
Board of Trade : and canal rates, 331 ; I

and electrical standards, 454 ; and I

railway rates, 474
Boards of Conciliation, proposed, 26
Boiler explosions, range, 436
Bolt-court, Dr. Johnson's house, 122
Borough-road Polytechnic, 256, 263

j

Bottems v. Mayor of York, 66
Bournemouth Pavilion competition, 180
Boussod, Valadon, & Co.'s gallery, 351 1

Brabazon, H. B., water-colours by, 474

.
I Theatre, the Greek, 2
Theatre architecture, Vienna Exhibn., 273
Title and Trust Building, Chicago, 25
Tomb, Cothelstone Church, 149

I

Tombs, r.oyal, at Sidon, 102
I Topography of Athens, a, 179
Torcello, pavement at, 183

! Touralne, <.>ld. 44

I

Tower, leaning, Saragossa, 379

I

Tower, St. Mary's Church, Lyuton, 321
' Town houses, designs for, 398, 479, 520
Town-hall, Battersea, 32, 384
Trade catalognies, 207, 250, 349, 424, 481
Training College, Norwich, 399
Transepts, St. Bartholomew's Church,

Smithfleid, 226
Trocadt-ro, Paris, 28

. Trosley Towers, Kent, 70
I
Truro Cathedral, 356
Turkish Bath, Avery Hill, 420

rpPINGHAM School Library, 128

I

VASES, Greek, 493
Vestries and house-drainage, 217, 243,

285
V.5zelay, iron baluster at, 203
Vicarages: Alftistoii, 246; Surrey, 379
Vienna Exhibn., theatre architeeiure at,

273
Village almshouses, 399
Visits made by Congress of French archi-

tects, 28

WAGES and the County Council, 489
Waldstein, Dr., excavations at Argos, 255
Walls, conerete, 605, 623
Warnham Lodge, Sussex, 32
Water question, London, 413
Water-closet, a new, 106
Water-heater, a new, 11
Water-pipes, cast-iron, III

Wauwermans, Gen., on the Chateau des
i

Comtes, Ghent, 190
West Somerset, architecture of, 139, 146,

148, 164

Westminster : Abbey, old high altar, 14
’

Emanuel Hospital, 204; St. Stephen's
Chapel, 61, 70

WhitelDch Orphanage, Glasgow, 89
Wimbledon, house at, 600
Winchester : Cathedral, 260

;
Cheyuey

Court, 258
Windows: All Souls' College, Oxford,
282 ; Blackburn Church, 509 ; Burfora
Church, Tenbury, 420; Imperial Insti-
tute, 338 ;

Leigh Church, 609; Lowes-
toft, St. Margaret’s, design for. 337 ;

Rydal Church, 302 ; Selby Abbey, 244 ;

Skelton - In - Cleveland Church' 442
;

I

Trinity College, Oxford, 282
Windows, low aide, 516
Wlnnington : St. Luke's Church, 479
Wiring, concentric, for electric light, 51i'-

Worcester Catliedral, 107, 125
Workmen's dwellings, Glasgow, 302, 326
Works of Werner von Siemens, 314

YARN MARKET, old, Dunster, 142

NOTES.

Brabrook, Mr., and building societies, 411
.
Bramweli, Sir F., and the Loudon water
question, 276, 390

Brasses of Lancashire and Cheshire, 277
BrownhllU Local Board district, 27
Bridges : railway, 4 ;

Vauxball, 122, 255

i

British Association, 102, 121. 122, 143, 144
' British Institute of Public Health, 291
British Museum in danger, 239
British School at Athens, 296
Buda-Pest market-hall, 220
Builder, Jubilee of the, 614
Bulletin of French School, Athens, 181
Building Exhibition, Lemberg, 46, 267
Building materials at Vienna, 239
Building societies, failure of, 240
Building societies legislation, 332, 411, 467
Burlington Gallery, 351
Burne-Jones, works of, 297

Cable tramways, 464, 455
Caen stone, decay of, 351
Caldy Island, 122
Canal companies' rates and charges, 331
Canals : Manchester Ship, 1C2 ;

N icaragna,
182 ; Panama, 890

Carshalbon, 122
Catastrophes, a wave of, 360
Cathedrals: Berlin, 82; Lichfield, 453,

473
;
Rochester, 3i5

;
St David's, 474

Centenary of SJielley’s birth, 82
Certificates: architects', 45

;
sanitary in-

spectors’, 201 ; surveyors', 360
I’hamber of Arbitration, Loudon, 368, 435
Chambers of Commerce, 255
Chancery-lane, 392, 426, 465
Chapel: Gray’s Inn, 28, 4.5; Rolls, 436,

465 : Royal, Whitehall, 25C
Cliapter-housewindowa, Weatmioster, 143
Charges for telephone-', 201
Charing Croas-road, :!19

Chedanne, M., and me Pantheon. i'OO

Chelaea ^'eat^y repo, t, 350
Chicago: archltecmre in, 220 ;

Exhibi-
tion, 46, 122, 201, 239. 3.31

Cholera and its cause at Hamburg, 250
Cholera in Russia, 14:i

Cholera, precautions against, 81
Cholera scare, uses of the, 201
Christ’s Hospital competition, 411
Churches: London, 102,164, 211,369, 492;

St. Giles's, Camberwell, 351
;
St- Helen’s,

Bishopagate, 211 ; St. Mary, Alderraan-
btiry, 164; St. Mary-at-Hill, 102; St.
Mary, Woolnoth, 369; Wittenberg, 349

City Hall, Philadelphia, 46
Classes, technical, 473, 491
Classical Review, the, 47:5

Clerk's Well, the, Cierkenwell, 316
Club, residential, Hampden House, 182
Coffee Taverns, 257
Collections. Soane Museum, 391, 401
Collision, Thirsk, 349, 412
Cologne, Improvements at, 201
Colonial members. Surveyors’ Instn., 473
Colour in sculpture, 297
Columbus auniversary, the, 82
Commercial architects, 351
Commission, house-agents', 26, 350
Commissions, illicit, 297, 350
Commons and open spaces, 46. 67, 131
Communication with Mars, 122
Competitions : Board SchooH, London,

491 ; Bournemouth Pavilion, 180

;

Christ’s Hospital, 411 ; Gray’s Inn
Chapel, 28, 45 ;

Llanelly Town-hall, 240

;

Market-hall, Buda-Pest, 220; Wake-
field County Ottices, 411; Zurich
Theatre, 391

Compressed air, 4

Conciliation In trade disputes, 26
Concrete beams, strengtli of, 219
Condell, Henry, memorial of, 164
Conditions of contracts, 66
Conduit Mead, 333
Conference on coffee-taverns, 257
Congress of architects, Leipsic, 218
Congress of Chambers of Commerce, 26
Congress, trades' union, 200, 218, 219
Conservators of the Thames, 5
Constructions, steel, 66
Contractor, hard case for a, 66
Contractors and the London County

Council, 315, 4U

Conversazioni'. Architectural Associa
tloD, 296

;
Institution of Electrical

Eoglneers, 27
Copyright In drawings, 239, 276
Coroners' courts, 332
Cottages in the Aylesbury District, 210
Cumnor Park, 102
Curiosities of the Patent Office, 102
Cutting-off tile water, 27, 22i)

Cylix, an Athenian, 27

Danbury Place. 143
Danger to the British Museum. 239
Date of the Apollo Belvedere, 332
Death of Lord Tenny "i, 279
Decimal system, th.-, 219, 255
Decorations : Guil'iiiall, 45 : Marlborough
House, 391, 4’4

;
Royal Exchange, 103,

132
;

.SC. Peter's Church, Plymouth,
454 ;

ancient, Wellow Church, 516
Dennis y. Gould, 850
Depew’s heroics, 331
Design of railway bridges, 4
Designs, students', Royal Academy. 472
Diploma for architects in France, 297
Disaster at Melton Atowbray, 81, 121,194
Discoveries: at Myceoie, 4!2; at Rome,
81; Pantheon, 209, 359, 412, 424; at
Winchcombe, 516

Disfigurement of Nuremberg, 14;i

Donegal .School of Wood Carving, 27
Dorpfeld, Dr., and hypicthial temples, 491
Drawings, architectural, by old masters,

101
Drawings, copyright iu, 239, 27C
Drawings, silverpoint, byM. Saluton, 351
Drawings, water-colour, by C. Robertson.

351
Dresden, the Semper monument, 218
Drilling for rock-blasting, 67
Dudley Castle, 102
Dudley Gallery, 437
Dwelling-houses, sanitation of, 103

Earl's Court,' open space at, 240
Earthqnake, recent, in Japan. 163
Edinburgh; Greyfrlara Churchyard, 201

;

Palace of Varieties, 392; School of
Applied Art, 296 ;

workmen’s rests, 369
Ediidjurgh Revieio on gardening, 82
Education inimical to originality, 121
Egypt Exploration Fund, 453
Eight-hours question, 81, 182, 200, 213, 315
Electric light, fires from, 454
Electric light workmen, careless, 302
Electrical Engineers' conversazione, 27
Electrical Standardising Institution, 392
Electrical units, 144, 454
Electricity and the gas companies, 615
Electricity and Niagara Falls, 46, 121
Electricity and pseudo-scientific specula-

tions, 4
Elmea and St. George’s Hall, Llverp’l, 615
Emanuel Hospital, Westminster, 2C, 180,

200. 204
“Engineering" Exhibition, 369
Engineers, advertising. 201
England, Waterways of, 437
English Art Club, 437
Euterprise of the Pall 3Iall Gazette, 316
Essen, workmen’s dwellings at, 332
Euston station, extension of, 45
Evidence, London W.ater question, 276
Examinations: R.I.B.A., 257; for sani-

tary inspectors, 201
Excavations: at Athens, 453; at Megalo-

polis, 296
Explosion of range boilers, 438
Exhibitions : Art for Schools Association,

437
;
Barcelona, T22 ; Berlin, proposed,

390; Chicago, 46, 122, 201, 239, 331 ;

“ Engineering, ' at leliogtou, :{69 : Ger-
man, 200 ; Horticultural, Earl's Court,
4 ; Lemberg, 46, 267 ; Turners' Com-
pany’s, 332 ;

wood-carving, 27 ;
work

of art-students, 82
Extension of Easton Station, 45

Faculties granted, 164, 309
Faija’s ball-cock apparatus, 492
Fawcett statue, Vauxhall Park, 412
Fergusson : and the Pantheon, 412 ;

and
the Parthenon, 491

Ferry, Woolwich, 436

Fever at : AsIiby-de-la-Zouch, 219 ; King’s
Lynn, 296 ; i'iowfleld^ 219; Rotbernam,
257 : iu the Wigan oistrict, 515

Fine Art Society’s Gallery, 351, 437
Fire protection, London, 435
Fires : Milwaukee, 350 ;

St. John’s. New-
foundlaud, 81

Fires from electric light, 454
First Commissioner of Works, the, 183
Fish iu sewage eltiuents, 413
Fitzwilliam, Lorii, seat, Abbey Milton, ISl
Fleet-street, nooks in, 492
Fogs and gas supply. 391
Food for the unemployed, A'ienna, 412
Formal and landscape gardens, 52, 493, 499
Fouudations in quicksand, 67
Fowler, the Right lion. H. II., 163
Fowler memorial, proposed, 474
France, architectural tendencies In, 297
F’rench : art, 210 ; School at Athens, 181
Friday and the scientific societies, 26
FuUiam, old houses at, 4
Funds for registration of plumbers, 298

Gallery, Tate, site for, 435, 492
Gdltou, Mr. F., and the planet Mars, 122
GardeniDg,formalandlana6cape,52,493,499
Gardens aud open spaces, 46
Gas, the future of, 615
Gas supply during fogs, 391
Geikle, Sir A., on geology, 102
German : architects, congress of, 218

;

architecture at Chicago, S6; engineer!
and steel constructlous, 66 ;

School at
Athens, 463

Geyraiiller.Baron, on notable drawings, 101
Gilbert, A., A.R.A., 474
Gillow V. Lord Aberdare, 26, 350
Glanders in human beings, 219
Goldsmiths’ Co.’s property, Fleet-st , 492
Goupil Gallery, 474
Graignamanagh Abbey, Ireland, 297
Ofay's Inn Cbapel, 28, 45
Greasborough, sauitary condition of, 257
Great Western Railway, widening, 220
Greek : arclissology, 27, 181, 296, 436, 453

;

vases, 27, 181, 257
Green-street, Leicester-square, 849
Greyfralrs Churchyard, Edinburgh, 201
Grievances, postal, 181
Ground-rents, taxation of, 473
Guildhall, decoration at, 45

Hackney : Board of Works' report, 391

;

St. John's burial ground, 436
Haddon Hall iu opera, 297
Halle, birthplace of Handel, 276
Halls, village, 45
Hamburg, cholera at, and its cause, 250
Hampden House residential club, 132
Hampton Court Palace, 240
Handel Museum, Halle, 276
Hawksley, Mr., and the London water
question, 276, 300

Haymarket, site near the, 82
Height of man Increased by railways, 201
Hemminge, John, memorial of, 164
Henniker-Ueaton, Mr., and postal
grievances, 181

Hervier, M., pictures by, 351
Hilly Fields, Brockley, 46
Hints to Whitby, 276
Holborn to Strand communications, 3, 315
Holcroft Priory, Fulham, 4

Hollyer's platinotype photographs, 297
Homeric controversy, the, 473
Horsham, Slielley Library and Museum, 82
Horticultural Exhibition, Earl's Court, 4

Hospital, University College, 516
Hotel de Sens, Paris, 201
House-agents’ commission, 26, SfO
House-agents and sanitary houses, 163
House-owners, duties of, 143
Houses, back-to-back, 277, 515
Houses, London, lived in by, Handel, 276
Houses, old, at Fulham, 4

Housing the agricultural poor, 332
Hyprctbxal temples, 491

Illicit commissions, 297, 350
Improvements : Cologne, 201 ; Leicester-

square, 349 ; Paris, 201 ; Strand, 3, 315 ;

Vienna, 81
Impurities of town air, 122
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NOTES (continued)

ladastrial-art libratlea in Parla. 332
Insanitary houses, remedy for, 143
Institute of Architects: Esaminations,

257; opening meeting, 349, 868; Presi-
dent’s address, 303

;
Transactions, 411

Institute of Painters In Oil Colours, 351
Institution of Civil Engineers : Transac-

tions, 413, 455
Institution of Electrical Engineers, 27
Intemeuts at St. Mary Woolnoth, 369
Intimidation by trades' unionists, 200

Jackson, Mr., and St. Mary’s, Oxford, 516
Jahrbuch, German Archiouloglcal Insii-

tute, 27, 181, 332
Japan, earthquake In, 163
Johanna-street board School, 473
Johnson, Dr., and Bolt-court, 12-2

Journal of the Franklin Institute, 492
Journal of the R.I.B A., 101, 368
Journalists and architecture, 892
Jubilee of the Builder, 514
Jodgmeut in the Lincoln case, 143

Kensington: art-students’ work at. 82:
sanitary condition of, 27, 401; Vestry
report, 350

King's Lynn sewerage, 206
Knox system of rock-drilling, 67
Krupp, Herr, artisans' dwellings for. 332

Labour questions, 200, 218, 315
Landlords, duties of. 143
Lane’s Hotel, site of, 82
Landscape and formal gardening, 82
L'Architecture, 66, 297, 391
Law as to: architects' certificates, 45;
building socletb s. 332, 411, 407

Law of light, 412, 444
Law Courts, open spaca adjoining, 67
lectures by Mias E. Penrose, 257
Lelpslc, architects' congresi, 218
Lemberg, building exhibition. 40. 207
Liberator Building Society, 24o
Libraries, technical, in Pdris, 332
Library architecture, 239
Lichfield Cathedral, 453, 473
Light, the law of, 412, 444
Lightning conductors and down-pipes, 143
Lincoln judgment, the, 143
Lincoln’s Inn : Stone-buildings, 392, 425,

444,465
Lion, Thorwaldsen'a, Lucerne, 391
Llverpfjol : Architectural Society, 257 ;

St. George's Hall, 615
Llanelly Town-hall competition. 240
Lobby, Guildhall Council Chamber. 45
Local Government Board, the, 163; cir-
cular re unemployed, 3fi0; reports to,
on sanitary matters, 27, 219, 240 257
296, 616

London Chamber of Arbitration, 368, 435
London County Council: “Betterment,"

67, 473 ;
compulsory acquisition of

land, 66; contractors to be dispensed
with, 316.411 ; mortuaries and coroners'
courts, 332 ; street communications,
Holborn to Strand, 3 ;

street noises and
Itinerant musicians, 463; taxation of
ground-rents, 473 ; tenders for Wool-
wich Ferry Boat, 436 ; tramway arbi-
tration, 102

;
Vauxhall Bridge, 122, 255

London Board Schools, 454, 473, 49i
London correspondents and architects, 892
London: fire protection, 435; pronused
subwars, 162

;
rapid transit in, 316

London Reform Union, 453
London schools, sltesfor, 412
London water supply, .5, 163

, igi, 276, 300
Loss, annual, by fire, 4351
Lowell Memorial, the, 143
Lowestoft befog spoiled, isi
Lucas, C,, on architectural copyright, 76

Mackenzie Tomb, Edinburgh, 201
Maintenance of railways, 163
Manchester Ship Canal, 102
Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire
Railway, 3

Market-hall, Bnda-Peat, 220
Marlborough House, mural paintinKS.

391. 424
Mars, communication will), 122
Mechanical traction on tramways, 454
Megalopolis, excavations at. 296
Melton Mowbray disaster, 81 , 121, 194
Memorials: James Fowler, 474

; James
Thomson, 240

Metropolitan Railway, Aylesbury ex-
tension, 200, 211

;

Metropolitan water supply, 5, 163, 191 l

270, 300
MillbankPrlsf-n, site of, 436, 492
Milton, near Peierborougb, 181
Milwaukee fire, the, 350
Miners and “ eight hours," 81
Miniatures at the Fine Art Society, 437
Ministers, the new, 163
Mittheilungen, the, 463
MoDey-gTubblng at Lowestoft, ISl
Mont St. Michel, 142
Monumental brasses, Lancashire and
Cheshire, 277

Monument, Belasyse, St. Gllfs’s, 27
Monument to Von Schmidt, Vienna, 412
Mortuaries and coroners’ courts, 3Ji
Munich, art exhibition, 200

Mural decorations, Wellow Church, 616
Mural paintlogs, Marlboro'flouie 391, 42t
Mu«eum; Hsudel, Halle, 276; Natural

History, Vienna, 239; Soane, 391, 401
Mjeena;, discoveries ar, 412

Name plates of London streets, 180
NatlouHl competition of schools of art, S2
Natural Hlsrory Museum, Vienna 239
Nelson, Mr. T.. bequests by, 369
New-street-sinare, Fleet-street, 492
New Gallery, the, 277
New S luth Wales, timbers of, 351
New York, street paving, 455
Newftelrt, fever at, 219
Niagara Falls, uillfsatlon of power, 40, 121
Ntoaracua Canal, 1S2
North-Eastern Railway, the, 412
Nuremberg, disfigurement of, 143

Office of Works, the, 163
Oldham, slums at, 277
Omnibus accident, Piccadilly, 219
Open spaces, 46, 67, 181, 2i0,436
Opi^ra Comlque, Paris, rebuilding, SOI

> Opera, “Haddon Hall," 297
‘ Ornamentation of Greek vases, 181
' Oxford, restoration at St. Maiy’e, 516

Paintings, mural, Marlboro’ House,39l, 424
I Paintings for Royal Exchange, 103, 132
I

Paintings, ancient, Wellow Church, 616
, Palace of St. Cloud, 67, 103
Palace of Varieties, Ealnburgh, 392
“Palais des Beaux-Aits,” proposed for

;
London, 82

\
Pall Midi Gazette's “enterprise," 316

' Panama Canal collapse, the. 31)0
Pantheon, Rome, 200, 389, 412 424
Paper in the streets, 391
Papers at the British Association meet-

ings, 102, 121, 122, 143, 144
Paris: Hotel de Sens, 201; Improve-
ments in, 201 ; Opvra Comique, 391

;

palace of St. Cloud, 67, 103
;
technical

libraries in, 332
Parliament Hill-fields, discovery at, 143
Parochial reports, 360
Parthenon : lighting of the, 401

; pedi-
ment sculptures, 436

Pa^sfleld-Oliver, Capt., and Stonehenge,

Patent Office, curiosities of the, 102
Pavilion, Bournemouth, proposed, 180
Paving, a new, for streets, 391

I Penrose, Mias E., lectures by, 257
Philadelphia City Hall, 46

, Photographs by JLr. Hollyer, 297
I
Piccadilly omnibus accident, 219

j

Pictures : English Art Club, 437 ; by Her-

j

vler, 351
; Institute of Painters in Oil

I
Colours, 361 ; at Messrs. Tooth & Sons’,

' 333; at the New Gallery. 277 ; St.

j

Peter’s, Plymouth, 454
;

Society of
Painters In Water-Colours, 4S6; Water-
ways of England, 437

Plagiarism in America, 3B9
Plan of St. George's, Hanover-square, 474
Plasterers, Vienna, 616
Plate-glass architecture, 220
Platlnotypes, Hollyer's, 297
“ Pleaching," 499
Plumbers, registration of, 296
Polytechnic, Borough-road, 256, C63
Pompeii, an Algerian, 60
Poor, agricultural, dwellings of, 332
Post Office, General (old), 277
Postal reforms and grievances, 131
Power of Niagara Falls, 40 121
Powers sought by London Co. Council, 60
Powers of water companies. 27, 220
Precautions against cholera, 81
Preece.W.H., on lightning conductors, 143
President of Local Govt. Board, 163
Prizes, Turners' Company’s, 832
ITopertles for sale, 102, 122
Provincial architects, advertising. 297.

333, 350
Pseudo-science aud electilclty, 4
Public Health Act, London, 143
PuncA'fi ideas about architects, 164 191
Purification of sewage, Ashstead, 266, 286

Railway accidents; Melton Mowbray, 81.
121, 194; Thlrsk, 349, 412

Railway: bridges, 4, malntecance, 163;
rates, 369, 456, 474, 491

Railway station, Eustoii-sqnare, 45
Railway station waiting-rooms, 515
Railway tickets, validity of, 412
Railway and Canal Traffic Act, 369
Rallwajs: new, to Aylesbury, 200, 211;
Great Western, 220; new, to London,
3'; underground, In London, 162;
Wirral, 332

Railways and the height of man, 20 i

Rain-water pipes, lightning and, 143
Range-boiler explosions, 436
Rates, canal companies', 331
Rawmarsh, sanitary condition of, 257
Record Office, additions to, 43C
Reform, London, 463
Refuse removal, London, 391
Registration of plumbers, 290

Relief works for the unemoloyed, 390
Reports to Local G^vt. Bd. on sanitary
matters, 27, 219, 240, 257, 296, 515

Reports, parochial, 350, 391
Reptou and “ Capability " Brown, 403
Restoration: Lichfield Cathedral, 453,

j

473; Mont .8t. Michel, 142; Rochester

I

Cathedral, 315
;
St. Mary’s, Oxford, 516

Rests for labouring men, 369
Reoue des Deux iloiuies, 200, 389
Revue Scientifique. 201, 297
Richmond memorial to James Thomson,

240
Rochester : Cathedral, 315 ; city wall, 315
Rock-blasting, 67
Rolls House aod Chapel, 430, 465
Roman remains at Tlmegad, 66
Rome: discoveries at, 81; the Pantheon,

200, 389, 412
Rotherham, sanitary condition of, 257J
Royal Academy, students' designs, 472
Royal Commission on Metropolitan
Water Supply, 6, 276

,

Royal Exchange, paintings for, 103, 132

]

Rurldecanal Conference, Uxbridge, 332
' Russia, cholera in, 143

Saint Alban’s Abbey, 257
St. Cloud. Palace of, 67, 103
St. David's Cathedral, 474
St. George’sHall, Liverpool, 615
St. George’s, Hauover-square, 474
St. Giles’s, street-cleaning, in, 391, 425
St. Helen’s Church, Blshopsgate, 211
St. .Tohn’e Burial Ground, Hackney, 436
St. John’s, Newfoundland, fire at, 81
St. Katherine Coleman, 492
St. Luke’s Vestry report, 360
St. Martin’s-In-the-i'ields parochial work,

St. .Martln’i-le-Qrand, 277
St. Mary-at-Hfll, Church of, 102
St. Mary’s, Oxford, and the S.P.A.B., 516
St. Mary Woolnoth, 369
Sainton’s sllverpoint drawings, 351
Salaries of assiatant-surveyors, 492
Sanctuary of Apollo, Actlum, 164
Sanitary : appliances in schools, 250

;

condition of the Aylesbury District,
240

;
condition of Kensington, 27, 491

;

condition of London Board .Schools,
473

:
Inspectors, examinations for, 201

Sanitation of dwelllng-bouses, 163
Saunders, W. L

,
on compresied air, 4

School of Applied Art, Ellnburgh, 296
Schools: Imaoitary, 266

;
London Board,

464, 473, 401 ; sites for, 412 ; Stationers'
Company's, 122

Schools of Art national competition, 82
Schuster, Dr., at the British Association,
121

Scientific societies' meetings, 26
Schmidt Monument, Vienna, 412
Scott, Mr. J.O.| on Lichfield Cathedral, 473
Scott-Moncrleff sewage process, 256, 286
Scribners' Magazine, 240
Scnlpture, colour In, 297
Sculptures of the Parthenon, 438
Semaine des C'lmtrucleurs, 297
Semper monument, Dresden, 213
Severn, A., water-colours by, 474
Sewage fltluents, fish in, 4,13

Sewage farm, Berlin, 413
.Sewage purification, Ashtead, 256, 2S6
Shaw-Lefevre, Mr., 163
Shelley Library and Museum, Horsham, S2
Ship Caual, Manchester, 102
Silver-plate found at Hampstead, 143
Sites : Berlin Exhibition, 390

;
Her

Majesty’s Theatre, 82; Lanes Hotel,
82 ; London schoola, 412

Slums at Olaham, 277
Smlrke's General Post Office, 277
Soane Museum, the, 391, 401
Society of Antiquaries and Lichfield
Cathedral, 4.53, 473

Society of Engineers' Transactions, 182
Society of Fine Arts, 474
Society of Painters in Water-Colours, 436
Society for Preserving Memorials of the
Dead, 27

Sotades, cyllx by, 27
Spire, St Giles’s Church, Camberwell, 351
Standardising Institution, Electrical, 392
Standards, electrical, 464
Stationers’ Company’s School, 122
Stations, Great Western Railway, 220
Statue to Fawcett, Vauxhall Park, 412
Steel in construction, 66
Stone, Caen, 351
Stone-butldloga, Llncoln's-Inn, 392, 426,

444, 465
Stonehenge, new theory about, 218
Strand to Holborn communications, S, 316
Stratford-place, 333
Street, proposed, Holborn to Strand, 3, 315
Street, new, In Parts, 201
Street cleansing, 391, 425
Street name-plates, London, ISO
Street noises, London, 453
Street-paving : a new, 391 ;

New York, 455
Strength of concrete beams, 219
Students’ designs, Royal Academv, 472
Subways, proposed, in London, 162
Surveyors : certificates, 350 ; reports,
London, 350, 391

Surveyors' Institution : Colonial mem-
bers, 473

Sydney A. A. Notes, 351
Synagogue, Feiichurch-street, 492
Sycn Park House, 82

Tabletto Condell&Hemminge, 164
Tate Gallery, site for, 435, 493
Taxation of ground-reuts, 473
Technical : classes, 473. 491 ; libratiea to

Paris, 332
Telephone rates. 201
Temples, hyprethral, 491
Tenders for Woolwich Ferry Boat, 435'
Tendencies, architectural, in France ami
England, 297

Tennyson, Lord, death of, 276
Thames Conservancy, 6
Theatres ; Her Majesty’s, site of, 82

;

Vienna. 616; Zurich. 391
Theory, new, about Stonehenge. 218
Thlrsk railway accident, 349, 412
Tnomson, James, memorial to, 240
Thorwaldsen'a lion. Lucerne, 391
Tickets, railway, 412
Timbers of New South Wales, 351
Tlmegad, Roman remains at, 66
Tiuworth's statue of Fawcett, 412
Tomb, the Slackeuzie, Edinburgh, 201
Tooth & Sons’ gallery, 333
Town : air, 122

;
locomotion, 45t

Town-hall, Llanelly, proposed, 210
Trade disputes, arbitration in, 26
Trades Union Congress, 300, 218, 219
Treasure trove, Hampstead, 143
Tramps and electrical energy, 102
Tramway, Westminster Bridge and
Thames Embankment, 3

Tramways: cable, 454, 455; aud the
London County Council, 102

Transactions, American Society of Civil
Engineers, 491

Transactions, lustitute of Architects, 368,
411

Transactions, Institution of Civil Engi-
neers, 413, 456

Transactions, Society of Engineers, 182
Transit, rapid, in London, 316
Trough closets in schools, 256
Tullls V. JacsoD, 45
Tunnels, proposed. In London, 162
Turners’ Company’s exhibition, 332

Unemployed, work for the, 390
United Service Inatitutlon, 256
Units, electrical, 144, 454
University College Hospital, 615
Unwin, Prof., on Niagara Falls, 121
Utilisation of Niagara Falls, 46, 121
Uxbridge Rnrldecanal Conlerence, 332

Validity of railway tickets. 412
“Vandalism," alleged, at Rochester, 315
Vases, Greek, 27, isl, 257
Vauxhall Bridge. 122, 265
Vestry reports, 350, 391
Vienna : build log materials at, 239

;
Court

Theatre, 515 ; feeding the unemployed,
412; Improvements, 81

;
plasterers, 615

Village halls wanted, 45
VUlagea in the Aylesbury District, 240

Waddell, Prof., on railway bridges, 4
Waiting-rooms at railway stations, warm-

ing, 515
Wall, old, Rochester, 3t5
Wakefield County Oftices competition, 411
Water-colours; by H. B. Brabazon, 474 ;

by Charles Robertson, 351 ; by A.
Severn, 474

Water companies' powers, 27, 220
Water-power, Niagara Falls, 16, 121
Water supply; Coalville, Cl9; Hamburg,
260

;
King’s Lynn, 297

;
London, 5, 163,

191,276,300; Newfleld, 219; Rother-
ham, 267

Waterways of England, 437
Watts, Mr., works of, 297
Wave of catastrophes, a, 350
Well, the Clerk’s, Clerkeuwell, 316
Wellow Church, paintings at, 516
West Wickham Common, 46, isl
Westminster ; Abbey, Chapter - house
windows, 143 ;

Emanuel Hospital, 26,
ISO, 200, 204

Whitby, 276
;
Whitby Abbey, 46

Whitehall, the Chapel Royal, 266
Wigan, back-to-back houses, 515
Wiochcombe, discoveries at, 515
Wind-bracing in high buildings, 491
Windows, Chapter-house, Westminster,

143
Wirral Railway, the, 332
Wlttenburg Church, 349
VVolscy’s apartments, Hampton Ct., 240
Wood-carving, Exhibition of, 27
Woodhouae & Rawson, Limited, 515
Woolwich Ferry-Boat tenders. 435
Work for the unemployed, 390
Workmen and the electric light, 392
Workmen’s rests, Kdinbutgh, 369
Works Department, London County
CouncU, 411

World, age of the, 102

Zaborowski, M., on railways and the
helcht of man, 201

Zurich Theatre competition, 391
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Abbeys : Cleeve, 147 ;
Jlargair, 167

;

TaHey, 148
Ac&dtmy, Koyol : Architectural School,

85
Adams, C. A

,
on A. A. allafrs, S5, 3 56

Administration, sanitary 223

Age of sanitation, the, 222

Air In stables, 245

Altchlson, Prof., on hypic hral temples,

494
Albert Palace, Battersea, 443
Alexander, H. A-, on sanitary inspection,

423
Analysts' evidence on London water, 396
Amendment of Building Acts, 337, 394

Anderson, J. Macvicar : on professional

topics, 370; on M. Cesar Daly and his

works, 6 ; on town development, 456
Angell, Dr., on sewage treatment, 243, 245

Angell, Mr. L-, on town development, 456

Approaches to Tower Bridge, 73, 90
Arbitration cases, 160, 447, 485

Archfcological Societies: Bradford ll’s-

torlcal and Antlquaiian Soc., 326;

British ArcbccoloRical A^soc., 1C6, 167,

182, 423, 485 ;
Cambrian Archceological

Assoc , 106, 195 : Cumberland and
Westmoreland, 290 :

East Riding Anti-

quarian Soc.. 344; Kent Archrcologlcal

Soc, 106; :Rnyal Arch:eolrgical Insti-

tute, 106, 135, 144 ;
Rnval Society of

Antiqiiftvtes of Ireland, 307 ;
Somerset-

shire, 173
Archreologlcal Societies’ Congress, 70, 87

ArchtDologlcal survey of England, 70

Architects, French, in congress, 8, 28

Architects and sanitary Inspectore, 423

Architectural Association: Annual Ex-
cursion, 146, 164 ; Annual Report, 334

;

Brad fill'd Historical aul Antiquarian
Society, 32S

Bramwell, Sir F. : on London water
question, 300, 316, 377 ; on Portimouth
sewage works, 189

Bretland, J. C., on work.s In Belfast, 281
Brett, J., nil daylight in the dwelling-
house, 457, 458

Bridges; Barking-road. 357: Belfast,

2S1; Cromwell-road, 259; Tower, 73,

90 ;
Vaiixhall, 73, 90, 258

Bridgwater, 164
British Archfcological Association, 167,

182. 423, 485
British Museum vases, 352
Brodle, C II., on A A. alfalrs, 84
Bryan, W. B., on London water, S3
Brydon, J. M., on architectural educa-

tion, 3B8
Bucks water supply, 127
Building Acts, Metropolitan ; amendment

of, 337, 394; cases under, 209, 270, 36J,

406
Building societies, law as to. 467
Building-trades evidence. Labour Com-

misssioD, 421
Buildings, height of, 456
Builders’ Benevolent Inatu., 91, 332, 4i3
Builders’ Clerks' Benevolent Instn., 435
Burchardt, Dr., on sewage puridcatlon,

Curriculum, 334 : Daylight In the
Dwelling-house, 467 ;

Garden Design
and Formal Gardening, 494

;
Mysteries

of Modern Architecture, 416, 423

;

President’s address, 334 ;
Prize-list,

334 ; Relations with the Institute, 335;
Syllabus of meetings, 301 : Visits (see

‘'Visits”): Votlng-Tlste, ifcc., for elec-

tion of Committee, 69, 84
Architectural : education, 277, 334, 371,

379, 306; ExaminatloDS, 335. 370, 371,

414. 465 :
School, Royal Academy, 85

Architectural Societies : — Birmingham
Architectural Aseoc.

,
234, 358, 423, 500 ;

Edinburgh Architectural Aaaoc., 423,

600 ;
Glasgow Architectural Assoc., 212,

251, 301, 423, 478; Glasgow Institute
of Architects, 343, 423 :

Architectural
Secthm, Glasgow Philosophical Soc

,

399, 478; Leeds and Yorkshire Archi-
rural Society, 423, 403.500; Liverpool
Architectural Soc., 257, 381, 463; Lin-
colnshire and Notts, 39 :

Manchester
Society of Architects, 284. 478 ;

Northern
Architectural Assoc., 623; Royal In-
stitute of the Architects of Ireland.

500 ;
Sheffield Society of Architects and

Surveyors, 381, 600
Architecture, modern, mysteries of, 410
Architecture an art, a science, and a pro-

fession, 277
Architecture: Glaigov, 391; Som“r8et-

shire, 140, 164; at University College,

54, 277
Arnold, A., on the County Council as

builder, 321
Alt of architecture, the, 277
Artists' Benevolent Fund, 3S6, 447
Ashby, Dr

,
on Thames water, 10 29, 47

Association of Municipal and County
Engineers. 50. 80, 106, 129, 151, 167, 184,

269, 281, 303, 322
Associations of Master Builders, 75, 128,

250, 358
Asylums: Cane Hill, 259; Ciaybnry, 88
Auctioneers’ Benevolent Fund, 307
Audley End, 145
Avery Hill, Col. North’s house, 47
Awards, Sanitary Exhibn, Portsmouth, 222

Bailey, W. H.
,
on technical libraries. 332

Baines, J. A., on the Indian census. 508
Baker, A., on height of buildings, 456
Balfonr, E., on professional topics, 374
Ball, J. H., on water snoply, 242
Rirklng-road bridge, 357
Battersea, Albert Palace, 443
Belfast municipal woika, 259. 291, 303
Bell, Mr., on sanitary tnipectors, 228
Bell, Lieut., on Thames water, 104
Benn, J. W. : on the County Council as

builder, 321 : on London tramways, 285
Betterment. 381
Bills promoted bv London Co. Council, 54
Binnle. A., on London water question,

298, 318, S19, 477
Birch, R. W. p., on storage of Thames
water, 339

Bird, Stanley, evidence, Labour Commis-
alOD, 421

Birmingham Architectural Association,
234, 368, 423, 600

Black, Dr., on smoke prevention, 243
Blackwall tunnel, 301, 321
Blashlll, T. : on the Architectural Asso-

ciation, 337 ;
on town development, 467

Blyth, A. W., on sanitary inspectors, 226
Bond, E., on workmen’s dwellings, 457
Boulnols, E., on London tramways, 285
Bonlnole, H. P., on sewage treatment,

243
Boyle k Son, Limited, 363, 427

151
BurJington-Devomhire drawings, 8, 373
Burns, J. : on the County Council as

builder, 322
;
on London tramways, 285

Bury, municipal engineering at, 86, 129,

151, 167, 184

Caerleon-on-Usk, 183
Caerphilly Castle, 132
Camnrian Archmological Association at

Llandello, 126, 148
Cambridge meeting, Archrcological Insti-

tute, 144
Cameron, Sir C., on sanitation, 222, 241

Cane Hill Asylum, 259
Canterbury, a visit to, 9
Capital and Labour, 373
Cardltf : Castle, 182; meeting of the British

Arcbujologlcal Assoc., 167, 182
Cam Goch, Llangadock, 161
Carpenter, R. H., on picture gallery

decoration, 416
Cartright, J. : on the Clough Bottom

reservoir, 167; on municipal engin-
eering, 88

Cases under the .Metropolitan Building
Act (see “Building Act”)

Castle Rising, 145

Castles : Caerphilly, 152 ;
CanlifE, 182 ;

Carreg C'ennen, 149, 150
;
Dunster, 147 ;

Hardknott, 290 ; Taunton, 164
CathedraU ; Canterbury, 9 ;

Ely, 146
Census of 1891, 2'28

Cbairmanship, London Co. Council, II, 64

Chalk, water in the, 618
Chicago Exhibition, 373
Child, J., on the flow of the Lea, 123
Churches: Bridgwater, 166; Cambridge,
145; Canteil)ury, 9; Cmipton, 246;
K'ngucon St. Mary, 166 ;

Llaudeilo,

14S; Llantwit-Maj ir, 183; Marshland,
145; Somersetshuc, 146,164, 106; Sr.

M-iry Wnijlnoih, 374; Walpole St.

Peter's, 116; Walsoken, 145
Civil and Mechanical Engineers’ Society,

211, 423
Clark, J. W,

,
on the architecture of

Cambridge, 144
Claybury Asylum, 88
Cleansing of sewers, 284
Cleeve Abbey, 147

Clough Bottom reservoir, 107

Colleges and churches of Cambridge, 145

Collins, E
,
on water supply, 123

Commission, Royal, on water supp’y, 10,

29, 47, 71, 82, 103, 120, 298, 316, 338, 353,

375, 396, 438, 470, 613
Compton Church, 246
Complroliership, London Co. Council, 285

Congresses : arcbteologlcsl societies, 70,

87 ;
French architects, 8, 28 ;

plumbers,
Dundee, 234 ;

sanitary, Portsmouth,
222, 241 ;

sanitary inspectors, 225 ;

Trade Union, 234

Contractors and London County Council,

301, 3-21,357, 395, 422, 460, 478, 500

Convertazione, Architectural Assoc., 296

Cooper, C. H., on sewage treatment, 243

Cortield, Prof., on sanitation, 245

Cothelstone Manor House, 166

Cor, J. H., on tramways, 129

Crace, J. D. : on old drawings, 8 ;
on

picture gallery decoration, 415

Cramp, J., on Hertford sewage, 105

Crawford, Sic T. : on English homes, 229

;

on sanitation, 242
Oresswell, H. 0. : on A. A. affairs, 84, 314,

337 ;
on daylight in the dwelling, 457 ;

on gardens, 496
Cromwell-road bridge, proposed, 2,59

Crookes, Mr, on London water, 390

Cross-head, Llandello, 149

Crystal Palace School of Engineering, 135

Cumberland and Westmoreland Anti-

quarian Society. 290
CurzoD, Vise., on Bucks water supply, 127

Daly, M. Cisar, speech on receiving

Royal Gold Medal, 0
Dawkins, Prof., on the London water

question, 366
Dawson, H., on open spaces, 456

Daylight In the dwelling-house, 457, 458

Deacon, G. F. ; on the London water ques-

tion, 470 ;
on tramways, 133

Death-rates and water supply, 71

Decoration of picture-galleries, 416

Defects In sanitary enactments, 147

Design, garden, 494
Destructors for refuse, 224
Dew, G., evidence. Labour Commission,

422
Dibdin, W. J

,
on London water, 33

Dickens, proposed statue, 479
Dickinson, W. H., on Loudon water
supply, 15, 47

Dickson, A., on Kent water supply, 127

Dines, \V. 1£.. on wind-pressure, 405

Dinners : Bristol Master Dulldera’ Assoc ,

75 ;
Builders' Benevolent lustiiutioti,

332 : Society of Etgineers, 600
Disposal of sewage, 243

{

District SuTveyorships, 11, 259

Dorpfeld, Dr., on hypiclhrui temples, 493

Drainage, main, 241

Drains, ventilation of, 243
Drawings, Burlington, Devonshire, 8,373

Draughtsmanship, 371
Drummond, F. A.W,, oDThameawater,104
Drury, A. G., on the .Shortlanda and
Nuuheail Railway, 463

Duller, Col., on smoke-prevention, 155

Dunster Castle, 147
Dwelling-house, light in the, 457, 453

Dwellings for workmen, town, 457

Easton, Sir E., on the London water
question, 377

Eayrs, J. T., on sewer ventilators, 304

Edinburgh Aiobitectiiral Assoc., 423, 5(W

Education : architectural, 277, 334, 371,

379, 396 ;
of public taste, 374 ;

technical,

343
Egypt Exploration Fund, 485
Elections at the A. A., 09, 8i

Electric traction for tramways, 129

Eltbam Palace, 47

Ely Cathedral, 146
Emanuel Hospital, 374
EDglneering School, Crystal Palace, 135

Engineering Societies : Association of

Municipal and County Englneeri, 50,

80. 106, 129, 151, 167, 184. 259, 281, 303,

322
;

Civil and Mechanical Engiueera’

Society, 211, 423 ;
Institution of Civil

Engineera, 395, 403 ;
Institution of

Mechanical Eegineers, 189, 203, 326 ;

Junior, 115, 269, 307 ; Liverpool, 9, 72,

155, 363, 405 ; Mason College Engineer-
ing Society, 343 ;

Society of Engineers,

72, 269, 284, 385. 463, 478, 500
English homes, 229
Era of sanitation, the, 222
Essex water supply, I'iO

Evidence, builulng trades, at Labour
Commission, 421

Examinations : Architectural, 335, 370,

371, 414, 455 ;
Incorporated Association

of Municipal and County Engineerp,
3'22

; plumbers, 416
;
Sanitary Institute,

20, 57, 5'25
;
Surveyors' Institution, 51

Excursion, Architectural Assoc., 146, 161

Exhibitions: Chicago, 373; sanitary,
Portsmouth, 220, 2'22

Exploration of Egypt, 483

Fair Wages Report, London County
Council, 473, 600

Fairchild, Mr, on sanitary inspectors'

duties, 228
Farrow, F. R., on mysteries of archi-

tecture, 419
Farter, Sir T., on London water supply,

47
Fellowship of the Institute, 372
Ferry, Rotherhilhe, proposed, 301
Field, Rogers, on water softening, 242
Filtration of sewage on sandy soils, 155

Finance of London County Council, 285
Fire Brigade Stations, Loudon, 54, 357
Florence, H. L

,
on picture-gallery

decoration, 416
Flow of : Lea, 126; Thames, 105, 477

Flower, M., on sanitary enactments, 1‘7

Flower, Major: on the River Lea, 104;
on sewage treatment, 245

Formal gardening, 494, 496
Fortress, Cam Goch, Llangadock, 151
Fosbroke, Dr. G. H., on Thames water, 43

Fowler, A. M., on works in Belfast, 282
Francis, J., on London water, 83, 128
Frankland, Dr., on Loudon water, 72, 82

Fraser, A., on London waterquestlon, 439
French architects, congress of, 8, 28

Funeral Reform Association, 20

Gale, E. S., on A.A. affairs, 84
Gardening, formal, 494, 496
Glasgow: Architectural Assoc., 212, 251,

801, 423, 478; Inst, of Architects, 343,

423; Philosophical Soc., Architectural
Section, 399, 478

Gosport waterworks, 242
Gough, Mr., on Thames pollution, 103
Grantham, R. F., on sewage Irrigation, 155
Green, Pro/., on London water question,

376
Greek vases, 35'2

Ground values, taxation of, 382, 443, 460
Groves, C E., on Thames water, 104

Groves, Dr., on water purification, 242

Growth of London, future, 15

Gunn, Mr., and the County Council, 235

Gurney, W., on Backs water supply, 127

Hale, W., on architectural topics, 3cS

Hardknott Castle, 'JJO

Kawkkle^, T., on Ljuuui water qucsllor,

298
Ha) ter, H., on engineering lcplc», 3f,‘>

Hearn, W., on Bucks water suppiy, 127

Height of bulloings, 456
Henderson, F., on the County Council as

builder, 32'2

Hertford sewage, 105
Herts water supply, 127, 377

Hosrdlngs, 95, 357
Holborn to Strand communications, 11,

34, 73, 90, 132, 337, 374, 381

Holmes, Mr., on the County Council as

builder, 321
Holttum, W. H., on needles for tunnel-

ling, 385
Homes, English, 229
Hopkins, B.. on London traniwsys, 286
Hopkinbiiii,.T.,on Herts water tupply,3T7
House, Avery Hill, 47

Humphrejs, Limited. 620
Hunter, W,, on London water question,
438

Hutton, J., on sanitation of London, 463

Hygiene, domestic, 228
Hypicthral temples, 493

Improvements : Belfast, 281
;

London
derry, 303 ;

Scarborough, 51
India, population of, LOS
Infectious diseases notification, 228
Insanitary area?, Shoreditch and Dept-

ford, 54
Insanitary “model” dwellings, 212
Inspectors of Nuisances, 423, 525
Institute, Fcoyal, of British Architects

Alliance with the Institute of .Archi-

tects of New South Wales, 493 ;
Ash-

pitel Prizeman, 456 ;
Burlingtou-Devon-

shire Collection of Drawings, 8, 373

;

Capital and Labour, 373 ;
Chicago Ex-

hibition. 373; Church of St. Mary
Woolootb, 374 ;

Education of the
Bublic Taste, 374 ;

Emanuel Hospital,

374; Examinations, 370, S71, 414,455 ;

Honorary Secretaryship, 373, 415, 465 ;

IlypLcthral Temples, 493 ;
New Mem-

bers, 370, 416 :
New Streets in London,

374; Pictuie Gallery Decoration. 415;
Presentation of the Royal Gold Medal
to M. Ciisar Daly, 5; President's
Address, 370; Problems of Town and
City Development, 455 ;

Publications,
372 ; t)ualiflcatlon of Fellows, 372 ;

Relations with the Architectural
Association, 335 : Wellington ilonu-
mcDt, Sc. Paul’s, 374

Institution of Civil Engineers, 395, 463
InstltD. of Mechanical Engioeers, 189,2C3
Irrigation, sewage, on laudy soils, 165

Johnston, R. E., on railway development,
303

Jones, C. , cn town refuse disposal, 224

Jones, Col., on sewage treatment, 245

' Kelly, Prof, on the Census, 228
Kennet Valley Reservoir scheme, 316, 353
Kent water aunply, 126
Kenwood, 11. R., on ventilation of drains,

243
Kerr, Prof, on the Architectural Asso-

ciation, 336
King’s Cross Tunnel, 386
Kingston sewage works, 72
Kltterlngham, W., on Middlesex water

supply, 126

Labour and capital, 373
Labour CummissloD, the, 421

Latham, B., on the London water quee-

tiOD, 338
Law, H., on water softening, 242
Law ns to building societies, 467
Law of light, the. 212
Lea: flow of, 120; pollution uf the, 71,

104
Lea and Thames basins, 333
Lectures by Miss Penrose, 352
Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural

Society, 4'23. 463, 500

i6gal ;
— Arbitration

Hotel, Bournemouth, 166; Armiger n.

Southwark and Vauxhall Water Co.,

powers to cut off, 220
;
Baker w. Night-

ingale : workman's claim for pay in

lieu of notice, 467; Birmingham Bank-
ing Co. u. Roes, law of light, 411;
Boctems r. Mayor of York, conditions
of contracts, 66; Burton Corporation v.

Staffordshire County CouncU, fmain
road arbitration, 447; Cheston v. Strud-
wick. Building Act case, 406; Corbett
V Jonas, law of light, 410; Dennis
Gould, surveyors’ certificates, 350;
District Surveyor of Camberwell v.

Goldsworthy ; Building Act case, '269
;

District Survey* r of Camberwell v.

Watts, BulliiiDg Actcase, 270; Emanuel
Hospital : Mr. Justice Chltty’a decision,

26; Faculties granted, 164, 211, 309 ;

Glllow V. Lord Aberdare :Iiouse agents’
commission, 26, 350 ; Joicey v. North-
Eastern Railway Co., ancient lights,

212; Lorden(S; Co. ti. School Board for
London : arbitration, 485

;
Marslandv.

Goldsworthy, Buildlog Act case, 1269;
Marfland v. Watts, Buildiog Act case,
270 ; Ruabon Brick and Terra-Cotta
Co. : railway rates, 455 ; St. George's
Vestry u H. J. Williams, hoardings
and gantries to building works, 05

;
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SEPORTS, &c. (continued);—
;

Symons, G. J., on London water suppl}',
Merotr, J., on Colne Valley water, 127

:
Eobinson, W., on garden doilgn, 101

iletr'.pSl|rB.^,r|A?i a™nd„.nt:"ltdre'd.'ri:y,''20o“
"

'

01
,
227,194 E'e'dl'iif. II.,A-,ontlverpolintlon, Ml

|

Talley Abbey, 118

ni>.. Iiir.' .>o'a"'v.w
iliiinea storage retervolrs, Taste, public, In architecture, 3“4

Taunton Castle, 164
Taxing ground values, 382. 443. 400

Tallis w. JacsoD, architects' certiftcates,
*5: Vealry of Shoreditch r. Pilbrow, Metrop iiitaii wat<=v
unhealthy dwellings, 212; Wallen o 71.73 S3 103 l'’l qic ‘isi
Holland A Hinneu ; Bnilolng Act,...e, ;:75, 3 J6

,
ils, iVoT'm

;

'

' Koiiu remain, at Sllehe.ter, 87

Lsgijlation, sanitary, U; ita.uci i>. .h.
Lemon, J. ; oti new pier, Southampton,

,
sewers, 284*

203 : on sanitary engineering, 241 ; on ' Slillhouse, W
smoke prevention, 243

Libraries, technical, in Paris, 332

-M'ddlesex water supply, 128 Rosebery, Lord, and the L, C. C., 11Miller, B. A., on cleaiuiDg and ventilating Rotherhithe Ferry, 3,.anwera Round church, Caiubridgo, 145

libraries inTechnical : education,
Paris, 332

„ . , a '
—

•

Tenders at London County Council 12

I w-nrfca
’
°° ocarborough llater- Royal Academy : Architectural .School, 85 32, .04, 258, 259, 301, 321, 3,'iT, 443 600

... „„ Minehead Church un Archapological Institute, Cam- Terry, II. S., on smoko prevention, 243
Lights, ancient, 212 ilSll nn

bridge meeting, 144 Thames: ferries. 301
;
flow of the, 105,

;„d Hctt,

,

Tb?='.ffid"L.b„,„,,a38

155 363 405
* ® ia,

architectural Royal Meteorological Society, 405
’ - •

,.165, .383, 405
r T 1, « ,

Royal Society Antiquaries. Iceland, 307
;

Municipal buildings for London, 90
,

Royal Statistical Society, 608
^ engineering : Belfast, 269. 281,

!

Rules, working, London bldg, trades 358
303 : Bury. S6, 129, 167, 184

; London- . Ryder’s-court, proposed demolition 405orhnrnncrh fifl ««>
. » »•

,

Llandiio, archicologista at, 125, 143
Llaotwit-Major, 183
Lobley, J., on tramways, 130
London building trades, working rules,

303 ; Bury, „
derry, 303

;
Scarborough, 60

,
62

county Connell : A|b.rt Pn.noo, “S'.'S;.'London
443 :

veyiip, 11
; Artisanj’ dwellings sshemes, water-supply 71

a.f' U”'.? '

"Sf "‘Si™"'
‘“"P'".

m.jkSN''nLTr3bc 3h: 3™,:n^
^g Act Amendment. 337 ; Buildlug National Assoc, of Master Builders 1‘’8

301, 321, 3 .57
,

Needles, Steel, In tui>nel-wnrk, 380
’

460, Cane Hill Asylum, 269: Chair- New River Water-supply 12smenshtp, 11
, 54: contractor, climtna- Newaholme, Dr., on water-auDDly "42

a 7b“
Northern Atchltectural Assoc., 523

olo ;

Bridge, proposed, Notitlcation of infectious diseases, 228

Zirn'hpj'.!®‘'r
“bierman, 301 ; Nunhead and Shortlanda Railway, 46:!

electric lighting, Victoria Embank-
ment, 11.367; Fair Wages Committee's ...in i » t\ .

report, 478. 500 : flnance, 285 3S1 443 -
Br., on smoke preventinn, 243

Fire Brigade Stations, 64, 857 ; hoard- European capitals, 456
Ings, height of, 357 ; insanitary
areas, 54

;
land, compulsory pur- Palace, Fltham. 47

chase of, "

Paul's : Wellington Jlonument, 3T4
Sanitary: admlnistratli

—
ments, defects In, ;

Portsmouth, 220, 222
; congress

Topley, Mr., on London water question,
364, 376, 523

Tower Bridge approaches, 73, 90
Town development, problems of, 465
Trades Union Congress, 234

,

Training, architectural, 280
Tramways and London CountjCouncil,28 j

;

Tramways, street, 129

,, , ,, Treatment of sewage, 243
228

; enact- Tributaries of the Thames, 10, 29
exhibition. Tunnel, Blackwall, 301, 321, 367

Tunnel at King's Cross, 386
Portsmouth, -222, 241 ;

work, London,463 Turner, Dr. : on Hertford sewage, 105
Sanitary Inspectors': Association, 423, on the pollution of the Lea, 71

403 : conference, 225

I

H«lv.r.lty college, architeotur. at, ol.op

.Scarborough municipal engineering, 60,
School Bosrd arbitration case, 485

' School of Eopineerlng, Crystal Palsce, 135
Science of architecture, the, 277

' Scruby, E
,
on sewage treatment, 243

.Searle, .1
,
mi water supply, 128

• Sewage ; Hertford, 105
;
Kingston, 72 ; in

,

the Thames, 54
Sewage, disposal of. 243

' Sew.age-irrigatloD, 155

Sewers, cleansirrg and ventilation of 234
;

304
’

Sheflleld Society of Architects, 3Sl, .500
Shoppee, C. .T., on professional t tpics,

Vacher, S. : on daylight in the dwellii-g,
457 ; on picture-gallery decoration, 4lo

j

Vases, Greek, 362
Vauxball Bridge, 73, 90, 253
Ventilation of : drains, 243; sewers, 284,
304

Victorian era and sanitation, 222
Visits, Society of Engineers, 72

' Visits, AVrchitectural Association ; Canter-
bury, 9; Ciaybury Asylum, 83; Comp-
ton Church, 240; Elcham, 47; Loselcy
Park, 246

Wages, fair, 478, 5D0
Walpole Sc. PdCer'a Church, 146

' Walsoken Church. 145
Water purittcatlou, 242
Water question, London, 10, 16, 29, 47 71,

73, 82, 103. 126, 298, 316, 338,353,375,
396, 438, 476, 618

I

Water softening, 242
Water supply; Bury, 167

;
Londonderry,

® District Sur- ' Population : London, 16, 1-27
;
India, 503 : Smith.T* "G^on ons'n ‘sDaceri^caDlfcals a.veyoi, 2o9, taxation of ground values, Portsmouth: ifeeting of Instn of 466

^ spaces m capitals, Waterhouse, P. : on daylight in the

.Ir.V 258, . Mechanical Engineers, 189, 203
; saul-

' Smith Prof R H on fpchnirai
dwelling, 457 ;

on mysteries of modern
•i5 i, 301, 82

. 357. 44-3, .500 ; Thames. con^ tary congress, 222
,
241

;
sanitaryS

, tion 312 ’

technical ednea- architecture, 416; on professional
dition of the, 54, 2.5i) ; Tower Bridge bitloo, 220, 222 ; sewage outfall works Smith' Prof T R on arrhitpornm on

topics, 375
approaches, ,3, 90; tramways, proposed 189

; waterworks, 245 ’ art a science' and a nrof.-trsmn^o:'- population of
of 28,5

: Vauxhall Bridge, 73. President's addresses : Architectural i SmitVu A on slVrd^ieS 105
London, 127

5L 73; Association, 3;{4 : Birmingham Arohl- Smoke prevent^n, 155
,
243

^ ’ Waterworks : BeHast, 2Sl ; Gosport, 242;

Society of Engineers, 72, 269, 284, 335
463, 478, 500

Society for Protectn. of Ancient Bldgs., 39
Softening of water, 242
Soil-pipe ventilation, 243
Somersetshire : Archie dogloal Soc

, 173
;

architecture of, 146, 164

; l'*';i’“'P“‘»“‘.To"j»9Co.Comoll,mo;sewe;,Bosnd nfat™“in8'!;e "41

SI-1 1

Parks and open spaces, 4C0: Parks sub- Peurose, Jliss, on Greek vases, 352
" '

department, 400; pensions, 285 : nrema- Pensions, Loudon County Council 285
ture publication of reports. 478, 48.5; Petch, •!., on progress at .Scarboro'l 50
railw:iy stations, safety of, 5.5; residua- Picture Gallery decorailon, 415
tion of the r.ompiroller. 285 ; resigiia- Pier, new, Southampton, 203
tion of Lord Hobhouse, 2.58 : Rosebery- “ Pleaching," 499avAnni. on. r»**i ...7 .

-IUU noonouse, 2.08 : Rosebery- " Pleaching, 499 .Shorrlandu and VnniiAod p.iiwo,. m-SS o‘<tr.;'S,f4l;
i i5SrE„“±?e”.s:i‘fat s

' “

,
on technical ednea-

water supply, 15, 73; Works and Stores tectural Ass’oe., 358 ;
Institute of Archi-Commictee, 460 ; Woolwich Ferry, 301,

,

tect8,370: InstitutlonTjf CLvilEngineers
443 , year 8 work, a, 90 , 395

;
Surveyors' InsLltulion, 394

'

London, growth of, 15 , 127 Prevention of smoke, 156, 243
London, nopulntion of, is, 127 Prize-list, Architectural Assoc 3,34
London, sanitary work in, 464 P.oblems of town development, 456

water supply, lo, 1.5, 29. 47, 71, Profession of architecture. 277

396
^
433

*^

4
‘
6^^'^lg^^^’

'u Belfast, 281

Londonderry, municipal engineering, 30.3
LoDgmore, C. E . on water pollution, 19.5
Loseley Park, 246
Lubbock, Sir J. on the County Council as

builder, 322

Qualifications of Fellows, Il.I B.A,, 372

Lualilngton, Judge, on restoration, 3

Railway, Shortlanda and Nunhead, 463
Railway development, 363
Randall, J., on Builders' Benevolent
Institution, 38-2

Portsmouth, 245; Scarborough, 63
Webb, Aston : on the Architectural As-

sociation, 336
;
and toe lostitute Sec-

retaryship, 373
Webb, M., on daylight in dwellings, 437
Wellington monument, St. Paul's, 374
Weils, Loudon, 83, 319

Builders, 260
Southampton, n
Spencer, J. P., r

Stables, air in,

Statue of Dickens, proposed, 479
Stevenson, D.-.,on Hertford sewage, 105
Stokes, L. : on A. A, affairs, 84, 337

;
on

gardens, 495 ; on mysteries of archl-
... I.. • .. tecture, 419

Reade, 1. M., on questions of the hour, 381 Storage reservoirs, Thames, 293 316 318Reform In funerals, 20 339, 353,375,438, 476
-

' -

Refuse destructors, 224 Strand District Board of Works, 405
Registration of plumbers, 234, 325, 363, Strand to H-olborn communications 11

34, 73, 90, 132 337, 374, 381, 394
Street improvements, Scarborough, 51
Street tramways, 129
Street, proposed, Holborn to Strand, 11,

34, 73, 90. 132, .337, 374, 3S1, 394
Street, W. C ,

on town development, 465
Sub-contracting and the Trades Union

Congress, 234
Surrey water supply, 126
Survey, arcbieologlcal, 7(j

McCall, Mr., on contractors and the
County Council, 321

Main drainage, 241
Main road arbitration case, 447
Manchester Soc of Architects, 284, 478
Manor-houses. Somersetshire, 148 , 166
Mansion, a^noient Welsh, Cwrt Bryn-y- Reservoir, Clough Bottom, Lancs., 107Betrdd, 159 Reservoirs, storage, for Thames water

I®' -^8, 316. 318, 339, 353. 375, 438, 476Marshland Churches, the, 14,5 Restler, J. W., on London water, S3
Jlarten, R. J . on Thames storage reser- Restoration of ancient hldgs., 39. 70

r Richards, T., on building society law, 467Mason College Engineering Society, 343 Rivers pollution and putlflcatiou, 184, 243

vno
Associations, 75, 128, Roberts, R., on the County C-uucil as

\r J .n 1 ...
builder, 322 aurvev /ii

ffle?rv 30^'°“ : on the Kennet Valley Surveyors' Instlfutto’n : Examinations,

Medal Gold and \r f-«rnaT„ r
reservoir scheme, 316. 3o3

;
on London 54 ; President's address, 394-leaai. Gold, and M. Cc-sar Daly, 6 water question, 3m

. Swete, H., on water puritlcation, 242

Webb, Sidney, on ihe County Council as
builder, 322

Whitaker, VV., on water supply, 242, 518
White, W., on picture gallery decoration,

I 415
Whittingham, W. D., on Essex water-
supply, 126

W'llklnson, Mr., on sanitary administra-
tion, 228

Wind-pressure, 406
Woodthorpe, E., on daylight In the

dwelling, 467
Woodwaro, H. & H. B., on the London
water question, 355

Woodwaid, R., on town development,
456

Woolwich Ferry, 301, 443
Working rules, Lonaon bldg, trades, 358
Workmen's dwellings, 457
Works Department, Lemdon County

Council, 422
Works of Sir Christopher W‘reu, 381

Yool, H., on Surrey water supply, 126
Young, W., on architectural eaucatlon,

379, 393

COEEESPONDENCE.

Sabjects of Letters.

Alterations at Mansion House, 464, 481
Anthracite coal, 444, 404, 505, 523
Arches, building blocks for, 171
Architects, Punch's ideas about, 19i
Architectural Examination, the, 65, 73,

93, 112. 191
Architecture : Devonshire, 55; .Scotch, 191
Architecture and the Institute, 191, 208,

231, 247, 264, 285, 322, 340, 359, 382, 400,
424, 444, 464

Architecture, a profession or an art ? 359,
382, 400, 424, 444

Art, partnership In, 804, 329, 341
Art and architecture In Tennyson's
poetry, 322

Art or profession? 359, 383, 400, 424, 444
Artistic copyright. 231
Art-Workers' Guild, 481

Subjects of Letters (continuer!)
Assessors, professional, 304, 323
Ball-valves, Thomson's, 208
Baths, Walsall, 300
Boilers, range, 401
Bones as a building material, 360, 402
Bricks, Roman, 36
Building-blocks for arches, 171
Capitsl and labour, 171
Castles, Scotch, 191
Cemeteries, 93
Cemetery competition, RIpon, 171
Certlflcated sanitary inspectors, 401, 424
Chancery-lane, Six Clerks' Inn, 426, 465
Changes at the Institute, 65, 73, 93, 1 12, 285
Christ's Hospital competition, 464. 482
Church, St Helen's, Blshopsgate, 171
Church, Wlggenhall St. Mary, 208
Churches, orientation of, 402, 504
Cleansing, street, 425

Subjects of Letters (continued)

:

Coal, anthracite, 444. 464, 605 523
Coal fires. 425, 444, 464, 506
Colour-copying, 504
Competitions, assessors in, 304, 323, 360
Competitions : Christ's Hospital, 464 •

Municipal Buildings, Sc. Pancras, 401,
424; RIpon Cemetery, 171; Technical
School, Accrington, 304, 323, 360; Wal-
sall Bathe, 360

Composition of mortar, 17, 93, 132
Concrete, Roman, 36
Construction, fire-proof, 93
Copyright, arilstic, 231
Decoration of the Royal Exchange, 132
Devonshire architecture, 65
Dilapidations, 208
Drainage : District Surveyors', 266, 323,

341, 360; house, 153, 243, 205, 323, 341,
360, 401 ; .Shone system, 17

Subjects of Letters (continued)
Drawings of .Sir C. Wren, 604
Dust-excluding respirators, 163
Examination In Architecture, the, 55, 73

93, 112, 101, 208, 231, 247, 235, 322, SlO,
359, 382, 400, 424, 444, 464

Explosion of range boilers, 401
Fellowship at the Institute, 231, 322
Fireproof construction, 36, 93
Fires, coal or gas ? 425, 444, 404
Fog, London, 401, 425, 414, 464
Frescoes at the Royal Exchange, 132
<Taa-lime, 304
Gas or coal tires? 401, 425, 444, 464
Gully, hydraulic, 505, 623
Harbledown, wall-paintings at, 401, 444
Holborn to Strand communications, 132
Homestead works, wages at, 171
House-drainage, 153, 248, 265, 323, 341,

360, 401
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Letters {continued)

Hydraulic Btreet gully, 506, 52)
i

Institute, the, and Brchltecinre, 191, 2nS, i

•231, 247, 204, 285, 322, 340, 359, 382, 424,
444, 4Q4

Institute, exaTninations at the, 55, 73,

93, 112, 191. 208, 231, 247, 264, 322, 340,

359. 382, 400, 424, 444, 404
Iron in conlUgrations, 36
Law of light, the, 444
London : foe, 401, 425, 444, 464

;
water-

supply, 191
Muusiuii liuuse, the, 464, 481
Marlborough House, paintings at, 424
Jlortar, composition of, 17, 93, i:'2

Municipal Bulldlogs, St Pancras, 401, 42*

Museum, Sir John Soane’s, 401
Old Temple, the, 444
Orientation of churches, 402,604
Origin of the Art-workers' Guild, 481
Paintings : Marlborough House, 424
Royal Exchange, 132

Paintings, ancient : Harbledown, 401, 444
Wenhastnn Church, 286

Palace of Xerxes, the, 265
Pantheon, Rome, 424
Partnership in art, 304, 329, 311
Paving composition, 36
Process, new, of colour-copying, 604
Profession or art? 359, 3s2, 424, 414
Professional assessors, 304, 323, 360
Punch's ideas of architects, 191
Purlflcatkiu of sewage, 286
Range boilers, explosion of, 401
Rapid transit In London. 132
Records of house-drainage. 153
Respirators, dust-excluding. 153
RIpoD Cemetery competition. 171

Roman bricks and concrete. 36
Saint Helen's Church. Blshnpigate. 1'

St. Pancras Municipal BuUaings compe-
tition, 401, 424

Sanitary Institute certificates. 40L 424
Scotch architecture, 191
Scott-Moncrleff process of sewage treat-

meat, 236

Subjects of Letters {continued )
:

—

Sculptor. fllCeentb-century. wanted. 304,

341,360
Sewage treatment, 286
Shone system of drainage, 17
Six Clerks' Ion. Chancery-lane. 425, 46.'>

Smoke and fog, London, 401, 425, 444, 464
Soane Museum, 401
Strand to Holborn communications, 132
Street cleansing, 425
Street gully, hydraulic, 605, 623
Strong-rooms, lighting of, 93
Technical School competition, Accring-

ton, 304, 323, 360
Temple, the Old, 444
Tennvsno's poetry, art and architecture

in, 322
Thomson's ball-valves, 208
Tlchborne u. Weir, 208
Trades Unionism, 464
Transit, rapid, in London, 132
Treatmentof sewage, 286
Treatment of ancient wall-paintines, 444
Vestries and house-drainage, 248, 265, 323,

341, 360, 4(1

1

I Wanes at Homestead works. 17

1

Wall-paintings, Harldedown, 4(il, 444
< Wall-paintinga, treatment of, 444
Walsall Baths competition, 360
Water siipplv, London, 191
Wenhaaton Church, ancient painting at,

286
Wiggenhall St. Mary, Church of, 208
Wren, Sir C., drawings bv, 504
Xerxes, tho Palace of, 265

Writers of Letters.

Adams, C. A
,

architecture and the
Institute, 359

Aitchiaon, Prof, : the Institute and archi-
tecture, 245, 297 ; Roman bricks and
concrete, 36

Asslter, U. G., London water supply, 191
Baker, A

,
local control of drsiiiage. 360

Baker, 11., the Institute and archittciuie,
323

Writers of Letters {continued)
Belcher, J., the Institute and architec-

ture, 191, 322

Bennett, W. B. G., hydraulic gully, 623
Blasbill, T. ; bones as' a building material,

360 : the Institute and architecture, 285
Bloinlleld, R., the Institute and architec-

ture, 340
Blott, W., Six Clerks' Inn, Chancery-lane,

425
Brindley, W., Pantheon, Rome, 421
Brydon, J. M., the Institute and archi-

tecture, 208
Carpenter, R. H., the Institute and archi-

tecture, 265
Clark & Hutchinson, Ripon Cemetery
competition, 171

Clarke. Somers, London fog, 401

Cole, R. L
,
Punch and ilie architects, 191

Crane, R
,
range boilers, 401

Crane, W. ,
Art-Workers' Gnild, 481

Dicksee, B
,
dilapidations, 208, 205

Drew, T., architecture and ihe Institute,

359
Durran, W., colour-copying, 504

Farrow, F. R , the Institute Examina-
tions, 340

FawcetD, W. ‘M., the Institute and archi-

tecture, 444
Fergus' ID, C. J. . Pantheon, Rome, 424

FreD(i, A. H., Aestiies and house
drainage, 24S

George, Ernest, the Institute and archi-

tecture, 247
Gower, C. F., Shone svsteni of drainage,

17
Green, T. F., Devonshire architecture, 65

Hope, W. H. St. John, wall-paintings, 444

Hughes, J., ancient mortnr, 93
Hutchinson, P. 0., a flfoeenth-century

Madonna, 341

Jackson, T. G.. the Institute and archi-

tecture, 247
,
286, 382, 424

•Tory, J., dre-proof rooms, 03
Kemsiey, J., Vestries and house drainsge,

323, 341
Knlghtley, T. E. : composition of mortar,

17,132; records of hjuse-draiuage, 153

Writers of Letters {cgntinued):

—

Leeds. L. W.. Central London street, 132

Luetchford, G. H., street cleansing, 425

Motley & Woodhouse, assessors In com-
petitions, 304

NevUl, R. : architectural examinations,

73, 112 ;
Institute aud architecture, •26f.

Newman. P. H., wall paintings, ancient, 401

Nlcholl, 8. J., bone as a building material,
40-2

Panworth, Wyatt : drawings of Sir C.

Wren. 594; Mansion House, 481

Pite, W A
,
Examination in Architec-

ture, 55. 93
Powell, W. B., hydraulic street gulley,

505
Richards, P... S. R., anthracite coal, 505,

523
Richmond. J., paintings, Marlborough
House, 424

RuPsoii, E R., Christ’s Hospital compe-
tition. 482

Sang, H. H. B., “paintings at the Royal
Exchange, 132

Bcott-Monciifclf, W. D., sewage treat-

ment, 2S6
•Smith, Prof. T. R. : the Inslitute and

architecture, ‘247 ; Soane Museum, 401

Spencer, J. II. : orientation of chuicnes,

402, 504
Spiers, It. r., the Palace of Xerxes, 265

Scone, P. G., art and architectute in

Teonyson’s poetry, 322
Street, A. E., the Institute and architec-

ture, 464
Street, W. C,, law of light, 444

Strudwick, W.
,

St. Helen's Church,
Bishopsgnte, 171

Sympson, E. M., painting, Wenhaston
Church. 2SC

Vacher, S., the Institute and architec-

ture, 247
Vallance, A., carved statuette, 304, 360
Venables, E., the Old Temple, fli

Watkins, W. G., bone as a building ma-
terial, 402

Westlake, N. H. .1., artistic copyricht. •231

White, W., architecture an arc, 400, 444

GENEEAL.

Abbeys : Bnurn, 484 ; Crowland, 174 ;

FurnetiB, 344 ; Haddington, 38 ; Xirk-
stall, 268, 525

Aberdare technical schools, 399
.vberdeea ; gasworks, 234 ;

Improvements,
467 ;

Univer»ity, 308, 384, 446
Accidents. 81, 121
Accrington Technical Schools, 229
Albert Palace, Battersea, 75

Aldgate Pomp, 289
Alhambra Theatre, the, 251
Alloa builder's jubilee, 520
American : iron-trade, 165, 174 ; social

statistics, 194
Andrassy, Count, proposed statue, 405
Antwerp exhibitions, 269, 326, 508
Apparatus for indicating water level, 427

Appolntnjents, 76, 207, 212, 290, 295, 341, .

303, 447, 457, 460, 48.5, 607
;

Arches, building-blocks for, 135 >

Architecture at I’niversity College, ‘269

Art I'nlon of London : print, 446
Assembly Rioom, Ambleside. 300
Association of Municipal Engineers, 19, I

39, 56
Assurance Gflices, Manchester, 403
Asylum, Glasgow, 440
Australiau cement, 212
Aylesbury extension, Metropolitan Ry.,2]l

Bancroft tomb, St. Helens, BishopEgate,
•2H

Bank premises : Birmingham, 154, 3*25
;

Hereford, 207 ; Liverpool, 3Sl
;
London,

403, 427
;
Newport, Mon

,
210

Baptistery, Manchester Caihtdral, 4S4
Baiha : Ascon Manor, Birmingham. 363;

Hatley, 38; Bow, 115, 134 ;
Brixt"!), 90 ;

Burslecii, 74; Islington, 93; Kiiiustim-

on-Tbsiuts, 125 ; Rotherham, 340 ; Sc.

Martin’s, 426; shower (public), 407 ;

Walsall, 3t 0, 360
Battersea: Albert Palace, 75; Municipal

Buildings, 384
Bfrlgian window-glass, 508
Bermondsoy-streer, old hi‘)a8eB, 250
Birmingham : baths, .\stoD Manor, 36*2;

villa residences, 209
Birthplace of Tennyson, 135
Bishopsgate Institute, 32
Blackpool Tower, the, 198, 396, 507
Blocks, building, for arches, 135
Bodmin Public Buildings, 426
Borough-road Polytechnic, 203
Bosphorus, proposed bridge, 269
Bourn Abbey, 484
Bournemouth Pavilion competition, 523

Boyle's ventilators, 103, 303, 427, 499
Brewery, Tottenham, 154

Brick for street paving, 467, 485, 526

Brickworks, Heath-Town. Btaffs., 172
Bridges; Bosphorus, 269; Dee, 307;

Persley, 66 ;
Wldnes to Runcorn, 326

Bristol : building in, 173 ; Palaue of

Varieties, 404 ;
I'niversity College, 343

Bruges seaport project, 507

Brussels Exhibition, 508
Buchanan, Sir Geo., 94
Bntider, Jubilee of the, 614, 622
Builrtiug-blocka for arches, 13.5

Building inspectors, Hornsey, 507

Building regulations, W. Hartlepool, 404
Business changes, 29, 54, 57, 147, 174, 250,

325, 344, 612
By-laws, sanitary, Cardiff, 74

Caledonian Railway depot, Glasgow, 18
Canal, Corinth, 40-5

Canter Lectures, Society of Arts, 405

Capital and Labour .Arbitration and
c.unciliatlon in trade disputes, 26 ;

.

Bricklayers' strike, Birmingham, 2o

;

Bricklayers' strike, London suburbs,
174, ‘235; Brickmakers' strike, West;
Loudon, 58; Building-trades of Bolton,
58, 70 :

Building-trades of Cavdtlf, 58.

76 ; Building-traaes of Sheffield, 39, 68 ;

'

Building-trades' evidence, Labour Com- .

mission, 421; Carpenters’ strike, Bel-:
fast, 76, 235; Carpenters' and Joiners’
strike, Lancaster, 261 ; Carpenters’ -

strike, Merthyr, 68 ; Eight hours move- '

ment, the, 81, 182, 200, 218, 315 ; Fair
j

wages and the London County Council,
;

478, 489, 600; Labour Commission, the,

421 :
Labour contracts, 603 ;

Labour
,

Exchange, Paris, 28 ;
London County

;

Council's labour bill, 410; Miners and
j

the Eight Hours question, SI ; Pay in
lieu of notice, 467 ; Plasterers' .strike.

Nelson, 116, 261; Freiident of the In-
stitute of Architects Capital and
Labour, 373 ; Trades' Ifnlon Congress,
Glasgow, 200, 218, 219 ; Trades union-
ism, 464; United Builders' Labourers'
Union, 3-45 ; Wages paid at the Home-
stead works, 150, 171 ; Working rules
for the London ftuildlng trades, 368

Carpenters' Co. and King's College, 94
Castle. Inverlochy, 03
Cathedrals : Duti'blane, 32-5 ;

LichOeid,
306; Manchester, 38. 114, 484, 526; St.

Paul’s, mosaics, 173
Cement, Australian, 212
Cercle de Luxe, Piccadilly, .507

< 'ertifleated aanit'iry inspectors, 91, 419
Chancel-screen, West Pelton Church, 4''r>

Changes, busluese, 20, 54, 57, 117, 174,250,
325, 344, 512

Chapel, Welbeck Abbey, 525
Chicago Exhibttiou, 502
Children’s Hospital, Edinburgh, 362
Chimney-cleaner, Ashford's, 344
Cliimney-cowl, Leighton’s, 485
Chimney-pieces, afijustable, 385
Choir-screen, Tewkesburv Abbey, 115
Cholera and sanitation. 135, 103

Aldershot, 38 ; Avoumoutb, 446 ;

Bangor. 283; Bedmlnster, 484
;
Belfast,

j

625 ;
Berwick, 66; Blackburn, 112;

I

Bounds Green, 114; Bourn, 484;
Bournemouth, 288 ;

Bradford, 280

;

Brandesburton, 128 ; Bristol, 484

;

Burton-on-Trent, 19; Carntyte, 210;
Causeway Lake, 18 ; Chacewater, 173;

;

ClaughtoD, 362; Cogan, 19; Colston
i

Bassett, 134 ;
Cudworth, 3S ; Dalllngton,

I 58; Barlston, 56 ; East Layton, 115;

East lluston, 232; Edinburgh, 93, 384 ;

,

Fenlsclllfe, 112; Folkestimc, 19;
Foxton, 287 ; Grantuily, 357; Great
Crosby, 33 ;

Gulval, 343; Gurnard, 403;
Uamstead, 326 ;

Harden, 2S8
;

Hay-
dock, 38; Iledgetleld, IM :

Higher
Broughton, 68 ;

Jlipswell, 264
;

Hither Green, W!
;
Horrabridge, 288

;
>

Hucknall Torkard, 134; Hull. 343;;
Jersey, 324 : Kidderminster, 385

;
Kll- (

getty, 19 ;
Kingston, 114 ;

Leamington,
,

467 ;
Lewisham, 56 ;

Liverpool, 325
;

Liversedge, 38 ; LUnengan, 162 ; Llan-
,

thony, 249; London, 225; Lustleigh, !

290 ;
Mawdeiley, 446; Middlesbrough,

466 ;
New Tredegar, 438; Newport

(Mon.), 326; Norwich, 249; Oxeich,
I

172
;
Pafguton, 342

;
Ralhmnlleu, 193

;
|

Renton, 507; Runcorn, 306; Salcney,

134; Saundby, 128; Small Heath, 249;
South Wigsion, 134; Southminster,

506; Taunton, 114; Tenby, 19; Tinge-
.

wick, 393 ; Upton Cross, 56; Walsall,
j

288 ;
West Pelton. 425

;
Weston, 331

;

Wolverhampton, 154
Church Room, Farncombe, 427

Churchyard, Farringdon Market, 94
Cisterns, dirty, 156
Clark, Bunnett, & Co., 255
Clerkenwell-road, 506
Clock-tower, Keighley, 38
Clocks and bells, 135, 234, [293, 308, 363,

447, 484, 626
Closet, ‘‘ Champion," 527
Closets, Wolstugham schools, 525

Club, Junior Constitutional, 468, 4S5
Clubhouse, Reigate. 173
Cockburn Association, Edinburgh. 94

Colleges : Marlborough, 426
;
Reading,

287 ; Science, Newcastle, 483
;
Watsun’s,

Edinburgh, S2
Colour-copylug, 485
Compensations of fog, 405

Competiticna : — Assembly Room,
Amblcslae, 300; Baths, Brixton, 90;
Baths, Kingston-on-Thames, 125 ; Baths,
Rotherham, 340 ; Baths, Walsall, 300,

360 ;
Chapel, Blackburn, 382 ; Chapel,

Gray's Inn, 28. 45; Chapel, Goring-on-
Thames, 246; Chapel, Ripon Cemetery,
29, 171: Christ's Hospital, 363. 411, 464,

482, 523 :
Church, Abbeydale, 246

;

Church, Winutngcon, 479 ; County
Council Buildings, Stafford, 111, 123;
County tUlices, Wakefield, 411 ;

Jirainage, Mytholmroyd, 446, 463 ;

Hospital, Birmingham, 337 ; Hospital,
Cape Town, 72 ;

Hospital, Keighley, 284,

322; Infirmary, Manchester, 112 ;
Insti-

tute, Bishopsgate, 32, 123 ;
Institute,

Llerkenwell, 191
;
Lanarkshire Council,

423 ;
Library, Widnea, 300 ;

Market-
hall, Buda - Pest, 2‘20

;
Mechanics'

Institute, Ripon, 322 ;
Municipal

Buildings, Oxford, 9, 32. 399, 461;
Municipal Buildings, St. Pancras, 401,

424; Northampton Institute, 191;
Offices for Local Board, Bexley, 463;
Offices for Local Board, Cmmptou, 463

;

Offices for Local Board, Hoylake and

West Kirby, 4G3
;

Pavilion, Bourne-

mouth, 180, 523 : Public Offices, Sheptoii

-Mullet, 361 ;
Schools, Duuglas, 82

;

Schools, London, 72 ;
Schools, London

Board, 473,491 ;
School?, Mauebester,

229; Schools, Newport, Mon., 72;

Schools. Norwich, 360; Schi^ols, Salfoid,

•246 ; Schools, Higher Grade, Stockton.

300; Schools, Wombwell, 72 ;
Technical

Schools, Anerdare, 399; Technical

Schools, Accrington, 229, 304, 323, 365 :

Technical Schouls, Manchester, 191,

206 : Townhall, Llanelly, 206, 240

;

Townhall, Walsall, 112,229
Compulsory sanitary works, 173

Consistory Court of Loudon, 9i

CoDstructloo, fireproof, 211

Co-operative buildings: Lincoln, 483;

Plymouth, 154
Co-operative production, 136

Cooking apparatus, 250
Copenhagen method of testing dryueis

of houses. 485
Copying colours, 485
Corinth Canal, 405

Cornhill, houses in, 527

Cottfige Hospital, Nuneaton, 114

I
County Council reports, 485

Coupling for lightning conductors, 427

Cremation, 211, 269
Cricket pavilion, Edinburgh, 288

I Cross, Eleanor. Svaltham, 4‘26

Crowlaud Abbey, 174

Curatorship, Soane Museum, 334

Debacq, the late J. F., 483

,

Decoration, Hotel Metropole,Brighton,173
I Destructor, Liverpool, 115

Dissenting Church Building News : Berry
Brow, 94 : Blackburn, 382 ;

Birkenhea'l,

,
209

;
Bradh'rd. 114 ;

Cardiff, 232 ;
Carn-

tyne, 210 ;
Chelston, 446 ;

Cowdenbeath,
! -232; CrosBgates. 38; Duffcowo, 115;

I Edinburgh
, 03, 268 ;

Elland, 325 ;
Fenton

,

!
.56 ; FlUongley, 232

;
Goring-oa-Thames,

•246; HornsL'y. 249; Leeds, 38; Moffat.

56 ; Mold, 446 ;
Morningslue, ‘268

;
New

Ferry, 38; Newbridge, 114; Newton
Heath, '267, 325; Kawdon, 446; St.

Abbs', 74 :
Stourton, 361 : Taibach, :58 ;

Tanfleld Lea, 134 ;
Taunton, 268 ;

Tor-

quay, 44(1; Trimdon Grange, '210;

Walthamstow, 199
;

Wolverhampton,
154

District Surveyorshlps, 405, 485
Dock, Jarrow, 147

Dock, pontoon, North Shields, 250
Draining of the Zuyder-Zse, 269
Drawings in “ black and white,” 399
Drill-hall, Winchester, 164, 193
Dublin markets, 306
Dunblane Cathedral, 325
Dunmore, Stirlingshire, 75
Durham : Cathedral : Ltghtfoot Memorial

.

844 ;
Science College, 483

East End Dwellings Company, 95
Edinburgh: Children’s Hospital, 382;
Cockburn Association, 94: Cricket
pavilion, 288; fire, 447 ; Knox Memo-
rial, 194

;
Mackenzie Tomb, Greyfriars
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GENERAL (continued):—

C’hnrcbyard, 194. 201 ; Nurses’ home
523

: Palace of Varieties, 384 ; school
buildings, 172; street improvementa,
57, 250

; WaUon’a College, 32, 172
Edwards Professor of Archreology, 447
Eleanor Cruse, Waltham, 426
Electric lighting : Aberdeen, 234; Arun-

del, 506 : Blackpool, 30S ; Burnley, 20:
Cambridge, 229; Islington, 94; Leeds,
20 ; Oldham, 128 ; Portsmouth, 363 ; St.
Uelens, 75 ; St. Stephen's, Vienna, 4C5 ;

Southport, 4S5
Emigrants, information for, 39
Engineering trades’ report 115
Kiiglneerships

: Belfast Harbour, 215-

^
Great Western Hallway, 363

Esplanades, Walton-on-the-Naze, 211
Rraminaclons, Surveyors' Institution, 479
Exhibition buildings, Southport, 19
Exhibitions; Antwerp, 269, 326, 60S-

Bnisaels, 608; Chioago, 602 ; Eccle-
siastical Art, 135 : laundry and domestic
appliances, 20; Lemberg, 267; Rome
onS; sanitary appliances, Nottingham.
116; Sweden, 326

Exton Park, 134

Farringdon Markot, old, site of, 94
I'enuer’s Ground, Cambridge, 4 io
r estivities, trade, 20, 39, 72, 76
Fire Brigade Station, Hulwl’ch SS**
r Ire-engines, improved, 363
Urea ; Edinburgh, 447; Sc. John's, New-
foundland, 67

i-'ireproof construction, 211
Fog, compensations of, 405

Colonial: Antwerp,
320

;_ Ausiria, 144; Bavaria, 67-
Belgium, 826; Berlin, 57, 76 94 23;!
307, 343, ^63. 3S5, 404, 447, 407, 484' 625 !
Bremen, 405; Biida-Pest, 165, 233;
Bulgaria, 23;!; Calcutta, 11.5; Cape

233; Darm-
^adt, 250; Denmark, 173, 238, 269

, 404 •

Dresden, 155; France, 19, 38, 57 76 94
*

112, 115, 134, 155, 17;!, 193, 211, o’s?
’

249
'

,
‘-6S, 289, 307, 326, 343, 303, 3S5. 404' 4‘’7’

44<, 400. 484, 507, 525; Leipsic,' 7.5;
^antes, 112; Norway, 173, 233, 209, 325

52-, ’ 363, 40.'.
;
Russia

233,250; Scandinavia, 173; St. Peters-
burg, 233 ; Stnekham. 627 ; Stuttgart,

^"eden, 170, 233, 209, 320, 405. 607
525 ; Switzerland, 307, 447

;
Vienna, 343,

4Uo, 447, 623
Fowler, the late James, 300 324 334
hret-saw, a new, 460
Frost and macadam roads 39
Furness Abbey, 344

Gasworks, Aberdeen, 234
Gibson, the late J,, 524
Glasgow: brick paving, 4S5; lunatic

193, lechnlcal College, 427, 461
Glasgow and Slanchtster rnihvsy 307

,

c.theflrsl dock ai.o chime,,
234 : Ouildhall. 74, 185

Golf clubhouse, Epsom, 403
Granite work, Aberdeen, 403
Granolithic fireproof coustruction, 211

Haddington Abbey, 38
Ualdon estate, the, 75
Halls: Bradford. 114 : BursJem. 268

I'orest Row, 193
; Lenzie. 210; Luton,

60
;
fir Phil, Olamcrgan, 134

Harbours ; Libau, 405
;
Manx 383

Hardres Court, 76
IIigl«rGradeSchooI, Wolv’rhampton, 408
Hobbs & Co., Limited. 320
Holloway-road, new premises, 324
Homes: Convalescent, Harrogate. 206-

nurses', Edinburgh, 525 ; for waifs and
strays, Waslingtou, Duihatr,28S

Homestead works, wages at, the, 166
Hornsey: building inspectors, 607 - sani-
tary miufura, 446, 5CS

Hospitals: Cape Town, 72: Cold A«h
Berks, 18; Edinburgh (children’s), ;!(i2-
Keighley, 284. 322; Kilmarnock, 288

'

Leamington, 56 ; ilauchester. 249
Nuneaton (cottage), lU; proposed
lottenham, 174 ; Wallseiid, 134 • Winch-
more Hill, 3<H.;

Hospltlum, Reading. 267
Hotel engineering, 136
Hotela: Cardiff, 404; Eastbourne, 138-
MdtropclB, Biighton, 173; Newcastle-
on-Tyne. 210, 446

Houses, olu. 111 Bermondsey-sC, 250
Houses, testing dryneis of, 4S5
Hyde Park Court, 326

Improvements; Aberdeen, 467;I!nBton,
58 ; Edinburgh, 57,260; Lancaster, 20

,

Newport, Mon, 76; Todruorden, 405-
Torquay, 57

Industrial Home, Ashton, 66
Infirmaries; Leeds, 18; Lewisham, 56-
Manchester. 112,104; Southport, 362 •

Stafford, 249
.

Institute of Sanitary Inspectors, 416
Institutes: Birkenhead, 134; Bishops-
gate, 32; Clerkenwell, 191; Felling,
287; Mechanics’, Ripoii, 322; Parish,
Tottenham, 506

; Wolverhampton, 74
Inverlochy Castle, 93
Iron-trade, American, 155, 175
Iron-trade, the English, 19, 39, 68, 75 85

115, 135. 146, 166, 174, 175, 194, 211
250, 269, 290, 308, 3-2C, 333, 348, 386, 406,
424, 445, 467, 480, 527

Jnbilee of the Builder, 514, 522
Jubilee of an .\Uoa builder, 626
JuniorCoustltutlonal Club, 460, 485

Keighley Ili^spital co'"petltion, 2S4. 322
Keldy Casile estate, 527 ^

Kilwinning, Masonic Lodge, 26S
Kimberley Exhibition, 499
Kirkstall Abbey, 268. 525
Einf’s College, classes at, and lectures

at. 91( 289
Knole, in Almondsbury, 75
Knox, John, butial-place of, 194 ,

Lancashire rivers, purification of, 232
Land, salesof, 257, 290, 326
Laundry exhibition, 20
Lectures at King’s College, 289 ; on sani-
tary science, 207,230, 289; at University
College, London, 269

Libraries, Free : Aberdeen, 66 ;
Ayr, 325,

311; Kidderminster, 193, 362; Saote-
ditch, 94 ;

Widnes, 300
Lichfield Cathedml 300
Lifts, 344
Lightfoot Memorial, Durham, 239 344
Lightning-conductor coupling, 4-17

Linlithgow: “Drummond's Lojging,''
67 ;

Palace, 19, 249
Liverpool: Rosooe collection, 115; Uni-

versity College, 4S:{, 400
Llanelly Town-hall, 2rG
Local Govt. Bd.| Medical Department, 95
Lodge “Qiiatuor Coronal i," 385
Lodging-house, model, Vauxhall, 507
London Biidge, paving, 175
Ludgati-hill, widening, 384

Alacadam roads aud fmsr, 39
Machiue ; for sewage-liming, 13-5

;
stone-

breaking, 423
Mackenzie, “Bluldie,'' t^nib of, 191, 2ol
Maltings, Newaik, 249
Manchester: Board Schools, 229; Catho-

dral, 39, 114, 484, 526
;
clinical liospiial,

240
; Eqnltable Assurance Offices, 403 ;

Infirmary, 112, 194 ; 'J'echnical School,
101, 200

Manchester to Gl.asgow railway, new 357
Mansion, Exton Poi-k, 134
Marine Drive, Douglas Head, 295
Markets : Bilstoii, 154, 168 ; Dublin, 306

;

Halifax, :!08: Tredegar. 625
Marlborough College, 426
Maaouic L-jdge, Kilwinuing, 26S
Matheson & Grant's renr.rt, 116
Mechanics' Institute, Ripon, 322
Medical Department, Local Govt. Ed

. 95
Medical School. Bristol, :ii3

Msllison’s skating-rink, Jirigliton, 403
Melton Mowbray disaster, 194
Memorial to Archbishop Magee. 250
Metal production of Russia, 25i)

Metropolitan Railway, Aylesbury exten-
sion, 211

Mixer, a rapid, 863
Model lodging-house, V.auxball, 507
Monastery, Glasgow, 283
Mosaics in St. Paul's, 173
Municipal Buildings: Battersea, 384:

Lancaster, 20; Morley, 342; nswesiry,
134 : Saltcoats, 385

Municipal statistics, American. 104
Municipal EugineerV Assoc

, 19. 39. fO
Museuma ; Oxford University, 312 ; Patent

Oflioe, 269; Sanitary Appliances, Horn-
sey, 446, 608

Nasmyth workshop for the blind, SSI
Northampton Institute, Clerkeuweil, 191
Nurses' home, Ediuburgb, ,'.26

Oak, price of, 94
Obituary Austin, H. O.. 93; Barclav,

H., 446; Blayn, F,, 438; Debacq, J. F.,
483; Dimmnck, J.,267; Eisenwein, A.
von. 342 : Fowler. J., 396, ;!24, 334, 474

;

Gibson. J.. 624
;
Gosselio, C, 352 ; Hen-

nlcke, J., 342 ; Herapath, P., 192
;
.Toly,

E. de, 267; Lepiiie, 8., 352; MacLure,
H.IL.lli; Marchand, F. L., 103

; Mar-
ten, H. J., 384

;
Mlchifcls, A.. 352

;
.Sug-

den, W., 267; Tennvson, Lord, 276;
Thompson, R., 114 ; Turner, J. G., 428-
Vital-Dubray, G., 352; Wild, J. W.,
384 ;

Williams, J., 428
;
Woolner, This ,

R.A., 306 : Wright, L., 506
Offices: Airdrie, 232; Bexley Local Board,
463; Calcutt-a, 115; Crompton Local
Board, 463

;
Hoylake Local Board, 32

Tirollk.f omShepton Mallet, 30!
iwesirv Munieipal Buildings 134
ixford University Museum, 312

Painting, ancient, Wenhaston Church
269, 286, 467

Palace. Linlithgow, 19, 249
Park, Newport, Mnn., 76
Partnerships, 20, 57, 250, 326, 479. 484
Patent Office Museum, the late, 269

Patents, recent Arches, 76 ;
bench for

joiners, 21; brick-making machlaery,
21, 40, 235, 326 ; bricks, 76, 136, 196 251,
29d, 364, 608, 609; ccUtoga, 175, 213;
cements, 95, 136, 213; chimney-pots,
118, 174 ; cisterns, flushing, 175, 235, 270,
400

;
clamping device, 213; construc-

tion, fireproof, 320; coupling for light-
ning conductors, 407, 427 ; cowls, 290,
406, 468 : door-bolts, 213 ;

door-chains,
138, 467 ; door-checks, 486 ; door-
fasteners, 95, 270 ; duor-guards, 326

;

door-lodlcators, 20; drain diainfeotion,
486 ;

drain-pipes, 30, 40, 406, 627 ; drain-
testing, 116, 400 ; draught excluders for
doors, 251 ; dwellings, sanitary, 166

:

fireplaces, 96, 116; floors, 407, 608;
tlushing-apparatui, 175 ; flushing valves,
427

;
gas-flttlngs, 527

;
glazed structures.

406, 448
;
grates, 95 ;

hanging doors and
shutters, 406 ; hinges, 345, 486 ; hor-
ticultural buildings, 406,448; house-
drains, 76, 345

;
joints for stonework,

213; kUns, 407, 509; lavatories, 251;
lightning conductors, 407, 427 ; masons’
tools, 270 ; mortar, 40 ; moulds for
srtlflcial stone, 95, 194

; nails, 40,
95, 251

;
paint-brushes, 21, 110

;

paints, 194, 290
; panels, ornamental

21
;
partitions, 156; paving, 19i, 308

326, 364; pipe-joints, 364, 448, 627 ;

pipes, protecting during frost, 864, 527;
planes, 40; Portland cement, 136 ;
roofs, 174, 175, 406 ; sash balances, 486

;

sash-bar, 448; sash-cords, 136; sash-
fastener, 136, 427, 4S8 ; saah-welghts,
406, 448 : saws, 345

; scaffolding, 195
;

screw-drivers, 116
; sewers, 95

; sky-
lights, 407 ; stone, artificial, 156, 194,
196, 290, 364

; stone-cutting, 15C
;
stoves,

346; stucco, coloured, 427; terra-cotta
76; tiles, 175, 235, 304, 468; traps, 40,
2(0, 308, 427 ; ventilators, 213, 270, 290
308, 448, 46s; wainscoting, 5f 9 ; walls!
166, 175, 213, 326: water-cloeets, 116.
195, 213, 235, 251, 270, 290, 864, 428, 468,
436, 609, 527 ; waler-spouc nozzles, 608;
white-lead, 53, 488

; window-frame
pockets, 627

; window-frames. 174 •

window-sashes, 69, 78, 235, 251, 290,326,
345 : windows, 69 ; wood, artificial, 157

Pavilion, Bournemoutb, .523
Paving, brick, 467, 48.5,526
Paving, London Bridge, 175
Petrie, Mr. Flinders, 447
Pier, Weston-super-Mare, 307
Pier Pavilion, Clacton, 4C4
Plait Hall, Luton, 50
Plumbers' registration, 269, 325, 383, 418
Plumbers’ Company, the, 2S8, 344, 418
Police Station, Neepsend, 4 S 4
Pollution of the Veo, 484
Polytechnic, Borough-mad, 2P3
Pontoon dock, North Sblelds, 251
Porch, Manchester Cathedral, 484
Poa^t Offices : Glaig.jw, 193 ; Southampton,

Premises, Holloway-road, 324
P(eBentaiion to Sir George Buchanan 94
Preservation of stnoe, 91 ’

Print, Art Union of London, 446
Prizes, King's College, 94
Private Bills, Session 1893, 427
Production, co-operative, 136
Properties for sa’e, 75, 135, 326, 385 527
Public Buildings, Bodmin, 426
Pulpit, Manchester Cathedral, 5'’6

Pump, Aldgato, 289

Railway
: accident, Melton 3Iowbray,

191
; Goods Depot, Glasgow, l.'s ; new, to

Aylesbury, 211 ; new, near Leamingion,
303 ; new, .Manchester to Glasgow 307

;

viaduct, New LShotcham, is
;

works’
Doncaster, 508

Pvallways of the woild, 57
Registration of plumbers, 269,325 363 410
Removal of H.M S, Frolic, its
Removals, 54

,
147. 325, 507

Reports, County Council, 485
Reiedoses; Dalliogton, 58: Ilicher
Broughton, 58 ; Tiogewick, 398

River purification in Lancashire, 232
Roads, macadam, and frost, 30
Roman Catholic Church Building News-

Cardiff, 18; Chilworth, 38; Ennis, 19-
Manchester. 302; Miles Plattine, 302;
MiUtown, Co. Kerry, 506 ; St. Helens,
806; Tenby, 209; Tranent, 115

Rome, proposed exhibition, 608
Roscoe collection, Liverpool, 115
Rosebery-avenue, openlngof, 68
Rubber studs for floors, 280
Russia, metal production of, 250

Saint Helen's Church, Blshopsgate, 211
St. Paul's Cathedral : mosaics, 173
St. Stephen's, Vienna, electric light, 405
Salisbury estate, Strand, 326
Saltcoats Municipal Buildings, 385
Sandringham House, 404, 427
Sanatorium, Cardiff,

'

Sanitary and Engineering Nows,
19, 60. 74. 94, 115, 155. 173, 193, 210 2!2
249, 26S, 288, 307, 325, 363, 404, 446, 484,
526

Sanitary inspectors, certificated, 94
Sanitary Inslltute lectures, 230
Sanitary slate of Nautes, 112
Sanitary wnrks, compulsory, 173
Sanitation and cholera, 135. 193

Scaffold, portable, 289
School of Art, Carmarthen, 28S
School Building News :-Aberdare, 399 ;

Bath, 18; Berry Brow, 94; Blrmicg-
ham, 420; Bradford, 114; Bury St.
Edmunds, 232; Cardiff, 210; Carliale,
93; Cockington, 25; Darlaston, 466 ;

D'luglas, 32; Eccles, 287; Edinburgh,
172; Falmouth, 404; Farncombe,
427 : Folkestone, 287 ; Gateshead,
446; G'nlalming, 427: Langley, 268 ;

Leeds, 301 ; Llanelly, 147; London, 72,
193,446; Manchester, 229, 287; Manor
Park, 114

;
Merthyr Tydfil, 210 ; Mold,

416; Newport, Mon., 72; Norwich, 300;
Oldham, 2SS; Penzance, 88; Preston,
288; Saint Helens, 306; SHford, 246,
207 : Sheffield, 19-3 ; SmaU Heath, 426

;

Stockton, 300; Sulham, 114; Wilm-
slow, 115, 232 ; Wohiiigham,526; Wol-
verhampton, 466

;
Wombwell, 72

;
Wor-

cester, 74
Science and art schools, Heaton, 362
Screens: Luatleigh Church, Devon, 290;

St. Alban's, Leamington, 467
;
Tewkes-

bury Abbey, 116
:
West Peltou Church,

425
Sea-port project, Bruges, 507
Seats, folding, 261
Sewage-Umlug machine, a, 135
Sewerage aud Drainage : Ashby-de-la-
Zouch, 219 ; Ashtead, 256, 286 ; Belfast.
2^2

;
Berlin, 413 ;

Blockley, 173 ;
Brown-

hills, 27 :
Burton-upon-Trent, 325, 404 ;

Castle Cary, 155 ; Castleton, 341

;

Coalville, 219
; Eastwood and Greasley,

249; Evesham, 19; Gorton, Lancs.,.
115

;
Hertford, 105

;
King s Lynn, 296

;

Kingston, 72 ; London, 64 ; London-
derry, 303; Loughborough, 94

’

Loughton, 289
;

Marehay, 210 ; Mid'
somer Norton, 116; Mossley, 232 1

Mylholmroyd, 446,463; Northallerton,
4S4; Northampton. 307; Oatlands.
268 ; Oldbury, 363 ; Oldham, 363

;
Ponte-

fract, 232 : Pontypridd, 74 ; Portsmouth,
189; Sale, 484 ; Scarborough, 50;
Torquay, 57 ; Weybridge, 155, 268 •

Wincanton, 434 ; Wlrkswortb, 325:
Woodhall Spa, ISO; WoodvUle, 404 :

Yorkshire, 232
Shower-baths, public. 467
Slade Professorship, University Coll., 460
Slate trade, the, 250
Soane Museum Curatorsnip. 384
Society of Arts, 3S5, 405, 406
Semersby House, Lincolnshire, 136*
Stamed Glass and Decoration :

—

Acton, 210 ; Alhambra Theatre, 251
Ashton-under-Lyne, 165 : Aston, Rother
ham, 156; Brighton, 173; Bristol, 233
Brent Knoll, 4si Burford, 420 ; Bryce
dale, 280 ; EUand, 5u7

; Fenny Stratford
134; Guildhall, London, 45; Ingrow
289 : Iron Acton, 74 ;

Leeds Town-hall
74 ; Lichfield, 233 ; London, 143, 173
261 ; Manchester Cathedral, 481 : New
castle, 134 ; Oxford, 232 ; Rostherne
60(

;
Rydal, 302 ; Saint Paul's Cathedral

173 ; Sandy, 507 ; Selby Abbey, 244
Shrewsbury, 74 ; Skelton-in-Clevelaud
442; South Leith. 233; Tenbury, 420
Thornbury, 155; Wedmore, 484; West-
minster, 143

Stair-treads, rubber studs for, 289
Statistics, American, 194
Statue to Count Andrassy, 405
Steamships, ventilation of, 269
Steel, British, 259
Stone, preservation of, 91
Stone-breaking machine, new, 423
Stonp-Btones, New York, 433
Stores, co-operative, Plymouth, 154
Straud, Salisbury estate, 323
Street-paving, brick, 4(i7, 485
Subways, Stockholm, 527
Surveyors’ Institution, 325; exonis., 470
Surveyorahips: —Aberdeen, 69; Ber-
mondsey, 190; Bilston, 168; Bromley
(Kent), 116 ; Dnbyshire, ;i26, 457; Great
Grimsby, 290 ; Norwich, 291) ; Portishead,
427 ; Putney, 325

;
Rugby Charity, 341

;

Wakefield. ;D9
•

Synagogue, Hambro', Fenchurch-st., S99
Synagogue, Hampstead, 249

Tablet, Newcastle, 134
Technical 1 'ollege, Glasgow, 427, 462
Technical schools: Aherdare, 399;
Accrinaton, 229, 304, 323, 300; Ashton
uuder-Lyne, 288; Aston. Birminaham
506; Bitley, 38; Dongla*, 32; Holm
firth, 74; Manchester, 191, 206; Ring
send, Dublin, 34

;
Salford,

—
Stamford, 484

Tennyson's birth-place, 135
Test for dryness of houses, 485
Testimonials, 325, 457
Tewkesbury Abbey, tcreeu, 115
Theatres : Alhambra, 251 ; proposed new,

257 ; burned down, 229
Tombs : Bancroft, St. Helen’s, Bishop'gate,

211
;

“ Bluidie ” Mackenzie, 194, iOl
Tower, Blackpool, 198, 306. 607
Townhslls: Battersea, 384 ; Llanelly,
206; Walsall, 112,229

Trade festivities, 20, 39, 72, 75

Univeraily, Aberdeen, 308, .334, 446
University College, Bristol, 3i3
University College, London : architecture

at, 269; Slade Professorship, 460
University College, Liverpool, 483, 496

Ventilators, Boyles', 103, 363. 427,499
Ventilating sash-fasieuer, a, 19
Ventllatloii for steamships, 269
Viaduct, New Shoreham, 18

Wages paid at (he Homestead works, 150
Wahal), proposed Town-hall, 112, 229
Ward’s School for Girls, 193, 446
Water in dirty cisterns, 165
Water-closet seat, sanitary, 326
Water-closets; “Champion," 527; Twy-

ford’s “ Deluge," 326
;
lylors’ pedestal

260
Water Supply :—Antigua, 625; Backwell
806 ; Belfast, 281

;
Blockley, 173

;
Brown

hills, 27; Bucks, 127; Bury. 167
Cardiff, 249: Coalville, 210; Cromer
74; Essex, 126; Gosport, 242; Ham-
burg, 256; Herts, 127, 377; Highclere
Park. 289; Kent, 126; Kilkenny, 482;
King's Lyun, 297 ;

Lancaster, 20 ;
Leeds

288 ;
London, 10, 15, 20. 47, 71, 73, 82

103, 120, 163, 298, 316, 338, 353, 376, 396
413, 438, 476, 518

;
Londonderry, 3'’3

Long Eaton, 232; Middlesex, 126
Nelson, 268 ;

Newfleld, 219; Ports
mouth, 246; Rotherham, 267; Scar
borough, 63 ; Surrey, 126

; Teignmouth
525; Wakefield, 19; Wolverhampton,

Welbeck Abbey, .525

W'enhaston Church, ancient paintiug,
269, 286. 487

M'est Hattlepool Bldg, Regulations, 404
Whitehall Court, 320
Wild. Mr. J. W., death of, 384
Windmill for pumping water, 300
Window-glass, 608
Woolner. the late Thos., R A., 3C6
Workhouses : Camberwell, 93 ;

Patrlcroft,
246, 466 ; Stockport, 38

Workmen’s Club aud Institute Union. 600
Workshop for the blind, Greenwich, 384

Yeo, pollution of the, 484

Zoyder Zee, drainiog, 269
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AECHITECTS, ' ETC., OE BUILDINGS ILLUSTEATED.

Abbott, —
,
jlb-craoe, 502

Aitchlflon. G., library Interior, 480

Alien, J. R.. bridge in Persia, 393. 394

ArdroD, A., house, Wimbledon, 601

Ashton tfc Green, stove, 171

Babb, J. S . frieze, 220
Baker, H., design for house, 480

Bartlett, A ,
design for house, 398, 399

Bateman <fc Bateman, house, Llckey, 82

Batterbury & Huxley, Waruham Lodge, 32

Bedfonl, F. D
,
ambone, Salerno, 282

Begg, J., door, Lincoln Cathedral, 600

Belcher, .7. : dealpcnfor South Kensington
Museum, 378, 379 ;

house, Abinger, 246;

Institute of Chartered Accountants,

108; BCudio, Molbury-rosd, 244, 245

Bennett, W. B. G., hydraulic gully, 478

Btdlake, \V. H., aesigo, Birmingham
Hospital, 338

Binyon, B., Barrett-Browning Memorial,
33

Blomfleld, A. C
,
pavements, Murauo and

Torcello, 187
Blomfleld, Sir A. W., College of Music, 62

Blomfleld, E., altar-cross, Carahaltou, 203
Bolton, A. T., design for house, 89

Bouvard, M B-, urae du Travail, Paris, 128
Brakspear, E., Worcester Cathedral, 107,

108, 109
Brewer, E. W. : St, Stephen’s Chapel,
Westminster, 70 ; old high altar, ‘West-

minster Abbey, 13
P-figgs R. A., house, Northwood, 52, 53

Brooke, J.. Con. Ch., Ashton, 2Ct)

Burnet, Son, & Campbell, workmens
dwellings. Glasgow, 302, 303

Capper, S. H., orphanage, Glasgow, 88, 89
Csros, W. D. : bronze doors, Adelphi
Bank, Liverpool 480; hall, South
Lytchett Manor. 214

Chisholm, R. F., Museum, Baroda, 206

Clark, A. H. , design for house, 5’.0, 521

Clark & Hutchinson, cemetery, P».ipon, 29

Clarke, Somers, & Micklethwaite, J. T.,

St. Saviour's Church, Folkestone, 282

Cobb, H. I., building in Chicago, 24, 25

Coggln, C., a street corner, 501

Colson, J., & Son, Cheyney Court, Win-
chester, 258

Corder, J. S., oCBces, Bury S. Edmunds,
169

Cutler, T. W., Bath, Avery Hill, 420, 421
Daly, M., C6sar ; The Roy-'l Gold Medal

:

decorative composition, 6

Davison, T., design for Oxford Municipal
Building*, 460. 461

Diwniog, H. P. Burke, chair for Mayor of

Deal 396
Eden, F. C., and ’Williams, .7. L

,
design

for WlnntogCon Church, 479, 489
Falja, H, ball-cock apparatus, 492
Frampton, E., design for window, 357

Frdmiet, M., sculpture, “Le Connetable
Olivier de Ciiason,” 129

Garralt, T., design for St, Bride’s Insti-

tute, 620. 621
Gibson & Russell, house, Caine, 83
Greenalade, S. K. ,

capital, Worcester. 125

Gulllon, A.. Irou oaluater, Vtizelay, 203

Hare, H. T : Municipal Buildings, Ox-
for<l, 32, 33; Stafford County Council
Buildings, 103, 109

Heaton,C.,windows,Imperial lust., 338,339
Henman, C., artist's house, Cmydon, 420

Hendrey, J. H., flceplace, KipUn Hall,

421
Hicks, H. J., Old Matket, Dunster, 112

Holiday, H., window, Rydal Church, 302

Hollowav, F. M., building blocks, 135
Iviaon, T. P., Old Cheater, 88, 338
Jackson, T. G.. A.R.A. : Library, ifcc.,

ITpplngham School, 123; view of St.

David's Cathedral, 441
Jenney, W. L. B., building in Chicago, 24

Jennings & Morley, water-closet, 106

Jones, F. E., and Weatherley, W. S.,

Saundby Church, 129
Jones, II. L., Castell Carreg Cennen. 149

Jones, W. 0., banks, Barnet and Henley,
401, 402

Kitchin, G. H., sketches, Winchester
Cathedral, 260, 261, 262, 263

Eitsell, T. R
,
Caroline Park, Granton, 63

Knight, F. G., houses, Cadogan-gdns., 53

Lawson, G. A., Barns' statue, Ayr, 20'7

Leeds, L. W., plan for central street, 133

Levercoti, W. J. H., chancel, Norouty
Church, 420, 421

Maclaren, T. : Portal, Sta. Maria Maggiore,
Bergamo, 469, 461 ; Southwell Cathedral,

12, 13, 14, 15 ;
vicarage in Surrey, 379

Mallows, C. E., boathouse and lodge, 376

May, E. J., Kii'kleviugton Grange, 32

Micklethwaite, .7. T., and Somers
Clarke : St Saviour's Church, Folke-

stone, 232, 283
Morris & Hunter, pedestal of Burns

statue, Ayr, 207

Mountford.E. W. : Polytechnic, Battersea,

71 ;
staircase, Battersea Town Hall, 33

Katorp, G., panel, “ Youth,” 82
Newton, E., hall and staircase, Chlsle-

hurst, 333, 339

,
Oliver, R. D., house and studio, Holland

Park, 521
Oliver & Leeson, Training College,

Norwich, 399
Pace, I., window, Blackburn Ch., 5'0

Paul, R. W. : Bangor Cathedral, 186, 187 ;

Clopton Chapel, Stratford-on-Avon
Church, 207 : cottages, South Pether-

ton, 60; Emanuel Hospital, West-
minster, 204

;
plan of Winchester Cathe-

dral, 262 ; St. Asaph Cathedral, 186, 187 ;

St. David's Cathedral, 440
;
sketches iu

West Somerset, 140, 141, 142, 148, 149,

165 ; slab in Stogumber Church, 169

Pearson, F. L , houses. Margaret-st., 421

Pearson, J. L
,
Truro Cathedral. 356, 357

Peynot, M ,
sculptural croups, I.,voq8, 168

Pite, B., Worcester Cathedral, 108

Pite, W. A., transept, WiDch’8t’rCath.,263
Ponting, C. E. : almshouses, Latton,

Wilts, 399 :
Edington Cnurcli, 88

;

stables, Pewsham, 70, 71

Powell, J.| window, Burford Church, 420
Powell, J. & Sons, windows, Dxford, 282
Prentice, A. N. : design for Glasgow Art
Gallery, 320; door, Seville, 520; view of
Truro Cathedral, 357

Rhead, G. W., window, Burford Cb., 420
Ricardo. Halsey, design, Oxford Municipal

Baildlngs, 399
Rlmmer, H. : design for a chapter-house,

320 ;
leaning tower, Saragossa, 379

Robson, E. R., Trosley Towers, Kent, 70
Rope, E. M.. sculptural panels, 85, 477
Salomons&Steintbal, Crematorium, Man-

chester, 320, 321
Selby, E. H , house, Ampthlll, .501

Slirigiey & Hunt : window, Leigh Church,
Laucs.. 60J; window, Skelton-in-Cleve-
land Church. 441

Skipwortb, A.H ,reredoa, Teddington, 263
Smith, Son, & Gale, ho.«pital, Hampstead,

52L, 522
Stone, P. 6., Manor-houses I. W., 216, 217
Stokes, L,

,
church. .Miles Plaiting, 302, 3C3

Tate. E. 11 ,
Gilling Castle, Yorkshire,

414
Turner, J. M. W., sketch of Southwell
Minster (attributed to), 12

Verity,!’. & F. T ,New Travellers’ Club,303
Wallace, W

,
Chapel, Ridley Hall, fatn-

bridge, 469
Waller. F. W., house, Eastbourne, 480
Ward & Hughes, window, Selbv Abbey.24 4

Warren, E. P., “Elmhurst,” Hants, 521
Weatherley, "W. S. ; Brandeshurton
Church, 129 ; Saundby Church, 129

Webb, Aston, trans“DCs, St. Bartholo-
mew's, Smithfleld, 226, 227

Westlake, N. H. J., frieze, Chnrch of the
Annunciation. Chislehurst, 187

Wilkinson, H- D., design for church, 501
Wilson, A. N. : bridge, Avignon, 379 ;

Winchester Cathedral, 262, 263
Wilson, H.. tower, S Mary’s, Lynton, 320
Wornum, R S., house, St-. Sebastian, 480

‘ Young, K. D., premises, Hampstead, 378

I L L U S T E A T I 0 N S
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[The Illustrations will he found on, or immediately following or preceding, the pages indicated.']

ABBEY, Cleeve : Gateway ; Drawn by R. W. Paul, 142
;

Refectory, 169

Abbey, Talley : Plan showing recent Excavations, 148

Abbey, Westminster : Old High Altar : Restored by fl.

W. Brewer, 13
Almshouses, Latton, Wilts : C. E. Ponting, Aicht., 399

Altar-Cross and Candlesticks, Carshalton Church : De-
signed by Reginald Blomfleld, 263

Ambone, Salerno : Drawn by F. D. Bedford, 282
Architecture in Chicago, 24, 25

Art Gallery, Glasgow : Dssign by A. N. Prentice, 320

BALL-COCK Apparatus, Faija’s, 492
Baluster, wrot.-iroo, V4zelaj : Drawn by A. GuilloD,203

Bank, San Francisco, 80
Banks, London and County : Henley-on-Thames and
High Barnet: W. Campbell Jones, Architect, 461, 462

Base and Capital, Persepolia, 178
Bath, Turkish, Avery Hill : T. W. Cutler, Architect, 420

Blocks, Buildiug, for Arches, Holloway's Patent, 135

Boat-house and Lodge : Designed by C. E. Mallows, 378

Bourse du Travail, Paris : M. Bouvard, Architect, 128

Bridge over the Karedj River, Persia : Measured and
Drawn by J. R. Allen, 393, 394

Bridge of St. Benazet, Avignon ; Drawn by A. Needham
Wilson, 379

Buildings in Chicago {see “ Oftice-Bulldings.'')

CANDELABRUM, Salerno : Drawn by F. D. Bedford, 282

Capital, St. John's Chapel, Worcester Cathedral

:

Drawn by 3. K. Oreenslade, 125

Capitals : Persepolis, 178; Tomb in Phrygia, 120

Castle, Carreg Cennen, Wales: Drawn by H. L. Jones,

149
I'astle, Ghent, 101
Castle, GlUiug, Y^orkshire : Drawn by E. R. Tate, 414

Castle, Taunton: Gateway and Courtyard: Drawn by
R. W. Paul, 149

Cathedral, Lincoln : South Door, Drawn by J. Begg, 600

Cathedrals of England and Wales :

—

Bangor; Drawn by R. W. Paul, 186; Plan, 186;

Incised Sepulchral Slab ; Drawn by R. W. Paul, 186 ;

Font, Drawn by R. W. Paul, 187

St. Asaph: Drawn by R. W. Paul, 186; Plan,
Measured and Drawn by R. W. Paul, 187

;
Slab and

Effigy, 186 ;
Nave Pier, 187 ; Clerestory Window, 187

Si. David’s: Drawn by R. W. Paul, 440 ;
Plan (from

Plan lent by Mr. T. Taylor Scott), 440 ;
View of the

Cathedral from the Courtyard of the Bishop's

Palace : Drawn by T. G. Jackson, AR.A., 441; Rood
Screen, Drawn by R. W. Paul, 440; St. David's

Shrine, 441 ; South Aisle of Presbytery, 441 ; Label,
Capital, Poppy-head, and Shield, 441 ; Encaustic
Tiles in Presbytery, 442

Cathedrals (contimud) ;

—

Southwell: Drawn by T. MacLaren, 12, 13, 14, 15;
Sketch from the North-West, from a Drawing
attributed to Turner, 12; Plan (from Plans lent by
Mr. Ewan Christian), 13 ;

East Window, 13

;

Trifotium cf Nave, 13; Centre Portion of Rood-
Screen, 13; Cloister, 14; Capitalin I'hapter-House,

14 ;
Sections of Piers and Mouldings, 15

Truro: J. L. Pearson, R.A., Architect, 8.56, 357;
View from the South-East : Drawn by .C. N. Prentice,

357 :
Plan, 357

Winchester : Drawn by A. Needham Wilson, 262,

263 ; Plan, Measured and Drawn by R. W. Paul,

262 ;
View in the Nave : Drawn by A. N. Wilson,

262; View in North Transept, Drawn by W. A.
Pite, 263; View in South Transept: Drawn hy
G. H. Kitchin, 261

;
Waynflete’s Chautry : Drawn by

G. U. Kitchin, 262
;
Deanery, &c. ; Drawn by G. H.

Kitchin. 269, 203
Worcester : Drawn by Beresford Pite, 103 ;

Plan,
Measured and Drawn by Harold Brakspear, 108

;

Plan and Part Section of Crypt, 107 : Bays of Nave,
Measured and Drawn by Harold Brakspear, 103,

109 ;
Capital in St. John's Chapel, Drawn by S. K.

Greenslade, 125

Chair for Mayor, Deal : H. P Burke Downing, Archt., 396
Chapel, &c., Emanuel Hospital, Westminster : Drawn
by R. W. Paul, 204

Chapel, Lower Marsh Farm, Dunster, 141

Chapel, Ridley Hall, Cambridge :W. Wallace, Archt., 400
Chapel, Ripon Cemetery : Clark &, Hutchinson, Archi-

tects, 29
Chapel,St;.Stephen's, Westminster; Conjectural Restora-

tion, by H. W. Brewer, 70
Chapter-House, Design for : By Heber Rlmmer, 320
Cbiiteau des Comtes, Ghent, 101
Chimney-piece, Wolverton Manor House, I.W. : Drawn
by P. G. Stone, 217

Church, Brandeshurton : W. S. Weatherley, Archt., 129

Church, Congregational, Aahton-under-Lyne : J. Brooke,
Architect, 206

Church, Edlngton : Interior : C. E. Ponting, Archt., 88

Church, Memorial, Design for : By H. D. Wilkinson, 501

Church, R. C., Miles Platting : L. Stokes, Archt
,
302

Church, Norbnry : new Chancel : W. J. H. Leverton,
Architect, 420, 421

Church of St. Bartholomew-the-Great, Smithfleld : New
Transepts : Aston Webb, Architect, 226, 227

Church, .St. Mary’s, Lynton: Tower: U. 'Wilson, Archi-

tect, 320
Church, St. Saviour's, Folkestone : Somers Clarke and J.

T. Micklethwaite, Architects. 282, 283

Church, Stratford-on-Avon ; The Clopton Chapel and
Totness Tomb : Drawn by R. W. Paul, 207

Church, Saundby : Weatherley & Jones. Architects, 129
* Church, Winniugton : Design for : By F. C. Eden and J.

L. Williams, Architects, 479, 480

Churches of Somersetshire : Visited by the Architectural
Association: Views, Plans, &c. :—Bishops Hull, 149 ;

Bishops Lydeard, 148; Cothelstone, 140, 148; Creech
St. Michael, 148 ;

Dunster, 141, 109 ; East Quantocks-
bead. 140; Kingston St Mary, 148; Jlinehead, 140,

169 ;
Nettlecombe, 165 ;

Ruishton, 148 ; St. Decunians,

164, 165 ;
Taunton, 148 ;

Trull, 149

Clergy-House, I’re-Keforraatlon, Alfriston, 24C
Clock-Tower, &c., Ledbury (Barrett-Brownieg Memo-

rial) : B. Binyon, Architect, 33

Closet, Wright Sutcliffe & Co.'s “Champion," 527

(ilubhouse. New Travellers', Piccadilly ; T. & F. T.

Verity, Architects, 303
Coin of Byblos, showing Conical Erection. 432
College, Training : Norwich : Oliver & Leeson, Archi-

tects, 300
College of Music, South Kensington : Sir A. W. Blom-

fleld, A.R. A., Architect, 52, 53

Columns : Egyptian, 254; Persepolis, 178, 179
Cornice, Persepolis, 179
Cottage, Cothelstone, 140
Cottages, South Petherton : Roland W. Paul, Archf-., 50
Council Chamber, Stafford County Council ; H. T. Hare,
Architect, 103, 109

Crane, Abbott’s, 502
Crematorium, Manchester : Salomons & Steinthol,

Architects. 320. 321
Cross-head, Llandello : 140

DAIRY, Hampstead : K. D. Y'oung, Architect, 378

Daly M. C^sar, Portrait of, 12

Dscoratlve Composition: The Royal Gold Medal:
Designed by M. C.'sar Daly. 6

Decorative Frieze, Church of the Annunciation, Chisle-

hurst ; Designed by N. H. J. Westlake, 187

Decorative Paintibgs, Ancient, St. Stephen's Chapel,
Westminster, 63, 64. 65, 66

Decorative Panel :
“ Youth, the Toilers and the Idlers,”

by G. Natorp, 62
Dacorative Panel, by Mias E. M. Rope, 477

Design for Art Gallery, Glasgow : By A. N. Prentice, 320
Design for Birmingham Hospital : By W. H. Bldlake, 338
Design for Chapter-House : By Heber Rimmer, 320

D-^sign for Completing South Kensington Museum : By
Mr. J. Belcher, 378. 379

Design for Window, Lowestoft: ByE. Frampton, 357

Design for a House ; By A. T. Bolton, A.R.I.B.A. , 89

Designs for a Large Town House : By H. Baker, 480 ;

By A. Bartlett, 398. 399
Design for Memorial thurch: H. D. Wilkinson, Archi-

tect, £01
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'
EXCHANGE, Ptris : M. Bouvard, Archtt. 12S

Lodge and Boathouse : Designed by C. E. Mallows 373
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Architect, 481
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Doors, Bronze, Adelpbi Bank, Liverpool : W. D. Csioe,
Architect, 460
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REFECTORY, Cleeve Abbey, 169
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ton, A. H. Sitipworth, Architect, 263
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Cathedral : Drawn by R. W.
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Roger Smith, Son, & Gale, Architects, S21, 522
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House. Ampthill: E. H. Selby, Architect, .'01
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35; Plan
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Old Drawings at tJie Institute.

HE selection of archi-

tectural drawings

lent to the Institute

of Architects from

the Duke of Devon-

shire’s collection, and
which have been on
view at their rooms

during the week, in-

cludes not only draw-
ings which, as Mr. Grace pointed out in his

notes on them read on Monday evening, are

of value historically, as records of the state

of some ancient buildings at the time the

drawings were made, but others which are
interesting as showing the manner in which
such architects as Palladio and Inigo Jones
experimented with the materials of Classical

architecture which in their day formed the

only recognised and orthodox source of in-

spiration for the architect.

The drawings are a rather heterogeneous
collection, and only a email proportion of

them show any remarkable excellence or
finish as drawings, they are mostly (those

which are exhibited at least) slightly made
studies of an architectural idea

;
and as very

few have either signature or title appended it

is not easy to particularise them. As far as

those by Inigo Jones are concerned, it is

remarkable how much more interesting and
original he is in his designs made as fancies

and independent of practical requirements
than in the designs for actual buildings which
are included in the collection. His drawing
of a faqade of a mansion for “ L'* Lincoln,”
for instance, is certainly not a very

attractive or interesting piece of architec-

ture. It shows a central feature consist-

ing of four engaged columns violently rusti-

cated (as one may say), with round-headed
windows between the columns, and on each
wing of the structure a window with apediment
and flanked again by smaller strongly rusti-

cated columns in the middle of a blank wall.

The slope of the pediment over the central

colonnade is repeated in parallel lines by the

roof-slope of a larger mass of building faintly

indicated in the rear. There is a certain

power about the treatment of detail in

the side windows—Inigo Jones generally
managed to give his own character to his

detail—but certainly on the whole this is

not a very attractive piece of architecture.

The set of drawings of imaginary scenes,

some evidently intended for theatres, exhibit

an amount of fancy and originality which
makes a striking contrast with this prim
work, and show that it was not for want of

exuberance of fancy that Inigo Jones kept
his designs for actual building so compara-
tively formal and restricted in style. This
playing with the materials of Classical

architecture in imaginary compositions, un-
restricted by considerations of cost or

practical utility, seems to have had a con-

siderable attraction for the architects of the

Italian P^enaissance, and from Italy no doubt
Inigo Jones acquired this taste. One of these

drawings, apparently intended as an archi-

tectural scene for a theatre, exhibits an almost
wild exuberance, and impresses one rather as

if it were Hindu architecture with Classical

detail. We look into an immense hyprethral

hall, along the walls of which are ranged
closely-spaced pilasters above which are great

brackets or consoles each' surmounted by a

seated statue, while from the face of each

pilaster projects a ponderous bracket-like

fountain basin, above which is a cupid figure.

All these figures and details seen in perspec-

tive have a remarkable effect of tumultuous
richness of detail. The upper story of the
walls, set rather back from the lower one, is

of a more ordinary and formal type of Classic

or rather Italian architecture, but at the
further end of the hall we have a gallery

boldly flying across the hall, supported on
two elliptical arches, and with a return gallery

seen in perspective further on. The whole is

a very remarkable bit of ideal architectural

composition. Another very dignified though
less original composition shows a kind of

double portico of great columns on each side

of the foreground, beyond which the side

walls of the composition recede, and in tho
distance is seen a repetition of the same
features as those of the toreground. Thiw
contrast of the same design in foreground and
distance is a rather favourite device ia com-
positions of this class by Renaissance archi-

tects, and for a theatre scene it is a

remarkably effective means of giving extent
of perspective and throwing back the scene
from the eye

;
the large columns in the fore-

ground 'impress by their size, the little ones
in the di8tance,.obviously on the same scale

and forming part of the same design, impress
one with the idea of the large space intervening
between them and the foreground architec-

ture. Another drawing of this kind shows a
hall with figures against the wall.a, and the
cornice brought out above each ficrure in a
kind of projecting canopy, in a manner which
no Renaissance architect would ever have

d
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attempted in actual work. The floor here is

represented as a sumptuously inlaid one of

marble, and a circular temple or shrine closes

the vista.

A pretty large series of drawings of Classic

capitals in pen and ink, with no signature or

title, evidently represents a series of experi-

ments in variations on the Classic capital.

They are rather coarsely and hurriedly drawn,

and no attempt is made at any new leafage

form, the variations consisting chiefly in the

manner in which conventional figures or ani-

mals are worked into the design. In one odd
example snails are introduced os angle objects

under the volutes, the spiral lines of the

shells abutting against the capital, and the

heads of the snails protruding beneath the

volutes
;
not a very happy idea. In another

birds are introduced beneath the volutes, the

birds being perched on the thin edge of the

acanthus leaves beneath them. A better

attempt shows the introduction of two nude
figures back-to-back, stretching outwards from

the centre of the face of the capital, and with

one hand raised grasping the stem of the

volute. This composes well and makes a

good and spirited design sufficiently archi-

tectural in character. Another new idea is

the employment of a second moulding round

the capital, two-thirds up the bell and
parallel with the crowning moulding

;
above

this acanthus leaves are introduced, and

below it the surface is left nearly bare except

for two back-to-back figures in the centre of

the face. This division of the classic capital

by a second moulding affords a suggestion

of which something more may be made.

In another of these sketches we have

apparently an attempt to realise the mythical

origin of the Corinthian capital as a basket of

flowers, the greater part of the bell being

represented as imitative of basket-work,

while a bit of acanthus leaf sticks out here

and there, and some are seen projecting from

the top. The sketch certainly serves to show
the inadequacy of this old Vitruvian notion

of the origin of the capital. But there are

some available ideas among these sketches,

and they serve at least as a reminder of the

possibility of evoking a new treatment of the

Cla-ssic capital.

Among the drawings exhibited in the

Library is one bearing Palladio’s name, a

geometrical drawing of a fa^'ade with a

Roman Doric order below and a Corinthian

one above. It is noticeable that Palladio

here employs the Roman Doric without any

base, as in Greek work. There is a finely

executed drawing here of what is evidently

intended as an architectural theatre scene,

with two streets diverging from the back of

the scene, radiating from the supposed

position of the spectator, so that we look up

both of them. The foreground buildings on

the right are powerfully designed, and the

whole drawing very carefully executed. But
by far the most beautiful drawing among
these is one representing apparently a monu-
ment,shown in a geometrical elevation lightly

and delicately tinted with the brush. There

is an order of two large Corinthian columns

on each side, between which is a niche with

a small pediment over it containing a graceful

fully-draped female figure. The columns

support an entablature with a curved pedi-

ment broken in the centre, and against the

two sections of the pediment are seated two
charmingly-designed female figures, on a

smaller scale than the one in the niche, and

used in a purely decorative manner. Both in

refinement of execution and grace of design

this is a remarkable drawing.

The drawings represent, we believe, only a

small proportion of what is evidently a re-

markable and most interesting collection.

Some of those which were placed at the dis-

posal of the Institute could not be safely

exhibited owing to their insecure mounting,

but these serve to show that the collection as

a whole would be well worth exhibition on

some occasion when there was time and

opportunity to take better means for securing

the drawings from any possible injury by
placing them under glass. The historical

interest of some of them was sufficiently

adverted to in Mr. Grace’s notes read at the

meeting
;
in adding some further remarks we

have looked rather to their artistic interest.

THE BRADFIELD GREEK PLAY.

DHE third of what we hope may be
considered to be the annual per-

formances of Greek plays by the

pupils of Bradfield College, in an
open-air theatre constructed on the Greek
model, took place on Tuesday, Thursday, and
Saturday last week. The play was this year

the Agamemnon of -Eschylus, given (of

course) in the original Greek, but with a

certain number of cats, chiefly out of the

choruses, in concession to the supposed
patience (or impatience) of a modem
audience. Our impression is that the

majority of the audience (we can speak for

some, at all events) would have been quite

content to have had the play in its entirety

;

and in regard to the statement that care had
been taken to retain passages “which were
either essential to the play or of acknow-
ledged beauty,” we should [rather demur to

the omission of the celebrated passage about

the lion-cub reared in the household, certainly

one of the most characteristic in the play,

and which was once made the occasion of a

kind of rival exhibition of translations,

wherein Mr. Gladstone came off best.

This, however, is “ literature,” of which,

we do not profess to speak
;
our concern is

with the artistic and architectural aspect of

the celebration. The latter has some special

interest at present, in reference to recent con-

troversies as to the construction of the Greek
theatre, as it affords an opportunity of study-

ing the relation of the plan of the Greek
theatre to its actual use. There may be said

to be two recognisable forms of Greek theatre

plan
;
one in which the auditorium and the

orchestra space are finished with a semicircle

on the side furthest from the scene, and the

ends of the seats cut off on a line parallel

with the proscenium, as at A, the line of the

semicircle generally being continued forward

a little, as a tangent to the semicircle, towards

the proscenium, as in diagram A, so as to

give more room in both auditorium and
orchestra. The other is the one shown in

diagram B, in which the line of seats and
orchestra includes a larger portion of the

circle, and the wing walls bounding the ends

of the seats are oblique to the front line of

the proscenium, and sometimes, but not

always, radiate from the centre from which
the curve is struck. Dr. Gray, the Warden
of Bradfield College, has adopted an arrange-

ment which is again a modification of this

last one, in keeping the proscenium a little

farther back from the orchestra and making
the orchestra a complete circle sunk one step

below the lowest step of the auditorium, as

shown at C, which is a rough sketch plan

(from memory) of the general arrangement of

the Bradfield theatre. We are not aware of

any ancient example for this arrangement of

a complete circular pit in the orchestra space

;

nor is it indicated in the description of the

Greek Theatre by Vitruvius. It has the

disadvantage, in regard to appearance, that

it seems to detach the chorus a little too

decidedly from the front of the scene
;
on

the other hand, it makes a good guiding

line for any evolutions of the chorus in the

shape of a circular dance or walk round,

which was a good deal employed in the

performance of Agamemnon, the chorus

occasionally forming a double file going
round the circle in opposite directions, one
within the other, which has a very pretty
effect. A practical disadvantage of the con-
tinuation of the curve of the seats beyond the
semicircle,—a disadvantage which must have
existed in some at least of the ancient Greek
theatres of which the plan has been made
out,—is that the portion of the audiences in
the spaces at the ends of the seats, within the
dotted lines on C, cannot see the stage well

;

and accordingly on Saturday, the day .we had
the pleasure of attending, it might hare been
observed that those portions of the seats were
empty. Possibly this may be taken by some
as a fact in favour of what we may call the
Diirpfeldian heresy, viz. : that the principal
actors all acted in the orchestra with the
chorus, as the orchestra is visible from all the
seats. Greek theatres, however, were not all

planned in this way
j
in some of them the seats

certainly finished parallel with the line of the
proscenium

;
but in any case all we should

argue from this disposition of the seats is that
those who planned a theatre in this way were
anxious to accommodate as many as possible,

and that some persons who could find no
other seats preferred to see the chorus and
their evolutions rather than see nothing.

At Bradfield the connexion between the
scene and the orchestra has been modified
this year in accordance with what may now
be taken as the ascertained discovery at
Megalopolis of the three upper steps running
right across the scene from side to side.

Previously the connexion, at Bradfield, was
by two short flights of steps one at each
extremity of the scene, and fronting the
orchestra

;
they would in fact have formed

the end portions of the present broad flight,

which has been formed by continuing the
line of the original steps across the central por-
tion of the proscenium. There is no reason
to suppose that in all Greek theatres the
steps were os at Megalopolis

;
but certainly we

should say, taking theperformanceof last week
as a test, that no arrangement could lend
itself so well to this form of dramatic enter-

tainment, in which the chorus are locally and
jesthetically separated from the principal

actors, and yet in relation with them in

carrying on or commenting on the narrative,

and occasionally for a moment coming in

touch with them in the action. Thus, when
the dying exclamation of Agamemnon is

heard behind the scene, the chorus of
“ Elders ” can evince their excitement and
anxiety by mounting the steps to get nearer

the house, in their desire to ascertain what
has happened, without cutting themselves off

from their proper territory in the orchestra,

to which they retire again without disorder,

on the entrance of Clytemnestra and
jEgisthus.

We give a slight and hasty sketch of the
front of the theatre. The entrances on to the

scene are at the centre and from the side

wings
;

the more usual arrangement of a
centre and two side doors in the back wall of

the scene is hinted at in the openings between
the pilasters on each side, which however are

not “practicable” entrances, being screened

off behind and occupied, as indicated, by the

pedestals bearing the busts of Aphrodite (we

S
resume) and Apollo, to the latter of whom
assandra has to appeal in the latter portion

of the play. The architectural details of the

back wall of the scene have been carefully

studied, except that the profile of the capitals

of the pilasters seems rather doubtful
; the

mouldings are painted with a surface orna-

ment in orthodox fashion. It is a pity that

the front portion of the erection has hardly
received the same consideration as to detail

;

the long posts with their rude bases at the

foot are not very Greek in suggestion
;
the

entablature over the opening is treated with a

very thin architrave and very deep frieze,

in which the shallow sinkings between
the sculptured panels seem like a modem
carpenter’s reminiscence of the triglyph

groovings, but do not really resemble

that or any other Greek detail. The figures

on the pediment, taken from various well-

1 known Greek figures, are painted in light
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red. Th« curious pulpit-like erection, with 1

battlements, between the posts on the left-

hand of the scene, does duty as the watch-

man’s post of observation in the opening

scene, whence he sees the beacon - fires

announcing the capture of Troy; but it is

rather too Medieval in appearance. The
flute-player and harpist who accompanied the

singing and evolutions of the chorus were

seated in the corresponding space between the

posts on the right
;
this answered very well,

though it would hardly, we should imagine,

have been the position occupied by the

musicians in a real Greek theatre. However,

the modern harp is so entirely distinct from

any instrument known to the Greeks, that it

would be impossible to pretend to carry out

verisimilitude in a detail of this kind. The
music composed for the chorus by the Rev. J.

Powley, the precentor of the college, happily

combined the desiderata of being agreeable to

the modern musical ear while preserving a

certain degree of antique suggestion, and the

chorus went through their singing in a very

satisfactory manner.
The seats for the audience are finished

with rough concrete, and are wide enough to

allow plenty of room from back to front

;

the audience were provided (according to

ancient usage, we are told) with small

cushions handed to them on the way to the

theatre. The chorus entered, according to

tradition, by the space between the end of

the auditorium seats and the scene building
;

the back portion of the erection forms a

large room for the actors, occupying the

place which in an ancient theatre would have
been occupied by the columned hall which
afforded, when necessary, a temporary
shelter from rain, and also probably

meeting place Tor sauntering and discussion

before and after the play, or at the interval

between two plays, if the whole of a

trilogy was gone through in one day. The
•dresses were mostly very good, and agree-

able in colour effect, that of Clytemnestra
being perhaps the only exception in the

latter particular. The acting was meri-

torious as a whole
;
that of Mr. Blagden as

Clytemnestra in many points exceedingly

good, especially at the point where Clyt-

emnestra goes down on her knees to Zeus
in front of the scene, after she has persuaded
Agamemnon to enter the house, in a brief

invocation somewhat in the spirit of that in

TAe Critic :

—

Grant all our ends,

And sanctify whatever means we use

To gain them.”

Clytemnestra moreover had the great merit
of pronouncing all her words clearly and
distinctly. The Warden of the College, to

whom we owe the whole inception of the

scheme, appears also to add histrionic ability

to his other acquirements, judging from the

readiness with which, after acting as a dig-

nified leader of the chorus (Choragus) for

most of the afternoon, he suddenly slipped

into the dress and into the exceedingly

different demeanour of the guilty yEgisthus,

in order to supply the place of an actor who
was ill.

Such an unusual experience as an open-air

play in this country suggests one or two obser-

vations as to the experiment, apart from its

archeological aspect. We were surprised to

find how clearly and easily the actors could

be heard, even from a position somewhat far

back in the auditorium, the wooden erection

of the scene no doubt helping much to re-

inforce the voices. The singing of the birds

in the surrounding trees made a charming

accompaniment to the play
;
and the experi-

ment has even its sanitary aspect, a suggestion

which we owe to a lady in the audience, who
observed that in an ordinary theatre she

certainly could not have sat for two hours

and a-half on a seat without a back to it

without feeling fatigued, and attributed this

freedom from fatigue (probably rightly) to the

fact of sitting in a pure atmosphere instead

of having to contend against the debilitating

effect of the vitiated air of our ordinary

theatres (as they are, not as they might be).

The new chapel at Bradfield College, not

yet completed, was one of the accessory sights

to which the attention of visitors was directed.

Mr. John 0. Scott is the architect. The
chapel is a Gothic building with narrow side-

aisles for passage, the arcades carried on dark

marble cylindrical shafts, which somehow
seem to have a little too much the proportion,

and consequent suggestion to the mind at

first glance, of iron columns. Of course the

object is to keep them as thin as possible, in

order to avoid interference with access

to the seats, and perhaps this is most
easily done by a circular shaft. The
east end is at present not completed as ulti-

mately intended, but we rather regret that

an east window of such very bad and raw
colour should be erected there even as a tem-

porary one; it is not good for the education

of the sense of colour, of which English boys

(and men) have generally little enough by
nature.

The quadrangle (open on one side) formed

by the college buildings, apparently erected

at different times and in various phases of

modern Gothic, makes a pretty and picturesque

architectural group, with that semi-domestic

aspect proper to a school-building : a humani-
sing contrast to the prison-like architecture

of a French Lyc^e.

Sketch of the Proscenium of the Bradfield, Theatre.

NOTES.
HE new scheme for a street from
Holbom to the Strand, as now
recommended by the Improve-
ments Committee of the County

Council, is the best which has yet been
suggested, and has much to recommend it

both in a practical and an architectural

sense. The Committee propose a street

100 ft. wide running in a straight line from the

point inHolborn nearly opposite Southampton-
row down to St. Mary’s church

;
just above the

church the road divides right and left and
descends by an easy gradient each way into

the Strand, a considerable nearly semi-

circular space being cleared north of the

church for this purpose. These bifurcated

roads are bounded by a terrace wall north of

the church, leaving a wide space between the

terrace wall and the church for eastward traffic

along the Strand, the westward traffic going

by the present road south of the church. Half
way up the new street a wide circus is formed,
which is axial with the south roadway of

Lincoln’s Inn-fields and is connected with it.

Westward, or rather south-westward, a fairly

wide road branches off down to the foot of

Bow-street, by widening Russell-street (flank-

ing Drury-lane Theatre) Kemble-street and
Sardinia-street. A parallel south-western
road is formed below this, connecting the

south - west angle of Lincoln’s Inn-

fields with Catherine - street, by widen-
ing White Hart - street, Blackmoor -street,

and Clare - street. The objection to this

is that the approach from the Strand

by Catherine-street is bad, and it is running
down a wide street into a narrow one. A
wide approach from Holborn to Lincoln’s Inn-
fields is proposed at Great Turnstile, and the

lower part of Southampton-row is to be opened
by removing the existing block of building

between that and Kingsgate-street. The widen-
ing of Surrey-street, giving a better connection

with the Thames Embankment and Temple
Station, is also part of the scheme. The main
line of street will avoid direct interference

with Lincoln’s Inn-fields, which is a recom-
mendation, but another merit of the scheme
is that it recognises architectural effect. It

makes St. Mary-le-Strand a central architec-

tural object at the foot of the street, visible

from Holborn, while the central circus will

be a good position for a monument or fountain

on the axis of the street. The report, we are

glad to see, refers to the former clamour for

the removal of St. Mary-le-Strand as “ an act

of vandalism which would now be received

with public indignation.” We hope so, but
it has taken a good deal of trouble to screw
public opinion up to that point of aestheticism.

A COMMITTEE of the House of Lords
last week passed the Bill of the Man-

chester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire Railway
Company. The new line will therefore be
made, and a new terminal station will, sooner
or later, be erected in London. What the
financial success of the new main line to the
North will be time only can show. But we
cannot regard the scheme as likely to bring

in for many years more than a very moderate
profit, if indeed the concern shows any profit

at all. Another Committee of the Lords dealt

a different measure to the Bill for a tramway
over Westminster Bridge and along a part of

the Embankment, as far as Charing Cross.

The Committee rejected the Bill : but there

is no doubt that it is only a question of time
how soon a tramway will be made on the
Embankment, much to the convenience of the
public. But the rejection of this Bill calls

attention to the existing anomaly whereby
a measure which has been carefully

investigated end passed by a Committee of

the House of Commons, may yet be rejected

by a Committee of the House of Lords, in no
way superior in general capacity or business
knowledge. The time has arrived when Bills

should be investigated by one Committee only.

The double investigation is, at the best, a
cause of great expense, as in the case of the

Manchester and Sheffield Bill, and of some
n justice to the community, as in the case of
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the Tramway Bill. There is no reason why a
particular class of Private Bills should not be
allotted to the House of Lords, and other
classes to the House of Commons, or why
mixed Committees of members of the two
Houses should not be formed. The present
practice has nothing in its favour. It is quite
a different matter in the case of political and
general measures, in which the criticism of
the House of Lords is often of great value.

A PAPER on “ Some Disputed Points in

Railway-bridge Designing,” read by
Prof. J. A. L. Waddell before the American
Society of Civil Eogineers, and published in
their “ Transactions ” for last February,” not
only contains much that is worthy of careful
study, but it has been the means of promoting
an important discussion on many of those
questions about which bridge engineers are
not at present agreed. The subject of the
paper is naturally one well adapted for
debate,—in fact, the chief object of the
author was to induce those who had made a
special study of bridge superstructure to give
the Society the advantage of their experience,
and he succeeded so well in this respect that
no less than forty members contributed at

considerable lengtli to the discussion, which,
taken together with the paper, may be re-

garded 08 exhibiting what at the present day
is considered to be the best American bridge-
building practice. In Prof. Waddell's
opinion there appears but little doubt that
mild steel will in a very short time entirely
supersede iron for structural purposes, and
this view seemed to be shared by nearly all

who spoke during the discussion of his
paper. Any one who has calculated the
stresses in the members of an ordinary pin-
jointed truss will remember sadly the tedious-
ness of the usual operation of taking different

concentrated weights on the wheels of the
locomotives, instead of the method generally
adopted in this country of computing the
stresses on the assumption that the rolling
load is of a uniform amount per foot run.
Prof. Waddell strongly advocates this latter

method, which he considers sufficiently accu-
rate for all practical purposes. The author
also deals with wind pressure, safe working
stresses, and the best form of floor system to
use

;
and when it is remembered that all

these subjects were fully discussed at the
meeting by many of the most eminent
American engineers, it will be acknowledged
that the paper must contain much that is

of value to all who are interested in bridge-
designing.

The May number of the Jouiital of the
Franklin Institute contained a very

practical lecture, delivered by Mr. Wm. L.
Saunders, C.E., on compressed air. The
author draws attention to the fact that the
whole question of compressed air economy is

based upon its economy of production and its

economy of use, since the loss during trans-
mission should be extremely small, and ought
not to exceed 5 per cent. The largest com-
pressed air plant in America is that at the
Chapin mines in Michigan, where the power
is obtained from a waterfall, and transmitted
three miles, with a loss of only 21b., as
shown by the gauges. In another instance
the author states that air at 601b. pressure
was conveyed two miles through a o| in.

diameter pipe without any lose that could be
measured by ordinary means. Notwith-
standing these good results, the loss of power
in general practice, where compressed air is

ped to drive machinery in mines and tunnels,
is about 60 to 70 per cent, when the air is

transmitted far enough to lose its heat of
compression, and is exhausted without re-
heating. If the air is reheated, however,
much greater efficiency can be obtained, and,
by combining the best system of reheating
with the beet air compressors, the loss should
be reduced to 20 per cent. In England com-
pressed air is not reheated when working
rock drills and similar machinery, but it is

certainly worth doing, since it can be done
so easily. A large amount of attention has

been given to this means of transmitting
power, and much information is contained in
Professor Unwin’s paper, published in vol. 95
of the “ Proceedings of the Institute of Civil
Engineers,” and also in Professor Kennedy’s
report for the British Association, made in
1889, on the system of work in Paris, where
compressed air is used very extensively.

I
N the June number of the journal referred
to in the foregoing “ Note” are three papers

published under the electrical section which
in their great variety illustrate the versatility
of American science. The first of these
papers, on the “Constant Shunt Method of
Measuring Large Continuous Currents,”
though marred by careless printing, is a useful
account of a valuable method of obtaining
accurate results without the use of the
numerous and expensive instruments which
would be needed for the exact measurement,
by direct means, of currents varying greatly
in magnitude. The theory of the method is

fully set forth and the precautions neces-
sary against various possible sources of error
are clearly explained. The paper is at once
unpretentious, practical and truly scientific.

The last of the three, whilst far more ambi-
tious in its tone, is far less valuable in prac-
tice. It treats of the calculation of the
E.M.F. given by a dynamo, in terms of the
speed, the strength of field, and the number
of conductors in the armature. It evades
calculations of an extremely elementary kind
by means of a chart, whose use would gene-
rally be found more troublesome than the
calculations it is intended to supersede, while
the real difficulties of the problems connected
with dynamo design are left untouched.
Still, this paper attempts, at least,
to deal with a practical question. Sand-
wiched between the two is a speculative
contribution on “ Cerebral Radiation,” whose
connexion with electrical science is only to
be discovered in the fancied resemblance of
these hypothetical radiations to the Hertzian
electrical radiations, of which so much was
made a year or so ago. This paper, however,
has attracted far more attention than either
of the others in the technical press on both
sides of the Atlantic, and, which is more
extraordinary, has been generally taken
seriously. The idea of cerebral radiation is,

of course, by no means new. Twenty years
ago the Spectator, which has always shown a
hankering after the pseudo-scientific, pub-
lished an article on “ Brain-waves,” and, five
years later, a similar article appeared in a
Melbourne periodical, and it is probable that
the notion will be found,—like the ethereal
vibrations of which it treats,—periodic in
time and space. The origin of the whole
thing may, no doubt, be traced to the
poets lines,

—

Star to star vibrates light
;
may soul to soul

Strike through a finer element of her own ?

So,—from afar,—touch us at once ?

A scientific meeting, of course,—like a joint-
stock company,—has no “ soul,” and the “finer
element ” seems superfluous to those who
think in terms of matter and ether

;
but it is

supposed to possess brains, steeped in ether.
Hence the poet’s pretty fancy is vulgarised
into a scientific (?) explanation of thought-
reading, telepathy, etc. To do Professor
Houston justice, he has added several new
developments to his predecessors’ absurdities,
of which the most conspicuous is the sug-
gested phonographic-photography of thought.
The paper is dated March 1, and its perusal
inevitably suggests the thought that it was
read just one month too soon.

JOLCROFr PRIORY, formerly Wim-
berley House, by the approach from

London to the once village of Fulham, and
now tenanted by the Sisters of the Holy
Cross, will be put up for sale at the Mart on
the 12th instant, for building purposes. It
stands on the site of Claybrooke House,
described in T. Faulkner’s “ Historical
Account of Fulham,” 1812. A house oppo-
site, Holcroft’s Hall, built circa 1708, was

occupied by Madame Vestris, and after her
death there on August 8, 1856,—being then,
styled Gore Lodge,— by the late Charles
Mathews. Within the past few years many
of the detached houses along the road from
Walham-green to Fulham have been cleared,
away, together with their gardens, for shops.
Walham Lodge, the home of Brand, the
eminent chemist and geologist, is represented
by an “ estate ” so called. Percy Cross, re-
nowned for its garden and the rare trees
cultivated by Mr. Thomas Ord {obiit 1814),
has given place to alarge brewery; ParkHouse,.
by what was known otherwise as Purser’s, or
Pershouse, Cross, at the corner of the road
to Parsou’s-green, has also disappeared.
It was built by Holland, on the site of
Quibus Hall, a seat of the Whartons.
In the wall, facing the main road, was a.

stone inscribed, “ Purser's Cross 7th August
1738”, said to commemorate the felo-de-se
and burial here of a highwayman. In a very
old house opposite, formerly “ Rosamund^s
Bower,” and since Audley Cottage, lived-

T. Crofton Croker, F.S.A., author of the
charming little book, “ A Walk from London
to Fulham,” illustrated by F. W. Fairholt
Ivy Lodge, at the road’s southern end, was
the home of Rudolf Ackermann, the celebrated
print-seller. The appearance of Parson’s-
green is much changed

;
the church stands on

the site of the old rectory-house, which
claimed to have been the home of Byfield,
the Presbyterian army chaplain ridiculed in
“Hudibras”; East End House, built by Sir
Francis Child, founder of the bank at
Temple Bar, at the end of the seventeenth,
century, and latterly the residence of Mrs.
Fitzherbert and of Piccolomini, was pulled
down in 1885

;
the “ White Horse ” public-

house, marked by its sign hanging from a.

curious piece of iron work, has been re-
built.

WE fear that the “ International and Hor-
ticultural Exhibition ” at Earl’s Court,,

much as it has been trumpeted in the daily-

press, must be put down in the same category
with the other shows which have successively
occupied the ground at first laid out for the
abortive American Exhibition. The great-
attraction announced was the laying out of
plots of ground to show the manner of gar-
dening at different times and in different
countries

;
and this, if well done, would have

been of great interest. A visit to it unfor-
tunately shows that it is little better than a
pretence, and we should conclude that the
descriptions given in some of the daily papers
of this part of the show must have been
merely transferred from the puff paragraphs-
in the catalogue. The only two plots in which
there is any pretence of doing this properly
are the enclosures called the “ Jacobean
garden” and the “ Italian garden,” and these
are only carried out in a slipshod manner

.

The Jacobeangardenconsistsof a parterre, with
a terraced bank on a small scale round it^

laid out in a pattern
;

bub the miniature
borders are wretched little strings of green,
rather than borders, and a fully-equipped
Jacobean parterre would be surrounded by
clipped shrubs in pyramids or some alter-
nating shapes, kept with the most scrupulous
neatness. No one will get any true idea of a
Jacobean garden from this imperfect sketch.
The so-called Roman, Egyptian, and Eliza-
bethan gardens are wretched little shams, in
which paste-board architecture on a small
scale makes the chief feature. To have
carried out model gardens in different styles
in an adequate manner would, no doubt,
have been very costly, but it would have
been worth going to see, which this is not.
Within the large glass building there is a
more extensive garden laid out in the English
fashion, which means accident and not design,
and with backgrounds of painted “ landscape-
garden ” scenery

;
but there is an abundance

of flowers and plants here, and it makes a
very respectable kind of winter garden, if it

were not spoiled by this painting of
sham scenery and buildings which pervades
the whole grounds. In the upper portion
of the glass nave, nearer the entrance
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are a certain number of practical exhibits.

Messrs.Crompton &Fawke8 exhibit their slow-
combustion apparatus for hothouses

;
Messrs.

Hembry & Co. a good class of split pine sun-
blinds

;
a greenhouse is shown with Newton’s

“Reform” system of glazing (zinc vertical

bars with condensation grooves, and no cross-

bars)
;

Deard’s greenhouse, with non-trans-
verse bars under the glass and light zinc

vertical bars of a section forming a water
channel

;
Bennett’s miniature hothouse 7 ft.

in length, certainly a notable article for the
price at which it is offered, including a
miniature heating apparatus

;
and examples

of well-known types of iron-wire fencing,

&c., and other articles, some of them not
very directly connected with gardening. The
small hothouse stated to be an exhibition of
“ carnivorous plants ” seems to contain chiefly

orchids, but makes a pretty little show.
Generally speaking, however, the exhibition
is just what its predecessors were, a popular
tea-garden, with the pretence of an exhibi-
tion thrown in.

Although the Report of the evidence
before the poyal Commission on London

Water Supply could not fail to be interesting,

one hardly expected it to be amusing. Yet
we fear people of a satirical turn of mind
might be tempted to find a good deal of
amusement in the evidence by Mr. Gough on
behalf of the Conservators of the Thames,
reported in our last number. The whole
tendency of this evidence is to show
that the abstraction of such an enor-
mous quantity of water from the river

by the Water Companies is not in the least

injurious to the state of the river, that
they might even take more than they do
now. The moving cause of this singular
contention is that the Thames Conservancy
gets 20,000/. a year from the Companies as
compensation for the abstraction of the
water, and does not want to lose it. And
-these are the “ Conservators ” of the Thames !

The anxiety thus expressed to be allowed to
go on “ conserving ” the river by selling the
water out of it would make a capital point
for one of Mr. Gilbert’s future comic operas.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS:

•PBESBNTATION OP THE BOYAL GOLD MEDAL.

The sixteenth ordinary general meeting of
this Institute was held on Monday evening last
at Conduit-street, Mr. J. Macvicar Anderson,
President, in the chair.

Mr. Alfred Waterhouse, R.A., said that before
the business of the meeting was proceeded
with, he thought it would be the desire of the
members that they should sincerely thank the
President and Mrs. Anderson for their kindness
in entertaining them at the canvcrsazione held
in the South Kensington Museum the other
evening, and he moved a resolution to that
effect.

Mr. Henry Currey seconded the motion,
which was carried by acclamation, and the
President said a few words in acknowledgment.

The lioyal Gold Medal.

The President, in rising to present the Royal
Gold Medal for Architecture, 1892, to M. CSsar
Daly, said;—Colleagues and Gentlemen,—It is

an appropriate and a happy custom that the
last meeting of our session should each year be
devoted to the recognition of conspicuous merit
and ability in connexion with our art. On the
preceding meetings of the session we have
been engaged in receiving information from
specialists competent to communicate it, on one
or other of the varied subjects of interest re-

lating to architecture. But to-night we occupy
more purely unselfish ground. We do not re-

ceive. It is our privilege to give. And, although
the gift which we bestow is not our own, for it

is conferred by her Majesty the Queen, yet the
responsibility attaching to it is ours, inasmuch
as we are graciously permitted to recommend to
her Majesty the individual who in each year we
deem to be the most fitting recipient of
60 high an honour. For forty-four years
this distinction has been bestowed by
our beloved Sovereign — whose prolonged

and beneficent reign will form the
brightest and most lustrous page in English
history—and I venture to think that on recall-

ing the names of those eminent men which
constitute the roll of Gold Medallists of the
Royal Institute of British Architects, even our
illnstrions confrere whom we are now met to

honour will deem it no ordinary distinction that
bis name should be added to such a list. In the
responsible exercise of our privilege we have for

the last three years recommended to her

Majesty the names of Euglishmen whose high
attainments we were thus proud to acknow-
ledge. But it is one of the happy features

characteristic of this royal gift that in our
recommendation we recognise no merely local,

or metropolitan, or even national limit. The
sphere of selection is as unrestricted as that of

Art itself—it is the wide world. Wherever
merit is conspicuous, be it amid the nation-

alities of the old, or among the republics of the
new world, it is our ambition to recognise and
to honour it. This consideration materially

adds to the value of the honour. Were our
Gold Medallists selected from among British

architects only, the distinction no doubt would
still be greatof being one of a small band chosen
by their colleagues for outstanding merit

;
but

it would be as nothing in comparison with what
it is, when the field of selection embraces the
peoples and the tongues of the whole earth.

Gentlemen, we have this year recommended to

the Queen the name of one who is a veteran in

the world of art, a giant when measured by the
products of bis pen, one whom we Englishmen
are proud to honour as a distinguished French-
man, M. C6§ar Daly. Times there have been
when our brilliant neighbours across the

Channel were our rivals in more serious avoca-

tions than those which are associated with the

arts of Peace. Thank God, those times are

gone, let us hope never more to return. Happily
when, in later years, they and we have had to

fight, it has not been as combatants, but
shoulder to shoulder, resisting the oppression of

a common foe. Let us rejoice that our rivalries

and our contests are now confined to prosecuting

such unwarlike pursuits as tend to advance
the civilisation of the world. We welcome
our distinguished colleague as one who has
thus nobly laboured. Few there are who will

leave behind them so worthy a record of a long
life unsparingly devoted to the advancement of

Art. Few indeed who can point to such monu-
ments of literary research as are embodied in

the pages of the Revve Generale de VArchitec-

ture ct des Travaux Publics. Few are there who
have found time and energy to publish such a

series of important architectural works as

Motifs Ilistorigves d'Architecture et de Sculpture

dl Ornementy JJArchitecture Priv6e an MIX'"
Si'ecle, L’Architecture Pun&raire Contemporaine,
Mohilier d'Eglises, (Jours de Constructions, and
others of less importance, to say nothing of

endless brochures and more fugitive essays

which have emanated from his prolific imagina-
tion. Such a record as this, one would think,

would be more than sufficient to satisfy the

most ambitious author, but M. Cfisar Daly does
not seem to be content to en

j
oy the repose which

he has legitimately earned by a long-continued

life of work, for I understand that he contem-
plates the compilation of no less a work than a
Dictionary of Arcbiteoture. The mere sugges-

tion of such a project being serionsly enter-

tained by an octogenarian, more particularly in

view of the length of time and vast labour

involved in the publication of our own Diction-

ary of Architecture but recently completed,

must surely, while filling us with amazement,
command our unstinted admiration. With M.
Cesar Daly’s permission, I venture, even in his

presence, to refer to a few personal reminis-

cences, because in a career so active and so

varied they cannot fail to be of general interest.

Born in France in 1811, C6sar Daly was brought
at an early age to England, where he was
educated, remaining till he was 15 years old,

having commenced the study of drawing in his

eighth year. It would thus appear that if the

training of the boy has any influence on the

career of the man, we may claim some credit

for the success of our eminent colleague.

Returning to France in 1826, he attended
classes at the College of Donai

;
at 16 he

joined the preparatory section of the Lcole
Polytechnique, and at 17 carried off the first

prize for drawing. His desire to enter the
army having been frustrated, he entered
the office of M. Mallet, an architect at

Douai, continuing at the same time the study

of higher mathematics with M. Avignon,

professor at the Ecole Polytechnique. He was
nearly twenty, when, on the advice of his two
masters, Mallet and Avignon, he left Douai for

Paris, and entered the studio of M. Dnban. He
there acquired a somewhat exceptional position.

French architects of that period neglected the
study of mathematics, and evinced but little

taste for travelling in theirown country. Young
Daly, on the contrary, lost no opportunity of

utilising these means for the acquisition of
knowledge. He took notes of all that he met
with in his provincial tours that appeared to
him to possess architectural interest, and the
infiuence of such studies of old work was soon
apparent in his compositions, which drew forth

the congratulations of Duban, who, though a
revered and respected master, honoured Daly
by treating him more as a companion than a
pupil. Labrouste also showed him great kind-

ness, and when, in 1839, C6’ar Daly established

the Rev^ie ginerale de VArchitecture, which has
now reached its fifty-second year of circulation,

it was Labrouste who designed the frontis-

piece. In 1843, M. Cesar Daly was ap-
pointed diocesan architect of Alby, and fulfilled

the duties of that office for twenty-five years.

The restoration of the Cathedral of Alby,
which he carried out, is a work of great archi-

tectural importance and interest, possessing
exceptional merit, and earned for its author the
official congratulations of the Minister of
Education. The influence he exercised in the
district on the mode of construction was con-
siderable, and in 1861 he obtained the decora-

tion of the L6gion d’Honneur at the instance
of the Archbishop and the Prefect of Alby.
M. Cesar Daly was the first, in 1848, to found
a society for decorative or industrial artists

engaged in designing for trade manufacturers,

and be insisted on their admission to the
societies representing the Fine Arts. “ The
society of the future,” he said, “ will be essen-

tially industrial. Beware of turning aside

public sympathy by disdaining those who would
embellish trade with the attractions of Art.

Let Art, on the contrary, penetrate everywhere,
become a necessity, and be responsible, in the
widest possible sense, for all distinction and
dignity.” In the same year he organised a
meeting cf architects, painters, sculptors,

poets, and critics in order to elect and send
to the Constituent Assembly a representa-

tive, whose special province it would be, in

all circumstances, to protect the interests of

Art. The assembled artists, however, could not
agree, each department refusing to the others

any claim to the title of artist. Narrow-
minded jealousy and deplorable ignorance
rendered united action impossible, and M. Daly
bad to be content with recommending each
section to meet independently, and appoint
delegates to represent the Arts. At the meet-
ing of architects be himself was elected, and
we may rejoice that, having no wish to bury
himself in a political assembly, he did not
accept the nomination, preferring the freer life

of traveller, student, architect, and jonrnalist,

from which the world has derived such great

advantage. He was an original member of the

Council of Architecture, founded by Ministerial

decree in 1848, for the purpose of examining
and approving the design and construction of

ecclesiastical buildings, for which a grant was
required from Government. He represented

architecture in the Mexican Commission esta-

blished during the Mexican War by Napo-
leon III., in which that monarch had sought to

unite the most eminent savants of the time.

In 1869 he visited Jerusalem for the purpose of

exploration, and during bis residence there was
able to afford valnable assistance to the officers

of the English Palestine Exploration Fund, at

that time engaged in prosecnting their investi-

gations. We cannot be surprised to learn that,

in consequence of his constant journeys and
the engrossing natnre of his literary and
archffiological pursuits, M. Cfisar Daly was com-
pelled, at a comparatively early period in life,

to renounce private practice, and to restrict his

attention to works confided to him by Govern-

ment. In the course of his journeys he

travelled over the whole of Europe (with the

exception of Russia), as well as in Turkey,

Asia Minor, Syria, Palestine, Egypt, and the

north of Africa, studying monuments and
recording notes, most of which are still

unedited. Ho spent three years in America,

travelling in search of archmological remains

across the United States, Mexico, and Central

America, and was the first to note, in 1856,

the ruins of several pre-Columbian cities in

Central America, which until then had been
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Decorative Compoiition designed by J/. C^sar Daly in honour of the Institute and its Medal, and as a Commemoration
of the Occasion.

almost ignored. A life which has thns, from
childhood to old age, been devoted to study
and the acquisition of knowledge, must needs
present much that it would be interesting and
profitable to narrate. 1 most, however, rest
content with the brief sketch, — meagre
though it be,—to which I have been forced to
restrict myself, satisfied that at least I have
said enough to demonstrate that the career of
M. C^sar Daly has been one of constant activity
and of generous devotion to the interests of
art. At various periods of bis life M. Cesar
Daly has been the recipient of many honorary
distinctions. Among these I may refer to his
being a Chevalier of the Legion of Honour

:

Commander of the Order of St. Stanislas
of Russia; Commander of the Medjtdi6;
Officer of the Order of the Saviour, of
Greece; Knight of the Order of Christ, of
Portugal. He is also a Foreign Member of the
Royal Academy of Fine-Arts, Stockholm

;
an

Honorary Associate Member of the Imperial
Academy of St. Petersburg

;
an Associate Member

of the Royal Academy of the Fine-Arts, Belgium

;

a Member of the Royal Academy of the Fine
Arts of the Netherlands

;
a Member of the

Royal Academy of Lisbon; an Honorary Mem-
ber of the American Institute of Architects

honours which you possess, seeing that it is

:

conferred by her most gracious Majesty the
Queen, on the unanimous recommendation of
those who are best able to judge of your merits
as an author and an architect. Honoured
Colleague, although you are one of the few
now living who have been witnesses of most of
the stirring events which have made this
century famous, I yet indulge the earnest hope
that it may please God to spare you still for
some years of useful activity, and that thus the
world of art and of letters may not be deprived
of the advantage which it has hitherto enjoyed,
of BO unique and so illustrious an embodiment
of indomitable industry, ripe experience
universal knowledge, and unquenchable
energy. (The President's concluding remarks
were heartily applauded).
M. Cesar Daly, who was greeted with hearty

applause, and who spoke in English, said, in

reply : — Most worthy and honoured Presi-
dent

;
ladies

;
gentlemen of the Council, nomi-

nated by your peers as the most apt to en-
lighten the general architectural mind and the
general public on all matters concerning the
progress of architecture and the rights and
the duties of the architect

;
Fellows, Associates,

;
' and aspirants, brothers in the great synthe-

an Honorary Member of the Society for thejtical art of architecture, allow me to salute
Promotion of Architecture, Amsterdam; a I yon all most cordially, most sympathetically,
Corresponding Associate Member of the Asso- and also most gratefully. Your respected
ciation of Portuguese Civil Architects, Lisbon

; ,
President asked if the lasf

’

, Corresponding Member of the Academy of
the Fine Arts of Florence; a Corresponding
Member of the Arcbieological Society of
Athens

;
a Member of the Roman Academy of

St. Luke
;
an Honorary Member of the Central

Society of Belgium
;
an Honorary and Corre-

last honour conferred
upon me could rival those I have received
in past times. Gentlemen, I know no greater
honour than the one I have received this day.
My first thoughts were cultivated on English
soil

;
my first feelings were nurtured in the

English spirit; my first efforts in the artistic
spending Mender of the Royal Arcbmolcgical

[

line took place in England when I was a very
Institute of Great Britain and Ireland

;
the young boy. I left England at the age of

senior Honorary Corresponding Member of the fourteen
;
but, gentlemen, I think that when

Royal Institute of British Architects; and, the heart Is in its proper place, grateful feelings
lastly, a member, under various titles, of alto the country where one's first years areV

weakened. You mayseries of learned societies in France.
. ...w ..cdn.c«c>.x j.uu

Tmningto.andaddressingtbehonouredguest
I

judge, then, how deep my feelings are

r.A ^

moment. I am almost ashamed to
Cesar Daly, congratula,ting you, as I now do ' show this weakness, but the fact is, that I do
most heartily, on having produced so many

;

not feel strong. You arc a virile nation, andworks ot literary merit tending to promote or
.
you are not fond of weakness being exposed : I

facilitate the knowledge of architecture, and on
j

know it, and if I could avoid it I would do so.having been the recipient of so many honours, , Gentlemen, this medal, as it has two faces
deservedly conferred on you in the course of I has for me two characters. On one side is men-
your exceptionally active career, I yet am tinned the foundation of this useful and noble
encouraged to hope that this Royal Gold Medal, Institute; on the other is the glorious effigy
which It 18 my high privilege as President of of your sovereign. There I see architecture,—
the Royal Institute of British Architects to English architecture,—and I see England itself,
pre^nt fo Jou [here the President invested Wherever her sovereign rises before the eyes
« XU ^^x-

Medal, amidst the applause you must see England, for the sovereign is the
of the meeting] although the latest, will not symbol of the nation. This has been perfectly
be the least highly esteemed by you of those understood in France, gentlemen. When I

was informed of your kind decision concern-
ing this medal, the most considerable society
of French architects, the SociSte Centrale, of
Paris, addressed to me a letter of felicitation,

and I can assure you that it was worded in
such terms that every English patriot would
have been flattered by it. Gentlemen, you have
risen above all partiality. Art is for yon
beauty, and not only beauty in this land, or in
that, but beauty over the whole world. Archi-
tecture is not merely an art ; it is also a science
and a labour of common sense, ministering to
all the wants and the feelings of the civilised

world. What, really, is architectnre ? If you
will allow me a definition, I would say that
architecture is the art of composing and exe-
cuting public edifices and their surroundings,

—

public places, gardens, parks, &c.,—so as to
answer to the wants, the feelings, and the
state of science and technical knowledge of
the society in which the architect is at work.
As in the world in general, gentlemen, you see
one man takes to industry, another to science,

a third to art, and so forth, so in architecture
the modes of activity vary. Nature, neverthe-
less, has given to every man a bead, a heart, and
hands; that is to say, the instruments of thought,
feeling, and action

;
and the grandeur of archi-

tecture consists in its reflecting human nature
and human society. Architecture is a social

art, and not the expression simply of individual

feeling. When a society is in a primitive state,

its wants are not very various
;
its feelings are

coarse
;

its science is very limited
; but as

civilisation progresses, its wants become more
complicated, the feelings much more refined, and
the knowledge, scientific and technical, infi-

nitely superior. There are utilitarian buildings

and there are essentially icsthetical buildings.

For instance, you want a stable. It requires

an amount of experience to build a good
stable, for a horse wants a certain hygiene, he
wants certain sanitary surronndings,—in short,

he wants a house properly made for him. That
is a utilitarian work. But when you become
impressed with a strong national feeling, de-
siring to make a national monument because
you have had a very great triumph, it is no
longer a utilitarian building you require, it is

essentially an ^stbetical one, and all the feelings

of the human soul, all that the imagination can
inspire, must be brought forward by the archi-

tect. Gentlemen, you have had recently dis-

cussions, the echo of which has reached the
Continent. The question baa been;—In our
times, science and technical pursoits, have they
cot taken an infiuence that ought to be more
limited? The .^stbetical department, has it

cot been slightly neglected ? I think, gentle-

men, that this may be perfectly answered if
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you take into account the actual state of civilisa-

tion. The whole world is in a transitory con-

dition. In England, you have as many as 300
religious sects I Go back to the Middle Ages,

and yon had but one faith,—one God, and one
law. Look at France : we have Republicans, we
have Monarchists

;
among the latter we have

Royalists, Legitimists, and Imperialists. The
fact is, the old form of civilisation is crumbling
down. How could the resthetical department
escape from this general transformation 2 Of
course, architecture is a victim of this transitory

state of society. It is not the fault of the archi-

tects ;
it is not the fault of architectural theory.

It must be attributed to the social state, to the

universal state, and what I say now of the

English sectarian bodies,—300 of them,—we
might say of the Buddhists, or of the Islamists.

Everywhere you see the people asking for some-
thing else, for something new, or for some
reform. \Ve are in a state of metamorphosis.
Science goes constantly ahead, because science

is essentially the addition of the observa-

tions of one generation to the observa-
tions of all those which have gone before,

so that science is eternally on the increase

;

art is not at all in the same condition.

The resthetical condition, on the contrary,

changes with every grand social transforma-
tion, and that is the secret of the trans-

formation of all architectural styles. You
have had the polytheistic styles

;
they were all

characterised by rectilinear lines and Sat
surfaces : think of Egypt and Greece. Then
you come to the transitory state of Rome, when
the arch was introduced, not only as a technical
form, but as a form answering to the changed
theory of the universe then coming forward
gradually. At the origin of Greek civilisa-

tion, the universe was conceived as consisting

of the firmament and the earth. The earth
was regarded as a flat plain, and the firma-

ment as a crystal cover that reposed upon it

;

and round the earth ran the eternal river. Such
was the astronomical conception of the old
Greeks. But by nautical experience and the
observations made in the old religious

colleges, especially of Egypt and Chaldrea,

—

I might call them observatories,—they arrived

at this result,—that the earth could not be
flat : that it was spherical, and that the heavens
could not be a hemisphere, but must be a
sphere. They then found that they required
several spheres to explain the movements of
the heavenly bodies, and they had succes-
sively seven, nine, and even more concentrical
spheres turning round. This polytheistic con-
ceptioQ of the universe which lasted throughout
all the centuries of the Middle Ages, and had
an influence on the architectural mind of those
ages, was overthrown by Copernicus in the
sixteenth century only. The first forms that
were considered as perfect were the triangle and
the square, and then the double square. But
Anstotle, in after ages, teaches that the most
perfect forms are circular, and why so 2 He
says that a straight line is never perfect, being
extensible, whilst with the circle the starting-

point is also the ending-point. Aristotle had
an immense infiuence, but not precisely on the

art of his time
;
in later ages his influence was

very considerable upon the creation of the

Byzantine style of architecture. His theory
of the perfection of circular and spherical forms
was taken up by the Christian fathers. The
polytheists said that the planets were gods,

and they were spherical bodies, and so,

gpradually, in the public mind the idea took
birth that something sacred was attached to the
spherical form, and the early Christians felt

this influence and recognised the sphere as the

most perfect body, and Origen taught that
the souls received in the arms of God must
have a spherical form. Now, is it astonishing

that when the Christian mind is invested with
this idea, that the most perfect form is the
spherical, that you come to the Byzantine style

of architecture, wherein you see the house of

God crowned by a hemisphere 2 This leads me
into a splendid architectural question, if I am
not detaining you too long. The fact is,

gentlemen, I think there is a ground upon
which a union might be established between
science and restheticism, notwithstanding what
has been said by the discordant gentlemen who
have been striving to throw science into the
background. It is this; it is not, I think,

that these eminent confreres are the enemies of

science
;
they know perfectly well that, parti-

cularly to-day, we can do nothing very grand
without science. We require animmense amount
of science: we have new materials, we want

to cover immense spaces, all which requires

science and technical knowledge in the highest

degree. Consequently, I do not really think,

at bottom, that those who have been striving

against you are really the enemies of science

and technical knowledge. Their real desire

is to see a greater lesthetioal preponder-

ance in our architecture. There is some-

thing true, there is something just, in

that demand. We must throw away false theory,

and cultivate science and technology as the

two arms of architecture ;
but I thick, gentle-

men, that we most also take into account that

there is a poetical side to architecture that

might be more assiduously cultivated. The
poetical side of architecture can be exemplified

very easily. Allow me to call to mind Trajan’s

Column at Rome. There is probably no gentle-

man here who has not copied Trajan’s column.

I recollect perfectly well when my master called

upon me to copy the column. I copied it very

carefully, but my master did not find great

enthusiasm in me, and he asked me why I was
so cool about it. I said, “ Well, Sir, the fact is,

I do not understand itl" “Howl” he said.

“You don’t understand it? You don’t see the

triumphal bas-relief 2 That it was in honour of

Trajan?” “Oh, yes! I understand that
;
but

it is the column I do not understand. In a

column, you have always taught us that the

most expressive part is the caput, the head,

the capital. Now, I see here the most
modest capital that exists in the Orders of

Architecture. You have been teaching us that

the frustum may have no ornament at all,

that fluting is already a great adornment,

while here I see that all the ornament is on the

frustum I do not understand it.” My master

(Dnban) was a true artist, and he said, “Well,

Daly, you have always been a very original lad

;

there is something in what you say.” Years

passed by, when in visiting a museum I saw

one of those bushel-like receptacles, several of

which have been found in Herculaneum with

papyri rolled up in them. Well, the Director

of the museum was opening one of these

papyri, and holding it up. I said, "God
bless me 1 That is Trajan’s column

;
that is the

history of the Trajan war simply turned round.

Trajan’s column is a volumeiiy not a column

!

Everybody has been deceived by a false name 1

It is Trajan’s historical vohm-eii of his Dacian

wars exposed to the view of the people who did

not know common writing.” Everybody can read

painting or sculpture, and these were really the

democratic popular writing in former days.

In the Middle Ages our windows and walls

were covered with paintings of saintly

legends. The people could not read books,

but they could read perfectly well the paint-

ings on the glass and on the walls
;
and from

time to time, from the pulpit, the priest

would describe and expound them. Then the

peasantry took an interest in architecture
;
but

will you tell me to-day what peasantry take

any interest in any architecture 2 I say,

gentlemen, that we must do something to

popularise architecture
;
and as I see we have

here some kind ladies who have done us the

honour to assist at this meeting, we must
immediately invest them with a mission

;
they

must help us to make architecture under-

stood, not only as a useful building matter,

but as a poetical form of art. Let us take

another example of poetical architecture. I

was speaking just now of the old pagan poly-

theistic idea of the heavens. Is it not possible

to discover that idea in the Pantheon, the place

where the whole of the gods were assembled 2

The vault of the Pantheon was nothing but the

heavens themselves : it is Olympia, the dwell-

ing-place, the house, of the gods, instead of

being the house of a God. If you follow out

that line of thought, you will see how Byzantine

architecture found its birth in this conception,

so gradually developed under very logical and
true influences. Allow me to give you another

example. It is an example which will interest

the ladies present, because the discovery was
made by a lady. We were discussing very

warmly amongst ourselves some fifty years ago
what might be the signification of the gargoyles

to be seen on our cathedrals. I gave forth a
theory, and was laughed at by my best friends.

My theory was this ; I considered the architect

as a judge. He endows a figure with beauty, as

he would, for instance, the figure of Christ, or

he invests it with ngliness, as he always did the

figure of the Devil. “ Now,” I said “ what can

you find more energetically expressed than this

antithesis between the figure of God and the

figure of the Devil 1 ” Well, I say all that tends

towards the Divinity must be beautified by art,

and all that tends towards the Devil must be
uglified and marked by physical ugliness, as he
is by moral imperfection. Now this is the very
singular discovery made by the lady in question,

who was a professor at the official school of

St. Denis. She had read my conception of the

gargoyles, and she wrote to me one day :
“ Sir,

I can establish without the possibility of con-

tradiction the truth of your theory.” I went to

see the lady. She was the daughter of an old

Italian gentleman who had passed his life in the

study of the holy fathers and the sacred writers

of the Middle Ages, and for the first time in my
life I heard mention made of Rhaban Maur, a

writer of the thirteenth century. None of my
friends knew anything about that writer : the

fact is, he had been pretty generally lost sight

of. This lady, brought up by this singular father,

had studied the four towers of St. Denis

—

the four octagon towers, at the summit
of which, at each comer, there is a gcargoyle.

But I have a preliminary observation to offer

to make them understood. A young man enters

into life, and in going through the course of

his existence he must meet successively with

all the passions that characterise or may assault

the human soul. If he succumbs, he belongs

to the Devil
;

if he vanquishes, he belongs to

the Eternal Divine Being. Now, the first of

these figures represents a young monk in the

Benedictine costume. He is beginning^ the

struggle of life, and he meets successively

with Anger, Envy, Hypocrisy, Lubricity, and
every other passion, and after having passed

the four cardinal points, he comes to the last,

and there, what do we see 2 We see an old monk
with a bald head andawrinkledforehead holding

the Devil under his knees and crushing him : he

has vanquished the Evil One. It is quite a poem,

I published this lady’s discovery in my Jievne,

with all the drawings of those horrible monsters

whom the monk met on his road and van-

quished. If we go a step further,—and I

would not miss this last example of poetical

architecture, because it is the work of an
English architect : I do not know his name,—
I would refer to a tomb that you have in the

Abbey of Westminster. It Is the tomb of the

daughter of James the First of England and
the Sixth of Scotland, and is in Henry VII.’s

Chapel. It represents an infant in a

cradle, and is made of most splendid marbles

of every colour, representing the different

matters that compose the cradle. You have

the dark velvet mourning covering ;
you have

the gilded embroideries
;
you have the little

child with her head on the pillow, and you

have the curved bead of the cradle protecting

the infant. In fact, this monument, looked

upon alone, in any situation, would be very in-

teresting, but it is further so in showing the

influence of a lady,—probably of a mother’s,

thought. Now, have you never been visiting a

lady when her child had just been put into the

cradle, and was going to sleep 2 If so, you will

have noticed that she invariably turns the face

of the child towards the wall, so that the noise

of any conversation that there may be in the

room strikes not upon its ears, and so that its

eyes escape the glare of the light. It is a

little maternal attention which cannot have

escaped your notice. This is exactly what has

been done with the cradle-monument of the

daughter of James the First. Instead of being

placed so as to exhibit fully its resthetical

qualities, the face is turned to the wall.

There is an amount of feeling in that monu-

ment which must attract the attention of

every tender woman’s heart, and especially the

heart of every mother. Now, gentlemen, we
are very powerful in science

;
never have we

been more powerful in the constructive resources

that industry and mines can furnish architects

with
;
but are we not rather negligent with

respect to the poetical fibre? I am speaking

to Englishmen, and allow me to insist

particularly upon it. Gentlemen, you are too

frequently misunderstood on the Continent.

This misunderstanding dies away rapidly, but

still it exists. And there are prejudices

amongst yon, also, about the inhabitants of the

Continent, and it will be so on both sides so

long as frequentation is not more active.

When we see more of each other we shall

learn -to know one another better, to

respect one another, to borrow usefully from

one another, and then, ultimately, to love

one another ;
and then there will be no more

of those dreadful national duels, in which

hundreds of thousands of men are slain, causing

poor mothers to lose their eyes with weeping,
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poor girls to lose their lovers, yoong women to
lose their hnsbaods. and children to lose their
fathers. This fright/al, atrocions, and abomin-
able system of national duelling between people
and people most be stopped: we must make war
npon War, and the best way to do it effectively
18 to learn to know and respect one another
Now, gentlemen, yonr language on the Continent,
notwithstanding its glorious literature, is gene-
rally considered as a commercial business Out
of twenty persons who study English, nineteen
stody it for commercial purposes only. They
learn to write and read commercial letters but
as for the msthetical literature of the country
they are far from being familiar with it. I am
not going to praise you, but it is my thorough
conviction that there never did exist a poetical
lyre with so many chords as the English lyre
There is no single form of human feeling that
18 not represented by English poets. You are
endowed with an immense poetical scope of
feeling, expressed in many admirable creations,
and, let me add, with a school of painting
which, doting the last two hundred years, has
been so rapidly rising that it is often a matter
of surprise on the Continent. Gentlemen, we
have a new architectural world again opening
before us. We are arriving at the end of the
trMsitory state which has made our art
suffer so deeply. Architecture is binding
together its fragments. The different schools
of arcbltectnre are no longer the enemies
of one another : they borrow from one
another. It is true they fall into a state of
general eclecticism, but what does thatsignify?
It signifies simply that they have lost their
sectarian hostility

;
that they are in want of anew aw to guide them. They have become

all-tolerant, and they take the whole world as
the architectural treasure that they have a right
to enjoy and use. Well, gentlemen, I thinkthat
this 13 the opening of a new architectural
world. I have not the slightest doubt about
It myself. If I had time I would furnish
yon with superabundant proof, but I have
already taken too many of your moments.
Now, I say, the door is opening. Yon have a
special genius, gentlemen, and you are called
upon to test that genius that has been given
you, and. at the same time that you are a
practical, scientific people, to show also thatm arcbltectnre you can be the poets that you
have always shown yourselves in your litera-
ture. (Monsieur Daly resumed his seat amidst
loud and long-continned applanse, and during
the course of his address bis remarks werl
frequently warmly applauded, especially when
he referred to international goodwill and
friendship.)

®

The President
: Gentlemen, we are in the

habit of imagining that we have only one
Grand Old Man,” who Is constantly referred

to as being unique in point of octogenarian
energy. I think that, after the remarkable
speech to which we have had the privilege of
listening to-night, we must be convinced that
he has at least one competitor, and that com-
petitor Monsieur C§sar Daly

trate. Those which may be presumed to
be by Palladio himself amounted to about two
hundred and fifty. There is also a bound
volume endorsed with the words, ‘‘Heathen
Temples : Plans, Drawings, and Sections," but
the drawings apparently are not by Palladio.
It contains thirty-four full leaves (some inlaid)
of plans of temples, principally circular

;
and a

thick folio volume endorsed, “ Drawings •

Public Ornaments, Arches, and Bridges.” The
latter consists of seventy-two leaves of drawings
by various artists. Among them are three of
figure subjects

;
six richly decorated ceilings

apparently French, with the letter “ L ” in the
panels

;
screen walls with statues in niches •

fountains
;
archways

;
vases

;
a drawing entitled.’

in English, ” The Original Drawing for ye Little
but Beaotyfnll Temple of St. Pietro Montoriom Rome, by Bramante

;
a tomb

; Raphaelesque
ornament, pilaster, and friezes; armour; wall
decoration

;
ancient archways

; and five sheets
of sketches of designs for palaces in Vicenza
and neighbourhood. The following three
volumes have also been lent to the Institute —
A bound volume of “Vitruvius,” folio, Como,
1j-1

, by Cesare Cesariano, with MS. notes. A
bound volume of “The Architecture of Pal-
ladio,” folio, 1740, Venice; Italian and French
text

;
a rare edition. A bound volume of

Vitruvius," quarto, Venice 1567, of great
interest as containing numerous notes in the
handwriting of Inigo Jones, with a written
statement to that effect at the end by Lord
Burlington. There are also four boxes, all of
which contain drawings, chiefly by Inigo Jones,
Webb, and other English architects

; but
several of Palladio’s drawings are intermixed
with them by accident. There are numerous
scenes for masques, probably the work of
Inigo Jones.
On the motioo of the President, seconded by

Mr. Alma Tadema, Pu.A., it was resolved to
nominate the Duke of Devonshire for election
as an Honorary Fellow of the Institute, and
the meeting then resolved itself into a con-
versaziojie for the purpose of examining the
drawings.
The last meeting of the session will be the

adjourned general (business) meeting to be
held on Monday, July 11 .

T/ie Burlington-BevomUre Collection of
Brawingi.

Mr. J. G. Grace and Mr. Wyatt Papworth
subseqaenily enumerated the principal con-
tents of the Barlington-Devonshire collection
of drawings, kindly lent by the Duke of Devon-
shire. As the President explained in a few
prefatory rernarks, the drawings were long nre-
served at Chiswick House, and were colleofed
by the celebrated Earl of Burlington. The
drawings, Mr. Grace said, are contained in
seventeen portfolios and books of folio sizebound m russia or morocco leather. Those in
the portfolios are all mounted, apparentlv
on foreign boards, and many of the sheets
haying sketches on both sides are attached
to the boards at one end only, so as to leave theback free for inspection. The drawings have
the lines in bistre, and some are shadowed with
finely-drawn lines, others with a wash tint They
are of two classes, either sketches from original
monuments or designs, having dimensions and
memoranda upon them; or drawings fairlymade out. many of which are probably by
another hand, as several are purely elementary
drawings of the Orders, or plans of temples^
sepulchres, and other edifices most likely orepared for publication. The signature of
Palladio 13 not on any one of the draw-
ings, though several of the mountings have
his name, especially those of PrenesteSome have the name of the edifice towhich they relate, others have no indica-
tion of the object they are meant to illus-

,

CONGRESS OF FRENCH ARCHITECTS.
The twenty-first session of the Congress of

French architects, which opened on the 20th
nit., in the hemicycle of the Ecole des Beanx-
Arts, bad a special interest owing to the new
movement for the concentration of professional
forces from all parts of the kingdom, and the
now almost complete organisation of the Can-
sortiian^ (the union of the departmental societies
of architects). The preparation of the Congress
was entrusted to a committee of delegates,
consisting of representatives of the Soci6t4
Centrale des Arcbitectes, the CaisFe de Dfifense
Mntuelle, the Association Amicale des Archi-
tectes Diplom63, and of each departmental
architectural society througbout France.
This Committee of about thirty members

met at Paris for the first time on February 12
of this year, and held its last meeting on Satur-
day, the 18ch inst., when it drew up, in conjunc-
tion with the Special Committee of the Socifite
Centrale, the following programme for this
Congress :

—

^fondag Afternoon, June 20: Opening of the
Congress by M. D.»umet, President of the Society
Centrale. Nomination of Committees to resume
the consideration of the three principal questions
taken up last year

: (1) Examination and refutation
of toe criticisms made on the work of architects
and the accusations brought against them

; (2) On
the confusion created by certain leeal decisions as
between architect and contractor

; (3) What draw-
ings should the architect furnish to his client- and
also of committees on various subjects—Provincial
Architectural Museums

;
A Weekly Day of Rest •

Hygiene of Towns and Public and Private Build-
ings, KO.

Afternoons, June 21 and— Discussion of the above questions. Reading of
an obitiiary notice of the late Antoine-Nioholas
Baillv

,
by M. Loviot, Principal Secretary of the

Sooidtg Centrale.
Fndag Vornn^, June 24 : Sifting of tbo Annual

(Teneral Meeting and of the Committee of Adminis-
tration of the Caisse do Defense Mutuolle - report
on U8 opera-ions for 1891-2 by Mr. Chas. Lucas.
Secretary of the Committee

;
Election of Council

Officers, and Committee. ’

Friday Afte7-itoon.~E\fct\oo, by architects who
are members of the Socigtg Centrale, of the resident

* B)rn June 6, 1810
; died January 1

, 1892.

and five non-resident members to form a special
commit^e on the subject of a diploma for archi-
tects. Reports of committees on the three special
questions referred to above, and of other com-
mittees.

Saturday Morning, June 25.—Taking of votes
for the Diploma Committee.
Saturday Evening. — Distribution of medals'

awarded by the Social Centrale in Domestic
^chitecture Jurisprudence, and Archmology
(Report by M. Paul Sedille, secretary of the jury),
and of recompenses awarded to divers schools and
to building employes (Report by M. F. Roux, joint

Banquet at the HCtel Continental.
The fullowing visits were arranged for :

Tue^uy morning : The Galliera Museum (archi-
tect, _M. Ginain)

; The Comparative Museum of
Architecture and Sculpture at the Trooad^ro.

Wednesday morning : New Bourse de Travail
(architect. M. Boiivard)

;
New Gallery of the Con-

servatoire des Arts et Metiers (architect, M
Ancelet).

Thursday: Excursion to Chalons-sur-Mame,
under the guidance of the Architectural Society of
the Marne department; including visit to the
Cathedral of St. Etienne, the churches of Saint-
Jean, Saint-Louis, Nfitre Dame, Saint Alpin, and
the church of Vinetz, the Seminary of the Prefec-
ture, and the new Palais de Justice. Excursion to
Notre Dame de I’Epine.
Saturday morniug

:

New Hall of the Court of
Appeal in the Palais de Justice at Paris (architect,
M. Daumot).

Except in the case of the Caisse de Defense
Mutuelle and the Diploma Committee, the
sittings and dUcussioDs were held in the
hemicycle of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts.
At the opening meeting on the 20th M.

Daumet presided, and the bureau consisted of
MM. Hermant and T. Guadet, Vice-Presidents
of the Soci5t6 Centrale

;
M. Jonrnoud, President

of the Society of Architects of Lyons; M.
Maileau, President of the Soci6i6 R4ginale da
Nord, as Vice-Presidents; M. F. Roux as Secre-
tary, and MM. Joly, A. Normand, and Paul
Sedille. About 110 architects, of whom about
a score were from the provinces, attended at
this sitting, which was opened by a very plea-
sant address from M. Daumet. He recalled
the fact that the Congress _had for twenty years
met in this room, the work of Duban and
Delaroche, and hoped that next year there
would be erected, between the doors, a monu-
ment to Duban

;
he referred also to the loss

they had sustaiued in the death of Bailly the
President, and Monnier, the former Secretary
of the Society Centrale. M. Daumet concluded
his discourse by some indications as to the
order of the day, and an allusion to the recent
representations made by the central and pro-
vincial societies to the Government on the
subject of the diffusion of architectural educa-
tion in France by the reconstitution of the
ancient provincial schools.
A discussion took place on the address, on

the part of M. Chevallier (Nice), M. David
(Penanrun), M. Journoud (Lyons), and M. Joly,
the latter reminding the meeting that on
Jane 18 the Organisation Committee of the
Congress had decided that this year the Con-
gress shonid recommend certain propositions
but not formally vote on them, leaving this till

the method of voting had been settled, for
next year, by the societies forming the
Congress.

_

M, Boileau then read a.resnm6 of the commu-
nications sent from three provincial Societies
and the “ SocietS des Arcbitectes Diplomas ” on
the first question, “ Examination and refuta-
tion of charges made against architects,”
which has been published in L'Architecture.
Some observations were made on the subject
by M. Gaston H^nard, in the name of the
Association des Diplom6s, M. Chevallier and
M. Chas. Lucas, the latter representing the
“ Caisse de Defense Mutuelle," and the general
opinion seemed to be that the “ Caisse de
Defense” should form a kind of Vigilance Com-
mittee to consider and answer such charges as
might be made against architects and bring to
light the truth where necessary

;
and M. Joly

undertook, in conjunction with MM. Ach.
Hermant, Bartaumieux, Heret, and Lucas, to
give this question definite and early considera-
tion.

At the request of M. Lucas, M. Heret, Presi-
dent of the Committee of Jurisprudence and
Hygiene of the Society Centrale, set forth the
dangers to private property which might result
from the new legislation contemplated by the
Government for the protection of public health,
and M. Acbille Hermant, in whose favour M.
Daumet had vacated the chair, observed that
in view of the future revision of the Inter-
national Convention of Berne, it was necessary
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to insist on the rights of the architect in regard

to his works.

A discussion took place as to the date for a
newly-proposed visit, viz., to see the model of

the proposed Metropolitan railway prepared by
M, Paul Haag, engineer of the Ponts and
Cbausses Department, which was fixed for

Thursday the 30th (for those who did not go to

Cbalons-sur-Marne). The sitting was closed

at 5.30 p.m.

On Tuesday the 21st the sitting was opened
at half-past three, under M. Journoud (presi-

dent of the Soci6t6 Academique of Lyons) in

the chair. The report of the preceding meeting
was read and confirmed, and it was announced
by M. Lucas that the committee of the Caisse

de Defence tad claimed “urgency” for a
meeting; on Friday to consider the first ques-

tion of the programme, already alluded to,

refutation of the accusations against archi-

tects. Mr. Roux read a notice on Chaudet, an
architect recently deceased, who had left to the

Socifite Centrale a part of his library and of his

sketches in Greece, lie recalled Chaudet’s
restoration of the Propylma, which had pro-

cured him a prize at the Acad6mie des Beaux-
Arts in 1810, and which had been more or less

adopted by many aicbmologists.

The order of the day was the consideration

of the second main question on the programme,
“ On the con fusion created between the architect

and the contractor by certain legal decisions,

especially in regard to their joint responsibility

(‘solidarity’).” M. Gaget read a very con-

scientious memoir in the name of the Sociyt6

des Diplomdp, showing that this idea of joint

responsibility was fatal to the proper direction

of the work, and equally unjust both to archi-

tect and contractor. His paper included an
interesting study of the different aspects under
which the execution of building work presents

itself, and the present method of carrying out
such work in France.
The President thanked the author of the

paper, and then called on the Secretary to read,

on the same subject, a memorial from the
“ Societe Acadymique de PArchitecture ” of

Lyons, treating of the responsibility and Joint

relations of architect and contractor, and in-

cluding a curions history of the construction of

the large theatre at Bordeaux.
The sitting was terminated by the reading,

by M. Batigny, of a long memorial from the
“Society Regional des Architects du Nord,”
inclnding a study of the state of special Juris-

prudence since 1853, and of the po.sition made
for the architect by the civil code

;
an analysis

of the principle of responsibility, which he con-
sidered ought to fall on the contractor alone,

and a demand for distinction and not confusion
of responsibility. The meeting separated at

half-past five, after a notice that the discus-

sion of this question would be opened b^
M. Ach. Hermant at the next day’s meeting.
The third sitting was opened at 3.15 of

June 22 at the Ecole des Beanx-Arts; M.
Mondet, preeidenk of the Society of Architects
of Bordeaux, in the chair. On the platform
were also M. Delaborde, perpetual secretary of

the Acaddmie des Beanx-Arts
;
and M. Corroyer,

Inspector - General of Diocesan Buildings.

After thanks had been voted to the architects

of the bnilditg-s visited the day before (MM.
Ginain, Bonrdais, Bouvard, and Ancelet), M.
Loviot read a notice on the life and works of

the late M. Bailly. On the question of the
programme :

“ On the confusion created by
certain legal decisions,” &c

,
M. Acbille Her-

mant read a paper, the conclusion of which
was that the architect is essentially a man who
gives directions (7ii(iHdataire'), much more
than an undertaker of building work {locnteur

d’ouvTage)
;
and that the existing law is right,

but is sometimes badly interpreted. MM.
Daumet, Mondet, and Deslignidres asked if

M. Hermant wonld draw up a Tcsuvd of all

the communications made on the subject,

which he undertook to do. M. Guadet referred

to the importance attaching nowadays to the
adjustment of the claims of contractors both
in public and private works. M. David of

Penanrun treated of joint responsibility from
the legal point of view

;
and M. Lucas read a

paper showing that the architects of the last

two centuries, in France, were not, in works of

private architecture at least, by any means in

the position of contractors.

The President then called on the considera-
tion of question 3 : “What drawings ought the

architect to give his client? ” M. Gaget read a
paper on the subject in the name of the Society
des D’plomy?, and M. Lucas read a communi-

cation on the subject from Mr. W. H. White of

London. The sitting terminated at 5.30.

At the meeting of Friday, June 24, the chair

was occupied by M. Daumet. M. Lucas read
the report of the annual general meeting of the

Caisse de Ddfense Mntuelle, held that morning;
and the council was elected for the ensuing
year, comprising M. Daumet (president), MM.
A. Hermant, Davert, and -Dormoy (of Troyes)

as vice-presidents
;
M. Bartanmieux as trea-

surer, M. Lucas as secretary, M. J. Hermant as

assistant secretary, and M. Joly “Commissaire
des Comptes.” M. Lucas analysed the contents

of two communications which he bad made in

the name of the Society Centrale to the Con-
gress of the Sorbonne, one on Professional In-

struction, and the other on Francois Blondel,

architect, engineer, sailor, soldier, statesman
and professor of mathematics, first director of

the Acadetnie-Royale d’Architectnre, architect

of the Porte Sainf-Denis at Paris, &c.

The meeting next listened to the reading of

a long communication intended to be presented

to the Minister of Public lustructiou, on the
subject of the creation of a system of architec-

tural instruction for the provinces, the main
propositions received the entire approval of

many of the leading members present. M.
Hermant then read a proposal made in the

names of MM. Daumet, Joly, L. Etienne, Heret,

C. Lucas, and A. Normand, to the effect that

in the renewal of the Convencion of Berne the

words “ architecture ” and “ architecte ” sbonld

be inserted in the same category with the

words “peintnre," “sculpture,” “ peintre,” and
“ scnlpteur.” M. David of Penanrun then read

a paper on “Propriety Artistique,” which is to

form a chapter of the book be is preparing on
“ I'Architecte au point de rue Joridique.”

The meeting for the distribution of the
rewards decreed by the SociCty Centrale was
presided over by M. Yriarte, as representing the

Minister of Fine Arts, supported by a large

number of members, as well as the Presidents

of the allied Societies. M. Yriarte, in his address

on the occasion, recalled the fact that he bad
himself studied as an architect formerly, in the

atelier of Constant Dufeox, and that these

studies bad been most useful to him in his sub-

sequent career. M. Paul Sedille read the report

of the jury in the subjects of architecture,

jurisprudence, and arclitcology. Those who
were “ recompensed ’’ in these subjects were for

architecture M. Scellier, of Gisors, and JI.

Booguin, of Nantes
;

in jurisprudence, M.
Charpentier of Paris

;
in arcbreoloey, M. Le-

comte de Nonj\ of Bucharest. JI. Roux called

up the forty students who had cb'ained prizes

in different schools, and the members of the

“Personel du Batiment,” and the sitting was
terminated at 3 pm.
At seven in the evening the usual banquet

took place at the Hotel Continentat, at which
1,50 persons were present, including a con-

siderable number of distinguished guests.

The present Congress has differed in some
respects from preceding ones, and thongb there

were some difliculties ari&ing from defects of

organisation, it was better attended and the

questions considered were of more importance
than on any previous occasion. Some special

recognition should be given to the tact and
courtesy with which M. Daumet presided over

the meetings, and dealt with the conduct of the

discussions.

[We defer until next week some notes

regarding the visits and excursions made in

connexion with the Congress.]

OXFORD MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS
COMPETITION.

The Oxford Town Council have selected the

design by Mr. H. T. Hare (No. 5), which we
pointed out in our article last week as the best.

Liverpool Engineering Society.—On the 25th

ult., a number of geutlemen connected with the

Liverpool Engineering Society assembled at the

Alexandra Hotel, Dale-street, to present a silver

tea and coffee service, with salver, to Mr. J. H. T.

Turner, who has resigned his post as Secretary to

the Society on his appointment as Assistant Secre-

tary of the Institution of Civil Engineers, London.
Mr. J. T. Woods, President of the Liverpool Engi-

neering Society, presided. The salver bore the

following inscription :
— “ Presented to J. H.

Tudesbery Turner. B.Sc., M.Tnst.C.E., by members
of the Liverpool Engineering Society, as a token of

their appreciation of his services as hon. secretary.

Liverpool, June, 1892.” A bracelet for Mrs.
Turner was also included.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION’S
VISIT TO CANTERBURY.

The second summer visit was made on Satur-

day last, June 25, when a rather small number
of members journeyed down under the conduct
of Mr. G. A. Lansdown, the Secretary for the

visit, and were met by Mr. J. R. Hall, who
guided the party throughout the day.

On leaving tlie station the visitors proceeded
by way of the well-known Dane John, with its

curious mound, whose origin has puzzled so

many of our arcbieologists, and remains of the

old city-walls to the cathedral. Here Mr. Hall

pointed out the many features of interest, in-

cluding the magnificent painted glass, whose
date he described as ranging between 1220 and
1240 A.D. The various tombs, the pavement in

front of the former site of Becket’s shrine, and
what was probably the most interesting collec-

tion seen during the day, the silver chalice and
paten, pastoral staff, and sanctuary slippers of

Hubert Walter, which, with other vestments
and his emerald ring, were discovered in the
tomb of that archbishop when it was opened
some two years ago. As Hubert Walter, who
was the immediate predecessor of the famous
Stephen Langton, died in 1205. the interest of

these very early specimens of Medipsval craft-

manship is exceptional.

After a glance at the cloisters and Chapter-

house, an adjournment was made for luncheon,

and this being satisfactorily disposed of, the

party proceeded to St. Martin’s Church, which,

whether or not it still retains,—as is at least

possible,—the remains of Roman building of the

date 187 ad., is certainly one of the oldest

ecclesiastical structures existing in our country.

The font, which is traditionally supposed to be
the identical one in which Ethelbert, King of

Kent, was baptised on Whit-Sunday, 597 a.d.,

has probably, if this be the case, been altered

in Norman times, and, whatever may be the

truth as to its date, is interesting both from its

antiquity and from its excellence of design.

The somewhat apocryphal tomb of Queen
Bertha, the wife of Ethelbert, is to be seen in

the chancel, and there can be little doubt that

much of the existing edifice formed part of the
church, consecrated at her instance by Ludard,
Bishop of Soissons, and then dedicated to

St. Martin, though it seems credible that the

earlier church, which was restored by Queen
Bertha, was erected to the honour of the Blessed

Virgin.

Leaving St. Martin’s Church, the members
then inspected the ruins of the church or chapel
of Sf. Patrick, which, it is said, was founded on
the site of the pagan temple in which Ethel-

bert worshipped prior to bis conversion. Very
few remains of this now exist, bnt these are

constructed with Roman material, sufficiently

numerous in quantity to justify the supposition

of great antiquity for much of the existing

ruins. There is, however, sufficient intern^
evidence to show that considerable modifica-

tions, if not an entire rebuilding, took place in

the thirteenth century.

From St. Patrick’s the visitors were taken by
Mr. Hall to the remains of the Abbey of St.

Angnstine, now fittingly used as a missionary
training college.

This establishment was founded by Augustine
as a Benedictine abbey, and dedicated to St.

Peter and St. Paul. For many years it occupied
a more prominent position in the church than
the priory of Christ Church, which afterwards
became the cathedral church of Canterbury,

but when, after the time of Cuthbert and the
canonisation of Thomas i Becket, the import-
ance of Christ Chnrch rapidly grew, the Abbey
of Sfc. Peter and St. Paul fell on evil times, and
gradually declined till its utilisation as a
brewery, from which degradation it was only
rescued by the instrumentality of the late Mr.
Beresford Hope and other friends, who restored

it to its present purposes.

The features specially noteworthy are the
Great Hall, now used as the libiary of the
college

;
the crypt under, now fitted up as the

Coleridge museum, in which cariosities from
various mission fields are exhibited

;
the

Abbot’s Guesten Hall, now the college-ball;

the Guesten Chapel now the college chape),

with a beautiful altar in memory of Lady Hope,
and a memorial chapel in the crypt beneath

;

the cloisters and quadrangle, and the entrance
gateways.
The great chnrch of the monastery, of Early

Norman work, has remaining part only of the
north arcade of the nave and part of the choir,

which here seems to have extended a consider-

e
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able distance westward of the crossing, a some-
what exceptional arrangement in Benedictine
churches, though frequent in those of the
Cistercian order. The fine tower of this

cbnrch, known as SC. Ethelbert’s Tower, was
reduced to ruins by the denudation of its

worked stone for building purposes, and the
ruins themselves were demolished in 1822.

Drawings and prints showing its appearance at
various dates are, however, in existence, some
of which were seen by the visitors in the
library of the college.

The effect of the long facade of the monastery
with the three great towers to the entrance of

the monastery, the cemetery, and the church
respectively must have been very remarkable
when perfect.

Leaving the college, the party were conducted
again to the cathedral, where the crypt was
inspected and the frescoes examined, as was
also the Huguenot Church, which, however
interesting historically, can hardly be a pleasant
sight to anyone of artistic taste in its present

condition.
Then the steps of the visitors were directed

to the Norman remains to the north of the
cathedral, including the so-called baptistery,

and the well-known external stair forming part
of the adjuncts of the King’s School, founded
by Henry VIII., a school which has produced
some well-kuown men, such as Dr. Harvey, the
discoverer of the circulation of the blood.

Dr. Marsh, Bishop of Peterborough, and Lord
Tenterden.

This completed the work of the day, and the
party then returned to town.
The next visit will be on Saturday, July 9, to

Eltham.

THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON METRO-
POLITAN WATER SUPPLY.*

Continuing our abstract of the evidence
taken by the Commission, we may remind our
readers that the witnesses for the Companies
and the Conservancy boards of the Thames and
the Lea have minimised the amount of the
pollotionthat finds its way into those rivers above
the intakes, have insisted on the efficiency of the
inspection and of the protective measures, and
have affirmed thesufficiency of themeans adopted
to purify ettluents, and of the natural process
of purification that goes on in the rivers them-
selves. This evidence of a negative or defensive
character has been followed by evidence of a
positive and accusative character from experts
called on behalf of the London County Council.
The river Thames was divided into two portions
at Oxford

;
the whole watershed down to Oxford

was assigned to Dr. Geo. Haynes Fosbroke,
Medical Officer of Health for the county of
Worcester ; the length of the river from Oxford
to the intakes was allotted to Jlr. Alfred Ashby,
Medical Officer of Health for the Borough of
Reading. These have made personal tours
of inspection, noting all towns, villages,

farms, works, mills, and sewage farms
draining into the river and its tributary
streams and ditches. The result has been the
presentation of a complete topographical de-
scription of the watershed and valley, with an
indication of most of (though not quite all)

actual and possible sources of pollution. Last
week we reserved the evidence of the Consulting
Chemist to the Thames Conservancy minimising
the consequences of the admitted pollution

;

and on the other side we have now the evidence
of Dr. Edward Frankland, the Water Examiner,
based on many analyses, not perhaps directly

antagonistic, but adverse to Thames water as
gradually deteriorated by chemically-treated
efllnents, as ‘‘sentimentally objectionable,” and
as doubtfully safe water for a community to
drink.

Reserving for the present the scientific

evidence on matters of opinion still the subject
of experiment, we present some of the evidence
relating to actual pollution.

Mr. Alfred Ashby, Medical Officer of Health
of the Borough of Reading, and of the Woking-
ham Urban and Rural Sanitary Districts, in his
statement, said

I

have made an examination
of the Thames and its tributaries between the
intakes of the London water Companies at
Hampton and Oxford, a distance of nearly
ninety miles, which I commenced in the early
part of 1891, and have kept myself informed as
to the present condition of the principal places
where I observed pollntion. The rivers and

* See last volume of the Builder, pp. 418, 435, 456, 480.
603.

. . . .

streams I have examined are :—The Thames,
from the intakes of the London water
Companies at Hampton to Oxford, and the
undermentioned tributaries :—On the north side
or left bank : A small branch passing from East
Bedfont by Feltham and Hauworth

;
the

Colne, with its branches
;
the Wye or Load-

water River
;

the Benson stream
;

the River
Thame, with its branches

;
and the Nortbfield

Brook. On the south side or right bank : The
Ock, with its branches

;
the Sutton Courtenay

Mill Brook, the Moor Ditch; the Wallingford
Mill Brook, and the Kibble Ditch; the Pang;
the Kennet, with its branches; the Loddon, with
its branches

;
the Bray Cut

;
the Chertsey and

Addlestone Bourne; and the Wey, with its

branches. Several canals, which are intimately
connected with some of the tributaries, join the
Thames above the water intakes. On the north
side the Grand Junction Canal joins the river
below the intakes, but its highly-polluted water
from between Tring, where the flow southwards
commences, and Cowley Lock, below Uxbridge,
finds its way through various channels into the
Colne. There are some overflows from the
canal into the river at Uxbridge, whilst much
of the water from Cowley Lock empties into
that river, and most of its water enters the
Thames by several branches above the water
intakes. Dn the south side of the Thames the
Wilts and Berks Canal enters it at Abingdon,
flowing towards it from Marston. Next the
Kennet and Avon Canal joins at Reading, its

summit being near Savernake Station, above
Great Bedwin

;
and, lastly, the river Wey navi-

gation flows into it at Weybridge, having
previously been joined by the Basingstoke
Canal. The Wey and Arun Junction Canal
connects with the Wey at Bcoadford, abont half
way between Guildford and Godaiming, but is

now disused.—The main river and its tributaries
traverse bigbly-cultivated lands, meadow land
which is grazed during a portion of the year often
adjoiningthe banks. There are numerous water-
ing places for cattle, and many farmsteads drain
into the streams, which present innumerable
opportnnities for pollution by cattle and wash-
ings from manured lands, whilst parts adjacent
to some canals are often manured with house
and other foul refuse from London and else-
where, and 1 have seen large deposits of such
refuse fouling the streams. There are fre-
quently dead decomposing animals, and occa-
sionally dead human beings, in the streams, add-
ing their quota to the defilement of the water;
filthy bilge water from barges carrying offensive
cargoes most of necessity be pumped into the
rivers and canals along which they ply

;
there

cannot fail to be considerable pollution from
the floating population on canal-boats, house-
boats, and other pleasure-boats

;
there is pollu-

tion from laundries, tanneries, fellmoagers’
yards, breweries, and paper-mills

;
whilst there

are direct sewage and slop pollutions from
towns and villages, and effluents from sewage
works at various places, as detailed in the
following statement. With reference to the
so-called purification of sewage, it is quite
erroneous to assume that because the sewage of
anyplace is cut off from the rivers, as it is
termed, and treated by some chemical process
or land irrigation, that there is necessarily no
pollution of the streams. For instance, although
the sewage of Oxford, Uxbridge, and Watford
is treated, I nevertheless found mneh pollution
by excessively foul eflloents from those places.
When there is a cesspool-drained place on the
banks of a river, there may be some indirect
soakage of impurities into it

;
but I consider the

safety of a river as a source of drinking-water
supply is imperilled to a greater extent when
such place is completely sewered, and the
fflluentfrom some works of sewage treatment
is discharged into the stream, since so much
depends upon the constant care and attention
bestowed upon the working of the process •

whilst it is impossible for continual supervision
to be exercised over the works by any public or
private body. There are sewage farms at
Walton, Ashford (the West Middlesex Schools),
Eton, Slough, Windsor, Windsor Castle, Maiden-
head, Henley, Reading, Moulsford (County
Lunatic Asylum), Abingdon, Wellingford,
Littlemore. and Oxford. Independently of
these more or less permanent pollutions, there
are others of an occasional character which it
appears to me cannot be avoided. For in-
stance, in December last, three men were fined
at Staines Petty Sessions for having emptied
the contents of a cesspool into the Thames
about a quarter of a mile above some of the
London water intakes. The Chairman of the

Bench is reported to have said that the practice
of carrying out offences of this kind, which he
doubted not were of frequent occurrence, was
most injurious to London water-consumers
Having regard to all the facts I have ascer-
tained, and bearing in mind the various chances
of pollution which cannot be avoided, however
carefully the sewage of inhabited places may
be excluded, I cannot but regard the river
Thames as an undesirable and unsafe source
for the water supply of London. An accom-
panying table shows the area, houses, and popu-
lations of the districts which I have examined.
In compiling it, I have included only those
places which are situated upon or near to the
streams which drain into or which appeared to-
be liable to drain into them. The total will,
therefore, not coincide with any estimate in-^
eluding everyplace situated within the “ drain-
age area” of the rivers. In the total area the
increase of population has been about 37 per
cent, during the thirty years 1861 to 1891, and
daring the forty years ending in 1901 it will
probably have been about 5-1 per cent. In an
accompanying map, 1 have marked the various
places on or near the streams with circles, the
size of them representing roughly whether the
places are large or small. Places where I did
not observe pollution, 1 have coloured blue •

those where I found pollution of some sort
or other, I have coloured black

;
and those

where sewage is treated I have coloured
brown. The pollutions I have been able to
report represent a minimum quantity. The cir-
cumstances attending my investigation made it
inevitable that some should have escaped my
notice. Outside my own sanitary districts I
bad no right of entry on private premises.
The increase in thepopulationduring the thirty
years 1861-91, has been about 67 per cent,, and
during the forty years ending 1901 it will pro-
bably have been about 06 per cent. Since there
are so many favoured spots for residence in the
valley of the Thames, and the river presents so
many attractions, -it is more than probable that
the future increase of population will be at
any rate maintained at its present rate. The
increase has been chiefly in the towns and more
popnloufl places, the purely rural population
having often remained nearly stationary, or
having even decreased in some instances. The
population of many of the places is largely
swelled by visitors during the summer months,
notably at Henley during the regatta. Although
much has already been done, and it is probable
that something more will be done, to divert
direct sewage pollntion from the Thames, there
will nevertheless be a continnal tendency to an
augmentation of the pollution from sewage
works, and from the ever-increasing number of
people frequenting the river as a pleasure resort.
There are 240 house-boats, and 646 steam-
launches on the river. However stringent the
regulations respecting these may be, and with
whatever strictness they may be enforced, it
cannot be doubted that there must be a con-
siderable befonling of the water from these
sources during a part of the year, and that at a
time when it is likely to be at its lowest.
There are now no water-closets on house-boats

;

they have earth-closets, but I cannot think
that their contents are by any means always
deposited on shore. In those I have examined,
the Bleeping apartments have a fixed washing-^
basin, with waste-pipe discharging into the
river, and a bath and scullery-sink which also
discharges into the river. Mr. Ashby then pro-
ceeds to name every place on the banks of the
Thames and its tributaries. In a few cases he
saw no pollution. In many there was pollution
of various degrees from drains, ditches, farm-
yards, and cesspools affected by the river level.
^Vith the object of indicating the general
character of the evidence, as well as the volume
of it, we select some typical examples of local
description, while giving greater prominence to
special instances of exceptional nature or mag-
nitude:

—

At Staines there is considerable direct
sewage and slop pollution and drainage from
two breweries and a linoleum factory, dis-
charged partly into the Thames, and partly into
branches of the Colne which join that river.
It is probable, however, that before long some
steps may be taken to remedy this state of
things, since the Local Government Board have
made an order for the place to be sewered, but
so far the Local Board do not appear to be
inclined to comply with the order, and they are
endeavouring to induce the owners of houses,
draining into the streams, to drain into cess-
pools, which they will undertake to empty, sc
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as to avoid a sewerage acheme. In the event

of the town being sewered, it will entail the dis-

charge of the effluent from a sewerage farm, on

which the sewage of the whole place will be dealt

with, probably being discharged into the river

it no great distance above the London water

ntakes. At present there are numerous non-

watertight cesspools in the town. They and

he shallow wells are affected by the river level.

V cesspool near the river bank has not required

jmptying since it was made in 1877, and
mother on that adjoining premises has had to

le emptied only three times daring that period.

The river and a ditch joining it pass near to the

ihurchyard.

At Windsor there are two sewatre farms, one

or the Borough and one for the Castle. They
ire situated at Old Windsor, above the lock on

Ham Fields, which is an island in the Thames
formed by the old river and the new cut. The
land is not under-drained, but it appears as

though^the effluent must necessarily percolate

into the river.

The sewage of Eton is pumped on to a farm
at Eton Wick. I could find no under-drains,

but the farm is skirted by a small stream joining

the Thames. This stream is open to much
cattle pollution’on the Common, where I saw a
large number “ of cattle, horses, and pigs

grazing.

The Slough sewage is pumped on to another

farm near by. at Dorney, which is surrounded

on two sides by branches of a small stream. I

could find no under-drains.

At Dorney Common I saw many bead of

cattle and horses grazing, and observed cattle

pollution of the stream iu many places. Near
the village there are many filthy ditches and
ponds. Some of this foul accumulation, due
to drainage from farmyards and a privy, must
be washed on into the .stream daring rainfall.

At Maidenhead, the lowest parts of the town
^ar the Thames are drained into cesspools,

"^hich are affected by the river level, as are also

the wells. The rest of the town is sewered by
the high-level and a low-level sewer. The
sewage is conveyed on to a farm on the bank
of{a backwater joining the Thames below Bray.

Some of the sewage is pumped, but all of it is

not
;
what is not pumped is put on to lower

land, and on to a kind of artificial filter-bed

close to the stream edge, and after passing

through an apparently small thickness of soil it

is discharged into the backwater. I saw six

under-drains and a large main under-drain,

from which much effluent, which looked turbid,

was issuing. This part of the farm has been
under water during the late floods. I under-
stand that further works are to be undertaken
there.

Cookham is not sewered
;
there are cesspools

and surface-water drains. The cesspools and
wells appear to be affected by floods. There is

some slight slop pollution due to slops being
thrown down the surface-water drains. On
Wbitebrook-common, and elsewhere, I saw
very numerous animals grazing, and as there
are watering-places in the brook, the water is

liable to considerable cattle pollution.

Reading, an increasing borough, with 00,054
inhabitants at the census of 1891, is very
thoroughly sewered. The sewage is pumped
on to a farm by the Kennet-side. The land is

under-drained, the effluent flowing by the

Fondry Brook and other channels into the
Rennet above its junction with the Thames,
During the recent floods a great part of this

land has been submerged. There is a duplicate
system of sewers for surface and road water.
These sewers discharge into the two rivers in

various places, and it is impossible to prevent a
certain amount of slop water being thrown
into them.
The sewage from Moulsford Lunatic Asylum,

in the parish of Cbolsey, which in 1881 con-
tained 475 inmates, is treated on some undrained
land near the river.

There has been serious pollution at Walling-
ford, but that will be prevented in future, as
the place has now been sewered. The sewage
is raised by Shone’s ejectors on to some land,

which, I believe, it is contemplated to leave
undrained at present, but possibly it will have
to be under-drained eventually.

Dorchester is situated on the River Thame,
about half a mile above its junction with the
Thames. Here there is much slop pollution
from the surface gutters and road drains, the
main outfall being into a ditch below the
church leading into the Thame. A very foul
deposit accumulates there, and blood from a
butcher’d shop is discharged into it from the

road sewer. The houses chiefly have privies or

tub-closets, and there are also cesspools and

shallow wells. I found a new cemetery was

about to be laid out there. Holes have been

dug in the ground, and water stood at about

5 fit. from tbe surface, although the sub-soil

water-level was then very low. Iwas informed

that this cemetery is to be drained into the

Thame.
Abingdon, situated on the Berkshire side of

the Thames, and partly on the Ock, is well

sewered. The sewage is pumped on to an

excellently-managed farm, which is under-

drained. Tbe effluent is discharged under

water into the Thames. It appeared to be very

good. I observed slight slop pollution of tbe

liver in one place.

Littlemore, on the Northfield Brook, a short

distance from the Thames, contributes much
pollution. I saw a ditch full of foul sludge

with a drain, apparently from a large steam

laundry, discharging into it. This ditch empties

by means of a drain straight into the brook.

Oxford sewage farm is situated here, and a little

lower down the sewage from Littlemore Lunatic

Asylum is treated on some land with under-

drains discharging into tbe brook. Tbe asylum

contained 530 inmates at tbe census of 1881.

Cowley and Temple Cowley drain by surface

water -sewers into ditches which flow into a

small stream joining the Thames. I found

large accumulations of the foulest sewage

sludge deposited in those ditches.

Oxford is sewered. The whole state of this

farm is bad. The sewage is pumped on to land

adjoining the Northfield Brook at Littlemore,

at a distance of about three miies from the

city. The farm is under-drained *, I found the

sewage effluent very bad. The water in a ditch

passing through the farm was turbid, black,

and highly offensive; large pools of sewage

and sludge drained into a filthy ditch dis-

charging into the brook, and sewage can run

off the surface of the land into the stream.

The water in the Northfield Brook wm turbid

and bad, and there was much deposit on its

bed below the farm. There was slight slop

pollution visible within the city. The popula-

tion of the urban sanitary district of Oxford at

tbe census of 1891 was 45,741. This is a very

bad pollution.

[We have more of Mr. Ashby’s statement in

type, but we must break off here this week.]

A NEW WATER-HEATER.

There is no doubt about the utility of the

Rapid Water-Heater, or “ Geyser,” as it is very

coaimonly called, but notwithstanding the use-

ful part it fulfils, there is a prejudice against

them amongst the general public, due wholly

to their having been accountable for some
rather serious mishaps from time to time. This

was when they were first introduced, and before

being as well understood as now
;

but, of

coarse, prejudices of this kind are slow to die.

Of the accidents that occurred, there were two

or three causes discovered which naturally led

people to suppose that the p.rticles were un-

usually productive of danger, but now the

accidents have occurred, and the causes

are known, it is hardly likely that oppor-

tunity will be given for similar mishaps

to occur again. The chief sources of trouble

were—firstly, the possibility of having the

heating chamber, where the gas-burners are,

full of gas before the match was applied, so

that a more or less violent explosion occurred

at ignition. This is remedied in various ways
by making ignition only possible when the

burners are drawn out from the chamber in

question. Secondly, and what has proved most

disastrous, is the free escape of all burnt gases,

products of combustion which are of a

dangerously poisonous character, into the

room. Many bath-rooms are small, and could

very quickly become dangerously full of these

products, as the quantity from such a number
of burners is large, and possibly the little room
may have no fireplace to ventilate it. What
fatalities have occurred were due to conditions

such as these. Every rapid water-heater

should have a flue, and tbe flue must be

effective, otherwise the results may very

possibly be more harmful than if no flue

existed.

We have received a prospectus of the

“Calda” rapid water-heater, of a somewhat
new design, made by Mr. G. Shrewsbury.

It is almost entirely made of copper, and
Us of the kind that does not have the heat

imparted to the water direct, but has the

water separated from tbe source of beat by

the sheet copper of which it is composed

(the direct and indirect methods are matter

of much discussion). Another point in its

favour, as against some of the other makes,

is that it cannot, without special trouble, be

emptied of water. It will be understood that

if a “Geyser” can be quite emptied of water,

and then the gas is ignited before turning the

water on, that there may be some dis

agreeable phenomena and possible injury to

the apparatus. As this heater discharges water

from its top, it can be placed down on tbe

floor if desired instead of over the end of the

bath. It is quite adequate as regards the

rapidity with which the water is heated, and

the necessary element of safety in lighting is

provided for, but Mr. Shrewsbury considers that

no flue is required with hia creation, and this

is where we disagree. His heater can be made
with a flue if desired, so purchasers have every

opportunity of ensuring this element of safety

if they desire, and we should strongly recorn-

mend everyone who thinks of using a rapid

water-heater to have it connected or provided

with an efficient chimney. With that caution,

this heater may be safely recommended.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

The usual weekly meeting of tbe London
County Council was held on Tue.sday afternoon

last, Mr. John Hutton, the Vice-Chairman,

presiding. ^
HesiynatioJi of the Chairman.—The Clerk of

the Council, Mr. De la Hooke, announced that

he had received a letter from Lord Rosebery,

on June 22, resigning bis office as Chairman,

and enclosing £1, being the fine imposed in the

circumstances under the standing orders. It

would be for the Council now to declare the

office vacant. The electim of a new Chair-

man must be made within fourteen days of the

notice being given of the vacancy.

The Vice-Chairman said he had received that

morning the following letter from Lord Rose-

bery ;

—

"June 27.

My dear Hutton,—My rcsiRuation of the Chairman-

ship, which will be communicated to the Council to-

morrow is a somewhat tardy lultilment of the agree-

ment ou which I assumed the chair. It was thought

that it would be well to have in the chair a member of

experience in that position to facilitate the start of the

Council, and it was suggested that the opportunity

might be tahen of making a necessary , change in our

organisatiou. Both these operatious have been

absolutely smooth and uneventful, owing to the

cordial co-nperation of the Council Itseli. There

was no difficulty, no friction, no opposition, nothing

I hut zeal and goodwill. I nder these circum-

stances I have almost to apologise for occupying the

chair so long. But the fact is that the Council made
the work always supremely attractive, though sonse-

times arduous, so easy, and ao pleasant, that I was loth

to leave. So I waited until the new General Purposes

Committee had been finally appointed, and 1 never

could feel that I out8ta>ed my welcome. I cannot suffi-

ciently thank my colleagues one and all for their kind-

ness. I am sure that my successor will receive the same
support, and as an ordinary member of the CouncU I

hopo to share its labours without distinction, but with-

out discredit. RoaEBERT.'

The office of Chairman having been declared

vacant, the thanks of the Council were voted to

Lord Rosebery for his past services, on the

motion of Mr. Martineaa, seconded by Mr.

Harben.

Proposed Plectric TAghting of the T ictoria

Eiuhanhiiirnt.—The Highways Committee pre-

sented a report recommending:

—

"That, subject to an estimate being submitted to the

C'uncil by the Finance Comnii'tee, as required by the

statute, it be referred to the Highways Committee to

carry out, at a cost not exceeding lO.OCOl., an electric

installation with the necessary plant for the lighliog of

the carriageway, footways, and parapet wall of the

Victorla-embaukment."

It is proposed to place lamps of 1,000 to 1,200

candle-power on standards erected in the

centre of the roadway, about fifty yards apart.

After some disoussion, the report was agreed to.

Appointment of a Pistrict Surveyor.—T\^e

Building Act Committee reported that, in

accordance with the conditions imposed by the

resolution of the Council of May 31, 1892, Mr.

G. McDonell had formally resigned his appoint-

ment as District Snrvejor for South-West

Islington, and had made the usual declaration

on acceptance of the District Surveyorsbip of

South-West Islington, St. Luke, Old-street, and

the Liber'y of Glasshouse-yard.

Proposed Nen' Street from Ilolborn to the

Sirand. — The Improvements Committee pre-

sented an important report recommending the
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constrnction of a new street, not less than 100 ft
wi^le, from Holborn to the Strand, bnt the con-^deratlon of the subject was deferred nnlilTnesday, July 19 . we refer to the scheme inone of oar •Notes this week.

Mr. Beachcroft moved, and Mr.Eoberts seconded, the following proposition •—

apud Suthwell fecit et refectoria iibi canonici simul
Eboraci alterum Suthwellto

[July 2
, 1892 .

discnssion of the subject was adjournedand shortly afterwards the Council rose.

illustrations.

PORTRAIT OP M. CfiSAR DALY.
HE porlrait which we give of M. Ce.ar

Daly, to whom the Royal Gold Medal
of the Institute of Architects was pre-

sented on Monday (when he made in replyprobably the most remarkable extempore speechwhich has been heard m that room), is en-
from n photograph

which M. Daly was kind enough to hare taken
especially tor this publication. Sir. Cooperhas taken mnch trouble with the engraving
which IS admitted by 51. Daly’s own family tobe an admirable likeness.

^

n
^

1

^ ’S nnnecessary here to give a sketch of MDaly s Ufa and work, as this is already included
in the address of Mr. Macvicar Anderson in pre-sentmg the medal, reported in full on another

The Domesday Survey gives the following as
the possessions of the Church a.d. 1080 ”

In Sud Welle the ArchbUhop possesses ten
carucates three clerks (“cleriei

”J have carncates
and two bovatea m prehenda, they have also one

Bmgehamhon in Crophill
andHellingly S. Mary of Southwell has 2A carn-

°n
® carucatea of pasture inNorwell the same church has 12 bovatea of arable

and SIX carncatea pasture.”

SOUTHWELL CATHEDRAL.*

Southwell Cdthe-“
‘i

f®" “Sb was known as Sonth-weli Minster, has been taken from a point inthe north-east poriion of the Cathedral en-closure from which Sir. Maclaren, the author ofthe drawing, has been able to group together iu

nerira*”*
®®”y“l,‘<>wer,the ohaptLhOMe

and the fine and solid Early English work ofthe east end, which gains additional effect bycontrast with the elegant later work of thechapter-house. By the kindness of Mr. Ewan
1,“'k urn '"u'’®''

®rohiteotnral
care the budding has been for many years we

®'’'® "®’' from thenorth-west, which is not only a very accurate
picture of the ohnrch as it was before the slight
difference in its appearance produced by therecent restoration, but has the additional

'® Pb'iefeU to be an early draw-

rht?n “ probably by

S. tV?’
'b® a "Ote in mannscripton tbo back, evidently by the artist, which we

in the cornet ofthe lithograph as it has the interest of anautograph The original drawing is slightlyand delicately tinted in Indian ink.
^ ^

•
following historical notes we aremdebted to Mr. Ewan Christian. Camdenwho had access to documents then existinp-a/

Sonthwell before the spoliation by SomTeh
quotes the \enerable Bede as his authority forattributing the foundation of the Alinster to
St. Pduhnuj, the first Archbishop. The ".Sim.
posion, a carious MS. now preserved at South-well and written in IGOI by one of the Pre-bendanes, evidently thoroughly acquainted with

Svs^ °Tr°I f fl
’“^®™®‘i®“ ‘P®h erisliug,

*'"® antiquity of the Churchno farther than that learned, godly antiquary
llr. Cambden, hath done, although it come fJishort, yet it may easily thereby app““thajthere was many hundred years past a collegiateand parochial church at Southwell ” ®

“ S'®®*' ““‘i® by King Edwy
£5^1,0 fed

'“°“as Stubbshas the following entry of a church anterior tothe present one :

—

“ Kmsius Archiepiscolita ad ecclesinm sanct=Jobannis apud Beverlacum turrim excelsam lapUdeam adjeeic et m ea duu preedpua posStsimiliter et m cccteris occlesiis archiopisconitnqsniqnce sunt Iran, Hnmbrani scilicet apud AW*
Slit.” 'imbeni magnitudiMs

of canon*
‘b® establishment

Bishop Thomas, who held the See of York
from 1109 to 1114, addresses a letter to all his
parishioners, which is preserved in the Ziirr

:

—

=.
•' Gratia ac omnibus parochianissms de Nottingham acira salutem et benedictionem.

I recaraur vos sicut filios carissimos ut in remis-sionem peccatorum vestrornm adjuvetis de bene-
<i‘«i»>«ism ecclesiam

aanctos Man® de Suwelios, &c.,&c.”

Walter Grey, Archbishop 1215 to I'^oS
grants an indulgence to his venerable brethren
the Bishops, and to his beloved sons the Arch-
deacons. The letter is too long to quote, bat
one sentence is important :

“Oumigitur facilitates oedesire Suwell ad in-
coptcD duuum fabricu) consummalionem non euffi-ciaotetper benevolentiam suam opus bujiis modi
faliciter oonsumetur, iio., i:c. Dat. apud 'Torp. iv

u“L ITl 1283
broimo

Robert de Lfiinton, Canon, founds a ebantry
not later than 124i. In 1294 John de Romaine,
Archbishop of Yoik, directs that as certain
prebendal houses are falling into rums onaccount of nou-residenoe on the part of some
strangers or foreigners ("alienigenarnm ") they
either be properly repaired within the year orheavy penalties Imposed, which fines are to gotowards the new chapter-house.

®

licence granted by theKing Edward III. for the carriage of stone
at Mansfieldthrough the forest of Shyrewode, “Ex parte

dilectorum nobis in Christo canonicorum etcapuule ecclesice beata Marice de Suthwell
nobis sit ostensum,” &c.

collect the alms and charitable contributions ofthe people within the city and diocese andprovince of York for the mpport of the fabric
but this rests on his authority, the letter notbeing now extant.
Donations to the fabric are mentioned in the5'®“™

“‘I’
1-iSO, 141)9, and 1534.Ihe following copy of a report of Mr. Ewan

Christian s on the state of the bnilding and thewo:k carried out in restoration will be of
interest :

—

“The work of repaiiing this church baa been inmany years, under instructionsfrom the Ecclesiastical Commissioners for Enirland
Previou-s to 1851 the western towers^ wererepaired and underpinned under Mr. Eailton, andsubsequently a good deal of work was done underthe direction of tbe Rector, Archdeacon Wilkinsaided by the mason of the fabric, John GrcRorv

'

During this time some of the fifteenth benturvwindows were ro-eonverted to Norman forms^
fol owing the example still remaining in the no?th
aisle, and those were filled with stained glass byvarious donors. uy

In 1S6I Mr Christian was instructed to make a

reTIS'in'ttrrr^ S®"®-"!- “ t®

The process of gradual repair then recommendedwas snbaeqoently earned out. and the whole of thew.alls and masonry were c.rrefully restored and nutinto ssuud condition
; this work, under Mr

“'“'ost entirely done byJ ohn Gregory mason only oceasionally assisted byothers arrled by his labourer, John Cook, with anamount of zeal and devotion rarely exhibited bymodern workmen, and was continued until the year1870, when it was in almost every substaSl
““““'Y. *®''Y ”°»''ly completed,

rhi^^l ? h
progress of the repairs within thechoir, it became necessary, m order to carry out the

itraL?5̂ h*“f '^'ru®
remove the galleries with whichIts aisles had m the early part of the century bean

^^® ®P®°® eh8eraeath them a foulrubbish hole
; and those only who saw tho churchm its former condition can fully appreciate the

TaTh^mbf^Lre?®
In 1875 a further report was made by MrChristian, under instructions from the EociesiisticaiCommissioners with a view to the general com-

iim-c™
° ite refittinl as a parish

the whSe"°5 fabrfc °eSr„l “th^eh™®'® ®J
to its struuturol

central tower, restorlng^hem
I 1^ ®'

which had been disregarded in the modern roofa
erected after the great fire which occurred in the
early part of last century

;
also the restoration ofche spires on the western towers on the lines of th&

ancient ones removed in 1802, and the conical roof
ot the Cbapter-house

;
also the re-floorinir of the

whole church, and the re-fitting of the interior of
the choir with stalls for the clergy and choir, and
the provision of chairs for the general congregation.

Ihe works of re-roofing and spires being of a
heavier description than any before undertaken
were executed under contract by Mr. Clipsham, of
Norwell.

_

Tbo old roofs removed were of very poor
construction, and covered with slate. The newones are of massive English oak timbers, and all
covfred with cast lead.
When these were completed the re-flooring of tbe

nave and transepts was substantially canied out onthe old lines under the direction of the clerk of

lAte d d
general works were super-

Before anything was settled as to the re-fitting of
the choir, the late Bishop of Lincoln (Dr. Words-
worth) consulted Mr. Street, who made a report to
his Lordship confirming the advice given by Mr.
Christian that the plaster screens put iu the early

century between the choir and aisles

1 V
® and suggesting that they

should be replaced by new screens of oak on themodei of those which formerly existed, and ofwhich fragments were found still remaining in silu
besides many loose pieces which had been stored inthe roof of the Chapter-house. Mr. Street mad©
other suggestions of value and interest as regards
the use ot the choir and chureb, but these did notcome within the scope of Mr. Christian’s instruc-
tioDs, which only related to the re-fitting of the
building as a parish church.
The work of re-fitting, therefore, as carried out.

comprises the renewal of the side screens and the
htling-up of new stalls in the place of the removedmoderu pews, also the re-flooring and the tmovision
ot chairs for th© general congregation. This workhas bees leisurely done, in the espectatioo thatwhen the destination of the building was to bechanged from that of an ordinary parish church t
that of the cathedral of an important diocese, con
tnbutions from the general public might be hoped
or to aid m fitting it oompletely and worthily for soimportant a purpose, and in a manner befitting so
beautiful a fabric. The flooring, therefore, and the
stalls, so far only as the old ones extended, have
been executed, leaving the pulpit, Bishop’s throne
and any further screens and fittings tb.at may be
desired, to be carried out thereafter.
As regards this portion of the work, tho stalls

and screens of the choir have been executed bvMessrs Cornish & Gaymer, of North WaLham, whohave devoted considerable care and skill to the
execution of the elaborate carving with which thev
are enriched. ^

The flooring, also of stone and marble, has been
executed by the same firm.

provided, because itwas felt that if hereafter a throne was erected for
the Bishop, the two should be made to harmonise,
and that the temporary omission would be of less
importance than any imperfection in such im-
portant articles of furniture.

All the works hitherto executed have been done
at the coat of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, whowere responsible for the general repair and main-
tenance of the fabric, but whose instructions did
not extend to its treatment as the Cathedral of th©new diocese.

In regard to the general character of the
building we may repeat here some remarks
from a long article published in the Builder
some years ago. The first view of the exterior
from the west is the view of a grand, solid, bare
Romanesque nave and Norman tower. We
apply the term Romanesque to the nave, since
It presents, more than is often the case in
English work, characteristics common toRomanesque architecture of a certain period
all over Europe, and there is a very German
look about the exterior, suggestive of the early
churcbes of the Rhineland, in the straight
lines of the western towers, the flatness of
the buttresses, and the plain circular win-
dows of the clearstory. One slight peculiarity
in the details of the west tower is of
interest. The northern tower has, at about
two-thirds of its height, the form of decorative
wall arcade so common in rather advanced
Norman work, formed with round arches inter-
secting one another. The arcade in the same
position on the other tower is a pointed arcade
of exactly the same design iu other respects
the intersecting portion of the arches being
omitted. This looks really like giving some
countenance to the old and, as most of us now
think, exploded idea that the pointedarch arose
from the intersection of round arches. That it
did so in this instance there can be no doubt
though this merely ornamental use of it does'
not invalidate the conclusions as to its structural
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Tr tFbruai'in oF UJcvo

(Leintre Portion oF Rood Screen
(rrcm Ohoir)

The stern character of the architecture is

continued round the exterior of the nave and
transepts; the fronts of the transepts have an
almost barbaric appearance with the large rude

|

cable-moulds to the windows, and the incised
'

ornament of zig-zags and small circles filling

np the heads of the low-pitched gables
;
and

,

the change is the more remarkable from this

rude architecture to the beautiful Early English
!

work of the eastern transept chapels and the
’

choir, and the later and richer work of the
chapter-house. The chapter-house externally
recalls a little, in the treatment of the buttresses
especially, the York chapter-house, but on a
smaller scale. Going round to the east portion
of the choir, we are reminded still more of
another Cathedral,—Lincoln. The architecture
here is in the purest and most refined Early
English style

;
very reticent of ornament, but

with an almost Greek refinement and delicacy
in the design of the buttresses and the general
composition of the lines

;
and in general effect,

and in the detail of the buttress-heads, the
base-course, and other points, is so similar to
the work of the nave and south transept of
Lincoln that one cannot but think some of the

,

same hands were employed on both. A
peculiarity in the east end is the arrangement
of an even number of lights in the window
(four), with the pier in the centre, and the

;

cnrious way in which the centre rib of the
vault is brought down on to it.*

Internally, the nave at Southwell is a grand
specimen of Norman architecture, with the
characteristic that, in place of the ordinary
triforium gallery, there is what is in fact a
double-storied aisle, the large triforium arcade

,

opening, not on a narrow gallery in the thick-
ness of the wall, but on a floor the complete
width of the aisle, and resting on the lower
aisle - vaulting. In the choir-screen we
have one of the latest pieces of
work in the church. Late Decorated, and
very rich and beautiful in detail. The mimic
vault which covers the entrance to the
choir is peonliar in more ways than one; in the
fact that it has vaulting ribs flying quite free of
the vaulting surface (or what would be the
vaulting surface if it were a genuine built
vault), and still more in the fact that there is

here found a decided and pronounced example
of the German trick of interpenetration of
mouldings. Another example of this occurs
also, though less marked, in the aisle vault-
ing at the south-east angle of the choir.

There is something unusual in other details
of the work

;
as, for instance, in the wall

diaper work on the inner side of the screen

• This and the other sketches accompanying tils
article are all by Mr. T. MacLaren.

where we find a minute design dividing the wall
surface, as usual in wall-diaper of tbi.s date,
into small squares, but in which every square is

differently treated,—a by no means usual refine-

ment. The interior of the choir is a very fine

.specimen of Early English work, worthy of the

East Wlnrlc'w
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exterior, and in remarkably good preservn'ion
;

indeed, both the interior and exterior of the
choir show in their present state how carefully

'

the Btone must have been selected, and how
well the whole has been built. Mach of tbe
external detail is nearly as sharp and clean as
if new. The chapter-honse is approached
from the choir by a passage, part of
which has formed an open cloister along the
side of a small open court left between the
chapter-house and the north-east angle of the
crossing. The arcade which separates it from
the open court is carried by double shafts
placed well apart, and with a cross lintel bear-
ing from the inner to the outer shaft, from
which the arch springs. Tbe cross-lintels are

'

carved on each face with beautifully delicate
naturalistic foliage, in low relief, and mostly in
excellent preservation. The beauty, however,
of this little bit of architecture is at present

'

much marred by the fact that the space between
,

the shafts has been built up with a plain
stone wall up to the level of tbe caps, and
the space in the head of the arch filled np
with glazing. This has no doubt been done
for the sake of warmth during tbe time when

[

the chapter-house was still in constant practical
|

use^ by people who did not like draughts on '

their way to it
;
but by this proceeding the

'

beautiful effect of the coupled columns is, of

'

course, lost, and the whole thing spoilt. There
,

can surely be no practical objection to removing

;

this wall and opening out the little arcade
'

again, and thus enabling us to realise tbe effect
of a peculiarly elegant bitj' of architectural
composition.
The chapter-house dates just about the zenith

of the Early Decorated or Geometrical period,
while the style still retained, with the richer
decoration then coming into fashion, the chas-
tened beauty of line and the constructive
truthfulness and simplicity of the Early English
style. Much of tbe carving in the chapter-
house would convey in itself tbe notion of a
later date, for a large proportion of it is as
naturalistic as the carver could make it; but it

is evident that there was an original genius at
jwork here, who would not run in the accepted
'

paths of conventionalism, and who, by his own
individuality and love of nature, anticipated by
a considerable period the style of naturalism

'

which was afterwards to develop in English
architectural carving, and not only anticipated
it, but surpassed it beforehand.

Those who visit Southwell should not omit to
go into the small open court before mentioned,
adjoining the cloister leading to the chapter-
house. From the north-east corner of the small
court there is a moS't picturesque view of the
parts of the bcilditg vistMe /rom thence, espe-

cially if seen, as we had the good luck to see it,

on a day of bright sunshine and cloudless sky,
nothing visible but the picturesque and time-
tinted walls of the choir and cloister, inter-
spersed with beautiful bits of detail

; and above,
tbe grand mass of tbe central tower relieved
against the blue sky

[July 2, 1892.

THE OLD HIGH ALTAR OF WESTMINSTER
ABBEY.

This “ Restoration of the old High Altar of
Westminster Abbsy ” is chiefly founded upon
the ancient drawing in the “ Isljp Roll,” dated
1532, which represents the presbytery of the
Abbey church as it appeared at tbe funeral of
Abbot Islyp. the last abbot but one before the
Reformation. The Roll is in the possession of
tbe Society of Antiquaries, and the drawings
which it exhibits are executed in pen outline.
By a careful comparison of these drawings
with indications atd existing remains, I have
been enabled to work out this imaginary
restoration. I must not, however, neglect to
mention the fact that I am much indebted to
Mr. St. John Hope and Mr. T. J. Micklethwaite
for their valuable advice. Careful investiga-
tions made in company with these gentlemen
discovered indications of the old arrangement,
which in almost every particular corroborated
the Islyp RoU. I will now briefly describe the
High Altar, pointing out those features of
which distinct evidence exists, and those which
are more or less conjectural.
The altar screen of the Abbey, sometimes

called “ the screen of St. Edward,” was sur-
mounted by a small gallery, within which stood
two large statues of St. Peter and St. Paul;
These were given to the church by Abbot
Eastney about tbe year 1480. Probably Eastney
constructed the great projecting canopy and
upper portion of the altar screen which was
open, and evidently built of wood. In the
drawing this portion of the screen is represented
as being surmounted by a beam. This beam, or
facia, was painted with a series of figures, as is
distinctly shown in the Islyp Roll, and the
marks of the iron rods which acted as stiffeners,
and kept it in position, are distinctly visible.
The heads of the lights between the mullions
which supported this structure unfortunately
cannot be very distinctly seen in the Islyp Roll,
as that portion of the drawing is very much
worn away. Upon carefully examining it with
a powerful magnifying glass, the portior of an
arched head of Tudor form can be traced. The
tracery with which these heads are filled in is

conjectural. Tbefiguresof SS. Peterand Paulare
very distinct in the roll. St. Peter is crowned
with a pontifical mitre, and St. Paul holds a
sword and a book. The great canopy or da'is

between these two figures is also shown in the
roll, though its decorations are conjectural.
This canopy projected a considerable way for-
ward, so as to form a baldacchino over tbe
high-altar and the officiating priest. jFrom this
canopy the pyx was suspended, within a canopy
formed like a Papal tiara, beneath which hung
down tbe pyx-cloths, which were of the usual
form and had great knobs of gold and tassels at
the angles. One of these pyx-cloths is still in
existence at Hesset Church in Suffolk. The
pyx containing the SS. Sacrament was sus-
pended by a cord, so that it could be let down
and placed on the altar, when required for com-
munion. Tbe pulley for this was fastened to
the column attbe north end of the altar-screen,
where the hooks and fastenings may still

be seen. In an engraving from the draw-
ing in tbe Islyp RoU which appeared in
“ Vetusta Monumenta,” 1815, this arrangement
of the suspended pyx has been incorrectly
represented, and a standing tower is shown
upon the gallery, surmounted by a Gothic
canopy ! It is simply impossible that this
could have been correct, becanse the gallery
evidently did not project far enough forward
tD carry a tower in such a position as to stand
beneath the canopy

;
moreover, ic is quite

evident from the original drawing in the roll,

that the arrangement was as I have shown
it

;
in addition to which tbe universal practice

in England during the Middle Ages was to
suspend the pyx, and no exception has, I
believe, been found to this rule. Of course, in
Germany and Belgium the tower form of
tabernacle of sacramentshaus was in use,
also in Scotland and parts of France. Stand-
ing beneath the great projecting da'is it will be
noticed that there is a triptych or " table with
wings.” This is shown closed in Islyp Roll,
as it would naturally be at a luneral.
The great square canopy, as will be seen
from the drawing, projected backwards,
considerably beyond the east side of the
screen, and formed a kind of enclosed loft, in
which the relics of tbe church were contained.
Formerly they were placed in a shrine which
stood between the monuments of St. Edward
the Confessor and Henry III. This loft at the
east of the altar-scrcen appears to have been
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have been worked in embroidery, and attached
to the hangings. We know from the in-
ventory of the church furnitnre, &o., which
was drawn up at the suppression of
the Abbey, and has been republished by the
Rev. McKenzie Walcott, in the Journal of the
Middlesex Arcbmological Society, that the
altar had an upper and a lower frontal, because
an upper frontal, representing “ Our Lady of
Pity, is mentioned as having been given by
Abbot Islipp. For the lower frontal I have
shown the beautiful one which still exists, hung
over the tomb of King Sebert. The inventory
already referred to also mentions several pairs
of altar candlesticks, and crucifixes with Mary
and John, but as they are all spoken of as being
in the sacristy of the church, probably they
were only placed on the altar during Mass or
other services

;

* in fact it is rather a singular
thing that very few ancient drawings which I
have come across, do show candlesticks on
church altars, A singular kind of stool, or
miniature table, is shown in the roll, attached to
the south end of the altar. It seems too low
for a credence table and too high for a stool •

what it was, I am totally unable to conjecture,
though I find indications of this feature in
other drawings. The lectern for reading
the Gospel is situated at the north-west
corner of the foot-pace or altar platform,
which, by the way, is very carious in its
arrangement, as it has platforms at right
angles to the foot-pace itself. The tombs of
Crouchback and Aymer de Valence are repre-
sented as surmounted by wooden canopies,
which no longer exist. There can be no doubt
that the whole of the altar-screen, relic-loft,
i:c., was sumptuously and magnificently deco-
rated, and must have presented a gorgeous
spectacle. The utmost I have been able to do,
however, is to present your readers with some
idea of the general arrangement of this
extremely elaborate structure, founded upon
such evidences as I have been able to discover.

H. W. B.

THE GROWTH OF LONDON:

Cho

Sections of Piers and Mouldinffs, Southwell.

supported upon two columns, the marks of

which can still be traced in the pavement, and
the space between these columns is not paved
like the rest of the chapel of St. Edward the

Confessor with marble, but with tiles, showing
that there was some raised platform or step

here. This would have been immediately in

front of the altar of St. Edward the Confessor.

As part of the coronation ceremony seems to

have taken place at that altar, I am inclined

to think that this structure formed a kind of

canopied pew, or throne, which was used during

the coronation, perhaps for the ceremony of

anointing the king. This back portion, how-
ever, of the altar-screen is rather puzzling.

Mr. Micklethwaite, who has given great

attention to the study of this subject, is

of opinion that the present stone screen was
erected in the reign of Edward IV., and, as a

strong proof of the correctness of his con-

jecture, it will be noticed that the vaultings,

and other details of the canopies, are identical

with those over the entrance of the chapel to

St. Erasmus, which is adorned by the cog-

nizances of King Edward IV. And now comes
a difficult question : Was this structure which
stood against the east side of the altar-screen

of an earlier date than the screen itself, or no?
If it was of an earlier date, how is it that the

back part of the screen, which must have

been partly concealed by it, should have been
treated so elaborately ? But if it was erected

after the screen, why should the space not have
been paved like the rest of the chapel ? How-
ever, this would be too long a question to argue.

Upon the great beam over the loft was a rood,

with attendant figures flanked by cherubim,
standing upon wheels. The arms of the
Cross are shown in the Islyp roll, sup-
ported upon a beam which went across the
church, but, after a very careful examination,

we have completely failed in finding any marks
of the inserticn of this beam into the walls.

I think the rood and its attendant figures

were of an earlier date than the loft beneath,
and even than the screen itself. I now come
to the front of the altar-screen. The four great
canopied niches are distinctly shown in the
Islyp Roll,—that to the north contained a
statue of a monk, probably St. Benedict

;
the

next was a bishop, possibly Melitus
;
the third

was a king, possibly St. Edward
;
and the

fourth was a pope, possibly St. Gregory the
Great.

The space over the altar itself appears to

have been occupied by a great square sunk
panel, but in the roll it is all shown draped,

except the centre portion, which was a painting
of the Crucifixion. I cannot quite tell whethe;
this representation of the Crucifixion may not

POPULATION AND WATER SUPPLY.

In our report of the proceedings of the
London County Council last week (p. 507). we
chronicled the fact that certain resolutions were
agreed to, on the recommendation of the Special
Water Committee of that body, as to the
possible requirements of London fifty years
Pence in the matter of water supply. These
resolutions, which will in due conr/se go before
the Royal Commission on Metropolitan Water
Supply, were as follow :

—

“1. That in making any estimateB having reference
to the future water supply of LddcIod, such estiraatee
should be based on a period of fifty years from the
present time.

2- That in dealing with the question of a source or
sources of water which shall meet the requirements of
London and its neighbourhood for fifty years provision
should be made for supplying a population of at least
12,590,000.

3. That In calculating the quantity of water required
per head per day, the amount at present supplied by
the companies should be increased by at least 10 per
cent., and in no case should it be less than 35 gallons.”

These resolutions were based on an elaborate
“Memorandum” prepared by the Deputy-
Cbairman of the Counci). Mr. W. H. Dickinson,
in conference with the Committee, and in con-
sultation with the Engineer of the Council,
Mr. A. R. Binnie, Mr. Dickinson’s “ Memoran-
dum ” is as follows :

—

“ Shortly after the election of the first London
County Council, a Special Water Committee was
formed for the purpose of inquiring into the
question of the water supply of the metropolis.
At first no action could be taken in the matter, by
reason of the fact that the Council had no powers
to spend money for this purpose. These powers
were acquired in 1890, and thereupon the necessary
additions were made to the staff and to the offices
and the Engineer was directed to report upon the
question of the present and future water supply.
At the same time returns were directed to be ob-
tained from scientific men as to the rainfall in the
valleys of the Thames and Lea. as to the amount
of water which could be obtained from wells, and
as to the pollution existing in the above-named
rivers. The Council found, however, that without
the evidence of the water companies, and others
having actual experience in the subject, it was im-

• The Rev. W. Eric Leslie tells me (upon the authority
of a member of the Benedictine Order), that there was
no rule relating to the arrangement of altar candle-
sticks observed by that order, but that each monastery
had its own “custom,” so that, although it may not
have been the usual practice to remove the candle-
sticks from the altar, yet it may have been so at West-
minster Abbey.—H. W. B.
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possible to arrive at any definite conclusion upon a
question of such magnitude, and therefore re-
quested her Majesty's Government to institute an
inquiry by Royal Commission. As this request was
not acceded to at first, the Committee resolved in
November, 1891, to obtain an exhaustive report
from their Engineer aud two other well-known
engineers, so that they might lay the whole matter
fairly before the Council. Shortly after coming to
this decision, Mr. Ritchie announced that he would
advise her Majesty to appoint a Commission for
the purpose of making the inquiry asked for by the
Council, and since that time the Water Committee
have confined their action to making the necessary
arrangements for having all the information in
their possession placed at the disposal of the Com-
mission.

In this work the Committee have considered the
various reports and tables prepared by their
engineers, and although the deductions made from
these documents may be affected by other facta
which can only be elicited by the Commissioners
themselves, the Committee have, subject to this
reservatiou, arrived at certain general conclusions,
which may be stated as follows,

—

1. In making any estimates having reference to
the future water supply of London, such estimates
should be based on a period of fifty years from the
present time.
Jlemarls . — The expenditure to bo incurred in

order to provide this supply will, in the ordinary
course, be spread over sixty years, and might very
possibly (as has been the case in other instances) be
extended to a longer period

;
therefore, the require-

ments of all those generations of ratepayers who
will he called upon to pay the cost must necessarily
bo provided for in making the outlay. Neverthe-
less, it is so impossible to forecast the events which
may aftVet the growth of London, that it is reason-
able to limit the period to fifty years.

2. In dealing with the question of a source or
sources of water which shall meet ’ho requirements
of London and its neighbourhood for fifty years,
provision should be made for supplying a population
of at least 12,500,000.

Remarks.—The estimate of future population was
a point upon which the Duke of Richmond’s com-
mission in 1869 formed very erroneous conclusions.
In the 261st paragraph of this report they stated
that a probable increase of population tu 4,500,000
or 5,000,000 might have to be provided for, though
they believed that the time for such an extended
provision would be very remote. The population at
present supplied by the Water Companies has
already exceeded 5i millions, and, in view of this
unforeseen increase, the greatest care must he
taken to avoid any similar mistake iu present
investigations.

In considering the population for which water
must be supplied, it must bo borne in mind that
the demand will not bo limited to the area of the
County of London, or even to that of the present
water companies. In all probability, if the London
County Council becomes the water authority for
London it will be compelled to supply water in
bulk, or otherwise, to neighbouring populations.
Thus, the source of water from which London will

draw roust bo sufficient to enable it to meet these
obligations. Our calculations, therefore, as to
future population must be based upon the growth
of population over au area very much larger
than that of the London county. The area
of Greater London is a suitable area to
be taken for this purpose. Greater London
is to a very large extent peopled by individuals
whose interests and whose work lie in London, and
who are in reality Londoners, and this is a con-
sideration of the greatest importance in dealing
with the question ot the rate of increase of London
population. In Cunsidering the growth of inner
London alone during the present century we are
struck by the fact that until 1891 the population
grew in every ten years at a rate varying between
16 per cent, and 21 per cent., but that in the
decade of 1881-91 this rate of increase fell to 10 per
cent., and the question arises as to tho roeaning of

this change. Doe.s it mean that London has
reached the turning point of its numerical
ascendency, and that in a few years the increase
will become a decrease, or are there other causes
which may be taken into account ?

This question is answered if we extend our
observation over a larger area. If we notice the
growth of the population lying immediately around
tho county of Loudon, we find that it increased,

—

In the 10 years 1861-71 by 212,983, or 59 8 per cent.

„ „ 1871-81 „ 319,261, „ 69 5 „
,, ., 1381-91 „ 471,159, „ 49-5 „

Thus it appears,— (1) That the diminution in the
rate of increase in inner Loudon hardly holds good
in the neighbouring area, and that therefore it can-

not be taken to be a sign of any general falling off

in the pop’ilation. (2) That other causes must be at

work to effect this change. These causes are,—(a)

The space available for building within inner
London is being rapidly appropriated, (i) The
railway and other facilities of communication enable
vast numbers of Londoners to live outside London.
These considerations apply to Greater London in

its turn as well as to inner London, and account lor

tho fact that Greater London also shows a slightly

diminishing rate of increase during the last decade.
As people have moved from inner London to outer
Londou, so they are now moving from Greater
London iuto the country districts of the Home
Counties

;
and thus it may fairly be said that there

are no signs to justify a conclusion that the popu-
latiou of London and its neighbourhood is tending
to do otherwise than increase at much the same
rate as hitherto.

What rate of increase, then, shall be adopted in
estimating for the future growth of London 'i

If we consider that inner London and
outer London grow respectively at the rate
of 1881-91, there will be In 1941 a population

•• •• 17,6-27,645
If we t'lke the growth of Greater London

as a whole at the mean rate of Increase
during the three decades of 1861-91, there
wi'lbe 14,312.007

If we assume that London will only grow
at the rate of the natural increase of births
over deaths the population will be .. ,. 10,836 989

It we merely add in each decade the
number which has been added since 1831
there will be .. 9,906,687

It is clear that under no consideration ought we
to estimate tho population in 1941 at less than ten
millions.

It is clear, also, that both of the two last men-
tioned figures are too low, since they leave out of
sight ali consideration of the usual rule that popu-
lations increase by aunu.al additions of a certain
given percentage, from which rule, as shown above,
there is no reason to assume any departure in the
case of London.

It is probable that greater London will continue
to become more and more covered with houses, and
that the increase of population will only cease
as tho available space is occupied.
A fair idea as to the numbers which it is posdble

to accommodate in greater London may be obtained
from the following calculations :

—

If Greater London were populated as
densely as Whitechapel it would con-

.

tain 87,000,000
As 36. George 8, Hanover-sqtiare .. .. 30,OOu,OUO
,, Fulham 20,no())o(i0

,, Hampstead 13,000,c00

It may therefore be assumed that greater London
conlil contain, at a moderate computation, at least
13,000.000, and, in view of the above considera-
tions. ic would not be prudent iu providing water
sui'ply for fifty years from the present time to
estimate the population requiring such a sunnlv at
less than 12,500,000.

3.

In calculating the quantity of water required
per head per day, tho amount at present ^supplied
by the present companies should be increased by at
least 10 per cent., and in uo case should it be less
than thirty-five gallons.

/feTOaris.—Without the evidence of tbe Water
Companies it was impossible to know precisely how
much water is actually boing consumed per head of
population. But in estimating for fifty years,
allowance should in any case be made for a more
generous supply than exists now. The requirements
for water are undoubtedly increasing, and will in-
crease as the need for luxuries increases, and as the
laws of sanitation are more generally observed.
Moreover, wheu the supply of water is in the hands
of a municipal authority, much larger amounts will
probably be used than at present for street
cleansing, fountains, public couveniences, &c. It
may be possible to economise the use of water, but
it is far better for a town to be so plentifully
s’lpplied as to obviate the necessity of at any time
placing restrictions upon its consumption. Any
scheme for providing London with water for the
next fifty years will have to be based upon the
supply of an ample quantity, and any amount
short of thirty-five gallons per head would not be
deemed to be ample.”

This “ Memorandum ” may be nsefully read
in connexion with the reports of tbe proceed-
ings before tbe Royal Commission now appear-
ing in the Ruilder.

CAST-IRON WATER-PIPES.
The American Waterworks Association of

Philadelphia, with the highly laudable inten-
tion of “ securing a better quality of cast-iron
water-pipe without entailing more expense on
the mannfactnrer,” appointed a committee to
Investigate tbe subject. Mr. Yardly, the chair-
man of the committee, has recently issued the
report in which the conclusions arrived at are
embodied. American ironfoondry practice is
so good, or at any rate the Americans produce
such excellent iron castings, that anything
that they say on the subject is worthy of
attention. The imperfections usually met
with are first discussed in the report. These
are set down as being mainly due to :

1, A poor quality of iron
; 2, shrinkage in

the metal
;
and, 3, want of uniformity in the

thickuess of the shell. The first difficulty, the
report says, can only be met by careful and
frequent testing. Perhaps many of our readers

will think that tbe best way to meet tbe diffi-
culty is, get one's pipes from a good firm.
“Careful and frequent testing” is a somewhat
costly process, and in many cases the expense
would be far too great for it to be undertaken.
Tbe report states that “ the most reliable test
is that made upon the finished pipe by hydraulic
pressure, while it is simultaneously sounded
with the hammer.” We are quite willing to
acknowledge that this is the most usual test,
but many engineers will carp at “reliable.” A
weak pipe may be strained almost to the point
of rupture by this pressing and hammering, so
that it will give way when put to use at a
much lower pressure than the teat pressure,
whereas, had it never been tested, it would
have lasted the full span of its natural life.

For big contracts, of course, proper precautions
In testing are observed, and the specification
is duly worded to make tbe engineer safe. It
would be foolish, however, to pretend that this
course is always followed, and tbe small con-
tractor has to trust to rough-and-ready
methods, not involving the application of costly
testing appliances, and to the good faith of the
manufacturer. In addition to this, there are
many defects, and these some of the most,
important, which the testing machine will
never di.soover

;
in fact, laboratory certificates

will sometimes engender a false security, espe-
cially in young engineers with the traditions of
the technical schools strong upon them, that
renders them more harmful than helpful. We
expect that in America much the same state of
things exists, but thisdoes notpoint to the fact
that proper physical tests of material should
be abandoned, only that they should be used
with caution and not be taken as all sufficient.
After all, good foundry practice and good
material, which is the chief part of good
practice, will produce good pipes, and a first-

rate firm, jealous of its good name, will take
care that the practice is good. Perhaps we
may sum up -this testing question by saying
that an engineer, having an important work in
hand and limitation as to expense, would make
such trials, both by testing pipes to destruction
and by laboratory tests, as would inform him
upon the best material, and best method of
handling it, necessary to give the best results.
He would then take care that the material so
approved were used, and closely inspect manu-
facture to see that no defects arose through
faulty manipulation. We note that tbe com-
mittee recommend a transverse test of tbe
material, as this affords a nearer representa-
tion of the strains set up when the pips is

subject to stress through hydrostatic pressure.
An inferior quality of Iron, in addition to
being unreliable when In position, causes loss
from breakage in handling, and difficulty In
cutting. It is hardly necessary to dwell on
the fact that water-pipes are liable to stresses
far in excess of that due to the ordina.ry
working pressure

;
and the sudden closing of a

valve or other stoppage of the flow will always
produce such an effect. In important con-
tracts the engineer will, however, specify tests.
These tbe committee recommend should in-
clude a tensile test, with a given elongation,
and deflection tests. Test pieces should be
oast vertically, and correspond in thickness with
the shell of the pipe. For transverse tests, a
bar is recommended 26 in. long, 2 in. wide, and
1 in. thick, to be loaded in the centre between
supports 24 in. apart. A large number of tests
were made by the committee, the results of
which are given in a table. One series of trials
was made with bars of tbe size above-mentioned.
The mean deflection was 0-373 in., transverse
strength, 1,890 lbs.

;
tensile strength, 20,531 lbs.

These were for the larger class of pipes. The
test pieces for the smaller sizes of pipes
averaged 3 in. by l^in. The deflection was
0-317 in., and the transverse strength 1,200 lbs.
The iron from which these bars were cast is

said to represent the average quality used by
the best American pipe-founders. The com-
mittee attribute the greater number of cases of
collapse of cast-iron when used for structural
purposes to shrinkage strains. The cause of
these is, of course, well known to every iron
founder. Sudden cooling causes rapid shrinkage
of the part. In castings where the body of
metal changes from a large mass to lighter
section, this defect can only be avoided by the
greatest care

;
but water-pipes are nniform in

thickness of their walls, if cast true. On the
other hand, a pipe, when hot, subjected to a
sudden blast of cold air, is chilled on its outer
surface, probably only on one side, therefore
internal strains are set up which may lead to
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•the pipe giving way on the very smallest provo-
cation. This effect is seen in a highly exag-
gerated manner in the case of some descriptions
of steel projectiles; which sometimes break up
with considerable violence, purely from the
effect of internal strain due to unequal con-
traction in cooling. The third defect to which
reference has been made, unequal thickness, is

due to the shifting of thecore. This comes from
careless handling, and should invariably lead to
the rejection of the pipe when present to any
marked extent.

dTorrcsgoniJcnfc.

To ilie Editor of The Bcilder.

COMPOSITION OF MORTAR.
SiH,—Mr. Hughes’s instructive paper [see

JSvilder for June IS, p. 471] on old mortars:
their chemical analyses and proportions of
in^edients,” is a valuable contribution to
building science. Personally, I am much
obliged to him for pioneering, as for some time
past I have studied the failure of mortar
throughout London that has been compounded
with sand taken from the gravel in the Thames
Valley. I commenced my examination at
Ealing, and have continned it through Ham-
mersmith, Fulham, Kensington, Clapham, Fins-
bury-park, Stroud-green, Newington, Tottenham,
Edmonton, and many other places, and, how-
ever unpleasant the announcement may be,
there is the fact {that the mortar in every new
building, whether public or private, including
railways, and in which is sand taken from the
Thames Valley, has failed on the surface in a
few years after use, and but comparatively few
joints remain sound externally, and this does
not apply to speculative building only.
The District Surveyors are now endowed v ith

the power of compelling builders “ to use mortar
composed of freshly-burnt lime and clean sharp
sand or grit without earthy matter, in the pro-
portions of one of lime to three of sand or grit.”
I call attention to failure now that we may
not be censured hereafter for having neglected
our duty.

The sand when dug looks bright, sharp, and
clean, no one would condemn it from appear-
ance, but that it has in it impalpable earthy
matter which affects crystalisation, experience
demonstrates. If this earthy matter were
burnt as in Portland Cement the result would
be different. That being so, the question is,

How does this come about 1 It occurs to me to
offer the following explanation A section of
the brick-earth, sands, and gravel in the
Thames Valley shows the following order oi
super-position : 1. Top soil. 2. Brick-earth.
3. Sands and grave), varied in places, as at
Clapham, by intercalated beds of sandy
clay in the gravels. As the brick
earth is inundation - mud, brought down,
say geologists, by great rivers, derived in
great part from the waste of the older deposits
of Loudon clay, Woolwich and Reading
sands, Tbanet sands, and chalk, it may be well
to consider the chemical constituents of London
clay. These are silicate of alumina with grains
of sand, some carbonate of lime, and salts of
iron. Brick-earth in appears dense, and the
texture is fine

; yet rainwater, charged as it is

with carbonic acid, would for countless periods
of time filtrate through it and carry into the
sands and gravels below earthy matter, and it is

this earthy matter, as already suggested, which
prevents permanent setting or crystallisation

—

a mortar, in fact, which does leave an absorbent
residue. Rainwater in a large city being highly
charged with carbonic acid, flowing down the
surfaces of walls, disintegrates the faces of the
joints, and erosion of the joints to the depth of
sotue three-fours of an inch is a father result,
assisted by solvents in the atmosphere.

The quality of the lime is, doubtless, impor-
tant. In the specimens examined by Mr.
Hughes the variation in quantity from 10'59 to
J4’4(j is very great. Possibly the inferior quality
of the mortar in Rochester Castle may be due to
the use of lime made from the upper chalk,
which is too pore a carbonate for mortar [by
the analysis this has 20 60 of carbonate]. I
know of cases where it has been used and
remains soft to the present day near to the
ground. My contention is, that the quality of
mortar depends on the quality of sand, good
mortar being an artificial sandstone, the lime
acting as a matrix.
Having reviewed the Thames Valley sand,

and the failures attending its use, the question

comes, What are the necessary precautions to
avoid a recurrence ? 1. Abandon its use. 2. If

used, wash it, and use clean water for mixing.
Sand with earthy matter used in concrete has
brought about failure in dock construction. 3.

Use one-half Thames Valley crushed sand, and
one-half crushed bricks, slag, or ashes. The
proportions ; 1 of lime to 2 of sand and
ground bricks

;
have each ground dry separately,

that is to say, grind lime, bricks, slag, or ashes
separately, and measure each before grinding,
and carefully measured before grinding in mill.

Thames river sand is the most reliable material,
but it does not follow that a mortar which
takes a long time to crystallise will not last.

T. E. Knightley.

THE SHONE SYSTEM OF TOWN
DRAINAGE.

SlB,—In your issue of this date, with reference
to the papers read and discussed when the Municipal
and County Engineers met at Peterborough on the
11th inst., it is stated Mr. C. F. Gower said
that “ he should like no bear his testimony to the
success of the Shone system as applied at Ipswich.”
This is not correct. In the first place, the Shone
system is not at present applied in Ipswich : only
suggested. In the second place, what I said was
that "the transmission of power for pumping by
compressed air was an expensive system,” and that
‘
• I thought it would be possible to bring the sewage
of Stoke to one pumping station,” which would
avoid the necessity of the Shone system being in-

troduced at all. C. F. Goweb.
Ipsicich, June 25.

*** Mr. Gower spoke at some distance from the
seat occupied by our reporter, who understood,
from the remarks made both by Mr. Gower and by
Mr. Buekham, reported in last week’s Builder (p.
501_), that the Shone system bad already been intro-
duced at Stoke, a district under the control of
the Ipswich Corporation.

^tubents' dToIumiT.

CONCRETE.—I.

INTRODUCTOBY.

aHE subject, “ Concrete,” has frequently
been treated by engineers

;
to them,

indeed, we are indebted for nearly
all the knowledge we possess respecting
the most valuable matrix for concrete,
namely Portland cement, and to engineers
wa must look for information if we seek
to know anything of the use of concrete in

breakwaters, piers, and other works in the sea.

But much of the information required by
engineers is superfluous to the architect, and,
on the other band, architects continually make
use of concrete in many ways different from
those in which engineers usually employ it. It
is the author's intention to treat the subject
from an architect’s point of view, in order that
architects and architectural students may have
as much information as may be necessary for
their intelligent application of concrete to build-
ings. The subject is a much wider one than
is usually imagined. As a rale, architects can
say all they wish to say about concrete in a
very short paragraph of a specification. Even
in books which profess to exhibit model speci-
fications for all manner of work, we find con-
crete dismissed with a line or two

;
the stndent

has only to turn to Bartholomew’s “ Specifica-
tions for Practical Architecture,” to Rogers’s
revised edition of the same, and to others, for
proof of this statement. The number of papers
on Portland cement and on concrete which have
been read before various societies of engineers
and of architects, but especially of the former,
shows that the subject is worthy of much more
consideration than we are in the habit of
bestowing upon it.

Definition .—Concrete is a solid mass formed
from lime or cement, water, sand, and small
irregular pieces of stone, brick, &c., by their
“ growing together ” (as the word expresses it)

when brought into contact with each other.
The active agents in this solidifying process
are the lime or cement and the water

;
the re-

maining ingredients are inactive, being merely
bound together by the foregoing. For this

reason different names have been given to the
two classes of ingredients. The active ingre-
dients are called the matrix, as they may be
said to form a “womb,” in which the inactive,

known as the aggregate, are imbedded. Very
often, however, the mortar,—that is, the mix-
ture of lime or cement, water, and sand,— is

spoken of as the matrix, and the remaining
ingredients only are called the aggregate

;
this

nomenclatnre has doubtless arisen from the fact
that the strength of concrete,made with thesame
coarse ingredients, varies very nearly according
to the strength of the mortar in which the coarser
ingredients are imbedded, and not so much
according to the strength of the lime or cement
itself. I'or instance, it has been shown by Mr.
Darnton Hatton that concrete composed of five
parts of shingle embedded in a mortar of one
part of Portland cement andfour parts of sand
has only one-half the transverse strength of
concrete composed of seven parts of shingle in
a mortar of one part of the same cement and
tivo parts of sand, and only one-third the
strength of concrete consisting of nine parts
of shingle embedded in 7ieat cement. In
each case it will be seen the concrete consisted
of one part of cement to nine parts of other
ingredients. The mortar, therefore, and not
the lime or cement alone, may with propriety
be styled the matrix^ and the remaining
ingredients may be termed the aggregate.

Neither of these names, we may say, is strictly

accurate, but as they are the ones cow usually
adopted we shall make use of them.
Some writers limit the meaning of the word

“ concrete,” and make a distinction between it

and the French word “
'bitoiifi In France it is

customary to mix the lime or cement with the
sand and water, and thus to form mortar

;
the

broken stones or other materials are then added
to the mortar, and thoroughly mixed with it.

The whole is then known as Mton, In England,
however, the general practice is to mix the
whole of the ingredients,—lime or cement,
sand, broken stones, Jcc.,—dry, and, when the
mixing is sufficiently advanced, to add water
gradually, the ingredients being still farther

turned over during the operation. Some
writers, therefore, limit the meaning of the

word “ concrete,” by applying it only to con-
crete prepared in the English way

;
and the

word %Hon\% taken to mean concrete prepared
in the French way. There does not seem much
reason, however, in limiting the meaning of the
word ‘’concrete,” for concrete is concrete, no
matter how it is prepared, just as stone is stone
whether it be formed by the aggregation of

countless myriads of microscopic organisms, or

merely by the consolidation of sand-grains.

We shall use the word “concrete” in its wider
sense, especially as this is the sense in which it

is now generally nsed.

Historical. — The Romans were the first

great concrete-builders, and some of their

concrete stmctures have not been surpassed in

magnitude to this day. Vitruvius, who wrote
in the first century after Christ, gives instruc-

tions for its manufacture. In his book on
architecture, he describes how to make con-

crete pavements and floors, and concrete walls

around wells. His specification for the con-
crete in the last instance might be substituted,

without very much detriment, for the clauses in

some modern specifications. He says (ac-

cording to Gwilt’s translation),—“in the first

place, the purest and roughest sand that can be
had is to be procured

;
then material is to be

prepared of broken flint, whereof no single

piece is to weigh more than 1 lb.
;
the lime

must be very strong, and in making it into
mortar, five parts of sand are to be added to

two of lime
;
the flint work is combined with

the mortar, and of it the walls in the excava-
tion are brought up from the bottom, and
shaped* by wooden bars covered with iron.”

The Roman “libra,” which we presume has been
simply translated into “ pound,” was equal to

nearly f lb. avoirdupois of our weight, and
therefore the pieces of flint were specified to be
not larger than about 2 in. cubes

;
this size of

aggregate would be used in similar walla to-

day. Vitruvius also mentioos the use of

puozzolana, a volcanic earth or sand, which
confers upon fat lime the property of setting

under water.

Roman walls were almost invariably of con-
crete or rabble, faced with brick, or stone, or
marble. This facing was always thin. The
bricks as a rule were triangular on plan, and
measured about 11 in. along the face, and only
G in. from the face to the apex of the triangle

which extended into the wall. The stones were
sometimes only about 2 in. square on the face,

and less than C in. on the bed, and were laid

with the diagonals of the square horizontal and
vertical, forming what was known as opus
reticulatum. In any case, the strength of the

‘Professor Aitcbfson, A.ItA., renders the word
“rammed" instead of ‘‘shaped,” and this would bring
the speciflcaiion of Vitruvius still nearer to modern
practice.
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wall depended on the concrete or rubble, rather
than on the facing. According to Professor
Aitchison, the concrete of the Romans was not
mixed together before deposition, but a layer of

mortar was laid, and the aggregate then depo-
sited upon it, and this in turn would be followed
by another layer of mortar, and so on. Bond-
courses of large flat tiles were introduced every
4 ft. or 5 ft.

But not only were walls and floors constructed
in this manner

;
arches, also, and domes were

built, sometimes with a mere skin underneath of

thin tiles laid flat, having radial tiles bonding
into the concrete at intervals, and sometimes
with skeleton framework or ribs of bricks and
tiles, the whole being covered or filled with con-
crete of considerable thickness. The dome of the
Pantheon, which was erected about the time of

Christ, has an internal diameter of about
140 ft., and is built of concrete. An achieve-
ment like this would be thought great
even to-day, when we have better materials
and implements at command ; but when
we consider that the Romans had only fat

lime and puozzolana to depend upon for

the solidifying of their concrete, we think
still more highly of their work. It is pro-
bable that the development of domed con-
struction among the Romans was due in great
measure to the material, concrete, of which
many of their greatest works were built. Their
partiality for concrete was due to three or four
causes. In the first place, the great bulk of 'the

work did not require trained artificers, of whom
there was often a scarcity, but could be done by
slaves or labourers, of whom there were many

;

in the second place, the work could be executed
much more rapidly than with bricks or dressed
stone, and this, then as now, was an important
consideration; again, in many places suitable
building stone could not be obtained; and,
finally (for the Romans doubtless studied
economy,—they were such a practical people),
concrete recommended itself for its economy.

Professor Middleton, in his recent work on
“ The Remains of Ancient Rome ” (1892), gives
his opinion that the brick facing of the Roman
walls is not strong enough to support the
concrete hearting while wet, and therefore that
timber framing must have been used to support
the walls during their construction. He thinks
he has discovered proof of this in the Golden
House of Nero, under the Thermm of Titus,

where upright grooves. G in. wide and 4 in. deep,
for the reception of the timber posts, are visible
in the walls, the grooves, however, being •* after-

wards filled up by the in.sertion of little rect-

angular bricks, so as to make a smooth, un-
broken surface for the plastering.” Into the
other details of concrete construction given by
Professor Middleton, we cannot enter here.
Suffice it to say that the strength of the concrete
seems not to have lessened at all, but rather to
be greater to-day than ever.

In England examples of Roman concrete or
rubble can be seen at Pevensey and Richmond,
and other places. In Mediteval buildings it

was also used, not only in the hearts of walls,
as in many of the castles, but also in the
foundations, as in the Norman and Early
English foundations of Ely Cathedral, in Salis-

bury Cathedral, and elsewhere.
In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries we

find Alberti and Palladio describing the method
of constructing concrete walls, and from them
we learn that the system in use in those days
was the same as the one used to-day, with, of
course, alight modifications; then as now,
boards were placed on each side of the in-

tended wall, at the proper distance, and the
space between was filled with mortar, pebbles,
broken stone, ikc.

In more recent days, it was used by Sir
Robert Smirke in the foundations of Millbank
Penitentiary in 1811. Smirke’s specification
says that the concrete shall “ consist of fine
gravel or ballast, freed from slime, mud, and
sand, except that a small portion of the latter
shall be intermixed with other material, in the
proportion the architect shall direct, the whole
to be well puddled and cast and mixed in lime-
water.” Smirke’s specification is somewhat
vague, but he knew how to deal with the
gravel.

From this time forward, greater attention
has been paid to the importance of concrete as
a building material, until at the present day
there is scarcely an architect who has not
made use of it in some way or other. In 1835-6,

Mr. George Godwin, the late Editor of the
Builder, read a paper entitled " The Nature and
Properties of Concrete, and its Application to

Construction up to the Present Period,” before
the Royal Institute of British Architects. In
it he traces the use of concrete through various

periods of architecture, and describes its use in

his own day. At that time Portland cement
had only been in use about a dozen years, and
it is probable that it had very few of the advan-
tages of the Portland cement made to-day. In
fact, at no period of the world’s history, has any
cement been available which will bear com-
parison with modern Portland cement

;
this

fact alone is sufficient to account for the in-

creasing use of concrete, and for its applica-

tion to a great variety of purposes, for which,
without Portland cement it could not have
been used. No notice of the history of modem
concrete would be complete without the men-
tion of such names as Mr. Tall, Mr, Drake, and
Mr. Potter.

Uses .—Every architect uses it sooner or

later in foundations. It is used in walls, floors,

roofs, stairs, paving, drain-pipes, conduits,

bridges, arches, lintels, building blocks, and in

all sorts of so-called “artificial stones. ’ It is

used alone or in combination with wood, iron,

steel, fire-clay lintels, &c. There are even con-

crete doors and concrete telegraph-poles, and
mill-chimneys have been bniit of it. Engineers
have used it in the sea in vast monolithic

masses, deposited in situ, or in huge blocks

weighing 200 or 300 tons each, or deposited in

sacks, each weigbieg when filled as much as
100 tons; they have built of concrete, piers,

breakwaters, docks, lightbonses, and have filled

with it the caissons forming the foundations of

the biggest bridges. Patents innnmerable have
been taken out for improvements in the methods
of making and using concrete, and much money
has been lost by unsuccessful inventors, but we
advance by failures, and to-day concrete is used
for a greater variety of purposes than ever

before. It is onr object to describe concrete,

its ingredients, and some of its uses. We shall

begin with limes and cements, as they are the

most important constituents.

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
Shoreuam New Viaduct. — The London,

Brighton, and South Coast Railway Company have
been engaged for a long time post in replacing the

cast-iron bridges on their line by others of modern
construction. The old viaduct at Sboreham, which
is over 1,000 ft. in length, and is composed of a

large number of timber piers and cast-iron girders,

is DOW being entirely rebuilt, and the new structure,

which will be placed in exactly the position now
occupied by the old one, is expected to take about
fifteen months to complete. During its construc-

tion the line has always to be kept open for traffic,

and but little time can be obtained for putting the
new girders into place except during the night and
on Sundays, when the number of trains passing

over the bridge is somewhat reduced. The new
structure will consist of a number of niild-steel

plate-girders, 75 ft. long, carried by cast-iron

cylinders, 5 ft. in diameter, sun’x to a considerable

depth, and afterwards filled with concrete.

Proposed Lady Chapel, St. Peter’s Catholic
Church, Cardiff.—-Mr. William Bevan, architect,

Cardiff, has been selected as the architect for the

proposed Lady chapel inSb. Peter’s Church, Roatb,
Cardiff. The chapel will be provided with aisles,

and will seat about eighty worshippers. The roof

is to be open-timbered, and covered with slate.

Additions to the General Infirmary, Leeds.
—On the 28th ult. the additions to the Leeds General
Infirmary were opened by the High Sheriff of York-
shire (Sir Andrew Fairbairn). These additions,

says the Leeds Mercury, may be described as four

departments, namely—A ward pavilion of three

stories and six wards; an out-patient department;
a pathological department ;

and an isolation depart-

ment. The ward pavilion contains three wards of

sixteen beds each, and three wards of ten beds each,

with six small wards. On each story there is a
nurses’ room, and there are also rooms for patients’

clothing. Water-closets, baths, and lavatories are

provided to each ward, and these rooms are lined

throughout with glazed white bricks. There is a
patients' lift, worked by water-power from the

town mains, rising through every story, and pro-

vided with patent automatic safeguards at each

opening. These, as well as the lift in the isolation

department, have been supplied and fixed by Mr.
Robert Middleton, of Sheepscar Foundry. A
corridor on the ground floor connects this building

with the old Infirmary, and a covered bridge con-

nects it with the south corridor of the out-patients’

department. The out-patients' department consists

of a large waiting-hall, with the rooms for consult-

ing, examination, operating, &c., grouped round it

on the north, south, and east, and the dispensary

on the west. The communication with the old

Infirmary is by a prolongation of the north and
south corridors on the first floor. The waiting-hall

is 126 ft. long by 45 ft. wide, and it has aisles on

the north and south 12 ft. by 73 ft., separated by
arcades supported on polished red Aberdeen granite

pillars. The entrance is from the north side by a
carriage porch. The eye and ear department
occupies the north side of the waiting-hall, and the
surgical department is at the east end. The
medical department is on the south side, and on
the same side are three rooms for the gynecological

department. The dispensary occupies tho west
end entirely. It is 45 ft. long by 16 ft. wide.

Behind the dispensary are rooms for the dispenser

and his assistants. Owing to the fall of the ground
from north to south, two stories of rooms are

obtained on the south side. The lowest is appro-

priated at present for store-rooms
;
the upper ones

for nurses’ rooms. The pathological department
consists of a post-mortem room, with gallery for

students
;

a mortuary, and a laboratory, with,

several subsidiary rooms. This is connected by a
corridor with the main building. The isolation

department is reached from the infirmary by a
tunnel under the street, and consists of two wards
for six beds each, and two for two beds each. A
lift is provided from the tunnel level up to the ground
floor, and there is a nurses’ room, with pantry and
store-room. It is proposed to provide additional

accommodation for the nurses by raising the

present nurses’ house two stories, and the present

out-patients' department in the old building will

have to be remodelled for other purposes. Those
who have been engaged in the work are as

follows;—Mr. George Corson, architect; Mr.
Brown, clerk of works

;
Messrs. Gould & Steven-

son, for brick, stone, and wood, and fittings

;

Messrs. Watson & Worsnop, slaters; Mr. Joe
Lindley, plumber

;
Mr. Leonard Cooper, iron and

steel work ;
Messrs. Wheatley, plaster and cement

work
;

Mr. Bateman, painter
;

Mr. Mucfarlane,

concreter
;

Mr. Ebner, parquet floors
;

Messrs.

Patteson, marble terazzo floor
;

Messrs. Verity

Bros,, opening gear to windows
;
Mr. R. Middleton,

hydraulic lifts
;
Messrs, C. Smith & Sons, Birming-

ham, looks and iron fencing and gates
;
Messrs,

Ashwell, Leicester, heating by steam
;

Messrs.

Shorland, Manchester, ward stoves ;
and Messrs.

Teale & Summers, ventilating grates.

Mission Church, Causeway Lake, Stafford-
shire.—Tho foundation-stone of the new mission

church for St. James’s parish was laid on the 11th

ult. at Causeway Lake. The new church will con-

sist of a nave 74 ft. long by 30 ft. wide, chancel

31 ft. 6 in. long, and same width as the nave ;
side

aisles as passages only, and two shallow transepts,

organ-chamber, 16 ft. by 12 ft. 6 in.
;
and vestries

for the clergy and choir. A baptistry will be at the

west end, and the church will be approached by

porches at the north-west and south-west ends of

the nave. The buildings will be built of red brick,

stone only being used for the windows and other

external dressings. The walls inside will be red

brick, with a cement dado. The roof will be open-

timbered, with braided ceiling, and covered out-

side with Broseley tiles. The present portion of

the church now being built does not include tbe-

chancel or vestries, or organ-chambers or bell-

fleche
;
'but these will be added as soon as the

funds will admit. The work is being carried out

by Mr. Gough, of Wolverhampton, at a cost of

2,435L, under the direction of Mr. T. H. Fleeming,

architect, also of Wolverhampton.
Children’s Hospital, Cold Ash, Berkshire.—

On the 8th ult. the new building for the Children’s

Hospital at Cold Ash was dedicated by the Pi,urat

Dean (the Rev. J. B. Anstice), and the wards were

opened by Mrs. Mount. The hospital has been

erected for twenty beds, and is capable of extension

in future. It is a two-story building, connected with

the old Home by a corridor, and having a hall and
staircase, which gives access to the whole of the

building. The lower ward is 30 ft. by 16 ft., and

11 ft. high. On the left of the entrance is the ward
kitchen, and to the right are two nurses’ rooms. A
staircase of polished pine leads to the upper floor,

which has similar accommodation to the ground

floor. A third ward is proposed to be used for

isolation or other purposes as required. It can be

completely shut off from the general rooms. The
architect was Mr. James H. Money, of Newbury;
and the builders were Messrs. E. James & Sson,

also of Newbury.
Board Schools, B.\th.—New Board schools in

Oak-street, Lower Bristol-road, Bath, were opened

on the 13th ult. The building contains a girls*^

school, giving accommodation to 100, by a school-

room for 70, and a class-room for 30, and an infants’

school, giving the same accommodation, both

schools being designed with a view to fvirther

enlargement. The building is of Bath stone

covered with slate in bands of two different colours.

The cost of the whole budding and laying-out of

site was 2,444L, the work being done by Messrs.

Long & Sons. Tbe ventilation of the building has

been carried out by Messrs. Boyle & Sons. Tho
architect is Mr. W. J. Millcox, of Bath, whose

design was selected in competition.

Extension of the Caledonian R.ulway Good.s-

Department, Gl^ysgow. — An extension of the

Caledonian Railway Company’s Goods Department

has just bean made at Glasgow, where a new goods

shed has been erected in the company’s yard at the

north end of Buchanan-street, at a total cost of

ISjOOOf. The new shed, which is intended for tho
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EoglLsh traffic, is 430 ft. long by 150 ft. broad at one
end, and 80 ft. at tbo other. It contains three

platforms, varying from 340 ft. to 400 ft. long and

17i ft. wide, and has accommodation for 70 waggons.
Above the platforms there is a store with a floorage

of 18,500 square ft. Attached to the platforms

there are 25 hydraulic cranes, each with a lifting

power of 30 cwts.
;
3 hydraulic cranes of 3 tons

lifting power
;
and 2 hydraulic hoists of 25 cwts.

lifting power. There is also a suite of offices. The
building is entirely constructed of white freestone,

and cost ]5,000L, the hydraulic cranes costing

3,000^. Messrs. Kinnear, Moodie, & Co. were the
contractors, and Lord Armstrong’s firm provided
the hydraulic machinery. Messrs. George Graham
and R. Dundas were the engineers.

Proposed Chdrch, Cogan, Glamorganshire.
—It is proposed to erect a new church at Cogan,
near Cardiff, to accommodate 300, the cost being
2,000L The project at present is to construct a
nave 56 ft. 6 in. long, by 29 ft. wide, with chancel
arch 21 ft. wide, and to a depth of 33 ft. back to

the apse. Designs have been prepared by Messrs.
Robinson & Salmoud, architects, Cardiff, in the
Early English style, and provision is made for
throwing out side aisles at any future time. It

will be constructed of stone, and the belfry will be
fitted with an octave of tube bells. A vestry and
choir vestry are also provided for in the present
design.

Franciscan Chupch, Ennis, co. Clare.—On the
11th ult. the dedication and consecration of the
church of the Franciscans at Ennis commenced.
According to the Freeinan's Journal, the style of
the church is in the main of the fourteenth century.
The nave, including the apse, is 130 ft. in width.
At either side are two smaller chapels divided from
the main church by four columns of Aberdeen
granite, from which spring, from floriated arches,
three Gothic arches. The main entrance is worked
in out limestone, with moulded jambs, the head
being traceried with sisfoils and trefoils. Over the
Virgin’s Chapel is a small cloister for the friars and
novices, and underneath this, and running around
the other altars, are the new companion rails.

The organ-loft is built of Caen stone, supported on
five arches of Aberdeen granite. Outside is the
tower, which will be about 120 ft. high. The new
altar is about 18 ft. high, and the principal
material throughout is white Sicilian marble. The
altar was built by Messrs. Pearce, of Dublin. The
architect was Mr. Wm. Carroll, C.E., Ennis, and
the contractor was Mr. D. Shank.
Mission Church near Tenet.—On the ISth

ult.. Lady Philipps, of Picton Castle, laid the foun-
dation-stone of a new mission-church at Kilgetty,
near Tenby. The building will accommodate
about 200 persons, and when completed will cost
about 400L The church is designed by Mr.
A. P. S. Dawson, Saundersfoot, under whose super-
vision it will be erected, and the contractor is Mr.
Frost, of that town.
Southport Centenart Exhibition. — Messrs.

Maxwell & Tuke, of Manchester, are the
architects of the exhibition buildings at South-
port. The gardens in front of the Cambridge
Hall and adjacent buildings have been enclosed
with an ornamental hoarding 7 ft. 6 in. high, the
upper part being decorated with a balustrade. The
area thus enclosed contains about 46.000 square ft.,

and the old fountains, walks, and flower-beds are
retained. Certain buildings for offices, light
refreshment • rooms, lavatories, k.Q., have been
erected within the enclosure. The buildings
utilised for the exhibition are the old Town Hall,
Cambridge Hall, the Art Gallery, and the Art
School. The difficulty of providing safe access to
these four buildings without interfering with the
public right of way between the Cambridge Hall
and the gardens has been overcome by the erection
of two 10-ft. flights of temporary stairs leading
from the gardens to a temporary balcony extending
the whole length of the fronts of the Town Hall
and the Cambridge Hall, and as far as the corner
of the Art Gallery. This balcony is 23 ft, wide in the
centre, and has an entire length of 224 ft. The band-
stand for out-door performances is placed under and
partly in front of the main staircase, and the under
side of the staircase has been utilised for shops and
stalls. The old Town Hall is used chietiy for
the exhibition of objects of local interest, including
models of old Southport. The Cambridge Hall is

retained as a music-room, but contains in addi-
tion objects of interest, the chief of which
is the copy of the Bayeux tapestry worked by
the ladies of Leek. The tapestry, which illus-

trates the story of the Norman Conquest, is hung
below the gallery front, and extends over three
sides of the hall. The art galleries and art school
are retained as picture - galleries. The dining-
rooms are placed on the ground floor of the Cam-
bridge Hall, and in addition to these there are
stalls for light refreshments in the open grounds.
Messrs. Duxfield, of Southport, are the contractors
for the temporary buildiogs.

Additions, St. Margaret's Church, Burton-
on-Trent.—Certain alterations and additions have
just been made to St. Margaret’s Church, Burton-
on-Trent, which was erected eleven jears ago,
and dedicated as a chapel-of-ease to St. Paul’s
Church, Burton-on-Trent. The chief alterations
have been the enlargement of the chancel by cutting
away the piers of the chancel arch and introducing

carved corbels, a re-arrangement of the altar steps

and enlargement of the altar table, the erection of

a traceried oak screen to the front of the chancel

steps, and an alteration of the pulpit. A baptistry

has also been erected at the west end of the nave.

This has been accomplished by removing a portion

of the arcading, and building out a semi-octagon

bay into the narthex. This is traceried on three

sides, and pierced with narrow lights filled with

grisaille glass. The tracery is continued on the

inside over the whole of the five panels of the recess.

The floor has been laid with polished marble in

black and white, and the font is supported on a
polished black marble step and foot space. The
font has been executed by Messrs. Farmer & Brind-

ley from the architect’s designs, and is of alabaster.

The works, with the exception of the font and
pulpit, have been carried out by Mr. Geo. Hodges,
of Burton-on-Trent. The pulpit alterations have

been executed by Mr. W. Gould, of Tutbury
;
and

Mr. Roddis, of Birmingham, is responsible for all

the carving. The remaining windows of the nar-

thex have been filled with grisaille glass, furnished

by Messrs. Burlison & Grylls, of London. The
works have been executed in accordance with the

plans and drawings prepared by Mr. Reginald
Churchill, of Burton-on-Trent, the architect ot the

church, and the cost has been borne by Lord Burton.

The building is shortly to bo consecrated.

St. Saviour’s Church, Folkestone. — The
Bishop of Dover attended Folkestone on Monday
afternoon, and conducted the opening service at

the new church erected by the residents in the

parish of St. Saviour's. At present only the

chancel, first bay of the nave, organ chamber, and
vestry, have been erected. The plans show that

it is proposed to add a tower, with a peal of hells,

and a southern transept as a memorial to the late

Rev. Claude Hankey, a former Vicar of the parish.

The entire work will cost 10,000^., the cost ot the

present portion of the building having been about

3,000^. The style of the builffing is Early Gothic,

and the architects are Messrs. Somers Clarke &
Micklethwaite, of London. The builder is Mr.
William Dunk, of Folkestone.

New Head Post-Ofkice, Southampton. —We
hear that the Commissioners of Her Majesty’s

Works have accepted the tender of Messrs. Crook
& Son, of Southampton, for the erection of this

building, and that the work will be commenced
very shortly.

SAmTAUFATVZI ENGINEERING NEWS,
New Waterworks, Wakefield.—The first sod

of the new Withens Reservoir, on the Rishworth
Moors, in connexion with the Wakefield new
waterworks, was cut on the 23rd ult. by Councillor

J. S. Booth, the Chairman of the Waterworks Com-
mittee of the Corporation. The reservoir will have

a capactity for 240,000,000 gallons. The works
have been let to Mr. T. Oliver, of Horsham, Kent,

and the cost is estimated at 120,000/. Mr. H.
Rofe, of London, is the engineer to the scheme.
Pontefract Water Supply.—The Roail water

scheme, to supply Pontefract and district with a

better supply of pure water, was completed on the

20th ult. The engineer was Mr. G. Hodson, cf

Loughborough
;
and the contractors were Messrs.

Vickers & Son, of Nottingham. The mains from
the pumping station at Roall are laid fora distance

of nine miles to the storage reservoir on the Park-

hill at Pontefract. The total cost of the work will

be about 28,000/.

Evesham Sewage Works.—We have received

from the International Water and Sewage Purifi-

cation Company the following statement of the

work intended to bo carried out at Evesham :

—

“A scheme has been submitted to the Council by
their surveyor, Mr. R. Mawson, C.E., for putting

the works into first-class condition, and the scheme
has been approved. It is intended to adopt the

complete process of the International Company,
which includes polarite filter-beds in place of the

land, careful inquiries and experiments having led

to this decision, supported by the Council's experi-

ence of the use of ferozone. The present dry
weather flow is 120,000 gallons of sewage per day,

the existing tanks having a capacity of 40,000

gallons only. It is intended to provide three tanks

of 50,000 gallons each, on the intermittent system,

and four polarite filters, of 50 square yards area

each. The sludge will be raised from the sludge-

well and pressed into cakes by compressed air. The
compressed air will be provided by a 4 h-p. gas-

engine, which will also pump the small proportion

of sewage which is delivered by the low level outfall

sewer. The works, thoughsmall, will be constructed

with all the best arrangements for working, in order

to reduce the expense of labour to a minimum.
The Evesham sludge manure from the ferozone-

treated sewage has been analysed by Mr. Smetham,
of Liverpool, who reports :

—

In sample dried at 212 deg. F. Percentage of

Phosphoric acid 2 '41

Equal to ttebaaic ? c.or
PhoB. of lime ) “

Nitrogen - 2‘66

Equal to ammonia 311

One of the leading market gardeners of Evesham
considers that when dried and ground this sludge is

worth 508. per ton, and as Evesham is surrounded

by hundre<k of acres of market-gardens, the manure

will find a ready demand.” It is to be hoped this

latter expectation will be realised
;
but estimates of

this kind as to the commercial value of the sludge

have often proved disappointing in the ultimate

results.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.
France.—An artistic exhibition, to be called the

“Salon d’Etd,” is to be opened on July 5 at the

Palais des Arts Lib^raux, and closed on August 31.

The Minister of Public Works has just asked the

Government for 2,200,000 francs for the installation

of a Cour des Comptes in the new buildings of the

Marsan Pavilion at the Tuileries. The jury of

the painting competition for the decoration of the

Town-hall of Montreuil-soua-Bois has just nominated

MM. Bourgonnier, Gorguet, and Henri Martin to

take part in the second degfree of this competition,

which is to be definitely settled in November next.

A. fine antique mosaic has just been placed in

the Louvre Museum. It was found at Saint Romain

en Gal (Rhone). The mosaic, which is in four com-
partments, ornamented with figures representing

the seasons, is more than eight metres long and

four and a-half wide. The International Archa20 -

logical Congress has just assembled at Orleans.

Amongst the foreign societies represented^ is the

Royal Archeological Institute of Great Britain.

It is announced that the inauguration of the statue

of Boethius at Sarlat (Dordogne) will be held the

first week in July. The town of Calve {Corsi<»),

which disputes with Geneva the honour of having

been the birthplace of Christopher Columbus, is

preparing to celebrate the fourth centenary of the

discovery of America, by erecting a monument to

the memory of the great navigator. A committee

has just been formed, under the presidency of

M. Carolus Duran, to erect a statue to the Abb6
Prevoist, This monument will be set up at Hesdin

(Pas de Calais), the native town of the author of

“Manon Lescaut.” Very shortly there will be
an inauguration at Anzin (Nord) of a monument,

which has been raised by subscription, to the

working miner, Fontaine, who was the inventor of

a system ot stopping the cage as it descends

into the mine, in case of the ropes giving

way. The closing of the Coamps da

Mars Salon, which was originally fixed for June 30,

is now put off till July 10. It is announced that

Madame Lfion Bertaux, the founder and President

of the Union of Women Painters and Sculptors,

intends to offer herself as a candidate for the chair

in tbo Acad^mie des Beaux-Arts, which has beea

left’vacant by the death of M. Bonnossieux.

mm’. Hannotin and Mauber have just obtained the

travelling studentships awarded by the Superior

Council of the Fine Arcs to young architects who have
exhibited in the Champs Elys^es Salon. The
death is announced of fil. Antoine Georges

Louvier, architect at Lyons (RhOne), Corresponding

Member of the Institute, and late Chief Architect

of the Department of the Rhone. He died at the

age of seventy-five.

MISCELLANEO US.

Rogers’ Ventilating Saso-fastener.—This is-

a fastener invented and patented by Jlr. M. Rogers,

intended to enable a window to be fixed open at top

and bottom sufficiently for ventilation, so that the

sashes cannot be opened further from the outside.

It consists of a metal rack fixed vertically on the

inside of the side rail of the upper sash, and a

springbok fixed on the top rail of the lower sash,

the end of the bolt workiog into the rack. The
upper sash can be lowered a few inches, and the

lower one raised to the same extent, and kept fixed

by the bolt in the rack where desired. The bolt

can be held back by a catch while the sashes are

being adjusted. It forms an effective and con-

venient method of fixing the sashes open for

ventilation.

The Repair of Linlithgow Palace. — Th©
Glasgoto Herald says that, by direction of the

representatives of Her Majesty’s Board of Works
in Scotland, operations have now been commenced
for the repair of Linlithgow Palace. Representa-

tion having been made to the Government, princi-

pally on the part of the Edinburgh Architectural

Association, the Government added a sum of 500L

to the estimates, for the purpose of preserving those

parts of the palace most in need of repair. Of that

sum 250/. will be expended this year, and 250/.

next year.

Sanitary Engineering at Scarborough.

—

Owing to great pressure of other matter on our

columns, we are obliged to hold over, until next

week our report of the meeting of the Incorporated

Association of Municipal and County Engineers at

Scarborough.
The English Iron Trade. — There is littl©

change to chronicle in the English iron market.

Pig-iron is quiet ;
but in most oases rates are main-

tained, and in the Cleveland distriot quotations are

Is. 6d. higher on the week. In the hematite pig-

iron branch, however,West-Coast makers arequoting

Is. less. Manufactured iron is still restricted to

hand-to-mouth requirements; but tinplates are ia

fair sale, and rates continue strong. The steel

trade exhibits little alteration. Engineers and
shipbuilders are moderately engaged. The coal

trade is a little quieter.—Iroju
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COMPETITIONS, CONTRACTS, AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
COMPETITIONS.

Nitttre of Work.

'ree Llbrarj, Art Gallery, and Mtneuto.. Oldham Coro
-onetnictlon of Sand-guord and Widening

By irhom Adveriised.
Deaigne
to be

dellrerad.

CONTRACTS.

Ifatore of Work or Kateriali.

•Prirate Street Improremente
^Supply of Road Material .

"Pipe ^wera. ic
Paving Several Stieeta
Boundary Walls and Feocet
Sewerage Woiki
“PalntlDir Workhouse .....
Bailiff’s House and Committee Roo
Infants’ School, near Pontypridd ..

School Building. Navigation
•Tooled York P

d Wood Paving Works ...

NewosaUe-oBusiness Premli
Tyne

Grand Stspd. Ao. WarriogUin
EccPsiastlcal Buildings, Bothleinay

HWIn V n

Workmen's Institute, Dines Estate. Penv-
gralg. Cardiff

Waterworks. Upper Cwmbran. Pontypool

•Supply of Building Materials to Conrlct
Prisons in Eogland

"Supply of Building Msttr.als to Local

Wing to Schools, I’entre. 8. Wales..
•Broken Granite
•Broken Granite
•Pipe Sewer. Ac

Beckenham Locsl G
Lewifham 8. of W.
Bast Ham Local BJ.
Plymouth Corp.

.

. _ County Asylum
NewtooAbbotU.R.S.A.
Strand Union

Mile End Old Town
Veeiry

Ves, o( St. Margaret
A St. John, Westmstr

Llanfrechfi Upper Loc
Board

Directors of Convict

YstradyfcdwgSch B,1
Hanwell Local Boan
Willesdsn Local Bonn

G. W. B. Wheeler ..

Bruton A W.lUaoii

D. J, Lougher ..

OjJWul

J. Bees
ngictai

Claude Rebson ...

CONTRACTS.—Continued.

Nature of Work or Materials. By whom Beqaired.

It Fencing.

,

•Oak n«f
•Oraulte Kerb
•Tarpaviug, .

•Fire Brlssde Btallon, Brompton.

,

Honduras or Tobaico Mahogany
Cement Work. Aloanj-rnad

•Fire Esmpa Station and Resideuce .

•Gl.zed Stoneware Drain Pipes
•Bnlargement of Wards
•Labourers’ Dwclliugi

iigaud Keibing Footpaths ....

g Temple-street

. Balking Town L. B..

I-oudon C. C
Epsotn Unlou .. ..

G. W. R. Co

Boro’ of Brighton

•Drain!

•Road Waterials
•Ironwork -New Municipal Buildings
•Electric Lighliog, Claybury Asylum

.

Improvements, Zion Chapel. Wakefield ..
Two Semi-detached Villas, Marine-avtpue,

Newcastle- on-Tyne
Road Forujutlou, Sewerage, Ac

•Shops, Offices, Assembly Rooms, Ac.

Dean and Chapter c

Durham
Tottenham Sch. Bd..

T. W. Aldwinckte..
Spalling A Gross ...

P, M. Bsaumout. . . .

.

W. Banks
D. J. EubetU
C. Henman

delivered

Doncaster Mutual Co- I

operative. Ac, Soc.
Lltn

I
H. Athron..

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature of Appointment.

enuntant Clerk, Direoti
Department
slstant InslruoCor in

,n.rtta ma g. A.Un.it () »r. MnrUi.a .. n.mt.r, Compaitimt.p. Iv. Crntmu. pp. Iv„

By whom Advertised.

St. Marytebone Vestry
Woicester Board of
Guardian

Proposed luiliau Bandi-
craft School

Jivl! Service Commra.
Royal Indian Engineer
ing College

'i., & vlll, fublxc Appointments, p. xx. & x

Laundry and Domestic Appliances Exhibi-
tion.—Aq Exhibition under this title is to be heldm the Central Hall, Holbom, from August 25 to
September 3. Special attention, we are told will
be given to sanitation in the laundry, and among
the classes of articles to be exhibited will be wash-
ing machines, wringing machines, and mangling
machines, air propellers, ventilators, geysers and
rapid heaters, stoves, ranges, ka.
Funeral Reform Association.—This Associa-

tion held Its fourteenth anniversary last week. The
objects of the Association appear to be to recommend
th6_ 'earth-to-earth ” system of burial, to contend
against useless expenditure which presses heavily
on the poor, and to recommend the use of shelters
or other means of avoiding the exposure of
mourners to the weather in open-air services, which

occasioned serious illnesses. On Monday,
the 20tb, Earl Fortescue presided at a conference
of the officers of the society at the Church House
when the proposition to form a company which
should enable persons in all parts of the country to
fiut into practice the society’s principles was dis-
cussed, and the matter referred to a sub-committee,
with a view to ascertaining by what means such a
company could be formed. The question of em-
powering local postmasters to receive official an-
Douncements of deaths, so as to save the poorer
classes the trouble of going, in many cases,
long distances to the Registrar, was committed for
further consideration. On the 2l8t ult. a drawing-
room meeting was held at 21 . Carlton House-terracl

fsa'i by Lady Frederic Cavendish,
Miss F. Davenport-Hill, and Dr. C. JI. Campbell.A paper was contributed by Mr. F. Scott, Secre-
tary of the Sanitary Association of Manchester,
contending that the Church is, by reason of her
mission, the great sanitary agency. Archdeacon
Donne, Dr. Borman Kerr, Professor Flower, C.B
General Lowry, Dr. F. Needham, Mr. S. Bourne
and Mrs. Dowson, Lecturer on Medical Jurispru-
dence, were the subsequent speakers. In front of
the house was exhibited a tent for the protection of
mouraera. The Bishop of Wakefield, presiding
at the annual meeting at the Church House,
deprecated the bad tasta shown in the tall,
oblong, tasteless tombstone in use in grave-
yards in the north, and urged the adoption of
memorials which are much smaller and of Christian
design.

The S.anitart Institute Examinations.—At
an examination for Inspectors of Nuisances, held
at Wakefield under the auspices of this Institute
on 10 and 11, seventy-five candidates pre-
sented themselves as Inspectors of Nuisances.
Questions were set to be answered in writing on
the 10th, and the candidates were examinedmva voce on the 11th. Fifty-three candidates were
certined to be competent, as regards their sanitary
knowledge, to discharge the duties of Inspectors of
JNuisanoes. At an examination for Local Sur-
veyors, held m London by the Institute on June 17ana 18, twenty-three candidates presented them-
selves. Questions were set to be answered in
writing on the 17th, and the candid.ates wereexamined vivd voce on the 18th. The following
twelve candidates were certified to be competent
as regards their sanitary knowledge, to discharge
the duties of Local Surveyors :—Edwin Brown,

Burgess-hill, Sussex
j

Eben Connal, Glasgow

;

William Cooper Dendy, Lambeth
;
Francis Edward

Dixon, Walton-le-Dale
;
Harold Griffiths, London

;

John Wright Kirk, London
;
Christopher Lloyd,

Brompton
; Henry Miller, Norwich

;
Lewis

Mitobell, Hurlfoid, Kilmarnock; Reginald William
Newman. Beckenham; William Henry Stanbury,
fehorncliffe Camp

;
and Fred Spencer Yates, York.

Trade Excursion.

—

On Saturday afternoon last
tbeclerksandforemen in the employ of Messrs.Brass
k Son, the well-known builders and contractors,
journeyed to the “ White Lion ” Hotel, Cobham,
Surrey. A cricket match first took place between
the clerks and foremen, after which about seventy
sat down to a cold collation. Ali the arrangements
wore well carried out by Messrs. Eveleigh and
Morrison.

Improvements at L.ancasteb.—At the Lancaster
Town-hall, on the 22nd ult., Mr. Arnold Taylor,
Local Government Board Inspector, held an inquiry
in reference to a proposal by the Town Council to
borrow £42,390 for street improvements, new roads,
fire brigade, market, batbs, and other purposes;
£15,000 for works of water-supply

;
£2,600 for the

extension of the municipal buildings, a total of over
£60,000. There was no opposition, and after the
various proposals had been gone into, the Inspector
intimated that he would make his report to the
Local Government Board.
Business Changes.—Mr. Thomas Drew, of 225,

Upper Tbaroes-street, and 113, Queen Victoria-
street, informs us that in order to arrange a division
of the businesses carried on under the styles of
“ Rownson, Drew, k Co.," and ‘‘George Wright k
Sons,” the partnership existing between himself,
his son (Mr. Lewis Harry Drew), and his nephew
(Mr. T. Drew Bear), is dissolved by mutual consent,
from June 30. Mr. Drew and his son retain the
bar iron, steel, hardware, and stove and range busi-
nesses, and will carry them on in the names of
Rownson, Drew, & Co., and George Wright k Sons,
as heretofore. His nephew (Mr. T. Drew Bear)
takes over the engineering department, which has
always been under his management. Mr. T. Draw
Bear at the same time announces that he has taken
into partnership Mr. Frank Rvnsome, of Ipswich,
and Mr. E. Hollis Perks, and that the business will
be carried on in the name of “ Drew Bear, Ran-
soms, k Perks,” at 71a, Queen Victoria-street, and
at Prince’s Wharf, Lambeth.
Electric Lighting for Leeds.

—

According to
the Leeds Mercury, the Yorkshire House-to-House
Electricity Company, which has acquired tbo right
(subject to certain powers of purchase by the Cor-
poration) to supply electricity lor lighting and other
purposes in Leeds, hopes to have its works com-
pleted by November 1. The directors have decided
to proceed at once to lay the mains in the principal
streets.

Proposed I.mprovements, Burnley.

—

On the
21st ult. Mr. Arnold conducted a Local Government
Board inquiry at Burnley, rel-riting to an application
by the Council to borrow 29,0007. for a scheme of
electric lighting which has already been pro-
visionally adopted. The inquiry also embraced
applications to borrow 11,0007. for gas extensions;
2,7007.

_

for street improvements ; 2,0007. for
recreation-grounds

j and a minor sum for market
and slaughter-house improvements.

CAPITAL AKD LABOUR.
The Strike of Bricklayers at Birmingham.—

On the 28th ult. the bricklayers on strike at Bir-
mingham met at their headquarters in Navigation-
street to consider the offer of the master builders
as submitted through Mr. T. M. Coimore, the
stipendiary. As the result of a full discussion of
the subject, the men resolved to accept the terms
proposed by the masters, and passed a cordial vote
of thanks to the stipendiary for his efforts to bring
about an amicable settlement of the dispute. The
strike has lasted fourteen weeks.

MEETINGS.
Saturday, July 2.

Edinburgh Arctdtectnrctl AMoriation,—The Sketching
Claas to meet at Royaton House, Carolloa Park,
(.rranton, to make measured drawings and sketches of
the south front of the mansion. 3p.m.

Tuesday, July 6.

Olnsgow Architectural Association.— J. E. Potts
on "Materials : Local Building Stones.” 8. p.m.

Wednesday, July 6.

Royal Archceologkal Institute.—

(

1 ) Professor B.
ewis on ‘‘Antiqnittes at Buda-Pest.” (2) Mr. Robert

Munro " On Prehistoric S-»ws versus Sickles." 4 p.m.
Builders' Foremen and Clerks of Works' Institution.—

Ordinary meeting. 8.30 p.m.

Saturday, July o.

ArchitecturaZ Association —Visit to Colonel North's
House at Eltham, and to Eltham Palace. Train leaves
Cannon-street at 1.45 p.m.

RECENT PATENTS:
ABSTRAOTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

10,270.—Door Indicators I R Hodges and F. J. H
Lilley.—This is an invention relating to the construc-
tion and arrangement of indicators for attachment to
doors, showing words such as " Engaged,” " In,” “ Out "

and the like. It consists in the coustniction of a door-
fastener and indicator in one piece of apparatus, con-
trolled by the simple movement of the bolt, knob or
handle. ’

12,019.—SAsnARY Pipes: ir. Deeming.—This inven-
tiOD refers primarily to sanitary or drain pipes of
carlhenware or stoneware, but may also be applied to
iron or other pipes, and has for its object to provide a
water-tight and air-tight joint between the ends of two
pipes without the use of liquid cement to be run
into the joint. It consists essentially in forming
the pipe ends of such a shape that the cement
or clay can be placed on the spigot end
and carried into the socket, and when there be bumped
tightly into all the joints. The spigot end of the joint
is constructed with a shoulder or ring, which will be

' the mouth of the socket when in position, and a
corresponding shoulder ur ring in the socket near lU
base; so that when one is placed inside the other the
joint will zigzag on in the form of one nr more steps.
The cement is placed on the spigot-end of the pipe
before being inserted into the socket, and is carried in
therewith. The cement coming against the shoulder
on the inner surface of the socket is compressed
between that shoulder and the shoulder on the spigot,
and is thereby forced or bumped Into all the interstices.
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The cement also forms a ring round the pipe, besides
filling the sides of the joints.

12,762.—ORNAMENTAL PANELS: IT, S’. Jforfon.—This
Invention Is for producing ornamental panels or
decorating materials, presenting modelled surfaces with
highly or lowly relieved work, not likely to chip or
crack, and which can be easily affixed to walls, ceilings,
or other surfaces. It consists in the application to the
back of embossed canvas of an adhesive paste, such as
may be made with glue, size, whiting, and platter of
Paris, and a coating or coatings of plaster of Paris or
cement, with or without the interposition of “scrim”
on open-wove fabric between the layers of plaster or
cement, and with or without the insertion of woods,
vitreous, mosaics, or other decorative materials.

6,401 —Paint Brushes: L. Z. This Inven-
tion consists of what is claimed to be a novel means for
connecting the bridle of a paint or other brush with the
same. It also comprises a ferule for a brush, consisting
of wire In the form of a coil, the ends of which form
hooks for the connexion of the bridle of the brush, the
said hooks being integral with the remainder of the
ferule, thus producing a convenient and strong device
for the purpose intended. There is also a flattening
the Interior of the coils of the ferule, so as to produce
an unbroken surface for the contact of the bristles.
6,698.—Joiners’ Jobbino Bench: J. Anderson.—

This improvement consists of a circular-saw bench with
continuous roller feed for re-sawing deals and battens,
also foe surface planing, jointing, and thicknessing, and
straight moulding. The details can only be understood
by reference to the drawings.
6,031.—Brick Moulding Machinery : E. W. Mead.

—This is an invention relating to apparatus for making
bricks and the like, and has for its object the provision
of a machine which shall be exceedingly simple,
compact, durable, and efllcient. It consists in the im-
proved construction, arrangement, and combination of
parts, as very fully described and Illustrated iu the
speclflcatioD.

HEW APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.
June 13.—11,052, B. Powell, Pipe Joints.—11,068, E.

Wethered, Latches, Locks, and Door Furniture—11,100,
S. Jefferies, Brick Machinery.
June 14.-11,121, T. Paddon, Window-sash Fastener.—11,127, J. Webb, the Vacuum Ventilator and Sewer-

gas Destructor.—11,151, J. Shrawder, Pneumatic Door-
checks and Closers.—11,163, A. Struaholm, Tiles.—
11,170, G. Parker, Construction of Floors, Ceilings, and
Roofs of Baildinj^, also applicable to the construction
of side-walks and pavements.—11,190, B. R. Wild,
Vertical Band Sawlng-machlne. — 11,193, P. Bright,
Water-closets.
June 16.-11,207, W. Tamer, Frames for Ship's Doors.—11,211, R. Gilson & W. Booer, Heating Bakers' Ovens

with gas. — 11,212, W. James, Facia. — 11,215, F.
Shuffrey, Window Sash-fastener —11,227, S. Braine &
G. Hackett, Combination Screw HaiL—11,233, C. Maxted
& A. Bell, Preventing the Vibration or Rattling of
Sliding Windows.—11,241, W. Lancaster, Laying Con-
crete, Cement, and other similar materials for foot-
paths, floors, and other purposes.—11,266, C. Raymond,
Brick-pressing Machine.
June 10.-11,288, W. Richards, Upholstery.—11,293,

B. Qausmann, Circnlar Saws, or Circular Sawing Ma-
chinery.—11,299, O. Hetzer, Boarded Floors.
June 17.-11,357, P. Kllnka, Producing Flat Reliefs

for Wall Papers. Ac.— 11,360, H. Ball, Self-locking
Window-sash Slide and Fastener.—11,861, S. Adams,
Drain-testing.— 11,373, J. Thompson and Others, Bakers’
Ovens.—11,381, T. Rogers, Flushing Cisterns.- 11,334,
A. Cochrane and H. Sheridan, Making Roadways,
Footpaths, Covers for Streets, Constructional Stair-
cases. and all other Surfaces required to bs non-
slipping.
June 18.-11,407, C. Hall, Enamelled Bricks and

Tiles.— 11.410, J. Campbell andC. Cameron, Safety Door
or Gate for Holsts or Lilts.—11,411, J. Dougan and
Others, Erecting Buildings.—11,412, J. Campbell and C.
Cameron, Safety Gate for Holsts.—11,447, H. Wood,
Fire Grates,

PROVISIONAL SPEOIFIOATIOHS ACCEPTED.

7,784, J. Volante, Window-fastening device.— 7,927, J.
Cartland, Hinges —8,781, A. de Muratt, Spring-bolt
Door-locks.— 8,910, J. Lockworth, Closing and Latching
Doors.—9,235, T. Rymer-Jones, Refractory and Non-
conducting Bricks, Tiles. Slabs, and Pipes.- 9,C98, J.

Grubb, of the firm of C. Joiner & Co., Sliding Gas
Pendants.— 9,755, R. Pancoast, Ventilators or Chimney
Cowls.— 9,930, C. HIU, Door-stops and Draught Excluders.—9,996, G. Gwillim and H. Swan, Tool or Apparatus for
Carving Wood, Stone, or other material, or for Boring
or Drilling Holes in the Bame.~10,236, J. Gordon. Sash-
fastenera.—10,248, T. Voce, Lead - lights.—10,253, J.
Turner, Seasoning or Preserving Wood.—10,341, H.
Sankey, Decorating Walls.—10.407, J. Shaw, Reversible
Window-sashes.—10,476, W. Horn, Dry Locks.—10,513,
C. Hibberd and R. Lowman, Window-sashes.—10,601, A.
King, Ventilators.—10,673, H. Tuke. Brick - cutting
Tables.— 10,674, W. Junge, Cutter for Tenoning, Mould-
ing, Grooving, and similar purposes.—10,765, W. Ward
& Sons, Ltd., and W. Ward, Brick-presses.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATION ACCEPTED.

{Open to Opposition/or Two Months.)

14,476, J. Trimming, Combination Instrument for the
use of Architects and Surveyors.

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY:
ESTATE EXCHANGE BKPOBT,

June 17.—By Messrs Cobb (at Sltttngbourne) : “Vigo
Fruit Farm,” near Slttlogbourne, 6a. Or. 26p.,t,800L;
“The Swan Inn,” Greenstreet, f, r. iol, 1,400L ;

free-
hold house and shop, r. 24i, 6001.; freehold cottage, r. 61.,

661. : freehold house, shop, and garden, Bspebild, r. 181.,

3601.

JUNE 20.—By Buckland & Sons: “The Noah's Ark ”

beer-house and two cottages, Stanwell, f., 7401.—By
D. J. Ckattell : 4, Stockman's-row, Chislehurst West, f.,

r. 551., 1,0001.—By Nokes & Nokes : 4 and 6, Laiirel-ter.,

Tottenham, u.t. 73 yrs., g.r. 101. 10s., 1201.
; 125, Angel-

lane, Stratford, u.t. 46 yrs., g.r. 6l. 17s. 6d., r. 361., 2201.
;

9 and 10, Rodney-pl, Barnsbury, f., r. 691. 108., 4201.
;

F.g.r. of 71. lOs., Rodney-pl., reversion In 18 yrs., 2351. ;

6 and 60, Albert-st., u.t. 65 yrs., g.r. 121., r. 721., 5761.
; 8

and 10, Denmark 8t.,u.t. 27 yrs., g.r. 41., r. 841. IBs., 6151.

;

6, Cfomwell rd., Holloway, u.t. 71 yrs., g,r. 51. lOs.,
1501.

; 9, 11, 12, Little Randolph-at., Camden Town, u.t.
31 yrs., g.r. 61. r. 901., 6451.; 20, Belmont-st., Chalk
Farm, u.t. 71 jrs., r. 361., 3051. : 14 to 20 (even), Stan-
hope-st.

,
and 14A, Seaton-st., Euston-rd., u.t. 16 yn.,

g.r. 1701., r. 3501. 16 b., 1001.—By Thurgood Martin:
“The Chestnuts,” Walthamstow, and 3a. 3r. 28p.,
f., 3,3501.; “GroBvenor House" and 3a. Ir. Ip.,
f.

,
4,0101. ; f.g.r. of 231., Mayes-rd., Wood Green,

reversion in 76 yrs., 6751. ;
“ Hazelbank," near

Maidenhead, and 61 acres, f., r. 701., 1,4001.;
freehold pleasure farm of 16ia., r. 601., 1,2001.

;
an en-

closure of land, East Hoatbley, Sussex, 7a. 3r. 8p., f.,

3301.
;
a ditto 13a. Or. 7p., f., 8601.

;
“Crouch’s Farm,”

and 87a. Or. 24 p., f. and c., 1,8501.; “Scallow
Bridge Farm,” 67a. Or. 8p., f., 1,2001. ;

enclosures
of f. land, Hailsham, 14a. Or. Op., 7001.; an
enclosure of f. land, Wargrave, Berks, la. 2r. 20p.,
1501.; three cottages and plot of land, 2a. Ir. 13p.,
3001. ; freehold cottages and 7a. 3r. 7p., 9901.

Junk 21.—By T. Wade <b Co . : 73 to 79 odd, Albert-st,
Regent’s-pk., u.t. 49 yrs

, g.r. 221., r. 2201., 2,0151. ; 41,
42, and 43, Mornington-rd., u.t. 47 yrs., g.r. 151. 16a., r.

1061., 1,0751. ; 11 and 12, Park-st, Dorset-sq., u.t. 9 yrs.,

g.

r. 91. 98., 1201.—By Moss & Jameson: *' Netherleigh
Cottage," Uxbridge-rd

, Ealing, f., 1,1051. ; 24 to 30 even,
Deptford Lower-rd., Rotherhithe, u.t 23 yrs., g.r.
171. 6s. 6d., r. 1171., 8001.

; 20, Whltehorse-yd., Strand,
f. , 3001.; 15, Stanhope - St, f, r. 801 , 1,3601.;
47, Stanhope-street, f., r. 861., 7801.—By Bean, Burnett,
ds Co.

:

65, Mioa-n ad, Old Kent-read, u.t. 29 yrs., g.r.
41., r. 351.. 1851.—By Dowsett tfc Co. : F.g.r. of 261., Ipple-
pen-ter., Tottenham, reversion in 88 yrs., 6601.—By W.
<fc F. Houghton: 97, The Common, Clapton, u,t. 7 yrs.,

g.

r. 411., 431.—By Humbert, Son, d: Flint: “Elm
Lojge," Wembley, with grounds, f., 1,9001. ; An enclo-
sure of land. Hatch Eod, Pinner, 11a. Or. 34p., f.

, 8001.
;A ditto of 8a. 3r. 4p., f

, 8001. ; A ditto of 17a. 2r. 23p.,
f., 1,0101. : Copyhcld meadow land, 6s. 2r. 27p., 4801.—
By C. d£ H. White : 70, 72, and 74, Carr-st., LImehouse,
u.t. 60 yrs.. g.r. 151

,
1251.

; 63, 65, and 75, Tradescant-
rd., Lambeth, u,t 78 yrs., i.g.r. 221. 10s., 1,0161. ; 6,7,
and 9, Horace-st, u.t 23’ yrs., g,r. 101. lOs., 3601. ; 103,
South Lambeth-rd., c.r. 301

,
4101.

;
an improved rental

of 351., u.t. 23 yrs,, 33, Wilcox-rd., 3251. ; 29 and 31.
Wilcor-rd., and 33 and 35, Horace-st, Lambeth, u.t 23
yrs., no g.r., r. 1341. 8s , 1,0001.

;
l.g.r. of 121 .Wheatsheaf-

lane, u.t 23 yrs., no g.r. (short reversion), 1201. ; i.g r.
of 01., u.t. 23 yre., no g.r., 661. ; i.g r. of 211 , Wilcox-rd.,
u.t. 21 yrs., no g.r, with reversion, 2161. ; Nos. 1 and 3,
Horace-st., u.t. 23 yrs., no g r., r. 601., 4501

;
l.g.r. of

561. 6s., Horace-st, u t. 23 yrs., no g.r, 5761. ; 39 and
41, Horace-st, u.t. 23 yrs., no g.r, r 491. Ss.. 2651. ; 3
and 4, Assaye-st, u.t 23 yrs., no g.r, r. 611, 3901.;
25, and 28, Wh-atsheaMane, u.t. 23 yrs,, no g.r, r. 651.,
3401. By Debenham, Tewso7i Co.; “The Firs ” Lee
and 10a. Or. 12p .

f.. 12,5001,; freehold land. Romney
Marsh, Kent, 30a. 3r. 27p., 1,9251.; “The Lavlngton
Estate” of 2,100a., near Petworth

: part of “ Glasthouse
Farm,” 70a. 3r. 7p , f

,
1,1601. ; f. pasture and woodlands,

S3a. 3r. 30p, 1,2001 ; “London House,” Graffam, and
11a. 3r. 26p ,

f., 1 0101 ; freehold cottage with shop, and
2a. Or. 18p., r 161., 2601 ; numerous enclosures of land,
30a. Ir 23p., f., 1,7451

;
numerous cottages and land, f.,

1,2051. By CAtnnocfc, Galncorthy, ds Co.: “The High
Trees Estate,” Relgate; an enclosnre of I land, near
Redhlll-common, 2a. Or. 36p., 2,0001.; “Winton Cot-
tage," with grounds, f., 6001. : three plots of f. land,
Meadvale, 3701. ;

two plots of freehold land, Blackboro'-
rd., la. Ir 16p., 1,0301.

2361.; f. stabling, r. 151 , 2251.; f. stabling, r. 1061.,
1,8801. ; f.g.r. of 101. lOs., Rldge-rd., Stroud-green
reversion In 87 yrs., 2761.; 32, Ravensden - st 1
Kennington, 39 yrs., g. r, 41. ISs., r. 341., 3201.—
By Stimson 4" Sons

:

Three plots of f. land, Qarfleld-
rd., Wimbledon, 1,2201.; 21 and 22, Margaret -at.
Hackney, u.t. 48 yrs., g.r. 21., 2601.

; 39 to 46, Inville-
rd., Walworth, u.t. 68 yrs., g.r 201., 8101. ; 78, Lynd-
hunt-rd., Peckham, u.t. 64 yrs., g.r. 41. lOi., r. 281.
2101,

; 7, Caroline-pL, Clapham, u.t. 66 yrs., g.r. 21
281, 2901.; 74, Brodrlck-rd., Tooting, t', r. 451 , 6001.—
By D. Watney & Sons: “Chairman's Farm," neat
Relgate, 10a. 3r. 38 p., f

,
4101. ; several enclosures of f.

land, 31 a. 0 r. 26,p. ,
6601. ;

numerous cottages and gardenal
f., 9551. ; tithe rent-charge of 121. 108. lid. a year, lloZ.
By Farebrother, Ellis, &, Co. : F.g.r. of 701., Norton
B'olgate, reversion in 95 yrs., 1,7601.

;
freehold rental of

601., Blossom-st., u.t. 96 yrs., 1,2701. ;f., r. 1301., and
atabiiog, 2, Elder-it., 2,6501. ; 31, Spltal-sq., f., r. 1751.

3.0001.

; 32, 36, 37, and 38, Spltal-sq., f.,r. 3501., 6,6201.
“ Crookham KuoU," Crookbam, Hants, and 32a. 2r. 30p.'
f.

, 5,3501.; f.g.r. of 451., Wellclnse-sq., St. George's-lti*
East, reversion in 192 yrs., 1,2601. ; f.g.r of 121., North-
east-passage, reversion in 192 yrs., 8201.; f.g.r. of 61.
Grace's-alley, reversion In 202 yrs., 1301.

*

JUNE 2i.—By Robins, Snell, dt Qort: 84, Little New-
port-st

,
Soho, f., r. 1201., 2,1001.—By Cooper Se Qoulding •

35. Barrlngton-rd., Brixton. u.t. 30 yrs., g.r. '21 128. 6d.
r. 601. : and a Lg.r. of 21. 12 b. 6d., u.t. 30 yrs., 3J51.—By
F. J. Bisley ds Sons: 8, Canute-st.. Rotherhithe u t 69
yrs., g.r 21. lOs., 1651.—By W. C. E. Brignal

:

The lease
of “Southampton Arms,” Hlghgate-rd., u.t. 14 yrs.
6001.—By R. Reid : No. 43, Old Bond-st., f., r 460L
12.0001. ; 10 and 42, Old Bond-st., f., r. 8001., 22 8001
33 and 34, George-sL, Hanover-sq., u.L 77 yrs! g.r’
71., r. 3301., 6,4001. ; 22, Regent-sL, Waterloo-pi'
l.g.r of 2201.. u.t. 25 yrs,, g.r 1081. 148., 1,6001.

•

31, George-st., Manchester.sq., u.t. 35} yrs., g.r. 401
r 801., 4301.—By Newbon ds ,Co. : 26, Bridge-st., Homer
ton, f., r 241-, 2561.

; 6, Camden-pt-rd., Camden-town
u.t. 69 yrs., g.r. 81., r. 381., 2751. ; 30 and 30a, Southgate-
td., IsliogwD, u.t. 29 yrs., g.r. 61, r. 681. 8b., 4001.-
60 to 66 (even), Oakley-id., a.t. 49 yrs., g.r. 211 r!
911. ISs., 7061. ; 6, Dagmar-rd., Stroad-green, u.t. 84 yrs.*
g r. tl,, r, 361., 3761. ; 6, Somerfield-rd., F'insbury-Dk
u.t. 74 yrs., g.r 61. 08., r. 361 , 3761.; 40, Ambler-rd'”
u.t. 74 yrs., g.r 61., r. 341., 3201.; 23, RomlHy-rd., u t'
76 yrs, g.r. 61., r Sll., 3701.; I3l, Rlversdale-rd
Green-laneB, u.t. 78 yrs., gr. 71., r 361., 3251 •

22, Springfleld-rd., Wimbledon, u.L 90 yrs., g.r. 61 6a
3901.

; 1 and 2, Sycamore-vlilas, New Malden t r 491’

4501.—By IT. Hall

:

34. Cambrldge-av., Kllburn, u.t. 66
yrs., g.r. 21., r. 401 , 6251.

; 54. Cambrldge-av., a.t. 66 yri

g.

r. Ill
,
4461

: 18. Cambridge-gardens, u t. 66 yrs. g r
121. lOs., r 651., 6001.—By Fuller ds Fuller

:

Four plots-
of freehold land, Hornchurch, 3201.—By Baker ds Sons •

“The Littleton Estate,” near Staines :
— “Littleton

House" and 49a. Ir 88p.,f„ r 1061., 3,7601.
; numerouB

enclosures of f. land, 86a. 3r, 33p., 7,9101. ; six freehold
cottages and gardens, r. 431., 1,0901.

; a plot of market
garden land, la. Ir. 39p., f., 6101.

iContraetiojis used in these li»le.— F.g.r for freehold
ground-rent; l.g.r. for leasehold ground-rent

; l.g.r for
Improved ground-rent

; g r. for ground-rent
; r for rent •

f. for freehold; c. for copyhold: 1. for leasehold* e r’
for estimated rental; u.t for unexpired term • pa for
per annum

; yrs. for years
; st for sweet

;
rd, for road *

sq. for square ; pl. for place
j ter. for terrace

; cres for
crescent

; yd. for yard, <fec.]

Junk 22.—By A. Robertsoii: 122, 124, and 126, Elsa-
st.. Stepney, f., 4601.—By A. A. Hollingsworth : I.g.r. of
2731. 108., Bethnal-green, u.t. 16 and 26 yrs, g r.
671. 16 b., 1,7001. ; 13 and 16, Wennington-rd., u.t. 65 yrs.,
g.r. 61 lOs., 3601. ; 35 to 31 (odd), Wennlngton-rd., u.t.
65 yrs., g.r. 121. lls., 7201.-By C. P. Whiteley : 8. Eton-
villas, Haverstock-hlll, u.t. 56 yrs., g.r. 31., 7701. * 2,
Seymour-villas, Anerley, u.t 38 yrs., g.r. 61. 68,
r. 401., 4001 —By M. Hubbard

:

32, 36 to 40 (even).
Charlton King’s-rd., Kentish Town, u.t. 48 yrs., g.r,
271. 10s., 7701. ; 32, Northampton-st, Islington, u.t. 25
yrs., g.r. 31. 5s., r 281,1601 ; “Brighton Villa,” Stanley
rd., Woodfcird, f., r. 22l.,Sl5l—By Rushworth ds Stevens

.

32 and 35, Grove-rd. Wanstead, f
,

r. 761., 8901. ; No'
110, Piccadilly, u.t 14yrg,, g.r. 1201., r. 4301 2 7901.—By
Gairdner ds Warlon: No. 228, Piccadilly, u.t 11 yrs,
g.r. 2001., r. 4901 , 1,2801.—By Baxter, Payne, A- Lepper
12, 13, and 16, Hope-pk

,
Bromley, Kent, u.t 6;

yrs.. g.r. 461., r. 1801.. 8001; 6, Langley-rd.
Beckenham, f., r. 201., 2501. — By C. R. Cross:
“Kinnear's Dwellings," Baker'a-alley, Bow, f., 30ul.

;

11 to 17, Avenue-close, WHleaden-lane, u.t 91 yrs.,
g.r. 351.. 2401. ; 20 to 26, Avenue-close, u.t 91 yrs., g.r.
351., 1701.—By Bullet/, Son, «fc Fine : 69, Tollington-rd
Holloway, u.t. 66 yrs., g.r. 61. 6s., 3701.—By H. Donald-
son

:

116 and 118, Queen's-rd., Dalston, u.t 63 yre.. g.r.
141., r. 741., 4901.; 3, Warwick-rd., Clapton, u t. 10
yrs., g.r. 71. 16s. r. 601., 1651.; 4, Rectory-rd., Stoke
Newington, u.t 16 yrs., g.r. 41., r. 361., 1251.—By Cooper
ds Qoulding (at Leyton) : 19 plota of freehold land
Leyton, 1,0301.

June 23.—By Q. B. Hilliard ds Son : 7 bo 12, Alfred-
st., Bermondsey, u.t 23 yrs

, g.r. 191. 19s
, 8161. ; En-

closures of f. laud, Stick, Eisex, 10a. Ir. 20p., 4101.;
ditto, 8a. Ir. 18p., 2401.—By Jfansell ek Rowe: 12,14,
and 16, Weetowst, Norwood, u.t. 25 yrs,, g.r. 61. r.
2261 , 2,0901.

;
46 and 48, Weston-st, u.t. 25 yrs

, g r. 2l

,

1001., 1,0901
;
" Spriogfleld Lodge," Belvedere-rd.

,
n t

65 yra.,g.r. 131. lOs,, 6601.—By J. A. Jones: 35, Vlncent-
st., Westminster, a.t. 17 yrs., g r. 41 ,

r. 201., 1061 —By
Bray, Foung, et* Co : 62 to 72 (even), Burgess-st, Lime-
house, u.t 73 yrs., g.r. 211., 8161. — By Brodie
Timbs, ds Baker: “Woodland Cottage,” North-hill,
Highgate, c,, 4301 — By J. E. Binder: Fg.r. of
101., Stamford - hill, reversion in 87 yrs., 2401.;
3 and 4, Bailey’s - lane, f.r. 611. 16s., 7601. —
By C. C. 4' T. Moore : 8, 17, and 24, Skidmore-i t. Mile
End, f., r. 831. 4s., 7801.

; 27, 69. 71, and 73, Skidmore-
st., f., 9851.

; 1, 2, and 3, Cedar Villas, Leytonstone, f.,
8151.

;
No. 13. Buw-rd, u t. 24 yrs., g.r. 161 lOs., 1861.—

By Newbon & Co. : 40 to 60 even, 58 and 62. Witheripg-
ton-rd, Highbury, u.t 93 yrs, g.r. 651. 5a, r. 3501,
2,9961. ; 21 and 23, Scholefleld-rd., Holloway, u.t 62y»B.
g.r. 101., 2001.

; 16 and 17, Charlton Kings-rd., Kentisii
Town, u.t 53 yrs., g.r. 11. 10s., r 631. lOs.. 3801.

;

85, St. Paul’s-rd., Canonburv, u t. 53 yrs., g.r. 121 , 7001.

;

11 and 13, Qrazebrook-rd.
,
StokeNewington, u.t. 47 yrs.,

g.r. 151. 15 b., 7051. By Debenham, Tewson, ds Co. :
“ The

East Mansion,” West Worthing, f., 1,6001.—By Thurgoo i

dsMarlin: F. cowhouse, Sage-it, Whitechapel, r. 181

PRICES CCRRENT OS' MATERIALS.
TIMBER.

GreenbMxt, B.Q.
too 9/9/0

Teak, S.L.. load 9/10/9
Be(iiioia,U,B.(t.ca, 2/8
Ash, Canada load S/10/0
Blnh, do 8/5/0
Blin, do 8A0/0
Kir, Dantslo, Ao, lAO/0
Oak, do 8/0/0
Canada 8A0/0

Pine, Canada SAO/Q
Do, yellow .... SAO/0

Lath.D'ntalc.tatk 6/0/0

Bt. Petersburs 6/0/1
Deala, Finland
2ndAlBtatdlG0 7A0/9
Do, 4tb A 8Td . . 7/0/0
Do. Riga ....^ 6/10/0
Bt. Petersburg,
IstyeUow ..lOAO/0 14A0/0

Do. 2nd yellow 6/0/0 9/10/0
Do, white I/IO/O
Swedish 7/0/0
White Sea.... 8/0/0
Canada, Finelst 80/0/0
Do. do. 2nd.... IIAO/Q
Do. do. Srd, Ac. 6/0/0
Do. Spruce. Ist 8AO/0
Do. do. 3rd A
2nd 6A5/B 8/0/0

NewBninawlck 7/0/0 7A0/0
Battens, allkinda 8/10/0 16/10/0
Flooring Boards,

1 In. prep.

4/0/0

4A0/0
4A6/0
8AO/0
6/8/0

7/0/0

8A0/0
6/0/0

8/0/0

7/0/0

9/10,0
6/0/0

8/0/0

10/0/0
16/0/0

17/0/0
98/0/0

16/0/0
10/0/0
11/0/6

let ..

Hi

1*^

Do. 2nd
Other qualities

Cedar, Cuba ..ft
Honduras, Ac,

Mahogany, Cnba.
St Dotningo,

cargo av
Mexican do. do
Tobasco do. do /64
Honduras do.. /6i

Box, Turkey ton 4/0/0
Rose. Rio 10/0/0
BahU 9/0/0

Satin, St Do-
mingo .. «..ft 6/0.8

0A8 6
OAl/0
0/7/6

/«»
lS/0/0

80/0/0

18/0/0

TIMBER (eontinuid).

METALS,
laow—Plg.lnScot-

lend ton 41/3J
Bar. Welsh, In
London 6A7/8

Do. do. at works
In Wales o/y/g

Do. Btaffordshlre,
in London .... 6/6/0

OorPKB —British,
oake and ingot 47/0/0
Best selected .. 49/10/0
Bheete, strong.. 68/0/0
Chiu, bare .... 45/8 9 45/10/0

YxLLOwMBTAUb. O/Orti 0/0/M
L » A n — Pig,
Spanish.... ton 10/5/0 10,7/6
English, com.
brands 10A6/0 10/17/6
Bheet, English,
8 Ibe. per sci. ft
and upwards.. 12/0/0 0/0/0
Kpe 12/10/0 0/0/0

Z I H 0 — English
sheet ton26A5/0 26/0/6
Viellle Mon*
tagne 96/6.10 0/0/0

Tib—

S

tralte ..,.101/6,0 101/10,a
Australian .... 101/6 0 JOl'lO 0
BngUah Ingots. 104'0/0 104 10/9

OILS.
Mnseed „....ton 18A6.0 18A7/6
Coeoannt, Cochin 24/0/0 0/0/0
Do. Ceylon 22 0/0 0 0 >
Palm, Lagos .... 22/5/0 22,10/0
Bapeseed, English
pals 84/10/0 2W0

Do. brown 23,0/0 O/O/D
Cottonseed ret.. 19/10/0 0,0,'0-

Oleine 21/10/0 22A0/I)
Lubricating, U.B, 4/0/0 6/0/0
Do. refined 6 10/0 12/0/6
Tax— Stockholm

barrel 0A9/O 1/0,'0-

Archangel .... 0A2/8 0/0/0

0/0,'0

0/0/0

8A0/ff

8A6/0

46/0/0
60,0/01

67/0/0

TENDERS.
[Communicationa for insertion under this beading

should be addressed to “ The Editor,” and must reach
us 7xot later than 12 noon on Thursdays.]

AMMANFORD (Csrmartheii).—Aerepted for the extension of Crossm Schoo', f T the Ltaudebie United District Hchool Bo..r(I Arr
avid Jenkins, arcbitoct, Llaodilu
David .Tohn ill 225 0 0

ARDLEIOH (Essex).— Forthe erection of stables and coaeh-honie
for Messrs. T. Muy. Limited, Colchester. Mr. J. w Start nrehi-
fACt, Cups Chambeit Colchester

'

W. A. Coamberj £279 I W. Fenn. Ardielgh* £'n7
Beiumont 270

| ‘Accepted,
" ' '
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ilngton-stre*t, Ashtoii-uuder-Lyne :

Worthington & Puw.
|
Tho>. Storrr, Deutou*£74 0 0

£104 4 3
I
Frank JURrlm

• .

AUDKK8HAW.—For rewering. levelling, paving, ketbing,
fl«fing, and completiog Booth-road. Audemhaw. for the Anden-
»haw Local Board. Mr. J. H. Burton, aarveyor. Aahton-under-
Lyiie

Meaare. Worthington * Powiiall, of Mnncheater (Boccpted at
schedule of priuea).

[Four tenders were received.]

BVESHAM.—Accepted for certain alterations and additions to
Prince Henry's GraiiiinBr.aehoi.1, for the Qoveroora, Wr. C. Hush
Slalter, architect ;

—

Ueairs. Espley A Co £G7o g 0

HOESHASt (Busser).—For the erection of new Grammar School
rvnd maater’a reeideoce at Horshaui. Mr. Arthur Vctuoii architei
29. Cockspur-street, Charing Cross, S.W.

Clincheu..

.

Jdarsland
.

Jackson ...

LIt'ERPOOL.—For allerations suid additions to the Boys' School.
Oreat Crosby, for tlie Mercbaiit Taylors’ Company. Mr. W. Hlltou
Nash, architect. 6. Adelaide-place, London, E.C. Quantities by Mr.
Chas. Aldridge, Liverpool;

—

Morrison & Sons £3.533 I Torakinion & Son £3,252
Brown i Backhouse 3.33.1 Samuel Webster (accepted) 3,177
Paterson £ Son 3,260

1
J. Lilworth 3,150

^LIVERPOOL,—For alterations and additions to the Merchant
Taylors' School lor Girls, Great Crosby, Mr. W. Hilton Nssb,
»rchltect. 5, Adelaide-place, E C. Quantities by Mr. Chas. Aldridge.
Llyerpool

:

Brown £ Bockbouse £1.655 I Paterson & Son £1,457
James 4: Co 1.695 Samuel Webster 1.474
Isaac Dtlwoith 1,565

|

* Accepted.

LLANDILO.—Accepted for the restoration of Tallaris Chapel, for
Mr. Herbert Peel. Mr. David Jenkins, aichitect, Llaiidllo

Price ADeakiiis, builders, Kuucklas, Knightou .. £015 0 0

LONDON. — For works at the "Coach and Horses," Holbom-
«ircu9, E.C. Mr. J. T. Alexander, architect :

—

Lamble £251 I Courtney £ Fairhairu £171
Todd 249

I

Edwards £ Medway *' 164
<»odson 220

I
• Accepted.

LONDON.—For rebuilding the " Lord Nelson. Commercial-road,
E. Messrs. Bird £ Walters, architect#:—
White £ Oo £5,151 I Lascelies £ Co £4.887
Burnian £ Sun 5,000 Todd 4,646
Marks 4,846

|
Oou'd £ Brand 4,610

Caley 4.818 I Aiiley 4.366
Wllliami£Co 4.783 Edwards* Medway* .... 4,190
Ooodall 4,698

1
•Accepted.

LONDON.— For works at the " Devonshire Arms,” Marlocs-
road, Kensington. W. Messrs. Treacher S Fisher, architects
Godson £I,4S1

!
MaxwclI£Soa £1,289

Ansell 1,429 1 Edwards £ Medway* .... 1.228
VoUer 1.389

1
•Accepted.

LONDON.—For pulling dusra and re-building Ho. 184, Fleet-street,

E.C. Messrs. Farehrutlier. Ellis. * Clark, arobitecta. Quantities by
Mr. Tusker :—
Molllday £ Greenwood .... £2,603 I Allen £2,445
Howard 2,570 H. £ E, Lea 2,457
Hall Beddall 2,4t8

|

LONDON. — Fur new brush warehouse, Bun-slrost, Finsbury,
I.oodon, E. ’.. for Sl-ssrs. Verlnder £ Sons. Mr. J. B. Corby, archi-
tect, I, Oresbam-buildings. Basiugoall-sirnit, E.C.
Woodward £ Co. £1.8'a 0

|

KiUhy * Guyford £1.736 0
S-F-Halliday 1,867 10 8. £ W. Pattinmn .... 1,689 0
HinsouBros 1,800 0 |

Thoday£Bon,Cambridge* 1,646 0
• Accepted.

UINDON.—For pulling down and re-building premises No, 27,

Bro^way, Btratfuid, £., for Mr, JaujesBiultb. Mr. W. M. Brutton,
architect, 171. Queen Victoria-street, E.C. :—
A. Reed £ Sun... £1,773 I G. J. Hosking £1,657
eL Northwood 1.680 Edwards £ Medway 1,630
W. Bowe 1,670

I

LONDON.—For erecting Wesleyan chapel. £c.. Willfinyhbv-rnad.
Hornsey. Mr Robert Curweo, architect, 1^ and 169, Palmerston-
building*. E :

—

Patman £ Fotberiugham.. £7,407 I George Fsrker £6,347
7,*39

I

Cbessum £ suns .

.

7,220
I
Holloway Broe* ..

E, Houghton £ Son 6,973 I Allen * Bona..
Treasure £ Bone 6,893

|
*Ai

LONDON.—For building stables, £c.. *'Pied Bull" Yard,
lilligton, for Messrs. Aldridge £ Sou. Mr. E. J. Harrison, architect,

78, Chancery-lane, W.C. :

—

B. Houghton £ Son £286
j
Ward £ Lamble £223

Andrews 259 1
Gardlner£Hazil.. 179

LONDON.-For alterations and additions to 98, Ridge-road,
Stroud-green, lor Mr. Morgan. Mr. R. Stephen Ayllng, architect, 1,

Weatminster-ibambers, Victoria-strcet. S.W. ;

—

E. Houghton £ Son £:l.37 I Percival Hart £275
Smith * Sons 829 |

LONDON.-For painting, repairs, £c., at the Ciiy of Loudon
College. White-street. Moorfleld*. for the governing body

£580 I Hnewiu Bros. £ Co £393MwinBurlord 495 Priichard £ Son 39.5W. Hnwtrey £ Son 495 9. Blow enn
Geo. Shaw 489

|
F. Malivoire (accepted) 375

I^NDON. — For rebuilding the “New Crown and Cushion'
public-houpc, 133. Westminster Bridge-rond. B.E., for Mr. W. J,
Or^dier. Mr. W. 3t. Brutton, architert. 171, Queeu Victoria-street,

In PortUnd In Bath
_ Stone. Stone.

O. 8. Archer £2,895 —
Oudson 2,817 £2.592
TonJ 2,7£« 2,683
Pntebard & Rcnwick 2.786 2,700
Courtney £ Fairbalrn 2 779 2.690
Borinau 2.760 2,670
Edwards £ Medway 2,715 2.G30
William Smith (accept^) 2,707 ....

firtC Portion of ll’afniit Pittingi.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
" student " (write to the Secretary of the Committee of Connell on

Education, Education Department, Whitohsll, 8. W.).—" Londoner "

(00 notice can bo taken of communications not authenticate by
name and address).—H. 1, N. (teuders accepted are not inserted
unless amounts are given).

All statements of tacts, list# of tenders, £o., must be accompanied
by the name and address of the sender, not necessarily for publication.
We are compelled to decline pomling out books and giving

addresses.

Noti.—

T

he responsibility of signed articles, and papers read at
pnblic meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.

Wa cannot undertake to return rejected communicatione.
Letters or communication# (beyond mere news-items) which have

been duplicated for other journals, are NOT DESIRED.
All communications regarding literary and artletio matter should

be addressed to THE EDITOR all communications relating to
advertisements and other exclnsively business matters should be
addressed to THE PUBLISHER, and not to the Editor.

LONDON.—For re-building '"Hie Red Lion" public-house and
two houses ailjoining, W.-itergate-stteet, Deptford, S-E.. for Mr. C.
Warren, Mr. W. M. Brutton, architect, 171, Queen Victorin-etreet.

Pritchard £ Eeowiek .... £2903 1 Edwards AMedway £2,750
l-eng 2,834

1
Holloway (iircepted) "890

Courtney* Fall-bairn 2,787
|
W'. Kowu 2,619

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
•• THE BUILDER " is supplied niuBCt from the Office to resident

In any part of the United Kingdom at tbs rate of 1%. per annum
Pbspaid. To all parts of Europe, America, Aostralia, and New
Zealand, 26#. per annum. To India, China. Ceylon, £c.. 30s. per
annum. Remittances payable to DOUGLAS FOUBDBINIKB,
Publisher, No. 46. Catberlue-Btreet, W.O.

LONDON.—For alterations snd additions to •’Tlie Crown" beer-
house, Wells-street, Camberwell, S.E., for Mr. W. Brown. Mr. W.
M. Brutton, architect, 171, Queen Victoria-street. E.C. :—
R. W. Edgeley £479 0 T. Hooper 447 0
B. Crook 468 18

1

TEY (Esse*)-—Accepted lot warming and ventilating
Birch Cliureh, Marks Tey, Essex :

—

John Grundy, 30. Duncan-teirace, City-road ....£150 0 0

PWLLHELI (Carnarvon).—For construotiou of outfall sewer.
Messrs. Thomas Huberts & Bon. eogincers, Purlmadoo ;—
Gritfitb, Griffith £4,977 I Joon Hunter, 7, Park-
Davld Williams 3.989 street. Cruydon * £3,347
Kvao M. Jones 3,397

1 •Accepted.

SHEFFIELD.—For additions to Branch Free Library, at Bright-
side. Sheffield. Plage, specification, *c.. preimrcd by Mr. C. F. Wike,
C. E., Borough Enginet-r;—
J. Richerly £689 0 0 1 8. Warhurton £491 6 4
J. Eahelly 671 4 7 A. Duke. Mheffield* .. 473 1 3
T. Fish £ Son 556 8 7 I

• Accepted.
[Borough Engineer’s estimate, £500.1

THE BATH STONE FIRMS, Ltd.
BATH,

FOB ALL THE PROVED KINDS OP
BATH STONE.

FLUATE, for HardeiuDg and Preserving
Calcareons Stones and Marbles.

BOULTING TBiEESTONB.
- The etone from thtie qnairiw

i known m the “Wmthei
THB OHBLYNOH j and ii of a very

&TONE]. 1 erystaUine nature, end Ua
f donbtedly one of the moe
^ dnreble etones in England.

THE { I* the eune or^UlUne

BBAMBLEDITOH 5
Oholynoh 8t<«e,

^T—

^

1 but finer in texture, end more
BTONE. Q eoiteblefor finemonlded work.

Prices, and every informatioB given, on
appUoation to 0HABLE8 TBA8K A SONS.
Doultlng, SheptoB Mallet.

London Agent—Mr. B. A. WILLIAMS,
16, Oraven-street, Strand, W.O. ^AdTI

SUBSCRIBERS in LONDON and the SUBURBS, by

prepaying at the PubUshiDg Office, 19s. per annum (or

Is. 9d, per quarter), can ensure receiving “The Builder,”

tiy Friday Morniny’s Post.

W.H. Lascelies& Co.
ISl, BUNHILL EOW, LONDON, E.O

TolepHone No. 270.

HAM HILL 8TONB.
The attention of Architects is specially

invited to the durability and beautifnl colods
of this material. Quarries well opened. Quick
despatch guaranteed. Stonework delivered
and fixed complete. Samples and estimates free.

Address, The Ham Hill Stone Oo., Norton, Stoke
under-Ham, Somerset. London Agent : Mr. E. A.
Williams, 16, Craven-st., Strand, W.O. [Adtt.

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

LASCELLES’ CONCRETE,
Arohlteota* Deeigni are carried out with the

greatest care.

CONSERVATORIES
GREENHOUSES,

WOODEN BUILDINGS,

Bank, Office, & Shop Fittings

Asphalte.—The Seyssel and Metallic Lava
Asphalte Company (Ur. H. Glenn), Office, 42,
Poultry,E.O.-The best andobeapest materialsfor
damp courses, railway arches, warehouse flootu,

flat roofs, stables, oow-sheds, and milk-rooms,
granaries, tun-rooms, and terraoes. Asphalte
Oontraotors to the Forth Bridge Oo. [Advt.

QUANTITIES, &c., LITHOGRAPHED
accurately and with despatch.

METCHIM & SON, 20, Parliament-st., S.W.
“QUANTITY SURVEYORS’ TABLES AND DIARY."
Bevi»ed and Enlarged for 1892, price 9d., postTd. [Adtt.

CHURCH BENCHES & PULPITS

ESTIMATES GIVEN ON APPLICATION.

SFBAGUE & CO.'S

INK-PHOTO PROCESS,

4 A 6, East Harding-street,

Fetter-Lane, E.O. [Adtt.

TWELVE GOLD AND SILVER MEDALS AWARDED.

IRON CISTERNS
F. BRABY & CO.

VERY PROMPT SUPPLY.

LARGE STOCK REAOY.

Particulars on application. CYLINDERS FOR HOT-WATER CIRCULAUON
LONDON; LIVERPOOL: GLASGOW:

362 to 362, Euston-road. 6 and 8, Hatton Garden. 47 and 49, St. Enoch-sq
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Capitol and I^abour
Meetings

Some Recent Sales of Property
Recent Patents

New Business Buildings of Chicago.

IIICAGO is the ooly

American city that

can claim a diS'

tinctive architec-

ture. It is a busi-

ness architecture,

modern in every

sense of the word,

and the outcome
of narrow limita-

tions characteristic of all American cities, but

which in Chicago have received fuller, freer,

and more satisfactory treatment, both from a

constructural and architectural stand point,

than elsewhere in America. Chicago archi-

tecture, though much talked of, is not appre-

ciated, the public hears more of its height

than of any architectural rcerits it may have,

and even the sensible manner in which it

meets exactiog conditions has scarcely been

done justice to.

Chicago architecture,—we refer only to

the newest office buildings as tvpical of the

most recent advances,—is an attempt to meet

the rigid limitations which surround buildiog

in that city and which quite preclude the

possibility of following established methods
of procedure. Hemmed in by the Chicago

Eiver and Lake Michigan, the business portion

of the city is of unusually small size
;
the

high office building, made successful by the

invention of swift-running lifts, solves the

question of area by multiplying it indefinitely.

Not altogether so, because under ordinary

systems of construction the walls of very

high structures would he enormously thick,

and much valuable space would thus be lost

from the renting value of the building. Tbit

difficulty is obviated by the introduction of

steel construction, skeletons of steel sur-

rounded with a light stone or a brick wall.

Thus the Chicago architect had to prepare a

building which would have the greatest

possible fl.oor space, which could neithei

extend beyond the building line or recede

within it, that must be as high as the funds

at hand permitted, and which should be con-

structed as economically as possible.

The programme was unalterable, and the

first step was to discard traditional methods
and styles more suited to monumental edifices

than the business buildings in which the

question of rents is of so much importance.
The high building, eight to twelve stories

high, is a feature of all American cities, but
nowhere have the architects so freely put

' precedent to one side, and followed the pro-
' gramme so closely as in Chicago.

Chicago has a dozen or more large office

buildings either recently completed or in pro-

cess of construction, and all within a few
blocks of each other, averaging sixteen stories

in height. The “ Manhattan,” the Unity,”
the “ Ashland Block,” the “ Title and Trust,”
the " Monadnock and Kearsage,” are a few
very recent buildings each sixteen stories high.

The new Masonic Temple, the lower floors of

which are used as offices and shops, has
eighteen stories. It is obvious that a flat wall
of this altitude, or a wall nearly destitute of
the relieving qualities of mass or of grouping,

offers a problem of almost unprecedented
difficulty for successful treatment. New
York, although it has many high buildings,

has none as lofty as those of Chicago, yet
they’’, are quite high enough to render their

general architectural arrangement of base-

ment, superstructure and cornice or attic

altogether unpleasing, because these features

become unmeaning when spread over too great
a space. The Chicago architects have fol-

lowed a very different course : they have
recognised the utter impossibility of
“ making ” facades, and have suppressed all

unnecessary ornamentation and architectural

features, leaving their buildings simple walls
relieved only by windows, or, perhaps, by bow
windows.

The “ Monadnock,” for example, has a
series of windows alternating with shallow
bow-windows, without ornament of any kind,
no strings or piers, or even hoods or sills, to
the windows, which are all of one design and
almost of one size. The larger front of this

building contains 3S9 window openings ap-
proximately of one kind. The main portion of

the front of the Masonic Temple contains 300
similar windows, which, like those of the Mo-
nadnock, ere without any architectural ad-
juncts. It might readily be supposed from such
figures that the high buildings of Chicago are
utterly monotonous in design and thoroughly
devoid of architectural interest. If architec-

ture be simply an ornamental art of ornamental

construction, then perhaps the Chicago build
logs may not come within its scope, but
if architecture be the meeting of conditions
in building in a manner suited to the con-
ditions, regardless of what might have been
done under other circumstances, and for other
purposes, they are clearly architecture, and
very good architecture to boot. They are toa
high and too big to be designed in the methods
employed in small structures, even the great
width of many of them, --the Masonic
Temple has a frontage of 170 ft., the * Man-
hattan ” 150 ft., the “ Title and Trust ’’ GO ft

,

—which gives a much-needed dignity to tha
immense height, renders it impo3.sibIe to cut
up the fronts in any satiafactorv way. They
have been left, as it were, in their natural
state, frankly expressing the business uses of
the building, and the business conditions under
which they were built.

The “ Monadnock,” with its shallow bow
windows and total absence of ornament, is a.
typical Chicago building, because in it tho-'
conditions imposed upon architecture in that
city are most completely and thoroughly
illustrated. The same may be said of°the
Masonic Temple, for while it has a stone
basement, an attic, and a gabled roof, the
lines of the superstructure are only slightly
accentuated, the series of bow 'windows
extremely shaUow, and there are no horizontal '

lures but those furnished by the frameless
windows in the twelve middle stories The
Title and Trust Co.’s building has a basement
of four stories, then nine stories of plain
wmdows, six pairs in the centre flanked by
slrght bow windows

;
then two stories of similar

design separated with strirrg courses but with
out bow windows, a balcony, another story
and an attic of roundheaded windows. The
traditionary division of the front is followed ^

after a fashion, though the unornamsnted
superstructure is in the peculiar Chicago

-

manner. In the “Unity Building" the
lower two and a halt stories form a,
basement of red granite. The upper part
18 entirely of buff terra cotta and pressed-
brick. It consists of two portions, tiie lower
with nine stories and three bow windows,
separated by pairs of windows. Above m
a deep, horizontal course under three
stories without bows, and in which the
wmdows are separated by pilasters which do

d
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not appear in the lower portion of the facade.

Then comes another horizontal band sur-

mounted with a single row of round-headed
windows, and above a small attic and cornice.

The “ Manhattan Building” is even more
varied, and the contrast between this front,

in which the architect has tried to compose a

design, and those in which such efforts have
not been made is very striking, and much to

the advantage of the latter.

For typical Chicago buildings impress by
mass, not by detail. Their finest quality is

that of immensity, and the less the Ironts are

broken up, the less the walls are interrupted

by piers or by strings, the more imposing the

structure and the more tremendous the effect.

Naturally enough, buildings in which such a

quality predominates cannot be appreciated

from drawings or photographs
;
they must be

seen to gain the full effects of their merits.

The Masonic Temple, for instance, is one of

the least satisfactory structures in the world
on paper

;
standing before it one is over-

powered by its immensity, and its power
;
the

building itself has a real and genuine merit
in its mass which renders it as admirable in

reality as it is unpleasing in reproduction.
The same is true of most of the other new
buildings, a quality quite their own and not
the least surprising one. I

The “Auditorium Building” is very differ- ^

ent from any of the structures already noticed.
\

The largest building in Chicago, it ranks as

I

one of the largest buildings of its kind in

America, occupying about 1^ acres, and having

j

a total street frontage on three streets of 710ft.

I

Originally planned os an opera house, the

;
building includes the auditorium or theatre,

' and recital hall, surrounded by an hotel and
office building, the idea being that the income

.

from one part may offset any deficiency in

another.

While not designed in what we have termed
the typical Chicago manner, the “ Auditorium
building” impresses by mass, not only
because of its size, but because, notwith-
standing its utilitarian and business uses, it

has a monumental aspect, dependent not only
upon the sobriety of the design, but upon the
dark grey granite and Bedford stone of which
it is built. The three lower stories of rough-
faced granite form a basement, in which the
window.-? are restricted sufficiently to give as
much wall space as possible. Above, the wall
is relieved by an arcade, extending through
four stories, of very slightly recessed arches,

interrupted only at the corners, where a broad
piece of wall gives a much-needed strengthen-

ing. Above are a series of round-headed
windows in pairs, two stories high, with pro-

jecting sills forming a disconnected string

course on each front. An attic of wide,
square-headed windows, divided by columns,

with a string below and a cornice above,

crowns the whole. The tower, placed towards
one end of the longer side, is, with the excep-
tion of the balcony on the lake front, the single
marked feature of the exterior, though the
vigorously arched entrances and heavy
columns of the first story might likewise
be considered as ornamental. The necessity
of utilising every inch of space has precluded
the extension of the tower beyond the wall
of the building itself, and its lower part has
not therefore that individuality of mass
which might reasonably be looked for in a
building of this size. The treatment of the
tower is the same as that of the main
structure to the cornice, which is repeated
immediately above the roof line. Three
stories of windows are enclosed in a shallow
arcade above which is a boldly modelled
colonnade with a machicolated cornice as the
finish.

Interiorily the “Auditorium” contains
some of the finest decorative art in America.
The theatre and its approaches, the public
parts of the hotel, and the splendid banquet-
ing-hall are superbly and richly decorated,

Chicago Title end Trust Company's Building .

—

Mr. 21. I. Cobh, Architect.

and in a manner that helps the architecture

without overloading it or becoming in-

trusive.

If the plan of a building is the basis of
which the facade is only an expression, it may
readily he supposed that theChicago buildings,

which offer so many novelties in design, would
exhibit similar originality in planning. This
is true to only a limited extent, since the
interior of an oQice building, being put to a
number of similar uses, may very properly
be much like any other office building. The
merits of the plans of the Chicago buildings
consist, therefore, more in the ingenuity with
which variously-shaped areas are filled than
in any especially marked feature. Again, all

the newer buildings are erected undivided, so
that the floor space may be cut up to suit

tenants, and they are thus, in a measure, inde-
pendent of the arrangements of the architect.

The “ Manhattan Building ” may serve as a
type of rectangular structures in which both
the longer sides are open to the light, a very
unusual arrangement. The plan of the un-
divided story is simply an immense rectangle
enclosing a smaller rectangle, with stairways
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-and lifts, and without any dividing walls

whatever, the weight of the building being
carried by a series of columns and piers dis-

tributed at proper intervals.

The Title and Trust Co. building may serve

as an illustration of an oblong edifice in

which the narrow side only is open to the

street. Here a court becomes an integral

part of the plan, and is placed at one side

and at the centre, while another smaller one
gives light to the rear rooms. The offices are

arranged in double tiers facing the windows,
being intended to be let in pairs or more,
each tenant having an inner and outer office.

This building is provided with seven lifts.

The Masonic Temple is a large rectangular

•building at the corner of two streets, the two

•sides opening, the one on to a narrow street,
the other on to a court. The size of the
building, and the insufficiency of the light to
be had from two of the surrounding
thoroughfares, renders a large central court
necessary. This is covered at the top, and is
surrounded with open balconies so far as to
the ninth floor, above which the correspond-
ing space is taken by offices, the corridor
being placed further in, and having a row of
offices on each side, one of which is lighted
from the street, the other from the court.
Fourteen passenger-lifts and two freight-
lifts are needed in this building, and are
arranged in a seven-sided figure immediately
beyond the court. The ten lower floors of
this structure are intended to be used for

Manhattan Office Building, Chicago. Undivided Plan.

shops and stores,—a novel idea which is as
yet not in operation. The remainder of the
building, except the two topmost floors, are
planned for offices, the special arrangement
of which depends somewhat upon the
requirements of the tenants.

The great office buildings of Chicago are
looked upon by their owners simply as sources
of revenue, not as architectural monuments.
Such, indeed, an office building cannot pro-
perly be; but it is to the credit of Chicago
architects that they should have produced not
only a characteristic group of buildings, but
buildings well worth studying as examples of
the most modern tendencies in architecture
and their expression in architectural form.

Chicago architecture must be estimated by
the Chicago standard. Whatever opinion
may be held as to the characteristics of
Chicago life, its rush and turmoil and busi-

ness proclivities, it should be remembered
that these elements are as much part of the
city as a more staid and regular existence is

of older communities. These are the condi-
tions that Chicago architecture is concerned
with, and if it fulfills them it must he pro-
nounced as successful as other forms of
architecture and methods of treatment may
be for other communities. One does not find
fault with a warehouse because it does not
resemble a church

;
there is nothing in a

church that would make its architectural
form of any utility or sense in a warehouse.
So if Chicago architecture, while differing
from that of the other cities, fulfills Chicago
requirements and is satisfactory to those who
have to use it, it ill becomes visitors to criticise

it because it may differ from their preconceived
notion of what architecture should be. The
buildings may be preposterously high, but
they are so from business conditions, not
from architectural choice. The Chicago
architect does not build high because he
likes it, but because the problem presented
to him forces him to do so, and his success
lies in his frank and business-like treatment
of the buildings. Just as a church is the more
successful the more completely it answers
the requirements of a church, so the success
of the Chicago building must be measured by
the completeness with which it answers to
Chicago requirements. And this position,
perhaps fortunately enough, entails no
approval of whatever boisterousness may
be characteristic of the city.

New School, Cockingtox, Devon.—On the 20th
ult. a new school was opened at Cockington
Devonshire. The Bchool. which is of the Gothic
style, has been built by Mr. G. K. Smale, of St
Marychurch, from the designs of Messrs. Rowell &
Sons, of iSewton. The main ri^'orn, to be used a.s a
mixed school, Ls 50 ft. Sin. by 20ft., and will
accommodate 116 children. Connected with this
is a class-room affording space for twenty-one
children, while in the infant school, which is 56 ft.
by IS ft., there is accommodation for eighty
children. The building is of local sandstone, faced
with white bricks and Bath st-mo. The rooms are
ventilated with Kite & Co.’s ventilators in the roof,
and Lawrence, 'Ihomas, Sc Co.’s side ventilators.
All the rooms .are warmed with open fireplaces, and
gas for artificial lighting is also provided.

STEAM EOAD-ROLLING.
BY ALLAN GBEENWELL, ASSOC. M. INST. C.E,

N September last (1891) the writer
was invited to prepare a report on
the cost of steam road-rolling
from the experience obtained by

its use upon the roads under his charge, for
the use of the County Works Committee of
the county of Somerset. This report became
the basis of a resolution passed by the
Somerset County Council at the quarterly
meeting held at Wells in October, offering
the various contracting highway authorities
in the county the sum of lOd. per cubic yard
for all stone rolled in by the steam roller,
subject to the quality of the stone being
approved by the County Surveyor.
The Frome Highway Authority ordered

this report to be printed, and it has since been
reproduced in many of the leading papers of
the day. The kind reception which it has
received, and the constant inquiries from
members of county councils, surveyors, and
others interested in the subject, have led to
the belief that a short account of the work
done by the steam-roller during one year,
giving the actual cost under the various
heads, together with such further particulars
as would appear necessary for purposes of
comparison, would be acceptable to the
largely increasing body of those interested in
the question of steam-rolling on roads.
The Frome Rural Sanitary and Highway

Authority’s District, No. 1, is situated in the
county of Somerset, and comprises ninety-
one miles of district and thirty miles of main
road. It contains twelve parishes, with an
area of 28,058 acres, and a nonulation of
6,024.

^

The town of Frome, which is a Local Board
District, and manages its own roads, is situated
nearly in the middle of the rural district. It
has a population of 11,464, and carries on the
manufacture of woollen and other cloth. It
is, however, principally an agricultural town.
The rural district is almost entirely agri-

cultural, but there is a considerable traffic
over the roads due to coal, stone, and heavy
timber hauling. The district is very hilly.
The atones used are all quarried in the

district, and consist of :

—

1. Blue Rock or Mountain Limestone.
2. Dug Flints.

3. Tough blue Sandstone (Lower Oolite).
4. Grey Limestone (Lower Oolite). Very little

used.

The steam-roller was purchased by the
authority in March, 1888. It was made by
Messrs. Aveling Sc Porter, of Rochester,
weighs ten tons, and rolls a width of
6 ft. 3 in.

The staff consi.sts of three men, namely,
engine-driver at 3s. 4d. per day, and two
sweepers at 2s. 8d. and 23. 4d. per day respec-
tively, the former acting as steam-roller
foreman.

There is a sleeping-van which travels with
the roller and contains two berths

;
the

third man being allowed 6d. a night for
lodging-money when the roller is more than
three miles from Frome.
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There are two water-barrels oontaining
175 andl30 gallons respectively. Unlessthe
distance from which the water has to be
brought is great, or the road very hilly, the
larger barrel is sufficient by itself. From
1,400 to 2,800 gallons of water are required
per day, depending upon the weather, and in-

cluding about 200 gallons for the boiler.

The horse-hire is supplied by contract, and
varies from 7id. to lOd. per hour’s work, for
one man and one horse.

The coal is delivered to the steam-roller at
any part of the district at Is. per cwt.
Best lard oil is used for lubrication.

From January 29, 1891, to January 29,

1892, the steam-roller worked as follows :

—

days. days.
Main roads 127
District roods 120.5

County bridges (on district toads) ... 3^
251

Let out on hire 1
Cleaning out boiler 20
Travelling over district 8
Stopped tor repairs 7

,, by frost or snow 21^
Holidays 44

62

Total 313

Taking overtime and short days into
account, the 251 working days are equal to

265 days of nine hours each.

During this period 160,725 superficial yards
of road have been rolled, and 9,141 cubic
yards of stone consolidated, made up as fol-

lows :

—

1. Blue Rock 7,474
2. Sandstone 1,467
3. Flints 200

9,141

making an average of 606 superficial and
344 cubic yards per day of nine hours.
The cost was as follows :

—

—
Total

cost.

j
Cost

per

day

of

0

hours.

Costper

cubic

yard

con-

solidated.

1

SL 8. d. £ I. d.
Engme-driver a wages .

.

53 13 4

Sweepers' do. 66 1 4

Horae-hiro 160 17 3 d r

Coal and wood 63 13 0
Brushes, oil, &c 13 6 1 0 8

337 10 0
Estimated allowance for

depreciation and re-

pair of steam-roller and
2 water barrels, at 20
per cent, per annum .

.

6S 0 0 0 6 2 1 8

405 10 0 1 10 8 10 6

The cost per day of nine hours has, there-
fore, been 11. lOs. 8d., including everything,
and the cost per cubic yard of stone consoli-
dated, lOid.
By various economical reforms the rate for

horse-hire has been reduced from 44d. per
cubic yard at the commencement of the year,
to 24d. at the present time, thus making the
total cost about 9d. per cubic yard.
From careful experiments with the blue

limestone it has been found that to obtain
consolidation with the usual coating of two
stones in thickness (each cubic yard broken
to 24 in. gauge, and made to cover about
17 superficial yards of road), the steam-
roller must traverse a patch equal to its own
width about thirty-five times. From this it

appears that a cubic yard of broken stone
requires H ton miles of rolling to produce
consolidation.

For binding, about 6 per cent, of well-
weathered road-scraping is spread over the
surface when consolidation is nearly effected.
Without the use of binding, consolidation is

found to be impossible.

Experience of the roads in the Frome
district has shown a considerable saving both
in materials and manual labour due to the
use of the steam-roller, at least 25 per cent,
of the former being saved as compared with
atone worked in by the traffic

j
and, as regards

the latter, all after-raking is avoided, and
scraping is reduced to a minimum.
The saving to the users of roads by the use

of the steam-roller is too obvious to need
remark. The actual economy, however, in

road maintenance must depend upon four
points :

—

1. The cost of a cube yard of material spread
upon the road.

2. The cost of after-raking, per cube yard,
when the stone is left to wear in by the
traffic.

3. The cost of steam-rolling per cube yard
of material spread,

4. The proportion of material saved by
steam-rolling as compared with the material
worn in by the traffic.

In the Frome district, where the material
is plentiful and of excellent quality, the
average cost when spread upon main roads is

58. 3d. per cube yard. The cost of after-

raking may be taken at 2d. The cost of
steam-rolling, as already shown, is 9d.

; and
the writer’s experience points to a saving in
material by steam-rolling of at least 25 per
cent. The actual economy in road mainte-
nance due to the use of steam-rolling is,

therefore, nearly 9d. a cube yard.
It will be apparent that the economy will

rapidly increase as the value of the material
rises.

As it is necessary to keep a very careful
watch over the daily work, the steam-roller
foreman fills up a printed form on a post-card,
which he sends to the surveyor each night,
giving the number of superficial yards rolled,
the number of cubic yards consolidated, the
number of hours at work, and other parti-
culars. These fij(ures, after being checked,
together with all items of cost, are entered
upon special forms, designed by the writer,
and presented to his Board at each monthly
meeting. A. G.

NOTES.

HT the Congress of Chambers of
Commerce last week, several of
our Colonial visitors bore testi-

mony to the great value of con-
ciliation boards for settling labour dis-
putes. The Premier of New South W’^ales
(Mr. G. B. Dibbs) advised employers to treat
the trade unions with perfect frankness, and
paid a tribute to the intelligence of the
working classes of Australia. The manner
in which labour leaders at home have con-
ducted some recent disputes does not say
much for their sagacity ; but if the experience
of the past has the effect of making the
workers adopt more rational methods, and
choose better men to represent them in their
differences with their employers, there will
be brighter prospects for the future. Mr.
S. B. Boulton, Chairman of the London Con-
ciliation Board, declared that many of the
men who hod been sent up by the trades
unions of London to discuss differences before
the Board proved themselves fully capable of
dealing with the questions at issue, and con-
ducted their case in an admirable manner

;

but at the same time he strongly deprecated
the interference of professional agitators.
We doubt not that by this time many
of the members of the unions will
be quite ready to echo this sentiment.
The result of the discussion at the Congress
was the unanimous adoption of a resolution
recommending the formation of' “ properly
constituted Boards of Conciliation and Arbi-
tration in all important centres of industry
and commerce throughout the empire.” The
legislature of Belgium has recently been
grappling with this question, and has
sanctioned the appointment of a Council of
Labour, consisting of an equal number of
representatives of labour and capital, and of
specialists in social questions. We are
evidently feeling our way to something of
this nature, but we move slowly and
cautiously in such matters. The formation
of effective Boards of Conciliation would, un-
doubtedly, do much to prevent the recurrence
of the disastrous disputes of the last few
years, and also obviate the necessity for an
undue amount of State intervention.

V^HILE we lament the decision of Mr-
**

^

Justice Chitty in regard to Emanuel
Hospital, it perhaps must he admitted that no-
other Ls practically possible. The pToperty
from which the endowment of the eharitr.
comes has much decreased in value, while the
site on which the old building stands has
greatly risen in value, and the building itself
it is said, needs extensive repair or almost re-
building to render it habitable. It would seem
rather contrary to the objects of a charity that
those who administer it should be precluded
from raising funds for the purpose by the sale
of a building which is not in condition for
use, because the building is a picturesque
one and interests many persons. So far we-
cannot but feel that the Judge’s view is that
of common sense. It is on the question of
the open site that there is another word to be
said. The building up of an open space like-
the Hospital quadrangle, in a neighbourhood
already so overcrowded with buildings, is a.

matter which concerns public health, and
there are therefore interests to be considered*
on both sides of the question, other than those
of mere testheticism. The loss of the open,
space, especially if a monster block of fiats ie
to be erected on it, will undoubtedly be a»

public detriment, though we do not see how
' this consideration can he legally brought to-
bear on the proposed sale. There is however-
the possibility of the purchase of the building
and land by public subscription for the pur-
pose of preserving them. We fear it is not^
very likely that money will be raised for
that purpose, but it might be worth while-
for those who are most interested in the
preservation of the building to invite support
for a scheme of .purchase, and see whai
resulted from the invitation.

X
T was not so many months ago that am

attack in the public prints was made by
some land and house agents against solicitors^

for taking or demanding certain commiesione-
on the transaction of business with land
agents. It must be confessed that, judging
from the case of Gillow v. Lord Aberdare,.
which was tried last week, the principles od
which land and house agents act are not-
always such as to commend themselves to the-
minds of reasonable men. The action in-

question was brought by Messrs. Gillow to-
recover commission from Lord Aberdare-.
The plaintiffs had been employed by the-
defendant to let or sell his London house, and
they duly let it. After occupying the house-
for a certain time, the tenant decided to buy
it

;
but when he took it as tenant he had no

formal option to purchase, and the trans-
action, so far as regards Messrs. Gillow’e
employment was concerned, had come to an
end. But they relied on an alleged custom to-
the effect that a house agent who lets a house
has a right to a commission on its sale^
if it is subsequently purchased by the tenant..
The alleged custom is not only obviously bad
from its vagueness, for no limit of time during
which the right to commission remains i&
force was stated, but, also, it is a practice-
which has not the general application of
custom. No doubt, house agents do try to-

make this a practice, but, without a special
contract, it clearly is altogether invalid*..

Moreover, without such special contract it

cannot be justified, because it is, in effect, a
demand to be paid though no work has been-
done. The work done has been the letting-

of the house, on which commission is duly
paid, but the sale is a matter in regard to-

which the house agent has done nothing to-

entitle him to remuneration. It need hardl.v
be said that the Judge decided the case in-

favour of Lord Aberdare; and should the-

action be taken to the Court of Appeal, there
can be no doubt that the result will be the-

same.

WHY should Fridav be consecrated to

science On Friday most of the
leading scientific and technical papers appear,,

on Friday the “ echoes of science,”—some-
times strangely distorted,— resound in the-

Globe, and on Friday the Physical Society
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holds its meetings. It was therefore appro-
ijpriate that the Conversazione of the Institu-
tion of Electrical Engineers should take place

on Friday, July 1. The perfect weather
•doubtless helped to swell the number of the
guests that crowded the spacious rooms of

the Royal Institute of Painters in Water
Colours, and ware received by the President
of the Institution and Jlra. Ayrton. Amongst
those present were Lord Kelvin (President of
the Royal Society), the Hon. Lyulph Stanley,
Sir Benjamin Baker, Sir David Salomons,
Sir Henry Mance, Sir II. Dalton, Mr. H. W.
Christmas (Servian Consul-General), Pro-
fessor Foster, Professor Crookes and Professor
Hughes, Mr. W. J. Hammer (who represented
the American Institute of Electrical En-
gineers), Dr. John Hopkinson, Mr. W. H.
Preece, Professor Perrv, Professor Forbes,
Professor Meldola, Dr. Frankland, Dr. Glad-
stone, Mr. Diggle, Mr. E. Woods (Past-
-President of the Institution of Civil
Engineers, Mr. J. W. Swan, Dr. Ludwig
'‘Mond, Professor Adams, Mr. E. Graves,
'Mr. Harrison, and Dr. Sumptner. The Band
of the Royal Horse Guards performed an
excellent programme of music during the
evening, under the direction of Mr. Charles
'•Godfrey, and the company did not break up
until close on midnight.

WE have received a copy of Mr. T. W.
Thompson’s report to the Local

Government Board on the sanitary circum-
stances of the Erownhills Urban Sanitary
District, consequent upon a representation
made last year by the Staffordshire County
'Council to the Local Government Board, to
the effect that the Public Health Acts had
not been properly put in force within the
district of the Brownhills Local Board.

'

Among the circumstances mentioned in Mr.
Thompson’s report we find the following :

—

“ A considerable number of the houses are devoid
of eave spouting, and in some eases the surface
drainage is deficient or defective, circumstances
which conduce to the dampness of dwellings.
Many yards are unpaved, and in some cases ashes
were found heaped or strewed about them. In
others, slop-waters were found lying in pools withm
abort distances of the dwellings.
Where sinks are provided within the houses they

• usually discharge simply through a hole in the wall—the sink waters running down the outside of the
wall to find their way to a channel or gully below.
This arrangement obviously keeps tbe wall in a
damp condition, and, in not a few circumstances,
the sink-waters were found soaking down towards
the foundations of the bouses.

Woier Su-pply. — Three hundred and forty-one
houses within the district are supplied with water
from the mains of the South Staffordshire Water-
works Company

; but the remaining villages and
houses (some 2,000 of the latter) are dependent
upon wells. These wells vary in depth, but taken
as a class, they are of very defective construction,
and are frequently surrounded by obvious sources of
pollution. Internally they are simply dry steined,
no attempt having been made to prevent water
finding its way into them through the upper layers
of the soil. In certain instances liquid, coming
from the direction of middens, was observed trick-
ling into the wella. Some of the tenants are aware
of tho impurity of the water of these wells, and are,
in cousequence, compelled to send for drinking
waterto ocher wells, which in some cases appear
'little less open to suspicion than those dis-
•carded

The Brownhills sewage is conveyed to a sewage-
farm belonging to the Local Board, tho effluent
ultimately finding its way into the Clayhanger
brook. - . At the time of my visit tho subsiding
tanks, of which there are two, having each a capa-
city of 9,000 gallons, were practically full of black
offensive sludge, over tbe surface of which sewage
was trickling to find its way into the main carrier.
Some men, were, however, engaged in attempting
to empty the tanks, a process, I was informed,
which had not been carried out during tbe present
tenaucy. One of tbe main underground carriers,
at the date of my visit, was blocked, and as a con-
sequence the sewage was being turned on to a
limited area of a grass field, at which spot the land
was apparently sewage-logged.
Of sewage treatment proper there appeared no

sign.

The privy midden is in general use. The middens
are of excessive size, sunk, often deeply, below tbe
ground level, and many of them are uncovered.
They are mostly found in a wet and offensive con-
dition Until November of last year the
Ecavenging of middens was left entirely to the
iiousebolders. In that month, however, as a con-

sequence apparently of tbe remonstrances which
had at different times been addressed to them by
tbe Board, and of the visits of the Medical Officer

to tbe County Council, the sanitary authority en-
tered into contracts with four separate contractors
for the scavenging of the four different wards in the
district. The contracts, which were made for the
period of one year, require the contractors to
remove all night-soil and ashpit and house refuse in

accordance with the provisions of the by-laws.
The contracts have certainly nob been acted up to
in this respect, for tbe by-laws require the cleansing
of every ashpit and every privy " at least once in

every week.” So far from this having been
achieved, large accumulations of ashes were in some
instances found, which.had never yet been visited
by the scavenger, and 'many middens, although
said to have been emptied once or more under con-
tract, were quite full at tbe time of my visit. The
scavenging of the district must, therefore, still be
regarded as unsatisfactory
The bye-laws themselves are similar to those of

the Model Series issued by tho Board. But in

several important respects they have not been en-
forced. This is notably the case with regard to the
construction of new privies, ashpits, and cesspools.

Such ashpits as were visited which had been
recently constructed in connexion with new houses,
were found mostly of excessive size, not rendered
inside with cement, or asphalted, nor were the floors

raised three inches above the level of the sur-
rounding ground, as required by clause 34 of the
by-laws.

Defects of a similar character to those above
mentioned were found as regards new ashpits and
cesspools elsewhere, and seemingly no attempt had
been made to enforce the by-laws in these important
particulars.

As aresulbof my inspection, the conclusion seems
unavoidable that, with respect to the provision of
sufficient sewers for their district, the provision of
wholesome water supplies, and the enforcement of
by-laws, the Brownhills Urban Sanitary Authority
have failed in the discharge of the duties imposed
upon them by the Public Health Act, 1875.”

I
K his report on the Sanitary Condition of

K^-usiogton for the four weeks from
May 22 to June 18, Dr. Orme Dudfield
again comments strongly ou the anomaly by
which the Water Companies have power to

cut off water and thereby create a “nuisance”
to be dealt with summarily, while the

Sanitary Authority is bound to issue a notice

for the abatement of the nuisance, and thus
becomes, in fact, the agent of the Water
Company to secure payment. The position

thus created is, as Dr. Dudfield says, both
ridiculous and undignified. The Water
Companies ought to be given other powers
for recovering their rates, and the power to

cut off water removed.

Among the vases,—a small but very
valuable collection,—recently acquired

for the British Museum, there is one, a white
Athenian cyli.x. by Sotades, which from its

rare subject calls for special attention. On
it is represented the myth of the imprison-
ment of the Seer Polyeidos in the tomb of

Glaukos, son of Minos. So far as we know
there is only one other supposed instance of

this curious and obscure bit of mythology,
and that is on a lekythos also of tbe white
Athenian kind, quite recently published in

the Jahrbuch of the German Archreologieal
Institute. In that case the representation

consists of a large white tomb-mound, from
which branch out coventionallsed trees. Two
huge snakes dart from the tomb apparently
to attack an approaching male figure who is

supposed to bs Polyeidos. Perched ou a
branch across the tomb-mound is a small owl
done in purple. It was an owl which, ac-

cording to Ilygluus, discovered to Polyeidos
the burial-place of Glaukos {vidit noctuarn
sitper cellain vinariam sedentem). The story of
Glaucus and Polyeidos is but little known,
and the acquisition of this cylix by the
museum will, we fancy, send many people
seekingto their mythological dictionarie.s. We
may note as a point of interest that these
two vases in which alone the myth occurs
both belong to a distinctively Athenian class

of work. As to the rest of the collection,

there is a second Sotades cylix, in which a
maiden is represented plucking fruit from
a tree

;
on a third cylix, so similar in style

that, presumably, it is from the same hand, a
man armed with a club confronts a huge
serpent. Now that these three white cjlikes

are added to its collection, a collection which
included, be it remembered, the Pandora vase
and tbe Aphrodite on the swan, tbe British

Museum stands, for this department, easily

first among the museums of Europe, Three
red-figured cylikes deserve mention

;
one

signed by Hermaios, the other two respec-

tively in the styles of Euphronios and
Chachrylion.

The Society for Preserving the Memorials
of the Dead have, as we understand,

undertaken to repair the Belasyse monument,
against the east wall of St. Giles’s-in-the-

Fields Church. It commemorates the Royalist
John, son of Thomas, first Viscount Faucon-
berg, created Baron Belasyse, of Worlaby,
county Lincoln, on January 27, 1644, his

three wives, and several of his children. A
long inscription, much worn, recounts his

services to Kings Charles I
,
Charles II., and

James II. His third wife, Lady Anne Paulet,

was daughter to John, fifth Marquis of

Winchester, who so long defended Basing
House in the Civil War, Lord Belasyse
died on September 10, 1689; his second wife

was buried, in 1662, beneath the altar-table

in the former church, and re-interred, in the

new churchyard, in a vault under the north
gate.* In No. 1369 of the London E^'enivj

Post, for August 24-6, 1736, we read :

—

" Last Week was tiDiabed a very lofty and costly

Monument of moat curious Workmanship, and
affixed to tbe East Wall of tbe Church, in the
Churjh-yard of St. Giles's-in-the- Fields, Middlesex,
on part of which being of VVhite Marble, in black
Letters, under a Coat of Arms, impaled, of

Belasyse and Powlet, is tho following Inscription

A drawing of this, which was set up by Lord
Belasyse’s two surviving daughters; with a

copy of the inscription saying it was erected

in 1736, is contained in the Gentlemans
Mofjazine for August, 1817. The shield (its

charge, and the coronet above, almost effaced)

is carried on a high wall-slab, in front of which
is a sarcophagus supported by two feet upon
a high base, and finiahed at the top with a
pediment. Now it is worthy of notice that

Hatton, in his “ New View of London ”

(1708), describes a monument as then within
tbe chancel of old St. Giles’s (built 1623, and
pulled down 1730) thus :

—

...a black and wbita Marble Monument, with.

Columns and Entablature, of tbe lonick Order.
And these Arms: A Chevron betn 3 P’Jowers de
Us, with a Crescent for a iHffcrence

|

Belasyse]

Impaled with 3 Swords in pile [Paulet]. Also these

Arm.s [since removed] ; A Fess betn 3 Cross
Crosslets. And this Inscription. This Monument
was erected, Anuo 1670 [sic], in memory of tbe
Honourable John, Lord Belasyse, Baron Worlaby,
second Son of Thomas Lord Viscount Fauconberg,
his Wives and Children

Hatton gives, but not quite accurately, all the

inscription; Maitland, 17o7, faithfully copies

Hatton. John Parton’s book, 1822, upon the

hospital and parish of St. Giles, rehearses

Hatton’s words, adding, in a note, “this
monument is still remaining, and is on the

outside of the church, against the east wall

of the chancel.” Parton cites “ 1670 ” as the

date nf Lord Belasyse’s interment
;
and does

not point out that the memorial we refer to

differs from that described by Hatton, save

as to its upper shield and lettering. And
whilst we do not find in some cf the later

books upon London any mention of a Belasyse

monument here, the earlier chroniclers say
nothing to indicate—except by the comparison

we make above—that, as seems to be the case,

a former memorial was altered to, or replaced

by, the one of 1736.

A SMALL exhibition of wood-carving is

now being held at 33, Brewer-street, W.,
and consists of the work done by the pupils

of the Donegal School of "Wood-carving,

which was first started in 1888 in Gweedore,
under the direction chiefly of Mrs. Ernest
Hart. There are several excellent specimens

* In 1673 he lived in Charles-street, RL Jamea'a-
square. Hia nephew, Thomas, aecoud Lord Fauconberg,
married Cromwell’s daughter, Mary ; they lived iu

Soho-square. See our “ Note " of May 16, 1391.
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of work, — some panels, a cabinet, and
smaller objects, such as bellows, boxes, &e.,
the carvicg being conventional, and taken
largely from llenaissance models. Some few
things have more of the Irish character in
their detail, and doubtless when the school
has been in existence some little time longer
more attempt will be made towards origin-
ality of design. Meanwhile, the object is a
praiseworthy one, and deserves support, as
supplying an employment for a large popula-
tion in the congested districts of Donegal
during the winter months.

rpiIE 'advertisement for a new chapel for

. .
8 Inn, which appears in our adver-

tising columns this week, adds another to
the collection of amusing documents of this
Kind which might be made. Architects are
invited to send in plans to J-in. scale—a very
large scale for competition drawings, putting
unnecessary extra labour on the competitors

;

no payment or premium of any kind will be
made save in respect of the design which
shall be accepted, and apparently the
promoters of the competition do not bind
themselves to accept any design, though
they do not seem to know how to
express this, as they put it in these
words—“ who will not ba bound to accept
the lowest or any estimate ;

” apparently
confounding an architectural competition
with the sending in of tenders by contractors,
and applying to the former the safe-guarding
phrase generally used in the latter cose ! < )f

course if people send in competition advertise-
ments of this absurd kind, the publisher of
this journal has no choice but to accept the
order as sent; but we would really suggest
to some of those who are about 'to adver-
tise competitions that they might find

while, before sending their
order to the publisher of the Builder, to
consult the editor as to the form of their
ac^ertisement. Some at all events of those
who have competitions to advertise might in
that case have saved themselves from appear-
ing ridiculous in print, and from wasting their
money in advertising competitions on terms
which no high-class architect would look at.

LETTER FROM PARIS.
The Salon des Champs Elys6es has closed its

doors and the formal distribution of prizes has
served as occasion for many conciliatory
speeches

;
M. Bonnat in the first instance and

after him the Mini.ster of Fine Arts, made
eloquent appeals in favour of artistic brother-
hood. and similar sentiments were expressed
at the annual banquet the same evening, and
the guests separated full of agreeable illusions
which are not very likely to be fulfilled. There
is in fact a great gulf between the two camps
and the new Salon, in suppressing awards’
which prove very little and often cause discon-
tent, has collected around it many artists
injustice to whom seemed to have become
almost a principle of action. On the other
hand there is reason in the poet’s line—
“Tel brille au second rang qui s’eclipse au

premier
;

and many painters and sculptors have gained
by the schism an official position which they
could not otherwise have commanded. To bring
about the union talked of would need a thorough
revision of the procedure of the old Salon, and
a great deal of giving way on the part of stiff-
necked members of the Institut; and on the
whole It seems probable that M. Bonnat and M
Puvis de Chavannes will reign oyer their respec-
tive territories for another year at all events
The date for the next Universal Exhibition is

already being canvassed among onr political
leaders. Every oneseems agreed that it should
comcide with the opening of the new century
and shoold be held in May, 1900. A decree
to this effect has just been submitted to the
Chamber of Deputies, which will shortly take it
into formal consideration. To those who think
the action premature it is replied that the
decree for the 1889 exhibition was passed in
1884, and that the time between now and 1900
is not too large for the preparation that will be
required, especially if it is decided to abandon
the Champ de Mars for some other site.

An interesting exhibition was held last month
at the Georges Petit Gallery under the title
“Cent Chefs - d (Envres,” the receipts to be
devoted to the erection of ateliers for women.
There were in reality about 150 pictures of the
French, English, Belgian, and Dutch schools.
Among the French artists represented were
Watteau, Corot, Meissonier, Daubigny, Millet,
Troyon, Dupr6, Courbet, and Manet. The
English pictures formed a very interesting
collection, and served to show how much some
of our painters, as Dupre and Rousseau, owe to
the study of Constable and Bonington.
The ilcole des Beaux-Arts has just exhibited

the “ envois de Rome,” whereof the architec-
tural drawings only are of much interest. In
painting, the “ Christ” of M. Danger, a fourth-
year pupil, would pass unnoticed in any average
exhibition, and in sculpture M. Boutry’s
“ Le Paix ” is but a commonplace composition.
But among the architectural groups we find
things really worth attention. We may espe-
cially note the restoration of the Temple at
Epidaurus, by M. Defrasse, a fourth-year pupil,
which is a most remarsable work and full of
learned detail. M. Tournaire’s study of the
Temple of Juno at Agrigentnm is also worth
notice, and his restoration of the from
one of the Florentine palaces. M. Sortais has
sent drawings of the Thermte of Agrippa, and
M. Pontremoli drawings of the Forum of Nerva.
The one criticism to be made is that all these
are purely academic drawings showing only
correctness, knowledge, and labour, but no
original conception,
As has been mentioned, Madame Loon

Bertaux, founder and president of the “ Union
des Femmes Peintres et Sculpteurs," is a can-
didate for the chair in the Academie des Beaux-
Arts left vacant by the death of Bonassienx.
It is understood that the Academicians intend
to dispute every attempt to break through the
rule against the entry of women into their ranks;
the candidature of Madame Bertaux, however, is
not in one sense wiihont precedent, as several
women were accepted as members of the
“Academie Royale de Peinture et de Sculp-
ture” in past days. The first was Catherine
Duchemin. wife of Girardon the sculptor, and
the last Jladame Vigfie-Lebrun. In 1793, the
“ Acadfimie Royale ’ was suppressed, and at the
formation of the Institut women were formally
excluded.

At the Hotel de Ville the placing of the
decorative paintings in their positions is going
on; in a few days M. Benjamin Constant’s
ceiling will be maroujfc, and those of MM.
Morot and Gabriel Ferrier, and the “Hiver” of
M. Puvis de Chavannes. The “ Galerie des
Pay.eages ” is nearly completed, and M. Barrias
has just finished his cupolas. M. Binet is at
the present moment occupied in painting, also
for the Hotel de Ville, an immense composition
illustrating the voluntary enlistment during the
siege of Paris in 1870. on the Place da Pantheon.
The visits made by the members of the

Congress of Architects last month were the
occasion of drawing special attention to some
buildings of considerable interest, and we
cannot do better than devote the remainder of
this letter to some notes of these visits and the
buildings which formed the object of them.

'

The first visit made was on Monday the ‘’Otb
to the Musee Galliera. In 1878 Mdme Marie
de Brignole, widow of Raphael de Ferrari, due
de Galliera, presented to the City of Paris the
9,800 m6tres of ground on which M. Ginain
has built this museum, which surrounds a beau-
tiful square, full of flowers and verdure and
ornamented with a fountain. The generous
donor has added to this gift a sum of 0,500,000
francs, of which 4,560,000 have already been
swallowed np by the buildings. The works
begun in 1879, and delayed owing to the neces-
sity of having to make elaborate and careful
foundations in the old quarries of Cbaillot, will
soon be finished. The Municipal Council
intend to turn it into a thoroughly modern
museum, something in the style of that at the
Luxembourg, and to collect there the principal
works in painting and sculpture obtained from
the two Salons. In spite of the indifference of
the public to architectural designs, there will
perhaps be some interest aroused in the models in
relief, and. the framework designs which formed
a feature in the exhibitions of the City of Paris
in 1878 and 1889. The Musee Galliera is a
pretty “ bonbonniere,” designed in an entirely
Greek style, by an architect who thoroughly
understands his work. It is entered by a semi-
circular court, the porticoes of which communi-
cate with the colonnades opening on to the

gardens on each side of the central pavilion.
This pavilion has been decorated by MM.
Chapu, Thomas, and Cavelier, with symbolical
statues of painting, sculpture, and architecture..
In the vestibule the bust of the founder will be
placed

;
then there is a Salle de Peinture,.

lighted from above, (and flanked by smaller
rooms, which leads to a sculpture gallery, well'
lighted by three large bay windows looking on
to the Square. The facade of the building is

74 mfetres long. There is a small library,
several other rooms, and some large shops on
the ground floor.

The Congress then proceeded to the Tioca-
d6ro Palace, where, instead of going to the
Sculpture Museum, they were detained in the-
Salle des Fetes by the interesting description
given by M. Bourdais, who is a distinguished
engineer and architect. He explained the con-
struction of this great hall, which has a height
of 35 metres and a width of 50, He announced,
to the surprise of every one, that the stage,which
measures 30 metres at the opening, is exactly
double the size of that at the Opera. He also-
tried to justify the acoustic properties, which
have been found notoriously defective, by affirm-
ing that the most delicate tones of the violins in.

the “ Minuet de Boccherini "were heard in every
part. Without following M. Bourdais in his-

scientific dissertations, we may mention here
the regrettable oversight with regard to M.,
Davioud, who was collaborator with M. Bour-
dais, and whose name (unless we are mistaken)i
was never mentioned. We will, however, now
pass on to the MusOe de iSculpture Compar6e,
which extends the whole length of the gallery
on the right of the Palace. M. Geoffrey de
Chaume has collected here with much taste,,

the finest specimens of the Roman epoch, of
Flamboyant architecture, and of the style of
the seventeenth century. To the contents oF
this eallery a long article was devoted in the
Bidhler of August 10, 1889.
The next day, at the same time, the

Congress assembled at the other end of
Paris, in the “ Bourse du Travail,” which has
recently been inaugurated under the name
of the ‘‘ Carmagnole,” and which is the last
socialistic concession made by the municipality
to the working syndicates of Paris. It is the-

popular tribunal, open to the everlasting claims
against the “ Infamous Capital.” It is also the
spot from whence the middle man is to be-
evicted, and in a word it is to supersede
the “Bureaux de Placement.” In con-
fiding this building to M. Bouvard, the Muni-
cipal Council made a happy choice, for few
architects possess in a similiar degree the
qualities of administration and organisation
necessary for the accomplishment of such a
work. The spot chosen was at one time
occupied by a panorama, near the Place de
la Republiqne, in a popular quarter, and two
steps from Belleville, which has been called
the “ Mont Aventin de la Revolution.” It

was necessary for the purpose to have a large
building, solid, cheap, well designed and venti-

lated, and of a simple and severe style. AU
this has been very well carried out by M-
Bouvard. On the ground floor is a hall for

the engaging of the workmen; above is a large
hall for public meetings, with oak panelling, on-
which the arms of the old corporations are
carved. In the semicircle occupied by the
Tribune are painted the principal Parisian
trades. All this decoration is unpretending,
and in good taste

;
the artist is M. Delmotte.

Ventilation is effected by inlets under the
benches, and heated air is admitted. The
whole building is lighted by electricity.

On the first stage are all the numerous
offices for the working syndicates, who have
also a general hall and a library. All these-

rooms are well-lighted and furnished in a simple
and comfortable style, which does credit to M.
Bouvard’s taste, and which met with the ap-
proval of the Congress. The visit to the Con-
servatoire des Arts et Metiers was next made
under the direction of M. Ancelet, to whom the
Government has confided the erection of the-

new galleries at the extreme end of the garden,
which itself will be converted into a great hall

to receive the machines which are actually on
view in the old Church of St. Martin des
Champs. These galleries were begun in 1886,
and then left for some time. The cost has
already mounted up to 500,000 fr. Early on
Thursday morning the Congress started for
Cbulons, where they were met by the Architec-
tural Society of the Marne, and conducted by
M. Geunyp, diocesan architect, to the Cathedral
of St. Etienne. It dates from the end of the
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Accepted Design for Cemetery Chapel, Jliptm.—Messrs. Clarlt
,f-

IfutcMnsm, Architects.

thirteenth centary, and possesses a very beau-
tiful nave. The choir is surrounded by apsidal
chapels, which from the outside give a very
beautiful effect. We noticed a bas-relief of the
sixteenth century, and several tombstones of
the fourteenth century, and an altar made in

1686 from the designs of Mansart. The Con-
gress lunched in a picturesque restaurant
havingithe quaint name of " Hotel Haute M6re-
Dieu.”

After a visit to the church of St. Alpin, deco-
rated with stained glass of the Renaissance
period, and with a painting on a gold background
assigned to Van Eyck, the Congress proceeded
to the church of Notre Dame de I’Epine, at

j

some distance, and which was really the
|

principal object of the excursion. This is a i

fine specimen of the Florid Gothic of the

!

second half of the fifteenth century
;
it includes

a long nave and side-aisles with large windows,
a choir surrounded by a cloister, and a
Renaissance organ-case. The church, which
almost rises out of the fields, has two large
towers, one 46 metres high. Chiilons has
several other curious monuments, and these I

occupied the remainder of the day, —• the
churches of Notre Dame, a very complete
specimen of the Roman style, St. Loup and St.
Jean, the Palais de Justice (M. Collin, archi-
tect), the Seminary, the walls of which date
from the time of Louis XIII., and finally the
old residence of the Governors of Champagne,
which dates from the eighteenth century, and
is one of the most beautiful Hotels de Pre-
fecture in France. It is a very large building,
and contains nine fine $ahms en suite, opening
on to a beautiful walk called the “Jard,” in
which the walks are almost lost to view as they
disappear under the old trees. We may men-
tion the Hotel de Ville, which also dates from
the eighteenth century, and not far from it is
the Museum. The last day of the Congress
was given up to a visit to the new buildings of

'

the Court of Appeal. M. Daumet was the
I

guide, and showed first the civil Tribunal room,
I

which is installed in the “ Grand Chambre ” of
I

the Parliament, executed and ornamented under
j

Louis XII. by Fra Giovanni Giocondo, and of I

which the fine ceiling has been entirely preserved.
I

The “ pr6toire
”

is decorated with a fine trjp-
j

tych representing the Christ accompanied by
symbolical figures, an exquisite work of Elie

j

Delaunay’s, framed in a wooden setting of
I

which all the details were designed by M. Due.

I

This was the last effort of the great architect,

I

who never lived to see the accomplishment of

;

his work. All this time M. Daumet never

I

ceased to give all respect and praise to his pre-
decessor’s taste and talent, wbo.se work has

I

remained one of the most beautiful monuments
I of the century.

The first room of the Court of Appeal is the
personal design of M. Daumet. The ceiling of
natural pine is decorated with panels with
cornucopias and other devices carved in the
wood and painted by M. Guiffard. In the
centre a space is reserved for a composition by
M. Bonnat. The walls are hung with a light

blue stuff, ornamented with arabesque, and bor-
dered with Aubusson tapestry. The sculptured i

ornaments are by M. Flandrin, and above the I

“ pretoire ” is the celebrated picture of which
j

the Builder has already spoken, and which is
j

one of the gems of the Palais de Justice. This
j

picture, painted about 1452 to 1455, was in
the “Grand Chambre du Parlement,” and it has

j

been attributed both to Van Eyck and to Albert

I

Durer. The details and some of the execution,
however, seem to point to its having been
painted by a French artist. The doors of the
pretoire are surmounted by bas - relief in

wood, gilded and decorated with the Royal
Arms. These have been for some time hidden,
and the architect bringing them to light urged
their beitDg used in spite of their Mouarchical
character. After passing through a “ Salle de
Conference,” and the office of the President,
the second room of the Court of Appeal was
reached, and from there the Congress was con-
ducted into the new “ Grand Chambre,” which
was inaugurated on April G. It was commenced
by M. Due, and was the last work of M. Coquart.
Perhaps rather too rich and heavy in its magni-
ficence, still this great room forms a fitting

setting for the supreme tribunal of France. At
the end is a Christ of M. Henner's. The ceiling
is ornamented with a great composition of M.
Baudry’s, “The Glorification of the Law.” Some
very original ornamentations fill in the windows
of the great bays which light the room, the

I carving being done by M. Cugnot, and the

j

painting of the ornaments by M. Chauvin.
I This is the work to which M. Coquart has joined
;
his name, and which ended the series of Con-

:

gress visits.

j

I

CEMETBRY CHAPEL, RIPON.

1
The illustration shows the design for the

• proposed new cemetery chapel for the Corpora-

I

tion of Ripon, which was selected in competi-
!
tion. Messrs. Clark & Hutchinson are the

I architects.

THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON METRO-
POLITAN WATER SUPPLY.*

We continue Mr. Ashby’s statement as to the
pollution of the Thames between the intakes of
the water companies and Oxford :

—

The Colne.—The population of the valley in-

creased about .31 per cent, during the thirty

years 1861 to 1891, and will probably have in-

branches receive much sewage and other pollu-

tion will be apparent from a perusal of the
details. This river and the Grand Junction
Canal above Cowley are intimately connected,

—

in fact, they form one stream, since much of

I

the canal water flowing southwards between
1

the summit near Tring and Cowley Lock, below

I

Uxbridge, is discharged into the river, some by

i

means of overflows, the rest at Cowley Lock,
which empties into it. It is true that some of

the Colne water is conveyed into the Thames
below the intakes of the London water com-
panies through the artificial cuts known as
the Duke’s and King’s rivers, but a very large

proportion of it reaches the Thames above the
intakes by its branches which pass on to the
Hythe end at Wraysbury and to Staines; the
latter branch, as previously described, con-
tributing two small streams which receive

further pollution, and join nearer the water
intakes. There is a large floating population
on the canal which may add greatly to the

* See last volume of the Builder, pp. 41S, 435, 456, 4S0,

603
;
and current volume, p. 10.
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pollution of its water, whilst the bilge-water of
canal boats carrying offensive cargoes must
necessarily be pumped into it. Enormous
quantities of ashpit and other filthy refuse are
barged from London, chiefly from Paddington,
and are deposited along the Slough branch of
the canal, whereby festering heaps of a most
highly-offensive nature are accumulated on its
banks, and, in some instances, close to the
Colne. At the public wharf on the Slough
branch of the Grand Junction Canal at Langley
Marsh, there were the remains of a large
deposit of house refuse. Passing eastwards
along that canal branch, I observed some leak-
age from it into a small branch of the Colne,
which it crosses

;
and in that stream there was

much foul deposit. At the nest public wharf
on the north side there was an immense deposit
of strong manure and ashpit refuse right on
the edge of the canal, and draining into it.

Farther on there was a large deposit of manure
irnmediately over a land drain whioh was run-
ning into tbs canal, just opposite, on the south
side. Mach manure had evidently been recently
deposited. On the north side there was another
large lob of town refuse falling into the canal.
At a brickfield on the same side there was a land-
ing-place for ashes overhanging the water. I
then saw a barge of ashes being unloaded, and
also at another brickfield there was a large canal
boat, with open sideboards, plied up with house
refuse, being unloaded on to the bank. On the
south side, a large heap of manure was draining
into the canal. On the same side, beyond the
iron bridge crossing to Iver, there was a high
heap of house refuse on the bank, and close to
the edge of the western division of the Colne,
into which it fell and drained. It was abont
45 yards long, 7 yards wide, and 5 yards high.
The stench emitted from it was unbearable.
Near to it there was a large heap of old tins,
thirty-eight or forty loads or more, showing
that the place is much used for a refuse tip.
Here there were human excreta lying close to
the edge of the Colne, that evidently being a
place much resorted to. There was some
leakage into the Colne from the iron trough,
which carries the canal across the river; and
much mud was deposited on the bed of the
latter, About 50 yards further on, and on the
north side of the canal, was an enormous tip of
putrid refuse, about 170 yards long, 10 yards
wide, and 5 yards high

;
refuse being level with

and strewn about close to the water -edge.
Although on the other side of the canal, I was
forced to run past this mass of putridity, as the
stench arising from it was overcoming. A
stream coming from the direction of Iver
skirted the east end of the base of
this filthy heap, joining the next division
of the Colne about 150 yards further to
the east. The refuse was falling and drain-
ing into this stream, and made it in a very foul
condition. In the Colne at that part there was
much mud, and there was some oozing into it
from the iron trough carrying the canal over it,

as well as some direct leakage from the canal
into it. Here also human excreta were
deposited close to the water-edge. There was
very considerable leakage into the next division
of the Colne from the canal, where it is carried
across it by a bridge. On the public wharf by
the iron bridge crossing the canal and leading
towards Uxbridge, there was another large tip
of house-refuse falling into the water. Near
Fray’s river I saw two heaps of foul matter,
said to consist of street-gully and sewer-
cleansings, &c., which had been brought from
Paddington, and I saw a canal-boat full of this
filth being unloaded there. Some of the low-
lying laud immediately adjacent to the several
divisions of the Colne is manured with these
foul matters. The water in this branch of the
canal is almost stagnant, and along it there
was abundant evidence of the contamination it
is constantly receiving from fonl cargoes and
•refuse heaps. I also observed several dead
animals floating in it.

I have dwelt thus fully upon what I ob-
served at this part, because the matter
assumes importance when we consider that
•there is constantly some leakage of the im-
pure canal water into the Colne, and that at
times this assumes considerable dimensions.

Uxbridge is sewered, and the sewage, after
being very imperfectly treated with chemicals,
is discharged into the eastern division of the
Colne, a little above the Slough canal. The
sewage is delivered under water

;
it made the

river very turbid, and I found it highly offen-
sive, even after mixture with the river water.
In Uxbridge I found a little slop and privy

pollution going directly into the river, and
also much pollution from a fellmonger’s yard.
There is a pollntion at the following places
on the Misbourne:—At Chalfont St. Peter's I
found much slop pollution and a great deal
of blood discharged into the stream opposite
a butcher’s shop. At Chalfont St. Giles there
is a good deal of slop pollution. At Amersham
the pollution is very gross. I found the bed
of the river in the filthiest state, there being
an enormous deposit of sewage matter upon it.

This disgraceful state of things is caused by
the discharge of street sewers, house drains,
and privies into the river. I counted abont
forty of the latter discharging directly into
it. A brewery drains into it, and I observed
some pigsties similarly circumstanced. There
are also several drinking-places which afford
opportunity for pollution from cattle, of which
I saw not less than seventy-five head grazing on
land adjoining the river. At Kickmansworth,
on the Colne, there is much pollution. Many
privies are built on the edge of the river, as
though they previously discharged into it

;
but

I could not see any doing so now, those I

entered appearing to have fixed receptacles
fitted to them; they are, however, in close
proximity to the streams. I observed many
sewers and drains discharging mnch slop
pollution into the river and canal. I also saw
some cattle and brewery pollution, and a
tannery appeared to drain into the stream.
Below a large mil), formerly used as a paper-
mill, but now as a print mill, the Colne water
wM very turbid, and its surface was covered
with white foam. I found much pollution of
the river Gade at Hemel Hempstead, where I
observed sewers discharging filth into it

;
there

was a large deposit of sewage matter on the
bed of the stream. The sewage from the higher
part of the place passes through a covered tank,
which has an overflow into a ditch passing
under the canal to join the river below the
paper-mill at Two Waters. This ditch was in
a fonl condition

;
it appeared also to receive

drainage from a tannery. At Berkhamstead,
on the Bolbourne. there is excessive pollution,
but I understand that steps are being taken
to lessen it. Here I observed house drains
and privies discharging freely into the river,
which at its junction with the Grand Junction
Canal was in a filthy condition, its water being
black and stinking, and below that spot it

receives still farther pollution. Below the
juncfion of this stream the character of the
canal water was entirely changed

;
higher op it

was muddy and yellow, but there it was most
filthy, black and opaque

;
gas was bubbling up

freely from it, human froces floating on its
suiface,_ and passing barges stirring up black
sludge in it. I saw a sewer and privy dis-
charging into the canal. Watford, on the
Colne, is sewered. This place contributes
much pollution to the river. The sewage, after
sorue precipitation, is passed on to under-
drained land. By the sewage-farm I found
much filth in a ditch into which three storm-
water overflows discharge. The Wye or Load-
water Kiver rises a little above West Wycombe.
It passes nine flour mills, fifteen paper mills,
one fellmonger’s yard, and one brewery, exclu-
sive of any of the latter at High Wycombe.
The manufacture of paper is largely carried on
in this valley, and in the neighbourhood of the
numerous mills bouses are freely scattered
along its sides. The river in its course receives
a little slop pollution, some cattle pollution, the
effluent from a sewerage-farm at High Wy-
combe, pollution from a fellroonger’s yard,
drainage from a brewery, and much manufac-
turing pollution from the numerous paper-mills,
from several of which I saw foul liquid dis-
charging into it

;
the final result being that, on

reaching the Thames at Bourne End, it was in
a very fonl state,

T/u! Thame.—This stream and its tributaries
may be described as much polluted. On the
Thame I found much polution at Dorchester
(as already explained). At Drayton there was
much slop pollution. Wheatley, a Local Board
district, is a large, compactly-built village, con-
sisting mainly of two parallel streets. There
are road sewers, into which house-slops are
drained. A covered brook, in which there are
several sewer ventilators, flows through the
lower street, and discharges into a running
ditch, which I found very foul from sewage de-
posit. Thame, with a population of 3,306 in .

1891, contributes much pollution. There are
several outfalls

; at one I found a filthy sewage
deposit, close to the Cuttle Brook. Slops are
discharged into pitched gutters, some of which

end in street sewers. At Cuddington I found
much filthy deposit in a ditch, delivering into
the Dad Brook below two large honses and a
farm-yard. In the main part of the village
there are road-sewers into which slops are
thrown. They deliver into a ranning ditch
which joins the Thame. On the Aylesbury
branch there was much pollntion at Aylesbury,
which contained 8,674 inhabitants at the censns
of 1891. This place is sewered, the sewage
being treated with chemicals. I found the
sewage effluent as it was discharged into the
stream, turbid, discoloured, and highly offen-
sive. I also observed six drains discharging
slop-pollution directly into the stream.

The Oek.—Rising not far from Uffington,
joining the Thames at Abingdon, I found mnch
pollution of this river and its branches.
Wantage, with a population of 3,669 in 1891,
contributes much sewage pollution. I observed
several sewers discharging into the stream, so
much so that it was in a very foul state even as
far as Grove, about two miles lower down.
Suttm Courtney Mill Brook.—At East Hen-

dred there was much sewage pollution. I

found a sanitary pipe-sewer ending in a ditch
in which there was an enormous deposit of
highly-offensive filth. The village school also
drains into that ditch. At the ford below
Ardlngton there is a sheep-washing place, just
below which I observed a sanitary pipe-sewer
discharging offensive fluid into the stream, in
which there was mnch foul deposit. Blood
issues from this sewer at times.

The Moor Ditch.—This small stream is much
polluted, firstly at Long Wittenham, then at
Didcot and Didcot New Town, where I found
filthy deposits from sewer outfalls in ditches
joining the branch from that place, and lastly

at Harwell, where I found the stream very dirty
from slop and cattle pollntion.

The Kennet. — The effluent from Reading
Sewage Farm enters the Kennet before it joins
the Thames. There is a separate system of

surface-water sewers in that town, and it is

impossible to prevent a certain amount of slop
pollution through them. Newbury is partly
sewered, and partly drained into non -water-
tight cesspools, which are affected by the water
level, water standing in them to within a very
few feet of the surface. Sewage is discharged
into the canal by various ontfalls, whilst a fell-

monger’s - yard, nomeroua house-drains, soil-

pipes, and privies also discharge into it, a public
privy and ^urinal belonging to the Corporation
being amongst the number. Probably not less

than half the water-closet sewage and two-
thirds of the slop-drainage reaches the canal,
which was in a filthy state. I found the river

at Marlborough in a very filthy state from
sewage pollution, there being a large deposit of

sewage in it. With the exception of some earth-
closets in a few houses, the whole of the sewage
is discharged into it by various outfalls which
1 saw. Marlborough College, with its laundry
for about 600 boys, besides masters and
servants, is drained into it. I also observed
drainage from a tannery, and a little cattle

pollution.

The Loddon, WhiieKater, and Blackrcater .

—

Sewage is treated at Wokingham, Wellington
College, Royal Military and Staff Colleges,

Broadmoor Lunatic Asylum, York Town and
Camberley, Aldershot Camps and Barracks,
Aldershot Town, and Basingstoke. There is

considerable pollution of the Blackwater at
several places. There are arrangements for

treating the sewage from Wellington College
by chemicals and on nnder-drained land. At
the time of my visit, I think it was being put
directly on to the land, and there was much
pollution of a stream rnnning into the Black-
water, and the stream contained much sewage
fungus. I believe, however, that improved
works are being carried out there. The sewage
from Broadmoor Criminal Lunatic Asylum,
where there are some 700 persons, is treated on
land. I did not observe any nnder-drains, but
saw some natural drainage from the irrigated

land, apparently in good condition, which is

discharged into a stream joining the river.

Here there are about forty cottages, and near
some of them there was a drain-pipe delivering

much foul sludge into a ditch which joins the
commencement of the above-named streamlet.

Sewage from Sandhurst Royal Military College
and from the Royal Staff College is treated on
land past which a running ditch flows into the
river. I found a large deposit of offensive

black sludge in this ditch. I also observed
foul sludge in a cutting through an osier bed
which appeared calculated to take sewage, as
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«,1bo on the bad of the river, where it is joined
by this. York Town and Camberley are
sewered. The sewage from the higher parts
passes through a small intercepting tank, and
from the lower parts it goes through another.
It is then all treated on some under-drained
land, the effluent being discharged into a stream
which flows into the river. I saw sewage
running off the surface of the land into the
•stream. There are road sewers at Farn-
borongh-street, and I saw an outfall sswer
discharging into a ditch full of foul sludge,
which joins the Blackwater a short distance
o3. The sewage of the North and South
Camps and Barracks at Aldershot is treated
on a farm at “Aldershot Stubbs.” The
greater portion of the land is under-drained.
The lower part of it abutting on the
Blackwater is very swampy. There are various
channels which contained much sludge by
which effluent from the surface flows into the
(river, in which there was also deposit of slntige.

A ditch passing through a part of the farm
into the river also contained moch sludge.
The town of Aldershot is sewered, the sewage
being treated separately from that of ihe
camps. It is conveyed to a piece of land
abutting on the Blackwater by the “Connty
Bridge,” where it is first lifted into tanks in
which it is treated with chemical?, and is then
run over some under-drained osier beds. I

found the effluent very indifferent. It had a
-bad odour, and about half a mile lower down
there was much foul-smelling, black sludge
and sewage fungus in the river.

The Chertsey and Addlestone 7?(5?r>vic.—The
Bourne joins the Wey near its junction with the
Thames, between three and four miles above
the first pumping-station. The sewage from
Virginia Water Sanatorium is treated on under-
drained land, the effluent being discharged
into a ditch which joins the stream skirting
Thorpe Green. I found much offensive black
rslndge in that ditch, but since that time an
improvement has been effected by under-drain-
dng the sewage land at a greater depth. There
are many tub-closets in Addlestone, which are
systematically emptied by the Chertsey Rural
Sanitary Authority. Their depot for that parr,
where I saw a large accumulation of night-soil,
is at Ilam Moor. By the side of it there was a
wery dirty ditch, joining a polluted stream which
was in a filthy condition. This stream a little
higher up passes by a laundry and some farm
premises, and in a short distance flows into the
Bourne. There was much slop pollution at
Chobbam. One road sewer discharges into
the Bonrne

; it is a brick barrel sewer,
and I saw a great deal of foul black
deposit in it at its outfall. Another road sewer
in which there was also a foul deposit, delivers
into a stream joining the Hale Bourne. I saw
a pig-stye close to the edge of this Bourne,
which must drain into it. I observed moch
sewage pollution of the Windle Brook at Bag-
shot. There are road sewers, and a stream,
partly culverted, flows through the village to
the brook. Premises used to drain straight into
the road sewers, but the deposit and paper in
the brook were objected to, so cesspools and
an intercepting tank with overflows into the
road, sewers and culverts have been made. I
observed a filthy ditch, into which house slops
are thrown, above the “ Hero of Inkerman ”

pnblic-house. The stream passing through the
village showed signs of pollution. I saw
several places where bouse drainage was
delivered into it. Mostly highly offensive
sewage from the bouses below the Bagsbot
Institute was being discharged into the brook,
and I saw other very foul sewage discharges
and much sewage fungus.

The ^Vey and River Wey Navigation and
Jdasingttolie Canal.—The Wey and canals join
the Thames together below Shepperton Lock,
between three and four miles above the first

{Damping-station. Weybridge is fast increasing
in the lower part called Portmoor Park. There
it much sewage pollution. On the east side of
Weybridge Bridge a sewer delivers into the
Wey. I there saw an enormous quantity of
black slndge in the river. A sartace water-
•sewer in High-street receives slop-water, and,
doubtless, cesspool overflows. It discharges
into a ditch, in which I found a very bad
sewage deposit, and which passes through
Portmoor Park into the Wey. At Stoke-next-
Gnildford, a drain from twenty-five houses at
Stoughton-terrace delivers into a hole in the
ground, which overflows into a brook which
was in a filthy condition, and which flows
into the Wey. Some pig - sties close to its

edge mast also drain into it. At Stoughton-
land there are over a hundred houses parallel to
and very near the Wey, which drain into cess-
pools affected by the river level. At Bellfieids,

the “ Bell” public-honse, with a public urinal,
and six other houses drain slops by three drains
into a very filthy ditch, which shortly joins the
Wey. There is no complete system of sewers
at Guildford, but the surface - sewers receive
house-drainage and some cesspool overflows,
consequently there is much pollution of the
Wey from that place. It is, however, now
being sewered, but the effluent from the
sewage works of the completely-sewered place
will go into the river. It will not be
necessary to deal with this, because a
scheme for the sewerage of the borough
has be»D sanctioned by the Local Govern-
ment Board. All the house refuse from Guild-
ford is deposited on ground sloping down to a
branch of the brook. There was a large heap
of very offensive refuse, and it appeared as
though drainage from it might reach the
brook in wet weather. Cranleigh, on a branch
of the same stream, is sewered, and there is

much sewage pollution at the outfall. The
sewage is treated on a small strip of land, with
very stiff subsoil, which is utterly unfit for the
puriDose. Some osiers are grown on it, bat
many appear to have been killed. I found
the place a perfect swamp, sewage oozed
into the stream in several places

;
the

main part, however, was ronning off the
surfaca in a foul, unpurified state, into
the brook, which it made very turbid. I believe
a system of precipitation and filtration is going
to be adopted there. At Bramley [ found muen
pollution of the stream from a sewer outfall.
There is very serious pollution from a large
tannery a little below the village. There
appeared to be some pretence at land treat-
ment, but I saw much highly-polluting fluid
pa-sing straight into the river, which was in a
foul state below the outfall.

As already indicated, what Mr. Ashby has
done for the Thames below Oxford, Dr. G. H.
Fosbroke has done for the Thames and its
tributaries above Oxford, having traversed 400
miles in making his examination. A summary
of the results of it we bold over, together with
Dr. Franbland's scientific evidence on the
effects of all the pollution on the river as a
source of water supply. The Commission held
two more sittings last week, and has adjourned
until after the General Election.

MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.
Tiie Gazette des Reaux-Artg devotes again a

long article to the Salons of 1802, in which
M. Pettier goes a good deal into the question of
polychromatic sculptare, in reference to M.
GerGme’s two works. In regard to the
“ Bellona” which M. Pettier seems to admire
much in execution, he say?, “ Si j’ai un reproche
A lui faire, e'est de vouloir etonner. Elle
frappe I’attention, mais elle frappe nn peu
brutalement.” An article by M. Panl Lefort
is devoted to the exhibition of “ Cent
Chefs-d'fEuvre ” (referred to elsewhere in our
columns). The writer speaks very highly of the
Eoglish School as there represented, among
other things observing that our painters have
always excelled the French in the ponrtrayal
of the “vraie jenne fille,” and instances a
portrait by Hoppner. Is it perhaps because we
have a more genuine kind of article to paint
from? M. de Wyzena contributes the last of
his series of enthusiastic articles on Lawrence,
which is accompanied by a delicately-executed
chromolithograph from a profile portrait of
a young lady by Lawrence which goes far
to justify all M. Wyzena’s admiration. He
sums up with the remark that no artist was
ever more sincerely desirous to do the best, and
more cruelly severe on himself. It will be odd
if the French, often either jealous or ignorant
of Eaglish painting, have discovered a new
great master for us. But we hardly think
Lawrence will be written up to the level of
Reynolds and Gainsborough. The number
concludes with the second article on “ Le
Sculptare Copte,” by M. Gayet, and contains
aUo an article on “ Le Ceramique Persane du
XI ID SiGcle ” by Mr. Henry Wallis

;
both largely

illustrated.

The Art Journal starts with an article on
“Art Critics of To-day” with some portraits.
It might have been useful (though unpleasant)
if the writer had endeavoured to draw some
line between those among the “persons repre-

sented ’ who have really a right to the name of
“critic” and those who have not: in some
cases at least the title “art-critic” seems to
be easily earned and lightly worn. “Ontingsin
India” (III.), by Mr. A. Hudson, gives some
interesting illusfrations of Indian scenery and
buildings. Herr Van Westrheene contribntes
an illustrated article on Christoffel BUchopp
and his painting?, and Mr. Clande Phillips con-
tinues his review of the French and English
exhibitions of the year.
The Afagazme of Art includes an article by

Mr. Cosmo Monkhouse on “Alfred Stevens,’”
with a portrait and some other illustrations.
Mr. Spielmann contributes one cn “Van der
Straeten,” the scnlptor of subjects that are, as
the writer of the article admit?, hardly within
the true range of sculpture, though clever in
their own way. Professor Herkomer’s second
article on “Scenic Art” is the most interesting
in the number, and contains a good many new
suggestions, among others that of a contracting
proscenium so as to give the proper proportion
to a cottage room, for instance, instead of
making it as large as the drawing-room of a
mansion. The remarks on methods of getting
effect in scene-painting show how distinctly
Professor Herkomer has thought for himself
in carrying out this branch of art in his own
theatre.

The Antiquary contains an article on the
“Church Plate of the County of Wilt?,” with
various illustrations

;
one on the Romano

British Church at Silchesttr, and various other
matters of antiquarian intertst-.

The Century contains a very interesting illus-
trated paper by Dr. Waldstein on bis discovery
of what seems probably to be the tomb of
Aristotle, and the second paper on architecture
at the Chicago Exhibition, by Mr. H. ^'an Brunt,
with illustrations of vaiiou? buildings, and one
of a figure of “ Abundance ” for the agricultural
building, which ratherreminds u? of the French
sculptor’s remark in “ The Wrecker,” when he
was told that Mr. Dodd’s statue of the “ Genius
of Muskegon *' was intended for a kind of Pre-
fecture,— “ Qu’est-ce-que vous me chantez 1:1?

Ob, in America; very good, v6ry good.” The
number contains an article on D.mbigny and his
works, with a portrait and some reproductions
from his sketch studies.

Harper's Magazine continues Mr. Millet's
interesting and well-illustrated series “From
the Black Forest to the Black Sea,” and in-
cludes a short illustrated article on “Ancient
Gold Work ” by Mr. Cyril Humpbreys-Daven-
port.

The English Illustrated has some notes,
partly historical, on Henley and its regatta,
with illustrations of Fawley Court, and an
article on “Rimini” by Mdme. Helen Zimmern
with admirable illustrations by Signor Norberto
Pazzini. Another article is on Trinity College,
Dublin, with illustrations (rather slight) by Mr.
Herbert :RailCoD, and another on the Great
Eastern Railway works at Stratford, by Mr.
Parker, secretary to the Locomotive Superin-
tendent. Altogether a good number.

In Longmans' “ Vernon Lee ” gives an article

“in praise of old houses,” suggested by a spirit

of opposition to the sentiment of objection to
an old house “ because there seemed to be other
people in it besides tbe living,” which Vernon
Lee thinks is just its recommendation. The
article deals with what may be called the
“ historic sense ” in regard to ancient buildings
and scenes.

Tbe most important article in Scribner is one
by E. H. and E. W. Blashfield on the “ Art of
Ravenna,” a great subject which is seriously
handled and fairly well illustrated. The essen-
tial quality of tbe school is summed up in tbe
expression that “ while art became degraded in
form it became glorious in colour.”

In tbe Genklenians Magazine Mr, Cyril
D’Oyle considers how to make London
smokeless,—viz., by ih^ universal use of
gas fuel. It might rtnder London compara-
tively smokeless, but with the air not the less

chemically impure
;
and what about the vast

increase of gas-works necessary ? Mr. D'Oyle
suggests gas-making at the coal-pit’s month,
thereby saving the expense of transport of coal.
There is something in that

;
but we do not

think people will take universally to gas fnel.

In tbe same magazine Mr. G. A. Sekon tells
“ tbe Story of the Broad Gauge.” Few people
know that the Great Western terminus was to
have been at Eoston, cm jointly with tbe
London and North-Western. Mr. Sekon makes
the shrewd tu^gestion that if a more energetic
and enterprising company had bad the broad

e
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gauge, it never need have been taken up, and
we are disposed to agree with him.

Temple Bar has also the story of “First and
Last Days of the Broad Gange,” by “ R. B.,’'

who gives some extraordinary stories of the
cool way of working a railway in those early
days

;
sending oat an engine on the up line to

look for a late up train, to the imminent
danger (sometimes only just avoided) of the
two meeting in collision, &c., &c.
The Cornhill Magazine has a readable article

on “ Old Oak Chests,” which recounts the pro-
cess of manufacturing them with dates on and
everything complete. As a test, it is suggested
to prod a seemingly ancient chest with a pen-
knife, If it is really old, the knife will scarcely
penetrate.

All the Year Bound contains a popular
article on “ Chatham and its Dockyard.”

COMPETITIONS.
BtSHOPSGATB FoundationNew Institute.
—We are informed that the plans of Mr. C.

Harrison Townsend, F.R.I.B.A., have been
selected in limited competition. The cost of

the new buildings, comprising a Public Library
and Assembly Hall, will be 20,000^.

Douglas Higheb Grade and Technical
Schools.—We are informed that at the last

meeting of the Douglas School Board, the
designs of Mr. Thomas W. Cnbbon, of Birken-
head, were selected in a limited competition,
accommodation being provided for 300 children
at a cost of about 4,000/.

Hoylake AND West Kirby Local Board
Offices.—On Monday evening a meeting of

the General Purposes Committee of the Hoy-
lake Local Board was held to receive the
assessor’s report on designs submitted for the
above-named building. Mr. Cabbon has been
awarded the first premium, Mr. Thomas Cook,
of Liverpool, the second premium, Mr. Keefe,
of Liverpool, the third, and Mr. Ware, the
fourth. The cost of the new building will be
about 3,000/.

Iltustratians.

NEW MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS, OXFORD.

aE give the perspective view and the two
principal plana of the design by Mr.
H. T. Hare, which has been selected

in the second competition for the Oxford
Municipal Buildings. We have already de-

scribed and commented on the design and
plan at some length in our review of the
competition (see Builder for June 25). and
pointed out the excellent character of the
planning. The strength of the design lies in

the plan, but the exterior shows a dignified

building, and one which is suitable to Oxford,
and we may on the whole look upon this as a
competition with a very satisfactory result.

WARNHAM LODGE, SUSSEX.

The drawing, now at the Royal Academy, of

which we publish a reproduction, shows the
garden-front of a wing erected last year, the
initial object of which was to provide bachelors’
rooms on the upper floor

;
and in order to utlliee

the ground floor, new kitchen and offices were
provided, as shown by the plan. The facings
are of local red bricks, the masonry being of
Manning’s Heath stone.

Messrs. Batterbury k, Huxley, of London,
were the architects. The work was carried out
by Mr. Joseph Potter, builder, of Horsham.

KIRKLEVINGTON GRANGE, YORKSHIRE.
This is the addition, in a stone district, of

the principal parts of the house to an existing
building, the view showing the southern or
garden front. A plan is given in the corner of
the plate, showing the outline of the front of
the old building, and the manner in which the
addition has been made.
The architect is Mr. E. J. May, and the

drawing is hung in the Royal Academy Exhi-
bition.

“FIRSDENE,” BROMSGROVE.
This illustration is taken from a coloured

drawing of the house hung in the present Royal
Academy Exhibition, and which indicates a

Ground Plan
Plan of “ Einrdene."—Messrs. latcman Bateman, Architects.

Bromsgrove stone walling of ashlar face, Colley
Weston slate roofing, and red-brick chimneys.
Mr. Henry Lovatt, of Wolverhampton, sub-
mitted the lowest tender, amounting to 3,918/.

The architects are Messrs. Bateman k Bateman,
of Birmingham.

BARRETT-BROWNING MEMORIAL BUILD-
ING, LEDBURY.

This is the perspective view and two plans
of the design, by Mr. Brightwen Binyon, which
has been accepted in the competition for a
building to be erected at Ledbury in memory of
Mrs. Barrett-Browning, who was a native of the
town.
The building comprises a “Clock Tower and

Institute,” the main requirements we mentioned
in our review of the competition in the Builder
for May 28th. The small plan is compact and
well arranged, and makes the most of the
space.

STAIRCASE, TOWN-HALL, BATTERSEA.
This drawing shows a view of the intended

staircase in this building, of which Mr. Mount-
ford is the architect, but which is not yet
commenced.
The main building will be of brick and the

stone dressings of Monks Park Bath stone,

which stone will also be used in the principal

staircase, here shown, and which, as will be
seen, shows a certain architectural affinity with
the larger staircase for the Sheffield Municipal
Buildings, by the same architect, Olustrated in

a former number of the Builder.

Extension of College Buildings, Edinburgh.
—On the 23rd ult. the Governors of George
Watson’s College for Boys, Edinburgh, resolved,

according to the Scotsman, to carry out various
alterations at that institution. The plans for the
alterations on the College, prepared by Messrs.
Macgibbon k Ross. Edinburgh, provide for the
addition at each end of the present building of a
projecting wing of three stories, with staircase
towers in the angles, rising to a height of 70 ft. to

80 ft. In each story of the wiogs there are two
rooms, measuring 30 ft. by 25 ft., having lofty

ceilings, and being suitably lighted and ventilated.

One of the wings will be devoted exclusively to the
elementary department of the College, and the
other will be utilised in the way of increasing the
general efficiency of the institution, without giving
accommodation to a greater number of pupils than
at present. The style of architecture is in keeping
with the outstanding features of the main building.

The scheme of alterations further includes the con-
struction of a large covered gymnasium in the
ground at the north-west corner of the College,
measuring soma 70 ft. by 50 ft.

;
while at the north-

east comer a workshop and a laboratory will be
erected, each measuring about 60 ft. by 25 ft. I

ABCUITECTUBAL SOCIETIES.

Glasgoiv Architectural Association,

—

The usual monthly meeting was held in the
Rooms, 114, W. Campbell-street, on Tuesday
night, the President in the chair. A paper was
read by Mr. Walter Watson, on “ Local Building
Stones.” The author described the qualities oE
tbe more important examples in use in the
West of Scotland. A short discussion fol-
lowed, opened by Mr. D. McKetrow. There-
after a paper on “ Cements ” was read by Mr.
F. V. Burke, who confined bis remarks almost
inclusively to Portland cement

;
pointing out

the great variety in quality and consequent
inaccuracy of tables giving the strengths,
which are published, and that only by testing
the actual example to be used can a satis-
factory conclusion be arrived at. A lengthy
discussion followed, opened by Hugh Dale.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
The usual weekly meeting of the London

County Council was held on Tuesday afternoon,
Mr. John Hutton, tbe Vice-Chairman, pre-
siding. Owing to the large number of members
absent on electioneering business, as candidates
or helpers, there was a comparatively small
attendance, and only formal business was taken

.

New Memler. — Mr. Blake, the member
elected for Central Finsbury in the place of
Mr. Bowen Rowlands, was introduced and took
his seat.

Tenders.—Tenders were received for erecting
a new palm-house in Battersea Park, and for
supplying 6,000 tons of lime at tbe sewage
outfall works. The lists will be found on
another page.

Itoselery-avenue. — The Improvements Com-
mittee reported that the last remaining section
of Rosebery-avenue,—that between Farringdon-
road and Garnault-place, — is now complete,
and that the formal ceremony of declaring that
important work open to the public will take
place this Saturday, July 9.

Lincoln's Inn-fields.—The Parks Committee
reported as follows :

—

“ We have under consideration the question of
acquiring by compulsion the garden in the centre
of Lincoln’s Inn-fields for public use, Parliament
having refused in the last session to pass a clause
in the Council’s General Powers Bill enabling a
voluntary agreement to be arrived at. We are
strongly of opinion that the Council should leave
no step untaken which might secure to the public-
the use of this garden, situated as it is near the
densely-crowded neighbourhood of Drury-lane and
Glare-market. We therefore recommend,

—

‘ That the Council do take steps for tbe opening of
Lincoln's Inn-flelda garden to the public, and refer It to
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The recommendation wae agreed to.
After diacasaing other basiness, the Council

adjourned at half-past four.

THE PROPOSED NEW STREET FROM
HOLBORN TO THE STRAND.

We referred in one of our “Notes" last
week, and in our report of the proceedings of
the London County Council, to the scheme for
a new street from Holborn to the Strand which
has been submitted to that body by its Im-
provements Committee. We now give a plan
of the projected thoroughfare, together with
the following passages from the report of the
Committee :

—

“ Of all the improvements required by the actual
traffic of London, none is now more urgent than an
adequate and direct thoroughfare between Holborn
and the Strand. The removal of the bars on the
Bedford estate, to which the Council attached so
much importance, and also the opening of parts of
F.osebery-avenue, have caused a great and sudden
increase of traffic from North of Holborn down to
the Strand and the river. When Rosebery-avenue
is completely opened this will be much increased.
The obstruction at the point where Southampton,
row and Little Queen-street intersect Holborn has
now become most serious, and we are informed that
sixteen constables are required to regulate the
traffic there. The block in Little Queen-street is
almost constant, and at all hours of the day vehicles
are brought to a standstill for several minutes. A
reference to the map will show that this is the point
to which the whole of the immense and increasing
traffic from Euston, St. Pancras, and King's-cross
stations, Islington and Bloomsburj-, converges on
its way southwards to the Strand and Fleet-street,
or the river and bridges. From Holborn, at
Southampton-row. to the Strand, the only com-
munication at present is through narrow, cir-
cuitous, and disconiected streets and lanes, in
parts passing through a most insanitary and dilapi-
'dated district.

After carefully considering a variety of competing
plans, we now submit to the Council the following
scheme, the aim of it being as follows,

—

(a) To combine a first-class thoroughfare from
Holborn to the Strand with the widening of the
Strand at Hoiywell-street and at St. iVIary-le-
Strand.

(ft) To open a direct thoroughfare from the north
to the Strand, Temple Bar, Fleet-street, and the
Embankment going eastwards, as well as for the
traffic towards the Strand, Wellington-street, and
Waterloo Bridge westwards.

(c) To improve the communication between the
Covent Garden or Long-acre district and the
Lincoln’s fnn district.

{(i) To open and improve one of the most in-
sanitary and decaying quarters of London.

(e) To offer an opportunity for a central and
commanding site for a new County Hall.

It will be seen that the leading features of the
new scheme are—(1) to combine the Holborn and
Strand thoroughfare and the widening of the Strand
in a single plan, instead of dividing them in two
plans

; (2) to obtain a much more direct and
effective avenue from Holborn to the Strand than is
possible in the Catherino-street scheme ;* (3) to pro-
vide for the traffic after reaching the Strand to go
eastwards to the City, or on to the Embankment,
instead of directing it solely towards Charing-cross
aodWaterloo-bridge. Theseobjoctswould be effected
by driving a now avenue of great breadth from
Holborn at Little Queen-street straight southwards
to the church of Sc. Mary-le-Strand, setting back
the Strand at the junction, and opening out the
southern end of the avenoe east as well as west
on two inclines gradually descending into the
Strand. Of course this would include the removal
of the block of houses south of Hoiywell-street, and
the dealing with the enclosed spaces adjoining the
two churches. The proposed street would inter-
sect Great Queen-street, Sardinia-street, Vere-
street, Stanhope-street, Wych-street, and Drury-
court, aud would pass close beside the crowded and
insanitary area of Ctare-market and contiguous
streets lying between Sardinia-street and King's
College Hospital. At the same time, wo propose to
widen Blackmoor-street and White Hare-street by
setting back their south-eastern or City sides, so as
to afford a direct communication into Catberine-
street and Wellington-street, and thence to
Waterloo Bridge.

It is undoubtedly an objection to the schemes
presented last year for widening the Straud and for
connecting Holborn and the Strand, that they in-
volved two perfectly distinct sets of works, which
did not in any way assist each other, or combine
with each other. Simply to remove the block of
buildings south of Hoiywell-street would be to
leave the Strand still obstructed by the Church of
St. Mary-le-Strand, and to force the entire traffic

(which would have on the east of the church a
breadth of more than 100 ft.) to pass south of
St. Mary’s, where_ the space is hardly 50 ft.
Some economists have even advocated the re-
moval of this graceful church, but it may
be taken for granted that such an act of
vandalism would now be received with public
indignation. In the present scheme the church
would be immensely enhanced in value by being
set in the middle of the widened Strand, the traffic
of the Strand passing freely north and south of it.
Moreover, the church would bacomo the central
point of a noble street to the north, and would be
visible from Holborn, just as it now is from thi
western end of the Strand. If the Strand is not
widened to the north of it, the church will one day
be pulled down, and one of tbs picturesque land-
marks of Old London will be lost for ever.

It is also an objection to the new street from
Holborn to Catherine-street as proposed last year,
that it provided for the traffic westwards only, and
not lor the traffic going towards the Courts of
Justice, Temple Bar, and the City. To obviate
this, it was at first suggested to construct a
spur street along Wych-street to Sc. Clement
Danes,^ but this was afterwards dropped. The
Catherine-street scheme involved a line longer than
that to St. Mary’s Church (which is just 700 yards)
and, if combined with the inevitable spur street to
St. Clement's, it would be about one-third longer.
At the lower end the gradient was bad,—1 in 35.
Ag.aio, the Catherine-street plan could afford no
architectural termination for a grand new street,
nor would it allow of direct access to the Embank-
ment. It would be a curved street of irregular
plan set at an acute angle with the Strand, and not
opening on to Wellington-street or any other dis-
tinct feature of the Strand,

• We published the plan of this proposed street in
the Builder for July 26, 1S91.—Ed.

Together with the acbeme proposed last j’oar, we
have considered a variety of alternative schemes
suggested at different times, and ws believe that
they all will be found wanting the simplicity and
breadth of the scheme we now propose. They ail
fail to deal with the Holy woll-street block, and with
the very narrow existing bits of the Strand north
and south of St. Mary’s Church, whilst the scheme
we propose, provides for both. The gradients also
of our proposed scheme are far easier.

If the new street were carried direct to Waterloo-
brirjge it would fail to provide for the traffic
passing to Fleet-street, the district of St. Clement
Danes, and the Thames-embaokment

;
and to meet

this traffic, sav the whole of that passing from the
Bloomsbury, Covent-garden, aud Long-acre districts
towards Temple Bar, there would be needod a
second and very costly spur street through New Inn

Clement’s Inn to St. Clement Danes.
The scheme for carrying the new street along the

western side of Lincoln’s Inn-fields would meet with
determined opposition from the powerful legal
interest, which would struggle to maintain the
quiet of Lincoln’s Inn and Lincoln’s Inn-field.s

;

and at the same time it involves an ugly, incon-
venient, and costly bifurcation at the south-
western corner of Lincoln's Inn-fields in order to
reach Waterloo-bridge on the west and St. Clement
Danes on the east.

Experience has proved that the attempt to avoid
the acquisition of expensive buildings in the laying
out of new streets by selecting an irregular line
ultimately becomes a vory false economy. The
new street so planned has neither beauty, dignity,
nor convenience. It bears the stamp of a make-
shift

;
the costly buildings which were purposely

left outside the limits of deviation on the Parlia-
mentary plans, thrust unsightly and awkward
ends into the frontage of tho now avenue, and
entirely ruin any architectural features it might
have. The new street at once gets a bad name, and
never acquires the character of being a desirable
site. The history of many new streets designed in
the last thirty years affords abundant evidence of
the failure of all make-shift plans in the construc-
tion of new streets. A striking example of a large
profit being realised from a street planned on a
noble scale is that of Northnmberland-aveoue.
This was no doubt a case with exceptional circum-
staoees, such as are not likely to occur again. Even
as it is, the avenue is far too narrow for the lofty
and magnificent buildings which line it

;
but, so far

as it goes, it is an instance of a large and bold
design proving in the long run the truest economy.
It has been too much the custom in London
to neglect the very material part which is
played in a metropolitan improvement by those
elements which awaken general interest ana 'strike
the public imagination. Hence it is that a large
and bold scheme is often both less costly and more
convenient than two or three apparently economical
and insignificant schemes.
A great artery of London, if it is to be a success,

even pecuniarily, must be made on a scale worthy
of its importance. A direct street, passing in a
straight line from Holborn at Southampton-row to
the Strand at St. Mary’s, would become one of tho
roost desirable in all London, from its close proximity
to the Courts of Justice, Court of Bankruptcy, the
Inns of Court, Lincoln’s Inn-fields, Somerset House,
Holborn, the Strand, and the legal, printing, adver-
tising, journalistic, and theatrical centres. It would
receive the whole traffic passing south-westerly from
Islington, Rosebury-avanue, Theobald's-road, the easten
Bedford Estate, and the three northern railway I tower.

I stations
; and it would divert much of the traffic

now passing through Endell-street, Bow-street, Wel-
lington-street, Drury-lane, and Chancery-iane. On
these grounds it is suggested that the street should
be perfectly symmetrical, and not less than 100 ft. in
breadth, so as to allow for lofty buildings of the most
important class on its frontage. The northern end
of the new street would open, with rounded comers,
on Southampton-row, which must ultimately be
widened by the removal of the block of buildings
between it and Kingsgate-street. Indeed, it is a
serious (question if this should not be included in
the present scheme. Thence it would cross Great
Queen-street, and continue, at a distance of about
150 ft., parallel to the western side of Lincoln’s-
Ion-fields to Sardinia-street. Here, about half-way
in its course, should be a circus, at least 200 ft. in
diameter, on the site of S.ardinia-street and Vere-
street, so as ultimately to allow a good street east-
wards into Lincoln’s-Iun-fields and Portugal-street,
and an improvement of Great Wild-street, Keinble-
streot, and Russell-stroet, so as to affjrd a line to
Long-acre and to Covent-garden.
Thus the central circus would ultimately com-

municate with Endell-street, Long-acre, Russell-
street and Covent-garden on the west, and with
Liooolii’s-Inn, the Courts of Justice, College of
Surgeons, King’s College Hospital, Bankruptcy
Court, and Chancery-laue on the east. A wide
opening hers is needed to allow the traffic passing
east and west between Chancery-lane and Covent-
garden to cross the traffic passing north and south
between

_

Holborn and the Strand. From this
central circus tho new street would pass in a per-
fectly straight lino to the Strand exactly opposite to
St. Mary-le-Strand Church, crossing 'Vere-street,
Clare-street, Stanhope - street, Wych-street and
Drury-court, a large part ot which is a most insani-
tary area, with houses only fit to be pulled
down. The district generally is described in
Mr. C. Booth’s book on ‘ Labour and Life of the
People’ as having ‘a crowded and very mixed
population,’ and much of it is marked in his map
with the dark colours of ‘poor’ aud * very poor.'
Ultimately the bulk of this district lying between
Drury-lane and King's College Hospital must be
rebuilt, if only because the houses cannot stand
much longer, since they are amongst the oldest
left in London. Many of the persons who now
occupy them are compelled by their work to live
in the

_

district, and it is a question whether the
formation of a new thoroughfare might not afford
an opportunity for the Council to undertake a
comprehensive scheme for rehousing the people
displaced. This very difficult question should be
at once undertaken by the Public Health Com-
mittee.

Fortunately the important question of gradients
has been completely solved by a scheme of our
Engineer. The gradient of the proposed street at
no part exceeds 1 in 50, and that only for 150 yards,
whereas the gradient of several streets descending
into the Strand is at present less than 1 in 30. For
the 400 yards from Craven-buildings to Great
Queen-street the gradient would be only 1 in 82

;

and thence to Holborn, a distance of 150 yards, the
gradient is not more than 1 in 110. This gives an
average gradient of about 1 in 78.

It is proposed to terminate the new street as it

approaches the Strand with a terrace at a some-
what higher level than the present level of the
Strand, and to bring tbe road by a gentle curve east
and west into the Scrand, opposite Somerset House
on the west and Surrey-street on the east, opening
the ends of thenew avenue ina semicircleoroblong.
The gradient of the slope from the southern end of
the new street into the Strand westwards would bo
only 1 in 69, and of the slope into the Strand east-
wards 1 in 50.

The Church of St. Mary-le-Strand would thus
stand cleared from buildings on its northern side
for a length of about 400 ft. There would be ample
space to allow nearly 60 ft. on the northern side of
St. Mary’s for the Strand traffic on the present
level, the traffic going to the City passing north,
and that coming from the City passing south of tho
church. By a terrace about 200 ft. long and 2 or

ft. high, as in Trafalgar-square, the traffic

descending from Holborn could pass by two easy
inclines either east or west to the Strand. Tho
open space, which would measure on the average
about 350 ft. in length by 100 ft. in depth, would
easily admit of adornment by a fountain or
memorial.’’

The consideration of the Report has been
deferred ontil Joly 19, owing to the General
Election.

Technical and Fishery School, Rinosend,
Dublin.

—

On the 20th ult. the first stone of the
new technical and fishery school at Riogsend was
laid by the Earl of Pembroke. The site, which has
been given free by the Earl of Pembroke, is on the
sea side of the town between Cambridge-road and
the South Wall. The building is to be erected in
accordance with a design by Mr. W. Kaye Parry,
architect, of Dublin, and the contractors are
Messrs. Collen Bros., of Porfadown. Tbe building
will be faced externally with red pressed facing
brick. The entrance will be at the centre of tho
eastern fa9ade, and will be surmounted by a
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Jn^ira^e. A Manual tf Practical Larc. By
C. Morrell, Barrister. London- A
C. Blacli. 1892.

BHIS is one volume of a series of
manuals^ on Eoglish law which are
now being issued by Messrs. A.

& C. Black. It deals in a clear and
readable way with the whole subject of in-
surance, namely, with fire, life, and marine
insurance, and with some of the miscellaneons
and less important forms of the subject such
as fidelity guarantee insurance. The book is
well done, it is sulhciently popular in form to
be of use to non-legal persons, but whether a
work of this small compass can be of any use to
lawyers, except students, appears to be doubtful.
To some extent, also, the practical aspects of
marine insurance are so different to those of
fire and life, the subjects are of importance to
such quite different classes of persons, that we
cannot but think it would have been belter to
have put marine insurance in a separate volume.A sketch of the history of the various forms of
msurance forms a part of this book, and it will
interest a good many of our readers to be told
that the first fire insurance office was the
Hand-in-lland, established in 1896, and the
second the Sun, established in 1710. From
that date offices began to increase with more
rapidity, six more coming into existence
between the latter date and the end of the
century. Of a manual such as this it would be
inappropriate to speak at length, but it may be
desirable to give an extract in order to show
the character of the book. This is the explana-
tion of the word “fire”;—“The word fire is
taken m the ordinary and popular sense, and in
order to substantiate a claim, the loss must
have occurred ( 1 ) by actual ignition of the
property insured, or of some matter near it not
intended to give heat, whereby injury has
accrued to the property insured

; and (3) the
fire must have been the proximate cause of the
loss (p. 05). It will be seen that Mr. Morrell
states his proposition clearly and without
nndue elaboration. There must be many of
our readers who will be glad to have this
book on their shelves, even though they may
never have to open the pages which touch on
the subject of marine insurance.

praphy. From Mr. B mnar’s book we learn that
George Meikle Kemp was born in the last
decade of last century, and of humble origin.
In his boyhood he was sent to herd cattle, and
it is stated that bis father having gone to see
how the lad was attending to the duty imposed
upon him, “ be found him setting mills a-going
in the burns.’ Finding that his son was not
fitted to be a shepherd he, like a sensible man.
took steps to permit of his following the bent
of his mind and apprenticed him to a wright
and carpenter, and being employed by his
master in various matters in connexion with

Simple E£pla)iations of EmjineeHng Formulev.
By R. \V. Western. London : B. T. Bats-
ford. 1892.

Students of civil engineering commencing to
study^for their profession should be grateful to
Mr. Western for his capital book, in which he
explains how many of the principal formula:;-
relating to the stresses in girders are derived.
To thoroughly understand many of these
fnndarnental formnlm. a slight knowledge of
the differential and integral calculus is
desirable, but so small an acquaintance with'
this branch of mathematics is really necessary
tJia.t. flr\Tr ,.1 1

mansion-houses and farm-buildines he acouired
branch of mathematics is really necessary

a taste for architecture. He set himself to
^Qowing algebra can easily

cultivate bis mind, studied “the five orders ” it_m a very short time. Many authors-
j. -c Cl . . ..- . _ * trV to avoid nsinp- wVint-. 1a tormo/l Vi7..^Lsa».

Eaad Cof^truction arid Maintenance, New
York: The Engineering llecord Office. 1S‘I2.

This is a collection of prize essays, reprinted
from our contemporary, The Engineering
dlecord, of New York, the results of a compe-
tition instituted by that paper, and completed
in March last. America being comparatively anew country, a large portion of the essays is
naturally taken up with the construction of

The relative merits of the Telford
and McAdam systems are considered—the
former appearing to be most in vogue We
think, however, that the Telford system is only
suitable for city and town roads, and that even
then it is one of doubtful economy. Interesting
particulars are given as to earth, sand, and clay
roads

;
and a description of brick pavements,

whicb, as far as we are aware, have not been
tried m England. With regard to the mainte-
nance of macadamised roads, very great stress
is laid upon drainage of the subsoil, selection
of the best available material, constant repair,
and the use of the steam-roller is most strongly
advocated-—points which, we fear, are too often
neglected in our own country roads. One of
the essayists draws a parallel between the
civilisation of a people and the condition of its
roads. We sincerely trust that our civilisation
may not be put to this test

;
though we believe

Americaii civilisation would come out, on such
a test, still worse than our own. We recom-
ruend all those interested in the improvement
of our “ ways ” to obtain this little book.

cultivate bis mind, o.uuicu lue uve oraers,
•

and. learned the art of drawing. After acquiring
sufficient mastery of the pencil, he visited and
took drawings from Rosslyn Chapel, Melrose
Abbey, and other Gothic remains, which excited
his admiration, ultimately extending his visits
to England and France. Mr. Bonnar narrates
that upon one occasion when Kemp was in the
neighbourhood of Melrose, trudging along the
road to Galashiels, clad in workman’s garb, with
his tools slung over bis shoulder,

“ne_ observed a gentleman in a c;irriage, who
had evidently directed bis coachman to ascertain
how_ far the burdened traveller was going. On
receiving the desired information, Kemp was asked
to take a seat beside the coachman, and, accepting
the welcome invitation, be was driven to Galashiels,
where, on his alighting, some of the people
standing by, remarked that he had been riding
with the ‘Shirra.’ He then discovered that the
kindly and considerate gentleman was no other
than Sir Walter Scott, who had chanced to be

Biographical Sketch of George Meikle Kemp
Architect of the Scott MonnnLent, Edinhurgh
By Thomas Bonnar, F.S.A.Scot. Edinburgh
U. Blackwood & Sons.

°

In spite of the atrocious character of its detail
the Scott monument at Edinburgh may be
recognised as a creditable attempt to originate
something special in the way of a modern
monument

;
there is an idea in it, and the manwho designed it, considering his disadvantages

or education, must be admitted to have pos-
sessed ability and some force of character, and
as such, was worth commemorating in a bio-

nil vrtiiLor i3coic, wno naa clianccd to be
travelling in that district in the discharge of his
duties as Sheriff of Selkirkshire.’’

Shortly after Sir Walter’s death a subscrip-
tion was set on foot for the purpose of raising
a fund to erect a memorial worthy of “The
Wizard of the North.’’ This appeal was ade-
quately responded to. and a Committee was
formed to procure designs, who advertised
offering three prizes of fifty guineas for the
three best. When the award was announced
it was found that a design by Mr. Rickman was
placed first, one by Mr. Charles Fowler, archi-
tect, and Mr. R. W. Sievier, sculptor, second,
while the third was given to an unknown artist,
named “John Morvo,” the name adopted by
Kemp.
None of these designs were adopted, bub the

competition was reopened. Although that of
John Morvo had made a deep impression, it was
thought that to recommend the work of an
unknown man, who had no professional train-
ing as an artist, would be a rather hazardous
course to follow. In the second competition,
additional competitors appeared, — amongst
others, David Roberts, R.A. In entering upon
the second trial, Kemp adhered to his original
conception with some modifications, whicb
were thought to be improvements, and ulti-
mately his was adopted. Whether there was
anything in the competition better worth
adopting, it is impossible to say now.

This sudden uprise to fame of one previously
unknown has something of the romantic
element in it, and that is followed up by the
tragic end of Kemp's career, shortly after his
great success. His body was found in the
Forth and Clyde Canal, and a suspicion of
suicide lingered around the event. Mr. Bonnar,
however, contends that there is no ground
whatever for that surmise

;
be was in a position

to look to the future with the brightest hopes
and to see his great work realised would surely
have been a sufficient cause to make him desire
to live. The occurrence is a sufficiently melan-
choly one in itself, without calling in the sup-
position of suicide.

As Kemp was not in practice as an architect,
there are no other works of bis to point to bnt
the bcott Monument. There are some designs
of his on paper, amongst others a scheme for
completing Rosslyn Chapel, which, as our
readers are aware, is merely the chancel of
what was intended to be a complete church.
He also made a drawing showing Melrose
Abbey restored. In the present day it is some-
what difficult for any one with a knowledge of
the best Gothic style and detail to feel much
toleration for his celebrated Monument, but in
those days it was unquestionably a great effort
for a self-taught man, and one must regret
that its author did not live to obtain chances
of improving his knowledge of Gothic detail
by the study of purer examples than Melrose
and Rosslyn, and of possibly producing some-
thing better than the one structure by which
his name is known.

try to avoid using what is termed the higher
mathematics, and to show how some formulx-
are obtained, they are forced to adopt laborious
methods, generally more difficult to master
than the rudiments of the calculus. Mr.
Western, however, first teaches his readers
sufficient calculus for his purpose, and then
proceeds to apply this knowledge to practical
questions. There are many engineers who, day
after day, make use of rules and formula; whiclr
they are unable to deduce

;
bnt if they will

carefully study this little book, it would not be-
long before they are able to verify for them-
selves what before they have blindly accepted.

Electrical Imirument .Making fin- Amateurs^
By S. R. Bottone. Fifth Edition. Revised
and Enlarged. London : Whittaker & Co
1892.

We have already noticed an earlier edition of
this work {Builder, August 31, 1889), and we-
have little to add to the opinion then expressed.
Mr. Bottone’s strong point is still the clear
description of details of manipulation, his
weakness is still in theory, and in all that
relates to the dynamo.
The preface to this edition announces that

the author, at the suggestion of Mon. Pellissier,
has added “a few simple instructions for
making a small arc lamp, an incandeficenc&
lamp, a current reverser,” &c. We turned with
interest to these, for we felt some curiosity as
to what an amateur’s glow lamp might be.
We find a wonderful arrangement in cork,,

red sealing-wax, and benzine vapour (the last
in place of a vacuum), with a platinum fila-
ment, which “ will glow with a cherry-red light
when a current of one ampere is passed through-
it.” For this it is claimed that it “ illustrates
in a satisfactory manner the mode in which the=
superior carbon filament lamps act.” So it
does—but a b.air-pin would illustrate it quitcb
as well, and with much less trouble.

(L‘'on‘cs|;onbcju,c.

To the Editor of The Builder.

ROMAN BRICKS AND CONCRETE.
Sir,—In your article on concrete you refer to-

Professor Middleton’s opinion that the brick
facing of Roman walls is not strong enough to-
support the concrete hearting while wet, and
his reason for believing that timber uprights
were used in the wails of Nero’s Golden House.
If this be so, it seems odd that so economical a
people as the Romans should have wasted time
and money on this brick facing, whicb was to
be plastered or covered with marble

;
but it is

surely worth the while of some one to make
the experiment. Oven tiles cut diagonally
would make the facing of a pier, say a yard
square, and puzzolaua may, I think, be obtained
in London. G. Aitciiison,

IRON IN CONFLAGRATIONS.
Sir,—I shall be glad if some of the readers of

your valuable paper could inform me whether
rolled-iron joists and cast-iron columns are inju-
riously affected by being exposed to the effects of
water played upon them in a severe fire. If bent,
of course, they must be rejected

;
but if cot, would

they be as trustworthy as before for carrying
weight ? A. B.

PAVING COMPOSITION.
Sir,—

I

have a .small floor to lay on wood blocks
.4 a district some twenty miles from any station,
for which it would be very costly to send a spe-
cialist to do the work. Will any of your practical-

readers kiudly give me recipe for makiDg compo-
sition for this purpose, stating proportions of pitch,
kc.

,
also quantity required for, say, 20 yards super

W. H. T.
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CRYSTAL PALACE ELECTRICAL EXHIBI-
TION.

The following are the Awards made by the

Jurors :

—

Diploma of noNOur..

H.jVI. Post Office
I

Exchange Telegraph Co.
L. B. & S. C. Railway Co. I

Croasley Bros.

L. C. & D. Railway Co. 1 Swinburne, J.. & Co.
L. & y. W. Railway Co.

j

Willaua & Robinaou
National Telephone Co. 1

Diploma of Honour and Gold Medal.
(Highest Award.)

Brush Electrical Engineer-
ing Co.

Crompton & Co.

Gold
Coxeter & Son
Davey, Paxman, & Co.
Easton & Andei-son
Electric Conatructioo Cor-

poration
Electrical Power Storage

Co.
Glover, W. T., & Co.

Silver
Acme Electric Co.
Anderson, R, & Co.
Andrews, J. E H.
Andrews, J. D. F., & Co.
Armstrong’s Glass Co.
Barclay & Son
Benham & Frond
Bristol, L.

Britannia Rubber & Kamp-
tuUcon Co.

British Gas Engine Co.
British Stone & Marble Co.
Browett, Bindley, & Co.

Campbell Gas Engine Co.
Chubb <& .Son
Consolidated Telephone

Co.
Davis & Timmins
Day & Co. (Bath)
Dent & Co.
Dick, Kerr, & Co.
Edison Manufacturing Co.
Epstein Accumulator Co.
Ferranti, Ltd.
Fielding & Platt
Fowler-Waring Cables Co.
General Electric Co.

Edison & Swan United
1 Electric Liehr. Co.
Johnson A Phillips

Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.

Medal.
Henley's, W. T., Telegraph
Works Co.

The Laing, Wharton, and
Down Construction Syn-
dicate

Nalder Bros. & Co.
Saxby & Farmer
White. J.

Medal.
Giles, F.. & Co.
Groves, W,
Groth, L. A.
Gulcher Electric Light &
Power Co.

Hammer. W. .T.

Joel, H. F., & Co.
Laing, Wharton, & Down
Lloyd & Lloyd
London Metallurgical Co.
Mosses & Mitchell
Osier & Co.
Rashleigh Phipps & Daw-
son

Richard Fri'res
Richards, F. M.
Scott, Ronald A.
Shirley & Co.
Trent Gas Engine Co.
Warby, J. L,

Waygond & Co.
Wells Bros.
Western Electric Co.
Weyreersch Battery Syndi-

cate
Woodhouse & Rawson

Bronze
Allsop & Co.
Anders, Elliot, & Chetbam
Strode

Appleton, Burbey, &
Williamson

Archer Pipe Co.
Becker & Co.
Bishop, W. J.
Bowron, G.
Burnby cfc .Son
Capitaine Gas Engine Co.
Charleswnrth, Hall, & Co.
Cooper, H. & J.

Croggon & Co.
Dorman & Smith
Electric Stores, Ltd.
Faraday <fc Son
Fowler, Lancaster, & Co.
Habgood, W. J.

Hindley, E. 8.

Hookham, Townley, & Co.
Homacoustic Speaking-

tube Co.
International Electric Co.
Jenner, T.
Jennings, G.
Jooss, A.

Medal.
Lacombe & Co.
Lewis, J.

Lundberg, A. P.

Maquay Electric Light
Syndicate

Mayer, H.
Mining and General Elec-

tric Lamp Co.
Napier & Son
Newton. F. M.
Riedel, J.

Roberts, Adlard, & Co.
Roper’s Electrical Engi-

neering Co.
Smith, Samuel, tfc Son
Spencer, Edward, & Co.
Spencer, J.

Stegmann, G.
Taylor & Tucker
Telegraph Manufacturing

Co.
Thorpe, Harry
Tipping, H. S.

“Trusty" Engine
Wilson Hartnell
Ziety & Co.

^C^JC Shtbcuts' dTolumn.

CONCllETE.—II.

I.—LIMES.—CLASSIFICATION.

TMES are not all suitable for use in con*
Crete. Some of them possess the pro*
perty of setting under water to a con-

siderable extent, and will eventually attain
great strength in such a position, while others
are almost entirely soluble in water, and are
therefore useless in damp situations. Some
have an inherent power of hardening in the
presence of water, whereas others merely dry
to a friable mass. They are usually classified
as follows :

—

1. Rich or pure or fat lime.
2. Poor or impure or meagre lime.
3. Hydraulic lime.

1.

Jtic/i Lime .— Composition .—Rich lime is

burnt from stones which consist almost en-
tirely of carbonate of lime (calcium carbonate),
such as chalk, marble, and some of the
varieties of building stone. Other substances,—silica, alumina, magnesia, oxide of iron,
&c.,—may be present to the extent of about
10 per cent. The silica is present in the form
of sand, and therefore has no beneficial effect
on the setting of the lime.

Calciruution.—We do not propose to enter
into a detailed description of the modes of

manufacturing either limes or cements
;

it will

be sufficient for our purpose if we state broadly
the effects of the processes of manufacture.
By the burning of calcium-catbonatc, the

water and carbonic-acid gas which it contains

are expelled, and calcium-oxide, commonly
called ‘‘ quicklime,” remains. The chemical
equation, omitting the water, is thus ex-

pressed :

—

COCaO.. = CaO -r COo.

Calcium carbonate. Calcium'oxide. Carbonic acid gas.

Slaking .—When rich lime arrives on the
building-site for use in mortar or plaster, it is

in the form of quicklime or calcium oxide, bub
in that state it is not ready for use. It must
first be slaked by the addition of water.

Quicklime readily combines with water, and is,

if exposed to the atmosphere, gradually slaked

by absorbing moisture therefrom
;
in this slow

way quicklime is slaked for agricultural

purposes, the little white heaps in fields being a
familiar sight in some parts of the country. If,

however, a considerable quantity of water be
added, the calcium oxide combines with it with
much violence and heat, falling to a powder
two or three times the bulk of the lime prior to

slaking. This increase in bulk, when quick-

lime comes into contact with water, must be
borne in mind, for the fact has an important
bearing on the subject of the proper use of

hydraulic limes and cements. The chemical
change caused by slaking is thus expressed;

—

CaO -i- ILO = Ca(HO)n
Calcium oxide. Water. Calcium hydrate.

Setting .—Calcium hydrate, or as it is usually
termed, slaked lime, is soluble in water

;
con-

sequently a paste made from it does not set or

harden under water. There is nothing in its

composition, as there is in hydraulic limes and
cements, to give it the power of setting merely
on the addition of water. Calcium hydrate, if

placed in foundations or in the interior of thick
walls, where little or no air can obtain access
to it, will remain calcium hydrate for years
without any increase of strength whatever. In
air, however, a ceitain amount of chemical
action takes place, which results in the
hardening of the lime. This is effected by the
absorption of COo from the atmosphere, but the
setting is more apparent than real, for it is only
skin deep. And not only is this re-formation

of carbonate of lime (COCaOj) a mere skin, it

is also of no great strength. It is probable,
ahso, that the lime dissolved by the water used
in slaking the lime and making it into mortar
and also by the slow absorption of moisture from
the air, gradually crystallises, and therefore

assists the hardening of the mortar, but as 730
parts of cold water are required to dissolve one
part of lime, the crystallisation is decidedly
slow. Mortar from the interior of the Pyramids,
where it has not been exposed to the action of
the air, still contains free lime, although it is

5,000 years old.

Another difficulty attending the use of rich
lime is its great shrinkage or contraction during
the process of hardening

;
in order to obviate

the ill-effects of this, a large quantity of sand is

mixed with it to form mortar. The sand also

fulfils another office, for it renders the mortar
more porous, and, therefore, assists the passage
of air and moisture to the interior of the
mortar.

No more need be said to show the unsuita-

bility of rich lime, not for concrete only, but for

all manner of building work where cohesive and
adhesive strength is required, but a knowledge
of the changes which take place in the calcining,

slaking, and setting of rich lime is necessary for
the proper apprehension of some of the changes
which take place in hydraulic limes and
cements, and also of the difficulties and dangers
attending their use.

Uses.—Rich lime is used fcr agricultural

purposes, for internal plastering, and in the
manufacture of Portland cement, slag

cement, 5;c.

2.

Poor Lime .—Poor lime is burnt from lime-

stones, which contain a considerable quantity
(say, from 10 to 30 or 40 per cent.) of matter
nearly the whole of which is in such a state as
to have no power of combining with the lime
and exerting a beneficial effect on the setting

of it. In other words, poor lime is rich lime
very much adulterated. It; has all the dis-

advantages of rich lime, and one or two more.
It slakes more sluggishly than rich lime, and
does not increase as much in bulk or fall to as

fine a powder. It requires more careful screen-

ing and grinding on being made into mortar

than does rich lime. It ought never to be useS
for concrete.

3.

Ilgdranlic I-imes.—These limes have been
so called from the property they possess of

setting under water. The word “hydraulic”'

used in this sense is somewhat of a misnomer,,

seeing that it is derived from the Greek iLydor’^

water, and aulos, a pipe, and really refers to

the conveyance or use of water by means of

pipes. Custom, however, has sanctioned its-

use in the sense of ‘‘ setting under water,” and
also the use of the noun derived from it

—

“ bydraulicity,” which is taken to signify “ the

property or power of setting under water.”'

Ilydraulic limes vary exceedingly in their com-
position, and consequently in their hydrau-

licity. The quantity of lime present in some is

only about 6(3 per cent., while in others it is 80
or even 90 per cent.

;
and the time required for

the lime to harden under water varies from one

or two days to three or four weeks. This

variety has given rise to a subdivision of the-

class into (1) feebhj, (2) moderately, and (3>
evihientlg hydraulic, but these subdivisions are

somewhat indefinite, merging into one another,

and ranging from the verge of rich and poor

limes on the one hand, to the verge of natural

cements on the other. Moreover, no lengthy

list of British hydraulic limes has, as far as we
know, ever been made in which the various

limes have been classified under these three

heads. The nomenclature, however, affords a

convenient method of expression, although it

has not much practical or scientific value.

Composition.—The most important hydraulic

limes owe their bydraulicity to the clay, which

forms part of the raw stone. In stones produc-

ing feebly hydraulic limes, the clay may b&

about 8 or 10 per cent, of the whole
;
mode-

rately hydraulic limes, from 10 to 15 per cent.;:

and eminently hydraulic limes from 15 to 20'

or even 30 per cent. Any excess of clay over

30 per cent, is detrimental to the setting power
and strength of the lime.

Another class of limes consists of those-

which contain little or no clay, but are ren-

dered hydraulic by the magnesia present in

them. In the raw stone, producing moderately

hydraulic lime, the carbonate of magnesia may*

be 30 or 40 per cent, of the whole, and the car-

bonate of lime 50 or 60 per cent. Nearly all

limes and cements contain a small quantity,

say, 1 or 2 per cent., of magnesia, but it is only

when the magnesia reaches about 30 per cent,

of the whole stone, that it confers a moderate

bydraulicity. The most important class
_

of'

hydraulic limes, however, is the one in which

clay plays a prominent part, and as clay is the

ingredient which confers bydraulicity on that

most important of all limes and cements,

namely, Portland cement, more attention has

been d’evoted to the study of its action in com-

bination with lime, than to that of magnesia

with lime. 'We shall, therefore, devote our

attention chiefly to limes which owe their

bydraulicity to the presence of clay, or, in

other words, silicate of alumina.

Undoubtedly the most important class of

hydraulic limes consists of those which are

burnt from the blue lias limestone. They vary

considerably in their setting power and ulti-

mate strength. The blue lias stone is found at

Lvme Regis in Dorsetshire ;
at Pylle, and

^^Wcbet, in Somersetshire
;

at Barrow-on-Soar,

in Leicestershire; at Rugby. Stockton, Wilm-

cote, and otlier places in Warwickshire
;
at

Barnstooe, near Nottingham ;
at Kirton Lind-

say, in Lincolnshire ;
at Abertbaw, in Mon-

mouthshire
;

at Whitby, in Yorkshire, and

at various other places in England. At many
of these places, the stone is used for the manu-
facture of Portland cement, which is often

equal to that made from chalk and clay, or

mud, as at Rochester and other places on the-

Medway and the Thames.
Feebly hydraulic limes are obtained in many

parts of the country, but have merely a local

reputation. Some of those used in London are

obtained from Sussex.

Other hydraulic limes are burnt from the

carboniferous limestones, as at Holywell, in

Flintshire, and others again from the magnesian

limestones in Yorkshire, Derbyshire, and other

counties. Limes of the latter kind, as we have

stated above, owe their bydraulicity chiefly tc

the chemical union of the lime and magnesia on

the addition of water. They frequently attain

considerable strength, but the author is not

aware of any actual tests having been carried

out to show the difference between them and
other hydraulic limes. An analysis of a good

hydraulic lime, obtained from a magnesian
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limestone near Doncaster, in Yorkshire, will be

in the table of analyses in the next
article.

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
^
Manchester Cathedral Restoration.—What

js assumed lo be the fioishinp stroke of the present
restoration of Manchester Cathedral,—which hasnow been going on for some twelve years or more
under the direction of the architect, Mr. Crowther
—has been commenced. This is the taking up of
the entire tiooring in the south aisle of the nave^rming what are known as the Trafford Chapel andBrown 8 Chapel. The flooring is not only being
taken up, but is being lowered to the same level as
the floor of the nave. This is preparatory to the
proposed scheme of relaying the whole of the floor
ot the nave lu diamond-shaped blocks of black and
white marble. By the lime this work is completed
on the south side of the nave, it is anticipated that
the new south porch and baptistry will also be
completed, and the former south entrance, which
has been closed for a considerable time, will be
once more utilised.

Clock-Tower, Keiohlet. — This town being
without a reliable public clock, some of the
leading inhabitants undertook to supply this
want, and sent circulars to the Governors ofthe Keighley Institute and others in further-
ance of the above project, when Mr. Prince
braith, one of the life members of the Institute
undertook to raise the tower so as to afford space
for four large illuminated dials, and for the clock
chimes, and hve large bells and hour bell at bis own
cost, and m memory of the late Mr. Prince Smith,
eenr., his father. The governors having accepted
this gift, Mr. Prince Smith gave instructions to
aiessrs. Mawson i Hudson, architects, to prepare
plans for the necessary alterations, which have nowjust been completed, the masonry having been
done by Mr. M Booth, and the joiner work by Mr.
Thos. Smith, Keighley. The order for the clockand chimes and bells was given to Messrs. Wm.
Potts & Sods. The clock shows the time upon four
•6 ft. Illuminated dials, and strikes the hours and
*>t. Mary of Cambridge chimes upon 3 tons of bell
metal.

ALTERATrnss TO Haddington Abbey.—On thedUth ult. Haddington Abbey, which for the past
nine months has been undergoing renovation, was
re-opened. 1 he alterations have been carried out
at a cost of over £5.000. The architects were
Messrs. Hay & Henderson, Edinburgh. Au organ
IS being erected at a cost of l,000f.

Wesleyan Chapel, Crossgates, near LeedsOn the Snd inst., the foundation-stones of a new
chapel for Crossgates were laid. When com-
pleted, the new buildings will consist of a chapel
providing sitting accommodation for 400 on theground floor, and 100 in an end gallery, with vestry.
A-c.

;
but for the present only about three-fifihs of

^0 accommo-
date about 300 on the ground floor. The buildingsare being erected from the design and under tL
superintendence of Mr. Geo. F. Danby, architect,
of Leeds. They are to be in the Decorated Gothic
style, and built of pressed bricks with stone dre=s-

•the 60 ft., with open timbered roof, rising to
centre. Thointornal woodwork will be of pitch pine and varnisbed. Mr Paul

P.hodes (mason and bricklayer), and Mr. T. Ilarrod
(joiner) have the work of erection in band. The
•estimated cost of tho new building is 1,1001.

'

CIIOSBY.—On the 25tli nitBishop 0 Keiliy laid the foundation-atona of thenew church and presbytery of SS. Peter and Paul
Ltyerpool-road. Groat Crosby. Tho oust of thebuilding will be (i.GOOf. The new bnilding, thearchilects of which are Messrs. Sinnott, Sinnott &1 owell Liyerpool, will contain 500 sittines The

SoollT "'obstor°

''"'T School fob
^ j .

memorial-stones of the Public B.ithsand lechnical School now in course of erection at

JSfifTw Thepublicbaihsaro
situated between Cambridge-streetand Wellinston-

mu '^‘“ensions are to be 134 ft. by

It: 1

..pc^'^alls externally wUI be of Delph stone,

Vh^ 'iT"’
-r fu .

f?® 6rst-clas8 swimming-bath will bevuft. 6in.in length and 33ft. flin. broad. A^cond-class swimming-bath will be 85 fr. by 45 ft,There are to be 20 slipper-baths, which liU be
divided mto first and second class. Rooms are tobe reserved for Turkish baths. Tbe entrance to the

lu
Cambridga-street, and over

this will be the caretaker’s house. The cost of thebaths 18 estimated at about 8,0O0L The plans havebeen prepared by Mr. W. Hanstock. of Batley

V Co., of Manchester, andMessrs. J. Bagshaw ^ Co., of Batley, are the
mason’s work is being

Mr
Mr Isaac .Nelson, and thejoiner’s work by

nf
Joseph Hepwonh is cleik

oiJDosil'ft^lL
^^® school is

J
'bat of the baths. The building will be

.300 studAnf^
accommodate about^00 students. The design now being carried out is
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only half of what it is suggested the structure shall
ultimately be. It is arranged so as to allow for the
duplication of the building now in course of erec-
tion at some future time. In accordance with the
regulations of the Science and Art Department,
there will be lecture-rooms, a chemical laboratory
and other necess.ary departments. The structure
exclusive of fittings, will cost about 3,5l30L

Additions to the Parish Church, Haydock
Laxfashibf - The new porlion of the Parish
Church of St. .James, Ilaydock, and the annexe to
the graveyard adjoining, were recently consecrated
by the Bishop of Liverpool. The new erection,
which has now been completed from plans of
-Uessrs Douglas & Fordbam, of Chester, includes a
chancel, organ chamber, and side aisles, and is
^pable of seating over 600. The total cost of the
building, inclusive of the organ and wall round the
graveyard, is 4,743L ISs. 6d.

New Military Church, Alder,shot. — Her
Majesty the Queen laid the foundation-stone of the
new military church. Stanhope Linos, South Camp.
Aldershot on the 27th ult. The building is of
Larly Lughsh design

;
the walls being in red bricks

and the dressings in St. Aldhelm Bjx Ground stone
from the quarries of the Bath Stone Firms, Limited
Bath. The contract is being carried out by Messrs!
J. IJorey & Co., of Brentford, under the superin-
tendence of

_

Colonel Waller, Major Pitt, and
Lieutenant Michie. When finished it will have a
length of 169ft.. and a width of 64ft., and is cal
culatod to seat 1,012 people.

The Proposed Extension of the Stockport
Workhouse.—The Stockport Board of (Juardians
received on the 27th ult. a letter from tho Local
Government Board with reference to the scheme
lormulated by tho guardians for the extension of
the Stockport Union Workhouse. The letter
stated that the Board were advised by their in-
spector and architect that the plans wore very
unsatisfactory in principle, and notwithstanding
the large expense—estimated as at least lo.OODL--
artorded practically no increase of accommodation
for the sick, and left the domestic and administra-
tive departments of the workhouse untouched
except as regarded the laundry offices, which’
under the new scheme, would bo scattered and
incoDvenient. Moreover, the plans did not show
any improvement or increase in the accoramoda
tion for the able-bodied and infirm men, nor any
improved classification amongst the men and boys
Those very serious defects in the plans appeared t<i
the Local Government Board such as to require that
they should be carefully reconsidered, and itseemed
to them that, as under the scheme proposed,
practically the entire area of the premises would be
absorbed, while the amount of accommodation
atlorded would, as they were advised, be inadequate
for the wants of the union as at present constituted
It would clearly be inexpedient to spend tho large
outlay that would be involved upon the present site,
and then find it necessary at a later date to obtain
ar additional site elsewhere. For the works con-
templated, moreover, a loan for the full period of
thirty years would not be allowed, and the money
borrowed would have to be repaid in fifteen years,
or part in ten and part in twenty years. Tho cost
would then fall more heavily on the rates for the
next few years than if a more comprehensive and
satisfactory scheme were adopted, under which
the cost of land and structure might ha defrayed
by a loan repayable in the full period of thirty
years.—The Guardians resolved to refer the renort
to tho House Committee. Tho architect of' the
Local Government Board some time ago recom-
mended the erection of a new workhouse at a cost
of about 50,0001.—Jfanchesier Courier.

Fkanci-scan Church, Chilworth, Surrey.
On the 23rd ult. the new Catholic church and
L nary recently erected on Blackheath, Chilworth,
were opeued. The building is in the Late Perpen-
diculir style. It is constructed of Ewburst stone,
with Chilworth atone facings, and tho internal wood-
work IS of o,\k and Oregon pine. In addition to
the high altar there are four side altars, which are
chiefly of alabaster. There is accommodation in
the Friary for about twenty-six members of the
Order. The architect was Mr. Walters, of West-
minster, and the contractors Messrs. Longley &
sons, of Crawley.

Wesleyan Chapel for Taibach, Glamorgan.—On the 2.jrd ult. foundation-stones of a new
Wesleyan Chapel at Taibach were laid. The con-
tractor’s estimate for the work is 1,459L The build-
ing will measure 44 ft. 3 in. by 33 It. S in. A
gallery will be fixed on either side and at each end,
the front gallery to be used as an organ and choir
chamber. The architect is Mr. John Wills, and
the contractors Messrs. D. C. Jones & Co Glou-
cester.

Wesleyan Chapel, New’ Ferry, Cheshire,A new Wesleyan chapel was opened on the 14th
ult., at New Ferry, by the Rev. T. B. S'.ephenson.me chapel has accoramoda'.ion provided on the
ground floor for about 520 in nave, transepts, and
chancel. Two main entrances have been arranged
one by the octagon porch, to the left, aud the other
by the tower_ porch to the right. The chancel is
htted with side pulpit, provision beino- made for
communion - table, &c., on a raised platformA ministers vestry, with lavatory accommoda-

tion, has been provided. The scheme includes
future school buildings at the rear, with accom-
modation for about 450 children in school and
class-rooms. The internal woodwork and fittings
aro of pitch-pioe varnished, and the external wood-
work of red pine.

_

The heating is by hot-water
pipes, and the ventilation by means of patent ridge
tiling. The windows are fitted with lead cathedral
Jigh^. A large traceried window has been designed
in the front gable, and all the chapel windows have
enriched tracery heads. The whole of the build-
mgs, except rear elevation, are faced with red sard-
stone from Helaby, and the window and door dresa-
ings, &c., are of Runcorn stone. The roofs are
slated m alternate rod and blue bands. The con-
tract for the chapel portion of the schema has been
earned out by_AMessr3. Kelly Bros., of Walton, for
tho sum of 2,275^., from the designs and under the
supenntendence of Mr. Thomas W. Cubbon, archi-
tect, of Birkenhead, whose plans were selected in a
limited competition. The masonry has been exe-
cuted by Mr. Hobson, of Liverpool

;
the glazing by

Messrs. Wilkinson
;
and the plumbing by Mr. John

4'owelL

Ne-w Church at Cddworth, Yorkshire.—
Ibe corner-stone of a new church was laid on the
-.4th ult. at Cudworth, by Miss Edith Guest, of
Barnsley. The church, which is to accommodate
2dU worshippers, is to be in the Early Doco-
rated

_

style, from designs by Messrs. Smith Sc
Brodrick, of Goole and Hull, The total cost of
the church will probably be about 2,600L Toe
contract has been let for 2,340L, to Messrs. Beni.
Graham Si Sons, Huddersfield.

Catholic Schools, Penzance.—On the 20bh
ult. the Rev. C. Graham, Bishop-Coadjutor of the
diocese, laid the corner-stone of a new elementary
niixed school at Penzance, to accommodate lOO
children. The school will contain one largo room
with class-rooms and the usual offices. Mr. o!
Caldwell 13 the architect, and Messrs. A. Trythall
and W. H. Tnmnson aro tho contractors. Tho
cost of the school will be about l.OOOL
New Church, Hiohtown, Liversedge, York-

shire.—On the 11th ult. Mr. Walter Freeman, of
Knaresborongh, laid the corner-stone of a new
church at Hightown, Liversedge. The building
With necessary furniture, is to cost about 4„')U0L
The plans ai^ by Mr. W. S. Barber, of Halifax, and
the style is Early English. A tower and spire are
shown, but these are not to be built at present
Ihe nave and aisles will be 50 ft. by 20 ft. and
9 ft 6 io._ respectively, and chancel 28 ft. 6 in., by
j.0ft., with organ-chamber aud vestries, and the
building will seat 380 people. Messrs. \V. & J.
Milner, of Mirfield, are the contractors.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.
France.—

T

he demolition of the rains of
the Palace of St._ Cloud is shortly to be pro-
ceeded with. It is neces.sary, as they are quite
dangerous to pedestrians. ileissooier’s country
house at Poissy is to be sold in a fow days.
It contains many of his paintings, some of theni
very interesting. The Compagnie des Chemins
de For de I’Est have just commenced working the
new strategical line from Brie-comto-Robert to
Vemeuil, in the continualion of the line from Paris
to Vincennes and Joiirville. The new railway
from Thiviers to Noutron has just been opened. -
Ihe clock-tower of tho church of Remorautin has
been destroyed by lightning. A rich amateur
has just left an interesting collection of hooks and
works of art to tho museum and library of
Montpellier. A committee has been formed at
be. Malo to erect a statue in one of the squares of
the town, to tho French navigator Surcouf. The
archceological congress has finished its work at
Orleans Tho congress next year will be held ut
Abbeville. A committee has been formed at
Bourg-Samt.And4ol (Ardiiche) with a view to raise
a monument to the republican deputy Madier de
Mortjan, -who has recently died, Next month
the bronze sfalue of Eugene Peiletan, the writer,
will be inaugurated at Royau

;
it is tho work of M

Aube, and was in ihe Champs Elysees Salon this
year. Tho monument to Clement Marot which
was inaugurated at Cahors on Sunday last has
been constructed from tho designs of M.
Rodolosse, architect. Tho sculptured portions

’T'^rcan and Puoch.
and M. Olivier Mer.son has designed the mosaic
decoration. The whole thing is in the Renais-
sance style; in the centre is the bust of
the poet surrounded by pilasters, supporting a
sheild bearing tho arms of Cahors; the base
13 ornamented by a bas-relief in marble. There
has just been a solemn unveiling of the statue of
Joan of Arc at Rouen. This remarkable monu-
raent has been made from tho designs of M. Juste
Lisch, the luspector-General of Historical Monu-
meut.s. Ihe statue of Joan of Arc is the work of
M. Ernest Barrias, who has made the heroine
standing, with chained hands, bare head, and short
hair, just as she must have appeared at the
moment of her execution. This statue was in
this year s Salon. The Historical and Archeo-
logical Society of Maine have taken posses-
sion of the celebrated bouse known as Queen
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Berengaria’s, which a rich inhabitant of Mans had
bought and restored at his own expense for the
Society. This bouse, which is also known as the
“ House of the Whit© Queen,” dates from the time
of Charles VUI. or Louis XH. There is to be an
international exhibition of tine arts held at Monaco,
in a special pavilion, from November 15 till

April 15, 1893. The new Town-hall of the
Eighteenth Arrondissement, built by M. Varcollier,

and which will replace that of Sc. Euphrasie at
Montmartre, will be opened on the 17th inst.

The new hospital Debrousse, at Paris, is also to be
opened soon. The committee formed to erect a
monument to Alphand has given M. Formigfi the com-
mission for the plan, and has also instituted a sort

of limited competition amongst the sculptors. M.
Gamier has suggested placing the monument at the
entrance to the Avenue of the Bois de Boulogne.

At the end of ihe Congress visit to the Palais
de Justice most of those present signed an address
to M. Coquart, expressing their admiration of his
work in the great room of the Court of Appeal.

MISCELLANEO US.

Lin’colnshire and Notts Architectdb.vl So-
ciety.—The annual excursion of the Architectural

and Archajological Society of the Counties of

Lincoln and Nottingham took place on the 22nd
and 23rd ult. The Rev. Arthur Sutton, of Brant
Broughton, is the hon. General Secretary of the
Society, and the Rev. H. J. Cheales, Vicar of

Friskney, acted as the hon. Local Secretary. There
were about thirty-five ladies and gentlemeu in the
party on the first day, and on the second day there
were nearly fifty. The Rev. Precentor Venables,
of Lincoln, accompanied the party, and gave inte-

resting descriptions of the various churches visited.

The headquarters of the excursion were at Skeg-
ness. On tho first day the party visited the follow-

ing villages;—Winlhorpe, IngoldmelU, and Addle-
thorpe (the church of which is half-a-mile inland, and
is Perpendicular, somewhat of the Suffolk type.

It resembles lugoldmells in having been lopped of

its chancel in 1706, but has been more fortunate

than its neighbour in preserving its fine woodwork.
The porch has a parapet of twining branches and a
crucifix on the apex with figures of angels on the

angle buttresses. Inside, the porch resembles that

of Winthorpe. The door is partly of old wood-
work. On the north side of tho church are six

buttresses with grotesque figures bearing scrolls

on which are inscriptions now scarcely legible.

The nave is of five bays with light octagonal

pillars). The party also visited Burgh, Gunby,
Spilsby, Halton Holegate, Bratoft (the church
of which has recently been restored by Mr.

James Fowler, of Louth), Thorpe St. Peters,

and Croft All Saints. The excursionists then re-

turned to Skegness, where the annual dinner took

place, after which a meeting was held and a

paper read by the Rev, H. J. Cheales, on “ The
Mural Paintings in Friskney Church.” On the

second day of the excursion (Thursday), the party
drove to Wainfleet, aud inspected the Magdalen
College School. They then visited Friskney All

Saints, Wrangle, Leake, Leverton, Benington All
Saints, Butterwick, Freiston, and Fishtoft. Skir-

beck Church was also visited, and the company then
proceeded to Boston and dispersed.

Society for the Protection op Ancient
Buildings.—The fifteenth annual meeting of the

Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings

was held last week in the old hall of Barnard’s Inn,

Holborn. His Honour Judge Lusbicgton presided,

and in the course of bis address said (according to

the Times report) that the Society was actuated by
the modem historical spirit which desired to promote
a care for, interest in, and study of the past, and piety

towards the past. That was often done in a narrow
parochial way ;

but it need not be so, and when they
remembered all they owed to the past it was a most
reasonable spirit, and quite one of the most im-

portant currents of thought in our time. Had the

age in which we lived any real care for outward
beauty or for the arts that echoed and illustrated

that outward beauty, or for the historical associa-

tions that were often so very deeply bound up with
ancient and beautiful monuments 1 He thought he
would be a brave person who would claim praise

for it in that respect. Let them think of

the long lines of jerry-built bouses and the loss

of tho race of art workmen disappearing from
among us. Let fany one think of the immense
difficulty under which architecture, painting, and
sculpture were now being carried on among us.

There bad been a beautiful architecture in England,
and a fine race of art workmen, and a great number
of churches scattered up and down the land, so that

there really had been opportunity for every one to

familiarise himself with beauty and dignity of

work. Those churches which had been praised

by the poets were the victims of our ignoble

restoraHon.

Emigration.—We have received the following

circular from the “ Emigrants' Information Office,”

31, Broadway, Westminster, in regard to the pros-

pects of work in different Colonies :
—“ In Canada

there is likely to be a good demand during this

quarter for farm labourers, general labourers,

navvies, and for mechanics in the building trades.

The Canadian Government is offering bonuses of

5 dols. to 10 dels, a head to those who take up
land in the North-west or British [Columbia. In
New South Wales mechanics are not wanted, but
in some country districts there is a demand for ex-
perienced farm and general labourers. A large
number of persons have applied for work at the
Government Labour Bureau at Sydney. The
depression in Victoria still continues, especially in

the building and kindred trades. The stoppage or
completion of railway and other public works has
also increased the scarcity of employment. In
South Australia there are good openings for plough-
men and for married couples on stations, but the
supply of labour has been quite equal to the demand.
The Queensland Government withdrew their free

passages last February, so that now all, except
uominated and indented emigrants, have to pay full

fares. There is no demand whatever for mechanics
in Queensland, many carpenters, plumbers, and
general labourers have been out of work, and no
one, with the possible exception of a few plough-
men, should go there at present on the chance of

finding employment. Western Australia still offers

free and reduced passages to certain classes of

emigrants; aud there is a demand for a limited
number of farm labourers, men in the building
trades, miners, and labourers on railways and
public works. lu Tasmania, the silver mines at
Zeehan are giving employment to considerable
numbers of miners and others. In various dis-

tricts of New Zealand, there is a demand for farm
and station hands, and for miners; and prospects
generally are good. The new Government Labour
Bureau at Wellington is proving very useful, and
new arrivals should apply there, or at one of its 200
country branches. Cape Colony and Natal offer

reduced passages to mechanics, female servants,

and others, for whom there is a limited demand.
In all the above-mentioned Colonies there is a
demand for small capitalists, farmers, fruit-growers,

and female servants. As it is announced that a
Commission has been appointed by the Brazilian

Government to encourage the introduction of
European agricultural labourers into some of the
northern provinces of Brazil, it becomes necessary
to repeat again most strongly' the warnings which
have been frequently issued from this office against

British emigration to that country. However
great may be its natural resources, is has been
abundantly shown that the conditions of life are
wholly unsuited to the ordinary British workman,
and intending emigrants are, therefore, most
earnestly cautioned not to be induced by any offer

of free or assisted passage, or grant of land to go
out to Brazil.”

Trade Festivities.—Some seventy employes of

Mr. F. Britton, builder, Leconfield-road, N., jour-

neyed to St. Albans last Saturday to hold their
fourth annual beanfeast, Mr. Britton presiding at
the dinner. The remainder of the afternoon was
taken up by athletic contests, &c., and a visit to

the Abbey.

Macadamised Roads and Frost.—The annual
report of the Borough Engineer of West Hartlepool
(Mr. J. W. Brown) contains the following note on
the behaviour of macadamised roads under the
influence of intermittent frost :

—“ The past winter
has been one of the most severe known to me for

macadamised roads. No sooner bad they been
somewhat consolidated than a succeeding frost com-
pletely destroyed the surface, and this was repeated
almost daily for some months. The streets most
affected by the frost are those whose foundations
were made with marl (or soft limestone). Being
very absorbent, it became thoroughly saturated
during the rains, and when in this condition the
frost expands the material, and so renders the
surface almost that of a ploughed field.”

The English Iron Trade.—There is still but
little alteration in the condition of the English iron
market. Trade in all branches is quiet. The
Cleveland Ironmasters’ Association returns for June
show that seventy-six furnaces are now in blast in

that district, against three in May, and that the
production of pig-iron has risen from 6,124 tons to

57,765 tons. A welcome diminution of stocks to
the extent of 39,491 tons is also recorded. No. 3
Cleveland pig is now down to 40s. per ton. In
manufactured iron and steel there is little doing

;

but late rates are fairly well maintained. In tin-

plates there is loss inquiry. Shipbuilders, on the
whole, are only moderately employed, and in the
majority of engineering establishments slackness
prevails. The coal trade generally is less active.

—

Iron.

Municipal Works at Scarborough.—Owing
to great demands on our space ithis week, we
are again obliged to hold over our report of the
recent meeting of the Incorporated Association of

Municipal and County Engineers at Scarborough.

CAPITAL AND LABOUR.
The Dispute in the Sheffield Building

Trade. — According to the Sheffield Daily
Telegraph, the dispute in the building trade in

Sheffield is at an end, and the masons affected have
resumed work. The difficulty was brought about

by the masons asking the employers to sign a code
of rules. On meeting with a refusal to do thfs
they struck work. The Master Builders’ Associa-
tion offered to refer the matter to arbitration, but
the men declined to entertain the proposal. It is

stated that work was offered the men by those
builders in the town who are not members of the
association, and who were willing to sign the rules.

The associated emplovers have since followed their
example in the latter respect, and affixed their-

signatures to the rules, thus bringing the strike lo-

an end.

MEETINGS.

Saturday, July 0.

Architectural Association.—Visit to Colonel North's
House at Eltham, and tu £ltham Palace. Tralu leaves
Canuon-street at 1.45 p.m.

St. Paul's Eccletioloejical Societu. — Visit to Can-
terbury. Train leaves Victoria at 10 a.ra.

Monday, July li.

Royal Institute of Brilisk Architects. — Adjourned
General Meeting (Business), for members only. S p.m.

Clerks of Works' Association {Carpenters' HaU ).

—

Monthly meeting. 8 p.m.

Tuesday, July 12.

Glasgow Architectural Association.—Visit to AnnflelA
School, Cubie-Btreet, Mr. J. L. Cowan, architect. <3 p.m-

Wednesday, July 13.

Toimbee Hall.—Mr. T. G. Jackson, A.R.A., on "The-
Architecture of the Fifteenth Century." 8 pm.

Saturday, July 16.

Liverpool Engineering Society.—Yliit to the Liver-
pool Corporation Refuse Destructor and the Liverpool
Cold Storage Company's Works.
Edinburgh Architectural Association.—The Sketching

Class to meet at Royston House, Carolina Park,
(rranton, to make measured drawings and sketches oi
the south front of the mansion. 3 p.m.

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY:
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

June 27.—By Wagsfaff ik Warman : 9, Aberdeen-pk.^
Highbury, u.t. 68 yr8,,g.r. HI., l.llOf.—By Sherrin 6:
Coltinan : 260, Harrow-rd., Paddington, u.t. 52yrs., g.r.

6f., r. 851.. 1,04C1 ; 29. Westbnuroe-ter. North, u.t, 6S-
yrs., g.r. 121., r. 751.. 8201 ; 231, New North-rd

,
Islington,

u.t. 35 yrs., g.r. 61. 6i., 2001.—By Chesterton ib Sons

:

2-28*

Goldhawk-rd., Shepherd's Bush, u.t. 71 yrs
,
g.r. 71.,

r. 601, 61f'L
; 89, St. Mary Abbott's - ter., Ken-

sington, u.t. 12 yrs, g.r. lOf
,

r. 8'L, 6201,; 7,
Napler-rd., u.t. 58 yrs, g.r. 82, r, 622. lOs., 6102.;
the lease of 43, EuBton-rd., St. Paocras, u.t. 14 yrs., 2202.
By J. A. Luinley tfc Co. : 1, 2, and 7, Stamford-grove
East, Clapton, f., r. 892, 1,1402. ; 5, Stamford-grove West,
f. . and small part 1., 4502; f. land, 13a. 2r. 3Sp., near-
Wonereh, 8102. :

“ Chmthurst VTlla," and 9a. Ir. Op L,
1,1002.—By G. Kendall', 1 and 2. Gubblne-lane. Harold-
Wood, f.,r. 432., 4502.; 45 to 51 odd. East Ferry-rd,.
CubittTown, u.t. 64 yrs., g.r. 122., 4502.

June 28 —By G. Stockings . 39 St. Mark's-rd., Not-
ting-hill, u t, 09 yrs., g.r. 62., r. 382, 2652.—By C. B.
Smith & Ball-. The Portsmouth, Fralton, and S mthsea
Tramways Company, with plant and goodwill, 6,6502,

—

By Deverell ds Co. : Nos. 361 and 363, Uarrow-ri, u.t. DO
yrs., g.r. 342

,
r. 2462., 2,4762.—By T. G. Wharton : f.g.r.

of 242., Stroma-ter., Stamford-hlll, reversion in 94 yrs.,
6302.

;
f.g.r. of 321., Netherton-rd., Seven Sisters-rd.,.

reversion in 84 yis
,

6402. ;
f.g.r. of 142., Fladbury-

rd., reversion in 84 yrs., 2902.—By Higgins cfc Son ; 14 to
20 even, and 23, Carlton-hill, St. John's-wood, ut. 45 yrs.,

g.

r. 602
,
3,1252. ; 76, St. John’s-wood-ter

, u t. 42 yrs.,
g.r. 182, r. 602., 2S52.—By Debenham, Teioson, <fc Co. :

'‘TheElnos’' audOacres, Roehampton, f., 13,0002. ; 61,
62, and 63, Queen's-rd., St. John’s-wood, f., r. 2552.,,

4,1402 ;
enclosures of land, Mayfield, Siisse.x, 63a. 2r. 9p.,

1, 1,2402.; “The Argoed Estate," Monmouth —
;

“ The Upper Oocket Farm,” 60a. 3r. 34p., f.,

r. 302., 7002. — By Driver A- Co.: 20, Redfield-
lane, Kensington, u.t. 79 yrs., g.r. 72 , 1,5502. —
By W. & F. Houghton'. F. house and ground, High-rd.,
Leyton, 6002.; “ Higham-htll Tavern," Wabhamstow,
and 4a. Ir. 31p

,
f., 76'}2.—By Dyer, Son, Si Hilton'. 67“

and 69, London-st., Greenwich, f., r. 052, 1,2562.; 1 ,

Royal-hill, f., r. 202., 2302. ; 22, Gulldford-rd., u.t. 34
yrs., g.r. 42., 1502.—By Messrs. Cobb (at Rochester) :

“Cllnch-st. Farm,” High Halatow, Kent, 49i., Ir. 27p.,
L, r. 642., and f. marsh land, 29a. 3r. 37p., r. 332.,

1,7002. ; an enclosure of f. land, 2a. Or. 20p., 802, ;.

four freehold cottages, Shotne, r. 412. 12s., 5252. ; six
freehold cottages and a shop, HIgham, 1,0852. ; an
enclosure of f. land, HighHalstow, 7a. 2r. Op., r. 72. lOs.,

1752.
;
two freehold cottages with gardene, r. 102., 1552.

;

tncloBures, pasture and woodland, 48a. Ir. 3p., 4802.
enclosures of land, 7a. Ir. Ip., 1762.

June 29.—By A. Richards: A plot of land, Church-
St., Edmonton, la. 2r. 30p., f., 1,6602. — By Field
de Sons'. 19 and 21, Acorn-st., Camberwell, f. 2862.

—

By Inman & Co. : 39 and 41, Chichester-rd.. Kilburn,
u.t. 65 yrs., g.r. 152., r. 802 , 6502.—By F. E. Eiloart

:

SO*

to 63 even, DalyeLl-rd., Stockwell, u.t. 72 yrs,, g.r

262. 58., r. 1402., 1,0052.
; 64, 78, 114. 118, 122, 128, and 136,

Dalyell-rd., u t. 72 yra., g.r. 412. Ss., r. 2082., 1,6102.;
82 and 84, Clifton cres., Uld Kent-rd., u.t. 89 yrs., g.r.

102., r. 722. 16s., 6952. ; 68, 60, and 62, Danby-st.., Peck-
ham, iLt. 83 yrs., g.r. 132. 10s

,
r. 782 , 6502. ; 3, Wrox-

ton-rd., u.t. 84 yrs., g.r. 62., r. 332. 16i., 2252. : 8 to 13,.

Burchell-rd., Camberwell, u.t. 76 yrs., gr. 222. 10B.,r.

1982. 18s., 1,2102.
;
60 to 66 even, Burchell-rd., u.t. 7&

yrs., g.r. 162., r. 13*22. 11s. 4d
, 8352.

;
2 to 12 even,

CoBBSll-Bt., u.t. 76 yrs., g.r. 242., r. 2012. 10a., 1,2402.;
14 to 22 even, Cossall-st., u.t., 76 yrs

, g r. 202.. r.

1632. 8s., 1,0562. F. Jolly & Co. : 4 and 6, Cambridge-
buildings, Bethnal Green, u.t. 67 yrs., g.r. 62, 1,0002.;

4, Laura-cottBgei, Leyton, tut. Slyri., g.r. 42. lOs
, 2002, ;
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COMPETI TION CONTRACTS, AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
COMPETITIONS.

Nsture of Work

•New Chiwl, Grsys Ii
•New Merket
•Moniclpal Technic*! >

-Klwuen PftYiHou iu P.

By whom Adrertlied.

ROi, 251. »ud 107. .

i
July 21

1

Aog. l

Allg. 15
Ocf. 13

CONTRACTS.

Natare of Work or Materials,
I

Teoders

delivered.

BaokiuK Premises, 1

Keliihley
••Broken Oraulte
•Pipe Sewer. Ac
•Oak Cleft FenciDj..

•New Station. West Bri(

Police Station, ic

tiopa.l Bradford Uli

I

Lim
Willewlea Loc

do,
' Barking Town

to Workhouse. Ac. I ParUh of £

I

in-ths-Kas
! Durham C.

W. H. Toze

...
j

July 13

I July 14

•Tar Pai

•New Bel

-hill..
t Boapitai, M

Asylums Board., i OjJMal..

Rotherham Dennhy Mala Colliery
' Co. Lliu ..

•RecoDstroetlon in IroEwork of Viaduct
over River Oweudreatli G. W. R. Co .

^enty-tlvB HGuses. Cauton. CardiH’ Propri.
' 0. B. PetJr
(J. Whit,

Business Premise’. Lauii
•Stooewaro Pipe Sewer. A
School Bulldiurs uonse, 1

,
Blaen-j

CONTRACTS.

—

Oontinued.

Nature of Work or Materials.

-keeper’s Cottaie
ting. Ac. Darenth School*

.

Brick Sewer
ng-up Road

^orka
ef Cliorch, Wet

. I LondouCouutyCouucll

bourn. Leek
Iain Drainage Work*
•aving Public StreeU
•aving Private Streets
f.anse and Officer. AOerlour, Elgin, N.B.'

Pulhaoi V

fond Paviug Worka
oad 31-tal (.5,000 tonsi
term Water Outfall Culvert*, Ac..'...
ree l.iiirary, Bchooi, Ac. .,

ewa.e Works (Contract No. •;)

ostal Sorting Office, HammtrsmitU

Baleahops, Stores, Ai

Schools, St. Anr

cstminster Vestrv..
itradyf.wtwg Loc. Bd.
icesier C irp

T. de Courcy Mea
A. A C. Harston.
OjflcUil

do.

do.

W. Sugden A Son
ll/SH-V

W. Dawsou
do.

,

C. C. Doig

I

U^lcial

E. E. Scrivener
W'. Sykes

I
J. P. Norringion
r.. R W. Wheeler
J W. Jones
F. G. Mawbev ....
Holtnm A Foi....
w. H. UopaiUBon
OiBciiif

T. Taylor Bcutt ..

K. \V. Rbodea ....

.
' July IS

. I do.
' Only 19

July
do

I July
do

July

Laundry Ci>. Lim. .. oliv
Thns. Price

l| BrighUide .t C«rhrook

I

I
Rotherham Sch. Bd... H. 1

-A Lee

PUBLIC appointments.
Nature of Appointment.

rto.. maM „,t> (.) a,np,IiUo,u. p. iv. C-lran., pp. ,|„ rill.

. Laiiiheth Vestry j-jii/'

. Coudover High. Till. . .
' isofi

.1 Kichmond (Surrey) Cp. 27. 2s. pei

July 2rt

Aug. I
No data

73 and 75, Exmouth-st., Stepney, u.t. 20 yrs., no g r
325i. : 114, Sldney-at., Mile Ena, u t. C yrs., gr. 41, r
-32i., OOi. ; 34, Maiiilla-st, JIlllsvslI, f., r. 13i., Sdl. i l.g.r!
of 35f., Dnnald-st., Kromley-by-Buw, u.t. 50 yrs, g r!
28L, 0.5L ; 61 to 57 odd, Aslvtoii-st., Limehouse, c 'toO^
By Sedgwick, S'ln. 4- M'mll

:

“Warwick House” Lang-
ley-rd., Watford, f., 2.460J.

;
a freehold cottage, Sheoley,

Herts., r. lOf., 1552 By Pratherne J: 2forris “The
'Ulyde,'' Kingstoii-rd,, Malden, f

. 1,33.M. ;
“ Tark-villa

''

HainauU-rd., Leytonstnne, f.. 0002
; 3 and 4 Essex-

villas. f.. r. 7o2
,
1,205. By B. Thley d: Son : 31, Daktlelil-

rd., Clapton, ii.t. 75 yr.s., g r. 02., 35'J2.
; 37 and 89 De

Beauvoir-rd., KingsUnd, u t. 25 yrs., g.r. 92, r 602

Public Appointments, p. xx.

‘Barn Houao Farm,” S8a.3r. 34p.
078. 3r. 2Gp., f., 7007. •

f., 8602.

iConCractioiis tued in these lids.—’F.s.r. It freehold
ground-rent; l.g r. for leasehold ground-rent

; i.g.r. for
,

improved grcnnd-reiit
; g r. for groutiri-rent

; r. for rent

;

f. for freehold
; c. for copyhold ; 1. for leasehold

;
e rfor estimated rental

;
u.t. for unexpired term

; p.a forper annum
; yrs. for years ; st. for street

;
rd, for road •

, sq. for square
: pi. for place

; ter. for terrace : cres forcrescent
; yd. for yard, Ac.]

June 30.—By Watson <b Co

:

11, 12, and l;! Roman-
rd., Barnshury, u.t. 65 yrs., g.r. 322.. r. 1112., 7102 ; 407
and 409, 6oldhawk-rd., Hammersmith, u.t. 29 yrs. g.r.
202., r. 662., fi002.

; 1-g.r. of 682., Shepperton-rd.,
Islington, g.r. 142., n.t. 31 yrs., 0802. ;I. g.r. of 002 Here-
ford-at., Euston-rd

,
u.t. 28 yrs., g.r. 242., 6802. ; Igr of

92. H's.. Diiun-st
,
Kingsland, u.t. 21 yrs., g.r. 42., 752.—ByBeadeldsCo :

“ Tne Hutton Hall Estate” of 1,133 acres
Essex,

_

fourteen freehold oottasres, 1,0002.; “Chequer's
Farm and 13:ia. ‘ir. 12p., f., 4,7002.; an enclosure of land
la. 3r. 7p ,

f., 2102.
;
two enclosures of land, '’.‘la 2r Op

f I,4fin2.-By Boyce s Eoam : i g.r. of 632
. Siitton-pU

zSc., Kingsland, reversion in 44 yrs
, 1.3.'o2 ; f.g.r.

of 102., I'aher-rd., Bow, ditto In 74 jrs.|39.52’’ f'gr
of 152., lloman-rd., ditto in 31 yrs, 6342.; 38. 33'

.-and 40, B leyn-rd
,

Kingsland, f., r. 492. Ss.. 3302
'•

1U4. 100, and 108, Dalst'jn-laiie, u t 69 yrs., g.r. 1S2 r.
1142., 1.1202.—By Stimson dr Sons: f.g.r. i>f l(X)2 \ew-
rd., Bermondsey, reversion in 30 yrs.. 2,4502 • N’os 274
a»ad 67, Duke sf.. IVaterlno-rd., f., r. 672. 43., 3W2. - 25 to
61 odd. Addey-st., Deptford, u.t. 29 yrs., g.r. 672 lOs
-2552.

;
3. Bleh'ip's-rd., Brixtou, u.t. 69 yrs., g.r. 52 ‘2002’

—By Eeu'bondrCo. l.gr. of 002.. Rhodes-st., Barnsburv
u.t. 51 yrs.. 1,0602.; 40, Tiber-st, King’s-cross ut 50 yr«

'

g.r. 42., 2752. ;f.i>l<it of land, Ferine Pk-rd., Hornsey, 8502 •

a plot of f. liiiil, Ksynes Pk., 752. : 207, Junction-rd
Holloway, u.t. 64 yrs., g.r. 52., 6102,

: 61, 65, 70 76 and
73. Westmoreland-rd., City-rd

, u.t. 11 yrs., g r 242’ 193
6062.—By Glasier d- Sons: 16, Bexley-td., Belvedere'
u.t. 65 yrs., g.r. 22. 148, r. 302 , 3802.: “The
•Grange, and about 1 acre, f., r. 1352., 2 6002 —
By Dyer, Son, \ Billon-. 48, Lee-pk., Blackheath u t
.69 yrs., g.r. 112. 68., r. 802., 8002.—By Debenhaw,
1 eu'son, Co. : 74 to 84 (even), Rluhmond-rd., Kingston-
on-Thames, f., 6,6852.; “'I'avislock Lodge," Tavlstock-
rd., Croydon, 1, r. 352., 4202.

;
“ Woodlea,” Fairfleld-rd.,

u.t. 41 yrs., g.r. 152. 15s., 6602. ; l.g, r. of 642., Archer-
mews, Kensington, u t. 61 yr*., g r. 7 b 9312 -

“Kettlewell V-le House," Horsell,’ Surrey, f.’, r. 852.’
2.1002.—By J?. J. Steel -. Enclosures of f. land, Mitcham’
Surrey, about 29 acres, 4,2402.

; two f. cottages, r. 302.|

July 1.—Bv G. B. Smnllpeiee : 179, Wardour-st

.

,Soho, f., r. 1002., 2 0002.—By Jones, Lang, A Co. : L.g.r.
of 562.14s., Boitirn-st.. Dorse t-sq., u.t. 17 yrs ,g.r. 182. 189

'

3402.; I g.r. of5l2. Grays Inn-rd., u.t. 18 yr*.,'g.r.’ 1«2!'

4002.
;

I.tr.r. of 1412. 5'., Canonbury, u.t. 26 vrs.. g r. uoC
l.OtC'2.—By W. Wingham : ll, 13, and 15 Le wis-rd

'

Brlxton.u t. 49 yrs., g.r. 122. 12*., 3552.- By i,’. Owers -

P.g.r. of 402.. Hampstead, reversion in 98 yrs., 1 0002 —
'By n. C. Knvson : F.g.r. of 202., Hackney, reversion in
31 years, 4,552. ; f.g.r. of 602., Percy-ter., reversion in 76
yrs., 1,18‘?2. 10s

; freehold plot of ground, Galns-
borough-id.. 2Co2. ; 1 a. 2 to 5, Galnsbon-ngh-rd u t 72
yrs., g.r. 502

,
r. 1852

,
1,1302. ; S and 9, Upper Montagu-

st., Eaker-st., and I06a, Crawford-st
,
u t. 11 yrs gr ;

152. 159., 7602.—By Mullett, Booker, d Co. : “Grafion
Lodge," (Invx-rnad, H-nipstead, u.t. 74 vrs., g r. 152
'3002.

: 9, ‘25, 24, 3’, 31, 35, and 36, yiehtincaie-at., '

.LUaon-grovp, u.r. 30 yrs
, g r. 622 2 j., 2252 • “5 Den-

mark-st., Soho, u.t. 32 yrs., g r. 702 , r. 1622., 2502.—ByGreen A Son,

:

Freehold land of about 9 acres, Norbury
1,2502.-; five plots of f. land, 58.52. ; enclosures of f
land, BilliDgihnrst, 6l Or. 3p.. 2202.; “Little Daux
harm, 31a. 3r. Ip., f,. i,40C2.

;
“Five .Mile Ash Farm,”

RECENT PATENTS:
ABSTRACTS OP SPECIFfCATIONS.

single thin plate of metal properly tempered anc
nrtn %

cutting-edge at both ends. This plate is

reversed, and one end iiprovided with a slot located lotgltudinally at thecentral portion thereof, the slot being of a suitablelength, and. in order that the cutting-blade may be
I’^t'^een its tie-plates orblocks, the central portion of the side edge are n^ferablvprovided with serrations The cutting-blade is Sid

^ forward clamping-

L
"’“y consist of a new or oldblade of the old tjpe, and the three parts are bound

thf
1°^ “ through

^ through the slot in thecutting-blade, arid through the slut or opening usuallyformed in the old style of cutting-blade, or through a
whatever form of back plate thatmav be emnlovHf?. 5 hin

9.21G.—BrK'kmakiso Machinery- S Jefferies -This
opening in whatever form of b’ack plate

invention relates to that form of machl4y wheM SofSe^^'^' is applicable to an:
bricks are made by severing them from a streim of clay

' ^

wi^rXi^re Vrirg"ed ^
apflications for letters patent.

The inventor proposes to utilise the movement of tbe p.- 11,462 H. Lockwood, Manufacture ostream of day for setticg in action the cutting me-

'

‘^^T^Se-sludge into Bricks, Pot". Tiles, aud Rain-ninei

rh h
operations of cutting ^ooBary Ware.- 11,480. W. IVilliams and IV Lewis

at the proper for Paint-pjts, &c.—11,490, IV. Steel ant
,t attention fv,« _v . H. BrahaiD, Bolts for Doors. 11 6U A Tvler -(rKi

H. Bunkir and W. Chapman, Duor-spring. 11529
C. Procopides, Gas Chandeliers, Ac.

^ ^

Brickmaking Machines,

TTv V I'liitic Disinfecting Apparatusfor Waier-closets._n.693, E Ballard, DKcrratfvVS
bracket 1 entllHtnr— 11,594, A. B..ult Fans and Yen

Bmoke-burning Fireplace foi

^^^'intain. Pneumatic Checks

w
Closi-g of Doors, &C.-11.619!

,y' ;’®-„,CBiini.ey-p.)t8.—11,703, H. Newton, Aluto-matlcally Opening or Closing the Doors leading to liftsor elevator openings nr shads.
'•ouiog to mta

dttue 23.--ll,720, D, Carr, Chimney-tops.—11 732 W
Neilson, Blits fur D lors, Ac.— 11,747, J Bobbie Fi'vlnir
Tiles to Walls, Ceilings, and other Pl’aees—11 760 AShaw, 1 alve for Cisterns. —11,766 W Tahlnr A.' o'
lenning. Hardening and Preserving Natural and'AttiQcial Stone and other like Building Material.
June 24.-11,811, S. Marcus and E. Botbe Fire-

’"’’“t'er-closets.—11,821, o'. A HSmith, Hinge*.
. ^j..

"Window-sashes.-11 870w. Briggs, Flushing-basin for Water-closets.-ll ’891*
W. A C. Junge, Saws. ’

provisional specifications accepted.
9,908, G. Addy and W. Jnhnsm, Self-releasing Safetyrlndstoue Rest.— 10.031. 5V. Gnhri..l imr,,,.,,.A.

Zl'Z: —y «MCV,VCU automatically at the pronermoment without attention from the men, who willhave nothing to do but remove the bricks after beingsevered by t.iie cutting-wires. ^

= Jnwiew 3{acky and JohnSIitchelt.—Lbu object i f this invention is to provide
a nail for cornignied metal, with a Ilexible heaa made
of hard metal, and of such a nature that when driven
It will adjust lt.setf perfectly to the corrugations orndges cf tbe nieCal to be fixed, reducing the risk ofinaenting or bruising to a minimum. It consists essen-
tially of une or more concavo conve.x embossed discs orwashers 111 combination with the shank aud head ofordinary nails of any suitable pattern

.,894̂ -Sem-kk-traps: a. a a. Bwdrfe.- Relates totraps for ihe entrances to drains and sewers, and
Its object Is to prevent the exit of cas or air from

obstructing the ^ssage through
the trap. 1 tie upper or lulet. part of the trap extends
in the form of a tube to a short distance below thewater level. Directly below the bottom of tbe tube
is arranged a cone at a sumcleiit distance from the lube
to allow of the passage of any solid matter which mayhave to pa's through the trap.

'

7,839.-.Skwkrs and DraI-N-PIPeS: S E. Babcock

—

Ih ^ system of sewerage bywhich the subsod or ground water may be safely ami
elficlently removed in conjunction with the orainarv

same *et of pipes, or by an improved
dralo-tile or hollow brick built into the walls of the .. „main sewer or laiJ independent of the same. The o 'Tuhnsm, Self-releasing Safidetails of Che invention cau only be understood by M’. Gabriel, Improved Met!reference to tbe drawings accompanjing the apeciflea-

^'“"8»"R^fDdow-*ashe8.—10, u38, B. Pitt, Open Fi
,,

•'• Williams, Caps, Pots, or Tons
- 8..0.-MORTAR: E T. Warner and J. F. Cttrrv - ,

*c.-10.160, J. BainTnis lovciHion is concerned with the production of
A'’''*!®'®! Stone - 10,419, F Baker, Casemeut .Stay tcommon mortar In contradistinction to hydraulic '

J- Gastrell, Fastenmortars or cements. The improvement consUts, first
;

^®'*ce8 for Wlortnws and doors.—10..574, W. Maxfle
nilxmg lime and w.ater to produce ' *'^•-10.592, M. Tayleuslaked lime; secmidly, m retaii.inc in bulk the lim- n u

^"1® -10,813, A Salles, Btlrio
paste thus produced for a ti-e sumcient to iesure its Weinht, and Method of Haslow but thorough digestiun, its becomipg slowly but Wlndow-sash
finally cold and liomogeneouj, and itj asniming a putty- •^•B*y, Drainage and other Socket Pipes

: aud thirdly, in mechanicilly A SeJig, Bakers' Ovensmixing tha dueated lime paste with sand. The slaked ‘'i'‘cbiner>.—li,211, R Gililime IS strained or screened to free it from core aud wx' Bakers' Ovens with Gas.-ll 2foreign particles. M . Lancaster, Laving Concrete Cement ami other slmi
8,070.-Pi..tNKS: J. Milchea~Ao improvement in

Footpaths, ic.
other slmi

planes, adapted for the use of carDeiitera and ir^inor*
object to piovide a cutting-blade capable

complete speoifications ACCEPTED.

rAvo^r?
and easily sharpened, and of being {Open to Opposition for Two Months -ievened when required, and constructed so that it may u -jo w r .

J r ^uio aionttis.)

be used in comhinatiou with any of the old blades a m' o-
' ® ^ W. Groom, Testing Drains

usually employed. The cuttingi^blale consists of a
0 Imray, Corrugated Sheet-me
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PRICES CURRENT OE MATERIALS.
TIHBBB.

Oreenhe&rt, B.G.
ton 9/0/0

Teak, loiul 9/10/8

BeqooU.U.6.ft.ca. 2/9

Aah. Canada load tAO/0
Blrcb, do S.'S.'O

Blm, do 8/10/0

Fir, I>anUl«, &0. 1/10/0
Oak, do 8/0/0
Canada B/10;0

Fine, Canada rod 2/10/0
Oo, Yellow 2/10/0

Latli,D'ut«lc,tatl> 6/0/0

8t. Petersburg 6/0/8
Oeala, Finland
IndAlststdlOO 7/10/0
Do, 4tti &3rd.. 7/0/0

Do. Riga «.10/e
et. Petersburg,

let yellow ., JO/10/0
Do. 2nd yellow 8/0/0

Do. white 7/10/0

ewedlsb 7/0.'0

White Sea.... B/n/0

Canada.Pinelet 20/0/0

Do. do. 2ud.... 14A0/0
Do. do. 3rd, do, 6/0/0

Do. Spruce. 1st 8/10/0

Do. do. 8rd h
2nd 8/in/fl

New Brunswick 7/0/0

Battens, all kindi SAO/0
yiooring Boards,

so., 1 in. prep.

let 0/8/0

Do. 2nd 0/7,0

Other qualltlea 0/S'D

Cedar, Cuba ..It. /Si

Honduras, Ao. /3t

Mahogany, Cuba, /if

Bt. Domingo,
cargo ay /4}

Mexican do. do /4

Tobasco do. do /Dl

Honduras do.. /3t
Box. Turkey ton 4/0/0

Hose. Rio 10/0/0

Babla ... 9/0/0

Hatln, St. Do>
tningo .......(t, 8/0,8

lB/0/0
8/0

4/0/0

4AO/0
4/15/0

8/10/0

8/5/0

7/0/0

IAO/0
B/0/0

6/0/0

7/0/8

9,10,0
8/0/U

6/0/8

14A0/0
9/10/0
lO/O/O

15.0/0

17/0/0

26/0/0

18/0/0

10/0/0

11 /0/0

0A3 6
SAI/O
8A/S

TIMBER (continued).
Batin, Porte Rioo 0/0/8 OA/6
Walnnt,ltaUan.. 8/0/8) 0/OA

MBTAIB.
iBOn—Pig.ln Scot-
land ten 2A/3
Bar. Welsh, in
London 6A7/6

Do. do. at works
In Wales 6/7/8

Do. Stelfordsblre,
In Loudon .... 6/6/0

CoFPEB —British,
cake and Ingot 47/0/0
Best selected .. 4!l/0/0

Sheets, strong . . 66/0/0

Chili, bars .... 44-18/3

TKLLOwMXTALlb, 0/0/6}

L B A D — Pig,
Spanish. ...ton IO/S/0
English, com.
brands 10A2 6
Sheet, Englieh,

8 lbs. per sq. (t.

and upwards.. 12/0/0

Pipe 12/10/0
Z 1 K o — English
sheet ton25A5/0
VlelUe Mon-
tagne 88/5'0

Tin—Straits .... PO'15,0
Australian ..,,100 0/0

Bngliah Ingotf. 102/0/0

KRITH.—For the erection of a new flour-mill at Erith, Kent, for
Mr. 8. Csnnon. Mr, W. Egcrton, arcliitoct, South-road, Krith.
•luaiitities by the architect :— '

R. 4: J. Butler .

Miles
ons 4 Co. .

Thomas Bi-yce . ..

0/0/0

6/0/0

6/10/0

6/lS/S

4f>'0/0

49-10/0

87/0/0
44-17/6

U/0/53

lOAO/0

10/15.'0

fl/0/0

ICO,0/0
IDU 5 0

102’10/0

GOOLE.—For fhe erection of schools, hous*. out-office.s, Ac.. Booth-
ferry-ro/ds for th« School Bosrd. Mr. William Watson, arcbtlect,
Barstow-square. Wakefield :

—

Wtu. Nichulaou i Sdis. £7,900 0
I/gl-Bon 7.144 0

JohuFicksr/l 7,100 0
Cross 4 Carter 7.000 0
H. Kilsey 4 Sons 6.800 0
(Twenty-six other separate trade tenders

aggregate amount of separate trades was £6.

OILS.

LlnsMd ......ton IfiAO.O
Cocoanut, Cochin 24-15/0

Do. Ceylon 22-0/0

Palm. Lagos .... S2'6,'0 22/10/0
Rapeseed. English

pale 24A5/Q
Do. brown 23/0/0

Cottonseed ret.. 19.-10/0

Oleine 21/10/0
Lubricating, tT.S. 4/0/0

Do. reflned ...... 610/0
Tab— Stockholm

barrel 0/19/0

Archangel .... 0/12/6

25/0/0
23/5/0

O/O.’O

22/10/0
6/0/0

12/0/0

TENDERS.
(Commuoications for insertion under this heading

should be addressed to "The Editor,” and must teach
tis not later than 12 noon on Thursdays.]

ACKWOBTH (Yorksl—Accepted for enlareing Rectory House.
Ackworth. Mr. Win. W'atenii. architect. AVakefield

JCicaoatiifj, /Irirk nndStone—E. A. Elvty £155 0 0

;S/a/i/il/—C. F. Kycruft 44 0 0

7*/(t»f(rri//'7— C. Iiiicer 39 12 0

Carpenter ntid JoiitiT—N. Jhl>ottsoii 120 19 3

J^luvibing, Oliczhi-j, .t-c .—3. Atkinson 120 0 0

Aai»f/ny—C. Turuer t Sous 10 5 0

BASGLEY (ataftjrdshire).—For fhe re-erection andenlawem
a farmhouse, at Bangley, in Stattbrdaliire, for Mr. A. H. Fus

CanwcU Hall, Tuiiiwnrtli. Mr. T. W. F. Nowtou, architect, 1

Coliooie-row. Bitmiuehain
a. Siinimii & Sou ..£1.937 0 0 I J/ihiison £1,595 0

Jones 4 Lloy/1 1.797 0 0 'frtu

Clarsou 4 Sou 1,790 0 U[

BJBMTNGHAM.-For tb

green, near Broiuagrove. fi)

architect. 121, Co'

Huiiu»« Snn
Cowing 4 Ingram
Marshall

! erretion cf a coun'ry lu’use a'

• Mr. F. Tsylor. Mr. T. W. F. .

'. Birmingham
£1.960 1 Surman 4 Son
1.880 I Mertuu Hughes
1,770 1

J. Webb
1.730

j

Joiiee 4 SIbsou*
1,60* Read 4 Sou (withdrawn)
1,1)97

I

* Accepted.

[Architect's estimate, £1.550.]

BIRMINGHAM.—For the erection of "Pines." a summer
for Mr. T. W. F. Newton, architect and surveyor. 121, Oulnu
Dirmiugbam

Huins (accepts/^)* ^850 '

* For shell only : fittings nut included.

BLACKPOOL-—Accepted for the tcrrs-c^tta work required in llie

eractloa aud co/npletioii of the Blackpool Tower Buildlogs. Messrs.
ila.x«ell 4Tuke, architects, 29, Priacess-etreel, Manchester

The Enebou Buck aud Terra Cotia Ccmiiany,
Ltd., Ruabuu £1,572 5 4

BURY (Lanc".).— Accepted for the erecUon and completion of the
*• Sew Royal ' Hotel. Messrs. Maxwell 4 Take, arcliiteote, 29, Prin-

cess-street. Manchester
Messrs. Newlmuse 4 Wrigley, Bury £3,385 0 0

CARDIFF-—For the erecMon of hor.se-boxo*. etstls, grandstands,
A:c., for the CouiuiiUeeof the C/iiditf aud South \Vale» Hcr.se /"

Mr. W. Ware, surveyor. (Jaiditf;—
iColu £544 2 9

1
F. 8. Lock. Canliff* . . £4ia 15 0

Accepted.

CARDIFF.—For forming, metalling, paving, kerblt
-slreeU, lor the Corparatiuo. Mr. W. Haniur, Bun
Towu-hall, Cardin', yuautilies by the Borough Kugin

iSalf-mc/iil DUtrict (nine streets).

Richard Smith
James Biuli

Aliis 4 Davies, Caruiff (: iptcd)

'ydd Vistrict (five streets).

tted) £

Fe'tr/-^ac« and Pearl-lane.

Richard Smith. Cardiff (accepted)

Boutlt SploU District (nine streets).

Richard Snil-h. Cardiff (accepleil) £

J. U. Pearmn*
• for two .streets imly.

•CARUSLE —For widening Boteberhy 1

CuinberUnd Coui-ty Ccun.ll. M,. G. c. B
<;uurt8. Cortlelo;—

J/nnes h-aiLy £644 14 8

Eobt. 7uhii8mu, Cjrliele (accetitei) 863 1 6

CHESHrST.—For gills' school at Tuniford, for Rev. F. F.

X-zimbert. Meesrs. J. E. K. .vuo J- P. Cults, architect*

W. Uaidener £850 u
[

J. a. Hunt £,

A. Poiter 8'29 olj. Beutly

e. White.'. 7S7 0l

. £5,2.'i8
)
Samuel ,T. Jorrard £

. 4.9.50
t
H. E. Wsllis 4 Sons

. 4.S77
I

Kirk 4 Eandall. Wool-

Henry Kelsey £6,,iB 0
.1. B. Ba-khouse 6,295 10
H. Ari/old 4 Son 6 210 0
J/icKiou Bros . Goole*.. 6,140 0

Accepted.
-ed. The lowest
it. 5s. fid j

HARBERTON (Devon).—Accepted for aUeration.s and repairs to
the fatiDbuiises and hnildings at Lower Liiscumbe and Prowae‘3
LuBcombe farms, for Mr. Kobert Han-ey. Mr. W. M. Tullit, archi-

Drook 4 Ash, Totnis £614 0 0

Arthur Yen
8.W.
Nash 4 Sons.....

.

architect. 29, Cockspu

LONDON.—For the erection of a palni-h-nise in Battersea Park,
for the Loudon C -unty Council. Mr. Thomas Blashill, Architect;—
A. Doahwood 4 Sons £2,222 I W. H. Laseellee & Co £1 ,793

T. Potter 4 Sous 2.114
1
W. Parham 1,450

W. Harbrow 1.938
|
G. Howard 959

C. Gordon 4 Co. 1,860
|

LONDON.—For alterations ami additions to Upper Holloway
Baptist Chai>el. for the Rev. J. R. Wood and Committee. Mr.
Frank E. Suiec, architect, 12, We.st Suithfield, B.C. Quantitiee by
Mesers. J. C. Goodchild 4 Sou, 81. Fii-sbury-pavenient :

—

Colls 4 Suns £2.311
I

H. M. Dove 4 Son £2.072
Bros 2,270 Matlock Bros.

Grover 4 Sons 2,188 Mcl’arlaiie

Kerry 4 Hollidge 2.167
1
McMillan 4 Houghton .

.

Heating Apparatut and A'eio C/ass-rooins.

2.031
l,93fi

1.510

LONDON.—For additions to the Green School. Tottenham, N..

for the Committee. Mr. E. Ernest May, architect, 9, Feuchurcli-
etreet, E.C. licantities not suoplird
A. Porter

-street, Loudon, J. Groves

I

Gibson £798

I

Dickens, Wjcumlie* 790

1

• Accepted.

LEED®.—For the erection of nd/I ii ions to a house, Oakfteld-terraoe,

Hradicgley. Messrs. Hill ,

Leeds
Matthew 'WllsoDi Jf/rion, ifrc. ..

J. Routh. Joiner
Carrer 4 Crosalaii/l, Plambivt
W. Holdswurtli, I'latterrr . .

J. Atkinson, S/rUrr
W. R. Tillotaou, Painter

. 2,5. Piirk-stjuarc,

LEEDS.—For the er-etionof new stores for the Leeds Industrial
Co-oi«rative Socieiy, Limitcii :

—

John Atkiueuu 4 Son, IVhitehall-rosd.
Letds . ..£103 0 0

Plasterer.—John Dixon Dakin, 122, WooUhouse-
i-t. Lee

fort.—C. J. D.awBon, p.ark-roail, Leeds 3

LEYTON-—For surfsc" rvatcr dniiiisge in Leyton and teyton-
tone -two divUlune), for tlic Leyton Local Bu^rd. Mr. Wm. Dawson,
V JI.Iii.-tr.C.E,. Englueer

E. Wilson
H. D/ury
E. P/irry
Lloyd 4 P/)well .

.

J. Dickson
W. Howard..

£2,100 15

. 2,551 0 '

. 0 0 ' 6,300 0 0

Total.

£10,281 12 0
9.756 9 3

ooke .

eld .

G. Bell..
J. Neave
8. 4 E. Bout'y .

J. Bentley. Leici
J. Jiicksoii

’

(Sugliieer't

Accepted for Leytonstooe. t Accepted for Leyton.

LONDON.—For repniniig, vent'latlng. and de-oraiiiig the 8

<109 15 iUrtiii 4 Co
606 0

I
Liiiiuln Brue

c'is.S 10
I

Ruhertsou*
(70 0

I
MarcluntA Hurst

549 0
i

• Accepted.

LONDON.—

F

preiulsee. The 1

4, ore/it Wiiicli.

A, Reed 4 Bon .

ilitiona and alterati-'ns to Mess's. Boaniman'
vay, btnuford, E. Mr. Geo. Baiues. arcliitect
lr»«t. E.C ;

—
£1.P93

I

II. G. Biifley, £1, Old
1.619 K»ut-ro»d* £1,819
1,847

I

• Accepted,

Far Shop-fronts, nevnlring-ihvttert, i-c.

n. O. Bnttley £;t39
|
C. Sp.e-.kley, 8, President-

S. J. Scott 3.57
I

street, Ouawcli-road* ....£340
• Accepted.

G. J. Hoskiii

ml of t II three
London. Ur, T. J. Biilcv. Ar.hitect:—

Kijby4Chilse £272 U 0
[

Mvruruilck 4 Boas ..£
Hearing 4 Son 239 0 0 1 Lowley 4Drake • .. ..

Pcattie 4 Axtell 237 8 0|
* Accepted liy the Works Committee.

LONDON,—For carrying out works to the drainage, 4c . at the
Wiiisuiuley-roml Scliuol, Bnticrsea, for the School Board for Londoi
Mr. 1'. J. B.alley. Architect:

—

D. CliHrreris £516 1 W. Ilnutnond £3.32
Lalliey Bros 34S

(
Kullowav Broc •

Kecuuimeudtd by the Works Cuiiimlttee for aeieptiuice.

Archiiect

Wontuer Smith,

R. P. Do Ridder
Bacon 4 Co
J. Fraser 4 ton

nil fixing heating apjiarato* on
. ?iu^(witli the ueceH-aiy Cwii>-r8| for

rthe School Beard for Luud.m Ur. T. J, Bai ey,

ffivrc-strcet Peptford.

Gray, i Puicell * Nobbs £396 0
£436 10 J. 4 F. May ail5 0

I
Wciiham 4 Wate

A'cn 1 1 // ijrt0 «-/)«rF.

Rosier 4 Russell.
Kioiiell4Co. ...

Wontuer smith. (

• Itecuujnicuueil by the 'W'ui

4.15 G. Drvies ,

y 4 Co. 432
I
Weuhaui 4

LONDON.— Acrepted for warming the new Institution erected .at

lieeuwico, fur tDe biiud of Kent :

—

Jehu Grundy £120 0 (

LONDON.—For the anpp y tf 6,000 tons of lime, for the London

The Eglinton Chemical Comi)ai
Ler. Sou. 4 Co
J. b. Peters
Y'onDg 4 Sun
1'. Cbampiou
Buxtou Lime Finns Company
Hsli 4 Co
Peters Bres.
C, Christopherstm 4 Co

0 19 6
U 18 0
0 17 3
0 17 Oand 17s. 4d.

LONDON.—For alteratious and fittings to the "Dorset Anns.
Lcytoii-rond. Strathird. E,, for ifr H. Dawkins. Mr. Fred. A.
.slitoii. architect. 3, Ciookrd-lane, K.C.
I'm. Buckle £700 I W Watson £593

Beaile 4 Farrow 645
1
F. Vollcr (accepted) 561

LONDON.—For re-bniliHng No. 51. Beak-street. Eegent's-street,

Mr. Robert H-iiry Kbit arcbitect, Bciwick House, 139, Oxford-street,

W. Quantities supplied :

—

Thillips £1.669 I Lea Bros. £1,2*6

Wilkinson 1.49S
I

Manley 4 8na 1,274

Turner. McKay, 4 Ashpole 3.450
)

•Accepted.

LONDON.—For the erection of house and shop in Mare-street.

Hsekiiey. for Mr. J. Hart. 3Ir, W. Hush Fisher, architect :

—

W. ShnnilUf £2,152 I J. Elkiugton £1.700

8. Gi'od-ll 2,146 J. Burtuii 4 Son 1,695

Godfrey 4 Sou 2.124
|

LONDON.—For the erection of houses aud shops. High-street.

Stoke Newington. Messrs. Saville 4 Mariiii. architects :
—

E. Lawrcuco 4 eon £.5,11.9.5 I Ward 4 Uimble £4.89:i

Kirk 4 Raim/.il 5,456 Gould 4 Brand
J. Grover 4 Sou 6,268 B. Uoodatl
W. Bhnniiur 6,193

|

,529

LONDON.—For the erection of the " Firing Horse" Piihlic-hoorc.

and prin>erty adjoining, lotteuliaiii Court road. Mes-i-s. SaviJle 4
Martin, a chiteots

8. Goodall £13,653 1.1. Allen 4 Son £12.775

G. H. 4 A. Bywaters .. .. 13.495 'V.-Saur/iiUr 12,:J3l

T. L Greeu i;),:i*9 Kirk 4 Eaiidall 12,120

AsubyBros 33.075]

erection of a wirehous*. Bt. George's-in-the-

hSCouae'is. Mr. Win/ble, arclmect :

—

. . . £10,398
I

Svrivciier 4 Co £9,866

Colls 4 boo 9,959 Ashby 4 Horner 9.758

Holland 4 Haiiiieu 9,803
|
Hall, Beddall 4 Co 9,750

LONDON.—Fi

East, for Utsrrs.
ltider4Sru ...

I

347
I

Accepted subject to slight alteration.^.

4 Smith* £299

D hospital fever huts nt the
I tun, for the Mnna,eis of the
s. A. 4 C. H.arslun, Architects.

LONDON.—For the erection of 1

Eastern llospi al. The fir.ve, lion

'Motiopolirau Asylum Disirlct. Me:
15. Leaiieiihall-s'.rBct. E.C.
Jolmsou, w. 4 Co., Ltil.. . £1,680 I Lrslle 4 Coy., Kenslngton-
Shurmur.W l.:«6l sunaic, W.« £1,040

•Accepted.

LONDON.—For re-fitling water-oli’srt rooms. 4c.. at the Western
Fever Hosplta’, beagrive-nmil. Fulham, for the Macagers of the
Uetiopoiitaii Asylum District. M<sars. A. 4 C. Hnrstun, Architects.

15. Lendeuliall-siicet, E.C. :

—

Finch 4 Co...

Banner Sauita'i
Leslie 4 Co

tV'enliam 4 Waters .

F. G. Jlititer

Pc-altie 4 AxteU

0 0
I

Loinlou4BircDingUam
Hi 0 Manufacturing Co.. £224 4 8
0 0

I
Bur/i Brit 192 in 0

0 0
I
J. Knight 380 IT il

8 0
I
Burn 4 Uaillie 176 10 0

0 0 M. Broilie, 2, Willow-
30 0 I

street, Wostiiiiiutei* 155 0 0
• Accepted.

LONDON.—For the erection. inaintensuce. an! removiil of a tem-
porsiy Innndiy, at the West ru Feve' Hospital, Seigrave-road.

Fulham, for the Managers of the .Metropolitan Asylum District.

Messis. A. 4C. lI-rstoD, Architects. 1". tcaieiiliali-strcet, E.C.:—
Hugh's, Maiiu. 4 Uotto, Higbgate-road. Kentish
Tuwn £998 0 0

LONDON.—F/ir kerhlng. piv
road, iu ihe parish of Heudun,
M. 1-. Qrimby, Eugineer;—
James Dicksou ..,,£1,321 7
Eli 1,106 17
Kichd. Ballanl 6
Joseph Mesluu .... 3.033 7
H. Drury 3,o30 18

and shops, at Plashct-LONDON.—For the erec'ton of 1v
grove, ihist Ham. E.. for Sir. H. Waid, Ware, Herts, jur

Asliiim, architect, 3. CraoSe<i lsnei E.C- :

—

.1. 4 U. Cocks £2 690 I
W, Wat-on

W. Shurmur 2,439 F. Vollcr*
Hearle 4 Farrow 2.366

|

•Accepted.

MAN'CHESTER.—Accpp'ed fer the ere-tion amlcompletloi
kitchen, dining rojis, liedr</oius. aud worsshops in cuuuecti
the Boys' Keiuge. btraiigcways, Maiict/o-ter. oieS'is. M.v
l-uke. architects. 29, Frincess-elreet, iUu.hfster

James Byiom, Buiy £5,667 i

MOSELF.Y.—For the erection of a villa rssidence in Moor Greeu-
laue, Moseley, for Mr. J. L Tustiu. Mr, T. W. F. Newtou, ar.hitect
aocl surveyor, 121, Columre-row, oirnjiiigli.na

Parker £'2,145
I
Davis (accepted) £1,770

Huins 4 Sou 1.85/ I
Hughe* 1.718

Rowbothaiii 1,793 1
Jolmsou (withdrawn) .... 1,690

MOULTON (Northarnp'on).—For loo rest 'ration of the church
tower. Mr. Edmund Law, architect, Abiugilou Chambers, NortU-

H. Martin £lt0 0 I J. 3. Kimberley £67t 0
Green Bros. 436 0 I J. T. Wliigruve 3/4 0
J. Sharpe 4 Son 375_lu

]
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streef! OHey
fflWcr.—Hartley TlioniUin. Otiey 41 in
Ironviork.—C. J. Raweoo, Leeds 24S 13I loiterer .—Juhn D. DsJcIl, Leeds gy g

Suttle £ Son, Courthouse
..£2IS I

cbspels, civetaker-- house, ic., f.r tOsfonl Cily Couneil. Mr. w. h. White, M. Inst. C.E.. Cl

stoeet
Messjs. Hunt i btewird, 43, Pdrliiiineii

o
£7.ni9 I Sharpe i Son £S.200

n.,.K 7,000 Hftil dsy, Stnznfjid* .
'

Kutetnns B ITS I T
Wilkins & Sun

(City Enginee/a eetlmats. £6

(,000
I

Hftil dsy, Stnznfjid* 0,112
6 475 Jarvis g.igg

SHEFFIELD.—For 'he erection of new fronts to saleshors. West-er for Hr. R. 8. Whitworth. Mr. w. h. Lancashire, arcliitect, II
East-para<le. Sheffield. Quantities by the architect •

Uv- IvitTpv .1' 50-,..b x'O tio I * —Hy. Loaley i Soli
lohn Eshelby .

Dutton & Evans
H. lUndsll . .

.

T. J. RoberUon
ChaiiibecB & Sou

£2,4121 A. Biadbuij
2,3S7

1
Ben. Powell 4 Son

2,157 I (accepted)
2."10

I
Clias. Farrow

1,959 J. H, Wheeii
1.832

I (All of Sheffield.]

SITTON COLDF!ELD.-For the erection of a villa vesiden.
Clifton-road, Button Coldfleld, for Miss Shaw. Hr. T. w
Newton, architect. 121. Colraoro-row, Birtniiighain

wJiS’ I

Johnson £335Merton Hughes 4t7 Bii * -

Treotham 412 I

WAKEFIELD.—Accepted for enlarpin*
Wakefield. Mr. Wtu, W aUun, architer

“
Aaruvufi/iy. Brick and Stone—F.

;t.. oakeflel^:—
' icaraj

W. Deoholtne

ing—c. Driver jg Jg g
tier and yoiner—C. Sijulres 91} 10 0

WAKEFIELD.—Acc
Wakefield Union Workliouae
Wakefield

Eicaralint;. Brick, and 6'fone—E. A. EU ey
iS/a£in»—J. Illiogworth
J’lasterlnu—J. C. Tattersall
Cnrppiircr nod Juim-r—V. Squires
JVui<d.i>ij. 4c.—8. Atkinson
Ailii/in:/—George Powed

alterations and additions to the
Mr. Win. Watson, srehllect.
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Projmed Changes at the Institute.

we noted in our

loading article of

the 18th ulfc., the

proposed changes

in the method of

electing Fellows

of the lioyal In-

stitute of British

Architects by the

abolition ' of the

ballot, have led to a discussion of the far

more important question of the qualification

for the Fellowship. The resolution which

was to have been proposed by Mr. Charles

Barry at the meeting which we were then

considering was the subject for the adjourned

general meeting held last Monday. The

principle which Mr. Barry and those who
think with him are eager to urge forward is

that which was clearly contemplated when
Section 3 of the Charter was drawn up and

settled as follows :

—

" Fellows shall be Architects who have attained

the age of thirty years, and who have been engaged

as principals for at least seven successive years in

the practice of Architecture. After the expiration

of five years from the date [March 28, 1887] of this,

Our Charter, the Royal Institute shall have power

to declare that every person desiring to be admitted

a Fellow shall be required to have passed such

Examination or Examinations as may be directed

by the Royal Institute. But in special cases the

Council shall have power to dispense with such

Examination or Examinations.”

The reBolution which Mr. Barry moved on

Monday last was as follows :

—

“That, in view of the fact that young men only

just past the prescribed age of thirty are, under the

existing system, qualified to be elected as Fellows

without evidence that they have passed any consti-

tuted examination evidencing their fitness
;

and

whereas all candidates for the Associateship are

now required to pass an examination to prove their

fitness, and which does in effect do so
; and whereas

the above-named outside candidates for Fellowship

can, so long as the existing system continues, evade

all examinations until the Institute shall declare

that no Fellow can be elected without a test

examination
j
and whereas this may not take place

for some time ; It is desirable that the Council be

instructed to take steps forthwith to obtain a

declaration of the Institute that, from a given

date,—say, two or three years,—every candidate for

FAowship shall be an Associate, or shall have

passed an examination qualifying him for Associate-

ship, except in such special cases of age, merit, or

distinction as shall justify the Council in dispensing

with such examination under Section 3 of the

Charter.”

As we have before pointed out, the line of

action indicated by Mr. Barry’s proposition is

really the only logical sequel to the adoption

of the principle of examination as a test of the

fitness of candidates for the Associateship.

The only direct line of opposition, there-

fore, which was taken to Mr. Barry’s proposal

was that championed by Mr. Beresford Pite,

who, as the representative of the views of

certain “ eminent outsiders,” attacked the

Examination for the Associateship as

vehemently and persistently as the chairman

could allow without going too far from the

question before the meeting.

Thus we have the issue clearly defined.

On the one hand, those who believe the

existence and continuance of the examination

teat for Associates to be of importance for

the welfare of the Institute, cannot avoid the

necessity for imposing some test for candi-

dates for the Fellowship, inasmuch as it is not

to be tolerated that it should be possible to

say that any candidates for membership of

the Institute can evade the examination by
passing Into the superior class of Fellows.

On the other hand, those who are opposed to

anything like an examination test for the

Fellowship, feel themselves under a like

necessity to oppose the existing examinations.

This is evidently the position taken by the

“eminent outsiders” to whom Mr. Pite

referred. They object to the principle of

examination in toto, because they see that it

leads naturally to some kind of test for the

Fellowship, and this, they fear, may lead

ultimately to registration, although it by no

means follows, as was implied by Mr. Pite,

that it would necessarily do so.

We can hardly regard it as redounding to

the dignity of the Institute that so much
stress should be laid on the opinions of the

“ eminent outsiders.” It cannot be forgotten

that some of these gentlemen have, in the

past, held themselves aloof from the Institute

for reasons quite unconnected with the ques-

tion of examination, and might possibly still

stand aloof if examinations were abolished.

Nor can it be denied for a moment that there

are within the ranks of the Institute men at

least equal in every respect, both in position

and in ability, to those without its pale.

If, therefore, the members of the Institute

are convinced that the examination test is an
advantage to the well-being of the corporate

body, it would be the height of pu.Hllanimity

to sacrifice that conviction to the opinions of
any outsiders, however high their position, or

however transcendent their artistic ability.

The form in which opposition to Mr. Barry’s
actual proposition was made was by an amend-
ment, brought forward by Mr. Alexander
Graham, referring the subject to the con-
sideration of the Council. This appeared to
shelve the matter indefinitely, and thus pro-

bably received the support of those who are
opposed to the principle of examination, and
was contested by those who think the time
has come for the Institute to avail itself of
the permission accorded by Section 3 of the
Charter.

Everyone seemed to admit that an exami-
nation for gentlemen who have arrived at

such a point in their professional career as to

he worthy of the dignity of the Fellowship
would he, to say the least, a very difficult

matter; and had the question been pressed to

a division, it seems highly probable that the
principle of electing Fellows, save in excep-

tional coses, wholly from the ranks of the
Associates, would have been adopted. The
modification, however, which Mr. Slater-

suggested to Mr. Graham’s amendment, and-

which was adopted both by Mr. Graham and,

on the President’s appeal, by Mr. Barry,,

enabled the meeting to come to a unanimous
decision to instruct the Council to take the
whole matter into consideration, and to-

report to the Institute as soon as possible),

with proposals as to the beat method of
carrying out Section 3 of the Charter.

We cannot but think that this was a wise
and politic decision. The questions that are

at issue are of such vital importance to the

well-being of the Institute and of the profes-

sion, particularly amongst non-metropoUtan
architects, that it would be in the highest

degree regrettable if a hasty decision was
arrived at, either one way or the other.

We do not ourselves see how the Institute

can go bock on the policy of examining candi-

dates for the Associateship, particularly in

d
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view of the success which has attended that
policy, especially in the provinces. This
being so, the continuance of that policy
necessarily involves that it shall not be easier

to enter the superior than the inferior class of

the membership.
The imposition of the examination test for

the Fellowship is, however, practically an
impossibility, and there therefore seems to be
no better way out of the difficulty than to

adopt the principle proposed by Mr. Barry’s

resolution, unless an entirely different

character be given to the Fellowship, and
admission to this superior class be reserved
for those who have shown by their work that

they are possessed of very much more than
average artistic ability, and have also such a

large measure of business capacity as shall

have enabled them to induce the public to

give tham an opportunity of showing their

pre-eminence in artistic power. This latter

alternative is probably that which the anti-

examination party would like to see adopted,
but it can hardly be contended that such a

class of members would be consonant with
the spirit of the Charter, to say nothing of its

letter.

It was probably with some idea of conciliat-

ing those who desire an increase of dignity

for the Fellowship that Mr. Barry wished to

amend the resolution of which he had given

notice, by including a proviso that Fellows
should be at least forty years of age, and
have been twelve years in practice. This, of

course, the President, as chairman, ruled out

of order and contrary to the wording of the

Charter that Fellows should be thirty years

of age and have been seven years in practice.

Mr. Barry’s argument that the greater in-

cluded the less was clever, but hardly satis-

factory.

We trust that the Council will devote
their best energies to the consideration of the

important questions now before them, and, if

necessary, adopt the course which some
members advocate, of appointing a special

committee to investigate the whole question

in a thorough and deliberate manner.

OLD TOTJIiAJNE.

HE old province of Touraine, repre-

sented in the present day pretty

nearly by the Department of Indre-
et-Loire, is a kind of hallowed

ground to architects and archmologists

—

hallowed in an lesthetic sense only, for

certainly that adjective is about the very last

one could apply to the historical associations

connected witn the chateaux of Touraine,
which have witnessed about as much cruelty,

treachery, and debauchery as any set of

human habitations within the period of

modern history. The contemplation of this

side of the history of the old chateaux is not
so inviting, in a sense, as the study of their

architecture, but the whole interest of the
places is very much increased if we take the
human along with the architectural history,

and keep before the mind’s eye the
picture of the men who built these grand
houses, half castle half palace, the events
that took place in them, the lives and per-

sonalities of the men and women who lived

and died (or not infrequently were murdered)
within their walls. Architectural students

are rather too apt to forget this half of the
picture, and to busy themselves merely with
sketching the architectural details of Blois,

and Azay-le-Dideau, and Chenonceaux ; -while

historians, on the other hand, are often in-

different to the architectural value and sig-

nificance of the buildings in which the actors

of their drama lived and moved and had their

being. The merit of Mr. Cook’s book on “ Old
Touraine ”* is that of combining the two
interests

; to the character of a historian of

men he adds that of a lover of architecture,

and his book is a comprehensive sketch both
of the general architectural character of the
chateaux of Touraine, and of the lives and

* “ Old Touraine : the Life and History of the Famous
Chateaux of France.” By Theodore Andrea Cook, B.A.
London : Percival & Co. 1892.

character of their inhabitants, and the prin-

cipal events which took place within their

walls. Thus it ought to be a book of consider-

able interest to those architects who are any-
thing more than mere “ architectural practi-

tioners”; they will not learn anything new
about the architecture of the chiiteaux from
Mr. Cook’s pages, but they will find there

an enlightened and enthusiastic interest in

the architecture, coupled with a picturesque
and vivid sketch of the life and the events
which centred round them. Regarded in

this way, the chateaux are no longer mere
architectural efforts, serving to illustrate the

history and changes of Late French Gothic
and Early French Renaissance

;
they have a

human interest as well; they are filled,

to our imagination, with the exuberant,
licentious, and often cruel and treacherous
life of French society of the Late Medifeval
and Renaissance period.

It is curious to note what a number of

names familiar to every student of architec-

tural history are included -within this district

of which Tours is the centre. A little way
down on the right bank of the Loire is

Langeais
;

above it, on the left bank, is

Amboise
;
further up, on the right bank, Blois

;

not far up the Indre frown the mighty masses
of Loches castle

;
Fontevrault, Chenonceaux,

and Azay-le-Iiideau, are all included in the

same district. In this district, till the end of

the sixteenth century, the French Court, as

Mr. Cook expresses it, “ moved to and fro

among the pleasant castles of Touraine,”

before it took up a more permanent and
stately home at Versailles.

After a sketch of the early history of

Touraine, the author commences his notes of

special places with Chinon, at the junction of

the Loire and the Vienne, where Jeanne
d’Arc first made her appearance as the cham-
pion of her country, and where, according to

Rabelais (whose statue stands in the market-
place) was the “ voyre (foire) premiere du
monde.” The interest of Chinon is rather
historical than architectural, that is to say
the architectural interest has somewhat
crumbled and disappeared. “ It is easy to

people Blois with the gallants of Henry III.’s

Court, or the intrigues of Louis XIV. : Che-
nonceaux tells its own light uneventful story
in every ripple of reflected sunbeam on its

graceful windows
;

but Chinon, greater in

extent than all of them, a very wilderness of

towers and battlements—Chinon is in ruins

irretrievably.” The author gives a sketch of

the bridge and gate-house, and some descrip-

tion of the other architectural remains, in-

cluding traces of Roman work, for Chinon
was a Gallo-Roman station. It is melan-
choly to think that the room in which Jeanne
d’Arc was first received by the king has been
allowed to fall to ruin or be destroyed.

Fontevrault, to which the author next
conducts us, is marked to the architect by
one of the most characteristic examples of
the meeting of Classic and Gothic modes of

building, in the combined column and buttress
forms of tbe exterior of the chevet of the
church, and to historians as the sepulchre of
certain of the Plantagenet kings and queens

—

Henry II,, Richard I.
;
Eleanor of Guienne,

the wife of Henry II., and Isabel of Angou-
leme, who married King John. The effigies

of the three first named “ are of colossal size,

hewn out of the tufa rock, and painted.

The last, and perhaps tbe best of the four as

a work of art, is of smaller size and carved in

wood, which has also been coloured.”

From Fontevrault the author tabes us to
Loches, where he gives a vivid description of

the remarkable chateau, with its three main
gradations of style— the wide mullioned
windows of the Louis XII. wing, the small
windows and repeated round turrets of

Charles VII,
, and the vast and frowning

keep which leaves the strongest impression
of all on the minds of most visitors. Mr.
Cook sajs :

—

“We looked up from beneath at the four great
walls or rather cliffs of stone which formed the
keep, where traces of four stories were still visible,

reached by stairs cut in the thickness of the wall,

and capable of containing 1,200 men. The question of

supplies was settled by a dark and unwholesome-
looking hole sinking into the bowels of the earth,
through which the food for the garrison was raised.
The whole had evidently been built more with a
view to durability and strength of re.sistanco than
elegance or grace

;
a relic of the older days, which

was almost deserted by tbe time Francis I, had
metamorphosed the feudal castles of Touraine into
so many royal hunting-seats.”

Perhaps there is no example more striking
than Loches of the manner in which, in past
times at all events, architectural changes
have given the outward expression of social

changes. There is an absolute savagery about
the old keep which is eloquent of violent and
tyrannous times. All of the misery that has
been suffered and the cruelty perpetrated
within those grim walls we shall never know
now, but the author quotes enough of what is

known to add an even more sinister interest

to the place than its architectural expression
suggests.

Mr. Cook quotes Langeais as forming a
kind of connecting link between the
Medii^val fortress and the Early Renaissance
chateau. Externally it is entirely Medifcval
in appearance, with its great round towers
with their conical roofs, and the ponderous
machicolation carried all round; internally,

towards what we may now call the garden,
side, there is a cornice. “The problem which
its architect had to solve was to combine a
stronghold capable of defence with a house
calculated for the increasing necessities of
daily life.” In plan the castle is in shape of
an L with an obtuse instead of a right

angle, the short leg of the L being sepa-
rated from the range of rooms in the
longer portion, and reached by a sepa-
rate staircase. Much interesting history is

told of Langeais and its various owners, and
one is glad to read that at the present day it

is in the hands of an owner (M. Siefried)

who thoroughly appreciates the historic and
architectural interest of the building; “no
ancient castle,” says Mr. Cook, “could possess
a better chiitelain

;
all its old beauties are

preserved, and the necessities of a more com-
plex modem life are introduced with a care
and an artistic feeling that leave no sense of
incongruity or incompleteness.” The view of

the chateau from its interior or garden
side, introduced in the book, showing the
present state in which it is kept, completely
bears out this description.

Chaumont and Chenonceaux occupy the
rest of the first volume and a portion of the
second. Nothing in the exterior of French
chateaux is more picturesque than the view
of Chenonceaux looking along the river, with
its groups of pointed roofs and turrets and
chimneys on the bank, and the long galleries

stretching on arches across the river (the
Cher)

;
nor can we agree with the author in

thinking this (the work of Catherine de
Medicis) “ the least happy of the additions to
the original chateau ”

; on the contrary, there
is an architectural boldness in the idea which
is very impressive, and the effect of building in

this way is so picturesque in itself that

even the dullest architecture would look
interesting when built on an arcade over
water. With Chenonceaux is connected the
name of the gracious and lovely Diane de
Poitiers, and of Catherine de Medicis and her
brilliant fetes, and in later times of Dupin,
the friend of Montesquieu, when it became a
centre for literary celebrities. The chateau
seems to have had a tendency to get its

owners into debt, and now the Credit Foncier
have it, and charge a franc for admission to
(incur author’s words) “this home of beau-
tiful women and gigantic debts.”

Of the more sinister records of Amboise
and Blois there is a good account given in

the chapters devoted to those famous
chateaux. Mr. Cook refers to a remark of

Balzac’s, which -we do not remember, to the
effect that later generations would know
nothing of Blois except from his pages, so
decayed was the place in his day. The “ con-
scientious restorer” has at any rate saved the
building materially, if he has injured it in

other respects,

—

“But at Blois no change, no renovation, can
check tbe rush of memories that press upon tbe
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traveller directly he has crossed the threshold
beneath the statue of the good King Louis, for the
three-fold fashion of the architecture around him
speaks eloquently of the three great ages through
which the liie of the castle has passed. The early
years when the Orleans Princes were educated here,
and Valentine Visconti mourned her murdered
husband

j the terrible days of the sixteenth century,
when Guise was murdered above the exquisite
carvings of the central staircase

;
finally, the decay-

ing glories of Gaston and his daughter, fitly framed
in tho ruled lines and spaces of the frigid building
opposite the entrance.”

The author is enthusiastic on the cele-

brated staircase, but he had better have left

out his introduction of the spiral sea-shell

and his suggestion of a suggestion from. it.

This is akin to the heresy of the Gothic
vault and branching trees. However archi-
tecture may go to nature for some of its

carved detail, Mr. Cook may be assured that
constructive architecture and constructing
architects have nothing to do with imitations
of natural form, nor is there the slightest
necessity for seeking such an origin for such
a construction as the spiral staircase at Blois.
Given the problem of constructing a spiral

staircase under certain conditions of architec-
tural style (consequently with certain forms of
anoulding. See.), and of doing all in masonry in
the most compact and scientific manner; given
a clever master-mason ambitious to do the
thing as well as possible for his own honour
and kudos in a building of exceptionally
sumptuous character, and where there was no
limit as to funds,—give these conditions, and
the staircase will be evolved as the natural
result of the constructive and architectural
conditions, and there is no need to run after
spiral sea-shells for it. It is only the ordinary
winding staircase treated with an elaborate
system of mouldings and ornament, and car-
ried out with exceptional care. The spiral

line of the mouldings follows from the neces-
sary line formed by the steps. The public are
so prone to take up these sentimental ideas
jibout imitation of nature, that it is vexatious
to meet with them in a hook likely to be
popular

;
and if the book comes to a second

edition we hope the author will strike out
•this passage and his unnecessary shell illus-

trations.

Of the great tragedy of Blois, the assassina-
tion of the Duke of Guise, the author gives a
careful and very vivid account, accompanied
by a plan of the portion of the palace in which
it occurred, and on which we can follow out
in imagination the whole action, the move-
ments of the victim and his assassins. There
is an interesting chapter about Chambord,
which the author happily observes is a parody
of a Medimval building, just as Rabelais’
Thelema ” was a parody of Mediieval monas-

ticism. Chambord has had a strange and
varied history, and been dreadfully knocked
about at different times, finally having been
garrisoned by the French and taken by the
Germans in the 1870 war. The author says,
** our last, and perhaps most satisfactory,*
visit was to the forest of masonry
on the roof. Chimneys had expanded
onto monuments and lanterns into mauso-
leums, yet none of the grace with which the
chimneys are treated at Azay or Chenonceaux
is visible

;
nothing strikes the onlooker but a

massiveness without much object, in which
any beauty of detail is only thrown away.”
In our review of Architecture at the French
Salon this year we noticed a large drawing
for the restoration of one of these mammoth
erections on tho roof of the chateau of
Chambord, and remarked on the futility of the
squares and diamonds of black (slate, Mr.
Cook tells us) let into the walls as ornament.
The beautiful chateau of Azay-le-Rideau is

dismissed in a rather short though sympa-
thetic chapter

; we may refer the reader to
& long account of it given in the Builder for
March 30, 1889 (written by a French con-
tributor). Bub as a whole this is a charming
book, comprising a great deal of information
within a small space, and written in an
eloquent and picturesque literary style. We
recommend it to the notice of those who are

* Should this be " unsalWactorj"? The context seems
rather to require it.

about to visit the chateaux of Old Touraine,
whether for sketching or only for inspection.

As we have said, it will teach architects
nothing abotit the architecture, but it will
give them a far greater interest in the history
and associations of the buildings, a side of
the matter which sketching architects
(especially of the younger generation) are
rather too apt to pass over.

NOTES.
General Election has shown

11^ noticeably the need in the

i[s villages of rural England of
village halls wherein political

meetings can be held, and at other times
entertainments and classes. Without such
village halls it is almost impossible for
the rural voter to receive a political educa-
tion, for it is becoming more and more
obvious that it is not only immediately before
an election, but during the general life oi a
Parliament, that the member, or even the
possible candidate, must address the voters of
a locality upon the subjects of current poli-

tical interest. School-rooms are not infre-

quently used for the purpose, but there is no
question that such use is inconvenient, and is

also detrimental to the school fittings. It is

a [question well worthy of consideration,
whether the County Councils might not give
grants in aid of village halls out of the
money now in their hands, which is often
thrown away on very amateurish teaching of
cookery and so-called technical education.
Before technical education can really take a
hold of localities there must be a place
wherein it may be taught, and village halls
would supply this want.

The decoration of the outer lobby of the
Guildhall Council-chamber has recently

been completed, at the expense of Mr. Aider-
man Knill, as a memento of the year he
served the office of Sheriff of London
(1889-90), and “ as a mark of his affection

and reverence for the ancient Corporation of
London, and for those illustrious Guilds
which from the earliest times have worked
together so harmoniously.” This method of
expression of goodwill is commendable, and
suggestive of the times when art was a more
vital force than it is at present. The outer
lobby is a small one, and has but one,—the
east,—wall with unbroken surface; these
walls are stuccoed, and have the lines repre-
senting stone joints. These lines are left, and
somewhat disfigure the paintings which have
been added. The east wall has the City
arms, with red crossed shield and the red
sword of St. Paul, the patron of the
Cathedral, thereon, and the dragon’s wing
above. Two dragons of tame deport-
ment support the shield, and beneath
appears the well-known motto, “ Domine
dirige nos.” The whole subject is surrounded
with a conventionally - treated rose - tree,

forming a border on three sides, with the
arms of the twelve great Livery Companies.
In the space on the adjoining north wall St.

George is represented slaying the dragon
without the City gates, whilst the citizens
and their mayor watch with interest the
result of the combat from a safe position on
the City walls. A motto runs at the bottom
of this and the east wall, “ Our ancient word
of courage, Fair St. George inspire us with
the spleen of fiery dragons.” It is unfortu-
nate that the latter part comes so near the
motto on the City arms, “ Domine dirige nos.”
“ Inspire us with the spleen of fiery dragons ”

is not what is intended, but so it reads. The
subject on the north wall beyond the
door is the most successful of all, and re-

presents Old St. Paul’s before the Great
Fire, and this has been copied from a draw-
ing in the possession of the Corporation.
In front, St. Paul stands with his sword of
martyrdom

;
around are heraldic words :

“ The
Shield of Faith,” “The Helmet of Salvation,”
and “The Sword of the Spirit,” and an in-

scription below, “Put on the whole armour
of God.” The west wall is occupied by a

female figure representing the Maiden City,
protected by her dragons, and around her are
representations of some of the old City gates :

Aldersgate, Cripplegate, Moorgate, Bishops-
gate, Aldgate, Bridegate, Ludgate, and New-
gate. The south wall is occupied by a three-
stemmed oak-tree, with conventionally-
treated branches and foliage, supporting some
of the arms of the seventy-seven Livery
Companies, "^"e are informed that the car-
toons were prepared by Mr. Powell, and the
work executed by Mr. J. A. Pippet,of Solihull.
The prevailing colours are red and grey, with
occasional use of blue and gold, and the tone
of colour being kept low, the result is not
unpleasing as a whole. With reference to
the design, there is at times some room for
improvement, and the drawing is distinctly
tame in some instances.

The case of Tullis v. Jacson, decided last
week by Mr. Justice Chitty, settles a

point in regard to the certificates of architects
which has previously not been judicially
decided. By a clause in a contract between
the builder and his employers, it was pro-
vided that the architect’s certificate was not
only to be final and binding, but should not
be set aside, or be attempted to be set aside,
by reason of any technical or legal defects, or
for any pretence, suggestion, charge, or in-
sinuation of fraud, collusion, or confederacy.
It is a rule of law that an architect’s certifi-
cate, though generally binding, is not final if

fraudulent, and it was contended in the
present ease, on behalf of the builders, that
such a clause was contrary to public policy.
But Mr. .Justice Chitty decided that if parties
with their eyes open agreed to such a contract,
the Court would not set it aside. It is
only fair to the architect to observe, by the
way, that no fraud was proved, and that
the question was decided on the pre-
liminary legal point, the actual facts not
being gone into. This decision is in accord-
ance with common sense. If a person of
sound mind and understanding binds himself
by such a clause, clearly no court of law
should release him from a contract because it

turns out not to suit him. On the other
hand, such a clause seems to he one which a
se^ible man should not agree to. It is one
thing to stipulate that a fair and houd-fide
certificate, however erroneous, shall bind the
parties : it is quite another to agree that an
unfair and a fraudulent document shall have
the same effect. The honest man, In such a
case, delivers himself bound into the hands
of rogues, if other parties should prove to be
such. The clause, in fact, goes further than
a desire to avoid expense, and litigation
should carry parties to a contract. But this
does not invalidate its binding force when
actually signed and witnessed.

rilHE difficulties to which railway com-
-t- panies are put when it is necessary to
enlarge important terminal stations, is well
exemplified at the present time at Euston.
A new western platform was opened on the
first of the present month, and it was not so
very long ago that a local platform, close to
the arrival platform, was begun to be used.
But there is no straight and easy means of
communication between these new divergent
sides of the terminus, and the main entrance
and central hall are of no use for the western
platform, or the local platform. The result
is that Euston is now one of the most in-
convenient stations in England, and appears
likely to become worse. It is obvious that
some large and bold scheme will in no long
time have to be undertaken, by which the
business at the terminus can be carried on with
convenience to the public and to the service
of the Company. The increased space for
the dispatch of the passenger trains has only
been gained at the expense of the convenience
of the public.

/T^RAY’S INN CHAPEL, which the
Benchers have decided to replace with

the^ new building to which we adverted in a
“Note” last week, stands, it is generally
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"beliered, upon the site of the ancient religious
structure cited in the royal licence granted to
John de Grey (1315) for assigning certain
lands and rent in St. Andrews Ilolborn
parish, and in Kentish-town, to St. Bartholo-
mew's the Great, "West Smithfield, for
chaplain to hold divine service in the chapel
of hia manor of “Pourtepole” for the soul of

the said John,* It seems that the chapel
building assumed its present condition and
size (51 ft. by 37 ft.) in the last ten years of
the seventeenth century. In 1699 it was
“beautified and repaired, the walls being
covered with a handsome finishing,” writes
Hatton. A new porch and smaller turret
were added in 1S26, when, at the hands of,

we believe, William Wigg, architect, various
ill-advised alterations were made of the hall

exterior, including the covering of the whole
with cement, which latter is now being re-

moved.f The north side has been reinstated,

and its stone-work repaired. The bell is

inscribed, “James Bartlet made mee, 1639.

Samuel Buck, Treasurer.” Of the windows
mentioned in the advertisement, the eastern

one, of five lights, contains armorial bearings

of Juxon, Sheldon, and Wake, Archbishops
of Canterbury

;
and of Iving, Crewe, and

Morley, Bishops of Rochester, Durham, and
Winchester : in 1862 the late Samuel Turner,

bencher, presented three others. Some of the

old heraldically painted glass, of the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries, described by Dugdale,
has been removed from the chapel to the

hall. We understand that the present chapel

will be taken for increasing the accommoda-
tion of the hall and combination-room. The
corrugated iron building, which now sadly

disfigures the Inn-garden, is for occasional

use as a students' class-room
;

its erection

scared away all the rooks at their nesting

time, and the birds have shown no disposi-

tion to return.

WE may draw attention to the fact that

an international Exhibition of build-

ing materials is to be held this year at

Lemberg, under the auspices of the
Governor of Galicia. It will he opened on
August 30 and closed on September 20 of

this year. The exhibition will comprise all

materials that are in any way connected with
architecture and building. We fear this fre-

quency of building exhibitions is not very
popular with the best makers and dealers,

as they gain little or nothing to compensate
for the expense of exhibiting, and yet are

liable to be looked on as declining in reputa-

tion if they fail to put in au appearance.

However, any firms in this country which
are desirous of exhibiting should communi-
cate with Mr. A. Gobiet, Karolinenthal,

Prague.

HIE committee of architects elected to

arrange the German Architectural

Division at the Chicago Exhibition are workin|_

energetically, and mean to obtain a good
collection of the work done during the last

decade. Exhibitors incur no expense.s except

for the transmission of their drawings or

models to the central office at Berlin. The
Government has voted ample mean.s for the
carriage to America and back, the insurance,

and all incidental charges. A Jury of the

seniors of the profession will decide as to the

propriety of sending certain of the drawings,

which will have to be ready in December
and duly registered this month. Some two
hundred of Germany’s most interesting

buildings are apparently to be illustrated

separately, with the purpose of giving the

visitors to the Exhibition an idea of the
various classes of structures lately built

: the
architects of these two hundred buildings

which have been selected by the Jury have
received special invitations to send in the
necessary drawings. The German Archi-
tectural Collection is to be arranged according
to system, and it is to be ready on the opening
day of the Show.

I
X regard to open spaces in and around

London, various projects to which, in

their initial stages, we have already adverted
are making good progress. The Court of

Common Council have voted 500/. to com-
plete the purchase of West Wickham
Common, 25 acres (see our “Note” of

March 19 last), the property of Sir John
Leonard, Bart., lord of the manor, and
agreed to maintain it as an open space. A
few days since the old burial-ground in

Ilackney-road, near St. Leonard’s Church,
Shoreditch, was devoted to the use of the
public,— e curis the Earl of Meath’s Asso-
ciation. A sum of 8,000/. is all that is now
needed to secure the ground (21 acres) at

Maida-vale, since the Marylebone and Pad-
dington Vestries have voted grants of 5,000/.

and 25,000/. respectively, and 11,000/. are
privately subscribed by the parishioners to-

wards the necessary total of 50,000/., which
should be forthcoming before the close of

the year. Mr. Joseph Guedalla and Mr.
Ilarbeu have, it is stated, conditionally

promised to double their previous donations
of 600/. each. This area, held, we believe, by
the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, was opened
as a recreation-ground on April 28, 1888,
mainly through the exertions of Mr. Beach-
croft, L.C.C., who has since taken a most
active part in endeavouring to assure its per-
manent appropriation to the public benefit.

The London County Council have in effect

agreed to pay 4,250/., a contribution promised
by the late Metropolitan Board of Works,
to the purchase, for 9,200/., by the Ken-
sington Vestry, of i\.dam’s Field, in Pottery-
lane, Netting ilill (the Builder, October 10,

and December 22, 1888). This land, about

4,J- acres, was bought by the Vestry three

years ago, the Charity Commissioners, as
we read at the time, giving 2,000/. It

has since been named Avondale Park. As
regards the Lewisham Hilly Fields, over
40 acres (see the Builder, March 5 last), the
committee ask for a little more than 3,000/.

to balance an estimated total of 41,850/.

Towards that sum promises are already made
of 10,650/., comprising 1,000/. from the City
Parochial Charities Fund, 500/. by the Gold-
smiths' Company, 100 guineas apiece by the
Leathersellers’ and the Fishmongers’, 100/.

apiece by the Grocers’ and the Clothworkers’,
and 100/. by the Skinners’, Drapers’, and
Mercers’ Companies Jointly. The County
Council will contribute 22,000/., and, as soon
as the purebase-moneys are thus provided,
will, it is stated, endeavour to conclude the
sale at the estimated amount. At their last

monthly meeting the Metropolitan Public
Gardens Association resolved to move for the
opening of Vincent-square (10 acres, set apart
in 1810 by Dean Vincent as the Westminster
boys’ playfields)

;
Soho-square

;
and the Eton

and Middlesex (late) cricket-ground, Prim-
rose-hill

;
and to lay out a plot in Marigold-

street, S.E., lately given to them.

!

Destroyed circa 867 by the Danes, whose
camp gave a name to llaven's-hili, hard by,
the monastery was given by the Conqueror to
Hugh, Earl of Chester, who bestowed it

upon William De Percy. De Percy, as some
authorities say, but, according to others,
Reinfrid, a monk of Evesham, who had
been one of V illiam's followers, restored
the vacant house as a priory. Henry I.

largely endowed the priory, reconverting it

into a Cistercian abbey,—one of the eight
after that kind in Yorkshire,—for nuns and
monks Benedictine, with precedence, as
before, to the abbess. In 1175 Whitby
again suffered pillage, at the hands of some
Norwegian marauders, but so far re-

covered as ultimately to enjoy a net
income of 437/. 23., teste Dugdale, at its sur-
render. In 1555 the monastery wa.s bougbj;
by Sir Richard Cholmley, whose son, twenty-
five years later, built the adjoining Whitby
Hall, with, it is said, the materials of the
monastic buildings. The oldest part of the
church is its Early Engli.sh choir, erected by
Richard, formerly of Sc. Peter at Burgh,
abbot, 1148-75; the remaining transept
(north) is later, and most of the nave, whose
west side fell down in 1763, is Decorated.
The central tower, 106 ft. high, came to the
ground on .Tune 25, 1830. The church’s
dimensions are thus given In L. Charlton’s

book (York, 1779, 4to) : length, 300 ft..;

breadth, 69 ft.
;
cross aisles, 150 ft.; height of

nave, 60 ft.; and of tower, 150ft. Captain
Cook, the great navigator, first saw sea-servica
as a three-years’ apprentice on board of a
W^hitby collier. It is to be hoped that the
enclosure of W’hitby is only temporary.

' See ‘‘Oray’B Ion: Its History, &c.'‘ By llr. W.

t See our “Note" of October 31 last, and corre-
spondence in onr columns of (bat month.

I
T is truly sad to hear that, in consequence

of differences between the lord of the
manor and the neighbouring population in

regard to some rights of way, the remains of
W'hitby Abbey have been closed to the public,

and archfcologiats, architects, and artists, are
thus shut out for the present from visitiog a
place of unusually historic interest and pic-

turesque character. A correspondent of the
Daily News (July 2), in directing attention to
recent differences between the inhabitants
and the manor-lord of W^hitby, asks for con-

tributions in aid of testing by law the right of
the latter to exclude them from the Abbey,
and deprive them of their ancient enjoyment.
Standing at what was Streanshalh, upon the
Eske’s east bank, the ruins of the church are
the sole remains of “ high Whitby’s cloister’d

pile,” founded in 658, by Oswy, king of

Northumbria, after his victory over Penda
at Leeds, and dedicated to St. Peter,

for Hilda, Abbess of a convent on the
W’^ear.* Credmon, author of the “ Paraphrase,”
was a lay brother here in St. Hilda's time.

She was Kiog Eadwlne's niece. Oswy Is said to
have taken as his model York Minster, as rebuilt of
atone, circa 635.

The New York Electrical World gave re-

cently an account of the state of the works
that are being carried out for the utilisation

of Niagara Falls as they existed at the com-
mencement of the year, and also the proposed
machinery which is to he installed later. The
main tunnel, which will form the tail-race

for the turbines, was begun in October, 1890;
and is now intended to be finished shortly.

It is 18 ft. 10 in. wide and 21 ft. high, and
is brick-lined throughout. It has been driven
from threepoint8,namely,from theoutletbelow
the Falls, and from twoshaft8,260 ft. and 196ft-
deep respectively. The gradeis/g per cent. The
total capacity of the plant will be 100,000
horse-power; and this is proposed to be ob-
tained from a series of turbines of 2,500 horse-

power to 5,000 horse-power each. The tur-

bines will be placed on the American side of

the river, about a mile above the Falls, and
part of the power is to be utilised in the im-
mediate neighbourhood, mills being erected

for the purpose. For transmission of power
to a distance, either electricity or compressed
air will be used

;
no wire rope transmission

being contemplated. Each mill will have
its own vertical shaft and turbine, with,

tail-race connected by a service tunnel
to the main tunnel. The water will be con-

veyed to the turbine by a separate supply-

pipe entering the turbine wheel from below,

so as to balance the weight of the wheel and
vertical shaft. The available head is 130 ft.

At present plant for 15,000 horse-power is to>

be erected, some for driving air-compressors.,

and some for driving dynamos. The City of

Buffalo is to be supplied with electricity:

generated by means of the power from the

Falls. The pressure will probably be 10,000

volts on the line to Buffalo, but for distribu-

tion in the city it will be reduced to 1,000

volts. Even this is a high voltage, but.

personal safety is less carefully guarded in

America than in this country, where people

are not taught to look out for themselves to*

the same extent.

The City Hall of Philadelphia, which
forms so conspicuous a feature (too

conspicuous !) at the crossing of the principal

thoroughfares of the city, has a central

tower which, when completed, will be 500 ft,

high. The top is to he ironwork,, the rest

being of white marble. About 100,000

square feet of the ironwork are to be plated
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with alumiaiuai. The Tacony Iron and
Metal Company of Philadelphia have recently
succeeded in the electro-plating of the
6-ton cast-iron columns, 20 ft. high,
which form part of the design. The
process is as follows :—The castings to be
plated are first soaked for a day in caustic
soda to remove grease, and they are then
pickled in acid for another day to remove
scale and rust. The parts are then thoroughly
cleaned with steel brushes, after which they
are ready for plating. A heavy coating of
copper is first applied, and on the top of this

is deposited the aluminium to a thickness of

a sixteenth of an inch. About forty-two tons
of the metal will be required to complete the
plating of the iron.

.THE ARCHITECTURA.L ASSOCIATION’S
VISIT TO ELTHAM.

On Saturday last a large number of members
of the Association went down to Eltham,
attracted by the visit which had been arranged
to Colonel North’s residence at Avery Hill.

The party first of all made a visit to the
•remains of the old Palace of Eltham.

This grand ancient structure has much of
historical interest. As early as 1270 it was
used by Henry III.

;
it was enlarged about the

close of the thirteenth century by Anthony
Bick, Bishop of Durham, and then became the
residence of Edward II. Here his son was
bom, from this circumstance called John of
Eltham, and the palace, erroneously, King
John’s Palace. Edward III. held Parliaments
here in 1329 and 1375, and in 1364 sump-
tuously entertained his prisoner, King John of
France. The festival of Christmas was here
celebrated by Richard 11. in 1384 and 1386, and
by Henry IV. in 1405. Edward IV. repaired
the palace and enclosed one of the parks, and
Henry VII. built a front to it and otherwise
improved it, and it continued to be the
occasional royal residence during the reign of
Henry VIII., who celebrated two splendid
festivals in it, after which time it began to
yield in importance to Greenwich, which in
the reign of Elizabeth obtained the ascendancy.
During the Civil War in the reign of
Charles I., Eltham was occupied by the Earl of
Essex, the Parliamentary general, who died
here in 1646. Cf the extent of this once mag-
nificent pile some idea may be formed by the
Parliamentary survey, in which it is described
as having “ one fair chapel, one great ball,

forty-six rooms, and offices below stairs, with
two large cellars

;
and above stairs, seventeen

lodging rooms on the King’s side, twelve on the
Queen’s side, and nine on the Prince’s side, thirty-
five bayes of buildings, or seventy-eight rooms in
the offices round the courtyard, which contained
one acre of ground." Of these, the chief part
remaining is the great ball, 100 ft. long and
36 ft. wide, having ten windows on each side,

and one of the finest examples of hammer-beam
roofs in the country. The hall was, for many
years, used as a barn, but has been repaired
and shored up for preservation. There are also
the ancient stone bridge, portions of the walls
and subterraneous passages, and parts of the
interior offices converted into modern buildings,
and, with the surrounding lands, constituting
what is called Court Farm. The area is en-
closed by a stone wall of great thickness, with
additions of brick, probably made in the
time of Henry VII., and from 18 to 20 ft.

in height. The moat by which it was sur-
rounded was from 70 ft. to SO ft. in breadth,
and from 14 ft, to 15 ft. in depth. It is quite
dry, and, though converted into a garden, its
original form may be distinctly traced. A very
fine collection of roses in the moat-garden was
seen by the visitors, who appreciated the horti-
culture as well as the architecture. Mr.
Edmund Woodthorpe, M.A., who acted as
secretary for the visit, read in the hall a short
acco^lnt of the chief historical events relating
to the palace, and excited the imagination of
his hearers to recall the aspect of Eltham in
its glory.

Leaving the Palace, the party proceeded
through Elthajii and along the Bexley-road till

they reached Avery Hill, where they came upon
the residence, which has been so much talked
about, both from the well-known name of its

owner, Colonel North, and from the cause
eelebre furnished by the disagreements of that
gentleman and bis architect. The general
character of the house is more remarkable

for the large sums of money expended,
than for high artistic results. It is per-
fectly evident throughout the work that the
designers, both architect and others, have not
bad sufficient time for giving that thought
which the expenditure of large sums of money
in a comparatively limited area necessitates, if

vulgarity is to be avoided. On the one band,
homeliness, quiet, and refinement have been
lost, while magnificence and splendour have not
been attained to a degree commensurate with
the large expenditure of money. Beautiful
materials, and in many cases beautiful work-
manship, are lavishly displayed throughout the
house, the Mexican onyx, for example, being
probably some of the finest specimens of that
marble to be seen in the world. The most
characteristic features of the house are the
conservatories, both for flowers and ferns,

the winter garden, and the picture gallery. The
conservatories and winter garden are of large
size, the latter being 100 ft. by 100 ft., and are
admirably arranged, and planted to provide as
near an approximation to constant open-air life

as our climate will permit. The picture gallery

is known by repute to most of our readers, and
is one of the few places where it is possible

for a private Individual to own and display the
enormous canvases in which some of the modern
Italian paintersdeligbt. A very pleasant luxury
is the Turkish bath adjoining the owner’s bed-
room, fitted up in a suitable fashion with
faience of a Moresco character of design.

The stables are naturally one of the most
satisfactory parts of the whole, as while every-

thing is of the very best, there does not appear
that extravagance which detracts from one’s

enjoyment of the house itself. The engine
and boiler house, with the electric lighting

machinery, also interested many of the members.
Colonel North met the party, and conducted
them through the house, pointing out the

special features, and entertaining the visitors

with some racy stories and remarks. The
views from the upper windows were especially

admired, and are, indeed, remarkable for a house
only nine miles from London.

THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON METRO-
POLITAN WATER SUPPLY’.

Continuing our digest of the proceedings

of this Commission,* we may conveniently state

the broad features of the bulk of the evidence

taken at the later sittings. Passing away for a

time from questions of population and supply

per 'head, the Commission have taken up that

of the pollution of the Thames and of the Lea.

The question divides itself into two problems.

The first relates to the actual character and
amount of visible and material pollution and the

possibility of reducing it. The second relates

to the effect of that pollution upon the water

as determined by analyses, by experience as to

the spread of diseases attributed to polluted

water, and by scientific research as to the

vitality of disease germs and the efficiency of

sewage treatment and filtration in getting rid of

them. The last stated branch of the inquiry is

complicated by the suggestion that the use of

chemicals in the treatment of sewage may in-

jure tbequalityof the water which receives the

efiiaent. Positive evidence as to material pollu-

tion has been given by Dr. Ashby, after inspecting

the Thames and its tributaries below Oxford;
by Dr. Fosbroke, after going over the Thames
and its tributaries above Oxford

;
and by Dr.

Geo. Turner, after examining the Lea and its

tributaries. Scientific evidence was first given

by Ylr. C. E. Groves, Consulting Chemist to the

Thames Conservancy. It was given incidentally

by Dr. Ashby and Dr. Fosbroke, and directly by
Dr. Frankland, the Water Examiner; Mr.

Shirley F. Murphy, Medical Officer of Health to

the London County Council
;
and Mr. W. J.

Dibdin, the Chemist to the Council. Mr.

Murphy deals with deductions from statistics

of mortality, and Mr. Dibdin with an enormous
number of analyses, the mere statistical tabula-

tion of which occupies some sixty foolscap

pages. In addition to all this evidence, the

Commission has received a preliminary report

from the Royal Society, which has been con-

ducting an inquiry into the bacteriology of

water at the instance of the London County
Council, who are to bear one-half the cost

;

and a further report from the Royal Society is

expected in October. On account of this

inquiry by the Royal Society, the Commission

* See last volume of the Builder, pp. 418, 435, 456, 480,

503 ; and current volume, pp. 10, 29.

have refrained from conducting a similar

inquiry on their own account.
These facts came out in a conversation with

Mr. W. H. Dickinson, Deputy-Chairman of the
London County Council, when he attended the
Commission to present the statement and reso-

lutions of the Council, which have been already
published in full in the Builder *. In reply to
questions, he said that the Council ought to
provide for all those generations of ratepayers
who will be paying their share of any capital

expenditure incurred. It was possible that a
municipal authority might do more than a
company to prevent waste, but at the same
time it would have to meet a heavier demand
for free fountains, and the public use of water.
The question of quality had been before the
Water Committee of the Council, but they con-
cluded that they ought not to make any refer-

ence to it in their statement, because such
antagonistic views were laid before them as to

the quality of the water of both the Thames
and the Lea that it was impossible for them to

come to any definite conclusion
;
they felt that

it must be left to be thrashed out by the Com-
mission. They knew that considerable pollution

was received by the rivers, and, before resolving

that water should continue to be taken from
them, they felt they ought to be satisfied that

the pollution could be rendered perfectly

harmless.

Sir Thomas Tarrer, as ex-chairman of the

Water Committee, also presented himself

before the Commission. He said that one fact

had come out which was not at first patent to

the Water Committee, and that was the

enormous demand made by the populations of

Hertfordshire, Buckinghamshire, and Surrey,

for the water which bad hitherto formed a part

of the supply of London, so that those popula-

tions would resist further appropriations for

London unless they shared in the supply. He
was permanent secretary at the Board of

Trade when the Conservancy took charge of the

Upper Thames, and it was with him a matter of

doubt whether the large payments made by the

companies did not go towards maintaining the
upper navigation rather than providing a water
supply for London.

Mr. G. J. Symons, F.R.S,who has made a
special study of rainfall, was examined upon a
statement he had made upon that subject. He
stated that the area of the watershed of the

Thames above the intakes of the water com-
panies was 3,542 sq. miles; the mean rainfall

was 28-5 in.
;
for 975 sq. miles it was 32 in.;

for 2,345 sq. miles it was 27’5 ic.
;
for 222 sq.

miles it was 24 in. The area of the Lea above

the intakes was 497 sq. miles
;
the mean rain-

fall w’as 26 in.
;
350 sq. miles had a mean rain-

fall of 27 in.
;
and 147 sq. miles had a mean

rainfall of 24 in. The figures as to the Thames
embody the results of many thousands of

observations, extending over many years. The
driest year of the series, 1854, yielded 68 per

cent, of the mean ratio.

It is convenient in our digest to keep the

evidence of facts distinct from scientific deduc-

tions and opinions, and we, therefore, eliminate

the latter from the evidence descriptive of

pollutions.

Pollutions of the Loner Thames.

We have already given a summary of the

report of Dr. Ashby upon the pollutions of the

Thames from the intakes of the Companies up
to Oxford, with many typical examples.

Examined upon his statement, Dr. Ashby said

that the effluent of Uxbridge was discharged

under water at West Drayton. The effluent,

even when diluted with the Colne water,

was very offensive. It was quite impossible

to get the efiiaent unmixed with the

Colne water, and the mixture was very offen-

sive. The efiiaent from Oxford was very foul

and stinking, and the bed of the stream was
very bad indeed. There were heaps of sludge

where there was an opportunity of sewage
matter running off the land into the stream.

He had often found large deposits of offensive

sludge from village sewers in ditches leading to

a stream. Sometimes they would be waslsed

away only when there was a fall of rain.

These deposits gave an opportunity for disease

organisms to breed in them. Of trade

poUutions he thought tanneries and fell-

mongers’ yards were the most dangerous. The
discharges from them were often exceedingly

offensive, and contained highly polluting

oreanic matter. There was danger in

effluents from all sewage farms. A town

* See Builder for July 2, pp. 15 and IG.
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shonld do the best it can to prevent the
fouling of a river, bat it ought to have
the right to send its purified setvage into it.

Asked about Marlborough and its college, Dr.
Ashby said the whole of Marlborough drained
into the river, which, when he saw it, was in an
abominable state. The rates were low, and
there was no sewerage rate

;
and it was said

that the death rate was very low too. What
was done in many places was often the best
for the health of the district, altbougb it might
be a contravention of the Rivers Pollution Act,
which was more or less of a dead letter. We
could not go back and beep all pollutions out
of the Thames, and, with so many chances of
pollution, it must be a more or less dangerous
source of supply. It ought to be purified to
such an extent that its proper use as a pleasure
resort should not be interfe'ed with, and,
although much had been done to improve it, it
is an undesirable and unsafe source of supply.

Po2luiion$ of the (Ipper Thavxcs.

Dr. Geo. Haynes Foabrobe, Medical Officer of
Health for the County of Worcester, in his
statement said that he had made a special study
of the subject of water supply, and at the
request of the London County Conncil be had
examined the Thames and its tributaries above
Oxford, including the river Cherwell. In this
examination he had traversed 400 miles. He
bad ignored small watercourses, unless they
contained imparities derived from towns or
villages of Importance. He submitted two
maps of the Thames basin, and, by means of a
number for each source of pollution, he referred
to a_ voluminous appendix, setting out more
details than could be embodied in the state-
ment. The only places of any size passed by
the Thames itself are Cricklade and Lechlade.
The following are named as the tributaries of
the Thames, their length exclusive of sinuosities,
the places where they are received by the
Thames, and the principal towns and villages
they pass. The Cherwell is included by request
of the County Council, although it falls into
the Thames just below Oxford. On the north
side are :

—

The ChuTti, about 20 miles, received just
below Cricklade,—Cubberley, Colesborne, Rend-
combe, Cirencester and South Cerney.
Ampnetj Proohn, 19 miles, near Castle Eaton,—Polton, Marston l\Iey8ey and Ampney

Crucis.

The Collie, 27 miles, near the Round House
above Lechlade.—Andoversford, Wittington,
Colne St. Denis, Bibury, Quennington and Fair-
ford.

The Leach, 18 miles, just below Lechlade,

—

North Leach, East Leach and Southrop.
The Bamptoii Jlrouhs, in the district of Tad-

pole Bridge,—Baropton (1,300)—include the
following four streams,

—

The Windrush, 3! miles, at New Bridge,—
Naunton, Bounon-on-the-Water. Bnrfcrd and
Witney.

The Evenlode. 33 miles, near to Cassington,
Moreton-in-the-Marsh, Kingham, Chipping
Norton, Shipton, Ascot, Cbarlbury, Hand-
borough and Woodstock.

The Ghjme, 7 miles, and the Dame, 8 miles.
The Chencell. .35 miles, immediately below

Oxford,— Croperdy. Banbury, Kings Sutton,
Heyford, Islip and Bicester. This receives,

The llay, 14 miles, at Islip,

On the south side are,

—

The Hay, 10 miles, at Castle Eaton,—Swin-
don.

The inghivorth streams, above Lechlade.—
Highworth.

The Cole, 12 miles, just below Lechlade—
Sbrivenham and Coleshill.

The area of this watershed of the upper
Thames is 1,222 sq. miles, including 347 of the
Cherwell basin. The population, in eight
counties, was, approximately, 197,036 in 1881
In describing the geology of the basin Dr!
Posbroke mentions the area,—300 sq, miles,—
and the varying thicknesses of the porous
oolite formations, because much domestic
sewage is disposed of by being cast on to the
soil, which, being so spongy, absorbs it with
avidity. A large portion of the rainfall of the
oolite and forest marble formations descends to
the fullers earth, and the accumulation is
brought to the surface by means of geological
fanlts which form large and never-ceasing
springs at Boxwell, Ewen, Ampney, Bibury,
Ablington, arid Win.son, and intermittent
springs at Minterwell, Thames Head, and
Trewsbury Quarry (called also Thames Head).
An engine at Trewsbury supplies the Thames

and Severn Canal. In the driest summer the
engine has never been able to exhaust the
water. For many months the engine has thrown
up 2,880,000 gallons daily, at a temperature of
50 degs. F., which is said never to vary. The
dry weather or perennial flow of the Thames
is spring water. There are no lakes or large
marshes to store up flood waters of excessive
rains. The Thames and Severn Canal forms a
junction with the Thames at Lechlade; the
North Wilts Canal near to Cricklade; and the
Oxford Canal with the Cherwell at Bletchington.
Referring for details to a voluminous ap-
pendix, Dr. Fosbroke proceeds to deal with :

I. Sewage pollutions:—

(

1 ) Town drainage, (2)
village drainage, (3) dwelling-houses, (4) house-
boats. II. Flow from manured lands and cattle
sheds. III. Sheep-washing. IV. Trade pollu-
tions :—(1) Mills, (2) tanneries, (3) breweries,
(4) barges, (5) slaughter-houses. V. Dead
bodies of animals. He says :—A considerable
portion of the watersheds of the Thames and
Cherwell is composed of geological formations,
extremely porous, and specially adapted for the
absorption of moisture. Owing to this property
these strata form excellent gathering gronnds
for water,—that is, so long as the soil on which
rain falls is not exposed to contamination

;
but

when, as is so often the case, refuse of all kinds
is allowed to waste away in cesspools, ditches,
or over the surface, the ground becomes so
impregnated with filth that it can no longer be
regarded as a first-class collecting area for
water destined for domestic use. The porous
state of the oolite in Oxfordshire and Glou-
cestershire is utilised by the population of these
districts as a means of sewage disposal. It is
a common practice in many localities to pour
domestic and trade refuse into the fissures
(designated “mines” or “lissoms”) in order
that it may easily be got rid of. The old adage
“ Out of sight, out of mind,” is particularly
applicable to the sewage disposal of such towns
as Woodstock, Northleacb, and Stow-on-the-
Wold, where efforts are made to tap the fissures
so that filth may be dealt with without recourse
to drains or sewers.
Some conception of the size and depth of

the cracks in the rock will be formed when I
say that a person residing at Northleacb told
me for years he never heeded what became of
his privy refuse

;
it was enough to know that

the vault, although in his house, never required
cleansing. One day his child fell through the
closet seat, and he then became curious as to
what might have happened had not rescue been
at band, and on search he found, just below the
closet, a chasm which he could not gauge, bat
down which the child might have been irre-
trievably lost. I visited many villages in
Gloucestershire and Oxfordshire where there is
no system of sewage disposal, and even house-
drains are considered unnecessary, as the soil so
readily absorbs any liquid refuse which may
find its way on to it. In districts unaffected by
river fluctuations this porous state of the soil is
much prized, but in the alluvial areas this merit
is not so highly esteemed, for it is found that
the cesspools are materially influenced by the
height of the streams. These few remarks will
show to what an extent the rivers and springs
in the Upper Thames Basin may be affected by
polluting sources, which cursory observation
would lead one to believe are unimportant.
When sewage is poured into subterranean
passages, such as I have described, it is manifest
that should specific infection occur, the danger
to those drinking the water is by no means
mythical.

The towns of Swindon (New and Old). Ban-
bury, Bicester, and Cirencester dispose of their
sewage by broad irrigation of land. The sewage
from the village of IVroughton is treated in the
same way. The effluent from the Old and New
Swindon (particularly the latter) and Banbury
farms seriously pollute the adjacent streams,
and the same thing occasionally happens at
Bicester. The Cirencester farm and the small
one at Wrougbton do not appear to do so,—at
any rate, if they do, it cannot be often, as the
land is well adapted for local reqnirements, and
seems to be properly looked after. The town
of Swindon is governed by the Old Swindon
Local Board and the New Swindon Local
Board, and the respective sewage farms are
placed on the eastern bank of the river Ray,
which joiD3_ the Thames just below Cricklade.
The Old Swindon farm is nearer to the source
of the stream than at New Swindon.

I found (March G, 1891) that the river Ray
showed signs of pollotion immediately it re-
ceived the effluent from the Old Swindon farm,

but that after the reception of that from the
New Swindon farm, it became little, if any
better than an open sewer, and until it flowed
into the Thames maintained this appearance.
Below New Swindon the nuisance from the
river and the farm has latterly been so great aa
to cause considerable local agitation. At the
point where the Ray joins the Thames, I
noticed (March 5, 1891) the water from the
former was much discoloured, and seemed to
flow side by side with that from the latter for
some considerable distance before mingling
took place. Some idea of the serious import of
this pollution will be formed when I say that it
is estimated that there are about 6,000 water-
closets in the town of Swindon, and that the
population is increasing from year to year.
The Banbury sewage-farm is on the left bank

of the Cherwell, and has a clayey subsoil. On
the day of my visit (March 18, 1891), the
effluent water, as it joined the river, was black
and offensive, and discoloured the stream for a
distance of some 120 yards. Dr. Dibdin, in
reporting upon a sample I collected in the
presence of the farm manager, speaks of it aa
“very turbid, yellow colour,” “quantity of
black, earthy-looking deposit,” “ sewage odour.”
Two years ago very large quantities of fish

were destroyed by the discharge of sewage into
the river, and in summer time, even now, the
sewage is said to pollute the stream as far as
Twyford Mill, about one and a-half miles frona
the town. The population of Banbury is esti-
mated to be 12,700, and is believed to be
increasing. Water-closets are in general use..

The sewers receive surface water, and (I ani'

informed by the Borough Surveyor) a consider-
able quantity of snbsoil drainage also, and dis-
charge their contents into tanks, whence the
sewage is pumped to the farm after “ screen-
ing.” In one part of the town the “ separate
system "is in vogue. In times of heavy rain
the overflow sewage goes direct to the river.

The Bicester Sewage Farm deals with the
sewage of a population estimated to be 3,600,
and is placed on the left bank of the Oxford-
shire Ray. The fields irrigated are meadow
land close to the stream

;
indeed, one of the

main “carriers” is so close to the water thab
rat-holes frequently lead sewage into it. It is

evident from the soiled condition of the effluent
carrier that purification is not always complete,
although on the day of my inspection (April 8,.

1891), there was little to complain of. There
are about 100 water-closets in the town.
The number of towns where attempts, more

or less successful, have been made to treat the
sewage by passing it through land before it is

discharged into rivers, is small. Very many
places are entirely nnsewered

;
others have

surface-drains which, when originally laid
down, were intended for road-water only

;
bub

in course of time dwellings have been con-
nected with them, and they now serve the
additional purpose of carriers of house refuse.

It is impossible to estimate the amount of the
liquid which finds its way directly into the
watercourses by these means, since much soaks
away into the subsoil. Generally speaking,
these surface - drains are unsnited for the
reception of fcccal refuse, so, as a rule, cess-
pools, connected with theu^ by overflow pipes,,

have been constructed to intercept the solid
matters.

The following places pollute the streams in
this way :—Ashton-Keynes, Cricklade, Lech-
dale, Faringdon, Eynsham Village, South
Cerney, Fairford, Northleacb, Naunton, Bour-
ton-on-the-Water, Great Barrington, Borford,
Witney, Moreton-in-the-Marsh, Chipping Nor-
ton, Shipton, Charlbury, Woodstock, King’s
Sntton, Highworth.
At Faringdon the sewers are of irregular con-

struction and convey the sewage and storm-
water into the “sewer ditch” (a watercourse
of considerable dimensions) which discharges
into the River Thames just below Eadcot
Bridge, after a course of about four miles. As
the ditch approaches the Thames it is said
oftentimes to be very offensive, and a nuisance
to those passing along the highway.
At Witney, the sewagejis collected by snrface-

drains (of stone or pipes), and conveyed into a
tank of small dimensions at the rear of Hudson’s
Yard. The overflow from the tank discharges
crude sewage into Gunn’s Hole ditch, which
flows through Emma’s Dyke to the Windrush,
after a course of about one and a-quarter mile.
At the lower part of Emma’s Dyke, sewage
fungus was obvious.

I desire to call attention to the result of the
action, “ The Thames Conservancy Board v. the
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Witney Local Board,” reported in the Witney
Express of September 29, 1881, as it shows how
difficult it is to prove pollution of streams. In
this case chemical evidence was adduced to the

effect that “the water of Emma’s Dyke at its out-

fall (one and a-quarter mile belowthe sewage out-

let) is as good, and. if anything, a little better

than the water of the Windrush itself,” and
that “ not the slightest injury is likely to arise

from any particle of the Witney sewage reach-

ing the Thames.” In connexion with the
pollution caused by Witney, that due to the

blanket refuse should not be forgotten.

At Chipping Norton the sewage includes

ordinary house refuse, and the whole of that
from the Tweed Mills and a tannery

;
and it is

discharged into the brook which flows a
distance of about four and a half miles (ex-

clusive of sinuosities) to join the Evenlode, just

below the village of Kingham. At the Tweed
Mills it is extremely foul, and nothing more
than a common sewer. The addition of the

dye refuse and gas-works drainage farther

pollute it. The day I inspected the stream
(March 21, 1891) it was black and offensive.

At a point some two and a half miles below
Chipping Norton I noticed large volumes of

deep dye refuse. The brook is much complained
of, not only by the tenants of Churchill and
Kingham Mills, but also by a gentleman who
resides at the Manor Farm, Ascot, some miles
lower down the Evenlode. Apparently there

are no fish, The polluted condition of this

Stream has been brought under the notice of

the County Council of Oxfordshire, but no steps

have yet been taken to remedy the evil. With
regard to the pollutions designated “ of

minor importance,” I wish it to be clearly

understood that, although so described, I

consider them objectionable where the

river-water is ultimately used for domestic
purposes. I have so classified them, be-
cause their extent is apparently small. In
the course of my inspection I visited numbers
of villages and dwelling-houses on the banks of

the streams, which pollute in rainy seasons
only, as the ditches store the filth, until scoured
by storm water. It is impossible to estimate
the number of such places, as they are legion.

A “ direct ” sewage pollution, of which I have
not yet spoken, is that caused by privies placed
at the water’s edge. At one time, I believe, it

was a common occurrence for closets to empty
into the stream

;
but, owing to the action of

the local sanitary authorities, such a nuisance
has been, in a great measure, abated. I did,

however, notice some, scattered throughout the
watersheds, constructed on this plan, and
several others, whose uncemented vaults were
in close proximity to watercourses. The total

number of w.o.’s in the towns and villages

adjacent to the streams I visited may roughly
be computed to be between 8,000 and 9,000.

The pollntion by the water which has passed
over manured lands is very considerable, espe-

cially in times of heavy rain-fall. Some idea of

its extent may be formed from the circumstance
that, at the Wolvercot and Eynsham paper-
mills, impounding reservoirs have been con-
structed to supply water daring flood times, as
that then available is too foul for trade
purposes.
The following are approximate estimates of

the proportionate amounts of arable and pas-

ture land, and the number of live stock, in so

much of each county as lies within the basin of

the Upper Thames ;

—

Acre." TcrlS:

Gloucester 78,463 09,730
Oxford 230,488 174,369
WiltB 96,685 109,446
Bucks 110,567 ....... 142,785
Berks 2-24,374 151,984
Northampton,, 16,790 ....... 24,745
Warwick 8,240 „.... 14,699
Worcester .... 35 61

717,816

TotalNumber
of Arable and
Pasture Acres.

178,199
410,857
206,131
253,352
376,358
41,535
22,939

Total 771,642 1,489,457

On this area there are 60,1G4 horses, 219,758
cattle, 943,01-1 sheep, and 151,143 pigs.

From these statistics, it may fairly be con-
cluded that the acreage of arable land some-
what exceeds that laid down as pasture; and
for this reason the Thames basin is not^as
eligible a collecting area as if grass land pre-

ponderated. At the outset I was inclined to

accept this view, but as my inquiry proceeded,
I became convinced that it was not of so much
importance

;
inasmuch as I found that it is

common custom in these counties to manure
grass heavily. I do not think that human
excrement is largely used for this purpose. In

addition to this, irrigation of the meadows
adjacent to the streams is largely re-

sorted to, and the consequence is that

impurities find their way into the watercourses

in considerable quantities. The agricultural

returns just quoted show that no less than

1,374,079 horses, cattle, sheep, and pigs, were

to be found in the counties of the Upper
Thames and Cherwell last year. This vast

number of animals in summer time frequent

the meadow land adjacent to the watercourses,

and, as almost every field in proximity to a

stream has a cattle drinking-place, the pollutions

furnished bythem are considerable. Again, sheds

in which the cattle are housed during winter

are not uncommonly drained into the rivers.

Bearing these facts in mind, and also that

heavy rains scour large numbers of sewage-

polluted ditches, permeate cesspools, and sweep
over manured lands, it is not surprising to find

that the flood-waters of the Upper Thames
Basin are so discoloured and contaminated that

they cannot be used even for trade purposes.

Another source of pollution to the smaller

streams more particularly is sheep-washing. As
this operation was going on at the time I

visited some districts, its injorions effects were

readily discernible. When in full swing. I un-

derstand it discolours the watercourses for

long distances.

Trade Pollutions.—1. Mills: The mills are of

four kinds; (a) corn, (b) paper, (c) blanket, (d)

flock, (a) Corn Mills. There are no corn mills

on the Thames below Cricklade, but many are

to be found on the tributary streams. Although

numerous, the number has decreased. This I

understand is not so much due to the loss of

water power as to agricultural influences, which
tend to centre them round places where railway

facilities are available. Corn mills, per jp, do

not pollute streams, but in most instances

the slop -water, and occasionally privy

refuse from the employes dwellings are dis-

charged into the water. I have, however,

included them under “ Sewage Pollntions.” (b)

Paper Mills.—There are only two paper mills in

the Upper Thames Basin, one being at Wolver-

cot and the other at Eynsham. The latter has

been closed for the past three months, bat it

seems probable that it will be re-opened after

a time. (After describing the process of paper-

making, be says:—) “ The third refuse consists

of the alkaline waste liquor, with all matters

dissolved by it from the rags, straw, and esparto

grass, and the water from the engine. When
washing is complete, the pulp is bleached by
means of chloride of linae. The bleaching-

powder employed is heated with water in vats,

and the insoluble lime is allowed to settle. This

sediment is the fourth refnse of the paper

maker
;
the clear bleach liquid is brought into

contact with paper pulp and left so for some
time. The bleaching process is one which if

not carefnlly managed is likely to lead to

great injury to streams, especially in the

destruction of fish. The esparto wash-

ings, ‘ third boilings,’ and liquid from the

rolling-mills, are discharged into the stream,

but the “first” and “second” esparto
“ boilings,” which contain much caustic alkali,

are passed into an “ evaporator,” by means of

which a considerable quantity of the alkali is

recovered. On the day of my visit (April 17,

1891) there was decided evidence of pollntion,

which, of course, would have been worse bad
not the “ evaporator” been in nee. Apparently

the whole of the refuse not evaporated, or

taking the form of sludge, reaches the river.

There seems to be a local impression that the

pollution from Eynsham Mill is less than

formerly, (c) Blanket Mills.—The four mills

which constitute the industry of blanket-

making were met with in the neighbourhood of

Witney. The processes giving rise to pollution

in these trades are those of “ scouring ” and
“ dyeing.” In the former, quantities of stale

human urine, mingled with pig dung and soap-

suds, are made use of. The refuse from two
mills (New Mill and Crawley Mill) is discharged

directly into the Windrush, bnt at Witney Mill,

—the only manufactory in the district where
dyeing is carried on, — the waste-water is

received into tanks, and treated with ferric-

alum before it is poured into the river. At the

fourth mill there are no waste products. The
discharge of quantities of scouring water into

the Windrush is bad enongb, bnt the addition

of stale urine and pig-dnng intensifies the evil,

(d) Flock Mill.—When the Cirencester Mill is

in fnll work, about 14 ewt, to 15 cwt. of rags of

all descriptions are converted into “ flock ” per

week, but the trade is intermittent. The pro-

cess consists in the washing of the rags and
their subsequent reduction to “ pulp.” No
chemicals are used. The water used in wash-

ing is drawn from and returned to the river

without purification, consequently a considerable

amount of filth must be passed into the Churn
in this way.

2. Tanneries tanning process may be

considered under two heads,— (a) That of

cleansing the skins and removing the hair,

usually effected by the “ Fellmongers ”
;

(b)

The subseqnent exposure of the hides to the

tanning principle. The hides treated by fell-

mongers are either English or foreign. The
former are usually soaked in clean water for

about twenty-four hours and then treated with

lime
;
but the latter are immersed in “ lime-

pits” for about three weeks. Subsequently they

ate hung up to dry, and after the removal of

the hair or wool, are known as “pelts,” which

are next soaked in the lime-pits and then handed
over to the tanner.

The tanner dresses the hides with alum, salt,

dogs’ or hen dang, and exposes them to the

tanning principle (derived from oak-bark or

other sources), and converts them into leather.

I met with fellmongers’ yards on the banks of

streams at Cricklade, Fairford, Faringdon and
Chipping Norton, and tanneries at Bnrford,

Bicester and Chipping Norton. The total

number of hides dressed on an average each

week, is about 1,100. The whole of the waste

water from these yards reaches the streams,

and in one instance amounts to from 3,000 to

4,000 gallons daily. The pollution the rivers

thus sustain is most objectionable.

3. Breweries.—The breweries in the Upper
Thames Basin, which cast their refuse directly

into the streams, are few and unimportant, and
were met with at Chipping Norton. Witney,

Faringdon, Bnrford, King’s Sutton, Highworth

and Ampney Crucis. The pollutions attribu-

table to these industries were not specially

obvious.

4. Barges.—The number of barges which

pass along the Upper Thames is so few that

the pollutions they cause are unimportant.

None go higher op stream than New Bridge,

which place they cannot easily reach unless

they are “lightened.” The cargoes are prin-

cipally coal and stone. Night-soil (excrement)

does not seem to be transported in this way.
House-boats seldom pass higher up stream

than Oxford, and only one was met with, or

even heard of, in the reaches of the Upper
Thames.

5. SlaugMer-kouses.—The garbage and blood

from the slaughter-houses are usually consumed

by the batchers’ pigs
;
nevertheless much liquid

refuse finds its way into the streams, either

through street - drains or by more direct

channels.
Slaughter-houses at the edges of streams

were met with at South Cerney, Fairford,

Woodstock.
It scarcely seems within the scope of this

statement to allude to the quantity of water

which is discharged from the watersheds of the

Upper Thames and Cherwell, as the question

essentially belongs to the province of an en-

gineer, and not a medical man. I may. how-

ever, say that apparently the summer flow of

these rivers is not so great as formerly. In

several instances the low state of the water

last year was alluded to by millers and others

interested in water-power
;
no doubt, however,

the restricted flow in 1890 was exceptional. I have

previously said that the number of corn-mills

is decreasing, but I only beard of one (at Wood-
stock) where the closure was due to scarcity of

water. Agricultural drainage, now so general,

no doubt causes the flood waters to pass off

more quickly than was the case years ago, and

consequently the rainfall is not stored up, and

gradually released as it used to be. Almost

every person I asked told me that, owing to the

action of the Thames Valley Drainage Commis-

sioners, the floods were not now nearly as per-

sistent, nor as prolonged, as they were in years

gone by.
, , ^ •

I have shown, m my previous remarks and m
the appendix, that the rivers and streams of

the watersheds of the Upper Thames and Cher-

well receive the drainage from many towns,

villages, dwelling-honses, farm-yards, and

industries, including that from between 8,000

and 9,000 water-closets. In consequence, a

great amount of refuse reaches the water more

or less directly, and in times of flood this is

much intensified and particularly obvious. I

have no doubt but that the pollntion will be

augmented as the population continues to in-
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crease, and as the water-carriage system of
sewage removal becomes more general.

There can be no doubt that in many of the
places named in this statement as polluting the
river water, a good deal could be done to im-
prove the present state of affairs

;
but on the

other hand, at numbers it would be quite im-
practicable to do so. There would, therefore,
under the most hopeful circumstances still
remain a considerable risk of specido pollution
of the river. Considering that the watersheds
of the Upper Thames and Cberwell have an
estimated population of soma 205,000, that it is
probable that the present pollutions (especially
those furnished by excrementitious refuse') will
increase, and that it would be impossible to
avert the danger of specific pollution, even by
filtration, I am firmly convinced that water
drawn from such eouroes cannot be used for
ordinary domestic purposes without great risk.

In examination, Dr. Fosbrooke said thatsome
localities were unsewered, but then sewage was
readily disposed of by being allowed to soak
away to “ mines ’ or “ Ussoms.’’ Some of these
were porous cesspools near to the river, and he
named these as conjectural pollutions. The!
Glyme might be polluced at Woodstock by the

'

sewage of the town being poured into these'
mines or hsRoms. The way of dealing with i

sewage at Woodstock was to find a crack and '

to connect cesspools with ih and the cracks
carried off liquid refuse. Streams polluted as
he bad described, were ‘‘ undesirable ’’sources
of Bupply-he did not say •* unsafe.” Swindon
sewage goes info the Wiltshire Eay, and
after travelling four miles in that stream
It can be seen for 200 yards in the Thames

completely with its water,
illr. Hill pointed out to the witness that the

population of the towns without
sewage farms was just over 33,000, so that it
was rather “strong” to speak of the houses
that stf red their filth in ditches as “legion”
The population appeared to be IGS to the
sq. mile, so that the proportion of sewage to
area was small. Remiuded that the proportion
ot animals was one per acre, he repeated that
animal pollution was not an important one : and
the pollutions from manufactures were pre-
ventible, and could be suppressed with sufficient
powers.
The L-a and its tributaries are the subject of

equally exhaustive treatment by Dr. Geo.
Turner, whose conclusions we reserve until next
week, when we propose also dealing with the
evidence of Dr. Frankland and other analysts. I

COTTAGES, SOUTH PETHERTON.
Thesk cottages, occupying high ground about

half a mile east of South Petherton, have re-
cently been completed for Mr. W. F. Blake,
from designs by Mr. Roland W. Paul. They are
built of Ham Hill stone throughout, with the
exception of the chimneys, which are of brick.
The bricks and the tiles (of the patent
“weatherproof” pattern) were supplied by
Messrs. Major k. Co., of Bridgwater. The
builders were Messrs. H. J. Yandle & Son, of
Martock.

MUNICIPAL ENGINEERING AT
SCARBOROUGH.

The Incorporated Association of Municip
and County Engineers (Northern Counti'
and Yorkshire District) had a very succes
ful meeting at Scarborough on the ISi
ult. They were received and welcomed at tl
Town-hall by the ex-Mayor, on behalf of tl

I

Corporation, in the unavoidable absence of tl

I

Mayor, who was away from Scarborough at tl
time.

Mr. T. De Courcy Meade, the President (

I

the Association, having thanked the ex-May<
for the welcome accorded to the Associatioi
Mr. Howcroft was elected Hon. District Seen
tary,

Mr. G. Ball then read a paper, written by M
Joseph Petch, the Borough Surveyor, on “Sea;
borough,^its Progress and its Public 'Works i

I

Recent Years,” which he commenced by sayin
;

that an account of all the works of improvi
mentdesigned and executed by him during th
twenty-two years he has held the office c
Borongh Surveyor would be too much t
attempt to describe in detail on this, th
first visit of the Association, therefore th
works more particularly mentioned in detail ha
been executed during the past ten years. Afte
giving a brief sketch of the history of th
borough, which was incorporated a.D. 1100, b
a Chatter from King Henry I., be said theplac
derived it.s name from Scar, a cliff, and Burgl
a castle, “ The Castle Cliff” or “ the Cliff witl
the Castle.” It is situate at the end of ;

valley, and is built between 100 ft. and 200 ft
above Ordnance Datum, in a rece.«s of ;

bay midway between Flamborough Head am
Whitby, and is one of the terminal stations o
the York and Scarborough, Hull and Scar
borough, and Scarborough and Whitby branche

of the North-Eastern Railway. It is mainly
dependent upon its visitors, in the season, for
its trade. The fisheries give employment to a
number of its population, and there is a
patent tiled floor-cloth manufactory in the
borough.
The Corporation, he said, have ever been

mindful of the fact that in order to keep pace
with other health resorts and watering-places
on the North-East and South Coasts, it must
necessarily follow a progressive policy, and in
order to keep Scarborough to the fore and put
the town into a thorough sanitary condition
and make the place attractive, they have bor-
rowed large sums of money at different periods
and expended them on sewerage works and
various useful and important public improve-
ments. During the past ten years there have
been seven Local Government Inquiries for
various works, and the amount sanctioned
during that period was 81,4O0Z.
The following are some of the main items of

capital expenditure, the works for which have
been designed and carried oat by the author:—
Sewerage works, 20,800if.

;
carriage drive and

sea-wall on the South Foreshore, 4,500^.
;
works

of paving, 20,500i.
;

improving highways,
30,800^.

;
public walks and pleasure-grounds.

6.000L

Seyverage Worhs.

The town is divided into two drainage areas,
with two main outfalls, following the natural
valley lines of the districL The outfall on the
south side commences near the Aquarium with
a circular brick sewer 3 ft. 2 in. diameter, con-
tinuing along the Foreshore-road to the West
Pier, from this point to its outlet is 4 ft.
diameter, passing through the harbour and the
outer pier with cast-iron pipes. The gradient
varies from 1 in 300 to 1 in 500. and was con-
structed by my predecessors at different periods
from 18G3 to 1807. This outfall takes the sub-
sidiary sewers in the Ramsdale Valley, the old
part of the town, and the South Cliff, which in
iheir turn receive the sewage of about 16,400
persons. The total length of this outfall is about
1,250 yards. The outfall on the north side of the
town commences at High Peasholm and con-
tinues along the valley to the beach, where, until
1883, it continued across the sands and dis-
charged at low-water mark. At this period the
Corporation were considering a scheme for
improving the north undercliff and foreshore,
and the question of dealing with this outfall
naturally presented itself, as part of the beach
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at this point would eventually be required as a
bathing-ground. The author was therefore
instructed to report upon this outfall. After
careful consideration, and taking observations
as to the currents in the bay, he recommended
that it be continued northward along the base
of the cliffs, and discharge below low-water
mark into a creek of rocks at Scalbyness
Point, a distance of about one mile beyond
the borough boundary. This recommendation
was accepted and the works carried out under
contract.

The new outfall was constructed of two half-
brick rims in cement, with invert blocks and
wrought-iron straps 6 ft. to 7 ft. apart, and
where the crown of the sewer appeared above
the level of the beach it was covered with
cement concrete. It is 5 ft. internal diameter,
and continued through the rocks with cast-iron
pipes for a distance of 200 yards

;
the gradient

is 1 in 500. The total cost of this outfall, in-
cluding 1,850^. for the iron pipes, was 6,900J.
The subsidiary sewers and drains discharging
into this outfall are of various dimensions, some
are brick sewers 3 ft. diameter and others stone-
ware pipe sewers varying from 12 in. to 18 in.
diameter. All the sewers have good falls, and
are carried out in straight lines with manholes
and lampholes in the usual way. The popula-
tion served by these sewers and outfall is about
17,400.

Daring the past ten years about SJ miles of
brick and pipe sewers have been laid in
various parts of the borough. The system of
ventilation adopted for the past twenty years is
by cast-iron pipes, varying from 4 in. to 6 in.
diameter, carried up the gable ends of houses
or other high buildings clear of all windows
and chimneys

;
all surface ventilating grids

have been abolished. There are about 250 of
these vent-pipes on the drains and sewers at
the present time, and others are being added
every year as the town extends. No difficulty
is experienced in obtaining permission from
owners to fix these vent-pipes on private pro-
perty. They are all placed on sufferance, but
it is a very rare occurrence that any person
requests them to be removed.

Street Worhs.

Most of the streets in Scarborough are now
made up and repaired with tar paving. There
are yet some streets, and the main thorough-
fares into the town, which are made up and
repaired with whinstone. In some cases, tar
macadam is substituted for dry macadam. The
whinstone is obtained from Inverkiething,
Scotland, is hand broken, and costs 10s. S-^-d'.

per ton in the yard when broken and
screened.

The system of tar paving for footpaths
has been adopted in this town for the past
thirty years, and for roadways about twenty-
two years, but it was not until 1883 that
t.he Corporation decided to apply to the
Local Government Board for sanction to borrow
money for tar-paving works.

!
i The first applica-

tion was made in November in that year, and
the usual inquiry was held by Mr. Arnold
Taylor, C.E., the inspector appointed, and a
loan was sanctioned for ten years. Several
inquiries have since been held, and at the last
inquiry held in 1891, by the late Mr, Thornhill
Harrison, M.Inst. C.E., a careful examination of
the paving was made by him. and in expressing
himself highly satisfied with the system adopted
said, “the secret of your success is that no
water can get to the foundation.” The amount
sanctioned to loan up to the present time for
tar-paving works is 20,863Z., and instructions
have been given for another application to be
made for all the remaining secondary streets in
the borough.
The following is a description of the materials

and the process of preparation ready for laying
on the roadways. The first coating is composed
of local stone, gathered from the beach along the
coast, and broken to a 2^-in. gauge, placed in
long heaps about 15 in. in thickness, and about
5 ft. in width. Fires are kindled along the top
of the macadam, and the whole heap covered
with clinkers and cinders, obtained from the
gas-works, and allowed to burn from twelve to
eighteen hours, according to the state of the
weather. The heat strikes down into the
macadam and evaporates all moisture. The
whole of the materials, including the clinkers
and cinders, are turned over in its heated
state, and cold tar is incorporated while
the material is still warm, and then
deposited ready for use. The second coat-
ing in composed of screened gravel to a

1^-in. gauge, and is prepared in a similar
manner to the first coat, except that no clinkers
are used, and the rough portion of the cinders
used in burning are removed and re-used. The
finishing coat is a mixture of fine cinders and
grave), the whole to pass through a ^-in. mesh
riddle. The cinders are laid on the ground
about 6 in. thick, and 6 in. of fine gravel on
the top. The whole is then covered with the
rough cinders as before, and heated in a
similar manner to the other materials. After
burning about forty-eight hours, the materials
are passed through a §-ic. riddle to remove
the rough cinders used in the beating process.
The fine cinders and gravel being then mixed
together, they are incorporated with cold tar
and thrown up into heaps. The material for
footpaths are prepared in the same manner as
described for the second and Qoisbing coats
for the roadways. The footpath foundations
being formed of brick rubbish or sandstone
about 4 in. thick, great care being taken that
no clay is allowed to come in contact with
the materials.

Before laying down the tar paving the
roadways are put into proper form and con-
solidated with a 10-ton steam road roller.
The undercoat is then laid on and again
rolled with the steam roller. The second
coat is treated in a similar manner, and
the finishing coat follows on, and a 7-cwt.
roller passed once over it

; a sprinkling of
burnt gravel is then thrown on and rolled in.
The rolling is continued until the surface is
sufficiently set to admit of being rolled with a
2-ton horse roller 2 ft. 6 in. diameter. The
traffic is allowed to pass over the road as soon as
the last coat is laid on. This system of tar
paving is easily repaired, is dry in a few
minutes after a shower of rain, is not slippery
except in frosty weather, and street cleansing
and watering is reduced to a minimum

;
it is

impervious to moisture, and is practically
noiseless.

For a few months after the pavement is laid
down, and until it is sufficiently set, complaints
are sometimes heard, principally from cabmen,
of the heavy drag on vehicles running over it,

but as the materials consolidate the surface
hardens and the cause of complaint is removed.
For the purpose of determining to what extent
it was desirable in this borough to substitute
tar paving for ordinary macadam the author
prepared a return showing the annual cost of
maintenance of some of the streets maca-
daruised, and comparing the same with tar
paving over the same period of ten years.
The following are some of the typical

—

Tar paviog, Annual
Cost of

Maintenance.

2‘6d. per yd. sup. .

•6d. do.

Nil.

•25d. do.

Isll. do.

Macadam, Annual
Cost of

Maintenance.

8-5d. per yd. sup.

St. Nicholas
street ...

Euntriss-row
Esplanade
gardens .

Grove-terrac
Back-road

Crom w e 1

1

terrace

Some roads in the borough have been laid
with tar paving for a period of seventeen years,
and have not cost more than 2d. per yard
super, for repairs during that period. We find
this kind of paving to be most suitable for all
streets, except main thoroughfares, where the
traffic is very heavy. It is greatly appreciated
by the residents and the many visitors who
from time to time visit our town.
The cost of the paving for roadways,

exclusive of any foundation, is 23
. per

yard super., and for footpaths Is. per yard
super.

Under the 150th Section of the Public Health
Act all private streets are made up with tar
paving and kerbed with 12 in. by 6 in. and
12 in. by 4 in. tooled Yorkshire kerb. During
the past ten years plans and estimates have
been prepared for making up about sixty
streets, and in all cases the work has been
executed by the Surveyor and his staff, and
others are now in hand.

Boyal Albert Drive and Sea-Wall.—Those
Members of the Association who are also
Members of the Institute of Civil Engineers
may have read a paper by Mr, Whately Eliot,
M.Inst.C.E., who was engaged as resident-
engineer on the works which have up to the
present been carried out in the North Bay. It
is there recorded that “ the Corporation in-
structed their Surveyor to prepare plans for the
construction of a sea-wall and road at the base
of the cliff.”

To show the position of the author in rela-
tion to the works carried out, it may briefly be
stated as follows :

—

In April, 1882, the Corporationresolved to take
into consideration the question of dealing with
the undercliff, and construct a sea-wall in the
North Bay, and instructions were given to prepare
plans for a complete scheme, not only dealing
with the North Bay, but continuing round
the headland to the Sooth Foreshore-road,
The scheme proposed was for a sea-wall and
marine-drive commencing at Peasholm on the
north side, and extending along the North
Sands at sufficient distance from the cliff base
to form a drive BO ft. wide, and a promenade
30 ft., to a point known as Coffee-Pot Rock, a
distance of 1,500 yards. From this point the
wall to be continued round the foreshore sea-
ward of the Castle Cliff, at sufficient distance
between the base of the cliff and the inside of
the drive to form a receptable for debris.
Round the headland the drive would be 40 ft.

wide, and the promenade 20 ft. wide to its
junction with the East Pier, thus forming a
connecting link with the South Foreshore-road,
a total length of 1 mile 1,320 yards.

This scheme, with sections of the proposed
wall, were submitted to the late Sir John Coode
for his opinion and report. In June, 1883, the
report was received approving this scheme.
The following is an extract taken from the
Report :

—

“There can be no qufstlon that the drive and pro-
menade would add considerably to the attractions of
Scarborou^i. The wall from Peaeholm to the northern
point of the Castle would not be subject to a heavy
wavestroke;: not so, however, tbe length from the latter
point to the East Pier, whicn would be very much ex-
posed, more so. In fact, than any other structure erected
fora.sirailar purpose with which I am acquainted. There
need, however, be no apprehension on this head, as tbe
height of the wall (19 ft. above high water of sprinir
tides), coupled with the effect of its concave face, and
the great mass of the work, would be sufficient to ensure
itsaecur ty. There can be no question that Mr. Fetch
exercised a wise discretion in proposing a concave profile
for the wall, as it will throw back the sea more effec-
tually than any other, thus proving a drier road, and at
the same time minimise the stroke of the waves BRalnst
the works.” *

In tbe autumn of 1885 a large quantity of
shingle appeared on the foreshore, ana in
anticipation of the wall being constructed the
author commenced relief works, and collected
about 6,300 cubic yards

;
this material was

afterwards found to be of the greatest service
in the work, as no shingle of any quantity has
since appeared.
Tbe works as carried out are part of the above

scheme somewhat modified, the position of the
wall being considerably nearer the base of the
cliff, and are fully described in the paper re-
ferred to, and recorded in minutes of proceed-
ings of the Institute of Civil Engineers, vol cv
Sessions 1890-91, Part III. Since the work
was completed the erosive action of tbe sea
upon the shale at the toe of the wall would, if
allowed to continue, have undermined tbe
foundations. Within a period of twelve montl s
it was found in some places to have scooped
out to a depth of 3 ft. into the shale. Tbe
author has since constructed an apron, which
was formed by excavating out the shale to an
average depth of 2 ft., forming a toe of con-
crete, and paving the surface wi h Yorkshire
setts, 9 in. thick, and grouting with cement.
The toe of the apron to a depth of 4 ft. below
the level of the shale is formed of concrete
with a special facing of one part of sharp sand
to one of cement 3 in. thick, and was put in
with the mass work. The concrete in mass
was composed of 5 parts of shingle, 3
of sand, and 1 of cement. The total length
of the apron is 800 yards, and is 15 ft.

wide, with a fall of 1 in 4|- in., and co^t
2,600^. It is anticipated that this work win
prevent the further scouring away of the beach,
and protect tbe wall for many years to come.
It is tbe intention of the Corporation at some
future date to continue the drive rounr^ tbe
headland, and in anticipation of this work ihe
necessary Parliamentary plans were prepared,
and the scheme was embodied in an Im-
provement Aob which was obtained in 1889.
The Parliamentary estimate was 70.000Z. In
the event of these works becoming an accom-
plished fact, Scarborongh would possess a
marine drive about 2^ miles in length.
The Clarence Gardens in the undercliff are

over 19 acres in extent. A band-stand and
shelters have been erected, some of which have
ladies’ cloak-rooms and lavatories attached.
The total cost of the North Cliflt Improve-

ment Works has been 48,639Z,

\_Conti'nnpd on next page.
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Jllastrations.

DECORATIVE PANEL :
“ YOUTH, THE

TOILERS AND THE IDLERS.”

nlllS panel, a decorative painting by
M. Gustav Natorp, now exhibited in
the Architectural Room at the Royal

Academy, forms part of the scheme of decora-
tion of the upper portion of a drawing-room
wall, above an oak dado 7 ft. 6 in. high. The
subject of the whole scheme of decoration is

The Three Ages.”
'

The scheme of colour in the room is that of
the oak painted dado and of the red and yellow
employed in the panel painting

;
the flowing

lines m the composition are intended to con-
trast with the vertical and horizontal lines of
the dado.

We have printed the lithograph in a red tint,
as coming nearer to the general effect of the
original drawing than black.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF MUSIC.
This building stands on a site 200 ft. square,

and at present consists in a great measure of a
number of small rooms for the instruction of
single or at most two or three pupils at a time.
There are a few ememble rooms and a rehearsal
room, 42 ft. 3 in. by 24 ft. 6 in., but at present
no large concert-room. A Conncil-room and
committee-room, a library, rooms and offices
for the Director and Registrar, a kitchen, and
•dining-rooms for the professors, pupils, and
servants, are provided.

It is intended that when complete the build-
ing shall comprise a theatre capable of being
used, not only for operatic performances, but
as a lecture-hall and orchestral concert-room.
Provision for this is made in the general plan.
Room is also left on the site for future exten-
sion by wings running north and south at each
*nd._ The public entrance and general offices
are in the centre. The entrances and staircases
tor male and female students are on each side.
The organ-rooms r.re in the towers at each end!
The treatment of the design, rendered difficult

at the outset by the multiplicity of small rooms,
was still further complicated by the final decision
to heat the building with separate fireplaces to
each room, and by the new road along the north
front being raised 19 ft. above the level of the
site, necessitating a basement and sub-base-
ment, and curtailing the apparent height of the
building.

The architect is Sir A. W. Blomfield, A.R.A.,
and the drawing of the elevation is exhibited at
the Royal Academy.

NOS. 5 AND 7, CADOGAN-GARDENS.
This is a drawing of two of the houses in

course of erection on the Cadogan estate
Chelsea, now known as Cadogan Gardens The *

internal fittings are principally of painted pine,
with wainscot in oining-room and staircase.

The materials used in these fronts are of
Bracknell bricks, and cut and rubbed brick-
work, 'with Corsham Down stone dressings.
The work is being carried out by Mr. H. J.

Wright, from the designs of Mr. Fred. G.
Knight.

HOUSE AT NORTHWOOD.
The illustrations show north and south views

of a house which has lately been built at North-
wood.
The walls are faced with red bricks, and the

roofs are tiled. The tower on the north side
is “ rough-cast.”
The whole of the wood-work is painted white,

except the doors and shutters, which are bright
green.

Mr. R. A. Briggs was the architect, under
whose supervision the works were carried out
by Messrs. Charles Brown & Sons, of Harefield.
The drawings from which the illustrations

are taken are exhibited at the Royal Academy.

MUNICIPAL ENGINEERING AT
SCARBOROUGH.

Continuing his paper,* Mr. Fetch next
referred to the

llolheck Pleasure-grounds.

The ‘‘Gardens by the Sea ’’are situate at
the end of a ravine on the south side of the
town, close to the beach. In laying out
these grounds a considerable quantity of water
has been found in the cliff, and some heavy
drainage works have been constructed at
different periods during the past six years. The
infiltration of surface water and atmospheric
influences upon the upper strata of the cliff has
caused heavy slips to occur at different periods.
The method adopted to secure and protect the
walks above the undercliff, and prevent the
loose debris from going into the sea, was to put
in 6-in. vertical drains with open socket-joints
into the solid strata of clay underlying the
loose and disintegrated earth, and filling up the
trenches with rubble-stone, after which bench-
ing into the solid strata and forming an
abutment for a dry rabble screen on the face
of the cliff. Where these works have been
carried out the face of the cliff has been pre-
served.

Some of these works are now in progress, and
other portions will have to be dealt with before
the whole of the undercliff is made secure. The
base of the scarf of the cliff is being protected
from the encroachments of the sea by a pitch-
faced stone wall which is now in course of con-
struction

;
this wall is to be continued further

southward to the boundary of the grounds.

* See previous pages.

These grounds are 2|- acres in extent, and well
laid out, and although great expense has been
incurred in order to maintain the gardens, and
further trouble is anticipated, it is the inten-
tion of the Corporation to make these grounds
secure and complete the laying out as speedily
as possible. These gardens are highly appre-
ciated by the visitors and residents, and have
proved to be one of the best improvements
carried out for some years. Shelters and
urinals are provided similar to those in the
Clarence-gardens.
The cost of the works, up to date, has been

5,100Z.

A number of other improvements of some
importance have been executed during the past
ten years.

Mr. Fetch, in concluding bis paper, acknow-
ledged the services rendered by bis chief
assistant, Mr. George Ball, Graduate Member
of the Association, in the preparation of this
paper, and who has performed important duties
in connexion with the designs and execution of
the works described herein.

The following statistics were appended to the
paper :—The area of the borough is 2,292 acres,
and the Parliamentary and Municipal boun-
daries are co-extensive.
The following table shows the number of

houses and the population in each of the
census years from 1861 to 1891 inclusive.

i
c
u

Inhabited EouBea.

Uninhabited

Houses.
Houses,

Population.

Increase

of

population

in

each

decade.

18U1.. .. 8,940 214 4,164 18,337 6,422
6,161 661 5,722 24,081

IS81.... 6,242 676 0,718 30,236
1891.... 7,236 797 8,033 33,777 3,541

It is estimated that in the season the popula-
tion is about 50,000. A census taken by the
Corporation on the night of August 26, 1882,
of non-residents in the borough, was 10,462.
In 1881 the rateable value was 145,601^. In
1891 it was 1S1,232L The death rate for ten
years from 1881 to 1890 are as follows 1881,
16 34 per 1,000; 1882, 18-22; 1883, 18'84; 1884,
17 31; 1885, 16-67; 188G, 18-40; 1887, 16-64;
1888,15-66; 1889,17-40; 1890,16-40.
Tbe town is built between the low level of

25 ft. and the high level of 200 ft. above
ordnance datum. There are about thirty-five
miles of public highways in the borough, of
which about five miles have been declared main
roads, and an arrangement has been made with
the North Riding County Council for an annual
payment of 1,500^. towards the cost of main-
tenance.
The total rates in Scarborough, including

poor rate, school board rate, burial board rates.
Sec., amounted last year to fis. 6d. in tbe £.
The general district rate is Ss. 2d. in the £ ;

the
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same now as it was in 1S^<7 in 1888 and 1889
: this rate was 23. lOd. in the £, and in 1890 3b.

i in the £.
After some discaesion, in the coarse of which

I
the speakers expressed themselves in highly
€alogistic terms regarding the system of road
construction and n aiotenance described in the
paper, Mr. William Millhouse, Assoc. M. Inst.

C.E., Water Engineer, read a paper on the

j

Scarhorcnigh Water Worlis,

I He said that in the jear 1845, when the
I

inhabitants of Scarboroagh were beginning to

I

tire of waiting their turn for several hours at
I

the public conduit by the Market Cross to draw
' water, a company was formed for the purpose
;

of providing the town with a plentiful supply of

I

pure water. This was obtained from a spring
i at Cayton Bay, which had been previously

utilised for working a corn-mill. The mill and
spring were bought, and the mill-wheel was
the first motor used for working the pumps,
but for a short time only. Mr. Thomas
Wicksteed having been called in, he
advised that a Cornish pumping- engine,
capable of pnmping 400,000 gallons per day he
put down, which was accordingly done, and in
1853 another similar engine, capable of pumping
€50,000 gallons per day, was added to this
station. The engines are still in working
order, and held as a reserve in case of need.
In 1872, when the growth of the town
demanded a further provision for its imme-
diate needs, the old Company sank a well, and
put down a pumping plant at Osgodby, situate
about a mile inland from Cayton Bay.

In 1878, when the Company proposed to
bring water by gravitation from reservoirs
to be constructed on Jugger Howe Beck,
lying on the moors to the north of Scarborough,
the Corporation bought the Water Works from
the Company, and immediately proceeded, under
the advice of Mr. Pilliter, of Leeds, to construct
new works at Irton, where a well was sunk and
engines erected to pump the water into the new
service reservoirs, which were built at the same
time on Oliver’s Mount.

Cayton Bay .—The water at this station is
.

obtained from an underground reservoir formed
by a fault of 120 ft. throw in the Oolite forma-
tion, by which the Oxford clay is banked up
•against the calcareous grit. The clay has been
tunnelled through, and the water conducted to
a dam from which the engines draw their
supply. The yield from this source is about
1 ,000.000 gallons per day. As the engines are of
so old and well-known a type, they call for no
special remarks here.

Osgodby .—The water at these works is

•obtained from a well 10 ft. in diameter, lined
with brick, sunk 127 ft. into the calcareous
•grit, with drifts in three directions driven from
the bottom of the well. The yield from this
source varies between 580.000 and 865,000
gallons per day. The engine is a Cornish Bull
engine, placed directly over the well, and
•capable of raising 600 gallons per minute,
through a 12-in. main, about one mile long, to
the Osgodby Hill reservoir. The head in the
main is 205 ft., including 10 ft. for friction.
Steam is supplied by two Lancashire boilers at
40 lbs, pressure.

Irton Worlis.—The well at this station is

428 ft. deep, the first 70 ft. being 10 ft.

diameter, and lined with cast-iron cylinders
firmly bolted together and sunk down into the
•Kimmeridge clay, where the bottom of the
•cylinders was closed in with cast-iron plates,
and a bore continued for 28 ft., lined with 24-in.
tubes of cast iron, until the water was reached.
A plug was fitted on the top of the 24-in. tubes
to shut down the water.

The bore was sunk for 152 ft. at 20 in.
diameter, and for 178 ft. at 12 in. diameter,
until the Oxford clay was reached.

Well.

10 ft. cylinders 70
24 in. tube 28
20 in. rock 152

„ 173

Total 428
Strata.

„ ft. in.
Boulder clay 53 5
Kimmeridge clay 45 0
Upper calc, grit 46 6
Upper and lower limestcues 120 6
L .wer calc, grit 135 0
U'janging to Oxford clay 28 0

Total 42S 0

The overflow from the well is about 1,000,000
gallons per day, and the engines have never
materially lowered the water when pumping
continuously day and night. It has been
proved by the author that the river Derwent
keeps this strata continually supplied through
Assures in the rock in the bed and sides of the
river. Having placed a dam across the entrance
to one of the largest of these swallow-holes,
and stopped the water from going in, all the
wells in the neighbourhood were dried up, and
the surface of the water in the Irton well was
also lowered, but to so small an extent that it

was considered the loss of this supply would
not seriously affect it. The engines at Irton
are a pair of beam engines, double - acting,
rotative, and condensing, capable of lifting

together, through a 13 in. main about four
miles long, 1,000,000 gallons per day, either to

the upper or lower reservoirs on Oliver's

Mount. The water is raised from the well into
the condenser tanks by combined bucket and
pluger pumps, and passed through the con-
denser to the force pumps. The rams of the
force pumps are pistons packed with gutta-
percha rings in place of the leather packing
originally designed. The capacity of the
pumps is 29 25 gallons per revolution, and the
quantity delivered into the Mount Reservoir.
27-25 gallons, being an efliciency of 93. Air is

fed into the air vessels by Wipperman’s injectors.

Steam is supplied by two Lancashire boilers
with Fox’s corrugated flues and Vicar’s feeders.
Coal is delivered at the works, into bins under
cover, by a siding from the North Eastern
Railway, thence conveyed in half-ton tramway
wagons to the boilers. The head in the main,
above the gauge in the engine room, to the
lower reservoir, is 240 ft,, and when the engines
are working this is increased 60 ft. when rais-

ing 800 gallons per minute. The engines are
42 i.h.p. each, and the coal burnt averages 3-5

lbs. per i.b.p.

Reservoirs.—The service reservoirs are three
in number,

1. A high-level reservoir situate on the top of
Oliver’s Monnt, 505 ft. above Ordnance Datum,
capacity 1,500,000 gallons. This reservoir has
just been covered with a roof of concrete.
The concrete is supported on rolled steel joists,

12 ft. apart, which rest on brick pillars. The
concrete is covered with two coats of asphalte,
and finally with a covering of broken stone and
gravel.

2. A low-level reservoir situate on the west
side of Oliver’s Mount, 338 ft, above Ordnance
Datum, capacity 1^ million gallons. This
reservoir is covered, built of brick, and lined
with salt-glazed bricks of local mannfacture.
A bed of puddle is laid under the reservoir and
round the sides. The cover is formed of brick
arches carried by cast-iron girders resting on
brick pillars, which stand on foundations formed
by inverted groined arches bedded on lias lime
concrete. This reservoir has remained per-
fectly sound, and is very easily kept clean and
in order.

3. An open reservoir at Osgodby Hill, situate
about two miles from Scarborough, and 337 ft.

above Ordnance Datum. Capacity 4^ million
gallons. A new floor has recently been laid in
this reservoir, the area being 5,354 sq. yards.
The floor was formed of concrete 6 in. thick,
made of 4 parts broken brick, 2 parts small
gravel and sand, to 1 part of cement, and
topped with 1 in. of blue granite chips passed
tbrough a riddle of in. mesh, and cement
2tol. This has formed a solid and smooth
floor, capable of standing the thorough
sweeping and cleansing that may become
necessary.

All the reservoirs are connected, and the
mains so arranged that the engines can pump
into any reservoir or direct into the town.
Su 2̂)ly .—The total supply of the town is as

follows :

—

Cayton Bay per day
Osgodby Well ...

Irton Well

Total

Gallons.

1,000,000

900,000
1,160,000

3,060,000

all of -tt'hich can be pumped into the reservoirs
by the engine power at command.
The largest daily consumption is in August,

when it has reached 1,250,000 gallons, the
number of inhabitants being about 50,000.
After deducting water used for trade and
similar purposes, the consumption per head per
day equalled 20^ gallons

IiistTibalion, — Trunk mains conduct the

water through the chief thoroughfares of the
town, and each street branching off, has a main

with its own sluice-valve for turning off, and
flushing-cock at the end. The flushing is

regularly attended to, and is found to give
better results than allowing the water to
circulate by having the by - mains con-
nected to the trunk - mains at both ends.
On account of the hilly nature of the town,
the author has introduced pressure reducers on
two of the trunk-mains to relieve the strain on
the house-fittings. One reducer, a 5-in. is

fixed on the 8-in. main from the high-level
reservoir, and reduces the pressure from 1101b.
to 60 lb. on the square inch. The other reducer,
also a 5-in., is fixed on the 7-in. main that
supplies the Sandside district, and reduces the
pressure from 801b. to 50 lb. on the square inch.
Both have answered perfectly, and caused no
trouble.

Meters.—The meters in use are Siemens’s
pattern, made by Guest and Chrimes. With
constant attention these meters give fairly-good
results, especially where a regular supply
passes through them. Every meter is tested
before it is sent out, and also immediately it is

brought in, and a careful record of the testing
is kept. This record has proved most useful,

especially in cases of dispute with dissatisfied

consumers. Regular inspection for the pre-
vention of waste is carried on daily, with night
inspection at short intervals. At night each main
is Tested alternately by closing and sounding
the street valve. Water passing is at once
detected, and by sounding the stop taps in the
street, the leakage is localised and reported,
when the day inspectors complete the search
by internal examination in the day-time. A
Deacon’s meter has lately been fixed so as to
control the oldest part of the town, and has
proved a very useful instrument for saving
water. Leakage from the mains in quantity
are at once shown on the diagrams, and the
work of the inspectors most effectively con-
trolled. The waste from fittings in this
district has already been reduced about
3,000 gallons per hour. This, however,
will only be maintained by most constant
attention. Rules and regulations have been
adopted to ensure the use of good materials
and workmanship in relation to water fittings,

and all taps are tested and stamped by the
Water Department before they are fixed,

although the Local Government Board would
not sanction a clause in the regulations
making this compulsory. We have no trouble
in getting the plumbers to send in the taps for
examination, as they find it is to their advan-
tage to do so, a large number of taps having to

be returned to the makers as defective.

The following clause was inserted in the
Scarboroagh Improvement Act, 1889, on the
recommendation of the author :

“ The Corpora-
tion shall not be bound to begin to supply
water to any person in respect of any premises,
unless and until the water regulations of the
Corporation applicable to such premises, shall
have been duly complied with.”
Main Scraping.— As the author has been

obliged to either abandon or clear an 8-ia.

main, the first one laid by the old company, it

may be of interest to give some data concerning
the work. The total length of the main to be
cleared was 2,240 yards, the diameter of which
had become reduced to 5 in. by a hard incrus-
tation, something after the form of coral in

structure, and composed of lime, silt, and iron
rust, the pipes not having been coated as is at
present customary. Scrapers and hatchboxes
were obtained, and the latter fixed, one
at each end of the main, and one half way
between, near to a water-course, to act as a
flush-out. All being ready, the scraper was
placed in the main, near to the Osgodby Reser-
voir, and the water turned on, giving a pressure
behind the scraper of 30 lbs. to the square inch,

which, however, failed to move it.

An engine was then started to pump, and the
pressure got up to 59 lbs. on ihe square inch
with a like result. The scraper was taken out
and replaced in the main at the Scarboroagh
end. Water was then turned on from the
high level reservoir, which gave a pressure
of 95 lb. to the square inch. Imme-
diately the scraper started, and got through
to the flush-out half way on the main in a
few minutes, the pressure falling to 65 lbs. on
the square inch during the passage of the
scraper. This part of the main must have been
fairly clear, but the scraper brought some
srones and a large piece of lead along with it.

The scraper, having had the leather clacks, &c.
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attended to, was put into the main again and
the hatchbox cover bolted on. The water was
again turned on, but, not having an open end
on the main for the water to get clear way,
slow progress was made, and Anally the scraper
stopped at a bad joint. Having cut it out and
replaced it, the main was opened out at the
end and steady progress was made until the
scraping was completed.
The rumbling noise made by the scraper

when working, can easily be heard on the
surface of the ground by anyone walking above
it, and the pace at which it travelled, in our
case, was a very fast walk. The amount of
silt brought out of the main was astonishing.
The scraper has been put through the main
again this year, and it is intended that the
same shall be done annually, to keep the main
in cood order.

The cost of the first scraping was :

—

£ s. d.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
The usual weekly meeting of this Council

was held on Tuesday afternoon at Spring-
gardens, Mr. Dickinson, the Deputy-Chairman,
presiding in the first instance.

Election, of Chairman —On the motion of

Lord Carrington, seconded by Mr. John Burns,
Mr. John Hutton, Vice-Chairman, was unani-
mously elected Chairman, in the room of Lord
Rosebery, resigned. Mr. Hatton then took the
chair, and thanked the members for electing

him.

The Vice- Chairmanship.—On the motion of

Dr. Collins, it was resolved that next Tuesday
the Council should proceed to the election of

a Vice-Chairman in the place of Mr. Hutton.

Tenders.—Tenders (three) were received for

the election of a school building at the Cross-
ness Pumping Station.

Plant, includiug hatchboxes and fixing
same 48 18 2

Scraping main 13 0 4

£61 IS 6

After an interesting discussion, the members
visited the stables of the Borough Sanitary
Department and other works, expressing them-
selves well pleased with what they saw, and
they were subsequently entertained at luncheon
by the Mayor.

THE SURVEYORS’ INSTITUTION:
PROFESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS.

The Secretary of this Institution has issued
a circular calling special attention to the fact
that, under the revised rules, all applications
from candidates for the Professional Associate-
ship or the Fellowship Examinations for 1893
must reach the Secretary before the end of the
preceding month of October, instead of the
end of the preceding month of November, as
under the old rules.

Attention is also called to the fact that the
Division V. Examination, which has been sus-

pended for some years past, is now revived in a
greatly modified form. Those whose qualifica-

tions fall within the conditions of entry for this
Examination can, by means of it, qualify
directly for the Fellowship of the Institution
without passing a previous Examination.
A Direct Fellowship Examination will be

held in March next, contemporaneously wii,h

the other Professional Examinations.

FELLOWSHIP EXAMINATION.

The following gentlemen having passed the
requisite Qualifying Examination, have been
transferred by the Council from the Class of
Professional Associates to that of Ft-Rows:—

Brackett, F. H., Tun-
bridge Wells.

Corderoy, A., London.
Davey, H. T.

,
Hastings.

Eagland, W. F., Leeds.
Grogan, H. H., London.

Kemp-Smith, J. F.,Or-
seit.

Martin, T., Redboum.
Muller, J. J., London.
Richardson, 0. A., Lon-

don.

Insanitary Areas at Shoreditch and Eept-
ford. —The Council proceeded to the discussion

of the adjourned report of the Public Health
and Housing Committee, who recommended the
approval of schemes for the improvement of in-

sanirary areas in Shoreditch and in Deptford.
The estimated cost of the Moira-place and
Plumbet’s-place, Shoreditch, scheme, not in-

cluding the cost of making up the new roads,
was,— gross 60,000Z., recoupment 8,700i ,

leaving
a net cost of 61,300L It was estimated that
550 persons of the artisan class would be re-

placed, and 400 rehoused. The Committee
recommended approval of the scheme, and the
authorisation of the Council's officers to attend
the local inquiry to be held in support of the
scheme.

Mr, Bruce moved and Mr. Catmur seconded
as an amendment,

—

"That the recommendation be referred back to the
Committee, with luatructloua to amend the plan of the
scheme by omitting from it that part which Involvea
the acquisition of the houaes facing Nlle-atreet.”

A long discussion ensued, the result of which
was that the amendment was lost and the
recommendation approved.

Mr. Beachcroft then submitted the report as
to the Mill-lane area, Deptford, with reference
to which the Council were asked to pass the
following :

—

" That It appears to the Council that the cloaenes'',
narrowness, bad arrangement, and bad condition of the
boildings sUiiate upon a certain area known aa the
Mill-lane area (comprising houses In Mill-lane, Lam-
bert'B-buUfllngs, Moraa-buildlDga, Knott’a-buildlngs,
and Pi'plar-rnw) In the parish of St. Paul, Deptford, in
the County of London, delineated and coloured red on
the plan now before the Council, marked A, and the
want of light, air, ventilation, and proper convenlencea
and ocher sanitary defects In the said buildings, are dan-
gerous or prejudicial to the health of the inhabitants of
the said buildings and of the neighbouring buildings,
and that the demolition, reconstruction, and rearrange-
ment of the said bnildings is necessary to remedy the
said evil', and that the area comprising those buildings
and the yards, outhouses, and appurtenances thereof,
and the site thereof, is too small to be dealt with as an
unhealthy area under Part I. of the nousing of the
Working Classes Act, 1890, and the Council doth by
this resolution direct a scheme to be prepared under
Part II. of the said Act for the improvement of the said
area."

SPECIAL-CERTIFICATE EXAMINATIONS.

The following members of the Institution
have passed the recent Special-Certificate Ex-
amination in Sanitary Science :

—

Assiter, H. G., London.
[

Inkpen, G. C.,Southsea.
Foster, F., London.

[
Jones, H. A., London.

After some discussion, and the rejection of
an amendment to refer the matter back to the
Committee, the recommendation of the Com-
mittee was carried.

Eire Brigade Station, East Dulwich, — The
report of the Fire Brigade Committee contained
the following paragraph :

—

ARCHITECTURE AT UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE.

The following awards have been made to
students attending Professor T. Roger Smith’s
classes ;

—

(.-1.) Fine Art.—1st Class Certificates: W. J.

Keith (Donaldson Medal), Miss G. M. Dailey
(Book Prize). 2nd Class Certificates : Clyde
Young, W. C. Brown.

(B.) Construction.— Ist Clas.s Certificates:

W. G. Hazell (Donaldson Medal), A. F. Wick-
stead {Book Prize), H. G. Church, C. L. T.

Griffith. 2Qd Class Certificates: A.R. Hennel,
G. H. Coles, Clyde Young.

Professor's Prizefor Sketches.—W. C. Brown.
Carpenters' Co^npamfs Prizes.—Architectural

Drawing:—Theobald. Constructional Drawing:
H. I. C. Kiibl and A. Hayward.

Change of Address.—Mr. Robert Williams,
A.R.I.B.A., has removed from 8, Jobn-street,
Adelphi, to 104, Burnt Ash-hill, Lee, S.E.

“The Council on May 24 last resolved to accept
a tender of Messrs. Stimpson & Co., amounting to

10,260f.
,

to erect a fire-engine station at East
Dulwich, provided that that firm agreed to the
insertion in the contract of the condition that they
would pay the London rate of wages, and observe
such hours of labour as were generally accepted in
London, as fair in the trades they employ, and the
Council instructed the Solicitor to prepare a con-
tract with the firm. On the Solicitor informing
Messrs. Stimpson & Co. that the contract was
ready for their signature, they wrote a letter,
dated June 20, pointing out that since their
tender was submitted (May 3), the rate of pay of
all workmen, skilled and unskilled, had been
increased by a halfpenny an hour, and that as
their tender was baaed on the old rate of pay, the
new scale which under the Conncil’s resolution they
would have to pay would add materially to the cost
of labour. They therefore asked that they might
receive an amount in excess of the sum named in

their tender to cover the increased expenditure to
which they would be put for wages. They have
since named 350f. as the figure to be added to the
sum quoted in their tender. The Council will

remember that, after considerable difficulty had
been experienced in finding a site, tenders for the
erection of the station were opened at the meeting

of the Council on February 16 last, the teuders-
being as follows :

—

Messrs. G. Munday & Son ... £10,480

,, Scharien k Co 11,427

„ Stimpson & Co.... ... 11, .640

„ J. Garrett & Son ... 14,080

These tenders were referred to us, and after care-
ful consideration we came to the conclusion that
it would not be well for the Council to accept any
of them, but that the specification of work should
be revised, and that fresh tenders should be invited
by public advertisement. This course met with the-
Council’s approval

;
fresh tenders were accordingly

obtained, which, on being optned at che meeting
of the Council on May 3, were found to be as

Messrs. Stimpson k Co £10,260

,, G. Munday & Son ... 10,716
Mr. H. L. Holloway ... ... 10,864
Messrs. Holliday & Greenwood... 10,877

As stated above, the Council conditionally
accepted the tender of the first-named firm. Th&
Architect informs us that he is satisfied, from
inquiries which he has made, that Messrs. Stimpson
k Co. did not, in making their second tender, take
into account any possible future rise in the rate of
wages, and it appears to us, under all the circum-
stances, that it would be advisable to comply with
Messrs. Stimpson k Company’s request, and add to

the amount named in their tender the sum for
which they ask, and which the architect reports to
be reasonable. It will be observed that if Messrs.
Stimpson’a tender bo increased by 350f. it will then
be 1067 below the tender of Messrs. Munday
k Son, who would probably also ask for an
increased sum if the work were eutrusted to-

them. The only alternative open to the Council
would be to again invite fresh tenders, a course
which past experience would seem to show would
not be advantageous to the Council. One result of

such a course would be this—that as the contract,

could not be entered into before October, the-

foundation work of the building would have to be
executed during the winter months. Messrs.
Stimpson k Co. have built several fire stations, in-

cluding the one recently opened at Wandsworth;
their work is well spoken of by the Architect, and
if the contract be now let to them, substantial pro-
gress could be made with the buildiog before the
winter begins. We therefore recommend

—

' That, subject to a supplementary estimate being sub-
mitted to the Council by the Finance Committee as re-
quired by the statute, the sum of S&07 be added to the
amount of 10,2607 for which Messrs. Stimpson & Co.
undertook to build the East Dulwich station, and that
the solicitor be instructed to at once obtain Meurs.
Stimpson & Co.'s signature to the contract.'

”

This was agreed to.

Con^p^^l4ory Purchase of Land.—The same
Committee recommended that the Parliamen-
tary Committee should be instructed to insert

in a Bill, to be promoted by the Council in the
next Session of Parliament, a clause authorising
the Council to acquire compulsory property
required for Fire Brigade purposes.

Mr. Henderson moved to strike out "Fire
Brigade’’ and insert “public” in the recoiu-
mendation. Mr. S. Webb seconded the amend-
ment.
After a long discussion, the amendment w-ia

carried by 32 to 31. On a division being taken,,

there voted for the amendment 50, and 47
against.

Mr. Westacott moved to refer the question
to the General Purposes Committee lor con-
sideration and report.

The Hon. R. Grosvenor seconded.
The Council again divided, when there

voted :—For the amendment, 48 ;
against 45.

The recommendation, as altered by Mr. Hen-
derson’s amendment was then agreed to.

Condition of the River Thames. — The
Report of the Main Drainage Committee con-
tained the following paragraph :

—

“ At the beginning of last month a letter was-
received from the Secretary of State, transmitting
an extract from a report of the Medical Officer of
Health of the Port of London on the condition of
the river Thames. The extract was to the effect-

that tho river water, in consequence of a few hot
days, had already begun to smell badly in th&
neighbourhood of the outfalls. This letter was
referred to the Chief Eogiueer and Chemist, who-
have now presented a report, after sufficient time
has elapsed to enable them to judge of the effect

produced on the river by the new precipi-
tation works at Crossness, which have been id
operation since the second week in June. They
report that over 30,000 tons of sludge per week is

now being carried to sea from the two outfalls, and
that the river is free from smell arising from
sewage, and from the black patches of discoloured-
water, which formerly were so offensive

;
they also

state that even at low tide no black mud is stirred
lip in the wake of steamers passing \ip and down,
the river. These results, obtained in so shore a.

time, appear to us to be very satisfactory, and wi
have directed that a copy of tho report be sent to.

the Secretary of State.”
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!I/ie iSafcty of Bail7va}i Stations .— On a
motion ot Alderman Beachcroft, the following
resolution was adopted :

—

"That it be referred to the Building Act Committee
to consider and report on the expediency and practica-
bility of obtaining such an amendment of the Metro-
poillan Building Acts as to bring the railway stations In
London and other structures exempted within the
provisions of those Acts ami of the Metropolis Mauaee-
mentActs."

After discussing other business, the Council
adjourned.

CorrcspottiJena.

To iloe Editor of The Builder.

THE EXAMINATION IN ARCHITECTURE.
Sib,—The term, “ E-Tamination in Archi-

tectnre ” is, no doubt, very comprehensive
;
but

is it not, in fact, a very deceptive misnomer ?

The test is doubtless most admirable of what
the knowledge of an average architect or clerk
of works should 'have, but where? where? is

the " architecture ” so boldly advertised ? The
worthy Chairman of the Board of Examiners
told the Institute on Monday night that 60 per
cent, of the candidates were relegated in some
way for design

;
for this we are profoundly

thankful
;
but what of the others, who perspire

and wrestle with the design on the one brief
day in the Examination-week, followed by the
crotchets of a long viva-voce? I speak for
some, if not many, who would gladly have
^ven three or four days to be properly exercised
in those powers of design which their years of
study must have evolved.

Let the Council of the Institnte, therefore,
give this as an instruction to the Board of
Examiners, and thus make a real " Examina-
tion in Architecture.” 'William A. Pite.

5, Bhomsbnry-syxiarCy July 12.

Many hydraulic limes can only
be obtained in lumps as drawn from the kilns

;

others, however, can be had either in lumps or
ground. The lump lime is used chiefly for

: mortar, as this is, as a rule, ground in a mortar-
mill, bat the ground lime is preferable for
concrete, as a mortar-mill is not usually em-
ployed in preparing this materia), and some of
the lumps of lime are hard enough to resist for
a long time, or even altogether, the influence nf
water, but when finely ground become an
energetic part of the lime. It is very seldom,

I

indeed, that any particular degree of fineness is

specified by architects or guaranteed by manu-
factnrers, The Abertbaw lime is ground, so
that not more than 15 per cent, remains on a
No. 30 sieve, that is, a sieve with 900 meshes to
the square inch. When we compare this with
the fineness of Portland cement, which often
leaves less than 10 per cent, on a sieve with
2,500 meshes to the square inch, we cannot fail

to notice the great difference between the two,
but, of coarse, there is a great difference in the
cost as well. Fineness of grinding is im-
portant, for, other things being equal, the
more finely ground the lime is, the more
sand will it bind together

;
but half-a-loaf

is better than no bread, and any grinding
better than none.

WeiyM.— The weight of hydraulic limes
varies considerably, some when ground being
only a little heavier than powdered white chalk
lime, and others being only a little lighter than
Portland cement. The extreme limits of weight
may be considered to be 60 lbs. and 100 lbs. per
striked bushel (about 1-28 cub. ft.), but the
weight varies not only according to the com-
position and degree of calcination of the lime,
but also according to the fineness, freshness,
A:c. The mode of filling the measure also
makes a great difference. Lumps of flatkin
mountain lime, weigh about 140 lbs. per bushel

;

the slaked lime obtained from these, weighs
only 64 lbs. per bushel.

method is the one known as *' drowning.’’ A
basin of sand, which may with advantage be
coated with lime-paste to render it more im-
pervious, is formed, and the lumps of lime are
spread in it to the depth of 6 in. or 8 in. A
quantity of water, varying in inverse propor-
tion to the hydraulicity of the lime, is then
added. The Halkin Mountain lime requires
about 45 gallons of water per ton, and becomes,
when slaked, three times the bulk of the lump
lime. The Barnstone Blue Lias lime requires
about 40 gallons of water per ton. Excess of
water reduces the lime to a paste instead of a
powder, and is injurious. After the water has
been added, the heap is covered with sand or
ashes, or with a tarpaulin, in order that the
heat may be retained in the mass. This last
precaution is important, because hot water is

more active than cold in slaking lime, and
steam is still more active

;
the vapour evolved

during slaking greatly assists in slaking the
harder lumps. The heap should not be dis-
turbed for one or more days,—not, in fact, until
the lumps have been as far as possible reduced
to a fine powder. This is the object of
slaking, for coarse particles, which are fre-
quently the hard, well-burnt part of the lime,
may gradually slake after being made into
mortar, and so destroy the mortar; while, on
the other hand, they may prove, if reduced to
powder, the very best part of the lime. The
more hydraulic the lime is, however, the
more difficult it becomes to pulverise it

by slaking
;
mechanical means must, there-

fore, be resorted to. The pulverisation may
be effected by the manufacturer, in which
case the lamps are ground dry, and the lime is

sold as “gronnd lime;” or, it may be effected
on the bnilding-site by grinding the slaked
lime in a mortar-mill. This may be done for
three or four minutes dry, then the sand may
be added, and in about two or three minutes
more the necessary amount of water may be
poured into the pan, and the grinding continued
for about a quarter of an hour. Sometimes the
lime-lumps are ground dry in a mortar-mill.
In windy places dry grinding is a wasteful
operation. It is advisable to mix even
lime ground by the manufacturer in a mortar-
mill, as the manufacturers frequently do not
grind the lime sufficiently fine. 'When a mortar-
mill is not available, the lumps should be
screened from the slaked lime, and thrown
away. Gilmore says that fresh water should
be used for slaking lime, as sea-water in all
cases causes less increase of bulk.

Settiny.-~^hQ chemistry of setting will be
considered hereafter. It will be sufficient to
state now that setting and hardening are due
mainly to crystallisation, brongbt about by the
action of water on the silicate of lime, and not
as in the case of fat limes, by mere absorp-
tion of carbonic-acid gas from the atmo-
sphere.

Testing.—The test for tensile strength, which
is so important a test of neat Portland cement,
cannot fairly be applied to neat hydraulic lime,
as its cohesive strength is very small. When
lime is tested, therefore, the briquettes contain
usually three or more parts of sand. The
adhesive strength of hydraulic lime is some-
times tested by uniting two bricks or stones
with mortar and ascertaining the force re-
quired to pull them apart at a certain age.
The resistance of various hydraulic limes
to crushing has been occasionally ascer-
tained.

A great many experiments have been made
by different persons on the strength of Port-
land cement, but not many have been
made with the various hydraulic limes. One
reason, doubtless, is the great difference
which exists between different limes and
the consequent impossibility of formulating
a series of standard tests which shall be
applicable in all instances. Hydraulic limes
are therefore usually selected empirically, and
nob from knowledge based on any scientific
tests. They take, as a rule, much longer time
to harden, and attain less ultimate strength,
than Portland cement

;
the testing of them is

therefore more tedious, and, adds Mr. Grant,
years would be required to get sufficient tests to
form an accurate opinion of their merits.

Tensile Sire^ujth. — In an appendix to a
paper read by Mr. Grant before the Institu-
tion of Civil Engineers, in 1880, he gave the
results of experiments made to ascertain
the tensile and compressive strengths of
various limes and cements, mixed with
different proportions of sand. The tests for
tensile strength were made on briquettes

DEVONSHIRE ARCHITECTURE.
Sir,—

I

shall feel obliged if you or any of your
readers would inform me of any specimens of
architecture worth visiting within easy access of
Tiverton, Devon. T. F Gbeex

July 7, 1892.
%* 'The neighbourhood is not very rife in objects

of architectural interest. We can recommend our
correspondent’s attention to Ottery St. Mary;
perhaps some other correspondent may give him
some further suggestions. Tiverton itself has a
fine church.

Ebc ^fubents’

CONCRETE.—III.

JU-—HYDRAULIC LIMBS {continued.').

B ALCINATION.—When limestone con-
taining clay is burnt, the moisture and
carbonic. acid gas are expelled at a

comparatively low temperature, and the clay is
split up into it.s component parts, silica and
alumina; the silica is present in the form of
hydrated silicic acid (S:HoJ, and combines, as
far as possible, with the lime to form calcium
silicate. Silica frequently occurs in limestones,
in the form of sand (quartz and flint), but is
then quite insoluble and cannot combine with
the lime. Silica in that form (Si Oj) is there-
fore useless, and analyses ought to s'ay in what
form the silica occurs.

Analyses.—There is, of course, a great dif-
ference in the composition of hydraulic limes,
and it is scarcely possible to classify thern
according to their hydraulicity. We have com-
piled the following short table, in order that
the composition of a few well-known limes
might be seen at a glance and compared with
one another and with other limes which may at

!

any time be submitted to the architect

Sla/iing.—In all hydraulic limes there is

an amount of quicklime (CaO), which has
escaped combination with silica and alumina

;

this amount is very large in the most feebly
I hydraulic, very small in the most eminently

I

hydraulic. When water is added to the lime,
i the oxide of lime present in it is converted into

I

hydrate, as already described in the chapter on
I

rich lime, but the action is less violent and

I

slower in proportion to the quantity of silica

I

and other ingredients which the lime contains.
: Instead of falling to a powder in a few minutes,
as is the case with pure lime, lumps of hydraulic
limes may not slake in less than one or two

,

days, and some of the best may take a week

;

there is little or no vapour evolved, and the
increase of bulk is, in the best kinds, com-
paratively small. But in all hydraulic limes

. there is a certain amount of slaking action, and
this involves a corresponding increase of bulk.
When a limestone produces by calcination a
[Substance which, while possessing hydraulic
' properties, exhibits no slaking action at all,

that substance is known as a natural cement.
It is important that the slaking should be

thoroughly effected before the lime is made
into mortar, otherwise there will be a danger
of the cohesion of the latter being destroyed or
impaired by the increase in bulk consequent on
the gradual hydration of the quicklime in it

after the setting has commenced. We have
already said that an excess of clay is detri-
mental

; such a lime, when completely calcined,
may set rapidly, bat pats of it placed in water
will soon exhibit cracks, steadily increasing, or
will gradually soften thronghout. Sometimes
hydraulic lime is kept in a shed for a week or
more after being slaked, and the hard lumps
which have resisted the action of the water are
removed before the lime is mixed with sand in

the mortar-mill.

There are two or three ways of slaking
hydraulic lime-lumps, but the most common

Table I.—Analyses of Hydr.yulic Limes.

Abertbaw i/us
Barnstone

,,

Warinswortb Uliff’(Yorks) Magnesian.

Teil (Frauce)*

Lime. Silica.
na.

M.,-

Iron.

Water,
Car-
bonic
Acid,
<ii:c.

Authority.

78-45

.59-61

53-4

61-S3

9-35
20 -Cl

0-55

( 14'7Sa

t C-20i

6-25

6-98

1-61

trace —
4 01 2-25

1-4 38-6

0-99 1-15

5-

70

6-

54
1-1

13 -73

H. Faija, 1S85.
J. B. Dyer, F.C.S.
F. Hudson.

F. Bumches.

This is a well-known Erencli lime, much jiseJ in Jifferent parts of Earops for vrorks in the sea, &c.
a. Soluble silica. b. Insoluble silica.
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having an area at the neck of 2^ square inches
(1^- in. by 1^ in,) ; the sand used in ganging the
briquettes weighed 96 lbs. per bushel. Five
briquettes were kept in air and five in water,
and all were tested twelve months after gauging.
The following table of tensile strength in lbs.

per square inch has been prepared from that of
Mr. Grant* :

—

One point will be at once noticed on examin-
ing the table, and that is the increased strength
attained by all the lime briquettes which have
been kept in water. The Portland cements
gauged with six or more volumes of sand are
also, with one exception, stronger after immer-
sion in water than after hardening in the air,

but the two cements, when gauged with less
than six volumes of sand, give different results.
The following table gives the average increase
and decrease per cent, in the strength of the
various briquettes caused by being kept in water
instead of air. For the sake of uniformity, the
averages are all calculated on the four series of
briquettes ganged in the same proportions,
namely, 1 to 3, 1 to 4, 1 to 5, and 1 to G, the
remaining figures in Nos. 10 and 11 not being
considered.

Table III.

No, Limes and Cements.
Difference In strength
caused by keeping in
water instead of air.

1 Grey lime
2 ,, ,, Selenitic..

Lias lime
50

3 51 „
4 ,, Selenitic... 61 „
6 Lias lime . . 105
6 Selenitic lime 30
y ,, Rugby Lias ...

8 ,, Aberthaw lime
Rugby Lias cement...

67
9 S5

10 Portland cement 5-6
11 2‘1

,, decrease.

Compressive Strengtli.~k table showing the
compressive strength of concrete made with the
same limes and cements will be given here-
after.

Adhesive. Strength.— to a circular
issued some years ago by the Selenitic Cement
Company, the force required to tear apart
bricks bedded in mortar was, at the end of
twenty-eight days, as follows :

—

Table IV.

Adhesive strength of limes and cements.

^Vhite Chalk lime and sand
Barrow Lias „ „

(lto3) lbs. p. sq.in.

9 ..

Portland cement
” (1 to 4)

(lto4)
6|

23 „
» (1 to 6) 16i „

Halkin mountain lime made into mortar
with one part of sand and one of ashes, has
been found to have an adhesive strength of
28-7 to _341bs. per sq. in. at 168 days, tested
with bricks as above.

* Proccediuga Inst. C.E., voL liil. (1879-80), part Iv.

GENERAL BUILEING NEWS.
Ashton Industrial Home.—This building, of

which Mr. James Crombie, A.R.I.B.A., Brixton,

S.W., is the architect (selected in competition), will

be carried out by him in conjunction with Mr. E. J.

Andrew, of Preston; tho works are to be com-
menced immediately.

Wesleyan Chapel, Church Fenton, York-
shire.—On the 5th inst. the foundation-stones of
a new Wesleyan Chapel were laid at Cburch Fenton,
near Leeds. The building, which is to be con-
structed from the plans of Mr. F. W. Dixon,
architect, Oldham, is to cost about 1,150^. It

comprises a chapel, with sitting accommodation for

200 persons, and a schoolroom for 140 scholars. By
an arrangement of sash-windows which separate the
two rooms they can, whon requisite, be made into

one. In addition, there will be two class-rooms, a
minister’s vestry, and the usual conveniences. The
structure is to be faced with wall-stones, and the
woodwork will be varnished pitch pine. The con-
tractors are—•Masons’ work, Messrs. Thompson & ,

Son, Leeds
;

joiners' work, Messrs. Atkinson &
Sons, Leeds; slater, Mr. Dawber, Hull; plumbing,
&c., Mr. Snowden, Ossett

;
and plastering, Mr.

William Lonsdale, Malton.
Proposed Alteration ok the Luton Plait

Hall, Bedfordshire.—On the 6th inst. a Local
Government Board inquiry into the application by
the Corporation of Luton for power to borrow money
to carry out the alterations proposed to be made
upon the Waller-street Plait Hall was held in the
Council Chamber at the Town Hall by Major-
General C. Phipps Carey. To cover the expense of

converting the hall 3,700Z. is to be borrowed, and
550L additional for covering in the yard adjoining
with the iron roof to be removed from the building
itself. Councillor Hucklesby gave a short sketch of
the history of the building, showing it was no
longer required for a straw-plait market, and that
there was no possibility of its being again required
for that purpose. Mr. Cox, of Messrs. Cox &
Marmon, of Liverpool, whose plans have been
accepted, and Mr. Roscoe, the Borough Surveyor,
then submitted plans and drawings showing what it

,

is proposed to do. It was stated that the tender
lor executing the work amounted to 3,150f., Mr. G.
Smart being the contractor.—The question of roofing
the highway depOt was next gone into. The Com-
missioner afterwards visited the premises along
with the members of the Corporation.

Parish Church, Earlston, Berwick.

—

The new
parish church of Earlston, the foundation-stone of
which was laid in April last year, was opened on
the 6th inst. The church, built from plans by
Messrs. Hardy & Wight, architects, Edinburgh,
contains sittings for about 700 people. The build-
ing has been erected at a cost of about 3,000^., and
occupies the site of the previous parish church.
New Bridge .across the Don.—On the 9th inst.

Lord Provost Stewart, of Aberdeen, opened a granite
bridge which has been erected across the Dou at
Persley, a point half-way between the villages of
Buxbura and Woodside. The bridge is of five

spans, the three centre ones measuring 50 ft., and
those which rest on tho bank at each side 25 ft.

;

the width is 32 ft., and the approaches 20 ft. Mr.
P. M. Barnett, C.E., was the designer of the
structure, the contractor being Mr. James Leith,
Aberdeen.
Free Church, Moffat, Dumfries.

—

The new
Free Church at Moffat, the foundation stone of
which was laid in August, 1890, was opened on the
6th inst. The church, which has been erected from
plans prepared by Mr. D. B. Burnio, architect,
Edinburgh, is in the Early English style, and is huilt

of whinstone from the quarry near Moffat Well,
with red freestone facings from Corncockle Quarry.

It is situated in the Higb-street, the spire being
123 ft. in height. The church is seated for 700, the
total estimated cost being 4,200L
Free Library, Aberdeen.—On the 5th inst. the

new public library at Aberdeen was opened. The
building is situated on the now Rosemount Viaduct,
and has three principal rooms,—the lending library,
the reference library, and a public reading-room.
The architect was Mr. Alexander Brown, Aberdeen,
his design having been selected in competition.
The buildings have cost about 10,0001.

Enlargement of Hospital, Leamington.—

O

n
the 9th inst., the Right Hon. Arthur Wellesley Peel,
M.P., Speaker of the House of Commons, opened a
new wing of the Waroeford, Leamington, and
South Warwickshire Hospital and Bathing Institu-
tion, which has been added to the main building at
a cost of 14,0001. The extension provides accom-
modation for another thirty in-patients, and com-
prises two large wards, two small isolation wards,
several apartments for nurses, as well as store-
rooms, larder, kitchen, and an operation-room. A
fresh set of heating apparatus has been introduced
into the main block, and is designed to serve for
the whole building. Special attention, it is stated,
has also been given to the sanitary arrangements.
The architect was Mr. Keith D. Young, of London,
and the builder was Mr. J, S. Kimberley, of
Banbury.
New Church, Upton Cross, Essex. — Lady

Cowper on the 30th ult. laid the foundation stone
of the new permanent Church of St. Peter, Upton
Cross. The new church, which has been designed
by Sir A. Blomfield, wOl take the place of the
present iron church, and it will seat about 900*
The contract for the building is 6,3001.
New Infirmary, Lewisham.

—

The foundation-
stone of the new Lewisham Infirmary, adjoining the
Lewisham Union Workhouse, was laid on the 2n(i
inst. by the Bishop of Lichfield. The infirmary
will be built with grey stock bricks, with red facings
and some Portland stone in front, and will be
divided into four blocks, two being allotted to the
patients, male and female, the other two being re-

spectively reserved for the administration and staff
quarters. All the blocks will be connected by a cor-
ridor running down the centre, and they will each be
two stories high, except the administration block,
which will be only one story. The centre of the
building will be marked by a dome, and the length
of the frontage will be about 300 ft. The infirmary
is being built at a cost of 51,0001., exclusive of en-
gineering fittings, furnishing, &c., by Messrs. W.
Johnson & Co., builders, of,Wandsworth-common, to
the designs of Messrs. A. & C. Harston, of Leaden-
hall-street, and IS intended for the accommodation of
372 poor sick patients.

New Church, Hither Green, Kent.— On tho
2Qd inst., the Countess of Dartmouth laid the foun-
dation-stone of the permanent church of St. Swithun,
Hither Green, Kent, the second of the throe churches
comprised in the scheme of the Lewisham Church
Extension Association. The new church, which is

being erected from the designs of Mr. Ernest
Newton, of Bloomsbury, by Mr. S. C. Parmeuter, of
Braintree, will be in the fourteenth century style
faced with red brick and with Bath stone
dressing. It is to seat GOO persons. ITie present
contract is rather under 5,0001., it being decided
not to go further at first than with the erection
of the nave and north and south aisles and the
west gallery, leaving the chancel and chancel-
aisles to be the subject of a future con-
tract. The church will have an open tim-
bered roof covered with green slates, the windows
will bo filled with plain glass, while over the-

chancel arch it is intended to place a bell turret
covered with lead. When the whole scheme is

carried through the total length from east to west
will be 120 ft.

;
at present the dimensions are to be

as follows :—Nave, 66 ft. long by 30 ft. wide
;
north

aisle, 66 ft. by 12 ft. 3 in.
;
south aisle, 66 ft. by

19 ft. J extreme exterior height to the apex of tho
gable, 58 ft.

SANITARYAND ENGINEERING iVi;Tl’6'.

The Incorporated Association op Municipal.
AND County Engineers.—The annual meeting of
this Association is to be held in Bury, Lancashire,
on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday next, July 21,

22, and 23. The new President is Mr. J. Cart-
wright, Mem. Inst. C.E., F.S.I., Borough Engineer of
Bury. The members will assemble on Thursday,
the 21st, in the Town-hall, kindly lent for the
occasion by the Earl of Derby, K.G., where they
will be received by the Mayor (Mr. Councillor
Ashworth). After the consideration of the annual
report and the presentation of premiums, Mr.
\V. G. Scoones will move :

—“ That in view of
the fact that the Association now numbers
over 500 members, the number ot elected mem-
bers on the Council ought to be increased from
12 to 18, and this general meeting begs respectfully

to request the Council to take such steps as may be
necessary to have the Articles of Association

amended in order to carry out this Resolution.”

Mr. Cartwright will subsequently deliver his Presi-

dential Address. After luncheon, the following

papers will be read and discussed, viz. :—(1) "Fac-
tory and Workshops Act, 1891,” by Mr. H. P.
Boulnois, Mem.Inst.C.E., City Eogineer, Liverpool.

(2) “Electric Traction,” by Mr. J. H. Cox,

Table II.—Tensile Strength (in Iba. per sq. in.) op Limes and Cements.

Limes and Cements.
Weight
per

bushel.

Grey lime

„ ,, Selenitic .

Lias lime

,, ,, Selenitic

Lias lime

Selenitic lime

,, Rugby lias .

„ Aberthaw lime

Rugby lias cement.,.,.

Portland cement

) Wet
1 Ury
( Wet
)I>ry
f Wet
I Dry
J Wet
1 Dry
( Wet
)Dry
( Wet
1 Dry
( Wet
IDry
J Wet
iDry
j Wet
t Dry
(Wet
IDry
j Wet
(Dry

Proportion of lime or cement and sand by volume.

Neat. 1—1 1—2 1—3 1—4 1-5 1—6 1—8 1-10 1-12

lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.— — — 63 5'/ 45 23— — 50 44 30 21— — — 141 140 37 65— — 123 65 55 40— — 96 60 47 27— — — 48 49 32 23— — 132 99 72 80
79 63 44 52
31 61 44 34— 40 23 21 18— — 148 129 84 74— — 124 80 72 53— 151 102 77 66— — 92 59 33 29— 204 147 123 76— — — 128 84 72— 142 110 75 46
78 63 40 20

467 334 259 216 171 143 124 102 61 57
471 339 233 193 164 144 113 53 45 32
649 406 245 195 140 124 100 63 56 43
552 357 213 ISO 161 131 99 70 52 41
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Mem. Inst. C.E., Borough Engineer, Bradford. The
membera will then proceed in brakes, provided by
the Corporation of Bury, to visit Fleet-street and
Market-street, to see examples of wood pavement
in construction

;
Irwell Forge (by kind permission

of Messrs. Webb)
; Lowercroft Bleach Works (by

ermission of Mr. Henry Whitehead)
;
the White-

ead Recreation Ground
j
and the Railway Siding

in course of construction counoeting the Corporation
Gas Works with the Main Line of the L. &; Y.
Railway Company. In the evening the
annual dinner will be held in the Town-hall.
On Friday, the 22nd inst., there will be a meeting
at 10.30 a.m. for the reading and discussion of the
following papers at the Town-hall :—(l) “ Sewage
and its Purilication,” by Mr. C. A. Burghardt,
Ph.D., &c.. Lecturer and Examiner of Owens’
College, Victoria University. (2) “Rivers Pollu-
tion and Rivers Purification,” by Mr. H. A.
Roechling, C.E. (3) “Utilisation of Water
Power,” by Mr. H. G. Coales, C.E. (4) “ The
Ordnance Survey” (with diagrams), by Mr. H. T.
Crook, C.E. At 1 p.m. the party will lunch with
the Corporation of Bury under the presidency
of Aid. C. Brierley, Deputy-Mayor. In the after-
noon there will be visits, under guidance of special
leaders, to the following places of interest:—1.

Messrs. Wrigleys’ Paper Works. 2. The Felt Hat
Manufactory of Messrs. Lucas. 3. The Corporation
Store-yard, Stables, Workshops, Destructor, and
Exhibits. 4. The Peel Mills. Possibly, also
arrangements will bo made to visit the engineering
works of Messrs. Mather & Platt, Salford, elec-
tricians, engineers, and machinists, and Messrs.
Musgrave, Bolton, engineers, millwrights, and
boiler (makers. In the evening the members are
invited by Alderman John Parks to attend a garden
party. On the last day of the meeting, Saturday,
July 23, the party will visit Bacup, where members
will be conducted in brakes provided by the Cor-
poration of Bury to Sir Thomas Brooks’, Baronet,
extensive Millstone Grit Quarries for the pro-
duction of setts, flags, kerbs, &e., when Mr.
H, Bolton, Assistant Keeper in Geology at the
Owens College Museum, Manchester, and author of
the “ Geology of Rosseudale,” has promised to give
a short address on the Geological features of the
district. The members will afterwards proceed to
Clough Bottom ” reservoir in course of construc-

tion (vift, Bacup), and will lunch with the Cor-
poration^ of Bury at White Lee House, “Clough
Bottom” reservoir, under the presidency of Coun-
dllor Bentley, Chairman of the Water Works
Committee. After luncheon they will inspect the
works in progress, with description by the engineer
(the President), and a Geolcgieal Sketch by Mr. H.
Bolton, and will then return to Manchester.
Improvements at Torquay, Devon. ~ At the

I

Torquay Town-ball on Wednesday last, Sir. Arnold
I

Taylor, Local Government Board Inspector, held
I
an inquiry in reference to the proposal of the Local

I Board to borrow the sum of 4,200L for street im-
I provements, public walks, and pleasure grounds,
I
and for a promenade and raised terrace walk along

1 the sea front
;
2,452L for works of sewerage, and

500^. for providing public conveniences. There was
no opposition, and after the plans had been ex-
plained by the Engineer and Surveyor (Mr. H. A.
Garrett, Assoc. M. Inst. C.E.) the Inspector visited
the various sites of the proposed works and subse-
quently intimated that he would in due course
make his report to the Local Goverment Board.
The Sanitary Institdte’s Examinations.—At

an Examination held by this Institute at Cardifl on
Friday and Saturday, July 8 and 9, seven candi-
dates presented themselves as Local Surveyors and
thirty-three as Inspectors of Nuisances. The fol-
lowing four candidates were certified, as regards
their sanitary knowledge, competent to discharge
^6 duties of Local Surveyors, viz., Messrs. John
Daye, E.^ R. Ridgway, W. I. Williams, and
J. A. Wilson

j
and twenty-one candidates were

certified, as regards their sanitary knowledge,
competent to discharge the duties of Inspectors of
Nuisances.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.
France.—It is stated that the Journal Officiel

will publish very shortly the decree relative to the
proposed Exposition Universelle of 1900, as well as
the order instituting the Commission charged with
the organisation of the exhibition. The Com-
mittee of the National Society of Fine Arts has
decided, by a formal vote, that there is no reason
for entering into_ negotiations with the Society of
French Artists with a view to the fusion of the two
societies. Meissonier’s house, on the Boulevard
Malesherbee, has just been sold by auction. It was
knocked down to his son. M. Charles Meiasonier
at the sum of 800,000 fr. This sale puts an end to
the project for a museum proposed by the widow
of the celebrated painter. The French painter
Lafon has just been commissioned by the Munici-
pality of Paris to execute two allegorical paintings
intended to replace the portraits of Napoleon III,

tho Empress Eugenie which formerly deco-
rated the Joijer of the Chatelet theatre, and which
were removed after the fail of the Empire. The
Ministry of War is about to construct a new wing
to the Caserne Dupleix, adjoining the Ecole Militair^

A Committee has just been formed, in the

Seventeenth Arrondissoment, for erecting a monu-
ment to the memory of Anatole de la Forge, a
politician who recently committed suicide. The
municipal authorities of Paris propose to create, at
Belle-Isle-on-Sca, a maritime reformatory school
for refractory and undisciplined children.^—There
has just been inaugurated a very important new
group of school buildings in the Rue Vicq-d’Azir.
The Minister of Public Instruction and Fine Arts has
just commissioned of the sculptor Henri Bouillon a
marble bust of the celebrated Dr. Guillotin, who
gave his name to the instrument used for the
execution of those condemned to death. The bust
is to be placed in the Tennis-Court at Versailles.

Tho Palace of Biarritz, formerly a villa resi-

dence of the Empress Eugenie, is to be put up to
auction, with a reserve price of 400,000 fr., by the
Chamber of Notaries of Paris. The Municipal
Council of Rouen has just voted a sum of 20,000 Ir.

by way of opening a subscription for the erection
of a national monumeut to Joan of Arc on the
Place Verdrel, in front of the Palace of Justice of
that town. The Ministry of War, in view of the
possibility of the bombardment of the port of Havre
by a hostile fleet, has decided that a new fort shall
be constructed not far from that town, on the coast
between St. Adresse and Octeville. The monu-
ment erected at Anzin to the memory of the miner
Fontaine, and which was inaugurated on Sunday
last, is the work of a young sculptor bom at Anzin,
M. Theunnissen, who obtained the second Prix de
Rome. The Municipal Council of Mezieros
(Ardennes) has decided to postpone until next
spring the inauguration of the statue of the
Chevalier Bayard, which was fixed to take place at
the end of September, On the other hand, the
beginning of October has been decided upon for the
inauguration at Givet (in the same Dfipartement) of
the statue of the celebrated composer, M6hul.
A committee baa just been formed at Montfort
I’Amaury with the view of erecting, in that town, a
statue of Francois Gueanay, surgeon-in-ordinary
and physician to Louis XV.. who died in 1774.
The death is announced of the talented landscape
painter M. Brissot de Warvilie, born at Sens
(Yonne) in 1818. He had been awarded many
medals at difiTorent exhibitions. The Prefect of
the Seine has just appointed a Commission
charged with making arrangements for the
participation of the City of Paris and of the
D^partement of the Seine in the International
Exhibition at Chicago. The Museum of the City
of Paris has just been enriched bj’ a fine com-
position by the Roman painter Gazes, given by his
widow. It was exhibited in the of 1840, and
represents the “Massacre of the Innocents.” It
is in contemplation to organise, for 1893, at the
Champ de Mars, a great international and retro-
spective Theatre Exhibition, including the Greek
theatre, the Roman theatre, the Mystery-Plays of
the Middle Ages, the theatre under the Renaissance,
the theatre of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries, and tho theatre of the nineteenth
century, down to our own days. This important
exhibition, due to the initiative of M. Gaillard,
formerly director of the Opera, will involve the
transformation of the various buildings on tho
Champ de Mars into salles de spectacles. Several
theatres will be built in the garden, and in the great
Machinery Gallery will be reproduced a portion of
the Grand Canal at Venice, ploughed by gondolas,
bordered by palaces, and crossed by bridges. The
outlay is estimated at 20,000,000 fr.

Stuttgart.—The great competition for the fresco
and sculptural decoration of the new National
Museum atStuttgart has been decided. Some forty
designs were sent in, and nine prizes, varying in value
from 150/. to 25/. were awarded. Professor Keller
(Carlsruhe) obtained the first prize for his design of
the fresco work, whilst two Berlin sculptors, Eberlein
and Hundrieser, won the first two prizes for the
sculpture. It may be noted that no Berlin painter
was amongst tho premiated competitors for the
fresco work, they were all South Germans.
Berlin.—The proposed International Exhibition

is the general topic of conversation in all technical
circles. Although there is much feeling in favour
of such an exhibition in the capital, it is doubtful
if the country as a whole will be so very pleased to
have one. As yet it is very doubtful if the show
can bo arranged’; if it can, 1898 will probably be
the year decided upon. Of tho many competi-
tions opened for the purpose of obtaining sugges-
tions for the selection and laying out of a suitable
sice, one promoted by inhabitants of tho northern
district will deserve attention

;
the prizes offered

are 150/. in amount. The municipality have
opened a competition for a philanthropic purpose.
They have offered prizes of 50/., 30/., and 15/. to
carpenters who will turn out the best suites of
furniture (1) for a tenement consisting of two
sitting-rooms, a bedroom, and a kitchen

;
and (2)

for a similar tenement with only one sitting-room,
the price of the sets not to exceed 45/. and 30/.
respectively. In awarding the prizes, the assessing
jury of eleven is to specially cousider the
practicability, durabilty, and design of the furniture.
There will an exhibition of the work sent in.
The question of extending the city boundaries has
again come to the front. The proposed lines will
cause Berlin to have a population of about three
millions. The sum paid by the municipahty (or
damage done to private property during the spring

riots amounts to 830/. Quite an extraordinary
number of first class and minor architectural com-
petitions have been lately opened, and hence much
activity prevails in the ateliers. We would specially
notice one for a large synagogue in Koenigsberg,
and one for a public library in the old Hause city
Bremen. Competitors for the great Dresden ter-
minus station competition have had an extra month
added to the time they had at their disposal, and,
hence, there will be no decision until October.
Bavaria.—The proposed new home for Bavarian

National Arts and Crafts Collections, which is to be
erected at Nuremberg, will have its foundation-stone
laid this month. There will be some 50,000/. at the
disposal of the architect, Herr von Kramer, of
which sum 40,000/. have been voted by the Bavarian
Government. The architectural room at this
year’s sc-called “ International ” Art Exhibition at
Munich is a very poor one, in spite of the efforts

of the managing committee and of the fair promises
they had received. There are only fifty-threa
numbers in the catalogue

;
nineteen of these are

attached to works of Polish architects, the only
section of the profession that can boast of a decent
representation. The miserable state of the archi-
tectural rooms in Berlin and Munich is solely dua
to the apathy of our German colleagues.

MISCELLANEO US.

Terrible Fire at St. John’s, Newfouniv
LAND.—Telegraphic despatches to the Times state
that on the lOtb inst. two-thirds of the City of St.

John's were devastated by a terrible fire, com-
mencing, it seems, in a stable, in the vicinity of
which there were a great many wooden houses. Tha
Anglican Cathedral, buOt a few years ago, from the
designs of Sir Gilbert Scott, has, in common with
many other public buildings, been entirely destroyed.
We gave a view and plan of the Cathedral in the
Builder for January 22, 1881.

Dissolution of Partnership.—The partnership
between Professor Roger Smith and his son and
Mr. Arthur J. Gale has been by mutual consent
dissolved, and in future Mr. Gale will practise at
No. 4, Serjeant’s Inn, Fleet-street, while Professor
Roger Smith and Mr. R. Elsey Smith will continue
their practice at their present address as Messrs.
Roger Smith & Son.
The World’s Railways.—Mr. Ernst Rohl, in

his investigation of the railway statistics of the
world, finds that in Europe there are 2 '3 kilometres
of railway to every 100 square kilometres of area,

and 6 '2 kilometres for every 10,000 inhabitants. In
the United States the corresponding figures are 3‘S
and 39'8 kilometres. In Great Britain there ar©
10'2 kilometres, and in Belgium 17'5 kilometres,
for every 100 square kilometre area. The total
length of railways in the world is estimated at
600,000 kilometres, or 375,000 miles

;
that is, about

fifteen times the equatorial circumference of th&
earth. The average cost of European railways io

estimated at 56,000/. per mile, and the cost of all

the railways in the world at 6,42-3,000,000/. sterling.

Demolition of a Historic Building at Lin-
LITHGOW. — Workmen are at present engaged
pulling down in Linlithgow an old structure, around'
which cling some interesting historical associations.

The building, which was one of the most prominent
in the town, was known as “ Drummond’s Lodging,”’
so named, it is believed, by the property having at
one time belonged to the Drummonds of Haw-
thornden. It is also supposed to have been used
as a school after the Burgh School had boon de-
stroyed by Cromwell’s soldiers. It is intended to
construct a new block of buildings on the same
site .—Glasgow Herald.
Proposed Street Improvements, Edinburgh.

—At the meeting of the Edinburgh Town Council-
on the 12th inst., the Lord Provost's Committee^
submitted a report by the Burgh Engineer (Mr.
Cooper) as to the probable cost of the proposed widen-
ing and improvements at Bristo-street. According
to the report, the proposed improvement, which i&
expected to cost 23,OO0/.

,
consists in the acquisition

and removal of a group of nine tenements, contain-
ing seventy-seven houses and ten shops, situated on
the west side of Bristo-street and Charles-street,

and extending from Teviot-place to the lane in rear-

of the north side of George-square, and occupying
an area of 2,536 superficial yards. The removal of
these buildings would open up the thoroughfare of
Bristo-street, where at present it is, at its narrowest,
only 29 ft. 11 in. in width, including footpaths, with
a very considerable and somewhat congested traffic,

and at the same time expose to view the M’Ewan
Academic Hall, the University Union, the School
of Music, and the back part of tho Medical Schools,
and afford suitable approaches to these buildings.

The buildings situated between the Students’ Union
and the School of Music,—viz., the Park-place
Lecture-rooms and the Jewish Synagogue,—would
also require to be taken. The Lord Provost said if

this scheme, after discussion, were adopted by the
Council, they -would require to promote a Bill, for
there were too many interests involved to deal with
them privately. Mr. Sloan thought, in considera-
tion ot the great improvement that would be made-
to the adjacent property, some contribution might
be got from these proprietors. After some further
conversation, the subject was allowed to lie over.
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COMPETITIONS, CONTRACTS, AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
COMPETITIONS,

Natnrs of Work. B7 whom Adrertleed. Premium,
Deeigng

delivered.

Pontypool Loc. Bd. .

.

Coedfranc 9rh. Bd. ..

Accrington T. C

1
j

School Buildirg», Skewen, Neath
•Moniciiial Technical aod Art School . ...

jor. lOa

SOL 251. aud lOf

cc NTEACTS.

Katore o( Work or UaterlaU.

Jtlectrlc L'ahtlng, NewcMtle-ou-Tyno..

,

'ColUery Stding.« and Coouectlcg lULlwa-
noar Bell'aHlll, N.B

Sewage Works. KouU/ord
AdditloQt to School. Buckle. N.B

‘Howl, Trabartie
•M«klDg-up Road
Water Supply, Trlchlnopoly
Flagging aud Paying

1 HooMa, MaeiycwTiimer, SouthNloetei
Walea

/lovered Courtlnga, Stable. Steading.

Bonking Pretniaea

Steel Girder Bridge, Bonar. N.B.

Four Hona*8. CarlUle
•Concrete Einbankment Wall, i

•Wood Paving Worka
•Storm Woler Outfall Cnlverta.
Bell Turret aud Gable to Cbo

Ingtoi). Durham
•Wood Paving Works

Libra . d School Buildiuga
»,vwage Diapoeal Works
Masonic Hail, Sic. Saltub i!
School Bullaluga, Sharroiv-iaoe .

Road Work
•Paving (Tar or Concrete) Works!;
CotUge and Steading. EarlamilJ. Elgin

N.B..

By srhom Required.

Bromley Local Board
Madras GoTernment.

.

Bouwell and FeLham
Local Board

MaesycTvmmer Build-
ing Club

'g Co...
Cromarty, aud

Sutherland C. C
Gilbert HHi
Fulham Vestry
Westuilnater Vestry..
Leiceeter Corp

Ccmmlttee .

Weatmlnater...
Nelson Corp. ...

Keiihley Corp. .

SheaeiyScbool I
Metbley Local E
MaidaUue U.S.A.

Architect, Surveyor

J. McD. ilcKsu
Q. Sutberland .

T. Roderick ..

.

OJJtclai

G. II. Silley

Crouch A Hogg ....
U. Armatr.'iig
J. P. Norriugtou ..

G. B. W. Wheeler .

.

K. Q. Mawbey

OtfWiil
Holtom A Fox
W. H. Hopain
J. H. KeaU

Teudars

delivered

July 29

July'23

CONTPEACTS.

—

Continued,

Nature of Work or Materials.

Electricity Worka, Bradford

Residence and Shop, Elgin
•Alterationa, Ac. to Workhouse
•Paiullug aud General Repair of Bolldiugs

•Laying Watermaioa, Ac. Ac
•PoaUl Sorting Office, Haminirsmith
•Guernsey Granite Cubes

a Oates

Technical Bchool
’uroxeii Granite and Granite Gravel...
•New BiillrtlUgs, Ac. Rjcheater
•Wi ought-iron DnclImbaUe Fencing..

.

•Eiigluo House, Ac. Ac
•Small Public H-ll, Ae
•HosplUl for Infectious Dlseasoa
•Western Joint Asylum for Somerset .

Addltfona, Ac. to Schools
Five Shops Armley. Leeds
Shop and Three Cottages, Caerphilly .

Canal Ciittinj, Mlddlewlch

Ham Curing Katahlishment, HArrow .

Addltlous, Ac. Schools, Caldewzi
CATllale :

By whom Required.

Petworth Union
Central Umdon Sick
AsTlum District

Norton Local Board ..
H. M. Work
8t. Qeorge-the-Martyr,
Southwark

Rochester Corp
Trustees of the Briug-
ton Chauntry Estate

Klngswood Park E.t.
Woolwich Union ....
Thornhill Loc. Bd,
Bury (Lauca.) Corp. ..

Canterbury U-9. A. ..

School Governors ....
Hendon Loc. Bd. . . .

Tottenham Local Bd,
Winchester T. C
Blesn U.RS.A
Committee

Tadca ir Seh. Bd.

Mnrgatroyda Ltd
Ammanford (S, Wales)
^Colliery Co

J. E. Worth
J. B. Colson
H. T. Sidwell
Giles, Gough, A Trol-

5

set A Thirmau ..
T, Howdill
E. D. Parry

Tenders
to be

delivered.

July 27
do.

July 28

Aug. t
do.

Aui. 3

PtJBIiIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature of Appointment. By whom Advertised.

Condover High. Bd. .

Tit; Jwrk,dM m n ar, ad,erti„(l in m, Kumi,r. CompUitiom, p. iv. Ctntrtuf. pp. Ip., yl., i vlll. Fnllic Appointment,, p.nts.

Rerbdos, St. James's Cqurch, Higher Brough-
ton, Lancashire.—A stoue reredos has just beeo
erected in St. James's Church, Higher Broughton,
in

^

memory of the late Dr. Theodore Drayton
Grinike. The side and east walls of the chancel
have also been decorated, the design being the Rose
of Sharon, treated conventionally by Mr. R.
Bennett, of Manchester. The roredos has been
executed by the firm of Messrs. Earp & Hobbs,
of Manchester, the whole being carried out from
the designs and under tbe superintendence of Mr.
H. R. Price, architect, Manchester.

Statue, Dallinoton Church, Northampton-
shire.—The Church of St. Mary, at Dalliugton,
has just received an addition to its reredos in the
shape of a sculptured statue of St. James-tho-
Great. The reredos was erected when the church
was restored iu 1S83 from a design by Jlr. E. Law,
of hi orthampton, and the statue is from a design
by the same architect. The figure in question
stands upon a Caen stone corbel. The work has
been carried out by Mr. Harry Hems, of Exeter.
The English Iron Trade.—In but few of the

English irou trade centres is any change in the
depressed condition of the market apparent, and
the progress of the elections throughout tbe country
seems the prevailing topic on the various exchanges.
The deplorable state of the iron and steel industries
io shown iu the Board of Trade returns for June.
In that month a falling off of no less th.in 14.3,5-17
tons in the exports of iron and steel is recorded,
and over the half-year the decline amounts to
384,406 tons. Prices generally are maintained, but
Scotch pig-iron quotations are lower. As men-
tioned above, the various branche.s of the iron aud
allied trades remain unchanged. The coal markoi,
is quieter.

—

Iron.

Improvements at Bilston. — Major-General
Carey, of the Local Government Board, held an
inquiry at the Town-ball, Bilston, on Tuesday last,
the Commissioners having applied for permission to
borrow 4.000[. for new roads, and 3.000L for new
stells in the Market Hall, aod for the electric
lighting of the same. Plans and a description of
t-he works were given by Mr. C. L, N. Wilson, C.E.,
Town Surveyor, and the inquiry was eooduoted by
Mr. J. D. Wassell, Town Clerk. The Inspector
afterwards visited the site of the proposed new
roads and the !Market Hall.

Opening of Rosebery-avenue.—This new street
was formally opened on Saturday afternoon. Tbe
avenue, named in compliment to the first chairman
of the London County Council, is 1,173 yards in'
length, by 60 ft. wide, and will eventually bo
flanked by shops. The project was initiated by the
Metropolitan Board of Works, w.is planned by Sir
Joseph Bazalgetto, partiallv ex-»cuted by his son,
and has been completed by Mr. Binnie, Engineer of
the Council. The total cost is 353,526/., including
300/. per yard purchase-money, but exclusive (Tf

returns to be derived from unused land.
It was stated at the opening ceremony

,

by Mr, Henry Clarke, ex-cbairman of tbe
Improvements^ Committee of the Council, that
one section is borne on fourteen arches, and
that a spacious subway runs under all, to carry

underground pipes. Dwellings for people removed'
from partially dilapidated property had been pro-
vided in the neighbourhood. Mr. Hutton, Deputy
Chairman of the Council, also addressed the
assembly present, and formally handed over the
street to the local authority, the Vestry of
Clerkenwell.

CAPITAL AXL LABOUR.
Brickmakers' Strike in the West London

District.—We regret to learn that this strike
still continues, and that there now appears to be no
likelihood of its being brought to a termination
before the end of the present brickmaking season.
The masters have held three conferences with the
men,—two at the London Chamber of Commerce,

!

and one at tbe offices of Mr. W. Willett, Sloane-
square

;
tbe latter at the instance of tbe Rev.

G. H. Manbey, Vicar of St. Albans, Acton-green,
in whose district a great many of the men reside,
and who is naturally anxious to bring about a ter-
mination of the strike, recognising as he

!

does the great loss which will fall upon the

!

men during the winter months owing to the

.

fact that no fresh clay will require to be:
prepared for next year's working. After having i

had two abortive meetings, t'ae masters thought
j

that some basis for discussion should first be settled
;

{and as Mr. Manbey urged the adoption of a sliding-

1

scale, he was requested to wri’e a letter defining I

such a basis for it as the masters might reasonably '

be disposed to consider. This he did, and the
\

meeting took place, but the men then shifted their '

ground, and declined to consider a sliding scale for
j

the present season. The m isters, therefore, wore
|

unable to proceed farther, and the strike goes on. I

Following on the strike of Cowley last year, it is I

,

evident that the action of the men will cause a

'

. short supply of bricks to the London market, and, i

; as a consequence, it is fe.ared that it, will bo a very i

long lime before bricks are cheap again.
1

Strike in the Building Trade, Sheffield.—
!

According to the Skeffidd Daili/ TeU'/raph, another
j

strike has occurred in tbe local building trade. It
j

again affects 'he mamns. All the stone-workers in
'

the employment of Messrs. Graham & Sons, at pre-

'

sect engaged on the extensions to the Central
Schools, have ceased work, and have consequently ’

tbrowu the bricklayers out of employment as well
i

as themselves. The stone required lor the altera-
!

tions and additions is brought from Messrs,
j

Graham's quarries in the neighbourhood of
Huddersfield, where it is dressed and trimmed. '

The masons urge that this ‘is against the under- i

standing they have with their employers, and I

have come out on strike until the matter is

'

settled. Altogether about fifty persoos are affected.
I

Lock-Out in the Bolton Building Trade.— I

The failure to effect a settlement on the Sth inst. of ^

the Bolton plumbers’ dispute, which has now'
existed for too weeks, resulted on the 9th inst.,.
says the Leedii J/ercwri/, in all the federated bniM-
ing trades in the town being locked out, and
.accordingly about 1,000 men, including joiners,

j

bricklayers, masons, painters, plasterers, and

excavators, left work at noon. This was in accord-
ance with tbe resolution of the Master Builders’
Federation, who gave the operative plumbers up to
the 9th inst. in which to come to terms, and failing
this, a lock-out. The two points in dispute are as
to the time of starting work in winter, and the
allowance for “ country ” money. During the pro-
gress of the strike numerous attempts have been
made to arrive at a settlement, and the masters, it
is said, have made concessions which have not been
accepted. Latterly tbe Operatives' Federation
have been called in, and have supported tbe men in
their claims.

The Cardiff Building Trades’ Dispute.—The
Master Builders' Association, having written to the
Operative Masons’ Society offering conciliation, the
latter have’ replied, stating tnat they are unable to
move from the position that they took up at first,

viz., that until the 6th clause is removed they can-
not negotiate. This was considered at a masters’
meeting, held on the 12th inst. at the Angel Hotel,
Cardiff. Alderman David Jones presided, and there
were forty-eight members present. The letter of
the strike secretary of the Operative Masons having
been read, it was agreed to adhere also to tbe
original demands.

The Carpenters’ Strike at Mrrthtr.—After
a duration of six weeks, the strike of operative
carpenters and joiners at Merthyr has been settled,
those masters who had stood out having consented to
grant the rjd. an hour which the men demanded.

MEETINGS.
Satubdat, July 16 .

Liverpool Engineering Society.—Visit to the Liver-
pool Corporation Refuse Destructor and the Liverpool
Cold Storage Company's Works.
Edinburgh Architectural Assodatinn .

—

The Sketching
Class to meet at Royston House, Carolma Park,
Granton, to make measured drawings and sketches of
the south front of the mansion. 3 p.m.

Wednesday, July 20.

Builders' Eore7nen and Clerks of Works' Institution.—
Half-yearly meetiag. 8.30 p.m.

Thursday, July 21.

Incorporated Association of Municipal and County
JSlnyiiiecrs.—Annual Meeticg, to be held in Bury, Lari-
cashire. Presidential address by Mr. J. Cartwright.

Friday, July 22 .

Arc/iifecfuraZ .4sso«rtt£on.—Special General Meeting
to consider the validity of the late election. 7 3i) p.m.
Incorporated Association of 5Iunicipal and County

JSlniyiJieers,—Annual Meeting, Bury, Lancashire (con-
tinued).

Saturday, July 23.

Architectural Association .

—

Visit to the new Lunatic
Asylum erected by the London County Council at
Cluyhury, Essex, by permission of the architect, Mr.
G. T. nine. Meet at 'Woodford Station, G.E.R.,
3.7 p.m.
Inwrporate^i Association of Municipal and County

Engineers .

—

Annual Mestiug, Bury, Lancashire (con-
tiuued).
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KEOBNI PATENTS

:

ABSTRACTS OP ePECIFICATIONS.

9,526.
—
'White Lead : L. Laijois.—This refers to an

improved process for rapidly maoufacturinK white lead
which coats well, consisting in the treatment in a closed
vessel of a trlbasic solution of super-saturated lead by a
current of compressed carbolic acid and, if necessary, of
steam (the carbonation being discontinued before the
precipitate, becoming crystalline, shall have lost the
qualities of a good white lead) in combination with an
Immediate separation of the mixture, so as to separate
the solution at the proper moment. In the manu-
facture of the white lead a special turbine, as described
in the specification. Is employed with the object of
saving labour and cost, and hastening the manufacture.

13,196. — Windows: H. Gardner. — This invention
relates to appliances for preventing the rattling of
sliding window-sashes, panels, shutters, and the like,
and for preventing the entry of dust and passage of
rain, wind, or draught. Angle-plates are fitted in the
grooves in which the sashes slide, the angle-plates being
pressed upon by long plate or strip springs of undu-
lating form, BO that in the case of two sliding sashes
being in the same frame, as in houses, they can both be
kept from rattling by the same spring, whether open or
closed, one spring being on each side. The angle.platea
are carried by bearers on which they have a transverse
sliding action, to compensate for shrinkage or other
climatic changes. This invention is specially applicable
to the sliding sashes of railway and other carriage
windows.

1,903.—Windows : n. S. Shore.—This invention has
almost the same object as the preceding one, but by
different means, and may be applied to shutters and
doors. To prevent rattling, the window is in an auto-

(
matic manner jammed against the frame in which it
slides, by means of an eccentric device able to turn on a
suitable pivot or pin. This device has formed in it a
recess of a suitable shape into which, when the window
is being closed, there enters a curved finger or projection
that is attached to the window, and which during the
completion of the closing movement causes the eccentric
device to make a partial rotation, and to press the
window against its frame. A stop arrests the device
when the window Is opened, and retains it in a position
such that the projection before mentioned will again
engage with it when the window is being closed.

5435.—Sashes : T. S. J’erome.—This specification re-
lates to an improvement in the manufacture of cased
frames for single or double hung-sashes, having for its
object the construction of the pulley-styles of cased
frames in such a manner as to facilitate removal of the
sashes, thus gaining access to the weights, and for pre-
venting loose and draught-admitting beads. The in-
vention can only be thoroughly understood In conjunc'
tion with the detailed drawings.

6,358.—Window-Sashes : H. J. Ford.—This relates
to window-sashes which are usually intended to slide in
their containing frames, and consists in a method by
which such sashes may be so mounted as to be capable
not only of sliding, but also of folding inwards when
desired. Each sash is provided on one side with two or
'more hinges, one leaf of each lock being fixed to the
sash, the other forming a runner engaging In a groove
In the window frame, this groove beingpreferably formed
of cne or two bars of steel or iron fixed to the frame, so
that the leaf of the hinge runs in the slot between these
bars, and Is prevented from drawing out by lugs or cross-
pins on It engaging behind the bars. The other aide of
leach sash is provided with one or more sliding bolts,
which take into a groove in the corresponding face of
the window-frames. The sash-cord on the aide of the
sash where the hinges are, remains fixed to the sash,
but the opposite sash-cord which carries the weights
balancing the sash on the other side, and carrying the
sliding bolts, is made detachable from the sash for
opening the latter, or folding it inwards when desired.

NEW APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.
Ju7ie 27.-11,937, R. Michell, Anti-fouling and Hon-

corrosive Composition Faint.

Ju7ie 28. — 11,970, J. Enwer, Door and Window-
tastener.-12.008, E. Evered, Metallic .Sash-lifts, &c.
12,012, S. Sprat and F. Bailey, Pipe Subway.—12,014, J.
Wadderburn, Locks and Bolts for Fastening Doors,
Tates, &c.— 12,045, M. Goodwin, Chimney or Ventilating-
ihaft Top for the Preventiou of Down-draught to
^imney, Soil, or other Ventilating Pipes, &o. 12 058
r. WUd, GuUeys.

’ ’

June 29.-12,071, 'W. Pick, 'Water Mains and 'Water
iervlce-pipes. — 12 083, J. and J. Jackson, Flushing
listerns.—12,016, E. Eeiss, Means for Connecting or
I'astening together Building Stones or Slabs for the
'“ormatlon of Walla or Ceilings.—12,124, P. Bramwell,
''astener for Window-sashes, &c.

June 30.-12,143, W. Maxfteld, Wall-hooks, and
lockets for fastening same.— 12,174, 0. Terp, Artrlflclal
tone and Hard Compositions Applicable to Building
.nd Paving Purposes, to Moulds for Cement-castings,
0 Safes, <fcc.—12,193, J. Adams, Warming and Venti-
atlou.

July L—12,215, 0. Stifft, Brick Kilns.-12,217, I.

lollins, Wedge Sash-fastener.—12,221, J. Hartell, the
'elesooped Circumferential Atmospherical Deflecting
Tilmney-pot.

July 2.-12,269, G. Tliomas, Improved (cramped)
Vood-pavem«ut.—12,288, D. Doyle, Coating Walla or
ther Surfaces with Lime-wash, Cement-wash, Liquid
’utty, Paints, Tar, &c,—12,298, S. & S. Bisaell, Opera-
Ing and Fastening Fanlights.—12,314, J. Eeed,
Vlndow-fasteners-—12,331, H. Lake, Artificial Stone
r Cement.—12,332, II. Lake, Arilflcial Stone or
lement.

PROVI3IONA1 SPSOIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

9,157, M. McNamara, Flushing Cisterns.-10,224, G.
'weedy, Chimney-pois and Cowls.—10,964, W. Smyrk,
ash Fastenings.—10 974, A. Walker, Buttons for Doors!
;c. —11,190, B & K. Wild, Vertical Band Saw-Machine.
-11,207, W. Turner, Frames for Ships' Doors.—11,215,
'. Shuffrey, Window Sash Fastener.-11,373, J. Thomp-
on and others, Bakers' Ovens.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

(Open to Opposition for Two Months.)

13,059, W. Hughes & C. Young, Fastening and Un-
lateniog Fanlights, &c. — 19,374, T. Utley, Ships'

Ventilators. — 8,811, A. Petersen, Stays for Hinged
Windows. — 10,309, W. haylor. Cords for Hanging
Window-sashes.

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY

ESTATE EXCHANGE EEPOBT.

July 2.—By Messrs. Spelman: F. farm, 115a. 3r. Ip.
West Beckham, Norfolk, 2,300f.
Jolt 4.—By Elliott, Non, cfc Boyton : 48, Rochester-

row, and 49, Coburg-row, Westminster, u t. 41yr8,i g.r.

207., 8807.; “Warwick Cottage," Warwick-rd., Stoke
Newington, u t. 67 yrs., g.r. 107, r. 317., 3707.; C
Bryantwood-rd., Holloway, u.t. 71 yrs, g.r. 67.103.,.
407., 3557. ; 1, 2, and 3,Lit)CidD-ter., Finchley, u.t. 94 yrs.

g.r. 107. 103., 3257.—By Humbert, Son, Flint . “ Grov<
House," Hunton, Kent, and 103a. Ir. Ip., f., 6,9007.

—

By Ba77, Norris <fe Hadley : 1 aud lA, Camberwell-green,
u.t. 69 yrs., g.r. 1407., r. 3167., 1,1207.

;
12. Rylett-rd

Shepherd's-ouah, u.t. 83 yrs., g.r. 107., r. 607., 6007.
;
3

and 41, RotliwrHeld-st., Iilington, u.t. 48 yrs., g.r. 87. 4s.,

r.767.,7757.—ByF. West: 22,Macfarliue-rd.,Uxbridge-rd.!
u.t. 82 yrs., g.r. 67

,
r. 267., 2507.—By Fricketl Ellis'

24 to 27, High-st., Hampstead, f., r. 2607
, 4,5707.

Soutbwood-laue, Uighgate, f.g.r. of 687. 10a., rever-
sion in 78 yrs., 1,6607.; f.g.r. of 157., South-grove,
ditto in 69 yrs., 4207

;
f.g r. of 307., ditto in 69 yrs., 8107.,

78, Wood-street, Cheapside, f., r. 2507., 6,0007.—By
FhiUer, Moon, S: F^dler : The lease of “Sparrow Farm,"
Cheam, 103 acres, u.t. 1C yrs., r. 907., 4207.—By B7a4e,
Haddock, d: Carpenter : Freehold land, 22 acres, West
Wickham, 4,5007.

;
Freehold cottage and two enclosures

of land, Kiiockholt, 1,0007.; "Benson's Farm," near
Horsham, 27a 3r. 35p.,f., 1,0007.—By Randall, Beard, <t

Baker: Nos. 213 to 221, odd, City-rd., u.t. 30 yrs., g r,

657., r. 4107., 3,0457. ; 103, Arlington-st., Islington, u.t.

44 yrs., g.r. 67., t. 347., 3157. ; I.g.r. of 227., Adelaide-rd.
Hampstead, u t. 63 yrs

,
g.r. 87., 4207.

July 5.—By T. A. Turner: 169, Belsize-rd., Hamp
stead, u.t. 62 yrs., g.r. 87. Ss., 4607.—By 0. E. Clarke.

:

1 and 2, Rose-bank, Walthamstow, 1, r. 627., 1,0407.—By
J. R’. Keimley : “Padnali Hall,’’ near Chadwell Heath,
and 20a. Ir. 4p., f., 1,4257. ; an enclosure of freehold
land, 4a. Ir. 18p., 3207.—By A. Richards : The residence,
“Stonleigb,” Ihe Green, Tottenham, f., 1,6007.

;
“ Elm-

field, ” Little-pk. -gardens, Enfield, L, r. 477. lOs., 7007.
three plots of freehold land, 6707.

;
“The Laurels," f

,

r. 657., 1,C007. ; a plot of freehold land, Gentlemen’s-
row, 157. ;

“ High View,” The Ridgway, u.t. 78 yrs
, g

167. 15s., r. 757., 9007.-By Debenham, Tewson, d: Co. :
“ 'J'he

Priory,” Totterldge, Herts, aud 5a. Ir. 9p., f., 3,0007.
“Cotlands," Horley, and 120a. Ir. Hp., 4,0007 ; a
enclosure of freehold Ucd, Oa. Or. 35p., 507.

;
copyhold

enttige and blacksmith’s shop, Oa. 3r. 3p., 6007.—By
E. E. Crowher d: Co: 9, and 10, Chandos-pl., Broad-
stairs, Kent, f.,r. 1467., 2,0007- ; 9, ChanJoa-sq., f., r.

607., 6707. ; 5, and 6, Chand03-rd., f., r. 431, 4957.—By C.
F. Itutley

:

“Alma House,” Caterham, and la. Ir.

27p., f., 5001. ; freehold cottage aud forge, r. 207., 2767.
;

three freehold cottages, r. 327. lOa., 8007. ; two cottages,
Horne Court Hdl, Bietchingly, r. 127. lOs., 2167.—By
R. IF. Sco7/c77: “The Cedars,” Byfleet, Surrey, and 6a.
3r. Ip., f., r. 1807., 3,6007.

July 6.—By Waters J? Waters : “ Danehurst," Murray-
rd., Northwood, f., r. 737 , 9767.—By A. Savill dc Son :

“ The Tingrith Estate " of 1,112 acres, Bedfordshire, f.,

27,0007. :
“ Parsonage Farm,'’ Shalford, Essex, 67a. 2r. 9p.,

f., 1,1007.—By J, Tydeman: 1 to 4, Dunning-ter.,
Ponder’s-end. u.t. 79 yrs., g.r. 177., r. 887., 6507. ; the
residence called “ The Elms," f., 1,2007.—By Site, Sen, Sf

Carden : 1 to 7, Queen's-ct., Hackney, c., 3207.
; 93, Well-

st., c., r. 507., 4407.—By Bards Bradly : the lease of
22, Warwick-st., Regent’s-st., u t. 4 yrs., 1007.—By
W'a7fo>i cfc Lee: “Nether Walstead Farm," Hayward's
Heatli, 93a. 3r. 20p ,

f., 3,7007.

July 7. — By Cockett ds Henderson: “The Manor
House,’’ Wanscead, and la. Ir. 3Sp.. f., 1.0507.- By
Debenham, Tewson <t- Co.

:

“ Marrowells," Walton-on-
Thames, and 12^ acres, f., 0,0007.

; 16 and 17, Worm
wood-st.. City of London, f., r. 1807., 6,1507.; f g.r. ol

467., Upper Thames-st., Peters-hill, reversion in 60 jrs.,
1,2207.; 18, Goodman’s-yd., Minorles, f, 1,0007 ; two
plots of f. woodland, Brasted, Kent, la 3r. 31p., 2507.

;

13 and 16, Munater-rd., B'ulham, u.t. 89 yrs., g r. 177., r.

667., 4807.—By Newbon iv Co. : 12 to 18 (even) King
Henry-st., Ball's Pond, f., 8607.

; 1, Cbristcburch-id.i
Crouch End., u.t. 70 yrs., g r. 127., r. 907., 1,0007.

; 48,
Elwood-st., Highbury, f

,
r. 267 , 2807. ; 29, Myrtle-st., f.,

2007. ; 46, Durham-rd., Holloway, f., r. 207 , 3167.
;
f.g.r.

of 47., Durham-rd., reversion in 01 yrs., 1C07.
j

53 aud 65, Alsen-rd., u t. 69 yrs, g.r. 77. lOs., 2507
;

1, Middlesex-st.. u.t. 69 yrs., g.r. 27. 10a., 1007. ; 85 and 87,
Duncorabe-rd., Hornsey, f, 6767. ; 63, Scholefleld-rd., f,,

2757. ; 103, Ramsden-rd., Balham, f., r. 637., 9007,; 1, Elms-
worth-villas, Kew-gardens, u.t. 86 yrs., g.r. 67 5s., 3357 —
By D. Watneydi Sons : “ Tae British and Foreign Wharf,”
East Smithfield, f., area 7,760 ft., and jetty, r. 2,6127. 2s.,

32,0007.
;
11

,
Burr-st., f., r. 367., 6507-; f.g.r. of 467. 48.,

Victoria Dock, West Ham, reversion in SO yrs., 9107.

;

f.g.r. of 497. 16s., Cundy-rd., ditto 80 yrs., 9767.—By
Brxant (j' Son: No. 44, Claphani-rd., and stabling, f.,

r. 717., 0657.
; 1, St. Agnes'-villas, Kennington, u.c. 70

yrs., g.r. 107 ,
r. 5S7., 6u07.—By Sttwwon <.)- Sons ; 30 to 44

(even), Elosendale-rd., Dulwich, f., 2 1607.
;
73 and 75,

Roscndale-rd., f., 6767.; f.g.r. of 197. 10s., Park-rd.,
reversion in 41 yrs., 6057. ; 9 and 10, Cxbridge-villas, f,,

r. 607., 6607. ;
“Nortbview,” Paget-rd., f., r. 387., 3707 ;

“Ellevue," !., r. 367., 3757.

July 8.—By Harman Bros. : 29, Norfolk-rd., Dalstor.
u.t. 69 yrs., g.r. 57. lOs., r. 347., 2807.—By lFa7iter d
Runtz : No. 1, Finsbury-pk.-rd., u.t. 74 yrs., g.r. 67. Gs.

3907 —By Norton, Trist, de Gilbert: 64, Lewisham-rd.!
Catford, 1, 3007.; “The Plough and Harrow" beer
house, f., r. 507., 1,0207 ; 70 and 72, Lewisham-rd., f

, r.

727., 1,2507. ; a plot of freehold land, 5007. ; 76 and
Lewisham-rd.

;
and four cottages u.t. 66 yrs.,

477. 10s., 6107.

lCo7itraction3 used in these 7isf9.—F.g.r. for freehold
ground-rent; l.gr. for leasehold ground-rent

;
i.g.r. for

improved CTcund-rent
; g r. for ground-rent

; r. for rent

;

f. for freehold
; c. for copyhold : 1. for leasehold

; e.r.

for estimated rental
; u.t. for unexplred term

;
p.a for

per annum
;
yrs. for years ; st. for street ; rd, for road

;

sq. for square
;

pi. for place
; ter. for terrace

;
cres. for

crescent
; yd. for yard, &c.]

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
TIMBSE.

Sreecbeart, B.O.
ton 9/0/0 0,0 0

Teak. B.L.. load 9/10/0 16/0/0
8etiuola.U.8.ft.cn. 2/8 3/0

Anh, Canada load IHO/O
Birch, do 8/B/O

Bhu, do 8/10/0
l ir. Dantalc, So. 1/10/0
Oak, do 8/0/0

Canada 6/10/0
Pine, Canada red 2/10/0

Do, yellow .... 8/10/0
Lath.D'nteic.fath 6/0/0

Bt. Petersburg 6/0/8
Deals, Finland
2nd A Ut ltd 100 7/10/8
Do, 4th4 8rd.. 7/0/0

Do, Riga 6d0/8
Bt. Petersburg,
Ut yellow ..10/10/8 14/10/0

Do. 2nd yellow 8/0/0 9/10/0
Do. white 7/10/0 lO/O/O

Bwedieh 7/0/0 16a0/0
White Bea.... 8/0/0 l7,'0/0

Canada.Plnelst 20/0/0
—

Do, do. 2ud.... 14/10/0
Do, do. Srd. Ac. 8/0/0

Do. Spruce. 1st BAO/0
Do. do. Srd A
2nd 6/18/0 8/0/0

New Brunswick 7/0/0 7/10/0

Battens, allklndi 8A0/0 16/10/0
Flooring Boards,

sq., 1 In. prep.
Ut 0/8/0 0A3 6
Do. 2nd 0/7/0 0AO'O
Other quaUtie* 0/3 0 080

Cedar, Cuba ..It. /3i IH
Honduras, Ac. /S4 /4

Mahogany, Cuba.
St. Duniingo,

cargo av
Mexican do. do
Tobaeco do. do
Honduras do..

Box, Turkey ton
Rose, Rio
Bahia ..... ..

Satin, 8t. Do-
mingo .. ....ft.

4/0/0

4/10/0
4/15/0

SAO/O
6/5/0

7/0/0

8/10/0

6/0/0

8/0/0

7/0/B

9,10 0
8/0/0

8/0/9

26/0/0

18/0/0
10/0/0
11/0/8

Hk
H

4/0/0

10/0/0

8/0/0

/6l

13/0/0

90/0/0
lB/O/0

TIMBER (emHnued).
Battn, Porto Rico 0/0/8 OA/ff
Wolnut-Italian.. 0/O/g| g/o/y

MHTALB.
lBOF-Plg,InScot.
l*Dd ton 2A/4
Bar. Welsh, in
London 5,17/s

?l'4i

6/0/0

BAO/0

8A6/a

Pipe .

Do. do. at works
In Wales 6/7/8

Do. StafTordshije,
In London .... 3/5/0

OoFFSB —British,
cake and ingot 47/0/0 48/0/0
Best selected . . 40/0/0 49 10/0
flhwU, strong.. 68/0/0 67/0/0
Chill, bars ....44'10 0 44 17,0

VttMwMsTAUb. 0/0/Bi omit

Spanish.... ton 10/10/0 lOAi't.'
English, com,
brands 10A2 6 10/17/6
Sheet, English.

'

81be. persq. ft,

vards.. 12/0/0 0/0/8
12/10/0 0/0/0

<. 1 » — English

Vit!L.e--M^„““^®'“
98/8 0 B/0/8

Tik—

S

tmlts fiS'OO 9SAy
Australian.... 9S/0/0 98 6 0
EngUsh Ingot*. 101/0/0 101 10/0

OILS.

Linseed ton 18A0 0 18 l.VO
Cocoanut, Cochin 24A5/0 25/0/0
Do. Ceylon 22/0/0 0 0 0
Palm, Lagoe .... 92/5/0 22/10/0
Rapeseed, EngUsh

pele 24/1.5/0 2\0/0
Do. brown 23.'0/0 6,0/0
Cottonseed ret.. 19/7/0 0,0'0
Oleine 21/10/0 22(10^
Lubricating. U.8. 4/0/0 6/0/0
Do. refined 6 10/0 12/0/9
Tan— Stockholm

bsjTsl OAB/0 O/O.'D
Archangel 0A2/6 0/0/0

TENDERS.
[Communications for insertion under this heading

should be addressed to “ The Editor," and must reach
us 7io{ later than 12 7ioo7i on Thursdays.]

BARNET.—Fcr alterations and additions to Barnet Town Hall.
Mr. J. White, architect. Barnet :

—

iott £:«5a
I

Hough'on A Sjii £293‘
ew 328 Allen A Sou <>18

Hugbei 297
I

BARRY (near [Cardiff).—Accepted for the erection of fire tUIp,
residences, ami two cuttiges, Porthkerry-road, Bariy. Mr. \V. H.
Watling. architect, Council-cliamlwra, Newport

ifiikine A Arnold, Barry £2,865 0 0

BRIOHTON.—For fhe erection of public elementary schools.
Stanfutd-niad, niigliton, for the Brightou and Prest.n School

Iti. rhip-'tree'. Brighton.
, 10, New

,
Strand, W.C,, joint nrehi-

(1 Kent BoildlDg Co.
P. Freeniau

Holloway Bros
Killliy 4: Osyford
King

JuUnsc

£14. -^00
I

Stimpson A Co £13.37tr
i;l,090 Chappell 13 132
13,814 Taylur
11,784

I
1.01‘gUy A Co 12,641

i:i 89-‘) Taylur Bros
. Hustings*.. 12 207

13.606 • Accepted.
i Co 13,632

I

BROMLEY (Kent) —For the erectif'n of a house in Orchard-road,
for Mr. Thus. Benuett. Meesrs, Gibson A Buscell, architects. 11.
litile Queen-street, Westuiinster :

—

& H. F. Higgs £1,76.3 I Mu'ridge £1,593

T. D. G/aty 2,60u
|
Robertson .

,

CARDIFF—For cooeertirg three house., Noe. 210, 212, and 214
1.1— Csnlifr, into shops and dwelllug-houBes, for the*' ‘ "

.
W. H. Watling. architect.... Property It.

Council-chambers, Newport;

—

J. Hopkins £2!

C. Lock 1)

E. Rlcbatda r

I W. Price figy
E. W. Asnley. Cow-brldge-

1
road. Cardiff (accepted/ .. 159

CHISLF.nURST.
urot, for the Recel ..

.Tohu Butler, Architect, New SootUuU Yard.
W. H. Thurgood
Graham A Co £3,980

|
Gardenr

e erection of a police statron at ChUIe-
tlie Metropolit.n Police District. 6{r.

Quantities by Mr.

Naylor ASou,. 3,887 I Hart Bros..

'allis

Higgs A Hill 3.684
Chappell 3,670
Groves 3,657

’40
I
Lathey Bros, . ..

' A card
Wiltshire, junr.

CROSSNESS (Kent).—For the erection of a school building at the
Cro.ssness Sewage Pumping Station, for the London County
Council;

—

W. Webster £2.748 1 The Co-operative Builders £2.800
Xlrk A F.oudall 2,807

1

hool for boys.
Hartford, Kent. Mr. Fredk. A. Wal'ers, P.S.A.. architect 4 Greit
Queen-street, Westmluster. Quantities by Mr. John B. Loftine 4
Rroiif cvi,— a ur .

»’ •

t Queeu-l
Is A Sous

Peter Cook .

A Sons

£1.400
I

Longley A Co £1,240
1.370

I

Gregory A Co 1,157
],32u

I
Ja«. Buckle 1,050

Dibble, architect, Dorking;—
W. J. Wells £l,6fl-
" B. Potter 1,40

HOLNS (Devon).—Accepted for erecting farm buildings at Yonder-
St'-keFarin, in the parish ol Holue, Devon. Jlr. W. M. Tulllt
architect, Totiies. Devon ’

J. H. Foaden, Ashburton £257 16 0

LIS8 (Hants).—Accepted for warinlDg the new church at Lise
Hants, Sir Arthur Blomfield A Sous, architects:—

'

John Grundy £120 0 0

LONDON.—Accepted for decorations to drawing-room at 134'
Weatbou rue-terrace for Mr. .T. Zosseuhelro :

Greatorex A Co., Limited £156'

LONDON.—Accepted for sundry improvement', new stable-
fittings, Ac., for Mr. 8. J. Parker, at his sUbles, Suseex-mews
West • s ».

Greatorex A Co . Limited
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LONDON.—For erecting new lectnrc-hftU »nil nlttmtioiis to Park
Chapel, Crouch End, ]f. Mr. Alfred Conder, architect. Palace-
chambors. 3, Bridge-street. Weatmineter. Quantities by Mr. E. J.
Paioe. F.0.I., of 11, Ore^t James-street, Bedfonl-ruw ;

—

New AlterAtluna
Hall. to Chapel.

.. £4,530 £1,040 .

Total.

J. Grover & Son ...

Dove Bros
Wagstntf^Son ...

G. S. 8. WUliams 4
4,583 383

s,ei5
5,50

LONDON.-Acceoted forsar
ment.s to Hospital Premises,
N.Vr'., for Hiss Davidson :

—

Urentorei 4 Co.. Limited £1,342

LONDON.—Accepted for decorati'

Hamjwtend, for Mr, 8. Flatau
Oreaturex 4 Co., LiiniteJ

work nt Cliislelt-road, West

LONDON.—For the ere

•mondscy. for the Ousrdi
Messrs. Newman 4 Newuiati. archi'eets, 31. Tooley-street, lA)Ddon
Bridge. Quantities by Mr. W. T. Farthing
J. Bentley £2,837 0 I H. Faulkner £2,403 0
M. Coxhoad 2X77 0 I

J. 0. Richardson 2.400 0
W. 4H. Cnstle ?.iil9 0 T, Hull 2,3.53 33
A. Kellett 2,1306 0 Coulsell Bros o.im 0
J. Bullers 2.585 0 I Balaam Bros.* 2.279 0
W. Wells 2.5S2 0l ’Accepted.

LONDON.—Acceptcl for reoairs, Ac., at the United St. Savi
Almshoiufs, Hainllton.road,;Norwocd. Mr, H. Hardwlcke Lang
sirchltect, !'. Great James-street. Btdfoni-tow. Loudon ;

—

Chas. Dowd. Croydni £494 0

Tbe Climax Van

II

Jones 4 Willis .

.

^pted f

s. Marii

David Prosser. Clinrlotte-atrc'

LONDON.

he, Hanes :

—

Messrs. Savill

: shops. Nos, 61 to 61, Hlgh-strest,
the Vernon Investment Association,
Miirlln, srchltects, Deere Hou«e,
Quantities by Mr. E, J, Sadgrove, 22,

(Full list give it week,]

LONDON.—For the re-erection of the •' Flying Horse" public-
house, No. 6, Oxford-street, and the property adjoiniug, comprising
No. 4, Oxford-str-et. and Nos. 13, 11, 12, and 13, Horier'e-court,
Tottenliam-court-road, W., for Jies^rs. H, & R, Baker. Messre.
Sarflle A Martiu, architec's, Dnerc-huuae. Arundel-street, Btrand,
W.C. Quantities by Mr. K. J. Sadgrove, 22, Surrey-street, Strand,

Kirk A Randall (accepted! £12,120
[Full list glvea last week.]

NV. Smith
F. A H. Higgs

warehouse, Clapham-road. for Messrs,
rui'on. architect. Quantities supplied
£1,800

I

Burmah & Sous £1.688
1.751 ,1. Hfxiper l.Kil

1.720 Holliday A Qreeuwoi
1,711

I
Archer 1,375

NEW SWINDON.— F-ir the erection of new Suiidav-achocls in
connexion with St. Mark's I hurch. Mr. Walter Whiueop. archi-
tect. 44, Norcott-ro«<l. Stoke Newiuglon, N. Quantities by Mr, W.
Courtney Fagg. 20, Eastbimk, SLamford-hlll, N. :—
Hall £4,379 8 I Re-ks £4.000 0
Williams 4.13.5 14 Martin A Co. 3 037 0
Wiltshire 4,050 0

NEWPORT (Jlon.l.—For the erection of a blcck of offii

Toad, Newport. JIjn., fur .Mr. H. J. Pamall, J P ^
Watllug, architect. Council-chambers. Newport, Mon. Quantities
hy Mr. J. D. Whit.ker, Newp.rt. Jlon. :—
.T. Wilkins £860 0 I .1, Francis 4 Son £707 Q
J. Linton 850 0 Charles Lock. Caerleon-
E. Richards 850 0 road, Newport* 735 10
W. Blackburn 824 0 j

• Accepted.

NEWPORT (Mon.l—For the erection of mrtal stamping works
Marshea-Toail, Newiiort, -Mon., fur Messrs. A. Davies 4 Co. flfr. W
H. Watling, archi-eci, Couucil-chambers, Newiairl. Quantities
by Mr. J. D. Whltakir, surve> or, N- wport ;

Johusou Bros £1,029
j

Win. Price £975
J. Linton BOO J. Sharera

. 85*
J. WUkius 974

J

Chirles Lock.Caerleoii-road.
B. Rlcliards 940 Newport* 850
J. Francis 4 Sou 920

I ’Accepted

BEDDITCH (Worces'er).—Fur house and stabling, for the Rev.
<;8non Newtou, nt Ileldith Mr, Temple L. Moore, architect
4Junatities l.y Mr, John B. L-iftmg, 4. Great Queen-street. West-
tiiliister, S.W. ;

—

E. Giles £10.249 I Huius ASong £8,700
R. Thompson 9,997 Barnsley A Sons 8,580
JohnBoweu 9.716 I Bmallwond 4 Co. 8,500
James Smith A Sons .... 9,3.57 I Paniell A Sons 8,4-51
HenryLovatt 9,201

[

Jas, Loiigley A Co 8,395
Sapeote 4 Sous 8,777

I

ST. LEONABD'S-ON-SEA.—For additions to carpet-hsating war*
house at St. Lconard's^m-Sen, fur Messrs. Gaze A Son, Messri
Klworthy A Sou, architects, St. Leonard's;—
iloon A Garner £497 18 0 I Taylor Bros £179 0
H. K. Crutteiiden 0 0 Whillier 400 11
D. Snow 486 0 0 White* 443 0
LiaildgeACruttanden 433 11 6| Accepted.

ST. LEONARD3-ON-SEa.—For oreotlng detached residence on the
Fllsham listate. 5ie.asra. Elworthy .4 Sou. architects :

—

H. White £1,575
| Taylor Bros £1,250

... 1,391
1
BldridgeACrutteudeu* .. 1,228

• Accepted.

2. Cruttcu

SUNDERLAND.-—For the erection of new schools (St. Colnmha),
Southwick, -Mr. Frank Caws, irchitect, 22, Fawcett-street, Suiider-

W. Davison £5..317 12 6 I T. P. Shaftoe £4,349 0 0
J.W. White 4,825 U 0 I D. A J, Ranken, Sun-
G.H. Hodgson 4,558 0 0| derlaud (accepted) 4,360 0 0

».4l‘i 7 elW.B. Cooper 4.233 18 U, Armitage
.

•TONBRIDGE (Kent).—For three 12-ft. wells, for the Tonbridge
Waterworks Company, Ltd. :—
T. W. Newton Craw- I Richd. D. Batchelor. £310 8 -3

,‘'’'‘1 £909 16 0 ! I Edward Pnnuett.... 285 0 0
vVui. Hickman $47 4 6 I Coos. Ford 232 2 6
S. F. Baker 4 Son .. 653 10 0

|
Q. J. Jones ISO 5 3!

rook. Holme Ashbnrt

VENTNOR (I.W.).—For the erection of a b.all room and a library
.t “Eiiii Grove." Ventnor, for Mr. Lionel A. Olive. Mr. John O.

architect, Ventnor. Quanfites supplied :—
* .Sons* £875 0. £932 1'
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HE “ Royal and

Collegiate Chapel

of Our Lady and

St. Stephen with-

in our Palace at

Westminster ” is so

frequently referred

to in documents

dating from the

reign of Edward I.

that all who are

interested in Mediteval architecture must feel

some desire to know what kind of structure

it was which received so much care and

attention at the hands of so many of our

English kings. Fortunately, the documentary

evidence concerning the building and decora-

tion of this chapel is very voluminous and

interesting. In the Public Record Office,

under the “ Q. R. Rolls Ancient Miscellanea,”

bundles 870 to 873, will be found a number
of accounts dating from the nineteenth year

of Edward I. to the thirty-fifth of Edward III.,

including the rolls of Robert de Hillum'^ and

"Walter de Weston. These rolls are the

accounts for work done in connexiou with

St. Stephen’s Chapel, Westminster, and the

Palace within the Tower of London. They
are, for the most part, fragmentary, and do not

appear to include the ’W’hole series which has

been referred to by Smith, Topham, and
Brayley; but the mass of evidence, taken

together, is highly interesting, as it not only

gives a great insight into the manner in

which this most remarkable edifice was
erected, but also shows what wages were
earned by the various craftsmen in the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, and
perhaps, what is even more remarkable, pre-

serves the names of English painters whose
very existence seems to have escaped observa-

tion. These documents will for the most
part be found published and translated in

Smith's “History of Westminster,” 1807;
Brayley’s “ Ancient Palace of Westminster,”

1836 ;
“ an Account of St. Stephen’s Chapel ”

published by the Society of Antiquaries in

1795, and an additional series of plates and
descriptions published by the same society in

* Or HilL
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1805. There are also documents relating to

the establishment of the collegiate foundation

given at length in “Dodsworth’s and

Dugdale’s Jlonasticon,” 1655. Now although

this mass of evidence and material is very

extensive, yet it is by no means easy to piece

it together, and draw from it correct deduc-

tions as to exactly what was done by these

various sovereigns
;
but we shall attempt,

by comparing the various accounts to

which we have referred, to get at something

like a connected narrative of the works

executed at St. Stephen’s Chapel during the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.

There can be no doubt that St. Edward the

Confessor erected a chapel or oratory of some

kind within his palace at Westminster, and

this seems to have been rebuilt by King

Stephen, who either re-dedicated it to his

patron saint, or added his name to that of the

original dedication.
,
During the reign of

Edward I., however, the building was iiijured

by fire, and in the year 1292, King Edward I.

commenced either the rebuilding or restora-

tion. Now all the three modern works to

which we have previously alluded are in

thorough disagreement. Smith says “ that

Edward I. simply restored and decorated

King Stephen’s Chapel
;

” but Sir John

Englefield and other writers, in the publica-

tions of the Society of Antiquaries, give it as

their opinion that Edward I. entirely rebuilt

the chapel, which was again injured by fire in

1298, and was not restored until the time

of Edward III. Brayley, however, takes

another view; he says that Edward I.

rebuilt the church entirely, but that the work

was completely destroyed by the fire in 1298,

and that its rebuilding was commenced by

Edward II., and in support of his view he

quotes a roll which he says distinctly relates

to the foundation of the chapel being laid in

the year 1292, and a number of most interest-

ing documents, which prove beyond doubt

that Edward 1. was carrying out important

works in connexion with the chapel. But
there is this very great difficulty about the

matter: if Edward I. commenced building

the chapel, as the document informs us, “ in

the month of April in the twentieth year of

his reign (1292),” how is it that we find that

on November 10 of the same year, the

painters and decorators were called in ?

EftDitary ami Eogineeriiig Mows

SUlned G1»M and Decoration ..

Foreign end Colonial •

Mlacelianeoiia

CnpitAl and Labour

Heetlnga

Recent Fatenta

Some Recent Balea of Property.

.

Surely in the space of seven months the

chapel could not have advanced far enough

for its walls to be painted.

The roll to which Brayley refers is entitled

“ Michaelis de Cantuaria,” and is in bundle

870 under the nineteenth year of the reign of

Edward i., and is referred to as “ Primus

Rotulus de Operationibus primo factis pro

Capella Beat! Stephaui iu Palatio West-

monasterio,” and also as “ Rotulus de Misis

et Expensis factis Circa Fundamentum

Capellre Regis in suo Palatio apud West-

monasterium per Manus Magistri Michaelis

de Cantuaria Cemeutarij. . . . Vicesimo

Octavo de Mensis Aprilis anno Regni Regis

Edwardi, filij Regis Ileurici.” There can be

no doubt whatever, from the wording of this

roll, that Edward I. commenced the entire

rebuilding of the chapel in the nineteenth or

twentieth year of his reign, that is 1292, and

we can only suppose that the painters were

employed upon some adjunct to the chapel

—

possibly the “Oratory of Our Lady of the

Pew,” which had been previously rebuilt.

The series of accounts relating to the reign

of Edward I. are given at considerable length

by Smith, and they extend from the nine-

teenth to the twenty-second year of that

King’s reign. From themwelearuthat Master

Michael, the aparator or foreman, was paid

.Ss.fid. a week, that other masons were paid for

five days, 23. Id. each
;
but that some, for five

days, received only Is. 8d. each. Jacob

Lenesham, the chief smith, had os.
;
the car-

penters seem to have received about S^d.

each. Of the painters employed, Master

Walter, who seems to have been the prin-

cipal of them, received 7s. a week, but John

of Soniugdon, Roger of Winchester, and

Roger of Carlysle, received 23. 6d. each,

whereas Thomas, sou of the master
(
2 .e.,

Master Walter); William of Ross, William

of Oxford, Matthew of Worcester, Godfrey

of Norfolk, received each Is. lOM. for five

days. There were, however, two Italians,

Andrea and Giletto, who received 8s. for six

days, so it is evident that the foreigner did

not undersell the Englishman in those times.

A very interesting thing about this painting

is that it was executed with oil, as we find

over and over again charges for “ one pottle

of oil, od.,” also varnish, “lib., 3id.”; 8 1b.

of white lead. Is. 2d.’’ Four hundred of gold
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(evidently gold leaf) is charged 138. 4d. Four
hundred of silver, ils.

Smith says that “ the chapel, as thus rebuilt
and decorated by Edward I., seems to have
remained until the beginning of the reign of
Edward III., whoj with a view of rendering
it more splendid, rather than because it re-

quired repair, pulled it down and erected it

upon a much larger scale.” Although he is

borne out in this statement by Stowe and
other.'', yet it does not appear to be correct.

e know from Matthew of Westminster
that in the year 1298 a great fire broke
out in the smaller hall at the Palace of

Westminster, which destroyed the palace
and part of the Abbey, and, in the charter
given by Edward HI. for the foundation of
a college of priests attached to St. Stephen’s
chapel, he says :

“ Capellam quandam spatio-
sam, in pallatio nostro apud Westmonasterium
situatam, in honorem beati Stephani protbo-
matiris, per progenitores nostros nobiliter in-
choatem, nostris sumptibus, regiis, fecimus
consummari.” (“Flores llistoriarum Londini,"
lb70, p. 411.) From this it is quite evident
that Edward L, who was, of course, included
in “ progenitores nostros,” did not compltU
the chapel, also, that Edward III. did
not entirely rebuild it, but “ caused it

to be completed, at our expense.” There is

also another matter which must he taken into
consideration, viz., that, from the rolls existing
at the liecord Office, we find work was being
carried out at the chapel from the first to the
seventh year of Edward II,, and in the last
year of tbat_ King’s reign, charges are made
for cutting timber in the forest of Tonbridge,
“ pro Capella llegis Westm.” In the fourth
year of Edward III., the works of the chapel
were evidently resumed on a very large and
important scale, as we see from the roll of
Robert de Hill.

_Now,_we suggest that the whole of these
difficulties can be explained by a reference to
the chapel itself. Of course, it was to a
great extent destroyed by the fire in 1834, but
the crypt escaped, though in a very mutilated
condition.* One thing, however, could be
seen in connexion with it, and that was that
the work was of two distinct dates. The
great solid piers supporting the vaulting
looked like Edward I.’s work (1292), but the
vaulting which they support has lierne ribs,
and the tracery of the windows ogee cusping.
We are inclined to think that these latter
features date from the reign of Edward IL,
and are the works referred to as being exe-
cuted by that monarch. In the last year of
Edward II. ’s reign, as we have previously
pointed out, timber was being cut for the
chapel iu the forest of Tonbridge, and if we
turn to the roll of Robert de Hill, we shall
find that this timber was used for the
scaffolding for erecting the upper chapel.
But before considering this point, we must

take notice of the first mention which we
find in the rolls of Edward HI.'s operations
at St. Stephens. ‘'Fourth year of the reign
of Edward HI. (1330), May 27. To Master
Thomas, the mason, coming first to West-
minster, and beginning there upon the Kew
Chapel of St. Stephen, ‘et intrasura super
moldas operanti,’ for his wages for six days,
by^ order of the lord treasurer and council^
63.” I’robahly we may regard Master Thomas,
or, as he is sometimes called, “ Master Thomas
of Canterbury," as the architect, and, through-
out all the accounts in which his name is

mentioned, we find that he received Is. a day
wages. “Intrasura siip^r moldas operanti'”
is supposed to mean working upou the models
ill the Treasury. On June 5, 400 stones from
Caen are bought at 4/. per 100, and 300 stones,
called “ quoins ” or “coyus.” .fuly 15, “To
Robert Leclerk and three scaffold - makers,
for erecting a scaffold at the east end
of the chapel,” ^c., for five days at
d^d. a clay, 49. 44d. It is certainly
strange to read that a scaffold - maker
was paid more than a quarter the allowance
of au architect ! On the same day, we find
the following entries:—“To six masons for
five days, at 54d. per day, 13s. 9d. To Walter

• This crypt has tiince been restored and
a-s B cli»Del for the House of Commous.

serves

Penny, marble merchant, for six days, at o^d.
per day, 2s. 9d.” On July 23, we find more
scaffold makers employed and more marble
masons, aud very extensive scaffold works
being erected at the east end of the chapel.
From the fact that the workmen and the
scaffolding make their appearance at the same
time, it is quite evident that the upper chapel
is in progress, and it should be noted that we
find no charges here, as we do in the accounts
of Edward I.'s time, for work on foundations.
Marble masons being mentioned, proves also

that the work was for the upper chapel, as no
marble was used for the crypt.

The principal work for this year seems to
have been on the east gable end, but, on
April 27, 1331, we find twenty-three large
Reigate stones for the “ form pieces ” for the
windows, and, on June 15, 1331, “fifteen
pieces of Reigate stone for “ mold pieces ”

for the upper windows,* nineteen pieces of

Reigate stone for the sides of the chapel

;

July 6, fourteen pieces of stone called “form
pieces” for the windows; aud, on July 20,
“one hundredweight of lime for the great
window of east gable,” and so the accounts
run on to 1341. From the fifth to the
fourteenth year of Edward IIL, Walter de
Weston was clerk of the works, and at the
Record Office his account is still preserved.
By the 17th of Edward HI. the work seems
to have progressed considerably, as we find
charges for covering up the tabernacles with
boards. By the 2l8t of Edward HI., 1347,
we find the carpenters were at work upon the
ceiling, and the accounts of this are very
interesting because they set at rest a question
which has been very much disputed amongst
antiquaries, some insisting that St. Stephen’s
had a stone vault. Mr. Lee, in an imagi-
nary restoration of the chapel made about
70 years back, represents it with an open
timber roof of impossible construction.

t

But let us see what the accounts tell us. On
May 19, 1347, we find John Fulbourn, Thomas
Sell, with eighteen other carpenters working
on the “ Vesura.”! On October 16 there are
sixteen cari>enter8 'V}ov]i\T\^ super stapulaiionem
vossitroi. (Smith and Brayley both give this
word as “ stapulationem,” which really has
no meaning at all, but we believe the word
to be a mistake for “scalpulationem,” which
would make the sentence read in English
“ working upon the carving of the vaulting.”)
On October 27 there are twenty-three car-
penters working upon the vosura, and two
carpenters’ apprentices, carving “ bosses,” also
large sums of money expended upon “fish
sounds for making glue ” for the carpenters.
Now, there can be no doubt from this that
the roof was a wooden barrel-vault, but it

appears to have had bosses and ribs, i)ecause
in the 19th of Edward HI. we find “29
courbes for strengthening the arches and key-
stones of the vensura (vosura).” Although
it was evidently a ribbed vault, it could not
have possessed groins or cross vaults, as
all the existing drawings show a cornice
over the windows, surmounted by a pierced
parapet which was unbroken from end to end,
and there were neither vaulting shafts nor
springers of any kind. In the twenty-fifth
vearof Edward III., 1351, we find William
Padryngton at work upon the statues for the
chapel. We read as follows :—“ To William
Padringtou for one large stone bought at
Dunstable lOs. For two stones to make
images of sergeants at arms, 10s. For two
images made for the chapel by agreement
. ... to receive by task work for each 4
marks Ijl. 69. Sd.” “For making twenty angels
to stand in the tabernacles, 63. 8d. for each
image.” “ For making a certain image called
John le Wayte of stone found by himself, by
taskwork,!/. 63. 8d.” “For making three
kings to stand in the tabernacles of the chapel,
of the king's stone by task work '21. 13s. 4d.
for each image

;
8/.” The tabernacles

mentioned in these accounts are the great
niches between the windows, which had two
rows of statues within them. The upper

* “Form pieces" we take to mean tracery, and
“ mould pieces," the arches nod jambs of the windows,

t Sf-e his drawings in the Architectural Museum.
X This word is spelt in various ways,— “vossura,”

“vesura," “vousura, " &c. It means vaulting.

tier consisting of small angels and the lower
of large statues of kings. We also find that
on November 14, 1351, a certain “Lodge”
was new made for making the stalls for the
chapel, aud we find accounts for “ two
sawyers sawing timber for the stalls five days,
5d. per day each.” To Richard Wilton
“ apparil ” or foreman, working on the stalls

six days, for his weekly wages Ss. Gd.” “ Five
carpenters at Gd. each per day.” “ 1,000 great
spikyng”* for “the planks of tha stalls.’'’

There are a number of other accounts, such
as sawing timber for the finials of stalls, &c.
And now comes a question which baa

puzzled all writers upon St. Stephen’s Chapel,
and it is this,—Where were the stalla

placed ? It is quite evident that they could
not have stood against the walla of the
chapel, because the great double basement
table, surmounted by the beautiful wall
arcading which is so magnificent a feature of
the interior of this chapel, passed completely
round the building, except where broken by
the doorways. We think there can be little

doubt that the stalla stood some 6 ft. or 6 ft^

away from the walls, leaving a passage clear

on either side, and that they were backed up
by stone screens, as we see in the Cathedral
of Alby, and many other churches in the
south of France and in Spain.
We know also for certain that there was a

rood-screen iu the chapel, because it is

mentioned in the will of Henry VI., who
leaves instructions that the rood-screen and
stalls of Eton Chapel should be made in the

same manner and form as those in St.

Stephen’s Chapel (see letter by John Cranch.
in Smith’s work).
Here is a curious entry from the roll of

Walter de Weston :
“ Several pieces of Caen

stone wrought for the columns and corail of
the said chapel, which lie in the east end of
the chapel.” In Du Cange’s Glossary, the-

word “Corallum” signifies the “inner part

of anything which is enclosed within some-
thing else,—the intestines, for instance,—or a

space enclosed within another.” This seems
to point to the fact that the Ritual choir of

St. Stephen’s was enclosed within screens,

standing free of the walls all round, and
several of the accounts go to strengthen this,

view. Thus :
“ To John Brothers for one

shipload of chalk for the repair of the wall
behind the stalls.” “ To Master Edmund
Canon,—master stonecutter, working on the-

stalls * * * 364 days, at Is. Gd. per day, from
the 5th day of June,—31st Edward III.”

Now, as Edmund Canon is mentioned
as “ master stonecutter,” there can be no
doubt that his work was executed irr

that material, and we would call attention to-

the very high wages which he received, Is. Gd.
per day, half as much again as the architect,

so that, undoubtedly these stone screens,

which are sometimes referred to as “ rere-

doses,” were of an extremely elaborate nature.t

The only charge that we can find in the
accounts which could refer to the rood-screen
is as follows :

—“ 26th Edward HI., four pairs
of capitals and basses bought for the ambos
of the chapel.” The word “ ambos ” is cer-

tainly not used here to signify a pulpit. This
rood-screen must have had two altars against
it, because William Prestwick directs by his
will that mass should be said for him “ at

one of the two altars in the nave of tli&

chapel.”

With regard to the suggested treatment of

the choir at St. Stephen’s, it should be
pointed out that the chapel was very wide,

—

32 ft. from wall to wall,—and that the sub-
structure of the crypt was sufficiently solid to
support the superimposed weight of stalls,

screens, &;c. The responds in the eastern por-
tions of the crypt had a most unusual amount
of projection,—nearly 6 ft. from the wall

;

and there was no corresponding projection of
any kind in the upper chapel. The vaulting
is also very ponderous, as if constructed for
the purpose of supporting a great weight

;

whereas, if the choir had not been arranged

• Probably long nails or pegs.
t Probably Edmund CanoQ also designed these-

screens, which would account for the high wages he re-
ceived.
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as suggested, there would have been abso-
lutely nothing to support, except the floor of
the chapel, which might, as is the pase at Ely
Chapel, Holbom, have been supported upon
beams of timber. Another doubtful point is

the tracery of the windows. Although this
was in existence when Hollar made his views
(which, by the way, are very inaccurate),
yet, when Wren restored the building as
shown in the views given by Maitland, Mal-
colm, and others, every vestige of tracery
had disappeared. With every respect for Sir
Christopher Wren, it would be difficult to
conceive anything much more hideous than
the interior of St. Stephen's Chapel, as
arranged by him for the use of the House of
Commons. A flat plaster coiling cut the
building at the springing of the window
arches. The windows themselves were
blocked up, and square holes quite devoid of
design, fitted with great sashes, were substi-
tuted. The great east window was also
blocked up, and round-headed lights substi-
tuted. The western portion of the chapel
was converted into a lobby, with rooms above
it. Every portion of the ancient work was
most carefully excluded from view by lath
and plaster partitions, brick work, boarding,
and panelling. In fact, it was not until the
year 1790, when it became necessary to
remove some of Wren’s additions, that the
elaborate and exquisite work concealed behind
them was known to exist. This discovery led
to the publication of Smith’s work, and
Carter’s drawings. The whole arrangement
of the walls and magnificent arcades of the
chapel was brought to light, but Wren had
so_ carefully destroyed every vestige of the
window tracery, that not a particle of it was
discovered either then or at a subsequent
period, and all we can tell is that the side-

windows were divided by mullions into four
lights, that these mullions were adorned with
shafts, and that the lights were blocked about
one-third of their height, the space so
blocked being adorned by a series of wall-
painting, remains of which are still pre-
served in the British Museum, and that the
head of the great east window was trefoil
in shape, though enclosed within a sharp-
pointed arch internally.

It will be seen from this statement that the
tracery of the windows shown in the drawing
(see lithograph) is conjectural, and it is, per-
haps, right to explain why it is treated in
such a different manner to that shown by Mr.
Billings in his drawings for Britton &
Brayley's “ Palace of Westminster ” and Mr.
Lee s restoration at the Architectural
Museum. We know, fortunately, from the
accounts contained in the roll of Ilobert de
Hill, that these windows were commenced
in 1331. Now Mr. Billings shows purely geo-
metric tracery founded upon the east window
at Merton Chapel

;
but the choir of Merton

was certainly completed before the year 1277,.
whereas the windows at St. Stephen’s were-
uot commenced until the year 1331

;
so that

in restoring these windows we should study
contemporary work,—the I.ady Chapel at
Ely, for instance (1321 to 1349), the octagon,
and later portion of the choir of the same-
cathedral (1322 to 1373), or the additions-
made to the cloisters of Westminster Abbey
in the time of Edward III.,—and we shall see,
if we do so, that the tracery must have been
curvilinear, and not geometrical

;
in addition

to which, the beautiful little parapets and
canopies which adorned the walls of the
chapel were all curvilinear. Some fragments
of these are preserved at the British Museum
and at the Architectural Museum in Tufton-
street. Sprandrels of the windows did, it is

true, to a certain extent partake of a
geometrical character. Probably, however,
this was merely^ done to ensure a look of
repose and quietness in this part of the
building, which could not have been obtained
if the space had been filled in with curvi-
linear traceries. The magnificent canopies
between the windows, and the beautiful series
of canopied niches forming the wall arcade,
remind one strongly of similar features in the
Lady Chapel at Ely. In 1361 the stained
glass was commenced. The principal artiste

a
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appear to have been Master John de Chester,

whose wages were “s. a week, and John
Athelard, John Lincoln, Simon Lenne, John
Lenton, and Goodman de Lenton, each of

whom received Is. a day. It is distinctly

stated in the accounts that they were em-
ployed in “ drawing images for the windows.”
The other workmen employed received from
7d. to 4d. a day. Some fragments of this

glass were discovered in Smith's time, and are

represented in his work.
The magnificent Chapel of St. Stephen at

Westminster, notwithstanding its superb

carving, marble shafts, and stained-glass

windows, did not completely satisfy the

religious sentiments and artistic aspira-

tions of the age, for in addition to all

these architectural embellishments, a com-
plete scheme of decorative painting was
carried out over the whole building. A good
deal of the work consisted of ornamental

borders, patterns, and rosettes raised in stucco,

which are spoken of as “ pryntes.'' Not only

were these ornaments placed on the stonework,

but even upon the .
marble shafts. They are of

a similar nature to what the Italians call

gesso,” but whether of the same material it

is difficult to say, as this is not stated in any of

the accounts. There can be no doubt whatever
that the paintings executed for St. Stephen’s

Chapel were carried out in oil, as we find

such entries as the following over and over

again :
— ‘‘ For nineteen flagons of painters’ oii,

,

at 3s. 4d. per flagon, 31. 3s. 4d.” “ For l!J lbs.
'

of white-lead, at 4d. per lb., Os. 4d." “For'
lbs. of red-lead, at od. per lb., L- 5s. lOd.” .

*' For 6^ lbs. of white varnish, at 9d. per lb.,

'

4s. 104d.” “For 18 lbs. of red varnish, 4d.

per lb., 63.” Whether the oil and varnish .

were mixed with the colours, or used only in

the priming and as a glaze over the painting,

it is, of course, impossible to say, but a letter

published by Smith from Mr. J. Haslam,
chemist and apothecary to Ikidewell and
Bethlehem Ilospital.s, who analysed the

colours used in the decorations at St.

Stephen’s Chapel, seems to show that the

colours were actually mixed with oil, because
he says :

—

“ In order to examine these colours, I was obliged,
! after having carefully scraped them from the stone,
to employ a quantity of impure jether to dissolve
the varnish which had been laid over them, and
also to separate the oil icitk vhich, ihe colours had
(men preiiared. By this method I was enabled to
procure the colours in a state of purity after they
had subsided to the bottom of the phial. The
supernatant liquor, when decanted and mixed with
water, became immediately turbid, and an. olea-

ginous matter swam on ihe surface.”

This is very interesting, because it shows
that oil-painting was practised in England
long before the days of Jan Van Eyck; in

fact, if we take these entries as throwing
light upon the former series, which date as

far back as the reign of Edward I., it follows
that the art was known in this country about
a century and a half before Vasari says that
Van Eyck “ invented oil-painting.”

The painters employed were evidently of
two distinct classes, picture painters, or figure

painters, and ordinary “ house painters;’’ and
the accounts show also that there were two
distinct scales of charges for the colours used.

^ The head or master painter was Master Hugh
. of St. Albans, who was paid Is. a day

;
he

was, we are told, employed in “drawing out

j

the images ’’ (/.c., figures), painting various
‘images” and the “ordination” of the
images, that is, their arrangement or design.

We find John Cotton and William Maynard
,

received also Is. a day each, and worked upon
the “ images,” and that John ELham, Gilbert

'

Pokerich, and WTlliam Walsingham, were
paid lOd. a day each, and are described as

•‘painting the figures on the walls of the;
chapel.” There was, however, one man, .lohn

Barneby, who received 23. a day, but he
;

appears only to have worked at St. Stephen’s
'

for about six weeks. Possibly he painted
the portraits of the King and Royal family in

the rereclos under the east window, of which
we give illustrations (Fig. 1). Wo know that
William Walsingham was at work upon the

great angels painted in the ^all arcade

;

(Fig. 2), and probably he,

Elham, and Pokerich exe-

cuted that work, and the

figures of the knights on
the responds below the

statues of the kings
;
because

although these are remark-
ably fine, yet from their

being painted in a more con-
ventional style than the
pictures under the side

windows, or those in the

reredos of the east wall, it

is probable that they were
designed by Hugh of St.

Albaus, and executed by
those working under him,
whereas the latter are,

judging from the fragments
remaining at the IBritish

Museum, of far too indi-

vidual a character not to

have each been the work of

one artist; probably Hugh
himself, Cotton, Maynard,
and other eminent painters,

whose names are now for-

gotten, executed them. There
were numerous otherpainters

employed at wages varying
from 9d. to 6d. a day, who
from the work which they
are recorded as doing were
evidently simply decorators

and gilders, and certain men
were paid 4W. per day for
“ grinding and tempering
the colours for the painters,”

fixing on the “ pryntes,”

painting the “lysure ” of the
windows (probably the splays

or jambs).

Just as there were two
distinct scales of wages paid
for the two classes of work-
men, so there were two
distinct scales of charges
for the colours used. The

better colours were enormously expensive,
and could only have been used in small quan-
tities for the pictures. Even for the oils

used we find this to have been the case.
' The following examples taken from a very
long list will suffice :

—

“To Master Hugh for four flagons of oil
! for painting the chapel at Is. Had. per flagon,

7 b. lid.” But elsewhere we read :

—

“ To the same for thirteen flagons of
painters’ oil at 3s. 4d. per flagon, £2. 3.3. 4d.”
Then we find white lead charged 24d. per

lb., and the same at 4id. per lb., and in one
place at Gd. per lb.

“ Vermelon ’’ (vermilion) is charged Is. per
lb,, and again in other places 2s. per lb. The
colours called cynopre and cynople vary still

more. “ Cynope,” or cynople, is charged Ss.

!

per lb., and elsewhere as high as 1/. IO3. per
lb. The colour called “Teynt’’ (probably

I

crimson lake) is charged for at 4s. per lb., but
: elsewhere 3s. 4d. ; red-lead, 6d. to Is. 4d. per
lb.; and “oker” from 6d. for 4 lb. to as

' much as 4d. per lb Verdegris, from lOd. to

Is. 2d. per lb. Even the gold leaf varies

considerably, as we find it charged for at 43.,

48. Gd., and 5s. per hundred, and the cheaper
kind is spoken of as being used for gilding

the tabernacles. Half a pound of “ synopre ”

is in one case charged H. 10s. 6d.
;
that is to

say that this colour cost 31. Is. per lb. in

those days. Cynople is charged 20s. per
lb. Now, if we multiply these by forty we
shall arrive at something like the present
value of these colours. We shall find that
“ synopre ” (we do not know if this is the same
colour as cynople) would cost the enormous
sum of 12G/. per lb,,

—

i.e., about three times
its weight in gold !

!*

As previously remarked, some portions

of the paintings executed at St. Stephen’s
Chapel still exist in the British Museum.
They were presented by the “ Royal Society

of Antiquaries,’’ who at the commencement
of the century preserved these valuable frag-

* Probably “synopre," “cynople," “cynope,"
‘ cycepre,” are all the same colour.

I



ments from destruction. The paintings,
which could not be removed when SSt.

Stephen's Chapel, were enlarged for the
accommodation of the Irish members of
Parliament, and were traced and copied for the

•Society by Mr. R. Smirhe. The tracings are

«till preserved in the library of the Society,

'together with a water-colour drawing of the
paintings upon the east wall of the chapel,
with the portraits of the family of

Edward ill. The tracings are unfortu-

I
-nately rather roughly executed. No doubt

I the fact that much of the ornament was
raised in “gesso” presented a difficulty to

[

their being traced. These works were en-

!

graved by Basire, and published by the
‘Society in 1807. Our illustrations of these

decorations are reproduced from Basire's

engravings. It should at once be pointed out
that the engravings in no way do justice to

the original paintings, because the artists of

the fourteenth century at St, Stephen’s Chapel
drew with singular delicacy and beauty,
although their work was to our ideas some-
what archaic, whereas the outlines here given
immensely exaggerate the archaic character,

and lose a great deal of the delicacy. This is

especially noticeable in the drawings of the
hands and feet.

The paintings now preserved in the British

Museum all consist of subjects talcen from
the history of Job, Tobit, and Tobias.

They appear to be painted direct upon the

stone, with nothing intervening except a
priming of red-lead, to which allusion is

eeveral times made in the accounts. How
this red-!ead was prepared it is impossible to

say, but it has preserved its colour for over
five hundred years.

These pictur^-s are about 2 ft. long and
18io. wide, and the following are the

• subjects :
—

1. Job addressing his children.

2. Job's children obtain permission to
attend the feast.

These form a pair.

3. Destruction of Job’s children (Fig. •>).

4. Messengers of misfortune come to Job.
•"). Job and Zopbar.
6. Job’s Comforters.
7. The Nuptial Feast of Tobias.

8. The Angel Raphael leaving Tobias.
9. Tobit and the Sparrow.
There are several peculiarities which

should be pointed out. The first is

this, that although these subjects are all

treated in perspective, and the backgrounds
are very naturalistic, yet sky painting is

everywhere avoided. The spaces which
would be occupied by sky are filled in with
very rich stucco patterns, raised and gilt. No
doubt the brilliant effect produced by this
treatment would, in a decorative picture, give
the general impression of sky more readily
than the painted clouds by which a modern
artist would attempt to convey the idea, and
there is a very singular fact about this,

—

indeed, a kind of optical illusion, for while in

reality this stamped and gilded background
projects far in front of the figures, yet, when

|

looked at at a short distance, the figures

;

appear to stand out a long way in front
of it. The treatment of the figures
is more after the Early Italian than the

;

German or Flemish method. Some of the

'

heads, especially the female ones, in “ The
destruction of Job’s children” are very
beautiful, and show that painting in England
must have been in as advanced a condition as
in any other country of Europe. Even if we
had not the evidence to which we have pre-
viously alluded, these pictures themselves
bear strong evidence of their nationality.

Especially is this the case with the archi-

tural backgrounds and the framework with
I which they are surrounded. The latter is

:very singularly treated in “The destruction

I

of Job's children,’’ as it consists of a bor-

I

dering of square panels filled-in with little
' statuettes, and an arcade of three arches
running across the picture : the whole care-

j

fully painted to imitate Purbeck marble. In
,

“ Tobit and the Angel ” the background looks
' as if it had been painted from some existing

I

building, which has a sharp pointed Early-
' Decorated doorway, with an arcade over it

purely English in style
; but in two of the

pictures, “ Job and Zophar" and “Job and
bis Comforters,” a curious imitation of
Eastern arcbitecture occurs. We find mina-
rets and highly stilted semi-circular arches,

but combined with very Norman-looking
battlements and panelings. The back-
ground of “.Job and his Messengers” con-
tains a great deal of architectural painting,
repre.sencing a kind of cloister, the arcades of
which are alternately green and pink.
Strangely enough the effect of this is re-

markably pretty.

The colours used in these pictures are
bright and pure, and although oil has
evidently been used, we are inclined to think
that the ultramarine blue, and some of the
lighter tints, are distemper, as they do not
possess the glossy surface which is noticeable
in the other colours. In the same case in the
British Museum, which contains these frag-
ments of wall pictures, are to be seen remains
of the inscriptions which were beneath them,
and a large piece of the beautiful parapet

;

which .surmounted the wall-arcade. The
i

vermilion used in the decoration of this is

I singularly brilliant, showing that the
! Medi.'eval decorators and painters were never
afraid of the use of red in a pure condition :

they knew that if vermilion were used pure
and unmLxed it would always keep its place,
but that any attempt to subdue it by the
admixture of other colours had the reverse of
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a quieting effect. With the greens, however,
they were very cautious, using scarcely

anything except a very subdued tint re-

sembling sap green, with the exception that

it is not dirty like the modern colour which
bears that name. Whether this green is the

•'synopre” for which such vast sums were
charged, we cannot say, but it is a very
beautiful colour, and is apparently used pure.

We cannot help thinking that we detect

the same hand in some of these paintings

which executed the beautiful work upon the

lower part of the screen at Kanworth.
’* Unfortunately, we have not been able to

discover any fragments of the work which
adorned the east wall of the chapel. This

is very much to be regretted, as the great

picture of the visit of the IMagi in the upper
portion of the reredos, and the portraits of

King Edward 111. and his family on the lower
portion, must have been works of great

interest. Possibly these may exist in some
private collection, and also other fragments of

this once magnificent chapel.

Of course, the effect of the interior of St.

Stephen’s must have been very sumptuous,

but its artists were too wise to overlook the

fact that repose is a necessary element of

grandeur, and the way in which they quieted

the combination of so much colour and
gilding is most instructive and offers an
invaluable hint. Under all the cornices,

round the windows, between the canopies

in various other situations were strictly

architectural patterns, consisting of quatre-

foils, trefoil-headed panels, &c., painted per-

fectly fiat in pure hlach and white. Black
was also largely introduced into other por-

tions of the decoration,—notably the back-
grounds to the great angels and the armour
of the knights. Probably the colour charged
for under the title “ Cole ’’ was black

;
it was

liquid, as it is described as being in flagons,

and immense quantities were used. Probably
also that black was introduced into the

stained glass, because we find “Geet (jet)

bought for painting of the glass.” It should

he noted that the black and white were
•positive black and pure white, not atone

colour and grey. In fact, it seems that

the idea was to get the white, black, and
red, as positive and pure as possible, but to

temper and subdue the green and blue.

Secondary and tertiary colours wsre used
very sparingly, and seem in every case to

have been isolated from their surroundings
by gold

;
silver leaf was also used in small

quantities, and there is a curious entry for

silver leaf used for “painting a window to

counterfeit glas !
” This, perhaps, refers to

one of the little windows introduced into

the background of the picture of the Royal
Family in the east wall (fig. 4). A very
distinguishing feature is the fact that
the gold seems never to have been applied

to flat surfaces but always upon a stamped
or raised ground; this was evidently done
to avoid the glare of a gold background
when applied flatly. "We find no accounts for

the painting of the vaulting (“vossura”).
Could it have been left undecorated ? The
pavement was of tile,—as we read,—“To
William of Kent, for two thousand tiles

for the pavement of the King’s Chapel,
£T.,” &c.

As we have previously pointed out, the
accounts referred to are fragmentary, and do
not describe all the beautiful features of this

sumptuous and magnificent chapel, but they,
at any rate, give us a considerable insight into

the way in which a Royal Chapel was built

and decorated in the Middle Ages.

NOTES.

Hue case of Bottems v. The Mayor
and Corporation of York, heard in

the Court of Appeal last week, is

no doubt one containing a serious

warning for contractors. The plaintiff had
contracted to make a sewer of several miles

run, and after an apparently superficial ex-

amination of the ground, had sent in a tender
which turned out to be the lowest, and which,
in fact, was so unexpectedly low that his

attention was called to it and he was given

the opportunity of reconsidering his estimate,

but on doing so adhered to it. No excava-
tions or trial-holes had been made from
which the nature of the soil could be
ascertained, and when the work was com-
menced the soil was found to be of

such a muddy and porous nature that not
only was extensive timbering necessary, but
a great deal of the work was ordered by the

engineer (who was quite within his rights on
this point) to be re-constructed, owing to the

manner in which the brickwork had been
crushed by the pressure of the soil. The
contractor found the work would be ruinous
to him, and claimed that the re-construction

ought to be counted as new work. Mr.
Justice Mathew decided against him with
reluctance (though there could hardly be any

j

doubt as to legal obligation of the contractor),

;

and on appeal there was the same result
: j

udg-
ment for the defendants, accompanied byjudi-

j

cial expression of sympathy for the plaintiff.

!

The practical lessons from this important and
I

unfortunate case are, that contractors should
take every pains to ascertain the nature of

!

the ground before undertaking such a con-
|

tract, and that it is desirable, in fairness to
j

both parties, that some clause should
j

be inserted providing for special modifi-j

cation of the conditions on the judg-i
ment of the engineer, on the discovery

of any exceptional difficulties which could
not be ascertained beforehand. But there

is perhaps a moral consideration suggested
also. The defendants in this case claimed
only their legal rights

;
but what about their

moral duties ? The additional cost of the

works was not the fault of the contractor

;

the condition of the ground being such as it

proved to be, the cost in any case must have
been far greater than the contractors esti-

mate
;
and we must say that the spectacle of

employers availing themselves of the want of
caution of a contractor to compel him to

execute work for them for half the sum
which it must in any case have cost is not an
edifying one, and we do not think the Cor-
poration of York have any reason to be very
proud of their position.

The London County Council showed last

week that curious want of business
feeling which is one of their characteristics.

In the provincial Town Councils the most
Radical members nearly always exhibit a

business instinct, but over and over again the
London County Council have shown that
they do not possess it. The Committee con-

cerned with the administration of the Fire
Brigade brought forward a motion that legis-

lative powers should be asked for to enable
sites for fire-engine stations to be obtained by
compulsion. A majority of the members
present, however (as we reported), carried an
amendment to the effect that power should,

be obtained to take land compulsorily for any
public purpose. The first proposal was-
reasonable and business-like

;
the latter, un-

reasonable and unbusiness-like. There was a

clear and definite object for the application of

compulsory powers of purchase in the first

proposal ; in the second, the object was
essentially vague. The practical result will

be that, whereas Parliament would almost
certainly have granted the Council power tO'

take land for the purpose of fire-engine

stations, it will assuredly refuse to hand them
a blank cheque, such as some of the Council

obtained, simply through the want of this,

business instinct to which we have referred.

T 'ARCHITECTURE for July 16 gives a
general view of the Roman ruins dis-

covered at Timegad, in Algeria, the ancient

Thamugas or Thamugadi. The view is a very
striking one, and in the distance is seen the
triumphal arch of which we published, in the
Builder for October 4, 1S90, a view find a

restoration from the pencil of Mr. Alexander
Graham, F.S.A. Mr. Graham accompanied,

those illustrations by some interesting notes
as to the remains, and we may now refer

our readers to the article entitled “ Une
PompiSi Alg«5rienne ” In the current number
of EArchitecture, fi.\rQh<iy mentioned, for an
etude on the ruins communicated by M. Albert
Ballu, chief architect in charge of the monu-
ments kistoriques of Algeria, to the archeo-
logical commission of the Society Centrale

des Architectes Frangais.

The Aachen branch of the Society of
German Engineers some time ago ap-

pointed a committee to consider the subject

of steel in reference to recently - developed’

processes, and its extended adoption for
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[purposes of construction. The report of the
committee has recently been issued. The
first point considered was whether soft or
hard steel should be preferred, under general
conditions, for building purposes. The con-
clusioD arrived at was that, generally speak-
ing, the softer steel is preferable. For ordi-
nary industrial purposes the tensile strength
should be between 23'45 and 28 60 tons per
square inch, the minimum extension being
i20 per cent, in 8-in. specimens. For bridge
material the tensile strength should be

,

between 23’45 and 27‘30 tons per square inch.
The report considers that it is not desirable
'to specify any chemical analysis, as the
physical properties afford a sufficient index
to the composition of the metal, and the
result depends not only upon the quantitative
identification of the component substances,
but also upon their mechanical combination.
Tt is, however, considered advisable to
specify not only the class of material,
but also the precise method and condi-
tions of its production

;
but the committee

'^rs of opinion that the specification must be
limited to such general normal conditions
for the identification of quality as can
indubitably be conformed to, and that any
minute limitations are technically imprac-
•ticable and without result, and, further,
'that they are commercially injurious. With
regard to manipulation, the report chiefly
Qotes that it is undesirable to work steel at a
blue heat. Finally, the committee are of
•opinion that the working load might safely
be increased to 6-35 tons per square inch for
iive loads, and 7’62 tons per square inch for
dead loads. It will be gathered from the
above that the German committee has not
discovered any very new or startling points :

but the conclusions are worthy of attention
ns being the expression of a competent body
of engineers, belonging to a country where
the use of steel for structural purposes has
received intelligent appreciation, if not
equally wide adoption. Tso doubt the com-
mittee^ are right in eliminating chemical
analysis, which has done more to lead users
astray than anything else. A very bad and a
very good steel may show an almost identical
analysis. Chemical investigation is for steel
makers, not steel users; and even by the
former it must be applied with great dis-
•crimination, and in conjunction with physical
tests.

the 9th in.st. we announced that the" ruins of the Palace at St. Cloud are
about to be removed. The chateau was burnt
•down on October l.j, 1870, and many of the
houses around met with the same fate after
the battle of Buzenval. The chateau which
IPierre de Gondi, Archbishop of Paris, built
<uere in the sixteenth century was acquired
in 1658 by Louis X[^^s brother, Philippe
d’Orleans, who caused it to be rebuilt, em-
ploying as his architects Jules Ilardniin
Mansart, nephew of F. Mansart, Girard, and
A. Le Pautre. Le Notre laid out the park,
famous for its fountains and autumn fair.
St. Cloud was a favourite residence of
Marie Antoinette and of the Buonapartes
in the first and second Umpires. In the
Maiaon de Gondi, the Dominican friar, .Jacques
Clement, assassinated Henri III., whose army
lay on these western heights above the Seine,
ready to advance upon Paris. The Council
of Five Hundred used to assemble in the
Orangery, until driven out by Napoleon.
Originally known as Nogent, St. Cloud took
its name from a monastery founded there in
538, by Illodoald.—a son of Hlodomir, the
Merovingian King of Orleans,—who made it
his retreat after his brothers had been
murdered. Le Mans, to which we referred
at the same time, is also associated with the
history of the Merovingian dynasty, our own
Plantagenets, and the late war; for here
on January 12, 1871, the Germans gained
the day in their final field engagement
with t'lie French. Marceau defeated the
Vendiian army, under Larocbejacquelin, at
Le Mans, their last stronghold, in 1793, when
a terrible carnage ensued. Besides the
^ House of the bite Queen,” we may men-

tion that of Scarron, near to the cathedral of
St. Julien. In that cathedral, founded, it is

said, by the saint in the third century, and
celebrated for its beautiful thirteenth-century
choir, were set up monuments to Ilichard I.’s

Queen, brought from Epau Abbey
;
to Charles

of Anjou, 1-174
;
and to Langey du Rellay,

te7}ip. Henri H. Many of its features are
illustrated in Yiollet le Due’s work

;
the aisle

walls are supposed to be of the eighth, or
ninth, century. At Le Mans was born
Henry II., son of the Empress Mathilda, by
her marriage to Geoffroi d’Anjou, who chose
for cognisance of his house a sprig of the
broom growing plentifully in his native
province of Anjou and Maine.

A PAPEK by Mr. "W. L. Saunders has
been recently contributed to the

American Society of Civil Engineers, in
which some interesting details are given of
the Knox system of drilling for rock blasting.
The aim of this plan is to release the stone
from its bed by directing the force of a blast
to cleave the rock in a prescribed line with-
out injury

;
or to split large blocks into

smaller sizes without waste. The principle
followed is, that if a hand-drilled hole be made
approximately triangular, the line of rupture
will follow the direction of the corners. In
experiments previously made in sandstone, a
blasting canister of diskoid form was tamped
in a large circular hole, with its edges in the
vertical plane, and in the prescribed line of
fracture. lu this way good results were
obtained, though at a loss of material, owing
to the large hole which was necessary to take
the diskoid canister, but straight and true
breaks were secured which followed the liue

of the disk edges. It was also known
that square prismatic canisters gave two
planes of fracture at right-angles to each
other. For blasting granite the "lewising”
system is followed. This consists of drill-

ing two, three, or four holes in the line

of desired fracture and breaking down the
material between them. lu the Ivnox system
an ordinary round hole is drilled and then
worked on two opposite sides, so as to give a
cross section, which might be described as a
square with each of two opposite corners
filled in by a circular sweep, or as a circle
with two angles added outside the periphery.
The angles point to the required plane of
cleavage, they supplying weak points from
whence the crack starts. Into this crack the
powder gases escape, to act like a wedge in

continuing the fracture in a straight line to
the extent of the force available. By this
system very little material is wasted, and in

no case in any rock should the holes he
drilled above IJ in. diameter. Hard rocks
require less powder than soft, and soft rock
requires holes at every 4 ft. and 5 ft., the
charges being fired simultaneously by elec-
tricity. The tamping by the Knox process
should nob be directly on the powder, but an
air space, as long as possible, consistent with
sufficient tamping not to blow out, should
intervene.

I
T is high time that some steps were taken
by the First Commissioner of Works to

improve the open desert to the west of the
Law Courts. The slope immediately in front
of the new Bankruptcy Court is now green
and pleasant to the eye,* but the space to the
south of the main walk is merely bare ground.
It is clear that this portion should be laid out
with walks and small open spaces, which
should be supplied with seats. Some of these
.spaces should he grass-plots, others should
be asphalte or gravel; on these latter places
the children could play. The grass to which
we have alluded above is only kept green
because no one is allowed upon ic. But a
walk should be made completely round it,

some trees planted, and seats placed at
various distances, as in the gardens on the
Embankment. This open .^pace, even in its

present state, is a great boon to the district in

which it lies, butic might easily be made not
only more pleasant for those wbo frequent it,

but more worthy in appearance of the
metropolis.

The, at one time, all but insuperable diffi-

culty of getting a foundation in quick-
sand has been disappearing for some time.
The freezing process was one solution of the
problem, but it was a tedious and expensive
one. An American engineer, Mr. K. L.
Harris, has gone on another principle, a de-
scription of which is given in a recent number
of the New York Enginee^'ing News. Two
pipes, some little distance apart, and both
open at the bottom, are forced down into the
quicksand, and water is then pumped down
the one at pressure, upon which it will follow
the line of least resistance and rise up the
other. In this way a channel is established,

and the sand will be washed away between
the two pipes, leaving a cavity. In this way
a series of cavities can be formed, and when
this has been done, the outlet pipes are closed,

and a fluid grouting of cement is pumped
down. This permeates the adjoining material,
forming a compact mass which hardens into

a block of concrete. By withdrawing the
pipes the concrete is built up to the
surface, and a good foundation may be thus
obtained. Details are given of an experi-
mental application of the process to the con-
struction of a sewer in a very treacherous
quicksand in Providence, in the State of

Khode Island. The trench for the sewer was
about 12 ft. to 16 ft. wide, and from 20 ft. to
30 ft. deep. On the line of the work four
2 in. pipes were driven down to r level of 1 ft.

above the grade of the sewers. These pipes
were 4 ft. apart, and, by means of a current
of water through them, cavities were quickly
swept out round their lower ends. When
this had been done, a smaller pipe, fitted with
a valve at its end, was slipped down each of
the 2-in. pipes. When this pipe projected
below its main pipe, there was a free passage
for fluid either up or down, but when it was
drawn up a little, no fluid would flow in an
upward direction. The cementing fluid

formed a solid mass with the sand, and, the
earth being removed, a stone-like slab,

about G in thick, was found, connecting the
points where the cement had been injected.

Beneath this, and parallel to it, were thin

.sheets of cemented material. The principle

is not altogether new to us, as Mr. J. H.
Greathead has already followed much the
same lines in the application of his method of

construction of deep tunnel railways in going
through water-bearing strata, using both the
hydraulic means of excavation and the
grouting to obtain a water-excluding crust.

members of the London County
Council appear to be under the impres-

sion, from what was stated during the debate
on Tuesday, that tbe new I’arliament will

regard such proposals as that known as the
“ betterment ’ principle more favourably than
the Parliament which has lately been dissolved.

But this belief seems to want foundation. No
doubt a larger number of members are pledged
to what is known as “the London pro-

gramme,'' but we do not anticipate that any
startling changes in regard to compensation
and other matters of a similar character are

likely to take place next session.

The versatility of some of our own
“advertising architects” sinks into

insignificance before that of their brethren

of North (Queensland, Australia, if we may
judge from an advertisement, cub from a local

paper, which has been sent to us. It reads,

—

•' & Co.,

ARCHITECTS, AUCTIONEERS,
LAND, E S T A T K, V I N A N U I A L,

INSURANCE, AND
GENERAL AGENTS.

ACCOUNTANTS & VALUERS N
INSOLVENCY.

HORSE AND CATTLE SALESMEN,
HOTEL BROKERS.

Agents for

The Agency Co.”

Our readers (adds our correspondent) will no
doubt be surprised at tbe high position which
architecture has attained in the Colony.
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“CAROLINE PARK,” GRANTON.
Picturesquely situated about three miles

north-west of Edinborgb, and on the shores of
the river Forth, this interesting old house
stands so secluded that the ordinary passer-by
knows not of its existence, and even the archi-
tect would remain ignorant but for the fine

entrance-gate pillars to the grounds, close on
the road-side. It was built at the close of the
seventeenth century by Sir George Mackenzie,
Lord Tarbat, Prime Minister in Scotland under
James VII., and who was, in ITB.I, created Earl
of Cromarty by Queen Anne. His name, and
that of his wife, are carved along the friezes of
the pavilions of the later south front. The
following translation of the inscription in the

panel over the north front gives shortly the
^iscoant’s reason for building his house. It

reads :

—

" Riches accumulated are valueless, but spent are
nsetuL With lauds come cares. Eor our nwn aod our
friends' comfort. George and Anna, Viscount and
Viscountess o( Tarbat, have caused this cottage to be

i built In the year of the Christian era, 1C*5. The guest
la our care, for the house of entertainment is now ours,
then another’s, and afterwards I neither know nor care
whose, for there is no certain dwelling-place. There-
fore let us live well while we may."

Originally the principal entrance was the
north one, but in the south front was
remodelled, and is built in ashlar, the original
doorway and some of the window lintels peep-
ing out from under the new stone casing. This

alteration is interesting in showing the advance
towards the more Classic style.

The house is full of good detail in wrought
ironwork, wood-panelled walls, and fine plaster
ceilings with centre subject paintings, signed
“ N, Hevde, inventor’’ (an assistant to Antonio
Verrio, an Italian painter invited to England
by Charles II. to execute work at Windsor,
Hampton Court, &c.). Several of the wood-
panels over the fireplaces are also painted,.

In 1739 Royston was purchased by the Duke-
of Argyll and Greenwich, from whom it passed
in 1793 to Henry, Duke of Buccleucb, and is-

still held by the present Duke. This Ane old
house is now chiefly used as the olBoes of the-

well-known firm of A. B. Fleming & Co., who
know how to care for it, and are always most

I
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CjRANTON - HdinburgU

willing to “ clear the way ” for the student of
architecture who applies to them for permission
to make free of their premises to sketch or

measure. T. Rogers Kitsell.

Aberdeen.

—

Lord Provost Stewart presided at a
meeting- of the Aberdeen Town Council on the
ISth inst., when Mr. William Dyack, the present
assistant, was appointed Burgh Surveyor, in room
of Mr. W. Boulton, resigned, at a salary of 400^.,
rising annually by 50L to COOL

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

We are informed that a special general
meeting of this Association will be held at 9,

Conduit-street, W. ,
this Friday evening, July 22,

at 7.30, to consider the resolutions printed in

the following requisition :

—

" To the Hon. Secs., Architectural Association.
Under the terras of By-law 43 we hereby require you

to call a Special General Meeting of Members to con-
sider the following resolutions

1.
' That the Committee having declared that one of

the names placed on the voting lists recently issued

was improperly so placed, — the gentleman having

resigned his raembership,—the Committee alone are

responsible for the error, as no public notice whatever

is taken of resignations during the session, and there-

fore the general body of Members does not know who
has resigned.’

, ^
2 ‘ That the number of votes given to this gentleman

(now declared to be lost) would have been distributed

among the other candidates, and that, therefore, the

declared result of the voting is most unsatisfactory and

misleading, if not actnaUyinvalid.'

3. ‘ That this meeting, therefore, directs the secre-

taries to issue proper and correct voting papers, to
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secure their proper counting, and to have the result duly

aeselo^n ISp 3
' " ot Committee and ollicera for

The requisition is signed by Messrs. C. H
Brodie, Walter Dewe®, A. F. Cutler, Cba". H
Ireeman, Percy E, Newton, Sjdney TngwelJ,
Edwd. Greenop, Percy D, Smith, Thos. Edward
Pryce, John Todd, J. Stransom, G. A Lans-
down, Sydney 13. Beale, Walter MiUard, and
J. W. Stonhold.
We have received a letter from a well-known

member of the Association on this subject,
snpporting the views of the requisionists, but
we refrain from publishing it, as it contributes
no new matter to the controversy, and, from its
tone, is only likely to add fnel to the flames.
>> e trust that moderate counsels may prevail
on both the official and the non-official side, so
that the Association may be delivered from
internal strife at so important an epoch in its
history.

^

JItnsfrations.

EESTORATION OF ST. STEPHEN'S
CH.IPEL, WE.SIJUNSIER.

nHtS drawing represents St. Stephen's
Chapel as originally finished and de-
corated

;
for further description the

reader is referred to the first article in the
present number, which is to be read in con
nexion with this illustration.

TROSLEY TOWERS, KENT.
Teottbrscliffe. corrupted in recent years

to ‘‘ Trosley,” is near Wrotham, in Kent, about
half way between Sevenoaks and Maidstone
on the crest of a hill 686 ft. above sea-level

’

well-wooded, and commanding extensive view’s
on the S. and 8.E. down the valley towards
Aylesford. Immediately underneath runs ihe
well-marked *• Pilgrim Road,” known to Chaucer
Not many miles distant lies the beautiful old
moated grange of Ightham,
For many years the country house of Sir

Sydney H. Waterlow. Bart., has been at Fair-
seat, an interesting, hot small, example of
Early Georgian building, within a mile of
Trosley. Having purchased an extensive estate
chiefly among the wooded height of Trosley'
he has recently erected “Trosley Towers ' a
mansion of red brick with stone dressings from
the designs of Mr. E. R. Robson F S A
arohiteot, of which the hall is the subject of
our illustration.

In the general plan of the house, the obieot
naturally was to place as many rooms as pos-
Slble towards the sontb, both for the sake of
sunshine and the beautiful view. Thus the
main corridor runs along the back, and is
entered from a cochh-e which is
reached from a winding carriage-drive cut
through the trees which protect the bouse from
the north and east winds.
The Hall at Trosley Towers is another illus-

toation of the importance attached by Mr
Robson to thU leading feature, whether
applied to a first-rate house, a first-rate school
or indeed to buildings of other kinds In
enlarging Mr Henry Tate’s house, at Sfreat-ham Coinraon a few years ago, he added a
double billiard-room which, as a central hail
has proved the key of the plan in reference tii
the daily comfort of the house. In the plans
prepared for the rebuilding of Gunton Hall
near Cromer, for Lord Suffleld. the same treat-
ment (which had been found in Vanbrugh's
conception) was retained and greatly empha-
sine^ In the case of the People's Palace at
the East-end, he built the great central hall
called the "Queen’s Hall,” without knowing
what other baiidiog was to follow.

In the present instance the hall is the general
resort, and also the room whence the gardens
and terraces are most easily reached. It
extends vertically through two of the stories of
the house, and its apparent size is increased by
the manner in which the main staircase of oak
18 seen through one of it sides.
The builder of the house was Mr. Shepherd,

of Bermondsey, and the clerk of works Mr
James Softly. The whole of the plumbing

Dent&Henj:r.""*“

from the drawing in the Royal Academy, and
represents the front as modified since the com-
petition

; the whole is shown also from a rather
different point of view. The chief alteration
is in the introduction of the projecting bays
beneath the end gables, which are certainly an
improvement to the composition. Mr. E. W
Mountford is the architect.

STABLES, PEWSHAM, WILTS.
These stables are now in course of erection

and are being built of Cattybrook bricks, with
Ham-hill stone dressings and Ruabon tiles. The
fioors are paved with Staffordshire blue bricks,
and the drainage is arranged so that all traps
and gullies are outside. In addition to the loft
for hay and straw, two grooms’ bedrooms are
included on the first floor. Messrs. Light &
Smith, of Chippenham, are the builders • and
C. E. Ponting, F.S.A., of Marlborough, is the
architect from whose designs the building is
being erected.

The drawings from which our illustrations
have been taken are now on exhibition in the
Architectoral Room at the Royal Academy
We gave a view and plan of Pewsham House
Itself (now in course of erection, from the
designs of the same architect) in the Uuilder
for June 18 last.

BATTERSEA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE.

for March 28,
cmupetition perspective

of this buiUmg; the view’^here published is

CONGRESS OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL
SOCIETIES.

Tub fourth congress of archeological
societies in union with the Society of Anti-
quaries was held on Wednesday last in
the rooms of the Society at Burlington House.
Representatives from the following associa-
tions were present Royal Society of Anti-
quaries of Ireland, British Archeological
Association, Royal Archeological Institute,
Oxford Architectural and Historical Society
Oxford Archeological Society, Norfolk and
Norwich Antiquarian Society, Kent Archeo-
logical Society, Bucks Archeological Society,
Jlidland Institute (Birmingham), Lancashire
and Cheshire Antiquarian Society, Shropshire
Archeological Society, Sussex Archeological
Association, Surrey Archeological Society,
Derbyshire Archeological and Natural His-
tory Society, Berks Archeological Society,
Yorkshire Archeological and Topographical
Society, Woolhope Field Club (Hereford),
Somersetshire Archeological and Natural
History Society, Bristol and Gloucestershire
Archeological Association, St. Albans Archeo-
logical and Architectural Society, Wiltshire
Autiquarian Society, the Huguenot Society,
Society for Preservation of Memorials of the
Dead, and Society for the Protection of Ancient
Buildings. The chair was to have been taken
by Mr. A. \\. Pranks, C.B, President of the
Society of AntUjuaries. but in his unavoidable
absence it was ably filled by Sir John Evans,
the late President, and subsequently by Dr.
Drury Fortnum, Vice-President.
The first subject for discussion was the

Archmological Survey of Eogland. Mr. W. H.
St. John Hope introduced the subject, explain-
ing that as yet only three counties were com-
pleted,—namely, Kent, Hertfordshire, and Cum-
berland,—but that several others were now in
progress. There was a brisk, but technical,
debate as to the best marks and divisions to
nse in drawing up such maps, in which Messrs.
Gomme, Parker, Sparrow, and Ferguson took

the chief part. Mr. Brassington, of Birming-
ham, drew attention to photographic surveys of
antiquities, and pointed out how the Midland
Institute had procured valuable aeries of anti-
quarian photographs by enlisting the aid of
amateur photographic societies, directing their
work.
The second topic was the Classified Index of

Archmological Papers. Mr. Gomme announced
that he had just completed the full index of all
the papers issued by the local societies of Great
Britain and Ireland, from their origin down to
1S90,_ which will shortly be published. In
addition to this, Messrs. Gomme and Hope have
just completed for the societies in union an
index of the archeological papers published in
1891. Mr. Hope said that it was amusing to
note the difference in the requirements of the
associated societies for this index : one society
applied for 1,200 copies, and another for only
fourl

The third subject on the agenda was the
Restoration” of Ancient Buildings, upon which

Mr. Micklethwaite read an incisive and vigorous
paper that bristled with good points, and yet
was reasonable in its advice and conclusions.
Mr. Parker spoke especially against the habit of
scraping the old masonry, thereby obliterating
masons’ marks and other historic evidence.
The Chairman thought that three things com-
bined brought about the mischievous renewing
of churches,— (1) a young and* enthusiastic
High Church parson; (2 ) an ill - instructed
architect

;
and (3) an old lady with a long

purse. — The Rev. W. Creeny, of Norwich,
drew the attention of the Congress to the
mischief threatened by the Dean of Norwich to
the old stalls and choir fittiogs of the cathedral
church, which he desires to turn into a
“great preaching place.”—The Rev. Dr, Cox
raised a timely protest against the spoiling
of old chancels by needless organ chambers,
and instanced a case in which this bad recently
been proposed by an “ F.S. A.” architect, but

I

the proposition bad happily been overruled.
Mr. Brassington proposed the printing of a

I

good pamphlet on true and improper restora-
tion, but Mr. Ralph Nevill said that that had been
already done by the Institute of Architects.
Several speakers laid the chief blame of mis-

[

cbievous church restorations on the architects
;

but Mr. Micklethwaite, in reply, pointed out
that no architect had any locus standi to
destroy or otherwise until he was called in by
the clergyman.
A fourth subject was the “ Desirability of a

New Skeleton Map of Roman Britain,” intro-
duced by_Mr. Milman, Director of the Society of
Antiquaries, but the project did not receive
much support.

“ The Desirability of Compiling a list of all
Benefaction Tables previous to 1800 in Parish

:
Churches ” was brought forward by Mr.
Gomme, and met, on the whole, with favour-

I

able consideration. It was stated by some

I

that the work had been already done in the

j

old Charity Commission Reports; but the Rev.
Dr. Cox said that, so far as Derbyshire was con-
cerned, those reports were capricious, fitful,

i and unreliable. Mr. 8. W. Kershaw thought
that the matter ought to be accomplished by
the authorities of the Church.
A paper on “ Local Museums,” written by

Mr. Payne, and read by the Secretary of the
Society of Antiquaries, was full of good sug-

igestions. It was decided, after an interesting
,
and practical discussion, to refer the paper
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to the Standing Committee for its revision and
enlargement

,
so that it might be issued as a

guide to the due arrangement and carrying on
of provincial museums. Allusion was made to
the series of papers on local museums, show-
ing np their deficiencies, and commenting on all

good arrangements, which is now appearing in

I
the Antiquary.
The members of the Congress dined together

;

in the evening at the “ Criterion,” Mr. Franks,
I C.B., in the chair. Afterwards the President
, held a reception of the Fellows of the Society

I
of Antiquaries at Burlington House to meet the

! Congi-ess members. The suite of rooms con-

;
tained a great variety of objects of interest

I

specially displayed. The most important of

I
these was the splendid collection of finger-rings,

I
the property of Dr. Drury Fortnum, F.S.A.

:
THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON METRO-

POLITAN WATER SUPPLY.*
ILvving completed our digest of the evidence

, as to the pollution of the Thames, upper and
I lower, we now summarise that relating to the

pollution of the Lea. After indicating the
: scope of the mortality tables submitted by the
I Medical Officer of Health, as bearing on the

relation between disease and water supply, we
1
condense a compendious statement by Dr.

:
Frankland, the water examiner, on the past

I
and present conditions of the two rivers. The

I statement was the basis of a long examination
:
on bacteriological problems, which, as we have

I
already stated, have been referred by the

!
County Council to the Royal Society, which has

I
appointed a special water research committee.
It has also been stated incidentally by the
Chairman of the Commission, Lord Balfour of

:
Burleigh, that there is much in the detailed
reports upon the rivers and tbeir, tributaries

I which is unsuitable for investigation by ques-
:

tion and answer over the table, and most be
I remitted for consideration by an assistant com-
I
mission.

The Pollution of the Lea.

Dr. Geo. Turner, M.B., D.P.H.Camb.. Medical
Officer of Health for the counties of Herts and
Essex, &c., said that at the request of the London
County Council he had examined the Lea and
its tributaries, whose valleys comprised parts of

Herts, Essex, and Bedfordshire. The population
of the area would be between 14H,6S8 and

I 145,799. About 95,000 persons living in towns
I
and villages discharged sewage efliaents,

1
after more or less purification, into the river.

I
For 85,000 the purification was efficient; for

I 5,500, in three villages, it was a “pretence of

;

purification five villages, containing 7,000 in-

!

habitants, ran unpurified sewage into the
I streams. About 40,000 live remote from the

j

banks, and in rainy weather their drainage,

j

greatly diluted, passed by ditches to the river.

;
He had noted pollution from 367 houses,

I
twenty-four mills, twenty-one farms, six ijublic-

houses, two schools, and five slaughter-houses

;

or places where pigs were occasionally

I
slaughtered, the inhabitants of the places

I

numbering 2.000. In addition, at various

I

places, such as Stansted, Standon, Braughing.
I

Aspeden, ^Vidford, Hormeal, &c.. sewage

I

enters the river through ditches and
I

rain-water drains not directly connected

!

with premises occupied by perhaps 2,000

I

persons. Sewage, sewage effluent, or slop-

I water from 100,000 persons reaches the Lea, and
its tributaries, above the intakes of the water
companies. Omitting those maltings which go
into sewers discharging upon sewage farms, no
less than 8,896.250 gallons of malting water are
turned into the streams. This malting water
is highly charged with putrescible organic
matters, and speedily becomes very offensive.

An analysis of some malting water showed that
it contained 135^ grains of organic matter per
gallon, which would give 76 8 tons as the total

amount discharged into the river in one year.
This pollution was called barley water, and,
although it might not contain specific organisms,

I it supplied them with the means of living when
I they obtained access to the water. The safety
I of consumers depends upon three things :

—

I
1. The quantity of clean, spring water, which

I reaches the streams, and which serves to dilate
I and oxidise the organic matter contained in the
! sewage

;
2. The length of the flow between the

I

point of pollution and the intake in which
; oxidisation may take place

;
and 3. The filtra-

*See last volume of the Builder, pp. 418, 435, 450, 4S0,
503 ; and current volume, pp. 10, 2d, 47.

tion which the water undergoes at the hands of
the companies. The result of personal inquiries

made from persons working mills on the
rivers is that there has been a loss of

50 per cent, of water in the Lea, the Beane,
the Mimrao, the Kib, and the Ash, and none,
or practically none, in the Stort. The pumping
at the New River well at Broxbourne has
reduced the level of an adjoining well by 14 ft.,

and at Stevenage the average height of the water
in a well is 13 ft. less than it was five years ago.

The filtration by the companies is probably as
efficient as it can be made. In 1883, 1884, and
1886 at Hertford, and at Stansted in 1892, the
consumption of unflltered Lea water has pro-
duced typhoid. The possibility of improving
river water by intercepting drains is much over-

estimated. Numerous analyses by several ex-

perts, and intimate knowledge of the state of

aifairs at Hertford, indicate that the treatment
of the sewage there gives, not drinking water,

but water which is quite harmless to a navi-

gable river, and that the dark colour is caused
by the soil over which it flows and the mis-
management of the Lea at this point. Above
Hertford at Wheathampstead (pop. 2,000) there

is in operation a precipitation process so little

efficacious that it does not remove the colour of

blood from the sewage. At Whitwel), on the

Mimram (800), the sewage is led by gravitation

on to some land, but in time of storm all the

sewage passes directly into the river. Wellwjn,
on the Mimram (1,800), has a process of strain-

ing, but discharges a “ foul sewage effluent.”

Harlow, on the Stort (3,000), discharges its

sewage improperly; it flows off the land without
going through it,'at the rate of 60,000 gallons in

twelve hours
;
and the effluent was described by

Mr. Dibdin as “ ordinary sewage.” Stevenage
(3,300) 'and Watton{700),witha slaughter-house,

drain directly into the Beane. These examples
from a list of pollutions show that untreated
sewage in large quantities reaches the rivers

above the intakes. No improvement in the
cases of towns and villages will render the Lea
water fib to drink while the land is used for

agriculture and the river for transport, espe-

cially the transport of manure. It is not at all

like ordinary stable manure, but is indescribably

filthy and has every opportunity of being
specifically contaminated. Much of it is de-

posited on the banks just above the intake of

the East London Company. The quantity is

about 50,000 tons a year, or ten times the
excrement of the total population above tbe

intake. 'We do not know how far filtration

protects from typhoid fever
;
but the Caterbam

epidemic showed that a pollution so small that

it could not be detected chemically was suffi-

cient to poison an enormous quantity of water.

If it should be proved that careful filtration

does protect from typhoid fever this will not
show that it will act equally well in the case of

cholera. In 1886 the overflow of a specifically

pollnted ditch caused enormous harm wherever
tbe fouled East London water was taken. In
1S6G the filtration was probably defective, and
the same misfortune might occur again. It is a

mistake to use Lea water for a public supply, as

it is impossible to stop the navigation of the

river and the cultivation of the land. The Lea
rises 35^ miles from the East London intakes,

and it receives effluents or minor pollutions

from Luton, 32,957 ;
Wheatampstead, 2,4.57

;

Hatfield, 4,120; Hertford, 8,300; Ware, 5,121;
Stanstead Abbots, 1,405; Hoddeadon, 3,439;
Broxbourne, 788; Cheshunt, 10,000; Chingford,
1,517. On the tributaries are several smaller

towns.

In answer to many questions. Dr. Turner said

that he regarded an effluent as efficiently puri-

fied for a navigable stream if it did not kill

fish, stop up the stream, or create a nuisance.

There would always be risk in using such a
stream below the eflluent discharge as a source

of water supply. Still a river was tbe natural

drainage for a purified effluent. At Wheat-
hampstead (2,450) there was in operation a
kind of precipitation process so little efficacious

that it did not take out of the sewage the
colour of tbe blood of pigs that were being
slaughtered in the town

;
and you could see

the course of the effluent along the side of the

stream for 20 or 30 yards. A similar pretence of

purification was made at Wellwyn and Harlow.
Five places that run unpurified sewage into

streams are Stevenage, 'VValkern, Watton,
Wormley, Stansted Mount Fitchet, and
Stansted in Essex. Tbe evidence that tbe
quantity of spring water is decreasing is that
millers cannot run so many stones as they used
to do, and that beds for watercress, which must

have spring water, have been damaged or gone
out of cultivation at Coldharbour, Whitwell,
Stansted, St. Margarets, Rye House, Amwell,
and Hoddesden. At Amwell two adjoining

pumps of the New River Company dry the bed
in two hours. At one place, when the owner
complained of the loss of water, the Company
ceased pumping. Anothertime theCompany con-

tinued pumping, and tbe renewal of the plants

cost between 200i. and 300Z. Below Luton the

beds have been given up because of the want of

water, and not on account of tbe sewage effluent.

“ They cultivate watercress in sewage very often,

and that is why I never eat them in London.”
Reminded by the Chairman that the tendency

of the milling trade was towards the coast, for

the grinding of imported grain, Dr. Turner said

the mills on tbe Lea had ceased running, not

because they had not the stuff to grind, but

because they had not the water to turn tbe

wheel. Better draining, no doubt, prevents

floods soaking the land, but the loss of water is

not so much complained of on the Stort, which
runs over clay, as it is on the Lea. There is

not a better sewage-farm in the country than
that of Luton, but pumping stops from 3 a.m.

to 8 a.m. The water then in the sewers is

largely subsoil water, but in the sewers it

becomes coloured from the colour used in

dyeing straw, and sometimes it is so highly

coloured that it has to be pumped on to the farm.

The population in tbe valley of the Lea has

increased from 136,000 to 145,000 in ten years,

and soon it will overlap the intake of the East

London Company
;
and a river flowing through

a town must be dirtied by the washing of the

streets. There was no reason why all the

sewage of towns should not be efficiently treated,

and, if it was so treated, the only pollution from
human beings would be the occasional pollu-

tion in time of flood from 47,000 people

scattered over an area of 500 square miles.

Whatever improvement might be made in

sewage effluents, the river would not be a good

supply for domestic purposes while used for

navigation, because you might have a man on a

barge suffering from typhoid and polluting the

water close to the intakes, and one pollution

there would be more dangerous than a greater

pollution higher up. He had seen manure
barges pumping bilge water into the river

aud manure heaps drained by trenches.

The manure which he described as con-

taminated contained fcetal calves, entrails of

fish, the sweepings of slaughter-houses, con-

tents of house dust-bins, old beds aud bedding,

rags and clothes, straw and cinders. The
higher land of the district was adapted to

sewage-farms, and farm treatment was tbe best

for sewage. Generally speaking there was
plenty of available land. The valley of the

Lea is not served by the New River Company ;

they absolutely refused to supply any of the

villages on its course. All the water used

locally is raised locally from wells in the

chalk and otherwise.

Death Mates and Water Su2)j)li/.

Mr. Shirley Foster Murphy, Medical Officer

of Health of the County of London, submitted

tables which had been prepared to enable com-
parisons to be made between tbe enteric fever

death-rates of London and some other towns;
also between tbe ratts of London districts

having tbe same water supply
;
and al.so be-

tween London populations having different

water supplies. Tbe London death-rate, be

said, bears favourable comparison with tbe rate

in other towns having public water supplies

which are not excrementally polluted. The
following are such towns, and they are arranged

in the order of the average annual enteric fever

death-rate for ten years. 1881—1890, per 10.000

population. There are fourteen names, besides

that of London, which stands eleventh on the

list :

—

Portsmouth 4‘9
!

Hull 2'5

Blackburn 4 1 Birkenhead 21
Preston 3'8

'
London 1'9

Salford 3-8 Brighton 18
Xottingliam 2'i) I

Bradford 17
Cardiff 2'8 I

Bristol 1-5

Derby 2'6 Huddersfield 1'5

Liverpool 2'0
,

A second table gives for thirty-nine districts

of the Metropolis the death rates from enteric

fever, diarrbce^, scarlet fever, measles, diph-

theria, and all causes, and also the infant

mortality. The names are arranged in the

order of the death rates per 10,000 from enteric

fever. Tbe rates range from 2 17 in Limehouse
to 0 66 in Plumstead.
A third table shows that there are consider-
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able differences between districts having the
same water sapply.
Then the districts are grouped under their

respective sources of supply
;
and the enteric

fever death-rate per million for 1885—1890 was
as follows :

—

Kent 113'4
I

New Rivuc 107'74
Thames 128 9

1 New River and East
Kent and Thames .. 136-7 London 118-79
New River & Tnames 142-2 East London 128-26

The inference he would draw from the table
was that the test was favourable, so far as it

went, to the wholesoraeness of London water
as compared with that of other towns.
The figures appear to show that the water of

the River Lea has been more capable than any
other of causiug enteric fever, and that the
water supplied by the East London Company
has been more injurious than that supplied by
the New River Company.

Tables are added to show the relative preva-
lence of other zymotic diseases, some of which
are not believed to be communicated by water,
viz., diarrhc-ci, scarlet fever, diphtheria, and
measles. The tables show broadly that the
tendency to prevalence of each of these dis-

eases has been greater in the populations sup-
plied by the Lea than in the populations having
other water supplies, and that the order of
incidence observable in the case of enteric
fever is not maintained by the other diseases.

Nor has the precise order been maintained by
enteric fever in each of the six years under
consideration.

Of nineteen districts receiving water from the
Lea, the following numbers had higher mortality
than the rest of London:— 13 from enteric fever,
9 from diarrhoea, 11 from scarlet fever, 10 from
measles, and 9 from diphtheria. Of 20 districts
not receiving water from the Lea, -1 had higher
mortality than London from enteric fever, 7
from diarrhoea, 8 from scarlet fever, and 7
from diphtheria. This table, however, it was
explained, was subject to qualifications, and it

was only the beginning of a further inquiry.
There are more causes than one at work in

London producing enteric fever, and one
problem is whether any cause has tended to
raise the amount of fever above an average.
There is no evidence that the water of London
produces typhoid fever. If certain districts
suffer more than others from enteric fever and
more from other diseases at the same time, one
is disposed to look at conditions in those dis-
tricts which are not related to water-supply as
the probable cause. Various local conditions
outside water-supply may affect the prevalence
of enteric fever in the towns with which
London is compared. Salford, for instance,
which stands high iu the list for enteric fever,
is surrounded by the Irwell, which is little

better than a polluted sewer.

The nutrr Exa m'lncr's Account.

Dr. Frankland’s statement embodied the
following facts and opinions The River
Thames receives, above the intakes, contri-
butions of organic matter of animal origin,
“generally innocuous, although sentimentally
objectionable.” It may, however, be accom-
panied by zymotic poisons,—typhoid fever,
tuberculosis, or diphtheria. The risk is reduced
by filtration, and by avoidance of flood waters.
Still there is no “ trustworthy guarantee ” that
the noxious matters are wholly removed. In
ordinary weather a '-considerable,” and, in
flood time, a “large" proportion of soluble
organic matter makes its way down to the
intakes. No company has sufficient storage to
exclude flood-water altogether; the Grand
Junction has only 3-5, and the Southwark 2-7

days’ storage. The surface gravel supplies
must be abandoned as population increases in
the valleys. Notwithstanding the efforts of
the Conservancy, analyses show that the water
of the river is worse than in 1873,—that it
contains 19 per cent, more of organic carbon,
13 per cent, more of organic nitrogen; but
the water delivered in 1890 was 32 per
cent, better than in 18G,S,—it was not so in
1891, which was a bad year for the operations
of the companies. The improvement is both in
matters in solution and matters in suspension.
The filtration is better than in 1873. Still, the
brightest and clearest water is not free from
suspended matter. A ray of strong light shows
it to be muddy, and a cubic inch has been
found to contain many hundreds, and even
thousands, of living organisms. On March 2G,
1891, a cubic inch contained 25,912 living
organisms.

^

The water is “ generally whole-
some,” but it is uncertain how far cases of

zymotic disease are traceable to it. There is no
positive evidence that the filtered water is un-
wholesome, but we ought not to be dependent
upon the efficient filtering plant of com-
mercial companies. An epidemic of typhoid
or cholera above the intakes would be
attended with great risk to Londoners.
The belief that water from between bridges
was safe cost 25,000 lives in 1849 and 1854.
Theoretically, storage and filtration may be a
considerable safeguard, but there is not a tittle

of trustworthy evidence of that. The outbreak
of typhoid fever at Lausanne, in Switzerland,
where 17 per cent, of the population were
attacked, showed that infected water was
potent to produce disease even after filtration.

Normally safe water liable to zymotic pollution
ought to be avoided where the lives of millions
may be jeopardised. Therefore the Thames
ought to be abandoned as soon as practicable.
This opinion, expressed in 1874, the witness
still held, notwithstanding improved storage
and filtration. Even if filtration intercepts all

germs, this one line of defence ought not to be
trusted. At the intakes, the water almost
always contains an enormous number of living
microbes,—in extreme cases half a million in a
cubic inch

;
on the average of six weeks, over a

quarter of a million. In the six weeks storage
and filtration effected a reduction as large as
9S'5 per cent., and the average reduction of
the five companies was 30 per cent.

The Kent Company’s water is unaffected by
weather, and is always clear and bright without
filtration. The sole defect of this water is its

hardness. It contains fewer microbes than the
river waters “as delivered,” but what they con-
tain “ immediately after filtration” he is inves-

tigating. The vast majority of these microbes
found in potable waters are harmless; it is

rarely that pathogenic bacteria are found

—

never in any water supplied to London
;
but it

must not be concluded that they are never
present. Only half a cubic centimetre of water
can be examined. Several pathogenic or-

ganisms can be cultivated only in the bodies of
animals

; and they are therefore undiscoverable
by Koch's gelatine plate process. A single
glass of water might contain two or three
typhoid germs, and jet it would be by
the merest chance that one of them would
be in the small quantity selected for bacterio-
logical examination. These examinations are
simply a quantitative test of the filtration

;
they

prove in the case of London how efficient as a
rule is the sand filtration

;
but the large reduction

of even 98 per cent, is by no means an absolute
guarantee that pathogenic organisms, if present,
would disappear witn the crowd. It is only,

BO far as we know, by the rejection for dietetic

pnrposes of water so polluted, that immunity
from water-borne zymotic poisons can be
secured.

The deep well water of the Colne Valley
Company and the Tottenham Local Board are
similar to the Kent Company’s as regards
organic purity

;
but they are softer—Totten-

ham by 5 degrees and Colne Valley by 20
;
but

the Tottenham is delivered in its natural condi-
tion. and the Colne Valley is softened by
Clark’s process. The temperature of these
well waters is nearly uniform throughout the
year—far removed from freezing point in

winter, refreshingly cool in summer.
We must break off here this week, although

we have not yet finished Dr. Frankland’s state-
ment, the remainder of which is deferred for
want of space.

The Commissioners held a sitting on Wednes-
day, chiefly for the purpose of receiving
supplementary details from the representatives
of the Companies.

Trade Festivity.—On Saturday last the em-
ployes of Messrs. Vaughau & Browu, Kirby-street,
aud Farriugdon-road, gas engineers, ie., had their
annual outing. Accompanied by Mr. Vaughan,
Mr. Geo. Vaughan, and the beads of departments,
they formeii a numerous party, and were accom-
roodated with special carriages attached to the nine
o’clock train from Waterloo, whence they pro-
ceeded to Horsley. At Horsley a cumberof brakes
were ia waiting to convey them to Ripley, Surrey,
where, after a cricket match on tho village groen,
dinner was served iu a large marquee erected in the
grounds of the “White Hart” Hotel. After
dinner, groups of the party were formed to ex-
plore the surrounding country, some on foot, some
iu carriages, all meeting again about eight o’clock,
when the brakes were again in readiness to convey
them to Horsley, where in due course the train
arrived, tho carriages filled, and with South-
Western punctuality reached Waterloo soon after
ten o’clock.

CO^dPETITlONS.
Quarantine Hospital, Cape Town, South

Africa.—We areinformedthat the Municipality
of Cape Town have awarded the premium for
the best design of a Quarantine Hospital for
Infectious Diseases to Mr. Wm. Hy. Beid, archi-

tect, of that city, and formerly of Plymouth,
Co. Devon, and London, England. The cost is

estimated by Government at 13,OOOZ.

New Sunday Schools, John - street-
Chapel, Bedford-row, W.C.—At a meeting
of the School Trustees, held on the 18th inst.,

the design submitted in this competition by
Mr. F, T. W. Goldsmith, of 1, Vemlara-bnidings,
Gray’s Inn, W.C., marked “Robert rvaike8.”wa&
selected

: and a premium of 5Z. 5s. was awarded
to Messrs. Keene & Drake, of 41, Bedford-
row, whose design, marked “ Experience,” was
placed second in the competition.
WoMBWELL Board Schools. — Seventeen

sets of designs were sent in in this competition,
and reduced by the Board to four sets, which
were submitted to Mr. Innocent, architect,
Sheffield. His report was in favour of Messrs.
Butterworth & Duncan, Rochdale, who have-
been appointed architects by the Board.
Board School, Newport, Monmouth-

shire,—An extraordinary meeting of the New-
port School Board was held on the isth inst. at
the offices of the Board, Temperance-hall,
Newport, to consider the plans submitted for a
new school to be erected in Durham-road
(Caerleon-road). The Sites and Buildings Com-
mittee reported in favour of two sets of plans,
viz., that of Mr. Alfred Swash and Messrs.
Lawrence & Fox, and requested the Board to
make a selection from them.—Mr. T. H. Mordey
proposed the adoption of the plans of Mr.
Alfred Swash. This was seconded by the Rev.
0. D. Campbell.—Mr. W. Clifford Phillips pro-
posed that Messrs. Lawrence k. Fox’s plans be
accepted.—On being put to the vote, the
designs of Mr. Alfred Swash were accepted by
six votes as against four given for those of

Messrs. Lawrence i: Fox.—The school intended
to be built is one for three departments, -viz.,

infants, boys, and girls. An acre of land has
been purchased from the Clytha Estate for
£1,090. Accommodation will be provided for
700 children in all, viz., 300 infants, 200 boys,
and 200 girls. The estimated cost of building
is .£3,700,

EXGINEERiyG SOCIETIES.
Society of Engineers.—On July 20 a visit

was paid by the Society of Engineers to the
A, B. C. Sewage Works, Kingston

;
the South-

wark and Vau-xhall IVater Co.’s Works, Hamp-
ton

;
and Messrs. Willans Sc Robinson's Works,

Thames Ditton, four • horse coaches being
engaged for the conveyance of the party. The
Kingston Sewage Works have been constructed
for treating, by the Native Guano Company’s
processes, the sewage of 35,000 people, but with
certain comparatively inexpensive additions it

is said that they will meet the requirements of
a population of 50,01 '0. At present the sewage
being treated is that of a population of 39,487,
including Surbiton and Hampton Wick. The
Southwark and Vauxhall Water Company’s
Works at Hampton were commenced in accord-
ance with the provisions of the Metropolis
Water Act, 1852, the first supply being pumped
from Hampton to Battersea, to be there filtered

and distributed, on July 5, 1855. In 18G7 addi-
tional works were commenced on the adjoining
land, having for their principal object the
supply of the western portion of the district,

these were completed and taken into use in the
spring of 1870. Messrs. Willans & Robinson’s
Works at Thames Ditton were started in the
year 1881 for the construction of steam launches
and yachts, and for the manufacture of the
marine form of the Willans Engine.
Liverpool Engineering Society.—The

Liverpool Engineering Society visited, on the
IGth inst., the Fryer’s Refuse Destructor,
erected by the Corporation at their wharves in

Chisenhale-street. Mr. H. P. Boulnois, City
Engineer, conducted the party over the
premises and wharves. The destructor,

which was formally opened in October, 1891,
although it had been more or less in use for

some little time previously, consumes 600 tons
of refuse per week. During the visit Mr.
Boulnois explained to the visitors a new
arrangement he had introduced for tipping the
refuse into the furnaces without the labour of
shovelling. By this contrivance the stuff i&

tipped into a tank divided into compartments,
this tank being wheeled by mechanical means
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over the farnace openings, and its contents
dropped through the bottom. Subsequently
the members visited the works of the Liver-
pool Cold Storage and Ice Company in
iWilliamson-sqoare, and inspected, under the
direction of Mr. M. C. Bannister, A.M.I.C.E,,
imanager, a number of processes of refrigera-

tion.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
The usual weekly meeting of the London

County Council was held on Tuesday after-

moon last at Spring-gardens, the Cnairman,
Mr. John Hutton, presiding.

I Election of Vice-Chairman.—Two candidates
were proposed for the office of ^'ice•Chai^man,

1
vacant by the election of Mr. Hutton as

I Chairman. The two candidates proposed were
Mr. Charles Harrison and Mr. Fardell. Mr.

I Harrison was elected, on a division, by a large
majority, It’., by 71 for to 28 against.

! The Adjournvient for tlw Summer Recess .

—

, On the motion of Dr. Collins, it was resolved
' “That the Council at its riaini? on Tuesday, July 26,
do stand adjourned for the summer recess until Tues-

,
day, September 27, and that no Committee do meet after

I
the date of the Council's adjournment until Monday,

;
September IS), unless in a case of urgency which will,
'in the opini.'in of the Chairman of the Committee, not
.admit of delay; provided that the Chairman of the
(Council may convene a meeting of the Council during
I the recess if he deem it necessary to do so."

The Proposed Keiv Streetfrom Holhorn to the
\Strand.—Mr. Frederic Harrison, Chairman of
(the Improvements Committee, proposed the
adoption of the Improvement Committee’s
;report on this subject. We gave, a fortnight
I ago, the substance of this report, together with
a plan of the proposed street.

I Mr. Ranyard moved, as an amendment :

—

“That in the opinion of the Council, the proposed
mew street from Hulborn to the Strand should follow
(the line recommended in the report submitted to the
(Council by the Improvements Committee on July 24,
il891,* namely, beginning from the Hulborn end ol
• Little Queen-street and trending westward : and that,
• subject to this alteration, the recommendation be
(adopted.”

! Mr. Farquhar seconded the amendment,
(which was rejected by a large majority, and
ithe continuation of the debate was adjourned
to a special meeting to be held this Friday,
June 22.

Soiithern Approach to Toiver Bridge.—The
(Improvements Committee also submitted pro-
(posals for forming a southern approach to the
new Tower Bridge, but the consideration of this
;part of their report was also adjourned.

T auxhall Bridge.—The Bridges Committee
(brought up a report recommending the re-
i building of Vauxhall Bridge, but the considera-
: tion of this, too, was adjourned.

V Bars and Gates.—On the recommendation of
the Highways Committee, it was referred to
;the Parliamentary Committee to prepare a Bill
'giving the Council power to remove a large
(number of bars and gates.

! The Londo7i Water Supply.—The SpecialWater
Committee brought up a report stating that in
[July last they accepted an offer by the Royal
(Society to make investigations into the ques-
ition of the vitality of microscopic pathogenic

!
organisms in water, and agreed to contribute a
(sum of 2507. towards the expenses of such inves-
(tigation, a similar sum being contributed by the
( Government Grant Committee. They had recently
; received from the Royal Society a preliminary
(report on the subject, and this had been
followed by a letter intimating that the amount
(granted by the Government and the Council
would probably have been exhausted early in
(the ensuing winter, and that the Government
I Grant Committee had granted a further sum of

1

2507. provided that the Council saw its way to
(contribute a like sum. The Committee were
of opinion, after giving the subject full con-
IsideratioD, that the Council should continue its

'assistance, bub that it should be understood
(that the amount to be contributed is to be
jregarded as a final payment. With this
(proviso they recommended that the Council do
(Contribute a further 2507. towards the expenses
of the investigations now being carried on by
Ithe Royal Society.
I In answer to Dr. Collins, it was stated that
Ithe investigations in question were in the hands
of Dr. Percy Frankland and Professor Marshall
(Ward.

' * We published the plan of this projected street in
the Builder for July 26 last year.

The report, on the motion of Mr. Bassett
Hopkins, was adopted, and

After discussing other matters the Council
adjourned.

CorrcsjjoitbcitM.

To ihx Editor of The Bdilder.

“ CHANGES AT THE INSTITUTE.”

SiE,—Mr. W. Rite’s letter in your last issue

makes it still more difficult to understand his

drift, and that of those who act with him.
They cheered me when I repudiated the idea

that an examination could be any test of a
man’s fitness to be an architect

;
and yet we

find Mr. Pite, immediately after, asking that the
Examination shall contain some test, and that
of a competitive character, of a man’s artistic

talent.

Now, if it be impossible to test a man’s power
of applying the rules of construction, hygiene,
and other branches that are more or less of the
nature of exact sciences, how on earth can we
test a man’s artistic capacity ? And who is to
be the judge 1 Surely Mr. Pite and his friends
will not maintain that the power of making a
good paper design necessarily involves the
power of carrying out properly a good and
artistic building ?

There is one way, and one only, of treating
examination in art, and that is by insuring that
the student has a close and intimate knowledge
of old work. It may be possible to stimulate to
farther exertion by a judicious system of prizes,

but no one will, I should think, assert that
prize-winning is any test of a good architect.

The party who are moving in the matter do
not seem to have made up their minds what
they want. At one time tbey are against all

examinations and diplomas, and the next
strenuously endeavouring to establish a strict

diploma in art, in which, above all things,
diplomas have ever proved valueless. At any
rate we may fairly challenge them to let ns
know precisely what they do mean.

Ralph Nevill, F.S.A.

die Sfubcitfs' ©ulumn.

CONCRETE.—IV.

HYDRAULIC LIMES STORING.

LL limes and cements have a tendency
to absorb moisture, and if they are left

too long in a damp atmosphere, they
will be entirely spoilt. As we have already

seen in the case of rich limes, moisture causes
the hydration of the lime, converting the quick-

lime (calcic oxide) into calcic hydrate, the latter

having two or three times the bulk of the

former. The same action takes place in

hydraulic limes, but not to so great an extent.

For this reason, however, manufacturers fre-

quently warn their customers that, if any
groun(i lime be not used at once it should be
emptied out of the bags, as otherwise the ex-

pansion of the lime would probably burst them.
The lime can be stored either in casks or on a
dry floor in a warehouse, and may then be kept
for some weeks, or even months, without detri-

ment. This air-slaking causes the lime to set

more slowly than when fresh, and this is fre-

quently an advantage. For works in running
water, where rapidity of set is necessary, ground
lime is often used fresh.

Uses .—Hydraulic lime cannot, of course, be
used for as many purposes as Portland cement.
No one would think of using it now for the
surface of paving, for floors, sewers, moulded
work, or artificial stone

;
but it is largely used

for concrete in ordinary foundations, and for

mortar; it has also been employed successfully

for concrete in the walls of buildings, bnt, in
England at any rate, it is now superseded for

that purpose by Portland cement. Mixtures of
lias lime and Portland cement have also been
used for the matrix of concrete, the result

being, of course, a stronger concrete than if the
matrix had been entirely of lime. But in

mixtures of this kind great care must be
exercised that the lime is thoroughly slaked
before the cement is added to it, as otherwise
the concrete may “blow." AVe shall have more
to say about mixtures of lime and cement here-

after.

SELENITIC LIMES OR CEMENTS.

1870, and a company was formed to carry od
the manufacture of it. The patent expired
some years ago, and selenitic lime is now made
at many lime and cement works in various
parts of the country, bnt especially from the
lias lime in Warwickshire and Leicestershire.

Comjwsition.—The invention consisted in the
addition of a certain quantity of sulphate of
lime to the natural lime. Sulphate of lime
(CaSO^) occurs naturally in various forms, as
selenite, gypsum, and alabaster. It is from the
first of these that selenitic lime received its

name. Plaster of Paris is calcined gypsum, and'
Robinson’s cement (to be mentioned hereafter)-

is calcined alabaster. Keene’s, Martin’s, and
Parian cements also consist chiefly of sulphate
of lime. But the point, in which selenitic lime
differs from all these, is that the sulphate is

present only in a small quantity, and does not
form the bulk of the lime or cement. In fact,

about 5 per cent, of plaster of Paris added to
95 per cent, of lime, converts it into a selenitic

lime. The better the natural lime is, the better,
it is said, will be the selenitic lime manufactured
from it

;
that made from grey lime will be in-

ferior to that ^made from blue lias lime. This
statement is not confirmed by Mr. Grant’s
experiments already quoted. (Table II,).

Tensile Strength .—There can be no doubt that
the process increases both the cohesive and
adhesive strength of limes to a great extent,
but Mr. Grant’s tests’" do not show as great an
increase of strength as do those published by
the Selenitic Company. Perhaps this is not to
be wondered at. We have already (chapter iii.)

given a table based on Mr. Grant's experi-
ments, showing the tensile strength of different

mortars, some of which were made fron>
selenitic lime. The experiments go to prove
that, at the end of twelve months, a mortar
composed of one part of selenitic lime and five

parts of sand is equal in tensile strength to a
mortar composed of the same lime (but without
plaster of Paris) and three parts of sand. Sele-
nitic treatment improved the grey lime 100 per
cent, when kept in air and 109 per cent, when
kept in water, but improved the lias lime
(No. 2) only 57 per cent, in air and 66 per cent,
in water, but the strength of the latter lime
when made into mortar with six parts of sand
was about 25 per cent, more than a similar
mortar made from the former.

AdJtesive strength .—We have already said
that the selenitic treatment improves the
adhesive strength of limes. The following
table, in proof of this, has been compiled from
the circnlar issued by the Selenitic Cement
Company. It shows the force per square inch
of mortar-joint required to tear apart bricks
after they had been united for twenty-eight
days by mortars of various kinds ;

—

Table V.

Adhesive Strength of Selenitic Limes, <^'c.

Kind of Lime or Cement.

Proportions of Lime or
Cement and .Sand.

1 to 3 1 to 4 1 to 5 1 to S

White Chalk Lime
lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.

,, ,, Selenitic

Barrow Lias Lime
101 9| lOf
y

„ ,, Selenitic

Portland Cement
27 21 20 20

23 IBl 15i

Co?nprcssire Strength .—The series of experi-

ments made by Mr. Grant, and already men-
tioned, shows that concrete made of selenitic

grey lime, gravel, and sand is 71 per cent,

stronger than a similar mixture of ordinary grey
lime, gravel, and sand, and that tbeselenitic treat-

ment increases the strength of lias lime con-
crete about 38 per cent. These figures are the
average of thirty tests of 6-in. cubes in each
case. But the strongest selenitic lime tested by
Mr. Grant, namely, selenitic Rugby lias, gave
results far below those given by Portland
cement, tested in the same manner. The resist-

ance to crushing of G-in. cubes of concrete,

made from one part of selenitic Rugby lias and
six parts of gravel and sand, was 9-28 tons,

while similar cubes of Portland cement con-
crete crushed at 25‘19 tons.

Steering .—Like all other limes and cements it

should be kept perfectly dry, if not used fresh.

Uses .—Selenitic lime is used in mortar and
concrete, but opinions differ as to the value of
the treatment. Certainly engineers do not use

History.—Selenitic lime or cement was first

made and patented by General Scott about
• “ Proceedings of the lustltutlou of Civil Englueers,'*

vol. Ixil. (1879-80), part Iv.
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it in very important works, bat prefer Portland
cement. A series of experiments, made by Mr.
E. C. Clarke in connexion with the Boston
Main Drainage Works (1878-84), convinced him
that selenitic treatment “ had not improved the
cement sufficiently to compensate for the in-

creased cost.” The late G. E. Street, E.A

,

used selenitic lime in the concrete foundations,
A:c., of the Law Courts, after its value had been
demonstrated by a series of experiments carried
out by one of his clerks of works, and it was
used in several other important buildings about
the same time. It is more frequently adoi)ted
for plastering than for concrete, and has oeen
nsed in that manner for many large works,
including the Law Courts and the Manchester
Town-hall.

GENEJIAL BUILDING NEWS.
New G01LDHAI.L, Gloucester. — On the Pith

icst. the Dew GiiildhaU, erected in Eastgate-street,
Gloucester, was opened. At the opening ceremony
Mr. G. H. Hunt, of London, the architect, read a
description of the b'lilding, from which we take the
following:—The various offices rei^uisite for the
working of the Corporation business are all placed
on the ground floor for facility of access. The
Council-chamber, committee-rooms, Mayor's par-
lour, and public hall are placed upon the first floor,

so that they may be used separately or together
according to requirements, without interfering
with the offices on the ground floor. Additional
offices, caretaker’s quarters, and kitchens are on the
•second floor, and rooms for office purposes, storage,
and cellars are provided in the basement. Retiring
rooms and lavatory accommodation are arranged ou
tbe various floors. The Council-chamber, on the
first floor, is arranged in a central position,
and has a carved and panelled ceiling. The
.hall (40 ft. by 80 ft.), placed next New
Inu-lane, occupies the whole width of the site.

The main front of the exterior next Eastgate-street,
is executed in Monk's Park stone, and is designed
in tbe Renaissance style, somewhat severe in treat-
ment. The other fronts, towards New Inn-lane
and the courtyard, are e.xecutod in brickwork with
stone strings and cornices, and kept quite plain.
,[n the interior, polished Hoptoo Wood stone has
been largely used for the columns, mantelpiece, and
balustrading

;
the joinery generally is in oak, vit-

reous mosaic paving has been used in the hall, and
the whole ot tbe floors throughout are fireproof.
Fibrous plaster has been freely used for the purpose
of decorating the Council - chamber and gallery,
public hall, and entrance hall ceilings. The heating
and ventilation was carried out by the late Mr. W.
W. PhipsoD. Tne scheme aclopted is “low pres-
sure steam ” divided into circuits, combined with
direct supplies of fresh air admitted vertically and
also through radiators. The extraction of vitiated
air from the public hall and Council-chamber is by
means of ventilating sun-burners, and in the offices

by means of air-flues. The works generally have
been carried out by Mes'^rs. Bowers & Co. . of Here-
ford, the eontractora. 5Iessr.s. Dennet & Ingle were
the contractors for the fireproof flooring

; Jackson
& Sons, fibrous plaster work; C. Smith & Sons,
locks, door, and window furniture

;
Rust, vitreous

mosaic flooring
;
Smith &; Stevens, lifts

;
Strode &

Co., gas-mains and sun-burners; the late W. W.
Phipson, beating apparatus

;
Pomeroy, cooking

apparatus and gas-stoves
;

Frith, sculpture and
carving

;
(.'onway Jones, eeneral painting and deco-

ration
;

Sessions & Sons, lavatory and sanitary
fittings; Beaveii & Co., gas-fittings and duresco
decoration. Mr. Robert Griggs, of London, was
tbe quantity and measuring surveyor; and Mr. F.
Feltham has acted as clerk of the works. We gave
a view and two plans of the building in the Builder
for July 1-3, ISSfl.

Church Institute, Wolverhampton. — The
foundation-stone of an institute in connexion with
St. Peter’s Church, Wolverhampton, was laid on
the ISth inst., by Lady Hickman. The stnicture,
when completed, will be of two stories, containing
on the ground-floor two class-rooms, over which will
be placed one large room for meetictrs. A large
committee-room and a smaller room will bo on the
upper floor. Another room for gymuastics will be
placed behind the main block. The buildings will
Oe of red brick with Codsall stone dressings. The
cost of the portion now being erected will be
2,500f., exclusive of the fittings and furnishing.
Tbe contractor is Mr. W. H. Lovatt, and the
architect Mr. T. II. Fleeming, both of Wolver-
hampton.

Free Church, St. Abb’s, Berwick.—A new
Free church was opened at St. Abb’s, Berwickshire,
on the 15th inst., by the Rev. Principal Rainy,
Edinburgh. The building will accommodate about
390 persons, and has cost over 2,000f. The church,
which is constructed of Swinton stone, is oblong in
plap, with a s<]uare belfry at the eastern end (under
which is the main entrance), and a vestry at the
opposite or western end. The roof is of open
timber, and all the pews and interior furnishings
^re of varnished pitch-pine. The windows are
filled in with antique cathedral glass, and at the

western end of the building, over the pulpit, is an
ornamental rose window of stained glass. At this

end of the church there is also displayed a mural
bronze tablet, set in a black marble border, which
the inhabitants of St. Abb’s have erected to the
memory of Mr. Howard Graham Usher, the
deceased son of the donor. The building is lighted
entirely by electricity, connexion having been
established with tbe electric power which supplies
the mansion-house of Northfield. The architect
was Mr. J. L. Murray, of Biggar.

Baths, Bdr.slem. — On the 14th inst., Mr.
Rienzi Walton, M.Inst.C. E., an inspector under the
Local Government Board, hold an inquiry in refe-

rence to an application by the Corporation to
borrow 9,0o0f. for public baths, .5,000/. for tbe
purchase of about twenty-two acres of land to be
laid out as a park and recreation ground, 3,750/.

for public improvements, and 1,600/. for sewage
purposes. The Borough Surveyor, Mr. F. Bettany,
described the various works. There was no oppo-
sition.

Technical School, Holmfirth, Yorkshire.—
On the 16th inst., the foundation-stones of a new
Technical School for Holmfirih were laid. The
estimated cost of the new building is about 3,000/.,
and it is being erected from plans prepared by Mr.
Joseph Smith, Holmfirth and Sheffield, who gained
the first premium in the competition promoted by
tbe Building Committee. It will be in the Eliza-
bethan style.

Temporary Sanatorium, Cardiff. — On the
10th inst. a temporary sanatorium was opened
at Cardiff by Alderman T. W. Jacobs. The
sanatorium is designed to provide accommodation
for cases of infectious diseases pending the erection
of the complete sanatorium, to which it will after-
wards form a supplemental pavilion. It is erected
00 a portion of the site procured for the permanent
building on the Jloors, between the Fenarth branch
of tbe Taff Vale Railway and the Ely river, and
provides for the accommodation of twenty-four
patients. The buildings, which are of timber
framing covered with corrugated iron over a layer
of felt, and lined with match-boarding, are raised
to a height of about 5 ft. above tbe general level of

the site, 011 a foundation of brickwork. The
main ward pavilion, which is a one-story
building, consists of a central administration
block, containing matron’s sitting-room, bedroom,
kitchen, scullery, and stores, tbe matron’s rooms
being divided from the kitchen department by a
corridor communicating with the main corridor
connecting the wards, on the opposite side of which
are the nurses’ bedrooms and sitting-rooms. The
two wards which terminate the main corridor are
for males and females respectively, and each pro-
vides accommodation for twelve patients. They
are 60 ft. long by 20 ft. wide, and are 16 ft. high to
the ridge, and are heated by two Gill stoves in

each ward, with flues carried beneath the Hoors to
the outside of the building. The ventilation is

secured by means of fresh air inlets underneath
each ward bed and a ventilated ridge running the
whole length of the wards, in addition to which
cross ventilation can be obtained from the fanlights
of the windows and lantern lights, all of which are
made to open. At theeudof each ward isabath-room.
Opposite the entrance to the site is situated the
laundry block. The brick foundation, earthwork,
and the whole of the plumbing and sanitary arrange-
ments have been carried out by corporation work-
men. Tbe corrugated iron superstructures were
supplied and arected by Jlessrs. Humphreys,
Limited, of London

;
the ward and other stoves,

&c., by Mr. John Williams. The planning and
disposition of the various blocks, and the engineer-
ing, drainage, and sanitary matters generally, have
been carried out by the Borough Engineer, 5lr. W.
Harpur.

St. Peter’s New Schools, Worcester.—On tbe
15th inst., the Bishop of Worcester opened tbe new
St. Peter's schools, which have been erected in
Severo-street, Worcester. The site upon which the
new buildings are erected was given to the parish
by the Royal Porcelain Works Company. The new
buildings adjoin the old schools, and are con-
structed with rod bricks 'and roofed witn tiles.

The ground floor comprises a boys’ school, 60 ft.

by 32 ft., and 16 ft. high, an entrance corridor,
lavatory, cloak lobby, and master’s room. The old
boy's school will bo converted into three class-

rooms, which will communicate with the new room
by a corridor. Accommodation is provided for 204
boys in tbe school-room, and,152 in the class-rooms.
The floor of the new school-room is composed of
wooden blocks, laid in a pattern upon a foundation
of concrete. The first floor, immediately above the
boys’ department, comprises a girls’ school,
6S ft. 9 in., by 32 ft., and 19 ft. high, a lavatory,
cloak-rooms, and front and back staircases, while
the old school-room adjoining is converted into
three class-rooms. The infants’ school is at the
rear. The whole of the new schools and class-

rooms are heated with hot water, the apparatus for
this, and also the gas-pipes and fittings, having
been supplied and fixed by Messrs. J. Ward ik

Sons, of Worcester. The contract price for tbe
schools was 2.211/., and the work has been carried
out by Messrs. J. S. Wood & Sons. The architects
were Messrs. Yeates & Jones, of Worcester.

SANITARYAND ENGINEERING NEWS.

The Water Supply of Cromer.—The Cromer
Waterworks Company, in view of the growing
popularity of the town, have been engaged during
the past two years in sinking a second well capable
of giving a supply considerably in excess of that
hitherto available. These wells are situated more
than half a mile outside of the town. Owing to the
sandy character of the upper strata, great difficulty

was experienced in sinking tbe new well, which
varies from 8 ft. to 5 ft. in diameter, and has been
carried to a depth of 183 ft. from the surface. The
chalk was reached at a depth of 138 ft. below the
surface, and, with the object of ensuring tho purity

of the supply by excluding all percolations from the

strata above, tbe well has been lined to a depth of

151 ft. with brickwork and iron cylinders. Tho
now bore-hole, which is 20 in. diameter, extends
from the bottom of tho well for a further depth of

40 ft. Two headings, each 6 ft. by 4 ft., have been
driven for a distance of 100 ft, one serving as a

connecting link between the new well and the old

bore-hole, by means of which tbe town has hitherto

been [supplied. The permanent water level in the
new well and. old bore-hole is 110 ft. from the sur-

face, and, as already stated, all the water flows

direct from tho chalk. The well, with the head-
ings, possesses a storage capacity of 25,000 gallons,

and the total yield, when the works are in full

operation, will be at least 200,000 gallons a day, a

supply that will suffice for tho requirements of the
town for many years to come, even at the present
rate of progress. A new set of pumps and engine
have been erected, designed to lift 12,000 gallons

per hour, and the entire system is now in duplicate,

so that in the event of a breakdown,—an eventuality

by no means likely to happen,—a failure in the

supply will, practically speaking, be an absolute

impossibility. Tho water has recently been
examined by Professor Frankland, F.B.S., the well-

known water analyst, and he reports on samples
taken from each well as follows:—“The two
samples are of most excellent quality for dietetic

purposes. They are absolutely free from all

evidence of previous sewage or animal contamina-
tion, whilst for chalk water they are of very mode-
rate hardness. Cromer may be congratulated on
being supplied with one of the best waters in Great
Britain.” The works have been carried out, under
the direction of Mr. J. C. Melliss, of London, by
Messrs. Thomas Tilley & Sons, of Walbrook,
London, the pumps and machinery being supplied

by Messrs. Robert Warner & Suns, of Walton-on-
tbe-Naze, while the buildings at the surface have
been erected by Jlr. John Newman, of Cromer.

Pontypridd Joint Sewerage Scheme.—The
last brick of the Ystradyfodwg and Pontypridd
joint sewer was laid on the 30th ult., at Nantgarw,
by Mr. D. Leyshon, chairman of the Pontypridd
Local Board. The scheme had cost 150,000/. Tbe
length of the sewer is IS miles. The section of the

sewer varies from 3 ft. 4 in. by 2 ft. 8 in. to 5 ft. 6

in. by J in., tbe syphons under the river being 2 ft.

9 in. There has been 3^ miles of tunnelling, tbe

average depth is 15 ft., aud three dilTerent valleys

have been traversed. Tbe contractors wei-e Messrs.

W. R. Parker & Co., of Cardiff. Tbe engineer was
Mr. Chatterton, and the resident engineer was Mr.
Hellins.

Sanitary By-Laws, Cardiff.—At the monthly
meeting of tbe Cardiff Rural Sanitary Authority
on the 13th inst., tho Building By-laws for tho

whole of tbe district of the Authority, as amended
by the Local Government Board, were agreed to.

Tbe by-laws for the regulation of slaughter-houses

in certain parts of the district were also approved.

The Surveyor of tho Authority, Mr. Wm. Fraser,

Assoc.M.Iust.C.E., ic., presented plans for tho

drainage of Ely, at a cost of 1,000/., the considera-

tion of which was referred to a sab-committee.

STAINED GLASS AND DECORATION
Memorial Window, Iron Acton Church,

GloucI'::sthrshii{e.—Tbe window which has been
placed iu Iron Acton church, to tho memory of the
late Captain Liddon, was dedicated on the 2od
inst. The subject of the window is “The Call of

St. Matthew,” and tbe design was furnished and
executed by tho firm of Messrs. Joseph Bell & Sons,

Bristol.

St. Mary’s Church, Shrewsbury.—The fine

church of St. Mary, Shrewsbury, has just received

various embellishments in tho chancel. An entirely

new floor has been laid with encaustic tiles and
polished Anglesey marble step.s. The tiling

is by Messrs. Godwin I'c Sun, of Lugwardine
Works, Withington, Hereford, who have used
their well-known “Antique” encaustic tiles

with great success, the whole being of a pleasing

and harmonious lone. A stone screen has been
erected between the choir aud the chancel, and
wrought-iron grilles have been placed ia the

sanctuary arcade. Tho architect for the work
was Mr. A. E. Lloyd Oswoll, A.R.LB.A., of

Shrewsbury.

Decoration of the Leeds Town Hall.—The
Corporate Property Committee of the Leeds Cor-
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poration, at a special meeting on the 15th inst.

,

again had ^under consideration the question of
cleansing and decorating the Town Hall. Mr.
Grace, of the 6rm of Messrs. Grace & Sons, London,
attended with designs and estimates, amounting to
6,710f., of which 2,590L was in regard to the
Victoria Hall. He said that it would be impossible
to complete the work before the holding of the
Triennial Festival. The committee adjourned on
the understanding that a meeting would be con-
vened to specially consider the estimates and
designs submitted by Messrs. Grace &. Sons, as well
as those sent in by Messrs. Dobie & Sons, of Edin-
burgh.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.
France.—Monsieur Huillard, tlonorary Archi-

tect to the City of Paris, and iMonsieur Rigault,
Architect of Civil Buildings, and a former winner of
the second Grand Prix de Rome, have just been
named Chevaliers of the Legion of Honour. M.
Cordonnier having obtained, in consequence of the
new vote of the jury, the Medal of Honour for
Architecture at the Salon, the first-class medal
originally accorded to him has just been awarded,
after a second ballot, to M. d’Espouy, who this
year exhibited a “ Restoration of the Basilica of
Constantine at Rome," and “ Recollections of
Greece.” The architect students who have com-
peted for the Grand Prix tie Rome have just
finished their examinations “ en loge," and their
works will be exhibited from July 29 to August 2.

The award will bo made on August 1.—

—

The painter Rocbegrosse has just finished the
sketch of a rather large composition entitled “La
Guerre,” which he has been commissioned by the
Government toexecute for the National Manufactory
at Si^vres. It appears that the Municipal Council
of Paris has rejected the project adopted by the
military authorities for setting back as far as the
Seine that part of the fortification wall which ex-
tends between Auteuil and St. Ouen. The Council
demands the total suppression of the lortifications

of Paris, whose defensive works should be taken
outside the suburbs. It is proposed to open at
the Palais Bourbon, in April next, the first of a
series of annual art exhibitions, the receipts being
appropriated to the support of the museums. On
Sunday last was inaugurated the new Mairie of the
Eighteenth Arrondissement, of which M. Varcollier
is the architect. There has also been recently
inaugurated the new Stdle des Fites which M. Vau-
dremer was commissioned to erect at the Mairie of
the Fifteenth Arrondissement (Vaugirard). This
fine ball is to be enriched by a marble bust of the
Republic, from the chisel of M. Chaplain, Member
of the Institut. The Acaddmie des Beaux-
Arts has awarded a prize of 2,000 f. to MM. Porcher
et Fournereau, architects, for their “elude artislviue"
of the monumental buildings of Khmer, in Siamese
Cambodia. The “Exposition des Arts de la
Femme," organised by the Union Centrale des Arts
Dficoratifs, will be inaugurated on August 1 at the
Palace of Industry. There has just been inau-
gurated at St. Brieue the monument erected to
the Gardes Jlobiles of the CCtes du Nord killed
during the warof 1S70. The monument is the work
of M. Pierre Ogfe. On August 28 there will be
inaugurated at Vallerangues (Card) a statue of
General Pfirier, executed by the sculptor Morice.

The inauguration of the monument to Le Sage
at Vannes (Morbihan) is fixed for September 18
next. A committee has been formed at Havre
for erecting a monument to Admiral Mouchez,
recently deceased. He was the Director of the
Paris Observatory. An art exhibition will be
held at Fontainebleau from August 1 to Sep-
tember 30 following. The Lorraine Society of
the Friends of the Arts has fixed November 1 as
the date of the opening of its twenty-ninth annual
exhibition, which willbeclosed on Decembers follow-
ing, There has just been organised at the Champ
de Mars, in the Palace of the Liberal Arts, an exhi-
bition entitled the “ Summer Salon," which includes
a certain number of works already exhibited in this
year's Salon. The exhibition is one possessing
very little interest. The new General Post Office
at Tunis, erected by a French architect, has just
been opened. The Municipal Council of Paris
intends to vote a credit of 200,000 fr. to defray the
cost of the participation of various administrative
services in the Chicago Exhibition. On Sunday
last the monument erected at Belfort to the memory
of Dr. Frdry, Senator for the Haut-Rhin, was in-
augurated. On Sunday last, also, the Labour
Exchange at Toulouse was opened.—The City of
Paris has just acquired, for the HOtel de Ville, a
very fine portrait of M. Alpband, by M. Roll,
which was exhibited in the Exposition Universelle
of 1889.

Berlin. — According to the Centralblatt der
Baxivtiwaltung, aso-caWedL “German House "is to
be erected in the grounds of the Chicago World’s
Fair, the site on which it is to be placed being in
close proximity to the English one. The building
will contain not only the offices of the Imperil
Commissioner and his executive committee, but also
a suite of rooms for the convenience of German
visitors to the Exhibition. The design shows a
building of half-timber construction. The architect
according to whose drawings the woodwork is being

cut and framed is Herr Radke ; the building
will, however, be put up under the superintendence
of Herr Fiedler, a German resident in Chicago.
The usual list of annual reports sent in by the
technical altacMs has bean published, and we notice
that last year Austria, Italy, Russia, France, and
America have been considered as deserving of

Clovernment attention. England has again been
without an attache, and hence there are no reports
on architectural or technical matters from that
country. Of the 1,200 reports sent in during the
last decade, tho majority come from the American
representatives. Last year’s set of reports contains
a very limited number relating to architecture
proper

;
Italy and Russia bead the list in regard to

numbers. The system of having technical
attaches in the different embassies is now to be
copied by Austria. The Austrian Government will

send out two gentlemen, one to St. Petersburg and
one to Washington, the selection of these two cities

being due to the difficulties experienced in obtaining
such authentic reports of technical importance
as can be more easily had from other capitals.

The Emperor intends laying the foundation-stone
of the Strasburg Garrison Church in the
autumn. This building, which will have seats
for 2,100 men, and standing-room for another
thousand, is to cost 55,000i. The work was
put up to competition, Herr L. MuUer (Reg.
Bm.). architect, being the successful competitor.
The Special Commission which has been called
together to study the causes of the floods in

German river valleys, to examine the present
system of river regulation adopted in the Empire,
and to make recommendations as to the best mode
of preventing further catastrophes, has held its

first meeting. This very important Commission
was elected by command of the Emperor, wbo took
the initiative, believing the present system of river

regulation to be based on a wrong principle. The
Rhine receiving separate treatment. This Com-
mission will only examine the other rivers

;

commencing with the Oder, and then taking the
Elbe, Vistula, Weser, &.o. The number of
students at the Royal Technical College remains
about the same as last terra, i.e., 1,830. Of 195
non-Germans, no less than ninety are Russians.
There are four Englishmen.

Leipsic.—The biennial gathering of the Amalga-
mated Societies of Architects will be held at Leipsic
on August 28, and will last three days. It will be
preceded by a business meeting of the official dele-
gates of the various societies, and there will be a
final excursion to Dresden on September 1, on
which day the new Semper monument is to be un-
veiled. The programme is an extensive one, including
several interesting lectures, and much sightseeing
and banqueting. Leipsic, which has made such rapid
strides in the last decade, can well vie with Ham-
burg, where tho last gathering was held, as far as
interesting public buildings are concerned

;
whilst

the business premises, town-houses, and villas will
not bear comparison.

mSCELLANEO US.

Appointment of Waterworks Engineers.

—

The Waterworks Committee of theWolverthampton
Corporation have considered 138 applications for
the post of waterworks engineer, to undertake part
of the duties formerly performed by Mr. Lyons
Wright, and the names of three candidates were
placed before the Town Council on Wednesday for
their final selection. The candidates were :—Mr. W.
Jones, of the Liverpool Corporation Waterworks

;

Mr. Thomas Raynes, the senior assistant to the
Water Engineer of the Birmingham Waterworks

;

and Mr. E. A. B. Woodward, of the St. Helens
Corporation Waterworks. A vote was taken, and in

tbs result Mr. Woodward was elected. The salary
offered 19 250?. per annum. We are informed that
Mr. H. C. Jilarks, Assoo.-M.Inst.C.E., Borough
Engineer and Surveyor of Dew.sbury, has recently
received two additional appointments, accompanied
by a substantial increase of salary, viz., that of
Water Engineer to the Dewsbury Corporation
and Engineer to the Dewsbury and Heckmond-
wike Waterworks Board. This latter authority
supplies water to the boroughs of Dewsbury,
Ossett, and Barnsley, and the local board districts

of Heckmondwike, Sootbill Nether, Ravensthorpe,
Skelmanthorpe, and Flockton.

Bristol Master Builders’ Association.—The
annual excursion in connexion with this association
took place on the 19th inst. The locality selected for
the visit was Bath and Limpley Stoke, and the general
arrangements were carried out by the secretary,
Mr. H. J. Spear. Luncheon was provided at Limpley
Stoke, after which the members returned to Bath,
where some members of the Bath Master Builders’
Association joined the party, and, acting as guides,
visits were paid to the Abbey and the Roman Baths.
A large company sat down to dinner. The chair
was taken by the President, Mr. E. T. Hatheriy,
and the vice-chairs were filled by Mr. A. Krauss
(vice-president) and Mr. G. Humphreys (treasurer).
Mr. Galbraith gave “ The Architects, Engineers,
and Surveyors,” which was acknowledged by
Messrs. Scoone?, Barratt, and Cloutman. Mr.
W. H. Brown, in giving “The National Asso-

ciation of Master Builders,” said he understood
that the work of the National Association was to
bear the grievances, and look after, as far as
possible, the interests of the master builders in the
country, and to keep the various provincial associa-
tions in touch one with the other. Mr. A. Krauss,
who responded, said there could be no doubt of the
excellent general work which the National Associa-
tion was doing. The National Association, being
in communication with all the provincial organisa-
tions, was a valuable fountain-head to go to for
information regarding general trade matters. He
trusted that before long there would be a National
Confederation of Builders and Contractors. Mr.
Hayward (Bath) proposed “The Bristol Master
Builders’ Association,” which was replied to by Mr.
E. T. Hatheriy, who remarked that the Association
bad been doing an excellent work for more than &
quarter of a century, and what it had been able to
accomplish in the last four or five years was in
itself a proof of the necessity of its existence.
Other toasts followed. The return to Bristol was
safely accomplished.

The Albert Palace, Battersea.—No bid was
made when, on April 27 last, the Palace was put up
to auction at the Mart at an upset price of 5,0001'.

We now read that under a distraint for rent, the
Office of Works will on the 27-Sth instant sell all

tho effects, including the diving bell (formerly in
the Polytechnic), the organ, and sundry building
materials. The organ was built, from Mr. W. T.
Best's design, by Messrs. Bryceson Bros., and was
first set up in the house of Mr. Holmes, by
Primrose-hill.

Properties for Sale.—At Dowell’s Rooms,
Edinburgh, on the 27th instant, Dimmore, Stirling-
shire, extending over 4,000 acres, and yielding a
net annual revenue of about 6,300?. The village,

situated on the estate, in Airth parish, lies eight
miles south-east from Stirling. Dunmore Castle
was an ancient seat of the Murrays, who took
thence their title of Earl, conferred upon Lord
Charles Murray in 1686. Airth Castle (originally,
we believe, a stronghold of Wallace) is illustrated
in vol. ii. of Messrs. D. Maegibboo and Thos.
Ross’s work upon the Castellated and Domestic
Architecture of Scotland (1887). Built in pre-
sumably the latter half of the sixteenth century, it
is remarkable for presenting an example of, together,
an open bartizan and its development, the conically
roofed turret. Each of the two dormers of the
east front has a tympanum with enriched
moulding and ornament,—the one of lattice and
star work, the other of fern foliage. At the Mart,
on the 26th inst., Knole Park, Gloucestershire,
together with six farms, covering 1,074 acres in all,

midway between Thombury and Bristol, and over-
looking the Severn. Knole, in Almondsbury, is an
ancient seat of the Chester family; tho Almodes-
bury of the Conqueror’s Survey belonged to
Berkeley Manor, but in 1148 was given to the
Abbey of St. Augustine, Bristol, by Robert Fitz-
barding, founder thereof. After the dissolution,
Henry Darcy sold ir, temp. Elizabeth, to Thomas
Chester. The bouse stands within some old;

earth works attributed to Offa, King of Mercia,
who, as some say, was buried at Over, in this
parish. At the Mart, on the 19th inst., Hardres
Court, near to Canterbury, with two farms (411^
acres), and, in two other lots, Cook’s and Young’s
farms (312 acres jointly). This land belonged in
1080 to Odo, Bishop of Bayeux, at whose disgrace
it devolved upon the Crown. It then passed from
the Clares, Earls of Gloucester and Hertford, to a>

family who took its name. Thomas Hardres, obiit

1556, held it in capite by fee of a knight’s service,
ot Tonbridge Castle, a seignory of the Clares. He
was with Henry VIII. at the siege of Boulogne;
for his good service there the King allowed him
to bring away a set of gates from what is now
known as the Haute Ville, which in Hasted’s time
were still preserved in the garden wall, over against
the church of Hardres Court. And at Exeter, on
the 28th and 29th inst., the Haldon Estate, seat of
the Palk family, near to Exeter, which is to be
offered in eighty lots, producing an aggregate
rental estimated at 4,900?. per annum, and being
nearly 4,130 acres in extent.

Electric Lighting of the St. Helens Town-
hall.—On the 18th inst. the work in connexion
with the electric lighting of the St. Helens Town-
hall was completed, and the current turned on.
There are 339 lights, each one being of IG-candl©
power. In the engine-house there are two of Burn-
stead k Chandler’s patent double cylinder silent

engines, which couple direct to Holmes & Co.’s
“Castle” dynamos, each of which produce about
200 lights. The fittings have been put in by
Messrs. J. D. F. Andrews & Co., of London, under
the superintendence of their electrical engineer, Mr.
J. D. Bailie. The cost has been about 1,500?.

The English Iron Trade.—With the close of.

the general election a steadier tone is observable in
the English iron market, although transactions are
still limited, and prices remain practically un-
changed. In crude iron inquiries are a trifle more
numerous, and in manufactured imn more business
is reported. Tin-plates continue inactive, and in
steel little is done outside ship-building material.
Ship-builders and engineers are only moderately
engaged, and in the coal trade a dull tone is

reported.

—

Iron,
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COMPETITIONS, CONTRACTS, AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENT.

COMPETITIOUa.

Nature of Work.

•Infant School, Beihill
IntetnifdlAte School. Barry, Glaiu

•Drinking Founts la for Cattle, Doga, Ac,.

By whom Advertised.
,

,

Designs
to be

delivered.

Rev. E. Mortlock ....
I
lOf Aug. JO

CONTRACTS.

Natnre of Work or Haterials.
„ . „ , , Architect, Bnrvevor,
By whom Required. or Engineer.

•Paving (Tar or Concrete) Works Maidatrne U.B.A. ...

•Alterations, 4c, to Workhouse Petworth Union
Sewerage Wark Nuribwich Local Bd
Additions to Premlfes, BisU-slreet, Fern- Fernciale Indus. Co-op

dale. South Wales :
8oo

Road Works, rear Barnsley ' Hnyland Nether I

•Wood Paving Works ' Westiiiiiister Vest
Main Bewer Extension • CarditfCorporatio
Additions, 4c. to BchooU, Mofeley i Wednistield Schoo
Bridge Works. Oldham and Uaucbester. .. Lancs. 4 Yorks. B
H'lttlnK-uti Show Yard, Carlisle CumlierlandAgri. Show

Commitles
Sewerage Works, Eilmondsley Chester.le-StrretUK'iA I

Sewerage Winks 'Thornhill Loosl Ji

Wesleyan Chspel. Prnl.us, Kediuth I

•New boildiugs. 4c. Roch'Sler School Oovernora
•Brick and Pii* Bewors. Ac St. M.atylehime Vestry
•Sewerage Works CuckHeid U.R.8.A. ..

•New College Buildings, Ac. Bangor ^ North Wales Training

I

College
Additions, Ac. to Viearsge. JJantilllo.l

Crosseuay, near Poii'ypiivl I

Reservoir snd other Waterworks, Fort-I
rose, N.B ' Fortrose Town Council i

Rosd Diversions ami Improvements,
WorasopAbbey Duke of Newcastle. .

.

July 23
July 25
July 20

July 29

July 30

CONTRACTS.

—

Continued.

Nature of Work or Materials.

•Roaricnaking Works
Warehouses, Onion Quay. North ,'-hield>

School Buildings, Tbomae-street
.additions to Asylnm. Exminster
•Wioughr-Iron Unclliuliatli Fencing
•Engine House, Ac. Ac
•Koa imaklug Wurk
•Cuttaee and Office, Carlsheds, 4c
•Small Public Hsll. Ac
•Makii'g-up and Paving Road
Pipe Sswers

•Pipe Sewers, Ac. Ac
Whinatoiie Rnad Sfetal

•Sea Defence Works
•Steam Boiler, Pipes. Heater, Ac . for

Laundry
Alterations am! Additions to Workhouse
•Kxteriial Painting. Cbathsin Barracks ..

•Chapel, .Mill Hill
•New School, Ac .Yblrjgi'on

Five bbops :iud Hous'S, Arm ley, Leeds ..

Three Houses, Brantley, Leeds
T»o Houses, Burley. Leeds
School Buildings. Shanowdaue
Bcliool Buildings. Caldewgate, Carlisle .

.

8outb Porch. 8t. Lawrence Cburch,
Onogall

.
8toke-upo

n

-Trent

PUBLIC

Southend Local Board Peter Dodd
Tvnemoutli Corp i J. F. Smillie
BtinderUnd Sell, Bd... ogtHal
Devon County Council

,
R. H. Harbottlo .

.

Hemloii Loc. Bd. .. .
|

S. 8. Grimley ....

Tottenham Local Rd. J. E. Worth
Lewisham Bd. of Wks Offtciai

Y'etradvfodivg (01am,
Loc Bd.

Hendon Loc. Bd. ...

(kiwpeii Diat. L. B. .

Worthing T. C

Bevenoaka Union . .

.

Msnelly Union Quai
War Departiueut . .

.

a. 8. Giimley .. .

.

T. Madduon
R. B. Qraiithaui A

T. Henttell .

W. Orlffiths .

Official

laitt A Adkin

T. HowdlU -

F. W. Rhodes
<. H. Thoruto
C. J. runncsni

APPOINTMENT.

Nature of Appointment.

gineer. Architect, and Surveyor ......' Norwich Corp..

Thoie marktd viith an Aiteritk (*) are advertued in thii A'ltmier. Competitions, p. iv. Contraeti, pp. It,, t1„ & vlil. Putlie Appointment, p. xviii.

PROrOSEDlMFROYEMENTS, NEWPORT, MONMOUTH-
SHIRE.—Major-General Crozier, R.E., held an
inquiry at the Town-hall, Newport, on the 14th

inst., into an application to the Local Government
Boarf on behalf of the Newport Corporation for

leaveto borrow a sum of 30,500f. for the improve-

ment of the approach to Newport Bridge. The
Town Clerk was present to support the applica-

tion, and the Town Surveyor (Mr. Conyers Kirby)
and Assistant-Surveyor (Mr. Haynes) to give

•evidence upon it. At the conclu.sion of the
evidence the Commissioner stated that he would
report to the Local Government Board. Major-

General Crozier also inquired into an appli-

cation made by the Corporation to borrow
a sum of ISjOOOL, proposed to bo devoted
to the laying out of the land for a public

park given by Lord Tredegar.—The Town Clerk
(Mr. A. A. Newman) explained the objects for

which the loan was being raised. It was intended
to fence the land and make a main road through it

at once, and plant trees in the autumn. There
would be separate contracts for that. Afterwards
it was proposed to shape the land and to build the

lodges and pavilions.—The Inspector said he was
afraid the application was not fit yet for a loan,

because the details of the proposed expenditure
were not submitted to the Local Government Board.
He suggested that the Town Clerk should pet Mr.
Mawson, the architect whose plans had been
accepted, to supply details of the proposed ex-

penditure, so that the whole cost might be before

the board.

CAPITAL AA^I) LABOCJl.
The Loi'K-out in the Bolton Building Tr.vde.

—The Bolton building trade lock-out has just been
ended, and the men affected resumed work on the

IS'th inst. The lock-out took place a week before as

the result of the plumbers’ strike. The Master
Builders and Operatives' Federation met on the

18th inst., and it was agreed that from November
to January work shall commence on Monday at

eight, and at seven on other mornings. The rule

as to country money is referred to arbitration,

Mr. Rowland Taylor, the Bolton coroner, being
appointed umpire.

Cabfknters’ Strike at Belfast.—The car-

penters and joiners of Belfast have gone out on
strike for per hour increase of wages. A
special delegates’ meelingof the London carpenters

aud joiners was held at the headquarters of the

pociety in Belvedere-road, South London, on the

16th inst. to consider what steps should be taken
in support of the Belfast carpenters. After dis-

cufsion, it was decided to make a levy that would
realise at least 350^. per week. The following

resolution was thereupon submitted and carried :

—

“That we earnestly request the members of the
various societies represented in this country to

levy themselves 3d. per week in support of the
•carpenters and joiners on strike iu Behast, such
levy to be continued until the termination of the
strike.”

The CABniKF Building Trades Dispute.—It

is reported that the master builders at Cardiff,

having failed to get workmen from other parts of

the country to come to Cardiff, have resolved to

obtain workmen out of the counlry, and agents
have been .•sent to Belgium and France for the

purpose of obtaining workmen.

MEETINGS.
Saturday, July 23.

Architectural Association.—Visit to the new Lunatic
Asylum erected liy the London County Council at

CUylmiy, Essex, by perraisMon of the architect, -Mr.

Of. T. liine. Meet at Voodford Station, G.E.K.,
3.7 p.m.

Incorporated Association of Municipal and Coimtu
Engineers.—Annual Meeting, Bury, Lancashire (third

day).
Hanitary Inspectors' Asshclation.— General Meet’nir,

wh*"!! a Urport upon the recent Visit of ihe Association
to Paris will be preseuuil. 7 p.in.

Wednesday, July 27.

Sxirrcy Archivological Society.— to the Roman
remains at Silchesier.

Friday, July 20.

Institute of Certified Carpenters {Carpenters' Hall ).

—

7.31) p.m.

RECENT PATENTS:
ABSTRACTS OP SPECIFICATIONS.

11,102 -Window-sashes : J. Paiiferr.—This patent
refeis to an improvemeDt coDsistiog in facing the
middle or meetiug-ralls with hard wood in such a
manner as to make It almost Imoossible to break or
chip the edges or angles, also effectually preventing
burglars opening the sash from the outside without
breaking the window. It is also claimed to prevent
all draughts eutering the room, and that it becomes air-,

dust-, aud water-tight when closed. Iu the face of each
middle or meeting rail a groove is made, either dove-
tailed, parallel, or other suitable shape and depth, the
whole length of the rail, into which groove is fitted a
piece of mahogany, oak, pitch pine, or other like wood
of suitable thickncis and half the width of the rail, the
hard wood being set at right angles with each other in

the two rails and running from end to end, thus form-
ing arabbet, BO iliat when the two rails meet in position
the hard wood forms a parallel face between the dead
rails.

13 73S.—Terra COTTA ; W. Schleuning —This inven-
tion refers to a process for producing imitation terra-
cotta and ornamental stonewares, whicli consists in
mixing powdered terra-cotta, clay, fire-brick, porcelain,
and similar substances with burnt powdered gypsum,
burnt slaked lime, and water to forjii a cement, then
pressing or casting such cement into moulds, allowing
it to harden, and finally treating the finished article
with baryta water. The articles thus produced are
said to be impervious to the effects of weather.

8,352.—Bricks : C. Bnrjuer.—This patent relates to
the coDstrucCiuD of bricHs, with especial reference to
fire-bricks for use in walls for lining metallurgical,
glass, or boiler furnaces, but may also be applied to
bricks for general purp.ises. The object is to produce
a brick that will bind the course together, and that
may be used to form a bond in any pi.isltiou the brick
may be laid. The inventor produces a brick provided
with projections arranged eiiul-distant and in a
plurality of pairs on one side, and corresponding
depressions ou the opposite side

; a brick provided with
projections arranged in a plurality of longitudinal and
transverse equi distant pairs on one side, and corre-
sponding depressions on the other side; and a brick
provided with a plurality of pairs of projections
arranged equi-dlstaiit longitudinally and transversely

of the brick and one side of it, and grooves in the
opposite side.

a,33l.—House-drains : C. Behu. — This invention
relates to the drainage of houses, aud consists in a
system which can only be adequately understood by
reference to the detailed specification and drawings, by
which the inventor claims that not only is the outlet to
the main sewer or to the cesspool closed by a water-seal,
so that foul gases cannot pass to the house-drain from
the sewer cr cesspit, but a special arrangement is made
to produce a suction up-current in the house-drain and
soil-pipes, so that any gases occurring therein are carried
off outside the house above the run, Instead of being
suffered to pass out nuassisted with such cendeucy as
their warmth, or other properties, may give to rise
through the ventilating-pipes.

8,795.—Arches : ff. L. Moeckel.—This invention con-
sists in a novel arrangement of the arches for support-
lug ceilings and vaults, and the objects are to constnicb
a vault of wide space and small height without the
employment of supports, and thus aflford a construction
Ilf greater cheapness than those in use hitherto. This
is obtained by employing arches which Intersect at a
certain height, and are both continued beyond their
lines of intersection without departing from thtir
arched direction and curvature. These arches may be
executed in any form desired, the essential point being
that two Intersecting arches should be continued
beyond the line of intersection without a deviation
from the regular course of the arch.

8,1.57.—Window-sashes ; W. J. TLthecott. — This
specification relates to side sashes which have no
facilities for using weights, and is intended to bang
them without weights. The details of the invention
cat! only be nudeiMtood by reference to the drawings
attached to the specification.

NEW APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.

/m/j/ 4.—12 345. H. Ccwell, Sa^h-fastener.-12,365, .T.

Hamtnersley and W. Fowler, Window-sashes.—12,374,
A. Boult, Lock for Window-sashes,—12,393, A. Louis,
Domestic Fireplaces.

July 5.—12 406. W. Spencer, Heating and Ventilating
Cowls.—12,416, K. Fox, Waste Preventers or Flushing
Cisterns.-12,425, II. Cutler, Folding Ladders.—12,443,
J. von Langer and L. Cooper, Kilns for Burning or
Baking Bricks, Porctlain, &c.—12,455, H. Tippett, Nails.

Jtify 6-—12,471, W. Rockliffe and E. Jobling, Do -r-

frames.- 12,4911, W. Smith, Fireproof Floors.—12,602,
C. Parkin, Draught-excluder for Windows.-12,505, J.
Bouillon, Tonguing, Grooving, Mortising, Tenoning, and
olherwtse shaping wojd, and a Setting Instrument
employed in connexion therewith.—12,609, J. Holl and
others. Weather-strips for Doors, Casements, Windows,
A:c —12,512, J. Salkeld, Fireproof Floors, &c.

July 7.-12,539, H. Poole, Ventilating buildings ot
structures.-12,674, A. Gerber, Supporting doors, &c.

Jidy S.—12,583, J. Hayhurst, Spirit Levels.—12,601, A.
Sbarmao, Brick for building purposes, &c.

July 9 —12.648, W. Munns, Water-closets.—12,650, W.
Munns, Flushing Apparatus f- r Water-closets.— 12,675,
S. Owen, Non-corroaihle Bull-noat for Cistern-valves or
Cocks.— 12,673, J. Whittaker, Machines for making
Compressed Bricks, &c.

provisional BPECIFICATIONg ACCEPTED.

9,180, J. Thompson and R. Pollock, Central Ejector
or Injector Ventilators.—10,089, II. Djdd, Window
Respirator and Draught Check. — 10 532, M. Laflont,
Jfaterial suitable for Building and Architectural pur-
poses.—10,914, ,T. Eiordan, D -or Belh.—11,288. W.
Richards, Improved System of X^pholstery. — 11

,
732

.
W.

Neilson, Holts f-'r Doors, Windows, etc,—11,747, .1.

Dobbie, Fixing Tiles to Walla, Ceiliugs, and other
places.—11,858, T. Doweie, Window-sashes.

COMPLETE .SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

{Open to Opposition for Two Months.)

14,918, J. Guy, Tiles and Bricks, and Machinery or
Apparatus therefor. — 15,509, G. Dolenz, Improved
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proceBt for the Manufacture of Artificial Stone and
Marble.—6,040, G. Hayes, Buildings, and Fireproofing
same.—7,941, P. Gerard, Catting Stone, and in Machinery
and Accessories therefor.

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY:

BSTATB EXCHANGE EEPORT.

JULr 7.—By P. D. Tuckett(i.t Hammersmith) : Thirty-
aix plots of f. land.Margravine rd., Hammersmith, 2,266^
JULT 11.—By S. A. Lock : 97 and 93, Gore-rd., Hackney,
u.t. 62yrs., g.r. 14,1., r. 64?., 645?.—By (?. A. IVTVfcinson

<& Son, : 113 to 119, odd, Heath-st., Hampstead, and 9,

Oolden-sq., f., r. 103?. 163., 2,000?. 5 two enclosures of

land, Frlern Barnet-lane, 8a. Ir. 24p., f., 2,425?.—By
5Iegsrs', Waterer & Sons: “The Hollies, ” and 4a-,

Addlestone, Surrey, f., 2,500?.—By White <& Sons :
“ The

Flushings" and 27a. Ir. 34 p.. Great Bookham, Surrey,

1., 1,650?.—By Curtis ct Sharp : F.g.r. of 71. 3s. 4d.,

Lion-st., Poplar, reversion in 60 jrs., 140?.; f.g.r.

of 16?., Kerby-it., reversion in 50 yrs., 305?. ;

12.7, 30, and 36, Dora-st.. Limehouse. u-t. 17 yrs., no g.r.,

390?, : l.g.r of 16?., Dora-st., u.t. 17 yrs., 210?. ; l.g.r. of

19?. lOs., Endive-at., u.t. 17 yrs., g.r. 3?., 210?. ; l.g.r. of

20?., Allce-pL, &c
,

u.t. 17 yrs.. 300?. : l.g.r. of 71., u.t.

17 yrs., 70?.—By Fnrber, Price, & Furber

:

The lease of

No. 9, Cheapside, u.t. 18 yrs
,
r. 450?., 190?.

; 199, Shir-

land-id., Paddington, u.t. 71 yrs., g.r. 10?., r. 67?., 525?. ;

53. 55, and 57, Marville-rd., Fulham, ii.t. 90 yrs., g r.

17?. 69 ., 625?.
;
1 and 3, Park-ter., St. Margaret’s, u.t. 85

yrs., g.r. 22?., r. 77?., 630?.

July 12.—By F. E. Eiloart

:

No. 7, New-aquare, f.

chambers, on ground-floor and basement, 1,760?.—By
A. Watson: 64, Warwick-atreet, Pimlico, u.t. 41 yrs.,

g.r. S?. lOs., r. 65?., 490?. ; 35, Edward-sq., Galedonian-
rd., u.t. 48 yrs., g.r. 5?., r. 30?.. 250?.

;
profit rental of 26?.,

18, Elder-st., Norton Folgate, u.t. 8 yrs., lOO?.—By Gmucx
Son: An enclosure f. land, Stanwel), 4a. Or. Ip., 160?.

;

27, Kennett-rd., Paddington, u.t. 70 yrs., g.r. 7?
,
370?.

—

ByT. B. Westacott: 7, Dale-rd., Keotish-town, u.t. 73
yrs., g.r. 6?.. r. 36?

,
330?. ; 1, Victoria-rd., u.t. 46 yrs.,

g.r. 4?., r. 28?., 270?.
; 4, Carrol-pl., Highgate-rd., c., r.

28?., 330?.
; 15, Stndwlch-sr.., Burton-cres., u.t. 14 yrs.,

.r. 8?. Ss., r. 40?., 110? —By iPHtiTifioa, Son, Jr Welch
at Brighton) : 66 and 67, St. James'a-st , Brighton, f., r.

72?., 1,045?.

July 13.—By A. Savill d: Son

:

" Elm’s Farm,” Match-
ing-green, Essex, 82a. Sr. 2p., f., r. 100?, 1,400?.; four
freehold cottages, r. 10?. 148 . 125?.—By Phillips Jr Dyer

:

24, 20, and 28, Hill-rd
,

St. John's Wood, f., oflS?.—By
Decerdl Jr Co.: 28 and 30, Caversham-rd., Kentish-
town, u.t. 57 yrs

, g r. 24?., 1.150?.—By Gi?? J; Son : 104,
Albert-rd., Kilburn, u t. 74 yrs., g.r. C? , 210?. j 23,
vSalusbury-rd., u t. 70 yrs, g r. 71. lOs., 330?.; 17,

Park-lane, Regent’s-pk., u.t. S yrs., g.r. 4?. 48., 02?.—
By Baxter, Payne, Jr Lepper-. “Brlerley Cottage,"
Laurel-grove, Penge, 1, r. 44?., 620?.—By D. Ynuny : 9,

Park-walk, Brixton, u.r. 69 yrs , g.r. S?. 5» , r. 42?., 330?.
—By Farebrother, Ellis, & Co.: “The Fowley ilniue
Estate " of 554 acres, LIphook, Hants, f., 28,000?. ;

“ The
Heathcote Estates " of 1,925 acres, I., near Winchester,
three enclosures of f. land, about 53 acres, 990?. ; enclo-
sures of f. land, about 45 acres, 1,000?.

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
TIMUBB,

Sreenhsart, B.O.
ton B/O/O

TMk, load 9/10/e
Be<)uoU,U.B.ft.cn. S/S

Ash, Canada load 1/10/9
Birch, do 8/5/0

Blm, do 8/10/0

Fir, Dantslc, Ao. l/IO/O

Oak, do 3/0/0

Canada 8/10/0
Fine, Canada rod SAO/O
Do, yellow .... S/10/0

Lath.D’ntaic.tatli 8/0/0

8t Fetersbnrg 6/0/9
Deala, Finland
‘SndAletetdlOO 7/10/9

Do, 4th&8rd.. 7/0/0

Do. Riga 6d0/9
Bt. Petorabvuit,

Ut yellow . .10/10/0
Do. 2ud yellow 8/0/0

Do. white ...^ 7/10/0

Bwedieh 7/0/0

White Sea .... 8/0/0

Oanada.Pinelst 30/0/0

Do. do. Snd.... 14/10/0
Do. do. 3rd, Ac. 8/0/0

Do. Spruce. Ist BAO/0
Do. do, 8rd A
and 9/18/9

New Brunswick 7/0/0

Battens, allklnda 3/10/0

Flooring Boards,
sq., 1 In. prep.
Ist 0/8 0
Do. 2ud 0/7/0

Other qualltlea 0/3 6
Cedar. Cuba ..ft. /SI

Honduras, Ao. /St

Mahogany, Cuba. /i{

Bt. Domingo,
cargo av /4t

Mexlcau do. do /4
Tobasco do. do /Bl

Honduras do.. /By

Box. Turkey ton 4/0/0

Bose. Rlo 10/0/0

Batila ..... ... e/0/0

Satin, St. Dch
mlngo _ >...tt. 9/0,8

4/0/0

4AO/0
4/18/0
1/10/0

6/5/0

7/0/0

tAO/0
6/0/0

8/0/0

7/0/9

9.10 0
am
e/o/e

14/10/0

9/10/0
lO/O/O

16/10/0
ir.'o/o

as/o/o

16/0/0

10/0/0

11/0/9

8/0/0

7/10/0

16/ia/G

13/0/0

80/0/0

iB/e/0

TIMBER (continued).
Batin, Porto Rico 0/0/8 0/1/6

Walnut, Italian . . 9/0/81 9/0/7

MBTAIH.
Iao>—Plg.ln Scot-

land ton 8/1/St 0.0,0

Bar, Welsh, in
London 6A7/9 8/0/0

Do. do. at works
in Wales 6/7/9 BAO/0

Do. Staflordshire,

In lioudou .... 0/5/0 6A6/9
Oorrsa —British,
cake and Ingot 47/10/0 48 0/9

Best selected . . 48/10/0 49,0/0

Sheets, strong.. S7/0/0 0/0/0

Chili, bars ....44'12'6 46/0,0

YELLOwMETatlb. 0/0/64 O/O/SJ

Lead- Pig.
Spanish. ...tonlO/lO/O lOAl/3
English, com.
brand* 10A2'8 10/15/0
Sheet, English,

8 lbs, per sq. ft.

and upward* . . I2.'0/0 0/0/9

Pipe laiO/O 0/0/0

Z I E 0 — English
sheet ton85A5/0 26/0/9

Tieill* Mon-
tagna 86/5/0 0/9/0

TlSf—Strait* .. .. 98/0/0 98'5'0

Anatralian .... 96.'0/0 98 5'0

BngUsb Ingots, lul/0/0 lOlAO/O

OILS.

Linseed ton 18A0/0
Cocoannt, Cochin 24'15/0

Do. Coylon 22/0/0

Palm, Lagos .... 82/6/0

Bapeeead, English
pale 24/10/0

Do. brown ZLO/0
Cottonseed reL.. 19A/6
Oleine 21/10/0

Lubricating, U.B. 4/0/0

Do. reOued 6 10/0

Tab-

S

tockholm
barrel O/lS/0

Archangel 0A2/6

25/0/0
fl/0/0

0/0,'0

82/10/0

6/0/0

12/0/8

0/0,'0

TENDERS.
[Communications for insertion utJer this beading

should be addressed to “ The Editor,” and muat reach
us not later than 12nooji on Thursdays.]

BIRMINGHAM.—Accepted for erecting four houses, at North-

field. near Blrmiugham, for Mr. OrsbC. Mr. Oliver Floyd, archi-

il. H. Grant, Selly Oak £1,050 0 0

BIRMINGHAM.—Accepted for erecting eleven cr/ttaces, at Stirch-
ley-s'reet. near Birminghniii. fur Mr. K. Olliis. Mr. FraocU B.
Andrews, srchitect;—

31. H. Grant. Selly Oak £2.209 0 0

BIRMINGHAM.—Accepted for ercctiug twenty-seven cnttaces. in

the Elm Tree-ro-rl. Stirchley, near Bi.iniLglnim, fur BIr. Giant.
Mr. meiiknm. architect ;

—

31. H, Grant, Selly Oak £3,750 0 0

July 14.—By G. Pearce & Sons: 21 to 45 odd, Ivy-
lane, Hoxton

; and 42 and 44, Ivy-st., u.t. 20 yrs
, g r.

65?., 1,050?. ; SI aodS*. Parnell-rd., Old Ford, u.t. 62 yrs.,
g.r. 9?., 310?.—By Green d: Son: 47, Montserrat-rd.,
Putney, u.t. 86 yrs., g.r. 5?. 10a , 850?.

; 61, Tufnell Pk -

Td., Holloway, u.t. 72 yif., g.r. 8? , r. 45? , 505?.—By
Blake J: Dannatt : 111, King George-st., Greenwich,
€., r. IS?, 290?.; 1U8, Manor -rd., Brockley. u.t.

73 yrs., g.r. 6?., r. 45?, 420?.—By C. C. J: T. Moore:
“Rutland Lodke," Hainault-rd., Leytonstone, f., 800?.;
f.g.r. of 30?., Dalaam-st., Plaistow. reversion In 87 yrs.,

700?.; 60 and 02, Shandy-st., Mile-end, f., 370?.; 1,

Benledi-st., Poplar, u.t. 64 yrs., g.r. 8?, r, 26? , 215? —
By Stimsoii A Sons: J54, Camberwell-ra.

,
Camoerwell,

f.. 700?.
;
43 and 46, Leipsic-rd., u.t. 13 yrs., g r. 71. 4s.,

^0?. ; 18 to 25, Camellta-st
,
Wandsworth, u.t. 4()

yrs., g.r. 40?., 1,110?.; 19, Phillp-rd., Peckham, u.t.
58 yrs

,
g.r. 5?., r. 2i:?., 220?.

; 64, L'lwford-rd.,
Kentish Town, u.t. 66 yis., g.r. 8?., r. 40?., 310?.;
f), Godolphin-road, Hammersmith, u.t. 01 yrs., g.r. 7?.,

r. 36?., 270?.—By Aeu>6o« A Co. : 37, Tnornhiil-aq
,

Islington, u.t. 53 yrs,, g.r. 7? , r. 60?., 475?.
; 39, 40, and

41, Thornhill-sq., u t 53 yrs., g.r. 21?., r. 150?., 1,425?.

;

1, 3, 6, 7, 13, and 15, Woodland-rd., Sooke Newington,
u.t. 71 yrs., g.r. 30? . r. 161?, 1,360?.—By D. Wabiey .t

So7is: F.s.r. of 42?
,
Upper Tuise Hill^ reversion in 32

yrs.
1
4,200?.

;
f.g.r. ol 24? .Tuise Hill, ditto in 45 yrs., 720?.;

f.g.r. of 49?. 10s., Upper TuUe Hill, ditto in 52 yrs., 1,400?.

;

f.g.r. of 12?., ditto in 56 yrs., 4110?. ; f.g.r. of 14? , ditto in
58 yrs., 490?.

;
f.g.r. of 36?

,
ditto in 54 yrs., 1,030?. ; f.g.r.

of 46?. 4a., ditto in 82 yrs., 1,440?.
;
f.g r. of 46?. 198. 6d.,

ditto In 50 yrs., 1,010?.
;
f.g.r. of 12?. 12a., Tulse-liill,

ditto In 49 yrs., 410?. : f.g.r. of 16?., ditto in 72 yrs.,
540?.

: No. 71, “Stamore Lodge," f., r. 65? , 676?. : 67a,
“Warley Lodge," f., r. 87?. lOs., 1,100?.; 71, I'pper
Tulse-hill, f., r. 125?., 2,050?.; “Tuise Hill House,"
6a. Or. 24p., f., r. 229?

,
6,050?.

July 16.—By J. Carey J- Co. : Three plots of freehold
laud, Casewlck-rd.. Norwood, 315?.—By T. II. Wakefield :

3 to 6, Clyde-ter., Forest Hill, u.t., 69 yrs., g r. 20?., 370?.—By J/o7»?a,7u J; Robinson : Freehold Hrni, 63a. 2r. 21p
Wickford, E^sex, r. 60?., 1,350?.

;
f g.r. of 300?

,
Addle-

hill. City of London, reversion in 71 yrs., 7,900?.;; f.g.r.

of 270?., ditto 66 yrs
, 6,850?. ; f.g.r. of 370?-, Wardrobe-

pi., ditto 66 yrs., 9 800?.—By Broad J,* Wiltshire : “West-
field" and 3a. 2r. Sp., Cadham, Kent, f., 350?.—By
Newbon J; Co : 164 and 168, Armagh-rd., Old Ford-rd
5., r. 62?.. 490?. ; 161 and 163, Usher-rd., f., r. 62? , 600?.

;

148, Parnell-rd-, f., r. 50?., 760?,; 145 to 151 (odd),
I'sher-road, u.t. .52 yrs., g.r. 14?.. 650?. ; 152 and 154,
Arraagh-rd., u.t. 52 yrs., g.r. 71., and a freehold mineral
water manufactory, 605?.

; 2, Vorley-rd., Holloway, u.t.
67 yrs., g.r. 7?., 145? ; 144, Albany-st., Regent's-pk

,
u.t.

37 yrs., g r. 10? ,
r. 70?., 610?.—By E. Wood

:

“ Rose
Cottage," Eve-rd., Isleworth

, f., 235?.

iCoixtractioas umi in these lists.—F.g.r. fnr freehold
groaud-rent; l.gr. for leasehold ground-rent

; i.g.r. for
improved ground-rent

; g r. for ground-rent
; r. for rent

;

f. for freehold; c. for copyhold: 1. for leasehold; e.r.
for estimated rental

;
u.t. for unexplred term

;
p.a for

per annum ; yrs, for years ; st. for street
;
rd, for road

;

aq. for square
;
pi. for place

; ter. for terrace
;
cres. for

crescent; yd. for yard, <tc.]

BROMLEY (Kent!.—For work* of kerbiiig, oh/mnel'ing. pnvliig,

ic., iu O«kl!»ii0s-rus,a. lurtbe Broluivy Looil Boaril. Mr. Hugh b.

CrcKeeii, Surveyor:

—

Hudeou £1,316 13 11 I J. Mowlem & Co I.IT.S 0 0

T. Lini:bury 1,204 1!) 0
j
Peill Bros, (.iccepied) 1,141 5 0

BURHEY (Leicestershire).— For the erec-hn of » residence for Mr.
J. E. Kirliy. Mea.srs. Miha & Beiwley, /irch.teets, Leicsiter. quan-
tities hy tue architects
1 ho*, bliind 4 con . . £.3.470 0 0

|

Sharp i Nenl £3,172 8 0
S. 4 E- Bentley .... 3419 3 11 1 T. .S H. Heroert . . .. 0 0
Tyres 4 Yates 3.254 10 0 ' H- T. A W. Clianihers 3,155 0 0
Hutchinson 4 Sou . , 3.244 18 0

)

-T. C. Kellctt 4 buoa 3.0t)0 0 0
Ci/trk 4 Garrett 3.2;i4 U 0 I Geo Eiowii 3.050 18 0
Ma8..u4Sous .. 3,17!) 0 0 I

J. O. Jewahury* .. .. 2,yS«i 0 0
•Accepted. [.All of Lticester.J

CARDIFF.—Accepted for the wsrming of 8t. James’s Church,
Cardiff. Mr. E. 41. Vaughau-Bruce. aichitect :

—

John Gttiudy £189

CLACTGN-ON-3E.A.—Accept'd for tiie er'ctlou of residence in
C*rnarvon-roHd, for Mr. J. T. Williamsou

Maik Potts £602 0 0

DYNAS POWIS.—For the erection of a ehop for Mr. Geo.
Hopkins. Mr. \V. H. Daahwooii Capie. srchitect, 1, 6t. jolm’s.
square. CardilT, quaulltieehy tne nivbitert:-
Wi.liaius 4 Hoare £490 0 0 I K. .loues £388 12 8
J. Kowledge. 41)1 8 0 I Jenkius 4 Aruold :l6-5 0 U
F. Small 403 11 0 |

W. Iteea.DyujsPowis* ;I4!) 3 a
• Accepted.

EDMONTGN.—For sundry rep
•ide of the wurkhQU'e at Edinontr

hy Mr. Bernard ewiiisteid,
Strand
Harvey..’ £1,217:
McLachlnn 4 Sun 930
Hall. Bnldall. 4 Co 890
Barrie Bro.-i 829
Dorrell 4 Co 7W

aits to and for lejiainthig the out-
in. fur ihe Gu-rdiniis ufihe Straod
t, Outer Temple, VV.C. quantities
surveyor, 2-2, WclliOstoo-street.

'V. Wright (accepted) £7 .''j0

W. Akers fidil

Simeos 5S!)

loiwrence 689
W. 4 E. Mill 530!

HASTINGS--Accsptel for .TUe'ations and iiiirrovetneats to
hanking prenilBes, BartlngH, for Lloyd s bank, liuiitecl. Mr. Arthur
AVells, erchitect, Ha-sliiigs:

—

F. Jenkins, bt. Leonaids £3,400 0 0

HENLEY-ON-THAMES.—For altrratious and additions to High-
moor Hall, Oini. fur Mr- G. T. Inman. Ur. M-r.-lmll Inman.

XI- f- .architect. 7. Bediord-row. W.fJ.

J. Lovell £1,783 0 I E. Holley £1,64!) 19
J.H. Johnson 1.748 0

|
Winter 4 Filt 1,487 0

KINGSTON (South Devr-ii).— Accepted for the reBtora'ion of
Kinaatnn Church, ro.ulh Devon, (tirst conttaot.) Mr. Edmund
Bcddlne. architect, Plymouth .—

Lukeciatt £615 0 0

•LITTLE COMMON (sus'exj.-F
lup. at I i tl- Common, for Mes
Wells, architect. Hastiuga
T, Siclier £2,2.54 0 0
Moon 4 Garner .... 2.250 0 0
Eldridgo 4 Crutten-
den 5.198 0 0

ClucB. Thoma* 2,170 17 ti

I'nr relmtldini; the V
ssrj. BalUnl 4 Co.

w. W. Parker
P. .leiikii,'

P.*dglmni4HuUhiD-

H. E. Crulten'clun ..

iVh'atahe.af

"

Mr. Artliuc

£2.063 7 7
1,995 0 0

l.PXS 0 0

LONDON.—For providing and fixing heating apparatus on the
low-pressure hot-water system (with the necessaty l>oilers) tor the
following new- schools and enlargemeut of a school, for the School
Board for London, Mr. T. J. Bailey, Architect ;

—

.Vcw ScJioot, Ji'i'iiuin’p-roud, Grcoiica-A.

D. 0. Boyd £SS7 0! I J. Gmudy £393 0
Maguire 4 Sou 476 0 I Fraser 4 Sou. Millwall
Klnnen4Co 416 0

|
Boiler Work** 334 10!

Wontner, Smith, 4 Co. 424 10 1

.Veto Srtiool, C/ioumerf-road, ^atc I.amhctK

Braitbwalte A Sun £496 0 I Weuham 4 AVaters £441 0
Maguire Aboil 476 0 Purcell 4 Nobbs 3!)6 0
Berry 4 Son 472 0

|

Frsser 4 3ou» 393 15
W. G. Cannon 449 0 |

Jf/ihiryemenf of School, llnuhilt-road, Flnthiiry.

Potter48on £514 0 i Purcell A Nohhs £446 0
K. Crane 509 0 ,

.1. A F. May 414 n
W. G. Canuou 483 0 G. Uiivis 4:W 0
Berry 4 8on« 4T3 0 l-'raaer 4 Sou* 433 10
Wenham A AVaters 489 o!

* Hecorniueuded hy the Woiks Committee for acceptance.

LONDON.—For the enlargement of the " Aahburahain " School
by 358 places ; also for proviituig nea- entrance for the ho.v.s' dep trt-
loeiit. and for improving tlie existing drainage, for the School
Board for Loudon. Mr. T. J. Bailey, Architect

If brickwork he huilt
<11 cement, add,

D. Charters £4,035 £135 0
Foster A D eksee 4,002 74 0
S. 4 W. PatHiiion 3,95-2 no 0
Qrov.-rAbon 3.932 120 0
Mowleui4Co 3.833 116 0
Shillitue 4 bon 3 304 160 0
H. Lucat

LONDON.—For the enlargement of the AValdroli-roid School,
Tooiiug, hy 393 places ; also for providing new water-cloee:s for the
boys' depaitiiicLt

;
altering] the infants' water-eloccts, and for im-

proving the exisiiug dtaluage, for the School Board for Loudon
Mr. T. J. Bailey. Architect

If hrickwi

I-athey Bros £4.369 0
AV. Downs 4,;!10 0
Hu Inxi.ay Bros 4,223 10
W. H. Ooze 4.045 0
Holliday 4 Greeii-

wot>d, BrUtoii* .. 3.951 0
• ReeommeuOed by the Works Coniini

LONDON.—For the enlargement of the infants’ department of the
Nuiiliead-passige ochool, Peoklmui-n e. hy 140 places, and fur other
works, lor the Scho,.! floaid hr Ljudon, Mr. T. J. Bailey, Atohi-

Jf brickwork he hnllt
iu cement, add.

H. A H. F. Higgs £7,-140 ; £105
J. bmith 4 Sulla 7 245 100
Hare Broa <!,H4.5 ]28
J.Tyorman 6.67.1 96
J. ilarsl.-vnd 6,285 85
W. Downs 6,072 Ill
Co - operative Builders,

f.vm., Btlilon, S.W.* .. 5,313 86
• Hec-Jiumeuded hy the Works Committee for acceptaLce.

LONDON.-F.’t Hie .

Pnrsoii'a-green, by 40J p’l

the echool Board for Lou

gemeat .d the -Ackmar-road School,
alict for carrying out other wores, for
Mr. T. J, Enllev. Arcliitc-t.;—

If brickwork he built
in cement, add.

. £6.702 £120S. A W. PatMuson

1). Ciiarteris 6,4o4 147
Foster A Bicksce 1)413 78
.1. Lc/iigley A Co n.-iiio 13-

.1. .A M. hatrick, Rochester* 6,343 02
• liecuiiimcuded by the Works Committee for acceptance.

LONDON.—For
6«l) place', ami for
and infanta' deiiai

T. J. Bailey, Arcul

enlarging the Laogfurd road Schiwd. Fulham, hy
provid ng a 1 ew covei-ed playground for the girls'
rtinents. for tue bcliuol Board for London. Mr.

If brickwork be Imilt

Grover A Sou
J. T, Chainiell
S. A W. pjitiiiison

Klllby A U/»yford
'V. Downs
Ho'liday A Greeuwood ....
Mp/wleiii A Co
li. t'harteris
Foster A Dicksec, Rugby*..
Rtcjinuieuded hy the Works

LONDON.—For eularging the Gravel-la
y 712 piarcs. and for carrying out other wo
'r Loudon. Ur. T. J. Bailey, Architect

Mowlein A Co £1-1,039
T. Boyce 12,0110
AVllliams A 3<m 11.3.14
D. Charier. s 11.73)1
Killby A G-ayfowl 11.6,6
»Grox er A son,.New North-

School, Houudsdltcli.
3, for the School Board

If brickwork be huilt
iu eeiiient, add.

£261
ISO
149
S-AS

• Eecoiiimeuded hy t

n.3)!2 128
s Committee for acccptsncc.

LONDON.—For provlt’iog a new fyatcin of draina;
road Sclmol. Old Ford, and for other woiks, for the U.
London. Mr. T. J. Bailey, Architect;—
Non Is K Luke £1,044

|
Stimpsin A Co. .

.

W Gregar 874 J. N. Caluan i-

J.T. Ri.lwy 852
1

Commerol.al-roai
•Recoluuiended by the Works Commiitee for ac

ge for the .AHey-
chuol Boaul for

LONDON.—For ro-laylug the floors in the halls of both the hoys’
id girls' ciei«rtmeuta of the Basuct-grove School, Lnveufler-hiil' School Boaid for Lomiou. Mr. T. J. Bailey, Architect -—f.

J«. Mar'k-ind
J. Derry
W. HsmmuQd
Garrett A bon

• Becomuieiidcd

. £197 0
I

Wliitehcad A Co
. 164 0 H. Mallctt, 2:!3. Claphani-

Coiumittee for acceptance.

LONDGN.—For providing
mentioned hcliuols, fur the

new hextiug apparatus at the mider-
fachool Boaid fur Louden. Mr. T. J.

Fliiit-ilrect School, iraluorth.

J. Wontner Smith, Gray, I AV. G. Camion* .

A Co £316
I

Fiirnconibc-Klrc t S.:hool, /h-rmoudsey.

AVenham A Waters £307 I J. A F. May
G. Davis ,)4S R. Craue
BerrykSoiis 313

j
Clarke A Sons*

Purcell A Nobbs 317
I

* Recouimcnded by the AVorks Committee for acceptance.

LONDON.—For relaying the wood block floors of the three halls
(1 the Slievhrooke-road School, Fnilmiu, for the School Board fur
oiodoo. Mr. T. J. B.ailcy, .Atchitect:—
ieut £165 IS

I
C. Ilumplirej-s, 11. Hich-

H. Smith A Sons If# 0| street, Fulham* £141 o
f Ilecommendea by the AVerka Committee lor acceptance.
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LONDON.—For paiuUug, Ac.. »
Cootc £940 ;

Wooi 778

f*itiDg-roonn fit Ibe WhlUchupel

Coi £543 0 0 1
I
Wliite A Sont £219 0 0

2fi5 0 0 C. N. Pbillpa lnH 0 0
Harper 240 0 0

|
Keuney Ibl 8 B!

LONDON.—For the erection of a block of chambers ncou the site
oils. 14, 16. Pal! Mall, 8,W. Messrs. ,

W. 9. Ji,seoh A Siiiilhem,
46. Flnsbury-iiaYement. yuRiititlea by Messrs. Franklin

Found(Uion mrk:—
C. H. & A. By waters £1.040 I J. T. Chappell £980
W. ahepbeiU 1.030

|
Mark P.atrick & Son* 838

•AccepteJ.

C. H. A A. Bywaters .... £lB,3tiO I Colls A Sons
W. Shepherd 16,128 Bush A Sons
Kirk A Handall 15 970 Hal), Beddall A Co
Lawrance A Sons 15,861

|
Ashby A Horner 18

Holland A Hanueii 15,748 I Mark Patrick A Son 14" rry A <:o._ 16,600 J. T. Chappell* 14
•Aocopted.Trollope A Sons 16, 8f

LONDON.—For new inaltlng-house, Ac., CanjJ-!*r>k. CanjberweU,
S.B., for Messrs. Stanbrldire A Co., Limited. Ur. UarahaU Inman,
architect. 7, Bedfoid-row, W.C.
Colls A Son £.3,860 I CIsrkeA Brsicey M 730
SAW, Pattinson 3,854 J. Simpson A Sons
Holloway Bros 3,7»7 I Wm. Downs
E. A- Boon ;i.7n5 J. Grover A Son
M. Patrick A Son 3,740

|
J. U. Johnson

at 85 and 94, Clirlsp-street, PopUr

£628 I Walker Bros

LONDON.—For alterations and additions to No. 41, L’pper-streel
N-. for Mr, Hunteman. Mr. E. J. Hanlson, archltict. 70 and 71
Chancery-lane. B.C.
Benton £883 I E. Houghton A Son £7.1
Dowoh 837 Hayworth A Son 73
Ward A Lamble 847 I Lilley A Lilley 69
Drew A Caduian 845

1

LONDON —For additions and alterations to 16, Dawsott-piaci
Bayswater, W, Mr, F. A. Bruin, architect, Rlcbmoud, S-W.
D. cnarteris £1,485 0 0 I Schnrlen A Co £l..n51 0
J. TlnsonASone.... 1,478 13 9 Trail ASim (accepted) 2.281 0
Holloway Bros 1.421 o 0 Simpson A Sun (too
£. Wilkinson 1,410 0 0| lato).

LONDON.—For rebuilding No- 542. Holloway-road. with addition
in rear, for Mr. A. Monk. Ur. Gejrge Carter, architect. 613,
Hollowayrosd

House. Addition.
Austin £2.540 £610

Luke Mon

Alston . . . .

LONDON.—Accepted for alterations to shop premises, in
Gteen-n'wl, N., for .’Hr. H. Pickard. Mr. R. Uidworth, archl

N. Lidstuue £497

NEWMARKET.—For erecting new racing eetsblishment at Exnit
near Newmarket, for Captain E, W. Baird. .Mr. Juo. Flatinai
arcintect, Newmarket ;

—

NEW.MARKFT.-For erecting new eo'i
Mrs, Gilbert. Mr. Joo. Flatinau, architect
HuokATcbbilt £2,2!l!)| Linsell
Cowell l.BilU

I
KerrUlge A Ph

1.7K5 I HuutA Blyth

at Newmarket, fui

market :

—

£1.66!

•Accepted.

NEWPORT (Mon).—For the erection of grain warehouse River-
side. Newport. Mon., for Messrs. Parusl', Brans, A Co.. Limited
Mr, W, U, Watliug. architect. Council Chanibera. Newport, aioii.,
andCardlir. Quautllies by Mr. J. D. Whitaker, Newport Mon •—
Wni. Price £2,490

I
Edwin Richards £2 195

Charles Luck Z480 I Jonah Francis A Son, New-
Jolui Linton 2,287

|
iiort (accepted) 1,938

/ron Kacfaiid CVlitii 'lIrdcTs/or .1

Roof. Columns
od Girder

£300

Rowosou, Drew, A Co
.MoitouACu
Hy. Paifltt, Elibw Vale (acceptcil).

,

PONTESBURY’ (Shropshire).—For building police station, Ponfes-
bory, for the Shropshire County Council. Mr. A. T. Davis, C-E..
County Surveyor. Quantities supplied :

—

EverallASocs £1,906 0 0 I T. Cba'oner £1.496 7 0
W. Reynolds 1,674 0 0 T. Hig'ey 1,487 15 0
H.Pilce 1,661 16 0

I

O. H. Bickerton . 2.4i!6 14 y
R. Price 1,IH7 0 0

1
J. Gethiu 1,447 4 5

W. Bwxin J.U15 10 OIT. Uorri 1,410 o 0
T. France 1,560 0 0 1

PONTYPRIDD.—For th* erection of a house at Cilfvnydd. for
Mr. Arthur U. Evans, architect, Pontyprioil. No quantities :—
M. Williawe £1,2:‘S 0

j

Evan Williams £9!<8 10
Ed. Owen A Co 926 0 |

John Williaius £860 0
[All of Pontypridd.]

RASTRJCK.—For sewerlog, paving. Ac., of Bramaton-streeL for
the Local Board. Mr. Cbaa. E. Shsckloton, Surveyor. Quiutities
by Messrs. G. A G. H. Crowther, New-8tre>*, Huildcrsdeld
Josepb Speight £1,69131 2 I SHnger A Naylor. ... 1,419 19 6
Thus. B. Dyson .... 1,6.68 14 S JainesWells.Hlpper-
Frank Crowther .... 1,652 0 0 |

holme* 1,345 19 10
Sam Hall 1,647 1 3

|

John Plckthall A
David Barry 1,603 28 2 Boost 1,253 11 9

... 1.525 0 0l
* Accepted. t Withdrawn.

Alfred
'

ST. LEONARDS-ON-SEA.—For alteratioos and Improvements t

bankiug premises, St. Leiiuards, for Lloyd's Bank, Limited. M:
Artnur Wells, architect. Hastings:

—

T. Salter £965 17 6 I Cbas. Hughes, St.
P. Jonkliis H98 0 0 I Leonards* £755 0
U. Cruttenden 886 0 0

|
• Accepted.

TOTTENHAM,—Accepted for the construction of a 2ft.6in.bv
ft. 8 in. brick sewer in St. Anne's-rcad, Tottenham, for the Local
loard of Health. Mr. J. E. Worth, C. K., Engineer :

Bradshaw aCo., 62, Queen Victoria-street, E.C £2,004 18 0
(Engineer's estunate, £2,003.1

architect, 11. Dowgnic
Plinth A Sons £4,450 I Dodd £3.010
Powell 3,067

I
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Architectural Notes in San Francisco.

STUDENT of

architecture who
should roam as far

as the Pacific coast

of the United

States, and wander
up and down the

steep grades of

San Francisco
streets, would find

varied and unexpected entertainment
; as

varied in regard to architectural style as if

the city were as many centuries as it is years

old, and had felt the influences that have

made Europe an architectural museum. Not
that the architecture of San Francisco is a

reproduction of anything that ever existed
;

hut it is a reminder of everything that

ever existed, and withal there is a non-

chalant disregard of the inevitable ex-

pression inherent in material. If the

architecture of San Francisco were simply

the result of ill-considered attempts to pro-

vide temporary accommodation at the least

•expense, like that of so many AVestern towns,

the whole question could be disposed of in a

few words, with the assurance that perma-

nent conditions and accumulated wealth must
sooner or later be accompanied by the usual

manifestations. But as the architecture of

San Francisco, however ill-considered, is not

an attempt to provide temporary accommoda-

tion, and is not markedly economical,—often

markedly extravagant,—its peculiarities are

not to be accounted for by pioneer conditions,

or by lack of means.

The State of California is very rich in

quarry beds of granite, sandstones, and

marbles ; and while these materials have been

exported in large quantities, the prevailing

dread of seismic disturbances has prevented

the general employment of other materials

thau wood in San Francisco and the other

'

large towns. There are instances of brick

buildings in the older and more level parts of

the city, and instances of buildings con-

6trucit.ed mainly of concrete, but the number
of such buildings is not sufficient to dis-

qualify the assertion that San Francisco is a

wooden city by fear, not from choice.

The climate of San Francisco is mild and

foggy, with no great variations of tempera-

ture, so that an ordinary frame-building on

a light foundation is practically sufficient for

any purpose. "W’hen these conditions are

understood much that seemed arbitrary and

absurd is seen to have a rational origin

;

though the superabundance of moulding,

carving, and turning that has no individual

or relative value remains wearisome enough,

and does not alleviate a general effect of

monotony. There is probably no city in the

world where so many bay windows are to be

seen, destroying all sense of architectural

repose in every direction
;
and as there is

nothing to be seen by looking out of them
but similar excrescences, they must be born of

the irresistible desire to get something for

nothing under the provisions of the city

ordinances, which permit an encroachment

beyond the building line of 3 ft. for the

purpose of a bay window, “ provided said

bay shall not be more than 9 ft, in

width nor within 6 ft. of any other

bay window, and provided said bay shall not

be more than three stories in height, nor less

than ] 3 ft. above the side walk to the under

side or soffit.” In streets of very steep grade,

with as many bay windows ou each side as

the letter of the law allows, and every one

beginning and terminating on a different

level, the effect is very disquieting
;
and this

effect is only enhanced by the variety of con-

ceits in the shape of turrets, belvederes,

crenelated and tesselated towers, Moresque

domes, and Oriental pagodas, that crown these

circular, square, hexagonal, octagonal or ellip-

tical bays. The difference between a modest

dwelling and a palatial residence ’’ is mainly

one of size, and of the quantity of ornamenta-

tion made to adhere to the exterior
;
and

confined to the street front at that, for

beyond the mere necessities of decent living,

we shall find every additional penny of ex-

penditure flaunted on the outer walls. There

are a number of very large and very expen-

sive houses in San Francisco on which every

luxury obtainable for money is lavished
;
but

these extravagant indulgences are in the

worst possible architectural taste,—with one

or two exceptions, and these are not models

of excellence.

The fear that built San Francisco of wood
has within the past few years been supplanted

by a new dread of fire
;
and the rebuilding of

the business district of the city has been fairly

begun with brick and terra-cotta, granite,

iron, and steel
;

in two instances already

towering to eleven stories in height, in de-

fiance of earthquakes. The “ fire limits,” as

the boundaries of the district are called,

within which no wooden structure can be

erected, are steadily expanding in spite of

strenuous opposition from property-owners,

and perhaps twenty years hence San Francisco

may lose, or rather outgrow, much of her

architectural eccentricity. For unless those

bay windows, which are as constantly a

feature of commercial as of domestic build-

ings, are to be constructed of iron or steel,

their excessive cost must necessarily abate

them. There is already an alarming array

of galvanised sheet - iron protuberances,

painted and sanded to match, accom-

panying sandstone or terra - cotta, but

as these are mere casings of wooden frames

they are very little less dangerous in fire

than wood construction entire, and the under-

writers will probably take measures to abplish

them. The underwriters have awakened to

the fact that it is quite unnecessary that the

United States should sacrifice more than

50,000,000j. per annum iu fires that could be

avoided by spending 2o per cent, of the

amount in improved construction
;
to say

nothing of the saving such simple precautions

would effect in the running expenses of the

fire departments. San Franciaco has had

several very narrow escapes from destruction

by fire, and as the wind may not die, or very

obligingly shift, or a heavy rain-storm come

up next time, there is a general disposition

not to rely altogether on the non-combustible

character of the Redwood timber, which has

undoubtedly been the main reliance. Even

the enforced “ decoration of construction ” by

the adoption of permanent material, instead

of “ constructing decoration” out of all sorts

of flimsy makeshifts, cannot well bring about

very important architectural results in San

Francisco in less than twenty years,

because the purse-strings are held by men who
are for the most part without education,

while, as a natural consequence, or at least

a natural accompaniment, professional

standards are very low. Architecture is

a mere business, in which any person engages
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who thinks he can control enough influence
to nanke it pay. Draughtsmen are always to
he had with more or less experience; and so,

between them and the contractors, something
is determined on that the owner will accept.
What with constant open competition, con-
stant personal solicitation, throat-cutting in

commissions, and unscrupulous favouritism,
with its

_

concomitant spoils, architecture
fares as it can. We would not be under-
stood to assert that there are no true
architects in San Francisco, for we are
acquainted with several, but their expe-
riences would discourage the stoutest heart,
and render futile the most thorough profes-
sional equipment. It is unfortunate that
the education and experience that enables a
man to make money should generally unfit
him forspendingit, and, therefore,we must look
to the next generation of property owners in
these parts for a better state of things, as
they will inherit fortunes they have not
soiled their hands in accumulating, and may
acquire a taste for something else

;
at least,

they may learn to treat with respect “the
elder, or fairer, sister of Science, whom we
love all the more that her usefulness cannot
be demonstrated in dollars and cents.”

If it is true, as Mr. Lowell says, that a
nation has a right to be judged by its best, it

should be true of a city
;
and we would have

it undeistood that in selecting a few San
Francisco buildings for comment, we are
actuated by the desire to make the best
possible showing. We have also selected
siich^as are fairly representative of existing
activity, because in no other way can the San
Francisco we must reckon with be appre-
ciated.

^

The city has passed through many
phases in her short and eventful life, but she
is probably now safe from any atavistic ten-
dency. and must ultimately become the
second city in the United States. Therefore,
structures that no one would think of erecting
now, and which must sooner or later be
demolished, have no representative interest in
this connexion.
Of Uovernment buildings we fear we

can say nothing, for, although the City Hall
is still incomplete, it is now past hope

:

although originally a generous scheme, now
only a monument to incapacity and political
jobbery on a large scale. Such other court-
houses, police buildings, and fire department
buildings as there are, both old and new,
lower rather than raise the standard sug-
gested by the City Hall. From the large
hotels we shall derive ver; little encourage-
ment, unUss we go in to look at the most
recent interior fittings and decorations, much
of which are excellent in design and execution,
and must set the standard in such matters for
a long time to come. The theatres, as is usual
in America, are not buildings for the pur-
pose, but mere entrances through a hotel
building to an auditorium, where the achieve-
ment is seldom so much an architectural one
as a matter of colour, decoration, upholstery,
and modelling in plaster; and there is nothingm San Francisco of this kind that is either
better or much worse than we are accustomed
to elsewhere. Of banks and corporation
edifices there are, as yet, but three com-
pleted instances in the way of modern
imprr>vements; the San Francifco Chronirle
building, the home of the largest daily paper

;

the First National Bank building, and the
Crocker Wolworth National Bank building.
Of these the Crocker building is the largest,
the talhst, the most expensive, and, on the
whole, the most successful architecturally.
The first two stories are included in a granite
arcade of rusticated channel work, verv
similar in design to the porte cochcres of
more than one Florentine palace, but the
dignity of the treatment, so dependent on the
massiveness of the piers, is sacrificed to the
inexorable demands for light; and the actual
mass of material is reduced to ihe engineers
margin of safety ; resulting not only in an
apparent effect of weakness, but exaggerating
the span of the arches to a sprawling expres-
sion destructive of repose. Upon this in-
adequate base in imposed a structure of ten
more stories in buff brick and buff terra-cotta •

and, in spite of a good deal of boldmodelling,
an effect of flatness and meanness has not
been avoided. The fact is that the mere
repetition of details that are in them-
selves ill - assimilated copies of atone

Chronicle" Buxllin^g, San F/ancisco.

examples from much smaller and very

different structures must prove a very im-
perfect solution of the difficulties arising in

such conditions. Thp sli^pp of the lot is a

* ift.S’ *•

Part Flevation of Crucktr W'oln'orth Futional

Bank Iluiliinn, San Francisco. {Total length

of ttro sirett /rents, 329 /^)

triangle, resulting from the intersection of

two streets at an acute angle, and no more
effective treatment seems to have been sug-
gested than the rounding of the angle and
the reduplication of one arch, with the
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windows and cornices above, for the-

length of the resulting street fronts: with
such contractions, stiltings, and omissions ae
become inevitable on approaching that acute
angle from either direction. To mitigate the-

eflect of compromise to some extent, the
entrances have been emphasised by engaged-
shafts of very pronounced entasis, and,,

though the columns are decidedly Tuscan, the
caps are very perfect reproductions of the
Ionic capitals of the Erectheum in white-
marble ! The volutes, with all their delicate
chiseling, are nevertheless chipped and chopped
off where necessary to stop against the granite.

These buildings are, of course, only partly
occupied by the Corporations in -vrhose names
they are erected,being mainly devoted to officee

that are rented for all the usual purposes, so

that the new Mills building, not yet completed,
which is an office buildiog, may properly be
ranked with them. This building is suffi-

ciently near completion to display its real

character, which is, allowing for the advan-

tage of a square corner site, the most dignified

design yet attempted in San Francisco.

Whatever one might find to criticise if

desirous of being very nice, it is neverthe-

less a whole, a pile with its essential parts

and its culminations,—in fact, an architectural

thing with a skeleton, a constitution, and a

manner. There are things, and have been
many, that show higher breeding, and are

the results of much more cultivation than

this building shows
;
but we must not ask

too much. This is, at all events, not a

lout or a clown dressed in its betters’'

clothes. San Francisco is still very far froao

“ that good taste which is the conscience of

the mind” in architecture, but we begin to

believe it may yet be awakened when we see

generous spaces of wall left without en-

richments, together with simple aspiring?

lines uninterrupted, in a building whose-

treatment in other respects assurer

us that parsimony has played no part

in determining the questions involved.

Speaking of simplicity and dignity, it is to be

regretted that theUnited States Mint building,

already nearly thirty years old, could not

have been erected on a more prominent site,

where it could have confronted the city

denizens on their daily rounds
;
for while of

its type there are many better things in

various places, there are none here ; and there

is a repose and refinement about such things

that it is well to be familiar with. A young
architect is enticed by the fashions and the

-whims that arise from time to time, but he

returns to his order with that sense of re-

liance and appreciation which comes with

maturity.

There is as yet nothing ecclesiastic in

San Francisco that can properly be cited!

as either representative, permanent, or

good. It is not a city of churches, though

of the old Spanish occupancy there still

remain some very picturesque reminders in

the outlying districts; but their influence

has not proved strong enough to prevent the

erection of hideous contrivances side by side,

with just enough conventional character

to show the intention of building some
thing that must pass for a church, whether
in brick, stucco, or wood. The new Homan
Catholic Cathedral can hardly be cited

as an instance of ecclesiastic architecture,

as no one would suspect its having been

intended for anything more serious than a

masonic hall or institution of some sort, and
it should be said that the local pride has not

felt flattered in the acquisition. The libraries

have done very little in architecture to

emphasise their importance, only one having
as yet been provided with its permanent
home, and in that instance there seems very
little opportunity to draw any conclusions of

interest. A square two-story yellow-bri2k
building of Italian design; a mere repetition of

round-headed windows, one of which, carried

down, serves as a doorway, with meagro
tablets on either impost setting forth the

necessary information
;
some scanty enrich-

ment in bead and shuttle ornament
;

a very
diffident corniceabove, inadequatelysupported

on infrequent modillions all in terra-cotta,
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and our description is exhausted. Before
many years more are gone, probably
a good deal will be done in providing
the different Clubs with suitable habitations,

as at least half-a-dozen have already acquired
property for building, The Clubs are now
either perched above shops, or occupying
makeshift quarters adapted from some dwell-
ing-house. The German Club has recently

completed an ambitious pile that is somewhat
difiicult to describe, being a sort of com-

,
promise between a llomanesque basilica, a
fourteenth century French chateau, and a
Turkish mosque

;
but the strong yellow sand-

stone, with flaming red brick, the very slight

recession of the multifarious windows, and
a conceited air of “ look at me, now that
I am finished !

” give it a character all its

own.
Such things, of which this club-house is

only one instance, incline one to the belief

that the essential education in architecture is

as to the nature and capabilities of materials,

both as a matter of construction and
resultant expression. To see stone, terra-

cotta, wood, and metal used indifferently

throughout the same building, as if it were
of no consequence which is used, so that a
certain arbitrary form is realised, which form,
as might be expected, is often senseless and
absurdly suggestive of something entirely

different and irrelevant, is the most discourag-
ing manifestation of modern ingenuity.

Few stronger illustrations of the import-
ance of material in the execution of a design
can be given than that afforded by the Colten
residence here,—a simple, elegant mansion,
perhaps a little more Italian than Inigo
Jones ever built, but still of that type,—

a

design that, if executed in marble, could
have been eminently satisfactory, but the
meanness of boarding and white paint is not
to be overcome. The whole thing becomes a
cheap scenic representation,—a sham and a
disappointment,— in spite of good proportion
and excellent detail. The house is not new,
having been built some twenty years ago,

when half-a-dozen railroad millionaires

simultaneously erected big houses in the
locality, since known as “ Nob-hill.” These
big houses are of various designs, and
none, with the exception of this Colten
house, worth a moment’s consideration;
though in them have, by this time, been
gathered many important works of art, to-

gether with much expensive rubbish. Now
and then, with the object of raising money
for some charitable purpose, the private
collections of San Franciscans are exhibited,

and it is encouraging to know that there is a
constantly increasing number of good pictures
and other beautiful things that have come to
stay, and must exert a constant influence,
attracting more, till some day it may not
seem unmanly to be sensitive and dis-

criminating.

Atufle of Town liesidenoe, San Francisco.
(First stori/, brick; sccmd, wood; forch,
niarhle.')

NOTES.
T seems rather singular that at

the annual demonstration of the
Durham miners, which took place

last Saturday, not a word was
said on the eight hours’ question. Many
kindred subjects were dealt with in the

resolutions submitted from the various plat-

forms, but this particular one,—which we
should have supposed to be peculiarly a

miners’ question,—was conspicuous by its

absence. In the neighbouring county of

Northumberland it has just been very pro-

minent in connexion with another wages dis-

pute which has arisen in the engineering and
shipbuilding trades. At Newcastle last week
the men’s representatives met a proposed
reduction in wages with an offer to accept a

reduction of 2^ per cent, “on condition
that the employer granted an eight hours’

working day, or forty-eight hours per
week.'’ This being refused, they subsequently
offered to accept a o per cent, reduction,

—

still subject to the same condition ; but no
settlement could be arrived at on this basis.

Many of those most directly affected by this

question are disinclined to Idok upon it as

one to be settled by . legislation,—especially in

the North,—and this may account for the
Durham miners omitting it from their pro-

gramme. In passing a resolution with respect

to the recent strike, the hope was expressed
that, in the future, “some more reasonable,

more peaceful, and less expensive mode of

settlement will be resorted to.” Mr. .T. II.

Wilson, M.P,, told them that the only way
to avoid strikes was by a solid combination
of all unionists. The idea of thus being in a
position to dictate at pleasure both to em-
ployers and to other trades may commend
itself to union officials, as pointing to a one-
sided settlement of all disputes : but, in the
absence of moderate and reasonable counsels,

strikes will never be abolished, as they seem
to anticipate, simply by the formation of a
gigantic federation.

WHO are the persons to blame for the

railway disaster near Melton Mow-
bray is a point which has yet to be cleared

up at the inquest and the Board of Trade
inquiry into the matter, but the mere perusal

of the facts as reported in the daily papers
shows that this was one of that class of rail-

way butcheries which it is fa mere misuse
of language to call “ accidents.” It is

a disaster the contemplation of which
is rendered doubly painful by the reflec-

tion that it need never have happened
at all. Either the rails were left in a state

dangerous for any but slow and cautious
traffic, without due information being given
to the driver, or the latter must have neg-
lected the intimation and proceeded without
proper caution. At present there is no
evidence forthcoming to show where the

blame lay. The probabilities are in favour
of the engine-driver, who in such a case

carries his own life in his hand as

well as the lives of the passengers, and
who is likely to have both more observation
and a higher feeling of responsibility than
is to be found among a gang of platelayers

who can only endanger other people’s lives

and not their own. But whichever way the
negligence lies, we have no doubt that this

so-caUed “ accident ” is the result of cul-

pable negligence on the part of some one, and
we hope the blame will be brought home to

the right quarter. There are railway disasters

which really belong to the chapter of acci-

dents, but this was not one of them.

Major flower, the Sanitary Engineer
to the Lea Conservancy, has addressed

a circular letter to the sanitary authorities

in the Lea watershed, pointing out to them
the importance, in view of the possible or

probable importation of Asiatic cholera, of

preventing any pollution of the water supply,

and asking to be informed of any contamina-
tion which may come under their notice.

Major Flower requests the sanitary authori-

ties also to see to the abatement of nuisances,

such as offensive manure - heaps, overflows

from cesspools, privies, I'cc., which may con-
tribute to the fouling of the river Lea and its

tributaries. It is to be hoped this timely
warning and advice will receive due attention.

0 one who read the account of the
' burning of St. John's could have any

doubt as to the cause of the disaster : timber
architecture, a dry hot wind, absence of
water owing to some work being doue on the
water communication, and the sudden and
apparently accidental breaking out of a fire

under these untoward conditions. But the
question it is not so easy to answer is,

—

why has St. John's been burned twice
wiihin fifty years ^ The conffugratiou of
a whole town is not a common occurrence;
that it should have happened twice to one
city in less than half a century shows that
somelliing is radically wrong in the manner
of building or in the provision for fire-

extinguishing, or both; and before St. John’s
is rebuilt the local authorities had better set

themselves to find out what has been wrong
in the past, and avoid it in the future.

A CORRESPONDENT in Rome writes
that some fragments of a great wall,

constructed of peperino stone, were lately
come upon in the course of excavations for a
road on the slope of ilonte Gentile, near
Ariccia. The wall was 1'25 metres thick,
and at the distance of metres from this well
another was found nearly 2’- metres thick of
similar blocks. Between the walls was an
artificial platform of tufa rock; the whole
as shown in the accompanying section.

Some hasty excavations made in other
parts of the hill brought to light several
fragments of the same wall, apparently an
ancient fortification of an Etruscan city.

From the same correspondent we learn that
at a spot called Quarto de ^Montebello, outside
the Porto del Popolo, Signor Piacentini has
found some ancient chambers, probablv of
thermre, in which are some mosaic floors of
interesting character and in fair preservation.
The remains of the masonry appear to belong
to the second esntury a.d, with some traces
of later work. The mosaics include one
formed with square tesserte of white, black and
red marble, arranged in a geometrical pattern
imitating a mat; a second somewhat similar

one with large octagons at the angles
; a third

with block ornaments on a white ground and
some figures of winged genii and birds ; one
or two others with simple geometrical pat-
terns, another ornamented with flowers and
birds, and lastly one with a somewhat elabo-
rate centre-piece representing a sacrifice, and
formed with tesserae of brilliant colours,

—

ruby, emerald, turquoise, (fcc. Terra-cotta
pipes, forming a portion of the apparatus of a
hypocaust, were found on the site.

AS the suburbs of Vienna are now to

form officially a portion of the city, of
the “ Gros Wien ” of the future, there seems
to be a laudable desire on the part of the city

authorities to carry out improvements on a

definite system, and to plan out all the future
street improvements before taking the work
in hand, so that every improvement may be
part of a scheme considered and settled before-

hand. This is what ought to have been
done long ego in London. The ^’ienna
authorities also propose to take in baud the
regulation of the Danube Canal and of the

river "VVien which passes through the capital,

and to extend the drainage system. They
have opened an International Competition for

obtaining proposals for their scheme as a
whole, or for parts of it, and offered a n^imber

a
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of premiums and a Tery well-defined pro-
gramme of requirements. The competi-
tion will not be decided till about
a year from now. "Whilst Vienna is

engaged on these extensive schemes of im-
provement it would be well if immediate
attention were given to some more everyday
matters, such as the uncleansed roadways
and the smells that arise from the sewer grids.

The boulevards with their imposing architec-

tural monuments give the casual visitor a

favourable impression of Vienna ; if he enter

the city proper or the suburbs he will see a
very different picture, and on inquiry he will

find that the contrast is due to Uovernment
control on one side and municipal manage-
ment on the other. The Municipal Board of

Works of Vienna is an enlightened and active

body: it is the “Common Council” (a body
notorious for its political and personal
factiousness) which stands in the way of

improvements.

The result of the proposal for a new
cathedral at Berlin will be, it seems, a

systematic inquiry into the acoustic qualities

of about 1^00 churches in Germany. Professor

Raschdorff's design for the cathedral has been
criticised as impracticable for actual use as a

church, and he has apparently set on foot this

investigation into the acoustic qualities of

existing churches by way of obtaining prac-

tical material for rebutting the criticism.

Professor Helmholtz has been invited, among
others, to give a scientific opinion on the

subject.

A SUGGESTION was made by Mr. Sclater,

in a letter to the I'imes of Monday,
that the site of Her Majesty’s Theatre would
be an admirable one for the erection of a new
“Palais des Beaux-Arts” in which the Ptoyal

Academy could be better housed and have
more space for its exhibitions than at present,

and Burlington House could be given over
to the scientific societies, which are clamorous
for more room. The idea is one which would
have been well worth consideration if made
earlier—which is well worth consideration

now, in fact ; but we fear it comes too late.

If the site has been taken up for a hotel

speculation, it will never be got hold of for

anything better now. It is a thousand pities

that it should be so, but hotel building

seems to be a kind of craze at present, though
it is dilHcult to understand how all these
monster hotels can pay ; and architecturally

the result is always the same, viz., a mass of

building with the most commonplace details

put together without anything that can be
called design, and hurried up by night and
day labour in order to get the earliest possible

return for the outlay. The site of Her
Majesty’s Theatre might certainly have been
turned to a better purpose than that.

I
T is proposed to commemorate the
hundredth anniversary of Shelley’s birth

by the establi.shment of a “ Shelley Library
and Museum” at Horsham, from which Field-

place, where he was born, is two miles distant.

In his “Life” of the poet (1886) Professor
Bowden describes the house where he was at

school under Br. Greenlaw, during the
interval 1802-5. That house is still standing
—at least, was standing eighteen months
ago—under the name of “ Syon Park House,”
about midway between Isleworth and Brent-
ford railway-stations, but shorn of the school-

room which lay against the front of the
house, abutting on the road. Here Captain
hledwin, another biographer (1847), was
Shelley’s school-fellow. He married Mary
Godwin, in St. Mildred’s, Bread-street (as we
read in Mr. Hutton’s “ Literary Landmarks
of London”), a church which seems to have
been frequently chosen for weddings in
respect of which publicity was not sought.
At that time Mary Godwin lived in the
Polygon, Somers Town, recently pulled down,
and her husband had lodgings at, we believe,

No, 23, Chapel-street, leading from South
Audley-street to Park-lane, re-named Aldford-
street four years ago. The monument ex-

hibited this year by Mr. E. Onslow Ford,

A.U.A., at the Royal Academy, is presented

to University College, Oxford, by Lady
Shelley, widow of the poet’s son.

]?ROPOS to another centenary about to

be celebrated,—that of the discovery of

the New World,—it may not be amiss to

mention here that Bartholomew, brother of

Christopher Columbus, was a map-maker in

London, in 1489-90
;
and that Ferdinand, son

and biographer of the great admiral, came,

as we are told, to England for Charles V.,

and his catalogue of books, maps, and plans,

bought by him during bis travels, has been

preserved in the cathedral library of Seville,

to which he bequeathed his own large col-

lection. An entry in the list records his

purchase of a map of London, engraved on
copper, and dated 1407. That a copy of the

map will be forthcoming can scarcely be

expected now : so far, the earliest known
view of London, as a whole, is the drawing

by ^'an den Wyngaerde, the Butcbman, be-

queathed by Mrs. Sutherland to the Bodleian.

It is undated
;
but some other drawings by

him of various buildings in and around the

town are signed, and dated 1558. The view
has been copied (and engraved) to smaller

scale by Whittock, who however introduced

details unwarranted by the original ; and its

re-production formed the first publication of

what seems now to be the defunct Topo-

graphical Society of London.

The Commissioners of Woods and Forests

have just cleared a building-site of

about 8. .300 ft. superficial by demolishing

Lane’s Hotel with other property in Norris-

street and St. Alban’s-place (behind the Hay-
market, western side), where formerly stood

St. James’s-market. One entire block of the

market yet remains
;
a portion was removed

for Nash’s improvements under the Act
53 Geo. III., c. 120. lUnry Jermyn, Earl of

St. Alban’s, built it in 1660, as we learn from
Pepys's diary, April 1 of that year. It formed
the chief market for meat and poultry for the

west of London w’hen Swift had lodgings

(1710) in St. Alban’s-street, now represented

by Carlton-street, leading into St. Alban’s-

place, marked by the Tuscan colonnade,

ilarket - street leads southwards out of

Jermyn-street. St. .Tames’s fair, which appears

to have enjoyed a reputation no less notorious

than that of iNIay fair itself, was removed to

the market-place from the vicinity of St.

James’s Palace in 1666. At the St. Alban’s

tavern, by the market, was founded the Rox-
burgh club, by T. F. Bibdin, after the sale of

the Duke’s collection at 11 (now 13), St.

James’.s-square, in May and June, 1812.

The exhibition of student work in con-
nexion with the National Competition

of Schools of Arts has been held this week
at the South Kensington Museum. The col-

lection of drawings of various kinds is a large

one, and a great many are of high average in

merit. ^Vmongst the architectural drawings
are designs for a church by .Tames H. Tonge,
wrought-iron gates and grille by Herbert S.

Pepper (who also sends two examples of signs

to be executed in iron and copper), and a

newel and balustrade by Benjamin J. Fletcher.

Two sets of measured drawings of the old

window forming the front of Paul Pindar’s

house in Bishopsgate-street, now pulled down
and set up in the Museum, are carefully

finished in outline, with the shadows
given in wash, and Alfred Palmer sends
a good set of measured drawings of a late

pulpit at St. Elizabeth’s Church, Scarisbrick,

Lancashire. Amongst others are the font in

Winchester Cathedral (Ernest W. Light);
north door, S. Maclou, Rouen (Benjamin .1.

Fletcher)
;
wood screen, Warfield, Berks (W.

II. J. Allen)
;
and some careful drawings of

old crosses and chapels in the Isle of Man,
which should be interesting to archicologists.

The number of drawings of Decorative work
of various kinds is very large, designs for

textile mosaics, tiles, and wall-papers forming

a long series. A design for silk and gold

(Miss Mohun), for tiles (Miss Robb), for

damask (Miss Caldwell), and mosaic (Miss

Roots), the latter a very good piece of design

and drawing, are some of the best that we
noticed. There are be.sides a large number of

drawings of flowers aud still life, and the

usual examples taken from the antique.

The Edinburgh Eevieio for July contains

an article on “Formal and Landscape
Gardening,” being a review of books by Mr.
Milner, Mr. Blomfield, aud the late Mr.
Sedding. The subject is treated from the

architect’s not from the gardener’s point of

view. The reviewer, while sympathising

with the revived taste for the formal garden,

deprecates anything like a mere archrcological

revival, concluding with the observation

that “ if the revival of formal gardening

is undertaken merely as a fashion, the arbi-

trary adoption of the taste of a former period,

it can have no other fate than has attended

the revival of Gothic architecture,—to be

pursued until all the copying has been done

that could be done, and then to be abandoned
in favour of another fashion, leaving only a

collection of sham eighteenth-century gardens

as its record.” The Edinburgh is severe in

its criticisms of the tricks of effect of the

landscape-gardener.

THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON METRO-
POLITAN WATER SUPPLY’.*

At its later sittings the Commission has
entered upon a new field of inquiry,—the
claims of the communities in the valleys of the

Thames, the Lea, and the Colne to retain their

local water supplies for t’oeir own increasing

populations. The Chairman, however, has been
very careful not to overstep the limits of the

reference to the Commission, and has declined

to allow statements to be printed which went
beyond those limits in suggesting that water
authorities should be created for certain areas.

Buckinghamshire, Surrey. Essex, Middlesex,
and Hertfordshire have been heard by their

representatives in assertion of their claims to

what they regard as their own water. The
Conservancies of the Thames and the Lea have
been heard again in reference to the alleged

pollution of those rivers, and have given the
results of their own independent examinations
with the object of modifying the conclusions to

be drawn from the reports of Drs. Ashby,
Fosbroke, and Turner made on behalf of the
London County Council.

On the question of storage by reservoirs in

the river valleys—its geological possibility,

utility, and expediency—there is some engineer-

ing as well as medical and chemical evidence

;

but the subject has only been mentioned in-

cidentally, being reserved as part of the question
of future supply.

We continue our summary of the statement
made by Dr. Frankland, the Water Examiner:

—

The pollution of the Lea and its tributaries

is similar in character to that of the Thames,
but considerably less intense. The intake of

the New River Company is 22 miles above that

of the East London Company, and between the

two intakes the river receives a good deal of

polluting matter, including the treated sewage
of Hertford. When the Lea is not in flood, the

water at the New River intake differs little

chemically from the spring and deep well water
obtained from the chalk

;
but microbes are

much more numerous than in spring water.

The New River Company, therefore, often de-

livers water scarcely inferior chemically to

spring water. At the intake the water taken
for examination has always been turbid, but,

efficiently filtered, it has been delivered ap-

parently free from suspended matter, but
showing optically an enormous number of sus-

pended particles. Analyses of 1891 of water at

the intake show an improvement of 60 per cent.,

and 32 per cent, over one sample taken in

mid-winter in 1873. In six weeks mi-
crobes varied from 71,865 to 226,484, and
averaged 134,056 per cubic inch. Owing to

insufficient storage, the company is compelled
to deliver flood water, and samples taken in

February and March, 1891, contained thrice the

* See last volume of the Builder, pp. 418, 435, 456, 480,

503
;
and current volume, pp. 10, 29, 47, 71.
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usaal amonnt of organic matter. In sis weeks
ending April 17, the improvement averaged
20 per cent. The water delivered, although
variable, is on the average superior to that of
any other company drawing from rivers. The
open conduit bringing the water,—river, spring,

and deep well,—to London, originally forty
miles in length, has been shortened by various
cuts. It is protected from polluting streams,
but in many places cattle have free access to
the banks. In several places the conduit freely

oommunicates with ornamental waters in the
.grounds of private residences

;
it passes through

villages, parks, and gardens, and sometimes
skirts high roads. “ I have never” (the witness
said) “seen elsewhere water for dietetic pur-
poses conveyed through cultivated and in-

habited districts in such a manner. This open
conduit should be replaced by ‘cut and
•cover,’ or iron mains such as are used
everywhere else for this jmrpose.” By
the time the East London intake is reached,
the sewage eftiaent of Hertford and other places
raises the organic impurity by an average of

141 per cent., and the microbes by 40 per cent.,

the numbers varying from 337,364 to 53,103,
and averaging 189,403 per cubic inch. In
trespect of microbes this is considerably better

than the Thames at Hampton. The waters
improved 40 per cent, in respect of lifeless

organic impurity, and 98'3 per cent, in respect
of living impurity. In the water delivered the
•microbes varied from 7,210 to 1,246, and
averaged 3,165 per cubic inch. The storage
capacity equals 14^ days’ consumption,—more
than that of any other company except the
•Chelsea. The defects in the Lea supply are
essentially the same as those of the Thames,
and therefore it was not a suitable source for

drinking water, but its abandonment is not so
'urgently required, as its pollution is less. The
•hardness of the water is slightly greater than
that of the Thames.

In a long examination, Dr. Frankland said
•that our present knowledge of micro-organisms
was incomplete and contradictory, and investi-

gations were in progress, the results of which
it was hoped would be communicated to the
Commission at a later date, whilst another year
was likely to produce much detailed informa-
tion from many observers. It was a recent
discovery that filtration would remove 98 per
cent, of micro-organisms, and if he had bad our
present knowledge in 1874 the terms of the
’Beport of the Rivers Pollution Commission
would have been less severe. He had been
•astonished to get only from 4 to 24 microbe
germs instead of hundreds in a cubic centimetre
of water ; but still this was only one of a series of

experiments that were to becontinned for months.
A single germ passing through a filter might mul-
tiply into millions, but in four germs you were
not likely to have a pathogenic germ. He had
not attempted to distinguish between patho-
genic and harmless germs, because even Dr.
’Klein had failed to find any pathogenic germs
in London water. There was probably no
instance of a river water that had been stored
and filtered communicating disease, but cholera
poison, put into the Don at Sheflield, had been
carried to Doncaster. Practically, typhoid
and cholera are the only two diseases that
‘had been proved to be communicable
by water, and cholera bacillus was soon
destroyed by competing microbes

;
but if

there were cholera in the upper reaches
•of the Thames, it would be unwise to drink
Thames water. The Tame was so badly pol-

luted that it was found in actual putrefac-
tion, and, therefore, there would be a strong

Kjrobability that in the Tame the cholera
bacillus would be destroyed by other microbes

;

in other words, as a Commissioner remarked,
the worse the river the less danger of disease.

Then, the greater the dilution the less the risk

of typhoid fever. A Commissioner calculated
that in the valley of the Lea there would be
one case of typhoid in a body of water that
would measure three miles in length, two miles
in width, and 6 ft. in depth

;
and in that case

the witness admitted that the risk would be
reduced to zero.

Mr. W J. Dibdin, Chemist to the London
County Council, submitted the results of many
analyses and microscopical examinations. The
outcome of them is that in dry weather the
supplies of the companies drawing from the
rivers are fairly good, but in storm periods the
organic matters are largely increased, and the
variations at the intakes are reproduced in the
water supplied. The first flush of storm water
does not carry away all impurities, and some

time elapses before a river returns to its normal
dry-weather condition. Therefore, storage
reservoirs, if provided, would.have to be charged
with foul water. Further abstractions from
the dry-weather flow of the rivers would inter-
fere with the proper fioshing of the lower
reaches.

From the later evidence we select some items
of direct engineering interest :

—

The Kent Company's Wells,

Mr. Wm. Morris, of the Kent Company,
handed in returns of the average depth of the
water from the surface of the ground in the
Company’s wells for a maximum supply period
of thirteen weeks (ending July 9, 1892), for a
maximum supply period of six months (ending
June 30, 1892), and for a maximum supply
period of twelve months (ending December 31,

1891). The average daily supplies were :

—

For tho 13 weeks 14,213,000 gallons.

,, 6 months ... 13,772,000 ,,

„ 12 „ ... 13,534,000 „

The depths for the year were as follow :

—

Depth o! water.
/-" '

When pumping,
ft.

Deptford: New well ... 74 .

,, Garden well 68

,,
Bath well ... 66

Plumstead 107
Crayford : No. 1 —

No. 2 25 ,

,, No. 3 33
,

Shortlands : No. 1 31

„ No. 2 31 ,

Orpington : No. 1 79

„ No. 2 80 ,

^Yilmingtoa 46 ,

When at rest,

ft. in.

21 5 daily

20 1 daily

19 5 occasionally

78 0 daily
— occasionally
— occasionally

— daily— continuously
— daily— continuously

7 0 daily

Mr. Morris also supplied a one-inch map. upon
which were marked the positions of all the
wells, and also a section of the valley of the
Ravensbourne showing the stratification at each
of the wells, the line of saturation, and the
depth of the bore-holes. They found, he said,

that when they ceased pumping, the water in

the wells came back to its old level. The wells

at Deptford were working by day only. Pump-
ing pulled them down to the levels stated

;

when pumping ceased they came back to abont
Ordnance datum. They had varied a little

;

the more water was pumped, the lower they
went

;
when pumping stopped they came up

again. There was some communication
between the wells at Deptford, and the other
day the level of the Garden well fell 2 ft. from
pumping at the Bath well. They are abont
200 yards apart. The other wells have no effect

on each other. The Orpington well is a long
way from the river

;
it overflows gravel-pits

close to the pump, and adjoining wells which
go down to the lower water-line indicate a
range of 40 ft. variation in the level of the
water. In all probability the quantity of water
supplied would be higher this year than it -v-’as

last. As to the depth of water in the wells,

something depended upon the rainfall. Last
year there was a favourable rainfall, and in the
autumn the water stood higher in some of the
wells than it had done before.

The Nerv Kiver Company's Wells.

Mr. Joseph Francis, of the New River Com-
pany, recalled, handed in a returnof the average
daily discharge of Chadwell Spring for each
week of 1889, 1890, 1891, and 1892 up to March.
The daily average for 1889 was 3,018,000
gallons; for 1890, 2,412,000; for 1891,
2,001,000. In four weeks of September and
October, 1891, the discharge was under
500,000 gallons a day. The low averages for

1890 and 1891 are attributed to the re-

markable scantiness of the rainfall during the
six months preceding the summer. It had
been erroneously inferred from evidence taken
in 1867 that the daily flow averaged 4,500,000
gallons for a year. It now appeared that that
average was reached only in some of the weeks
of the early months of 1889, while in the
autumn the flow fell as low as 720,000 gallons,

and in the last six months of the year only one
week rose above 3,000,000 gallons. The spring
answered somewhat quickly to a period of

drought. If there were a series of wet
years, the average would probably rise

again to 4,500,000. The facts raised the
presumption that, as a permanent source of
supply, the spring was not much more, if any
more, reliable than the flow of an ordinary
stream

;
and, therefore, in the return of water

that could be relied upon he had put it down at

a low figure, — about three - quarters of a
million,—the lowest that it had been for any
length of time. The interval that occurred
between a wet season and the rising of the
volume was variable. In very dry months a
large rainfall did not affect the well at all. If
the rain came in the winter, when the ground
was saturated, then the spring got the full
benefit of it. The pumping at Broadmead well,
or any other of the Company’s wells, had no
effect on the Chadwell spring.
Mr. Francis produced a section coloured to

show the strata at the wells, the levels of the
water under ordinary working, and the levels
to which it rises when the pumps are not work-
ing. Asked whether there had been any
permanent lowering of the last-named level,
he said there had been some in the wells nearer
to London. We knew that under London the
water had been falling at the rate of about
18 in. a-year for many years. At Betstile and
Campsbonrne the water did not appear to
return to the river Lea level, and there were
records indicating that the water at Betstile
well had stood higher than it did now.

The East London Company's Well.

Mr. W. B. Bryan, of the East London Com-
pany, produced a one-inch map showing the
relative positions of the Company’s wells and
rain gauges, geological strata, Ordnance datum,
and the levels at which the water stands in the
wells when they are not being pumped from.
Asked whether the level of the Lea Bridge well
had^ever sunk, he said,—No. Whilst pumping
was going on the headings had to be kept dry.
When pumping ceased th^e water rose rapidly
within a few feet of the indicated level, and
the last few feet it rose very slowly. There
was no record of the permanent sinking of
the level of any of the wells, because they
were now in process of construction. The
Waltham Abbey well was the one that bad
been pumped the longest for five years. The
pumps were drowned, and had been since the
water was let in upon them, and the water
rose to the height indicated when pumping
stopped for ten hours. The rest level was just
where it was when they began, as nearly as
they could tell.

Wells alleged to he affected.

Mr. T. S. Tilley, well-engineer, of Walbrook,
City, said he had acted on behalf of the Enfield
Local Board in sinking wells

;
and be had

gained knowledge as to the following wells,
the water-levels of which were sinking :

—

The Waltham and Cheshunt Gas Company’s
Well, close to Waltham station on the G. E.
railway, bored in the chalk, 85 ft. In 1880 the
water flowed 1 ft over the surface. In 1892 the
water level when at rest has decreased to 18 ft.

from surface.

Well at “ The Cedars ” (Mr. S. Warren’s),
Theobald’s-square, Tbeobald’s-park, Cheshunt,
about 300 yards west of the main road. Bored
in the chalk 114 ft.

;
water line. 1890, 19 ft from

surface
;
1892, water line when at rest, 22ft. lOin.

from surface.

The Edmonton Union Well, Union - lane,
Edmonton, about half a mile west of the high
road from London. Bored in chalk, 165 ft.;

water line. 1880, 25 ft. from surface; 1892,
water line 63 ft. from surface.

The Enfield Local Board Well, close to Pon-
der’s End station on the Great Eastern Railway,
is sunk to about 100 ft. in the chalk

;
a beading

is 100 ft. long in the chalk, and a boring is

continued a further depth of 100 ft. This well
in the night or early morning yielded from
80 to 100 gallons per minute more than in
the daytime.

Well at Royal Small Arms Factory, Enfield
Lock. Water level, 1883, 3 ft. 6 in. from sur-
face; 1802, 19 ft. from surface. The water
supply is from the chalk.
The following wells appeared to be affected

by the pumping of the Water Companies
The Waltham 5c Cheshunt Gas Company’s

Well.—The nearest pumping well, drawing
a large supply, is that of the East London
Waterworks Company, about three-quarters of
a mile south-east.

The Cedars Weil.—As to this, the witness
said he could only surmise that this is affected
by the large wells of the New River and East
London Companies to the east and west.
TheEdmonton UnionWell.—As to this well, the

nearest pumping well drawing a large supply is
the New River well at Higbfield-row, Winch-
more-bill. This well is about one and a-quarter
mfles W.N.W.
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and Short Strohc in Pumjiing.

It will bo remembered that when Mr. Binnie,
the Chief Engineer to the London County
Council, was before the Commission, he spoke
strongly of the fact that the Companies' returns
of water supplied had not made allowance for

slip and short stroke in the engines. Mr.
Restler, of the Southwark and Yauxhall Com-
pany, was examined on this question on being
recalled to hand in some information that bad
been asked for previously. One return showed
the maximum daily supply for any seven days,

any month, any three months. September,

1891, furnished the week and the month, and
the quarter was the three months ending
October, 1891. The respective quantities,

deducting 10 per cent, for slip, short stroke.

&c., were 2G, 801, 700, 25,473,151, and 24,902,729

gallons.

In answer to the Chairman, the witness said

the deduction of 10 per cent, was not in con-

formity with the returns made to the Water
Examiner, to whom the gross quantities were
always returned. The Company had made
some careful experiments in order to ascertain

what the deduction ought to be. They bad an
automatic arrangementwhich they had attached
to the engines, of the direct-acting type, and
they found in some cases that the actual loss

due to variation in the length of stroke amounts
to 9 33 per cent. To this had to be added the

slip of the valves, and the water used for sand
washing and for the supply of the condensers.

Some of the experiments were made in 1S5G

and 1S58, and some in the present year. The
attention of General Scott and of the late Sir

Francis Bolton was called to the fact that the
Companies were returning the gross quantities.

At the time of the Health Exhibition Con-
ferences. in the presence of the engineers of the

Water Companies, the subject was specially

discussed, and it was thought advisable to con-

tinue the returns as they were, for the sake of

comparison.
The Chairman : One can easily understand

that as arising from the desire to make the

long series of returns comparable the one with
the other.

Natural Filtration in Orarel Beds.

The value of the natural tiU ration supply of

the Southwark and Yauxhall Company was the

main subject of a further examina’ion of Mr.

J. W. Restler, C.E.. the Company's engineer.

Mr. Restler produced detailed analyses by Dr.

C. Meyraott Tidy. First, there were twenty-

four samples of water from the gravel, and, for

comparison, an average of thirteen from forty-

three samples of Thames water. The twenty-

four samples were taken from July 18 to October

5, 1339; the thirteen from December, 1889, to

December, 1890. Sir. Tidy wrote of the twenty-

four samples “ that they were all perfectly

clear and bright
;
that they bad all a neutral

reaction ;
that they presented great uniformity

of composition
;
that I consider all the samples

good, wholesome, and of excellent quality.”

Again, writing on July 7, 1890, of gravel waters
he said :

—
“ Herewith analyses of samples to

June 15. All the waters are of most excellent

quality,—good, pure, and wholesome.” The
following are some of the results of the
analyses :

—

Gravel. Thames.
Total solid matter, grains 20'24 20‘1G
Ammonia Fone. None.
Nitrogen in nitrates and

nitrites, grains 0-089 O-ll."

Oxygen required 0'038 0'033

Organic carbon, part per

100,000 O'lng o-ii6

Organic nitrogen per 100,000 0‘033 I)'l)34

LimefCaO) S'Sl STS
Chlorine 1T49 1-224

Hardness before boiling 14'5 13‘9

In answer to the Chairman, Mr. Restler said

the samples of wa’^er from the gravel were
taken by one of the Company’s inspectors from
the pump-wells of the engines that were lifting

the water. Dr. Tidy was supplied with a
sample daily. Sundays excepted, from July 18
to October 15, and the witness did not know on
what principle the twenty-four had been
selected. There was no request that each
sample should be analysed, and it was presumed
that those analysed were representative. The
comparison of these natural filtration waters
was with filtered Thames water.

Professor Dewar ; And the general result is

to substantiate the statement made that there
is no practical difference between the filtered

Thames water as it is supplied to Loudon and
the artificial water that you were testing ?

Witness: No; that was the point that the
directors desired to be very clearly informed
upon.
There is no difference beyond a very small

addition in the case of the chlorines ?

Yes, that is so. The gravel water, added the
witness, was not supplied to the public without
subsequent filtration. It was thought it might
have been a substitute for artificially-filtered

water, but an opinion was expressed by the
Water Examiner that it ought to be passed
through a known thickness of previously-
prepared material, and the Directors then said

they would not raise the point at all, bub they
would proceed with the extension of their filters

and pass all water through them, whether it

came from the gravel or not, This decision
was taken subsequently to the reports of Dr.
Tidy. The quantity of water taken from the
gravel was slightly reduced, because it had
been necessary to construct a puddle- wall which
had cut off a proportion of the spring water,
and there was a large proportion of Thames
water now admitted which had to be filtered in

the ground, and when it was brought in had to

be left there. In time that would accumulate,
and then it would be necessary to either wash
the materia! surrounding the flow-pipes or to
change their position. At present the diminu-
tion was something like 10 per cent. The
works on the island were not affected by the
puddle-wall, and were yielding as much w’ater
as before. The water obtained from the island
was the least satisfactory, because at times,
and when the pumping was rapid, a sort of red
sandy material came through with the water.
It was mainly on that account it was decided
to pass all the w^ter through filters.

In reply to Jlr. Mansergh, the witness said
that the samples analysed included water
passed from the Thames as well water from the
gravel. The beds gave from 5,000,000 to
G,COO,000 gallons a day, and from 3,000,000 to

4.000.

000 gallons came from the gravel. Asked
to show the exact area of the gravel bed, he
said he could not show the southern boundary,
because the bed passed under the river. There
was no doubt of (hat because there was a con-
siderable difference in the thickness of the
ballast between the river bed and the surface
of the clay. The outcrop of the clay extended
under the works of the Chelsea and Lambe'-h
Companies, who also availed themselves of this
natural filtration.

Mr. Mansergh : We want to know, as nearly
as we can, whether it is really natural water, or
whether it is water taken from the Thames and
subsequently filtred ?

Witness: Of course that can easily be proved
by shutting off the river intake and continuing
the pumping.
Do you filter the water you take from the

ground as slowly as you filter the water taken
from the Thames ?

Witness : It is all pumped in together, and
we make no difference.

Sir A. Geikie : Have you made any observa-
tions as to the relation between the rainfall and
the variations in the quantity of water you can
pump from the gravel beds?

Witness : We have not made such observa-
tions.

Have you noticed' any such relation 7

Well, not so much in the rainfall
;
but with

the variation of the level of the river there is a
marked difference. Directly the level of the
river approaches the level of the ground, we
can pump practically any quantity of water we
require from it without affecting the level at
all

;
in fact, we have at times pumped from

15.000.

000 to IG,000,000 gallons a day, and still

been unable to materially diminish the water
we could obtain.

Of course, that is just in another way an
answer to my question—the level of the river
depends upon the rainfall?

Witness ; Yes.
And any variation in the level of the river

would produce a corresponding variation in the
quantity of water you can pump ?

kes. I rather think that when the [level of
the river gets at all high it gets above the
portion of the bank that is sealed. The river
there has a covering of a sort of clay deposit,
which is practically equal to a puddle, and as
soon as the river gets above that and really
floods the ballast, then, I fancy, the water-
supply is increased to us.
This concluded the examination of this

witness.

The Commission sat oh Monday, and beard
Mr. Mullens, of Bromley

;
the Secretary and

Inspector of the Thames Conseivancy
;

Mr.
Llttler, Q.C., Chairman of the County Council
of Middlesex

;
Mr. Kittering, of Enfield

;
Mr.

Tilley, well engineer
;
and Mr. Merser, formerly

a miliowner on a stream near L'xbridge, who
said the Colne was diminishing in volume.

(In Tuesday was heard the case of the
Hertfordshire County Council

;
and the Com-

mission has now adjourned for the long summeu
vacation.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
A .SPECIAL general meeting of this'

Association was held on the 22ad inst. at 9;

Conduit-street, Regent-street, W . to consider
the resolutions printed in the following
requisition :

—

"To the Hon. Secs., Architectural Association :—
I'oder the terms of 13 we hereby require you

to call a Special General Meeting of Members to con-
sider the following resolutions :

—

1 .
‘ That the Committee having declared that one of

the names placed on the voting lists recently issued
was improperly so placed, — the gentleman having
resigned his membership,—the Committee alone are
responsible for the error, as no public notice whatever
is taken of realguations during the session, and there-
fore the general body of Members does not know who
has resigned.'

2. ‘ That the number of votes given to this gentleman
(now declared to be lost) would have been distributed
among the other candidates, and that, therefore, the
declared result of the voting is most uusatisfactory and
misleading, if not actuallyinvalid.'

3. 'That this meeting, therefore, directs the secro-
taries to issue proper and correct voting papers, to
secure their proper counting, and to have the result duly
declared as the election of Committee and cHicers for
session 1892-3."'

The requisition was signed by Messrs. C. H.
Brodie, Walter Dawes, A. F. Cutler, Chas. H.
Freeman, Percy E. Newton, Sydney Tugwell,
Edwd. Greenop, Percy D. Smith, Thos. Edward
Pryce, John Todd, J. Stransom, G. A. Lana-
down, Sydney B. Beale, Walter Millard, and
J. W. Stonhold.
The proceedings were opened by Jlr. C. H.

Brodie, who proposed the appointment of Mr.
H. 0. Cresswell as chairman. Mr. Sydney B_
Beale seconded. This having been agreed to,

Mr. E. S. Gale, senior honorary secretary,
read the requisition which we print above, and
the By-law referred to in it.

The Chairman said that it might be desirables-

at that stage of the proceedings to ask the
Secretary to read a statement of the facts of
the case which had been drawn up by tbe-

Committee and submitted to counsel, and also
the opinion of counsel upon that statement.
Certain gentlemen who had signed the requi-
sition had attended before the Committee, and
bad expressed the desire that counsel’s opinion;
should be obtained, and in deference to that
desire the Committee had obtained that
opinion.

Mr. E. S. Gale then read the statement which
was submitted to counsel, in which it was men-
tioned that after the list of gentlemen nominated
to serve as oEBcers for session 1892-3 had been
posted to members, it was discovered that Mr..
Gerald C. Horsley’s name had no right to be
on the list, as he had resigned bis membership
of the Association. The Committee decided
that as Mr. Horsley was not a member at the
time of nomination, he was ineligible for elec-
tion, and consequently any votes given for him-
would be lost. As it was, enough votes were
not given to Mr. Horsley to secure his election,

but it was said that the fact of Mr. Horsley’s
name being on the list made the election null
and void, as the votes given to Mr. Horsley
were wasted.
The opinion of Mr. Frederick Laing, bar-

rister, was then read, in which he gave it as h-is

view that the election was a good and valid
one, and conld not be set aside and declared-
void.

Mr. Brodie said that it was quite true that
he and others did express the wish that
counsel’s opinion should be taken, but they also
expressed the wish that the statement to be
submitted to counsel should also be submitted
to the scrutineers, and shonld be approved by
them. To put it mildly, a very strong “ lead ”

had been given in that statement of facts. He
hoped the meetingwould support him in his desire

that the whole of the report of the scrutineers
should be read, for it was almost necessary to
know the number of votes recorded for Mr.
Horsley before they conld discuss the resolu-

tions contained in the requisition. The whole
point was, that if the votes had not been given
to Mr. Horsley they wonld have been given to
some one else, and the result of the election

would have been different. He moved that the
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Secretary be instructed to read the whole of
the scrutineers’ report.

This was seconded by Mr. Beale, and, after a
long discussion, agreed to, and the report of

the scrutineers was read.

Mr. Brodie then proposed the first of the
resolutions printed in the requisition, and, in

doing so, referred to the fact, as revealed by
the report of the scrutineers, that there were
five candidates within nine votes of each other.

Mr. Horsley received 225 votes, and although
there was such close voting, the Committee
took upon themselves to rule that 225 votes had
been lost. Mr. Horsley, at the time of his
nomination, was present, and be and his pro-

posers, and, in fact, everybody else, considered
him to be a member of the Association. The
error of allowing Mr. Horsley’s name to be upon
.the voting-paper was entirely the Committee’s,
and yet they wanted to make other people
rsnSer for their error.

Mr. Beale seconded the resolution.

Mr. H. D. Searles-Wood said he wished to
propose the following amendment :

—

“That the Committee having declared that one of
the names placed on the votlng-Hst recsntly issued was
improperly so placed, this meeting is of opinion that it

was properly placed, the gentleman being a member of
the Association at the time."

Mr. Leonard Stokes said that at the first

meeting of the present Committee at which he
was present he re-stated the facts, previously
stated to the old Committee, respecting Mr.
Horsley’s resignation, and the Committee came
to the conclusion that Mr. Horsley was a
member of the Association at the time of his
nomination for the Committee.

Mr. Brodie said that the By-law stated that
only resolutions contained in the requisition
could be discussed.

Mr. Cole A. Adams said he could quite under-
stand Mr. Brodie’s unwillingness to discuss the
question as to whether Mr. Horsley was a
member or not at the time of his nomination.
££ Mr. Horsley was a member at that time then
the whole difficulty was solved.

Mr. Bsale said he could nob agree with Mr.
Adams. At the last ordinary meeting of the
Association,’* the President ruled that no dis-
cussion could take place as to Mr. Horsleys
election, and since that time the circumstances
had not altered. The meeting had met to con-
sider the resolutions contained in the requisi-
tion, and they had to consider the case as
though Mr. Horsley was not a member.

The Chairman said he would mention what
steps the old Committee took to investigate the
question of Mr. Horsley’s membership. At the
meeting of the Committee that was held after
the issuing of the voting papers, the question
was raised as to whether Mr. Horsley was a
member or not. The Minute Book was referred
to, and a letter was found from Mr. Horslev in
which he resigned his membership. No ocher
reference to the matter was found, and unfor-

* See Builder (or June 4, 1892, p. 4J3.

innately Mr. Stokes at that time had resigned
from the Committee, or doubtless he would
have reminded them of the fact that he had
been asked to see Mr. Horsley and get him to

withdraw his resignation.

Mr. Cole A. Adams said the whole matter
was reduced to this, there had been a misunder-
standing. Mr. Horsley had sent in bis resigna-
tion, and, according to the Minutes, the letter

had beeu allowed to lie on the table. Mr.
Stokes was asked to see Mr. Horsley, who
agreed, to withdraw his resignation, and
subsequently Mr. Horsley was asked, and
agreed to stand for election on the Committee.
The general impression, therefore, was that
Mr. Horsley was a member, and the list of can-
didates containing Mr. Horsley’s name was
fairly voted upon. Supposing the resolution
was carried, what would the result be ? One
result would be that they would lose an im-
mense amount of time which was of great ^

value to the well-being of the Association;
and it seemed to him monstrous that such

|

valuable time should be thrown away on such
j

vexatious matters. The Committee had acted :

in the name of the Association, and had acted]
in a courteous manner to the requisiiionists.

'

Counsel’s opinion had been obtained to the
,

effect that the election was a valid one. It

!

was not likely that counsel would be in-
;

fluenced in the way in which the case had
been put. It would be sheer waste of

|

time if the election were to be declared
invalid, and he supported as strongly as he '

could the amendment proposed by Mr. Searles-
Wood.

Mr. F. T.W. Goldsmith said he thought that the
'

Committee were perfectly willing to admit that
they had made a mistake in declaring that Mr.

,

Horsley was not a member of the Association
'

at the time of his nomination
;
but he thought

that the meeting would agree that they acted
''

in good faith.

Mr. Owen Fleming said that he was perfectly
certain that Mr. Horsley was a member of the

''

Association at the time of bis nomination, and,
although he did think the action of the past

:

Committee was somewb.at unnecessary, still be
should support the amendment, as he thought
there had been enough quarrelling.

!

Mr, E. S. Gale said that when Mr. Horsley’s
letter of resignation was received by the Com-

|

mittee, it was agreed that it should lie upon
[

the table. No resolution was come to, but be
was under the impression that the sense of the

|

meeting was that he should deal with the
resignation in the usual manner. He, therefore,

,

wrote accepting it, but be now believed that in
'

doing so be had made a mistake. Mr. Stokes
had obtained Mr. Horsley’s verbal withdrawal

|

of his resignation, and the question then arose'
as to whether Mr. Stokes reported that to the
Committee. Nothing appeared on the Minutes
showing that he reported it, and he (Mr. Gale) '

had no recollection of his doing so.

Mr. Pryce said the votes given to Mr. Horsley
,

1 were lost. He could not support the amena-
ment, although he was glad that the Committee

had decided that Mr. Horsley was a member
of the Association.

Mr. Gale said that the Committee had de-

cided that Mr. Horsley was still a member of

the Association, because that night he had
stated in writing that be wished to withdraw
his resignation.

A member asked why, if Mr. Horsley re-

ceived a letter from one of the Secretaries

accepting bis resignation, he agreed to be
nominated ?

Mr. Stokes said that after the receipt of Mr.
Horsley’s letter, he was asked to see Mr.
Horsley and endeavour to get him to withdraw
his resignation. Mr. Horsley, being told that

the letter from the Secretary had been sent in

error, agreed to withdraw his resignation, but

not his letter, as he wished to protest against a

certain policy pursued by the Association. He
(Mr. Stokes) told the Committee this, and
three members remembered the circumstance

;

but the rest had forgotten it.

The Chairman then put the amendment to

the meeting, when 47 voted for if, to 23 against

it.

The amendment, on being put as a substan-

tive motion, was carried by 47 to 20.

A vote of thanks was then passed to the

Chairman, and the meeting terminated.

DECORATIVE FIGURES FOR PANELS.

The three little figures here illustrated,

representing Music, Sculpiure, and I’ainting,

were modelled by Miss Ellen M. Hope, and are

intended as decorative figures for panels in

a mantelpiece.

ROYAL ACADEMY :

ADMISSIONS TO TUB AECHITKCTURAL SCHOOL.

The following Students have been admitted

to the Architectural School of the Royal

Academy, Mr. R. Phen6 Spiers, Master :

—

JJppi r Hchool.

H. r. Adams.
C. W. Baker.
.1. B'lrrowman, jun.

A. W. Cleaver.

P. G. Newton.
11. A. Reid.

A. Diiiiliar Smith.

A. B. Yeates.

Loner School,

11. B. Cress-well. 1
-'>• A. Reeve.

W. H. n^zcll. U. A. Saul.

T. G. Lucas.
|

The English Ikon Tu.\i>e.—

T

he English iron

market generally remains very ijuiet, Thera is

more activity, however, shown iu the Glasgow
wari ant market, the buditioss being chiedy iu Scotch

'

warrants. Iu Scotch-makors’ iron there is rather
' more briskness, and quotations have been advanced.

Mainifactured iron and steel remain quiet on the

whole, and tinplates are rather inactive, Ship-

I

builders and engineers are only modev.itcly cn-

!

gaged. The coal trade is dull —Iron.
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INCORPORATED ASSOCIATION OF
MUNICIPAL AND COUNTY ENGINEERS :

ANNUAL MEETING AT BURY.

The anDual meeting of the Association of
Municipal and Comity Engineers was held on
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, July 21, 22,
and 23, at Bury, Lancashire. The meeting
was held on the first day in the Council
Chamber of the Town-hall, on the walls
of which were displayed the drawings for
the various public works in progress or in
contempiation, including the premiated designs
for the new Municipal Buildings, the designs
for new markets and abattoirs, and the plans
and sections of the new reservoir at Clough
Bottom and of the proposed additional
refuse destructors.

The Mayor (Councillor Ashworth) having
offered the Association a very hearty welcome
to Bury, spoke in terms of high praise of the
ability and sound judgment of the Borough
Engineer, Mr. J. Cartwright.
The retiring President (Mr. T. de Conrey

Meade, of Hornsey) took the chair. There was
a large attendance of members of the Associa-
tion present.

The Chairman having suitably acknowledged
the compliment paid to the Association by the
Mayor,
The Secretary (lilr. Thos. Cole) read the

annual report of the Council, It stated that
since the last annual meeting in London there
bad been five district meetings. The meeting
at Dublin opened out a new field by bringing
into the Association gentlemen holding posi-
tions as County Surveyors. The Council had
in consequence formed Ireland into a district.
During the financial year ended April 30 last
106 new members (ninety-four ordinary and
twelve Graduates) had joined the Association.
Three names had been written off, and the
Council expressed regret at the death of several
members. The number of members at the end
of the year was 503, and the balance sheet
showed a balance in hand of .£104. 53. lid.
Since the last report, two examinations bad
been carried out, fifteen candidates out of the
twenty-fourwbo presented themselvessatisfying
the examiners. The next examination will be
held at the Yorkshire College, Leeds, on
September 30_ and October 1. The Parliamen-
tary Committee had considered various
suggestions received from members of the
Association with regard to amendments of the
Public Health Acts

;
and the amendments thus

formulated were communicated to the Chair-
man of the Police and S.anitary Committee for
his consideration. The award of premiums for
the two best papers read during the twelve
months had been made, the first, .£10, going to
Mr. J. Walker, of Croydon, for his paper entitled
“ Some of the Public Works of Croydon,” and
the second. £5. to Mr. R. Godfrey, of King's
Norton, for bis paper on “ Wayleaves and Ease-
ments. The Council had deemed it neces.sary
to oppose the application of the Sanitary
Inspectors’ Association for incorporation, and
the application of the Sanitary Institute for a
Royal Charter, with regard to the clauses
relating to examinations and granting certifi-
cates of competency to Municipal and County
Engineers. Negotiations were in progress
which were likely to result in a satisfactory
arrangement, in which case the opposition
would he withdrawn.
On the motion of the President, seconded by

Mr. Broom, of St. Helens, the report was
approved without discussion.
The President then presented the premiums

awarded by the Council to the two gentlemen
whose names are stated in the abstract of the
report given above.

Mr. C. Jones (Ealing) proposed that the
Honorary District Secretaries bold office until
the next meetings in their respective districts
which was seconded by Mr. Brierley (Newton-
in-Makerfleld), and adopted.

Messrs. R. Godfrey (King’s Norton), G. E.
Eachus (Edmonton), E. J. Silcock (King's
Lynn), and J, 0. Radford (Putney) were elected
Scrutineers

;
and Messrs. J. Parker (Hereford)

and A. Creer (York) Auditors for the ensuing
year.

Mr. J. T. Eayrs (West Bromwich) proposed

—

That in view of the fact that tJie Aasociatior
numbere over 500 members, the number of elmembers on the Council ought to be increased
twelve to fifteen, and this General Meeting bees res
fully to request the Cmincil to take such steps as
be necessary to have the Articles of Association ame
Jn order to carry out this resolution.”

He pointed out that this year three District
Secretaries had been elected on the Council,
thus reducing the voting power of the members
by three votes during the year.

Mr. Lobley (Hanley) seconded the proposi-
tion, which was supported by Mr. Godfrey
(King’s Norton), Mr. Davis (Aston), and Mr.
Jones (Colwyn Bay).
Mr. C. Jones opposed the motion, on the

ground that it would involve an appeal to the
Board of Trade to alter the Articles of Asso-
ciation, which had been just completed

;
it was

also opposed by Mr. Brierley (St. Helens) and
Mr. Lemon (Southampton), who said that hie
experience of large Councils was that they
never worked satisfactorily.

On being submitted to the meeting, the
proposition was adopted by a considerable
majority.

The retiring President (Jlr. Meade) then
installed the President-elect (Mr. J. Cart-
wright, of Bury) in the office, and, in doing so,

congratulated him upon his unanimous election
to that position.

Mr. C, Jones (Ealing) proposed a vote of
thanks to Mr. Meade for his able condnet of
the Presidential office during the past year.

Mr. Eayrs, in seconding the vote of thanks,
said that Mr. Meade’s year of office would be
always marked by the large accession of
members and the progress made by the Asso-
ciation.

The vote of thanks having been accorded by
acclamation,

Mr. Meade suitably acknowledged the com-
pliment paid to him.

The Presidenfs Address.

The President then delivered his inaugural
address. He commenced by saying that the
Association of Municipal and County Engineers
had so advanced in numbers, had made its

influence so widely felt in legislation on the
sanitary requirements of the day, and bad so
grown in the estimation of the municipalities
and other governing bodies throughout the
kingdom, that its importance and responsi-
bilities increased with each succeeding year of
its existence. To be elected the President of
that Association was the highest compliment a
municipal or county engineer could receive

;
for

the honour conferred upon him and the borough
he represented he tendered them his sincere
and hearty thanks. Former Presidents of the
Association, following in the steps of the
President of what they were all justly proud to
designate “ The Parent Society,” the Institution
of Civil Engineers, had as a role dwelt in their
addresses upon some special points of practice
with which they were immediately concerned,
or some engineering feat of skill that was
occupying the attention of the country at the
time. If he did not follow on the orthodox
lines, it was not for lack of matter, for, not
to go outside the county in which they were
met, there were at the present moment vast
works of engineering skill in active operation
or approaching completion that would form a
record second to none the world had witnessed,
and which would add much to the fame of the
civil engineer during the Victorian era. To
enumerate the numerous works of sewage
purification and reservoir constrnction, and
other works which many of the Lancashire
towns were actually engaged in constrncting,
and which in the aggregate represented an
enormous sum of money, would form no mean
record. Passing from these, he would mention
four works, each of which would form a theme
in itself, viz., the Preston Docks, the Man-
chester water supply from Lake Thitlmere,
the Manchester Ship Canal, and lastly, that
magnificent undertaking, the difficultiesof which
had been so numerous, but which, thanks to
one of tlieir honoured members, whom he was
delighted to see with them at that meeting,
had been brought to a successful issue

—

he alluded to the impounding and conveying
to Liverpool the water of the Yyrnwy. His
remarks would be confined to the advantages
of the Association, the relationship of the
members to it and to the Authorities they
served

;
the duties and responsibilities of a

municipal engineer to the community, and the
duty of the representatives and the community
towards the engineers. From an experience of
nearly twenty years (having joined the Associa-
tion at its commencement) he could testify to
the benefits to be derived from membership,
not only to the members, but also through them

;

to the Authorities they served. The reading of
papers

;
the taking part in the discussions, in

however humble a way
;
the listening to the-

opinions of those actually engaged upon the-

works under consideration, were of the greatest
advantage to the engineer, often informing his

mind on points of doubtful practice, and assist-

ing him in a way that nothing else could so
well do. It might be that the information he
was anxious to obtain was not prominently to-

the fore at the particular time he sought it

but even if so, an observant man could always
learn something at such meetings, and carry
away some germ of thought to fructify in after

days. It appeared to be one of the outcomes-
of the present day that men should bind
themselves together to promote their general
weal, and though he had great faith in silent

thought and private research, he readily

admitted that associations such as that, whose
fundamental object was to obtain and distribute-

,
knowledge on points of practice, were to be
commended. It might be said that engineers

in past days designed and executed works of
skill without such intercourse. It was said of

Brindley (who, by the way, successfully carried

out the construction of the Bridgewater Canal,

a Lancashire work of no mean order in its day)'

that when puzzled and in doubt upon any point

of practice, he went to bed and thought
steadily for a day or two

;
but we should

hardly consider that plan suitable to these-

modern days. If Brindley had belonged to

such an Association as theirs he might have
solved the problems that so puzaled him in a
more cheerful way than lying in bed. How-
ever that might be, there was little doubt that

much knowledge and experience gained in

former days had been lost to us from a lack of

the means of recording it. We knew that the

ancient Egyptians and Assyrians had know-
ledge of the casting of bronzes and the removal

of heavy materials, in ways of which we to this

day remained ignorant. Wh’lst, therefore, en-
couragingquietthoughtandstudy, without which
it was scarcely possible to succeed, he would
put in a plea for the support of their Associa-

tion, which enabled its members to add to their

knowledge from the experience of others, in

visiting their works and hearing their views,

and which, at the same time, provided the-

opportunity to members of submitting their-

own works and views to the test of those whose
opinions were worth bearing. Passing to the

importance of the duties and responsibilities of

the sanitary engineer, he said these, if carried-

out aright, had a beneficial bearing upon the

health and prosperity of the people. The de-

molition of insanitary property, the cleansing

of slums, the removal of refuse from the

vicinity of dwellings, the introduction of pure

air into dwellings and workshops, the erection

of baths and washhouses
;

the provision of

libraries, museums, art galleries, and places of

public recreation, all tended to the improve-

ment of the community both physically and
morally

;
and notwithstanding increased ex-

penditure, improved pavements, new and better

means of communication, improved methods of

lighting, heating, and ventilating, the cheapen-

ing of the production of mechanical power,

increasing the supply of fresh water, brought

in their wake increased prosperity and means
of happiness. To competently discharge the

duties of his office, the engineer must
have a suitable training. It was unnecessary

to emphasise the claims of theoretical or

technical instruction. The country was alive

to the needs, and had met the want. At school

or college, our younger men had only to desire

and they gained the knowledge they sought;

but the training essential to an engineer must
be acquired after leaving school or college. No
amount of lecturing would make the student

proficient in filing and chipping ; no correct

knowledge of the nature of materials could be

gained otherwise than by handling them. The
knowledge of the componentparts and arrange-

ments of a steam engine, a boiler, a pump, a
dynamo, or any other product of mechanism,
was more completely acquired by one careful

iuspection of the article than by Mty lectures

on its construction. No written description

of concrete, mixing of puddle, preparation of

foundations, whether in trench, tunnel, or

excavation, of road-making, or of house-refuse-

disposal, was of half as much avail as an
inspection during operation. The municipal

engineer must also comprehend mind as well as

matter
;
although the country was coming to

the opinion that there was need of sanitary

reform, still he would find prejudices to subdue,

obstructions to surmount, and difficulties to

overcome. There were members of Sanitary
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Authorities who were elected and accepted the

office for the sole purpose of reducing or

“keeping down” the rates, and woe to the

peace of mind of the engineer who was called

upon to serve an Authority composed of such
men,—men who, regardless of the health and
comfort of the inhabitants, and unmindful of

their duties as judicial expenders, sought by an
ostentatious display of false economy to pose as

the people’s best friends. Such Authorities as

these were generally imbued with the sentiment
that they had little or no need of a skilled

engineer
;
their principal ambition was but to

evade the law and not to conform to it, by doing
as little work and paying as little in salaries as
possible. That idea, he was thankful to say,

was weakening. Sanitary bodies were gradually
recognising the folly of the penny-wise and
pound-foolish policy, and trained engineers of

practical experience, of sound education, and
common sense were in increasing demand. It

was for them as an Association to assist in

fitting their younger engineers to meet this new
order of things. Like Mr. Gilbert’s policeman,
the life of the Surveyor to an average Sanitary
Authority could not be called “ a happy one
the number and differences of temperament,
the constant change of his Board or Council,

rendered his position often one of difficulty,

doubt, and anxiety. It was said that “ the
proper study of mankind is man.” That
sentiment he commended to the Municipal
and County Engineer, who, though he had
all knowledge besides, and did not know his

fellow man, was not likely to succeed. Passing
from the engineer to speak of the Authority
and the community, he said that we might
have competent engineers able and willing to

devote their energies to the carrying out of

sanitary reform?, but if the community and
their representatives did not truly understand
their duties, the efforts of the engineer would
be minimised, if not altogether lost. Why did

a Sanitary Authority exist at ail? Simply
because by the springing up of a community
the individual could no longer control his sur-

roundings. Could he do this, he would in self-

defence look to the sanitary conditions about
him, but since it was impossible he could purify
the atmosphere, or the rivers, or efficiently

dispose of large quantities of sewage and
refuse, or carry out the thousand needs de-
manded where there was an aggregation of
people, the Legislature had wisely determined
that where that condition came in, the com-
munity collectively should do what the indi-

vidual could not do. It was conclusively es-

tablished, though there were differences of
climate, of habit, and surroundings which
militated against the comfort of one district as
compared with another, that the advancement
of medical and sanitary science was such as to
make it possible to havean increased health rate
and a reduced death rate. The doty of the Sani-
tary Authoritywas simple and definite. It was to

carry out the various Public Health and other
Acts which had for their object the improvement
of the health and comfort of the people. On
economical grounds alone it was to the advan-
tage of a community to spend a portion of its

earnings on the sanitary improvement of its

district,—in a word, to increase the district or
borough rate, and to decrease the poor and
police rates. Statistics clearly showed that the
expenditure in the larger towns had resulted in

a saving to the community, and that the neglect
of expenditure on needful improvements had
resulted in loss and suffering. Who could
estimate the benefits which had accrued in

large and crowded centres by the introduction
of pure air and water, the widening of thorough-
fares, with the attendant demolition of hotbeds
ofjvice and filth, and the establishment of parks,
open spaces and places of recreation for the
rising generation ? Roads, sewers, and means
of water supply had been and still were con-
structed on too meagre a scale. A few years
passed and the works proved inadequate, then
the town was forced to spend large sums in

acquiring additional property, which had often
greatly increased in value through the former
improvement

;
and many instances could be

recorded where through such improved value
improvements bad been delayed or so modified
as to be of little value. An experience of
thirty years in municipal matters had shown
him the error of procrastination. The longer
necessary reforms were delayed the worse it

would be. The health, the happiness, and the
prosperity of the community would suffer.

Though sanitary science was making headway,
there still existed much ignorance in matters

pertaining to the public health. The bulk of

the people needed to be shown that money
expended on the improvement of sanitary con-

ditions was money well invested, that it was to

their interest that such works should be of the

best possible description, and that as by their

nature such undertakings must necessarily be

costly, it was the duty of their representatives

to obtain the best advice. It was better to pay

a few hundred pounds in salaries than to

spend thousands on imperfect works designed

by incompetent and less remunerated advisers.

There were municipalities who had grasped the

importance of following the dictates of true

sanitary science, and who stood as beacon-

lights to less favoured localities. The vast

sum of money spent upon sanitary improve-

ments in London, Liverpool, Manchester,

Leicester, and other large towns bore witness

alike to the knowledge and enterprise of their

rulers and advisers. There were also smaller

communities who, according to the means at

their disposal, were endeavouring to pursue the

same policy. Amongst these he claimed a

place for the borough in which they were met,

and to establish that claim he briefly

enumerated the principal works executed or

contemplated during the sixteen years of its

incorporation. At the time of the last District

Meeting of the Association in Bury in 1S83

they were entering upon a large expendi-

ture for the repavement of their streets

with granite and wood. With regard to

the waterworks, since 1S83 two addi-

tional Acts of Parliament had been obtained,

one in 1885 and the other in 188iL The latter

Act gave power to construct a new reservoir on

the Wbitewell Brook (a tributary of the Irwell),

situate in the townships of Cliviger and Higher

Booth, in the Forest of Rossendale. Notwith-

standing the advances made in electric lighting,

the gasworks had been further extended, and
powers obtained to construct a branch railway

from the main line of the Lancashire and
Yorkshire railway to the gasworks. As was
known to some of the older members, Bury
was one of the pioneers in erecting destructor

furnaces ;
and the Corporation had decided

that the time had arrived to extend these

furnaces. The disposal of sewage, the im-

provement and the purification of streams, the

lessening of smoke pollution, the demolition of

insanitary dwellings, and other matters, were

having the serious consideration of the Cor-

poration. Turning from what might be classi-

fied as the active agencies of life saving and
health improving works, he passed to another

group of matters which were calculated to

bless and aid those who dwelt among large

populations. Since the former visit of the

Association to Bury the inhajaitants had sub-

scribed no less a sum than 25,000Z. for the

establishment of recreation grounds. In addition,

two private individuals had expended a sum esti-

mated at 20,000?., and one of them had further

endowed one of the grounds with a sum of

5,000?. for its maintenance. The result was
they had four parks at the points of the com-

pass handed over to the borough free of cost,

the Corporation undertaking to preserve the

same for the use and enjoyment of the public.

Preparations were on band for the erection of

an additional swimming bath, it being the in-

tention of the Corporation to extend and
encourage the use of the bath as an educa-

tional adjunct to the public school teaching.

It had been decided to expend a sum bordering

upon 10,000?. on erecting technical schools.

The land had been acquired on favourable

terms, not only for the school, but for the addi-

tion of an art gallery, library, and museum
when the need arose for those buildings. The
growing needs of the administration of the

town had led the Council to consider the advis-

ability of the erection of new Municipal Build-

ings, as also new markets and abattoirs. The
premiated design for the municipal buildings

was now being exhibited in the Royal Academy.
The works, either in active progress, or which

it was intended at no distant date to com-

mence, were estimated to cost not less than a

quarter of a million, whilst the abattoirs and
municipal buildings were estimated to cost

72,000?. In addition to this capital expendi-

ture, there had been expended on the construc-

tion of new streets, paid for by the owners of

property during the same period, 104,000?. It

was only right to observe that dating the years

occupied with these works, involving such large

present and prospective expenditure. Bury had

not been an increasing town. The enterprise bad
taken place rather in the face of decay in some of

its chief indn.stries, and in spite of many draw-

backs. Notwithstanding, Bury had done wisely

in these matters, and had set an example
worthy of imitation by other towns. Having
briefly referred to the papers to be read, Mr.
Cartwright concluded his address by remarking

that, as in all other sciences and professions, so

in their own immediate sphere of labour, skill,

application, and perseverance must prevail and
bring success. The Institution of Civil Engineers

was by consent the representative head of the

civil engineering profession, but to the branch

of engineering devoted to sanitary science their

own Association had become and would con-

tinue to be a power and help. He entered upon

his year of office determined, with the aid of

the members, to maintain the usefulness of the

Association. Thanking them for the confidence

reposed in him, he trusted that the ensuing

year would be a prosperous one for the Associa-

tion, a year of progress and success, adding new
friendships and cementing old ones.

The Mayor of Southampton (Mr. James
Lemon, M.Inst.C.E., a member and past Presi-

dent of the Association) said they would be

wanting in their duty if they did not pass a

very cordial vote of thanks to the President for

his very instructive address. He was pleased

to see that the President had brought before

the members what he called the business aspect

of their profession.

Mr. G. F. Deacon (Water Engineer. Liver-

pool), in seconding the motion, remarked that

he had rarely heard an address which contained

so much real, practical, good advice.

The proposition was adopted with acclama-

tion.

The members were then entertained to

luncheon at the Derby Hotel, the Mayor
(Councillor Ashworth) presiding.

On the conclusion of the repast, Mr. C. Jones

(Ealing) moved a vote of thanks to the Cor-

poration of Bury for their hospitality, which

was heartily adopted, and was acknowledged

by the chairman.

We will continue our report of the proceedings

next week.

CONGRESS OF ARCH/KOLOGICAL
SOCIETIES :

VISIT TO SILCHESTER.

The second day’s proceedings (July 21) of

le fourth Congress of Societies in union with

le Society of Antiquaries, whose opening

ission was reported in our last issue, took the

irm of an excursion to Silchester, in which

1 the representatives of the various provincial

acieties took part, together with a small con-

ngent from the parent society. Leaving Pad-

ington at 10.5, a halt was made at Reading to

lable the members to see, at the Museum, the

suits in detail of the two years’ digging that

as already been accomplished. The Duke of

7elliDgton readily consented to the suggestion

I the Society of Antiquaries that the Silchester

nds should be deposited at Reading, and the

.eading Museum authorities were prompt m
roviding special accommodation. The town

I to be specially congratulated in having so

ipable and learned an honorary curator

3 Dr. Stevens, who has entered into

II the arrangements with much zest and

nowledge. Mr. Palmer, who received the

isitors at the Museum, and offered them a cor-

ial welcome on behalf of the town and corpo-

ition, stated that the general public are rapidly

eginning to appreciate the value and interest

f their collection, the last few summer weeks

avitg produced a daily visitors’ roll of upwards

f 300 persons. The smaller of the two new

3oms or galleries that have been added to the

luseum for the purpose of exhibiting the Sil-

hester remains contain models of the more

uportant parts that have been uncovered, such

s the double west gate, and the larger and

rchitectural remains. The largest of these

5 a mutilated but fine capital of a Corinthian

ier which doubtless formed one of a senes that

pheld the roof of the great basilica. In one

orner is a restored piece of Roman roofing, rnade

rom the big stone tiles that have been found on

he site. There is also the fragmentof an attached

apital found at the south gate, and part of

he Doric impost of the central pier of the

iouble west gate. Against the wall bangs a

•reat plan of the Roman city of Calleva

Utrebatum, or Silchester, enlarged from the

ccurate ordnance survey, with the excavations

;oloured up to date. Here Mr. G. F. Fox,

f S A who has had chief command of the
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present series of dig'gings. delivered a brief
lectare full of well-condensed material. He
pointed oat how the Komans in tlie early
days of their occupation had seized upon
this important site, where ancient main British
roads crossed each other, and which haa pre-
viously been entrenched by the Celtic tribes,
and by degrees had walled in the great area of
over one hundred acres, laying it out as a town
in squares with all the formality and precision
now used by the ci^y builders of the United
State?. Here, he remarked, we found no trace
of camps or military occupation. IntheNorlh,
the chief relics of the Homan sway were great
walls, erected to drive back and keep out the
northern barbarians

;
bat at Silchester we came

across wonderPol proolsof southern civilisation,

far more splendid than warlike prowesp, with
which the Roman for some centuries dowered
our country. IVithin the massive flint and
stone walls of Silchester resided a population
that may not have exceeded some eis or seven
thousand souls, for the city was by no means
crowded in the buildings

;
but when it was re-

membered lhat the population of this island
was probably not then a million, such a number
of souls showed aplaceof no mean importance,
and a place of even greater relative value than
Reading of to-day. He pointed out the great
basilica, 270 fr. long by GO ft. broad, with its

adjacent Forum and suites of offices and
shops, which occupied the central square
or insula of the city, and which was un-
covered by Mr. Jjyce in 18G:i. and all the
recent clearing of house?, baths, and other
remains, down to the last and most important
work of clearing out the area of a Christian
basilica. The members then adjourned to the
second Norman gallery, which was filled with
well-stocked cases, where Dr. Stevens dis-
coursed on their contents. There is a wonder-
fnl wealth of Roman pottery of every descrip-
tion. from the coarsest to the most delicate, and
of almost every variety of article in glass, bronze,
iron, and bone, as well as leather shoes, wooden
linings of wells, carpenters’ and smiths’ tools,
locks, padlocks, and keys, and a great variety
of tiles and flue-pipes for heating purpoies.

After lunch, the large party went by train to
Mortimer, and thence by carriages some two or
three miles to Silchester. Mr. St. John Hope
and Mr. Fox explained the excavations after a
most interesting fashion. The great aaonnt
that yet remains to be done was forcibly im-
pressed upon the parly by the extent of fields
yet untouched, and the great distance between
one part of the diggings and another. The
houses as yet uncovered seem to have been
almost entirely constructed of flints set in con-
crete, cornered with thin square bricks and tiles.
The system of drainage was elaborate and
thorough. There was much cariosity shown to
inspect the remains of the little Christian
basilica, which was only uncovered last June,
and which is in the central block or insula of
the city, to the south-east of the Forum. Of
this most interesting discovery it is needless
here to give any derailed account, as it was
described both in Utter-press and plan in the
Suthh of June 18. Much discossion arose
respecting it, in which Messrs. Fox and Hope
took the chief p irt. The Rev. Dr. Cox tried to
induce any sceptics who might be present to
give their arguments against the Christian
theory, but all in vain

; though subsequently
Mr. James Parker did set forth to a few some
rather wild ideas as to Pagan sacrifices, sug-
gesting it was a temple. However, the general
opinion was unmistakably in favour of its
Christian origin, the plan so nearly coinciding
with various known examples of Eirly Christian
churches, notably in Numidia, and not in any
way agreeing with anything as yet known as
identified with the heathen rites or civilian
functions. It is anticipated with some confi-
dence that further proofs one way or the other
will yet be forthcoming as the excavations
advance. We even heard it breathed by one
enlhu^ia5•tic advocate of the Christian theory
that the circular building discovered some time
ago on an adjacent insula, and vaguely labelled
* a temple," might turn out to be a bapistery.
A keen discussion also arose in connexion

with an opening in the great wall of the city at
its loweet poici. between the south and east
gates, that was in process of excavation during
the visit. Some thought that it was a little, or
postern ;ra'e, of a later date than the original
walls, but to others,—and they had the best of
the argument,—it seemed to be undoubtedly the
sluice-gate for the main drainage of the city.
The propinquity of the baths supported this

view. The only regret expressed by the con-
gress members with regard to this excursion
was the shortness of the time, and on all sides

were heard determinations to revisit this site,

hy far the most interesting of all in Roman
England. The visit of these representative
archajologists is sure to quicken general
interest in these most important excavations.

At the present time about 25^. a week is being
most prudently Fpent, and treble that amount
could be wisely \i8td if only the funds came in.

We may add that on Wednesday last a large

party of members of the Surrey Archaio-
logical Society visited Reading and Silchester

to see the remains.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION;
VISIT TO CLAYBLTvY ASYLUM, WOODFORD.

The building visited by the members of the
Architectural Association on Saturday last is

intended to serve as the fifth asylum for

lunatics in the County of London, and will,

when completed, accommodate 2,000 patients,

exclusive of the isolation hospital.

The buildings are being erected from designs
by Mr. George T. Hine, which were selected in

a limited competition in 1837, since which time
the buildings have been in course of erection.

We may mention that we published a general
view and ground-plan of the Asylum in the
Builder for Nov. 23, 1889.

The plan is arranged on what is now
generally accepted as the best model for an
institution of this kind, the male and female
department being separated by the various
administrative offices, and the various classes

of patients housed in separate blocks arranged
en echelon.

The various blocks are differently planned
to meet the particular necessities of each
class of patients, the chronic wards comprising
large day-rooms and dormitories, while the
acute cases are housed in small wards with
a large allowance of single rooms, so as to
increase one of the chief advantages pre-
sented by the massing of patients in large
asjlums, the thorough sub-division of classes.

The detailed arrangements throughout com-
bine all that ingenuity and experience can
suggest to adapt the institution to the modern
principle of treating the insane, which is curative
in its aim rather than repressive, as in the days
when many of our older asylums were erected.
This view requires on the part of the architect
that the building shall permit as much freedom
as possible to the patients, while at the same
time presenting the minimum of opportunities
for injury either to the building or its inmates.
Hence a modern lunatic asylum is full of
special contrivances and arrangements which
ordinary visitors would scarcely notice, and the
full knowledge of which has restricted the
number of our asylum specialists to a very
few architects besides Mr. Hine. The modern
treatment of lunacy demands also more pro-
vision for the embellishment of the asylum
than is to be found in the barrack-like interiors

of our older institutions. Hence the interior of
Claybury Asylum is almost palatial in its

finishings, its pitch-pine joinery, marble and
tile chimney-pieces, and glazed brick dado?, so
much so that some of the visitors rather
flippantly expressed a desire to become in-

mates. The recreation ball, for example, is

lavishly decorated with an elliptical ceiling,

richly ornamented with Jackson’s fibrous
plaster work, while the walls are panelled in

polished oak. and the floors are to be finished
in a similar manner
The boiler and enaine house are important

features in an immense institution of this kind,
in which steam is used for heating, electric
lighting, laundry work, and for warming water
throughout the building. The steam for all this
work is generated in one central boiler-house,
ten large boilers in all being provided for these
purposes.
Athongh the building is to be lighted by

electricity generated on the premise?, gas will
be laid on for use in emergency, and will

also be used for cooking purposes in the kitchen
and wards.
The bu'lding is warmed and ventilated by a

system of air-line.s in the walls and trunks in
the basement, in which are batteries of steam-
pipes so arranged that the warmed air will
ascend rapidly into the different rooms. A
corresponding system of extraction flues carries
off the vitiated air throngh extracting cowls in I

the roof?.

"Water is laid on from the East London Water
Co., and a system of mains surrounds the
buildings both inside and outside for fire

service, while a large tank at the top of the
central tower, communicating with the fire

mains by an electric valve, will give immediate
extra pressure, sufficient to check a fire until

the pumps can be started.

The estate on which the asylum is located
comprises an area of 270 acres, including about
40 acres of woodland and a mansion, Claybury
Hall, built late in the last century, which is

now being enlarged and adapted as a private
. asylum for fifty paying patients.

Part of the estate will form the farm, which
will give occupation to many of the patients,

and will support the stock for the use of the
asylum. Farm bnildings for about 400 head of

cattle and pigs are shortly to be erected, and
the sewage of the institution will be utilised

on the farm lands, though provision will be
made for diverting the sewage into the public
sewer, if necessary.

fllttstrations.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF OLD CHESTER.*

VI.—Hall and Staircase, 24, Watebgate-
Eow, North.

HHE history of this interior appears to

have been lost, the house being
comparatively modern, except the

cellars, which are extensive, but of no special

interest. The hall and staircase are of oak,

and are in good preservation. The upper floor

was probably added when the house was re-

built, the second stair being of more recent

date.

Two doors west from this bouse stands a very
large mansion, said to have been the residence

of the Grosvenors, now the Liberal Club, and
at the end of the Row is the half-timbered
“ Carnarvon Castle ” pnblic-house. Nearly
every house contains good Elizabethan examples
inside, but only fragments. This may apply to

the entire north side of the street, the old

houses having been replaced by more convenient

ones, having plain (and, in many instances,

very commonplace) brick fronts, the work of

the speculative builder.

Thomas P. Ivison.

EDINGTON CHURCH.
A FULL description of this church, taken

from a paper read by the architect for its

restoration, before the Royal Archmological
Institute, at its Salisbury Congress, was given
in this journal on August 20, 1887, together
with reproduction of the measured drawings.

\Ve need, therefore, only now state that in 1352
William Edington (a native of the parish),

Bishop of 'Winchester, founded here a monastery
of the Order of Bonhommes on the site of a
previously-existing parish church. The present

church (which remains nearly intact) served
the double use of the chapel of the monastery
and the parish church.
The restoration of the chnrcb, under the care

of Mr. O. E. Ponting, F.S.A., architect, of

Marlborough, has been completed, inclading
the repair of the fine rood screen. One of the

most interesting features of the work has been
the restoration of the parish altar to its original

position at the east end of the nave, a position

clearly indicated by structoral evidences. The
ancient level of the floor of the easternmost bay
of the nave was found to be 1 ft. 4 in. above
that of the remainder, and this has been
enclosed on three sides by light oak screens to

form the sanctuary and to separate it from the
aisles and the space under the tower without
shutting out the view of the rood screen beyond.
The drawing we reproduce (and which is now
exhibited in the Architectural Room of the Royal
Academy) shows the parish church as refitted.

The central part of the eastern screen forming
the reredos is solid, and the panels are being
painted by Miss Eleanor Warre.

This church is a striking illustralion of how
completely the ancient plan lends itself to onr
present requirements. The ordinary services

are much more conveniently provided for in the
nave than (as as was recently the case) by
treating the entire church as one, with only one
altar, and that at the east end of the long

* For precediug views of this series, see Builder for

February C, February 27, March T2, April 9, and May 28

last.
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•chancel, from which the voice of the officiating
priest was inaudible, whilst the chancel itself
(which was the monastic chapel) is most con-
venient for early celebrations and other services
attended by smaller congregations.
The builder who executed the repairs of the

•chtrch is Mr. James Burgess, of Westbury

;

and the screen-wo k was carried out by Mr. N.
Hitch, of Vauxhall.

HOUSE NEAR CALNE.
This house was designed for an Australian

now resident in this country. An attempt has
been made to design the bouse to harmonise
with its surroundings. The “look-out” over
the gable commands the best. views of the.
country, and forms a picturesque feature of
the design.

|The walls are faced with dressed rubble, the '

dressings to windows. See., being worked with i

an axed surface, and the roofs covered with '

-small silver-grey slates. The public rooms will i

be finished with wood and other panelling •

The plans sufficiently explain themselves, and I

will be canied out almost as shown. i

The architects are Messrs. Gibson Russell,
iand the drawing is exhibited at the Royai

'

Academy.

NEW ORPHANAGE FOR GtELS,
WHITEINCH, GLASGOW. I

^

The new buildings for the “ Glasgow Inslitn-
'

tlou for Orphan and Destitute Girls ” have
recently been erected to supersede by a per-

j

manent home the temporary premises occupied
from time to time by this philanthropic society,
which has now been in existence for consider-
ably over half a century. The site, extending
to an acre and a half, faces the new Victoria
Park in the extreme west of Glasgow. Accom-
modation is provided for sixty girls in all, who
are trained for domestic service. The building
has been planned to secure a south-easterly or
south-westerly exposure for all the principal
rooms, dormitories, and bedrooms, which neatly
all command views of the patk. On the ground-
floor are dining-hall, day-room, and school-
rooms for the children (the latter capable of
being thrown into one for special occasions),
besides committee-room, waiting-room, matron’s
sitting - room, and stores. The kitchen is

behiod the dining - ball, for convenience of
service, and from it access is obtained to the
offices grouped round the kitchen yard. Cloak-
room and lavatory accommodation is provided
conveniently for both front and back entrances.
The girls’ closets are outside, advantage being
taken of the rapid fall of the ground to place
these close to the back entrance, without inter-
fering with lighting or ventilation in any way.
Two staircases are provided to the upper

floors. The system of small dormitories has
been adopted throughout,— six in all for the
sixty girls, grouped in pairs, with a matron’s
room between, for supervision and control.
Over 500 cubic feet have been allowed per
child. Separate bath and lavatory accommo-
dation is provided on each floor. The sick-
room is on the first floor, commanding the park
jb is not intended for infectious cases). Two

or three attic bedrooms are provided for the
senior girls.

The style of architecture adopted is Scotch
Domestic. Though simple and destitute of
ornate work (as befitting its character), the
buildiug is carefully studied so as to be home-
like and suited to its purpose, and as far as
may be from the ordinary square barrack type
of charitable institutions. The rubble work is

a warm purple-grey from Bothwell Park quarry;
the dressings, a rich red from Ballochiugle

;
it

is roofed with green Westmoreland slates
Internally the finl^hings are studiously simple

;

the scheme of colouring is, however, varied to
produce a pleasant sense of brightness and
variety for the children

; the corridors arc lined
with warm coloured tiles. Originally designed
in partnership by Messrs. Simon &; Capper, the
work has been executed to amended dts’gns by
Mr. S. Henbest Capper, M.A., A.R.T.B.A. Mr.
James Mair was Clerk of Works

;
the principal

contractor was Mr. John Smellie, Jour., of
Partick. The total cost was rather under
5,000Z. The illustration is from a perspective
sketch by Mr. C. E. Mallows. S. H. C.

DESIGN TOR A HOUSE.
This perspective shows the entrance side of

a small house, on a very steep slope, designed
entirely in brick and roofed with tiles.

The drawing-room block is of one storey
only, and in point of level is only a few steps
below the bed-room floor. The staircase widens
out on this first floor, level by passages on both
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sides, with three arcades at each end, and is

lighted from above.

The bed-rooms all look into the garden, the

passage being on this side, as may be guessed

from the treatment of the windows.
The architect is Mr. A. T. Bolton.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

A SPECIAL meeting of the London County
Council was held on Friday, the 22ad inst., at

Spring-gardens, the Chairman, Mr. John
Hutton, presiding, when the debate, adjourned

from the 19th inst., upon the report of the Im-
provements Committee, was resumed.

The Projiased from Ilolhorntothe Stnind.

—The whole time of the meeting was taken up
with the consideration of the scheme for the

proposed new street fromHolborn to the Strand.

In the JinUdvr for July 9 we gave the sub-

stance of the Committee’s report, together[with

a plan of the proposed street, and we now give

the recommendations of the Committee :

—

“(a) Tliat the Council do apply in the first aeasion of

rarllament in 1893 for powers to construct a new street

from Holboru to the Strand, and for widening the
Strand and Improving llolywell-street, and for the
subsidiary street improvements according to the scheme
shown in red colour ou the plans submitted herewith.

(li) That provision be made for the constrnclion of a
subway under the new street (for mains, wires, A'c.),

and also for the planting of trees in the new thorough-
fare.

(c) That provision be made in the Bill that the
owners of property benefited shall contribute, and that,

with a view to aecertain what special benefits will be
conferred by the proposed improvements on the owners
of property in the vicinity of them, it be referred to the
Improvements and Parliamentary Committees to report
jointly to the Council on the frame of the Bill, and that
the scheme shown on the plans be approved, subject to
that report.

(d) That It be also referred to the Improvements and
Parliamentary Committees to consider and report
jointly whether the limits of deviation on the deposited
plans should bo sutliciently wide to enable the Council
to purchase the property comprised In the larger
schedule, and also that between TVych-street and IJoly-
well-street.

(e) That it be referred to the Public Health and
Housing Committee to consider and report the best
mode of re-bousing the persons of the labonring class
who would be displaced by the construction of the uew
street and its approaches."

On recommendation a, Mr. W. JE. Smith
moved the following amendment :

—

“ That, having regard to the present and exceptional
position in which lessees and occupiers in the metro-
polis, who are under contracts entered into In and since
1853 for the payment of rates, will be placed by a charge
of rate upon them for the next sixty years for repay-
ment of capital sums raised for atreet improvements,
and which cajjital sums were never intended to be
covered by such covenants, this Council is of opinion
that it is ine(piitable to Increase the burden on such
lessees byundertakiugthc proposed streetiraprovement
from Holborn to the Strand, and therefore declines to
undertake such improvement.’'

Mr. Smith protested against the Council
pledging itself to proceed with any large im-
provements until the ground landlords had
been compelled to bear their share of the
cost. They must not suppose that they were
going to construct another Northumberland-
avenue. If there was any prospect of people
laying out money in the new street as they did
in Northumberland-avenue the case would be
different.

Mr. Arthur Arnold seconded the amend-
ment. He said he felt that whatever decision the
Council came to, the matter would end where
it began,—on paper. In his opinion, what the
Council ought to do was to prepare a Bill

stating what alteration in the taxation laws
they deemed advisable in regard to improve-
ments. They would then have a definite aim
in view, and as soon as the Bill was passed they
could proceed with the improvement.

Mr. Frederic Harrison, the Chairman of the
Improvements Committee, said that the present
scheme did not propose to throw the whole of

the cost upon the ratepayers, but only half of

the cost. It was proposed that the question of

the raising of the other half should be referred

to the Improvements Committee and the Par-
liamentary Committee jointly, and that they
should submit a scheme to the Council in

October. It was not reasonable for the Council
to put its foot down on all improvements until

an alteration in the law as to the incidence of

taxation had been made by Parliament.
Mr. Fardell said he would not vote for the

scheme if the ratepayers were to pay the whole
of the cost.

After some'further discussion, the amendment
was put and lost by a large majority.

Mr. W. Saunders, M,P,, then moved as a
further amendment

“That the Improvements Committee be Instructed

to consider the desirability of extending the scheme '

both north and south before 8ul)mitting it to Parlia-

ment.’’

He said that in bis opinion the scheme ought

to be extended in a northerly direction to

Boston and King’s-cross, and on the sonth side

to the Law Courts. The present scheme pro-

vided for a crescent by the Church of St. Mary-

le-Strand
;
but what ought to be done was to

remove the church altogether, as well as that

of St. Clement Danes. The Committee was
proposing a magnificent improvement, which
would leave an unsightly church to prevent

people outside the improved area seeing into it,

and those inside seeing out of it. The architec-

tural effect would be spoilt if the two churches

were allowed to remain.

Mr. Howell Williams seconded the amend-
ment, which, upon being put, was lost by a

large majority.

Mr. Lloyd then moved :

—

“That, whereas not only a new street is required to

be formed from Holborn to the Strand, but the whole
area of streets lying between Catherine-street and
King's College Hospital needs re-arranging on a compre-

hensive plan, it is desirable tliat application be made
to Parliament for powers to purchase the freehold of all

the land within the lines marked on plan, and that the

method to be adopted for conveniently laying out the

area thus to be acquired, and the route of the main
new atreet, be deferred for further consideration and
report.’’

Mr. Terr seconded.

Mr. Clarke said that Mr. Lloyd evidently

wished to rebuild a large portion of the metro-

polis, but he could not expect them to seriously

discuss a proposal which would cost 20,000,0C0Z.

or 30,000.U00Z.

The amendment was only supported by six

councillors, and was therefore lost.

Lord Monkswell moved as a further amend-
ment to add at the end of recommendation a

these words :

—

“This scheme shall not be further proceeded with
unless satisfactory provisions are made as to the pay
ment for It.”

Dr. Collins seconded the amendment, which
was ultimately agreed to.

Mr. Campbell proposed a scheme which would
utilise the roadway on the west side of

Lincoln’s-Inn-fields.

Colonel Ford seconded the amendment,
which was lost, and the first recommendation
of the Committee, as amended, was adopted by
(!1 to 6.

The second recommendation of the Com-
mittee was agreed to without discussion.

On recommendation c, Jlr. Beachcroft moved
the following amendment

—

“ That provision be made In the Bill that the holders

of property benefited by improvement shall be liable to

such contribution as Patllament may direct, either by
such Bill or any Bills passed before the completion of

the Improvement.”

Dr. Forman seconded the amendment, which
was lost.

Mr. C. Fleming Williams moved to add the

words ;

—

“And that provision be also made in the Bill for

some equitable division of the net cost of the improve-

ment between the owners of ground values In the Ad-
ministrative County of London and the occupiers

thereof, and that in the event of an equitable division

being refused by Parliament, the scheme be no further

proceeded with.”

Mr. Marsland seconded the amendment.
Mr. Charles Harrison, the Vice-Chairman,

suggested that the words “in the Bill” be
omitted, and that “by Parliament” be sub-

stituted.

On a show of hands the amendment as

amended was declared carried, and a division

was called for, when there voted : For the

amendment 6.S
;

against, 18.

Recommendation c, as amended, was then
agreed to.

On recommendation d, Alderman Beachcroft
moved that the following words be added :

—

“And whether there would be advantage in the
Council seeking power from Parliament to enable the
Council to purchase the freehold interest only In such
property, and, having purchased the same, to allow the
leases altecting the same to run out.”

Mr. Westacott seconded the amendment,
which was agreed to.

Jlr. Costelloe moved, and Dr. Collins seconded
t’oe further addition of the following words ;

—

“And whether power should not be taken with the
same Bill to proceed with the widening of Surrey-street

and Southampton-row.”

* Who is Mr. Saunders, tliat he is to pronounce on
the architectural value of St. Mary’s Church ? 1® bo su
authority on architecture? The assurance with which
people of this kind lay down the law on architecture is

really something astounding.—Eu.

This was agreed to, and recommendation d,

with the additions, was agreed to.

Recommendation e was agreed to without

discussion, and the Council adjourned.

The usual weekly meeting (the last before

the summer recess) was held on Tuesday

afternoon last, the Chairman, Mr. John Hntton,.

presiding.

A3>(jr’s Work: Proposed ^fuiucipal Build-

ings.—The Chairman, in accordance with

annual custom, gave a review of the past year’s

work of the Council. His address teemed with

matter of great interest and importance, but

we regret that we have not space enough left

to attempt a rdsuriu- of it. In concluding his

remarks, he observed that one obligation rested

gravely upon the Council—that of erecting

suitable municipal buildings in which to dis-

charge the growing duties committed to them.

The initial difficulty of a really suitable site,

when disposed of, should be followed imme-
diately by the preparation of plans for their

building, and, seeing that they had already

Parliamentary power to acquire land for this

purpose, the remainder was simply mechani-

cal. It would be difficult to put down
in money value the loss which London now
sustained by reason of the inconvenient

offices in which the staff performed their duties.

They were not actuated by a desire for a mag-
nificent Council chamber, but by the determina-

tion that the members of the staff, at whose

hands they expected good and efficient service,

should work under conditions in which their

best services could be secured. The work be-

fore them was of immense magnitude, and,

although the Council consisted of 137 members,

he ventured to think that it could not, without

serious inconvenience, be deprived of the pains-

taking services of any one member.

On the motion of Dr. Collins, it was resolved

that the Chairman’s address should be printed.

Southern Approach to the Ton-cr Bridge.—

Mr. Frederic Harrison brought up a report of

the Improvements Committee recommending

“ (a) That powers be sought in the first Session

of Parliament in 1893 to enable the Council to

construct a new street from Tooley-street at its

junction with the new approach to the Tower

Bridge into Bermondsey New-road, and to

widen Bermondsey New-road thence to its

junction to the Old Kent-road. (V) That the

width of the new street be 60 ft. (c) That

it be referred to the Improvements and the

Parliamentary Committees jointly to prepare

and submit to the Council a scheme for apply-

ing to Parliament to provide for the cost of a

new street in the manner recommended in this

report, so as to throw one moiety of the cost

upon owners of property benefited. (rZ) That it

be referred to the Public Health and Housing

Committee to consider and report as to the

arrangements to be made for rehousing persons

of the labouring class to be displaced by

the formation of the new street.”

After two or three futile amendments on re-

commendation a in favour of alternative routes,

on the motion of Lord Monkswell the following

words were added to the recommendation & :

—

“ but that the scheme be not proceeded with

unless proper provision is made for the pay-

ment of it,” and the recommendation as

amended was approved.

Recommendation & having also been agreed

to, Alderman the Rev. Fleming Williams, op

recommendation c, moved the following addi-

tion;

—

“ That provision be made by Parliament

for some equitable division of the net cost of

the improvement between the owners - of

ground-values in the Administrative Countyjof

London and the occupiers thereof, and that in

the event of this principle of equitable division

being refused by Parliament the scheme be no

further proceeded with.”

The recommendation, as amended, was then

agreed to.

Vauxhall Bridge.—The consideration of the

report of the Bridges Committee, recommending

the reconstruction of Vauxhall Bridge, was

adjourned until after the recess.

Having discussed a great deal of other

business, the Council adjourned, after a seven

hours’ sitting, until Tuesday, September 27.

Bbixtox Public Baths.—We understand

that Mr. A. Hessell Tiltman’s design for these

proposed baths was, on the recommendation

of the Commissioners’ referee, Mr. Henry

Currey, awarded the first premium.
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BUILDERS’ BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION:
ANNUAL MEETING.

The forty-fifth annual meeting of this Institution
;took place on Thursday, July 21, at the offices,

No. 35, Southampton-row, Bloorasbury-square, W.O.
B. E. Nightingale (President) occupied the

chair, and amongst those present were Messrs.
Thomas Stirling, E. ' Rider, C. Anseli, and other
friends of the charity.

Major Brutton (Secretary) road tho report, which
stated that an advance in some degree in the
income of the Institution would be likely to justify
the Committee in advising that no eligible candidate
need of necessity be excluded, even for a time,
from participating in the anxiously sought-for com-
forts which the charity bestows upon its recipients.
It was satisfactory to observe that, amongst fifty-

five pensioners, only two deaths had occurred during
the past year, while three others had been elected.
In accordance with the will of the late Mr. R. A.
Newbon, of Islington, the Institution was entitled
to a legacy of l,000f., lass duty. This had to be
invested in the stock belonging to the Institution in
the Bank of England, agreeably to Rule 12, which
applied to legacies. The sincere thanks of the
Committee were rendered to the President, Mr. B. E.
Nightingale, for his energetic and effective appeal
for the necessary means to meet the expenditure of
the year, for his own liberality, and for the earnest
and attentive interest taken by him in the prosperity
of the Institution. The Committee had pleasure in
announcing that Mr. Joseph Randall (of the firm of
Messrs. Kirk & Randall) had accepted the Presi-
dentship for the year, and would preside at the
annual dinner in the hall of the Worshipful Com-
pany of Carpenters, on Thursday, November 3,
when it was hoped to have a large and successful
gathering.

Mr. Thomas Stirling moved the adoption of the
report, which was seconded by Mr. E. Rider, and
unanimously agreed to.

Cordial votes of thanks were passed to the
President, Vice-Presidents, Trustees, Treasurer,
Committee, and Auditors.
The Chairman then proposed that Mr. Joseph

Randall be the President fur the ensuing year.
Mr. Stirling seconded the motion, which was

cordially received.
•A. vote of thanks was passed to the Chairman

for presiding, and a similar compliment was paid to
-Major Brutton, in recognition of his exertions on
behalf of the charity.

The proceedings then terminated.

®00liS,

Continental Electric Light Central fUations.
By Killingwoeth Hedges. London • E &

. F. Spon. 1892.

N the occasion of the visit of the
members of the Congress of Mnni-
cipal Authorities to the Frankfort

Exhibition, the Committee presented each
member with a copy of “ Die Versorgung
von Stildten mit Elektrischem Strom,” which
was “compiled from the reports of the prin-
cipal German electrical firms and other users
of the electric light, to explain the system
adopted.”
Mr. Hedges has obtained the permission of

the contributors to make use of this material,
and has so largely availed himself of it that the
present volume may almost be regarded as a
translation of the German work.
The author in his preface tells us that his

object is two-fold : first, to enable the mem-
bers of lighting committees, and others taking
np,the question of the introduction of electricity,
to obtain a rapid survey of what has been done
abroad, both on a large and small scale

;
and.

secondly, to enable electrical engineers to follow
those arrangements for distributing electricity
which differ from the usual English practice.”
In other words, he addresses himself both to .

technical and non-technical readers, who have
i practical interest in the subject.
The result is what might be expected from

in attempt to sit on two stools at once. The
mgineer passes over with impatience popular
iescriptions of elementary matters, such as the
ieries system with which he is familiar, while
he non-technical reader finds that his ignorance
)f the elements has been insulticiently allowed
or, and that he can scarcely get along, even
vith the help of the glossary at the end of the
)ook. In this glossary, by the way, Mr. Hedges
iea under considerable and unacknowledged
bligations to our contemporary Lightning.
Not the least interesting part of this work is

tie table of contents, which gives not merely
ae page on which the description of any parti-
ular station will be found, but, also in tabular
irm, many important details, such as output,
ressnre and motive force, and also a column of

short explanatory notes. The colnmn headed
“ Motors worked ” might, however, almost as
well have been omitted, so vague is the informa-
tion it contains. Indeed, only in the case of

the Esslingen Co. is there any real information,
viz., “ 36-h.p. for motors.” In other places, we
only find an unsatisfactory “large number,”
“ use increasing,” “ extensively used,” or some
such expression.

The general plan of the book is as follows :

—

Part I. deals with high pressure distribution
with alternating current and transformers.
Part ir. with low pressure distribution by con-
tinuous current, either direct or with secondary
batteries. Part III. with miscellaneous matters,
such as a popular explanation of the polyphase
system, measuring instruments, tables, laying
mains, and the aforesaid explanation of tech-

nical terms.
On comparing the total output high and low

pressure of all the stations mentioned, we
find 130,160 IG o.p. lamps high pressure,

against 324,790 low pressure. Allowing for the

longer time the low-pressure system has been
in vogue, these figures would seem to indicate

that the opinions on the continent are nearly

equally divided as to the merits of the two
systems. In Berlin alone, there is an output on
the low-pressure system larger than the whole
high-pressure output; but if we exclude Berlin

and Hanover, the three largest supply stations

mentioned are on the high-pressure system.
The bulk of Mr. Hedges’ book consists of

brief descriptions of the various installations,

useful enough for reference, but no more suit-

able to be read straight through than a cata-

logue is. The working drawings, photographs,

and sketches, really afford more information
than the text, showing, as they do, at a glance
the general arrangements

;
though the value

of the reproductions of the photographs is

lessened in that they are frequently indistinct.

In print, paper, and binding, the book is all

that could be desired.

The Principlea of Ornament. By James Waed.
Edited by Geo. Aitchison, A.R.A. London

:

Chapman & Hall. 1892.

This is not a second edition, in the usual sense,

of the little book which we reviewed in the
Builder of July 19, 1890 ;

it is a re-issue in a
somewhat different form

;
Professor Aitchison

having used Mr. Ward’s book as a basis for

working up a treatise with considerable addi-
tions, somewhat altered in form and arrange-
ment, and with a good many new illustrations.

The reason for this arrangement is given
in the editor’s preface. As examiner on the
Principles of Ornament at the Science and Art
department, he found there was no good
English text-book on the subject

;
and Mr.

Ward’s, which had been sent to him, did not
meet his approval altogether

;
but he thought

it unfair to try to supplant it by an entirely

new text-book after Mr. Ward had been at all

this trouble, and therefore consented to edit a
new edition.

A great deal of Mr. Ward’s original matter is

retained, but it has been condensed and im-
proved in literary style, and while most of the
original illustrations have been retained, others
have been added which are more important and
drawn with more finish. An introductory
chapter by Professor Aitchison has also been
added, giving a general review of the subject
of ornament, in the coarse of which the
essential distinction between ornamental de-
sign and the mere copying or adapting of natural
forms is well given in the following words :

—

We have a novel phase of applied ornamental art,

which mainly consists in twisting or arranging
certain plants into the shape required, making
some alteration in theni for our purpose and to
make them fit their places. Much of this work is

flabby or wire-drawn, and often omits the highest
beauty of the plants it uses, but even when the
beauty of the plant is not left out, the ornament is

infinitely below the highest flights of former art, in

which the artist had absorbed the graces of floral

growth and had properly applied them. The
highest ornamental art is, by its abstraction,
closely allied to architectural art, while all its higher
achievements are in conjunction with architecture

;

consequently there should be a harmony between
tho decoration and the framework. Natural foliage
arranged on a geometrical basis makes a poor con-
trast to noble architecture.

This may serve an example of the excellent
manner in which things are put in the intro-
ductory chapter

;
and in treating the rest of the

book Professor Aitchison has given additional
value to the opinions and criticisms of the

original author by putting them into simpler
and more logical literary form than before.

The book is now a satisfactory and useful educa*
tional treatise on ornament.

The Garden of Japan : A Year's Diary of its-

Floners. By F. T. Piggott. With Four
Pictures by Alfred East, R.I. London and
Orpington : George Allen

;
1892.

This book, which has had the honour (as w&
suppose Philistines must consider it) of being

issued by the country publisher who was i^lone

found worthy to publish the works of lluekin,*

is a most charming little publication de luxe-,

beautifully illustrated with cbromolithographs-

and other drawings of Japanese flowers. The
author, who has lived for some years in

Japan, and come back (as so many resi-

dents there do) thoroughly in love with the

Japanese country, has written a series of

notes on the flowers characteristic of each
month in Japan, interspersed with picturesque

descriptions of scenery and people, and occa-

sional verses which we take to be Japanese
poetic thoughts put into an English dress. The-

whole is charmingly written, and contains in-

formation about Japanese flowers which may be

of value in another way, while the volume
is a little work of art in itself. What
Mr. Piggott says of the Japanese flower

worship is characteristic :
“ Somehow we (in

England) seem to take it all for granted j

but in Japan the flower, and more especially

the first of its kind, is actually greeted with a

solemn and becoming reverence. The admira-
tion is active, not passive

;
it is derived not

from a passing glance, but from a steady

lingering look ending in one of those soft

gurgling sounds which are potential in expres-

sion of infinite and complete satisfaction.” We
cannot help thinking, however, that there are

people in this country who can admire and love

flowers as passionately as any Japanese, though
they may not “ gurgle ” over them.

The Employers' Liahilitij Act, 1880, n'ith Dc-
cisioiis, i\'otcs, and Explanations. By R. M.
Minton-Senhouse, Barrister-at-Law. Lon-
don: H. Cox, 1892.

There is no lack of works on this important
Act, but, as is the case with many other legal

books, new decisions soon put them out of date,,

so that a fair reason can generally be found
for a new volume on this subject. We cannot

say, however, that we are altogether pleased

with this book : the law appears to be accurately

stated, but ,the form is unsatisfactory. First

of all, we have an introduction mainly con-

cerned with one subject, namely, the doctrine

of common employment. Then we have a part

headed with the above Act, but which is in fact

a precis of the Act, mingled with notes and
decisions. After that comes a kind of treatise on
the terms," Workman, ’’“Employer,” and “Negli-
gence.” Then chapter iv. deals with “Defences,”

and chapter V. with “Procedure.” Chapter vi.

is concerned with Lord Campbell’s Act
;
and,

finally, we have the Employers’ Liability Act
itself, with references to the previous pages,.

There is no doubt that almost all the rest of

the book should have formed notes to the Act,

and there is equally no doubt that the form of

the book is inconvenient. We should have been
glad also to have seen the dates of the various

decisions stated, so that the chronological pro-

gress of the law on the subject could have been
followed. On the whole, we have in this book
a work not without its uses, but not as good as

it might have been.

Secondary Batteries. By J. T. Niblett^
London : Biggs k. Co.

In this little book the author has collected

and clearly described a number of details of a
very practical nature concerning a great

number of secondary batteries, of all shapes

and sizes, many of which are in practical use at

the present time. The particulars of weight,

size, charging and discharging rates are clearly

stated, according to the figures furnished by
the various makers, in small tables throughout
the book, and due prominence is given to the

all important questions of proportion of useful

lead, and capacity per unit of weight of plates.

The author gives a great deal of very
interesting information regarding the actual

* M'e observe, by the way, that Mr. Allen is now of
“London and Orpington." This must be a aadblowto
Mr. Ruskin.
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methods in use of constructing the various

forms of plates which be describes.

The consistent use of the terms “ positive and
negative’’ plates all through the book is satis-

factory, and all such confusing terms as electro-

positive and electro-negative elements are well

avoided, possibly the footnote on this subject

on page 224, might, with advantage, have
appeared somewhat earlier in the book.

The various forms of hydrometers, and
accessories in storage battery work are men-
tioned, and in the appendix some useful tables

regarding the densities of various solutions are

given, also a variety of simple chemical and
electrical notes.

The illustrations are clear, comprehensible,

and well reproduced; and the whole book
seems to fulfil the purpose for which the

author appears to have intended it.

Cbc 5tubcitts’ ColumiT.

CONCRETE.—V.

CEMENTS.

EMENTS may be defined as finely-

ground compounds of lime and other

substances which set on the addition

of water without any preliminary slaking action,

They are sometimes divided into natural and
artificial cements, and may be classified

thus :

—

Natural Cements.— 1. Roman, Medina, and
similar cements. 2. Plaster of Paris and
similar cements,

Artificial Cments.— 1. Slag cement. 2.

Portland cement.
Certain magnesian limestones fumiebbydraulic

cements, but it is not necessary to describe them
in detail.

NATURAL CEMENTS.

1. Hovian Cement, —The discovery of

natural cement in England is due to Parker
who in 17UG took out a patent for its manu-
facture. Up to that time, English architects

and engineers had relied chiefly on puozzolana
from Italy for rendering lime hydraulic, and it

was probably for this reason that the name
“Roman Cement” was given to the new dis-

covery. The cement was originally obtained by
the calcination of nodules, or septaria, found in

the London clay, and afterwards of those

dredged from the Solent. These contain more
clay than the raw stone either of hydraulic

lime or Portland cement. The latter contains

about 25 per cent, of clay, &o., while Roman
cement contains from 25 to o5, or even 40 per

cent. Besides the cement more particularly

known as “Roman,” there are others which
are very similar, but which have received

different names ;
such as “ Medina Cement,’’

made in the Isle of Wight; “Atkinson’s
Cement,” made at Whitby in Yorkshire;
and “Harwich Cement” and “ Sheppey
Cement,” named from the places of their

manufacture.
Some of the Carboniferous limestoaes of

Derbyshire, kc., and of the lias lime.stones of

Warwickshire, yield on calcination cements

a Rugby lias cement are given in Table II.

,

cement is found, which, from its similarity,

both in composition and action, to Portland
cement, has been called “Natural Portland,"

most attention.

Portland cement
;
the bulk of the cement, how-

ever, consists probably of calcium aluminates,

and it is this which differentiates them from
Portland cement. The cement-stone, after

calcination, will not slake on the addition of

water, and is therefore ground between mill-

stones
;
the powder is then packed into barrels

or sacks, ready for use, and should be kept

thoroughly dry, as it is very liable to deterio-

ration from moisture. The finer the cement is

ground the better will it be.

Weight .—The weight of a striked bushel of

Roman or Medina cement is about 75 lbs. to

.SO lbs., being therefore about 30 lbs. less than
the same quantity of Portland cement,

Strength. — In comparison with Portland
cement, the strength of the natural cements
is only small. “ Experiments,” published by
Mr. Grant in 1880, show the tensile strength

of a “ Rugby lias cement,” which weighed
74 lbs. per striked bushel, and of a Portland
cement which weighed 114 lbs. per striked

bushel. Both were made into briquettes with
various proportions of sand, five briquettes of

each kind being kept in aic asid five in water

;

and all were tested when twelve months old.

The results are given in lbs. per square inch :

—

exhibit is the great difference in the strength

of mixtures of Roman cement and sand,

measured by weight and by volume. The
difference with Portland cement is not so

striking, because, bulk for bulk, the weight of

Portland cement is not much different from
that of sand

;
in this case, the proportion of 1

to 3 by weight was equal to 1 to 2-864 by
volume. But with Roman cement the briquettes,

proportioned by weight, are, on the average,

exactly 60 per cent, weaker than those pro-

portioned by volume. This difference is due to

the heaviness of the sand in comparison with

that of the cement; the briquettes measured by
volume contain, therefore, considerably less than

those measured by weight. When we consider

that in making briquettes, the ingredients are

usually proportioned by weight, and in making
concrete or mortar by volume, we see how easily

an error may be made in calculating the probable

strength of a structure. If tests of briquettes

made by weight give a certain strength per

square inch, and this strength be made the basis

o£ calculation for the strength of concrete made
by volume, the result may be disastrous, for the

concrete may have less than half the strength

which the calculations show it ought to possess.

Table VI.

Strength of Natural Cement.

Proportions of Cement and Sand by Volume.

per
Bushel. 1 to 3. Ito 4. lto6. Ito 6.

lbs. Dry.
1

Wet. Dry. Wet. Drv. Wet. Dry. Wet.

74 78 ! 142 63 110 40 75 46

Portland Cemeut 114 19S
j

216 164 171 144 143 113

This table shows at a glance the great differ-

ence in strength between the natural cement

and the artificial one, and it also exhibits plainly

the superior sand-capacity of the latter. The
Rugby Lias cement mortar (1 to 0) is 70 per

cent, weaker than the 1 to 3 mortar, while with

Portland cement the difference is only 43 per

cent.
;

or, to put it another way, Portland

cement ia about twice as strong as the other

when both are mixed with three parts of sand,

but with six parts of sand it is nearly four times

as strong. According to this table, the strength

of briquettes kept in water is, at twelve months,

considerably in excess of those kept in air.

Table VI 1. shows the strength of other natural

cement briquettes, at twenty-eight days, to be

less when kept in water than in air.

Professor Dr. Boehme obtained the following

results with Roman and Portland cement mixed
with sand in the proportion of 1 to 3, some of

the briquettes being kept in air and some in

water :

—

A little arithmetic suffices to reduce the propor-

tion by weight to the proportion by volume,

provided that the weights of the cement and
sand are known. If cement weighing 75 lbs.

per bushel be mixed with sand weighing 100 lbs.

per bushel in the proportion of 1 to 3 by weight,

we should have 75 lbs. (= 1 bushel) of cement,

and 225 lbs. (= 2-25 bushels), of sand, or a pro-

portion of 1 to 2^ by volume, which would be

20 per cent, stronger than 1 to 3 by volume.

The great strength of Portland cement in

comparison with the Roman is also plainly

shown. If we take the briquettes proportioned

by volume and set in air, these being the con-

ditions usually obtaining in buildings, we find

the tensile strength of Portland cement and

:
Roman cement to be as 4 to 1 at seven days and

! 3 to 1 at twenty-eight days, and the compres-

sive strength as nearly 10 to 1 at seven days and
over 5 to 1 at twenty-eight days. These ratios

show that the Portland cement, although it sets

‘ more slowly than the other, attains a greater

advantage on account of their quickness of set,

but there are Portland cements manufactured
now which set almost as quickly as the natural
cements.

Into the details of manufacture and compo-
sition we do not propose to enter. It will

suffice to fay that the composition of natural
cements, even from the same place, varies con-
siderably, and this, of course, is a disadvantage.
They are burnt at a comparatively low temper-
ature, otherwise they would fuse into glassy,

useless lumps on accountof the iron, ice., which
They contain. After calcination, they contain
a certain amount of uncombined lime, that is to
say, calcium oxide, and also a small quantity of
tri-calcium silicate, which is, according to Le
Ghatelier, the most important ingredient of

Roman
Cement.

8and.
Measured

by.
Kept in.

1 3 weight

volntno

water
air

water
air

Portland
Cement.

1 3 weight

volume

water
air

water
air

Table VII.

Strength of Roman and Portland Cements.

Strength in lbs. per bh. in.

iriT.

IS-")

5S'2

•211

237
203
228

Ratio between Tension
and Compression,

2S days. 7 days. 28 days. 7 days. 28 days.

121 -5 300 882 1/7-4 1/7-3

200 530 [114 9 a] 1'4-S 1/5-628B

.54.1 123 322 1'6’7 1/5-9

[940 c] 178 488 1/3 1/5-797D

273 1,735 2,690 1/8-3 1/9-8

304 1,860 2.800 D7’9 1/9-3

265 1,53.5 2,490 1/7-6 1,9-4

278 1,715 2,670 1/7-5 i/y-6

These figures are taken from the Proceedings

of the Institute of Civil Engineers, vol. ciii.
^

(1890-1), part 1. The result marked A,— i

114 9 lbs.—is evidently wrong; perhaps the;

decimal point ought not to have appeared,

making the result 1149 lbs., in which case the

ratio between tension and compression, marked
;

B, ought to have been
;
assuming, however,

the ratio, to be correct, the result A ought

to read 1125 6 lbs. Again, the tensile strength
;

of 940 lbs. is evidently an error
;

if 94 lbs. be '

meant, as probably it is, the ratio will be

instead of that marked D, .

One important point which these tests

proportion of its ultimate strength at seven daysj

than does the Roman. Some interesting ex-;

periments with Portland cements and natural

American cements were made by Prof. E. J. De
Smedt (of Washington, I'.S.A.), showing their

gradual increase of strength from one day tcH

twelve months; at ten days the Portland

cements were about one-half the strength they

attained at twelve months, and the natur<d.

cements about one-tbird.

The adhesive strength of natural cement is

only about one-half that of good Portland

cement, both tested neat
;
and the advantage

of Portland cement increases with IncreaBiog

' quantities of sand.

- Cubes of Portland cement concrete have t
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resistauce to compression more than six times
that of cabes made with natnral cement.

In fact, so great are the advantages of Port-
land cement that it has almost ousted the other
from the market. One reason why the natural
cements continue in use is that they set in a
few minutes, and can, therefore, be used in
running water, where a slow-setting cement
would probably be washed away before it had
had time to set. Such cements are also useful
for bedding floor-tiles upon, and for other pur-
poses where rapid setting is a necessity. This
rapidity of setting, however, renders the cement
difficult to use, and, in the hands of careless
workmen, causes bad results. Only a little

should be mixed at a time, and that must be
used immediately.

Corre.5
}
30 uticiirc.

To the Editor of THE Bdilder.

COMPOSITION OF ANCIENT MORTAP,
Sir,—

I

have waited to see if the letter of
Mr. T. E. Knight-ley, in your issue of July 2,

would be followed by others, in order that any
comments on my paper in the Builder of
June 18 m’ght be answered all together. At
present, however, I have only to thank the
above-named gentleman for the complimentary
manner in which he has written of my paper on
“Ancient Mortar.” I would take the oppor-
tunity of asking Mr. Knightley if be would
explain more fully and with the aid of chemical
analysis what be means by the “impalpable
earthy matter which affects crystallisation,”

and which, he says, is associated with the sand
taken from the gravel in the Thames Valley.
Clean, sharp sand, as generally used for mortar,
does not contain matter likely to affect
crystallisation. Indeed, the action of crystal-
line sand is purely mechanical, making the
mortar moie porous, and providing a larger
surface for subsequent contraction of the lime
compounds, and so preventing cracking.

Gelatinous silica {sometimes termed soluble
silica, from the fact that it is readily soluble in
a solution of soda or potash) does, on the other
hand, exert an important influence in the
crystallisation of lime and alumina

;
indeed, it

is the active agent in cement and hydraulic
lime of the blue lias formation. Consequently,
in my paper special attention has been directed
to the separate determination of such gelatinous
silica as distinguished from ordinary quartz
sand. Does Mr. Knightley refer to this kind of
silica, orto ordinary clay in its natural unburned
condition?

Oxide of iron and alumina being practically
insoluble in water, whereas lime is soluble to
the extent of one part in 750 parts of
water, any rottenness in the mortar would
more probably be due to the quality of the
lime than to that of the sand

;
at least, that is

the view which, in the absence of fuller
information, presents itself to my mind as
being the probable explanation of the inferior
mortar referred to by Mr. Knightley. As most
of the lime used in the neighbourhood of
London is derived from the chalk formation,
and is, therefore, poor in the gelatinous form of
silica I have alluded to, it is quite natural that
the surface of buildings erected with lime of
that quality should soon become affected by
the action of rain-water highly charged with
carbonic acid derived from the smoke of a large
city. John Hughes.

This may meet the diploma difficulty, which
some of the “ Memoralists ” view with such hate
and horror, and would safely justify the em-
ployment of any practitioners so qualified,

without the fallacious delusion which accom-
panies the objectionable expression ‘‘Exami-
nation in Architecture.”

William A. Pite.
5, Bloomshury.square, July 26, 1892.

FIRE-PROOF ROOMS.
Sir,—

I

have recently inspected some fire-proof

strong-rooms in the City, aud find that iu most
instances gas is used for iilutuinating tbe interiors

of such rooms.
Will you allow me to point out the great risk

that is thus run in cases of gas explosion, &c.
Owners of such strong-rooms guard against the

enemy, tire, from without, while within there is a
worse danger. James Jory.

CEMETERIES.
Sir,—

C

an any of your readers tell me if there is

any work published on the laying-out of a cemetery
and tbe general duties of tbe Surveyor to a Burial
Board i Necro.

OBITUARY.
Mr. H. G. Austin, F.R.I.B.A.—The Times of

Tuesday last announces the death of Mr. H. G.
Austin, which occurred at bis residence in the
Cathedral precincts, Canterbury, on Monday, in

the sixty-ninth year of his age. The care of tbe
fabric of the Cathedral has been in the hands of tho
late Mr. H. G. Austin, and his father, Mr. G.
Austin, far about eighty years. In IS48 Mr.
Austin succeeded his lather as Architect and Sur-
veyor to the Dean and Chapter, and he held the
tiositioD until bis retirement some three years since.

Under his supervision many extensive works wtre
carried out. Sixteen or seventeen years ago he
restored the roof of tbe nave and re-faced the
clock tower, iu tbe niches of which new figures
were placed.

“THE EXAMINATION IN ARCHI-
TECTURE (?).”

Sir,—

I

f Mr. Nevill would but sit incog, once
for the Examination, perhaps he would appre-
ciate the moral iniquity attached to the above
expression.

If, as he says, the Institute does not see its

way to judge the tests which itself sets in pure
Architecture, let it be consistent and say so, and
act thereon by eliminatiEg every vestige of art-

test in the shape of history, biography, features,

and, above all, the delusion of design.

The outcome of this would be that the
jualification would be rightly, and what it

ilwajs has been, not an artistic one.

This would result in a purely utilitarian ex-

imination in ‘ Buildiog Construction and
’ractice,” which is absolutely essential for both
he public and professional weal; there would
bos be a distinct gain of time for the exten-

j

main wall a stepped and pointed gable is carried
ion of other more important matters by the up. The porch entrance is a pointed Gothic arch-
xcision of tbe purely architectural sections. * way, and fiuished iu the inside with rustic granite

GEXERAL BUILDIXG YEWS.
New Workhouse for the Parish of St.

Giles, Camberwell, at East Dulwich.—This
workhouse, of which the foundation-stone was laid
on tho 2I.st inst., is for 1,000 inmates, comprising
aged, infirm, imbeciles, aud a few lunatics. Pro-
viaiou is also made for sixteen beds iu two lying-in
wards. The workhouse is designed upon the
pavilion system, the Administrative Block being in
the centre, and the male and female pavilions on
opposite sides. Provision is made for two classes
of aged inm.ates,—viz., those in healib, and those
who, by reason of their feebleness, occupy their
dormitories both by day and by night. Many of
the latter are chronically bed-ridden. The esti-

mated cost of the whole of the buildings, including
the engineers’ works and fittings of every kind, is

70,000/. We understand that the whole of the
drainage has been executed with Boulton’s London
stoneware pipes, fitted witli their patent self-

adjusting joint. Each length of drain, previous to
being covered in, has been subjected to tbe water-
test., and approved. The architect is Mr. Thomas W.
Aldwinckle, and the builders are Messrs. F. St H. F.
Higgs.

New Inverlochy Castle, Inverness. —
According to the Dundee AdxerlUer, the modern
Castle of Inverlochy is about a mile and a-half from
the ruins of tbe Old Castle, and is situated almost
at tbe base of Ben Nevis. About eighteen months
ago the late Lord Abiuger determined to enlarge
and remodel the Castle, which extensive improve-
ments are almost fully carried out. The earlier
part of this edifice was built in 1863, from designs
by Mr. Hesketb, of London, aud comprises about
one-third of the Castle as now completed. The
present addition is from designs by Mr. J. Macvicar
Anderson, architect, London, and is partly in the
Scottish Baronial style. The stone used in the
building is grey granite, obtained on the estate,
aijd tbe white freestone dressings and copings are
from Giffnock Quarries, near Glasgow. The chief
feature of the new addition is a massive square
batilemented tower, 30ft. by 30ft., rising lo a
height of 65 ft. above the basement, and sur-

mounted on two corners with square turrets. On
the south it is flanked with a 12-ft. octagon turret
or clock-tower, rising from the basement to
a height of 80 ft. After leaving the roof
of the main tower the turret comes slightly
out above a moulded cornice, finished on the
top with a battlement coping. The windows in the
main tower have partly segmental and partly
Gothic arches. To the south front are two bay
windows, the one from the hall being 20 ft. across,
and the other 18 ft. They are executed in white
freestone, interlaced with granite ashlar, being
finished on the top with battlement coping in
granite and freestone. Above each window on the

ashlar. The principal feature of the north-west
elevation is a tower, 20 ft. square, surmounted with
battlement and turret on angle. A bay window
also projects from the kitchen and billiard-room
wall, carried up and finished on the top with spaced
copings. A crow-stepped gable runs up on the
main wall. In the interior, ihe basement contains
servants’ - hall, 25 ft. square, brushing - room,
dairy, heating - chamber, ka. The whole of the
main tower is taken up with servants’ accommoda-
tion. The other tower contains bed and bath
rooms, with a studio on the attic floor for painting.
Passing through the porch entrance, to tbe right
ate lavatories, the walls of which are lined with
white enamelled tiles, aud the floors are finished
with encaustic tiles. To the left is Lord Abinger’s
studio, which is finished in Columba pine, and
having a solid floor executed in pitch-pine blocks.
On the ground floor there are also drawing and
dining rooms and library. Over the basement floor
are kitchen, scullery, butler’s pantry, larders, &c.
The chief feature internally of the new addition is

the hall, which is nearly 40 ft. sijuare. It is 25 ft.

high, and the finishings are in wainscot. The floor
was first laid with red pine, then overlaid with fine

oak parquet. The grand staircase is executed in
oak, with b-alustars of a trussed and fluted pattern,
and moulded and carved pedestals. On tbe landing of
the bedroom floor there is a gallery or promenado,
with a balustrade protection, overlooking the hall.
On this floor there is a billiard-room, 26 ft. by
20 ft., lighted by bay windows and overhead
lantern. The floor is laid with pitch-pine blocks,
and arched under on iron beams. The finisfcs

ing of this room is also in Columba pine.
The remainder of this and tho attic floor con-
tains bedrooms, dressing-rooms, lavatories, and
bath-rooms. With regard to the ventilation and
heating, coils of pipes with ornamental covezs
are placed in the principal rooms, corridors, and
passages. The whole building is lighted by elec-
tricity, which work has been carried out by Mr.
Yorke, London. The surveyors of the addition to
the castle are Messrs. S. J. Thacker & Son, London

;

while the sole contractors for the work are D. & .J.

Milligan, building contractors, Ayr, under whom
the internal plumber work has been done by the
North British Plumbing Company, London; heat-
ing, G. N. Haden, London

;
outside plumber and

slaterwork, MTIwrath, Cowan, k Co., Ayr
;
plaster,

J. Annan, London
;
painting and decorations, J. B.

Bennett k Son, Glasgow.

School Bibldings, Carlisle.—On the 25th
inst. the new Brook-street Boys’ School, Carlisle,

which has been erected by the Carlisle School
Board at a cost of about 3,500/., was opened.
The new school has been built to match
the infants’ department which was opened last

October. Tbe area covered is over 40,000 square
feet, of which the boys’ department occupies
5,550 square feet, the infants’ 8,U0O square feet,

and the girls’ department, to be added at some
future date, will occupy 5 772 square feet, leaving
over 8,000 square feet for the boys’ playground and
covered play-shed, and tbe remainder for girls and
infants. Plans for tbe girls’ department have
already been prepared, and show the provision of a
cookery-class room for fifty pupi's. The large
room of the boys’ school, which is 85 ft. by 20 ft.,

and which is divisible into two, will accommodate
148 scholars, and there are class-rooms at either end
with accommodation for sixty each. A master’e
room, with bay window, overlooks the playground,
and the heating, lighting, ventilating, lavatory,
and drainage arrangements have had special atten-
tion. The contractors who have carried out the
plan.s of Mr. Scott were :—Builder, Mr. J. Laing

;

joiner, Mr. Lattimer; slater, Mr. Nansou

;

plumbers, Messrs. D. Thomson & Sons
;
plasterers,

;&c., Messrs. R. M. Ormerod k Son; painter and
glazier, Mr. Ballantine. The heating apparatus
and furniture wore supplied by Manchester firms.

Neiv Church for Edinburgh.—At the Edin-
burgh Dean of Guild Court, on the 2l8tinst.,a
warrant was granted to tbe trustees of the Men-
chiston United Presbyterian Church to erect a new
church at Polwarth Gardens. The site of the new
building is immediately to the east of the hall iri

which the congregation at present worships, and,
after tbe completion of the new structure, this

building will serve as the church hall, for which
purpose it was originally intended. The building
will be in the Late Gothic style. Accommodation
is provided for 600 in the area, and for 265 in the
gallery. Mr. David Robertson, of Edinburgh, is

the architect.

Public Baths, Islington.—On the 26th inst.

the Lady Mayoress inaugurated the new baths and
washhouses which have been erected in the Hornsey-
road for tho convenience of the inhabitants of the
northern and eastern portions of the parish. The
present establishment is the second of three it is

intended to provide for the use of the people of

Islington. The building covers, with the quad-
rangle in front, a little over au acre, and contains
the following accommodation :—Two large swim-
ming-baths for 'men. one 132 ft. by 40 ft., and the
other 100 ft. by 35 ft. (water measurement); one
swimming-bath for women, 75 ft. by 25 ft.

; seventy-
four private baths for men, and thirty-four for

women
;
forty-nine washing compartments and dry-

ing-closets
;
together with ironing-room, bonnet-
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room and wringers, the whole being ventilated

by a’ fan worked by machinery
;

a large estab-

lishment laundry, separate residences for the super-

intendent and matron, and for the engineer, and an

engine-house containing all necessary machinery

for the baths and for developing electric power for

lighting 332 incandescent lights and two arc-lights.

Tbo cost of the building, machinery, &c., has not ex-

ceeded 32,000L The architect is Jlr. A. H. Tilt-

man, and Messrs. Macfarlane & Co. are the builders.

Weslkta-n Chapel and Schools at Berry

Brow, Yorkshire. — On the 23rd inst. four

corner stones of a new chapel and schools

for the Wesleyan Methodists of Berry Brow

were laid. The chapel is to accommodate

450 persons, and the .school 400 scholars, and

the estimated cost is about 3,500L The style

adopted is of the English Renaissance, and the

buildings are being erected from the designs of

Mr. E, W. Lockwood, Huddersfield.

New Free Libiiary, Shoreditch.—The work o^

converting the building in Kinesland-road, Shore-

ditch, formerly occupied by a Gas Company, into

a public library, is being proceeded with, and it is

expected that the work will be completed by the

end of next month. The old Board-room on the

first floor has been converted into a reference

library, 30 ft. by 25 ft., with coved and

panelled ceiling and parquetry floor, and is

fitted with book-shelves of pitch-pme. At the

rear of this room is a lending library, 25 ft.

by 25 ft. The ground floor is taken up with the

ball and lobby, which is paved with mosaic, and the

news-room, in the front portion of the building.

To the rear of the news-room is the magazine

department, and the Ubrarian’s-room is situated

close by. The building is heated throughout with

hot water, and lighted with gas. The architect is

Jlr. R. J. Lovell, of Queen Victoria-street, and

the builder is Mr. J. Ivory, of Great Cambridge-

street, Hackney-road.

SANITAHYAND ENGINEERING NEWS.

Public Health (LondonJ Act, 1891.—We are

informed that the Local Government Board have

approved the Sanitary Institute as a body whose

Certificate that a person has by examination shown

himself competent for the office of Sanitary Inspec-

tor, under the Public Health (London) Act, 1891,

shall be sufficient for the purpose of the require-

ments in section 108(d) of that Act.

Loughborough Sewage Dispos.vl. — A Local

Government Board inquiry was held at Lough-

borough Town-hall on Wednesday, the 13th inst.

by Mr. Rienzi Walton, M.InstC.E., to consider ai

application from the Loughborough Town Council

sanction to a loan of 20,000(. for sewage disposal

purposes. Mr. A. W. Cross, A.M.I.C.E., Borough

Surveyor, explained the plans which had been pre-

pared by him. It was proposed to construct an

iron pipe intercepting sower, to collect the sewage

from the three present outfalls, and deliver it at

the disposal site, where it will be raised a lift of

about 20 ft. by centrifugal pumps. Destructors will

be erected at the disposal site to destroy the dry

ash refuse from the town, the heat being utilised to

generate steam for primping the sewage. The
sewage would be purified by chemical precipitation

in tanks on the constant-flow piiiiciple, followed by
land filtration tbrouL'h 33 acres of suitable land.

The mud will be air-dried and mixed with midden

refuse and sold to neighbouring farmers. Mr. W. H.

Radford, C.E., Nottingham, as Consulting Engineer

to the Corporation, gave evidence in support of the

scheme.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.

France.—The Academie des Beaux-Arts will

elect a successor to M. Bonnassieux, the sculptor,

to-day, July 30. The committee charged with the

preparation of the list of candidates, after having

at once laid aside the application of Madame L^on
Berteaux, has presented in the first line M.
Fremiet, who appears to have received the greatest

number of votes. M. Allar is in the second, M.
Marqueste in the third, M. Coutan in the fourth,

and M. Janson in the fifth line. The Minister

of Public Industry has just appointed M. Fremiet

to take part in the superior Council of the Ecole

des Beaux-Arts in place of M. Bonnassieux. 7'

is announced that the Government of the City

Paris have decided not to send any paintings

sculntures, acquired at the recent Salons, to the

Chicago Exhibition, on account of the great risks

of the voyage. The Government are very soon

going to make some freezing works for the

slaughter-houses of the Yillette, for the use of the

troops, the expenses, amounting to 650,000 frs., arc

to be paid by the State and by the City of Paris.

A fresco painting by MM. Paul Buffet and
Waldmeir is soon to be inaugurated in the little

church of the town of Avray, celebrated 1

the paintings of Corot. This fresco, which
in the form of a cupola, represents a proces-

sion of the relics of St. Nicolas. Next month
the new bridge will be opened which crosses

the Seine between the parishes of Ivry and
Charenton. The first stone was laid in 1890. Thi:

bridge, called the “Pont de Conflans,” me

.70 metres in length, and 12 metres in width. It

has three arches, resting on two piles and two

abutments. 'I’be total cost has been 1,040,000 frs.

On account of the cholera epidemic in the

.jorth-east suburbs of Paris, there is a question of

entirely covering in all the canal works on the

(almost) island of Gennerilliers. On the other

hand, many of the inhabitants of the suburbs desire

to have new canal works, with a fall to the sea.

On the St. .Tames’-road at Taillebourg (Charente

Infdrioure) a commemorative tablet in marble has

been erected to the victory of Saint Louis. M.

le Docteur J. A. Martin, to whom we owo several

important sanitary works, and who has organised

the Hygienic Exhibitions, particularly the French

department of the London Exhibition, hasjustbcen

nominated Inspector-General of the Service de la

Salubrite of the City of Paris. The statue of

Admiral Mouchey, who has recently died, will be

erected on the Place de la Nature at Havre. A
committee is being formed for the erection of a

statue of Sargent Lavayssieri, at Castelfrano

(Lot). During the African wars ho distinguished

himself by the defence of Sidi-Brahim. In the

Church of Folgout (Finisterre) an altar ornamented

with bas-reliefs is shortly to be erected. The
carvings are to represent the life and works of

Mgr. Freppel, Bishop of Auger, who has lately

died. A subscription has just been opened for

the erection of a statue to General Marbot. It is

to be placed at Tulle (Correze). The restoration

of the choir arches in the Cathedral at Rouen is

being carried out at the expense of the State under

the direction of M. Sauvageot, architect of the

Department of the Seine Infdrieur. The jury on

the open competition for the construction of a

theatre at Aix-les-Bains (Haute Savoie) have just

awarded tho first prize to M. Adolphe Cognet,

architect, at Lyons
;
the second to M. Gaspard

Audr^, also of Lyons; and the third prize_ to

M. Rdnfi Boisseau,' architect at Neuilly-sur-Seine.

-On the occasion of the centenary of the

proclamation of the Republic in 1792, the city of

Paris is going to organise a great procession on

September 22. The procession will recall most of the

principal features of tho first Revolution.

Berlin.—The following artists have received

large” gold medals for exhibits in the Salon ;

—

Francisco do Pradilla (Madrid), Julian talat

(Berlin), both painters, and the sculptor, Professor

Schilling (Dresden). Four painters and two

sculptors of German nationality received “ small ”

gold medals. Among the many artists who
received ‘

‘ honourable mentions ” are Messrs. Lam-
bert & Stahl, of Stutgart, and Messrs. Zaar &
Vahl, of Berlin, architectural firms of some repute.

The Emperor awards the medals after having

heard tho recommendations of the jury, but he

does not always follow their advice. The exhibi-

tion is to be closed on the 31st inst. to make room

for the “Arts and Crafts” exhibition. Dr.

Meydenbauer, who has charge of the Royal “ Pbo-

togrametrisebe Anstalt,” has received a gold medal

for distinguishing himself as a scientist. All

archieologioal monuments in the country are

being photographed under his superintend-

ence, and then drawn in black and white accord-

ing to his system.——After the great activity in

the building trades during tho last decade,^ it is

not surprising to hear of a serious depression in

many of the German towns. In ^lunich alone

the number of buildings commenced in 1891

was only 1,685, whilst in 1890 the figure was

1,993. xAbout 50,000(. of money less

spent in wages (according to the JJeuhche

Bauzeitiuig). The question of erecting a second

Opera House has at last been settled. The site has

been bought, the funds raised, and the work is to

be commenced next year. The site selected is near

the Friedorich-strasae station. The two Court

theatres will cost a deal of money for alterations

this summer. The total estimate is 44,O00(., of

which 25,000(. have been voted by the Government

as owner of the buildings, and the rest given by the

Crown as lessee. The protection of the public

against risk of fire is the object of much of the out-

lay
;
now staircases in one ^of the buildings will

alone cost 10,000(.

English Oak ; High Prices.—

M

essrs. Richard-

son (of Stamford) conducted a sale of oak in

Burghley Park, on tbo 21st inst., when the

following prices were realised:—Trees made 81(.

,

80(., 72(., 66/., 64/. ;
two, each 61/., 50/., 44/., 32/.,

26/., 24/., and twelve more trees averaged 22/. each.

Amongst the above, one brown oak, containing

150 ft., made SO/.

Electric Lighting.—The Vestry of St. Mary,

Islington, held a special meeting on July 22, to

consider a report from Professor Henry Robinson

with reference to the electric lighting of their dis-

trict, and it was unanimously resolved to apply for

a Provisional Order under tho Electric Lighting

Consistory Court ov London.—Dr. Tristram,

Q.C., Chancellor of the diocese, has granted a

fWlty authorising the removal to Ilford cemetery

of any human remains that may be found upon

clearing the site of old Farringdon Market, ihe

market was soUl in JIarch last for 98,100/. to, we

understand, Mr. J. U. Tubbs. Within its area, at

the north-western corner, by the site of the forrner

workhouse in Shoe-laoe. lies what had been the

paupers’ burial ground of St. Andrew s, Holborn,

wherein Cbatterton was buried. He died on

August ‘’1 1770 at a house on the western side of

Brooke.street, Ilolborn-bars, that was pulled down

The Preserv.ition ok Stone.—M. Gnmaud

gives in the Revue Pratique des Travaui: Publics

tome formuUo for coatiogs which will prosorva

Stone lie states that oxide of zme dissolved m a

solution of the chloride has for a long time been

used as a paint, and it serves as a base for the

following cements 1. Oxide of zinc, 20 kilo-

grammes; pulverised Lorraine cement-stone, 20

kilogrammes; sandstone, 10 kilogrammes. Ibis

cement must be tempered by a liquid composed ot

hydrochloric acid (22 dog. B). 10 litres
;
water 5

litres- zinc, 3 kilogrammes; ammomum chloride,

n.K 9.. A cheaDor cement may be
0'5 kilogramme,
obtained by mixing

A cheaper cement may l

oxide of zinc, 10 kilo-

kilogrammes ;
sandstone, o kilogrammes

,

yellow ochre, 0-4 kilogramme. This cein^ent is

tempered with the solution just given, diluted

with 5 litres of water. 3. For soft stone a cement

is made of oxide of ziuc, 10 kilogrammes;

Lorraine cement-stone, SOkilcgrammea ;
sandstone,

10 kilogrammes; yellow ochre, 0-3 kilogramme.

(4) The following formula may also be used Zmo-

wMIn- 5 kilogrammes; plaster, 10 kilogrammes;

MISCELLANEO VS.

Proi'OSed Presentation to Sir Georue Br
CHANAN, F.R.S.—A movement is on foot for making

a presentation to Sir George Buchanan, i.R.S.,

who has lately resigned the post of Medical Officer

of the Local Government Bonrd._ A committee has

been formed with a view to enabling those interested

in public health throughout the country^ to give

expression to the high estimation in which they

hold the important work which Sir George Buchanan

has done, and for affording some opportunity for

the recognition of his conspicuous services in the

cause of Preventive Medicine. It has been decided

to open a subscription list (not to exceed two

guineas from each contributor) with a view to pre-

senting to Sir George some permanent memento of

the esteem in which be snd his work are held. Dr.

J. S. Bristowe is the Hon. Treasurer of the Fund,

and tho Hon. Secs, are Dr. AV. _H. Hamer, 69,

Dartmouth Park-hill, London, N.V'.. and Dr. J. L.

Thresh, Chelmsford, Essex, to whom contributions

I may be sent.

wbito, 5 kilogrammes; plaster, „

Lorraine cement-stone, 10 kilogrammes
;

yellow

ochre, 0-5 kilogramme. (5) If an extremely strong

cement is desired it can be prepared of oxide of

zinc, 10 kilogrammes, and pulverised quartz, io

kilogrammes. For tho three last-mentioned

cements, the liquid given above is used, only

.

10 litres of water are added instead of o litres.

I'faese cements can be applied with a brush hka a.

paint. Colours are said to give good results, i he

coating adheres perfectly to tho stone, and gives it

the appearance of a newly cut Burface,_ and at the

same time forms a protecting cover against the in-

clemency of the weather. The stone should be

well cleaned before applying the cement paint, and,

if necessary, two or more coats may be given.

The WonsHiPKUL Company of Carpenters in

Conjunction ivith the Council of Kings

College.— The following students hav^e gamed:

prizes or certificates in Professor Banister Fletcher s

classes. First year:—A. Makovisky, R. 0.

Feldon, F. Clark, Wearing II. T. Mather, \\ . H.

Gurney, S. F. Trill. Second year :-rrimniill,l

Allborry, E. C, P. Monson, H. 1. Adlard, A. G.

Dijon, T. A. Watson, F. W. Bateman, A. A.

Dinon. Evening IClasses i-S. *,'

Slonson, J. E. .Johnston C 1. Aston ]?. C.,

Hiffgins T. G, Yates, II. M. Lawson, A. 0. Long,;

F Jlayell, Woodward, E. Boarehhold, H. C.l

Cregeen, U. Allborry, P. Eoss.

The Cockbhbh AssociaTloH asd the IsirHOVE.

meet oe Ediseoroh.—The report to be submitted;

bv the Council of the Oockburn Association to the;

ainual meeting in October has just been issued;

fn it lacoording to the ScoHma?!) the Council say

that since they presented their last annual report in

Julv 1891 the schemes of the various railway

companies have been settled by rarliament, and

“they are glad to report that smoo the formation

of the Association seventeen years ago there tiasi

not been a year in which they have felt them,

selves less called upon to take steps t<

protect the amenity of the city than during tbi

past year. It has rather been their ploasms;

diitv to welcome several additions to the attracr

tions of the city, to suggest improvements!

and to mark the increased desire among all classef

of the citizens to enhance the attractions of

burgh. The report proceeds to deal wiA thr

restored Old Hall and Argyle Tower in the Castle

and states that the Council are glad to be ab e t

report that there is now a prospect of the hall am

the tower being suitably a.ionied with relics of tbt

past, and the designs of the restorer at an earl

date being carried out in their entirety. The whoh

question of the improvement of the Castle is oa

which demands the attention of the Goyerimien.

The recently impending dissolution of I arliameBi

prevented the Council from moviDg_ m the mattet

h\xt at the fitting time it will be their duty rqspeci
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fully to impress on the Government the importance
of executing upon the Castle buildings such struc-

tural alterations as may render them more worthy
of the magnificent position which they occupy.
Meanwhile the Council hail with satisfaction the
removal of the unsightly drains on the south side of

the rock—an improvement which they have fre-

quently urged. As to the proposed alterations on
the County Buildings, they are impressed with the
importance of a suitable front being placed opposite
George IV. Bridge

;
and they have appointed a

committee to communicate with the Lord Provost
and the Convener of the County Council on the
subject.”

The Medical Dei’artmext of the Local
Government Board.

—

The following appointments
have been made in the Local Government Board
office to fill the vacancies consequent on Sir George
Buchanan’s resignation and Dr. Thorne Thome’s
appointment as Principal Medical Officer :—Mr.
W. H. Power to be Assistant Medical Officer, Dr.

H. F. Parsons to be Second Assistant Medical
Officer, and Dr. H. T. Bulstrode to be Medical
Inspector.—British Medical Joimial.

The East End Dwellings CoMrANT, Limited.
-—The Directors of this company have decided to

declare an interim dividend, free of income tax, at

the rate of 51. per cent, per annum, fsr the half-

year ending June 30 last. Building on the Cromer-
street estate is being actively prosecuted, and plans
are now under consideration for buildings on a new
site in Mansford-street, Bethnal Green, which has
been recently acquired by the company. Since the
beginning of the year 601 new shares have been
allotted, and the subscribed capital of the Company
now stands at 92,520L, leaving only 7,480^. of the
original capital unsubscribed.

LEGAL.
HOARDING AND GANTRIES TO BUILDING

WORKS:
ST. GEORGE’S VESTRY V. H. J. WILLIAMS.

A case of some importance to the building trade
in London generally, in connexion with the right of

enclosing building works with a hoarding above
the gantry, was decided on July 22 at the .South-

wark Police-court.

It appears that Mr. H. J. Williams, builder, of
Bermondsey-street, is erecting two buildings in the
High-street, Borough, on the sites of Nos. 116-118
and 202. Following the usual custom, application

was made to the St. George’s Vestry for a
licence for a gantry, hoarding, and scaffold,

which licence was granted by the Vestry
for a period of two months for No. 202 and
three months for 116-118. The gantry was, it was
stated, erected in a substantial manner over the
public footway, the lower frontage under the gan-
try enclosed with a hoarding, and, following the
usual practice, the upper portion of frontage was
also enclosed by a hoarding to about 20 ft. in heigh t,

on which hoarding and returns the usual advertise-

ments were placed. After a lapse of about two
mouths, the St. George’s Vestry gave Mr. Williams
notice to entirely remove the hoarding above the
gantry, but he declined to do so, signifying his in-

tention of paying che Vestry’s charges for advertise-
ments, whereupon a summons was served by the
Vestry and beard before Mr. p’enwick at the
Southwark Police Court.

Mr. A. M. Hiscocks, the Vestry’s Surveyor,
appeared on their behalf, and Mr. George Elliot

<barri8ter), instmcted by Sir. Foulkes Jones,
solicitor, appeared for Mr. Williams.

Mr. Hiscocks submitted that his Roads Com-
mittee objected to the hoarding above the gantry
entirely, and insisted upon its removal, because
they held it was not included in their licence to
Mr. ‘Williams

;
that it was dangerous

;
that it was

unnecessary for the execution of tho works
; and

that as regarded No. 202, the period of time stated
,

in the licence had expired, and that as Mr.
Williams had not complied with the order of the
Vestry to remove the hoarding he asked for the full

penalties and magistrate’s order for immediate re-
moval to be made.

Mr. George Elliott, on behalf of Mr. ‘Williams,
submitted that as the Vestry had granted licences
for the scaffolding and hoarding or gantry, he was
quite within his rights in erecting the hoarding
above the gantries, because it was part of the same
-“tructure, and covered by the licences which he
produced signed by Mr. Hiscocks ; that the
hoarding was absolutely necessary for the proper
protection of the public from dust or pieces
of brick and material and timber falling
into the street below, and that to pull down old and
rebuild new buildings with an open scaffolding would
be throwing additional risks upon Mr. Williams and
other builders, risks which were never intended by
the Act

;
that the gantry was exactly similar to

those in use all over Loudon, and had been erected
following the usual custom of the trade

;
that if

it was the advertisements the Vestry objected to,
Mr. Williams was perfectly wOling to dispense with
these, but cousidered it imperative that the site
should be enclosed with a hoarding; that -the
hoarding was not in the slightest degree dangerous

;

and, with regard to the period of time stated in

licence having expired, he called the magistrate’s
attention to the case of the City Corporation v.

Brass, in connexion with the building of the new
Post-office, St. Martin’s-le-Grand, wherein it was
held by the High Court that the Vestry had no
power to hmit the period of time for hoarding,
which should run as long as the hoarding was
absolutely necessary, and the Vestry had no power
to prevent advertising.

In cross-examination Mr. Hiscocks said it was
not the advertisements that were objected to, but
his Committee wished the hoardings removed,
and nothing else would satisfy them.
Photographs of the hoardings were produced in

court, and submitted to the magistrate, who ob-
served that it appeared to him the hoardings were
the usual thing, and seemed more likely to benefit
the neighbours than otherwise, in protecting them
from the building operations, and that the hoardings
did not seem too high, as they were much lower
than the adjoining buildings. He would therefore
suggest that Mr. Williams consent to put back the
hoardings above the gantry a little, so as to project
a short distance beyond the scaffolding for building
the front, and allowing sufficient room for men to
work. The hoardings to remain the same width and
height as at present.

Mr. Williams consenting to this, the magistrate
said be would make no order, the Vestry having
failed in their case as to the removal of hoarding on
licence having expired, and the case was adjourned
for a week for the hoardings to be put back as
agreed to by Mr. Williams, the advertisements to
remain as before.

—

(Communicated.)

MEETINGS.
Monday, August i.

Liverpool Engineering Society.—Excursion to the
Dore and Chinley Railway, by permission of the
Engineer, Mr. J. .Somes Story.

Tuesday, August 2.

Glasgow Architectural Association.—Mr. W. Fraser
on “ Domes and their Construction.'’ 8 p.m.

Wednesday, August a.

Builders' Foremen and Clerks of Works' Institution.—
Ordinary meeting. 8.30 p.m.

RECENT PATENTS:
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

13,016. — Hydraulic cement: G. ITtWiams. — This
invention relates to an improved process of making
hydraulic cement, and consists in reducing carbonate of
lime to a powder by steam, under pressure, produced
from a solution of silicate of soda and water in suitable
proportions, and adding to the powder so produced
alumiuia and silex and a thin paste of chloride of cal-
cium, unslacked lime, and warm water, moulding It

into convenient forms which are burned to a white heat,
so as to produce a clinker, which is then ground to a
flue condition.

13,983.—Artificial Stone Moulds : TU. N. Winter.—
The object of this invention is to obtain a more perfect

;

security to the forms of the moulds or boxee applicable
;

for use in the manufacture of artificial stone paving,
and other like uses, during the operation of filling-in

and “punning” the cements and other materials,
thereby preventing any possible expansion or shifting
of the aides or bottoms of the moulds during the con-
solidating process. To carry this into effect the in-

ventor supplies metal screw clamps constructed of such
form as to clasp the bottom, sides, and top edge of
the moulds or boxes at different sections, thereby per-
fectly securing the desired figure of the mould required,
either in plane or curved form.

6|-212.—Doors : H. H. Leigh. — This specification
relates to improvements In the mechanism for securing
doors and casements, so as to render it impossible for
them to be broken open. It is claimed to be especially
applicable to the doors and casements of dwelling-
houses. This object is obtained by rather elaborate
means, which can only be adequately understood by
reference to the drawings annexed to the specification.

8,530.—Sewers : C. Fetter.—This patent refers to an
improvement in the means for casing cavities or tiling-

wells, sewers, or other drains, its object being to pro-
vide a simple, inexpensive, and practicable metliod for
walling these shafts, whereby the work may be com-
pleted from the top downward, thus avoiding the
danger of caving-in of the walls, as often happens in
the case of well-shafts, the walls of which are oft^n
left in an imperfect or natural state antil the well
has been dug to a considerable depth beneath the
surface. It is especially devised for use in circular
cavities. The tiles used are, therefore, made in
sections, having any desired surface area, the
sections being concavo-convex in shape, and having
the radii of their curves determined by the size

of the cavity to be tiled. These sections are arranged
in series surroanding and engaging the natural walls of
the cavity, the sections being cemented at the joints.
Each circumferential series is held in place against the
natural walls of the cavity by tho adjoining ring en-
gaging the inner periphery of the sections, andcrowding
them out against the natural walls sufficiently tight to
hold them securely in place until the joints between the
sections are each cemented together, and dry and hard.
In the meantime, other series of sections may be placed
in position, and the work continued indefinitely.

9,077 —Fireplaces and Grates : L. CressjceW.—This
is an Invention to 'be used in connexion with fireplaces

in dwelling-houses for the prevention of fire from the
escape of live coals, red-hot cinders, or the like. It
consists essentially in the employment of a spring or
other roller blind of asbestos cloth, or other fireproof
flexible materiaL

9,191.—Nails : T. Durrans.—This refers to an im-
provement in double-ended nails used for fencing, pro-
tective, joining, and other purposes. Its object is to
provide an ample clearance for manipulation of the
hammer, and consists essentially in making the nail
with the first entering end and the second entering end
in planes occupying an angular relation to each otlier,
preferably from between about 120 degs. to 160 dega.
This attains the further advantage of materially
strengthening the junction of the opposite ends of the
nail, and rendering the same less liable to be broken in
use.

NEW APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.

July 11.-12,703, A. Hewitt, Hinged Windows, &c.—
12,717, S. Johnson, Water-waste Preventer,—12,724, F.
Mayo, Joining Earthenware Sewerage-pipes.
July 12.—12,746, W. Freeman, Automatic Flushing

Apparatus for House-drains, Sewers, Ac.—12,751, C.
Candee, Door-locks.—12,758, W. Thompson, Artificial
Stone and other Similar Building Materials.—12,767, A.
Strusholm, Tile-presses.—12,817, T. Ely, Water-waste
Preventer.—12,822, J. Glover & W. Stevens, Closing-
valves for Water-closet Tanks.—12,827, R. Newton,
Sewer-traps.
July 13.-12,843. A. Varah, Attaching and Adjusting

Door-knobs.—12,864, J. Parker, Wood .Mantels.—12,877,
C. Coleman, Utilising the waste heat of Fires in Warming
Rooms.
July 14. — 12,906, W. Haddow and J. Hutchinson,

Roses or Electrical Connexions for the Ceilings of Build-
ings or Structures.—12,912, J. Brown, Chimney-top.—
12,922, C. Taylor, Planing or Shooting Mitres.—12,946,
S. Heal and J. Heal, Chimney Cowls.
July Ih. — 13,032, C. Hedges, Sawing-stone.—13,044,

J. Jones and H. Gibbs, Water-closet Basins.
July 16.—13,063, J. Parker, Ornamenting Joinery, &c.

—13,074, J. Hall, Masons' and Builders' Scaffolding.

PROVigiONAL 8PEOIFIOATION9 ACCEPTED.

7,715, J. Bulhraann and A. Moesle, Scaffolding Frame
or Trestle, usable also for other purposes.—8,899, R.
Wyatt, Water-waste Preventer for Water-closets, Ac.—9,060, W. Jones, Water or other Closet Seats and
Frames.—10,311, W. Wheeler, Water-waste Preventing
Cisterns for Flushing Purposes.—10,319, S. Keeling and
F. Smith, Water-closet Cistern-pulls.—10,578, J.
Palmer, Sewer-gas Destructor.—10,626, A. Shill, Testing
Drains and for Disinfecting Purposes. — 10,718, C.
JudsoD, Doors, Gate, Shutters, Ac., the said improve-
ments being specially applicable for use in connexion
with elevators.—10,911, 0. Hass, Hermetical Closure
for Doors.—12,345, fl. Cowell, Sash-fastener.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

(Open to Oppositionfor Two Months.)

15,471, J. Barlow, Dovetail Safety Window, with
automatic action.—16,275, E. Taylor and H. Cliff, Door-
stops, or devices for holding doors open.—2,364, G.
Thompson, Nails.—11,212, W. James, Facia.—11,266, C.
Raymond, Brick-pressing Machines.

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY:
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

July 14.—By Humbert, Son, 1( Flint (at Orpington)

:

Five plots of f. land, Orpington, Kent, 307f.
July 10.—By Messrs. Cobb (at Canterbury): Two en-

closures of land, St. Lawrence, Kent, 23a. Ir. Ip., f.,

l,300i.
;
two ditto, 9a. 3r. 38p., f., 820L ; a plot of free-

hold building land, 2r., 50(.

JULT IS.—By G. E. Su'order Sons : “ The Chautry,”
Bishop's .Stortford, Herts, and 3a. 3r.,f., 2,600(.—By F.
Varley: No. 214, Tufnell-pk-rd., u.t. 64 yrs., g.r. 11., r.

361., 3101.—By Reynolds A Eason : 35 and 37, Scrutton-
8t., Finsbury, f., 9957.

;
f.g.r. of 77., New North-pl

,
rever-

sion in IS yrs., 3007.—By Jones, Lang ik Co. : f.g.r. of
357., High-at., Wandsworth, reversion in 78 yrs., 9007.— By Weatkerall .)• Green: f.g.r. of 1007.. East
India Dock-rd., reversion in 23 yra., 6..''i0o7.

;

a plot of f. land. South Hill-nL, Bromley, 1807.
;
“ Pentte

Voelas,'' Potter's-rd., New Barnet, f., r. 357., 4407.;
“Fairlight Villa,” Woodville-rcl., f., r. 307., 3107.;
I, 2, 4 to 8, Rowlett-st., Poplar, I., 1,7457.

;
f.g.r. of 37.,

Rowlett-st., reversion in 45 yrs., 707.
; 381, 303, and 365,

East India Dock-rd., f.. r. 947., 1,5457.; ginger beer
factory, Wilson-st. Poplar, u.t. 48 yrs., g.r. 57., r. 507.,
5107. ; 4 tolO(even), WHson-st., u.t. 47 yra., g.r. s7., 5407.

;

100, Brunswick.rd., Bromley, u.t. 55 yrs., g.r. 47. 103.,
r. 407

,
3907. ; 65 to 75 odd, St. Leonard's-rd., u.t. 33 yrs.,

g.r. 207., 7067. ; 99 to 105 odd, ditto, u t. 47 yra., g.r.
27. 10a., 1,0107.

;
177 to 1S3 and 201 to 213 odd, Grundy-

at., u.t. 60 yrs., g.r. 297. lOs., 1,6207. ;
“ The Builders’

Arms,” Howard-st., u.t. 66 yrs., g.r. 177., r. 537., 6407.

;

17, Howard-st., and 32, Ida-at., u.t. 66 yrs., g.r. 67.,

4007.
; 8, 9, and 10, Cook-st., u.t. 61 yrs., g.r. 17. 15s.,

4407. ; 10 and 11, Orchard-pl., Blackwall, u.t. 25 yrs., g.r.

87., 857.

July 19.—By Ramsay A Co.

:

25 and 27, Culmore-rd.,
01dKenc-rd.,u.t. 64 yrs., g.r. 157., 4007. ; l.g.r. of 107.,
Brayards-rd-, Peckham, u t. 75 yrs., g.r. 67. lls., 457.

By F. Jolly A Co. : 28, Shepherd-st., .Spltalfields, f.,

4657.
;
17 and 18, Freeman-st., f., r. 767. Ss., 8657. ; 2 and

4, Palmer-st., f., r. 787., 8707.; 70, Petherton-rd.,
Islington, u.t. 67 yrs., g.r. It. 7s., r. 637., 6907. ; 22, 24, and
20, Cullum-st., Stratford, u.t. 84 yrs., g.r. 137. 10s., 2107.
By Debenham, Tewson, A Co. :

“ Monkhams," Wood-
ford, and 13la. Or. 7p., f., 29,0007. ; enclosures of free-
hold land, SOa. 3r. 29p., f., 7,5007.; eight freehold
cottages, r. 1217

, 1,0707. ; 1 to 6, Roper-at., Eltham, £.,

r. 1207., 1,2607.
;
7 to 12, Roper-st., f., r. 1207., 1,2007.

Jolt 20.—By H. Griffin: 77 and 79, .Speke-rd., Clap-
ham, u.t. 72 yra., g.r. 107., 3607. ; 22 and 24, Knox-rd.,
Battersea, u.t. 86 yrs., g.r. 107., "007.; 24 and 26,
Brougham-st., u.t. 71 yra., g.r. 47., 3017 ; 55, Kilton-st.,
u.t. 74 yrs., g.r. 67. 63., 1707.—By J. Hibbard A Sons

:

10,
II, and 12, Anderson's Walk, Lambeth, t, 7007.

; 16 and
27, Vorley-rd., Highgate-hill, f., r. 637 , 7267.—By D.
Smith, Son, A Oakley : 8, 10, and 12, Plough-road, Batter-
sea, f., r. 887. 73„ 6l)u7. ; 22, 24, and 26, Plough-rd., f., r.

537. 68. ,
3807.

;
Ito 11 and 14 to 22, Field-pl., f.

,
r. 3517., 1,8857.

;

40 to 80 even, Hops-st., Battersea, f., r. 2967. 8s., 2,4707.

;

F.g.r. of 127. Courland-grove, Clapham, reversion in 40
yrs., and f.g.r. of 77., Myrtle- ter., Wandsworth,
ditto in 76 yrs., 4507. ; F.g.r. of 87., Wardley-at., ditto in
76 yrs., 1357.—By Hobson, Rlehards, A Co. : 136, Well-
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COMPETITIONS, CONTRACTS, AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS,

OOMPETITIOHS.

Nature of Work.
j

By whom Advertised. Premium.
delivered.

•S.rDa'orlum, Labourers' Dwelling*.

•Iiiainage and Sewersge Disposal B

•Gaidcli Pavilion

-n.

heme', Mytho’mroyci L. B. ..

1 Bournemouth Corp. .

.

HO/. '/5/. and 16(

502

Oct. 1

CONTRACTS.

N-ature of Work or Materials By whom Required.
Architect. Surveyor,

or Engineer,

Tenders

delivered.

•New College Bulldiugs, ic. Bangor Nmlh Wales Training

•Road making Works a..uthend Local Bmrd Peter DoiU Aug. 2

^orks

s RDil sweat. WuoJhflus
lotel. Aber, Caeriihilly.

,

,?wf age Works. Market Place. 4c
'."V.,.,iie -Han, Kew Tredagir

1 Bullilings, AucliQiigairn, Eeguirts,

. MouuUlii Ash (SUlu.)
Local Board

. Suudartanil School ijtl.

,
Tynemouth Corp

. Sjuth Blyth LvC. Bd.

Triiawell'a Brewery Co,

Pl}mouti."cjTp!.’.\.’.'.'

ELiu
i, Fare

Workhou-e Building and Batlirooi

Lihourera' Cu'tages, &c. CoUogatt,

duloh

J. F. Smillie
Will. Wluship
E. W, M. C-rbett

.T. T. Whppn
O. D. Bellamy
U. Sketch

ing Bn.

ScliOok. Uoufl

CO, Piirham
•Se.a Uef-uce Works
Sewenug, LeYPlling. Channelli

certain Streets -

Class K'lom. .V-. Biioday Schools,

Foi iiiiDg and P.iviLg Psasage* *L

!!!!!!.[ Birtnioebniii NewQen-
eral Hospital

Walla. 4C. High Spell, Cboiiwell (Newcastle)

W. Kemp'.ey .

W, Henman..

.

Ang.

Atg.

u 4 Bod Aug. S

*E-rtheii c .“ewer J

.
Harrogate Corp

.
Kev, J, U.TlK.inaa....

1 Warrington Curp

,
Bellaat Corporatiuu .

.

.
BUinee Local Board ..

,
Willeadeo Local B iarii

,
Paddington Guardiaub

CONTRACTS.

—

Continued.

Nature ol Work or MalerinU.

•Fire Station. 4c
•New Station at Llan.lrsall

•Eagtiie Shed. Sc. Rwnnaea
•New SUtioD .at Cbellcuham
•Earthwork, Ballasting. 4c, lor

Yard. Cheltenham
•New Station BuilJiiig<i, Ac. Gorin
•Hoad Works
Omces, Additions to Warehouse, 1

•Paintiug and Kepaire, Ac. Workhouse, 4c.

•Gates and Rail Inge. Victoria Park .. .

.

•Alter.atlouB and A.liltrloos to Laundry
•fieim Euyiuea, Abbey Mills Pumpii

•Externa! Painting, c'hathain Barracks”
•Paving Works
•flulldiiig Materiiilj

•Towr, Snlre. Roo/.
Shrewsluiry

MethodlstChurch and S.

Newcaatlc-ou-Tjae
Causeway. Kinpar, La.
Long Stone WuT ”

ton. Staff...,.

Detiicbe.1 Residei
Four Through

Church, nea:

sola, Bedllngtoi

rutham-road, Long-

Gle'ihow.’LeVir!!!!

Nurse*' Home. Carlisle
P.iarh hoiise and Stable', Ka.lvr
Villa Hrsideucp, Swaine Hill. Yeadun,

By whom Required.
I

Barking Town Loc B.l

Rev, B. M. MarshDuni
Nuneaton Local Bonn
G. W. B. Co

do.
do.

.

VbtradyfoJwg I.oc. Bd.

Agric. Co-op. Assoc,
tLlm.)

St.-G*orge-in the-Eiet
O liar.

Bristol U.S.A
Poplar Union

LoD.looCountyCouncil
War Uepartmaut ....

ColueU.S.A
Directors of Convict
Prison

G. C. Charlton

C. J. Dawson
Fdiunud Seildlng .

J. 8. Pickering . .

.

CU/lcial

W. T. Martyn Meat .

WPsoD. Son, 4 Alu

Of Hit}

—Clsrkson

OJSlcial

do.

C. J. Ferguson

Dntideon A Bendle
Gough 4 Adams ....

J. W. Wardle

T. B. Wilson
C. J, Ferguson
Rlchsrds 4 Gethin..

Harold Cbippeudsle

.41 thur Stockwell .

.

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature of Appointmeut.

•Clerk of Works

•Euylneer, Architect, and Surveyor .

[

Biiiiiiogbnm New '

General Hospital,...
Norwich Corji ' 6001...

Thou marktd with an ^Isteni* {•) are advtrtUed in thit t^wmber. ,
io viil. Tublic AppointTnait:i, p.-)

at
,
Hackney, u.t. TiS yrs., p.r. IZ. 11 b., r. 2U ,

H’. Ilallelt cfc Co. : i and Forteua-rd., Maida liill, u.t.

46 yrs., g.r. 18Z
,
1,OOOZ.

a, a
.fuLY 21.—By G. H. Maiterman Co.: “Stafford

Villa," Chiirch-rd ,
Sutii.'ii, f

,
765Z.

;
A plot of f. land,

195Z. : a plot of f. laud Cheam-rd., VOOZ.—By Neuhon

ct Co : G, Devonshire • 8t., Islington, f., 85fiZ.
; 33,

Chapel-st., Pentnnville, u.t. 35 yrs ,
g.r. 35Z.,r. 60Z.,110Z.;

3 to 17 (.>dd), aough-st., Poplar, u.t. 40 yrs., g.r. 18Z.

35. 8d., 1,670Z. ; 10 and IS. Gough-st., u.t. 40 yrs., g.r.

4Z 113 ,450Z- ;
la, 17 and is, illoomshury-rd., u b. 50 yrs.,

gr CZ, 40nZ ;
35a, Glbson-sq ,

Islington, u.t. 35 yrs.,

a r -’Z r. ibl.. 43^Z. ; 18 and 10, Grafton-pl.. Euston-rd.,

u.t, 10 yrs., g.r. 25Z. 4s., r. 60Z..130Z. ;
1 and 2, Union-

ter!, Merton, u.t. 11 yrs., g.r. 18Z., r. 48Z.. 50Z.
;
Three f.

cottages, Kun's-rd., Finchley, r. 4lZ. 168., 690Z.-I3y

Gilder Bros. : 148 and 150. Lots-rd., Chelsea, u.t. 68 yrs..

gr 13Z 050Z.-By Gii'sou : 3. 0, and 10, Chesnut-rd.,

Norwood, u t. 79 yrs
.

g.r. 33Z., r. 150Z
,

736Z.-By

Mesiire. Aldridoc:50, Croydou-rd., Anerley, f,, <00Z.
;

R plot ot f. land, Apsley-rd., Xorwo'>d, 40Z. ; 60 and 62,

Nelson-row, CTapham, f-, 615Z.— By II. J. Bliss d: Sons :

90 and 92, Leader-st., Chelsea, u.t. 13 yrs., g.r. 1Z.,200Z.

;

three plots of freehold laud, Albert-rd., Leyton, 8tZ.

—

By F Perks: No. 83, Palace-rd., Fulham, f.r. 34Z., 475Z. ;

fg.r. of 76Z., Rosendale-rd., Dulwich, reversion in 80

JT8., 1,935Z. ; f-g r. of 32Z. 10a., Coppleatone-pl., Wands-
worth, reversion in S5 yrs., 705Z. : f g.r. of 12Z., Fulham
Palace-rd., reversion in 74 yrs .

3U0Z. ; f.g.r. ot 33Z. ISs.,

Claybrook-rd., reversion in 74 yrs
,

SliiZ.—By Stun-

sou d- 5ou5: fg.r. of 20Z., Lower-rd., Deptford, re-

version in 68 yrs., 600Z. ;
f-g.r. of 4Z., Oxford-

st., Whitechapel, reversion in 15 yrs., 510Z. ;

49 and 51, Oxforcl-st., f., 1,230Z ; 43, Iila-st, East India

Dock-rd., f., r. 15Z 12 b., IIOZ.
;
a plot of f. land, Devon-

shire-rd., Forest Hill, 50Z. ; 29, Hatchara Patk-rd., New
Cross, u.t. 59 yrs., g.r. 4Z., r. 281., 345Z. ;

15 and 19,

St. James's-rd., u.t. 73 yrs., g.r. 14Z. 14s
,

650Z.
; 85,

Lewisham High-rd., u.T. 37yr8., g.r. 5Z. 169. 6d., iOOl ;

116 and 118, Amersham-vale, u.t, 51 yrs., g.r. 0Z., r. 65Z.,

450Z.; 36, Arthur-st., Deptford, u.t., 63 yrs., g.r. 4Z.,

250l : 1 ami 2, W'avendon-villas, 50 and 51, Wotton-
rd.

;
’l5, Abinger-rd., u.t. 49 yrs., g.r. 4Z. 23., l.OOOZ,

;

8 to 20 even, Napier-st., u.t. 53 yrs., g.r. 12Z. 148., 990Z ;

15 to 22, Dusfek-ter
,
u.t. 65 yrs., g r. 14Z., l,2O0Z.—By

Wors/old & Eayxcard (at Dover): “Hougham Lodge
Farm, near Dover, f.

,
40a. 2r. 15p., 1,475Z.

;

“ Hawkinge
Ilkll Farm," near Folkestone, SOa. 3r. 39p ,

f., 1,950Z.

JCLY 22.—By J. A. d H'. Tharp: 45, Caroline-st.,

.stepney, and 7, Giles'-pl., f., r. 32Z. 10s., 225Z.; 36A and

35, Caroline-st., f., r. 33Z. 168., 250Z.—By E. d S. Smith :

31, Nile-st, Holton, u t OSOyrs., nog.r.,335Z ;
4, Whitley-

rd., Holloway, u.t- 71 yrs., g.r. 5Z. 6s., r. 30Z
,
22>Z.—

By Flood d' Sous: 13, Denbigh-ter, Bayswater, u.t. 51

yrs., g.r. 6Z. 69., r. 30Z., 250Z.—By Fuller, Horsey, Sons, if

Cassell: 6, N'ine-st,
,

Minories, in perpetuity, g.r.

3/. la. 2d., r. 66Z.. fine every 14 yrs., 21Z. Ss. 2d., 710Z.—

By Charles dr Tulbs

:

15 and 17, Aclon-st., King’s-cross,

u.t. 48 yrs., g.r. 25Z. 49., r. 7SZ
,

630Z.—By W. J.

Xeivell:'7 to 14, Gunning-st., Plumstead, u.t. 63 yrs., g.r.

22Z-, 1.03CZ : 87 and 89. Loanipit-vale, Lewisham, f., r.

66Z. 89., 663Z.—By Debenham, Tewson & Co. : 5, West
Chapel-st., Mavfair.u t. 848 yrs., g.r. 6 j. 01., r. 145Z,, l,626Z.

By Osborn .y Hercer: An enclosure of freehold laud,

Cbertsey, la. Ir. 17p., 3L0Z.—By Baker Son: No. 430,

Hickney-rd., u.t. 10 yrs., g.r. 40Z.
,
r. 60Z., 32Z.

; 50, Smith-
St., Stepney-ereen, u.t. 5 yrs., e.r. 30Z., r. 4lZ. lOs., 6Z. ; 7

to 13 (odd), Hartland-rd., Stratford, u.t. 87 yrs., g.r. 20Z

,

496Z. :
33|Catlin-8t., Bermondsey, u.t. 55 yrs. .g r. 5Z ,225Z.

;

25 to 30, King-st.. u.t. 42 yrs., g.r. 211, 32riZ.
; 82, Bark-

worth-rd., u.C. 85 yrs., g.r. 6Z., ISOZ.
; 20, Barlborough-

st.. New Cross, u.t. 63 yrs., g.r. 4Z. 15a., 230Z.
; 63, 65,

avd 07, East Surrey-grove, Peckham, u.t. 69 yrs
, g r.

12Z.. 54r)Z.
;

12 and 14, Costa-st., u.t. 34 yre., g r. 7Z.,

180Z.
; 35, Leyton-sq. ,

Old Kent-rd., u.t. 38 yrs., g.r. 9Z ,0a.,

'

SlZ.
:
112, 114, and 116, Gloucester-rd.. Camberwell, u C.

i

51} yrs., g.r. ISZ., 485Z. ; 10, 12, and 14, Matham-gcove,
Dulwich, u.t. 87 yrs., g r. lOZ. 10a., r. 84Z

,
705Z. ; 74,

Acre-laiie, Brixton, u.t. 82 yrs., g r. 12Z. 123., r. 60Z.,

4sf}Z.
; 4, Bromfelda-rd., Clapham, u.t. 70 yrs., g.r. 4Z.,

,

2S0Z. ; 14, Selby Villas, Anerley, u t. 71 yrs., g.r. 12Z ,
265Z.;

1. 2, and 3, Carshalton-rd., Sutton, u.t. 87 yrs., g r. 12Z.,
|

535Z.
:
34 to 41, Fountain-rd., Mitcham, u.t. 88 yr., g.r. i

211., 320Z.
: 2, Lime-villas, Malden, u.t. 68 yrs

,
g.r. '

OZ. 10s., 235Z. J 8,9, and 10, Clyde-ter., Leyton, u.t. 8ft

yrs,, g.r. 9Z., r. 72Z.,385Z.
;

“ Avoca Lodge," Bush Hill

Park, Enfleld, f., r. 65Z
,

790Z.
;

“ Ivy House,’’ West

,

Cowes, f., r. 40Z., 495Z.
;
Freehold Warehouse, Mediua-

rd., 212Z. :
Freehold Enclosuie of 19a. Or. 37p ,

Harrow-
on-the-Hill, 950Z.

|

iCoiilractions used in these lists.—F.g.i. for freehold '

ground-rent
;
l.g r. for leasehold ground-rent ; i.g.r. for

improved ground-rent
; g r. for ground-rent

;
r. for rent

;

f. for freehold ; c. for copyhold : 1. for leasehold ; e.r.
_

for estimated rental
;
u.t. for unexpired term ; p.a. for

*

per annum
;
yrs. for years ; at. for street

;
rd, for road ;

sq. for square
;
pi. for place ; ter. for terrace

;
cres. for

;

crescent ; yd. for yard, c&c.]

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
TIITRER.

Sreenhsart, B.O.
ton Bim

Teak. E.L.. load 8/10/8
8eqaota.n.6.ft.cii. 2/9

Ash, Canada load SAO/9
Birch, do 9/5/0

Elm, do. . . 8/10/0
fts. l/IO/O

... 3/0/0

B/10/0

.
Dantslc,

Oak. do
Canada

Pine, Canada red 2/10/0

Do, yellow .... 2/10/0
Lath.D'uUic.fath 5/0/8

St. Fetersburs 5/0/8

Deale, Finland
2ud A let std 100 7/10/8

Do, 4tb A 3rd .. 7/0/0

. Do. Riga 6/10/8

Bt. Petersburg,
let yellow . . JO/10/8

Do. and yeUow 8/0/0

Do. white .... 7/10/0

Swedish 7/0/0
WhlUBea.... 8/0/0
Canada,Pine 1ft 20/0/0

Do. do. 2ud.... 14/10/0

Do. do. 8rd, Ao. 8/0/0

Do. Spruce, let B/10/0
Do. do. Srd A
2nd 8/18/e

New Bmnawlck 7/0/0

Battens, allkinda 3/10/0

Flooring Boards,

26/0/0

18/0/0
10/0/0

11/0/8

8/0/0

7/10/0

16/18/8

S/a/0
0/7/0

0/3 6

sq., 1 iJ

let

Do. 2nd
Other quallUei

Oedar, Cuba . .ft.

Uahogany, Cuba. /ii

at. Domingo,
cargo av H\

Hexlcan do. do /4

Tobasco do. do /M
Honduras do. . /6t

Box. Turkey ton 4/0/0

Rose, Bio 10/0/8

BabU S/e/0
Batin. St. ]>>

niliigo ..M..!]. 8/0,'8

2/21

TIMBER (continued).
Batin, Porto Rico 0/0/8 OA/6
Walnut, Italian.. 8/0/3) 0/0/7

METALS,
laoit—Plg.lnScot

Bar, Welsh, L
London 8/17/8

Do. do, at works
In Wales D/7,’8

Do. Btaffordshire,
In Loudon .... 8/5/0

OoPFER—British,
cake and ingot 48'0/0

Best selecterl . . 49 0/0

Bbeets, strong.. 66 10,0
ChJJi, bars .... 45 1 3

TKLLOwMKTAtJb. 0/0/Ci
• Pig,

Spanish ....ton 10,7.6
English, com.
brands 10/12 6
Bbeet, SRgllsh,
8 lbs. per sq. ft.

and upwards.. 120/0
Pipe 12,10/0

Zinc — Rnglish
•heet Urn 26, 15,'0

VieiLIe Mon*
tagne 26'5'0

Tis—Straits .... 94 150
Australian .... 95, >0.0

English Ingots. 08 10/0

OILS.

Linseed ».... ton 18/5 0

Cocoanut, Cochin 24 15.0

Do. Ceylon 22 0,0

Palm, Lagos .... 22,'5,0

Rapeseed, English
pale 24/10'0

Do. brown ...... 23 O/O

Cottonseed ret.. 19.7,6

,

Oleine 21,10/0

I

Lubricating, T7.8. 4/0/0
I Do. refined S IO.'O

I

Tax— Stockholm
barrel 0/19/0

j

Arehsmgel .... 0/12/6

e,'0/0
'

6/10/0

6/16/0

49 lO’O
!

4y.lO/0
i

O'O/O
I

45 8 9
i

0/O,5|

10/10/0

10/15,0
,

1

0/0/8

0/0/0

26'0/e

8/0/0 '

2'5/0/0

0/0/0

IS.IO.’O

22,'10/0

TENDERS.
[Communications for insertion under this heading

should he addressed to “The Editor," and must reach
us not Zafcr than 12 noon on Thursdays.]

BEI.tOlR (Leicesterxliire).—.\io,pted (or siiiiplyinc wtirm-air
heating eppar.-vtus to ilelvulr Castle, lor his Grace the Duke "i
Rutliiid:—

JohiiGinndy i/lOO 0 0

BI><LF.V.—Forere/tijig two p:;ii

Mr, R. G. Elammoiii, architect, K
li-detiiehad villas at Elsie;

. BLilNA (Mon.).—For the erection of a 'Wesloyan Chspel nn.l

H. We'sh £2.420 I'w. Jouea '& 8ou^ .'. £2,200

i
C. Lock 2,335 H. Parfltt, PontocwyJd* 2,150

' T. G. DUuioud 2.310 I
* .iccei.tcd.

BRIDGEND (Glamorgan).—Accepted for the erection of an in-
flrmsiy block .incl workshops at P.arc Gwyllt Asylum, for the
Glauior^aiishiro Couuty Cjuuci'. Me».srs. Giles, Gough. A Trollope,
architects, 28. Craven-street, Charing Cross, London. Quantities liy

Mr. C. H. Goode
Henry Wlllcock, Wolverhampton £16,263 0 0

CAERPHILLY.—For erecting a hou.se at Caerphilly. Messm.
Bruton & Williams, nrchitects. Cardiff;—
A. Berridge £1.800 0 0

j
Turner A Sons £1,575 0 0

Wngut 3.64) 9 4 E.T.Hatherly,Bris-
D. C. JunestCo. .. 1.579 0 0| tol (accepted) .... 1,497 0

CHELSFIELD (Kent).—For eceHing de'achcd hou'e at Pratt'*
Bottom, tor Mr*. Clieal. Mr. 8l. Pierre Hares, architect and sur-
veyor, 1, B.raiugliaU-atreet. E.C.

I

F. Wood £697
I

Stebliinga A Paunott £.'.85

1 R. A. Lowe 647
1
T, Kuigh',* 529

j

• Witheimwn owing to error.

i CHELMSFORD.—For building a pair of villa residtuces, in the
Maiket-ioaJ, Chelmsford. Mr. B. Mawliood, architect, Chelms-
ford

,
Choat A Sju £.'>51

I E. West* £473
W. Fiucham 54.5

|
• Accepted.

[All of Chelmsford]

CHELMSFORD.—For a cottag!, to bj built In Broomfield, Esset.
Mr. R. Mawliood, architeot:

—

G. Milbank £249
[

J. Norringt-in. Broomfie’J *. £195
J. Eljie 230

I

• Accepted.

EDMONTON,—For erecting new latrii

Upper Edmonton. Mr. E. B. Bills, sur
E.C.
0. L- Wilson A Co £129

|
Lacey

H. Kuighti Son 93
|

oes at St. Jnuies's Schools,
veyor, 9. Fenehurch-street,

£80

QRE.VT BADDOW,—For erecting ac ttigc, to be built io Great
Baddow, Essex. Mr. R. Mawhood, architect :

—
Q. Lino £230

I
J. Lino, Groat Biddiw*.... £193-

• Accepted.

JARROW-GN-TYNE.—For the extension of Hebbiun New Town
hoard scbool, for the Hedwortli, Monkton, and Jarrow (U.D.) School
Board. Qunulities by Mr. J. Savsge, Newcastle
Tho». Liimsden £3,400 0 0 I J. Storar A Son £2,785 0 0
J.Brown A Compiny 3,154 2 9 CowperAHemlerson,
J. Munro 2,855 Hi 0| Jarrjw (accepted) 2,741 0 0
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KINOSL^ND (IlfrefordahirD). — Accepted for »Uenv*ioiis nnd
addiflons to fftmiliouse Rud nremiaes to Btore-liou«e, Colirish. for
Mrs. VRuyhsii

A. Millwiird £.105 0 <

KNUTapORD.—For the er»ct
Right Hon. Lonl Rserton of Tiv*

arcliitccts, Dioce«amhiviiibpra. Manchest-r
T. Broadhnrsl £3,7m I M. Stone
R. Beckett 3,487 Jus. Rnmiltoo
I. Miwcy 3.4S3

I J. & J. Keswick
C. Wallworth 3,400 I W. H. & II. C. Brown,
W. BrowaSSoD 3,397

1 Stockport (accepted) .. ..

LEEDS.—Accepted for the crecHon of BtahlM. itc.. Aliafi-ro.'wl.

Heodiiigler, for Mr. Joseph Nicholson. Mr. T. Butler Wilson,
architect, 12. pRs^pariide, Leeds:—

J/rt»uns rtJid Br/ot/rti/crs-Willlarn Wilson & Son ..£1,100 0 0
yoineri—William Nicholson & Son 597 15 R
/’/iimbm—n. Bmithwaitc & Co 133 0 0
J*/ai«crer»— ,T. P. Mountain ASou ]2fi 13 8
Sfnfers—John Atkiaeon A Son 83 2 6

[All of Leeds.]

LEEDS.—Accepted for alterations and additions to Wheatflelcl
Lodge, ITeadingley, Leeds, for Mr. J. Nicholsoo. Mr. T. Butler WiUou.
architect, Leeds :—

Maton and Drickvork—yf

.

Wilson £810 0 0
yoi7ier—J. K. Thorp 549 0 0
Sla«erii—J, Atkinson * Son .13 9 0
Plumbert—H. Braitliwalto 4 Co 262 17 6

Public SfreefJ.

W. Farrar £9.808 0 0 I Nowell A KMjson
,

J. Biggs 9.781 6 3 Mo«lem ACo
J. Bentley 9.224 0 0 1

W. Orifflths* .....
•Accepted.

[Surveyor’s estimate. £8,887.]

£9,125 6 10
8.969 0 0
8,718 0 0

Lloyd A Powell .

W. Farrar
0- Bigg.s

Kowall A Rohaon

Private Utrectg.

. .

.

£4.2.58 9 6 I Jlowlera A Co £.5.522
... 3,853 0 0 I ,1. Bcatley 3,483 1

... 3,809 12 3 W.GrimihB* 3,411
.. 8,556 11 8| ‘Accepted.
[Surveyor's estimite, £3.600.

J

Private Street Drainage and lload-maklng.

W. Griffiths £1,174 0 0 I Lloyd A Powell £1,08
J. Biggs 1,143 9 3

I

Jesse Jacksnu, Ley-
J. Bentley 1,11116 7 I

ton (accepted) .... 1,07
[9iirveyor'a estimate, £1,080.]

LICHFIELD.—For ihe erection of an Industrial (truant! school,
for the Joint Committee of the School Boirds of Borton-on-Trect,
Walsall, and West Bromwich. Mr. B. ateveasoii, architect. Imperial
Chambers, 35, High-street, Burtnn-oii-Trcilt. Quantities by Messrs.W.^. Barber A Sou, 22. Buolringhara-streec, Adelphi, London,

J. Harley A Sons ..£14.582 0 0
Wood A Sons 14,377 6 9
J. Mallin 14.122 0 0
J. Vsrlow 12,895 0 0
J. A C. Hunter .... 12.680 0 0
Qea. Hodges 12,595 0 0

R.M.Ruges .. ..£12,233 0 0
W. A. Stevenson ,. 11,940 0 0
Thos, Lowe A Sous,
BurUm* 11.605 0 0

H. Vickers 11,480 0 0
* A ccepted.

LONDON.—Pnr the enlargement of the Prospect-teiTRce School,
Qrays Icn-roiul, by 196 plsces, aud also for providing a playground
for the Girls' depirtmeiit on the roof of the building, for the School
Board for London. Mr. J. BaiUy, Architect

If brickwork be built
in ceiiieot, add.

E. Lawrance A Son £1,772 £;15
J. Smith A Sons 1,642 3:1

B. E. Nightii'gale I,il24 46
.t, A M. Patri.-k 1.SS3 35
Willraott A Sous 1,483 32
F. J. Coxhead 1,470 39
W'. H. Giire *1,341 *33

•Reccmineuded by the Works Coiiimiltee for aceeptauco.

LONDON.—For the enlargement of the Hsn-ow-rond School. P.ad-
dlogton, by 425 places

; and for other works, for the School Board for
London- Mr. T. J. BaiUy. Architect:-

D. Chartetis* £7.280 0 0
• Recommended by the Works Committee for acceptance.

- A Son £953
Ciibltl A Co 762
Maple A Co 607
Holland A Haiiucn 695
Trollope 555
Colls A Son 540

»nopy and buffet at the

J. Slortor £538
Cooper A Molt 4!>I
B. E. Nightingale 490
LsscelJea 440
Philpa A Bisiker 437

LONDON,—For the re-decoratlon of the Manager's residence of the
Kensington High-street Branch of the London and Westminster
BsDk (Limited). Mr. F. W. Hunt, architect, 30, York-place, Port-

LONDON.—For enlareiiig the lufanfs' department of the Fleet-
School. Hani|»tead, by 116 pl.aceH, aud for other works, for'

Mr. T. J. .^Uey, Architect:

—

If brickwork be built

the School Board for Londou.

Clarke A Bracey £3,S89
:e A Sou 3,08 63

B. E. Nightingale .

.

Willmott A Hone t.sy't 69
G. 8. 8, Williams A Son.
Richmoud-street. Barns-

_ ^ hury •2,695 *53
Recommended by the Works Committee for acceptance.

LONDON.—For the enlargement of the Araberley-road Bcbool,
Harrow-road, by 394 places, and for other works, for the School
Board for London. Mr. T. J. BaUey, Architect :—

If brickwork be built

„ in cement, add.
J. Longley A Co £7,818 £120
Kirk A Bandall 7,739 120
Holliday A Greenwood .. .. 7,697 125
E, Lawmtice A Sons 7.085 120
S. AW. Pattiusou 6,427 117
D, Charteris 6.228 190
C. Cox, St. George's Works.

Ash-grove, Hackney ‘S.lTa •120
* Recommended by the Works Committee for acceptance,

LONDON.—For the erection of a sciiool In EardUy-road, Streatham.
for the School Board for London. Mr. T. J. Bailey. Architect
(Two competitions) :—

Pint CmnjjetUion,

John ShillitoeASm £17,873
L-rtliey Bros 16,5.55
J. T Chappell 16,280
Hollow.y Bros. 16,240

If brickwork be built
io cement, add.

£340

Second Co7nj>etitlon.

£19,990
19.021

L13WORNEY,—For the restoration of Llswomey Church
Mes«rs. Bruton A Williains, architects. Cardiff
P. Gaylard £1,375 0 I A. Berridse £1,203 0
J. Haines 1,260 0 [

Dsvies A Georgo 855 10

LONDON.—For constructing embanknient-wpll at Fulham, facing
the river Thames, for the Vestry of the parish of Fulham. JIi
JamesP. Norringtou, C.E , Surveyor :

—

Jas. Dickson £17.980 0 I K. Cooke A Co. £13.500 0
C. Wase 15.300 OlJus. Mears 12.800 0AvIssACo. ._. 1,5.M0 0 I

C. E. Daniel 12,770
'

LONDON.—For the erection of a warehouse. Amb»r-s treet, Strat-
terJ, for Mr J. R. Boherls. Mr. J. Kiiigwell Cole, architect.
Quantities by Mr. Edward 8. Maiisergh. 2ft. ilouiit-street, W. :—

* Co £1,688
I

B. E. Nightiiiga'o £1.423
'^•“‘'^ter 1.500 8, Chafen 1.399
A. E. Faulkner 1,47.5 I W. J. Hack 1,384Oeo. Neal 1,474 I W. J. MnUdi.son • —
Reed ... 1.41.8 T. Osborn A Sons ]

Harris A Wnrdrop 1,465

LONDON -For erecting a school In Ellerslie-road, Uxbridge-road,
Shepherd e-busb fo proride accummodatioii for 1,200 children, for
the School Board lor Londom Mr. T. J. Bsiley. Architect :—

If brickwork be hnilt

J. ShillitoeA Son,
.1. Grover A Son .

Stlmpson A Co. .

H. L. Holloway
,

Ho loway Bros. .

W, Oldrey A Co. .

0. CharterU
C. Wall
Kirk A Randall .

C.Cox
W. Shurman
W. Brass A Son ..

W. Shepherd.
mondscy New-road

* Recommended

Ber-

-11 cemeut, H'

• £19.000 £550 0
. 17,7.%5 435 0
. 11,262 425 0
• l“.W>'-( 437 0
- 16.7.52 440 0
• H.5'22 2H1 0
. 10.6'25 4:17 0
. 16,:m 4.Hi 0
. 15,810 436 0
. 15.756 393 0
. 15,343 349 0

305 0

the Works Couimlltee for acceptance.

LONDON.—For the enlargement of the Mailstone-street Fchoo!
Bethnal-green, by 796 pJa..e~, and lor other work, for the School
Board for London. Mr. T. J. Bailey, Architect :—

If brickwork he built

Killby A Oayford £17 119
'^-'*'*^60

Clarke A Bracey 16,576 260
AtherteQ A Latta. 16,560 -- 260
J. Longley A Co 16,451 268
D. Llmrteris 1(1,397 270
Grover A Son 16,310 oga
8, A W. Pattlnson .... 15,217 239
O. L. 8, Williams 15,117 249
C. Cox, Hackney* 14,543 238

• Recommended by the Works Committee lor acceptacce.

8. J. Gerrard
Hart Bros
Oldrey A Co
Jas. Chappell
E. l^wrance A Sous . .

.

Stlmpson A Co
Holloway Bros
1>. Charteris
Brass A Sou
W. Shurmur
"W. Shepherd
W, Johnson A Co

,
Ltd

Kirk A Randall 14,933
W, Down». Hamptou-

street. Walworth - road.
8.E. *14.740 *200

• Recommended by the Works Committee for acceptance.

16„5ii9

16.655
16,240
16,141
15,873

1.5.242

LONDON.—For erecting a laundry centre and a technical rooin in
connexion with the Stanley-street School, Deptford, aud for other
works, for the School Board for London. Mr, T. J. Bailey, Archi-
tect :—

If brickwork be built
in cement, add.

J. Garrett A Sou £2,960 £50
C. De.»riiig A S-n 2,851 89
L. Whitehead A Co 2,786 67
T. Mc-Cormick A Sons 2.778 87
J. Willmott A Sods 2,669 66
F. J. Coxbead, Leytonstone •2,603 *.54

• Reconiiiiendtd by the Works Committee for acceptance.

LONDON.—For the enlargemeut of the boys' and girls' depart-
nieuts of the Portobello-road School. Netting Hill, by eiglity places,
aud for other work, for the School Board fur London. Mr. 'T J
Bailey, Architect :—

Bryaneloue-syunre, W. :—
Willisiiie £4,756

|
Toms £4 4’2S

B. E. Nightingale 4,679
)
Todd 4,27H

4,246
l.SOO

I
Burman A Co. . 4,200

LONDON,—For rebuilding the " Blue Posts " tavern. King-street
Regent-street, W,. for Messrs. Matthews A Canning. Mr Cox Dear’
architect. Quantities by Mr. J, Leaning :— ’

8hari>e £4,300 I loacclles £4 16J)
Patman A Co 4,293 ''yomwen
Maxwell 4,290 Faulkner 3 B98
Charteris 4,258

LONDON. — For alterations and additions to the " Crystel
"

public-house. Eotherhithe New-roiid. S.B.. for Mr. Geo. Evaus, Mx.
W. M. Bratton, architect, 171, Queen Vlctoiia-street, E.C.
John Allen A Sons £1,275 I H, L. Hollowsy £1.079
WilUamSmith 1,126

1
Pritchard A Reuwick .... 1,044

LONDON.—For aelditlons to the " Imperial " pohlic-house, Eiog'e-
road, Chelsea, for Mr. Charles Porter. Mr. W. M. Biutton, archi-
tect, 171, Queen Victoria-street, E.C. :—
H. Burman A Sous £540 I Pritchard A Rehwlck £4'33
G. Parker 495

I
L. Whitehead 460

LONDON.—For the construction of a portion of a large sewi
Brockley. Mr. Henry 8. Lege, engineer:-
Perry A Co £846

I
Nowell A Robson

KilUugliack 800 I
Mowlem A Burt

Patm.n A Co. 795
]

LONDON.—For repairs at Christ's Hospital. Mr. Henry 8. lAgg
surveyor
Hawtrey A Son £649 I Charteris £440
Harrison A Spooner 572 I Patman A Co 4X0
Pitman A S^u 610

LONDON.—For rebuilding warehouse at rear of No. 7, Islington
Green, lor Messrs. Aldridge. Mr. E. J. Harrison, architect, 72,
Chancery-Iniie
Lilley A Lilley £680 I Ward A Lamble £517
Mander 6u0 Huughtone A Son, Stroud
Matfarlaue Bros. 6H8 Green* 4J7
Benton 549 [ ‘Accepted

LONDON.—For rebuilding stables, Olbury-plac*, late Nos. 3 and 4,
Nottiugham-insws, Maryleboue. W. ilr, Thomas Duiraus, architect,
44. Upiwr Baker-street, N.W. :—
Patman A Fotheriugham.. £1,676 I H. C. Clifton £1,590
Usll, Beddall, A Co 1.650 I Gould A Brand 1,673
Staines ASon 1,629 O. B. Todd l.slB
J. Edgar 1,623

|
C. UeaiiugA Sou (accept^) 1.473

LONDON,—For receiving wards for remand boys at the Work-
house, Harloes-roarl, for the Ouardiaus of the Parish of St. Mary
Abbotis, Kensington. Mr. T. W. AlUw.uekle, architect. 1, Virton.»-
street, 8.W. ;—
O. Foiley £1,056 ! I Serf Bros. A Co £495
Les'ie A Co 692 Flew A Co 470 !

W. Johnson A Co 619 I

LONDON.—For pulling down and rebuilding shoo premises. No.
87, High-street, Marylebuno, W. Mr. J. Ramlall Viniog, architect

lurveyor. 89, Chantery-lane, W.C. Quantities supplied :

—

•I A Dicksee £1,455 1 W. Johuson A Co £2 130
J. BiinpsonASon 2,:i30 A. BUck A Son 1,945
C. Cux 2 173 I J. A C. Bowyer, Upper
H, M. DoveACo 2,170 1 Nerwood (modlQed 1

E. Lawrence A Soiu 2,167| accepted) 1,307

Cowley A Drake' £3.018 0
.1. Garrett A Sons 2.673 0
G. Lyford 2.657 0
U. Deitrliig A Son ... 2.593 0
T. McCormick A Sons. 2,651 0
L. Whitehead A Co. . . 2 476 0
T. W. Uaylock 2,540 0
F. J. Coxheal 2,450 0
J. Willmott A Sons.
Hitchin* 2,179 0 58 0

• Recoiuiiiended by tlie Works Committee for acceptance.

62 10

LONDON.—For the enlargement of the Harelrigge-raad School0 . ..V - works, fur the School Boaid

• Recommended by the Works Committee for acoeptance.

LONDON.—For the erection of a school in Hugon-road IVands
Orth Bridge-ro.ad. to proride acc>mmodatioa for 1,199 children, for

the School Board for London. Mr. T. J. Bailey. Architect :

If brickwork be built
in cement, add.

J. Shlllitoe A Boa fl.I.lSO £639
W. Brass A Son 111,049 —
W. Oldrey A Co 18,7'3l 21IS

C. Wall 18.657 53!)

C. Cox 18 631 42ft

StirrpsonACo 18,.39) 745
D. Charteris 18,207 46u
J. GioverASoo 18,122 430
W. Downs 18,017 449
Kirk A Ranrtsll 17.073 467
H Uow.iy Bros 17,019 429
AV. hhurinur 16,633 357
AV. Shepherd. 66, Ber-
mondsty New-road,
S.K •15,649 *354

• Recommendtd by tlie Works Committee for acceptance.

LONDON.—For temporary huts at the South-weste-n Hospital.
Stockwell, for the Metropolltau Asyhmiua liuird. Mr. Thos, 'W.
Aidwiuckle, K.R I.B.A., Architect, 1. Victoria-street, 8. W, ;

—
W. JuUnson A Co., Ltd. .. £1,886

[

LeilieA Co.* £1,153
Humphreys, Ltd 1.403 1

• Accepted.

MEOPKAM (Kent).—For the erection of a pair of villa residence
for Mr. J. W, Davis. Mr. C. Devereux. architect, Tutieuliam :—
Durllng £1.193 I Elliott £1.000
A. A AV. Garoar 1.120

|

MERTHYR-DOA'AN (Olsmorgan).—For erecting cemetery chapM
at Merthyr • Dovan. Messrs. Brutou A Williams, architects,
Cardiff:

—

Doulting MansOeld Bath
Stone. Stone. Stone-

A. Berridge £1 781 0 0.. — .. —
AVntts 1,750 '

F. Ashley 1,552
H. J. Money 1,500 1

J. Haines 1,;«8
W. Richards I.;i25

F. SmaT, Barry*.

. £1.940 0 0

E. J, 1 1,211

Jeukins A Arnold .. .. 1,191

*.1/.. V
15S 10

I

Holt A Son £125-

LONDON.—Accepted for the entire recinstruction of the sanit’ry
system of the Soldiers' Daughters' Home. Hampstead, for the Com-
mitlee. Mr. Cha?, E. Giitton. A.M.lnstC.E., eugiuecr. London :—

Winaer A Co., fluckloghoui Palace-road £1,086 5 0

LONDON.—For building new factory. Elephant-road. AYalworlh,
for Mr, Robert Alford. Mr. W. M. Brutton, architect, 171, Queen
Victoria-street, E.C. :—
AVilliam Rowe £1,800 0 i H, Burman A Sons .... £i,668 0
William SiiiUh 1.731 0 I T. Hooper 1,611 10
F. A H. F. Hinge 1,720 0 HolddsyA Gieenwood.. 1,449 0

',711 0 1
G. 8. Archtr, Finsbury* 1,375

• Accepted.
T B. Brlaut..

LONDON.—For alterations, Ac., to the “Rock" Taver
AValwortb-roart. for Mr. Oliver Newman. Messrs. Eedle
architects. Railway-approach, Itendoii Bridge :

—

Toms £2.320 I Rider A .Soi
Coil.'! A Sou 2,280 B. E. Night iigale ....
AvisACo 2,273 Godfrey 2,037
Burman A Co 2,250 1

Moreland 1,986

. £2.166

PENDOYLAN (Glamorgan).—For the restoration of Pendoylan
Church. Messrs. BrutonA tviUlains, architects, Cardiff :—
H. AVelsh £690

1
Turner A Sous £493

AVilliams AThnmas . 680
I
J. Haines, Cardiff* 41K>

Stephens A Bestow CUJ
1

* Accepted.

POSTYCYMMEB (Glamorgan),

-

AVelf-h < Impel, Pontycymmer. Mes;
teciB. Cardiff:—

D. C. Jones A Co... ......

A Berridge
J. Hsiuei
H. Welsb
K. T. Hatherly. Bristol*

Extra for
Boundary AVal

.... £376 0 0

H.11U

3,350 0 I

3,'J97 0 I

2,702 5 ;

W. E. Dixon, Rlpon..
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8T. HELENS (LMicasliireV—For erectinit new tnn room iincl other
work?, et the Brewery. 8t, Heleon, Lftnciishire. for Btewr-i. Ureeiiall,

M'iiitley, & Co. STessre. loskipp A Mackenzie, architects. 5. Bed-
loril-row, W.C. Quantities by Ueaers. P.. L. Curtis £ Sons :

—

L-atlmia £H,4H0 I Eotliwell* £2,015
Daviia 3,200

|

• Accepted.

7ro>iMort.

Dajliih £1,815 0 I Robloeon £ Cooke .,..£1,576 0

Oitinoii 1,766 0 Edward Wood* 3.351 0
Brookfield Co 1,6.52 10

|
•Accepted.

X’PTON P.\RK (Bwi).—Aecepteil for erecting house and shop
Bed PoBt-laue, Upton Park. E., lor Mr. A. Hockliff. Mr. Fred. A'
A.slttou, grcbltcct. 3, Crooked lane, E.C. :

—

F. Voller £500 0 0

ST. PAUL'S CRAY (Keiitl.—For erecting lodge .and stables at
•Sandy-lane. lor Mr. T. H. Na«h. Mr. G. St, Pierre HarrU, architect
and sun-eyor. 1, Baslnghsll street. S.C.
W. Owen £8C8 I Sonierford & Sou, Claphsm* £589
Gregory 4 Co. 710

1

•Accepted subject to uiodificaticms.

SUBSCRIBERS in LONDON and the SUBURBS, by

prepaying at the Publishing Office, 19s. per annum (or

48. 9d, per quarter), can ensure receiving “The Builder,”

by Friday Morning’s Fost,

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
“THE BUILDER" is supplied DIRRCT from the OCBce to resident

in any part of the United Kingdom at the rate of 19s. per annum
FsErAiD. To all parts of Europe, America, Australia, and New
Zealand, 26s. per annum. To India, China, Ceylon. &c., 30s. per
annum. Remittances payable to DOCOLA8 FOURDRINIER,
PnbUsher, No. 46, Catherine-eUeet, W.O.

PUBLISHERS NOTICES.

RegisUred Telegraphio Address, ‘The Buildeb,’ Lohdok,

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
D. B. (we sliiill be glad to gl\-e the substance and result of the

repoi-t when made. The mere statotueut that a report is to be made
is liardly of much iutercst).—T. 4 S. (shall hare attention).
C. ll. K.

All statements of tacts, lists of tenders, 4c.. must be accompanied
by the name and address of the sender, nutnecesaarily for publication.

We are compelled to decline pointing out booka and gdving
addresses.

Nora.—The responsibility of signed articles, and papers read at
public meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.

ir« cannot undertake to return rejected aymmtmicaiions.

Letters or communications (beyond mere news-items) which hare
been duplicated for other jouruals, are NOT DESIRED.

All comrunuicatloTis regonllng literary and artistic matter should
be addressed to THE EDITOR

;
aU communications relating to

adrertisemeuts and other exclusively business mattars should b«
addressed to THE PUBLISHER, and not to the Editor.

80MER8ET.-Por constructing a reservoir .it the We-tern Jniot
A-sylum, Somerset, fur the County CouiiclL Messrs. Giles, Uougb, &
‘Trollope, archlteets. Quantities by Mr. C. H. Goode
Faeey £1.!«7 I Pollard £1.680
CLiridge .k BJoxliam .... 1.731 Willcock.WoIverhamptou* 1.686
Spiller 1.700

|

• Accepted.

SURBITON,—For erecting a house on the Cranes Estate, Surbiton.
Ur. Alfred M.vaou, arcbiCeit. Klsgston-on-Thames :

—

J. Filler £ Son £2,390 I
W. H. Gsze £2,139

G. C. Mortimer 2.36.5 I R. Nlcholls. Klugstoii* .. 2,125
H. J. Jarvis 2,275] •Accepted.

SWINDON.—For erecting new boys' school at Upper Stratton,
•Swindon, for the Stratton St. Margaret School Board. .Mr. William
Drew, architect, dwiadou. Quantities hy the arcliltect :

—

T. 0 0 I C. Wiliiams £2,710 18 0
F. Seeks 2,824 0 0 Hy. Looker, Str.it-
T.Barrett 2,785 8 3 tou. Swindon*. .. . 2.690 0 0
<i. WilUhire 2,760 0 0 |

• Accepted.

TREHARRIS (OlainorganshirBl.—Accepted for the erection of a

l>ublio hall and institato at Treharrls, Mr. F. R. Batos, architect.
Newport, Hod.

Morgan n Eoberts, Newport £'3,495 0 0

WOLDENHAM (Surrey).—For building house and stsblee, for Mr'
Bobert Baker. Mr. F. A. Powell, architect—
William Smith £3,577 I H, L. Holloway £2.899
WiUiam Downs 3.53T I J. Otway 2,640
H. Burman £ Sons .3,425

I
Martin Taylor, Croydon* 2,6?J

• Accepted.

I

WOODFORD (Etsex).—For the .

Essex, for Mr. J. W. Smith. Mr.
Guautitles by Mr. Edward S. Man
Harris £ Wardrop £1,449
G. J, Hosking I„'i27

J. Beutlsy J,298
F. J. Coxhead 1,273

erection of a post office, Woodfonl
J. C. Lewis, architect. Woo<lfcird.
tergh. 28, iiount-street, W.
I

R. Av-iird £1.249
J. Morter 1,197

T. Oslwru & Sons 1,111

j.'i’iu-nuiKtiij. oriimtry, Aciit.—Hr. H
the Bromley Li.cil Boar.l. writes:—Inti
up Oiklauds-road, which appeared i- —
aunouuced that that of Pcili Bros
then ail error of £40 has been filsciverel lu their t
the amuuot £1,181. 5i.. instosd of £l,l4t. 3s

'

arhlch. Meiers. J. Mowlein £ Co.'s tcaJer of £
accepted.
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Later Scotch Castles.

may congratulate

Mr. MacGibbon
and Mr. Iloss on

having completed

their monumental

work on Scotch

castles,* whichhas

gone on expanding

under their hands
till it has now

swelled into five volumes. Possibly the fifth

Tolume is not exactly a necessary part of the

•scheme, and is filled up in rather an olla

podrida manner, though it is all interesting.

The fourth volume continues the illustration

of castles of -^^'hat the authors have called the

Fourth Period, and at the close branches

out into the subject of “ Houses in Towns,”
as influenced in their architecture

"jf
by the

castellated buildings
;

and continuing this

subject into the fifth and unexpected volume,
we have also some churches and a long
illustrated chapter on sun-dials

;
and the

book concludes with a summary of the
information which the authors have been
able to collect as to early Scottish masters of

works, master masons, and architects. This
information is of real interest, and the carry-

ing out of the subject into a fifth volume has
also given room for the addition of a long
supplement in regard to smaller castles which
had been omitted in their proper place, and
information about which had come into the
authors’ hands since. This, of course, is a
valuable addition, and renders the book more
complete. We confess that the chapters on
town houses and churches seem rather like

padding, arising out of the fact that there was
too much matter, in the real line of the book, for
the fourth volume and not enough to make a
good fifth one. The portions dealing with
town houses and churches do not pretend to
exhaust those subjects, but merely to give
some interesting examples

;
and this is rather

out of keeping with the complete style of the
bulk of the book. It would have been better

to have terminated the castles of the fourth

* •“ CasbelUted and Domestic Architecture of .Scotland
from the Twelfth to the Eighteenth Century." By David
MacGibbon and Thomae Roer, architects. Volumes Iv.

andv. Edinburgh: David Douglas. 1S02.

period with the end of the fourth volume, and
made a small fifth volume under the title of
“ appendix," giving the castles omitted before,

and the information about ancient master-

masons. The book would then have been a

complete whole. As it is, the closing volume
is weighted with matter which does not

properly belong to the scheme of the work,

and that is always an injury to a book,

especially a book which is intended to take

a permanent place as a leading illustrative

work on the subject of which it treats.

The fourth period, of those into which the

authors have divided their subject, and which
is in process of continuation in their fourth

volume, comprises the class of castles

the design and plan of which were affected

by the double influence of lienaissance taste

and the introduction of fire-arms. The use of

artillery naturally enough did away with the

ancient enceinte wall, which could not he made
artillery-proof except at a greater cost than

the means of a private owner could supply.

The castles were to be made defensible against

sudden attack, and the walls were pierced for

musketry in suitable places, and a form of

plan was adopted which enabled one portion of

the building to command another. There can

be little doubt that this practical object was
the main origin of the two most favourite

and important forms of plan in the later

Scotch castles, the L - plan and what the

authors call for convenience the Z-plan, but

which is really a plan in the shape

In the L-plan each of the inner sides com-
mands the other; in the Z-plan, which is

much more complete and scientific in a mili-

tary sense, the projecting towers at opposite

ends and sides of the main building each

command one side of the building, which is

thus defended both on the inner and outer

side. It is hardly correct, however, to ascribe

this form of planning directly, as the author.s

do (vol. iii. page 368), to the influence of

fire-arms. It was the invention of artillery

which removed the enceinte and drove the

builders to recast the ancient keep on these

new lines; but the perception that a pro-

jecting tower allows of flanking an attacking

party up to the very walls of the main
building would be equally to the purpose

whether the weapons were muskets or

cross-bows : it merely means an improved

and more scientific perception of the art of

defence. The authors are quite correct, how-
ever, in their remark, in the same place, on the

peculiar combination which the late Scotch

castles present of Renaissance architecture

with castellated features of an older time,

stern-looking corbelled-out turrets, &c. The
French chateau presented something like this

combination at an earlier period, but not with

such a late style of Renaissance. It is this

combination of late Renaissance detail with

castellated detail which has survived from an

earlier period, that gives to late Scotch cas-

tellated architecture its peculiar and unique

character.

The majority of the castles of the late

period illustrated in vol. iv. are rather small

ones, illustrating the various types of plan

which may be indicated by the letters L, Z,

T, and E, of which, as already suggested, the

two former are the most interesting and most

numerous. The L-plan, with a large circular

turret at the re-entering angle, is one of the

most favourite arrangements, and is capable

of very picturesque effect in an architectural

sense. In later examples we return again in

many instances to the courtyard plan, either

as a complete quadrangle or a portion of one.

The persistence or recurrence of certain

central types of plan through all these

changes is to be noted. The early castle was

a keep within a courtyard, the latter being

surrounded by buildings for defence only,

not for habitation. In the seventeenth cen-

tury we come to the courtyard plan again,

but now it is the habitable building itself

which surrounds the courtyard. So again,

in the L and Z castles without courtyards

;

these are simply the keep deprived of its

enceinte, and modified in form, from its

original simple square or parallelogram, into

a form capable of self-defence.

Ilolyrood and Ileriot’s Hospital, as impor-

tant examples of the courtyard plan, are very

fully illustrated, as the book could not be

complete without them, but these well-known

buildings are not of such special interest to

readers as some of the smaller and little

known examples, the illustrations of which

afford a mine of suggestions for picturesque

treatment. Among them we may mention

especially Murthly Castle, with its facade

flanked by circular angle turrets (in this
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cise rising from tbe ground and not

on corbeb), its simple treatment of

doors and windows, and its two “ corbie-

stepped ” gables connected at the base by
a balustrade, a curious union of Scotch

and llenaissance features. Thurso Castle, no

longer existing in the form shown here, is

another most characteristic example, loolting

like a long plain country house with sash

windows, from the front of which project

circular turrets with conical roofs. In

Thirlstane Castle we have a much bolder

example of the .same kind of combination,

the circular turrets in this case forming

partial supports to a boldly projected machi-

colation, over which is a Renaissance balus-

trade with the roof and small dormers recessed

behind it. This is one of the most picturesque

illustrations in tbe book, and a very sugges-

tive lesson as to the effect to be got by the

combination of what at first sight might seem
totally incongruous elements. Preston Lodge
staircase, with its curiously attenuated

baluster columns rising from the top of the

lower newels to the underside of the upper
ones, is interesting.

Although, as we have said, the portion

dealing with houses in towns is rather out of

the scope of the book, the preliminary sketch

of the character of Scotch street architecture

is of considerable interest, and conveys a good
idea of what must have been the aspect of a

street of the sixteenth century in a Scotch

town, with its masonry walls as the substan-

tial structure, and wooden galleries and
verandahs thrust out in front of the walls.

“ It can be well imagined,” as the authors

observe, “ what a picturesque aspect these

galleries would present, and what an

animated and brilliaut appearance they

must have had when filled with spectators,

and decorated with rich hangings on occa-

sions of public importance and display.”

Of the churches which are illustrated as

exhibiting the architectural influence of the

castellated architecture on this class of build-

ing in Scotland, a good many seem to us to be
not much to the point in this respect, though
they are all more or less interesting work

;

but the towers of Pittenweem and Anstruther
Churches, with their combination of heavy
turrets with corbelling, massed into ordinary

squarechurch-towerswith balustrades over the

eaves, are certainly curious and characteristic,

and form such an architectural grouping as

we could hardly expect to meet with any-
where but in Scotland.

Many illustrations are given of the peculiar

forms which the sun-dial took in Scottish

hands. These may be grouped under two
heads; the obelisk form, with generally a

large projection or swelling in the middle of

its height (one of which many of our readers

have probably inspected in the middle of the

grand “ formal garden ” of Drummond Castle),

and the other which the authors not un-
suitably define as tbe “ lectern ” form, and
which they suggest was really a transforma-

tion into stone of the “torquetum” of Apian
(a professor of mathematics at Ingolstadt),

one of which is represented in Holbein’s
“ Ambassadors ” picture, an instrument by
which “ the position of tbe sun. moon, and stars

could be indicated at any hour.” What is certain

as to these dials is that in their stone form
they must have been very useless, mere
puzzles, and that they are very ugly. The
English sun-dial is a beautiful object, which
can be practically used for its purpose; the

Scotch sun-dials seem rather like exhibitions

of cleverness to very little purpose, and are

entirely devoid of tbe sentiment of repose

which belongs to the Eoglish type. The
authors mention one form, at Scotscraig, in

which a cross, placed to the required angle,

forms tbe gnomon, tbe hours being read by
the shadow of the head of the cross projected

on the upper edge of the arms. We recently

saw one of this type in England, set up in the

garden of a Sussex rectory, but we cannot
give its date or history.

The chapter on ancient Scotch masons and
masters of works gives a great deal of

curious information, and we have no doubt
the authors are right in their conclusion that

the Scottish architect, even in the later

periods of casti-llated architecture, was not

much in request (was he much in existence?),

and that tbe various buildings were erected

by masons under the laird’s instructions, as

Mr. Gotch maintains (perhaps with equal

correctness) that the English Renaissance

mansions were built. In tbe case of Glamis
Castle “ we have a very striking example of

a structure carried out from the designs

and under the personal superintendence

of two successive proprietors, — Patrick,

first earl of Kinghorn (lo78—1615), and his

grandson Patrick, the third earl (1647— 95).

Tbe book of record of the latter shows how
closely the work was designed and supervised

by himself.” It is noticeable, too, that

Glamis is, en bloc, one of tbe moat pic-

turesque buildings of its class. How tbe

details would bear inspection is another

question.

We congratulate the authors on the com-
pletion of a very fine and valuable work,

which every architectural library should

posees.s. It seems to have excited a great

deal of attention and interest in Scotland, for

it is partially owing to the amount of addi-

tional information gratuitously furnished to

them since the commencement of the under-

taking, that the authors have been encouraged

and enabled to extend it beyond its original

limits, and render it aprobably complete sum-
mary of the castellated dwellings of Scotland.

THE “GR.WENIvASTEEL” OR
"CHATEAU DES COMTES,” GHEXT.

T>v General Wauwbrmans, President
OF THE ArCH-EOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF
Antwerp.

HE origin of Ghent may be traced

to a remote epoch. It is supposed
that the first dwellings were
erected upon some rising ground

between the Scheldt and the Lys, known
Mont Blandin, where the inhabitants, doubt-

less, took refuge against the inundations

which, even in our time, periodically sub-

merge the left bank of the Lys and the right

bank of the Scheldt towards Tronchienues

and Ledeberg. Numerous Roman remains

testify to the fact that the town was already

inhabited in the days of Xero (53 A.c.), per-

haps, at an earlier date still, judging by (he

vestiges of a temple of Odin, the Mercury of

the Germans, that was destroyed by the early

Christians on Mount Blandin.

Ghent, originally called Heerehem, " the

home of the lords,” was probably a centre of

maritime defence for the Romans, and served

to protect the coasts of Flanders ogainst the

invasions of the pirates of the north. Traces

may still be found of by-roads leading to

Oudenburg, Boucbout, Antwerp, the mouth
of the Scheldt, and Zeeland. Certain authors

attribute to the Romans the cutting of the

mysterious artificial waterway known as Olho's

Ditch (le fosse d’Othou) which would appear

to have been made in the time of Constantine

Chlorus (290) to resist an invasion of the

northern hordes. This canal placed the port

of Ghent in communication with the Braek-

man, the Western Scheldt, and the Zwyn.
In 620 St. Amand, who came to preach

Christianity at Ghent, founded upon the site

of Odin's temple the Abbey of St. Peter.t

In G30 St. Bavon undertook the conversion of

the barbarians north of the Scheldt, and
founded tbe Abbey of St. Bavon,!: around

which a kind of floatiog population gathered

itself. The group of buildings thus formed

was called Ganda, or Gandavum, and gave its

name to the whole agglomeration

* Otho's ditch still exists in Ghent. It has been
partly covered over and terms a street which runs

before the University Llbrsry, formerly the Abbey of

Eandeloo.
tSt. Peter's Abbey, which commands the town of

Ghent, is now used as a barrack. The church is well

worth a visit.

J This abbey was transferred to the St. John's Church,

now called Cathedral of St. Bavon, by Charles V., when
he wanted to build a citadel on the spot where St.

Bavon first established his monks. The ruins of the old

abbey still remain near the Station du pays de Waes.

and are most Interesting. Their Roman origin is in-

disputable. They form now a museum.

in 811 Charlemagne estalfiished dockyards

at Ghent for the purpose of fighting the-

X'ormans. This fact confirms the hypothesis

of the previous cutting of the canal of Otho,

for without the existence of a double fluvial

communication between Ghent and the sea^

by means of the canal on the one band and

the Scheldt on the other, there could have

been no motive for selecting it as a centre of

maritime defence, which otherwise would
have been better found by Charlemagne
further down the River at Rupelmonde, a

place that commands the mouth of nearly all

the rivers of Western Belgium.

It is said that Eginhard, Charlmagne’s

secretary and son-in-law, was placed in

authority over tbe two abbeys of St. Peter

and St. Bavon, each retaining, however, a

distinct dominium. The abbots of St. Peter

held sway over the centre {Kture) and the

post of llecrehem, while the abbots of St.

Bavon continued to proselytise the Pagans
of the Marches between the Schedlt and
Otho’s ditch, a district known as Wasda, or

the land of woes.
The abbey of St. Peter depended upon the

imperial diocese of Cambrai, while St. Bavon
formed part of the diocese of Utrecht and
held authority over the Marches of the

German Empire.
In 852 Baldwyn Fercus (Bandouin bras-de-

fer) and Regnier “ au long col ” defended

Xeustria and Lotharingia against the Nor-
mans.
The history of these two warriors pre-

sents the curious analogy that both had
quarrelled with their chiefs on account of

clandestine marriages with the daughters of

the latter, and that both were reconciled to

their irate father-in-law and confirmed by
them, with their children after them, in their

high functions. Baldwyn, who had married .

Judith, the daughter of Charles the Bald^ ,

became Marquis of the Flemings. Being
;

declared the champion of the kingdom, he )

established a military frontier to the north i

of Flanders by constructing the castles of i\

Bruges and of Ghent, and possibly at inter-
i

mediate stations as well.

This was the origin of the old castle cf

Ghent placed beyond the Lys, and answering

to the type of a frontier stronghold destined

to act against the northern regions, while

holding in check the turbulent population of

Jleerehem to tbe south and separated from
the Wasda by the ditch of Otho.

The Castle of Baudouin bras - de - fer,

restored by Arnould le Vieux, occupied by
Wichmann, was reconstructed in 1180 by ?

Philippe of Alsatia, Count of Flanders, upon
his return from Syria, as set forth by a
carved inscription upon the entrance of the e

gate. If it is not possible to fix the exact

'

date of this reconstruction, it is at least

certain that it offers the first example of a i

Medireval stronghold showing the influence

'

of the Syrian type brought back by tbe

Crusaders, and that it was erected at least i

fifteen years earlier than the famous Chateau

Gaillard des Andelys, built by Richard Cceur,

de Lion in 1196, and generally supposed to bei

the most ancient specimen of a Romano-;
Byzantine fortress in Europe.

The Chateau des Comtes was abandoned asi

a princely residence in 1353 by Count Louisi

le Male. He took up bis abode in the more'

splendid palace known as the Cour des^

Princes, of which the ruins are also to he;

seen at Ghent. This was the birth-place of:

Charles V.
The ancient castle became a state prison,!

and sheltered behind its walls the unhappy
Countess Jacqueline de Baviere. In 1419 It’

became the seat of the Council of FlanderSj:

which bad held its meetings hitherto at Lille.

In 1779 it was divided into lots and sold at e

public sale to a contractor called Brisemaillel

Thenceforth the Chateau des Comtes lay

dismembered and forgotten behind factories:

workshops, and labourers’ dwellings, untilt

the only trace that remained of it was thd

stone archway of the entrance, overlooking

the Place Ste. Pharailde, that strangers lookeo

up at curiously. In 1829 a cotton mill, be:

longing to M. Couvreur, being destroyed
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Restored Vicjv of Chdteau des Coviies, Ghent.
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Plan of Chuteau des Comtes, Ghent, shorcing the Existing and the Restored Walls.

ire, some arcbreologists in Ghent petitioned
igainat ita reconstruction, but lost their case,
lobody at that time understanding the his-
rorical value of the old castle. It was only
,wo years ago that some architects, anti-
[uarians, and artists, under the guidance of
tf. de Maere de Limnande, formerly deputy
)f Ghent, succeeded in inducing the munici-
)ality of the town and the Belgian Govern-
nent to acquire the territory, and to deliver
he building from the parasitical constructions
hat overlaid it. To-day the ruins, being dis-

present the aspect of imposing
'estiges of a feudal fortress, of which no
ounterpart can be found save in Syria.
Such as the castle appears to day it con-

tituted the citadel (kasteel, hof, burg) of a
nilitary town, separated from Ghent by the

This town was the town of the Counts
f Flanders (Gravenstad). Beyond the Lys
here was an entrance yard (voorhof-voor-
lurg), serving at one and the same time to
Totect the frontier and to hold in check the
own of Ghent, which was the suburb or
aubourg.
Of the Gravenstad no trace remains to-day,

ut_ its limits may be determined by the
ncient ditches and the direction of the
treats. It was bounded on the south by the
ijs, on the west by the Lieve, on the east by i

the ancient ditch of Otho (actually the Sas
Canal), and on the north by a canal, filled in
and built over by the Rue des Corroyeurs.
The Gravenstad possessed four gates or

bridges, like the Roman camps,

i

Tbe principal gate was on the west, leading
to Bruges (hoofe brugge, corrupted into “ be-
heading bridge ” because beheadings took place
there. “ Iloofe " in Flemish has the double
signification of principal and head). It was
the porio decumana of the Romans.
The Gate of the County on the south,

giving access to the town of Ghent {Grave
hrvf/ge).

Besides this there were the Gate of the
Burg grave, or Viscount, on the north {Burg-
graeve brugge)-, later, the gate of St. Eloi,
from the name of a neighbouring convent-
and the Grey Gate {Grauice poort), the
pretorium of the Romans, giving access to
the Wasda, Before this last gate stood a
small castle (Chastelet), where the court of
justice of the Wasda held its sittings.

In the interior of the Gravenstad, the
Graven Kasteel, or Castle of tbe Counts,
and their residence, stood at the north-

j

eastern angle. The Church of Siinte Veerle,

j

to-day of Ste. Pharailde, stood at tbe south-
,stern angle.

The ruins of the castle os it was rebuilt by

Philippe d Alsace are in perfect preservation,
though complicated by later additions, whose
origin and purpose it is not always easy to
determine.

We enter them by a gate on the place of
Ste. Pharailde, which is still intact, and
find ourselves in a low courtyard before a
leave large and powerful keep. If we
it to our right in passing between it and
a building called a chapel,—though more
probably it served as an arsenal (salle d’armes),
surmounted by an upper story, containing, no
doubt, the lodgings of the superior officers,

—

we arrive in an upper courtyard (kaets
plaets, or tennis-court, cour du fin de paume)
where two buildings abutting against the
donjon may be observed, the one a kind of
porch, the ancient chamber of archives or
grelfe of the tribunal of Flanders, and a
covered Roman gallery. Under this yard are
vaulted dungeons, that served probably as
pri8on.s. The whole is encircled by thick
walls in good preservation, flanked by towere
built en encorbellement.

Besides the entrance-gate, the chapel or
arsenal, and in the upper court the building
that we have named (the covered gallery),
are_ remarkably well preserved. The keep,,
which formed a rectangular edifice of enor-
mous dimensions and of a great height, is un-
fortunately partly demolished in one of its
angles.

Beneath the building which we suppose to
have contained the officers’ quarters, con-
nected with the keep by a mediieval vault of
very curious construction, a subterranean
prison of great interest has been discovered.
Dungeons, or oubliettes, of whose purpose no
doubt can be entertained, have been found
also under the keep.

E.vcavations made on the south side of the,
keep have led to the discovery of a primitive
subterranean story, evidently anterior to the
overlying construction, which dates from the
days of I'hilip of Alsatia. It has crenelate<l
apertures upon a level with the soil, which
seems to prove that it was only buried in
consequence of the filling in of the upper
court. It bears indications of having been
constructed in the time of Baudouin bras-de-
fer or Arnould le Vieux, 849.

This last discovery is of importance, as it

testifies to an advanced art of construction
among the Flemish people in that remote age,
and which they introduced in all probabilitv
into England.

NOTES.
HE last number of the Jy^urnal of

IgHS Transactions of the Institute of
Ira Architects contains a most im-»

portant communication from Baron
de Geymiiller, suggesting no less a work than
a grand monograph of the drawings left by
the great masters of architecture from the-
fifteeuth to the eighteenth centuries. Baron
de GeymiiUer lias himself done a wonderful ^

amount of work, for one man, in disinterring
and publishing original drawings of archi-
tects of the Italian Renaissance, and
it is not surprising that his interest in
the subject, so fascinating in itself and
of such importance in the study of the
history of architecture and of the •

design and carrying out of great architectural
monuments, should have fired him with the
idea that, with proper arrangement and co-
operation, all existing documents of this kind
might within a reasonable period be collected
and published. Judgiegfrom his ownexperi-
eace, he believes that the methodical examina-
tion of the various European collections, and
the photographing of from 5,000 to 10,000
drawings, might be carried out in the space of
five years, with perhaps one year more for
the publication of the catalogue, comprising
three volumes and about 1,000 pboto^apha
of the smallest drawings. Baron de Gey-
rniiller had thought that one of the
wealthy Americans of the day, many of
whom take so much interest in art and
arcbfoology, might have been willing to find
the funds for such a work, and with this end
had already communicated with thei^moricau

d
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Institute of Architects, asking the Pre-

sident to examine the project and com-

municate with him ns to the best means

of realising. The President, Mr. Kendall,

stated that the idea had been received with

enthusiasm by the Directors of the American

Institute, and that they thought it passible

to raise one-third of the funds for the work

in their country, if the remaining two-thirds

could be raised in Europe. Baron de Gey-

miiller’s letter to our own Institute is prap-

tically, therefore (though he does not say so it

so many words), an invitation to us to con-

sider what we in England can do towards

furthering a project of such great interest.

We have no doubt that the subject will be one

of the first to receive attention when the

Institute meets after the recess, and it is to

be hoped that English architects will not be

behind their brethren in America in en-

deavouring to assist the scheme. Such a

collection would be a splendid possession for

every important architectural library.

that no clear proof of it shoiild have been recorded

the crust of the earth.”

On the whole it seems to us that the balance

of the argument is in favour of the

geologists.

S ill ARCHIBALD GEIKIE’S address as

President of the British Association is

one of the class of addresses which cannot

fail to have a popular as well os a scientific

interest. It is a sketch of the progress of

geological theory as to the age and the

structure of the globe we inhabit, put in

language intelligible to every educated reader.

The salient point in the address is no doubt

the reference to the modern dispute between

the geologists and physicists as to the un-

limited character of geological time. The

geologists have regarded the extent of time

behind them, for the formation of

the earth’s strata and remains as now

existing, as practically incalculable; time

was no element in the (question, as far as our

intellects can realise time. The modern

physicists, such as Lord Kelvin, now aver

that from the evidently high degree of heat

still existing below the crust of the earth,

and the estimated time occupied in cooling to

its present state, an approximate limit must

be fixed to the “backward and abysm of

time ” as far as regards the geological history

of the earth. Lord Kelvin will allow us

twenty millions of years behind us
;

but

Professor Tait, less large-minded, cuts us

down to ten millions of years. This is

certainly a terrible reduction from the old

vista of illimitable and uncomputable time,

and no wonder the geologists feel rather

blank at this reduction of their resources.

Sir A. Geikie is of opinion that there must

be some flaw in the physical argument,

though he does not pretend to be able to

say where it is to be found. • But he states

th*at at the present observed rate of sedi-

mentary formation the existing strata of the

earth’s crust should have taken seventy-three

millions of years to form, at the most rapid esti-

mated rate of formation as now observed, or

680 millions of years at the slowest rate.

“ It may be argued that all kinds of terres-

trial energy are now growing feeble, that the

most active denudation now in progress is

much lees vigorous than that of bygone ages,

and hence that the stratified part of the

earth’s crust may have been put together in

a much briefer space of time than modern

events might lead us to suppose. But," adds

Sir A. Geikie, “no conbrmation of this

argument can be gathered from the rocks.”

end, and the tower were subsequently recon-

structed in brick.*

The report which has just been presented

by the Manchester Ship Canal Committee

to the Corporation of that city will hardly be

read with pleasure by the ratepayers. It

states that at least one million and a quarter

more money will be required, and it suggests

that still further amounts than this may be

necessary. "We have steadfastly maintained

that the Corporation of Manchester were not

justified in becoming partners in a speculative

commercial undertaking, even though such

undertaking, if completed, should be of in-

direct benefit to the city. The present report

shows in a stronger light that a community

should leave such undertakings to private

individuals. We regret also to have to say

that the Corporation appear to have em-

barked in this business without taking proper

precautions. The Committee state that it

is to be regretted that the estimates first

presented by the Company to the City

Council, and the measurements upon

which they were based, should have proved

so unreliable. But if the Corporation

were to find the money to complete the

Canal, the first thing was to ascertain by

independent investigation whether the

estimates and measurements submitted by

the Company were correct. The Corpora-

tion were coming to the assistance of what

was practically a bankrupt concern, and

therefore the utmost caution was necessary

before one penny of the ratepayers’ money

was invested in the business. At present it

looks very much as if not only the original

shareholders would never receive one penny

of interest, but also as if the Corporation

would have to go without any interest on

their first advance. It is constantly forgotten

that the Ship Canal will have to bear the

brunt of a keen competition by the rajlways.

It stands on altogether a different basis from

the Suez Canal, and every million more

money that is put into it weights it more

heavily as a commercial undertaking.

There can be very little doubt that the

contention of the London County

Council, in the arbitration before Sir

Frederick Bramwell, in regard to the basis

on which the tramways are to be purchased,

is the right one. The contention of this body

is that they are only bound to pay for the

actual structural value, without regard to

any profits which may be earned by any

particular part of the undertaking. Such

seems to be the meaning of the Act of

Parliament which empowers the Council to

purchase the tramways. The question cannot

now be decided until after the Long \ aca-

tion ;
but there is no particular reason for

hurry in the matter.

The records of the Patent Office are some-

times curious reading. At least one patent,

and probably more than one, has recently been

taken out for utilising the energy of tramps.

The idea is to reverse the penny-in-the-slot

machine, to provide a handle for your tramp

to turn, doing some useful work such ns

grinding coffee or charging accumulators, and

when he has done a pennyworth a penny

comes out of the slot. The difficulty is that,

apart from the fact that tramps have seldom

any spare energy, mechanical work is
_

so

cheap that even an industrious and starving

man might hesitate to sell his labour

at the market price. Mr. Crompton

estimates the sheer cost of energy at :2d. a

unit. At this rate a man would have to work

hard from three to four hours for his penny.

If, on the other hand, the payment were

raised to a price which would tempt the un-

employed, say a penny for five minutes’ easy

work, we should soon find some enterprising

individual taking round a small motor and a

couple of accumulators, to sell dear to the

automatic machines energy which he buys

cheap at a central station.

“ On the contrary, no one can thoughtfully study

the various systems of stratified formations without

being impres:-ed by the fulness of their evidence

that, on the whole, the accumulation of sediment

has been extremely slow. Again and again w©
encounter groups of strata composed of thin paper-

like lamime of the finest silt, which evidently

settled down quietly and at intervals on the

sea bottom. We find successive layers covered

with ripple-marks and 8nn-cracks,_ and we
recognise in them memorials of ancient shores

where sand and mud tranquilly gathered as they

do in sheltered estuaries at the present day. We
can see no proof whatever, nor even any evidence

which suggests, that on the whole the rate of waste

and sedimentation was more rapid during Mesozoic

and PalcEozoic time than it is to-day. Had there

been any marked difference in this rate from

ancient to modern times, it would be incredible

D ll. TRISTRAM, Q.C., Cbancellor of the

Diocese, has delivered judgment in tbe

matter of the faculty for St. Mary-at-IIill, by

Eastcbeap. On May 9 last an Order in Council

was issued for tbe removal to Norwood Ceme-

tery, or some other consecrated burial-ground,

of all human remains (very great in number

and near to the surface) beneath the floor, con-

sequently upon the reports of Dr. Hoffmann,

of the Home Office, and of Dr. Sedgwick

Saunders, Medical Officer of Health for the

City, coupled with the churchwardens’

evidence. The necessity of carrying out sani-

tary measures of this kind has been advocated

in our own columns.* Inasmuch as the cost,

estimated at from one to two thousand pounds,

will far exceed the moneys now allotted

for repairs and extraordinary expenses,

Dr. Tristram pointed out that, under the

Charity Commissioners’ scheme in respect of

the parochial property, application could be

made by the churchwardens for an appro-

priation in this behalf. The Commissioners

lately divided the parish funds into two

amounts,—the one of 865/. per annum as

church or ecclesiastical property, the other of

1,331/. per annum for general purposes.

The church, which since the Fire has served

for the united parishes of St. Mary-at-Ilill

and St. Andrew llubbert, was closed in

October last. It contains some carving

ascribed to Gibbons, with that executed by

Rogers for the repairs of 18-18-9; and a

baldacbino of Flemish workmanship. The

organ (since enlarged) was built by Hill fro™

the designs of the then organist, Mr. F._ C.

Burrowes. Wren re-built the domed interior,

altered, we believe, by .Tames Savage (tbe

architect of St. Luke’s, Chelsea), and the

existing east end
;
the side walls, the west

The Daily News states that Cumnor Park

will shortly be offered for sale. Of

Cumnor Place, latterly known as Dudley

Castle, or Cumnor Hall, scarcely _any vestige

remains. Anthony Porster, ohiit 1572, de-

vised it to the Earl of Leicester, but it

remained for long uninhabited save by, as

the vulgar fully believed, their victim's shade.

For two centuries and a half it has belonged

to the Berties, Earls of Abingdon. Cumnor i

had been a retreat or pleasaunce of the mitred

abbots of Abingdon, and is considered to have

been built by William de Comenore, elected :

abbot in 1331. At the suppression, Thomas :

Rowland (or Penthecost), last abbot, had a :

grant for life of the manor, which the King ;

then gave, Oct. 8, 1646, to his physician, i

George Owen, whose son William sold it in i

1561 to his tenant, Anthony Forster. On i

Sunday, Sept. 8, 1660, Amy Robsart met

with her death: on the_22nd of that month 1

her body was finally laid in a brick vault

beneath the choir of St. Mary’s, Oxford.f Ini

the chancel of St. Michael’s, Cumnor, is the i

rich altar-tomb of Forster, with brasses ofi

him, his widow, and their children: hia.

epitaph describes him as a very worthy man i

a great musician, builder, and planter. He
made some alterations, in the Tudor style, ati

the Place. The house itself, built of stone,:

and roofed with slate, lay around a quad-l

rangle, 72 ft. by 52 ft., and had seven i

rooms on the ground-floor. Along the west:

side stood the hall, 44ft. by 22 ft., having an:

* See “ Note " in the Builder of February 27 last.

• Writing to the Timet of April 16 last, Mr. H. C.(

Richards says;— “When the church was threatened

with removal by a clause of the Inner Circle Railway!

Bill the City Church and Churchyard Protection bocletyt

was founded, and Mr. Percy Wyndhatu led an opposi-i

tioD in the House of Commons which secured thea

abandonment of the obnoxious clause, arid induced a

number of his fellow-memberB, including the Chalrm^
of Committees, to visit the church, whieh ranks ne^
to St. Stephen's, Walbrook, and has the finest puJpitc

and organ-gallery in the City.”

t Her ancTtor, Sir JolinVoftaf U50 was buried ini

.St. Francis's Chapel, Grey Friars (ChristchurchV

Newgate-street. She was born, It appears, at SbanflelJ

Hall, Norfolk, where Rush murdered Isaac Jermy ana,

his COD, in 184S.
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open timber roof, its outer walls being 3 ft
thick and 14ft. high, supported by buttresses;
in the south-east angle stood the chapel; the
staircase down which Amy I’obsart is said to
have been thrown was a newel staircase, giving
access to the Long Gallery.* In or about
1750 Cumnor was let to a farmer and malt-
ster, who converted it to the uses of his
business. Eighty years ago most of the
materials were taken for the re-building of
Wytham Church, Berkshire, and what re-
mained has gradually been demolished. They
placed two traceried windows in the new
ohurch, an arched doorway from the hall in
the church porch, two other doorways in the
tower and in the wall between the church-
yard and Wytham Abbey, Lord Abingdon’s
seat.

^

We gather that at Cumnor no relic
remains of the house excepting a portion of
the east side abutting against the churchyard.

f
I
HIE news that the Royal E-vchange is to

-*- be decorated with a series of paintings,
of which the first will be contributed
(as a gift) by the President of the Royal
Academy, and the remainder are to be
executed by other eminent painters in
accordance with a general scheme for the
whole series, must be welcome to all who
wish to see art a subject of more general
interest in this country. An undertaking like
this on the part of a purely commercial
society shows that some real progress has
been made in this direction in England.

LETTER FROM PARIS.
The Government, which for twenty-two years

I

'has pat up with the melancholy spectacle of
the ruins of the Cour des Coraptes in the very
•middle of Paris, has nevertheless ordered the
entire destruction of the ruins of the palace of
St. Cloud. The decision is to be regretted, both
from the picturesque and the historical point
of view. The ruins in their present state, over-
grown with ivy and wild flowers, present no
forbidding appearance, and, in fact, form a very
•attractive feature in the wooded landscape in
which they stand. No explanation has been
.given for the decision, against which the in-
habitants of St. Cloud have at the last
moment, strongly protested. But these remains
of a historic place have been sold to a con-
tractor for the paltry sum of 3,000 francs, and
in a few days the pick and shovel will have
destroyed the remains of this great Imperial
residence.

As the destrnction of such a building may
lead to interesting discoveries among the rains,
the State has reserved an exclusive right to all
objects of value, documents, money, medals.
Jewels or statues which may be discovered in
the course of the demolition. On the other
hand, the contractor, M. Kasel, remains pro-
prietor of the splendid “frontons,” which, in
spite of fire and ballets, are in snfficiently good
condition, and of which he hopes to make a
good sale

; and some of this work no doubt will
prove^ a treasure to amateurs of historic and
artistic curiosities. Green sward will soon
occupy the site of the palace where “ Monsieur,”
the brother of Louis XIV., gave the splendid
fetes the record of which is preserved in con-
temporary literature. It may be remembered
also that at St. Cloud died Henrietta, daughter
of Charles I. of England, and that two
Savereigne. Charles X. and Napoleon III., at
an interval of forty years, each passed in this
palace the last year of his reign, the one before
h].s exile, the other before his defeat and
captivity,

^
Last week, the public were admitted to the

Ecole des Beaux-Arts to see the exhibition of the
works of the competitors for the Prix de Rome in
painting and sculpture. The subject given for
painting was the affliction of Job, but unfor-
tunately^ the competitors bad none of them
entered^ into the feeling of the subject, the
submission of Job to his calamities; they bad

successfally, an
Did Italian model well known in the school
tvith an aspect more or less sordid m’
Lavergne, the pupil of MM. Lefebvre and L6vy’
who had the second Grand Prix in 1890 has
Dbtamedthe first one this year. He has 'real

P^>“8takiDg volume, ad hoc,
L850._ He shows that the long account In the Gentle-men s Majazine, 1821, is In many respects inaccurate

qualities as a colourist, and more of artistic
sentiment than his fellow - students. The
second prize was given to M. Mitrecey, whose
picture seems to promise well for his future

;

he is the pupil of Lefebvre and Tony
Robert-Fleury. In sculpture the subject
was also taken from the Old Testament,
•Adam driven from Paradise to till the

ground. The subject has been in the main well
treated by the ten competitors in this branch
of art. The first prize has been awarded to
M. Hippolyte Lefebvre, pupil of M. Cavalier,
who has certainly treated the subject
best. His figure represents Adam stand-
ing near a bush of brambles, leaning on a
knotted branch and wiping the sweat from bis
face; the expression of the face is energetic,
the torso finely modelled. M. J. Marie Clausade,
to whom the second prize was awarded, has
learned from his master, M. Falguiere, z

vigorous style of work. M. Emile Delepine,
another pupil of M. Cavalier, also obtained a
second prize. These two last-named competi-
tors, instead of representing the first of
men at his labour, have preferred to
represent him wearied, meditative, and
apparently regretting his lost Paradise.
The result of the competition in architecture
is not yet known : the subject given is “ La
Facade et les Plans d’un Mns6e d’Artillerie.”

Before separating, the Municipal Council have
definitely decided the question, which has been
discussed for eight months, of who should
succeed M. Alphand. Not finding any one
capable of assuming the responsibility of the
sole directorship of the works of Paris, they
have preferred to make a division of the
Empire of Alexander. The waterworks, the
drainage, the roads and lighting, the public
works of the Department, in particular that of
the city of Paris, the public carriages, the
public ways, the plan of Paris, fine arts, archi-
tecture, and, in a word, all this great adminis-
tration which M. Alphand held in his hand,
and which made him a more powerful
Minister than even the Prefect of the
Seine, has been divided and given to
other municipal bodies. Architecture, which,
by the way, had suffered not a little by being
under the direction of an Engineer of Fonts
et Chaussees, will now be under the authority of
an Inspector-General, M. Bouvard. Fine Arts
and historical works are placed under the
immediate superintendence of the Prefect of
the Seine.

The Fine Arts Academy have proceeded to
the election of the member who was to replace .

M. Bonassieux. As was predicted, M. Fr^miet
won easily, by 21 votes out of 35. M. Allarhad
three; MM. Lan$on, Coutan, Injalbert, and
Cugnot had each two

;
and M. Tony Nuel only

one. The new Academician is one of the
most brilliant of Rude’s pupils. He was
born in Paris in 1824. and bears his sixty-
eight years well. He was first brought
into notice by his models at the 6cole de
M6decine of anatomical pieces, which were
intended for the Orfila Museum. In 1843 he
sent a gazeUe to the Salon, which attracted
much notice. Six years later he sent a wounded
dog running, which is now in the Loxembonrg
Museum, and which isquite equal to any of the
best works of Barye. Having been obliged, to
gain a living, to model and paint the zoological
plates for the Museum of Natural History, he
acquired in this work that accurate knowledge
of animal anatomy which is a special feature of
his work. His conceptions are all based on a
scientific study of nature. Beside his marvel-
lously truthful animal sculptures are also to be
noted his numerous graceful statuettes in bronze
and terra-cotta. But his leading works, those
which establish him as an incontestable master
in modern sculpture, are the Jeanne d’Arc in
the Place des Pyramides (illustrated in the
Builder for August 3. 1889) which he modified
and altered for the town of Nancy

; the Louis
d Orleans for the chateau of Pierrefonds
the statue of Condd at Chantilly, the
^’eIasquez” (of which an illustration

appeared in the.se pages on July 5
_ 1890)

and lastly the “Olivier de Clisson” exhibited
this year at the Salon.* It may be men-
tioned also that M. Frfimiet is now executing
the monument to Raffet which is to form a
pendant to that of Meissonier in the “ Jardin de
I’Infante ” at the Louvre.
The exhibition of “Artsde la Femme” has

]ust been opened to the public. This exhibi-
tion, organised at the Palais de ITndustrie by

the Union Centrale des Arts Decoratifs, is under
the management of M. Marius Vachon, a
learned art-critic who has spared no pains to
collect here everything in art industry which
has been created purely for woman and made
exclusively by women. The collection is very
mteresting, and among its attractions is a
diorama by M. Poilpot, in which, under the
title “ La Parisienne du Sificle,” the author has
represented the transformation from the
fashions of 1790 to those of to-day.
We have to record the death of M. Fr6d6ric

Lcewe Marcband, painter, at the age of 38.
He had been a pupil of Pils and Luminais, and
had devoted himself to historical painting and
portraiture. He gained a third medal in the
Salon of 1883 for his pic^ure of “ Belisarius,”
and a second medal in 1885 for bis “ Supplice
d’un Prisonnier de Guerre,’’ which was purchased
by the State. At the 1889 Exhibition a bronze
medal was awarded to this modest and smeere
artist, who has died in the prime of life, much
regretted by all who knew him.

or this work an illustration wiU appear in the nextnumber of the Buxlder.

THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON METRO-
POLITAN WATER SUPPLY.

We continue our report* by giving the pro-
ceedings at the last two sittings of the Com-
mission, and embodying other evidence which
we have had to hold over, but arranging it so
as to bring together the evidence of witnesses
speaking to cognate subjects.

The Tlianiei Conservancy'& Insjfcct'mt.

Mr. Gough, Secretary to the Thames Con-
servancy, produced three voluminous tabular
statements with reference to which he was
examined at considerable length. The first was
a list of towns, villages, and other places on
the Thames and its tributaries above Staines,
showing in columns the population, how many
visits were paid by the inspectors of the Con-
servancy, whether any and what pollution had
been detected, and what remedial measures
had been adopted. This list extended to twelve
sheets, brief size, containing over twenty-five
names on each sheet. Some places were
visited once or twice a week, some once

twice a month, some at longer in-
tervals, and some bad not been visited at
all, owing to difficulty of access and want of
time on the part of the officers. In many cases
no pollution had been detected

;
in others it

bad been detected, and in most of these, but
not all, it had been diverted. A second list
contained the names of seventy - six places
from which the passing of sewage had been
stopped. Details were given in each case.
The third was a list of twenty-two places where
sewage works of a character more or less
systematic had been executed with the details
of such works, This table gave in columns
the population, distance from river, extent of
land, method of treatment, descriptive remarks,
high and low levels of works and stream, top-
soil and geological formation, and what be-
comes of any effluent. (The table was an
amplification of one already presented and
summarised in the Builder of June 25, p. 503.)
The towns discharging efliuents are Oxford
Abingdon, Reading, Maidenhead, Chertsey,
Cirencester, New Swindon, Old Swindon,
Witney, Wokingham, High Wycombe, and
Uxbridge. In other cases there is no effluent
outlet and the liquid is absorbed.

In answer to questions, Mr. Gough said that
in the summer the inspecting officers had many
regattas to attend to, and were not able to
devote so much time as in the winter to the
work of inspection.

The Chairman : In other words, the inspec-
tion is less efficient in the summer than it is in
the winter.

Mr. Gough : So far as it is done at all, it

would be done as efficiently for a less time in
the summer as it is in the winter.
The Chairman ; Of course, the fact that there

is less time devoted to it in the summer is per-
fectly well known to everybody concerned.

Several questions were put as to the manner
in which the information embodied in the
returns had been obtained.
The Chairman said : It really represents an

inquiry undertaken for our benefit, in conse-
quence of what took place when you were here
before.

Mr. Gough : Yes, our former statement had

•See last volume of the Builder, pp. 418. 435 45G 4S0
13

;
and current volume, pp. 10, 29, 47, 71 $2.

’
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been prepared bnrriedly, and the levels had not

been taken by observation.

He added that about 3,GOO inspections were
made in a year, and explained what was done

in the way of giving notices and making com-
plaints and representations before formal notice

was resorted to.

Mr. Mansergh observed tha*', dividing the

population by the acres, there were at Oxford

1 acre to 130 people
;
at Abingdon. 1 to 134 ;

at Cirencester, 1 to 133; at Reading, 1 to 70; and
at Maidenhead 1 to 530. The Maidenhead
effluent was as good as that of Reading.

An Oxford sample was found to be good, and

one from Cirencester as good as the Thames
water there.

Professor Dewar; Would the Conservancy

accept 1 acre to 500 on laying out new farms?

Jlr. Gough : If the Conservators can keep the

river fairly pure, and free from a bad effluent,

it is hardly within their jaiisdiclion to decide

on the extent of a sewage farm.

Some surprise was expressed by Professor

Dewar at learning tbat not more than about

two dozen analyses of effluents were made in a

year, because analyses were costly; but Pro-

fessor Dewar said they ncfi not be if they

were limited to the question of purification

from organic matter.

It appeared that between 1687 and 1892

there had been fifteen adverse reports as

regards Oxford, but of course many more
inspections without such reports. Up to that

moment he was not aware of the existence of

Mr. Binnie’s map of pollution, based upon the

reports of Dr. Fosbroke and Dr. Ashby.
The Chairman : The fact that your inspectors

found certain places in the condition they

describe is not inconsistent, is it, with their

being in the condition which is described in

these other reports which we have got at other

times 7

Mr. Gough : No, it is not, but, with some
exceptions, our inspection has been pretty

constant. What the other witnesses discovered

were mostly cases of slop pollution
;
they had

very great difficulty in finding a higher kind of

pollution.

The witness afterwards explained that

inasmuch as a sewage notice gave a delinquent

twelve months’ grace, and further time was lost

in proving continuous pollution, it was often

possible to do more by courteous letters than by
notice. Their own Act was better than the

Rivers Pollution Act, and, with further powers

and more funds, he believed they could accom-
plish all that was desired.

The witness handed in a correspondence

between the Board and the Southwark and
Vanxhall Company. The Board called atten-

tion to the fact that the figures in the report of

Dr. Frankland showed that the Company had
been drawing from the Thames more than the

authorised 24,1- million gallons daily. The
Company simply said that, although the total

supply had exceeded tbat, a large quantity had
not been drawn from the river, and when the

deduction was made the limit had not been ex-

ceeded. The Board asked for fuller explana-

tions. The Company asked for an interview,

which'was granted. The last letter explained

that the return made no allowance for loss,

slip, or variation in the length of stroke of the

engine. Further, a large amount of water was
obtained from the “natural collecting works at

Hampton,” and a good deal of water used for

sand-washing purposes was returned to the

river.

Mr. C. E. Groves, F.R.S., handed in the re-

sults of the analyses of four samples of water

taken from the Thames on April 21, 1892.

The results were almost identical with those

given by samples analysed last year
;

these

samples, however, contained rather less free

ammonia, and there was less of easily oxidis-

able organic matter as indicated by the per-

manganate test. Mr. Groves said he differed

from Dr. Frankland by preferring the albu-

menoid ammonia process to the combustion
process of Armstrong & Frankland, because the

former differentiated between easily decom-
posable nitrogenous matter and the total

nitrogenous organic matter, a portion of which
might not be easily decomposable. Therefore

the albuminoid process was more valuable if

we wanted to ascertain whether the water was
nolluted to any extent. He did not agree with
Dr. Frankland that the relative value of the

oxygen determination was of more importance
than that of the albuminoid ammonia. He was
aware tbat in the case of London waters the

[

relative oxygen was very nearly in exact pro-

portion to the relative amount of absolute

carbon
;
but it was not the case with effluents.

The oxygen required in an Oxford sample was
0 49, and in a Maidenhead sample 0'35

;
in the

first the albuminoid ammonia was 0 5 parts per

million, and in the Maidenhead sample -19
;
so

that by the oxygen required the Maidenhead
sample was the better, and by the albuminoid
ammonia it was four times as bad.

Lieut. C. E. Bell, R.N., the Conservancy’s

chief inspector of the river between Cricklade

and Staines, described the methods adopted by
him and his assistants in doing their work. The
length of bis portion of the main river was
13u miles. They looked out for water-courses

likely to carry drainage and went up to the vill-

lages and houses passed by them. Sometimes
there had to be a house-to-house visitation. They
went completely round sewage farms, and if the

effluents were turbid or smelt they took samples

and sent them in with their reports. They also

communicated with the persons in charge of

the farms, and continued their visits even while

correspondence was going on. Samples were

not taken merely on account of “ bad appear-

ance,” so tbat when that complaint was made
of Reading in 1890, 1891, and 1892, no analyses

were made. Winter was often the worst lime

on sewage farms, because floods were sources

of danger, whilst when the ground was hard it

did nob absorb sewage. Although he was
diverted from river work in June and July, his

two river-keepers were not; he also had an
assistant, and no one had any notice of visits of

inspection. A clear effluent with a bad smell

would be reported adversely, but a clear effluent

without smell would be reported as “no apparent

pollution.”

Mr. F. A. W. Drummond, assistant inspector

under Mr. Little between Staines and Tedding-

ton, described the condition of things at

Staines, where he bad reported that a “ feeble

attempt ” was made to deal with pollution by
sewage. The pollution still existed. Drains

discharged directly into the Thames, the Colne,

and ditches tbat polluted the rivers. There

have been regular and special reports of this

pollution for ten years. The Conservators have

served notices in 121 cases. In some, owners

or occupiers have cut off the connexion of

their closets with these drains. In these cases

action or notice may occupy thirteen months.

He was afraid that the other duties of the

officers interfered with a regular proper
inspection.

The Lea Conservancy and Seyvage. Farms.

Major L. Flower, of the Lea Conservancy
Board, having been asked in bis original

examination, by Professor Dewar, whether he
could complete a table he had handed in, now
produced an additional statement as to the

disposal of sewage on land above the intakes

of the water companies in the watershed of the

Lea. The table shows (1) the population of

the place, (2) the daily flow of sewage in

gallons where it can be ascertained, (3) the

area of the land employed, (4) the value of the

soil, and (5) the height above the ordinary
water-level of the river, and certain other

details. In the following, we omit the column
for the daily flow of the sewage, as it is

ascertained only in three cases, and we give the

nature of the soil with the descriptive remarks,

but we give the population and the area in

table form, because the proportion between
them is often mentioned in the examination of

witnesses :

—

Population. Acres. Height—ft.

30,005 94 20 to 200

2 Wbeathampstead .. 2,819 It to 12

3 Hatfield 4,059 unlimited If

4 Whitwell 600 5 to 8

6 Buntingford 2,000 9 to 12

1,398 to 10

7 Bishop’s Stortford.

.

0,093 120 2(Jt to 270

8 Harlow 1,900 7 4 to 8

9 Sawbtidgeworth. . ... 3,049 5C average
10 Stanstead Abbots .. 1,200 100 to 169

11 Ware 5,121 114 If average
2,681 17 2C

1,000 9 12 to 15

14 Waltham Abbey .. 6,066 12 10 to 15

15 Cheabunt 9,020 23 1C average
10 Ro^al Small Arms

Factory' 2,500 20 8 to 10

17 Epping 1,300 34 40

Daily How of sewage in gallons ; Luton, 1,250,000
;

Bishop’s Stortford, 633,225 ;
Cheshunt, 130,000

;

Wheathampatead, very small.

1. Chalk. Pumping scheme; farm may be con-

sidered 80 acres
;
sewage absorbed in chalk

; ^ of

a mile from river; night sewage stored in tanks
;

overflow to ^ of an acre of land, planted with oziers,

and to filter.

2. Light, porous, sandy. Gravitation scheme;

overflow of tanks absorbed in soil
;
small sewage-

farm 60 yds. from river.

3. Loam and gravel. Gravitation scheme; land

used intermittently, 50 acres at a time; 100 yds.

from river.

4. Light soil on chalk. Gravitation scheme;,

overflow of tanks absorbed in soil
;
30 yds. fjom-

river.

.5. Light loam over grave'. Gravitation scheme

;

sewage absorbed in soil
;

close to river
;
some

bouses not connected with sewers.

6. Light gravelly soil. Gravitation scheme
effluent to tho river Ash

;
close to river.

7. Gravel and sand over chalk and clay. Pump-
ing scheme

;
22 acres recently added to farm ;

part

of the night-flow filtered
;

effluent lo the Stort

;

\ mile from river.

8. Peaty, well drained. Gravitation scheme;,
part of parish only sewered; provision for about
400 houses; many not connected.

9. Light loam. Gravitatiou scheme
;
chitfly ab-

sorbed in soil
: ^ mile from river.

10. Light gravelly soil. Pumping scheme
;
fartc

laid out cnreiully since 1SS6 ; cause of complaiut
removed

;
1 mile from river.

11. Drift gravel and sand. Pumping scheme ,,

sewage absorbed in the soil
;

clo.«e to river
;
about

70 acres used for sewage disposal, rest being flat

land, adjoining river.

12. Free gravel. Gravitation scheme
;

sewage
now well dealt with ;

absorbed in soil
; ^ mile from

river.

13. Light gravel soil. Gravitation scheme

;

sewage absorbed in soil ;
about 100 yards from the

river.

14. Loam, sand, and gravel. Pumping scheme ;.

effluent to Cobbins' Brook and Cholera Ditch,
adjoins both

;
mile from river.

15. Gravel and sand. Pumping scheme
;
effluent

to intercepting drain of East London Waterworks,,
discharging below the intakes.

16. Loam, sand, and gravel. Pumping scheme;
effluent to back river at Eclield Lock; close to

river.

17. Loam. Gravitation scheme; sewers are

constructed for a special district with two outfalls,

—

one in Lindsay-street (drained 4 ft. and 5 ft. deep),,

the other on Shaftesbury Farm, and used by the

tenant on his land ; 260 houses connected to sewers,

each outfall taking about half.

In answer- to Professor Dewar, Major Flower

said that there were seventeen places which
disposed of their sewage under a certain system,

on land. There were small places which dis-

posed of it without any system, by pouring

slops on the ground. Ho had excluded Hert-

ford, which treated its sewage chemically in

tanks, and Welwyn, where it was treated in.

in tanks and filtered through straw, and bad
confined the list to land treatment, with or
without chemical treatment. To Mr. Man-
sergh he said there had been much misunder-

standing about Wbeathampstead ;
it was a very

small place
;
the flow of sewage was very small,

and it was collected in two tanks, 70 ft. in

length, and 9 ft. in breadth. There is ao publio

water supply, and there are very few water-

closets. The small sewage farm has sometimes

been called a sewage garden. There is a small

barrel of lime ;
lime-water is used to keep the

smell down, although it really increases it. At-

the Small Arms Factory and Epping there are-

no tanks, only pumping wells and screening

chambers; and no chemicals are used. Many
of these places are near the river

;
but care is

taken to keep the water out of the river ;.

it all passes through land. To Sir G. Bruce

he said that treatment by land was far

superior to treatment by chemicals. Where
chemical processes are employed the river

is reached by contamination such as you.

do not find when land is used. All that,

was mentioned in this return was practically

a fair and effective treatment of the sewage
question in the way of keeping mischief from^

the river. At Buntingford there was no effluent

from the farm
;

it was entirely absorbed in the

soil. Some houses were connected with cess-

pools only, and he was trying to get all the

houses connected with the sewers. At Had-
ham there is a visible effluent which, as a rule„

is very fair. There is a great difference in ther

areas of land for these places ;
but in each case;

it is sufficient. Hoddesdon has pure sewage-

land not now used for cultivation, and the

sewage is allowed to soak into the ground. Pro-

fessor Dewar pointed out that Wbeathampstead,

Whitwell, and Hadham had all the same are^
for different populations; and the witness said-

that at Wbeathampstead perhaps no more thaa

1,000 people drained into the sewers, and the

rest of the sewage was disposed of in detail..

Therefore, the table did not support any in-

ference as to the area of land to be used

for a given number of people in all cases.

Professor Dewar said he was under tb*
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impression that the table would enable them
to come to a judgment as to the number of
persons whose sewage could be disposed of bn
a given area

; but the witness said no, it would
not. In the cases of Stanstead Abbots and
'VValtham Abbey, one having five times the
population of the other, the disposal of the
sewage on equal areas was equally satisfactory.
In answer to Sir A. Geikie, the witness said
that Luton was the only place where he had
observed springs issuing from the chalk
foetween the level of the sewage farm and the
stream. Analyses showed that there was no
appreciable injury caused to the spring by the
disposal of the sewage by absorption in the
chalk. The distance between the sewage farm

i
and the issue of the spring was over half a mile,
but there was a piece of land 100 yards from
the spring on which sewage was sometimes put
and allowed to soak.

TJie Sewage of Heriford.

Mr. C. E. Longmore, Town Clerk of Hertford,
handed in several statements on behalf of the
Corporation. One by Mr. Longmore recited
that in 1884 the Lea Conservancy sought to
obtain an injunction to restrain the Corporation
from discharging their effluent into the Lea.
After a long hearing and inspections, Mr.
Jnstice Watkin Williams gave judgment that
no real injury, pollution, or nuisance was caused,
that the effluent could not be injurious to the
consumers of the water supplied by the East
London Company, and that theobjection, there-
fore, is a sentimental one, and if it is removed it

should be at the expense of the Company, a
principle recognised by the New River Company,
who commenced negotiations with a view of
taking over the treatment of the sewage of that
town. The Corporation have had the effluent
analysed several times by the late Dr. C, M.
Tidy, Dr. Thomas Stevenson, and Dr. Turner.
Schedules showing the results of these analyses
were annexed. The Corporation strongly
object to any greater quantity of water being
taken by the Companies from the Lea Valley,
and upon this branch of the case entirely
support the action of the Hertfordshire County
Council. In his examination Mr. Long-
more said towns ought not to be rated
to keep up the rivers to the standard
of drinking water for London. The
town took its waters from deep wells which
belonged to the Corporation. There had not
been any complaint about the lowering of the
water in these wells. The New River Company
spent a considerable sum in sewering Hertford
and in constructing the works, and would object
to have any land in the neighbourhood used
•for casting the sewage over it. The work was
done under an Act of 1854. Mr. Hill said “ It
is a curiou.s arrangement;” and the witness
eaid the reason for it was that the sewage used
to go more or less directly into the River Lea
above the intake of the New River Company,
but by constructiog these works they got the
sewage of Hertford treated, and ensured the
discharge of the effluent below their intake.
Still the town had no right to discharge an
effluent which would be a nuisance at common
law.

Dr. Thomas Stevenson, Scientific Analyst to
the Home Office, made a statement, in which he
said he had often been consulted since 188.8
by the Corporation of Hertford as to their
system of sewage purification, and he had
repeatedly visited the works, and taken samples
of the effluent. He invariably fixed his own
time for the viMts, and he gave evidence on
behalf of the Corporation at the trial before
Mr. Jnstice Watkin-Williams in 1884. He was
acquainted with the analysis of Dr. Tidy, which
showed the eflluent to be a very good one.
Dr. Tidy’s analysis of the Lea water above and
below the sewage outfall showed the difference
in quality to be but slight. The precipitation
process used at Hertford was one of the best
that is known. The resulting effluent is good
and highly dilute, and, except for the very faint
odour produced on agitation, it might often be
mistaken for a drinking water. Samples kept
well without showing putrescence. In the Cut
a visiting-card could be read at a depth of
3 ft. The blackness at the bottom of this
Cut and of the mad of the Manifold Ditch
was due partly to the use of green vitriol in the
precipitating process and partly to the peaty
soil through which the ditch flows, and is of no
consequence. On looking at the mud through
tile colourless water, the water had a deceptive
appearance of blackness. He had never been
able to detect sulphuretted hydrogen in the

effluent or evolved from the Cut. The nearly
invariable presence of iron salts must prevent
the evolution of that gas. The effluent might
be safely run into any river of sufficient volume,
such as the Lea, where the effluent becomes
diluted with fifty times its volume of water.
The effect on the river is insignificant, and all

appearance of sewage quickly disappears
below the outlet of the Manifold Ditch. The
effluent could not appreciably effect the river
fifteen miles lower down. Sewage fungus merely
affords evidence that the conduits contain
sewage effluent. The fungus x^per se inodorous.
It appropriates the sewage constituents as part
of its tissues, and, if uprooted, it dies and
decomposes. Among the products of its decom-
position are sulphur compounds, but, in the
presence of dissolved iron salts in the faintly
alkaline water, there can be no evolution of
sulphuretted hydrogen. There is, however, a
formation of black snlphideof iron, a substance
which gradually oxidises without evolution of
sulphuretted hydrogen, and without offence.
The small amount of sewage fungus which goes
into the Lea cannot harm the stream a little

lower down. The only possible danger atten-
dant on the admission of the effluent is the
introduction of specific or pathogenic organisms.
There is no evidence, however, that these
organisms can survive large dilution, the in-
fluences of light, oxidation, and a flow of more
than a dozen miles in a river. Hence, he appre-
hended no danger to the filtered London water
supply, from the introduction of the Hertford
effluent into the Lea.

In examination. Dr. Stevenson said he had
been consulted during the last ten years by the
Corporation of Hertford as to their system of
sewage purification. He handpd in some tables
of analyses for the years 1883-8G and 1891.
The treatment was precipitation and trans-
mission through a cut with exposure to air
before discharge into the river. The manager
would vary at his discretion the usual propor-
tions of 3 to 5 grains of the mixed sulphates
and about 10 grains of lime. The peculiarity
of the effluent was its high dilution, brought
about by the infiltration of subsoil water into
the drain. The sewage was dilated with some-
thing like ten times its volume. The mud of
the Manifold Ditch was undoubtedly black, but
the blackness was due to the presence of
the sulphide of iron. The surrounding soil is

black, somewhat peaty, and yielded traces of sul-
phides. Itevolved sulphuretted hydrogen when
treated with acids. The soil taken from the ditch
bad not the bad smell described. The fungus
was always associated with a large proportion of
sewage, but it was not confined to sewage. He
had not met with the same fungus in England,
because he knew of no watercourses containing
sulphuretted hydrogen in the water. That may
be produced by the decay of the fungus; it

grows in waters that are fairly pure organically,
but contain sulphur compounds. In this
country it was generally found associated with
a contaminated stream. When the fungus de-
cayed, it produced sulphuretted hydrogen, and
increased that form of pollution, unless there
was something in the water which restrained
the evolution of sulphuretted hydrogen,—iron,
for instance. After the treatment of the Hert-
ford sewage, there was sufficient iron left in
solution to prevent the evolution of sul-
phuretted hydrogen. Only once had he failed
to detect the presence of dissolved iron in the
water of the cut right away down to the weir,
where it fell into the ditch. The most effective
way of treating sewage was to precipitate, and
then filter through land, but there were diffi-

culties in doing that at Hertford, one of them
being the contiguity of the deep wells of the
New River Company. It was doubtful whether
pathogenic organisms would survive a run of
15 miles down to the intakes of the com-
panies. He did not think the effluent inter-
fered with the wholesomeness of the water. He
preferred laud treatment if it were practicable

;

bub he did not see where land was to be had
near Hertford at a lower level.

Dr. Geo. Turner, Medical Officer of Health
for the borough of Hertford, submitted a state-
ment in which he said that his analysis showed
the effluent to be a good one. The sewage
after it reached the sewage works was mixed
with alumina, sulphate of iron, and milk of
lime. He described the process and said that
long acquaintance with the works had con-
vinced him that the treatment at Hertford was
a good one, and gave a good effluent. In
examination he said he agreed with Dr.
Stevenson that the precipitation process would

be more efficient if it were not for the infiltra-
tion of the subsoil water, and also that land
treatment in addition would give greater
guarantee of purity. But that would be very
difficult at Hertford, on account of the springs.
The low-lying land would not answer the
purpose, and the high land would be objection-
able on account of the expense of pumping the
sewage.

Mr. Urban A. Smith, C.E., of Westminster,
who had acted for the Conservancy, gave a
description of the Hertford Works in which he
stated that, whilst the quantity of sewage dis-

charged in a day was 2,362.982 gallons, the
quantity of water used was 208,235 gallons,
so that the sewage was diluted with 2,154.747
gallons of spring water. These figures repre-
sented the dry-weather flow. This was greatly
increased In towns of heavy rainfall. In his
examination he said the tank capacity was
eqnal to one-sixth part of what had to be dealt
with, so that it was very difficult to deal with
a heavy rainfall. To divest the subsoil water
from the sewers and deliver it into the river
would involve the re-sewering of the whole
town.

Mr. James Cramp, manager of the Hertford
Works, said that in a week there were used
180 lbs. of alumina, as much lime, and 68 lbs.

of iron. The precipitate was removed from
the tanks about once a fortnight, and fetched
away by farmers in its unpressed condition of
sludge. If it were pressed, it would be more
easily lifted. The coke filters through when
the effluent passed had to be washed out once
in three weeks. For himself he should like the
surface water taken out. No complaints of the
works were made to him.

The Flow of the Thamei.

Mr. C. J. Moore, C E
,
Engineer of the Thames

Conservancy, handed in a diagram on which was
shown the daily average discharge daring each
month in the years 1883 to 1891 at Teddington,
also the daily average quantity abstracted by
the companies, and the rainfall in the Thames
Valley for each month. It appeared from Mr.
Taylor's gaugings (Transactions Civil Engi-
neers) that from 1853 to 1873 the average dis-

charge at Seething Wells was 800,000,000
gallons. For the twenty-tight jears in these
tables it was 857,500,000 gallons. The Water
Supply Commission of 1867 had a table put in

by Mr. T. H. Harrison for eleven years, 1855-66,
showing a daily discharge of 1,352,000,000
gallons. Mr. Taylor’s figures for the same years
gave 788,000,000 gallons. Mr. Bateman by
measuTement above the waterworks in Septem-
ber, 1865, arrived at a gross average scarcely

exceeding 300,000,000 gallons. Mr. Hawkesley,
by measurement at Bray Lock in 1851, after

droueht, arrived at 200,000,000 gallons =
72,800 gallons per square mile for 2,747 square
miles, representing at Teddington, for .3,766

square miles, 274,000.000 gallons. In 1887,
Teddington gaugings were 17,96,000,000 gallons,

and companies’ takings 101,000 000 gallons,
= 280,000,000 gallons. The discharge at
Teddington is during dry seasons nearly always
lowest on Mondays, because on nearly every
reach of the upper river there are mills, which
utilise the head of water held up by the weirs.

Most of the mills work continuously day and
night throughout the week, and the effect in

dry weather is to draw down the level of the

water from 1 ft. or 2 ft. below the Standard
Head Water Mark. When they shut in at mid-

night on Saturday, the water in the upper
reaches begins to rise, and until it has reached
the Head Water Mark the downward flow is to

a great extent intercepted. The effect of this

is not felt at Teddington until Monday. Mr.
Moore said that to some extent the discharge fol-

lowed the rainfall
;

but it was difficult to

follow. The number of days between maxi-
mum rainfall and maximum discharge varied

a good deal, according to the season and the
condition of the land when the rain fell. If the

ground was already saturated the effect would
be felt the same day. The Act said that a miller

was to have as good a head of water as he had
when it was passed. At the reach there is a
Standard Head Water Mark op to which the
water is kept, subject to the action of the mills.

When they stop the water begin to rUe. While
it is rising the flow is intercepted to some
extent, and the filling up of the reaches keeps
the water away from Teddington. The mills

are in almost every reach of the river above
Windsor. The millers do not shut the weirs

;

that is done by the Conservancy’s officers. In
conclusion Mr. Mansergb said the Commission
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purposes
;
the other, introduced at the highest

point of the descending outlet from the closet,

being so arranged as to cause a natural

syphonic action, which, in operation, with-

draws the contents of the basin with all

the velocity due to the atmospheric pres-

sure upon the water surface. The socket D,

formed in the outlet of the closet at the floor

line, is intended for the introduction of a vent or

escape-pipe for air displaced by the syphon jet

in positions where the closet is fixed over a
lead trap beneath the floor. This sopplemen*
tary trap, it is explained, is in no way essential

to the perfect action of the apparatus, but is

suggested in deference to an opinion generally

expressed as to the desirability of introducing a
lead trap with plumber’s joint between the
closet apparatus and the soil-pipe. Where
this secondary trap is not employed,
weir bend is substituted in order to ensure

the effective action of the syphon dis-

charge
;
the vent pipe is thereby rendered un-

necesary, while a special form of coupling has
been devised by means of which an air-tight

connexion with the soil-pipe can be guaranteed,

“'it
i

'!

Jvnnings'g “ Closet of the Century."

IvEi’ERENOES.—A, Descending Of long leg of syphou; Cloaet
outlet or short leg of syphon

; 0, Alr-iulet
;
D, Air-outlet or “pulf-

pipe "
; E, Service-pipe from Cisteru.

would meet Mr. Moore at the weir, and that
would be better than talking about it in the
room.
We are obliged to hold over until next week

evidence as to the flow of the Lea, and evidence
tendered on behalf of the County of Kent,
Metropolitan E:=sex, the County of Surrey, the

County of Middlesex, the County of Bucking-
ham, and the County of Hertford, together with
some statistics of population and supply.

the bottom of the first compartment, and im
connexion with this passage a valve is pro-

vided. The second compartment is of a-

capacity to contain the maximum quantity of
water which it is desired to deliver at one-

action of the apparatus. This compartment
has in the bottom a delivery passage of large

area, and this also is provided with a valve.

Immediately beneath the .second compart-
ment is the third compartment, and this is of

a capacity to contain suflicient water for an
after-flow. This third compartment is provided-

with an outlet valve immediately beneath the-

valve of the second compartment, and the

lower valve has a passage of large area through-

it continued up to such a height that when the

valve is on its seat the after-flow compartment
can be filled. These valves are all closed by
their own weight

;
they have rods connected

with levers adapted to be acted upon by tappeto-

ni>on an axis. The rod of the main delivery

valve or that which allows the water to pass ont

from the second compartment is hollow, and-

the rod of the after-flow valve passes up
through it. The axis before mentioned is

partly rotated, when it is desired to bring the
apparatus into action, by a pull-wire or other

connexion, and afterwards a counter-weight
causes it to return. The action of the appa-
ratus is as follows :—When the axis is turned

by the pull - wire or other connexion, the
tappets first permit the valves in the first

and third compartments to drop to their seats,,

so that now no more water can pass into the

second or main flushing compartment of the

apparatus, and the after-flow compartment is-

ready to retain water within it. Immediately
afterwards the movement of the axis causes the

main flushing-valve to be opened, and water
rashes rapidly out of the main compartment.

.

Some of the water passes down by the passage

through the after-flow valve, and this forms the

main flashing supply, whilst the remainder of
the water missing this passage is retained in

the after-flow compartment. On the pull wire or

other connexion being released the axis returns

to its original position, the after-flow valve then
lifts, allowing the after-flow water to pass away,,

so that (the apparatus being used in connexion
with a water-closet) the after-flow water enters-

the pan after the pan-valve has closed, and it

there remains. During the return of the azis-

also the main flushing-valve closes, and the-

valve by which the second compartment fills-

opens, and allows water to pass into it from the

first compartment, to which a further supply

comes from the main.

NEW SANITARY APPLIANCES.
Mb. George Jexning;?, of Stangate, Lam-

beth, has just brought out a new and
improved form of syphonic discharge water-
closet (Jennings & Motley’s patent). It is

somewhat awkwardly named “ The Closet of
the Century,” but it is mnch better than its

name, as it has succeeded in solving the
problem of having practically all the advan-
tages of a valve-closet without the mechanism
of that apparatus. As will be seen by the
accompanying section, the basin holds a good
body of water. 6 in. in depth, with a surface
area of 12 in. by 10 in. The closet is sjphonic
in action, and has a seal of 3 in. of water, instead
of the usual seal of about half that depth. The
action of the closet will be made clear from the
accompanjing section. It will be seen that the '

down service-pipe E from the flushing cistern
|

has two points of connection with the closet
|

apparatus : one to the perforated rim, providing
the ordinary supply to the basin for cleansing

Syphon closets are not altogether new.
Mr. Jennings has held a patent somewhat on
the lines described since 1886. A defect in-

herent in some forms of syphon closets has
been their liability to become unsyphoned
should a pail of slops be suddenly emptied
therein, leaving the pan unsealed and de-
pendent upon the rare individual intelli-

gence of the servant to discharge the cistern

and thus reseal the trap. Another objection
has been to the rising of the water-level with
the contents of basin before the syphon action
is started; and the further difficulty of securing
perfect syphonage in an outlet of adequate
capacity to prevent stoppage, with the limited
supply of water to which we are at present re-

stricted by water companies’ regulations.
These objections, all of which seem to have
been quite overcome in the present form, have
hitherto proved fatal to the adoption of syphon
closets. We have seen the “Closet of the
Century” put to repeated tests which other
syphonic-action closets have failed to with-
stand. The closet can be used with the regu-
lation 2 gallon flashing-cistern, but with 2^
gallons or 3 gallons better results are attained.
The closet maybe seen in action at Mr. Jennings’s
show-rooms.
The flushing-cistern of which a section is

given is also Jennings & Motley's patent. It is

divided into three compartments : in one a ball
valve is provided, by which the apparatus re-

ceives water from the main or other source of
supply. The water passes from the first com-
partment to the second by a passage through

aiichj:ological societies.

Cam BRIAN Arch-eological Association..

—The forty-seventh annual meeting of this

Association is to be held next week at Llan-

deilo-Fawr, Carmarthenshire. It will com-
mence on Monday and will be continued on the

four following days. Among the places to be

visited in the course of the excursions are

Talley Abbey, Castell Carreg, Cam Goch, and
Llandovery.
Royal Arceaiological Institute.—

T

he

annual congress of this Institute commences on
Tuesday next, at Cambridge.
British Arcii-eological Association.

—

The forty-ninth annual congress of this Asso-

ciation is to be held at Cardiff this year, from

Monday, August 22, to Saturday, August 27.

The programme of places to be visited and of

papers to be read is full and varied.

Tvent Archaeological Society. — The
annual meeting of this Society was held at

Dover a few days since. The thirty-fifth

annual report, which was adopted, stated that

the Society was still in a prosperous state.

Daring the year the Society bad lost by death

and other causes many old and valued mem-
bers, but their places bad been filled by now
members. Twenty-one new members had been

elected during the past year, while several were

awaiting election. Reference was also made to

the retirement of Canon Scott Robertson from

the editorship of Archceologia Cuntiana, and it

was also stated that the Rev. Canon Routledge-

had kindly undertaken the duties of honorary

editor. The financial position wm such as left-

nothing to be desired, the balance in band at.

the present time amounting to 800Z. 98. 5d.

Incorporated Associ.\tio-n of Mitnicipal anD"

CouNTT Engineers.—We are obliged to hold over

until next week the continuation of our report oS

the Bury meeting of this Associatioo,
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Worcester Cathedral : Plan and Part Section of Crypt. Pleasured and Prawn
hy Mr. Harold Braltspear.

Jllwstrations*

WORCESTER CATHEDRAL.*

I
Ir^^miT. WOLFSTAN of Worcester, the

founder of the Norman Cathedral, is

j
recorded bj William of Malmesbury

;

to have burst into tears while watching the
3 pulling down of the earlier Saxon church built

Iby St. Oswald, exclaiming, “ We wretched ones

I
destroy the works of the saints.” Apart from
ithe question of inferiority in architectural

j
design, which did not form the basis of St.

» Wolfstan’s regret, his words might find an echo
in the consciences of cathedral architects of

I

our own day, professional and amateur, at

Worcester and elsewhere. The rebuilding of

both the east and west fronts of the Cathedral,
for the mere purpose of consistency in style,

and the abrogation from the choir and Lady
Chapel of later features than those of the
ordained period of Early English, as “debased,”
as well as the demolition of the magnificent
Guesten Hall, form a record sufficient to justify

reasonable regret.

It, however, says much for the architectural
value of the Cathedral, besides qualifying cen-
sure upon its restorers, that it still remains
a building of marked beauty and interest.

Professor Willis, who was carefully optimistic
about the doings of his contemporaries, wrote
in 1863, before the choir was “ restored,” that
of “ Great English cathedrals and conventual
churches it is inferior to very few in interest
and value, when considered with respect to the

* This series ol illustrations of the Cathedrals of
England and Wales was begun in our issue of January 3,
1891. A list of those already Illustrated, with particu-
ars of future arrangementB, will be found on page 118.

history and practice of mediceval architecture;”
and, adding the words “and of restoration in
modern times,” we may adopt his opinion.

The See of Worcester was founded in the
seventh century, and St. Dunstan of Canterbury
was among the early holders of the bishopric.

He was succeeded by St. Oswald, who founded
a Monastery of Benedictines, into which he
absorbed the original secular canons of the
Cathedral, and erected the Church of the Virgin,

removed for a grander edifice by St. Wolfstan.
The latter saint was the last of the Saxon
bishops, and a man of sufficient character and
power to be recognised by the Norman con-
querors, whose two kings be faithfully served
until his death in 1095. An interesting link

with the Saxon church exists in the design of
the balluster columns of the wall arcade of the
slype, which, if not themselves relics re-used
from St. Oswald’s Church by Wolfstan, are

of marked Saxon character and distinct

from the other Norman work. He began
the erection of the Cathedral which we
now see in 1084, and it was sufficiently

advanced in 1088 for the monks to enter into.

In a document of Wolfstan’s, dated May 20,

1089, he incidentally reveals some of the first

principles of medireval architects in stating that

he added to the monastery by “ the construc-

tion and ornamentation of a church (“ eccle-

site constructione et ornatione”). In simple
constructive beauty apart from ornaments,
which at that period were archaic and crude,

the crypt, with its twelve vaulted aisles and
apses, and the impressive circular - vaulted
chapter - house of his immediate successors,

which remain to us, are unrivalled
;
the crypt

beingthe most perfect of the four Norman ones,

—Winchester, Gloucester, and Canterbury, are

the three others,—both in proportion, and com-
pleteness of design, and the chapter - house
being the patriarch of the subsequent poly-
gonal ones so characteristic of English medimval
design. The crypt occupies the space beneath
the present choir, and with its apse defines the
Eastern limit of the Norman church. It is un-
certain whether a lady-chapel then existed

further eastwards or not. The width of the
church was not varied later, and the

nave extended to the full len^h of the
present church, the south-west entrance to

the cloisters marking the limit. The piers

of the central tower, now cased with four-

teenth century work, the walls of the great
transepts, the north and south aisle walls of the
nave, the slype abutting on the south tran-

sept. and the basement of the refectory on the
south side of the cloister, with the south-east

entrance adjoining, all indicate that Wolfstan's

Cathedral, west of the choir, was co-extensive

with the present church. Besides the crypt,

slype, and undercroft of the refectory, the Early
Norman remains are fragmentary though un-
mistakeable, two fine arches in the east walls of

the transepts exist, which opened into chapels

now destroyed,that on the south replaced by an
Early English building, into which the Norman
arch now opens. An Early capital protrudes

from the south-east pier of the tower in the

choir aisle, and Norman masonry shows in the

north-east pier in the triforium. Another capital
is in the east bay of the north aisle of the nave,

and in the same wall the Norman columns and
caps of the north door remain. Upon the

opposite side five large simple and un-

moulded semi-circular headed recesses exist

for altar tombs, and two Early Norman
vaulting shafts mark the junction between the

re-building of Wolfstan’s nave in the Early
English period and the transitional Norman
work of the two westernmost bays. A charac-

teristic of considerable beauty in the earliest

Norman work, which is not found in that of the

later period, is the use of two building-stones of

varied colours in horizontal bands, as in Early

Ifalian marble masonry. One stone used was
the creamy-coloured oolite from Bath, and the

other a grey-green stone from Higley, on the

Severn. In the subsequent work a red sand-

stone was largely employed, and a fine general

effect of warmth of tone and variety obtained.

Two circular stair turrets, of the Early Norman
masonry, project into the western angles of the

transepts in an unusual but picturesque manner,
and afford a very favourable surface for the

banded masonry.
Wolfstan held a synod in the crypt in l092,

and it is interesting to recall the fact of the

original use of the apse in the early

basilicas for this purpose, to which the

plan was adapted, and not for the purpose

of the sacrarium or chancel, for which
it offers no accommodation or convenience.

The apse of the crypt, and of the presbytery

above, had seven radiating bays, with concen-

trating vaults upon the inner arcade and central

column of the crypt, the width of the presbytery

being subdivided below by three ranges of

columns and vaults into four aisles, the aisles

above, with a central range, and also the north

and south chapels opening from the transepts,

making in all twelve vaulted aisles in the crypt.

The northern chapel and the outer aisles of the

apse have disappeared, but the construction of

the early vaults, as also in the slype and chapter-

house, is perfectly sound to-day. The chapter-

house, which is slightly later than Wolfstan’s

work, has a lofty central column, with a simple

splayed capital and circular abacus, from which

the vault, divided by boldly-moulded ribs into

ten bays, springs ;
two tiers of wall-arcading

surround the walls, the lower recessed for seats,

and the upper of a simple interlacing type.

Perpendicular windows have replaced the Nor-

man ones, and in the same period the exterior

walls were squared from the Norman circular

plan into a decagon with angle buttresses.

The two western bays of the nave are

of the latest type of Norman, in which

pointed and round arches are both used. The

ground story is almost sufficiently advanced in

type of moulding and carving to be called

Early English, with fully pointed arches, but the

triforium which is of two bays, within severe

pointed enclosing arches, encloses small arcades

of round Norman arches, ornamented with a

simple zig-zag, and curious rosettes arranged

upon the tympanums. The clearstory also

divides the round and pointed styles without

mingling them, it consisting of a central wide

round-arched opening, with Norman ornaments
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flanked on each side by a narrow steeply-pointed
opening. The shafts of the ground story and
vaulting piers are delicate, and clustered, with
square and splayed abacuses. The vaulting
shafts of the easternmost of two bays rest upon
the earlier Norman banded pier, before referred
to at the level of the triforium. The nave vault
over these Transitional bays is of later date,

but the vault of the south aisle is of contem-
porary work, also that to the south-west
entrance passage to the cloisters which
adjoins. Three western doorways existed in

the end wall
;

all were blocked up until

recently, when the great west window
was erected, and with it a modern
Norman portal made for the nave, the arches
for the doors to the aisles are traceable in the
wall. Otherwise no Norman or Transitional

features remain to be recognised in the west
front, except the angle turret buttresses and
the restored round-headed windows above the

aisles in the triforium, with later tracery in-

sertions. A beautifully - elaborated pointed
Norman doorway exists unrestored to the south-

east entrance passage to the cloisters, of a
different type to the other Norman work, and its

isolated position at the end of the earlier

passage suggests that it was the work of

a different time. In the sooth wall of the

great transept there are fine late Norman win-
dows, with round arches with a bold zig-zag

enrichment
;
these are now obscured by the

great organ. The restoring purists removed a
Perpendicular window from the upper story of

this wall to place in the Norman wall an Early
English triplet, while in the opposite north
transept they replaced the eighteenth-century
Perpendicular window with a geometrical
traceried one, a concession, doubtless, to the
variety of dates in the removed windows.
The original Early English work of the choir

and presbytery is exceedingly fine
;
it was begun

in 1224, at about the most vigorous period of

the style as a native growth, and the design of

the Lady Chapel and choir can compare boldly

with Lincoln or with Salisbury,which waserecting
at the same date, and not to any disadvantage.
The carving is rich and pure, and much fine

figure sculpture was used, some of which re-

mains in the spandrels and tympanums of the
triforiums and wall arcades. The proportion of

the extended choir, eastern transepts, and Lady
Chapel externally produce the same happy effect

as at Lincolo, the lantern tower standing nearly
midway between east and west. The internal
proportions, though, of course, on a much
smaller scale, are not dissimilar; the height of

the choir, raised as it is upon the Norman crypt,

and continuing the ridge line of the nave, being
reduced to the moderate height and full width
of the Lincoln choir; bat eastwards Worcester
has the advantage, for, as soon as the limit of
Wolfstan’s apsidal crypt is passed, the Lady
Chapel resumes the lower level of the nave floor,

and the additional height being thrown into

,

the ground-story piers, an effect of loftiness

is obtained which is very dignified. This in-

creased effect of height was evidently sought
for in the design, as the eastern transepts,

though of the same approximate height as the
great transepts, are considerably narrower. The
width of tbe bays in the Lady Chapel eastern
transepts and sacrarium are also less than
those of the choir, thus aiding in apparently
increasing the height eastwards.
But before the beautiful and extensive work

of the Early English epoch was undertaken, the
usual fires, falls of towers, and wonders worked
at tombs, had occurred. Eight years after
Wolfstan’s death Worcester was destroyed by
fire with the church and castle, and the pre-
servation of the bishop's tomb from the falling
embers and lead of the roofs, shows that his
contemplated choir and apse had been erected
and roofed in over tbe crypt. The Transitional
work towards the end of tbe twelfth century
which replaced Wolfstan’s was itself destroyed
by fire in 1202, of this, however, the western bays
of the nave remain, and tbe then new tower is

recorded to have fallen previously in 1175. We
also read of the fall of two towers besides, in a
storm, and, as there were no western towers, it

is conjectured that smaller towers or turrets ad-
joining the transepts must be referred to. In
the midst of these disasters wonders began to
take place at the tomb of Wolfstan in 1201,
upon St. Valentine's Day, and continued increas-
ing to a considerable extent during the ensuing
year, so that a commission appointed by the
Pope visited Worcester on St. Giles’s Day, and
inquired into them and reported. The result
was that St. Wolfstan was canonised in May,

1203, and tbe flow of offerings continued to an
extent which justified the rebuilding of the
eastern end of the Cathedral in 1221 by Bishop
William, of Blois. The Cathedral had mean-
while been repaired and re-dedicated after the
fire, and the works had evidently extended
over some years. King John, who bad visited

the tomb of St. Wolfstan in 1207 in State, con-

tributed to the cost of the reinstatement of the
cloister after the fire of five years previously,

he bad died in 1216, and his body was brought
from Newark and interred in the choir between
St. Oswald and St. Wolfstan. A fine sixteenth-

century decorated elBgy and tomb now mark
his resting-place, and one fears that the favour
he showed to Worcester and its Saint, rather
than even blind respect for bis office, have pre-

served in the very centre of the choir of a
Christian church the effigy of the worst king
politically and morally that England has had.

It is indeed a wonder that Cromwell’s soldiers,

who mutilated every saintly image in the build-

,

ing, spared bis nose and face, perhaps he was
left in cynical respect for the memory of the
departed monarchy.
The repaired Cathedral was dedicated in

1218, in honour of St. Mary, St, Peter, St.

Oswald, and St. Wolfstan, on June 7, in the
presence of Henry III. and many distinguished

persons, when the remains of St. Wolfstan
were placed in a magnificent shrine. The
miracles continued after the interment of King
John, and, with the undoubted sympathy of
his son, the re-erection of the choir and the
eastward extension was commenced. Tbe best
use was made by the monks and bishop of the
tide of gifts and profits from the miracles
while it lasted, as it soon after began to flow
down the Severn to Gloucester, to the shrine of

Edward 11. It is recorded that Bishop William
of Blois begun the new work of “ the front.”

Professor Willis remarks that in Mediccval
documents the front of the church is usually
the east end. This would be, therefore, the
wall of the Lady Chapel, and involved the
demolition of tbe superstructure of the Norman
crypt recently re-dedicated, and extending up
to tbe tower. The new choir, with its vault,

was loftier than its predecessor, and the bays
were wider than those of tbe Normans, rising

with their pointed arches higher still in pro-
portion. The triforium was, however, lower
than the corresponding Norman story, but the
clearstory was similar in height. A secondary
arcade at the back of the triforium, against the
wall which encloses the space over the aisles,

gives much the same effect of interlacing

arches as in St. Hugh’s much-discussed arcades
at Lincoln. The shafts clustering around the
piers are of Parbeck marble, now of that
peculiar colour produced by ill-directed attempts
at polishing. They are jointed with metal bands,
and as it is stated in Leland's Itinerary that
Bishop Giffart decorated the columns of the
east portion with small marble columns having
joints of gilt brass, considerable discussion has
arisen not only as to the chronology of the
work,—the bishop reigning from 12G9 to 1302,

tbe building being commenced in 122-1,—bat
as to the rings and their use. It does not seem
to have occurred to Professor Willis even that
the marble shafts are bedded with lead seatings,

and that this narrow seam of lead was
decorated by the rounded brass ring with
which we are familiar at Westminster. The
presence of an iron cramp connecting the shaft
with the pier has been rightly understood as
provided for the purpose of attaching the shaft
after the settlement of the pier; but this has
nothing to do with the brass ring and lead
bedding, the existence of which can be tested
by scratobing the surfaces. Many instances
will occur to tbe mind of these Parbeck grouped
shafts which have been crushed, bent, and split

vertically owing to the settlement of tbe central
pier, but tbe plan adopted at Worcester has
avoided such results.

Bishop William, who initiated the works, and
probably saw them partly vaulted, if not
entirely, before his death in 1230, lies buried in

the middle of his work, before the altar of the
Lady Chapel. His effigy is a singularly com-
plete and beautifnl work of the thirteenth
century, showing the full vestments, which
were formerly ornamented with jewelled
settings.

The rebuilding of the nave was not under-
taken until the next century, it beingcoimnenced
by Bishop Cobham, who occupied the see from
iM? to 1327. The condition of the Cathedral
at this time appears to have been that the
magnificent choir and Lady chapel bad been

completed, by means of the pilgrims' offerings,

mucO as we see them now, that the twelfth

century tower, however, which fell down in

1175, bad not laeen rebuilt, the adjoining tran-

septs had been damaged by it and now evidence

Transitional and Norman work in their lower
stories only, the upper portions being of

Perpendicular date, without connecting links-

to tne earlier period, and the nave of Norman
and Transitional work. We find that so late in the
thirteenth century as 1281, Bishop Nicholas, of

Ely, formerly of Worcester, bequeaths a legacy

for the rebuilding of the tower, but as no work
of that date remains, it is probable that the

expenditure was deferred until Bishop Cobham
undertook the reconstruction of the north side

and aisle of the nave completely. He lived to
complete the clearstory and to vault the side

aisle throughout, the main wall, however,
stopping at tbe two westernmost bays,

which be left, of the Transitional nave. This

early fourteenth-century work is a good
example of the Decorated style. The shafts

and mouldings, though not so bold as in the
earlier work of the choir, are full and rich, net-

suffering from the over refinement of the later

work. Tbe plan of the earlier nave was
adopted, the heights of the ground and tri-

forium stories being altered, but the total

height to the springing of the vault remaining
the same ;

springing-stones were built in for

the vault, which was not added for some con-

siderable time
;
a rectangular chapel was built

in the second bay of the aisle from the transept,

and vaulted with the north aisle. Professor

Willis gives a summary of the fourteenth

century works obtained from the notes of Dr.

Hopkins, a prebendary of the Cathedral from
1G75 to 1700, which he found in the Baker
MSS. in the Harleian Collection, as follows:—

1320. Prior Braunston built tbe geaten hall.

1372. Refectory and cloyster built. 1374. Tower or

belfry. 1376. Stone vault over the quire under the
belfry, and over St. Thomas’ altar. This is ex-

plained by the fact that the quire at that time was
placed under the belfry. 1377. The vault over
the nave of the church, the library, treasury, and
dormitory. 1378. The water gate. 1379. The
infirmary and stalls in the quire. 13S0. The west
window. 1380. Tbe north p>orch of the church.

The north wall of the nave being rebuilt in

the early part of the fourteenth century, and
the south wall and vault not being undertaken
till fifty years after, the condition of the
church with one side Norman, the end
Transitional, and the other side of new
Decorated construction, can be imagined with
difficulty, as a temporary roof only could have
been used. The slackening of the tide of

pilgrims and their gifts probably hastened the
completion of the nave, as the late fourteenth

century south wall and aisle, of Early Perpen-
dicular detail, do not display the care and
skill or beauty of tbe Northern wall, which it

closely follows in general design. The mould-
ings are attenuated, and the shafts over-

thinned, and scrapy little carved capitals take
the place of the rich bands of foliage which
make the Decorated capitals. The vault, perhaps
with the exception of the two western bays,

whichweretheworkof Bishop Wakefield 1375-94,

was built by Abbot Horton, who died in 1377,
and is ingenious and beautiful. The unity of

design secured at Worcester is unusual in

Medimval work, the Transitional, Decorated,
and Perpendicular portions all come together

as harmonious parts, well connected into a
whole by the vault

;
there is no definite breach

of intention or contemptuous ignoring of

earlier work so often seen elsewhere. As much
of each period is retained as possible, probably
not only out of respect for the work of the

patron saint, but also, in the later portion,

from motives of economy. It also appears that

the works were never wholly given up to the
unrestrained will of one individual; the

existence of the large monastery acted as a
balance to the power of the bishop, as we find

agreements between bishop and convent respec-

tively for the execution of fixed portions of the
work in the cases of Bishops William of Blois

and Cobham. Simultaneously with the work
in the nave the reconstruction of the tower
was undertaken

;
the Norman piers remained

as a core, and were cased with the fourteenth-

century shafts and mouldings
;
the springing

of the arches was raised to the new level of

the nave vault in 137-4, the vaulting under
the belfry completing the work in 1376.

Bishop Wakefield’s work remains in the north

porch and the inner arch of the great west
window, filled in a few years ago with geomet-
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rical tracery icconsistect in style with every-
thing in the Cathedral, and he was buried
under the two bays of his vault at the west end.

Of later Perpendicular work there remains
the very fine chantry of Prince Arthur, son of
Henry VII., on the south side of the choir, an
interesting example of the early development
of the traceried vaulting that so rapidly
attained the beauty exemphfied in his father’s
later chapel at Westminster. Perpendicular
tracery was freely inserted in the earlier
windows. The principal internal work, how-
ever, was the vaulting and decoration of the
great transepts. The walls above the ground
stories, which are of Norman, were panelled
with an early cusped treatment, with mullions
and transomes that form strings and vaulting
ribs, and are an early attempt at a complete
panelling of the wall surface, which later
became prevalent, as at Canterbury and
Gloucester,

The cloisters, now completely restored, are of
this period. The vaulting is boldly moulded with
finely-carved bosses. It springs from the south
wall of the nave, without any relation to the
buttresses which mark the internal vaulting
bays. The piers on the inner walls around
three sides of the garth have square openings
in them, somewhat of the character of a con-
tinuous hagioscope. The chapter-house had
windows inserted and a new face given to it at
this time. A most interesting series of apart-
ments between the chapter-house and the
south transept also belong to this period; they are
the treasurer’s chambers, and have a communi-
cating passage to the south-east chapel of the
choir. They are roofed with a flat four-centred
vault, and have a vaulted gallery leading to
other smaller chambers, perhaps used as
dungeons. Upon the opposite side of the
church, in the north choir aisle, is a pic-

turesque oriel window of similar date, pro-
jecting from the outer wall as a watching-
loft. This must have been reached from th^e

chamber over the north - east chapel now
destroyed, and was used by the sacrist or
watching friars. There are also evidences that
the large room over the north porch was used
as a dwelling in connection with the Cathedral.
The triforium gallery over the south aisle is

now used as the Cathedral library, the books
: being recently removed there again from the
i chapter-house. It is lighted by Perpendicular
windows above the south aisle.

A finely-moulded stone Perpendicular screen,
a fragment of which has been preserved, is

fixed in the arch opening to the choir from the
south transept. The pulpit in the choir was
erected there in 17'18, but is of Perpendicular
date, and was formerly in the nave.
Reformation times and Worcester will always

1 be connected with the great Bishop Latimer,
,
the most vigorous reformer and eloquent

' preacher of his time. In his day there was a
“ fair stone cross in the churchyard, which
was the usual preaching place, as at St. Paul’s,
London. There were also seats for the chief of
the city on the nonh side of the church, but
south from the cross, much resembling those
of St. Paul’s.” There is no memorial of Latimer
in the Cathedral, or indeed anything but the
name of the place and See to remind us of him

;

but his fame will not suffer by this neglect.
The choir seats and stalls of 1379 were

removed from under the tower to the
presbytery, their present position, about 1537,

I on the establiehment of a Dean and Chapter,
: and Renaissance canopies placed over them at
a latter period. These remained when
Professor Willis wrote in 18C2 that they “are
.valuable specimens of woodwork,” they were
I however removed at the “Restoration” of the
I
choir, and nothing put in their place. The
(Cathedral suffered much damage after the
, battle of Worcester at the hands of Cromwell’s
I soldiers, and substantial repairs were made in
1712, partly at the cost of the Government, to
[replace the damage. At this time a buttressing
iwall was erected across the north-east transept
to prevent the piers of the choir from falling,
•and the wall was pierced with four quatrefoils
of bold design.

The great north transept wall was rebuilt in
ITIS, with a Perpendicular window of the
(period and turrets, by a local architect, Mr.
[Wilkinson, who erected St. Andrew’s, Worcester,
and displayed a tendency to the most
attenuated form of spire and pinnacles. Suc-
cessive alterations were made to the east and
(West windows. In 1812 a new altar screen was
erected, and finally, in 1857, extensive re-
storations were nndertaken, under the late

Mr. Perkins of Worcester, and Sir Gilbert Scott
was called in to design the “Restoration” of
the choir. Of all this work, and the elaborate
reredos, it is exceedingly difficult to speak even
descriptively. One has a lingering fear that
the enthusiasm with which it was regarded
twenty years ago has already changed to dis-

like, and fearing lest this feeling should also
prove ephemeral, it may be better to leave the
modern work at work at Worcester to the
tender mercies of the next generation, who may
safely regard it as the 7ic phis 'ultra of Liberal
“ Conservative Restoration.”

STAFFORDSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL
BUILDINGS.

We give the principal elevation and plans of
the design, by Mr. H. T. Hare, which has been
selected in competifion for the new County
Council buildings at Stafford; also the drawing
showing the detail of the Council-room, and a
perspective sketch of a portion of the intended
building, executed after the competition designs
were sent in. The whole of the designs submitted
are still at Stafford, and will be exhibited in
the Shire Hall there next week, when we shall

have an opportunity of reviewing them gene-
rally. We have selected these drawings of the
accepted design, after consultation with Mr.
Hare, as those which best represent the treat-
ment of the building. Owing to the presence
of existing buildings on the site, one of which
is partially worked into the new building, the
other elevations are not architecturally im-
portant.

The following quotations from the architect's
draft report, which he has placed in our
hands, will give sufficient information as to
the general scheme and treatment of the
design ;

—

“ The suggested arrangement of the departments
has been adopted,—that is, the Council-ball and
committee-rooms are on the first floor, and the
offices on the ground floor beneath them. The
principal difficulty which presents itself in the con-
sideration of the plan is that, owing to the main
entrance being at the end of the long narrow site,

it is apparently a necessity that there should be a
long corridor for access to the rooms on the first

floor. This difficulty the author has endeavoured
to obviate by the arrangement of the entrance-ball
and staircase on an axis at ri^ht angles with St.
Martin’s-place. The effect of this is that the head
of the staircase leads immediately into a central
ante-room, with which the Council-hall and com-
mittee - rooms communicate, only a very short
length of corridor being required, and this is

treated in such a manner as to become practically a
part of the ante-room.
The main entrance has been kept as far as

possible towards the market square, the loggia to
the Judge’s house being continued to lorm a
recessed porch. The treatment of this portion of
the front being restricted to the ground-floor story,
the author is of opinion that any attempt to deal
with it more elaborately than the existing arcade
would be detrimental to the effect of the whole.
The alterations suggested to the ground floor
involve no serious structural operations, and the
accommodation provided comprises waiting-room,
cloak-room, and porter’s lodge.
The entrance-hall is 40 ft. t3 in. by 21 ft. 6 in.,

and 12 ft. 6 in. high, this latter dimension being
fixed by the height of the existing story. An
increased effect of height is, however, obtained by
the introduction of a central dome, which is behind
the existing buddings, and from which the hall is

lighted. . . .

The ante-room on the first floor is top-lighted,
and is designed with a groined ceiling in plaster,
which would afford a field for an effective scheme
of colour decoration.

The Council-hall is entered from the ante-room
by two doorways. The general form of the apart-
ment is a square, of which the side is 39 ft. The
seating is arranged in tiers to a circular sweep, the
centre from which the circle is struck being the
chairman’s seat. The two gangways are kept as
far as possible bo the sides, so that the division of
the Council into parties or sides would be a practical
impossibility. The author is of opinion that the
acoustic properties of the hall would be eminently
satisfactory, and no other arrangement of seating
would give the requisite amount of accommodation
at so small a loss of space. The hall is amply
lighted from windows placed high up, which would
give a more pleasing effect than any form of roof
lighting.

The entrance to the offices is from Martin-street,
and leads into an entrance ball from which the
corridor runs right and left. The departments are
so placed that the inquiry office of each is entered
from the hall. By this arrangement the public
would not require to use the corridors, which are
screened from the hall, and would thus become
practically private to the officials.

The author has made a personal examination of
the site and existing buildings, and finds that it is

no(; possible to make a connexion between the new
and the existing buildings on the ground floor-

without seriously interfering with the J iidge’s house,
and even if this were done, it is very questionable-
whether the communication would be of any prac-
tical value. The loggia at the entrance will,

however, form a connection under cover. The-
miggested communication on the first floor is ob-
tained at the only available point, by a corridor
running from the main staircase. A w.c. and
lavatory are provided to take the place of those
removed.

Provision is made in the basement for heating-
apparatus and electric lighting plant.

Materials aiid Constructio7i.

The front elevation is proposed to be faced with
stone up to the level of the first floor, similar to
that used in the existing buildings. The upper
portion of the front to be faced with best red
facing bricks, with stone dressings, strings, See,

The back elevations to be entirely in brick.

The whole of the floors to be of fireproof con-
struction in steel and cement concrete. The flat

roof to be constructed in a similar manner, and
covered with Seyssel asphalto 1 in. thick laid to
falls.

The roofs of main buildings to have wrought-iron
principals, with timber purlins, boarding and felt,

and covered with 14 in. by 18 in, Whitland Abbey
slates, fastened with copper nails to a 3 in. lap.
The turrets to be covered with copper.
The floors of the main entrance, entrance-hall,

ante-room, and ground-floor corridor, to be paved
with black and white marble tiles in 12 in. squares.
The floors in offices to be of 1 ^ in. keyed pitch-pine-
blocks. The floors in Council-hall, committee-
rooms, &c., to be of 1J in. teak blocks, wax polished.
The main staircase to be in Hopton Wood stone,

and the official and public staircases in rubbed York
atone.

The walls in entrance-hall to have a panelled teak
dado, and above to be lined with polished Hopton
Wood stone. The walls of the main staircase to be
lined with Hopton Wood stone up to the height of
the string-course, and above finished in plaster
for colour decoration. This treatment would be
continued in the ante-room, corridor, &c.
The walls in the Council-hall and committee-rooms-

to have teak panelled dadoes, and to be finished
above in plaster.

The pilasters and columns in Council-hall and
entrance to be in polished Devonshire marble.
The whole of the doors and other joinery on the-

first floor to be in teak, and the seats and other
fi'tiugs in the Council-hall in the same material,
upholstered in dark green leather.

The walls in the offices, kc., to be finished in-

plaster and painted in oils.

The windows to bo glazed with polished plate-
glass throughout, except in the Council-hall and
main staircase, where it is suggested that lead
glazing be introduced, and possibly replaced at
some future time by painted glass. The glazing of
the upper panels of the doors to offices to be in-

double muflied glass.

The ceilings to Council-hall, committee-rooms,
&c.

,
to be executed in fibrous plaster, enriched as

suggested on the drawings.

Heating and Ventilation.

Tho offices, committee-rooms, &c., are provided
with open fireplaces.

The heating of the other portions of the building
is proposed to be effected by low-pressure steam,
with radiators in entrance-halls, corridors, &c. la
tho case of the Council-hall a powerful steam coil is-

placed in the basement, and fresh air is drawn
from the outsido, filtered, and passed over the coil,

by a 4 ft. cased fan, driven by a gas engine. After
being heated it is conducted to convenient points-

of outlet by flues. The apparatus would also bo
available for cooling the room in hot weather.

Inlet ventilation would be provided for in all th&-

offices, committee-rooms, &c., by Tobin’s tubes.

Extractors are placed in the roofs over the
Council-hall and committee-rooms, and the up-
current would also be assisted by small steam coils

placed in the shafts. Each office would be pro-

vided with a special extract-flue running up beside-

the smoke-flue.

Architectural Treatment.

This is somewhat restricted by the existing-

buildings and the fact that the main frontage is in

an unimportant thoroughfare. The stylo the
author has adopted is the English Renaissance of

the seventeenth century, which is in harmony with
the existing buildings.

The elevation to Martin - street is of simple
character, but the author has endeavoured to
impart to it some dignity and expression. The
upper portion is faced with brick with stone-

dressings, as the street scarcely seems to warrant
an entirely stone-faced building. This, however,
is no essentia] part of the design, and if considered
desirable, stone could be used throughout without
affecting it in any other way.
The elevation towards Eastgate-street is treated
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somewhat in a similar manner to the adjoining
Eastgate House.”

The cost of the bnilding; is estimated by the
author as 17,477^.

COMPETITIONS.
Proposed Extension of the Man-

chester Rotal Infirmary. — A special
general meeting of the Trustees of the Man-
chester Royal Infirmary was held on the 27th
nit., in the Memorial Hall, Albert -square,
Manchester, to consider the proposal of the
Board of Management to extend the Infirmary
buildings on the site in Piccadilly. The report
of the snb-committee of the Board of Manage-
ment, nominated on February 17, to consider
plans for an extension of the Infirmary con-
sistent with its possible future construction
was taken as read. The sub-committee stated
that five meetings were held, at which three
sets of plans submitted for competition received
careful scrutiny, with the view to determine
their several merits, their relative adaptability
for furthering tbebest interests of the institution,

their general features in respect of harmonising
with existing surroundings, and in their entirety
as tending to form an additional ornament
to the city. The prescribed requirements had
been complied with by each competing archi-
tect. Different methods, however, having been
followed in working out details, the committee
had had to give careful consideration to each
plan with regard to its suitability to the uses
intended. Two of the three competing archi-
tects bad selected the Piccadilly frontage as
the cue best adapted for carrying out an exten-
sion. In this conclusion the sub-committee
fully concurred. The sub-committee had further
determined that, if the requisite extension could
be effected by a three-storied elevation, such
would be preferable to the addition of a fourth
£tory. They were of opinion that each new
ward should be built on the “ pavilion ” prin-
ciple, and that any scheme calculated to
provide four rows of beds in a ward, divided
by an intervening screen, would be open

;

to sanitary and other objections which
do not apply to wards constructed on
the recognised method of placing two rows of
beds opposite one another against the outer
walls. The sub - committee had carefully
weighed the respective advantages of adopting
circular wards as against longitudinal wards,
and, without attempting to dogmatise on a
question that has enlisted advocates and archi-
tects on either side, they had concluded that,
—allowing each system to have compensating
merits,—the construction of circular wards
would be so much out of harmony with the
present building as to make their adoption an
incongxnity. The sub-committee recommend
the plans,—subject to minor changes in detail,

—

of Mr. Alexander Graham, which, in their judg-
ment, offered the largest advantages architec-
turally, with the fewest countervailing draw-
backs

;
and they were satisfied that if their care-

fully considered opinions and suggestions were
adopted, Manchester would find itself possessed
of an infirmary second to none in outward
architectural effect and in internal efficiency.
Id the matter of cost, Mr. Graham submitted
the following estimates:—(1) Two new wings,
new operating theatre, and sundry structural
and other alterations of the main building, as
shown on the several amended plans, 34,000^.

;

(2) extension of the nurses' home, as shown on
the plans of December, 1S91, including sanitary
iittiDgs, 5,020Z.

; (3) extension of out-patients'
department, and alterations thereto, 1,700?.

;

total, 40,720?. If the suggestions of the Com-
mittee were carried out, the increased area
built upon would represent less than one-third
of an acre, and the whole space then covered will
be less than IJ- acre, leaving about 3J- acres still

uncovered.—The Chairman, Mr, E. ST Heywood,
submitted the following resolution :

—“ To re-

ceive and consider, and, if approved, to adopt
the report of the Board of Management upon
the architect’s plan for the proposed extension
of the Infirmary on its present site.”—Dr. Renaud
seconded,— Sir W. H. Houldswortb, M.P,, moved
as an amendment, “That the trustees are of
opinion that whilst it is manifestlyimportant that
the Infirmary should be retained on its present
Bite in the utmost state of efficiency, any exten-
sion of the accommodation thereon is very
undeBirable.” — Dr. Leech seconded. — The
amendment on being put to the meeting was
carried.—Mr. Platt Higgins, on behalf of the
Board of Management, thereupon demanded a
poll, which will be taken next week.

Proposed Town Hall, Walsall. — We
are informed by the Town Clerk that the Com-
mittee, after careful consideration of the thirty-

nine designs sent in in the' preliminary compe-
tition, have awarded the two premiums as
follows; 1st, to Mr. John R. Withers, Shrews-
bury

;
2nd, to Mr. Daniel Arkell, Birmingham.

It is added that as from the designs sent in it

is clear that a hall sufficient to meet the require-

ments of the town can be erected on the
suggested site, it is the intention of the Com-
mittee to recommend the Council to offer in

competition three premiums of 100, 75, and 50
guineas respectively for complete designs, in-

cluding specification and estimate of cost. If

this recommendation is adopted, notice of

the competition will be given in due
course. Finally, the Town Clerk sajs that
in coming to a decision on any hew designs
which may be submitted, the Committee will

not be fettered in any way by those which have
been awarded the premiums in the preliminary
competition, which was for the purpose of

ascertaining the maximum accommodation
which could be obtained on the site.

Snohs.

Notes on the Constrvction of Cranes and
Lifting Machinery. By Edward C. R.
Marks, M.I.M.E. London: John Heywood.
1802.

^IHESE notes were originally written in

M the form of a series of articles for the
Practical Engineer, and have appeared

in that journal at different times during the last

two years. The information given is of a
practical nature, and such as is often required
by engineers and purchasers who wish to have
descriptions and particulars regarding the
general principles and capabilities of lifting

machinery.

Longman's School Meyisuratioji. By Alfred J.

Pearce, B.A. London; Longmans, Green,
& Co. 1802.

In this little book the author explains, in a clear

and concise manner, the principles upon which
mensuration is founded, and gives in nearly all

cases a simple proof of the rules, which can be
easily mastered by all students who have but a
slight knowledge of mathematics. Besides con-
taining a large number of well-chosen questions
at the end of each chapter, several examination
papers have been introduced, and the book
throughout is well furnished with such diagrams
as are necessary to illustrate the various
examples given in the text.

Pumps and Pumping. By M. Powis BALE,
M.I.M.E., A.M.Inst.C.E. London : Crosby
Lockwood & Son. 1892.

Much useful information of a practical nature
will be found in this little book on pumps.
Nearly all kinds of pumping machinery have
been noticed, and more or less described, and
wbat the author has to say on each subject has
been conveniently arranged, under the form of
headed paragraphs, so that the work is well
suited for reference, especially in cases of

emergency. A careful study of the book will
well repay those who have to use and work
pumps

;
and, although the matter has had to

be considerably condensed, yet it is always
given in a way that can be readily understood.

S.\xiTART State of Nawtes.—

A

ccording to a
recent report of the British Consul at Nantes,
although several new streets have been opened in
various quarters, to the improvement in the appear-
ance of the city and the health of its inhabitants,
the sanitary condition of the town is deplorable,
the drainage being indescribably defective, and the
emanations from gratings in front of badly drained
bouses lay the germs of all kinds of diseases. An
alteration in the existing system of drainage would
entail an enormous expenditure, but it is to be
feared that no change will take place until the
townspeople are sufficiently enlightened to realise
the benefit thereof. The quality of the water
supplied to the town is so polluted that it is quite
unfit for drinking until boiled and carefully filtered.

The water is drawn at a point between two sewers,
which pour into the river of the town, and the
soiled linen is washed in the same stream. The
new system of filtration through sand, recom-
mended after a series of exper'meots by M. Lefort,
the Chief Engineer of this town (see the Builder for
November 15, 1890, page 393), has been approved
by the Municipality, and estimates of its cost
ordered, but to carry out the plans it will bo neces-
sary to compensate the water company.

Corres)3onlmTM.

To the Editor of The Builder.

THE R.I.B.A. EXAMINATION.
Sir,—

I

have evidently not expressed myself
clearly enough to avoid misinterpretation. My
proposition is : that while the Examination is a
sufficient and the only possible test of a proper
education in architecture, it is no more a test

of the capacity of a man as an architect than
are the cognate examinations in Law and Physic
of the skill of the graduates in the practice of

either profession.

This seems a self-evident proposition, and
I only restated it, because it appeared to me
that in exercise of the right he claimed of

“putting bis own construction” on the
expressed opinions o? others, Jlr. Pite and,

presumably, some of his friends, were imputing
to the body of the Royal Institute of British

Architects the ridiculous pretention that the
Examination was a test of a man’s capacity as

an architect.

The question I asked, and ask again, was
whether, as seemed to be suggested, Mr. Pite

wished to institute a more stringent examina-
tion in the art side of architecture.

At one moment it appears that what are
called “ the Memorialists ” are against any
examination in art, but at another it seems as
if they wished to have a stricter examination,
coupled with prizes or diplomas for proficiency.

L'nless they define their position in this re-

spect, they cannot expect that the body of the
Royal Institute of British Architects will pay
much attention to what appear to be efforts to

obstruct the course of the Institute.

This is not an instance of particular obtuse-
ness on my part, since I have not been able to

find any one, even among themselves, who can
clearly state what they want, although there

appears to be a vague desire to do something
for art.

If they say that all examinations in art are
illusory, I and others are heartily with them,
and we have only to point out that the examina-
tion deals only with the history and knowledge
of past art and the power of expressing ideas

by drawings; both of these are necessary, and
can be tested.

If, however, they hold, as seems to me im-
plied by Mr. Pite’s words, that there should be
a more stringent test, I have to say, for myself,

that I repudiate as most undesirable and im-
practicable the attempt to impose as a test of

admission to the ranks of a professiop.al society

the views on art that may happen to be cur-

rent with any particular body of examiners.
There is not a single phase of our latter-day

developments of style that would not have
been “snubbed” in its inception by snch a
body.

It is quite another thing for the Royal
Academy and the Institute to endeavour to

stimulate talent for design by a judicious

system of prizes. No one need compete for

these unless he choose, and no barm is done to

the professional man working on other lines.

1 do not wish in any way to misinterpret Mr.
Pite's meaning, but the conclusion of his

letter seems to point to what has been else-

where obscurely hinted, that he wishes to limit

the use of the word “Architecture” to the
artistic side of building. If this be indeed the
case, I must object to any small body of men
taking upon themselves to alter the meaning of

language.
Since the days of "Vitruvius certainly, and

probably for long before that, the attributes of

an architect have included the practical and
the business part of the profession

;
indeed, the

artistic side is hardly talked about, since it is

taken as a matter of coarse.

If this latter-day school wish for a dis-

tinctive name they must really invent a new
one for themselves, and leave us the old name
of architect. I aspire to be the architect or

ruler of the building for the work that I do, and
do not at all wish to sink to the position of

surveyor’s draughtsman, which is what the new
departure most infallibly end in.

Ralph Nevill, F.S.A.

New Church, Feniscliffe, near Blackburn.
—The r3w Church of St. Francis, which has fur

the last two or three years been in course of

erection at Feniscliffe, near Blackburn, was on the

2.5th ult. opened by the Bishop of Manchester.

The structure is built from the designs of Messrs.

Aldridge & Deacon, of Liverpool.
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CONCRETE.—VI.
NATURAL CEMENTS (CONTINUED).

II.—PLASTER OP PARIS.

LASTER OF PARIS is ground from
the clinker obtained by burning
gypsum at a temperature of 120 to

130 degrees Centigrade, until nearly the whole
of the moisture in the gypsum has been ex-

pelled. Gypsum, as we have already stated, is

a hydrated sulphate of lime (Ca SO^ +2HoO);
plaster of Paris contains less moisture and is

expressed thus:

—

2 CaS04 + ILO. On the

addition of water to the plaster the particles

are converted into gypsum, which dissolve in

the water. When this becomes super-saturated

crystallisation takes place, and the gypsum is

deposited in groups of fibre -like crystals.

Plaster of Paris has long enjoyed a reputation

as a good fire-resister, and for that reason

it has been used in concrete, notably by
Messrs. Dennett k. Ingle, for fire-resisting

fl,oor3 and ceilings. It weighs about 64 lbs,

per striked bushel, or one-third less than
finely - ground Portland cement, and its

strength likewise bears about the same
ratio to that of the latter. Piaster of

Paris cannot be used for concrete in founda-

tions or in water, or for concrete walls or

stucco exposed to the atmosphere, as it is

soluble in water and gradually disintegrates.

For floors and internal plastering, however, it

can safely be used. It is often said that

plaster of Paris resists the influence of fire more
than any other cement, bat we are of opinion

that its fire-resisting properties have been much
over-valued, and are inclined to think that it

has no advantage in this respect over good
;
Portland cement. A series of experiments have
been carried out under the direction of Mr. J. J,

Webster, M.I.C.E ,
which do not place plaster

' of Paris in a very favourable light. The results

I
will be found in the “Proceedings of the

I
Institution of Civil Engineers” (1890-1), vol.CV.,

I
part III. Briquettes, having a breaking area

of 2^ square inches, were made of various

:
mixtures of plaster of Paris, with slag,

'fire-brick, and pumice-stone, and of Port-

I land cement with the same and other aggre-

I gates. Ten briquettes of each kind were made,
I kept in air, and tested for tensile strength at

the end of four or five weeks. Five of each

were broken at the usual temperature of about
t 60 degrees Fabr. The other five “ were care-

fully heated on the top of a specially built-up

fire of coal and coke until they were of a light-

red heat, the average time of exposure to the

heat being about five minutes
;
they were then

(removed, and whilst hot were quenched with
(water. A large number of the briquettes lost

all cohesive power after being quenched, and it

,
was with difficulty that they were removed
intact

;
as they could not in this state withstand

any tensile strain, they were allowed to dry ”

for three days. They were then broken. A
; summary of the results is given in the following

table, copied (with certain alterations) from Mr.
I Webster’s paper ;

—

calculated by the author from the individual

tests, which are separately given by Mr. Webster.
The only two, however, in which considerable
variation occurs, are tests 8 and 11, column 6,

where Mr. Webster has 39 06 and 6 9 instead of
30 06 and 4-7. But in the last column errors

appear to have been made in calculation, and
some of these were so great as to give quite a
wrong idea of the relative valae of the different

mixtures
;
the author has therefore re-calculated

the loss per cent, in all cases. The following

are the figures given by Mr. Webster, 60'8, 80 0,

81-4,79 8, 69-3, 50-9, 59-5, 57 1, 75-0, 94-7, 96-8,

90-0.

It ought also to be mentioned that out of

the five briquettes of the several kinds, which
were heated and quenched, one in No. 2 and
one in No. 3 were “ damaged before testing,”

three in No. 4 were “ damaged before testing

owing to their soft condition,” one in No, 6 was
“ broken in adjusting in the machine,” two in

No. 9 were “ too soft to be tested,” and one in

No, 10 and one in No. 11 were “ damaged
before testing.” Of the briquettes tested in the
ordinary way, two in No. 5, one in No. 6, one in

No. 8, and one in No. 11 were “broken in ad-
justing in the machine,” and another in No. 11
was “damaged before testing.” Mr. Webster
has based bis calculations on the strength of
the briquettes which were actually tested in the
machine, and has ignored the absolnte lack of
strength in those briquettes which were too
soft to be tested, and the apparent weakness of

those which were damaged before testing. We
are not told whether the damages to these last

resulted from being heated and quenched, or

from accident at the hands of the operator, but
it certainly seems only fair that those briquettes
which were too soft to be tested ought to be
reckoned. If we do this, we find that the
briquettes of Portland cement and sand (i to

5) have an average strength after heating and
quenching of only 6 lbs., and the loss of
strength will, therefore, appear as 91-9 per
cent., and this is certainly more in accordance
with what we should expect for briquettes
containing such a large proportion of sand. If

we apply the same method to the briquettes of
plaster of Paris and firebrick (1 to 4), of which
two were too soft to be tested, we get an
average strength in colnmn 6 of 6 2 lbs., and
a loss, after heating and quenching, of 90 4 per
cent.

More valuable results would have been ob-
tained if the plaster of Paris bad been tested
neat, and also with coke-breeze and with sand,
in exactly the same manner as the Portland
cement was tested, but the tests are sufficient

to show that concrete of Portland cement is

not only originallystronger than that of plasterof
Paris, but that it also withstands the deteriora-

ting influence of fire and water better. The
only tests which are strictly comparable are
Nos. G and 7 on the one side, and Nos. 9 and 10
on the other. These show that briquettes of
Portland cement and firebrick (1 to 4) are
originally 2G per cent, stronger than similar
ones of plaster of Paris and firebrick, while
after heating and quenching they are no less

than 196 per cent, stronger, or, reckoning the
two soft briquettes, 392 per cent, stronger.

Table VIII,

Summary of Tests of Concrete Briquettes.

Proportioua
of

Ingredients

Average
Weight pe'

CUD. ft.

Breaking Weight per sq. in. Average loss
per cent, of

origiDal
strength aftPF
Heating and
Qiiencbiug.

No. Materials in Concrete Briciuettcs.

At Temp r>f

dO deg. Fahr.

After being
Heated and
Quenched.

1 Portland cement Neat
lbs.

124-6
ibs.

554-6
Ihs.

117-2 78-8
2 ,, ,, and sand 1 to 1 120-9 448 93 79-2
3 ,, ,, ,, 1 „ 3 111-2 ino-s 18-7 81-4
4 ,, ,, ,, 1 M 5 109-7 74-6 15 79-8
6 ,, ,, iron-furnace slag 1 „ 4 163-08 1081 23-06 78-6
6 ,, ,, fire-brick 1 „ 4 95.04 84-4 30-5 63 8
V ,, ,, pumice-stone ... 1 „ 1 64-8 94-6 38 3 59-5
8 ,, ,, coke-breeze 1 » 4 71-65 69 9 30-06
9 Plaster of Paris and fire-brick ... 1 » 4 89-6 66-8 10-3 84-5

10 ,, ,, pumice-stone 1 „ 4 55 6 57-4 3-4 94-07
11 ,, ,, furnace-slag 1 „ 2 148 223 6 4-7 97-8
12 ,, ,, fire-brick 1 „ 2 106-9 167-5 15-7 90-6

This table needs some comment. In the

Irst place, there are evidently several clerical or

jrinters* errors in the table as printed in the

:?roceeding8 C.I.E., for the average strengths

if the briquettes given in the fifth and sixth

lolumns do not tally in four cases with those

Tested with four parts of pumice-stone, Port-
land cement is originally 64 per cent, stronger,
and after heading and quenching, it is actually
1,026 per cent, stronger than plasterof Paris.
The average loss of strength caused by heating
and quenching the Portland cement briquettes

in the series Nos. 6 and 7, is 616 per cent,,

while the plaster briquettes in Nos. 9 and 10-

lost 89 2 or (more correctly, we think) 92 2 per
cent. The test, of course, was very severe, and
concrete can hardly ever, in actual construc-
tion, be heated to such a degree and quenched
so quickly, but it leads us to believe that Port-
land cement resists fire better than does plaster

of Paris.

Mr. Hamor Lockwood made several blocks of
concrete, some with gypsum and broken retorts

(1 to 3), and others with Portland cement and
burnt shale (1 to 4). At the age of six weeks
they were all “subjected to intense heat for

1 hour and 45 minutes, after which they were
plunged into water for 8 minutes, and when
taken out those made with gypsum were com-
pletely disintegrated

;
whilst it took consider-

able force, applied with a sledge-hammer, to

break those formed with Portland cement.’*

These tests would have been more valuable
if the nature and proportion of the aggregate-

had been the same in each case, but they cer-

tainly point to the truth of our contention, that

the fire-resisting properties of plaster of Paris

and allied cements have been greatly over-
estimated.
The average tensile strength of neat plaster

of Paris briquettes, kept in air, was ascertained

by Mr. Lockwood to be 355 lbs. per square inch,,

and of neat Portland cement briquettes 649 lbs.

per square inch, all being made at the same
time, and tested at the end of fourteen days.
Some briquettes of plaster of Paris were
immersed in water, but would not set there.

linhinson’s cement is, like plaster of Paris, a
sulphate of lime. It is calcined from alabaster
quarried at Knothill, near Carlisle, and is used
not only for plastering, but also for concrete.

The same statements are made about its fire-

resisting qualities as are made about plaster of

Paris
;
but no results of tests are given by the-

manufacturers in proof of these statements, and
until we receive such results we must con-
clude that the cement is no better than Port-
land cement in this respect, and perhaps no
better than plaster of Paris.

The strength of a sample of the cement was
tested by Mr. Henry Faija in 1885, and excel-

lent results were obtained, as shown by the
following table :

—

Table IX.

Tensile Strength of RoVimon's Cement in
Vbs.per sq. in.

At
3 days.

At
7 days.

At
23 days.

Ihs. lb». ihs

Cement Neat 497 549 784

,, and sand 1 to 2 — 459 525
1 to 4 — 297 331

The figures are each the average of five tests^

and show the cement to be equal in tensile

strength to the best Portland cement.
The resistance to crushing of neat Robinson’s

cement was found by Mr. Faija to be “3,761
lbs. per cubic inch ” at the age of five weeks,
the average of five tests being taken. The
compressive strength is about 18 per cent, less

than that of Portland cement tested in a similar
manner by the same person but not at the
same time.

It is said that the cement is slow-setting and
easy to work

;
that it may be used for an hour

and a half after being ganged without detri-

ment to its ultimate stiengtb, and that in
setting it “ neither expands nor shrinks.” As we
all know, plaster of Paris expands somewhat in
setting.

ARTIFICIAL CEMENTS.

1, Slag Ceynent.—X somewhat curious in-

stance of the utilisation of waste-products is

found in the manufacture of cement from iron

furnace slag. For a number of years experi-

ments have been made to this end, but without
mcch success, the chief difficulty being that of

pulverising the slag to a sufficient degree of
fineness. The hardness of the slag has played
havoc with the grinding-machines.

Composition.—All slags are not adapted for

conversion into cement, as some contain sub-
stances which would prove injurions in cement,,

or do not contain the necessary ingredients in

suitable proportions. A suitable slag may con-
tain about 36 per cent, of lime, 30 per cent, of
silica, and 23 per cent, of alumina. If to this

slag 30 per cent, of slaked fat lime were added,
we should have a mixture containing 46 5 per
cent, of lime, 25 per cent, of silica, 19 per cent,

of alumina, and 9 5 per cent, of iron and other
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•substances. This is actually the approximate
composition of one slag cement, and differs from
the composition of Portland cement in one or
two particulars, notably in having from 11 to 14
per cent, less lime and about double the quan-
tity of alumina. In some slag cements the pro-

portion of lime is about 50 per cent, of the
whole. Sometimes the slag contains an exces-
sive amount of sulphur, and the cement made
from it is of dangerous quality.

Manufacture.—Until recently, experimenters
re-calcined the slag with the lime which had
been added to it, but Messrs. Bosse & ‘Walters a
•few years ago introduced a new process which
seems to promise success. It was fully described
by Mr. Gilbert R. Redgrave, A.I.C.E

,
in a paper

which will be found in the “ Proceedings of the
Institution of Civil Engineers” (18‘J0-91), vol.

cv., part iii., and to this paper the author
acknowledges his indebtedness for much of the
information given in this chapter.

“ The slag, on issuing from the furnace,” says

Mr. Redgrave, “ is passed through a stream of

water, by which means it is mechanically
reduced to a spongy and readily-crushed mate-
rial.” After crushing, the slag-sand is dried

and ground to a fine powder between ordinary
millstones. To the ground slag is added the
requisite quantity (about 25 or 30 per cent.) of

pure lime, which has previously been thoroughly
slaked, screened, and dried. The mixture is

then introduced into a machine called a “ homo-
genizer,” where it is more intimately mixed and
more finely ground in a revolving drum partly

filled with small iron or steel balls. In about
an hour the cement is withdrawn, and ought
to be ready for use at once, for as the lime
which is not in combination ought all to have
been thoroughly slaked and screened air-slaking

should not be necessary. The colour of the
cement varies according to that of the slag

from which it is made, but it is usually lighter

than Portland cement, on account of the slaked

lime which it contains.

Slag cement is usually slow-setting, requiring

from two to five hours before ic resists a
moderate pressure of the thumb-nail. “ When
made up neat, it is more plastic and unctuous
than Portland cement, and yields a richer and
fatter mortar.”

The theory of the induration of slag

cement will be considered in the chapters

on “ Portland cement.” The same kinds of

tests ought to be applied to slag cement as to
Portland, namely, fineness, tensile strength,

specific gravity, and perhaps weight. The
soundness test also may be applied, for it is

possible for a slag cement to "blow.”
Weight.—The weight may be as little as 85 lbs.

per striked bushel, and seldom exceeds 95 lbs.,

or over 15 per cent, less than ordinary Portland
oement. Probably the small weight of slag

cement is due chiefly to its extreme fineness, as

there are instances of Portland cement as
ordinarily ground, weighing 115 lbs. per bushel,

while the same cement, ground extremely fine,

weighed only 90 lbs. per bushel.

Fineness.—On the importance of fine-grinding

we shall not dilate here. Suffice it to say that

fineness, especially in slag-cement, is of extreme
importance. Mr. Redgrave declares that slag-

cement ought to leave no residue at all on a
No. 75 sieve (5,G25 meshes to the square inch),

and not more than 15 to 20 per cent, on a
No. 180 sieve {32,400 meshes to the square
inch). Now and then Portland cement has been
tested, which has shown a degree of fineness

equal to the standard here demanded for slag

cement, but, as a rule, 10 per cent, residue on a
No. 50 sieve is considered a fair test for Port-

land cement. A sampl^ of slag-cement tested

at the Royal Testing establishment at Berlin, in

December. 1886, left no residue at all on a sieve

with 1,160 meshes to the square inch, only 1 per
cent, on one with 3,870, 5 per cent, on one with

5,800, and 14 per cent, on one with 32,200
meshes, but this, it must be remembered, was a
manufacturer’s sample.

Tensile Strength.—Good slag-cement, tested

neat, is as strong as neat Portland cement, but,

according to Mr. Redgrave, it gives considerably

better results than the latter when both are

tested with three-parts of sand. The tensile

strength of the cement, mentioned in the last

paragraph, was ascertained at Berlin to be as
follows :

—

Table X.

Tensile Strength of Slag-Cement.

At 7 days. At 28 days,
lbs. per lbs. per
sq. in. sq In.

Slag-cement, neat 647 692

,, ,, and sand 1 to 3 ... 427 509

Each result is the average of ten briquettes,

which were kept in air for twenty-four hours
after gauging, being covered with writing-paper
to retain the moisture, and were then kept in

water for the rest of the time. The strength of

the sand briquettes is exceedingly great, and is

equal to that of some Portland cements tested
neat

;
the German standard for Portland

cement requires a tensile strength of 227-6 lbs.

per square inch, tested with three parte sand at
twenty-eight days, and the highest tensile

strength of Portland cement so tested, which has
come under our observation, is 10 per cent, less

than that of the slag-cement as recorded above.
We must not, however, imagine that all slag-

cements give equally good results; we must
not generalise from particular instances.

No tests of the adhesive strength of slag-

cement have, as far as we know, yet been made,
but its capacity for sand shows that this must be
very high.

Com2)ressive Strength .—Briquettes of slag-
cement, mixed with three parts of sand, were
made at Berlin as already described, and were
crushed, on an average, by a force of 3,376 lbs.

per square inch at seven days, and 4,296 lbs. at
twenty-eight days. Briquettes of Portland
cement and sand, similarly tested by Messrs.
Dyckerhoff, had an average strength of 4,822 lbs.

at 28 days, or 12 per cent, more than the slag-

cement ones.

Uses .—It can be used in all situations for

which Portland cement is adapted, and has
been employed in the construction of

harbours and other works in the sea, as at
Skioningrove, in North • East Yorkshire,
and other places. For siucco and plastering
and for concrete generally it is suitable.

It has been used also for paving, but,

according to ifr. Redgrave, it does not attain
as bard a surface as Portland cement

;
its

superior adhesive strength, however, enables it

to bind the hard aggregate of the paving,
such as granite and quartz, •‘into a firmer mass
than Portland cement does.” Mr. G. M. Lawford
states that its fire-resisting properties “exceed
those of both gypsum and Portland cement,''

and for this reason, among others, it can be
recommended for nse in concrete floors and
roofs, (kc.

OBITUARY.
Mb. II. II. MacLure.—The rernaios of Mr. Hugh

Ileugh MacLure, civil engineer and architect, who
died at his residence, Wellwood, Bearsden, Dum-
barton, on the 3Utult., were interred on the 3rd
inst. According to the Gla.it/ov- Jhrald, Mr.
MacLure was c-nneefed with the firm who were
engineers for the Glasgow and South-Western
Railway, and carried out a great part of tho work
of that system. He afterwards turned to archi-
tectural work, and prepared plans for several

schools for the Glasgow and other School Boards.
He also erected churches in many parts of the
country. The late Mr. Whitelaw, M.P., selected
him for the architectural work connected with the
churches at Coats and Bellsbill

;
and he carried

out four additions to the Parish Church of New
Kilpatrick.

Mr. Robert Thompson.—According to the
Liverpool Post, the remains of Mr. Robert
Thompson, for many y’ears Surveyor to the Waterloo
Local Board, who was found dead in bed on the
27th ult., were interred at St. Luke’s Churchyard,
Great Crosby, on the 30th ult.

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
Kingston Church Tower (near Taunton).

—

This fine Perpendicular tower has for some time
past caused anxiety to its custodians on account of

certain cracks, in tho eastern and western walls
more particularly, which have apparently beer
increased by an unequal oscillation of the two sides
of the tower when the bells were rung, and from
other causes. Steps are now being taken to
improve and strengthen the structure generally by
removing the comparatively modern "rough-cast”
from those parts of the walls to which it still

adheres, and by pointing the stonework, after all

cracks and fissures have been bonded with stones
and filled with liquid mortar, and copper cramps
applied to the dressed stonework on the lines of the
cracks. Some portions of the ashlar and the Ham
stone dressings have not been coated with "rough-
cast,” and the mellow tone of colour imparted to
them by time and lichens of varied hues wili not be
disturbed. The work has heeu carried out under
the direction of Mr. J. Houghton Spencer, archi-
tect, of Taunton.

Villa Residences, Burton-on-Trent.—

S

everal
villa residences are being erected in tho neighbour,
hood of Burton-on- Trenf., of which Mr. R. E_
Carpenter, of Burton, is the architect,—one at Tutl
bury, for Mr. W. Barker

j
one on Branstone-road

Burton, for Mr. C. O. -Hallj and two semi-detached
in Derby-street, Burton, for Mr. Collyer. The
builder for the Tutbury residence is Mr. Dickinson,
and for the B'urton residences, Mr. Hodges.

Church op St. James’s, Rounds Green,
Worce-stershire.—The new Church of St. James,
at Rounds Green, was dedicated by the Bishop of
Worcester on the 2')th ult. The church consists of
nave, chancel, vestry, and organ-chamber, and will

accommodate 360 people. The roof of the nave is
an open timbered one with hammer-beam prin-
cipals, and all timber is stained and varnished.
The seats are open pitch-pine benches. The altar-

table is of oak, with trefoil heads and carved
sprandrels. The tbree chancel windows are of
stained glass, executed by Mr. Samuel Evans, of
Smethwick, the central subject being the Good
Shepherd. The organ is enulosed in a pitch-pine
case. The pulpit is of polished oak, with traceried
panels. The font is of Caen stone, octagonal in
form, with shafts of alabaster, and has carved caps
and bases. Messrs. Jones k Willis, of Birmingham,
have supplied most of the cbaucel furniture, &c.
The whole of the church is heated by hot water, the
work for which has been carried out by Messrs. Jones
& Attwood, of Stourbridge. The lighting of the
church is by gas coronas, and this work, together
with the altar rail and standards, has been executed
by Messrs. Thomason, of Birmingham. The exterior
of the church is Gi'tbic in style. Tho structure is

surmounted by a bell-turret. The whole of the
work has been executed by Mr. 11. Willcock,
builder, of Wolverhampton, from the desiirns and
under the superintendence of Messrs. Wood &
Kendrick, ‘architects, of West Bromwich.

Proposed Cottaue Hospital eob Nuneaton.

—

According to tho Birmintjhavi Daily Gazette, it has
been decided to build a cottage hospital for Nun-
eaton and district on ground .situate near tho Midland
Railway Station. It is estimated that the cost of

tho buildiug, independent o» furnishiug and laying
out the grounds, will be 2,OOOL Building opera-
tions are to commence immediately, the architect
being Mr. F. J. Yates, of Birmingham.

Schools, Sulham, Berkshiue.—

O

n the 9th ult.

new schools were opened at Sulbam, Berkshire.
The school has been built not only to meet the
requirements of the Education Department, but
also to provide a meeting-p'ace and room for enter-
tainments, village concerts, kc,, and it is designed
to accommodate the entire inhabitants of tho
parish. It is constructed of grey brick and flint,

relieved with reil brick and Corshara Down stone,

the roofs being covered with brindled Staffordshire
tiles surmounted by a bell-^urret. The work has
been carried out by Mr. James Wigmoro, builder,

of Theale, under the direction of Mr. F. W. Albury,
architect, of Reading.

Board Schools, Manor Park. Essex.—The
new schools built by the Last Ham School Board at

Manor Park were opened on the 21st ult. The
schoolswere designed by Mr. Curtis, the builder being
Mr. Reed, of Stratford The total cost is about
lU,5S0f., and, including the provision for cookery
classes, the accommodation is for about 940. The
children’s school is on the ground floor, the girls’

school on the first floor, and the boys’ school on the
top floor.

Wesleyan Chapel, Newbridge, Devonshire.

—

On the 29th ult. two corner-stones were laid of a new
Wesleyan Chapel at Newbridge, in the St. Just
circuit. The now building will include a wing
which will be utilised for Sunday-school purposes,
and separated from the chapel by folding screens.

Tho new chapel will seat 150 persons. The archi-
tect is Mr. J. W. Trouuson, Penzance. The
contract is let to Messrs. Gibson and R. Marks, St.

Just.

New Church, Hedgeeield, Durham.—On the
30th ult. the Church of St. Hilda’s, Hedgefield,
was consecrated by t'le Lord Bishop of Durham.
The church, which will servo as a chapel of ease in

the parish of Ryton, is situated on the main west
road. The building consists of a nave, with one
aisle. It is capable of holding 350 people, and the
cost of the work has been 3,500^. Messrs. Oliver &
Leeson, of Newcastle, were the architects, and the
contract for the building was let to Mr. Pringle, of

Newcastle.

M ANCHE.STER CATHEDRAL RESTORATION.-Accord-
ing to the Manc/tesler Courier, the lowering of the
Cathedral floor, which has been going on in the
Trafford and Browne chapels, on the south side,

for some weeks, is now being extended throughout
the nave. It is expected that the work will be
completed by the first Sunday in September. Pro-
bably the new south porch will be ready for opening
about the same period.

Primitive Methodist Buildings, Bradford.

—

On the 23rd ult., the foundation-.stone was laid of a
new building for the Primitive Methodists of Brad-
ford, to be known as tho Central Hall. Its erection

will entail an expenditure of 4,700f., and the
architects are Messrs. H. and E. Marten. On the
ground floor are to be two large shops, one on either

side of the vestibule and entrance-hall, which will

give aceo.ss to tho chapel and schools. The latter

were built twelve years ago at the rear of the
chapel. On the first floor will be the Central Hall,

a room 55 ft. square. Gallerias are to occupy three

sides, and altogether there will be accommodation
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for about a thousand people. The galleries will be
supported on cantilevers, bolted into the outside

walls. The contractors for the erection of the

building are,—Mason’s work, Messrs. Humphrey &
Mouison

;
joinery, &c., Mr. .Jas. Deacon

;
plumbing,

Mr. G. Jackson; slating, Mr. A. Hill; plastering,

Mes-srs. B. Dixon & Co.
;
iron work, Messrs. Homan

A; Rodgers.

Catholic Church, Tranent, Haddington.—
The new Catholic church, dedicated to St. Mardn,
the erection of which has just been completed, was
opened on the 2Sth ult. The church has been built

from designs by the late Mr. J. Biggar, architect.

It consists of nave and chancel, and is seated for

about 420 persons. The altar, which is constructed

of white Seaton stone, is carved after the Gothic
style, with shafts of polished alabaster supporting

the altar - table, a crocketted canopy over tho

tabernacle, and statuettes set in canopied niches.

Together with tho chapel-house, which adjoins it,

the structure has cost about 2,OOOL

The Free Church at Dufftown, N.B., which
tas been undergoing e.xtensive alterations and
additions for the last twelve months, was re-opened

on the 27th uU. The church is almost of the form
of a Roman cross, and is built of Spynie freestone.

The most prominent feature in the exterior of the

building is the tower, which is situated at one of

the corners of tho main front and stands about
^Oft. high. It rises to the height of 40ft. as a
square tower, it then assumes an octagon form
and finishes with a spire. The main front is in

gable form, and the principal feature is a five-light

window, provided through the generosity of Lord
Mount Stephen. It has cusped and foliated tracery,

and it, like all the other windows of the church,

is filled with stained glass. The whole of the

interior finishings are of pitch-pine, varnished.

The church is heated by the high-pressure system.
Mr. James Souttar, architect, Aberdeen, designed
and superintended the work.

Church Schools, Wilmslow, Cheshire.

—

New
church schools have just been completed at

Wilmslow at a cost of 1,700L The new institu-

tions provide accommodation for 300 children. The
architect is Mr. H. Lord, of Manchester, and the
contractor Mr. J. Iv. Coates, Wilmslow.

Baths and Wash-hou.ses, Bow.—The public

baths and wash-houses erected by tho Vestry of

Bow were opened on the 27th ult. by the Chairman
of the Conmiissionera, Mr. Isaac Jame.s Booth. The
buildings have a frontage of 60 ft. to the Roman-
road. Inside are two swimming-baths, one 90 ft.

by 30 ft., and one 87 ft. by 30 ft., the larger pro-

vided with a gallery to hold 300 persons. There
^ire in the wash-houses forty compartments. The
architects were Messrs. Harnor & Pinches. All the

skylights over tho baths, corridors, &c., have been
glazed on Rendle’s “ Invincible ” system, sheets of
glass as long as 9 ft. 6 in. being used.

Church, Hvst Latton, Yorkshire.—A new
church is in course of construction at the village of

East Layton, situate about ten miles west of Dar-
lington. It is designed with nave, chancel, tran-

septs, central tower, and south porch
;
and is in

the Late Gothic or Tudor stylo. The drawings
show three-light windows in the nave, two-light in

the chancel and transepts, four-light west, and five-

4ight east windows. The ceilings will be of fan
tracery-groiuing, springing from moulded wall-

ehafts, with moulded aud carved bases and caps.

Tho tower has octagonal buttresses at the angles,

surmounted by pinnacles. The floors of the

chancel and aisles are intended to be in mosaic.
The architects are Mr. J. P. Pritchett and Mr.
H. D. Pritchett, of Darlington, and the clerk of

' works is Mr. Dodds.

1
SAJVITAItr A2VD ENGINEERING NEWS.
Midsomer Norton Sewage Inquiry.—Major-

General H. D. Crozier, R.E., held a Government
inquiry on the 12th ult. with regard to the appli-

carion of the Board for a loan for sewage purposes
*od water-supply. The Chairman of the Board,
Mr. F. Bird, C.C., explained that the scheme was
promoted with a view to prevent an injunction
being applied for by the Radstock Board against

I
them to obviate the nuisance caused by the over-

flow of the existing sewage tanks into a brook.
' The system recommended and explained by the
I engineer, Mr. C. Nicholson Lailey, of Wtstminater,
I is that known as the international process of pre-
i oipitatioa by ferozone and filtration through polarite
i beds. Dr. Angell, F.I.C., County Analyst, South-
1 ampton, was in attendance to describe the chemical

I
action of the process, and in the course of examina-
tion stated that the admission of surface-water to a

. reasonable extent facilitated any process of purifica-

tion (whether by irrigation or chemical treatment
:
combined with polarite filtration) by reason of the

I oxygen contained in the water.

Destructor, &c., Toxteth Park, Liverpool.

—

On the 28th ultimo an inquiry was opened at St.

'George’s Hall, Liverpool, before Major-General
! Grozier, R.E., and Mr. T. W. Thompson, Inspectors
I of the Local Government Board, concerning an

!

application of the Toxteth Park Local Board for

sanction to borrow the sum of 17,400t’. for the con-

struction of destructor works, additions to hos-

pital, mortuary, and other works, from the plans

prepared by Mr. John Price, Engineer aud Sur-

veyor to the Board, Mr. T. de Courcy Meade,
Engineer to the Hornsey Local Board, and Mr.
J. A. Brodie, of Liverpool, were called to give

evidence on behalf of the Board in favour of the

proposed destructor works, to which there was
some opposition by the Wavertreo Local Board,

represented by Mr. I. Dixon, Surveyor to that

Board, and certain landowners, represented by Mr.
Pain and Mr. Wylie, of Liverpool. The Inspectors

ultimately visited the sites of the various works, and
will report thereon in due course.

Sewage Works, Gorton, Lancashire.—The
ordinary meeting of the Gorton Local Board was
held on the 28th ult., 3Ir. W. G. Jones, the chair-

man, presiding. It appeared from the minutes
that the Sewage Committee had met three times

' during the past month for the purpose of consider-

ing the sewage scheme for the district and the

erection of a refuse destructor, and at the meeting
held on the 28th ult. the Committee passed tho

following resolution ;

—“ That the Board be recom-
mended to adopt a sowage purification works and
drainage scheme for the district

;
that the scheme

of Messrs. Lomax & Lomax, of Manchester aud
Bolton, be approved and adopted generally, without
deciding on the chemicals to be used

;
that a refuse

destructor be provided for tho district (details to be
left to tho Committee)

;
that an application be

made to the Local Government Board for power to

borrow the money necessary
;
that Messrs. Lomax

& Lomax at once prepare the plans and estimates

necessary
;
and that the Clerk (Mr. R. P. Holland)

forward the necessary information to tho Local
Board.” The Board approved this resolution with-

out discussion. The estimated cost of the scheme
is 23,904L, and of the destructor 3.000Z.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.
France.

—

M. Eugbne Chaperon, the military

painter, has just completed a large mural painting
in the officers’ library at Fort Val6rien. The
State has ordered, at a cost of 30,000 francs, an
engraving of a curious picture by Meissonier, repre-

senting a scene in the siege of Paris in 1870.

—

The Louvre has just obtained, for the Renaissance
section, a remarkable bas-relief in bronze (Italian

work), representing the profile portrait of Cardinal
Francesco Alidosi.- A public competition is to

be opened in Paris for the construction of the
Hopital Boucicaut, to be built in Rue Vouill6 and
Rue de Lourmel, by a leeacy of the late proprietor of

the “ Magasins du Boa Mircbe.” The Commis-
sion Superieure des Bfltiments has decided to apply
part of the sum gained by the sale of the Crown
diamonds to the repair of the national palaces,

the Louvre particularly, on which two million

francs will be employed, and balf-a-million on Fon-
tainebleau and Compi^gne. Versailles has already
a special fund. MM. Baiviasand Denys Puech.
the sculptors, have just cooijileted a splendid

funeral monument which is to be erected shortly

in the Saint-Geniez Cemetery at Aveyron, to

the memory of Mdme. Paulin - Talabot, wife
of the former Director-General of the Paris,

Lyons, and Mediterranean Railway Company. The
monument is at present on view in Paris, at 40,

Rue Ampere. M. Lucieu Magne was the architect

for the general design. Toere is talk of selling

the sites and buildings of most of the civil and
military hospitals at Paris and replacing them by
new hospitals constructed in the suburbs. If this

project is carried out, only the Hotel Dieu and the
Lariboisibre hospitals will be preserved within
Paris, as provisions for urgent cases.

Life Assurance Offices, Calcutta.

—

Accord-
ing to the Bombay Gazette, the Standard Life

Assurance Company are about to erect, in Dal-
housie-square, Calcutta, a new suite of offices, and
Mr. F. W. Stevens, tbeir consulting architect, has
designed plans for tho structure. The principal
facade is in Dalhousie-square, and will be 176 ft. in

length. The style is Classic Renaissance. The
building will have ground, first, second, and third
floors. At the north-west angle there will be a
tower 142 ft. high, topped by a masonry dome.
The material used in the building will be brick and
terra-cotta, or brick and white stone. There is a
group of sculpture in the main gable representing
the Seven Virgins with their lamps, and a colossal

figure of Atlas forming a terminal. The arms and
monogram of the Company are also freely intro-

duced. Over the main entrance the Royal Arms
are carved. Arrangements have been made with
the Government to allow tho Company to build
over the north portion of the premises now used
as the body-guard stables, with the proviso that
Government are allowed to occupy the ground
floor. Provision in the internal structure of the
premises is, therefore, made for the stables. Tho
site of the building is divided ir. the centre by Van-
sittart-lane, and it is proposed to bridge the lane on
each floor of the building. The interior of the
building is designed specially for use as offices.

The part of the building to tbeWtof Vansittart-
lane is to be made suitable fora bank or a large.

shop, whilst the first and second floors are

designed for suites of offices. The Company’s
offices will occupy the third floor, together with
residential quarters. Each set of offices has a fire-

proof safe, and communication with the upper
stories will be by means of a grand staircase and a
hydraulic lift. The new building is estimated to

cost about Rs. 3,75,000.

MISCELLANEO US.

Choir Screen, Tf-wke-sbury Abbey. —An oak
choir screen, from a design by Mr. J. Oldrid Scott,
has recently been erected in Tewkesbury Abbey. The
new screen stands under the western arch of the
tower, and completes the enclosure of the choir.

It consists of a central arch, with openings on each
side

;
the cornice overhangs considerably towards

tho east and west, and is enriched with a cresting
of intricate design as well as with a belt of hanging
tracery. The total height from the nave floor to
the top of the cresting is about 17 ft. Above this

rises the cross, about 9 ft. high, with figures of the
Blessed Virgin and St. John on each side, which
have been carved by Mr. Boulton, of Cheltenham.

The English Iron Trade.

—

In the crude iron
branch of the English iron market rather more
activity is observable, and in Scotch makers’ iron
several brands show an increase in value

;
but

Middlesbrough pig is lower. In the manufactured
iron department there is little doing, and tin-plates

are quieter. The steel trade is a trifle brisker,
chiefly in the rail mills. Heavy steel rails exhibit
an advance of 4s. per ton on the week. Ship-
builders and engineers continue moderately engaged.
The coal trade is fairly steady.

—

Iron.

The Junior Engineering Society.

—

The Sum-
mer Excursion of this Association will commence
on Friday, August 12, when the members will leave
Euston Station at 8 p.m. for Crewe. On Saturday,
the 13fch last., they will visit the Crewe Locomotive
Works of the London and North-Western Railway,
and proceed in the afternoon to Chester to visit the
Cathedral, Castle, &c. They will remain at Chester
on Sunday, the 14th, and on the loth they will visit

Messrs. Hulso’s Ordsal Tool Works, the sewage
works of the Salford Corporation, and Messrs.
Mather and Plait's Salford Iron Works. On Tues-
day, the 16th, they will visit Bolton, where they will

see Messrs. Dobson & Barlow’s Kay-street Tex-
tile Engineering Works

;
and Messrs. John Mus-

grave & Sons’ Globe Iron Works. On Wednesday,
the 17th, they will visit Messrs. Richard Haworth
& Co.’s Cotton Spinning Mills and M-nufactory;
and Messrs. Sehwabe k, Co.’s Calico Printing
Works. The summer dinner of the Society will be
held in the evening at tho Grosvenor Hotel, Man-
chester. On Thursday, the ISth, the members will
visit the Mauchester Ship Canal Works, proceeding
from the Pomona Docks, Mauchester, to Eastham

;

thence by steamer to Liverpool. On Friday, tho
I9Lh, they will visit the Liverpool Docks, ko., of the
Mersey Dock Estate, the Overhead Railway, the
Alexandra Grain Warehouse, and the Royal Mail
Steamship Teutonic. On Saturday, the 20th, they
will visit Messrs. Laird Brothers’ Birkenhead Iron
Works, and will return to London by train from
Lime-street at 2 p.m.

The Roscoe Collection, LiVERrooL.—The
Liverpool Mercury says that “it is at last proposed
to remove the valuable collection of old masters'
pictures and casts from the Gallery of Art, Col-
quift-street, where they are seldom seen, and house
them in the Walker Art Gallery, where they will

be easily [accessible. Just as it is said that the
world knows nothing of its greatest men, it may
be said that the Liverpool public in general
knows nothing of the Roscoe treasures contained
in the gallery of the Royal Institution. Yet
this collection ranks amongst the first three
of the galleries in England, and the series of
casts, containing those from the Elgin marbles (pre-
sented by George IV.), and others, besides some
splendid friezes, is one of the finest in the country.
It is only matter of fact to state that for thousands
who visit the Autumn Exhibition and the Per-
manent Collection in the Walker Art Gallery,
hardly one enters the gallery in Colquitt-street.
The chief portion of the collection of the latter
consists of pictures formerly belonging to William
Roscoe, and which, on the dispersion of his col-
lection, were purchased by friends and admirers
and presented to tho Royal Institution. For the
last twenty-three years the growth of the gallery
has ceased. At present the antique-room is the
home of the life-school of the Liverpool Academy.”

Engineering Trades' Report. — Messrs.
Matheson k Grant's half-yearly report says that
trade has gradually slackened since January, and
when compared with the activity of the two pre-
ceding years, the present position of afl'airs appears
depressing. But just as the recent prosperity
never reached the inflated aud uns'.iund condition
that accompanied the great revivals of 1872 and
1881, so now the re-action is of a milder kind. The
swing of the pendulum has a less range. Manu-
factories and ironworks have not been unduly
extended during busy times

; there is no great
excess of productive power

;
and there is a s^ady
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COMPETITIONS, CONTRACTS, AND PUBEIC APPOINTMENTS.
COMPETITION S.

Nstoie of 'Work. B; wbom Advertlaefi. Premium.
Designs

delivered.

•DralDiige and Seweracs Dl«po"Rl Schemei
tliurch, Offli-oi, and Hull, Falkirk.

Mytho'mroyd L. B. ..

Tlie Deacona’ Court ..

80£. 25£. and 151 Oct. 1

CONTRACTS.

NAture of Work or Uatorlali whom Beciuired.

70 jatOs of Hnseall’s Pipo SBwer
pAlnt««’ Wnrk, Pulilic H»ll, io

and New Street. Woo(<liouae.
Sheffield

•Phiiuhera' Work at Workhouse
•Wood raring
Re-roofing s>t. David's Church, Nenth ....

Two Bouses and Shop. Robin Hood, near
Wakefield

j

Sewer. Buckaall
•Cleaueing. Dhteiaperiog, &c. atlnfiiuiaiy
Waterworkp. Milnathort, Kinross
Restoring Wesleyan Chapel, Ac, Rediiiire

Renovation of Troon Chai>ol, Csoihorne. '

Post Office. Lisburn

•Goods' Warehouse. Liverpool
•Sewerage Works
•Uonoe and Cott«gee. Lnngar (Notts.) I

1,200 cubic yards of Eicavatloos, Alver-j

thorpe
Lighting Preiniees by Electricity

Six Houses, Meihro', Rotherham
Ladies' Lavatories, Kdinburgu .

Stoke-on-Trent E.S,A
Hackney Union
County Council
TheTrusteea

Office ol Public Works
Dublin

Midland Railway Co.
Cuckfield 0,R.8.A. ..

Diversion of the River
Stone Tower and dplce, Clive

Repaits, Police Station, Mlldenlii

Ac..

. Aiaglstrates and Coun-
I cu of Edinburgh

.
' Bristol CoTiiuratiou ..

West Suirulk C. C...

Tenders

delivered.

T. 8. Wheen
T. E. Knlghtley ..

.

0. Claude Robson .

Niven A Hadden
Septimus Moure
T. Harvey

oUlcial
W. Beach
Arthur Vernon .

A. Fawcj

J. 0. Ui'ii

Ojnctol .

CONTRACTS.

—

Coniinued,

Nature of Work

Construction of Harbours. Sutherland

Extension of Perahster Harbour
•Gates and Raillugs. Victoria Park
•Re^e^volr and Engine House
Keg'strar's House, TwoChspele. Ac... .

Road Works, Utubuty
•Sewetegs Works

•Foundations for Asylum

•Kitension of Workhouse
Steain and Hot Water Work
Hoard SchO'd
C.aaa-iomi, National School. Rufford ...

Public Hall. Club Rooms, Ac

By whom Required.

Public Health Ccm. ..

Rural Sanitary Auth.
Bt, MarylebCLe Guar.
St. Olles-Sn-tbe-FieldH
B. A W. Ciiumrs. ..

The Trustees

Caithness Harb. Trus.
Bristol U.8.A
Norton Loc. Bd
Urinston Burial Bd...
Town CouBcll
Corp. of Newport

[I. c-fW.)
Sunderland Boro' Asy.

Barnet Union

S. NormantoQ Seh. B.
The Coinmtltce
Cwmhwria Friendly

Architect, Surveyor,

Q. Bunco
C- W, Mitchell and
Laugbarue

A. Pell. Btccles
OfflcAal

Baldwin Latham

Tenders-
to be

delivered.

Aug. I?

Aug. 15

PUBLIC APPCINTMENTS.

Nature of Appoiutmeut. By whom Advertised.
|

Salary.

Applica-
tfons to
be In.

•loepeetor rf New Buildings, Ac
•.Assistant in Surveyor's Departineut ..

,

Richmond T. C 21. 10
Hoylaud Nether L. B i

Aug. li>

Ang. 26

Thott marked with on AtUritk (•) art advertited in Number, Competitions, p. iv. Contract!, pp. Iv,, vi,, & vlil. Public Appointments, p. j

though moderate demand for engineering products,

especially at home. Prices are fairly maintained,

capital is abundant, and wha'ever be the new
enterprises to which it may bo applied, engineers

mast benefit. When the country has settled

down after ibe recent Parliamentary election

a solid and improving state of affairs may
be reckoned on. On the subject of steel

bridges and structures, the report says that

this branch of trade still continues active, and as

the number of tirms with the skill and plant

essential to high-class work does not tend to

incre.n-se, those who are able to satisfy modern strict

conditions of quality find employment accordingly.

There is a considerable export, but the main depen-

dence of manufacturers is at. present on the home
railways. Not only bridges for extensions and

widenings are required, but new steel bridges for

replacing old wooden, ca-'t-iron, and decaying

wrougbt-iron structures. While the main girders

of bridges are being made stronger than formerly

to meet the greater weight and frequency of

modern traffic, the cross girders and platforms have

also to be stronger to withstand the impact of

engines having heavy loads concentrated on the

driving axles. Skill ond experience in the erection

of bridges are necessary for work which has often

to be done during the running of trains. There is

not now so great a difference as formerly between

the British and American forms of structure. While

the advantages afforded by pin connexions are fully

recognised here, such systems are only applied to

long spans and in combination with solid rivetted

work. Iq America, where speed in manufacture

and facility in erection used to be the principal

points aimed at, the frequency of failures in light,

loosely-made, and insufficiently-stayed structures,

nave, through the consequent expression of public

opinion, brought the modes of construction nearer

to those which prevail here. Roofs for railway

stations and markets are being made, and there is

always a demand abroad for such structures.

Wrougbt-iron is not superseded by steel for such

work, especially where smithing and welding have

to be done.

Plasterers’ Strike, Nelson, Lancashire.—

O

n

the 30th ult. the plasterers at Cuine and Nelson.

Lancashire, struck work, demanding an advance

from7d. to Sd. The masters had agreed to con-

cede an advance of ^d. an hour, but the men
declined to accept it.

SURVEYORSHIP, BROMLEY (Kent).—Mr. Hugh s.

Cregeen, who bas held the office of Surveyor to the

Bromloy Local Board for upwards of twenty years,

having been compelled through continued ill-health

to resign that appointment, has since been appointed

Consulting Engineer and Surveyor to the Board at

a salary of 150L per annum.

Health Exhibition at Nottingham. — An
exhibition of sanitary appliances has been held in

connexion with the annual meeting of the British

Medical Association in Nottingham, under the

jo'nt patronage of the Association and the Not-

tiagham Corporation. The Corporation lent the

covered and wood-paved yard (measuring 100 ft.

square) at the rear of the Guildhall, and laid the

necessary water mains. The patent-jointed drain-

pipes of Messrs. Parker & Hassall were laid under

the stalls, and connected with the nearest street

sewer. This complete system of water-supply and

drainage enabled all working hydraulic apparatus

to be shown in operation.

MEETINGS.
Monday, August 8.

Clerks of W'oi'is' Association {Carpenters' HaU).~
Monthly MeetinR. 8 pm.
Cambrian Archceoloyical Association. — Annual

meeting, to be held at Llandeilo-Fawr, Carmarthenshire^

Tuesday, August 9

Pcpal Archceolo'jical instilute.—Congress at Cam-
bridge.
Cambrian Arch(i!ol<>gical Association. — Annual

meeting, Llandello-Fawr, Carmarllieoshice (continued).

Wednesday, August lO.

Royal ArchcEoloyical Z/wIiiute.—Congress at Cam-
bridge (continued).
Cambrian Archaologicat Association. — Annual

meeting, Llandeilo-Fawr, Carmanhenthire (continued).

Thursday. August ii.

Royal Archcpolotjical Dwiitufe.— Congress at Cam-
bridge (continued).
Cambrian Archrcological Association. — Ann'ual

meeting, Llandeilo-Fawr, Carmarthenohite (continued).

Friday. August 12.

Royal Archcsological /n*£v£u£e.— Congrees at Cam-
bridge (continued)
Cambrian Archrsologieal Association — Annual

meeting, Llandeilo-Fawr, Carmarthenshire (continued).

Saturday, August 13.

RoyalArchctolxjical ins£t£M£(j,—Congress at Cambridge
(continued).
Junior Engineering Society.—Visit to the Crewe

Locomotive Works.
Liverpoul Eaguieering Socie£.v.—Visit to the Mersey

Aqueduct Tncnel and Norton Water-Tower, by permU-
sioo of the engineer, Mr. G. F. Deacon.

RECENT PATENTS:
abstracts op SPEOIFICATIONa.

8,749.—Drain-testing : B. E. Burnet and W. E.
Groom.—This invention relates to an Improved device
or apparatus for testing drains and soil-pipes by means
of smoke and smell, but especially the former. The lu-

veutors use a case, bent or curvilinear in shape as to Its

length, and charged with any suitable substance to
spontaneously emit smoke and smell upon being
ignited. Its rear end may have a cane or rod about
6 In. long or more Id length, connected to it by a Axed
or movable joint. For the purpose of Ignition the case
may have a quick or slow match communicating with
the combustible substance in its forepart, and extend-
ing to its rear end or beyond, or the case may be pio-
vided with a match or fusee, and an apparatus f -r

igniting It by friction upon pulling a cord, wire, or the
like, connected therewith. The rear ena may have a
hollow chamber for the purpose of inserting a small
charge of any suitable explosive substance. The case
may be of any suitable shape as to thickness, and of any
suitable length.
12,281.—Paint Brushes: G. Barker.—The object of

this invention is to design a bridle for paint and calso-
roine bruahee, which will hold the bristles together
without interfering with the pliability of the brush,
and it consists essentially of a narrow or wide bana
fltting around the bristles, and pivotally connected to
the head ef the brush.

13,895.—Water-closets: J. Breeden —A simple and
inexpensive apparatus for the flushing of water-closets
and other places, and one not liable to get out of order.
It is wholly independent ol the cistern with which it is

used, being connected {herewith by a single screw
junction. In making theapparatus, the inventor forms
preferably of cast-iron, and in a single casting, a syph-m,
the descending leg being of the ordinary tubular shape.
The other, or ascending, leg is much larger In diameter
than thedescendiug leg, and is of such a size and sbnpe
as to permit of the reception and working of a fln])

hinged in the Interior and near the bottom of the
ascending leg. A lever turning upon a fulcrum at the
top of the syphon is so connected with this flap that
when the cord or chain attached to the lever for work-
ing the apparatus is pulled down, the flap is suddenly

raised upwards. Tlie apparatus is fixed to the cistern-
by the bottom of the descending leg of the syphou being
screwed to the delivery-pipe in the bottom of the
clsteru. The level of the water in the cistern, which is
determined by the ball-cock by which water is supplied,
is below the bend of the syphon, and in the normal
position of the parts the apparatus is inoperative.
When, however, the cord or chain is pulled, the flap is
suddenly lifted and the water above itraisedto the bend
of the syphon, which is thereby set in action, the water
of the cistern being delivered by the descending leg of
the syphon to the place to be flushed.
14,043,—SCBEW-Deivees ; IF. W. Bom —The object

of this invention is to produce rotary motion in a screw-
driver by means of helical grooves in the spindle, in
connexion with a handle and two pairs of jaws having
inclined projections adapted to enter the said grooves,
one pair baiog inclined in one direction, snd the other
pair in the opposite direction, to rotate the spindle in
corresponding directions, at the will of the operator, to
either drive or draw a screw by substantially the same-
operation.
4,939.~FniHi’LACE9 : G. Middleton ami R. Davison.

—

This specifleation refers to a new or improved heating or
radiating appliance for use in connexion with domestic
fireplaces. It is well known that a large proportion of
the heat evolved from t lie fuel In ordinary fireplaces la
wasted, and the object of this invention is to con-
centrate and distribute the h^at into the room, and
thus economise fuel. For this purpose the Inventors
make use of a hollow receptacle, constructed by prefer-
ence of some good conductor of heat, and in order to
afford access to the interior of the receptacle its walls
are pierced with holes. The gases evolved from the
burning fuel are in this manner attracted to the
receptacle, and as the latter is heated in the fire to a
red or white beat the gases are burnt therein, thus
effectiDgin a concentrated space an intense lieat. It is

stated that such an appliance placed in the grate of an
ordinary fireplace has the effect of increasing the
temperature of a room considerably above the tempera-
ture obtained from fuel burnt In grates of the ordinary
description, while, at the same time, economy in fuel
accrues.

11,293.—CHIMNEY-POTS : T. Drown.—This inventor
claims to have effected an improvement In chimney-
pots, consisting in the pots being fitted with hinged
flaps, which deflect downward currents outwards from
the chimney-pots through orifices in their sides, the
flaps being so constructed and arranged that when the
chimney-pots are being swept the upward passage of
the sweeping-brushes causes the flaps to be thrown
back iuto such a position as not to obstruct the down-
ward passage of the brushes, and that when the
brushes are drawn donn past the flaps they act on them
eo as to restore them to their normal position.

HEW APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.

July 18.-13,108, J. Anderson, Automatic Door-bolts. „
19.—13,176, S. Hill, IVludow-fasceniogB.—13,177^

•T. Collins, Cupboard-turns and Lock Furniture.—13,182,
F. Wilson, Automatic Drip-flush aud Stop-tap.—13,206,

' J. Drawbridge, Road • paving. — 13,220, H. Leigh,
Enamelled Bricks.—13,232, C. Baumgartel, Water-closet
Basins.—13,238, G. Strawson, Attaching Glass to Green-
houses, Roofs, and other Glazed Surfaces. — 13,244,
E. Turner, Self-flushing or Sewer Drains.— 13,245, E.
Turner, House or Sower Drains.
July 20.-13,261, J. Adair, Bakers’ Ovens.—13,208,,

J. Child, Drain-pipes.—13,238, H. Hirst, Electroliers and
other electric-light fittings.—13,302, W. Lilly, Fixing
ornamental or other plates or surfaces of glass, por-
celain, or the like material to ceiling-walls, &c.
July 21.-13,315, F. Perry, Water-waste Preventing

Cistern and Lever-tap or Stop-cock.—13,330, F. Davis,
Attaching Knobs and Handles to their spindles.—13,357,
W. Downs, stoves.
July 22,-13,388, T. Knowles, Outlets of sinks, slop-

stones, lavatories, baths and troughs.— 13,392, J. and T.

Clark, Window-saah fastener.—13,416, H. Doulton and
U. Meldrum, Glazing pottery.—13.421, H. Bueley,
Spirit-levels, <fec.

July 23.-13,43.5, J. <fc W. Shedlcck, Nails.—13,449,
J. Halley, Fasteners for Wiadow-aashei, &c.

—

i3,4i7, A. Hoyle, Aut'omatlc Disinfector for Water,
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tcloBete.—13,449, L. Wilson. Production of DeBipna,

'Devices, Ac., in Wood, Tiles, Panels, and similar articles,

to be used on Floors, Stairs, Walla, &o.— 13,462, W. & E.

iFreeman, Window-sashes.—13,478, J. Jameson, Hanging
Window-sashes. — 13,479, J. Jameson, Fasteners for

Windows, Casements, and Shutters.—13,489, J. Bobln-
Eon, Swinging Door Springs, and parts connected there-

with.
PROViaiOSAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

9,732, H. Martin, Tools for forming recesses In hricks

or other articles made of clay, Ac. 9,903, H. Altlham
I and T. Brnadbent, Bolts for Doors, &c.—10,547, A. Wil-

cockson, Water-closets.—11,447, H. Wood, Fire-grates.

I
—11,676, T. Duggan, Disinfecting Apparatus for Water-

' closets.—12,071, W. Pick, Water Mains and Water
! Service-pipes.— 12.426, H. Cutler, Folding Ladders.

—

12,502, C. Parkin, Draught E.'ccludev for Windows, Doors,

40.-12,505, J. Boulllou Fils-Aio6, Tonguing, Grooving,

Mortising, Tenoning, and otherwise shaping Wood, and
a Setting Instrument employed in connexion therewith.

I —12,509, J. Hull and others, Weather Strips for Doors,

: &c.—12,612, J. Salkeld, Constructi'-'n of Fire-proof

Floors, &c.—12,843, A. Varah, Attaching and Adjusting

Door-knobs.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

(Open to Oppositionfor Two Months.)

13.357, G. Leighton, “Anti-frost” Supply Cistern.—

111,193 P Bright, Water-closet.— 11,3.57, P. HHiika, Flat

, Reliefs for Wall-papers, <fcc.—11,407, C. Hall, Enamelled
I Bricks and Tiles.

I, SOME KECENT SALES OF PROPERTY:

ESTATE EXCHANGE BEPOBT.

'I JtjlT 16.—By Jfesyrs. Spe^na;i (at Norwich) : “The
t!
XJpgate Farm,” near Norwich, 44a. 0r. 36p.,f. and c.,

( 1,4251. :
freehold house and shop, Stalham, 2201. ;

free-

;:hold house, r. 71. 158., 1401. ;
an enclosure of freehold

II land, 3a. Ir. 8p., 801. ;
copyhold house and market garden

land, 6a. 2., 3601.
' July 21.—By Messrs. Colb (at Maidstone): “ Monk’s
i Farm,” near Wrotham Station, 19a. Ir. 3p., and fruit

i: land, la. 3r. 5p ,
freehold, 1,0501.—By Humbert, Son,

I Flint (on the Estate) : Twelve plots of f. land, Buabey-

1
grove, Watford, 1,7391.

I

Jolt 26.—By C. R. Cross: 1 and 2, Sinclair Man-
I'sions, Kensington, f.. including mortgage, 25,0001.—By
•W. Levens: “ Aldersmead Villa." Beckenham, iLt. 82

1 yre., g.r. 61., r. 451., 4201 —By Eastman Bros . : 12, Sun-
I derland-rd., Forest Hill, u.t. 86 yra., g.r. 81., r. 331.,

4001.—By F. Hodson : 50, Amberley-rd., Paddington,
u.t. 70 yrs., g r. 71., r. 401., 4401 —By Ball, Norris, <k

Hadley. No. 63, Fleet-st., f., area 1,265 ft., 10,6001.—By
G. W. Potter-. 149, 151, and 153, Balls Pond-rd., Isling-

1 ton, u t. 11 yrs., g.r. 161. Is., 4061.—By R. Tidey
Sons : 78, Denbigh-st.. Pimlico, u.t 35 yrs., g.r. 81., 4551.;

.192, Bsrnet-grove, Bethnal Green, u.t. 33 yrs., g.r.

61. 10s., r. 421., 2001. ; 43, Balmes-rd., Kingslaud, u.t. 38

yrs., g.r. 41., r 341., 3101 By E. Owers: fg.r. of 81.,

. Birkbeck-rd., Acton, reversion In 88 yrs, 2061.; 16,

I College-rd., Ketsal Green, u.t. 91 yra
,
g.r. 61., r. 31. 48.,

I 2101.—By Debenhatn, Tcwson, tfc Co. (at Great Marlow)

:

' Two plots of freehold laud, Marlow, 7601.—By Messrs.

Spelma7i (at Norwich); “ Heathfleld House,” Ipswich-
. rd., Norwich, u.t. 43 yrs

,
g.r. 181., r. 1101., 2,0001.

; 22,

I
Park-lane, f., r. 421., 6701 : two plots of f. land, Thorpe,
near Norwich, Oa.Sr. 22p., 1.0301.; “The Elms,” with
stabling and grounds, f

,
1,3001.

July 26 —By A. Richards (at Tottenham) : 1 to 4,

' Madras-cottages, Southgate, u.t. 72 yrs., g.r. 81., 6001. ;

29 to 36, Nelson-rrt., Tottenham, u.t. 88 yrs., g.r. 281.,

6301.—By Farebrother, Ellis, \ Co. (at Stoke-upon-
I Trent) :

“ DieuUcresse Abbey,” Leek, and 283a. 3r. 33p.,

I

ifreehold, 11,0001.; “Upper Foker Farm,” 77a. 2r. Op.,

freehold, r. 1301.. 3,2001.; “Abbey Cottage,” with
'grounds, 251., 6701.—By E. Simpson: 142, 144, 150,

I andl62,Rolt-st., Deptford, u.t. 76 yrs., g.r ICl. 108.
,
8101.

;

1 146 and 148, Rolt-st., u.t. 75 yrs., g.r. 41. 48 , 4401.
; 00,

!

: Bentham-td., Hackney, u.t. 53 yrs,, g.r. 41,2251.—By
Dolma7i cfc Pearce

:

No. 46. HaversUck-hill, u.t. 38 yrs.,

g.r. 111. 68., r. sol., 6801.—% H. J. Brottiley : 14. Cllfton-
‘ td

,
St. John's, S.E., u.t. 73 yrs,, g.r. 71 15t., 6301.—By

J Messrs. Mellersh: Three freehold cottages, Shackleford,
li Surrey, 3701.—By Riislmorth <fc Stevetis: 48, Mor-
ii-timer-st., Portland Estate, u.t. 12 yrs., g r. 601.,

7 r. 1101., 4301.—By V^entom, Bull, di Cooper: 27, ThomaB-
at., Whitechapel part f. and part I., r. 1191. 128., 1,2501 ;

•,13, White’s-row, f., area 4,000 ft., r. 601., 1,2501.—By
Driver Co. :

“ World’s End Farm," Pebmarsh, Essex,

^ 89a. 2r. 31p., f., 1,3251.
;
three cottages and 6a. 3r. 6p.,f.,

!

I 4001.—By Bean, Burnett, & Co., '‘The Briary,” Max-
.
well-rd., Northwood, f., r. 801 ,

1,2001.—By Debeiiham,

I
Tewson, de Co. : 49, Addison rd., Kensington, u.t. 63 yrs.,

g.r. 101., 2.2251.
* July 27.—By Txtmer, Rudge, ,5' Turner: Freehold
II land, 21a, 3r. lOp., East Grinstead, 6 0001 ; a plot of

1

freehold land, la Ir. 20p., 8001. ; 9, Middle-row, f., r.

' 151 , 2601.—By 5alfig <L* Wiltshire: 111 and 113, Brlght-
fleld-rd.,Lee, u.t. 92 yrs., g.r. 101., 4601.—By B. Christian:

I 181, Salmon’s-lane, Llmehouse, t, r. 321., 6601.—By
4: Dann <t Lucas: an enclosure of land, Bexley Heath,

. 3a. 2r. 29p., f., 5301.—By A. Richards: 76 and 78,

i

. Upper Fore-st., Edmonton, u.t. 12 yra., g.r. 241., 2001. ;

80 and 82, Upper Fore-st.,!, r. 50!, 900! ; a plot of ! land,
Upper Fore-st., 24!—By A Gray : 7 and 9. Hungerford-

: st., St. George’s-in-the-East, !, 250!—By Furber, Price,
? di Furber: 41, Neal-st., Shaftesbury-av,

,
f., area 2,940 ft.,

1 r. 220!, 4,400!; 31, Great Queen-st., and 13 and IS,

LParker-st., Lincoln’s Inn-flelds, f., r. 180!, 3,620!—
' By Rogers, Chapman, di Co : 24, Cambrtdge-st., Pimlico,

. n.t. 45 yrs., g.r. 7!, r. 66!, 650!; 18, Claverton-st., u.t.

t 42 yrs., g.r., 10!, 565! ; 158 and 160, Tachbrook-st., u.t.,

1: 38yra.. g.r., 16!, 850!—By C. -V. Phillips-. 25, 27, and 29,

s' Albert-rd., Stratford,!, 765!—By Protheroe <fe Morris :

28, Trevor-sq., Knlghtsbriige, u.t. 25 yrs
, g r. 81,

\ 470! ; 2, Buckingham ViUas, Woodford, !r. 22!. 300!

1

i July 28.—By Field & Sons : No. 543, Holloway-rd.,
u.t. 12 yrs., g.r. 7!, r. 88!, 160!—By Holcombe & Betts :

106, Londuu-rd
,

Clapton, !, 3801 ; 68, Prlnce’a-sq ,

'Hyde-pk., u.t. 60 yrs, g.r. 21!, 1,000! — By C. &
H. White: 7, Hayies-ter., Southwark, u t. 21 yra.,

g r. 5!, 130!; 124, 128, and 130, Hill-at., Walworth,
u.t. 7 yra., g.r. 11! lOs., 110!; 16 and 17, Chapel-
.8t., Brlxton, u.t. 5 yrs., g.r. 9! ISs. 9d. 114!;,

|i45 and 47, Baker-st., u.t. 9yrs,, g.r 4! lOs., 1311 —By
i W. di F. Houghton: “The Limes,” Hoe-st., Walthani-
» stow, f., 520! ;

“Aih Cottage,” Brown’a-rd., !, 200!;

a plot of ! land, Tower Hamlets-rd., 180!—By C. C. tfc

2'. Moore -. 1. Ferry-villas, Walthamstow, f., r. 24!, 340!
—By A. C. Lowry : 36, 3S, and 40, E»st-rd., PJaistow, !,

720!; 91 and 93, Park-rd., f., 9d0! ; 1, Baron-rd.,

Barfciog-rd., u.t. 93 yrs
,

g.r. 6!, r. 30!, 210!

—

By Newbon cfe Co. ; 41, Drayton-pk., Highbury, !, 630!

;

85, Roman-rd., Holloway, u.t. CO yrs., g.r. 6! 103., r. 321

,

220! ; 3, St. James’s-rcl., u.t. 69 yrs., g.r. 6! 08., r. 60!,
640!; ISandlS, Hlgh-st., Stoke Newington, u.t. 8 yrs.,

g.r. 30!, r. 140!, 420!—By B. Breton ; 40 to 40 (even),

Elle»mere-st.. Bromley-by-Bow, u.t. 70 yrs., g.r. 10!,
480!

;
219 and 221, Brunswlck-rcl., u t. 70 yrs., g.r., 81.,

470!—By Stimson d: Sons: F.g.r. of 80!, Weston-st.,
Norwood, reversion in 34 yrs., 3,050! ;

f.g.r. of 151

,

Hinton-rd., Brlxton, reversion in 73 yrs., 380! ;

f.g.r.’s of 120! 18a.. Wigmore-rd., ditto in 73 yrs.,

3,265!; f.g.r.'s of 531 lOs., Gonsalva-rd ,
Wandsworth,

ditto In 86 yra., 1,175! ; f.g.r. of 06!, Gayford-rd..
Shepherd’s Bush, ditto In 92 yrs., 1,630!; f.g.r. of

18! lOs., CoUege-sb., Putney, ditto in 83 yrs., 460! ;

f.g.r.’s of 48!, Lower-rd
,
Plaistow, ditto in 86 yrs.,

910! ; f.g.r.’s of 12!, Whitwell-rd., ditto in 86 yra., 276! ;

f.g.r. of 24!, George-st., ditto in 86 yrs., 440! ; 8 to 22
even, Ambrose-st.. Bermondsey, u.t. 43 yrs.. g.r. 27! lOs.,

r. 234!, 1,600! ; 69, Lowden-td., Brixton,' u.t. 73 yrs ,

g r. 4! lOs., 195!—By ITood tfc Eirby: 29, 30, and 31,

Beaconsfield-ter. , Wimbledon, u. t. 88 yra
,
g.r. 151, 260! ;

a plot of freehold building land, Garfleld-rd
,
10!—By

P. D. Tuckett (at Banbury) :
“ The Manor House,” near

Banbury, and 300a. Ir. 29p., f., r. 370!, 6.100! ;
an

enclosure of meadow land, 5a. Or. 2p., freehold, 100! ;

an enclosure of pasture laud, 14a. Or. IGp., freehold,
980! ; two enclosures of freehold meadow land,
19a 2r. 9p.,800!
•Idly 29 .—By Jones, Lang, ds Co: F.g r. of 650!,

Bartholomew-close, City, reversion In 67 yrs., 17,6001

;

f.g r. of 260!, Lombard-st., reversion in 47 yra., 10
,
260!

—By A. Savill bon

:

Two pints of freehold land,
Capworth-st., Leyton, 1,4401 ; “Suffolk House,” with
stabling, freehold, r. 60!, 1,140!—By F. E. Eiloart :

36 to 38, Lyon-st., Islington, u.t. 52 yrs., g.r. 20!, r.

138!, 1,260!; 1 to 17 (odd), Pembroke-st., u t. 67 jrs.,

g.

r. 37! 16j.,r. 270!, 2,440!—By G- A. Wilkinson iy Son :

I. g.r. of 40!, Lad broke-sq..Netting Hill, u. t. 47yr8.,g.r.7!,
6901

;
l.g.r. of 40!. Ladbroke-8q.,u.t 47 yrs., g.r. 7!, 600!;

30, St. Mary Abbotta-ter.
,
Kensington, u.t. 12 yrs

,
g.r.

13!, r. 110!, 665!—By Vaughan & Co. : 4, Edward-sf.,
Hampstead-road, u.t. 77 yra,. g.r. 101 , 900! ; 26 and 30,
St. George's-rd., Primrose Hill, u.t. 71 yrs., g.r. 10!,
102! lOs., 1,0701 —By C. P. Whiteley

:

26, Northcote-rd.,
Clapham, and 23 and 25, Calrn’s-td., f., r. 115!, 1,980! ;

12
,
Eadslelgli-st., Tavlscock-sq., u t. 31 yrs., g.r. 61,

700!
;

302, Soutnampton-at., Camberwell, u.r. 58 yrs.,
g.r. 10! lOs., 565!

;
f.g.r. of 26! 68., Ordnance-rd,.

Woolwich, reversion in 88 yrs., 670!; f.g.r. of 211 63 .

j

Rlverdale-rd,, Plumstead, reversion in 88 yrs., 490!—
By Herring, Son, di Daw: F.gr. of 17! IQs., Upper
Tulse Hill, reversion In 47 yrs., 465! ;

f.g.r. of 34!, re-
version in 47 yrs., 910!

; 67, Fernlea-rd, Balham, u t.

04 yra., g.r. C! lOs., r. 30!. 2751—By A. H. Turner A
Co. : The f. residence, “ The Wilderness, ” Llngfield,
320! ; 61, St. Margaret's-avenue, f., 600! : 1 tf>4. Manor-
Td., Leyton, f., 810!—By Baker 4- Sons: 1, 2, & 3, Fitz-
john’s-eeplanade, Hampstead, u.t. 98 yra., g r. 901, r.

480!, 6,100! ; 4 to 8, ditto, u.t. 08 yrs., g.r. 200! r.

1,000!, 12,790!
; 9 and 10, ditto, u.t. 08 yrs, g.r. 80!, r.

4001 , 6,120!; 11. ditto, u t. 98 yrs
, g r. 40!, r. 200!, 2,520!;

28, 30, 32, 34, and 38, Ingrave-st., Battersea, u.t. 67 yrs
,

g.r 26!, r. 161!, 900!; 92, Lavender-rd., u.t. 46 yrs.,
g.r. 3! 128., r. 26!, 2101 ; 43 and 60, Falccn-rd., sold
before auction; 1 to 10, Mary-pl., Wapping, u t 80 yrs.,

g r. 60!, 175!—By George Brinsley : 5, Crawford-st.,
Camberwell, n.t. 16 yrs., g.r. 10!, r. 6.5!, 206! ; 328,
Camberwell New-rd., u.t. 18 yrs., gr. 8!, r. 62! 10s.,
240!

;
a profit rental of 162! a year, Sydenham, u.1. 21

yrs., 1,620! ; 1 and 2, Cambrldge-rd., Malden, u.t. 58
yrs., g.r. 71 lOs., r. 442

, 275! ; 4, Albert Villas, u.t. 78
yrs., g.r. 4! 48., r. 21!, 145!

{Contractions used in these lists.—F.g.t. fir freehold
ground-rent

; l.g r. for leasehold ground-rent
; l.g.r. for

improved ground-rent
; g r. for ground-rent

;
r. for tent

;

f. for freehold: c. for copyhold: 1. for leasehold; e.r.
for estimated rental

; u.t. for unexpired terra
; p.a for

per annum
;
yrs. for years ; st. for street

; rd. for road
;

sq. for square
;

pi. for place
;

ter. for terrace
; cres. for

crescent
;
yd. for yard, Ac.]

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
TIMBER.

QrMoli eart, B.O.
ton 9/e/O

Tsak, S.L.. load 9/10/9

Bequola.n.S.ft.ini. 2/8

Aab, Canada load 8/10/9
Birch, do 3/5/0
Elm. do 8/10/0
Fir, DanUle, ke. I/IO/O
Oak, do 3/0/0

Canada 6/10/0

Pine, Canada red 2/10/0

Do. yellow .... 8/1O/0

Lath.D’ntolc.tath 6/0/9

BL Petersburg 6/9/9
Deals, Finland
andklststdlOO 7'10/8
Do, 4th A 8rd . . 7/0/0

Do. Riga 6/10/8

St. Peteraborg,
IstyeUow ..10/10/8

Do. 2Dd yellow 8/0/0

Do. white 7/10/0
Swedieh ...... 7/0/0
White Bsa .... 8/0/0
Canada, Pinelrt SO/0/0

Do. do. 2nd.... 14AO/0
Do. do. 8rd, ko. 8/0/0

Do. Spmee. 1st 8/10/0
Do.

.
8rd i

.. 8/18/8
New Brunswick 7/0/0

Battens, allkinda 8/10/0
Flooring Boards,

sq., 1 in. prep.

4/0/0

4/10/0

4n5/0
1/10/0
6/6/0

7/0/0

1/10/0

6/0/0

8/0/0

7/0/9

9,10 0
8/0/0

8/0/9

14/10/0
9/10/0

10/0/0

16/10/0
17/0/0

26/0/0
16/0/0
10/0/0

11/0/9

8/0/0

7/10/0

16/19/9

9/8/0

0/7/0

0/3 6
Da. 2Dd
Other quantise

Cedar, Cub* ..It.

Honduras, ko.
Mahogany, Oeba.

Bt. Domingo,
cargo av

Hexlsan do. do
Tobasco do. do
Honduras do..

Box, Turkey ton
Rose, Rio 10/0/0
BabU ... 8/9/9

Batin. Bb Do-
mingo .. 9/0,8

/41

I*

la
4/0/0

TIMBER (continued).
Batin, Porto Ri(so 0/0/8 0/1/6
Walnut, Italian.. 0/0/81 8/0/7

HETAU.
Iao»—Plg.ln Scot-
land ton 8A/10
Bar, Welsh, In
London B'17/S

Do. do. at works
in Wales 6/7/9

Do. Btatfordshlrs,
in London .... 8/6/0

Ooprsa —British,
cake and Ingot 47,15/0 48 5 0

49,5,0

O'O/O

46/2 0

Bpanl8h....ton 10/7/6 10/10,0
English, com.
brands 10A26
Sheet, Baglish,
Blbe. per sq. It
and upwards., I2'0/0
Pipe 12/10/0

Z I K o — English
sheet ton 2Bnt/0
Vieille Mon-
tague 98/6, 0

Tw—Btralte .... 67/U'O :

AnstraUan .... 97/10/0
English Ingots. 97/10/0

OILB.

Linseed ton 18/5,0
Cocoanut, Cochin 24'10/0

Do. Ceylon 23/0/0
Palm, Lagos .... 22/5/0 22/10/6
Bapeseed, KngUsh

pale 24n0/0
Do. brown 23/0/6
Cottonseed r^.. 19/7/6
Oleine 21/10/0
Lubricating, U.B. 4/6/0
Do. re&ned 6 10/0
Tan— Stockholm

barrel 0/19/0
Arehangel 0/13/8

25/0/0
0/0/0
O/O.'O

22/10/0
6/0/0

12/0/9

TENDERS.
(CommuDlcationa for losertion under this heading

should be addressed to “The Editor,” and must reacS
us 7iot later than 12 tiooti on Thttrsdays.]

BIRMINGHAM.— Accepte4 for the erection oI cottage homes, at-

Northtleld. for the Kings Norton Board of Guarilians. Mr. F. B_
Osborne, architect

H. Grant. Selby Oak £3,477 0 0

BIRMINGHAM.—Accepted for the erection of two villa resideoces

in the Thoriibill-road, Uandewortb. for Mr. A. Jones. Mr. Oliver
Floyd, architect

H. Grant, Selby Oak £697 0 0

DARENTH (Kent).—For painting work at the School for

Imbedles, Darenth. near Dortrurd, Kent, for the Metropolitan
Asylums Haard. Messrs. A. * C.Harstoo, Architects, 15. Leadeuball-

street, B.C.

E. Proctor £763
]
M. Batchelor £676'

AkerskCo 629 W. F. Hadlow, Dover* .... 547

W. k E. Mills 6'25
1

• Accepted

FINCUAMPSTEAD (Berks).—For additions to house and staWing
at Fincbanipstead, Berks. Messrs. Peak k Luuu, architects, Guild-

ford. Quantities supplied ;
—

Kingerlee £1,548 1
BotirPl * Son, Reading*.. £1,398

Mitchell Bros 1,521
|
Hughes 1.350

Accepted.

FULHAM.—For erecting four hospital huts and sundry external

works, laying mains, 4c.. at tbe Western Hospital, Seagmve-roarl,

Fulham, for the Metropolitan Asylums Board. Messrs. A. and C.
Hars too, Architects. 15, Leadouhail-street, E.C. :—

C. Wall £3.806 I Johnson k Co £3,470

Garlick k Horton, Ltd. .. 3,723 I Le.-lie k Co.. Keneingtoo-
LaacelleskCo 3.859

|
square, W. (accepted).. .. 3,042'

W. Trevena
Beed 4 Blight
John Berry
George Bhetiabeer.

,

Lapthorne k Goad..
Ambrose Andrews..
W. H. Higmau ....

P. Bluwey
H. B. Fuge

QuBiitities Bup,/lied by Mr. R. Henry

Revised Boundary
Tenders. Walt. •

..,£4,050 £827.

2,800
2.693
2,5S'J .

2,529 .

2,600
2.468

2.M0

JERSEY.-Accepted for warming the parish church, Jersey:—

John Grundy, London £100 0 0

LONDON.—For repairs and painting to the Chelsea Infirmary;

for the Guardians ol tbe Poor. Messrs. A. k C, Hajston. Architecto,

15. Leadenhall-i txeet :

—

Batchelor —
UllderkEdge £1,040 0 0

Wade —
Stewart k Co —
Jentier 850 0 '

Foiley. King-
street, W 846 0 '

Architects' estimate 765 0 i

Add for certain
other works. Total.

— £1,190 0 0
£20 0 0 l.OfJO 0 0

— 942 6 0
— 899 7 6

39 0 0 B89 0-0

62 0 0 898 O'

45 0 0 800 0

* Accepted at £S46.

LONDON. For crnstructlng new main drain and manholes at the
WesUrn Hospital. Sragrave-road, Fulham, tor the Metr.ipoiitaa

A'yluins Boar't. Messrs. A, & C. Uaratoa, Architects, 13, Leaden-
hall-streit, EC. :—

W. Neale £341 I Leslie k Co.. Kensington-
KilUugback k Co 317

|
square, W. (accepted) — £2TB

LONDON.—For the re-erect'on of ‘‘Scott's" R*.staurant (flrat

portion), 18 ond 19, Coveutry-slreet. tor Messrs Sinclairs A Sinclair..

Me.sars. 'Treailwell k Martin, architects, 2, Wsterloo-place. Pall Mall,

S.W. Quantities supplied:-

F, Mark £10.479
|

Bush k Sons £9,33r

J. Simpsou k Son ]6.000 Mark Patrick k Sou 9,160

E. Lawrence k Sous .... 9,744 C. F. Kearley 8,983

Whitehead k Cu 9,675]

LONDON.—For repairs and new front to the '• Royal Alfred
''

public-house, 267. Klugsland-roa'i. N., tor Messrs. Dauiell 4 Sods'

Breweries, Llmit^. Colchester. Mr, J. W. Start, F.S.I., architect,.

Cups Chamber*, Colchester :

—

J. 4 0. Cocks £498 IB. Smith, 47. Downham-
B. W. Setohsll 485

I
road, Kingslaud-road, N.* £27S

• Accepted.

LONDON.—For new shop-front and alterations. 170, 'Victorl**

street. B.W.. for the Belgravia Hosiery Company. Mr. Alfred Broad,

architect, 27, Diugwall-road, Croydon :—

W. H. Laacelles A Co £376
|
E. J. Saunders £350

LONDON.-For additions to form new billlird room at Qvieen'a-

Club, West Kensiogtou, tor the Directors. Mr. Alexanuer Payuo,
architect, Norfolk Houae, Victoria Euibaukmeul :

—

K. Swan £325
[
Lougmire & Co.* £232:

J. Mears 325 j
* Accepted.

LONDON.—Accepted f r the erection of stahliug, oEBces. Ac., in

Paul-street, E.C., tor Messrs. McNauia-a k Co., Limited. Mr, Percy

U. Britton. A8aoc.M.IuBt.C.E.. architeot, Bell-Uue, Spitalfields :—

Wilkinson Bros., Finsbury-iuirk, N £5,679 0 0

PENKRIDGE.—For erecting Curate's house
Statt'ord. tor the Hou. and Rev. C. J. Liltlcton.

architect, Slaff.rd :—

Gilbert £1,057 6
Adams k Pemburton I.OIS U
Muirhead 950 0
Woollauia. Stsirord* 660 0

• Accepted.

at Peiikridge, near-
Mr. George Woriua',

Extra for Pitch-pine,
£20 u

SO 0
20 0

BT. PAUL'S CRAY.-For the erection of eight or sixteen cottage*

at Paul 8 Cray Hlil Estate, tor Mr Henry lyrer. Mr. Alexander
Payne, architect, Norfolk House, Victoria Eiabiukment :—

Per Block of Eight.

F. Wood £1.748 0 0
T. Knight 1,629 0 0

W. Owen 1.6U0 0 0
H. Sometford k Son 1,575 0 0

J. Otway, ChlilehuTst (/mcepted) 1,375 9 ft
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SHALFORD,—For CDliktgiug fchooli
Sh»lforcl School Board. Messrs. Peal
ford, ijuantities supplied ;

—

Wells £sso 0 0
E. Smith $75 $ 0

II i: Bou . . 0 0
0 0

Johusou ilufcntial) .. $43 6

R. Pink £$35 0
Klugerlee $J;1 U
Jackson $15 18
Higlctt & Hauiiiioiid $09 0

Uitcliell Bros.. SI
ford (accepted) .

$3$ 0 0 [
Edvrarus (inforiiiali

STAFFORD —For the erection of a new workhouse ioflriiiary
for the Stafford Board of Uuaniians. Mr. Geo. Wormal urchiteot,
Stafford. Qiisntitiea by the architect

Whiltlnghaui £4,350
f
Adams* Pemberton £3,98$

4,153
I

Whittome 3.948
Muirbend 4.160

|
Eapley, Btnff.Td* 3,900

4,080
1 ‘Accepted.

[.Architect s eetimate, £4,000.]

WINDSOR.—For the Construction of new stabling, ahoolQB'forge
.*c.. .at Tbamcs-strect, Windsor, for Messrs. Allnutt .A Teiiiiaiit. Mr,
Arthur Voruon, architect. 29. Cockepur-street, London. 8.W.
Ooddanl £1,920 1 Beavell £1.T07
Bowyer 1.T50 Watson 1,K59
Koarley 1,743

1
Hollis (accepted) 1,598

WORTLRY.-P,)r
...

...cctloQ of an Infectious diseases hospitalat th^ workhouse, Grenoslde, for theOiiartiiansof the Wortley Uiiiuu
nk-slreet, BheiReld:—Mr. O. -A, Wilde,

liowe * Sons ......
B. FowcJ 1 i Son ....
Andrew Bralth ....
Samuel Warburton
Joel Midwood ....

£.5,S50 0
I

Dutton A EvaoB £4 3X7 0
5,247 10 Tnos. Nelson, Wa.laley
4,931 0 Bridge, nr. SheBield* 4 200 0
4,479 0 James Holmes 4,0$2 0
4.459 OlFrankEyro 4,030 18

•Accepted.

^
TNASLAS {Carcliianahire).—For additions and alterations to

‘he Lord Bishopof 3t, David's
Air. i. b. ilorgan, architect, Aberystwytli. yoantitie* supplied —t, Aberystwytli. yoantitie* supplied

I
D. Davies* Bon £2,652

3.170 Edw. Davies A Son. New-
3,03y town*.... 05.7

Brans A Hopkins 2.694 | John Evans I..!!!!;; 2l-j25

SUBSCRIBERS in LONDON and the SUBURBS, by
prepaying at the Publishing Office. 198. per annum (or
4b. 9d, per quarter), can ensure receiving “The Builder,’*
by Friday Idorning’s Fosi,

Chr Builhrr Cathehral ^ertesf.

1. OavTtKairaT „ Jan. 8
.. .. Feb. 7,

3. Bt, ALBaaa ..

4. PBTXaauaonoB
fl. WaLLS .. ..
4. Kurru .. ..

.. April 4.

.. Hay 3.

7. SatlBBTlKT
8. BaisTOL
B. Norwich

10. Rocnaaris
11. Lixcoi.H ..

IS. QLOucuTsa „

24. HKBKrOBD ..

15. CaicKasTka ,.

U. Kit
17. Li-ursapr
18. Oxford .. ..

16. SOCTBWXLL ..

[Farther

18. Bl. Pant’
. .. Feb. 6
, .. Mar. 6

; x;
July 3

Ang. a.

;J..
Sept. 8.

Dec. 8.

WixcaanTxa

Bt. Davin’t
,

will be duly announced.]

rpHE EEEEDOS, ST. PAUL’S.
,47-,

®«pnnted from ••Tbb Burtnaa," January SS.lSSSflSln h*Ut la.), on stout paper, unfolded, for tramiu*. 8d.
;
by post, Sd.

' ^

PORTFOLIOS,i for PreserrlnK the 1le Plains unfolded, Ss, 8d. ; by post, S(

lAndon: Qtflos ^ "Thi Boitnaa,’’ 48. CatMHnt-Urttt, W.O

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
we canuot give a list of one engineer’s prospective
t form. Wo can publish particulars of any of the
1 made out).—W. U. S. 8 F. W. H, (shall have

All Bintements of lacts, lists of tenders, ftt, must be aecompAnled
by the name and stldress of the sender, not necessarily forpublicaUon.

tw. compelled to decline pointing out books and giving
addreasee.
Noth.—

T

he responsibility of signed articles, and papers read at
public meetings, rests, of course, with the aulhora.

FF# cannot undertake to return rejected communicatioju.
Letters or communications (beyond mere news-items) which havecue (beyond

duplicated lor other Journals, are NOT DESIRSDi
All oommnulcatlons r^gartling literary and artistic matter should

be addressed to THE EDITOR ; all cumiuuulcatious relating to
advertisements and other exclusively business matters should be
addressed to TBB FUSLISHBB, and not to the Editor.

PUBLlSHEli’S NOTICES.
ReyitUred TeUyraphie Address, ‘The Bdildeb,' London.

CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.
81’rUATIONS VACANT, PARTNERSHIPS, APPRENTICESHIPS

TRADB, AND GENERAL ADVKETIBEMENTB.
fill lines (about fifty words) or under 4s. Sd.
Bach additional Line (about ten words) Os. 6d.

Terms for Series of Trade Advertisements, also for Special Adver-
tisements on front page, Competitlona, Contracts, Sales by Auction,
fee. may be obtained on appilcation to the Fobllsher,

BITtJATIONB WANTED,
'

FOUR Lines (about thirty words) or under 8s. B<L
Bach additional line (about ten words) Os, 6<L

PREPAYMENT IB ABSOLUTELY NECEBBARY,
*»• Stamps muet not be sent, but all small sums should be

remitted by Cash In Registered Letter or by Money Order, payable
St the Foa^offlee, Covent-gardsn, W.O. to

DODGX,AB FOURDEINJER. Pnbllshsr,
Addreaaed to No. 48. Catherine-itreet, W.C.

Advertisements lor the current week’s Issue must reach the Office
before THREE o'clock p.m. on THUBSDAY. but those Intended for
the front Page should bain by TWELVE noon on WEDNESDAY.
SPEdT A T, —-ALTERATIONS IN STANDING ADVERTISB-

uBjjTa or ORDERS TO DISCONTINUE same
must reach the Offioe before TBN o’clock on WBDNBB-
DAY morulags

The Publisher cannot be responsible for DRAWINGS. TEBTI-
UONIALB, Ac, left at the Office in reply to Advertisements, and
strongly recommends that of the latter COPIES ONLY should be cent,

PERSONS Advertising In ''The Builder" may have Aepllsittddrasfsd
to Itn Office, 46, Catherlne-street, Covent Garden, W.O.
free o/ charge. Lottere will be forwarded If addressed
envelnpes are sent, together with sufficient stamps to
oovtr the postage.

AN EDITION Printed on THIN PAPER, for FOREIGN and
COLONIAL CIRCULATION, is issued every week.

Now ready.

READING CASES,

,

’ I By Post (carefully packed), la.

HOWARDS SONS
Manufacturers & Contractors.

Parpt Fliiiir

3d. PER FOOT.
IN OAK.

25, 26, 27, BERNERS STREET, W.
FACToniEs : Clevilland Works, W.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
" THE BUILDER ’’

Is supplied dibuct from the Office to resident
In any part of the United Kingdum at the rate of 19s. per annum
PaEPAiD. To all parte of Europe, America, Australia, and New
Zealand, 26b. per annum. To India, China, Ceylon. *c., 30e. per

Remittances payable to DOUGLAS FOCRDRINIBR,
Publisher, No. 46, Catherine-street, W.C.

THE BATH STONE FIRMS, Ltd.
BATH,

FOB ALL THE PROVED KINDS OP
BATH STONE.

FLUATB, for Hardening and Preserving
Calcareous Stones and Marbles.

SOULTINO ESSESTONB.
Th« Btona fromthmqunlM

THI OEBLTNOH
BTONE.

iMffqoa
li known m tha “Wai

I BedB," and li of a rtry

I

aryatallina n&tnia, and bb*
donbtedl^ ona of tha mot

• dnrabla atonaa in England.

BBAMBLBDITOH 3 mci
STONE. C initablafor flnomonldad woik,

Prioei, and every infonnatioB givea, oo
application to CHARLES TRASK A SONS.
Doulting, Shepton Mallet.

London Agent—Mr. B. A. WILLIAMS,
16, Oraven-Btreet, Strand, W.O. [Adti

HAU HILL STONE.
Tha attention of Arohiteote is apeoiallj
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Art in Phrygia, Lydia, Caria, and Lycia.

HE volume in which

MM. Perrot and

Chipiez have col-

lected their observa-

tions on the art and

architecture* of these

ancient provinces of

Asia Minor is one of

the steps by which

these two persevering

archieologlsts are gradually approaching what

is obviously the great end of their studies,

the treatment of the perfected art and archi-

tecture of Greece, towards which this and

other works from their hands form the pre-

liminary stages. It is therefore obviously in

this light that we are to consider such a work

as that now before us: as an inquiry into

some of the phases of art which preceded

and led up to the art of the great period of

Greece. The volumes which MM. Perrot and

Chipiez have already produced have interest

enough, it is true, in themselves, but that

interest is doubled when we regard it as all

leading up to the perfected art of Greece.

The last work by these indefatigable

archfeologists was their volume on the

archreological remains of the Hittites. The

part, according to them, which the Phry-

gians played in the Oriental world is not so

important as that played by the Hittites,

“but the modem historian knows next to

nothing of the latter, while he is acquainted

with the house, parentage, and family of

speech of the former.” The Phrygians are

believed to have had their origin in Thrace,

whence they passed over to Asia Minor
;
but

of their Thracian phase nothing is known
beyond conjecture. It was in Asia Minor
that they developed into a kingdom, in which
the names of Gordios and Midas were great,

and “ linger to this day in Gordion and Mida-

ion, where once these kings were enthroned,

but which are now reduced to mere
hamlets. These names, about which
cluster so many fables, are prominent

figures in the Phrygian mythic circle
;
one

* “History of Art Id Phrygia, Lydia, Caria, and
Lycia.” From the French of Georges Perrot and
Charles Chipiez. London : Chapmaa & Hall. New
York : A. C. .Armstrong & Son 1892.

might be inclined to regard them as merely

legendary, but that they appear on the

sculptured facades of the Phrygian sepul-

chres, written in letters not a whit more
difficult to read than very old Greek inscrip-

tions.” Curious it is, indeed, to have what
we have been used to regard as the absolutely

legendary name of Midas brought home to us

as that of a real and once powerful monarch,
in whose honour fa(;'ades, whether of tombs
or monuments, were hewn out in the rock

and remain, recognisably, unto this day.

"We have not space to go into the argu-

ments by which the authors endeavour To

define the Phrygian chronology. They place

the date of the Asia Minor Phrygians as

commencing from about the eighth century

B.c. What is of main interest to us is that

their work is at any rate well before the

known work of the Greeks of the Pelopon-

nesus, and that among its remains we may
trace some of the efforts in architectural

design which preceded and led up to the

development of the Greek styles.

As in others of their works, the authors

have turned their attention to the structures

now in use in the same country, as assisting

to elucidate the ancient monuments. They
give sketches of the wooden huts of the

present day ; huts built of timber, in which
“ the beams for the walls are laid side by
side as close as possible, and made to project

and overlap each other at the four corners ”
:

leaving, that is to say, ends of beams pro-

truding, exactly as they are shown in stone in

the Lycian tombs, though the latter are more
regular and symmetrical in their arrangement.

This illustration from modern practice is more
convincing and more probable than some
others which the same learned authors have
brought forward, and one cannot but feel

that here we may see the survival of the

kind of building which suggested originally

the rock -cut quasi - Classic tombs of Asia

Minor, and gave the rude suggestion for

what was afterwards to blossom into Doric

architecture.

At the same time, the connexion between
the form of timber hut and the executed

rock-cut facades of Phrygia is not so close as

the authors would seem to imply. The
timber hut suggests rather the form of

Lycian tomb than the Phrygian. The typical

form of Phrygian rock-cut fac^ade is rather
shown in such an example as the ooe which
the authors have called the “ Monument of
Midas ” (fig. 1, see next page). Here the remi-
niscence of the ends of logs forming the roof
is very clearly marked, but the side piers of
the facade offer no such suggestion, still less

the large diaper ornament which covers the-
principal part of the space between them. It-
is only in the small doorway beneath that we
really come on the trace of the characteristic
feature, that of timbers of which the ends
are left protruding. (This doorway, it should
be remarked, is only a blind or false door-
way.) Another false doorway from a some-
what similar facade (fig. 2), given to a larger
scale, shows more clearly the character of
this feature. It may be observed that the
Intel or architrave in this design is said
lo bsar traces of a painted ornament
consisting of repeated circles, of which
an indication is shown in the engrav-
ing. As to the diaper ornament over the
surface of the Midas monument, which is far
more Eastern than Western in character, the
authors make the suggestion, if we under-
stand them rightly (for it is rather vaguely
put) that this is a translation into stone of
the idea of an embroidered curtain which in
actual constructions would have covered the
opening. In one example they found traces
of colour in this portion of the work ; and
this would seem to support the idea sug-
gested. This Midas monument (so-called;,,

and other facades of the same type, the •

authors decline to schedule as tombs : in
some coses, it is true, there are spaces behind'
them, not accessible from the front (the door
being always a sham one),—wells which can
only be got at by descent from above

: in
others the f8(;;ade is cut in solid rock with
nothing in the rear. The authors offer the
explanation that these are, indeed, monuments
in honour of this or that personage, but not
sepulchres.

It seems probable that this class of sculp-
tured facade is the earliest of the types found
in Phrygia, since it has the least direct
relation to the form of architecture which-
was afterwards to pervade Asia Minor as well
as Greece. Farther on, in the facades at
Ayazeen, we come upon a style of work which
is quite different, which speaks of tb« same-

d
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Fig. 1 .
—" Alomiment of Mulas.' Phtggic.

influences as those •which developed the

faijades of Lycia, and which belongs to the

class of designs which may be called the

origines of Greek architecture. One of these

is shown in fig. 3, in which all the elements

of entablature, pediment, dentils, and columns
are pretty nearly complete, but the column
differs very much from anything in the better-

known Lycian examples. But the capital is

the moat interesting feature. As far as can be
judged of on this small scale, it has a distinctly

Egyptian appearance, with a suggestion again

of the capital of the Temple of the Winds
(without the lower foliage). Fig. 4 shows
this capital to a larger scale

;
it is one of the

most interesting features architecturally

,

which the illustrations have to show us. The
i

quasi leaf forms, it will be observed, are sunk,
i not raised ; the necking is decidedly Egyptian
' in character. We get a step further in the
'facade shown in fig. 5, which again must
obviously, from internal evidence, be later,

and in which the elements of Greek archi-

tecture show themselves in a tolerably

advanced form. Indeed, in the ornaments of

the tympanum there seems almost a sug-
gestion of Roman influence, and one would
be inclined to doubt whether this fa(,-ade were
not in fact a good deal later than the period

to which, according to the book, it is supposed
to belong

;
a clumsy imitation of Classic art,

rather than a suggestion in advance. On the

[Ato. 13, 1892.

other hand, in another example, a tomb at
'

Yapuldak, we find the columns on the face
|

connected by “swags” in quite a Roman or

even Renaissance fashion, as far as their

arrangement goes, although the remainder of

Fig. 3 .—Tomb near Ayazeen, Phrygia.

Fig. 2 .—Dclildi Tach. Phrygia. Peiaxl of
Poonvay.

the architectural features are of a very rude
and primitive character.

While many of these Phrygian remains,
however, certainly display early suggestions
of Greek architecture, there are other things

to be found which seem to have a distinct

Fig. 5 .—Faqade of Tomb, Kimbet, Phrygia.

striking coincidence is shown in the case of

the tomb in Ayazeen necropolis, on either

side of and above which are sculptured on
the rock two colossal lions, reared up and
facing each other, with an upright projection

Fig. 4 .—Detail of Cajntal in Fig. 3.

connexion with early remains in Greece itself.

The “Tomb of Tantalus,” with its central

chamber formed by a false pointed arch, the
arch stones being in reality corbelled over,

reminds one at once of the “ Treasury of

Atreua ” at iMyceniu
;

but a much more
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I, left in the rock between them. The attitude
I of the animals, the whole composition, recalls

Ij
the lions of Mycenro, though it is on a much

I
larger scale, and the carving, though rude, is a

I* good deal less conventional than that of the

) Mycenie lions; but the general appearance of

I,
the whole is strikingly similar

;
and even the

S kind of pilaster left between them seems to

r
supply the place of the column in the

[i Mycena} sculpture. It really seems strange

I
that the authors should pass this over with-

ii out any reference to the resemblance, in motif
Ij at least, between the two.

Referring again to the peculiar problem
presented by the architecture in fig. 5, we
observe that on a later page the authors,
though they still seem to regard this par-
ticular example as incomplete rather than
corrupted classic design, observe that the
arch;cologist must not be too hasty in his
conclu.sions in examining this kind of work
in Asia Elinor. In regard to the Phrygian
work they say that “the inference to be
deduced both from analysis and comparison
alike is that the monuments we have just
passed in review form a continuous series,
without break or discrepancy.”

"VVe are led by almost imperceptible stages
from those of unquestionable hoary antiquity on to
exemplars which testify to the iuroads Grecian art
was making in the inland districts of the peninsula,
foreshadowing its complete and final victory. Hence
it behoves us to guard against a conjecture, apt to
arise in the mind of the archeologist by superficial
and hasty inspection of the facades under con-
sideration. Many a tomb of Caria, Pamphylia, and
Lycia ” [is “Phrygia ” intentionally omitted here 11

displays forms which at first startle the student
•by their seeming strangeness, but when dissected
aud examined in detail, they turn out to bo nothing
more thau Greek shapes, the poor or clumsy style
of which is due to imperfect technique, local habits
or corrupted taste. Thus about this and that

' structure one bad been inclined to think very old
there crops up a characteristic feature, a dated
linscription which discloses the fact of its being the
I'^vork of the decadence, of the second or third
icentury a.D.”

translation into stone of the well-known
features of the rock-cut monuments, and does
not of course prove anything

;
it is an example

of the tendency of French and German
archfcologists to evolve from their own ideas
what is required to fill up a gap in the archi-
tectural history. Some sketches of modern
timber structures iu Lycia are more to the
point, and certainly show in a remarkable
degree the same elements of construction as
are shown in the rock-cut structures of
ancient Lycia.
The volume on Persian architecture, which

forms the next of the series, and is also pub-
lished and translated, we shall have occasion
to notice shortly. If the reasoning of the
authors is not always convincing, the amount
of illustration of ancient art which they are
getting together in these volumes, in the way
of observation and illustration, will render
them a most valuable series of books. The
translation is well done on the whole, and
the English publishers are issuing the
volumes in a style of printing and general
make-up which leaves nothing to be desired.

We should have been rather inclined to
think that the Kumbet tomb (Fig. 5) was

: exactly one of these examples, and the odd
'thing is that the authors actually notice the
fact, in a portion of this tomb, of an
inscription in late Greek lettering, but they
only apply the natural deduction as to date
to a portion of the tomb, implying that it had
ibeeu interfered with at a later period. The
pother solution, that it is really a work of late
date, is surely the more natural and probable.
The remarks on the early sculpture and

ornament found in connexion with these are
interesting in a critical sense, and it is no
doubt true that in these portions of the
Rhygian work there is a great deal more of
lEastern or Southern than of Western
influence to be traced. Of ornament
suggested by plant forms there is very little,
but the one example of any importance
,(Fig. 6) is of interest from its

jcurious mixture of Greek and
Egyptian feeling, the latter pre-
idominating.

We have not space to go into
the less important chapters
devoted to Lycia and Caria, but
a word must be added as to
the more interesting subject of

eLycia, which forms the closing
Jsection of the volume. In this

!

.case it is noted that there
is a remarkable uniformity in
the style of the monuments,

iiwhich “present uniformity of aspect from

I

I one end of Lycia to the other.” The authors
account for this by the idea that Lycia
possessed federal institutions, “ rude and im-
perfect no doubt, but which served not the

J

ileas to keep alive the memory of primitive
union among all their children.” At all

I events, the similarity of style of the
Omonuments is a great contrast to the
•diversity found in Phrygia. The general
J character of these monuments is very well
known.

^

The authors give a restoration of
;h6 primitive timber type, drawn by M.

lEiemann, the architect who accompanied M.
s Benndorf to Lycia. This is simply a re-

NOTES.
ROFESSOR UNWIN, in his ad-

dress as President of the Mechani-
cal Science Section of the British
Association, dealing mainly with

ubject of water-power, drew atten-
tion to the curious return which seems likely
to take place from steam back to water-power
for the driving of machinery, though under
totally different circumstances from those
under which natural water-power
formerly employed. Mills used to be con-
gregated about streams in order to get the
water-power. With the advent of steam it

became possible to take the power to the
mill instead of bringing the mill to the power.
Now, with the capacity for utilising electricity
for the distribution of the power, we seem
likely to come back to the water in many cases
as a central source of power, which,
however, can now be economically distributed
to the places where it is wanted. The greatest
example of this possible water-power centre
is of course Niagara, which is calculated to
amount, if the whole stream could be utilised,
to 7,000,000 horse-power, or (according to the
Tvnes report of the address) “ more than
double the total steam and water power at
present employed in manufacturing industry
in the United States.” It is, from one point
of view, somewhat melancholy to read Pro-
fessor Unwin’s observation that “few persons
can have seen Niagara Falls without reflecting
on the enormous energy which is there con-
tinuously expended, and for any useful pur-
pose wasted :

” one of those curiously naive
admissions which engineers make of their
incapacity to see anything except from an
engineer’s point of view, or even to realise that

of spoiling the picturesqueness of Niagara is
still a factor in the case, and that the
present ideas of utilising the Falls are to be
carried out with the effort to avoid di.sfigur-
ing them, or drawing off more than a small pro-
portion of the water from above the Falls.
The scheme for a tunnel with turbines, lead-
ing off from the rapids above the Falls and
discharging

_

below them, was tentatively
engineering paper someillustrated in

years ago, and the tunnel is now made, the
present plans contemplating the utilisation of
about 100,000 horse-power. Arrangements,
Professor Unwin says, are already being
made to transmit 3,000 horse -power to
Buffalo, eighteen miles off, to work an
electric station. So far this is reasonable
enough, but we fear that it is only the thin
end of the wedge, and that before many years
are over Niagara will be little more than the
centre of a manufacturing depot, A great deal
of economy of labour will be the result, but
one of the grandest scenes in nature will have
been ruined, unless a reaction in public
feeling takes place, of which we do not see
much probability. An interesting point in
the address was the account of the use of
turbines, at Geneva and Zurich, to raise
water from a river of varying and irregular
flow (and therefore useless as a motor for
machinery) to a high-level head whence the
flow is under entire control. As Professor
Unwin observes, it seems at first sight an
indirect and roundabout way of using water-
power, but it is in reality entirely economical.

G.—Scroll on Sepulchral Fatiade, Phrygia.

there is any other point of view. We will
venture to say that the majority of those who
have looked on Niagara Falls have had some-
thing else in their minds than the waste of
power. However, as there is no doubt that
the perception of the grandeur of natural
scenery is a modern and comparatively recent
phase of human feeling, it may be that in a
few generations we shall have come to regard
all tbi.s as a vain superstition, and look
habitually at waterfalls only from a £. s. d.
point of view. The world* may be richer
then, but it will not be so agreeable. In
the meantime, we are glad to find that
the dislike of many persons to the idea

rpIlE inquest on the Melton Mowbray rail-
-L way disaster has shown that the facts
were exactly as we predicted they would be
found to be : it was no “ accident,” but gross
carelessness, and the fault was on the part of
the platelayers who neglected the proper pre-
caution of warning the engine-driver, the
latter being acquitted of all blame. The ver-
dict alone has deceived our anticipations, and
given one more example of the incapacity of
coroners’ juries to deal with such cases. The
evidence is as clear as possible that according
to the rules of the company it was the duty
of the foreman of the platelaying gang,
when carrying out such work on the line
as was then being done, to communi-
cate with the signalmen and to have
a flag out on the road and a detonator signal
fixed at least half a mile from the point of
operations

5
that the attention of the foreman

was twice called to this by one of his subor-
dinates, who advised him to send a flag out,
and that he refused to take any notice of the
suggestion ; the unwarned train came up at
its usual pace, went over the embankment,
and three people met with a terrible and
violent death, and the jury return a verdict
that the platelayer has committed “ a grave
error of judgment,” and he gets off with a
reprimand ! AVe can onlysay that this isagross
miscarriage of justice. Ilarwood, the foreman,
deliberately broke the rule made to provide
for the safety of trains in such cases, not
through forgetfulness, but through obstinacy:
and if a verdict of manslaughter is not called
for in such a case as that, it would be diffi-
cult to know when it could be called for.
The jury, we presume, were actuated by a
sentimental feeling of sympathy for the
platelayer. It would have been as well if
they had looked at the other side of the case,
and thought a little of the slaughtered pas-
sengers, and of the sifety of the travelling
public.

rpiIE address of the President of the
-1- Mathematical and Physical Section of
the British Association is remarkable alike
for shrewd and original criticism, and for the
clear and interesting though terse summary
that he gives of the main problems concerning
the nature of electricity and its connexion
with ether, which are now occupying the
attention of mathematical physicists. Com-
plaint has been made before now that the
routine of education is inimical to originality,
but Dr. Schuster is, we believe, the first to
express this feeling in scientific matters. It
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is a little startling to be told tbat Faraday and

Joule were amateurs. If, however, we admit

Dr. Schuster’s ingenious definition, that an

amateur is “ one who learns his science as he

wants it, and when he wants it,” we can hardly

deny his conclusion. The suggested experi-

ment to test the theory that an electric

current is a flux of ether,—viz. to try

whether a stream of water (which Fizean

has shown carries ether with it) will deflect

a magnet near it,— is a peculiarly happy one ;

and it is to be hoped it will soon be tried. In

the latter part of his address I-Ir. Schuster

called attention to the help that the study of

astronomical questions, especially those con-

nected with sun-spots, may alTord in throwing

light on electro-magnetic theories, and he con-

cluded by a list of questions still unanswered,

so clearly stated, and so suggestive of the

lines investigation should take, as to call

forth from SirG. Stokes the high compliment

of a comparison with Newton’s list of then

unsolved problems at the end of his treatise

on Optica.

The London County Council will deal,

after the current recess, with the ques-

tion of rebuilding Vauxhall Eridge. Their

predecessors freed the present structure from

toll on May 24, 1879, having bought it for

200 ,
2:50/. Opened in June, 1816, it had cost

300,000f., with 70,000Z. more for legal ex-

penses. Ralph Dodd’s designs for a stone

bridge of nine arches, with a 78 ft. span,

were adopted in 1809. Owing to disagree-

ments, Dodd was succeeded by Rennie, who
was superseded by Sir Samuel Dentham.

Bentbam in turn gave place to James

Walker, who, to reduce expenditure, substi-

tuted iron arches, retaining the eight piers

whose foundations had already been laid.

Timbs, in his “ Cariosities of London” (1855)

says that the Duke of Brunswick (who fell

at Quatre Bras) laid the first stone of the

resumed works on August 21, 1813 ; and the

bridge was opened on June 4, 1816. The

river here is about 900 ft. wide; the centre

arch rises 27 ft. above high water
;
the bridge

measures 36 ft. across; the piers are 13ft.

thick, and at ebb tide the current is unusually

strong, insomuch so as to have scoured the

river-bed to below the wooden cradles on

which the piers rest. A considerable portion

of the ground on the Middlesex shore, in

Pimlico, where lay the canals and reservoirs

of the Chelsea Waterworks, and_ the Neat

House-gardens, was filled in and raised by the

deposit of earth excavated for the making of

the St. Katharine’s Docks by the Tower,

whereof Telford and Hardwick were engineer

and architect respectively.

The last number of the Journal of the

Society of Arts contains a long report

from Sir Henry Wood of his observations on

a recent official visit to the Chicago Exhibi-

tion. The report shows the work of prepar-

ation to be in a satisfactory state. Sir Henry

Wood speaks highly of the liberal treatment

accorded to this country in everything con-

nected with this Exhibition ;

“ in every build-

ing in which we are exhibiting, Great Britain

has been assigned a prominent and advan-

tageous position. Had the Commission been

allowed to select for itself the various allot-

ments, it could hardly have selected better

positions than those voluntarily assigned to

it.” In regard to the general aspect of the

principal buildings, it is observed that there

seems reason to expect tbat “ the effect will

compare not unfavourably with that of

the Paris Exhibition of 1889.” We fear

this praise will not satisfy the American

architects.

“ rnHE Impurities of Town Air” was the

X subject of a paper read in Section B of

the British Association meeting by Mr. G. H.

Bailey, D.Sc. He said tbat during the past

twelve months the Air Analysis Committee

of Manchester, in conjunction with the Royal

Horticultural Society, have been engaged on

the analysis of the air of large towns. A

large amount of information having been

already collected by previous observers as to

the carbonic acid in the air, it was thought

desirable to devote more special attention to

such impurities as sulphurous acid and

organic matter. Furthermore, since the

object in view was not merely to collect

data, but to lay the foundations of

what may be termed Chemical Meteor-

ology, the atmospheric conditions pre-

vailing at the time of the observation have

been noted. From the results of several

hundreds of analyses carefully conducted in

London, Manchester, and Liverpool, the fol-

lowing conclusions are drawn:— 1. That in

clear breezy weather the amount of sulphurous

acid is lees than 1 milligramme per lUO cubic

feet of air. 2. That in anticyclonic periods it

rises very considerably, and in times of fog

maxima 34 and 50 milligrammes have been

recorded for the worst districts of Man-
chester and London respectively. 3. That

wherever an open space or a leas densely-

populated area occurs there is a very marked
diminution in the amount of impurities in the

air. 4. That an increase in the amount of

sulphurous acid is accompanied by at least as

large an increase in the amount of organic

impurities in the air. 5. That smoke, pro-

moting as it does the formation of fog, and
preventing free diffusion into the upper

stratum of the air, must be regarded as the

principal cause of the impure state of the

atmosphere in large towns.

I
N course of the month, Caldy Island

Carmarthen Bay, three miles from

Tenby, is to he sold. This is the British

Ynys Pyr, measuring IJ mile by ^ mile,

and, in area, 600 acres. It lies on a bed of

limestone, which is quarried. Here are the

ruins of St. Mary’s Priory, founded by Robert,

son of St. Martin of Tours, as a cell to

Dogmael Abbey. On the 15th inst. is to

be put up for sale the first portion, com-
prising fifty freehold building properties,

of Carshalton Park, by direction of the

owner, Captain Blake 'Taylor. Writing to

the Countess of I'pper Ossory (July 14,

1779), Walpole says Carshalton is as rural

a village as if it were in Northumberland,

much watered with the clearest streams, and

buried in the ancient treesof Scawen’s Park and

the neighbouring Beddington. The park that is

to be sold was formerly known as “ Scawen’s.”

In 1726 Thomas Scawen employed James
Leoni, architect, to design a magnificent

manor-house there, which, we understand,

was never begun. Picart engraved the plans

for Leoni’s edition of Alberti’s treatise upon
architecture. An article upon Carshalton will

be found in our columns of March 1, 1884.

The additions to the parish church (1891)

were designed by Sir Arthur Blomfield. In

the church were set up a monument,—the

effigy by Rysbrack,—to Sir William Scawen,

and an altar-tomb to Nicholas Gaynesford

{temp. Henry VII.)
;

his wife wears a re-

markably large head-dress.

The Stationers’ Company are about to

remove their School from Bolt-court,

Fleet-street, to a site which, as we read in the

City Press, they have bought in Ferme-park,

Stroud-green. The School was opened in Bolt-

court in 1858, an Order in Chancery having

been made in that year for a scheme where-
under the Norton, Bishop, and Meredith
charities were applied to that purpose.

Thirty years later, the Charity Commis-
sioners framed another scheme for the

School’s future management. The master’s

present house (No. 6) stands on part of the

site of Dr. Johnson’s last home in London
(No. 8).* We also read that the Mercers’

Company have purchased Barnard’s Inn,

Ilolborn, with a view to the erection on its

* It ao often is pointed out as being the actual

house occupied by Johnson that we may refer to what
we said in our columns of December 13, 1884

;
January

1, 1886 (In reply to acorrespondent), and April 14 and 21,

18S&

site of new premises for their School. Origi-

nally established in the Mercery, Cheapside, the

school has had several habitations. After the

Great Fire a plot was reserved by statute in Old
Jewry, west side. In 1787 the School was
taken to Budge-row, and thence, circa 1806, to

Red Lion-court, Watling-street. In 1807 they

moved the School to its present quarters on
College-hill, planned and designed by George
Smith, where Whittington's almshouses,

—

now at Highgate,—formerly stood, being

next to the Church of Sb. Michael Pater-

noster Royal, wherein Whittington was
buried, and not far from Merchant Taylors’’

School in Suffolk-laue. The latter School

migrated, twenty years ago, to its new build-

ings (the late E. I’Anson, architect) in

Charterhouse. In 33 Henry VIII. the

Mercers obtained from the King, in considera-

tion of 969/. 178. 6d., a grant of lands

belonging to the dissolved religious house of :

St. Thomas Aeon, part of which site is ;

occupied by their chapel, ball, and offices- .

The Company covenanted to maintain for :

ever a free grammar school for twenty-five

scholars (a number since enlarged) -within the

City. The Mercers’ School counts several I

distinguished men amongst its pupils, in-

cluding Dean Colet, who founded St. Paul’s

School; Sir Thomas Gresham
;
Lionel, Earl of I

Middlesex, King James I .’s Lord-Treasurer ^

and Matthew Wren, Bishop of Ely. Of i

Barnard’s, prius Mackworth’s, Inn, we gave
:

an account on April 21, 1888. At the auction,

in June of that year the property, which
covers about 28,000 feet superficial, was with-
drawn, after a bid of 49,400/. The Art I

Workers' Guild then became tenants of thei

hall, which an astronomical society has lately
|

occupied. On June 9, 1888, we printed, a i

view of the interior of the hall.

The Consul-General for Spain sends us a :

copy of the regulations adopted for the \

International Section of Reproductions from.

:

the Art-Industries of all Nations,up to the year :

1815, which is intended to form part of the i

Exhibition of Art-Industries which will he i

inaugurated on September 24 next, in the (

City of Barcelona. Further particulars can i

be obtained at the office of the Spanish Con-,
sulate, Billiter-street.

The present comparative proximity of the.

planet Mars has again turned some ofi

our scientific minds towards the subject ofi

the possibility of communication and answer^
by signs with that planet, which is apparently

;

so similar to our own in its conditions, andi

the inhabitation of which by sentient beings;

is in the highest degree probable. Mr. Franci&i

Galton, in a letter in the Times of the 6tb,:

suggests that flash signals reflecting the light i

of the sun might be contrived of sufficienti

power to be seen from Mars with any such I

optical instruments as we ourselves possess.:

The first attempt might he the simple,

expression of a number, with the hope'

of ultimately receiving a response in;

a similar form. Once the possibility ofj

any kind of interplanetary signalling
|

were established, the transmission of idea&i

and intelligible messages would be only a
question of time, though perhaps of a very;

longtime. But numbers, geometrical facts,

i

and the elementary processes of logic, must^i

one would think, be the same wherever therer

are sentient minds, although the late Professor:

Clifford did suggest the possibility of a world
in which two and two should not moke four. We'
have long been of opinion that some degree of:

interplanetary communication will he estab-t

I’shed eventually, possibly by the aid of somei

function of electricity not yet realised, though,

perhaps not for some centuries. In the mean-:
time, the extraordinary interest which would!
attach to any, even the simplest and most-

rudimentary, interchange of signals with oun
neighbour planet would justify some expen-:

diture in making the attempt, and we hope:

Mr. Gallon’s sugge.stion will not altogether:

fall to the ground.
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STAFFORD COUNTY COUNCIL
BUILDINGS COMPETITION.

TiiE provision of a suitable building for the
Stafford County Council, with Council-ball,
committee-rooms, and offices, gave rise to this
competition, and though the amount of money
to be expended is a comparatively small sum,
only 18,000Z., the amount of interest that has
been aroused amongst architectsmay be gauged
by the fact that no fewer than sixty-three
complete sets of designs were submitted
to the scrutiny of the assessor, Mr. J.

Macvicar Anderson, the President of the
Eoyal Institute of British Architects. These
designs have been publicly exhibited in the
Stafford Shire-hall on Tuesday, Wednesday,
and Thursday of this week. The premiums
offered were 150^., 100/., and 50/., and it may
be noted with satisfaction that the competitor
placed first is to be employed as the architect,
and to be paid the usual fees for professional
services, in addition to the premium.
By the assessor's award, the first place is

allotted to Mr. H. T. Hare, of Loudon, whilst
Messrs. Treadwell & Martin, and Messrs.
Cooksey & Cox, occupy second and third places
respectively. We have already referred with
satisfaction to Mr. Hare's success in the Oxford
competition, and we equally congratulate him
upon his success in this. Mr. Hare has many
times submitted carefully-prepared designs in
competitions, and though he has been repeatedly
well placed, we are not aware that he has
recently occupied the first place in any large
•competition. The site which has been acquired
is in close proximity to the Shire-hall, which
naturally occupies a central position in the
Market-square. It is proposed to adapt the
Chief Constable’s buildings in St. Martin’s-
place, so as to give access to the Council Build-
ings, which will have a long elevation to St.

Martin’s-street. This is a narrow thoroughfare,
and will not give much opportunity for viewing
the proposed buildings, except at rather close
•quarters.

The scheme indicated in the original instruc-
tions issued to architects called for the pro-
virion of a Council-hall for 100 members of
Council, seats for chairmen of committees,
officials, reporters, and a gallery for the use of
the public. The arrangement of the seats for
the members was made a special feature, and
•notice was given that any suggestion for seats
which would have the effect of dividing the
council into parties would be regarded unfavour-
ably. Three committee-rooms and a Chairman’s
parlour were also required in close proximity to
the ball. The first floor was suggested as the
best position for these rooms, and this sug-
gestion was universally adopted by tire com-
petitors. It was also suggested that the ground
floor should have the following accommoda-
tion ;—Offices for Clerk to the Council and staff,

offices for the County Surveyor, and for the
Chief Surveyor of Main Roads. Houses for the
Chief Superintendent of Police and a care-taker
were also required.

We may now refer to the drawings in the
order of merit in which they have been placed
by the assessor. Mr. Hare (whose design we
.published in last week’s Builder) has altered the
ground-floor of the Chief Constable’s offices in
St. Martin’s-place and continued the arcade,
which exists, to the adjoining Judges’ house.
The Chief Superintendent’s office has been con-
verted into a large cloak-room, opening into the
entrance- hall. On entering the vestibule, a
porter’s lodge is on the right, and a waiting-
room on the left. The wide passage-way then
turns at right-angles into a large entrance-hall,
with the grand staircase to the Conncil-hall on
the npper floor beyond. Turning again to the
right, at the foot of this staircase, the main
<5orridor of the office is entered. The remainder
of the ground-floor is devoted to the offices.

The main entrance to the offices is in the centre
of the Martin-street front, and passing through
•the vestibule a large hall is shown which
intersects the corridor already referred to.

From this hall the enquiry offices of the
several departments are conveniently reached.
The Clerk to the Council has two offices
on the north-east of the main corridor,
and three on the opposite side facing Martin-
street. An officers’ staircase leads from
this department to the upper floor, adjoiningthe
Chairman’s parlonr. The Surveyor of Roads has
three convenient offices opposite the entrance,
the drawing office of which has a good north
light. The offices of the County Surveyor face
Martin-street, and are on the left of the office

entrance. A staircase for the public gallery of
the Council-hall occupies a position at the
south-west corner of the Martin-street frontage.
The lavatories are placed at the back in an
attached building, with the passage cross-venti-

lated. Against Eastgate House Mr. Hare shows
a caretaker’s house, whilst a very commodious
house for the Chief Superintendent of Police

occupies the site of the old " Goat Inn.” On
the first floor Mr. Hare has made a connecting
passage from the judge’s house which leads on
to the landiug of the main staircase. The main
staircase is a straight one, and has a wide top-
lighted corridor running at right-angles to it

and the Martin-street front. The Council-hall is

placed on the west side of this, and the com-
mittee-rooms, the chairman’s parlour, and a
waitiug-room occupy a convenient position
on the east side. Another central cor-

ridor, top-lighted, gives access to these rooms.
The seats in the Council-ball are arranged
in segmental lines, the centre being the Chair.

The arrangement will effectually prevent the
division of the members into parties; but the
passages are a very long way apart, and the
movement of members from their seats in tne
centre of the row will be somewhat disturbing
to those at the ends. The style of the eleva-

tion which has been adopted is the English
Renaissance of the seventeenth century, and
though it can hardly be said to barmonise
with the existing buildings, it is quiet and
dignified in character, and as the Martin-
street front is cut off by the block of old
buildings at the corner, its variety is of little

consequence.
Messrs. Treadwell & Martin's designs, sub-

mitted under the motto of “ Expert,” differ from
Mr. Hare’s principally in the position allotted

to the Council-hall, which is at the east end of

the first floor. A separate building is provided,
adjoining Eastgate House, for the dynamos
and other requisites for electric-light installa-

tion. The house for the Chief Superintendent
of Police faces Eastgat^-street, and has the
caretaker’s house immediately behind it. In
St. Martin’s-place the entrance is through a
hall into a staircase-hall, and from this access
is provided to a straight corridor running
through the office block. At the west end of
this conidor are placed the Chief Clerk's offices,

facing Martin-street. Though carefully planned
in other respects, this department seems to be
a long way from the Council-chamber or the
Chairman’s room, with which the occupants
would be in more or less constant com-
munication. At the east end, on either side

of the corridor, are disposed the County Surveyor
and the Main Roads Surveyor. The main
entrance to offices is in the centre of the Martin-
street front, whilst a separate staircase to the
public gallery of the Council-chamber is provided
at the east end. The arrangement of the first

floor places all the committee rooms facing

the street and its noise
;
the lavatories are also

placed inconveniently. Messrs. Treadwell &
Martin have kept their elevations studiously

plain, and treated them in an Elizabethan
manner. An elaborate scheme of panelling is

shown to the interior of the committee rooms
and Council-chamber. The Council-chamber
seats follow a segmental line, but two passages
have been inserted between the seats, as well

as the two near the wall. We are inclined

to think this a better arrangement almost than
Mr. Hare’s, as it divides the seats into three
blocks, and gives easier access.

Messrs. Cooksey & Cox introduce one or two
varieties into their design. They make a direct

entrance from S*”. Martin’s-place, through a
porch and vestibule, into a ball containing the

main staircase, and from this hall a straight

corridor throogh the office block is accessible.

This corridor is of course intersected by the
vestibule to the office entrance in the centre of

the Martin - street front. The Clerk to the

Council’s office is on the left of this corridor

and faces north, and the adjoining staircase

gives easy access to the Council-chamber above.
The Road Surveyor's offices face the north,

whilst the Clerk to the Council’s clerks’ offices

and the County Surveyor’s offices face Martin-
street on either side of the office entrance. The
lavatories on this floor are conveniently placed.

The Council-chamber on the first-floor has been
placed at the east end. and it is reached by a
corridor from the main staircase, which has
cloak-room, lavatories, and a committee-room
on one side, and two committee-rooms on the

other, facing Martin-street, The sections show
rather weak detail, and this is especially

noticeable in the hall. The public gallery is

almost on a level with the floor of the chamber,
and would have been better had it been further
removed from the scene of debate. The
elevations are decidedly the best part of the
design. They are pleasantly treated with
circular windows on the ground floor and
narrow windows above, and a bold comice at
the eaves. The line is broken at the end by a
gable to the Council-chamber. One of the good
points of the design is the elevation to the care-
taker’s and Police Superintendent’s houses,
facing Eastgate-street.

There are several of the unplaced designs
which are worthy of mention for the care and
thought that are shown to have been bestowed
upon them. We would mention those of
Messrs. E. Guy Dawber and Lington Dennis.
The points to be noted in which these gentle-
men differ from those already referred to is the
use of a small interior area for light and air,

the provision of an “Aye” and“ No ’’lobby, which
divides the chamber from the street, and this

gives additional quietude. The elevations have
been kept studiously plain. Messrs. F. C. Ryde
and F. D. Bedford may be mentioned as the
authors of a carefully-prepared design. The
Chairman’s parlour is conveniently placed, and
special provision is made for reporters. Mr.
Wm. A. Pite sends a design which has a
corridor surrounding the Council - chamber.
This is a good feature which few of the other
competitors have been able to introduce. The
elevations are cleverly drawn, and show con-
siderably greater merit than the arrangement
of the plans.

The arrangement of the designs by the
anthorities deserves a word of praise

;
it

would have been better, however, if the pre-

miated designs had bad a distinguishing mark,
so that they might have been found more
easily. The assessor has, in oar opinion, made
the best choice that could have been made
from the designs snbmitted.

THE BISHOPSGATE INSTITUTE
COMPETITION.

The six sets of drawings submitted in the
limited competition for the proposed New Insti-

tute for the Parish of Sr. Botolph Without,
Bishopsgate, have been publicly exhibited

during the past week in Kt. Botolph’s Hall, and
possess several points of interest in the treat-

ment of an essentially modern class of building.

The site presents especial difficulties, as not
only is it irregular in shape and hidden away
behind the buildings occupying the frontages

to Bisbopsgate-street, Brushfield-street, and
Duke-street, but numerous ancient lights

dominate the area, and cramp the possibilities

of the building in every direction. Very
limited frontages to the three streets being
available,—scarcely more, in fact, than suffice

for entrances,—the chief interest of the draw-

ings lies in their planning and their internal

treatment. We were, however, scarcely pre-

pared for the almost utter absence of anything

like architectural ability displayed by the eleva-

tions, which cannot, with hardly an exception,

rank higher than the commonplace.
The scheme comprises two main divisions;

a Free Library and a Public Hall
;
besides these

are also a board room, caretaker’s residence,

and the necessary cloak and retii'ing rooms.

None of the designs appear to have solved

the problem in an entirely satisfactory manner,
even as regards the provision of accommoda-
tion, to say nothing of architectural design.

“Arts and Letters” (which, we hear, is by
Mr. C. Harrison Townsend. F.R.I.B.A., and is the

accepted design, as stated in the Builder lot

July 9. p. 32) has one of the best plans,

though even this is decidedly faulty in the

lighting of important parts of the free library.

The public hall is entered from Bisbopsgate-

street, which is, of course, the principal

thoroughfare, and is well arranged, with the

necessary cloak-rooms and retiring-rooms, while

a further entrance to Brushfield-street, the con-

necting street between Bisbopsgate-street at

the front and Doke-street at the rear, affords

access to the platform end of the ball, and an

exit also when the audience is dispersing. The
library is entered from Duke-street, with a cor-

ridor on the right, and the lending library,

librarian’s room, and reference library, in the

order mentioned, on the left, and entered from
the main corridor, which is continued and joins

that at the side of the public ball, and so

forms a thoroughfare from front to back,

into which the entrance from Biushfield-
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Street leads at right - angles. There is a
corridor also separating the library from the
public hall, a useful and necessary arrange-
ment for promoting quiet in the library, but
insufficient for the proper lighting of the re-

ference library by the small windows shown.
Thus the reference library will, we fear, un-
doubtedly be found insufficiently lighted for

use in the daytime, a defect which also exists

in a large portion of the lending library. On
the first floor, over the library department on
the ground floor, and hence leading to the
insufficient lighting of this latter, is the reading-
room, which, per sc, is well arranged, with dis-

tinct provision for boys and girls, news papers, and
general reading. This part of the establishment
is reached by a well-arranged staircase close to
the library entrance in Duke-street. The board-
room is placed in what can hardly be regarded
as an entirely admirable position, on the first

floor next Bishopsgate-street, where the noise of
that busy thoroughfare will undoubtedly be a
drawback. The elevation next Cishopsgate-
street appears to have been inspired by modern
American design, and is sadly lacking in repose
and dignity, while the interior of the public
hall, as shown by the half-inch scale drawing,
is treated with rococo detail which it is to be
hoped the designer will considerably modify if

his design is to be carried out.
“ Justitia ” has a plan differing in every

respect from that of “ Art and Letters,” and
instead of placing the main corridor on one side
of the site, as do the majority of the competi-
tors, has this main artery running through the
centre with an intersecting corridor leading
from the Bru^hfield-street entrance. This com-
petitor appears to provide considerably less

accommodation than some of the others,
restricting himself mainly to one - story
bnilding, an arrangement which, of course,
by means of top-lighting, gets over the diffi-

culties of a two-storied scheme, both in respect
of adequate lighting and non-interference
with existing rights of adjacent buildings.
The public hall is placed at the Dulce-street
end of the site, and is entered from Brnshfield-
street. The free library is entered from Bishops-
gate-street, with the lending-library on the left

of the main corridor, and the reference-library,
librarian's-room, and news-room on the right.
For the amount of accommodation provided we
should be inclined to regard this plan as fairly

satisfactory, but the elevations are common-
place to a degree, the principal one, to Bishops-
gate-street, being apparently inspired by a
study of the Times offices, which, as our
readers are aware, are not of surpassing
interest.

“ Halfpenny Postage Stamp ” appears to have
considered a straight corridor to be one of the
most important features of his plan. This is

placed on one side of the site, and from it are
entered the free library at the Duke-street end.
and the public ballat the Bishopsgate-streetend.
There is a good entrance from this latter and a
crush-room or hall which makes a good feature
in the plan, but sufficient exits are not provided
from the public hall itself to the corridors and
entrances contiguous. The elevations can best
be described as of the commercial type of archi-
tecture, and somewhat ordinary examples even
of the low type chosen.

“ Progress ” also makes much of the straight
corridor, and. as in the preceding design, places
the public hall at the Bishopsgate-street end of
the site and the free library at the Duke-street
end. The public ball has a corridor on eachside,
an arrangement which has some advantages, but
these are rather discounted by the peculiarities
of the site. The free library is planned with
its reading-room on the ground floor, and the
lending library and reference library on the
first floor, a disposition which cannot be wholly
commended.

“ St. Botolph ” has committed the singular
mistake of making the principal entrance to
the public hall, which is placed at the Duke-
street end, through the public library, which is

approached from Bishopsga^e - street, and is
placed wholly on the ground floor, with the
reading-room on the right of the corridor, the
reference library behind, and the lending
library on the left. The author appears to have
deemed hia library as of primary importance,
but at the same time seems to have felt that
the entrance to the public hall should be from
the principal thoroughfare, Bishopsgate-street,
although his secondary entrance from Brush-
fleld-street, and his two exits to Duke-street,
are really the approaches to the hall. Omitting
this matter of the entrances, the plan has

considerable merits, but the question of the
entrances is an important one. The elevations
are another example of commonplace design of

modern Renaissance fashion.
“ Plan ” certainly belies his motto, as the

plan is by far the weakest in the competition,
and is, in fact, amateurish, while the elevations
are about the most satisfactory of those sub-
mitted, that to Bishopsgate-street being a fairly

good version of German Renaissance, and those
to the less important frontages quietly and
soberly treated in a Flemish manner. The
author errs fatally in his plan by placing the
public hall in the centre of the site, severing
the lending-library at the Duke-street end from
the reading-room next Bishopsgate-street. The
board-room is in a good position, near Bishops-
gate-street, but not adjoining it, but the placing
of the librari.in’s-room quite by itself, and sepa-
rated from the library by a corridor, is too great
a concession to the desire some librarians have
of getting away from the busy pa.:tB of the
establishments under their care.

MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.
The Gazette ties Beaux Arts commences an

unusually good number with an admirable
article by M. Henri Lechat on “ L’Acropole
d'Athenes,” one of the most eloquent articles
on that fascinating subject that we have ever
read. While giving a vivid sketch of the
combination of objects of architectural and
artistic interest collected on that celebrated
hill, the author endeavours to define and
characterise the special nature of the interest
which attaches to them, and especially to
the Parthenon, which he regards as the
summary of the artistic greatness and intel-

lectual perfection of the Greek spirit. Rather,
he says, could we part with all the Greek
literature that has been preserved to ns than
lose the Parthenon. The whole essay is filled

with a noble enthusiasm for its subject, and
should be read by all who are interested in
Greek architecture. M. H. Bouchot contri-
butes an article on “ Portrait Miniature en
France”; Baron Gerspach writes on “Les
Dessins de Van der Meulen, au.x Gobelins”;
iM. Gayet continues his articles on “ La
Sculpture Copte ” (notice the conventional
wolf which forms the tail-piece to the
chapter), and M. Paul Leprieur, under the
heading “Correspondance d’Angleterre ” gives
a long critical summary of recent English
exhibitions, which, in the light of “seeing
ourselves as others see us,” will be found both
instructive and amusing. He gives the first place
to Mr. Watts among English painters

;
Sir F.

Leighton has lived among Greek art, colouring
it with tones “entiers, violents, acides, et
cruels,” an English Bouguereau, only more
highly coloured, only different from Bouguereau
in that be has more style “ et parfois des
idees.” The love of genre is the plague spot in
English art

;
Sir J. Millais, who once painted

such pictures as were to be seen in the Guild-
hall Exhibition, has been lost in it and come
down to the “ Cbromo-Iithographic aimable des
Christmas papers!' For our sea-pieces alone
the French critic has entire admiration. They
show the instinct of a whole race for the sea

;

the English sea-painters live on the sea and
know it intimately, they do not merely con-
template it. “ Depuis le vienx Hook, qui fut
un pr6curBeur, jusqn’il Colin Hunter, Vicat
Cole [is he a sea-painter ?] les deux Wyllie,
John Brett, J. R. Reid, Napier Hemy, Allan J.

Hook, il n’y aniait qu’ il louer.” This is a little

mixed, certainly, but true enough in the main.
The Art Journal commences with the first of

a series of articles on “Rambles in the Isle of
Wight ” by the editor, with sketches by Mr.
Percy Robertson. We agree with Mr. Huish that
“ the Island ” is underrated at present, but it

is at any rate comparatively quiet, and we
hope it will not lose this advantage by being
written about again. The modern-mediajval
monument to Queen Eleanor in Lincoln
Cathedral is the subject of a short enthusiastic
communication from Canon Venables, who does
not quite seem to see that the interest of a
modern imitation of a decayed mediaeval
monument is not very great, however cleverly
it is done. Mr. Norman Garstin's articles on
the scenery of the Canadian Pacific Railway
are continued, and accompanied by some good
illustrations, and the number contains a batch
of letters from certain painters to the late Mr.
Leyland, inclnding one from Mr. Whistler from
which it appears that Mr. Leyland invented
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the title of “ nocturne ” for some of Mr.
Whistler’s paintings, to the delight of the
artist, who says “you have no idea what an
irritation it proves to critics and consequent
pleasure to me.” The “ consequent” is good.
The Magazine of Art commences with an

article on the work of Mr. Onslow Ford, by
Miss M. Hepworth Dixon, written in that
stilted and affectedly “ literary ” style which is

the bane of modern art-criticism, and seems
more than usually out of place in reference to
the work of so straightforward and unpre -

tentious an artist as Mr. Ford. Mr. Spielmann
contributes an illustrated article on Charles-

Keene. Mr. Ricketts has drawn a wildly
sentimental design bi memoriam, of Shelley, to
accompany a still more sentimental and foolish

poem. Mr. Alfred T. Story writes an article-

on Mr. Bernard Evans, R.I., and his landscape
paintings, which are very powerful in their
way, and well illustrated in the article; but we
cannot say we think this modern fashion of
writing critical or laudatory articles on living

artists is in good taste. Mr. G. T. Robinson’s
second article on the decoration of ceilings con-
tains some very interesting examples. Mr.
Phipps Jackson’s article on the Grafton
Gallery seems to be a kind of advertisement in

advance of the new art gallery, with a plan-

and sketches. To our thinking there are more
art galleries already than we can fill with
pictures that are worth anything.
The Architectural Ilecord, an American

monthly to which we have before referred,,

contains an article on “Early Renaissance in
England,’’ by Mr. Banister F. Fletcher, -with

illustrations, and one on “ Modern Mosaic in
England, ’ by Mr. Lewis F. Day, together -with

a running reprint of Professor Aitchison’s lec-

tures on Byzantine architecture, so that it

seems an American mngazine of this class

comes a good deal to England for its writing.

There are other articles signed by presumably
American names. As usnal, the liecord is very
liberally illustrated with reproductions from
photographs.
The Autiquary includes among its articles-

one on “ Subterranean Dwellings,” by Mr. I>.

MacRitchie
;

the rest are most continued-

serial articles to which reference has already
been made.

In the Nineteenth Century Dr. Jean Paul
Richter writes on the “ Art Stndentsbip of the
Early Italian Painters,” the object being to
show the importance and mutual exclusiveness

of the local schools of art of the period. He
quotes largely from the “ Statutes of the Guild
of Padua,” which certainly seem to confirm his

view as to exclusiveness and jealousy of foreign

interference with which such guilds were con-
ducted. Colonel Kenney-Herbert contributes
on an art which interests us all—the “Art of
Dining

;

” and Major Willoughby Verner treats

a subject of great practical importance under
the heading “Dangeness or Dover?” recom-
mending Dungeness for a great artificial

harbour rather than Dover, as being more-
central and having better anchorage ground,
though it would of course have to be fortified.

In the Century Miss Mabel L. Todd and
Mr. David P. Todd write a joint article of con-
siderable interest, and well illustrated, on an
ascent of Fuji for scientific purposes, especially

to test the clearness of the air for astronomical
observation. The result is reported as satis-

factory
;

double stars were resolved plainly

which are usually difficult to resolve, &c..

Mr. R, Cleveland Coxe has an article on
“ Gloucester Harbour ” (U.S.A. of course) with
good shipping sketches by himself. Mr. H.
Van Brunt continues the articles on archi-

tecture at the Chicago Exhibition, with an
illustration of the Electricity Building, which
is not however a remarkable design, and it may
be hinteil that the American architects are
blowing the trumpet a little too loud about
these exhibition buildings. Mr. C. A. Kenaston’s
article on “The Great Plains of Canada”sketche&
vividly the characteristics of this strange-

scenery, where, as he says, there is “a silence-

that may be heard.” It is illustrated by Mr. IV
Rennington.Mr.Stillman’sarticleon** Italian Old
Masters ” deals this month with Paul VeronesCv
“ the greatest of the decorative painters of the
sixteenth century judged as decorator simply.”’

The most interesting point in it is the quotation
from an account of the painter’s examination
before the Inquisition for having introduced
secular figures into a picture of the Last Supper.
Finally the painter, driven into a corner, said
“ I believe, to tell the truth, that there were only
at that supper Christ and the Apostles,
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when in a picture there is a spare space, I fill

it with figures of my own invention.” When
asfeed the meaning of the armed servants in

German dress, he replied that “he worked after

the manner of painters and fools, who had no
other way to express the fact that the master
of the house was rich and lived splendidly.”

Paolo had, however, to paint the lignres out.

The whole account is a most curious expo-
sition of the art-philosophy of the Eenaissance
artist.

Scribner contains a very complete and finely-

illustrated article by Mr. N. S. Shaler on
“ Icebergs.” At the conclusion he speaks
strongly on the folly of risking encounters with
icebergs on the main passenger-ship routes, and
recommends that when icebergs come further

south than usual the route should be altered

for the time
;

“ one day longer on a voyage is

better than wreck.” A good deal has been
heard of this unpleasant subject lately, and the

caution should not be overlooked. Mrs. Fields

contributes an article on Guerin’s “ Centaur,”

chiefly interesting for M. Delort’s fine

illustration.

In Harper, Mr. F. D. Millet’s " Black Forest

to Black Sea ” goes on, with many clever

sketches. Miss Woolson contributes a rather

sketchy article on “ Capri and the Ionian Sea.”

Mr. T. Mitchell Prudden gives information on
artificial ice-making, with diagrams of the

“plant.” He draws attention to the fact that
“ all ice from sewage-polluted waters is danger-
ous,” a point to remember during the present
threatening of cholera.

In the GentlemarCs Magazine is an article on
the “ Old London Potteries,” “ one hundred
years before Wedgwood,” by Mr. C. Cooper;
and Mr. J. W. Sherer contributes one on the
“ Old Inns of Salt Hill ” in the Eton neighbour-
hood. Mr. 'r. B. H. Graham’s article on “ The
Trade Eontes of Roman Britain ” is a con-
tribution on the “ picking op of the lost threads
of history relating to the four long centuries of

Eoman rule in Britain.”

In the National Itevie7v Mr. K. Edgecumbe
revives the account of the “ First Ascent of
Mont Blanc,” made under the conduct of the
guide Balmat of historic name. Mr. F. H.
Abell takes the reader a pleasant and in-

structive walk “ Along Hadrian’s British Wall.”
The Essex Review for the current quarter

contains a good deal of local arcbreological and
other information, and some notes, with plan
and sketches, on Boreham Church (No. 3 of
Essex Churches).
Macmillan contains a well-written article on

Baalbek, by the Eev. Hasketh Smith, in which
he suggests that the gigantic substructure
under the platform on which the Greek temple
of the Sun was built should be more carefully
examined, as showing signs of an older building
of an Egyptian character of massiveness.

CAP, WOECESTEE CATHEDEAL.

The accompanying drawing of a cap in
St. John’s Chape), Worcester Cathedral, has
been kindly sent to us by Mr. Greenslade, as a
pendant to the illustrations of Worcester Cathe-
dral which appeared in our last.

THE CAMBEIAN AKCHiEOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION AT LLANDEILO.

The forty-seventh annual meeting of this

Association opened at Llandeilo-Fawr, in

Carmarthenshire, on Monday last, when the
members and their friends assembled in force
to hear the inaugural address of the President,

!

' Sir James Williams-Drummond, Bart., which
was delivered at the Town-hall, at 8 p.m.
As the subject of his address, the President

chose a purely local one, the history of Talley
Abbey, and gave a very concise account of what
is known with regard to its foundation and
subsequent benefactors. Much of the informa-
tion is to be found in Dugdale’s “ Monasticon”

I and the back volumes of the “ Arcbmologia
i Cambrensis,” but even those who were already

I

acquainted with the facts were glad to have
i them recapitulated on the eve of a visit to the
I
Abbey itself. The precise date of the founda-

! tion of Talley is unknown, and the absence of

!
any mention of it by Giraldus Cambrensis

! would seem to indicate that it was subsequent
to his journey through Wales with Arch-

J bishop Baldwin in 1188. Ehy sap Griffith

S
“ Ehesus Magnus” of the Confirma-

Cap in St. John's Chapel, Worcester Cathedral. Era7V7i by Mr. S. E. Cree/islule.

tion Charter of the 5th of Edward III.),

died in 1197, so that it is probable that the
Prmmonstratensian house in this place was
planted in the valley of the Towy in the last

decade of the twelfth century. The first

authentic reference to Talley is in 1208, in

which year King John confirmed a grant of

land to the Abbey, here styled the Order of
Prfemonstratensians. At the Dissolution of the
Monasteries in 1535, the possessions of the
Abbey were valued at £135. 9s. 7d., it being
the third wealthiest of the monastic houses in

the diocese of Sf. Davids,
On Tuesday the members left the Cawdor

Arms at 9 a.m. for an excursion to Talley and
!

Dolan Cotby, the carriages, twenty in number,
|

forming quite an imposing cavalcade as they !

traversed the usually quiet streets of Llandeilo. I

The weather, which is always so important a I

factor on such occasions, appeared to be doubt-

1

ful at starting. The sky was overcast, and the
I

weather-wise prognosticated rain, but fortu-

1

nately the prophecies of evil to oome were not
realised. It may be said at once that the whole
drive, both going and returning, was a most
delightful one in every way. Pleasant com-
panionship— fa va sans dire—and an endless
succession o£ views of the green hills and dales

of Carmarthenshire, one more charming than
the other, prevented the long journeys from *

place to place ever becoming tedious. Whilst
passing through such fine scenery it was im-

possible not to speculate as to whether, if it

had formed the environment of the Saxon he
would have developed that keen appreciation

of the beauties of nature which seems to be
the birthright of the Celt, and which is every-

where so apparent in the place-names of

Wales.
The first stop was made at Taliaris Chapel,

four and a-half miles north of Llandeilo, which
owes its chief interest to its association with
Bishop Jeremy Taylor, by whom the Ijpilding

was consecrated in the time of Charles II.

Unfortunately the chapel has fallen into the

bands of the restorer, a local architect, and is

now being so modernised by the usual destruc-

tive process employed in such cases that every
vestige of antiquity has disappeared. When
the operation is complete what was once a
quaint old chapel with a distinctive character

of its own will have become about as interest-

ing as the modern villa residence of a retired

tradesman. Within the chapel is the tomb of

Lord Robert Seymour.
After leaving Taliaris Chapel, the party pro-

ceeded to Talley Abbey, three miles further

north. Here the architectural peculiarities of

the building were explained by Mr. Stephen W.
Williams, F.S.A., under whose direction the
recent excavations have been carried out. The
Abbey has long been in ruins, and hardly any-

thing remains above ground besides the
northern and eastern walls of the central

tower, with the high pointed arches opening
into the transept and the presbytery. The
excavations have disclosed the greater part of

the plan of a cruciform church with transeptal

chapels. The piers of the nave are quite plain,

and those of the central tower have a simple
roll moulding on the angles. No sculptural

details of any kind have yet been found, and
most of the work must have been as devoid of

ornament as most of the churches in the neigh-

bouring county of Pembrokeshire.
Immediately to the north of the Abbey are

two lakes, as might have been surmised from
the name Talley, which is an abbreviated form
of the Tal y-Tjhjchan, or Head of the Lakes.
The situation is altogether a most charming
one, in the midst of pinc-clad hills.

The party proceeded on foot to inspect a
curious mound on the low-lying ground
between the two lakes. The Rev. Charles Cbid-
low, who has investigated the site, believes it

to be the foundation of a crannog, or lake

dwelling, although it may turn out eventually

to be sepulchral.

At about one o’clock the party reached
Edwinsford, the residence of the President, Sir

James Williams Drummond, bart,, where
luncheon was provided. The house is an old

one modernised, but contains some good ceilings

with ornamental plaster-work of the Jacobean
period.

The next place visited was Dolan Cothy
(fifteen miles north of Llandeilo), the seat of
Lieutenant-General Sir J. Hills- Jobnes, V.C.,

K.C.B. Here the Roman gold mines and early

inscribed stones occupied the attention of the

archmologists.

The last stop was at Cymfil Cayo church,

which has a massive tower and an inscribed

stone built into the north wall of the nave.

A long drive back to Llandeilo of fifteen

miles concluded the day’s excursion.

At the evening meeting papers were read by
Mr. Stephen W. Williams on the arrhifecture of

Talley Abbey, and by Mr. Edward 0*ven on its

history.

We will continue our report of the meeting

next week.

Baths, &c.. Competition, Kingston-on-
Thames.—We are informed that the Town
Council has awarded the first premium for a
design for the proposed new swimming-baths

and extension of the Queen’s Promenade to

Mr. Edward Carter, A.R.I.B.A., and the second

to Mr. W. H. Hope, both practiting at Kingston.

The design includes swimming-baths for men
and women, constructed on the river foreshore

I beneath the promenade.
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THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON METRO-
POLITAN WATER SUPPLY.

We now corclnde our report* of the evi-

dence given before this Commission up to the
time of its adjournment for the summer recess.

The Floiv of the Lea.

Mr. J Child, Engineer to the Lea Conservancy,
handed in supplementary tables of the minimum
flow of the river Lea over Feilde’s Weir during
the four driest years known,—1874, 1884, 1887,
and 1891. The summary is as follows, the mean
being given for a day, a week, a month, and
three months :

—

For a day. A week.
1874 .. 13,320,000 15,939,000
1884.. 19,080,000 -22,815,000
1887.. 18,261,000 19,431,000
1891. . 13 366,000 20,100,000

A month. 3 months.
17,478 000 20,709,000
29.601.000 33,657,000
22.195.000 23,937,333
21,078,0:0 23,226,000

Full details were appended. In reply to the
ChairmiD, ihe witness said that, the weir being
above the Eist London intake, if the Company
legnire more water than is passing over they
•must take it from wells or from storage. The
amount taken by the New River Company was
uniform, because it could not be changed
without altering the gauge, and therefore no
abstraction accounted for any difference in the
flow over the weir. There was no rule of cor-

respondence between the rainfall and the flow
over the weir.

Mr. Francis informed the Commission that
the Company took- their full quantity of water
(viz., 22,500,000 gallons per day) from the Lea
during the following times of minimum dis-

charge over Feilde’s Weir ;—1874 : J aly, August,
and September. 1884: Seven days in August,
and throughout September, October, and Novem-
ber. 1887 : Seven days in July and throughout
August, September, and October. 1891:
Throughout July, August, and September.

The County of Kent.

Mr. R. G. Mullen, on behalf of the Sanitary
Authorities of Bromley and Beckenham, said
they had formed a joint committee with the
object of obtaining the control of the water
supply within their districts.

The Chairman : That point, of course, is

beyond the scope of our inquiry.

-Mr. Mullen handed in a statement made by
.Sir J. F. Leonard, of West Wickham, Chairman
of the Kent County Council. It gave figures

to show how rapidly the population was ad-
vancing in the districts of the Beckenham,
Bromley Urban, and Bromley Rural, Sanitary
Authorities, and stated that the water supply
in the chalk underlying the districts was being
drawn upon by the Kent Company for the
supply of other districts. This use of the water
ought not to be allowed to extend, because it

would be required locally.

Asked by the Chairman for information to

show that water for local needs could be got
within the districts, Mr. Mullen referred to a
report made in 1891 by Messrs. Bailey Denton,
Son, & North to the effect that two of the Kent
Company's engines had been working day and
night for years without lowering the water
more than a foot; and Sir A. Geikie remarked
that tliat was rather evidence that the water
was suflieient for both local and other needs.
The witness said that the inhabitants of the

•district had not experienced any deficiency as
yet, but there were thousands of acres yet un-
built upon that were being rapidly developed.

^fetrojwlitan Essex.

Mr. W. D. Wbittingham, Chairman of the
Essex Metropolitan District Water Supply Com-
mittee, said that the parishes of West Ham,
Chigwell, Chingford, Loughton, and Waltham
Holy Cross, with a population of over 381,000, were
served by the E ist London Company, and, on
the whole, satisfactorily

;
but anxiety as to the

sources of supply was heightened by the rapid
growth of the suburban districts of Waltham-
stow and Loyton, which doubled in population
each census. They had two sources of supply,
—from the Lea and from the wells,—and the
well water was much the better of the two.
The Lea was exhausted

;
any increase of supply

must come from the wells
;
and in the future

Essex would require all the water to be had
from that source. Therefore, he asked for a
separate Water Authority for the district.

The Chairman ; We have nothing to do with
that, and we must not go into it.

The witness said he believed that a portion
of the district was supplied exclusively by well

• See last volume of the Builder, pp. 418, 435, 456, 480,
.M3 ; and curreut volume, pp. 10, 29, 47, 71, S2, 103.

water, and that locally-made analyses had indi-

cated where the well water and the river water
blended

;
but

The Chairman pointed out that the reservoir

supplying that part of the district could be filled

at the option of the Company with either river

water or well water.

The County of Surrey.

Mr. H. Yool, J.P.. Chairman of the Sanitary
Committee of the Surrey County Council, and
for many years Deputy-Chairman of Quarter
Sessions, gave the Commission information as
to the authorities charged with preventing the
pollution of the Thames and the Lea. They
are (a) the Conservators of the Thames, as
regards that river and any stream communi-
cating with it above the western boundary of
the Metropolis and within ten miles of the
Thames measured in a direct line

;
(i) the

Rural and Urban Sanitary Authorities through
and by whose districts the streams may
flow, who have jurisdiction under the
Rivers Pollution Act, 1876, and the Public
Health Act, 1875

;
and (c) the Councils of

the counties through or by which the
streams may flow, the Act of 1888 giving power
to contribute to the cost of prosecutions
instituted by other authorities, and power to

constitute a joint committee of the Councils or

other bodies representing all the administra-
tive areas of the counties. But, in the Lea
Valley, the Sanitary Authorities have no juris-

diction, and the power is reserved to the Con-
servancy, which is the only exception to the
general provisions of the Act. In the Thames
Valley the duty devolves primarily upon the
Urban and Rural Sanitary Authorities, and a
concurrent jurisdiction is given to the County
Councils and the Conservancy. The County
Council naturally desires to avoid anything like

fiiction with the Conservancy.
The Chairman : Partly on the principle of

never doing yourself what you can get any one
else to do for you.
Witness : No doubt. If I say to a Sanitary

Authority, “ Tou ought to put on another
inspector,” I am met with the statement that
the Conservancy gets 18,000Z. a year for doing
the work. The witness, continuing, said that
the Surrey County Council have endea-
voured to work through the Sanitary Authori-
ties, and have not found it necessary them-
selves to take legal proceedings. From the
evidence tendered by the Thames Conseivancy
it would appear that they were the only body
taking up this work, whereas it was really being
done with some efiiciency by other bodies.
The Surrey County Council had appointed Dr.
Edward Seaton Medical Officer of Health.
The tributaries that go through or bound the
County of Surrey are the Wey, the Wandle, and
the Mole. The attention of the County Council
has been chiefly given to the Wey and the
Wandle. The condition of the Wey is very
unsatisfactory. It is greatly polluted by
sewage, especially from the boroughs of
Godalming and Guildford, and by matters
discharged from tanneries and paper-mills.
The paper-mills have been a very great trouble.

The effluent is large in quantity, and there has
been difficulty in dealing with it. Messrs.
Spicer, the pioprietors of the Cattersole mills,

have expended over 3,000?. in attempts to deal
with their efliuent, and have failed. The
tanneries are about Godalming and Guildford,
and are being dealt with by the Guildford
Sanitary Authority with some success. There
has been one prosecution at the Assizes, where
an arrangement was come to under which the
pollution will be dealt with satisfactorily. An
agreement has been come to with landowners
for an area of land sufficient for filtration, so
that nothing will pass into the Tittingbourne
without filtration. The tannery of Messrs.
Wray will be t.tken into the Godalming main
drainage scheme, and the discharge will be
treated with the sewage of the town. The
County Committee have had many conferences
with local authorities to induce them to press
forward sewerage schemes. At the instance of
the Chertsey Rural Sanitary Authority, twenty-
six drains have been cut off from discharging
into watercourses. At the Gordon Boys’ Home
at Chobham an engine raises the slop water,
iko., and throws it over a hill so as to put it on
land in another watershed. Godalming has
adopted a precipitation and filtration scheme
to be -worked on eighty acres of land. In Wey-
bridge and Chertsey nothing has been done
since 1888. The sewage of Godalming, going
into the river, has conveyed enteric fever to

Guildford, where the river water was drunk un-
filtered. The stoppage of two road-drains at

IVeybridge produced serious illness and one
death. When a district is provided with a
water supply there ought to be sewers to carry
away the water brought in. A good deal of

water flows into road drains, and it is got rid of
nobody knows how. Pollution is notstopped in

the district. Although twenty-six drains were
cut off last year, as many or twice as many
remain. Cases are found out because reported
illness brings down the Medical Officer of

Health. In March diphtheria broke out at the
Bisley Farm Schools, where there are 170 boys
besides officers. Everything was flowing into a
foul cesspit and thence into the Bourne. That
had been going on for years, and never dis-

covered by anybody. It is all being remedied
under a scheme laid down by the Rural Sanitary
Authority.

The Chairman : That obviously is a means of

finding out pollutions which, while at the dis-

posal of the Sanitary Authority, is not at the
disposal of the Conservancy.
Witness : It is not at the disposal of the

Thames Conservancy
;
there is no doubt about

that. The Bisley schools have been in the
public papers many times, and the Thames
Conservancy has been active in the district

since this Commission has been sitting. The
Surrey County Council hold it to be their duty
to carry out the Rivers Pollution Act. Surrey
has the deepest interest in keeping the river

pure, and will prosecute this work with the
support of Middlesex and London, and probably
of every County Council in the district.

The County of Midilesex.

Mr. R. D. M. Littler, Q.C., Chairman of the
Middlesex County Council, banded in a return
of the Urban and Rural Sanitary Authorities in
the Council’s administrative area, the acreage
and the populations in 1881 and 1891, the total

in the latter year being 560,328. Of this

number, 364,100 were supplied by one of four
companies,—Grand Junction, West Middlesex,
East London, and New River, There were
local supplies for 196,228, in eight urban dis-

tricts, — Enfield, Finchley, Friern Barnet,
Harrow, Southall, Norwood, Teddington, Ux-
bridge, and three-fourths of Tottenham

;
and

in five rural districts, viz., —Barnet, Brentford,

Hendon, Staines, and Uxbridge. Mr. Littler

gave many explanations by the aid of a large

map, and urged that the people of Middlesex
claimed that, if water were taken from the
Thames, they ought to have, if not the first

drink, at all events as much in proportion as
London takes. They also feared that the
sinking of deep wells by the companies would
affect their well supplies

;
and Mr. Littler

believed that the water in the gravel did not

come from the Thames, although it would
ultimately find its way to the river. Some
local wells had been drained, but they did not

go down into the chalk, they were all in the
gravel. This gravel water was largely carried

away by drains cut through the gravel beds.

Mr. Wm. Kitteringham, Surveyor to the

Enfield Local Board, said that the water in one
of its wells,—the Eagle House well,—used to

rise to -10 ft. above Ordnance datum and flow

by gravitation through a conduit. The level

gradually got lower and lower, and in 1884 the

conduit was lowered. Then the supply failed.

At present the water stands at 33 ft. above
Ordnance datum, and for about eight years has

bad to ba pumped. The pump is put down
70 ft., and, although a good supply is obtained,

the water level is falling continuously. The
Local Board’s wells do not affect each other

;

and he attributed the described depletion to the

Hoe-lane well about a mile and a half away.

In sinking a new well at Ponder’s End, when
they penetrated the chalk they found that, when
pumping ceased at Hoe-lane, the influx of

water increased by something like 70 or 80

gallons a minute. The Hoe-lane well was 200 ft.

in depth
;
the boring of the Eagle House well

was from 250 ft, to 300 ft. in depth. The East

London Company had a piece of ground within

50 yds. of the local well, and if they sunk a

deeper well they could deprive the neighbour-

hood of its water supply
;

but well-sinking

would not affect the surface waters. The local

supply was taken from the chalk, and knowing
the direction in which the water came, and
where the chalk cropped out, they feared that

the supply would be injuriously affected by the

sinking of wells outside the district. In twenty

hours a day the Board’s well yielded from
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600,000 to 700,000 gallons,—from 20 to 25

gallons per head per day.

Mr. T. S. Tilley, who was sinking the new
well at Ponder’s End for the Enfield Local

Board, said that from 2 a m. to 8 a.m. the yield

was increased by 80 fo 100 gallons a minute,

and his explanation was that in the early morn-

ing the New River Company were not pumping.

Once the water became creamy, and be sur-

mised that it had come through a fissure, and

cleared it of chalk. Ho handed in a list of

wells that were sinking. (This list was given

in the Builder a fortnight ago, p. 83. In the

case of the well at the Small Arms Factory

the depth ought to be 18 ft., and not 10 ft.)

Mr. John Mercer, landowner, brewer, and

formerly millowuer on a stream known as the

Frays, near Uxbridge, believed that the Colne

had diminished in volume 20 per cent, during

the last twenty years, and was examined as to

the grounds of that belief. A well was sunk at

the Colne Brewery in 1875, and the water came
high enough to flow over an overshot-wheel

which drove pumps and supplied the brewery.

When other artesian wells had been bored the

wa^er would not flow to the top of the wheel,

and the overshot-wbeel had to be converted

into a breast shot-wheel, and made to go the

other way, which diminished power, fall, and

quantity. He attributed this to the sinking of

wells by the Colne Valley Water Company.
The falling-off in the Colne he attributed to

deep borings throughout the chalk area. When
pumping began at West Hyde, Hertfordshire,

between Rickmansworth and Uxbridge, it

affected the levels of the wells in the neigh-

bourhood of Uxbridge.

The Chairman ; It is easy to say that
;
but we

should like to have some proof of it.

Witness : I am convinced in my own mind
that there was a diminution in the flow of my
own well.

The Chairman ; But I want you to convince

me.
The witness said that the supply to the

Uxbridge town wells had fallen off, and it

became a question how the increasing popula-

tion was to be supplied, and he attributed this

to increased pumping by others.

Mr. Hill : I suppose you look upon the water

in the chalk as being practically one body,

—

an underground reservoir, as it were?

Witness : I look upon the chalk as an under-

ground reservoir, and there are different strata

of flint in the chalk.

Mr. Hill urged the importance of rainfall as

a factor in the flow of the Colne.

Witness : When you are dealing with a river

like the Colne, that is supplied mainly and
almost entirely from deep springs, as all its

trioutaries are, it is different.

Mr. Hill: Are not the deep springs fed by
rainfall?

Witness : Yes
;
but the rainfall does not get

down to the cbaik in days or months.

Mr. Hill: Unless you have the actual facts,

you are making a comparison that is not of

much use. Do the springs issue at a lower

level than they used to do ?

Witness : Where they can; but in many cases

I the once nice round head has become flattened.

I
indicating less power and flow

;
and many

springs on the hills have ceased.

Tlie County of BuchingTiavi.

Viscount Carzon appeared to represent the

general feeling in South Buckinghamshire that

any large scheme for taking water from that

part, from the Thames and the Colne especially,

would seriously damage the water supply of the

districts watered by those two rivers. Asked
what the fear was of storage or of deep wells,

he said the people did not want to see any water
at all taken from that part of Buckinghamshire,

as the water supply was only just sufficient now
for the needs of the localities. People were
agreed that any large scheme for taking water
would seriously affect the wells and the water-

level generally.

The Chairman remarked that this caveat

would be properly entertained when a general

scheme had been nropounded.
Asked by Sir A. Geikie whether any scheme

had been carried out which had affected the

water supply, Viscount Carzon said he was not

aware that any scheme had been carried out,

but the Grand Junction Company had promoted
a Bill to increase their supply by water taken

from the Thames at Dorney, between Windsor
and Eton, and that Bill was successfully opposed
in the House of Commons. So far as he knew

nothing had been done recently to tamper with
' e water-supply of tue county.

Mr. Wm. Gurnev, farmer at Chalfont St.

Giles and Chalfont Sr. Peters, and an Alderman

the Buckingham County Cjuncil, said that

was cf opinion that deep wells with a con-

stant draught would completely drain the

whole available water supply. He had " 6 or

or 10 ” wells on his farms; and, if you sank

.ae deeper than the rest, it drained them all.

His two farms were in the valley of the Mis-

bourne, between Missenden and Wendover,

about seven miles from where the Misbourne

joins the Colne, and tbe wells were from 15ft.

to 36ft. deep, according to the level. The farms

were two miles apart, but wells were not

affected at that distance, only wells imme-
diately contiguous. He was a miller on

the Misbourne stream, and the power was

now less than it was 15 or 20 years ago. Last

year the Misbourne was comparatively dry.

After a heavy rainfall, there was a fair amount
water. There was no artificial draught upon

e stream, except wells for domestic supply
;

and there were no deep wells. The stream

ran through porous gravel, and the wells were

sunk into the chalk. There was plenty of water

in wet seasons, and he had not noticed any

loss of water, except the difference in the flow

when there was no rain. He knew, to his cost,

that we bad been passing through a cycle of

very dry years. The source of the Misbourne

varied with the rainfall. Asked what evidence

he had that deep wells would affect tbe water-

supply, he said bis fear was, in a great measure,

imaginary, and he had no direct evidence,

because he did not think there was a deep well

along the valley. The population of the district

was increasing, and there was a good deal of

building going on.

The Chairman said that the views of the

..itness might be fairly considered if ariy

definite scheme were propounded by a public

body.
Mr. Wm. Hearn, steward to Mrs. Gerald

Goodlake. of Denham, in Buckingham and

Middlesex, on the Colne, and four miles from

Rickmansworth, said that the Savoy was a

Buckinghamshire arm of the Colne, which

worked a water-wheel, and returned to the

river. Wells had been sunk by Mr. Webster, of

Harefield, and they had lowered the springs,

for as much water did not come down the

streams as formerly. Fish culture was carried

on, and less water than before passed through

the artificial weirs and the tanks. It was a

“fancy” he bad that the falling-off was to be

attributed to the wells. In like manner he

fancied that a well which supplied Rickmans-

worth had affected other wells, and also the

stream. It was not the exceptionally - dry

seasons, because the falling-off was felt in

winter and after hea^ rains. Although it was

a “ very springy district,” the streams were not

mainly dependent upon springs, because there

were many tributaries. Even after heavy rains

the river was not so flooded as it used to be,

aud something must take the water away. The
Harefield wells were used only for the estate,

and they are about a mile from the stream.

Sir A. Geikie ; The Commission would like to

get some definite information as to how you

imagine the level of the springs and of the

stream would be affected by these Harefield

wells. It is not quite clear from your state-

ment that it is so affected.

the metropolis were organised, those of the
counties were not; had they been, the London
Companies would not have been exempted from
many of its provisions. The quantity of water

to be taken from the Thames is strictly limited;

but the whole visible supply of the Lea is some-
times taken. Wells and watercress-beds are

sometimes sucked dry, and streams often rise

four miles from their original sources. Water
pumped from wells within the watershed of the

Colne and carried away out of it will affect the

flow of the streams.

Statistics of Bopulation and Supply.

Mr. A. C. Waters, charged with the working

of the Statistical Branch of the General Register

office, said that at tbe request of the Commis-
sion, and under Dr. Ogle’s supervision, he had
iuperintended the preparation of a number of

tables. One gave the population and present

area of Registration London at each successive

census from 1801. The area had been altered from
time to time, but the figures given related to the

same area. The second table gave the death-

rates per million living from typhoid fever in

London and other large towns in the last two
decennia. The general result was that the

death-rate in London from enteric fever bad
been lower than in any of the other twelve towns

included in the table. A third table gave the

average annual deaths per million living from
sundry diseases, in districts of London grouped

by the sources of their water supply. The
table shows that the death-rate from enteric

fever in seven years was higher in the parts

supplied mainly from the Lea than in the other

groups which have their water from other

sources. It was higher in those same districts

from certain other diseases,—measles, scarlet-

fever, diphtheria,and whooping-cough. Although

enteric fever was capable of being diffused by
drinking water, it could not be concluded from
these tables that Lea water was the cause of

,hat rate of enteric fever. Another table

related to the future population of Greater

London, defined as including all parishes wholly

or partially within fifteen miles of Charing

Cross. The area is 701 square miles. The
populations were ;

—

The County of Hertford.

The statement submitted by the Hertford

County Council represents that the county sup-

plied 70.000,000 gallons of water a day for the

use of London. Tbe question is whether this

enormous drain on the resources of the county

is to continue or is to be restricted. The New
River and the East London Companies claim

to be entitled to take practically all the water

of the Lea, and also, both as landowners and

under their Acts, to sink wells and pump un-

limited quantities of water for the metropolis,

Tbe use of these powers has largely depre-

ciated the value of water rights in the county,

and the value of property, and is a serious

drawback to its trade. The water left for the

consumption of the county is inadequate. The
county ought to be protected against an exces

sive drain, and it ought to have secured to ii

the first use of its own water. The Council

cannot obtain accurate information as to the

nature and extent of tbe Companies’ existing

works
;
and such information ought to be given

to the Commission. When the Waterworks

Clauses Act was passed, whilst the inhabitants

Increase
per cent.

1861 3,222,720 —
1871 3,885,641 20-6

1881 4,766,661 22-7

1891 5,633,332 ]8'2

For thirty years 74'8

,, ,,
annually 1 '87,902

For the last twenty years 45 '0

,, annually 1'87,442

For the last ten years 18'2

„ ,, annually 1 '68,458

The diminished rate of increase in the last

decennium was 10 8. Table IV. gave the results

of four calculations as to the future population

of Greater London on the hypotheses of certain

rates of increase. In 1921 it would be :

—

On the 30 years’ basis 9,893,032

20 „ 9,879,519
” 19 „ 9,337,542

On the hypotheses of a cou-

tinuousdecrease iu the rate of

growth 7,915,895

By an elaborate process it was ascertained

that the population of the entire Thames basin

was 6,973,992
;
of the Lea basin above the New

River intake, 90,442
;
above the East London

intake, 189,287
;
total, 701,967.

Mr. Alex. Dickson, of the Kent Company,
handed in various returns as to population and

supplies. Tbe first gave tbe number of houses

in a defined district as 78.976. According to

the census there was in these bouses a popula-

tion of 491,652, which gave an average of

6 23 for each. The Company’s first estimate

was 460,524—a difference of about 31,000.

There were 7,000 of these houses not supplied

by the Company. They were in the rural

district, where the average number of inmates

would be 5. Deducting 35,000, the number was

about 3,000 below the Company’s first estimate,

which was, therefore, correct within a stuall

margin. The return contained the following

details :

—

Greenwich. Plumstead. Bromley.

Houses supplied 9,102 .. 8,678 .. 3,879

Other supplies 249 . . 122 . . 84

Totals 9,371 .. 8,700 .. 3,963

Census, — inhabited
houses 8,987 .. 8,629 .. 3,894

Census,—population .. 67,244 .. 52,436 .. 21,685

Average per bouse 6'36 .. 0'07 .. 6'50

Average per supply. .. . C'lO .. 6'03 .. 5'5

A second return gave the population of^the

following towns, with the daily consumption of
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water in gallons pet head, the figures being
taken from “The Case” of the London County
Council in Parliament, Session 1891; the Kent
Company’s figures are added for comparison ;

—

Total. Domestic. Trade.
JIancheater 21
Glasgow 60
Bradford 38-40 .. 18-20
Sheflield 2
Leeds .

Oldham
Huddersfield
Cardiff
Bolton
Halifax
Blackburn
Northampton
Birmingham
Kent Company's area.. 24

1869 .

1890 .

1691 .

27-6

30-1
19-6

19 7
21-6

22-6

20 9

The next return showed the average daily

consumption per supply and per head for all

purposes, by 11,832 sappiies, in fifteen of the
Company’s districts as registered by Deacon’s
meters on first readings, and for the five years
1887-91. The first readings and annual aver-

ages are as follow
165-9
121-1

117-

2

118-

7

129-

3

130-

1
5 years' average 125 6

Mr. Dickson explained that the Company’s
returns did not harmonise with the Census,
because in Plamstead there were a number of
houses not supplied by the C;ompaDy, and
others bisected by a parochial boundary, so that
the enumerators had to arrange in what parish
they should be included. The return as to the
consumption per supply and per head supported
the opinion be had expressed previously as to
the saving effected by methodical supervision.
In the two latter years the increase was
accounted for by the frost. With effectual

supervision constant supply appeared to be
rather more economical than intermittent
supply

; but with the latter there was no similar
snpervision. The first readings were taken after
the constant supply was given, and before the
methodical supervision was put in operation.
The other figures represented the averages of
several readings, and did not give a continuous
record of everyday consumption.

Dr. Ogle ; I should like clearly to understand
why it is that the frost increafps so largely the
amount of water consumed ?—Witness; It is in

consequence of broken pipes and the practice
of opening taps to allow water to run con-
tinuously, so as to prevent water freezing in the
pipes.

.Mr. E. Collins, of the New River Company
handed in and explained an approximate state-

ment of the quantities and proportions of water
supplied for trade and other non-domestic pur-
poses. The total is 3,109,000,000 gallons, or
2.5-79 per cent, of the total supply. Of this,

19-94 per cent, is snpplied by meter for trade
and street watering, -87 per cent, is the esti-

mated supply for road-water, sewer-flushing,
and other municipal purposes, and 4-98 per
cent, is made up of sundry unmetered supplies
for steam and gas engines, horses, carriages,
laundries, cab-ranks, &c.

Mr. James Searle, of the New River Com-
pany, responding to a question put to him when
he was previously under examination, produced
a return showing the net increase in the
number of supplies in eight periods of five

years, each from 1851 to 1891. The figures

were as follows

Supplies.

88,090

Increase ^1“' »"

in ave
vpars average
^ iacrease of.

1850 .. .. 103,296 .. . 15 296 .

.

. . 3,059
1861 .

.

.. 109,978 .. . 6,082 .

.

-- 1,336
18B6 -. .. 112,964 .. . 2,9a6 -- .. 507
1871 .. 119,012 .. . 6,078 .

.

. 1,215
1876 .. .. 124,476 . 9,434 .. . 1,(87
1S8I .. 133,997 . 9 .021 .

.

. 1,904
1886 .. .. 147,266 . 13,258 .. . . 2 661
1891 . .. 154,568 -- . 7,313 .. .. 1,462

66,568 1,664

He could not account for the enormous differ-

ence,—five times,—between the first period and
the third. Street improvements and railway
extensions in inner London might have made
part of the difference, bat the company’s books
did not furnish any definite information. Mr.
Mansergh remarked ‘ It is a most extraordi-
nary thing,” and Sir G. Bruce observed that
there seemed to have been an increase of about
75 per cent, in 40 years.
Mr. Francis produced returns (1) of the popu-

lation of those portions of the watershed of the

Lea and its tributaries that discharge above the

Company’s intake at the new gauge, Hertford,

and (2) of the town of Luton, included in the
totals. The figures, as far as available, were:

—

1. 2.

1861 06,172 ... ... 15,329
1871 71.447 ... ... 17,317
1881 76,601 ... ... 23,960
1891 —

... 30,005

The table, it was remarked, indicated that
the urban population was increasing more
rapidly relatively than the rural population,
and that the increase was mainly in the town
of Luton.
We have now, as mentioned at the outset,

brought our report down to the time of the
adjournment over the holidays. The Commis-
sion will sit again early in October.

Jllltislratxons.

THE BOURSE DU TRAVAIL, PARIS.

SHE new “ Bourse da Travail,” opened in
May last, and which formed the object
of one of the visits of the Congress of

French architects in June, replaces a provisional

building erected in the Rue Jean Jacques
Rousseau. The facade, of which we give a
view, at the angle of the Rue du Chrutean
d’Eau and Boulevard Magenta, is thirty-six

metres in length. The external aspect of the
building is dignified, though it is very soberly
treated.

The building is composed of fonr blocks
surrounding a courtyard, The central hall,

preceded by a large vestibule, has been planned
to serve also as a room for public meetings.
The platform, reserved for the managers, occu-
pies a semi-circular apse decorated by M.
Delmotte with paintings coloured and treated
somewhat after the manner of tapestry, and
symbolising various Parisian trades, the arms
of which form also a part of the decoration all

round the hall. Above is a large glass ceiling,

the metal framework of which is independent
of the walls, and which can be raised or

lowered without disturbing the main building.

Smaller halls surround the central one, from
which they are separated by movable parti-

tions. In this way, in the case of a working-
men’s congress, a very large space can be
obtained for meetings. The floor of the hall

is formed of glass blocks which give light to

an immense basement-hall, 5 metres high, a
waiting place for workmen waiting for hire

;

a heating apparatus enables it t-o be also used
as a shelter in winter

;
the floor is paved with

terra-cotta blocks. The greatest care has been
taken with the ventilation of every part. The
whole is lighted by electricity.

The first floor is occupied by the administra-
tion, the library, and the lecture hall. The
second, third, fourth, and fifth stories contain
committee-rooms and 132 offices to be used by
different Parisian syndicates. The furnishing

of all these rooms is comfortable but very
simple.

The works were commenced in November 1888
and terminated early in the present year. The
ground has been purchased by the City at a
cost of 110,000 f.

;
the architect's estimate was

1 920,000 f., including interior finish, warming,
ventilation, and lighting (the latter by elec-

tricity), The accounts for the work are not fnlly

made up, but it is expected that the actual cost
will fall short of the estimate.

The architect was M. Bouvard, who has shown
a great deal of ability and thoughtfulness in

the successful treatment of a building which
presented rather a novel problem.

NEW LIBRARY, UPPINGHAM SCHOOL.
Tins is tbe exterior of the building of the

interior of which we gave a view in the Builder
of September 5, 1891. It is in reality the old
school house (now superseded by new buildings)
altered and partially rebuilt under the direc-

tion of Mr. 'T. G. Jackson, A R.A,, as described
in the account of the building which accom-
panied the view of the interior published on
tbe date mentioned.

BAS-RELIEF OF THE CONSTABLE
OLIVIER DE CLISSON.

The life-size equestrian bas-relief represent-
ing this celebrated official of old France, whose

name is well known to readers of Froissart, 's

tbe work of M. Fr^miet, the eminent sculptor
who has recently been elected a member of tbe
Academie des Beaux Arts in the place of the
late M. Bonassieox (see “Letter from Paris”
in our last issue).

The work was commissioned by the Prince
cle Lion, and is, we believe, to be erected in the
small town of Clissoo, in lower Loire. It

occupied a promint-nt place among the
sculpture exhibits of ibis year’s Salon.

SAUNDBY CHURCH.
The Church of St. Martin, Saundby, near

Gainsborough, of which we give a view, was re-

opened in February by the Bishop of Southwell,
after restoration, the entire cost being borne by
tbe Rev. Charles Hudson, a former Rector of
Saundby. The recent work has been exclusively
to tbe nave. The north and south walls were
both out of the perpendicular to the extent of
nearly a foot

;
these were underpinned, cut

through at the base, and brought over to tbe
vertical without mUhap. A new aisle has been
added, and the ancient nave arcade opened out.

The masonry has been carried out by Mr. H.
Clipsham, of Norwell

;
and the oak roofs and

seats of the nave and aisle and tbe tower
screen by Messrs. T. &, J. Hawley, of Penistone.
Four windows, by Mr. C. E. Kempe, have

been added to the six windows by him placed
in the chnrch a few years back. The architects

were Messrs. W. S. Weatherley and F. E. Jones.

BRANDESBURTON CHURCH, YORK-
SHIRE.

This church, before the recent restoration
was taken in hand, was in a deplorable condi-
tion

;
the nave arcades insecure, no drainage,

“loose box” pews, flat plaster ceilings, maty
windows and the tower arch walled up, white-
wash everywhere, and the important parishioners
accommodated in tbe chancel. The nave and
chancel have been restored and made sound,
and the interior rearranged as indicated by the
accompanying plans. Unfortunately, for want
of funds, the work to the tower had to be post-

poned. Sea cobbles arc largely used in the
walls, and these and the bell-frame are in a
very bad state. Tbe existing parapets above
the belfry windows are in modern brickwork.
The new stone is from The Whitby Crag Moor

quarries. Messrs. H, k. W. K. Barr, of Hornsea,
were the builders. Tbe marble pavements, Sec.,

were supplied by Messrs. Farmer k Brindley,
and tbe heating apparatus by Mr. Wra. Porritt.

Mr. W. Samuel Weatherley, of London, is the
architect.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MASTER
BUILDERS OF GREAT BRITAIN.

This Association held its twenty-ninth half-

yearly meeting at Newcastle-on-Tyne on the
26ch ult. The President, Mr. J. C. White, of

Liverpool, occupied the chair, and representa-
tives from the local associations at London,
Liverpool, Birmingham, Bradford, Shrewsbury,
Preston, Newcasile-on-Tjne, Newcastle and
Potteries, Leicester, South Shields, Gateshead,
Huddersfield, and Derby were present.

The report and accounts for the past half-

year were adopted.
Tbe Association confirmed the proceedings of

their Council in regard to the Form of Contract
now under negotiation, as amended by the
Council, and re-snbmitted to the Institute of

Builders, through whom it is to be presented to

tbe Royal Institute of British Architects.

Tbe Chairman stated that evidence had befn
given before the Royal Commission on Labour,
but that there was still more evidence to be
given. He also stated what had been done
relative to the Plumbers’ Registration Bill.

A discussion took place as to the question of

worked stone being sent fiom thequarries to the

yards or works, and also other matters con-

nected with the building trade.

It was decided to bold the next meeting at

Derby.

Proposed Electric Lighting of Oldham.—

O

n
the 5th inst. Colonel Hasted held an inquiry with
reference to tbe application of the Oldham Corpora-
tion for powers to borrow 40,000f. for electric

lighting purposes. It is estimated that 21,OOOZ.

would be spent on tbe present works, and that the

principal streets of tbe town would be lighted, it

being stated that 2,000 lights would be used.
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INCORPORATED ASSOCIATION OF
MUNICIPAL AND COUNTY ENGINEERS:

ANNUAL MEETING AT BURY,

r We continue our report of the proceedings of

this meeting (see p. 8(5, ante).

Street Tranmays and Electric Traction,

At the afternoon meeting, on the 21st ult.,

Mr. J. H. Cox, M.Inst.C.E. (Bradford), read
a paper on “ Street Tramways and Electric
Traction.” After giving a brief historical sketch
of the introduction of tramways in England,
and described the rails, plant, and different

methods of traction hitherto employed, the
author of the paper said :

—

Electric traction, as you know, has made
wonderful strides since Dr. Siemens laid the
first electric tramway at Berlin. Only one
decade has passed since then, and now up-
wards of ;{.000 miles of lines are worked by
electricity in America alone. Our American
cousins appear to live and move at a high
pressure rate, and do not stick at forming a
network of wires over their streets, so long as
it facilitates locomotion

;
but in Europe we

proceed more cautiously, and there is little

doubt that these objectionable overhead wires
have considerably interfered with the progress
of electric traction on this side of the Atlantic.
With electricity as a motive power, we have

the choice of the proverbial three courses
First, to work by means of storage batteries

placed under the car seats, as at Birmingham
;

secondly, by the underground system
;

and,
thirdly, by overhead conductors.
As to the first, or storage system, we have a

splendid example at Birmingham, which, by the
courtesy of the chief engineer, Mr. Dickinson,
1 had the pleasure of inspecting some eighteen
months ago, soon after its opening. To my
mind it is an ideal system, and 1 sincerely hope
it may some day supersede both the under-
ground and overhead methods

;
but, unfortu-

nately, there is at present little hope of such a
consummation—at any rate, on gradients such
as exist in Bradford.
On level routes it is a system even now well

worthy of consideration, and although it may
be more costly to work than the overhead and
conduit systems, yet it has many advantages
over its rivals,—such as the cars being able to
run quite independently of each other, and
independently of either overhead or under-
ground wires, thus freeing the streets of
many objectionable obstructions.

It has many other advantages that I need
scarcely recount to a meeting like this,—not
the least of which is its freedom from one
serious drawback of the direct system, viz.,

where a breakdown of the principal machinery
at the power station causes a temporary stop-
page of the entire system.

Unfortunately, there are some disadvantages,
the two most serious being the great weight of
the batteries, which, at Birmingham, on a com-
paratively level line, amounts to 4,8001b. or
2 tons an 1 3 cwt.

;
this, added to the weight of

oar and motor, making 85- tons fora car carrying
fifty passengers.

Another serious disadvantage is the deterio-
ration of the batteries

;
and although some

progress has been made within the last year or
two in making the plates more durable and
reducing the weight, there is still much room
for improvement.

It is therefore necessary to turn to the direct
system, where we have the choice of two
methods,—the underground or conduit system,
or that of overhead wires.

It is true there are several ingenious con-
trivances which may be included under the
head of surface methods with electro-magnets
attached to the car, but they have scarcely yet
passed the experimental stage, and at present
are certainly not practicable for hill-climbing.
The underground system, which has been for

six years in operation at Blackpool, has proved
fairly successful, in spite of the difficulty caused
by the sand blowing into the conduit from the
shore, and occasional flooding by sea- water
during storms, and by exceptionally high tides.
In America this system has made very little

progress, partly because of its extra cost, but
mainly on account of the difficulty in pre-
venting the conduit becoming filled with mud
and water. This rather points to imperfect
sewerage systems, and shouldnot apply to a well-
drained town, where frequenr connexions would
be made between the conduit and main sewer. An
inland town would, of course, be free from sea-

water and sand, and so long as the main sewers

do notbecome overcharged during thunderstorms
and heavy rains, I see no great reason why the
conduit arrangement should not answer. Like
the other systems, it is not free from disadvan-
tages, but no doubt its large additional first

cost, and the drainage difficulty, have been the
chief factors in preventing its adoption to a
greater extent in America.

Finally, we come to the overhead system.
On this side of the Atlantic there is no doubt a
prejudice,—or, to put it more mildly, a very
strong objection,—against allowing posts and
wires to be erected in and over our streets

;

not only on account of disfigurement and
obstruction, but also from fear of accident.

On the latter score there is evidently
little ground for misgiving, seeing that
no fatal, or even serious, accident has
occurred yet. As regards the di.sfigurement of
the streets caused by the posts, no doubt it is

possible to reduce the objection to some extent
by using suitable ornamental iron posts

;
but as

obstructions they will, I fear, be more apparent
in our streets than in some Continental cities,

where they are to a great extent hidden by the
long avenues of trees which line the edges of
the footwalks. In many such cases the poles
support lamps for lighting the road by
electricity. Personally, I should welcome
either the conduit or overhead systems, if they
would deliver us from steam haulage.
With a view of obtaining information as to

the cost and capabilities of electricity ia pro-
pelling tramcars on steep gradients, the Brad-
ford Corporation recently entered into an
arrangement with Mr. Holroyd Smith, acting
with Messrs. Easton and Anderson, whereby
those gentlemen undertook to construct an
electric car, and to make trial runs for a few
weeks on the Bradford tramways in Cheapside
and Manor-row, between Forster-square and
the Grammar School

;
the Corporation supply-

ing the current required during the experiment
from the electric lighting station, by means of
overhead conductors, at a pressure of 300 volts.

The length of the trial run is 660 yards,
commencing with a tolerably level inclination
of 1 in 340 for 100 yards, then curving into
Cheapside on a gradient of 1 in 13'22, with a
radius of 64 ft. 6 in., followed by a straight
inclination of 1 in 14-75 for 193 yards, 1 in 20
for 137 yards, and terminating at the end of a
comparatively level gradient of 1 in 104 for

160 yards. The total rise is 70k ft., or an
average inclination of 1 in 28.

The Wakefield-road route is even steeper than
this, having a total rise of 352 ft. from the
Town-hall to Rooley-lane, a distance of 2,830
yards, or an average of 1 in 24.

The experimental running began on May 16
and terminated on June 9. The car only ran
on 13 days, and made 204 return journeys, or a
total mileage, including the triangle at Forster-
square, of 1572-

Average time per journey np, 3 79 minutes
= 6 miles per hour.

Average time per journey down, 3'73 minutes
= 6 miles per hour.

Quickest journey np, when motors w.re
worked in parallel, 2 00 minutes = 11 miles
per hour.

Slowest journey up, 5-00 minutes = 4-i- miles
per hour.

Total measurement of electricity used during
the 13 days’ run, 240 Board of Trade units.

Average per mile run, 1-52 unit, say 1A-.

Therefore, taking an average throughout the
entire trial, the car required for its propulsion,

2 E.H.P. hours per mile run.

Cost per mile run for electricity, assuming
the price to be 2id. per Board of Trade unit,

3'81 pence.
The price of 2^d. has been fixed by the Gas

and Elecrtricity Committee of the Bradford
Corporation, and I am of opinion that they
could afford to supply the current at 2d. per
unit, a price which would not only pay for the
generation of the electricity, but leave a suffi-

cient margin to cover establishment and other
charges. I may mention that only last week a
private firm of engineers, having their works
situate about half-way on the Wakefield-road
route, offered to supply the current at 2d. per

Board of Trade nnit.

It may be as well to explain briefly for the

benefit of those members who have not given
much attention to electrical matters, that a
Board of Trade unit is equal to 1,000 watts, or

one kilowatt supplied for one hour.

This has been fixed by Act of Parliament as

the unit of sale of electrical energy, and is

based on the international system of electrical

measurements universally adopted throughout
the world.

Electrical energy consists of the product of
two factors,—the current measured in amperes,
and the electrical pressure measured in volts.

Briefly, then, the number of volts multiplied
by the number of amperes will give the watts,
aud the watts divided by 746 will give the H.P.
A Board of Trade unit being equal to 1,000

watts supplied for one hour, is also equal to
about 1;', H.P.
The number of passengers carried up, 1,321,

or 6‘4 persons per journey. Passengers carried
down, 912, or 4-5 persons per journey. Greatest
number of passengers carried np on one journey,

44. Greatest number of passengers carried
down on one journey, 38. The driver and con-
ductor are not included in the above figures.

The car has been stopped and started again
on the steepest gradients without difficulty,

even when fully loaded with passengers, and
has taken the curve at the bottom of Cheap-
side without any preliminary rush.

The E.M.F. has only varied very slightly from
about 280 to 300 volts.

On several of the ascending journeys the
voltmeter and ammeter carried in the car gave
the following readings, at various places on the
route, viz. :

—

Opposite tbe end
of Market-street 294

lloundiog curve
into Cheapside.. 2S0

Half - way up
Cheapside 281

Opposite Salem-
atreet 281

40 = 15rCE.H.

Gradient.

P. 1 m 170

1 in 13-22

1 in 14-75

1 Id 85

On the descending journey

—

Opposite Savings
Bank 294 24 = 0'45 „ 1 in 104

Rounding triangle,

I'orater-square.. 300 15 = 6-03
,, level

The momentary current required to start the
car on tbe steep gradient in Cheapside was
about 100 amp&res.
Tbe car will seat 36 passengers, 18 in and

18 out, and weighs 2 tons 9 cwt. 2 qrs. The
motor-truck and motors weigh 3 tons 19 cwt.

2 qrs., total, say, 6^ tons
;
when fully loaded

with passengers, the total weight may be taken
at 8| tons.

Dual armature motors of 15 h.p. each transmit
motion to the wheels by means of worm gear-
ing, and the worm wheels are so attached that
each car wheel is separately driven, each axle
having only one wheel keyed upon it, the other
being keyed upon a loose sleeve conjointly with
a worm wheel.
The electricity is controlled by three switches

at each end of the car, one a main supply or
emergency switch, one a regulating switch
acting upon resistance coils, and one a setting

switch whereby the two dual armature motors
may be set to work in series ....

Daring tbe trial some hitches occurred from
various causes, occasioning delay

;
but nothing

really serious happened to raise mneh doubt as

to the ultimate success of the experiment.
Tbe motors at first produced a slight hissing

sound, but this was soon remedied, and the

running of the motors and gearing afterwards
was practically noiseless.

An electric brake is available, so arranged
that when the car is running down-bill by
gravitation alone it drives the motors, and they
can be instantly set to act as dynamos,
generating a current that tends to drive them
in a reverse direction, and so stops the car.

Although a few mishaps occurred, as above
stated, it has been clearly shown that tbe

motors are amply powerful to work steep

gradients. The car runs very smoothly, with-

out making much noise or nuisance of any
kind, and causes considerably less damage to

the permanent way than the heavy steam
engines and cars at present in use.

The net results, then, of the recent experi-

ments in electric traction at Bradford show
that cars worked by electricity can be made to

mount any gradient which can be climbed
by a steam-engine, and quite as cheaply, pro-

viding there is a tolerably quick service and
plenty of traffic

;
that tbe energy required to

ascend and descend such gradients as I have
mentioned is Board of Trade unit per mile,

and assuming the price of the electricity to be
2d. per unit, it follows that the cost of running
up and down such gradients is 3d. per car

mile.

As tbe primary object of the experiment was
to ascertain the desirability or otherwise of

adopting electricity for working the projected
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steep line in Wakefield-road, perhaps I may be
permitted to state as briefly as possible the
conclusions which I arrived at.

The length of the proposed tramway route
for Wakefield-road is 2-^ miles. The carriage-

way at present is not sufficiently wide to admit
of the construction of a double line, and, if

specially widened for the purpose, it would
involve the narrowing of the footways to the
extent of about 2 ft. on each side of the road,

at an expenditure of 1,(>00Z.

A double line of ordinary tramway would cost
4,500Z. more than a single line with passing-
places, besides an additional cost of 3,150?. for

a double underground conduit.
There are also other advantages in favour of

a single line, viz
,
there is less interference

with the roadway and ordinary traffic, less

length of line to maintain, less rental for the
lessees to pay, and experience has proved that
the wear of a single line is very little, if any,
more than that of a double line. This may
appear somewhat strange, seeing that there
is twice the amount of traffic passing
over the single portions of the line that
passes over the double portions

;
but the

joints of a tramway are always the weakest
places, and on a double line the heavy engines
and cars are constantly travelling in one direc-

tion, which tends to beat or hammer down the
leading end of each rail, thus causing serious
damage both to the rail, fish-plates, and con-
crete foundation at each joint, whereas on the
single line the traffic passing in both directions
compensates matters by pressing equally on
both rail ends.

Formerlythere was some difficulty experienced
in working a single line and passing-places with
the electric and cable systems of traction, but
such improvements have been made in the
points and crossings, that no serious difficulty

need be apprehended in this respect
Owing to such a small car mileage as would

be attained with the present limited passenger
demand, the expenses work out exceedingly
high, and it is quite hopeless to expect electric
traction paying on a short isolated line like
Wakefield-road, unless a much quicker service
can be maintained with at least double the
above number of car miles annually.
The working expenses, which 1 estimate at

per car mile run, exclusive of rental,*
would decrease rapidly in proportion to the
number of miles run.

For instance, for another line in Bradford,
viz., Manchester Road Tramway, having a
yearly car mileage of 175,000, the rate for
working expenses and rent would probably be
reduced to 9d.

Again, the receipts on this line are very high,
viz., about 16d. per mile run, whereas on the
Wakefield-road line, they cannot safely be
estimated to reach more than lid. or Is. per car
mile

It is therefore certain that electric traction
cannot be adopted for the Wakefield-road line,

so as to be self-supporting, the loss in case of
an electric tramway, with overhead conductor,
being 400?. per annum, irrespective of the
interest on the capital sum of 8,900?., which
would have to be spent by the lessees on the
equipment of the line,

This latter sum taken at 5 per cent, would
therefore make the total loss 845?. per
annum.
The loss upon an electric tramway with

underground conductor would be still more,
owing to the greater first cost of the line. The
deficit in this case is estimated at 682?., which,
added to the interest at 5 per cent, on the sum
of 8,900?. for equipment, gives a total loss per
annum of 1,127?.

Seeing that two tramway companies already
exist in the town, both employing steam as a
motive power, the most economical course
would undoubtedly be to let the line, if possible,
to one of them, as the capital charges and
working expenses would be considerably re-

duced in their case, than if leased to a new
company or promoters.
The question I have therefore put to the

Corporation is : Will they adopt steam traction
for the Wakefield-road section, for the un-
expired portion of the lease which has now
nearly eleven years to run

;
in the meantime

gaining experience by observing the results of
electric traction in other places ? or, will they
subsidise the tramway to the extent of the loss

_* Conduit system, rental 3 31 pence per car mile ad-
ditional, viz., 14d. Overhead system, rental 2 48 pence
per car mile additional, viz., isjd.

mentioned, and try electric traction for the
remainder of the lease, and thus obtain reliable

data, which may enable them to decide an to

the motive power to be used on all the Cor-
poration tramways, when the existing leases

have expired in 1903 ?

In the discussion which followed,

Mr. J. Lobley (Hanley) proposed a vote of

thanks to the author for his paper, which, he
remarked, had come at a very opportune
moment in the history of tramway work

;
and

they owed a deep debt of gratitude to the
Bradford Corporation for having led the way as
it had done in the matter of electric lighting
as well as of electric traction. He, personally,
like Mr. Cox, would welcome either the con-
duit or the overhead system if it would relieve

the streets from steam traction. Those engineers
who had experience of steam haulage in the
streets knew the great annoyance and difficulties

connected with it. As to electric traction,

he thought too much objection had been
made to the overhead system of electric

conductors. He had recently travelled

over many miles of electric tramways in

America, and the advantages of the system
were so great that there was little fear of any-
thing else taking its place. He had seen tram-
cars worked most successfully on this system
at Boston, Newport, Rhode Island, and Lymn.
With regard to the supposed ugliness of over-
head wires, he admitted he was prejudiced
against them until he saw them in America,
but he had not been in Boston twenty-four
hours before be had ceased to notice them, and
he thought it would be the same here. With
single-line tramways, as was the case in many
English towns, the advantages were very great
indeed.

Mr. J. T. Eayrs (West Bromwich) formally
seconded the vote of thanks.

Mr. Escott (Halifax) asked if there was any
intention of introducing the system described
into Bradford. He criticised the hissing sound
from the cars, and also expressed his belief

that the tops of the cars would be unsafe for

passengers, as if any one touched the wire,

either with their umbrella or band, it might be
instant death. He further compared the poles
and wires to lines to dry clothes upon, and
hoped such a system would never be adopted
in any town with which he was connected.

Mr. Eachus {Edmonton) commended the
courageous conclusion arrived at by Mr. Cox,
that the Corporation of Bradford would have
to put their hands into their pockets to support
the system.

Mr. G. F. Deacon (Liverpool) said he had
previously the greatest possible objection to

the overhead system, but having seen it at
work in Florence, one of the most picturesque
cities in Italy, he confessed that at first sight

he should not have noticed the wires. The
way in which they were hung was notobtrusive,
and the control over the cars was perfect.

This system of electric traction was not only
cheaper in the first cost, but also in main-
tenance. The hissing sound complained of

could be overcome by attention to the com-
mutators.

Mr. R. Godfrey (King’s Norton) said he had
had to watch the storage system for eighteen
months in bis district, and he was sorry to say
it was not so great a success as it was thought
to be. One of the chief causes of complaint
was the offensive smell of sulphuric acid in the
cars, and its disastrous efiect upon the clothing

of passengers.

Mr. W. Jones (Colwyn Bay) said that from
an experience of six years at Blackpool he
favoured the conduit system of electric

traction.

The President, in closing the discussion, ex-
pressed his thanks to Mr. Cox for having given
the Association so practical a paper.

Mr. Cox, in reply, said the question whether
the Corporation of Bradford would adopt this

system was still undecided. Of course, the
great loss that was foreshadowed in his report
made them hesitate. The supposed danger of

fatal accidents resulting from passengers coming
in contact with the wires could be set aside at

once, because, although there were 3,000 miles
of tramway worked with electricity in America,
there had not been a single fatal accident, and
they worked at a much higher voltage there
than we did in this country. The hissing sound
undoubtedly was caused by the commutators,
but that had been remedied, and be did not
think much attention need be paid to it. He
had heard the same objection as’ Mr. Godfrey

as to the smell of acid, atd he bad no doubt
there was something in it. • •Bj

The members subsequently visited and [in-

spected some wood-pavement work in course'of
progress, and then drove in brakes (provided
by tbe Corporation of Bory) to the Irv'ell

Forge, where they saw some interesting manipu-
lations of heavy rollers. Then they went to the
Lowercroft Bleach Works, one of the large
pstablishments engaged in the bleaching of
finished cotton and moleskin goods ; and then
to the railway siding in course of constroction
to connect the Corporation Gas Works with the
Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway, and they
held their annual dinner in the evening.
We hope to conclude our report of the meet-

ing next week.

ST'bc Stiibcnts' ^[^Dtumu.

CONCRETE.—Vri.
ARTIFICIAL CEMENTS [continued).

II.—PORTLAND CEMENT.

HNDOUBTEDLY the most valuable
matrix for concrete is Portland ce-

ment. Strength for strength it is

cheaper than lime. By its aid works have
been executed which seem able to withstand
for ages the rough usage of stormy seas and
the insidious attacks of the atmosphere. It is

first mentioned in a patent granted to Joseph
Aspdin. a bricklayer of Leeds, in 1824. That
is nearly thirty years after the introduction of
Roman cement by Parker. The name “ Port-

land” was given to it in consequence of a
resemblance of its colour to tha^. of Portland
stone. Aspdin’s cement was a mixture of pul-

verised quick-lime and clay, but neither the

mode of mannfactnre nor the nature of the

cement is identical with modern practice. In

1825 he established a manufactory at Wake-
field, in Yorkshire, and in a few years his

son William, in partnership with one or two
other persons, began to make Portland cement
at Nortbfieet, on the Thames. Mr. I. C. John-
son is of opinion that he himself was the first

maker of true Portland cement; in 1844
he introduced its manufacture into the works
of Messrs. J. B. White & Co. However this

may be, there is no doubt that, soon after this

time, Portland cement began to be better ap-

preciated. Its value was ascertained by actual

use and by numerous tests, such as those
carried out by Mr. John Grant, from 1859 .

almost to the present time
;
and to-day it is ;

employed for engineering works the world over.

It has been estimated by an American writer,

Mr. Giron, that the present annual production
i

of Portland cement is more than 20,000,000 .

barrels, and tbat of these about 8,300,000 barrels

are made in England. To engineers chiefly
;

we must look for information respecting this

material, and to them architects and builders

owe a debt of gratitude.

Coinj)osiiion .—Tbe raw materials from which I

Portland cement is manufactured vary to a ;

considerable extent. On the Thames and
Medway, chalk and river-mud or clay are the

constituents
;
while at Rugby, Stockton, &c., in i

Warwickshire, at Poole in Dorset, and at various

places in Somerset, Nottinghamshire, Lincoln-

1

shire, &c., blue lias limestone is used instead of i

chalk. The aim of the manufacturer is to

obtain a mixture of clay and lime in which
the carbonate of lime before calcination shall I

be from 72 to 77 per cent, of the whole. When :

chalk, which is nearly pure carbonate of lime,

.

is used, it is comparatively easy to obtain the

requisite proportion of lime to clay, but when a .

limestone consisting partly of clay and partly

of carbonate of lime, as lias limestone does, is i

used, more difficulty is experienced, for the.

composition of limestone is snbject to con-

:

siderable variations. In such cases it is ad-

:

' visible to make frequent analyses of the stone. .

An excess of clay in the composition pro-

:

duces a cement of less strength and weight

;

than usual, and liable after setting to crumble I

away on exposure to the atmosphere
;

such ^

cement, when mixed neat with water and left

!

in the air, will have a buff colour. Over-clayed

:

compounds are liable to fuse in burning, and, :

as this would render the clinker useless for

.

cement purposes, they are burnt at lower tern-

:

peratures, and produce cements which partake i

somewhat of the character of Roman cements.

An excess of lime has also disadvantages, for

:

it may produce a cement containing more or

:

less caustic lime, and having therefore a ten -

1
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dency to crack or “blow” when made into

mortar or concrete
;

this danger may be
lessened by burning the clinker at a high
temperature, by grinding the cement very fine,

and by properly purging or air-slaking the
cement before it is ueea.

Manufact'UTC.— \n. making cement from chalk
and clay, these materials are mixed in the
proper proportions, and broken up with water
in a wash-mil], which is usually a pit forming a
ring around a central pier

;
on this pier a

vertical shaft fitted with horizontal arms
revolves, and from the arms knives or cutters

descend almost to the bottom of the pit
;
other

arrangements, however, are often adopted.
Originally the quantity of water with which
the chalk and clay were mixed was very large,

being, indeed, of preponderating volnme, and
this necessitated the conveyance of the wet
“slip” into “backs” or reservoirs, where it

remained for a month or more until sufficient

water had evaporated or drained away from it.

Besides other disadvantages, this system
entailed extensive areas of ground for “ backs,”

and also great delay. In 1870 a new method
of manufacture was patented by Goreham, the
chalk and clay being mixed in the wash-mill
with about ooe-third their volume of water,
the slip thus formed being passed immediately
between horizontal mill-stones, by which it was
well ground

;
from the mill-stones the slip was

conveyed (by pumps or otherwise) direct to the
drying-floors, instead of to the “backs." Since
that date numerous improvements have been
made in the methods of cement manufacture,
bat of these it is not necessary for us to write
in detail.

Originally the “ slurry,” or wet slip, was dried
on floors heated by coke ovens; but to-day, in

new works, the invariable custom is to ntilise

the waste heat from the kilns for heating the
drying floors, and by this means a considerable
saving is effected. From these floors the dried
slip is put into the kiln and burnt at a high
temperature, the object being to produce a
hau:d, well-burnt, but not vitrified “clinker.”
The temperature necessary varies according
to the composition of the raw cement, bat may
reach 2,900 deg. Fahr. It is, of coarse, im-
possible to obtain a perfectly-aniform clinker

;

some portions of it will be over-burnt and fused
together,—these, if ground, would have no
cementitious value

;
other portions will be of a

clayey hue, and decidedly under-burnt,—these
would produce a dangerous cement, liable to

crumble away after exposure to the atmosphere

;

neither of these should be used. The under-
burnt portion is placed on the top of the next
kiln and reburnt. Very cheap cement will pro-
bably prove to have been ground from under-
burnt clinker, as this is more easily ground than
heavily burnt clinker. The latter, however,
should be used, as it yields a cement con-
siderably stronger than a lightly-burnt cement,
when ground to the same degree of fioenes-.
The properly-burnt clinker is broken into small
pieces by rollers, or Blake’s stone-breakers, or
other machines, and these pieces are then finely

.ground between grooved mill-stones, which are
usually about 4 tt. 6 in. in diameter. The re-
sulting cement may, however, contain a con-
siderable quantity of particles too coarse to be
of any value

;
it is, therefore, by many manu-

facturers sifted by iiue sieves, the particles re-

maining on the sieves being returned to the
mill-stones, and ground with the next batch of
broken clinker. These coarse grains, although
in their coarse state they have no cementitious
value, may prove, if finely ground, to be of ex-
cellent quality.

After leaving the raill-stonee, the cement is

spread daily in a thin layer on the floors of
store-rooms or warehouses, until several layers,
representing a week's manufacture or more,
have been distributed one above the other.
Sometimes the cement is turned over occa-
sionally. It is then filled into sacks or casks,
the different layers being as far as possible
mixed in the operation. The cement is then
ready for its destination, but not always for
use. Of the precautions to be taken before
using cement fresh from the manufacturer we
shall treat in a subsequent article.

In America a novel process of cement-manu-
facture has been adopted; the raw compound
is burnt, we are told, “in a powdered condition,
while travelling in an inclined rotary furnace in
an intensely hot petroleum flame, and a few
hours is sufficient to finish the process.” Appa-
rently the invention is a successful one, for the
cement is guaranteed to bear without breaking
tensile stress of 400 lbs. per square inch after

seven days, 500 lbs. after twenty-eight days,

and 600 lbs. after three months, and to leave

no more than 10 per cent, residue on a sieve

with 6,400 meshes to the square inch.

Compontioii. — Roughly speaking, Portland

cement contains about 60 per cent, of lime, 21

per cent, of silica, and 7 per cent, of alumina

;

the remaining constituents being the alkalies,

—

soda and potash,—oxide of iron, magnesia,
sulphuric acid, carbonic acid, &c. To the user

of cement, its detailed composition is not of

primary importance
;

the chief points for his

consideration are the strength and durability of

the cement, and one cement must not be con-

demned because it differs slightly in com-
position from another of established reputation

;

for instance, the lime in different cements
varies from, say, 56 to 63 per cent, of the

whole. A wide difference, however, calls for

considerable caution and careful tests. The
following list of analyses has been compiled in

order that a general idea of the various pro-

portions in which the constituents of Port-

land cement occur may be gained by the

student :

—

oxide) to form silicate of lime
;
this “ partially

decomposes the other silicates of alumina and
iron in the act of hydration, forming double
hydrated silicates, which are practically in-

soluble.”*

Knapp, another German writer, declares that

a portion of the calcium oxide formed during
calcination reacts upon the clay and converts it

into a compound easily decomposed by acids.

This compound and the excess of calcium oxide,

when water is added, react upon each other in

such a manner, he says, “ that a solid stone-like

silicate ” is produced.*
MM. Chatoney and Rivot inclined to the

opinion that silicates of both alumina and lime

are formed doriog calcination, and that these

compounds are split up in the presence of

water, the result being the formation of

hydrated aluminate and silicate of lime.

Another authority,— to wit, Mr. Guthrie,

Demonstrator of Chemistry at the Sydney
University,—states that at a comparatively
low temperature the lime is converted into

silicate of lime
;
and that a high temperature

induces the formation, in addition to this, of

No. of

Sample.
Lime. Silica. Alumina.

Oxide of

Iron.

Sulphuric
Add.

Soda and
Potash.

Other
Iiigredlenfs,

Loss, &c.

Authority.

62-79 22-12 5-34 3-01 1-09 1-32 4-33 John Grant.
20-54 9-90 2-04 0-71 2-13 2-92 Henry Faija.

3 60-76 21-52 4-76 4-24 2-50 2-80 3-22 John Grant.

4 58-29 20-56 6-20 6'76 1-62 1-23 5 34 John Grant.

58-20 21-70 11-15 4-85 1-30 0-85 1-95 Henry Faija.

58 02 23-38 8-42 5-10 0-84 0 64 3-60 John Grant.

7 61 05 22-22 10-10 3-19 0-85 1-34 1-25 A. E. Carey.

Table XI.

Anahjses of Portland Cements.

a. Average of four samples of German Portland cement.

b. Portland cement made on the Thames.
e. Portland cement made at Stockton, near Rugby, by Messrs. Greaves, Bull, & Lakln,

It does nob appear to be very clearly under-

stood what part each constituent of Portland

cement plays in its setting. The lime and silica

undoubtedly play the most important part, but

the action of the rest is still somewhat obscure.

Knapp, a German writer, considers that iron

and alumina are only of indirect service, but

that soda and potash, which combine with silicic

acid to form silicates of soda and of potash,

and are in that form soluble in water, act as

“transferrers of silicic acid to the lime.”

Sulphuric acid has the effect of retarding the

setting, but in excess it is injurious
;

so

injurious, indeed, is it considered in France,

that any cement which contains more than
IT per cent, of it is condemned without farther

testing.

Theories of Induration .—We have already

seen that a considerable quantity of the water

used in mixing the chalk or limestone and the

clay is evaporated from the slip on the drying-

floors. The remaining moisture is rapidly

driven off in the kiln, and the carbonic acid

gas forming part of the chalk or limestone is

also quickly expelled
;

so far, the results of

calcination are similar to those produced in the

calcination of fat lime. But Portland cement
slip contains clay and other ingredients, and
all, or, at any rate, most, of these are affected

by calcination. The reactions which take place

are even now only imperfectly understood. It

appears that the clay is split up into its com-
ponent parts, namely, silica and alumina, at an
early stage of the burning, and that the calcium

oxide or quicklime, remainiog after the expul-

sion of carbonic acid gas, combines with these

to form silicates and aluminates of lime, the

exact nature and value of which depend upon
the proportion which the several components of

the cement-slip bear to one another, and upon
the temperature at which they are burnt, and,

further, upon the duration of the burning.

One of the earliest theories of the setting and
hardening of cement was that of Pettenkofer,

published about 1850. He considered that

calcination should, at a moderate temperature,

convert the calcium carbonate into calcium
oxide, and at a high temperature should effect

“ a chemical combination of silicic acid with

alumina, iron, and the alkalies, the silica being

by this means protected from at once com-
bining with the lime, bat made available for

future chemical action under changed condi-

tions brought about on the addition of water.”

When water is added, the silicic acid is freed

from the combinations effected by calcination,

and combines with the hydrate of lime (into

which the water has converted the calcium

aluminate of lime, and finally of a double
silicate of alumina and lime. This doable
silicate, and also the aluminate of lime, on the

addition of water form hydrated silicates and
aluminates, which set by crystallisiog.

A French mining engineer, M. Le Cbatelier,

has published the conclusions at which he
arrived after making numerous experiments
with silica, alumina, and lime. A short account
of these will be found in the for July

6, 1889. M. Le Cbatelier discovered that the

only combination of silica and lime which will

“set” on the addition of water is the tri-

calcium silicate, i.e., SiO^ -f 3CaO ;
this,

however, cannot be producea by simply burning
these substances together, and it is therefore

probable that its formation in ceraent-clinker is

brought about by the influence of some other

ingredients of the cement, perhaps iron and
alumina or the alkalies. The following

equation expresses the chemical changes
which take place on the addition of water to

this tri-calcium silicate ;

—

2 (SiOo, 3CaO) + 9H;0 =
tri-cale. eilicate water

2 (SiO.,, CaO), 5np -i- 4CaH,>02.
hydrated calcium Bilicate calcium hydrate.

A writer in ifie Engbiccr for September and
October, 1888, declares that the hydrated
silicate of lime thus formed is dissolved by the

water, which becomes super-saturated, and
consequently crystallisation suddenly occuis,

the lime being deposited “in extremely at-

tenuated fibre-like prisms, .... united by one
extremity to a central point so as to form little

spherical groups.” Thus the changes are “ the

chemical one of hydration, and the physical

ones of solution, super-saturation, and crystal-

lisation.”

With reference to alumina, M. Le Cbatelier

discovered that several different combinations

of this substance and lime “ set like plaster

when pulverised and mixed with water, but all

decompose in excess of water, and when the

excess is considerable, they may be completely

dissolved.” In the presence of free hydrate of

lime, however, an hydrated aluminate of lime

(AI..O3, 4 CaO, 12H2O) may be formed, which
soon crystallises in a similar manner to the

hydrated silicate of lime. An examination of

the equation representing the chemical changes
which occur on the addition of water to the

tri-calcium silicate shows that four molecules

of hydrate of lime are set free on the forma-

* " PfoceedingB of the luRtitution of Civil Engineers,"

1879-SO, vol. Ixii., paper No. 1,649, by Messrs. Scott and
Redgrave.
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tion of the hydrated silicate of lime, and it is

this hydrate of lime which, according to Le
Chatelier, brings into action the tri-calcinm
alnminate in the cement. The result may be
thus expressed:

—

ALO3, 3CaO + CaH.O. + nH,.0= Al.,03,

4CaO,12HoO.

It is probable that the action of slag-cement
may throw some light on that of Portland
cement. Slag itself contains lime, silica,

alumina, and other substances, in varying
proportions. A slag suitable for conversion
into cement may contain, say, 36 per cent, of
lime, 30 per cent, of silica, and 23 per cent, of
alumina. These have been converted, in the
enormous heat of the blast-furnaces, into com-
pound silicates of lime, alumina, &,c., which
undergo little or no change on the addition of
water : they are practically inert. But when
ordinary slaked lime in powder is mixed with
the ground slag, a cement is formed which
sets on the addition of water, and attains great
strength. We know that slaked lime (calcium
hydrate) does not set in water, and the ground
slag itself has no hydraulic properties

;
it is

evident, therefore, that the setting must be due
to a reaction between these substances. This
seems to point to Knapp’s theory as the correct
one, but not conclusively, for, as Mr. G. R.
Redgrave has stated, it is possible that the
intense heat of the blast-furnace may result in
the formation of compounds quite different in
their action from those formed in the lower
temperature of a Portland cement kiln.

Experiments by M. Perrodil, published in the
Annates des Pouts et Chaussces, 1384, seem to
show that Portland cement which is allowed to
harden in the air absorbs carbonic acid gas
from the atmosphere to the extent of about
6 per cent, in the first six month.'!, while cement
immersed in water remains free from it. The
briquettes, kept in water, and therefore free
from carbonic acid gas, offered about twice as
much resistance to compression as the others,
between the ages of one and six months

;
but

this, we may say, is an abnormal difference.

Cron-ts])ojiben«.

To tlie Editor of The Builder.

PROPOSED “FRESCOES” AT THE ROYAL
EXCHANGE.

Sir,—

W

ith regard to the proposal of the
Gresham Committee to decorate the Royal
Exchange with a series of frescoes illustrating
the history of the City of London, it is an
excellent idea, but will it be possible to carry it
out? Ido not believe there are a half dozen
artists in this country who understand the art
of fresco painting. This, the highest art of
decorative painting, has been very little prac-
tised in this country. As you are no doubt
aware, Sir, fresco painting ought to stand in any
climate exposed to all seasons. I am sorry to
say that fresco seems to be a lost art, at least
in this country. The fine paintings in our
Houses of Parliament were supposed to be
frescoes, but as they were rapidly perishing
they were put under glass. What I mean to
say is that real fresco should last as long as the
building upon or in which it is employed. Now,
in Italy and France you will find splendid
specimens of real frescoes which have stood all
weathers, and look as well as when first
painted. I believe it depends a great deal
upon the colours and the encaustic medium
employed ; the secret of making this encaustic
medium being known to very few artists.
As regards the Royal Exchange, now that it

is covered in, our London climate would
have very little effect upon the proposed
historical paintings if they were done, not as
frescoes, but with the encaustic medium, and
would not require cleaning for at least a period
of from thirty to forty years.

HENBr H. B. Sang.

COMPOSITION OF MORTAR.
Sir,—

I

have been very unwell, and so passed
Mr. Hughes’s letter in your issue of July 30.
This question of mortar has troubled me very
much for some years past, and I again thank
Mr._ Hughes for continuing to ventilate the
subject. “Clean, sharp sand” is what is
wanted

j
the Thames Valley gravels, however,

do not yield it, but are associated with the
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“ impalpable earthy matter ” to which I alluded,
and which does check crystallisation. It is not
gross and palpable when the sand is separated
from the gravel, but when washed the sand
yields a considerable proportion of mud, and
that is the earthy matter in question.

Soluble silica, such as is derived from the
decay of sponges, and such as helps to make up
concretionary masse.s of sand, would assist
crystaUisatioD, and I am at one with Mr.
Hughes on that point

;
it is the impalpable

mud which is the bane of the Thames Valley
sands, and to it is due the failure of mortar in
which it is incorporated.

I have experienced failure by it in use with
Barrow lime (a lias). The greater part of the
mortar used in London is made with grey stone
lime, the lowest bed of the chalk,—that is, a
carbonate of lime with alumina and a small
proportion of silica (a weak hydraulic lime).
The main drainage drew off the water from

the gravels of London to a certain depth, but
where the water remains the operation of digging
gravel and lifting it through the water washes
out the mud and gives us clean, sharp sand and
gravel. T. E. KxiGHTLEY.

106, Cannon-street, E.C., Aug. 10,

THE PROPOSED NEW STREET FROM
HOLBORN TO THE STRAND.

Sir,—

T

his straight avenue as planned by the
London County Council (see plan io the Builder
(or July 9, p. 35) between the two great thorough-
fares is undoubtedly a great improvement on all

previous suggestions.
But as an important portion of the much-desired

grand avenue between North and South London, it

seems to bo about fifty yards too far we.st.

The traffic between the north and south of the
City is increasing so rapidly that it is universally
admitted that it will be necessary soon to provide
additional facilities for crossing the river. It has
been proposed to widen Waterloo Bridge. This
would probably be as expensive as building a new
and more appropriate bridge in a better position.

In the accompanying sketch the proposed new
bridge is located at the foot of Norfolk-street,
which, for many reasons, seems to bo the most
desirable position. If this is accepted as the best
point for the new bridge, a straight avenue similar
to the one suggested by the Council would carry us
up Norfolk-street,— widening same on the west
side,—crossing the Strand, and from thence to the
much-debated point' of the west side of Lincoln’s
Inn-fields.

It is hard to endure the pricks of conscience one
suffers in even suggesting the disturbance of the
quiet repose of this lovely spot, resting as it does
so peacefully in the very midst of suck bustle and
confusion.

But wo must console ourselves with the belief
that the rising generation will consider themselves
more than compensated by the better facilities pro-
vided for reaching their homes at H'ghgato or
Harrow, or on the beautiful hills of Surrey and
Kent. And now if wo can gat our legal brethren
sufficiently quieted down to allow this beautiful
and most useful avenue to pass by their doors, we
would then extend it straight to Ilolborn, but
about fifty yards east of Southampton-row.

Careful study will probably show that it would
not be best to remove the block of buildings
between Soutbamptou-row and Kingsgata- street,
as that would be very expensive property

;
but

that it would be both cheaper and better to extend
the new avenue directly north to the west side of
Rad Lion-square. Here the first and central section
might terminate. This portion from the Strand to
Red Lion-square could be constructed at once, and
form a completed whole to the great advantage of
that neighbourhood.
But I believe it would soon be found desirable to

extend this grand avenue north at least as far as
Euston and St. Pancras stations. I believe it will
be found most advantageous to construct an
entirely new avenue for this section, and not dis-
turb Southampton-row in any way. That street
ought to be kept most scrupulously for a first-oiass
carriage drive, and no trams or objectionable heavy
traffic allowed upon it. It might be possible to
make this one of the most fashionable carriage
streets in London lined with correspondingly hand-
some shops.

Before the avenue was completed to Euston-road,
with light spurs to St. Paucras and Euston stations,
the thoughtful engineer would see the great
advantage of extending this grand avenue to
Camden Town station on the North London Rail-
way.

It is quite possible this may be found a very
advantageous position for a great union station.
It can be made easily accesaiblo from all the great
trunk lines from the north and east, and, conse-
quently, a very good point for collecting and dis-
tributinglong-distanco passengers.

It is also the centre of a number of important
avenues, which communicate with Hampstead,

Higbgate, and the east, which makes it a very im-
portant point for local and surface traffic.

Unfortunately, Euston-road is at the present
time practically the limit of the city to the north.

The great railway corporations are taking almost
entire possession of the whole territory immediately
north of this line. But the city authorities ought
to struggle earnestly with these powerful companies
to induce them to allow her to retain a decent and
agreeable communication between her beautiful
northern suburbs of Higbgate and Hampstead and
the centre of the city.

The chances for preserving such communications
are rapidly diminishing.
By extending the grand avenue to Camden

Town as suggested, the fashionable limits of the
city could be carried so far, and you would be
then delivered beyond the most disagreeable por-
tions of the groat Ireight-yarda and eaitle-pons

;

and from this point it would be quite practicable
to construct biindsomo avenues connecting with
the very desirable residential neighbourhoods of

Hampstead, Higbgate, and beyond.
Such a union station as this might have been

the very best place for the city terminus of the
new Sheffield railway. It would have saved a
large propertion of the most expensive part of the
work of the new road. It would have given tho
passengers by that road the greatest possible
facilities for communicating with all parts of the
town, or crossing directly to the great southern and
western lines. But if that new road did not utilise

these great advantages there would bo plenty of
traffic for the grand avenue without it.

Again, going to the south, I believe it would be
found practicable to carry Surrey-street under the
Strand, and thus provide an opportunity for a largo
proportion of the traffic from Ilolborn to the
Embankment, to avoid the groat confusion of
crossing the Strand traffic on tho same level. This
might be found more valuable than simply widen-
ing Surrey-street, as proposed by the Council.

As Norfolk-street is a better communication
between tho Embankment and the Strand than any
other for a long distance on either side, that com-
munication should not be disturbed.
As suggested by the aocompauying sketch,

Norfolk-street might be widened on the west side,

and if the present grade was preserved, the en-
trance to the bridge would commence at How.ard-
street. Although the grade is a little heavy from
the Strand to Howard-street, for so short a distance
it would not be very objectionable.

On the Surrey side of the river there would bo
but little difficulty in extending the avenue to the
Elephant and Castle, either by a new street through
property now almost valueless for want of proper
streets, or by connecting with and enlarging the
present streets and roads.

RAPID TRANSIT.

Few persons would deny that in a great con-
necting avenue like this some method of easy,
pleasant, and rapid communication would be most
desirable.

How can such an important end be gained ?

TiOndoners are quite justified in their universal
abhorrence of the very name of “ elevated roads.”’

All such roads in or around London are such great,
hideous, cumbersome monstrosities, that they are
the curse of the whole neighbourhood through
which they pass. Such structures, however, are
not necessary. Electricity is rapidly superseding
steam and horse power. It is expected that in the
United States alone 30,000 horses will be super-
seded this year by electric power for propelhng
passenger cars. A.s these cars would be scarcely
more than one-tenth the weight of the heavy
locomotives a much lighter structure would be
required. Railway engineering has recently
made such immense strides which, with the sub-
stitution of steel and wrought iron as applied at
the present day, would enable a light, graceful
structure to be made, entirely sufficient for perfect
safety, and yet it might be such a beautiful,

graceful, and well-proportioned work of ait that it

would be a real ornament to the handsomest boule-
vard in the world. As there would be no dust,
smoke, gas, or condensation from these electric

cars, there could be no possible objection to thes^
racks being two stories in height.

I have indicated in the sketch four tracks in

width and two tracks in height, making eight in all.

These placed in the centre of an avenue 180 ft. or
190 ft. wide, with trees on each side of the track,

would make a most delightful method of travelling.

And in a broad avenue like this used for
business, or even residential purposes, these light,

graceful, electric cars would be less objectionable
than the ordinary omnibus or hansom. There
would also be room for two or more surface tracks
for local traffic.

For mere pleasure, or as an afternoon lounge,
such an avenue would not be equal to the Champs
Elytdes of Paris, but as a combination of business
and pleasure it would be entirely unequalled by any
avenue in the world. It would not be unreasonable
to estimate that on the completion of such an
avenue as this, if carried out in its entirety, there
would be at least 50,000,000 of passengers carried

over the railways alone in the first year, and this

number would soon increase to 100,000,000.
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PROPO&tD MODIFICATION OF
COUNTY COUNCILS SUCCE.ST10N ^
rOR NtW STREET FROM HOLBORN
TO THE STRAND EXTENDING THE. <(
SAME NORTH TO CAMDEN
TOWN.SOUTH TO ELEPHANT
AND CASTLE INCLUDING ZLZ.^^
RAPID TRANSIT .
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The New York elevated roads carried over
196,000,000 last year on thirty-six miles of track.

This, with the ’bus and carriage traffic and foot

passengers, would make it a., most important
thoroughfare. This great puV^city means com-
mercial value. The great widHi of the avenue
would allow of the erection of buildings many
stories in height, with the modern lifts, telephones,
and every convenience, with subways for power,
electricity, steam, &c., and tracks for delivering
freight directly on the premises, if desired.

The expense of constructing such an avenue
would bo very great, but a careful examination
might prove that the greater publicity and the
additional sources of income would make it more
certain to pay a good return on the larger sum than
on the present more restricted proposition of the
County Council.

If the City built the street with the railway
tracks completed, these tracks could bo rented to

responsible companies for sufficient to pay the
interest on alarge proportion of the capital required
for the construction of the avenue.

It is to be hoped that the Committee who are to

prepare the Bill to be promoted in Parliament for

powers to construct this central portion of the great
avenue will secure the right to modify the location

sufficiently to unite with any required extension to

the north or to the south.

Although there is a most urgent necessity for an
avenue between Holborn and the Strand, yet it

would be better to defer the opening one or even
two years rather than to find, after spending two
or three millions on the central section, that it was
located 50 or 100 yards out of the way for connect-
ing in the best and most harmonious manner with
the much-desired extension to the north and to the
south. Lewis W. Leeds.

U'esi Dulwich, August 2, 1892.

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
Lord Gainsborough’s Mansion at Eston Park.
—We are informed that the Earl of Gainsborough
has, during the last thirteen months, been making
alterations and additions to his Kutlandshire seat.

The works now approaching completion consist of
41 connecting corridor between the mansion and
tho outstanding block of buildings on the north-
west side. A temporary passage on the ground
'floor has been strengthened, and a garden en-
trance formed thereto with folding oak doors
in moulded stone mullions with Tudor side
lights, a large two-light mullioned and transomod
window being also inserted. The upper corridor,
'SO ft. in length, is lighted by twelve lights partly
filled with Burt & Potts’s casements in stone
•mullions, a bold parapet finishing the whole, which
is panelled and treated with Tudor tracery, the old
finials being re-erected on new stone bases. The
difference in the levels of the buildings of
4 ft. is met by a broad flight of steps
with turned moulded oak newels at the
north end, leading to a lofty Tudor archway. The
large octagonal turret flanking the corridor has also

been restored. A bath-room, lavatories, &c., fitted

up with Wenbam’s (Croydon) fittings, aud other
minor alterations have been included. The mate-
rial used in the fronts is the local stone, with
Ancaster stone dressings. Mr. Henry Hollis, of
Cottesmore, has carried out the works, and Mr.
'Thompson, of Oakham, the plumbio?, Sir. Lunn,
of Great Malvern and Portsmouth, being tho archi-
tect. Mr. Lunn has, we hear, examined the line

old court-house adjoining, now a ruin, tho heavy
roof of which is endangering the walls. It is

thought that a new roof would modernise the
building too much

;
it is, therefore, probable that

a great portion of the roofing will be entirely
removed and the weak parts of tho walls repaired.

Mission Hai.i., Tin Phil, GL.\MORGANSHrRE.—
A new Mission-room and Sunday School, erected at
Tir Phil for the Ilev. T. Bees, vicar of Pontlottyn,
was opened by the Bishop of Llandaff on Sunday
last. Accommodation is provided for about 200.
Tho building is domestic Gothic, plain in style.
T'iie walls are of native stone, faced with shoddies,
and the window reveals and buttress weatherings
are in Ebbw Vale red pressed bricks, with hard
stone sills and Bath stone lintols. The roof is

covered with green slates and red tile ridge. Mr.
Owen Lewis, of Cardiff, carried out the work, from
the desiens and under the superintendence of
Messrs. Veall & Sant, architects, Cardiff. Mr. S.

Evans executed the lead lights
;
Messrs. Brawn &

•Co. supplied the ornamental ironwork aud gas-
fittings.; Messrs. Warner & Sons the metal bell,

whilst Messrs. Hammer Co. supplied the special
convertible seats. The now building is erected on
a site given by Mr. Aurelius, of Tir Phil, aud is

•dedicated to St. Michael. It is intended to erect a
church on the same site as soon as funds permit.

_

Ml’nicipal Buildings, Oswestry.—The founda-
tion-stone of the new Municipal Buildings at
•Oswestry, to be erected on the site of the old
<juildhall on the Bailey Head, was laid by the
Mayor (Mr. A. Wynne Corrie), on the 29th ult.

The old bas-relief of St. Oswald, the patron saint
-of the town, which was on the pediment of the
old Guildhall, will be introduced into the new
•odifico. Tho Municipal Buildings will include a

central hall, Council-chamber, magistrates' and
County - court room

;
Town Clerk’s, Borough

Surveyor’s, Magistrates’ Clerk’s, Assistant Over-
seer’s, and County-court offices

;
rooms for the

Reference and Leodinp Libraries, and Schools of

Science and Art, &c. The amount of the contract
for the work is 8,597Z. The original architect was
Mr. Cheers, of Twickenham, whose designs were
selected in competition. Mr. T. M. Lockwood, of

Chester, is the consulting architect.

Infectious Dise.vses Hospital, Wallsend.

—

According to the A'eiccastle VhronicU, the building
of the now Infectious Diseases Hospital at Wallsend
is being pushed forward rapidly. The site of tho
new building is about a mile on the north side of

Wallsend. The area covers two acres, and tho
erections within the enclosure comprise four distinct
blocks of buildings, the front or western entrance
rising to the height of three stories. Accommoda-
tion is here provided for the resident surgeon,
matron, porters, nurses, and attendants, together
with a large kitchen and sculleries. The south
block is built on the pavilion style, and is divided
into two compartments. Six beds are provided in

this ward, and the rooms are lofty, well lighted,

and well ventilated. The east block consists of

laundries and wash-houses for the disinfecting of

linen. In connexion with this division is placed a
patent disinfecting stove for the purifying of

bedding and clothing. The north block is also

erected in the pavilion style, with six beds for

males and six for females, in addition to rooms set

apart for the use of the nurses. A mortuary and
ambulance are also provided within the enclosure.

The present accommodation includes eighteen
beds for the use of patients, and provision is made
for increasing the number to thirty if required, by
the erection of another pavilion block, space for

which has been left at the east side of the enclosure.

Near the main entrance portico, immediately over
which is a verandah of trellis-work, a charge-room
is situated, through which all patients must pass

on leaving the building. This wing consists of

three apartments, the first being set apart as un-

dressing room, the next as bath-room, and the third

as dressing-room. The various blocks are plain but
substantially built, the floors being laid with oak
beams, and the walls of all the apartments will be
plastered with adamant and Parisian cement.
Each block and wing of the building has a separate

system of drainage. Mr. Nichol Richie, of

Whitley, is the contractor for the whole of the
buildings in conne.xion with the structure. Mr.
Lister, of llowdon, is clerk of the works, the plans

having been prepared by Mr. Wm. Hope, of New-
castle, under whose superintendence the work is

being carried out.

New Wing, Birkenhead Institute, Birken-
head.—The now wing of the Birkenhead Institute,

Wbetstouo-lane, Birkenhead, was opened by the
Mayor (Mr. Alderman Charles Willmer) on the 29th
ult. Some time ago Mr. Henry Tate gave a dona-
tion of IjOOOf. to tho institute, with the express
wish that a thoroughly fitted laboratory should be
provided out of that sum. The committee re-

solved at the same time to build an entire wing, as

the growth of the school had rendered that course
necessary. The ground floor has two class-rooms,

24 It. by 22 ft., and corridor, 45 ft. by 8 ft.,

with two entrance porches. On tho first floor is

another class-room, 24 ft. by 22 ft., and a physical
laboratory, called the “Tate Laboratory,” 38ft. by
22 ft., and 20 It. high. The laboratory is fitted up
with benches for twelve. When completely fitted

there will bo accommodation for twenty-four pupils.

The balance-room is connected with the laboratory.

The buildings provide additional accommodation
for about 120 boys, exclusive oftho laboratory. The
facade to Whetstone-lane is of Storeton stone, the
windows having moulded and deeply -recessed jambs,
the laboratory being emphasised by a pedimented
gablo. The south gable is of brick, so that when
the building is finally completed by the addition of

the south wing this will become an internal wall.

The corridor is paved with wood blocks, and special

attention, it is stated, has been paid to the ventila-

tion. Mr. T. Mellard Reade, of Liverpool, was the
architect, aud tho sols ountractor for the work was
Mr. James Readdie, also of Liverpool.

New Church, Saltney, ne.ar Che-ster.—The
foundation-stone of a new church at Saltney has
just been laid by the Countess of Grosvenor. The
new church, which is dedicated to St. Mark, is

being built on the south side of the road leading
into Saltney from Chester. It is set back from the
road 40 ft., and entered by a half-timbered porch.
The nave is 57 ft. 6 in. long by 34 ft. wide. The
chancel is two steps up from tho nave, and on
either side are tho organ-loft and vestry. The
church will seat 325 people. The elevations are
treated in Ruabon red bricks with white Manley
Rt'>u 0 facings, the roof beins covered with small
Westmoreland green slates. The contractor for the
work is Mr. W. W. Freeman, of Chester, and the
architects are Messrs. Thomas M, Lockwood Sc

Sons, also of Chester.

St. John’s Church, Colston Bassett, Not-
tinghamshire.—

O

n the 2nd inst, the Bishop of
Southwell consecrated the new parish church of
Colston Bassett. The edifice is cruciform on plan,

a towtr springing from the intersection. The

building is of white stone. Five bells from the old
church, dating from the beginning of the seven-

teenth century", have been re-hung
;
the large tenor

bell has been ro-east, and the whole fitted with a
chiming apparatus by Messrs. Taylor k Sons, of

Loughborough. Tho east window of stained glass

has been carried out by Messrs. Heaton, Butler, k
Baynes, of London. The upper part of the pulpit

is in oak, and the lower in Corsham Down Bath
stone. It has been supplied by Messrs. Oldham k
Knight, of Nottingham, from the designs of the

architect. The font has been supplied by the con-

tractors, Messrs. Bell & Sons, from the designs of

the architect. The lectern has been supplied by
Messrs. Wippell & Co., of London. The altar

cross has been supplied by Messrs. Barkentein k
Krall, of London. The architect was Mr. A. W.
Brewill, of Nottingham.

Church, South Wigston, Leicestershire.

—

Tho foundation-stone of the new Church of St.

Thomas at South Wigston has just been laid. The
new church, which is to cost 3,600/., will be
capable of seating (on chairs) about 650 people.

The nave will be 95 ft. in length, and the chancel
32ft. There will be two vestries at the side of the

chancel, and over these the organ chamber will

be built. The floor is to be of oak blocks, and the

chancel is to be paved with tiles. Mr. Stookdale

Harrison, of Leicester, is the architect.

New Church, Hdcknall Torkard, Notting-
hamsoibe.—The new church on Watnall-road,
Hucknall Torkard, was opened on the 4th inst. by
the Bishop of Southwell. The building has been
erected from designs by Mr. R. C. Clarke, archi-

tect, of Nottingham, and built by Mr. J. Whyatt,
of Hucknall. It is wholly of brick. Gothic in style,-

with twenty-nine leaded lights. The seats are of

varnished deal. The building consists of a nave,

and enough land has been given by the Misses
Jackson to erect a chancel when tho need arises.

Wesleyan Methodist Chapel, Tanfield Lea,
Durham.—

O

n the 3rd inst, the new Wesleyan
Methodist Chapel at Tanfield Lea was formally
opened. Tho buildings have been designed by
Mr. J. W. Thompson, architect, of Newcastle,

and have cost about 1,100/. Accommodation will

be provided for about 360 persons.

Baths and Wash-houses, Bow.—Messrs. John
Allen k Sons, builders, Kilbum, write, relative to

the paragraph with this heading which appeared on
p. 115 of our last issue, that they were the contrac-

tors for the works, the cost of which will be about
28,000/., exclusive of engineers’ work.

STAINED GLASS AND DECORATION.

Window, Fenny Stratford Church. — A
stained-glass window of two lights has just been
placed on the south side of this church. The
subject represented is the Presentation of Our Lord
in toe Temple, under canopies, in keeping with the

stylo of architecture of tbe building. The window
is the gift of Mrs. Stubbs, of Cleve, in memory of

her husband, who was connected with the church
for many years. it was desigoed and executed

by Messrs. Warrington k Co., of Fitzroy-sijuare,

Loudon.

Memorial Tablet, Municipal Buildings,

Newcastle.—On the 29th ult., at the Municipal

Buildings, Newcastle, a monument, erected by tbe

late Mr. Joseph Mayer, F.S. A., of Liverpool, to the

memory of his father and mother, was unveiled.

The memorial is erected on the wall of the first

landing of the principal staircase, and it takes the

form of a sculptured tablet in high relief. It was
executed by Signor G. Fontana, an Italian

sculptor, and the work is done in white Venetian

marble, the memorial beiug mounted on a slab of

dark marble. On tbe pedestal at tho top of the

monument are the busts of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Moyer, aud on either side are figures representing

justice and domestic virtue, which are represented

in tho act of offering a crown of laurel to tbe

persons in whose memory the monument was
erected. In the centre there is an inscription.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.

France.—The Acad^mie des Beaux-Arts has
given its judgment on the architectural competi-
tion for the Grand Prix do Rome. Ten artists were
admitted to the room. Mons. Guerin, Patouillard,

Trouchet, Duquesne, Bertone, Letrosne, Cargill,

Heubfes, Deporthes, and Despradelles. The Grand
Prix was awarded to M. Pierre Bertone, pupil of

M. Ginain. The first-second grand pnx was
awarded to M. Jules Louis Daperthes, pupil of his

father and of M. Ginain. M. Guillaume Trouchet,

pupil of MM. Andr6 and Laloux, obtained tbe

second-second grand prix. As wa have already

said, the subject was “An Artillery Museum, built

in a strong place on the seashore.” In Engraving
the grand prix was given to M. DJzarrois, pupil of

MM. Henriquet Dupont, Gcrflme, Allar, and
Levasseur. Tho first-second grand prix has been
obtained byM. Germain, pupil of MM. Blauchard

and Geromo, and the second byM. Mayeu, pupil of

|MM. Bonnat, Leva-sseur, and Leroy. The subject
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was, a nude man standing, and a drawing from a

cast of a child holding a swan in his arms. The
service dea Beaux-Arts of the City of Paris will

soon commence the restoration ofthe paintings on the

porch of the Church of St. Germain I’Auxerrois,

which are in a deplorable state. There is a ques-

tion of moving to the Porte Dauphine, in the Bois
de Boulogne, the tine hothouses now in the Avonue
du Trocad^ro. An interesting exhibition has

been opened at the Hotel de Villa of the works
executed by the pupils of the municipal school of

furniture design. The exhibition contains the fur-

niture and sculpture made by children, who, after

four years’ apprenticeship, have just finished their

tince. There is now on view at the Louvre
Museum a head in archaic style, probably about
the sixth century before Christ, which closely

resembles the sculptures found in the Acropolis at

Athens. We may also mention several busts,

relieved by bright colours, which had been
taken from lids of Egyptian sarcophagi.

These busts, which are iuteresting from an
arohceological poidt of view, are in gypsum.
A gigantic iron cross has just been placed on the
summit of Mont Reculet, which is 1,720 mbtres
above the sea, and overbfoks the departments of

the Ain and Jura, the lake of Geneva, and the

Haute Savoie. M. HippolyteLefebvre,’thegainer

of the Grand Prix de Home in the sculpture sec-

tion, has received quite an ovation on returning to

his native town. Lille. The Municipal Asylum at

Fontenay-aux-lvoses, on the Ledm Rollin Estate,

has just been formally opened. M. Abel
Hermant, the son of the well-known architect, has

just been charged by the Government with a
mission to Egypt, to study the architectural monu-
ments of the country ; M. Paul Nicod has been
dispatched on a similar errand to Montenegro, to

explore the ruins of the ancient Roman city of

Dioclea : and MM. Hanmont and Adrien Blacchet
have also been charged with archreological missions,

the first to Russia, the second to Germany and
Austro-Hungary. A narrow-gauge “ Decauville ”

railway has just been opened between Toury
and Pithiviers. M. Bischoffsheim, to whom we
owe the observatory at Nice, proposes to erect a

new scientic establishment on the summit of Munt
'Mounier, at an altitude of 2,818 metres. The work
will be commenced next April. The ancient

chilteau of Montange (Sa6ne-et-Loire), belonging to

Count Costa de Beauregard, has been burned. It

contained a precious collection ot antiquities,

pictures, and furniture. Some rich iron-beating

strata have been discovered in the communes of

May-sur-Orne and Feuguerolles, not far Irom Caen.
The death is announced of M. Gustave Castan,

landscape painter, a pupil of Calame. He obtained
honourable mention in the Salons of 1861, 1867,

and 1889. M. Conratb, architect, of Strasbourg,
has just died after a long illness. From 1854 to

1886 he was in charge of most of the official work
of that city. We have to record also the death
of M. Victor Coutan, engineer and architect, who
has died at Gisors, at the age of forty-six.

MISCELLANEO US.

Royal AKceiEOLOGic.\.L Institute.—The annual
gathering of this Institute commenced at Cam-
bridge on Tuesday, when a hearty welcome was
offered to the members by the Mayor and Corpora-
tion at the Guiklball. According to an address
read by the Town Clerk, it is thirty-eight years
since the Institute visited Cambridge, and the
Prince Consort then presided over the pro-
ceedings. Earl Percy (the President) thanked
those who had welcomed the Institute, and said it

was a great pleasure to have that opportunity of
visiting one of the great Universities. After
luncheon the Architectural Section was opened,
and visits were paid to various places of interest.

We will give a report of the proceedings next week.

Sanitation and Cholera. — We are credited
amongst the nations of the world for having made
greater strides towards cleanliness, both public and
rivate, than any other country. But those who
ava taKen part in this invaluable work and pro-

gress arc, of all others, best aware of the large
arrears that have yet to be made up and of the
ample room that remains for further progress.
There are spots in abundance that seem almost
to be waiting their opportunity to impress more
emphatically the lesson that epidemic cholera and
filth go hand in hand. There is the barbarous and
revolting middenstead system of our northern
counties, polluting air and soil by its emanations
and soakage; there are similar systems in the
south and elsewhere under which it has become a
custom to dig two holes in every man’s garden and
then to pour ail liquid filth into one which is called a
cesspool, whilst the drinking water is drawn from
the other one which goes by the name of a well.

There are houses by the thousand in which tbe
drinking water is drawn from a cistern which also

serves a watercloset, and which is also placed in

direct communication with thehouse-drain by means
of its overflow pipe

;
and there are houses in every

town by the score and even by the hundred in

which there is no such proper disconnexion of house-
drain and waste-pipes from the public sewer as to

free them from risk of the ingress of that sewer
air from public culverts, which may at any moment
be a means of conveying the contagiiim of imported
cholera. Our communities are the more to blame
because they can no longer plead ignorance.

—

Lancet.

Church Congress.—The annual Ecclesiastical

Art E.xhibition, which has of late years been a

,

feature in connexion with the Congress, will take
place in part of tbe building used for the Folkestone
Exhibition of 1887. The leading church and school
furnishers throughout the country have already
signified their intention of exhibiting, and pains
are being taken to secure a large and interesting

loan collection, &c. Offers of loans should be
addressed to the manager, Mr. John Hart,
Maltravers House, 17 and 18, Arundel - street,

Strand, W.C.

“Building Blocks” for Arches.—The blocks
described under this term, to be made of either

stone, concrete, cement, or terra-cotta, are inveuted
and patented by Mr. F. M. Holloway, and the
special feature of the patent consists in the pro-
vision of a set of arching blocks moulded to sizes

and shapes suitable for different depths of arch,

and ready to be at once placed and keyed up with '

a key-block cut to fit tbe suit of blocks employed
;

so that no cutting of bricks is required
;
the builder

has only to order the requisite uumber of blocks of

the depths required. We append a diagram show-
ing the use of the blocks. We presume it is held
that the cost of makiug them would be compen-
sated for by the saving in labour in cutting bricks

for arches.

Crystal Palace Schogl of Engineering.—
Mr. Latimer Clark, C.E., P.R.S., past President of

the Institution of Electrical Engineers, presided in

tbe new Lecture Theatre of the Crystal Palace School
of Practical Engineering on Saturday last, when the
certificates awarded by the examiners for the
current terra were distributed to the successful

students. Mr. Clark said that an inspection he had
just concluded of the work done in the shops and
offices of the School enabled him to say with confi-

dence that, in respect of the curriculum and of the

completeness and thoroughness with which it was
carried out, tbe institution was the most efficient

of its kind with which he was acquainted. In
the course of his address he touched on
many technical questions of scientific educa-
tion, and contrasted the condition of affairs in

this country now with England’s dangerous
deficiency fifty years ago. The certificates were
subsequently presented. There are now 112
students in the School. Forty-five students suc-

ceeded in passingthe examination of the Mechanical
Department, the first of whom was A. S. Hollick,

with 240 marks out of a possible 278. The same
student was first in the Fitting Shop. In the Me-
chanical Drawing Office W. C. Gravely was first

;

in the Pattern Shop R. J. Simpson took the lead.

For the second year, Civil Engineering, C. R.
Hewitt came first in general surveying and the

preparation of plans for Parliament. A. H. C.

Olley occupied a similar position for calculations,

plans, estimates, itc., for a railway and dock.

W. A. D. Allport was first for investigation of

existing and other engineering works. H. C. Rose
and J. C. Lyell were first in the Electrical Section,

and M. G. Bradford and C. R. Digby-Jones occupied
similar positions in the Colonial Section. The
examiners were Mr. J. Phillimore, A.M.Inst.C.E.,

Mr. David Gravell, A.M.Inat.C.E., and Mr. E.

Manville, M.Inst.E.E.

Clocks and Bells.—A new Cambridge quarter
clock, showing the time upon three 7-ft. copper dials,

has just been set going at St. Paul’s Church, Aln-
wick, Northumberland. It has been presented by
Mr. Percy, County Coroner of Northumberland, in

memory of bis parents, and the work has been
carried out by Messrs. Wm. Potts i Sons, clock

manufacturers, Guildford-street and Cookridga-

street, Leeds.——Mr. E. Bernard Tyzack, Shirley,

Sharrow, Sheffield, has given a new clock, with
two large dials and two bells, to the parish church.

Sharrow, Sheffield, in memory of his father. The
clock strikes the hours and chimes the quarter-
hours. The clock and bells were supplied and
fixed by Messrs. Wm. Potts & Sons, of Leeds,
under the supervision of Mr. J. B. Mitchell
Withers, architect, Sheffield.

A Sewage-Liming Machine.—Wa have received
from Messrs. Bowes Scott Sc Western, some par-
ticulars of their new patent sewage-liming machine,
which, we are told, has been designed to supply a
want which has been often expressed, of a suitable
contrivance for the addition of lime or other
chemicals to sewage, in the finest possible state of

sub-division. By means of this machine, it is

claimed that the great waste which now often
occurs during the process is prevented, and the
grinding and mixing of the precipitants is effected

at one operation. The machine consists of a
cylindrical vessel, furnished with internal stirring

arms. At the top or rim of this cylinder there
is a tiange, planed true, which forma the
bottom rubbing surface mentioned below. Tbe
cover or lid of the machine is made to rotate by
means of bevelled wheels, and the underside of the
lid is also furnished with a flange, planed true, to

I

form the upper rubbing surface. Both the lid and
the agitators are driven by
the same bevel gear. Lime,
or any other precipitating
material, is introduced in-

to the hopper at tbe back
of the machine, and a
constant stream of water
is at the same time in-

troduced, being kept at
a level slightly above that
of the rubbing surfaces..

This head of water causes-

tho fleer portions of the
lime to wash over and to
pass between the rubbing
surfaces into the outer
trough, from whence it is

discharged into the sewage.
In passing through the
flanges the haul particles

are reduced by attrition

to an impalpable powder,
and a cream or milk of
lime, of tbe utmost degree
of uniformity, is thereby
produced, as it will be
manifest that only the

finest particles, floating near the surface of the
vessel, can escape over the lip. The advantages
claimed for the machine are that when lime is

added to sewage in the usual way it is not in a
sufficiently fine sta'o of sub-division to combine
with tbe carbonic and phosphoric acids, and there-
fore the salts of lime are only formed on the out-
sides of the lime-particles, whilst the insides are
virtually useless for tbe purpose required

;
a very

imperfect precipitation is thus produced, and in

large towns, using the lime process, many tons of

lime are wasted during the course of the year.
The new machine, it is said, reduces the lime to

such a fine state of division that every particle is

acted upon by the acids in the sewage
;
moreover,

the lime does not require slaking, and the precipi-

tants can be introduced into the sewage with, a
minimum of skilled supervision.

SoMBRSBY House, Lincolnshire.—At the Mart,
on the 18th insb., will be offered for sale Somersby
House, Lincolnshire, where, in 1809, his father
being then Rector, Lord Tennyson was born. The
estate extends to 1,200 acres, yielding a gross
revenue of about 1,800Z. per annum, and includes
the Manor-house, which is supposed to be the-

“lonely, moated grange,” the “dreamy house,”
of the Poet Laureate’s “Mariana.” The post often

mentions his early home in “ In Memoriam :
” see

also the lines (with others) in bis “Ode to-

Memory ”

—

C^ine forth I charge thee, arUe,

Come from the woods that belt the grey hill-side.

The seven elms, the poplars four
That stand beside my lather's door.

Vanbrugh is said to have designed the Manor-house.
Somershy, lying in the Parts of Lindsey, contained,

in 1821, twelve houses and ninety-six inhabitants,

and belonged to the Burtons. Eleven miles dis-

tant is Louth, where, in Edward VI. ’s Grammar
School, rebuilt in 1766, were educated Lord Tenny-
son, Hobart Pacha, Sir John Franklin, and Captain
John Smith, Governor of Virginia, a native of

Willoughby, in this country, who died June 21, 1631,
and was buried in St. Sepulchre’s Church, London.
The English Iron Trade.—Little alteration is

apparent in the Englith iron market, but prices are
scarcely so firm as last week. Tbe Glasgow warrant
market is again quieter, and the quotation for mixed
numbers of Bessemer iron in the north-west is Is.

lower. Cleveland pig has, however, advanced 6d.

per ton. In the finished-iron branch business con-
tinues inactive and tinplates are dull. Tbe improve-
ment in the steel trade, noted last week, proves to

have been merely transient, and heavy rails have
returned to their old value of il. 4s., whilst billets

have suffered a fall of Is. 3d. Old iron rails are
also 2s. 6d. per ton lower on the week. Ship-
building and engineering exhibit no material
changes. The coal trade is fairly steady.—/ron.
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The London and County Banking Company
(Limited).—The report adopted at the half-yearly
meeting held on the 4th inst. states that, after
paying interest to customers and all charges, mak-
ing provision for bad and doubtful debts, allowing
35,S6'2/. 15s. lOcl. for rebate on bills not duo, and
transferring 20,000f. in reduction of premises
account, the net profits amount to 182,943. ISs. 2d.
This sum, added to 81,459L 16s., the balance
brought forward from last account, produces a
total of 264,403f. 14s. 2d. The Directors have
declared an interim dividend for the half-year of
10 per cent., which will require 200,000f., leaving
the sum of 64,403Z. 14s. 2d. to be carried to the
Profit and Loss New Account.

Co-OI’EBATIVE Production.—The Labotir Asso-
ciation for promoting Co-operative Production,
based on the co-partnership of the workers, will
again organise an Exhibition of Co-oper.itive Pro-
ductions at the Crystal Palace, in oonjiiDction with
the National Co-onerativo EosHvnl Th«

Liverpool Enr}iiieeri)ig Soeietp.—Visit to the Mersey
Aqueduct Tunnel and N’orton Water-Tower, by permis-
sion of the engineer, ilr. G. P. Deacon.

Monday, Auodst 15.

the National Co-operative Festival. Tho exhibition
will be opened on August 20, and it is said that it
will bo large and of a more representative character
than any that have been held.
Hotel Engineering.—Some improvements in

the engineering department of the Grand Hotel,
Eastbourne, have been effected. We are informed
that the establishment bad been fitted with two
hydraulic lifts, worked by water purchased from the
Water Company. There was also in existence a
comprehensive steam service for heatimi, cooking
and laundry drying purposes, from which the whole
of the water of condensation was allowed to run to
waste.

_

These two matters have now been dealt
with simultaneously in the following manner ; A
steam pumping engine has been put down in com-
bination with a large hydraulic accumulator, giving
a pressure of 130 lbs. per square inch, that is,

equal to the maximum obtainable from the
street mains, and from this the lifts are
now supplied, the waste water being collected
and continuously re-pumped. The whole of
the condensed water from the steam service above
referred to, as well as from the exhaust-pipes of the
laundry and pumping-engines, is trapped, col-
lected, and returned to a tank, from which it is
pumped hot to the boiler. The net result of the
double alteration is stated to be that the saving of
coal resulting from the use of the hitherto wasted
hot water has proved more than sufficient to com-
pensate for the extra steam used by the pumpiog-
eng;ine. There is, therefore, a positive reduction
of coal consumption

;
while, on the other hand, all

the water for the lifts, and half the water for the
boilers, is obtained absolutely free of cost. The
work has been carried out by Messrs. Archibald
Smith & Stevens, of Battersea, who at the same
time overhauled both the passenger lifts, and to a
large extent reconstructed one of them.

Hoyal ArchfPological /juh'Itilc.—Congress at Cam-
bridge (concluded).

I'DESDAY, August ig
Architectural Association.—Annual Excursion, Taun-

ton (continued).
Glasgow Architectural Association.—VUit to Athe-

naium additions. 6 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 17.
Architectural Association.—Annual Excursion, Taun-

ton (continued).
Builders' Foremen and Clerks of Works' Institution.—

Ordinary Meeting, s 30 p.m.

THURSDAY, August is.
Architectural Association.—Annua] Excursion, Taun-

ton (continued).
Friday, August 19.

Architectural Association.—Annual E.xcutsioD, Taun-
ton (continued).

Saturday, August 20.
Architectural Association.—Annual Excursion Taun-

ton (concluded).

REOENr PATENTS:
ABSTRACTS OP SPECIFICATIONS.

11,618.--Portland CEMENT; T. H. Lodge.—Tbis

MEETINGS.
Saturday, August 13.

Bcyal Archeeological Institute.—Cougtess at Cam-
bridge (continued).

patent refers to improvements in the manufacture of
Portland cement and materials of a similar nature, aud
in the apparatus used. It has for its object a greater
economy of labour and fuel, and the use of a compact
apparatus for the purpose. The details of the inveii-
tlun can only be understood in connexion with the
numerous drawings annexed to the speciflcarlon.

13,634.—DooK-CHAiNS : W. J. Gibbons.—This inven-
tion relates chiefly to the part called the bo.x, which is
made of sheet metal in the following way

A

strip of
metal of the required length and width is taken, and
by the aid of dies used in connexion with a stamp,
press, or draw-bench, the centre of the strip of metal
is raised, and a flange formed on either side for the
reception of the screw-holes. When the dies are used
in connexion with a draw-bench the metal is drawn
in long strips and cut to the required length
afterwards. A slot is then pierced in the box, thus
formed similar to that in the box of an ordinary door-
chain, except that at intervals notches are cut in the
edges of the slot, in either of which the hook attached
to the chain may be placed, thus allowing the door to
be secured at various points. An additional notch is
cut at the extreme end of the box, which allows the
door to be securely fastened when closed. The notches
are cut on both the top and bottom edges of the slot
so as to be available for either right or left hand doors!
The notches are the most important feature of the
invention, and may be applied to any make of door-
chains.

14,793. — Bricks: H. nolloway — This invention
relates to improvements connected with building
bricks, and its obj'ect is to adapt them for being bound
together in a more efliclent and permanent manner than
heretofore. It consists in forming slots in or through
the bricks before they are burnt, into which the ends
of cramps or ties engage, and so bind the bricks
together. These ties may be laid iu any direction, so as
to bind as may be desired.

15,310 —Bricks : J. Hamblet, Jun.—Jn bricks for
pavements aud floors it is customary, in order to im-
prove their foothold, to make on the treading surface
raised parts or projections of a lozenge or other shape
forming an ornamental raised pattern on the face of
the brick. The inventor effects the same object by
making in the treading face a sedes of holes or depres-
sions of any desired shape and size, preferably arranged
innnnrn«tniinl.alTintrt.-.r, . .

the moulding operation. These depressions
may be allowed to be llUed with grit after the bricks
have been laid, or they may be filled up before the
bricks are laid with any composition or material which
will improve the foothold, such as cement, india-rubber
Iron, wood, tar, and asphalte. This material may either
be situated at the same level as the treading surface or
slightly raised above it.

16,105.—Sash-fastener : J. E. Kearton.—The object
of this invention is to provide a means wliereby awindow or other sash is automatically secured against
opening from the outside by the act of closing the same
To the lower sash is secured a plate having a projecting
tooth thereon, and to the upper sash a plate or frame
having pivotted thereto an oscUlatlDg catch. When
the window is being closed the tooth pushes the catch
out of the way, and as soon as the sashes are completelv
closed the catch automatically fastens the same the
centre of gravity of the catch being below the point of
suspansioD. To enable the window to be opened the
catch IS moved to allow the tooth to clear it and
permit the sashes being raised or lowered

’

10,309.-Sash.cords:-IF. H. Naylor.-The object of
this invention is to provide an exieedingly strong and
durable twisted sash-cord, which will not stretch or
untwist. Ordinary cords or ropes are objectionable formany purposes, because, in order to afach them un
eye, knot, loop, or other connexion must be formed at
each end for securing the various attachments or for
preventing untwisting of the cord, and in the case of a
sasb-cord square w-^iglUs must be employed to prevent
the cord from untwisting. The inventor proceeds
first to make a twisted cord with an eye or loop at each
end, and then doubles this cord and again twists it so
as to form a single eye or loop at one end of the cord
and a double eye or loop at the opposite end and to
prevent untwisting of the cord this double eye or loon
18 engaged by a hook, ring, or other retainer. A cord of
this character is stated to be extremely strong and
durable, owing to the doubling and twisting of the cord
during its manufacture, and that cord will not
stretch materially in use.

NEW applications FOR LETTERS PATENT,

July 26.-13,564, C. Bond, Ilouse-roofs.- 13 673
Klrtley, Exhaust Ventilators and Smoke Prevent
Chimney-top, - 13,677, J. MacLelsh, Smoke-lest
Machines for Testing Drains, and Soil, and Waste Pic
—13,533, C. Lewy. Securing Glass Plates to W^
Ceilings, &c,—13,687, F. Marvick, Tiles—13 C02
Bloomfleld, Plaster-13,612, R Burton & a’ Loi
Drain-pipe Joint.—13,620, W. Bramley, Planes.-^is e
F. Jones, Window-sash Fasteners.-13,644 H La
Metal Sashes.

'

July 27.—13,670, G. Greenway, MDre Cramps 13 7
C. Wenner, Centrifugal Ventilators and Pumps

’

July 28.-13,763, E. Wiseman and J. Holroyd* Wat
waste Preveniers or Flushera.

’

July 29.—13809, H. Cunnah and H. ilichaui Me
Laths and Corrugated Iron for all Buildings t
Structures, anti f .r Building and Constructive Purnof
—13,819, W. White, Paving Block for Roads Fc
paths, &c.—13,825, W. Hartley and W. Blenklns
Waterprr.of Coverlug for Roofs and other such 1
purposes or as a substitute for glass.
July 30.-13,856. G. Binswanger and H Coal

Electric BeUs.-13,862, C. Scholes, Pneumatic Air
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Smoke Pump for Testing Drains, Soil-pipes, &c.—
13,383, J. Kirkman, Flushing Cisterns for Water-
closets.

PBOVISIONAI. SPEOtFrCATIONS ACCEPTED.

11,384, A. Cochrane and li. Sheridan, Making Road-
ways, Footpaths, Covers for Streets, Constructional

Staircases, and all other surfaces reijulred to bo non-

slipping-— 11,462, H. Lockwood, Making Sewage Sludge

Into Bricks, Pots. Tiles, Drain-pines, &c.—11,594, A.

Boult, Fans or Ventilators.—11,811, 3 Marcus and
E. Bothe, Fire-grates.—12,045, M. Goodwin, Chimney or

Ventilating Shaft-top, fur the Prevention of Down
Draught to Chimney, Soil, or other Veutilating-plpes.

—

12,058, J. Wild, Gulleys. -12,193, .T. Adams, Warming
and Ventilation.—12,269, G. Thomas, Wood Pavement.
—12,393, A. Louis, Domestic Fireplaces. — 12,4C6,

W. Spencer, Heating and Veutilating-coils. — 12,601,

A. Sharman, Brick (or Building Purnoses, &c.—12,678,

J. Whittaker, Machines lor making Compressed Bricks.

—12,724, F. 31ayo. Jointing Earthenware Sewerage-

pipes.—12,906, W. Haddow and J. Hutchinson, Roses or

Electrical Connections for the C'elliuga of Buildings or

Structures.— 13.074, J. Hall, Masons' and Builders’

Scaffolding.-13,238, G. Strawson, Attaching Glass to

Greenhouses, Roofs.and other Glazed Structures.—13,288,
H. Hirst, Connexions for Electroliers and other Electric-

light Fittings.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

(O^S7i fo Opposition for Two Months.)

13,010, J. Carr, Tiles for covering Roofs and other
Surfaces, and method of fixing same. — 13,651, A.

Deslands, Locks and Latches. — 15,656, E. Bistln,

Machinery for Brick and Tile - making.—16,375, W.
laylor. Burning of CemenUmaklng Materials, Lime,
Cement, &c.—20,467, J. Kirkman, Waste-water Closets.

—11,293, 6. Hausmann, Circular Saws or Circular

Sawing Machinery. —11,760, A. Shaw, Valve for Cisterns.

—11,813, S. Dix, Water-closets. — 12,096, E. Reiss,

Connecting or Fastening together Building Stones or

Blabs for the Formation of Wails or Ceilings.

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY:
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

AUGDST 2.—By Surridge ii 5on: “The Manor of

Aldbourne," with its rights, &c., Wiltshire, 1,200J. ;

“The Manor of Westleton," with its rights, «&c.,

Suffolk, lOOL ; f.g.r. of ‘111. 10s., Khedive-rd., Upton,
reversion In 91 yrs., 600Z.

;
f g.r. of 9Z , Burke-st., West

Sam, reversion in 981 yrs., 170Z.

August 4.—By C. C. tt T. Moore : Seven-fifteenth
ihare of 67 f. and c. houses, producing 1,640Z. 10 b. per
mourn, Hoiton and Hackney, 8,300Z.—By Farebrolher,
Ellis, Co. : f.g.r. of 276Z., Vlctoria-yd., Westminster,
reversion in 70 yrs

,
C,870Z.

August 5.—By Pinder, Simpson, Neioman ;

‘Cleveland Cottage” and “The Grove,” Mill Hill,

HeudoD, c., r. 62Z., 1.210Z. ;
“ The King’s Head Inn’’ and

L2a. Or. 14p., c., 2,950Z ;
enclosures of meadow land,

I7a. Or. 8p., c., 2.200Z.
;
farm buildings and 36a. 3r. 39p.,

Upper Hale, part f. and part c., 2,310Z. ;
enclosures of

meadow land, 20a. 2c. Sp.. part f. and part c.,

l,500Z.—By B. C. Kewson : 48, 49, and 50, Tennison-
»t., Lambeth, u.t. 30 yrs., g.r. 2U., r. 145Z., 1,370Z.—
By Cockett <£.• Henderson

:

“ Tyler’s Cross Farm,”
Ftoydon, Essex, G5a. 2r. 22p., f., l,360f

; “Gladwins,"
irltb stabling and 39 acres, part f. and part c., 560Z

;

‘Halls Green,” with outbuildings and 27a. Or. 25p., f.,

il6Z. ;
cottage and enclosures, 23i. Or. 22p., part f. and

Dart c., C65Z.—By Elgood & Fuller ; 10 and 17, High-st

,

ktarylebone, u.t. 30 yrs., g.r. 26f., r. 223Z.. 2,540Z. ; 32,
Eing-st., Portman-sq., u.t. 30 yrs., g.r. 25Z., l,O00Z.

—

By J. B. Browett: 3, Queen Adelaide-rd., Peuge, u.t.

)7 yrs., g.r. 5Z., r. 42Z., 440Z.

IContractious used in these lists.—F.g.r. for freehold

5tound-rent ; l.g.r. for leasehold ground-rent
; i.g.r. for

mproved ground-rent
; g r. for ground-rent

; r. for rent

;

’. for freehold; c. for copyhold: 1. for leasehold; e.r.

!or estimated rental ; u.t. for unexpired term
;
p.a for

pec annum
;
yrs. for years

;
st. for street

; rd. for road
;

iq. for square
;
pi. for place

;
ter. for terrace

;
cres. for

Tesceot
;
yd. for yard, &c.]

PRICES CURRENT OP MATERIALS.

]
TIMBEK.

IrMobe&rt. E.O.
ton miQ

'nk, RL.. load 9/10/9
sqaoU.U.S.fkcti. 2/8

Lia, CRoada load S/10/9

llrch. do S/5/0

Um. do 8/10/0

'It, Dantslo, Ao. 1/10/0
ak. do 8/0/0

Canada 6/10/0
Ina, Canada red 2A0/0
Do. yellow .... 2/10/0
ath.D'uUtc.tath 5/0/9

Bt. Petersburg 5/9/9
leala, Finland
andAlatetdlOO 7^0/9
Do, 4Ui A 8rd . . 7/0/0

Do. Biga 6/10/8

Bt. Petereburg,
Ut yellow . .10/10/9

Do. 2Dd yellow 8/0/0

Do. whlU .... 7/10/0

Bwedlah ....„ 7/0/0

White Bea .... 8/0/0

Canada,Pinelet 20/0/0
Do. do. and.... 14/10/0
Do. do. Srd, Ao. S/0/0
Do. Spruce, let 8/10/0
Do. do. Srd A
2ad 8/15/9

New Brunswick 7/0/0

attena, all kinds 8/10/0
loorlng Boards,
sq., 1 in. prep.

16/0/0

3/0

4/0/0

4A0/0
4/16/0

8/10/0
6/5/0

7/0/0

8/10/0

6/0/0

9/0/0

7/0/9

0/10,0
8/0/0

8/0/0

14/10/0
9/10/0
10/0/0

IBGO/O

18/0/0

10/0/0

11/0/9

8/0/0

7/10/0

16/19/9

let ..

Do. Sad
Other qualities
idar, Cuba ..ft.

Honduras, Ao,
ahogany, Cnba.
'BL Domingo,

cargo av
ISexican do. do
iTobosco do. do
“londuras do .

.

r>z, Turkey ton
l>sa. Bio
iBahla ..... ..

tin, Bt, Do.
'aUngo .. ....ft.

0/13/6

9A0/6
G/S/0

4/0/0

10/0/0

9/9/9

TIMBER {ermUrwed).
Satin, Porto Rico 0/0/8 0/1/6
Walnut, Italian.. 0/0/8} 0/0/7

I»o*-Plg.ln Scot-
land ton 2/1/10}
Bar. Welsh, In
London 6a7/6

Do. do. at works
In Wales 6/7/8

Do. Staffordshire,
in Loudon .... 8/6/0

OoppEa -British.

10/6/3

lO/lO/O
Sheet, English,
81ba peraq. ft.

and upwards . . 12/0/0
Pipe 12/10/0

Z t K o — English
sheet ton 26/15/0
TieiUe Mon-
tague 28/5/0 e/o/D

9J'12/6

95 2 '6

96 0/0

OILS,

.ton 18/2/6 18/7/6
chin 24a5/0 25/0/0
.... 22/0/0 O'O'O

.... 22/5/0 22/10/0
ngUsh

24/10/0 25/0/0

23/0/0 0/0/0
ref... 19/5/0 O/O'O

Oleine 20/10/0 21/0/0
Lubricating, U.S. 4/0/0 8/0/0

-
' 8,10/0 12/0/9

TENDERS.
(Communications for insertion under this heading

should be addressed to “ The Editor,” and must reach
us 7io( later than 12 noon on Thursdays.]

HENDON.—^For coQstnictlng Finchloy-road and outfaU-aewer, for
the Hendon Local Board. Mr. 8. 8. Grimley, Engineer :

—

-las. Bloomeeld £3,166 14 10
|
K. Railard £2.777 0 0

H, Lee 2.il33 2 4
I

8. Kavanagh 2,724 18 8
W. NeavpA Sou,... 8,965 0 0 A.T.C-tley i.OSO 0 0
J. Dickson 2 050 0 0 Cooke A Co.. Bat-
LIojU A- Powell .... 2.893 Bill teisea (accepted).. 2,642 0 0

ASnTOK-USDKR-IjYNF.—For crectinr three sh"ps, Bt.

Micliael'a-aquare, Ashtoii-uinler-Lync, for .Mr. H. Bliaw (exclusive
of plinnbct's and Blaiit-r's work). Messrs. T. George A Sou, archi-
tects, Asliton-uudei-tj-ne:—
Wllli.amBnu £!I43 I Holden A Miles £876
E. H'drues D'S J. Oibson A Son 875
P. lUclynnl 895 Fr.iii'e Miniand, Ashtim-
E. Marshall 894

|
iiuder-Lyne (accepted).. . . 871

Humber mid Wn:icr'ii il’opS.

Smith & Pownall, Ashton-uuder-Lyuc (.accepted).. £70 0 0

AUDENSIIAW.—For the reitioval and rebuilding of a boundary
wall at I’onton-road, for the Atidcnslisw Local B"ard. Mr. J. H.
Diirtoii, Surveyor. Wan-inctoii-streer. Aahtou-uuder-Lyne ;

—

Allrii Holmes ilOu'lB 1} I J. RHyatd £90 10 0
H. Kinder 101 ifi 0 T. Bturcr, Dontoa* .. . . 03 0 0
.Tno, Robinson 98 18 0 •Accepted.
2. Pike 93 10 0 )

[Stirveyoi'sestimate, 197. 13s. 2J.]

BARKING.—For the erection of a shop at Haiq,cur-road, for Mr.
J. Pelliiig. Mr. Geo. Lamb an-bitect. Eiat-street, Barking ;

—

Hugh £4A8
1
Bolton £350

Kist :i8.1
I

Wa'li-. :i45

Cooke :<75 I G, H. Martin A Co 315
Argent 381

|
Lonusll 250

LONDON.—For rebuilding No.
G. OdoQe. after the receut Are.
Ludg.ite hill. E.C.
Hoilkhiy A Greenwood ... . £3.149
n, E. Nightingale ........ 2,788
Turtle & Appleton 2.764
Ashby Bros 2,078
Burinaii A Son 2,060

152. Victoria-street, 8.W., for Mr.
Mr. R. Willey, architect, 68,

H. .T Williams £2,487
Houghton A Son 2.4.57
A. J. A C. Hocking 2,450
W. Kowe, Lansdowne-ioad,
Clapliam (acceiited) .... 2,303

LONDON.~For rebuilding the "Cambrian" stores. No. 44,
Gla.s«housc-street, W.. for Mr. B. M. Barnes. Mr. .Sawyer, architect'
10, Craig's-eourt, Charing-oros-
H. A K. Lee £6.67 ’ I Dearing A Son £6,331
W. King A Sou 6.636 P.atiiisuAFuthcflnghaui.. 5.95:!
Grover A.Son 6,:!8ii Patrick A Sou 5,572
Edwards A Mcdwuy 6,342

|

LONDON.—For rebuilding the "Horse Shoe Tavern," Tottenham
Court-rciiid W.C., for 6Ies9i-e. Baker Br s.. Lliiiited, Mesar*. Savillb
A Martin, Amudel-streal, W.C

, and Mr. .Tobn Kuight, MUe Ehid-
rind, R.

,
joint aidiitects. Quaot tics supplied ;

—

Frank Kirk £3,81)4 0
[

T. L. Green £7,389 0
AehbyBroi 8,ti72 0| W. shuimur 6,!W4 0
G. H. A A. Bywatera .. 8.640 0 I J. Allen A Sjns 6 735 0
Kirk A R.Midall 7,823 19 1

BARKING.— For the erection of eleven Imures at Tlarpoui
for Mr. .T, Felling. Mr. Oeo. lamh. architect. East-
Barking
Hugh £2.800

I
CioVe

Bolton 2,47) G.H.MartinACu
Argent 2.'08 kiat
Wallia 2,300

|
Connell

£1,970
1 947
1 880
1,716

LONDON.—For .alterations and additioos at "The Prince of
Walea ’ puhllc-house. Church-street. Kensington, for ilr. Geo. Capon.
Mr. EJw.ard Clarke, architect. 47. Strand, W.C.
Gralmni A Orah.am.. £3,116 I Mills £2.700
Patman A Fotberiughaiu. . 2.873 C. F. Kearley 2,653
.T. Anlcy 2.770 DeariogA Sou 2,560
Rowe Bros 2,750

1
Whitehead 2,436

BIRMINGHAM.-Knr allerine end repairing two sbop.s in Aston-
road, Blrmlughain, for Mr. F, Powell. Messr«. T. W'. 1-'. Newton A
Chestle. areblteets, 121, Colmore-row, Birmiiighani :—

Williams (accepted) £490 0 0

BIRMINGHAM.—For Iniilding .and encting a house in the Forest-
road, Most-ley. for Mr. A. J. Ball. Messrs. T. W. F. Newton A
Cheatle, architects, 121, Cuiinure-rcW. Birininshani :

Bishop A Charles £1,800 I F. Davis £1,250
J. Stone 1,270

1
Huius A Sons 1,210

BIRMINGHAM.—For the levelling, sewering, and making of a
new road from Summer-lai e to Re-erveir-road, at Erdington, near
Button Coldfield, for the Kniington Laud Syndicate. Messrs.
T. W. F, Newton A Cheiitle, surveiors Birmingham
Lowe A Son £1.4!I8 I J. Biggs £1,128
Curriill A Lewis 1.415 I Jones A Fite.inuurlee, Bir-
O. Law 1,292

I

luiughani* j.ioo
SidwellBros 1.190

|
•Accepted.

BIRMINGHAM.—For the erection of a cottage near B.rrnt-green,
fi-r Mr. A. T, Pountuey, JDasrs. T. W. F. Newton A Cheatle. archi-
tects and sutveyors, 121, Colm-.re-iow. hiruilughsm :

—

Edw.ards £625
[
Huius A bone £500

BIRMINGHAM.-For the building and erection of new oflJees,
Ac., at the Paper fililis of Messrs. Cbas. Marsdeu A Suns, Alders,
Tauiwortli. Messrs, T. W. F, Newtu.. A Cheatle, architects and sur-
veyors. Biimluglmiii:

—

Williaois £600 I Clarson A Sons, Tamworths £.640
Huius A Sons 555

|
Lowe A Sons... 555

* Accepted suljject to slight reduction.

BRENTWOOD —For additions to Clirisb Church Schools. Mr.
.Tohu Young, architect. 3. Great Wiucheater-street. E.C
G. H. Martin A Co £422

[

Ro.eis A Rubsoa £373
Ho.k A Co 391

1
John Cross, Hutton* 324

• Accepted.

, . £4,623
j

Holloway Bro.s £4,0til
. 4,455

j

J Tyernian 3 990
. 4,353

I
Gould A Brand 3.883

. 4,V45
I

A. Porter 3,8''S
. 4.139 J.P. Flew 3.568

LONDON.—For shop fittings to premises Nos. 7 and 9, Seven
Bistera-rna>l, Holloway, N.. lor Mr. John Walker. Messrs. Poolcy A
Woll Af , „ ...li itnniD 91 T, .a A .1 al r.1. ! VI- C* .roiistt, arciiiiocta, xi. Junu-street. Aueiplu, w.u. ;

Charles Sprccklcy £350 I J. W. Meller, WilUs-road,
W. H. Clarke 34.7] Kentish-town, N.W.* £324

• Accepted.

LONDON.—For alterations. Ac., at Heatherlea, 180. DentBark-UIlI,
8.B., for Mr. ,1. Jesolyne. Mr. A. S. Govor. architect
F. A H. F. Higgs £1,370

j

W. D, Palmer £1.300
Bryant 1,:I29

[
Turtle A Appleton 1,214

LONDON.—For the erection of six houses in Esde-road, Stoke
Newington, under Mr. Win. Eve, architect, 10, Uaiou-court, E.C.
Potterton £2,490

|
oickeaeu, Builiam* £2.148

• Accepted.

LONDON.—For shop front to 203. High-street. Stoke Newington.
for Mr. A. Hart. Mr. Win. Eve. architect, 10, Union-court. B.i'. ;

W. U. Clarke £127 o 1 L'scelles £107 lo
Porter 110 0 1

U-irris A Wardrop* luj u
• Accepted.

LONDON.—Accepted for the completion of six houses in Brondes-
hury Villas, under the aupeiiutendeuce of Mr. WUiiaia Eve. 10.
Union-court, E C.

Dickesou, Balliaui £3,313 0 0

BRENTWOOD.—For building chapel, lodge, and boundary walls
to new cemetery. Mr. Jotm Young, arthitect, 3, Great Winchester-

G. H. Martiu A Co £1.689 I Letch £1,669
Watson LSI'S

j

Hart 1,565
Dobsuu 1,659

I
Pogers A Robson 1.539

Brown 1.650
(
West ] s-ia

Everett 1,600
j

LONDON —For the erectloD of hut*, nurses' rooms, Ae., at the
Northern Hospital, Wiuebmore-hiU. Messrs. Pennington A Bridgen.

E. Toad £9,415 I W. Shurinur £7.544
Leslie A Co 8,297 Randall A Co 7 46r>

W. Brass A Sen 7.919
j
C. WaU A Co 7,379

BEOM8GROVE.—For the erection of a new house and lodge at
Earnt green, f-ir Dr. B. Wo nl. Mes-ts. T. W. F. Newton A Cheatle,
a'chi ec's. 121, Colmure-row, Biriulnghauj ;—
Harley £1,99.5

j

Edwarris £1.780
Brazier 1 865 Huiua A Sous* 1,050
Marshall 1.873

j

• Accrptsd subject to reduction.

LONDON.—For *lie ercetion of “WiDdiiiill" public-house and
three houses at Leather-laue, E.C. Mr. M. T. Sauurlers. archi-
tect

F. A F. J- Wood £9.583 I W. Drowns £8.181
CulilttACo 8.444 W. f-huriuur T.974
Colls A Sou 8,200

I
Creatua A Co 7,563

BROMSGROVE.—For the erection of a new Drill Hall, fitted
with gallery, stage and retirmti-rooms, and TiHe-rauze, for the Trus-
tees of the BroiuRgrove Drill Hall. Messrs. T. W. F. Newton A
Cbea'le. architects, Binniugbaiu :

—

Read A Sou £1,895 OlHiunsASons £1,640 0
Tilt A Weaver 1,858 0

|

Br.ixier, Bromsgrove*. . 1,637 10
F. Davis 1,740 0

|

• Accepted.

BURTON-ON-TRENT.—For erecting four cottages for the Salva-
tion Army. Mr. Alexander Gordon, architect, 101, Queen Victoria-
street
Windley £710

I
G. H. Martin A Co. £693

CARDIFF.—For erecting tui.ssioi school-room, Cowhridge-road,
Cantou, for the Rev. J. Pugb. Messrs. Haberabou A Fawckner,
architects. Cardiff:— ’

D. J. Davies £1,370 I G. E. Griffilha £1,200
George Griffiths 1.350

j
Thomas A James* 1,176

[All of Cardiff.] • Accepted.

EVESHAM.—For the erection of a re idence on the Green Hill
Park Estate. Evesham, for Mrs, E. Wifi'. Messrs. Gant A Slatter,
architects. Hastings. Quantities by the architects :

—

H. Taylor, Evesham £1,973 18 7

GLYNDE (Snss's) —For building a new hiidee over the river at
Glynrte. Sussex, for the East Sussex County Council. Mr. H. Card,
County Surveyor, Lewes ;

—
Ironwork.

Chas.A. WellsAPon £420 0 0
John Lysaght a08 0 0
Jos. Westwood A Co. 380 0 0
Mattw. T. Shaw A 377 10 0
Pierson A Co 374 0 0
A. E. Nunn. Tenterden, Kent*. . 348 0 0
R. Hague A C. Weller —
Jesse Tihie.-lev (too laie) 4R5 0 0
J. Onue Breltell, Woroeitert.... :S37 19 G

Builders' worl:.

.... £347 0 0

.... 633 17 0

• Accepted for Builders' work,
t Accepted for Ironwork.

LONDON,—Accepted for the election of block model dwelling*,
with shope under, Nos. 199 and 201. Walworth-road. S.E, llr. G.
St. Pierre Harris, arcliitect. 1, Baslnghall-street, E.C. ;

—

Bench A Co £3.750 0 0

LONDON.—Accepted ter the erection of four hou.sea. Church
street, Deptfoid, S.E,, for the Trustees of John Addvy's CItirity:—

Beach A Co £760 0 0

LONDON.—Accepted for decorative work at Skiiincr.s' Hall,
Dowgatc-hill, E.C., for the Worshipful Company of Skinners. Mr.
W. Campbell Jones, architect :

—

N. Lidstoiie £597 0 0

NANTWICH.—Accepted for th« wariiiiug of Shrewbridge Hall.
Nantwich. Messrs. Mackmutdo, Hoinbiower, A Walters, architects.

John Qruudy, London £100 0 0

NEWMARKET.—Accepted'for tbe cection of house and offices,
with block of stable • huildiugs. at White Bridge. Cheveloy-road.
Newmarket, for Ur. •'hristopher Turner. Mr. Ohas. Crosier, archi-
tect. Newmarket. Quai. title* by Mr. Henry Buahell, 22. Great
James-street, BedforU-row, W.C. :

—

H. J. Liozell, Newmarket £1,000 0 0
[No comiHititioiu]

NEWPORT (Mon.).—For rebuiidingSS,
;reet. Newport, f -r Messrs. Nowniai

Fawckner, architects. Newport :

—

T. Webb £.3,549

Jones A Son 3,497
W. Blackburn 3.2S5

uton .3 150
E. Richards 3,125

JAU of i

Westacott £3,109
Diamond 3,050
Matthias 3,010
Wilkins 2.999
Wm. Meore (accepted) .... 2,950
ewport.]

GUILDFORD.—For Girls’ High School, Londou-road, Guildford,
for the Church Sclv oU' Company, Limited. Messrs. Welman A
Street, architects, GuilJford and Godulining. Quantities by the
architects :

—

Martin, Wells, ACo £.5,260
j

Smith A Son £4.400
Turtle A Appleton 6 030 Kincerlce 4.367
Mitchell Bro.* 4.725 Goddard A Son 4.306
Humpbrrya 4,675

j
P. C. May, Guildford* .. .. 4,174

* Accepteda

NEWPORT (Mon ).—For rebuilding “The Ruporra Arin3."Coiu-
aerciaJ-road, Newport, for Mia. Mann. Measrs. Haliershou A
'iiwckuer, acctiltects, Newport :—

T, Webb
J. Linton
Jones A Sou ...

BUckburn.. .,

.

Richards
U. Wilkim
Roes Williams
Westacott*

• Accepted.
ewport.]
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!. II«l)erslion 4: Fan

K. Slcbards ..

Dianiaud , , .

.

C. Lock
Win. Mooi-e .

J. Linton

Morgan A Rolciti

cotl J.739

NEWPORT (Mon.).—For rebui'ding 42, Hlsli-strr.

Mr. G. Olirer. J.P. Heasra, Habirahon A Fnuvk
Newport: -

T, G. Dl-inoud £1.9S3
|

Morgan & Robert

Jones A Sou
0, Lock ....

WeatACott .

.

. . . 1,935
I

Blickbiirn*
... 1,929

1
*

[All of Newport!.

NEWPORT (Mon.).—For reMiilding 1.30 and
street, Newport, for Mrs. Rowe. Moiaijs. Hnbc
architects, Newport:—
T, Webb
C. Lick l.C'

W. A. LinU

C. Richanis
Willlanw. Rees ft Son ..

T. G. Diamond*

[All of Newport.)

•rs' and carpenters' sbopa
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The Architecture of TFeit Somerset.

OT the least inter-

esting feature of

the architecture of

Somerset is the

even distribution

of its interest. No
portion of the

county but -will

well repay the

architect for visit-

ing it, and the

diversified country in which houses and

churches are placed enhances their beauty and

gives the district an additional interest. That

portion of the county known as ^Vest

Somerset,—roughly speaking, that which lies

between the Parrett river and the northern

half of the Devon boundary,—is of very

marked value in its architecture. The Wells

district is essentially an ecclesiastical one,

the Yeovil district as essentially a domestic

one, but the portion of the county for which,

in a great measure, Taunton affords a con-

venient centre, is equally rich in both churches

and manor houses. There is nothing of the

grandeur of Brympton or Montacute, or any-

thing to equal the glorious grouping at

AVells, but the examples to be met with
are extremely valuable, a value which is here

very largely increased by the natural beauties

of the scenery, showing clearly how ready

and capable our forefathers were in taking

advantage of their surroundings, and building

in harmony with them. The presence of a

coast-line is generally an important factor in

the treatment of the architecture in its

neighbourhood, and both hills and valleys

have their influence. In West Somerset all

are to be found,—the coast-line commencing
with the flat country at the mouth of the

Parrett, and finishing at the western
boundary of the county in the lofty hills of

Exmoor. A little way back from the coast

and parallel with it are the Brendon Hills,

while from its centre the Quantock Hills run
southward, and bending east form a natural

protection to the Vale of Taunton Deane.
Taking the coast-line first, its architectural

exteriors are simpler,—at times amounting to

severity,—than those of the valleys. Its

exposure to the elements and to attack

rendered this necessary, and the house at East
Q.uantockshead, on its knoll near the sea, and
the more imposing example at Dunster, speak
very clearly of the times when “ an English-
man’s house was his castle ” in the fullest sense

of the term. Dunster Castle, on its command-
ing hill at the entrance to Exmoor, is full of

associations of the times of the Parliamentary
wars; and East Quantockshead,—although not
actually a fortress,—bears a distinctly fortified

aspect, especially when seen from a distance.

Further east were the castles of Stogursey
and Bridgwater, both now little more than a
name, but each playing their part in the
history of the county.

The churches, too, partake of much the same
severity of treatment. Perhaps there is no
greater contrast to be had than between the

churches of the coast, and the elaborate

examples in the interior of the county,—the
former with their walls pierced only where
absolutely necessary for light, often plain at
the west end, and with towers built in some
places to serve as landmarks, or as beacons
and look-outs

;
in others kept stunted so as

to offer the least possible resistance to the
westerly gales from the Atlantic. St.

Decuman’s tower may be seen for many miles

standing sentinel over Watchet, whereas the
little churches of Quantockshead and Kilve
are typical of those which seem either to

crouch under the shadow of the manor house, or
shelter themselves behind the sand dunes.
Directly the coast-line is left and the valleys

between the hills are reached, a very marked
change occurs. Most of the Medieval manor
houses, as is well known, ^ere built in the
valleys in preference to more elevated situa-

tions, and the situation of Coombe Sydenham
is an excellent example. This house,—a very
interesting one,—is almost entirely surrounded
by hills, in part densely wooded, and its

gabled tower no doubt was built partly in

order to command ^its only open side,—that

towards the north.

Yet another change is observable on
reaching the Vale of Taunton Deane. Cothel-
stone and Bishop’s Hull have little or nothing
to suggest a fortified dwelling,—they stand as

good examples of the residence of the more
wealthy classes of the days of Elizabeth, and

DO doubt had their surrounding gardens
trimly kept, but the latter have now entirely

disappeared. The ordinary plan is here carried
out,—a central block with or without a cen-
tral porch,—and projecting wings,— projecting
both back and front, and taking the form of
the letter H with the centre stroke in longer
proportion to the upright ones. The family-

arms occupy a panel over the chief entrance-
and, on entering, the “ screens,” hall, and
withdrawing rooms are arranged on the plan-

so very generally adopted at the date at which -

they were built,—the sixteenth century.
The churches undergo a like change. The

comparatively plain towers of the coast give
place to the elaborate towers of St. Mary’s,-
Taunton, Kingston St. Mary, and Bishop’s
Lydeard, while the main bodies of the
churches are more spacious and more abun-
dantly lighted.

This comparison of exteriors does not, how-
ever, apply to the interiors. Those of the
coast share, with their more sheltered neigh-
bours, fairly equally in elaboration of detail.

More especially in the neighbourhood of
Williton, an abundance of internal plaster
work in the houses is to be met with,—im
one case at Stogumber in what is now a

cottage,—and the beauty of the friezes and
mantel-pieces is in some cases exceptional.

East Quantockshead, Dunster, Minehead,.
and other places have their examples, the*

first-named place being particularly rich. It'

is very generally supposed that this work was
executed by the same body of men, and thc--

similarity and general excellence of the work
points very strongly to the supposition that
it emanated from the same source, and was,
perhaps, designed by the same hand. The
comparatively plain character of the exteriors -

of the churches is more than balanced by
richness and interest in their interiors. Thc*-

screens of Dunster, Timberscombe, Carhamp-
ton, and Bicnoller are all very fine and-'

in good condition, and the elaborate example
at Trull, near Taunton, with its quaint pulpic

and bench-ends, must not be forgotten. Here,
as in the neighbouring county of Devonshire,

the bench-ends are a great feature. Some of

the churches, such as Bicnoller, Bishops
Lydeard, Kingston, Sampford Brett, Cothel-

stone. Trull, and East Quantockshead are.

d
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At Bishop's Hull are some quaint figure

subjects, and altogether these bench-ends are

a study in themselves.

The mere mention of such families as Syden-
ham, Trevelyan, Luttrell, and Musgrave,
Mohun and Wyndham,—names which are
intimately associated with the ownership of

the manor houses,—is a guarantee that the
monuments in their several churches will be of

historic interest and artistic value. The
interesting series at Dunster, the Luttrell
monument at East Q,uantockehead,the Wynd-
ham tombs at St. Decuman’s, and those of Mus-
grave and Sydenham at Stogmmber, with
Baleighs and Trevelyans at Nettlecombe,
make a very good series of memorials of
almost every kind, from the early slab and
conventional cross-legged effigy to the richer

examples of the Renaissance. A particularly

beautiful slab of black marble to one of the
Musgraves, now in the South Chapel at

Stogumber, deserves especial notice for

its lettering and the freedom of its lines

and execution. Perhaps still more free-

dom is to be seen on a small mural monu-
ment in the nave of Creech St. Michael
to a member of the Trivitt family. Delicacy
of engraving on marble could probably go no
further. Fonts and pulpits are varied,—an
elaborate font is found at St. .Tames, Taunton,
others of a good kind at Minehead, Stog-
umber and Xettlecombe, this last example
partaking more of the Norfolk character in

having the seven sacraments carved on the

sides of its bowl. A fifteenth-century stone

pulpit occurs at Stogumber, and elaborate

wooden ones at Bridgwater and North
Petherton. The wood roofs are in many
cases remarkable for the richness of the

cornice covering the wall-plates, very good
examples occuring at St. Decuman’s, Cleeve,

and Creech St. Michael.

Two other points remain to be noticed,

—

the monastic establishments and the chapels

attached to the manor houses. In the first

category Cleeve Abbey takes the first place,

—a beautiful example of the domestic
portion of a Cistercian monastery standing

almost complete, and in good preservation.
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Dunstcr Church.
G RovrsD Plan {tJcfore rcstarianoo).

It has been cleared of the farm rubbish which
had accumulated in its beautiful cloister

quadrangle, and stands both as an example of

beauty of workmanship, beauty of situation,

and of the loving care which has been
bestowed upon it by its owner in recent years
to keep it as far as possible from further
desecration. Cleeve Abbey has been so often
described that it is almost needless to do so
here, but no visitor to it will omit to notice

its gateway, its refectory, and the tile pave-
ment which was found on the site of the
church, and in the domestic buildings*

Of lesser monastic houses, we haveDunster,
Kilve, Bridgwater, Cannington, and Taunton.
Dunster Church, as at Arundel, retains under
one building the double altar,—parochial and
conventual,—the former under tne tower, the
latter at the extreme east end. Kilve Priory
is but a shell, but with some interesting

* Tiles of similar pattern occur at Dunster and
St. Deeaman’s,—the latter a good series.

detail in the windows : and all that is left of

the Priories of Bridgwater and Taunton are a
doorway and barn respectively. Cannington
Priory has been much altered and rebuilt,

but has some interesting late work near
the church, which in itself is an interesting
building.

Of chapels attached to manor houses there
are three interesting examples,—namely, at

Blackmore Farm, Gurney Street (both near
Cannington), and Lower Marsh Farm, near
Dunster. The former is the most important,
both as regards size and preservation, and, in
addition to its altar niches, preserves an
upper gallery, which projects on the first

floor level into the chapel, and which was
used by the owner and his family, the
retainers occupying the space on the ground
floor underneath. At Gurney Street the
chapel is smaller, with a panelled ceiling, and
at Lower Marsh Farm it is over the porch.
At Taunton itself there is much of interest.

The Castle, with Norman work and later

additions, its picturesque southern entrance
and the memories of Judge Jeffreys and the
horrors of the Bloody Assize, are all points
that claim notice. Taunton was not a walled
town. There were apparently “gates” at
the principal road approaches to the town,
but nothing of the nature of a complete
enclosing wail. Besides the Castle and the two
parish churchesof St.MaryandSt. James,there
are the remains of the Priory

;
the Grammar

School (opposite the Castle), founded by
Bishop Fox, of Winchester, and bearing his
arms

; the Almshouses, known as Greys, in
East-street, a solid-looking brick building,
with sturdy chimney stacks

;
and the more

humble, but more ancient, Almshouses at the
extreme eastern boundary of the town, with
the initials and mitre of Richard Beere,
Abbot of Glastonbury.

’

Enough has been said to show that this
portion of Somerset is very full of interest,
and justifies the selection which the Archi-
tectural Association has made in choosing the
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Old Yarn Market, Drann hy Mr. Barry J. Uiohs.

district this year for their annual excursion.-
|

They have now visited Somerset on three-

occasions,—travelling over fresh ground each ii

time,—and it is satisfactory to know that a i

county so rich as this is in architectural 1

treasures has thus had a very fair share of r

attention.

NOTES.

TORTANT works of restoration »

or repair (we fear rather the

former than the latter) are

shortly to he commenced at Mont ;

St. Michel. The central tower has long
;

been in a dangerous condition, and will have t

to be to a great extent rebuilt, the scheme f

for the work presented by M. Petitgrand, the
present official architect in charge of the- »

structure, having been approved by the- r

Commission des Monuments Ilistoriques. .

The proposed operations include, in the first r|

place, the repair of the foundations of the four- '

main piers of the crossing; secondly, the -

taking down entirely of the upper stage of
'

the tower and its reinstatement “ dans son

aspect d'autrefois ”
;

in other words, the •

seventeenth century portion of the tower •

is to be removed altogether, and to be ^

replaced by a restoration of the origins? '

R.omanesque termination. It will be crowned ;

by a slated conical roof, somewhat higher •

than the existing one. This work is alse i

considered to render necessary the recon- •

struction of the adjacent portions of the <

nave and choir. Those who have not visited :

Mont St. Michel had better therefore lose no •

time in doing so, if they want to see it :

before it becomes a modern imitation of

Early Gothic. The work will take about

four years, and as funds for it are insufficient;.

it is proposed to exact a small entrance-fee* *
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from visitora, to go towards the expense of

the work. This is the last straw, one may
say. It is bad enough to behold the spectacle
of the transformation of such a monument
into a modern “ restoration,” without being
made to contribute to the funds for carrying
it out.

I
N Berlin and Vienna it has for some time

been taken for granted that the cholera
epidemic in Russia is more wide-spread than
the official reports published at St. Petersburg
will have it. After careful investigation on
'the part of the 'Governments having their
seats in the two capitals first named, it was
decided that not only must the preventive
measures taken at the frontiers for the pur-
pose of avoiding an introduction of the
.plague be enforced, but that preparations
must be made in the cities and towns to
enable them to resist the epidemic if it

chances to pass beyond Russian territory.

Whilst publicity has been intentionally given
to measures in force on the frontiers, it has
been made a matter of principle to go about
the preventive measures inland as quietly
as possible, with a view to avoid
panic. In the eastern provinces of Ger-
many and Austria the authorities are
having the the greatest difficulty in im-
proving the slate of the filthy towns in
Galicia, where typhus epidemics have their
home. Whilst in Berlin everything is now
ready in case of an emergency, matters are
not quite so well forward in Vienna, although
even there the continual sanitary inspections
render good service. As to Berlin, it would
fee well to note what great stress is laid on
^ood_ scavenging, a matter almost neglected
in \ ienna

;
and as the cleanliness of the

thoroughfares in the Prussian capital is

generally good, it is now quite a pleasure to
see the pavement of even the smallest bye-
street. Berlin is of course in every way better
prepared to meet an epidemic, owing to the
absence of all slums, its good drainage system
and water supply, and last, but not least, the
smoother kinds of paving. We have on a
former occasion noticed that these every-day
matters have not received proper attention in
Vienna, points which will probably be sadly
felt by the inhabitants in case of mishap.
Speaking of the large cities farther east than
Berlin and Vienna, i.e., Breslau and Buda-
pest, it is in the former in which a case of
ebolera nostras has already occurred, where an
epidemic is most to be feared. The Hun-
garian capital, by the bye, can pride itself on
having its sanitary condition on a far higher
level than the not very dissimilar city of
Vi arsaw, which latter place can, however,
boast of a perfect drainage system.

"\TOW that the Judicial Committee of the
Privy Council has approved both the

form and the substance of the judgment of
the Archbishop of Canterbury as to the
Bishop of Lincoln’s case, it may be well to
note the important part which archicological
and artistic matter played in the judgment.
If anyone will refer to the “Authorised
Library Edition of the Bishop of Lincoln’s
Case,” published by Messrs. Clowes & Sons,
of Fleet-street and Charicg-cross, and will
oast his eye over the appendix to the Arch-
bishop’s judgment, in which are collected
the_ various materials as to lights and the
position of the altar, he will note how largely
the Archbishop has drawn for his conclusion
on various pictorial representations or arch-
aeological data—as, for instance, those to be
found in the publications of the Chetham
Society, or, to take a particular instance, the
woodcuts in Melancthon’s “Formie Pre-
cationum. History, whether general or
ecclesiastical, does not live only in books, and
this case is an instance of the value of
pictorial representation as an element of
history. It is a mistake to think that the
above publication hp.3 no interest for any
except the clergy, and it should be placed at
once on the shelves of the Library of the

Institute of Architects, if it is not there
already, for it is likely to become a scarce

publication.

The Academy states that subscriptions

amounting to 215/. are already promised
towards the Lowell memorial. It is pro-

posed to till in with stained-glass the two
windows in the vestibule, Westminster
Chapter-house. Upon the completion, in

1873, of the late Sir Gilbert Scott’s restora-

tion, Dean Stanley entered into a pro-

ject with the Government for filling in the

windows, at an estimated cost of 6,000/.

out of the National Exchequer, and Messrs.

Clayton & Bell were entrusted to carry out

the work. The late ]’)ean got many fine

words from successive Administrations, but a

few weeks before his death (July, 1881) was
informed that he could not have the money.
Thereupon, from out of the surplus of the

Stanley Memorial Fund, the smaller window
above the entrance from the vestibule and
two of the larger windows were filled in,

and other windows were presented by the

Queen and by some subscribers in the United
States, in addition to one set up by Stanley
and his friends. So one large window,

—

for which the design is already prepared,

—

and the vestibule lights, remain for the

accomplishment of Dean Stanley’s scheme.*
It is appropriate that James Russell

Lowell should thus be commemorated by
Englishmen in our country, where, during

his sojourn as Minister for the United
States, he himself fitly played the leading

part in the dedication of memorials to

past literary worthies, including, in the

Abbey, the busts to Coleridge and Long-
fellow, by Messrs. Ilamo Thornvcroft, K.A.,

and T. Brock, R.A., respectively
;
and Sir

A. W. Blomfield’s monument, with a bust, to

Pepys in St. Olave’s, Hart-street, E.C. On
November, 8, 1884, we published an engraving,

executed by Mr. Cooper, of the Stanley monu-
ment set up in Henry VIl.’s Chapel, at a

cost of 2,100/., its pedestal designed by Mr.
J. L. Pearson, R A., and the effigy executed

by the late Sir Edgar Boehm, R.A.

I
N avoiding one danger we are apt some-

times to incur another. The municipal

authorities have for sanitary reasons, quite

rightly, insisted that rain-pipes shall not dis-

charge direct into the sewers, and that drain-

pipes shall be ventilated by stack-pipes carried

up to the roof. ^Ir. W. II. Preece pointed

out last week, at the British Association meet-
ing, that the former of these regulations, as

usually carried out, deprived thehouseof a most
efficient lightning-conductor, to the existence

of which he mainly attributes the remark-
able immunity of private houses from damage
by lightning

;
while a metal stack-pipe, con-

nected, perhaps, with an earthenware drain-

pipe on the first-floor, would be a positive

source of danger in a thunderstorm. Hap-
pilv the remedy is easy

;
it is only needful to

introduce a metallic connexion between these

pipes and “earth,” and they serve as well as

ever as lightning-rods, without in any way
contravening the new sanitary regulations.

DANBURY-PLACE, together with its

park of 300 acres, on the road from
Maldon to Chelmsford, was bought by the

Ecclesiastical Commissioners in 1845, for

24,700/., as a palace for the Bishops of

Rochester. It stands on the site of a house

built by Sir AValter Mildmay, of Ape-
thorpe {phiit 1589), and devised by him to

his second son, Humphrey. In Thomas
Wright’s “Essex,” 1835, we read that the

former house had then been lately pulled

down, and that Mrs. [s/c] Round had de-

signed its successor. It is stated that the

Duke of Argyll is about to purchase the

property as dower, be being a connexion by
marriage of the late Dr. Claughton, for-

* See our illustrations of the vestibule and the great
doorway, March 7 and 14, 1&85, from itr. Ernest C.

Shearman's measured drawings.

merly Bishop of St. Albans, who resiled
there, and the St. Albans Bishopric
Act providing for a sale. The parish
church and graveyard stand within the area
of a reputedly Danish fort, situated on one
of the loftiest hills in the county,—see a plan
in Morant’s “ Essex,” 1768. Danbury is

scheduled in Domesday Survey as being held
by Geoffrey de Mandeville, who had suc-
ceeded to all the lands held by Asgar, in
virtue of the latter’s office as King’s Stalre,

or Master of the Horse. Possessed in turn
by the St. Cleres, the Veres Earls of Oxford,
the Greys of Wilton, and the Lords D'Arcy,
Danbury was given by Edward A'l. to
William Parr, Marquess of Northampton,
who alienated it to Sir Walter Mildmay.
In Bycknacre, a sub-manor, standing partly
within this parish, Maurice FitzGeoffrey
founded, temp. Henry II., a priory for black
canons, which Sir Ilenry Mildmay bought in

1548. Views of the ruins, and of Danbury
Place, are given in Wright’s work.

i
T is desirable that the case heard at the
Marylebone Police-court this week in

regard to the non-performance of sanitary
work to a house after due notice should not
be lost among the daily records of the Police-

courts. The Vestry of Si. Paucras ordered
the defendant, the landlord of the house, to
put the drains into repair, as they were in a
very defective condition. Some work was
done outside the house, but none inside. The
defence of the landlord was that he had
instructed a builder to do what was necessary;
but the builder stated that he had done such
work as he was ordered to do. The result

was that the defendant was ordered to com-
plete the work at once, and also to pay a fine

of 5/. and costs. It cannot be too often re-

peated that the Public Health Acts and the
Metropolitan Jlanagement Acts now give
complete power to local bodies over landlords
who neglect their duties in regard to a defec-

tive sanitary condition of their premises.

This conviction will also serve as a useful

object-lesson to persons who try to slur over
work to save money. Thoroughness is the

cheapest iu the end.

PICTURESQUE Nuremberg has of late

(says a correspondent) been greatly

spoilt by the hideous erections put up by
jerry builders or by so-called architects who
like to see a cold, typical Renaissance facade
placed next to some pretty piece of the old

fortifications. The police authorities have
now prohibited the further erection of these

eyesores, and have published some regulations

which will require architects or builders who
may put up new facades to take the surround-

ings into consideration. As a rule, the style

predominant in the city is to be used when
designing future buildings, e?:ceptioos only

being granted where it is impossible to com-
bine these artistic requirements with the pur-

pose of the new erection,

The standard last week announced that

some articles have been accidentally dug
up from a depth of Gin. or 7 in. below the

surface in Parliament Hill-fields, Ilighgate.

They are described as comprising two
“pilgrim’s bottles” of foreign manufacture,

about 300 years old ; a silver cup of English

make, about 200 years old
;

aud two candle-

holders, silver, weighing nearly 60 oz, iu all.

Thei'e, we surmise, may perhaps be the_ pro-

ceeds of a robbery, since the local history

suggests little to connect the treasure-trove

with the site, unless it had been left there by
some of tbo “No Popery” rioters who
gathered at the “ Spaniards ’’ luu to attack

Lord Mansfield’s bouse ill Caen Wood. Parlia-

ment, otherwise Traitors’, 11 ill, takes its name,

as some say, from an artillery battery fixed

there during the Civil War
;
or, according to

others, from the meeting there of Guy
Fawkes’s fellow - conspirators in order to

witness the destruction of Parliament House.

An eminence in the grounds belonging to

i
Baroness Burdett-Coutts is also said to have
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been chosen for that purpose. The conspirators
fled for refuge first to Caen 'Wood. The hill
extends over 200 acres, and belonged until
lately to Lord Mansfield. In 1884 a project
was started for acquiring the land, together
with the adjoining East Park Estate (sixty
acres), owned by Sir Spencer J^arvon Wilson,
as an open space. An Act of 1886 enabled
the late Metropolitan Board of Works to
carry out the purchase, and on ilarch 6, 1889,
the sale, for 302,000^., was finally ratified, the
ratepayers contributing one-half of the money,
and the Charity Commissioners .50,000?.

Thus have been preserved the tumulus said
to cover the slain in a battle between the in-
habitants of London and a band who had
advanced through the northern forest from
St. -Vlbans; and the sources of the Fleet in

a valley westwards of the hill. The High-
gate ponds were made under a scheme of
William Paterson (founder of the Bank of
England), to collect the springs of Caen
Wood as a water supply for northern London
(1690)

;
the Hampstead ponds were formed

about the same time for a similar purpose as
regards the City. The “ upper ” and “ lower’’
ponds are cited among the copyholds of a
terrier of Hampstead Manor, referred to by
J. J. Park in his work upon Hampstead (1818)
as “ taken about the end of the seventeenth
century.”

A I STPiIAN architects, together with the
civil engineers of that country, appa-

rently wish to improve their status and to
exert their influence in matters relating to
technical training. They have sent a petition
to the Government praying that certain
examinations may be officially recognised,
and, further, they have asked for votes in
the election of the Principals of the Loyal
Technical College and the School of Mines.
Among the minor points of the petition
is the question of having technical attaches
at various Legations, which has lately come
to the front. That the requests are by
no means the most modest will be seen
when one reads that the number of attaches
is to be seven, and that these representatives
are not all to be stationed in modern capitals,
but one of them in the East. The purport
of the petition was framed with the sanction
of the “ Congress of Architects and Engi-
neers,” held last month.

A DISCUSSION on electrical units has
become a regular feature of the British

Association. In this matter there is “ safety
in numbers,” and the divergence of opinion
amongst reformers is the most hopeful sign
for those who with Dr. Ilopkinson “ hope
that electricians will be cautious in adopting
new units, or altering old ones.” Dr. Oliver
Lodge's suggestions, though moderate and
reasonable by comparison with those urged
on him by Mr. Heaviside (in a letter recently
published in Nature) are still open to criticism
on several points. It would no doubt be
convenient to have a proper name for the
^it_ oi magnetic flux, instead of the
infinitesimal “ line of force ’ which now
occupies the field

;
but surely a better

narne might be found than the “ weber,"
which not long ago was used for the
present “ampere.” We might even adopt
-Mr. Swinburne’s suggestion, utilise the neg-
lected Poggendorf. and call it the “pog“”
Most electricians, too, would far rather have
to say “micro” a few thousand times more in
their lives than have the system they are
used to upset and their text-books and tables
rendered obsolete by changing the micro-
farad into the farad. But by far the most
objectionable proposal is to call the Board of
Trade I nit a “ kilowatt

;

”
this is a distinct

and avowed concession to ignorance and
inaccuracy

;
it is as though we should bring

out a new edition of i^frs. Shelley’s romance
with the name of Frakenstein transferred to
the monster, or print in future editions of
Pope

“ A little hioi'-ledje is a dangerous thing
”

as a concession to persistent misquotation
Lastly, it hardly needs a resolution of

Section A to recognise the ampere-hour as a
convenient unit of quantity, for it is

generally so recognised already, and there is

a charming absence of conventionality about
the resolution, “ That the handiest size for
the gauss is one ampere-turn.” On the
whole, Lord Melbourne’s oft-quoted question,
“ Why can't you let it alone ? ” is most perti-
nent to this discussion.

TUE CAMBRIDGE CONGRESS OF THE
ROYAL ARCH.EOLOGICAL INSTITUTE.
The opening meeting of the annaal congress

of tbe Royal Arcbreological Institute of Great
Britain and Ireland took place at the Guild-
hall, on Tuesday, the 0th inst. The building is

a dreary, ugly-looking structure, reminding one
rather of a suburban railway station than of the
municipal buildings of a town like Cambridge.
We sincerely hope the day is not far distant
when a Guildhall worthy of the University
town will be erected.
Punctually at noon, the Mayor, accompanied

by Earl Percy, the President of the Institute,
and followed by the members of the Corporation
of Cambridge, the Vice-Chancellor of the
University, and other distinguished gentle-
men, filed into the reception-room of the
Guildhall. Tbe Mayor, ou taking the chair,
said a few words of welcome to his guests,
and the Town Clerk read an address
which expressed the great satisfaction of the
Corporation that tbe Royal Arcbmological
Institute had honoured Cambridge with a visit.
The Vice-Chancellor, on behalf of the Uni-
versity, and Professor E. C. Clark, on behalf of
the Cambridge Antiquarian Society, spoke of
the honour conferred on them by the visit of
the archicologists. Earl Percy, after expressing
his thanks to the Municipal and University
authorities for the hearty reception afforded
to the members, commenced his address
by referring to the immense advantage
the two great English Universities had
over those in any other country in the world.
He spoke of the associations and invaluable
records of both Cambridge and Oxford.
Pas.sing on to the work of local societies, he
suggested they might do much by directing and
encouraging those who, though often ignorant
of archccology, were yet willing to help in the
repair of our monuments of the past. He
thought they might also help in the direction
of excursionists who visited their neighbour-
hoods. With regard to excavations, he strongly
urged they should not be undertaken except
under skilled and competent supervision, for the
improper digging into a tumulous or earthwork
often destroyed evidence as to its origin and
date. He concluded his address by suggesting
a system of better concentration between the
local and central societies in London. Perhaps
some might consider this a rather I'topian idea,
but he hoped to see it carried out.
At 2 p.m. the members met in the new

Lecture-room of Physiology to hear Mr. J. W.
Clark’s opening address as President of the
Architectural Section. The learned lecturer had
prepared a large plan of what Cambridge was
supposed to be before any colleges were founded.
He then proceeded to place on the plan pieces of
coloured paper, showing the dates and positions
of the various collegiate buildings, thus making
it perfectly easy for his audience to see at a
glance how and when the colleges had been
founded. The lecture was intended to serve as
an introduction to the subsequent inspection of
of the town, and we can hardly imagine a
better mode than that adopted by Mr. Clark.
Later on in the afternoon Peterhouee, Little Sc.
Mary’s, Pembroke, Queen’s, St. Catharine’s, and
Corpus Cbristi Colleges, and the Church of St.
Benedict, were inspected under Mr, Clark’s
guidance. There was a general opinion among
tbe members that the stained glass in Peter-
house was most unsatisfactory, and the Rev.
Precentor Venables said the glass in question
was of a style that ought always to be avoided.
The contrast between the windows of Peter-
house chapel and the great east window of
Little St. Jlary's was remarkable. In the latter
the colour and design were all that could be
desired, and reflected great credit on the
artist. Mr. Mickletbwaite spoke at some
length on the Saxon Tower of St. Benedict’s
Church, and Precentor Venables drew attention
to the long-and-short-work at the east end of
the nave, ilms showing that the Saxon nave was
the same length as the existing one.

In the evening i'lr. E. M. Beloe read a paper i

on “ Castle Rising,’’ and Mr. E. Peacock com- -

municated an interesting little account of the e

history of tbe custom of “ Borough English.”

On Wednesday. August 10, the members s

drove from Cambridge to inspect the Dykes on :

the road to Newmarket. These interesting
i

earthworks were fully described by Professor i

E. C. Clark, who pointed out that both Balsham i

Dyke and tbe Devil's Ditch commenced in the e

woodlands and ended in the Fen country, thuft- >

making a perfect barrier against an invading
j

force. The ditch in both cases was on the i

south-west side of the mound ; he therefore s

concluded these earthworks were erected' 1

against an attack by an enemy from that t

quarter. Professor Clark also pointed out t

where the Roman-road, probably the Via i

Devana, crossed the Icknield Way. At New- •

market railway station the members left their r

carriages, and, after luncheon, they proceeded I

by train to Bury St. Edmunds, where they t

were received by Mr. E. M. Dewing, who acted i

as an able guide to all the places of interest iS'

}

the town.
In the evening the Bishop of Peterborough'

:

opened tlie Historical Section in the Guildhall. .

On Thursday morning the usual business s

meeting of tbe members of the Institute was s

held in the Guildhall. Though the proceed- -

ings were entirely of a private nature, and only j

members wereadmitted. itsoon became generally ?

known that Earl Percy, who for nine years bad) 1

so ably directed the business affairs of the 5

Institute, had resigned the post of President. .

It is needless to state that a feeling of deep'

)

regret was prevalent among the members on-

;

account of the step his lordship had felt c

bound to take. Those who, under his Presi- •

dency, have joined in the annual excursions,
,

will long remember the courtesy and kindness 5

he manifested both to members and visitors,
,

and the great interest be took in the proceed- -

ings. We understand that Viscount Dillon has'

s

been elected as his successor, and we feel sure ’

the Institute will, under the guidance j;

of so eminent an antiquary, continue'

)

the good work it has so well executed I

in the past. It also transpired that the ;

annual meeting next year would be held ii

at Dublin. This decision of the memberr- •

has met with great satisfaction, for though the ;

name of the society is tbe “ Royal Archreological

Institute of Great Britain and Ireland,” no visit :

has yet been paid to the sister isle. It is pro- -i

posed to hold the Jubilee Meeting of the Insti- -i

tute in London in 1S94, and we understand that ;

negotiations have already been opened with the ;

various London authorities in respect of the-

projected gathering of arcbfeologists in the- ;l

Metropolis.

Immediately after the conclusion of the- f!

business meeting, l\Ir. C. D. E. Fortnum opened li

the Antiquarian Section, and spoke at some- ;
I

length on tbe development of museums in this. ;|

country. His address was followed by a .

learned paper on the Cambridgeshire Dykes, by •

Professor W. Ridgeway.
In the afternoon tbe members assembled !

within tbe gateway of King’s College, and pro-

ceeded to the glorious chapel, which, perhaps i

not improperly, may be considered as the gem ;

of Cambridge architecture. Sir George M. .

Humphry, in his “ Guide to Cambridge,” thus ;

commences his description of the building :— •

“Tbe Chapel, with its fine proportions, noble- :

windows, gigantic but elegant buttresses, beau- •

tiful turrets, and boldly designed parapet, is i

truly a royal structure.” Tbe windows contain- ;|

probably the finest specimens of glass painting ;|

in the country. Thankful must we be that they q

were not destroyed during the troubled times- H

of the Civil War. They probably owe their pre- -I

servation to the excellent terms that existed li

between the College authorities and tbe soldiers i

that were quartered there. JIany of the mem-
hers availed themselves of [the opportunity ’

afforded to them of mounting to the top of the- >

chapel and there making an examination of the f

construction of tbe groined roof and of the ;

timber roof above if. We do not here propose

to enter into a detailed description of this u

College, or of the other buildings in Cambridge, rj

for we are confident they are well known to the si

majority of our readers. Our business here is j)

to record the proceedings of the Institute.

After spending a considerable time in King's- ij

College, the members visited Clare College,
,1

Trinity Hail, and Trinity College. The party,

as on the opening day, was under the direction :l

of Mr. J. W. Clark.

In the evening & conversazionew^.s held in the '
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Guildhall, the Mayor of Cambridge receiving the
visitors. DuringtheeveningProfessorE.C. Clark
read an elaborate paper on “ English Academical
Costume.” He commenced his discourse with
a history of the rise of the university system,
and traced out the origin of the various costumes
of the college dignitaries, and the alterations
that had been effected from time to time
during the Medireval period. Not the least
popular part of the entertainment was the
selection of excellent music, arranged and per-
formed by the Borough Organist, in the large
hall.

On Friday, August 12, at 10 a.m., Mr. J. W.
Clark met the members at St. John’s College. One
of the chief features of attraction here was the
gallery, now used as a Combination room. In
the hall is a portrait of Professor Palmer, who
came to an untimely end in Egypt. He is

dressed in Oriental costume. An amusing story
is told about this picture. Some years ago an
American, who had been “ doing ” Cambridge,
greatly admired the portrait of the Professor,
and was aftewards heard to say that the picture
he liked most at 8t. John’s College was that of
“St. John the Baptist.” Mr. Clark told the
members that the library was without doubt
the most beautiful room of its sort in the Uni-
versity. The book-cases are arranged according
to the mediaeval custom,

—

i.e., projecting from
the wall towards the centre of the room. At
the end of each case is a catalogue
of the books to be found there. Sir
Christopher Wren was the first architect
to upset this Mediasval arrangement of
libraries, and to place the bookcases against the
walls of the room.
The Round Church, or Church of the Holy

Sepulchre, was next visited. Mr. J. T. Mickle-
thwaite said this was an excellent example
of the exceedingly rare buildings known
as round churches. Only four existed in
England, although there are examples in
other countries. Those in England are the
Temple Church in London, and the Round
Churches at Cambridge, Northampton, and
Little Maplestead. These buildings did not
necessarily owe their origin to the Knights
Templars. The Cambridge and Nortliampton
examples were decidedly parish churches.
Mr. Micklethwaite said that the church in
which

^

they were then assembled had been
the

_

victim of early restoration. It had
originally a fifteenth-century tower, which was
remarkably picturesque. This was ruthlessly
removed at the restoration. Precentor A’enables

I said its removal had been requisite in order to
I save the substructure from ruin, but in this Mr.
! Micklethwaite did not agree. He said he did

not blame the restorers of 18il
;
when the

j

church was in their hands no doubt they had
I acted according to their lights, but he did

j

blame those who, after fifty years of archrco-
logical education, still persisted in the

i destructive policy. The painted glass in this
1

church is most objectionable. The windows
being small, and the colours of the darkest, the

!
light is almost obliterated, and many of the

1 beautiful details are not easily seen,

j

Jesus College was subsequently insnected.
i

under Mr. J. W. Clark’s able guidance. Ho
i said it was the only example in Cambridge of a

religious house being transformed into a college.
! It has, therefore, several peculiar features. It
I is situate remote from the street, and the prin-
I cipal quadrangle is surrounded by cloisters.
1 The building originally belonged to the Bene-
I dictine Nunnery of St. Rhadegund. In the

latter part of the fifteenth century the religious
house was dissolved, and Jesus College was
founded on its site. John Aicock, Bishop of
Ely, did considerable damage to the church by
transforming it into a chapel in order to suit the
new state of affairs. On leaving Jesus College,
the party proceeded to Christ’s. The Vice
Chancellor met the members at the private
garden entrance, and took them past the swim-
ming-bath, charmingly situated with many an
overhanging tree, through the well-cared-for
gardens to the College. It was founded in 1505 by
Lady Margaret Beaufort. The hall was restored
a few years ago, but all the original features
were preserved. Mr. Clark called attention to
the communication between the Master’s lodge
and the upper end of the hall, proving that the
design was taken from that of the ancient
manor-house, where the lord’s entrance was
always at the upper end of the hall. In the
Combination-room the members were allowed to
inspect the College plate, which an expert
pronounced as the finest in Cambridge, The
University Library was next inspected, and,

lastly, Gonville and Cains College, where the
Gate of Honour was much admired. It was
through this gateway the students passed when,
having been successful in their examinations,
they were about to take their degrees.
The afternoon was devoted to an excursion to

Audley End and Saffron Walden. At the
former place the party was received by the
noble owner. Lord Braybrooke. On assembling
in the great ball Mr. Longden read a paper by
Mr. J. Alfred Gotch, who. unfortunately, was
unable to be present. Audley End, grand as it

is, is now only about a third of its original size.

Formerly it was a palace, now it is only a mag-
nificent mansion. It was built in 16H by
Thomas Howard, and is said to have taken
thirteen years in erection. It is essentially of
Jacobean character, and was designed by John
Thorpe. For some years it was used as a royal
palace. In 1721 the Earl of Suffolk, finding the
place too expensive to keep up, demolished a
large portion of the buildings. In the
saloon are several fine portraits

;
the most

remarkable are those of Lord Chancellor
Audley, Margaret (his daughter), Henry
VIII,. Thomas fourth Duke of Norfolk,
Thomas Earl of Suffolk, Queen Elizabeth, and
Elizabeth, Countess of Portsmouth. In the
library the mantelpiece is a good specimen of
Jacobean work, and in an adjoining room is an
interesting full-length portrait of George II.

by Pirie. The museum was. however, the chief
place of interest to the arcbreologists. The only
regret they had to express was that more time
was not at their disposal to examine the in-

teresting pre-historic remains contained in it.

It would not be fair to conclude this short and
imperfect account of Audley End without re-

ferring to the collection of natural history
objects contained in the house. The ornitho-
logical department, we believe, is one of the
most perfect collections of British birds in

private hands. All the specimens are well-

arranged, and deserve a close inspection by the
visitor. The Institute owes a deep debt
of gratitude to Lord Braybrooke for so kindly
throvring his house open to its members.
Though many were unwilling to leave

this interesting and historic place without
further examining its treasures, yet they were
obliged to hurry off at the appointed time to
drive to the charming little town of Saffron
Walden. If the antiquities of Saffron Walden
are not of the highest order, they are certainly
of sufficient interest to warrant an inspection
by the Archajological Institute. Moreover, no
one would regret a visit to this little town,
whose situation renders it one of the most
picturesque places in Essex. The party was
placed under a local antiquary, Mr. Edward
Taylor, who acted as guide and conducted the
visitors to the chief objects of interest in the
town. The earthworks, known as the Repell
Ditches, were first inspected. In a meadow
adjoining, 150 skeletons were discovered in

1876. A short description of these interesting

earthworks was made by Mr. Taylor. The
party then inspected the exterior of an old
house in Church-street, known as the Sun Inn.
Little seems to be known about the history of
the building. It is a long building with seven
gables. In the centre is the date 1676 ;

the
whole of the upper portion of the house is

covered with elaborate designs in plaster work.
In one gable are plaster reliefs of two men,
with a large round disc between them, sup-

posed to represent the sun, the sign of the
house when it was an inn in the olden days.
Saffron Walden may be congratulated on its

museum, which is arranged and cared for in

the best manner possible. The curator, Mr.
Maynard, conducted the visitors over the
building, and pointed out the chief objects of
arcbjBological interest. But it is not arcbmology
only that is represented here

;
the natural

history collection is exceptionally rich in good
and rare specimens, and the geological depart-
ment is well worthy of a visit. We wish that

other towns in England were as well provided
with such excellent schools of instruction.

In this respect we fear England is behind
France, where almost every town of any import-

ance has a museum. The church is a fine

specimen of Perpendicular architecture, but
has been too much restored to suit the taste of

the antiquary. Some of the more energetic
members also paid a visit to the Castle and the
Maze, on which a paper prepared by the veteran
antiquary, Mr. Joseph Clark, was read by Mr.
Charlsworth.

In the evening Mr. W. H. St. John Hope read
a paper on “ The Armorial Ensigns of the

University and Colleges of Cambridge,’’ and the
Rev. Dr. J. C. Cox read a paper on “ Field
Names and their Value, with a Proposal for their
Systematic Registration.”

Saturday, Aug. 13, was devoted to King's Lynn
and Castle Rising, The members arrived at the
former place about eleven o’clock, and were re-

ceived at the railway station by Mr. E. M. Beloe,
who conducted tiiem to “Our Lady’s Chapel oa
the Mount,” a charming piece of architectural
work, founded in 1483, for no other purpose
than to receive offerings. The party nextvisited
the central tower of the Grey Friars, the only
portion of the building now remaining. It

stands out well, and forms a striking feature in

the town. Mr. Beloe reminded his visitors that
in early times the trade of Lynn was very con-
siderable, and one of the consequent results was
the erection of its splendid buildings, notably
the Churches of St. Margaret, founded 1100,
and St. Nicholas, founded 1200. In the
Town-hall were inspected the Corporation
plate. The celebrated Lynn Cup was carefully

examined by some of the experts. It is known
as King John’s Cup, bnt it certainly does
not date further back than 1370. Mr. Beloe
drew special attention to a book called
the “ Red Register,” which he claimed to

be the second oldest paper book in existence.

It contains a register of early wills and notes of
interesting events connected with the Corpora-
tion, The records of Lynn are intact from the
year 1440 down to the present time. The
charters, some of which were exhibited, date
from the relgfn of King John. Some excellent

rubbings of the Walsoken and Braunebe Brasses

were exhibited and explained by Mr. E. M.
Beloe, jun. After leaving the Town-hall, the
party made a halt at the Custom - house,

to allow of a short inspection of this in-

teresting and picturesque building. At two
p.m. the archaeologists started for Castle
Rising, a pleasant drive of about five miles.

The earthworks surrounding the Norman build-

ing are of considerable dimensions, and are
probably Saxon in origin. Inside this incloaure

may be seen the site of the ancient Saxon
church. When the Normans arrived here,

they built a church at the bottom of the bill,

and the Saxon structure fell into disuse. Mr.
W. H. St. John Hope fully described the castle

and earthworks, and conducted the members
over the buildings. An inspection was subse-

quently made of the Norman church of Castle

Rising, after which the party returned to

King’s Lynn, where they were entertained at

tea by Mr. and Mrs. Beloe, and in the evening
retnrned by train to Cambridge.
The proceedings on Sunday were of the ordi-

nary character, the official service being in the

Church of St. Mary-the-Great, where a sermon
was preached by the Rev. J. C. Cox, LL.D. In
the afternoon, many of the members attended
the service at King’s College Chapel.

The members of the Institute who joined in

the excursion on Monday last, the 15tb, to see

the Marshland churches, were indeed fortunate.

The weather was all that could be desired to

make a drive of some twenty miles from
Wisbech to Lynn agreeable and pleasant. The
scenery, though not romantic, is picturesque,^

and is rendered the more so by the many wind-

mills dotted all over the landscape. In some
cases these mills have six sails instead of the

usual number. The churches visited are of

the highest importance to the antiquary. One
of the oldest members of the Institute, who has

been a constant attendant at the annual meet-

ings, said he never remembered visiting such a
fine series of buildings.

Walsoken was the first halting place. The
nave of its church is Norman

;
the aisles

are of the same period, or probably a little

later. Mr. Micklethwaite called attention to

the existence of a “ high side window ” in the

south-west corner of the nave. It is a small

quatrefoil now blocked up. He said there was
considerable divergence of opinion as to the

use of these windows, but he considered they

were merely intended to give light. The font

was much admired, and was worthy of a more
minute inspection than time allowed. Un-
fortunately, the party was obliged to hurry

onward to make up time, as the train which
brought them to Wisbech was nearly three-

quarters of an hour late, and thus the

arrangements for the day were somewhat
upset. West Walton was the second of the

series of churches on the agenda. The main
part of the building is Early English. The
aisles have at some period been widened to

give greater accommodation, but this alteration
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has not improved the appearance of the
building. The old north door, however, has
been preserved and re-erected In the wall of the
widened aisle. On the south side of the nave
is a very beautiful Early-Eaglish window, well
worthy of special attention. No visitor w’ill

ever forget the splendid and massive tower,
detached from the church, which acts as a
gateway to the churchyard. Formerly there
existed a strange peculiarity in this parish. Up
to quite recent times there were always two
rectors to the church.

After lunch at the schoolroom at Walpole St.
Peter’s, the church close by was inspected by
the members of the In.stitute. It is of later
date than the two previously visited, being a
magnificent specimen of fourteenth-century
work. One striking feature is the height of
the communion table above the lioor of the
chancel. This is in consequence of a passage
having been constructed under the east end of
the church. The rood-scceen, before it was
destroyed, was unusually high, so as not to
obstruct the view of the high altar. In the
north porch is a stone boss with a representa-
tion of “Our Lady of Pity.” Walpole St.
Andrew’s Church was next visited. Mr. Mickle-
thwaite said that, though a much smaller church
than the last, it was yet quite as interest-
ing, chiefly on account of its fittings. There
is a stone bracket on the south side of the
chancel arch, on which originally was placed the
pulpir. Mr. Micklethwaite said that there was
no rule as to the proper place for the pulpit, it

might be placed on either side of the chancel
arch. Terrington Sc. Clements was the last of
the Marshland churches visited by the members.
It is, perhaps, the most beautiful of the series.
The chancel is Early English, with Perpendicular
windows. The nave arcade is Decorated, the
transepts and crossing of the same period, but
a little later, and the aisles belong to the Per-
pendicular era. After a thorough examination
of this church, the party drove on to Kings
Lynn, and returned thence by train to Cam-
bridge.

The last excursion of the Institute was
made on Tuesday, the 16tb, to Ely. The
Cathedral was inspected under the direction of
Mr. \\ . H. St. John Hope. He commenced his
lecture on the history of the building in the
south transept, where a large plan was hung up
showing what the cathedral originally was,
then, by means of coloured plans superimposed,
Mr. Hope was able to explain the gradual
development that had taken place to the
pre>enc time. The beautiful though dilapi-
dated sculpLure.s of the Lady Chapel were
described by Mr. M. R. James. The subjects
represent scenes from the life of and the
miracles performed by the Blessed Virgin. In
the afternoon the conventual buildings were
vUited. under the guidance of Mr. Hope and
Archdeacon Chapman. Some of the members
paid a visit to Mr. Fisher’s museum, which con-
tains a most interesting and valuable collection
of prehistoric and Roman antiquities, chiefly
found in the Fen country.
The concluding meeting was held in the

evening in the Guildhall, where, under the
presidency of Chancellor Ferguson, the usual
votes of thanks were passed to the local
authorities for the welcome afforded to the
Institute during its stay in Cambridge.
We must not conclude this notice of the

' -Qstitute’s meeting without referring to Mr.
N. C. Hardcaslle, LL.D., who devoted all his
spare time towards making the meeting a
success. His courtesy, kindness, and energy
will ever be impressed on all who had the
honour of making his acquaintance, and the
members’ thanks are chiefly due to him for the
.admirable manner in which the excursions were
conducted.

The English Iron Trade. — Quietness is still
- the prevailing characteristic of the Pinglish irou
market, aud that thi.s unhappy state of affairs has
not only been prevalent in recent months but has
been general during the first half of the year is
shown by the pig-iron statistics issued by the
British Iron Trade Association. From these wo
learn that the in-oduction of pig-iron in the first
sLx momhs_o_f lSli2 was 2,790,!»18 tons compared
with 3,S12,7S“ tons in the corresponding period of
1891, a decline of 921,409 tons. Tho consumption
of crude- iron in_the same epoch was 3,050,354 tons
against 3,532,;»r)i tons, or a diminution of 480,200
tODS._ The mannfactured-iron trade is very dull;
but tinplates are in somewhat better demand. The
steel trade generally is not very brisk. Shipbuilders
and engineers continue only moderately engaged,
ihe coal trade is somewhat quiet.

—

Iron,

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION:
TWENTY-THIBD ANNUAL EXCURSION.

The headquarters of the Architectural Asso-
ciation for the present, their twenty-third,
annual excursion, are at Taunton, a town more
remarkable for its historical associations than
for its existing architectural beauties, but
nevertheless a good centre for visiting much of
Somersetshire. Although this is the fourth
excursion of the Architectural Association to
Somerset, they do not appear, from their
progra,mme,to have yet exhausted the architec-
tural interest of that county in their orevious
visits to Wells, Bith, and Yeovil.
As usual, the Sunday previous to the official

commencement of the week's work gave an
occasion of meeting to old friends, and a
revival of the reminiscences of former happy
times. Sunday not being part of the pro-
gramme, members followed their own bent, and
stayed quietly in Taunton, made short walk-
ing trips in the neighbourhood, or otherwise
occnpied themselves, according to their indi-
vidual bent. On the next day commenced the
serious work of the week.

MonAay,
The first day, fortunately, despite some

showers on the previous evening, opened fine,
and an excursion was made to various parishes
close to Taunton.
The first halt was made at Bishop’s Hull,

where the Manor House, dated, as was seen
from an inscription on the porch, 1580, was
first inspected. The front, though without
much elaborate detail, is a pleasing example
of quiet and refined design, with projecting
wings at each end of the facade, and a porch of
slighter projection in the centre. The house
was probably built by Sir George Farewell, who
died in 1600, as is recorded on his tomb in the
church. Internally there is little of special
interest

;
one room on the upper floor possesses

some good panelling, with a rather pleasing
frieze of shields and conventional foliage
between in fiat carving. The house also retains
a^ tradition of having been for a time the
hiding-place of Monmouth after his disastrous
insurrection, and the memory of Judge Jeffreys
is also connected with some of the rooms. An
example of the necessity some of the former
owners were under of concealing, as far as
possible, incriminating evidence may be noted
in the form of a broken alabaster crucifix,
which was found in the interior of a beam,
and which, from the traces of rich colour
and gilding still remaining, seems to have
been of particular importance. The church
has an octagonal tower of pleasing pro-
portion, placed in a somewhat unusual
position on the north side of the chorch;
but as the building was probably altered
about the same date as the erection of
the manor house, or at any rate early in the
same century, and was certainly enlarged in
1826, the precise arrangement of the original
plan is doubtful. There are some fine examples
of the carved bench-ends so frequent in this
part of Somerset, and the monument to Sir
George Farewell, already mentioned, besides
others to members of the same family.

Trull Church was next visited; it is remarkable
for the rich character of its carving in bench-
ends, screens, and pulpit, andfortheexceptionally
perfect stained glass in the chancel windows.
Of these latter the east window has paintings
of the Crucifixion, with the Virgin and St. John
on either side

;
while the south window, which

is. if anything, superior in design and colouring,
shows figures of St. Michael, St. Margaret, and
St. George. The date of the carving, and
probably of the church, may be learnt from an
inscription on one of the bench - ends

:

“Simon Warman, maker of this worke, A° D"’
1560. John Waye, Clarke here.” Warman’s
work shows that he must have been a man of
remarkable fertility of invention and boldness
in craftsmanship, not quite equalled by tech-
nical skill, as the carving, though extremely
vigorous, is deficient in delicacy and finish.
The pulpit is a very fine example, with boldly-
carved figures of Sc. John and the four great
Doctors of the Roman Church. The church
possesses north and south aisles to both
chancel and nave, and a western tower with six
bells.

Poundisford Hall, the next stopping-place,
has lost much of its interest from the
addition of stucco externally and of modern
improvements internally. The hall has a
good plaster ceiling, with ribs in geo-
metrical arrangement, and somewhat heavy

pendants. There are in many of the rooms i

richly-modelled plaster friezes, but these have i

entirely lost their sharpness and much of :

their detail from repeated applications of :

whitewash laid on without due regard to '

the preliminary washing - oat of former
coats. A very fine rain - water butt of
cast lead, with ornamental panels, showing mer-
maids combing their tresses, conventional
foliage, and bearing date 1671, stands in front •

of the house. The frieze of this water-butt is i

interesting, representing scenes in an apple •

orchard, which suggests that it may have
been used for cider making, though the posi-
tion in which it now stand^s seems to be the
original one, and so negatives the suggestion.
There are several summer-houses in the
grounds which are remarkably picture.sque.
Two churches were next visited, the first

being Ruishton, which has a fine tower,
though somewhat low in proportions, of a ,

type not uncommon in the vicinity of
Taunton. This has coupled windows in the i

belfry stage, most of which are filled with .

pierced tracery, and in the stage below a single ;

blank window of similar form to those above.
At the eastern end of the north side of ’

the tower, which, by the way, is at the west ;

end of the church, is a semi-octagonal turret,

—

a not uncommon feature in this locality.
Another feature also often found in these •

churches is the pinnacle set diagonally on the i

upper part of a rectangular buttress. Internally ‘

there is not much of interest. The church
consists merely of a nave and chancel, with a .

chantry chapel on the south side of the nave,
having a double hagioscope to the chancel.

,

There is also evidence of the former stair to the ;

rood-loft, though all other trace of the screen
is lost. An Early Decorated window, inserted
at the east end of the chantry mentioned,

,

seems to show that an earlier church preceded
the present Late Perpendicular structure. Over
the altar is an old painting, evidently Flemish,
representing' the Adoration of the Magi, and
some Flemish traceried panelling is further
used as a reredos to the east end.
Creech St. Michael, the last church visited on

the first day, is a comparatively large church,
,

rebuilt apparently in the sixteenth century, as i

the lower part of the tower and one bay of the i

arcade eastward, as well as the disused south i

doorway, are clearly of thirteenth century date. ,

Many of the arches internally have canopied 1.

niches for figures, and over the west window,
,

there exist, in a well-designed niche, the ;

remains of sculpture representing The Father :

supporting the Crucified One, and therefore ;

forming part in all probability of a not un- •

common representation of The Trinity in late :

pre-Reformatiou times. A number of well- -I

carved bench-ends of good design have in quite il

recent times been adapted for the choir seats ::

and other church furniture.

Tuesday.

On the second day the district visited was at ;l

some little distance from Taunton, and train il

was therefore taken to Minehead station, from i|

which carriages conveyed the members to the M

church of Minehead, and thence to Dunster, ,i

Cleeve Abbey, and St. Decuman’s Church, near •

Watchet, from which station the rail was again ,

taken back to the head-quarters at Taunton.
The morning was unfortunately wet, a meteoro-
logical phenomenon usually expected on the ;

Association excursion, but the latter part of the i

day was as fine as anyone could wish.
Minehead has some points in its history which i

are interesting. At the time of the Conquest it .

was called Manheved, and was bestowed by •

William upon his follower, William de Mohun,
,

but does not appear to have been in a fortunate il

position, exposed as it was to the predatory '

incursions of the Danes on the one side, and 1

dominated by the powerful stronghold on i;

the other. In 1642, it is true, it formed I

the base of operations by the cavaliers in i

their attacks on Dunster Castle. “Amongst the ;

curiosities of Minehead is the Cow Charity.”
'

By an Act of Parliament passed in the 18th i

of Charles IL, it was enacted that the importa- •

tion of cattle into Minehead should be con- •

sidered a nuisance after February 1, 1G66, and .

that they should be forfeited, half the value to i

be applied to the use of the poor and the other :i

half to be given to the captors. A certain capture :1

having been made, the moiety was laid out in i'

the purchase of an estate, the rental of which, ,l

amonnting to about 30Z. per annum, together cl

with the interest of 1,197/. os. 7d. Three per Cent.
Consols, arising from unappropriated accumu- -I
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lation of income, is distribnted annually among
the poor in money and clothing. This charity
is called the “ Cow Charity.’’ A species of fish

is found at low water on the locks off Mine-
head, which affords a peculiar fluid, having the
property of communicating to linen a purple
tint, supposed to be similar to the vni/rex which
producea the Tyrian purple mentioned by
Pliny,

The celebrated lawyer Henry de Bracton is

said to have been born at Bratton Court, an old

mansion here. Over the principal gateway which
remains is a room called the Judge’s Chamber,
traditionally reported to have been his study,

but the building is of a later period than the
age in which he lived. Dr. Brocklesby, the
friend of Johnson and Burke, distinguished as
a physician and medical writer, was likewise a
native of Minehead.
The church possesses one of the finest screens

in Somerset, the carving being particularly

delicate in execution as well as vigorous and
resourceful in design. The stairs to the rood-
loft still exist in perfect preservation on the
south side of the church, and the turret in

which they are enclosed forms a picturesque
feature on the exterior. A good canopied
monument on the north side of the chancel is

said to be that of Bracton, the famous lawyer
already alluded to, but is evidently of much
later date, and the tomb of a priest, from the
chalice which he holds and the vestments he
wears. The font is octagonal, and richly deco-
rated with figures of apostles and saints.

From Minehead a drive through beautiful
scenery takes one to Dunster. Although re-

mains have been found which prove Roman
occupation, the town, which is called Torre
in the Doomsday Book, owes its origin to

a baronial castle built here by William de
Mohun, a Norman baron, on whom William
the Conqueror bestowed large estates in this

part of the kingdom. He also founded a priory
of Benedictine monks as a dependency to the
abbey at Bath, the revenue of which at the
Dissolution was 37Z. 4s. 9|d. In the deed of
gift conveying the property to the Abbey of St.

Peter’s at Bath the name Dunestora is used.
The castle, which was held by the family of
Mohun till the reign of Edward III., was the
scene of hostilities during the civil wars which
took place in the reigns of Stephen and John,
and in the contests between the houses of York
and Lancaster ; and the Marquis of Hertford
took possession of it for Charles I. during the
war with the Parliament. The castle has been
the residence of the family of Luttrell since
the time of Edward III.

The castle still remains in the possession of
the Luttrells, and though the interior has been
much modernised, and additions made under
the direction of Salvin about the year
18(17, it still retains much of its interest and
character. As might be expected from an
ancestral home of so old a family, many
examples of old furniture and decoration are to
be seen in the interior. One of the most
interesting of these is the series of splendidly-
executed paintings on leather, representing
principally scenes in the story of Antony and
Cleopatra. These serve as wall-hangings in

lieu of tapestry, and from the costumes are
evidently of the date of Charles II.’s reign, and
are said to be of Italian workmanship. Very
few examples of this class of work exist even
in Italy, at least of so much importance and
completeness. The staircase is adorned with
an elaborately-carved balustrade of the date
1681, when various improvements were carried
out by the then owner, Francis Luttrell.

In the small town of Dunster, which lies at
the foot of the hill on which stands the castle,

there are some picturesque buildings, amongst
which the Yarn Market, an ancient picturesque
structure of wood, from its position is, perhaps,
the most striking. (We give a view of this on
a preceding page.) It was built about A.n. 1600,

when the Dunster manufacture of woollen
“kerseymeres” was of importance, and wa.s

repaired in 1647. The “ Luttrell Arms ” Hotel
has several parts remaining of sixteenth-century

date, with some ornamental work in the form of
chimney-pieces and ceilings of the succeeding
century.

A picturesque building called “ The Nun-
nery,” reminds one of Normandy and Brittany,
with its overhanging stories sheathed in slate,

which seems to have been superimposed on
half-timber work.
The church, probably erected about 1419 a.d.,

is said to have been built by Henry VII. in

acknowledgment of the assistance afforded him

by the men of Dunster in the Battle of

Bosworth Field. It consists of a nave, aisles,

and chancel, with a central tower ornamented
with embattlements and pinnacles, beyond
which to the east is a kind of Lady Chapel,
formerly the monastic church of the priory,

This part of the building was also used by the
incumbent of the parish for the performance of
divine service until the year 1499, when a dis-

pute arising between the monks and the
parishioners the matter was referred to the
Abbot of Glastonbury, who decided that the
latter should have a choir separate from that
of the monastery.
The church contains many fine sepulchral

monuments belonging to the families of Mohun
and Luttrell, and has been pretty thoroughly
restored under Street. The screens are similar
in character and excellence to those at Mine-
head, and show evidence of having been de-
signed and executed by the same hand. Some
few remains of the monastic buildings, besides
the rather apocryphal “ Nunnery ” already
alluded to, may be seen in the neighbourhood
of the church, the great barn being the most
noticeable.

From Dunster the members of the party pro-
ceeded to Cleeve, a perfect paradise for water-
colour sketchers.

Cleeve Abbey was an offshoot from the
Cistercian Abbey of Reveshy, in Lincolnshire,
and seems to have been established by the
joint founder of both monasteries, William de
Romara, in 1188. Thus we have here an
example of the Cistercian practice of establish-
ing distinct abbeys as offshoots from older
institutions, instead of the more dependent
priories favoured by other monastic orders.
Some of the remaining buildings undoubtedly
formed part of the original church and
monastery founded by William de Romara.
The dormitory is one of the most perfect
examples of monastic times, and dates
amongst the earliest parts of the Abbey,
although it has been altered probably in the
time of the last Abbot, William Dovell, in the
fifteenth century, as he seems to have made
considerable alterations, building a new
refectory, in the unusual arrangement for
Cistercian monasteries, parallel to the cloister,

instead of at right angles to it, as was the
situation of the older refectory here.
The roof is an excellent example of early

hammer-beam type, in very good preservation.
At the east end may be distinguished the
remains of fresco painting as well as in the
abbot’s lodging.

The other parts of the abbey in the best pre-
servation are naturally also part of Dovell’s
work, including the south wall of the cloister
and the gatehouse to the Abbey precincts. Of
the church nothing remains but the foundations,
from which, however, the plan can be made out,
and the basis of some of the circular piers as
well as the fragments of floor-wing show it to

i have been of Transitional date.

From Cleeve Abbey the excursionists drove
on to St. Decuman’s, so-called from its patron
saint Decombes or Decumanus, who, landing
from South Wales and finding a perfect wilder-
ness, fixed npon this spot, in order to seclude
himself from the rest of the world. Having
been murdered, he was canouised in due course.
The church, with the exception of the east
window, is of Late Perpendicular work, with a
lofty tower at the west end. Several of the
nave piers still retain their canopied figures of
St. Decuman, St. George, and other saints.
The figure of St. Decuman may also be seen on
the external south face of the tower. There is

some good carved woodwork in the screens,
though these are not equal to those at Minehead
and Dunster, but the roofs have exceptionally
good cornices and winged figures of the various
orders of angels. There are some excellent
brasses to the memory of the Wyndham family,
one with raised figures,—a style of work not
usual in England, though frequently found in

Germany. The pulpit with its canopy are fair
examples of Jacobean work, and the altar rail

also dates from the same period.

At St. Decuman’s concluded the'second day’s
work of the party.

We will continue our account of the excur-
sion next week, with additional illustrations.

Board Schools, Llanelly.—We funderstand
that the Llanelly School Board have instructed their
architect, Mr. .1. B. Morgan, to prepare plans of a
school for the Dock district, to accommodate 300
children

;
also for a school for Machynis for 200

children.

DEFECTS IN SANITARY ENACTMENTS.
In opening a discussion at the Town

Hall, Falmouth, recently, before the Western
Branch Sanitary Inspectors’ Association, on
“Some Defects and Suggested Improvements
in the Sanitary Enactments," Mr. T. J. Moss
Flower, C.E., said the subject under discus-
sion was a very important one, for sanitary
enactments meant something relating to
health which had passed into law. We had
the precedents of past centuries to show
that the physique and bearing of a people,
and the death rate and sick roll had varied in
accordance with the attention that had been
paid to the laws of sanitation. It must be
obvious that disease began where resistance
ended, and that resistance was always im-
potent where vital force was destroyed. Sani-
tation aimed to increase the power of resist-

ance
;

it made the strong stronger, lessened
the weakness of the already weak, and
assisted in the provision of healthy dwellings,
good drainage, water, and air. Enactments
that assisted in these objects would always
be valued by right-minded people, and the man
who would benefit his countrymen could not do
so in a more noble and useful manner than
by framing good, sound, workable sanitary
laws that could be carried out in their entirety,

and getting them saccessfully passed through
the Houses of larliament. ilr. Flower then
proceeded to discuss some defects in the
various sanitary enactments, chiefly those
relating to the duties of sanitary in-

spectors, their designation, tenure of office, and
salaries. He said there were so many small
enactments as to cause much confusion, and
that this should be remedied by the passing of
one Act dealing with the Public Health ex-
pressed in plain, simple language with very
many of the permissive clauses removed. Shall
should be substituted for wioy, so often used, as
for example in matters specified in section 157
of the Public Health Act, 1875. Where
urban authorities “may” make bye-laws,
it should read mban authorities “shall”
make bye-laws, and other sanitary autho-
rities too, because it was of great importance
to all that the detailed sanitary arrangements
in towns and villages should be as perfect as
possible, and that could only be arrived at by
local authorities exacting a due compliance
with a satisfactory set of by-laws. He thought
it very desirable that a uniform set of by-laws
should be drawn up by the central authority in
respect to those matters referred to in
Section 157 of the Public Health Act,
1875, and it should be enacted that every
local authority “shall" adopt such by-
laws with such modifications as the central
authority may deem fit, after receiving the
evidence in favour of the required modification.
In the drawing-np of these by-laws be would
invite local surveyors and others continually
dealing with these matters to express an
opinion in writing to the central authority,
stating what they thought was required,
and he ventured to think that a set of
by-laws might be arranged to meet all

circumstances without being arbitrary. The
speaker then touched on several defects in
existing legislation, and concluded by saying
that, in his opinion, sanitary officials shonld
be responsible to a central authority, who only
should have the power to remove them on just
cause being shown. Although he had only
mentioned npon a few defects, many more led up
from them. He urged npon members of
County Councils, Sanitary Authorities, Sanitary
Officials, and, in fact, all who bad an interett

in the public health—and surely all must have,
if they had the welfare of their country at
heart,—to earnestly push forward and agitate
for the appointment of a Minister of Health to

guide and direct sanitation in all its departments.

Messrs. Reed, Blioht, k. Co. (Limited), con-
tractors, Plymouth, have opened offices at Alnauy-
buildings, 47, Victoria street, Westminster, S.W.
New Dry Dock at Jarrow.

—

The Mercantile
Dry Dock Company, Jarrow, opened at Jarrow, on
the 4th inst., a new dock, to be known as “ No. 2
Dry Dock.” The new dock is situated on the high
side of the old dock, about four hundred yards or
more below Palmer’s works. The contract for the
making of the dock was let to Mr. J. Best, of
Edinburgh, and the engineer of the works is M).
James Watts Sandeman, of Newcastle. The al-

lowing are the principal dimensions of the dock —
Clear length on floor, 350 ft.

;
width at top, 72ft. j

width on floor level, 49 ft.
;

width of entrince,
50 ft.

;
depth of entrance below cope level,

24 ft. 9 in.
;
depth of water on cill, 21 ft.
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Peviains of Talley Ahhey.

Jllnstralions.

AROHIIECTURAL ASSOCIATION EXCUR-
SION ; PLACES VISITED.

nHE illustrations of Somersetshire given
in the present issue inclnde some of
the principal bnildings in Taunton and

its neighbourhood visited by the Architectural
Association during their annual excursion. They
.should be taken in connexion with our leading
article and the report of the proceedings
which will be found in this number. We shall
continue our report next week, together with
some further illustrations of places of interest.

The photographs of the churches of St.

Mary’s, Taunton, St. James’s. Taunton, and
Kingston St. Mary, are by Mr. H. M. Cooper, of
Taunton

;
those of Bishops Lydeard and Creech

St. Michael and Ruishton by*Mr. Frith.

THE CAMBRIAN AHCH.FOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION AT LLANDEILO.

BEFonu continuing our report* of the pro-
ceedings of this Conference, we may refer the
reader to last week’s Jiuilder for the account
of the excavations at Talley Abbey, of which
we are now able to give a plan, as well as a
small view of the remains as they appear. For
the loan of these and other illustrations to this
report (which are all taken from the Arcluco-
logia Cambrensis) we are indebted to the Com-
mittee of the Cambrian Arcbmological Asso-
ciation.

On Wednesday, the 10th inst., the proceedings
commenced with an examination of Llandeilo
Parish Church, the ground-plan of which,
consisting of a nave and chancel, with nave
aisles and chancel aisles on the south, but
none on the north, and a western tower, is

typical of nearly all the others in this district.

Restorers (in this particular case the late Sir
Gilbert Scott) have succeeded in removing
almost every trace of interest the buildings
may have once possessed. The character of
the towers has not been materially altered, but
the substitution of modern tracery in all the
windows must always be a matter of regret to '

lovers of ancient ecclesiastical architecture.
An inscribed stone formerly existed at Llandeilo
which may have been of the time of St. Teilo,
the patron Saint. L'nfortunately, it appears to
have been completely lost. The only record of
its existence is in a note made by the well-
known antiquary, Edward Lhwyd, in 1697,
There are, however, preserved within the
thurch two heads of wheel crosses (one of
^ich is elaborately ornamented with inter-
latad work) of the ninth or tenth century.

* See last week’s Builder, p. 126.

I

At ten o’clock the carriages were ready to
convey the party to Dynevor, visiting on the
way the little church of Llandefeisant, close to
Llandeilo, which possesses hardly any points of

j

interest to detain the arcbteologist. Mr.
Penrose, the great authority on the optical
refinements of Greek architecture, formed one
of the party, and his trained eye was at once
struck by the extraordinary jumble of mould-
ings of the thirteenth and fifteenth centuries
which the restored western doorway exhibits.
A short drive brought the members to the

modern mansion of Dynevor, a building erected
in execrable taste, and forming a marked con-
trast to the exquisite demesne in which it is

situated. The ancient castle of Dynevor
occupies a strong position on the north bank
of the river Towy, nearly a mUe sooth of the
house. The park surrounding it is well
wooded, and its forest glades may fairly be
compared with those of Windsor. The view
of the castle across the green lawns, that
have taken centuries to mature, is as fine as

anything in the whole of Wales. The prin-

cipal feature in the ruins is a drum tower of I

large dimensions, not xmlike the one at Pem- i

broke, but somewhat smaller. The over-sailing
j

coroel course, although a simple form of

decoration, is used with as good an effect here I

as in the towers of the churches. Neither the I

history nor the architecture of Dynevor Castle i

has been investigated by any competent per- '

son, although it was in medimval times one of I

the most important fortresses in the Princi- «

pality. The most ancient part of the present I

structure does not date back beyond the thir- i

teenth century.
Proceeding two miles further westward along

j

the north bank of the Towy, the church of t

Llangathen was reached. It has a good tower,
\

and contains a fine monument in the Renais-
|

sance style to Antony Rudd, Bishop of St. I

David’s (who died in 16H), erected by his wife, 1

Anna Dalton, two years after his decease. '

The next place on the programme was C«rc I

Henry, where, if tradition is to be believed, I
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Castell Co/iTeg Ceiincn, fr(yni the South. From a drawing hg II. Longueville Jo7ies. Engraved J?/ J. IT. Le Kcux.

ienry Earl of Richmoud, afterwards Henry MI.,
lept on his way from Pembrokeshire to Bos-
vorth in 1485. The house has been modernised,
mt contains a chapel and details of the fonr-
eenth century.
The carriages now turned southward towards

Iryslwyn (pronounced Drnslin), where the
iverTowyis fordable and crossed by a foot-
iridge. Castell Dryslwyn, a mere shell with
ointed windows, occupies a prominent position
n an isolated hill rising at a steep angle from
be river. Resuming again a westerly direction
or a mile and a half, the party arrived at
ilanarthney, where luncheon was provided,
'he church here was described by the Rev.
ianon Harris. The chief object of interest is a
ne wheel cross of the ninth century, orna-
lented with very rudely-executed patterns.

'

i bears an inscription in minuscules, which
}ads :

—

merclea . . . cema '

elnia(t) {f)ecit crucem

It iff difficult to make anything intelligible
it of the first line, but the second clearly
lows that the cross was erected by Elmat.
he name Elnat occurs on a cross at Tintagel,

'

I Cornwall.
Leaving Llanai thney, a drive of two miles
rought the party to Middleton Hall, This

;

ansion takes its name from David Middleton,
•other to Sir Hugh Middleton, or Myddelton

,
1

the Welshman, to whose enterprise London is .

indebted for its New River Water Supply, an
j

original share in which undertaking is now worth
;

a king’s ransom. Mrs. Abraham, the present

:

owner, received the members, and exhibited a

'

number of antiquities collected from the neigh-

1

bourhood, including a bi-lingual ogam inscribed
!

stone found at Llanwinio in 1846, the matrix !

of a thirteenth century seal with the Virgin and
Child upon it, and several bronze celts and '

spear-heads.
;

On the return journey to Llandeilo, a distance ;

of eight miles, a short stay was made at Golden ‘

Grove, the residence of Lord Emlyn. The
house is comparatively modern. The chief his-

torical associations connected with the place
relate to Jeremy Taylor, who found a refuge
here when his living was sequestrated during

'

the Parliamentary war in the time of Charles 1.

!

In the American Garden at Golden Grove is an
elaborately ornamented cross-shaft of the ninth
century, brought from Glansannan Farm, two
and a half miles N.E. of Llanarthney. It bears
the name Eiudon in minuscules, and was

|

locally known as the “ Llech Eidon,” or Eidon’s
|

Stone. Mr. Romilly Allen read a paper on this
|

remarkable monument, in which he showed

:

that the ornament was identical with that on
1

the crosses at Llantwit Major, in Glamorgan-
j

shire, and at Carew and at Nevern, in Pembroke-

1

shire. He also remarked upon the similarity of
i

some of the patterns with those in the Gospels
of Macdurnan. at Lambeth, and the Gospels of

Macregol, at Oxford, and thereby proved that

the Llech Eidon must be of the ninth century.

On the morning of Thursday, August 11, the

excursionists left the “ Cawdor Arms” at 9 a.ra.

by carriage for Derwydd, Llandybie, and Castell

Carreg Cennen, which lie to the south of Llan-

deilo. A steep descent down the main street of

the town, past the parish church, leads to the

fine stone bridge of one span over the river

Towy. After crossing the strath through which
the Towy flows, the road enters the valley of

the Cennen and follows its course along the east

bank as far as Derwydd, about three and a half

miles south of Llandeilo. Before proceeding
to Derwydd House, a slight deviation was made
from the road to examine the Maen-Llwyd (i.e.,

grey or old stone), on Cefin Cethin farm. The
monument is an upright pillar of limestone

8 ft. 6 in. high, standing in the middle of a
field. Upon one face a very distinct outline

of a bow and arrow is incised, having every

appearance of great age. In Scotland, stand-

ing stones bearing incised symbols are not

unknown, but this is, perhaps, the only thing

of the kind in Wales. There are instances of

the bow and arrow being used symbolically on
sepulchral slabs of the thirteenth and four-

teenth centuries, in the same way as the sword,
' to indicate that the grave-stone is that of a
• warrior. The bow and arrow on the Maen-
Llwyd may possibly have a similar signification.

It is difficult to assign any date to this curious

piece of sculpture.

At Derwydd House the archeologists were
received most courteously by the owner, Mr.

Alan Stepney-Gulston, who led them through
the various rooms, explaining as he went the

points of interest in each. The house is an old

one, dating back to the fifteenth century or

earlier, modernised with excellent taste and
wise discretion, so that nothing ancient has

been tampered with. In addition to a fine col-

lection of Oriental porcelain, and Hispano-

Moresque faience, Mr. Gulston is the happy
possessor of many historical relics of great

!
value. Chief amongst these is the carved oak

I

bedstead traditionally believed to be that of
' Sir Rhys ap Thomas, the illustrious Welshman
to whose timely assistance Henry VII. partly

owed his throne. The four posts of the bed-

stead are elaborately ornamented, and bear
I the arms of Sir Rhys ap Thomas. Round
the three sides at the top is a beautifully

' executed frieze, about a foot deep,| upon
which are represented a procession o£ figures

consisting of warriors on horseback and on

foot, monks, musicians playing the drum and
harp, ladies, &c. As a study of mediceval

costume nothing could be better. The artistic

merit of the carving is considerable, and it

would be very desirable to have it examined by

a specialist with a view of determining whether
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it is of foreign or native workmanship. In the

entrance hall at Derwydd is preserved the

celebrated “ Hoda cum Tewdr ” cabinet, of

carved oak, and decorated with the coats-of-

arms of families mentioned in the old Welsh

pedigrees of George Owen (1591). Many other

interesting objects were exhibited in glass

cases, all admirably arranged and labelled,

amongst which were the seal of Oliver Crom-

well, and the badge of a local Jacobite vSooiety,

called the “Sea Sergeants.” In the upper

rooms of the house are some good plaster

ceilings of the sixteenth century, and one or two

carved stone mantel-pieces of the same period.

Resuming their carriages, the members placed

themselves under the guidance of Mr. Gulston,

who led the way to the Pant-y-Llyn bone caves,

one mile south-west of Derwydd, and there

delivered a short address in the open air on what

was known of the discoveries made in these sub-

terranean dwellings of pre-historic man. Only

the site of the cave is now to be seen, as the

whole of it has been removed in quarrying opera-

tions. Unfortunately the bones of extinct

animals that were unearthed are now buried

under many tons of debris in front of the

quarry, and the human remains have all been

lost with the exception of one skull which is

preserved in the Oxford Museum. Mr. Gul-

ston deserves great credit for having collected

with so much assiduity the facts relating to

this remarkable And.

I'rom Pant-y-Llyn, a descent of about a mile

brought the party to Llandybie Church, the

examination of which was soon accomplished,

as it contains nothing of sufficient interest to

detain the archmologist. The carriages now
returned along the high road to Llandeilo, and
branching o2 at a point near Derwydd, where

the river Cennen suddenly changes its course

from a southerly to an easterly direction, soon

reached Castell Carreg Cennen, A halt of a

few minutes was made on the way, at Llwyn
Beddau, to inspect a sepulchral cist, about 4 ft.

square, formed of large stones set on edge, the

sole survivor of seventy others stated to have

existed on this spot.

Castell Carreg Cennen, although its ruins are

not anything like so extensive as Kidwelly, or

even Dynevor, is yet far more imposing than

[Aug. 20, 1892.

either on account of the romantic position it

occupies on the summit of a steep limestone
crag, rising abruptly from the River Cennen,

i

which flows at its foot on the south side. Thei
distant view, as one approaches it up the valley:

of the Cennen from the west, is so striking

and peculiar that it is difficult to believe that

one is living in the world of sober fact, and not

:

face to race with the enchanter's castle of a
medimval romance, Before the days of artillery,

i

the stronghold must have been almost impreg-

:

nable, and its position, overlooking a wide
stretch of country, would make it very useful as i

a watch-tower for the district. The plan is,

:

roughly speaking, a square of about 100 ft. each
side. The main entrance is on the north, and'
is flanked by two towers with octagonal ends.

There are other towers at the angles, and a
small projecting one on the east side, i

containing the chapel. The approach to

the castle is from the north. On the
the south the limestone cliff is almost perpen-

1

dicular, rising to a height of more than i

100 ft. above the Cennen. The ground on the '

two remaining sides (the east and the west)
is less precipitous, but still so steep and rough I

as to form an admirable defence. There are i

hardly any architectural details now remaining, i

The little trefoil ornament bn the springing of '

the arch of the principal gateway is worthy of '

notice. The same thing occurs at St, Quentin’s

Castle, near Cowbridge, which is no doubt

'

of the same period. It is difficult to <

assign a date to Castell Carreg Cennen. i

Roman coins have been found within the '

enclosed area, and some wild enthusiasts

did not hesitate to put down the masonry of

'

the lower part of the walls,—which is different

to the rest and better built,—as Roman. A '

more probable view is that it was constructed i

by the De Loudres, Lords of Kidwelly, as an i

outpost to the larger fortress, in the twelfth i

century, and was further strengthened in i

Edwardian times. The castle was given by;
Henry VII. to Sir Rhys ap Thomas, and i

eventually came into the hands of the Earls of i

Cawdor, through the Vaughans of Golden i

Grove.
One of the most interesting features of)

Castell Carreg Cennen is the remarkable I

covered way, which leads from a small opening
|

in the south curtain wall down to what isi

supposed to be a well right in the heart of the i

limestone rock on which the fortress stands, s

The flrst portion of the passage is artiflcially I

constructed against the side of the cliff, andi
descends at a considerable angle in an easterly!

direction, the wall being loopholed at intervalsl

to admit the light. The roof of the passage is i

of triangular section near the top, but like a
penthouse-roof lower down. The bottom and'
inner sides of the passage are formed by >

the solid rock, the roof and outer side 1

being artiflcial. At the bottom of the descent]
is a short flight of steps turning sharp round to:

the left and leading into a natural tunnel in

the limestone extending for perhaps a hundred:'

yards inwards from the face of the cliff. This i

tunnel terminates in a perpendicular shaft 0 ft.

deep, now perfectly dry
;
near it is a very poor:

spring of dirty water, into which visitors, espe-t

daily ladies, make a point of dropping in bent:

pins, not forgetting mentally to wish for some

i

long-cherished object of desire.

The last place visited was Cwrt Bryn-y-j
Beirdd. an ancient Welsh mansion, now con-i

verted into a farm house, situated a mile southt

of Castell Carreg Cennen. on the opposite side:

of the valley. This portion of the excursion:

had to be accomplished on foot, as there is

only a pathway leading to it in this direction, i

and the descent down one side of the valleys

and up the other is very trying, even to pedes-::

trians. Cwrt Bryn-y-Beirdd, of which we give’

a plan, is pronounced by [Professor Babington;
to be “ one of the most interesting specimens ini

existence of a gentleman's house ’’ of the time of >

Edward II. It contains many architectural:

details of the Decorated period, including an:,

old flre-place with angle brackets at eacbc

side, in one of the upper rooms, and several'

cusped and pointed windows. Since thel

previous visit of the Cambrian Archceolo-l

gical Association to this spot in 1855, manyt
ancient features have disappeared, which is

much to be regretted.

The party returned thence direct to Llandeilo,!

well satisfied with the day’s work.

In the evening, papers were read by Mr. J.

Willis Bund. F.S.A., on ‘‘Teilo Churches,'’ andi

by Mr. D. Lleufer Thomas on “Ancient
Tenures.”
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The last day’s excnrsion, the fourth of the
series, on Friday, August 12, was to the great
pre-historic fortress of Cam Goch, Llangadock,
and Llandovery, all lying to the north-east of
Llandeilo up the valley of the Towy. The
weather, which had been unusually fine during
the previous three days, still continued to be
propitious. Leaving the Cawdor Arms at the
usual early hour, the carriages were soon at the
foot of Carn-Goch, four miles north-east
of Llandeilo. After a pretty stiff climb
on foot up the hill-side, the party assembled
within the enclosure to hear Mr. Edward Laws,
the learned author of “ Little Engl.and Beyond
Wales,” deliver a most instructive lecture on the
remains. The gist of Mr. Laws’s remarks was
that he believed Cam Goch to be a fortified city

of the Bronze Age, and he stated his reasons for
coming to this conclusion in a very lucid
manner. He described the typical stronghold
of the Neolithic people who preceded the
bronze-using race, observing that they relied
more on nature than on art for their
defences, and that such military works
as they were obliged to construct consisted of
small camps exposed to all the winds of
heaven, and scarcely ever supplied with water.
After considerable experience in exploring
earthworks of the kind, he had formed the
opinion that they were not dwelling-places,
but refuges for a sparse population, who lived in
the valleys below, and that, when danger
appeared, the fighting men of the tribe hurried
the women, children, and long-faced oxen,
hairy little sheep, and great, long-legged pigs
into these temporary places of refuge, where they
made astand until relieved by their neighbours.
At Cam Goch, on the contrary, there was an
excellent water supply, gigantic works, which
proved the co-operation of a considerable
population, and engineering of a very different
order from that exhibited in the little cliff

castles along the coast. The inhabitants of
the fortress probably lived within the walls
permanently with their flocks, herds, and
other belongings. This view was borne
out by a number of hut circles still

visible inside the enclosure. Mr. Laws
remarked that the fortification closely re-
sembled certain camps in North Wales, and was
exceeded in size by some of them, but Cam
Goch was the largest in South Wales. One
like it existed at Strumble Head, in Pembroke-
shire, although inferior to it as regards size.
Were he to dig within the walls of Cam Goch
he would drain the pond which formed the
water supply, and explore the interior of the
oval enclosure, the great cairn, and the circular
spaces in the walls. All this, however, sbocld
be done most carefully by skilled hands, for the

I
man who destroyed relics of the past, simply

,
to gratify a senseless curiosity, was guilty of a

,
crime little short of sacrilege.

There are two camps at Cam Goch, the larger
,
one being of approximately oval shape, 2,000 ft.

I

long by 560 It. wide
;
and the smaller one,

which lies to the south-west, at a lower level,
being an oval measuring 500 ft. by 350 ft. The
walls are of dry rabble, with well-formed sally-
ports, or roofed passages extending right
through the rampart, at intervals. The ddhris
of the walls is in some places 70 ft. wide and
16 ft. high. The situation of Cam Goch resem-
bles that of the great prehistoric hill fort
called the White Caterthun, near Brechin, in
Forfarshire, in being on the borderland between
the cultivated part of the country and the wild,
barren tracts of heath - covered mountains
behind it.

Leaving the breezy heights of Cam Goch,
the party descended on the opposite side of
the hill from the one they had come up, and,
resuming their places in the carriages, were
conveyed to Llangadock. Just before entering
the town a short stop was made to examine
Castell Meyxig, an earthwork of the same class
as those which had been seen on Tuesday’s
excursion at Talley and Twrla, consisting of a
moated mound and base-court. The village
common, just beyond, with its clumps of furze

'

bushes, presents a pleasing contrast to the
highly - cultivated fields which surround it.

Llangadock church is devoid of interest, and
built on the same double-barrelled principle of
ground-plan as the others in this district. After
luncheon, two excellent collections of local
antiquities were inspected at houses in the
village, one belonging to Mr. Lewis Lloyd, and

I the other to Mrs. Thursby Pelham. Amongst
I
the latter was a Homan intaglio ring, bearing a

^representation of Venus Victrix, holding the
j
apple in her hand, which was found some years

ago at Abermarlais, on the opposite side of the
river Towy.
The party next went on to Llandovery by

train. This place was really hardly worth
the trouble of a visit. It has two churches,
Llandingat, half a mile south of the town, and
Llanfair-ar-y-Bryn, about the same distance to
the north of it. Llandingat Churchyard con-
tains the grave of Sir Gardner Wilkinson, the
eminent Egyptian arcbmologist (born in 1797,
and died in 1875). The church has more good
architectural points about it than most of the
others seen during the meeting. The tower is

one of the best in the district; the chancel
arch is Transitional Norman, though very plain

;

and the original Decorated and Perpendicular
tracery in some of the windows is distinctly
above the average. The restorer seems, for
some inscrutable reason, to have played
fewer pranks than usual with the building.
Vicar Pritchard’s house and Llanfair-ar-y-
Bryn Church, where there are some curious
gargoyles to the tower, were hnrredly looked at,

and the party then returned by train to
Llandeilo.

In the evening a general meeting of the mem-
bers was held at the Cawdor Arms,—Sir James
Williams Drummond being in the chair,—at
which votes of thanks were accorded to the
local committee and the officials of the Associa-
tion, whose labours contributed to making the
Llandeilo meeting one of the most successful
yet held. The names of Mr. J. Lewis Thomas
(Local Secretary) and the Kev. Charles Chidlow
(General Secretary) were specially mentioned.

It was announced that the next annual meet-
ing would be held at Oswestry in 1S93.

SEWAGE AND ITS PURIFICATION.
Dr, Charles A. Bubghardt, Ph.D. ,&;c., Lec-

turer and Examiner in the Victoria University,
Manchester, Analytical and Consulting Chemist,
read a paper on this subject at the recent
annual meeting at Bury of the Incorporated
Association of Municipal and County Engineers.
Sewage, he said, is a very complex substance,
chemically speaking, and can be divided into
two distinct classes :

—
1. Domestic sewage, which is mostly animal

in its origin, and much charged with nitro-
genous and carbonaceous matters which are
more or less easily decomposed by so-called
secondary decomposition, ioduced principally
by the oxidising action of the oxygen of the
air. The nitrogenous matters consist of urea,
uric acid, colouring matters of animal origin,
mucus, and various bodies in a state of unstable
equilibrium, somewhat resembling albumen in
their chemical characteristics, and called
generally, for the want of a better term, “ al-

buminoid matter.”

2. Manufacturers' sewage, or the waste waters
from all kinds of chemical works, dye works,
bleach works, paper mills, c^c. As a rule,
this class of sewage js not rich in nitro-
genous matters, but it is generally rich in car-
bonaceous matters, both in solution and sus-
pension, and highly charged with various salts
in solution. The substances in this class of
sewage are more stable than those present in
domestic sewage, consequently they are not so
easily decomposed or oxidised, and their
presence in a mixed sewage is, therefore, highly
objectionable, because they actually prevent to
a very great extent the oxidation and destruc-
tion of the dome.stio sewage, and act as a
“ resist ” to the oxygen of the air.

From this generalisation of sewage I think it

is clear that we Lancashire men have, un-
fortunately, the very best opportunities for
thoroughly studying the question of its treat-
ment, for we can certainly claim to turn out
the most complex and abominable mixtures of
sewage into our streams which it is possible to
produce. Every possible variety of sewage is

represented, and the investigator has all the
material necessary for his enquiry at his own
door. In a manufacturing district, therefore,
the sewage of towns and townships consists of
a mixture of the two above-mentioned classes
of sewage, and it is constantly varying in com-
position, no two consecutive hours being alike.

For this reason it is almost imperative that
such sewage should be treated specially, with
regard to the particular district from which it

arises, it being scarcely possible to lay down
one uniform method of treatment which will
successfully meet all cases.

Some years ago I pointed out the immense
importance of removing sewage of both classes

fiom onr streams, for this reason, viz.: if it

were not removed, and pollution continued on
the same scale, then it was quite certain that
a time would come when our Lancashire
streams would be so foul that no manufactnres
requiring clean water could be further carried
on, and such manufactures and processes
would be strangled by their own act, and the
trade transferred to some other locality or
country where such a di-graceful state of

affairs did not exist. This was in 1884, and we
now see in 1892 already signs that this opinion
of mine was well founded. I shall deal with
this subject of river pollution after I have dealt

with that of sewage treatment, at the end of this

paper. With regard to the treatment of sew-
age, it may be said that there are, broadly
speaking, three general methods or systems
adopted in this country, viz. :

—

1. Irrigation and sewage farming.
2. Intermittent downward filtration.

3. Precipitation by chemicals, with or with-
out subsequent intermittent downward filtra-

tion.

With regard to the first method, it has been
known for a long time that, on the whole, it has
proved to be a costly, and, I may also say, a
ghastly failure. It is only in a very few highly-

favoured districts where such a system can be
successfully carried out, so fas as the purification

of the raw sewage is concerned, and in all these
cases there still remains the undeniable fact

that from our present knowledge of the spread
of disease by means of micro-organisms the
covering of large areas of land with a deposit

of sewage sludge or mud is a constant menace
to the health of the people living in the neigh-
bourhood of such areas. As the mud dries the
micro-organisms (some of which may be highly
septic) are spread by the wind far and wide, and
find a congenial home in the bodies of the un-

fortunate population whose constitutions have
been previously much impaired by the foul

exhalations which rise (particularly in summer
evenings) from such sewage farms. It is only
possible to produce a suitable efflaent from raw
sewage by irrigation when there is a sufficient

depth of porous soil as a filtering medium, and,
further, a large enough area to allow of a
change of top soil from time to time by plough-
ing or other means. If these conditions can-
not be complied with, sewage irrigation be-

comes absolutely impossible, on account of the
choking-up of the surface of the land by the
“sewage slime.” Looking at this branch of the
subject from another point of view, it is an
outrage upon all natural laws. Plant life

takes up its nourishment from manures, either

liquid or solid, in very small quantities at a time,

and only at certain seasons. At other times the
presence of such manure would be absolutely

useless to the plant, and probably detrimental
to its progress. From this it is evident that
plant life on a sewage irrigation farm must be in

anything but a really healthy condition if the
work of sewage purification is to be carried out
day and night for the whole year, for many a
time when it ought to have rest the plant would
be deluged with sewage matter which it cannot
assimilate, or at other times when it really

wants support it cannot obtain it, because the
surface of the ground being completely choked
with sewage-slime, the roots of the plant are

deprived of the necessary aeration on the one
hand and sun’s action on the other. Further,
in deep winter, when the groundis frozen hard,

the raw-sewage cannot be purified at all, and is

generally discharged in that condition into the
nearest stream. The same thing occurs in

summer in some places where hay is a crop grown
on the farm, no raw or even settled sewage being
allowed on the hay-grass for some considerable

time, and consequently the crude sewage passes
nnpurified into the nearest stream as a matter of

course. I have had personal experience of this

partial treatment on many occasions, and in all,

a fearful nuisance was created by the discharge of

this crude sewage into brooks which were other-

wise clean, and inj unctions were obtained by
property owners on these streams against the
local authorities who were the offenders. There
cannot be any donbt, therefore, that simple
treatment of sewage by passage over land,

either good or bad, is quite unsuitable and
dangerous to the health of the commnnity.
Even sewage irrigation supplemented or pre-

ceded by settlement of some of the suspended
matters is also a proved failure, as all the objec-

tions cited above are equally applicable to this

modification. Many local authorities have
adopted this or some similar treatment on
account of its so-called cheapness, but they will
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shortly be made aware by the County Councils
that their disgusting effluents cannot any longer
be tolerated in our streams

;
therefore, they

must eventually adopt an entirely different

treatment of their sewage if they wish to avoid
unpleasant consequences.

I come now to the second method of treat-

ment, “intermittent downward filtration.”

Where this process is carried out upon crnde
untreated sewage, I have no hesitation in say-
ing that it must result in failure for the same
reasons given above, that irrigation is a
failure, and local authorities will certainly
be compelled to modify and supplement
their sewage treatment where simply in-
termittent downward filtration is adopted.
For large towns in populous manufacturing
districts such a plan of sewage treatment is

quite impossible, on account of the enormous
area of land which would have to be acquired
for the purpose, it being understood that not
more than the sewage from about 400 people
should be drained upon one acre of good filter-

ing land. Some authorities go as high as 1,000
of population to one acre of the very best
filtering land, and as low as 250 of population
to one acre of bad filtering land. I consider it

qxiite impossible to filter the sewage from a
population of 1,000 upon an acre of the very
best filtering land, and also 250 or even 100 of
population upon an acre of bad filtering land.
Bad filtering land ought not to be applied to
such a purpose under any circumstances what*
ever.

I do not think it necessary to go into this
part of the question any further, because every
one who has had any experience at all in
sewage treatment has long been of opinion
that filtration of raw sewage without a previous
purifying treatment is obsolete. It will be seen
later on that purified or treated sewage, if passed
over suitable land or filters of sufflcient area,
gives an excellent filtered effluent which is quite
fit to turn into any stream. Before considering
some of the various chemical or “precipitation
processes” I think it will be more convenient to
briefly describe the general chemical alteration
which domestic sewage undergoes when mixed
with water, for water-borne sewage is now the
rule and not the exception, therefore those
places where the dry earth or the pail systems
are adopted being few and far between, such
methods of treatment need not be considered
in a paper on sewage treatment.
Domestic sewage contains nitrogenous and

carbonaceous bodies, both in solution and in
suspension, those present in the latter being
fmcal and most objectionable in character,
although not more dangerous from a sanitary
point of view than the dissolved nitrogenous
and carbonaceous matters. In this sewa'^e
matter (principally that in solution) there are
sulphates of the alkalies and alkaline earths,
calcium phosphate, and the so-called albumi-
noid matters. The great decomposers are in
reality numerous species of micro-organisms of
all classes, micrococci, bacteria, bacilli, &o.,
which split up the above-mentioned albumi-
noid and carbonaceous bodies into simpler
bodies, the final results of their activity being
ammonia

_

(obtained principally from the
albuminoid matter), carbonic acid gas, obtained
by the oxidation of the carbon of the various
matters, both albuminoid and carbonaceous (for
the albuminoid matters also contain carbon as a
constituent), sulphnretted hydrogen obtained
by the reduction of the sulphates mentioned
above, by the liberation of nascent or atomic
carbon and its immediate recombination with
the oxygen of the sulphates themselves, result-
ing in the production in the first stage of car-
bonic acid gas or carbon dioxide and calcium,
potassium, or sodium sulphide

;
according to

the following chemical equations :

—

CaSO^-f2C=CaS-h2CO.,
E..SO,-f2C = K.,S + 2CO.:
Na.SO,,-f2C = Na.:S -i-2(JOo.

Now we do not find in sewage which is
freely acted upon by the oxygen of the air, any
sulphides of the alkalies or alkaline earths, but
we always do find a considerable quantity of a
black insolnble precipitate or deposit at the
bottom of a tank or brook in which sewage has
been exposed for some days to the air, and on
analysis we find that this black substance is a
sulphide of iron. How does it get there I As
an excess of carbonaceous matter is always
present in domestic sewage, the action
of the micro - organisms produces from it
(assisted by the oxygen of the air) a large
quantity of carbon dioxide, which largely dis-

solves and is retained by the water
;
in fact,

decomposed sewage is saturated with dissolved
carbon dioxide. This carbon dioxide dissolved
in the water now attacks the above-mentioned
sulphides and converts them into carbonates
liberating at the same time sulphuretted
hydrogen gas, some of which is liberated from
the water in the form of babbles which soon
make their presence evident by their very
characteristic smell, whilst another portion of
the snlphuretted hydrogen combines with any
suitable iron compound in its immediate neigh-
bourhood which may be present in solution, or,

failing that, suspended hydrated ferric oxide
derived from various sources, which is generally
present in the beds of most brooks or rivers. In
any case this black sulphide of iron is produced
and carbonates of the alkalies and alkaline
earths are also produced. This production of
these carbonates from the sulphides constitutes
the second stage of the reaction mentioned
above, and it takes place according to the fol-

lowing chemical equation, viz. :

—

CaS -i- CO.. + H,.0= CaCOy + H.,S

K.S + COo + HoO= K«COy H.,S

NaoS X COn -t- H20=NajC03 -t-H.S.

This then is what occurs when sewage is

freely exposed to the action of the air. 'When
the air is wholly or partially excluded, the
reaction is somewhat different, the production
of carbonates being much smaller in. amount,
whilst the ammonia produced from the albu-
minoid bodies mostly combines with the sulphu-
retted hydrogen (which in any case is always
present in more or less amount in decomposing
sewage, even when free oxygen is almost
absent), forming a solution of ammonium
sulphide, a most foul smelling and dangerous
compound. I have known this substance to be
produced very largely upon filter beds which
had become completely choked and would not
any longer allow the passage of water through
the filtering medium, the stagnant sewage
lying upon the beds to the depth of about 2 ft.

It was this depth of liquid which caused the
mischief. Oxidation could only take place
upon the surface, and the bulk of the liquid
gradually became strongly charged with ammo-
nium sulphide. On exposure to air ammonium
sulphide rapidly decomposes into free ammo-
nia, water, and free sulphur, the latter making
its presence evident by forming a film of
sulphur upon the surface of the sewage.
The micro-organisms continue their useful

work and increase enormously in number until
the unoxidised carbonaceous matter is oxidised
as much as it can be, and until all the albumi-
noid bodies are decomposed and resolved into
less complex bodies. When the process is com-
plete most of these organisms die

; in fact, there
is no doubt that some of the products of their
activity are poisonous to them, and perhaps also
to mankind. Albuminous bodies which undergo
a similar decomposition produce highly poison-
ous products sometimes, to which the name
ptomaines has been given

;
these ptomaines are

found in decomposing flesh, &c., and closely
resemble both chemically and physiologically
some of the well-known alkaloid poisons. In
addition to the above-mentioned decomposition
products there aretwosubstancesalways present
at the end of the process, not definite chemical
compounds, but still, chemically speaking,
always similar in their characteristics. One
of these substances is insoluble in water, gum-
like in character when concentrated, but floc-

culent when in oxidised sewage. This insoluble
gum-like body is a product of the oxidation of
the albuminous and carbonaceous bodies in the
original sewage, and is the substance which is

most detrimental to the action of a filter,

because it chokes up the pores, owing to its

slimy consistency. The second substance,
which is present in decomposed oxidised
sewage, is soluble in water, gum - like

in character, and not further oxidisable
except by strong chemical oxidisers, and
only .then in a very partial manner. It is

quite harmless in water. From the above-
mentioned facts it is evident that micro-
organisms are not altogether objectionable in
character. They perform a good work for us,
and assist us largely in sewage purification.
They certainly take a long time to carry out
their operations, but this seems to me to point
ont a direction in which to work, namely, to
utilise these countless organisms as purifiers of
the final effluent from onr sewage treatment.
Treat the sewage by the best and most con-
venient process first, and then leave these

organisms to complete the work of purification

in their own way.
The decomposition of raw sewage or effluents

which is brought about by micro-organisms or
other causes is termed “secondary decom-
position.” The same kind of decomposition
takes place in mo.^it or wet sewage mud or

sludge, hence the objectionable smell occasion-
ally observed on visiting sewage-works. I

append to this paper some results of my
analyses of sewage-muds, giving the principal
constituents. I shall consider the slndge
question at a later stage

;
it is the most

difficult part of the problem, as most of
us know. I think I may safely say that both
irrigation sewage farming and filtration of raw
sewage over or through l^d is a proved failure,

and further that at last the inevitable day of
chemical precipitation, supplemented by filtra-

tion either through specially constructed filter-

beds or over properly prepared filtering land,

has arrived and will be the only possibly effi-

cient way of purifying sewage in order to fnlfii

the requii-ements of these days in regard to it.

We cannot any longer allow sham or inefficient

processes to be put up on our local rivers for
dealing with sewage, because nothing less than
absolute efficiency will be allowed if the Man-
chester Ship Canal is to be a possible waterway
to Liverpool and the sea. If some of the pre-

sent inefficient schemes are not considerably
modified, I firmly believe that the Irwell water
will be too foul for storage in docks, unless the
deposit is often cleaned out from the said docks
completely. This applies equally to the canal
itself. No half measures can be allowed in

this case, nothing less than the very best pro-

cess or processes that science can devise for
the treatment of sewage must be adopted for

any locality ultimately draining into the river

Irwell or any of its tributaries. When I speak
of sewage in the Irwell and its tiibutaries, or
any other river, I refer to both domestic and
manufacturers’ sewage. All of it can be effi-

ciently and easily dealt with now, and there is

no reason why the Ship Canal need be troubled

with putrescent sewage at all.

Having considered the treatment of sewage
by irrigation, and also intermittent downward
filtration unassisted by chemical precipitation, n

and also the decomposition phenomena observed *

when sewage undergoes secondary decomposi- ,

tion, I will now pass on to the consideration of

what are known as precipitation processes. I

may say at once that I shall only consider those
processes which have been for some con-
siderable time in actual practical operation in

this country, and further been examined and
tested practically by the Corporation of the
County Borough of Salford. In the years 1890
and 1891 I had the honour of being appointed
the referee chemist to the Salford Corporation

on the series of important tests of leading
sewage processes, which were carried out at the
Corporation Sewage Works at Weaste, upon the
mixed sewages of the borough. As is well

known, the sewage works at Weaste are

designed for the treatment of the sewage by
what is known as the lime-process. It is un-
necessary to describe the works in this paper,

but for those who have not any knowledge of
them the Salford Corporation have printed a
small pamphlet describing it thoroughly, giving

at the same time careful drawings of the
tanks, &c.

I think it may be safely asserted that the

lime precipitation process is the oldest pre-

cipitation process at present in use. For many
years it apparently satisfied the requirements

of particular localities and no complaints were
heard of it, but this “ golden age ” of the lime
process was really fostered by the happy
ignorance of the public as to its real character.

They thought it produced beautiful, clear

effluents, and, best of all, was very cheap. We
know to-day that it may be cheap, but it cer-

tainly is exceedingly nasty. Daring the last

ten years chemical science has demonstrated
beyond any further discussion that an alkaline

eftiuent (where the alkalinity is due to excess

of free caustic lime) is one which is more
liable to produce secondary decomposition and
consequent nuisance than a neutral or even acid

effluent, the reason being the fact that the

putrescible insoluble organic matters in

suspension are decomposed by the caustic

lime and made soluble in water, conse-

quently the effluent water from such a treat-

ment contains in solution a very large

amount of partially decomposed organic matter,

derived principally from faical matter in a

peculiarly putrescible condition. Further, the
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albuminoid and other putrescible bodies in

solution in the original sewage are converted
into unstable compounds which also appear to

undergo secondary decomposition with greater

facility than they do in the original sewage,
after being submitted to the chemical action

of caustic lime
;
consequently, in reality the

so-called purified sewage is worse than the

original raw sewage, so far as secondary decom-
position is concerned. Unfortunately, this

state of affairs is not materially altered by
subsequently filtering the lime effluent through
any kind of filtering medium, either through
land or specially-prepared filters of the very
best construction. This is accounted for by
the fact that the unstable organic compounds
referred to are in solution, and also, of course,

partially osidisable
;
consequently, the land or

the filter becomes rapidly choked by the de-
position of the slimy, sticky, insoluble, gum-
like substance already mentioned above, as being
produced by the oxidation of organic matter in

sewage. In my experience of the lime process,
both with and without filtration, I can only
confirm the already expressed opinion of other
chemists, that the lime process is a delusionanda
snare, so far as purification of sewage is con-
cerned, and it ought no longer to be allowed to
discharge its filthy effluents into streams in a
populous district. It is an absolute failure. I

have said that it is cheap, but if its adoption
leads to subsequent costly litigation (as I have
known it to do), its cheapness also is part of
the delusion connected with it. Another most
serious objection to the process is the
putrescent character of the sludge and its in-

creased weight. The organic matters mechani-
cally carried down with the lime in suspension
decompose more easily in the presence of free
caustic lime than they otherwise would ; there-
fore, before the sludge is removed from the
tanks it is already in a state of active decompo-
sition, and very foul. When this sludge is

pressed in filter-presses, a putrid, foul-smell-
ing water runs from the presses, which is very
much worse in quality than the original sewage,
and must be immediately dealt with if a
nuisance is to be avoided. I may say here that
I shall not consider the question of cost of any
of the processes, although, of course, that is a
very important consideration, but only the
purely chemical side of the question. The cost
must be ascertained by the engineer, and by
the alliance of the engineer and the chemist,
and in no other way can the great sewage
problem be solved.

[We have not space for the remainder of Dr.
Borghardt’s paper, which treated of other pre-
cipitation processes in some detail.]

CnvMspoiiiicna.

To (he Editor of The Builder.

DRAINAGE.
SiE,—Some years back I designed and carried

out a mansion in Kent. At that time my house
was the first on the estate, and there was no
system of sewage near. Cesspool drainage was
the only relief, and as my client had twenty-
seven acres of land, I constructed the sewage
tanks a considerable distance from the house.
Twenty-two years passed (my client died in the
meantime), and his son called and asked for a
copy of the drainage plan, which was supplied.
He returned ic in a few days informing me that
the plan was inaccurate, and that the .system
was wrong. “ Well,” I said, “ you have taken a
long time to make the discovery, and can’t say
who has tinkered the drains since I put them in.

You have now a public system of drainage, but
I could not connect the drains of your father’s
house, as in his time it had no existence.”

2Iy object, however, is not to tell this story,
but to suggest that it may be well to adopt the
custom, after testing, to have each line of
drains photographed, and make a charge for the
operation, give client and builder each a copy,
and retain two copies to put away with the
papers,—a course I am adopting. I state it for
what it is worth. T. E. Knightley.

lOG, Canmn-&tTeet, E.C., August 10.

DUST-EXCLUDING RESPIRATORS.
Sir,—

C

an any of your readers give the address
of the manufacturers of respirators for excluding
dust from the mouth of workmen and others in
[workshops and factories ! These respirators have
been long recommended for use by masons and
[Others, but hitherto, I fear, without much effect

E. W.

Sfubtnts' Column.

CONCRETE.—VIII.

ARTIFICIAL CEMENTS {co?itinned).

PORTLAND: IMPORTANCE OF TESTING.

HHE necessity of testing Portland cement
before using it in important works is

recognised by all engineers, and ought
to be recognised by all architects. It may be
argued that, if the cement be obtained from a
firm enjoying a good reputation, there is no
need for tests. There is, perhaps, less need for

them, but they ought not to be altogether
omitted. In this day of advertisement, it is

often difficult to ascertain whether a reputation

is founded on good manufacture or on adver-
tisements

;
and even if the cement from a

reliable manufactory has been specified, there

is a possibility that another kind may be used
instead. Another argument that may be ad-
vanced is that the contractor is responsible for

failures in material, and that, if by using
inferior cement the concrete should fail, he will

have to do the work again at his own cost

;

therefore, the omcs of testing, it may be said,

rests upon him. A moment’s consideration
will show how unfair to the building-owner is

such a view of the case
;
for the building-owner

may have to bear the loss by delay consequent
on the failure of the cement, or may be able to

recover damages only after an anxious law-
suit. Again, there is a grave danger that
the bad character of the cement may not
discover itself until some months have elapsed,

perhaps not until the architect's final certificate

has been granted, and, in the latter case, there

will probably be trouble for architect and con-
tractor, as well as for the bnilding-owner

;
and

further, a cement may be used which produces
concrete sufficiently good to escape condemna-
tion, but which is far from being the best which
could have been obtained under the terms of

the specification, and in this case the building-

owner is decidedly the loser because proper
tests were not carried out. When we think
of the important uses to which concrete
is put in our buildings,—as, for instance, founda-
tions and floors,—we cannot fail to see the
necessity of knowing the character of the
cement,—^which is its most important ingredient.

To specify that “the best heavy Portland
cement ” must be used is not enough, but such
a description is far from uncommon. Quite
recently a case came under the author’s notice

in which the concrete for an engine-bed was
specified to be of cement, vaguely described as
in the last sentence, and of broken stone, ckc.,

in the proportion of one to four,—a proportion
of cement to aggregate which ought to have
insured an excellent concrete

;
but what hap-

pened ? The concrete was deposited and set

properly, but after a month it began to show
signs of disintegration, and it gradually
crumbled until the architects had to order
its removal; the contractors removed it and
laid a new foundation, and on the completion
of the whole building claimed an “extra” for
the work. The architects refused to allow the
claim, but, believing that the contractors had
not wilfully used inferior material, they asked
the building-owner to deal generously with the
unfortunate builders. Altogether a very pretty
muddle, and one which probably would have
been avoided if the cement had been submitted
to one or two comparatively simple tests.

Teft SpecialistB.—We do not mean to say
that architects must fit up a part of their

offices as testing laboratories, and themselves
become proficient in the art of making and
breaking briquettes, (kc. No, architects have
quite enough on their hands without taking op
another burden. The necessary appliances for

testing are many and costly, and the testing
itself is no easy matter. For instance, ic

requires considerable practice to carry out pro-
perly the many operations necessary in ascer-
taining the tensile strength of cement. That
proportion of water which is most suited to

the character of the cement must be learnt

;

the requisite amount must then be weighed,
and thoroughly mixed with the cement, care
being taken that the water, cement, and air

are at the uniform temperature of about
60 deg. Fahr.

;
the moulds must next be

thoroughly filled with the cement paste,

and kept in a moist atmosphere for a
certain time (usually one day), after

which the briquettes are released from the
moulds and placed under water kept at a

temperature of about GO deg. for a farther
period or periods (sometimes two or six days,
sometimes twenty-seven or more). The bri-

quettes must be accurately placed in the
testing-machine, and the strain should be
applied regularly and not too slowly. Even
the weighing of cement is not as easy
as one would imagine, and when it is remem-
bered that the fineness, soundness, and specific

gravity are of importance, it will be understood
that architects cannot be expected either to
learn how to test cement or to provide the
apparatus required in carrying out a series of
tests. But nowadays there are specialists of
all kinds, and cement-testing is not without
its specialists. For large works, a clause might
be inserted in the specification to the effect

that the contractor must include a certain sum
for cement-testing, the tests to be carried out

by a specified person or by one to be approved
by the architect. For small works, the cement
might be specified to be obtained from a par-

ticular maker, and the architect or the clerk of

works could easily test the cement as to it&

“ soundness,” taking its fineness and strength

for granted.

2'e$tg .—The tests now considered of primary
importance are those for ascertaining the fine-

ness, tensile strength, and soundness of the

cement. The specific gravity is also thought
by many to be of importance

;
but the weight,

which at one time was considered the most
notable characteristic (perhaps, because it could

be ascertained with comparative ease), does not

now command very much attention, and is only

considered in connexion with the fineness and
specific gravity. Some years ago a vague speci-

fication would have required “ the best keavif

Portland cement to-day the description would
probably be altered to “ the best finchj-ijround

Portland cement,” provided, of course, that the

author of such a vague description as the first

could be induced to make any alteration at all.

Several other tests have at various times been

adopted, such as those made to ascertain the
relative hardness of different cements, their

resistance to transverse and crushing stresses,

and their adhesive strength
;

these have their

uses, but are seldom specified in England.

The colour of cement affords little evidence

of its quality, as in many instances it is due

mainly to the presence of iron. Sometimes,
however, a yellowish hue is the result of under-

burning, and if that be the case, the cement will

prove comparatively weak, and may be unsound.

As a rule, good Portland cement is of a bluish-

grey or dark-grey colour, and is soft to the

touch.

It is probable that in the near future a
microscopic examination of Portland cement
will be almost, if not altogether, sufficient tO'

enable the observer to judge of its value
;
the

researches of Mr. Alden H. Brown, of the

University of Iowa, seem, at any rate, to point

to this conclusion, but sufficient observations and
experiments have not yet been made to obtain

absolute proof of this.

When it is desired to test a consignment of

cement, a small quantity should be taken from
each of several casks or bags immediately on

their arrival, care being observed that the

cement is not taken from the outermost portion

in the cask or bag, but from the interior. If

the test is to be made by some one at a distance

from the works, the sample should be carefully

packed and sent as soon as possible. As a rule,

not more than 28 lbs. of cement will be required

for testing.

Weight.— weight of Portland cement is

stated in a well-known book to vary from 95 lbs.

to about 130 lbs. per striked bushel. To-day

manufacturers produce cements apparently more

uniform in weight than these figures show. The
chief causes of this smaller difference are the

better knowledge which is now possessed of the-

ingredients of good cement, the more uniform

degree of fineness to which it is ground, and

also the greater care with which the weight is

ascertained. The method of filling the measure

has much to do with the apparent weight
;

it

may be filled very lightly by allowing the

cement to fall down a short shoot of easy slope,

or may be more closely filled if the cement drop
vertically into it from some height; or, still

more compactly, if the measure be shaken

during the filling. The necessity for some
uniform and satisfactory method of ascertain-

icg the weight has long been recognised, and
various devices have been adopted for this

purpose. In some cases the measure is filled

from a short shoot, down which the cement
slips at a moderate velocity. In others, the
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cement is put into a coarse sieve from which it

drops into a measure placed, say, 3 ft. below it.

Mr. Henry I'aija, M.Inst. C.E., has devised
an apparatus which ensures uniformity of
filling

;
the cement is placed in a hopper, from

the bottom of which it passes into a trough
;

on turning a handle a worm in this trough re-
volves and gradually conveys the cement for-
ward to an opening, whence it drops directly
into the measure below. When the measure is

piled full, the cement is struck off level by
means of a straight-edge and then weighed

;

the weight of the measure itself, which has
previously been ascertained, is deducted from
the total, and the balance is the weight of the
cement contained in the measure. Sometimes
the measure in which the cement is weighed
contains only part of a bushel, and this is

another cause of discrepancy, for in a larger
measure the cement is more compressed than
in a smaller one, and the weight therefore
appears greater. Mr. John Grant ascertained
that 10'75 measures, each containing one-tenth
cf a bushel, were required to fill one bushel
measure. In other words, if the weight per
bushel were 107 5 lbs., the weight per tenth of a
bushel would be only 10 lbs., which, multiplied
by ten, would give an apparent weight per
bushel of only 100 lbs., a difference of 7i per
cent.

The freshness of the cement has also a con-
siderable influence on the weight. It has long
been known that the storing of cement in-
creases its bulk without corresponding increase
of weight. This is due to the slaking, by the
moisture of the atmosphere, of the quicklime
or calcium oxide contained in the cement, and
its conversion into the more bulky hydrate of
lime. Therefore, the more thoroughly slaked
the cement is, the less does it weigh per bushel.
Some cements, of course, show considerably
more increase iu volume and decrease in weight
per bushel than others. Experiments by Mr.
Faija (see Proceedings, Socletg of Engbiecrs
2888) showed that a cement which just after
grinding weighed 120 lbs. per bushel, might
when a few days old weigh only 112 lbs. or 114
lbs., when six months old 100 lbs

,
and at the

end of a year not more than 05 lbs.

The weight of cement varies also according
to its fineness. The finest cement, other things
being equal, weighs the least. Mr. John Grant
gives the weights of seven varieties, unsifted,
and sifted through a sieve with 2,304 meshes
per square inch. The average weight of the
nnsifted cements was 11-04 lbs. per tenth of a
bushel, while the siftings weighed only 9'54 lbs.

for the same quantity,—a decrease of more
than 13 per cent., or about IGlbs. per bushel.
Dr. Michaelis instances one excellent cement,
which, as ordinarily ground, weighed 90 lbs. per
cubic foot (about 115 lbs. per bushel), but
which, when ground so that all passed a sieve
with 32,000 meshes per square inch, weighed
only 70 lbs. per cubic foot, or about 90 lbs. per
bushel.

A higher degree of calcination yields a
heavier cement, and the composition of the
cement also affects the weight.
From this evidence it is clear that the weight

of a cement, taken by itself, is no criterion of
the cement’s value. A heavy cement may be
fresh, and coarsely gronnd; on the contrary,
it may be well-burnt. A light cement may be
under-burnt; on contrary, it may be free
from unslaked lime, and finely ground. Both
may give equally good or bad results as to
strength and stability. The weight is valuable
only when taken in connexion with other par-
ticulars, but the best Portland cements, when
received from the manufacturers, will be found
to weigh within 5 per cent, (more or less) of
412 lbs. per striked bushel.

Specific Gravity .—Among engineers there has
been, of late years, a growing idea of the
importance of ascertaining the specific gravity
of cement, but the variation in the specific
gravity of different cements is so small that the
very slightest error may lead to quite wronat
conclusions. Mr. John Grant in 1870-80
declared that, in bis opinion, it was not of
much practical benefit

;
the specific gravity of

thirty or forty cement?, which he had tested,
ranged from 3-193 to 3-040, the extreme varia-
tion being, therefore, less than 5 per cent.
Other experimenters (Mr. Mann and Mr. Faija,
for instance) have found greater variation, the
specific gravity in some cases being as low as
'd‘7~. Again, the specific gravity of some kinds
of Portland cement is practically identical with
that of blue lias lime, and tbi?, ia our opinion,
throws considerable doubt on the value of the

test. Mr. Faija, in his valuable little book,
‘‘ Portland Cement for Users,” gives a table of
the testing of fifteen samples of cement; from
this table we extract the figures relating to two
stamples, which are almost identical in weight
specific gravity, and fineness, but which differ,
exceedingly in strength and hydraulic activity.

with Portland stone dressings. The building is 5

five stories high, the height to the roof being 90 ft., ,

while the tower over the main entrance rises to a i

height of 130 ft. To the ibuildiiig at present in i

course of coDstruction thero will bo three main i

entrances. Ali the doorways will be of different :

character, with polished Peterhead granite jambs i

1 Weight per
I sTikeii

1
buehel.

SpeciQc
gravity.

Kesidue per cent, after
feifling through

Bitvee, Noa.

Broke at lbs. per fq. in.

of section at — days
from gauging,

-

0- Iba. - 25 50
j

75 ’
i

28 182

3
1

in 2'89 4 91 32 .510 647 772 Quick-setting.
10

1

no 2-90 1 21
1

31 332 401 460 Slow- ,,

Table XII.

I'ariahleness of Cement.

The tensile strength in each case is the

average of ten briquettes, which were kept in

water from the time of gauging. The table is

interesting as showing that Portland cement
must not be judged either by its weight or its

specific gravity, or its fineness, or even by
these three particulars taken together, but
must be actually made into briquettes and
broken before its character can be accurately

determined.
Mr. Fdij'i considers that the specific gravity

should never be less than 2 92, but other autho-

rities hold that cement a month old should have
a specific gravity of .3-1 to 3-15. A high specific

gravity, combined with extreme fineness, indi-

cates that the cement is well burnt. A specific

gravity of less than 2-9 indicates an imperfectly-

burnt or stale cement.

GEXEllAL BUILDING NE}VS.

Xew Bank Premises at Birmingham. — A
U6W branch bank has j ust been erected for
the Birmingham District and Counties Banking
Company, Limited, at Hockley. The building has
been erected at the corner of Ilockley-hitl and
Weli-street. The entrance doorway is placed at
the angle of the two frontages. Tbo style is Italian,

the exterior being of brick and stone, with a
small quantity of terra-cotta. The facing bricks
and terra-cotta were supplied by Messrs. King
& Co., of Stourbridge; the stone is partly
Hollington, and partly bard Derbyshire. The
telling - room measures 33 ft. by 27 ft., and
is 17 ft. I3 io. iu height. The ceiling is of

cemeut concrete. A Large private room adjoins
it, and a strong room, ^c., is also provided. The
builders were Mestrs. James Muffat k Sons. Mr.
Cooper Whitweil is the architect. The same
company have commenced the erection of a new
branch bank at Aston Cross by the same architect,

ilessrs. James Smith k Sou beiug^tbe builders.

Catiiolto Apostolic Church, Wolverhamp-
ton.—On the 2cid inst. the foundation stone of the
new Catholic aud Apostolic Church, in course of

erection io Bath-road, Wolverhampton, was laid by
the Rev. A. Inglis, B.A. According to the plans,
there are two porches at the west end of the church
and als) an entrance .at the east end, which is

reserved for the priests and members of the choir.

The baptistery and morning chapel are not included
in the present scheme. Tee nave will consist of an
arcade of five arches on each side, and will be
57 ft. 2 in. long, including the lower choir. The
nave is 2-2 ft. wide between the piers, and is

provided with benches for the laity, with a passage
reserved down the centra about 4 ft. wide. The
north and south aisles will be provided with
chairs for the congregation, the total number of
sittings iu the nave and aisles being about 300.
An organ-chamber is provideii, together with a
space for the choristers. Tne chancel, which
consists of a portion of the lower choir, the upper
choir, and the sanctuary, with ati ambulatory’, is

about 40 ft. long and 22 ft. wide. The floor of the
altar platform is furnished with mosaic pavement,
from a design by the architect. All the external
facings are executed io pressed sand-faced red
bricks, aud the stoue dressings to windows, doors,
i:c., in white Hollington stone. The style adopted
is Early Gothic. Mr. Henry W. lUsing, of London,
is the architect, and Mr. Henry Lovatc, of Wolver-
hampton, is the builder.

Co-Operative Buildings, Plymouth. — New
central stores are being erected in Frankfort and
Courtenay .streets, Plymouth, by the Plymouth
Mutual Co-operative and Icdustri.al Society,
Limited. The exterior is being built in red brick,

and pilasters, aud carved arches and pediments.
The doorway at the corner of the two streets

has an arch with a large carved keystone sup-

porting an angle turret, which runs the whole
height of the building. This arch will have carved
figures in the spandrels. The ground floor will be
occupied by retail stores, with the exception of the
two main entrances to the upper part of the build-
ing. From each of the three entrances there is a
staircase running the full height of the building.

That to the Hall will be of stone, with iron girders.

The first floor will be mainly occupied by show-rooms
connected with the ground-floor businesses, aud by
the general offices of the society, including the
manager's room. The second floor will contaia
the large hall, tho dimensions of which are SO ft.

by 42 ft., and on this floor there will also be com-
mittoe-rooms and additional offices. The hall will

have a large gallery at one end, and a platform at

the other. There will also be kitchen, serving and
retiring rooms, for use on festive occasions. The
hall will be lighted by tweuty large windows,
which will be filled with stained glass. The
ceiling of the Hall will bo formed in three
curves, and will be panelled. The third floor

will comprise library, reading-rooms, and recrea-

tiou-rooms. The fourth story contains some addi-

tional store-rooms or work-rooms, aud a residence
for the caretaker. In the centre building there
will probably be three lifts,—two in the portion now
in course of construction. The architect of the
building is Mr. H. J. Snell, of Plymouth, and the
contract for the shell of the building was let in 1889
to Mr. A. B. Debnam, also of Plymouth.

New Brewery, Tottenham.—Messrs, Heed,
Blight, k Co. (Limited), contractors, Plymouth,
have been selected (without competition) by Mr.
W. Bradford, brewers’ engineer, for the erection of

an extensive brewery at Tottenham for Mr. H. B.
Woolridge. The work is to be proceeded with at

once.

New Market House, Bii^ston.—OotheOthinst.
the new Market House at Bilston was opened by
Sir Alfred Hickman, M.P., J.P., &c. The building

is of pressed red bricks, with terra-cotta facings,

and was designed by Messrs. Horton k Co., of

Wednesbury, and the walls and roof were built by
Messrs. Dorse k Sons, of Cradley Heath, at a cost

of 4,819f. 11s. 6d., including extras. The shops
and stalls were built from plans and specifications

prepared by C. L. N. Wilson, C.E., Township
Flngineer, the contractors being Morrell Bros., of

Bilston, their price being 1,7602. The hall ia 300 ft.

long and 65 ft. wide. There are forty-five

lock-up shops : eleven for butchers, provided
with hanging-rails, sliding-pulleys, &c., and asi
blocks; eight fish • shops are provided, with
white marble slabs and enamelled brick fronts,

water being laid on to each fish-shop, which is also

drained separately. Tho remainingtwenty-six shops
are for general goods; there are also forty lock-up
stalls and fifty- five open stalls, complete with
market-inspector's office, store-room, &c. The con-

crete floor was laid by Mr. Wilson, with his own
men, at a cost of 529Z. Os. Id. The whole of the

building is lighted with the electric light. The
boiler is one of Davey, Paxman, k Co.’s

“Loco.” type. The engine is Robey’s 9 in.

by 8 in. cylinder horizontal, making 250 revolu-

tions per minute with 80 lbs. steam. The
whole of tho electric lighting plant was put
down by the Brush Electric Engineering Co.,

London (ManebesterBraneh), under the supervisiou

of Mr. Wilson, C.E., Township Engineer, who
designed the engine and boiler-houses which were

I built by Messrs. Morrell Bros. The electric light

!

plant cost about 7502., making the total cost

i
7,8582. 11s. 7d.

British Archajological Association. — The
forty-ninth annual congress of this Association is

to be held next week at Cardiff.
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SANITAllT AND ENGINEERING NEWS.
Sewage Disposal Works, Castle Cart.—The

first sod of the new sewage disposal works, Castle

Cary, Somersetshire, was cut by Mr. F. S. Moore,
of Castle Cary, on the 27th ult. The undertaking
comprises an extension of the present sewer to

about half a mile farther from the town. At the
outlet there will be constructed four large settling-

tanka, sludge well, and four large filter-beds, the
effluent being finally passed over about five acres

of laud, which will be specially prepared by deep
drainage, for the purpose of purification before its

discharge into the river. The cost, including the
purchase of land, will be about 3,000^. The works
have been designed by Mr. E. Cousins, C.E., of

London
;
and the contractors are Messrs. Francis,

of Castle Cary.

Wetbridge Sewerage.—At a meeting of the
Chertsey Rural Sanitary Authority, on the 2Qd
inst.

,
Mr. W. H. Radford, C.E., Nottingham, was

appointed engineer for the sewerage and sewage
disposal of Weybridge and Oatlands, and was in-

structed to prepare plans aud estimates for submis-
sion to the Local Government Board. It is proposed
to collect the whole of the sewage of the district by
gravitation at one point in Weybridge, whence it

will bo pumped to the sewage - disposal site on
Hollick’s Farm, in Chertsey parish, and there
purified hy chemical precipitation in tanks, followed
by filtration through twenty-eight acres of land.

The Absorption and Filtration op Sewage
ON Sandvjand other Soils.—To Section G of the
British Association, Jlr. Richard F. Grantham,
M. Inst. C.E., submitted a paper on this subject.

The author refers to what were described as the re-

markable results of the experiments conducted for
the last two years at St. Lawrence by the Massa-
chusetts Board of Health upon the filtration of
sewage. The results are compared with instances
of sewage farming upon sandy soils. The examples
of sewage irrigation at Edinburgh, Dantzic, and
Berlin are described, and the effect upon the sandy
soil in each case, as well as the average
quantity of sewage treated per acre per day, is

alluded to. The particulars of the filter tanks
constructed and the materials used by the
Massachusetts Board in their experiments are
stated, and a table is given to show the quantities
treated and the effect upon the nitrogenous matter.
The tanks were 6 ft. deep, built water-tight} 17 ft.

4 in. in diameter at the top and 16 ft. 8 in. at the
bottom. Two-inch drain-pipes and a thickness of

1 ft. of gravel and sand, decreasing in coarseness
upwards, were laid and spread at the bottom.
Above this layers of sand and of gravel and other
materials were placed in several tanks. The sewage
was delivered on to the surface of the filters inter-

mittently. The volumes of sewage dealt with in
sewage farms are contrasted with the quantities
experimented upon, and Dr. Frankland's experi-
ments for the Rivers Pollution Commissioners are
shown to corroborate the results of the Massa-
chusetts Board's investigations as regards the
quantities and degree of purification. The action
of the filters is shown to be not merely in straining
the sewage, but in consuming and destroying
the organic impurities, and this action is due
to the presence in it of organisms which
require a supply of oxygen for their existence
and multiplication. The interstices in the sand and
gravel afford air-spaces for these organisms to

I multinly
;
but top soil and mould retain so much

I
moisture that, although the bacteria are filtered

I out, a large percentage of albuminoid ammonia is

I left in the effluent. From the quantity of sewage
disposed of on the Berlin sewage farm per acre and
from that ordinarily absorbed by intermittent down-
ward filtration are calculated the areas of land that
according to the same ratios would be required for

the disposal of the London sewage, and these are
compared with the space required for the volume
according to the ratio shown by the experiments.
It is suggested that there would be no difficulty,

from the nature of the formation of the Maplin and
Foulness Sands, in reclaiming and underdraining
them and laying them out for filtration areas.

STAINED GLASS AND DECORATION.

Memorial Window, Thornbdrt Church,
Gloucestershire.—On the Slstult. a stained-glass

window which has been placed in the south aisle of

St. Mary’s Church, Thornbury, to the memery of

Mr. Joseph Young Sturge, was unveiled. The
window, which has been erected by Mr. A. 0.

Hemming, of London, represents Our Lord blessing

ittle children.

Decoration of Christ Church, Ashton-under-
Lyne.—According to the Manchester Courier, the
decoration of Christ Church, Ashton-under-Lyne,
has just been completed by Messrs. R. Bennett
& Co., of Manchester. The general colours of

the nave are cream and terra-cotta grounds
enriched with stencil ornaments in moss greens,
ambers, &c. The spandrels of the arches contain
emblems in foils, surrounded by foliage, kc. The

tones of the chancel are richer, gold being freely used-
The chief figure-subject is that above the chancel
arch, which depicts Christ seated on the throne in

glory, surrounded by attendant angels. The work
over the east window represents the descending
Dove. The picture of the Good Shepherd is con-
tained in an oblique panel at the foot of the
chancel arch. These three pictures are executed
in sienna monochrome. The six panels of the
east wall on either side of the altar are treated
with figures in natural colours on gold ground, and
represent angels in varied ministrations. The

,

whole of the figure work has been executed by Mr.
H. G. Hiller, of Manchester.

Stained Glass Window, Aston Church,
Rotherham.— Astained-glass window of two lights,
illu.strating the subjects of The Baptism and Resur-
rection of our Lord, has been inserted in this church.
The window is the gift of Miss Senior, of Aston
Common, and was designed and executed by
Messrs. Warrington & Co., of London.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.

France.—The work of enlarging the Paris,
Lyons and Mediterranean terminal station is to be
commenced shortly. According to the scheme
approved by the Minister of Works the existing
station buildings will be retained and prolonged
along the Rue Bercy, which will be displaced. The
cost is estimated at 16 million francs, 5 millions
being for compensation to owners of, property dis-
turbed. The enlargement of the Ecole de Droit
will also be commenced shortly. 1,223,000 francs
will have to be expended in the purchase of pro-
perty. The work, which will be commenced on the
22nd of this month, will involve the demolition of
all the houses between Rue St. Jacques and Rues
Soufflot and Cujas. The Government has offered
to the Luxembourg Museum a fine picture by M.
Fantin-Latour, which obtained a great success in
the Salon of 1S70. It is entitled “ Un Atelier aux
Batignolles,” and includes the portraits of MM.
Zola, Manet, Renouard, Alfred Assolanf,
Paul Verlaine, &c. A Committee has been
formed at Montauban to raise a monument
to the novelist Leon Cladel, recently deceased.

The jury of the International Exhibition
of Fine Arts at Munich have awarded first-

class medals to the following French painters

:

MM. Aime Morot, Rochegrosse, Bail, Henri Martin,
David, and Millet, as well as to M. Lamiet
(sculptor) and M. Leterrier (engraver). The
jury of Architecture at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts
has given judgment in the competition of students
of the first-class, and has awarded second medals
to MM. Lefebvre, Umbenstock, Boucher, Renavay,
and Cailleux. The military authorities have
commenced the work of dismantling the ancient
fortifications of the town of Arras, beginning with
the Porte Baudimoct.

Budapest.—There is great activity in the build-
ing trades here this year, owing to a large number
of business premises being in course of erection.
These buildings, generally situated on the great
radial thoroughfares of the city, show facades
which, thanks to their careful architectural treat-
ment, deserve more attention than similar ones to
be found in other Continental capitals. The num-
ber of palatial residences in course of erection is

small, as the majority of the Hungarian magnates
have now seen the completion of their new town
residences. The few palaces not yet completed for
the most part belong to the Catholic prelates, who
have but latterly decided to compete with the
aristocracy in the beautification of the town. As
regards the many public buildings, the new Houses
of Parliament are the only ones of any importance
yet in the hands of the builder. The gigantic block
the very difficult foundations of which were
commenced in 1887, will probably take some six
years to complete. The design, which was selected
in competition, is Herr Steindl’s, the style selected
being Gothic. The site is a most admirable one,
and as the frontage measures 265 metres, ai^d the
height of the main cupola is 110 metres, the block,
—especially when seen from the river,—cannot fail
to be a most imposing one. The Leopold
Cathedral, the facades and cupola of which can at
last be said to be finished (the sculptural ornament
even being in situ), seems to be making but slow
progress, as far as inferior decoration is concerned.
It is, indeed, difficult to determine if this Cathedral
or the so-called Marble Cathedral at Copenhagen
shows the least amount of progress annually. Both
Budapest and the Danish capital might at least
make some effort to complete their most prominent
pieces of church architecture.

Dresden.—The so-called “International” Exhi-
bition of Water-colours opened here is regarded as
a success. The Semper Exhibition, which will be
opened here in connexion with Ihe unveiling of the
Semper monument, and the visit of the architects
attending the biennial gathering at Leipsic, pro-
mises to be a very interesting one, ' Some four
hundred sketches, which were in the hands of rela-

tives of the deceased architect, [have] already
arrived, and a large contingent is yet expected
from the various Government offices in which
Semper has worked. Among the number of
interesting public buildings which the visitors from
Leipsic will see is the new home of the |Royal
Academy of Arts, on the Bruehlsche Embankment.

MISCELLANEO US.

Deterior.vtion of Water in Dirty Cisterns.—The cleansing of cisterns and water-tanks, a thin^
never to be safely neglected, calls fur special atten-
tion at this season of the year, and Dr. W. Sedg-
wick Saunders, the Medical Officer of Health to the
City, did well in enforcing its necessity in his last-
report to the Commissioners of Sewers. Too often
however, there are insuperable difficulties in the
way, owing to the inaccessible position in which the
cistern is placed, due to the neglect of the water
companies to enforce the provisions of their own
regulations—one of which, the 13tb, requires that
the cistern shall be placed in such a position that it
may bo inspected and cleansed. It is by no means
uncommon to find the cistern placed under the
floor of a bed-room, over a water-closet which it
also supplies, or in the roof

;
and, when in the latter

position, not seldom without a cover, contrary to
the requirements of the same regulation. The
companies have been remiss in carrying out what
we may call the sanitary provisions of the regula-
tions, and we may instance the 14th, which
provides fur the removal of waste-pipes connected
with drains. Fur twenty years they have had the
power, by serving a simple notice, to effect this
sanitary imprjvoment, but have never been induced
to do it, although the necessity of the step was
constantly impressed on them by the late 'W’ator
Examiner, Sir Francis Bolton, and, some years ago,
by the Local Government Board also. It is of
little avail that they supply well-filtered water if it
is allowed, as so frequently is the case, to become
contaminated in filthy aud neglected receptacles
The matter is one well deserving of the attention of
the sanitary authorities, whose hands, we hope, will
be strengthened shortly by the By-laws for the
purpose which they are authorised to make under
the provisions of the Public Health (London) Act.
1891.

—

British Medical Journal.

The American Output of Pig-iron in 1892.
It has been repeatedly urged by American trade
papers that the present output of pig-irou in the
United States is far too large for consumption, and
that furnaces should be blown out. From statistics
just published by the American Iron and Steel
Association, it appears that there were blowing, on
June 30 last, 256 furnaces, against 313 furnaces on
December 31, 1891. Although the number of
furnaces in blast on June 30 last was thus fifty-
seven less than at the close of 1891, the smaller
number produced almost as much pig-iron in the-
first half of 1 892 as the larger number in the second
half of 1891. The statistics, received direct
from the manufacturers, show that the total pro-
duction of pig-iron in the United States during the
first six months of the current year was 4,799,056
tons, which, compared with the production of
4,911,763 tons in the second half of 1891, exhibits a
decrease of only 112,707 tons. Adding together
the production of the two half-years, there is the
extraordinary output of 9,710,819 tons in twelve
months, which is 508,116 tons in excess of the pro-
duction of 9,202,703 tens in 1890, the largest ever
previously recorded. Tbe American production in
the twelve months of 1891 fell below that of 1890
because of the serious interruption to furnace
activity, owing to labour troubles, in the first half
of 1891, when only 3,368,107 tons were made, tbe
^tal output for the year being 8,279,870 tons.
The result of the great furnace activity in the first
SIX months of 1892 has been an unheard of accumula-
tion of stocks of pig-iron, which on June 30 last
amounted to 737,946 tons, the effect of which has
been the great depression now prevailing in the
American iron market.

Liverpool Engineering Society.—It is an-
nounced by the Hon. Secretary of this Society,
with reference to tbe remainder of the summer ex-
cursions of the Society, that it has been decided,
owing to the visit of the members of the Iron and
Steel Institute to Liverpool next month, to amal-
gamate the intended visits of the Society to the
Slersey Aqueduct Tunnel, Norton Water Tower
Liverpool Overhead Railway, and Hydraulic Power
Company’s Works with those of the Institute.

Smoke prom Domestic Fires.—

I

n Section G.
of the British Association, a paper on “A System
of Purifying the Smoke from Domestic and other
Fires ” was submitted by Colonel E. Duller. This
process consists in mixing the smoke as it leaves
the flue with a small quantity of steam, gererated
in a boiler forming part of the kitchen range. The
mixed steam and smoke pass into an open chamber
the top part of which is provided with a number of
pipes placed in the direction of the prevailing
wind, through which the air passes and helps to
C5ool the gases. At the extreme top of this chamber
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COMPETITION, CONTRACTS, AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS,

COMPETITION.

Nstnre ol Work. By wbom Advertised. Pretnium.
Designe

delivered.

lOa. 731. 13i. 52i. lO.i. Nov

CONTRACTS.

Nature of Work or Msteriali, By whom Recjuiied.
Archlte<!t, Surveyor,

or Engineer.

Tenders

delivered.

•PftirtiDg Works, io. Pier and West
Wnari Met. Asylums Board.. Ang. 22

Aug. 23
Aug. 24

•Two Reservoirs, ic
•-“iervice Tank. Laying Pipes, .SSc.

Montgomery T. C
Bishops CssUe T. C.

T. E. Knigbtley
OrltcuU

•AHeratloue at Workhouse
Alterations, 4c. Baptist Chapel, pwawr.

Kensington Guars. .. T. W. AlJwiuckla ....
do.

Aug. 25

Twenty.one Cottages. Tonyteefad, near First Tonytrefail Bldg

Storehouse and Stables, Oloeiop and
Grimsby

Manchester, Sbetliold,
& Li oca. Ry. Co

Residence and SUabling. Uoortown, near

•Sewerage Werks
Alterations, 4c. Uapplewell Cburch, Mew.

castle-on.Tyne
•New School for lafauts

Walthamstirw L. B. .. G. W. Holtuei

Oliver 4 Leeson

Aug. 28

do.

•CreoaoUd Wood Paving Works

•Granite Channelling and Eerbs

Farnhamand Hartley
Wintoey School .... Mr. Sfapley Ang. 81

•Bilensloa of Workhouse
•Steam and Hot Water Works
•New Brick Bridge, 4c
Police Station and Court. Stanifordbam,

Newcastle-ou-Tvoe
•Draloige Works. Willingdon

Barnet Union ...;..,,
do.

Wood Green L. B. . . .

.

Standing Joint Com.

W. H. Mausbridge....
do.

OJtdal

.1. Cres.sweU

do.
do.

,
do.

Sept. 3

•Pumping Engine Station, 4c. 4c.
•ELtenslou of Asylum

•40,000 Jarrah Wood Blocks

•Road Materials

Corji. of York
Poplar and Stepney
Sick Asylum

St. Qeorge-the.Martyr
Vestry. Southwiu-k..

Bromley Local Board

Official

A. *C. Harstou

Offleial ......

do.

Sept. 6

Sept. 6

do.

CO JilTRACTS.—Continued,

•e of Work or Matoriali. By whom Re<juire(l.

•Works St Relief Offices

•Three Gallowsy Boilers, ie. Ac

•Additions, Ac. to Cane Hill Asylum.

•Rrectton of W flousea, Leeds
•Widening Railwsy, Leeds and eelby

•Refreshment Room. Doiwicii Park . . ]

.

•Lodge, Couveniences. Ac, Plumatead ..
•Lime Kiln. Dock. Sewer, Ac. Ac
•Steel and Iron Bridae over River Les ...
•Erection of School Buildlnge

•Three Houses, Camherwell
Public Halt, Club, Library, Ac. Cwuibwrla

Wesleyan Schoole, Eodley. near Leedi
School Buildingii, Oil Trimdoo, J

castle-on-Tyue
Covering Steam Boilers and Pipes

St Msry (Islington}
Guardians

South Metropolitan
School District

Asylums Committee of
London C. C

North Eastern By. Co.

do.
LondonCouutyCou ucil

mo., with 01, Ahoriik (•) or,odoMi„i to m, Koml„. CompMtioo. p. Iv. C.nlrool,, pp. Iv., vl.. vin.. i ix. Pudlie Appointments, p. xx.

just before passing into the atmosphere, the gases
,

are met by a very fine shower of water issuing from '

minute holes in a pipe. The result of this treat-

ment is a very thorough washing of the smoke,
,

and the almost complete removal of all solid

!

matters (soot and dust) and a large proportion
'

of the sulphurous acid always present in coal-smoke.
'

The removal of the soot and dust is so perfect that

'

a piece of wet cotton held in the issuing gases
|

remains perfectly white even after a lengthened

!

exposure. The amount of steam required is small,
j

and may be neglected in an estimate of the cost of
j

working the process, as it is generated by means of
j

heat which would not otherwise be available for!

any useful purpose. The only item of cost to con-
j

aider is that of water. The amount used in the
j

apparatus at Sloane-gardeus is found to be about
j

lO gallons per hour
;
this includes the condensed

I

water from the steam. This apparatus treats
the smoke from a large kitchen-range btirniug about
20 lbs. of coal per hour, but it is capable of treating

i

the smoke from several such fires. The draught is

not sensibly impaired by the apparatus, any slight I

retarding of the flow of the gases being more than
!

compensated by the action of the jet of steam. The !

results of a number of experiments with the appa-
|

ratus at atmospheric temperatures varying from
j

92deg. Fahr. (33'3 deg. C.) in the shade (part of the !

time the apparatus was exposed to direct sunshine)
|

to 50 dog. Fahr. (10 deg. C.) showed that almost
the whole of the soot was removed^ and a consider-

1

able proportion of the sulphurous acid. The appa-
j

ratus was said to be exceedingly simple to work,
i

being, in fact, almost automatic.

CAPITAL AND LABOUR,
Wages Paid at the Homestead Wobks.

—

There exists considerable misapprehension as to

the wages paid at the Homestead Works of the
Carnegie Steel Company, as well as to the causes

|

which led to the strike and its lamentable results. !

According to the sworn statement made to a Con- i

gressional eoramitte'e by Mr. H. C. Frick, Chairman
|

of the Company, the wages earned during May by
j

the men at Homestead, working only eight hours]
per day, were Ss. 8^d. per hour. If. 93. Sd. per day, I

or 455f. per annum. The highest wages are]

made by the rollers, who earned 6s. 4d. per hour,
i

21. 10s. 6d. per day of eight hours, or 757f. 10s. !

per annum of 80U working days
;
the lowest by

'

the cranemen, who earned. 2s. an hour, 16s. per
day, or 240f. per annum. As to the cause of the
strike, it appears that, owing to. the introduction of

the newest machinery for roljing armourplates at

the Homestead Works, the workiEen were able to

turn out 60 per cent, more steel than with the old
machinery. The Company offered to divide the
saving thus effected with its workmen, as had been
accepted under similar conditions at another of
Meprs. Carnegie’s works

; but the Homestead men,
acting ujion the advice of their leaders, declined
the offer, and foolishly struck.

Friday, Adgdst 20.

British Arch(E0l03ical .dmcwtioM.—Annual Coneress
Cardiff (coutinued},

® ’

Saturday, august 27.

Cardiff (concluded).

Glasgow Architectural Association.—Visit to Dunblane
Cathedral.

LEGAL.

ARBITKATION CASE.

M E are informed that some months since
Messrs. Reed, Blight, k Co. (Lim.), of Plymouth,
the contractors for the erection of the Palace
Hotel, Bournemouth, sent iu a claim to the archi-
tects of that building, Messrs. Helyer k Munt,
amounting to 7, 300f., for extra and omitted works
up to and including the roof. After considenable
delaj;, the architects certified that l,026f. only was
due in full and final settlement. Thereupon the
contractors proceeded to lay the matter before Mr.
Macvicar Anderson, the President of the Royal
Institute of British Architects, the arbitrator
named in the contract. After a patient inquiry,
held at the Surveyors’ Institute, Great George-
street, Westminster, the arbitrator has, we hear,
awar<led the contractors the sum of 6,612Z. ISs. 9d.

MEETINGS.

Saturday, August 20.

Architectural Association.—Annual Excursion, Taun-
ton (concluding day).

Monday, August 22.

British Archaalogical Assoriation.—Annual Conereas.
Cardiff.

^ ’

TUESDAY, August 23.

British Archce-ological Association.—Annual Congress,
Cardiff (continued).

Wednesday, August 24.

British Archfsological Association.—Annual Congress,
Cardiff (continued).

Thursday, August 25.

British A rckcpological Association.—Annual Congress,
Cardiff (continued).

RECENT PATENTS

:

ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

15 347.—Sanitary Dwellings : W. Van der Ueyden.—The primary object of this inventi-m is the construc-
tion of houses which will enable people to live in the
coldest climates and in the hottest countries being an
the same time perfectly hygienical. The mode of
carrying this out can only be adequately understood by
reference to the very detailed specifleation and
drawings.

15,509.—Artificial stone : G. Dolenz.—in carryloE
out this invention, the inventor employs for the pro-
duction of plain or unoolourcd artiBclal stone from 4 to
6 parts of finely-ground burnt magnesite, 2 to 3 parts
Glean, washed crystal sand, and 4 to 5 parts 34 per cent
chloride of magnesium-lye. These ingredients are in-
timately mixed together to form a pasty mass which
may either be spread out to the desired thickness on a
gUss table, or poured, whilst stirred, into a suitable
mould previously washed with chloiideof magnesium-
lye. It is then placed in a chamber to be dried by ex-
posure to a constant temperature of 80 deg. U duriog
about twenty hours. When it Is desired to produce
veined stone or marble, a mixture of the above is made,
which is coloured with au earth colour corresponding
to the kind of atone or marble to be imitated. This
coloured mixture is added to that first described and
the two are stirred together, preferably by means of a
round wood bar. In order to obtain a beautiful veiny
appearance, the uncoloured mixture is made thinner
than the coloured mixture. In this way the latter is
distributed in a threadlike or vein form in the thinner
substance. The coloured composition is then treated'
in the manner described for the uncoloured stone or
marble.

"6,940.—Walls and partitions: G. Hayes.—Thia
invention relates to improvements in the construction
of walls and partitions for buildings, and consists of
different combinations of corrugated sheet metal as a
foundation, with metallic lathing as a facing secured to

,

the foundation, and upon which plaster may be applied

I

and securely held.

I 7.941.-ST0NE-CUTTING: P. C. (?erard.-This inven-
1 tiou relates to the cutting or sawing of all kinds of

I

stone, granite, marble, and other like hard substances,
and particularly to that class of machines in which the

. cutting operation is effected by means of diamonds set
into bits on diamond holders, which are attached to an

I

endless blade passing over two pullies. The improve-
I ments mainly consist of a machine comprising various
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devices In mechauiam for imparting rotary motion to

the blade-carrying pulliea, for imparting an upward or

downward motion to the endless blade and its carrying

pulliea, for tightening the endless blade around its

pollies, and thereby ascertaining the degree of tension

which ia required to be put on the blade, and lastly, for

hoisting the driving shaft carrying one of the blade-

pullies, 80 as to enable the blade to be passed under the

said shaft when it is required to be inserted in Its

proper place in the machine. Tliere are also Improved
means for securing or fixing the diamond-holders into

the metal blades used in the machine.

10,196.—Artificial Wood : P. A. H. ITeftjicr.—This
invention relates to the manufacture of artificial wood,
and comprises the employment of a mixture composed
chiefly of burnt magnesite. The other ingredients of

the mixture may be any suitable vegetable wasta
matters, such as wood in the form of shavings, chips,

sawdust or cellulose, peat, turf, jute, flax, cotton, &o .

;

or animal waste, as hair, wool, &c., may be employed.
Such waste material is first converted into a pulp by
means of a liquid consisting of muriatic acid saturated
with ground or pulverised magnesite. Instead of such
liquid, a direct solution of chloride of magnesium may
be used. The hardness of the product, or artificial

wood, which is subsequently produced will mainly
depend upon the graduation of this solution. This pulp
is converted into a idastic mass by mixing the pulp
with burnt magnesite, previously properly reduced to

a powdery state. A thoroughly homogeneous mass is

thus formed, which may be moulded or formed as in

moulding sand. This mass may now be placed in

proper moulds, with or without the employment of

pressure, so as to form the articles to be produced, such
as slabs, stones, flags, &c. As an essential requirement
in producing the artificial wood or rough articles made
of it, it is necessary to treat them by lixlviatlon.

HBW APPLIOATIONS FOB LErTERS PATENT.

August 2.-18,946, JI. Syer, Syphon Flushing Tank.—
15,947, C. Openshaw and R. Wood, Ventilating Brick for

Building in Brick or other Walls, to carry Joists or

other Wall Timbers, to Prevent Rot.

Axigust 3.-14,018, D. Taylor, the “Pascoe" Closet for
Prevention of Stench from Pit Closets, where Water-
closets ate not convenient.—14,063, F<. Ulrlchs, White
Colouring Matter or Paint.—14,065, H. Siegert and G.
Taubert, Ventilating Apparatus for Working Rooms,
Cellars, &c.

Axigust 4.-14,062, R. Wilding, Washing out Water-
closets and the Flushing of the same.-14,069, P,

Morris and J. Spencer, the “Equipoise” System of

Sash Window Opening.-14,095, F. Rubber, Baths, and
Cisterns therefor.

August 6.-14,182, W. Bramley, Detachable Handles
for Saws.-14,140. L. Hull, Cocks for Water-pipes.-

14,151, M. Piper, Domestic Hearths or Fire-places.

August 6.-14,218, w. Dick, Gas-pipes.- 14,225, , .

Bennett, Glazing >'ail.—14,226, G. Martin, Glazing
Roofs and Skylights.—14|2ol, J. Wall and J. Ross,
Ladders.—14,233, S. Challen, Sash-windows.-14,243, J.

Rhodes, Apparatus for raising Building and other
materials.-14,260, J. Keene, Door-checks.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

9,853, L. Lecellier, Automatically released Latch ..

Bolt for Locks.—10,051, H. .Sully, Ceiling Roses for use
with Pendant Electric-light Fittings.—11,227, L. Brame
and C. Hackett, Combination Screw-nail-11,620, C.

Pfocopldes, Gas Chandeliers, &c.—11,703, H. Newton,
Automatically Opening or Closing the Doors leading to
Lifts or Elevators, Openings or Shafts.—12,854, J.

Parker, Wood Mantels.—12,912, J. Brown, Chimney-
top.—12,946, S. and J. Heal, Chimney-cowls.—13,175,
S. Hill, Window-fastenings.—13,416, H. Doulton and
R. Meldrum, Glazing Pottery.-13,402, W. and E. Free-
man, Window-sashes.—13,478, J. Jameson, Hanging
Window-sashes.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

(Open to Opposition/or Two Months.)

13,434, G. Peters and S. de Lucchi, Compound Fire-
rratea.—16,692, J. Davies, Bricks, Tiles, Blocks, Roofing
llaterlals, and other such like articles and com-
jositions.—17,000, J. Lange, Landing Bricks, &c.—
i,8S3, F. Gibbons. Sash Lifts and Fasteners.—10,801,

^>. Grotf, Nalls and Screws.—12,216, 0. Stltt't, Brick-
liilns.

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY;
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

August 6.—By Pebenham, Tewson, & Co. (at New-
•asile) : Two f. houses, near Newcastle, Avith a granary,
cc., 735L

August 8.—By Driver & Co,

:

1, 2, and 3, King’s-rd.,

,

ulham, f., area 8,850 ft., 900f. ;
“ Elysium Cottage,” iu

he rear, f.. 2001 ; 26 and 27, Sedgmoor-pl, Camberwell,
,r. 441, 6901—By Humbert Son, ib Flint', 66, Font-
Ul-rd., Finsbury, f., with off-licence, l,060i. ; 28 to 34
even), Ponaard-rd., Willesden, u.t. 87 yrs., g.r. 23f.,

lOCL 128., 320f.

August 9.
—
’By J. G. Ponder'. The lease of 144,

ulham-rd., u.t. 24 yrs., 975f.—By G. Head it- Co. :

17, 119, and 121, Drummond-st,, Euston-sq., u.t. 27yrs.,

.r. 491. r. 122Z., 350Z. ; 90, Hampstead-rd., u.t. 16 yrs..

’.r. 35Z. 8s
,

r. 66Z., lOOZ-
;
7 and 8, Grove-rd., u.t. 19-].

rs., g.r. 48Z. 78., 200Z.—By Belton iV Sons : 2 and 3, Bed-
)rd-8t.. Strand, f.g.r. Jof 550Z. a year (sold before auc-
;;on).~By Devcrell Co.

:

26, Harold-rd., Hornsey. u.t.

13 yrs., g.r. OZ. Os., r. 36Z., 330Z. ; 13, Greyhound-rd.,
lulham. u.t. 86 yrs., g.r. 81., 240Z.—By A. Robertson

:

22,

Tadley-st., Kentish Town, u.t. CS yrs., g.r. 4Z. 4s., r.

|)Z., 260Z.—By C. & II, White: 41 and 43a, Denmark
'ill, f. andl, r. 120Z., 1,C20Z. ; 6, 7, and 8, Parls-st.,

kmbetb, u.t. 17 yrs., g.r. 21Z., r. 105Z
,

600Z. ; 8,

•ittle Paris-st., u.t. 6.'. yrs., g.r. 6Z,, r. 29Z., 7QZ.

;

IAUGUST 10.—By Furber, Price, tSsFurber : Myddelton-
Wood Green, f.g.r. of 94Z. 10s., reversion in 89 yrs.,

iOOZ. : Western-road, f.g.r. of 36Z. 169., reversion in 89
3., 700Z. ; 115, Westbourne-ter., Hyde Park, u.t. 45

.8., g.r. 60Z., 1,800Z.
;
By Robson Perrin : 34, 36, and

Lulot-st., Higbgate, u.t. 87 yrs,, g.r. 15Z., 375Z.
; 63,

l)uncorabe-rd., Holloway, u.t. 67 yrs., g.r. 6Z., 20()Z. ; 49

and 51, Mulkern-rd., u.t. 07 yrs., g.r. lOZ., r. 64Z., 400Z.

—By A'orfon, Trist, <£: Gilbert-. Appleford-rd., North
Kensington; f.g.r. of 107Z., reversion In 73 yrs., 2,585Z.

;

f. g.r. of 15Z., reversion in 73 yrs., 3C0Z. — By
Pulley, Son, & Vine: 11, Rutland -st., Hampstead-
rd., u.t. 46 yrs., g.r. 5Z., r. 03Z., 700Z By W. Wingham :

lto4, Ingoldlsthorpe-grove, Old Kent-rd., u.t. 72 yrs.,

g.

r. 14Z
,

730Z. By II. C. Neicson (at PetersQeld)

:

cottages and enclosures of land, Lies, Hants, containing
110a. Or. 12p., 5,45CiZ.

,
f.g.r. ofCOZ., reversion in 92 yrs.,

1.275 ;
f.g.r. of 2Z. lOs., reversion in 82 yrs., 76Z. ;

“ Mabbotts Farm,” Hawkley, Hants, containing 26a.

Or. 38p., f., I.IUOZ.

AUGUST 11.—By Geo. Pearce 4r Sons : 5 and 16, Hhaftes-
bury-st., Hoxton, u.t. 6 yrs., g.r. 5Z. 10s., 147Z. ; 47,

Gopsall-st., u.t. 45 yrs., g.r. 6Z. lOs., 310Z.—By Fewbon
Co,: 55 to 61 (odd), Felbrigg-st., Bethnal Green, f., r.

83Z. 4 b., 790Z.
; 4, 7, and 8, llailway-st.. King's Cross, u.t.

52 yrs., g.r. 16Z., 606Z. ; 3, Havergal-villas, Tottenham,
u.t. 91 yrs., g.r. 7Z. IQs., r. 36Z., 406Z.

; 14, Alwyne-rd.,
Canonbury, u.t. 62 yrs., g.r. 13Z., r. 6QZ , 405Z.—By Stim-
son & Sons: 2, AlderviUe-rd., Fnlham, f., 350Z. ; 0,

Abercrombie-st., Battersea, u.t. SO yrs., g.r. 4Z., 240Z.

;

79 and 81, Camllla-rd., Bermondsey, u.t. 46 yrs , g.r. 8Z.,

460Z. ; 3, Ernest-at., u.t. 25 yrs., g.r. 6Z. 63., 125Z.; Burrage-
rd.jPlumatead, i.g.r. of 64Z., u.t. 161- yrs., g.r. 6Z

,
315Z.—By

Debenham, Tewson, <fe Co. (at Cheltenhani): F. building
land, Cheltenham, 3a. Ir. 26p., GOOZ.—By Wilkinson, Son,
tfc Welch (at Brighton): 21, 22,, and 21, London-st.,
Brighton, f., r. 62T., 820t.—By Marlin Vigers: High-st.,
Eltham, f. house and buildings, 450Z —By Cooper ds

Goulding : Myddleton-st., Clerkenwell, l.g.r. of llli lls.,

u.t. 19 yrs., r. 2lZ., 925Z. ; G, Nunhead-cres., Peckham,
ut. 12 yrs., g.r. 13Z., r. 48Z., 170Z. ; 115, Uplaod-rd.,
Dulwich, u.t. 87 yrs., g.r. 6Z.'10b ,f. 20Z.. 260Z.

August 12.—By A. A A. Field : 50, Rutland-at., Mile
End, u.t. 14 yrs., g.r. 2Z. 23., r. 27Z. 63., 95Z.

; 21,

Rutland-st., u.t. 14 yrs., g.r. 2Z., r. 39Z., 135Z. ; 4,

Mount-pl., Whitechapel, u.t. 0 yrs., g.r. 30Z., 105Z. ; 3, 5,

and 7, East-st., Barking, anU 1 to 8, Morgan's-ct., c.,

650Z. ; residence. “Fawley House,” f.,l,520Z. ; 9,3tatham-
grove, Stoke Newington, u.t. 82 yrs., g.r. 71., r. 32Z-,

295Z.
: 121, Portland-rd., Notting-hill, u.t. 47 yrs., g.r.

8Z. 8s., r. 30Z., 200Z.

[Coniraotions used in these Zufs.—F.g.r. for freehold
ground-rent; l.g.r. for leasehold ground-rent

; i. g.r. for
improved ground-rent

; g r. for ground-rent
;

r. for rent

;

f. for freehold ; c. for copyhold ; 1. for leasehold
; e.r.

for estimated rental
; u.t. lor unexpIred term

; p.a. for
per annum ;

yrs. for years
;
st. for street

; rd. for road ;

sq. for square ; pi. for place ; ter. for terrace
; crea. for

crescent
;
yd. for yard, <fcc.]

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.

TIMBER.
GrMobeart, B.G.

ton 9/0/0

Teak, load 9/10/0

Be<inola,U.S.tt.cn. 2/4

Asb. Canada load 8/10/0

Birch, do 8,'B/O

Elm, do 8/10/0

Fir, Dautaic, Ao. 1/10/0
Oak. do 8/0/0
Canada S/IO/O

Fine, Canada red 2/10/0

Do, yellow .... 2/10/0

Latb.D'nUlc,{Bth B/O/S

St. Feteraburg 6/9i0
Deals, Finland
2udAlatetdlCI0 7/10,0
Do. 4th A 3rd.. 7/0/U

Do. Riga 6/10/0
Bt. Petersbnrg,
Ist yeUow ..JOAO,0

Do. 2nd yellow B/O/ti

Do. white .... 7/10/0

Bwedieb ...... 7/0/0

White Bea.... 8/0/0

Canada,Pine 1st SO/0/0
Do. do. 2nd.... I-I/IO/O

Do. do. 3rd, Ac. 8/0/0

Do. Spmce. let 8/10/0

Do. do. Srd A
2nd 8A6,0

New Brunswick 7/0/u

Battens, allkinds S/10/0

Flooring Boards,
sq., I in. prep,
let 0 8/0
Do. 2nd 0/7/0

Other qualities 0/3'9

Cedar, Cuba ..ft. /31
Honduras, Ao, 12k

Mahogany, Cnba, (4)

Bt. Domingo,
cargo aT fik

Hexleao do. do li

Tobacco do. do /SI

Honduras do.. /si
Box, Turkey ton 4/0/0

Rose, Bio 10/0/0

„ 8/S/O
Batin, St. Do-

mino" ...ft. GO'S
Porto Rioo .... 0/0/8

4/0/0

4/10/0
4/16/0

8A0/0
6/5/0

7/0/0

IAO/0
0,'0/0

8/0/0

7/0/0

9A0,0
8/0/0

8/0/0

86/0/0

18/0/0
10/0/0

U/0,0

8/0/0

7/10/0

ISAO/O

6A3 6

9A0,6
9/8,0

/«)
18'0/0

80/0/0
18/0 '0

TIMBER (continued),
Walnut-ltalian.. 0/O/Si O/OA

METALB.
laov—Pig, in Scot-
land ton 2AA0i 0/0/9
Bar, Welsh, in
London 6A7/4 8/0,0

Do. do. at works
in Wales 217/9 8A0/0

Do. Stafiurdshire,
In Loudon .... 6/5/0 6A6/9

OoFPEB —British,
cake and ingot 47AO/0 48 0'S
Beet selected . . 48,10/0 49,0/0
Bheete.atro'ng.. 6<!'0,'0 0/0/0
Chill. b,ira .... 44;6';i 44A3A

TsLLOwMETaLlh. 0/0/4$ 0/0/5)
L B 4 D — Pig,
Spanish. ...ton 10/0/3 10/7/6
English, com.
brands 10/10/0 10/12/6
Sheet, English,
9 lbs. per sq. ft.

and upwards.. 12/0/0 0/0/8
Pipe 12/10/0 0/0/0

Z X K 0 — English
sheet ton. 25/0/0 25 1 0/9
Vieille Mon*
tagne 26/5/0 9/0/0

Tib—

S

tratts .... B3A6/0 94/5/0
Australian 94'5,6 94a5/0
WnelUh Ingote. 9T/0'fl BT/lO'o
Bnuca 95,0/0 0/0/0
Billitya 94'10/0 0/0/0

OILS.

LinsMd ......ton 18/2/8 18A/8
Cocoanut, Cochin 24/lS/O 25/0/0
Do. Ceylon 21/1.'),'0 O'O'O
Palm. Lagoa 22/6/0 2QA0/0
Rapeseed. English

pale 24A0/0 2VO'0
Do. brown 23/0/0 0/9/0
Cottonseed ret.. 10,0,'0 0/00
Oleine 20/10/0 21/0/0
Lubricating, U.9. 4/0/0 S/0/0
Do. reOned OGO/O 12/0/0
Tab— Btockholm

barrel 0/19/0 0/0,'0

Archangel „„ 0/12/6 0/0/0

TENDERS.
[CommunlcatioDB for insertion under this heading

should be addressed to “The Editor,” and must reach

us not later than 12noo?i 07» Thursdays.]

BROMLEY (Kent).—For alUratioi's and additions to 10 and 11.

Bromley-common. Kent, for Mr. Cliristopher Tunier. Messrs.
’ ell A Crusier, arcliitccts, 22. Great Jamea-sticet, Bidford.row,

CROYDON.—For the erection ol corn store?, at Croydon, fur Mesara.
Hfury Yates i Co. Mr. F, West, architect, Croydon
UristyACu £337 0 I Anderson £318 0
Ilanscomb A Smith .S.SO 0 il. Taylor, (accepted) 307 10
Bulled A Co 329 0

|
Saunders 307 0

CROYDON.—For building six shops and premises BtOeorge-«treet.
Croydon. 3Ir. G. Warren Cuoper, Bedlurd-row House, Bedford-xow.
W.C., architect. Quautities supplied :

—

A. Bullock £8,635
Bulled i Co ri ,8711

Wallis A Sons fi.aso

M. Taylor 7,100 E. J. Saunders, Croydon* 0,200
E. Trigits 15.700 * Accepted.
Mid Kent Building and
Contracting Works .... '

EDMONTON.—For sanitary woiks at the Edmonton Union, for
the Gusrdinus, Mr. T. B. Kulghtley, architect, 106, Camiou-screec
E.C..—
G. L. Wilson A Co £1.132 I Henry Knight A Son.
Rk'liatds 1,040

1
Tottenham (acceiited) .. £994

31. Otter A Co. .

Complete.

Hensinan 5,275

H. S. A Wm, Close 5.252
Wm. Wright A Sons 5.120
PultiDscn Bros.. Rnskington 4.300'

'

• Accepted, subject to the approval of the Charity
Commissioners.

Alternative.
....£4.080
.... 3.900
.... 3,975
.... 3 . 8^

s.'szo*

LONDON.—For repairs and painting at the Piddlngtou Infirmary
,

for the Gusrdiaus of the Poor. Messrs. A. A C. Harstou, urchl-'

Stokes A Co £1,317 0 0
[

Hiller A Edge £6i>3 10 0
Jeuner 753 0 0 Pnmt 630 0 0
Batchelor 087 16 0 G. Foxley. King-
Mdttiiews Bros 670 0 O] street, W.* 572 12 g

• Accepted.

LONDON.—For piintiug, tep.airs. 4c„ -it the Workhon.»e. Eaine-
street. Gill Gr.a\’el-iKue, E.. fur the Guntilisns nf St. George’a-in-the-
East. Messrs. Wilson, Bon. A Aldwinckle, architect.?. Quantitie.s
supplied :

—

Holland £899 I Derby £301
Bimmt 870

I
IVlilte vu-

Geo. Todd 86J I Geo. Barkei-*

Btaines 851 I
* Accepted,

785

J. W. Woodhall £1.7H4 2
ChesHUmASou 1..388 0
W. Crewe 1,340 0
Windebauk A Co. .... .. 1,180 0

Houghton A Son 1,162 0
J. Otway 1,139 0

Win. Tout £1,095 0
Godson A Sons 1,073 0
J. luwood 1.073 0
ShariwASou 1,035 0
H. 31. Dove 1,009 0
Martla A Co., Croydon* 1,023 0

LONDON.—For clesDsina, painting, Ac., certain wards at tl;e
Intirniary, High-atreet, Huiuertou, N.K . fur the Guardians of the
Hackury Union. 31r. W. A. Finch, architect, 76, Piashury-D.avc-
ment. E.C.
Batchelor £1,330 I Porter £097
Lewis 11(52 .Mills 6.3D
Barker 782

|
G. Flaxiiian, I.llugton* . ... 624

* Accepted.

LONDON.-For
Liiuiteei, Devoue-roac
surveyor :

—

.T. K. Coleman
J. Holland

LONDON.—For alterations at No. 23,

Messrs. English A Sou. Messrs. J, Chainc
CoDege-hill, E.C. ;—
.7. Greenwood £035 0

|

W. H. Binith £597 ir
Grover A 80U 6l5S 0 I Suouiu Dns. A Co..
Hull, Heddatl. A Co 650 0 Upper Cl •pton* 584 0
L.awrcnceA Son 6."i0 O] • Accept&L

LONDON.—.\ccepted for the ereetiflli Cf steam-boiler, ateam-
isLDB, and heating' appaiatus and Imt-w.atcr -supplies, for the

Guardians of Lambeth, at ibeir lulirinary, Bpiuk-street, Laiubeth,
31I-, T. W. Aldwlnckle, arehitoct, 1, Victoria-street. 8-W.i—

2. D. Berry A Sous. Westminster £6.3C0 0 0

LONDON.-
the Trustee? of the
Urury-lane, W.C.

1, W.C.

;

Grover A Son
j.au A Fotheriiighain

Cbarteris
Shilhroe

Heath....'..!!;!!!!!!!!.’
isliby Bros.
adainsou ASclls .......
Pattiusou
MaceyA Bous

General
Cotitraec.

14,970 0 0
4,765 0 0- •

4,450 0 0

Set. Soiuerset-cbaiiibers,

.Supplements!
Esnoiates. Total.

.£260 0 0 ..£5.230 0 0

215 0 0

142 H 0
238 0 0
225 0 0

£829 111
I

Taylor A Son. Bromley*.. £68i« 10
753 10

1
Ruper 489 0

* Accepted with modifientions.

CROYDON.—For Ihe erection of one pair of senu-detaclicd villas,

Brightou-roaU, Croydon, lor Mr. G- Dutfleld. Mr. James Butter-
svottli, architect, Feliitowe, Quantities liy the architect
Outhwslto £1,7157 1 Parker £1.450
Castle 1,494

I
31. Taylor, Croydon* .... 1.428

•Accepted.

CROYDON.—For the ercclion of forage stores, East Croydon, for

sssrs. Rickeit, Smitli A Co.. Ltd. Mr. G. Allan, nrchltecti

—

A Deacon A Co £495 |
M. Taylor (aocejited) £454

LONDON.—For the erection of tire station in Trafalgar-square,
Bromptou, fur tho London County CunuciL 31r. Thos. Blakhid,
Architect :

—

-DiainACo. ..£10,055 9 G I &timp?oii ACo £8 300 0 0
Heed, Blight. A Co. 9,800 0 0 Foster A Dickaee.. .. 8,249 0 0
W.BiossACo 8,393 0 0

]
Scharien A Co.* ... . 7.862 0 0

• Accepted.

LONDON. — For alterations
Para ;

—

F. Foxley A Co £1,453 10 I H. R. And.
C. Buwdon 1.264 0

|
Chilworth

•Accepted.

Wostboume-terraee, Hyde

.. £1,026 16

LONDON.—Accepted fjr wanuiug Holy Trinity Church,
Marylehone. W. 3ir. Slenyn Macartney, architect, 62a, Beikelry-

Jobu Grundy £230 0 0

LONDON.—For the erection of h
Northern Ilcspital, Wiuchmore-liill.

I Kirk A Esudall £7.460

I

H, Wall A Co., KeutUli

I

Town* 7,379

1
• Accepted.
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LONDON.—For the erection of warehou6«8 in Buck'*-
chopcl, E., lor Mesete. 8. HcliueiJers & Son. IkfcRRTB. W
& Hudaou, ardiitecU, 7. BeUlurd-row, and SO, Lema
Qujvntitles by Jlessra. Franklin S Anilrewa
Heerle & Farrow £17.293 I J. Sporki
T. Little 17.210 I Perry s Co
O. H. i A.B>-wat«rs .... lH.fiOO

I
Harris 4 Wardrop ..

Battley I>i,:i79 I J. Brown. Son, S B1
£. Laurence A Sons 15,922 Held
Holloway Bros 15.776 J. Bentley
J. Mowlcin k Co 15.637

|
VT. Bra.n * Sou

W. Scrivener A Co 15.138 I J. 0. Hichardson ....

M. Patrick i Son 15,092 I
Garlick & Hoi

W. Gladding 14,972
1

(Limited)

5 0 I .T. C. Colrnan £169 10
'3 0

I
Hy. Knight 4 Sou* It

• -Accepted.

14.500
24,460
14.444

WAKEFIELD.—For the erection of two house* and shop at
Robin Hood, near Wakeflelil, for Mr. D. Hartley. Mr, T. A. Buttery,
architect, Qneen-streer, Morley:—

.1/ojoii* —Bullock, West Anlaley £429 15 6
yoijicTS.-Holroyd, Morley 248 10 0
/’hwrercr.—Heshiig, Wakefleld 46 0 0
Sfuter.—Sharp A Harper. Leeds 32 10 0

LONDON.-For tlie erection of a block of schools to acc
I,670 children, inoludiog caretaker, house, and cookery room, ana
enclosing and tar paving plsygroiiuds. Hermtt-rosd, Canning-town,
E., for the West Ham School Board. Messrs. J. T. Newman A
Jacgue^, Architects, 2, Fen-court, K.C. Quautilics hy Messrs. R. L.
Curtis & Son :—
O. Sbsrpe £19,050 I G. A O. C. Goodchild £17,667
J. Mocter 18,762 I Urcgsr A Son 17,634

J. Catley 18,340 W. J. Maddison* 16,867
Mesrle A Farrow 18.448

|
,

Accepted subject to approval hy the Education Department. I

WALTHAMSTOW.—For the erection of a detached hou«e in the
L-pper Waltharostow-road, Wood-street, /or Mr. J. E. Watts. Mr.
>V. A. Finch, architect, 76, Finabury-paveinent. E.C. :

—
r. H. Mollett £1,618 I Godfrey A Son £1.370
r. Holland 1.538

j

G. w. Beale 1,269
riiuinersou A Son 1,492

|
A. Porter. Tottenham* .. 1,187

• Amended auJ accepted at £1,000.

ON.—For the erection of a block of stables, store, and
r-house, situate in Maryland-road. Stratford New Town. E..

Hirstford Cooperative and Industrial Society, UuiiteU.
f. T- Newman A Jaciiuos, arthUecta, of 2, Feu-eourt, E.C.
ea by ilr. 11. L- Curtis A Sons :—

£5,780
I

Co-operative Builders .... £5,112
O. Sharpe (accepted) S.OuO

0,37j
I

Hear A Far
I
Castle A Co. .

Uurhsm&Co
Liudaay 1,463 Si'™

H. W.all A Co., Carlton Works, Kentish Town . . £3.43'

LONDON.—Accepted for the supply and erection of the
rtructloual ironwork for the ilcredith's Wliarf Depot of the City of
Loudou Electric Lighting Company. Limited. Bfajor-Geur—

'

Webber, C.B.. and Colonel Boddon, Engineers
PeitsoQ A Co., Fenchurch-Htreet £2,896 0 0

LONDON.—Accepted for various repairs, Ac., to premisoi Nos. 1

2. and 3, Curlew-street, Horeelyduwii, Mr. Lawton R. Ford, Bur
veyor. St. Thomsa' Chainbers, Loudou Bridge, 8.E. :

—

Wm. Preston £205 0 0

les. Nor. 20 and 22, 8

architect, dt

A. Peacock
M'. F. Rn»e
H, J. WilHa

75
I

R. G. BatUey*.

.ONDON.—Accepted for sundry works in evteiuliog the Baya-
ter Jewish mixed schools. Messrs. N. S. Joseph & Siuithem,
hilects. 4.5. FiDsbury.piivemeut, E.C. :—
3. Barnett £950 0 0

LONDON.—For decorative work at No. 21. Pembridge-villas,
Bayawater. Messrs. N. 3. Joseph A Smitbem, arcbitccU, 45, Fius-
luiry.pavemeut, E.C. :

—

1. Baroett 285 I

LONDON,—Accepted for sundry stmctnml works at 15, Hyde
Park-square, W. Messrs. N. 3. Joseph A bmithein. architects, 45.

Flnsbiiry-pavement, E C. :

—

NORTHAMPTON.

-

Northampion. for Ml
architect, Northaiuptc

n Bros, (accepted) £926

ST. HELENS (Lancashire).—For the erection of hoat-houae, Ac.,

at Carr Mill Dam. near St. Helens, for Colonel Gamble, C.B. .Mr,

W, Wallace Gandy, architect. St. Helens
R. H. Davies £450 I 8, Beckett • £416
W. Harrison 4>5

|
• Accepted.

[AU of St. Helens.)

ST. LEONARDB-ON-BKA.—For the erection of three housei
ehoi>a in the Nonnau-road, St. Leonards-ou-Sea. Messia. Elwor
Sou, arebitecta. Quantities supplied ;

—

D. H. Snow £3.004

C, Hughes 2,996

T. Salter 2.9.54

Taylor Bros 2,660

Moon A Garner 2.9-50

A. U. While 2.945

[Architect's ee

Idge A Crutteiiden..
J. Lest-r
H. E. Criittenden

. £2,921

. 2,900

! aisee

WOOD GREEN (Middlesex).—For alterations at the “Priuce of
Wale*" Hotel. Bounds Green-road. Mr. John E. Pluder. architect.
B ridge House, Buulh Tottenham :

—

Fk. Sage £275 I F Vol er £248
Yardley A Son 209

f
W, II. Laselies A Co.* 247

• Accepted.

4,962

" rf»m5rfnii "Store/, f.fu*»ftoiMe-rfrert.—Messrs. EdwardsA Medway
rite to say that in onr last the amount of their t-nder for this
ork wa« given as £6,342. instead of £6,242, or an exct»s of £100.
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Old Scarborough,

HE Builder of July 16

contained a report of

the excellent paper

on ‘‘ The Municipal

Engineering of Scar-

borough,”
.

prepared

by ^Ir. Joseph Fetch,

the Borough Sur-

veyor, and of that

by Mr. Millhouse on

the Water Supply,
which were read before the members of the

Incorporated Association of Municipal and
County Engineers, who met at that town on
June 11. The following account of the old

town of Scarborough
,
the history of its

growth, and the names and direction of its

•ancient thoroughfares, may prove a not un-
acceptable supplement to these clear and
well-arranged reports.

The old town of Scarborough occupies a
"Wide, shallow scoop on the southern side of

the bold promontory running far out east-

ward into the German I >cean, the lofty, rocky
extremity of which is occupied by the ruins
of the Norman Castle, from which the place

takes its name (the “Burh,” or stronghold on
the “ Scar,” or cliff), and the hideous modern
barracks, with which our military authorities

have, according to their wont, disfigured one
of the noblest sites in the British Islands.

This scoop has the sea as its boundary ou the
north and south; the castle-headland towers
up above it on the east : on the west the
.ground rises gradually and falls again to the
deep valley which separates the old town
of the fishermen, sailors, and shopkeepers
from the Spa ou the South Cliff,

with its terraces, churches, and hotels. In
the memory of those still living, there was
not a single residence on this side of the
valley, which has now become the favourite
resort of summer visitors.

Through the old town in former times a
little streamlet, or beck, known as “Mill
Beck” and “Dam-Geth,” ran from the north-
west corner in a south-westerly direction,

and entered the sea under the Castle Hill not
far from the Custom House. Bising near the
present Atlas-place, the stream crossed St.

Thomas’s-street, Queen-street, to Cross-street,

in the middle of which a very distinct depres-

sion marks its course, and' Bumple-street,

where we may safely place the Castle Mill,

the name of the street being derived from the

“Dun-pool," i.e., the pool or head-water of

the mill under the shadow of the “ Dun ” or

hill fort. The place of this mill-pool is shown

by a hollow of swampy ground, crowded

with low lodging - houses, registered for

various numbers of inmates, from thirty-two

up to sixty, the sanitary character of which is

not improved by the boggy subsoil. The

miller in old times must have driven a pro-

fitable trade, and made money. Reginald the

miller, “Molendarius,” in Edward II. 's days,

was able to give a piece of land adjacent to

his mill to the Franciscans, whose convent

stood near. The brook was crossed by a bridge

at the upper end of St. Sepulchre’s-street.

Besides “Mill Beck,” this stream had the

name of “ Dam-Geth,” of which it is hard to

make anything satisfactory. Is “Geth”
another form of “gowt”or“goat,’’—a water-

course, the stream being kept back by a dam
for the purposes of the mill ? Another stream

ran down the valley to the south of the

town, where were several more mills. We
find mention of five mills altogether in Scar-

borough.

The first beginnings of the town of Scar-

borough were on the high ground immediately

to the west of the Castle. Here was the

Aldborough, or Old Borough, the name of

which is preserved in Auborough - street,

running from the North Cliff southwards,

the lower part being known as Cross-street

(ancient Carr-street), from the Market-cross

which formerly stood at the bottom, and com-

municating with the shore by the rapid

descent of Bland’s Cliff. The “Aldborough ’’

was defended ou the north, where the steep-

ness of the cliff rendered any assault from the

sea impracticable, only by a moat and earthen

mound, the traces of which have but recently

been obliterated by building. On the west or

land-side there was a wall running down
Auborough-street and Cross-street, where it

was met by another wall on the south running

along Merchant’s-row and Nether Westgate,

and ending at the foot of the Castle Dykes.

By the time of Henry III., the Old Borough

had received the addition of the New Borough,

enlarging the town to the west. That

j

sovereign in ]2f56 confirmed the enlargement

I

of the borough by the addition of Whales-
grave, the present Falsgrave. The northern

moat and mound were prolonged westwards, as

a defensive work, to the northern end of Bar-

street, from which point they were continued

southwards to St. Nicholas Cliff. The new
defence was strengthened on the northern

side by Richard III. with a stone wall, built

“ quadrate saxo,” portions of which remained

until early in this century. He also erected

a Bulwark on the shore to the south-east,

which in Leland’s time was “ yn ruine by
the 86 rage.” The same old topographer

says,—“ The town standeth wholly on a

slaty cliff. Where it is nob defended by
the sea it is walled a little with stone, but

mostly with ditches and walls of earth.”

•There were only two gates of entrance,

Aldeburgh Gate, to the north, which Leland

describes as “ very base,” and Newborough
Gate to the west, “ meetly good.”

An old view of “Auborough Gate," given in

Baker’s “ History,” undated, shows it reduced

to a mere fragment,—just the chief archway

and the smaller side archway, both pointed,

and the wall connecting them, all the upper

part having perished. The oldest view of

Newborough Gate, in recent times known as

“ the Bar,” shows a narrow arched entrance,

without any architectural pretensions. Out-

side it was a drawbridge over the moat. The

gate and gate-house were rebuilt in 1642, as

the town gaol. There was only one wide

central archway, which served both for

wheeled vehicles and for foot passengers.

Under the archway were grated windows

opening into the prison, through which

tobacco and spirits and other articles were

passed to the prisoners within. In the oldest

view of the town a gallows with a man hang-

ing on it is seen a little way outside the gate.

The name “Gallows Close” appears in the

old town books. Another instrument of

punishment, the pillory, was set up in the

middle of Newborough, opposite to King-

street and Queen-street. The gate and prisons

having been pulled dow'n, a new “ Bar ” was

erected in 1843. It was a wretched imitation

of MeduBval work, which, being utterly

devoid of architectural merit and proving

a great obstacle to traffic, passed away un-

regretted two years ago.
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The street known as Newborough, which
this gateway spanned, with its modern coj

-

tinuation of Eastborough towards the quay,

and Westborough towards the railway

station, forms the chief thoroughfare of the

modern town, lined with shops and places of

business, and hotels and houses of refresh-

ment. It is of good width, and has the

picturesqueness a street always presents when
the houses are of different date and style,

and of varying heigh*^, wirh an abundance of

bow-windows. The lower pait, or East-

borough, is virtually a new strt et, formed
between forty and titty years back, absorbing

a large pirt of the old thoroughfares of

Merchants’-row and Palace-hill. Here the

houses are all of one design on both sides of

the street, to the loss of all picturesque-

tess. Another chief thoroughfare, more
to the north, running from east to west

through the centre of the old town to Castle-

ate, parallel with Newborough, was originally

nown as the “ King’s Highway,” but for

many centuries it has borne the name of

“ Westgate," divided into “High,” or “Over
Westgate,” and “ Long Westgate.” Parallel

to it to the south was “ Nether W'estgate,”

which has been subsequently dignified by
the appellation of Princess-street, opening at

the eastern extremity into “Castlegate.”

Between Eastborough and Long Westgate
St. Sepulchre’s-street takes a bending

course, having its name from the church
of the Knights of Sc. John of Jerusalem
(afterwards granted to the Franciscans)
which formerly stood in it. These main
thoroughfares are crossed, gridiron fashion,

by other streets and lanes running down the

southern slope of the headland, and mostly
very steep towards the upper end. Going
eastwards from Newborough Bar, we have
North-street, St. Thcmas-street,—so-called for

the church, or rather Chapel of Ease, dedi-

cated to St. Thomas of Canterbury, at its

lower end, just inside the Bar,—Queen-street,

originally Jilackfriars Gate, from the house of

the Dominican or Preaching Friars on the

east side, the memory of which survives in
“ Friars’-entry ”

;
Auborough-street, continued

under the name of Cross-street, formerly
Carr-street, to Newborough and Toller Gate,
a prolongation of Dumple, or Dun Pool-street

northwards. The name “Toller Gate’’ is

derived from the market which in early days
used to be held on the brow of the North
Cliff, where Butland-terrace now stands,

under the shadow of the Castle walls, to the
lord of which all who held stalls bad to

pay a toll or rent. The whole of the locality

for some distance along the cliff-edge, as we
see from old maps, bore the name of Toller

Gate; Castle-road was Upper Toller Gate;
and the fields on the slope below were called

the Toller Gate Closes. A large stone,

now at the museum, removed from this

place, known as “the blue stone,” was, tradi-

tionally, that on which money used to be
paid and bargains ratified. Continuing further
to the east, we come to the steep ascent
of St. NIary's-street, leading to the “Church
Stairs,” and by them to St Mary’s Church and
Castle-gate, the upper ends of the two being
united by “ Paradise,” just below the
barbican of the Castle. This place has its

name from a large gabled mansion so called
standing in a spacious walled demesne, with
a full southerly exposure, and commanding a
glorious view over the whole bay. The house
has been long since demolished, nor is there
now anything specially “paradisiacal” on
the spot to warrant the title.

It will have been noticed that many of the
above-named thoroughfares are called, not
“streets,” but “ gates.” We may add to the
list “ Flesher Gate,” now Globe-street, and
“Preaching Friars Gate,” East and West
Sandgate, and others. This is a dUtinct mark
of Scarborough being a Danish settlement.

Wherever we find “ gate ” used, not for that
which one goes through, but which one goes
along,—not but via, as in the “gates”
of Leicester, Derby, York. Lincoln, &c.,—we
may be certain that it is a place which the
Danes settled in and made their home for
many successive generations. In such locali-

ties what we now call “ Gates ” are called

“Bars,” as “ Micklegate Bar” (which in

modern parlance would be “High-street
Gate"), and the other “bars” at York, and
the recently destroyed “ bar ’’ at Scarborough.
Local boards have a sad habit of altering old

street names, and fixing modern titles on
ancient thoroughfares. Such tampering with
old memorials ought to be steadily resisted.

As we have seen in the case of Dumple-
street, much ot the history of our old towns
Is written in their street names, and to

change them is to efface it. As often as not
the change is a mere piece of flunkeyism,

intended to do honour to some great per-

sonage of the day, who, bs time passes on, is

usually entirely forgotten, while the historical

loss is permanent. “ Blackfriars Gate," and
“Nether Westgate” would still tell their

own tale, while “Queen-street” and “Princess-
street,” which have been substituted for them,
are now utterly unsuggestive. Who knows
what queen and what princess they were in-

tended todo honourto? The name King-street

was actually substituted to match Queen-street
opposite, for the old “ Helperby-lane,” in 1801,
on the petition of a schoolmaster who had
his seminary there, and thought th« vulgarity
of the name injured hia school. En revanche,

St. Nicholas-street has resumed its old name,
taken from the church on the cliff, to which
it led, the very site of which has been washed
away. W'hen the Assembly Rooms, known
as “the Long Room,” were moved up from
the shore to the site of the Royal Hotel,
this street became “Long Room-street,” by
which it was known till a recent period.

Among the historical street-names happily
still unchanged is “Tut Hill,” on the lower
slope near the Castle, parallel with Nether
Westgate and Long Westgate. The meaning
of this name, found in many other towns, is

not so well known as it ought to be. Its

origin has been foolishly sought in the name of

the Scandinavian god Teut. We need not,

however, go to heathen mythology for its

root, which lies much nearer home. A tut-

hill or toot-hill was a look-out post, a very
necessary appendage in former days to a
castle or monastery, or any place liable to

hostile invasion. There is a “toothill” at-

tached to the monastery at Peterborough,
another in the gardens of the deanery at

Rochester. The “ toothill,” from which Tot-
hill fields at Westminster takes its name, was
only removed when the place was laid out for

building, and the Chapter accounts contain a
record of the operation, how long it took, and
what was paid for it. The use of the word
in the vernacular is shown in Wycliffe’s

translation of the Bible, where it appears
several times for a “ look-out place.” We are

all familiar with the word in connexion with
“ touters "on the look out for jobs,—“ touting’’

for employment. “Leading Post-strtet” speaks
of the day when a hand-post was needed to

direct persons to the “ Merchant’s-row,” where
in early days the traders exposed for sale the

goods brought by sea, and carried up from
the shore by the stairs. In the last century,

Merchant’s-row and Palace ILll were the
places most resorted to by visitors.

The part of Scarborough which preserves

the most of its old character is the triangular

bit, beyond East Sandgate, at the ex-

treme end of the south shore, facing the

harbour, immediately under the Castle Dykes.
There we have a tangled labyrinth of narrow
alleys and yards, no wider than the Yar-
mouth “ Rows,” and equally unsavoury, into

some of which it seems as if a ray of sun-
shine or a breath of pure air could never
make its way. The main passage through
this unattractive quarter is Quay-street,

which contains several picturesque houses,

some of which have extended themselves
over the roadway, leaving only a passage

beneath. One tall, gabled house on the fore-

shore, next to the “ Buoy Inn,’’ is known as

Richard IH.’s house, that Monarch, accord-

ing to an impossible tradition, having made
it his abode when visiting Scarborough.

The front towards the Quay till lately had a

three-storied oriel window, and the ceilings

of the principal rooms were curiously

;

decorated in plaster work. But it has been-

sadly pulled about, a new stuccoed front

has been tacked on, and it has lost nearly all

traces of antiquity. In spite o# the definite-

ness of the inscription on its front, “ Late
Residence of Richard HI., May 22nd, 1481/’ it

is certainly not older than the middle of the

sixteenth century. W’e know from the
records that when Richard and his Queen
visited Scarborough in 1484, they were
housed in the Castle. In Quay-street itself

are several old houses w’orth attention.

At the corner of Parkin’s-lane, which
contains a number of quaint old houses,

a half-timbered house, with projecting

stories, deserves notice. Further along
Quay-street the “Mariners’ Inn” has a
long, low, red brick front, with nicely-

worked moulded brick pediments over the-

windows. Porritt’s-lane and the yards that

open out of it are worth penetrating for tbd
sake of the tumble-down, airless, sunless
tenements which line them, the basements of

solid masonry and projecting stone chimney-
stacks indicating considerable antiquity. At
the west corner of East Sandgate, a
massive spur, rudely carved with a
human head bearing a grotesque like-

ness to Sir William Ilarcourt, supports
a projecting upper story. Adjoining this

is the “ Newcastle Packet ” Inn, unhappily
refronted, but showing in its flank, up a
narrow entry lined with tall houses, a good
specimen of rude half-timbered construction,
supported on stone corbels. Behind tb©
houses on the foreshore runs a long, narrow,
dark alley, known as “ The Bolts/’ a corrup-
tion of “les Boutes,”—“the vaults,”-—the
public latrines having stood here, when the
rising and falling tide did the office of
scavenger.

The fall from the ground above to the
shore is so rapid that access to the upper
town is obtained by long flights of break-
neck steps, with terraces of houses at different

levels on either side. Each flight has its

distinctive name, such as New Steps, King’s
Steps, Bake-House Steps, Custom-House
Steps, and Long Greece Steps. This last

name, with its reduplication of a synonym,

—

“ greece/' or, as Shakespeare writes it, “grise,”
meaning a stair or step {gradue, gres ),—has its

counterpart in the “Grecian Stairs” at
Lincoln, and the “ Greese Steps ” formerly
existing by the Ouse Bridge at York. West-
minster Abbey and Winder?nere and Gras-
mere Lakes present similar examples of the
addition of an intelligible synonym when the

original word had dropped out of the ver-
nacular. In Quay-street, for many years the
living heart of Scarborough, stood the Old
Town-hall, the centre of the municipal, and
we may add the Parliamentary, life of Scar-

borough, for before the Reform Act the
Corporation alone returned the members.
It was a mean building of a single story

running down to the quay, which in 1874
was converted into a Wesleyan Mission
Chapel : on the foreshore, also, close to

West Sandgate, stood the Old Assembly
Room, or, os it was popularly called,

“ The Long Room,” now converted into Ellis’s

Grocery and Ship-Chandler’s Stores. The
arched openings of the sea front still remain.

Before the erection of the present sea wall
and the recovery of the foreshore, now a busy
thoroughfare, the tide washed the front of

this building, and old men tell of having
angled for fish from the door steps. In the last

century, the tide of fashion having mounted,
a new “Long Room,” as we have men-
tioned, was built on St. Nicholas Cliff, on
the site of the present Royal Hotel, to be

supplanted in its turn by the Spa and the

hotel ball-rooms. Within a few yards of the

Old Long Room stands the Custom House,
with a tall, narrow gabled front of red brick,

with rusticated quoins, a very characteristic

specimen of prim Georgian architecture,

formerly opening directly on the harbour.

The “ Bee Hive ” Inn, next door, squeezed in

between two tall neighbours, has a quaint old-

world look. A small brick archway below

formerly communicated directly with tie

sea.
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The only passage for wheeled vehicles to the
shore from the upper town was in early times
by the steep and dangerous descents of East
and West Sandgate. The latter was widened
and improved on the formation of East-
borough, and is now easily practicable.
Before this great improvement was carried
out, the chief way down to the shore
was by Bland’s Cliff, formed in 1722 by
a Quaker of that name, at his own cost. The
name of another local benefactor of the same
kind is preserved in Falconer’s-road, a carriage
road leading, by an easy winding descent
from the top of St. Nicholas Cliff and
Huntriss-row, to the sands near the Spa,
This road was planned and executed by a
certain Ur. Falconer, a clergyman of Lich-
field, who had been “ greatly impressed by
the dangerous character of the old road,”
which ran in front of what were then called

the New Buildings, on the west side of St.

Nicholas Cliff, which had previously been
the only road to the shore from that part of
the town. These “New Buildings,” a row of

excellent lodging-houses, with an unbroken
sea view, until the erection of the huge
Grand Hotel blocked it out, were the first

attempt to provide visitors to Scarborough
with suitable accommodation. Another
locality preserving the name of its builder
is “ Huntriss-row,’’ now one of the chief

thoroughfares of Scarborough, and much too
narrow for the trallic. This street was
originally called “ Harding’s Walk,” from its

first planner, about 1778, but changed its

name when Mr. Jonathan Huntriss, a noted
builder of the day, began a row of superior
residences,—as they were then deemed,—on
the east side. Iluntriss’s buildings were
placed back from the street, securing a
good width for the thoroughfare. It is much
to be regretted that this line has not been
maintained, and that the erection of shops has
been allowed in front of these houses, and
new houses built on the same line of frontage.
A new thoroughfare, of sulHcient width, from
Newborough to St. Nicholas Cliff is a crying
want at Scarborough, the narrowness and
sharp turnings of the present circuitous
route being very dangerous in the crowded
season. The right course would evidently be
to widen Bar-street by taking down one side.

This would afford a direct communication to

St. Nicholas Cliff and the Grand Hotel and
the Spa. The old Burgwell Gate, now
Cook’s-row, leading by a gentle curve from
the east end of St. Sepulchre-street to Long
Westgate, commemorates by its change of
name a local worthy, Mr. Tristram Cook, by
whose instrumentality the dangerously steep
ascentwasthusobviated. Some of the decorous
red brick houses bear on their fronts the
initials W. H. E., with the dates 1703 and
1724. At the upper end Spreight’s-lane leads
by a long flight of stairs to St. Mary’s Church.
The first flagged “sidewalks,” as our
American cousins call them, were laid down
in St. Nicholas-street, in connexion with the
new “ Long Boom,” in 1733, to form a
promenade for the visitors, for whose protec-
tion a row of strong posts was also set up.
This first beginning of foot pavements was
followed by their general introduction in the
leading thoroughfares in 1775. In 1805 the
first Act for paving, lighting, and scavenging
the town was procured. In 1810 oil street-

lamps began to be provided, the cost being
borne by voluntary contributions.

The markets, now combined in and about
the Market Hall, opened in 1853, above St.

Ilelen’s-square,Newborough, were in medi;r,val

times held in different places. The first

I

place of the market, as we have already
I

seen, was in the Toller-gate district, to the

I

west of the parish church. In the time of

Edward VI. it was kept on the sands below
the Castle. Later on they were collected about
St. Helen’s-square ; the great Saturday
market was held in Blackfriars Gate (Queen-
street), at the south end of which the Cloth
Market had its place, the Meat Market at the
old shambles in St. Helen’s-square, the Pig
Market in 8t. Thomas’s-street, while the
buyers and sellers of corn assembled in the

open thoroughfare at the top of Helperby-lane

(King-street). The Market Cross, re-built in

1620, stood in St. Helen’s-square. Old views
show it to have been more of a market-house
than a cross, supported on Tuscan pillars,

with a room above which was used as a

guard-house. It was taken down in 1802.

The Corn Cross is mentioned in 1631 as

standing at the foot of St. Thomas’s Gate.

The Rede Cross was at the Junction of

Cook’s-row and West Gate. The only cross

remaining, and that in a mutilated state, is

the Butter Cross at the head of West Sand-
gate, where its Junction with Nether West-
gate, St. Sepulchre-street, and St. Mary-street
forms a little sort of irregular square. It is

in the form of a tall square shaft, with a

panelled stem ending in a crocheted pinnacle.

It is not so long since that proclamations
used to be made there. Here was the Lower
Conduit; the Upper Conduit stood in New-
borough, at the east corner of St. Thomas’s-
street; the Middle Conduit at the west
corner of St. Sepulchre-street. The water
supply of these conduits was brought
from springs a mile distant. The leaden
pipes which conveyed it having been
pulled up by the Parliamentary soldiers

when the town was taken by storm
and pillaged, after the siege of 1645, the

inhabitants had no proper supply of water for
a long time. As late as 1728 we find them re-

sortiogtothe Mill Beckand Peaseholme Brook,
and other running streams, for their daily

consumption. Another source was “Slutwell,”
near Sandgate, which seems to have only too

well deserved its name. Hutton says, in his
“ Tour to Scarborough,” “ I'he best and worst
water is to be bad at Scarborough, the first

from two excellent springs that bear the name
of Spaw ; the other from two dirty wells
in the street from which is drawn a scanty
supply with a string and a bucket.”

So precarious was the supply, and so Insuffi-

cient the quantity, that some soldiers of the
29th Regiment having placed, for their own
convenience, two casks on the castle dyking
below the cliff, to receive tricklings of a
spring, we are told “ the contrivance ” was
hailed as a public benefit and “ remained
useful many years.” Repeated attempts were
made from 1804 onwards to bring an adequate
supply to the public conduits, but with so

little effect that even in 1826 we read of

empty buckets being placed at the conduits,

numbered with chalk to be filled in succession,

and to be taken away six or eight hours after.

A full report of the admirable system of

water works by which since 1845 this great
evil has been remedied, and Scarborough fur-

nished with a plentiful supply of excellent
water, is given in Mr. Millhouse’s paper,

published in the Builder for July IG last,

p. 53.

Scarborough, in common with all mediseval
towns, was well provided with religious

houses and churches. The Cistercians had a
cell attached to the mother house of CIteaux,

on the hill near the Castle, to which the

parish church of St. Mary’s was appropriated

by Richard I. On the dissolution of the
alien Priories by Henry IV. the Priory was
granted to the Augustinian Priory of
Bridlington, and finally seized by Henry VlII.
when that Priory was attainted for the part

taken by its Abbot in the Pilgrimage of

Grace. The Dominicans or Black Friars had
a convent between the modern Queen-street,
formerly Black Friars Gate, and Auborough
Gate, the memory of which is kept up by the

name “Friar’s Entry” connecting the two
streets. The house of the Carmelites or

White Friars was adjacent, to the south,

bounded by Newborough. Further to the
east, bounded on the west by Dumple-street,

and on the south by St Sepulchre’s-street, was
the convent of the Franciscan or Grey
Friars. The site was till recently popularly
known as “the Friary,” and some small
fragments of the walls remained, which have
been nearly all swept away by modern
improvements. The Friends’ Meeting
House and another large chapel occupy a
ortion of the site. There were also two
ospitals or almshouses, dedicated respec-

tively to St. Thomas of Canterbury, and St.

Nicholas, each with its chapel and its band of
brothers and sisters.

The whole of Scarborough formed one
parish, St. Mary’s, but there were several
other churches and chapels, some of them
with quasi-parochial rights. For the supply of
the spiritual wants of the western part of the
town, from which St. Mary’s was incon-
veniently distant, a large chapel was erected
on the north side of Newborough, just within
the bar, in connexion with the hospital of
St. Thomas of Canterbury, and bearing its

name. This church, de-:cribed by Iceland as
“ a great chapelle by side of the Newborowe
Gate,” during the siege of 1645 was converted
into a magazine by the Parliamentary Com-
mander, Sir John Meldrum, and was con-
sequently made a mark for the Royalista
guns, by which it was reduced to ruins.
“ Part having fallen and the rest being ready to
fall,” the shattered walls were taken down
by order of the bailiffs in 1649, and the
materials were employed in the repair of
St. Mary’s. Its name survives in St. Thomas’s-
street. There is a modern red brick church
of St. Thomas—not of Canterbury—near the
quay, built in 1840. The memory of the
church of St. Nicholas is preserved by
St.Nicholas-street and St. Nicholas Cliff, on
the edge of which, near the entrance to the
Cliff Bridge, it stood. Its site has been de-
stroyed by the wasting away of the cliff.

The church of St. Sepulchre, which gi^es its

name to St. Sepulchre’s-street, seem.s originally
to have belonged to the Knights of St. John
of Jerusalem, and to have been made over by
them to the Franciscans, whose cburch it be-
came. It was dedicated in 1306, and sub-
sequently assumed a parochial character.
Before Leland’s visit in 1534 it had fallen
into decay, and was taken down in 1504. Gf
the church of St. Helen nothing is known
beyond the name, which survives in St.
Helen’s-square, the site of the old market
cross.

There are plenty of new churches and
chapels in Scarborough, good, bad, and
indifferent, and in all styles. Mr. Bodley’s
St. Martin’s, though by no means faultless,
is the best. The contrast betw’een that and
Christ Church, consecrated in 1828 (an
example of what was then considered
correct “ Early English ” adapted to modern
requirements) is a refreshing proof of the
advance of ecclesiastical architecture in the
last half-century. The only Mediajval church
remaining is St. Mary’s, the old Parish
Church. It is but a fragment of the original
building, having lost its chancel, of which
only a few shattered walls remain, its north
transept, and the upper stories of its north-
western towers. The central tower, rebuilt
in 1659, though evidently constructed of old
materials and retaining something of ite

former outline, is but a poor substitute
for that which preceded it, which, according
to Leland, as well as the western towers,
was surmounted by a “pyramis” or spire.

Like St. Thomas’, during the siege of lG-b5

this church was occupied as a stronghold by
the Parliamentary forces, and was bombarded
by the ordnance from the castle, still in the
hands of the Royalists. The chancel,— a
Perpendicular building of magnificent dimen-
sions, measuring 115 ft. by 53 ft., with lofty
aisles of the same length and height as the
central aisle,—was reduced to ruins, and the
tower so much shaken that it fell down
in 1649, crushing in its fall the north
transept and the wide additional north aisle,
“
the Fishermen’s aisle,” built for the

worship of the class whose name it bears, or
St. Nicholas’ aisle. The north transept was
never rebuilt, and the first reconstruction
of the aisle was of the meanest character.
The church, as it now stands, consists of a
nave and side aisles of five bays, the very
wide second north aisle (St. Nicholas’ aisle,

already referred to), a south transept
(‘Farrar’s aisle ”fwas its old name), the
lantern space, which does duty for a chancel
until a more worthy one is erected, and a
series of four chantry chapels, annexed to the
south aisle. The nave and aisles are Earlv
English, of early date and very goo^

d
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character. The northern arcade has huge
cylindrical piers throughout. On the south
side two similar piers at the east end are

succeeded by one with eight slender shafts

set round a central core, combined under a

continuous table abacus
;
the next pier is an

octagon of Decorated date, probably inserted

when the adjacent chapels were built. The
last pier is the earliest of the series, consist-

ing of four filleted cylinders, with Transitional

capitals, and a moulded abacus over all. The
arches opening into the western towers are

earlier still
;
they are pointed, with clustered

responds mostly, and with the square abacus.

The architectural history of the south

side of the nave presents a problem not

very easy to solve. The mixture of dates is

confusing. The sudden thinning of the wall

in the middle of the third bay, and the

distortion of the arch at this point, and

the introduction of a single Decorated

pier, point to some work of reconstruction

in the fourteenth century, which did not,

however, affect the clearstory. This, as

already suggested, may have been connected

with the erection of the side chapels. The
clearstory is uniform throughout. There is

an Early English shafted lancet in each bay,

and a horizontal string-course below. The
wall-shafts between the clearstory windows
show variations of treatment. Some come
down to the spandrels of the arcade, others

stop short at the clearstory string ; two at

the west end of the north side ate fluted, the

others circular. The roof of the north aisle

having been raised, the clearstory on that side

gives no light, the windows opening, triforium-

fashion, into the aisle. The weather moulding
of the old aisle roof appears on the east face

of the north tower. The wide additional

fishermen's aisle is separated from the original

north aisle by an arcade of four Decorated

arches on tall octagonal piers, with capitals

of foliage. The whole of the walls and

windows of this aisle belong to the 1850

restoration. The most characteristic feature

of the church is the row of four chapels,

gabling southwards, like those at St. Giles,

O.vford, annexed to the south aisle. The
external roofs of these chapels are of slabs of

stone, with a ridge-cresting. Within they

have pointed barrel vaults with transverse

ribs. Both from without and within the

effect is singularly picturesque. At the east

end of the south aisle is a respond, of Transi-

tion date, of the arch opening into the

transept of a smaller and earlier church,

of which there are also some traces at the

end of the north aisle.

The church, which, like most town churches,

had been be-pewed and be-galleried out of all

ritual and architectural propriety, underwent
a thorough restoration from Mr. Christian in

1848-1850, which may be pronounced very
creditable, especially for the date. The
crossing beneath the tower, which had been
used as the coal-hole, was fitted up as the

sanctuary, and a new east window was
inserted. A choir has been recently

formed in the eastern bay of the nave from
the designs of Mr. C. Hodgson Fowler,

of Durham. Other works by the same
gentleman are in progress. We should be
glad to know that a new chancel was included

in them. This is the great need of this fine

and interesting church, without which it

must remain deplorably incomplete. The
restoration of the former enormous chancel

would be unwise, even if the great outlay it

would require did not forbid it. Suitable for

a double church, such as Scarborough was in

Cistercian days, when the choir received the

monastic body, and the nave the parishioners,

so large an eastern limb would be out of

harmony with present requirements, and be
practically unusable for parochial purposes.

But a chancel of some sort, instead of the

present makeshift sanctuary, is essential.

PaoPosED Restouation- of LLAXEyoAx Church.
—The i^orik H'lfto Chronicle saya that it is pro-
posed to restore this ancient pariah church, and it

is estimated that l,4f)0L will be required for the
purpose.

THE SARCOPHAGI FROM SIDOTs".*

SS long ago as 1887 reports reached
England—reports so startling that

many were inclined to set them
down as apocryphal—of the dis-

covery at Sidon of a series of sarcophagi,

decorated with sculptures of extraordinary

beauty, which were to rival the Parthenon
marbles in public estimation. In 1888 we
visited Constantinople, whither the marbles

had been transported, in the hope that a

special letter of introduction might secure us
a “ private view.” The director, Hamdy Bey,

was absent on business, and the reward of

our journey was—full permission for the

careful study of the outside of the packing-

cases in which the sarcophagi were securely

concealed. Their publication was necessarily

a lengthy labour. The first livraison of the

sumptuous work of their reproduction now
lies before us—and it is amply sufficient to

assure us that for once rumour did not ex-

aggerate the importance of the discovery.

Like so many other important “ finds,” the

Sidon sarcophagi are the result, not of a
patient, premeditated system of excavation,

but of a happy chance. Early in 1887,

Mehmed Cberif Effendi, who owned the

territory of Ayaa, in the neighbourhood of

Saida (the ancient Sidon), in the course of

certain works on his own estate which he
had undertaken in order to get building

stone, came upon an ancient shaft, at the

bottom of which, it seemed to him, there might
be a tomb or tombs. At Saida the inhabitants

are so constantly, it seems, engaged in small

private excavations in their own gardens,

that everyone knows the possible importance
of such a shaft. Conscientiously conforming
to the local law about antiquities,

Mehmed Cherif immediately sent word to

the Caimakam of Saida, and this official

came next day to test the truth of the con-

jecture. On the east side of the shaft he
soon discovered a hole, through which he
looked, and at once perceived a hollow
chamber containing two sarcophagi, of which
one was decorated with sculptures. He, in

his turn, at once communicated the discovery

to the Governor-General of Syria, Nachid
Pacha. Orders soon arrived for the clear-

ing out of the shaft, and very shortly the

entrance to two other chambers,—north and
south,—was made out, and these chambers
also were found to contain sarcophagi. On
March 15 an engineer, Bachara Effendi, was
dispatched to Saida, and succeeded in laying

bare, one after the other, seven chambers, all

containing sarcophagi.

A provisional report, necessarily superficial

and in part inaccurate, was dispatched at this

point to the Minister of Public Instruction

at Constantinople, and on the basis of this

report it was decided that to Hamdy Bey
should be entrusted the work of pushing on
the excavations and transporting the precious

sarcophagi to Constantinople. These monu-
ments are already associated in the popular
mind with Hamdy Bey, but it will be seen
that he was in no way the discoverer. To
this he is the first himself to draw attention

in his preface, and he makes full acknowledg-
ment of the tact and care with which the

work of excavation previous to his arrival

had been conducted.
Hamdy Bey left Constantinople April 18,

1887. At Smyrna he was joined by a second
arcbreologist, Demosthenes Balbhazzi Bey, and
on .Tune 20 the work of extracting the sar-

cophagi and getting them aboard began.

The Sultan, gratified at the success of this

first expedition, gave to the proprietor, by way
of compensation, 1,500 livres (Turkish), de-

cided to send Hamdy Bey for a second term
of exploration, and further announced his

intention of erecting a special building to

receive the sarcophagi. This building, the

work of,M. \'alauron, architect and professor

in the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, was begun at

once and is now complete—the sarcophagi

* O. Hamdy Bey eb Th. Reinach. Tne 2ti'cropole

Royale a Sidon. Foullles de Hamdy Bey. Pads

:

Leroux, 1892. Livraison I. Texte et Planches. Paris :

Leroux, 1892,

are safely enshrined there. The work of

restoration, a task of extreme delicacy, was
entrusted to Ifsan Effendi. Hundreds of

fragments had been broken off, and these,

before the sarcophagi were lifted out of their

chambers, were collected with great care.

Such is the history of the finding of the

sarcophagi. The work of publication is

divided in the book before us between Hamdy
]Tey himself and Theodore Reinacli. Hamdy
Bey gives the complete narrative of the

excavations
;
Reinach reserves to himself all

archceological commentary on the sculptures.

For all details of the excavations we must
refer our readers to the book itself. They
would be unintelligible without the excellent

plans that accompany them. M. Reinach’s
commentary is held over to the second
volume, which is to appear next year, and
will be eagerly looked for. Meanwhile the

plates that appear in this first issue give us,

—

i, a plan of Saida (Sidon) and its environs;

2 and 3, a plan of the Necropolis of Ayaa,
with sections, kc., of the various tombs ; 4, 5,

7, 8, 11 (note the irregular numbers) are

devoted to the exquisite sarcophagos of the

mourners. Reports of the beauty of this

monument have already become current,

and unquestionably the figures of the mourn-
ing women remind us strongly of the best
specimens of Attic sepulchral art.

Then follows the “ Lycian Sarcophagos,”
the sculptures of which (plates 12, 13, 14, 15,

16) are even more striking and remarkable.
The ends of this sarcophagos are decorated
in very low relief, with beautiful designs of

griffins, sphinxes, and heraldic Centaur
groups. The aides are occupied with groups
in the highest possible relief, and of mar-
vellous beauty, which represent quadrigaa
and horsemen. The horsemen figures recall

both the cavalry of the Parthenon frieze and
types, such as the monument of Dexileos.

The third sarcophagos published is that “ of

the Satrap
;

” the sculptitres are of far less

merit and interest. We reserve all discussion

of style and interpretation till the appear-
ance of M. Reinacli’s commentary. The
work, when complete, will consist of four
issues, with 250 pages of text, fifty plates in

heliogravure, and from eight to ten in chromo-
lithography.

NOTES.
HE Report to the Court of Common
Council from its Local Government
and Taxation Committee on “Elec-
tric Railway Bills in Parliament ”

suggests a good deal of question as to the advan-
tage, on some points even as to the feasibility,

of this proposed system of subterranean
burrows for relieving street passenger traffic

in London. It is a condition that the tubes

are to be laid in the London clay, not in the

upper stratum
;
which means a considerable

depth to descend to. A- certain amount of

space must be robbed from the now over-

crowded streets for entrances to the tunnels,

and there is no doubt, as the report admits,

that “ serious interference with the traffic of

the streets must be faced ” during the making
of the railways, and that the construction of

the subway and central station opposite the

Mansion House would necessitate the whole
of the immense traffic at that point being
carried on timber platforms for at least

eighteen mouths. And after all this, what
is the ultimate probability that this system of

subterranean tubes, only to be reached and
quitted by a deep vertical lift, and whichmust be
dependent for their safety upon an elaborate

system of mechanical ventilation,* will be a

useful or a popular mode of locomotion ?

Nor have we yet got electrical mechanics so

thoroughly in hand as to feel insured against

an occasional breakdown, and the position of

passengers in a train left standing for an
indefinite time in the middle of an under-

ground tube would not be an enviable one.

The short line from the Mansion House to

Liverpool-street would be the most likely to be

used and useful: we may doubt whether a

* Aljout the question of ventilation not a word is said

in the report.
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ube railwayll ft. 6 in. diameter fromWaterloo
Station to the Mansion House, and passing

,nder the bed of the Thames, would be a

ery favourite route, and whether the exist-

ng open-air line from Waterloo Junction to

lannou-atreet would not be preferred by most
ussengers. Then the report draws attention,

nd not without reason, to the importance of

onstructing all local railways of the same
auge as the railway system of the country,

0 as to admit of any extension by junctions

fterwards if found desirable. This is a

loiut of the greatest importance, but
ontra it is urged that the adoption of tunnels

irge enough for the regular gauge would
1 most cases be out of the question on
conomical grounds. We have no wish to

iscourage new enteiqirise in means of loco-

aotion, but it is impossible not to see that

here are very serious drawbacks to this pro-

osed system of small-bore tunnels deep
nder London, and that both their practical

nd financial success is still matter for

ebate.

r
llE new Ministers are now settling down

to their administrative duties, free at

resent from Parliamentary criticism. With
wo or three appointments only we have any
articular concern. The first of these is that

f President of the Local Government Board,

rhich every year becomes a more important
dministrative office. There can be little

,oubt that Mr. Henry Fowler will be an
flicient Minister : he is hardworking and
lusinesslike, and whatever may be the purely

lolitical acts of the new ministry, we feel no
,oubt that Mr. Fowler will carry on well the

xcellent work done by his predecessor, Mr.
litchie. A firm hand is needed in this post,

or the President of the Local Government
loard has practically to keep local bodies up
0 their work, and as Secretary to the

treasury in Mr. Gladstone’s last administra-

ion, Mr. Fowler showed both tact and tirm-

less. Sir Walter Foster, who serves under
dm, in Mr. W. II. Long’s place, as a medical

aau should bring useful qualities to his office,

lut we trust that he will not be too much of

. theorist and too little of a man of business.

Itill, both these appointments are, simply as

.ppointments, satisfactory
;
in a year’s time we

hall be able to see how far this promise is ful-

illed, The fact that Mr. Shaw-Lefevre again

ills the post of First Commissioner of Works
a not a subject of congratulation. Mr. Shaw-
Lefevre is a typical official, with a good
leal of the obstinacy of the permanent public

servant, but without the general capacity

which usually distinguishes a permanent
head of a department. He has absolutely no
special qualification for this post. The fact is

that this post should cease to be a political

one, and in place of the First Commissioner,

who goes in and out with each change of

Government, and of the Secretary, who is

the permanent and non-Parliamentary head
of the department, there should be (as

we have again and again urged) two Com-
missioners who should hold their appointment
permanently, and who should be chosen to

fill these places on account of special qualifi-

cations for the position. It is preposterous

that this office should be one held by a

Cabinet Minister
;
two permanent and well-

qualified heads could carry on the work much
better, and the President of the Local Govern-
ment Board, or the Home Secretary, could

be the Parliamentary spokesman. The mis-

fortune of having Mr. Shaw-Lefevre at the

Office of Works is that, with all his in-

jcapacity, he is a man who will not keep quiet,

and who consequently is never content unless

ihe is spoiling something.

history and condition of the property they aro
asked to let is sufficient.

II. (a) The sort of information usually supplied
:

(5) the kind of information which could and should
be furnished.

III. Whether the house-agent was prepared to

make or obtain an efficient survey of a house and
its sanitary arrangement-s.

TV. Whether Section 12 of the Housing of the
Working Classes Act, which renders it necessary
that tenements to be let shall be reasonably fit for

human habitation, should be extended to all houses
without distinction.

V. Whether the opinions expressed on the above
would apply to houses and lodsings let for short
periods at seaside places and health resorts.

VI. Whether there is anything not covered by
the foregoing suggestions which should be con-
sidered.”

It is nob surprising to learn that the answers
to questions I. and II. went to show that tlie

information supplied to house-agents as to

the sanitary condition of a house is usually

very meagre and very vague
;
a fact, how-

ever, which does not in general deter house-
agents from giving the most positive and
satisfactory assurances of the sanitary con-

dition of the house they are commissioned to

let, though in general avoiding any state-

ments in detail. The house-agent, in fact,

acts in the interests of the landlord and as his

representative. Hence it is not surprising to

find that a good many agents, while admitting
(in answer to question III.) that a survey of

the sanitary arrangements ought to be made
in the interest of the tenant before letting a

house, consider that the agent is not the person
to do it, nor the person whose statement
would he likely to be accepted by a cautious

tenant. The question remains whether the

tenant should employ his own architect to

report on the sanitary condition of the house,

or whether he should have official inspection

placed at his disposal on application to the

sanitary authority. The latter course has
been much discussed of late. There is a good
deal to be said for it, perhaps, in the interests

of public health, but it would throw a heavy
expense on the community, and rather savours

of grandmotherly legislation. The Lancet

report gives prominence and praise to the

Eastbourne system, whereby certificates are

granted to landlords on the proof (furnished

voluntarily, nob on compulsion) that their

houses are up to a specified sanitary

standaJd. This, however, is a system
more suited to watering-places and other

lodging-house depots than to the per-

manent residential property of a large

city. In the general recommendations offered

we are surprised to find the Lancet contenting
itself with specifying “ two to four gallons

’’

as the amount of water for a watercloset

flush. Three gallons is the least that should

be permitted, and that is too little in most
cases, especially in large towns with a com-
plicated drainage system in which quick and
efficient water-carriage to the sewer is as im-
portant as flushing out of the basin. The
remarks as to ventilating the drains also

assume an action on the part of so-called

inlet ” and “ outlet ” ventilators which
often does not really take place. We have
often observed that medical men have a much
clearer idea of the ends to be aimed at iu a

drainage system than of the mechanical con-

ditions of its working.

mile
;
the Spinning Thread Company’s build-

ing at Atsuta is shown as a heap of ruins
;
a

temple at Ivimbara (native architecture)

shows an even more thorough collapse, as

also the native timber bridge at Nagoza, with
the two shore ends fallen into thewater. The
most formidable example is the one labelled

“condition of Nifu province,” which repre-

sents a large extent of wrecked buildings

tumbled into shapeless ruin. After this, one
is almost ashamed to complain of the shocks
which caused so much excitement and alarm
last week in South Wales.

Among the numerous letters with which
the Times is filled when Parliament is

not sitting, one signed “ Indicus,” appearing on
the 19th, referred to the supposed inadequate

maintenance of our railways, the writer

asserting that many of our railway structures

were allowed to lapse into an unsafe state

from an improper economy on the part of the

railway companies, and urging that further

powers should be conferred on the Board of

Trade to enable them to inspect the condition

of roads and viaducts and insist on their

proper and sufficient maintenance. We
quite concur in the criticism made by
another correspondent, that the writer should
have made public his name and his capacity

to speak on the subject; we may add that

he gave no facts, and only made a general

allegation, and we have no doubt that his

letter was calculated to convey to the minds
of readers ignorant of railway work a

grossly exaggerated impression as to the

existence and extent of the evil com-
plained of. W'e should imagine that the

cases in which a Board of railway directors

in this country disregarded the recommenda-
tion of their engineer about repairs, through
motives of economy, were very rare indeed.

At the same time, we believe that the powers
desired bv “Indicus" ought to he given to

the Board of Trade. We may recall one case,

which some of our readers may remember,
when a broad-gauge Great Western express

ran off the rails, and the Board of Trade
Inspector stated in his report that he had
some time before warned the Company that

their road was not in a condition for such
high speeds, and it appeared that the warning
had been difsregarded, no doubt from motives

of economy iu the case of a railway which
was then in a by no means prosperous condi-

tion. Such a circumstance would have been
out of the question on such lines as the

London and North - Western, the Mid-
land, or the Great Northern, or per-

haps on the (Treat W'^estern under
present circumstances and management
(though we suspect that line is far from
what it should be in its more western
portions)

;
but the fact that such a warning

was in that case given and disregarded, and
that an accident was the consequence, shows
that the recommendation of “ Indicus ” was
not entirely uncalled for. It certainly seems
absurd that the Board of Trade should be in

the position of pointing out defects in the

state of the road or bridges, and yet have no
power to enforce the carrying out of the

repairs requisite for safety.

The last number of the Lancet contains

a statement of the results of a syatem-
iatic inquiry made by that journal into the

jpresent condition of the sanitation of dwelling-

houses, in the shape of an analysis of the

lanswers sent by a number of house-agents

and others interested in bouse property to

itbe following schedule of questions :

—

“ I. Whether the information usually supplied by
clients to house-agents respecting the sanitary

AS our attention has been turned to earth-

quakes during the last few days, it may
be opportune to mention some photographs

which we have received from Mr. Mayne, of

Shanghai, showing some of the effects of the

last great earthquake in Japan, by way of

consoling some of those who have been
alarmed at the accounts of the recent earthquake

in South Wales. The study of these records of

the Japanese earthquake may at least tend to

make dwellers in Great Britain more con-

tented with the milder visitations to which
they are exposed. Among the photographs

from Japan is one showing the wreck of th»'

iron railway bridge at Nagara river, the

middle girder prone on the earth and the

other two sloping down to it from the level of

the piers : another shows a village where
the ground sank 18 ft. over an area of half a

A NOTITER Times correspondent, Mr. G.
LA. B. Richardson, on Saturday last occu-

pied more than a column of that paper in

elaborately reissuing the suggestion that the

difficulty of the London water supply should

be got over by furnishing London with a

double supply, the chalk w'ater for drinking

and cookery, and an inferior and less pure

water for other purposes. It may be as well to

observe that this idea has been discussed and
dismissed long ago. The complication and ex-

pense of double water supply to every house in

London has long been seen to be out of the

question.

At a recent meeting of the Academie des
Inscriptions at Paris several papers

of general interest were read. M. Cham-
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poiseau gave an account of the sanctuary of

Apollo, laid bare at Aclium by the recent

French excavations. It vras found that

temples of very various dates had been super-

imposed. The latest of these structures -was

of Roman work (that known as opus reticula-

tum), and, apparently, was the very sanctuary

that Uctavian, according to the account of

Suetonius, ordered to be erected immediately
after his victory over Antony. M. Eeinach
read a paper on Celtic tin in ancient times

—the Kassiterides. These, it is universally

acknowledged, and M. Reinach agrees to it,

were the British Isles. lie noted that

the ancients were fond of calling metals after

the placeswhere they were found,— copper

from Cyprus, bronze from Brundisium, tin

macaiTtpoc, from the Kassiterides. The
word is Celtic, and means, according to M.
Reinach, “far away,” it often occurs in

Gallic names—e.y ,
Cassivellaunos. As the

word for tin occurs in Homer, M. Reinach
concludes that Britain had a Celtic popula-
tion in the eighth and ninth centuries b c.

M. Geffroy stated that the Selinus excava-
tions (to which attention is drawn in our
present issue) have further yielded a frieze

of painted terra-cotta belonging to the

temple from which came the now famous
metopes.

Last week Br. Tristram, Q.C., granted
faculties relating to various churches

within the diocese of London. One,—being

somewhat novel in its kind,— is for the

making an open-air pulpit in one of the two
windows at the west end of Trinity Church,
IMarylebone, as a memorial to the late

Prebendary Cadman. An external pulpit

forms one of the features of the new
Whitechapel Church, where the open-air

services have proved, it is said, highly

successful. Trinity Church was designed by
Soane, we believe: a chancel was added in

1878 by ^Ir. G. Somers Clarke. The faculty

extends to the construction of a baptistery

at the south-eastern corner, an enlargement
of the vestry, and an improved system of

lighting and heating,—for a total cost of

:2,400f., of which a considerable portion is

subscribed. At All Hallows Barking, Great
Tower-street, it is intended to expend an
estimated sum of 8,U0U/. in building a new
side-chapel, and otherwise improving and
altering the church; and, under the faculty,

in converting the churchyard into a garden

and recreation-ground. Some of the greatly-

crowded remains will be removed to Ilford

Cemetery. New heating apparatus, involving

an examination of the vaults, is to be supplied

for St. Giles's, Cripplegate, and some old

tombstones, now used as flooring, are to be

taken up. In the event of interference with
human remains, the Court stipulates that

they shall be dealt with under its directions.

This church has undergone many changes of

late years. In 1858 the side galleries and
plaster ceilings were taken down; further

works were done (externally) in 188o,

and under the superintendence of Mr. F.

Hammond, architect, in 1888-9; last year

some of the interior stone-work was reno-

vated. Another faculty sanctions the building

of a choir-vestry, with the alteration of

certain graves at St. Mary’s, Finchley. That
church, where Archbishop Bancroft had been

rector, was restored thirty years ago by R. C.

Billing, at a cost of 4,000/. It has an em-
battled tower, with other features common to

the smaller parish churches of Middlesex.

Of earlier open - air pulpits or crosses in

London, we may here cite that in St. Mary
Spital Priory churchyard (since Spital-square)

without Bishopsgate, and that by St. Paul’s,

which, together with the “shrowds,” is

shown in Mr. H. W. Brewer’s view of old

St. Paul’s Cathedral, published in the Builder

of January '2 this year. The congregation

sought shelter in the shrowds in inclement
weather. "We are informed that they dis-

covered the foundations a few years ago on
laying out the ground as a public garden.

See also two illustrations in Mr. J. B.

Marsh’s recently-published volume, “ St.

Paul’s Cross.”

A PROPOSAL is made to erect in St.

Mary’s, Aldermanbury, a commemorative
tablet to two parishioners, Henry Condell and
John Ilemminge, to whom we are indebted for

thefirst collection of Shakspeare’s plays, which
they published in the folio of 1(J23, with a

dedication to the brothers William, Earl of

Pembroke, and Philip, Earl of Montgomery,
and an address “ to the great variety of

readers.” They were fellow-players
;

the

latter, teste Malone, was born circa 1556 at

Shottery, and, albeit a tragedian, the original

impersonator of Falstaff, and each was left

by Shakspeare’s will a sum of 20j. 8d. to buy
a mourning ring. Ilemminge was at one
time principal proprietor of the Globe Theatre,

in which, as well as in the house at Black-
friars, Condell also owned a share. They
both resided for many years within the

parish, and were buried in the church,

Ilemminge on October 12, 1630, Condell (who
died at Fulham) on December 29, 1627.

Condell's estate comprised his shares in the

two theatres, some land and tenements in the

parishes of St. Bride and St. Mary-le-Strand,

in Helmet-court, and his houses in St. Mary,
Aldermanbury, and Fulham. In the course

of some repairs in this church, rebuilt by
Wren at a cost of 5,237/,, they found by the

communion-table the coffin, bearing his name,
of Lord Chancellor Jeffreys, which had been
removed from St. Peter’s-in-the-Tower three

years after his death, and laid near to the

remains of his only son, Lord Wem.

I
T is a pity that the Editor of Punch does

not acquire a little correct information

as to who and what an architect is, and
wherein he differs from a speculating

builder. Some time since Punch indulged
in an absurd scene between a builder and a

District Surveyor, in which the latter was
represented as compounding the structural

iniquities of the former for a considera-

tion of drinks and a small tip
;

the

writer of the piece being evidently

totally ignorant as to the class of persons

from whom District Surveyors are appointed.

This week we have some verses in imitation

of “ The Walrus and the Carpenter,” in

which “ The Builder and the Architect ” are

represented as combining to invite tenants to

take villas built of “ mortar made of mud
from roads,” with unventilated drains, &c.

If Punch knew anything about the matter,

be would know that the builder who builds

houses of that kind is “his own architect,”

and that an architect is the very last person

he would wish to have anything to do with.

The New Drill-hall. Alton, Hants.—

T

he
foundation-stone of the new headquarters of the
Ist Vol. Batt. Hampshire Regiment was laid by
H.R.H. the Duke of Connaught, K.G., on the 11th

inst. The building has been designed by the
architect (Mr. J. RobitBon, C.E.) so as to be in

harmony with the County Hall and other adjacent

County offices. The cost of the work will be about

2,000/., which it is proposed to raise by subscrip-

tion.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION :

TWENTY-THIRD ANNUAL EXCURSION.*

Wednesday, August 17.

As the programme provided for a rather late
stare by train from Taunton, arrangements
were made, by the kindneis of Mr. Bidgood,
the Curator, for the members to visit first the
Museum of the Somersetshire Atcbasological

and Natural History Society, which is housed
in the old Castle of Taunton, purchased by the
Society as its headquarters in 1874. Part of

the original Norman work, built by Bishop Gif-
fard in the reign of Henry I., probably about
the year 1130, still remains, but the greater

part of the buildings existing is of later date,

—

part erected in the fourteenth century, part by
Bishop Langton in 1490, and part by Bishop
Horne in 1577. The Hall, in which Judge
Jeffreys held the “ Bloody Assize ” in 1685, has-

suffered much in the extensive repairs and
alterations made in 1785. Of the collections-

in the Museum, the most interesting to ao'

architect are the Pigott drawings, six large

volumes of sketches in Indian ink of old work
in the County of Somerset, executed by J.
Buckler and his son, J. G. Buckler, which are

invaluable for the record they preserve of the
architectural remains of Somerset existing at
the beginning of the present century. There
are also numerous examples of arct mologicat
and architectural interest, the period covered
by the collection extending from the Stone and
Bronze Ages to the last century.

After their visit to the Museum, the members
proceeded by train to Bridgwater, which was
made the headquarters for the day.

Bridgwater derived its name from Walter de
Douay, one of William’s followers, on whom it

was bestowed at the time of the Conquest, and
was thence called “ Bnrgh Walter ” and
“ Brugge Walter,” by which names, both
signifying Walter’s burgb, or borough, it is

designated in various ancient records. William
de Brlwere, to whom it was granted in the

reign of Henry IL, built a castle in the follow-

ing reign, combining the strength of a fortress

with the splendour of a baronial residence, and
obtained from King John the grant of a market
and a fair. He founded the Hospital of St.

John, for a Master, brethren, and thirteen poor
persons of the Order of St. Augustine, the
revenue of which at the Dissolution was
£120. 19fl. l^d. He also constructed the haven,

and began to erect a stone bridge of three

arches over the river Parret, which was com-
pleted by Sir Thomas Trivet in the reign of

Edward I. His .son William founded a
monastery for Grey Friars about 1230, and
dedicated it to St. Francis. The barons,,

during their revolt against Henry III,, took

possession of the town in 1260. In the

Parliamentary war the inhabitants embraced
the Royal cause, and the castle was garri-

soned by the King’s forces. In this castle-,

on account of its being strongly fortified

and abundantly supplied with ammunition,

the inhabitants of the surrounding district

deposited their money, plate, and other articles

of value, as in a place of seenrity. The
Parliamentarians, under Fairfax, soon after-

wards invested the town and laid close siege to-

* Concluded from p. 147, ante.
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on Sedgemoor, he rashly resolved to hazard the

battle that termioated so fatally to bis ambition.

His adherents in the town suffered severely

for their attachment to his cause under the

legal severity of Jeffreys and the military

executions of Kirke.

The only building visited in Bridgwa'er was
the church, the greater part of which is of

about the date 1420. though some portions are

earlier, showing that the building was rebuilt

damage during this siege, was demolished in

1645
;
the sally-port and some detached por-

tions of the walls are all that now remain. In
the reign of James II. the inhabitants favoured
the pretensions of the Duke of Monmouth,
who on his arrival from Taunton was received

with great ceremony by the Corporation, and
proclaimed King. He remained for some time
in the town, and, having from the tower of the

church reconnoitred the royal army encamped

sbbe castle, which was resolutely defended, but
the town having been fired on both sides of the
bridge, the garrison capitulated on terms of
personal indemnity, and surrendered the
fortress with all the treasure in it and 1,000
prisoners into the hands of the enemy. The
castle, wh'ch had sustained considerable

.. S
f fM I'b li'i K?>l 'V' iff
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at this period. The most striking feature of

the church is the steeple, v?ith its low square
tower and lofty spire without spire-lights or

other decorative features. Internally, the fine

spacious effect of a large Perpendicular church
is well seen, and the church is also rich in

carved woodwork, in pulpit (alluded to in last

week’s Builder, p. IIO), screens, and roofs.

These latter are very fine examples, as are also

the late seventeenth - century screens in the
south transept forming the reserved space for

the Mayor and Corporation.

From Bridgwater the first place visited was
Cannington, where the Court-house, now used
as a Roman Catholic industrial school for 100
boys, was the primary object. This, however,
proved somewhat disappointing, as, though the
courtyard is picturesque, there is little in the
way of detail which can pass muster even with
one’s mind fully open to the beauties of late

and debased work. Little remains of the
Priory of Benedictine nuns, founded in 1138 by
Robert de Courcy, beyond the old altar-slab,

10ft. 7^ in. by 3 ft., now adapted as a chimney-
mantel. The modern Corinthian chapel hardly
awakes enthusiasm.
The church at Cannington is of some interest,

from the arrangeuient of nave and aisles under
one roof, as well as from the unusnal proportion
between the length and height of the church.
There are some good screens and a few bench-
ends worthy of note. The tower is lofty and
of good design, and it need hardly be se,id that
the whole church is of Perpendicular date.

Several of the members walked over to
Gurney Street Farm, near Cannington, to which
we alluded in last week’s issue, for the sake of
seeing the chapel, especially, but they were
unable to do so, as the tenant had left a note
to the effect that it was not convenient for the
visitors to see inside the house.

After luncheon the party drove to Blackmore
Farm, also near Cannington, which, as may be
seen from the sketches in last week’s i?«/ W6r,
p. 141, is a picturesque and interesting example
of a small manor-house with chapel. There
seems to have been a south wing originally,
balancing the projection of the chapel, but this
is now destroyed. The interior has been com-
pletely modernised, and denuded of nearly all

interest, beyond what is contained in the plan.
The chapel has, on each side of the east
windows, some excellent canopied niches for
figures.

From Blackmore Farm a pleasant drive
brought the members to Spaxton, where the
church is well worth study, the western tower
with its turret at the east end of the north side,

—a very frequent position,—being especially
pleasing in its proportions. There are some
very good well-carved bench-ends, bearing the
dates of 1530 and 1501, and an ancient and
curious alms chest. The detail of the caps to
the nave arcade is peculiar, and worth noticing.
In the churchyard is a well-designed cross, with
sculptures of the Crucifixion and other figure-
subjects under flat canopies on the four faces of
the head of the cross. The manor - bouse,
L-shaped on plan, is picturesque, but the
interior has been much altered.

From Spaxton the party returned to Bridg-
water station, and thence by rail to Taunton.

Thursday, Axigust 18.

On Thursday the early train was again taken
to Williton, whence the party drove to East
Quantocksbead, where the church and manor-
house, a seat of the Luttrells, furnished, as
may be gathered from the illustrations in last
week’s Builder, plentv of occui)ation for the
two hours allotted. The manor-house is not
only an excellent example of a sixteenth-century
residence, but is rich in old furniture of various
dates, while the plaster-work of friezes and
ceilings, and the carved mantel-pieces, are ex-
ceptionally rich. The church, as we remarked
last week, is small but rich in excellent carving
in bench-ends, screen, and pulpit (dated lfi33),
and picturesque both ioternallv and externally.
The next place visited was Nettlecombe (see

sketch), the seat of Sir Arthur Trevelyan, which
contains many interesting curiosities and por-
traitsof the houseof Trevelyan. Thevisitorswere
shown the valuable old examples of commu-
nion plate, inclnding chalice and paten of
apparently fifteenth century date. The bouse
has received many additions and alterations in
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, some
of the chimney pieces being dated 1041, while
the staircase is apparently a century later, and
is a good example of rococo work. The great
ball is a fine room, with screen and organ

gallery over and an elaborate plaster ceiling.

The church has a good western tower, nave and
aisles, and north aisle to the chancel, and
contain some early monuments to the Raleighs
(see sketch). There are, of course, a number of

well-carved bench-ends, and there are also some
remains of fifteenth-century glass.

From Nettlecombe the paity proceeded to
Combe Sydenham, an interesting manor-house
with an exceptionally pictnresque tower, shown
in the illustration in last week’s Builder. Over
the entrance porch is the inscription

—

“ Porta tuis semper Georgii generose patebo,
Ingratis animis janua clausa patens.”

We suppose the present owner assumed that
the members of the Association might be
counted amongst the ‘‘ ingratis animis,” as they
were not allowed to see the interior, and, there-
fore, had to content themselves with the
picturesque grouping of the exterior and the
small amount of detail to be found in the
entrance porch, which bears the date 1580.

This concluded the day’s work, which, it will
be seen, was rich in excellent domestic work.
On this day occurred the second heavy shower
encountered during an otherwise exceptional
spell of fine weather.

Friday, August 19.

The first visit on this day was made to the
beautiful Church of Kingston St. Mary (a view
of which was given in last week’s Builder).
The splendid tower, which, as may be seen, is

of the characteristic Taunton type, is now
encased in scaffolding, and is being pointed
down, the defective portions of stonework re-
paired, and cramps seen to. Some of the
members took the opportunity of ascending the
scaffolding to study the detail of the tower
and the arrangement of the buttresses and
pinnacles and other features. The porch of
this church is remarkable for the grace of its
design and for its vaulting. Internally, the
church is somewhat peculiar from the lack
both of chancel arch and clearstory, the
absence of the latter being an arrange-
ment which is frequently found in Somer-
set, and makes a striking difference
between these churches and those of East
Anglian Perpendicular work. Kingston Church
has a large amount of Early English work
remaining, the nave arcade and piers being
evidently those of the earlier church, which
was remodelled in late Perpendicular times.
The altar tomb of the IVarre family, of
Decorated character, in the south aisle should
be noticed for the very large slab of Devon-
shire marble with which it is covered, and for
the fine display of heraldry on the panels of the
sides. The bench-ends in this church, of the date
about 1522, are amongst the finest seen on the
excursion, and strikingly illustrate the final

struggle between Medimval and Renaissance
detail, which was evidently prolonged in the
West Country after its termination elsewhere.
From Kingston a long drive and walk took

the party through the woods and over Cothel-
stone Hill to the Manor House and Church of
Cothelstone (illustrated in our last issue).
From the top of Cothelstone Hill a magnificent
view is obtained of the Vale of Taunton, the
Quantocks and Brendon Hills, the Bristol
Channel, and parts of Dorsetshire, Wiltshire,
and South Wales, which repaid the excur-
sionists for their steep climb under a broiling
sun.

Cothelstone Manor House, with its gateway,
the small keeper’s cottage, and the church form
a highly picturesque group, but they are
subjects rather for the painter than the archi-
tect, as the detail is, though peculiar and
quaint, far from being remarkable for beauty.
Still, for grouping, for effects of light and shade,
and for colour, the buildings are not often sur-
passed. The interior of the house has been so
completely modernised that all interest is lost.

Cothelstone was for many years following
the Conquest in the possession of the Stawels

;

and yir John of that ilk, a famous and zealous
adherent of the King at the time of the Great
Rebellion, suffered largely at the bands of the
victorious Parliamentarians under Blake for the
prominent part he took in the contest. He
lived, however, to see the Piestoration, and was
one of those who welcomed Charles II. at
Charing Cross on his return. The eldest son of
Sir John Stawel was raised to the peerage.
Judge Jeffreys visited Cothelstone, and it is

recorded that two gentlemen were hung by him
before the manor house.
From Cothelstone the excursionists proceeded

to Bishop’s Lydeard, the church of which, as
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may be seen from our last week’s illustration,

possesses one of the finest towers in Somerset,
built in the reign of Henry VII. One of the best
churchyard crosses remaining may be seen here,
an example of fourteenth-century work. On
one face of the shaft is a figure of St. John-the-
Baptist, while the faces of the octagonal ba.ses

are sculptured with representations of our Lord
in Majesty, the Resurrection, and the twelve i

Apostles. The remains of the ancient village-

1

cross have also found a home in the church-
yard.

The church has a rich screen of the Mine+

:

head and Dunster type, and of about the same

'

date, with excellent carving. There arc also a-;

large number of very fine bench-ends, and a ;

Jacobean pulpit of distinctly Renaissance
character. There is a brass to the memory o£
Nicholas Grobham and his wife Eleanor, of

'

about the date 1585. The font, of Perpen-i
dioular date, is remarkable for its decoration i

of strictly geometrical pattern, showing great

.

fertility of invention, and a clever nse of simple
means for obtaining ornamental effect-. The
village derives its di.-^tinguishing title of i

Bishop’s Lydeard from having been the posses- i

sion of the Bishops of Bath and Wells until the
time of Edward VI.
The visit to the fine church of Bishop's'

Lydeard closed the work of a very interesting;

and enjoyable day.

Saturday, Avgust 20.

The Museum and Castle of Taunton having
been visited, as we have mentioned, on "Wednes-;

day, there remained but little to be done on the
last day of the excursion, for although the town!

of Taunton is of considerable antiquity, as iai

shown by the remains of early British work
found there, it possesses now few architectural;

monuments. The Church of St. Mary Magda-;
lene, with its fine tower (illustrated last week);
is the chief architectural gem of Taunton. The.
tower was taken down to the ground and re-i

built between 1858 and 1862, and is certainly

one of the richest in Somerset. Although there

'

are remains both of the Norman work and of the i

Early English church builtabout 1270, St. Mary’s,;

'fauntoD. is to all intents and purposes a Late
Perpendicular church. It is one of the few;
churches in England with double aisles, and '

to this is due in a considerable degree the

spacious effect of the interior. Most of thei

fittings are of quite modern date, and it is very

'

instructive to note the loss of artistic effect in

.

the modern highly-finished carved oak benches;

as compared with the more vigorous workman-^;

ship seen over and over again during the week.

;

These new benches are so exact in the i

mechanical perfection of their workmanship
that the ornaments appear to have been cast, i

and not carved.
St. James’s Church, Taunton (see illustratiotti

in last week’s Builder) has a fine tower, though

:

it is somewhat discounted by the surpassingi

excellence of St. Mary’s. The interior is as coldl

and bare as that of the larger church is rich;

and magnificent, and there is scarcely anything;

to interest the architect except the font, with

its carvings of the Crucifixion and the twelve-.’

Apostles {see sketch).

There are some remains of the Augustiniaai

Priory, founded in 1127 by Bishop Giffard, and;

enlarged by Henry of Blois. These consist;

chiefly of fragments of Early Decorated work,!

and even these are not in their originali

position.

The timber-house formerly occupied by:

Colonel Kirke, of infamons memory, and the:

almost equally notorious Mannings, is the prin-i

cipal relic of the ancient domestic architecture;

of 'Taunton, though there are scattered through;

the town some few remains of timber-houses*

of picturesque form with overhanging pents,:

but with littie in the way of detail.

Thus the Architectural Association’s excnr-i

sion to Taunton once more proved the exceed-*

ing richness of the County of Somerset in fine ;

architectural work, restricted though it be in i

date to the later Medireval and early Renais-;

sance periods of our national architecture.

The English Ikon Tr.-\de.—

I

n one or two;

branches of the English iron market a slight im-i

provement in business is exhibited, and with regard i

10 Scotch makers’ iron, advances of from 6d. to Is.

are shown. Middlesbrough pig is also firmer, ;

Little change has taken place in manufactured iron, i

which, together with tin plates, is very quiet, and )

dulness is still the chief characteristic of the steel "

trade. Heavy rails are again lower. Shipbuilding t

generally is depressed, and engineers are only i

moderately engaged. The coal trade is vatheri

quiet.

—

Iron,
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THE BRITISH ARCH-EOLOGICAL ASSO-

CIATION AT CARDIFF.

The British Archccological Association began

its forty-ninth annual Congress at Cardiff on

Monday last, August 22, under the presidency

of the Bishop of Llandaff.

The acceptance of the invitation from the

Mayor and Corporation of Cardiff was a wise act

on the part of the Association, for the welcome

has been a hearty one, while the programme
'drawn up by the local committee is of the

most interesting description, including as it

does a long series of objects of antiquarian

interest of very varied description, not to be

surpassed by those of any other district of

Great Britain. Indeed, the difficulty of selec-

tion, where objects are so numerous, has been

the most laborious work of the compilers of the

programme. Cardiff appears to a stranger to

be a town only of new buildings, but among
the mass of these and the constant traffic of

busy and prosperous trade, it is of interest to

discover the fine ancient tower of St. John’s

Church, and to notice some portions of

Medifcval work in the elaborately restored

Castle. Beyond these, it requires some powers

of imagination to realise that Cardiff was once

a walled town, and that part of the much-used
canal of to-day is in reality the moat of the

ramparts, long since demolished.

Bright sunlight and a clear sky made the

commencement of the Congress delightful as

the party of archjcologists left Cardiff for a

series of visits to the west of the town, it being

decided to begin the Congress thus, pending
the arrival of members and friends at a later

hour, or the day would have been lost to those

who had previously arrived. The first visit was
paid to the ancient mansion, Llantrithyd Place,

now in ruins, although the building was all but

perfect within living memory. It has now gone
hopelessly to decay, a mass of ivy-covered

walls only being left, with a few plastered

mouldings here and there to show that the

building was of Elizabethan date. The plea-

sure grounds and gardens are still to be traced.

The restored church is close at hand, and it

contains an admirable Elizabethan tomb.

Church and mansion were described by Mr.

Stephen W. 'Williams. After a drive through
beautiful country, Cowbridge was reached, and
the large irregularly-planned church was in-

spected. It has a massive tower, central

between nave and chancel, a few feet of the

upper portion being octagonal in form, while

the staircase is contained in a huge circular

turret. The remains of the town walls, which
are supposed to stand on Roman foundations,

and the old south gate, were inspected. After

luncheon the party proceeded, under the

guidance of the Mayor of Cowbridge, to the

fine gateway of St. Quintin’s Castle,—early

fourteenth century work,—after which a visit

was paid to the little-known mansion house

at Llanfihangel, a perfect building of the

middle of the sixteenth century, of very

irregular outline, and of most picturesque

aspect. It stands in front of an old planta-

tion of yew trees, while the quaint little

parish church and an old wall are on the

opposite side of the road of approach. The house

contains some good panelling, and the hall has

a plastered ceiling of moulded work. Mr.

Williams pointed out a fourteenth century

doorway, which showed that the house was of

earlier foundation than might have been

supposed from its more apparent features.

The party then proceeded to Flemingstone,
another Elizabethan house, with older portions,

of plainer work. This building also stands

close to the parish church, in which is a curious

fourteenth century monument. Progress was
then made across fields to the ruined mansion
of Old Beaupre, where, among many interest-

ing features, there is a remarkable front to the

entrance porch. The doorway has a four-

centred arch, flanked by couples of columns
on each side, of elaborate and enriched Doric

work, below Ionic, and Corinthian above, the

composition being terminated by a clock face,

which has recently being made secure by the

praiseworthy and timely work of its owner, Mr.
Bassett, who met the party. Mr. E. Seward,
F.R.I.B.A., the local secretary, pointed out the

salient feature of the beautiful design, the date

being IGOO, after which tea was partaken of at

the house of Mr. T. Mansel Franklen, at St.

Hilary, and Cardiff was only reached at a late

hour.
The official proceedings may be said to have

commenced on Tuesday last, when the party,

in greatly augmented numbers, assembled in

the Town Hall, where the Mayor of Cardiff,

Mr. Alderman Thomas Rees, J.P., held a

reception, and bade the visitors and their

friends welcome in his own name and in that

of the Corporation. Mr. Alan Wyou, F.S.A.,

hon. treasurer of the Association, responded,

and progress was made to the railway station,

the day being devoted to a visit to the ruins of

Margam Abbey. On reaching Pyle station,

carriages were in watting to convey the party to

their destination, the intention being to inspect

on the way a celebrated stone with an ogam
inscription, but this was abandoned, owing to

the difficulty of bringing so large a party to the

spot.

The site of Margam Abbey is one of great

beauty, the valley in which it is situated being

surrounded on two sides with high hills covered

with foliage, while bright llowers and gardens

extend around the ruined walls, the whole

being enclosed in the private grounds of Miss

Talbot’s mansion. On their host’s invitation

luncheon was partaken of in the large

orangery. After thanks had been rendered to

Miss Talbot, proposed by the Mayor of Chester

on behalf of the Association, and responded to

by Mr. Knox, the party proceeded to the

entrance of the Chapter House, which still

retains its thirteenth century vaulting. Here,

close to the spot where they must have

been deposited for centuries, Mr. de Gray

Birch, F.S.A., exhibited a remarkable series of

ancient charters of the Abbey, which form a

part only of the unique collection belonging to

Miss Talbot, lent by her for inspection. Mr.

Birch proceeded to describe some few of the

documents, from which all the history of the

Abbey is traceable. It was founded by Robert,

Duke of Gloucester, in the year 1147, the year

of the Duke’s death, but the original settle-

ment appears to have been on a different

spot. Among many curious reports was an

Inspeximus drawn up at the demand of the

parent house of Clairvaulx, in which it was

stated that theAbbey bad suffered from demands
from the Pope and from the King, as well as by

the encroachment of shifting sands along the

coast, and that its income was very much
reduced. The number of monks and of con-

versi are given. The date is long subsequent

to the foundation. The documents enumerate

a vast number of possessions belonging to the

abbey, but at the Dissolution the income was

only 18H. 7s. 4d. Mr. Loftns Brook, F.SA.,

one of the honorary secretaries, then proceeded

to point out the features of the monastic build-

ings, and said that, if the foundation had not

been originally on the spot now occupied by

the remains, it must have been very soon after

that the earliest part of the existing work was

built. Indeed, it is only by considering that

the earliest work of the Cistercian Order was

always of the plainest description that the

singular plainness of the nave of the church

I can be accounted for. The original chapter-

house was superseded about tbe year 1200 by

the remarkable twelve-sided building which

still remains, the vaulted roof of which must
have been a beautiful work. From its standing

outside the line of the existing vestibule, the

speaker concluded that tbe latter occupied the

site of tbe older cbapter-house. The pres-

bytery, which had aisles, and tbe transepts,

which had one aisle and two chapels each, had

been rebuilt in a style of much artistic

beauty, about 1210, in striking contrast to the

plainness of the original work. The parish

church (the original nave) is one of very few

buildings, of the Cistercian order still used for

Divine service. Within the church, and else-

where under shelter is a fine series of inscribed

stone crosses, many being covered with beauti-

ful interlaced patterns. These were described

by Mr. T. H. Thomas, who earned the thanks

of the meeting for boldly asserting that these

monuments were likely to be as ancient as the

similar patterns in the Book of Kells. “ If

designers could draw them on parchment, why
could not masons cut the same patterns in

stone?” Proceeding to Port Talbot, the party

returned to Cardiff, having spent a day all too

short for the examination of the treasures of

Margam Abbey.
In the evening a meeting was held in the

Town-hall, Dr. C. T. 'Vachell, Chairman of the

Local Committee, presiding, when a paper on

the Judicial Seals of the Great Sessions of

Wales was read by Mr. Alan Wyon, F.S.A. It

was illustrated by casts of almost the entire

series. Mr. Stephen W. Williams afterwards

described his recent excavations at Talley

Abbey, which have revealed the ground-plan,

published in last week’s Jiuilder, p. 148. The
proceedings terminated with a paper on tbe

recent restoration of the old Priory Church at

Chepstow, by Mr. J. Coates Carter, the archi-

tect who executed the works.

We will next week continue our report of the

proceedings of the congress.

NEW RESERVOIR AT CLOUGH BOTTOM,
LANCASHIRE.

In connexion with the recent meeting of the

Incorporated Association of Municipal and
County Engineers at Bury, a visit was paid to

the works of the new reservoir at Clough
Bottom, now in course of construction

under the direction of Mr. J. Cartwright,

the Borough Engineer and Surveyor of Bury.

A small coloured plan was banded round,

showing the relative positions of the Borough
of Bury and the several districts within

the limits of the water supply, together

with data concerning the names of the

various reservoirs, the area of the gathering

grounds, the area of the reservoirs, the level

above Ordnance datum, the depth of the

embankments, and the capacity. Calf Hey
reservoir has a capacity of 22,500,000 cubic

feet, Holden Wood 14,410.000, Harden Clough

2,240,000, GinHall7,000,000,Chesbam 1,500,000,

Hapton 56,000,000, Clarke’s Hill 1,240,000, and
Clough Bottom 28,800,000,—a total capacity of

127,210,000 cubic feet. From these figures it

will be seen that, so far as storage is concerned.

Hapton reservoir is the largest, and Clough
Bottom will be the next in size. The following

interesting paper in regard, to the new reser-

voir was submitted by Mr. Cartwright

The Bill authorising the construction of this

reservoir was passed in August, 1889, and the

works were commenced in May, 1891. The top

bank is at an elevation of 1,015 ft. above Ord-

nance datum. The natural drainage area is

421 acres, and is augmented by an area of

315 acres brought in by a catchwater drain

about a mile in length
;
tbe mean annual rain-

fall is 35 in., and deducting 14 in. for evapora-

tion, there is an available fall of 21 in. for

the purposes of the reservoir. The com-

pensation water amounts to 540,000 gallons per

day of twelve hours. The area of the top

water is 32 acres, and the capacity of the

reservoir is 202,000,000 gallons, allowing an

available supply for 30,000 consumers of 25

gallons per day for 175 days. The main em-

bankment contains some 217,000 cubic yards,

has a maximum height of 76 ft., and a maximum
width of 490 ft., with an area of Hj- acres,

and is 20 ft. wide at tbe top. Tbe in-

ternal slope is covered with pitching vary-

ing in thickness from 12 in. at the top

to 9 in. at a vertical depth of 35 ft. below,

laid on shingling. Tbe external slope from

the top bank to the first benching is 2 to

1, from the first to the second benching 2^ to 1,

and from the second benching to the toe of the

bank 3 to 1, and it is drained throughout with

earthenware pipes. The paddle wall is 7 ft.

' wide at the top, and batters outwards 1 in 12

on each side till reaching the natural surface

of the ground, when it is sloped inwards at 1 to

1, until reaching a maximum width of 12 ft., at

which width the trench is carried down. 'Where

the paddle is less than 12 ft. in width, reaching

the natural surface of the ground, the trench is

carried at such less width. The paddle wall is

backed on each side by fine material 20 ft.

wide at its top, and battering outwards 1 m 4.

The total length on top of the bank is 1,165 ft.,

and a road 12 ft. wide and footpath 3 ft. wide

are carried across and over the by-wash by a

bridge 12ft. wide and 20ft. span, and con-

nected to the diverted highway. A storm-wall

4 ft. 6 in. in height, and curved to meet tbe

pitching, is carried across tbe bank.

TiiMiel and Shaft

:

The water from the re-

servoir is conveyed through tbe embankment

by means of a tunnel 496 ft. in length, driven

for almost the entire length in the solid. Its

internal diameter is 5 ft. 6 in., and it is built of

three rings of brickwork, the innermost being

blue brick, surrounded by 12 in. of lime

concrete from the inlet bay to the shaft, and

from tbe shaft to the outlet bay by 12 in. of

cement concrete. It is curved at each end to

a radius of 90 ft., and goes in a straight line

through the puddle trench, where it is sup-

ported on a concrete block carried down to the

bottom of the trench. Where the inlet tunnel
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joins the shaft the diameter is iocreased to
allow of the construction of the stop-piece,
which is built of brick work in cement C ft.

thick, and through which two cast-iron
pipes are carried, one 30 in. diameter,
oeing for the relief of the reser7oir, and one
15 in. diameter for the supply, the latter being
carried to the mouth of the tunnel before being
driven through its side and into the solid. The
compensation water can be delivered from
either of the pipes as occasion may require.
The valve shaft is built entirely in cement, and
is 11 ft. square for a height of 14 ft. from the
bottom, and is there corbelled into a diameter
of 8 ft., at which it is carried up to the level of the
top of the bank, a farther height of 57 ft. With
the exception of the radial work in the tunnels,
the whole of the shaft is constructed of masonry
and concrete, and built into the walls of the
shaft are two draw-off pipes, one at 20 ft. and
the other 40 ft. below top water, together with
the girders necessary for the support of the
valves. The valves are in duplicate for each
draw-off, the other valve in each case being
worked by capstans from the top of the shaft
and the inner ones kept in reserve. The vaWe
shaft will be approached from the bank bv a
lattice girder steel footbridge of 50 ft. span,
resting on a masonry pin on the bank.

liij- Chatmel : For the purpose of controlliog
the flood waters, the by-channel diverts the
two chief streams past the reservoir, and the
total length of by-channel is 950 yards, varying
in size according to the area drained, the by-
channel section being 10 fc. wide and 5 ft. in
dspth, with sidewalls, before reaching the point
where it passes under the catchwater. It is
afterwards joined by the catchwater by-pass
channel and there joins in the by-wasb.

Wnir and By-mish : The crest of the weir
is 45ft. in length, with walls 5 ft. high; and
from the overflow to the centre of the puddle
trench the by- wash is 21ft. wide, paved with
15 in. squared pitching set on 12 in. of cement
concrete. Tbe by-wash is narrowed from 21 ft.

at the puddle-trench to 15 ft. width, with side
walla 4 ft. high, and paved with 12 in. pitching
set on a bed t f 12 in. of lime concrete, which
form of channel is carried down to the gauge
basin, which is placed immediately below the
junction oF the tunnel, outlet channel, and the
by-wash. The total length of the br-wash is
800 ft.

•'

Catclnx'atcr

:

The catchwater, which is in
length 1 7G5 yards, is of various widths and
depths, and with side slopes of 1 to 1 paved
with 9 in. squared pitching set on 6 in. of lime
concrete. Theieare seven streams taken into
the catchwater, an intake being provided for
each, with a pyramidal filter of rubber for the
stoppage of wreckage brought down by floods,
pnd made wa'erright from sewage. The catch-
wa^er is canied under the road diversions by
bridges 14 ft. span and 36 ft. span, and over the
by-channel by another bridge, 9 ft. 6 in. span
aud 7 ft. wide; and from there, into the
reservoir, two shatters are placed, one in the
catchwater and one in the by-pass channel,
near to the crossing of the catchwater over the
by-channel, for the controlling of the flood
waters of the catchwaters.
Road Dirt^tion

:

The position of the we'r,
by-wash, i:c,, necessitates the diversion of the
highway leading from Newchurch to Burnley
for a length of 467 yards, a portion of which is
in cutting 25 fr. deep.

Rovndary Walls

:

The property of the Cor-
poration will be enclosed by a rabble wall G ft.
in height, 7, GOO yards in length.

Pipc-Ihies

:

The pipe-line from the reservoir
to Rawtenstall, the point of junction with the
existing mains of the Corporation, will be in
length 8,980 yards of pipes, varying in internal
diameter to 14,j, having a total weight of l.GOO
tons. The pipes will be the ordinary socket
and spigot pipes, and the air valves of the three
ball type hydrants, &c. The pipes cross a number
of bridges which span the streams. The first con-
tract has been let to Mr. Enoch Tempest, of
Matlock Bridge, and includes the construction
of the main embankment, inlet and outlet
tunnels and channels, valve-shaft, road diversion,
catch-water and bj-pass, by-cbannel, and
by-wa?h, but includes no ironwork.

HtLSTON Market Hall.—

A

t a meeting of t

Hilfiton lowDship Commissioners, held at the To-
18th inst., it was unaninjously resolv

/'kt
presented to the .Survey

(Mr. C. L. K. Wilson, C.E. ) for his services
desiguirg and superintending the erection of aha
and stalls, kc., in the New Market Hall.”

Croumd Plan

Institute of chartered *

Accountants.
' ^ -'P -ap _.4P spficr

Cxxiie

lllnslrations.

THE INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED
ACCOUNTANTS.

HE illostration of a portion of the new
Institute of Chartered Accountants is

from Mr. Belcher’s own drawing, and
is a study for the work which is now nearly
completed. The frieze which runs along the
whole of the building nnder the second floor

windows is being carved by Mr. Hamo Tborny-
croft, R.A.,andthe caryatides above the ground-
floor, and other figures, are being carved by Mr.
Harry Bates. A.R.A. The subsidiary carving is

by Messrs. Farmer & Brindley. The building is

in Portland stone, and is being carried out by
Messrs. Colls & Sons, of Coleman-street, E.C.,
Mr. G. Smith being the clerk of the works.

SCULPTURAL GROUPS: ‘‘LA LIBERTE,"
“LA FRATERNITY.”

These groups form a portion of the colossal
fountain designed by M. Peynotfor the town of
Lyons, to be erected “ la gloire de la Re-
publique,” a half-size model of the lower portion
of which formed one of the most prominent
sculpture exhibits in this year's SaloTi. The
group.a. representing “ITberty" and “Fra-
ternity,” stand on opposite sides of the circular
column or stele which forms the central feature
of the monument, the groups looking oppo-
site ways, outwards from the column, which
separates them.
We hope to be able on some future occasion

to give a large illustration of the whole design,
which is still in process of completion, and will
form one of the most important works of
modern French monumental sculpture.

ANCIENT METOPES FOUND AT
SELINONTE.

Wb give an illustration of two out of the
three metopes which were discovered a short

time since at Selinonte, in the course of some
excavations made by order of the Italian

Government. Nothing of importance was dis-

covered this year in regard to the ancient
topography of Selinus, but three ancient

metopes were discovered at the northern en-

trance of the Acropolis. According to Pro-

fessor Salinas, the curator of the Museum at
Palermo, the temple to which these metopes
belonged must have been destroyed at a very
early date, as the metopes had been used as
building materials in the fortifications erected

by Hermocrates at the norlhern entrance of the

Acropolis, after the original walls had been
destroyed by the Carthaginians in the latter

part of the fifth century b.c.

The metope marked A represents a single

figure of a winged sphinx
;
the second one, B, is

an archaic representation of the legend of

Euro pa.

The third metope which was di.scovered had
apparently been built into the outside face of

the fortification wall, and is so much obliterated

that it was hardly worth while in this place to

add an illustration of it, as the subject is all

but effaced.

The metope which embodies the legend of

Europa is every' way the most remarkable of

the three,—it is indeed, we may safely say, one
of the finest pieces of archaic work we possess ;

it is further, so far as we are aware, the only

instance of the representation of this particular

myth on a relief. The myth of Europa we
say advisedly, though it is by no means safe to

call every work of art that represents a woman
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The Alliaiice Assurance OiTiccs, Abbeygate-strett, Bury St. Edmunds.—Mr. J. S. Qyrder, Architect,

(riding on a ball by that name. In thie case,

!

however, the attribution is certain, as the ball

,

is swimming through the sea, clearly indicated
,

in archaic fashion by the two large dolphins
j

between his front legs. He is, as Moschus

!

describes him, ‘'faring with unwetted hooves!

over the waves.” Europa herself is represented,

according to a well-established type, with one
band depressed, the other holding the ball’s

born,— as she appeared on the walls of the

Palace of Art.

—

“From one hand drooped a crocus, one hand
clasped

The mild bull's golden horn."

Dnly here the depressed hand seems to serve

the purpose of steadying Earopa’s seat.

I In style this metope, as Professor Salinas

bas already pointed ont, contrasts most favour-

ably with the somewhat coarse and clumsy
:?ein of the other archaic metopes of Selinas

ipreserved in the Palermo Museum. Decora-
idvely, very fine use is made of a subject which,
Dddly enough, though the vase painter felt and
ideveloped all its decorative capacities, was
leglected by the sculptor. Nothing could well

oe better than the filling of the space, and the

ikilful use made of the many motives, the tail,

nands, feet, and hooves. It is noticeable that
:he bull here, and we believe here only, is

|
vinged, and this may point,—though archajo-

iiogists are nowadays unwilling to dogmatise on
;hi3 matter,—to Oriental inflaence. Anyhow,

we shall not be wrong in dating the sculptures

as late seventh or very early sixth century b.c.

STOGUMBER CHURCH.
This very fine example of a memorial slab is

now placed against the south wall of the south

chapel in Stogumber Church, Somerset. Its

material is black marble, with the lettering and
shield-of-arms delicately incised. The whole
flab measures 5 ft, i in. in length, and
2 fr. 10 in. in breadth. The illustration has

been reduced from a full-size drawing.

SOMERSETSHIRE ARCHITECTURE:
CLEEVE ABBEY

;
DX.'NSTER AND MINEHEAD
CHURCHES.

In further illustration of the Architectural

Association’s excursion in Somersetshire last

week, we give two views of Cleeve Abbey, from
photographs by Mr. Frith, and also a view of

UuQs'er Cburch, from the south-east. The
view of Minehead Church shows that building

as it appeared before the recent restoration.

ALLIANCE ASSURANCE OFFICES, EURY
ST. EDMUNDS.

This building has been recently erected at
Bury St. Edmunds by the Alliance Assurance
Company, to supplant their old offices in the

Market-place, they having been found in-

sufficient for their purposes. The site of the
new office is in the Abbey Gate-street, next the

;
National Provincial Bank, and it has a street
frontage of 45 ft.

The ground floor, as may be seen by the
accompanying plan, is devoted to the purposes
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of the Company’s basinesa, whilst the two
upper floors form the residence of the local
secretary and manager. The lower story to
the street is faced with Lancashire red sand-
stone, and above the office windows runs a
boldly carved frieze of Lawrence's rubbers,
2 ft. 6 in. deep, having a cornice of stone
above it. The upper part is faced with red
brick, relieved with moulded and ornamental
strings and panels. In each of the two front
gables is an oriel bay window springing out of
the carved frieze and running up two stories,

and over each of the latter is a stone panel
having the sign of the Company carved thereon,
a castle, with the motto “ Multi Societate
Tutiores.” The roof is covered with Broseley
tiles. All the internal fittings are of polished
teak.

The builders were Messrs. Sbillitoe & Son,
Bury St. Edmunds, and the architect Mr. John
Shewell Corder, of Ipswich.
The old buildings which stood upon the site

previous to the erection of the present struc-
ture were curious and interesting, being of
seventeenth-century timber - framed construc-
tion. The cellars beneath the front part were
formed of clunch stone walls, and, on these
being taken down the stones were found to
have carved on their inner faces much elaborate
work, traceried panels, caps of columns, and
other details. The probable solution of this
discovery is that these stones at one time
formed part of the internal decoration of some
of the sumptuous chambers of the old Abbey at
Bury, and they were abstracted from the latter
place when it was demolished. It is no
uncommon thing to find in the houses at Bury
traces of this wholesale spoliation. The in-

habitants evidently used it as a convenient
stone quarry for many years. J. S. C.

llnohs.

A Catalogue of ScnlptJire ni the Departvient of
Grerk and, Roman Antiquities. By A. H.
Smith, M.A., Assistant in the Department of
Greek and Homan Antiquities in the British
Museum. Vol. I. London: Printed by order
of the Trustees. 18i)2.

E. A. H SMITH is at present chiefly
known to the public by his excellent
catalogue of the ancient gems of the

British Museum: the present catalogue will

certainly increase his reputation as a careful
and exact worker. It is an admirable system by
which the Keepers of the various departments
entrust to their subordinates the compiling of
catalogues,—the assistant keepers have time at
their disposal which the heads necessarily lack,

and the compiling of a catalogue compels that
minute observation of fact, that subordination
of theory, which is the best training for the
young archajologist.

The present volume includes by far the
most important of the British Museum sculp-
tures, i.e., the archaic works, those of the
Parthenon and other Athenian buildings, the
remains of the temple at Phigaleia, the
Greek reliefs, and '• some other sculptures
which, though produced in Roman times,
yet represent Greek originals of the great
age.” lu the section which deals with
the sculptures of Athens much has been re-

tained, we are told, from Sir Charles New-
ton’s “Guide to the Elgin-room.” This seems
a mistake, inasmuch as the conditions are
different. Sir Charles wrote and described
in the tradition, and the sound tradition,

of days when photography was not
;

the
cataloguer of to-day writes for a public which
has, or can have if it will, a photograph
of every sculpture of importance before him.
Take an example. Sir Charles, in his Guide,
writes (p. 3flj, describing the frieze of Lysi-
crates. “ In the centre of the composition is

Dionysos turned to the left, reclining on a rock
over which drapery is thrown. He leans on his
left elbow, with bis right hand he caresses a
panther which has sprung on his lap and raises

his left paw.” Well and good for the olden days,
when the distant arcbmologist could learn only
by description. This description l\Ir. Smith
copies verbatim, only altering the equivalent
phrase into “ a panther which fawns on his

knees.” Now, whom does it profit to be told
that Dionysos is turned to the left, that he
leans on his left elbow, that he caresses with
his right hand ? Not the visitor to the galleries,
who, if he cannot see thus much, had better
save his time and his money, stay away from the

Musenm, and buy no catalogue. Not the foreign
arcbceologist. who possesses reproductions of
trife frieze by the dozen in countless publications.
In the name of the public that has to pay
for two large volumes in place of one, we
protest against a system which involves vain
repetitions.

So much by way of criticism, and we
may say at once that for the rest we have
little but praise. Omissions in bibliography
we note here and there, but in a work
which must have been long on the stocks it is

hard to say whether this or that recent
publication appeared in time for incorporation.

We see no reference to Dr. Furtwiingler’s most
interesting interpretation of the figures of the
west pediment of the Parthenon, to which
last year we drew attention. Mr. Smith fre-

quently cites Sauer’s investigations of the
tympana, which appeared just at the same
time that Dr. Furtwilagler’s paper was reported
in the Berlin Archtrologische Anzeiger. Whether
accepted or not, it is far too able and interest-

ing to be ignored.
The catalogue, however, is a mine of informa-

tion
;
the introduction is devoted to the history of

the collections brought down to the most recent
additions there from the Naukratis excavations

;

the grave reliefs have a valuable and most
readable introduction, a chapter most necessary
for the understanding of the sepulchral art of
a people whose views of death differed so
widely from our own. Throughout, in the dis-

cussion of temple sculptures, there are plans
and diagrams scattered through the text which
make the position of the sculptures and the
significance of the temples themselves intelli-

gible. Anyone who has attempted hitherto to

explain such matters to the uninitiated has
known how difficult, unless by the aid of costly
diagrams, was the task. The British Museum
has long possessed a model of the Parthenon
(though not a very good one), but for

the Tbeseion, the Nike Apteros, the Temple
of Apollo at Phigaleia, &c., &c., no material
for elucidation was at hand. Not only are
there plans of the various temples given,
but iu the illustrations at the end are
views of sites, restorations, &c,,

—

e.g.. the said
Temple of Apollo is given in its wonderfully
impressive surrounding, and the Harpy Tomb
at Xanthos as it was when Scharf drew it.

^lost of these views could be seen by students
in the Print-room, but how many went there
to study them 7 Mr. Smith's book almost makes
lectures superfluous, so full is the information
and so plainly and pictorially is it set forth.

In a book like this, where with a wise
moderation little beyond fact is set down
dogmatically, there is no scope for the re-

,

viewer’s contention. We can only say that
if we have quarrelled with certain principles

of method, we are, and the public should be,

profoundly grateful to the Department, its

head Keeper, and able assistant for a most
valuable help to the understanding of the
national collections.

Die- St.idtgeschichte von Athen von Ernst
Curtius. Mit einer I'eber&iobt der Schrift
quellen zur Topographie von Athen von A.
Milchhoeffer

;
mic 7 Kartenbliittern gezeich-

net von J. A. Kaupert und 32 in den Text
gedriickten Abbildungen. Berlin : Weid-
mannsche Buchhandlung, 1891.

Professor Curtius in his preface states very
clearly the iutent and gist of his book. It is to

be “ a topography of Athens from the historical

point of view.” As such it fills a very distinct

gap in archmological literature. The various
histories of Athens naturally eschew minute
topographical description. Guide-books to the
antiquities of Athens give but meagre historical

prefaces. The recently-published work on the
“ Mythology and Monuments of Athens” (Harri-

son lV: Verrall), is bound, by its close follow-

ing of the narrative of Pausauias, to be non-
chronological. Professor Curtius alone sets

before us the inahing of Athens, as evidenced
by its monuments and topography, The history
of the city is told in six chapters, extending
from Solon to Pansanias, with an introductory
chapter on the mythical period before Solon.
This is further prefaced by an acconnt of the
geographical lie of the city. Not the least

valuable portion of the book is the admirable
collection of sources by Dr. Milchhoeffer. Any-
one who has worked over the ground, and who
knows the labour of constant reference and
verification of quotations from scholiasts,

lexicographers and the like, will be grateful to

have these references once and for aU collected

together. The work was done long ago for the
Acropolis in Jahn’s “ Descriptio,” but for the
rest of Athens it is now accomplished for the
first time.

The completeness of the material, and the excel-

lence of the various plans and sketches, are to

our minds the chief merits of the work. That
to this is added vivid presentation and poetical

imagination, no one who knows the history of

Greece by Professor Curtins will need to be
told. As to moot questions of topography, we
are at issue with the author as to the ancient
Altar of Zeus in the Pnyx, as to the sc-called
” Tbeseion,” as to the disposition and lie of

the market-place, and, most of all, as to the

Panathenaic way, where our opinion has been
made a certainty by recent excavations.

ir. Jlelhig and Emil Reisch. Fiihrer dnrch dee

offentlichen Sammlmigen Klassischer Alter-

thiimer in Rom. 2 vols. Leipzig: Baedeker,

Those who intend to visit Pvome during the

coming winter had better possess themselves
betimes of Dr. Helbig’s new catalogue of an-

tiquities. It necessarily supersedes all others
in so far as the Government collections go.

The Papal collections remain unmodified in

their arrangement by the hand of modem
science, but the Government collections have
recently undergone complete remodelling, and
owing to the building of two entirely new
maseums, even those who know their Rome
well will now find themselves at fault in

hunting up their old favourites. Dr. Helbig’s

work catalogues only the contents of

collections; that of Matz and Diihn must still

be used for private collections. The public col-

lections dealt with are those of the 'Vatican

(which Dr. Helbig, for convenience, includes^

thongh it is, of course, papal), the Capitol,

the Lateran, the Palazzo dei Couservatori,

the Albani and Borghese villas, the Spada
Palace, and the collections of the Boncam*
pagni, the Therms;, and the Collegio Romano.
Of the formation of the two new museums,
the \’illa di Papa Giulio and that of

the Terme Diocleziane, we gave some
account last year. It may be sufficient

to remind our readers that to the Villa

di Papa Giulio have gone the results of

the more recent excavations,

—

c.g., those made
since 1S8B at Civita Castellana (Faleiri), the

contents of the Palestrina tombs, and those at

Marsciano, while at the Museum of the Terme
are gathered together objects previously

scattered in the Kircheeranum Museum, and
those of the Palatine and Esquiline,—besides

more recent acquisitions found within the limits

of actual Rome. Dr. Helbig’s aim is best set

forth io bis own words, which we translate :

—

“ The present work aspires to serve as a guide
to younger archtcologists, and to the educated
public generally

;
it aims at drawing attention

to the more important monuments in the

various Roman museums, and helps to their

comprehension by brief elucidations of a

character suited to the present state of arcfcieo-

logical science.” llow much a guide of this

nature is needed every one will readily own
who has tried to use the old-fashioned, high-

flown compilations in Italian. It is only a pity

that the work has perforce to run to two

volumes. The first contains the Vatican,

Capitoline, and Lateran collections
;
the second

the smaller and more recent museums. Dr.

Emil Reisch takes up the minor antiquities,

vases, small bronzes, kc.
;
his introductions to

these various branches are so fresh, lively, and

clear that they are specially pleasant reading.

Otto lienndorf and Georg Niemann. Ras
Ileroon V07i Gjiilbaschi-Tgrsa. Sonderdruck

auB dem Jahrbnch der Kunst-historischen

Sammlungen des AUerbrichsten Kaiser-

hauses. Mit 31 Tat. und Mebrers Abbild im

Text. IVien : Holzhausen.

We have so frequently called attention to the

Gjr.lbaschi sculptures that it only remains to us

now briefly to welcome their complete publica-

tion. A first glance at the plates that repre-

sent the curious and interesting double frieze that

decorated the monument is most disappointing.

The plates are not reproduced by any piioto-

graphic process, but have been drawn first and

then engraved. This method of illustrating

sculpture has now a curiously old-fashioned air.

It was, however, a most unfortunate necessity.

The sculptui'es were in such an obliterated con-

dition that had they been reproduced by any

mechanical process they would have been for
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the most part unintelligible. The text con-
tains a detailed account of the expedition, and
fnll discussion of the subject-matter and style

of the sculptures. Dr. Benndorf further gives

us a comparison, in many respects an in-

structive one, between the composition of the
sculptures ancJ the wall-frescoes of Polygnotus,
as known to us from literary tradition.

CfliTcsponiDrarc.

To t}i£ Editor of The Builder.

RiPON ce:\ieteky competition.

Sir,—

I

t may be of interest to some of

your readers who submitted designs in this

competition to know that the Corporation of

Ripon, having approved of the award given by
the assessor (Mr. George Corson, of Leeds),
have instructed their City Engineer to carry
out onr (the premiated) plans, and to prepare
the necessary working details.

This course has been adopted by the Corpora-
tion on the ground that they considered the
charges we required for the usual services in

carrying out the works,—viz., those adopted by
the Royal Institute of British Architects,—were
excessive. What the Corporation expected our
charges to be we cannot imagine.
We beg to suggest that it would be advan-

tageous to architects if they would withdraw
or withhold themselves from competitions if

the conditions do not state that the successful

competitor will be employed to carry out his

design if adopted, or that a reasonable remu-
neration will be paid for the design instead of a
nominal premium should another member of

the profession be employed to carry out the
works according to that same design.

H. F. Clark & Hutchinsox.
London, August 24.

“CAPITAL AND LABOUR.”

Sir,—

A

mazement like my own must have
struck many on reading what we were told

under the above heading, on page 15G of last

Saturday’s Biulder.

That there should be paid, in the United
States, wages by the honr for labour on raw
material at rates which bring up a year’s earn-

ings to sums ranging from 757Z. 10s. to 240Z. per
man is alone enough to cause great astonish-

,

ment, but that under such terms there should
take place a strike for an advance of wages, a
strike marked by every worst feature of violence
and dishonesty which can be associated with
such things, seems almost incredible

;
yet so

matters have sped at the Pittsburg Ironworks,
while all English journals save your own seem
to have kept their eyes closed to the facts.

For, after reading your paragraph, I found in a
leading daily paper, also on Saturday, an article

which added bewilderment to my amazement,
as it stated :

—“ All these strikes tell the same
story. The workmen at Mr. Carnegie’s place
.... struck against a prospective reduction of
wages. They had already reached hunger
point ”

! &.C., See. And this appeared in a paper
noted usually for the extent and accuracy of its

foreign information, while in the present case
its readers are led to infer that the cost of the
necessaries of life have become so enhanced
through the altered tariff of the States as to

have thrown these workmen into their

present miserable condition

!

We know something here of the mischief
caused by strikes, and those of us who have
had opportunity and occasion during long years
for tracing their connexion with the vices of

trades unionism know, too, the deep demorali-
sation and degradation wrought among English
workmen by that system

; and those are to be
thanked who, like yourself, place the results of

the.se combined evils in their true light, and
these results should surely be a warning to
those who, from any moHve, support or coun-
tenance them. A Constant Reader.
August 22, 1892.

BUILDING-BLOCKS FOR ARCHES.
Sir,

—

Reading in the train the Builder of

August 13, I was struck, on arriving at Fountains
Abbey ruins, at the similarity of the notched
arched stones over the two fireplaces of the
kitchen, and the drawings given upon your page
13.’). Pointing these out upon the spot to an
American present, he said “ it was cleai' that the
monks had pirated Mr. Holloway's patent.”

K. 0.

A NEW STOVE.

We have had an opportunity of seeing, at the
show-rooms of the Ashton .t Green Iron Company,
a new patent stove called the “ Smokeless Open-
fire Hygienic Stove,” the principle of which is very
clearly shown by the accompanying diagram. It is

adapted for burning coke, cinders, or anthracite

or bituminous coal, anthracite coal by preference,

the ignition of the latter being greatly facilitated

by the introduction of the air supply beneath the
floor to tho bottom of the grate. This air supply

can be regulated at will, so that if the fire should
be burning too fiercely the air supply can be
diminished and the glow of the fire decreased. The
stove is provided with a fireclay back of the

“Teale” model, and it is said that weeds or other

vegetable matter can, owing to the excellent up-

draught, be burnt in the stove without giving off

any noxious odour. Both from our inspection ot the

stove and from testimonials as to its efficiency which
we have seen from those who have used it. we are

inclined to think that it is a stove well worth
tho attention of our readers. It is inexpensive.

The " Smokeless Oi)en-Fire Hygienic Stovef

ST. HELEN’S CHURCH, BISHOPSGATB.
Sir,—

I

find that the ancient and interesting

Church of St. Helen, Bishopsgate, is in a state of

disruption, tho monuments, the seats, and the

stone and tiled floors having been removed, and
the ground under the floors excavated to a con-

siderable depth. It is stated that the mam cause

for so much disturbance is the instability of the

structure. Operations on such a scale in such a

place will probably lead to discoveries and raise

questions interesting from an artistic and anti-

quarian point of view,

I for one,—and the majority of your readers, who
cannot fail to be interested, I am sure,—would
thank you for some information on the subject.

Wm. Strddwick.
Kestrel-avenue, Herne Hill, August 22.

As was stated in a “ Note” which appeared
in the Builder for February 27 last, p. 155, the

works in progress are under the direction of Mr.

J. L. Pearson, R.A. The works have involved the

removal of tho human remains interred beneath the

church to the City of London Cemetery at Ilford.

1 » I

©Iji: ^tiibcnts’ Column.

CONCRETE.—IX.

ARTIFICIAL CEMENTS {continued),

PORTLAND : FINENESS.

HHE importance of fine grinding is now
nniversally conceded. It is only the

finely-ground portion of cement which
has any cementitious value. The coarse

particles resist the action of the water, and
are really as worthless as so much sand. They
may, moreover, be a source of danger to the

work in which they are used. If the coarse

particles be sifted from a sample of cement,

and mixed with water, it will be found that

they will not set, but will simply dry to a gritty

powder. In composition, however, they are

practically the same as the rest of the cement,

and if they are ground fine and then mixed
with water, they will set as a good cement does,

and will probably prove even stronger than the

siftings from which they were separated, the

reason for this being that they are, in all

probability, better burnt. From many experi-

ments carefully made with different cements
and by different operators, Mr. Grant dis-

covered the curious fact that briquettes com-
posed of a certain quantity of Portland cement
mixed with three times its weight of sand
were not as strong as briquettes made with the

same quantity of sand and mixed with only

that portion of the original quantity of cement
which would pass through a sieve of 5,805

meshes to the square inch. Thus,—taking a

cement which leaves 10 per cent, residue on

such a sieve,—we have in the first case the pro-

portion of cement to sand as 1 is to 3, but in

90
the second case the proportion becomes as

is to 3, or as 1 is to 3-3, and yet the latter

yields the stronger mortar. This simply means
that the sand offered a better surface to the

adhesion of the fine cement than did the coarse

grains of cement.
Another fact which has been demonstrated

is that cements containing coarse particles may
have a higher tensile strength than the siftings

of the same cements when all are tested neat;

bnt when all are tested with three or more
times their weight of sand the values are

reversed. Among many experiments in proof

of this we may instance those of Messrs.

Dyckerhoff, which showed that a cement which
left 10-2 per cent, on a sieve having 400 meshes
to the square centimetre (2,580 meshes per

square inch), and 18-8 per cent, on one having

900 per square centimetre (5,80G per square inch),

was, at the age of twenty-five weeks, 41 per cent.

stronger than the same cement sifted through

5,000 meshes per square centimetre (32,200 per
square inch), both being tested neat

;
bnt, when

both were tested with three parts of standard

sand, the briquettes made with unsifted cement
were 29 percent, ivcakc^' than those made with
the siftings.

When the importance of fineness was first

recognised in England, a sieve, which to-day

would be considered very coarse, was frequently

specified,—namely, a No. 40,—that is to say, a
sieve having 40 meshes to the lineal inch, or

1,600 to the square inch. Then a No. 50 sieve

(2,500 meshes per square inch) was advocated.
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and now it is considered best to test the cement
by sifting it throngh a No. 75 sieve, having
5,625 meshes per sqnare inch. Dr. Michaelis
asserts that if a cement which has all passed a
No. 40 sieve be sifted throngh a No. 75. the
particles remaining on the latter will be “abso-
lutely valueless as a cementitious agent. Ger-
man cement manufacturers have long been
ahead of the English in this matter of flce-

grinding
;

in that country and in Austria the
standard of fineness is that not more than 10
per cent, shall remain on a sieve of 900 meshes
per square centimetre (5,806 per square inch),

and to such perfection is grinding now carried

in Germany that some cements leave less than
10 per cent, on a sieve having 32,000 meshes
per square inch. Mr. Colson goes so far as to
advocate that there shall be no residue at all on
the sieve; in other words, that manufacturers
must sift the cement, and return all residue to

the millstones.

Mr. H. K. Bamber, F.I.C., in a paper read
before the Institution of Civil Engineers in

November, 1891, insists that cement should be
so fine that all will pass through a No. 50 sieve,

and that not more than 10 per cent, will be
retained by a No. 75 sieve. This, it will be
seen, is nearly equal to the German standard

;

but when we coQ,»ider the worthlessness of the
coarse particles, and their worse than worth-
lessness,—the loss of strength and the possible

danger which they entail,—we cannot think the
test excessive.

The danger involved by the use of coarse
cement is that of “blowing,” as the coarse
particles may not be acted upon by the water
until the fine portions of the cement have set;

the coarse particles, on uniting chemically with
the water, expand and thereby damage the
cement which has already set. The finer the
cement is ground the less need is there for
storing and air-slaking it before using.

It is, of course, possible to insist on such a
degree of fineness that the cost of the cement
will be increased out of proportion to the
advantage gained, but this is a point which
cannot be settled here. Mr. E. C. Clarke has
stated that the difference in price between a
cement of which 70 per cent, passed a sieve
with 14,400 meshes to the square inch, and one
of which 88 per cent, passed the same sieve,

was 3^. 8d. per barrel, and “ it was found to be
much more economical to use the latter.”

Tensile Strength . — The test for tensile

strength is one of the most important which
we have to coosider, and in this, again, very
different results may be obtained by different

operators and with different apparatus. The
temperature, the amount of water, the rate at
which the strain is applied, all affect the result.

The results vary also to the extent of 30 per
cent, or more, actording to the testing-machine
nsed, and they are largely influenced by the
form of the briquette, and of the clips by which
it is held in the machine. Mr. E. A. Barnays, in

1880, gave to the Institution of Civil Eogineers
the results of tests he had made on four
different forms of briquettes, all being of the
same size at the neck or place where fracture
would occur,—that is to say, 1;\ in. fay 1^- in. or
25- square inches. Six briquettes of eacn form
were made of “the same quality of cement,”
and tested at the end of seven days. The
average tensile strength of briquettes of the

A ' B ' C
form A was 602 lbs., B 760 lbs., and C 900 lbs.,

the last, therefore, giving results 50 per cent,
higher than the firsthand nearly 20 per cent,
higher than the second.
Form A is the form of briquette first used in

testing cement, forms B and C are two of tbe
many modifications which have been tried, and
form D is tbe one introduced by Mr. John
Grant, of tbe late Metropolitan Board of
Works, and now generally adopted in England.
Mr. Faija, however, has slightly altered the
form by making each end of the briquette
angular (like a gabled roof) instead of flat

;

this is done, not for the purpose of obtaining
higher results, but for convenience in detach-

ing tbe monlds in which the briquettes are

formed.
Several kinds of machines for ascertaining

tensile strength are in use, but a detailed

description of them would be out of place here.

Among them we may mention those of Adie,

Bailey, Michele, Friihling and Michaelis,

Quillot, Studt, and Faija. They are nearly all

adaptations of tbe lever, the stress in some
being applied by means of a weight moving
along a steelyard

;
in others by pouring sand

or water into a can at tbe end of the lever. In
Studt’s machine the stress is applied directly

by means of a screw, and the amount of the
stress is measured by tbe compression of

gljcsrine in a vessel into which tbe point of the

screw moves. In Faija’a machine tbe stress is

applied by turning a small handle passing
through a spring balance on which the amount
of the stress can be read.

In ascertaining the strength of any cement,
tbe average of not less than three tests ought
to be tHken. The nsnal age at which neat
cement briquettes are tested is seven days, and
very often another set of three or more is

broken at the age of fourteen, and a third at

tbe age of twenty-eight days. In some cases,

three-days’ tests are taken, but tests at early

dates are not always to be depended on, for it

not unfrequently happens that one cement at

the age of three and seven days gives better

results than another, while at twenty-eight
days tbe advantage rests with the latter

;
and

very often a cement gives comparatively low
results at three and seven days, but at the end
of twenty-eight days shows such an increase of

strength that it becomes quite safe to accept it

for use. A cement which developes great

strength in a short time may possibly {but not
by any means necessarily, of course,) prove to

be a dangerous one, liable to “blow” and
disintegrate some time afterwards, owing to

the presence of lime iu excess. Instances
are recorded of cements which show great

tensile strength at tbe end of one month, but
which fall to pieces at the end of six months.
There are in England no standard rules for

tbe guidance of persons using cement, as there
are in Germany and Austria. Here every
tnginter specifies the strength, fineness, &,c.,

of tbe cement to be what his own sweet will

directs
;

and, consequently, tbe varieties of

specifications prove quite bewildering to manu-
facturers. Mr. William Gostling, with a touch
of humour, drew attention to this matter by a
communication printed in the Proceedings of
the Institution of Civil Engineers (1879-80,

part iv.). Ha gave three lists, which he bad
compiled, of specifications; twenty-one speci-

fications showed thirteen different tests for

fineness, ten for weight, and thirteen for tensile

strength. The tensile strengths required by
the specification.s varied from 200 lbs. to 444 lbs.

per square inch for neat cement broken seven
days after ganging, and from 140 lbs. to 170 lbs.

per square inch for briquettes made of cement
and sand (1 to 3), broken at the age of twenty-
eight days.

Mr. Grant, in the original specification of

cement for the Metropolitan Main Drainage
Works, required a tensile strength of 177-8 lbs.

per square inch, bnt afterwards increased it to

350 lbs. Still more recently (namely, in 1880),
he again raised the test, and required neat
cement to bear at least 400 lbs. per square inch
after seven days, and 550 or 600 lbs. after

twenty-eight days, the briquettes in all cases
being one day in air and the remainder in water.
Mr. V de Michele in 1880 considered a strength
of 300 lbs. per square inch at seven days suffi-

cient, while Mr. Faija follows Mr. Grant’s
middle test for tbe seven-days’ strength, bub
specifies his requirements for tests at the age
of three days and twenty-eight days, namely,
250 lbs at three days, 350 lbs. at seven days,
and 450 lbs. at twenty-eight days. Mr. A. E.

Carey requires 180 lbs. at three days. 350 at
seven days, and 550 at twenty-eight days for

neat cement
;
and 120 lbs. at seven days, and

200 at twenty-eight days, for briquettes of

cement and normal quartz sand (1 to 3).

Some manufacturers guarantee a strength of
444 lbs. per square inch at tbe age of seven
days

;
Mr. G. F. White has stated that the

average tensile strength of the cement made
by his firm during a period of two years
ranged from 502 lbs. to 524163. per square
inch. Cements have been tested which give
a tensile strength of more than 700 lbs. at
seven days, but such cements show little in-

crease in strength afterwards, and as they most
likely contain too much lime, are probably

somewhat dangerous. If a cement will bear

350 lbs. per square inch at the age of seven

days, and is at tbe same time quite sound

and sufficiently fine, it may be accepted for

nearly all kinds of work.

The most usual size, in the smallest part of

the briquettes made for ascertaining the ten-

sile strength of cement, has been until

recently, l^-in. sqnare, or 2.^ square in., but
there are now a great many persons who ad-

vocate and use briquettes measuring only 1 in.

square in tbe smallest part, and such bri-

quettes are certainly more convenient and can
be tested with less powerful machines. Some
persons even advocate tbe use of briquettes

only J in. square.

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
Restoration op Oxwich CnuRcn. — The re-

opeuing services in connexion with Oxwich Church,
Gower, have just been held. The church has been
restored at a cost of 1,0007., tbe whole of which is

defrayed by Miss Talbot, who is also laying out
about 2,0007. in restoring Nicbolaston Church,
Tbe architects for the work in Oxwich were
Messrs. Waller & Sons, Gloucester, and the builders

Messrs. Bevan h Gibbs, Oxwich. The work
was commenced twelve months ago, and has
been completed to the satisfaction of everyone.

There is, however, to be an addition to the wall

above the chancel entrance. During the time that

the work was in progress the rector (the Rev. W.
S. Jenkins) discovered two old windows, which have
been opened up and restored. The church will

accommodate upwards of 120 people, with con-

siderably more at a crush.

Edinburgh School Buildings.—Extensive works
are at present in progress in connexion with various
school buildings in Edinburgh. According to the
Edinburgh Evening Dispatch, the School Board,
from plans prepared by their Architect, Mr. R.
Wilson, Queen-street, are making an addition to

the south-west end of South Bridge School, to pro-

vide three class-rooms, the upper one to be set

apart for teaching practical cookery. The altera-

tions will cost about 1,9007. New practical cookery-
rooms are also being constructed at Causewaysido
and Dean Schools, while other rooms are being
turned into practical cookery-rooms at West
Fountainbridge and Bristo Schools. At Lothian-
road School the boys are getting an extra
play-shed, and the same class of accommoda-
tion is in course of extension at Regent-
road School. For the St. Cutbbert’s and Dean
School Board, a janitor’s house has just been com-
pleted at Gorgie, and their new school at South
Morningside is expected to be opened on Septem-
ber 5. As usual, the Merchant Company are
spending a good deal of money in adding to and
altering their educational establishments. Exten-
sive additions are now in progress at George
Watson’s College for Boys (the plans for which were
prepared by Messrs. MacGxbbon & Ross, architects,

Frederick - street). Regarding George • square
Ladies’ College, at the beginning of last session
possession w.as taken of the large additions made to

the east side of the institution. Since the college

was closed this season for the holidays, workmen
have been busy renewing tbe western portion of

the building in the style of the existing new wing.
As the operations, which will cost between 4,0007.

and 5,0007., will nob be completed till May next,
temporary premises have been got in the imme-
diate vicinity for carrying on tbe full work of the
college in the interval. The alterations at James
Gillespie’s School, which bad partly to be left over
last year, are now being finished.

New Brickworks, Heath-Town, Stafford-
shire.—The brickworks erected by the Midland
Brick and Terra-cotta Company, at New-cross,
Heath-town, were started on the 8th inst. Exten-
sive machinery has been put down by the pro-

prietors, Messrs. Dugmore & Son. The Wotver-
hainpton Express says that the clay is prepared and
then served direct to a perforated edge runner mill,

which pulverises and thoroughly disintegrates it.

By the same machine it is riddled, and by means of

scrapers dispatched to an elevator, which takes the
clay into a Johnson patent combination machine,
and is there rendered homogeneous. The mixer
and pug-mill are situated 00 one horizontal
line, and both functions, viz., of mixing and
pugging, are performed by an arrangement of

knives fixed on one shaft. The material is delivered

to the outer part of the open mixer, and carried

forward by the knives to the pug-mill, from
whence it is fed into one of four moulds placed at

right angles in a revolving cylinder 18 in. diameter.

This cylinder remains stationary while the mould
is being charged. The action of filling the mould
automatically discharges the brick previously

formed, thus avoiding any complicated motions

for effecting the delivery. As the brick issues

from the cylinder it falls into a convenient posi-

tion, where it is fad by a self-acting ariange-

ment direct into the mould of the press. The
pressed brick is then automatically raised out

of the press mould and delivered to a suitable

position for being loaded and tiikan direct to the
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kiln. The output of the machine U from 12,000 to

15,000 per day, and the bricks produced, although
made sufficiently hard to allo%7 of being taken direct

to the kiln, are entirely distinct trom semi-dry
bricks, being of that plastic character which, when
burnt, exhibit all the density and closeness of grain
ecuHar to well-pressed, plastic bricks. The plant
as been put down by Mr. William Johnson, of

Leeds, under the personal supervision of the junior

partner (Mr. F. W. Dugmore). It is intended that
the mound estimated to contain clay sufficient for

over two hundred millions of bricks shall be worked
up first.

Chacewathb Church.—The chancel stalls for
Chacewater Church, Cornwall, have been entrusted

to Messrs. Hashleigh, Pinwill, & Co., of Plymouth.

Reioate Constitutional Club.—This building,
which is now being erected on the site of the old

Crown Inn, is, the Surrey Ifirror understands, to

be finished early in March next. The ground floor

is to be occupied by the Capital and Counties'

Banking Company, Limited, with tbe manager’s
room in the back portion of the building, aud a
strong room in tbe basement. Oa the upper floors,

with a separate entrance and staircase, are to be
the rooms tor the club. These will consist of a
general room on the first floor, occupying the whole
front of the building, thus making a room 28 ft. 6 in.

square, suitable for holding meetings, besides the
ordinary use of a reading-room, ic., and on the
second floor will be a billiard-room of tbe same s'ze.

At the back will be the committee and secretary’s

room. Tbe club will be fitted up with Lavatories

and offices. Tbe front elevation is designed in a
free treatment of Renaissance, and is to be exe-
cuted in red brick, with Bath stone cornices and
features, excepting the base, which is tio be in a
bluish grey Forest of Dean stone. The front will

be relieved hy octagonal piers, and the centrH
feature will be a gable with carved stone panels.

The entr.auce doors, offices, and bank front will be
executed in mahogany. The builder is Mr. Daniel
Debenham, of Betchworth

;
and the stonework is

being executed by Messrs. Penfold & Eon, of

Lesbourne-road, Reigate, from tbe designs of

Messrs. Heskoth k. Stokes, architects, Loudon.

Building in Bristol,—The Brifiol Mercury
says that building operations are most energetic-
ally being carried on in the vicinity of Bristol, and
the “march of bricks and mortar” north, east,

sou'h, and west is increasing. Tbe activity in tbe
building trade is most e.xceptiona], and streets are

springing up almost by magic. The northern aod
the eastern suburbs are especially remarkable
in this respect, and what were once smiling
fields and fertile gardens are being rapidly
covered with villa residences and workmen's
dwellings. Large tracts of hnd at Eastville and
St. George are in the hands of tbe builders, and as

quickly as the houses are erected they are equally
as rapidly occupied. The population of “outer
Bristol ” is advancing by leaps and bounds, and a
local Rip Van Winkle awakening from his twenty
years’ sleep would not recognise the old suburbs of

the ancient city.

I SANITAIIY AND ENGINEERING NEWS.
Sewerage and Water ^Supply, Blockley.—

A

i
special meeting of the Sbipston-on-Stour Rural

1 Sanitary Authority w-vs held on the 13th inst. to

i
consider the schemes for the sewerage, sewage dis-

j

posal, and water supply of Blockley, which have
I been prepared by Mr. Willcox, C.E. , of Birming-

!

bam. A letter was read from Lady Northwick, in

which she expressed her intention of contributing
liberally towards the cost of the proposed under-

! takings. After some discussion, the schemes were
1 unanimously approved, and Mr. Willcox was in-

; etructed to proceed with the plans and estimates
with a view of an immediate application to the
Local Government Board to sanction a loan.

Compulsory Sanitary Works. — The Lancet
I says:—The Local Government Board are taking
I proceedings under Section 299 of the Public
Health Act, 1875, to compel Worcester so to deal
with its sewage as no longer to contaminate the

'

river Severn. Tne city had been given a definite

time in which to carry out the necessary works

;

nothing had been done in the matter, and now
application has been made to the Court of Queen’s
Bench for a rule nisi for a mandamus to compel
the Corporation to carry out the order of the Local

I Government Board. A similar rule was asked for
:
against the Corporation of Rochester, but
oddly enough it was limited to the vil-

I
lage of Borstal. Why this comparatively
insignificant and outlying part of the city has been
selected for the exercise of compulsory powers it is

a little difficult to understand. We have shown
what is the state of Rochester city, with its liquid

filth soaking away into multitudinous cesspools, and
the place has become notorious for its maintained

I default in regard to sewerage. The city as such is
' left out and Borstal alone is attacked. It may be
that the lives of tbe prisoners and of those who are

: under Government control at Borstal are regarded
as of special importance in Government circles

;
but

the general public are hardly likely to look upon
any such differentiation in the same light.

STAINED GLASS AND DECORATION.
The Mosaics in St. Paul’s.—The DaVy Nttts

says that in another month the mosaic work which
for two years and more has been in progress upon
the spandrels of the arches supporting the dome
of St. Paul’s will bo, “ in popular language,
finished. We say in popular language, and not
necessarily in the estimation of the artist, Mr.
W. E. F. Britten, under whose supervision the
whole work has been executed, and by whom
two of the eight pictures have been designed.

In work of this description, minor defects,

—

perhaps defects of a more serious nature,— are

pretty sure to be discovered after the mosaics
have been placed, aud when the removal of the
scaffolding exposes them to view from the body of

the church more than a hundred feet down below.

This, indeed, has been the case with the St.

Matthew mosaic, the original design of which by
Mr. Watts, R.A., has undergone several changes.
The St. Mark mosaic was put in position a week or

two ago, and now the scaffolding has been removed
to the empty spandrel which is to receive the Inst

work of the series—namely, St. Luke.”
The Hotel Metropole, Brighton.—Messrs.

Campbell Smith k Co. have just completed a
very elaborate scheme of decoration at this hotel
on the grand staircase, under the superintendence
f>f Mr. Waterhouse, R.A., the architect of the
building. Tbe scheme of ornamentation is based
on a free adaptution of Italian ornament, contain-

ing shells, dolphins, sea-weed, anemones, kc.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.
France.—Tbo Salle Rude at the Louvre has been

again opened to the public, having been enriched
with a good many additional works of the eminent
sculptor, especially the statue of Marshal Saxe and
the monument to Napoleon I. M. Louis
Descbamps, a painter of merit, has been created
Chevalier of the Legion of Honour. M. Fremiet,
the sculptor, after many months of preliminary
studies, has now commenced the model for the
monument to Rafl’et to be erected in the “ Jardin
derinfante” of tbe Louvre. The monument will

ounsist of a bust placed on a column, at the foot of

which is a figure of a French soldier of the Empire,
representing the military type of which Raffat

was the illustrator. In the presence of the
epidemic diseases which are at present attributed
to defects of the sewer system of Paris,

the committee which was formed to erect a

;

monument to the engineer, Durand - Claye,
by whom the Paris drainage was laid out, has de-
ferred its project, and will possibly decline alto-

gether to carry itout. A well-known goldsmith’s
firm have just completed a splendid reliquary in-

tended to receive the “sainte tunique ” in the
church of Argenteuil, Tbe reliquary is in chased
copper, richly gilt, and decorated with precious
stones, and with escutcheons of tbe Arms of France
and of tbe ancient bishoprics of Argenteuil.

The Government has commissioned ,M. Fernand
Mazerolle, son of the well-known painter who died
three years ago, to go to Spain to study the old
French coinage preserved in the different museums
of that couutry. Tbe French Alpine Club has had
a chMetof refuge erected in theonvirons of La Grasse,
(Elautes Alpes), at a height of 1,950 metres.
A monument has been inaugurated at Batilly to
the memory of tbe French soldiers killed in 1870
in the combat of Sainte-Marie-aux-Cbfines. The
railway company “ du Midi ” will shortly open a line
between Bayonne and Saint Jean Pied-de-Port.
M. Magne, diocesan architect, has prepared a scheme
for tbe restoration of tbe porch of the pretty little

church of Nantilly, near Saumur, at a proposed cost
of 00,000 francs. A company of twenty American
architects landed at Boulogne last week, purposing
to make the tour of France on bicycles and
tricycles. M. Millet, sculptor, of Mareilly, has
been commissioned to execute the statue of General
Marbot. There is again talk of building on the
Tuileries site an immense Palace of Legislature,
for Parliament and Ministerial departments. The
building, which would be named “Palais de la

Nation,” ought, it is said, to be completed at the
opening of the next Universal Exhibition in 1900.

A committee has been formed in tbe Com-
munes of those departments of Seins and Seine-et-
Oise which are down-stream in regard to Paris, to
demand from the Government that the capital
should be interdicted from turning any of its drain-
age into the river. These Communes are to form a
syndicate to defend their common interests against
the action of the city of Paris.

Scandinavia.—The Board of Management of the
Northern Museum, Stockholm, has submitted to
the City Building Board the drawings for the new
museum, the architect of which is Professor Clas-
son, and tbe Board is now engaged in inspecting
the site for the new building. Esumates of con-
struction for the new museum are now being
prepared. Herr G. Wickman, architect, has
completed his design for the Swedish Exhibition
Building at the Chicago Fair. It has been designed
on the lines of the old Norse Stave churches, but it

will be more solid. The buildiug will be manu-
factured in Sweden and sent over in sections.

Good progress is being made with the interior

restoration of the ancient Castle of Gripsholm,
picturesquely situated in tbe sea near Stockholm,
and at one time the residence of the Swedish kiogs..

Nearly the entire work is being paid for by King
Oscar. The architect is Herr F. Lilljekvist.

According to the new building regulations-
of the City of Stockholm, underground or
cellar residences are not permitted in new
houses, and the regulations are being
rigorously enforced. In consequence of houses
having been built of late years in Stockholm, the
timber work of which in a short while has proved to-

be rotten, the Building Board applied to the muni-
cipal authorities for a sum of 1,600 kr. a year in

order to appoint special surveyors of the timber
used in construction. But the authorities have,
whilst fully appreciating the value of the suggestion,
been unable to make the grant. A central electric-

station, capable of feeding 2,000 lamps, has been
completed in the town of Htrlsingborg, and a similar
one is to be built in the town of Chrisuaustad.—The-
celobrated Swedish State Antiquarian. Professor H.
Hildebrand, has again gone to the island of Goth-
land, in the Baltic, celebrated for its numerous rums
of Gothic churches. These, the Professor recently
stated, are so numerous that in a journey of some
250 miles he had counted fifty-five. The architec-
ture, finish, aud oruamentatioo of these edifices be
considers quite astonishing. Tbe oldest church,
Stanga, has an abscissa, which is only the caso
with a few others. Some churches show con-
siderable and curious modifications of the
Gothic style. The Gothland churches are tbe
handsomest in Sweden, which is greatly due to the
material from which they are built,—viz., the excel-

lent lime and sandstone found in the island. Nearly
all the churches represent the Transition period,

between Gothic and Roman. A visit to the island,,

says Prof. Hildebrand, is instructive as well as
interesting. It is proposed to expend a sum of
12,O00L on the new Customs-house, to be built in
Christiania during the current fioanoial year.

Tbe restoratiou of the Haakonshal, in Bergen, is^

now ne.arly completed. Ibis a building in Gothic-
style, of great historical interest, having at one
periiid been the residence of Norse kings, which
modern vandals turned into a warehouse ! A
huge monument in bronze is to be erected at
Christiania of Tordeaskjold, “Norway’s Nelson,”
with the execution of which a promising young
sculptor, Herr Axel Eoder, has been entrusted.
Ho will finish the figure in Pans. Copenhagen
is also to have its Eiffel Tower, and a company ha.?-

been formed for tbe realisation of the project. It
will be similar in shape and construction to the
Parisian tower, but 1,640 ft. in height. It wiil

afford a fine view of Copenhagen and the Sound.

MISCELLANEO US.

SOMERSETSHIHB ARCH.EOLOGICAL SOCIETY.—The
forty-fourth annual meeting of the members of the
Somersetshire Arohmological and Natural History
Society was held at the Town-hall, Wellington, last

week, and was attended by a lavge number of

members from all parts of the country. The local
committee had provided an interesting museum for
the occasion, many objects of arehajological value
aud specimens of natural history being arranged at
the eud of the large building at the Town-hall,
under the direction of Mr. Bidgood, the Curator of
the S iciety's Museum at Taunton. Among some
of tbe interesting exhibits were tbe result of the
investigatiens being carried on near Glastonbury, and
Mr. W. A. Sanford’s (the President-elect) collection
of flint implements and bronzes, pottery, many
ioterestieg manuscript books, and a book called
“A Collection of Poems by W. Shakspere.” Ait

the business meetirg. Colonel A. R. Hoskins (the
retiring President moved that the President-elect
(Mr. W. A. Sanford) take the chair. This was
unanimously agreed to. The President-elect having
taken the chair, the report of the Council was read
by Lieut. Colonel J. R. Bramble, F.S.A., one of
the honorary general secretaries. It congratulated
the members on the continued progress made by
the Society. The report was adopted. After the
President's address had been delivered, the party
visited Wellington Church, and afterwards drove
to tbe Poole brick works, which were thrown open
to inspection by the kind permission of the
directors; then on to Bradford Church, West
Buckland Church, and Gerbestono House. Tbe
party returned in the evening to Wellington. Ih
the evening a meeting of the Society was held at
tho Town-hall, when several papers were read. Oh
the following day an excursion was made to
Burlescombo Church, the principal features
in which were pointed out by Mr. Edmund
Euckle. The visitors then went to the well-
known Westleigh Limestone Quarries, where
addresses were given by Professor Boyd Dawkins-
and Mr. Ussher. Thence the party went
to Canonsleigh to see the remains of the abbey-
founded for canons of tho Augustinian order, and
subsequently occupied by canonesses of the same-
order. A paper on “Canonsleigh Abbey” was read
by the Rev. T. 0. Tanner, vicar of Burlescombe.
After luncheon a visit was paid to Holcombe Rogus
church. Mr. Buckle gave an address on some of
he points of interest

;
and Mr. Summers gave in-
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CONTRACTS AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
CONTKAOTS.

Nature of Woik or Materials, By whom Reiulred.

®Creoacited Wood PaTiog Works Farnham and Hartley
Wintaey School ....

•Alterations to Finchley Rectory
•Glazed Stonex'are Pipe Sewer, ic. Wil-'

lingdon '

•Drainage and Boad making Works RichmoDd Twn Conn.
•Extension of Asylum .Poplar and Stepney

I

Sick Asylum
•Road Jlaterials I Bromley Local Board
•Fittings in Stores, Eastern Fever HoapiUI Met. Asylums Board
•Compound Horiroutal Engine, Extension;

of Boiler Houses, &o, &c Wisbech Wtt^vk8 Co.

•Worksat Relief Oiflces St. Mary (lelington)
Guardians ....C

•Additions, ic. to Cane HUl Asylum
1

Asylums Committee of
Loudon r. C

•Erection of Schools, ic I Llanellv School Board
•Erection of 10 Honsee, Leeds North Eastern By. Co.

•Widening Railway, Leeds and Selby
Branch 4o.

Mr. Btapley Aug. 31
H. WUliams

|

Sept. 1

G. A. Wallis ' Sept. 3
' E. J. Lovegrove ' Sept 5

A. i r. Harston ......
!

do.

! oficuU do.

1 Keith D. Young ' Sept. 7

I

K. Eiiton A- Co ' do.

Lw. Smith . Sept. 8

I C. H. Howell i Sepk 12
J. B- Morgan uo.
W. Bell Sept. 14

H. (’oppcrthwaito .... do.

CONTRACTS.—Oonrtnuefi.

N.ature of Work or Materiale.

•Isolation Hospital, ic. ic. ..

•Alterations at Workhouses ..

•Erection of School Buildings

•Soldiers’ Quartars, Colchester

Br whom Required.
Architect. Surveyor,

or Engineer.

Nortbdeet LocU Bil.

LondooCountyCouDcll
Harrow L"cat Board..
St. Ola^e'B UhIou ....

Law and Cllv Courfs
Corn. o( Corp- of City
of Loudon
War Deparfiii‘iit

Mr, Walford

ogtriaS.

E. R. Capon
]

Newinuu a Newmim..

j

OUlcial
do.

,
Tenders
to be

delivered.

Pept. 2,

Sept. «
Sept. 21*

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature of Appointment. By whom Advertised.

isistant Clerk of Works .... Fulham Vestry .

Those marked with an Asterisk (•) are advertised in this Number, ConSrort*, pp. Iv., vl., & vlii. PuAlie Appointments, p.i

formation concerning the fine monumental effigies .

of members of the Bluett family. The other places
.

visited were Greenham Barton Manor-house, in the

parish of Ashbrittle, and Cotehay Manor-house,
!

Kittisford. In the evening there was a meeting in

the Town-hall, at which papers were read.

The British OcxrcT of Pig-iron. — The
statistics just published by the British Iron Trade

Association of the production of pig-iron in Groat

,

Britain during the first six months of the current

year exhibit a very heavy falling-off. The total

output up to the end of June was only 2,790,918
'

tons, against 3,712,387 tons to June 30, 1S91. The i

decrease was consequently 921,469 tons, or almost 1

25 per cent. The chief cause of this decline was

undoubtedly the three months’ stoppage of fuel

supply through the Durham miners’ strike, and the

principal sufferer was the Cleveland district, the

production in which fell by 719,244 tons, or 64^ per

cent., the output in 1891 being 1,320,063 tons, and

only 600,819 tons this year. Cumberland reduced

her output by 119,304 tons, or nearly 35 per cent.,

from 342,0.51 tons in 1391 to 222,747 tons in 1892,

owing to her supply of coke from the ovens of Dur-

ham being cut o’fffor three months. The pig-iron

production of Lancashire declined from 344,211

tons in 1391 to 236, .505 tons in 1892, or by

107,776 tons (over 31 per cent.). The only

iron -producing district which appears to have

profited by the Durham strike was Scotland,

whose estimated output rose from 392,600 tons in

1891 to 466,000 tons in 1892, or by 73,400 tons (18'7

per cent.), Cleveland pig-iron having been largely

replaced by Scotch pig. The number of furnaces

in blast in Great Britain on June 30, 1892, was 316,

out of 730 existing furnaces, against 388 out of

738 in blast on Juno 30, 1891. Owing to the

stoppage of the furnaces for three months during

the past half-year, stocks of pig-iron have been

greatly reduced, which accounts for the present

firmness of the English iron market, notwith-

standing a moderate demand. While on June 30,

1891, the stocks of pig-iron in Great Britain were

1 295 572 tons, at the corresponding date this year

they amounted to only 700,450 tons. This shows a

decrease in stocks of 595,122 tons, or close upon 46

per cent.

An Exeter Business. — An Exeter evening

paper refers to the firm of Messrs. J. Easton &,

Son, quarrymen, stone merchants, and masons, who

have carried on a business established more than

half a century. Having outgrown the accommoda-

tion provided in the old premises, Northernhay-

street, the firm has acquired property adjoining,

which extends up the street as far as Maddock’s-

row. On this site, under the shadow of the old city

wall, long ranges of sheds and workshops have been

built, and the ground levelled. Entrance to the

new premises is obtained through a wide gateway

supported on either side by massive Doric columns.

Within may be seen a numerous staff busy on monu-

mental and other stone and marble work. The shops

are furnished with the newest machinery and labour-

sa’viug appliances, worked by steam and hand

power. ^
The PRni'osED New Fever Hospital for

London.—Tbe proposal of the Metropolitan Asy-

lums Board to establish a fever hospital on a site

near St. Amie's-road, Tottenham, has excited the

keenest opposition on the part of the surrounding

inhabitants, individually, collectively, and in their

several corporate capacities. The Local Govern-

ment Board have, however, given their consent to

the scheme, after receiving a report from Dr.

Bridges and Mr. Hedley. The consent is subject to

the following conditions ; —(a) That no buildings

for tbe reception of patients shall be erected except

on such land as the Board may direct to bo used

for that purpose
;

and (ft) that the land and

buildings shall, during the twelve months next

following the date of the order, be used for the

reception of patients suffering from fever, and of

no other patients, and at the expiration of that

term shall cease to be used for the reception of

patients unless the Board, by order, otherwise

direct. Both the inhabitants of the district in

question and the managers of the Asylums Board
are placed in a very difficult position. No neigh-
bourhood cares to have close at hand a great fever

institution, especially when it is erected for the
benefit of a population other than its own.
Bub the Jletropolitau Asylums Bo.ard have a statu-

tory duty to perform, and they have an emergency
to lace which the Government and the metropolis
expect them to meet by some appropriate action

;

and when the question of the several specific fevers,

other than small-pox, is concerned, they have the
authority of abundant experience to show that in

the case of hospitals situated in densely-populated
parts of London no spread of disease and no cause
of ill-health result to tbe surrounding community
if tho hospital is properly administered. We
cannot, therefore, blame them for their in-

sistance on securing the site in question
j

neither is there any aspect of public health

as to which they could have been expected
to hesitate in the action they have taken. But, so

far as tho neighbourhood of the hospital is con-
cemod, we fear that the limitation of the order of

the Board to one year will have but little meaning.
A site once devoted to such a purpose will

probably acquire a vested right to be retained for

similar purposes, and, in face of tbe necessity of
additional means of isolation for the metropolis, tbe
prospect of an abandonment of this site after the
expiration of any definite term of months is not a
hopeful one for the locality.

—

Lancet.
Crowland Abbey.—Th& Mornimj Post and other

journals have given currency to a paragraph stating
that the work of restoring the historical Abbey of

Crowland, Lincolnshire, which has been in hand
for tbe past few years, will now, it is feared, come
to a standstill owing to want of funds. Although
much has been done to preserve the fabric, there are

yet many important parts which remain untouched,
and which must inevitably perish if not soon re-

stored. Amongst these is the Early English door-

way in the west front. The tracery in the span-
drels of the arch is crumbling away, as is also the
carving representing the legendary life ofGuthlac
in the qiiatrefoil; whilst by acts of vandalism on
the part of visitors the marble columns flanking

tho doorway are being injured, and in some cases
taken away bit by bit.

The American Production of Be-ssemer
Steel.—The output of Bessemer steel ingots in the
United States during the first six months of this

year, as wo learn from the statistics issued by the

American Iron and Steel Association, amounted to

2,305,999 net tons (of 2,000 lb.), against 1,599,096

tons in the corresponding six months of 1391, and
2,038,011 tons in the second half of last year. The
increase over the output of the first si-x months of

1891 was consequently 706,903 tons, or over 44 per
cent., and over that of the last six months of 1891

only 267,988 tons, or over 13 per cent. The pro-

duction of steel rails in the first half of the current
year was 865,128 not tons, against 579,929 tons in

tho first, and 786,330 tons in the second, half of

1891. The increase in the first six months of 1892
was consequently 285,199 tons, or nearly 50 per
cent., over the first, and 78,798 tons, or 10 per
cent., over the second, half-year's output.

amending London Bridge.—On Monday opera-

tions for the repair of London Bridge were com-
,
menced, and are expected to extend over a

j

fortnight. However quickly and well tho work

I

may be done, much public inconvenience will be

I

caused, for, as the City Press reminds us, the day

[

census of the City showed that no less that 107,000

i
persons and over 14,000 vehicles cross tbe bridge in

' four-and-twenty hours. The coming congestion will

bring into greater prominence the need of theTower

j

Bridge, which may be dimly seen raising its towers
amid the haze and smoke of the river. That the

I County Council fully recognise tho importance of

the new artery is evidenced in the fact that before

I

adjourning they agreed to an expenditure of

I

£423,000 for the southern approach road. But this

1
was only passed on a condition which will prove to

Londoners how much they are individually interested

in the work of the new Parliament. The stipula-

tion was “that if tho principle of the equitable
division of the cost be refused, tho scheme be not
proceeded with.”

Royal Victoria Hall, Waterloo-road, S.E.

—

It is announced that the popular science lectures

will be resumed on Tuesday evenings during Sep-
tember. The first three lectures will be given by
Professor B. J. Malden, and will be as follows :

—

On the Sth, “The Wonders of the World”; 13th,

‘A Holiday in Sweden and Denmark”; 20th,
“Australia.” On September 27 a lecture will be
given by the Rev. A. H. Gilkes on “ Shakspeare.”

CAPITAL AND LABOUR.
Bricklayers’ Strike in London Suburbs,

—

The Standard says that several of the master
builders affected by the strike of brickla3’ers in

Kingston, Surbiton, Twickenham, and the adjacent
districts, have conceded the increased wage de-
manded by tho men, and agreed to at the Building
Trades’ Conference in June. The Mayor of Kings-
ton, who is a large employer, was the first to accept
the new working rules, and bis action was speedily
followed by a number of other builders. The dis-

pute at llouDslow is not yet settled
;
and at

Bromloj', which was on Tuesday visited by Mr.
Alderman Taylor. L.C.C., Secretary of the Central
Strike Committee, the position is unchanged, none
of tho men having returned to work, and an
attempt to import free labour having proved unsuc-
cessful. Meetings of tho men on strike were held on
Tuesday, and resolutions pledging them to con-
tinue the'struggle were unanimously carried.

MEETINGS,
r Saturday, August 27.

British Archce.nhgical Association.—Annual Congress,
;

Cardiff (concluded).
Glasyoio Architectural Association.—Visit to Dunblane i

Cathedral.

REOENI PATENTS:
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

16,291.—CHIMNKT-POT3 : W. J. Lawrtnct.~Th.\% inven- i

tion relates to a method for preventing down-draught
in chimneys without in any way interfering with the i

free egress of the smoke or the sweeping of the chimney. ;

This is effected by means of a fan and a side outlet. I

The outlet is made in the side of the pot, a short '

distance from the top. The fan is made of a suitable
metal fixed on a spindle, which goes through the pot at <

the top of the side outlet, and the fan projects a short ‘

distance from the pot, and has wind-gears fixed on the i

top to catch all side winds. It is bo placed that the i

,
wind coming towards it would cause the outside of the i

fau to drop and the inside to rise, thereby closing the i

straight flue, and allowing the smoke to pass by the i

side outlet

I

15,470.—Roofs: H. Lawrence.—T1)\s main object of

1 this invention is to provide strong, light, and durable I

I

roofs suitable for conservatories, exhibition buildings. :

1

winter gardens, and the like. They are so constructed :

as to be readily erected, and afterwards removed and i

re-erected at will. The roofs should be preferably of i

i

semi-spherical or semi-elliptical form. The inventor i

first provides upon the wall acontinuous horizoutal plat- >

j

form of any desired width, formed probably of steel
' or iron plates, and angle or other suitably-shaped bars, r

j
all well secured to the wall. From this platform the !

, framing forming the roof springs, being firmly bolted

\

or rivetted thereto. The roof is constructed of a

I

number of intersecting vertical and zone girders, i

rivetted or bolted to each other where intersecting, :

,

and the manner of fitting and making is fully set nut in

tlie specification. The roof may be covered with any
,
suitable material.

!
16,471.—Window-frames : J. This spedfl- i

cation refers to a window-frame constructed in such a

manner as to enable any person to remove the sashes

:

into the interior of a room for cleaning, repairing, or
. other purposes, and to replace them without the use of;

' tools, steps, or outside ladders. It excludes draught, anii>

prevents rattling. It consists of a sill, headpiece, in-
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llide aod outside Ilnioga, and removable pulley-stiles
[without pockets, parting, or inside border beads).
L’he sill is made with a grove running along it In a
longitudinal direction, and with a dovetail groove
icross each end. The outside linings have a plain
{Toove running in a vertical direction. The headpiece
las a dovetail groove cut acro.'is each end. The pulley-
iitiles are made with two parallel dovetail grooves
l-unning along them in a vertical direction, and are
iiovetailed at both ends. The outside edge is rabbeted,
|tnd pulleys are tlxed near the top in the ontside of the
I'rame. The mode of construction of this frame is very
ally described in the specification.
2,G14. — FmsHlNO apparatus: W. H. RZj/.—The

ibject of this invention is to provide a more powerful
lush than has hitherto been possible. Moreover, long
•ertlcal flush-pipes are dispensed with. The apparatus
onsiats of a strong cistern of sufliclent capacity to con-
ain the quantity of water required for flushing a closet,
•t the like, at one time, and also to contain a auflicient
[Uantity of compressed air to produce pressure. The
itstern is situated in any convenient place, andispro-
Ided with an Inlet and outlet. Both these arc provided
rith double-way cocks, or with valves, which are
jranged in such a manner that no water can be ejected
rom the cistern until the supply has been cut off. The
ouble-way cocks, or valves, are operated by a float
ODtained within the cistern, and which closes the
apply-valve when the required quantity of water has
sen admitted to the cistern. By this arrangement,
rhen the water enters the cistern, the air, which may
nter through any suitable valve when the cistern is

mpty, is compressed, and causes the water to be ejected
ItQ great force.

11,163.—Tiles : A. 3T. Strushohv.—This speciflcafeion
sfers to what is claimed to be an improvement in tiles,

jnalsting in the novel construction and arrangement
t the parts. The tile is provided with a plurality of
rooves in its under surface, the said grooves com-
lenciog at opposite edges thereof, and terminating at
ich a distance therefrom ns to leave a web between
lelr approximate ends, the grooves having bevelled
.des and recessed portions entirely within the edges
( the tile, and extending parallel with the grooves.
11,170.—Floors, Ceilings, & Roofs : G. TE. Parker.—
his Invention relates to improvements in the construe-
on of floors, ceilings, and roofs, the object being to
reduce a watertight and fireproof floor, ceiling, or
K>f. The Invention is also applicable to sidewalks,
I coverings over vaults and cellars, and to the con-
ruction of pavements and roadways. It can only be
lequately understood by reference to the very detailed
lectflcatlon and drawings.

NEW APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.

August 8.—14,267, A. Stein, Fastening for Exit and
her Doors.—14,297, J. Lester, Fastenings for Door
nobs.
Auju«('9.—14.330, J. Keseling and C. Fuchs, Artificial
.one Composition.—14,:i60, G. Davis, Electric Bell.—
,382 and 14,385, C. Gochring, Moulding or Planing
achines for Wood or other materials.
August 10.-14,429, E. Harvey, Drain Pipes.—14,462,
Sutcliffe, Tops, Seats, or Rims for Closets and Baths.

14,463, C. Htbbs, Constant Self-closing Supply Cisterns.
14,473, X. Chauvet, Water-closets.
August 11.-14,431, H. Uateley, Decorating Chande-
rs, Gaseliers, Lamps, and Electric Light Fittings.
,483, W. Ilexter and W. Hurapherson, Perforated
eased Brick.— 14,619, T. Biggs, Paint-brushes, <fcc.—
623, J. Kaye, Fastening Spring-doors.-14,630, W.
lOinpsoD, Construction of Joists, Girders, &c.—14,536,
Ltsh, Sanitary Water-closet Combination.
4w<Ti<st 12.—14,677, G. O’Reilly, “ Wedge” Door-
Ddle Fastener.—14,606, W. Cork, Sash Fasteners.

13.-14,619, A. Marriage and C. Richardson,
isblng Cisi-eins.—14,627, J. Lumsden, Ventilators.

—

641, F. Klngar.on, Flush Apparatus for Closets,
Inals, Drains, &c.—14.666, A. Smith, White Lead.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

1,612, J. D.ales, Smoke-burning Fireplaces for Houses,—12,083, J. and J. Jackson, Flushing Oisterna.

—

143, W. Muims, Water-closets.-12,650, W. Munns,
sliing Apparatus for Water-closets.—12,075, S. Owen,
i-corrosible Ball-float L>r Cistern Valves or Cocks.

—

T7, S. Johnson, IVater-waste Preventers.—13,044,
ones and H. Olbbi, Water-closet Basins.—13,063, J.
ker. Ornamenting Joinery, &c.—13,330. F. Davis,
aching Door Knobs and Handles to llicir Spindles.

—

92, J. and T. Clark, Window-sash Fastener.—13,479,
Jameson, Fasteners for Windows, Casements, and
tiers.—13,439, J. Robinson, Swinging-door Springs
Parts connected therewith.—13,725, C. Wenuer,

trlfugal Ventilators and Pumps.— 13,819, W, IVlute,
ing Blocks fur Roads, <fcc.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

{Open to Opposition for Two Months.)

,846, .T. Dobson, Drain-traps. — 814, F. Faulds,
ona’ tools.—9,583, R. Bocock, Siphon Cistern for
ihing Water-closets.-9,826, E. Torrey, Plumbers’
ite-plpe Traps.—12,574, A. Gerber, Supporting Doors.
-12,767. A. StruBholm, Tile Presaera.

u.t. 32 yrs., g.r. 38f. 10s., 1,0901.; 97, Dartmouth-rd.,
Forest-hill, u.t. 60 yrs., g.r. 21. los., r. 351., 3501.

;

30, 32, and 34, Rowland-gr., Sydenham, u.t. 74
yrs., g-r. 151 , r. 621. 8s., 3001. ; 1 to 4, Smith’s-
cottages, u.t. 59 yrs., g.r. 61. r. 521., 2301.

; 29
to 39 (odd), Prospeefi-rd., u.t. 74 yrs., g.r. 141., r.

1201. ISs., 0301. ; 27 and 29, Coombe-rd., u.t. 70 yrs., g.r.
SI., r. 461. 16s., 2601. ; a 1. house, South-rd., Kew Malden,
u.t. 54 yrs., g.r. 31. lOs., r. 131.. 701.—By F. Varley : 125,
Riversdale-rd., Highbury, u.t. 78 yrs., g.r. 71., r. 3C1.,
3001. ; 90, Mountgrove-rd., Finsbury Park, u.t. 74 yrs.,
g.r. 171. 128., r. 1601., 6201.

AUGUST 19.—By Flood & Sons: 23, Blomfleld-rd.,
Paddington, a.t. 45 yrs., g.r. 121., 4001.—By Baker <fc Sons :

The lease of the Welsh “FoxdaleLead Mine,” yorth
Wales, with plant and machinery, and 87 acres, 5351.

;

Broughton-road, Fulham, f.g.r. of 161. 17a. Cd., rever-
sion in 89 yrs., 3701. ; f.g.r. of 231. 23. 6d., reversion In
yrs., 6101.

IContractions used in these Iwls.-F.g.r. for freehold
ground-rent

;
l.g.r. for leasehold ground-rent

;
i.g.r. for

Improved ground-rent
; g r. for ground-rent ; r. for rent

;

f. for freehold ; c. for copyhold : 1. for leasehold
; e.r.

for estimated rental
;
u.t. for unexpired term

; p.a. for
per annum

; yrs. for years
;

st. for street ; rd. for road
;

sq. for square
; pi. for place

j
ter. for terrace

; cres. for
crescent

;
yd. for yard, &c.]

CARSIIALTON.—Accepted fortLe wannmtrof Carshalt^n Church
Sir Arthur liloniHcld, A.R.A., architect

John Grundy, London ..£!60 0 0

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.

B,0.9 000
16/0/0Teak, E.L,. load 9/10iO

Sequoia, IJ.B.ft.CO, 2/4
Ash, Canada load 210/0
Birch, do 8/6,0
Elm, do 3/10,0
Fir, Dantalc, Ao. 1/10/0
Oak, do 8/0/0
Canada D/10/0

Pine, Canada red ^0/0
Do, yellow .... 8/10,0

Latb,D'ntsic,(atl) O/OiO
Bt. Petersburg DOO

Deals. Finland
gndAlststdlOa 7/10,0 9/10,0
Do, 4th&8rd.. 7/0/0 8/0/0
Do. Riga 6,ia0 8/0 0
Bt. Petersbu^,
IstyeUow ..JO/10,0 14A0/0

Do. 2iid yellow 8/0/0 9/10/0
Do. white .... 7/10/0 lO/O/O
Bwedish ...._ 7/0/0 16/10/0
White Sea .... 8/0/0 17/0/0
Oanada.Pinelst 80/0/0 86/0/0
Do. do. Slid.... 14/10/0 18/0/0
Do. do. Srd, ha. 8/0/0 10/0/0
Do. Spruce. Ist SlO/0 11/0 0
Do. do. Srd h
2nd 616,0 6/0/0

NewBrunswlck 7/0,0 7/10/0
Battens, allkinda S/10/0 16100
Flooring Boards,

aq., 1 in. prep.

4'15/0

3.10/0
6/8/0

7/0/0
310/0
6/0/0

8/0/0

Ist ..

Do. 8nd
Other qualitlee

Cedar. Cuba ..tt.

Honduras, Ao.
Mahogany, Cuba,
St. Domingo,

Mexican do. do
Tobasco do, do
Bondurae do..

Box. Turkey ton
Rose. Bio
Bahia ..

Satin, St Do-
tnlniro ....(t.

Porto Rico ....

O'8/O

0/7/0
0/3 '8

18/0/0

80/0/0

IBiO'O

2/2'4

li'O/O

TIMBER {continued).
Walnut Italian... 0 0'3i 0/0/7

METALS.
Inoa—Plg,in Scot-
land ton
Bar, Welsh, In
London 6/17/8

Do. do. at works
In Walee 6,7/8 5.10/0

Do. Btatfordshtre,
In London .... fi’D/O 618,0

OoFFEK —British,
cake and ingot 4T/0/0 47,10/0
Best selected . , 4S'0/0 48-10/0
Bbeete.strong.. 66/0/0 0;0/0
Chili, bars .... 44/2'6 44/10/0

YnLLowMBTALlb. 0/0/43 O’O/oi
L > a D — Pig,
Spanish. ...ton lO/.'O 10/6/3
English, com.
brands 10/10/0 10A2/6
Sheet BngUsh,
Bibs, persq. ft,

and npwsrda .. 12.'0/0 000
Pipe 18/10/0 0/0,0

Z I B c — English
sheet ton 26/0/0 25 1 0,0
VieiUs Mon-
tngne 28/6/0

Tib—

S

traits 83'17/6 94'T/6
Anstralian 94'15,0 95 6/0
Rtigllsh Ingots. 96'0O 96 21)0
Balica 9410 0 0/0,0
Billiton 93.10.0

OILS.

Linseed „... .ton 18/0/0 18/5/6
Cocoanut, Cochin 24/10,0 24/16/0
Do. Ceylon 21/15/0 22'0'‘

Palm. Lagos .... 22/6/0 22/10/0
Rapeseed, English

pale 24A0/O 28/0/0
Do. brown 22/15,0

'

Cottonseed ret..]8A2/6
Oleine 20/10/0 21/0/0'

Lubricating, H.S. 4/0/0 8/0,0
Do. refined 6/10/0 12/0/0
Tan— Stockholm

barrel 0A9/0
Archangel 0/12/6

FARNBOROUGH fKcotl.—For the erection of a detached resi-
dence, for the Rev. F. Kelly. Mr. Bt. Pierre Hams, nichitect and
surveyor. 1. Baelngli.-ill-etrcet, R.C.
W. Holt 4 Sou £1,905 I F, Wood £i yjo
1). Pnyne 1.1)81 Gregory & Co., Claphniu*.. I's^T
W. Owen 1,768

1

• Accepted subject to modificaticin.

FOREST GATE (Es.«ex).—For the erection of five shops. Upton-
Uiie, E.. for Mr. C. J. Kiiowier. Mr. James F. Wesley, architect
294, Romford-roa<l. Forest Gate, K. Quantities by Mr. George Francis
Ruckliurst Uiil, Essex

'

H,,skiDB £5,WT
[

Reerl A Son £5,177
Nightingale 5.489

j

Alexander 5 OOO
Atherton 4 Lntta 6,260 I Bishop & Webb 4,995
Watson 6,235

I
Wordley (accepted) 41737

GUILDFORD.—For alterations nod additions to Ormonde Hou-*e,
Spital-street, Guildford, for Mr. J. W. Siminouds. Mr. A. J.
Btiirges, architect and surveyor. Guildford
Robert Smith £1.697 I Stanley Ellis, Guildford* . £1.255
Robert Wood 1,350 T. F. Hall S2<)
Higlett 4 Hammond 1,284

|
‘Accepted.

HARROW.—For the erection of two shops In MsTlborough-road
Mr. T. 8. Stopliens. architect, 4. Mill Hlll-tetrace. Acton •—
Goodwin £690 I Re.-icli £535
ears 4 Co 673 Heywood* ftlg

Gregory 655
1 •Accepted.

HEREFORD,—For the erection of three villa residencee in Cantt-
lupe-street, Hereford. Mr. W. W, lluliiaton, architect •—
Welsh £3 200

I

Lloyd £2,800
:i,0ii7

I
Andrews* Rndge* 2.400

•Accepted.
[All of Hereford.)

HULL.—For erecting proposed warehouse and elt»rstions to tlio
•'Norweghan Iiio, ' Dock-street, Hull. Messrs. Smith & Brodrick,
architecta, Hull. Quantities by Mr. J. Watson, Hull •—

Geo. Houltou

Geo. 8cale.s.'

Goo. Jackson 4 Hon ...
Exors. of Southern .

Maik Hsri' r

Fredlc. Blackburn
Josei'h Moirell
G. Mrdforth A Bon
Thos. Gontes

. £1,430 0 0 —
. 1.465 0 0 Nine weeks
. J.103 0 0 —
. 1.05:1 0 0 —
. 1,043 8 2 _

,, 1,030 0 0 _
993 0 0 _

• 995 3 2 Four months
995 0 0 —
960 0 0 —

TENDERS.
[Commanlcations lor iusertion under this heading

should be addressed to “The Editor,” and must reach
us not later than 12 noon on Thursdays.]

Hutchings
Silver 4 Son
Simmonds & Sons
White & Sons ....
Kingerles

. £4,458 Robinson,WoIvercot.Oxon*£3.696
. . 4.100 Wilkins 4 Bon 3.490

3,983 Wheeler 3,195
. 3.73:1 Sharpe 4 Sons 3.180

.. 3,694 Buckingham A Sou ...._ 3,092
• Accepted.

ACTON.—For the erectio
T. 8. atephens, architect, J,

Chamberlain Bros.

j( a pair of houses in Leythe-road. Mr.
'll Hill-terrace. Acton :

—

e706
I

Weymonth £688
696 Hey wood* 684
690

I

• Accepted.

IME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY:
ESTATE EXCHAJsraB EBPOBT.

JGUST 15.—B.v A. Thomas, Peyer. As 3Iiles-. “The
dge Brewery,” Essex, with goodwill, plant, »fec., and
and 1. public and beer-houses, 30,000i.—By Nightin-

,
Phillips, di Page : Chandos-st., Charing-cross, f.g.r.

1. IO3 ., with reversion in 42 yrs., 1,095L
JGUflT 16.—By J. n. Hxtnter 18, 19, and 21, Rb.
'"'•'•news, llegent’s Park, u,t. 26 yrs., g.r. 15f.,

iGUST 17.—By Smith, Son. -S' Cooper : 9 and 11,
in-st., Battersea, u.t. Cl) yrs

,
g.r. lOL. 416/.—By

'.ertoi\ ik So/is: 7, Kensiiigton-cres.
,
Kensington,

iS jrs., g.r. 1.')/., 400L—By H. I>07iadson : 44 and 46,
imay-td., Islington, u.t. 53 yrs., g.r. 14/., r. 76/,
I—By P. MatVwws tfc Matthews : King's-rA, Kincs-
If. house, 350/ —By Den)ia?i/ Ai Co. (at Deptford) :

'

Dgh-td., Lowlsham, u.t. 60 yrs., g.r. 6/., 525i.
Igdst 18.—By W. Wi Jenkinson : 32 to 43 (even),
Kent-rd.

; and 48a, j’omeroy-at.
; 1 to 9, and la, 1

]i, Junlper-ct., u.t. 40 yrs., g.r. 20/., r. 317/., 16s., I

\
1. By Slimson Ap So?!S : 1 to 7, Carfax-rd., Clapham,

|

BRIDLINGTON QUAY.-Forthe erection of a vicarage-house and
liv-inii-rooiii, at Bridlington Quay. Hessn. Smith 4 Brodrick.
rchitecte, Hull. Quaiititiei by Mr. J. Watson. Mull

ic.arage-haufe. Missloii-n

John Wilson A Sou ....
Exors. of Tho.s. Anthem
Fredk. Blockbum

J. H. Hud.son
Carr A Creaser
J. Kennard
T. I’. Barry
J. Burry, S.'arbotough *

611 0 0.. 695 0 0
597 0 0 , . 674 0 0
5ll 0 0 .. 635 10 0
478 0 0 .. 661 0 0

• Accepted.

BURSTWICK (Yorks),—For the restoration of Bnrstwick Church.
Measrs. Smith A Brodrick, architects. Hull. Quantities by Mr. J.
Watson. Hu 1 ;—
Elwell 4 Son £S13 0 0 I Curtis, Hedon* £711 12 3
R. Remiiirdson 753 0 0 |

• Accepted.

ur\eyori>, Bristol
'. C. Gaskin
W. Gentry
Uorer, Wood A Co.
W. J. Adcock
E. Buckingham A Son.
Ihorpo 1,050 O]

CROYDON.—For c

£1,095 0
I

Paratnor A Sou £980
1,075 0 W, W. Martin 97.5

1.065 7 I
W. Judge 943

3.065 0 1 W. Enuck fr-JO

0 Hayward A Parr

IPSWICH.—For re-roofing nav
pswich. Mr. John Shewcll Cordi

Brnseiey
Tiles.

. £179 8Gr.ayatou ....

Qlrliug 4 Co.
ISeunctt*
Pettaf

3*i 0 0
121 5 0

d chancel of Tower Church,
diitect :—

Westmoreland
Green Slates.
£267 13 9
200 0 0
390 0 0

-
»he erection and completion of new public llhrary

in Peckham-road, 8.E., for the Coioiuisalouers. Mr. R, P. Wliellock
architect. Quantities supplied
Holliday* Greenwood £11,377 I Avard £10360
Brooks 11,200 Parker lo'.JSO

,r .T”’
10.999 Nightingnlo 10,225

Holloway Bros 30 628 | Boiasin 10145
8rharien *C<. l'',438 W. Wichnrdson lo'.OOO
H.L.Hollowav 36,4;<7 Kirk * Randall 5 920
V ocing 4 LiODsdalc 10.436 1 J. 0. Richardson, Peck-
Alien A Son I0,3i!5| ham (.accepted) 9,558

LONDON.—For the erect Ion nod <

at Lewisham. .S.E.. for the Cnruii
architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. A. R. Brede L
Higga * Hill £6,141) I Kirk A Randall .

H'D’eH 5.72.3 Jerrard
Holliday* Greenwood.... 5,579 J. 0. Richardson..

... 6.550
I

Brass 4 Son .

LONDON.—lor rebuilding the "B.arcnaboume ” tavern and
stabliog, Catford, 8.K.. fur Messrs. Wliitbread A Co.. Limited Mr
Albert L. Guy, architect. Quantities ani'plied by Mr. A. R."
Brede
Keiinanl.
Woreley
Holtowny

. £4,123
[
Courtnay * Fairbftim ...

. 4.105 Jerrard
4.1,:W J.O. Riuliaidson.Peikhain

, 4,019 1
• Accepted.

LONDON.—For pulling down and rebuilding premliea in the
Walworth-rood. 6.E.. for Messrs. Grose Brothers. Mr. Albert LGuy. architect. No quantities supplied
Worsley £5,910 I J. 0- Bicherdson £4.458Good 4.993 .Tetrard 4,430
"6ttley 4.889 Courtnay * Fairbatrn .. .. 4,871
Holloway 4,535

1

LONDON.—For takiug down and rebuilding front of No. 21*’,
Str^id, and ruociry alterations, for Mr. John J. Woods. Mr. Chas.
Reilly, arcsitect, 23, St. Swithin’s-laiie, E.C. :—
Killby 4 Oayfonl £1,450

[

Deiriiig 4 Son £1363
IlarrDon * Spooner 1,431) I Woodward 4 Co 1.333

wii, Son. 4 Blouinfield.. ],4'0
I
Colls 4 Sun 1273

by* Horner 1,376
[

J. All,n A Son 1,165
Ashby Bros. 1,376

|

Li'NDON.—For alterations and additions at 3:1, Sus.sex-place,
Broiaptou, for Messrs. Ciidlau Bros. Mr. A. H. Web^e architect •—
j'D'it)' £],.57U I H. B, Oldrcy. Kilhurn*,. ,£1,275

in 1.328
I

Wilde 1,229
•Accej'ted.

LONDON.—For ihe complet'on of house and shop, EfBe-road,
Walham Green. Mr. A. E. Billing, architect. Bauk-ebarabers.
Tooley-sfreet, London, S.E.
Sydney Knight £1,100

[

Lincoln Brothers. West-
'Mstouo -98

I

bourne Park-road* £770
wles 795 1 •Acveptcd.

• Accepted.

busii ea. fol

irchiiect,

tect

O. E. Bryan A .Son..

.

W. Holt A Son
J. Smith A 80113

Han;conib4 Smith .

E. J. Saunders

vetting Nos. 114 and IIG, North End into
Dr. If. .7. etroug, .T.P. Mr. Alfred Bronil.
•ron<l, Cioyduu. Quautities by the arclii-

E. P. Bulled * Co £1 59.5

1,679 S. Page 1 ,57,5

M. Taylor 3. .7)1
W. Marriage l^SiiO
D. W. Barker. Croydon*.. ]i4S5

.Accepted.

LONDON.—For rolmilding, Ac., tbe "

ossett-rtrest, Bcthiial-grecii, for Meesrs
No liUiiDtitles :

—

Gill £],0:i0 r
[

Ibkpeli £745
S.lt 785

I

Geo. Bark-r [ rSD
Smith 749

I
Hawkins (accepted) 580

LONDON.-Accepted for cleaning down and repaintmg the roof of
London Bridge Stailoii, for tho London, RriHit m. and South Coast
Railway Company. Mr. F, I). Banister, ongiueer:—

J. O. Rich.atdsoli, AlbertWurks, Peckliam £2,570

LONDON.—Accepted for a'terations at 23. 24, and 5.5. Guiflel
tiect, Orest PurtUnd-stre.t, W,, for Afr. W. Smith

Hi I dor A Edge, 17, Bridle-1 ,ne. Golden-square. ... £79.5 0 0
[No comiictition.J
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, LONDON.— Accepted for huHdiBg uew relreehment roome, te..

London Hriilge Btatiuii. for the LoiiiUni, Uriglitou, nnd South Coast
Railw-yCo. Mr. F. D. B.'vuUter, engineer. Quintltles supplied by
Mr. C H. Oou«h :

—

J. O. Ri«h»t(Uou, Albert Workfi. Feckham .... £1,735 0 0

K. Lnwrance i Sons £7C.3 0 I WiUiain!" * Sot
Dore Bros 747 0 Che«Bom A Son
Clarke A Bracey 718 0 I

C. W. Matthen

LONDON.-For i

hithe, 8 E., l>r Met
architec’s :

—

«-ick £700
I

Chafen £689
730 J. 0. Richardson 589
Gu;

I
Oldman 649

LONDON.—For bir fittings, Ac., at the ‘‘Rayioouth Ann
Raynjouth-rood, Berraonds-y. for Mr. .Tohn Baker. Mr. Jar
W.ari.e, architect, 1, Jlontpelier-rual, Pcckhain
Taylor A Suns £335 I F. H. Hopkins, 102, Cramp-
Edwarda A Medway 300

|
tou-etreet, S.E.* £

• Accepted.

LONDON.—For aUerations at 10. Sedley-pince, Orford-street, W,.
for Captain Braidley. Mr. Hubert Reid, architect. Great Marl-
boroiigh-stieet, W.
WynligACe £220

I

Hllder A Edge, 17. Bridle-
Conway 185 ' lane, Oolden-sqnare* ...,£180

• Accepted.

LONDON —Accepted for work* of renovation and decorition to
the Lecture Hall. Abuey Congregational Church. Stoke Ne«iiigton.
Mr. W«1 er Wbincop. architect, 44, Norcott-road, Stoke Newlng-

MAIO8T0NE.—For paving ce-tair
the Borouiih of Maidstone. Mr. W. i

giueer and Surveyor :

—

In iifu Puraavd Cemen

nraleJ Concrete Co. .

Patent P.iviiig and Constructiou Co
Stuart's Graiiolithlo Co., Loudoo, 2.600

yard* (aceepUil)

Ell oU'a Patent stone Co.. Londoo, 2,400
yards (accepte ’) 3 11

Patent Indurated Stone Co 3 4

A. C. Hohinan ACo
A. Mar.hu
Ileiiate-ad A Sun. Maidsto

MIDOLEY (near Halifax).—Accepted for works in the erretion o
a new farnilious- called "Uoyle Hjus« " Barn, Jlustal, for elevei
lieatl of c.allie. Btahle, and cattsSed. Mr. T. L. Patchett, architect
Halifax :—

JSx^'a a/or. .Vtiraii, ainl Brirklaver*—Joseph
Gawkroger W.rley. n-arH»llfax £108 0 0

PlnmlirrunJ fflujicr-Win. Alderson, Ludd.n-
14 0 0

Liitideuden .

.

Mvterials fur out-wallr niiil ground floo

oue. provided by pro uietor. Carpeute.
p.uvidetl by p.oiirietor.

Alder
24 0 I

PIRRRIGHr (gurrey).-For
Surrey, lor Mrs. Lovelock. M
veyor. Guildford

Stanley Elli.s 320 '

Fssex'.—For rebuilding the " Bell " Hotel. Reinham,
lars. Ind, Cooiie, A Co. (Limiteo), Romford. Ks,ex,
Miver, A Hudson, architects, 7. Bedford-niw. W.C.,
u street, E. Quantities by Messrs. ODodman A

I
Dowsing A Davis (accepUd) 1,790

R®;ADrNG.-For

W. Jackson ..

Higgs A Hill.

.

Bnckinghizu A

ectiog new School Board ofiiue

£6,fS2 I T. Kiagerlee

5,160 I Weinhaiu
5,150 1 Spear A Ring
5,076 Crook A Son
5.000

1
Pilgrim, Reading*.

• Accepted.

SOUTH SHIELDS,—For (he I

Board. Mr J. Walter Hniisoi
Shields. Quantities by the arch
H. Brown A Cj £!.2«;i 17
JohnMoote 1.274 0 i, ...

Wtn. Wilson 1.26.5 2 5| Sooth Sliirlds*. ., . 1

John Miller 1,236 1 9 2 I J. C. Robson 1

Jas. Young 1,22J 12 8l 'Accepted.

I

R. Ooodw;

WAKEFIELD,—.Accepted for the execution of West Ardsley a
Stanley Drainage Works, for the Rural Sanitary .Authority, i
''

ik Massie, Rnginter, Tetley House. Wakefield .—

£438 OlWhettarii £.150 0
Clarke 373 10 I Bartlett 340 0
Innes 304 10

I
Brown Bros, (accepted).. 333 0

[All of Weymouth.)

0 Hants County
Bobinson, a

£
!a(accepU<l)

A INCHESTER.—Pot the erection of small public hall and addi-
'11 to the Guildhall, for the Corporation of the City of Wiucheeter.

J. B. Colson, architect :

—

Lascelles A Co £5,740 I Light A Co £5.095
’ ”, Corke 6,400 E. Bu'-kingham A Sou .. ..

'nunders 5,342
I
John Crook A Son, South-

Fielder A Son 5,200 auipton*
6.188

1
•Accepted,

.,850

Morgan A Co,

WOOLWICH.—Fc
Woolwich, for 5Ir. .

riuantitles supplied
. 0. Cook, arch.ti

t Mlgh-street

750 J 0. Klchardnon

Cuddington, J. W., 'WoolWcl

WORKSOP (Not'B).-For erecting house. Hawk's Neat Fam
Worksop Jfaiiur Eatste, for Mr. .John Bobliisou. Jlr. Vf. i
Higgiiibottorn^ architect, 2. King John's.chsmbers, Nottinghiiu
Qantiti
B,U. hawson...

lollitASoD .

BnO'-h Hind
H. Vickers
J. F. Price

£.590 0 0
I

C. Diet A Polls .,

671 0 0 1
Herring A Jew .

,

6.59 0 0 Geo. rradler. Nut

WORKSOP (Notts).—For erecting farm stabling' slieda. Ac,
Drinking Pit-lsue, Worksop Marn’r Estate, for Mr. John Bobinson.
Mr. W. H. Higgiiitioltom. architect, 2, King Jobn'a-chambera,
Nottineham. Quantities by the architect ;

—
J. RuhitASon £7 8 0 0 I R. H Rawson £-598 0 0

ihHind 617 0 0 C. IIM a Sons ...... 645 0 0
J. F Price 603 0 0 Herring A Jew 526 38 0

ickers 595 0 0 |
G. Sadler, Nottioghain* 481 0 0

Accepted.

W.H.Lascelles&Co.
121, BUNHILL BOW, LONDON, E.O

Telephone No. 270.

HIGH-CLASS JOINEEY.

LASCELLES’ CONCRETE,
Architects’ Deaigne are carried out with the

neatest care.

CONSERVATORIES
GREENHOUSES,

WOODEN BUILDINGS,

Bank, Office, & Shop Fittings

CHDRCH BENCHES & PDLPITS

ESTIMATES GIVEN ON APPLICATION.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All statements of facte, llste of tesden, Ac., must be accompaalu
ny the name and address of the fender, not necessarily for puhlicatiot

are coupaUsd to decline pointing out bMks and giviii
addresses.
NoTX.—The responsibility of signed articles, and papers read

pnbllc meetings, rests, of coarse, with the authors.
,
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History of Art in Persia.

N noticing- last month
the work by MM.
Perrot and Chipiez

on the art of

Phrygia, Lycia,&c.

we referred in

passing to their

Tolume on Persian

art,* which forms

the next and most
.recent one of the series, and the English
itranslation of which has been issued simul-
itaneously with that of the volume on
Phrygia. Considering that the ostensible

purpose of the authors has been to trace the
stages of development of the forms of Greek
architecture, with the intention of leading up
to a full treatment of that great subject, it

may be questioned whether Persia is not rather
“ step aside from the direct forthright

;

and indeed the authors seem to think some
degree of apology necessary for not proceed-

ing direct to Greece from their previous

Folume. The excuse is that if Persia had
been left, as it were, unconquered in the

rear, some return to it would have
jeen necessary when dealing with complete
jreek art, to trace the degree of connexion
between that and some features of Persian

irt •, that Persia exhibits the latest develop-

ment of ancient Oriental art, partially in-

luenced by the rising art of Greece, and that

;herefore its proper place in the series is here,

‘ Henceforward,” thay add at the close, “ our

jath is clear, and nothing more interposes

letween us and Greece, upon which our eyes

lave ever been fixed, as towards a longed-for

;oal and land of promise, even w'hen we
eemed to wander farthest away from it, and
ose sight of its shores amidst the many curves

.nd windings of the way.” Certainly the

onnexion of Persian with Greek art is far

ess direct and obvious than in the case of

jycian art, and it may even be questioned

vhether some part of the supposed influence

If Persia on Greece, accepted by previous

^riters on architecture, must not be given

ip
;

but the digression is at all events an

I

• Hiatcry of Art In Persia. Prom the French of

l-eo-ges Perrot and Charles Chipiez. London ; Chapman
I. H ilL New York ; A. C. Aimitrong & Son. 1892.

interesting one, and has given the authors
occasion for some studies in restoration which
are at least clever and brilliant if not con-

vincing.

The curious problem presented by the re-

mains of Persian architecture of the antique
period is, as the authors observe, how to

account for an architecture of which columns,
doorways, and windows are the sole relics?

—

The roofs of course we may at once conclude
to have been timber, but the matter of the

walls is not so easy to deal with. The
general view of the platform at Persepolis,

with its widely .scattered columns and other
remains of buildings, is not more fragmentary
certainly than the view of the Koman Forum

;

but taking the view of the remains of the
Palace of Darius (fig. 1, see next page) as given
by our authors, there is something quite

abnormal in this collection of built-up door
and window architraves from bstween which
all the connecting walls have disappeared.

If the walls were built in large blocks like

the door and window architraves, how
is it that fragments equal in size to

those of the door and window erections

have not been found,'’ All that we find

between the openings, say the authors, is a
kind of foundation of squared stones of never
more than two or three courses, “ the plinth

of a wall that has vanished. Had its com-
position been akin to that of the substructures,

some of its remains, like the splintered shafts

and capitals, would be seen around the

palaces.” The conclusion suggested by the
authors is that the interspaces of walling
were built up with crude unburned bricks,

which would be easily broken down when
once the building was deserted, and which in

any case centuries of rain and weathering
would have disintegrated. la support of

this theory they appeal to the fact that M.
Dieulafoy found “ the mighty ramparts ”

which surrounded the palaces at Susa entirely

built of crude brick. If it seems rather
illogical to adduce the presence of existing

remains of crude brick at one place to

explain the disappearance of all similar

remains at another place, the answer
may perhaps be that the masses of brick at

Susa were too large to be entirely destroyed

by time or violence, like the small connecting

walls at Persepolis. At all events, there is the

problem in the shape of the existing character
and position of the masonry remains, and can
any better solution be suggested ? The reason
for this curiously hybrid construction may per-

haps be found in the fact that every Persian
monarch was desirous of building and living

in his own palace, and therefore adopted the
method of building which would lead to the
quickest result, confining the finished masonry
to the salient portions of the architecture, and
tilling in the remainder expeditiously and
cheaply, facing the crude brickwork with
enamelled tiles.

The characteristic column and capital of
Persian architecture (fig. 2) is one of the most
curious and complicated features of the kind,

one of the most unsatisfactory jumbles of

good and bad design, which the whole history

of architecture has to show. The base is a
good piece of design, except that in this

example the decoration is hardly sufficiently

distinct in effect from the fluting of the
column above; thD, however, is not always
the case, some of the examples showing a
much more marked and individual decoration
of the base. The upper portion of the column
shows a conglomeration of features having
nothing in common and no structural relation

to one another, a matter of great importance
in the case of so specially structural a
feature as a column. The inverted bell-

and-flower capital which is placed directly

on the shaft is a very graceful detail in
itself, and would even make a suitable

enough capital for a light superstructure.
The double bull-head bracket which forms
the upper member is also a fine piece of
design and very well suited as a decorative

bearing for a timber superstructure, but it is

utterly out of keeping with the bell-and-

flower feature below, while the scrolls placed

vertically between the two are out of keeping
with both, and form a detail completely mis-
placed, having no structural connexion with
what is above or below them, and forming a
weak feature exactly where constructive

strength is most required. Had the Persian

architects placed the bull-head bracket imme-
diately on the top of the shaft, with a
moulding interposed to form a, seat for it,

they would have deserved the credit of having
invented an original and artistic feature

;
as

it is, they produced a tasteless juinbte of

a
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Fig. X.—Ilemaiiis of Palace cf Darius at Persepolis.

details all elegant in themselves, but utterly

spoiled by the manner in which they were
combined. Some recent writers on architec-

ture have been betrayed into bestowing most
unmerited praise on this Persian column,
apparently merely because it isapiquant varia-

tion from the Classic column, which they are

tired of praising; MM. Perrot and Chipiez,

Fi'j. 2 .—Base and Capital, Persepolis.

we are glad to observe, show more critical

discernment, and are fully alive to the

restbetic defects of this feature, while they

take great trouble in illustrating it. As to

the origin of this curious combination it seems
hardly likely that we shall ever get at any
decisive facts. As to the bracket form of the

capital, spreading out laterally on each side

of the column, the authors join with M.
i

Dieulafoy in thinking that the modern pea-

sant’s house as represented in fig. 3 is the

ancient form of rural Persian habitation pre-

served nearly unaltered to the present day,

and that here we have the origin of this

bracket form of capital in its rudest and un-

[

worked state.* We fear we must retain our

I

attitude of scepticism as to these rural types

j

which we now meet with in almost every

French book on the history of archi-

I

tecture, and which seem to come in

' so opportunely and to be so exactly

suited to the historian’s requirements. This
illustration is taken from MM. Perrot

and Chipiez’s book, who take it from M.
Dieulafoy 's book

;
and through how many

hands has it passed between
the actual existing hut and
the engraving on M. Dieula-

foy’s pages P Did M. Dieu-
lafoy see it, just as repre-

sented here, with his own
eyes.^ M’e very much ques-

tion it, and we must say that

we have been impressed over

and over again, of late years,

by the remarkable faculty

of French archmologists for

seeing things which are

favourable to their own
theories. Viollet-le-Duc had
a great deal too much of

this kind of arch«?ological

second-sight
;
we find it in

Lesueur’s brilliant work on
Classic architecture, we
noticed it the other day in

MM. G-arnier and Ammann's
book on the “History of the

Habitation ”
;
we seem to see

it here again. Peasants’

huts showing the origines

of the architecture of a
country have the most re-

markable knack of turning

up in French historical books on architecture.

Such indications are of the highest interest

where they do exist, but we should rather

like to see direct reproductions from photo-

graphs of the original structures, instead of

neatly made-out engravings in which we
;

have no means of tracing the relation to the
' 01‘iginal structure, or even to the original

sketch of it.

,

In regard to one other point in the Persian

capital, the vertical volute, the authors make

^

no remark as to the possible connexion be-

* The arRumenb of the authors that “the beam is

more apt to give way under the burden of the roof
than would a stone of the same dimensions," and that
the bracket shape is therefore used to reduce the
bearing, is a very odd one, If it means (as the words
seem to Imply) that a timber beam will not take so
long a beating as a stone one.

tween that and the volute of the Ionic

capital, and we may hazard the opinion that

if there is any .such connexion, it is in the

contrary direction to that suggested by Fer-

gussoDjwho assumed that in this Persian

capital we had the origin of the Ionic volute.

But the volute in its proper horizontal posi-

tion had occurred long before this in Lycian
monuments, and in reality the volute set up
on end is such a radically different idea from
the volute set horizontally that there is really

no need to imagine a connexion between one
and the other. But if there is any connexion,

the probability is that it was the Persians who
clumsily misused the Lycian and early Greek
form.

There is a good deal of imagination also,

though doubtless of a very ingenious nature,

in the elaborate restorations of the wooden
roofs of the Persian palaces given by M.
Chipiez. “We are able,” say the authors,

“to restore them from the notches they have

left at the summit of the antas and pilasters

both atPasargadre and Persepolis.” The exact

extent of the authority given for the restora-

tion is shown in figs. 4, 5, G, and one of the

smaller “ restorations ” (by M. Chipiez) is

shown in fig. 7. It will be admitted that this

is a good deal of timber detail to evolve out of

the notches in two square stone columns, and

a rude representation of the front eleration in

a rock-cut copy. That the notche.s in the

stone columns do indicate where timber has

been framed into them there can- be little

Fig. 3 .—Modern Peasant's House, Mazanderan.
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Fig. G.—Pillar, Perse2)olis.

Fig, 7.

—

Restoration 'of Timber Roof, Pe^'sejjolis.

I doubt, and the restoration of it is a remark-
, able exercise of architectural ingenuity

;
but

I after all it is only ingenuity, and the draw-
I hack to this kind of invention is that when
I laid down in an elaborate drawing in this

I manner, it is liable to be taken by many
' Tenders as proven fact, and even to stand
I established as a precedent for future archfeo-
I legists to base further theories on. It was a
' weakness (some people may call it the reverse)
I of thelateilr. Ferguason, that wheneverhehad
framed what appeared to his mind a satisfac-

I tory theory about any detail of plan or con-
I struction in ancient architecture, he thence-
' forth regarded and referred to it as if it were
I ascertained fact, and this dogged persistency
‘ in his own belief had really a great deal to
i <10 with the wide acceptance he obtained for
^ many of his views. Ilis theory as to the

lighting of the Greek temples, for instance,

( aeemed so consistent and logical, and was so

;

positively asserted by himself, and moreover
: would no doubt have been such an effective

1 and effectual mode of internal lighting, that
; -people gradually came to forget that there

was not a shadow of proof or indication of
it in any ancient remains, coins, or descrip-

tions, and that all that could be claimed
for it was that it was quite possible, and
not entirely at variance with the pediment
termination of a Greek temple. Now that it

has been suggested that after all, in a bright
climate, the open door might give all the day-
light that was wanted in a temple interior, it

is seen that Fergusson’s elaborate scheme was
quite uncalled for, and probably little more
will be heard of it among those who think for

themselves. Yet it is only a few months since

that we saw it stated in the syllabus of some
educational lectures on architecture as if it were
historical fact. So it may be with M. Chipiez’s
restoration of the roofs and ornaments of the
Persian palaces, which nevertheless are con-
jectural in all but the profile which abutted
on the stone piers. The volume contains an
excellent chromolithograph reduction from
M. Chipiez’s beautiful water-colour drawing
which was exhibited in the Architectural
Gallery at the Paris Exhibition of 1889, and
which we mentioned at the time in terms of

high admiration, at the same time feeling

some desire to know what was the solid infor-
mation behind this artistic rhapsody. Now
we have it, and it seems very insufficient,

though we cannot regret having the drawing,
if people will only regard it as a rhapsody,
and not as sober fact.

Perhaps no architecture presents so singular
a mingling of suggestions and associations as
antique Persian. In its employment of bas-
reliefs of -^’inged bulls as entrance decora-
tions, in its lion friezes, its battlemented
terminations, in the general feeling pervading
the architectural design, it has strong affinities

with Assyrian art. In the decoration and
treatment of some of the doorways we seem
to see Greek detail in a less refined form

;
in

the doorway from a hypostyle hall at Susa,
for instance, given (page 129) from Dieulafoy,

we see the moulded architrave with the
repeated rosette ornament on the space
between the mouldings, as in the Erechtheion
doorway, and a coarsely designed bead-and-
reel ornament within the inner moulding

;

while again in the crowning member or
cornice of the door -architraves we see the
distinctly Egyptian form of cornice (fig. 8),

Fig. 8.— Cornice of Boorieay, Pcrsei)olis.

though with a difference in the surface orna-
mentation, the ribbing being in three tiers

instead of continuous, and the lower member
a bead-and-reel instead of a continuous roll. It
may be observed that the profile of the
cornice, as shown in this illustration, is much
less refined in its curve than the best Egyp-
tian examples, being apparently a mere
segment of a circle at the top, whereas the
Egyptians employed a more refined compound
curve, apparently part of a'n ellipse. The
few mouldings given in the book, it may be
observed, are sufficient to show the coarse
perception and practice of the Persian archi-
tects in respect to this important class of
detail, a defect which in itself would be
sufficient to put their architectural art on a
second-rate level. In regard to the quasi-
Egyptian form of door-cornice, the authors
observe that Texier, in his restorations of
Persian architecture, crowned all the build-
ings with this moulding, as in Egypt, because
he had found it on the door architraves

;
but

of course the theory (which seems incon-

testable) that the roofs and main cornices
were of timber would leave no place for such
a feature there.

The typical plan of a Persian palace, with
columns equally spaced over the floor, may
also have some connexion with the Egyptian
temple plan, as the authors suggest

;
though

to our thinking the central avenue with
larger and loftier columns and a clearstory
over them, typical of the Egyptian plan, is

so important and so fine a feature that we
can hardly imagine any architects of another
country copying the Egyptian pillared hall
and omitting that feature, and therefore we
should be disposed to doubt the connexion
between the two

;
if the Persian pillared hall

is copied from the Egyptian, it is miserably
spoiled in the copying. In regard to the large
hypostyle hall at Persepolis, the authors
criticise Fergusson’s restored plan,* in
which Fergusson shows complete walls
surrounding the central mass of columns,
and crossing at the angles, like very
much developed antie, so as to flank and
“ stop” the outer colonnades on the front
and sides. We quite agree with them that
Fergusson*3 small chambers placed in the re-

entering angles of the crossed walls are

* b’erguason’s “ History of Architecture," second
( dltion ; Vol. I. Fig. 90.
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purely imaginary and do not look very
probable; but his front line of wall, separating
the front colonnade from the square columned
hall in the rear, follows the line given by
the existing masses of masonry forming the
jambs of the great doorways behind the front
colonnade, and central with two of its inter-

columniations
;

and if this front wall is

admitted, the side walls follow as a matter
of course. But then, say the authors, on
the plan of the existing remains of
this hall (given as Fig. 148 in

their book), there will be seen traces of
drains, which run right under the line of

Fergiisson’s side walls, “ a strange oversight
on the part of the architect thus to under-
mine his own work”; and if this plan is

correct, the criticism is a sound one. In thit

case the authors opine that the remains sup-
posed to represent doors are only ceremonial
niches or state arches standing free, and
which did not form part of any wall. But
then the plan with the drains is only repro-

duced from Flandin and Coste, and rests on
no personal observation of the present

authors, and in regard to the so-called door-
jambs, only minute examination on the spot
could decide whether these were or were not
parts of a continuous wall. We agree

that Fergusson’s plan looks clumsy
and doubtful, and the suggestion of

the authors that the hall had no solid sur-

rounding walls but was a great columned
enclosure of state is interesting and worth
attention : we must refer the reader to the

book for the full arguments and illustrations;

but all this as well as other speculation in

the hook appears, as far as we can under-
stand, to be ba.sed on second-hand evidence

;

very good second-hand evidence, but still no
more than that. To get through such a series

of works as the authors are bringing out it is

necessary to trust a great deal to second-hand
evidence, but no one can have any right to

speak positively on such a point as this one,

for example, except on the basis of direct

personal inspection
;

plans taken from other
publications may be prejudiced in ways we
do not know of

; the most careful and
conscientious account or delineation in

books may convey an impression quite

different from what a personal inspection

gives. And we are rather in this difficulty

with JIM. Perrot and Chipiez’s books, that we
do not seem to have a clear understanding

as to how much they are giving from their

own observation and how much on the

authority of other narrations. That there

has been a certain amount of personal obser-

vation is evident, it is also evident that there

is a great deal of second-hand information,

and it is for the most part not very easy to

say on whose particular observation any one
statement rests.

The authors devote more space than was at

all necessary to answering M. Dieulafoy's
extravagant idea (founded upon a single

occurrence of the arch in combination with a
badly-designed cornice of the type shown in

fig. 8) that the Sassaniau type of domed archi-

tecture was an antique Persian type practised

concurrently with the columnar type of

Persepolis
;

a supposition which can only

prove that M. Ifieulafoy, though an ardent

and successful explorer, is no arcb.^ologist.

We must refer the reader to the book it-

self for any account of the funeral architec-

ture of the Persians, and for the largely

illustrated chapter on their sculpture and
decoration, among the illustrations to which is

included a fine chromo-lithograph representa-

tion of ,tbe now celebrated lion frieze in

glazed terra-cotta, discovered at Susa by M.
Dieulafoy, and the “archer’s frieze” from
the same place. The lion frieze, though stiff

and formal, is very forcibly modelled, and
may be considered a masterpiece of conven-
tional treatment of animal forms as ornament.
We subjoin a reduced reproduction of the

detail of one of the lion’s heads (fig. 9), to

show the character of the work.
We regret to have to point out that the

translator of the book (whose name is not

given) is not up to his work; he evidently

does not understand many French architec-

tural terms, and supplies them by a mere
adoption of the same expression iu English,

with a result which must be puzzling to

readers who are not acquainted with archi-

tectural phraseology, and irritating to those

who are. Of instances where words are used
without meaning or with a wrong meaning,
we note “lofts” and “cranks” (p. 48); the
“ membering of bases” (p. 53) meaning the

moulding; “plat-band” over and over again

as a translation of “ plate-bande,” which
merely shows that the translator does not

know what “ plate-bande ” means in French
;

a “quincunx"’ (referring to arrangement
of columns) is described in a “ tran.slator’s

note ” as “ a square of four, with one

to follow,” which is nonsense
;

we read

of “well - squared units” (stones in a

masonry course), which is merely clumsy
French-English

;
of the “.spires” of the

Ionic capital; of “denlels;” of a portal in

which “ five delicate listels are happily op-

posed to a platband :
” of “ extra-dosed

{outre-passees) arches,” which is absolute non-

sense, “ outre-pass«Ses ” meaning horse-shoe

arches, returned past the level of the spring-

ing; of a “bay full centred,” which is the

translator’s attempt to render the French
expression for a semi-circular arched bay

;

“sculpture” is used (p. 494) where carved
ornament is evidently meant by the authors

;

and on the same page one of these orna-

ments is de-cribed as “a baguette which
resembles a chaplet of oves,” a definition

which we decline to attempt translating

into English, save to suggest that it is

a possible reference to a bead-and-reel

ornament. We have found several wrong
reference numbers to cuts ;

“ fig 88 ” (p. 174),

“fig, 74” (p. 188), “fig. lll”(p. 359) are all

wrong. This is carelessness, but the other

,

blunders arise from sheer ignorance of the

subject
;
and if the publishers are going to

issue translations of other French works of

this class, they should be warned that it is

necessary to engage a translator who has a

knowledge of architecture as well as a know-
ledge of French. In other repects the book
is admirably produced. It should be observed

that the illustrations given with this article

are not to be taken as adequately representing

the illustrations of the book ;
they are merely

selected as necessary to explain our remarks,

and have been reduced in size, and portions

of them in some cases omitted, to bring them
within our available space.

Sewerage, WoodhaLL Spa.—The NoUingham
Express reports that the Horncastle Rural Sanitary

Authority, at their meeting on the 23rd ult.

,

approved the scheme for the sewerage of Woodhall
Spa, prepared by Mr. Herbert Walker, A. M. Inst.-

C.E., of Nottingham. The present sewers will be
utilised for storm wafer, and the Shone system is

to be adopted for carrying away the sewage. Appli-

cation has been made to the Local Government
Board for sanction to a loan to cover the cost of

these works.

NOTES.
the instructions to architects-

Bournemouth Pavilion
competition, which have been
drawn up under the direction of

Mr. Charles Barry, we observe that a good
example is set in regard to the pecuniary •

dealings with the competitors,— of which'
competing architects have often much reason-

to complain. In the first place it is stated •

that if the Council carry out the work, the )

architect whose design is selected will be 1

employed to carry it out on the usual terms, i

in addition to the 50/. paid as a premium.
As every one knows, the usual practice is to
“ merge ” the premium in the commission, ao
if the labour of preparing the competition
drawings went for nothing. Secondly, if no
instructions to proceed be given after twelve
months to the architect whose design has
been selected, “ lieshall receive such reasonable
compensation (in addition to the fee of 60/.>

as may he agreed upon by the Council.’'’

Thirdly, inasmuch as an increasing practice

has been set up of requiring a deposit pay-
ment of a guinea or more before an architect

can obtain a copy of the instructions, wo
observe that in this case the deposit will bo
returned not only on receipt of a design, but
on the statement of any architect, within two-
weeks after receiving a copy of the instruc-

tions, that he is not prepared to submit a
design. Some time ago we called atten-
tion to the practical unfairness of re-
quiring a deposit payment for the instruc-

tions which was only returnable on receipt

of a design; for this reason, that the archi-

tect inmost cases has no means of knowing
whether the competition is such a one in its

terms and requirements as he would wish to
go in for, until he has perused the instruc-

tions, so that he really is made to pay
for then in the dark and on pure specu-
lation. In these respects the conditions

of this competition show a great advance
in liberality and fairness in dealing with
competing architects, for which no doubt
they may thank the influence of the
assessor

;
and as Mr. C. Barry, among-

other qualities, is a very good man of
business, the promoters of competitions'
may take it that the conditions which
he has suggested are such as are practically

fair to all parties, and we hope the lesson
will not be lost in the preparation of condi-
tions of competition in the future.

A VISITOR from Paris who has been
exploring London in other quarteie

than the principal thoroughfares expresses
himself strougly, iu a letter to us, in regard
to the deficiencies in the indication of the
names of streets, both as to the want of
sufficient name-plates, the small size of the
writing in some cases, and the want of

system and uniformity in the lettering and
design of street names. It is not surprising

that any one accustomed to the regular anci

clear street-labelling of Paris should make
such a criticism, and of course the incon-
venience of this deficiency in our street

naming is felt by a stranger endeavouring
to make acquaintance with London to a
much greater degree than by a Londoner.
'W'’e have often remarked, however, the hap-
hazard manner in which the labelling of

streets is carried out in London, which much
needs a thorough reform, and we are glad to

give currency to our correspondent’s complaint.

SEVERAL well-known artists and puhlii

men, headed by the Duke of West-
minster, put their names the other day to a

short letter in the 7'vnes expressing their

great regret at the proposed demolition of
Emanuel Hospital, Westminster; a regret

which we fully share. In the Tanes cf

Tuesday last the Earl of Carlisle (to use an

American phrase) “ goes them one better” in

a letter adding his protest, and describing the i

proceeding as “ a wanton piece of vandalism.”
|

To express regret is one thing; to talk of 1

“wanton vandalism” is anoth-r, and the

expression only shows how little some of
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these sesthetic protestants are able to weigh
the meaning of words or to look at two sides
of a question. It appears that the building is

no longer practically fitted for the purposes
of the charity, and that by selling it

the trustees can obtain funds which
will enable them to adminster the charity
more effectually and to provide a building
suitable to modern requirements. Under
such circumstances they would not be doing
their duty if they followed any other course,
and there is obviously nothing “ wanton” in
the matter, unless we were to call the Earl of
Carlisle’s language wanton abuse of words.
Two or three of the men who have protested
are very wealthy

;
will they buy the building

and site and present it to London ? Every
one will thank them for that

;
but they have

•no right to abuse trustees of a charity for
selling property which has become useless for
the purposes of the charity. The building,
after all, is not pulled down yet

;
and at the

worst it is not the trustees of the charity who
-are pulling it down; they are only selling it.

I
T is singular how those who are interested

in seaside resorts are constantly doing
their best (from mere money - grubbing
motives) to make them less attractive.
Lowestoft has many attractions over various
•marine resorts, not the least being the stretch
of common at the northern end, well raised
above the sea, and separated by the Yarmouth-
road from the cultivated land which runs in-

land. But the common appears now to have
fallen into the hands of a building syndicate,
together with other land in the vicinity, and
it is the desire of those who now possess the
common to cover it with buildings. Such a
piece of land, breezy and bracing, is in-

valuable as an open-air resort. Covered with
lodging-houses, it will cease to be an attrac-
tion to the seeker after fresh air. It is too
far from the beach to be appreciated as a
building site by what we may term the cheap
seaside frequenter. It should be retained
•AS an open space. If this were done, and
good-class houses were built on the west side
-of the high road, it would make them some
vf the most “desirable” residences on the
east coast, being within easy reach of . the
vsaa, not distant from Oulton Broad, and
with an open space in front. If there is any
public spirit in Lowestoft it should be
stirred to prevent this common from being
sacrificed to the builder. If this mistake can
•be prevented it will certainly be to the ulti-
mate profit of the town.

i
N the last issue of the German Archreo-

logical Jahrbuch (1892, vii, 2), Dr.
inter has a valuable paper on a particular

i 'branch of the ornamentation of Greek vases.
I It has the rare merit of being fully illus-

I

trated, so that it can be read and understood
I without reference to the illustrations of

•Countless other foreign publications. The
•decorations discussed are those that occur
ieloio the handles of Attic cups. So littL
attention has been paid to this branch that

I not unfrequently the main designs of a vase
’ are published and discussed while the subor-
: dinate decoration beneath the handles is
' wholly omitted even from the picture. After
i Dr. Winter’s paper, this omission will become
an impossible anachronism. lie clearly shows

t that this subordinate part of the decoration is
• subject to a development as marked and as

definitely chronological as that of the main
, design itself. Nay more he shows that within
' its limits certain mannerisms occur charac-
! teristic of certain masters, so that the decora-
1 tion below the handles become an additional

I

piece of evidence in the attribution cf doubt-
I ful_ vases to particular names. Much of Dr.

inter’s work in this special branch was
carried on at the British Museum.

rr^HE French School of Archtcology at
Athens is not yet, according to the

report of the new director, M. llomolle,
fully re-organised. It, therefore, issues this
year only a supplement to the full number of

the Bulletin for 1891. This supplement con-
tains a valuable resume of news as to recent
excavations. Most of these we have from
other sources noted before, but some items
from French sources for the most part, appear
here for the first time. M. ilolleaux, in a
letter to M. IlomoIIe, reports the con-
cluding operations at the Sanctuary of
Apollo Pcoios, near Acraiphiae, in Bceotia.

Besides a mass of archaic inscriptions,

containing, among other valuable things,

two signatures of sculptors hitherto
unknown, the last year’s work has been
specially rich in bronzes. Among these,

unquestionably the most important are a
whole series of archaic bronze plates deco-
rated with repousse work : the designs include
decoration that is merely linear, subjects

drawn from the animal and vegetable world,
frieze of fantastic animals, and, finally, cer-

tain mythological scenes. One plaque, which
is fairly-well preserved, represents the combat
of Zeus with Typhon, and is therefore of
interest for comparison with the archaic

sculptured pediment found in the Athenian
Acropolis ; another represents the punish-
ment of Prometheus. At the first

glance, M. Ilolleaux says the analogy
is striking between these bronzes and
those supposed to be of Argive origin, found
at Dodona, Olyropio, and at Athens. The
most interesting of these are shortly to be
published in the Bulletin. M. Ilolleaux
greatly regrets that the limited funds at his

disposal have not enabled him to excavate
or even precisely to determine the site of the

theatre, the existence of which is certain from
inscriptions. At LeprtSon, in Elis, important
ancient remains have long been subjected

to repeated depredations by the people

of the neighbouring village of Strovotzi,

who eagerly sought after both stone and
lead for the building of their houses.

Happily, Dr, Durpfeld reported on these

depredations to the Ephor of Antiquities,

and they have been stopped. It is proposed
shortly to begin a regular system of e.xcava-

tion. Dr. Durpfeld thinks that the ruins

must belong to one of the temples mentioned
by Pausanias, either that to Demeter or to

ZeusLeukaios. More it is impossible at present

to say, except that the building was a
peripteral temple, dimensions 11 by 19 m.,

with cella and pronaos. On the lower
terrace architectural fragments of all sorts

are lying in masses,—drums of columns,
Doric capitals, triglyphs, and metopes. It is

hoped that these excavations may yield rich

results.

MU. IIENNIKER HEATON’S latest

method of drawing attention to un-
redressed postal grievances is decidedly

novel, not to say amusing. The irrepres-

sible member for Canterbury has addressed a

letter to the Times, in which is incorporated

a suggested “ Supplementary Post Office

Report,’’ which he submits to the Post-

master-General for his approval and signa-

ture. It consists of nineteen clauses, which
are virtually so many confessions of failure

or of indifference, and the Postmaster-

General is apparently invited to throw all

the blame upon the high permanent officials

of the Department, who,” he is made
to sav, “are my advisers, or rather con-

trollers.” A variation of this refrain is

introduced into the majority of the

nineteen clauses, culminating in the

following crushing piece of sarcasm :
—

“ There is a tendency among the postal staff

to resist the introduction of changes in ad-

ministrative methods as far as possible. Their

eyes are bandaged with red-tape, and their

ears are stopped with sealing-wax. They
hold that the Department received so sudden
and violent an impetus in 1810 that it will be

absolutely necessary to apply the brake for at

least another century.” The Postmaster-

General is invited “ to blush to acknowledge
that a fee of 2d. is still charged for a receipt

for a 6d. telegram, although the Exchequer
only receives ’Id. on a receipt given by a

merchant for 1,000Z.” This is an anomaly
which would certainly not be tolerated but

for the fact that such receipts are very rarely

required. Another of the matters dealt wita
is one which we remarked upon not long ago,

—viz., the inability of the English public

to obtain the stamps of the British colonies

and dependencies
;

it being, therefore, im-
possible to enclose with a letter addressed
abroad the proper siuiup iLr a reply, however
desirable it may be to do so. The helpless

and apologetic official is made to say, “I have
found myself powerless to effect this reform,

although, like every sensible man, I am con-

vinced that it would be very useful and con-

venient.” It appears that at Melbourne,
Sydney, and other large colonial towns, our
British stamps are regularly sold, so that it

should not be such a difficult matter to

obtain Australian and other colonial stamps
at home. Formidable as is Mr. Ilenniker

Heaton’s list of postal anomalies, several of

the old grievances have dropped out, and the

indefatigable perseverance of the hon. mem-
ber, and his characteristic freedom of utterance

(always irrespective of the Party to which
the chief at St. Martiu’s-le-Grand for the

time being belongs), will doubtless result in

the gradual removal of others.

Lord FITZWILLIAM’S seat, Milton,

or Abbey Milton, which narrowly
escaped from destruction by fire a few days

ago, is situated in Castor parish, near Peter-

borough. Eight hundred years ago the

Abbot of Burgh had two hides in Meletone,

and it continued to be held of the Abbots of

Medehamsted by various people,—amongst

them being Richard de la Pole, and the De
Veres, Earls of Oxford,—until the attainder

of John de Vere, in 2 Edward IV., when it

passed to Richard, Duke of Gloucester. The
property was held next by the Wittelburye,

of whom Robert Wittelbury conveyed it, in

18 Henry VH., to ‘William Fltzwilliam, a

descendant of Sir William FitzGodric, cousin

to Edward the Confessor. He is the Fitz-

william, a citizen of London, whom
Henry VlII. knighted and made a Privy

Councillor upon his spirited justification

when taken to task for sheltering bis former

master and benefactor, Wolsey, after the Car-

dinal’s downfall.* Flis grandson, Sir ‘William,

was governor of Fotberingbay during Mary,

Queen of Scots’ imprisonment there : and ou

the demolition of that castle several coats-of-

arms were removed to the ball and parlour

windows at Milton. The main portion of the

house was built in the middle of the sixteenth

century. The principal, and Tudor, front

consists of several bays, embattled, on the

ground and first floors, and an attic story

above. The lower two rows of windows have

mullions and transoms. The entrance bay is

Renaissance, having a circular-headed door-

way, with pilasters on both floors; see the

plate by J. P. Neale, in vol. iii. of his “ .Seats,”

1820. Sir Christopher Wren married, in St.

James’s Palace chapel, on February 24, 1677,

Jane, daughter of the second Lord Fitz-

william, as his second wife. Their daughter

•lane was buried in the crypt of St. Paul’s.

Her epitaph is as follows :

—

M.S. DesideratissimaevirginisJanae'Wren, clariss.

dom. Chri.stopheri Wren filiae unicae
;

paternae

indoUs, literU deditae, piae, benevolae, domisedae,

ai-te musicit perilissimae. Ob. 29 Dec. 1702

:

aet. 2(3.

Her mother was buried in St. Martin’s-in-the-

Fields on October 6, 1680. Marholra Church,

which the family restored in 1868, contains

many memorials of the Fitzwillioms; that of

the first earl, ohitt 1719, and his wife, is

described as “by Jacob Fisher of Camber-

well.”

N a “Note” on March 19 last we ad-

verted to an offer made by Sir John

Leonard, Bart., lord of the manor, to sell for

2,0007. his interest in West ‘Wickham

Common. At the close of a public inquiry, held

last week, at Beckenham, by an Inspector of

the Local Government Board, Mr. Tulloch,

the Inspector, said he would report favour-

* Confer, the record, eompiled, in 1565, by Hugh
Fitzffilllam, ol Sprotburgh, co. Yoik.
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ably upon a proposal by tbe Beckenham.
Local Board to contribute 100/. towards the
purchase-moneys. It was announced that of

tbe total 2,000/. asked for, private indi-

viduals had subscribed 1,200/., in addition to

600/. by the London Corporation, who will,

it is expected, formally open the ground in

the course of this month.

Mr. EDWARD WIIYMPER'S little

manual on “ How to Use the Aneroid
Barometer,” will be much appreciated by
those who desire to use the instrument with
any approach to scientific accuracy. One of

the first problems the author set himself was
to ascertain whether the ineans of the read-

ings of several aneroids would or would not
accord with the mercurial barometer at low
pressures, the idea being that the plus errors

of some instruments might balance the minus
errors of others ; but it was soon found
that each instrument indicated lower
pressures than the mercurial barometer,
and means of the whole were, conse-

quently, less than the truth. From
this it would follow that a great part of the
altitudes throughout the world which depend
upon observations of aneroid barometers made
while ascending, must be too higrh, and that
a general lowering of them will be found
necessary. Hr. AN'hymper's investigations

have extended over a period of eleven years,

and the general results, as given in this little

work, are of much importance, and should be
carefully studied by engineers and travellers

who have occasion to use the instrument.

The Society of Engineers’ “ Transactions ”

for 1889, edited by their secretary, Mr.
G. A. Pryce Cuxsou, which has been lately

published, will be found to contain many
papers of professional interest. The Pre-
sident, Mr. William Xewby Colam, in his

inaugural address, congratulates the members
upon not only the continued, but the in-

creasing, success of the Society, there being at

that date 448 members of all classes, an
increase of 8 per cent, on the previous year.
After giving a brief outline of the Society’s
work for the past year, tbe President de-
scribed many of the large works that had
been recently proposed or carried out in
different parts of the world. There are many
other instructire papers in this volume, con-
tributed by men who have made a special
study of the subject upon which thev write

;

but the one by Mr. George Maxwell Lawford,
on the ' Drainage of Town Houses,” which
was followed by a good discussion, will
probably most interest our readers.

A TERY interesting lecture on the pro-
posed iSicaragua Canal was delivered

before the Franklin Institute last .January by
Mr. Geo. W. Davis, the General Manager of
the Company which has been formed to
carry out the undertaking. The author
points out that the phy.'Jical features of the
lake and river route by Nicaragua have been
carefully studied in all their relatione, and
have been made the subject of plans
thoroughly elaborated in all details, and of
estimates carefully calculated; and com-
petent engineers pronounced the project un-
embarrassed by any difficulty save that of
magnitude, which, in this age, is a hindrance
only when it advances the cost of con-
struction beyond the limit of remunerative
returns. The first complete instrumental
survey of the route was made in 1860, but
many others have been made since, and a
large amount of knowledge regarding the
country has been obtained. Commencing on
the Atlantic side, the canal runs directly
across low ground for the first ten miles, and
must be formed by dredging, the soil
being composed entirely of sand and clay,
luthe next three and ahalf miles there are three
locks, and afterwards the canal traverses
basins which are created by damming the
streams which flow across the line. At
about thirty miles from the Atlantic it enters
the San Juan river, and for sixty-four miles
there is free navigation, the river being wide

enough to allow the largest steamers to pass

each other at ^full speed. At the end of this

river portion of the canal is Lake Nicaragua,
across which there is clear sailing for fifty-six

miles to the point where the canal leaves the

lake xipon its western shore. Only seventeen
miles of canal is now required to reach the

Pacific ocean, and, although there are three
locks upon this length, there is no especially

difficult work to be done. The total length
of the route is 170 miles, which distance,

allowing for the six locks, it is expected will

be traversed in twenty-eight hours. To form
the canal some 70,000,000 cubic yards of exca-
vation will have to be done, and 10,000,000
cubicyardsof embankmentsformed. TheCom-
pany’s estimate for the total expenses in

carrying out this work is 26,000,000/., which
is about tbe amount the Suez canal cost,

and they consider it will take six years to
accomplish.

I
X 1884 a building called Hampden House
was established as a kind of residential

club in the north-west of London, in order
to provide young men of moderate and small
means, employed in business in London, with
a home where they would obtain congenial
companionship. Xo object could have been
more praiseworthy, for there cannot be a
doubt that solitary lodgings are bad for the
moral and physical health of very young
men. This institution, if it may be so called,

appears to have been so successful that the
establisher of it, Mr. T. Eccleston Gibb, is

now turning it into a limited company. Mr.
Gibb is to receive from the company
10,000/. in shares, 60,000/. in mortgage
debentures, and 60,000/. in cash, — in

all a nominal sum of 1.30,000/.,— as

tbe purchase money of the freehold pro-
perty and the undertaking. Philanthropy
would seem from this to he by no means an
unprofitable kind of business. M’e observe
that no valuation of the property of any kind
is given in the prospectus, nor are we told
what was the cost of the site and the build-
ings. We are far from censuring anyone for
making money out of such a useful institution,

but it would be more seemly, under such
circumstances, to omit from the prospectus
the blessings of divines on “ this noble work." '

A good commercial return is quite sufficient

attraction, and on the whole such institutions
are most likely to flourish when they are
undertaken simply and solely with a com-
mercial object.

I
T is to be wished that all the working men
who are clamouring for a legal limita-

tion of the hours of labour should know the
little story in connexion with it related by a
lady in a letter to the Times of August .30,

of the labourer who came home in the
evening and told his wife he had been at a
meeting about the eight hours, and she was
to make haste and get his tea. “ Get it

yourself,” was the answer, “ my eight hours
is over.” Eight hours politicians had better
reflect a little on that answer

;
they will find

it of rather wide application.

THE BRITISH ARCHyEOLOGICAL ASSO-
CIATION AT CARDIFF.

We now resume and conclude our report of
this Congress.”*

The programme on Wednesday, August 24,
was a very varied and enjoyable one, since it

provided for a journey through some of the
most beautiful scenery of the south portions of
Glamorganshire, as well as for the inspection of
many objects of interest. Proceeding along tbe
main Roman road into South Wales, now repre-
sented by the modern thoroughfare from Cardiff
to Newport, the picturesque village of St.
Mellon's was passed, and a sight obtained, and
no more, of its ancient church, standing on high
ground. Tbe first halt was made at the large
old mansion of Cefa Mably, the seat of the
Kemys-Tiote family. Here Mr. E. Seward
briefly described the history of the fabric, from
the period when a Norman castle was erected on
the site to the time when the present house was

* See Builder, p. 167, ante.

erected. The defence of Cefn Mably during the
civil wars was referred to, and the points of
encounter indicated. Some traces of hasty forti-

fications bad already been passed in the park.
The mansion is a long building, worthy of the
period of Queen Anne, with a large coved
cornice of plaster, which extends around the
fabric. Traces of Tudor work are visible here
and there, but nothing of Norman date is

apparent above ground. The gardens are very
extensive, and were seen in tbeir full summer
beauty, and the bouse commands a supierb view
of the surrounding country and over the Bristol

Channel. Within, the rooms have some
admfrable pieces of old furniture and tapestry,,

while the “Soldiers’ Gallery” contains a table'

in part composed of a plank of oak, 42 ft. 8 in.

in length by fl ft. or 7 ft. in width, said to have
been cut from a tree grown on the estate.

Under tbe guidance of Lord Tredegar, the-

party proceeded through Euperra Park, and
inspected some curious mounds, which face due
south. They are surrounded by shallow ditches,,

and were pronounced to be funereal. One had
been cut open for inspection, but the trenches
revealed only a few fragment of charcoal, the
opinion being that the excavation had not been
carried down sufficiently deep. The journey
was then resumed through the village of
Eudry, along a hilly road in full view of a-

beautiful range of mountains, past the par-

tially ruined mansion, The Van, to Caer-
philly Castle. Here the party partook of
luncheon in the ancient banquetting-hall, on the
invitation of the Marquess of Bute. Afterwards-
the ruins of the Castle were described by
Mr. Robert Draine, F.L.S., whose remarks-
were aided by a large plan. The fortifications

were of great strength, and the system of
defence was described. It was noted with
satisfaction that by the Marquess of Bute’s care
a sufficient amount of pointing is being done to
the walls, the massive nature of which, how-
ever, ensure the preservation of this fine ruin

for many generations. After leaving the
Castle, the progress was through the village of

Nantgarw, once the seat of a well-known china-

manufactory, tbe site of which was pointed
out. Castle Cocb, finely seated on tbe side of

a high hill, was also passed. It was restored
from a very ruined condition from the plans of
the late Mr. W. Burges, who designed the work
for the Marquess of Bute, and it is now a com-
plete specimen of a Medireval castle of
moderate extent.

Llandaff was reached late in the afternoon,
and the party had but short time to be present
at a garden-party given by Lady Hill. Only a
passing glance conld be given to the Cathedral,,

under the guidance of Mr. Coates Carter.

In tbe evening, papers of much interest were
read at the Town-hall, the first being on Early
Christianity in Wales,” by the Rev. H. Cart, in

which many evidences of the planting of

Christianity in the Principality were aclduced,

and the foundation of the Welsh Bishoprics

traced. An animated discussion followed.

Tbe second paper was on the “ History of St.

Fagans,” by the Rev. W. David, who not only

referred to the legendary history of St. Fagan,,

but traced that of the parish, concluding with
a description of the battle between the Royalists-

and the forces of the Parliament.

In consequence of the extent of the pro-

gramme of places to be visited, it was decided
that tbe party should be divided for the work,

of Thursday, August 25.

Accordingly, one part of the company
proceeded io inspect Cardiff Castle, which was
thrown open for the purpose by the Marquess of
Bate. Under the guidance of Mr. E. W. M.
Corbett, the private apartments and the many
art works were examined, and Mr. Godwin, in

the library, pointed out the most remarkable of
the literary works. The walls of almost all

parts of the castle are richly decorated from
the designs of the late Mr. W. Barges, but the

ancient portions of the castle have been but

little interfered with. The ruined keep stilt

stands on its grass-covered mound, and tbe

result of recent researches are apparent by the

marking-out of many points of interest that

have been uncovered. These are now indi-

cated by the erection of new walling carried up
to a certain height, and then discontinued.

By this means, all the positions of draw-
bridges, curtain - walls, portcullises, and
similar works of defence are clearly

shown. During recent years it was ascertained

that the enclosing banks of the castle-grounds,,

which indicate a well-defined enter ballium, in

reality are heaped up above an ancient rn ned
wall of defence, there being towers at iniervals.
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The work proved to be of Roman date, and for the

first time it became evident that Cardiff had
been a Roman station. The walling is much
broken down, and the original height cannot be
made out with certainty. Bat it is perfect at

the base, and since the earth that has so long

buried it has now been removed from the east side

of the enclosure, by the direction of the

Marquess of Bute, this portion is now revealed

to view. It was pointed out by Mr. J. Storrie,

Curator of the Cardiff Museum. A trench has
also been carried through the bank which
covers the inner face, and the thickness of the

Roman wall has been ascertained to be about
10 ft. It is faced with blue lias stone, squared,

and laid horizontally. The ruins of the Black
Friars and the White Friars, both contained in

the grounds or gardens of the Castle, were in-

spected, after which the Roman relics found at

a villa at Llantwit Major were shown by Mr.
Storrie in the Cardiff Museum.
The other party, under the guidance of Mr.

Loftus Brock, visited Caerleon-on-Usk, or City

of Legions, the site of the famous Roman ^

capital of Britannia Secunda, and for many
years the station of the Second Legion. By
the courtesy of the authorities the museum was
thrown open for inspection, and its collection

of tesselated pavements, inscribed stones of the

Second Legion, and many other treasures found
on the spot, were examined. The church con-

tains some portions of Early Norman architec-

ture, built, probably, with Roman stones. The
walls of the station are traceable here and
there, there being sufficient to show that the
enclosure was in the form of a parallelogram,

1,620 ft. by 1,380 ft. only in size, traversed by
the Via Julia, The angles, where visible or
traceable, are boldly rounded, and it was
pointed out that one of these bad been rebuilt

at a later period, when pounded brick, not
visible elsewhere in the walls, was used in the

mortar of this portion. A hurried visit was
paid to the huge mound which was thrown up
at some later time over the walls of a Roman
villa, which are thus buried in part beneath it.

Afterwards, the amphitheatre, a construction

of earth overgrown with grass, and popularly
known as King Arthur’s Round Table, was
inspected.

In the afternoon the united parties proceeded
to visit the Church of St. Fagans, where the
Rev. W. David, M.A., pointed out the well-

known and very beautiful geometrical windows,
and some other features of interest. Progress
was then made to St. Fagans Castle, an
Elizabethan fabric of many gables, the entrance
front being in the common form of the letter

E. A remarkable fountain-base, in front of

the entrance, attracted a good deal of notice.

It is circular, of cast lead, and of large size, the
decoration being very elaborate and good.
Arms with many quarterings are mingled with
scroll-work and arabesques. The date is 1620.

Inside, the mansion has some good examples of

carved panelling and plaster ceilings, one of the
latter being repeated in a second apartment,
and it occurs again in a hall in the vicinity.

The garden front commands a very fine view,
and the terraced gardens are of considerable
extent. Thanks were rendered to Lord Windsor
for permitting the house to be visited.

The party next proceeded through beautiful

and very diversified scenery to the modern
mansion of Mr. G. T. Clark, F.S.A., the eminent

!
antiquary, at Talygarn, where a large company
of ladies and gentlemen had assembled to meet

I
them. Mr. Clark pointed out to his guests
many of the numerous art-treasures of his

! house, among which some particularly good
suits of armour were noted. Refreshments

I were partaken of. and an agreeable afternoon
I was spent, the patty returning to Cardiff at a

I
late hour.
Notwithstanding the delay occasioned by the

I late arrival, the evening meeting was held, and
a paper was read by Dr. Pbenf', LL.D., F.S.A.,

entitled “ Arthurian Necropoli.” It was illus-

trated by a large number of photographs of

almost all the sepulchral remains of prehistoric

times in the county of Glamorgan.
Friday, August 26, was devoted to the explora-

tion of some remarkable sites, memorable in the
history of Early Christianity in Wales, and also

' a group of no less remarkable megalithic
remains. Proceeding along the high road, more
or less on the site of the Via Julia for a few

: miles, the party branched off to reach the
Cromlech at Dyffryn, which, now denuded of

the large mound which once covered it, stands
out prominently to view. Its stones are of

^ enormous size, and the prominence of its posi-

! tion renders it an object of unusual interest.

But the Cromlech at St. Nicholas, at no great

distance, is still more remarkable with respect

to size, the top stone being the largest in Britain,

the length being more than 24 ft. by about 13 ft.

It is still partially covered by a mound of stones

and earth, but sufficient has been removed to

enable the interior to be inspected. Standing

on the covering stone, Mr. Franklen G. Evans,

J.P., F.R.A.S., gave a lengthy description of

megalithic remains of all sorts and ^nds, in

various places, the notice of the actual remains

before his audience being lost in his widely-

extended remarks. The site, which is in part

a fir-grove, is one really demanding careful

survey, for remains of avenues, buried stones,

traces of stone circles, cromlechs, and single

stones are apparent in several places, showing
apparently that here was a necropolis of very

extended size, never yet surveyed with com-
pleteness. Llancarvan Church was at last

reached, and Mr. 0. H. Jones, J.P., of Fonmon
Castle, pointed out the salient features of the

fabric, some portions of which are supposed to

be the work of W^alter de Mapes. The site of a

celebrated monastery, supposed by many writers

to have been here, was more probably, in the

j
ndgmentof the speaker,at Llanvithen, at no great
distance. ItisdedicatedtoCattog the Wise. But,

indeed, in respect to the dedications, almost all

the churches visited during the Congress are

dedicated to personages of early date, whose
names are but rarely heard of elsewhere, except
in Cornwall or Armorica. The reredos is a por-

tion of what mnst have been a very fine rood-

screen, the remainder of the lowerportion being

used as a screen to a south chapel. The junc-

tion of the two parts appears all but certain,

although much discussion occurred with respect

to it. At Llantwit Major, after having passed

the fine cruciform church at St. Athans and
the mins of Boverton Place without stopping,

the antiquaries proceeded to inspect the ex-

tremely interesting church under the guidance
of Mr. Iltyd Nicholl, F.S.A. It consists of a
western tower, formed on arches as a central

tower, the aisles of the nave being flush with

the western end. The chancel is capacious.

To the west of the tower is a second church,

having a sonth porch. To the west of this,

again, are some attached buildings now in ruins.

The western church has a very good open roof

of oak sadly wanting present attention. It

is not used for service, and is filled with pecu-

liar coffin-shaped graves of a form common in

the surrounding graveyard and in the others

of the locality. There are also many cnrious

effigies, and some of the interesting stones of

early date, covered with interlaced work, which
make this] site so remarkable. One of these,

a circular shaft rebated to occupy some position

at an angle, is still in capital preservation. The
buildings are full of curious features, each of

which demanded longer attention than could

be given to them, especially those which appear
to be for monastic uses, although none of the

masonry is of very early date. Several detached
bnildings also exist of similar Medircval con-

struction adjoining the churchyard, or within

sight. The carriages being resumed, the party

proceeded to visit Fonmon Castle, an early

work, bailt about a century after the

Norman conquest of Glamorgan, and re-

modelled in the middle of the seven-

teenth century when the property came
into the possession of the ancestor of the

present owner. Mr. Jones led the party into

the hall, and gave a graphic, although brief,

description of the fabric, and the descent of

the property. It has been in the possession

only of two families since it was erected, and
it has always been occupied. Tea having been
partaken of, the company made the perambula-
tion of the castle, under Mr. Jones’s guidance.

The homeward journey was through the

beautiful grounds of Porthkerry Park to the

Barry Station, the ruins of Barry Castle being

inspected. They stand on high ground, over-

looking the Barry Docks, close to the present

remarkable development which is rapidly

creating a new town on this formerly barren

spot. The hour being late, and a train having
been missed, the loss of time was in some
measure regained by Mr. Storrie’s paper on the

Roman Villa discovered at Llantwit Major, in-

tended for an evening meeting, being read in

the open air.

In the evening, Mr. J, P. Seddon’s paper on
“ Llandaff Cathedral and its recent Restora-

tion,” was read, in the author’s absence, by his

partner, Mr. J. Coates Carter. This was fol-

lowed by a description of aome curious en-

caustic tiles by Mr. 8. W. Williams, after which
Mr. Fowler exhibited drawings of others of

similar design, and the proceedings were
brought to a close by the reading of a paper on
“Llantwit Major, a Fifth-Century University,”

by Mr. A. C. Fryer, Ph.D., M.A. All the

scattered notices of Iltyds celebrated

foundation were collected by Dr. Fryer,

and reference made to the probable subjects

of study, derived from ancient Roman civilisa-

tion,

Saturday morning, August 27, was,—for the

first time since the beginning of the congress,

—

wet and gloomy, in harmony with the news of

the terrible colliery explosion at Aberkenfig,

which was on everyone’s lips. The steady

dowcponr, and the early hour appointed for

leaving, caused but a few of the party to brave
the elements, and but a small part of the pro-

gramme for the day could possibly be carried

out. Leaving the Queen-street Station at 8 '20

during a fortunate lull, the archajologists pro-

ceeded along the beautiful valley of the Taff,

in saloon carriages of the railway placed at

their disposal, to Cowbridge, the intention

having been to pay a visit to Rt. Donat’s Castle,

on the coast, and then to Ewenney, The con-

tinuance of bad weather, however, at Cowbridge,

caused the first part of the programme to be
abandoned, and it was finally decided to con-

fine theday’s proceedings to a visit to Ewenney
Priory. Covered carriages having been pro-

vided, the party proceeded from Cowbridge
along the line of the Roman Via Julia, and at

midday Ewenny was reached. Here Colonel J.

Picton-Turbervill welcomed the party, in the

name of his sister-in-law, and conducted the

members into the ancient priory, after having

offered them hospitality in the modern mansion
which stands on the site of some of the monas-
tic buildings. The church is a remarkable
building, Early Norman in style, although, as

described by Col. Tarbervill,its foundation dates

from 1141, the chnrch consisting at present of a
large low central tower, a wide nave shorn of its

western bay, a sonth transept, and a presbytery.

Traces of the north aisle are visible, and also of

the north transept and two chapels, as well as

of two chapels to the east side of the sonth

transept. The early style of the workmanship
recalls the statement made by Leland that the

actual building was erected in the early part

of the twelfth century, and that it was only

given in 1141 to Gloucester Abbey by Maurice

de Londres. This may account for the early

appearance of .the work here, but it is worthy

of remembrance that Margam Abbey presented

to the visitors equally early Norman work,

although the date of foundation is there a few
years later, with the record that the site was
originally elsewhere. This was a fortified

monastery, and, after inspecting the church,

their guide conducted the visitors to two
of the towers which defended the walled

enclosure. There is a third, used later

as a dove - cote, and in addition two
interesting gate-house towers, one of which

is in perfect condition. These date from
Edwardian times. The nave of the church is

now used as the parish church, and is separated

from the transepts by the lower part of the

rood-loft wall, in which are doors of entry and
exit, showing that, if used originally for

parochial services, it did not cease to do duty

for monastic processions. The roofs are for

most part wooden and poor, but the chancel is

vaulted in low, heavy Norman style, needing

attention at no remote date. The floriated

slab forming the founder’s tomb is of great

beauty, and in admirable preservation. Fine

weather again favoured the party before the

interesting and but little known priory was left

behind, and Cowbridge was reached in com-

fort.

The closing meeting took place in the Town-
hall in the evening. Papers were read by Mr.

W. H. Cope, F.S.A., on “ Cambrian Pottery and

China.” and by Mr. Loftus Brock, F.S.A., on

“A Comparison of the Roman Stations of

Caerwent, Caerleon, and Cardiff,” in which he

pointed out that while almost always in Eng-

land walled towns were found only at the end

of main roads, here were three walled enclosures

in a series, while there was probably a fourth

at Cowbridge.
Hearty votes of thanks were proposed by Jlr.

Alan Wyon to Dr. Vachell, Chairman of the

Local Committee, to Mr. E. Seward, its Secre-

tary, and to all the noblemen, gentlemen, and
ladies who had been so profuse in their offers

of help and hospitality.

The Congress thus brought to a close has

been one of the most interesting and successful

held by the Association in recent years. It has

been very well attended.
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ALTERATIONS TO THE PONTE
Sr. ANGELO, KOME (PONS .ELIUS),*
“ Come i Roman, per T esercito molto,

L'anno del Giubbileo, bu per lo ponte
Ilunno a passar la gente modo toko

;

Cbe dair un lato tutti hanno la fronto
\ erso T Gastello, © vatino a Santo Pietro,
Dair akta sponda vanno ver.so ’1 monte.”

JJa/Un's Inferno, Canto IS, 1. 28.

The pilgrims of 1300, to whom Dante cora-
p3res the coming and going of the sinners in
ibe Eighth Circle of his Inferno, have them-
selves contributed to lower, to sink out hollows,
and to round with the shuffling of their shod or
unshod feet, the masses of travertine forming
the foot-paths of the Bridge of St. Angelo, held
together with cramps and dovetails, as well as
t.o wear the great blocks of lava with which the
Emperor Hadrian had the great bridge paved,
which joined his Mausoleum with the Campus
MartiuB the handsomest and most convenient
of Rome. I ootpaths and pitching are just opened
out to leave free passage to the new great wall of
the Tiber side, and are only opened out to be
destroyed

;
for the great wall of the Tiber, in

regard to the Roman monuments it comes
across, is what the lava of Etna is for the
vineyards of Nicolosi. Nor are the footpaths
and the pitching of the bridge of St. Angelo
the only things to fall under the pick of the
demolishers

;
the pickaxes and hydraulic levers

of the engineers will descend and demolish the
arches now opened up under the paving, and
there will be built in their place, on one side,
an arch equal to one of the three centre ones,
while another will be constructed on the o) iposite
side of the bridge against the castle.

This being done, the bridge of St. Angelo
will lose its characteristic appearance, and
iristead of regaining its primitive aspect, will
give us a bridge with five equal arches above a
yellow ditch, the consequence of silting up.
The medal in the r> 0 Qvre, illustrated by Donald-
son, shows what the bridge originally was. with
its grand central arches to give passage to the
ordinary water of the river, and with smalLr
arches on both sides for floods.
To have an idea of_ what, the Tiber becomes

undercocdttioDS to which it is now to he reduced,
it suffices to stand on the Garibaldi Bridge, and
to look towards the Island of St. Bartholomew,
the island that Livy tells us was formed
by the harvest of the lands of Tarquin the
Proud, thrown into the river by the people who
drove him from iiome. Here afterwards rose a
temple to -EscDlapios. and the whole island
was margined with carved marble in the shape
of a ship, in memory of the one that brought
from Epidaurus the God of health.

f

^

The /sola Tiberiiia is now a peninsula, as it
is joined to the shore by a vast sand-bank

;
in

which ghastly rivulets are lost by absorption,
or large pools of stagnant water putrefy after
every little flood. The engineers of the Tiber
have made a wooden dam opposite a pier of the
Garibaldi Bridgp, to turn a litr,)© water towards
the sand-bank, but without effect

;
for, besides

having neither noticed nor respected any part
of the charnc-eristic and noble aspects of the
sicred rivrr, they have not known how to avail
themselves of that mastery of the waterway
which Roman monuments show in the case of
bridges. The Bridge of .St. Angelo is one of
these masterpieces; the great central arches
were made to keep the bed of the river in
ordinary times covered with water, and the
side arches to give passage to floods, and thus
term an architectural whole, the material result
of needs provided for by the e.Kperience of age^

It seems impossible that modern hydraulic
science should so lag behind that it can
give no better solution to this problem. The
problem is to adapt this antique bridge to
modern reqairemem.s. The solution proposed
is to puli down the subsidiary arches, and make
them identical with the principal ones, so that
the bridge will then only pass over a muddy
and sandy canal, and not over a tawny river.

The Arcbitectitr.vl Association-.—As will be
seen an arlvertisemeut which appears on p. xx,
the visit to St. Albans, which wag announced to
lake place this Saturday, September 3, is postponed
until Saturday, Uctober 1 .

^

iranslated from an article in the Miforma.
t Wha', remained of the giant ship,” writes Ifessor Middleton of Cambridge In his ‘‘Remains

w ‘lestroyed in the gn
alteration of the banka of the Tiber, which has crea

Thf destroy the beamy of this part of Rm
altered, and little n

^ 'be most pictures^and interesting of Roman views.”
^

RIVERS POLLUTION AND RIVERS PURL
EICATION.

Mr. H. A. RoEcnuNG. Assoc.M.Inst.C.E., in
a paper read by him at the lecent meeting at
Bary of the Incorporated Association of Muni-
cipal and County Engineers, said that England is
rightly looked upon as having taken the lead in
the question of practical sanitation; bat it is

equally true, on the other hand, that it is from
England wbenca the outcry about the pollution
of streams and rivers arose. There is no town or
village that is not confronted wth the solution
of this complex problem, which presents a
somewhat new aspect in every case, and it was
in connexion with proceedings against his
Town Council for the pollution of the river
Soar at Leicester that the author of the paper
was for the first time brought face to face with
what w.as in that case an embarrassing problem.
The question of the pollution of our rivers

is by no means a medern one, and does not
date from the introduction of the system of
water carriage of all fmcal matters. It is well
known that in all parts of the globe the rivers
and streams were looked upon for centuries as
the medium for conveying away the filth and
refuse of which communities wished to get rid.

No doubt as long as the population on the
banks of a river remained small, this did not
cause a serious pollution

;
but when the towns

increased in size and population, the nuisance
such a course entailed became more and more
serious, till at last it became an absolute
necessily to taka all the refuse and filth out
of the river and provide other channels for
it. This was the commencement of the
systematic diainsge of towns, which was in-
tended to prevent the pollution of the subsoil
of houses and streets, and to keep the rivers
and streams within the town free from pol-
luting influences. It cannot be denied that by
the introduction of a proper and well-main-
tained system of sewers and drains for carrying
away all refuse water and fmcal matter the first
object has been attained, viz., the keeping of
the subsoil clean

;
but as to the second object,

the author is afraid that it has not been
achieved in all cases. There are towns which
purify their sewage, and which cause no pol-
lution in the stream that takes the effluent, and
there are others which cause serious pollution.
It does not follow, liowever, that the first set of
towns spend more money on sewage purification
and purify their sewage to a higher degree
than the second set, the sole cause in the differ-
ence of results being in some cases the river,
into which the effluent goes. Some rivers seem
to be able to deal successfully with any amount
of sewage, others seem to turn sick at the
smallest dose. There are, of course, other
causes of pollution besides town sewage, such
as tbe waste liquids from mills, factories, mines,
&c., but as they are not of such general import-
ance they will not be here considered. It is

this different beliaviour of the rivers that it is
the authoi’s intention to investigate and to
throw, if possible, some light upon wbat
has been called tbe self-pnrifying power
of a stream. For this purpose the au'-hor
does not intend to confine himself to
English rivers only, but purposes to review
American, French, and German rivers as well,
so as to give a complete survey of the present
state of our knowledge of this question.

It will, of conrse, be admitted that no town
has a right to keep its subsoil clean bv a system
of drainage and to dispose of its filth to the
disadvantage of perhaq^s smaller communities
lower down the stream by polluting it

;
but, on

the other hand, it will equally be admitted that
a town has a right, after effective treatment, to
tarn the {Iflaect from its sewage works or
sewage farm into the river on the bank of
whicn it is situated

;
the degree of effective-

ness of such treatment must be the state of the
river after it has received the effluent. If the
river is turned into a black boiling mass of
putrefaction by the efllaent, tbe purification
of the sewage is said to be a failure, but
if it is left sweet and pure after proper
admixture, we look upon the treatment of
the_ sewage as successful. It is the river that
decides the degree of purification which must
be attained by the sewage treatment, and in
this respect any well-considered scheme of
sewage disposal or sewage utilisation must
start from the purifying powers of the liver
into which the sewage effluent is to go. The
author is afraid this point has been overlooked
in a good many cases, and rivers have been
called upon to do work for which they were
utterly unfit, hence their pollution. It may not

be possible in all cases to preserve the river
water below large towns in that state of purity
which it possesses near its source, but it is

absolutely necessary to prevent its systematic
pollution, be it by the cfiloent from sewage woi ks, ''

or by the waste liquids from mills, factorie?, *

kc. In this respect the author cannot but
\

think that it is a wise course to tap rivers near
j

their source for the supply of large towns, and 1
not to rely on river water, as is the case in
London, that has swallowed the sewage of a
population of something like a million residing
in 202 towns and villages.

Previous to 1800 this question had not re-

ceived official attention, and it was lelt to
chemists such as the late Dr. Letheby to study
the question in connexion with sewage dis-

posal works. In that year, however, owing to
the complaints about the bad condition of some
rivers becoming louder and louder, a Royal
Commission was appointed to investigate the
cause of river pollution, and to suggest remedies.
It issued two valuable reports, and was suc-
ceeded in 18G8 by a second Rivers Pollution
Commission, which sat until 1874, and issued six
lengthy reports. Since then thisquestion has been
repeatedly studied, both at home and abroad.
Notable amongst these investigations are those
made by the Massachusetts State Board of
Health ou the rivers within its territory, by the
French Commission of 1874 on the Seine at
Paris, by Brunner and Emmerich, 1874-75, and
also by Prausnitz, 1887-88 and 89, on the Isar
at Munich

;
by Hulwa, 1877-81, on the Oder at

Breslau; by Frank, on the Spree at Berlin,
1886-87

;
by Celli and Scala on the Tiber at

Rome, 1890. The la'e Dr. Tidy has also gone
very fully into this question, and read two
elaborate papers in 1880 and ’81 on this subject
before the Chemical Society.

In order to give some idea of the composition
of town sewage, tbe author has prepared a table
in which be has compared the sewage of

several European towns; the sewage of these
towns does not vary very much from the
average composition. In another table tbe
sewage of water-closet towns and midden
towns is comqjared, and there is not much
difference between them. This has been
done to disprove what is sometimes asserted,

viz., that the whole difficulty of sewage purifi-

cation would be practically non-exiatent were
the fmcal matters kept out of tbe sewers, and
only tbe waste water from houses and the
rain water carried away in them. A third

table gives some analyses of waste liquids

from mills and factories, from which it can be
seen at a glance that these wastes are far more
powerful sources of pollution than ordinary
town sewage. The influence towns exert upon
a river that flows through them can be learnt
from another table. In the case of Bradford, for

iuttance, the beck below the town contained
in 1869 over ten times as much ammonia and
organic carbon as it did above tbe town, and
nearly five times as mneb organic nitrogen. In
Leicester, too, the Soar below the town was, in

August, 1884, seriously polluted, though
not to tbe same extent as the Bradford
beck. A great number of similar cases might
be quoted, but the three stated will suffice

to give some idea of the deterioration of •

river water in its passage through populous
.

towns.

Tables V. to XXL contain analyses of the
following rivers :

—

Table. River. Country. Xame of Analyst.

A.—V, Thames Eogland Rivers Pollution
Commission

Ditto . . .

.

' Dr. 1*. E. Erank-
land

Mersey
>' Rivers Pollution

Irwell
VIII. Soar Dr. Tidy

Severn . . .

.

X. Shannon Ditto
XI. Ure Dr. P. F. Frank-

Isiid
Ou e

XIII.

Blackstone
River

Charles

N. America Msssachiisttts
State Board of

Uealth

XIV,
Rivir

Meiriiuack
' Ditto

XV.
River

Beiver Dam
Ditto

C.-XVI.
Briok

Seine
D.—xvir. Spree Gefrnany

Isar
Elbe

x.x. Ider .

XXI. Xebel Uej roih
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It will be noticed tbat some of the rivers

of which analyses are given have tidal

portions, and it is necessary to state here

that in the investigations for this paper

these portions are not included. The
reason of this is not far to seek, the con-

ditions in the non-tidal portions being so

different from those in the tidal portions that

it is impossible to combine them in one set of

investigations and to arrive at combined con-

clusions
;
and as the consideration of a non-

tidal river is of far more general importance
than that of a tidal one, the author only deals

with the former class of rivers in this paper,

leaving the examination of rivers that are tidal

for a future occasion. It was not possible in

all cases to give particulars concerning the

velocity and discharge of the river under
review, and the author regrets that sometimes
elaborate analyses of a river at various points of

its course are given without any attempt to

convey some idea as to its discharge at these

places, and aa to the quantity of sewage that is

poured into it. No definite conclusions can be
arrived at without a full knowledge of these

factors.

To judge of the state of any river it is usual

to note its state as it appears to the naked eye,

and to take samples of the water for chemical,

microscopical, and lately also for biological

examination. In the incipient stages of

pollution it is difficult sometimes to detect

it with the naked eye, but when the pollu-

tion has advanced further, the turbidity of

the water, its colour, and smell are sure

indications of it. The chemical examination
should be carried out as soon as possible after

the samples have been collected, otherwise
further changes in the water will take place,

and it cannot be said to express the various

degrees of pollution so clearly as the biological

one, which gives the germs per cubic centi-

metre. This can be seen very clearly from the

analyses of the water of the Spree at Berlin,

and of the Nebel near Guestrow. In the case of

the Spree, for instance, the amount of oxygen
consumed lies between 1‘60 and 2-30 parts per

100,000, whereas the number of germs dis-

covered ranges between 6,1-11 and 329,905 per
per cubic centimetre. In this country it has
not been customary up to the present time to

examine water biologically, but on the
Continent and in America the biological

analysis now generally accompanies the

chemical one.

The late Dr. Letheby stated before the Royal
Commission on "Water Supply in 18G9 that he had
made a very great number of chemical experi-

ments to determine the self-purifying powers of

our rivers and streams. He had also examined
most of the rivers in England, and the con-
clusion he had come to was this, that if ordi-

nary sewage containing, say, nearly 100 grains
of solid matter per gallon, such as the London
sewage, out of which probably something like

14 or 15 grains were organic, be mixed with
twenty times its bulk of the ordinary river

water, there would, after a flow of a dozen miles,

be not a particle of that sewage discovered by
any chemical process. The late Dr. Tidy, who
at one time was assistant to Dr. Letheby, held
very similar opinions, and, in a paper read some
years ago at the Chemical Society, he stated
that if sewage be discharged into running
water the organic impurities would, after a flow

of a few miles, be entirely destroyed or got rid

of, the water once again assuming its normal
condition of purity. He was of opinion that
this power of self-purification depended on the
subsidence of the suspended matters, on the
presence of animal life in the river, and on the
oxidation of the organic matter. The second

I Rivers Pollution Commission, after having
investigated the case of the Irwell, Mersey,
and Darwen, which were at the time the
examination was made highly-polluted streams,

i

and the case of the Thames, and after having
! made some laboratory experiments, came to

conclusions somewhat opposed to those held
\ by the late .Drs. Letheby and Tidy; for

I whereas these two gentlemen were of opinion
I that both the suspended impurities as
I well as the dissolved organic matter,—the
I former by subsidence, the latter by oxidation,

—

were completely removed after a certain length
of flow, the Commission held that though the

I flow of a river had a most material influence

in the removal by subsidence of a large pro-

portion of the suspended impurities both
organic and mineral, especially if the flow was
sluggish in places, yet the oxidation of the
organic matter proceeded with extreme slow-

ness even when the sewage was mixed with a
large volume of unpolluted water, and that it

was impossible to say how far such water
must flow before the sewage matter became
thoroughly oxidised,—in fact, it would be safe

to say that there was no river in the United
Kingdom long enough to effect the destruction

of sewage by oxidation. On the Continent of

Europe the opinions on this question are very
similarly divided. It was the author’s privilege

to take part last year in the deliberations of

the German Association for the Promotion of

Public Health, and he had the pleasure to

listen to a long argument by the veteran
German sanitarian, Lrof. Dr. Pettenkofer, in

favour of the total annihilation of sewage in

river water when the amount of water in the
river was never less than fifteen times that of

the sewage, and the velocity of the former at
least equal to that of the latter. The Prussian
Government and that of several of the minor
States appears to have been guided at first by
considerations proceeding from views similar

to those expressed by the Rivers Pollution
Commission, but latterly a change of opinion
in this respect is noticeable, and more weight
is attached to the opinion of Prof. Petten-
kofer.

It cannot, of course, be denied that almost
any river some miles below the point where it

has received polluting liquids looks fairly

clarified again, the distance in each case
depending mainly on the degree of dilution

;

but it does not follow by any means that the
river has purified itself during this length of
run. All those who are endeavouring to purify
sewage either by artificial or natural means
will know that there is practically not much
difficulty in getting rid of the suspended
matters, and that the main difficulty lies in the
removal of the dissolved organic pollution. Of
course there can be no such thing as self-purifi-

cation if the organic pollution remains in the
river, and it is with reference to this point that
opinions differ so materially.

The author will not attempt here to give in

full his examination into the rivers in various
countries of which analyses are given in the
appendix to his paper, as with the aid of the
tables any member wishing to do so can follow
this course. Suffice it to say that the whole
of the rivers were examined and due con-
sideration given to each case, and that the
following conclusions were arrived at ;

—

1. That rivers possess self-purifying powers.

2. That these powers are in the main limited
to the sedimentation of the suspended matters
and germs.

3. That though rivers do possess the power
to oxidise the organic matter in them, yet
owing to this power being small the process is

a slow one
;
and

4. That the distance over which the process
of self-purification goes on depends chiefly on
the velocity of the river and the quantity of

water flowing in it (degree of dilution).

These conclusions should not, however, be
taken as final, as there is undoubtedly a great
deal of further information required before this

subject can be considered to have been ex-

hausted. It is necessary that all the public
bodies charged with the care of our rivers and
streams should make complete examinations of
the rivers, kc., within their district, somewhat
after the manner followed by the Massachusetts
State Board of Health. Such examination
should extend over the period of twelvemonths
at least, and should comprise, beside careful che-
mical and biological examinations of both the
water in the river at different points of its course,

and the sewage and waste liquids which it

receives, exhaustive inquiry into the drainage
area of the river, its geological formation, its

rainfall, its population, the velocity and the
discharge of the river at the points selected

throughout the year, and the amount of

polluting liquids poured into it. Such investi-

gations will at the same time afford valuable
information concerning the question of the
water supply to towns. In this respect the
present Royal Commission on the Water Supply
of the Metropolis is collecting valuable infor-

mation concerning the Thames.
From the conclusions at which the author

has arrived it will be seen that they lie some-
what midway between those expressed by the
Rivers Pollution Commission and by the late

Dr. Letheby.
There are undoubtedly rivers which purify

the sewage within a very short distance, and

j

there are others where the river cannot right

itself for miles. The former is the case where
the degree of dilution is a very high one,i.e.,
where the quantity of sewage is only a very
small fraction of the flow in the river

; the
latter is the case where the sewage does not
get much diluted by the river water. But
wherever a river receives more sewage than
it can deal with, it almost loses its power
of self-purification.

Prof. Pettenkofer proposes that the city of
Munich should use the river Isar experimen-
tally as a sewage farm. The drainage scheme
for Munich was designed by the late Mr. Joseph
Gordon in such a manner that the sewage, if

required, can be applied on land without the
aid of pumping. It is now proposed to esta-
blish a few roughing filters near the river to
take out all floating matter, and then to let the
raw sewage go into the lear. If it can be
proved at any time that such a course is

fraught with danger to the river and the com-
munities lower down its course, then the present
outfall can be used as a storm overflow and the
sewage treated on land. The population of
Munich now amounts to 285,000, and when
completely sewered the maximum flow of
sewage will amount to about 35 cubic feet per
second. The discharge of the Isar at low water
is about 1,400 cubic feet per second, and its

velocity at this time 4 ft. per second. In this
instance the sewage amounts to 2 5 per cent,
of the flow in the river at low water, and
Prof. Pettenkofer, after having investigated the
case thoroughly, is sanguine that no pollu-
tion will ensue in this particular case.
It is quite impossible in the present state
of our knowledge to lay down a general
rule as to the degree of dilution which marks
the boundary between the permissible and the
non-permissible quantity of sewage, as this will
have to be ascertained for each river in parti-
cular, the conditions varying in each case. It
has already been stated that Prof. Pettenkofer
is of opinion that if the sewage does never
amount to more than one fifteenth, or G-7 per
cent, of the'river water, and if the velocity of the
latter is at least equal to that of the former,
then raw sewage may be poured into such
river without causing pollution.

In America, Mr. J. P, Stearns, Engineer to
the Massachusetts State Board of Health, who
has written a very able report on this subject,
came to conclusions from which the author has
deduced the following. If the sewage amounts
to more than or 2 5 percent, of the quantity
of river water, it cannot be discharged into the
river in its raw state

;
if it amounts to less than

or 2 5 per cent., and more than -j^g, or 0'8
per cent., it is doubtful whether it may be ad-
mitted

;
but when the sewage amounts to less

than or 0-8 per cent, of the river water,
then it may be admitted without any doubt in
its raw state into the river. Stearns adds that
these considerations are made from the “ stand-
point of the offensiveness of the water.” From
other Standpoints, however, such as the use of
water for certain manufacturing purposes,
the amount of dilution should be greater

;
and

in a stream used for domestic water supply it

cannot be said, with our present knowledge,
that any degree of dilution will make the water
entirely safe for use.

In this country the results obtained from the
discharge of raw sewage into the rivers have
been very disastrous, the population of our
towns being large, and the flow in the rivers
small compared with the Continent and North
America. After much careful consideration the
late Commission on the Metropolitan Sewage
Discharge came to the conclusion that in
England it was not safe to turn even the
effluent from chemical works into a running
stream which did not carry twenty times more
water than sewage.
The question of keeping our rivers pure and

sweet is one fraught with many difficulties,

which ever increase from year to year, and
those who are responsible for their state have
by no means an easy task both in this country
and abroad; and as this is, in the author’s
opinion, an international question, he has
thought it might be of some interest to this
Association to have besides information from
home, some from other parts of the globe bearing
upon it.

The New Guildhall, Gloucester.—We are
asked to mention that Elliott’s patent “ Simplex ”
weather-bar was U'^ed throughout to the casement
windows of the new Gloucester Guildhall the

I

opening of which was recently chronicled in our
,

columns.

e



BANGOR AND ST. ASAPH CATHEDRALS.*

H
' EITHER of the two northern Welsh

Cathedrals are conspicuous for their
interest as episcopal fabrics, either in

scale or detail. They are surpassed in both by
naany parish churches in England, and even in
the Principality itself. The chief interest of
Bangor lies in its plan, that of St. Asaph in its

position, and in both will be found interesting
monuments. Much as restoration has been
abused,—and Bangor has come in for its share
of abuse,—we owe much of the elucidation of
its history to the repairs and partial rebuilding
to which it was subjected under the direction
of the late Sir Gilbert Scott. It was up to that
time in a deplorable state, as were the other
Cathedral establishments of Wales, and if we
in these later days cannot always agree with all
that has been done, we can and must at least
bear tribute to the great care which was taken
to found, as far as possible, the new work upon
what had gone before, in preference to a new
and original rebuilding, which could have been
at that time of the Early Gothic revival hardly
a success.

BAXGOE.

Of the Norman Cathedral, destroyed during
the wars of the Edwardian period, we have
only one visible trace at present,—namely,
a window and buttress on the south side of
the presbytery. The restoration, however.

revealed to a greater extent the dimensions of
the Norman building, and by reference to the
ground plan here given,—which, with other in-
formation, has been kindly put at our disposal
by Mr. J. Oldrid Scott,—it will be seen that the
position of the central tower, the length of the
transepts, and the lines of the presbytery and
apse, were all determined.
The church which arose on the ruins of the

Norman structure in the fourteenth century
followed to a great extent the lines of its pre-
decessor. The central tower was of similar
dimensions,—the old foundations being used,

—

and the transepts and eastern arm lengthened.
The original extent of the Norman nave is now
uncertain. The fourteenth-century one had
aisles, which the Norman one probably had not,
and on the north side of the presbytery a
chapel was built, equal in length with it, and
approached both from it and the north
transept. To Bishop Anian (1267-1305) is
due this rebuilding, and of his church some
considerable remains have been found. For in
the troublous times of Owen Glendower the
Cathedral was a second time attacked and
almost entirely destroyed, and the vestiges of
Anian’s church which are now visible are
doe_ chiefly to the remains which were found
during the restoration, and which have been
taken as a guide for, and incorporated with,
the new work of the transepts. The presby-
tery walls, the shell of the north chapel, and
the aisle walls of the nave are largely Anian’s
work in all probability, although there seems
some doubt as to the latter

;
but the jambs of

the great windows of the transepts found dur-
ing the restoration are of his time, and
that on the northern side is especially worthy

This senes of illustrations of the Cathedrals of
J«8ue of January 3. ,

f
l”’^®trated, with particu-

i
- -- --x- . r-

— o- --r —

-

so u ure arrangementa, will be found on page XX. I of notice for its detail,—simple but well pro- ( aisles of the central tower and the transepts

portioned. On the east side of the sooth
transept was an aisle or, perhaps, a sacristy,

the’foundations of which were unearthed, but
which has not up to the present time been
rebuilt. This south transept, the nave aisle

wall, and the Norman window and buttress
before alluded to, are shown in our view, taken
from the south-east. It was not until the end
of the fifteenth century, three parts of a cen-
tury after its second destruction, that the fabric
of Bangor was again taken in hand. To
Bishops Deane and Skevington we owe the
Perpendicular work in the presbytery and the
nave and western tower. Deane’s work is

perhaps represented by the better class of work
at the east end of the presbytery, and the nave
arcade, while his successor Skevington may be
credited with the clearstory of the nave, and
the windows of similar type on the south side

of the choir. The west tower, over its western
entrance, also bears the following inscription

:

—“Thomas Skevynton, Episcopus Bangorie
hoc campanile et ecclesiam fieri fecit a” partus
virginei 1532.”

The Civil War left its mark on the fabric,

and the modern fittings and absence of

stained glass show how completely all that
was of value had been destroyed. Of the period
between the Civil War and the restoration by
the late Sir G. G. Scott in 186G, perhaps the
less said the better. It was a period during
which the fabric was allowed to become
degraded architecturally, and any interesting

features of the sixteenth century that might
otherwise have been preserved, gave place to the

“execrable gimcrack” to which Scott alluded
in his report to the restoration committee.
The interior was put into thorough repair

;
the
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almost entirely rebuilt, the fragments of Anian’e
church being worked into the latter

;
and new

stalls, pulpit, &o.,took the place of the eighteenth-

century excresences. The stalls are placed in

their old position east of the tower, the two
three-light windows high up in the south wall

(shown in our view) having been placed here in

Perpendicular times to light the choir above the

stallwork, while the eastern portion of the

presbytery was lighted by a larger window of

five lights placed at the more ordinary level.

The central tower, which, if rebuilt in the

sixteenth century, was destroyed completely,

has not been rebuilt, and it is doubtful whether
the foundations would bear the additional

weight. The dignity of the fabric would be
much increased by this feature, Skevington’s

west tower being but a poor one for a cathedral

church. After the detail of Anian’s church
the chief interest of the building lies in its

interior. Daring the rebuilding of the aisle or

chapel north of the choir, some interesting dis-

coveries were made. It was found that there

had been more than one floor,—and fragments
of these, including tiles of curious pattern

with animals and birds incised, were unearthed,

•and are now to be seen at the west end of the

north aisle, where they have been relaid in the

floor. Standing against the wall near to them
is a curious slab with an incised female effigy

and inscription. It was discovered in the same
j)ortion of the building as the tiles, against

the north wall of the chapel, and near its

east end. It is composed apparently of a fine

grey limestone, and bears the following frag-

mentary inscription in Lombardic characters:

—

HIC • JACET • EVA ‘ QVE • FVIT UX [OR ]

ANWBLL ' CVJV3 AXIMB * PROPICIET(UR)
(DEVS). The effigy is an interesting study in

costume, and in good preservation.* A rosary

hangs over the left arm, and the head, resting

on a pillow, lies under a cusped canopy, the

carving in the spandrels being in the form of

fleurs-de-lis. The space between the canopy
and the pillow and shoulders is curiously pow-
dered with four-leaved flowers, giving a much
richer effect to the whole. The drawing of it

here given is from a carefully-measured draw-

ing made from the original. As it lay almost

immediately north of the altar in the chapel,

it must have commemorated some one of

importance.
The two sepulchral arches on either side of

the choir, shown on the plan, are now hidden

by the stalls. The tomb in the south transept

is of plain character, with a cross slab lying on

the top, and a rough crucifixion built into the

wall at the back. At the west end of the south

aisle is the font, a good fifteenth century

example, the panels of the shaft being elabo-

rately decorated with various shields of arms,

which are here given. Close by in the nave
arcade are traces of an earlier respond. Another
respond was discovered at the east end of the

same arcade, and, though now covered, is

shown on the plan, and points to the existence

* The slab measures in its present state 5 ft. S in. in

length and 1 ft. 11 in. in breadth at the top, the
bottom being 2 in. narrower.

:
of an earlier arcade than that at present
existing.

ST. ASAPH.

The Cathedral of St. Asaph, althongh a
slightly smaller building than Bangor, and the
smallest of the Cathedrals of England and
Wales, is finely situated on rising ground
between the rivers Clwyd and Elwy. Of the
four Welsh Cathedrals it is the only one built

on an elevated site, and it derives a great deal
of extra dignity from its position. No traces of
an early building are to be found here, and the
fabric as it stands now is, with the exception
of the modern eastern arm, entirely the
work of the Decorated period begun by Bishop
Anian at the end of the thirteenth century, and
probably completed in the early half of the
fourteenth century. The early church was de-
stroyed in 1282, and the only vestiges we
have were found during the rebuilding of the
chancel, and consisted of portions of the side
walls and window jambs. They were of
thirteenth - century date, and it is pro-
bable that on Anian’s return to his

See, after his excommunication, his rebuilding
did not include the choir, but commenced at
the transepts and tower. It will be noticed
that the eastern arm is not central where it

abuts on the tower, the distance between the
north jamb of the eastern tower arch being less

than that on the south. The centre of the
east window is, however, central with the
tower arch, so that but little deflection is

noticeable in the interior. A chapter-house
stood on the north side of the choir, and a door
which probably led to it was found during the
restoration. This building would correspond
in position with the north chapel at Bangor
(now used as chapter-room and library), and
had an upper room. The general plan of
Anian’s church was extremly simple

;
aisleless

transepts, a central tower, and a nave of

five bays with aisles. The arches throughout
have continuous imposts, the moulding of the
column being continued round the arches with-
out a cap. The mouldings throughout are of

the simplest, merely consisting of a series of
chamfered orders relieved with a wave mould-
ing. This applies to tower arches, nave arches,
and western doorway. The window tracery is

reticulated in pattern in the transepts, with a
more elaborate triplet, under an enclosing arch,
at the west end. The side windows of the aisles

are modern, but those at the west end are old,

of two lights, with a quatrefoil in the head.
Over the arcade is a clearstory of square

windows foliated, one window in each bay
;
old

on the south, modern copies on the north. On
examining them inside, it will be seen that the

windows were originally of larger dimensions,

the old marks of the sill being clearly visible

(see sketch). In the north transept was an altar,

in the south transept, which was the Lady-
chapel, there were two. The north transept is

now used partly as an organ-chamber and choir

vestry, and the south is devoted to the uses of

a chapter-house and library. In the centre

rises the great central tower,—a massive bit of

work, 40 ft. square, and, with the exception of

the window tracery and the battlemented
parapet, totally devoid of ornament. The stair

turret is placed at the north-east angle. This

central feature gives much additional dignity

and completeness to the fabric, and increases

the regret at the absence of a similar feature

at Bangor.
Almost the only details of interest in the

interior of the church are two monuments, of

which we here give careful measured drawings.

They were formerly on either side of the

choir, near the east end, but were removed to

the transepts when the eastern arm was rebuilt

by Sir G. G. Scott. The first, a coffin-shaped

slab, measuring over 7 ft. in length and 14 in.

in thickness, lies in the north-east corner of the

north transept. At the upper end is a shield

bearing the arms semue of fleurs-de-lis, a lion

rampant, and placed diagonally, passing

under the shield, is a sword. The lower

part of the slab is partially occupied by
a hare chased by a hound, incised in a some-

what rude, if vigorous, style. In the south

transept is a memorial of far higher artistic

excellence, a figure of a bishop, finely executed,

lying nnder a trefoiled cusped canopy flanked

by pinnacles. It is somewhat remarkable in

having had four angels, two with censors above

the canopy, and two others guarding the

pillow. The right hand of the effigy was held

up in benediction, the left holding the crozier,

but hands, crozier, and the heads and arms of

the angels have been broken away. It is curious

that the face has remained in such perfect

condition, considering the evidences of past

injury which the monument shows. It is gene-

rally supposed to represent either Bishop Anian

or Llewelyn-ap-Ynyr (de Bromfield, his suc-

cessor), and the details of themonumentmay very

well be ascribed to that date. It is now in an

erect position against the wall in the north-

west corner of the south transept, where shown

on plan, a good position for seeing it and for

safety, but as a recumbent effigy its erect

position is a little out of keeping. It should be

restored to the choir, in which there is ample
space.

The stalls are good late Perpendicular work

of Bishop Redman’s time (1471-1495), and have

been added to and restored, together with a new
throne and pulpit. The font retains portions of

the old bowl, but is otherwise modern.
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sary to snpport, with arches of this character,

the reqnired weights. As a resalt of the tidal

experiments, it was found desirable to provide
for the whole of the sewage being discharged
in a period of one hour, this period commencing
from an hoar to an hour and a half after high
water. That is to say, with the very slight

head provided by the tank, the whole of its

contents, namely million gallons, had to be
got rid of in sixty minntes. The outlet calvert,

which extends crossways of the tank at the
end farthest away from the sea, was therefore
made as large as fi ft. 16 in. by 5 ft., or roughly
more than 30 square ft, in area. This culvert
delivers into a small chamber from which three
cast-iron outlet pipes, each 3ft. Gin. diameter
of bore, were laid across the foreshore to below
low-water mark.

Discharge Valces.—In order to avoid the
necessity of employing very large valves, need-
ing several men to work them, it was found im-
perative to provide each of the compartments
of the tank with as many as three valves

;
so

that, to deal with all the compartments, nine
valves had to be worked. As the maximum
time during which discharge should take place
was one hour, it was obvious that only a few
minutes could be afforded for the opening of

these valves
;
for, allowing only the very modest

time of five minutes for the opening of one
valve, the whole of the nine would have required
three-quarters of an hour; or, having regard to

the shifting from valve to valve, more probably
an hour; so that the last valve would not have
been opened until the whole time at disposal for
the emptying had elapsed.

Turbines.— After the first of these nine
valves had been finished and tried at the
factory, it became evident that some kind of
motive power would be necessary for opening
them. Many suggestions were made and con-
sidered. Finally a plan was proposed by Mr.
Harris, now the writer’s partner, which solved
the whole difficulty. The principle upon which
Mr. Harris’s plan is based is tljat of making
the sewage itself open the outlet valves. This
is effected by gearing up each of the main
valves to a small turbine. Each turbine is

provided with a sluice Gin. square, having a
spindle, carried up above the roof of the tank,
finishing in a hand wheel. All that the tank
attendant has to do, when outlet time
arrives, is to open in succession these nine
turbine sluices. As soon as the turbine
is in motion, the continuance of the revolu-
tion of the sluice spindle, by means of
a screw upon it, puts an Addyman clutch into
gear with the spindle of the main valve

;
and

the turbine continuing to work rotates through
wheel-gearing the spindle of the main valve,
thereby lifting the valve. As the valve rises, it

carries up with it a horizontal projecting plate,
which, on reaching the top, closes the outlet
from the bottom of the turbine, thus causing
the turbine to cease work, and bringing it and
the main valve quietly to rest. The result of
this arrangement is that one man is able to
open the whole of the nine valves in succession
in something less than ten minutes, each of the
valves being 4 ft. by 3 ft. 6 in., equal to an area
of about 14 square feet. Some doubts were
expressed as to w’hether this plan, which
seems complicated in description, would work
satisfactorily, having regard to the fact
that sewage was the operating liquid for the
turbines

;
but the writer is glad to be able

to say that from the time of opening the works
until now no trouble at all has been experienced.
Each turbine is surrounded by a galvanised iron
screen, so as to prevent large “ flotsam and jet-

sam ” from interfering with the working of the
gear. By means of these nine main valves, the
outlet culvert, and the pipes, it is possible to
empty the whole of the compartments of their
contents in something like fifty minutes, or in
lees time than that shown by the tidal experi-
ments to be necessary

;
and to do this at no

greater cost than the wages of one attendant.
For shutting down the valves there is ample
time after the sewage has been discharged

; the
attendant readily closes them, which is a
fairly easy operation, as their weight assists
him.

Electrical Indicator.—The authorities desired
to have the means of assuring themselves from
day to day as to the time of tide when the
discharge from the different compartments of
the tank was commenced : and also as to the
duration of the discharge. With the object of
affording this information to them, and also to
the men in charge of the pumping engines, an
electrical indicator was fixed in the engine-

house, which, combined with clockwork, shows
at every 6 in. depth the rate at which the tank
is being filled, and then shows the time at

which the discharge is commenced, and the
duration of that discharge.

Outlet Eij)cs.—The fixing of the three cast-

iron pipes, laid across the fore-shore for the
discharge of the sewage, was a work of great
difficulty, and of some danger, owing to the
swiftness of the tidal current, and to the ex-
posed nature of the shore at this point. The
mode adopted for securing the pipes is an
extremely substantial one, consisting of a series

of rows of screwed piles, carrying cross iron
supports. The ends of the pipes are protected
by a dolphin, constructed of strong wooden
piles driven into the foreshore, and surmounted
by a beacon, which is used for the purposes
of navigation of the entrance channel. Prior

to the erection of this dolphin, some fears had
been expressed, based upon what had hap-
pened to previous dolphins at this place, as
to the possibility of any structure being erected
capable of withstanding the severe effects of

winter storms
;
but the writer is glad to say

that the six years which have elapsed since the
dolphin was erected have passed without
damage to it of any kind.

Groynes.—The banks of the channel being
exposed to very heavy weather, and to the
scour produced by the rapid flow of the tide,

observation was made as to the effect upon the
foreshore in times past

;
and it was found that

in the neighbourhood there bad been very con-
siderable movements of shingle, sometimes by
way of accretion, but also sometimes by way of

removal, involving the destruction of a certain

sea-wall work that had been carried out there.

It was therefore necessary to resort to the use
of groynes. These were simply constructed,

consisting merely of rows of rough piles and
planks: the piles in each row being about
6 ft. apart, while the row is placed
at such an angle to the shore as was
deemed most advisable. To these piles rough
3-in. deals were spiked, only one row in

height being fixed at a time, and this was left

until the shingle had collected behind it, when
another row was added, and so on : and in this

way thousands of tons of shingle have been
collected at the back of the groynes to protect
the works. It may be mentioned that the
collection of shingle is an operation which can-
not be hurried, and that any attempt to com-
plete a groyne to the full height at once, on this

coast at all events, frustrates the object; it must
be done little by little.

Main from Pumping Station.—The height at
which the storage tank was placed involved the
connexion to it from the pumping station being
under pressure

;
and this connexion was there-

fore made by a cast-iron pipe 3 ft. G in. dia-

meter, laid to follow practically the surface-

line of the ground through which it passed, and
provided at the high parts with automatic air-

outlet valves. This main is commanded by a
stand-pipe in the engine-house premises. It is

practically parallel with the old brick outfall

sewer for the first 500 yards of its length
;

it

then bends away to the north-east, passes
round the moat of Fort Cumberland, and,
approaching the tank at the north-west corner,

is carried along its west wall, and is connected
to the tank by three branches, 2 ft. G in. dia-

meter, one in each compartment, each con-
nexion being governed by a screw-down sluice-

valve.

Pum2)iny Engines. — The new pumping
engines consist of two similar compound-
cylinder beam - engines, manufactured by
Messrs. James Watt & Co,, of Soho, each
competent to exert 150 indicated horse-power,
with a boiler pressure of SO lbs. on the square
inch. The sewage pumps are arranged to
receive the sewage from both the high and the
low-level sewers, thus taking advantage of a
portion of the sewage being delivered to the
pumps at a higher level. The boilers are Lan-
cashire boilers, also constructed by Messrs.
James 'Watt t Co. The two separate Clayton
engines, which had done all the work for the
twenty years prior to 1887, have, since the new
engines were put to work, been changed into a
compound pair. Ordinarily one of the new
engines in conjunction with the pair of
old engines, or the two new engines
by themselves, will suffice for the maxi-
mum work

;
thus giving a 50 per cent,

stand-by of engine power, which can be em-
ployed when needed. The boilers of the old
engines have also been thoroughly overhauled,
repaired, and renewed where necessary. They
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have been connected to the new boilers, and tfc(i|

steam and other piping have been so arrang^n
that either engine, or pair of engines, ca' /

obtain its steam from any or from all tbtl

boilers. One of the engines at least is kept
work night and day, from year’s end to yearin
end, thus continuously extracting the sewagifi
from the sewers, and getting rid of tht:

necessity of allowing it to back up in the tow^Jji

sewers, as it bad previously done for honnj
together, The leading dimensions of theneui
engines are as follows :

—

Diameter. Stroktl
i

In. ft. li: t

High-pressure cylinder 20 4 5
Low-pressure cylinder .. .. 30 6 (
Sewage Tumps, two in number to'^ .y, „ ,

each engine and double acting ..j ®

According to the contract, the working speed d i

each engine was not to exceed twenty-fou)

«

revolutions per minute; and at this speed, ana;
with steam in the boilers at only 50 lbs. pressun I

per square inch above atmosphere, and wheiii
catting off at half stroke in the high-pressun

I

cylinder, each engine was to develope not lest i

than 125 gross indicated horse-power. Each o 1

the four sewage pumps is of sufficient capaciti 1

and strength to lift 250,000 gallons of sewag'ifi
per hour, against a total head of 40 ft. Ii]

order that they should lift this quantity, eve?!

when they are somewhat worn, they were to b-1

of such dimensions that, if there were no wastt
or leakage past the piston or valves at all, each
pump should lift per cent, more, or 268,750
gallons per hour. There are four Lancashire
boilers, each 27 ft, 1 in. long by 7 ft. diameten
and each having two fire-flues 2 ft. 8 ini

diameter. Their working pressure is GO lbs. pe>
square inch above atmosphere.

Deconstriiction of Sen-ers.—In addition to thtl

outfall works, the sewers of the districli

generally were overhauled and repaired
; and

such modifications as were consistent with th<h

system were made, with the object of increasing
the rapidity of flow of the sewage, and of prer
venting flooding in times of heavy rain. A
portion of the district of Southsea is upon bog
land; there is no doubt that it ^ as originalljl

covered by the sea, — in fact, that a large
portion of Southsea is merely reclaimece
land. Many ^houses have had to be abana
doned and left uninhabited, owing tet

settlement. The sewers which existed iri

the streets in this area were found
on examination to be broken-backed and out ole

level, and altogether in an extremely unsatis^;
factory state. It was felt that some meana
should be adopted for preventing, as far as thd
sewers were concerned, a recurrence of thescE
evils; and rods were driven down through thd
peat, and it was found that, at depths varying
from 10 ft. to 25 ft. below the road surface:)

there was solid gravel or shingle. A trench wasa
sunk to the level of the intended underside ole

the concrete upon which the sewers were tet

be carried ; and wooden piles were driven
down in this trench until tliey were well
into the gravel. The heads of the pilese

were cut off level with the bottom of thei

trench, and rolled iron joists were bedded
upon them, thus bridging the distances from:
pile to pile. Upon the joists poling boards^
were laid transversely

;
and upon these poling

boards was placed the concrete, npon which thea

sewers were bedded. The sewer was then putt

in upon the concrete, the trench filled in, and
the road surface made good. This construction:
was no doubt somewhat expensive, but time?
has proved that the expense was fully justified.!

The sewers, on a recent examination, were?
found to be perfect in line and joint through-l
out, and this mode of construction has sincec

been adopted for other portions of the town,?
where similar difficulties had to be contended
with.

The whole of the new works were carried outt

without disturbance of those already iui

existence
;
and these with the system of 8ewage2

|

discharge in use prior to 1887 were maintained.,
until the present outfall works were put intoti

operation. They were completed in 1887,6,

Alderman Sir William King, the then Mayor,),
presiding over the opening ceremony, whichj
took place on May 9 in that year.

SoRVEYORSoir, Bermondsey. — Mr. Frank:'

Sumner, from the office of the W’illesden Local;]

Board, has recently been elected Surveyor to thelj

Vestry of Bermondsey, to fill the vacancy caused byll

the resignation of Mr. Geo. Elkington.
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’ COMPETITIONS.
Northampton Institute, Clerkenwell.

—This is a baildiog, to be erected ander the

auspices of the governing body of the City

Polytechnic, on a site given by the Marquess
of Northampton, for which six architects are to

be invited to submit designs, wiio will be paid

a fee of 40Z. each. Tlie names of the six com-
petitors are not yet finally settled. The con-

ditions of competition have been drawn up by
Mr. Chas. Barry, who will act as professional

assessor. The designs are to be sent in on
December 1 of this year.

Manchester New Technical School.—

I

n

connexion with the competition for the erection

of the above building, the Technical Instruction

Committee of the Manchester Corporation re-

port that in response to their advertisement
they received in competition twenty-six sets of

designs. It was deemed advisable to obtain
the assistance of Mr. Alfred Waterhouse, Pl.A.,

as assessor. The designs were hungfor inspection
in a large room in the School of Art, where Mr.
Waterhouse began his labours on August 22.

At the end of last week the committee inspected
the plans, in company with their adviser. After
much deliberation the designs which were con-

sidered to be entitled to first, second, third, and
fourth premiums respectively were selected.

The sealed envelope containing the name of

the successful competitor will not be opened
until the confirmation of the conmittee’s pro-

ceedings by the Council.

Camsponbente,

To tilt Editor of The Builder,

THE INSTITUTE AND ARCHITECTURE.
Sir,—

I

n the history of institutions as with
individuals there would seem to come a time of

crisis, which, if taken advantage of, may issue

in increased vitality.

To such a critical period the R.I.B.A. has
arrived. It has done good work in the past by
opposing abuses,—raising the character of the
architect and of the surveyor,—encouraging
students by offering good prizes for competi-
tion, &c., and in founding a library of great
value and importance.
This is a work which could only have been

accomplished by men of a certain stamp and
energy. They probably made a mistake when
they called it an Institute of “ Architects,” for

it would more correctly be defined as an Insti-

tute of Architects and of Surveyors, &c. As it is,

the proportion of architects to surveyors is

small
;
and when the former exhibit any anxiety

that architecture should be adequately repre-

sented, they are repressed, and dubbed by that
most objectionable title, “ Art-Architect.”

Architecture as a “ fine art ” is, perhaps,
little understood, and is very generally regarded
as something to be applied to a building

;

whereas architecture deals with, and stamps
with its impress, all the process of building,

beginning with plan, elevation, and section,

which are of equal value in the development
of architectural character, and ending with the
right treatment of the several materials
employed in the construction of the building.

An iron girder, for instance, treated archi-

tecturally, should differ from the mere product
of the engineer’s method. And in the use of

marble, stone, or wood, there is a treatment for

each which should express the character of the
material, and the forms suitable for one mate-
rial should not be used interchangeably with
another. To give a definition of all that goes
to produce “ architecture ” is difficult. It is

obvious that all building is not architecture,

leither is building ornament, or decorative
features, architecture. Architecture does not
leal with exceptional kinds of building, but
Jeals with ordinary building in an exceptional
vay. Again, the difference between building
ind architecture is not primarily a question of
'orm, though form has much to do with it, as
ffiat which applies to the outward thing, but
architecture possesses also an inward quality,

ixpression, and character, which engenders in

he beholder emotion which responds to the
tense of fitness.

( The subtle and living attributes are recognised
liy the artist, and run through the whole gamut
(f art, and it is these qualities which alike

liistinguish real sculpture and painting from
acre imitations and lifeless work.
In the memorable case of “Beltv. Lawes,”

he judge, jury, and the majority of the public,

failed to see that the mere appearance of the

likeness of a thing did not constitute the art of

sculpture, or raise the work above that which a
cast of the object could represent even more
accurately

;
and the Royal Academicians were

quite unable to put into language, which the

legal mind could compass, any definition of the

distinguishing characteristics of real and
fictitious art. A good work of art is known
and recognised as such at all periods, though it

may not be publicly acknowledged until years

of neglect have passed over it, uutil, in fact, the
opinions of those who have eyes to see, and
capacity to judge, have accumulated with suffi-

cient force and weight to mark it as something
to be admired. The theory that good work is

affected by fashions and taste is a mistaken one,

yet it is quite true that with the ignorant the

prevailing fashion may form the standard of

acceptance or rejection.

An architect must be an artist, or he has no
right to the title. A man may be a good
builder, a surveyor, an estate-agent, or sanitary

engineer, but Art is so jealous a mistress that

it is very unlikely he will be an architect also.

At the present time the Institute has an
opportunity to put itself in the right with regard
to these matters, for it has under consideration

the qualification of its “ Fellows.”
Surely the qualification for Fellowship

should not be the quantity, but the quality of

the actual work done by the candidate.
Nothing else can make the title of “ Fellow ”

worth anything.

It is admitted that there can be no examina-
tion in art, and architecture is an art. You can
have the science without art, but you cannot
have the art without the science, and where one
begins or the other ends it is impossible to say.

No amount of examination can make a man an
architect. Examination of students is well and
good, but here again the Institute might with
advantage cease to use the title “ Examination
in Architecture," as being incongruous. It is

true that an artist, if he is to exercise his art

aright, should be taught building construction,

the strength of materials, the capacities and
limitations of the several materials at his

command; also sanitation, and the practice and
methods employed by the several crafts in con-
nexion with his work as an architect, and in all

of these things the student can be examined.
It is not that the present Institute Examina-

tions in any way intend to undervalue or under-
estimate the importance of what is called the
‘‘art side,” but it is this very division of art and
science in architecture which is injurious and
misleading, especially when it is entitled an
‘‘Examination in Architecture" which com-
prises both. If this title were altered it would
meet the objections which, with justice, are
raised against these Institute Examinations,
and go far towards healing the present breach

;

and if the title of ‘‘Fellow” can be made a
distinction and not a superior qualification to

practice, a still further division may be pre-

vented, for there can be no doubt that,

—

“There is a rift within the lute

Which by and by will make the music mute."

John Belcher.
20, llanover-square, TU.

LONDON WATER SUPPLY.
Sib,—

R

eferring to your“Note”in connexion with

a double supply, and Mr. Richardson’s letter to the

Times, while agreeing with you in the opinion that

there would be many difficulties in the way of two
distinct supplies to every house, I think it wonld be
quite practicable to reserve a supply of pure water
(when obtained) for domestic and other purposes
for which it is indispensable, and using a supply
obtained from the Thames and Lea for those pur-

poses not requiring water of a high standard of

purity,—such as street watering, fire extinction,

flushing of sowers, and the washing of carriages,

stables, yards, &c.

This latter supply could be pumped into mains
direct without any filtration.

The provision of a duplicate system of mains
would not appear to be such a very costly under-
taking, as many of the thoroughfares are at present
supplied with double mains.

Wore this system adopted, a much less volu-

minous supply of pure water would be sufficient for

the needs of London.
It would not do, however, to take this impure

supply into private houses, as, apart from all other
considerations, it would be very liable to be used
for drinking and cooking purposes, owing to careless-

ness or a temporary cessation of the purer supply,

aud much danger would therefore arise.

I may say I wrote with this suggestion to the
Times a day before Mr. Richardsou’s letter

appeared, but I suppose a non-tecbnical editor

could not discriminate between my suggestion and

the other,—although materially different,—and so
considered its publication unnecessary.

Harry D. Assiter,

LATER SCOTCH CASTLES.

Sib,—

I

observe in your appreciative article (fo’^

which I am indebted) ou the above {Builder,

August 6) that you state that the part of the book
relating to town houses and churches seems rather

like padding, and is out of keeping with the rest of

the work.
But I hope you will allow me to remind you that

the book professes to treat of the domestic archi-

tecture of Scotland as well as the castellated, and it

appears to me that without some notice of the town
houses it would have been not only incomplete, but
would have left out a very important chapter of the

subject. With regard to the churches, the towers

of certain of them were practically castles, and were-

used as such, and the resemblance of them all in

their style to the castellated and domestic architec-

of the country was, I think, well worth pointing

out in a book of this nature, and to be quite within

the scope of the undertaking.

With regard to the Scotch sun-dials and their

amount of practical use as compared with English

ones, I grant them to be entirely usele.S3 adjuncts

to a railway station
;
but in a garden where one

has leisure, it is rather interesting to watch the

shadows moving about the complicated surfaces of

such a sun-dial
;
these all telling the same story in

a silent manner seems to be quite in keeping with

the ideas of such a place, and at the same time
furnishing the mind with a little gentle curiosity.

Where can one see illustrations of those beautiful

English sun-dials to which your article refers so

enthusiastically ? I have long wished to be able to

compare the sun-dials of Scotland with those of

other countries, but have not been able to see any
collection of plates to enable this to be done.

Edinburgh, Aug. 26, 1892. Thomas Ross.

*** The point of our comment was that, whereas

Scotch castellated architecture was treated as far

as possible completely and exhaustively, domestic

and city architecture were only treated briefly and
incompletely, producing a book complete on one

side and incomplete on the other, which was to be>

regretted
;
and that the book would have been still

more satisfactory if it had been confined to a com-
plete treatment of one class of buildings. In regard

to sun-dials, we are not aware that there is any
complete illustrative work on English sun-dials : it

would be quite worth doing. We admit the “gentle*

curiosity” stimulated by the favourite Scotch form

of suu-dial; our complaint is that they are, in a

decorative sense, unpleasing and \ingraceful objects,

while the English sun-dial is nearly always graceful.

—Ed.

“ THE BUILDER AND THE ARCHITECT.”

Sir,—

D

o not be too bard on Mr. Punch. I have

known and loved “ The Walrus and the Carpenter

since its publication some twenty years ago
;
and I

think the verses in last week’s Punch, are worthy of

preservation as a successful parody. Surely it is

true that architects do act for, or with, builders in

the covering of estates, though not, one hopes,

with the dreadful consequences described. There

is generally some exaggeration in satire, and, per-

sonally, I am charmed with the poem, which

I mean to keep as a warning to the office.

R. Langton Cole.

*** We admit the literary merit of the parody,

but our opinion as to the justice of the satire is

unaltered. Architects do not act with or for that

kind of builder.

Sfuijcnt’s ®oImnn.

CONCRETE.—X.
ARTIFICIAL CEMENTS (continued).

PORTLAND: SAND TEST.

y^LTHOUGHthe testing of cement neat

ia undoubtedly important, it does not

really give us an exact idea of the

irking value of the cement ;
for cement

scarcely ever used neat, but almost invariably

combination with sand and other substances,

lis is one strong argument in favour of testing

iquettes composed of cement and sand, so

at the test may bear a closer relation to the

es to which the cement must be put in actual

Dstruction, Another argument, even more

rcible, is that the strength of neat cement

es not bear a fixed ratio to the strength of

e cement when mixed with sand, and many
ures might be quoted to show that, of two-

ments, one gives better results when
5ted neat, while the other is the stronger

len tested with sand. The German and

istrian standard rules prescribe such a sand-

5 t; they require the briquettes to be composed

one part cement and three parts dry sand (by

sight), to remain in air for one day after

uging, and then to be placed in water for
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a period of twenty-seven days

;
at the end of

this period they are to be tested. The German
rules in 1878 required the tensile strength of such
briquettes to be 10 kilogrammes per square
centimetre (142'22 lbs. per square inch)

;
while

the Austrian rules demanded 13 kilos, for the
same area (170-7 lbs. per square inch). In 1887
the German standard was raised to 322 5 lbs.

per square inch. Some German makers
gnarantee the minimum tensile strength of

briquettes, made with their cement according
to the standard regulations, to be 16 kilos, per
square centimetre, or 227-5 lbs. per square inch.
Thirty-three briquettes made from Messrs. G.

T. Earle’s Portland cement and three parts
sand, in accordance with the German rales,

were tested by Mr. Faija in 1886, and gave an
average strength of 251 lbs. per square inch at

twenty-eight days. Dr. Michaelis mentions one
cement which, tested with three parts sand,
broke with -157 lbs. per square inch at twenty-
eight days.

There are two common objections raised
against the sand-test

; first, the great delay
which a test extending over twenty-eight days
involves (and br.quetres containing sand, it

must be remembered, cannot be fairly tested
at an earlier date); and second, the ddVualty,
nay, almost tbe impossibility, of obtaining
natural sand of such an uniform physical and
chemical cotnposition as will give always
identical results. In Germany, a standard sand
•can be obtained from tbe Government festing-

establisbment at Berlin; this sand has all

passed a sieve with 387 meshes per square inch,
and has all been retained on one with 774
meshes in the same area. The second objec-
tion, therefore, loses in that country a great
part of its force. Bat in England no such
standard-sand exists, but any kind of sand,
apparently, has been used, the only care being
that the grains are of a certain size, usually such
as have passed a sieve with 400 meshes to the
square inch, and have been held by one with 900.
Mr. Grant, however, the great advocate of testing
cement with sand, declared in 1880 that he had
•^‘recently met with two sands which, though
both clean, sifted through tbe same sieves, and
not much unlike each other even under the
•microscope, gave results that differed by 50 per
cent. From this,” he continued, "it was
clearly as important to test the quality of the
sand or gravel used with cement as it was to

test tbe cement itself."* This would be
multiplying the difficulties of testing, and
therefore we think Mr. FaijVs suggestion,
made after the reading of Mr. Grant’s piper, a
good one, namely, that cement should be tested
neat, and that, for the sand-test the sand used
should be of the kind which would be used in
the actual works for which the cement was
required. This would give the architect or
•engineer a knowledge of the strength to which
the particular structure about to be erected
might be expected to attain. In Table ii.

of the third of this series of articles (see
Builder, p, 56, ante) will be found the result
of tests by Mr. Grant on the strength of neat
cement, and of cement and sand in different
proportions.

A brief outline of tbe method of testing for
tensile strength has been given in the eighth of
this series of articles (see Builder, p, 153, ante),
and the effect of the time of setting, &c., upon
the tests will be considered hereafter.

Compressive Strength.—Testing by compres-
sion is seldom or never specified, but the results
of such tests, especially with briquettes of
cement and sand, are of interest, as such a
test approximates more closely to the actual
stress which the cement has to bear in certain
parts of a bail ling (foundations and arches,
for instance), than does the test by tension.
The shape of the briquettes largely influences
the results, as it does in the case of tensile-

tests. Tbe resistance of cubes, columns,
cylinders, tkc., as can easily be understood,
varies considerably. For comparison, cubes of
a certain size would be most convenient.
The resistance which Portland cement offers

to compression bears an approximate relation
to that which it offers to tension, although the
relation is not as uniform as in cast-iron and
wrought-iroD. Messrs. Dyckerhoff found that
cements, tested under the same conditions as to
area, &c., and with three parts of sand to one
of cement, exhibited a resistance to compres-
sion twenty tioies as great as that they offered
to tension, but this apparently is an abnormal
ratio. Professor Bauschinger states that with
•nine cements the ratio between compresoive

•• "ProceediDga of the Inst. C.E.," 1879-80, part iv.

and tensile strengths varied from 7 to 1 to
11 to 1. On the Continent it is usually con-
sidered that the resistance of a cement to com-
pression should be ten times as great as its

resistance to tension. Mr. Faija found that
four cements gave results in which the ratio
varied from about 7 to 1 to 9 to 1

;
at tbe age

of 28 days, the resistance to crushing varied
from 4,270 lbs. to 4,780 lbs. per square inch, and
the resistance to tension from 480 lbs. to 696
lbs. These figures are the average of three
tests in each instance

;
the briquettes crashed

were only 1 in. cubes.
Considerable obj-iction has been taken to the

compression - test, because tbe slightest in-

equality of the surfaces of the briquette may
cause fracture under a comparatively small
strfss. This is perfectly true when the
briquettes are very small, but the difficulty is

not insurmountable. If, instead of l-in.

cubes, G-in. cubes were made, and brought
to a smooth surface on two opposite sides
with plaster of Paris, or in other suitable
manner, and crushed, as in the case of
building-stonep, more accurate and uniform
results of considerable value would be obtained.
When the resistance of bailding-stones to
crushing began to be tested, small cubes
measuring 1 in. or 1.^ io. or 2 in. each way
were used, but the results varied to such an
extent on account of tbe irregularity, Slc., of
the specimens that it was found necessary to
test larger pieces. This was rendered possible
by Kirkaldy’s powerful machines. The larger
pieces invariably gave higher results per square
inch than tbe smaller; thus, nine experiments
on 2-in. cubes of Yorkshire stone gave a
mean resistance of 4 -38 tons per square inch,
while fi-in. cubes gave a mean of 4-91 tons;
and 2-iD. cubes of Bith stone (Box)
crushed with -66 ton per square inch, while
G-in. cubes required 1-.) tons per square inch
to crush them. Mr. Faija’s tests of l-in.

cubes of neat cement showed compressive
strengths varying from 1 91 tons to 2 13 tons
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These tests were all made on briquettes
i

twenty-eight days old, tbe first four eeriesii

having been kept in air one day and in water i

twenty-seven days, the last three series haviugij

been in air the whole time. The briquettes n

were only small, those subjected to tensileli

stress weighing about -33 lbs. each, and thel

others about -43 lbs. each. i

Transverse Strength.—Mr. D. A. Stevensonsl

specifies the following test of cement for smallil

works, where a testing-machine cannot reason- 1 !

ably be required :
—

“

The cement is to be madeli
into blocks, 1 in. square and 8 in. long

;
these.-;

are to be immersed in water for seven days, and;
then tested by being placed on two supports il in. t

apart, when they most stand the transversesl

strain produced by a weight of 75 lbs. placed;',

in the centre.”*

Mr. Deacon, Water Engineer of Liverpool,))

contrived a simple apparatus for ascertainingii

the transverse strength of cement bars, byi
which no stress is put upon tbe bar by the;

weights until a lever is moved. He recom-a
mends that three bars of neat cement, 10 in. c

by 1^- in. by 1| in., be made, kept in water for)

seven days, and then broken on supports 9\ in.n

apart
;

if not more than one of the three bi eak .1

with a weight of 150 lbs., the cement may
considered satisfactory.

For use in the formula C = Steven-

:

son’s test assumes the value of C to be 675,.'

and Mr. Deacon’s assumes it to be 633
;
these •>

constants will give the breaking-weight (W) in i

lbs. Calculations will be much simplified if Ct
be taken to equal six, the breaking-weight being i

then in cwts.
;
this will be near enough for all

!

practical purposes, for a large factor of safety .j

must always be used in calculating the safe load i

for concrete structures.

The following table has been compiled from a

figures given by Gillmore in his^book on limes, g

&o. Tbe bars were made in 1860, kept in water, r

and broken by a force applied at tbe middle, the li

ends being simply supported:

—

Table XH'.

Transverse Strength of Portland Cement,

Proportion by volume.
Size of

bars.
Clear
span.

Age In
days.

Average
breakiug
weichc
iu lbs.

Value of

C to give
resnitiu
cwts,

Remarks.

English Portland coinent

1 j, to 1 sand ...

1 „ „ 2 ,,

English Portland cement ... .

1 ,, to 1 sand

i il :iii
1 Roman cement lo 1 saud ...

in. in.

2x2

1 X 1

Ir-.

4

3

4

320

270

100

1,536

1,263
950
306
313
2i»4

91
74

45
585

10-3

8-4
6 '3

12 3
1-2-5

8-2

3-6

2-

9
1-8

3-

9

) Set under pressure of

^ 32 lbs. per sq. in.

1

1 _
' Not sot under pressure.

1

i

•Set under pressure of

32 Ib.s. per sq. in.

per square inch at the age of twenty-eight days,
and increasing to three or four tons at the end
of six months. Some tests by Mr. A. E. Carey
showed the compreisive strength of a neat
cement to be at three months 7,392 lbs. per
square inch, or 3-3 tons. Tests of larger con-
crete cubes will be given hereafter.
The following table is based on results ob-

tained by Messrs. Dyckerhoff, and shows the
relation between the tensile and compressive
strengths of cement mortar containing sand
and lime in varying proportions

;
the sand bad

all passed a sieve with 387 meshes to the
square inch, and had all been retained on one
with 774 meshes

;
the cement took four-and-a-

half hours to set :

—

It will be noticed that the value of C deduced <

from these experiments is considerably more

'

than is required by tbe tests of Mr. Stevenson
and Mr. Deacon, but it must be remembered '

that the latter are for tests at seven dajs,

;

whereas Gillmore’s experiments are on bars 270

and 320 days old. The abnormal ratio of the i

first three tests in the second series seems to -

point to some error or irregularity in the testing.

;

OBITUARY.
Mr. Philip Herapath, F.E,.I.B. A.—Mr. Philip!

Herapath, of Auckland, New Zealand, died on

'

.June 2!) last, after a brief illness. He was elected;

a Fellow of the Institute in 1886.

• Proceedings Iiist.U.E., vol. Ixxxvil., pt. 1.

; XIII.

Tensile arid Compressive Streniith of Portland Cemenf.

Composition nf briquettes
by weight.

Tensile strength in lbs. per
sq. inch.

Cempreasive strength in Iba. per
aq. inch.

Lime Five Six Eight Tbr;e Five Six Seven Eight
Cement. in Dry of of of i

of of cf of

State. Sand. Saud. Sand. Sand,
i

1

Saud. Sand. Saud. Sand. Sand. Sand.

1 3, 5, 6 224 8 138 91
1

1
4 82-2 2.341 1,549

1 I 3, 5 236-2 159-4 5.599 3,036

1 S, 5, 6 258 -y 150-8 145-1 6,292 3,193 2,5U4

1 5, 6,7 1:39-4 3:32-3 119 5
1

3,618 2,481 2,066

1 1.

5, 6, 7, 8 128 13:3-7 99-6 S6-8 3,412 2.716 •1,941 1,643

1 6, 7. S 115-2 91-1 74 3,521 2,535 1,847

1 1 S
...

i

1
6-3 1,S71
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GENERAL BEILBINO NEWS.
ii Ward’s School for Girls, London. — Mr.
b Andrew Murray, Surveyor to the City of London,
|i has prepared some alternative plans and doiigns for
[I a school which the Corporation are about to estab-
\ H'h under provisions of the will of the late Mr.
It Ward. Having agreed upon one set, the Corpora-
|i tion will cause the new school to be erected upon a

p
site next to the Guildhall School of Music, on the

k Victoria Embankment. It is hoped that room can

j

bo provided there for 400 pupils. L, is stated that

||
Mr. Murray’s accepted uesignis in the Gothic s’yle,

jj
and that the estimated cost is 15,4001., with 2,000^.

[,for the furniture and littings.

bj New Church. R.ath.mullen. Donegal. Ireland.
9 —On the 28th uit. the new Church of St. Joseph,
li Rathmutlen, was dedicated by the Bishop of the
ii diocese, the Rev. Dr. O'Donnell. The site of the
church is on the face of a hill overlooking the pier

and the lough. The church is desi^'ned in the
Gothio style of the thirteenth century, and consists
of nave, chancel, and sacristy. The nave measures
70 ft. by 30 ft., and the apse is 21 ft. in depth, and
of octagonal form. The side walla are pierced by
single lancet lights, of which there are live on each
side, and the apse is lighted by three windows ii

the sides and end. The west end has a triplet, of
which the centre one has a niche for a statue of
St. Joseph, to whom the church is dedicated. The
flanking windows of the niche show above the
organ gallery, and are surmounted by a circular
cusped rose-window. Buttresses are introduced,
and these, as also the doors and windows, are all

formed in Mount Charles cut stone. The roofs are
bigli-pitcbed, with wrought principals and boarded
ceilings, divided into panels by mouldings, the apse
ceiling being treated with mouldiuge, and the whole
varnished. The floors aro of timber, and provision
made for three altars, those already erected being

of timber. The church was designed by and car-
ried out from the plans of Mr. Wm. Hague
architect, Dublin, and the builder has been Mr.
James M'Clay, Strabane.
Free Liuraky. Kiddermin.ster.— For the erec.

tion of the Free L’brary, in Exchange-street. Kid-
derminster, for the Corporation, the tender of Mr.
Henry Smith, of Ki dderminster, has been accepted,
and the work commenced. Mr. Tomk’nson, High
Sheriff of Worcestershire, who is Chairman of the
Free Library Committee, has consented to lay the
foundation-stone. Mr. J. M. Gething, of Kidder
minster, is the architect.

Additions toGlasgowPost Office.—According
to the Scotsman, the extensive additions which are
being made to the General Po^f Office, Glasgow, at
a cost of 30,000f., are expoct'-d to be completed in
the course of the next eighteen months. By so-
curiug the site of the old Athenffiuni, at the back
of the present oSice, sufficient area has been pro-
vided almost to double, roughly speaking, the
accommodation of the different departmen's,
barring the public offices, wh'ch remain unaltered.
The present building, in fact, is not in any way
interfered with, except in eo far as is necessary to
connect it with the new structure in the rear.
Having its front elevation towards Ingram-street, it

has not been nect-ssary t > adhere t 'the original style
of architecture, and thearchuect. Mr.W.W. Robert-
son, of Her Majesty’s Board of Works, has adopted
a Renaissance style. Of the extensions, the main
feature, according to the plans, is the provision of
three large rooms, each occupying the whole extent
of one of the floors. On the ground floor there will
be a new sorting-room, 128 ft. by 80 ft. in its

internal dimensiuns, and connected with the old
sorting-room, which is on the corresponding flat of
the present office. Above, on the first floor, and of
the same dimensions, is a new letter-carriers’ roum,
and over it again is the toletraph-room, with large
roof-lights in addition to the windo ws. All of these
departments are similar in size, and the floor space
save for halfa dozen supporting columns, is uninter-
rupted. The basement is taken up with the engine-
room aod the boiler-house required for the working
of the pneumatic tubes, and the supply of the electric
light, with which the entire office will be illuminated,
lu the basement also accommodation is found
for the telegraph delivery-room and the tele-
graph messengers’ kitchen. On either side of the
juilding a covered way is to be constructed to
enable the mail-carts to enter. The contractors are
Messrs. M'Kesaock k Son, Glasgow, and Messrs.
Morrison k Mason, Glasgow.
Village Hall, Forest - row, Sussex. — A

i-illsgo ball has just been erected at Forest-
row, Sussex, by Mr. H. R. Presbfield, to the
uemory of the only grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Freshfield. The architect of the building is Mr.
I. M. Brydon, of Regent’s Pirk, L mdon, the builder
eeing Mr. Job Luxford. The exterior of the large
iall is constructed of orange-red bricks from
swinley Forest, Bracknell, with cornices of local
landstono, and the heavy buttresses are also cased
vith it. The lower portion of the front of the
Hiildiug and its two wings is of local stone, the
ipper part being covered with ornamental vertical
iling from St. John’s. The chimneys are of red
)rick8, and between them is a cubular turret
covered with copper, and used for the pnrposesof ven-
ilation. It contains one of Boyle’s ventilators. The
•ortico stands on wood columns, supporting wooden
robes. It has a heavy comice and old timbered

front. In a lower panel, with a bordering scroll, is

an inscription. The portico leads to a hall with a
floor of small plain red tiles. This hall gives com-
munication with the largo meeting-room, the
private apartmt nts of the caretaker, a committee-
room, and, by means of a staircase and balcony
shove, to another room which will serve as a place
of gathering

;
and on the other siiie to the private

sleeping afiartments of the attendant. The large
ball is 43 ft. by 23 ft., and will seat 250 people.
At one end, in a recess, is a stage communicating
with an ante-room having its own exit and entrance.
There is a “ crush-door ” to the hall itself close to the
stage, and a third door giving .admission to the c;

taker's rooms. The roof i.s of lofty pitch, and borne
by timber principals. A panelled dado runs round
the whole room. Warmth in winter will be supplied
by a large open fire-place. Behind are hot-air
chambers, with openings into the room through the
mantelpiece. The apartment is lit by lead-light
windows. Adjoining the hall is a soup-kitchen.
Board School, Sheffield.—The new school

erected by the Sheffield School B -ard at Woodburn
was opened on the 29th ult. by Mr. J. N. Coombe.
The schools, which are close to the pit of the
Nunnery Colliery Company, have been erected at
a total cost of 14,7301. They aro to accommodate
432 boys, 432 girls, and 3C0 infants. The plans
were drawn by Messrs. Wightmau k Wightman,
hut on thedea'h of the principal partner of that
firm the work, says the S/ieffield Telefjraph, was
taken in hand by Mr. E. Holmes, of Sr. Jaraes’s-
row, Sheffield. The principal contractor was Mr.
J. Morten, Sheffield

; others doitig different por-
tions of work being Mr. T. Astley, carpenter and
joiner

;
Mr. J. B. Corrie, plumber

;
Messrs. C.

Chadwick k Sons, slaters and plasterers
;

Mr. E.
Smith, painter; Jlr. J. Scrimshaw, aspbaiter;
Mr. R. White, ironworker. The gas-fittiugs were
supplied bv Messrs. W. Emery k Co., and the
clocks by Mr. J. Dawson. The schools have been
b-ated throughout on the low-pressure principle by
Messrs. Newton Chambers & Co. The clerk of the
works Was Mr. Cortwrii-ht.

Drill Hall, Winchester.—The new Drill Hall
referred to on p, 164 of our last issue is being
erected at Winchester, not at Alton, as inadvertoutly
stated

SAIVITAMY A^^I> ENGINEERING NEWS.
pREC.iUTIONS AGAINST THE CHOLERA. — The

Local Government Board and the Port Sanitary
Authorities of London and other ports appear to be
taking prompt and vigorous measures to intercept
and isolate cholera patients arriving from abroad.
S I far there appears to be no undue ground for
alarm, but increased attention must be paid to
sanitation, both domestic and public. The Timts
states that the Local Government Board has
addressed letters to the London Wafer Companies
which take their supplies from the Thames and
Lea, repreeenting to them the necessity of be-
stowing special a'tention on the filtration, of em-
ploying an extra thickness of sand, of allowing the
water to pass through as slowly as practicable, and
of taking care to remove all surface foulness from
the layers of filtering material. Such of the Com-
panies as derive part of their supply from deep
wells in the chalk are also requested to distribute as
much water from that source as possible, rather

realised. The Boyle system is specified for the New
Jubilee Hail to be erected in Rangoon, and Mr.
Boyle has furnished plans and estimates for the
ventilation of the Palace of the King of Siam, at
Bangkok; Government Buildings and Museum,
B-itavia; Houses of Parliament, Ct-ntennial Hall,
Mouic’pal Buildings, Hospital, and New Theatre,
Syduby; Hou-nes of Parliament, Stock Exchange,,
Commercial Bank, and Bank of Victoria, Mel-
bourne; also a system of veniilatiou for the new
drainage scheme in Melbourne. At Adelaide the
air-pump ventilators are employed for the ventila-
tion of the Houses of Parliament, Government
House, Government Buildings, Supreme Courts,
Post Office, Hospital, Art Gallery, Museum,
University, and other public buildings. At Christ-
church, New Zealand, the house drainage is, we are
informed, in accordance with the drainage regula-
tions, exclusively ventilated with the air - pump
ventilators, and it is estimated that there aro over
5,000 ill use for this purpose in Christchurch alone

;

most of the public buildings are also ventilated with
the Boyle system. The air-pump ventilators are
also employed for tlio house drainage, Wellington,
several thousands being fixed. Tney are also in
use on the Houses of Parliament, Government
House, Government Buildings, Post Office,
Supreme Courts, Hospital, Opera House, kc.,
whilst at Dunedin and Auckland Boyle’s system is-

likewise in general use. Mr. Boyle informs us that
he has received a large number of reports from
Government engineers, architects, and City
Surveyors, testifying to the success of his system
in the Colonies.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.
France.— It is announced that the architectural

department of the municipality of Paris is to
undertake shortly the restoration of _tho celebrated
tower of "Jean sans Peur’'iD the Rue Etienne Marcel,
which has been long in a dangerous condition.
The " SociSt^ d’Histoiro et d’ Arcbcologie du Vieux
Montmartre” has requested of the Paris munici-
pality that the statue of Claude Chappe, inventor
of the aerial telegraph, should be placed on the
Boulevard de Rochechouart, in memory of the first

telegraph established in 1793 on the tower of the
Eglise St. Pierre. An international exhibition
of Industry, Horticulture, and Fine Arts
is to be held at Monaco during the months
of January, February, and March of next year.

To-morrow (September 4) is to be inaugurated
the colossal statue by M. Falguiere symbolising the
union of Savoy and France in 1793. The statue,
which is in bronze, stands on a pedestal 3J metres
in height, ornamented with a bronze garland
binding together the escutcheons and coats-of-arms
of the seven ancient provinces of the Duchy of
Savoy. At Lille the competition for a monument
to M. Testelin has just been deciiled

;
the desigrv

of 51. Cordonnier has been selected, consisting of
a bust on a column, beneath which is a figure

ith outspread wings repro-senting " La Defense
Nationale.” At the foot of the column are
grouped soldiers, one of whom unfolds a
standard while the other sounds a charge,
while a seated figure symbolises “ La R€-
publique Parlementaire." The committee
formed at Epinal for the erection of a national

than river water. The local authorities are taking ! monument to Joan of Arc has entrusted its
action for the setting-apart of buildings as isolation

j

execution to M. 5Iercic. The monument, which
hnspitals should they be needed. will be of marble, is to be finished in about a year

Boyle’s Ventilating Appliances in the East * from now, and will probably be exhibited in the
AND IN Australasia.—Wo learu that 5Ir. Robert I next Salon. M. ThiSophile Banau (sculptor) will
Boyle has juit completed another voyage round the shortly complete a statue of General Kellermann for
world (his fourth), iu the interests of the ventilating the monument in commemoration of the battle of
and sanitary appliances of which he is the inventor,

j

Valmy, which will probably be inaugurated at the
and whicb^ are mapufactiired by Messrs. Robert

!

end of the month of September. On the occa-
Boyle & Son, Limited, of London and Glasgow. ! sion of the ceremony a retrospective exhibition
Two years ago Mr. Boyle made his third tour is to be organised at Chalons - sur - 5Iarne
round the world, when he visited Egypt, India, ' of various objects connected with that battle,
China, and Japan, and last year he travelled which are already collected to the number of more
through South Afiica. On both of these journeys

I
than three hundred, and include arms, manuscripts,

we_ learn that he was highly successful in stimu- plans, orders, drawings, and uniforms. TheTowo
lating an interest in sanitary matters, and in Council of Pontacq (Basses Pyrenees) has decided to
securing the adoption of his systems of ventilation raise a statue to General Barbauegre, a celebrated
aud sanitation. Mr. Boyle has been no less success- soldier of the First Empire, who wiis born in that
fu! throughout the tour ju-t concluded, in the locality. It is Barbanbgre who forma a prominent
course of which he visited Burmah, the 5Ialay figure in 51. DlJtaille’s picture of the surrender of
Native States, Sumatra, Siam, Borneo, Java, Huningue, exhibited iu this year’s Salon. The
Australia, New Zealand, Samoa, the Sandwich Dtoaurille Railway Society has opened a new line
Isla< ds, and America, where he saw the different from Cabourg to Lue-sur-Mer, A new railway
buildings comprising the Chicago Exhibition, and line has been opened from Arles to Saintes-
furnished plans and estimates for their ventilation,

j

5Iarie8, traversing the plain of Camargue.
We may mention that the Kimberley Exhibition,

|

The decease is announced, at the age o;
South Africa, is ventilated throughout with Mr.

j

seventy-six, of M, Geoffroy Dechaume, curator
Boyle’s system. Agen- ies have been established in

[

of the museum of sculpture at the Trocadfiro.
the different countries visited, and arrangements

j

An eminent sculptor and passionate lover cf
completed in each of the Australian colonies aod

i
French art, he contributed largely to the restora-

N«w Zealand for the manufacture of the latest
i

tion of the Mediceval sculpture of the country. He
improved iorm of the self-acting air-pump venti-

j

was a zealous collaborator with Viollet-le-Duc in
lator,_and other ventilating and sanitary appliances, the restoration of the SainteChapelle. He modelled
As evidence of the confidence of the agents appointed

j

the fine medallion of Corot which adorns the monu-
in Australasia with regard to business prospects,

i
ment of that painter at Villa d’Avray, as well aa

it may be stated that tboy have undertaken
I
the marble statue of B4ranger on his death-bed,

to sell, withiu a specified time, not less than which is one of the best works in the Luxembourg

;

16,000^. worth of the air-pump ventilators, &c., i and ha rendered great service in the organisation of
representing ventilating contracts of the value the Trocadgro 5Iuseum, and in overseeing the
of about 40,000f. ;

though at hast double that casting of the examples, as well as in the selection,
amount of business is confidently expected to be of works to be reproduced.

1

ti
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COMPETITIONS AND CONTRACTS.
coMPEirnoNs. CONTRACTS.

—

Continued.

Nature ol Work. By whom Advertised. Premium.
Designs Nature of Work or Materiala. By whom Required.

Architect, Surveyor,
or Euglneer,

Tenders
to be

delivered.

“Local Board Ror'ni. OfUcea, Ac SbeptoD Mallett L. B. r, * 7
*PuUing-down Oas Works Central London Dis-

Offldal Sept. S40f. and 20i •Repairs to Roofs. PnrsjTets, Walls, Ac. at
Kensington Oiiardtana T. W. Aldwiuckle ....

CONTKACT8. •fiuildeii' Wurk iu Engine and Boiler
House. Ac. Derby Corporation

Nature ot Work or Materiala. By whom Required,
Architect. Surveyor,

or Engineer.
delivered.

•Butidlugs and Works at Depot
•Boadinaking and Raving Works
•Cart Lodges In Yard. Deptford
•Cemetery Chapels. Lodges, Ac
•Alteration to House at Cemetery. Ilford..

Llanelly School Bovnl
Lewlshaiu Bd. of Wk.i

do.
Greenwich BJ. of Wks

J. B. Morgan
OffMai

0 0.

do.

Sept.'lJ

Sept.'n

Sept 6

Sept. 7

Comnirs, ot Sewers....
Sklp'OD U.B.S A. ...
Woolwich Local Board
OL. Olave's Union ....

\Offii-ial ! Sept, a)

*Coinpci’Jiid Horizuutal Eugiae, Exteusion
o( Boiler Ucuaes, Ac. Ac Wisbech Wtrwks Co. E. Easton A Co

•Public Bath H. H. Church
Jfl'

Sept
Sept. 27
OtvL -u

Thott marked with an Aiteriek (•) are advertieed in this Number, Competitions, j>, iv. Contracts, pp, Iv., vl., i vill.

UISCELLANEO US.

The Majichester Hoyal Inkirmart and the
I’roi'OSED Extension.

—

A meeting of tbe Board
of the Jlanchester Royal Iniiriuary was held on the

29th ult., Mr. E. S. Ileywood in the chair. The
report of the scrutineers to examine and count the

voting papers handed in in connexion with the vote

taken as to the proposal of the Board to extend the

Royal Infirmary upon the present site, stated that

1,350 papers wore issued, and 69S were returned.

Of that number 414 trustees voted for the amend-
ment, and 2S4 for the resolution of the Board.
Five votes were handed in too late. The amend-
ment was therefore carried by 130 votes.—The
Chairman said the result had been a disappointment
to the Board. They had, however, matter for

satisfaction in finding that during the last twelve
months the strain upon the Infirmary wards had
not been so heavy as upon seme former occasions,

and so time could be allowed for deliberation.

The Railway Accident near Melton Mow-
bray.—Major Marindin has issued his report to the

Board of Trade oti the accident near Melton Mow-
bray, on the Great Northern and London and
North - Western joint line, which occurred on
July 25, and caused the death of three persons. It

will be remembered that at the time of the ac-

cident a section of the up-line north of Melton
Mowbray was being re-sleepered. Notices were
sent out limiting the speed at the place where the

accident tool: place to fifteen miles an hour. Part
of the line was originally laid over 7 ft. from the
down-line, and it was arranged that when the work
of re-sleepering was being performed the line

should be brought into the usual position, with a

6 ft. space only between the two lines. There was
a conflict of testimony as to when this re-arrange-

ment was to be effected. At the time the accident
happened, about 15S yards of the line had been
nearly slewed into its now position, and for a con-

siderable distance northwards the line hail been
prepared for the change by the excavation of the

ballast. There were no flagmen out, and the signal-

man, having had no notice of what was going to be
done, had lowered both his home and distant

signals for the train. The engine jumped off the

line towards the 6 ft. side, about 42 yards south

of the most northerly point to which the

slewing had actually been carried out. Major
Marindin says it is clear that the line was at

the time rendered quite unfit for a train to run
•over at any speed, and the speed at which the

train was running when it left the rails was con-
siderably over 15 miles an hour. The responsibility

for the accident he attributes principally to the fore-

man, George Harwood, who failed to send out
flagmen, but he adds that it is impossible to acquit

the unfortunate driver, Herron, who was killed,

from the charge of non-attention to the notice

which had been handed to him limiting the speed
of the train at the point to 15 miles an hour, as

at that speed the train might have run over the

portion of tbe line which had been slewed. Major
Marindin considers that such an operation should

always be protected by flagmen.

—

Times.

American “Social” Statistics.—Amongst the
various bulletins issued by degrees from the Census
Office of the United States on the results of the

1890 census, perhaps none is more interesting than
that dealing with *' social ” statistics of cities. The
latter include density of population and death-rate,

street paving and lighting, waterworks and sewers,

police and fire services. Confining ourselves to

street paving and lighting, waterworks and sewers,

the chief thing that strikes us is the great diffe-

rences prevailing between the different cities.

Of the five largest cities, Philadelphia has the
highest percentage of streets paved, namely, 65T6
per cent., while at Chicaaoit is only 30'71 per cent.

At New York it is 62‘26 per cent.
; at Brooklyn,

57 '43 per cent. ; at St. Louis, 39'77 per cent.

Washington is well up in the list with 69'36per
cent. At Boston, Worcester, and Holyoke {all in

Massachusetts), all the streets are paved. None of
tbe streets of Denver (Colorado) are paved. The
average cost of tho construction and repair
of streets per head of the population is

highest in Sioux City (Iowa), where it is

20‘25 dols., and lowest in Newark (New
Jersey), namely, 11 cents. The figures for tbe
five largest cities are Chicago, S'lS dols,; St.
Louis, 1^85 dol.

;
New York, 68 cents

;
Phila-

delphia, 61 cents
;
Brooklyn, 49 cents. The average

cost per head of the population for street cleaning
ranges from 71 cents in New York to 5 cents in
Buffalo (New York). The annual cost of street
lighting per head of the population is highest at
Boston, where it is 1'24 dob, and lowest at Buffalo
(11 cents). In Washington it is 77 cents; Phila-
delphia, 70 cents

;
Brooklyn, 59 cents

;
Chicago,

SScents
;
New York and St. Louis, 43 cents. The

annual charge for water for an average dwelling is

highest at Dallas (Texas), namely. 31 dols., and
least at Washington (4'50 dols.). At Chicago and
St. Louis it is 14 dols.

;
Boston, 12 dols.

;
Phila-

delphia, 9 dols.
;
Brooklyn, 8 dols.

;
New York, 6

dols. The average cost of tho works per head of
the population was 21-3rMlols. in the case of water-
works owned by the cities, and 31'20 dols. in the
case of works owned by 'private parties,—a dif-
ference worth noting. As regards sewers, tho
avernge cost per head of the population is highest
at Holyoke (0‘561 dol.), and lowest at Philadelphia
(0'024 dob). At Boston it is 0‘263 dol.

;
Washing-

ton, 0T19 dol.
;
New York, 0'077 dol.

;
Chicago,

0‘U75 dol.; Brooklyn, 0‘066 dol. : St. Louis, 0'057
dol.

The M.vckenzie Tomb in Greyeriars Church- i

YARD, Edinburgh.

—

A remarkable tomb in Grey-

]

friars Churchyard, Edinburgh, has just been I

restored by the care of J^ord Wharncliffe and the
j

Marquis of Buto, under the careful superintendence
j

of Dr. Rowand Anderson. Tho tomb is that of Sir
I

George ^Mackenzie, King’s Advocate to Charles II.
j

and James 11. We gather from the Scotsiaun that

,

“ the disordered and ili-cared-for state of tbe
remains of the Mackenzie family, due, no doubt,
partly to the mode of burial, was reflected in the
monument itself. The entire plaster work inside
was dropping off with damp, the stones in the roof
of the dome were boing forced from their places by
frost an<l vegetable growth. The vase or urn on
the top was split into several pieces, and ready to
come down at the slightest provocation. Tho old
oak door was much decayed. A.11 these defects
have been repaired. The monument, without altera-

tion in form, has been made wind and water tight,

and its outward appearance decent and creditable
to the representatives of its founder, so that it may
carry down for several centuries longer the name
and fame of Sir George Mackenzie. Tbe tomb is

one of the most important in the churchyard. In plan
it is a circle inside of 12 ft. diameter and an octagon
outside. At each angle of tho octagon is a Corinthian
column carrying the entablature and cornice. On
each face of the octagon is a shallow niche with a
carved shell in the semi-circular head. The door
into tho tomb is on the north side

;
over it is a

carved panel on which is represented a skeleton
holding in front of it something like a shell, on the
inside of which is a cartouche on which Mackenzie’s
crest is carved—an eagle rising from a rock, with
the motto, ‘Firma et Ardiia.' There is no name
or date on the building. Tbe roof is a stone dome
showinga circularseetion inside and an ogee section
outside. Tbe finial is a carved vase. The inside,

about 20 ft. high, is divided into eight compart-
ments, each having a shallow niche somewhat

i

similar to those outside. The roof is divided

'

by eight ribs, meeting in the centre in a
'

circular boss, on which is carved the emblem of
the Mackenzies—a stag’s head in a wreath of

deer’s grass. On the aide opposite tho door is a
recess about 7 ft. long, 3 ft. 9 in. broad, and
2 ft. 3 in. from the floor. In tbe floor of this
chamber is a large opening with a stair leading to
the vault below, w’here there are a number of
coffins, but not that of Sir George Mackenzie.
Beneath this is a third chamber, access to which is

obtained by raising a large flagstone with rings. In
this chamber are also human remains. This tomb
must have been erected some time about 1690. It
is now the property of Lord Wharncliffe, the repre-
sentative of the Mackenzie family. No mark exists
to show who wa.s the architect. From the date
of its erection it may have been Robert Mylne,
the Royal Master Mason of Mackenzie’s time.

who made additions to Holyrood for Charles II.
took part in completing Ileriot’s Hospital,
and is himself buried at Holyrood,” Whilst
the tomb of the “ Bloody Mackenzie,” the
prosecutor of the Covenanters, has thus been
restored, the burial placo of John Knox, the
Scottish Reformer, romains unmarked by any
monument, and is left exposed to rolling vehicles
and ali tbe traffic of a public square. An unknown
individual has, however, through a firm of solicitors,
infoi'med the Town Council of his willingness to
erect an ornamental metal railing round the
Reformer’s grave in Parliament-square. He also
stated that if the people of Scotland or of Edin-
burgh would be willing to enter into the movement,
he would undertake to contribute at least 500b
towards placing a more substantial and worthy
memorial over tbe grave. Tbe letter has been
remitted to the Lord Provost’s Committee for con-
sideration. The site of John Knox’s grave is im-
mediately to tho south-west of the equestrian
statue of Charles II., which occupies the centre of
the square, and within a few feet of the pedestal of
that statue. Tbe site is most unsuitable for a
monument, and to enclose it with a railing would
so contract the passage of vehicles that it is hardly
probable that the Government would santion such
an obstruction of the roadway to and from the
Courts of Law. As we stated in a recent note, an
endeavour to raise a memorial to Knox of a monu-
mental character has failed, and that it is now pro-
posed to place a statue of the Reformer in one of
the niches of the National Portrait Gallery.
The English InoN Trade.—There is still little

alteration of note in tbe English iron market. In
the Cleveland district business is fairly active, .and
prices are firm, at an advance of 9d. on the week.
The Glasgow warrant market is more active

;
but

transactions are confined to Scotch warrants.
Scotch makers’ iron is in less brisk demand, but
rates are firmly upheld, and in the case of several
brands are higher, owing to scarcity of supplies. In
manufactured iron little is doing, and ship, girder,
and boiler plates have been reduced 2s. 6d. in the
Cleveland diatriot. Tin-plates are in fair sale, but
at very low prices. Tho steel trade exhibits little

activity, and, as in finished iron, lower quotations
are recorded in tbe north of England. Shipbuilders
are depres-sed, and engineers are indifferently em-
ployed. The coal trade is quiet.

—

Iron.

MEETINGS.
Tuesday, September 6.

^

Glasgow Architectural AwociaDoTi.—Paper by ifr. '

Charles R. M'Intosh entitled “An Italian Tour." Sp.m. :

Wednesday, septejiber 7.

Builders' Foremen and Clerks of Works' Institution.—
Ordinary Meeting. 8.30p.m.

RECENT PATENTS:
ABSTRACTS OF ePEOIFICATIONS.

8,292.—Artificial Stone Blocks : o. 31 Graham.—
This invention relates to artittcial stone blocks for
building purposes, as well as for street and side-walk
pavements, and consists in the peculiar formation of
the protuberances by which interlocking joints or
se.ams of the building blocks are attained, the object of
which la to so form the joggles or dovetails of the
blocks as to permit joining them in close proximity on
all the sides or faces of the seam, to reduce the build-
ing material for the same, and to increase its strength.

12,480. — Paints: J, C. iiartin. — This invention
consists in treating or operating upon pigments of which
zinc oxide or zinc sulphide form a part, also upon the
white lead produced by any of the precipitation or wet
processes of manufacture, and, as these pigments are
generally of inferior specific gravity and body, and
require an excess of oil for conversion into paint,
causing them to condense and assume the paste-like
condition of ground white lead with a moderate quan-
tity of oil, the inventor takes the pigment In the form
of a dry powder, and places it in a horizontal pug-mill,
or other suitable mixing apparatus, and adds as much
water as when Intimately mixed will produce a slightly
damp powder. This damp powder is then submitted
to the action of edge-runners, or other suitable crush-
ing machinery, until the oulk is considera'bly reduced
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snd the specific gravity increased. It is then dried, and
(treated In the same manner in a similar apparatus, oil

being substituted for the water in such quantity as will

cause It to remain in a perfectly powder-like couditlon
(in the mi.xer above described, but will cause it to

slightly adhere together when the crushing is completed
1 under the edge-runners. It is then transferred to the
’ ordinary pug-mills, and as much oil added as will bring
it to a paste-like condition, after which it is ground in

the usual manner.
. 12,633.—ARTIFICIAL STONE: T. D. Harries.— Th\a
ilnvention consists in mining cements in proper propor-
{ tions with metalliferous matrix after the separation of

(the contained metals as far as practicable by the usual
(processes. The cement and mine debris mixture is

I

placed in moulds, and moistened with sutllclent mortar.
The artificial stone thus produced consists of metal-
liferous matrix, containing various proportions of

various metals, cement, and mortar.
14,773. — Water-closets: S. Jennings and J.

Morley,—This invention relates to water-closets which
I are emptied by syphoning. In such closets Incon-

I

veulence is caused by the pouring of slops into the pan
Istarting sypbonlc action, leaving the pan empty and
! the trap unsealed, if the handle la not pulled to admit
I
fresh water. To obviate this objection the following

I

arrangement is adopted:—The supply-pipe from the

! water-waste preventer, or other source, is branched at
the bottom one branch leading into the pan In the
ordinary manner, whilst the other branch is led first

downwards, (hen upwards, and again downwards into

the top of the long leg of the ayphon-pipe from the pan.

At the top bend of the water-pipe is fi.xed a valve open-
ing Inwards. If slops are poured into the pan this

valve admits air, and prevents any syphonic action
being set up, but when the handle is pulled the flow of

water is divided, part finshing the pan in the ordinary
manner, whilst part rushes past the air valve and holds
it closed, so that no air can enter. This water also in

flowing down the long leg of the syphon starts the
syphonic action, and empties the pan, which Is after-

wards filled with clean water by the usual afterdlush
apparatus.

16,309.—Scaffolding : F. ITefdou.—The main object
of this invention is the construction of a device to be
employed in erecting scaffolding in place of the rope
lashings ordinarily used, and this device consists of a

short length of wire rope or chain, furnished with a

loop or eye at each end. To one of these loops la

attached a double book, the ends of the hooks being
bent downwards and sharpened to form spikes. To
connect a horizontal pole to a vertical pole the rope is

placed round the vertical pole below the horizontal

pole, then brought round the latter, and crossed on the
vertical pole, the ends being then brought round the
said pole, and united by entering the double hook in the
loop, so that the spikes are against the pole. These
aplkes entering the wood are sufllclent to retain the
device in place, and the arrangement Is such that the
greater the weight brought to bear upon the horizontal
pole the more rigid the attachment becomes. At the
same time, the position of the horizontal pole can be
instantly adjusted by pressing up the lowermost part of

the rope. This slackens the whole arrangement, and
the short spikes being pulled out of the wood the hori-

zontal pole and rope can be moved up and down as
required, whilst directly the weight is allowed on the
rope the device again becomes rigidly attached. Al-

though described In connexion with a horizontal and
vertical pole, it is equally applicable for securing a

diagonal to a vertical pole.

9,266.—Brick Driing : Max Wolf.—The object of

this invention is to provlfle a construction adapted for

drying bricks In hot-air dryers of the class in which the
material to be dried is moved slowly through the
dryer on cars. For the drying of lumber, kilns of this

general character have long been known and success-

fully used, and numerous and expensive attempts have
,

been made to employ the same principle in the drying

I

of bricks. These attempts have been hitherto without

I

success. In this invention the excessive moistening of

I
the bricks near the entrance end, and the cracking of

! the bricks as they progress through the kiln, have been
!
entirely obviated, and the bricks may be dried with the

I

same certainty, uniformity, and success as lumber may
I be dried in kilns of this general character. For details

we must refer our readers to the specification, as they
I are too complicated to be adequately described in the

I

space at ourc'-mmand.
I

11,193.—WATER-CLOSETS!: P. Bright.—This invention

I
relates to that kind of water-closet the basin of which
is formed with an apron, skirt, or shield in front, which

' usually extends more or less round the sides, and which
i
supports the weight of the basin and of the person

I
using the closet. It consists, firstly. In forming the

I

upper port of the basin with a Up, or projecting part,

in front, somewhat after the shape of the basin of an
urinal ;

secondly, in forming the apron, skirt, or shield

of less dt-pth than hitherto, and In supporting the

I basin on a frame or stool, the apron, skirt, or shield

; being provided with an Inwardly-projecting fiange at

the bottom, or with inwardly-projecting lugs, whereby
it may be bolted to the afnreaaid frame or stool, which

I latter is also adapted to support the trap ; and, thirdly,

In forming the outlet from the closet-basin horizontal

instead of vertical, as in Mr. Drayson’s patent, such

I

horizontal outlet forming one half, or thereabouts, of

the trap.

11,407. — Enamelled Bricks: C. F. Hall.—This
. patent relates to an improved method of enamelling or

.
glazing bricks or tiles. This is effected by lieatlng the

surface which it is proposed to enamel, and applying to

this surface a aufllciency of finely-powdered enamel of

a composition such as is described In the sDecIflcatlon,

so as to coat and glaze the surface. The brick or tile is

afterwards annealed.

HEW APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.

August 15 —14,673, W. Greaves, Domestic Fire-grate

or Stove.—11,681, J. Helliwell, Apparatus for Carving

Wood, (fee.— 14.669, J. Cochrane, Immovable Buffer for

Water-closet Seats. — 14,698, C. Price, Combination
Drain-plug.—14,724. E. Edwards, Feeding and Driving

ii) Halls. 14,726, G. Harper, Compound or Composition

for Cleaning or Removing Paint and Varnish, or for

,
Cleansing Wood, Metal, and Stone.

16 . —14,746, C. Allen and R Ison, Contrivances

for Securing .Toists to Beams.—14,776, L. Young, Tele-

scopic Tubular WindowVentilator.—14,794, G. Coleman,

White Lead and other Lead Pigments. — 14,796, J.

Koch, Hydraulic Brick Presses.

August 17.-14,831, E. Hoyle, Fastening Sashes.—
14,839, H. Atkinson, Ovens and Kilns for Burning and
Drying Bricks, Tiles and similar Articles of Earthen-
ware.— 14,868, J. Day, Water-closets, more especially in

Closets for Utilising Waste Water.—14,871, W. Drayson,
Starting Syphons of Flushing Cisterns. — 14,888, R.
Kisffert and H Thurion, Paints.
August 18.-14,910, G. Rose, Ventilation.—14,914, J.

James, Chimney-pot or Chimney-pot Attachment ; also

Applicable as a Ventilator.—14,917, J. ifc C. Tlldesley,

Door Knobs.
August 19.—14, 954, L. Russell, of the firm of Saunders,

Davies, (fc Co., Raising, Lowering, A(.lj usMog, and Fasten-
ing the Sashes of Windows.—15,003, J. Waddington and
J. Pendlebury, Devices or Means for lletaioing Windows
or Doors iu any desired Position.— 16,007, J. Winslade,
an(i J Jenkins. Door-check or Fastener.
August 20.—15,018, E. Partridge, Scaffold and .Means

for,Attaching same to a Ladder.-15,045, A. Fowler, jun.,

Water-closets.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFIOATIONS ACCEPTED.

11,127, J. Webb, Ventilating Sewers.—12,455, H.
Tippet, Nails.—12,922, C. Taylor, junior, Planing or
Shooting Mitres. — 13,232, C Gartel, Water-closet
Basins.—13,244, E. Turner, Self-flushing House or Sewer
Draius.— 13,261, J. Adair, Bakers' Oven8.~13,435, J. (fe

W. Shellock, Nalls.— 13,577, .T. Mackleish, .Smoke-
testing Machines for Testing Drains, Soil and Waste
Pipes.—13,753, E. Wiseman (fe J. Hclroyd, Water-waste
Preventers or Flusliers.— 13,825, W. Hartley <fc W.
Blenklnsop, Waterproof Coverings for Roofs and other
such like purposes, or as a substitute for glass.—
13,883, J. Kirkman, Flushing Ciaterns for Water-closets.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

(Open to Opposition for Two Months.")

17,802, W. Wooler, Interlocking Roofing Tiles.—
17,881, C. Shopee, Facing Bricks.—18,086, A. Foppl,
Roofs.—12,174, 0. Terp, Artificial Stone and Hard Com-
positions applicable to Building aud Paving purposes, to
Moulds for Cement Castings, to S.afes, Ac.— 12,539, H.
Poole, Ventilating Buildings or Structures.—13,220, U.
Leigh, Enamelled Bricks.

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY:
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

AUGCST 23.—By Hichardson is Barton'. 10, Alma-st.,
Kentish Town, u.t. 32 yrs., g.r. 4^., 28Uf- j 296, 298, au(l
300, York-rd., and 1, Warple Way, Waudsworih, u.t.

65 yrs., g.r. 12L, 550J.—By F. J. Bistey Sons : 27, Lower-
rd

,
Rotherhithe, u.t. 49 yrs., g.r. 121. lOs., 220i. ; 19 and

21, Dilstou-grove.u.t. 58 yrs.,g r. lOf ,320f —By Wors/old
A- Hayu'ard (at Ashford): Enclosures of land, 13a. 3r.

3p., t, Lyminge, Kent, 630f. ; f. dwelling-house, r. lOL,
220J.

;
f. marsh land, 24a. 3r. 24p., Newchurch, Kent,

l,350i.

ADQDST 24.—By J. Baker & Snn : 70, Carlton-vale,
Kilburn, u.t. 69 yrs., g.r. lOf. lOs., r. 5i)f., 450f. ; 66,
Carlton-vale, u.t. 69 \rs., g.r. lOf. 10s., i2bl.

;
enclosure

off. land, Rulslip, Jliddlesex, about 4 acres, 425f
Adgdst 25.—By Stimson cfe Sons : F.g.r. of lil

,

Rye-
lane, Peckham, reversion in 51 yrs., 3601.; f.g.r. of
lOL 10s., ditto in 76 yrs., 2707.; Atwell-rd., f.g.r. of
67. 178. 6d., ditto in 59 yrs., 1707.

; 72, Welbourne-rd.,
Tottenham, u.t. 85 yrs., g.r. 67,, r. 307., 2007. ; 44 aud
46, Cavendlsh-rd., Harriugay, f. 7CU7. ; 10, Ada-rd.,
Camberwell, u.t. 80 yrs., g.r. 57. Ss., r. 367. Ss., 1957.

;

25 and 26, Pulross-rd., Brixton, u.t. 72 yrs., g.r. 97. 10s.,
r. 727. 16s., 4767. ; 39, Cbantry-r(l., u.t. 79 yrs., g.r. 77., r.

367., 2707.-; 38, Stansfleld-rd., u.t. 78 yrs., g.r. 67. Os.,
r. 357.,(2707. j 39, Elllson-id., Streatham, u.t. 87 yrs., g.r.
1U7., r. 367., 2367.

[Contractions used in these Huts.—F.g.r. for freehold
ground-rent ; l.g r. for leasehold ground-rent

; i.g.r. for
improved ground-rent

; g r. for ground-rent
;

r. for rent

;

f. for freehold ; c. for copyhold : 1. for leasehold
;

e.r.
for estimated rental

;
u.t. for unexpired term ; p.a. for

per annum
;
yrs. for years

; at. for street
; rd. for road

;

aq. for square
;

pi. for place ; ter. for terrace
;
cres. for

crescent
;
yd. for yard, <&c.]

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.

ton 9,0,0

Tuk, E.L.. load 6/10,0
8equola,n.8.ft.ca. 2/4

Aab. Canada load 2/10/0
Blrcb, do S/5,0
Rlio, do 3/10,0
Kir, Dantelo, Sto. 1/10/0

Oak. do 8/0/0

Canada 6/10/0
Pine, Canada red 8/10/0

Do, yellow .... 8/10,0
Lath.D’uUlo.fath 6/0,0

Bt. Peteraburs 6 0 0
Deal!, Plubuid
2ndAlstitdlOO 7A0,0
Do. 4tbA8rd.. 7/0/0

Do. Riga 6/iaO
Bt. Patereburg,

lit yellow . . 10/10,

0

Do. 2ud yeUow B/0/0

Do. white 7/10/0

BwedUb ...... 7/0/0

WbiUSea.... 8/0/0

Canada,Finelit 80/0/0

Do. do. 2nd.... 14/10/0
Do. do. 8rd, Ao. 8/0/0

Do. Bpmee. lit 810/0
Do. do. 8rd A
8nd 616,0

New Brunswick 7/0,

0

Batteni, all kinds 3/10/0

Flooring Boards,
aq., 1 in. prep.
lit OW
Do. Snd 0,7/0

Other qnalltlei 0/3 6

Cedar, Cuba ..ft /SI

Houduraa, Ac, /Sf

Mahogany. Cuba.
Bt. Domingo.

cargo BT Hi
Mexican do. do /4

Tobasco do. do /6)

Houduraa do, . /&a

Box, Turkey ton 4/0/0

Bose, Rio 10/0 0

Bahia .. 900
Batin, Bt, Do*

mlngn ..„ft O'O 8

ortoBieo.... 0/0/8

4WO
4 10/0
415/0
3'10/0
6/5/0

7/0/0

3T0/0
6/0/0

8/0/0

7,0 0

9/10,0
8/0,0

8,0.0

14/10/0

8/10/0
1 0/0/0

15'10/0

17/0/0

26/0/0

18/0/0

10/0/0

8/0/0

7/10/0

1610 0

0136
010,6
0 8,0

2/0
/6

a
Hi

18/0/0

EO/0/0

18 O'O

00/8
0/1/8

TIMBER (contfnued).
Walnut Italian.. OO'Si 0.'07

METALS.
I»o»—Pig,In Scot-
land ton 2/1/101 0/0,0
Bar, WeUh, In
London 8A7/8 6'0/0

Do. do. at works
In Wales 6/7/8 6A0/0

Do. Btaifordihire,
in Loudon 6’6/0 0A8,0

OoeesB —British,
cake and Ingot 40-15/0 47/5/0
Best selected .. 48. 0/0 48,10/0
Bheets. strong.. 68/0/0 0/0/0
Chiu, bars .... 44.7,6 44/15/0

TxLLOwMxTALlb. 0/0/45 0'0/5i
L X a p — Pig,
Spanish. ...ton 10,'O'O 10,'6/3
Euglinh, com.
brands 10,7/8 10/10/0
Sheet, English,
8 lbs. per sq. ft
aud upwards., 12.5/0 00 0

_ Pipe 12/15/0 0/0 0
Z I K c — English
sheet .ton SOyOfO 0/0,0
Vieilis Mon-
tague 25,10'0 Ono

Tin—Straits .... P2/17,0 93,7.6
Australian 9;l l2,6 94 2/8
English Ingots. dli'Oil 96 1(10
Bsiica 94,10 0 O/O.'O

Billiton 93/10/0 0/0/0

OILS.

Linseed ......ton 18/0/0 18,2 6
Cocoanut, Cochin 24/10 0 2415/0
Do. Ceylon 21/19/0 21/15 0
Palm, Lagos .... 230,0 0/0/0
Rapeeeed, English

pale S4A0 0 0/0/0
Do. brown 2012 6 0/0/0
Cottonseed ret.. 18/5 0 0/0,'6

Oleine 20,10/0 21/0/0
Lubricating, D.8. 4/0/0 6/0,0
Do. refined 5a0/0 12/0,0
Tax— Stockholm

barrel 0/19/0 0/0,'0

Archangel 0A8/6 0/0/0

TENDEES.
[Communications for Inaertit^n under this heading

should be addressed to “ The Editor," ami must reach
us not later than 12 noon on Thursdays.]

ABINGDON.—For new premises, High-street, Abingdon, fu
J. C. Clarke. Mr. J. G. T. Wes', architect. Abingdon
T. Kiagerlee fl,030 I J. f-uikle
Wilkins A Bona 998 0. Wheeler
W. Goodchild, Reading*.. 8.52

|

• Accepted.

Mr.

£806
SIS

ANNE8LEY WOODHOUSR (Notts). — Ac<>3pto4 for building
WeaUjaii schools, Auuealey Woodhouse. Mr. J, Wills, architect,

J. Muuks, Huckn,iU Torkard £703 ID o

BIRMINGHAM,—For the erection of a dwelling-house, Willuws-
crocent, for .Mr. F. Thompson Brown. Mr. W. J. Ballard, archi-
tect :

—

W. Hopkins £619 i W. Ambler* (modified) . £497
Gazt-y A ton 590 1

• Accepted.

LidzuyA Evans .

BIRMINGHAM.—For the erecti-n of two v
baston. for Sle.ssrs. H. Bowk-y and Alfred W.iilia.
srchitect :

—

Henry Hi'ghes £900
j
J. R. Turner

W. Hopkins sus
|

•,

ilH residences, E'g-
Mr. W. J. Biill.ird.

(modifi.d)*..., £SD0
ACiepted.

BI9HOPSTOKK (Hants),—For ros
County of Hniits Land aud Hnildlug i

Hill, surveyor, Bouthiimptun :—
idmaking, fencing. Ae. for the
cucicty, Mr, Wiliism Bnrrough

J. F. Psiidlogton ..

J.. Butt (lurid and
fences)

J. Clark A Sou

£1,200 0 01 Morgan. IsteJ. A
j

Morgan
1,062 18 5

[
H, J. Sanders ...

1,0.6 10 10 J. Crook, bwa-hlicg,
1 Southniuir on* ....

• Accepted.

5995 0 0
910 0 0

807 7 0

Morgan, Isted, A
Morgan

J. F. Paddiirgtoii...,
H. Wlteelcr, Boo, A
Crjotnhj

£224 0 0 I

1U3 U 0

140 8 2

H. hauderst
J. Crook, SwatiillEg.

£119 14 8
75 12 «
75 0 0

BUR8LBM (BtaOs.).—Accepted for the ereefion of a trotm of
school buildings, with carot..ker-s house, at Longror? ‘for ^thiBurslem School.Botird. Mr. A. U. Wood, architect and'aurveyor*
Tunstall, staffs. Quaiititics supplied :

’

Wm. Grant, Burslem £j joq g g

CADI9HEAD (Lanes.).—Accepted for thewarm
of Carlisbead day gchouls ;

—

John Grundy, Loudoit

Ingiud ventilating

....£132 0 0

CHARD, — Accepted fur building
Chard, for Mt-urs. Bodeu A Co.
Derby

F. Hill, Omni

Institute anrl Clob-house,
Mr. Jrjhn Wills, architect,

£1,415 0 0

CRICKLEWrlOD.— Acccjitcrl for i‘uliiog down ohl nnnew Btablfcs, coach-hourcs, genlener i cottage, Ac., and a
hock-front of Cricklewotxi House, lor Madame lloi>.» •—

H. B. Oldrey, Killjurn
' £;

[Nocompelltiuu.'l

:nr. J. \\
William Eaton, Derby .

riJB, architect

EARRING (Notts).—For bullilLng Wesley
J. Wills, architect, Derby:—

C. Baines, Newark
jg g

a Chaiwl, Ekikrlng. Sfr.

OOWERTON (Qlani
Board School, Gowerr
Martiu, architect. Heatiifiold-
archit-et;

ihlre),-For rdteratlous and adrlltiona to
-iglior, f .1' the echool B. ani. ,Mr. T, P.

:t, Swansea, (junutitiea by the

Thomas, Watkins, A Co...
[All oISwj a.)

GRAYS THURROCK (Essex)—F^r granite rond m
Grays Thurrock Local BoarJ. Mr. Charles Cobbam. st

Qiiarrv.

W, Oriniley A Son Ptoney Stanton. . .

.

J. MosTleni A Co Guernrey
A. A F. Manitello Guerosey
W. Clisndley Co Not stated
Ch. M. Manuclle yuenast
Keiit road Maintenance Co... (Juiruite
J. L. LyoiiACo Not stated
8. T. Cullia A Co Ir^vcruess
L. Soniinerkld Belgium
W.H. Wheeler Belgium
J. UuDoy A Co., 23, High-

street, Grays* ...
~ '

pled.

HAMPTGN-IN-ARDEN (Warwick).—For tire errc'ion of four
cottages aud retail sIilH', for Mite E. Shorten. Mr, W'. J. Ballard
srcliitoi t ;— '

Bragg Bros £1,076 0 I Tiros Wilde* £945 0
Curral! A Lewis 895 0 Thos. Bates 836 0
T. filillward 8.5(1 10

[

Uundy A Fslrhaak goo
D. Marriott 845 ol •Accepted.

HUCKN.ALL (Notts.).—Accepted for building Wetieyan schools
Huckiiall, near WniisfieM. Mr. J. Wills, nrchltoct, Derby:—

'

Henry Gilbert, K.'rkby, Notts £850 0 0

ITTON COURT (Mon.).—F"r erecting sUbles
Court. Moiimoulbshire. Mr. E. Guy Uawber. arc
haiii.-stroet, Adolpbi, Loudon, W,C, ;

—

Stephens, Pastow. A Co. .. £4.433
[

Pstcourt A So
Foster A Dickace 4,222

|

Cowliu A Sou
Drew Bros 4.200

i

id offleea at Itton
lect, 22. Bucklog-

£3.994
3,959

J.ARROW.—For additions to Jn
Crozler. A.M.Inst C'.K.. County
Quantities taken off by Mr. J. Ezra Miller

• I'dice station. Mr. William
•hittct. Shire H.ill. Durhapj,

Tunstall-road, Siiiidor-

ThoinBB Lumsdeu £1,1G.S 0 0
W. C. Atkiiiauii i_i]n n gJames Slorcr A Sorr, Jatrow (accepted) 995 g g
H. Brown A Cc StS 19 9
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Alieu A Sons ..

C. Burge.
PatiiiHU A Fotheriughaiii .

.

LON’DON'—Accepted foi

View-rood. N., for Mr. O. bidout:—
T. B. Lever A Co., Crtaaida-road, Ho

iDB to Melville Home Mm
.... £260 0 0

3d. PER FOOT,
IN OAK.

MANSFIELD.—Acrept-d for extensinu tt
Room. .Mmaaeid, Nottiu. ham. Mr. J. Wills i

J. Munka, HuchDall Toik.rd

We-leyan Miesii
•cliltec

. Derby:—
£265 10 0

25, 26, 27, BERNERS STREET, W.
Factories; Cleveland Works, W.

Established Over 30 Years.
The Cheapest Ibices. Prompt and beat Workmamhip.

Oruamciktal Zinc Work — a Speciality.
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The Institute and Architecture.

WO letters under the

above title, one in

our last and one in

the present number,

represent we presume

the opinions and
position of those

members within the

ranks of the Insti-

who are more or

less in sympathy
rith the group of architects now, for

onvenieiice of expression, usually re-

2rred to as “ the memorialists,” but who
ave not carried their opposition to the length

f formal secession from Conduit-street,

'hat they have not done so argues that at

last they are in a more reasonable frame of

lind than the outside opponents of the
nstitute, who seem to regard it as a
lere camp of the Philistines, against

fhich every righteous servant of archi-

icture should shake off the dust of

is feet : and it does seem to be possible to

nderstaud what Mr. Belcher and Mr. Brydon
ant, which is hardly the case in regard to

10 outside dissentients. Mr. Belcher more-
rer, does appear to recognise that the Insti-

ite has done something for architecture

:

lat it has raised the character of the architect

id surveyor, has encouraged students by
fering prizes, and has founded a library of

reat value
;

the last
. not the least of its

irvices, though one which most of its critics

itirely ignore.

Both our correspondents affirm that the
istitute has arrived at a crisis ” in its

reer, and a crisis which has been brought
»oiit by its own mistaken policy. In regard
one point, to be noticed just now, we are

so of opinion that the Institute has landed
self in a difficulty arising out of its recent
uirse

;
but as to the “ crisis,” it appears to

j that the position is this—that a certain

imber of architects have taken up a rather

le-sided and sentimental notion of architec-

re, and demanded that the Institute should
;cept their views, and as it officially declines
I do so they cut the connexion and use
i.any injurious terms about the Institute, and
|ien tell that body it is all their own fault.

Such a state of things may be a crisis in the

history of a corporate body, but it may be a

question which of the two parties is to blame
for the “ crisis.”

Mr. Belcher goes into a definition of what
architecture as an art includes, which is all

true though not new, in which we do not

believe anyone will differ from him materially,

and which it seems in fact hardly necessary to

repeat now. Architecture is the artistic treat-

ment of a building not merely as regards ex-

terior design and detail, but as regards the

whole conception of a building in plan, sec-

tion, and elevation. No one will differ from
him here. The only criticism on the definition

that we should venture to suggest is the

negative one, that construction in a scientific

sense seems to be passed over. The omission

might not be noticed or regarded os inten-

tional in Mr. Belcher's letter, were we not

aware that eminent men among the memo-
rialists, with whom Mr. Belcher is evidently

much in sympathy, have openly declared that

we have engineers to look after construction,

and sanitary engineers to look after drainage,

and that the architect in the true sense of the

word has nothing to do with these matters.

It seems almost incredible’that any architect

should deliberately lay down this position,

but it certainly has been laid down in print

in the most positive and unmistakeable

language by one of the most eminent

opponents of the Institute, and therefore we
presume that the omission of any decisive

reference to that part of architecture in

Mr. Belcher’s letter is not altogether un-

intentional.

Considering that architecture means build-

ing in the first place—building with other

qualities superadded to it, but good building

as the basis of the whole, this anti-scientific

view of it is lamentably deficient. So far

from exalting architecture, such a view of

it appears to us to be depriving the art of

a part of its dignity and completeness.

Regarded merely as a matter of sentiment

and fancy, architectural design cannot be

considered (as some do vainly pretend) as an

art on a level with sculpture and painting.

In a certain sense it is a greater and grander

art perhaps than either of those ; but re-

garded merely as a means of artistic expres-

sion it cannot reasonably be put on a level

with them. It is in its virile characters

as a pur.suit in which exact science is

the basis of artistic expression, that a

great part of the special dignity of archi-

tecture consists. To divorce the scientific

element from it is to remove a portion of its

special claim to respect. Architecture differs

from all other forms of art just in this respect,

that it is scientific construction carried out

with a view to festhetic expression. To
regard the architect as merely concerned in

designing, apart from construction and sani-

tation, is a position which, in its logical con-

sequences, must lead in the end to make him
an artistic inventor and draughtsman of forms

instead of the master of the works. Mr.

Brydon refers to the fact that the Institute

has recently lost certain clever young men
who will be the leaders in future days. "We

question whether any architect will ulti-

mately be a leader who turns his back on

the scientific side of his work. For a short

time it may be so, but in the end the common-
sense view of architecture as the art and

science of building will prevail.

The establishment of the Institute exami-

nation as a test for young men entering its

ranks is a practical recognition of this truth,

and a recognition which public opinion seems

to have called for. The objection made to it

on the part of our correspondents and their

allies outside the camp is that it includes to

some extent an examination in architecture,

that is, the production of work showing a

certain standard of design and drawing. The

critics of the examination system object to

this on the ground that no one can be

examined in art
;
which in a certain sense

is perfectly true. But the objection, as far

as our correspondents are concerned, is incon-

sistent with their own position in regard to

the future election of Fellows.

The one difficulty, referred to just now, in

which the Institute seems to bo landed by

its own action, is that while Associates are

called upon to pass an examination test, can-

didates for the higher grade of Fallows can

when of a certain age and standing, obtain

entrance without this test. This is no doubt

an anomaly, and it creates a difficulty which

we have felt for some time past to be im-

pending. The way out of it which is pro-

posed by the supporters of the Institute
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system is- that Fellows (except under
the powers of the Council to dispense with
any such condition) should only be elected

from the ranks of the Associates, which of

course is practically making an examination
test for Fellowship also

;
and we believe

some members of the Institute contemplate
even an examination test for Fellows apart
from any such restriction. There is no doubt
that this would be taking up a position which
never has been taken up by any corporate

society at all resembling the Institute of

Architects. It would be an anomaly, and it

is not very easy to see the way out of

it. The proposition made by the first of

our correspondents and supported by the

second, and which we believe others are

prepared to support, is that Fellowship
should be conferred as a distinction, in

consideration of the excellence of a man's
work and the artistic power displayed in it.

This is a proposition quite worth considering,

but what we wish to point out in the first

place is that it is open to just the same
objection which the critics of the Institute make
to the small amount of purely architectural
examination which is included in the pro-
gramme of the associateship examination. A
candidate for Fellowship will in that case be
elected or not in accordance with the opinion
of the Council as to the merit of his executed
works. A candidate for Associateship is at
present passed or not passed partly in

accordance with the opinion of the examining
body on his designs of unexecuted work.
Where is the difference in principle? If it

is impossible in a strict sense to examine in

art, equally it is impossible to form an in-

fallible judgment as to the artistic merit of a
man’s design, executed or unexecuted. The
only difference is that In the case of the Fellow-
ship election as proposed, the selection is

supposed to be made as an honour, in con-
sideration of the exceptional merit of a man’s
work : in the case of the Associateship
the candidate is refused if the work
he sends up is below a certain standard.
In one case, we may say, it is an appreciation
of maximum excellence, in the other an
appreciation of minimum excellence. But
the principle and the process are the same in

both cases. The result would arise from the
judgment of certain persons appointed to
judge, in regard to qualities about which
there exists no infallible standard, and which
cannot be reduced to any absolute test of
right or wrong, correct or incorrect. The
election of a Fellow as au honour might be
conferred on some one whose works, in a very
few years, might in the process of changes of
taste be put on a much lower level; just as in

the lioyal Academy artists have been elected
whose claims to such an honour were either
not ratified by general artistic opinion at the
moment, or were perceived some time after-

wards to have been insufficient. To select a
man for election as a Fellow on account of
the artistic excellence of his work is only
another way of “ examining in architecture.”
It is sitting in judgment on his artistic

quality, which is just what we are told we
are not to do. e see no uuanswerable
objection to either proceeding, but objections
which apply to the one apply with at all

events nearly equal force to the other.

_

As to the question itself, of making elec-

tion to Fellowship of the Institute a mark of
honour in the same sense as the election to
membership of the Royal Academy, the
reasonableness of the principle depends mainly
on the view taken of architecture. If it is

regarded purely as an art, it is on the same
footing as election to membership of the
Royal Academy. If we regard architecture
as a skilled profession with artistic expression
as its crowning glory, the position is some-
what different. The adoption of the newly-
propounded principle would entirely alter the
character of the Institute, and put it ou a
different footing from any other professional
representative body, as of course those who
think that architecture is not a profession but
an art would say it ought to be. If the
adoption of this principle would in any way
tend to heal the breach between the Institute

and the eminent architects who are not and
apparently will not be members of it, that
would no doubt be an additional reason in

its favour. But we regret to feel convinced
that this would not be so, however willingly
we would be convinced to the contrary.
With some at least of the outsiders we fearthe
truth is that, for reasons it would be invidious

to attempt to analyse, aud which in fact we
cannot exactly profess to understand, nothing
that the Institute did would satisfy or please

them. They cannot (or do not) even state

clearly what they want, but what seems clear

is that they do not wish for unity or to give

up any of their own special fancies for the
sake of harmony and mutual encouragement
and help. If they would only do so, they
might do a great deal of good, and supply the

Institute with just some of those elements
which are no doubt lacking in it

;
but we

fear it is of no use to hope for this. There
are no doubt faults, shortcomings and mis-
apprehensions on both sides

;
we certainly do

not think they are all on the side of the
Institute of Architects, which appears to us
to have the best of the matter, if not in

genius, at least in logic and in reasonable and
charitable feeling.

As to the general and much debated
question whether architecture is a profession
or an art, and consequently whether the
representative body is to be regarded as a
guild of artists or a society of professional

experts, it may be said that while the
“ memorialists have probably done good in

raising the question and compelling us to
look at all sides of it, the position which they
take up in regard to architecture is one in

which they seem to be entirely alone in the
world. There appears to be, as far as we
know, no such heresy (if it be so) among the
architects of any other country. It certainly

cannot be maintained that architecture is not
an art in France

;
a distinguished art-critic

has even suggested that it is more of a living
art there than in any other country at
present

;
yet the French architects, so far from

desiring to escape from the practical, scientific,

or even business side of architectural work,
appear disposed to emphasise the practical

side, and the necessary training for it, more
than ever; and we imagine the position and
motives of the seceders here would hardly be
understood in that country. That may be an
evidence of the inferior artistic feeling of the
French ; and in certain qualities of pic-

turesquenesa some of the best French archi-
tects admit (and we quite agree with them) a
superiority in England which is perhaps
mainly to be found in the works of some of
the nnti-Institute party. But we are in-

clined to think that the more comprehensive
view of architecture in which the scientific aud
business elements are included as an integral
part of the architects' programme is the view
which will be permanently accepted by the
modern world, and that it is better for
architecture that it should be so. Such a
view of the responsibilities of the architect
and of the scope of architecture is more
robust and masculine than that which sees in

it only an occasion for the expression of

sentiment in building, and regards the prac-
tical side of the architect’s work as vulgar
and uninteresting, a clog upon his soaring
genius. That the full recognition of the
practical side of architectural practice is not
incompatible with the production of grand
architectural conceptions, the name and
works of the first “ surveyor to the fabric ” of

St. Paul’s are alone sufficient to attest.

L.AND AS AX INVESTMENT.

NOT unamusing corresponder-i

has recently been progressi-

in the Times on the rival claitj

of land and works of art i

investments. The correspondence

PHOGRHSS of WORIC AT THK BLACKPOOL TOWER.
—Messrs. Jlaxwell Take, the architects of the
Blackpool Tower, report satisfactory progress of the
works. Messrs. Neill have now completed their
contract for the foundations of the tower, and for
the foundations of the brick keep surrounding the
tower

;
and the contract fur the superstructure has

been let to Messrs. James Cardwell Brothers, of
Blackpool, who will 'proceed at once with the work.
Messrs. Heenan & Froude are proceeding with the
preparation of the ironwork in the yard, and the
actual erection of the tower pillars has been com-
menced. Two of the pillars, 55 ft. in height, are
already in position.

begun by Mr. Dowsett, a well-known survejt

and land ogent, the editor of a work
“ Land : its Attractions and its Riches,"* whii

pressure on our space has hitherto compell

us to leave unnoticed. This work is, in facte

number of short, and, we must add, superfici

essays, by the editor and fifty-seven assistanii

who present every point which tells in favo?

of the investment of capital in land in a rose

coloured light, and touch very lightly,

not at all, on its various drawback
The subjects of the essays are so various as •

make one think of Lord Bacon’s saying tk
he took all knowledge for his province

Thus while Mr. Bear, not unknown as an ag.j

cultural writer, deals with “ Tenant Right an

the Prospects of Farming,” the Rev. F. .

Meyer tells us of “ Land in the Jewh
Polity," andwe even have essays on “Rabbiti

and “ Bees.’’ But, strange to say, it seems
have been quite overlooked, even by t

collective wisdom of Mr. Dowsett and h

assistants, that the first necessity for t!

enjoyment of the country throughout t.

year is a well-planned and well-built houa
To all intents and purposes the country hom:

is passed over in silence, and Mr. Dowses
seems quite to have forgotten to get an arch

tect or two to give some hints to the houii

owner. This is rather leaving Hamlet out t;

the play, for bees, rabbits, aud cattle are si

much less account than the health ais

comfort of the country resident aud 1 1

household.

To revert, however, for the present to t';

recent correspondence, there seems to be »

idea in the minds of some persons that rif.

men nowadays prefer to invest their weaL
in works of art rather than in land. Tlf

assumption is quite opposed to the true facU

Millionaires and wealthy men of bnsinei

buy land just as much as ever they did, b’l

a much larger quantity of land is now in tit

market than used to be the case. Henceie

surveyor, with needy clients at his back

complaining because he cannot obtain a pm
chaser for their property, no doubt feet

aggrieved at the mass of money which hil

this season been invested in works of art it

Christie's. But no one whose occupations gi'^

him au insight into the state of rur:i

England can doubt for one moment thil

wealthy men are yearly investing the:

riches in land, and spending money on i

development, and on the improvements (

houses and farms.
But it is equally certain that smalld

capitalists, who, ten or fifteen years agc)

were willing to put money in land as a

investment,—men such as lawyers in countrt

towns,—now fight shy of land. Nor is thrl

surprising, having regard not only to tht

small return which it brings in, but tht

annoyances and drawbacks which are nov

much more noticeable, and which, with tht

small return of profit, render it suitable onli

for men of large means. In saying this w
do not include in the term '• land " smah

residential properties in good situations
;

thi

is more strictly house property with somi

attractions, and must continue to have tht

same value, and be subject to the sami

possibilities of diminution in worth as hereto

fore. It is all very w’el], indeed, for Mi'

Dowsett to set out tables of limited com:

panics, the capital value of which bal

diminished so largely as to make thi;

diminution measurable in millions, and t

give instances, as of land in Queen Victoriai

street, in the City, the purchase o

which has made a man’s fortune. He prtt

dently omits to give us tables of commerciS'

undertakings which have increased in valu:

and of properties which have decreased ii

value all over the country. It would be in

“ Land : Its Attractions and its Riches.” By Fifty:

seven writers. Edited by C. F. Dowsett, F.S.L Lonl

don, 1892.
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teresting if Mr. Dowsett had—to take one
example only— given ue the decrease in
value during the last ten years of houses in
South Kensington and landed properties in
Essex and Bedfordshire. Were these facts
before him, it may be doubted whether a
prudent man would, without careful thought,
take Mr, Dowsett’s light-hearted advice to
capitalists “ to put some of their money into
land.” The fact is that, so far as house pro-
perty and residential land is concerned, this

species of property is much more mobile, if

we may use the expression, than it was a few
years ago. The ease of transit, the growth
of towns, and numerous other circum-
stances, raise or lower the value of this
kind of property much more rapidly
than was formerly the case. Hence an appa-
rently prudent investment may in a few
years change in value in a manner which it

was not possible to foresee. So far as the
attractions of land are concerned they are
really greater than they were, since the size

of cities and the rapidity of modern life have
made the quiet and health-giving properties
of the country and its amusements more
sought for. Where, for instance, shootings
and fishings are within easy reach of London
or large towns they have greatly increased in

value, and the demand for hunting boxes in

the grass countries has enabled many a landed
proprietor with diminished rent to pay his

way. There was not, indeed, the least need
for Mr. Dowsett and his fifty-seven assistants

to sat out the attractions of the countrv in

order “ to win back capital to the soil.” For
they are thoroughly understood by thousands
of men who have secured fortunes and by
others who are on the way to do so. We
are in the midst of a social change

;
the

old order changes, giving place to new, but
the change cannot take place in a day. Men
cling tenaciously to estates which have been
long in their family, and the supply of
charming country estates thrown on the market
is much greater than was formerly the case.

Hence, in some instances estates are not sold
which ought to be, and in others rich men
pick and choose, so that some properties hang
longer in the market than is agreeable to Mr.
Dowsett and his professional brethren. In
truth, there is accumulated wealth in the
country sufficient for the purchase both of
pictures and of land

;
a steady investment of

cash in land is going on every year, and new
men are becoming landowners. The great
depression of English agriculture would have
been much more keenly felt if this had not
been the case. But certainly Mr. Dowsett
and his team of fifty-seven writers are not
likely to quicken the movement.
As we have referred to the absurd con-

troversy (if it can be dignified by that name)
which Mr. Dowsett started in the 2'wifs as
to the relative advantages of purchasing
pictures or estates, we may just add that Mr.
ilowsett, judging from his letters, does not
know what a picture means or what its object
is. Mr. Rudyard Kipling amused himself, in
a letter from Japan, with a half paradoxical
suggestion that it was a better investment to
travel and store up memories of real pictures
in the brain than to buy “ smears ” on canvas

;

a humorous estimate of art which was pro-
bably never meant to be taken seriously. But
it delights the mind of the estate agent, who
comes forward with all gravity to urge that a
real landscape, which is your own property,
is much better than a few painted ones, and
costs no more ! Mr. Dowsett seems to think
the object of landscape-painting is to give an
illusory imitation of an estate. In that light
it is certainly unsatisfactory

;
but we can

assure him that it means a good deal more
than that.

Church Buildings, Walthamstow. — At a
meetiueof the Building Committee and Trustees of
the “United Methodist P'ree Churches,” held at
Walthamstow on the Srdinst., it was decided to
accept the plans and designs prepared by Mr. J.
Williams Duuford, for the new church buildings
proposed to be erected in Walthamstow. The
total cost of the scheme will be about 4,OOOL Mr.
Dunford has been instructed to proceed with the
work at once.

ARCHITECTURAL REMAINS AT
OLYMPIA.

T is now seventeen years since the

publication of the first official

record of the excavations at

Olympia,— a record that appeared
in the “ Ausgrabungen.” This monumental
work was of the first importance as a detailed

statement of precisely bow and where the
discoveries were made, and as a publication of

some of themostsurpriaing “finds,"notably the
sculpture. Necessarily a work published with
surprising promptitude after the e.xcavations

could not contain either an adequate publica-
tion or anything like a full scientific dis-

cussion of the multifarious antiquities brought
to light,—above all things it was impossible

at once to make out the significance of the
complex ground-plans of the various build-

ings and of the architectural inemhra disjecta

piled everywhere in confusion. The time is

now ripe for a work of very different

character. Specialists have been at work for

over fifteen years in every department of the
Olympian antiquities, and the results of their

investigations are to be embodied in a vast
work, entitled “ Olympia,” of which the
section on bronzes appeared a year ago,

and of which the architectural section, the
“ Baudenkmiiler ’’ (\'ol. I.) now lies before us.*

The first volume contains, as is natural, the
more important buildings, those whose fame
have reached the outside world,

—

i.e., the
Temple of Zeus, the Ileraion, Metroon, the
various “ Treasure-houses,” the E.xedra of
Ilerodes Atticus, the precinct wall and gates
of the Altis, the Stadium, the Bouleuterion,
Prytaneiou, Leonidaion, and Theokoleon. Of
each of these are given ground - plans

;

where sufficient remains are extant, sections

and restorations
;
and everywhere exact re-

productions of all important architectural
features.

It would obviously be impossible to even
summarise briefly a field so wide, and, in-

deed, much of the discussion is necessarily of
so minute and detailed a character as to be
intelligible only when closely following the
plates. It will better serve, therefore, and
show more clearly the scope and character of
the work, to select one building, and that,

perhaps, in some respects, the most interest-
ing, and summarise the deductions made from
a minute examination of its remains. We
select the Heraion.
The Heraion was a temple to which Pau-

sanias, attracted by its age and many pecu-
liarities, paid special attention. He tells us
(v. 16, i.) that the Skilluntiuns built the
temple about eight years after Oxylus
obtained dominion in Elis, hence, following
Pausanias, we should have to date the temple
about 1096 b.C.,

—

i.e., the time usually given
for the return of the Ilerakleida?. To this

it has always, from the outset, been
objected that the existence of a peri-

pteral temple with pronaos, cella, and
opisthodomos was, in the eleventh century,
B.C., an a priori improbability; further, that
the masonry of that date was polygonal,
aud hence wholly different to that of the
Ileraion. Pausanias was, therefore, here, as
so often elsewhere, quietly discredited.
Pausanias nowadays is looking up as an
authority. We are finding again and again
that excavations confirm his statements, and
that it is often our own inadequate
knowledge of facts that constituted his
apparent improbability. Such seems, according
to Dr. Durpfeld, to be the case as regards his

statement about the Ileraion. We know
now that Tiryns and Mycenas both had what
is practically the plan of the templum in
antis, only they used it as a megaron, with a
portico; hence only the colonnade of the
Ileraion remains a feature to be accounted
for. This may have been added to distinguish
the house of the god from the house ot the
mortal. It was, in fact, lilie the superposition
of a baldachiuo on columns over the

* Die Bamlenlim.ller von Olynipla, bearbeiter voii
Friedrich Adler, Rtchurd Borrraann. Wilhelu Dbrnfeld,
Friedrich Graeber, Paul Graef. Erate HiLlfte. (Kin
Band rait 72 Kupfersticken : grosa Folio in Mappe, uiid
elD Halbband Text 113 .Secten.) 40. Asher : Berlin.

ordinary megaron. The suggestion is, at
least, an interesting one, and as we have no
extant temple of heroic times, cannot at pre-
sent be disproved. Among all primitive
peoples the house of the god is made after the
pattern of the house of the man, only with
ampler decoration. Eurtber, as regards
technique, the masonry of the Heraion is

closely paralleled by some of the masonry at
Mycenre.

Thus, so far, there is nothing to forbid the
accuracy of the date given by Pausanias.
But there is another means independent of

Pausanias by which the probable date of the
temple may be fixed. (.)f the wooden columns
originally set up on the Ileraion some pro-
bably fell away in the seveuth century b.c.,

some in the sixth, and one was still standing
in the time of Pausanias, and served its

original architectural purpose of supporting
the opisthodomos. This column then had
lasted eight centuries longer than the others

;

no doubt it was the last put in. Now, it is not
easy to say precisely how long an oak column
of one metre in diameter would last in a
particular climate, but this much is clear, the
oak column that fell away in the seventh
century B.C. (or even for certainty sake that
which fell awmy in the sixth), must have
been several centuries old, which would set

the building of the temple back to the date
which the statement of Pausanias requires.

This date is further borne out by the
character of the votive terra-cottas found in

the temple, and by the extant head of a huge
cultus image. These, of course, cannot date
the temple, but must rather be dated by it, but
there is nothing in their style to make the date
proposed impossible, or even difficult. On the
other hand, the architectural terra-cottas are
clearly of later date, and at first sight seem to
contradict the theory, but there is nothing
to prevent the supposition that they were,
added later. In fact, it is every wav probable
that the roof was originally flat, and that the
gables, with their terra-cotta ornaments, were-
a decorative feature added later.

Another question is raised and answered.
Dr. Adler thought that the cella, with its

pronaos and opisthodomos, was earlier than
the colonnade : there are, according to Dr.
Durpfeld, several objections to this. The
foundations of the cella and its walls are
built of just the same masonry as that of the
foundations of the colonnade

;
the material

(“ Muschelkalk,” containing particular shells)

is the same, aud is rarely found elsewhere.
Further, the step which runs round the cella

is not polished on its outer (perpendicular)
aide, which would have been the case had the
naos stood free. Lastly, the inner and outer
(colonnade) columns are so arranged af?

regarda their axes that they must all have
formed at least part of one original plan by
one and the same architect. This identical
axial arrangement does not occur in cases
where the colonnade was added by a different,

hand.
Turning to the later history of the temple;

.

it is evident that it was subjected to constant-
changes,—the wooden columns were one by
one replaced, probably as early as the seventh
century b.c., the flat roof of air-baked bricks

was supplanted by a pedimental roof of terra-

cotta tiles. After the building of the temple
of Zeus the importauce of the Heraion
steadily declined. No further considerable
alterations were made, as probably only
important local ceremonies associated with
cults carried on by women took place there.

It has been conjectured that in the
early period of the Heraion the temple
was dedicated conjointly to Zeus and Hera,
and that it was only after the building of
the temple of Zeus that it became strictly

a Ileraion. The conjecture is an interesting

one, but lacks evidence, and it would have^
first to be settled whether the conjunction
of Acbican and .Eolic tribes which brought
about the marriage of Zeus and Hera bad
already taken place, but this is a question
for mythologists rather than architects.

For the rest, in late Roman t me?, the roof
was detroyed and the tiles crumbled down
and made a mass cf debris, which coverori the

a
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whole building a mt'tre deep. It is to this

we owe not only the preservation of many
architectural fragments, but the admirable

preservation of the Hermes of Praxiteles

which was found embedded in the clay. The
Byzantines built the temple up again roughly,

and the old stylobate part of the walls and
columns remained hidden and safe under the

clay and their superimposed structure. They
made use of the opisthodomos as a wine-

cellar.

The site of the Ileraion is a peculiar one

;

it stands, not as later Greek temples do, in a

free and conspicuous open place, but wedged
up against the hill Jxronion. Part of its

foundations had necessarily to be artificially

made. This awkward situation must have

been due to some original sacredness of the

site, which probably held a very ancient

shrine. In the south-west corner, as the ex-

cavations show, an ancient altar had originally

stood.

Thus much of the Heralon,—of the remain-

ing temples the conclusions drawn, though
not always so novel, are not less interesting

and important. The second volume of the
“ Baudenkmiiler ” will be eagerly looked for,

and not less so the sculpture volume, which,

as the sculptures are so largely architectural,

is the necessary supplement.

NOTES.
HE Trades Union Congress now

being held in Glasgow had some
very knotty questions to con-
sider, and as the views of the

delegates upon some of these vary con-

siderably, there is plenty of scope for inter-

change of ideas. These meetings are seldom
characterised by any backwardness in the

expressions of opinion, nor do the delegates

always evince that tolerance towards those

who hold different views which is necessary

for the harmonious conduct of the debates.

The chairman of the opening proceedings on
Monday, Mr. .T. Wilson, M.P., probably had
this in view in urging the delegates not to

come to the Congress “ full of egotism and
dogmatism”: while it was also significant

that an enormous hand-bell had been pro-

vided for the chairman’s use. Fortunately,

however, there are those among the Union
representatives who combine tact with firm-

ness
;
men of clear heads and strong common-

sense. The Congress this year numbers
among its delegates the Parliamentary Secre-

tary to the Board of Trade (Mr. Burt) and
several other M.P.’s, and there is no doubt
that the meeting at Glasgow will bring out
the views of the leaders of the working
classes on the great questions so closely

affecting their interests. Besides what may
be regarded as more purely “ labour ” ques-

tions, such as the eight hours’ movement,
several commercial subjects,—the decimal
system, and other questions,—also find a place

in the programme
;

and it is well that it

should be brought home to the workers that

such matters are of practical importance to

them, in common with the rest of the com-
munity. The Standard would have been
glad to see among the subjects put down for

consideration the question of intimidation

and violence employed by workmen against

one another. Hardly a safe topic to intro-

duce, perhaps, considering that intimida-

tion is almost invariably employed by
trades unimists. The Times admitted a

most inflammatory letter to its columns
a week or two ago, from a Derbyshire
miner, the writer of which, alluding to cer-

tain political threats made use of during the

recent contes!; at Newcastle, declared that if

labourquestioaswere obstructed in Parliament
by Irish M.P.’s, the miners of this country
would make it “ as much as their lives were '

worth ” to appear on an English platform.

!

This is very deplorable, and affords a startling I

evidence of the illogical ground which men
!

professing to be struggling for freedom are
'

prepared to take up : while it also affords a
very sufficient reason for the avoidance at the
Congress of such subjects as that alluded to

by the Standard. We take it that the

admission of the letter in question into the

columns of the Times was by way of a grim
joke, though no doubt the joke was lost on
the writer of the letter.

A REMARICVBLE theory about th®

Pantheon has been set up by a brilliant

young French “prix de Rome” architect, M-
Chedanne, and supported by JI. Eugene Guil-
laume in a recent number of the Jierue des

Deux Mondes, to the effect that the rotunda
is later, not earlier, than the portico, and is

the work of Hadrian. We may have more
to say on the subject, as the theory is put
forth with so much solemnity and parade of

evidence by its French supporters that it

seems to challenge examination
;

but our
present impression is that the circumstantial

evidence offered is quite insufficient to support

a theory which in other respects is so architec-

turally improbable, and that M. Chedanne
has in fact yielded to the temptation which
so often besets young and clever arcbmolo-
gists in these days, of making a bid for

reputation by propounding a new and
startling theory in contradiction of the views
of all previous students. The theory may
not be ultimately tenable, but the propound-
ing of it has the effect of drawing public

attention to the propounder, and giving him
a certain position which he might not have
so quickly attained otherwise.

AS a general rule, nearly every Exhibition
in the German-speaking countries has

the prefi.x “International” to its name, no
matter how diminutive may be the number
of non-German exhibitors. The Munich Art
Exhibitions have, however, generally had some
right to the prefix, and this year the Bavarian
capital can actually boast of having fully half

the catalogue numbers attached to foreign

names,—a combination of Prussia, Austria,
and the minor German States being treated

as the “ home country.” As far as architec-

tural exhibits are concerned the Exhibition

scarcely deserves attention, yet to show its

international character, even in our neglected

art, we may mention that Italy, Spain,

Sweden, Holland, and the former Polish
kingdom have contributed towards the dozen
architectural drawings to be found in the
non-German division of the show. To this

dozen should be added another dozen by
German authors, in which will be found such
old friends as Bruno Schmitz’s two designs

for the national monument to the late

Emperor William I,, and Professor Rasch-
dorff's design for the new Berlin cathedral,

drawings which are somewhat damaged
after the wear and tear of several exhibitions.

Professor Durm, of Karlsruhe, it is true, has
sent some neat drawings of a new palace for

the Grand Duke of Hessen, and for some new
public baths, and Professor Schachuer (an
Austrian) has contributed a sketch of St.

Peter’s in Rome, but what are these few
sheets in comparison to the resources of the

countries represented ? When Munich itself

cannot obtain contributions from half-a-

dozen architects in the city it might be well
in future to do away with the farce of calling

it an “ architectural group,” and to call it an
“ Exhibition of Oil Paintings and Sculpture.”

Three second-class Gold Medals have been
awarded, a number quite out of proportion to

the quantity and quality of the architectural

work shown. One of these medals went to

Professor Ptaschdorff for his Cathedral
design, the second to Professor Schachner’s
sketch, and a third to some photo-litho-

graphs of the new theatre put up 'at Brussels
according to M. Baes’ plans. If there had
been drawings instead of photographs of the
Brussels theatre this award would at all

events have been popular.

The opening of the Metropolitan Railway
last week to Aylesbury completes the

extension of this line. This opening was
celebrated at a public banquet at Aylesbury,
but it is a little difficult at present to appre-j

ciate the great benefits which the working
folk of Aylesbury expect to obtain from the
new line. Already there are communications
by means of the London and North-Western
with all parts of England, and the journey to

London is not appreciably shorter by the new
line than by the old line. When the Man-
chester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire have
completed their extension, and begun to run
over the Metropolitan line to London,
Aylesbury is far too unimportant a town
for fast trains to atop there. The fact is

that the railway companies concentrate
their best efforts upon the traffic between
large centres of population, and this tendency
must become more and more pronounced every
day. A new line of railway necessarily adds
to the convenience of persons who reside

within a comparatively short distance from
it. But it is perfectly evident, from the fact

that this Metropolitan extension is ultimately
to be a mere link in the system of the Sheffield

Company, that Sir Edward Watkin has
clearly perceived that the original scheme of

an extension of the Metropolitan system only
would not be a lucrative undertaking.

"Whether the still greater one upon which he
has entered will, though larger, be propor-

tionally a better paying line is exceedingly
doubtful. It is certain to be made, but it

will probably, like many of the great Ameri-
can railways, never pay its ordinary share-

holders a farthing of dividend.

WE publish on another page a couple of

sketches of the old buildings of

Emanuel Hospital, the removal of which
we fear must now be regarded as inevitable.

In reference to the state of the building we
may quote a portion of the letter written
to the Times of Monday last by a corre-

spondent who signed himself (prematurely it

appears) “ The Purchaser’s Architect ” :

—

“Each almshouse consists of an entrance lobby
3 ft. by 4ft., opening into a room (living and
sleeping room) about 16Ht. by 12 ft. (average) and
10 ft. high, with a window 3 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. front

and back. Off this are two cupboards, and out of

it a winding staircase leads to a cellar of same size,

—6 ft. Gin. high,—lighted by a glazed door and two
very small windows at rear. This collar contains
tho sink and coal store. The walls are very wet,
owing doubtless to there never having been a

damp course, and, of course, the cellar is unfit

to work in long. The floor is of cement. From
this cellar access is given to the back garden, which
is about G ft. below the level of the quad. There
is no cistern or water-closet in the house. The sink
is supplied with water direct from the main, but
the supply is not continuous. The water-closet

accommodation consists of one closet for each five

houses. It is situated at the extreme comer of the
site, so that the old tenants have a distance of ft'om

about 10 to 30 yards to walk to it through the rain or

snow. As the tenants are very old, this distance,

the winding staircase, is a difficulty. . . .

Of the twenty almshouses twelve are vacant.

Separating the quad from the street is an iron

screen or railing containing a large central pair of

gates, and at tbe sides two wicker-gates. These
gates are ai'tistic in design, but their age is such
that most of the hammered work is oaten through
and is held up by straps. . . .

The dwellings lack the commonest of sanitary

essentials. If remodelled their archmological in-

terest is impaired if not destroyed. Such as they
are they have always been, except perhaps that

the w. c. was once a privy. The intrinsic value of

the whole site is such that each tenement of one
living room is worth about 2,000f., which would
build elsewhere probably fifteen similar but sanitary

dwellings. The archmologioal interest is of great

value, but is surely subordinate to the vital in-

terests and primary objects of the charity.”

This is surely the common sense of the matter.

As -we have already pointed out, the owners,

in selling what they do not want are not

destroying the building
;

the responsibility

for this rests with the purchaser. If any one,

or any corporate body, can afford to buy

the building to preserve it, we presume

they can still do so. In the meantime
“ The Purchaser's Architect ” assures the

public that if his scheme is carried out,

no ground now open will be covered,

though of course the proposed new build-

ings cannot be expected to be restricted

to one storey. The amusing point in con-

nexion with the matter is that another archi-

tect has written to the Times under his own
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«ignature to aay tliat he thought he was the
purchaser’s architect, and ashing the anony-
mous architect for an explanation. It is to
be hoped that the misunderstanding may be
settled to the satisfaction of both parties.

T^'ISITORS to Cologne will be pleased to
» see the improvements which have been

made in the vicinity of the cathedral by
pulling down blocks of disreputable old
buildings, and 'giving the historical old
^‘Uomplatz” a larger superficial area, and a
more uniform appearance. At the same time,
however, there will be a disagreeable impres-
sion caused by seeing the cathedral flanked on
either side by two specimens of modern
architecture, z.e., a large new hotel and a
spacious railway station, both apparently
near their completion. The station, which
has just been roofed in, will be one of the
most remarkable in Prussia, as far as con-
•struction is concerned. The central span
of the three which cover the dozen pairs of
rails measures no less than Go metres, the
height being 24 metres, and the length 255
mitres. The superficial area covered by this
new station is 22,200 square metres, or about
•double that of Cannon-street station.

The inhabitants of the Faubourg St.

Germain are just lamenting the loss

-of a square of green trees and grass, the last

remnant of the once magnificent park of the
Hotel de Luynes (built by Pierre Lemuet for
the Duchesse de Chevreuse), which has been
destroyed by the prolongation of the Boule-
vard Raspail. This street when completed
will form one of the longest and
moat important new avenues in Paris,

about 2,300 metres long, making direct

connexion between the Gare de Sceaiix and
Boulevard St. Germain, not far from the
-Chamber of Deputies

;
but it has destroyed a

good many old and interesting houses in its

relentless march, including that in which the
famous soirees of Mdme. Pecamier were held
for many years. On the other hand, the inhabi-

tants of the right bank have just obtained a

new square, near the Ptue IMonge, and on the
site of the remains of the ancient “ Arenes de
Lutece.” M. .TusCe Lisch, who has directed

the work since the death of M. Puprich-
Robert, has contrived to uncover and leave

visible a portion of the ancient remains.

rivetted with red-hot rivets. As the stories

rise, they are filled in with brick, stone, or
terra-cotta, the whole weight resting on the
steel structure. In the case of the Ashland
block at Chicago, six floors were completed
by December 6, and the steel skeleton for the
next six stories was for the most part placed.
By December 19 ten floors were completed,
and the steel shell for three more stories was
mostly in position. Thus the entire con-
struction of four floors of a building 140 ft. by
SO ft., divided into numerous rooms, was built
iu thirteen days, or one floor in three days
and a quarter. The demand for these enor-
mously high buildings in Chicago of course
arises from the fact that the business quarter
of the city is somewhat restricted in area
and space has to be obtained vertically

;
the

reason for the rapid running up is just the
same as the reason for working night and day
shifts on London business buildings— the
desire to handle the rents as soon as possible.

On the whole, we admire the American
method best, because it accomplishes its

object most thoroughly, and architecture (iu

the true sense of the word) counts for nothing
in either case.

The rapidity with, which the buildings for

the Chicago Exhibition are being erected

is remarkable
;
but the rate of progress made

there is entirely thrown into the shade by
the haste with which the lofty buildings

now so common in the large cities of the

United States are being run up. The most
recent example of this lightning rate of

building is the Ashland block, a con-

struction of steel, stone, and terra-

cotta at the corner of Pandolph and Clark
streets, close to the City Hall, Chicago. This

building, seventeen stories in height, was
built in mid-winter. It covers an area of

140 ft. by 80 ft., its foundations being steel

rails embedded in concrete, this method being
adopted owing to the great superincumbent
weight and the nature of the soil. The work
of construction was continued day and night

by relays of men, powerful arc lights being

«sed at night. To enable the men to

work in mid-winter, artificial heat was
furnished by 100 Salamander stoves, and
protection against the cold winds was
provided by several hundred yards of thick

canvas. About sixty iron and steel workers,
100 bricklayers and masons, and thirty-five

terra-cotta setters were employed. The
method of construction, in which large

quantities of iron and steel are used, was
first tried six years ago (and described in the

Builder at the time), and nearly all the large

•buildings are now erected in that way, the

only difference being that steel has taken
the place of iron. The skeleton of steel

for each floor is first erected, each
column, girder, and rafter being lifted and
placed in position by steam power, and

I
N our last week’s number we printed a

description of the Mackenzie mausoleum
in Greyfriars churchyard, Edinburgh, and of
its restoration under Dr. Eowand Anderson’s
superintendence. That burial-ground, which
Queen Mary opened to the citizens, lies

north of Ileriot's Hospital and the church of
the Gld and New Greyfriars. It has a steep
incline northwards, and is traversed by the
line of the second city wall, built after
the battle of Flodden in 1513. The larger
monuments are ranged against the backs
of the houses—including Candlemaker-row
and the Grassmarket—which abut against
the north and east sides. The tomb of Sir
George ^Mackenzie, who founded the Advo-
cates’ Library, Edinburgh, lies at the back of
the church

;
whilst around are the flat stones on

which the Covenant was signed, together with
a memorial to those whom Mackenzie per-
secuted. A tradition obtains that Knox once
took refuge in a tomb within the enclosure

;

probably when his life was threatened, after
the death of the regent Earl of Moray. On
August 10, 1889, we adverted in a “ Note ” to
the crowded and unfinished state of the
Advocates’ Library, and to various efforts

that have been made within the past fifty

years to secure its completion.

The intended purchase of the ancient
llOrel de Sens by the municipal autho-

rities of Paris appears to have been put a
stop to, at any rate for the present, by the
extravagant demands of the present owner,
who appears determined to get full value for
archfBulogical sentiment, lie has already
sold the carved woodwork, the chimnej-
pi'-ces, and most of the interior fittings which
gave the chief value to the building, to
various collectors, and now asks a million
francs for the nearly bare walls, a bargain
fr. im which the municipality has not unna-
turally recoiled. It is a pity they put off

the purchase so long, and did not endeavour
to purchase the building before it was so
much despoiled. We may draw attention to
the fact, however, that the Paris municipality
is willing to spend money in the purchase of
ancient buildings, under reasonable condi-
tions, for the purpose of preserving them. If
they ruled in London they would probably
purchase Emanuel Hospital with that object.
But if the London County Council proposed
such a thing, what objurgations we should
hear from virtuous economists and indignant
rar.t-payers

!

A RATIIEP amusing intermittent corre-
spondence on thesubject of the telephone

is to be found in the Times of the last fort-

I

night. The Duke of Marlborough, who, a

;

year ago, was the advocate of free trade in
this industry, and contended strongly for the
piHsibility of a 10/. rent instead of the 20/.

n 'w charged, wrote to the Times on the 23rd

ult. a letter deprecating the wastefulness of
competition, and even suggesting that a
cheap telephonic service would not be an
unmixed advantage since “the amount of
unnecessary talking which would take place
is somewhat inconceivable.” This com-
plete change of front has exposed him
to attacks from both sides. On the one
hand General Webber points out that
nothing has occurred since last year, except
the amalgamation of the New Telephone
Company with the National, to justify the
Duke's change of opinion. On the other
hand, Mr. Faithfull Begg, who was his chief
antagonist in the former controversy, ironi-

cally congratulates him on having, on further
study of the telephone problem, come to see
“that those into whose hands the manage-
ment had at last fallen, and with whom he is

now associated, knew what they were about.”
To General W'ebber the Duke makes no reply,
perhaps because none was possible

;
but Mr.

Begg’s taunt evidently has gone home, and in
Tuesday’s Times it is indignantly repelled in a
letter noteworthy at least for brilliance and
originality of metaphor. The Lion,—The
National Telephone Co.,—and the Lamb,—the
New Telephone Co.,—lie down together it is

true
;
but the Lamb is not inside, and the Lion

was induced to come to the arrangement lest

the Lamb should grow into “ a dangerous rival
Lion,”—here surely the metaphor is some-
what strained. The 10/. telephone was only
a pistol held to the head of the old
company by the new

;
at least this is the

only obvious interpretation of the sentence.
“ Had we gone into rate-cutting as between
the two companies it would probably have
come to this. The 10/. rate is now postponed
indefinitely in the interests of the company’s
dividends.” The rest of the letter is taken up
with explaining to the readers of the Times
that, while a single-line system will serve for
a small area, it is useless “ to talk over the
Government trunks on, except in inaudible
whispers, mixed with bad language to the
offending instrument,” and that the lines of
the National Telephone Company are mostly
single overhead lines.

rpiIE cholera scare seems to be of use to
-L some people as an opportunity of
advertising themselves. A sanitary engineer,
for example, writes to a daily paper and, after

repeating some of the best-known common-
places of sanitation in a style of solemn
warning, winds up with the remark that “ as
I am consulting engineer to the Board,
and was a competitor for various other
schemes of drainage, I of course know all

about it,” or words to that purport. It is in
this sentence that the pith of such a letter

lies, which the daily paper innocently prints
(without charge) as a communication made in

the public interest.

The British Institute of Public Health
(formerly the “ Public Health Medical

Society ”) is instituting examinations for the
purpose of giving certificates of competency
to sanitary inspectors. One of the condi-
tions is that the candidate, before being
received for exammination, shall produce
evidence of having received practical in-

struction on the subjects of the examination
;

in other words he is not to use the examina-
tion as an opportunity for making a shot at

a certificate by dint of good luck in making
the best of desultory knowledge.

I
N the Bevue Scientifque for September 3
M. /aborowski takes up a curious subject,

“ Les Chemins-de-Fer et I’Accroissement de la

Taille,” in which he asserts and supports by
statistics the theory that there is a relation
between the establishment of railways and
the growth and development of the human
figure, and that the tendency of the intrusion
of a railway among a neglected and stunted
population is to raise the standard of health
and of stature all along the borders of the
line. This, if true, is a curious and significant
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comment on tbe hostile attitude assumed
towards railways by Mr. Paxskin and other
lesthetic philanthropists of the day.

MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.
The Gazette dcs Beaux-Arti starts with an

article by M. Reioach on the Sarcophagi of
Sidon, among which he singles out as of special
interest that one called the “Sarcophagus of
Alexander,” including a supposed figure of
Alexander, as, if not the purest in taste, the
most vivid, lifelike, and energetic in design.
Illustrations are given of part of this “ painted
bas-relief, or picture in relief,” and of the bead
called Alexander, which is a remarkably fine

and energetic head. M. A. Darcel contributes
an article on “ La Ccramique Italienne,” M. Paul
Lefort discourses on some pictures by Vanloo,
and JI. A. de Champeaux has a long article
on “ L’Art Decoratif dans le Vieux Paris,” a
fertile and fascinating subject, in which how-
ever il. Daly has been the forerunner; and
indeed the best illustration in the article, the
beautiful south door of the Church of St.

Nicolas des Champs, is reproduced from his
“ Motifs Historicjues.” A long article signed
“ C. E.” is given to the Vienna Theatrical and
Musical Exhibition.
The Art Journal commences with the second

of the editor’s “Rambles in the Isle of Wight,”
with an effective etching of the old church at
Boncburch by Mr. Percy Robertson, who also
contributes the other sketches which accompany
the article. Mr. Aymer Vallance contributes
an illustrated article on the artistic treatment
of knives, spoons, and forks, with illustrations
from old examples, not all of which are to be
commended, though old, because in some cases
the treatment of the handle is such as to make
it uncomfortable to hold, and no handle is

rightly treated of which that can be said. Mr.
Claude Phillips continues bis notes on “ Summer
Exhibitions at Home and Abroad,” and Mr. H.
M. Cundall bis articles on “ Our Provincial Art
Museums," dealing in this number with Sheffield
and "Wolverh-ampton.
The Magazine of Art gives a critical article,

with some illustrations of his works, on the late
Nicolb Barabino, a modern Italian painter who
is not much known as yet inthishountry. He de-
signed, among other things, the mosaics over
the doors of the Florence Duomo, Mr. Tilly’s

article on “Burmese Art and Burmese Artists ”

takes us also on rather unfamiliar ground, and
the illustrations of ornamental detail are
curious and interesting. “Copyright in
Works of Fine Art” is the subject of
an article by Mr. G. E. Samuel, solicitor; we
observe that the consideration of architectural
design is entirely omitted

;
we do not believe

much can be said about copyright in architec-
ture, but we might have liked to have had the
views of the legal mind in regard to it. The
number contains a translation of Maurice de
Guerin’s “ Centaur.” with powerful and original
illustrations by Mr. Arthur Lemon, who has
devoted himself especially to centaurs, a sort
of animal more satisfactory, to our thinking,
in poetry and legend than in painting

;
when

deliberately and realistically drawn they look
too improbable.
The Fortnightly Bevien' contains an article

by Mr. Herbert P. Horne on “The Strand
Improvements.’’ Mr. Horne naturally devotes
his attention principally to the architectural
aspect of the proposed improvements, and he
points out one defect in regard to the idea of
making St. Mary-le-Strand the central feature
seen down the new road from Holborn

;
viz.,

that the steeple of St. Mary is oblong and not
square on plan, and that it would present its

narrow side to the vista. This is a sound
criticism, though we cannot agree with Mr.
Horne in thinking that this shape on the plan
is an architectural defect in itself

;
it appears to

ns, on the contrary, to add distinctive character
to the steeple. Mr. Home does full justice
to the architectural importance of St. Mary’s
as the picturesque centre of the Strand vista,

the feature which “lends distinction to the
Strand, and adorns it as no other street in
London is adorned.” He suggests the southern
end of the new street as a site for the
County Council buildings, with the road
diverging to fall into the Strand on
either side of it. This is an idea worth con-
sideration. Sir Robert Ball contributes an
interesting article on Mars, in which he sums
up dead against the idea of any possibility of

,

communication signals, on various grounds for
|

which we must refer the reader to the article,

and is very sceptical as to the existence of in-

habitants in the planet, on the ground that in-

telligent life is only possible or probable during
a certain phase of a planet’s existence, and
that Mars being so much smaller a globe than
ours, must have gone much more rapidly
through its phases and is now in quite a
different period of its history from the earth.

An article on “ Cholera and Cleanliness in

Russia,” by Mr. E. B. Lanin, should rather
have been called “Cholera and Filthiness in

Russia ” (only the alliteration would then be
lost), and gives fearful revelations. Mr. F. T.

Piggott contributes an interesting article on
“ New Japan,” rather political and social than
artistic

;
and Lady Dilke contributes a short

article on Mulready, with some pleasant
reminiscences of the painter.

In the Revue des Beux Mondes M. Henry de
Varigny writes a long article on the very
modern subject of “ La Pluie Arlificielle,” in a
somewhat sceptical spirit, but concluding with
a wish to see further experiments carried on in

a more strictly scientific manner. JI. P.

Gault’s article on “ A Voyage to Kharezm ”

(one of a series of articles) contains much
curious information on a region little known to

European readers.

In the Century Mr. Van Brunt’s articles on
the architecture of the Chicago Exhibition are

continued. Among the illustrations is a fine

one of the “Golden Doorway” of the Trans-
portation building, a very striking bit of archi-

tectural design for a temporary exhibition
building. Another illustration shows a small
and not very good view of the “ Women's
Building;" the design of Miss Sophia Hayden,
selected in a competition among lady
architects. As far as one can judge
from the illustration, it is a well-balanced
and dignified design. A women's competi-
tion was also instituted for the sculpture
of the main pediment, which was gained by
Miss Alice Rideout. Mr. Theodore Robinson
contributes an article on Claude Jlonet, the
French impressionist landscape-painter, and
Mr. Stillman continues his articles on “ Italian

Old Masters,” dealing this month with
Tintoretto.

Soribner's Magazine contains an article of

considerable interest to architects on “ The
Tilden Trust Library.” Apparently the position
is that the late Mr. Tilden left a legacy to build

a great library for New York, which owing to
some legal informality in the bequest has been
for the present shelved

;
and Mr. Bigelow, the

author of the article, devotes himself to a con-
sideration of how it may be best planned and
placed if it is ever carried out. The article is

Illustrated by a plan and elevations and a per-

spective view of a proposed design by Mr. Ernest
Flagg, architect, which has high merits as an
architectural design. The plan is arranged in

the form of a Latin cross of an extreme length
of 715 ft., with a large central hall which forms
the leading feature in the exterior architectural
design. Thestjle is a free and pictnresqne treat-

ment of Classic features. “ The N6vsky ProspC'kt,”

by Miss Isabel F. Hapgood, is the sixth of the
series of “ great streets of the world,” and deals
with the banks of the Neva at St. Petersburg,
and the aspect of the river itself when in

winter it becomes a street. Jlr. W. C. Bronnell
contributes the first of a series of articles on
“French Art,” dealing with the “classic
school ” of the last and early part of the
present century. The article evinces a broad
and impartial critical spirit, and the writer
urges the propriety of regarding this in many
respects great phase of French art with
sympathy, taking it from its own point of view,
instead of contemning it because it is not in

accord with the spirit of the present day; a
caution much needed for modern art-criticism.
“ It is a sure mark of narrowness and defective
powers of perception to fail to discover the
point of view even of what one disesteems.”

Harper's Magazine is unusually reticent this

month on artistic subjects, the only article

touching upon art being a short review (unrler

the heading of “Editor’s Study”) of Jlr.

Montgomery .Schuyler’s “ Studies in American
Architecture,” from which we gather that some
thoughtful Americans (or one at all events) are
beginning to be a little tired of the persistent
effort of the modern American architect to be
picturesque at any cost. “The attempt to
Whitmanize architecture is not promising.
The transference to the city streets of the
bizarre constructions of seaside idlers gives onr
towns the aspect of a perpetual picnic encamp-

ment. The carpenter’s architecture when he' »

did not know anything was preferable to his
architecture since be has learned to be
fantastic. Better decent monotony in form
and colour than a town which looks as if it i

were struck with the jimjams.”' We rather i

expected it would come to that before long.

The Nineteenth Century contains an interest- •

ing article on “ Globe-Trotting in New Zealand,””
by the Countess of Galloway, giving a good i

description of the country, and Mr. Johns’ ;

article on “Protective Colours in Animals” i&

an excellent contribution to the literature of 1

this curious subject, which has an artistic-
:

interest in its own way.
In the Westminster Reviem, Mr. Stodarb I

Dewey has an article under the rather ambitious- '

title “ A New Pbaseof Art,” the main subject of i

which is the genius and works of the Swiss ;

painter Boecklin, the key to which is that Art :

shall now take to interpreting “the laughter
of man as he thinks over again his old concep-
tionsof Nature and of life,” the treatment of old
classic subjects in a buoyant and humorous '

manner. Whether this deserves to be catalogued
I

as a new phase of art may be questioned, but
the writer succeeds in making us interested ia

Boecklin’s work and desirous to know more of
it.

Blachn'ood. contains an article on ‘‘ The Cy-
clone of April 29 in Mauritins,” a vivid descrip-
tion by an eye-witness (Mr. Jerningham, the
Lieutenant-Governor of the island) of the
phenomena and the results of the cyclone. Here
is a portion of the description :

—

“The intervals of quiet were filled in by a roar
and seething noise, such as the sea alone produces
when lashed to fury, and an ominous thud, but of
scarcely perceptible sound, announced that a
portion of the roof had been carried away. All
efforts, then, were directed inside, and the lights

were lighted, while the remaining hurricane shutters
were being closed to the south and west. The
clanking of doors that would not close or were
burst open

;
the hissing of the tempest through

every chink
;

the cracking of glass panes and
crashing of glass upon the floor, .and the sea of
waters that flooded the rooms beneath the roof-
shorn wing of the house; the still falling, falling-

barometer, and the booming of the blast against
the building, as if enraged at its withstanding the
pressure at all—constitule a recdlection not to be
forgotten by the two occupants of Le R^duit and
their three servants on that day.”

Mr. Holt S. Hallett, in the same magazine
points out “ the remedy for Lancashire,” in the
shape of a Burma-China railway, as a means of
opening up a new market

;
an article which

deserves serious attention. “A Reverie at
Christie’s,” in LoJigman’s Magazbie, signed “A.
L.” (initials which one has no difficulty

in recognising), is a moralisation on the in-

terest and beauty of ancient bric-iVbrac. “ We
can make telephones,” says A. L., “we can get
bad news more quickly, we can litter continents
with jam pots and sardine tins, but we cannot
create the beautiful, we cannot make life

splendid and gracious.” The mischief is per-
haps that we do not try, or care to try, or there
is no knowing what we might be able to do.

A. L. quotes Lowell as to the ugliness of

American coins
;
“ I am too loyal.” he adds, “ t't>

refer to our own remarkable medals
;
our chief

business with them is to get plenty of them.”
To the Gentleman's Magazine Mr. G. Cadell

contributes an article on “ Trees,” popular
rather than scientific; the article by Mr. C.

Parkinson, “Engi'aven in the Stones,—a Record
of Worcester Cathedral,” is an interesting and
new way of looking at a monument of ancient
architecture, tracing the geological history of

the various stones employed in the building.

We may recommend it to the attention of our
readers as a thoughtful and original article.

Among the articles on special cities which
are now becoming a fashion in periodical

literature, that on “ Barcelona” in the CornhiU
Magazine should not be passed over. It con-
tains some picturesque architectural descrip-

tion.

Temple Bar devotes an. article to “A Stroll

through a Great Cruikshank Preserve,” the

collection of prints in the possession of Mr.
Bruton, of Gloucester. The aixthor admits
that to the majority Cruikshank is a deacT

name, though maintaining that to the discern-

ing view this is not and never can be the case.

Perhaps not
;
but he will hardly persuade us

but that Cruikshank, whether as artist or

moralist, was much overrated by his generation.

The English Illustrated Magazine this month
contains nothing of special interest to our

readers except the agreeable little sketches of
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street architecture, by Mr. F. G. Kitton, which
diversify the article oa “ Doncaster and the St.
'Leger.”

, The Antiquary mostly continues the serial
j

I

articles, in progress in its pages, to which we
I

have already called attention in referring to
previous numbers.

WHOUGHT-mON BALUSTER, VEZELAY.
This is a sketch of a stair baluster in one of

I

the old houses in V6zelay, by M. Guillon, a

j

French landscape-painter who takes also a
;

great interest in architecture, and to whom
j

our readers have before been indebted for
I
sketches of old French work of various
kinds.

THE NEW ROYAL PIER AT
SOUTHAMPTON.*

Old Pier.—The Old Pier at Southampton
I
was opened by her Majesty the Queen, when

' 'Princess Victoria, on July 8, 1833. Since that
I time the increasing trade and prosperity of the
I 'town have rendered it necessary to erect for
.pleasure traffic a new pier adjoining, reserving

1 the old pier for commercial purposes
;

but
during the progress of the works it became
necessary to reconstruct the old pier, so that
the whole is now an entirely new structure.

iVcw Pier.—The New Pier just completed is

the largest in the South of England, covering
an area of 3^ acres. It provides landing-stages
for ten steamers, so that ample provision is

made for the ordinary passenger traffic to and
from the Isle of 'Wight, and for the excursion
traffic to and from Southsea, Bournemouth,

'

'Weymouth, and other places. The commercial
trarfhc is also well provided for, so that goods,
cattle, and sheep can be landed at all times of
the tide.

General Description.—The pier is constructed
upon cast-iron screw-piles, on which are bolted
main and cross girders of rolled iron

;
the

•object being to obtain lightness, strength, and
durability, and not to impede the water-way.

• A paper by Mr. James Lemon, M.Ioat.C E., Mayor
of Southampton, read at Portsmouth at the recent
Portsmouth meeting of the Institution of Mechanical
Eogiceers.

The entrance buildings are of white brick and
stone, affording accommodation for a large

traffic of passengers and visitors. The entrance-
gates for the horse and carriage traffic are on
the east side, and the roadway is extended to
the pontoon bridge. The cattle and sheep
entrances are still farther to the east, and are
kept entirely distinct. Immediately inside the
main entrance is a paved quadrangle 80 ft. by
50 ft. throughout, in the centre of which is an
iron column carrying the electric light. Then
follows the promenade or approach to the
head of the pier, which i.s 780 ft. long
and 20 ft. wide, having alcoves on the
west side fitted with seats and plate-

glass screens. At the south end of the
promenade is the head of the pier, 250 ft. long
by 2G5 ft. wide

;
in the centre is a large and

lofty octagonal band-stand, 26 ft. diameter,
enclosed by covered seats, the whole occupying
an area of 5,800 square feet, and seating 261
persons. From each side of the pier -head
branches out an arm, 185 ft. long with an
average width of 33 feet, for enabling pas-

sengers to land from the steamers or to embark
therein. Ordinarily passengers will land upon
the deck level

;
but spacious landing places

are provided at two lower levels for enabling
them to Und both at ordinary and at extra-

ordinary low tides. On the west side of the
pier is provided a commodious landing-place

for passengers from yachts and from small
boats, serviceable at all tides. The pier-head

commandsafull view of the Southampton Water

;

it is fitted with seats for upwards of 400 persons,

and accommodates also a club houseof the Royal
Southampton Yacht Club. Thecommercial traffic

is confined to the site of the old pier. Goods,
cattle, and sheep will be landed at the pontoon,
and will pass along the carriage road to the town;
and sheep and cattle for embarkation will be
penned in a special area provided for the
purpose at the pier entrance. Through com-
munication between Southampton and the Isle

of Wight has been amply provided for by the

South-Western Railway Company and the Isle

of Wight Steam Packet Company, passengers
being brought upon the pier by the railway
without ebangiog carriages

;
and spacious

stations for arrival and departure have been
erected on the pier. Electric lighting has been
substituted for gas over the whole of the pier.

Timber Piles.—The old pier having been con-
structed entirely of timber, it became necessary
to reinstate portions thereof from time to time

;

and with these repairs the pier has lasted sixty

years, shoniug that timber is more lasting for

such work than is sometimes imagined. It was
not possible to identify with certainty the
original timber, but some of the piles were re-

markably sound in the portions below the mud-
line.

Cast-iron Screw-Piles.—In the new pier the
piles are of cast-iron, 8 in. diameter externally
and 1 in. thickness of metal, except those for

the promenade, which are only 7 in. diameter
and 3 in. thickness. The average length
measured from the top of the head to the
point of the screw is 40 ft. They were cast in

four lengths, including the making-np piece at
the top. The head was cast separate, so that
it could be slipped over the pile, and thereby
assist in meeting the variation of length which
must necessarily occur in putting down screw-
piles. The joints to the piles were flanged,

planed, and turned at their bearings, and
secured at each j oint by sixbolts of 1 in. diameter.
The screws to the 8-jn. piles were 2 ft. 9 in.

diameter and 5 in. pitch
;
those to the 7-in.

piles were 2 ft. 6 in. diameter and the same
pitch. It is always a difficult matter to
determine the best form of screw, because so
much depends upon the nature of the soil

;
and

in the present case the result has been highly
Buccessfnl, enabling the piles to be got down
satisfaotorily in every way. It was decided
that they should be screwed at least 5 ft. deep
into the solid ground after passing through the
mud. This depth was considerably exceeded
in many cases, the practice being to keep on
screwing until the piles would not move any
further.

Bracing.—The bracing to the piles is of two
kinds, horizontal and vertical-diagonal. All
the piles in the main body of the pier and in

the arms are so braced, but the promenade and
widening are braced with the vertical-diagonal

bracing only. The horizontal bracings are of

channel iron weighing 9 lbs, per foot - run,

placed about in. apart, with seven cast-iron

distance pieces fixed by a-in. bolts
;

these

bracings are secured to the piles by wrought-
iron straps, 3 in. by in., and bolted together

by ^-in. bolts. The horizontal bracings are

stiffened by diagonal ties of channel iron

of the same section, bolted to the

web of the horizontal bracings. The
total length of these horizontal bracings is four

miles. The vertical bracing is of 1^-in. round
iron : one end of each bar is forged flat, and
bolted by Lj-in. bolts to thewrought-iron straps

round the pile heads, and to the horizontal

channel iron that forms the horizontal bracing

;

the other end is a screw with two hexagon nuts,

passed through a tension ring of cast steel 9 in.

inside clear diameter. The total length of

these vertical bracings is two miles and a half.

They are applied only transversely, and there is

no longitudinal bracing vertically.

Decking.—The main girders run longitudi-

nally and form a continuous tie from end to

end. They are supported on the pile heads by
cast-iron chairs or stiffening pieces, and are

bolted thereto by 1-in. bolts, the stiffening

pieces being also bolted to the pile heads by
four 1-in. bolts to each head. The span is

20 ft. from centre to .centre of pile, this being

considered the most economical. The main
girders are of rolled I iron 18 in. deep by

7 in. wide, and weigh 83 lbs. to the foot-

run. The outside girders are only 12 in.

by 6 in., weighing 50 lbs. per foot -run;

and those to the arms of the pier 12 in.

by 5 in., weighing 42 lbs. per foot-rnn. The
whole of the girders are level on the top

flange, the difference of depth being made up

by pile-caps cast specially. The floor girders

run transversely, except for the last bay at the

extreme end of the pier
;
their section is 9|-in.

by 4’r in., weighing 29 lbs. to the foot-run.

They^ are bolted to the main girders, being

placed 5 ft. from centre to centre
;
this distance

was adopted in consideration of the quantity

required for covering such a large area as

upwards of two acres. The total length of

floor girders is 3J miles.

Upon each of the cross girders a wood plate

is bolted to the top flange, and a camber piece

is fixed thereto rising to G in. in the centre on

the bead of the pier. The flooring is of pitch-

pine 2^ in. in thickness, laid close with iron

tongues at the head of the pier, and with open

joints for the promenade and other portions.

The moving load allowed for was 140 lbs. per
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square foDt upon the main portion, and 112 lbs.
upon the promenade.

P'ter In the construction of the arms
of the pier the principle adopted is to use the
cast-iron piles as supports for the decking and
landings, and to phice all the wood piles and
bollards entirely independent of the iron struc-
ture, so that the concussion of the steamers is

taken by these wood piles, and not by tbe iron
structure. The wood piles are braced to one
another both horizontally and veitically, at
angles of about ir, deg. The ends of the pier
arms are constructed of greenheart in lieu of
iron, the better to receive the concussion of
vessels. The timbers are also of greenbeart or
jarrab wood, with the exception of the fender
piles, which are of Memel creosoted. The
rubbing- pieces to the fender piles are of
American elm, and tbe skidding-irons thereto
are of convex bar rolled iron, 0 in. wide and
I in. thick.

Lnndlntjs .—The landings are placed at two
level?, to meet the variations of tide. They
consist of cast-iron grafiugs 1^- in. thick, cast
in sections 4 ft. 8 in. by 3 ft., and supported on
rolled-iron girders. The total area is about
2.000 square feet to each arm, or 4,000 square
feet to the two, so that ample space is provided
for a large traffic.

Carriage Iload .—The carriage road is con-
structed with Lindsay’s steel-trough decking,
weighing 16 lbs. per square foot, supported by
steel girders 15| in. in depth by 6 in. in width,
and weighing 62 lbs. per foot-run. Steel girders
were adopted on account of the increased
moving load here allowed, amounting to 2 cwts.
per square foot. Tbe span of the girders is
20 ft., and of the trough decking 14 ft. The
decking is covered with a coating of tar and
pitch on the npper side, and is paiuted under-
neath. The roadway is formed of gravel laid
upon Portland cement concrete, with a fall
from tbe centre to the sides to facilitate under
drainage.

Weight and Cost.—The total weight of tbe
ironwork, including both cast and wrought iron
and steel, is about 1,600 tons. The total cost
of the work will be about 40,00OZ. Tbe new
pier was opened on June 2 last by H.R H. tbe
Duke of Connaught.
The engineers of the work are the author of

this paper and Jlr. E. Cooper Poole; and the
contractor is Mr. Henry I. Sanders. The elec-
trical engineer is Mr. J. G. W. Aldridge, and
the contractor Mr. F. Shalders.

EMANUEL HOSPITAL.
We give these sketches as a record of this

interesting old building, which will probably
soon disappear. Tbe original hospital was
founded, according to Mr. Wheatley's Dic-
tionary of London, in 15!)4, under the pro-
visions of the will of Lady Dacre, the sister of
Thomas Sackville, Earl of Dorset, the well-
known Elizabethan poet, for tbe relief of aged
paupers. The Hospital was rebuilt in the
reign of Queen Anne. Some further remarks
in regard to the present building will be found
under the heading of “ Notes.”

Jllustrations.

PAVILION, BARODA MUSEUM.
NLY those architects who are fortunate,

or unfortunate, enough to have practised
in India fully realise the difficulties of

building in that country. Tbe workmen ob-
tainable are, under proper guidance and super-
vision, capaole of prodncingwork in all respects
equal to tbe best work produced in former
times, but such work is much too costly to be
lavished on mere works of utility, something
cheaper is jostly demanded, and something
cheaper must be supplied. What is that some-
tbiug to be? Unfortunately, modern Indian
works, in common with the political and
economical institutions of the country, suffer
from the indiscriminate, and frequentlyignorant,
criticism of travellers. It was easy to see that
the style of art (save the mark) introdoced by
the British into India was bad

;
neither did it

require profound wisdom to point out the
beauties of native architecture, and to suggest
a revival

; but it did not seem to occur to these
critics that men who designed objectionable

,

masses in styles with which they were more or
less acquainted would have much less chance
of success in styles not yet subjected to critical

analysis and study
;
and although a few com-

mendable buildings designed by architects are
dotted over the country, most of the revivals,

especially those designed by natives, are in-
finitely worse in their way than their Palladian
predecessors

;
the shortcomings of the latter

were, indeed, less glaring, owing to the absence
of any standard of comparison, but in tbe
modern native work one has only to walk into

the nearest Bazaar to find, in some old oil
'

or glue shop, the original of the moulding so
ruthlessly distorted. This is not tbe fault of
the workman, who wonld much rather finish his
work highly

;
the fault lies with the public, who

ignorantly command these revivals.

Tbe problem to be worked out in India is a
counterpart of the problem being worked out in
Europe, and may be divided into two parts, the ^

builder's part, and the artist's part.

First, from the bnilder’s point of view the
parts of a building must be so arranged that
the various rooms are well proportioned, con-
veniently situated, and well lighted and venti-
lated, and the materials must be need both
scientifically and economically. Secondly,
comes the artistic part, which consists of
making the whole thing look mil, by the adop-
tion of some syetem of ornamentation which
will be recognised by members of the profes- '

tion as harmonions and legitimate. Although
it is impossible to put this in words, every
architect knows wbat it means.

Thearchitectofthepavilion, of which wethis
week give an illustration, lays claim to no-

purity of style, but he claims that he has
endeavoured to attack the problem, in this and '

other buildings designed by him, from tbe only
standpoint which appears to him to render
advance possible.

The building, which is about half finished, is

being constructed at Baroda for his Highness-
the Gaekwar, and is intended to accommodate
technical classes, a museum, and a library.

Advantage will be taken of a large stock of

broken Minton floor tiles to cover the surface-
with mosaic panels, after the manner of the
Mooltan and Lahore work.
The drawing, which was recently exhibited .

in the Royal Academy, was executed by Mr^
Chisholm. K, F. C.

CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH, ASHTON-
UNDER-LYNE.

This building, which is now in course of
erection, will provide accommodation for nearly
1,200 sittings.

Tbe church and spire (185 ft. high)^, when
completed, will form a very conspicuous feature
in the district, especially as the site is on high
ground.
The outside of the building is faeed witb

dressed Darley Dale stone, and the interior is

of red stone from the Carlisle quarries. The
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roofs will be covered with grey Westmoreland
slates.

The_ seating and other furniture will be of
Dantzic oak, and the hammer-beam roof over
the nave will be one of the largest spans in the
county, being 45 ft. clear.

The total cost of the church will be over
30,000^., of which amount more than two-
thirds is subscribed by Mr. Abel Buckley, J.P.,
a resident in the neighbourhood and member of
the congregation.

Mr. John Brooke, of Manchester, is the archi-
tect, and the builders are Messrs. Treasure &
Sod, of Shrewsbury.
The drawing from which the illnstration is

taken was exhibited in the Royal Academy
Exhibition of this jear.

THE CLOPTON CHAPEL, STRATFORD-ON-
AVON.

The chancel of the parish church of Strat-
ford-on-Avon has been very recently restored
and re-opened after having been closed upwards
of two years. The work has been carried out
nnder the snperintendence of Messrs. Bodley &
Garner.
The quaintly-carved miserere seats, which are

of the fifteenth century, have been cleaned and
restored, handsome oak panelling being placid
above the stalls and extending to the window-
sills. The floor of the chancel has been
repaved

;
the tomb of Dean Balsall, Warden of

the College of the Holy Trinity in the Borough
of Stratford, who rebuilt the chancel, and died
in 14[)1, has been carefully restored.
The process of beating the chancel has been

successfully carried oat. Upon the top of the
high altar, the original altar stone has been
placed, which was discovered last year upon
the site of Tbomas-:\-Beckett’s chapel at the
east end of the south aisle of the church. Four
beautiful memorial stained • glass windows
have been recently fixed, leaving only one
window in the chancel to be filled in.
The Clopton Chapel at the east end of the

north aisle of the church has been restored by
Sir Arthur Hodgson, of Clopton House, Strat-
ford-on-Avon, under the careful supervision of
Messrs. Butler & Heaton.
Under a Gothic arch in this chapel, for many

years used as a pew. is the altar tomb of Sir
Hugh Clopton. Lord Mayor of London in 1492,
who died in 1490, and among other monuments
cf the Clopton family one is erected to the
memory of the Earl ot Totness, Baron of Clop-
ton, and his Countess, daughter of William
Clopton, two life-size recumbent fignres in ala-
baster and coloured to represent life. The
Eirl, who was Commander-in-Chief in Ireland
temp. Queen Elizabeth, died in 1620, and bis
Connteps in KUO.

Sir Edward Walker, whose only daughter
married Sir John Clopton, and who was Garter
KiDg-at-.Armp, temp. Charles I. -Charles 11,, is
also buried in this chapel, his epitaph, in Latin,
having been written by Sir William Dugdale,
the celebrated antiquary and Warwickshire
historian.

The monuments and figures have been very
c.arefally res' ored, the old colouring reproduced,
and the alabaster and s tonework renewed where
necessary. The window overlooking the chapel
has been filled with tinted glass.
The monuments in this chapel had not been

touched since 1714, when Sir John Clopton
beautified and restored them.

BURNS MEMORIAL STATUE, AYR.
We give an illuatration this week of the

statue which has been erected to the memory
of Robert Burns, in the town of Ayr, with
which he was so closely connected, and which
he has commemorated in one of hia most
celebrated poems by the flattering couplet,—

“ Auld Ayr, whom ne’er a town surpasses
For honest men, auJ bonnie lasses.”

The statue is by an eminent Scottish sculptor—
Scottish by birth though now English by
residence and adoption—Mr. G. A. Lawson
who has studied various portraits for the like-
ness, aud has adopted a costume such as was
probably worn by Scotchmen of Burns’s rank
of life in his day. Another lithograph gives
the architect’s detail drawing of the pedestal
which was exhibited at the architectural rooiu
of the Royel Academy this year, and is an
instance, of which we hope we shall see more
in this country, of proper thought and design
being bestowed on the treatment of a

pedestal for sculpture. It was designed
by Messrs. Morris & Hunter, architects,
aud executed in granite from the Kemnay
Quarries by Mr. Taylor, Aberdeen. In height
it is 12 ft. 3 in,, the size of the base
being 12 ft. The lower part of the die has a
space on each side for a bronze bas relief, to
consist of subjects from the poet’s works.
Between the die and the main cornice there is

a sculptured frieze, worked from models pre-
pared by Mr. David M'Gill, gold medallist,
South Kensington, who is a native of Kilmar-
nock. The frieze is in the form of a ribbon
springing from a serpent, the symbol of eternity.
This ribbon, which is carried uninterruptedly
round the pedestal, has cut upon it the names
of all the places at which Burns at various
times found a home, beginning with Alloway in

1759, and going on to Mount Oliphant, Lochlee,
Kirkoswald, Mossgiel, Edinburgh, Ellisland, and
finally Dumfries, the period spent in each
being indicated by the dates. The decora-
tive background of the frieze is intended
to symbolise Burns's power over the English
speaking race. In the front frieze the
background represents the thistle of Scotland,
in the next the rose and shamrock are
combined as representative of England and
Ireland, and in the third the palm leaf indi-
cates India and the Colonies, while in the
fourth the hawthorn or mayfiower is utilised to
represent the North American continent, which,
it seems, has no recognised national floral

emblem. In the absence of this desideratum
the mayfiower has been selected as recalling
the close connexion of America with this
country, which had its beginning with the
landing of the Pilgrim Fathers. The statue is

9 fr. IL in. high, the total height of the monu-
ment thus being nearly 21J- ft.

COMPETITIONS.
Manchester New Technical School.—

At the monthly meeting of the Manchester
City Council, held at the Town Hall on Wed-
nesday, the report of the Technical Instruction
Committee in relation to the new Municipal
Technical School was adopted. Ir, was stated
that there were twenty-six sets of plans received
by the committee in response to their invitation
to architects throughout the country. The
plans approved were those of Messrs. Spalding
ik Cross, of 15, Queen-street, Cheaoside,
London, to whom the premium of 200^ had
been awarded. The second premium of 150Z.
was awarded to Messrs. Gibson & Russell, of
II, Little Queen - street, Westminster; the
third (lOOZ.), to Mr. Ernesr Runtz, 22, Moorgate-
street. London, and Mr. Frederic R. Farrow, 2,
New-courq Carev-st.reet, London

;
and the

fourih {75/.) to Mr, Theodore Sington, Oxford-
streer, Manchester.
Town Hall, Llanelly.—A special meet-

ing of the Llanelly Local Board was held on the
31st ult. to consider the report of Mr. Charles
Barry, the assessor appointed by the Board to
examine and select the two best plans from the
twenty-five received for the proposed new
Town-hall and municipal buildings, the site of
which has been selected in the People’s Park,
whilst the cost has been fixed at about 10,000/,
Mr. Barry's report stated that be spent two days
in examining the twenty-five designs which had
been sent in, and he awarded the first prize to
the designs marked “Motto Equity,” and the
second ti those under the motto “Falcon.’’
The authors of both plans expressed the belief
that their designs could be carried out for
10.000/. The members then inspected the two
successful plans, after which the clerk
opened the letters bearing the titles of the above
mottoes, when it was found that the designs
marked “Motto Equity” were those of Messrs.
Simon and Tweedy, Edinburgh and Manchester,
and the designs of “Falcon" proved to be
those of Mr. W'lliam Griffiths, architect and
surveyor, ar d agent to the Gellywernen Estate,
Llanelly. It was then decided to send the first

premium of fifty guineas to Messrs. Simon and
Tweedy, and the recond of twenty guineas
to Mr. W. Griffiths. The former architects’
fees for carrying out the work were the nsual
five percent., and chose of the latter were four per
cent. A proposal was then made that the plans
should be open for the inspection of the public,
but an amendment that tbey should not be
exhibited without the consent of the competi-
tors was carried by ten votes to four. A dis-
cussion followed as to whether the board was
bound to accept either of the two successful
plans, but the opinion of the members varied,

and it was proposed that the matter be ad-
journed for a week. The members would thus
have an opportunity of comparing the plans.
The amendment was carried by ten votes to
four.

llbistrated History of Furniture, from the
Earliest to the Present Time. By Frederick
Litchfield. With numerous illustrations.

London : Truslove & Shirley. 1892.

HE history of furniture is far too large
and complicated a subject to be
treated in a single volume of about

250 pages, of which a great portion of the

space is occupied by illustrations. An out-

line of the subject might be given within
those limits, a kind of introduction to the
farther study of it, treated in a systematic
and concise manner. Mr. Litchfield’s book can
hardly be classed as such

;
it is a book about

furniture arranged chronologically, but cer-

tainly not forming a comprehensive review of

the subject
;

it rather suggests the idea ot the
illustrations having been selected first and the
book written up to them. “Ancient Furni-
ture ” is treated in what the author admits to

be a mere introductory chapter, and we then
go to the middle ages, and thence to the
Renaissance and modem times. Many of the
illustrations given are interesting in themselves,
notably the interiors of rooms from ancient
pictorial representations

;
others are not quite

worthy, in style of ezecntion, of the works
which they illustrate, and they follow each other

in rather a mixed and random fashion, without
any principle of arrangement being appa-
rent. The anthor seems to have confined him-
self to illustrating changes in style of work and
decorative treatment, but without going into

the subject from the point of view of structural

design, which is as important an element in

furniture as in architecture. The only satis-

factory and complete way of treating the sub-

ject would be to consider the practical object

and stractural conditions of each of the im-
portant types of furniture,—of which the
leading ones are a table, a chair, a bed,

and a cupboard or cabinet,—and to follow tbe

changes in the idea and constructive principle

of each type of furnitore in successive periods,

at the same time with the variations in decora-

tive treament
;
which latter, it must be ob-

served, are not special to furniture, but repre-

sent the general decorative taste of the day
applied to furniture as to architecture and surface

decoration. It would have been quite possible,

with system and concentration, and by select-

ing a limited number of typical examples, to

have prodnced a small book on the history of

furniture which would have formed a compre-
hensive and satisfactory oatline of the subject.

M. Litchfield’s book shows no such attempt
at a systematic treatment of hia subject, it is

in fact merely a creditable piece of book-
making including a number of illustrations of

various articles of furniture, forming rather a
heterogeneous mixture, and accompanied by a
running commentary which rambles about the

subject in a desultory manner, the general

chronological order being the only system
observed. The portion of the subject which is

best treated is the French aud English
eighteenth-century work, and of course that

is the portion of the subject of which most is

generally known and which at present in-

terests English readers more, probably, than
any other. The author is to be credited with

doing justice to the good taste of Sheraton’s

early work, which, as has been pointed out in

these columns, is in true taste much superior to

Chippendale’s, and he notices the change for

the worse in Sneraton’s taste as it became
influenced by the French taste of the Empire.
This is, however, about the only piece of critical

analysis that we have noticed in the book, in

which things in good and bad taste are illuE-

trated without much eflort to discriminate, or

teach the reader to discriminate, between what
is good and bad, true and false. Such a thing

as the carved frame by Radspieler of Munich,
given on page 247, is vulgar to a degree, how-
ever cleverly executed

;
but it does not seem to

incur any censnre from the author. Some of

the 1851 Exhibition furniture (old “ blocks ” of

which have, we imagine, been made use of to fill

up the tale of illustration) is a good deal better

forgotten, and is certainly not worth serving up
again in illustration of a furniture book for the

present day.
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In short, this is a creditable and handsome
ipnlar book, well got up and furnished with a
rge number of illustrations of more or less

terest, and as a popular book it may have its

le and its merits, though it can hardly be of

uch value to designers or to serious students
' the subject.

he PiiVlic Health {London) Act, 1891. With
Explanatory Notes, &c., by E. Lewis Thomas,
M.A,, LL.M., Barrister-at-Law. London:
Knight k. Co.

ms is an exceedingly usefol exposition of,

ad commentary on, the Public Health (Lon-
on) Act of last year. It includes comparative
ibles of sections of repealed Acts and of existing
aactments, a useful appendix containing the
lactments applied, and the Orders and Model
y-Laws of the Local Government Board; it has
le additional merit of possessing a copious
idex. Many people are still unaware that last

ear there was accomplished for sanitary legis-

ition in London what had been done sixteen
ears before for the remainder of the country,
'he Public Health (London) Act, 1891, is not
nly a codifying Act, but also an amending
.ct. “ It is the result of the consolidation, by
he Standing Committee on Law, of two Bills
jtroduced into the House of Commons by Mr.
Litchie. The first Bill was a Bill to amend the
iw as it then was, the second Bill was
0 codify and consolidate the then existing
naotments. The second Bill repealed and re-

nacted more than thirty Acts, or portions of
kCts, which applied to London, and which
/ere variously known as the Nuisances Kemoval
LCts, the Sanitary Acts, the Metropolis Manage-
lent Acts, the Police Acts, Smoke Acts,
lichael Angelo Taylor’s Act, &o.” The changes
.nd improvements which have been effected
,re succinctly and lucidly pointed out by the
i-uthor, and their bearings explained. Although
he explanatory notes seem sufficiently full and
iomplete, the book is nevertheless compendious
n form, and is one which should be in the
lands of every one engaged in metropolitan
ocal government. Even the “ intelligent rate-
layer ” would be all the better informed as a
iribic of local government matters if he would
master this book.

{'he Pxiblic Ilealth {London) Act

,

1891, a Hand-
I
bookfor the Use of House- Property Owners.

I! By Wm. Haknett Blanch. London : P. S.

King & Son.

fnis, to the special class to whom it appeals,
vill be found to be a very useful publication,
lontaining as it does notes, index, and an ex-
planatory chapter. While there are no doubt
nstances in which, by the operation of the
aw, hardships are entailed upon honse-pro-
Perty-owners, the book seems to be published
00 exclusively in the interests of a class

vho have hitherto known how to look
ifter themselves pretty well. The author
vppears to be the Secretary of “The London
ifreeholders’ and Leaseholders’ Defence Asso-
uation,” one of whose objects seems to
>e to help its members to do as little as
DOSsible in the way of sanitary work or auy-
hing else that will involve expenditure. No
loubt, as the Association say in a kind of
manifesto, “ recent legislation has seriously
iffected the interests of the owners of house-
property.” And in the main very rightly so too,

o far as sanitary legislation is concerned, as
ill who know Lnndon and are disinterested in
he question will agree. Still, it is as well to
lave on record the views of the property-
iwners.

rke Year Booh of the Imperial Jnstitnie of the
\ United Kingdom, the Colonies, and India.

j
Compiled chiefly from Official Sources.

1 London : Published by the Imperial Institute.

l’his is the first issue of a very useful and in-

itructive statistical record of the resources and
trade of the Colonial and Indian possessions of
he British Empire. Ibis published under the
luthority of the Executive Council of the
mperial Institute, and is likely to prove a re-

ference book of permanent value.

1 Concise Dictionary of the English Language.

i
By Charles Annandalb, M.A., LL.D. New

I and Enlarged Edition. London : Blackie &
j Son, Ltd. 1892.

'his excellent work is based on Ogilvie’s “ Im-
erial Dictionary,” and though it consists of
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nearly 850 closely-printed pages, the paper and
typography are such that the book is not at all

unwieldy. It is well printed and arranged,
gives the etymology and pronunciation of

words, and contains what appears to be a
tolerably full vocabulary, literary, scientific, and
technical, with colloquialisms and phrases, notes

on synonyms, pronouncing lists of proper names,
foreign words and phrases, abbreviations, kc.

We say a “ tolerably full ” vocabulary, although
in regard to technical words we miss “ batter,”

the slope or inclination of a retaining wall,

and “ramp,” of a staircase,—to name only two
examples. Bub, notwithstanding some omis-

sions, the dictionary contains a large number of

technical words not to be found outside the

covers of technical dictionaries and ency-

clopjcdias. A useful feature is the alphabetical

list of English writers, with dates of their

birth and death, but this is not quite complete.

For instance, while the name of James Fer-

gusson is given as a writer on architecture, the

name of J. H. Parker is absent. But no doubt
the compiler of such a list has a difficult task

in keeping it within reasonable limits of space.

On the whole, we can cordially recommend
the “ Concise Dictionary of the English Lan-
guage” as the best recent work of the kind
which has come before ns.

Spans' Engineers' and Contractors’ Illustrated

Booh of Prices of Machines, Tools, Irenworh,

mid Contractors' Material. 1892-3. London

:

E. k F. N. Spon.

This is a very useful collection of excerpts

from engineering catalogues, and is likely to be

of considerable assistance in estimating, the

prices of the articles illustrated and described

being in most cases given. It seems to be a
not unsuccessful attempt to bring together for

one group of trades the most salient featurts of

the catalogues of many leading firms. The
book is well printed and got up, and has a
good index.

“ Reid’s Patent Indexed Ready-Reckoner ”

(Newcastle-on-Tjne : Andrew Reid, Sons, 4: Co.)

is DOW in its third edition. It readily shows
the value of from 1 to 50,000 articles at any
given rate, from one-sixteenth of a penny to £1.

We have bad occasion to use it several times

since it has been on our desk, and we find it to

be very speedy and bandy, and absolutely

accurate, as a ready-reckoner of course should

be. Those who have not yet had their holi-

days, and who are contemplating trips on the

Continent, may most profitably invest sixpence

in the purchase of one or other of the following

convenient and well-printed and illustrated

handbooks, viz. :— (!) “ The Tourist Guide to

the Continent,” edited by Percy Lindley, and
published, by the authority of the Great

Eastern Railway Company, at 30, Fleet-

street, and at the Continental Depart-

ment, Liverpool-street S’iation; (2) “ Walks in

Holland,”—the term “ wa'ks” being elastically

interpreted to include cycling, boating, railway,

and coaching trips as well as journeys on foot

;

(3) “ Walks in the Ardennes,” with boating,

fishing, cycling, and shooting notes
;
and (4)

“ Holidays in North Germany and Scandinavia.”

The three last-named are all edited by Percy

Lindley and published at 30, Fleet-stieet. They
are all very nicely got up and full of useful

information to the intending tourist, and the

illustrations, although necessarily small, are

well-drawn and engraved, and likely to attract

sketchers and other travellers in search of the

picturesque (if not this autumn, owing to the

presence of cholera in Hamburg, at any rate on
the first available opportunity).

TRADE CATALOGUES.

Messrs. Merryweatber & Sons have sent us

their Catalogue (Section D) of Pumps and
Water-Supply Apparatus. It is illustrated and
priced, and includes many articles worthy the

attention of municipal and sanitary engineers.

From the same firm we have received an ex-

planatory illustrated pamphlet on their method
of supplying water to mansions, villages, insti-

tutions, farms, tc. It is well worth attention,

and shows how country houses in isolated posi-

tions may be supplied with a view both to

hygiene and protection against fire.

From Messrs. J. Tylor k Sons (Ltd.) we have
received their new Catalogue (Part I.) of

Sanitary Appliances, Pumping Apparatus, and
General Fittings. It contains illustrations and
descriptions of a great many excellent ap-
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pliances, and a mass of useful information not
often found in a catalogue. One of this firm’s

specialities is their flushing-rim lavatory basin,

which embodies a very desirable and necessary

improvement. Ik is not quite new, for we
saw it some four years or more ago, and spoke
approvingly of it

;
we are surprised that it has

not altogether superseded the old form of

basin. We cannot express our approval of the

dark empty space, not easily to be got at,

which seems to exist for the collection of dust

beneath the “ Column ” Pedestal Closet (page

19 of Catalogue). With regard to this same
closet (which has a very good form of basin)

tbe lead trap is joined to the earthenware

basin by a brass collar, and it is claimed

that this is a better and safer method
than the connexion between an earthen-

ware trap and a leaden soil-pipe
;

but there

is here also a joint between earthenware and
metal, which is, however, on the inner or house

side of the trap, though scarcely “ above the

trap,” as is claimed. We are not satisfied that

this is a wholly satisfactory solution of the

difficulty, though it is certainly better and safer

than a joint between an earthenware trap and
a leaden soil-pipe on the oat-go side of the

trap. With regard to the “Pedestal” Valve

Closet, figured on p. 12 of the catalogue, it is

said that “ it does not require a small supply

cistern.” Why not? And bow is it supplied?

The catalogue is admirably got up, and will be

found exceedingly useful when specifying.

Messrs. Steel k Garland recently sent ns one

of their new Catalogues (Book S) of stove-

grates, mantel registers, and over -mantels,

ranges, warm-air stoves, curbs, fenders, rests,

&c. It is well printed and illustrated, and we
would call especial attention to the “ Marl-

borough ” Grate (Garland’s patent), which

appears to possess many advantages,— of

which, if we mistake not, we have before

spoken. It has an adjustable canopy, acting

as a register door
;
an overhanging fire-brick

back, with Teale’s economiser; and steel

vertical bars. It is claimed for it that it

ensures great heating power combined with

economy in fuel, the rate of combustion being

under control.

Messrs. Hayward Tyler k Co. have sent us

their “ List A” of “ Plumbers’, Waterworks’, and

Fire Fittings,” a very complete and useful

priced and illustrated list of water and sanitary

fittings of all kinds. But why, we ask once

more, will firms of repute continue to manu-
facture, and to illustrate and price in their

catalogues, that long-condemned abomination

the “pan-closet," with its filthy “ container ”

?

We shall no doubt be told again, as we have

been told before, that “ there is a demand for

them.” If so, “the more’s the pity” that

reputable firms should vitiate their catalogues

by the inclusion of such things.

Messrs. Thomas Crapper k Co. have also sent

ns their new Catalogue of Sanitary Appliances,

illustrated and priced. It is a very useful book,

and gives particulars of some very good things,

including tbe “Improved Kenon Trap” and

some excellent valve and other closets, water-

waste preventers, baths and bath-fittings, &c.

Of most of these we have spoken in terms of

commendation on former occasions.

Messrs. Adams &; Co. send us their new
Catalogue of patent sanitary specialties, in-

cludiog automatic-flushing latrines for schools

and institutions. These latrines are admirably

adapted for their purpose, and elicited the

warm approval of a French specialist in school

sanitation who attended last year’s International

Congressof Hygiene. Lavatories, urinalf, closets,

flushing-tanks, gullies, &c., are among the many
other items of tbe catalogue, which is in two

sections, one of which is devoted to ironw^ork.

Mr. A. M. Fowler, jun., A.M.Inst.C.E., sends

us a small illustrated catalogue of his “ self-

acting water-closets,” flashed with slop-water.

These may, of course, be advantageously used

in situations wbere water for flushing purposes

is scarce, but they are far from being the ideal

form of water-closet. The same remark applies

even more to the latrines flushed in the same
manner. In “ Arrangements C & D ” there are,

in lieu of closet-pans, vertical drain-pipe shafts

some 3 ft. or 4 fh. deep, which can never be

flashed, tbe flush being entirely confined to

the horizontal pipe below these shafts.

Lectures on Sanitary Science.—

M

r. Allan

Greenwell, Surveyor and Inspector to the From©
Rural Sanitary Authority, has been appointed by
the Technical Education Committee for the From©
District to deliver a course of lectures on “ Sani-

tary Science."
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CarrcsjjDitiitna.

To iU Editor of Toe Builder.

THE INSTITUTE AND ARCHITECTURE.
Sir,—I am glad Mr. Belcher has drawn

attention to the relations of the Institute to
architects, and architecture as a fine art. The
policy being pursued by the R.I.B.A. has brought
about the critical state of things he has the
courage to recognise

;
on its decision regarding

the qualification of Fellows—now under con-
sideration—depends its existence as an Insti-

tute of “Architects.” Many of us deplore that
the question has ever been raised, but as it is,

the time has come to look it fairly and squarely
in the face, and the question of questions is

simply this, “Is the R.I.B.A. to remain an
Institute of ‘ Architects,’ or what ?” It has now
as Mr. Belcher says, “ an opportunity to put
itself right with regard to such matters,” and
everyone who has the interests not only of the
Institute but of architecture at heart, must
fervently hope the opportunity will not be
thrown away.
The Institute is called upon to legislate on

the qualification for Fellowship,—for whom 7

Not those inside its ranks, but those who are
mittide, and it is notorious that many of our
leading architects are among the latter; and
not only so, but it has lost within the last year
or eighteen months several clever young
men, who, in all probability, will be the
leaders in the future, hence it becomes
of the first importance to ascertain not so much
what the insiders may consider applicable to
those outside but what the outsiders them-
selves desire, and what is wrong with the
constitution or the policy of the Institute itself,

which keeps and drives such men from its

ranks. If it is to be an Institute of Architects
in the future, the anomaly of many men who
are influencing the architectural thought and
progress of the day standing aloof from its

councils must cease
;
and surely one very obvious

course is to invite those very men for whom it

is proposed to legislate to favour ns with the
benefit of their views, if peradventure some way
may be found to meet them. Another obvious
course is to insist that, whatever may have been
done in the past, all future FelIo;vs must first

and foremost be architects in the strict sense of
the word. Mr. Belcher has told us truly that
an architect must be an artist, or he has no
right to the tide. It is, therefore, only by the
“quality” of his work he can have any claim
to the distinction of “ Fellow,” for if it be not
a distinction, why have two classes, and what
inducement is there for a man to go up from
the one to the other 7 Still another
obvious course is to require that every
candidate shall be the designer of bis
own work,—in other words, an architect in
fact as well as in name. If no amount of
examination can make a man an architect, then
surely no test is needed beyond the quality and
the personalty of his work. By it alone he is

an architect, or he is not, and, therefore,
worthy of a Fellowship or the reverse.

Just how all this may be best accomplished
is what is now under consideration, and it is

for the Institute to find a satisfactory solution
of the problem. J. M. Bbydon.

5, Canibridgo-place, liepent's Parh, iV. II'.,

September 5, 1892,

DILAPIDATIONS.
Sir,—

I

have not observed in the Bidhler any
notice of the case of Tichbome v. Weir, which was
recently decided by the Court of Appeal

;
a report

appears in the Cit;/ Press of August 31.
This case is of much iuiportance to both lessors

and lessees, as it opens quite a new question, and
I therefore thiol: it desirable to draw attention
to it.

It was held that as the defendant Weir held an
assignment from one Giraud, who held the lease as
mortgagee, Giraud could only transfer his own
equitable interest in the lease and any right ac-
cruing to him through long possession

j he had not
acquired the lease itself, therefore he could not
assign it to the defendant; aod as the defendant
had not taken the lessee’s estate under the lease, he
was not bound by the covenants of the lease, and
the payment of rent did not make him liable to
them. The performance of the covenants can only
be enforced against a tenant when it can be proved
that he is the a-ssignee of the lease, or is prevented
by his own act from denying the assignment. The
decision of the court below in favour of defendant
was therefore upheld.
The result of this judgment seems to be that

when any mortgagee forecloses neither he nor any

of his assignees are in any way liable under the
covenants of the lease

;
and, as the result, at the

expiration of the lease, unless the lessor can get at
the defaulting mortgagor or his heirs, executors,
administrators, or assigns (a most unlikely pos-
sibility), he must put the premises in repair himself
and at his own cost

;
and, ns very many leasehold

properties contain an assignment from a mortgagee
somewhere in the title, the decision must be very
far-reaching, and totally alter the position of lessor
and lessee in many dilapidation cases,

Bernard Dicksee.
September 5, 1892.

WIGGENHALL, ST. MARY.
Sir,— Some months ago you were so good as to

insert a letter of mine on the destruction of ancient
rood screens. I mentioned a rumour that the
famous Caroline screen, dated 1625, had been
removed from the church of Wiggenball, St. Mary
the Virgin, so noted for its woodwork and sixteenth-
century brass lectern. I regret to say that a recent
visit shows even greater damage

;
for not only is

the screen gone, but with it the lay impropriator
has carried off the stalls as well. Nothing remains
in the chancel of the old work but the lower painted
panels of the Mediicval screen, which stood just
e-ast of the more recent one. These the present
Vicar found knocking about and has set up against
the east wall. So far as I could learn, no faculty
was obtained for these destructive works

;
in which

case I imagine the impropriator can be compelled
to reinstate them. The new chancel fittings and
reredos seem to show an architect’s hand. It would
be interesting to know his name.

In the neighbouring church of Tilney, All Saints,

I found the fine screen (1618) still insi/u; but a
double Norman piscina has been either destroyed
or blocked,— quite recently,—and the sanctuary
levels are so altered that not one of the fine Deco-
rated sedilia can now be used. Viator.

THOMSON’S PATEN! BALL-VALVES.
Sir,— I shall be obliged if one of your readers

can inform me of the name and address of the present
maker of Thomson’s patent ball-valves, sold in
1882 by a Mr. Varicae. H. H.

Ebc ^tutrciit's Column.

CONCRETE XI.

artificial cbmb.nts (continued).

PORTLAND : ADHESION.

EMENTS have not been as frequently
tested for adhesion as for tensile
strength. A somewhat elaborate series

of experiments with American cements and
bricks is tabulated in Gilmore’s “ Limes, Hy-
draulic Cements, and Mortars,” and General
Sir C. W. Pasley in England, about fifty years
ago, made similar experiments by tearing apart
bricks and various building-stones which had
been united by an artificial cement. As far as
the adhesive strength of cement is concerned,
these latter experiments are quite out of date.
A circular issued some years ago by the
Selenitic Cement Company shows that a force
of 23 lbs. per square inch ia required to tear
apart common stock - bricks after they have

been united for twenty-eight days by a mortar
consisting of one part Portland cement to four

parts sand. Mr. Grant found that bricks

cemented together with mortar composed of

one part cement to two parts sand, required, at

the end of twenty-eight days, a force varying
from 15 lbs. to 30 lbs. per sqnare inch to tear

them apart.

The most extensive series of experiments on
the adhesive strength of Portland cement was
carried out by Mr. Mann. The tests were made
by tearing apart small pieces of sawn, close-

grained limestone, which had been joined

together with cement. His experiments showed
that the adhesive strength did not bear a
uniform relation to the tensile or cohesive
strength, but varied from about 1 to 5 to 1 to 9
in the seven days’ tests, and from 1 to 3 to 1 to

5 in the twenty-eight days’ tests. The adhesive

strength, it will be seen, increased more rapidly

than the cohesive, in the twenty-one days which
elapsed between the two tests. He also proved
that the finer a cement is ground the greater is

its adhesive strength. The average adhesive

strength of neat Portland cement, as tested by
Mr. Mann, may be considered to be between
80 lbs. and 90 lbs. per square inch, at twenty-
eight days

;
the tests being carried out with

cement bedded between pieces of sawn, close-

grained limestone.

The adhesion varies not only with the quality

of the cement, but also with the quality as

well as quantity of the sand, the porosity of the

substances joined together, their degree of

saturation, and, of course, the length of time
during which they have been joined. The
thorough saturation with water of the materials

to be united, and the fineness of the cement,

are importantif high results are to be obtained.

Increase of Strength, and Purability .—We
have now considered the tensile, compressive,

and adhesive strength of Portland cement at

early dates, and have seen the remarkable
degree of strength which it attains in these

limited periods. The accompanying diagram
(Fig. 2) shows grapically the tensile strength,

to the age of one year, of Portland cement
mixed with different proportions of clean pit-

sand. The dotted line represents the actual

breaking strength at the various dates, and the

full line shows the probable mean curve of

strength. The figure is based on experiments

made by Mr. Grant, in 1862-3,* on briquettes of

the shape marked A in Fig. 1 (see the Builder

for August 27) ;
as we have stated, such

briquettes give considerably lower results than

are obtained with the briquettes of better

shape which are now used. For this reason,

50 per cent, has, in each case, been added to

the strengths obtained by Mr. Grant. The
chief lesson to be learnt from Mr. Grant’s tests

is the difference in the rate of hardening of

different mortars
;

for instance, neat cement
would support 300 lbs. at one week; 1 to I

mortar would do the same at 7 weeks; 1

to 2 at 15 weeks
;

and 1 to 3 not

until after a year. When we are told

* “ Proceedings of the Institution of ClvU Engineers,”

voL XXV. (1865-0).
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bat the Bnpports of ordinary concrete floors

nay be struck in one week after the floors have
)een laid, we have only to refer to this figure to

)8 convinced of the danger of following such
vdvice. A period of from four to six weeks
jught always to elapse before any stress is put
>n such floors, either by removing the supports
)r by traffic. It must not be considered that
ill cements increase in strength in the degree
shown in the figure, or that the ratio between
the neat cement and the mortars is always the
same

;
the figure must be taken as approxi-

mate only. The tensile strength of the neat
cement at seven days is only 300 lbs. per square
inch, even after allowance has been made for

the imperfect form of the briquette used in

besting
;
nowadays, a strength of 450 lbs. to

COO lbs. is common. The strength at different

ages of mortars made from cements of various
initial strengths, may be roughly estimated by
sing a different scale for measuring the curve
of strength from the base line

;
thus, Scale 1

(see fig. 2) may be used for cements with a
strength of 350 lbs. at seven days, Scale 2 for

400, Scale 3 for 450, and Scale 4 for 600.
The further question remains,—Is its strength

permanent? Mr. Grant says that the process of
hardening goes on for years, and “ there is no
reason to fear that good cement ever deterio-
rates.” His opinion is based on the result of a
series of experiments extending over ten years
{1858 to 1SG8)

;
the tests during the last three

years gave slightly lower results, but this he
considers to have been due to the fact that the
briquettes had been neglected and moved from
place to place owing to the death of the person
Iwho had had charge of them. We need not say
that Mr. Grant’s opinion on any matter con-
cerning Portland cement carries great weight.
Mr. A. E. Carey, in a paper read in November,

1891, before the Institution of Civil Engineers,
>said:—“The molecular structure of Portland
cement changes with age, its hardness and
'brittleness iocreasing,'and its elasticity diminish-
jing. There is a poiht, therefore, at which the
icement begins to show a falling off in tensile

strength, while the compression tests continue
tto improve The gauging of cement with sea-
water [instead of fresh] allows this result to
be attained more speedily with the same
icement.”

Professor Unwin states that “for ordinary
/tension briquettes the gain of strength is nearly
proportional to the cube root of the time of
hardening, and that both for a neat cement and
cement mortar.” In other words, if the strength
at seven days be taken as 1, the strength at
itwenty-eight days will be 1*G, and at six weeks
2 ;

this shows the wisdom of allowing the centres
of conciete arches and floors to remain in position
as long as possible.

I Water. — The quantity of water used in
making briquettes has a great influence on the
tresults of the tests. Too much water is inju-
rious, and it is therefore customary to use no
more than is necessary to bind the cement,

—

say, 18 or 20 per cent, by weight. This is a
matter which must, to some extent, be left to
the judgment of the person making the test,

but it may be interesting to give the quantity
of water used in Germany for different mixtures
of cement and sand, the proportions being all

bbtained by weight:

—

! Table XV.
I

Quantity of Water Required in Briquettes.

\ Cement. Sand. Water.

I

Neat cement 100

i 1 cement to 1 aand. 50
1 ,, „ 3 ,, 25

I

1 „ ,, 4 ,, 20

\
1 It . 1

6

I6‘b .. as-a .. m
I * Quick-setting. t Slow-setting.

Need we add that the water used with the
cement ought to be pure, free from earthy and
organic matter. &c.

(
Time of Setting .—The lime of setting of

different Portland cements varies from a few
minutes (say, ten) to as many hours. If a pat
jf neat cement is indented by a moderate
oressure of the thumb-nail at the end of two
cionrs, it may be considered slow-setting. It is

Imstomary now to notice the time of “initial
jet,” that is, the commencement of the stiffen-

ng process, and the “ set hard,” which is the
,.ime when the cement will bear without indenta-
ion a moderate pressure of the thumb-nail.
fhe former is valuable, as it enables us to form
in idea of the limit of time within which the
lement ought to be deposited in work after
Doing gauged. It is determined by gauging a
sample of cement and observing one or more
Date kept in air. If greater accuracy be re-
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qnired, the time of setting can be ascertained

by the needle test, but the thumb-nail test is

usually sufficient.

As a rule, a highly-burnt cement sets more
slowly than one lightly burnt, but there are

exceptions, and more frequently the rate of

setting depends rather on the composition of

the cement than on the burning. An excess of

clay increases the rapidity of the setting, as

we have seen in the case of Roman and similar

cements; excess of lime has the opposite effect.

It is generally held that the best slow-setting

cements are eventually stronger than the best
quick-setting. The time of setting is delayed
by storing and thoroughly air-slaking the
cement, and the same effect can be produced
by adding sulphuric acid or gypsum (sulphate
of lime) to the cement on gauging, In either

case, the maximum strength of the cement is

more rapidly attained. Experiments made by
Mr. Grant in 1877 showed that cement spread in

air for seventeen hours took five or ten minutes
longer to set, and bore at seven days 5 per
cent, more tensile stress than the same cement
gauged as soon as it was taken from the sacks.
Experiments by Messrs. Dyckerhoff confirm
this, and show further that the addition of

1 per cent, of gypsum to a cement, which set

in twenty minutes, delayed the setting to GOO
minutes, and 2 per cent, delayed it to 840
minutes, and in both cases the strength of the
cement, whether tested neat or with sand, was
considerably increased; the increase of strength
with 2 per cent, of gypsum was about 13 per
cent, at the end of a year, It is now known
that gypsum endangers the permanence of
the strength of cement.

Storing the cement for some months altered

the time of setting from twenty minutes to

630, andthestored cementmixed with three parts
standard sand was 20 per cent, stronger at the
end of a year than the original cement tested
in’the same way.
The advantages possessed by slow-setting

cements in .strength, convenience of mani-
pulation, A:c., are of great value, and such
cements are almost always preferable to quick-
setting ones.

Soundness. fineness, tensile strength,
and soundness are three of the most important
particulars to be ascertained respecting any
Portland cement. The fineness of a cement is

an indication, other things being equal, of its

sand-carrying properties,—the finer the cement
the more sand will it take. A finely-ground
cement is also less likely to be unsound than a
coarse cement. The importance of a high
tensile strength is patent to every one. But if

a cement be finely-ground and of great strength,

and withal have not soundness, it ought not to

be nsed. An unsonnd cement may attain

great strength at first
;
concrete made with it

may harden properly, and seem for weeks, and
even months, to be thoroughly bard and sound,
but gradually a change is apparent, the con-

:

Crete begins to disintegrate, and after a time
becomes an almost incoherent mass of rubbish.

Then, as the author has known, the architect

most perforce order the work to be done over
again, and time and money are lost. But
sometimes the defect is not observed before the
final certificate is granted

;
perhaps the founda-

tions are covered before the unsoundness is

apparent, or the floors have their upper and
lower surfaces finished, and so on, but sooner
or later the failure is visible. In one case,

18-in. brick walls were thrust out of perpen-
dicular by the expansion of concrete floors

made with unsound cement.

A test for soundness can be carried out with-
out much difficulty, but as some cements take
such a long time before their unsoundness de-

velops to any dangerons extent, an artificial

means of accelerating the hardening process
has been desired. Some persons have advo-
cated, but not very wisely, the making of thin
pats of cement-paste on an iron plate and heat-
ing them on a gas-jet or in front of a fire. The
best apparatus which has yet been devised is

that described by Mr. Faija in his book on
Portland cement. An illustration and descrip-

tion of this apparatus were given in the Builder
for November 22, 1890. The fact that moist
heat accelerates the hardening of cement is the
leading idea in Mr. Faija’s test, and this is

torned to account by placing the cement pats
on a slip of glass within a closed vessel, con-
taining water under the glass

;
this water is

kept at a fairly uniform temperature of about
112 deg. to 117 deg. Fahr. After remaining
three hours in the damp atmosphere of this

vessel the pats are put into the hot water and
j
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allowed to remain there for twelve or fifteen

hours, when they are taken out and examined
for cracks, lifting from the glass, warping, &c.
If these are visible, the cement most be ac-
cepted with caution, or, in bad cases, con-
demned altogether.

It is, however, possible for anyone to carry
out a test which will be of some aid in ascer-

taining the soundness of a cement, although
it is not of equal value to the test already
described. Take samples of the cement from
three or four bags or barrels, immediately on
their arrival at the building-site, and mix the-

different samples together dry. Then make, on
two pieces of glass, two pats of neat cement,
say, 2 in. or 3 in. in diameter, and about h in.,

thick at the centre, but thin at the edges. The
time of setting may be ascertained during the
propress of this test. When the pats are set-

hard, place one in water and examine it daily.

If the cement have any tendency to “ blow,”

—

i.e., if it be unsound,—very fine cracks will

appear at the edges, and the edges may leave

the glass. The other pat, kept in air, ought
when hard to have a greyish-white hue

;
a buS'

colour indicates an “ over-clayed ” cement, and
such cements are weaker than cements of
proper composition, and are, as has already
been stated, liable to crumble awayon exposure

to the atmosphere. Another cause of disintegra-

tion is the presence of free quicklime in the-

cement; the danger arising from this can be
minimised by properly air-slaking the cement-
before using it, but an over-clayed cement
cannot be improved,—it ought to be rejected..

Similar pats made of cement and sand (1 to

3) may be made and tested as above with
advantage.

Air-slakhig .— Some persons consider that

ordinarily good Portland cement does not con-
tain more than 1 i^er cent, of free lime, but as no
method of accurately ascertaining this exists,

the figure is, perhaps, more or less guess-work.
Judging from the increase of bulk, which
ensues from thorough air-slaking, we are in-

clined to believe that cement of that descrip-

tion contains in many cases 3 or 4 per cent,

of free lime, and some cements probably
contain considerably more than this. When we
remember that calcium oxide is converted by
slaking into calcium hydrate, a substance two
or three times its bulk, we cannot fail to see-

that the development of this slaking action in

a cement-paste which has already begun to

set, must be injurious and must at the very

least lessen its ultimate strength, while ici

extreme cases it may prove disastrous.

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
Villa Resiidences, Bir.mingiia.m. — Building-

operations have been commenced for the erection-

of forty vill.a residences, situated on the “ Rotton
Park Estate.” Twenty of these houses will front

to Gillott-road, the remaining twenty will front to-

Summerfield-crescent
;
the total length of frontage

exceeding 900 ft. Each of these residences will

contain drawing and sitting rooms, two paotries,

kitchen, scullery, and usual outbuildings, five bed-
rooms, and bath-room.fikc. The front elevation will-

be Gothic in style. The total cost of erection i&

estimated at about 15,000L The contractor is Mr.
Edward Airey, and the architect Mr. J. Statham
Davis, both of Birmingham.
Congregational Church, Birkenhead.—The-

foundation-stone of a new Congregational church
was laid on the 3rd inst. The building will have
accommodation for 350 persons, and the work is-

being carried out by Mr. S. E. Dean, at a coat of

2,000?., from the designs and under the superin-

tendence of Mr. Thomas W. Cubbon, architect, of
Birkenhead.
New Catholic Church at Tenby. — On the

10t.h ult. the foundation-stone of a new Catholie

Church at Tenby was laid. According to the
Tablet, the church is being built on ground pur-

chased from the Corporation of Tenby for a sum of

350?., and which formed a portion of Potter’s Field

recently acquired by that body for street improve-
ments. The site is to the south-east of the south-

west gateway. The principal dimensions of the
church will be:—Chancel. 20ft. by 16ft. Gin.;,

sacristy, 15 ft. 6 in. by 12 ft. ; nave, 63 ft. by 30 ft.

Ou the south side will be a side chapel and con-

fessional, the nave being lighted on that side by
four two-light windows. The east end will abut on-

the road, the sanctuary being lighted by two single

light windows. It will have an elevation externally

of 47 ft. The east front will contain two traceried"

windows with a niche between to contain a statue-

of St. Teilo. On the south side of the nave will be
an arcade, preparatory to the extension of the

building by an aisle. In the recesses will be tem-
porary windows for the purposes of light on that-

side of the church. In the west end there will be a-

j-27-6*
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four-light window, over a spacious gallery, the latter
being approached through a turret stair. The
turret will have an elevation of 40 ft., and a small
belfry, surmounted by a vane and cross, will be
built of native stone, with Bath stone dressings for
windows. The architect is Mr. F. A. Walters,
F.S.A., and the contractor is Mr. George Richards,
builder, Tenby, The cost of the building, exclusive
of the site, will be upwards of 2,000f.

Wesleyan School Buildings, Cardifk.—The
newly-erected Wesley Centenary Sunday Schools in
Conway- road, Cardiff, were opened on the 24th ult.
'The building consists of a large assembly-hall at
"the rear, with ten class-rooms opening out from the
-ground Moor and a similar number from the gallery,
while the front portion consists of a suite of large
rooms for use as a church-parlour and infants' and

• adults’ class-rooms. The premises, which have been
erected at a cost, including the freehold site, of
about 3,500f., were built by Mr. G. E. Griffiths
from the designs of Messrs. Habershon k Fawckner,
architects, Cardiff.

Bank Premises, Xe-wport, Mon.—New banking
•premises for the Newport branch of the National
Provincial Bank have been erected at the corner of
iHigh-street and Tredegar-place. The building was
designed by Mr. C. R. Gribble, the architect of the
•oaoking company, and the contract for building
has been carried out by Mr. John Linton, of New-
.j)ort. The building rises from the pavement level
with plinths of white Devonshire granite, which
give place, 5 ft. upwards, to Bath stone, of
which both facades are built. There are five
bays to High-street, and a similar number
to Tredegar - place, between each bay being
three-quarter engaged columns, with keystone
beads over each of the windows. Underneath
the balustraJing is a sculptured floral frieze. All
the floors are fireproof, the joists being of iron,
filled with Portland cement and concrete, the floor-
ing being of oak block and mosaic. The large
banking-room is 42 ft. square, and is surrounded
by pilasters of Devonshire marble, with bases of
‘faience work and Ionic capitals. The dado is also
of faience work, and the four iron columns which
form the supports for the ceiling are en-
closed in the same material. The floor is laid
•with mosaic and oak blocks inside the counters.
The manager’s room is opposite the main entrance.
A lift communicates with the three strong rooms
above. These are fire and burglar proof, being
lined with white glazed bricks and having doors
from Messrs. Chubb's factory.

Public Halls, Lenzie. — The Lenzie Public
Halls, the site of which is upon the east side of the
jjublic road loading from Lenzie to Kirkintilloch,
Dumbarton, were opened on the 31st ult. The
principal entrance to the halls is bya wide corridor
leading to the entrance lobby, in which are placed
the stairs leading to tho lesser hall on the upper floor.
>On each side of the entrance corridor are placed
the ladies’ and gentlemen’s cloak-rooms, with lava-
tories attached. Immediately over these apart-
ments is the lesser hall, 40 ft. by 20 ft., lighted
•from front and ends by transomed and mullioned
windows. To the rear of this, and on the ground
floor, is the large hall, 60 ft. by 40 ft., with a small
/projecting gallery at the east end, and with raised
platform_ at the west. This hall is finished with a
coved ceiling in plaster work, and is lighted on both
sides by tall, circular-beaded windows, the lower
part of the walls being finished in wood. It is
seated for 600 per.'ions. By taking advantage of the
fall upon the ground, and by raising the floor of
the hall a little above the roadway, accommodation
has been found beneath the halls for billiard-room,
reading-room, two waiting-rooms, kitchen, heating
chamber, &c., all lighted by side windows, and
having the necessary lavatory accommodation. The
waiting-rooms are connected with the hall by stairs
at each end of the platform. The lighting, heating,
ventilation, and sanitary arrangements have been
carefully provided for. The front elevation is in
the Scottish Baronial style, simply treated, with
transomed and mullioned windows and crow-stepped
gables. Mr. Goorge Ferguson, builder, Glasgow,
was the contractor for the whole of the work, and
Mr. Tennant (of Messrs. Bauldie k Tennant, Glas-
gow) was architect.

Free Church, Carntyne. Lanarkshire.—The
memorial-stone of Carntyne Free Church, tihotties-
ton, was laid on the 3rd inst. The site of the
church is on the main road leading to Shettleston
at the corner of Wellshot-road. The style adopted
is Gothic. The principal front of the church will
be toward the main street, and the gable there,
whicii is 54 ft. high, is pierced with two traceried
•windows, and has octagonal buttresses at each side.
The windows to the side street have Gothic heads
and double mullions in each. The entrance to
the church is in the centre of the front gable,
by a wide doorway communicating with a vesti-
bule,

_

from which two doors lead into the
interior, and whence access is also gained to the
gallery stair. The area of the church is seated
for 450, and there is an end gallery containing 110
sittings. The church is so constructed that, when
required, side galleries can be added to increase
the accommodatijn. The arrangements of the
interior admit of a ceiling 40 ft. in height to apex.A vestry, clas.s-room, and small hall for prayer
•meetings will be erected behind the church. Mr.

Robt. A. Bryden, of Messrs. Clarke & Bell, archi-
tects, Glasgow, has prepared the plans, and the
following are the contractors for the work :—Mason
and joiner work, Messrs. Guthrie & Co.

;
slater

work, William Gordon
;

plumber work, James
Rasside

;
plaster work, James Dairon & Sons

;

glazier work, Wm. Meikle & Sous
;
iron work, Jas.

M'Millan
;
and painter work, M'CulIoch k Co.

Primitive Methodist Church, Trimdon
Grange, DURHAii.—On the 3rJ inst. a Primitive
Methodist church was opAed at Trimdon Grange.
The building is of rad brick, with stone facings,
and of Gothic style. The plans are from the
designs of Mr. 0. F. Longstaff, Trimdon Grange,
under whose superintendence the building has been
erected. The builder was Mr. Burn, of Hartlepool.

Intermediate School, Merthyr Tydfil.—The
design for an intermediate school submitted by Mr.
James Crombie, A.R.I.B.A., London, has just been
accepted, and he has been appointed to carry out the
work. The school will accommodate 100 boys and
eighty girls, and will have besides the usual school
and class-rooms, a gymnasium, workshop, labora-
tory, art, and cookery class-rooms, and a residence
for the caretaker.

New Station Hotel, Newcastle. — The new
hotel attached to the Central Railway Station,
Newcastle, is, says the Ne^ccastle Chro7iicle, now
virtually complete. Tho hotel stands facing
Neville-street, at the oast corner of the station. It
has a frontage of 310J ft., and the style is a free
treatment of the Classic. The building has been
designed and carried out by Mr. William Bell, the
N.E.R. Company's architect, the chief clerk of the
works being Mr. Richard Story. Outside the stone
portico of the hotel is a light iron carriage verandah.
It is supported ou iron columns, over which is a
spandrel filled in with cast metal work. The roof
over is glazed. Passing through the entrance lobby
to the hall, and ascending a short flight of steps, the
higher level of the ball floor is reached, which is

paved in mosaic work. The hall is 60 ft. long by
20 ft. wide, is on the same level as the ground-
floor rooms, and is broken up by a staircase
rising in easy flights to the floor levels above. The
staircase is built in cement, with marble facings at
each end where seen. Heating coils have been
placed in the entrance to warm the air, which, in
rising, draws out the vitiated air from the adjoin-
ing corridors to the roof, through which it

is conducted by means of extractors. For the
interior decoration fa^ience work, produced at the
Burmantofts works, Leeds, has been largely used.
In the main hall a lobby-screen, executed m walnut,
has been placed. The height is divided into three
panels, and separated by pilasters fluted, sur-
mounted by moulded caps, supporting a curved
frieze and enriched cornice with pediment over.
The upper panels are glazed with tinted glass with
floral designs in centre. There are three doors
placed in the screen, but it is intended to use only
the side doors. A roof curved to line with pedi-
ment and panelled on the under side completes the
screen. On the left of the hall, facing the porter’s
box, there is a telephone office. Adjoining the
telephone office is the luggage lift. There is also a
large receiving room provided for luggage close
by the lift. The passenger lift, which is situated
on the opposite side of tho ball, is sepa-
rated from the offices by tho corridor
leading to the manager’s room, &c. On the
left of the entrance-hall is the corridor leading
to the coffee-rooms, reading and writing room,
dining-room, serving and still room, and Indies’
lavatories, &c.

;
also to the billiard and smoke

rooms. Outside the entrance of the coffee-
room is the ascending 8tairca.se, communicating
with all the upper floora

;
and also the descending

staircase, by which tho billiard-room is approached.
This is built iu marble, and the side walls are
treated in fa'ienco. At the foot of the staircase is

the refreshment-bar. Lower down the corridor is

the smoke-room, with lavatories and convenience for
gentlemen opposite; then further on, at tho end of
thecorridor, the entrance of billiard-room is reached.
The arrangement of the rooms of the first ‘floor is

very similar to that of the ground floor, with the
exception that the space over the coflee-room is

divided into sitting-rooms of ordinary size. Most
of the rooms on the first floor facing the street are
to be used as sitting-room^, and ttiose at the back
set apart as bed-rooms. This floor is taken up with
large drawing and dining rooms, lavatories for
ladies and gentlemen, with bath-room, ka., and
the staircase connecting each floor. Tfle corridors
leading to the rooms on all the floors are paved
with mosaic. All the rooms, both on ground, first,

second, and third floors, have been fitted up -with
the electric light and are fitted with electric
bells, which communicate with several centres.
In the basement of the building provision is made
in separate larders for the reception of food and
stores, large refrigerators beirg provided forperish-
able articles. From the kitchen the food is passed
by means of lifts to the service rooms on the various
flours. The hot-water service for baths, sinks,
lavatories, &c., throughout the building, is gene-
rated from one centre in the basement, consisting
of two steam-heaters, with circulation-pipes carried
from same throughout the building. The entrance-
hall, corridors, and staircase, and the principal rooms
on each third and first floors are heated by means of
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low pressure steam radiators and air circulators,which,
in the case of the principal rooms, are arranged with
fresh-air inlets from the outside. The ventilation of
the principal rooms, urinals, and water-closets is

provided for by means of fresh air inlet tubes at the
floor-line, and foul air extraction tubes in the
ceilings, carried to a main ventilation shaft in the
centre of the building and rising above tho roof,
arranged with an extracting fan, and worked by
means of a hydraulic motor, the waste water from
which is used for automatically flushing the drains.
For protection from fire there is a series of hydrants,
mains passing through each floor, arranged with
valves and hose pipes to cover all points. These
mains are also used as service mains for general
purposes, to ensure their always beiog charged,
and are coupled to a large tank in the tower
and to the company's main. The steam boilers
are placed in a boiler house remote from the hotel,
and the steam conveyed to same through a subway.
The contractor for the whole building was Mr.
Walter Scott, under whom the following sub-con-
tractors have carried out the different classes of
work :—Messrs. W. B. Wilkinson k Co., Newcastle,
cement work

;
The Leeds Fireclay Co., fa'ience

work
;
R. Hardman, Powell, k Co

,
Birmingham,

balustrading
;
Benham k Sons, London, cooking

and hot water, ko.
;
Mr. J. H. Shouksmith, York,

plumbing work
;

Me-ssrs. Robertson k Sons,
Newcastle, and Mr. Baguley, glazing; Messrs.
Diespecker & Co., London, mosaic work

;
Messrs.

G. Izant k Sons, London, electric bells
;

Jlr. G.
Siemens, London, electric light

;
Mr. J. F. Ebner,

London, the parquet flooring; Messrs. Emley k
Son, Newcastle, marble work.

SANITARYAND ENGINEERING NEWS.
Marehay Sewerage Scheme.—For some years

past (according to the Ripley and Ileanor News)
the Belper Rural Sanitary Authority have had
under consideration the general insanitary con-
dition of the hamlet of Marehay, and various sug-
gestions have from time to time been made and
discussed with a view to providing the hamlet with
a proper system of sewers and efficient means of

sewage disposal. The recent establishment of a
new colliery, and the opening out and rapid de-

velopment of a quantity of new building land in the

immediate neighbourhood, have brought the ques-
tion to the acute stage, which led to the matter
being placed some time ago in the hands of

Mr. Robert Argile, C.E., ot Ripley, and in pur-
suance of a scheme which that gentleman de-

vised, a Local Government inquiry was
held on Thursday, the 18th ult., before
Mr. Frederick Herbert Tulloch, A.M.Inst.C.E.,
in reference to an application made by the Sanitary
Authority for permission to borrow the sum of

3,700L for the purchase of land for sewage disposal,

and carrying out the works included in the scheme
contemplated. Tce population of Marehay at pre-

sent is estimated to be about 700, which is distri-

buted mainiy along three lines of road, in each of

which it is proposed to construct main sewers,
meeting at a point near the Royal Oak Inn, from
whence the outfall sower will be carried a short

distance along the Derby-road, thence following an
occupation road and public footpath eastwards across
the Ripley branch of the Midland Railway, and an
adjacent brook coarse, then southwards through a
small plantation to four and a half acres of land which
has been compulsorily purchased for the purpose of

sewage disposal. The gradients of the district

being favourable, there are no special difficulties to

be encountered in the construction of the several

lines of sewers, which nowhere exceed 9 in. in

diameter except a short length in the outfall sewer,

where the gradient is somewhat flatter. Provision

is made in the various manholes for the ready
flushing of any length of sewer which will ordinarily

bo periodically accomplished on the whole system'

by means of three self-acting flushing-tanks near

the upper ends of the several Hues of sewers. The
system of ‘'broad irrigation” has been adopted.

Tho Inspector of the Local Government Board will

report to the Local Government Board in due
course.

STAINED GLASS AND DECORATION.
Painted Decorations, All Saints’ Church,

South Acton.— Messrs. Powell Bros., of Park-

square, Leeds, have just completed a series of

fresco paintings upon the chancel wHls on either

side of the altar of All Saints’ Church, South

Acton. There are eight paintings in all, and
they are surmounted by c.arveil oak, forming an
arcade. The paintings on the left hand represent

the Worship of Earth, and tho.se on the right hand
the Worship of Heaven, in illustration, respectively,

of the texts,—“We pray Thee help Thy servants,

whom Thou hast redeemed with Thy precious

blood,” and “To Thee all angels cry aloud, the

heavens and all the powers therein.” The draperies

are, in most instances, white, with some small por-

tions of subdued colour here and there ;
bright and

pure colour being only used in the plumage of the

angels’ wings. The background is gold throughouL
The work was unveiled on the 28ih ult.
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FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.

France.—Id making excavations for a road near
utun (Safioe-et-Loire) the workmen have come
pon the remains of a Roman canal, cut in the rock,

3d containing several specimens of red and black

ottery. The monument to the Lyons poet,

osephin Soulary, which is to be erected by public

ibscription and placed in the town, is to be com-
eted for

;
the site chosen is the Place Sainte-Claire.—The Lyons Museum has just received a legacy

om the sculptor Charles Degeorge (who has been
Bad some years) of a fine head of '^Gitana”
linted by Henri Regnault. The statue of

ugfene Pelletan, by M, Aube, was inaugurated

lat Sunday at Royan. MM. Eude and Alphonse
ichardifere, Parisian architects, are to construct

le national monument to Joan of Arc at Vau-
juleur.s. The first stone is very shortly to be laid,

he ruins of the chapel whore she is supposed to

ave worshipped are to be preserved, and will

)rra part of the pedestal on which the

atue will stand. Last Sunday the monu-
lent to the memory of Colonel Bourras was
laugurated at Pompignan (Gard). It is the work
: Leopold Morin. A monument is very shortly

> be inaugurated at Laval (Mayenne) in com-
omoratinn of the last battle o( the Army of the

oire in 1871. This monument is the joint work of

.. Ridel, architect of the Department., and M.
egpieult, sculptor, late pupil of the Ecole des

eaux-Arts. In a few days the new Russian
hurch is to be opened at Biarritz. In the course

f some excavating works in the Rue de Griffes, at

Imes (Gard), the old “Porte des Eaux” has been
iscovered in the Roman wall which surrounds the

)W'n,—the waters of the town and fountain passed
irough this door and joined the river Vistre.

he door, which is much damaged, is still an
iteresting archmological curiosity ; it has two
aenings 4 metres wide. The courses are in great
locks of cut stone. There are two arches which
5st on a centre pier. The door is to be preserved

1 the museum at Nimes. The death is an-

ounced at Auzay (Vendee) of M. Emile Sabourand,
rchitect, aged fifty-five. He was a late pupil of

e first class of the Ecole dos Beaux-Arts.

. Sabourand had worked under JI. Due, in the

palais de Justice, and also with M. Questel, when
is architect was restoring the golden gallery at

e IlOtel de la Banque de Franco. He had been
pember of the central Society of Architects since

B82. The Congress of the Soci^tfis Savants
i to be opened at the Sorbonne on April 4, 1893.

j—The sudden death is announced of M. Cendre,

pspector - General of Fonts et Chauss^es, and
jiirectoi- of the State Railways. M. Cendre, who
ied in Russia, was only fifty years old. He had
louo there to represent the French companies at

ae International Railway Congress.

MISCELLANEO US.

Civil and Mechanical Engineers' Society.

—

fhis society visited on Tuesday last the New Cold
fleat Store of Messrs, Nelson Brothers, at Nelson’s

fVharf, Lambeth. The store is said to be the
jirgest in the world, being capable of bolding

[70,000 sheep
;
it was designed by Sir Frederick

(Jramwell and Mr. 11. Graham Harris. It may
loughly be described as a brick box 150 ft. long by
Iso ft. wide, and 40 ft. deep, being buried in the

[round to the extent of 20 ft.
;
the only openings

pto it are at the top. Inside this brick box is a

vooden one disconnected from the brick walls, and
laving six wooden floors in it, these being so con-

jtructed that cold air can circulate through them,
iu order that the unloading of the barges which
loceive the meat from the ships iu the docks below
fridge may be expedited as much as possible, a
jOO ft. jetty has been cons'ructed, which with a
•rivate dock inside the wharf, enable eleven barges
o be unloaded at one time. Ample provision has

leen made for the distribution of the meat for the
jurposos of consumption

;
as many as twenty vans

an be loaded at one time. The cooling is effected

^y a 65 ton De la Vevgne engine and apparatus,

ud by one of Messrs. Haslam’a Cold Air Machines
lapable of circulating 212,000 cubic feet of air per
lour at a temperature of 60 deg. to 100 deg. below
|ero. The store is lighted by electricity aud has
.11 the modern lifting and necessary appliances.

The English Iron Trade.— There is little to
ghten the glnom prevailing in the English iron

larket, and the prospects of improved trade seem
ir distant. On the Glasgow warrant market busi-

ess is confined to jobbing transactions in Scotch
'arrants. The Cleveland pig-iron market, which
itely has shown an improved tendency, has ex-

erieuced a check, and prices exhibit a slight

ecline. The Cleveland ironmasters’ returns for

.ugust record the largest production of pig-iron of

ny month this year, viz., 213,000 toes, 111,000
jns of which were hematite and basic, and the
smainder Cleveland iron. The whole stock of

'on is now 46,000 tons, a decrease of nearly 5,000

ms upon July. This is a smaller stock than
uring the stoppage produced by the Durham
prike, before which the stock stood at 286,000 tons.
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With the increase in production, and a reduction
in demand, stocks must soon go on again accumu-
lating. There are eighty-six furnaces in blast,

three more than before the Durham strike. In all

the other crude-iron centres little change is re-

corded. The manufactured-iron trade is practically

lifeless, and the tinplate branch is depressed. Iu
the steel trade very few transactions are recorded,
and in some cases prices are considerably undercut.
Shipbuilding generally is dull, although a few new
orders are reported in the Scotch district, where
the largest vessel, with the exception of the Great
Eastern, was launched yesterday (Thursday).
Engineers and ironfounders continue quiet. The
coal trade is slack.

—

Iron.

Cremation.—We understand that in view of the

probable great advancement of the practice of

cremation in England the General Cemetery Com-
pany have erected a Columbarium for the reception
of cinerary urns at their cemetery at Kensal-green.

.
The structure is placed in the monumental
chambers, and contains accommodation for fort}’-

two urn.s. There are three tiers of compartments
on each of the four sides, and each one is enclosed
by a metal lever-locked door filled with plate glass.

The fronts are in Caen stone, with panelled
pilasters at each angle, and moulded base and
cornice ; the shafts between the compartments are
of polished Sienna marble, and the panels in the
pilaster.? filled with polished rouge Royale marble.
The Columbarium has been built by Mr. E. M.
Lander, of Kensal-green, from the designs of the
architect, Mr. Robert Willey.

CoNsi.sTOBY Court of London.—On August 29
Dr. 'rrisbram, Q.C., Chancellor of the Diocese,

granted an amending order in respect of the Bancroft
tomb, on the floor of St. Helen’s, Bishopsgate,
which church is now beingextensively restored under
the direction of Mr. J. L. Pearson, R.A. Francis
Bancroft, ohiit 1727, caused that obstructive and
tasteless structure to be erected iu 1723, charging
the Drapers’ Company with its custody, and stipu-

lating that they should once a year visit the tomb
and inspect his embalmed remains. In December
last year a faculty was given for the making of a
chamber or vault underneath the tomb, and the
setting up of a memorial tablet on the adjacent
wall of the Nuns’ Aisle. The later order, obtained
at the Company’s instance, provides for the con-
struction of a brick vault to contain the coffin, and
the substitution of an inscribed slab or other
suitable memorial instead of the present tomb.
Bancroft, who enjoyed no very good reputation,

left most of bis pi-operty in trust to the Drapers’
Company as endowment for their schools and alms-
houses in the Mile End-road, removed a few years
ago for the building of the People’s Palace. On
the 2nd instant the Chancellor issued faculties for

the construction of transformer chambers, f^r use
of the City of London Electric Lighting Company,
in the churchyards of St. Benet Fink and St.

Nicholas Cole Abbey, no other positions being
available for their requirements. The Company
are under a contract to light the City streets for an
annual payment by the Corporation of 20,000k,
upon completing their system. They want a site

within fifty yards of the site of St. Benet Fink in

order to supply the 7.000 incandescent lights,

—

including 1,200 in the Bank of England,—already
asked for

;
and another to meet an estimated

demand for from 20,000 to 25,000 lights in

the Queen Victoria and Upper Tharaos-streets
district. The Court imposed the customary con-
ditions as to re -interment in consecrated
ground, at Ilford or elsewhere, of any human
remains disturbed by the Company’s operations,
and the Company undertake to contribute 3Dk and
25k towards the church services respectively. By
a local Act, 5 & 6 Viet., cap. 101, the church and
churchyard of St. Benet Fink were vested in the
Mayor aud Corporation for an extension of
approaches to the Royal Exchange. It stood in

Threadneedle-street, next to tbe block comprising
the Bank of Australasia, at the corner of Finch-
lane, built after P. C. Hardwick's designs, in

1854-5, upon ground belonging to, we believe, St.

Thomas’s Hospital. Sb. Benet Fink was built by
Wren, at a cost of 4,129k Ida. lOd. It is thus de-
scribed in the late George Godwin’s “ Churches of
London” (1839):—“The arrangement of the
interior of the building is peculiar. The ex-
ternal walls describe a decagon, within which
SIX composite columns form a parallel

aisle in tbe centre, and support a small
elliptical cupola. An ill-proportioned entablature
proceeding from the side walls is received on each
column. The spaces between the columns are
arched, as are the east and west ends of the aisle,

thus forming a series of arched recesses round the
building, which have a singular effect. It has been
pointed out as a fine specimen of its author's genius,
but, excepting so far as regards the adaptation of
means to circumstances, we can discover little

genius in it. As a whole, the composition is

crowded and confused, atid in the details there is

nothing to admire.” The tower at the west rose to
a total height of 101 ft.

;
it c.arried a belfry with

large oval openings, a leaden swelling cupola, and a
lantern. The parish is now united with that of St.

Peter-le-Poor, Broad-street.

New Esplanades at Walton-on-the-Naze.

—

The new esplanades and sea-defence works at
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Walton -on - tbe -Naze were recently “publicly
opened ” by the local Member of Parliament. The
frontage dealt with is some three-quarters of a mil©
in length. According to the Essex Standard, to
fill up the gulfs and chasms in the frontage would
have entailed a heavy outlay. It was therefor©
decided to come into them and put the works in
curving forms in front, to give a gentle access to
tbe works at both ends, and to form a continuous,
promenade from the pier approach to Raglau
House, with continuations at either end, and irr

front of the railway-station to put a sea-wall with
promenades and esplanades with protecting stone
and burr groynes. In the centre of the town a
smaller groyne has been completed, with a broad
slipway to tbe beach. The sea-wall, to hold up the
Marine-roadway, is .some 27 ft. high in the centre
part from the foundations to the top. Th©
promenade is about 21 ft. wide, and in front
of this is a sloping wall, up and down which
the sea runs freely. Besides these works, a
great deal has been done to strengthen the walls
opposite Pier Crescent and Raglan House, but-
tresses having been built, slopings filled in, and
aprons to the footings repaired. Tbe new defences
at the foot of South Cliffs comprise sloping stone
sea-walls 580 ft. run, and an extension in bur?
walling of 350 ft., with other work at the end to
complete this, making together 9.50 ft. of new sea
defences on this side of the town. On the top of this

is a promenade in two sections of 9fr. wide and'
12 ft. wide on a slope, so that the sea.s that go upon
it in rough weather shall easily run off. A roadway
is ]>artly made between the top of this aud the
cliffs. At Burnt House tbs groyne has been cut'

down and made a solid structure, and at the
boundary of Walton a much stronger groyne has-

been built, 360 ft. long. Mr. S. B. Goslin, of

Walton, was the engineer.

Fireproof Construction.—We are informed
that some experiments in a new style of fiteproof
construction were recently made at the premises
of Stuart's Granolithic Paving Company. Limited,
Limehoiise, under the direction of Mr. P. Stuart,
the Managing Director of the Company, Mr-
Thomas, of Westminster, being the referee. Mr.-
Stiiart explained ihat the granolithic fireproof
flooring, which was to be tested, was similar to
that of which granolithic paving is composed.
None of the slabs to bo tested would be thicker
than 2 in., and it was claimed that with this new
stone they could span 16 ft. without the aid of iron
beams or girders. The tests were then proceeded
with, and, we are informed, among the results
obtained were the following :—One granolithic slab,

5 ft. 8 in. by 7 ft., with a rise at the centre of in.

supported between two joists, was loaded with 8
tons, which remained thereon until twelve o'clock
tho following day, when additional weight was
added, bringing the total load to 15^ tons. Thio
load was left for two days longer, but the stone did
not break, crack, or show any other sign o5
failure. With a load of 8 tons a deflection of

half an inch was produced, aud wiih a maximum
load of 15i tons the deflection was increased to | in.

Then a second slab, flat, was fixed under tho same
conditions. It carried 12 tons, or a load equal to
6 tons 7 cwt. per square foot. A third slab of the
same dimensions, supported on all sides by wooden
joists, was next tested by a falling li-ad. A piece
of granolithic weighing 2 cwt. was dropped from a
height of 7 ft., producing au impact of 2 tons

2^ cwt. In tho first fall the weight did not fall

quite vertically, one corner striking the slab,

which only produced a small triangular hole, but
without causing any crack. A second blow of tho
same weight struck it fairly close to where the
first had been delivered; this merely enlarged the
hole, and no crack was visible. A tidrd blow
directed to a different point of tbe slab knocked
piece off, but still failed to produce a crack or
breakage. After the experiment a cai eful examina-
tion failed to show any permanent sot in the slab.

By way of contrast, a slab of York-landing, 3^ in.

thick, was placed with bearings on two sides, but it

broke with a load of 3 tons 2 cwt., or a load equal-

to 1 ton 7 cwt. per square foot. A granolithic

lintel 9 ft. long and 6 in. deep was thou tested, and
it carried a load of 3^ tons.

The Metropolitan Rail-way Extension to
Aylesbury.—The extension of the Metropolitan

Riilway Company’s system to Aylesbury was
formally opened on the 1st inst. to public traffic.

Tub extension starts from Cbalfont-road, the junc-

tii'n of the Cheshara line, passes over the iutor-

vening undulations into the Amersham Va'ley, and
through the Shardloes estate to Great Missenden,
where a station has been built. Theuce the line

traverses the Valley of Wendover, goes through a
deep cutting, aud over a flat country through Stoke
Maudoville to Aylesbury. The total cost of this

extension has mounted up to about 350,000k, or

22,000k a mile. Tbe whole of the skylights over
platforms, goods stations, i:c., have been glazed on
Messrs. \V. E. Rendle & Co.’s patent system. The
line has been ccnstrocted from the plans of-

Mr. Gates by 5Ir. J. T. Firbank. At Aylesbury

the extension comes into connexion with the Ayles-

bury and Buckingham line, which extends north-

wards to Quainton-road, at which point tbe junc-

tion with the new line of the Manchester, SheffielQ;^

and Lincolnshire Railway will be made.
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COMPETITIONS, CONTRACTS, AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENT.
COMPETITIONS. CONrTKACTS.--(7(i»i;»iff«.

Nature of Work. By whom Advertised. Preoil um.
Designs

deUvered.

•LocM Board Room. OfHces, Ac. Shepton Mallet L, B.
llCord Local Board
Swindon Local Board

Oct. 1

Oct. 22
Dec. 1

50 and 25 Guineas
•TechDlcal Schools

CONTRACTS.

Nature of Work or Haterlale, By whom Reqnlred.
Architect, Surveyor,

or Engineer.

Tenders

delivered.

1u Sept. 13

do.

do.

do,
do.

Sept. 1.1

do.
do.

Brnndell, tiiiumouB, A

Alterations, Ac. Methodist Chapel, Llan-
dtlo J. W Jones

•Ballditga and Works at Depot
•Roftdmakine aud Faring Works
•Repairs to Heater
•Drainage Works. Northern Fever Hoap. ..

•Makiug-up and Pavioe Koad
AKeiatlons, Workmen's Heat, North

Lewisham Bd. of Wks
do.

Wandsworth, Ac.TTnlDD

Kolham Vestry

Plymouth Corp
Laachester U.B.S.A...

do.
do.

do,
W. Sykes

G. Bellatuy
Offlciul

^ J^W. Reid

Sewerage Works. Anfleld Plain
Villa Residence. Stotfleld, Elgin, N.B. .. do.

Sept. 15
do.
do.

Wrought-lron Castings, Llskeard
Road and Fence. C;uuier, Rhondda

Pbieulx United Uines
Ystradyfodwg Loc. Bd, J. W. Jones

•School, Port Talbot
•Villa Altuabousee, Bnodlsud, Kent

The Building Com. .. T. P. Martin Sept. 16
EepL 17

do.

Sept. 18
do.

do.
Sept. 20

Eleven Houses, Nelson Village, South Boval Oak Building

]W. K. BliiiT•Brick and Pipe Sewers
Extension of Schools, Buckfastlelgb,

St. Pancraa Vestry .

.

•Repair of Private Roads Croydon Council do.

Kature of Work or Mftterlalj. By whom Recjviired.

*Alt»ratlca to House at Cemeterv. Ilford.
•Broken Grwjito.
•Brick and Pipe Bewera, ic. ic
Sewage Disposal Works, ic. (Contrac

No. II

•Paving Works
•Srauite
•Chemical Assistant's House, Barking ...
•Block of DacIllDfts. Poplar
•Puljlic Baths
•Oak Fenclog and Gates
•Works of Main Drsioaife
•Additional .Storey, G. P. 0. Bast
•Central SUlioD, Bristol
•Enlargement of Post Office, Kyde
Steel ILiil.s (173,000 tons)
•Block of Buildings, Clacton-oii-Bea

Stores, Alhion-street. Leeds..

r Aberbeeg, Soul

s. *c. hi '• Prince
Middlesbrough,

icliool Buildings .

.

' Bowers’ Arms Iim

Comnirs. of Sewers,

Walthaiiistow Loo. B.
Bournemouth T. C. ..

LoudonCuuutyCouncil

Woolwich Local Board
West Ham Council
Belfast Corporation .,

Cota, of H. M. Works
Bristol U.S.A
Com. of H. M. Works
.Vew South Wales Gov.
Town Hall Building
Co. Lim

Leeds Indus. Co-op,

G. W. Holmes
K. W. Larey..
Ofilcial

do.
H. H. Church
Lew-is Augetl
Ufleial

Soc.

John Lancaster & Co.

West Hartlepool 8. B.

Halllday & Anderson

S. Oswald* Son ..

Charles A Sous
II. B, Buckley. ...

Sept. 20
do.

Sept. J2

Sept. 2H
SepL 2-1

SepL 27

PUBLIC APPOINTMENT.

Nature of Appointment. By whoni Advertised.

•Surveyor and luapcctor of Nulaancea .... Bexhlll Local Board..
I Sept. 2S

Those Marked with an Asterisk (•) are advertised in this Number, Competitions, p. iv. Contracts, ]ip. iv., vi., viil. Public Appomtment, p. xviii.

A'USTRALIAN Cement.—The Government having
announced their intention to use only locally-manu-
factured Portland cement in connexion with the
projected Happy Valley Reservoir works, the
hydraulic engineer (Mr. Bayer, C.£.} teste! the
cement of the South Australian Portland Cement
Company at the Waterworks Yard, Thebarton.
For thi.s purpose he selected some briquettes
made nine months ago, the official test of which
is 550 )b. to the square inch. The average
result was 'Ji~ lb. tensile strain to the square inch.
Prom the next lot of briquettes, made a few days
later, the average result was a tensile strain of

822 lb., and one ot the briquettes could not be broken
at all by any strain to which it could be subjected by
the machine, the superincumbent column ot mercury
being lifted up an d scattered about over the counter
at a pressure of over 950 lb, to the inch—the
greatest pressure on record. The third lot of

testiogs averaged over 870 lb. to the square inch.
The hydraulic engineer expressed his satisfaction

at a result which was quite unparalleled in the
recorded tests of the department.—SouthA uslralian
Herjiste)-,

Ai'PoiNTMENT.

—

At a meeting of the Board of
Management of the Midland Deaf and Dumb In-
stitution, Derby, held on the Sthinst.

,
the Mayor of

Derby in the chair, Mr. W. J. Phillips was appointed
clerk of the works for the new Institution, now in
course of erection in Friar-gale, Derby, at a cost of
over 11,0007.

Glasgow Aechitectobat., Association-.— The
usual monthly meeting of this Association was held
in the rooms, 114, West Gampbell-street, on
Tuesday evening, the President in the chair. After
the ordinary business was transacted, Mr. Chas. R.
McIntosh read a paper descriptive of his tour in
Italy, while he was the recipient of the Alexander
Thomson Travelling Studentship. His route took
in, amongst other places, Naples, Palermo, Rome,
Grvieto, Siena, Florence, Pisa, Lucca, Bologna,
Pvaveuna, Venice, Padua, Vicenza, Verona, Milan,
and Pavia, the principal buildings in each of which
he noted and criticised. The paper was illustrated
by a large collection of pencil and water-colour
sketches, and some good photographs.

LEGAL.
INSANITARY CONDITIONS IN “MODEL”

DWELLINGS

:

THE YESTR'K' OF SHOREDITCH V. PILBROW.

This important case was recently decided, after
being five times before the Magistrate at Worship-
etreet Police-court. It arose on a summons taken
out by the Vestry of St. Leonard, Shoreditch,
against a Mr. Pilbrow, to recover the sum of
2u9L 7s. 6d., the cost of work done by the Vestry
at a block of “ model” dwellings known as Norfolk-
buildings, belonging to Mr. Pilbrow.
A resumi of the case, given in the IIacl-ne;i

J/«rc’itrv, shows that on October 15, 1891, the Chief
Sanitary Inspector, Mr. Alexander, discovered that
a drain under a bedroom was opened, and the space
under the floor flooded with sewage, and it was

alleged that this bad happened several times before,
and was not. made known to the inspector

;
it was

also alleged that similar nuisances had occurred in
several other tenements. These facts being re-

ported to the Vestry, an order was made requiring
the owner to reconstruct the drain

;
some difficulty

appears to have arisen in serving the notice upon
Mr. Pilbrow personally, as required by the Act.
This was, however, done on November 18. The
nuisance referred to, having been temporarily
abated, on receipt of the notice, it further appears
that Mr. Pilbrow instructed a surveyor to make
plans and specification, but negotiations for the
execution of the works were unduly protracted,
and nothing was done until the Vestry entered on
February 8, 1892.

Mr. Rose (the magistrate), in giving judgment,
said Mr. Pilbrow had set up the various pleas that

,

he was not the owner, that the work done was alto-
'

gether unnecessary, and that work w’as done that
i

was not specified in the notices. The case of the
Vestry set forth that on inspection they found the;
drains in bad order, and they served notice in !

November, 1891, upon Mr. Pilbrow in person, re- I

quiring him to amend and reconstruct the defective
|

tirain.s, and in February, 1892, nothing having been
done by Mr. Pilbrow to amend the conditions com-
plained of, theVestryentered upon the premisesunder
the power given by Sec. 85 of the Metropolis Local
Management Act, and work was done to the value of

2097. 7s. (5d., which sum the Vestry had paid, and
DOW sought to recover. It was alleged on behalf
of Mr. Pilbrow that this sum was excessive, and
that the Vestry should have contracted for the
execution of the work. As to these contentions,
he was of opinion that the bill was not excessive,
and that the Vestry was not obliged to contract in
order to get the work done cheaply, and perhaps
nastily. As to the inspection chambers being con-
structed that were not specified, he found that the
notice required all necessary works to be done, and
it was a matter of common knowledge that inspec-
tion chambers were a necessity of modem drainage.
Mr. Pilbrow had also set up the objection that he
was not the owner; but if he really were not the
owner, nothing would have been more easy of
proof, and no such proof had been adduced. He
was therefore of opinion that Mr. Pilbrow was the
owner. It was given in evidence that since the
completion of the work defects had been found ;

well, probably no sanitary arrangements could long
be retained in perfect condition in the buildings in
question, owing to the habits of the tenants. Then
it was contended that the drains had always been
in good order, and that the works required by
the Vestry's notice were unnecessary; if that
were a valid objection, Mr. Pilbrow had
his remedy

; he could have appealed to the London
County Council under Sec. 211 of the Metropolis
Local Management Act against the notice ot the
Vestry, but that he had not done ; he allowed the
work to be finished, and now resisted payment.
The Vestry had done the work and paid the money,
and bo could not believe that any Local Authority
had any interest in doing work that was not neces-
sary, and as he believed Mr. Pilbrow to be the
owner, he gave judgment for the Vestry for the sum
claimed, 2097. 78. 6d., and 207. costs.

[This report was accidentally overlooked last

week. We give it nowon account of the import
' ance of the case.]

ANCIENT LIGHTS.

JOHN Q. JOICET V. NORTH-EASTERN RAILWAT
COMPANY.

This arbitration case was held in Newcastle-on-
Tyne on the 3rd and 4th ult., the umpire being Mr.
Robt. Vigera, of London, the arbitrators being’
Professor Banister Fletcher and Mr. Thos. Gow.
For the claimant there appeared as counsel Mr.
Cyril Dodd, Q.C., M.P., as solicitor, Mr. C. E.
Cadle (representing Messrs. J. G. Wilson, Ornsby,
& Cadle, of Durham), and as expert witnesses

—

Mr. Jame.s W. Frazer, A.R.I.B.A., Mr. E. E.

Clepban, Mr. John Ferguson, and Mr. W. S. Arm-
strong, of Newcastle. For the Railway Company
there appeared as counsel, Mr. Fletcher Moulton,
Q.C., with, as junior counsel, Mr. Hugh Boyd;
as solicitor Mr. A. Kaye Butterworth, the Com-
pany’s own solicitor

;
and as expert witnesses—Mr.

Chatfeild Clarke, F.B.I.B.A., of London, Mr. Henry
Garrick, Mr. J. Potts, and Mr. Geo. Irving, of

Newcastle. This was a case in which the claimant’s
property, containing the ancient lights, is situated
in Pottery-lane, Newcastle, having a 30-ft. street
between it and the railway company’s Forth Goods
Station. The railway company formerly had a
wall opposite about 17 ft. 9 in. high, and in extend-
ing their goods station under statutory powers they
pulled down this wail and erected their station to

a height of about 52 ft. The claimant claimed that
this addition seriously affected the light to his

premises. It was proved that the workmen engaged
in the premises (which are occupied byan engineering
firm) felt the loss of light to such a large extent that
they could not work with comfort without the aid

of artificial light, and then they were unable to

execute the same quantity of work as executed
before the obstruction was there. The railway
company called their -witnesses to prove that with
an alteration to the front of the building, which is

125 ft. long, by setting back the first-floor wall 3 ft.,

and inserting skylights to light the ground-floor, all

the light that was necessary could thus bo obtained,
and that the cost of such alterations would only be
about 2007. It was pointed out by the claimant
that that amountwas inadequate, asthe same amount
of floor-space would have to be retained, therefore

the back wall would have to be set back
3 ft., and the roof and floors taken down and
replaced, perhaps with new materials. This
alteration would, it was argued by claimant,

cost at least about 2,5007., and then not give the

same light as before enjoyed. The claimant
claimed 5,4607. on the ground that, having prepared
a scheme for the improvement of the property in

the form of warehouses, offices, and sample-rooms,
he was prevented from carrying it out, as the risk

would be too great, seeing that the majority of the

light which he required for the offices and sample-
rooms would be taken away, and that was the

amount he had lost through having to abandon the

scheme. The railway company argued that the

scheme would not be interfered with to the extent

that claimant set forth. The award was taken up
by the railway company on the 26th ult., and was

found to amount to 1,2187.
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MEETINGS.
3I0NDAT, SET-TEMBER 12.

trks of Tl'or/bs' AsBociation {Car2>enteT8
' Hall),—

thly MeetlDg. Sp.m.

Saturday, Srpteuber 17.

asgow Archittctural Association.—Visit to Bardowie
le and Mugdook Castle.

EECENT PATENTS:

THE BUILDER.

H. Ball, Sell-locking Wiiidow-aash, Slide, and Faatener.

12,416, R. Fox, Waste-preventers or Eluahlng Cisterns.

12,583, J. Hayhurat, Spirit Levels.—12,817, T. Ely,

Waste.water Preventer.—13,182, P. Wilson, Automatic
Drip-lluah and Stop-tap.—13,596, T. Bird, Attaching
Door-knobs, Handles, and the like to their Spindles.

Applicable also to other purposes.— 13,612, T- Burton
and A. Louis, Drain-pipe Joint.—13,620, W. Bramley,
Planes.—13,670, G. Greenaway, Mitre Ctamps.— 14,132,

W. Bramley, Detachable Handles for Saws.—14,140, L.

Hull, Cocks for Water-pipes.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

ABSTRACTS OF BPEOIFIOATION9.

1,3/5.- CEMENT : W. R. ray/o?-.—This patent relates

nprovemeuts in, and apparatus for, the burning of

ent-maktng materials, lime, chalk, and the like,

mnsists essentially of the provision, in connexion

» the furnace of the kiln, of a duplex arrangement
lues, provided with dampers by which each Hue can

ipened and closed as req^uired.

,336.—VENTILATORS: F. if. Barter.—This invention

tes to apparatuses utilising the powers of wind and
currents for the purposes of ventilation. It consists

nlyof specially-formed vertical extracting tubes, or

ir equivalents, formed into groups in various ways,

each having a long, narrow vertical outlet opening,

ise openings have at their edges projecting lips,

ch may be formed by curving the edges outward, or

means of vertical plates projecting outward from,

at a suitable angle to, the surface of the tube,

ned so as to utilise the power of wind or air currents

sing across the same. The vertical plates forming

ise projecting lips may also project into the tube_, so

t any rain, &c., attempting to enter tlie vertical

nings of the tube at an angle from a side direction

lauglit bv the plate against which it impinges,
i),467.—Water-closets : J. Kirkman -This inven-

1 relates to that description of water-closets wherein
i
waste water from the sink is made use of to flush

'i
pan of the water-closet. The Inventor makes the

ii of the water-closet preferably of earthenware, and

[a cylindrical form, open at the top and closed at the

Itom, with the exception of an opening to which the

r
leading to the sewer is attached. Connected to

sWe of this is fixed a cistern, preferably of the same
itenal, and of about the same diameter, and of a con-

ident height, so as to form a kind of twin-cylinder,

b bottom of the cistern is higher than that of the

41, and an opening is made from one to the other.

•8 opening in the cistern Is closed by a valve, the

ste water which flows from the sink being conducted
I means of a suitable pipe into the cistern, where
accumulates. Means are provided for opening the

ve by pulling a wire or chain when the pan is

lUired to be flushed, and on thus opening the valve

3 whole contents of the cistern are discharged through
) pan. An overflow opening is also provided.

1,490.—Door Bolts : W. J. Steel and H. C. Brakam.
Relates to an improved construction of resistable bolt,

iereby when the bolt has been shot and fastened it

sll be impossible to tamper with it from the outside.

fi
bolt proper is lodged in a mortice formed in the

k style of the door, or in a casing, lining, or box
flngtuto the mortice. The bolt is furnished with a
imb-piece or knob, which projects through a slot In

8 lock style of the door, and by means of which the
it is shot or thrown or is withdrawn. To retain the

it In Its shot position a stop.block or wedge is em-
iyed, so formed as to fit snugly into the before-men-

Ined slot, and lie behind the thumb-piece or knob,

len the stop-block is In place within the slot any
,empt to withdraw the bolt will be quite futile, as

8 stop-block otters a rigid resistance to any backward
ivement of the bolt. A lunged flap is provided for

luring the stop-block in place.

;i,633.—CLAMi'lNC. DEVICE : J.A. B’lnd/aj/.-Tbe object
this invention is to provide a clamping or gripping

rice, which, while allowing the string or cord to be

lily and speedily tightened, slackened, or released

len desired, will be capable of holding it very securely

en when subjected to considerable tension, in such a
inner that increasing the tension will increase the

liaclty with which the string or cord is held. This

imping device is peculiarly adapted for securing the

ings of waggon sheets, or the like.

12,096.—Building Stone Connexion; H. Reiss.—
is invention relates to the means for joining or

bnring together plates or slabs of natural or artifleial

•ne to form walls or ceilings. It consists In pro-

ving adjoining slabs or plates with slots placed in

irs exactly opposite each other, so as to form grooves
: slots across the joints, and inserting into these
80ve8 or slots strips of sheet metal, the extremities of

»lch are bent down either before or after insertion,
' as to prevent the accidental displacement of the
ips and the plates.

HEW APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.

iugust 22 —15,105, J. Lohraer, Flue Connector for

imney-shafts.
23.—15,139, T.Stansfleld, Earthenware Basins

iWater-closets, Bath-pans, &c.—15,141, J. Andrew,
Iciprocatiug Saws.—I’’. 142, G. Staite, Raising, Lower-
•, and Fastening Window.s88hes.—15,147, J. Keseling

i C. Fuchs, junior, Artifleial Stone. — 15,165, W,
)od and H. Hohden, Disinfecting Water-closets,

kins. Sewers, <fcc.—15,174, R. Haddan, Water-closets.

.

iugust 24.-15,209, W. Brooker, Door Fastenings.-

|212, H. Lightfoot and 0. Wright, Flushing Water-
pets.—15,214, J. McGraw, Chimney-tops.-15,221, J.

Bars, Portland Cement, or equivalent Cement Mould-
's. Castings, Blocks, &c.—15,241, J. Townsend and W.
tten. Preventing Waste of Water in Water-closets
I other places.
Iugust 25.-16,264. R. Stevens, Spokoshaves for Work-
Wood.—15,279, W. Richardson, Draught Excluder

I Doors.—15,299, J. Goriup, Electric Apparatus for

ferating the Fastening and Unfastening of Doors.
Iugust 26.-15,335 F. Belvllle and E. O’Neill, Cowls.

15,340, J. 1. & J. Vicars, Bakers’ Ovens.—15,364, W. &
iVVheeler, Volume Fans or Air Propellers for Extract-
I Vitiated Air and Injecting Fresh Air into Buildings,

I—16,389, The Boatwick Gate and Shutter Co., Ltd.,

il W. Williamson, Folding or Collapsible Gates,
fitters. Window-guards, &c.
tiLugust 27.—15.434, H. Laurence, Simple Window-sash
yerslng Invention.

I
PROVISIONAL SPECIFIOATIONS ACCEPTED.

:,093, W. Allen, Sash-fastener.—11,009, W. Steele,

paratus for securing Doors in one direction.—11,360,

(Open to Opposition for Tico Months.)

11,603, J. Wild, Band-sawitig Machines.—18,017, J.

Dean and G. Smith, Water-closets.—18,311, L. Seagers,

Window-sashes, Doors, &c.—29,740, J. Blakesley. Fire-

proof Floors, Roofs, Girders, Joists, &c.—13,583, C.

Lewy, Securing Glass-plates to Walls, Ceilings, djc.

—

13,644, K. Lake, Metal-sashes.

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY:
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

AUGUST 30.—By T. Wakefield: 49, Foxberry-rd.,
Brockley, u.t. 80 yrs., g.r. il., r. 26i., 230L

; 5, 6, and 7,

Elizabeth-ter., Peckham, u.t. 78 yrs., g.r. 152. ISs., r.

782., 5002. ; 61, Winfrith-rd., Earlsfleld, u.t. 92 yrs., g.r.

52. 58., r. 312. 4s., 2902. ;
1 and 2, Prospecb-pl., Barking,

f. 5762. ; a plot of freehold building land, Ripple-td., 242.

— Boyton 4: Pegram: 190, North End-rd., Fulham,
r. 392., 4052.—By A. Saviil tfe Son: Afreehold cottage,

Riseley, Beds., r. 62., 652.

August 31.—By Inman tC? Co.: “Magnet Villa,'’

Dudding-lano, Willesden, u.t. 93 yrs., g.r. 82., r. 302.,

2702.; 10. Church-lane, u.t. 84 yrs., g.r. 62., r. 262.,

1452.—By Ellis, Morns, tfe Co -. 78, Lilliogtoo-st., Pim-
lico, u.t. 53 yrs., g.r. 72 . r. 402., 3602.

SEPTEMBER 1.—By Neivbon ^ Co. : 4 and 6, Milford-

ter., Tottenham, u.t. 85 yrs., g.r. 112., r. 622 ,
6102.

;

10, Baker-st.
;

24 and 26, Digby-walk ; and 37 and 39,

Digby-8t
,
Bethnal-green, f. r. 872. 2*., 7002.

;
0 and 6A.

CroB8-Bt., Islington, u.t. 18 yrs., g.r. 202., 1102. ; 108 and
110, John-st., Barnsbury, u.t. 67 yrs., g.r. 142. r. 902.,

7102.; 65, 57, and 69, Gilleaple-rd., Highbury, u.t. 84
yrs., g.r. 162. lOs., r. 1092 4s., 6252.—By A. J. Sheffield:

;

5. 6, and 7, Lodore-st., Poplar, f., r. 652. ISs., 5202. ; 239,

East India-rd., L, 6002.

[Contractions used in these lists.—T.g.r. for freehold
ground-rent

;
l.g r. for leasehold ground-rent ; i.g.r. for

improved ground-rent
; g r. for ground-rent ; r. for rent

;

f. for freehold ; c. for copyhold ; 1. for leasehold
;
e.r.

for estimated rental
; u.t. for unexpired term ; p.a. for

per annum ; yrs. for years ; at. for street ; rd. for road ;

sq. for square ;
pi. for place j ter. for terrace

;
cres. for

crescent
;
yd. for yard, &c.]

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
TIMBER.

Oreenheart, B.O.
ton 9,0,0

Task, load 9/10.0
Baqiiota,U.B.ft.cu, 2/1

Aah, Canada load ZIO/O
BiicL. do. ...... S/9,0

Elm, do 3/10,0

Fir, Dantaic, Ao. I/IO.'O

Oak, do S/0/0

Canada 6A0/O
Pine, Canada rad 2/10/0

Do, yellow .... 9A0,0
Lath.D'ntsio.fath B/O-O

8t. Peteraborg BOO
Deala, Finland
2ndAlBtstdl90 7/10,0

Do, ith A Srd .. 7/0/0

Do. Riga 6/10,0

Bt. Petersburg,
iat yeUow ..30/10,0

Do. 2nd yellow B/O/0

Do. whlta 7/10/0

Swediah . . . . » 7/0/0

WTiite Bea .... 8/0/0

Canada.Pinelat 20/0/0

Do. do. 2nd.... 14/10/0

Do. do. 3rd, A& 8/0/0

Do, Bpmee. let SGO/0
Do. do. Srd A
2nd 018,0

NewBnmswIck 7/0,0

Battena, allkinda 8AO/0
Flooring Boards,

aq., 1 In. prop.
let O'B/O

Do. 2nd 0/7/0

Other qaallUM 0/3 '6

Cedar, Cuba . .It. /SI

Hondurae. Ac. /St

Mahogany, Cuba. /4t
Bt. Domingo,

Mexlcain do. do
Tobaaco do. do
Honduras do..

Box. Turkey ton

/«!
Ii

/Si

/St

4/0/0

Bio..'. 10/0,0

Bahia ..... .. 9 0 0

Batin, Bt. Do-
minso -..ft. O'O/a

Porto Rico .... 0/0/8

0,0 0
16/0/0

S/0

4>0/0

410/0
416/0
310/0
8/6/0

7/0/0

310/0
f/O/0

8/0/0

7,0 0

14/10/0
9/to/a

lO/O/O

16A0/0
17/0/0

26/0/Q

16/0/0
10/0/0
U/OO

8/0/0

7A0/0
16,10 0

013.6
010/6
O'8/O

/8J
18/0/0

80/0/0

l&O/O

0/1/S

0/1/6

TIMBER (continued).
Walnnt, lUUan.. OO'Si 0/0/7

METALS.
laoH—Plg.ln Scot-
land ton B/2,'2 0/0/0
Bor, Welsh, in
London 6A7/B 6/0/0

Do. do. at works
In Walaa B/7/8 5,10/0

Do. BtaffordshlrSi
in Loudon .... 6'6/B 61B0

OorrEB—Britiah,
cake and ingot 4T,0'0 47/10/9 '

Best selected .. 48/0/0 48A0/O
BbeeU.etrong.. 66/0/0 0/0/0

Chill, bars .... 44/6/3 44/13,A
,

YELLOwMSTALlh. 0/0/43 0/0/51Lead- Pig,
apanlah....ton lOA/3 10/3/9
English, com.
brands 10/7/6 10/10/0
Sheet, English,
S Iba. per sq. It.

and upwards.. 12/5/0 0 0,0
Pipe 12/15/0 0/0,0

Z I K 0 — English
sheet ton 26/0/0 0/0,0
VieiUe Mon-
tague 95A0/0 0 0,0

Tib—

S

traits .... 92/17/0 93/7/6
Anatralian . . . . 93/7/6 93'17/6
Eugliih Ingots. 96/0 0 96/10 0
Banca 94,'10,'0 0/0/0
BUUton 93/IU/O 0,'0/0

OILS.

Linseed ......ton 17/15/0 18/0/0

Cocoanut, Cochin 24A0,0 0,0/0
Do. Ceylon 21/10/0 21/15 0
Palm, 22/10/0 23/0/0

pale ..' 24/0/0 24/10/0
Do. brown 22/10/0 0/0/0

Cottonseed rel.. 18/0,0 0/0,'0

Oleine 20/10/0 21/0/0
Lubricating, U.B. 4/0/0 6/0/0

Do. reflned BAO/0 12/0/0
TAk— Stockbolm

barrel 0/19/0 O/O'O
Archangel 0A2/8 0/0/0

TENDERS.
[CommunicatlonB for Insertion under this heading

should be addressed to “The Editor,” and must reach

ua not later than 12 noon on Thursdays.)

AUDENBHAW (Lancs).—For flagging and kerbing part of Auden-
aliaw-road. for tho Audenahaw Local Board. Mr. J. H. Burton,

aurteyor, Aahtou-uader-Lyiie
Marland £380

T. Btorer 34H

A. Boardman 323
Underwood A Bro. .... 321

Worthington A
Pownall £312 13 11

H. Kioder, Hooley
Hill (accepted) .... 303 9 1

J. Brierly 304 4 24

[Burreyor's estimate, £311. 10s. 9il.J

BARNEB-—Accepted for warming the new Church at Barnes
John Grundy. London £115 0 0

BIDEFORD (Devon).-Fur the reatoration and reBUing of Little-

ham Church, Bideford, North Devon. Mr. Temple L. Moore,

architect, 4, Great Quecu-street, Wi^atminater. S.W.
Fabric. Fittings. Total.

BtenheDs.Biistow.ACo.’.... £2,599 ....£1,299 ....£3,898

Phial'S --’.OSG .... 1,377 .... 3,461

Longley 2,195 .... 1,244 .... 3,439

Stephens 1,990 .... 1,230 .... 3,220
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BURTON-ON-TRENT.—For the erection of a new public-house in
Blackpool-street. Burtua-ou-Treut, (or Messrs. Charriugtou A Co.,

Browers. Burlon-ou-Treot. Mr. R. Bteveoson, architect, Imperial-

chambers, Burtou-oa-Tient. qiiafititics by theaiclii'ect :—
J Varlow £1,426 I T. Lowe A Sons, Burton-
Geo. Hodges 1,371) ou-Trent* £1,350

H. Edwards 1.300
|

• Acerpted.

BURTON-ON-TRENT.—For various works at the Mailings. Ac., in

Park street, for Messrs. J. Bell .t Co., Brewers. 5Ir. R. Stevenson,
arcliiteot, Imperial-chambers, Burtoii-on-Treut. Quantities by the
arcliitect:—
Geo. Hodges £19.3 0 1 Henry Edwiirds. Burton-
J.AC.Hunter 180 Bj on-Treut (accepted).. .. £178 0

DAYBROOK (Notts).—For additions to Dayl-rook laundry. Day*
brooV. for .Messrs. Rutiinson Bros. A Co. Mr. W. H, Hleginhottom.
architect, King John’s Chambers, Nottiughum. Quantities by
architect i

—

W. Maule £431 0 I H. Vickers £457 0

J, Greaves - 4(17 0 J. Shaw 450 0

E, Hind 456 0 Heriiiig A Jew, Arnold* 420 3

J. Wheatley 467 10 I
•Accepted.

HANLEV.—For the erection of a Higher Grade School. Hanley,
for the Hauler School Board. Blr. E. E. Scrivener, architect.

Howard-plaec. Hanley. Quautilies by architect

Treasure A Sou £13.100 0
|

Coroea
Lovatt ....

Gray Hill ..

Cooke ......

EliU
11,237 10 Galliii

HIGH BARNET.—For u
Vood-atreet. High Barnet,

Wit.,'liji«fj.r.flr.rec.t. F.-(

V bcIjooIh to Congregational Church,
4. Mr, George B-iiues, accliitect, 4,

HIGH B.ARNET.—For alteratluus aud additions to tiie "Red
Lion ” Hotel. High Barnet, for Mr, Sydney Evershod, M.P.. Brewer.
Biirtou-OD-rreut. Mr, R. Stevenson, architect, luiperial-chaiubers,

Burtoii-un-Traat. Quaulitles liy tlie architect

H. J. Marriott £1.550 I if. Pearson £1,325

W. Ansr.lu 1,4.52 C. Allen A Son (accepted) 995

J. Baugheu 1,375
|

LONDON.—For pulling down and rebuilding No. 85, Bisbopsgate-

street Without, for Mr. Arnold Gabriel, ilr. Lewis Solomon and
Mr. E. Carrington Arnold, areii'teite. 65, New Bread-street. E.C. :

—

Barlow £2,671 I Win. Downs £2,484

Holloway Bros 2,.5!i0 I Cuiilsell 2,;l«

Patman A Fotheriugham . 2,573
|
Philips C. Nonnan 2,697

LONDON.—For pulling down and rebuilding tlie “Anchor and
Hope," and cottage a^joiulug, Jamaica-street. Cnmmercial-road. E..

for Mr. Ivory. Mr. Reginald A. Hit. archltec', 11, Dowg.ate-hill.

E.C. Quantities supplied by Mr. A. W, Wrightson
.Smith ASons £3,177 0 6 I

Coleman £1,852 0 n

Downs 3,070 0 0 Cock.s 2,756 0 0

Holineri! !!!!'.!!!!! 3,001 0 olWalkerBnis 2.ikl3 0 0

Leeks A Hooker .... 2,896 0 0l

LONDON.—For stabling in rear of 180 and 152 Cburch-street,
Stoke Newington, for the Wes*. Kent Co-operative Dwellings Com-
pany, Limited. Mr. Alfred Howard, architect, G, Mortlu's-lane,

Stapl'eten £332 0 I Bull* £279 10
Nell 297 0

I

• Accepted.

LONDON.—For alterations to 310 and 311, Smithfleld Market, for

Mr. Joseph Y'onng. Mr. Alfred Howard, architect
Greenwood £333 I Lidstone a Son* 257

Woodward 263
]

• Accepted,

LONDON.—For alterations and additions to schools to the Shore-
ditch Taberuaole, Hackiey-rciad, E. Mr. George Baiuoi, architect.

4, Orest W'inchester-street, E.C- :

—

die A Co £394 10
Oswald Croske. ......

R. G. Battley
Harris A Wardnip -

.

J. Scott
OlD’Oyly A Co.. Limit'd
10 405. Oxford-street, W'.'

0 I

• Accepted.

LONDON.—For alterations and additions to tho “Gleugafl
Arms" publie-hou«e. Olengail-road, Pe:k!iaiu, 8.B.. for Mr. G. F.

Upward. Mr. StafTorJ Elaumre, architect, II. Union-chambers, Old
Broad-street, E.C.
Shore £957 I Holland £810
Young A Lonsdale !i4il Mills 760

Jones 920
I

Bright (too late) 745

Parker 845
|

LONDON.—For alteratioiia at

(first contract). Mr. Wm. West, s

street, Stmud
Spcoccr ACo £32.5

Williams A Son 308
abelflold Bros 297

(ircen-lanes, for Mr. .T- Osborne
rchitect and surveyor, 19. Craveo-

I
J. A H. Cocks* £245

I

J. V. Olver 245

LONDON.—For p.aiuting ' Lion" brew-house, Ac,, Broad-street
Golden-square. W.. fur Messrs. J. Hoagins A Co. Mr. W. West.
architKt and surveyor, 19, Craven-street. Strand
Styles A Son £500 I Scrivener A Co £454
Laldg A Son 479

|
C. Ansell (accepted) 4.54

LONDON.—For new cellars. 12. The Pavement, Hampstead, for

Mr. J. A. Dowsett. Mr. Wm. West, architect and surveyor, 19,

Craven-street. Strand i—
Allen A Sons £217 1 Marchant A Hirst (accepted) £189
Kirby A Chase 225

|

.T. A H. Cocks 189

LONDON.—For alter-itioua and additions at the Railway Tavern

6t. James's-road, Beniiondsey, for Reid's Brewery Co.. Limite.1.

Mr. M. T. Saunders, architect. No quautivies supplied :—
Burmau ASons £1,695 I

Wood £1,280

H. A F. Fearmau 1,423
1

LONDON.—For alterations at 31. Glasshouse-street. 5Ir. Robert
Locke, architect;

—

HUderA Edge £350
1
Wyatt £343

LONDON.—Accepted for decorative repairs

Wiiniiole-strect, W, :

—

H. Lidstoue, Finsbury Park

a house in Upper

...£552 0 0

LONDON.—Accepted lor alterations at '• Tbo King Edward VI "

Tavern. King Edward-street Islingtou. Mr. R. A. Lewcook, archi-

tect. Bishopagate-street Within
Courtney A Fairbairu. Contractor! £755 0 0

Ho.atb, Pewlcror 112 0 0

Dix, Oanfitlcr 138 0 0

LONDON.—Accepted (or building a warehonso at the rear of the

“ Three Nuns " Hotel. Aldgate. Mr. R. A. Lewcock, architect, 88,

Biahnpsgatc-sticet Within
Gill Bros £1,800 0 0

LONDON —Accepted for alterations at “The John Bull" Tavern,

Bath-street. Poplar. Mr. K. A. Lewcock, orciutect, 83, Bishopsgate-

street Within:—
Walker Bros ,

Codfrnrfon £5/8 0 0

Steadman. Oatfittcr 48 0 0

Heath, Peaterer 105 0 0

LONDON.—Accepted for works at 20. Green-street, Spltalflelds.

Mr. R. A. Lewcock, architect. S8. Bishopsgate street W'ithln

Simpson — £139 0 0

LONDON. Accepted for alterations at “ The Aberfeldy" Tavern,

Bast India Dock-rood. Mr. R. A. Lewcock, architect, 88, Blshops-

gate-strpet Witliln:

—

Walker Bros • £32S 0 0
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LONDON.—Fer the erection of boiler-Vouie. with ctiimrey-shuft,
&c., at SUndwell, for itessn. Wickens, Pease, & Co.. Ltd. Mr. J.
W. o<lard, architect. No iiuantitiw eupplled
Ashby & Honier £850 0 I Charloi A. King £553 0
Purey * Luuiley 789 0 Chafen 413 10
Perry & Co 696 0 |

Robinson 370 0

LONDON-—Accepted for alteration to Church Home, Porcheater-
terrace. Bayswstcr. Mr. W. D. Church, architect, 12, aouth-place,
Fiosbiiry ;

—

K. T. Chlnchen. Kensal Green, £220 0 0

Charlton. Mr.
•wcastie-on-Tyoe. Quauti
rveyor, Colliugwood atreet

£xcatiaeor, BrU-klnycr, .

Rockwell, architect. 11. Pilgrim-street,
ea hy Mr. George Bell, Quantity

-n-Tyue-

r, Plaitntr, and /ron

Miilillemiss Bros.
J. Hope
A. Pringle
L. Gabey
J. * W. Lowry. .

.

Plumhi

6.924

' 0
I

N. * R. Roed £6,721 37
0 J. Slater A Sons .... 6.33S 15
0 Q. MaucUlin 6 357 2

I
Anderson & SUter. . 6,2tl9 6 '

0
I
G. Scott * Sor

0 I
H. Brown 4: C780 0 (

ifiClfT, HUctrlc Ughting.
EinlcyASons 650 0 0 I J. Somerset A Co. .

G. Patterson 527 0 0 W. Bum
B. HenonA, Scott.

H. Walker A Co
E. J"hnson A Co
TlirrlkeUt A Wallace
J. Ptauco

2 0 01 Bland Bros 445 0
0 8 0 B. J. CharltJu 410 0
1 10 0

75 10 0 I Kitk A Dickinson
71 10 0

I
C, Nicholson ....

70 17 2
I

W. Cuthbertsoa .. 308 10 0
I

R. Rlchsrdeon 234 0
252 8 9 W. Campbell 228 0
215 12 0

I
J, Olhsnn 310 0

210 0 0 I
W. Copland 207 0

H. K. Haw
ri. E. Hawi
W. Chaim

2.4,50 0 0
A Sun.. 2,330 6 0

2,275 0 0
D A Son 2,230 0 0

new school and master's house, for the
. t-ehool B >Brd, ilc.ssrs. Bottle A OUey,

th. Quantities by architects ;

—

R. Moves £2.239 0 0
S. Hipwell 2,ISO 0 0
T. H. Blyth, Foul-
sham* 2,085 11 6

F. J. Hipperson .... 2,029 16 0
• Accepted.

.[mate, £2,075.

RUDOWICK (Susaesi.-Accepted for the «
of a pair of cottages, for Mr. F. Barker,
architect, 2, New-eourt, Llncoln'e lun

E. T. Chincben, Kensal Green

Willcock A
I

Horton £10,850
HarlevASon 11,519 Lovatt, Wolverhampton* 10789
OuBitAHon 11,120

1
Whitehouse (withdrawn) 9,967
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HIGH-CLASS JOINEET.

LASCELLES’ GONCEETE,
Architeote’ Designe are carried out with the

greatest oare.

CONSEEYATOEIES
GREENHOUSES,

WOODEN BUILDINGS,

Bank, Office, & Shop Fittings

CHURCH BENCHES & PULPITS

ESTIMATES GIVEN ON APPLICATION.

THE BATH STONE FIRMS, Itdj
BATH,

FOB ALL THB PROVED KIHDS OPBATH STONE.
FLUATE, for Hardening and Preserving

5

Calcareous Stones and Marbles.

aOULTXNG FHBESTONB.
Th« stone from theie anurleir

THl OHBLTNOH
]

'
" ***•

exoNfi.

THB f Is of the

SBAMBLEDITOH 3 PSi'
J Iiat filler IS tl

BTONBa (, Buiteble for flj

durable stonei in Bnfkad.
Is of the same ciritalllM.

‘le Chelynoh Btone,:
teTtcre, ind mote'
fluemoulded weih«

Prioef, and every information given, oi

apphoation to 0HARLB8 TRASK k 80N8
Donlting, Sheptoo Mallet.

London Agent—Mr. B. A. WILLIAMS,
16, Craven-street, Strand, W.O. [Adw

HABI HILL STONB.
The attention of Arohiteots ia epeoiallj

invited to the dnrability and beantifnl colobb
of this material. Quarries well opened. Quioh
despatch guaranteed. Stonework delivered
and fixed complete. Samples and estimates free*
Address, The Ham Hill Stone Co., Norton, Stoks

’

nnder-Ham, Somerset. London Agent : Mr. B. A,
Williams, 16, Oraven-st., Strand, W.O

.
[Adti.

Asphalte.—The Beyssel and MetalUo Lavti <

(Hr. H. Glenn), Office, 42, i
Asphalte Company

^

Poultry,B.0.-ThebeBtandoheape8t materials for (

damp oourses, railway arches, warehouse fiooiug

.

flat roofs, stables, cow-sheds, and milk^rooms, i

granaries, tun-rooms, and terraces. Asphalts
Contractors to the Forth Bridge Co. [Advt, '

QUANTITIES, &c., LITHOGRAPHED
accurately and with despatch. t

. I,UETCHIU & SON, 20, Parliament.st., S.W.^
“QUANTITY SURVEYORS’ TABLES AND DIART.’*“
Revised and Enlarged for 1892, price 6d., postTd. [AdVUT

SFHAOUE & CO.,
]

PHOTOLITHOGRAPHERS,
4 & 6 , East Harding-street,

.f

Fetter-Lane, E.O. [Advt '

MICHELMOKE & REAP,
Manufacturers of

miSf ® CHARLES J.® COLLINCE'S - PATENT.;?:

1©-I

pOLLINGE’S PATENT HINGES*
Vy h^BVKR, SCREW, A BARBEL BOLTS,

36a, borough road,
Prices Reduced. .London. a.E.

TWELVE GOLD AND SILVER MEDALS AWARDED.

znro AOT OOPPEE EOOPINS.

F. BRABY & CO.
LOnSTIDOI^. ** XjI'VERiI^OOXj. •*"*• C3-ni.J^SC3-0'W".
352 to 364, Euston-road. 6 and 8, Hatton Garden. 47 and 49, St. Enoch-sqiiare.

VIEILLE M0NTA6NE SOLE MANUFACTURING AGENTS.
NO SOIiDEiB.. NO EXTENNAI. FASTENINQS.

Particulars xm Application. Chief Offices :—Fitzrov Works, FUSION ROAD, LONDON, N. W,
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Architecture of the Isle of Wight.

'E two concluding

sections of Mr.

Percy Stone's mo-

nograph of the

architecture of the

Isle of "Wight are

now issued,* and

the whole hook

surprises one by

the evidence it

furnishes of the number of old buildings

of more or less architectural interest

which are included within the limits

of this small island. The architectural

remains of the island are not, it must be

admitted, of very varied interest; there is a

considerable samenes.s ia the character of

many of the small churches and manor houses,

and the celebrated Castle is the only

monument of first-class importance in the

island. Yet the manor and farm houses,

which perhaps are of more interest

than the churches, have a peculiar charm in

their quiet and unostentatious picturesque-

ness, and the project of making a complete

illustrative collection of the ancient architec-

ture of an island which occupies such a

unique position, as a kind of outpost of

southern England, and is so beloved by its

inhabitants, was certainly worth undertaking,

and has been very well carried out in the

production of a book which will have a

distinct value in any architectural library.

The East Mediae or division of the island,

as our readers may remember, wa.s treated of

in the first two parts of Mr. Stone’s work,

and the remaining two parts deal with the

"V^'est Medine, the central object in which,

both architecturally and historically, is Caris-

brooke Castle, which naturally occupies a

considerable portion of the fourth volume, in

which it is grouped with domestic archi-

tecture, the third volume being occupied with
the ecclesiastical architecture of the western
half of the island. As in the case of many
other famous castles, the site was probably a
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fortified one from a much earlier date

than that of the Mediaeval castle
;

the

earthworks of an earlier period are still

discernible, and doubtless Mr. Stone is right

in his suggestion that the Romans had a

camp in the island (a kind of outwork of the

country which they would by no means have

neglected), and that here was its position.

The actual built Castle, however, dates its

commencement, like the majority of our

castles, from the incoming of the Normans,

and it is from this period naturally that the

author starts his description and notes, from

various sources, on the history of the Castle,

in the great hall of which it appears that

William the Conqueror, in 1082, arrested his

half-brother Odo on the eve of his embarka-

tion for Normandy. We must refer the

reader to the book for the succeeding steps in

the history of the building, in tracing which

the author has collected together into a short

story the substance of a good many records

which are derived from scattered and multi-

farious sources, and among which are included

various characteristic incidents of Mediaeval

life and warfare. Por the two centuries

between Richard II. and Elizabeth, ho-wever,

we are told that documentary evidence is

wanting; but in the time of Elizabeth the

castle occupies a prominent position again,

having been strengthened as one of the bul-

warks against Spanish invasion, and the

Italian engineer Giannibelli was sent down
from London to superintend the new fortifica-

tions. The accounts for all these works, says

the author, are in the Public Record OfUce in

detail. A considerable extract from these

accounts is given in the Appendix, “ John

Leigh, Esquier ” being named as “ paymaster

of the fortifications w‘'‘in the sajde He of

Weighte,” and (with the • characteristic

lawlessness of spelling of the day)

“ Signior CTennybelly” or “Gennybellie”

as the engineer in charge. Some of the

items are interesting both as throwing light

on what was done and on the charges

for work at the period. John Pier-

son receives, “ to make ye way to runne out

of the north-east Curtin on the Fianke of

the north Bullwoorke and to take awaie blacke

earth in ye bottome of the Barbican of the

South East Curtin,” 5s.
;
and Richard More,

“ for takinge awaye ye coapinge stones of the
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plattforme and layinge them upon the greene

before the Castell gate in length cxl. foote,”

28. 6d. W'as this in preparation for re-

placing them after repairs to the walls, or for

any use in the spot in which they were placed ?

No direct explanation of it is given, but pro-

bably the object was to keep them out of

harm’s way and replace them, as we find a

note further on that “ Michell Demeare and
his companie ” were to “ cast down the piece

of the wall upon the platforms before ye

castell gate in length lx. foote,” which
accounts for the moving of part at least of

the coping-stones. The larger sums named
in the accounts show that a considerable

amount of work was done ; for the “ North
Easte Curtin” we find 149/. ISs. 2d. put

down, and for the “ Easte Bullwoorke and

ij Casamatts ” (casemates) 32/. 6b. 3d.
;
and

“ sondrie pyoners ” for earthwork about the

“ South Easte Curtyn ” received 120/.

“ Ffrederico Gennybelly ” receives 4/, for his

“riding charges from l^ondon to Newport,”

and his abode there till tbe commencement of

the work, and afterwards 4/. “ for riding

charges from Newport to London, and going

over to the New Forest to see after the

timber.”

In regard to the illustration of Carisbroobe,

the author is able to reproduce a plan of the

castle as it was in the ^fifteenth century
;
a

plan made in 1741, and in the possession of

the Engineer’s Department, at Portsmouth ?

and a plan from a survey made in 1854 by

W. T. Stratton. To these are added detailed

plans to a la^-ger scale of the Gatehouse, and

of the residential portion of the castle, the

latter shaded to show the dates of the various

portions. There was little variation during

the three centuries covered by the plans re-

produced, in the general outline of the works,

which show more than usually the irregular

lining out of the walls following the run of

the ground
;

this is not confined to the

enceinte walls, but even the keep (in most

cases a square, a circle, or a parallelogram, in

the midst of the irregular enclosure of

the enceinte) is here an irregular pile of

no definable outline in plan, a kind of random

enclosure following the form of the ground,

and having a dozen sides of all lengths and at

all angles. The architectural illustration of

the Castle is very complete; -we have an
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•whose principal officer happens to be many
years behindhand in the knowledge of the
subject which it is his business to control.

If drainage matters were placed under one
central authority, it might still be a matter
for argument whether or not their regulations

embodied the best possible practice, but in

London the regulations of many of the

vestries are so inconsistent with each other
that if some of them are right others must
certainly be wrong. It follows that the

householders in many large and important
areas in London are being forced to adopt
what is considered by different vestries as

faulty or antiquated sanitation on the one
hand, or new-fangled and unsatisfactory

sanitation on the other. We think this state

of things should no longer be allowed to exist,

and the sooner it is remedied the better.

Two of the principal points upon which
there is a difference of opinion in these con-
flicting regulations are the diameter of the

pipes to be used for house drainage and the

materials of which they should be made.
When old methods have become obsolete,

the arguments by which they were supported
are forgotten, and it often becomes a matter
of wonder as to what could have induced
their advocates to stand sponsor for them at

all. When the plans of the present home of

the Institute of Civil Engineers were under
•discussion, the united wisdom of the Council
of that day came to the conclusion that no
less a diameter than 9 in. was required for

the drainage of that by no means extensive

building. Perhaps this conclusion was the

result of a compromise, and we are left to

imagine what the suggestions must have been
which emanated from those who believed in

brick sewers of 2 ft. or 3 ft. in diameter as

the proper arrangement to adopt. Now a
diameter of 9 in. is universally condemned
as being too great even for much larger

buildings, and we are left to speculate upon
what the arguments could have been which
were urged in support of it, and this brings us

to a consideration of what is being accepted
now by those who are best entitled to give an
opinion.

The grounds for forming a judgment are

not very far to seek, and, starting with the

proposition that the smaller the pipes are the
better, so long as they provide for a maximum
discharge, we shall find an answer among the

most familiar formulic. As a matter of

fact, one well-known sanitary expert has used
pipes of only 5 in. diameter for the largest

London houses during the last ten years, and
another has been recently advocating the use
of cast-iron pipes only 4 in. in diameter for

taking the discharge from houses having as

many as twenty inhabitants, including roof

and surface water; and there is no doubt
that for all practical purposes the smaller
diameter, with a good fall, is sufficient, even
allowing for exceptionally heavy rainfalls,

from areas up to 10,000 square feet. What
more is wanted it is difficult to imagine, and
yet, in the face of both experience and
theory, there are London vestries who will

allow no less diameter than 6 in., even for the

smallest houses within their jurisdiction.

The other principal point of difference

refers to the materials of which the drains

for town houses should be made. During
the last ten years heavy cast-iron pipes pro-

tected with Dr. Angus Smith’s anti-corrosive

solution have been coming into vogue for the

drainage of town houses, and for one that

was dealt with in that way, even five years

ago, there must be fifty now. The prepon-

derance of advantage in favour of this

material is so great that even those who at

one time were opposed to their use are now
recommending their adoption, and at least

one of the London vestries is desirous of

making their use compulsory, as has already

been done in the case of certain towns in the

United States of America.
In spite of all this certain vestries do not

even allow architects a choice in the matter,

and prohibit the use of iron altogether.

The more-advanced nractice of enlightened

vestries only throws tie action of incompe-

tent surveyors into stronger relief, and v^ei

trust that before long they will at least allow
householders who have taken competent
advice to carry it into practice at their own
risk.

In the face of the difficulties which arise

from contradictory regulations, we would
suggest that there should be a convention of

the different vestries called together for the

purpose of uniting upon some generally-

accepted code of rules which should embody
the most improved methods, so that the

unfortunate householder, after he has paid

for good advice, should uot be prevented from
putting it in practice.

NOTES.
HE Trades Union Congress disposed

of a great deal of business at

Glasgow last week,—that is to

say, they passed a great number
of resolutions. The carrying out of many
of these devolves upon the Parliamentary
Committee, who were overwhelmed with
suggestions and instructions, and whose posi-

tion, judging from the proceedings at the

Congress, is somewhat unenviable. “No
man can serve two masters,” and when the
views of a Labour Member's constituents

differ from those of his trades union or the

Congress, he has to make his choice as to

which he will hold to. A great feature of

the debates was the defence of certain mem
bers who had had the misfortune to offend a

large proportion of the delegates from this

cause, and their position was upheld with a
fearless dignity which was highly creditable,

and was evidently appreciated by an assembly
which would promptly have condemned
the offenders had their defence been
less sound, or their attitude betrayed

the slightest vacillation. Equally creditable

were the utterances of those delegates who
had the temerity to oppose the Eight Hours
Bill, which, a Durham delegate declared, he
had received an emphatic mandate from the

miners of that county to oppose on every

occasion. Seeing that this is the county in

which,—at a large works in Sunderland,—
an eight hours day has been voluntarily

adopted and proved successful, the attitude

of the Durham men may be better understood
from the remarks of a succeeding speaker.

He explained that although they opposed the

proposal for a legislative enactment, they
were in full sympathy with all trades unions

who sought to reduce the hours of labour

;

but that their confidence was in “ Self-help

and manly independence.” One of the

Parliamentary Committee’s many instructions

is to prepare a scheme for independent labour

representation, — the word “ independent ”

only being adopted by a majority of one vote.

The difficulties will probably be found very
great, and the benefits problematical, though
there is certainly no lack of precedent for

a small independent party achieving great

things,—especially when the larger, and more
powerful, parties are pretty evenly balanced.

The country has nothing to fear from the

formation of such a party, provided the

members of which it is composed recognise

that “ rights ” exist besides those of labour

;

and that while insisting upon the one, it would
be but perversion of right to ignore the other.

Mr. Burt'set a good text for his fellow Labour
Members,—and, indeed, to all legislators,

—

when he said that “ the labour problem is, in

its, very essence, a moral problem. Higher
character, nobler conduct are wanted all

round. The faults are uot wholly on one
side, nor are the virtues.”

Leipsic, whilst the two leading papers of thi

year’s gathering were read by Professc;
Hubert Stier and Herr Launhardt, both c
Hanover, the former describing the progrec
of architecture in Germany since the lirt

gathering of architects in 1842 (also held d
Leipsic) until the present day, the lattct

giving particulars of the development <

traffic in the same period. Nearly all of tb:

many interesting public buildings Leipsic ca(

boast of were visited. Special attentio:

seems, however, to have been given to th;

new Municipal Buildings, the new Universifc
Library, the Booksellers’ Exchange, and tbi

Imperial Law Courts which are in course e
erection. One or two architects who hal

been present at the first gathering in 184^

took part in the one now held on the fiftietf

anniversary, and naturally were received wif
enthusiasm.

The Berlin press has given very full par-

ticulars of the biennial gathering of

German architects and civil engineers which
took place at Leipsic during the last days of

August. As usual there was a combination
of official meetings at which a few papers

were read, then a good deal of sight-seeing

and a still greater amount of banquetting and
general amusement. The customary lecture

on the history of the city visited by the

societies was given by Professor Schreiber, of

The monument erected on the Briih
terrace at Dresden in memory of Gott

fried Semper was unveiled with much cere
mony at the beginning of this month, a largi

contingent of the architects who had attend©]
the biennial gathering at Leipsic beini

present. It is due to the initiative given b
the central committee of the amalgamateit
Societies of German Architects and Givi
Engineers (whose members subscribed 1,000k
that the monument is now to be seen

;
at tit

same time it should be mentioned that tht

King of Saxony gave the very appropriati
site on which the memorial stands, in fron
of the New Academy buildings, and that th;

Municipality of Dresden, which had alreadt
founded a valuable scholarship in the nam'i
of the deceased artist, added the sum o

250k to the fund. The monument consist
of a bronze statue of Semper on a pedimen
of red granite, the latter designed by Hen
Baurath Giese, of Dresden, and the forma:
cast from a model by Professor .Tohanne:
Schilling, of the same city. The figurt

stands with one foot resting on a piece o
entablature, aod in his hands is an opei
sheet, on which the outlines of the nev
Dresden Opera House are defined. On thi

pediment the name of the deceased artis'

is cut. There is no other inscription. In the

course of the ceremony Professor Lipsiup
Semper’s successor to the Architectural Ghaii
at the Saxon Royal Academy, gave an excel
lent description of the life and work of hii

predecessor, and on the same occasion i

special Semper Exhibition was opened. Tbit
collection contains many drawings anc
sketches of the deceased architect, as well af

a number of portraits, awards, and diplomas
received, and publications pertaining to his

life. The Exhibition, which has beer
arranged by a former pupil of the great

master, has been divided up into groups re*

jresenting periods of the deceased’s life,

beginning with a large collection of studies

drawn whilst in a Paris atelier (1827 to 18^10),

and his travelling sketches of the years 1830
to 1833, and then continuing with his work in

Altona (1833-1834), in Dresden (1834 to 1849)j
in London and Paris (1849 to 18.55), and in

Zurich, Vienna, and Dresden (1855 to 1878).
It is a satisfaction to see how the memory of

a distinguished architect is honoured on the
Continent.

A RATHER startling suggestion about
Stonehenge has been entered into at

some length by Captain Pasfield-Oliver in

some communications to the Times during the

last few days, to the effect that the large

stones now in situ are only the main masonic
framework of what was once an enclosed and
roofed-in temple, the remains of the roof and
of the filling of the walls having perished or

been removed in the course of ages. Captain
Pasfield-Oliver has evidently made a detailed
study of remains of this kind in different

parts of the world, but he seems to have been
reasoning from the evidence of structures of

much smaller sizs and not quite the same
character. Two objections must at once
occur to an architect. First, that some
remains of the filling of the walls must,
according to all probabilities, have remained
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on or near the site in such a case

;

secondly (which is much more im-
portant) that the existence of such filling-in

masonry between the large stones must have
left some sign on the jambs of the latter,

and that no existence of any marks of the
Ikind is pretended to have been discovered.
The further q^uestion arises, if the structure
•were roofed, what kind of roof can we
imagine for it? The probabilities would be.
in favour of large stone slabs, but these
would have been as difficult to carry away,
•or destroy all traces of, as the trilithons

themselves. We cannot therefore regard the
suggestion as one which is to be seriously

entertained.

ON May 2, 1891, we published the general
results of an interesting series of experi-

ments made by Mr. Kirkaldy on the strength
•of concrete beams in which iron rods had
'been embedded in the manner patented by
Mr. F. Cl. Edwards for the purpose of iu-

•creasing the strength of those parts subjected
to tensional stresses. The rods are embedded
along the portions of the beams which are in

tension, and are either turned up at their
ends or corrugated to increase their hold of
the concrete, since upon this hold the longi-
tudinal tension they are able to take depends.
Mr. Edwards, who has now completed his

invention, points out that this connexion can
also be made by screwing on a nut with a
washer at each end of the rods, ond this

^appears to us to be a more satisfactory manner
of securing them. After the experiments
above referred to there can be no doubt that
the strength of concrete beams, as well as
their ultimate deflection under loading, is

very considerably increased by the intro-
•duction of the rods, but we do not think it is

a form of construction likely to inspire very
much confidence, aud we doubt if the cost of
the beams would compare favourably with
that of mild steel rolled joist of equal
strength. At the request of the patentee,
we have given further careful consideration
to the principle and to the detailed provisions
•of his patent, but on the whole we feel

bound to say that our opinion remains very
much as it was expressed in the article above

j

referred to, written immediately after

I
witnessing the tests at Mr. Kirkaldy’s

I works.

A HEPORT to the Local Government
Board by Hr. Parsons* (dated June 24),

.'in reference to an outbreak of typhoid fever
at Newfield, in the district of the Ashby
jWoulds Local Board, differs from most
reports of this kind in not tracing the
[disease directly to defects in drainage, which
(appears to be in a less unsatisfactory condi-

jlion than it is usually found to be in such
(cases ;

but the causes at all events appear to

have been preventable, and to have been
closely connecied with the arrangement of

I

buildings and their surroundings. The Report
, Gays ;

—“ Given a washhouse used in common
[
by the whole row of houses, and in which the

j
-soiled linen of the first cases was washed

;
a

I back yard, also common to the whole row,

[

with surface in part unpaved and ill-kept
;
a

i

deficient water-supply
;

and people of the
' mining class, careless in matters relating to

i
bealth, it is easy to think of numerous ways

I in which the infection of enteric fever might

^

be transmitted." In regard to the water-
;
supply, however, we have the old and con-

I 'Stantly - recurring complaint in country
1
districts of insuflicient and distant water-
supply, placing every difficulty in the way of

i
procuring au adequate daily supply :

—

I

'• The water-supply of Newfield is very scanty

,

^and inconvenient of access. The water in use

I

comes from the Moira water service (which is

I

-derived from a spring at Willesley), and is delivered
I ’into an iron tank, consisting of an old upright
I boiler, from which it is drawn by a tap. The tap
I is kept locked and is only accessible for a short
iime twice a day, at which times people have to
gather around the tank with their buckets, waiting
to take their turn when the tap is unlocked. The
tank !-tand^< among the old pit heaps a considerable
distance from the houses

;
the reason, it is said,

• Published by Eyre & Spottiawoode.

being that the level to which the vrater will rise

will not allow it to be placed any nearer. From
New How tho tank is 300 yards distant, and the
path from it is uphill. Since the fever, however,
an additional supply for wa.shiog purposes has
been brought by a cart and delivered into a tub by
the washhouse

; but drinking water is still fetched
from tho taulr.”

Another report by the same hand
(dated June 27), in regard to the pre-

valence of enteric fever and diphtheria in the
Aehby-de-la-Zouch Rural Sanitary District,

brings to light once more two of the most
common predisposing causes of disease, viz.,

middens not cleared regularly, and wells not
sufficiently isolated from soakage. In regard
to the first point we read :

—

“The privies either are of the midden kind,
sometimes with a horizontal partition in the
Lancashire fashion, to separate the receptacle for
ashes above from that for excreta below, or they
have large underground v.aiilts. Owing to the
bottoms of the privy pits being below the ground-
level, aud sometimes to their being open to the
rain, their contents are commonly wet and offensive.

In some instances the middens have been connected
with the drains with a view to carrying off the
water from them, an expedient open to very grave
objections There is a great want of better
arrangement for the removal of tho contents of
pi ivies and ashpits. The Sanitary Authority do
not undertake the work, and it is left to occupiers,
who are dependent upon farmers for this .service.

The nightioil is not much valued as manure, owing
to the large admixture of ashes and useless material
which it contains. A small sum has often to bo
paid for its removal, aud there isgreat difilcultyin
getting it taken away at all at those seasons of the
year when the farmers’ men and carts are otherwise
employed. At the time of my visit, which was
one when it might be supposed that less difficulty
in this respect would be met with, large accumula-
tions of ashes and nightsoil were the rule rather
than the exception, many middens were over-full,

and great heaps of ashes were littered all around
them. A further danger to health arises from tho
circumstance that, owing to the difficulty of getting
rid of the nightsoil, the oocupiers are often led to
dispose of it on their garden plots, near the houses
and wells. An examination of the soil in the
gardens often showed it to be largely composed of
ashes, and in more than one instance I saw heaps of
nightsoil, which had been removed from the privies,

standing in the gardens iritkin a fev: Jeet of ike

In regard to the general(subject of the position
of the wells, we read further on,

—

“ The drinking water supplied in Coalville
is derived exclusively from private wells, there
being no public service. The wells are of moderate
depth, and are usually fitted with pumps, one pump
serving for a block of buildings. Some properties,
however, are without water fit for drinking, and
the tenants have to fetch iralei- tchence the;/ can,
unless, as is sometimes done, the landlord pays an
acknowledgment for the use of the pump on a
neighbouring property Tho upper part of
the wells is rarely made watertight, so as to be
secured against the entrance of surface impurities,
and of many the water is muddy after rain. The
well has usually drains in its neighbourhood

;
a

common position for the pump, as already men-
tioned, being opposite tho entry, where the drains
from the whole block of houses converge to
pass through the entry into the street sewer;
and if these drains be leaky, the well water
is exposed to contamination from them
The wells in Coalville must therefore bo looked
upon as being at all times more or less exposed to
serious risk of dangerous pollution, and of many of
them the water is admittedly unfit to drink. It is

evident that a public service of wholesome water
from an outside source is greatly needed at Coal-
ville, but consideration of this matter, like others,
has awaited the settlement of the Local Board
question,"

Is it surprising that Dr. Parsons should have
had to report on “ the prevalence of enteric

fever and diphtheria " in a neighbourhood
thus circumstanced ?

The Decimal Association cannot fail to
have been gratified and encouraged,

—

and, perhi|H, agreeably surprised,—at the
attitude of ihe Trades Union Congress towards
their question. The following resolution was
passed,—apparently without any dissent :

—

“ That, in the opinion of this Congress, it is

highly desirable, in the interests of the work-
ing classes and of the general trade of the
country, that the decimal system of weights,
measures, and coinage shall be adopted as a
national system

;
and that the Parliamentary

Committee be instructed to promote legisla-

tion on this question." The latter part of the
resolution is characteristic of the Labour
Parliament, where they “ take the bull by
the horns,” and where questions are not
approached first and then cautiously brought
step by step to practical issues

; and contrasts
somewhat oddly with the resolutions of such
bodies as Chambers of Commerce, who have
declared their conviction of the great desir-
ability of this reform long before the trades
unions recognised it as being of any impor-
tance whatever. The resolution adopted by
the Associated Chambers of Commerce on
March 26, 1890, reads, “ That, having regard
to the strong opinion held by this Asso-
ciation as to the desirability of in-
troducing into this country the decimal
system of coinage, weights, and measures,
this Association is of opinion that the most
practical course to adopt in order to assure
the ultimate attainment of what is generally
agreed to be so desirable in the interests of
commerce, is to commence the study of the
decimal system in all public elementary
schools.” The delay in grappling with this
question is undoubtedly to be ascribed
to apprehension on the part of the
legislature as to the magnitude of the
obstacles which must be met with in
passing from the one system to the other;
for the Select Committee which investigated
the subject unhesitatingly declared that “No
unnecessary delay should prevent the full

introduction of the decimal system.” It is

from the working classes that the principal
opposition to the change has been antici-
pated; pd here we have them boldy instruct-
ing their representatives to “ promote Icgisla-
tion ’ upon a subject which successive
administrations have been afraid to touch.

rpIIE unfortunate omnibus accident in
J- Piccadilly has proved that omnibuses
as at present built may be turned over if the
horses fall, improbable as such an event must
appear. We have not seen any reliable state-
ment as to how the vehicle was situated at
the moment of the accident, but we should
expect to find that it was more or less askew
on the roadway, turning to avoid something
else, and therefore somewhat across the
incline of Piccadilly at that part. Had it

been heading straight down the incline we
can hardly see any reason for the upset.
The accident however enforces the point, to
which attention has been drawn before in
our columns (and to which a correspondent,
“F.Il.C.S.” calls attention in Wednesday’s
Times), that the incline of that part of Picca-
dilly, considering the crowded traffic there, is

a distinct source of danger, aggravated by
two circumstances, the often slippery state of
the wood pavement, and the rate of driving
down the incline frequently indulged in.
“ F.Il.C.S.” renews the suggestion that the
incline should be lessened by raising the
hollow part of Piccadilly, and there is no
doubt this could easily be done as far as the
roadway is concerned. It must be re-

membered however that as matters now
stand it is almost impossible to raise
the footway, owing to the levels of
the ground-floor entrances of some (not
all) of the houses

;
and the appearance of the

footway in a hole, as it •were, would be very
unsightly in such a street, and very con-
siderable compensation would have to be paid
for what would certainly constitute an injury
to the valuable house property there. We do
not say that these objections ought not to be
put aside in order to make the roadway safer
for such a large traffic

;
we only point out

that they exist and cannot be overlooked.

I
N his usual four-weekly report on the

sanitary condition of Kensington the
Medical Officer of Health, Dr. Orme Dudfield,
commentiog on the recent scare about
glanders, makes some practical and certainly
not uncalled-for remarks in regard to the
manner in which both the development of
this disease in horses, and its occasional
communication to human beings, is connected
with the construction and arrangement of the
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biuldiogs occupied by borses and those em-
ployed about them. We quote Dr. Dudfield’s
words :

—

'' Glanders may, probably, bo generated de novo
by insanitary conditiooR, and, if it is so, will never
be got rid of until more attention than customary
is paid to the sanitation of stables. And why
should not as much care be bestowed,—by opera-
tion of law if necessary,—upon the inspection of

stables, as in the case of co-chouses'' More air-

space, light, ventilation, and better drainage
arrangements .are required in these places. It will

hardly be questioned that it would 'pay,’ in every
w.ay, to treat bor.ses better than is commonly done,
in respect of their home accommodation, especially
having regard to the fact that insuiitary con-
ditions in stables, by reducing the resisting power
of the animal, render him more liable to attack by
disease, both of an ordinary kind, and specific,

like glanders and farcy. But apart from this, it

must be remembered that many thousands of per-
Bons in the metropolis necessarily live in contact
with horses, in rooms over stables, and it cannot be
doubted that disease and death are not seldom the
result of malaria, due to the insanitary conditions
of stables, as in the case to which I have already
alluded, where two of our parishioners came to a
horrible end from glanders, which there was every
reason to believe was due, not to contact with tho
diseased animals, but to infection convoyed by a
polluted atmosphere.”

Iq regard to the horses, we have over and over
again urged that veutilation to stables should
receive more attention than it does, and that

in the majority of cases it is so defective that
human beings exposed to the same conditions

in regard to ventilation would never be e.x-

pected to keep in good health
; and yet it is

expected that horses (more delicate creatures,

in some respects, than men) should be healthy
under these conditions. The method of con-
struction of rooms situated over stables

(which in a London mews it seems impossible

from considerations of space to avoid), is also a

matter of the greatest importance. They
should be completely isolated from all air-

contact with the stables, and always separated
from the latter by a floor of concrete or other
impervious material.

I
N no long time the Great Western Railway
Company will have enlarged their line in

the London section, and will have also in-

creased the size of several of their stations.

At Maidenhead and Taplow work is being
vigorously prosecuted, and the facilities for

what may also be called suburban traffic on
this line will be much improved. It is very
strange, however, that the building of a new
station at Reading is not taken in hand.
Public attention has been more than once
directed to the danger to the traffic by reason
of up and down trains having to be brought
to the same line of platform. Apart from
this, the elongated shed which is dignified by
the name of a station is inconvenient and alto-

gether unworthy of an important town such
as Reading, and one which is the centre of a
district. No time should be lost not only in

erecting a new station, but in making arrange-

ments for its use by the South-Western Com-
pany, so that passengers from one line to the

other should not have to use two different

stations. It is sometimes said that railway
companies know their own business best, but
every day shows that even the best managed
companies constantly require pressure from
the public in order to keep them up to the
mark.

I
T is to be hoped that the decision of

Mr. Hopkins in the case of the com-
plaint of Miss Armiger against the South-
wark and Vauxhall Water Company will

afford a useful lesson to water companies in

regard to their frequently high-handed and
most insanitary procedure in the cutting off

of water-supply. It appears that Miss
Armiger received her supply from a

pipe which also supplied the adjoining

premises, and that the adjoining owner
had applied to have constant ser-

vice put on at his house, and the water
had been cut off while this was being done.

Miss Armiger accordingly found her water-
supply unexpectedly cut off, and com-
plained to the company, who allowed a

week to elapse before seeing into the '

matter. The magistrate said that the
company's defence was one “ with no
sort of justification," and imposed a penalty
of lOZ. for the neglect, coupled with
a compensation penalty of IJ. a day for the
eight days during which the complainant was
left without water after giving the company
notice. That water companies should have the
power to cut off a necessary of life and of the
sanitary condition of a house even for the
enforcement of payment is a condition which
is open to the strongest objection in
the general interests of the com-
munity ; but that they should fail

for a week to investigate a complaint of
want of water from a customer against whom
they appear to have had no claim for default
of payment is scandalous, and it is to be
hoped that next time any water company
neglects its duty in this manner a much more
substantial fine will be imposed.

J
N the programme of the competition for

designs for a new market-hall for Buda-
pest (mentioned in our foreign intelligence of
this week), there are two points that deserve
the attention of promoters of competitions in
England. The first is : “any special idea or
feature shown in a design sent in but not
premiated is not to be made use of by the
promoters of the competition without the
special permission of the author "

: and the
second is that “ every competitor will receive
a good reproduction of the drawings of the
design which the jury considers most suit-
able." The competition seems to be very
well arranged, the fact of having fifteen first-

class assessors being exceptional, even on the
Continent, where the number seldom ex-
ceeds seven.

A CHICAGO paper, The Economist (not
to be confounded with the English

journal of the same name), gives a rejoicing
description of a new building to be erected in
that city, in w’hich the only visible material
in front will be plate-glass divided out by
aluminium mullions. This is supposed to be
the latest and purest external e-xpression of
the characteristic method of steel - frame
building popular in Chicago and other modern
cities of the States, in which the real con-
struction is a steel framing which is built up
independently of the outer walls, the latter
being only the architectural face. The
aluminium facing to the framing is of cour.se
equally a mere skin treatment, but it has the
effect of giving to what is really a metal
construction the appearance of metal. That
is what “ business architecture " in the new
country seems to be tending to. The Chicago
paper thinks the structure “will make its

mark in the world as new, original, and
beautiful." M’e may admit the lirat two
adjectives, but not the last. Such structures
may be practical aud economical, but the
building has ceased to be architecture, in any
sense in which that expression has hitherto
been understood in the world.

THE SANITARY APPLIANCES EXHIBITION
AT PORTSMOUTH.

The Dsnal Exhibition in connexion with
the Sanitary Congress is being held in the
New Drill-hall, and will remain open after the
close of the Congress, until October 8. An
endeavour is being wisely made to attract
the general pnblic, who can hardly be induced
to take much notice of the regular Congress
work, to visit the Exhibition by the bait of
promenade concerts, model dairy and practical
demonstrations, as well as lectures on cookery.
Thus, whilst being amused, some additional
knowledge of hygiene and sanitation may be
imbibed by the general public. The model
dairy has been fitted up by the North 'Wilts
Dairy Company, of Portsmouth, with cream
separators, churns, butter-worker, and Devon-
shire cream-maker

; and the cows being also
on the premises, visitors will be able to see in
action the whole process of dai-y work as illus-

trated by Miss Hall. The building is lighted by
electric light from a dynamo driven by an Otto

3-engine, and exhibited by Messrs. Crompton

& Co., who also contribute a number of cooking

:

utensils heated by electric current, the utility t

of which is practically demonstrated by Mrs. :

W. H. Knight in her lectures on hygienic i

cookery, and compared with the operations of :

gas-stove and oil-stove cookery. The electric i

cooking utensils are, as our readers will readily I

understand, made on the principle of construct-

1

ing the metal surfaces of pots and pans with
'

wires of high resistance imbedded and
enamelled to the surface, and this applicatioa i

of electricity suggests many great possibilities!
in the future.

We are pleased to notice that the Exhibitiorr'
was practically complete at the time of open-

!

ing, a desideratum which is not always-
obtained in the case of exhibitions. Thisi
desirable result was no doubt partly due to the-i

regulation that all exhibits ware to be in
position before the judging commenced, some-
three days before the opening. We may here
mention that the judges for this year are :

Mr. Ernest Turner. F.R.I B A., chairman
;
Mr.i

R, W. Peregrine Bircb, M.Inst. C E. ; Professor i

A. Wynter Blytb. M R.C.S, : Professor W. H. [

Corfield, M.A.. M.D. Oxon, F.R.C.P. : Mr. Thos. •

W. Cutler, F.R.I.B.A.
; Mr. Rogers Field, B.A.,

M.Inst.C E.
;
Mr. Baldwin Latham, M.Inst. C.E.a.

Mr. Henry Law, M.Inst. C.E.
;

Or. A. News-^
holme, M.D., D.P.H,

; and Dr. Louis Parkes,.=
M.D., D.P.H.
The exhibits have been classified in four i

divisions, viz. :

—

Division A, Science in relation to Hygiene.
B. Hygiene of Special Classes, Trades, and
Professions. C, Construction and Sanitary
Apparatus, which is subdivided into the fol-1
lowing three classes :

—

1. Building Materials, Construction, and
Machinery.

2. Water Supply and Seweragp.
3. Heating, Lighting, and Ventilating.

While the fourth division, D, is devoted to Per-
sonal and Domestic Hygiene. These main divi- i

sions are snb-divided into numerous sections^
and, indeed, we may say that we find, as oni
former occasions, that the classification of the
Exhibition is rather more elaborate than the
contributions.

The exhibits with which we are principally '

concerned are naturally those in division Cp
but it is perhaps more convenient for our
readers to follow the numerical arrangement
of the stalls rather than the classification.

Stall No. 2 contains an excellent collection of
exhibits by Messrs. Wm. Sugg & Co., Ltd., the i

well-known gas engineers of Westminster, who ;

show a large number of their manyappliances for
gas-cooking, of which the “ Confectioner ” and :

the “ Robert’s” Griller are amongst the novelties
j

the former intended, as its name implies, for .

the use of confectioners, and the latter for
restaurants. Messrs. Sugg have also taken
advantage of the locality of the Exhibition to

i

show their ventilators for torpedo vessels,
which are a special application of the Sugg k:

,

Simmance patent ‘‘Continuous Up •draught'"!
Ventilator, which is probably familiar to most !

of our readers. A good feature shown in one-
j

of the gas kitcheners is an oven with glass-
doors intended to obviate the necessity, or

|

rather the tendency, of ordinary household
'

cooks to constantly open the oven door to see
how the cooking is going on and thereby losing
heat.

The importance of really effective filters
jnstifies the large Stall, No. 3, occupied by the-

,

Berkefeld Filter Company, of Mark-lane, who
1

show numerons filters which seem to h.ave been 1

particularly successful in the thorough filtra-
tion of microbes.

^

At Stall No. 7. Messrs. Hughes & Lancaster^ '

of London, exhibit a “Shone Hydro-Pneumatic
Ejector," and a good and well-arranged show
of various classes of sanitary fittings and
plnmbers’ work is exhibited by the Portsmonbh-
Water Fittings Company (Stall No. 12), and
contains many well-known and approved types-
of apparatus, thus assisting in the educational
part of the Exhibition.

Messrs. J. Tyler & Sons, London, have a very
good show ot specialities of their manufacture
at Stall No. 14. Amongst the novelties are the
“Weir” tip-up lavatory, arranged to shoot its
contents direct into the waste-pipe, instead of
into a retainer, as in the older foi ms of tip-up
basins. The “Column ” pedestal closet {which
has before been described in these columns) is
now improved bv being made with a solid back.
The “Pedestal" valve closet is a new intro-
duction, and is a particniarly neat and satis-
factory combination, posses=ing the advantages
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of both the valve and pedestal forms. The
i"* Turret ” closet is also a speciality, having the

advantage of being raised from the floor, and
capable of being fixed without being in close

proximity to the wall.

In Stall 15 the well-known “ Blackman ” fan

is exhibited, incinding one of those working by
an electric motor contained in the construction

of the fan itself.

At Stall IG we have a show-case of “ Carbo-
line ” disinfectants, exhibited by Mr. H. Ellison,

of Cleckheaton, and, what is more interesting, an
ingenious Automatic Disinfector for supplying
small quantities of liquid disinfectant to flushing

cisterns.

Messrs. Broad & Co. have a large collection

of their drainage specialities at Stall 17,

including their well-known white enamelled
channel bends and traps for inspection and
interceptor chambers. They also show some
gratings of so-called rustless ironwork, but we
fear that this long-songbt-for article has not
yet be^ found, as close inspection reveals on
the specimens snbmitted some small signs of

rust. There can be no doubt that the best of

the processes now employed for preserving iron

from rnst require the very greatest care in their

application to obtain good results.

Messrs. Doulton Sc Co., at Stall 20. have re-

stricted themselves to a small exhibit of filters

and water-softening apparatus.

Mr. C. G. Roberts, of Haslemere, at Stall 21,

shows specimens of his rain-water separators,

one with glass front to illustrate the working
lof these ingenious and useful adjuncts to a
country bouse.

i At St»ll 22, The Rainbow Engineering Co.,

bf London, show by plans and models of

Ipurts the system devised by Mr. C. H. Kosher,
KlvE., for beating the water of swimming-
(baths, which has been used very successfully in

jscveral cases, and particularly during the last

iwinter at “ Venice in London," to the complete
satisfaction of Mr. Imre Kiralfy. The “ Kosher ’’

isystem consists generally of a forced circulation

of the water by means of a “ circulating
^heater,” (or a “ circulating pump," in connexion
iwith a heater), so arranged as to draw the
iwater from the bath at suitable points, and
'ic-deliver it at or near the bottom of the bath
at other suitable points. As a rule, the cir-

Iculator is arranged to draw from the bottom
of the bath, and also from overflow level as
^required, and the water is re-delivered through
I’* spreaders,” placed practically flush with the
bath floor. Leaving the spreaders at a high
velocity under pressure, the incoming water is

(distributed over the bath floor in the form of
la thin layer or film, and, whether for the
[purposes of heating by convection or for agita-
|tioD, the whole area of the bath is affected.

uAs arrangements can be made for the filtra-

ttion of the water at each withdrawal of the
iwater, this system admits of great economy
in the working of swimming-baths, whilst the
ttemperature of the whole body of water is

loremarkably even, and there is no chance of
; bathers being scalded by the introduction of
live steam or highly-heated water.

Moule’s well-known earth closets are shown
by the Moule’s Patent Earth Closet Company
of London (Stall 24).

Mr. H. Sally, of Nottingham, at Stall 26. ex-
I’bibits some Noiseless Safety Pavement and Floor
“Lights, which closely resemble those of Messrs.
i^Iayward Bros. & Eckstein, except that slips

of teak are inserted in the iron frames between
•the lenses, whereby the “ noiseless ” character
ds obtained.

Messrs. C. E. Gittins, of London, have at
• Stall 29 Boms filters which possess distinct
i advantages, in that they are easily cleansed and
I recharged, whilst the taps are wholly of stone-
I ware, with the exception of an india-rubber
i washer that does not come in contact with the
' direct flow of water. These taps being made in

'fici'ewform by machinery are interchangeable,
and thus particularly suitable for export trade.

I The same firm aUo exhibit their water-soften-
1 ing apparatus.

'Messrs. T. Smith &, Co., of Loudon, show
i (Stall 31) a large collection of specimens of

their manufactures of glazed stoneware for
I sanitary purposes, which are interesting, but
I not novel.

AtStall41.Messrs.A.H.Ford&E G. Wright,
; of Portsmouth, exhibit their scheme for theventi-
t lation of sewers by the use of a separate pipe
at the top of the sewer, and parallel with it,

through which fresh air is supposed to travel,

drawing with it the foul air of the sewer. "VVith

the aid of a jet, or other means of inducing a

current, it seems that this system has some
advantages.

The plumbers appear to be devoling most of

their attention at present to two minor details

:

silent flashing cisterns and connexions of stone-

ware and lead pipes
;
and at Stall 42 we find

Mr. E. Ward, of Claphara, with two flashing

cisterns, ‘‘The Premier” and “Toe Warden,”
which have fairly solved the problem of noise-

less action, and are besides well made and skil-

fully constructed.

At Stall 43, Mr. A. Angell, of the County La-
boratory, Southampton, exhibits specimens of

cement, made from sewage sludge and gas-

lime, for which it is claimed that the utilisa-

tion of these two waste products would enable

a corporation dealing with the sewage and gas
supply of a town of 50,000 inhabitants to

manufacture 5 tons of cement a day at a profit

of 15’. a ton. It is not contended that the

cement produced is equal to the best Port-

land cement, as the tensional strength is

not equal to the best records, while uni-

formity in quality is decidedly lacking. The
same exhibiror also shows bis “Calortene”
boiler coating, which has been employed at

Portsmouth Dockyard with satisfactory results,

and appears to save some 70 per cent, of the

beat in boilers and steam-pipes,

Messrs. Quirk & Sharp, of Liverpool (Stall 44)
have one of the joints for stoneware and lead

pipe?, to which we have referred, consisting of

a split ring and rubber washer, which is a satis-

factory arrangement.
At Stall 47, the Trott Patent Valve and

Engineering Company, of Battersea, have some
excellent examples of their valves, which are

well and strongly made, and consist of a sliding

or swinging valve in a chamber covered with a
screwed cap, or nozzle, the unscrewing of which
facilitates the removal of the inner valve and
the insertion of new asbestos or metal discs

when necessary. The waste interlocking bath
valves are particularly worth notice, and are so

arranged that the waste valve cannot be opened
without closing the inlet valves, thus preventing

waste of water, whilst only one handle is re-

quired for controlling the hot, cold, or tepid

water-supply and waste. Thus these valves

are especially suitable for use in asylums and
other public institutions.

Messrs. D. T. Bostel Sc Son, of London, at

Stall 48, have besides their “ Excelsior” closets

and “ Silent ” flushing cisterns, some good forms
of joint for connecting lead pipes to stoneware.

The next stall, No. 49, occupied by Mr. John
Jones, of Sydney-street, Chelsea, is particularly

interesting to the professional visitor by reason

of the collection of various instruments for use

in testing drains. The bag stopper, which is of

proved utility for plugging drains of irregular

shape and awkward form, is improved in detail.

Then we have an expanding screw stopper, of

which the special point is the provision of a
hollow rubber ring instead of the usual solid

ring, thus giving a much greater range of ex-

pansion. These stoppers can be obtained with
indicator gauges attached, which greatly faci-

litate the testing of the lightness and also the

fall of a drain. The most notable of the devices

exhibited in this department is, however, the

automatic pump for forcing smoke into diains

and pipes, which by the use of clockwork ob-

viates the necessity of keeping a man constantly

at work as in most of the machines for the

application of the smoke test. Mr. Jones has
improved the form of bis manhole cover, in

which the inner cover is arched to utilise the

condensation of water vapour for a seal, by
providing another groove to form a second seal.

We may here note that all the newest forms of

manhole cover aim at the provision of a double

seal in various ways, and this particular one
appears to do so in as satisfactory a manner as

any. For deep manholes the cover is made in

two parts connected by chains, so that any
drain air may be kept at a low level instead of

filling the manhole. We have at this stall also

an improved mica flap inlet in which the

flaps are hung at the side instead of at the top,

in order to obviate some of the disadvantages

to which these inlets are subject,

Mr. E. R. Palmer, of Bsckenham, has, at

Stall 50, a good exhibit of large size automatic

flushing apparatus for drains and sewers, made
in sizes up to 36 in. diameter, which are ad-

mirable for their purpose.

M.'. Milton Syer, of Peckbam (Stall 51), has

amongst other of his manufactures, a new
flashing cistern, the “Eidolon,” which has the

double advantage of being noiseless, and also

disinfecting,—each discharge of water carry-

ing a quantity of powerful ditinfectant with

it.

At Stall 52, the well-known manufacturer,

Mr. George Jennings, of Lambetb, has a good
display of some of his specialties in lavatories,

improved bath-fittings, and clcssls.

The Water Carriage Eogineering Company,
of Mowbray-street, Sheffield, have at Stall 56,

an exhibit of one of the best ^ -r-n ? trough-

closet we have seen, together with a strong and
simple automatic flash tank, both of which are

eminently suited for rough usage.

Stall 62 is occupied by Messrs. Wheeler &
Sons, of Notting Hill-gate, with their automatic

ventilators fitted with cones inside the wind

blades, which were noted in the Builder a short

time back (vol. Ixii
,
p. 454).

At the next Stall (63), Messrs. C. Kite & Co.,

of London and Glasgow, have a large exhibic

of their self-acting ventilators, and other

appliances which are amongst the best of their

class.

We now come to a group of exhibits in the

Heating and Lighting Class, in which we may
first notice Stall 65. where Messrs. John Wright

Sc Co., of London and Birmingham, have a good
show of gas-stoves for both warming and
cooking.

At Stall 66, James Stott & Co
,
of Fleet-

street, exhibit their well-tried gas regulators,

and the Sfott-Thorp Reflex Sunlight, a large

gas light of the regenerative type.

Stall 67 is occupied by the Gwaun Cae

Colliery Company, of Rotherham, with speci-

mens of anthracite coal, stoves suitable for the

burning of which are shown at Stall 68, by

Messrs. E. A. Cleeves & Co., of Great St. Helen’s,

London, and at Stall 69, by the London Warm-
ing and Ventilating Company, of Great Win-
chester-street. The difficulty of burning an-

thracite is, in each case, overcome by the

employment of back draught or “ Revertive
’’

action.

The Eagle R.«ge and Foundry Co., of

Birmingham, have, at Stall 71, a very good

show of “Eagle” ranges and fire-grates, of

varying sizes, while at Stall 74, Mr. H. Heim,

of London, has examples of the “Helios ’’and

“ Hestra” grates and stoves.

One of the most interesting exhibits in

the heating section is that of the Economic

Smokeh ss Fire Co., of London, who, at

Stall 78, have some excellent kitcheners,

arranged for burning the poorest class of fuel,

and, at the same time, consuming smoke by

drawing off the products of combustion at the

bottom and back of the fire-grate.

Still continuing the numerical order of the

catalogue, we note, at Stall 85, a well-built

medical brougham, by Messrs. Llnington

Brothers, of Portsmouth, which finds its chief

claim to a place iu a Health Exhibition by

the provision of ventilation, a very desirable

feature in the confined cubical space of a carriage

interior.

At the next stall, No. 86, Messrs. J.J. Thorn-

ton & Co,, of Southsea and Brighton, have a

collection of india-rubber goods, a class of article

which, for wearing apparel, is to be avoided

rather than adopted by seekers for health.

At Stall 87, the Bilton Company, of London,

exhibit their hygienic tobacco-pipe, one of the

latest of the never-ending attempts to prevent

the fouling of these articles.

Stall 94 is occupied by the Rizme Food Co.,

who seem to be able to justly claim a place

amongst hygienic exhibits tor the advantages of

their commodity, as illustrated in Mrs. V right s

cookery demonstrations.

Coming to Stall 102, we get back to the

beating section, for here the Parkbouse Iron

Company, of High Holborn, have some good

specimens of kitchen ranges, of which the chief

recommendation is their combination of the

double functions of close kitclipners and open

ri.nges. In tbenext stall (103), M-sssrs. H. Dar-

win Sc Co., of London and Glasgow, have a good

series of gas cooking apparatus, Gorir thesmallest

boiling - stoves, price one shilling, upwards.

Their cooker is noteworthy for its fire-brick top,

and the careful arrangement of boiling-jets to

prevent the extinction of the flame by the

boiling over of liquids.

Messrs. R. & A. Main, of Tjondon and Glas-

gow, show, at Stall 104, some of their many

forms of gas cooking apparatus and models of

some of the larger examples of their work for

restaurants and other liirge kitchens, of which

the firm make a specialty. We may mention

that the gas cooking stoves and hotplates for

oat-cakes nsed by Mrs. Wright in her demon-

strations are supplied by Messrs. Main. The
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School Baard Cooker, 30 in. high over all, is
specially designed for nse by children in
cookery centres, and arrangements have been
marif* Inr rkrQ,^i^.iQl a: i . r

i^cuwes, ana arrangements have been The thirteenth Congress of the Sanitarimade lor practical demonstration by some of Institute commenced on Monday last at Ports
the iJOara ochool children of the town of itc mnnt.h -^rorv cnoroccfnlNr

v.v,iA,wi.iDmn.iuu uy suujc ui-
the Board School children of the town of its
suitability for the purpose.
At Stall 111 the excellent disinfecting appa-

ratus of Mr. Washington Lyon, of Peckham, is
illustrated. By this apparatus clothes and
other articles are disinfected by dry steam
without injury to the most delicate fabrics and
without unpleasant smells, while the disinfec-
tion is thorough and the apparatus is durable
and economical in working.
A special microscope room has been arranged

in which a loan collection of bacteriological
specimens and varions forms of microscope
illustrate the use of this instrument in modern
sanitary work.

In the grounds outside the Drill-hall Messrs.
Humphreys have erected a e:alvanised iron
building, in which the Koyal Portsmouth and
Ciosport Hospital illostrate the working of a
small_ hospital, even to the extent of providing
a patient and nurse.

Also. in the grounds, the method of forming
and using a military camp kitchen is demon-
strated

; while here also a^e the bulky exhibits
of Messrs. W. Clemens, Abell, & Co,, of ‘Wor-
cester, who show chain pump?, water and dust
carts, and street-sweeping machines.

AWAKDS AT THE SANITARY INSTITUTE
CONGRESS.

The following awards of medals and certifi-
pates have been for objects exhibited at the
Sanitary Exhibition in connexion with the
Congress at, Portsmouth. We give only those
awards which are for inventions or articles
within the class of subjects that are of direct
interest to our readers :

Division B^Hjg,one of Special Clasees,
Trades, and Professions. — Certlticatrs • CGroom: a Square Tent for Garden. 'Humphreya
Limited: Iron Temporary Hospital Hut. Ports-
month Water Fittings Co. ; Water Cartain for
Public Places of Entertainment.
Division C.—Water Supply and Sewerage,

aass ^.—^L'daU

:

Broad C.r : Enamelled
lireclay Wa'er Cisterns. Cert'JicaUs : Ports-
mouth Water Fittings Co.: Shanks’ Enamelled
Iron Bith; Shanks’ Independent Spray and
Plunge Baih. Broad & Co. : White Enamelled
tireclay Sick; White Enamelled Straight and
Curved Channels for Inspection Chambers to
Drams. The Trott ‘i'alve and Engineering Co •

Removable Valves for Hot and Cold WaterC'oeks:
Combined Bath Valve, with Interlocking Gear
for Waste. Geo. Jennings; Cabinet Lavatory
Stand. Milne, Sons, Macfie : Brass Syphon
traps. Coleman Morton ; Improved Tumbler

r-
7— . luiprovea iumoier w«re ooueccea, iney would term a volume

‘^1 .

^'ater ('arriage Engineering of no great size. Let us see what the Victorian
V/O. . L lash Indicatnr. W t. ana nf __JCo. : Flash Indioalor. W. Clements, Abell
Co. : Balanced Water Cart. Milne, Sons, et
Macfie: Standing Waste and Overflow, with
liapping Bend for Bath. Water Carriage
Fpg.neenng Co. : Aatomatic Flashing Xyphon
with Tipping Bocket at Outlet. E. R pimer
Palmer s Automatic Flushing Syphon.

aoa Ventila.
ion, Class 3.—jlWals,' J. Greenali: Greenall's
Steam Washer. CertUieates : Eagle Range and

Se”?? Regnlator for
Regulating Draught to Eagle Open Fire-grate

:

Indicating Damper to Eagle Range. S. S. Wav ;

Terra-coita Door and Window Jambs.
Division D—Personal and Domestic Hy-

giene.~-.Vedalg

:

Washington Lyon : Steam Dis-
infector. Morns Tube Ammunition Co. ; Morris
Circuatmg Principle of Water Filtration.

; Herkefleld Filter Co. : The Berke-

n Sanitary Co. ; Jeye’s Fluid.

forFilter^*'^^^’
Limited: Porcelain Screw Tap

The judges desire to refer to the specimens
displayed on the walls of the Exhibition of the
record plans of the sewerage and house drainage
of the Borough of Portsmouth, and to com
gratulate the Town Council on the way inwhich these plans have been kept op, and on
the possession of such a valuable record, not
only of the sewerage, but of the details of some
thousands of house drains.

THE SANITARY CONGRESS.
The thirteenth Congress of the Sanitary

KJKX JOCfO at ± UltO*
mouth very successfully. The chief Magistrates
of Southampton and Chichester, as well as the
[Mayor of Portsmonth, the Bishop of Chichester,
the Bishop of Portsmouth, and all the local
magnates, with the Duke of Connaught at
their head, have either lent their names or are
taking a personal part in the Congress.
The proceedings of the opening day included

a formal reception of the members of the
Congress at the fine Town-hall which the town
has acquired; a luncheon of which some 150
congressists partook

;
the inaugural address of

the new President, Sir Charles A. Cameron,
the famous Irish sanitarian; and, lastly, the
opening ceremony at the Volunteer Drill-
hall, by the Lord Mayor in State. At
the luncheon the Lord Mayor presided
supported by the Mayor of Sontbampton
Mr. James Lemon, C.E., F.R.I B.A., &c.
Alderman Sir Wm. King

;
Sir Thomas

Crawford, the retiring President
; Sir Charles

Cameron, the President elect, and an influential
local committee. The Mayor (Alderman T.
Scott I oster), after the loyal toast, proposed
“Success to the Congress,” and extended f

hearty welcome to Portsmouth to all the mem-
bers present, ladies not less than gentlemen.
Portsmouth, he believed, was ahead of many of
the largest towns in the country in sanitary
matters. A great deal of money had been spent
on drainage and other sanitary improvements
in the town, but be was glad to say that the
improvement in the health of thecoramunity had
given an ample return. Sir Thos. Crawford
replied to the toast, expressing a confident
hope that the Congress of Portsmouth would
be no less successful than that at Brighton
two years ago had been, and if that hope were
realised, the Sanitary Institute would have
every^ reason to be satisfied. After the toast
of “The Mayor and Mayoress” bad been
proposed by Sir Charles Cameron, and re-
sponded to by the Chief Magistrate, the
company adjourned to the Grand Jury Room
where the new President delivered his in-
augural address, of which we give the principal
portion, dealing with the subject of

THE VICTORIAN ERA, THE AGE OP SANITATION

From the earliest ages, since the people of
these islands emerged from barbarism, some
attention was given to the subject of public
health, and a few enactments, more or less
relating to the health of the people, may be
found on the Parliamentary statute books and
amongst the edicts of the sovereigns previous
to the nineteenth century. Their provisions
were, however, rarely enforced, and if all the
Sanitary Acts passed before Her Majesty’s
reign were collected, they would form a volume

(.SIf/ned) Ernest Turner, F.R.I.B.A.,
Chairman.

E. White Wallls, F.S.S.
Secrerary.
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age of sanitary legislation and literature has
produced.
The first important official report in reference

to the health of the people was issued in 1842
under the title of ‘ Report of the Sanitary Con-
dition of the Labouring Population of Great
Britain

;

’ it was soon followed by legislative
action. A Factory Act was passed in 1844, and
this was the first of the many general statutes
more or less relating to the public health
enacted during her Majesty’s reign. In 1845 a
Nuisances Removal Act was passed, and in
1848 the well-known Nuisances Removal and
Diseases PreventionAct was put on the Statute
Book. In 186(> a useful ‘ Sanitary Act’ came
into operation, and in 1872 was followed by a
Public Health Act. The Common Lodging
Houses Act of 1851 was the first that dealt
specifically with the dwellings of the poorer
classes of the community. These six Acts of
Parliament have all been amended and ex-
tended,— some of them a great many times,
and they and the amending Acts constitute
perhaps the most comprehensive code of
sanitary laws ever enacted in either ancient or
modern times. In addition to those Sanitary
Acts, other important ones have been passed
in relation to burial-grounds, mines, town
parks, and open spaces, the adulteration of
food and drugs, the diseases of animals used
as food, the sale of milk, margarine, and
poisons, the pollution of water, trade nuisances,
the construction and management of bake-
houses, the storage of explosives and petroleum
Numerous private Acts of Parliament, obtained
by local authorities, are either altogether sani-
tary or contain clauses relating to sanitation.

Numerous as are the volumes of sanitary
laws, they are exceeded by those containing the
evidence in relation to sanitary matters given
before Parliamentary Committees, Royal Com-
missions, and ‘ Departmental ’ Committees,
together with the reports thereon. These ‘ Blue
Books ’ constitute an immense library, in which
volnminons details are given in relation to the
dwellings, occupations, food, water supplies,
diseases, and medical relief of man

;
and to the

hygiene and municipal administration of towns.
The Blue Books issued from the Medical
Department of the Local Government Board
and the Army and Navy Medical Departments
are numerous and valuable.

A third department of sanitary literature

consists of tbe annual and special reports of the
Medical Officers of Health, which may be
numbered by thousands. They are the annals
of sanitary progress. Until very recently they
dealt only with the health of towns

;
but iri

the future we may expect valuable reports on
purely rural districts from the County Medical
Officers of Health. Until now nothing worth
boasting of has been done to improve the-

status of health in the open country
;
but the

last Local Government Act has created for the
rural districts sanitary organisations similar to-

those which have long existed in towns. We-
might venture to hope that under tbe new
regime of County Councils, the well-known
rural death-rate of IT per 1,000 may be reduced
to li) or less.

Not so numerous as the reports of Medical
Ofiicers of Health, but not less interesting, are
the Transactions and Journals of the Sanitary

Institute and similar organisations. The Journal-

of the Statistical Society is rich in sanitary

literature. The Transactions and Journals of

medical sanitary societies and of the Public
Health Sections of medical associations con-

tain nnmerous contributions to hygienic

literature.

Public health has its representatives amongst
the periodicals of the day

;
for example, tbe

Sanitary Record., Jlijyicne, the IleuUh Record,^

&0 . It has also special departments assigned

to it in most of the purely medical journals.

In May of the present year a welcome addition

to our periodical literature appeared in the

shape of the Journal of Pathology and Bacteri-

ology, in which, judging by tbe names of intend-

ing contributors on its title-page, we may expect

some brilliant writing on tbe causation and
prophylaxis of microbial diseases.

Prior to tbe Victorian age there was only one
really comprehensive and philosophical book on
Hygiene published in Great Britain

;
this was-

t he ‘ Philosophy of Health,’ by Dr. Southwood
Smith, which appeared in 1838, and which still

may be read with advantage. For some years

past dozens of books, mere or less relating to

public or private hygiene, issue annually from-

tbe Press
;
many of them of large size, as for

example, the ponderous book by Stevenson and
Murphy, issued in the present year, and which,

though only tbe first volume of a treatise,,

numbers 1,018 large pages.

There is no more convincing evidence that

this is tbe age of sanitation than tbe fact that

the books on the subject published within the-

Victorian era would furnish a large library,

whilst those of an older date would hardly

garnish a single bookshelf.

The higher estimation of preventive medicine,

which lately prevails amongst the professors of

the healing art, is shown by the recent institu-

tion of degrees, diplomas and certificates in ,

Public Health, State Medicine, and Sanitary

Science by the universities and medical and

surgical corporations. I am proud, as a citizen

of Dublin, to be able to state that tbe univer-

sity of that cily was the first to create a

diploma in state medicine. This was in the

year 1865. Its example has been followed by

all the other medical licensing bodies, and there

are now some hundreds of holders of sanitary

qualifications. I may also be permitted to say

in this connexion that the Professorship of

Hygiene, which I hold in the Royal College of

Surgeons, Ireland, was the first instituted in

Europe, with, I believe, one exception, namely,

that in the Medical School of Montpelier. The

Chair of ‘Hygiene or Political Medicine’ of

the Irish College of Surgeons was established

in 1844.

Quite recently some of the medical licensing

bodies have decided to require of candidates

for their ordinary diplomas evidence of study in

sanitary science
;
and for the Public Health

Diplomas it must be shown that the candidates

have worked in a chemical sanitary laboratory.
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I d have studied the duties of a health officer

^der a Medical Officer of Health, It is a good
i>n of the times to find that the Medical Act

, 1887 made Public Health Diplomas regis-

ible qualifications.

I In the future no one will be eligible to act as

edical Officer of Health for a town of 50,000

habitants and upwards unless he holds a
:igistrable qualification in public health.

Before the Victorian era there were few
i;nitary laws worth administering, and con-

ijquently no raison d'etre for local boards or

ificers of health. Some drainage works were
iirried out by the town and country autho-

Ibies, and a few attempts were made to im-

ove the water supplies of urban districts,

lie filth produced in towns had to be got rid

I in some way
;
on the other hand people

jre taught to be too economical in the com-
iistion of fuel by the imposition of a rate on
Jsartbs, and they were encouraged to exclude

lylight by having to pay a window-tax.
• The insanitary state of British towns was
lade painfully evident by the invasion of

lolera in 1831. According to official statistics

!.ere died from cholera in 1831-2, 31,376 persons

I England and Wales, and 21,171 in Ireland, In
(4.8 cholera re-appeared in England and
I'ales, and destroyed 53,273 lives. In 1853,

).097 deaths were ascribed to cholera, of

hich about one-half occurred in London. In
566 it re-appeared, but with less fatal results,

be deaths in England attributed to it were
11,378, in Ireland 2,501, and in Scotland
!>tal 18,149. This lessened mortality was not
:ie to the milder character of the disease, but
i.ther to the towns being less filthy than they
ere during previous visitations. On the Con-
nent so virnlent and widespread was cholera

1. this time that it is computed it caused more
lan one million of deaths. In Italy alone it

irried off 120,000 victims; and in the small
juntriss of Holland and Belgium it caused
0,000 deaths.

‘.When cholera first appeared in Dublin in

331, the sanitary state of the city was de-

lorable, and consequently 5,632 out of a
opulation of a quarter of a million perished.

7hen it came again to Dublin in 1849, the

bndition of the city was not so bad, and the
-Ctims to cholera were only 1,664. In 1866
ublin was for the third time visited by cholera,

ad on this occasion 923 deaths were caused by
. Sanitary matters were in 1866 better than

'i 1849
;
and were the disease again to invade

'ublin, I venture to hope that it would be much
iss fatal than in 1866. I think that in British

ijwns generally Asiatic cholera will not again
ause such ravages as it did in 1831,1848, 1854,

ud 1866. 1 am not very apprehensive that the
pidemic which now rages on the Continent of
iurope,—in which it has appeared seventeen
'.mes since 1829,—will extend to our islands.

. It was probably the ravages caused by cholera

•i 1831-2, and more especially in 1849, that first

Iwakened the public to the necessity of improv-

3g the hygienic conditions of towns. A
ommittee appointed to inquire into the sani-

ary condition of the Metropolis reported in
‘848 that no substantial improvement had taken
ilace in the state of the back streets, lanes,

;.lleys, and courts since the cholera epidemic of

1831-2, The committee expressed an opinion
ibat it the disease were again to visit London,
t would spread as extensively and prove as
atal as it did in the former visitation. This
>rediction was, unfortunately, but too soon
erified

;
but in the meantime the era of

anitary activity was initiated by the passing
'f the Public Health Act of 1848. This Act,
hough it permitted and did not compel sani-

;ary reforms, was a useful one, and was availed
if to some extent, as was also the case with the
’jocal Government Act of 1858.

An important agency in promoting sanitary

egislation were the valuable reports,—issued in

842 and 1845,—of the Commission on the
lealth of Towns.
The powers conferred upon health anthori-

ies, at first almost invariably permissive,

'radually became more of a mandatory cha-
lacter. What a difference, is there not, in the
significance of theso two words ‘shall’ or

may’ in a sanitary statute! The exercise

jf the powers vested in local authorities has
cesulted in the expenditure of an enormous
;»um of money. It has mainly been employed
;o secure pure water supplies, to construct
drains, to pave streets, to thin out densely-
nhabited places, to clear unhealthy areas, to
srect dwellings of a healthful kind for the work-
ng classes, to provide public abattoirs, baths

and washhouses, town parks and open spaces,

to build and maintain fever hospitals, to adopt

improved methods of filth disposal. The main-

tenance of staffs of sanitary officers has caused

a large addition to the taxation of towns.

Formerly very few towns were provided with

even a single Inspector of Nui.®ances. In 1864

Dublin had but one sanitary officer, now it has

nearly fifty. It must be admitted that the

administration of the sanitary laws involves

a substantial outlay of money. It is,

however, money well expended. It gives a

good return in the form of a lessened sickness

rate and reduced mortality. It diminishes

pauperism, by preserving the health of the

working man. The death of the labourer by a

preventable disease may have the effect of

sending bis children into the workhouse.

Sanitation has greatly reduced the mortality

caused by preventable diseases. We pay

enormons sums for an Army and Navy to pre-

serve us from foreign foes, to protect onr

liberty, property, and lives. But there are foes

our brave sailors and soldiers cannot defend us

from
;

enemies that kill annually far more

than ever fell upon the battlefields during our

greatest wars. These enemies are the infective

diseases, which are not necessarily concomi-

tants of human nature, and the attacks of which

may be, and some day shall be, warded off.

We require an army of sanitarians to guard us

against those deadly foes. They who vanquish

them achieve victories far more glorious than

ever warrior won. They ate triumphs which

are not followed by the groans of the wounded,

the wail of the widow, or the cry of the orphan.

The trophies of the conquest are increased

health, life, and wealth to man.
As the soldier to be effective must be skilfully

trained to the use of arms, and grounded in

the knowledge of tactics and strategy, so

should the sanitarian be thoroughly instructed

in the principles of hygienic science, and

capable of using the necessary instruments of

research. It is not long since every medical

man was considered perfectly competent to act

as an officer of health, but now the model

medical officer of health is expected to know
more than the ordinary practitioner. He is

expected to be familiar- with the use of me-

teorological instruments, to have some know-

ledge of geology, to understand sufficient

engineering as to know how sewers and drains

.should be constructed, trapped, and ventilated.

He may be called upon to suggest how the

noxious effluvia from certain factories may be

rendered innocuous. Ha is often requested to

pronounce as to the fitness or unfitness of the

flesh of animals as food for man, and be cannot

do that properly if unacquainted with the

diseases of those animals. Not unfrequently

he acts as an analyst, and examines potable

water, determines the amount of carbonic acid

in the air of places suspected of being un-

healthy, and does other sanitary-chemical

work. As yet he has not been called upon to

do much as a bacteriologist, but in the imme-

diate future the candidate medical officer of

health will be expected to have a thorough

knowledge of the pathogenic microbes
;
to be

able to determine the number of micro-

organisms per cubic centimetre of water, and

to be an adept in the ‘cultivation’ of bacteria,

bacilli, spirilla, et hoe (jenns omne.

The Medical Officer of Health will be some-

thing more than a physician and surgeon—he

will, in a suffiMent degree, be a bacteriologist,

chemist, a veterinarian, a geologist, an engineer,

a statistician, and, so far as the sanitary statutes

are concerned, a lawyer. Already several

Medical Officers of Health have taken the

barrister’s degree.

Until quite recently there were no special

arrangements made in the medical schools for

teaching sanitary science
;
but this defect is

being remedied, especially as regards the

sanitary analysis of air and water, and the

chemical and microscopical examination of

food and drugs. Courses of lectures on hygiene

and State medicine are also delivered, but at

present not in all the medical schools. On the

Continent bacteriological laboratories have been

established in nearly all the universities and

seats of medical education, and in the great

Pasteur Institute at Paris the methods of

identifying and ‘cultivating’ microbes may be

studied. In these countries there is no great

institution altogether devoted to researches into

the intimate nature of those organisms, invisible

to the unassisted eye, apparently almost with-

out structure, yet endowed with a virulent

potentiality rivalling that of strychnine or

prussic acid. How marvellous, is it not, that

we discover upon the contnjs of the visible

world the causes of some of the most fatal

diseases of man and of his subjects in creation.

There are few natural phenomena more
wonderful than the enormous dynamic effect

produced upon organised matter by these

microscopic objects. A few, perhaps even one,

of them introduced into the body of the

largest animal may quickly raise its tem-

perature and deprave its vital functions, dis-

organising the whole living mass, which
exceeds in dimension its enemy by countless

billions. Shakespeare, whose genius was
prophetic as well as sublime, anticipated the

modern description of infective matter when he

spoke of it as that
‘ Whose effect

Holds such an enmity with blood of man
That, swift as quicksilver, it courses through

The natural gates and alleys of the body.

And with a sudden vigour it doth posset

And curd, like eager droppings into milk,

The thin and wholesome blood.'

Some provision for the study and teaching of

bacteriology has been made by Cambridge

University, the Colleges of Physicians and
Surgeons, London and Edinburgh, the College

of State Medicine, the Brown Institute, and,

but to no great extent, in a few other places.

We have no place which can be compared to

the Pasteur Institute in Paris
;
it is the largest

and best equipped bacteriological laboratory in

the world. The British Institute of Preventive

Medicine, established in 1890. proposes to

found a bacteriological laboratory and acces-

sories, on a scale equivalent to that of the

Pasteur Institute. For this purpose it asks the

rich and generous British public to subscribe

100,0002. Some handsome donations, including

one of 2,0C02. from Mr. Mond, have resulted

from this appeal
;
and let us hope that British

philanthropy, to which we are indebted for

many noble gifts to the nation, will endow an
institution, the objects of which are eminently

for the benefit of man.
Hardly less important than the Medical

Officers of Health and the Medical Inspectors

of the Local Government Board are the rank

and file of our sanitary army,—the Inspectors,

or rather discoverers, of Nuisances. Formerly

anyone was considered competent to do the

work of the Sanitary Inspector, and persons

who bad been failures in other walks of life

were often provided for by appointing them to

be Nuisance Inspectors. This happily is now
as a rule an exploded practice. It is realised

that the person who has to discover sanitary

defects in dwellings, public institutions,

factories, schools, and other places should

have some acquaintance with the laws of

health. The Sanitary Institute never did a

better thing than the institution of their

certificates for Inspectors of Nnifances, and

also for Local Surveyors. Since 1877 no fewer

than 1,312 candidates for the sanitary certi-

ficate have been examined, of whom 825, or

63 per cent., were successful. During the

same period 78 local surveyors received

certificates, and 113 were unsuccessful.

Daring the Victorian age many millions of

money have been spent in the execution of

sanitary works, and in the maintenance of a

legion of sanitary officers. Have the results of

this vast expenditure of maney and human

labour been such as to satisfy us that it has

not been a waste of our pecuniary resources

and our time? Do they encourage us to

further outlay and increased exertions? I

think both queries may be answered affirma-

tively. That money spent to improve the

sanitary condition of places has not always

been judiciously laid out is quite true, but the

same may be said of expenditure for most other

public purposes. It must, moreover, be

admitted that the provisions of many of the

Acts relating to health have not been fully

carried out, and that many local sanitary

authorities, especially in rural districts, have

lamentably failed to perform the duties,

whether permissive or mandatory, entrusted

to them by Parliament. It would not

be difficult to discover places where the sanitary

statutes are almost or wholly dead letters. They

would indeed be dead letters in more places

than they are were it not for the powerful

influence exercised upon public opinion and on

the conduct of the anthoriiies by such orga-

nisations as the Sanitary Institute, and by the

pen and voice of earnest sanitarians. There

Le hundreds of towns and villages in these

islands which are still unprovided with proper
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arrangements for drainage and aith disposal
and which are dependent upon scanty suppUe?
of water, often of bad or inferior qiaality. On
the whole, however, it mast be admitted that
the sanitary powers confided to the local
authorities have been largely pat in force. Let
us see what good has resulted therefrom.

I do not propose to institute, except in the
briefest manner, comparisons between the
England of to-day and the England of a
century or two ago. From 1700 to 1750 the
death-rate in London was so high that popula-
tion stagnated. In the former year the inhabi-
tants nnmbered GG5,200, and in the latter year
653,900. Daring this period the deaths wei'a in
the ratio of about 1 per 30 persons living. Bv
1801, the population had crept up to 777,000
and the deaths had fallen to 1 in 41 persons
living. This great improvement in the state of
public health in London was not, except in a
trifling extent, the result of sanitary legisla-
tion. People were becoming more enlightened
on miny_ matters affecting their health,
partly owing to a more general knowledge
of chemistry, physiology, and other sciences
relating to mnn and bis surroundings. When
those entrusted with the conduct of public
affairs became aware how much the health of
people was affected by bad water, by foul
emaiiations from cesspools, and by too great a
density of population, they began to secure
supplies of pure water, to constrnct proper
house-drains and street and house sewers, to
remove systematically filth from bonses, and to
widen streets. The promulgation of the
natural laws of health preceded the enactment
of laws of health by the State. Jenner’s dis-
covery of prophylaxis in small-pox had for its
corollary the vaccination laws. The chemical
analysis of water was the basis of Acts of
Parlidtnent relating to water and rivers.

Until about forty years ago common-sense
was the only motive power which impelled
sanitary reforms in London and elsewhere. It
was not inoperative, for early in this century
the grosser defects in public and private
hygiene bad been recognised, and, to a great
extent, remedied.

In Rickman’s Report to Parliament on the
Census of 1811, he gives the following estimates
of the death-rates in England :

—

lu 1780 1 death per 40 persons liviucr,
,.1791) 1 ,, 4r,

„ 1800 1 47

„ 1810 ...... 1 ,, 49 or 5U ,,

If tliese estimates are reliable, it would seem
that after the great improvement in the public
health in the latter part of the eighteenth and
early portion of the nineteenth century no
sensible change for better or worse took place
for about halt a century. According to Rick-
man, the dea»h-rate in 1810 would be about 20
or 21 per 1,000 persous living,

In Dr. Newshols'e’s excellent work on “Vital
Statiotics ” he gives the death-rate for males in
the period 1838-1854 as 23 28 per 1,000 males
living, and the rate for females at 21-C5. It
would therefore appear that the mortality of
the poputaiioQ had increased as the century
grew older. Probably the earlier statistics,
collected before the Act for the registration of
births, deaths, and marriages, were not quite
accurate

;
bo doubt some deaths escaped record.

It^would, however, seem that from 1810 to
1854, making some allowance for defective
registration,—there was no reduction in the
death-rate. Even if we take the period 1851-
60 we find no improvement: the deaths were in
the ratio of 22 25. In 1861-70 the rate was
22 5, or 0 25 more than in the previous decade.
It must, however, be borne in mind that from
the beginning of the century population was in-
creasing rapidly in the towns,—which must
always, at their best, be less healthy than the
country,—whilst in the rural districts popula-
tion rema-ned stationary or declined. It was
therefore something to boast of, that although
the towns of England were increasing in popu-
lation at the rate of from 200,000 to 300,000
annually, the death-rate of the whole country
had not sensibly increased.

In 1S72 a Public Health Act was passed,
which was amended and improved in 1875.
This Act h-is been one of the most valuable
ever passed, and to its operation must be
reasonably attributed the improvement of the
public health during the last two decades.
During the ten years ended in 1850 the mean

annual death-rate in the Metropolis was 24 8
pnj 1.000 persons living; in 1851-60 the rate
was 23-4, and in 1861-70 it was 24T. During

these thirty years there was no marked im-
provement in the sanitary state of Lmdon.
Now comes the epoch of sanitary activity : in
the period of 1871-80 the death-rate fell to 22 5,

and in the decade ended in 1890 it farther de-
clined to 20'5, or 4'3 below the rate for the
period 1841-50. If the death-rate in Greater
London had been as high during the years
1881-90 as in the period 1841-50 nearly 50,000
more deaths would have taken place.
Early in the century the provincial towns

were with few exceptions more insanitary than
London. In reading the local literature of
these places one often comes across descriptions
of the abodes of human beings which are
almost incredible, and which happily would
now apply to very few Eoglish towns. In a
pamphlet entitled ' Religion and Crime,’ by
Mr. John M. Morgan, and published by Long-
mans, London, in 1832, a dreadful description
of Bristol is given. The anthor states that 566
families occupied each only of a room, and
that 2,224 families lived each in a single apart-
ment. In a report upon the sanitary state of
Nottingham, in 1839, by Mr. Falkener, it is

stated that there were between 7,000 and 8,000
hou?es in that town placed back to back, with-
out any through ventilation and unprovided
with the proper appliances of civilised life. It

is iDot surprising that in Nottingham 99,017
cases of fever occurred in the years 1835-6 and
7

;
but it is surprising to find that notwithstand-

ing the acknowledged nnhealthiness of back-to-
back houses nearly 10,000 of them still exist in
Manchester : need we then wonder that the
mortality of the inhabitants of that great city
exceeds that of every other of the great towns
of England ?

Mean annual death-rate in England and
Wales

Males. Females. Total.
1341-70 23-3 ... 21-5 ... 22-4
1S71-75 23-3 ... 20-7 22-0
1876-80 22-1 ... 19-5 ... 20-8
1881-85 20-5 ... 18-3 ... 19-4
1886-90 20 -O ... 17-8 ... 18-9
1891 21 -.5 ... 19-0 ... 20-2

In 1851-60 the death-rate in large towns was
24'7, and in the country 19'9. In 1888-91 the
rate in the towns was 20-4, and in the country

The year 1891 was an unhealthy year, as will
now and then be the case

;
but even in that

year the mortality was much below that of the
period 1841-70. If it were equal to the mean
rate for that period there would have been
03,749 more deaths daring the year.
The low death-rate in England is all the

more remarkable when we consider the very
large proportion of the population located in
towns. In 1892, 18,931,070 persons lived in
towns and 10,472,276 in the country; total,
29,403,316.

Whilst the death-rate of London has been
declining the population of the great City has
been increasing and concentrating. In 1841
the density of its population was moderate, i.e.,

persons per acre
;
but in 1891 there were 56 5

persons per acre. Large and dense populations
are, as a rule, more unhealthy than small and
widely-scattered ones. In London the un-
favourable icjfluenca of the closer approxima-
tion of its inhabitants is much more than
compensated for by the great improvements
effected in the general hygienic conditions of
the City.”

The address was listened to with marked
attention and was much applauded. At its
close Alderman Sir William King proposed a
vote of thanks, and Mr. Lemon (Mayor of
Southauiptou) seconded it, the latter expressing
a firm conviction, with regard to the apprehen-
sions of a cholera epidemic, that England has
less to fear from it than any other country in
the world.

SeGtio}ial Meetvi^s.

The sectional meetings commenced on
Tuesday at 10.30, divided as follows :—I.

Naval and Military Hygiene, presided over
by Inspector-General J. D. Macdonald. M.D.,
&c., &:c.

;
II. Medical Offi’cr of Health,

presided over by Dr. Chas. Kelly, M R C.P

,

at the oflices of the Gas Company; III.
Municipal and County Eogineers, presided
over by Mr. H. Fercy Bouluois, M.Inst.C.E.,
at the Water Company’s offices; IV. The
Sanitary Inspectors, presided over by ProL
A. Wynter Blytb, at Victoria Hall; and V.
Domestic Hygiene, presided over by Lady
Douglas Galton, at the Town-hall, where in
the evening a lecture was delivered by Sir
Thomas Crawford, on “English Homes.”

|

and County Enyhieers.

The President of this section, Mr. H. P. Boul-
nois, who was formerly Doroogh Engineer of
Portsmouth, in opening the proceedings, ex-
pressed great sati.sfaclion at finding himself
present at a Sanitary Congress held in that
important and prosperous borough, where so

many years of his private and professional life

had been spent. It was the first time in the
history of the Sanitary Institute that a Confer-
ence of that kind had been held, and he trusted
the new departure would be fraught with good
results. During the reign of Queen Victoria
each successive Parliament seemed to have emu-
lated its predecessor in passing Acts to confer
extended powers on the local governing
bodies with a view to meet the sanitary

requirements of the nation. That i

crease of powers bad undoubtedly necessi-

tated the educational advancement of

the executive officers of these authorities, and
he ventured to believe that amongst these
officers the advancement of the Municipal and
County Engineers in professional knowledge
and skill had fully kept pace with the times.

The recent visit to this country of that terrible

scourge, cholera, had shown the value of the
sanitary work which bad been undertaken, and
the vigilance, skill, and unwearied zeal of those
brother officials, the Medical Officer of Health
and the Sanitary Inspector. Although the
cholera had been amongst us, it had been
unable to take root. Good water, efficient

sewerage, proper scavenging, plenty of air and
light had been too much for it, and such a
disease could never again be an epidemic in

this conntry, thanks to our sanitary works and
precantions. Much progress had been realised

in the past, but there still remained much to

be accomplished.
The principal subject brought forward after

the address was “Town Refuse and Refuse
Destructors,” by Mr. C. Jones. M.Inst.C.E.
(Ealing), bnt a brief paper on “ Street Gullies

and Road Cleansing ” was also read for Mr.
W. B. G. Bennett. A.M.Inst.C.E. (Southampton).
The growth of towns, the progress of sanitary
science, and the vigilance of Sanitary Authori-
ties, said Mr. Jones, rendered it more difficult

and much more costly to get rid of refuse than
formerly, and the difficulty was felt in foreign

capitals, like Paris, eqnally with our own
metropolis. The day was, happily, past when
refuse could be damped down into the nearest
hole or on the site of some new street or new
building, and health considerations forbad its

open passage for long distances through
populous streets. The contents of the dust-
bin being so largely composed of combustible
material, the cremation of refuse would
naturally occur to the mind, but it is less than
a score of years since a suitable crematory was
devised. lu 1876 Nottingham made trial of
Fryer’s Destructor with encouraging results,

and three destructors of this type were
built. The paper referred to the im-
proved types of cremators since brought out
and described, particularly the construction of

the “Perfectus” of Mr. Warner, the “De-
structor” of l\Ir. Whiley (Manchester), and
that of Mr. H. P. Boulnois, the President of

that Conference. In all, the principle was the
same, the refnse to be destroyed being conveyed
by various methods to the top of a tube or

chamber, there to be tipped on a declining

surface, from which it found its way into the

furnace. After refuse has been some time
exposed to great heat, not less than from 1,000

to 1,500 deg. Fahr., three-quarters of its weight
has been dispersed, and the residuum was a
a hard clinker and fine ashes, about one-quarter

the original weight of the refuse. The noxious
elements were driven off, with no deleterioos

effects, when a Fume Cremator was used with
the older type of destructor. A material not
only inoffensive but useful was left, and in the

process enormous heat, capable of generating
vast sources of power, was developed, which if

utilised must greatly reduce the cost of this

method of disposing of refnse. With
the “ Fume Cretnp.,tor,” a chamber placed
between the furnace and the chimney-
shaft, the sludge of roads and even sewage
sludge could be got rid of without the slightest

nuisance being caused, because everything was
instantly decomposed by the gases which, per-

force, pass through the cremator chamber. In
the best types of “ destructors ” the heat was
turned into power. At Southampton, pumping
machinery is worked, electricity is generated,

and dynamos (for the electric light) are driven;

and it was just this utilization of heat to pro-
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dnce power that most fascinated the speaker at
the Conference on Tuesday. The 2,500,000 tons
of sewage produced annually in London would
have made an immense reduction in the huge
coal bill incurred at the Outfall Works, Cross-
ness and Barking, had they been utilised in a
destructor. The total cost of the process,
including repayment of capital, &c,, was com-
puted at 3.}d. per ton treated.

In the discussion which followed, in which
the President, Messrs. Mawbey (Leicester),
Boulton { liurslem), Weaver (Kensington), and
other members took part, the reduction of cost
by the utilisation of the heat was the principal

i point under consideration, and many valuable
1 suggestions were thrown out. A cordial vote
I of thanks was accoided to Mr. Jones for the
i paper.

;
The Sanitary Inspector^' Conference.

' A numerously-attended Conference was held
in the Victoria Hall, at which Professor A.

I

Wynter Blyth, who presided, delivered the
1

following address in opening the prcceed-
! logs

I

The Sanitary Institute has at length attained
its proper position. It is confessedly the chief
society in the kingdom having for its main
object the fnrtherance of all knowledge relating
to the prevention of disease

;
it watches over

and promotes health legislation
;
it encourages

and rewards invention, by its Museum, by its

Exhibitions, and by its Congresses; but, ac-
cording to my idea, its chief claim for con-
tinned and prosperous existence is its great
services in hygienic education. The Institute
is the first body which ever organised perma-
nently educational lectures with the express
purpose of giving the necessary technical know-
ledge to Inspectors. These educational courses
have not been confined to the metropolis, but
have been established in nearly all the great
population centres, and most of the County
Councils have been induced to set aside a
portion of the Education Grant for that pur-
pose

;
nor have the advantages been confined

to Inspectors. In each instance a fair number
: of the general public has attended. The results

of this general diSasion of accurate knowledge
on the prevention of disease are incalcuable,
for the fact cannot be too widely accepted,
that sanitary laws that are in advance of the
average mental cnlture of the people are so
many dead letters. In Russia, in Turkey, in
Spain, and many other parts, it would be quite

j

possible to enact laws superior to our own with
I regard to the prevention of disease, bat the
i

sanitary condition of the countries would not
I be improved, to a great extent, for hygiene
I begins in the household ; it must be imparted

j

by parent to child
;

its precepts most be lisped
i

at the mothers knees; and piped in infant
1 school

;
then, and then only, will the sanitary

i
officers of any country get the hearty co-opera-

!
tion of the people. The Institute was also

I

the first body to give practical embodiment to
1 the idea that candidates for the post of Inspector
I

should be tested by (xamination; it is at
present the only body the certificate of which

! is recognised by the Local Government Board.
It is a matter of general knowledge that

I other examining bodies are in existence
;

as
' yet they have not received official sanction, and
i

whether they will receive it I know not
;
but

from the history of the medical profession this
fact can be learned—that it is not to the
interest of Inspectors to multiply examining
boards. There are some thirty or forty bodies

I

which are capable of granting a legal qualifica-
! tion to practise medicine in the three kingdoms

;

the result is that a young medical man thinks

I

he is bound to multiply bis degrees
;
he is not

I
satisfied with the qualification of the physicians

I

and surgeons, but considers that the more letters

I

he has after his name, the better the chance
!

of practice or of appointments. He passes a
!

great portion of the best years of his life in
studying for examinations, and spends no small

j

portion of his substance, the end result being
neither to the advantage of himself nor to that
of the community. The only class of persons
which are benefited is the class of professional
examiners. Speaking as one of the class of
examiners, ibis to my personal interest topromote
and foster the multiplication of all examining
boards

;
but speaking as one of the class of

Sanitary Inspectors, for each health officer by
virtue of his office is a Sanitary Inspector, I

declare no lees emphatically that this multi-
plication is against the best interests of the
Sanitary Inspectors. How the medical student
sighs for the one portal system, and how the

medical profession as a whole has endeavoured,
and endeavoured in vain, to evolve one examin-
ing body from the chaos of qualifying bodies,
is to be read in the medical history o£ the last
ten years.

Should the Inspectors sacrifice their interests
to satisfy the restless ambition of a few discon-
tented spiiits, it is easy to forecast the result.
Within a litile time there will be some dozen
examining bodies, and the ambitious Inspector
will not be satisfied with the certificate of one
of them, but he will, like the young medical
man, take two or three, this being a mere
question of money. The certificates themselves
will be unequal in value, some, as in the analo-
gous case of medical degrees, will be of high
value, others of low value

;
but neither tne

public nor the local authorities will appreciate
these differencts. A man holding a certificate
of the lower kind will he equal in their eyes, so far
as qualification goes, to the certificated man who
passed through the examination of the stricter.
Besides which the multiplication of examining
bodies has of itself a tendency to increase the
number of certificated men

;
and the greater

the number of certificated men the greater
competition for appointments and the greater
the competition, other things being equal, the
lower the salary. The progressive stiffening
of the Institute s examination has had the good
effect of greatly diminishing the nnmber of
applicants for an advertised berth. In the old
days every clerk, plumber, builder, and out-of-
work loafer would answer an advertisement, but
the condition enforced by the majority of local
authorities that a man must have the certi-
ficate of tbe Institute, has altered all Ibis.
Now the local authority, thanks to the
Institute, has only to select tbe man whom
they think most suitable from a comparatively-
speaking small and select body. Having
been placed by virtue of a qualifying examina-
tion on a similar basis to that of tbe pharma-
ceutical chemist, tbe modern Sanitary In-
spector has a definite position to maintain

;
in

his bands to a great extent lies the future of
the public health service, and therefore I will
next make a few observations on the subject of
'* conduct.” In the sense I am using the term
“ conduct,” it is almost synonymous with
“ manners.” Conduct is distinct from ability,
and from even morality. Talent is an endow-
ment of both, which may be cultivated, but
never acquired. Good or bad moials are also,
to a larger extent than teachers of religion
will allow, engrained and built into the system

;

the possession of ancestors tbe majority of
whom have been good and virtuous, healthy
minds, and healthy bodies, is a gift of value
unsurpassed. But good manners are capable
of being acquired by all, and a man is judged
by those with whom he comes into casual
contact in the daily routine of duty, almost
entirely by his courtesy or otherwise. Whether
the large powers of entry into the English-
man’s castle, and the powers of interference
with personal liberty of tbe subject which
the Inspector possesses, can be beneficially in-
creased will depend upon the conduct of In-
spectors individually and collectively. Power
can only be safely given to those who prove
themselves fit to exercise it. Of all nations
the English are most tenacious of tbe prin-
ciple of the privacy, even the sanctity, of
the home, and this principle is outraged it
an official enters without knocking, without
permission, and with hat-covered head. Let a
home be a room with dirt-begrimed windows,
tenanted with squalor and misery, the furni-
ture a broken chair, the bed a heap of rags, yet
I advise Inspectors as a matter of policy to use
due cerernony on entering, such as they would
on entering tbe threshold of the clean and
wealthy, Emerson took his hat off to a flower
as the emblem of beauty, and an outward sign
of homage may well be given, not out of respect
to the rags or the squalor, but as a recognition
of^ the principle of home sanctity. The pro-
priety of a silent tread and soft voice in the
presence of sickness or sorrow is too obvious
to need more than mention. Speech is silver,
silence is gold says the proverb, so it is only ex-
ceptional that an Inspector requires to harangue
sinners against statute or by-law. His duty
begins with ob.=^ervatioD, it ends with report.
Censnre

i

where there should be [commenda-
tion, abuse from owners, temptation from
those who would veil bad material or work with
a bribe, and, worse than all, false accusation,
are troubles some or all of which tbe Inspector
is likely to encounter, and demand the exercise
of the utmost patience, the utmost self-control.

A man's temper is not always self-govem-
able, but self-control by continual exercise can
be certainly improT ed. In a dispute it most be
remembered that the man who preserves has
an advantage over the man who has lost
his temper, similar to the advantage of
a sober over a drunken man. If the soft
answer that tnrns away wrath prevails not, take
refuge in silence, for it takes two to quarrel.
The Inspector’s qualities are only tried by
“arcusation.” I regret to remaik that the
majority of local authorities have shown them-
selves incapable of making just inquiry into
charges against officers. Whenever a local
authority has to investigate a charge so serious
that it may involve loss of character or office,
theauthoiity is practically a court of justice,
and shonld never forget the elementary prin-
ciples of justice,—viz., that the charge should
be definite, not general and indefinite

;
that the

accused should have a copy in writing of the
charge

;
that he should be present during the

whole time that witnesses tor or against him
are examined

; that he should have an oppor-
tunity of cross-examining the witnesses, and
ample facility for preparing his defence. So
htile have these principles been followed, that
It has happened more than once that a local
authority, actually in the absence of the officer,
bas investigated a charge, considered it proved
withont bearing the other side, and passed a
vote of censure.

IConiiniied onp. 228.

Ilittstrations.

DESIGN FOR FRIEZE; “AMORES
CAPRARII.”

HIS is a reduced lithograph from the
large drawing by Mr. John S. Babb for
a frieze, which formed a conspicuous

object at one end of the architectural room
of tbe Royal Academy this year. The artist
writes :

—

“ My idea as regards the design of youthful
figures, ‘Amores Caprarii,’ was that it should
form one of a series of panels, with analogous
subjects (‘ Amores Pastores,’ &c.), for the frieze
of a large hall or room, treated in the colour
shown in the original drawing.

I have wished to make it thoroughly archi-
tectural in character, using tbe plain ground
for the figures, as I think the modern tendency
to regular picture treatment is unsatisfactory
in asscciation with architecture.
The distance from the eye at which a frieze

is necessarily placed makes the plain ground
the only one, especially in a climate like ours,
which reveals tOe designs sufficiently

;
and it

affords tbe fnllest scope to an artist’s sense of
grace or form.

This drawing shonld have been executed, had
it suited me to do so, to at least twice its
present scale—viz., 14 ft. long, instead of 7 ft.,
for the place it occupied when exhibited.
The actual frieze would, perhaps, be best

executed in Gambler Parry’s spirit Iresco; but,
for economy, oil on canvas, with gum elems
flatting might be used

;
a method the stability

of which, however, is perhaps questionable.”

ST. BARTHOLOMEW-THE-GREAT, E.C.

The new transepts we illustrate this week
will practically complete, with the exception of
the Lady-chapel, tbe work of restoration of
this church commenced by the Rev. W. Abbiss
in 1866 under the direction of Professor T.
Hayter Lewis and Mr. Slater, and continued by
the Rev. W. Panckridge and the present rector,
the Rev. B. Savory. The original transepts were
both destroyed by fire—that on the south side
being still in existence in the early part of the
present century; the new transepts, therefore,
cause no distoibance to the old work, but by
providing abutments to the central arches add
to their stability, and have merely involved the
removal of modern walls hurriedly built to keep
out the weather after the destruction of the
original transepts. These were considerably

I deeper than the present ones, but to have
rebuilt them on the old lines would have
involved the purchase at great cost of neigh-
bouring properties, and as additional space is
not required they would have only added to the
present heavy cost of heating and maintenance.
The plan shows the arrangement of these

transepts
;
that on the south was completed

and opened last year, that on the north is in
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course of erection. The most interesting feature

that has been brought to light during the

erection of the latter has been the fifteenth-

century stone screen across the transept arch,

and which formed a screen to the back of the

stalls, which, it is known, were carried under

the crossing. A similar screen probably existed

on the south side, though there is now no trace

of it.

A porch is added to the north transept to

provide a much-needed entrance to the Church
from Cloth I'air, and an entrance is also formed
in the south transept. A new porch is also

being built to the west entrance, and the rough

wall, put up when the nave was destroyed, is

being faced with flint and stone.

In the new work the pointed arch has been
adopted throughout, in order to differentiate it

from the old
;
but an attempt has been made to

preserve the general scale and massiveness of

the old work in the new.
Blue Bath stone is used internally, and Port-

land stone and flints externally.

During the work of restoration since 1883,

the fringe-factory has been purchased and the

east end completed
;
the boys’ school removed

from the triforium, and new schools erected on

a portion of the factory site; the forge has

also been purchased, and provides a site for the

north transept. The remainder of the fringe-

factory still conceals the considerable remains
of the Lady-chapel, as will be seen on the

plan. This is a cause of anxiety, as at

present there are no funds to deal with it, and
the factory buildings, which have already been
condemned, cannot remain much longer, and if

removed, the Lady-cbapel would soon dis-

appear unless the work of rebuilding could at

once be taken in hand. There are a large

number of parochial purposes to which the

building conld be most usefully put.

The whole of the work to the church has

been done from the commencement most
satisfactorily by Slessrs. Dove Bros.

A. IV.

*** The three drawings of the transepts were
exhibited at the Royal Academy this year.

The plan has been kindly prepared by Mr.

Aston Webb for publication in the Builder.

THE SANITARY CONGRESS.
(Continued from p. 225.)

Papers were subsequently read by Mr.

Parsons (St. Luke’s) on a scheme for organising

Sanitary Inspectors, or Inspectors of Nuisances,

being holders of recognised certificates, into an
Institute of Certificated Sanitary Inspectors

;

by Mr. Fairchild (Clapham) on “ DiflScnlties in

the Prevention of Infections Disease,” and by
Mr. Wells (Newcastle) on “ The Sanitary Insti-

tute and its relation to Sanitary Inspectors.”

Mr. Fairchild, while admitting the great im-

provement introdnced by the “ Infectious

Diseases Notification Act" (1889) and the

“Infectious Disease Prevention Act” of 1890,

which had both been made compulsory in the

“Public Health London Act” of 1891, pointed

out defects existing in certain details which
were calculated to rob the public of the pro-

tection intended to be given. Where a busy
Medical Officer, who had charge of a case under
the Acts, put oStill evening the required notifi-

cation, dangerons delays often occurred. It

frequently happened that several hours, if not a

day or two, elapsed Ijefore the notification from
the medical practitioner in attendance was
received by the Medical Officer of Health

;

during this time the patient might have been
in contact with the other members of the family
without anything being done towards isolation.

If every Sanitary Authority insisted upon the

notification from the head of the family, a large

number of cases of infectious disease ‘would
be prevented. The provisions of the Edoca-
tion Acts, too, led school teachers to adopt
all kinds of expedients to secure constant
attendance from their children without regard

to the dangers that might arise. Parents, too,

often showed a wicked disregard of the welfare

of the community by sending to school at

times children they knew to be infected, in

order not to lose an attendance medal or other
school prize. Instances of reprehensible con-
duct of the kind, both on the part of teachers
and of parents, were adduced. Unwillingness
to go to hospital, or to undergo inspection, were
other difficulties in the way of the Inspector.

It would greatly assist in carrying out dis-

infection if the medical gentleman attending

infections cases kept at home was compelled
to notify the recovery of the patient. In dis-

infecting it was impossible to be always certain
that every infected article is placed in contact
with the vapours in use. Many persons believed
that disinfection meant destruction, and, con-
sequently, many infected articles were purposely
removed. Many of the difficulties in the pre-

vention of infectious disease were simply the
result of ignorance and prejudice, and might
be remedied in a few years by making Hygiene
a compulsory subject in every school through-
out the Kingdom.

In the discussion which followed, Messrs.
Woonton, St. George’s, East, representing the
Western District

;
M. Addiscott, Exeter;

Boulton, Burslem
;
Wilkinson, Derby

;
Sumner,

Wigan
;
Nicholls, Northampton

;
Lowry, Wol-

verhampton
;

Edwards, St. George's, South-
wark

;
Cowdray, Kidderminster; and Dr.

Kealey, Gosport, Vice-President of the Con-
gress, took part, and almost without exception
the proposal to make notification of infectious
diseases compulsory was approved.
Mr. Wells’s paper was replete with practical

and important suggestions for the improvement
of the edncational and professional status of

the Sanitary Inspector. He demanded the
admission of Inspectors to the privilege of
membership of the Sanitary Institute, with
right of nomination on the Council. He wanted
higher-grade certificates of three categories,

—

Second Class, First Class, and Honours Class,

—

the existing certificate to be styled the Ele-

mentary Certificate. He called upon the
Institute to request each local authority to send
at its own cost, annually, its Inspector to the
Congress, and to form a committee to draft a
Bill, as a model sanitary statute, and to use all

itsinflaence to secure the enactment of such
a measure. During the discussion which
followed, the Secretary of the Sanitary Insti-

tute, Mr. E. White Wallis, explained that there
was no law or by-law to prevent Inspectors
becoming members. They bad only to be
nominated in the ordinary way, and if the
Council thought fit they would be elected in

due course. The Sanitary Inspector had no
special claim to be admitted either as a member
of Council or an ordinary member, for the
Institute bad no ex officio members. Members
after one'year might be proposed as Fellows,
and then conld be nominated to seats on the
Council, but Associates were not eligible.

The proposal in favour of higher grade
certificates was lost after an explanation from
Mr. Symons, Registrar of the Institute, in

which he pointed out that the examinations
were being stiffened continually, and that the
grade of the certificate was thereby being
raised as rapidly as practicable. The four
following proposals of the paper were adopted
as recommendations to the Council :

—

1. The admission of Sanitary Inspectors to the
membership of the Institute.

2. The admission of Sanitary Inspectors to the
Council of the Institute.

3. That the Institute request each Authority, at

its own cost, to annually send to Congress its

Inspector of Nuisances.
4. That the Institute form a committee for the

drafting of a Model Sanitary Statute, and do all in

its power to accomplish its enactment. Said com-
mittee to include, by invitation of the Institute,

such local government officers in England and
Wales as would in their opinion be useful, whether
such officers are members of the Institute or not.

Mr. Bell, Chief In.-ipector, Portsmouth, urged
the necessity of the appointment of a com-
mittee to the Local Government Board in favour
of some superannuation and pension scheme
for Sanitary Inspectors, In the event of failing

to get a scheme of direct superannuation from
the Board, he advocated the organisation of a
fund to which the Inspectors as well as the
Board should contribute. A scheme had been
suggested by Mr. Boulnois (Liverpool), in

which the officers should contribute 3i^ per
cent, and the Board 1^ per cent., and there was
a similar proposal made by the Corporation of
Manchester. He concluded by moving;

—

That Sanitary Inspectors or Inspectors of
Nuisances should be eligible for superannuation,
the same as officers under Government or the Poor
Law Board

;
or, that it is highly desirable that a

fund should be founded for that purpose, to which
both Inspectors and Local Authorities should
contribute.

A committee of nine, nominated by the
meeting from among those present, was sub-
sequently appointed to consider a superannua-

tion scheme in accordance with the resolution,
Mr. Bell afterwards moved :

—

That it is desirable that the enlarged powers
given to the Metropolis under the Public Health
(London) Act, 1891, should also apply to the pro-
vinces, and that such powers be given by a new
Public Health Act.

The resolution was adopted,
Mr. Wilkinson (Derby) read a paper on

“ Needed Reform in Sanitary Administration,”
in which he advocated a high education^
status among Sanitary Inspectors, with a proper
recognition of the importance of his office and
his responsibilities. The appointment of more
qualified independent Inspectors, with increased
powers and clearly defined duties, would do
far more good than any Sanitary Regulations
Bill. The paper conclnded with the following

suggestions :—A complete inspection of every
building in accordance with the Acts of ISTS'

and 1891. An independent Department to

deal with nothing but questions of sanitary
inspection and construction in connexion with
new and old buildings. The compilation and
keeping of complete registers of drains and
sanitary apparatus, and regulations to prevent
any alteration or addition without the sanction
and supervision of the Sanitary Department.
The establishment of a Government Depart-
ment of Health to supervise all questions of

sanitation, and grant qualifying certificates,

and the employment as Inspectors of those
persons only who have served an apprentice-
ship to the work or to the plumbing trade, and
passed an Honours examination in plumbers'
work.
The proceedings concluded by the voting of

thanks to Professor Wynter Blytb, Dr. Kealey,
Vice-President, and the Joint Secretaries, Mr.
Bell (Portsmouth) and Mr. Beel (Gosport).

The members of the Conference afterwards
went on an excursion to visit the Pumping
Station Sewage Tanks and the Bow Lunatic
Asylum, under the conduct of the Hon. Secre-

taries.

Medical Officers of Health.

After an address by the President, Pro-
fessor C. Kelly, M.D., papers were read on
“ Isolation Hospitals,” “ The Organisation of
Village Sanitation,” “Water Analysis and Puri-
fication,” and on “Meat from Tabercnlous
Animals.” The result of the census of 1891
was the principal theme of Professor Kelly’s

address. The estimated population was more
than 700,000 in excess of the actual number,
which proved to be 29,001,000 for England and
Wales, or an increase of only 11 per cent, for

the decade, instead of 14 per cent, as estimated.
The excess of births over deaths was in 1890
lower than at any period of the present century.

The diminntion could only be accounted for by
a decrease in the marriage-rate. There were in

this country 900,000 more females than males,
and the excess was all in urban districts,

the numbers in rural districts remaining
as at the previous census. He feared they
could not look forward to much further

decline in the death-rate, for as time
went on there would be an accumulation of

old people. The returns, he was sorry to say,

were not always acenrate, and he feared that
faith in the happy indications of a low death-

rate would be shaken unless they could find

out some means of obtaining greater accuracy.
He urged the importance of a requisition being
sent to the Government by the Sanitary In-

stitute for a quinquennial instead of a decennial
census. Papers were subsequently read by Dr.

J. Groves, advocating the isolation of all cases

of infectious disease in isolation hospitals, a
resolution to memorialise the Local Government
Board being adopted; by Dr. A. E. Harris
(Islington), urging the treatment of phthisis
compulsorily as an infectious disease

;
and by

Dr. J.C. Blackman (Portsmouth), advocating the
compulsory removal of all persons suffering

from infectious disease, irrespective of their

social status. A resolution in support of the
doctor’s views was adopt( d,

JDoviestic Hygiene.

The ladies who took part in the Conference
met in the Grand Jury (Chamber, and were pre-

sided over by Mrs. Ernest Day, ex-Mayoress of

Worcester, who took the place of Lady Douglas
Gallon, the President, who was unavoidably
prevented from being present. Sir Charles
Cameron, President of the Institute, briefly

opened the proceedings, explaining that this

was the first occasion on which a branch
of the Conference ^had been held specially foj-
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TOmer), who, however, he thonght would
form a moBn important; auxiliary to the

.nstitute. Mrs. Day then delivered a brief

naugural address on “Our Opportunities

if Spreading a Knowledge of Hygiene to

fVomen and Girls." She referred to the value

>f hygienic knowledge to women, and showed
low the untrained might obtain that know-
edge. When they possessed it, there was a
latural desire to spread the knowledge to those

ess instructed. She enumerated several organi-

lations that already existed, and which might
36 adapted for instruction in hygiene, or in

jod’s laws, physical and spiritual. Miss Ethel

Lamport, lecturer on Hygiene and Sick Nursing
;o the Ladies’ Sanitary Association, spoke on
‘ Food with Special Relation to the Sick." Miss
Barnett opened the discussion. Dr. Williams-
Freeman spoke on the chief hygienic causes of

mortality among young children, and Miss
Charlotte A. Smith urged the importance of

physical training for both boys and girls.

English Homes.

Sir Thomas Crawford, Chairman of the
Council of the Institute, delivered a lecture in

the evening to a large audience at the Town-
hall, of which the following is a summary :

—

The love of home was proverbial with
Englishmen, who were proud of their ancestors

and of their traditions. “ Sprang from such
men, and inheriting such traditions,’’ said Sir

Thomas, “oor homes ought to be considerably
In advance of other nations. Are they so? In
the imposing mansion in which I write,

occupying a conspicuous position in one of the
most fasbiouable watering-places in England, a
stagnant atmosphere is but too perceptible in

the corridors, while a vigorous use of open
windows barely suffices to make the public
rooms habitable. The picture of our English
homes sketched by the Countess de Visca in a
paper read at the Congress at Leicester, and
published in the ‘ Transactions for 1885-0,’

shows ample evidence of the pressing need
that exists for further improvement in

almost every detail of domestic sanitation.

With regard to externals, the house itself

must stand on a healthy site. This con-
sideration is no doubt present to the mind of
anyone seeking a mansion or a house of even
much less pretensions, but it is too often alto-

gether overlooked by the cottager
;
and any-

lOne who takes note of the present system of

I
disposing of so-called rubbish in and about
igreat cities, and the rapidity with which ground
imade out of what was but yesterday a mere
iswamp, is covered by cottages, too often con-
iQtructed without these safeguards devised to
iprotect the inmates from damp and ground air,

:must see the danger which lurks beneath.
: There is another aspect in which this
subject must be viewed. Sunlight is a most
.’important and essential element in regard to

the salubrity, as well as the suitableness, of a
house for residential purposes. No apartment
is really fit for human habitatiou which is not
;freely traversed by sunlight. If by the direct

icays of the sun, so much the better. Those of
you who have studied the influence of light on
the development of colour in the vegetable, and
indeed in the animal world also, need not be
told that healthy growth is not attainable
without a reasonable supply of that vivifying
influence. ’’ A good water-supply was an obvious
necessity for every dwelling. “Thanks to the
liberality,” he continued, “of some among
us, drinking fountains for man and beast are to
be seen in yearly-increasing numbers along our
great thoroughfare.®, and in places where the
people are apt to congregate

;
but this is not

enough
;

every street and alley, as well as
every inhabited house, should have a con-
tinuous water-supply as one of the necessary
requisites to be provided by the owner, and hi's

power to recover rent should be made con-
ditional on the efficiency and sufficiency of this
supply. Add to this an efficient water con-
servancy, with powers adequate to prevent the
pollution of our rivers, and to enforce an effective
scavenging, and suitable disposal of all sewage
and other filth now permitted to drain in our
watercourses, or foul our village wells, and there
aeed be no fear of a waterfamine in this country,
3ven with a further great increase of popnla-
:ion.” The interiors of our bouses, their ventila-
tion, the prevention of draughts, the proportion
3etween walls and windows, and the cubic
space necessary per person, were criticised, and
the lecture concluded with reference to the
lousing of the masses. “ The housing of the
niddle and lower classes in large towns has

been in the past, and still is, largely in the

bands of speculative builders, who hope for a
profitable return on capital so invested. Of
such buildings it may be said, without attri-

buting any improper motive to the builder, that

cheapness of material, economy in their use,

and on the class and quality of the labour

expended on their construction, are ever-

present elements in the builder's estimate of

cost. It ie, presumably, to such considera-

tions that leaking roofs, walls pervious alike to

air and moisture, ill-fitting doors and windows,
and badly-jointed floors, are not uncommon
defects in town houses rented at sums ranging
from lOOZ. to 20Z. annually. These defects must
be remedied by the tenant as best he can, hence
his resort to carpeting, curtains, wall-papers, 5:c.”

In a final passage this overcrowding was again

referred to. “The bousing of the working classes

is in a fair way of being satisfactorily provided

for, but nothing has yet been done to provide

suitable accommodation for the poorest class of

the people not actually paupers. Many of them
are infinitely worse off than the regular inmates

of the workhouse
;
but some element of self-

respect, or pride it may be, constrains them to

endure hardship and privation, even to the

verge of starvation, rather than take that last,

and to them irretrievable, step of going to the

workhouse. There is much need for active

interference in favour of this class, and the

best method of aiding them appears to be
also the cheapest. House them in homes
in which they will be provided with
those prime necessaries, pure air, good
water, light, and shelter at rates which they

can pay, while leaving a sufficient margin for

food and clothing. The loafer should not be

tolerated under any circumstances,—his gre-

garious and filthy habits, and bis hopeless

laziness and moral degradation, render his con-

signment to the workhouse a necessity. I do
not include under this head the casual wan-
derer out of employ, for whom other arrange-

ments should be made
;
or the blind and other-

wise maimed, who make a profitable display of

their misfortunes. All such should, of course,

be compulsorily assigned to asylums supported

by the Sta^e. After all that can be done has
been realised, benevolence will still have a wide
field for its exercise.”*

COMPETITIONS.
Peoposed Town Hall, Walsall,—We are

informed by the Town Clerk that the Corpo-
ration have decided to appoint a professional

assessor to adjudicate upon the plans for the
new Town Hall, Walsall, when received, but the
selection of theassessorhas not yet been made. He
will, it is added, undoubtedly be a gentleman of

standing in the profession. Wegave particulars

in the Builder for August 6, page 112, of the

preliminary compeiition, which was for the

purpose of ascertaining the maximum accom-
modation which could be obtained on the site.

Technical Schools, Accrington.—In an
open competition for new technical schools at

Accrington, the designs of Messrs. Morley &:

Woodhouse, architects, of Bradford, have been
awarded the first premium.
Four Bo.vrd Schools, Manchester.—

A

special meeting of the Manchester School
Board was held on the 9th inst.,for the purpose
of selecting architects for the four schools
which it is proposed to erect shortly. The
clerk read the minutes of the General Purposes
Committee, which recommended that the

following appointments be made: — Messrs.
Royle & Bennett as architects of the Cheetham
Hill Higher Grade School, Messrs. Maxwell &
Tuke of the Devonshire-street Higher Grade
School, Mr. H. E Stelfox of the Ashton Old-
road School, and Messrs. Preston & Vaughan of

the Burgess-street Infants’ School. The total

estimated cost of the new schools is £32,000,
The Chairman (Mr. E, J. Broadfield) moved,
and the Rev. J. Watson seconded, the reception
and confirmation of the minutes. After some
discussion the motion was agreed to.

Theatres Burned Down.

—

The City Theatre,
Cordova, has been totally destroyed by fire, and a
similar fate has overtaken the Teatro Sociale in

Biella, Sardinia. The latter had cost 300,000 lire.

Electric Lighting.

—

Wo are informed that
Andrews’s concentric wiring is being adopted in

the electric lighting of five of the chapels and
dining-halls of tho colleges at Cambridge, in order
to avoid tho distigurement of the interior that
would result by using wood casing.

* We thall continue our report next week.

’Buots.

Le.^ Ariiites CeVehres. Corot. Par L Rogeq-
Mile3. Paris : Libraitie de I’Art.

aHIS is one of the series of thin octavo
volumes on eminent artists issued from
the Lihrairie de I'Art in the Cit6

d’Antin, others of which have been noticed

from time to time in our column?.
The success of Corot was so late, the first

fame of his works in this country especially

hardly counting twenty-five years back, that id

will surprise many who were not previously

acquainted with the facts of his life to learn

that be was born as early as 1795. He wa?, in

fact, almost an old man before bis reputation

was gained even in his own country. His
mother was “Madame Corot, Marchande
des Jlodes,” whose shop was at the corner

of the Rue du Bac and the Pont Royal,

and Corot himself was apprenticed to a draper,

and pronounced by his master to be of no good
in that line of business. His parents were well

off, and gave way to his wishes in allowing him
to indulge that “ useless pastime ” of painting,

with an annual allowance of 1,500 livres to

live upon, and Corot sat down to paint his first

pictnre on the banks of the river a little above
the Pont Royal. On the whole it may be said

that he was not badly treated by his parents,

considering that they knew nothing of art and
could not in the least understand his devotion

to it.

M. Roger -Miliis quotes some critiques on
landscape painting written at the time when
Corot commenced his work, illustrating the

prevalent feeling about landscape at that time,

and its dry scholastic division into “ paysage
histoiique ” and “ paysage chamfg’.re.” Corot
had something different to show, but his

artistic companions for a long time did not
take him au sirietix as a painter. They liked

him and his simplicity, and his good
humour, and his songs, which be sang in a clear

tenor voice, but did not make much account
of his art

;
and in 1835 a critic said of hie work

in the Salon “ Sa touche est lonrde et mate
;
la

sonplesse, I’humidito, la charme de la nature

lui sent Ctrangers.” Alfred de Musset wrote
briefly in 1S3G “Corot, dans la Cavtpagne de

Home, a de grands admirateurs.” It was not
until well on in the forties, however, that he
became at all widely accepted, even among
Competent critic?, as a painter of a high

order. A critique by M. Lagenevais, written

in 1849, is one of the fir.Bt which attempts

to gauge the nature of Corot’s genius and
to recognise him as an original painter

;

and he says that the prominent quality

which strikes one in Corot’s works is

“ I’absence de facture,” the employment of

always the most simple and direct means to

produce his effects. We should hardly agree

with this. To our thinking Corot had a very

special and individual facture, the prominent
quality in which was the art of conveying the

impresHon of detail without really giving any
of the detail

;
representing the effect of thin

sprays half-clad with leaves, while escaping

altogether from any precise or hard lines in

the indication of the foliage. Another point in

Corot’s art on which his biographer loaches

with true critical insight was bis treatment

of figures in landscape. He was not con-

tent to put in a figure or two to scale

a landscape, neither was he one of those

painters who would render the figure the

prominent interest of the picture, and add
a landscape background to it. His aim was
to render his figures so completely a part both

of the composition and the sentiment of the

landscape, that the one element seemed in-

separable from the other; the figures were

a part of the very aeniiment of the scene.

It was not necessary with this object to finish

the figures highly
;

they would have started

out, in that case, too bru.squely from the ideal

plane of the composition
;
he treated them

as he treated bis trees, suggesting de-

tail in a broad fashion, but allowing

nothing to become too hard or precise. In
some of his principal works he has achieved

this poetic blending of figure and landscape so

perfectly and with such power of suggestion

that he may almost be said to have created in

this class of work a new phase of ideal paint-

ing. In regard to one of his finest works of

this class, “ Orpheus and Eurydice,” it is in-

teresting to note that this was inspired by bis

great admiration for Madame Viardot-Garcia’s

performance of the part of Orpheus in Gluck’s
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opera. A less imaginative artist would have
painted a picture of the scene with a portrait
figure of the singer; Corot made a new crea-
tion out of it.

The traits of the artist's character given in
this account of him show him to have been one
of the most lovable, as by those who knew him
he was evidently one of the most beloved of men.
It is to be regretted that the book gives us no
fac-similes of the artist's own sketches, such as
we have had in other volumes of the series.
The illustrations, however, are exceedingly well
executed, and in their pen-sketches from the
master’s works !MM. Alfred Robaut, Yon, and
Daliphard have dealt ably with the difficult
task of preserving in this medium the feeling
and sentiment of the original works.

Tramactions of the Sn-enth Internafwnal Con-
fjresa nf Hygiene and Demography. Volume VI.
Section ^ I. :

“ Architecture in Relation to
Hygiene.” London : Eyre & Spottiswoode. •

This volume of the Transactions of the Con-
gress of Hygiene contains the papers, and some
brief report of the discusoions, in the Archi-
tectural section of the Congress. Most of the
papers were reported at more or less length in
our columns at the time, and several of them in
foil. Many of the ideas embodied in these,
papers, arid some of the suggestions thrown out
in discussion, are worthy of more serious and
detailed consideration than could be given to
them at the moment. In the discussion on
the first paper, a rather vague one on Open
Spaces, we notice Mr. Rogers Field’s important
suggestion that every opportunity should
be seized, before new building schemes
could intervene, for securing planted boule-
vards between open spaces. He mentioned
among one of the chances lost, that of making a
splendid boulevard between Regent’s Park and
Hampstead lleaTli, an idea suggested forty
years ago, but neglected then. Other similar
chances may be lost now or in the course of a
few years, which if made the best of would be
a boon to generations to come. Herr S'iibben’s
paper on “ The Hygienic Principles of the Ex-
tension and Internal Arrangements of Cities”
presents a great deal of practical advice and

'

experience in a concentrated form, though the
principles of treatment recommended are on a
very large scale, and such as can only be very
gradually and perhaps only partially realised
in towns in which old buildings and
streets are mingled with new. Following
upon this, Mr. Blashill’s short and practical
paper on the “ Control of the Construction of
Dwelling Houses" carries out the further
consideration of the subject more in detail, and
in the course of the discussion on it Dr. Sykes
urged the importance not only of providing for
the proper construction of dwelling houses
built as such, but of providing against the
occnpation as dwelling-houses of buildings not
erected with that object and consefjuently not
fitted for such occnpation. There is of course
sufiicient legal power to deal with such cases

;

the point is that they are or may be overlooked.
M. Trelat’s paper dealt with the same class of
subject from another point of view, and also
suggested some points often overlooked,
especially the influence of window area iu
lowering internal temperature, and the
influence which extent of window area
ought to have on the thickness and construc-
tion of walls. The papers by Mr. Lennox
Browne and Mr. Ernest Turner on the Sanita-
tion of Theatres, form a very valuable r^svvic
of the subject, and were reported and illus-
trated in our columns by reproductions of most
of the plans exhibited, which reproductions,
we are glad to see, are incorporated in the
pages of the Transactions. In the course of
the discussion a French visitor, M. F. Bouhon
(an architect and member of the Paris Com-
mission on unhealthy dwellings) expressed the
Buiprise with which he and other French
visitors to London noticed so many cellar dwell-
ings in various classes of buildings, and men-
tioned that after the fire at the Opera Comique
a stringent law was passed one of the provi-
sions of which was that no part of the audi-
torium should be below ground. We note this
on account of its remarkable contrast between
the practice now being established in England
of sinking a large part of the auditorium
below the ground level, in those which are con-
sidered the best and most sanitary theatres of
recent construction. The questions of “Common
Lodging Houses,” and that of “ Cottage Homes
for the Industrial Classes” are treated
respectively by Mr. Gordon Smith and Mr.

Rowland Plumbe
; and that of “Block Dwell-

ings for the Industrial Classes ” by Dr.
Sykes, to whose paper we may call
special attention at a time when this
class of block dwelling is being so largely
erected. Dr. Sykes’s calculations and diagrams
as to the extent of cubic space which
may be occupied by buildings in relation to the
area on which they stand ought to have serious
attention, as it is a common fallacy, in practice
if nob in theory, to place lofty blocks of this
kind far too close together on the area, for-
getting that in proportion as we increase the
height of the buildings and the number of
inhabitants in a vertical direction, in nearly the
same proportion must we space out and isolate
the buildings in a horizonral direction. The
papers on hospitals by Dr. Thorne Thorne and
Mr. Keith Young are valuable summaries of
this subject under certain of its aspects.

It is to be hoped that this small volume, which
contains such an amount of practical sug-
gestion on the sanitary conditions of building,
will receive attention Doth from architects and
the general public

;
it is a small and inexpensive

volume, and well worth procuring by all who
are interested in the subjects treated of.

Garden Design and Architects' Gardens: Two
Reviews, illustrated, to show by actual
examples from British gardens, that clipping
and aligning trees to make them “ har-
monise” with architecture is barbarous, need-
less, and inartistic. By W. Robinson, F.L.S.
London: John Murray. 18!>2.

This is a landscape-gardener’s revolt against
the modern teaching of the architects, and
especially against the two books by Mr. Blom-
field and the late J. D. Sedding, for which Mr.
Robinson has no sufficient expressions, appa-
rently, of anger and contempt. He has, in
fact, rather overdone his indignation, leaving
on the readei’s mind the impression of a mani-
fest conviction that " this our craft is in danger
to be set at naught

;

” and though the illustra-
tions are many of them very pretty pictures,
we do not think that they prove much to the
author’s purpose, while the literary style of the
book is not calculated to raise the reader’s
opinion as to the intellectual culture of land-
scape-gardener versus architect.

The claim of the architect to be the directing
mind Mr, Robinson evidently does not under-
stand. He thinks that because gardeners
understand the horticultural treatment of vege-
tation they are to claim to understand the art
of gardening design also. The two things are
perfectly distincr, but we do not expect Mr.
Robinson to understand that. He is violent in
his assertions that there is an art in landscape-
gardening, bnt does not seem able to define
what it is.

To some of Mr. Robinson’s sarcasms about
“ vegetable scnlpture ’’the two architect writers
laid themselves open, and we have no defence
for and no sympathy with the clipping of trees
or hedges into imitative shapes : the simple
clipping them into formal shapes may be good
or bad according to circumstances, according
to the style of the house and the closeness
of the relation between the house and the
garden. But there can be no question at
all that the system of laying out grounds in
relation to the architectural style of the house
is a matter within the architect’s province

;

that the house and garden ought to be considered
as a whole, and that the land.scape-gardener as
a rule entirely neglects this, while his so-called
artistic lajing-out of a garden is merely a trick
of imitating natural effects, which is not worth
doing, and which, if it were, any one can do.
In fact, there is no art of landscape-gardening
at all, and the pretence of it is an imposture
which the world is getting impatient of.

If people want an informal garden they do
not require a professional person to lay it out
for them. All they will get by that is the intro-
duction of various kinds of sham picturesque;
artificially winding walks and artificially intro-
duced clumps of trees, pretending to be natural.
TJje trees are beautiful no doubt, but the land-
scape-gardener did not make their beauty; and
they would be as beautiful without the house
as with it

;
they have no relation to it. The

hoose is a creation of art, on the other hand,
and its effect is greatly enhanced by connect-
ing it with a formal treatment of the ground,
which seems to extend and glorify the archi-
tectural treatment of the house. And to do
that is certainly an architect’s work

;
no land-

scape-gardener understands it, for the simple
reason that no landscape-gardener understands

architecture, as far as we ever knew. They;
have at all events taken much trouble in their i

books to prove that they did not understand it. i

The general literary style of the book is sO'
much worse than commonplace, that we can:
only express surprise that it should ever have’
been issued from the house of the first pub-;
Usher in London. It is not a credit to thei
traditions of “Murray.”

Hints on Chip-carving, Class Teaching, andt
other Northern Styles, By Eleanoe Rowe. :

London : Sutton, Drowley, & Co.
‘‘ Chip-carving,” as we understand it from

;

Miss Rowe’s pages, means a simple style of 1

surface ornament produced by cutting out 1

chips of wood from a plane surface, leaving a :

pattern formed by the indentations between ;

the untouched surfaces, as in a wood engraving,
which is a more elaborate application of the :

same kind of process. It differs from carving
;

proper in that there is no modelling of surfaces i

in relief, and is the principle on which many >

elaborate designs in wood are produced in Nor -

wegian work. It may therefore be regarded as
a more simple style of carving, within the reach ;

of many who may not have time or talent to go :

into the more elaborate forms of art workman- -

ship in wood.
Miss Rowe goes into the process in a very ’

thorough manner, prefacing the remarks on i

actual work by a chapter on geometrical draw-
ing, intended to prepare the student for setting

;

out the kind of geometrically arranged
patterns which are most suitable for this class :

of work. The method of work is illustrated by '

small and simple designs showing various ways
in which surfaces can be cut so as to
produce form and contrast of light and
shade; and there follow some examples of
more elaborate designs produced by the defini-
tion of scroll-patterns by sinkings in the wood.
We are glad to be able to add that these
designs are of very good quality, and calculated
to form the taste of the student as well as to
improve bis mechanical capacity in the wotk.
The work is a very useful one for its purpose.

d Manual of Practical Instruction in the Art
of Brass Rejnmssc

: for Amateurs. By
G.vwthorp (Artificer in Brass and Iron).
London : Sutton Drowley & Co. 1S92.

The directions for practical working of brass
repousse seem to be clearly and intelligently

given, with sufficient illustrations for practical
purposes. There are no “designs” given,
which in small books of this kiud on art-

workmanship are generally the weak point,
and thus “ Gawthorp ” (who seems to despise
the use of initials) has escaped one pitfall. We
can recommend his small book to amateurs
who wish to try their hands at brass repoussv,
as a useful manual on the subject, though the
concluding sentence, that advice, bints, and
assistance “can always be obtained at Gaw-
thorp’s metal works, Long-acre,” savours a little

too much of an advertisement.

Lectures at the Sanit.vrt Institute.—The
following lectures and demonstrations for sanitary

officers, at the Parkes Wuseuai, are .arranged for
Tuesdays and Fridays ateightp.m. October I,

‘Ventilation, Warming, and Lighting,” by Sir
Douglas Galton. October 7, “ Principles of

Calculating Areas, Cubic Space, &c.,” by Mr. H.
Law. October 11, “ Water Supply, Drinking
Water, Pollution of Water,” by Dr. Louis Parkes.
October 14, ‘‘House Drainage,” by Mr. W. C.
Tyndale. October 18, “Sewage Disposal,” by
Professor H. Robinson. October 21, “Sanitary
Building Construction,” by Mr. R. If. Collins.

October 25, “Sanitary Appliances,” by Professor

Corfield. October 28, “ Details of Plumbers’ Work,”
by Mr. J. Wright Clarke. November 1, “Scavenging,
Disposal of Refuse,” by Mr. T. De Courcy Meade.
November 4, “Diseases of Animals in relation to
Meat Supply

;
Characteristics of Vegetables, Fish,

kc., unfit for food,’’ by Prof. A. Wynter Biyth.
November 8,

“ Infectious Diseases and Methods of
Disinfection,” by Mr. Shirley F. Murphy. Novem-
ber 11, “ General Powers and Duties of Inspectors
of Nuisances,” by Mr. J. P. J. Sykes. Nnvember
15, “Objects and Methods of Inspection,” by the
same. November 18, “ Nature of Nuisances, in-

cluding Nuisances the abatement of which is

difficult,” by the same. November 22, “ Trade
Nuisances,” by Prof. A. Bnstock Rill. November

“ Sanitary Law : English, S''Otch, and Irish ;

General Enactments
;

Public IleaPh Act, 1875

;

Model By-laws, &c.,” by Prof. A. Wynter Biyth.
November 20, “Sanitary Laws and Regulations
Governing the Metropolis,” by the same.
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Corns poiviJcntc.

To iJie Editor of TflE Builder.

ARTISTIC COPYRIGHT.
Siii,—There is a certain obscurity in the law

of copyright concerning the preliminary
sketches made by an artist or an architect,
before commencing the actual drawing which
is approved of. In the case of Barry and the
Houses of Parliament it would appear to have
been ruled iliat they all belong to the
employer. Now many preliminary sketches
frequently contain ideas not carried out or
shown in the ultimate design, and the ruling is

absurd. Still it is law as many lawyers read
it. The safest way, therefore, for every archi-
tect or artist—and all should know it—is to
write on all preliminary sketches, “ Copyright
retained by ” so and so. The question should
be settled, and some of your readers may have
a better method in view.

N. H. J. Westlake.
P.S.— It is time that some agitation were set

on foot to make the ruling more definite.
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with over-limed or lightly-burnt cements, and
that all cements contract when drying, and
expand on being put into water.” The experi-
ments to which Mr. Grant referred, were made
by Messrs. Hyckerhoff on twelve varieties of

cements at the ages of one, four, thirteen,

twenty-six, thirty-nine, and lifty-two weeks;
prisms 10 centimetres long (= 3 97 in.) and
5 centimetres square were placed in water, and
their expansion was noted in millimetres. The
following table has been compiled from these
experiments, the amount of expansion beiug
here given in general terms per unit of
length ;

—

square inch for cement which takes from two to
five hours to set neat. If the weight and
tensile strength of the neat cement be specified,

Mr. Grant would insert the following clauses ;

—

Weight, not less than 112 lbs. to the bushel;
tensile strength of neat cement, at least 400 lbs.

per square inch at the end of seven days, and
550 or 600 lbs. after twenty-eight days, th&
briquettes being one day in air, and the rest in

water. Mr. Grant also required the contractor
to store the cement in bulk in a suitable room
until tests had been made.

Mr. V. de Michele considered that a simpler
specification could be framed, which would

Table XVI.

Expansion of Portland Cement during Hardening.

THE INSTITUTE AND ARCHITECTURE.
Sir,—

T

t seems to be assumed that it is not
possible to test by examination the qualifications
of candidates for the fo'luwahip of the Royal In-
stitute of British Architects.

^ quite understand that many an architect in
the “fifties’ might be too “rusty” foran examina-
tion in history and in tlieory, which to one in the
twenties would not bo ditficult.
But surely a man is never too old to undergo an

examinatiou in his powers of design. I am myself
a “person of riper years,” but should have no ob-
jectiou to prove myself capable of <iesigniug (in
strict seclusion) someihing which would justify my
architectural standing.

If the would-be Fellow could do this, and also
point to a re.spectablo list of e.xecuted works, bo
ought to be admitted.

ihen, to give zest to the work, let it be under-
stood that, if the candidate desire it, bis design,
produced in solitude, might, with his consent, be
preserved among the archives of the Institute as
his diploma” work.

Jly suggestion may rai.se a smile, but is it so
'i^PfHcticable ? And would it not exclude the

absolute “ duffer ”
? I am afraid that a great many

of the existintf Fellows would have to be classed
imder this heading if put on my proposed gridiron.We all know some rather severe examples, men
who h.ave done their wurk by “ghostly” aids all
their lives. A few hours alone with atee-souare
and drawing-board would expose them. ButT do
not ask for this. I only desire that there may be
no more of them. Co.mmon Sense.
September 11, IS92.

Our correspondent rather misses the point of
the .luestion, which is, What is to bo the standard
lor examination iu dcs ga 1 We published the
other day a very clever and original elevcttion of a
new building, in which large Classic attached
columns were introduced immediately under the
main cornice, the conveutional architrave and
frieze being omitted. Wo see no objection to the
treatment, but it is quite possible that a cou-
servative majority in an examining committee
might have refused to pass that, on the ground that
the author did not understand the use and meaniug
of the Classic ord-r ! The fiifdonia work of u Royal
Academician is not a parallel case with that pro-
posed by our correspondent, as it is not the tost of
his claim to election, it is a work deposited after
election, and

^

is generally an, inadequate specimen
of its author’s powers, as few artists caro to give
away one of their best productions in compliance
with a merely formal regulation.—

E

d.

Ho.

Time of
Setting,

iu

Minute?

Heat Cemeut. 1 Cement and 3 Standard Sand.

Remarks.
1 week. 1 month. 1 year. 1 week. 1 month. 1 year.

20 •00069 •00113 •00213 •00016 •00026 •00043
210 •00032 •00062 •00127 0001-2 •00019 •00035 Cement two months

older than No. 1.

3 360 •00090 •00158 •00258 — With 1 p.c. gypsum.
600 •00097 •110159 •00248 •00027 •00042 •000,50 9

J 1 jj

801) •00413 •00447 •01803 •00140 •00443 •00471 )> )> J*

Slljc Sfubrat’s ^olmiTO.

CONCRETE.—XII.

ARTIFICIAL CEMENTS (continued).

PORTLAND; EXPANSION.
w^R. GRANT in his paper in 1880 gave the
VM infereLces, which he had drawn from

the exp^^iraent8 of Messrs. Dyckerhoff
and others. They were 1. That all cements
expand more or less when hardening in water.
2. That the expansion of good cement is so
very slight that in practice it need hardly be
taken into coDsideranon. 3. That it is greatest
when the increase of strength is most active.
4. That it diminishes in proportion to the
laddition of sand. 5. That it is greatest
Iwith new cement, and least with that
|which has been kept in stock. 6. That it

;i< increased by the addition of gypsum. 7,

iForther experiments prove that it is greatest

The same cement was used throughout the
tests here given

;
it left 9 8 per cenr. residue

on a sieve with 5.80C meshes to the square inch.
It will be seen, therefore, that the expansion
in water of a bar of No. 2 cement and sand

1,000 in. long (83 3 ft.), wonld be only 35 of
an inch at the end of a year

;
an (xpansion so

little as to be practically incalculable.

The expansion and contraction, due to
changes of temperature, are not considered in
these experiments

; ihe variation due to tem-
perature is of great importance, and is greater
than the variation caused by mere hardening.
Cement and concrete, however, are no greater
offenders in this respect than iron and brick
and stone. A bar of iron 10 ft. long, if raised
to a temperature of 2,000 deg. Fahr., will ex-
pand about 1-6 in.

;
while a column of brick-

work 10 ft. high would expand about -6 in

under the same conditions.

Specifications.—The variety of specifications
for Portland cement is somewhat bewildering.
We have already mentioned Mr. Gostling's list

of twenty-one specifications, almost all different,

but Portland cement is now better understood,
and specifications ought not to differ to the
extent they did a dozen years ago. It is not
possible, of course, to formulate a specification
which shall be suitable for all circumstances

;

for instance, in the great majority of cases, a
slow-setting cement will be most useful, but
there are cases where a quick-setting cement is

quite necessary, such as foundations in running
water, underpinning, &c. Some important
characteristics of cement,—namely, its fine-
ness and soundness, need not vary, and the
tensile strength need vary only for those works
where quick-setting cement is required.
Briquettes of quick-setting cement may be
specified to give lower results than those made
from slow-setting.

The German standard regulations, among
other things, require that the cement shall be
thoroughly sound,— that a thin pat of neat
cement which, after setting on glass, is placed
in water, shall not crack at the edges,—that
not more than 10 per cent, of it shall remain on
a sieve with 5,806 meshes to the square inch
(the thickness of the wire being equal to half
the width of the meshes), and that cements
requiring more than half an hour to set, made
into briquettes with three parts by weight of
standard sand, and tested after being one day
in air and twenty-seven days in water, shall
have a tensile strength of 227-5 lbs. per square

j rensile^Strain*!—The briquettes at seven days (during
inch, and a compressive strength of 2,275 lbs. I six of which they shall be iranieraed in water) shall not-

per square inch.
j

break at less than 450 lbs. on the square inch.

Mr. Grant in 1880 communicated to the
j

Specification Ho. 2.

Institution of Civil Engireers a specification! The cement to weigh not less than no lbs.

based on the German standard regulations then ' per square inch.

in forrp Thp rhipf rpnnirpmpntR nf thio or»o/^if! i
Fineness—To be ground so that not more than 10 perm rorce. l ne cniet requirements ot this speciQ-

, g^all be left on a sieve having 2,600 mesheB
cation may be summarised thus ineness, not

! to the square inch.
more than [20 or 10] per cent, residue on a !

Tensile 6’frain.—The briquettes at seven days (during

sieve of [6.400 or 5 806] meshes to the square immersed in water) shall not

inch; toii/fe strength at t«enty.eight days
cement ganged with three times its weight of

!

It will be noticed that these specifications

dry sand, which has passed a sieve of 400 and
j

contain no test for soundness, and that the fine-

been retained upon one of 900 meshes to the
|

ness is not up to the standard which many
square inch, to be [142 or higher number] lbs.

j

engineers now require. The fineness and ten-
per square inch for cement which sets when

!

sile strength required by the first specificatiori

neat in less than two hours, and [170] lbs, per are, however, as high as need be demanded

;

answer the purpose quite as well as the one
proposed by Mr. Grant. He suggested :

—“ 1.

The Portland cement, before being used, to

stand 300 lbs. tensile strain per square inch
seven days after gauging

;
the average of not

less than three breakings being taken. 2. The
cement to be finely ground, leaving a residue

not exceeding 10 per cent, after pasting a sieve-

of 2.500 holes per square inch. 3. Pat samples

-i-
in. thick, made at frequent intervals, and

immersed in water within one hour, to show no
cr.acks from expansion within forty-eight hours
after gauging.” “He would discard the weight

per bushel test, as being useless and mislead-

ing.” Mr. Michele has recently suggested

another specification, which will be found in

the Builder for April 2, 1892. We reprint

it here, with a lew verbal alterations, so

that it can be more easily compared with his

specification of 1880:—“ 1. Tensile strength,.

400 lb. per square inch at seven days
;
the test

bricks to be gauged by a skilled man, with any
quantity of water, in any way he likes

;
the

average of three to be taken, which shall repre-

sent about 100 tons or less
;
the strain to be

applied as quickly as possible. 2 Fineness.^

10 per cent, residue on a 50 sieve (2,500 meshes
to the square inch) made of wire one-hundredth

of an inch in diameter
;
shaking to be con-

tinued until no more of the cement passes-

through the sieve. 3. Soxmdness, pats one-

eighth of an inch thick, gauged on glass,,

immersed in water, and left there for the whole
period, must be absolutely sound at seven days

one pat to be made for each three bricks.”

It will be noticed that the second specifica-

tion demands one-third more sirength than the

first, and requires pats to be i in. thick instead

of -y-in
,
to be immersed immediately, and to

remain in water seven days instead of two
;
the

latter specification is undoubtedly better than
the earlier one, and shcnld ensure a very good
Portland cement. Some manufacturers issue

specifications of their cement, but as a rule the

tests are not as stringent as would be required

by many engineers. As good specimens of

manufacturers’ specifications we give the two-

put forth by Messrs. Charles Nelson & Co.,

Limited, of Stockton, Rugby.

Specification Ho. i.

Weight .—The cement to weigh not leas than 113 lbs.

per sti iked bushel.
Fineness.—To be g;round so that not more than 5 per

cent, residue shall be left on a sieve having 2,500 meshes
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they are both better than those of Mr. Michele’s
specifications. If a cement be as finely-ground
and as strong as Messrs. Nelson & Co.’s specifi-
cation No. 1, and prove quite satisfactory when
subjected to Mr. Michele’s, or preferably, Jlr.

Taija’s (see Chapter XL) test for soundness, it

will be good enough for all purposes. We may
just add that Mr. Mann has suggested a specifi-
cation for adhesive strength and fineness, but
it has cot come into general use.

Storing .—A clause is frequently inserted in
specifications to the effect that the cement must
be stored in bulk for a certain length of time in
a snitable room. Some cements naturally
require longer time for ‘ purging’’ or air-
slaking than others, as they contain more quick-
lime

;
and some cements are purged to a con-

siderable extent by the manufacturers before
they are put into bags or barrels, and conse-
quently may require little or no purging after
their arrival at the works.
As we have already explained, Portland

cement ought not to be used quite fresh, but
epraions differ as to the length of time which
it ought to be kept before being used. An ex-
tremely fine cement theoretically requires no
exposure at all. A good cement should be
sufificiently air-slaked by an exposure of two ©r
three weeks. It is not enough to keep the
cement in bags or barrels for that length of
time, but it must be emptied upon a wooden- or
damp-proof concrete floor in a dry building, to

,

a depth of 2 ft. or 3 ft., and allowed to remain
there for the specified time. Even cement,
which has been kept in bags for months, ought
to be stored in bulk before being used. Great
care must be exercised that the cement is not
stored in a damp place, such as a cellar, or on a
'floor of flags or other material, between the
joints of which or through which moisture can
easily rise. Cement, which has been carefully
packed in paper-lined barrels, and exported to
a warm and moist country, has become lumpy
after being kept for a year in the barrels, and
the concrete made from it has proved a failure.
There is a limit beyond which cement ought
not to be kept, but it is impossible to lay down
-any hard-and-fast rule, as the limit will vary
according to the nature of the cement and the
manner of storage. The coarser the cement
the longer the exposure which is required.
The effects of properly storing and air-slaking

{Portland cement are the retardation of the
time of setting, increase of strength, the lessen-
ing or the total loss of any tendency to “ blow,”
and the increase of bulk and consequent de-
crease of weight per bushel.
Where a test for soundness is specified, there

is not so much necessity for specifying that the
cement shall be stored in bulk for a certain
time

;
because, if the cement be unsound when

fresh, it of course falls short of the specifica-
tion, and can, therefore, be rejected. The con-
tractor will in this case be only too glad to
render it sound if that can be done by storing
•it in bulk for a few weeks.

Where, however, no test for soundness is

specified, the proper storage of the cement in
bulk (not in bags or barrels) for some weeks,
must be required. The contractor may try to
evade this demand, bat it must be insisted on,
even when the cement has been obtained from
a manufacturer of good reputation, whose
name may have been mentioned in the specifi-

cation. Otherwise, it will not be safe to use
the cement.

GENEllAL BUILEIE^Q NEWS.
Church Schoors, Wilm.slow, L.vxc.vshire.

—

New Church y.;hools were opeuej atWilmslowon the
13th iust. The new buildings have been erected in
Cl populous part of the district, and have cost close
upon 2,000L Mr. Lord, of Manchester, was the
architect, and Mr. J. K. Coates, of Wilmslow, the
contractor. All the rooms of the schools are fitted
with noiseless block flooring.

pRorosED Parochial Offices, Airdrie,
Lanarkshire.—On the nth inst. the Airdrie Deau
•of Guild Court passed the plans for the erection of
a suite of offices and Board-room for the New
Monkiand Parochial Board ou a site contiguous to
the Free High Church in North Bridge-street. The
premises are to consist of the inspector’s offices and
offices for the collector of rates, as also a Board-
room and other apartments in the urper story.
The plans have been prepared by Mr. George
Arthur, architect, Airdrie, and the estimated cost
will he about l,200f.
New Free Church, Cowdenbeath, Fife.—

A new Free church was opened at Cowdenbeath on
the 25lh ult. The area of the church is seated for
440, while^ the end gallery will accommodate 150.
Jn connexion with and behind the church there is
to be a hail capable of seating upwards of 200

people. Vestry, lavatory, &c., have been pro-
vided. I'lio front elevation is executed in dressed
freestone, and the side and back walls in pressed
brick. The seating is varnished yellow-piuo, and
the ceiling is finished in plaster with moulded rib.s

and cornice mouldings. The cost will be about
2,20(>f. i\Ir. Andrew Scobie, Dunfermline, is the
architect for the buildings.

Weoi.evan Chapel, Fillonglet, Warwick-
shire.—The memorial-stone of a new Wesleyan
Chapel was laid at Fillongley, Warwickshire, on
the 7th inst. The new buildings will include a
chapel, school, and a caretaker’s house. They will
be of the Gothic style and built of red brick with
stone dressings. On the left-hand angle of the
chapel, which will accommodate 125 persons, will

be a tower and spire 60 ft. high. On the same
side will be the school, which will accommo-
date seventy-five persons. If needed for a large
service the school and chapel can be thrown into
one. The windows will be glazed with cathe-
dral glass. A small recess will be left for the
organ, and a minister’s vestry will be provided at
tbs back. The dimensions of the chapel will be :

—

Height, 30 ft.
;
leugih, 33 ft.

; and width, 24 ft.

The school will be 18 ft. by 24 ft. By the door will

be an entrance porch and lobby, and the school and
chapel will be approached by the same entrance.
The woodwork ot the interior will be red deal,

stained and varnished, and the roof principals will

also be staired and varnished. The architect is

Mr. Ewen Harper and the builder Mr. W. Hopkins,
both of Birmingham.
New Baitist Chapel at Cardiff.—On the

7th inst. a new Baptist chapel was opened at Car-
diff. The new chapel fronts Pearl-street, and is of

stone. Internally it is fitted with pitch-pine pews
estimated to seat 340 persons. The chapel has
been built by Mr. Augustus Lewis, of Cardifl', from
plans prepared by Mr. Justin Hutchins, Cardiff,
the cost beii'g l,265f.

Sunday School Buildings, Bury St. Edmund’s.
—On the 8th inst. the memorial-stone of the now
Sunday Schools in connexion with the Baptist
Chapel was laid at Bury St. Edmund’s. The site of
the schools is immediately opposite the Baptist
Chapel in Garland-street. The new btiildings will

contain a room, which will be available either for
the work of the Sunday School or as a hall for
lectures or public meetings. It will be floored with
solid pitch-pine flooring blocks, and will have an
open-timber roof with dormer lights. There are
also five class-rooms, four of which adjoin the main
school and one overthe entrance-porch. The build-
ings are being erected of brick, and will be covered
in with slate roofs, and will be faced with Suffolk
bricks and freestene dressings. It is proposed to
warm the building on Grundy’s warm-air system,
and to ventilate it with automatic roof-exhaustible
ventilator. The work is being carried out by Mr.
J. Williams, of Bury St. EdmuDd’s, under the
direction of Mr. John E. Sears, of Loudon.
Proposed Kestoration op East Huston

Church, Norfolk.—According to the Ea^Urn,
Press, this church is about to be restored.

It is a spacious building, consisting of an unusually
large nave, chancel, south aisle, and porch. The
tower contains one bell, and was formally sur-
mounted by a spire. It also had a north aisle,

which has been removed. The chancel was re-

stored by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners about
three years ago. The restoration about to be
carried out from the designs and under the
direction of Mr. A. S. Hewitt, of Groat Yarmouth,
will bo the reseating and reflooring of the nave,
and the insertion of six new windows, the present
ones being plain wooden frames.

SANITARYAND ENGINEERING NEWS.
Long Eaton Water Works.—The important

work on which the Ljug Eaton Local Board have
been for over three years engaged, in endeavouring
to obtain a pure and plentiful supply of water for
their district, reached one of its final stages on
Thursday last week, when the opening ceremony
was performed at Stanton-by-Bridge. The town of
Long Eaton is situate on the alluvium of the Trent
Valley, close to the junction of the Rivers Erewash,
Derwent, and Soar with the Trent, but all these
streams, as well as their tributaries, are so polluted
by sewage as to be quite out of the question for a
town supply, whilst the subsoil is composed of the
red marl of the Trias, interspersed with beds of
gypsum, which yields a water of upwards of
110 degrees of hardness. The works were, there-
fore, put do-vn at Btantoo-by-Bridge, in the
parish of Melbourne, twelve miles distant
Irom Long Eaton. A well, 11 ft. in iliameter,
was sunk in the Millstone Grit, and adits
or tunnels, 6 ft. high by 5 ft. wide, were
driven in various directions from the well for col-

lecting the water, the total length driven being
2,250 rt. From the commencement of the well-
works to their completion in March, ISOl, a period
of eleven months, the pumping operations went on
without cessation, the quantity pumped gradually
increasing to 880,000 gallons per day. The
machinery has been supplied under contract by
Messrs. Tangyes, of Birmingham. It consists of two
horizontal tandem compound surface condensing
engines of the latest type, having every improve-

ment to (secure economy of working. The
high and low pressure cylinders are respectively

10^ in. and 30 in. in diameter by 32-iii,

stroke, and each drives by spur mortice-
gearing a pair of 14-in. bucket and plunger
pump-i, which raise the water to tanks out-
side the building, and two 10-in. double-acting
force-pumps driven off the same cranks, which
raise the water to the reservoir at Castle Doniog-
toD, about five and a-half miles distant. Steam is

supplied by two Lancashire boilers at a working
pressure of 110 lbs., and the engines are capable
of pumping 60,000 gallons of water per hour,
which is 4,000 gallons in excess of the contract.

The reservoir at Castle Douington is 212 ft. above
the Market-placeat Long Eaton, andhas a capacity
of 500,000 gallons. It is circular on plan, 75 ft. in

diameter, and is constructed of brickwork in

cement, surrounded by an envelope of puddle, and
covered by brick arches, on which rests 2 ft. 6 in. of

earth. One of the main objects in view in the design
of the works baa been the protection against fire of

the large lace factories upon which the prosperity
of the town depends, and for this purpose mains of

large size have been carried round the factories,

having upon them at frequent intervals 4 in. double
outlet fire hydrants, under a constaiit pressure of

212 ft. of water, from which powerful jets cau be
thrown on to the roofs of the highest factories.

The heavy expenditure eutailed by the distance

of the works from Long Eaton has been to some
extent lightened by the fact that the mains pass
through Melbourne, Kings Newtun, and Castle

Doningtou, which were in need of a water-supply,

and agreements were made with the authorities of

these towns to buy water in bulk from the

Local Board. Melbourne is supplied direct

from the pumping main whilst the machinery
is running, and at other limes from the
reservoir at Castle Doningtnn, and a separate

main in direct connexion with the reservoir sup-

plies Castle Donington. The cast-iron mains,
amounting to 31^ miles, have been supplied by the

Stanton Iron Company, and the valves and fire

apparatus by Messrs. J. Blakeborough & Sons, of

Brighouse. The general contractors for Long Eaton
and Castle Donington were filessrs. Price & Shard-
low, of Nottingham, and for Melbourne and King's
Newton, Mr. G. F. 'Todd, of Derby. The amounts
of the estimates sanctioned by the Local Govern-
ment Board were for Long Eaton, 39,767L

;
for

Melbourne, 3,000L
;
fur Castle Doningtou, 2,000/.

;

and in each case the work has bean executed
within the estimated amounts. At the opening
ceremony Last week, the key of the engine-house
was presented by the Engineer to the Cbairman of

the Local Board {Mr. Joseph Orchard), who opened
the door and started the No. 1 engine, the No. 2
engine being started by Mr. Thomas Smith, the

oldest member of the Board.
Purification of Lancashire Rivers.—The

work of improving the condition of the Irwell and
the Mersey is slowly but surely progressing, and
several authorities have recently moved in the
matter. Last week the Mossley Town Council had
the question under consideration, and the Rivers

Pollution Prevention Committee submitted their

report. It was decided to engage Mr. Theo. S.

McCallum, C.E., of Manchester, to prepare a
scheme for the interception and purification of the
sewage of the town, with the view of obtaining the
early sanction of the Local Govtniment Board for

the necessary bon-owing powers.
The Sewage Question in the West Riding.

—

The Pontefract Rural Sanitary Authority have
taken up in earnest the solution of the saniLary

difficulties presented by their important district,

which occupies a large section of the rapidly-
advanciog West Yorkshire coalfield. It is, in fact,

due to this coalfield that increasing populations
imperatively demand efficifnt drainage and water-
supply. That the difficulties are not sbgbt may be
interred from the fact that tho rivers Aire and
Calder, at a point below their couHuence, intersect

the Authority’s district where the current is most
sluggish, the river being dammed up with pools or
navigable reaches four or five miles in length.

Those acquainted with hydraulic questions will

appreciate the importance of this obstacle, especially

where scattered rural populations are to be draiued.

In JIarch last the Authority received a scheme for

the drainage and sewage treatment of Burton-
Salmon—an entirely agricultural township—at a
cost of 1,500/. This simenie, which, small as it is,

involves a pumping lift of some 10 or 12 ft., has
been accepted by tiio township. In May, a scheme
for the drainage of Brotherton township, at a cost

of 2,700/,, was received, which also involved pump-
ing

;
while, on the 10th inst., three alternative

schemes were submitted for the drainage of

Glasshoughton township, at a cost varjiog from'

3,000/. to 4,000/. Two of these schemes are for

combining respectively with the adjacent dis-

tricts of CastUfurd and Wbitwood by dis-

charging the bulk of the sewage into their

respective sewer systems at a fixed charge per
house

;
and the third is for dealing with the

bulk of the sewage within and by the township
itself. This selLcontained scheme was recom-
mended by the Authority’s Engineer, Mr. Malcolm
Paterson, of Bradford, as by far the most efficient

and economical. In this case the three alternative

schemes are by gravitation only, so far as the town-
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ship itself is concerned, but the Castleford system,
which also was designed in 1875 by Mr. Paterson,
involves a lift of no less than 60 ft. Incidentally
in the Engineer’s report it was mentioned that
during the past year alone the population had
increased 18 percent., and this was 'attributed to
the operation of the newly-completed water-supply.
In all the above schemes it is proposed to treat the
sewage on land, which is undoubtedly the best
resource in rural districts.

STAINFB GLASS AND DECORATION.
Memorial Windows, Licdfield.

—

Two memo-
rial windows have just been placed in the north
aisle of St. Mary’s Church, Lichfield. One is to

the memory of Mrs. Scott, the wife of the Vicar,

the Ven. Archdeacon Scott, and is the gift of the
parishioners and citizens. The second is erected
by Mr. Higgins, of Chicago, to the memory of Ifr.

and Mrs. W. T. iliggins, his parents. The first

window represents the Adoration, and the second
the Annunciation. Both are the work of Mr. Kemp,
of London.
Memorial Window, St. Agnes Church,

Bristol.— The dedication of the east window of

St. Agnes Church, Bristol, which has been filled

with stained glass, in recOj-nition of the work, done
in the parish by the Rev. E, A. Fuller, took place
on the 10th iD.st. The subject with which the
window is filled is that of the Crucifixion, and the
work has been carried out by Mr. W. 0. Homing,
of London.
Stained Glass Window, South Leith Parish

Church.

—

The west window of South Leith Parish
Church, Edinburgh, basjustbeen filled with stained
glass to the memory ofthe late Dr. James Struthers.
The treatment selected was one in which the two
subjects—“Moses raising the brazen serpent,” and
“ Christ healing the sick,” each extend through the
upper portion of three openings. Below are por-
trayed smaller subjects of the six acts of mercy.
Those are placed within ornament of an architec-

tural character, and ihe tracery is filled with
angels upon a foliated ground. The window is

from the studio of Messrs. A. Ballantine & Gardi-
ner, Edinburgh.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.
France.

—

On account of the steady falling off of

the pensioners of the llOtel des Invalides, the
Government intends to petition Parliament to give

up the whole H6tel to different public works, civil

and military, and give the few remaining “In-
valides” a retiring pension, as has been done at
Greenwich. There is also a talk of transferring

the Minister of Finance from the Louvre to the
Invalides, and also of increasing in no small degree
the galleries of the National Museum. If this

project is carried out. the church where Napoleon’s
remains lie will be turned iuto a sort of

Military Pantheon, devoted to the illustrious

generals who have died in the service of France.
Models of all the principal French monuments

which are in the Trocadoro Museum are being made
for the Chicago Exhibition. The destruction of

the Palace of St. Cloud is going on rapidly. The
State has retained the twelve statues decorating
the facade of the Court, three only of whicb
are intact. It is said that the Duo de Nemours
has bought two frontals, on which are the arms of

the Orleans family. The large balcony in wrought
iron, which overlooks the private garden, has been
bought by the Count Pozzo di Borgo, who has

already rebuilt a part of the Tuilevies in Corsica.

The sculptures of the chapel are still to be sold.

A monumental Mairie is to be built at Lovallois

Perret, near Paris
;

it is to be surrounded by a
square, with fountains.—^—On September 22 the
monument to the painter Millet (whose picture of

the “Angelus” has become so famous) is to be
inaugurated at Cherbourg. The monument consists

of a granite stele on which stands the bust of the
artist, carved by Chapu. At the base of the

monument are two subjects in bronze by M.
Bouteiller, pupil of M. Falguifere

;
on one side, the

attributes of Painting
; on the other a peasant

with a child in her arms, who offers a palm to the
artist. The works for the installation of the new
HOrel das Posteset T^I^graphes, at Bordeaux, have
just been begun. The hOtel occupies the sit© of the
old H0t.el des Motmaies, which was built in 1757 by
the architect. Portior, and which is a fine specimen
of the architecnire of the eighteenth century.

The Baron Alphonse de Rothschild has just pre-

sented to the Montpellier Museum a frame con-

taining forty-seven medals by M. Jules Chaplain,

I

Member of the Institute. The new public hall

of the Montpellier Museum has just been opened
to the public. It is to be specially devoted to the

j

cartoons and designs of Alexandre Cabane), whose
' bust, by M. Paul Dubois, stands in the centre of

the hall, M. Eztrade, a civil engineer, and pupil

I

of the licole Centrale, who has lately died, has loft

all his immense fortune to the Institute of France.
The engiueers of the Ville de Paris are con-

templating a pr-'ject of using the waters of the
pretty little river “Loing” which flows into the

Seine at Moret, for the supply of the capital.

During some alterations in the roads at Lyons the
foundations of the Church of St. Etienne, in the

Rues St. Etienne and d’Estrdes, have been brought

to light. It had been demolished in 1797. Several
pieces of sculpture have been found, amongst them
a monumental statue in coloured stone, repre-
senting a cavalier, in coat • of • mail, with
a dirk by his side. In order to give some
employment to the workmen of Hilvre. who
have been thrown out of work by the cholera
epidemic, the Minister of Public Works has ordered
the immediate commencement of the line, which is

to connect ILIvre and Dieppe. The centenary of

the proclamation of the first Republic will be
celebrated by a fOte on September 22. The organi-
sation of the cortege has been entrusted to
M. Bouvard, the new Inspector of Architecture
of the Ville de Paris. A committee has
been formed in Paris to erect a statue to the poet
Charles Baudelaire. The sculptor Rodin is to make
the monument. At Meudou- Bellevue (near
Paris) a ropo railway is in course of con-
struction, to go from the Seine to the 'Terrasse

de Meudon. It will be opened next spring. A
competition between architects and sculptors has
been opened at Dunkerque (Nord) for the erection
of a monument commemoratiog the siege of the town
in 1793. The Municipal Administration of Paris
is building a new hospital on the Plaeo du Danube
(Nineteenth Arroudissement), which is to receive
the overflow of all the other hospitals in Paris.

Budapest.

—

A competition has been opened for
the design of a new central market-hall, which is

to have some 500 or GOO stills. 'Tne competition is

an ‘‘ international ” one, but unfortunately all

nomenclature has to be in Hungarian. There will

be fifteen jurymen actiug as assessors, and of these
we would mention tboCity Arehiteccsof Berlin and
Leipsic, a French engineer, and a German mart
expert in market building, as nou-Hungarian?.
Five premiums are to be given, three of 2,000 florins

and two of 1,000 florins. The author of the design
considered best will have the commission to carry
out the building. There is to be a public exhibition
of all drawings sent iu.

Bui/jaria,

—

At Pliilippopolis the first Bulgarian
National Exhibition has been opened. The site is

outside the towu, and has a superficial area of

some 100,000 square metres. According to an
Austrian contemporary the provisional buildings
put up, consisting of a dozen main pavilions and
forty-five minor ones, make a very good show as far

as construction and architectural decoration is

concerned. They are said to have a honOj-ii'U pro-

visional nature, the constructional parts being of

timber, and the surfaces canvas painted in various
designs.

St. Petersburg.—There is to be a Hygienic
Exhibition in the capital next spring, and it is said

that the Czar wishes to see special attention paid to

the divisions devoted to practical sanitation.

Berlin.—When the German Emperor decided to

let the Berlin Interuational Exhibition question
drop, several competitions had already been opened
with the purpose of obtaining proposals as to site

and the laying out of the grounds. The promoter
of the most important of these competitions was
the “ Vereinigung Berliner Architekteu.” Thecom-
mittee managing this competition has now made
known to intending candidates for their prize
that they expect the Emperor’s ruling not to have
auy effect on the work, that the seudiug-in day is

to be a fortnight later than first intended, and that
the premiated design will serve as a most valuable
basis for the preparation of a new scheme of the
exhibition, which is to be takeu in baud as soon as
practicable. The almalgamated societies of
architects and civil engineers can this year boast of
having 6,784 members, belonging to thirty different
(societies, 'fhe senior “ Architekten Verein,” at
Berlin, heads the list of societies with 1,849 mem-
bers. At the special business meetings held at Leipsic,
prior to the gathering, twenty -six societies were re-

presented by fifty official delegates. Herr *
‘ Baurath ”

Hinckeldeyn, of Berlin, was elected to hold the
chair for 1893, and “ Stadtbauinspector ” Pinken-
burg will act as hon. secretary. Among the
subjects to be taken in hand next year will be the
framing of a new set of general regulations for
competitions. Of the subjects which are shortly
to be treated, we may mention (1) the dirainution
of smoke and soot in towns, (2) the qualities of so-

called “ fireproof” materials, (3) the advisability of

using the gas-pipes of a house as lightning con-
ductors. According to a local paper at Kiel it

now appears that if no unexpected hindrance takes
place the North Sea-Baltio Canal can be opened
in the autumn of 1895. Two million cubic metres
of ground are being moved every month, aud the
stone embankments and bridges are progressing
more favourably than was expected. It has now
been determined that the canal is to be lighted by
electricity, to facilitate the working of night traffic.

Denmark.—The Danish Rigsdaghas re'^used to
make any grant towards the rebuilding of the cele-

brated historical Cbriatiausborg Palace, destroyed
by fire some years ago. The Danish Government
has appointed a commission to consider the great
building schemes now before it respecting Copen-
hagen. The list is as follows :—Rebuilding of

Christiansborg Palace, a new House of Parliament,

,

rebuilding of the Prince’s Palace, new central rail-

way-station, new barracks for the Foot Guards,
removal of the arsenal, new barracks for the Life
Guards, new buildings lor the Riyal Archives aud
the National Library, a new observatory, enUrge-

ment or rebuilding of the Theatre Riyal, and two
gymnastic establishments for teachers and Uni'-
versity students. Moreover, the Municipality of
Copenhagen has under consideration plans for the
building of a new Town-hall. A press war is

ragiog over the so-called restoration of the old
Gothic Maribo C.ithedral. In 1864 the interior
and exterior were restored by the well-
known architect and archaiologist, Professor
Hozen, the interior beiog painted a light
yellow, with red for tlie bases of column, the arches-
of the dome, &c., and the church authorities now-
desire to whitewash the whole interior. Against
this the Maribo citizens strongly protest, and a
commission has been appointed to consider th&
question. The excavations of the ruins of the
historical Vordingborg Castle are being continuod,
but as yet very little of interest has come to light,,

but discoveries of considerable archmological in-

terest are anticipated. During the past summer
the frescoe.s in eight village churches in Jutland
have been restored. They all da’e from the early
part of the Christian era. At the General
Meeting of the Technical Society of Copenhagen,
the re.-ircsentative society of Danish architects .and
engineers, it was announced that the momberA
number 578. The society had offered its annual
prize of 500 kr. for the best essay “ On Workmen’s
Dwellings Abroad aud at Homo, with Technical
and Uygenic Rules for the erection of such,” hut
none worthy of the prize had been received. The
Society bad, therefore, commissioned Herr Olaf
Schmidt, architect, to prepare the essay, The
work on the new great harbour in course of con-
struction at Copenhagen is beiug pushed on with
groat vigour.

Sweden and Norway.—The present and last

year has witnessed a complete standstill in building
operations in Stockholm, being, no doubt, a reaction
caused by over-speculation in preceding years. The-
number of dwellings at present unoccupied in
Stockholm is unprecedentedly large. Inconse-
quence ol the great number of falls of roof scaffold-
ings in Stockholm of late, the City Architect and the
Board of Works have proposed to the Municipal’
Authorities the adoption of a series of more
stringent rules in connexion with such structures,

-Prof. Julius Kronberg, the celebrated Swedish
painter, who has recently finished the huge frescoes-

on the grand staircase of the royal palace, has been
commissioned by King Oscar to continue the work:
up the second stairs. The granite quarries of the
KullgrenCompany have been purchased by aGerman
firm. They comprise extensive areas of red and
black granite in the south of Sweden. The new-
Gothenburg waterworks are approaching comple-
tion, and it is expected that they may be taken
into use before the coming of winter. They will-

furnish the city with a copious aud excellent
supply of water. We referred recently to
a project for supplying the city of Gothenburg
and district with electricity for motive and
lighting purposes from the great Trollhiitta.

Falls, and from a canvass made it appears that
the demand will amount to 5,262 horse-power, for

8,395 glow and 178 arc lamps. The undertaking'
is, therefore, secured. Several new monumental
public buildings are to be erected in Christiania,

tho most important being the new Government
offices, which are to cost about lOO.OOOf., and an
Historical Museum to coat about 35,500f. Both
buildiogs are to be ready in 1896. A third building-
is the new Customs House, upon which work is noyv
actively progressing. The General Post-office is-

alao being rebuilt at a cost of 17,000f., and will be-

ready next summer. The new building will be
heated by steam and lighted by electricity. The
architect is Horr Nordan. Another striking-

building in the Norwegian capital is the Vollman
Bazar, erected on the site of tho one burned down
last spring. It is a handsome structure of four-

stories, in the construction of which variegated
kinds of Norwegian granite,—grey, red, black, &c.,.

have been introduced most effectively. It is heated
by stsara and lighted by electricity. The cost of
the bnilding is 12,500f., and the beating and
lighting apparatus 2,500/. The Christiania
Cement Company, —the only one in Norway,—has
been transferred to a syndicate for a sum of

21,000/. The Norwegian Association of Engi-
neers and Architects has presented ao address to
the Government urging the employment of profes-

sionals only on juries in the case of questions of a
technical nature.

The Danube.—The great works of regulating
the Danube at the so-called “ Iron Gate ” by
Orsova are rapidly progressing. Extensive raining
with dynamite has taken place, including eleven
“monster” blastings. The quantity of rock
removed from the watercourse is about 1,000 cubic-

metros a day. Ttie hands engaged upon the work
number over a thousand. The work is to be con-
tinued unabated during the winter.

Russia.—A large new harbour has just been com-
pleted at Libau. Tho Finnish Government has
voted a sum of 12,200/. for completing the harbour
works now carried out in the port of Hangu, in

the Finnish Gulf, and the erection of a Customs*
depot. The Russian department of communica-
tion has prepared plans for a canal between the
rivers Dnieper and Dwina. Its cost is estimated at
about 650.000/. This waterway would establish

connexion between the Baltic nni the Black Sea,
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COMPETITION, CONTRACTS, AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
COMPETITION. CONTEACTS.—

nature of Work.
I

wbom Advertised.

"Technical Schools Swindon Local Board

Katoie of Work or M.-iteriala,

delivered.

Dec. 1

CONTRACTS.

Nature of Work or Materials. By whom Eequlred.

•Brick and Pipe Sewers 8t. Pancrai Vestry .,

•Broken GraniU Past Ham Local BJ.
Hea'ii'g Appaiatus. Ac Kuareshorongb Union
Work at Noith Biidge Halifai Corporation..

•Brick and Pipe Sewers, ic. Ac Skipton ir.B.S.A. ...
•Additi'DS to Mees Boom, Derby Midland Railway ....
•Vew floods’ Shed. Mtrecarahe do.
•Pifteeu Cottages, ’Westhouses do.
•Paving Works Walthamstow Loc. B
•'Converting the Old LsoiiJry at Infirmary St George-ia-the-Esst

•Purchase of Stcne Crasher Vestry of Bt Mary,

•“emoval of Dost. Ashes, &c do.
Swimming Bath, *c Btfter Tepid Swim-

ming BatU Co
•Labourer*' DwelliitEB Manchc'ter Corp
Peweriog, Charnielliiig, Paving. &c ElUud Local Boar I ..
•ElRunt C-iirlnit Burton-ou-Trcnt Corp,
•Cast-Iron Pip** do.
•Block of DwcIIIiirs. Poplar LondonCountjCouncll
•anlargemeot of Chrve»mhemuin House,

Southwark Park Jo.
Police Slalloo, DariiuvU in Devon Ftanding Joint

Committee
•Broken Granite, Steam Rolling and

Scarifjiog Edmonton Local Bd,
•Construction of Pour Sulisidltig Teiika,

Pumps, 4c Southampton Carp. ..

E, Eecott
A. E. Preston .

tJJflcUU

J. T. Pilditch ..

.

G. E. Eaebus .

W. Matthews
,

•Sewerage Works
•Oak Pending end Oates
•Erectionrf Battery. Drill SheJ, Ac

[

•Refuse Destructor Celle, 4o ;

•Engine. Boiler. 4c
|

New Cliir Road. Martiuhoe, Barnstaple ..[
cs. Makiug-upj

By whom Required.

tVest Ham Council .

.

Rna.1
•Supply of Materials
•Wurks of Main Uraiiiare
•Aciditiooal Storey, O, P. 0. East
•Making-up Roads
•-•^“werii/e Work*, Buahey
•WldcinDg RHilway, Cornwall
•Ceuttal Station, Bristol. .

Steel Warehouses. Sheffield
Additions to Seboul Buildings.

Holey, ne.ar Rotherham
CoalStaiths, Newcastle-ou-Tyoe

. Hanweil Loc.al Board
G. W. R. Co

., Belfast Citporation ..

Com. of H. M Work*
. Totteniimi. Local Board
. Wat

Colliery Sidings, Bnintchtfe, nei
Mx House*, Dial-street, leads.. ..

Warehouse. Offices. 4c. Leeds . ,

.

AlceratioiiB. 4c. Hermitage Lodge. Ches
ter-te-Streot

Six Cottages, Sleekburu, Newcastle-ui

Alterations, 4c. Town Hall .

G. W. I

U.R.3.A.,

East Holywell Coal

4’ictorla Ciillieries ....
Naylor A Dwyer
Burgoa 4 Co. ........

Lindsay Wood....

Lewis Ancell

nj^rial

E. O. Mawbey

O. C. Soiytli Richards

O^ckU
do.
do.

J. E. W.T'h
Urban Smith
'itnr^ni

H. Williams
W. H. Lancashire

G. A, Wilson

T. Butle^tVIlson ....

G. A. Keriick-Wiilker

Tenders c

to be c

SepL 27 :

Sept.' 31} :

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature of Appointment.

•Sanitary Inspector St. J’ancras Vestry
•Surveyor sud Inspector of Nuisances .... Bexbiil Local Bcaid . I ITM
•Second Claas Assistant Surveyor Civil Service Cjii

By whom Advertised.

Those inarhed it-ifA tut Asterisk {•) are advertised in this Namhcr. Competitio
, p. iv. Contracts, j)p. iv,,

I Public Appointmente, p. xviii.

and therefore become of frreat commercial im-
portance. The Moscow Section of the Imperial
Technical Society has obtained permission to hold
an exhibition of fireproof building materials in that
city next spring, to be open six months. There
will also be a show of fire-extinguishing apparatus.

MISCELLANEO US.

SUB-CONTR.\CTINO AND THE TllADES UNION CON-
CRES.S.— A.t the meeting held on the 7th inst. of the
Trades Union Congress, which has been holding its

meetiugs this year in the City Hall, Glasgow, Mr.
Harvey submitted the following resolution ;

—“That
the system of sub-contracting allowed andsanctioned
by the Government on their works is in direct vio-

lation of their promises as given in the House of
<lomraoD9, and that our delegate be instructed to
press the matter in Congress with a view of giving
such a distinct breach of faith into the Parlia-
mentary Committee’s hands to deal with.” In sup-
porting the resolution, Mr. 'Harvey adduced a
number of instances in which Government work
had been carried through by sub-contractors, and
carried through in the most scandalous manner.
These sub contracts were recognised by Govern-
ment officials. In the case of a certain Post-
office, the First Commissioner of Works was
appealed to on the subject. He appointed au
expert, who examined the work and condemned
the greater part of it, yet he (Jlr. Harvey) was in-

formed that the work remained unaltered. Then,
again, in the case of certain new Police-courts, a
communication had bean received from the First
Uommissioner of Works stating that the wages
paid were 9J., !'^d., and lOd. an hour. There was,
however, evidence to prove that such wages were
mever paid, and that the conditions of the work
were nothing less than sweating. He hoped the
Congress would instruct the Parliamentary Com-
mittee to adopt such measures as would prevent
the recurrence of sub-contracting in connexion with
Government works.—Mr. Gibbs, London, seconded
the amendment.—Mr. P. J. King proposed the
addition to the resolution of the following words :

—

“ And that where sub - contracting, which we
emphatically condemn, is allowed either in public
•or private works, the sub-contractor be called upon
to give security so as to protect the employes in
case of accident, as provided in the Employers’
Liability Act.”—Mr. John Ward, London, seconded
the proposed addition. The Employers' Liabili'y
Act, as it stood, was a dead letter to a man who got
injured under such conditions. The sub-contractor
should be required to give security that he was
able to pay legitimate compensation that might be
claimed from him in respect of injury to his work-
men.—Mr. King’s amendment was then put to the
meeting, and carried by a large majority. It was
added to the resolution.—Mr. Ross, Manchester,
moved, as an additional amendment, that after the
wor.i '‘works” there be added the following
clause:—“Or in issuing Government orders to
sub-contractors.” The amendment, having been
seconded, was adopted.—Mr. M’Bean, London,
moved, as a further amendment, that at the end of
the resolution there be added the following
danse *— Anfl fbo i.,.‘ And that the committee be likewise ...

atructed to wait, by deputation, upon the First
Lord of the Treasury, to remind him of the promise

made by bis predecessors m office regarding the
;

Bill to authorise the Council to herrow an additionaabolition of sub-contracting on Government con- sum of 90,000i. in connexion ivith the gas Sertak-tlacts. -This amendment was accepted by the ing. The Council had before it reports on the nromeeting, and the entire resolution, as amended, was posed works by Illr. Samuel Stewart Creennekthen put to the meeting, and agreed to. Ld Mr. Alexander Sbilth theTb^BiRMinofiA,« ARfmTECTOB.ti, ASSOCIATION.- mabager. According to these, the bolhcontainfncThe Council of the Birmingham Architectural
,
eighty retorts, heated by the open furnaces witAssociation hi\\e, we understand, recently is.sued ) be reconstructed, so ^

as to contain’ IS'
I

circulars to the members intimating that they
|

retorts on the regenerative system tS
;
have completed arrangements with the School of alteration will give® retort power for aboul

Dai
of Associa- four years. The ]>resent gasholder capacity i«tion will be brought into connexion with the 2,100,000 cubic fc., while theWest dailySLnfeLhool 111 such a manner as will, it is Lopetl, tion last winter was 2.a00 000 cubic ft showirfo.^ve greitt^er facilities lor the study of archi- ' already a deficiency iu storage m^tecture. ihe scheme is ono by which the School

l cubic ft., and to remedy this therl^vTu hf

hine'^^t
^"‘^1 Association com- an additional gasholJer^of at least 3 000 OOO cubicbine to nmleitake a special course of archi- ft. capacity. Another retort-house to contain ‘’•*4

toctural classes and lectures ^or the purpose of retorts, will be built alongside the present ono • andgiving a s'udent in four years all that he needs in an additional purifior-house, seru^bbors and’eonthe early years of his career, the historical subjects densers will be built as renu red When tW o

v

being dealt with at the School of Art. and the tensions are carried out. trgaWduc^D^^^^technical subjects at the Association meetings. In at the works will be increased 5om Si tSorderto make the course as thorough as possible, retorts.
^

special lectures have been arranged for in addition The Aberdeen Electric Lighting Scheme

Plumbers’ Regi^RaVTkWlovEMENT.-The third
|

®of'"th? e''iSter^ Sict ^0?^^ cRy '-m

VotB
Lord Provost compulsory area should include^ CasWtreetMathewson presided, and there was a very good ' Union-street, as far west as Bon-AcS street’attendance of representatives of the principal Market-street Broad-sf.-eet wi k 1mumcpal, n.untary, aud sduoational authorities of the eontbernmost block of George-.street sSolh'll’beotlaod, m addition to a very large number of aud the circuit round the new road bv the Freerepresentative master and operative plumbers,

1 Library, and down U.jion-toLoe About 10 dmarchi eets, samtanai s, Sc., from a l the chief cities lamps of S-oandle power would be inSled ofand towns of bootlaiid. Councillor Currie, Dum- which about 7 OOo'woiild he S, iL ,

fries, moved that Municipal and County Health
;
3,000 in the western district Thl eeAuthorities should be recommended to Irame aud '

willL located in CorCatr'ea
“

therterco„7tr"c«m ^f'plSe? efoS’ln alfslS:
'

rtbTeasfern^dlt.’rie?SuTSS
Diational Registration of Plumbers in framing The Engluh Iron 'I'rmE TUfi b i,
such by-laws, and that, wherever possible, ! eeourred in thTagTh r^msT^ouahlied registered plumber should be appointed tone of business at the vario“7pt'.iron centres is

Badfe“Tephensm, Sef, recondedrfnd "Sm ! ?“'fhL Sev.C“d°?tr‘r h™ 'f
“7

some discussion the resolution was unauimously ' tions are recorded In the fbi’m’
,'^!'l^®f ''educ-

P?^i^y7he-oJ:^r‘ an‘5"tl„ ‘vlVr;t:e”d
by the representatives of the District Councils land sale.s of ship-plates are tooortad at S 7, mnr's^d^^ “rpr 's
lll^Zms^r.h'I^nreL^fnJ-SrnJe^^^^
several representatives m Parliament the impor- The old clock which baj> Lbs-t, i,,

Lhimes.

tance of their supporting the Registration Bill and ' Gloucester Cathedral for seve^ral hundred years''h^expediting its passing into law.” This resolution ' been tak^^n out and reoKeed ht o ’i ^

estimated to cost SO.OOOL, were sanctioned by the 300 lbs in weicht beats oneo in torn
^ about

Aberdeen Town Council on the 5th inst. In „7der
;
fmpensateTfor ’ atmts,Lri tae7ce. \u1hot^hat the works may be carried out applications will wheels are of best hard gun-metal with teeth cutbe made to Parliament m the ensuing session for a

;
out of the solid. It is fitted with a maintaining
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power to keep the clock in action during winding.

The main wheel is fitted with powerful iron cam
for direct action in lifting the heavy hammer of the

large bell. The movement is mounted on a hori-

zontal iron frame with planed bearings, and all the

bushes are screwed and bolted on to the frame, so

that any part can easily be removed for repairs or

cleaning without taking the whole clock to pieces.

This clock when settled down is guaran-

teed to maintain true time with less varia-

tions than fifteen seconds per month. The
carillon or chiming-machine was made about
the fourteenth century, and is a marvel of

mechanierd ingenuity for that age. It has been
entirely reconstructed, with all improvements up to

date added to it. It is set in action by the clock,

and chimes the same four tunes it has done since

1680 on a peal of eight bells and the large bell

Peter. There is a register in existence notifying

that it was repaired by Thomas Loveday, bell-

founder, in 1527, and four of the peal of eight bells

were cast by blaster John, of Gloucester, in 1345.

The old oak frame (which somewhat resemble.s an
ancient four-post bedstead] has been replaced by a
new one made of steel. The whole of this work
has been carried out by Messrs. Sainsbury Bros., of

Walthamstow.

CAPITAL AND LABOUR.
Thk Carpen’ters’ Strike in Belfast.

—

The
dispute which has been in existence for some time
between the carpenters and the master builders of

Belfast, was, says tho Belfast News Letter, settled

on the 9th inst. At the recent interview between
the employers and a deputation on behalf of the
carpenters, an increase cf a farthing was offered,

bringing the wages up to 7|d. an hour, and tho men
have agreed to accept these terms, the question not
to be raised again until 180-4. Tho original demand
was 8d. an hour. It should be stated that the
settlement is at present confined to the carpenters,

and that the position of the plasterers is not
affected.

End of the Brickl.vyebs’ Strike at Bromley.
— After a strike which has las’ed over five weeks,
the bricklayers in Bromley returned to work on
.^londay, having obtained their reque.st for Id. per
hour extra.

MEETINGS.
Saturday, September 17.

Architecticral Association.—Visit to Loseley Park
and Guildford. Train leaves Waterloo at 1.55 p m.

Architectural AssociatiOTu—Visit to Bardowie
Castle and Mugdnck Castle.

TUESDAY, SE1’TEMBF,R 20.

Glasgoic Architectural Association.—'Mr. Campbell
Douglas on " A Tour in Spain and PortuguL” 8 p.m.

Wednesday, September 21.

Builders' Foremen and Clerks of Works' Institution .

—

Ordinary meeting. 8.S0 p m.

Saturday, Skitember 24.

Lioerpool Engineering Society.—Visit to the Liver-
pool Overhead Railway Works, and the Liverpool
Hydraulic Power Company's Works.

RECENT PATENTS:
ABSTRACTS OP SPECIFICATIONS.

13,010.—Tiles : S. L. Boulton and J. M. Carr.—This
patent relates to an improved form of tiles for covering
roofs and other surfaces, and methods of fixing the
same. The tiles are made of any suitable materials, and
of any convenient size,—say 9 in. square,—and may be
of any required curved or straight form on the outside
face, with any desired ornamental patterns impressed,
raised, or otherwise produced on the surface. On the
back of the tile a dovetailed groove or recess is formed
in its thickest part, and a dovetailed projection on its

thinnest part, those dovetailed parts occupying about
half of tbe back surface of the tile, the remainder being
a flat plane, or it may be a curved surface for special
positiouB. At the thick edge of tbe tile a shoulder or a
rebate sinking may be formed to receive the thin edge
of the next tile The mode cf covering the roof and
Axing the tiles are fully set out in the specification.

14,060.—Cisterns : Ily. Bartlett.—This Invention
refers to syphon-ilushing cisterns for water-closets,
urinals, &c. The cistern is partitioned off into two
compartments, a larger or main compartment and a
smaller one. At the base of tbe partition are inlets at
intervals to afford access for the water to tbe main com-
partment The srphon, which is obviously open at its

top, is cast in connexion with two, three, or four addi-
tional pipes, the casting surrounding and forming the
syphon and additional pipes being oblong on the exterior.
The stand-pipe, or syphon, is cast longer at its base than
the pipes or i-.ylinders at each side of it (which do not
touch the floor of the cistern), so that it may be fitted
to the floor of the cistern iu the usual manner, and
thence connected to the external supply-pipe leading to
the water-closet or other basin. A plate covers the area
of the main compartment of the cistern. In order to
lift the plate two perpendicular rods are situated, one
on each side, in the direction of its width, the rods
being secured by screw-nuts or other suitable means.
Connected to the upper end of the rods is a lever having
its bearing on the sides of the cistern, and actuated by a
chain or otherwise. By tbe raising or lowering of the
plate by means of the lever tlie water in the main com-
partment will be acted unon and forced up the pipes or
cylinders on each side of the stand-pipe or syphon, aud
over the top of and down the same, causiug thus a
vacuum to be formed by reason of the displaced air, so
that the syphonage is started, and will not cease until
the whole of the water in the two compartments is

exhausted, when the cistern refills in the usual way.
16,656.—Brick and tile Making : E. P. Bastin.—

The object of this invtntlon is to construct a rotary
machine, which shall mould, press, and emboss bvif kj,
tiles, or other like articles, aud also punch and camber

such articles when required. For this purpose, the clay, or

plastic material, is fed from a pug-mill, ruller-macnine,
ur other equivalent means into tbe rotary moulding and
pressing machine, which consists of two adjustable
wheels, or rollers, one or both of which may be flanged
and mounted in a strong frame, one or both being so

constructed on its rim or surface as to form or receive a
aeries of dies with a movaule division between each die.

When these rollers are rotated, aud the clay or other
plastic material passed between them, each die in suc-

cession receives a portion of the material, moulds,
presses, and embosses the same, and delivers the article

so formed on the opposite side of tbe machine. In tbe
case of articles requiring to be curved or cambered,
there is attached to the machine a separate roller, or
rollers, in such a position as to give the required shape,
the rollers being actuated by the friction of the article

passing it, or by suitable mechanism. For punching
articles, movable punches are attached to each die,

actuated by suitable inechauism to remove them out
of the way when the article is being delivered.

11,233.—SLIDING Windows : C. H. MaxsUd and A.
This invention has for its object improvements

in apparatus for preventing the vibration or rattling of
sliding windows. A disc (preferably of metal) is

employed, flat on one side, but on the other side tapered
off or sloping downward from the centre, so as to form
a kind of circular wedge, which is held in the required
position within a cover or pocket fastened to the
window-sash, the arrangement being such that the
circular wedge of its own gravity falls or moves side-

ways into or between the sash aud its guide frame, aud
80 takes up any slack between them.
11,813.—Water-closets : S. B. D('i:.-Thia improve-

ment consists iu the coustructiou of a separate apron or
covering for a water-closet pan or trap, whereby an
existing water-closet or any common pau may take the
place of a pedestal closet without using tbe expensive
pans for that purpose. The iuside of the apron may, if

required, be packed as a preventive against frost.

NEW APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.

August 29 —15.456, W. Gimson, A Tongue and Groove
Jointed Roof-tile, Floor-tile, Wall Coping, Urain-pipes,
Rain-water Pipes, aud applicable to all j dnts in any
kind of material.—15,473, J. Craig and R. Highet, sen.,

Syphon Discharge Cisterns.

August 30.-15,531, 8. Wilmot, Fireproof Lathing,

—

15,6J8, W. Steel and H. Braham, Sash Fasteners.-15,662,
G. Gent, Disiiifectlug Means for Water-closets, Drain-
pipes, &c.
August 31.-16,598, .T. Cornelius, Sewer Ventilating-

shafta, or Chimneys, Ac.—15,618, R. Holt, Sash Fastener.
—15,621, A. Jones, Window-sash Fasteners.— 15,626, W.
Glazier and J. Malam, Hinges for Foldinzs Doors, &c.

—

15,641, H. Pullen-Burry, Roofs of Horticultural and
other Buildings.

September \.—15,001, R Cochrane, Mosaics, Parquetry,
and similar Ornamental Work,—15, 715, S Kirk, Windows
with Combined Sliding and Hinged Saslies.

September 2.-15,770, E. Hargreaves and others,
Gulleys aud Traps for Sanitary Purposes —15,794, R.
Howard and others, Self-closing Regulating Valves for
the Admission of Water to Water-closets, Urinals,
LavatorUs &c.—16.800, A. Giist, The Climax Drain and
Pipe Testing Plug.

/Jep£ejnl)er 3.—15,824, W. Middlemiss, Cabinets. «tc.

—

16,838, S. Houghton, Slate Punch.— 15,850, W. Iluiton,
Hydraulic Lifting Jacks aud Hydraulic Rams.

PBOViarONAL SPEOirrOATIONS ACCEPTED.

11,411), J. Campbell and C. Cameron, Safety Door or
Gate for Hoists or Lifts.—11,412, J. Camohell and C.

Cameron, Safety Gate for Hoists.-12,740, W Freeman,
Automatic Flushing Apparatus for House Drains, Sewers,

I

Urinals, Water-closets, Ac.—13,357, W. Downs, Stoves.
—13,421, H, Bueley, Spirit Levels, &c.— 13,809, H.
Cuunah aud H Michaur, Metal Laths aud Corrugated
Ii on for all Buildings and Structures, and for Bulluiiig
and Constructive Purposes.—13,856, G Binswaiiger aud
J. Guardis, Electric Bells.— 14,481, H. Hateley, Decora-
ting Chandeliers, Gasallers, lamps, Ac.—14,523, J. Kaye,
Fastening Swing Doors.-14,839, H. Atkinson, Ovens or
Kilns for Burning and Drying Bricks, Tiles, aud similar
articles of earthenware.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

(Open to Opposition /or Two Months.)

14,655, W. Horn. Saw Setting and Filing Device.

—

18,559, T. Arnold. Utilisation of Slag for the Manufac-
ture of Blocks, Slabs, Drain-pipes, or other moulded
articles.— 18,735, F. Moore, Paint - burDer.—8,0l0, G.
Meager, Construction and Fittings to Wlnaow-sashes.

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY:
estate: BXCHA14GK BEPOBT.

September 7.—By E. E. Croucher ic Co. : Freehold
building estate of la. 2r. 27 p.,GrauvllIe-rd., Broadsiairs,
l,450i. ;

“ Wrothara Villa," Ramsgate-rd., and cottage
adjuinlug, f., S15f.

; 1, 2, and 3, Church-hill, f., r. SSI.,

l,055f
:
6 and 6, Wrotham-cres., f , r. 651., 9351.

; 9, 10,

and 11, Wrotham-cres., f., r. 901, 1,0761.; u plot of
f. land, Victory-av., 6201. ; 1 to 4. Buckingbam-st., f.,

r. 501. 148., 380i.—By Chadurick iS: Sons : 212. Croydon-
rd., Antrley, u.L 71 yts., g.r 12L 10a., 2901. ; 92, Murray-
St., Hoxton, u.t. .50 yrs., g r. 41. 48., r. 501., 5001. , 4,

Breakspeare-td., Lewisham, u t. 73 yrs., g.r., 7f.. r. 551.,

4701 —By T, A. Bardy :
•' The Albany Laundry," Acton-

lane, Act n, f., 720f.

Septembers —By P. Hodson : 52, Hanley-rd., Crouch
Hill u t. 78 yrs

,
g.r. SI

,

r. 38L, 3lOL
; 66, Hanley-rd.,

u t. 78 yrs., g r. 8L, r. 40Z., 3301. ; 60, 62, and 64, Hanley-
rd., u.t. 78 yrs., g.r. 24f., r. 116L, 1,0601. ; 38, 40, and 44,

Grove-rd., HolLway, u.t. 55 yrs., g.r. 21L, r. 104f , 850f.

;

Three plots of f. land, Samos-rd.. Penge, 721.
; 29,

Rivtrsdale-rd., Highbury, u.t. 78 yrs., g.r. 7L,r. 33f.,

300i : 4, Wilberfurce-rd., Finsbury Pk., u.t. 74 yrs., g.r.

SI., 4201-

SEI’TEMBER 9.—By Willats 4" Charlton : 76, Stratford-
rd., Plaistow, f.. r. 36L, 4001. ; 80, Stratford-rd., f., r.

45L, 6101.
; 117, East-rd., f., r. 211. 23., 166f.

[Contractions used in these lUts.-r' jf.T. for freehold
ground-rent; l.gr. for leasehold ground-rent ; I. g.r. for
improved grouud-rent

; g r. for ground-rent
; r. for rent

;

f. for freehold; c. for copyhold: 1. for leasehold; e.r.

for estimated rental
;
u.t. for unexpired term ; p.a. for

per annum
;
yrs. for years

;
at. for street

; rd. for road ;

sq. for square ;
pi. for place

j ter. for terrace
;
ores, for

crescent ; yd. for yard, <fcc.]

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.

Twk, B.1... load 9/10,0
Bequola.O.B.ft.co. 2.'-i

Asb, Canada load 2 lOjO

Birch, do 8/5, 0
Elm, do 3-10,0

Fir. Dsntaic. A#, 1/10,0

Oak, do 8/0/0

Canada. ....... 5.'10,0

Pine, Canada red 8/10,0

Do. yellow .... 8/10 0
Lath.D'nUic.tatb CfO.O

Bt. PeterabUFR 6 0 0
Deals, Finland
SndAlstatdlOO 7/10,0
Do, 4thA3rd.. 7/0/"

Do. Riga 6HD 0
8t. Petersburg,

lat yeUow ..10/10,0
Do. 2ud yellow 6/0/u

Do. wbita 7/0'a

Swedish TiO/O

White Sea .... B/O-O

Oauada.Pinelst 20/0/0

Do, do. 2ud.... I4,'10/0

Do. do. Srd. Ac. 7 10/0
Do. Spruce, lat BIO/O
Do. do. Srd A
2nd BaO

New Bmnawiuk CIO.O
Battens, all kind* 8/10/U
Flooring Boards,

sq., 1 in. prep.
1st..

3 10/0
8.'5/0

7/0/0

SlO/0
B/U/0

8/0/0

7,0 0

28.-10/0

18/0;0

10/0/0

11,0 0

8/0/0
»/0/0

IK 100

Do. 3nd. ....... 0 7/0

Other qualities 0/3 0
Cedar, Cuba ..ft /Si

Honduras, Ao. /Sl

Mahogany, Cnba. I4i

8t. Doniiugo,
cargo ar ,4

Merlcau do. do <4

Tobasco do. do /Ai
Honduras do.. /5i

Box, Turkey ton 4/uii>

Rose, Rio 1O/0.O

BahU 9 0 U
Satin, Bt Do-

-nlntro ...It 007
Porto Rico 0 0/7

METAIB,
I»oa—Plg.inScot-
.laud ton 2/L71
Bar, Welah, In
Loudou 5/17/8

Do. do. at work*
iu Wales 6/7/8

Do. fitiffordahlre.

In Loudon .... Q B/Q

Oorpea —British,
cake aud ingot 47,0.tl ,

Best selected .. 4S'0/0 ,

Bbeets.Btrong.. 63/0/0

Ohill, liars .... 44,'3 i) •

YaJ.i,uwMKTaLlh. 0/0,''li

L « * n - Pig,
Spanish.... ton 10/1/3
English, com.
brauda I0/5,‘0

Bbeet, English,
8 Ills, per i«|. It
and upwards . . 12'6/0
Pipe 12/15/0

Z I N o — Englieh
sheet ......ton 26,0/0
VieiUe Hon-
tague 26, 10.0

Tw—Straits .. .. »2'0/0 I

Australian .... 92 15.0
KiigUsh ’ngots. U.'i 10 0
Dsiiea 9.5 0 0
Hillituu 93,0,0

OILS.

Linseed ton IV.IS.'O

Cocoanul, Cochin 24 10 0
Do. Ceylon 21iU).-0 ;

Palm, Lagoe ....23/10/0
Rapeaeed, English

510/0

615,0

1-10'9
19 10/0

5SO/0
14 11,3

0 0/51

10/2 , 1!

10,7/8

!4,0.0 :

Do, brown 22.5,0

Cottonseed ret... 18 0.0

Oleine 20/10/0
Lubricating, U.B. 4/0/0
Do. re0u<.-d 6,10/0
Tan— BUickhoIm

barrel 0/19/0
Atchanual 0 /) 2/6

22-10 0
18 S'O

21/0/0

TENDERS.
[Communications for insertion under thia heading

should be addressed to “ The Editor," and must reach
us not later than 12 noon on Thursdays.)

ALTON (H.aniq.—Accpptud for the erection of sh-qis, Ac. Mr. .lohii

Baukiughani A8uD. Winchester £1.340 0 0

BANBURY,— For the snrface-w.ater drainsge, InrmiTig, curV-iiig,

flaggiiiir. channelling, mid mac/ul.iiniiiiig Ruth-rm'l. Banbiiry, f/.r

the Corpomtiun, acc'rdiug tn pinna, se- tiuus. si>oeltic'.atiiiii, end
'luautitics prepareil iiy Mr. (J. E. linrgeM, 1’., in.ugh surveyor :

—

ClarUlgc A Bloxham. i;).447 2 11 I J. Uraiit £1,370 12 3
8. Orchard A Son 1,395 0 0

|
J. 8. Kiiiil>etIoy» 1,305 3

* Ac -ei-ted.

[All of Banbury.] [8ur\ e>'..r'e estimate £1,487.]

B.VTH.—Accetiled fur lolh-r H,>ur mill i lent, .-it Bi-x Mill, near
Bath. forJfr. R. Walmeak-y, Luikiiam, Chippenham. Mr. Fredcruk
C'glyer, engineer:—

0. J. Armileld A C'l.,, Riug«nod. Hniii^ £l,2iU 0 0

Ba0.1tLF.Y (Keiill.—Fur adaiti.iiis liilliurd-ronui, i-onsen-aluri
kitchen. Ac, ti> Nettkalead, Sundtidge-aveuiic, liroiiiley. Mi-
Kmest H. aMhiU, (u-chitect, 0. W.irwick ,-.mrt, Ilifh Holliuru. W.U
qu.autitieahy Mr. A. Johii.sun, 5U, IUjj>criiiI-hulUlii)i,'s, Liidgate Circu’-
K.C. ;

—
Arnriud A Soii.s . ... £1,09-’

I
Bmiyer £9'r7

Hall.Brddall. A Cii I,ij70
I ('r.,^sK-y 99.5

Graty 3.040
|
L-iwe 95S

BUSHEY.—For sewerage works for t!i- 'Waitonl Uninn Rnr,il
R.niiitnry Aulhoritj-. Mr. Urhiu A. Biuith, eugiiieor, Victoria-
ina-.siuos, Westminster :

—
A.Kelletl £'21,5B9 0 0 I W. Judge £10 1137 18 4
I’eiittie A -Aitell.. . , 18,5/14 (I

j

F. liupout 15.35,-; l l
E. .k S Beutley lo.8il8 U 0 I lUckliiiui ACu, 16.3uy y y
J. Dicks ,11 Ki.HiK II 0|J. jMckaon, PI|ii-

T.C-.okeACo D;,7 c;.'. li 01 iitow (accvptell.. 14987 8 7
J.Neave 15,1-HS 0 0 H- l/iiirv 34 9-54 11) 0
Cr. Taylor 1.^74i) 4 7 j

.Morgan, Hteil, .ACo. 14,025 0 0

DONCAfiTIfR,— For the ereet1/<n of shop.H. ufBces, and »s.wml)ly-
rooma, lor the Dooraster Mutual Co-r,per.allve an/l ImJusiria!
Society. Limited. Mr. Ilcrhe.t Athrun. architect, Dolphin
t-liiimters, Donc.iaicr. Qiiautitiee hy Mr. H. Beck, Ex^t Hartle
pool :

—

W. Anelay £8.7.'5 0 1
W. .Tohnson £7 77i1

C. Sprakes A Sun 8, 7.V2 10 I II. Arnold A Son* 7,470
J. C. Womhwell 7.971 0| • Accepted.

(All of Uoucaster.]

FENTON (Stoke-on-Treiill.—For tho formatiou of now streets at
Fenton. .Stoke-on-Trent, for Mr. C. W. J. Smith. Mr. F.lijah Jone.s,

rveyor, 10. Alhiou-atreet, Hanley. Quuntities by surveyor •

Fred. B.irkor £48U14 6
John Hurohin, Cobridge (iHJccpted) 4i>4 lu 0

iv shops. High-street. Lincoln,
Mr. J. H. Cooper, aicliitect,

•rcliitect ;

—

eetiuii

4, A \V. Close . -

WrishtASous. Li
cola*

... £4,407
isoii .... 4.183
* Accepted

William Willeu, Uolswortliy £895 ig 0

BethnalLONDON.—For the
Green, lor the Rc.:eive
John Butler, u-'.U.I.li

Thurgood
HiegsAHlll
Shillltoo
Graham
Hart Bros
Holloway

tinn of .a Police Section H
r tho Metropolitan Police
Architect, quantities by Mr. W. H.

Grover A Son £8.54)
Latbey Broj (1

,45^
C. Auoell c.iuio
Killby A Gayford ij,24;i

LONDON.—For repairs nod reiuKt-iteiueiits to the Oakley-place
Wesleyan Chapel. Old Keot-road.iS.E., for the Trustess. MessrsNewman A i^rwmau, urcnictcts aud auivBjors, 31, Tooley-streui
Ixjudoo Bridge :— '

Balaam Br<>» £1,4-21 I Battley, Sons. A Holness .. £'193
,T. Bullers 1,275 Friggios Bros 071
G. Parker 1,091 W. A H Castle' " 9^7
J. FaJkner 1,057 ] 'Accepted.

LONDON.—For alteratious and a 'dition.-i to No. 141, Caiiterbnrv
terrace-mews. Mnida Vale, W.. for Sir. Henry C. Ash. Mr Walter

Kbbetts, architect, Savoy House, 116, Strand, W.C. ;

Baylis £,!57
I

It, A. YerUiry £-’47
Manktelow A Co 250

j

*

Aiciended tender, including extra works—
R. A. Yerhury (accepted) n

LONDON.—Accepted for new roof anti Untern-light to wareh
at rear of 148, Bnxtou-hill, for Mr. T, l.i.htun. Mr M V Ti
ven, architect aud surveyor, Acro-!«nc. Brixtou S w'-_’

'

J-Preight iioj 0 ,
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LO^DO^.—For the erection of a deticheJ Ti]lA-resi(1*Dce. Burton

road, Brlxton, for Mr. Harry Ororer. Mr. M. V. Trelenven
architect and surveyor, Aore-Iaiie, Briiton, 9.W.
Courtney 4 Fairbairn . . . ill.l.M I Smart 4 Sou £900
Maxwell Bros.. Lltuitcd .. 1,099 I Cowiicr

W. W. Martin.,

,

Parsnior & Son
,

T. S W. Detmo
,

II & Rickett, tVe.

jn-Sea

eithrook. Mr.

£3,640

NORTH HYKEHAM (near Lincoln),
tions to buildiiiKS, lor Me-sra. A. W. liale 4 Soi
J. H. Cooper, architect, Lincoln. Qu.iiitities bupji

additions and altera-

V'. Harrison. Lincoln •
. . £377

ORPINGTON (Kent).—For additions aul repairs to shop, a1'(
- -w stables .uni ont-huildintfs, at Oipingtun, Kent, for Mr Edined.

ect aud surveyor, 1, Basingliall-street,Mr. at. Pierre liar

M-'h)
I

T. Knight £619
i>49

1 StebbiogsiPaunett.Sidcup*
Accepted.

09WESTRY.-
Huly Trinity. C

Kumlvars-inn
tYooilwani 4 i;o.

Siepheus, Bast'jw
Bainuel

K-C-
£l'.l;U

[
Jno. Oethin

x,796
I

Mathews ,.

S.OaS
I
VY, H. Thoir

PONDER'S END {Middlesex).—Fur the erection c

Messrs, J. E- K. and J. P Ciitts, ab Jiitects :

—

K. W, Newman esW 19 0
[

.Vinioml 4 Son ,

PRESTON. ir the cDiistniclnm of an iron roof to the 1i

•lectric liglit station Mr. B. Adolphus I

iteec. 27, Meeklcnijurgli-sriua'e, w,C.

UBM9TON (Lauc-ashire).— For the erection of a Registrar's house
two chapels, an.1 entrance-gates, for the Cruiston Burial Board,
Messrs. VYhitU-nhury 4 Mather, architects. 74, King-street. Man-

John Taylor £1.522
J
J. Kendal

'VYllU%m Shaw 4.3:1 A Biilli\aut4 Sons ,...
Young. Tinker, 4 Young.. 4.199 Cliapnian 4 Ho linir.irt
Joseph Spark 4,183

|
P.itricroft (accepted) .

.

Webb
Hutchings
Haintuertuo 4 White .

Gr.dilard 4 Son
H. S. Sauuders
Fielder 4 ton. Wiuches
Crook 4 Son
£, Buckingham 4 Son.

ec-tlon of an Higher 8cho->l, Winches-
<hbett, artluf«l-. Winchester:—

Work, Total.
£143 10 .

r."!! 0
120 11

1.331 0 0 1411 0 '
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The. Curriculum of the Architectural Associa-

tion for the Session 1892-93.

FTER the stormy

debates •which

marked the close

of the last session

of the Architec-

tural Association,

we turn with some

interest to a perusal

of the curriculum

prepared by the

committee for the coming winter’s work, and

we are pleased to note that the victorious

majority have evidently shown studied

moderation in the use of the power given

them at the election of officers. There is no

longer any ground for even the most captious

critic to stigmatise the Association as a

“ forcing-ground ” for the Institute, as direct

reference to the subjects of the Institute

examinations and direct instigation to mem-
bers of the Association to prepare for those

examinations are alike carefully eliminated

from the pages of the curriculum just issued.

At the same time, no member of the Associa-

tion who desires to prepare for the institute

examinations can say that he is unable to

obtain the instruction he requires within the

walls of the society to which he belongs.

The ground now taken by the governing

body of the Association evidently is that it

is their duty to provide for the architectural

student the best education in their power,

and that, when he has availed himself of that

education, he will be qualified to pass the

examinations of the Institute, and it rests

entirely with himself to decide whether he

will submit himself to that ordeal or not. The

subjects required for the examinations are

still to be found in the curriculum, and

adequate tuition is provided in those subjects,

as in others which are considered desirable

for the education of an architect.

So much concession having been made to

those who think with the party in the pro-

fession whom we have learnt to call “ the

memorialists,’’ we are somewhat surprised to

see that amongst the names of those eminent

architects who “ have kindly consented to

act as visitors at the meetings in the studio

for the criticism of drawings,” only one name,

that of Mr. Basil Champneys, stands as

representing the non-members of the Institute,

and we think that those who, in advocating

the views of “ the memorialists,” virtually

pledged the support of some eminent out-

siders, should either redeem those pledges or

give to the members of the Association some
good reason for their failure to make good

their promises.

The need for the elasticity of arrangement

and freedom of individual action which have

always been amongst the most valued charac-

teristics of Association work in the past has,

doubtless, led to the most prominent altera-

tion in the arrangement of the curriculum.

Instead of dividing the subject into four

“years,” with the implied condition that each

of these formed a rigid and inflexible part of

the whole, we find that the principal subjects,

or those which the committee regard as such,

are grouped into four “ divisions ” and the

remainder classed as “ extra subjects.”

Further, this arrangement is made still more
elastic by the provision that for the reduced

inclusive fee of five guineas a student may,

if he be so minded, choose one subject out of

each of the four “ divisions ” and one “ extra

subject.” We cannot but regard this lati-

tude offered to the individual student as

an admirable preventive of any undue

“academic” strait-lacing, which some archi-

tects profess to regard as inseparable from

organised architectural education. A student

may now, if he wishes it, follow the

curriculum in its four “divisions” in regular

order, or he may select those subjects in

which he feels most need of instruction or

for which he has the greater preference. He
may even, if he be so disposed, attend one

only of the classes, or, on the other hand,

may, subject to the exigencies of the time-

table, attend the whole.

Another alteration of some importance, and
'

one that has been wisely made, in view of

the conditions under which English architec-

tural students work, is the reduction of the

time allotted each evening to lectures and

classes. After a young man has been engaged

in an office all day, and, presumably, dili-

gently engaged, it is too much to expect that

he will be physically and mentally capable of

paying that attention which the improved

quality of the instruction now given de-

mands, for so long a time as three hours. It

is, therefore, a wise course on the part of the

committee to limit the period of study to two
hours in lectures and classes, and we doubt

not that it will be found that students learn

as much—that is, assimilate and retain as

much—in two hours as in three. In the

studio we note that the time still remains

three hours, which is reaonable, as the atten-

tion is less tensely exerted in studio work
than in lecture or class, and, as we know
from the experience of Academy students, a

shorter evening than three hours is of very
little use for the study of drawing and
design.

We see that, as a rule, the evenings allotted

to each subject now follow each other in

quick succession, so that a student will,

ordinarily, be devoting his attention to one
subject at a time instead of having several in

hand at once. This is directly contrary to

what we remember as the conclusion to

which the Education Committee, who for-

mulated the new scheme, declared their

adhesion, but we can readily understand that

however desirable it may be, in ordinary

schools and colleges, for students to study
several subjects at once, it is otherwise with
a course intended for architectural students

who are devoting, so to speak, only their

leisure time to attendance at lectures and'

classes. Dealing with each separate subject

in a series of meetings at short intervals is,

.

moreover, especially suited to the student

who wishes to individualise his work and to*

take up one or two subjects only
;
and, as we

have already pointed out, this type of student

is apparently one that the committee wish to

meet in every way. We think, however,,

that this rapid succession of meetings has, in

some cases, been rather overdone, and that a

longer interval would enable students to

make better preparation for their class work
than is now possible. We fear that the new
arrangement will rather tend to the develop-

ment of the lecture and the decrease of the

class or student work, without which lectures

are of very small service. We quite admit
that the peculiar circumstances attending the

study of architecture in this country may be

of importance in this matter, and that the

wisdom or otherwise of the course now
adopted can only be determined by the result.

cl
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Turning now to the subjects included in
the_ lectures and classes of the different
“ divisions," we see that in each “ division

’’

there are four subjects, and that by some
slight alterations in the position of some
subjects, and the placing of others under tlie

heading of “ extra subjects, ’ the work in each
“ division ’ is equalised as compared with the
variations between the “ years ” of the
curriculum of last session. In Division I.

we find the Orders of Oreek and Homan
Architecture

;
Elementary Construction

;
the

Hudiments of Perspective and Elementary
Physics. Of these, the first two appear, from
the syllabus, to be practically the same as in
last session’s curriculum, but the lectures on
perspective are far more practical and more
suited to the requirements of architectural
students than before. It seems to us rather
a bold experiment to place elementary
physics in Division I., which is, presumably,
intended for elementary students : but,
although bold, the course has nevertheless
this justification, that the younger students
will have forgotten less of their school train-
ing in mathematics, and will, at an early
stage of their technical education, be shown
that the use of formulm and of graphical
methods of treating statical problems is not
so great a bugbear as it too often appears to
the architectural student.
In Division II. we have lectures aud classes

on English Architecture : Materials
; Ele-

mentary Ornament and Colour Decoration

;

aud the Strength of Materials, Stresses, and
Strains. These subjects, with some modifica-
tions, remain as in the last session's curri-
culum, except that the class for elementary
colour decoration appears to be a continua-
tion rather than a repetition of last vear’s
course, it being presumed that students will
remain more than one year in the class. This
is certainly highly desirable, as it is beyond
question impossible for anyone to obtain an
adequate knowledge of even the grammar of
colour decoration in one session. W'e cannot
too much commend the care taken in the
preparation of the syllabus of this class by
the inclusion of a list of reference-books aud
places for study, emphasising, as it does, the
constant necessity tor individual and inde-
pendent study, a necessity that exists not
only with regard to colour decoration, but in
all architectural scholarship.

In Division III. there are lectures and
classes on The History of Architecture
Materials; Colour Decoration (advanced),
aud Sanitary Science (drainage and water
supply). We note, with some amusement,
that in the curriculum the first of these sub-
jects is described as “ The History of Archi-
tecture, and features, mouldings, and orna-
ments,” as though “ features, mouldings, and
ornaments” were not an integral part of
“ the history of architecture.” We trust
that it will never be forgotten either by
lecturers or students that the history of archi-
tecture is, emphatically, not the history of
architects or of buildings, but of the expres-
sion in building of the needs, the circum-
stances, the opportunities, and the artistic

feelings of peoples and nationalities. The
late Mr. Fergusson has, in many of his
writings, laid much stress on the ethnic side
of architectural history, and the lines of
thought and investigation which he pursued
may be trusted, if they are fully worked out,
to yield important results in the future.
Undue prominence has, undoubtedly, been
given in some of the examination papers set
at the Institute on the history of architecture,
to names of architects and dates of build-
ings. But this is not “history of architec-
ture,” and has afforded a handle for some of
the detractors of the Institute and its

examinations. Heturning to the Association
curriculum, we see that Mr. Warren no
longer fills the post of instructor in colour
decoration, and we are glad to be able to
state that his retirement is not due to any
share he may have taken in the “ memorialist ”

controversy, but is necessitated by the lack
of time at his disposal in consequence of
increasing work. The loss of their instructors,
through the claims of private practice, must

ever be one of the disadvantages under which
the Association labours, as long as the post
of instructor is filled, as at present, by those
whose ability is superior to the emoluments
which the Association can offer. Looking
down the list of lecturers and instructors we
cannot find one whose time would not be
better occupied, from a pecuniary point of
view, if he were not assisting in the educa-
tional work of the Association.
In Division 1\ . we find lectures and classes

on the History of Architecture (in con-
tinuation of those in Division HI.)

; Sani-
tary Science (ventilation, lighting, and
heating); Painting, Sculpture, and other
Arts allied to Architecture and Professional
Practice. W’^hen we mention that amongst
the lecturers in this division are to be found
the names of Mr. T. Stirling Lee, Mr. Walter
Crane, aud Mr. E. T. Hall, we feel justified
in what we have said as to the calibre of the
instructors of the Architectural Association.
The “ extra subjects ” include Plane and

Solid Geometry, Geology, Mensuration, Land
Surveying and Levelling, Chemistry of Build-
ing Materials, and Quantity Surveying, of all

of which it may justly be said that, whilst
eminently desirable for the complete educa-
tion of an architect, they can hardly be
described as absolutely necessary. The Com-
mittee have, therefore, acted wisely in so
arranging these subjects that students may
select which they please, and may take up
their study at any period of their training
that best suits them.
Turning now to the Studio, we find that

this, which has proved so successful an in-
novation in the work of the Association, is to
be continued on practically the same lines as
before, though here, as in the lectures and
classes, there are as “ extra subjects,” Sketch-
ing and Measuring

; Elementary Water
Colour

;
Water Colour (advanced)

; and
Modelling

: in respect of which students at
any stage are allowed free choice. There is

one matter in connexion with the Studio on
which we feel compelled to speak otherwise
than in terms of praise. We refer to what
are termed “ meetings for the exhibition and
criticism of the students’ drawings.” These
are intended to fill the place of the old Classes
of Design, which have from the earliest
days of the Association been vital parts
of its work, and the apparent loss of which
has been deeply regretted by many of the
students as well as by older members of the
Association who have passed that stage.
Practically, we believe that these criticism
meetings have been almost entirely confined
to those who are actually working in the
Studio, aud we know of several members who,
although they do not wish to make full use
of the Studio, would be exceedingly glad to
work on the lines of the former Classes of
1 design, preparing their drawings at their own
homes, and then bringing them up for criti-

cism and discussion. The desire of these
members might be easily gratified by the
publication in the Brown Book of the dates
of the criticism meetings, and particulars of
the subjects for which designs were to be
prepared.

One of the blemishes in the generally ex-
lent curriculum of the Association is the lack
of opportunity for the discussion of artistic
matters amongst students of the same age
and capabilities, other than that afforded by
the general meetings, the necessary formality
and publicity of which are rather deterrent to
younger members. The successful and in-
valuable Discussion Section does not meet the
ca8e,_ for of the twelve subjects to be there
considered two only are definitely concerned
with the artistic and cesthetic side of archi-
tecture.

We see that the Committee have not yet
decided to institute either day classes or handi-
craft teaching, and we think they are quite
wise not to attempt either of these, at any rate
for the present. Their ship is quite suffi-

ciently loaded, and however desirable instruc-
tion in handicrafts may be,—in the opinion of
some,—for the young architect, it is difficult

to see how these can be managed as a part of

body, are more ready to allow their puplh:
time during office hours to attend at classese
At present the young architect who has time
and inclination for learning handicraft, caiE

avail himself of the classes intended primarily!
for the improvement of young workmen.!
whether at the various Polytechnic institu-i

tions now becoming fashionable, or at th<±

more esthetic Guild and School of Handi-i
craft. It is, indeed, quite open to questioco
whether the Architectural Association wouldl
not do well to leave the teaching of handi-(
craft entirely to such institutions, and con-i

tent themselves with that which they haver
so well undertaken,—the technical instruction):

of architects.

A careful perusal of the curriculum wer
have been noticing can hardly fail to showr
that, at the Architectural Association, anyi
young man of average industry and abilityi

can find ample instruction of the very bestsl

quality to enable him to become a qualifiedij
and capable architect, whether or not heii

intends to pass the examinations of theil

Institute. We cannot conclude without say-r
ing a word as to the scale of fees. When we’'
see that for the sum of forty guineas am
architectural student can obtain four years’

a

thorough instruction, both in studio and ini
lectures, we cannot help feeling that he is inr
far more favourable circumstances than those t

in his own station of life who intend to enter i

the professions of law, medicine, or the

:

Church.

EUBTHER CORRESPONDENCE OX
THE INSTITUTE.

HE correspondence in regard to r

“The Institute and Architecture,”.'
printed on another page, throws ?

some further light on the situation, i

It is satisfactory to find that an architect t

like Mr. Ernest George not only sees no o

bugbear in the idea of the examination of f

candidates for associateship in respect of their r

practical knowledge, but also recognises that l

a student may reasonably be examined in i

design, “ as a test of his capacity to put his i

ideas on paper, or in other words to express i

himself grammatically.” It is somewhat ;

sigoificant to have this important admission
from Mr. Ernest George, since it cannot .

possibly be pretended by the critics of the :

Institute that he does not represent the •

artistic side of architecture, or that he is a .

mere surveyor desirous to see architecture :

treated as a business. Mr. George recognises
also the value of an examination as laying
down a course of study for the student, and
giving an aim and purpose to his work

;
a

view of the matter which was forcibly ex-
pressed in a letter in our columns some
months ago by_a young architect who declared
that the Institute examination programme
was the first real and efficient guide to his
studies that he had, and that in his opinion it

would be “ a boon to thousands.”
We also recommend to our readers the

judicious letter of Professor Roger Smith in
regard to the question of requiring Fellows
also to pass an examination for election. lie
recognises entirely what we have already
pointed out, that such a course would be an
anomaly in such a society as the Institute,
and suggests a course by which candidates
for Fellowship who have not entered the
Institute through the door of the Associate-
ship examination should be recommended for
election on the basis of their known works.
This recommendation seems to fall in with -

the idea already suggested by some others of
our correspondents, that election to the
position of a lellow should he an honour
conferred as a recognition of excellence, and
not a mere right to be claimed after so many
years’ practice as an architect. There is a
good deal to he said for this idea, which
would certainly tend to raise the standard of
future Fellows of the Institute, aud to render
the honour of election as a Fellow more
valuable. But if Fellowship is to be a dis-
tinction, it must be one conferred on broad

, . , . .
^ lines, for distinguished excellence in planning

architectural training, until architects, as a
J

and construction of buildings for prac- !
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tical purposes,

^

as well as for the de-
fligntug of picturesque architecture, or
what is supposed (sometimes unneces-
sarily) to be such. We fear that some of
those who wish the title of Fellow to be
conferred as a distinction, would, if they had
their own -way, confine the distinction to
thoso whose ideas of artistic design in archi-
tecture coincide with a rather narrow
standard of their own,—a standard which
eometimes is in reality (though they may
not perceive that) rather a matter of fashion
than of serious tcsthetic consideration.

In fact, at the root of all this disagreement
lies the forgetfulness of the truth that archi-
tecture, save in some exceptional cases, is not
•€i pure art, but a pursuit involving serious
practical problems, in the proper treatment
of which public convenience and public safety
<ire largely concerned. Mr. Jackson’s position,
as represented in his letter, would be a per-
fectly defensible and logical one if architec-
ture were a pureart like sculpture and painting
—which it is not. Mr. Jackson says he and
Ills friends want nothing, they only want to
be let alone, and that it is the Institute who
are the aggressors. That surely can only be
flaid in a technical sense, if at all. Those
who were present at the reading of Mr.
Jacksons paper at the Architectural Associa-
tion last season, and at the discussion which
followed it, and who took note of the acri-
monious and bitter things that were said, and
•of the temper of some of the speakers, must
surely have thought that Mr. Jackson’s allies,
at all events, were very “ aggressive ” people
indeed : and we should imagine that
architects from France or Germany, if
any had been present, would have found
it hard to understand that all this
indignation^ was directed against an insti-
tution which had committed no other
crime than endeavouring to ensure that archi-
tects entering its ranks and bearing its
im2n-wiahi.r should have shown that they
possessed adequate practical knowledge of
their craft, and indicating a course of study
for architectural students. As we have
already said, we believe that those who regard
this attempt with contempt and indignation
stand entirely alone in the world, and that
their feelings would be quite incomprehen-
sible among architects anywhere out of this
country.

In short, it appears to us that the indigna-
tion aroused against the Institute on account
of its examination scheme is one of the
most whimsical incidents in the whole
curious history of architectural parties in
this country. Mr. Jackson says it will
prevent all who take a serious view of
architecture from joining the ranks of the
Institute. hat is a *‘ serious view ” of
architecture ? It seems to us that the
most “ serious ” view possible is that which
regards architecture as the art of planning
and constructing healthful and convenient
buildings further dignified and embellished
by artistic expression and detail, and that
the view that any one who feels the power of
giving artistic expression to building should
ipso facto he recognised as an architect is a
view very deficient in seriousness. Mr.
Jackson further points out that by adhering
to its policy the Institute has lost its men of
the_ greatest promise. Let us say “ some
of its men of the greatest promise.” AVe
admit that the secession of the gentle-
men named is an injury to the Institute, a
consideration which seems to be rather a
matter of gratification to them and their
friends. Might we suggest to them to con-
sider, not what harm they have done to the
Institute, but what good they have done to
architecture, by seceding. They could have
done good by remaining in the Institute and
helping to make it all it ought to be and
might be. They have given up the opportu-
nity now, with no advantage to any one that
we can see except affording themselves the
opportunity for a display of what we venture
to think a rather impracticable spirit of oppo-
sition, and the public the spectacle of a house
divided against itself.

As to Mr. Jackson’s final criticism, we did

not intend to quote "Wren’s official title of
“ Surveyor to the Fabric ” quite seriously, or
to represent it as meaning exactly the same as
“.surveyor” in the present

;
still it is a kind of

title which savours more of business than of
art, and is rather more significant in that
sense than Mr. Jackson seems to admit.

e were^ thinking however not so much
of ^\rens title as of Wren himself,
who^ was essentially a practical man
in

_

little and great things connected 'with
building

;
a mathematician too, who applied

his mathematics to architecture both in regard
to construction and design

;
but all this did

not prevent his being a building artist in the
fullest sense of the term. lie took, in fact, a
“ serious ” view of architecture in every sense
of the word, yet if he were living now we
imagine he would be on the side of the
Institute.

NOTES.
a letter to the Times of the

19th Mr. C. F. Hayward, as
District Surveyor for St. Giles and
Bloomsbury, calls attention, in

connexion with the recent fire in Montague-
place, to the danger to the British Museum
from the combustible sheds and other build-
ings which are ranged against the garden-
walls of the houses, on the Museum ground,
and in near proximity to the main building!
The British Museum is one of the buildings
exempt from control under the Building
Act. The danger is perhaps not a very
serious one, considering the solid con-
struction of the Museum itself, but
the question suggests itself whether there
is not an ultimate possibility of clearing some
of the ground near the Museum of houses and
their outbuildings, and giving space for the
extension of the Museum and its enclosure.
There can be no doubt that the Museum is
greatly cramped for space at present, a diffi-
culty which is not likely to diminish. Some
public money might be well expended in
purchasing property to clear the Museum and
give it space for safety and for future
extension.

TN the Mineralogical Department of the New
i-

_

Natural History Museum at Wenna, the
visitor finds a separate collection labelled
“ Building Materials.” This summer, a cata-
logue to this collection hap been printed, and,
with the aid of this excellent little publica-
tion, one is now able to obtain a thorough
insight into Austria’s resources, and also, to a
certain extent, of the resources of the world.
The collection, as we now find it, is an
extension of a small one which Herr Felix
Karrer began to arrange in 1878, with the
purpose of showing the different materials
used in the

_

many monumental buildings
being put up in A'ienna during the last two
decades. It includes some seven thousand
ppecimens, and has been divided into groups
according to the countries or districts repre-
sented, and then into sub-divisions according
to the purposes for which the materials were
used, commencing (1) with the different kinds
of gravels and ballast used for road-making, (2)
the stones suitable for pavements, then (Z)
the raw material which is turned into bricks,
(o) into lime, and (6) into cement, and fur-
ther (4) the different kinds of sands used in
mortar, then continuing with (7) freestone,
(8) decorative stone, (9) slate, and finishing
with (10) artificial stones. Whilst all speci-
mens of loose materials are exhibited on
small trays, the stones proper and artificial
stones are shown in small blocks measuring
12 by 8 by 3 centimetres, a size far more
practical than the heavy and ungainly cubes
of 10 cm. which are to be found in similar
collections in Budapest, in W^asliington, and
elsewhere. Of the non-Austrian countries,
Germany, Italy, France, Belgium, and the
Dnited States make the best show, and
England the worst, only having some
forty exhibits in the cases allotted
to her. This dearth of specimens in the
English subdivision is entirely due to the
lack of contributions from public institu-

tions and trade magnates. Professor Rupert
Jones is apparently the only English scientist
who has, to any extent, aided the efforts of
the organisers of the collection, and Messrs
Dunnill & Co,, of .lackfield, the only repre-
sentatives of the trades. The catalogue is a
model one, clear, concise, and well printed,
giving the position, name, and exact part of a
building where any of the more important
specimens sho-n-n in the collection can bo
seen m ^ ienna, and ought to be a boon to
the local architects and professional visitors.A chapter in the Italian division of the cata-
logue bearing the title “Ancient Rome”
shows that the Building Materials Collection
of the A ienna Museum deserves the attention
also of the archieologist.

rpHERE is to be a special exhibition of

^ library architecture at the Chicago
Exhibition, and Mr. James D, Brown
Librarian of the Clerkenwell Public Library,
writes to us that he has been requested by
^e Chairman of the Library ^Architecture
Comniittee at Chicago to form a collection of
Bnt^h library plans for this department of
the Exhibition. Mr. Brown wishes through
our columns to invite contributions from
architects who have designed library buildings
in this country. The exhibit of plans is
intended to be as practical as possible, and
for this reason only floor-plans, showing
existing arrangements of shelving, tables,
counters, racks, Sec., are desired. It is, there-
fore, suggested that floor-plans drawn to a
i-in. scale, be sent, and that only the part of
thelibrary used for workbe shown. Thismay
however, include museums or art schools
where worked along with the library. Photo-
graphs or drawings of elevations may also be
sent if thought necessary, and any point
which may be considered new or uncommon
in regard to construction or arrangement
might be emphasised. It is intended to pub-
lish a report on the library plans represented
at the Exhibition, and it is hoped that the
reaults of sucli a great international collec-
tion may be preserved in a manner liiely to
prove of great use in the future. 3Ir. Brown
will give any further information desired by
intending contributors, and plans proposed to
be shown should bo sent to him at the Clerken-
well Public Library not later than Christmas.

A CORKLSPOiS'DENT last week sug-
gested that architects should write on

their drawings, " Copyrighted by ,” in
order to keep the copyright in their own hands.
But it is obvious that if the law assumes
that the legal right to the drawings is in the
employer and not in the architect, the mere
fact of writing these words on the draw-
ings would not ressrve the right unless
the employer agreed to the reservation.
Silence does not give a consent in law, and
if a dispute arose in regard to the owner-
ship of such drawings, the mere fact that
these words were on them, and that the
employer did not assert his right by
any actual words, would not justify a court
of law in saying that he had parted with the
assumed right. The fact is that, having
regard to the state of the law, an architect
can only make sure of keeping a right to the
drawings in his own hands by informing his
employer at the time when he receives the
commission that he will retain the copyright
himself. It will be observed that in what we
have here said we have drawn no distinction
between preliminary drawings and approved
final drawings. But it is obvious that there
is a fundamental legal distinction between
the two cases, and the very principle of the
rule by which final drawings become the
property of the employer appears to militate
against preliminary and unapproved drawings
being considered the property of the employer.
The object of this note, however, is to
point out the futility in law of the words
“ copyrighted by and not to discuss
the question of copyright or the case of Sir
Charles Barry and the Government, the im-
portance of which from a legal point of view
has probably been much overrated by the
architectural profession.
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The run upon the Birkbeck Bank last week
was no doubt ludicrous, but it was

more pitiful than amusing. The collapse of

the Liberator Building Society had scared a

large number of persons who invested their

savings in building societies, and, the

Birkbeck Bank being connected with the
Birkbeck Building Society, a very small and
quite unfounded rumour was enough to

send scores of persons already alarmed to

withdraw their money. But it shows the

amount of distress which the collapse of a

building society creates
;

it destroys in

a day the savings of years of a class

of persons who have the most difficulty in

putting by money, and it creates a widespread
distrust. In many respects there never was
a worse form of investment for the earnings

of clerks and others than that of a building

society. Because there must always be a

considerable amount of risk in respect of even
those which are the best managed. "Well-

meaning judgment will not always insure

success in regard to operations in connexion
with land and buildings. Xo doubt building

societies appeal to various dominant instincts,

—to the love of thrift and to the love of

gambling,—and we suppose they will always
remain more or less popular. But every year

it becomes more and more clear that the pru-

dent investor of small means must continually

exercise personal caution and constant super-

vision over any society in which he may
have placed his savings, and this is

usually what he cannot do. We can
only hope that the cases of the Liberator

Building Society, and of the Glamorganshire
and London Provident Building Societies,

which are the two last examples, in one in-

stance of fraud, and in the other of “non-
liquid” investment, will so brace up public

opinion that before another season elapses some
stringent legislation may take place which
will make these societies more secure. (,)n

the other hand, no legislation can prevent
over-sanguine managers from over-rating
their societies, and no audit can tell to a

nicety the realisability of assets.

The old room which formed one of the

late Lady Hill’s apartments in Hampton
Court, and is now to be opened to the public,

is, we understand, that known as “ Wolsey’s
Closet,” between the eastern aide of the Inner,

or Clock-court, and the Communication, or

Mantegna, Gallery, overlooking Fountain-

court. Ileduced in dimension, it retains

many of its original features. It has an
inner closet, made in the wall, a Tudor fire-

lace, and its original mullioned window.
Ir. Ernest Law, in his well-known work
upon the Palace, gives an illustration of the

interior, and says :

—

“The ceiling, however, is the chief point of

interest, and is very beautiful, being of pure cinque-

cento design in octagonal panels, with decorative
scroll-work and other ornaments in relief. The
ribs are of moulded wood, with balls and leaden
leaves at their intersections

;
these and the orna-

mental work within the panels are gilt, the ground
being of light blue. . . . Hound the upper portion

of the walls, on two sides, is a finely-wrought

comice or frieze, in the same style as the ceiling

, . . .
[which] certainly formed part of the original

decoration of Wolsey’s Palace, for it is emblazoned
with his motto. . . . Below are several long narrow
panels, painted in oils, somewhat in the style of

Primaticcio, with subjects from the Passion.”

The Cardinal's own rooms, which he embel-
lished in sumptuous fashion, lie along the
southern side of Clock-court ; they are partly

concealed by the Ionic colonnade which
"Wren erected to cover the entrance into

his King’s grand staircase. These are

privately occupied : one, lighted by an oriel

window towards the court, has a fine ceiling

with wooden ribs and papier-mach^ orna-
mentation; the panelling of two others
exhibits two different examples of the linen-

fold kind
;

whilst the ribbed ceiling of

another displays the Cardinal’s hat, crossed
pole-axes, and his other badges. These,
looking out upon the old Pond-garden and
the later vinery, now stand at about midway
of the palace south front: see the view pub-
lished in the Builder of July 25, 1S85. King
Henry Yill.’s apartments formed the Clock-

court’s eastern side
;

beyond lay Cloister
Green-court, with the King’s and the Queen’s
“New Lodgings,” all pulled down te7np.

William III., and replaced with the apart-
ments around Fountain-court, to many of
which the public have had access for fifty

years past. Additional interest attaches to
the block we describe as having been occupied,
it is believed, by Charles I. during nearly
three months, where he negotiated with
Cromwell, Ireton, and Fairfax, the army
being stationed at Putney; was visited by his

children
;
and whence he escaped from sur-

veillance on November 11, 1(U7, with John
Ashburnham, Major Legge, and Sir John
Berkeley, to the Isle of Wight. On March
24, 1888, we published Mr. P. L. Marks’s
measured drawings of two elevations, with
details, of Fountain-court; and on October 17
last year Mr. W. Wonnacott’s measured draw-
ings of Henry VlII.’s great hall. Last winter
they replanted turf in the Base-court (Basse-
court) in place of the large white cobble-
stones, which William III. laid there.

The Richmond branch of the Selborne
Society are minded to provide a memorial

to James Thomson more worthy of him than
the board—inscribed with some verses from
“Summer’’—in the grounds of Pembroke
Lodge. Thomson lived for many years at

Rossdale, a little cottage on the outskirts of

Old Deer Park, in the lane that led from the
upper end of Richmond-green through what
was Park-shot, to Kew Foot-lane

;
and there

he died on August 22, 1748. George Ross, an
army agent, bought the cottage out of respect
for the poet’s memory ; added rooms to it,

and a garden, in which he planted some choice
exotics. Having passed to Admiral Boscawen’s
widow, and then to Lord Shaftesbury, it was
adapted, in 18(16, for purposes of the local

hospital. Thomson was buried at the we.st

end, north aisle, of the parish church, where
Lord Buchan (in addition to the annual
commemoration he instituted at Ednam, the
poet’s native place) set up, in 1792, a brass
tablet, bearing an appropriate quotation from
“ Winter.’’ The monument, with bust, in

Westminster Abbey, was set up in 1762, from
the proceeds of a subscription edition of his

works.

A SCHEME for the purchase of the open
space now used at Earl’s Court for

exhibition, as a public park, appears to be in

the air. There is no doubt that it would be
a great public advantage if this land could be
utilised for this purpose. From a purely
financial point of view it would well repay
the owners of houses in this district to com-
bine to purchase this land, as it would greatly
improve the district as a residential neigh-
bourhood. Although South Kensington and
Brompton are crowded with what builders
have jocularly called “gardens,” these are,

in most instances, comparatively narrow
streets, and one great drawback to this part
of London is the absence of any large open
public park or gardens. We have some
doubt, however, whether sufficient energy
and organisation will be given to this scheme,
and we should not be surprised to see this
space remain an E.xhibition ground for some
time to come. But nothing would do more
for the health of this district, or tend more to
raise its somewhat declining favour as a place
of residence, than a park at Earl’s Court.

The sanitary condition of the Aylesbury
Rural Sanitary District has been the

subject of a report by Dr. Theodore Thom-
son to the Local Government Board, dated
August 8 ;

and a very delightful district this

seems to be :

—

“ The large majority of the dwellings in
the district are cottages, of which the
old thatched or tiled cottages are very com-
monly unfit for human habitation. The state
of dilapidation of these cottages is in some
instances

_

so great that they can only fitly
be described as ruinous, and into these
and many others less seriously dilapidated,
rain finds its way through the roof. . . .

In certain villages the demand created for bouses
is such that no landlord has ever any difficulty in
letting his cottages, however bad they may be

;

and hence in the absence of due control over their
condition by the sanitary autbority, these habita-
tions are not kept in proper repair by the wore©
class of landlords. As a further result, one of the
present difficulties in the way of closing houses that
are unfit for habitation is, as was pointed out to me
by the officers of the Sanitary Autbority, that such
action in many instances means entirely depriving
the family so expelled of house shelter, there being
no dwelling to let in the neighbourhood. . . .

Throughout the greater part of the district the
prevailing method of excremoot disposal is by
privies connected with cesspits. These cesspits^

generally about 2 ft. deep, and with a superficial

area of eight or nine square feet, are constructed of
brick, and are usually very loosely covered or en-
tirely uncovered, permitting the entrance of rain
and surface water. Ko ashes or other material ar©
thrown on the excreta

;
and the decomposing mass

of semi-liquid filth which the cesspits commonly
contain is very offensive.

As the walls of these receptacles are not water-
tight, leakage is liable to occur into the surrounding
soil or into ditches, when, as sometimes happens;
priries are situated on their banks. . . .

The cleansing of cesspit privies is not undertaken
or contracted for by the Sanitary Authority. Thia
duty is cast on the occupier : and, in the event of
his failing to perform it, be is liable to be called on
by the Sanitary Autbority to cause bis cesspit to be
cleansed within a given period. In many instances,
however, I found these cesspits full, and oven over-
flowing. . . .

The privy structures are sometimes of brick,
sometimes of wood

;
and are in many in-

stances so ruinous as to be unsafe. They are
situated in the yards attached to the houses, and
very often they are close to or actually abutting od
the dwellings. ...

Save in the strictly rural part of the district, and.
in the smaller villages, in which there are no
covered drains, public sewers are represented by
stretches of rubble drains, alternating with brick
barrel drains, glazed pipe drains, and porous un-
socketed pipes. These are often laid at improper
angles and with too sudden changes of gradient,
and also without sufficient regard to the amount,
of surface water and sewage to be conveyed by
them. . . .

Tho greater part of the water supply in th©
district is from shallow wells sunkm the clay; a few"

wells only are sunk in the rock, sometimes to a
depth of GO ft. to 80 ft. The superficial soil through
which wells of both sorts pass is very frequently
contaminated by privy soakage and pig-sty drain-
age, while the surface of the ground about wells is

often littered with vegetable refuse, manure, fowl'

excrement, and other filth. Almost all wells,
whether lined with stone or brick, aro merely dry-
steined, so that percolation from the .surrounding,
soil, with constant risk of contamination of the
supply, is liable to occur. . . .

Several cottages at Aston Clinton are not pro-
vided with any water, and the occupants of these,

obtain their domestic supply from the brook that
runs through the village. This brook is con-
taminated by farmyard, cesspool, sink, and
slaughter-house drainage, and is further fouled
by the large numbers of ducks which dabble in it."’

The recent competition for Llanelly Town
Hall seems to have ended not very

creditably to the authorities. The assessor, Mr,
Charles Barry, adjudged the first premium to
the design of Messrs. Simon & Tweedie, and
the second to that of Mr. Griffiths. At a
meeting of the Council a member at once-

proposed, at the outset of the proceedings,
that the recommendation of the assessor

should be set aside and that Mr. Griffiths

should be commissioned to carry out the
building

;
and in spite of the representa-

tions of two other members of the
Council, who proposed and seconded an
amendment that they should adopt the
recommendation of the assessor, and urged
that the first premiated plans were the best
on many points, the proposal to engage the
architect who had been placed second was
carried by a majority of eleven to four. No
sufficient or direct reason was assigned for
this procedure, but when it is mentioned that
the second premiated architect was a local

man, and was willing to undertake the work
at a commission of four per cent, instead of
five per cent., most readers who understand
the ways of small corporations in thes&
matters will think there is no need to look
further for an explanation.

WE find that in speaking of Mr. Brownell’s
article on “French Art” in Scribntr'k-

Magazine, under the heading of “ Maga-
zines and Reviews ” {Builder, September 10),

we missed the most remarkable point in the-

article. One of the darling objects of
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American art-critics nowadays is to exalt
everything French and depreciate everything
English, and accordingly it is not surprising to
find Mr. Brownell exaltingClaudeabove Turner,
and speaking of the “ unlucky ambition ”

of the latter in desiring to have one of his

pictures hung next to the finest Claude in
the National Gallery. But behold, among
the illustrations to the article is an engraving
of that very picture of Turner’s, which he
desired to have hung in this ambitious
position, with the title printed under it,

Dido Building Carthage : Claude"
(J). We

congratulate the American critic on this
evidence of his profound insight into Turner’s
weakness and Claude’s superiority, and can
only apologise for being so late in doing
justice to it.

THE SANITARY CONGRESS.
We continue our report* of the proceedings

of the thirteenth Congress of the Sanitary
Institnte, which has been held at Portsmouth.
After the five conferences which concluded
on Tuesday night the rest of the work was
divided between three sections : Section I.

Sanitary Science and Preventive Medicine, pre-
sided over by Professor J. LaneNotter

;
Section II.

Engineering and Architecture, presided over by
Mr. James Lemon, O.E. and F.R.I.B.A. (Mayor
of Southampton)

;
and Section III. Chemistry,

Meteorology, and Geology, presided over by Dr,
W. J. Russell, F.R.S., iSco.

Engineering and Architecture.

This section held its first sitting on Thursday
morning, when Mr. Lemon delivered an in-
augural address in which he sketched the pro-
gress of sanitary engineering. It was, he said,
a modern science, which had originated since
the passing of the Towns Improvement Act of
4817, and the Public Health Act of 1848, in
investigations made by medical men into the
•causes of zymotic diseases in towns. It was
found that want of efficient sewerage, defective
bouse drainage, pollution of drinking-wells,
badly-constructed dwellings, and want of venti-
lation were among the main causes of the high
•death-rate. The medical profession bad always
been pioneers in sanitary reform, and when
they proved that certain diseases were pre-
ventable, public opinion was gradually roused,
and eventually the sanitary engineer was
created. The first engineers, of course, made
mistakes, but English perseverance came in
and to-day England held the front rank, with
only one competitor,—America,—nearlyabreast.
The available fall for the drainage and the
available supply of water were the first two
points to be considered in the sewerage of a
town. There was a tendency to make a more
liberal provision for the water-supply per head
per diem than was thought necessary a few
years ago. Water-closets were becoming more
genera], and baths in small house.s more
common. In Southampton houses letting at only
26^. per annum were provided with baths, and
in some cases workmen’s dwellings of only 16^,
rent were similarly provided. Sewers were
better flushed, roads were more frequently
watered, urinals, courts, channels, and galleys
flushed down. This all meant more water
and with it a higher state of cleanliness and
improved health. In small towns 20 to 25
gallons per head was sufiicient; but in towns
of 50,000 and npwards 30 gallons per head
should be provided. Subsequently referring to
the principles to be kept in view as regards
sewerage, it was recommended that all sewers
should, if practicable, have a self-cleansing
velocity. Sir Frederick Bramwell had allowed
for a quarter of an inch of rainfall in twenty-
four hoars in the calculations made for the
sewerage of Portsmouth. This was the
Metropolitan scale, exactly that adopted by the
late Sir Joseph Bazalgette. It had failed in
(London and Portsmouth, and it would fail
everywhere when adopted under similar
conditions. In the northern portions of
London the old sewers were above the level of
high water in the Thame?, but in the
south of London and other low-lying
parts there was no free outfall, and the
5ieavy rains must either saturate the subsoil or
flood the surface of the district and the base-
ments of the buildings. In London special
supplementary surface drainage outfalls had
been constructed to remedy the defects that
arose from the design of the Metropolitan Main
Sewerage, and in other towns where this scale

' See last week's Builder, page 222.

had been followed the local authorities would
similarly have to adopt remedial measures,
The important point was that they should deal
with rainfall according to local circumstances,
having reference to the fall in the district, to
the relative levels of the district with the river
or sea, and to the geological conditions,
must not be left to take care of itself

;
it must

be calculated and dealt with with as much
care as the water-supply. In low-lying districts

it should be provided for by a duplicate system
of sewers, and lifted by steam or other power
above the level of high water. The Corporation
of Portsmouth was very fortunate in having a
large harbour and rapid tidal currents, which
carry away the sewage of the town. These
natural advantages had been utilised to their
fullest extent in the construction of the sewage
storage-tanks and outfalls, and he had every
reason to believe there was no return of sewage
on the foreshore and no nuisance. But the
young engineer mnst not take Portsmouth as
an example, and adopt the principle somewhere
else where the local conditions might be alto-
gether different. Sea outfalls required the
greatest care as to their placement and con-
struction, and if the currents were not favour-
able crude sewage should not on any account
be discharged from them. In cases of this
kind precipitation must be resorted to, and
only the effluent be discharged into the sea.

Among the questions which were agitating
the public mind was that of the ventilation of
sewers. Inquiries were being continually made
by local authorities, patents taken out, and
experiments made by experts, but they were
practically to-day where they were thirty years
ago. The prevailing system was that of open
gratings over the manholes in the centre of the
streets, bat this had the disadvantage in some
cases of causing a nuisance to passers-by, and
to the occupants of adjacent dwellings. He
contended there conld not be too many inlets
and outlets to a sewer, and after forty years’
experience, he had come to the conclusion that
an open sewer down the centre of a street with
a good fall, would be the best form of construc-
tion. That, however, was impracticable

;
and

he, therefore, said, “ Get as near to it as you
can.” When a ventilator smelt, the local autho-
rities generally ordered it to be closed. Greater
folly could not be committed, for if the smell
was not allowed in the streets, it would most
likely appear in the houses. Noxious gases
could not generate in a sewer with a self-
cleansing velocity, A ventilating device called
Keeling’s Destructor, which had been tested on
a large scale at Croydon, was very highly com-
mended by Mr. Walker, the Borough Engineer of
Croydon, With respect to the disposal of sewage
in towns, continued the paper, the system of
precipitation was growing more into favour for
the following reasons :—Firstly, the improved
means of disposing of the sludge

; secondly,
the failure of so-called sewage-farms

;
and,

thirdly, the growing tendency to combine
precipitation with land filtration. On the
question of healthy dwellings, the lecturer
said :

“ We are now face to face with a cholera
epidemic, and it is necessary that the most
improved regulations for the preservation of
the public health should be everywhere en-
forced with the utmost strictness. The towns
of Hamburg and Havre are illustrations of this
want of those essentials of public health. A
physician of Hamburg says :

‘ Unfortnnate’y,
Hamburg is built contrary to all rules of sanita-
tion. The houses have no yards, and close
behind are otherhouses, old, many-cornered,dark,
and airless, the overcrowded habitations of the
poor being filled with dirt and ill-smelling. In
addition, the Elbe is partly dried up and on its

banks is deposited all binds of refuse.’ On the
other side of the Channel we have the large
and important seaport of Havre, the normal
death-rate of which is more than double that
of Portsmouth. In 1884 I prepared a report
on the sewerage of this town, the authorities
appointed a committee of experts to sit upon it,

but nothing has been done from that day to
this. These two towns, Hamburg and Havre,
are in communication with this country, and
they are sending forth a pestilential army to
invade our shores. We may by constant
vigilance keep them out, bub it is a scandal in
these days of International Congresses that
such sanitary neglect in Germany and France
is allowed to exist.” He was certain these
Congresses had a tendency to raise the
standard of knowledge and of sanitary work
amojigst his professional brethren. The past
history of sanitary science bad chiefly coD'

Inspector, the future would chiefly concern
the architect and the engineer. In proportion
as the architect and the engineer did their
work well, so would the duties of medical
officers and Sanitary Inspectors decrease.
The speaker stated that an exceedingly small
number of houses, even of those let at high
rents, were in a proper sanitary condition.
Owners of houses and their agents, whose
interest it was to let, could not be expected to
answer impartially the question put by an
applicant, —la this house in a perfect sanitary
condition ? They might be honest in answer-
ing the question affirmatively, and yet the
tenant might find bis family begin to sicken on
entering into occupation, and might discover,

perhaps, when too late that none of the condi-
tions proper to a sanitary house existed in his
dwelling. No doubt the poor were more hardy,
and, having to rough it, became to a certain
extent disease -proof. Dangers which they
escaped would be fatal to children more
delicately nurtured, and to the more carefully
housed well-to-do classes. No man should take
a house unless he had satisfied himself that it

was in a proper sanitary condition. In the
interest of his family and himself, the speaker
would advise every would-be tenant to pay the
small cost of an examination by a competent
man. He would then feel that he bad done
bis duty as a father and a citizen. The sani-

tary architect called in (he had coined a new
term) should insist on the following points :

—

(1) a dry subsoil
; (2) a damp-proof course

either of asphalt or two thicknesses of slate
;

(3) walls which would keep out heavy rains,

or, preferably, hollow walls; (4) a good pitch of
roof

; (5) good ventilation under the floors,

separate from the smoke flues and with proper
inlets; (G) drainage in stoneware pipes outside
the house, disconnected from the main sewer,
and ventilated

;
cast-iron pipes under the house

with lead joints
; (7) water-closets with wash-

out or flush basins
;

soil pipes outside the
house carried up full size, and ventilated

;
and

(8) sinks of all kinds disconnected from the
sewers and discharging over open gratings.

With respect to the question of overcrowding,
he said occupiers of insanitary dwellings were
merely removing to other booses, but the over-

crowding still continued. Much had been done
during the last year under the Housing of the

Working Classes Act, 1800, but a danger still

remained which local authorities must face.

What was wanted was the erection of suitable

dwellings to take the place of those condemned.
There was an opening for an architect to design

a good healthy dwelling for the poorer working
class at a reasonable cost, so that local autho-
rities might be induced to erect them. A good,
model working man’s home was wanted in onr
crowded towns, where there was a large dining-

room and reading-room common to all, and a
separate bed-room for each lodger. Such a
place for single men would be much sought
after, and would always command good tenants.

Sir Charles Cameron, in proposing a vote of
thanks to the President, said that papers of

that kind, which dealt with practical matters
in a concrete form, were of much greater inte-

rest to an audience, composed as that was of

practical men, than any abstract or merely
theoretical discourse would have been, butthere
were also in it many points of great general

interest, particularly to the inhabitants of towns
on the coast, for which any scheme that could

be prepared would greatly diff-^r from one that

would be suitable for towns far from the sea.

What might be permissible at Portsmouth,

where they had a strong tidal current, could

not be permitted in a main drainage scheme for

Dublin, for example, where the difficulty was
how to dispose of the organic matter, and
where they might only discharge what
appeared to be a pure effluent. Dublin
had not such a good current as Ports-

mouth, although it was upon the sea. Any
solid matters discharged there would come
back every twenty-four hours. With respect

to the ventilation of sewers, he thought it

would be better for the drainage of each
bouse to pass by an open conduit, for

then it would only be the persons in

each house that would be affected by any
smell, and not the whole community by accu-

mulated smells, as iu the case of defective

ventilation. He had been experimenting for

some years, and he had discovered that the air

was always going into the sewer, and not out.

This was notably the case between 7 o’clock

and 8 o’clock in the morning, when fires were
being lighted all over the city. It proved

cerned the medical officer and Sanitary that air was being drawn up out of the sewer
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wherever the traps were defective. His im-
pression was that there was not much pressure
in the sewer as a rule, and, with house drains
properly trapped, the air in the sewer would not
be able to force the traps. There might be much
more pressure at times from temporary causes,
but for periods of eight or ten hours a day he
had known the pressure only to be half an ounce
or an ounce to the inch. At present, at Dublin
they di^scharged all into the Liffey where it was
tidal, bub that would all be done away with
under the new drainage scheme, because it
would be continuous in its working.

Sir Thomas Crawford, in seconding the reso-
lution, said he was reminded, in seeing so many
medical men among the engineers and Sanitary
Inspectors, of a fact which it might be advan-
t^eous to mention. He had been a medical
officer forty,—nearly fifty,—years, and he had
never felt the difficulty, that appeared to be
a trouble sometimes, of drawing a distinction
between the functions of the medical officer
and those of the sanitary engineer. There was
a very definite distinction between the two.
The medical officer should searcli out the cause
of an evil, and leave the remedy for it to be
found by the engineer.
The resolution was carried by acclamation,

and Me. Lemon brietiy replied.

Softening of Water.

Mr. H, Law, M.Inst.C.E., &c., was then called
upon to read a paper on “ Apparatus for
Softening Water.” The rationale of the pro-
cess, he said, consisted in adding to the water
certain substances which reacted upon the
foreign substances already contained in the
water, forming new compounds, that being no
longer soluble, might be removed either by
mtration or precipitation. The largest instal
lation he knew of wa.s at Southampton.
The discussion was opened by Sir Charles

Cameron, who wanted to know the cost of
treating, say, 1.000,000 gallons by the process,
and whether it was applicable to refiltering on
the large scale. Water, he held, should be
used as quickly cs posi^ible when convejed in
pipes, and if wa*^er that had been filtered re-
mained many dajs in a reservoir, it should be
refiltered.

Mr. Rogers Field, C.E
, thought the paper a

very valuable one. It proceeded on a very
distinct plan, and, tried on a large scale for a
public supply, it would be found or the greatest
possible advantage where people knew what
they were abont. He thought pressure should
be put upon the water companies to act for the
public good, and not exclusively for profit He
bad long turned his attention to the question
of softening water, and had investigated
personally, or through assistants, perhaps every
important installation of the kind in the
country. The difficulty with the process was
not where it w-as worked on a large scale, but
where water had to be softened for a house, or
a small number of houses. There were such
installations, and when first set up they all
looked very nice, but in a little time they
choked up. A chance visit would generally
disclose t^he fact that the pipes were si^opped np
or that they were not getting the right propor-
tion between lime-water and pure water. For
domestic purposes a successful apparatus had
yet to be invented. On the other hand, any
city that would adopt the process for public
purposes would reap a great advantage.
Merely in the money point of view they would
realise a great economy.

^
I-'.R.S., &c, (engineer

honthampton aterworks), saiij that at South-
ampton they reduced the hardness of the water
from 18 degrees to .S degrees, nsing as little
lime-water as possible. In the North of Eng-
land It had been found they were getting their
water too soft. Water that was too soft was
not wanted. The trouble was to get rid of the
deposit. There was an opportunity for in-
ventors to find a profitable nse for a new waste
product. He hastened to say at once they
could not make whiting of the lime residuum

f
S““‘>‘anipton was a farthing per

1,000 gallons, say, for a million, the profe=-
stonal guinea; at Bedford, a smaller town
It cost nearly a halfpenny per 1,003 gallons’
3\ith regard to water companies who pooh-poohed the proposal to adopt the process heknew some of these who softened all the waterthey used m their own boilers. 3Ir. Whitaker

tavTsO
‘h'^'h'mbers of the sectionto visit Southampton to .see the process at work.

Chappell having
spokeD, the Chairman, in closing the dis-cussion, said that at Southampton they saved

the softened water for the higher purposes, and
used the other for the drains and the streets.

Mr. Law, in reply to a vote of thanks, said
that at Southampton they had no tanks. Mr.
\Vhitaker had correctly given the cost, butwitli
tanks it would be reduced to the mere cost of
the lime. Of course the process was applicable
to Dublin, bat for dietetic purposes it was often
a mistake to soften the water. He endorsed
the opinions of Mr. Rogers Field, who had
great experience. The great difficulty, as he
stated, was the small apparatus for domestic
supplies. The residuum was valuable as a top
dressing for land.

Wafer-Snjjj/lg and Purification.

In other sections of the Congress, “ Water ”

was the sub;iect of several papers and discus-
sions. Dr. Horace Swete read a i^aper detailing
a process of purification of the waters of the
Severn at Worcester by metallic iron

;
Mr. W.

Whitaker (water engineer, Southampton) read
papers on the “ Water-Supply in the Central
and Eastern Parts of the London Basin,” with
maps and diagrams on “Local Geology from
the Sanitary Standpoint,” and Mr. W. C.
^ oung presented one on “ The Determination
of Dissolved Organic Matter in Water.”
The Worcester experiment, as described by

Dr. Swete, appears to be succeeding perfectly
so far as it has gone. Three purifiers capable
of dealing with 1,700,000 gallons of water per
day have been put down on certain condition?,
a company undertaking during a period of six
months working to adequately purifv the very
impure water of the Severn, which, before reach-
ing Worcester, has received the sewage and
refuse of Llanidloes, Newtown, Welshpool,
Montgomery, Oswestry, Shrewsbury, Trow-
cridge, Bridgnorth, Cradley, Stourbridge. Kid-
derminster, Stourport, Bromsgrove, and Droit-
wicb. It is an application of the principle of
the spongy-iron filter, with a modification sug-
gested to Dr. Anderson by Sir F. Abel after
the spongy-iron process had failed for the
waterworks of the city of Antwerp in 1881.
The suggestion was that if the spongy-iron
could be kept in motion in the water to be
filtered it might be more successful, and on this
idea Dr. Anderson designed his Revolving
Purifier, the apparatus now on trial by the city
of Worcester. The undertaking is (a) to remove
from the water all colonr

;
(b) to reduce the

organic matter by 50 per cent, at least
;
and (c)

to reduce the microbes to Dr. Koch’s limit for
pore water of 100 microbe colonies per cubic
centimetre. Dr. Swete thus concludes his
paper :

—

I think that when a supply of deep well water
cannot be obtained the result of the experiment at

orcester shows that there is a process that may
render a river or brook water sutliciently good to
come within the category of potable waters, and
must, therefore, be a subject of interest and im
portance to medical olRcers of health.

Mr. Whitaker’s maps were prepared and sent
to the International Congress of Hygiene and
Demography last year, together with a paper,
but the paper arriving late was not read.

^
The principal portion of the discussionm section III. was devoted to the two papers

by Mr. Whitaker, who followed the President
of the section (Dr, Russell), after he had
been accorded a vote of thanks for the presi
denfial address, which was upon “ The Chemi
cal History of the Air.”

Dr. Russell, in opening the discussion, touched
upon the importance of pure water to all com-
munities, and of the fact that had been made
clear by Mr. Whitaker’s maps and his papers that
the water held in the chalk—that big sponge—
was the purest and best source of supply for
domestic purposes.

^

Mr. Rogers Field, C.E,, said that in the many
investigations he had been called upon to make
into sources of water supply he bad obtained
little or no guidance from the ordinary geo-
logical maps, because it frequently happened
that where chalk was shown they found stiff
clay. He should be glad when the new maps
had been extended to all parts of the country.
Anybody who studied the subject would see
that it was of vital importance, for if they cal-
culated upon getting water from so many
hundreds of square miles, and only got it from
one half, it entirely altered the problem.

Mr. Henry Law, C.E., asked how far the
existence of chalk affected the water-supply?

1 •
fold them the circumstances

which affected the entry of water into the
chalk, but there was another important question
concerning its escape from the chalk. In many
parts of the valley of the Thames enormous

volumes of chalk water might be seen running
to waste. In an investigation he carried on for
two years in connexion with one of the metro-
politan water companies, the object being to
obtain a supply from the chalk, he found it
escaping at the mean level of the tide from
Hammersmith to Brentford, and at Erith they
might see the same thing.

Dr. Groves (Isle of Wight) mentioned an
instance that had occurred in that district of
an owner sinking 200 ft. into the tertiary clays-
to find water for two cottages. He thought all
sanitary authorities ought to possess copies of
the valuable maps of Mr. Whitaker and his
colleagues. The water taken for towns from a
distance often prejudiced the local supply. He
knew a case in which some cottages had been
without water for five or six years through
action of this kind on the part of the municipal
authorities at Ryde, Isle of Wight. The law-
ought to be strengthened in this respect, for at
present the landlord could only be compelled
to supply water when the cost did not exceed
lOZ., or, in exceptional cases, with the sanction
of the Local Government Board, 13Z.

Dr. Newsholme (Brighton) asked if Mr.
Whitaker had seen an article in the Pritisl-
Medical Journal stating that, in consequence
of water taken from the ground north-east of
London, the whole landscape was altering and
tree-growth diminishing, and saying that the
limit of the water-supply was nearly reached,,
so that London would have to go to a greater
distance for its water. Would there be a suffi-

cient supply in the South Downs without
detriment to the local supply there ?

Mr. Washington Lyon asked whether London
might not obtain a sufficient supply from the
chalk beds beneath it?

Mr. Whitaker, in reply to the speakers and to
vote of thanks, said the question of the

escape of water was a difficult one to dea>
with. Speaking of the abundance of water in
the chalk, he mentioned the case of Brighton,
where, in making a sewer, they accidentally
tapped a spring, and were nearly flooded with
fresh water. In some places near the sea they
could sink wells and get good water

; in others
a mile away from the sea the wells would only
yield salt water. This was noticed in some
parts of Essex. And in another instance, a well
sunk in the chalk having given only salt water,
the bottom level was raised, and they were now
getting good water from the upper part of the
chalk. When a company took away the water-
supply from a district it ought to give a fresh
supply at a reasonable rate. As regarded the
alleged change in the condition of the country
from which water was taken he thought they
would want a double million magnifying glass-
to see it, so infinitesimal was it. There was
certainly a large supply in the South Downs,
and a large amount ran to waste, which might
be taken without disadvantage to anyone.
With regard to the water beneath London, he
thought they would fail to get a sufficient
supply by sinking wells. They might sink 200
wells and only find one of them successful.
Another discussion took place in the after-

noon upon a paper by Mr. Whitaker, showing
how the water supplies for Portsmouth, which
were from the chalk, and for Gosport, which was
from strata of clay and sand, were olstained.
The paper described the Gosport Waterworks

as an excellent example of the way in which
every distinct bed of sand was made to con-
tribute to the water-supply all the way down.
Ho had been struck by the ingenious manner
in which, by means of a large well or reservoir >.

they were able to store a day’s supply before
they commenced pumping. Portsmouth got its

water with the minimum of trouble
;
indeed,

be had never seen a more simple or easy piece-
of work. The chalk from which it came was
at the junction of the tertiary beds, and he was
not sure there was not some mixture in the
water,—not that this was any disadvantage,,
for it made it somewhat softer than it other-
wise might be. The Waterworks were near
Havant, which stood on a gravel flpA full of
water. The water obtained from gravel strata,
through which sewerage percolated, might be
deleterious to health, and he urged the Ports-
mouth people to spare no precautions to pre-
vent contamination from Havant.
Mr. J. H. Ball (Sonthsea), who opened the

discussion, asked for information as to the
various springs to be found in the neighbour-
hood of Havant. He bore testimony to the great
care the Portsmouth Waterworks officials took to
prevent any contamination of the water-supply.

Dr. Groves pointed out the difficulty always
met with in getting ancient wells closed where
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there was not evidence of impurity in the taste

or smell. He remembered a case in which the

greatest difficulty had been encountered in get-

tingan Order of the Connell carried out to close

certain wells in the Strand district in London
during the last cholera epidemic. One of them,
called the “ holy well,” led to a great fight. In

another case great opposition was offered to

one being closed in Holywell-street, until, on
examining it after the lead pipe had been
removed, he found a drain running into it lead-

ing from a closet used by cholera patients. The
contents of the closet would have found their

way into the “holy well” if they had not
stopped it up.

Mr. Smith (Engineer to the Portsmouth
Waterworks Company), Dr. Aj:ford, Dr. Keatey,
the Chairman, and other gentlemen took part
in the discussion.

Mr. Whitaker, in reply to Mr. Ball, said

the springs referred to near Havant were
but the repetition in another place of the
springs from which the Water Company
got its supply, but they were at a higher
level in the valleys of the chalk hills,

They were known under a host of names,
and he asked Mr. Ball, or anyone else,

to record the times of the outbreak of the
springs, and as to the water-level of the wells

in their vicinity. Mr. Baldwin Latham had
taken such careful observations of the out-

breaks that he was able to predict on what day,

and where, these streams would break out. He
urged that no water ought to be got in big
towns except from the companies. There were
many wells in the area of the Strand men-
tioned by Dr. Groves. He remembered one in
which, when an examination was made, a coffin

was found near the bottom.

Smohe Prevention.

At the second sitting of the Engineering
Section, a paper was read by Mr. H. S. Terry,
F.I.e., on the smoke clauses of the Public
Health Act, 1875, the leading ideas in which
were :—(a) that grey smoke from domestic and
other hearths is more injurious to the public
health than black smoke

;
(ft) that the appoint-

ment of experts as “Smoke Inspectors” is

necessary
;

(o) that the problem of “ smoke
prevention ” in England remains yet to be
solved

;
and (rf) that care should be taken not

to harass mariufaoturers.

In the discussion which followed,

Dr. Black said the blue smoke from cottages
might be deleterious, but the black smoke from
factories was like an eruption of Vesuvius.

Once while staying at the Queen's Hotel, Man-
chester, he saw smoke in huge volumes issuing

out of the chimneys of the Royal Infirmary.

Had that occurred at a factory, the owner
would have been punished. The other day in

Edinburgh he saw the same nuisance a-risingat

a new club-house. lie reported the case and
was told by the authorities that they had not
the least idea of the existence of the evil. With
an efficient system of inspection such evils

would cease to exist.

Dr. Oldfield agreed that they should be
cautious how they harassed manufacturers.
It was a question of degree. It ought to be
settled to what extent such nuisances could be
permitted without being intolerable, and then
from that point they might insist on absolute
obedience to the regulations. He mentioned a
dangerous smoke nuisance from brick-burning
at Ealing. There was no black smoke, but a
faint and deadly feeling came over persons who
breathed the fumes.

Dr. Groves (Isle of Wight) said he hoped to
have got some light with regard to the smoke
nuisance at cement works. He knew a very great
lady who had often had cause to complain of a
nuisance of that kind. It would cause people
a mile off to congh and sneeze. Chlorine would
produce the effect, but there could not be
enough of it in smoke to account for it. He
believed cement works had been brought under
control at Southampton, but he was not able to
say how it had been done.

^Ir. Lemon (Mayor of Southampton) said he
was one of a committee appointed to visit the
different cement works all over England, in
order if possible to discover the means of
remedying the nuisance of smoke from cement
works. They had since compelled the cement
manufacturers at Southampton to introduce a
cremator between the furnace and the chimney-
shaft, and it appeared to have been effectual,

no complaints having been brought in South-
ampton of late years againstthe cement factories.

Mr. Terry, in acimowledging the vote of
thanks, replied to the various observations, and

again insisted on the necessity of the appoint-

ment of men of acknowledged attainments in

science as inspectors.

Ventilation of Drains, and the Pollution

of Rivers, cS'C.

Mr. H. R. Kenwood, M.B., D.P.H., F.C.S.,

read a paper in the Engineering Section on
“ Drain and Soil-pipe Ventilation.” The present

system of soil-pipe ventilation was obviously

faulty, said the lecturer, air frequently entering

where it should escape and escaping by the

outlet by which it ought to have entered. To
secure greater certainty he had attempted to

apply a simple remedy,—so simple that he was
astonished when he found himself the first to

suggest it. In most houses, except the poorest,

there was a circulation of hot as well as cold

water, and, of course, it was laid on to tbe

bathroom which was generally on an upper

floor. His suggestion was to extend the hot-

water circulation so as to enclose in a kind of

jacket the ventilating-pipe which communicated
with the drain for the purpose of securing a
constant upward draught and an escape at a
point abovethe roof, of thefoul air from the sewer.

In the discussion which followed Dr. Groves,

Mr. J. H. Ball, Dr. Axford, Mr. Nanson, Mr.

Chaloner, Mr. Symons, Mr. Fletcher, and the

President took part. Dr. Kenwood’s proposal

met with little sympathy in the meeting, one
speaker declaring that a southern or south-

western aspect would be as effectual as Dr.

Kenwood’s hot-water jacket, which he thought

might be good as an ideal but not as a practical

measure.
The usual vote of thanks having been

accorded to Dr. Kenwood, the last paper of the

day was read by the Vice-President, Major
Laverock Flower, on behalf of the writer, Mr.
Hepworth Collins, F.C.S., &c., Analytical

Chemist, Bolton. The subject was, “The Pol-

lution of Rivers and Canals by Manufacturing
and Industrial Operations.'’ The writer said

there did not appear to be any valid reason why
every manufacturer should not be compelled to

deal with the polluted water upon his own pre-

mises. Possibly the most effective and econo-

mical way of dealing with the enormous volume

of pollution from manufacturing sources was
by concentration and evaporation, followed by
condensation.

The section resolved that it was desirable

that local authorities should have enlarged

powers to compel manufacturers to cleanse the

rivers into which their waste products ran, and
if they did not do so, to carry onfc tbe work
and charge the manufacturers with the cost.

This completed the business of the day, except

a paper by Dr. Maguire on “ The Prevention of

Typhoid,” which was postponed to the follow-

ing sitting.

Disposal and T-reatment of ScTtage.

At tbe last sitting of the Engineering Section,

which was held on Friday morning, with Mr.

H. Percy Boulnois (Vice-President) in the

chair, three papers were read, each dealing

differently with the disposal and treatment of

town sewage. Tbe three papers were read in

snccession before the discussion was taken.

Mr. E. Sernby (Epping) described a new
method of filtration and precipitation, which be

illustrated by a diagram. Stimulated by a

declaration made in March, 1891, to the London
County Council by Sir Benjamin Baker, Mr.

Sernby has made many experiments during the

last fifteen months with various samples of very

offensive sewage, and this paper gave the

results. The following was the official engineer’s

declaration to tbe London County Council :
“ It

seems to me well nigh impossible to formulate

a plan for dealing with and disposing of Lon-

don sewage in a manner which shall be beyond
question.” A quantityof sewagehaving been pro-

cured by Mr. Scruby from the drainageoutfall and
made more repulsive by being kept for a week,

a portion was passed through a chamber con-

taining free oxygen and was then found to have

become odourless. The inventor next bottled

off a portion of the sewage that had undergone

a first treatment, a portion of untreated sewage

and some rain-water, and put the three bottles

away side by side for daily observation. After

a few days, while the untreated portion bad got

worse and the rain-water remained unchanged,

the treated portion of sewage effluent

appeared to have become clearer. At the

end of six months, when all chemical changes

appeared to have long ceased in tbe treated

fluid, the bottle was turned half down in an

oblique position when a thin film fell from the

sides of the bottle and left the contents per-

fectly clear. This seemed to indicate a third

phase of chemical action performed by the

oxygen. Later on, during a sharp frost, the

treated portion became a mass of the whitest

snow, still remaining perfectly odourless, while

the untreated portion did not freeze but thick-

ened into a repulsive, greenish mass, emitting

a very bad odour. The solid portions, about

3 per cent, of the whole, had been already

separated by filtration and rendered innocuous

by treatment with burnt lime-stone. Tbe in-

ventor’s estimate of the cost of treatment for a

town of 40,000 people, allowing 20 gallons

per head per diem, was 40^. per annum per

1,000 persons, the estimate being based on the

cost of fuel, which would produce oxygen gas

at 5s. per 1,000 cubic feet on the average. In

the process of oxygenation, the effluent is

resolved into spray in passing through a series

of perforated trays within a container. When
the resultant liquid is drawn off, the inventor

states that he derives from the foulest samples

of sewage at small cost, perfectly limpid, in-

odorous, and translucent water
;
and he demands

from scientists an analysis of his effluent and

a test of his estimates.

The second paper, read by Mr. C. H. Cooper,

A.M.Inst.C.E., dealt with three modes of

“Sewage Treatment; ” first, the natural, by

which is meant the irrigation methods ;
second,

the mechanical which includes electrical treat-

ment
;

and, third, the chemical methods. By
means of a diagram, the writer of the paper

showed the proportions in which micro-

organisms exist at different depths on land

treated with sewage, to prove his theory that

the work of nitrification, which produces such

beneficial results in rich moulds, and reduces

the most offensive organic matter to innocuous

inorganic substances, always takes place near

tbe surface. He has found by many experi-

ments that G1 per cent, of tbe microbes are

found within 1 in
,
and rather more than

36 per cent, at a depth of between 1 and 2 in.,

of the surface, leaving less than 3 per cent,

below these top-layers, though traces are found

even so far down as C(I in. 'This fact leads him
to ask what soil affords the best home for these

beneficent organisms to work in, and whether

the better results are given by soil protected by

a crop or by fallow land 1 Mr. Cooper states that

tbe death-rate on the sewage farms competing

for the City of London’s prize is only four per

1,000, and on the Berlin sewage farms, recently

described before the Institution of Civil Engi-

neers by Herr Roecbling, only 9-75 per 1,000.

The concluding paper, read by Dr. A. Angell

(public analyst, Southampton), was largely de-

voted to combatting tbe irrigation theory. The

rest of the paper was devoted to proving the

superiority of the method of purification of

sewage by passing it through “polarite,

and to showing how the noxious residuum

called sewage-sludge, and the equally noxious

refuse from gasworks, known as “blue

billy ” (waste lime from gas-retorts) can

be made into a valuable, inodorous, and

in all respects unobjectionable, hydraulic

cement, superior to that nsed on the Thames
Embankment and in many other public works.

Two filthy by-products are thus converted into

a material nsed in large quantities and pur-

chased at high prices by corporations and other

public bodies. Of this cement several samples

were shown which had been produced under

Dr. Angell’s supervision, and for which a

tensile strength was claimed of 293 lbs. to

the square in., or 65!) lbs. to the lA-in. briquette.

In opening the discussion, Mr. H. P. Boul-

nois, the Chairman, pointed ont the enormous

importance that would attach to tbe invention,

if Dr. Angell’s provisions were fulfilled, with

regard to making cement out of sewage sludge

and “ blue billy.” Engineers were apt to look

at all questions from the £. s. d. point of view,

and it appeared certain that if what they had

just heard was all true, somebody ought to

make a good deal of money out of the inven-

tion. If he succeeded in converting two repul-

sive waste products into a useful cement, he

would have succeeded in solving one of the

most baffling problems that had ever come

before the engineer. Mr. Sernby bad described

a new process, but unfortunately it bad never

been treated on a practical scale, and they

could never tell what the real results would be

until it was so tried. Chemical processes re-

quired a great deal of watching. Mr. Scruby

had not told them how he proposed to deal

with the sludge of London sewage, the treat-

ment of which cost at present 175,0001. a year.

Mr. Cooper bad laid before them a valuable

table, with somevery grapbiodiagrams. These en-

abled themto see ataglancetbeprocessgoingon.

\_Continued onp. 245.
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Illustrations.

SELBY ABBEY, EAST WINDOW.

DE give a reproiaction of the large
I

drawing of this window showing the
restoration of the glass by Messrs.

Ward & Hughes, which was exhibited in
the Koyal Academy this year. The follow-
ing notes supplied by Messrs. Ward &
Hughes are, they inform us, mainly an abridg-
ment of the history of the window written
by the late Dr. James Fowler of Wakefield,
Secretary of the Society of Antiquaries of York-
shire :

—

“The Selby (Abbey), Carlisle (Cathedral),
and Shrewsbury (Sc. Mary’s Church) windows
appear to have been originally closely similar
in design and treatment. In each case the
glass is of a somewhat later date than the
stonework which holds it, but the Selby window
is the most valuable and important of the
three, as contaioiog the whole of the tracery
almost intact, and a good deal of the glass of
the main lights of the window, some eighteen
figures out of an original scheme of seventy,
with a large number of fragments of a Tree of
Jesse. The Shrewsbury window contains the
original figure of Jesse, which at Selby had
gone entirely, and this figure has been repro-
duced recently in the restoration as being the
best authority for such a work. This
window also has the advantage of the series
of Kings and Prophets almost complete,
but almost the whole after tracery is modern
and not to be compared for a moment with that
of either Selby or Carlisle.

The five central lights, out of seven, were
occupied by a Jesse Tree with, in the outer light
to the (heraldic) right, prophets foretelling the
coming of Oar Lord, and in that to the left
apostles, evangelists, and doctors proclaiming
Him as come, and announcing further His
second comiog to judge the world iu majesty.
Fragments have indicated that the balance and
symmetry of the composition was attained by
the introduction of the twelve minor prophets
and the four major, balanced by the twelve
apostles and the four Latin fathers.
The central light had a red background and

border of yellow crowns on a blue background.
The light on each side of it bad a blue back-
ground and border of yellow lions on a red
ground

;
the light on each side of these had a

red background and border of brown squirrels
cracking nuts, on sprays of yellow hazel on a
blue and red b.ickground

;
and, lastly, the two

outermost lights had each a blue background
and border of yellow triple-towered castles
and white covered cuds alternately, on a red
ground.

^

The heads of all the seven lights, more or less
dilapidated but in the main well preserved, were
found.and they were invaluable as giving the key
to the order of the lights, confirming the accoon':

given by Johnston in his MSS., and showing the
manner in which the Jesse Tree was carried
from the main body of the window into the
tracery. Owing to the deep recessing of the
stonework this portion of the window, like the

I tracery glass, is scarcely corroded, the colonr
and painting being almost as fresh and distinct
as the day the window was completed. Every
particle of background, in whatever sitnation,

was diapered with the most extreme richness,
and presents a monnment of labour which
excites one’s wonder and respect in the highest
degree.

In the central lights were figures of Masaias
(Amaziab), Ezechias (Hezekiah), Josias
(Josiab), Joachim (Jehoiakim), Joseph (the

!

husband of the Virgin), Jeconias (Jechonias),
and Herodes Ascalonita (Herod the Great).
These figures, in rich robes,—the Kings with
crowns, and some with sceptres,—all stood
among the leafy branches of a spreading tree,

which sprang out of the body of Jesse. The
last light contained figures of Matheus,
Johannes, Petrus, Paulus, S. Gregorius. Mr.
Morrell says S. Jerome also.

Immediately over the representation of the
Virgin and Child in the central light, the

'

Crucifixion occupies the first compartment of

,

the tracery, with above it the Holy Dove.

'

This compartment concludes the Jesse.

The Doom in the tracery represents our Lord

I

seated in judgment in the uppermost piece, on

I

His right and left hand are cherubim, the

i

darkened sun, and the waning moon. Under-
!
neath the figure of Christ are angels holding

;

emblems of the Passion, angels blowing the
!
trumpets of the Kesurrection, and the arcb-

I

angel Michael weighing souls; on the right

!

hand the gate of heaven, on the left the
(gate of hell; and distributed among the

j

remaining tracery all classes of men rising
from their graves, kings, priests, rich, and poor,
with angels carrying the redeemed to bliss, and
demons the condemned to punishment. Two
compartments contained coats of arms

;
one had

entirely gone, the remaining one showed the arms
of England (gules, three lions passant gard-
ant), and can scarcely be of later date than
A.D.

The history of the restoration is briefly this.

At the commencement of this century the re-

maining fragments in the window were
removed from the stonework, and without
much care put into cases and placed in the
tsiforium of the Abbey. When through the
enterprise of Mr. William Liversidge, of Selby,
who has done so much for the Abbey, some
four years ago these cases were brought to ligh t

;

with a view to the reconstroction of the work,
'

the prospect when the boxes were opened was
not encouraging, for a chaotic heap of grlass

and lead was all that presented itself. With
care and patience on the part of Mr. Curtis (of

! the firm of Ward k Hughes) order was evolved,
:
and when the fragments were laid out on the

;

floor of the Abbey, after much and lengthy

labour, the original design of the window was
beyond question.

The original figures are indicated by the
words “ old glass” on the accompanying illns-

tration. As regards the freely-designed vine
running all over the five central lights, its

execution on the glass is exquisite in its refine-
ment and delicacy.”

SOUTH LYTCIIETT MANOR.
No traces remain of the previous Manor

House said to have existed at South Lytcbett.
The present fabric—the country seat of
Mr. Elliott Lee?, ex-M.P. for Oldham—dates
from the early part of the present century, and
possesses no architectural interest. The general
planning of the rooms was good, though the
central space, npon which they gave, was
encumbered by a curious network of dark
passages, cupboards, and large waste spaces
without access, which apparently existed in
a strife after an Italian treatment of plaster
vaulted corridors.

It was found that by merely lifting out the
partitions in the centre, without disturbing the
old walls, a finely-proportioned hall could be
obtained, with snrronnding recessed galleries,

upon which the principal bedrooms open.
There is a music-gallery at a lower level

: across the end, not shown on the drawing.
I With the exception of a large window on the
1 new staircase, the hall is generally top-lighted.

[

A system of doable glazing is adopted, with an
1 intervening space for cleaning, to which access

;

is obtained from either side of a passage across
the ceiling, which conveniently connects the
second-lbor rooms on both sides of the house.
The work was executed by Mr. Dart, of

Crediton. to the plans of the archi^ct,
Mr. W. D. Cards, M.A,, F.R.I.BA. The owls
(the owl being the family crest) were modelled
by Mr. Hitch, of Kennington.

! STUDIO, MELBURY-ROAD.

j
The illustration is of a new studio iu Mel-

!
bury-road, Kensington, which has been erected

I

for Mr. Hamo Thornycroft, R.A.

I

The building was carried out in red brick

;
with Portland stone dressings by Messrs.

Adamson & S^n, of Chiswick. Mr. J. Belcher
is the architect. The drawing was exhibited

in the R>yal Academy of this year, as well as
ihat of “ Mark Ash,” mentioned below.

“MARK ASH,” ABINGER.

This house has been recently erected at

Abinger, Surrey, for Mr. E. H. Ledward, from
the designs of Mr. J. Belcher. The ground
story is of local stone with joints studded
with pebbles, the upper portion being of half-

timber and rouffb-cast, and was carried out by
local builders, Messrs. W. k G. King, of Abinger

i Hammer.
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THE SANITARY CONGRESS.
(Continued from p. 243.)

Col. Jones, V.C. (late R.E.) said the papers

had struck out each a new line of its own. He
was in favour of employing the laws of nature
in every possible way, and therefore he wel-

,

corned and admired the ability displayed by
Dr. Angell as a chemist. He bad long ago
experimented with “ Polarite ” and had been
for a long time associated with General Scott,

who bad spent a great deal of time and money
in trying to get rid of and convert to useful

purposes the noxious stuff with which Dr.

Angell bad been experimenting. He could not

fail, therefore, to be deeply interested. He i

was also deeply interested in Mr. Cooper’s paper I

and diagrams. At last, in the Massachusetts

'

experiments there was found an attempt to I

discriminate between the results of simple
|

natural subsidence and those produced by
chemical reagents. He would like to know
from the London County Council what differ-

ence there would be in the results obtained by
natural subsidence without chemicals and those
obtained by the employment of 3 7 of lime and
10 of iron from which their chemist now claimed

to have obtained important advantages over

those obtained formerly with metropolitan
rewage. He would suggest that the Sanitary
Institute should memorialise the Council to

give the results referred to.

Mr. Alderman Bolton (Burslem) and Mr. i

Rogers Field declared themselves partisans

of the direct farm treatment of sewage.
Major Laverock Flower (Lee Conser-

vancy Board) called upon Mr. Scruby to treat

by his process 1,000,000 gallons of sewage
during the next six months and then come
again to the Institute with bis results. He
strongly commended the efforts both of Mr.

'

Cooper and Dr. Angell.

A vote of thanks was accorded to the three

gentlemen who had presented these ingenious
papers, and they were severally called upon to

reply. Mr. Scruby simply claimed that his

work should be put to a scientific test
;
and

Mr. Cooper attacked Dr, Angell for the won-
derful properties he claimed for polarite,

which appeared, he said, to be like a policeman,
able to stop the bad microbes and let the good
ones pass on.

Dr. Angell, in bis reply, said that Mr. Cooper
had objected to bis claiming for polarite that
it had a power of bacteriological selection, or,

as he ironically termed it, of performing the
functions of a policeman, only arresting the
bad germs and lettiog the good ones pass. The
power of selection he (Dr. Angell) claimed for

polarite was common to all porous bodies, but
as polarite was the most porous of all known
substances which are stable as well as soluble,

tLe selective power in it was the greatest.
Pasteur had shown that certain organisms were
killed by oxygen in their passage through the
air contained in fine pores, and as the oxygen
contained in polarite was in the most active

;

state or partially condensed, it was correspond

ingly more fatal. But certain germs which
M. Pastenr called aerobians, being fond of

oxygen, passed through the pores unhurt, to do
their duty of nitrification in the effluent water.

In that respect the polarite was truly a police-

man. With regard to the cement, he thought it

could be made to a profit, even on so small a
scale as five tons per day. He only required to

use with the sludge 2|- per cent, of animal
matter.
This concluded the business of the section

except the formal votes of thanks to the

President, Mr. H. P. Boulnois, and the Vice-

President, Major Laverock Flower, which were
passed with cordial acclamation.

Purity of A ir in Stables.

The last paper in Section III. was a very

brief one by Veterinary-Surgeon Captain F.

Smith (Army Veterinary School, Aldershot) on
a “ New Method of Determining the Purity of

Air in Stables.” Captain Smith’s method is

founded upon observations of the differences

between the temperature of the air within the

stable and that outside. As a rule, the greater
the impurity, the greater the difference of

temperature. A difference of from 3 degs. to

5 degs. Fahr. always accompanied air pollu-

tion. In the best ventilated stables the in-

terior temperature was from only ^ deg. to

1 deg. higher than the exterior temperature.
Remembering that a stable receives most of its

warmth from the bodies of the animals living

in it, the rationale of the method is easy to

understand. The observations were made in

the winter, and at night, when the stables were
usually full.

There being no discussion, Dr. Russell pro-

ceeded to close the sitting by proposing votes

of thanks to the readers of the various papers
in Section III. A cordial vote of thanks was
also given to Dr. Russell for presiding.

Conoludbig Proceedings.

Jn consequence of the absence of so many
Congressists at Netley Hospital, Haslar Hos-
pital, Southampton Waterworks, -and other
excursions projected, the general meeting with
which a congress is usually brought to a close

did not take place
;
but later in the evening a

public meeting was held in the large room of

the Town-hall, to which the working classes

were specially invited.

Professor Corfield delivered a very interest-

ing address. The Mayor of Portsmouth presided,

and many of the chief officers of the Congress
attended with a large audience of the general

public.

In opening the proceedings, the Mayor
offered to place at the disposal of any man of

science, for the purpose of giving public sani-

tary lectures from time to time, the Grand
Jury Room.

Dr. Corfield, who gave to his lecture the
suggestive title, “ Full of Days,” said the lead-

ing object in all Sanitary Congresses was to

preserve health and prolong life. The art of

preserving health or hygiene had been practised

245

with great success by the ancients, particularly

the Romans, many vestiges of whose splendid
engineering for the purposes of pure water-

supply still remained. Yet it was the newest
of sciences, and from the Romans we might
even now take lessons, for even in onr greatest

cities we were content to take water which we
knew to have been polluted. That we had
made progress was evident from the disappear-

ance of the terrible scourges of plague and
black death which so often prevailed in the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. In turn,

scurvy and typhus, the scourges of the

eighteenth and first part of the nineteenth

centuries, had nearly disappeared, while against

that other terror, small-pox, we were now well

protected by vaccination. If they did their

best by having cleanly, well-ventilated houses,

nature wouldcome to ouraid in preservinghealth.

The professor here interpolated a striking

calculation which showed how if one person
having an infections disease in the first week
of the year gave it to two others in the second
week, and each of these were to give it to two
others in the third week, and so on, each person
giving it to only two, by the end of July the

whole population of the world would have had
it, and if it could go on at the same rate to the

end of a year the people who would have had it

would suffice to populate 4,500,000 worlds with

a thousand million of people in each. This
was an illustration of the fact that the forces

which nature brought to bear towards the

extinction of these infectious diseases were
fortunately far more powerful than any we
could employ, Referring to another disease of

the more fatal kind, consumption, which should

be classed among the preventible diseases, the

way to prevent it was to have properly-drained

sites on which to build our houses, to avoid
overcrowding. It most prevailed in factories

and other places where there was much dost,

so that here again the question resolved itself

into one of cleanliness. The practical advan-
tage we had gained in this country by our

devotion to the study of hygiene was a reduced
death-rate.

Votes of thanks were accorded to i'rofessor

Corfif>ld and to the Mayor, and the Congress
was then formally closed.

Among the nnmerous excursions made, some
of which have been mentioned, the most
interesting were the visits of the engineers and
the sanitary inspectors to the sewage outfall

east of Portsmonth at Eastney, to the water
company’s works and reservoirs at Havant,
Bedhampton, and Portsdown Hill, and that of

the engineers to the Southampton Water
Works. The sources of the water supply of

Portsmouth are numerous, springs coming from
the chalk, which by some are believed to be
capable of yielding a possible supply of

200,000,000 of gallons per diem. The storage

here consists of three or four acres of shallow

reservoirs covering springs babbling up from
the chalk. At Bedhampton there is a spring

called the “ blue hole,” on account of the

beautiful tint of its water. Of course the

actual supply falls far short of the possible

supply, but 2,000,000 gallons daily are

obtained without pumping, while 5,500,000

more per diem are obtained through the

pumps. At Portsdown Hill between Havantand
Southampton elevated reservoirs contain storage

room for 7,000,000 or 8,000,000 gallons. From
this point the whole population of the town
and dockyard is supplied, the water flowing

down by its own gravity and giving to a popu-

lation of 160,000 the liberal supply of 34 gallons

per diem. The mains run (in duplicate) from
Portsdown Hill in 24-in., 20-in., 12-iD., and 10-in.

calibres, besides an extra 12-in. main, specially

for the service of the Dockyard. The supply

is constant for all purposes,— closets, of which
there are 41,000 in the town, drains, and streets,

as well as for the higher domestic purposes.

The cost of the waterworks was about 400, 000/.,

on which the company always pays the full

10 per cent, dividend. It is proposed that the

Corporation should take over the control of the

water as so many other corporations have done,

but, of coarse, they will have to give a much
higher sum than 400,000/. for them whenever

they become purchasers.

Retirement of Belf.\st Harbour Engineer.

—

We understand that Mr. Thomas Ross Salmond,
M.Inst.C.E., of Park House, Belfast, for upwards

of twenty-one years chief engineer to the Balfast

Harbour Commissioners, h.as now retired from the

Board’s service, but intends to act professionally as

a consulting engineer and arbitrator.
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COMPETITIOXS.

OLD CLERGY HOUSE, ALFRISTON.
This old bnilding is in danger of falling to

pieces, for want of funds to carry out necessary
repairs. It is a building erected in the four-
teenth century, apparently of contemporary

*1 .X. , ...... J

example of the Elizabethan successor of the
Mediicval ^hall-type plan of residence. The
hall, with its screens and gallery, still remains
an important feature, but we have also as
separate items the dining-room and thewith-

date with the adjoining chnrch of St. Andrew, drawing-room or parlour, while the stair i,
colloquially known as “the Cathedral of the i

^ P'^o°o°“ced and stately feature. In all
South Downs.” It is constructed of oak ' rri the first-floor chambers, there is
framing, with the interstices filled in with I

^ of panelling, of plaster ceilings, and“ wattle and dab.” On plan it consists of a I

and elaborate chimney-pieces. The
central halj (23 ft. by 17 ft.), the entire height

!

drawing-room is the richest in detail, though
of the building, with an open-timbered roof as elsewhere, this is grotesque rather
with large cambered tie-beams and moulded i

graceful, rude rather than refined. Little
kingposts, ^This hall wa.s apparently used as i

o^d glass remains, though there is a repre-
a general living and reception room by the

I

*'entation of the arms of the Mores, with the
Medimval clergy. Oq either side of this hall ^ date loG8, in one of the windows of the hall
are smaller rooms, two stories in height (the ‘

painted panels, with the insignia of
one end now temporarily used as a reading-

1

and Katherine Parr, were pro-
room), which were probably the dormitories

!

brought from some other house, possibly
and offices, &c.

j

Xonesuch, and inserted in the pannelling here

10??®
building was carefully examined in: merely the house but the park also, and

18J0 by an architect who has given special especially the garden, are redolent of the si.x-
attention to timber-faced houses, and be esti-

'

feenth centnry. and the visitors were able to
mates the cost of an entire preservation at j'^dge of the effect of a “formal garden ’’with
^bout £-±50.

I

picturesque garden houses, and clipped shrubs
The Sussex Archreological Society, at a

j

remarkably fine mulberry-tree probably dates
general meeting, were “ of opinion that every fbe time of the adoption of the punning
effort should be made to secure the prcserva- ^otto of the Mores and the erection of the«« __ ,_x . , ... house. Of old furniture, too, of various dates,

there are many examples, though not much of
the period of the original house.
Leaving Loseley Park, the party then

proceeded by a pleasant walk to the neighbour-
ing Church of St. Nicholas, Compton, a small
and simple south-country church, with shingle-
covered broach spire, that from the outside has
little to distinguish it from many others.
Internally, however, it possesses a feature
probably unique. The eastern end of the
chancel is in two stories, and as the detail is of
Late Norman or Transitional character, there is
little doubt that the arrangement is original.
The lower story forms the sanctuary, some
11 fb.^ square, vaulted with a massive-ribbed
quadripartite vault and open towards the west
~ith a rich Late Norman semicircular arch.

tion of so interesting an example as the old
Vicarage House at Alfriston

;
” and the Vicarof

Alfriston, the Rev. F. W. Beuyon, is appealing
to the public for funds to secure its preserva-
tion. Perhaps some of our readers may be
able to assist in this good work.

THE ARCHITECTUIUL ASSOCIATION
SUM.-ilER VISITS

:

LOSELEY PARK AXD COMPTOK CHURCH.
On Saturday last several members of the

Architectural Association visited Loseley Park,
near Guildford, under the direction of Mr.’
F. T. W. Goldsmith. Loseley is one of those
mteresting houses of the period of the English
Renaissance which always form attractive

New Church, Adbeydali:, Yorkshire.

—

A meeting of the Abbeydale Church Ex-
tension Scheme Committee was held on
the 14th inst. to select the plans for the
projected new church. The plans had been
previously submitted to Mr. Ewan Christian,

Consulting Architect to the Ecclesiastical Com-
missioners, for his advice .and opinion. The
committee chose the plans of Mr. Joseph
Norton, of Sheffield, which had been favourably
meulioned by Mr. Christian. The new church
is to provide seating accommodation for 750
people. It will be built of istope, in the Early
English style, and will cost G.OOO^.

Gorinu-on-Thames, Oxon.—A limited com-
petition was decided last week for a new chapel
at Goring adjoining the present one. The
selected design, by “Independent,” shows an
Elizabethan building treated in such a manner
to suit the peculiarities of the site. The
authors are Messrs. Cooper Howell, of Read-
ing, who have received instructions to proceed
with the work.
Board Schools. Salford.—The monthly

meeting of the Salford 'School Board was held
on the lObh inst. at the Salford Town Hall
Buildings. On the motion of the Chairman the
Board adopted a report of the General
Purposes Committee : That they had care-
fully considered the eight sets of plans sent in
for the erection of the new John-street School

;

and that, after consulting with Mr. Edward
Salomons, they were of opinion that the plans
submitted by Mr. Henry Lord, of Manchester,
best met the requirements of the Board, and
provided sufficient accommodation after allow-
ing for wasted space. The recommendation of
the Committee on this point was agreed to.

The architects for the proposed enlargement of
the St. Margaret’s School were ilessrs. Wood-
house & Willoughby, of Manchester, chosen
from the eight competing firms. For the
enlargement of Ordsall Schools Mr. Henry
Lord was instructed to prepare plans.

fpfltnrpc Af I

wibu a xicn Hate isorman semicir

two remarks to
” “''•'e can belittle donbt

The plan of T o-soio u •
that it is of twelfth-century date, and coevale plan of Loseley House is an mteresting

, with the main fabric of the church. The upper

Nf.w Workhouse at Patbicroft. — The
Guardians of the Barton-upon-Irwell Union for
some years have had strong pressure brought upon
them by the Local Government Board to erect a
new workhouse, and make better provision for the
f.ick and aged people, and also for the imbeciles.
They some time ago purchased the old mills belong-
ing to Messrs. Waddingtons, which adjoined the
present workhouse, and, having made arrangement
to erect the new buildings by instalment, have
let the contract for the largest portion of the
buildings for aged and infirm pavilions for the
administration buildings to Messrs. Southern
k. Sons, by public competition, for the sum of
ld,250;. When these pavilions are completed, they
will be temporarily occupied by the inmates now in

the hospital nulil the new building for them is

erected upon the site of the old hospital buildings.

The total accommodation when completed will be
about 500 inmates. Messrs. Mangiiall k Little-

woods, of Manchester, are the architects whose
plans were recommended by the Local Board from
competition designs by several architects.

[feEPT. 24, 1892.
? '

-

story of the sanctuary is, like the lower, open to i

the chancel and church, and in both cases a !

piscina exists in the south wall, with every
^

appearance of being original. There can,
therefore, be no question that it was intended

:

that those in the church ^ho^Id be able to *:

participate in the worship carried on both :

above and below. This seems to indicate that !

we have here an original attempt to combine,
in a somewhat different manner to that usually '

adopted, the functions of a crypt and upper
chancel. The use of crypts open to the church .

was, as we know, very general ia western .

Christendom prior to the middle ages, and it •

is therefore highly probable that we have here
simply what we may call an instance of a crypt :

at a high level, so to speak. Additional colour f

is lent ro this hypothesis by the existence of a !

very early tomb on the north wall of the lower
|

sanctuary, thus strengthening the inference \

that this was of the nature of a confeasio. The \

upper sanctuary is now lighted by a modern
Decorated window, but in old illustrations ^

prior to the restoration of 1843, a three-light

window with semi-circular heads is shown. We w

may note that the account of Compton in V
Domesday Book says, ‘‘ There is a church,” '

which speaks for the antiquity of the founda- I

tion. The altar-rail is interesting and of good i

seventeenth-century design as is also the screen
which formerly acted as a chancel-screen, but
is now relegated to the western end of the
church.
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CoiTcsponiJmK.

To the Editor of The Builder.

THE INSTITUTE AND ARCHITECTURE.
SiK,—The experience gained in some years o£

pleasant association with various future practi-

tioners leaves me in no doubt about the value

to the student of an intelligent examination.

It lays down for him a useful course of study,

and gives emulation and a purpose to his work.

What would a University course be worth if

even the best intentioned men went up for

three years’ work with no defined standard to

be reached, no boundaries to be passed, or

prizes to be taken ?

Why should the embryo architect be left to

develop his own genius, if perchance he is one
of the few with heaven-born instinct ?

The examination is not to test how far he is

an artist in his craft, but whether he has had
the necessary grounding and drilling, without
which the artist’s inspiration is worth little in

any branch of the Arts.

If an examination is accepted, may we not
consider that a distinction should be drawn
between a “ design ” intended to represent archi-

tecture, and an executed work which may be
“architecture?” A student may be examined in

design, as a test of his capacity to put his ideas

on paper, or, in other words, to express himself
grammatically. Confined to these lines there
would be no examination in “ art,” and no in-

consistency in maintaining that in the election

of Fellows a general consensus of opinion on
the quality of the candidate’s work should be
sufficient.

The latter expression of opinion should be in-

sisted upon, and the Institute should relinquish
the custom of admitting any respectable father
of a family, however damnable his productions.

Ernest George.

Sir,— The letters you publish from Mr.
Belcher and Mr. Brydon relate solely to the
internal economy of the Royal Institute of

British Architects, and would not have justi-

fied any notice from those who do not belong
to that body had it not been for your leading
article last week.
Yon remark that it is at all events possible

to understand what those gentlemen want,
which is hardly the case in regard to the out-
side dissentients. You go on to say that we
outsiders,—the memorialists,—have demanded
that the Institute should accept our views, and
that as it will not do so we “ cut the connexion ’’

and abuse it.

May I be allowed to point out that this

description does not, so far as I can judge, in

the least explain our attitude ? You say it is

Impossible to understand what we want. This
is but natural, because we do nob want any-
thing. We do not want to be examined,
labelled, certificated, and registered. We do
not want to be pronounced gentlemen by Act
of Parliament. We do not want to enjoy any
legal privileges or monopolies, or to shut out
other people from employment. It is not we
who are the aggressors in this dispute. We
only ask to be left alone and allowed to go on
as we are. These questions are not of our
raising, and because when they are raised and
forced upon us we try to show that the inter-

ference of the Legislature with our liberty will

do no good, but rather a great deal of harm,
it is a little unfair to turn upon us and ask what
then is it that ; we do want. We have never
asked for anything.

It is just the same with our attitude towards
the Royal Institute of British Architects. We
have never “ demanded that the Institute should
accept our views.” It is quite free to go on with
its examinations so far as we are concerned, pro-
vided it keeps them to itself. Our opposition
begins only when the Institute attempts to
force them on all who aspire to be architects,
and to do in its own way what the registra-

tionists tried to do in theirs. The Institute on
its old footing had the opportunity of doing
very useful work. Its prizes, scholarships,
library, and lectures were excellent. As a club
or society of architects for discussion and
mutual improvement, there was plenty of useful
work before it. It is only when the Institute
attempts to pose as a censor arthim, and to
pronounce on the fitness or unfitness of a man
to practise architecture,—when it claims the
right to sweep us all into its net, and quarrels
with us because we object to be swept up, and
do not value its imprimatur,—that we first

feel the stirrings of resentment. Here again we

object to the quarrel being fastened upon us.

We made no demands upon the Institute, and
simply defend ourselves against invasion. Let

the Institute close its barriers, and pile exami-

nation on examination as much as it pleases, so

long as it gives up its pretensions to represent

architecture, and we shall not complain.

How its present policy will afiect the Insti-

tute it is not difficult to foresee. It will prevent

young men who view architecture seriously

from joining its ranks or remaining if they are

members. By the recent resignation of Messrs.

Reginald Blomfleld, May, Macartney, Horsley,

Simpson, Newton, and Prior, the Institute

has lost its men of the greatest pro-

mise. If its present policy is persevered in

a further secession may be looked for, and the

Institute will become more and more what
some say it is already in a great measure,—the

home of the surveyor-architect, the mere man
of business.

May I, in conclusion, point out the unfair use
that has been made in the present controversy

of the word “ surveyor? ” Surveyor, in its old

sense, meant the man who designed the build-

ing and surveyed,—that is, sU2)ervised,—its per-

formance. He was, in fact, the architect, as

we now call him. The word “ surveyor ” now
means something else; and it surely cannot be
seriously maintained that because Wren was
spoken of as surveyor, therefore the “ Light and
Air” men are architects.

Thos. G. Jackson.

Sir,—

T

he letters of Mr. Belcher and Mr.

Brydon, and your very temperate and just

article occasioned by them, will serve to recall

the thoughts of your readers to subjects which
occupied a good deal of attention last session.

On some of those subjects I hope to speak

in the .public lecture which I customarily

give at the commencement of my course at

University College’; but the question of the

mode of electing Fellows of the Institute is

one on which I shall be glad to be allowed

space in your columns for a few remarks.

In your article you say that “ we believe

some members of the Institute contemplate

even an examination test for Fellows” apart

from the idea of electing them only from
among the Associates. A provision of the new
charter contemplates this test as at any rate

possible; and the “some members” who
advocate the idea will, I believe, be found to

include some very energetic and influential

men. I wish to deprecate the step very

strongly.

An examination following closely upon a
course of study may be so framed as to

give tolerably good evidence that the student

has, or has not, profited to a reasonable extent

by that course. An examination conducted

like those at the Institute, or those of London
University, by examiners who have not been

the teachers of the candidates, cannot go even

so far. The latter class of examination shows
little or nothing more than that at the moment
of presenting himself a candidate is or is not

possessed of certain information; and I have

had enough experience of both sorts of examina-

tion to justify my speaking with some confi-

dence. I contend that examining a candidate

for the rank of F.R.I.B.A. is not at all the

sort of precaution which ought to be taken,

and procedure which ought to be followed,

in order to be sure that a professional man
is a fit person to bold the rank of a senior

member of the professional society connected

with his calling. Not only would the adop-

tion of such an examination as a pre-

liminary to electing Fellows be, as you put

it, taking up a position which has never been

taken by a corporate society similar to the

Institute before, but it would be a suicidal

policy. The professional man of fair repute,

long experience, and tried skill will not usually

feel disposed to submit himself to a disagree-

able ordeal for the sake of attaining a rank in

the Institute which he ought to step into as a

matter of course. It will not be worth his

while. It will be the keen, clever, pushing, and
possibly not over-scrupulous man, to whom
attaining Fellowship would be something
like changing into a better suit of clothes

from a shabby one, who will gladly take the

trouble to coach up for and pass any kind of

examination which will give him (as the Asso-

ciateship examination is now felt to do) a
claim to be treated with forbearance at the

ballot-box. To these objections the scheme of

selecting Fellows from the ranks of the Asso-

ciates is not open
;
and that scheme has the

incidental advantage that it will give additional

value to the existing examinations.

The question would remain, were such a
scheme adopted, how best to provide an admis-

sion to Fellowship in exceptional cases
;
that is

to say, how to elect architects who have not

passed through the stage of Associateship, and
who yet ought to be Fellows

;
and I for one

would be quite willing to see such admission

made much more difficult than it now is. It

appears, on the whole, desirable to make such a
mode of entering the ranks of Fellows possible

but exceptional. I beg to suggest, as a con-

venient mode of procedure, that it should be
arranged that a memorial signed by architects,

or others, should first be addressed to the

Council representing that A. B. desired to offer

himself for election, and setting forth the

special circumstances and reasons why, in the

judgment of the memorialists, he should b&
allowed to do so

;
and that this memorial should

be supported by any evidence of any sort,

—

drawings, photographs, literature, expressions

of opinion, which the memoriali.sts like to

adduce. If the Council, after judging of the
memorial, and the means of forming an opinion

possessed by those who signed it, and the

value of the evidence adduced in support of it,

decides to grant the request of the memorial,

then the candidature and election should pro-

ceed as now
;
only that the memorial and all

the evidence in support of it should lie on the

table of the Institute, and be summarised in

its Proceedings. If this coarse is adopted, it

will not often be had recourse to, and, that only

in the case of men whom the Institute would
not like to lose. The rule as to seven years'

practice would then be, of course, abolished.

T. Roger Smith.

Sir,

—

lu this most interesting and valuable

correspondence everything seems to turn on the
meaning of words, especially “architect” and
“ architecture,” and, at the bottom of the contro-

versy, “What qualifications should euablo a
gentlem-an to call himself an architect ?

”

The most iuteresting work ou the subject, and
that which, by the nature of the publication, should

be an authority and carry weight with all our
members, is the “ Dictionary of Architecture.’'

Under the article “Architect" is this :

—

“ In the modern acceptation of the term, an architect

is one who both furnishes the designs and super-

intends the execution of buildings. However graceful

and artistic the deaigu which the architect may
produce, he is at the beat a mere draftsman unless he
possesses the practical knowledge necessary to enable

him to carry them into teffect, while tlie builder who
may have ability and experience suflicient to erect ait

ordinary building planned by himself cannot with any
propriety assume the title of architect unless he also

exhibit taste, invention, and a thorough acquaintance
with the stylo he may have adapted.
To acquire a leading position in his profession the

architect must display integrity, &c., combined with
the various acquirements indicated in the Article

‘Architecture.'"

That is, you cannot with any propriety assume

the title ofarchitect xmless you aro a practical builder

who has studied (as well) the art of architecture

and acquired, by the possession of creative genius,

the faculty of designing and adapting the art of

architecture to every-day building of every kind.

Also if it is your practice to use your own skill, aS'

enumerated above, in designing the building work,

with which you may be entrusted, and are and
behave as an honest man in whom your client can
have perfect faith, then and then only you are^

entitled “with propriety” to call yourself a pro-

fessional architect; otherwise, call yourself what

you may, without all these qualifications you are

nothing more than a consulting building expert, and

I would suggest that it is the Institute’s failure to-

recognise these facts that the present crisis exists.

This crisis (alluded to by others) is, I believe, that

many members intend that our Society shall

reform, for they consider that it has been and is

thoroughly ignoring the greatest of all qualifica-

tions that signify the term “ Architect.”

It is generally known that many men have con-

templated resigning, but have been induced to

remain in the Society and help to change things for

the better and, if possible, so to alter and direct

its present policy that many of its members who
have recently resigned may be induced to join its

ranks again.

The following are some of the reforms I think

might tend to this end ;

—

1. The examination to be re-named an examina-

tion in building.

2. A re-arrangement of the classes, and instead

of in future creating any more Fellows as
_

at-

present, to have two classes in its place, viz.,

“Architect Fellows” and “Surveyor Fellows.”'

The only difference between them being that th&

former would be required to submit photographs

and working drawings of some of the buildings they

have executed, which would have to pass a special

committee and be exhibited for voting on by the

electorate. It must be borne in miud that the

framers of the Charter seem to have contemplated
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s'^metbinglike this, for in it they distinctly provide

members classes of subscribing

r.,?yvA
Committee to define and

?nr!nL f

q^abhcatioDs and duties of gentlemen
connected as architects or surveyors with the busi-

f our Society must always have

Ki
profpsional men among its members

capable of everytbiog except architecture. Surelysurveyor is good enough title for these gentlemen,

tA as understood
to-day should be published, for in old days, andeven at the present day, in special cases the term
arcnitect and surveyor are synonymous

«. r‘
^^/f-o^ristening of the Institute either as an

Institute of Architecture,” as Mr. T. G. Jackson

veyors”
’

“ lostitute of Architects and Sur^

There are other minor matters, but to me these
ore largely at the bottom of the diffioulty.

Sydney Vacher.

VESTRIES AND HOUSE DRAINAGE.
J'™'' '“>!<=>“ »f last woali, ri

\ estry regulations and house drainage, it mayBU^nse some ot your readers to hear that the
estrj ot Oamherwoll forbid the use of properly-coated iron drain-pipes, not, I hare been toldbecause their officers object to them, but because’

«ZaHo°°. "‘’"T n'™ “ ’* tard-aud-tast

Board
’’11' eoyornment

I hare had over sistoon years' study and practical

way 'ir:rh!°b“““*^
““ ‘“"“e -ollsedS

irnu f yli'ala. as you point out, properly-coatediron dram-pipes hare been coming into vogue I

Sting Sm Regulations oiy-

Mut Reid ’if
/’“’mission ot the Local Govori-

““a P'”''‘»Ps the Local Government

that the PPtJe’ awarethat the Office of Works are largo users of these
*”P'"’- A. Hesby Fbe.n-d
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^bt Stubent’s Columit.

CONCRETE.—XIII.

WATER.
ATER is necessary for the setting and
hardening of hydraulic limes and
cements. It does not form a merelyr~^ .

Au uuto not lorm a merely
mechanical mixture with these in the way itdoes with pure hydrate of lime, but it unites
chemically with them, as we have already seen
forming new compounds of an induration
nature. It is evident, therefore, that the
•quantity of water added to cement or hy-
•drauhe hme is of no little importance. If
too little be used, some of the cement remains
more or less in the form of powder and cannot
attain to that cohesive and adhesive strength
for which It was intended; and the mortar or
•concrete is pervioos to moisture, and therefore
rnore liable to destruction by frost and atmos-phenc agencies. On the other hand, there isno doubt that an excess of water is injurious tothe strength of the cement, whether neat ormixed with sand. The water is scattered in
little globules throughout the paste, and around
these the cement sets; gradually the water
evaporates, and on the briquette being broken
little globular cells, in which the water-drops
had lam, are disclosed, and are seen at once tobe a source of weakness. Excess of water also
retards the hardening of the concrete, and
there is the further danger that it may washaway some of the finest and best particles of
the cement during the operation of mixing
with sand and other material

In Chapter XI., Table XV., we gave the
quantities of water used in Germany in making
test briquettes, both neat and with sand. For
neat cement, about 25 per cent, (by weight) of
water is used. But we must remember that
this IS for making briquettes in laboratories,
where. It may be expected, no water will be
allowed to run to waste or be lost by evapo-
ration, and where none will be absorbed by any
surfaces with which the briquettes come in
contact. This is vastly different from the con-
ditions which obtain in practice, where watermay dram away from foundations into the
ground, or drip through the centreing of floors
or be evaporated by the heat of the sun, or
dried by passing winds.

Gillmore is of opinion that concrete, ” when
rcady^ for use. should appear quite incoherent,
containing water, however, in such quantities
that a thorough and hard ramming will produce a
thin film of free water upon the surface under
the rammer without causing in the mass a
^ Of quicksand motion.”

Mr. H, K. B.imber says that good cement
re juires for its thorough induration 40 lbs. O'.fi .

-igallonsjpercnbicfootof cement. Ifwe take the '

weight of such a cement at 112 lbs. per bushel,
or 87 lbs. per cubic foot, it will be seen that he
advocates the use of 46 per cent, (by weight)
of water with cement. This is so much in
excess of any other quantity which we have
seen advocated for neat cement that we think
Mr. Bamber must refer to cement when used
in concrete with materials which are, of course,
more or less absorbent. Some experiments
made by him in 1889 and 1890 are, however, of
considerable interest in this connexion.* He
made six blocks of concrete, all consisting of
one part new Portland cement, 2 parts sand
and 4 rarts shingle. Two of these (A) were
made with the “full quantity of water that the
cement would take up,” namely, 10 lbs.

;
two

(B) were made with 7§ lbs. of water • and
two (C) with only 5 lbs. They were
allowed to harden for two weeks and
then one of each kind was placed on a
sea-wall, where they remained for a year,
being covered and nneovered every tide. They
were then taken and broken through the middle,
ihe block (A) was “very hard and perfectly
sound and dry quite through to the surface;”
( ) was ‘ dry in the middle, but on every side
the water had penetrated about ,8 in. and hadmuch weakened the block;” (C) was “wet
quite through, and was very easily broken up,
the water having been able to percolate con-
tinually through the block, and having dissolved
much of the lime.” The other three blocks
were kept in fresh water for twelve months
with exactly similar results as to penetration

of water aud strength of block?,” but the water
in which block (A) was immersed “ remained

?
containing (B) “ became milky and

turbid from the formation of carbonate of lime,”
and that containing (0) “ became quite white,
and .... the whole block was covered with
crystals of carbonate of lime, i in. to 4 in. in
thickness. The lime had been gradually dis-
solved. and crystallised on the surface in the
torm of carbonate of lime.”

It is now generally conceded that it is better
to use too much water than too little, but it is
best, of course, to use the right quantity
neither more nor less. Mr. E. C. Clarke thinks
that concrete requires from 21 to 23 gallonspr cubic yard. Mr. A. E. Carey said at the
institution of Civil Engineers (1801) that behad obtained the best results by using about

gallons of water per cubic yard of raw
materials, or about 1 part by volume to 7^ or 8
parts, “ less than this not securing that glassy
film_ upon the surface of work which is so
desirable, and, more than this, washing away
some portmn of the soluble alumina silicates

which are the active ingredients in con-
cretion.” He found the crushing strength of
small cubes (about l}in. each way) to be as
follows :

—

Table X‘\'II.

Jl ec/oicss of Cement mixed with insufficient
Water.

Cement thresh ,,v^omeuc.
Water. lbs. per aq. in.

, per cent.

? 3 20 1679
^ 10 1425 (average).

Fresh cement will take up more water than
stale cement. A smaller quantity of water can
be uFed in concrete if this be well rammed
_

Another experiment which Mr. Bamber made
inculcates a useful lesson. A box 18 in cube
containing, tlierefore, 6,832 cubic inches, was
completely filled by the mass of concrete which
resulted from the mixing of the following
ingredients, measured separately 1,296 cubic
inches Portland cement, 2,592 cubic inche.s
sharp sand, 5,184 cubic inches shingle, and
30 lbs., or 829 cubic inches water. These in-
gredients, not including the water, have an
aggregate measurement of 9,072 cubic inches
but on being mixed together the voids in the
larger material were filled by the smaller to
such an extent that a shrinkage of 3,240 cubic
inches took place. Exactly the same quanti-

shingle were mixed
with 15 lbs., or 415 cubic inches, of water with
the surprising result that the box would only
contain seven-eighths of the mixture

;
in other

words, the ingredients, on being mixed
together, shrank only about 2,407 cubic
inches. The voids, or interstices in the
latter concrete therefore exceeded those
in the former by abont 833 cubic inches. This
shows that concrete mixed with its fall quan-
tity of water is more dense, and therefore less
permeable to water, than concrete made with
an insufficient qnantity. There is this also to :

be said in favour of erriug a little on the side
of excess rather than insufficiency, that good;
cement has the property of exuding surplusl
moisture to a considerable extent in the process-,
of setting. And some excess, as we have'
already said, must be provided in order to makel
up for loss of moisture, which may occur'
through contact with dry absorbent surfacest
such as the wood staging under a floor or roof,)
and the earth or gravel in many foundations, on
again through evaporation. In many cases, the:
injurions loss of moisture by evaporation is pre-t
vented by covering the concrete for a week:
or more with a shallow pool of water i

or with a layer of sand or sawdust kept)
continually moist, or with straw, sacks, a

&c., which protect the concrete from then
direct action of the sun’s rays and of wind. 1

Table III., Chapter III., showed that briquettes 'i

of various bydranlic limes and sand kept in r

water (_a/ter having set in air), are from 30 to <

105 per cent, stronger than similar briquettes 4

kept in air, while the strength of Portland c

cement is approximately the same in both t

cases. Concrete, however, deposited in water is s

invariably weaker than concrete which has set 1

in air. Concrete, even of Portland cement,
i

exposed to a dry atmosphere, and especially to )

a dry warm atmosphere, cannot attain its %

proper strength, so that even this, although it t

does not suffer perhaps to the extent to which i

hydraulic limes suffer, is injured by lack of i

moisture daring the process of setting.
We ought not to omit to mention the fact t

that all aggregates are more or less absorbent,
,

and that some of them, especially coke-breeze 5

and the like, if used dry, greatly injure concrete >

made with them by drawing from the mixture J

the water necessary for the proper hardening
;

of the cement. In order to prevent this, all 1

aggregates ought to be moistened before being
;

made into concrete ; the process of washing the i

effects this, and is, therefore, most ;

useful and economical when carried out imme- •

diately before the aggregate is mixed with the >

cement. This proper moistening of the aggregate ;

is a matter of great importance.
Mud of any kind, held in suspension by

the water, is detrimental to the concrete
made with it. Mr. Carey found that
briquettes made with a certain kind of
cement, mixed with 20 per cent, of distilled
water, required three hours to set, and at the
end of seven days had an average tensile
strength of 480 lbs. per sq. inch, while other
briquettes, similar in every respect, except that
1 per cent, (by volume) of dried and finely-
powdered Thames mud was mixed with the
water, took four hours to set, and broke with
411 lbs., that is to say, over 14 per cent, less
than those mixed with pure water.
Water containing organic matter is also more

or less injurious, and consequently green and
stagnant pools ought not to be used for mixing
in concrete.

But not only is mud or other matter held in
snspension by the water injurious to the cement
with which it is mixed

;
matters dissolved in

the water also may prove harmful. Such sub-
stances as sugar, soda, and salt are, in frosty
weather, sometimes dissolved in the water used
for makieg concrete, either for the purpose of
lowering the freezing point of the mixture and
80 allowing it to be manipulated at a time
when fresh water would be frozen solid, or for
the purpose of preventing or, at any rate,
minimising the damage which might possibly
be caused to the concrete by frost coming
before it had set sufficiently. Until there is
more information on the subject, we shall
be justified in believing that Portland
cement is ultimately strongest when mixed
with distilled water and nothing else; all
additions, whether of mud, or sand, or
ordinary aggregates, or of sugar, salt, or other
dissolved substances, are a source of weakness.
The use of sugar, however, with fat limes, and
probably with hydraulic limes and natural
cements, is attended with advantage. The in-
crease of strength caused by adding a small
quantity of sulphuric acid to fat and hydraulic
limes has [already been shown in the chapter
on Selenitic limes, and the disadvantage of
adding it to Portland cement has also been
mentioned.
The strength of cement does not differ very

much whether it be gauged with fresh water or
with sea-water. Apparently the sea-water
briquettes are the stronger at early dates

; but
after a few months the fresh water ones take
the lead, and continue to give the bsst results.
It must be said, however, that experiments are
somewhat contradictory on this point. Mr.
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M, J. Powers in America has tested 3,500

briqaettes made from seven kinds of cement,

with the object of ascertaining the inflaence of

sea-water. He found that the strength of both

natural and Portland cements mixed with salt-

water was, at the end of one month, 30 per

cent, more than when mixed with fresh water,

but this gain of strength was found to vanish

during the second month in the natural

cements, and during the third month in Port-

land cements
;

thenceforth the fresh-water

briquetteshavingtheadvantage. His conclusions

are that “ there can be no doubt that cement
mixed with sea-water gains considerably in

strength during the first few weeks, but that it

does not hold out is clearly shown by these

results The gain also seems to be
greater and more permanent with the Portland
than with the natural cements. The effect of

using a 10 per cent, solution seems not so good
as with a 3 per cent, solution.” Some experi-

ments by Mr. Carey show little variation in the
strength of briquettes, whether gauged with

—

1, fresh water
; 2, half distilled water and half

sea-water
; 3, quarter distilled water and three-

quarters sea-water; 4, sea-water, 25 per cent,

evaporated
; 5, sea-water, 50 per cent,

evaporated. The greatest difference at one
month was 3-2 per cent., 4 being strongest;

at two months 4 per cent., 4 again strongest

;

at three months 26 per cent., 5 being
strongest and 4 weakest

;
at six months

35 per cent., 1 strongest and 4 weakest;
at nine months 8'2 per cent., 5 being strongest

and 4 weakest
;
and at twelve months, 27 per

cent., the followicg being the tensile strengths

in lbs. per square inch at this date,—1, 678 ; 4,

605; 2, 592; 3, 575; and, 5, 495. It will be
seen that the fresh water briqaettes come to

the front at the end of a year, but the results

of the various tests are so strange and irrational

that we cannot attach much importance to
them. The tests by Mr. Powers are more likely

to be accurate.

Cement gauged with sea-water sets more
slowly than with fresh water. Sea-water has
the advantage of having a lower freezing-point

than fresh water, and work can, therefore, be
carried on witii it at times when fresh wa'cr
would be frozen. It ought not, however, to be
used in the walls of buildings or in stucco, as
it has the property of attracting moisture, and
of causing an elliorescence on the surface of

the material with which it has been mixed.
Again, sea-water ought not to be used in

concrete which will come in contact with
ammonia, as in the paving of stables, shippens,

chemical works, &c. But for foundations,

retaining walls, and similar work sea-water may
be used instead of fresh, if more convenient

Sometimes, especially in winter, warm water
is used for concrete, but is of doubtful advan-
tage as far as strength is concerned. It has,

however, the effect of causing the cement to

set sooner, and for that reason it may, in

certain cases, be employed.

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
The Rep.virs to Linlithgow P.\lace.

—

The
alterations and repairs to Linlithgow Palac’, carried

out by Mr. R. Philip, are now, says the Scoisnnoit

completed. The principal parts on which improve-
ment has been effected are the King’s kitchen, Old
Parliament hall, Chapel-Royal, priest’s residence,

and “The Confessional.” The floors have been
laid with concrete of a reddish tint. According to

the terms of the Government grant, further repairs

will be made next season, when, it is expected, a
fountain also will be erected in the grounds.
Restoration of Parish Church, Llanthont

(Monmouthshire).

—

The parish church within the

precincts of old Llanthony Abbey is to be restored.

Mr. J. James Spencer, of Abergavenny, is the
architect. Moat visitors to the ruins know of the
dilapidated state the church is in. Funds are much
wanted to carry out the work, as only a very small
sum can be raised in the parish.

New Church, S^LVLL Heath, Worcestebshibe.
—On the 17th inst. the foundation-stone of the
new Church of St. Oswald, in course of erection at
Small Heath, was laid by Mrs. C. Wriothesley
Digby. The architect is Mr. W. H. Bidlake, M.A.,
of Birmingham, and the church will consist of a
chancel, a nave, and aisles of six bays. Oq the
north side of the chancel there will be an organ-
chamber and clergy-vestry, balanced on the south
side by a transept and the choir vestry, the two
vestries being connected by a passage behind the
altar. The walls will be finished in Leicester sand-
brick, with Bath stone dressings, the nave piers will

be of Hollington stone, and the roofs tiled. The
style adopted is the Transition from Early English
to Geometric Decorated. The portion of the work
at present undertaken consists of the whole east
end and four bays of the nave and aisles, with a

temporary west front, leaving the two remaining
bays with the tower and spire for a future effort.

Mr. T. Rowbothara, of Smalt Heath, is the con-

tractor, and the estimate is 4,823f. The portion of

the church now in progress of erection will accom-
modate 460 worshippers.
New Synagogue at Hampstead. — A new

synagogue, situated in Dennington Park -road.

West Hampstead, was consecrated by the Chief

Rabbi on the 18ih inst. The synagogue has been
built by Messrs. John Allen & Sons, from the
designs of the architect, Mr. Delissa Joseph. The
principal elevation, which is Romanesque in

character, has been carried out in red brick and
red stone, and comprises a central tower flanked by
secondary towers, containing the staircases. The
building is provided with .seven exits, all the doors

of which open outwards. The main building is in

the form of an octagon, the corners of which are

occupied by columns carrying the gallery, and from
the tops of the columns spring the ribs which form
the dome, which is constructed of steel. The
gallery is placed in the aisles, which follow the

lines of the octagon. The ark, which is in the
form of a domed temple, is placed in an apse
recessed from the eastern side of the octagon. The
choir is at the back of the ark, the voices reaching
the synagogue through wrought-iron grilles. Imme-
diately in front of the ark platform is the reader's

platform, reached by two staircases, describing

quarter circles, the pulpit being in front of the

reader’s platform. Cloak-room accommodation is

provided at each level. The scheme of decoration

is pure white throughout. The building is lighted

by two ranges of windows and by clearstory lights.

The capacity of the building is for 656 sittings, and
it has cost about 11,OOOL
Methodist Chapel, Hornsey.—Memorial-stones

were laid on the 15th inst. of a new Methodist
Chapel, situated in the Willoughby and Hampden-
roads, Hornsey. The internal dimensions of the
now chapel will be 58 ft. 8 in. by 51 ft. 3 in.

Mr. Robert Curwen, of Palmerston-buildings, is the
architect. In addition to the chapel aro to be built

an infants’ class-room, additional vestries, and a
chapel-keeper's house

;
the whole group being esti-

mated to cost 6,000L
Additions to the St.affordshire General

Infirmary.

—

The erection of the new north wing
to the Staffordshire General Infirmary is being
rapid’y proceeded with. The walls, says the
Sluffordslare Ailverliser, are now all but completed.
The architect is Jlr. Aston Webb, of London, aud
the contractor is Mr. F. Esploy. Mr. H. T. Peb-
worth is clerk of the works.
Extension of the Clinical Hospital, JIan-

CHESTEii.—The new wing of the Clinical Hospital
for Women and Children, Park-place, Cheetham
Hill-road, Manchester, was opened on the 19th inst.

for the accommodation of out-patients. The wing
has been built upon the site formerly occupied by
two dwelling-houses adjoining the main hospital

building, and fronting Cheetham Hill-road. Among
the apartments are a waiting-hall, a range of dis-

pensaries, and the necessary consulting-rooms for
the surgical staff. Messrs. Mangnall Littlewood,
of Manchester, designed the building.

Restoration of St. Augustine's Church.
Norwich.

—

St. Angustine’s Church, Norwich, which
for many months past has been in the hands of the
builders for purposes of renovation, was re-opened
on the 11th inst. The church, according to the
Xorvick Mercury, underwent a partial restoration
in 1879. In that year it was re-seated with pitch
pine, the chancel roof was renewed, and a ringing
floor built in the tower. Little else was done owing
to lack of funds. Last year the parishioners were
reminded of the dilapidated condition of the church
when several windows were blown in. In December
last a new east window was inserted, and about the
same time a carved oak reredos was erected by
Mrs. Hotblack. During the present year fresh
vrindowshave been provided. New buttresses have
been built

;
the plaster cement, which for the past

150 years has covered the outside walls of both nave
and chancel, has been picked, revealing a surface of

ordinary flint stones, a new south porch has been
put up, and the church has been drained. The
designs, prepared by the late diocesan architect,

Mr. R. M. Phipson, and partially executed twelve
years ago, are now finally carried out.

New Maltings at Newark.

—

New mailings are
about to be erected at Newark for Sir W. Gilstrap,

Bart. The buildings will occupy a site between
Cow-lane Wharf and Nortbgate, adjoining the Wel-
lington Foundry, and will comprise three malt-kilns,

a barley-drying kiln, and malt and barley stores.

Messrs. T. G. Mackenzie k Sons, of Newark, have
secured the contract for the erection of the malt-

iugs, and the sub-contractors for the brick and
stone work are Messrs. George Brown k Son, also

of Newark. The amount of the tender was 21.675L
Messrs. Evans k Tolley, of Nottingham, are the
architects, and Mr. Charles Kendall is to be
clerk of the works.

Surveyorship.—Mr. F. Wood, C.E., Assistant
to the Borough Engineer of Leicester, has been
appointed by the General Works Committee of

the City Council of Wakefield to the position of

Assistant Surveyor, who is to carry out the
sewerage and sewage disposal schemes for that
city.

J

SANITARYAND ENGINEERING NEWS.
Eastwood and Greasley Sf.werage. — In

December last the Barford Rural Sanitary Autho-
rity sanctioned tho appointment of a local com-
mittee to consider the best meuns for the disposal
of the sewage of Eastwood and Greasley, and they
decided that Mr. Herbert Walker aud Mr. W. H,
Radford, civil engineers, both of Nottingham,
should be invited to submit plans and the com-
mittee to decide which was most suitable. These
plans were submitted last March, and, after an
inquiry into the merits of both schemes, the com-
mittee recommended that Mr. Herbert Walker be
appointed the engineer to carry out the proposed
works. The system advocated by him is that known
as the “International,” and the Rural .Sanitary

Authority appointed a deputation to visit certain

places where this system is in operation, and they
were so satisfied with what they saw of the results

of this process that the Authority unanimously
accepted the report of the committee, and Mr.
Walker was appointed the engineer for the under-
taking. Plans will be submitted for approval by the
Local Government Board in due course.

The Cardiff Water Supply.

—

On the 14tb
inst., Alderman David Jones, Chairman of the
Waterworks Committee of tho Cardiff Corporation,
opened a new reservoir near to the Brecon Beacons,
for supplying the town with water. The reservoir

is one of three which the Corporation in 1884 ob-
tained power to construct in Taff Fawr Valley, 32
miles from Cardiff. It has been six and a half years
in construction, and has cost 374,800Z. The area
of the gathering ground is 4,000 acres. The ground
stands at an elevation of 1,080 ft. above the sea at
the embankment

;
and the water is declared to b©

of exceptional purity and softness. The reservoir,

which has been named the Caotrelf, is three-
quarters of a mile in length

;
its greatest depth

is 82 ft.
;

and it has a capacity of 322,000,000
gallons. The embankment is 460 ft. long
and 120 ft. high, while the width at the
top is 30 ft. Passing through the embankment by
means of a brick tunnel 600 ft. long and 13 ft. in
diameter the water enters an aqueduct 32 miles in
length. lu order to reduce the pressure this
aqueduct is divided by balancing reservoirs into
four sections. The first is to Cefn, 5.1 miles

;
second,

to Blackbrock, miles
;
third, to Rhiibina, 14^

miles
;
while the fourth section, 2^ miles, termi-

nates in two service reservoirs at Llanisben and
Lisvane, which together have an area of eight acres.

In its course down the valley the aqueduct passes
through eleven towns or places. 'Che gathering
ground of the two reservoirs yet to be constructed
is 6,400 acres, and when the whole scheme is com-
pleted Cardiff will possess a supply equal to 1,220'
million gallons, sufficient for the requirements of
the town, even at its present phenomenal rate of
growth, for the next thirty - five years. Mr.
J. A. B. Williams, C.E., was tho engineer-in-chief
of the works.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.
France.—The Acadt-mie des Beaux-.Urts has

definitely accepted the legacy which the late M.
Bailly left. He was ihe architect who presided for
a long time over the Society of French Artists.

An employ^ of Messrs. Hacbetto has just pre-
sented to the Carnavalet Library a curious collection

of about 100,000 articles and scraps cut out of the
newspapers by himself during the last sixty years-

The restoration of the portal of the Church of
St. Nicholas des Champs is now being carried out.
It is one of the most interesting historical monu-
ments of Paris. A new lighthouse, with a red
light, is to be started on October 1, at the
mouth of the Seine, on the dyke near Quillo-
bteuf, below the mouth of the Lillebonne river.

The municipality of Saint Malo, who decided last

year to erect a statue to the Corsair Surcouf, the
execution of which was put into the hands of M.,
Etienne Leroux, now wish instead to have a statue of
the navigator Jacques Cartier. A competitioa
has just been opened by the town of Lorient for a
large building which is to comprise an elemen-
tary school, a professional school, and a
aalle des f^tes. The cost will be about 400,000
francs.——A subscription has just been started
at Quimper for the erection of a monument to the
memory of Mgr. Lamarche, which is to be placed
in the cathedral. Mgr. Lamarche, who has lately

died, was Bishop of Quimper and Leon. Last
week a monument to Dr. Gosset was inaugurated'
at Fecamp. M. le Baron Alphonse de Rothschild
has just presented the museums of Grenoble,
Chambery, and Cahors with several pictures,

statues, and marbles. The General Council of
the Rhone has confided to M. Louis Rogniat. archi-

tect, the direction of the works of the new Hotel
de la Prefecture. The young architect, who is a
son-in-law of M. Louvier, is a clever artist, with a-

good deal of taste. In making some excava-
tions at Toulouse, on the Place des Carmes, two
statues have been discovered, one representing a
saint and the other a martyr; they have been
taken to the museum.——A curious tomb has been
discovered at Saintes, dating about the thirteenth-

century, and containing some jewellery and other
objects.——The death is announced at Aix-les-

Bains of M. Lavau- Revel, landscape painter.
He was a pupil of Guillemet and Bouguereau, and
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^CONTRACTS AND PU
COETTEACTS.

BLIC appointments.

Nature ol Work ©r Materials.

Sewerage Works
*Oak Feuciog and Gatea'

.

^"ggiug, Paviog, a:i;. ...

Street Works
School Buildings. Paring-strwt
luflnuar), ct». Durham

Portland Cement

Waterworks (Contracts Nos. 1-4)

Villa Residence, P’orree. N B
•Erectiontf Battery, Drill Shed, 'ic.'.'"”
•Retuse De.'tnictor Cells. Ac
•Bngme, Boiler, Ac

““‘AS.’'"'.

.

Overflow Beieer
Pavements, KerWug. Ac.
Iron Castlugs. Hire Biichs. Ac

•dcbewea and Estimates fur Heatiug Bathi

delivered.

CONTRACTS.— Co7ithinp<l.

West Ham Council.,
do.

Pljmoutli Corp
do.

i'«-<i,niii,it-ai]der-Ijyme
Town Council

Lorigtou (Stairs,
) T. C.

South ahleldeSvb. B.L
Eas.iigton Guardians

lUuchester Ship Canal

do.

Mrs. Mackintosh
Warrington ( 'orp
Rliyninejr Local Board
Lancs, A Vorks. B. Co.
Coventiy Baths Com

•Constructiru of the Main 3
••aupplr of Coal
•Supply of Granite
•Makitjg-up Roads
•Sewerage Works, Bushry ..

werage .

Nature of Wdrk or Materials.

Lewis Anyell Eept. 27
„ I

do.
O.D. Bellamy do.

J. Pattison ....
.r, W. Ward’c ..

T. E. DaviUeon

Penmaeumawr Road Stone .

£• ,
uct.

I.Longdin OcL
(JfficUa •

•Lamp Columns, Manhole Cuvcta, Grai
togs. Palls, Ac

•Buildeis’Workin Eiiuioe House Ac
""

Sewerage Works (Contract No. 3)
•Hospital, W'est Derby
•W orkBhop at Boys’ School.

.

Road Works, Horrabridge
Additions and Alteiations, “ Uml

Houss,
" Morpeth

RKtranoe Lodge. Fences, Ac.

House and Shop, Featherstone. Leeds
'“'•‘Ofy. Stables. Ac, -Wade-yard, Leeds .

,

Idle Lx'al Board,
The Pominitlee ...
WaltliamsIowSch.Bd.
Devon County Council

I

C. 0. Rajne

j

Poutjpool Recreation

I

Ground Company ..

O^cidi
Bramwell A Harris

,

W. B. Woodbead A So
C*. 0. Ellison A Son .

W. A, Loiigmore
E. H. Haroottle

Freemtui A Robins. .

,

D. M. Llewellln
R. J. Smith

Charles A Hons ...

Tenders ->

to be
delivered. ,

. Aldershot L
do

. Tottenhair. Local Board

. Watford U.R.S.A
intoxeter i;.K.S,A. ..

.1 Hove Commlasionera..

Iiirold T. Burgess and
^SpaldiugA Cross....

,
di

1
I

B. Knshford... Oc?.'

J. E. -Wor-h
Urban Smith ...
Jobu CoUyer
officiat ;;

Those marled a„ Asleri.t (>) „e adoeHisei in tU, Xnmber

„ ’LaTing. io. York I'avlog. (tc
B. ToinliufOQ do.

5 ! PUBLIC APPOINTMEIS’TS.

Nature ol Appointment.
0.

By whom Advertised. Salary.
Applica-
tions to
be in.

^

4 Bniveyor and luipector of Nuisance

0 . *RnrveyoFs PriQcipal Clerk
•District Surveyor ...

Potterspnrv (Stony
Strauord) R.8-A

Berninridsfy Vestry ..

2007 Sept. S8

• *Maoagerol Waterworks
a

1
*3«:OUtl Class Assistant Hilrveynr

Ipswich C iipniallou..
Civil Scrvlcp Cnri.

Oct. 7
Oct 8
Oot. 13

Co7itracts, pp. .‘Vv Public AppointmenU, p. xxi.

was only thirty-seven years old. Enceno Gonon I rAntirMia t, • i • r, ,

" —

=

thefounder.has jostiliedm ParisaUheagsof eighty! i may be a MHn ’
Himter.sqaare from a width of 50 ft. to 80 ft. This

lie renresented nne nf iho mnet. 3 .i-.* = -’bciiuueLusnire wnen trerman nronnsn.1 wae rtK;r,r>4-«A * . ..

-I—.V. <» wiuou ui uu ic. 10 suit. This
proposal was objected to on account of the expense
involved, and on a division the motion was lost.Another proposal of a similar nature, the widening
of Lari Grey-street by throwing back the east
side to a uniform breadth with the Lotbian-road
was also negatived on the score of cost. An alter-
native scheme for making a new street from
I ountambndge onwards towards Lochrin to relieve
the traffic at Earl Grey-street, was favourably
entertained. This new thoroughfare would pass
through certain slum property, and it was
suggested that the sites acquired should be utilised
for the erection of dwellings for the working
Claeses. A proposal for the acquisition of the block

He represented one of the moot interesting® and SmenleS forhonourable types of the IndustryofArt. Heproduoed hasToen fullv borna^ on, it,”some very large works in CDv uerf/H. One verv well Vinwinr,.!
^ present demand not

known was the bas-relief of Dalou, » Mirabeau aux ‘ wou^e wsp'^iEr
^^teen years, and it

Etats Gent'raux,” which now decorates the Chamber
i possible of their

to give as long notice as

of Deputies, and to which ho devoted the last seven I hand to mS?,* I’/l
the custom of

years of his life. He was in his way a true ani.st ' IV J'^ely to lead to dis-

and an indefatigable worker. The Academio des trade
present state of

inscriptions et liellos Lettros has just allotted to ConKTuo Ai.p.n.rr.Ts o<
M. TonUin, member of the French school of itome, ' Co have'iust comnlotetan'^ f

’-““.F” Cli‘Ofr &
the funds necessary to continue his e.rcavatioos in '

.apparatL^ for the staff at ,lf
Cheraton, in Tunisia, where ho ha. already brought

: De„ot ZnZ Meat t
^ost

toligbt almost thewhole of atheatroand p.,r®of^atL.'sd“partmentsarffitted lSTheir°Ktos? '1 “"«“»(?» ^ the workini
a fornm.-—It is a happy idea of the Municipar improvements in stoim and other cooWnr’ annlf '

^ ““dCounoil of Ians to give the names of anoes, including several of j i

' >>'hl<iMg5 between MacEwan Hall and Bristo.
celebrated architects to some of the streets. A new annaratiis for ,^o loat i

newly-invented street received genera' approval The romoval
street in the Mairie of the Tenth Arrondissemeot i” bo.dS water bv 010 0̂

^^

®f„^'®‘’
'T'h-t'tica of fresh

I of this block ®of buddings will not onTv
to bo called Rue Ilittorf, and two others, Rue

! or n Ho^. p
‘“-"“'"’K. «“'•

!

'•i'ien a narrow and much used thoronghWe
Boffrand, and r.iio Fierro Bullet. This last atchi-

1
pi

“ Ih BKB.TOhTlSEy-STi!EET. — The but will open out to view the fine group of
teot built the gates of St. Denis and St. Martin. ' U ™? ,n

standing on the ' buildings comprising the new hall ®modical--Last Tuesday the statue of Odndrancellermann -inibered 8S-91 93.6,
I
class-rooms, students^nion, mnlical Iss roomfwas maugiirated at \almy. A large Salle <les

'

‘’’'ii.'*'
condemned, and 1 &c A suggestion was made that the principle ofFStes has just been commenced in the Place des ' piil

pulled down They are four stories “betterment” should bo applied to the buildinr«i
Halles at Brest. It is to bo very highly ornamented, up®pOT t wii Vo'orsT^ “’l

forming the east side of the^^street, wltioh wdl 5and will be inaugurated neat year by the Prcsiflont. bSines^ The vf iw for a woolstapler's greatly improved in value by the clearance to be—--A very ounons subterranean gallery has been ' two omrrt vawL to take power to widen the
lately discovered at Taverny (Seine. et-Oise) ; it is i.

°
° V ’

“”<* ’'“w the houses from the back.
,
thoroughfare at Salisbury-placo by acouiriug the

about 500 or 600 metres lon'g; and is hewn out of as on
““-oo roller houses, property at thq south sale of it7 butCif was

the solid gypsum
;

it is situated about 60 me'tros
j

*!>»
,

lr'“ted that tho proprietors might bo exacting inunder the forest of Montmorency.
|

i

Hreir demands, an alternative scheme was broiTght
Darm.stadt.—The competition for the design of

> alve Closet.—

I

n reference forwpd for making a relief street by opening no
a new museum lias been decided. One of th« firef- m remarks on page 207 ante, Messrs. J. ^•ewlngton-nlnoft TOLinR oi wa—,-— .... >

^
- Tylor ct Suns write We quite admit what you

say about the dust which might form inside our
patent ‘Column’ closet, and three months ago
wo brought out our ‘1892 pattern,’ which quite
overcomes this objection, ns the shield is now con-
tinued round the back, in front of the outlet of the
basin. The joint between the basin and the trap

u liow museum iias oeen aeciaea. Une of the first
premiums fell to Herr Xeikelmaiin, a Dane, resident
in Stuttgart, the other was awarded to Messrs,
Schmieden & Speer, of Berlin. There were five
invited competitors and fourteen uninvited candi-
dates. Among the latter were Professor Hubert
Slier (Hanover), and Bruno Schmitz, cf Berlin.
*

J ' h ft fil’d yiT-I-yAmon Viapl Ivfteay. Al_ ...

-FVIW-X
^

» Cl y. ftUU ±JIUUU OLUIIJICZ, Cl Derlin,
j

ITIU • • A 1_ 1 * ..
w.*.. .guwtcu U1 OUD

The first prizemen had been invited, together with
7“^® between the basin and the trap

Professor Thiersch (Munich), Herr 0. Sommer
I

^ tielow

(Frankfort), and Herr W. Manchot (Mannheim! \“®,^^t®r-Une in the basin. The reason
The cost of Herr Neikelmann’s design is estimated'””^

patent PedesLal Valve’ closet does not
at 75,000L

j

h small supply cistern (by which we meant
, ^ , j

a waste-preventing cistern), is that it is flushed by
I

our patent Regulator Valve which is fixed to it

^ITf^CFTeT AKFHTT^ '

and can be supplied from any pipe. This valveMl^iLLLLAJSP^OUS.
I

makes the closet quite noiseless in action,—a great
Architectdral Association Conversazione.—

!

when it is fixed in private houses. It is

The annual conversazione of the Association will I

^ ^ waste-preventer.”

take pkee on Friday, October 7, at the Imperial i

Memorial to the late Archbishop of York.
Institute. The subway from Kensington Station

I

sum of 800L has been raised for a memorial
by permission of the District Railway Company’

I

Feterborough Cathedral to Dr. Magee, the late
will be open for the use of visitors.

|

Archbishop of York, and the committee have
accented th a dAd uti nf at ,• ..av... d \ — ,el _

a, jonoi sLreeii oy opening up
Lewingtion-place, which is at present a cul-de-sac,
and continuing a street to Causewayside, onwards
to the eastern extremity of Grange-road. The
widening of a ^all portion of the street at the
south back of Canongato met with approval, as
also did several other minor schemes. The Town
Council seem to have been greatly swayed by
eaonomical considerations, but the experience
gained by the last improvement scheme leads to
the conclusion that true economy is not the result
arrived at by being chary in acquiring property
that js not absolutely necessary. Some property
which might then hove been properly acquired has
been enormously increased in value, and unless
the principle of “betterment” is brought into
play, such will b(3 the case if the present scheme
is carried out in the tentative manner pro-
posed. When applying to Parliament for powers
to carry out the improvement scheme, the question
of acquiring power for the amalgamation of Leith
and Porcobelio with the municipality of Edinburgh
has been mooted. Considerable friction is apt to

ujr poi 14,1831011 Ol lUB L/isincc. iiaiiway Uompany,
I

ooaiuoiougu v,.iaine<irai to Dr. Magee, the late ^ oiiououo wiin me municipality of Edinburgh
will be open for the use of visitors.

|

Archbishop of York, and the committee have mooted. Considerable friction is apt to
Amalgamation of Firms.—

W

e are informed accepted the design of Mr. Pearson, R.A., for the
' between the separate Town Councils L to

that the firm of John
_

Freeman & ,Sons, and the cenotaph. The sculptor commissioned to execute
;

tramways, water and gas supply, ice,, which would
West of England Granite Company have amalga- i

^“® James Forsyth, of Hampstead
I

obviated by the amalgamation of the three
mated, and will in future be known as John Free-

1

South Shieuis Master Builders —The mem' ^

^e*"® then would arise the
man, Sons, k Company, Limited. It is not the I

bera of the South Shields Master Builders’ Assooia-
°®w municipal buildings, a contingency

mtentiou of the company to offer the shares to the tion held their twenty-seventh annual meetino’ on
' be faced sooner or later,

public. The offices of the late firm of John Free- ,
the 14th inst. in the ante-room of the Free Library ’

Metal Production of Russia.-

A

ccording
n^n k Sons, at Penryn, Cornwall, will be the head Hall, Mr. F. B. Dobson in the chair. The follow-

statistics for 1889, just issued, the produc-
office of the new company, and the management officers were elected for the ensuing year -—Mr in Russia was as follows Gold,
will bo in the hands of Messrs. Freeman and their i

S. Sherriff, chairman
;

Mr. T. S. Winter' vice- '

'','^»bS0 oz. alluvial, and 90,560 oz. metallic :

T- . „ I

chairman
;
Mr. D. Lawes, treasurer : Mr. Jas. S. '

iJ^t'nurn 84,630 oz.
; silver. 445,124 oz. in ingots

;

1 BE English Iron Trade.—

W

ith the exception
!

Wilson, secretary. Committee- Messrs P Mar- ' ’
copper, 4,725 tons in regulus

;
zinc,

of the steel-nail branch, there has been no notable ' shall, F. B. Dobson, Jas. Young, R Harper and i 728,714 tons of pig-iron,
addition to the orders received in any of the various W. J. Robertson. Auditors • Messrs C pAll-irH

which 70 per cent, were smelted by charcoal •addition to the orders received in any of the various
departments of the English iron and steel trades.
Both pig and manufactured iron exhibit little
vitality, and lower prices rule for the latter. In
steel generally little is doing, but in the north-west
the Barrow Hematite Steel Company has received
orders for nearly 26.000 tons of rails during the
past week. Shipbuilders and engineers are quiet.
The coal trade lacks animation.

—

Iron.
The Slate TBxVDE.—

T

he slate trade continues
to improve as the season adyances, and] is likely to

W. J. Robertson. ’Auditors: Messrs. G.‘ Pijllard C.
were smelted by charcoal;

and W. Yellowby. The meeting terminated with
’^’^® number of workmen

a vote of thanks to the retiring officers.
employed m the Russian mining and metallurgical

PRorosED City Improvements, Edinburgh ’
°a^ 4°^

—The Town Council of Edinburgh have under ^
•

*^® industry, whilst the steam
consideration a scheme of city^ improvements i lower

covered 120,000 horse-

construction of a new bridge in place of the pre- ' J t
opening took place of the new

sent unsightly and contracted J^orth Bridge, Ld i sS'sdS Com™™the widening of tho thoroughfare onw^ald to
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upon the structure, the dimensions of which aro

335 ft. in length, 07 ft. in breath, 8 ft. depth of

pontoon, and 37 ft. G in. depth of side. The lift-

ing capacity of the dock is 3,000 tons. It is divided

into twenty-four water-tight compartments. The
pontoon can be given a list either outwardly or

inwardly of G in. The valves are worked entirely by
hydraulics. Tlie pontoon is fitted with four dd-in.

centrifugal pumps. The engines were built by
Beiliss & Co., engineers, Westminster, and aro

vertical compound direct acting of 150 nominal
horse power, with cast-iron standards at back and
forged steel columns at front. The boilers were by
Eltringbam &Oo., South Shields, and are 100 lbs.

pressure. Mr. Dykes, consulting engineer, super-

intendod the construction of the engines.

The Alhambr.v Alteu.vtions and Decora-
tions.—The partial reconstruction of the Alhambra
Theatre, London, was entered upon eight weeks
ago, the designs having been before the Board of

Directors for more than a year. The grand circle

balcony has been advanced 6 ft. into the house,

giving more sealing and passage room. The pri-

vate boxes, formerly twelve, have been reduced to

tea, but two of the number have been enlarged.

The alterations involved relighting and redecorating.

The decorative tone is kept cream, white, and gold,

with a little grey bine to relieve it. The frieze

above the mirror panelling is a heavy raised

material decorated specially for the work, the
mirror panelling has been carried round the

two ends of the circle to complete the whole.

The ceiling has been levelled with fibrous plaster to

hide the girders which intersected it, and painted
a light blue with gold stars. Tho fronts of the
balconies and proscenium have been redecorated,

and the private boxes draped with amber brocatel.

The iron columns are covered with a raised gilded

material, and the panels of the doors of the private

boxes are filled with a similar material. The foyer

has also been redecorated in tho same manner. The
five window spaces have been filled with Arabesque
screens and stained glass, baviog electric lights

behind them. Tho upper circle balcony and
bar, on the second tier, and the two stair-

cases have been renovated, whilst the grand
circlo staircase and entrance-hall to private boxes
and stalls have been redecorated. The theatre

has been recarpeted and upholstered in colours and
material to suit the general scheme. Electroliers,

made in hammered metal, and finished in silver and
gold ormolu, have been placed round the balcony
fronts. The whole of the lighting work, including the

new electrical plant at the roar of the theatre, has
been carried out by Messrs. B. Verity k, Sons

;
tho

decorations are by Messrs. Campbell, Smith, k Co.;

the plastic ornamentation is by Messrs. Jackson;
the iron, stone, and brick construction by Messrs.
Whitehead k Co.

;
the carpets by Messrs. Lapworth

& Harrison
; and the upholstery by Messrs.

Shoolbred. The works have been carried on under
the supervision of tho architects, Messrs. Clark k
Pollard.

Sloper's Patent Folding Seats.—These seats,

of which a specimen has been sent to our office, are

contrived so that the legs and back fold up flat

against the plank which forms the seat, so that a
number can bo packed and put away in a small

apace, or can be piled easily in a cart for carriage.

The logs are designed with an upright piece which,
when the legs are down, projects above the top of

the seat and clips the supports of the back so as to

hold them firmly. The legs, which when not in

U80 fold inward towai-ds the centre of the seat, are

when in use kept stiff by a thick brace-piece hinged
against the underside of the seat,which,whon the legs

aro extended, is turned on its hinge and clips into

metal clips on the legs, forming at once a tie and a
strut, so that the legs cannot give in either direc-

tion. The whole seat is easily got into position,

and perfectly firm when all the clips are in. Mr.
Sloper sends us drawings of folding-tables made on
the same principle. We have not tested these, but
the seat is a thoroughly satisfactory thing of its

kind, and should be very useful.

Glasgow ARCHiTEcnniAL Association.—

A

visit was paid on the 17th inst. by a party of

tho members of the Glasgow Architectural

Association to Mugdock and Bardowie Castles, by
kind permission of the occupiers. A meeting was
also held in the rooms, 114. West Campbell-street,
on Tuesday evening, the President in the chair.

Mr. Wm. Fraser, A.R.I.B.A., read a paper on
“Domes and their construction.” After dealing
with general points of construction, he noted the
chief features of interest in the following domes,
viz.

. the Pantheon, St. Sophia, the Duomo, Florence,
and St. Paul’s, London. Mr. Robertson opened
the discussion which followed.

CAPITAL AND LABOUR.
The Plasterers’ Strike at Nelson, Lanca*

SHIRE.

—

The plasterers at Nelson and Colne,
Lancashire, who have been out six weeks, have
resumed work, the masters agreeing to advance
their wages from 7 Ad. to 8d. per hour.

Joiners' and CARrENTEits' Strike, Lancaster.
—The joiners and carpenters' strike at Lancaster,
which has lasted nearly eleven weeks, has been
settled, and the men are to receive a half-penny
per hour advance.

MEETINGS.
Saturday, September 24.

Liverpool Engineenng Socnetj/.—Wait to the Liver
-

pool Overhead Railway Worka, aud the Liverpool
Hydraulic Power Company’s Works.

Saturday, October l.

Architectural Association.—Visit to St. Alban’s Abbey,
St. Michael's Church and Gateway. Mr. James Neale,
E.S. A.., will act as guide. Train leaves at 2.6 p.m. from
St. Pancras.

RECENT PATENTS;
ABSTRACTS OF SPEOIFIOATIONS.

13,262.—Water closets : H. B. Thornton.—This in-

vention relates to improvements in disinfectants for

water-closets and the like. It consists in a disinfecting

preparation composed of chloride of lime, perman-
ganate of potash, or other disinfectant, and paraflne wax
or a substitute therefor, such as sulphate of calcium
or any cement-forming substance or pumice stone, which
can retain the disinfectant until a flush comes and
carries away a portion without prejudicially aft'ecting

Its qualities. The inventor forms balls, squares, or

other suitable shapes of the chemical with a small
addition of the paraflne wax or Its equivalent,

intimately blending the latter with the former by
melting, dissolving, impregnation, or other means.
16,092.—Bricks, &g. : J. Dames.—This invention

relates to the manufacture of bricks, tiles, and other
such like articles from slate debris, nr slate refuse, in

combination with silica and asphalte. For this pur-

pose the slate is ground up into a fine state by edge-
runners, disintegrators, or other suitable machinery,
then mixed with the silica and asphalte, aud the
material thus combined is subsequently manufactured
into bricks, tiles, &c., by any of the means or

machinery capable of making the combined material

into the required articles. Lime in some instances
may be added.
16,899.—Lavatories, &c.—E. J. Preston and F. G. S.

Ham. These improvements mainly refer to the supply
of water to lavatories and water-closets and to the
efflux therefrom, with a view to economy in the manu-
facture, the prevention of waste of water, and the
avoiding of the escape of sewer-gas from the drain side.

For the purpose of supplying water to lavatory-basins
tbe inventors provide a supply cistern of a size suitable

for one charge, and with a syphon-pipe having its inlet

near the bottom of the cistern, and the down or outlet

pipe passing through tho said bottom, while the ball-

cock for charging the cistern is arranged somewhat
above the bend or discharge level of the syphon, the
bore or passage through the ball-cock being by pre-

ference sensibly smaller than that of the syphon and
down pipe, the latter being provided at tbe basin with
a suitable tap or valve, by preference self-closing. The
basin is provided with overflow and waste appliances,

which join below and preferably are trapped towards
the drain.

17,006.—Sanding Bricks : J. V. Lange.—

T

\\q object
of this invention is the construction of an apparatus
which will thoroughly coat with sand the clay for

making bricks, and tho like, on the top, bottom, aud
sides thereof, as it issues from the pug mill, and presses

the said sand into the clay to prevent it dropping off

when the bricks are handled before burning. Oue or
more cones, or cylinders with cones at one end, are pro-

vided on either side of the stream of clay as it issues

from the pug mill. These cones or cylinders are fitted

with stepped spirals round their peripheries, or
other suitable means of distributing the sand.
At the bottom of the apparatus is a trough to

catch. the surplus sand from the cones which does
not adhere to the clay, and in this trough is

placed a revolving drum fitted with vanes to throw
the sand up to the bottom of the stream of clay. The
apparatus is provided with a hopper to contain the
sand, from whence It runs on to the cones or coned
ends of the cylinders, and is thrown by the centrifugal

action of the spirals over the sides and top of the clay.

The cones or cylinders and the drum are mounted in

suitable bearings on a frame, and caused to rotate at a
high speed. Horizontal and vertical rollers are also

provided to press the sand into the clay. The dis-

trlbuliog cones, or cylinders, and drum are cased in to
prevent loss of sand.
17,010.—Doors : U. Gardner.—This invention has for

its object to exclude dust and draughts, and also to

prevent slammiag and rattling of doors when closed.

For this purpose the necessary parts of a door-frame
against which the door usually presses when closed are
provided with a box, or gutter-shaped plate, backed by
a spring or springs to force the said plate outwardly
when the door is open, but which spring or springs
become compressed as the door is closing, the plate or

plates being then in close contact therewith.

8,SS3.—tfiNDOW-SASHES : F. J. J. Gibbons —This in-

vention provides for raising or lowering a top sash of

any size without using a centre line, a long arm, or a

pull - down handle ;
raising the bottom sash without

unfastening the top one ;
lowering the top sash without

unfastening the bottom one, either sash being auto-
matically secured by the act of closing only, the various
parts of the raising, lowering, and fastening devices
being beyond the reach of a burglar, and the lower
sash being raised a short distance, so as to ventilate
between the sashes, and automatically secured in that
position from the inside. The details of the invention
can only be understood by reference to the drawings.
10,801.—Nails ; S. E. Groff.—The object of this in-

vention is to produce a machine which will take wire,

cut it into suitable lengths, form heads and points upon
each nail, aud groove it spirally at the same time

;
also

so as to produce nails adapted to be used either as nails

or screws, and to produce nails more cheaply than has
been done hitherto. We must refer our readers to the
specifleation for further details, as they could only be
mastered by reference to the drawings.

FEW APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.

September 5.-15,871, A- Bowie and W. Rsnison, Folding
Steps, Ladders, &c.— 15,832, .T. Honeymau, Heating
Greenhouses, Dwellings, aud other Buildings.—15,910, F.

Webster, .Scoves, Graces, and Ranges.—15,920, N. Wil-
son, Grates for Open Fireplaces.
September 6.—15.934, J. Bilton, Decorating Pottery,

Porcelain. Tiles, Bricks, &c.—16,997, W. La Grand 3-

Bundy, Workmen’s Time Recorders.

September 7.—10,040, W. Orr, Construction of Concrete
Roofs and Floors for Buildings.—16,004, G. Jennings and
J. Morley, Supplying Water to Closets and other places.
—10,067, J. O'Rourke, Caissons.
September 8.—10,083. W. & J. Cross, Door Locks and

Latches.-10,091, G. Briggs, Building Blocks or Bricks.
—16,119, F. Perry, Water-waste Preventers for Flushing
Purposes.—16,121, M. Deraez, VeneeriuK Wood.
September 9.-16,151, E. Harvey, Water-closets.

—

16,165, W. Denn, Plasterers’ Laths for Ceilings, Walls,
or similar structures.-10,174, P. Bramwell, Fastener
for Window.sashes, &c.—16,178, J. Moore, Grates and
Stoves.—16,181). T. Horsford, Window-saah or like
Fastening. — 16.185, H. Jtongier, Coupling Device
Applicable as a Window-fastener, i&c.

September 10.-10,211, W. Murray and J. MacIntyre,
Eilns for Pottery, Bricks, &o.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

13,628, F. Jones, Window .Sash-fasteners.—14,063, E.
Ulricks, White Colouring Matter or Paint.—14,914, J.

James, Chimney-pot or Chimney-pot Attachment, also
applicable as a ventilator.—15,141, J. Andrew, Recipro-
cating Saws.—15,214, J- McGraw, Chimney-tops.—16,330,
F. Belville and E. O'Neill, Cowls.-15,340, J. T. and J.

Vicars, Bakers’ Ovens.—15,543. W. Steel and C. Braham,
Sash-fasteners.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEITED.

{Open to Opposition /or Two Slonths.)

15,632, M. Bithorn, Sliding Step-ladder.-18,954, F.
Tyers aud 0. Barnedale, Boilers for Kitchen Fireplaces
or Ranges.-19,467, J. Bloomfield, Plaster.—7,895, T.

Baylis, Paving Bricks, Paving Tiles, and Quarries.—
12,822, J. Glover aud W. Stevens, Slow-closing Valves
for Water-closet Tanks.

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY:
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT,

September 13.—By Blake, Haddock, & Carpenter

:

354, London-rd., Thornton-heath, f, 1,S50L
;
350 and

352, London-rd., f., r. 115t., 1,97U/.
;
A f. cottage in

Alma-pL, 33ui.
;
A plot of f. ’building land, 721.

; an
enclosure of meadow land, 5a. 3r. lOp., f., 2,6301. ; f.g.r.

of l'2f. 123., Type-st., Bethnal-green, reversion in 68 yrs.,

250i.—By Ball, Morris, tk Hadley: 37. 39, and 41,
Lambeth Palaee-rd., Lambeth, u.t. 38 yrs., g.r. 24l.,t.
136i., l,026i.

; 27, Crozier-st
, u.t. 36 yrs., g.r. 61. lbs.,

865f.

September 14.—By J. W. Ccade: 56. York-st.,
Lambeth, u.t. 30 yrs., g.r. 71. lOs., r. 36i., *270^

;
1 aud

, Eddystnne-rd., Brockley, u.t. 86 yrs
,

g.r. Ilf,, r.

64Z. 12a., 235L—By Slade A Buffer: 10, llegina-rd.,
Finsbury Pk., f., 400f. ; 121, St. James’ rd., Holloway,

.

t. 42 yrs., g.r. 6f. 5s., r. 31i., 200f ; 38, Scylla-rd.,
Peckham, u.t. 74 yrs., g.r. 6f., r. 30f., 220i. ; 43, DUston-
grove, Rotberhithe, u.t. 68 yrs

,
g.r. 6f., r. 261., 186f. ;

44 and 45, Dilston-grove, n.t, 68 yrs., g.r. lOL 10s., r.

53L Ca., 3952.

September 15.—By W. Bradhj : F.g.r. of 5f., Vance-
sb., New-cross, reversion in 56 yrs., 124f. ; f.g.r. of 121.,

Maltby-st., Bermondsey, ditto in 40 yrs
, 295f. ; f.g.r. of

lit. llB., Railway-ter., Ladywell, ditto in 71 yrs., 234f.—
hy Kewoon A Co.: 10 and 11, Colina-rd., Tottenham,
u.t. 88 yrs., g.r. 12f., 240f ; 63, Cumberland market, and
100, Little Albany-st., Camden-town, u.t. 32 yrs., g.r.

9i. 10s., 83nf.
; 1 and 2, St. Aun’s-pl., Stamford-hill, f.,

r. 61L, 72uL ; 1 and 2, Shetboro’-viilas, f., 590f. ; 29,
Bolsover-st , Marylebone, u.t. 32 yrs., g r. Of., r. 75f.,

670i. : 3 and 4. Carbnrton-at., u.t. 32 yrs., g.r. 14f., r.

145f.
;
l,065f.—By Wilkinson, Son, vS' TFeicA (at Brighton)

:

A plot of land, area 3,300 ft., f., Queen’s-rd., Brighton,
2,200f.

[Contractions used in these F.g.r. for freehold
ground-rent

;
l.g r. for leasehold ground-rent

;
i g.r. for

improved ground-rent
; g r. for ground-rent

; r. for rent

;

f. for freehold ; c. for copyhold : 1. for leasehold
; e.r.

for estimated rental
; u.t. for unexplred term

;
p.a. for

per annum
;
yrs. for years

; at. for street
;
rd. for road ;

sq. for square ; pi. for place
;
ter. for terrace

; cres. for
crescent ; yd. for yard, <!cc.]

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
TIUBEB.

OrsenLeart, B.G.
too a 0.0

Tuk, B.L.. load 9/10,0

8Bquola.U.S.ft.ca. 2/4

Ash. Cau&d* load ZTO/O
Birch, do S;6,0

Elm, do S/lOiO

Fir. Dautsic, Ac. 1/10/0
Oak, do 8/0/0

CenadR B/lOiO

rice, CRoadR red 2/lO/U

Do, yellow .... S/lOyO
LRth.D'utsic.lRth B/0/0

Petersburg E,0 0
DmIb. FiulRcd
and A l9t ltd IDO 7.'I0.0

Do, 4tbA8rd.. 7/0/U

Do. Riga 6,10,0

St. Fetereborg,
Ut yellow ..1010,0

Do. 2ud yeUow B/O/Q

Do. white 7/0/0

Swedish 7/0)0

White 8ea .... 8/0/0

OauRdR.FicalBt 20/0,0

Do. do. Zod 14/10/0

Do. do. Srd, Ac. 7/10/0

Do. Spruce. 1st BGO/O
Do. do. Srd A
tod .......... C '8,

0

New Bniuswlck 6'10/0

Batteni. aJlldDds 8/10/0

Flocricg Boardi,

, 1 Iru prep.
Ut .. O'8/O

Do. 2nd 0.7/0

Other qualltiH O/3'O

Cedar, Cuba ..tt /3|
Honduras, Ao. /3i

Mahogany, Cuba. IH
St, Domingo,

cargo av ,'4

Mexican do. do ii

Tobasco do. do /6t

Honduras do. . /5l

Box, Turkey ton 4/0/0

Roee, Rio.. 10/0,X)

Bahia 9,0,0

Batin, St. Do-
mingo — ..It. OX)'?

Porto Rico .... 0/0/7

4.10/0
4 IS.'O

310/0
6.'8/0

7/0/0

310/0
B/0/0

6/0/0

7,0 0

9-10,0

14/10/0
B/lO/0

9'l0/0
16/0/0
17/0/0

26/10/0
16/0/0

10/0/0
IL'OO

/Si

18/0/0
£0/0/0

1B,0'0

METALS.
ITCX—Fig, In Scot-

land ton 2/l/4i
Bar, Welsh, in
London Sfl7/S

Do. do. at works
in Wales ...... 8/7/6

Do. StafTordshire,

In Loudon .... 6 5/0

CorpttR —British,
cake aud ingot 47,0.0

Bent selected . . 4d 0/0
Sheets, strong.. 83/0/0

OhiU, liars .....43/17.6

YBiXOwMxTALlb. 0/0/42

L s A D — Fig,
Spanish .... ton 10/26
English, com.
braudt 10,8/0

Sheet, English,
8 lbs. per si). It.

aud upwards .. 11/10/0
Pipe 12/O/0

Z I K 0 — English
sheet tou 24 0/0

Vieille Mon-
tagne 24 lO’O

Tut—

S

trait* .... 9I/I7/(i

Australian .... 92,7/6 l

Eugliib Ingots. SS'O'U

Bauca 910 0

Billitou 9i/lU,0

OILS.

Linseed ton 17/18/0
Cocoannt, Cochin 24)10 0
Do. Ceylon 21/10/0

Palm. Lngoe .... 24 0/0

Bapeseed, English
pale 23 10 0

Do. brown '22.0/0

Cottonseed ret.. 18/10.0

Oleine 20/10/0
Lubricating, tr.8. 4/0/0

Do. refined SAO/0
Tar— Stockholm

barrel 0/19/0

Archangel 0/12/6

0'0/B
0,0/0

0/0/0

92 17/6

9310 0
0/0/0

0/0,'0

17/17/6
0, 0/0

21/15 0

24 '0/0

22'5;0

O/O.'O

21/0/0

6/0.0

12/0,u
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TENDERS.
JCominnnlcations for Insertion nnder this heading
should be addressed to "The Editor," and must reach
us not later than 12 noon on Thursdays.]

^fickwork lo counexioii *lth thoBlackpool Tower boildiug*. Messrs. Maxwell 4: Tiike, architects
Mauebester:

—

Cardwell Bros., Blackpool £7,832 8 *

BROADSTAlRS.-ror the erect!.,., of a detached house, Rector,
lad. Broa'Jstnirs, Kent, for Mr. Krnnk Kiug Cochiaoi. M'
. — * — architect, 85. rhaucerj- Une, W.C.:—

.. £1,700
I

MartiD £l.3i

William
Partonor ASou

!! I'iSO Bi
-May .

.

u a Son 1,150

CHADWELL HEATH (Essex).—For the erection of a dwelling,
house on the Whalebone Estate. Chadwell Heath, Essex, fur Mr
Geo. Smith. .Mr. Geo. Stooke, architect, Forest Gate, E.

£375 0 0 I Boweo £217 10 0
3t!9 0 0

1
Taylor 21l> 7 6

2.17 0 0
I

Hoveil 213 12 n
225 0 0 Algiir* 2u!) 13 4
218 10 0| •Accepted.

Wiluiot A Son.
Booth.
Blatch
Scott .

^biou-street, Hanley, tiuautitles by the architect
OIC. Curaoi £.370 0

T. Godwin 414 o A. Ward 355 0Ogd-uS Banks 33» 0 A. Hall. Hsoiley* 310 0
T. K. lilJesley 383 10 I •Ac^^epted.

HATFIELD.—For conetructlnj an additional service reservoir at
the Mate- Wt.rks, H.itfield, for tlie Jlnryuis of Salisbury. K.G. Mr.
G. M. Lawfor.1, engineer, 13. Victorla-atrect, Westminster

u MowJeiu * (,'o £3ys q 0
Grorge-fitreet,B.W.*.... 330 0 0B. Ward A Co.,

Johu-street, Aldelphl, W.C. :

—

Bedford Park Stores, Urn., I J. Harris A Sons
Huildiiig l)ej>.irlment . . £l,''55 G. TlioUia..nl. .

* Co f)T5
I
S. Cliafen, Rotherhitbe

T F. Colllnson 939 I Serif Bros. * Co.. Chiswick*
915

I
• Received too late.lunds Bros

iWrrf—Jno. Wilby A Son
,

iriiT

—

J. E. Oates
i,„/,rr—W. Broadlieut ....
,.f. ri r—A. Marsoeu
t<T—J. Atkinson

. £207 0 0
90 0 0
19 0 0

. 20 5 0

. 16 10 0

iusta'eTOeuts to the ‘‘Beaumont
for ‘ The New Loudon Brewery

Co. Mr. Willi.m J. Ingram, areliltect, 41, TheoUild 3-roa»l.
bedfordToW. W.C.
W, Rowe £17.5 0 0 I Mid • Kent Buildlog
White ACo 165 0 Oi Comnanyi £i0fl " ''

.1. Kuiiiht 114 17 0
I
Ssyer .'.

XORTHFLEET (Kent).—For cemetery worts. NorthfleeL Mr.
I. T. W aiford, .architect. Quantities supplied

J. Botrrill ..

W. Richardson . , .

,

Kirk A Kaudall ....
G. K. W allacc A Son.
R. Avard
M. C. Kenton
W. Tutfee

6,817 13 I

Quantith
- - H. Outer £5,076 1

I

Trappett A Batley . . 5,001 1
u 0 C. J. Slade 4,ftl6 1

5.479 0 0
I
J, G. Nayler ABon.. 4.929 I

5.3(12 0 0 I JIulton A Wallace .. 4,8.33 (

.5.320 0 0 W. H. Rayfleld .... 4,746 I

6.257 18 10| H. W. M.attln» .... 4.6U9 :

Accepted.

PLYMOUTH,—For the restoration of Kingston Church. First
contract: Re.ntc,ration of roofs. Mr. Edmund Ecdding, architect.

Buckland terrace, Plymouth :—
'iofield £SOO I Pearse £7ooUT Bros..

^ 580
I
Lukecraft, Aveton Giffard • 680

PONTTWAIN (Mon,),—Accepted for the erection of thirty-nine
cottages at Pooty wain and Maesyewminer, Mon., for the Provident
Association of London. Lira. .Mr. C. Rotser. architect. Abercarn —

: hooiaa Lawrence, Blackwood. Mon. £5,922 10 0
'

E. P. (book received).—H. F.—J. G. (.iniount too small).

All sUtements of facta, liste of tenders, Ac., mnat be accomnanlaa '

by the name »nd address of the sender, not necessarily for publication. -

We are compelled to decline pointing out books and rivins j
addresses.

Notz.—

T

he responslblUty of signed articles, and papera read atpublic meetings, rests, of course, with the aushora.
We cannoe underiaie to return rejected communications.
Letters or commnnicatlons (beyond mere news-ifems) which have ibeen duplicated for other Jouruals, are NUT DE.BIRED.
All rommunlcations reganling literary and artistic matter should '

bo addressed to THE EDITOR; all communications relating te :adyertisemeuts and other exclusively business matters ehould be b
addressed to THE PUBLISHER, and nof to the Editor.

“ «> »

SOUTHPORT,—For alterations to premises at the corner of Lord-
reel and Keville-street. fur Uie trustee of the late Tliomas Dale
pssrs. A. W, Parry A Son, architects. 17, JlarSet-place. Reading:—"

' Fairbridge A Batch £2,240
J. M. A 0. Petrie ..

'Q A Backhouse
J. Hauiiit.in

-ill A Sous
O. Uutchlna.n 2,25!

Wishart A Irving
Thus. Bridge, Juur 2,060
Holme A Green, Bensoo-

street, Liverpool* 2,060
cpted.

TONBRIDGE.—For alterations and additions to a house in Dry
111 Park, Tunbridge. Keut, fur Mr. Hugh O. Whitliy. Mr. J. W

Llt'le, architect. Quantities by Messis. Buault A Young •—
Mausfiell A Sons £4,B«1 I Gallard £4,131

‘ " 'ASoa !! 3!fl9S
;igB A Son. .

.

4,140
I

WALTHAMSTOW.—For the crecUou of three cottages, Waltham-
tow, b., fur Jfr. Richard Scully, Mr. John Groom, architect :

. 3. Archer £1.190 I Ooud £089

1.075 Li.scombe .

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
" THE BUILDER " Is supplied cirkct from the Office to residenta ,iIn any part of the United Kingdom at the rate of 19s. per Huuum r.Prepaid. To all parts of Europe. America, Australia, and New •

Zealand, 2Ba. per annum. To India, China. Ceylon, Ac., 30b. per -
Mnimi. Remittances payable to DOUGLAS POUBDRINIER, g
Publisher, No. i6, Catherine-BtrMt, W.C.

THE BATH STONE FIRMS, Ltd. i

BATH,
FOB ALL THE PROVED KINDS OF

BATH STONE.
FLUATE, for Hardening and Preserving

Caloareoue Stones and Marbles.

WHISTON.—Fur the erection of Ixuird-room and oflices at
WhUtoii Workhouse, Prescot, for the Preaoot Board of Guardians.

. Gaudv. architect, Maaouic-buildli gs, 8t. HeleuK. Quantities

— £2,T9il 0
I

Hughes A Stirling £2,493 0
.... 2,775 0 R.U. Davies, St. Helens* 2,298 10

2,074 0| ‘Accepted

WOOD.OREEN (.Midillesex).—For the erection of a det-ached villa
sideiice, Bounds-greon-romi. Wood-green. 31r. Joo. Fiirrer. archl-
•ot. 20. Fiushury-jiavenient. Qnaiii itlei by architect :—
'llsitisoii £1,533

I

Martin A Co. £1,457
W. J. Hirughtou 1,500 JIatUck Bros l 453
Evans ],4im Pucock 1395
P- Voller ],4ri5 H-Fagg ] 394

fl 0 0

LONDON.—Revised tenders for the erection of three warehousee
in Buck's row. White-cha])el, E., for Messrs 8. Schiieiilere A Suns,

rs.Wj.g.^Oliver.^A Hudson, anhilecU, 7. Bcdford-iow. W,C.
Franklin A Anc
.... £16,980

I

J.Browii.Son.ABioinfielJ £13,100
]6500

I

Gailick AlturtoiilLtd.).. 12,900

Walker Bros
W. Downs
J. A H, Cocks

13,870 J. Kiebards .

13.843
I

rt. Bentley
]3.:i7il

1

W. Olailding, Baker
I

wiiitcchapei, E.*
13,248

I

12,597

’

12.495

LONDON.—For alterations to "Volunteer " puhlic-hnuae Upper
Baker-street, for Mr. W. D. Schwars. ilr. T. Diirran, architect:—
F. Corbett £451

I

H. C. Clifton £:i70
J. Myring A Co 405

j
J, Edcar 365

C. Deariug A Son (accepted) 373
|
J. Higgs 347

LONDON.—For the erection of two shops at Lever-etieet, St
Luke*, fur Mr. E. Jones. Mr. Alfred Allen, erihitect :—
Pickering £1,080 I Dearing A Son £916
Archer 1,050

|
Thomson 880

I LONDON.—Fi T the erection of a house at Wil
GnuivLiie Baker, .architect, 5. Bloomsbury-siioare W
by Jlr. U. J. Ford, 4, » itre-court. Fle-t-Ktrest. K.C.
J. Frceiiii.n £2.264 17 3 I J. A S, B..wyer. . .

.

Binder .A l.IC'l 0 0 I
J. Allen A 8.me ,,

'lenusut A Co 1,887 0 0
j
Cowley A Drake*
;pt«d.

LONDON,—For altenitions and ariditiuns to tlie Islington relief
(.fBies, Highburymews, N., for the Guardians of ilie Pour of the
Palish lit 8t. Mary, Isliiigtoo. Mr. Wililam tuiitb. architect, 05.
Clnnccry-Une, W.C. :-

Whitehead A Co 180 0
LiulJc d 170 0
Waul ALaiubls 148 0
Ruffcll 140 0

BrAss A Sou . .

.

Norris A Luke .

Luwn A Son ...
Kershaw
CliAS. Coote

Btevuus Bros

116 0
114 3
112 0

LONDON.—For gas-fittings at "The King's Head," Upper Kcn-
ningt n-hine. 8 E., f r Mr. Sedgeley. Messrs. Treacher A Fisher,
arcbilects, 3U. Culeinau-strecl, £.C. :

—

W. Wiuu £130 0 OIJ. Biggs £126 18 0
Buckley A Beach 1'27 5 6

|

SUBSCRIBERS in LONDON and the SUBURBS, by
prepaying at the Publishing Office, 19s. per annum (or

48. 9d, per quarter), can ensure receiving "The Builder,"

by Friday Mornings Post.

W.lI.LasceUes&Co.
121, BUKHIIaL bow, LONDON, E.O

Telephone No. 270.

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

LASeSLLES’ CONCRETE.
Architects’ Design* are carried ont with the

greatest care.

CONSERVATORIES
GREENHOUSES,

WOODEN BUILDINGS,

Bank, Office, & Shop Fittings

CHDRCH BENCHES & PULPITS

ESTIMATBS GIVEN ON APPLICATION.

THB OHKLTNOH
STONE.

BOtTZsTING TKEESTONS.
The Btone from thsMcaarrlM <

IB known ai tli« “Weathti
:

Beds,** sod it of • Tory
i

eryataUino notoro, oni Bib .

donbtedly one of the mof
durable stoneo in England,

( 1b oi the lame orritaUiAB i

SBAJfBLSDITOE }
« the Ohelynoh Btono,

cim/^vTTa ) hot finer in textoro, and more i

ial0.hJS. V (nitablo for finemoolded work,

Prioei, and every information givoB, on ;

appUoation to 0HAELE8 TSA8K h SONS,
Doniting, Bhepton Mallet.

London Agent—Mr. B. A. WILLIAMS,
16, Oraven-Htreet, Strand, W.C. [Adt»

HASS HILL 8TONB.
The attention of Arohiteote is specially

invited bo the durability and beantifol ooloub
of this material. Quarries well opened. Qniok
despatoh guaranteed. Stonework delivered
and fixed complete. Samples and estimates free.
Address, The Ham Hill Stone Oo., Norton, Stoke
under-Ham, Somerset. London Agent : Mr. B. A.
Williams, 16, Oraven-st., Strand, W.O, [AdtIj

Aaphalte.—The Seysoel asd Metallic Lara
Asphalte Company (Mr. H. Glenn), OfiBoe, 42,
Ponltry The best and cheapest materials for
damp oourses, railway arches, warehonse fiooiu,

fiat roofs, stables, oow-aheds, and milk-rooms,
granaries, tnn-roomo, and terraoea, Asphalte
Oontraotors to the Forth Bridge Oo. [Advt,

QUANTITIES, &c., LITHOGRAPHED
aoonrately and with despatch.

UETCHim & SON, 20, Parliament-st., 8.W,
"QUANTITY SURVEYORS’ TABLES AND DIARY.'*
Revised and Enlarged for 1892, price 6d,, postTd. [AnvT!.

SPHAGUE & CO.,

LITHOGRAPHERS AND PRINTERS,
Estate Plana and Particulars of Sale promptly

executed.

4 «Si 5, East Harding Sfe. Fetter-lane, B.C. [Advt.

TWELVE GOLD AND SILVER MEDALS AWARDED.

IRON CISTERNS-
F. BRABY &

VERY PROMPT SUPPLY.

LARGE

Particulars on application.

STOCK REAOY.

CYLINDERS FOR

CO.

HOT-WATER CIRCULATION
LONDON;

S62 to 364, £ustou-road.
LIVERPOOL:

6 and 8, Hatton Garden.
GLASGOW:

47 and 49, St. Enoch-sq
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XLLUSTKATIONS.
Cathedrals of EagUnd and Wales : XXIfl., Winchester.—Drawn by Mr. A. Needham Wilain, A R I B .A

View in the Nave, Winchester Cathedral.—Drawn by Mr. A. Needham Wilson, A R I.B.A

The North Transept, Winchester CathedraL—Drawn by Mr. W. A. PLte, F.R.I BA
Plan of Winchester CathedraL—Measured and Drawn by Mr. Roland W. Paul
Brass Altar Cross and Candlesticks for Carshalbon Church.—Designed by Mr. Rsginald Blomdel i

Stone Reredos, St. Alban’s Church, Teddington.—Mr. A. H. Sklpworth, Architect -

. Double-Pa^e Ink-Photo,

— Single-Page Ink-Photo.

.. Single-Page Ink-Photo.

Double-Page Photo-Litho.

.. Single-Page Ink- Photo.

. . Single-Page Ink-Photo.

Blocks in Text,

Sketches at Mr. Flinlers Petrie's Exhibition Page
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I
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Mr. Flinders Petries F.thihition.

OR several years

past, except last

year, a special ex-

hibition has been

held in London

of objects that

have been buried

in the soil of

Egypt for more

than two, and not

unfrequently, for more than three thousand

years.

The exhibits of previous years have done

important work in lifting the veil from the

long-forgotten past, and revealing distinctly

the state of the arts on the sites and at the

periods noted. When it is considered that

these exhibitions have all been inaugurated

by one enthusiastic man, who has actually

found the objects during the previous year,

our interest, excited by the art value of the

objects themselves, cannot but be greatly en-

hanced by the display of prudent investiga-

tion and hard work, the evidences of which

are before us at every turn.

Mr. Flinders Petrie’s success, which, for a

year or two may have seemed to a casual

observer as the result but of fortunate chance,

now appears as the result of careful study

beforehand, for selection has evidently

been made of each site excavated, with a

view of obtaining from it some historical

evidence, or some phase of art different from

that -which other sites might be likely to

yield.

For many years Egyptologists have recog-

nised a peculiar style of art different from

what has been found on other ancient sites,

in the objects recovered from the ruined

mounds known by the modern name of

Tel-el-Amarna, which are situated on the

ea.st side of the river Nile, about 180 miles

to the south of Cairo, the remains being on a

wide plain extending from the river to the

Libyan mountains, where, at a long distance

from the site of the city, a great many tombs

excavated in the rock have been recognised

and examined. The city has been destitute

of modem buildings, and only covered here

and there by the feeble remains of modern

V illages of small size, which have never been

sufficiently large to totally destroy the

ancient works buried beneath them. The
site has long been known as that of a city

founded by Amenhotep IV. about 1400 b.c.,

and where,—called heretic by some, and re-

former by others,—he set up the worship of

Aten, the solar disc, which was likely to

have succeeded to Ammon as the National

(rod, if this new capital and the cult that he

therein founded had not had an ephemeral

existence. But the short life of the King,

and rapid changes in succeeding reigns,

caused the new foundation to pass away more

rapidly than it was formed, and the whole

city appears to have been destroyed -within a

generation of his death. Thus transient was

the reformation of its founder, but the change

of religious system and a fresh impress on

the art designs remain on the objects that

have been recovered from the site. The

charming little statuette of Amenhotep IV.,

in steatite, now in the Louvre, remarkable for

its natural treatment, came from here. So

did the representation of the adoration of the

solar disc, figured by Prisse d’Avennes in his

great history of Egyptian art. A ray of life

and light proceeds from the disc to each

figure in the composition, terminating in an

open hand. Prisse figures also an equally

remarkable painting from one of the tombs,

which gives a geometrical elevation and plan
' combined of a palace, the architectural lines

being intermingled with figures of the trees

and shrubs which grew within the enclosures.

It is portrayed without regard to the stiff con-

ventionalism of an earlier period, agreeing in

this respect with all the objects found on this

site. A bas-relief of the queen serving

Amenhotep deserves passing mention. It is

remarkable as showing the whole of the

figure, while the garment -w'hich doubtless

actually covered it is represented wholly

behind it. No systematic excavations have

ever yet been made on the site, although

many partial ones have been attempted, all of

which appear to have produced good results.

It was through some of these that Prisse was

able to give the plan of certain of the build-

ings, showing the width of some of the streets,

parallel and at right angles to the Nile, and to

record the existence of a vast enclosure of

rectangular form in which stood the great

Temple of the Solar Disc.

These discoveries were sufficient, doubt-

less, to show to Mr. Petrie that the site was
likely to produce important results if a sys-

tematic exploration were made, and to this

work he devoted himself in the winter of the

past year, and the spring of the present one.

Attention was also drawn to the site by the

discovery of the tomb of King Amenhotep
far away in the mountains, eight miles from
the site of this city. In this tomb, partially

explored by the Egyptian Government, were

;

found frogments of the Royal sarcophagus

and numerous wall paintings (one of which
represented the King and Queen lamenting

the death of their daughter), but much
broken, not only as the result of hasty work-
manship, but of fanatical violence, for the

tomb had evidently been opened and dese-

crated.

Mr. Flinders Petrie entered upon his work
with the knowledge that the date of what-
ever might be found would be well assured,

and the results show the accuracy of recorded

history. The objects met with are all of the
period of the founder, with hardly a single

exception, and traces of the overthrow of the
city were abundant. It appears from the
records that the founding of the city began
in the fifth year of the founder’s reign, and
that the works were carried out in twelve

years. lie died in the eighteenth year, and'

destruction appears to have fallen on the city

after three short succeeding reigns. Its

name has not been recorded, and, strange as

it may appear, nothing has yet been found

among the ruins to aiford a clue to it. Th&-
excavations have revealed the site of the

royal palace, and at right angles, and in close

proximity to it, traces of the temple have
again been met with. The town was adjacent

to both buildings. Several ancient roads con-

verge on to the site, and, at the distance of

about three miles, several remarkable steles

are carved on the rocky cliffs, a cast of one

of which is in the exhibition. It records the

founding of the city 3,300 years ago. One of
the most noteworthy of the discoveries is

that of a painted floor, in what was the harem
of the palace. It formed the floor of a large

hall, 60 ft. long by 20 ft. wide, and the peculiar

style of the art works of the city is well illus-

trated by it. The pattern is not symmetrical,

and one side appears to have been the work of

d
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one artist, the opposite side by another, the
whole being a mass of foliage, flowers, birds,

and animals, some of the latter being of much
freedom of drawing, showing no little know-
ledge and power of expression. The foliage
is in the style of the painting from one of the
tombs already referred to, and the whole com-
position is a remarkable departure from the
previously existing art. This pavement has
been roofed over since its discovery, and is

now preserved from injury by a guard of
soldiers.

The exhibition is held at No. 4, Oxford-
mansions, and is contained in three rooms,
where the objects found are arranged in glass

cases, and displayed as well as the limited
space will admit. On entering, the visitor

familiar with Egyptian work is struck by the
difference of type visible in many of the
articles. There are a vast number similar in
general style to what are found elsewhere,
and a casual glance would tell that all were
Egyptian. Yet the freedom of the designs is

at once apparent, while certain differences of
execution are apparent here and there. For
instance, incised work, not unusual elsewhere,
is abundant here. So is inlaid work. But
the beautiful finish of some of the fragments
of sculpture, coupled with admirable model-
ling, will command attention. Some of the
figures have almost the purity of Greek
works, remarkable when the remote anti-
quity of these objects is considered. The
visitor must regret that, by the regulations of

'

the Egyptian Government, only fragmentary
works are allowed to be removed

; and hence,

'

the first appearance of the exhibition is some-
what disappointing, and what it has to teach
has to be sought for in portions of ancient
works rather than in complete specimens.
Turning to the architectural remains as

being of most interest to our readers, several
objects may be noted. These are fragments
of columns covered with reeded patterns,
some being of large size, fully 6 ft. in
diameter. Others are banded with rows of
hieroglyphics carved in very bold and effective
fashion. Another has the heads of two storks
remaining in high relief above a reeded
pattern, as if the birds had been carved in
them entirely

;

quite a new departure in
Egyptian work.
Some other columns have had bands of

delicately - wrought figures in procession.
Another fragment of a column has the solar
disc with its rays extending to various objects
and cartouches arranged in proximity, and
this figure, the emblem of the new and special

I cult of the city, is found on more than one
of the fragments. Another column has been

I

formed entirely of green glazed terra-cotta,
built up in small sections.

:
Some sandstone slabs have a rather rough

,

pattern of inlay work of red, green, and
white vitrified pottery, and there is a special
show-case filled with highly-suggestive speci-
mens of various other kinds of inlaid work
of vitrified pottery, not only designed for
insertion in stone, but in earthenware vases
and such like. Some of these patterns are
very effective, and are capable of being repro-
duced for modem work. One of the earthen-

ware tiles, intended probably for wall decora-
tion, is inlaid with a pattern of embossed
daisies and thistles, of natural colours, the
branches and stems being painted on the
surface of the tile. But this system of
inlaying has been applied to some larger
works, and there is just a fragment, and no
more, of a piece of polished granite inlaid
with white alabaster.

There are many fragments of architectural
cornices and other portions of building,
mostly with incised patterns and inscriptions
sunk in square and coloured. Traces of colour
are, in fact, apparent on almost all the works.
Some of the objects are of granite, but the
greatest number are of a fine-grained lime-
stone, which i.s capable of being delicately
carved.

_We have already referred to the columns
with bands of figures. From the same
locality come the fragments of columns
carved with a very delicately-worked pattern
of involved scrolls of archaic type, zig-zags,
and network. A small column is decorated
with some pretty patterns of lotus leaves and
buds.

The painted floor, still remaining tn situ, is

illustrated by a capital drawing made by Mr.
Petrie, and by full-sized sketches of the
decorations, in colours. Elsewhere is a large
piece of wall-painting. When perfect, it

represented the king and queen with servants
attending, and the infant princesses seated on
cushions. But only portions of the figures
now remain, although there is a great amount
of minute and elaborate detail. It is painted
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on a ground of friable Nile mud, prepared

only by a costing of •white, on which the

subjects have been drawn. How such a large

mass of fragile material could have been

detached from the wall and brought so far is

a matter of some surprise.

The rooms are fitted with cases of deli-

cately-wrought personal ornaments, objects

of every day life of this early period, frit

and colours used in various arts, glass and
small sticks of glass for re-use, and pottery,

rsome of which is curious, but of a type re-

sembling what has been found elsewhere in

Egypt. There is, however, n remarkable
exception. Vast quantities of fragments

have been found of early-looking make, re-

sembling the archaic pottery found by Dr.

;Schliemanu at Mycenm. They come from
the waste heaps of the lioya’l Palace, and,

from their connexion with dated works,

there can be no possible doubt but that they

are of the same date as the city. Other
•examples have well defined forms agreeing

with Phicnicinn work both in colour aud

form. Among the remaining noteworthy

objects are the fragments of Cuneiform
tablets, showing that correspondence was
kept up with Asia; various moulds for for-

mation of patterns for inlay : a whole collec-

tion of objects io cast plaster for use in the

decoration of buildings ; a case of worked
and serrated flints, showing that such objects

were in use in the 18th dynasty
;
sculptor's

•tools, stone weights, and a vast number of other

articles.

Many of the inscriptions give the names of

the king and queen, the king being desig-

nated by bis later name of Khuenaten, prov-

ing that he and the queen did not change

their names and adopt the adoration of Aten
until after their marriage.

The foregoing will show that this exhibi-

tion is one of unusual interest, and especially

so since the objects are unique. Mr. Petrie

may be congratulated upon the “uccess of his

labours, and it is to be hoped that his ill

-health, brought about by his devotion to his

work, may be speedily improved.

The exhibition is announced to remain on
view until October 15.

The sketches represent: Fig. 1, part of the

shaft of the lotus column already ment'oced.

It is 1 ft. 10 in. h'gh by 9 in. diameter in the

broadest part. Fig. L’ is part of the pattern

on one of the limestone columns from the

palace. The pattern Is very minute and deli-

•cate, and there are several variations. The
network around the upper part of the shaft is

compared by Mr. Petrie to that of the columns
of the Temple of Jerusalem. The columns
banded with processions of minute figure^

•came from the same place. Fig. 3 is one of

fthe most perfect of the fragments of construc-

tional inlaid work, although not the most
elegant. It is in sandstone, which has been

uunk in for about half an inch and filled in with

the inlay, which is of red and blue vitrified

terra-cotta. Fig. 4 is one of the wall tiles

referred to, 4 in. by 6 in. The daisies have
fallen out, but one is sketched from a loose

•example. The colours are natural. Fig. 5 is a

neatly-worked pattern for inlay, also of vitri-

fied terra-cotta. The lotus flower is of yellow

green, terminating in chrome yellow, the

upper part being blue, white, and grey.

The alternating pattern consists of a

white lotus - bud on a dark reddish-

brown ground, all the colours being very

fresh and effective. The height is about 3 in.

Fig. 0 is an almost perfect vase 13^ in. high,

of bright red pottery, having a pattern of

cornflowers and seeds outlined in black and
'filled in with blue, as are also the other

patterns, the dark portions being black.

These examples, sketched from the most
perfect of the objects, but not at all from the

,

most beautiful, give a new insight into the

state of the arts and the production of artistic

work in the remote past of three thousand
'three hundred years ago.

.
Messrs. Claek, Boxnett, & Co. CLimited),

•engineers and founders, of London, New York, huu
Paris, ask us to mention that there is no truth in the
rumour current of their intention to dircontinue
business.

“ EXCAVATIONS BY THE AMERICAN
SCHOOL AT THE HERAION, NEAR

AROOS.”

T has been for some time known that

the excavations carried on at the

Heraion up to the end of last

April by l)r. Waldsteiu had been
attended by very marked success, and
were of special interest as likely to throw
light not only on the architecture of the

date of Polycleitus, but also on that period of

the history of Greek sculpture which extends
from the Homeric Age to the sixth century

B.C., a period for which evidence has been
hitherto scanty and fragmentary. The early

publication of some of the most interesting

results is expected in a number of the

x\.nnual Report of the American Institute,

which is to be issued shortly. Meantime
there appears a provisional report in the last

issue of the American .Tournal of Arcbrcology,

a brief summary of which may be interesting

to our readers.

Dr. Waldstein’s excavations, it may be re-

membered, are not the first that have been

made on a site always known to be promising.

As early as 1854, Messrs. Rhangaubfi and
Bursian made tentative, but quite fruitless

excavations in the place where it is now
known the second temple lay. Unhappily, or

perhaps happily, as the work has now fallen

into most competent hands, they trenched

no deeper than the tops of the extant walls,

and all traces even of their work have now
disappeared. Pausaniasjinhis account of Argos
(11, 17) devotes a whole chapter to an account

of the two temples of Hera at Argos,

—

temples which were the main centre of the

worship of the goddess from pre-historic

times. He tells how the earlier temple,

situated on the higher part of the hill, was
burnt by the carelessness of a priestess,

Chrjseis, who fell asleep, and her lamp set

fire to the building. This was in 423 b.c.

Tbe second temple was put in hand almost

immediately afterwards, but a site was chosen

a little farther down the bill. The architect

was Eupolemos, an Argive. The temple,

begun in 420 b.c., was completed in 416.

The great temple-statue was fr^tm the

hand of Polycleitus, and tbe general super-

vision of the sculptured decorations fell to him.

Ve liegin with the earliest temple. It has

only been provisionally excavated, it was
found to he built on a platform, which was
supported by polygonal walls. Trenches

were dug, aud the ancient polygonal pave-

ment was found
;
also thick layers of burnt

wood, which confirm the account of tbe

destruction of the temple. "With this ancient

temple may be taken another,—and, to our

miuds.the principal,—discovery made, tbe site

of which is near the second temple. At its

west end the ground was dug away to the

depth of about 30 ft., and below this the

excavators came upon a thick stratum of

black earth, which contained a vast number
of objects belonging to a primitive

period of Argive art. Dr. Waldstein
himself thinks, and he is right, that these

scarcely rank inferior in interest to the

Tiryns and Mycenre discoveries. They are

certainly their fitting and necessary sequel.

None are later, he holds, than the sixth

century. They consist of terra-cotta figurines,

vases, marble heads, bronzes statuettes, mis-

cellaneous objects in bronze, gold, silver,

ivory, amber. Surely, among these there will

be some that will throw light not only on
earlv Argive art, but also on tbe early cultus

of Hera,—the cultus, possiblv, before she

became the accredited wife of Zeus, when she

was the cow-goddoss Io.

For architectural interest the second temple,

in which the excavators speedily concentrated

their efforts, may rank first. This has been

almost entirely cleared. The foundation

wul’s -were laid bare to a depth of 5 inches,

and this resulted in the discovery of so

many architectural fragments that the

temple, it is thought, can be accurately
restored (on paper). It is interesting to find

that tbe architectural fragments bear a certain

resemblance to those of the remarkable tholos

at Epidaurus, which is now usually credited

to tbe younger Polycleitus. It is the

resemblance moreover of earlier to later

work. The closest analogy is reported to be

the Erechtheion at Athens, but the exact

points of resemblance are not yet stated. Of
the many fragments of sculpture most seem,

to have belonged to the pediments. Con-
spicuous among these fragments is a life-size

marble head, probably of Hera, and in perfect

preservation,—a head which is naturally of

the first importance for the study of the style

of Polycleitus. In the interior foundation was
found a large piece of a metope with the

torso of a warrior fighting. The sculptured

decoration of the temple, Pausanias tells us,

related to the birth of Zeus and the battle of

the gods with the giants, and the taking of

Troy.

Finally, below the two temples the excava-

tors found a terrace upon which were remains

of several buildings not mentioned by Pausa-

nias,

—

i.e.f a large stoa, extensive aqueducts,

and a third temple. These, with the

complete unearthing of the first temple, are

reserved for the next season, shortly to

begin.

NOTES.
Labour Parliament has been

followed by the Commercial Par-

Lament, the Associated Chambers
of Commerce having been in

conference at Newport (Mon.) last week.

The subjects discussed have nearly all

been on the agenda before,—rating of

machinery, technical and commercial educa-

tion, railway and postal facilities, the decimal

system, and so on. With regard to the last-

named subject, a Board of Trade ofiicial who
was present remarked that he bad no
mandate from his Board, and that the

initiative must come from the people, but

that he himself was decidedly in favour

of the early introduction of the system.

It goes without saying that the conference

was of the same opinion, and passed a resolu-

tion to that effect. Thus there has now
within a month been a mandate from both

capital and labour,—the voice of this con-

ference and of the Trades Unions Congress

being unanimous,—and it may be asked what
more is required to set the wheels in motion ?

Who are the “people” from whom it is

essential that the demand for the desired

reform should emanate ? Of course the

Parliamentary ofiicial would answer,—“ the

electorate”; and thus the Trades Unions

on the one hand, and the Chambers of

Commerce on the other, must set about

influencing the electors in their respective

spheres. The debate on this question at

Newport was on precisely the same lines

as that of two years ago,—to which we
alluded a fortnight since,—Mr. Spicer, M.P.,

suggesting that the most important point to

be first secured is the encouraging of the

children in the elementary schools to take

an interest in and understand the subject.

The law relating to Building Societies was

also discussed, Imperial penny postage

strongly advocated, and the proposal for

universal free trade between the colonies and

the mother country considered. The debate

on the latter question resulted in the adoption

of the following resolution—“ That a com-

mercial union between the Colonies and the

Mother Country would tend to promote the

permanence and prosperity of the Empire.

This association would, therefore, urge her

Majesty’s Government to take every possible

opportunity of furthering this object.” Tbe
original resolution was of rather wider scope,

but the curtailed form as just given appeared

to commend itself to the majority of the

members.

WE quite concur in the opinion of the

London County Council, as reported

in another column, that it is time that ^’’aux-

hall Bridge were rebuilt, but it is with great

regret that we notice the inclination to re-

commend a steel bridge with granite piers

instead of a solid and monumental granite
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structure. In regard to the mere pecuniary
aspect of the matter, there can be no doubt
that the granite bridge would be the more
economical in the long run. The economy
would not be felt in the present generation,
certainly, but is it not something to hand
down to other generations a solid monu-
mental structure which will last for
centuries, rather than a metal bridge
which will necessitate a running ex-
penditure for painting and repairs, and which
will probably have to be pulled down and re-
built at a time when the granite bridge
would be as good as new But in an
architectural sense the granite bridge is

amply worth the extra cost, for the dignity
which such a work confers on the river and
the city, and the permanent satisfaction which
it gives. Look at London and Waterloo
Bridges, those great works which have been
the admiration of the world since they were
erected, and see what poor things the hybrid
bridges of Blackfrlars and Westminster
appear in comparison with them. The Metro-
politan Board of Works, amidst all the
melancholy history of its declining days,
earned our gratitude, even in those latter
days, for the fine and enduring monument
they left us in the shape of the beautiful
bridge at Putney

;
a work which has been

appreciated, too, os it deserved : over and
over again we have heard the expression, not
merely from architects but from people of all

sorts of professions, of satisfaction that the
Board had had the spirit to build a monu-
mental bridge at Putney. Let the County
Council at least emulate the Board of Works
as far as that ; let them promise us a monu-
mental bridge worthy of a great capital and a
world-renowned river, and they will not find
themselves without substantial public support
and appreciation.

A S there appears to be some attempt to get
up a protest against what is intended or

supposed to be intended to be done in preparing
the Chapel Eoyal at Whitehall to form part
of a United Service Institution, it may be as
well to state the facts. Nothing is to be done
at all to the chapel or banqueting-hall (by
whichever name we call it) except to break
through a couple of doors on two levels in the
south side of the building, in what is merely
a brick wall. Messrs. Aston Webb and
Ingress Bell are preparing plans for the
additional buildings, which we have seen, and
which are carefully designed so as to avoid
as much as possible any appearance of inter-
fering with the architectural design of the
existing building. A block of buildings con-
taining committee and other rooms, a lecture
theatre, and library, has been designed to stand
south of the banqueting-hall, and has been
purposely kept as an entirely distinct design
in treatment and in the levels of its cornices,
stringcourses, &c., while it is further cut off
from the existing building by a plain piece of
wall of a few feet in width, set considerably
back from the line of the banqueting-hall,
and entirely without what are sometimes
called “ architectural features,” so as to leave
the return of the old cornice, &c., undisturbed
and separate the new building entirely, archi-
tecturally, from the old one. There can be no
pretext, on the face of the plans as pre-
pared, of Mything being done to interfere
with or spoil the banqueting-hall. In regard
to this latter we may mention, what we
believe few people are aware of, that the
banqueting-hall architecture is not as built
and left by Inigo Jones; it was rebuilt in
the earlier part of this century by Soane, to a
great extent at all events, and it seems
uncertain whether Soane took down and
replaced the actual stones, or whether he
only rebuilt the design, wholly or in part.
The masonry must at all events have been a
good deal re-worked on the face, if the
actual stones were reset; so that it can
hardly in any case be of the same interest ag
if it were an intact building by Inigo Jones.

Ashtead, which has the ^recommendation of
novelty, both as to the principle on which it
IS based and the method of carrying it out.
Availing himself of the generally-accepted
theory by scientific men of the existence of
putrefactive bacteria in all dead animal and
vegetable matter undergoing decomposition,
Mr. Scott Moncrieff has devised a filter in
which he believes this process is encouraged,
and the destruction of the organic impurities
in the sewage is hastened and completely
effected. Ilis filter-bed is a long trough 15 ft.
long, 3 ft. deep, and 2 ft. 6 in. wide. The
sewage is passed into the bottom, and has to
find its way upwards through successive
layers of flint, coke, and gravel, which mate'
rials, he believes, form a nidus for the putre-
factive micro-organisms. Mr. Scott Mon-
crieff claims success for his process, but
sanitarians will require some more searching
tests than the use of the naked eye and the
nose. The practical details of the scheme
will no doubt be closely scrutinised, and
receive modification where necessary, and the
chief point for our consideration is the
soundness of theory on which the process
is based. The existence of putrefactive
bacteria has been long admitted, and the
surgical process called “ Listerism,” which
has led to such remarkable improvement
in surgical practice in recent years, is based
on the principle of excluding these bacteria
from open wounds. But there is a good deal
of difference between preventing their action
and turning it to good account. Mr. Scott
Moncrieff is under the impression that these
micro-organisms entirely destroy and remove
the solid matter of the sewage, and that his
filter does not get choked

;
but apart from

the fact that sewage contains a large quantity
of inorganic matter which constitutes the
sludge of town sewage, and to a less extent
of the sewage

_

of private houses, the
organic matter is not destroyed by bac-
teria but changed into other substances,
some of which are exceedingly potent
animal poisons. It is, indeed, we believe
generally accepted in the medical profession
that it is these poisons (known as
‘‘ptomaines,” “enzymes,” &c.) which cause
diseases, and not the bacteria and ferments
which give rise to them. These substances,
together with numerous new chemical
elements, pass off in the effluent water, and if

sufficiently concentrated might produce
serious disease in any one drinking it. The
great evil of our underground drains and
cesspools is the formation and concentration
of

^

the products of putrefaction produced in
this way by bacteria and putrefactive
ferments

;
and, although we feel great interest

in Mr. Scott MoncriefTs experiments, we are
equally bound to call attention to the
weak places in his theory. There is one
encouraging feature which we must note in
favour of this process, namely, that the germs
of typhoid and of cholera,—the principal
water-carried diseases,—are destroyed by the '

products of the putrefaction of sewage, and
they would be less likely to escape a filter
such as the one described than when spread
on a sewage-farm, or allowed to escape with-
out chemical destruction into streams and
wells. Mr. Scott Moncrieff expects very
important results from his system, and is esta-
blishing a laboratory at his house for further
systematic experiment and investigation

;
so

that we shall hope to hear more of it.

^IIE report of Mr. Alexander, the Sanitary
-L Inspector

^

for St. Leonard’s Shoreditch
i

~r a kJMUicuilCU'
1

(incorporated with the report of the Medical i

Officer of Health, l)r. Allan), contains some- i

notes and statements in regard to school i

sanitary appliances which deserve attention, i

The special point which arises out of it is as ;

to the use of trough water-closets for schools^ i

and the Sanitary Inspector’s observati-ons ia :

regard to those at the Shap-street Board School. •,

The Inspector reports that,

—

“ On inspection of the sanitary arrangements of i

these schools, they were found to be very insuffi- -

cient, aod to be of the most defective character. .

Thus for about 400 infants there were only four- :

closets; for about 300 boys, four closets; and for- •

about 300 girls, four closets also.
Each of these three ranges of closets were fitted I

with iron troughs, which were said to be flushed' i

twice daily. As a matter of fact, it was found on i

each of several inspections that the walls of the >

troughs were encrusted with fecal and urine de-
posits, the beds of the troiuihs largely filled with,
excrementitious matters, and the atmospheres oU
the closets loaded with stench of the foulest descrip-
tion.

^

The w.c.’s of the male .and female teachers-
being defectively drained were periodically. -

stopped, and, in removing the recurring blockages,
the seats had been broken, and were dangerous to*
sit upon.
The caretaker was under instructions to ht ver^f

economical the %ise of Kater, and, as a result of
'

that instruction, it was found on each inspection
that water was not onfy shut off from the closet-
troughs, but also from the lavatories, and tho
drinking-fountains in the play-grounds.
These conditions being reported to the Vestry, a

resolution was carried direcing notice to be- -

served, requiring the School Board to abolish the
foul troughs, and to provide improved and aug-
mented w.c. accommodation, and to provide a
continuous supply of water to drinking-fountains,,
lavatory basins, and closets.”

The School Board submitted plans for the
erection of new water-closets in sufficient-
number, but contemplated the re-introductiom
of troughs, and a notice was served requiring
each closet to be fitted with a separate trappeA
soil-pan. The Board appealed to the County
Council, with the result that the trough-
closet was allowed on condition of a flush
at every half-hour during the day. The
Inspector calculates that this means an ex-
penditure of 3,350 gallons per day in flushing,
on the estimate of the architect that tec-
gallons per seat is required for each
flush. At the hearing of the appeal
it was urged, on behalf of the Board’s
view, that the pan system was not suitable to
a school of this class

;
meaning we presumo

that the closets were misused and damaged
by children of the lower orders

;
and this con-

sideration seems hardly to have had weight
enough with the Inspector. On the other
hand, the evidence brought forward as to the
frequently objectionable condition of trough
closets, and the amount of water required to
keep them in a tolerable state, is rather
serious, and throws very considerable doubS-
on the advisability of continuing that system.

A PROCESS of sewage purification on a
small scale has been started by Mr.

W. D. Scott Moncrieff, C.E.,« at his house at

^HE interesting letter from Hamburg,
published in the Times of Tuesday,

fully accounts for the cholera there, in its
account of the water supply which is pumped
from the Elbe, and drunk unfiltered, after a
short deposition in settling-tanks. It seems
astounding to read of such a thing in a
large European city in these days; and now
that such a terrible Nemesis has come on the
Hamburgers probably something will be
done to hurry on the completion of new
waterworks and supply the city with whole-
some water. But they had much better give
up taking it out of the Elbe altogether, if

they have (as we believe) sufficient sources of
supply of another kind.

The Borough-road Polytechnic, the open-
ing of which by Lord Rosebery was-

fixed for this week, has been established in
the school-house of the British and Foreign
Schools Society, founded by John Lancaster^
the Q.uaker, in 1808, and which was built in
1840-3. The site belongs to the Bridge
House Estates, and the schools were demised
to the trustees for a term of twenty-six
years from Midsummer, 1875, at a rent of
1204 per annum. In November, 1888, the
Estates’ Committee of the Corporation agreed,,
we gather, to grant, upon the surrender of
the existing lease, a new lease to the Charity
Commissioners, or the Institute’s governing-
body, for a term of eighty years’, at 1204 for
the first thirteen, and 300/. for the remaining:
years, subject to a reversion to the Corpora-
tion if the premises should cease to be used
as a Polytechnic. They have, moreover,
offered to sell the freehold for 10,5004 The
Charity Commissioners undertook, condi-
tionally, to give a yearly grant of 2,600/.
out of the Parochial Charities’ common fund,
and have lately increased their donation by

additional grant of 4,0004,—as we read in
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the Timei of August 1 lasL Mr. Rowland
Plumbe superintended the alterations made
in the premises to adapt them to their new
purpose.

The report ‘ of Dr. Theodore Thomson to

the Local Government Board on an
outbreak of enteric fever in the urban sani-

tary districts of Rotherham, Rawmarsh, and
Greaaborough, in the West-Riding of York-
shire, is a long and unusually interesting one,
embodying the results of a very careful and
painstaking investigation. The report goes
to show that there was no special reason to
connect the illness with defects of drainage
(although this was not all that it might be),

but that the nature of the ground from which
the water supply is drawn was at fault,

tt was noted by Dr. Thomson that Rotherham
and Rawmarsh, though not directly con-
nected with each other, both showed an
outbreak of enteric fever at nearly the same
time, leading to the supposition that there
oiust be some common cause for this

simultaneous outbreak, and it was also noted
that the two places had the same water
supply. Further, it was noted that this
water supply was from two gathering
.grounds, distinguished as “ high level ” and
“ low level,” the latter the most recently
taken up and the best in the conditions
of its gathering ground

;
and statistical

returns showed that the number of cases
was much higher (the proportion being
4-6 to 1) in the portions of the districts

’furnished with the high-level water than
in that supplied with the low-level water.
This is the broad statement of the case, into
which however the report goes much more
fully and in more detail than we can indicate
here, and with several tables showing the
various relations between thehealth and the cir-

cumstances of water supply in the two places
principally concerned. As to the nature of
the defects in the water supply, the description
of the gathering ground for the higher water
supply may be partly quoted :

—

" The Ullsy gathering grounds comprise an area
of about 2,200 acres, and, like the Dalton, are
formed by two convergent valleys. Only a small
proportion of the land constituting those gathering
grounds is uncultivated. It mostly consists, in
tolerably equal parts, of pasture and arable land,
much of which, down to the very margin of the
streams threading their way to the reservoir,
was at the time of my visit covered with
manure. This manure consisted, in at least
©ne instance that I observed, of nightsoil and
ashes.

_

Several villages are situated within the
.gathering ground. Two of these, however, viz.,
Morthen and Brampton, do not appear to directly
pollute the water supply, inasmuch as Morthen is
•drained into cesspools, and, except for one house,
Brampton drains out of the Ulley watershed. Other
•rillages, however, viz., Ulley, Aughton, Aston, and
Aston Nethertborpe, are obvious and serious causes
of pollution to the water taken from these gathering
grounds. The drainage of the village of Ulley,
with the exception of what is lost in the ground
surrounding the village, passes directly into a
stream which flows down to the reservoir. This
drainage consists of liquid refuse from
house-yards, farm-yards, and sinks. In Aughton

Aston house drainage has, by means of
nntercepting sewers, been conveyed out of
the watershed, but yard drainage is still allowed to
flow down fields constituting part of the gathering
ground. This yard drainage consists not merely of
»ain-water and yard washings, it is contaminated
by farm-yard refuse and by part of the house-slops,
which are frequently thrown down the yard
gratings.”

The report concludes with the remark that
the facts, as ascertained, “ deserve the serious
consideration of the Town Council in con-
nexion with the question of the water-supply
of the districts reported on.” We hope the
hint will not be lost sight of by that body.

A S there are conferences on most subjects
nowadays, there is no reason why

people should not meet and discuss coffee
taverns, which have been the subject of a
conference this week at Lancaster. The
more these useful institutions are made
known the better, but we strongly object to
coffee taverns being regarded and discussed

* Published by Eyre & Spottiawoode.

from the philanthropic point of view. They
should be considered solely as sound and
wholesome business concerns, required for the

use and well-being of the inhabitants of town
or village. To workmen they are a great

boon, and, properly managed, there is

no doubt that, where any considerable

body of artisans are collected, they
can always be made to pay. The odd thing

is that when people are always on the look-

out to start new concerns, enterprising men
do not establish coffee taverns wherever an
opportunity offers. There are numerous
localities where coffee taverns could be

profitably established. Further, there can
be no doubt that they should always be open
for certain portions of a Sunday. Many work-
ing men who use them require them as much,
if not more, on this day as on any, and the

convenience and well-being of those who use

them require that they should not be closed

on Sundays. As a counterpoise to the public-

house, the coffee tavern can never be tho-

roughly effective till it is open on Sundays.
The man who is driven to the public-house on
a Sunday will often not return to the coffee

tavern on Monday.

The Liverpool Architectural Society is

establishing classes for assisting the

professional education of architectural

students during the coming winter months.
The classes will be free to students joining

the Society, and are intended to be a pre-

paration for the R.I.B.A, examinations ; and
an examination will be held at the close of

the session, and prizes awarded by the

Council. The subjects to be studied are

Sanitation
;

Stresses in Structures and
Shoring; Building Construction; Specifi-

cations and Quantities
;

History of Archi-
tecture

;
and Mouldings, Features, and

Ornament. It appears therefore that this

important provincial Society has practically

adopted the views of the Institute in regard

to architectural education
;

and probably

others will see the desirability of following

its example.*

Many of our readers will be interested

to know that Miss Emily Penrose, a

daughter of the author of ‘‘ The Principles of

Athenian Architecture,” has been also en-

gaged in the serious study of Greek archeo-
logy, and is intending to deliver a course of

lectures on Greek vases in the British

Museum, on October 18 and 25, and Novem-
ber 1. She is also desirous to form a class

for the study of vase paintings. Mias Pen-
rose’s name will ensure a favourable hear-

ing at the outset for a lecturer who may
be expected to inherit a faculty for accurate

perception and logical deduction in matters

relating to Greek art.

The visit of the Architectural Association

to St. Albans Abbey to-day (Saturday),

under the guidance of Mr. Neale, who has

such an exceptional acquaintance with those

portions of the ancient building which are

still left, ought to be a very interesting and
instructive excursion. Mr. Neale proposes to

limit his remarks “ to worksexecuted before the

dissolution and still existing.” A chrono-

logical list of these portions of the Abbey
has been printed for the use of those joining

the excursion. But why did not the Asso-
ciation invite Lord Grimthorpe to follow with
a lecture on the beauties and peculiarities of

the new work at the Abbey.® They might
thus have added amusement to instruction.

Sale of Laxd, Tankertox-on-Sea.—Mr. T. G.

Wheatley held a land sale las;, week at this new
wateriup-place, near Whitstable. About fifty plots

were offered, and found ready buyers at prices

ransing from 23L to 55L per plot. Another sale

will be held on October 12 next.

• The following are the names of the gentlemen
appointed to lecture on the various subjects :

—
“ Stresses In Structures,” and “ Shoring, ' Mr. J. Dod

;

“ History of Architecture," Mr. H. W. Reef; “Build-
ing Construction,'' Sir. David Lyon; “ Speeffleations

and Quantities," Mr. IL L. Beckwith, F S I. :
” Mould-

ings, Features, and Ornament," Mr. C. E. Deacon,
F.R.I.B.A. ; “Sanitation," Mr. T. Harnett Harrisson,

I F.RI.B.A.

LETTER FROM PARIS.

The 22nd of September was not only the
annual national fete, but the centenary of the
proclamation of the Republic, and the Paris

authorities determined to solemnise the occa-

sion in a spacial manner, by reviving the

ancient custom of historic processional cars in

honour of the epoch of the fust Revolution.

One is obliged to admit that the result was not
very happy, and suggests the prnvprhial reflec-

tion, “ Autres temps, autres mccuc.’’ The design

of the cars had been entrusted, it is true, to

some of the first theatrical decorators of the day,

—MM. Rub6, Chapron, Carpezatandotbers whose
reputation isEuropean and whose talent isquite

above mediocrity. But, whatever might be said

of the richness of the decorations and costumes,

and the ingenuity of some of the details, some-
how in broad daylight the things looked

uninteresting and out of season. It needs the

artificial glare of the footlights to bring such

things into proper keeping, and the cars did

not in themselves realise all that might be
wished from that kind of design. For the
“ Marseillaise ” car, for instance, instead of a

mediocre fac-simile of the splendid figure of

Rude, it would have been far better to have
commissioned an original composition from a

modern master. It would have required the

verve of Dalou or Falguiere to give the crowd
anything like a new and powerful sensation.

In spite of this, however, the general success

of the fete did honour to the resources and
management of M. Bouvard, the new “ In-

Bpecteur-G6oefald’Arcbitecture”to the Munici-

pality, who has proved himself a worthy
successor to Alpband in this kind of organisa-

tion. Thanks to his management, everything

passed off admirably in the midst of a compact

and enthusiastic crowd. In order that the

north and south quarters of Paris might share

equally in the spectacle, he had organised two

processions identical in design, with the same
figuration, the same costumes, and the same
cars. These last, five for each procession, have

been diversely appreciated. To our thinking,

that of the eighteenth century was the best

and the most decorative, a piquant work of

MM. Amable and Gardy, inspired by the

“ plateformes roulantes ” formerly employed

in the fetes given for the marriages

of the Dauphins of France. Naturally

the crowd preferred the Marseillaise car by M.

Lemeunier, which we thought too heavy and
massive. The car of the “ Chant du Depart,” of

gigantic proportion, formed a triumphal arch

surmounted by a figure of fine design. It was

the work of M. Jambon. The car of the

“ Apoth§ose de la R6publique,” by M. Carpezat,

presented the appearance of an antique trireme

surmounted by a colossal statue of the R6-

publique, badly coloured
;
it would have been

better to give it the appearance of marble or of

bronze. Lastly, the car “ De la Concorde et de

la Paix,” by MM. Rub6 and Chapron, was of a

sober and severe architecture set off with orna-

ments in very classic taste. The other ac-

cessories of the procession hardly call for

remark.
The fete day opened by an official ceremony

in the Pantheon. There too there was much
to criticise. In England the great churches of

Westminster and St. Paul’s have been made
use of as the receptacles of monuments to

great men, without destroying the essentially

religions use and character of the buildings.

At Paris, the transformation of the Eglise Ste.

Genevieve into a secular Temple of Fame gave

one a discordant sensation. One does not find

in that building despoiled of its altar, but with

a decoration which at every step recalls the

recollections of its religious origin, that senti-

ment of holiness which ought to prevail where

the memory of the dead is celebrated
;
there is

no harmony between the decorative treatment

and the actual use of the monument. The

organisers of the ceremony seem rather to have

felt this, and the paintings were made to dis-

appear in part behind hangings of Gobelins

tapestry. But. by a singular coincidence, one

could see, above the official platform where the

speakers were celebrating the first Revolution,

in the apotheosis subject painted long ago by

Gros, the figure of Louis XVI., the most august

victim of the Revolution.

We may remark, while speaking of the

Pantb§on, on the bad effect of the pendentive.s

of the cupola painted by Carvallo from the

designs of Gerard, and which appear terribly

heavy and dark in their setting of white stone.

This defect appeared the more apparent from

the fact that the writer had been studying not
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long before the effect of the mosaics in the
pendentives of St. PaulV, the gold backgrounds
of which harmonise much better with the
masonry, and do not give, as at the Pdn»h6on
the sensation of a cupola cut short and in
danger of failing.

Paris has received recently the visit of the
members of the “Library Association,’ the
nineteenth congress of which was opened in
the Hemicjcle des Beaux-Arts. The visitors
were received everywhere with great cordiality,
and they accepted an invitation Irom the Due
d Aumale to visit Chantilly, the library of which
is so celebrated, and where the owner per-
sonally received the party. Since the gift of
the cbiuean to the Institute, or rather the
announcement that it will belong to tbe nation

i

through that body, everything there has been '

much changed. Tbe Prince affects to be no
'

more “ cbez lui’’ there; that is to say,'
he has reduced his apartments, suppressed

'

the “Salle de Spectacle,” and made many
other rnodifications in view of the new

:

destination of the building. The artistic
’

collections bear already the title “ Musee

'

Cond<},”and the monogram M.C, ornamented
with the Eoyal ffeur-de-Jys, is to be seen every-
where. There is certainly a line example in
this spectacle of the ‘

‘ grand seigneur ’
’ trans form-

ing the palace of his ancestors into a museum
which he is continuing to enrich by frequent
new acquisitions for tbe instruction of the
democracy of the future.
For some years tbe Radical majority of the

^Municipal Council has been endeavouring to
obtain the demolition of the “ Chapelle
expiatoire,” tbe existence of which it professes
to regard as an insult to the Republic. So far,
however, the Government has refused to give
it this satisfaction. It is now announced that
the question is about to enter on a new phase
After the example of the Copts, who occupy
the chapel of the Luxembourg

;
the Roumanians

who have the ancient chapel of St. Jean de
Beauvais

;
and the Greeks, who worship in St.

Julien le Pauvre; the Armenians, who are
tolerably numerous in Paris, solicit tbe favour I

of celebrating their religions ceremonies in the
i

monument which Louis XYIII. caused to be
erected by Fontaine on the site of the burial-

,

place of Louis XVI, and Marie Antoinette.
i

.“7 granting this request, the Government

will put an end to the constant demands
of the Radicals for the destruction of tbe
building.

A piece of artistic news of some interest may
I

be mentioned. M. Jas. Tissot—well known in

j

London, where he lived a good many years and
I

whose society types he reproduced in many
pictures—has, it is said, occupied a lengthy
visit to Palestine with the tracing out the
scenes connected with the life of Christ, and

^

has already completed more than 200 pictures

I

of a set which is to be still further extended.
I
Those who have seen these works, so different
from everything previously associated with the
name of the painter, speak highly both of the
learning and feeling displayed in them.
The Service des Beaux-Arts of Paris is about

to take measures for securing, as matter of
urgency, the immediate repair of various edifices
of real artistic andarchmoiogical interest which,
nevertheless, are not at present classed among
those “ Monuments Historiques ” which are kept
in repair at the national expense.

THE CHEYNEY COURT, WINCHESTER.
This old building has just been converted

,

into a dwelling-house, and the two lower

I

windows take the place of small Jacobean
ones; the insertion of the large doorway and
the blocking up of the cramped entrance
beside it being the only other alterations visible
on this side. Messrs. John Colson & Son, i

;
architects, superintended the alterations, which i

j

were chiefly confined to the interior, and cost i

j

about l.OOOZ. It was here iu former days that
I
the Bishops administered justice. The prisoners'

'

cell, now a wine-cellar, is at the back, where
' the outer wall, being part of the old city wall,
,

is nearly (5 ft. thick. The timber work, all
, hidden by plaster till four years ago, dates

;

I

from the fifteenth century, and is constructed
i

I

of ship timbers.

Chfech Schools, Lanoley. Worcestershire.— '

We are informed that the foundation-stone of new '

Church Schools, Langley, Worcestershire, was laid
'

on Monday. These schools, when completed will
accommodate 4(i0 children. The architect is Jlr.
P. B. Osborn, of Birmingham, and Mr. J. Light, cf
Langley, is the builder.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
The first meeting of tbe London County

Council after the vacation was held on Tues-
day, at Spring-gardens, Mr. John Hutton,
Chairman, presiding.

liesignatlon of Lord Efohliouse.—A letter was
read by the Chairman from Lord Hobhouse
resigning his position as Alderman, owing to
failing health.

Mr. Charles Harrison, Vice-Chairman, said
they all knew of Lord Plobhouse’s great work
in connexion with the municipal reforms which
preceded the introduction of the Local Govern-
ment Act. They were indebted to him for the
wide knowledge he brought to bear not only on
questions connected witn London government,-
but on matters relaiing to the incidence of
taxation, and particularly to the taxation of
ground-rents. He moved a resolution recording
tbe Council’s sense of the valuable services-

rendered by Lord Hobhouse, and expressing
regret at being deprived of the benefit of his-

experience.

Mr. Antrobus seconded the motion, which
was agreed to unanimously, and Tuesday,
October 11, was fixed as the day for electing
an Alderman to fill the vacancy.

Tenders .—Several lists of tenders were-
received, which we give on another page.

Proposed Xeio Brid'/e at Vauxhall .—The first

part of the Bridges Committee’s report referred
to Vauxhall Bridge, and was as follows :

—

W'e desire to draw attention to the condition of
this structure. The bridge was opened in 1816 and
was built at a cost of 259,6SH., and purchaseti by
tbe Metropolitan Board of Works for 7-5,000^. It is
composed of stone and cast-iron, and crosses the
river by nine arches, each of 78 It. span, supported
by eight piers, each. 13 ft. wide above low water
level, the piers thus occupying about 104 ft. of the
waterway, or about one-eighth of the total width
of the river between the abutments. The length
of the bridge between the abutments is 809 ft.,

and its width between the parapets 36 ft. Sin.,
having a carriage-way 24 ft. and two footways each
6 ft. H in. wide. The superstructure of each
arch consists of ten c-ost-iron ribs 13 in. deep,
spaced about 4 ft. apart, and they support the
vertical cast-iron spandrel standards upon which
rest the ribbed cast-iron plates which retain the
macadam roadway filling. The heights of the-
Boffits of the arches at the centre of the bridge
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vary from 26-5 ft. to 17'0ft. above Trinity high-

water at the centre of tbo arches adjoining the

abutments. The prevailing gradient over the bridge

is about 1 in 35. The gradient on the Middlesex

approach is 1 in 29, and that on the Surrey approaoh

1 in 3b. Provided that the Council considers it

desirable to reconstruct the bridge, and that the

Thames Conservators consent to the lowering of

the soffit of the central arch to the extent allowed

for new Putney and Battersea Bridges, viz., 20 ft.

above Trinity high-water level, a considerable im-

provement might be effected in facilitating the

passage of heavy traffic over the new bridge by

the reduction of the service gradients to about 1 in

62, and by the adoption of wood paving instead of

macadam. Wo desire to direct the attention of the

Council to the condition of the foundations of three

of the central piers of the bridge. The result of an

examination of the foundations of these piers made
by a diver in November, 1887, showed that the

bottoms of the timber cradle.s upon which the piers

are founded were in several places 4 in. or S in.

above the level of the clay bedof the river adjoining

them, and in the case of the third pier from the

Middlesex side of the bridge the clay was found to

have been scoured away from beneath the cradle 5 in.

or6in. inwards from its outer edge. This action was

at the time of the examination arrested by means
of bags filled with cement laid along the outer

edges of the cradle, and by the further deposition of

500 tons of slag around the piers ; but a recent in-

spection has shown that the action of the tide is

removing the protective works. The cutwaters of

the piers are in a dilapidated condition. On com-
paring sections of the river bed in this locality

taken in 1853 with those taken in 1878, it becomes

evident that the bed of the river has been, and is,

gradually deepening. This action is the result of

the great scour caused by tbo high velocity of the

ciurent through the central arches of the bridge,

which velocity is considerably augmented by the

obstruction caused by the thick piers to the passage

of the upland and tidal waters. The ebb tide at

times runs through some of the arches with a sur-

face velocity 7i miles an hour, and is dangerous

for navigation. Barges arc occasionally carried on

to the piets by the tide, and both are injured.

Ja several instances lives have been lost.

Moreover, the strength of the tide frequently

hinders the progress of steam vessels passing under

the bridge, and we may mention that wo have

witnessed this difficulty. With respect to the

strength of the cast-iron arches, a concentrated live

load of about 10 tons upon the centre of one rib of

the arch is as much as is admissible, as this load

produces a tensional strain on the bottom flange of

about two tons per square inch. A concentrated

live load of 16 tons at the centre of a rib produces

a tensional strain along the bottom flange of the

rib of nearly three and a half tons per square inch

at the centre of the span, which is quite inadmis-

sible as a working strain for cast-iron. The cast-

iron plates which uphold the macadam may carry

with safety a load of 4 or 5 tons per wheel, but the

last-named weight should uot be exceeded as a

working load. The traffic over this bridge has of

late years much increa-sed. The enlargement

and alterations at Vauxhall Station, and the

weak condition of Lambeth Bridge, have

greatly helped to swell the traffic. From
returns which have been taken it appears that

22,332 vehicles crossed the bridge in the week
ended June 17, 1879, and 34,91.5 during the week
ended July 11, 1891 ;

thus showing an increase of

13,583, or giving a daily average of 5,130 as against

3,190 in 1879. Wo have on several occasions

received influential deputations urging the Council

to proceed without delay to give the localities

affected the desired relief, by rebuilding Vauxhall

Bridge, in order to meet the growing reqviirements

of the traffic, both by road aud river. We are of

opinion that this request is one that should be
acceded to, and that the bridge to be constructed

should meet not only the pressing needs of the

present time, bat those of future generations.

The bridge which we suggest should take the place

of the existing structure is a five-arch steel bridge

with granite- faced piers and abutments, the width

between the parapets being 80 ft. The cost of

construction would be about 380,000Z. To accom-

modate the traffieduring the rebuilding of Vauxhall
Bridge, we propose that a wooden bridge, not less

than 50 ft. wide, should be erected to cross from the

extreme western end of the Albert Embankment to

Millbank. The cost of this temporary bridge

estimated at 30,000^. We recommend

—

(a) That, subject to an estimate being submitted to

the Council by the Finance Committee as required by
the statute, Vauxhall Bridge be rebuilt and such tem-
porary worBs as may be involved thereby.

{t> That the Parliamentary Committee in conference
with the Bridges Committee be instructed to prepare a

Bill to be introduced iu the next session of Parliament,
authorising the rebuilding of the bridge.

(c) That the Bridges Committee be empowered to

prepare the necessary plans and estimates to be laid

before Parliament."

The Hon. E. Grosvenor, in sabmitting the

report, dwelt upon the great need that existed

for the new bridge, and said that supposing the

Council passed the recommendation that day.

and the matter passed the House of Commons
this year, the bridge could not be opened to the

public until somewhere near the end of 1896.

Some members had asked why the committee

had nob recommended the construction of a

granite bridge. The reason was because of the

enormous difference in the initial cost. Their

engineer estimated that the proposed steel bridge

would cost 380,0007., whereas a granite con-

struction would cost 025,0007.

Recommendation a was agreed to without

discussion.

On recommendation J,'

Mr. Costello moved to add to the paragraph

a direction to provide in the Bill that such pro-

portion of the cost as may be equitable shall be

raised by way of an improvement rate on the

owners of ground values in the Countyof London,

instead of the whole cost being thrown on the

occupying ratepayer.

The Rev. Fleming Williams seconded the

motion.
Mr. Beachoroft asked whether, in the event

of this principle of taxation being rejected by

Parliament, the improvement would not be

Mr. Costello replied that in such an event the

Council would have an opportunity of making

known its wish.

Mr. Harben opposed the motion, and said he

could not see how ground landlords could

benefit by the mere widening of an already exist-

ing bridge.

Sir J. Lubbock said he regarded the proposal

as nothing more than the re-affirmation of a

principle laid down over and over again by the

Council.

Mr. Grosvenor said he willingly accepted

Mr. Costello’s amendment, which was then

agreed to.

On the motion of Mr. Tajler, it wasresolved :

“ That it be referred to the Bridges Committee

and Improvements Committee to arrange, if

possible, that the bridge be constructed so tbat

the Surrey side abutment shall give convenience

of approach for any future extension of the

Albert Embankment.”
Recommendation 5, as amended, was then

agreed to.

Recommendation c was also passed.

8u-ipcnsion of a District SuTi'eyor.--ThQ

Chairman read a special report of the Building

Act Committee, who drew attention to the case

of Mr. H. Parsons, District Surveyor for South

Lambeth, who was recently fined for travelling

on the South-Western Railway Company’s line

without having paid his fare. The committee

considered the matter of such gravity that

they recommended that Mr. Parsons should be

suspended pending the consideration of his

conduct by the Committee.

The recommendation was at once agreed to.

Proposed Central Mortuary.—'Yhs considera-

tion was resumed of the report of the Public

Health and Housing Committee in reference to

the proposed establishment of a central mor-

tuary. In the report the Committee expressed

the opinion that it was necessary to provide a

mortuary in London for the preservation of un-

identified bodies, and that it was practicable to

do so in connexion with a local mortuary and

coroner’s court, and they recommended “ Tnat

a joint Committee of the Public Health and

Housing Committee and of the Public Control

Committee be constituted for the purpose of

formulating a scheme on the lines of this

report.” . ,

Dr. Collins moved; “That the question of

the provision of a central mortuary for un-

identified bodies be deferred until the adequate

provision of local mortuaries by the local

authorities shall indicate how far such central

mortuary is required, or otherwise.
’

This amendment was seconded by Captain

James, and, after some discussion, carried.

Infectious Disease {Xotification) Act, 1889.—

It was resolved, on the recommendation of

the same Committee, “that it is desirable in

the interests of the community, that the

Infectious Disease (Notification) Act, 1889,

should be made compulsory throughout the

United Kingdom.”

Omdition of the Thames —The Main Drain-

age Committee brought up a report stating that

between July 23 and September 17 the amount

of sewage sludge taken from the outfall works

at Barking out to sea exceeded 354,000 tons.

Lieut-Colonel Ford asked whether there was

any truth in a statement that had been made

to the effect that in foggy weather the men in

charge of the sludge ships dropped their load

when half way down the river.

Committee, said he had made inquiries, and

found that there was no foundation for the

allegation.

The Chairuian called special attention to the

following paragraph in the report of the com-

mittee :

—

We have received a report from the chemist

stating that during the past
_

summer the river

Thames has been in a most satisfactory condition j

that at no time has it been possible to detect the

slightest discolouration of the water by sewage

matter or black mud, and that the foreshores at all

points have been clean. He iurtber states that the

aeration of the water has shown a marked inewase,

the quantity of oxygen dissolved in the water being

on one occasion, August 31, the maximum quantity

possible. Tho chemist adds that this satisfactory

result, unassisted by any special atmospheric con-

ditions, such as heavy spring rainfall, can bo

.attributed to no other cause than tho operations at

the Council’s sewage precipitation works.

The Proposed Cromrcell-road Bridge.—

Improvements Committee’s report contained

the following paragraph and recommenda-

tion :
—

It will be within tho recollection of the Council

that in the last session of Parliament powers were

sought for the construction of a bridge and ap-

proaches to connect "West Cromwell-road, Ken-

sington, with Talgarth road, Fulham, but that the

clauses relating to the bridge were withdrawn fr(^

the Council’s Bill owing to tho decision of the

Select Committee of the House to omit from tho

preamble of the Bill the words relating to the ‘ mi-

provement rate.’ Since 5Iay last, when the

cl.auses were withdrawn, the urgent necessity lor

the bridge has become more and more apparent; m
fact, wo feel that the work is one of such imme-

diate necessity that it cannot be postponed without

’•rave inconvenience. In these circumstances we

mve decided to recommend the Council to renew

its application to Parliament for powers to con-

struct the bridge and approaches. Wo believe that

the Council is so well acquainted with all the

details (given fully in our report presented on June

2, 1891, and in subseijuent reports of the Parliamen-

tary Committee) that it is unnecessary for us to

weary the Council by repeating them now, and we

therefore propose to confine ourselves to our re-

commendation

—

That the application to Parliament for powers to con-

struct Cfomwell-road-bridpe and approaches be re-

Mr. Howell Williams, the Chairman of the I per cent.

newed in the next session.

After some discussion this was agreed to.

Further Additions to Cane mil Asylum.—

The Asylums Committee reported that they had

received three tenders for the additions to Cane

Hill Asylum. Upon examination they found

that none of the tenderers had complied with

the conditions as to filling up the schedules of

rates of pay. They therenpqn adjourned the

consideration for a week to give the tendwers

an opportunity to fulfil the requirements. This

having been done, they further considered the

tenders, which appeared as follow

Joseph Potter, Horsham -

Morgan, Isted, & Morgan. Southampton ... ib.ydb

Reed, Blight, & Co., London ib,d4b

The usual inquiries as to the lowest tenderer,

Mr. Potter, being satisfactory, they accepted

his tender, and instructed the solicitor to com-

plete the contract.
_ r, -:i

After transacting other business the Councii

adjourned soon after seven o’clock.

Association ok Municipal Enoineeps and

Surveyors. — This Association held its annual

congress this year at Belfast on Friday and

Saturday, September 23 and 'A. As we hnd it

impossible in the present number to find space

for more than a brief report, we have thought it

would be of more interest to our
f

the report till next week, when we shall be able to

give a considerable portion of two of tbo principal

papers that were road.

The British Production of Steel in

—The statistics just issued by the Biitish

Iron Trade Association show that the output

of Bessemer steel ingots in Great Britain

during the first half of this year was only

649,816 tons, against 923,005 Jons

spending half of 1891 ;
compared wuh the

is a decrease of 273,189 tons, or 29 -6 per cent. The

production of Bessemer steel ®hows an e^ en

more serious faUing-ofl, from

to 211,834 tons in 1892, a decline of MO, , 39 tons,

or 50 per cent. The chief cause of this decline was

no doubt, the stoppage of the fuel supply through

the Durham miners’ strike, for Cjunb^rlaud pio-

dueed 81,804 tons loss, Cleveland b/ ,9L tons less,

and Lancashire 33,959 tons less. Ihe of

open-hearth steel in the six months was

tons, against 778.888 tons in the corresponding

six months of 1891 ;
decrease, 56,54/ tons, or 7 28
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B]

Jilttsfrations.

AVINCHESTBR CATHEDRAL.*
OTH ^\mche8ter and St. Alban's lay

‘a
Cathedral in

St alh^ ^ the plan
of St Albans published in the BmUer in the

LTef b^T' measurements
taken bj Mr. James Neale, and comparingthem wi h the measurements taken eipresslf
for the plan of Winchester which we give to-day, the result is to give the greater length toWmchester St. Alban's Cathedral, from the
interior of the west wall to the inside face ofthe east wall of the lady-chapel, is 521 ft lain

tTon:;‘f
525 1^6 in. tL pJljec-

t on of the porches westward is also greater atW mchester than at St. Alban’s, but the bestidea and fairest result to be obtained is bycomparison of their internal lengths This
great length at Winchester is, as in the case ofSt Albans one of its chief external featuresThe long line of roof cannot be considered
picturesque IQ either case, and it is eastward ofthe tower that the exterior of Winchester
assumes more the importance of architectural
grouping, and the striking mixture of styleswhich renders our Medimval bnildings so
interesting, and which promises so much
for yanety on reaching the interior. The

do
P'''=**>y‘«ry at Winchester is un-doubtedly one ot the finest architectural sights

in England, and in many ways is sinfilar

^ the arrangement at St. Alban’s. These two

ftiidLd
mdeed, be taken and

ritCTcd^^”
church was developed andaltered, compared. The Norman nave at Win-Chester was of even greater length than theexisting one. Iis western front, apparently

inujteu I j ww.rcif, was lufiy leec westward of
the present porches. The eastern arm was, of
coarse, shorter, and in this case apsidal, as at
Peterboroagb. The form of the early eastern
arm is stUl marked by the crypt, and in one
instance in the church above, by the remains of
a circalar column in Bishop Gardiner's Chantry
(see plan). The tower, like many other Norman
stroctures, fell, and was rebailt, and the fear of
f^^joer catastrophe induced the builders to
add considerably to the size of the tower piers,
giving them the priority in bulk of the tower

In the transepts the theorist
will find ample scope for discussion as to
the former arrangement and use of the returned
aiifle (the same arrangement that excavations
discovered to have once existed at Ely), and

I

Us treatment above the arcade level, ^'a^iou8
suggestions have been made, but so far no
;pery satisfactory result has been attained,
ihe central tower and its piers, the tran-
septs, crypt, fragments of the presbytery, and
the rums of the chapter hoase on the south
with the slype between, are thus all we have
at present visible of the church founded by
Uaikelynin 1079, and dedicated Ju'y 15, 1093.
lo thiP, in succeeding styles, builders have
altered and added, the elongation of the
presbytery, as in so many other cases, being the
chief work of development.
De Lucy (Bishop, 1189-1204) commenced

rebuilding the presbytery, his work being east-
ward of the Norman building (leaving the
latter thus undisturbed as long as was prac-
ticable), and in Decorated times the presbytery
itself was rebuilt, the Norman work (except
the crypt) being removed, and the new work
planned, not to follow the spacing of the
iNorman bays, but yet so designed that it keptia
Its form a certain record of the earlier church.
Hence the bending inwards of the bay between

great altar screen and the east window.
De Lucy s work rendered some such scheme
desirable, as bis central alley was made
nirrower than that of the presbytery. What
he would have done had his work extended to

i

lue remoaeiiing ot the JN orman work we can only
conjecture, but probably some arrangement
such as at Salisbury, with a triple or double arch
behind the altar, was in his mind. We can
scarcely, however, regret, that the arrangement
as It exists was carried out. The result is far more
picturesque and less stiff than the rectangular
lines would have been, and gives a character to
the east end of the church, both externally and
internally, which it would have other wise lacked.
The next and the last works on any great scale
were the rebuilding of the west end of the
nave by Bishop Edington (134.5-66), and the
entire transformation of the nave by the great
William of Wykebam (1367-1404). The first
of these works entailed the removal of the
Norman front, and, as we see by the plan, the
western arm was shortened. Instead of two
flxnking towers, as at St. Alban’s, or one great
central one as at Ely (as the Norman founda-
tions seem to suggest), the front now assumed
a type more in character perhaps with a
great parish church than a cathedral. The
church at Edington, in Wiltshire, is, to our
thinking, a finer and more successful con-
ception, the west window and the treatment
below it at Winchester being somewhat out

I

of scale with the rest of the building. Bishop
I Elington also began remodelling the nave; and
the two west bays of the north aisle, and the
west bay on the south are in a great measure
bis work.
The second great work, that of Wykeham, was

far larger in scale and grander in conception.
He appears, according to the late Professor
Willis (whose carefully-dated block plan we
have taken as a guide for the various dates on
the large ground plan here given), to have kept,
in the eight columns on the sou:h side of the
nave, the original masonry of the Norman
pier?, their contour being altered to suit the
style—Perpendicular—of the day. On account
of labour entailed or expense, the scheme was
apparently abandoned, and the older nave piers
were refaced, the Norman core only being re-
tained. The clever way in which the nave was
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Winchester CntUdral : Waytiflete's Chantinj. From a Sketch hy Mr, G. 11. Kitchin.

re-designed on the Norman basis, as it were, is
|

meats were in detail rather than in strnctnre
an interesting study, and is fully given in Pro-

,
in fittings and shrines, and all the accessories

fessor Willis s paper on the Architecture of the
j

which the church of a powerful establishment
Cathedral, to which we refer our readers*

I
such as that at Winchester requited for the due

\V ith the rebuilding of the eastern bay of the I performance of its religious life. With the
lady-cnapeJ, the various additions of import- 1 exception of portions of the late work in theance come to an end, and the other develop-

1

presbytery, the exterior of Winchester is severe
* The Journal of the ArchicolJgical Institute ; Win- treatment, and plain wall-space plays an

Chester Meeting, ibis.
j

important part in the design. Plain parapets

[Oct, 1, 1892.

and simply-treated ,'pinnacles characterise the
work of the nave. The Norman transepts are
externally bat little altered, except by the
insertion of Decorated windows to give more
light to the altars in their eastern aisles

; and
De Lacy’s work eastwards is, compared with
some work of its date, simple in the extreme.
Bather more elaboration was bestowed on the
design of the new eastern bay of the Lady
Chapel by Prior Silkestede and Bishop Cour-
tenay

;
but, taken as a whole, Winchester has

one of the simplest exteriors for its size and
importance in the country. On gaining the
interior all is altered, and the richness, more
particularly of the presbytery and its surround-
ings, are of the most elaborate nature. Un-
fortunately for its impressive effect, the rood
screen has gone, and a modern copy of the
choir stall canopies, serving as a choir screen,
is the only object which breaks the view
between the west end and the great reredos.
In this respect the interior of Winchester
lacks the fine effect of St. Alban’s, Si. David’s,
and the Priory of Christchurch, in Hampshire,
where the eye is led gradually from one feature
to another, tending to increase in the
imagination the idea of great length, which a
perfectly open vista, such as is here and at
Salisbury, utterly destroys.

Passing up the nave, if we cu 'rot admire all
the details of Wykeham’s wore, we can but
bear tribute to the conception of the whole.
Its lofty arcades give no space for triforinm,
and the proportion between the clearstory and
the arcade is somewhat unsatisfactory. If wo
except the vaulted roof, and the chantry of the
great Wjkeham himself, and his predecessor
Edington, this portion of the church may, with
reason, be considered simple in its character,and
bears distinct evidence of having been grafted
on earlier work. The Norman columns still

remain in one or two places towards the east
end of the nave arcade (see plan), but with the
exception of these and of the Norman masonry
before alluded to as existing in the piers on the
south, and, perhaps, portions of the aisle walls
all is transformed to Perpendicular detail. The
tower arches and piers, and the transepts,
remain Norman

;
the eastern portion is trans-

formed into a mixture of Early English,
Decorated, and Perpendicular, as before
described.

The central and chief feature of the Presby-
tery is now, as it always was, the reredos. It
has recently been restored throughout, and
like that at St. Alban's, has had the niches for
its statuary refilled. Of the three screens of
the period,— St. Albans; St. Saviour’s, South-
wark; and Winchester,—Winchester bears the
palm for delicacy of carving and elaboration in
design. Immediately behind the reredos, and
approached from the sanctuary by a door on
each side of the altar, is the space known as
the Feretory, with a raised platform approached
by four steps on either side, opposite the doors
in the reredos. It is absolutely devoid of
decoration inside, but its east wall is richly
ornamented with canopied niches of Decorated
date, once containing a long series of statues of
kings and queens, whose names are still partly
legible below the pedestals. The raised
platform before mentioned has what has been
suggested to be the earlier high altar before
the reredos was built. Its appearance and
position certainly suggest something of the
kind, but there seems to be no direct evidence
that this was so. It is now used as a museum
and receptacle for the carved work that has
been found at various times about the
Cathedral, amongst which are some very
delicately-moulded heads and cresting, besides a
portion of a painted chest with armorial bear-
ings and figure subjects.

Flanking the Feretory are the Shrines of
Bishops Gardiner and Fox,—the former on the
north side, the latter on the sooth. Fox’s
chantry is the most beautiful in its detail of all
the chantries in the Cathedral. It was built at
a time when the Ilenaiseance was just beginning
to affect the architecture of the day, and there
is a freedom about some of the carving and
detail which is very charming. Over the
altar was a small reredos in a sunk panel (now
empty), and over this a band of angels holding
shields bearing the emblems of the Passion.
These retain their colour in a very perfect
state. At the back was a little chamber with
a cupboard. Bishop Gardiner’s chantry is a
much later structure, curiously retaining the
general forms of Gothic with the details and
mouldings of the Renaissance. In this chantry,
below the general level of its floor, is now visible
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Entrance to the Beanery, 'Hlnohester. From a Sketch hj Mr. G. H. Kitchin.

the base of one of the colnmns which supported ;

the Norman apse (see ante), interesting as

being the only remains of the eastern arm
which we have above the crypt level.

Passing eastward of this Feretory, we come
to De Lucy’s work, aimply arcaded below, and
lighted by pairs of lancets above, with the

rear arches carried . n groups of detached
shafts. On either side of the central alley are

the chantries of William of Waynilete and
Cardinal Beaufort,—north and south respec-

tively,—perpendicular structures with elabo-

rate canopies and vaulting, but neither of them
remarkable for refinement of detail. Taken
together, however, with Fox's and Gardiner’s

'

chantries and the smaller monuments, they
make an imposing group, backed by the darker
lines of the woodwork in Langton’s and the

Lady Chapel. Between the shrines is a good
effigy of a cross-legged knight with shield, bear-

ing arms, in fine preservation. There are also

one or two earlier memorials of bishops,
j

William of Basynge, and another unknown. The 1

floor here is laid with old tiles, mostly foliage
j

patterns. The Lady Chapel itself is partly
|

Early English and partly (the eastern of the

two bays) perpendicular. It retains still traces i

of a series of frescoes on the walls of the later I

portion dealing with scenes from the Life of
j

the Virgin, more remarkable for their curious,— j

and sometimes bad,—drawing, than for any
!

artistic value. At the entrance from De Lucy’s

aisles is the screen, and the stalls in the chapel
remain and are very good. Bishop Langton’s
chapel lies on the south side of the Lady
Chapel and is a continuation of De Lucy’s aisle,

the walls indeed are his, and the early vaulting

shafts remain, but the vaulting and the fittings

and screen are all late in date
;
very beautiful

in detail, especially in the execution of the

heraldry which appears on the entrance door,

and the back of the stallwork.

The chapel on the north side of the Lady
Chapel, — known as the Guardian Angel’s
chapel,—contains nothing of much interest be-

yond the paintings on the early vaulting (which
here remains) and one side of a Decorated tomb
built into the east wall.

Space does not permit of a detailed descrip-

tion of all the points of interest in the building,

but attention may be drawn to the following ;

—

the ironwork on Wykeham’s chantry; the ALTAR CROSS AND CANDLESTP
Norman font in the nave, with its curious thE PARISH CHURCH OF CARSI
caivings; a later Renaissance monnment on these are to be executed in b
the north side of the sanctuary

;
the fine De- „tt of the cross, above th

corated stallwork with misereres, and some p" j/pp hammered work : the 1

later fronts with excellently designed panels
; pp ppp, jhe design and drawii

the coped tomb in the choir, said to be that of
jyjj. Reginald Blomfield

William Rates and the gallery known as the The church, with the exception
•‘Minstrels Gallery over tne western bay of pPapppi tower, and south aisle, is )

the north aisle of the nave. There is, besides ^ppput pp ^ p^^pp jp™, spai,
this, a mine of decorative work m the various designs of Sir Arthur Blomfield
shrines and lex's screens enclosing the presby- Regfpaia Blomfield conjointly,
tery, and on the cnrious little painted chests The drawing from which the illu
over them, said to contain the bones of the taken was exhibited at the Royal Ac;
baxon kings

;
and fine remains of glass in _g^j.

very perfect condition in the clearstory win-
‘

dows of the sanctuary. REREDOS IN SOUTH TRANSE
The whole of the choir and presbytery ALBAN'S CHURCH, TEDDINC

obtains iniich additional dignity from being executed entirely i,

coDsiderablyraisedabovethe nave. There are
^ppp^ p j,p l. A. Turner, of Lon

i

eight steps from the nave to the choir screen
pppp.al niches were, by request, ada

and eleven more to the altar, giving a total of
Henry VII.'s chapel. Mr. A. H. Sk:

nineteen in all. Ihe transepts are on a level
p-ippitpet. jPe drawing from v

with the nave long flights of steps leading
,aPpp p^^pipited at the Royal Ac;

I

from them to the aisles of the presbytery. It

is almost needless to add that this raising of ^ ,

the eastern portion of the church was due to
pom.Tj.c.HNic Ikstituie, Bokou.

the existence of the Norman crypt, and is ipj,g Polytechnic Institute, situa
I
similar to the examples at Canterbury and Borough-road, Southwark, has just been
Rochester. The buildings forming the new institui

I

Of the buildiogs surrounding Ihe Cathedral merly used by the British and Fore!

, the cloisters have been destroyed, and only a ! Society as a residential training college.

,

fragment of the west front of the Chapter- them to their present purposes a c

house (Norman) and the foundations of itsi^^tuount of structural alteration was u

waUs remain. The slype between this and the Tlio whole of the eite-wPich is about se

church exists, with a later bnilding over it, f.““
m=xtent-Pas not been cow

.. being reserved for the building, as fai
approached by steps from the south tran- ^,pi£p| „£ ^ swimming bath and gj
sept. The present Deanery was a portion

. ppp fpp pppperts. &o., and three
of the Prior’s bouse, and there are sundry On tbo ground floor of the new lust

fragments about the Close, but nothiug library, a social-room and refroahmei
of any great importance. The interest at men, and a commodious reading-room

Winchester centres round the Cathedral itself, same floor, but at tho opposite side of t

its shrines, and the histories of the men who to that in which are situated the apart)

each added their quantum of skill towards the refreshment and recre;

beautifying of the fabric, and who, in some wom?n who obtain oocess to thoir

eases, /reefed their chantry chapel during their riL’frtVoVtrXX™'
llfe-time in order that their bodies might have building are a loeturo-room
a fitting resting-place in the bnilding which accommodating soma 350 people, class-r
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ULD HOLSE3, BERMONDSEY,
Wk give ao iUnstraMon of the pixtefnth-

century houses in Bermnnfisey-street which are
f^ondenined and will shortly be pulled down.
^ ery little is known of their historv

;
they stand

upon what was formerly the sire of King
John A barrack’, for, as is well known, that
king at one tims had a residence in
Bermond.'ey. Under one of them, it is
roporteJ, is an entrance to a subterranean way,
of which there are known to have been several
in this district connected with the old Abbey
of Bermondsey

;
more may yet be beard of this,

and possibly other objects of interest may
He brought to light when the houses are
demolished. The floors oF the shops are
several steps below the pavement, and the
entrances in some cases are very low.

|IFpon what is now covered by Bermondsey-
.s:juare, the Long-walk, and Grange-walk, for-
merly stood the Abbey of Bermondsey (Sh
Saviour; Benedictine, 1082). The part occupied
by Bermondsey-square is the site of the Abbey
close, while at the entrance from Abbey-street
stood the great _gat,e-hoQ8e. A little further to
the north-west is the site of the west gate, and
at the entrance to Grange-wa'k from the square
stand the remains of another ga+e-house, in the
walls of which still remain the pivots of the
gate iiinges. To the north of the Abbey stood
the [Conventual Chnrch, the site of which is
now covered by the houses in Abbey-street,
opposite the disused graveyard of old Bsr-
mondsev Church.
The illustration is from a sketch made for us

by Jlr, J. A. Pywell.

RRSTonATinx of llieswKLn CHrucii, York-
suriiE. rue Church of St. .John tho Evangelist,
Hipewell, which during the pist year has been
restored, was reopened on ths Hth ult. by the
Bishop of Ricbraoiid. Alt 'gether, when the porch
is completed, the restoration will cost 1.200L Mr.
Clurles Hodgson Fowler. F.f3.A.,of Durham, was
the architect, and Mr. H. Ilurwood. of Mansfield
near Darlington, tho contractor. Mr. Johnstone
Stephenson, of Richmond, was intrusted with the
painting and decorating. The restoration work
•was commenced last autumn. The old relics of
the early part of the fourteenth century which
have been discovered in the excavations haVe been
worked into the building. 'Die new southern
Window adds to the light. The pews and wood-
•work of the interior of the church are new, and are
dadoed with the wood of the old pews. The roof
supports are of stained oak, and the seats are of
rod deal.

(Lorrcsiioutrcnc^.

To tliA Editor of Tde Builder.

'^‘TJIE INSTITUTE AND ARCHITECTURE.”
Sia,—In my opinion, whatever raises the

,

art of architecture will help to raise the pro-
' fession. I use the term “art of architecture”
as I should u®e the “art of plumbing,” only
architecture differs from this, both in degree

,

and in kind.

It may save time if I give my definition of
architecture, and I define it as building pro-
perhj

:

and this propriety does not consist
merely in adjusting the materials to their
adequate use in point of strength and appro-
priatene.ss, nor their arrangement in a building

,

for roughly answering its end, bat tbeic being
, made to do that so completely that the use of
the building is disclosed by its outward a rpear-
ance. Certain classes of buildings ought to
produce such noble ideas and strong emotions

; as are in harmony with the uses of the
structures.

Buildings may be divided into three classes,—
commonplace, monumental, and mixed. The
commonplace buildings comprise those that are

: solely devoted to the necessities, such as ware-

;

houses, eating-houses, drinking-shops, offices
for ordinary needs, barns, stables, cattle-sheds,

, Monumental buildings are those whose
main object, beyond shelter and convenience, is
to raise emotions, or to embody lofty or terrible
[thoughts; churches, public monuments, the
I

tombs and cenotaphs of great men, Parliament
,

houses, prisons, and the like, and those devoted
to the Deity should raise the highesr.
The mixed are palaces, mansions, houses,

' as they contain portions for the mere neces-
' sities, and portions for the display of the nobler
instincts and faculties of man.
The architect is a humble rival of Natnie,

'

!
for be at least creates the shells for groups of

|human beings, and endeavours to make his
;

buildiog as perfect and characteristic as her
organisms. Architecture is consequently the
master art of vision, the other visnal fine arts
raise emotions alone, which the highest archi-

,
tecture does too, but at the same time the

I

works of architecture, like those of Nature,
answer other ends. Some of Nature’s works^
merely as objects of vision, scarcely raise an
emotion

;
some raise emotions of delight

and of sublimity
: some tho.'e of repulsion

and horror. But whatever emotion is raised,
I
the organism perfectly answers its purpose!

laiBcu uy aruijueccure are as

J

vague as those raised by music, but may be
I
heightened and made more definite by painting

' and sculpture. As, however, the works of
painting and sculpture are not architecture,

; and are only super-added, they may be left out
i of the consideration.

I

The architect can setds the shape of his
building, and of the chambers of which it is
made up, but he ought to do so in accordance
with their needs, both physical and msthetic.

; He can, under limitations, use what length,
' breadth, and height he chooses, but be is
strictly bound to the laws of statics in putting
his materials together and into shape. He

j

can mould, shape, or pierce the parts, and be
j

can draw attention to those portions that have
' the heaviest duties to do, by accentuating them"
.and in the highest class of buildings he can
admit or exclude light as he pleases. To

I

qualify himself for an architect, he first has to

I

learn the qualities and strength of materials,

j

and the ^laws of statics, and to arrange the

I

sub-divisions of his building properly and con-
;
veniently

;
but if he wants to raise the right

emotions he has to consider how existing
shapes affect him, to learn those laws that make

i

arrangements of voids and solids agreeable, and
! to investigate the methods hitherto adopted of
' dividing and of accentuating parts, and the
;
effect on himself of light, twilight, and dark-
ness in buildings. Yon can, by examina-

I

ascertain if the student has acquired
;

this indispensable knowledge, and roughly
learnt these laws, and can apply them, np to
any point you like. It is hardly to be imagined
that anyone acquainted with architecture can
maintain that this knowledge is not indispens-

I

Institute has started an examination
• with a view of ascertaining if this knowledge be
' possessed, and has refused admittance to
students who do not possess it, and from experi-
ence it has found that it has stimulated their
industry and raised the standard of excellence.
Though the present examination is far from

,

being all that could be desired, and does leave
I the emotional, commonly called the lestbetic

j

part, rather in the background. This examina-
i
tion deals, and has dealt, entirely with theoiy

;

and admits only to the Associateship, which
was the lower grade. There is a large body
of architects outside the Institute who have

' built, and who, if desirous of joining it,
imust now be admitted as Fellows under the

j

provisions of the old Charter, which merely
I

enacts that they shall be over twenty-nine
'years of age, and have practised for seven
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yeara
;
and this holds good until the Royal

Institute of British Architects insists on an
oxaminatioD, which it now ba.s power to do.

I The abstract consideration of what is most
I beneficial for the profession is purely in-

tellectual, but the patting it into practice may
not only excite the passions of Associates and

6 Fellows, and of those proposing to become
I either, but may also tend to overthrow their

pre-conceived notions. It may be welt, there-

fore, to glance at the intellectual part first.

Each of the three great divisions of the art,

—

I planning, constraction, and esthetics, — are

ii-cnpable of transcendental perfection. A great
I architect must have a certain transcendentalism
in each of the three, which is the reason why
great architects are the rarest of all great pro-

ifessional men.
I am inclined towards a more complete

I theoretical equipment as the qualification of
. Fellows, only then the qualification of age must
. be abandoned

;
men in practice cannot devote

! the requisite time to theoretical study, and
all that age necessarily gives is experience.

] If the restriction to twenty-nine years of

; age had been applied to military affairs, it

would have excluded Alexander the Great
I during the greater part of his Persian campaign,
I and Napoleon during his conquest of Italy.

( Gallantry and skill in the field are, and always
have been, looked on as entitling a man to

;
promotion, whether he be theoretically educated
or not. Our field is building, and I do not see
why creditable bnildings should not entitle a

! man to the Associatesbip, as well as theoretical
,
knowledge; as he must have mastered a good
deal of this to design and carry out his build-

I

ings. Low theoretical knowledge or creditable

I

building would then qualify a man for the

j

Associatesbip. There would be a body of young
and accomplished theorists added to the pre-

sent practising I'ellows
;

and Associates,
whether admitted for theoretical or practical
knowledge, could be raised to the Fellowship,
when their buildings were excellent enough

;

and, of coarse, there would be discretion left

to admit eminent architects to the Fellowship
at one step.

There must be some amendment of the
Charter, and it appears to me that it might as
well be made as comprehensive as possible.

George Aitchison.

Sir,—

T

he letters which you have recently
published by Mr. Brydon and by Mr. Belcher,
and your observations thereon of the 10th ult.,

are most valuable in drawing attention to some
of the very weighty questions which have now
to be thoroughly threshed out by the Council
and by the members of the Institute when they
take into consideration the subject of the
qualification of Fellows.
That the Fellowship of the Institute should

be conferred as a distinction and honour, not
only for artistic merit in the candidate’s work,
but also for the constructive skill and practical
knowledge shown in it, is what I feel certain
was intended to be expressed by both these
writers. In pleading for the special recog-
nition of Architecture as a fine art, they are far
from wishing to ignore the all-essential other
side of the question, and,—as I read their
letters,—they strongly deprecate the cutting up
into separate items all that is involved in true
Architecture.

What we cannot but feel is that a tendency
has developed itself in the Institute to neglect
as an essential qualification for a Fellowship
the artistic side of the profession of architec-
ture. And for this reason some of us are in
agreement with the “memorialists” in resent-
ing this, although we on our part are unable to
accept what seems, in facr, to be their view,
that the profession of Architecture, with all the
practical knowledge it ought to involve, is of
necessity antagonistic to art.

Is this a view which Cockerell, Street, Digby-
Wyatt, Scott, Barges, or Donaldson would have
accepted? Were not they as artists and pro-
fessional men representatives of the different
phases of the architecture of the nineteenth
century, of whom the world of art may well be
proud ? And they were Fellows of the Institute
and worked hard in its behalf.
When such names are recalled to mind, one

cannot but be struck with the tone of some of
the Presidential addresses and annual reports of
the Council congratulating members on the
yearly increase of onr numbers,—implying
“ quantity ” rather than “ quality,” This is the
interpretation which those standing aloof from
us may fairly enough put upon the con-

gratulatory words, and we cannot blame them
if they do so, and if their lack of sympathy
with the Institute is thereby increased.

With all deference, one may, perhaps, suggest

that to bear of, or to read of, the names of men
known and honoured for their good work in

architecture,—in the truest and highest sense

of the word,—on their election as Fellows,

would give one a greater idea of the dignity of

the Institute than to learn that such-and-such

a number had been added to its roll,—not a
few of them, we cannot but know, having been
elected by qualifications other than archi-

tecture. Numbers, doubtless, improve a balance-

sheet ! bur, if financial considerations are of

importance, our very considerable expenses
under the head of literature might be reduced
with advantage to the membeis. We do not
pretend to be a “ publishing,” nor, in a literary

sense, a “ learned society.” This latter term
ought, however, to apply to us if a cultivated

taste and skill in constructive architecture were
to be the mark of a Fellow of the Institute,

Such qualifications are independent of style

or fashion, as the names of those late Fellows
referred to prove. Although a prevailing

fashion may for a time have undue weight in

elections, yet, if a man possesses these qualifi-

cations, sooner or later their influence will

tell, and bear down all opposition. If, however,
he does not possess them, surely he ought not

to be elected a Fellow of the Institute of

British Architects?
R. Herbert Carpenter.

P.S.— Since writing the above, I have read
with great interest the further letters you
publish and the notes thereon. I most heartily

endorse all that Mr. Ernest George writes,

feeling that it is, as a general rule, only by
study,—which examinations encourage,—that
men will in their after life be in a position to

act and think for themselves, instead of blindly

and often ignorantly following in the wake of

those leaders whose position has been acquired

by bard work, by reading, travelling, and draw-
ing, without which “genius” is sure to “run
wild,” and waste itself in eccentricities.

Sir,—

M

r. Jackson has forgotten his Vitruvius.

This author, who must be accepted as a better

authority for the use of the name “ architect
”

than our new-fangled school, distinctly specifies

as part of the duties of an architect the deci-

sion of questions of “ light and air,” no less

important in Imperial Rome than in London.
What a farce this modern “preciousness ” is !

The Institute has sometimes been accused of

being a trades-union
;
the few restrictions they

impose are as nothing to the iron bonds pro-

posed by the “ memorialists.” One may
evidently assame, without offence, that the
little knot of young architects so indiscreetly

belanded by Messrs. Brydon and Jackson are

for the most part ignorant of questions of
practice that have certainly hitherto been con-
sidered as pertaining to the duties of an
architect, and that they are endeavouring to
cloak that ignorance by casting discredit on the
performance of such duties. Surely a sounder
position would be that which many of us are
content to adopt, namely, to admit that, owing
to the altered conditions of modern life, it is

impossible or difficult for one man to combine
all the branches of the profession,

I, for one, refuse to accept this fanciful

limitation of an ancient title, and uphold that
the only test of an architect is his capacity to

practise architecture in its widest sense. I

maintain my own right to do anything to earn
an honest living, subject to the slight restric-

tions I submit myself to as a member of the
Institute, and I decline altogether the trades
union tyranny that the memorialists seek to
impose on us.

I decline to admit any forfeiture of my rank
as an artist, even if I should sell a property,

write a book, or fill a diocesan surveyorship, as

I believe Mr. Jackson formerly did.

Ralph Nevill, F.S.A.

THE PALACE OF XERXES.
Sir,—

I

have only just returned to England,
and seen in the issue of September 3 your
review of the translation of Messrs. Perrot
and Chlpiez’ work on the “History of Art in

Persia.” On p. 180 you refer to the argument
which the authors of that work have put for-

ward against Fergusson’s restoration of the
plan of the palace of Xerxes, viz., that drains

are shown on Flandin and Coste’s plan under
the line of walls suggested by Fergusaon,—“a
strange oversight on the part of the architect

thus to undermine his own work,” and you con-

clude by saying, “if this plan [viz., Flandin and
Coste's] is correct, the criticism is a sound one.”

I have always regarded Fergnsson’s restorations

of the plan oftbis palace and other structures at

Persepolis as much more reasonable than those

of the French authors
;

at the same time it

would have constituted a weak point in his

contention if, as a matter of fact, the drains

were correctly shown on the plan referred to.

Before Mr. Weld Blundell started on his

travels last year to Persepolis to obtain a

collection of casts of Persian scnlpture for the

British Museum (where that phase of art is

almost entirely unrepresented). I directed his

special attention to this point, and prepared

for him a plan from Flandin and Coste’s work,

indicating the line of drains which they had
shown. From the careful examination which

Mr. Blundell made it would seem that Messrs.

Flandin and Costs had assumed that the line

of the drains ran between and connected

together the various vertical shafts provided

to carry off the rain-water. This assumption

turns out to be incorrect, for although in two

or three cases two of the vertical shafts are

connected together where there were doorways

between, as a rule, these vertical shafts are

connected by horizontal pipes leading to the

main drain, tvhich lies equi-distayit between

Fergusson's proposed wall and the Jirst row of

internal columns. These vertical shafts, about

15 in. to 20 in. in horizontal section, were cut

in large blocks of stone accurately fitted

together, and were probably carried up in the

thickness of the wall to take the rain-water

from the roof. Messrs. Flandin & Coste would

seem to have assumed that they were intended

to take the surface water from the platform, but

I am informed by Mr. Blundell that in some
cases where they have been preserved they rise

already some 12 in. to 15 in. above it, showing

that they most have been embedded in some
wall, and it is singular that this should not

have been noticed by Messrs. Flandin & Coste.

Mr. Blundell was able to trace the existence of

walls at the angles of the platform between the

great porticoes, and the theory which has been

put forward against the existence of walls in

other positions, because no traces of their

foundations can be found on the present

consolidated surfaces, Mr. Blundell upsets by

pointing out that this consolidation has been

effected by time since tbe destruction of the

buildings, and that when they are cot through

there is ample evidence of substructures of

various kinds. R- Phene Spiers.

We may observe that we pointed oat

specially, in the article referred to, that tbe

argument from the supposed line of drains was

only a second-hand one as far as MM. Perrot

and Cbipiez are concerned, and we are not

surprised to find farther investigation throwing

doubt upon it.

VESTRIES AND HOUSE DRAINAGE.
Sir,—Your ^correspondent Mr. Freud appears to

be under a misap))rehensioii as to the powers of

the Metropolitan Vestries, which he greatly over-

estimates.

The Metropolitan Vestries and Boards of Works
have no power to make auy by-laws or regulations

respecting house drainage, this power being vested

by tbe Metropolitan Local Management Act, 1855,

sec. 202, and Public Health Act. 1891, sec. 39 (1),

entirely in tbe London County Council, and, as a

matter of fact, neither the Metropolitan Board of

Works nor the London County Council have ever

' made any such by-laws. The only by-laws the

Vestries are empowered to make are for regulating

the bu'^iness of their meetings and tbe appointment

and remuneration of their officers (Metropolitan

Local Management Act, 1855, sec. 202), and for

water supply and tbe removal of certain nuisances

(Public Health Act, 1891, secs. 16 and 39), and these

by-laws, if they involve a penalty, have to be ap-

proved by the Home Secretary
;
the Local Govern-

ment Board have only to deal with the local by-laws

of tbe pro'incial boards.

I am well aware that some of tbe Vestries do
issue what purports to be by-laws or regulations,

but these as such are totally illegal, and can only

be enforced by “bounce”; and as many of the

“ regulations ” are obsolete, and even in the

highest degree objectionable, this cannot be too

well known. The law never contemplated allowing

the Vestries to force upon builders and architects

(most of whom are better versed in such matters

tbau the Vestries) any particular system or want

of system of drainage; but it gives tbe Vestries

power to see that the provision of the Acts are

carried out, that every house shall be provided

with proper drainage and water supply
;
it certainly

never contemplated that set regulations should

be followed to tbe exclusion of all possibility of

improvement.
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Before commencing any drainage works anv

person must, by tho 1S55 Act. sec. o6, give to the
V estry seven da>s’ notice in writing of his inten-

'

tion, and the estry must then, within seven days I

(nmess the time be extended to not more than'
tifteeii days by the Surveyor, under the 1S62 Act '

sec. 03) make their order of reriuirements to beserved on tho per.son giving iiutiee. This the
\ estries usua ly do by serving a general printed
notice, with tho so-called “ By-laws " or “ ileeu)»-
tions printed on the back. This, I contend,

Cfai Sfubcut’s Column.

CONCRETE.—xrv.
SAXD.

IE have, at some length, considered the

j

various limes and cements which are
J used in concrete. The remaining in-

gredients now call for notice, and at the out-»ot good service of ,he crdeV orno'tice'Ts b°y th^
call for botice. and at the out-

Public Health Act, ISbl, it is enacted sec 1'’7 (11
'

must say that the disintegration and
Xotices, orders, and other such documents under

of concrete is often due, not to the
this Act shall bo in writing

;
and notices aud docu- cement, but to the aggregate. An in-

ments, other than orders, when issued by the stance in point is recorded in The Ennbieer for
Authority, shall be "A 1890; about a thousand concrete

.suttic.entlyantheu heated if signed by their clerk or I

blocks, which had been made for the Shillamillbv the nffifPT- 4.1... ... - .1,., -ni .u t-v .

htr +>,« CP.

aiyueu US lueir cierK or i
wui^,u uinu uoeu maae ror tne ahillamil

•oVed m '“"'S are given or . Viaduct on the Plymouth, Devonport, and S.-SV--— w.^aui.-j suilii Lie uDiier tne
or Authority, duly authenticated.

This clearly shows that it is intended that all
orders on the resjuiremonts of drainage shall bemade on the merits of tho individual c.ase, and not

— .........
,

..vit.. ^ciiciibiy useless, ana
at length it was discovered that the sand which
formed part of the concrete contained mun-
dic, a mineral washed down the stream from
an arsenic mine, and this had totally destroyed

— -- -..w ...,.,,.03 ui tu« luuivicuai c.ase, and not ' ^ . r. —,

—

on a general printed form of regulations but must I

^-rsemc mine, and this had totally destroyed
be in writing and under seal. !

tbe setting properties of the cement. Other

t

not tho final authority, 'as
instances could be quoted to show the impor-by the Idpo Act, sec. 211, appeal is allowed to the tance of the aggregate.

tClS'n confirmed by! The addition of sand to cement-paste has
thfl Point j

^ to think that ' two effects : it weakens the mortar and retards

' an?ATy-b?drUtTiuS,^cl:vS.=?hVaVdf
I consider the only way to obtain nronor sanita- '

certain amount of sand quickens the
tion would be for the County Council to take the '

of the mortar in air, and increases
matter in hand, and, with the assistance of the

tiltimate strength, but this at the best is
eminent. of the day. frame a set of The more hydraulic the lime or

ile eusnrinp- snnnil cement is. the less ia thp fi.rlT7nntnfr£. of

eminent sanitaymen oi tne day. frame a set of more nyaranlic the lime orby-laws that sbaii, while ensuring sound efficient cement is, the less is the advantage of addins
fo

i-o architect as
i

®and except for the sake of economy. Neat
for th

adopted, and give ample room ' cement is stronger in every way than any
It i8° I thiur°' ‘“V I

mixture of oemeut and sand. Table
operations are u;l.r"ti:“",.KdfoV^uo«i[Db^^

“r’"’*''' tb'"
“‘‘orve the diminution in tensile

Surveyor, the drainage oliiouscs is under theVestry XX imxing increasing quan-
and their Surveyor

; so that vestrymen who mav^
various limes and cements,

and generally do, know nothing of sanitation hav-e
' gooeral, a loose aggregation of

the power to dictate to an arohilcct, .and put him I

"“ref-'vota particles, arising from the disin-
to much trouble and annoyance before he is allowed

' t^gretioh of pre-existing rocks or other mineral
to do his work properly. matter. It is generally composed of quartz-

f,act that rr,‘°P ‘"i V
‘o •'>‘0

i

Cqnartz being one of the hardest of

S? 39 nf ,h.r “r‘n “
i

“‘“P'® mioerals, and longest resisting the

hT-’laws w th ?sne*'^r'’
[“"“‘y ('“"“orl eM make processes of attrition); but it may also consist

Ay-'burorayr^ WhaT"
‘'‘O-Toot of the particles of sheUs, corals; hence

Vestry " regulSio" s ' a)d “
by laws .1"“* “teli-sand, coral-sand, iron-8and

Binx-IED DICKSEIS '

h“‘* U® particles thrown outjmiasEE.
, by volcanoes, and produced by explosive force
and attrition, are spoken of as volcanic sand ”*

DISTRICT SURVEYOR’S DIUIN VGE '

It is said that calcareona sand yields some-
^TR —nmiwr. 4- 41. 1 , ,,

'
‘ what better mortar than siliceoas sand Somo

main sewer iu fhe distri'Sm
recently the sands of igneons origin confer hydranlic energy

choked, and ttrbre;mu;ra??i"[;L^'e3'eT„-s^^
Shop aooded with sewerage to about 5 it above floor t

Irappean), and rolca7iic,
level

: the dr.ain under had burst. To obviate this in
' v

name applied to those igneous
the future I was called in to Juwer the drain under the

which are of recent formation. This
b^ement 3ft to make joints with Portland cement ‘ ^"J'^^'^-’.group is interesting to the architect

glazed)
engineer, because it inclndes jmozzohna

the
^ concrete, the Vestrv lowering ' Puozzoli, near Naples), trass ffromthe dram on the outside to the niaiu sewer. The Rhenish Germany), and other substances S

S-ESV'??-“= S=s.Sis^:s “S

bind a much larger quantity of granite sandi
than of any other sand.

Doubtless this statement rests on the factii
that certain igneons earths do confer hydranlicl'
energy on lime. Gillmore states that the sandi!
of “certain grauwackiis, psaramites, granites ei

schists, and basalts” confers a small amount :i

of hydraulic energy, but that they are improved^
by calcination

;
they can. he adds, be used iu i

larger proportion than other sand for mortars^'
when time can be allowed for the sand tofi
develop its hydraulic properties before thel
roortar is immersed. It will be noticed thati
Gillmore does not saythat granites, v^c., havev
this property, but only certain of them. In many i

parts of Japan a decomposed granite sand is i

found, the coarse, gritty part of which hes» i

according to Dr. Takayama, no beneficial effect

;

whatever on lime, but the fine, yellowish 1
powder, resembling “ china clay of good k

quality,” and forming less than one-fourth of):
the total quantity of the sand, does confer
hydranlic properties. “ Some felspathic c

granites,” says Dr, Page, “ like those of i:

Devon and Cornwall (Cornish stone), are easily
3

decomposed when exposed to the weather, r

(or artificially ground down), and in this state- t

produce a fine impalpable clay (silicate of i|

alumina,—silica, 60; alumina, 40), known as i

haoUn or China clay, and largely employed in d

the manufacture of the finest pottery and 3

porcelain.” The yellowish powder in the e

Japanese sand just alluded to is evidently y
similar to the clay produced by the decomposi- -

tion of these felspathic granites, and, bearing »

in mind the constituents of hydraulic limes and 1

cements, we can quite understand that the 3

addition of silicate of alumina in this impalpable 3

form may confer upon limes more or less i

hydraulic energy. Indeed, a white cement,
,

which has the same general characteristics as i

Portland cement, but with only about one-half :

its tensile strength, can be made by grinding
;

together three parts of chalk and one ot kaolin, !

burning at a red heat, and again grinding. The ;

fine dnst formed in crushing syenite has been
found to have a weakening effect on mortars,
just as other fine dust or mud has.
From this it will be seen that only certain

kinds of igneous rocks, and these only when
decomposed or ground to an impalpable powder,
confer hydraulic properties upon lime, and not
ordinary granite in the form of grains or larger
pieces. We may assume that those granites
which weather best as building-stones will
confer the least benefit on limes and cements.
Apart, however, from all questions of hydrauli-
city, granite-sand forms e.vcellent concrete, the
grains being irregular and durable.
The characteristics of good sand should

be I—1, cleanliness ; 2, coarseness; H, angularity;
4, hardness

;
and 5, durability.

(1) Cteanliness—Sand should be free from clay
and organic matter, and, if the presence of these
be suspected, the sand should be thoroughly
washed, as they prevent, to some extent, the0,0 iiicjr picvciil', IrU aituic C.VLcni, Uie
proper hardening of the cement. Mr, Grant, in
1S62-3, found that, at all ages up to twelve

these syphons in case of stoppage, so w.!-; ordered to
put a vertical pipe-shaft leading up to the basement
floor, with a stone covering, to easily enable a roil or
plunger to be inserted in case of need.

I wish to ask your opinion, or that of your
readers, upon the questionable wisdom of the
authorities in insisting upon placing the syphon
with its connexion, in this position.

'

It appears to mo, so far as flooding, the shaft is
exactly undoing that good that is effected bv lower-mg the drain, as tho sewerage will ha’ve less
obstruction (only a 3-in. stone) than formerly, tosay nothing of the possibility of sewer-gas pe'ne-tratmg directly into the dwelling.

o^ner, at ray sugge.stion, expostulated, and
ottered to place the sypbou anywhere outside the
building, but

„„L‘i°.“^*‘’’.‘'‘?’*"“,’’®™‘'‘resUnc, .18 one very “‘’""U,';® .gooaway to mtroducecholera baoillusand numerous m advertisements, that cement willother infections. Notanda.

Roman and Portland cement they were in great
demand for works in water. Smeaton used
puozzolana mixed with Aberthaw lime in the
mortar of his Eddystone lighthouse. Both
itruvius and Pliny describe its use among the

Romans. The chief ingredients of these vol-
sands are silica and alomina

(the former largely preponderating), and these,
as we have already shown, are the ingredients
which give to most limes and cements their
hydraulic energy. Into the detailed composition
of_puozzolana,_ trass, iic., and the method of
using them, it is not necessary for us to enter,
seeing that they have fallen quite out of use in
our country, but we most say a word or two
about the statement which is frequently made
eSDeciallv in advorfiapmonto tVioi- .>x..v^r...4. sii

• Dr. Page.

luuuu mat, ail aii ages up to twelve
months (and the experiments were not carried
further), briquettes made with loamy pit-sand
were considerably inferior to those made with
clean pit-sand. At the age of one year the
ratios of strength were as follows 1 to 1
mortar, clean 100 to loamy 81

;
1 to 2, clean

100 to loamy 87 ; 1 to ;i, 100 to 84
;

1 to 4, 100
to 77 ;

and 1 to 5, 100 to 77. On the other hand,
some experiments by Jlr. E. C. Clarke, of Boston,
with briquettes of cement and sand, the latter
containing about 10 per cent, of loam, showed
that “at one month the breaking loads were
only about one-half what they would have been
had clean sand been used, but at six months
and one year little difference was observable.”
The knowledge that clean sand gives twice as
good results at one month as loamy sand, is

quite enough to preclude the use of the latter.

Mr. Grant's experiments on briquettes one
month old gave the following results :—1 to 1

mortar. 100 to 83 ; 1 to 2, 100 to 78 ; 1 to 3,

100 to 74 ; 1 to 4, 100 to 84 ;
and 1 to 5, 100 to

64. Mr. Clarke also found that the presence of
clay “ in moderate amounts ” does not weaken
cement-mortars

;
but this is certainly contrary

to the general belief.

Sand from roads, pits, and sluggish streams
or ditches must be looked upon wirh suspicion,
as it will in all probability contain fine mad, or
clay, or organic matter

;
but sand from the beds

of quickly-flowing streams may generally be
accepted as clean enough, as the loam and
clay will have been washed away by the
stream. Sand from quarries is also good in

this respect. Further, sand should not contain
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any mineral substance or colouring matter

which wonld injure the strength or appearance

of the concrete, such as iron, salt, coal-dust, &c.

The salt in sea-sand does not appear to have

any appreciable effect on the strength of the

mortar or concrete in which it is used, but it

has a tendency to attract moisture and cause

efflorescence on surfaces exposed to the atmo-

sphere. Washing the sand in fresh water may
lessen this tendency a little. Many concrete

bouses have, however, been built with material

taken direct from the sea-beach without any
ill-effects, provided that the exterior is skimmed
with cement, either neat or mixed with clean

pit or river sand.

(2) Coarseness.—This characteristic has more
influence on the strength of mortar and concrete

than architects usually think. Many experi-

ments have proved that fine sand makes weaker
mortar than coarse. The explanation of this

probably lies in the fact that the smaller the

grains are in a certain quantity of sand the

greater is the superficies over which the

cement-film has to be spread. For instance,

in a cubic inch there are, roughly speaking,

about 8,000 grains of sand one-twentieth of an
inch in diameter, or about 27,000 grains one-

thirtieth of an inch in diameter
;
the total super-

ficies of the former grains will be ('05 x '05 x 6

X 8,000=) 120 sq. ins., and of the latter ('Oflx

O.S X (5 X 27,000=) 176 sq, ins. In other words,

the grains in one-and-a-half measures of the

coarser sand will have only about the same
superficies as in one measure of the finer.

'The following table gives the results of two
series of tests carried out by Mr. Grant in

1878-9. The cement was sifted through a
sieve with 2,580 meshes to the square inch, and
was made into briquettes with three parts of sand
(by weight)

;
all the briquettes ware kept in

water. Each figure is the average of ten tests,

the result being given in lbs. per square inch

:

vious to water be needed, then sand and fine

gravel enough must be used to fill completely

the interstices of the aggregate. The fine sand

which is blown about by the wind and formed

into sandhills makes bad mortar and concrete ;

and the fine powder which is produced by

stone-crushing machines ought to be washed

from the sand and broken stone before these

are used.

We have received from Mr. Henry Faija,

M.Inst.C.E., the well-known authority on

Portland cement, a leaflet containing a

description of his method of testing cement, and

a specification of Portland cement. The latter

requires all the cement to pass a No. 25 sieve,

and 90 per cent, of it to pass a No. 50,—pats

placed in his heated apparatus for twenty-four

hours must show no signs of expansion or con-

traction, and neat briquettes most bear at least

250 lbs. per square inch at three days, and 350

at seven days.

1 <

OBITUARY.

M. Edmoxd de Joly.—Wq regret to hear of the

sudden death on Monday last, at Neuilly-sur-Seine,

of one of the best-known French architects of the

day M. Edmond de Joly, architect of the Chambre

des’ Deputes and of the Satie des Stances du

Ooogres National at the Palace of Versaillea.

M. de Joly was a former member of the Cooseil-

GijniSral des Batiments Civils, and a former Vice-

President of the SocicCd Centrale des Architectes

Francais, and honorary member of the architec-

tural societies of Lyons and Lille, an officer of the

Legion of Honour, ko. He was born in Paris in

1824, and was a son of Jules Jean Baptiste de Joly

who,’ from 1821 to 1865, was architect of a number

of S’tato buildings, aud particularly of tbe Palais

Bourbon, including the Chambre des Deputes and its

dependencies, as well as the Hotel de la Presidence

(formerly the Hotel de Lassay). Edmond de Joly

was at first associated in work with his father, to

Table XVIII.

Tensile Tests of Portland Cement and Sand—(^Coarse and Fine").

No.

j

.Sand
tested by
sieves.

At 23 days. €0 days. 01 days.

Nos. lbs. Iba. Iba.

! First Scries— t

\ 1 cement to 3 sand 20—30 78-5 113-9 116-9
j

2 1
ditto. 10—20 1-37-1 239-5 223

;

Second Series—
3

}
1 cement to3 aaud 20—30 117-2 134-5 145

4
[

ditto. 10-^20 212 236-5 2U6

142 3
231'5

156
253

273 days 3C4 days.

2nr.-5

251-5

157-8

267-5

213
273-f

The sand used in the tests numbered 1 and

.

3 had all passed a No. 20 sieve (400 meshes to

,

the square inch), and had all been retained by
a No. 30 sieve (900 meshes to the square inch)

;

for the tests numbered 2 and 4, the sand had

passed a No. 10 sieve (100 meshes to the square

inch), and had been retained on a No. 20 sieve.

The superiority of the briquettes made with the

coarser .sand is very evident, but it is also

evident that the superiority is greatest at the

earlier dates. After about two months the

strength of the briquettes made with the

finer sand gradually approaches that of the

coarse-sand briquettes. Thus, tbe latter are

77 per cent, stronger than tbe fine -sand
briquettes at the age of one month, and 91 per

cent, at two months, but they are only 63 per

cent, stronger at three months, G2 at six months,

55 at nine months, and 25 at twelve months.

Ic would be interesting to know by experiment
whether tbe more rapid increase of strength

by the fine-sand briquettes is maintained until

the two mortars are of equal strength. The
probability is that such is not the case, but that

the finer mortar is permanently weaker. But
whether this be so or not, the coarser sand
ought to be used, for, other things being equal,

that mortar or concrete which will attain a

certain strength in the shortest time is the

most suitable. Architects and building-owners

cannot afford to wait an indefinite period

for concrete to harden; the centres of a con-

crete floor will probably be strnck in a month
or less, and if at that time concrete made with

coarse sand is 77 per cent, stronger than that

made with fine sand, there can be no doubt as

to which ought to be used. Sand containing

both coai^e and fine grains is better than all

fine, and, indeed, is not much inferior to coarse.

When only fine sand is available, as little as
possible should be used in the concrete if

whom be became “iuspecteur,” and whom he suc-

ceeded in 1865 as architect to the Palais Bourbon,

and looked after tho lighting aud heating and other

interior arrangements of tbe Chambre des Deputes

and the Presidonce, as well as the^ re-arrangement

and decoration of tbe Salle des Seances
;
he also,

in 1371, installed the National Assembly and (later)

tbe National CoDgress, in the theatre of the Palace

at Versailles. Latterly ho had prepared a remark-

able project for the re-construction of the actual

Salle des Seances and Chambre des Deput^ls, to

which reference has before been made in our

columns, and which was on the eve ot being sub-

mitted to Parliament. In addition to his official

and private work as an architect, M. de Joly

devoted a good deal of bis time to questions of

professional interest, and was a member of various

committees in connexion with the Soci^te Centrale.

Mn. W. SuGDEN.—We regret to hear of the

death, at the age of 71, of Mr. W. Siigden, the

senior partner in the well-knowu firm of W.
Sugden & Son, architects, of Leek. The news

only reached us shortly before going to press.

We may be able to give some information about

the deceased architect in our next. Buildings by

“W. Sugden & Son" have been frequently illus-

trated iu our pages, as our readers will remember.

The last we illustrated was a large bouse Wood-
croft,” in the Builder for December 12, 1891.

Mu. JosiAH Dimmock.—

T

his gentleman, who for

abouta quarter of a century had lived at Fradswell

Hall, near Stafford, died on the 23rd ult., at his

residence. Mr. Dimraock was for many years bead

of the firm of J. I'c T. Dimmock & Co., English and

foreign timber merchants, Stoke-on-Trent and

Stone, lie was a member of the Staffordshire

County Council.

Interkatioxal Building Exhibition in Lem-

berg.—An international btiilding exhibition is now
being held at Lemberg, in Galicia. It is under the

patronage of the Governor of Galicia, and em
braces all materials connected with the building

^ _ , industry. A jury will distribute the medals

strength be required
;
but if a concrete itnper* offered by the Austro-Hungarian Governments.

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
Heading University E.xtensidn College.—-

The Corporation of the Borough of Reading some
few years ago purchased a very dilapidated pro-

perty known as the Hospitium, once belonging ta

Reading Abbey, with the object of securing its

preservation. The building originally was erected

in the twelfth century, and formed a part of the-

Hospital of St. John the Baptist, erected 1192, by
Abbot Hugh. Nothing, however, remains of that

date except some portions of the foundations, upon

which the present building appears to have been

erected in the reign of Henry VI., in the middle of

tbe fifteenth century, as the Hospitium for the ac-

commodation of poor travellers. In 1485, one
portion of the Hospital was converted by Henry
VII. into the Royal Grammar School, but the

part now remaining continued to be used for the

reception of travellers up to the time of the dissolu-

tion of tho Abbey ;
it was afterward converted into-

stabling, and used as such by Queen Elizabeth. In

1660, it passed from the Crown into private hands,

and was converted into tenements. It has now
been restored and converted into tho “ Reading

University Extension College,” at the cost of tb&

Corporation, and has just been opened, the

Dean of Christchurch, Oxford, and Sir Cunliffe

Owen being amongst those taking part in the

ceremony of inauguration. Tbe resioralion of the

old building and its conversion for college purposee

has been carried out under the directions of Mr.

Slingsby Stallwood, of R;adiug, who is Chairman

of tbe Survey Committee of the Corporation, and
has acted as honorary architect. The work was
executed without a contractor, under the manage-

ment and supervision of the Borough Engineer, and
the cost has been about 3000L
Methodist Chai'EL, Newton Heath, Lan-

cashire.—On tbe 17th ult. a new Methodist New
Connexion Chapel was opened in Ten Acres-lane,

Newton Heath. The building stands at the comer
of Robert-street, on land which was formerly th&

site of the old school. There are two front

entrances, both opening into a vestibule. The one

on the right has a staircase leading to the children’s

gallery, which is placed over the front part of the

chapel. There is also a gallery at the rear for the

organ and choir. A side entrance from Robert-

street communicates with a vestry for the minister,

and a church parlour for use of members and con-

gregation. The style is Gothic, and the building-

consists of grey bricks relieved by red bands, and

quoins and terra-cotta string-courses and labels, the

main features being the gable at the front with-

large tracery window filled in with stained glass,

and the tower and spire at the corner of Robert-

street, carried up to a height of 60 ft. The roof is

open-timbered, with hammer-beam principals, ceiled

at a height of 28 ft. from the floor. The seats are

open benches, and accommodation is provided for

5u0 persons. The whole of the inside woodwork is

executed in pitch pine and varnished. The cost,

which includes lighting, beating, ventilation,

boundary-walls, gates, and railing, is about 2,0007.

The contractors for the work were Messrs. F. & E.

Haynes, builders, Moss Side, aud the architect was-

Mr. J. W. Firth, of Oldham.
Alterations to Bank Premises, Hepeford.^

—

The Hereford branch of ihe National Provdncial

Bank of England has just undergone various altera-

tions. The heavy counter has been removed, and

also the old-fashioned boxes in tfae centre of the

large ball, the old furniture being replaced

throughout with mahogany fittings. New_ lava-

tory arrangements have been carried out in tho

basement. The work has been executed under

the direction of the architect, Mr. Charles R.

Gribble, of London, and lilr. Grimes has been clerk

of tbe works. Messrs. W. P. Lewis & Co., of Here-

ford, were entrusted with tho contract.

Church Schools, Salford.—

O

n the 17th ult.,

the new schools situated iu Blackfriars-street, Sal-

ford, which have been erected to replace the old

Sacred Trinity Schools, the site of which has been

acquired by the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway

Company for purposes of extension, were formally

opened. The building, which fronts Blackfriars-

street, adjoins the club baths and racquet courts,

and extends back towards the south-west as far as

John-stroet, It is of four stories. Tho ground

floor is kept well up above tho street level m order

to admit of a well-lighted basement, in which are

covered playgrounds, one for the girls and infants

and another for the boys, both being fitted up with

gymnastic apparatus. There are also in the base-

ment a kitchen, a boiler-room for the heating appa-

ratus, a fuel store, and the lower stage of tbe

hoist. Tbe ground floor is reserved for infants, who

have a largo school-room, 30 ft. by 32 ft., and

another room, 32 ft. by IS ft., for the youngest of

all. On tbe second floor, which is for the girls,

there is a school-room, 54 ft. by 32 ft., with

arrangements for partitioning off two class-rooms

at one end by me-ans of coiling shutters. On the

boys’ floor—the top room—a similar arrangement

prevails. Out of school, the boys and girls have

separate playgrounds. Though worked as a mixed

school there are separate staircases, playgrounds,

cloak-rooms, and latrines. There are open fire-

places in three class-rooms, but tho beating is

chiefly effected by hot-water pipes and radiators in

all school-rooms and class-rooms. The contract
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‘"““'Jm tbs beating and'entilai.ing apparatus, gas fittings, grates and

r nnra™ th“„'^f bolder"-Aicrincoara, who has carried out the works underthe direction of Mr. Medland Taylor, oi Manchesterthe architect to the trustees.
-uancnester,

Masonic Lodge, Kilwinning, Ayrshire —Thememoririi-stone of the new ball in course of erectionfor the brethren of the Mother Lodge KuAnSwas laid on the 17th ult. The site ofthe ne™ od™
U tha^°o°f th % The style adoptfd8 that of the Scottish Renaissance. ^An arched

occupie one^de of the frontage, and in the centra is a doubleindow. lighting the main committee-room Overtile ground floor moulded trusses carry a stone bal

Aboil thil h,
five-light oriel,

^wltms “‘“fPitohed gable with mouldedcrow steps. The gable terminates with a mouldedpediment. The front is of red sandstone froS Mont-gomery Quarry, and the roofs will be covered with

Phi
^ith red-tile ridges. Fromthe porch a tiled vestibule leads to the inner stair-

Sd a i d.'™” ""'I 1 eutoed,ana a wide square staircase gives access to thegper floor. The lodge-room Ju moa.re 42I
^ ft. 0„ the ground floor there will be a committoe-room and other accommodation. On the

l.cted°f°r™,"tb
“ bdAfl'dlvi. beingReeled from the design of .Mr. John B. Wilson of

AmfUr’
*’’.® ““Porintendenco of .Mr. John

vssiflPPt arobiteet. Thelollowing are the contractors, viz,: Masons
Messrs. M Lachlan & Sons

; wright, Mr Thomas

sS-aVrrirvi""’ David

Proposed New Free Church. MoBviNrsinv
Edinburgh.—

O

n the 15th ult., at 'th*e Edinburgh Dean of Guild Court, a warrant was grantee,to the trustees of Morniogside f’ree Church toerect a new church and offices in plaerJf theexisting building. The church, whPchls to beparallelogram in shape, will measure 98 ft. by 50 f r

ieiMn7“
a height of about 40 ft. 'to the

r?i ‘“terior willpjn shallow galleries,—up each side thev areonly one seat deep, with passage behind — the

tS* eaner?ei°*^
windows behindthe galleries. In the centre of the front eleva

^thei' s dfi^
vestibule, Hanked onather side by staircases leading to the galleriesabove, and beyond these staircases, on each sidethere ,.11 be on the ground floor’r.tirinTroom^

Bible el
above® them

?h„lel, .s’ «fld of the

efightfv
P'py"’™ will bo recessed

ffind th
^ “““““oflot'ou provided for an organ

"'"’P ‘“'I. “'iMven',waas-room, vestry, session-room, and caretaknr’sbouse. The churoh will afl-ord accommodation forupwards of 800 sitters, while the ball will be seatedfor from 200 to 250. A campanile tower "S be
^ height of about ISO ft. The cost of

cludS^fh^®
expected to be about 8.000^.. e.x-

part of the campanile towerwith which. It IS understood, it is not pronosed tnproceed at present. The architect is Mr^ mnnolyte J. Blanc. Edinburgh.
Mimers' H.tr.L .1X0 Offices, BoEstEM.-On the-Cth ult., stones were laid of the new hail andoftccs for the North Staffordshire Miners' Fedoratioo, m .Moorland-street, Buralem- The buildingwhich 13 situate m Moorland-road, adjoining theproposed park, will bo a red-brick strueturo and

residence for the miner' agent

roTn^
.“mmittee-rooms, and a largo assembly!room. The assembly-room is 31 ft. bv *^1 ft. nud

iooL Thl*'
‘’“'.P''" ‘>1® Pffiree and eom^’tte.rooms. The committee-room is 22 ft bvl’Sfi if

Thesis
building will cost about 1,500/.The plans bye been prepared by, and the work isbeing carried out under the supervision of Mr G

Mr^W theo„nt-rac-t?t

the builder.

Mr W ana tne contra
'
'rn7'

Burslem, has been acceptedThe Restor.xtion op Iurkstall AbbeyVftOnrdino- tr. r,.j_ n. ..

US' iviRKSTALL Abbey —According to the Z,e<is J/erenry, the work under-taken by the Leeds Corporation with a view of ore

.ado. )‘t

rnc^lTn"^Ma;,“M?r”ff
appointed clerk of works AUention C fi™directed to the vaulting of the south aisle whichwas ,u a very dangerous state. To erit new
Zt thl *h- i,'

tb» vaulting, wasnot the object which either the Cornorato Pm.
Vi7^f

Committee or the architect had in viewM bile ysirous of strengthening, they were stronpiv

not
’"®^‘’^<^tions given to the masons werenot to ye a single new stone if they could nossiblvavoid It, but to utilise all the old material lyine aboiBthe stycture. The groining of the s?ath aisle and

oaa as that of tho aisle opposite, has been treated

the Mrth*" 'b»‘ the c.aps o;

paraSveto /.w "Ts ''‘““i
“ "“t® ““f-

surfrcc oltl S ;
esplanation was that thesurtyc of the stone was gradually sheUine off The.rchitecy, vised the closing of ihe upplr ^r.ion

bLn
*“ Which the wiid had

and thl
“ This was done,

can. I,

" been noticed
;

the

the re t
“‘® ““® ^bade as

ruh'n sh ki 1^° ®‘°”®"°vb- A largo amount ofruboish has been removed from Ihe north Iransept, and beautiful features of tho fabri^ hZathus beeu brought to light. Amongst tho rubbish

toem If "“®®"fy. some of

On.Coltil
"““Sbably good state of preservation.

ouHinf!,”
'scovered appears quite modern, the

b..? f T almost as sharp as it would be onving the hands of the carver A considerable

Si
north aisle was demolished by the

nait of ?r n
To strengthen the

ftahi?.7
8 andmg, and to increase the

nin.i
^ ^ transept, two

rorth t
The walls®of thenorth transept have also been tied with wood, andall the joints oomonted. The repairing of thechancel is perhaps tho most diffioilfpart o?the work to be accomplished. Stones have

toims in th”
‘b® vaulting, and some of the

Hvf 'i. ‘f "® more or less defoc-

is a aoiio p'f‘si-'-B of the dangerous portions

great skSr f l"’
^ operation, and will requiregreat skill and care before it is comploied.

Tho^ld®
P™®®”*' b®i"g done to the tower.The adioinmg walls appear to bo in good condi-

tho 'w
Doting the frost of last winter a part ofthe west wall of the cloister fell. This has nowbeen rebuilt with the old stone. With a view ofpreserving the east vaults, a layer of asphalt hasboen placed over them. One of the supports of the

Skorv‘“™“° >"“d‘”er from the cloister to the

™olf ^ !!"'!
"oy ‘»®t spring. This has beenrep seed and strengthened with brickwork. ThisIS almost the only instance in which new material

the Ma?oud“'> tlf
bo® b«®" done to

tut . if f
® “bnpter-house, bur it is probable

vf "'‘rt
b” ®‘t®flKtboned with asphalt,

ult th U S’"';™'-.
Tauxtux—Ou the 22ndult. the foundation-stones of a now Woslcvan

S® Th”'" . ‘’-f
b® ®t®®‘®d at llowbarton, w® relaid The cost will amount to 1,1007. Mr Lauder

SW VVV ‘b® “ttbitect
: and the con-raeto;

18 Mr. 1. \V Kowsell, of Taunton. The building

k I'vno fb btick and Bath stone, and will holdabout 300 when finished.
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SANITARYAND ENGIKEBRINO NEns.
I

‘'b''’ OaTLAXM .SEWEliAGE. _ ALocal Goveramey Board inquiry was held on

Bn®a7R'p“"t“”''
"'»ybtidge, by Oolone°Ducat, R.E., to consider an application from tbe

borrono n^nf
Authority for sanction toborrow 40,000L for sewerage and sewage disnosal

?m'rl''’f"'T'.‘k'®''
‘”®ft"®‘®d by Mr. Paifo, solicitoroondocted the case for tho Authority. It was ex'plained that the proposed scheme would providefor the parish of Wey bridge and theSpecial®Drain-ap District of Oatlacds, and as these districts areabove the London Water Companies' TbamSintakes, the scheme was unusually expensivethrough the precautions t.ken to [revent anypossible p„ lution of the Thames, aod in order toatop the pollution which now takes place through

W H a°'r. I,®'®®®®!'® Mrangoments. MrV\. 11. Radford, C.E., as Engineer to the scheme

au'''th°e’“i‘’°“
“'1,”“ pvoposod to collectall the sewage of tho two districts at onepun ping station near tho Thames, from which itwould be pumped a distance of 3 miles to a dia-josal site near Byfieot. Tho disposal site would

the^Ma/rj'’
'b® "'ey, and 5J miles abovethe nearest water company's intake. Ho ex-
“rm"(!®“®fl‘s for securing thobest efilnent obtainable, and for preventing® aii?possible damage to tbe London water supplies

*T’k
b® f®®®^ by ohemioal precipi!

kid 'aS °tr®
bb® flitration through 2Sa®cres®ofknd aud the sewage mud would bo pressed bymacbmory. lie was convinced the scheme wouldirevent a great deal of river pollutioo, and greatlymproya tho quality of the water. The alwaie®

disposal arrangements were of modern type andexcop tonal precaulims would bo takon^to' provent leakage from the sewers or oyorflow at ®th6

hi?n®/°®
N® part of the works would

tlio H?o i.'® '“-“I-
"bb rivers. Admiral

Medlaal Officer of Health for the Surrey County

Aithiriii®'''
^Tik

“'’bbal Officer of Health for thiAutboriti
; and others, gave evidence in support of

showed the necessity for sewerao-e,
advantages of the proposed arrangementsand disposal site Several of the water companieswere represented by counsel, solicitors, and^engi-

evidence against the

th«T
an adjournment was asked for onthe first day to enable them to take further expertadvice on the scheme, but the Inspector ruled^ anadjournment to the second day would be sufficient

for this purpose, as the usual notices had beenposted. Colonel Engledue and other owners and

residents from the neighbouring village of Byfleetopposed the scheme on the ground that the sewage-hsposal site was within from a quarter to three
of certain houses at Byfleet, andorks might result in depreciating tho valueof surrounding property. Local evidence wasgiven in support of this opposition. Tbe Inspector

will report to the Local Goverument Board
PhYMouTH.-According tothe n esterii J/ominff .Yews, the drainage works atpresent m progress in the streets of Pl%outh arecausing great inconvenience to traffic. For manymonths various parts of the town will be in a stateof upheaval, whilst the new intercepting sewers are

of
60,000/. The tender

sontiiy'
y- for carrying out the firstsection of the scheme has just been accepted. The

aid from Millbay Pier, near the outfall, to Dead-
lake, tr.aversing the Dock Wharf, the G.W.R. Mile-Age iard, Pheenix - street, Manor - street, and
Qiiarry-street. from this last point there will bea tunnel to the Deadlake. In other quarters of thetown similar excavations have been in progress forsome time, though these works have no connexionwith the large scheme referre i to. In Union-streetnow sewers are being laid, tram-lines renewed, andwood pavi^ substituted for the roadway surface.

\r
contractor,

n Nelson, LanCxY-shire.-Uu the -1st ult., water was for the first time allowed
to enter the new compensation reservoir constructed

Pendle Hill, about five miles distant
filter-beds, constructed in theOgden

}
alley, about a mile distant from the new

reservoir, were also opened. The beds and the
reservoir have been designed by Mr. John Newton,
ngmeer, R^nchestor, and have been constructedby xAIessrs. Etheridge, Clark, & Co., of Manchester,
ihe reservoir, which has a capacity for 40,000,000
gallons, was formally commenced ab.uit eighteenmonths ago It impounds ihe Black Moss streamand IS the first of a series of reservoirs to bo eon-
structed by the Corporation of Nelson under thea ithority of an Act of Parliament obtained four
years ago. The filter-beds are two in number
Sao

constructed in the Ogden Valley atWO ft. above the sea-level. They have each acapacity of /OO.OOO gallons, and by a lO-in

^nn’drin u"
into them from the Ogden stream’

000,000 gallons can be admitted to the beds daily.

fK 6® withdrawn from
the beds daily and taken into direct use. In addi-
tion to this source of water-supply, the Corporation
are possessed of two service reservoirs with a com-
bined accommodation for 85,000,000 gallons. The
sanction of Parliament has abo been obtained forthe construction, when necessary, of two reservoirs,
each to hold 40,000,000 gallons, on the Ogdenstream, above the filter-beds, and another^ to
accommodate 180,000,000 gallons, at a lower levelthan the beds. As compensation for the appropria-
tion .of the Ogden stream, the Corporation will be

7 construct, when the necessity arises, in
addition to the existing compensation reservoir in
vvalverden (with a holding capacity of 25,000.000
gallons, and the new compensation r-^servoir into
which water was admitted on the 21st ult-.), another
reservoir, to accommodate 8.000,000 gallons near
the one just constructed at Black Muss, at the foot
o Hill. The cost of the reservoir justopened has been about 10,000/.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.
Franck-A statue of the Republic, by the

sculptor Ernest Mathg, has just been inaugurated
on the Place de la xMairie de St. Oueo, near Paris.—— i he I rench Government has just commis-sioned
.1. Uarton to continue the cxc.^va’iona which hecommenced l^t year at Duuggi, in Tunisia, of therums of the Temple of Saturn. This monument
was built m the reigns of Sep-imus Severus and
CloduisAlbmius, on the side of a hill which overlooks
the valley of I’Oued-Kballed. It measures about
i6 metres m length and about 28 metres in width.
Ihe cisterns under the Temple could not be
c eared out for want of funds last year, but it is
thought they contain interesting archmological
remains.----On September 22 tbe statue to the
painter ^Millet was inaugurated at Cherbourg. The
architectural part of this monument is the work ofM. Gutelle, the city architect. There have
also been two other inaugurations, one at Vannes
of a monument to the novelist L6sage, sculptured
by M. Lmerand de la Rochet'e, and one at Rennes,
of a statue of Leperdit, who was Mayor of thattown m 1793, during the Terror. In making
some excavations in the courtyard of a school
at Die (Drome) the workmen have dis-
covered two stone coffins, surmounted by
tuueral urns. These coffins contained skeletons,
and also some money of the time of Domitian.
Ihe town of Montargris is proposing to erect a
statue to Louvet de Couvray, author of the cele-
brated novel of '‘Faubla®,’’ who was sent to tho
CoQventiou and sat amongst the Girondins. It
18 announced that M. de Morgan has jlist been
elected Director of Egyptian aMuseums in place ofM. Grebault. -— There has been an inauguration
mtely at Bgziers, on tbe plateau known as “ Des
PoL-ies, of a monumental fountain, by M. Antoine
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Injulbert’, 'who was born in the town. In turn
sculptor, engineer, and architect, this artist has

entirely superintended the works of this monu-
ment, which is about 17 metres high, and
surmounts a powerful figure of Titan carrying

the world on his shouloera. M. Chamonard,
member of the Ecole Frangaise at Athens, has just

been elected by the Academie des Inscriptions et

Belles Lettres, to continue the excavations of the

Temple of llecateatLagina. The administration

of the Department of the Aube has just opened a
competition for the rebuilding of the Ilfitel de la

Prefecture at Troye, which was burnt last May.
M. Puvis de Chavanne’s fine picture of

“Winter” has just been placed in the HOtel de
Ville in Paris. It was exhibited this spring at the

Champ du Mars Salon. The Government have
just authorised the erection of the statue of Dr.

Ricorot, ou the Boulevard de Port-Royal, before the

door of the IlOpital du Midi. This statue, which is

the work of the sculptor Ernest Barrias, was ex-

hibited this spring at the Salon des Champs
Elysfies.

SwEDEtt AND Nobwat.—According to the new
building regulations of the City of Stockholm, no
dwellings must bo more than 13 5 mbtres in height,

but a special exception has been made in the case

of a structure for workmen’s dwellings, building for

the Stockholm Home of Workmen’s Company, the

height being fixed at 14'42 mbtres, there being four

8torie.s. The Gothenburg Savings Bank has just

taken possession of their new premises. The
materials used are chiefly Swedish granite and
cement. The architect is Herr Ilj. Cornilsen.

The work ot restoring the ancient Royal Palace of

Gripsholm, near Stockholm, towards which King
Oscar has given considerable sums, is progressing

well. The so-called State Chamber is nowin hand,
where the old original painted timber roof,—of

which a great deal was found in the palace,

—

is being remounted. The woodwork along

the chamber and the frieze with portraits

of Gustavus Wasa and his contemporary rulers,

are to be retained. The deep window recesses

are being ornamented with decorative wall-paint-

ings, stained-glass windows inserted, the Gothic
mantelpiece replaced with one in Renaissance style,

and the chaudvliers and furniture exchanged for

others in the style of the fifteenth century. The
wall between the antechamber and saloon of the

Dowager-Ouen has beoo pulled down, thus forming
a new large aiiloon.——The Swedish Parliament has

voted a sum of 2,000Z. and a loan of 2,5007. towards
the restoration of the Cathedral of Skara. How-
ever, Prof. Hildebrand, the celebrated Crown An-
tiquarian, in a long tetter to the press, states that
the sum is insufficient, various architectural details

having come to light whilst the work was in

progress.

Denmark.—The Corporation of Copenhagen has

decided upon erecting a new Town-hail iu the
Danish capital, and commissioned Herr M. Nyrop,
architect, to carry out the work, with a com-
mittee of supervision. The cost of the building is

estimated at about 152,0007. In addition, 2.6807.

are to be expended on sculptural decorations,

5,5007. on heating apparatus, and 2,3507. on
frontage pavemeats, &c. The building will be
constructed entirely of native materi.'Hl. and there

will be a lofty clock-tower. The Government
intends next year to commence the erection

of a large central post and telegraph office

in the city of Nalborg, in Jutland.

Some years ago M. Aug. Duvier, a Frenchman,
commenced the manufacture of glass mosaic with

considerable success, and now the production of

glass painting for churches, ic. . has been com-
menced with equal success. This is the only

factorv of its kind in Denmark. M. Duvier has
attached several well-known artists to his establish-

ment, and important orders and offers of assistance

from arcfiiiects are coming in, including an order for

the windows of the now Catholic church in Copen-
hagen.

MISCELLANEO US.

Univehsitt College Lectubes. — Professor

Roger Smith will inaugurate the courses of lectures

on Architecture to bo held at University College,

London, through the coming winter with a public

lecture to be delivered at the College on Thursday
evening, October 6, at 7.30, taking as his subject

“Architecture: an Art, a Science, and a Profes-

sion.” The usual evening classes on Architectural

History and Construction aud Modern Practice will

commence the foLowing week, and a new feature of

considerable importance is the establishment of

evening classes for both architectural and con-

structional drawing at such moderate fees as to

bring them within reach of all students.

Projected Bridge across the Bosphorus.

—

In order to connect the railway systems of Europe
and Asia a bridge across the Bosphorus would be
absolutely necessary, aud some time ago the Otto-

man Governmeut decided upon the construction of

a railway across Asia Minor. Turkey, it seems,

is anxious to establish a rapid connexion
with India, China, and Japan, before the Trans-

caspian and Siberian Railways absorb all that

traffic, and, iu order to effict this, a permanent
bridge or tunnel across the Strait must be con-

structed. The projects are three viz,
,
a submarine

tunnel, a tubular tunnel, or a bridge. The Sultan
is said to be in favour of the latter, and at present
the plans of Messrs. Giano & Gourrier are under
consideration. It is proposed to construct the

bridge from the Serail Point in Stamboul to Essa-
nieh-Iskilessi in Scutnri. It is to be a railway,

carriage, and foot-bridge. The length, including via-

ducts for approach, would be 6,300 ft.

Cee.\[AT1on Abroad.—Cremation seems to be
making great progress on the Continent. In Italy

there are now crematoriums in twenty-two towns,
which last year effected 286 cremations. In Milan
alone sixty-five took place. This city has a
travelling crematorium, which may be used miles
from the town. The coat of each cremation is only
160 francs. In Germany there are four cre-

matoriums, viz
, in Heidelberg, in Offenbach-on-

tbe-Main, in Ohlsdorp by Hamburg, and Gotha, the

latter being the oldest. In Berlin and other
German towns crematoriums will also shortly be
constructed.
The (late) Patent Office Museum.—The

contents of this Museum, originally formed by the
late Bennet Woodcroft, F.R.S., have been re-

arranged in the ground-floor of the gallery (Science
side), Kensington Museum, wherein our National
Portrait Collection was deposited fi r a while. The
exhibits are rendered more attractive to the
ordinary visitor by the setting in motion of some of

the models, including Newcomen's atmospheric
engine (1720) ;

Watt's beam-engine, with a replica,

in section, made under his patents of 1769-84, and
used by him to work a Lathe, with his earlier beam-
engino, fitted with the “ sun and planet” gearing.
The machines having closed cylinders,—except, of

course, the sectional model,—are worked by com-
pressed air. Htre are the rival “Rocket" and
“Sanspareil” locomotives, which Stephenson and
Timothy Hackworth, of Dailington, sent to
the memorable competition, in 1829, on the Liver-

pool and Manchester railway
;
close by is M. Hed-

ley’s “ Puffing Billy” (1813), its four wheels coupled
by five spur-wheels, which continued in use until June
6, 1862, at Wylam Collieries

;
Hislop's winding and

pumpine engine, patented in 1700, erected af. Kell's
PitiDl795, and in work at Wreath Pit, Whitehaven,
until the summer of 1878 ;

and Watt’s beam “sun
and planet ” engine erected 100 years ago at Atkin-
son’s Chemical Works, Aldersgate - street, and
which worked there until 1885, when Mr. George
Atkinson gave it to the department. This last has
an arrangement for opening the valves which should
be compared with the mechanism of the similar, hut
earlier, machine erected at the Soho works in 1788.
In a separate case are two interesting relics, the
original model, iu brass, of Trevithick’s locomotive
of 1802, having no chimney, and heated by a cast-
iron block put into a tube in the boiler

;
and a copy

of Murdock’s locomo'ive, 1781-4, said to be the first

of its kind, and believed to show the earliest adapta-
tion of the slide-valve. The ill-fated Great Eastern.
is represented by a model of its 1,000-h.p. paddle-
wheel engines, designed by Scott Russell, having
fourosoiiTating cylinders, 74 in. in diameter, and a
14-ft. stroke.

The Junior Engineering Society.-The presi-
dency of tbe Junior Engineering Society for the
ensuing twelfth session has been accepted by Dr.
John Hopkinson, D.Sc., F.R.S.,in succession to Sir
Edward j. Reed. The new session will be opened
by the delivery of Dr. Hopkinson’s presidential
address on Friday, November 4, at the West-
minster Palace Hotel.
Visit by the Society of Engineers.— By per-

mission of the directors of the Great Eastern Railway
Company, a number of the members of tho Society
of Engineers paid a visit on the 27th ult. to tbe loco-
motive and carriage-works at Stratford. The party,
numbering upwards of sixty, were received by Mr.
Holden, the superintendent, and conducted over
the extensive works, which cover an area of fifty-

two acres, the shops alone occupying thirteen
acres.

The Dr.\iningof the Zoyder Zee.—Tho great
undertaking of draining the Zuyder Zee has ad-
vanced one step further, a Royal Commission of
twenty-eight members having been appointed to
consider tbe proposal. However, the plan is not a
new one. It first cropped up in 1848. when the
successful draining of the Haarlem Zee brought the
State 18,000 hectares of fertile land, and in 1849
Herr van Diggelen, an engineer, submitted a plan
to William TIL, according to which the Zuyder Zee
was to be drained as far as the islands of Texel,
Wieland, and Terachelling, whereby 550,000 hec-
tares of land were to be gained. However, the
Government rejected tbe project on account of ire

enormous cost. Similar proposals in 1866, 1870,1875,
and 1882 also stranded on the question of cost, but
at present public opinion is so overwhelming in
favour of the idea that it will no doubt be realised.

The originators of the plans under consideration are
Messrs. Vandentoorn and Lily, engineers, the
latter being also Minister of Commerce. According
to this scheme, the Zuyder Zee is to be drained to
the extent of 360,000 hectares, but a lake, to be
called the Yssel Zee, 130,000 beetares in area, is to
be formed at tbe island of tbat name, for tbe preser-
vation of the fishing. A powerful company has
volunteered to carry out the Vandentoorn - Lily
plans in twenty-two years, the cost being estimated
in round figures at the enormous sum of 19,000,0007.
But, on tbe other band, it should be remembered

that the draining of the Zuyder Zee would giro to

Holland a new province, larger than any one of her
present ones. Numerous petitions are being pre-
sented to the States General, urging the taking in

hand of the scheme immediately, and os one of its-

promoters is a cabinet minister, its realisation

seems more probable, at all events, than before.
Ford’s Swinging Sashes.—This is the last form

of invention for a sliding sash window which can b©
opened so as to get at both sides of the glass from
the room, and is a clover and ingenious one. The
heels of the sashes on tho left band side of the
frame are hinged on to moveable metal carriages
sliding vertically in a slot in the window frame

;
on

the right hand side the sashes are confined by flusb
bolts info a similar slot, and slide up and down with
weights in the usual manner. On withdrawing the
bolts, the sashes can both be opened (as casements)*
sufficiently to undo the right side sash-cords, which
are attached so that they cannot possibly come-
undone when the sash is in its us’ial position, but
can be immediately detached as soon as tbe sash
has been swung sufficiently to get at tho cords.
When the latter are detached, the sashes can be
swung wide open inside like casements, and the
upper sash can be slid down also to the bottom
of the window for cleaning. The window-
opening is then left entirely free, so that
any large piece of furniture can be lifted through
it when necessary. A concussion buff’er is provided
at tbe bottom of the weight-boxes, for the released
weight to fall on. The disadvantages are a certain-

loss of light, as the outer sash is made smaller than
the inner one in order to open clear of it on the
hinges

;
and in large windows, as one of tbe weights

has to bo altogether detached for swinging the sash,
a heavy sash would be left without sufficient

counterbalance weight, and would require a little

care iu handling. In spite of these partial draw-
backs, tbe invention is a clever and ingenious ono,
and worth tho attention of architects.

Exhibitions in Antwerp.—Antwerp intends to
hold two exhibitions, viz., a national one iu 1894
and an international one in 1895.

The English Iron Trade.—No amelioration is-

experienced in the English iron market. Nearly all.

descriptions of crude and finishod material show
signs of inactivity. Tin plates are very quiet, and
a dull tone is observable in the majority of branches
in the steel tr.ade. Bessemer pig is again weiker.
Shipbuilding prospects do not improve, and in-

engineering circles complaint is made of increasing
slackness. The coal trade is a trifle sluggish.

—

Iron.

Plumbing Classes, Lincoln. —The Mayor of
Lincoln was announced to pr6>ide over a public
meeting to be held in the Town Hall, Lincoln, on
Friday of this week, for the purpose of opening tho-
plumbing classes held in connexion with the Lincoln
School of Science and Art; the meeting being
nuder the auspices of the Lincolnshire District
Council for tbe National Registration of Plumbers.
Ventil-vtion for Steamships.—We are informed-

that a large Atlantic Steamship Company are about
to spend about 100,0007. in fitting their vessels with
mechanical ventilation, the system adopted being-
Messrs. Baird, Thompson, & Co.’s patent combined
system of mechanical and automatic ventilation.

An Ancient Painting.—According to the Hales-
vorth Advertiser, an important example of a
Mediceval painting of the Last Judgment has been
discovered in the work of restoring Wenhaston
Church, in Suffolk. The painting is on oak boards,
which once formed “ the upper part of the screen
dividing the chancel from the church," so says
tbe local paper; but the “upper part” of the
rood-screen is surely a mistake, as tbat would b&-
o[ en

;
it is the lower part of the Suffolk and Nor-

folk rood-screens which is so frequently painted.
The paper referred to gives a lengthy description,

of the work, which evidently presents the usual*

features of a Medi."oval “ Doom ” painting, but it

apnears to be in unusually good preservation.
“ The picture,” we are told, “was evidently sub-
divided into panels by an immense wooden cross-

fastened on with bolts, of which only the holes now
remain, and the two bottom side panels were appa-
rently formed by the carved images of patron saints,

which have also disappeared.”

LEGAL.
INSUFFICIENT THICKNESS OF WALLS:
ELU3 MARSLAND V. W. J. GOLDS'WOBTHT.

On September 27 at the Lambeth Police-court,,

before Mr. Biron, Q.C. ,
Mr. W. J. Goldsworthy,

builder, was summoned at the instance of Mr. Ellis

Marsland, District Surveyor fur Camberwell, for-

erecting in the Friern-road, East Dulwich, a three-

story building exceeding 25 ft. in height with walls-

only 9 in. in thickness. The Surveyor produced a
section and photograph of the building showing
tbat the height to the top of tbe topmost story
was 28 ft. 2 in., and that according to Part I. of
the first schedule, table 2, of tbe Building Act,,

the thickness of the ground story should be 13 in.

On tho part of the defendant it w.as urged that the
rooms in the roof were only box-rooms, but as one-

was 7 ft. 6 in. in height, and the other 9 ft. 2 in.

and each contained a window and one a fireplace,

the magistrate was of opinion that the two
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COMPETITION.
AND' PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Kstnre of Work. By whom Advertised.
,

n

Besign*

I

to be
delivered.

CONTRACTS.

Natoro of Work or MiteriaU.

Repairs, to. to Workhouse
New Schools, WheldoD-road
>'ow Street
Barthenwaro Picc Sewe'ri'"'

Iron Pipes, is..

Eight? Houce

Tlml>e

01am.
•Road Paving Works,..
‘''•ggltif and Paving '!

Offices and School, Elgin. N.B.'
Additions. Ac. to i<l8tmer>-, Roth^.‘ N.R

’ Houro Stabling. Ac. Leicts-

Sinkings Wcii.'liiVtorfUBh"
to i’iour Mllls.'Svooikije,

Steel Viaduct over hi verNe's t'h '

!

Sinking a Shaft, Jlardy

“Paving New Blreet
•Storage Reservoir Emhaiikiuent

Burnley '

••stoneware Pipes, BenJi.’knd Jn- •

•Erection of Hydraulic Instsllat

By whom Keiiutred,

T^eda Union
raatleford School Bd
PTmoiith Corp
UttoxeUr D.E b A
St. Gerniin'a IT.R.B.a'

Traal1 Karl
3'If«ch-Fargoed - Fac
Building (Jlub ..

Hamraersuil'h Vrsti
B aydun Local Bout

.1 Rhondda and Sw.ansea
Bay Railway,

L^oket'eMmliyrSleam
Coal Cn, Liin. .

,

Camberwell Veitry'.’!

Towueley Eitate
tloiis ,.j Norwich Corporation

i

1 BuQ-l- Manchester Ship Canal

, Tenders

delivered.

T- Roderick ....
H. Msir
Michael Hawdon...
A. A W. Reid

Horsfall A WlUiatus..

S. W. Yccknpy

CONTRACTS.— Coitti nveil.

Nature of Work or Materiala. By whom Ee<iutred,
Architect. Surveyor,

1

or Engineer.

1

Tenders

tlellTatedp

•Construction of S<iw»w

'Vroiiuht-lron HuriJIpH
willesdeu tocal Board 0. Claude Rubsou

•Makinn-up RoivJa. ic..

.

lestry of Mile End
Old I'own

Oct. 12

•Paving Roads, ic

tle.idon Local Board..
Edmonton Freehold
Land, Ac Co Lim...

relloetoQ Vestrv....

S. 8. Grlmley

H W. Dobb
Official

Oct. 15
,

Oct. 37

do.

School Buildings- Elswick
House.

^

Stable, ic. Orest Prestou ,' umt
R«-building Bwln ••'

Hotei.' Hightowi;
oandnach

School ^ Buildings. Hopper -street", ' Gs’t'e'a"

AUeratloD«."Ac,"t;"HiEh"Hou;e,'"Mo"r',Wib|
Businf.as Premises, High-strret Cardiff 1

Co. LiiD
Newcast.e School Bd.

J. Watkiuton

n. G. Ray'ii;

KInipple i .Taffmv ....

Duun, Bansom.A Dunn

Biid & Wbittenbiiry..

Stephen Piper
Freeman * Robins.

.

SewariKt Thomas ....

Nov. I
No date

do.

do. '

do.

do.
do. 4

Nature of Appolntmenl

•Disirlct Surveyor
•Clerk of Works
•Quantity Surveior
•braushfenian
•Second Class Assistant Surveyor

I

By whom Advertised.

Watford Local Board
Barry Railway Co
Buralem Corp ,

LancHshire C- C.....”.’
Manchester School Bd.
Met. Asyliiiiis Board..
Leicester Corp
Civil Service Com....’i

Applies* .

tlons to
'

Contracts, pp. j viij. Public Appointments, p. Jx.xi.
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Il,0o2, B P'"elli Pip‘' .Toints. -14.721, E. Edwards
sediijff and I i-iv nir.ln Va(i» ’

t!

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY:
ESTATE EXCHANGE KEPOBT.

S9, Walton-st.
3?., 490L—By P. Jolly ± Co. : 13 to 2

u.t. 73 yrs
,

g.r. 17f. lOs., r

mn^f ;T'’.nT-'
"'““t » suuicient quantity of water u/ rrTnV

' ‘ •^'^beson-st., u.t. 70yrs., g.r

,

tic^f ;Sd‘is,e*„rTc“ii; ‘'it‘'’c-,‘srur'a"“chV„rr =» « »“

«

a==x3.
iiic thniiioh »ho o/i..,.. ..’.7.^^' GnYlDi. J t.'' 1',, Windera-rd., Battersea, u.t

Sp.m.
' .,uvu.a.ae„.,ugtOu.

theYJ.r' lTobS“,'“th‘e“lfvr Skl'IEXhEK o„,_i
comijn, Jmlilnle {Leaure, foi- Sanitary 0,5cer,)._ •‘.™“ « ‘'«P In which the .yihcu wl be hr, £n 7'.™',',;

Mr. H. La'voa 'Prlncipleaol C.loul.tiug Are!., Cubic «!«' 'he a.et Inru.h of wKer to the tr.u a, ab rnY:
"

,vaec, Ac. 8 P.U.. enler ,h. trap. that a .ulllcl.nt''‘,.‘,™rt,“,?'V.Z I
‘ >

1 ^ I
all limes remain in thetrau to fiPPlira Q nvo..- c... ..

. ... icjavcs LU Bii iinprcivan lorm 01 anjnsiaide WHter- is Tiirt.ished wiVu ka-i .u
' tnis ring i,i

closet, consisting of a reversible cone basin of earthen- devices such a«
holes, thioiuh which securing By

wnr«.crothersuitablernaterial,ofaDyrequired«eS
I
nr Sne.l ’^e edges of, 63 vis

. u r“ -'Cf r ll-r^’s 'Vmwith combination of the same to be anolied to the h. 1W nni i?’. S ^ thus SsptVmbfr V-i VjV pJ®i ' mv. t
h ..corn of deep water-closets, wiih inlets Hght and left i cliambL VJtin r"*"r'® end .'f the PicSlv ^ t a'Pts nT -h?=S;=«sr!K;aK life

iSSSISIlili
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rd., a.t. 69 yra., g.r. 6Z. ICa., 295i. ; 10, 11, and 12,

I Alljert-ter., Isllngtoii, u.t. 55 yra., g.r. 61., 7561. ;
22 to 28

/even), Eagling-rd., Bow, ii.t. 70 yra., g.r. 12l. 4b., 400L—
By Farebrother, Ellis, Clark, cfc Co. : f.g.r. of 350i.,

Fleet-st., City of London, reversion in 22 yrs., 11,770L ;

a profit rental of 170i. a year, 32, Wood-#t., u.t. 47 yra.,

'3,100L;25, PliUip-lane, u.t. 61 yra., g.r. 17/., r. 81/.,

1,200/. ; 6, 7, and 8, Creed-lane, u.t. 10 yra., g.r. 2/ 5a., r.

140/., 690/ — ByS/tmso7i <t- Sons : 7, Alherton-st., Batter-

sea, u.t. SOyrs., g.r. 5/., 20C/ ; 253a, 255a, 257, 259, and 261,

New CroB8-rd., New Croaa, u.t. 18 yrs., g.r. 24/., 1,170/.

;

! 1. 2, and 3, Hart’s-Iaoe, ut. 18 yrs., no g.r,, 435/.;

(
04 and 08, Lothian-toad, Caml)erwcll, u.t. 70 yrs.,

1 g.r. 10/-, 335/. ; IG, Castle-street, Borough, f
,

r.

23/. 8s., 220/. : 40 and 41, Henry-st., f.. 230/. ;
f.g.r. of

15/. Tahard-st, reversion in 44 yrs., 295/.—By 0. C'.<t T.

I Moore : 126, Narrow-st., Limehouae f., r. 42/., 376/.;

I 37, Approaeh-rd.. Victoria Pk
,
u.t. 62 yrs., g.r. 5/., 420/.

;

153 and 155, Bridge-st., Mile-end, u.t. 54 yra., g.r. 0/.,

I 470/.
;
12 to 42 (oven), Burdett-rd., comprising l.g.r. of

i 3e/.,u.t. 56 yrs., and rentals of 320/., g.r. G2/., same
: term, 3,205/. ; 44 to 52 (even), Burdett-rd., and a l.g.r.

I of 10/. 10s., u.t. 68 yrs., g.r. 22/., subject to an annuity

of 60/. a year, 80Q/.
,
1 to 8, Viciorla-villas, Tooting, f-,

2,020/.; the residence, “ Haslemere." Roblnson-rd., 1.,

r. 32/., 470/.
;
1 to 4, Gothic-villas, u.t. 68 yrs., g.r. 2U

,

r.98/., 680/.

8BPTEMRER 23.—By Baker cfc So7is :
“ Longleat House,”

George-lane, Woodford, f., r. 35/-, 610/.-; a plot of f.

. land, Horsham-rd., Bramley, near Guildford, 140/. ;
four

I
freehold bouses, r. 59/. 16s., 600/. ; au enclosure of land,

I 2J acres, 340/.—Bv Gree7i <fc Son

:

an enclosure of lease-

I hold land, West Eerry-rd., Millwall, 6 acres, u t. 50yrs.,

I g.r. 76/., and eleven cottages thereon, 600/.—By Herring,
' Son, <fc i)aw: No. 10, Brixton-hiJl, u.t. 15 yrs., g.r,

I
161 . 10«., 380/.

I

[Contractions used in these lists.—F.g.r. for freehold

ground-reut; l.g r. for leasehold ground-rent ; i. g.r. for

Improved ground-rent
; g r. for ground-rent ; r. for rent

;

f. for freehold ; c. for copyhold : 1. for leasehold ;
e.r.

for estimated rental
;
u.t. for unexplred term

;
p.a. for

per annum ; yrs. for ye<irs
;

st. for street ;
rd. for road ;

eq. for square ; pi. for place j ter. for terrace
;
cres. for

crescent
;
yd. for yard, &c.]

LANGAR (Notts).—For uew lesUeoce
Tourtinn Mosley. ilr. ArlOiir Verui
street, Lindoii, S.W. :

—
Walter Wilson fl.tll.^ 10 0 I

Gilbert & GaW>iU.*8,

J. Freeiimii Bates .. 1.675 15 b| NottiiighRui* ....£1,727 10
• Accepted.

t.EAVESDEN (Herts).—For Teliulldiiig ‘‘Tlie Briolriuakors'

ins " for MessiB. B*ii-kiu 4: Co., of Cai,ucn Brewery. Watford.

Mr. Ghas. P. Ayres. ftrc)iitect. 14, High street, Watford
Dore 4 Co £41«1 1 T. Turner, Limited, W»t-
Wsterwau 41W for.l £427

Busby 400
1

T. Tu-ner, Limited, Wat-
Neal 4Hy

1
ford* 448

* Amended estimate accepted.

LICHFIELD.—Accepted for additional acuonimodation at the

Lichbeld Hcgimeutal Uistrkt Barracks, for the War Otflce ;

—

Johu Gcihlu, Shrewsbury £18,732 10 0

LIN’COLN. — For the eonversioa t,f National Schools into

MiiQiC'pal Otfices for the Llucolu Corjior.tioii, Mr. R. A- MacBiatr,
A.M.In8tC.E.. City Engineer. Quauti iea supplied

8. 4 R, Hortou £1,417 I .M. llUor &
W. Wright £ Sons 1,4:4:) H, S. S W. Ckae
Chas. Morgan 1 4H) Cieo. Cowen
J. M. UartisoQ 1,415

1
J. W. Hatr.sou (accepted).

[AU of Liucolu.}

. £1,400

LONDON.—For compounding. Sc., eii/iii's and other works at the

Abbey-mills ponipliig station, for the London County Connell. Mr.
Alexander Biouie. Euginter

For 4 ei glnes. For 8 uiigiiiei.

Clayton. Goodfellow, 4 Co fJl.Sixi 0 ilO.UOU 0

Pullitt S Wigsell. Limited 10,2-50 14 35,cSJ 15

.T.PeuuSSou* 18,200 0 20.500 U

Fulleitoii, Hodgart, S Barclay,

Limit'd 1.5.3;0 0 25,0M 0

The Thames Ironworks auJ ahip-
boildingfo 13.500 0 22.500 0

Easton S Ander.on. LtniUed 12,600 0 21,400 0

J. Walts Co 10.400 0 17.251) 0

Yates S Thom 10,400 0 I6.«!i0 0

B. Gocdfellow 10,200 0 10.200 0

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.

9 0 0

Teak, 2.1... load S.'IO.O

Sequoia,U.S.it.ca. Vi
Ash, Canada load 2 10/0

Birch, do 8,'5,0

Blui, do SiIO-O

Fir, Dantslc. So. 1/10/0

Oak. do 8/0/0

Canada B.'IO/O

Fine, Canada red 8/10.0

Do, yellow .... B/IO,

0

Latb.D'utsie.tatb 6/00
8t. Petersburg 6 0 0

Deals, Finland
EndSlststdlOO 7/10 0

Do, 4th S 3rd.. 7.0/u

Do. Riga 6/10 0
St, Petersbuig,

let yellow . .1000,0
Do, 2ud yellow 8/0/0

Do. wbits .... bO/0
Swedish ...... 7/0/0

White Sea.... 8'0/0

Oauada.Pinelst 2U,0/0

Do. do. 2ud.... 14(10/0

Do. do. Srd, Ae. 7'10/O

Do. Spruce, lat b'10/0

Do. do. Srd A
End 650

Now Brunswick 0 10,0

Battens, all kinds Vim
Flouring Boards,

sq., 1 in. prep.

Ist

Do. 2nd.
Other qualities

Oedar, Cuba , .ft.

Honduras, Ac,

Mahogany, Cuba.
Bt. Domingo,

cargo aT
Mexican do. do
Tobaeco do. do
Honduras do..

Box. Turkey
Bose, Bio....
Bahia

Satin, SL 1

Porto Rico ,

6/6/0

7/0/0

310/0
6/0/0

8/0/0

7.0 0

9/10,0
8/0 0

8.0 0

J4/10/0
0/10/0

9/10/0
ifl/0/0

17/0/0
28/10/0
18/0/0

10/0/0

11,0 0

8/0/0
7/0/0

1510 0

OB/O
0 7/0

0/3 0

.... in.OO
18/0'0

90/0'a
13,0 0

METALS.
laoH—Plg.in Scot-
land ton 8/l,'6

Bar. Welsh, In

London 6fl7IS

Do. do, at works
In Wales 6/7/8

Do. StatTordsblre,
In Loudon .... 6 5/8

OoppKB —British,

cake and ingot 47,0 0
Best selected 48 0/0

Bbeets.strong.. 65/QjO

Cbm, bars .... 43/18 9
TaniowMsTAtlb. 0/0.42

Lbs • Pig.
Bpanieb ....ton
^glisb, com.
brands ........ 10 lO.O

Sheet, Bagllsh,
I lbs. per sq. tt
and upwards .. 11/15/0

Pipe 12,5 0
Zinc — English
sheet ...

TieiUe
tagne 43 10 0

TlH—Straits .... 91(17(1
Australian .... 92 7,(1

Eugllsh Ingots. 94 IS 0

6 0/0

snm

6 16,0

47/10/8
43 10/0

0/0/0

44/6/3

0.0/6i

10/7/0

10/12/8

Billiton .
94/0/0

OILS.

Linseed ton 17/15/0

Oocoannt, Cochin 24iT0 0

Do. Ceylon 21/10,’0

Palm, Lagoe .... 24 0/0

Bapeseed, English
pale 23 10,0

Do. brown 21/15/0

Cottonseed ret.. 180,0

Oleine 20/10/0

Lubricatlug, tJ.S. 4/0/Q

Do. refliied 510/0

Tab— Stockholm

0/0 0

24 '0/0

22/0/0

0/0,0

21/0/0
5/0,0

12'0,U

' TENDERS.
fCommuDicationa for Insertion under this heading

ebould be addressed to " The Editor," and must reach

us7iot later than 12 7W0?i on Thursdays.]

ALLENSMORE /urnr Hereford).—Accepted f-r new offices lud

other imiircireiiieuts tu the schools, for the School Board Coiu-

jultlee. Mr. U. H Gudsell, architect. Hcrefoi
'

Jas. Davies, Hereford . . £125 0 0

residence.
Wood,

,
Kiiybcr-roua.'Bnttersea, 8.W. Quan-

£305 10
I

Bates £339 3

ASHFORD.—For the ereetion of small detached

ut Ashford, Middlesex, for Mr. F. J. Craswell. Mr. John L
areliitect aud surveyor,

titles supplied
Barker
ai.artlu 389 0|

[Auiveyor's estiiuatc, £393. 10s.]

BLACKPOOL.—Accept'd for fittings M. A C. Bank, South Phnre

Blackpool. Me.as'*. Maxwell A Tuke, architects, 41, Corporation

street, ManLhe,-tn la a
Messrs, Gllloiis A Co.. Lancaster t-Si k> b

BF.ISTOL.—For alterations and additions t

tannery. Bialiiiiuster. for Messrs. Paiker B
Heibert J. Jones, architect:—
J. Perrott £1,815 0 I E. Gay
J. Bastow 1.309 0 O. H Wilki

fowliu A Sou 1.802 1) Eaatabiook,

W. Church 1.740 0 |

*

(Ml of Bristol.]

. £1,707 10
. 1,1180 0
. l,i)7J U

CHEJHAM (Bucks.).—For rebuilding '' The Three Tuns. " Wh1to-

liill lor Messrs, t-alier A Co.. Liuilteo, of Rickiuaoswortli Brewery.

Mr 'chas. P. Ayres, architect. 14, High-street, Watford

Dove A Co £925
[
G. D,.rvell

Darlington 840 a. Mead, Cbesbam* .

.

T.'xuriier. Limited 797
1

•Accepted.

. £729

WF.Y (Cornwall).—Accepted f,'r alter.atious to premi-es at

y kr the CornUh Baukiug Company, Limited. Mr. cauipsou

archltecenud surveyor, P-ertruth :—
rathanklPcnte 1.1'oliuan £202 0 0

J, Mowlein A Co. . . fil.WiO
I
Norris A Luke

J. Dickson
W. Web-ter
E. Pesrson A Soni

The Tecs Bide Iron
and Engine Works
Co.. Liiuitetl .... 60,732

£98,8y5 0
’,720 0 0
,S70 0 0

3 5

G-Jiickton (

The Thsiiies )ron-
wo'ks and Shii-
buildiiigCo.Lid.

LONDON.—For the erection of working-class dwellings in Y'libs-

Icy-street, Poplar, for the London County Cuuucil. Mr. Tlv
Blashill. Architect
Kirk arid Randall £15,319 0 I J. Chessum A Sons £'4,1'

ulland 14.Hli:i 0
I

F. .T. Pearce 11.385 17

Brass .k Son 14, (t

LONDON.—For the cr

Cutuinon. for the Loudon
Arcliitecl
Noirii A Luke
J. Garrett A Bon

I
L. Wbitehea'l A Co £9
H. Faulknrr, Junr 9

I

W. Akers A Co fi:

LONDON.-For the erection of a refreshiiient-hou'c.
Park, fur the Loudon County Council. Mr.Tlioiiuia Bis

;t

K. Proctor
J. Garrett A Bon ....
W. H. Ln-scelles A Co.
Bastiu A Tawuey
A. Wallis

..fil.O-in
1

E. U. Wheeler
.. !«I0

I

C. Uodbolt
. . 863

I

W, Akers A Co.

. £.",844
I

Maruhaiit A Hirst . .

.

. 3.4.51) ,r. Garrett A Sons .

.

.. 3,420
1
J. W. Dixon

. 3,249 I
w. Weds

. 3.042 13. Hughes

W, Reason
W. J. Alldrcd
E, Proctor
F. A F. J. Wood
Stevens Bros.
A.

LONDON.—For the enlargement of the boys' end eliU’ depsrt-
iiieuls of the Pprtol>ello-road Bchool. Nc.ttiog-hill, by eighty place',

and for erecting new w ater-closets for .all de’ artnieots of the school,

for the Bchool Board for Loudon. Mr. T. J. Bailey. Architect :—
If brickwork be built

LONDON.—For the erection of the Cave-road Pchools. Plaistow.
to accommodate l,6i7 children, f.r the West Ilaiii School Boaril,

lesars. J. T. Newntan A Jinques. Architects to the Boaid, 2, Fn.-
E.C. Quautilics by Messrs, B. L. Curtis A Son, London

Vail

HearieA Farrow
GregarA Bun
Hoskiug
Cstley

- Aeeeptcd subject t<

. £16,f96

. 16.604

. 16.433

U of the Education Department.

LONDON.—For alterations and additions to the " Plough Imi,'
Hish-road. Totteuliaiu, for Mr. F, Fenin. Mr. John B. Piniler,

lit ct and surveyor. Bridse House, South Tottenliaui :

—

1. T.'dd £499
I

F. Voiler* £400
8. Goudall 480

1
•Accepted.

LONDON,—For altera'ioos at No. 149. Strand, for the Ai-rated
read Comi)aiiy, Mr. Geo. Hdwsids, architect, 52, Cannou-street,

E.C. :—
•i'u A Co £1.217 I Ward A Lamble £I,l9;i

Baruett ).199
[

LONDON.—For alteralions and additions to 230. Upperatrest.
IsUngtoi), for Messrs. Oaltowae A Sous. Mr. E. H Abbott, attlii-

6. Warwick-court, High If'd.om. tiuontities by Mr. A.
son. Imperial-buildings. Ludg.ate-liill :

—

Goddeu £2,y3'2
|

Drew A Cadman £2.4'i.'j

Phuriiiur 2,736 I Hall. Beddall, A Co 2.4't'

'oiitner. Bmitb, A Co 2<>84lAulcy “.372

LONDON.—For pulling down and lebuildiug No. 41, Ohl Comp-
ton-street, a d 46, Dean-street, Sobn, W. Messrs, Farebrother,
Kills, ClBik. A Co., arcBitec's. quaii’ities by architects
C. Wall £3,0-55

I
Pattison 7. £2.2.95

Hall. Beddal, A Co 2,-365
|

Downs 2 2'>r
A Co 2.290 Nightingale 2,193

Cowley A Drake
J. Garictt A Bon
G. Lyford
C. Uenring A Son
T. McCormick A Sons
T. W. Ha>locl<
L. Whitehead A Co
P. J. Coiheivl
J. Willmott A Sous, Hitchiii*

• Rccouimeiided for acceptsi

£3,018 0 0
2,673 0 0
2.K57 0 0
2.593 0 0
2,551 0 0 .

2,-‘'49 0 0
2,475 0 0
2,450 0 y

e by ttie Works Con

LONDON.—Fo
Holborn. E.C.. fo

Winchester Houa,

Little A Bcuide

Sage

alterat 0)13

•Sir. W. Kir-
, uld Broad-street :—

£ ,496
I

G. Shaw £1.235
1,369

I

I oiui.in A Co 1,115.5

1,270
I

Slsxwell AOo 999

A Boos

,
William \\

. £16,975 t Greenwood

. 18,999 I
Downs

ncc A Suns ,

10.W

. £16,623

. 19,386

. 10,183

LONDON.—For the erection of a factory at Kentish Town. N.W.
Mesj-s Henry Ough A Bun, architects, 79. St. P,»ui'6 Cnurchyard.
E.C. Quantities by the architects;—

Woo1w»rd A Co £3,790 I
atherlon A Latter £3 195

W. Dabbs 3,543 I F. Dupont 3.143

HeiirJeA Farrow 3,4,50
[

-f. W. sawyer 2,99-t

Perry A Co 3,300 I W. Ulsddinc* 2.849

A. J. A C. Hocktng 3,250
|

* Accepted.

e erection of house at Marsden-road, East
.. Thompson :

—

.... £494 36 I Sloman £380 0

489 0
I

A. A W. Garnar 365 0

.... 4.0 0
I
L. Notify 365 U

LONDON.—For t

Dulwich, for Mr. E.

.

Hurley A oon
W. Soith
T. Snyeja

LONDON.—For erecting addition to the "Black Bets'
Tavern. Nortb-roi d, Finchley. N.. Lir the Directors
H.lloway Bros £830 I

Jolinson

Br> .-a A Swcctl t g 810
I
SfcCoruiick A Sjuh*

• Accepted.

LONDON.—For building liuutc, Ac., at Frogral, Haiiips'cad. f,'r

Nr. Julius Wilson, Messrs. Bskterbury A Huxioy. architects.
Quantities by archi ects ;

—

C. W. Bolus £7,505 I Nightingale £6,870
Bywaters 7,084 I Holloway Bros 6,940
J. M'nll 6,1)31

I
Patman A Fotheriuoliam . 6,794

Hy. Broun 0,907
|

LONDON.—For the ereetion if public Inths. (or the Woolwich
Local Board of UeslUi. Mr. H- H. Ohur.h. srchllect. Woolwich ;

—

Uiid.oii A Buns £1SI,!I63
|

Wallis A i-on.s £17.880
Chapman 19,!iS4 Kirk A Ksiidsll 17.000
R»e<l, Blight, A 1:0 19,832 1 LuMer A Son 16,881
B. £. Nigiitiugslc 18, '225

1
H. L. Ho'loway (accepted) 18,530

LONDON.-Fur i ms 1 1 Christ Church, Lee, S.E.
. . . £HC3

I

Lea 1

... 767
I

Keimard Bros, (accepted/ ..

LONDON.—Accepted for the ercc'ion of dwelling-house, Black-
hcstli. B.E., fur Mrs. Nesbitt:

—

Keunard Bios £950 0 0

dwelling-hciise, fur the

£1,100 0 0

LONDON.—
Rev. Charles 9

Keuusid B

M.^INDEE (Mol:.).—For the erection of new vicarage. Eveswell
Park, BlHindee, fortheltev J, Swmncrtoii. Mr. Alfred Bwash, archi-
tect. 3. Friar'a-chauibcrs. Newport

-(1
,6.50

I

Thus. Webb £1,490
1.64* W. A. Linton 1,466
1,,5.'K) Dyson P.rfit'. 1.444

J T. Morris
Thos. G. Diainoud
rh.a«. Lock
J. B .Teiikins 1 4UU

j
W. J. Laugmaid

1,323

NEWPORT (Mon.).—For the e

(U.D.) Schoul BixirJ. Mr.
r liar a-cliatiibi rs. Newport ;—
£.5,795

I

Thus. WcliD £.‘>.49!l

.5.730 Chas. West 5,4S7
6.6.52 1 W. M. IJlacktiiru 5,474

... 5.550
I

W. J, Langmaid
... 6509

I
iKirtfaccptcd)...

«. G. DianioiiU ...

jn Richards
). I aogiiiaid
s. Webb

... £1.400 I Moigaii A Roberts
.. l.CX'

I

Djfioi. I’arfltt

... I 300 1 Geo. Wilki, B ,.

... 1,2791 tees Williams, Newport*.
* Accepted.

NEWPORT (Mon.).—Fur mbHiio's to Board Fcliools, Newport,
for the Newport lU.D.I School Board. Mr. Alfred Swash, architect.
0. Friar's Chambers. Newport :—

Jh-zaiidm-roail ,</c6on/»,

E. Ri' hard £!IS 0 I Thos. Webb £<in 0
Will. I’riie 97 0 I Chas. 'W cst (iO 0
T. G. DiBiuuud 93 o|

linll-tln-tl .Srhouli.

T. G. Disiiiond £1.39 0
|

Wm. Price £131 0
E. Richards 136 Ifl I CUas. West JIU 0
Thus. M ebli 398 U 1

Jhu. Daynisn (accepted) . i*!' 17

Chi'/jdoir.Toad Svhocit.

R. Ei-hards £93 0 I
T. G. Disraond £s4

M'm. Price 89 0
j
Chaa. 'West 7.5 1.5

Thos. Webb 88 0
|
Jno. Dnyiimn (ncieiiCcd) . 72

Kfeaun ll .'ichooli.

Chas. West £145 0 1
Thos. IVebl) £144 10

NORTHAMPTON.-Kor the erection of a Sunday School. St.
Michael's-r ad, Noi-thamplou. Mr. S. J. Newman, architect. 32,
Abii gt'U-stre.t, Norihaniptoii :—
<R W. Soustcr £555

[
A. J. Chown £40s

J. Douglas 54
,

I

J. J ouiuson 4pn
J Woodf.jrd ASoii 5;IS t 4. Wilford .4^5
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I
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I
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Theatre Architecture at the Vienna

Exhibition,

have leferred

more than once to

the Musical and

Dramatic Exhi-

bition which was

opened with great

ceremony at

Vienna in May
last, but which in

fact was not com-

plete, nor were any catalogues published, till

months after that date. The general scope of

the exhibition is of course not -within our

limits, but the collection of plans of build-

ings for musical and dramatic entertainments,

the latter more particularly, is of consider-

able interest.

The prefix “ International,” which now

seems to be attached to almost every Con-

tinental exhibition, is hardly borne out by

the facts
;
for though Russia, France, Italy,

Spain and England have sent a few exhibits,

Germany and Austria take absolute pre-

cedence throughout; and for a truly inter-

national exhibition of music and the drama, and

the sciences and trades connected with them,

we shall have to wait for the exhibition under

the same title which is promised at Paris for

next year, and which will probably be more

comprehensive in this respect than the

essentially Teutonic exhibition at Vienna.

The exhibition is favourably distinguished

from many others of the same kind by the

rigorous separation between ait and science

on the one hand and mere trade exhibits on

the other. The exhibition has its “ Historical

Division,” divided into musical and dramatic

departments, and its bond-Jide trade division.

The two are under the same roof, it is true,

but they are everywhere kept separate and

arranged on a different system, the historical

exhibits being arranged as a museum, in

small compartments, and the trade exhibits

in a large hall, after the manner of a bazaar.

Large lettering and showy decoration have

their way here, while in the historical

division everything is treated with restraint

and an entire absence of any sensational

announcements. The building in which the

exhibition is held is the Prater Rotunda (the

main building of the great exhibition of

1878), which has been cleverly adapted to its

present use.

Of architecture as represented in the

musical department of the exhibition there

is not much to be said. Of the many inte-

resting concert-halls to he found on the

Continent only a few are represented, and

only one fortunately a good one ('he

Gewandhaus ” at Leipsic, by MM. Gropius

and Schmieden), is illustrated by a complete

set of drawings. It contains one large con-

cert-room for an audience of 1 ,700 and an

orchestra of 4o0, and there is a smaller room

for chamber concerts, both famous for their

excellent acoustic qualities. The open site

on which it is placed has facilitated the

planning, and it possesses the most satis-

factory arrangement for ingress and egress,

and the greatest amount of cloak-room

space of any music-hall in Germany, while

the general architectural effect of the exterior

is satisfactory. The other Continental concert-

halls shown are the “ Musik Vereinshaus ’’ of

Vienna, the “ Sing-Akademie ” of Berlin, and

the “ Tou-IIalle ” of Laibach, none of which,

however, are well illustrated. Foreign

concert-halls seem only to be represented by

the Carnegie Music-hall of New York
;
at

least, we did not notice any other. The only

other form in which architecture could be

represented in connexion with music was in

the representation of colleges or schools of

music. Of the few buildings of this class

exhibited only one has any claim to special

notice, the Conservatorium erected some

years ago at Leipsic from the designs of Herr

Hugo Licht. This is a well-designed practical

building, illustrated by a complete set of

drawings.

In the dramatic department architecture

plays a more prominent part, but the designs

are rather scattered, having been arranged

along with the other exhibits of the towns to

which they belong; though there are two

systematically-arranged collections, one of

the plans of Baron Ilasenauer, the other of

those of MM. Fellner and Helmer. As far as

architecture is concerned the historical divi-

sion hardly justifies its name, as few buildings

prior to the end of the seventeenth century

are to be found. Among the few are a model

of a barn as adapted for the use of strollinj

players, a plaster model of the market-place

at Lucerne as adapted for the performance

of a Passion Play in 1583, and a model of

the Vienna market-place with its typical

Theatre. It is only from an examination

of the collections of MSS. and prints that

one can obtain any information as to the

construction aud planning of theatres at dif-

ferent dates. Some particulars relating to

the prevention of accidents in former days

are of interest
;
and there are accounts of

theatre fires in 1412 and 1569, which seem
exactly counterparts, in their results, of

some modern catastrophes, having been

first followed by panic legislation aud then

by the usual relapse into apathy. Among the

MSS. and prints are descriptions and illustra-

tions of several of the large wooden theatres,

of which a late example, the Teatro Farnese

at Parma, with an auditorium measuring

150 ft. by 97, stUl exists. In the collections-

of prints of the eighteenth century a large-

number of the theatres erected in that age are

to be found, together with minute details of
construction, and at the same time iuforma- -

tion is obtainable as to a large number of the

theatre fires of the time, sixty of which the -

eminent engineer Foelsch, of Hamburg, had
already spoken of in a pamphlet dated 1878.

But the plans and models of the theatres-

which take up so much space in the dramatic -

division refer for the most part to buildinge^-

of this century
;
and if the extensive altera-

tions, which often amount to entire recon-

struction, be taken into account, it would be

more correct to speak of them as dated within

the last five decades. There are but few
drawings to be found of theatres that no

longer exist, and as the average life of a

theatre is under twenty-five years, it is not

strange to find a comparatively modern

collection of drawings illustrating so great a

number of the leading theatres of the day.

Commencing with Vienna, the most
elaborate set of drawings and models relate

to the erection of the new Court or “ Hof-

burg ” theatre, built by Baron Hasenauer,

and these illustrations have been arranged as

a separate co^iection. There is a most beauti-

fully executed plaster model of the building

as a whole, and a similar one, to a larger

scale, of the auditorium; then there are a

large number of general working drawings

d
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Eud details of masonry, all in pure outline
showing remarkably draughtsmanship ;

also seme sketches for bronze fittings, and a
nimber of photographs showing the effect of
different parts of the building and illus-
trating some of the fresco work and
sculpture.

Of the other Vienna theatres, all are illus-
tMted, with the exception, strange to say, of
the Ptopl Opera House, one of the most
mteresting buildings in the Austrian capital,m the auditorium of which there is room for
an audience of 3,000 persons. The “ Karl ’’

and the “An der Wien ” theatres are the two
most important of the old “ private ” theatres
of the city, but neither of them can claim
notice as architectural monuments. To those
who have known these two buildings prior to
1881 they would, however, now serve as
excellent examples of the results which can
be obtained by systematic legislation, when a
dangerous structure has to be converted into
a safe one. The only modern play-house which
IS unsubsidised is the “Deutsches ^'olks-
^eater,’' which was erected by Messrs.
Fellner & Jlelmer, of ^’ienna, in 1887. This
building, which stands on an open site, is
considered to be one of the best of the sym-
metrically-planned theatres on tbe Continent.
It can seat an audience of 1,873 (819 on the
ground floor, and the rest on two tiers), and
can boast of both a pleasing interior and ex-
terior, but it has cost nearly 40,000^.
The only other drawings gf a modern

Viennese theatre which has ceased to exist
are those of the unfortunate “Ring” Theatre
This building was erected after plans by
E. von Foerster, and was opened in 1874,
only to live a short life of seven years. The
architect’s original drawings are exhibited,
including some pleasing water-colours and a
large perspective, and on examining these
sheets it may be observed that the plan of
the building was by no means so unsatis-
factory as the fearful calamity which befell
it would have led one to expect. It would,
perhaps, be well to compare the plan of this
\ lennese theatre with those of the majority
of play-houses situated in countries where
“ moderate expenditure ” is still in vogue,
when the safety of the public is concerned.
It has often been asked why one nation has
more theatre catastrophes than another,
although the most unfortunate of the two
may have a paternal Government? This
difference is not so much due to good luck as
to the character of the audience in front of
the curtain and of the en^doyJs at the back,
Where the former are not of an excitable
temperament, and the latter are cool and well
drilled, a catastrophe which would be in-
evitable with an excitable audience and
nervous officials, may be avoided, without
any special credit being given to the planning
and construction of the building.
The collection of architectural exhibits con-

tributed by Budapest consists mainly of draw-
ings and photographs of the Ilungarian
National Opera House, which was erected
from the design of Ritter von Ibyl, and
opened in 1884. This much-admired building
only has 1,267 seats in its comparatively large
auditorium, each of which has cost about
2,625 florins, as the total expenditure on the
structure was 3,200,000 florins. On the
Continent, the Budapest Opera House is con-
sidered to deserve the careful attention of
architects as on# of the most interesting
examples of modem work in which scientific
planning and construction on the one side,
and artistic design on the other, may be said
to have gone hand-in-hand, and where the
result has naturally been satisfactory. It
should be noted that the auditorium was in
reality planned solely for the accommodation
of the Hungarianmagnates, and that this fact
18 the real reason for the small seating capa-
city ; and, secondly, that Herr Ibyl was one
of the few theatre architects who could boast
of having pleased both the audience and the
employes.

The valuable collection of designs by MM
Fellnerandllelmergivesa fairideaof thenum-
ber of theatres erected by these eminent Vienna
specialists, and includes illustrations of some

of the best examples of theatre-architecture
in countries outside their own, and above all
serves as an excellent inventory of the pro-
vincial _pl_ay-hou9es_ in the Austrian Empire,
the majority of which are monumental struc-
tures, owned by the respective Municipalities.
Most of the last-named buildings (the dates
of which range between 1868 and 1891) are
shown in large working drawings accompanied
by strongly-coloured perspectives, and, in some
cases, also by models and photographs. There
is the Briinn Theatre (which has given its
authors great satisfaction and was planned to
accommodate an audience of 1,400), then the
municipal theatres of Presburg, Salzburg
Reichenberg, Karlsbad, Fiume, Szegedin,
‘S\aresdin, and Ternesvar, and further the
new “ German Theatre ” at Prague. These
houses have seating capacities varying between
i 50 and 2,000, and each has some points of
special merit

;
but it should be remembered

that the^se buildings are but minor examples
of the ^ ienna firm’s erections when compared
with such structures as they have lately put
up at Odessa, Ziirich, or Berlin.
The Odessa Theatre, a building which

holds an audience of 2,500, and in its plan
shows the first unquestionably successful
scheme of decentralised exits, may at present
probably be considered the most elegant play-
house in Russia. It eclipses all similar
structures in the Russian capital, and is not
Hkely to be classed second until the proposed
Imperial Opera House at St. Petersburg has
been opened. The drawings for the Czar’s
new opera-house are hung in the extensive
collection representing the “ Muscovite Court
Theatres Administration,” the executive of
which has charge of the most elaborate com-
bination of Court play-houses and dramatic
schools in the world. Privy Councillor
Schroetter, the architect-in-chief to this exe-
cutive, who is the_ author of the design,
has this time exhibited a more complete set
of illustrations than he sent to the Berlin
International Art Exhibition. His stage
measures 32 metres by 41 metres, by 42
metres, and the auditorium, besides
having very ample accommodation for the
Royal family and the Court dignitaries^
provides seats of most luxurious di-
mensions for 2,100 visitors. Luxurv is
the great feature of the design throughout,
so that the^ large auditorium occupies but a
small fraction of the cubic contents of the
block

;
the farades, however, are of simple

and unostentatious architectural character.
Of the theatres at present in the hands of the
Muscovite Administration, three at St. Peters-
burg and one at Moscow have (much to the
^rprise of those informed of the usages of
Russian authorities) been illustrated at the
\ ienna exhibition. All four were built prior
to 1860, and can scarcely be termed good
examples of theatre-planning; yet, if the
drawings are correct (not always the case in
Russia, on account of Police regulations), the
houses have apparently been subject to altera-
tions and improvements which tend to make
them agreeable and safe, and they have
received the most improved and expensive
fittings, as far as the lighting, ventilation,
and machmery are concerned. These expen-
sive fittings, which for the most part have
however, been introduced in a very desultory
fashion, are probably to be seen in their fullest
development in the Warsaw Opera House,
which was reconstructed at an enormous cost
last year.

Whatever criticism the Russian architec-
tural exhibits may call for, it is but fair to
acknowledge the pains taken by the organisers
of that group to give “ architecture ” a promi-
nent place in their show. France has not a
single

_

architectural drawing at the ‘^'ieuna
Exhibition, although its group of exhibits is
an extensive one, and in the space devoted to
England not a single contribution of the kind

,18 to be seen. Spain has only sent a coloured
section of the “ Teatro del Liceo ” at Barce-
lona, and a few plans of the stages of other
theatres in that city. Sweden, with its small
resources, has at all events shown some neat
pen-and-ink drawings, and a sepia perspective
of the Opera House at Stockholm, which is

being re-constructed by the well-known
architect, A. J. Anderberg. Then there is
Switzerland, which is, however, only repre-
sented by the excellent drawings of the
new Ziirich Theatre, hung in the “Fellner
and Ilelmer ” collection, and Italy by a
coloured section of the “Scala” at Milan
and a fairly complete set of illustrations
of the “ Teatro del Filodramico,” which was
put up by Sipor Giovanni Giachi in the sameA design by the last-named architect
for an Opera House at Buenos Ayres (illus-
trated by a photograph of the model) can
still be noticed as a contribution from the
non-German countries, but with the mention
of this exhibit the list of “ foreign ” theatres
shown to the visitors of the so-called “ Inter-
national” show must also be closed, as the
only other piece of architecture which could
claim remark under that heading has not yet
been carried out, and, having for its author
the late Gottfried Semper, can only be classed
with the German exhibits, although intended
for Rio Janeiro.

Returning to the exhibits of the various
German-speaking countries, those relating to
Samper’s work at Dresden are among the
most valuable. The fine set of black-and-
white drawings which illustrate the old
Dresden Opera House of 1841 (destroyed bv
fire twenty-eight years after), and another set
illustrating the new Court Theatre, which
was opened in 1878, are both remarkable for
the beautiful and careful delineation of those
parts of the elevations which are curvilinear
on plan. The designs of l>oth these buildings,
as well as of the one for Rio Janeiro, men-
tioned just now, and further, the design of
the proposed Munich Opera House (which
Semper made for the late King Ludwig in
1886), all show the same preference for the
curvilinear front, behind which is placed the
usual Continental/u(7er, and at the same time
eachof these conceptionsincludes in someform
or other two main staircases flanking the
auditorium. The plans illustrate a series of
improvements which, if they had been given
form as intended in the Munich structure,
would probably have brought about a revolu--
tion in modern theatre construction, the
extent of which can at present only be judged
by the effect which a knowledge of the un-
published plans had on Herr Briickwald’s
Bayreuth “ Festspielhaus.” The design for
the proposed Munich Opera House is,
fortunately, at last put before the members
of the architectural profession, with an
adequate number of illustrations, and the
mystery which was somehow connected with
this hidden design put an end to. There are
not only four of the author’s remarkable pen
drawings to be seen, but also a very
fine model, and these together help to
demon^rate Semper’s ideas of combining
the Grecian Amphitheatre with the
modern play-house. The very beautifullv-
executed model is certainly the pn^ce de
resistance of the Munich group, as neither
another model showing the historical “ Gaert-
nerplatz Theatre of the Bavarian capital,
nor any of the many designs for a new Royal
playhouse conceived by Herr G. Dollmann
and Herr Ad. Seder in 1874, can call for
much attention. That drawings of the
Bayreuth Theatre are not exhibited in
the Bavarian group is disaopointing as
the publications of that building show
the plan only to a very small scale.
Oberammergau is represented by some prints
descriptive of its historical stage, and further
by a plan of the new one which was put up
by Herr Lautenschliiger in 1890; whilst of
other Bavarian towns Augsburg takes the lead
with illustrations of its neat little Municipal
Theatre, of which Messrs. Fellner and Helmer
of Vienna, were the architects.

’

Frankfurt-on-the-Main has sent a per-
spective of her Opera House which was
opened in 1880. This architectural picture,
which^ with most effective colouring, shows
Lucae's very beautiful structure, is certainly
the finest in the Exhibition, not excepting
even that wh-ch illustrates Schinkel’s Court
Theatre on the Gendarmen Platz in Berlin,
and bears th-s great artist’s signature. That
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5)Ians neither of the Berlin Court Theatre nor
of the Royal Opera House have been
exhibited ia not strange, as both these
buildings rank among the most dangerous
structures in Europe, and would greatly dis-

credit a Government which behaves so
despotically where unsubsidised theatres are
•concerned, whilst itself the owner of the most

i -discreditable theatrical property in its

capital. Of late, it is true, thanks to the
' constant pressure of the Berlin Fire Brigade,

'large sums of money have been spent on
:
improvements in both blocks, yet these
alterations are, as far as the Opera House is

( concerned, in reality of little or no value.
Drawings of the Victoria Theatre at Berlin,

which was pulled down last year, are also
I shown, and these illustrate one of the most
• original buildings of its class, which had a
I summer and a winter auditorium (each for
• an audience of some 2,000) placed on either
' side of a central stage. Of modern erections
: the Lessing Theatre of 1888 (which has been
,

illustrated in the Builder) is exhibited, but it

i is only interesting on account of its plan, to
which Messrs. Jlennicke and V. d. Ilude
gave much attention, and for the decoration
cf the auditorium, which, although exceedingly
cold in colouring, has certain merits. Messrs.
Fellner and Ilelmer’s “ Theater Unter den
Linden,” which was opened a week or two
‘Since, is also represented, but not in such a way
as to do justice to Berlin’s finest play-house.
This building, which is devoted to superior
“variety ” entertainments, does not stand on
an open site, as by some clever strategy the
architects had the preliminary design passed
through the offices of the local Building
Police as an “ assembly hall,” whilst in

reality, with its capacity for 2,500 visitors,

its tiers and promenades, this structure is

a honn-ftde play-house, and bears no more
Tesemblance to an assembly-hall than the
“ Empire Theatre ” in London. It is, how-
ever, in spite of its position, a most satis-

•factorily planned theatre, and a structure of
the highest order. The stucco decorations
are indeed somewhat over exuberant, though
carefully designed in detail.

Any description of the many exhibits
relating to “stage technique” would require
much space, especially if the more modern
examples were treated of, and hence only a
few of the most important illustrations,

which are in form of models and drawings
attached to the local groups to which they
naturally belong, can be noticed. Among the
Vienna exhibits of this class is a full working
model of the new “ Hofburg Theatre” stage,
which clearly shows how its engineer,* Herr
Bretschneider, considers that hydraulic power
can be made use of for stage effects in a more
practical way than in the so-called “Aspha-
leia ” system, which was tried in theatres at
Budapest and Halle with unsatisfactory
results. This model serves as an absolute
contrast to one which shows the wooden
«tage of the great Vienna Opera House, the
working of which, although resulting in the
attainment of very superior scenic effects, is

uncommonly complicated, and (no matter how
well superintended by the engineer, Herr
Rudolf) is far too dangerous for a building
that is so ill-protected as far as risks of
fire are concerned. Other examples of
such old-fflshioned stages are illustrated in a
model of the stage of the old “ Burg ” theatre
which has been pulled down, and in a
similar model of the Munich “ Gaertnerplatz ”

theatre as it was in 1827. It is interesting
to compare these models with the one first

named, and then to note the progress made in
stage construction during the present century
<or rather in the last fifteen years). The
“ Asphalfia ” system, above mentioned, is

only illustrated at the Vienna show in draw-
ings of fhe Budapest Opera House, as finan-
cial and otht^r reasons prevented the interest-
ing model of the late Aephaleia Companv
<which was to be seen in London in 1888)
being put into repair for this exhibition. It
may be, however, of interest to note that the
ayst-em as adopted in Budapest has not quite

•
' Sf-age eng'uc-er” is now a recognised profession in

Germany.

as many advantages as Mr. Emden ascribed
to it when giving some details of the scheme
before the Society of Arts

;
in fact, the

engineers in charge of both the Hungarian
and the Halle stages now tell a very different

tale from that given in the pamphlet of the
company. There is little doubt that the
“ Asphaleia” stage, as an extreme contrast to
the former wooden ones, has done great
service in furthering the new science
of stage-engineering, but at the same time
s me such system as Herr Brettschneider’s,
which stands between the two extremes, will
probably be the one adopted in future
theatres. Herr Brandt has exhibited a large
working model of a set of “ cuts,” “ sliders,”
“ traps,” and hydraulic motors as used with
good results in the lately reconstructed stage
of the Berlin “ Court Theatre,” and Herr
Lautenschliiger, of Bayreuth repute, has,
among other drawings, sent a set of illustra-

tions of the proposed reconstruction of the
stage of the old Munich Opera House, to
which he is engineer-iu-chief. Of the stage
appurtenances a most varied collection is

naturally to be seen in the Trade division of
the exhibition, but no novelty of special
merit can be found among them. If any
one of these exhibits deserves mention, it is

the uninflammable pieces of scenery sent by
Messrs. Mueller & Schaefer, of Berlin. They
show two kinds of fabrics which have been
put through systematic trials by the ollicers

of the Berlin Fire Department, and have
afterwards been highly recommended by the
Prussian Government

;
but they are unlikely

to find a market, on account both of their
heavy weight and high price.

The collection of paintings and sculptures
in the “ Dramatic ” department is of consi-
derable interest, and even when the architec-
tural visitor emerges into the grounds of the
exhibition he still finds work before him, as
many of the provisional erections, in which
our Continental neighbours excel, are of great
merit. Among these are the reproduction of
an old Vienna market-place and a concert-
hall of large dimensions, and lost, not least,

an exhibition theatre, built by Messrs.
Fellner & Helmer, and already described in

a former number of this journal. It is in
this last-named building that the so-called
“ International” Exhibition can for once fully
claim its official description, this theatre being
the resort of many foreign companies, as well
as of visitors from all parts of the world.

ECCLESIASTICAL ART AT THE
CHURCH CONGRESS.
A.CH year we are informed that

special pains have been taken to
procure a good exhibition of
ecclesiestical art at the church

congress, but in this as in former years,
the result does not bear out the promises that
have been made. The loan exhibition looks
very well in the catalogue, but the objects of
real interest are not numerous. The “ magni-
ficent altar frontal ” of the parish church of
Folkestone, worked by seven ladies and pre-
etited to the church, may be a fine piece of
work, but it was not in evidence on the
occasion of our visit, the explanation
being that it was in use that day ia the
church ;

in which case it should hardly have
had place in the catalogue.

The fact is that the loan collection is a very
heterogeneous affair, and one cannot but be
surprised at the varied character of the
exhibits which are pressed into the service as
representing ecclesiastical art. Among other
things we noticed two sporting sketches, some
drawings of ships, a bit of Venetian lace, a
Norwegian “ bride’s belt ”—a pretty bit of

metal-work this last, but in what sense
“ ecclesiastical ” ? Apparently it seems
enough that an object should be lent by a
clergyman to constitute it “ ecclesiastical

art.” We fear visitors will hardly all rest

satisfied with this view of the subject.

Among the few things that are of interest

is a modern cope presented to and lent by
the Dean, of Rochester, designed by Mr.

Ivempe, and worked by the Clewer Sisters.

The main surface of the cope is a damask
pattern suggesting a little too much the idea
of a curtain, but the border is a fine and
broad piece of Gothic design, carefully carried
out. A set of Armenian priests’ vestments,
lent by the Rev. A. Saunders Dyer, though
simpler, has a finer style and feeling about it,

and the priest’s hat is a really artistic object,
well designed and not obscured in its lines by
any redundancy of ornament.

.:Vmong the plate which has been lent for
the occasion, and which is not a very re-
markable collection, some few pieces teach
the same lesson of the superior value of
simple and well-designed outline. An
Elizabethan silver chalice, lent by the Rev.
Spencer Philips, with its short stem and
spreading bowl of finely-curved outline, is a
good example of its class. So is the silver
chalice (date 1577) lent by the Rev. E. B.
Russell

: a cup similarly characterised by
good lines, with a little delicately-chased
pattern forming a band round the bowl.
Another item is a small two-handled silver
vessel lent by the Rector of Hythe, and
belonging to the church of SS. Mary and
Radegund (where?), up to 1850 used as a
chalice at the celebration of Holy Communion
in the perish church of Postling. The
catalogue says

—

From the Hall-marks it appears that the date is
1701-2. being of the “Now Sterling” silver, with
figure of Britannia and lion’s head erased, the
maker’s mark being AN CWilliam Andrews). The
donor is unknown, and it is probably the only one
cf the kind now remaining in Kent. Archdeacon
Lee mentions two similar cups of the “porringer”
shape as still existing in the Archdeaconry of Wor-
cester. He considers that they were “probably
taken from domestic use,” but proceeds to add that
“they probably bear more resemblance tkan any
other pattern in shape, if not in size, to the cups of
the Early Church, which are described as having
two handles or “ ears.”

The lower portion of the bowl is decorated with
a repousse scallop ornament in spiral lines.

It is a thoroughly good bit of metal design
of a simple kind. The church plate from St.

John’s Church Sidcup, lent by the Vicar of
Sidcup, has a character of its own

; we pre-
sume the patten is a modern piece designed
to match the flagon and chalice. The com-
munion plate from Kennardington, Kent, lent

by the Rector, has also the character of ex-
treme simplicity combined with good lines.

One may better appreciate this by comparison
with some old plate which has not the same
characteristics, such as a silver chalice of
Gothic design lent by Messrs. Pairpoint,
“dated 1729, but probably of much earlier

manufacture.” It probably is so, but that
does not prevent its lines being clumsy and
ill -designed. The Renaissance chalice,
“ siver-gilt with chased plaques,” exhi-
bited by the same donors (or loaners),

though of interest, is also a bad piece of
design

;
the foot and stem being out of all

proportion to the small size of the bowl,
which looks like an afterthought. In such
an article as a chalice the cup is the essential

portion, the stem should only be developed
sufiiciently to give a look of firmness and
ample support to the bowl. A pair of plated
candlesticks curiously designed like a Gothic
shaft of quatrefoil section, but with a Classic
capital at thetop,havedistinctcharacter; these
are old work of course

;
no one would venture

such a thing now. But the modern chalices,

in imitation of the orthodox and admirable
Mediffival form, look too much like servile

imitation
;
there is really no design in them

;

they are practically mere copies.

Of the drawings in the loan collection we
have the satisfaction of publishing in this

number those which are most to the point,

viz. : the set of drawings for St. Saviour's
Church, Folkestone, by Mr. Somers Clarke
and Mr. Micklethwaite. These are a good
set of drawings showing the special treatment
of terra-cotta in church architecture, with
details as well as perspective views, and are
worth study, hence they are naturally hung
rather away in a corner, not being among the
things that interest the average ticket-

holder. We refer the reader to the
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lithograph plates in place of further
description. Among the other draw-
ings collected are one or two original
eketches by Flaxman of sacred eubjects,
which, slight as they are, always have their
interest, and a few scattered eketches of old
buildings by various hands. There are one
or two elaborate examples of modern illu-

mination, which show certainly a great deal
of patience and painstaking, but no feeling
for colour

;
a defect which it must be

admitted they have in common with a good
many Medijeval illuminations, among which
precedents may no doubt be found for the
crude colouring exhibited in these modern
examples. But there is no merit in copying
the defects of Medimval work,
The email collection of brass rubbings lent

by Mr. Franks, though consisting mostly of
well-known work, includes two unusual
examples of German Renaissance brasses
which are of interest. From these we pass
into the portion of the collection which is

not “Loan,” and which might be described
most correctly as “ Trade.” There is some
exception to be made in regard to some of
the stained-glass work fixed in the vestibule.

Mr. E. Frampton’s two-light window for

St. James’s, West Hampstead (figures of
Augustine of Hippo and St. Chrysostom),
is dignified in design and fine in colour,

having that depth and richness of tone in
which so much modern stained glass is want-
ing, and there is a delicate little St. Cecilia
panel by the same artist which is very
pretty. Most of the rest of the exhibits

bear more or less the impress of being, as in

one case they are described, “ from Co.’s

glass works ”
;

as if designs of this kind
were to be turned out, like drain-pipes, from
a contractor’s yard. What would be thought
of a picture exhibition in which paintings
were described as “ from & Co.'s painting
works ” ? In cases where the windows are not
so described, there is still too much of the
appearance of work done to order at so much
a figure

;
and the two or three independent

artists of high standing who have devoted
themselves to glass design are conspicuous
by their absence. But the trade element is

absolutely predominant in the large room
where exhibits of church furniture and
decoration are arranged. There are the usual
brass lecterns with mechanical-looking eagles

on the top, all on the same pattern, the usual
brass candlesticks, brackets, ewers and
chalices, nearly the same everywhere, just as
they are seen in the trade catalogues, and
the usual assiduous attendant on the watch
to buttonhole the critic if the latter

gives him a chance. To call this

ecclesiastical art is absurd
;

it is simply
a trade in metal-work produced in stereotyped
patterns which have received the imjirimatur

of fashion. Last week we published a simple
design for an altar-cross and candlesticks by
an artist

;
they are neither costly nor highly

elaborated, but there is an idea in the design,

instead of such a mere repetition of stock
forms as were ranged along the room at the
Folkestone exhibition.

"NVhether this kind of exhibition satisfies

and interests the clergy who attend these

congresses we cannot say : but if it does, the

fact says little for the artistic taste and training

of the clergy. If architects were invited to

exhibit designs of churches and church furni-

ture and decoration, and artists were invited to

exhibit designs for stained glass, exhibitions

of real interest and value might be got up in

connexion with the church congresses. As
it is, the loan exhibition of ancient work,
though containing some items of interest, is

but a poor affair, and the rest of the exhibi-

tion is simply a church furniture bazaar, in

which trade interests alone are concerned.
The managers of the exhibition do not
appear to know what sort of things to pro-
vide or what sort of people to go to for them,
in order to secure anything which could be
truly called “an exhibition of ecclesiastical

art
;
” and we may intimate that unless all

this is altered, we shall not in future think it

necessary to take any notice of the Church
Congress exhibitions.

NOTES.
UST as we were going to press
came the melancholy news of
the death of Lord Tennyson,
loss to the nation which will be

felt by educated men of all professions. It
belongs more especially to our literary con-
temporaries to estimate and appreciate the
value of his legacy to the literature of
this country

;
but, speaking from the

artistic point of view, whatever difference
of opinion may exist as to what may be
called the philosophic value of his poetry, it

must be agreed by all that in one of the
highest and most delicate forms of art, that
of finish of form and expression in language,
he was one of the most perfect artists of whom
we have any record.

X
T would almost seem that the distinguished

witnesses examined on Wednesday
before the Water Supply Commission were
practically witnesses in the interests of the
water companies, at least that would be the
conclusion to which many readers would
naturally be led on reading the report of the
evidence by Mr. Hawksley and Sir F. Bram-
well. According to these gentlemen,
whose professional eminence is certainly
beyond dispute, it would seem that
“ whatever is, is right ” in regard to
London water supply, except that we
are allowed too much water. Mr. Hawksley
makes what must seem to many of us (and
evidently did seem to the Chairman) the
astounding statement that bad water supply
has little or nothing to do with cholera.
After this we maj certainly take cum grano

by any inscription of his name on the building;
(

or the erection of his statue in or near it.
'

The instances from past times which he has- j

collected are of interest, but in regard to the< t

present day the personal credit of the archi- .

tect for his design may be said to be univer-
sally admitted. The difficult point for con- •

sideration is, how far the architect has or ]

should have any power to prevent the repro- •

duction of his design in another building and ;

under other superintendence. That is really
(

the only point that requires to be settled, and i

on that M. Lucas does not offer any definite :

suggestion.

the same witness’s assertion that (contrary to
a mass of medical testimony) that there are
no drawbacks to obtaining water supply from
an open river into which all kinds of
things may be thrown or drained, even
with the most efficient preventive police,
Sir F. Bramwell throws out a plea-
sant prospect of the water companies
having powers to further reduce the con-
sumption of water, the demand for which
(per head) must inevitably tend to increase
rather than diminish in these days. Such a
reduction could only be brought about by a
system of house-to-house visitation and inter-
ference which would be exasperating, and
which public feeling would never tolerate.
Waste might be efficiently checked by meter
supply, no doubt, which we regard as a
system worth at least serious consideration,
unless (like ancient Rome) we can obtain
a supply so liberal that a certain probability
of waste may be faced without anxiety.
There is water enough in the world if we
can only get it to the places where it is most
wanted, and get it in a safe way, and not
along open rivers. Meantime, we cannot but
think that the engineering experts are entirely
in the wrong in looking to a diminution of
supply per head in the future. More and
more water is being used for bath purposes
as certain sections of the population grow
more healthy and cleanly in their habits, and
we want to encourage that tendency and not
to check it. The consideration that meter
supply might operate to check the proper use,
as well as the waste of water, is the one serious
objection to that system of house supply. A
further witness on Wednesday, Mr. Birch,
asserted that in August, 1887, when the
companies were abstracting 101,000,000
gallons from the Thames, 175,000,000 more
might have been taken without injury.
There will not be much left of the Thames if

it is to be handled in that manner.

WE have received a copy of a paper read
read by M. Cbas. Lucas at the con-

gress this year of the “ Association Litteraire
et artistique Internationale,” on the subject of
“ La Propri(5c6 Artistique en matiere d’Archi-
tecture (Signature del'muvre archibecturale).”
M. Lucas appears to confine himself to citing
cases in the past in which the architect has
been recognised bj^ name as the author of the

I
T is doubtful if many of the sea-side towns ;

which lay themselves out to attract :

summer visitors for a few weeks really benefit, :

the local community to any appreciable i

extent. One thing, at any rate, is certain,
,

that the proprietors of the houses which. ;

are let out in rooms to visitors carry on i

a precarious and often wholly unprofitable- i

business. Whitby is one of the towns- •

which has never gone out of its way to •

attract visitors, though there is now a. .

small visitors’ quarter. To a large number >

of persons the fact that Whitby retains its. •

old characteristics of a fishing port makes it •

much more attractive than many brand-new
and more pushing places, and in all proba-
bility the town is more thoroughly prosperous
than others which depend so largely on the
patronage of strangers. But Whitby may
well remain the same town in general charac-
teristics and yet be largely improved in
details. For example, the West Pier, a
solid stone structure, formed to act as a
breakwater and to facilitate the entrance
of fishing vessels, is beyond all com-
parison finer and more attractive than the
trumpery wooden and iron structures which,
are found at most watering-places. But as a
promenade it is spoilt by the inequalities of
the flag.'*, which are so uneven as to retain
large poolsof water twenty-four hours afterrain
has ceased. From the West Pier and the shore
approach a broad road (having the ridiculous
name of the Khyber Pass) winds to the West
Cliff

;
at its very commencement it is made

hideous by a piece of bare ground, on which
stands an unsightly and unsavoury urinal. It
ought not to be beyond the enterprise of the-
Whitby Local Board to erect a small stone
structure in keeping with the pier, which,
would answer the same purpose, and which
should contain a retiring-room for women,
as well as lavatories and a waiting-room.
A little higher up a hideous corner of
waste^ ground should be made sightly
by being enclosed with iron fencing and
planted with shrubs. It would also be well
if measures were taken to do away with the
perforated gratings found about 20 yards-
apart down the centre of the streets, and from
which smells worthy of old Cologne attack
the nose of the passer-by. Such things are
good neither for resident nor visitor. Varioua
other details in which the town requires
improvement could easily be mentioned. It
is high time that Whitby took a leaf out of
its neighbour Scarborough’s book, a town
which is vigorously and admirably governed,
The people of Whitby should rouse their
Local Board

;
without in the slightest degree

changing its character, or destroying its old-
fashioned charms, it is possible by intelligent-

administration to make Whitby a pleasanter
and a more healthy place. Public spirit alone
is needed to do this.

T was recently stated that a committed
was to be formed to collect subscriptiona
M.-nt. J 1.: • - TTfor purchasing, and converting into a Handel

museum, the supposed birthplace of the great
composer. The house is No. 4, Nicolai
Strasse, Halle. Having been lately used
as a beer garden, the premises are offered for
sale, with the view to the building of a
brewery over the site. Handel came to
England in 1710. He is known to have
lived in London at Burlington House, Picca-
^lly, for _three years—teste Sir John

design of the bxulding, and commemorated
|
Hawkins’s Pictionary of Music

;
and
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Brook-Street, Mayfair, in a house that about

ten years ago was renumbered 26, and is

distinguished by a tablet set in its front by

the Society of Arts. The statue which

Houbilioc made for Tyers at Vauxhell

Oardens, his first work in this country, was, in

February-, 1689, at Mr. Alfred Littleton’s

residence at Sydenham, and had belonged

to the Sacred Harmonic collection. It re-

presents Handel as Orpheus, with a^ lyre,

and was placed beneath a Doric jiortico in the

Grand .South-walk there. This statue is

shown in Canaletti’s view, 1751, and was in-

cluded, we think, in the final sale of the

Garden’s effects in 1859. The monument in

Westminster Abbey is also by lloubiliac, being,

it is said, his last work. The first Handel

Festival was held in the nav-e on May, 1784
;

after 1791 they transferred the performances

on two or three occasions to St. Margaret’s

;

one has been given at the Chapel Koyal,

Whitehall, now lent to the Royal United

Service Institution. When living in Mayfair,

Handel attended service in St. George’s,

XIanover-square, where he used to sit in his

sedan chair placed in the central aisle.

AS will have been seen by a recent advertise-

ment in our columns, the Office of \Vork8

have invited tenders for the construction of

an additional story at the (old) General Post

Office. That building was erected in 1825-

29, from the designs of Sir Robert Smirke,

R.A., in lieu of the old office in Lombard-
street. It stands on the sites of St. Martin’s-

le-Grand collegiate church, St. Leonard’s,

Foster-lane (noc rebuilt after the Great Fire),

the Dark Entry, and, going from north to

south, Horseshoe-alley, Round-court, New-
ffents, Mouldmakers'-rente, Great and Little

Daan’s-courts, Three Crown-court, and George-

fitreet. In June, 1888, that part of St.

Leonard’s burial-ground which lay next

west of the Money-Order Office, and abutted

against the northern face of the City wall,

was raised, and added to the graveyard of St.

Botolph’s, Aldersgate. St. Leonard’s is a

small parish, being fairly co-terminous with
the collegiate precincts. A link exists

between the church of St. Martin, founded
in 1056 by Ingelric, Earl of Essex, and his

brother, Girard, and the Tower of London,
The Dean of St. Martin's, temp. lEdward HI
was Secretary of the King’s Treasury and
Keeper of the Jewels in the Tower, and they

then gave the name of St. Martin’s to the old

Brick Tower, wherein the jewels were kept.

Another jewel-house was built, in 1842, after

the fire
;
at present the regalia is deposited in

Wakefield Tower.

From the Oldham Chronicle of the 1st

inst. we learn that the Sanitary Com-
mittee of the Corporation of that Borough
are very indignant at some remarks made by
the Borough Coroner (Dr. Thomson), and
endorsed by the verdict of the jury, at an

inquest recently held on the body of a

newly-born infant. The jury found that the

death of the child was caused by the insani-

tary condition of the house in which it was
born, and,—by implication, at any rate,—they

placed the death of the child at the door of

the Sanitary Authority. The Chairman of

the Sanitary Committee having, at a sub-

sequent meeting of that body, strongly

repudiated the conclusions of the Coroner and
his jury, and denied that the house in which
the death occurred was in an especially

insanitary condition, the Coroner (who is a

medical man) deemed it to be his duty, in

the public interest, to vindicate the proceed-

ings of his court, and he therefore com-

rtiissioned two engineers conversant with
sanitary engineering (Mr. T. S. M'Callum,
C.E., and Mr. E. Codling, C.E., both of

Manchester) to make a thorough inspection

and examination of the house in question,

which is situate in No. 1 Court, otf .Tohn-

Btreet. The report of the two gentlemen
named contains the following passages :

—

“The Corporation officials and the owner of the
property were advised of the proposed inspection.

The house in questton is a ‘ back-to-back ’ one. The

fireplace of the upper floor was found to be bricked

3 absolutely air-tight, thus preventing all possi-

lity of through ventitation and the air of the

rooms was very stagnant and vitiated
;
from the

foulness of the air it was evident that in some parts

of the house the air is never changed. This storing

up of a poisonous atmosphere is of itself bad, but

any sewer gas finding its way into the house

remains there, their being no through current of air

to expel it. Back-to-back houses are now a generally

recognised source of danger, and the Oldham Cor-

poration should consider whether they ought not to

condemn this class of property. The waste-pipe

from the sink or slopstone was found to discharge

over a gully trap outside. At the time of the inquest

this gully was covered over with a flag, so that

really it was not ‘disconnected’ at all. It was simply

‘trapped,’ which is quite another matter. Ex-

perience has frequently proved that under certain

conditions of atmosphere, temperature. See., sewtr

gas can pass through the seal of an ordinary trap
;

this is not mere theory, but the fact has been

proved over and over again. This being so, it is

clear that any sewer gas which might pass through

the trap of Howeroft's house would have frae access

to the rooms, there to be inhaled by the occupants.

The lead pipe from the sink to the gully has no

trap upon it, so that even if no air from the public

sewer passed the trap, tbs foul odours from the

accumulated filth in the trap itself would be sucked

into the house. Another strong objection to cover-

ing over the gully traps is that it is impossible to

clean them. In this same court several of the

gullies were found to have become choked in this

way, with the result that the sewage matter has

been overflowing into the surrounding subsoil.

In some cases it was evident that the

filth had been for months running into and

saturating the ground under the houses; one

fully, at least, has been choked for nearly a year.
'

n fact, the ground has really been acting as a cess-

pool, and, of course, the foul gases are drawn into

the houses. There is no option but to condemn the

method used by the Corporaiion for dealing with

the waste-pipes. The only safe way for this or any

other class of property is to make the lead waste-

pipe discharge in the open air over a trapped gully

;

the lead pipe ought also to be trapped. ... A
day or two before the inspection (and since the

inquest) the gullies of the back-to-back bouses in

this court were ventilated to the open air by

gratings
;
and it is so far satisfaetorj' to note the

admission thus made that this is the better method.

On applying the smoke test to the drains of the

court, numerous defects were found. The rain-

pipes have no traps, and they allow foul air

to escape at all the joints and at the eaves,

close to the doors .and windows of some

of the houses, one of these pipes being

against Howeroft’s house. The smoke test demon-

strated that these pipes are sources of dauger as at

present arranged At one end of the court

(which is the most confined) there are two largo

rallies, without traps
;

there is also a sewer venti-

lating grid near the same point. Tbe result is that

enormous quantities of foul air from the sewers

(and, of course, any disease germs that may be con-

tained therein) escape at this point In

testing the drains of the adjoining court, these were

found oven worse. Some of the gullies there are

not even trapped
;
and in one case the house was

filled with smoke in less than two minutes
;

this

proves that by far the larger part of the air supply

to that house is sewer air. In another case tbe

waste-pipe is connected direct to the drain without

a trap of any kind.”

Paul in Rome; and it is a pleasure ti see

Mr. Mullins’s fine clay aketrli fur his pediment

for the Harris Museum at Preston. It is to be

wished English sculptors had more commis-

sions of this kind, especially if they 'were all

carried out as ably as this one.

The state of things revealed by this examU

nation shows that the Sanitary Committee of

Oldham have plenty of work before them,

without wasting time in bandying personalities

with the Coroner.

A BOOK on the monumental brasses of

Lancashire and Cheshire, by Mr. James

L. Thornely, is announced as shortly about

;o appear. Tbe object will be to give not

only illustrations of the brasses, but

biographical sketches of the persons com-

memorated. The brasses which will be

illustrated, it is stated, have mostly not been

before published.

The Exhibition at the New Gallery is not

a very remarkable or interesting one,

and seems to have been prompted rather by

the desire to have an exhibition than by the

fact of having anything special to exhibit.

Some of the best works there, such as Mr.

Tadema’a “ Hadrian,” have been exhibited in

London not very long since
;
and though there

are a certain number of works worth looking

at, there is a large amount of mediocrity.

There is however a large decorative painting

by Mr. Burne Jones which is worth attention,

: a design for the mosaic for the Church of St.

ARCHITECTURE; AN ART, A SCIENCE,

AND A PROFESSION.

Bl PROFESSOR T. ROGER SMITH.

The title of this lecture* bears, aa you will

most of you recognise, a suggestively close

likeness to a phrase which was used as the

watchword of a recent newspaper cunlroversy.

It is not my wish to attempt to revive that con-

troversy. It is not in my power to say anything

about a more serious statement of views in a
forthcoming volume which is not yet given to

the public. But things have been written and

published which, partly perhaps’ from their

indistinctness, have left, or are liable to leave,

the impression that there is a necessary differ-

ence between architecture as an art and

architecture as a profession or as a science. I

propose, therefore, this evening simply to state

a few obvious truths about the nature of that

profession on which you gentlemen are about to

embark. In doing so I shall unavoidably have

to repeat much that has been said by others.

The excuse must simply be that it is necessary

to say things which have been said elsewhere,

in order to render my statement complete. Here,

in this college, where architecture is one of the

subjects taught and studied, it appears to me
thatat the present juncturea plain, definite state-

ment of my views, if not imperatively called

for, is at least very timely, and, if I must un-

avoidably go over ground which has been gone

over before, I will at least endeavour to clothe

the old truths in my own languE^e.

It is not always advisable in a public address

to lay down at starting the precise course which

it is intended to take. There_ is an advantage,

at least sometimes, in allowing that course to

develop itself, without its being possible quite

to anticipate what it will be
;
but to-night, for

clearness' sake, I will at starting define exactly

the objects in view. First, then, we will

consider what is an art; we will examine

the nature of an architect’s work, and I will

endeavour to show that architecture is justly an

art. We will then consider what is a science,

and will see in what respects architecture is a

science. We will thirdly consider a profession,

and I will show you that the serious exercise of

the art and science of architecture constitutes

a profession. You will, perhaps, by this time

see that the drift of the whole lies in the one

short word, and. That wise fool. Touchstone,

says that “there is much virtue in youri/.” Ac

times there is much in your and, so I have ven-

tured to substitute for an or, which insinuates

doubts that I venture to call mistaken, the other

conjunction which is meant to imply that there

is no doubt at all. There will only be time at

the close to allude in the briefest manner to

your preparation for tbe exercise of this pro-

fession, Dy the pursuit of such studies as form

tbe occasion of our meeting here this evening,

and in other ways
;
but if I can draw for you

a definite picture of what an architect has to

do and ought to be, it ought, I think, to be

helpful to students who desire to become

architects, and, as I hope and believe, good

ones. ,

An art has been defined as the power or

doing somethiog not taught by nature and

instinct." Obviously, no natural gift, no skill

gained unconsciously and in a natural way is an

art. To take a very simple illustration, riding

and swimming are often spoken of as arts

because we all acquire the power consciously

and laboriously—not so walking or running,

which may be said to be natural. “ Art is not

nature." Tbe word arU in the plural has an

txtremely extended significance, and may be

used to cover all the kinds of learning and know-

ledge that are called liberal pursuits. The

word art, on the other hand, has often a Parrow

meaning, and is limited to the sort of skill

which is directed towards objects of beauty.

Art in this sense is a word which has been

of late years on everyone’s tongue. More

correctly, this sort of art is called fine art, but

we usually now refer to painting, sculpture,

music, architecture, and tbe related pursuits a ?

• ODeniDK Lecture of ihe .Sass’on 130]-3 at Uni-

veraliy College, London, delivered on Th'iraday evening

October 6,
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it doing the work badly be to his interest, andbe not loreign to his principles. In sneh a case
It depends npon vigilance, which may often be
e uded, whether cheapness may not take the
place of economy in a manner detrimental to
the work.

In short, dealing with men, with contractors
forernen, artisans, clerks of works, and last, batnot least, with employers, committees, 'and
official persons, is a part of bis art in which the
architect requires to be skilled, l-^ortanatelv
for beginners, and indeed for as all, a good
routine exists, and scrnpulous attention to it
will enable a reasonably sagacious man to avoidmany of the difficulties

; but even to gain a
familiarity with that routine is part of the
requisite training.

I have yet to allude to one of the most in-
teresting, as well as the most important,
branches of an architect’s work. I allude to
his supervision of his building during its
erection. The methods pursued at the presentday require a great deal of foresight to be
exerted. We build our buildings on paper
complete, long before we build them in focks-
and mortar, but when the paper work is done
the exercise of the architect's skill is only
begun. The superintendence of a work consistsm part in watching the materials, and the-
putting of them together to see that the one is
sound and the other workmanlike

;
but it means

also watching the architectural quality of the
work, as it gradually emerges from the ground
and takes shape, in order to see that that shape
is what it ought to be, and within limits (to
which I will allude directly) to better it. We
will select one feature, the mouldings, as an
illustration of what should be more or lees
done for every part. When there are monldings
either m the exterior or interior, the architect
should see a specimen of each important mould-
ing, or group of monldings, executed in the
same material and placed at the same height
from the eye as is intended. If be is master of
ills art he ought to be able to judge whether
that of which he sees a specimen will do its
work as a factor in the artistic quality of tho
buiMing, and if it will not to know how to
modify it. What it required as to monldings is
required as to every other element of the build-
ing, and a skilled and vigilant architect can domuch to perfect the quality of his executed
work by minute attention to details as thev
go on. *'

Beyond this comes the question of improve-
rnents. lew minds cease working at any stage
short of the end of an undertaking

;
and the

architect or his employer can often see how to
modify for the better a building which is in
progress. This is sometimes a misfortune, as-
well as an advantage, and part of the archi-
tect’s art is to know when not to change, an(i
when he had better change his work as it goes
on. Nothing connected with building is more-
full of risk : and a most unfortunate quality of
mind IS that fluctuating taste which before a
work is well begun desires to change it in im-
portant particulars. Over supervision is also a
defect, and one part, not an inconsiderable part^
of the art of superintending a building is to be
able to let well alone.

It may be objected that in this description I
have mixed up things which everyone would
admit to be art with others to which some
would desire to give another name. But I
reply that every part of what has been just
described is essential. If a building is designed
and carried out without any regard to the-
architectural qualities which it ought to have,
if it is vnlgar, unpleasing, ugly, we all re-""

cognise that an essential point is missed • but
I maintain that if it is badly planned, or
carried out defectively or profusely, the archi-
tect has equally missed an essential of success
in bis art. And let me add that the quality
which we are about to consider under the
name of science must lie at the root of the art,
or the result must be incomplete,— not to say
imperfect.

Architecture as a Scie?ice,

Science means knowledge. A science is the
knowledge possessed by learned men on any

,
one subject. We talk of the science of heat,
and we mean all that is known about heat.
The science of chemistry similarly means ali
that is known about chemistry. A good deal
of that which is now known consists in the
laws that govern phenomena, as well as in bare
facts; and under existing circumstances, when
the boundaries of knowledge are being
extended in every direction, a good deal more
of the time of scientific men is spent in
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research than in dealing with known and
established facts. These two ideas, however,

the idea of research and that of the study of

nataral laws, are what one may call secondary

and added notions. The primary and simple

meaning of a science is the sum of that which
is known and knowable about any great

subject.

Tiiere are various directions in which the

architect has to accumulate knowledge, and
various sources which contribute to the science

of architecture. The first of these is construc-

tion. Skill in contrivance, facility in design,

must rest upon and spring out of sound
structure. The architect must know out of

what materials his building is to be made, and
how to deal with them

;
what is necessary for

stability, what for solidity, what for durability

;

wbab are the defects or the bad qualities of

each material, and what is its special excel-

lence
;
and how the defects are to be remedied

and the good qualities utilised. He requires to

know how building is done, and that in various
localities and with various arrangements

;
and

he should be abreast of all the improvements of

recent years,— the new materials, new modes
of manufacture, and new possibilities

;
but

while he is to be aware of what is newest, he
must also be master of what long experience

has established. In short, huildiny is the
architect’s business, and, unless a knowledge
of building which is at once accurate and ex-

tensive forms part of his equipment, he will do
badly.

This is the more important because all the

noble qualities which architecture can impart
to mere building grow out of sound construc-

tion. Such fine features as the arch, the

dome, the vault are only pleasing because they
are structurally part of the proper constituents

of a building, and proclaim themselves such.

When the eye, indeed, once perceives that a
feature, even if richly decorated, is not
structural, it loses more than half its charm.
Few travellers, for example, can have failed to

feel keen disappointment when they found out

that the gables of many Italian churches were
shams, not having any relation to the outline

of the wide roof which they conceal
;
and were

there any point from which it were possible to

perceive that the exaggerated parapet of St.

Paul’s suggests to the spectator a storey which
does not exist, I think few would fail to resent

the means by which a very noble appearance
has been obtained.
At the present day the introduction of steel

and iron into buildings is the great novelty in

construction, and no architect can afford to be
unfamiliar with the qualities of these materials,

or to be unprepared for the necessity of em-
ploying them should it arise. The extensive

possibilities opened out by the use of terra-

cotta, the various ways in which Portland
cement has rendered strong and stable building

more easy than before, and the many varieties

of tiles obtainable, may be taken as less capital

examples of modern methods which must be
mastered.

I spoke of various directions in which the
science of architecture has been developed.
Construction is one, sanitation is another. Not
only should the architect be able to design and
calculate his own beams and stanchions, he
he must also be able to arrange the drains, the
water-supply, the heating, lighting, and venti-

lating of his buildings, and that in a manner
such as to be fairly abreast of modern practice

in this respect. I do not consider this a less

essential branch of the science,—or knowledge,
—which an architect must acquire and make
use of than construction, and in nothing affect-

ing a building are there so many recent dis-

coveries to record.

A further branch of the knowledge for which
I am pleading, and one constantly ignored,

deserves mention, I refer to the transmission
of sound. How often do we find a fine church
in which no one can preach so as to be beard

;

a court of justice in which the keenest ear can
hardly catch half the proceedings; a public
ball where no speaker can escape an echo ?

Now, it is not caprice and chance which oc-

casions these failures, though it soothes our
self-esteem for us to say so when we have
failed. The truth is that a certain amount of

attention to what is known about sound, and
of keen observation of buildings already
erected, would have rendered the architects and
their employers an inestimable service as show-
ing what was likely to lead to failure, and how
to avoid it.

The last branches of the science of archi-

tecture to which it is necessary to direct your

attention is of a different nature to the ones

just alluded to. A competent knowledge of

some at least of the forms used in architectural

design, including under the word forms general

masses, features, mouldings, and enrichments,

is quite indispensable. When I say a com-

petent knowledge of certain forms, I mean a

knowledge so thorough and complete that the

architect can use those forms with perfect ease

and precision, and knows them as familiarly as

he knows the size of a brick or a floe, or as a

musician knows the notes of the scale. I said

a competent knowledge of 8ome of these forms,

and probably no man has known or can ever

know them all, nor is it necessary. Enough to

enable a man to design in one style and to

make the detail drawings and profiles for the

building is the minimum. How much more is

desirable I dare not attempt to say. Possibly

the most successfol designers have not gone

beyond one style
;
at any rate, the best designs

that the world has seen belong to ages when
only one style was known and followed in one

place. He who would limit himself to one style,

however, should at least know every part of

that style thoroughly
;
and, let me add, he will

be helped by that knowledge if be study

others.

It seems, however, to the last degree

desirable at the present day that an architect

should have a general knowledge of the past art,

at least of Europe, her principal buildings, and

the growth and decay of various styles of archi-

tectures. Without this he is ignorant of what
must often be suggestive and always deeply

interesting, and be can hardly be prepared

for the mi.scellaneous demands of the present

day.
The sort of knowledge of architectural forms

and features to which I refer can hardly be

obtained except by measuring and drawing

existing buildings themselves. The ground-

work of it may be laid by a stndent while

working on another architect’s buildings
;
but,

as a rule, a thorough, accurate, serviceable

mastery of one style, such as enables an archi-

tect to deal with it as the clothing of bis

architectural ideas is got nowhere and nohow
except by definite study of existing work, esr-

tainly not from photographs, and only partly

from drawings, engravings, or books. A know-

ledge of the history of the art, on the other

hand, is obtainable best in the class-room and

the library.

Architecture as a Profession.

We will now try to form an idea of what is

meant by a profession
;

and, as is not infre-

quently the case, we may perhaps be aided by

looking back a little to the days of our fore-

fathers, when life was less complicated than it

is now. A hundred and fifty years ago four

professions, and, I think I may safely say four

only, were generally recognised, though even

then one other, to which I will allude directly,

might be added. The Services, the Church,

the Law, and Medicine are the four. If for a

moment we consider what distinguishes these

pursuits, we shall have made out the general

idea of a profession.

First, in each of them there is the idea of

some special personal cultivated skill
;
in other

words, the mastery of an art. Take the

Services.—for either of them a man must claim

to be skilled in something. It needs a long

training to sail a man-of-war, to carry her

safely through a storm, to go through a sea-

fight with credit and success; nor is it less a

feat of trained skill to conduct a campaign,

command an army, a regiment, or even a com-

pany. In short, seamanship is an art. There

is an art of war. The clergyman’s position im-

plied,—and to a large extent dees so still,—

a

university education, and a degree, and some
mastery of the art of public speaking. That

the practice of the Law requires special train-

ing and skill, and is indeed an art, is as

notorious as that the same is true of Medicine.

The first qualification for a profession is then

what is meant by the title. The professional

man 2)rofesses that he is master of an art; In

other words, skilled in a certain pursuit.

Next please note that each of these callings

is pursued on behalf of some one else. The
soldier and the sailor fight for the other people

who make up what we call “ their country.”

The doctor gives advice to his patient or aids him
by his surgical skill, and sometimes saves his

life, often restores his health. The lawyer

conducts his law business for clients and pro-

tects their property and interests. The cleric

spends his life ministering to the wants of his

parish or bis diocese.

The respect in which the professions were

and are held springs from these two qualifica-

tions. A man who can do something difficult

and who can accomplish for us what we
cannot do for ourselves is more or less looked

up to, and the station that he occupies is held

to be honourable. Nor is this honour very

seriously impaired, if at all, by the third point

about a profession, namely, that it is at once

the means of living and also the way of life of

him who practises it. The idea that a profes-

sional man is to be paid is so deeply fixed in

people’s minds that it is quite customary to use

the phrase, “ I wish to consult you profession-

ally,” in order to convey the meaning, “ I want

your advice, and am prepared to pay for it.”

The man who does the same sort of work that

a professional man does without making his

living by it is discredited: by the epithet

amateur, which always carries with it a kind of

sense of the second-rate, and nowhere more so

than when building is spoken of.

It is necessary to add that in many cases the

practice of a profession includes more or less of

what is known as business, that is to say, of

acquaintance with and exercise of the methods

by which serious affairs involving property and

money, loss and gain, should be conducted.

Every pursuit by which a man seeks to make
his living requires some business habits and

aptitude of him. but in many professions the

very nature of the work done calls for business

training and talent. Think of the large pecu-

niary interests which an engineer has to deal

with, or an actuary, or a barrister, and you

will recognise that many sorts of professional

men are bound to be men of business.

Lastly, a profession is the mode of life of

the man who practises it, as well as his means

of living. If he be not, at least for a period

of his life, given up to it, and absorbed in it,

and devoted to it, not only is his success in it

very problematical, but his claim to any dis-

tinction it can confer is doubtful. We have

thus arrived at three characteristics of a pro-

fession,—that it implies the mastery of an art,

and of the knowledge needful for its exercise

;

that it is exerted on behalf of others; that

sometimes it is of the nature of a business, and

that it is paid. A .certain precision might,

perhaps, be added to our notions by some nega-

tive characteristics. It is not commerce, it is

not manufacture, it is not agriculture, and it

must not be trivial or mean in the objects to

which it summons the professional man to

devote his life.

Just as, bad I gone further back, we might

have come upon a period when in Europe there

were but two recognised professions, the

Church and the Army, so by coming nearer to

our own time, with the rapid increase in wealth,

population, activity, and knowledge which the

present century has witnessed, we find one call-

ing after another conforming to the criterion

given above and so added to the list of recog-

nised professions. For example, at least from

the days of Reynolds and the establishment of

the Royal Academy, 'a painter has been recog-

nised as a professional man. Since the days

of the elder Brnnel and Smeaton, the calling

of a civil engineer has become a definite pro-

fession, and now the list of professions includes

literature, education, the fine arts, and not a

few of the applications of science, such as the

work of the electrician, the consulting chemist,

the metallurgist, and many others.

But before the days of the earliest recogni-

tion of scientific, or even of purely artistic pro-

fessions in England, I think we have evidence

that the architect was a recognised professional

man All that we know about the career and

standing of Inigo Jones, of Sir Christopher

Wren of Sir John Vanbrugh, and their col-

leagues, seems to show that they must have

held a position of the same sort as was accorded

to the physician or the highly-placed clergy-

man of the same date, and ceitainly that they

worked as a professional man does at the

present day. So that I am disposed to claim

for architecture that in England it was the

very earliest profession (next to the famous

four) to receive general recognition.

However that may be, architecture as prac-

tised, and as you will have to practise it, is a

profession with all the marks of one. That it

includes the mastery of an art, and the posses-

sion of the knowledge necessary to the exercise

of that art, I have endeavoured to show. It is

exercised on behalf of advent*, it is exercised

as the pursuit of a lifetime and as a means of
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no pains shall be spared to make their work 1

instructive, and, let me add, interesting to »

them; and not only to these students, >

but to all who are preparing for the practice of
the profession whose nature and scope I have i

tried to set forth, I cordially offer sincere con-
gratuationp, because the pursuit in which they

;

are about to engage, if laborious and often t

trying, is certainly fit to occupy the best efforts ;

of the best men.
It is no mean, or slight, or even passing aim ;

that the architect pursues. His works, though
'

by the side of natural objects they may seem :

very transitory, are yet, as man’s work goes,
enduring, stable, solid. To build well, fittingly,

!

and nobly is an occupation worthy of the •

best energies of a capable man. Fortune is ;

not easily attained by the architect
;
and the i

very highest rewards of professional life, equal
for example to the Bench or the Cabinet, are i

not attainable by him, or, indeed, by the
followers of any pursuit which is non-political.
Bat short of all this, architectare places within
an able man’s reach euongh to justify any
reasonable ambition. There is in it scope for
the exercise of very varied powers exerted for
the attainment of objects more useful to man-
kind than those which the bulk of them follow.
The work to be done, and the duties to be

discharged, in the successful conduct and com-
pletion of a building operation, from its first in-
ception to the final settlement, are sufficiently
arduous and varied

;
and the man who has

hononrably and satisfactorily carried out such
operations for a period of years, and has been
able (as I hope each one of you will be able)
togive to his buildings some of those qualities
which raise them to the higher plane of archi-
tectural fine-art will not have lived in vain.
Those whose aim is the highest part of the

architects’ art will find the field is singularly
open to genius and even talent. In no other pro-
fession are there sneh opportunities offered to
young men of real power as the system of open
competition for public buildings places within
the reach of architects. However beset that
system may be wiih drawbacks of various
kinds, it does open a door to success, the like
of which does not, so far as I know, exist in
any other calling

;
and in other ways oppor-

tunities do not fail to present themselves
to most men who can afford to wait for them.
It is the ability and the energy to grasp them
which are oftenest wanting. Believe me, in so
rich a country as England if any one of you
proves to be another Wren, another Pugin, or
another Barry, it will be strange, indeed, if he
has not ample scope, and the cbance of adding
to the number of those works of art which
contribute more than aught else to the dignity
of a nation. The most justly prized of all the
works of art in oor country are-our cathedrals,
with their splendid conception, daring con-
struction, overpowering dignity, and lovely
grace

;
and to build a cathedral seems a chance

past hoping for. Yet the four men in our
own century best able to vie with the archi-
tects of old have had the opportunity at
Hamburg, at Cork, at Dublin, and at Trnro
of distinguishing themselves as architects of
cathedrals.

I do not wish to conceal from you that the
profession is laborious, and that its great
prizes fall to very few; but I maintain that its
more modest rewards are within the reach of
many

;
and if one among you really becomes

equal to the performance of some special feat
of archilectuie, I feel sure that— if not the
nice'eenih—the coming twentieth century will
afford him the occasion for distinguishing him-
self, and adding to the adornment of his
country.

Yew Chdrch, Bradford. — The dedication-
stoue of the new church for Bradford, to be called
St. C'iement’s, was laid on the 24th ult. The site
is at the jiinctioo of Gilpin-street and Barkerend-
road. The building will be Perpendicular Gothic
in style. The principal entrances will he at the
west end, and the total length of the edifice ex-
tending along Barkerend-road will be 150 It., and
the to'al breadth 74 ft. At the north-west corner
will be a turret with spire, the height being 83 ft.
The height from floor-line to roof will be 50 ft.

The roof will be open-timbered and decorated.
The altar is to be of marble, and a sedilia and
piscina will be provided. The chancel will be 44 ft.
long and 22 ft. wide, and there will be an east
window of five lights. All the pillars of the aisle
will be of red stone from Cumberland. The church
will have open seat.s, and will provide accom-
modation for fiOO or 700. Messrs. Wheeler Bros.,
of IleadiEg, Berkshire, are the contractors, and the
architect is Mr, E. P. Warren, of Westraiuster.
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ASSOCIATION OF MUNICIPAL AND
COUNTY ENGINEERS:

MEETING IN BELFAST.

A MEETING of the members of the Incor-
porated Association of Manicipal and County
Engineers was held at Belfast on Friday and

'
i Saturday, September 23 and 24, This is the
i second meeting held by the Association in
Ireland, and like the Dublin meeting of the
previous year, the Belfast gathering was a

I pronounced success, viewed either from a
I professional or social standpoint. Amongst

the members attending the meeting were Mr.
J. Cartwright, of Bury, President

;
Messrs. T.

de Courcy Meade. Hornsey
; J. T. Eayrs, West

Bromwich; J. C. Bretland, Belfast; A. M.
Fowler, Manchester; W. G. Scoones, Maid-

- stone; R. H. Dorman, Armagh; S. Stead,
I Harrogate; J. T. Hawkins, Somerton; W. H.
"Savage, East Ham; A. Greenwood, Tod-
iimorden; J. B. McCallum, Blackburn; J. H.

I Brett, Antrim; R. N. Somerville, Cavan; H.
;i Shellington, Lurgan; R. B. Sanders, King’s
County

;
P. Dodds, Southend-on-Sea

;
M. S.

:< Gaulter, Fleetwood; W. H. Hopkinson,
i Keighley : H. P. Cowan, County Down

;
J. P,

I Spencer, Tynemouth; J. Perry, Galway; W. J.
Robinson, Londonderry; L. L. Macassey,
Belfast

;
C. C. Smith, Dalton-in-Furness

;

F. Cartwright, jun.. Bury; T. Cole, West-
I minster (Secretary), &c. The visitors included
: the Mayor of Bury (Councillor Ascroft)

;
Alder-

man Dr. Parks, Bury; Dr. Manly, J.P., West
;
Bromwich

;
and others.

The members attending the meeting as-
I sembled at the Great Northern Railway
j Station on Friday morning, where they were
; met by Mr. R. Corry, Chairman of the

j

Waterworks Commissioners, and Mr. J. C.
J Bretland, City Surveyor, and were conveyed
in cars to the extensive filter-beds and reser-
Ivoir of the Belfast Waterworks at Stoney-
fford. On arrival at the filter-beds, which are
icapable of filtering 3,600,000 gallons of water
t daily, the works were thoroughly examined,
i There are three extensive filter-beds, which are
>60 constructed that two of the three beds are
[sufficient to properly filter the water passing
; through the filtering medium, thus keeping one
: in reserve for cleansing. This has been found in
1 working to be a most useful reserve, as the water
is peaty, and would otherwise soon choke up
ithe beds. The filtering medium has a depth of
5 ft. 6 in., and consists of stone, gravel, and a

I

top layer of fine sea-sand
; 500 gallons of water

tper square yard are passed through the filters
[every twenty-four hours. The cleansing of the
:
Band is most thorough, and was generally com-
mended.

I From the filter-beds the party drove to the
[Supply - reservoir at Stoneyford, where they
were entertained at luncheon by the Water-
works Commissioners, Mr. Corry presiding.
After luncheon, the Chairman proposed “ Suc-
cess to the Association of Municipal and
County Engineers.” He said he was very much
pleased indeed to have the opportunity of bid-
ding them a hearty welcome to Belfast, and he
hoped their visit to the waterworks might be
useful to some of the engineers attending the
meeting. He knew they had in Belfast taken
the opportunity of visiting other places where
works had been in course of construction, and
they had returned home carrying with them
information that was useful to the community
they served. He thought there were no more
responsible body of men in the kingdom than
the engineers connected with the various
Municipal Corporations, for to a great extent
the health of the community was in their
hands. A great deal depended upon their skill to
counteract thepossibility of epidemics occurring.
Mr. Cartwright, President of the Association]
in responding, said he desired, on behalf of
the Association, to thank Mr. Corry, not only
for the hospitality they had received, but for
the very kind words he had spoken as to the
responsibilities devolving upon Municipal
Engineers. He was personally pleased that the
experience and knowledge of Municipal
Engineers were extending, and he believed that
experience and knowledge would fit them to
cope with any epidemic if occasion should un-
fortunately arise.

After an inspection of the extensive reservoir
at Stoneyford the party returned by cars to
Belfast. In the evening the members atend-
ing the meeting dined together at Thompson’s
Restaurant, Donegal-place, and were subse-
quently received by the Lord Mayor (Sir T

Dixon) at a conversazione given in the Queen’s
College, at which 600 guests were present.
The proceedings of the meeting of the

Association were resumed in the Council-
chamber of the Municipal Buildings on Satur-
day morning, September 24, under the presi-

dency of Mr. J. Cartwright, C.E., of Bury.
On the proposition of Mr. J. C. Bretland,

C.E., of Belfast, seconded by Mr. R. N. Somer-
ville, of County Cavan, Mr. R. H. Dorman,
County Surveyor of Armagh, was re-elected
Honorary Secretary of the Association for
Ireland.

Mr. J. C. Bretland, C.E., City Surveyor of
Belfast, then read a paper on

The Progress of Municipal Affairs in Belfast.

He said: It has been suggested that some
information regarding the progress of muni-
cipal affairs in this city would be an
appropriate contribution from the writer on
the present occasion, and, gauging the
interest taken on the part of this Associa-
tion by the number of its members present
to-day, the author ventures to hope that some
information on this subject would be accept-
able. The following statistics show the
unusually rapid rate at which Belfast has
progressed for many years back and the great
strain that has been placed on those in
authority in the city to keep pace with its

development. Belfast comprises an area of
6,805 acres, 4,322 being in the County Antrim,
and 1,670 in the County Down, 813 acres being
tideway. The municipal rates collected during
the year 1890 amounted to about 137,119Z., and
during the year 1891 about 144,363Z. The
number of buildings situate within the city
during the last three decades were as follows:
—1861, 18,375; 1871, 31,645; 1881, 43,790-
1891,57,540.
The number of new streets laid out, paved,

and sewered at the cost of the owners of
property since the passing of the Belfast Im-
provement Act of 1865, is 1,618.

The following shows statistics of population
included in the municipal area from the census
returns;—1831, 48,224; 1841, 75,308; 1851,
100,301; 1861, 120,777; 1871, 174,412; 1881
208,122

;
1891, 255,235.

The valuation of the city in 1892 was
738,583^.

The indebtedness of the Corporatian of Bel-
fast at the present time is 985,544Z.

The following table shows the death-rate of
Belfast during the last few years:—1881, 23*6 •

1882, 25T; 1883, 25 8; 1884, 227; 1885, 27*1 •

1886, 22 5; 1887, 24-3
; 1888, 237; 1889,23-6;

1890, 267; 1891, 25-5.

It is to be regretted that this table does not
show favourably in comparison with some other
large cities. The fact that the greater portion
of Belfast is barely above high-water level, and
the peculiar nature of the work performed in
heated and humid factories by thousands of
workers, has no doubt a tendency to keep the
death-rate somewhat high. It is confidently
hoped and believed, however, that the sanitary
improvements now being carried out by the
Corporation may soon bring in their wake a
redaction of mortality.

Queen’s Bridge..—In 1885 the matter of the
widening of Queen’s Bridge, the chief con-
necting link between the Counties of Antrim
and Down, was forced by the great increase
of traffic on the consideration of the Council
with a view to their exercising the powers
already acquired for widening the bridge.
The original bridge was erected about fifty

years ago, and is a granite structure of five
segmental arches, its width originally being
42 ft. The author proposed to widen the
bridge to 64 ft., and this was accomplished by
means of overhanging footways supported by
cantilevers, leaving the width of the original
bridge for vehicular traffic.

Owing to the original structure being nearly
all occupied for carriage traffic, the curb for the
footways is formed of a vertical cast-iron web,
with a bottom flange resting on a new course of
granite work. The castings forming this curb
are in lengths of about 12 ft. each, a tie-rod
across the old bridge at a level near the bottom
flange being placed at each joint so as to connect
the casting on the one side of the carriageway
with that on the other, in order to counteract
outward iateral pressure caused by vehicular
traffic. The original capping of cutwaters was
removed and gave place to massive clustered
granite columns with moulded bases and
moulded and carved capitals, each column
being set on a new granite base. The columns

carry the projecting cross girders before
mentioned for a portion of their exposed length
and thus considerably lessen the length other-
wise unsupported. The upper portion of four
projecting abutment piers was removed, and
the remaining portion was covered with a
moulded and carved course of granite corre-
sponding in design with the capitals of the
columns and forming a like support for the
cross girders there occurring. The four
terminal piers of the bridge were corbelled out
about a foot, and furnished with a granite
pedestal to receive the shore ends of main
girders. The new parapet is surmounted on
each side at intervals with ornamental lamps.

Considerable obstruction to public traffic, of

'

course, necessarily ensued during the progress
of the work, but two lines of carriage traffic

and one line of footway were maintained
throughout. This was accomplished by setting
the cross girders in halves, joined together
afterwards. The cost of the work was about
13,0002.

The Nero Albert Bridge.—The new Albert
Bridge, spanning the river Lagan at East
Bridge-street, was opened for traffic in August.
1890.

The old Albert Bridge, 30 ft. in width, built
about sixty years ago, suddenly collapsed on the
night of September 15, 1886, unfortunately
causing the death of a watchman placed there
to guard the traffic off what were considered
certain unsafe portions of the structure. Means
were promptly taken to connect the traffic
between the two counties, and the Corporation,
with commendable dispatch, and with facilities
kindly granted by the Harbour Commissioners,
ordered the construction of a pontoon bridge,
which served admirably until a temporary
timber bridge for vehicular as well as for
pedestrian traffic, costing about 3,500^., was
erected. Meanwhile a Bill was promoted for
the erection of a permanent structure, and this
having been passed in the following year, the
work was entrusted to Mr. James Henry, con-
tractor, of Belfast, who in his turn placed the
construction of the ironwork required in the
bands of Messrs. Handyside, of Derby, the
amount of thecontract being upwards of 36,0002.
After operations had been some time com-
menced the memorial stone was laid in the
month of May, 1889, by his late lamented Royal
Highness the Duke of Clarence and Avondale.
The new bridge is 60 ft. wide, and this width

is certainly sufficient for present demands and
will also amply meet future requirements.
The bridge itself consists of three arches,
each 85 ft. span, combining a minimum height
of roadway with a maximum height of head-
way above the river and securing improved
accommodation for the public traffic. Among
the prominent considerations in connexion
with the design were economy in cost
and rapidity of construction. After the
removal of those portions of the old bridge
which were in the way and the deepening of
the river bed, the foundations of the new piers
and abutments were laid by tho aid of coffer
dams of single baulk timbers grooved and
tongued, this method being considered more
economical than the adoption of ordinary
puddle dams. The foundations being laid upon
the solid rock, injurious tendencies connected
with the scour of the river are averted. The
abutments and piers having been raised to the
proper height, the grooved and tongued piles
were cut off at a level of about 12 ft. below
low-water mark, the lower portions being left
to form a permanent guard to the foundations.
The foundations up to this height are formed
of concrete, upon which have been built large
square granite blocks from the Dalbeattie
quarries of the Messrs. Newall, and brickwork
backing with concrete, the whole forming the
abutments and piers to support the arching.
The bed from which the iron arches spring

consists of a heavy moulded course of granite.
Over this are placed cast-iron skew-backs to
receive the cast-iron arching, the skew-backs
being bolted down to the bottom of the
granite work in order to secure their rigidity.
The main supports of the roadway and the
footways are of cast-iron arched ribs, eleven in
each span, and each rib consists of five castings
bolted together and having their joints accu-
rately planed. These arched ribs form a solid
platform, on which is constructed the superin-
cumbent iron and surface work.
Where resting on the skew-backs the arched

ribs are provided with cast-iron pivots accu-
rately planed, which are adjusted by means of
steel wedges, permanently introduced, securing

e
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an equal bearing of the ribs at all parts of the
skew-backs and thus avoiding any nneqnal
strain. On the cast-iron arching there is a
comphcated series of wronght-iron uprights
and cross braces bearing up the longitudinal
guders, which in their turn receive the flooring
of the bridge. This flooring consists of wrought-
iron corrugated plates | in. thick covering the
whole extent, and upon it is placed a layer of
concrete which receives the granite set pave-
ment and the asphalte footways which form
the surface. At both sides of the bridge the
external faces of the iron arching are faced
with ornamental cast-iron work, the covering
of the arched ribs being fluted, and the spandrels
•of ornamental foliated design including shields
which bear the city arms. The parapet also is of
ornamental cast-iron of open and pierced pattern
si^mounted by a moulded cast-iron handrail.
Above springing level the faces of the piers and
abutments are built with granite work of the
finest workmanship, extending to a level some-
what above the top of the parapet. Above
spnnging level the faces of the abutments and
piers where covered by the arching and other
ironwork are of brickwork, the piers being builtm hollow chambers in the usual manner. The
approach^ to the bridge are formed by four
curved wing walls of finely worked granite
blocks, and these walls where below the road-
surface are backed by concrete, the whole
resting on a concrete foundation, which latter,
upon the County Antrim side, rests upon piles.
The estimates were ample enough to enable

the Corporation to construct three granite
approach quay walls adjoining the bridge
approaches, each about 100 ft. in length, which
not only form a permanent portion of the river
improvement, but set off the appearance of the
bridge. The actual expenditure on the bridge
and its approaches, including the three quay
walls above alluded to, may be taken at about
45,000^.

The Sewage.—mthezio the sewage of Belfast
has been discharged into the River Lagan,
causing a constantly-increasing pollution of
that nver which in latter years has become all
but intolerable.

So long ago as 1866, the late Borough Sur
veyor^ presented an exhaustive report recom-
mending the intercepting of all the sewage of
the borough and its discharge into the Belfast
Lough at a remote place from the town, and
the late Sir Joseph Bazalgette reported
favourably upon this proposal.
The Corporation in 1870 promoted a Bill for

carrying out this recommendation, including
also proposals to reclaim a large portion of the
tidal lands of the Lough with a view to using
the land thus reclaimed for irrigation The
works embraced by this Bill were of such a
costly nature that the Bill collapsed even before
going into Committee, but the question was
again revived in 1885, when the author reported
to the Corporation upon an amended scheme of
sewage interception, which after having been
also reported on favourably by the late Sir
Joseph Bazalgette was adopted generally by
the Council, but not until 1887 was the Belfast
Main Drainage Act finally passed.
For more than three years the author has

been busily engaged in constructing the various
works embraced by this Act of Parliament.
The total cost is estimated at about 300,OOOZ.,
and up to the present time about half this
amount has been expended.
The scheme includes the interception of all

the sewage now discharging into the river on
both its^ sides, and the connexion of the County
Down side of the city with the County Antrim
side by means of a “syphon” under the river
The main trnnk sewers are twofold, one a high-
tevel section and the other a low-level section.
The low-level section is pumped into the high
level at Doncrue-street in the northern portion
of the city, and then flows down to a covered
storage reservoir, which is designed to hold the
accumulating sewage except between the time
of high water and half ebb (thus securing the
advantage of a strong ebb current carrying
down the sewage towards the open sea), when
it is discharged through a covered timber sewer
built on the flats of Belfast Lough down to the
deep water of Whitehouse Roads. This latter
sewer is built altogether under low-water level,
and has been a most difficult work to construct.A portion of the sewage flowing to the reservoir
will discharge into the latter by ^avitationK f *1, *’

•
uy gravitauon,

Of these works the foilowiog are completed
|

or now in progress The reclamation of about
25 acres of land from the tide to provide a site
for outfall works, the construction of the timber
sewer one mile in length, the covered reservoir,
the ontfall sewer, the high-level sewer, a portion
of the low-level sewer, the Duncrue-street
pumping-station, and the auxiliary pumping-
station at the reservoir. The latter work and
its accessories are being constructed on the
25 acre enclosure before alluded to.
The remaining contracts for the continuation

of the low-level drainage and the crossing of
the River Lagan, togetherwith various branches
to complete the system of interception, will
follow rapidly on.
The main drainage works embrace many most

difficult problems involving special and costly
adaptations to the peculiarities in connexion
vrith the strata and the physical contour of the
city. As an illustration of this it may be observed
that the storage reservoir and its accessories
are erected entirely on a piled foundation in
which abont 7,000 piles have been driven.

It should also be observed that although the
present intention of the Corporation is to dis-
charge during a certain tidal term crude sewage
into the sea, the Main Drainage Act provides
for the reclamation of more ground from the
Lough in view of the possible contingency of
some system being thought advisable for preci-
pitation or other mode of purification

;
but it is

hoped that, as in the case of Portsmouth, the
necessity for any attempt to tieat the Belfast
sewage by any special process may be inde-
finitely postponed, unless indeed some method
can be devised whereby the Corporation could
deal with the matter without serious cost to
the ratepayers.

Marhets, Parks, —Belfast is possessed of
extensive market accommodation, and a short
time ago the author constructed the first and
second sections of a covered market which,
when fnlly extended to its proposed limits,
will form a leading feature in the corporate
property.

For many years back the Corporation have
expended large sums of money in removing,
under special Parliamentary powers, old and
dilapidated property in various unsanitary and
congested districts, thus transposing these
localities into handsome streets and open spaces
fringed with valuable new buildings.
Amongst such street improvements Royal

avenue takes the foremost rank. The forma-
tion of this thoronghfare 80 ft. in width, con-
necting the northern and sonthern portions of
the city, has, no doubt, proved one of the most
snccessfol street improvements accomplished
by any municipality in the United Kingdom.
Other important improvements of this nature

are about to be immediately undertaken by the
Corporation.

Belfast possesses several parks and recreation
grounds, which have been laid out in recent
years by the Corporation, to a considerable
extent under the direction of the author.
Ormeau Park, 100 acres in extent, was the

first thus laid out, followed by the Falls Park
Alexandra Park, Woodvale Park, and, lastly]
Dunville Park, the generous gift to the city bv
Mr. R, G. Danville.

Public baths have been erected by the Cor-
poration in three districts, and it is intended
shortly to erect two other institutions of this
class.

Corporation Gasworks .—The gasworks were
pnrch^ed by the Corporation in 1874. Since
^is time the gas has been reduced by the
Corporation from 4 b. 6d. to 2s. 9d. per 1000
cubic feet. The profits have been yearly
very large, and amounted last year to 34,462^.
At the present time there is argent need for
large extensions of these works, and the Cor-
poration are at present engaged in selecting a
site for additional works.
n The water supply for the city

and neighbourhood is under the control of the
Belfast City and District Water Commissioners
a separate corporation, the members of which
are elected by the ratepayers. Large snms ofmoney have been expended in grappling with
the constantly increasing demand for water,
and at the present time a scheme is being pre-^
pared for obtaining an Act of Parliament next
session for an additional supply from the neigh-
bourhood of theMourne Mountains, some thirty
miles or so distant.

^

advantages which it enjoyed from the i

industry and perseverance of its people. The i

members attending the meeting had had an
opportunity of inspecting the very excellent \

detailed drawing of the various public works :

carried out in Belfast, and having looked over ;

them, he wished to congratulate Mr. Bretland
i

on the admirable way in which they were •

prepared, and to add that they required no ex- {

planation, for an expert had only to look at i

them to judge what the work would be when i

carried out and finished.
Mr. J. Perry (Galway) seconded the vote of i

thanks. Having highly commended the public (

spirit and enterprise of Belfast in many ^

directions, Mr. Perry urged that the city was
'

much behind in the matter of electric lighting.
;He was one of the proprietors of an electric (

lighting works at Galway, which was selling
;

electricity at 3d. per unit for motor work and ;

5d. per unit for lighting purposes. He com-
mended the example of Galway in electric c

hghting as worthy the imitation of Belfast.
Mr. A. M. Fowler (Manchester) thought it i

would be well if Mr. Bretland could show that 1

the street improvements effected in Belfast had ;

been a financial success, because there were ;

many towns in England contemplating street (

improvements. He knew that in Leeds such i

improvements had been a financial success
When Boar-lane, in Leeds, was 24 ft. wide the ’

highest price obtained for land was 3^. per :

yard, but after it had been widened to 60 ft
land sold for as mnch as 60Z. per yard. It was i

thought at the time that the rates would be ’

very much increased by the making of this im- •

provement, bat they were not increased a single ;

penny. This was due to the Corporation taking '

more land than they required for the street and i

selhng the surplus land at a profit, and the in- •

creased value of the rates on the new property
This was very important, as many towns were ;

frightened from undertaking necessary street I

improvement from fear of the increased rates.
Mr. T. de Courcy Meade (Hornsey) said he :

regarded the timber outfall sewer as one of
the most interesting points of the drainage '

scheme. ®

The President having expressed the extreme :

interest which he felt in the visit to the Water-
worka, put the vote of thanks to Mr. Bretland
and it was adopted by acclamation.

'

Mr. Bretland, in acknowledging the vote of
thanks accorded to him for his paper, said he :

was happy to hear, from the experience of Mr.
towler, that public street improvements could
be made which would ultimately turn out, not
a loss, bat an advantage to the ratepayers.
The timber sewer which had struck Mr. Meade
as being unique had emanated from the minds
of Sir Joseph Bazalgette and Sir Frederick
Bramwell

;
and he admitted that its construc-

tion was the most difficult work he had ever
undertaken in his life.

[We will conclude our report of this meeting
next week.] “

^Uusirations.

AMBONE FROM THE CATHEDRAL,
SALERNO.

l^jHIS is a reproduction of a pencil-

a drawing by Mr. F. D. Bedford, which
was exhibited at the last Royal

Academy.
The upper part of the pulpit is of white

marble inlaid with mosaic,—gold, white and
red,—arranged in geometrical patterns. The
circles in the panels are of green and red
porphyry. The columns are of granite and are
9 ft. high

;
the capitals and bases are of white

marble. The pnlpit is a noted example of South
Italian Mediaeval work.
The steps leading up to the pulpit are at the

back, encased in marble.

WINDOWS, TRINITY AND ALL SOULS
COLLEGES, OXFORD.

These two windows, the drawings of which
were exhibited at the Royal Academy of this
year, were designed by Mr. James Powell, of the
firm of James Powell & Sons.
The Trinity window was erected some years

ago, with several others of a similar style of
design. The All Souls window is the first of a
series for the hall of that College. The central
figure represents Sir C. Wren

;
below are the

arms of Messrs. Boiler & Curzon, the donors of
the window. The arms above are those of
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Sheldon & Gardiner, two of the Wardens of the

College during Wren’s time. The figure of

Wren is taken from a portrait.

ST. SAVIOUR’S CHURCH, FOLKESTONE.
This church, when complete, will consist of

a nave of four bays, with north and south aisles,

and a large western tower opening into it
;
of a

chancel of two bays, with north and south
aisles, that on the south being used as a side

chapel, and on the north as an organ place.

The sacristy and choir-vestry adjoin the organ
place. The chancel is 39 ft. long inside

;
the

nave and tower 97 ft. long. The width of the
nave and chancel, which have a roof running
through continuously from east to west, is

26 ft. 6 in.
;
each aisle is 18 ft. wide, and the

total internal width is 67 ft. To the wall plate

there is a height of 30 ft. from the nave floor,

and to the ridge of the pointed barrel-ceiling is

43 ft. Over the choir-vestry is a blowing-room

for the organ.

The church stands on clay and is in a very

exposed position. The sea air soon eats into

stonework. The outside walls of the church

are, therefore, built hollow, with an outer skin

of Kentish rag with brick dressings and an

inner skin of brick, the two being tied together

with slabs of paving-stone. The dressings are

of brick. The window-jambs and tracery are

of terra-cotta made by Messrs. Boulton. The

object the architects have had in view in de-

signing the window has been to treat terra-

cotta as what it really is,—superior brick, and

not sham stone. The pieces are all small, and

range in colour, jointing, &cc., with the adjoin-

ing brickwork.
The church is built inside of hard rough

brick to receive plaster. The piers will be

decorated with sgraffitto, as will be the span-

drels above the arches. The arches themselves

will have mouldings in plaster, treated flatly

and to suit the material, and in no way to

imitate stone. The inner ceiling of the nave

and chancel, which takes the form of a pointed

barrel-roof, is in plaster with wood ribs. The
aisles, which have flat roofs, are covered with

Fawcett’s fireproof system of hollow tube con-

struction, laid on the outer side with Claridge’s

asphalte. The chancel is paved with squares of

black and white marble. To isolate this floor

from the damp it is laid on Fawcett’s fire-clay

tubes. Wall panelling will be carried round

the church, and the bases of the piers are also

to be similarly encased.

At present the chancel, one bay of the nave,

the organ place, and the sacristy are completed

and in use.

The builder is Mr. Dunk, of Folkestone; the

architects, Messrs. Somers Clarke and J. T.

Micklethwaite, of Westminster.

The complete set of drawings, as published
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m this namber, has been hang daring the
week in the Loan Exhibition of Ecclesiastical
Art at the Church Congress at Folkestone.

MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.
The Gazette des Beaux-Arts contains the first

of some articles by M. Engine Miintz on that
rather new and very interesting subject, “ Le
Propagande de la Renaissance en Orient.” This
article deals with Turkey, and gives some
account of Gentile Bellini’s artistic relations
with Constantinople. Much of the influence of
Renaissance art on the East, as far as it existed,
came of course through Venice

;
bow largely

Venice was influenced by Eastern art has
always been recognised, but the converse
influence has been rather overlooked. The
Gazette CQ'atz.ins also an article on the '* Mus6e
des Antiques d. Vienne ” by M. Salomon Reinach,
and one by M. MazeroUe on “ Les Grands
M6dailleurs Franqais.”

We cannot sympathise with Mr. Spielmann
in starting the October number of the Magazine
of AH with an appreciative article on M. Jan
Van Beers, than whom no artist (of any ability)
of the day seems to us to be more unredeem*
ably vulgar, or to have done more to degrade
the art of painting (always with ability, let it
be admitted). Mr. Gilbert E. Samuel contri-
butes the second of his articles on “ Copyright
in Works of Art.” An article by Mr. Harry L.
Tilly, on Burmese Art,introduces us to rathernew
ground and some characteristically grotesque
illustrations. Mr. Bernard Hamilton’s article
on “French Feeling in French Pictures” we
read with much interest and sympathy, and
the illustrations are well chosen. An engraving
by Jonnard of Privet’s clever painting “Her
Fiends,” and a finely felt quasi-Medimval illus-
tration to a ballad, by Mr. C. Ricketts, are
among the full-page plates.

In the Art Jou/rnal Mr. Horace Townsend’s
article on English and American architecture
contains some very well-produced illustrations
of the latter. As one reason for the superiority
claimed for American street architecture over
English (a feeling which is perhaps being
carried a little too far), we are told that the
rich American generally builds his own town
house, the rich Englishman certainly as a rule
does not : there is a point in this. An article
on “John Linnell’s Country” by Mr. A. T.
Story is illustrated by some charming slight
landscape sketches. Mr. Aylmer Vallance
continues “ The Furnishing and Decoration of
the House ” with some good illustrations of
textiles. Mr. Huish continues his rambles in
the Isle of Wight, and the number is prefaced
by an etching of Norwich Cathedral by Mr.
Slocombe, in which the tower and spire are
rather heavily touched, or else the plate has
not printed satisfactorily.

The Anaqaar]! includes Mr. Micklethwaite’s
paper on “ The Restoration of Churches,” read
at a recent Archmological Congress, and a paper
by the Rev. J. C. Cox on “The Marshland
Churches,” with some illustrations which are
not very satisfactory from an architect’s point
of view

;
the Rev. B. J. Harker contributes an

article on “ Discovery of Pre-historic Remains
at Grassington,” and Mr. G. Payne one on a
discovery of Anglo-Saxon remains at Rochester.

In the New Review Mr. Frederic Harrison
broaches some very crude views on “ London
Improvements,” in the course of which he
ventures the astounding, we might say impudent
assertion that it is the working men only who
care for and appreciate London, and are
interested in preserving its beauty. Mr.
Harrison winds up with an eloquent sentence
in hopes of our “ yet seeing a noble London,
worthy of its past history and its future
greatness ”

;
and in partial furtherance of this

hope he suggests the removal and rebuilding of
one of London's noblest structures, Waterloo
Bridge. It is a pity able men like Mr. Harrison
will rush into print about matters they do not
understand.

The Fortnightly Review presents us with an
article on Raphael by a genuine art critic, Mr.
Walter Pater, whose words on things esthetic,
if a little over-refined, are always worth read-
ing. He draws attention among other things
to Raphael’s great power of narrative painting,
and suggests that some of the practical life of
Florence, by contrast with the more ideal schools
from which he came, gave to his work this
turn for real expression of human action. On the
other hand, he remarks well on Raphael’s noble
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manner of expressing ideas through figure com-
position : “ Plato supposed a kind of visible
loveliness about ideas : welll in Raphael,
painted ideas, painted and visible philosophy,
are for once as beautiful as Plato thought they
must be, if one truly apprehended them.”

^

In Scribner’s Magazine Mr. Brownell con-
tinues bis critical dissertation on French art,
with some very just remarks on the earlier
romantic school of France (Delacroix, G6ri-
cault, &c.), remarking on their Classic reserve
of style in spite of romantic tendency of feel-
ing. On Corot he says well that bis great
power lay in getting so far away at once from
pigments and from the mere actualities of
nature, and that if the Greeks had- left any
landscape we might fancy it would have been
something like Corot's. Mr. Brownell, however,
has not corrected or acknowledged his porten-
tous blander in the last month’s number, in
representing a celebrated Turner as a Claude,
while he was actually maintaining Claude’s
superiority.

Harper's Magazine this month contains
nothing of special interest in an artistic sense,
unless we include under that heading the
second of a rather ghastly series of papers on
“A Collection of Death Masks” of eminent
len, who, if they were bored by having their

portraits taken in life, might at least have
claimed that their faces should be let alone
after death.

The Atlantic Mcrtithly contains two articles
of special interest to our readers, “ The Better-
ment of our Highways,” an essay by Mr. N.
Southgate Shaler on the treatment of highroads
in America; and Mr. Theodore Child’s well-
illustrated article on “ Paris along the Seine.”

Harper contains No. 6 of Mr. van Brunt’s
articles on “Architecture at the Chicago
Exhibition,” describing the Fisheries building,
and giving some illustrations of original designs
for capitals in which fish, frogs, &c., are
worked in. These are spirited, but too natural-
istic

;
if naturalistic modelling of animals is

desired, a capital is not the place for it
;
formal

treatment is necessary here, and the outline of
these capitals is ragged and unpleasing. An
article on “ Picturesque Plant Life of Cali-
fornia,” by Mr. C. H. Shinn, has some curious
and interesting illustrations of vegetation. Mr
Stillman, in “Italian Old Masters,” deals this
month with Correggio, his brief criticism on
whom about sums up the truth concerning this
much-discussed artist.

Macmillan’s gives an article by Mr. A. G.
Hyde on “ New England Architecture,” the con-
tinuation in New England of the English form
of domestic architecture of late Jacobean
period

; a kind of article, however, which almost
demands illustrations, which are not in Mac-
millan's programme.

Tbe_ English Illustrated Magazine contains
an article, “ A Summer among the Dovecotes,”
by Mr. A. Watkins, with illustrations drawn by
Mr. C. M. Geere and Mr. E. H. New, from the
author’s own photographs. Few of the dove-
cotes shown, however, have any very picturesque
character.

Among articles of the month on practical or
scientific subjects we may mention in the
Gentlemans Magazine, “The Sun among his
Peers,’ by Mr. J. Eliard Cooke, a comparison of
the sun with others of the stars

; in the
Asiatic Quarterly, the “ Physical Geography of
Persia,” by Mr. E. C. Biddulph; in the Nine-
teenth Century, “ Can Mount Everest be
Ascended?” by Mr. Clinton T. Dent, who
thinks we may yet become acclimatised to
existence at an elevation of 29,000 ft

, and calls
the ascent “a tremendous undertaking, but a
magnificent possibility;” in the Contemporary
“ The Recent Heat-Wave,” by Sir R. Ball, who
gives his explanation of the phenomenon, and
an article on “ The Rise of the Coal Trade,” by
Mr. R. L. Galloway, a kind of history of the
use of coal as fuel.

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.
Manchester Society op Architects

The first sessional meeting of the Manchester
Society of Architects was held at the Literary
and Philosophical Society’s Rooms, George-
street, on Tuesday evening last, the President
Mr. Salomons, in the chair. Mr. F. W. Bedford!
A.R.I.B.A., read a paper entitled “Some
Accounts of the Arts in Sicily,” which was
illustrated by lantern views and sketches. He
lightly touched upon the remains of the Greek
Temples of the Dorian colony, and chiefly
devoted his remarks to the Christian architec-
ture. Illustrations were given of the interiors,
showing, besides varied marbles and sculptured
work, the beautiful mosaics covering the walls,
and in some cases the ceilings, of the churches
and cathedrals, amongst the number being
those at Palermo, Monreale, Cefaln, &c. The
lecturer pointed out that Fergussou believed
that it was only throngh these buildings that
we could judge whether polychromy by opaque
pictures in mosaic or by translucent pictures
on the glass of our stained windows is the
more beautiful mode of decorating an interior.
A very large and admirable collection of
drawings, made daring a year’s tour in Italy
by the lecturer as Owen Jones Travelling
Student of the Institute, was exhibited. A
hearty vote of thanks was accorded to Mr.
Bedford for his paper.

Infectious Diseases Hospital, Keighley,
Yorkshire.—At the monthly meeting of the
Keighley Town Council on the 4th inst., the
Mayor in the chair, the competitive set of plans
for the proposed infectious diseases hospital,
sent in by Messrs. Judson & Moore, architects,
Keighley and Bradford, were approved. The
hospital, which is to provide isolated depart-
ments for typhoid fever, scarlet fever, and
smallpox, with administrative block and out
buildings, will cost about 4,000L

THE CLEANSING AND VENTILATION
OF SEWERS;

society op engineers.

At a meeting of the Society of Engineers,
held at the Town Hall, Westminster, on Mon-
day evening last, Mr. Joseph William Wilson,
jnn., President, in the chair, a paper was read
by Mr. B. A. Miller on “ The Cleansing and
Ventilation of Pipe Sewers.”
The author having mentioned the difficulties

which had been experienced in many towns
sewered on the combined system, owing to the
road detritus being wa^ed into the sewers
through inattention to gully cleansing, drew
attention to the necessity of constant flushing
to prevent the generation of sewer gas, due to
the decomposition of deposited matter; he
farther stated that sewerage systems, though
well designed and carried oat, were often ren-
dered incomplete owing to faulty house con-
nexions and insufficient water supply. He
then compared the systems of combined
and separate sewering, giving the following
reasons for preferring the latter:—Smaller
sewers are required

; surface water drains
need not be laid as deep as sewers

; the
exclusion of surface water gives less liquid
to deal with and be treated; there is greater
regnlarity in the flow, enabling the size of sewers
to be calculated more accurately

;
the sewers,

being smaller, aSord less space as gas-holders’
and require less water to flush. He recom-
mended the admission of roof-water into the
sewers, as simplifying the arrangement of
drains. He then alluded to flushing, giving the
different methods employed. The use of pen-
stocks or plugs, causing the sewage to back up,
he considered unsatisfactory, as deposits are left
in the pipe to decompose. In preference he
advocated the adoption of flushing chambers,
containing automatic syphons, mentioning those
of Messrs. Doulton, Rogers Field, Adams, and
Palmer, and proceeded to describe their action,
giving preference to those with a deep trap.

Passing to the question of ventilation, he
stated that provision should be made to prevent
sewer gas passing directly into the air we
breathe

;
and proceeded to enumerate the

different methods employed for ventilating
sewers, describing first the usual method by
shafts from the sewer to the street level, with
open gratings in the roadway, intended to act
as outlets and inlets, but which were often an
annoyance owing to the irregularity of their
action. Briefly mentioning the use of charcoal
filters, and the utilisation of chimney-shafts, he
described the Holman-Keeling sewer-gas
destructor, which he considered effective,
though costly, and suggested the erection of
iron shafts, either open at the top or provided
with cowls, which could take the place of street
lamps, placed on the line of kerb and connected
with the sewer.

The author next gave a description of a
series of experiments taken in one of these
shafts at Beckenham, with a view of ascertaiu-

I
ing the advantage of ventilating sewers by ven-
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ilatlng lamp-posts as compared with the
)rdinary method of gratings in the roadway.
Che resalt of these experiments were embodied
n a series of tables and charts, and by their
means the author showed that the best results

were obtained when the street ventilators
ivere open, and further, that the direction
of the wind was the chief agent which
.nfinenced the movement of sewer air

:,n the shaft, the temperature also affect-

ing it under certain conditions. In con-
jlusion, he recommended, in order to keep

itiewers in their proper state, periodical flushing
by automatic chambers, and an efficient method
if ventilation by ventUating-posts, which, he
icoDsidered, would produce a better current of

iir in the sewer."? than is obtained by the
ordinary method of street openings alone.
I The paper was well illustrated by diagrams,
jhowing the various systems advocated.

Sir Henry Roscoe, M.P., F.R.S., has recently
been elected an Honorary Member of the
iSociety of Engineers, in the place of Professor
John Couch Adams, F.R.S., deceased.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
The usual weekly meeting of the London

County Council was held on Tuesday afternoon
it Spring-gardens, the Chairman, Mr. John
Hutton, presiding.

Finance: Terms for Repayment of Loans .

—

In submitting the report of the Finance Com-
mittee, Mr. Evan Spicer stated that they had
ijarefully considered whether the rate estimates
needed revision. So far as had been ascertained,
lUthough some Committees had sent in supple-
mental estimates, others had made redactions,

;

•ind as there remained a balance of the Ex-
pjhequer contributions the Committee would
lot have to ask for any increase upon the
amount voted at the beginning of the
fear. He hoped the Council would con-
iflder this satisfactory, and that a still

more satisfactory report wonld be presented at
ithe end of the financial year. The Finance
iComraittee also reported that they had for
some time been in communication with her
Majesty’s Treasury with a view to obtaining
their sanction to the repayment of loans ad-
vanced by the Council to other public bodies
by the annuity system instead of the instal-
ment system when so desired by the borrowers,
and had now the satisfaction of reporting that
the Treasury had given a general consent to
the repayment of loans on the annuity system
for the following periods ;—For the purchase
of land in fee simple, fifty years

;
for the pur-

chase of houses or tor building purposes, thirty
years

;
for fittings and expenditure of less per-

manent character, not exceeding fifteen years.

Resignation of the ComptroUer.—ThQ Gene-
ral Purposes Committee presented a report in
which they said :

“ We regret to have to report
that a letter has been received from Mr. Gunn,
requesting permission to resign his appoint-
ment of Comptroller to the Council. On the
5th of July last we reported that Mr. Gunn had
been suffering from ill-health for some months,
and the Council then, on our recommendation,
granted him six months’ leave of absence on
full pay from June 1. Mr. Gunn states in his
letter, dated August 31, that twelve weeks had
elapsed since he left London, but that there was
no sign to encourage the hope that he would
ever be fib for active duty. He therefore asks the
Council at its convenience to accept bis
resignation and to grant him a pension,
expressing at the same time the hope that the
5th section of the Superannuations Act, 1S66,
may be taken as applying to his case. The
Council can grant to an officer resigning his
office under the provisions of the Act an annual
allowance at the rate of a sixtieth of bis salary
in respect of each year’s service not exceeding
forty years; but there is an additional pro-
vision (section 5 to which Mr. Gunn refers)
that in the case of a person appointed
to an office when over thirty years
of age on account of professional or
other peculiar qualifications not ordinarily to
oe acquired in the Council’s service, the Council
nay in computing the amount of his soper-
vnnuation allowance add a number of years not
ixceeding ten to the number of years he may
ictually have served, Mr. Gunn was thirty-
two years old when he was first appointed in
February, 1869, Accountant to the late Metro-
oolitan Board of Works. He came from the

Treasury, where he had acquired considerable
knowledge and experience in matters of
fioance; and we think the experience he
thus brought may properly be regarded as
a ‘peculiar qualification’ such as is, referred
to in section 5 of the Act. Mr. Gunn’s services

to the Council as well as to the late Metropolitan
Board have been so valuable, and his labours
during the last three years, owing to the great
changes and complications entailed by the
Local Government Act, 1888, have been so
arduons, that we think the Council may be
advised to grant him a retiring allowance of

the highest amount authorised by the statute.

We accordingly recommend :

—

‘That Mr. Gunn’a resignation be acceptefl, and that
the Council do grant to him a retiring allowance of
660L a year, being at the rate of thirty-three sixtieths
of his salary of l,200f. a year, ten years being added to
hia twenty-three years of actual service, as aurhr>rlaed
by the 6th sectlou of the Superannuations Act. 1866.' ’

Mr. Crooks moved, as an amendment,
“That Mr. Gunn’s resignation be accepted, and that

the Council do, under the provisions of the Superan-
nuations Act, 1866, grant to him in respect of his
twenty-three years' service a retiring allowance of 4C0f.

a year, being at the rate of twenty-three sixtieths of his
salary of 1,200/. a year."

After a 'long discnssion, in the course of
which Mr. Gann’s services in the work of the
financial administration of the Metropolis were
highly eulogised, the amendment was defeated
by one vote (57 against to 56 for), and after a
farther amendment which soujht to fix Mr.
Gann’s 'retiring allowance at 600?. bad been
negatived, the recommendation of the Com-
mittee was agreed to.

Proposed purchase of Street Tramways.—Mr.
Benn, M.P., Chairman of the Highways Com-
mittee, moved that a notice should be forth-
with served upon the North Metropolitan
Tramways Company, requiring the Company to
sell to the London County Council certain

^

tramways, works, and undertakings
;
that the

Clerk should be instructed to apply

!

to the Board of Trade for its approval of
the terms of this resolatioa

;
and that the

Finance Committee should be empowered to
take the necessary steps to obtain the insertion
in the Council’s Money Bill of 1893 of a clause
empowering the Council to raise the money re-

quired. He said the purchase of this particular
tramway was likely to prove a good investment
for the ratepayers. According to the last
report of the Company in question, which
owned 49 miles of tramway, a sum of 2,120?.
per mile per annum had been earned.

Mr. Boulnois, M.P., as an amendment,
moved:

—

“That, Inasmuch as an arbitration Is now proceeding
with reference to the terms upon which the Council
should purchase a part of the undertaking of the
London Street Tramways Company, the Council Is of
opinion that the result of that arbitration should be
ascertained before the Council resolves to purchase the
undertaking of another Company.”

He contended that it was only reasonable that
the amendment sbonld be adopted. He
admitted that his motion was a dilatory one,
but he believed that delay was desirable under
the circumstances. The ratepayers would
require to be satisfied that the Council were
proceeding with caution, and had carefully
weighed facts and figures

;
and how could it

be said that they bad done so in the absence of
any facts or figures?

Mr. Beachcroft seconded the amendment.
He suggested that the Finance Committee
should carefully consider the whole subject
before the Council arrived at any decision.
He considered, also, that before any definite

action was taken, information should be pro-
cured from the twenty-three boroughs in the
kingdom who had purchased tramway under-
takings as to the resolt of their experience.
The Council should also learn what return they
received, and, to obtain that information, the
resolutions might well stand over for two
months.

Mr. Bassett Hopkins contended that there
was abundant evidence before the Council to
show that the tramway they proposed to pur-
chase would prove a most profitable investment.
He trusted that the Council would reject the
amendment. The thirty corporations in the
Kingdom were perfectly content with the result
of the undertakings they had purchased, because
in no single instance bad any desire been
evinced either to retrace their steps or to
repent the bargain they bad made, In some
cases timidity became almost criminal, and he
hoped the Council would follow the dictates
of common sense and adopt Mr. Benn’s
resolutions.

The closure was applied, and the amendment
rf jected by a large majority.

Mr. Anfrobus moved a further amendment,
that the Council, in adopting the resolutions,

should agree not to work the tramways
themselves. The Council bad been told that
the Corporations who bad purchased the tram-
way undertakings were not anxious to letrace

their steps
;
but they must not forget that they

had been purchased on reasonable terms, and
they got a good return for their money.
The amendment having been seconded,
Mr John Burns, M.P.

.
said the Corporation

of Glasgow expended 120,000?. upon the con-

strnction of tramways, and in the eighteen

years they bad received 150,000?. from the com-
pany to which they leased them, whilst, in addi-

tion to a percentage of the cost of repairs and
EDaiotenance, the company had during that

period paid a dividend of 8 per cent. The
Corporation now decided to work the lines

themselves, and secure this 8 per cent, for

the community. He hoped the Council
would acquire all the tramways in the Metro-
polis, and establish a uniform penny fare,

accord humane treatment to the men, and
become the medium for giving convenient

traffic and vehicular accommodation to the

people of this city; and not allow it in the

future to be what it had been too long, an
orange to be squeezed by private companies in

the interest of the few and to the detriment
of the many.
The closure was again applied, and the

amendment rejected.

On a division on the resolutions the figures

were :—For, 92 ;
against, 24 ;

majority, 68.

After transacting other business, the Council

adjourned.

C0i'rcsp0nlJ£iTt£.

To the Editor of The Builder.

“THE INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTURE.’-

Sir,—

I

am largely in sympathy with Mr.
Belcher, and if I were not I should respect

his opinions, but 1 cannot accept his methods.
The composition of the Institute and its

objects are defined by charter, and its routine

is, for the time being, fixed by by-laws.

What be and tho^e who think with him want
is something far loo important to be effected

by changes in names, or to be brought about
by discussions as to the nature of our art or

the mental qualifications of its practitioners.

The Institute exists “ for the general
advancement of civil architecture,” and for

the study of “the various arts and sciences con-

nected therewith,” the art “ tending greatly to

promote the domestic convenience of citizens

and the public improvement and embellish-

ment of towns and cities.” Tbe breadth of

ibis definition is only brought out more clearly

by the by-laws, which, moreover, stamp it as a
professional society, admitting a very few out-

side members for the help they can give to it.

The precautions taken before admitting a
member aim at ensuring that he has been
trained in some satisfactory way for the

practice of the profession, that he is likely to

act fairly between clients and builders, and to

behave with decent civility to his brethren,

even if they may not be quite up to the high

standard which he has set up for himself. It

is impossible for a body constituted on such
a basis to ensure that each of its members
shall reach tbe standard which every other

member demands in respect of the particular

branch of tbe profession which he lays

closest to heart. If it were to seriously

attempt such a task all round it would
dwindle to the smallest society in England,
and become utterly useless for its purpose.

What it can do is to ensure that each candi-

date for membership shall reach a standard in

each department of professional work which
shall be reasonable and sufficient. It is pretty

sure to make mistakes, but it should be open to

reason, and should welcome all honest attempts
at improvement. This is what I think the
Institute does

;
but it cannot do what every

individual, or every group amongst its members,
asks it to do, and, particularly, it cannot turn

itself into something else at the instance of

gentlemen whose sphere of usefulness appears
to be outside its walls.

But what I more particularly wish to suggest
to Mr. Belcher is that he can get all he really

wants without this disturbance. What he wants
is evidently the want of a few,—of a select few
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Ib cannot be expected that the views and feel-
ings to which he gives expression will be held
by the many, until they have advanced beyond
their present stage. Why should not men
having common feelings and objects form
thernselves into a club or group within the
Institute and work out their ideas in their own
way ? They might even consort with outside
architects and might do many things within
their sphere that cannot be undertaken by a
body having the great variety of objects with
which the Institute is charged. There is a
good old rule of the Architectural Association
enabling members desirous of associating for
the study of any specific subjects to join
together for that purpose under the sanction
of the Association, and either with or with-
out official sanction such groups might be
usefully formed provided they were formed
openly, were loyal to the parent body, and did
not degenerate into cliques. We could afford
this risk.

Why should the man who, having gone
through the training which is thought suitable,
finds his vocation chiefly in promoting “the
domestic convenience of citizens” be denied
the title of architect and dubbed a surveyor 7
If you exclude from the higher title every one
whose designs you don’t like, where is exclusion
to end ? A sensitive man’s list of true artists
would necessarily be a short one; it might
dwindle to two names, with doubts about the
second. Unquestionably the really original
mind would be excluded from all such lists,
till, as Mr. Belcher says, years of neglect had
passed over his work.
The Examination is a thing much more

elastic than charter or by-laws. If it is defec-
tive, as I think it to be in some respects, it is
open to fair criticism. If it excludes men who
can construct what they design, and are other-
wise worthy, it ought to be reformed. I am
afraid that any examination must exclude
some whom one would like to bring in, for
there are men who so shape themselves that
they will pass through no mesh of any recog-
nised gauge

; but even these need not be in-
junously affected by the Institute. It is rather
for the Government, as representing the general
pubhc, than for the members of a professional
body to say that such persons shall not be en-
trusted with responsible work, and this ques-
tion is not likely to arise until much greaterd^ger can be apprehended than is now
threatening.

« i tbe object of making the title of
iellow a distinction. The dictionary and

our charter concur in making this word denote
equality, and my private view is that every
rnan whom the Institute considers fie to take
the responsibility of practice on his own
account, should be made equal in all respects^th his seniors who can be no more than fit.
It we must have distinctions they should be
denoted by some more suitable name.
We ate getting into a quarrel

;
at the end of

It we shall have to sit down in peace together.My advice is that of “un vieox gentilhomme
oprouve en divers hazards nomme Echephron ’

—that we sit down in peace now.
'

Thos, Blashill

[Oct. 8, 1892i

let alone, and not to be put into bonds ourselves
by Mr. Nevill and his friends, be they ever so
silken. If Mr. Nevill likes surveying, by all
means let him follow it if he thinks he can
combine it with architecture. We shall not
prevent him

;
but I feel sure that were he to do

so we should not have such good work from himm the future as he has given us in the past.

T. G. Jackson

MR. SCOTT-MONCRIEFF’S PROCESS FOR
TREATMENT OF SEWAGE

Sir, My friend Mr. Nevill seems very angrv
with me, and says I have forgotten that
Vitruvius requires architects to be able to
decide questions of "light and air” I
beheve Vitruvius also says that we ought to
be good musicians. Bat what do Vitruvius
and Mr. Nevill mean by " questions of light
and air ? ” If they mean that an architect
ought to be able to see that his employer’s
windows are likely to be darkened by his
neighbour s new building, I quite agree that
an architect ought to possess that needful
measure of common sense and observation
But if they mean that he is to sit as an
arbitrator at five guineas a day and award
pecuniary damages or compensation in such
cases, I submit that that is surveyor’s work
and beyond his province.

All we argue for is that architecture is
architecture, and surveying is surveying,—
that an architect’s work has nothing to do
with ground leases, building speculations,
arbitrations, valuations, or even quantitv-
measurement, all which belong to the surveyor.

i fail, however, to see why Mr. Nevill should
be angry and accuse us of wanting to put him
into iron bonds to which the restrictions of the
Institute are nothing. We do not want to puteither him or anyone else into iron bonds. As
1 said ID my former letter, we only ask to be

Sir,—

I

n your interesting "Note ” upon the ex-
periments I have been making at Ashtead upon
the treatment of sewage by the intervention of
a large colony of micro-organisms, I think you
have overlooked the important factor of
rapidity which is characteristic of the process
What occurs is more like the action of a fer-
ment, such as yeast, than of the slower changes
which occur in the production by bacteria of
ptomaines,” "enzyme.s” &c. If these poisons,

which are the characteristic products of putre-
faction in meat and especially in fish, were to
occur with the same rapidity in the larder as
the change which takes place in a " Cultiva-
tion filter bed” among its organic refuse, meat
and fish could only be used, after their preser-
vation by salting, the moment life was extinct.Among the numerous products which I soon
hope to discover in my laboratory I do not
think It is at all likely that any poisons which
require a long time for their development
are likely to be found. The effluent I obtain is
after all, nothing more than the normal pro-
duct of Nature which has found its way through
the watercourses to the sea since the existence
of animal life on our planet. Any attempt to
arrest such a universal process must end in
obvious failure, although the use of disinfectants
and chemical processes were multiplied a
thousandfold. It appears to me that my
experiments point to the practicability of
utilising these natural processes so as to make
them do vastly greater, more concentrated
and more beneficent work than they have
hitherto done. It is certainly necessary to
take all precautions such as your note sug-
gests, but I am strongly impressed with the
opinion that the best way of disposing of the
elrluent which I obtain is by its assimilation
by vegetation. Meantime this effluent is pro-
duced without the use of chemicals or tanks,
and practically without sludge. All this is
certainly a step in the right direction.

W. D. Scott-Moncrieff.

AN ANCIENT PAINTING.
Sir,—With reference to the ancient paintiue

discovered at Wenhaston Church, Suffolk, which is
noticed in the BiUldey (p. 269) last week, I should
Jike to hazard the following conjecture, dangerous
though It be to say without seeing. It is this that
this painting on oak boards of the Last Judgment
either was placed over the chancel-arch, against
the east wali of the nave, or much more probably
that It filled m the chancel-arch between the rood-
screen and rood-loft (if there was a loft) and the
arch above it. So that the local paper was pro-
bably right in the main when it spoke of the
painting “ forming the upper part of the chancel-
screen,

_

for It would no doubt rest on the loft
the position of the crucifix, so clearly marked outand the ' two bottom side panels ’’ being apparently
formed by the carved mages of patrou saints
(bS. Mary and John certainly), as well asthe subject,—the Doom,—so often painted in thesame place seem to me to make my coniecture
very probable. I have drawn attention to a similar
feature in Coates-by-Stow Church. On the oak
boards which shut off the chancel-roof just to the
east of the rood-loft are remains of paintings: on
the north side a figure with a nimbus can be dimly
discerned

; and on both sides are fiowers with
leaves which most likely are lilies.* Pugin gives aview of a somewhat similar arrangement at Urnes
near Bergen (now destroyed, I believe), but I havenot succeeded in getting any more instances. Tbo
reason of their scarcity is obvious

;
when the rood-

lofts came down, almost of necessity these board-
ings came down too, especially as they were so
adorned with painting. Whatever the explanation,
this at W enhaston is a most interesting discovery.

E. Mansel Sy.upson.

bis valuable work onMural Decoration (S and A Department), notes
that at Mitcheldean, Gloucestershire, on a set of
panels above the chaocel-arch, is the Day of Judg-
ment and scenes from the Lite of Our Lord, of the
time of Edward IV. Also at St. Michael’s, St.
Albans, is the Day of Judgment, with crucified

Saviour in the centre, over the chancel arch
partly on a panel tilling in the head of the i

'

while over the rood-loft in Snetterton Chu
Norfolk, IS a defaced panel painting of the Dil
Judgment. I may add that the Scandin.-c
example from Pugin has nothing to do withl
painting of tbo Doom

;
it only resembles tha gen

arrangement at Coates and elsewhere. E. M. s

djc ShiiJcnt’s Column.

CONCRETE.—XV.
SAND (conthived)

:

angularity.

jlHE sharper the sand is the better.
angularity of the grains helps to b

JJ them together to give them a sorti
bond. The advantages of angularity are clea
evident in surfaces subjected to much wearj
paving; from these, round smooth grains •

detached much more easily than irregular shi
grains. Sand obtained by crushing hard, co
pact rock, is very good in this respect

;
sea a

river sand is not as good, but varies very mu
according to the place where it is obtained.
Experiments made by Mr. Kinipple on t

mortars composed (1) of 1 pare Portia
cement and 1 part sand obtained by crushi
sandstone in a Blake’s crusher, and (2) I

Portland cement and pit-sand in equal prop
tioDS, showed the former to be over 50 p
cent, stronger than the latter. This was doul
less due to the superior angularity, cleanline
and coarseness of the crashed sand.

4. Hardness .—There are some sandstor
limestone, and even igneous rocks, whi
crumble almost at a touch, and the grains
which are soft and easily crushed. The
ought not to be used. As a rule, the harder tl

rock the better will bs the sand obtained fro
it. The grains, however, ought not to be smoo:
and round, as we have already stated.

5. Durabiliiij.— It would be folly to mal
concrete walls with an aggregate which won
soon succumb to the action of the atmospher
There is. however, little fear of any natur,
sand beingdeficient in durability, but the san
obtained by crushing certain limestones an
sandstones, which weather badly as buildin
stones, ought to be carefully examined befoi
its use is permitted. As a rule, a hard-graine
sand will prove durable.

Substitutes for Sand .—It is not always the
natural sand, or sand crushed from naturs
rock, can be obtained. Ground brickbats o
pottery, burnt and ground clay, slag-sand, coke
ireeze from gasworks, smithy-ashes, &c., ma
be used as substitutes. The ground brick-bati
if well-burnt and free from dirt, old mortar am
lichens, make good mortar. Clay should b
thoroughly burnt or it will irretrievably spoil al
mortar or concrete in which it may be mixed
The dust of brick-bats and burnt clay is con
sidered to confer a small amount of hydraulii
energy on fat limes. Coke-breeze is not to bi
recommended for use in walls and foundations
on account of its porosity and weakness
Smithy-ashes and fonndrj-sand have been re
commended by some authors but do not alwayi
give good results. Soot ought to be avoided.
A series of experiments of considerable

interest were made by Lieutenant Innes, R.E.,
and read to the Institute of Civil Engineers.’*
The briqnettes were made of Portland cement
and sand, or substitute for sand, in the pro-
portion of 1 to 2, and were kept in water until
tested. All grains exceeding one-twelfth of an
inch were removed from the various sands, ic.,
but apparently no attempt was made to remove
the fine dust in any of them. (See table, p. 287.)
The mortars made with smithy -ashes and

clay - ballast were apt to shrink and crack.
Lieutenant Innes’s experiments showed, there-
fore, that the clay-ballast gave the best results,
and the other sands, &c., followed in this order,—Portland stone-dust, ordinary coarse sea-sand,
rough pit-sand, smooth pit-sand, drifted sea-
sand, and, lastly, smithy-ashes. If the table be
considered in the light of our remarks about
the essential characteristics of good sand, the
differences between the various sands and sub-
stitutes will be easily explained.

Rood-lofts. Asboc.Arenit. Societiea Reports and Papers. 1890.

AGGREGATES.

The number of different materials whi
have been used in concrete is very large. ^
may mention gravel, shingle, broken stone
various kinds, broken brick and pottery, but
clay and shale, coke-breeze, slag, shells. T

’ ProceedlDgB I.C E., VoL xxxii., 1870-1.
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Table XIX.

Tests of Ya/rious Sands, and Cement.

V’’oid8

per
Shrinkage

per
cent.

Grains
aoove
*’.7 in.

Tensile Strength in lbs. per sq. in.

Jlature of Sand, &3.

Dry. Wet.

Three
weeks.

Proportional
value of
Sands.

Three
months.

Proportional
value of

Sands,

Neat cement
Stii Sand, roughish and un-
even grain, chiefly siliceous.

— — — 450 - 529 -

clean

Sea Sand {drifted), siliceous.

38 34 6 94 140 52-4 249 70-1

clean

PLl Sand., containing small
shells, &c.

,
grains of unequal

43 36 11 8 60 22-3 193 54-3

size, siliceous ...

Pit Sand, grains smooth and
32 19 16 15 108 401 248 09 -S

uniform, siliceous, clean
,

Portland Stone Dnst, roach
and whitbed, grains rough
and irremilar. clen.n

Smithy Ashes, containing much
unburnt coal-dust, grains

41 31 11 76 94 34'9 175 49-8

46 34 IS 56 165 61-3 254 71-5

rough and irregular

Clay Ballast, burnt and ground,
pale brick-red colour, rough,
uneven grain, containing

64 52 25 56 38 liT 91 25-6

much dust 50 40 17 40 269 100 355 100

lection of an aggregate is largely inflaenced
|

this of coarse is a disadvantage. Usually,
r the locality in which the work is required,

j

also, it is not porous enough to admit of the
id by the use to which the concrete is to be

j

best adhesion of the cement to its surfaces,
it. The aggregate which is most easily avail-

1

Broken Stone.—A great many kinds of stone
lie and most economical is usually employed,

j

have been used as aggregates in concrete,—
would be a waste of money to specify burnt

j

granite and other igneous rocks, flints, sand-
ay for a building on the site of which stone I stones of various kinds, limestones, &;c.
liable for breaking could be obtained, while Igneous Rocks.—Igneous rocks are largely
e clay would have to be brought there at con-

1

used as an aggregate, especially for concrete
lerable expense, for any reasonable inferiority

j

exposed to much wear, as in the facing of break-
aggregate can be remedied by using with it

j

waters, dock-walls, coping, and other sea-works,
proporcionately larger quantity of cement. They are also extensively used in the manufac-
The remarks about the cleanliness, angularity,

[

tare of artiflclal stone, paving, ikc. Messrs,
brdness, and durability of sand may be applied ! \V. B. Wilkinson & Co. use granite as an aggre-
ith equal truth to the aggregates. Bat a

|

gate for their concrete paving and flags,
itle farther information about the more

j

Stuart’s “ Granolithic ” paving contains the
immon kinds of aggregate will be useful.

I same material. The paving, &c., manufactured
^avcl and Shingle.—Ordinary gravels con-

1
by the Patent Victoria Stone Co. and by the

in a considerable quantity of sand, varying, i Croft Granite Brick and Concrete Co. are
srhaps, from one-third to one-half the total

j

specially-prepared concretes of Portland cement
rtume. This may advantageously be sifted

|

and syenite from Leicestershire quarries. The
tt, so that the several ingredients of the con-

.

Imperial Stone Paving also contains crushed
ete can be accurately measured. Gravel
om pits and from sluggish streamsought to be
ashed before being used, as the former will
'obably contain clay in considerable quaoti-

granite.

Igneous rocks may be classified as Granitic,
Trappean, and Volcanic, but no examples of

. ^ ... .. the last occur in the British Isles. Ordinary
3S, and the latter may be coated with fine granite consists of crystals of felspar, quartz,
ud or slime, or may contain an excessive . and mica, and is found extensively in Scotland,
nount of very fine sand; but gravel and

j

There are several varieties, such as syenite, and
tingle from some parts of the sea-beach and syenitic granite (containing hornblende, and
le beds of rapid streams do not need further

|

quarried in Leicestershire, Guernsey, &c.), and
eaning. For rough concrete in ordinary

;

porphyritic granite (containing large and inde-
undations, &c., gravel forms a good and

j

pendent crystals of felspar in addition to the
onomical aggregate, as it may be used in

j

small ones contained in the general mass of the
any instances with little or no preparation. . rock, and quarried at Shap in Westmoreland
le larger rounded pieces in shingle, &c., and at several places in Cornwall and Devon-
;ould be broken, so as to give them a certain

[

shire).
aount of angularity, in order that the cement

|

Trap-rocks are of many kinds, the more
ay adhere to them more firmly, and that they crystalline varieties, such as basalts and green-
ay be wedged and bonded together. Shingle,

J

stones (or whinstones). being moat suitable for
5., which contains large irregular pieces,

j

aggregates in concrete; some of the earthier
akes stronger concrete than that consisting

j

varieties confer a certain amount of hydraulic
tirely of smaller pieces rounded by attrition. ' energy on limes and cements. The Giants’
Opinions differ as to the value of gravel and

|

Causeway in Ireland, and Fingal’s cave in
nilar material as an aggregate. Some persons i Staffa are well-known examples of basaltic
' so far as to say that it is the best of all

j

rocks, and other trap-rocks are found in Derby-
gregates, while others loudly condemn it. 1 shire, Cumberland, North Wales, &c. Mr.
te fact is that such material, from its hard-

1

Thomas Dyke states that whinstone withstood
S3 and durability, is useful in foundations and

j

the grinding-test for wear much better than
ills, where the concrete is subjected mainly

!
either granite or shingle, blocks of each being

compression
;
but in floors and other places

|

applied under the same pressure to the face of
lere it is subjected to transverse stress, it

j

a revolving grindstone.
es not form a good aggregate, because of its ) Granitic and Trappean rocks of various kinds
3at weight, the smoothness and roundness of

!
can be obtained from many quarries, broken by

stones, and the small resistance it offers to
3 action of fire.

Of two kinds of gravel or shingle, that
is best, other things being equal, which has
Rmn.DOaf 1 V, f AAA . a A

machinery into various sizes suitable for con-
crete. They form an excellent aggregate for
foundations, walls, and paving, being bard,
angular, and durable. For floors their weight

i smallest interstices
;
for in this case a ! is a disadvantage, and so also is their great

aller quantity of sand is required with the -- -a—j-*- a. .. ^

uent, and this is important because the
ength of concrete depends largely on the
ength of the mortar (i.c., the cement and
id) in which the gravel, or other material, is
bedded.
Che gravel obtained from the Thames, and
lally known as Thames ballast, is an ex

liability to crack or disintegrate under the
action of fire.

I'Tnits .

—

Flints are lumps of grey or black
silex, found, usually in horizontal layers, in beds
of chalk. They are of all sizes up to a foot or
more in diameter, and, when dry, are extremely
hard and refractory. Owing to their glassy

. _ — — AO lAXA C.O.- surfaces they do nob form one of the best of
diDgly good aggregate for foundations and

j

aggregates, but broken into suitable sizes they
lls, being usually fairly clean and irregular,

|

can be used in foundations and walls
;
their

1 containing sand of good quality. All
j

great weight, and their tendency to ‘‘fly”
-Tel is more or less rounded by attrition, and

i
under the influence of Are, render them unsuit-

able for floors. If the flints have been taken
from land under cultivation, they ought to be
washed before being used.

Saiulstones.—It is impossible to mention all

the sandstones which are suitable for concrete.

A few general observations must suffice. 'Those
sandstones which yield durable building
stones will usually yield good aggregates,
while those which are friable and which favour
the growth of vegetation upon them will not.
Sandstones vary considerably in weight and in
strength, and this must be taken into con-
sideration

;
the strongest and heaviest may be

nsed in foundations, walls, and paving, and
lighter varieties may be used in floors. All
sandstones are apt to crack and split under
the influence of heat, although they are not as
much affected by it as are granites and lime-
stones. It is not wise, however, to use them in
floors which are intended to be fire-resisting.

The degree of porosity of the stone has also an
influence on the nitimate strength of the con-
crete

;
the dense stone which splits into thin

layers with smooth mica surfaces, such as
Yorkshire flags, will probably not yield as good
concrete as a rather more porous rock. Bub
care must be taken that the stone, especially

the porous varieties, is well soaked with water
before the cement is mixed with it, otherwise-
the aggregate will absorb the moisture from
the cement, and the hardening of the latter

will be prematnrely stopped.
Old bnilding materials often furnish a con-

venient and economical aggregate, but, as a
rale, they will be much improved by being
washed after they are broken.

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
Proposed “Varieties” Theatre.

—

A site has-

been cleared on the western side of St. Martin’s-
street, Leicester-square, for the building of a new
theatre, or rather music-hall, from the designs of
Mr. 6. H.Greatbach, architect. The site, being about
11,000 ft. superficial, is secured upon an eighty
years’ lease, at a ground-rent of 1,300L per annum,
and the total cost for the theatre is estimated at
87,000L Entrances and exits will be made in St.
Martin’s, Whitcomb, and Blue Cross streets.

SenoOL Chapel, Folkestone.

—

On Sunday last

services were for the first time held in the new
school chapel which has been built at the Grange,
Folkestone. The walls are of red local brick
throughout, with corbels, copings, and crosses of

Morley red stone. The roofs are of pitch-pine, and
are covered with local tiles. The seats, which are-

oak, face east and west—the apse of the chapel
facing north—and are arranged to accommodate
seventy -two boys, six masters, and thirty-two
visitors. Tho architect is Mr. Arthur Blomfield?

Jackson, of London, under whose direction th&
work has been carried out by Mr. H. R. Mercer, of
Folkestone.
Restoration ok St. A'ndrew’s Church, Foxton.
-'rhe nave and aisles of the Cnurch of St. Andrew at

Foxton, near Market Harborough, are now under-
going restoraticn. The architect for the work is Mr.
William White. The church is also about to be-

restored. 'The architect for this section of the work
Mr. H. Hardwicke Langston.
Mechanics’ Institute at Felling, Dubhaii.

—

On the 22nd ult. Sir Charles M. Palmer, Bart.,

M.P., opened the new Mechanics’ Institute at
Felling. The foundation-stone of the building,
the exterior of which is of stone, was laid in
February last by Alderman Lucas. On the ground
floor there are a billiard-room, a reading-room, a.

smoke-room, and lavatories, &e. On the upper floor

there are a public room, 39 ft. by 24 ft., a club-

room, a library, and an ante-room. Behind the-

building there are two living rooms for the care-

taker. The building has been erected to the plan
of Mr. SUller. Jlessrs. Wallaeo & Wilkinson hav&
had the general contract

;
Mr. Faid, the plumbing-

work
;
Mr. Sisterton, the painting, &o.

;
and Messrs.

Emley h Sons, Newcastle, have supplied the>

fittings.

Schools, Eccles. — The foundation - stone of
St. Andrew’s New Schools, in Barton - lane,

Eccles, Lancashire, was laid with Masonic-

honours on the 24th ult. On the ground-floor
of the new building is the infants’ department,
which will comprise a schoolroom 43 ft. by
26 ft. 0 in., and two large class-rooms, also a-

cloak-room, and a room for the head teacher.

There is also on this floor a room 54 ft. by 26 ft.,

to be used lor mission and general parochial
purposes. The first floor is taken up wholly as a.

mixed school for boys and girls. It comprises
a room 54 ft. by 43 ft., and five large class-rooms,

one of them being furnished for teaching cookery.

The largo room is readily divisible by movable
partitions. A portion of the building on the
ground floor has been set aside for use as a-

young men’s institute. The whole building will

be warmed with hot water, and every room
is provided in addition with an open fireplace.

There will be two large playgrounds, separated
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from each other by the whole length of the build-
ing, coDtamiDg covered sheds for shelter. The
accommodation thus provided for is 743 school
places. The contract for the whole of the works

Messrs. \V. Brown k Son for thesum of 5, 793L, and the work is being carried out
from the designs and under the superintendence of
the^architect, Mr. Henry Lord, of Manchester.

Haudex, Yorkshire.—

O

n the
L4th ult. the new Church of St. Saviour, in the
village of Harden, was opened and consecrated bythe Bishop of Ilipon. The church is situated on a
sloping site on the east side of the Harden
Board School. The style adopted is Early English,
there is a nave, chancel, and north aisle, also a
vestry, and the main entrance is by a porch at the
west end of the building. Provision is also made
for a tower. The mierior sittings are of pitch pine

;the seats are open benches, and there is accommo-
dation provided for 250 persons. The building has
been erected by Messrs. Joseph Foulda & Brothers
of Bingley. Messrs. W. R. & R, Atkinson, of
Bingicy, have executed the joiners' work • Mr TNelson, Bradford the sittings

;
Mr. Harrison!

Keighley the plumbing; Mr. Josiah PicklesBmg ey, the plastering
;
and Mr. \V. Walker, of

Bmgley, tho painting. The total cost of the edifice
13 about 2 300/. Messrs. T. H. & F. Healey, of
padford, have been the architects for the new
DUlIdlDg.

Cricket P.AviLiox, Edinburgh.—On the 22Qd
ult. the Edinburgh Dean of Guild Court granted
the application of the Grange Cricket Club to erect
a new pavilion on their ground at Raeburn-place.
1 he pavilion will cost nearly 3,000/. The lower story
of the building will be constructed of stone and theupper portion of brickwork, faced with cement andopen timber work. The main building will occupy
a site immediately behind the existing structure
and will measure 58 ft. G in. by 48 ft., irrespective
of a eloping grand stand, which will project about40 ft. forward from it. and seat about 250 persons.

fn“
® dressing-room, measur-

ing 40 ft. by 20 ft.
; a professionals’ dressing-room

a bed-room, parlour, and large kitchen for the carel
taker, and lavatory accommodation. Entrance tothe upper or main floor can be bad either by an

V’
inclined gangway which runsup the centre of the grand stand. This gaugwav

gives access to a verandah, in the centre of which
to the pavilion hail.

I his ball, which will have an open timber roof, willmeasure 5b ft. by 27 ft. 6 in. On one side of it will bea committee-room, and on tho other side a dressing-
room. On the roof there will be sitting accommo-
^tion for about 200 people, the access to this other^nd stand being obtained from a square tower
the pinnacle of which will be 60 ft. high. The roof
of the tower and_ of the main building, so far as notset apart for sitting accommodation, will be treated

are by Messrs. Cunning,

bu^’h
^ ^ estland, civil engineers, Ediu-

Horiubridge, Devonshibe.-
foundation-stone of a newchurch for the parish of Horrabri.lge was laid bvSir Massey Lopes. The new church, designed by

,1:
Pi-yane, of London, will be ibthe Perpendicular style, and cruciform in shape,with west entrance facing the Horrabridge-road

enhances at the west end of northand south aisles. Gabled transepts are placed northand south, and there will be a flccbe at the junction

1 S''"''!®’-
^>siile from

fi-im
^ church, being raised seven stepsfrom the nave level. The east window will be

firches north and south ofthe chancel will open into the vestry and organ-chamber respectively The nave and aisle roofs
will be open-timbered, and the chancel roof is

south walls of the nave open into small aisles. Thobuilding will be of local stone, with Doultiog
freestone for external dressings and windows, andBath stone in random square work, pointed, withrod for internal dressings. Seating accommodation

ill be provided for 300 persons. Mr. Fuge ofHorrabndge, is the contractor for the erection ofthe ohurcb, a»d Mr. C. E. Perkin,, of PIvmouthhas been appointed clerk of works.

Durham.-Oq the 3rd mat. the new schools just

for Wa.-f
Dame Margaret’s Home

for Waifs and Strays, Washington Hall, woreopened by Sir Lowthiaii Bell, Bart. The schoolshave been constructed on the site of the old laundrvfrom plans by Messrs. Plummer Burrell, archi-

4? h’ h
^’® one being

40_ft. by IS ft., and the other 28 ft. by 19ft., eachbeing capable of extension. Cloak-rooms are pro-

Air
conveniences and a playground.

lraoJr ™Lt“wolk.
School, Oldbam.-Od thedfUiuIt. the Eev, J. P, Rountree, M.A., Chair-

opened the newAtteuBions of Westwood Board School. The osten-

fw?
of the provision on the ground floor oftwo class-rooms, each 20 ft. by 17 it. 6 in and acookery-room, 20 ft. by 20 ft, with souiioS^ o?

a“ th7emr°fV’° ““'“"‘I a ooSdorat tho end of tho mtants' school and class-rooms.
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by
by

by

and which also gives access to the whole of tho
buildings throughout. On tho first floor the oiten-
Sion consists of two class-rooms, each 22ft. Gin.

*

20 ft., and a manual instruction-room, 25 ft.'
-0 ft., the whole entered from a corridor similar
the one below. The class-rooms are divided l.>
folding-screens. At tho end of the corridor a stair
case for girls, from the first floor, has been erected
and gives access to the girls' playground. Th«
whole of the new portion has been cellared Thenew portion is fireproof throughout

; all the windows
have sashes to open at top and bottom

;
the floors

are covered with wood blocks, and the woodwork ii

of pitch pine. In addition to the above a teachers
room has been built. The roof of the infants’ class-
rooms has been altered, and a continuous side-light
has been inserted. The boys’ stairs having become
worn and dangerous, they have been taken down
and replaced with stairs of easier pitch and solid
construction. The girls’ and boys’ offices in the
yards have also

_
been reconstructed : and in two

class-rooms the light has been increased bv enlarg-
ing the windows and providing extra roof light,
ine heating and ventilation of the school have also
been attended to. The work has been done from
plans, &c., prepared by Messrs. Winder k Taylor

Oldham. The contractors are Messrs!
E, Whittakers Executors, Oldham.
New Church, Walsall.—

O

n the 19th ult the
memorial-stone was laid of the now church of St.

r aU ,

which 13 being erected on the site
of the lata church of St. Paul. The new church
wil be m stone from the designs of ^Mr. Pearson,
R.A. Its total cost is estimated at about 9,000/.
New Hospital, Kilmarnock, Ayrshire Thenew small-pox and cholera hospital, situated on the

BeUfaeld estate, about two miles from the Cross of
Kilmarnock, has just been completed. The hospital
proper consists of two wards, —a male and female —
for SIX patients each. The dimensions of each ward
are 2/ ft 6 in. by 22 ft., walls 14 ft. G in. in height.
Attached to each ward is a lobby or corridor leading
to lavatories, bath-room, kc. Between the wards
la placed a ward scullery and nurses’ room. The
administrative portion is connected to the wards bv
a corridor 18 ft. wide, but at the same time
detached from the hospital proper. This portion
gives nurses sleeping-rooms, medical attendant's
room, lavatory, ko., also kitchen and room and
kitchen for janitor or keeper. The wards internally
are lined with white enamelled bricks, the roofs
with open timber, and tho whole woodwork var-
nished. The out-buildings consist of washhouse
aundry, unwashed clothes disinfecting room
furnace apartment, and mortuary. Mr R S*Ingram, architect, provided the plans, and 'the 'con!
tract was undertaken by ex-Bailie Calderwood
ihe entire cost is about 1,200/.

Deaf and Dumb Schools, Preston.—The foun-
dation-stone of the North and East Lancashire
Deaf and Dumb Schools, Preston, was laid on the
1st lost, by the Eirl of Lathom. The building
wUl provide accommodation for fifty children
Ihera is provided on the westerly side a boys’ wing
with a day-room 23^ ft. by IS, teachers’ rooms
being placed at either end. In the event of exten-
sion these latter will be removed, and the length of
the room will then be 36 ft. Dormitories are
arranged with bathrooms, &c. A wing for the girls
is placed at the east side of the buildings. The
governor’s residence is placed in the centre of the
buimiogs, and there is also a board-room, together
with a sick ward and a block where the adminis-
trative work of the schools will be carried on. The
plans have been prepared by Messrs. Somes k
Green, architects, of Blackburn, and the present
cost of the work is estimated at 5,200/.

Schools, Ashton-undeb-Lyne.—

O

n
the 3rd inst. tho new technical schools and free
library, which have

j ust been completed for Ashton-
op®“ed. The building is in the

Early English style, and has been erected from
desi^gns prepared by Messrs. John Eaton k Sons

* cost (including fittings) of
lt),000/. In tho free library section provision has
been made for accommodating the 13,000 volumes
which constitute the present library at the Town-
halt, for a general reading-room, reference library
and reading-room, and ladies’ reading-room. The
whole of the first floor (over the library), which is
devoted to art, is divided into class-rooms, so
arranged round a central gallery that when required
for the purposes of an art exhibition, which it is
intended to hold occasionally, it would be possible
to complete the circuit of rooms without going out
of the gallery. ®

TecHaNical School, Salford.—On the 1st inst.
the foundation-stone of a school for providing tech-
nical instruction in Salford was laid by Mr. Alder-man B. Robinson, ex-Mayor of the Borough and
cbairina,u of the Technical Instruction Committee.

which is estimated to cost about
5(J,(J0O/., is being erected at the south-west
extremity of Peel Park, and is set back a short
distance from the street, stretching its main front
northwards in the park for more than 300 ft. It is
being executed in red brick and terra-cotta, and
will_ rise 80 ft. or 90 ft. from the ground. The

lecture rooms will accommodate
2,200 students. In addition to these, a large room
seating about 600 persons, is provided behind themam building, but close to the central entrance.

This will be made use of for popular soiei-.
lectures and entertainments, and for mui
performances. The building wilt comprise
various rooms necessary for the teaching of pbyi
mechanics, engineering, and the handici-'
associated with it

;
joinery, turnery, wood-workr'

plumbing, building construction, engineer-:
drawing, modelling, freehand drawing and paintii
kc. Dining, day rooms, and library will be ij

vided for the use of the students, and proviri
made for the various secretaries, committees, 5 ’.

teachers. Mr. Henry Lord, of Manchester, isi-
architect, and the foundations are being put iril

Messrs, Wilson <Sc Toft, bnilders, also of Manches;;
The warming and ventilation of the building wii
by the Blackmao-Smead method.

School of Art, Carmarthen.—On the 22
ult. a new school of art was opened at Carmarthti
The new building is in the modern Renaissad
style, and faces the westerly entrance to St Petti
Church, in Church-lane. It is built of red Brir'
water bricks, the mouldings and cornices beingii
Ruabon bricks, and the dressings of Bath stoi^
Accommodation is provided for seventy pupil
Entering through a hall, laid with tesselated tik;
and divided by an arcade supported by fluted a
moulded pilasters, au elementary room, 37 ft.
20 ft, and a modelling-room, IS ft 6 in. by 19 It

are reached on the ground-floor. The rooms s:
about 16 ft high. Lavatories for the boys on
from the hall. The landing has pilasters a.
arches correspondiog with those in the entrant
ball. The upper floor contains a room 37 ft ,

20 ft., and a master's room, 18 ft. by 12 ft T'
former will be divided by a curtain or moveab
partition, and the divisions will be used as paintit
and antique room respectively. On the upper fld
there are also lavatories and a ladies’ cloak-rooh
Artificial light is provided by pendants from t
ceiling having Wenham lights. The work has beoi
carried out by contract by Mr. T. Morris, C£
marthen, from the designs and under the suptf
intendence of Messrs. G. Morgan k Bon, architect
also of Carmarthen.

Monastery, Glasgow.—The new monastery
retreat which has been erected in Parson-sire^
Glasgow, for the Passionist Fathers, was opened
the 25th ult., by Archbishop Eyre. Adjoining t
church, and built in Gothic stjle, with a red sac
stone front, the monastery consists of four storii
and contains numerous apartments. Aocommod
tion has been found on the basement for a pari
library, and the first floor contains a library for t
use of the clergy, a refectory, a community-rooi
aod three public reception-rooms. On the secoi
and third floors are sixteen bedrooms, and on t
third flat is also built au oratory. The buildii
has been designed by the Rev. Father Osmut
Cook, of Paris, and has cost 4,000/.

New Church, Bangor.—On the 22nd ult. tl
Bishop of Bangor dedicated the nowly-erecte
Church of fit. Cross, situated at Maes-y-groei
Llanllechid, near Bangor. The church and sib
costing about 3,000/., are ihe gift of Lord Penrhyi
The church is built ironi the designs of Mr. T. I
Atkinson, Cambridge, by Mr. Owen Morris, Ca
narvon, and Mr. Newling, of the Penrhyn Estati
It consists of nave, chancel, vestry, and porch, an
is built of Anglesey limestone, in the Norma
Twelfth-century style. It is seated for 200 peoph
Church Fittings, St. Michael's, Boubni

MOUTH.—New carved oak choir stalls, executed b
Mr. J. Sharp, of Westbourne, and a wrought iroi
sjreen and gate to chancel of St. Michael’s Church
Bournemouth, executed by Slessrs. Singer, o
Frome, were used for the first time on St. Michael’
Day. They have been made from designs by Mr
Reginald G. Pinder, F.R.I.B.A.

SANITARYA^D ENGINEERINQ NEWS.

On 1

the ]

The Worshipful Company of Plumbers.—At
the quarterly meeting of tbe Court held at Guildhall
on the 30th ult. the following officers were severally
sworn into office for the year eosuing ;—Master,
Mr. Alderman Stuart Knill (Lord Mayor Elect)

;

Warden. Mr. W. H. Bishop; Renter-Warden, Sir
Philip Magnus, B.A., B.Sc.
Proposed Waterworks Extensions, Leeds.—
the 4th inst. Mr. Thomas Codriogton, one of
Inspectors of the Local Government Board,

opened an inquiry at tho Leeds Town Hall with
reference to an application by the Leeds Borough
County Council for sanction to borrow 131,600/.,
of which 100,000/. is required for waterworks ex-
tensions and 31,600/. for general improvements.

Town Clerk (Mr. J. Harrison), in laying before
Inspector the reasons for the application,

stated that in February, 1890, Mr. Codrington
held an inquiry upon the application of tbe Cor-
poration for sanction to borrow, among other
moneys, a sum of 200,000/. for waterworks pur-
loses authorised by the Provisional Order of 1888.
t was afterwards considered that it would be

sufficient to apply for 100,000/. only, and upon the
Inspector’s report the necessary sanction of the
Local Government Board to the borrowing of that
amount was granted. Sanction was now sought

the borrowing of the remaining 100,000/. Thefor
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arporation had provided a Bjstetn of waterworks’

it the consumption of water had so largely in-

•eased that further works were necessary. In

181 there was an average daily consumption of

858.000 gallon.^, whilst in 1891 it had reached

2.946.000 gallons. The 100,000^. which it

as now sought to borrow was intended

> be applied in the ordinary and necessary

stension of mains arising out of the increased

emand for water, in the extension of the Eccup

leservoir, and reconstruction of the embankment,

1 the extension of the reservoir at Moortowu, in

roviding a new service-ret-ervoir at Harehills, and

1 other necessary and conseciuential works. With

sgard to the 31,600^. required for general improve-

lents, the money would be needed for the purchase

f land, the payment of compensation and costs for

luildings, drainage, flagging, and paving, and

ewering in different parts of the borough.—The

lorough Surveyor (Mr. T. Hewson) explained in

letail the various works in respect of which the

iresent application was made.—The Inspector after-

wards dealt with the details of the proposed im-

irovements. He will report in the usual course.

LOUGHTON Sewage Wouks. — On the 28th

lit., the members of the Epping Rural Sanitary

\.uthonty, together with the Loughton Sanitary

Committee, and representatives from Buckburst

dill, Woodford, and the neighbourhood, met
it the Loughton Sewage Works to examine

ihe International proces-i of sewage purification

.here at work. Mr. Egan, the En^neer to the

Epping Rural Sanitary Authority, in explaining

.he works to the company assembled, stated that

;he sewering of Loughton was commenced in 1879,

when 5 acres of land were purchased, upon which

the sewage, after depo.sition of the grosser solids in

tank?, was allowed to flow for the purpose of inter-

mittent filtration. The land was underdrained,

ind the sewage from the settling-tanka passed

through it. Tois answered fairly well for a time,

jut ultimately the effluent from the land became

most unsatisfactory, and other steps bad to be

taken to prevent pollution. In 1888 it was resolved

to improve this state of affairs, and also to extend

the sewerage system to the northern part of

Loughton, and after many schemes of sewage

purification had been considered, it was decided to

adopt the use of ferozone for precipitation,

followed by filtration through polarite beds, instead

lof buying more land, especially as the land treat-

ment had altogether lailed. The entire scheme
includes about 16,000 yards of sewers, and storm-

iwater drains, the raising of about 280 yards of the

lOriginal outfall sewer, eight automatic flushing-

tanks, and the necessary man-holes, lamp-holes,

and ventilating columns. The total cost of the

drainage scheme and sewage purification works,

including the land, was under 14,0007. The
present population is about 5,000, but the

purification works are stated to be capable

of dealing with the sewage of a much larger

population. The Chairman of the Epping R.S.A.

(Mr. G. Johnson), in speaking of what they bad
that day seen, remarked that when the process was

first proposed for Loughton, he was very sceptical

about it, and it was mainly due to his instru-

mentality that a sand and gravel filter was laid,

for the purpose of comparing the effluent from the

polarite filters. He was, however, very pleased to

be able to tell them that the International process

bad proved a great success, and that they were

about to convert the sand filter into a polarite one,

being convinced of the immense superiority of

polarite over sand, and that the use of polarite was

real economy in the end. Mr. Egan, the Engineer,

confirmed the remarks of the Chairman, and said he

was convinced that in adopting this process, they

had at a small outlay secured the best system of

sewage purification.

New Waterworks, Highclere Park, Newburt.
—Tho waterworks on the estate of the Earl of Car^

narvon at Highclere Park, which have been in

process of construction for some time, were put to

a practical test on the 23rd ulb., particularly as re-

gards their efficiency in case of fire, and for this

purpose the Newbury Volunteer Fire Brigade

attended with their steamer. The works have

been designed and carried out by Mr. Richard

Raveoor, of Newbury. The pumping station is

about two miles from the reservoir, and the water

supply is obtained from springs and collected into

an underground tank, and from thence into one

above ground, and it is from the latter that the

power for working the hydraulic ram is obtained.

The ram is worked on the continuous flow principle,

and will supply the Castle, stables, and flower-

gardens, as well as the dairy and the home farm.

The reservoir, which is on Siddown(or Siddon) Hill,

is capable of holding 125, QUO gallons, and its height

above the ram is 400 ft., and above the flagstaff

tower of the castle 30 ft. It is constructed of con-

crete, and has a fiat covering of the same material.

A fire-main connected with this reservoir is laid

completely round the exterior of the castle, and

bydtanis are placed so as to connect t-e hose in

case of fire. A fire-main runs up through the

centre of the building inside, with hydrants on

each floor, and 60 ft. of hose, with branch pipe

attached to each. The water is forced through

two miles of rising main from the ram to the

reservoir.

STAINED GLASS AND DECORATION.
Memorial Window, Ingrow Church, York-

shire.—A large stained-glass window has just been

placed in Ingrow Church, to the memory of the late

Mr. John Wright and his wife, by three of their

children. The window illustrates the Good
Shepherd, the Good Samaritan, and the Lost

Piece of Silver, placed in the upper, middle, and

lower spaces respectively. Each subject is sur-

mounted by canopy work. The window is from the

studio of Messrs. Powell Brothers, of Leeds.

Memorial to the Late Dr. Lightfoot.—It
has now been definitely decided that the first

portion of the memorial to the late Dr. Lightfoot,

who died in December, 1889, shall be unveiled in

Durham Cathedral on October 20. The memorial

Deludes a recumbent effigy of his Lordship to be

placed in the chancel of the Cathedral at Durham
;

and, in addition, the restoration of the Chapter-

house of tho Cathedral. The cenotaph wilt be

unveiled by tho Earl of Durham, the Lord-

Lieutenant of the county. Toe effigy of his Lord-

ship was partially executed by the late Sir Edgar

Boehm, wbo died whilst the work was in progress,

and its completion has been intrusted to Mr.

Alfred Gilbert, A.R.A.
Memorial Windows, St. Brycedale Church,

Kirkcaldy.—Three memorial windows have just

been added to St. Brycedale Church, Kirkcaldy.

The first commemorates Patrick Don Swan, for

many years Provost of the town. The design is by

Mr. Burne-Jones, and it has been executed at the

works of Mr. Morris. Incidents in the life of

Moses furnish tho theme of both compartments.

The opening next this in the church is a memorial

lately finished of Provost Beveridge. The subject

is Christ pointing out Nathaniel to the two disciples

as the Israelite without guile. The third window is

in memory of Mrs. Stocks, a member of the con-

gregation.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.
France.—Seven years ago the State bought the

Hotel de Chimay, on the Quay Malaquais, with a

view to enlarging the Eeole Nationale dos Beaux-

Arts. Now the alterations are nearly complete, and
the Administration des Beaux-Arts hopes to be

able to open them at the end of the month. It is

announced that the celebrated Spitzer collection

is to be sold next April and May. The auction,

which will be held in the hotel in which the col-

lector lived, will be preceded by an exhibition, the

proceeds of which ought to be reserved for the

benefit of the future treasuries of museums,

M. Nenot, architect of the Sorbonne, is about
to demolish a part of the old buildings which line

the Rue St. Jacques, where the facade of the new
buildings is to be placed. In order that the scientific

work of the Faculty shall not be interrupted a
large amphitheatre is to be built in the large Court

of Honour. It will be 18 metres wide and 15 metres

long, and will be made entirely of iron and bricks.

At the Musee Guimet an interesting collection

has lately been inaugurated. Itconsists of documents
collected by M. Jacques de Morgan, Director of

Egyptian excavations, during his late arcbreological

mission in Armenia and Persia. This exhibition

comprises some curious specimens, from the time

of the Stone Age to the time of Persian mosaics

executed in the sixteenth century. After an

interruption of three months, the work of trans-

formation in the Butte Moutmarte has again been

taken up. The grotto and the artificial rocks are

finished, and a bridge is being made over the little

torrent, which rises at the head of the square. The
gardeners have begun to design the alleys of the

garden, which will bo one of the curiosities of

Paris. A project is on band to take the Seine

water below Oarrage d’Ablon, and convey it by
underground reservoirs to the Place d’ltalie.

The great clock of Rouen has lately been restored,

the dial-plates have been decorated with a poly-

chrome ornamentation similar to what they had in

1529, with allegorical cars and personages in gold

and colours. This curious restoration of sixteenth-

century work has been carefully done by M.
Sauvageot. The strengthening of the arch and the

rebuilding of a little house at the foot of the tower,

known as the “Loggia," are now being carried on.

The work was begun in 1890. The work of

turning the waters of the Avre and Vigne into Paris

is now well advanced. The waters enter the De-
partment of the Seine through a tunnel in the side

of St. Cloud, and they empty themselves in front of

a grille in the Bois de Boulogne. Here they are

carried above the Seine by a bridge with an
inclined floor, the piles of which are now finished.

The foot-bridge for pedestrians, above this bridge,

will probably be ready in about two months.

The Compagnie du Chemin de I’Est are building a

monumental station at Pantin, near the new
Mairie. It consists of a central pavilion, 50

metres long, flanked by two aisles. This station

will be opened in March. In order to minimise

the danger arising from the fires in cellars, and to

facilitate the prompt discovery of the locality of

the fire, the Pr^fet de Police has asked all house-

holders to leave with their concierges an exact plan

of their cellars and basements, which, in case of fire,

can be given to the firemen.—M. Bourgeois,

Minister of Public Instruction, lost Sunday pre-

sided at the inauguration of tho statue of the

composer Mdhul, on the Place de la Ville at Giveb
{Ardetmes), On October 1 a new line of railway

was opened fh Corsica from Vizzanova to Vivario.

The death of M. Georges Guerin, artist,

painter, and sculptor, is announced. He was a
pupil of M. Yod, and painted still life.

MISCELLANEO US.

Rubber Studs for Floors, Stairs, kc.

—

Messrs. David Moseley k Sons, of Manchester, send

us specimens of their new rubber stud. This con-

sists of a small iron plate with nail points project-

ing from the under surface, around which india-

rubber is moulded and vulcanised, leaving the

nails projecting through it. The result is a rubber

stud about an inch square and J inch thick, with

bevelled edges, which can be fixed at once into

wood by one sharp blow of a hammer, the nail

oints forming a sufficient fixing. It is proposed

y the makers that these should be used for fixing

into floors or stairs when it is desired to combine
noiselessness with a firm foothold. For a large

area we imagine the labour of setting and fixing so

many would be more than the result is worth. For
wooden stairs they may be useful, and they have

the advantage that if studs in one place are more
worn than the others, they can be taken out and

replaced without disturbing the remainder. The
makers advertise also smaller circular studs on the

same principle, for fixing into hoot-soles.

A New Portable Scaffold.—We have had an
opportunity this week of seeing in action, in front

of the shop of Mr. Shingleton, blind-maker, High-

street, Kensington, a new portable scaffold, which,

consi.sts essentially of a telescopic central leg or

support, up or down which a small platform, with

room for two men to stand, is moved by mechanical

means. The vertical support of the scaffold is-

provided at its upper end with strong irons pro-

vided with small wheels for bearing against the

wall of the building, so as to facilitate its move-

ment along a frontage. It is secured by

ropes round chimney-stacks or other objects,

much in the same way as ladders are secured. The
apparatus did not work very smoothly at the time

of our visit, owing, it was said, to the warping of

some of the woodwork, but there is something ia

the idea, and the scaffpld may be found very suit-

able for painters and others needing a light and
easily shifted temporary staging for work in front

ot houses. We understand that the invention is a

foreign one, and that provisional protection has

been obtained for it at the Patent Office.

King’s College, London.— In the Division of

Public Health arrangements have been made for

systematic instruction in hygiene and on the

I

various subjects embraced within the duties of

sanitary officers. A course of lectures will be given

by Professor Banister Fletcher, on Building Con-

struction, a course by Dr. Allan on General Duties

of Sanitary Inspectors, and a course by Professor

W. R. Smith on “ Physics and Chemistry in Rela-

tion to Sanitary Science.”

Aldgate Pomp.—At last week’s meeting of the

City Commissioners of Sewers it was announced

that an electric light is to be placed on Aldgate

Pump : thus a time-honoured landmark enters-

upon a new stage in its career. The pump.—now
served, we believe, by the New River Company,

—

marks the sites of the buried chapel, or crypt, of

St. Michael’s, and a house occupied by Stow, who
aays :

— “The principal street of this ward
[Aldgate] beginneth at Aldgate stretching west to

sometime a fair well, where now a pump is placed.’'

He tells us how the bailiff of Romford was brought

by the sheriff’s order to the well within Aldgate

for execution of sentence, and was killed “upon,

the pavement of my door where I then kept house.’

Strype recounts that he found Stow, in 1549,

dwelling by the well where now a pump stands,,

between Leadenball and Fenchurch streets. Stow

seems to have been unaware that a few feet north-

west of the pump lay the buried crypt of St.

Michael’s, of which, whilst commonly stated to

have been re-discovered in 1789, Ducarel had a

drawing dated " 1754.” Views of the interior will

be found in the Gentleman s Magazine, April, 1789,

and, with a plan, in Wilkinson’s Londina Ulus-

(rata, vol. i. Extending 46 ft. north to south, by

17 ft. east to west, and having two aisles divided

into three bays, vaulted with pointed arches, it is

said to be the work of Norman, who in llOS-

became prior of Queen Matilda’s Christ Church, in

the parishes of St. Mary Magdalen, St Michael,

St. Katharine, and the Blessed Trinity, formed

into one parish,—Holy Trinity by Aldgate, which

priory, as rebuilt, Margaret, daughter and heir of

Sir Thomas Audley, Lord Chancellor, brought in

marriage to Thomas, fourth Duke of Norfolk.* The
ground within the crypt rose to 3 ft. or 4 ft. below

the capitals of the columns, and the road, outside,

to perhaps 25 fr. abc ve its original level. The walls

are described as beiug made of squared blocks of

chalk, the arches and groining of atone. The orypt

was destroyed, wo are informed, about twenty years

ago.

* The gateway was illustrated la Mr. Birch's “Old
London," at the Exhibition of IS
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COMPETITION.

Nature of Work, By wbom Advertised. Premium.
Deslgne

•County BuUdiDf*..
.

Anglesey C. C No data

Nature of Work or Heterlele.

CONTRACTS.

By whom Beqnlred,

*Coii»truction of Sewer
•RoadimkiDg »nd Fating Work*;:
Eicftr.tioii Work
SUble and Cart thed, StoniyHoid
Pipe Hewer ’

•Rotd PaviDg Worka.'i.'.'.’;.'

•Fire Escape, Stnircaae. ic
Streets 'lujirovemenlt
Sawaee Lliaposal Worka.’.'.’.'.'.'
Leaded Water Pipe*

''“'wTVIf.'
Episcopal Church, G rantown, N.B
Wealey»m Church. Barnard Casile'
Wrought-iroD Unclimb.blo Feiiclug

•EoadtaadSewera “ ""

•Paving Roada, ic...
"Roadmaking

*^*!e**^
Stone Paving a

-1 Chfshunt Ixical Beard
•

I

Willesden Local Board
Halifax Corporation..

I dt\
'

I do.
. Ves'ry of Mile End

Old Town
Weat Haiu Unfoa .

. Yatradyfodw? Loc. I

I

Keighley Corpoiati
,
P.yiuomh Corp....,

Oeo. Grant

. ffa.idon Local Board

., Edmoutoa Freehold
Liod. tc Co Lim.

Islington Vietry
do.

- Somford Local Board
I

Tendere
to h«

delivered.

Offlcinl

0, filancle RoherA
E. R.S.Erc)tt...

.1. 3t. Knight
.

.1. .Sturdy
, .

.

• • W. Jones ...
W. H. Mopkine
B. Sandeinau .

Ross 4 Macbeth
Morley 4 Woodhoiii
3. S. b nmley

«« Asterisk (•) advertised ,

CONTRACTS.

—

Continued.

Nature of Work or Materlali. By whom Required.
Architect, Surveyor,

or Engineer.
deliv^

Oct. 1

do.t

do 1

•Ripairiog Roads, Supply of Stores, and
IllalD Pinea

•Hall and Real log Rnoius, Blaeogarw ..
•Draining Proposed M:irket. Kew Bridge
CunetruotloQ of Concrete Culvert
laoUtloo Ward, *c. Felthaiu luduVlViki

School

Croydon Town Council
The i omarittee ....
Brcutfird Local Board
Tottenham Local Bd.

LondoiiCoiintyCouncil
Richmond Malu Sower-

.lacob Rees

J. E, 'Worth

OjPdalSupply of Stoiea do.ct

Cardiff
•Warming of School at I.bngton!
•Widening Portion of Cornwall L
•School at Biidgeu '

Oct.'^ 12
'

do.

•Woodwork. 4c. of Pavilion

Block of Buildlage, Tredegar-p'ace. New-
port, Mod

mediate School Com.
Clactou • iiu Sea Pier
Co. Liou

P. Smith.

G. F. Lsinbert

Kloipple 4 Jnffrey....

Oct. i,

Nov.

No datl
do. 1

' Oct, 13
,

Oct. 14
Purupii g 3uti"U Work Leeds Ccirporatlon.. .!

Seward 4 Thomas ....
OficiaZ

Oct. 15 PUBLIC APPOIISTTMENTS.
do.
do. 1

Naturo of Appointment. By whom Advertised. Salary.
AppllCLl

do.
1

Oct.
Oct. 1-

Oo\ 1!

Oct. 2.

do. 1

•.Surveyor and Inspector of Nuisaneea
I

•Surveyor's AsBistant. .. 1

Leicester Corp
haoralnster T, C
Grlmahv T. n

27. 28. per week
1007

1201

Clock, Great Salkeld, Penrith.—At the parishchurch of Great Salkeld a new Cambridge quarter
cloct showing the time upon one external skeleton

’ 5
1'?- .diameter, with copper hands,and balanced within, has just been erected. Theclock IS constructed on the solid horizontal cast-iron bed-frame, the top .surface planed perfectly

tiat
,
the frame rests upon strong iron brackets let

'

into the wall of the tower, thus giving a firm '

foundation. All the bushes are of gim-metal
screwed separately into the frame to enable anypart of the cluck to be detached without disturbin?
the other parts. There are three separate trains
of wheels -VIZ

. going part, striking part for thehours, and striking part for the chimes. Thegoing part mam-wheel is of large size, with main-taining power attached for the purpose of keeping
the clock going during the time of winding Theescapement is the double three-legged gravitv bv iLord Gnrathorpe with a compensation pendulum^

IThe mam-wheel of the striking part for the hours ‘

18 of large size, with cams fixed for bringing outthe full tone of a tenor bell of 13 cwt. The main-wheel of the Great St. Mary of Cambridge chimeshas cams attached for lifting the hammers for
•striking the correct musical quarters. There isalso an apparatus for pulling off all hammers
du^ring the time of ringing the bells for service
I he makers are Messrs. William Potts & Sons ofLeeds. •

TRADB.-Tho English iron-market shows little change, although in several
'

districts slight signs of general improvement are
imanifested. There is, however, more activity

noticeable m the steel-rail trade, and an order forfroin 30,000 to 40,000 tons of rails and accessories

SteelLompanj. 1 he Glasgow warrant-market is firmerand Scotch makers] iron is in fairly active inquiry'
In Cleveland, pig-iron is depressed. The iron-
masters returns for September show an increase in

production is large,
21, ,000 toM, of which nearly half is hematite irSnThe total stocks on hand are 53,000 tons, including
wairants. 1 here are ninety furnaces blowing, thehighest number this year, fifty being on OIe™iand
.roD and forty on other kinds. Trade in the
north-west of England continues dull. In manu-

‘"® noported fromthe Midland districts, and enhanced prices areeeeured but generally the demand is limited,
tittle alteration is noted in the steel trade, and in
ship-building and epgineering matters continue
quiet The coal trade is fairly steady.—/roa.
Addition to Screen, Lustleigh ChurchDEVONsiimE.-An addition has been made to iSscreen of Lustleigh Church as a thankoffering (roma panshionor. The parcloso screen has also been

restored in the chancel. Both works bore been
carried out by Mr. Herbert Read, of Exeter, under
the direction of Messrs. Pulford, Tait, and Harvev

Antiqll\ri.vn Discoverie-s in Cumberland.—On the 20th ult. the Cumberland and Westmore-
Jand Antiquanan and Archreological Society visited
Hardknott Castle, m Eskdale, Cumberland and
•examined the discoveries which have been made asthe result of excavations carried out by the Presi-
rient (Mr. Ferguson, F.S.A.). the Rev. W. S
Calverley. F.S.A., and Mr. C. W. Dymood, F S AWhat IS known as Hardknott Castle was a Roman
quadrangular fort built of stone, provided with
gates, and_ having a tower at each angle. ThePresident m a paper upon the fort, described the^ms What was now called the bowling-greenwas the parade ground. The camp coveredbetween three and four acres. The south-

^ moundor tra\ erse of rock, the gate itself being probably

double. The north-west gate was a single gate, the
total opening, 10 ft., beiner about only half that ofthe other three gates. The north-east gate was adouble gate, and was 19 ft. 7 in. in the opening. Hehad no doubt it was a/ac ninile of the south-western
gate ihe north tower stood on a huge rocky

,

knoll, and occupied much the highest part of thecamp. ihe towers consisted of a basement of
stone probably used as storehouses. The forum ^

had been cleared out sufficiently for the whole i

'

f
discovered; the eastern group

jot buddings comprised the barracks : and the ^

western group contained what be conjectured to Ibe a stab.e with harness - room. No prictoriumhad been found, and it was probable that the
officer in command of the camp was not above therank of a centurion. Outside the camp, near to the

L?HM-
Calverley had unearthed a circular

building, 15 ft. internal diameter, still stamliog
about 4 ft. high. It was, there was Utile doubt Itemple, and contained the image of some god orgoddess, patron of travellers. Mr. Calverley had

I also found the rums of a throe-roomed house withan eiaboKita system of hypocausts. and also a bath
I

lie (the President) conjectured that this was a wav-
'

side tavern for the refreshment of travellers.
SURVETORSHII- Apdoint.ment.—Mr. M. Petree, the

iAssistant Surveyor of Great Grimsby, has beenunanimously appointed Borough Surveyor, in place ^

ot -Hr. J Buchan, who has received the appoint-'ment of City Engineer of Norwich
WILLE-SDEN.-A portion of theWillesden Park Estate was, we are informed, sold

on Wednesday, sixty plots
of building land realising 3,200^., at tho rate of
l,b5U;. per acre. The growth of this London
suburb 18 marvellous, the population during the lastdecade having trebled.
Lecicres on HyoiESE.-Mr. Edward TidmanHas just bean appointed Lecturer on Hygiene, and

oommeiicos a course of lectures on October 13, at

SSScoSttee.''
“““

MEETINGS.
Mondat, October lo.

MSaiyMeeSil^'s-^™,""''™ ™0.-

Tuesdat. October ii.

(Lectures for Sanitary Officers)-

FridaT, October 14.

^omtary Jnstitute (Legures for Sanitary OffUers).—Mr. w.C.Tyndale on “House Drainage.” 8p.m.

RECENT PATENTS;
ABSTRACTS OF SPEOIFIOATIONS

pTfffie'l7£pder.nW&tScot?erc
having openings towards the top of thrulne Th««
WHn “ounted one upon the other by meSi of nro®jecting bearers, the uppermost cone being nrovlderlwith a croB-bar perforated in the centre. beloVwhicMs

a revolving cowfhead
formed from one piece of sheet metalsix or more radiating portions, which are

wind ^
bv°the^

^ bafflers to catch the

TevolVes^ h o* the cowlrevolves. The bottom of each baffler is firmly securedo an iron rim, which tends to strengthen the whXnfthe cowl-head. The spindle upon which the cowl-head revolves passes through the top of the sheet-metal portion,

' a*Dffid1e1a“n7o
“ screw-Dut. The bottom of th

I

“““

I 17,863.—Water CLOSETS ; j. Day.—This natnnr ra
I
fers to what is described as an improved water-close

'

f^^^ptllisiug waste water. The object of the inventloi
,
IS tho construction of a water-closet in which the ei

bo1v”M nnlfed'lw
^“^0 ’-ater contaTne^lB l

' nr
^ from the sink bath

contents of which areaut’omatlcaiiy discharged into a container, from which thevnaii
oontaiuerTmuiunicaces at the bottom with a tran and haiwithm it a tlltiug-bowl, .liaped.o thit rten rapt,"™

nf “i
^ water, it is heavier on oneliide

P'^'ot centre than on the other, the heavier side
,
balancing up the opposite side against a suitable ston •

'an,
^^® ®PP^s‘t® side isheaS

,

and tilts the bowl over to discharge the contents luto
I

the container, and from thence througli the tran
^ contents have been discharged the

ot na wbera^ither a cirS
4

80 as to avoid weight and thewhen ordinary bricks are used Thebrick is made of the form of an ordinary brick whichhas.been cut away at the back along ica twoaides so aa'toleave a dove-tail projection standing out f'om the frontor face portion of the brick, which remains uStere?This dove-tail projection may be ii,ade to run from one

beleft cSid «^d*^ V 0“'l8 may
.tLh 80 that t lie bricks may becoursing or ranging with other brickwork The

^ront face and end, may be glazed orunglazed as desired. The web of the dove-tail mavhave perforations formed^ cross wise through it so as
^ give an opportunity of .insetting cramps or bonderswhen the dove-tall bricks are used Instead of tiles &c

’

'^P venically. In using the bricks
a segmental arch or flat aefflt^the brickswould be united together by a concrete backing the

th^bricka ’ifeln
^ Projections at the ba^c’k of
® cement and breezeor with ordinary cement concrete ’

-P- 5cA7noAf.-Thf8 inven-

nlfnr
object to obviate the drawbacks inci-

closing windows situated at aconsiderable height above the floor level, and to enable

desired^Trl^ar ‘“P or bottom as
^'0^ ®^r can escape from the room orcold air be admitted. For details of the Invention

draCgs.’’ specification and

Stone: O. Terp.-This Inventionrelates to an artificial stone having the same ouaiitlessuch as durability, resistance to atmospherTc and othe;outward influences, and presenting the same annear-

Tnvo
natural stones, but with greater harduess^^^lffie

chTorirfi
chloride solution, consisting ofchloride of calcium, chloride of magnesium chloratedwater hydrochloric acid and water, as described in thespecldcatlon. This solution is intimately mixed with

mpntaYr “ ^ermany as bitter earth, with pi^ments if desired, and with sand, quartz, peat, or nLt-fibre, paperpulp, spent tan, or ocher materials to make
material to be manufactured.The hardness of the stone or composition can be made

Mmnnsir
**

^>^® 0^ hydrochloric acid. Thiscomposition can be used as artificial sandstone, veined
mosaics, moulds for plaster of ParLicement castings, pavement-flugs, stair-steps, &c.

catfAn^o/Th^^N?'^ 'iJ^'
This refers to an appU-cation of the chloride solution named in the foregoing

“>

“

12
,
539.—Ventilation : H. a. Poole.—This snecinca

tlon relates to improvements in the method andapparatus for ventilating public huileJinga, dwelling
and the like, and the

ftnnlirlMia®
Provide a Simple and effective method andapparatus whereby the windows can be automatically

rlaefnd1ffnf°nf°f‘^®''®’^®®'^ accordance with therise and fall of the temperature of the atmosphere, andthereby fresh or cool air be admitted or excluded. The
S°“

8ist in utillfing the atmosphere for
® volume of ci nflned atmospheric or

generated by liquid, and causingsuch air or gas, in connexion with suitable mediums to
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'eratethe window or windows of buildings or other

/•nctures.

i REW APPLICATIONS FOB LETTERS PATENT.

*Septfmbfr 19.-16,685, T. Thorp, Eluehing Closets,

'’a(D8, Sc., with Waste-water.—16,703, W. McNeill,
limblned Rule and Square.—16,717, J. Bloomfield,
• aster.— 10,730, A. Crulcksbaiik, Chipping Tool.
wSeplemb'-r 20.—IQ,752, J. Conley and J. Wolfe, Brick
-;ini.—16,755, J. Blalinp, Ventilation of Houses. Ac.

—

(.782, C. Scockwell, Flushing Apparatus for Water-
jiseti, Ac.-16,785, A. Jarrard, Hinge.—16,807, W.
)0ld, Slide Rules, &c.—16,818, W. Knightly, Drain,

i'll, Water, and other Pipes, and Joining same.
nSepteinber 21—16,848, J. Roatron and J. Hilton, Imlta-

jm Tiles snltable for Hearths, Grates, Floors, &c.—
,1,880, A. Mears, Planing or .Shooting Mitres.

September 2-2 —16,913, F. Moore, Nalls and Screws.—
,914, E. TllstoD, Water-waste Preventing Syphon
stern!.

September 22.—IQ 072, IL. Taylor, Hydrostatic Lifting

;ck8.—16 997, T. R. and R. Usher. Electric Bells.—

,099, C Barriaon, Preventing the Bursting of Water
pea by Freezing.—17,011, W. Mihill, Granite Hammers.
!i7,0U, j. Reekie, Fixing Water-closets. — 17,016,

) Jones and P. Hoy. Testing Drains.

1

September 24. — 17 046. C. Manebip and R. Foley,
xiflng Tiles.—17,073, R.Rigby, Graining Comb.—17,074,

I Law, Kerb Stones.

PROVISIONAL 8PEOI5TCATION8 ACCEPTED.

112,012, S, Spratb and F. Bailey, Pipe-subway.—14,035,

j

Hubher, Biths and Cisterns therefor. — 14,565, G.
ilasson. Sash or Bench-cramp for Joiners, &c.—14,910,

} Rose, Ventilation.—15,003, J. Waddington and J.

bndlebury, R-talnlng Windows or Doors in any desired
jaitioii.—15,018, E. Partridge, Scaffold and Means
tr Attaching Came to a Ladder.—15,105, J. LObmer,
jue Connector for Chimney Shafts.—15,142, G. Sturte,
Isislng, Lowering, and Fastening Window Sashes.

—

j

l, J. Sellars, Portland or Equivalent Cement
(lings, Castings, Blocks, &c.—16,279, W. Richard-
Draught Excluder for Doors.—15.299, .T. Goring,
ric Apparatus for Operating the i'ofastening and
inlng of Doors,— 15,473, J. Craig and R. Hlghet,
cn Discharge Cistern!.— 15,662. G, Gent, Dlsin-
ig Means for Water-closets, Drain-pipes, &c.

—

I, A. Jones, Window-sash Fasteners.-15,628, W.
er and J. Malam, Hinges for Folding-doors,
15,661, R. Cochrane. Mosaic. Parquetry, and similar
mental Work.— 15.'770, E. Hargreaves and others,

js and Traps for Sanitary Purposes —16,794, R.
loward and others. Self-closing Regulating Valves for

tie Admission of Water to Water-closets, dec —15,920,
I. Wilson, Grates for Open Fireplaces.-10,084, G.
^nniogs and J. Morley, Supplying Water to Closets
id ocher Places.—16,119, F. Perry, Water-waste
ireventera for Flushing Purp08ei.—16,12l, M. Demez,
leneering Wood —16,165, W. Dean, Plasterers' Laths
r Ceilings. Walls, or similar Structures.—16 174, P.

ramwell, Faslener for Window-sashes, &c.—16,180, J.

lorsfnrd, Wiudow-sash or like Fastening,-16.183, H.
ougier, Coupling Device applicable as a Window
aatener, Ac.— 16.321, R. Kelly, Hand-power Tenoning
Achine for Wood-working.-16,341, T. Canik, Sewer
entllatoi's

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

(Open to Opposition/or Two Months.)

16,843, J. Kaye, Actuating Exit Doors.—19.740, G.

ickson. Constructing Concrete Buildings.— 9,115, A.
onlt, Skylights. —14,794, G. Coleman, Whiteleaii and
iher Lead Pigments.— 14,917, T. & C. Tildesley, Door
.nobs.—16,147, J. Kesellng and C. Fuchs, Junior,
rtiflcial Stone.

Camden-rd., n.t. 60 yrs.. g r. 81., 625Z.—By W. A. Blake-

more-. “West Green Cottage," Ac., Tottenham, n.t.

3 yrs., g.r. 21 10s., r 191

,

251.

SEPTEMBER 30.— Bw Baker if Sons

:

35 and 37, Hoxton-
st., Hoxton, f., 1,7251.

;
47 to 63 (odd). Falmouth-rd.,

Walworth, u.t. 6 yrs., g.r. 61., r. 1321., 2301. ; 3, 6, and 6,

Higb-rd., Edenbridge, and eight cottages, f., 8501.
;

“Meal House," Hlgh-rd.. and 7 a. 2r. 30p., f., 4101. ;

15 and 17, Mayfleld-rd., Dalston, u.t, 45 yrs., g.r. 81., r.

611. lOs,, 4601. ; 57 to 66, Rendlesham-rd ,
Hackney, u.t.

77 yrs., g.r. 191., r. 1401.. 8801.; Nos. 284,286, and 288,

Southwark-pk.-rd., u.t. 64 yrs., g.r. 81. 138., r. 1351.,

9701. :
f. range of stabling. Bourne-st., Croydon, r. 301.,

3252. :
freehold cottage, Felmersham, Beds., 461. : 24,

Standen-rd., Wandsworth, u.t. 83 yrs., g r. 42., 951.;

two enclosures of land, 8 a. 0 r. 2 p., f. and c
,

Alfriston, Sussex, 3551.—By Harman Bros.

:

28 to 34

(even), and 69, 61, and 63, Swanscombe-rd., Turnham-
green, u.t. 35 yrs., g.r. 702., 651.

[Contractions xised in these lirfg.-F.g.r. for freehold
ground-rent ; l.g r. for leasehold ground-rent ; l.g.r. for

improved ground-rent
; g r. for ground-rent ; r. for rent

;

f. for freehold ; c. for copyhold : 1. for leasehold
;
e.r.

for estimated rental ; u.t. for unexplred term ; p.a for

per annum ;
yrs. for years ; st. for street ; rd. for road

;

sq, for square
;

pi. for place
; ter. for terrace ;

cres. for

crescent ; yd. for yard, &c.l

PEICES CUERENT OF MATERIALS.
TTHBBB.

Qre«nlie(irt, B.O.
ton 9/0 0

Teak, B.L.. load B/IO/O
BeqaoU,V.B.It.(ni. 8/4

Ash, Canada load 2T0/0
BlToh, do 8/6/0

Elm, do. ........ 8/10/0

Fir, Dantelo, fto. 1/10/0

Oak, do 8/0/0

Canada. ....... 6/10/0

Pine, Canada red 9/10/0

Do. yellow .... 9/30/0
Lath.D’ntaIc.Iatk 6/0/0

Bt Feterabiirg 6,0 0
Deala, Finland
andklatatdlOQ 7/10/0

Do, 4tli&8rd.. 7/0/0

Do. Riga 6A0.0
Bt. PeterabuTg,

lat yellow ,, JO/10/0
Do. 8nd yellow 8/0/9

Do. wMU 7/0/0

Swedlah 7/0/0

White Sea.... 8/0/0
Oanoda.Pinelrt 20/0/0

Do. do. 2ud.... 14/10/0

Do. do. 8rd, Ac. 7/10/0
Do. Sprace. lat S'10/0

Do, do. Srd A
tod 6'8,0

NewBranawlck 6'10/0

Battena, allkinda 8/16/0
Flooring Boards,
q., 1 in. prep,
let om
Do. and OV/O
Other qnalitiet 0/3 0

Cedar, Cnba ..ft. /SI

Hondtiraa, Ao. /St
Mahogany, Cuba. /4i

St. Domingo,
cargo at /4

Mexican do, do li

Tobaaco do. do /Si

Honduras do.. 15%

Box. Turkey ton 4/0/0

Roee, Rio 10/0.0

Bahia ..... .. 000
Batin, Bt. Do-

mlns« ....ft. 0117
Porto Rioo .... 0,'0/7

410/0
4^6/0
8/10/0
6/6/0

7/0/0

810/0
6/0/0
8/0/0

LOO

9/10,0
8/0,0
6/0 '0

14/10/0
9/10/0

9/10/0
IS/O/O

17/0/0

28A0/0
16/0/0

10/0/0

11/0 0

8/0/0
7/0/0

16 10 0

Iti

18/0/0

90/0/0

18/0 0

aa/s
0/1/6

TIMBER (cenMnu'd).
Walnut, ItaUau.. 0 0 3| 0/0/7

MRTAU,
Inox—Pig,in Scot*
laud ton 2/2'l O/O.'O

Bar, Welsh, in
Loudon 6A7/8 8/0/0

Do. do. at works
in Wales 8/7/8 6A0/O

Do. Staffordshire,
luLondon .... 6'6/8 616.0

OoFPBR —Brltiab,
cake and ingot 47/15 0 48’5,'8

Beat selected .. 49 0/0 49 10/0

Bheeta.strong.. 6<)/0/0 0/0/0

Chiu, ban .... 44'18/0 45/2/6
VELLOwMBTALlb, 0/0/4} OO/SiLead- Pig,
8panUh....toD lOAO/0 lOAl/3
English, com.
brands 10/12/6 10/17,6
Bheet, Eagtiab,
8 lbs. per eq. ft,

and upwards . . 12/5/0 0 0.0
Pipe 12/15'0 0/0,0

Z I K 0 — English
sheet ton 22'10/0 0/0/0
VleiUe Mon-
tagne 93/0 0 0 0,0

Ti»—Straits .... ft3'2/6 W'12.'6
Anatralian .... 93 126 B4’2'6
EngUeb Ingots. 9S 0 0 955 0
Bsnea 93/10;0 0/0/0

Biliitou 91/0,0 0/0/0

OILS.

Linseed „.... ton 18-2/6 18/7/6

Cocoannt, Cochin 24/10.0 0 0,0

Do. Ceylon 21/10/0 O'OO
Palm. Lagos .... 24/0/0 0J)0
Rapeeeed, EngUsh
pale 23.10,0 24 0/0

Do. brown 21/15/0 22.'0/0

Cottonseed ret.. 18/0/0 O/O.'O

Oleine 20/10/0 91/0/0

Lubricating, V.B. 4/0/0 8/0/0

Do. refined 6/10/0 12/0/0

Tak— Stockholm
barrel 0A6/0 0/0/0

Archangel .... 0A2/6 0/0/0

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY:
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT,

SEPTEHI’.ER 17.—By Humbert, Son, A Flint (at
heater) :

" Stoke Farm," Stoke, CheBhlre, 62j. Ir. 37p.,

,
2,6101.

SElTEaRER 26.—By Simmons <5e Sons: “Hill Farm,"
od 117a. 2r. 13p., f. and c., Hare Hatch, Berke, 6,2601. ;

u enclosure of f. land, about 11 acres, 7C02.
;
three f.

jttsge!, 4502. ; Freehold meadow land, 4a. 2r. 30p.,
iargrave. 6001.

September 27.—By A. G. Thomson i: Co. : 30, 32, and
5, Bucharest-rd., Wandsworth, u.t. 96 yrs., g.r. 161. lOs.,

)01. ; 2ii, ('raster-rd., Brlxton, u.t. 84 yrs., g.r. 71. 10s.,

371. 103., 2362.; 1 to 9 (odd), Grove-av., VValham
reeo, u.t. 70 yrs., g.r. 2i2., 7001. ; 11 to 29 (odd), Grove-
v.,n.t. 70 yrs., g.r. 60 yrs., 1,4001.—By F". J. Bisley
ons: 37, 46, and 43, Ansty-st., Rotherhltbe, f., r.

y. 2»., 3301. ; 15 to 18, Staple’s Rents, u.t. 1,000 yrs.,

r. 61., 1901.
; 11, Reverdy-rd., n.t. 46vrs,, g.r, 41. lOs,,

152,—ByR. Broicn: 206, 208, 212 to 218 (even), West
erry-rd., Millwall, u.t. 24 yrs., g.r. 61., 1001.; No. 183,
ow-rd., f., sold before auction; f.g.r. of 111.,

anton-st., Poplar, reversion In 38 yrs., 4101. ;

3, Canion-st. and yard, f., r. 781., 8002.; 1 and 2,

anton-buildiDgi, f-, r. 541. 12!., 6001. ; 36, 37, and 89,
anton-st

,
f.. r. 972., 1,1702. ; 32, 34, and 36, Gough-st,

,t. 39 yrs., g.r. 72. lOs
,

6201.—By A. Chancellor: 4,

hislehnrst-rd., Richmond, u.t. 80 yrs., g.r. 62., 7902,

;

The Horse and Groom" public - house, Bracknell,
erks, f. and c., 1,9601. ;

“The Blue Lion Inn." f., r.

)l., 1,3002.—By Sfessrs. Cobb: enclosures of f. land,
i. 3r Go.. Luton, near Chatham. 5501.

8Ei‘TRMnp,R 28.—By Sales <S- Wiltshire : 3, George-Iane,
ewisham, f., r. 281., 4201.—By C. V. Stevens-. 1 and 2,
rayton-vlllas and a plot of land, Leytonstone, f.,

2602. : No. 40, Waterloo-rd., n.t, 30i yrs., g.r. 91., 5001.

SEPTEMBER 29.—By Broad <fc Wiltshire : The lease of
i8, Hiyh-rd., Kilburn, u.t. 12 yrs,, r. 1501., 3601. ; the
fsseol 45, Ileath-st., Hampstead, u.t. 17 yrs., r. 1201.,

102. , 20, Seven SUters-rd., Holloway, the lease of, u.t.

yrs., r. 1301., 1,2001.—By A. Prevost & Son-. 222, Hlgh-
1., Shadwell, f., r. 351., 5801.

; 23, Britannla-st., Hoxton,

,
3051. : 13 to 19 and 33 to 69 (odd), Johnson-st.,

ommercial-rd., E.. u.t. 13 yrs., g.r. 641., 1,5001.; 82,

ubUee-Bt., Mile End, u.t. 9 yrs., g.r. 31 . 1061,
;

la, Harley-st., Bow, u.t. 10 yrs,, no g.r., r. 301., 001.

—

Y Eastman Bros. -. The f. residence, "Ravenswood,"
nerley Pk., 2,0001. : the “Auckland Tavern," Ginsy-
1., Norwood, u.t. 76 yrs., g.r. 201., 111. 10s.—By Jeufcins
Sons -. 5, BamptoD-rd., Forest Hill, n.t. 76 yrs., g.r.

., 3501.; 2, Morden-hill, Greenwich, u.t. 70 yrs., g.r.

r. 2)1., 2651.—By A. Booth: 124, Breckncck-rd.,

:tendeiis.
(Cornmunlcatlons for Insertion nnder this heading

should be addressed to “The Editor,*' and must reach
us not later than 12 noon on Thursdays.]

ALTON (Hints).—Accepted for the erection of house for Mr. Boue,
Grove-ro»d. Alton

Edward Buckingham A Sod, Winchester £235 0 0

BinCLESWADE-—For making alterations and additions, and
constructing a Jumace chliiiDoy-shaft at the Uniou Workhouse,
Biggleaw.ade. Mr. E. Twelvct>eei, architect. Bandy
Redhouae £1,114 0 0 I Buffell £975 0 0
Wilinott 1,11)0 18 6 French A Ellwood.
Coleman 998 0 0 1

Bandy (accepted) 987 0 0

CARDIFF.—For ercfting and corapletlDg a msuslou at St.

Mellon a, nc-ar C-rdiff. for Mr. H. B. Cory. Mr. E. A. Lansdowne,
architect, Newport (Mon.)
W. Church £13,218

(
Jno. Linton £11,001

Slieptoii A Son 12.800
|
Stephens. Bestow, It Co. . 11.899

Geo. Wilkins 12,500 I Jno. Jenkins 11.193

W. Blackburn 12.389 1 Cbas. Locke 11,1«
H. A. Forso 11,965

I
E. T. Hatherloy 10.997

C3EPST0W,—For the construction of the sewerage of the town,
for tbe Local Board. Mr. Atkios, Buryeyor, Local Board Offices,

Chepstow :

—

T. Bees £5,7.5110 6 I J. Strachan £4,065 13 6
T, Evans 6,150 0 0 Lloyd A Powell 4.060 1 8 5
Johnson Bros 4.717 0 0 I T. J. Divies 4.020 21 1

T. Goldsworthy .... 4,591 14 3 I
O. Butter 3,932 4 6

H. Hill 4.487 0 0
[
Baker A Gregory.... 3,583 19 8

G. Lew 4,328 16 8 C. W. Whailey.
W. R. Geen 4,30.3 11 0 Chepstow (accepted) 3,574 16 ,
J. Welsh 4,137 12 1

|
J. Linton 3.304 0 ^

rOXTON (near Market Harhorough).—For repairs to the walls,

roof, aiirt floor of chancel of St. Andrew’s Church. Foxtou, iuclud'ug
new chancel seats, altar rail, Ac. Mr H. Hardwieke Langston,
architect. 9, Great James-slreet. Bedford-row, London. Quantities
not supplied :

—

H. H. Sherwin £398
|

C. Down. Croydon* £306
T.Hill 328

I
•Accented.

GREAT YARMOUTH.—For additions to Cohholro Island Sclicol,

for the Great Varmou'h School Hoard. Messrs. Bottle A Olley,
architects. Quantities by the architects:

—

K. W. Brav £428 0 0 I F. Grlmhle £374 0 0

M. Barnard 415 17 6 J. Mcore .369 0 0
R. Fjisfoe 376 18 0 .T. .S. Cooper 3!2 17 0
Q. W. Beech 374 0 0

I
J. Lsggstt* 363 0 0

• Accepted.

GREAT YARMOUTH.—For additions to Runhara Vauxhall
School, for the Groat Yarmouth School Board, Messrs. Bottle A
Olley. srcliitecis. Quantities by the archUeets
R. Eastoe £445 8 I G. W. Beech £410
W. Bray 444 0 J. Moore 405
F. Grimble 418 9 I J. Leggett 399
J. S. Cooper 412 0

I

HIGH WYCOMBE.—For the erection of now chairmanufacturing
premises at High Wycombe, for Messrs. J. Cox A Son. Mr. Thomas
Tliurlow, architect, Hlgl: Wycombe
C. H. Hunt £2,640 0 I H. Harris £1,936 0
H. Flint 2,277 0 Nash A Sons 1,928 10
W. R. Luusley, Sou A I G. H. Qibaon (accepted) 1.904 0
Peirce 2.02J 0

1

HIGH WYCOMBE,—For the re-erection of "The Con’Oratiou
Arms," for Messrs. Wiieeler A Co. Mr. Thos. Thurlow, architect.
High Wycombe i-

Chas H. Hunt (accepted) £1,293 15 0

HIGH WY’COMBE-—For the erection of bakehouse, huslnea.a
premlseB, resideijcs, Ac., for >Ir. Benjaui.n Chanuer. Mr. Thos,
Thurlow, architect. High Wycombe:

—

W. R. Loosloy (acotptel) £1,249 0 0

rur Ilaki-r't Oren.

J, Klrkhy (accepted)

HIGH WYCOMBE.—For alter.

Mr. H. Harvey. Mr. Thos. Tliorlo:

H. Flint £.'H5 0 I

C. H. Hunt 294 0
I

G.H. Gibson 233 0
1

ations to husiness premises, for
w. architeot. Higl: Wycombe :

W, It. Lousley £-276 1 4
J. T. Horcia* 264 0

LEEDS.—For tbe erection of a warehouse, offices. Ac., Willow-
terrace-road. for Messis, Burgon A Co. Mr. T. Butler Wilson, orohi-
tcot, Leeds ;

—

J/oeon 071'/ flricAK’orft— Paul Rhodes £956 0 0
Jolliers—Wm. Ma*on A Son 475 0 0
S/nfer—Wm. Atkiusou 41 18 0
//liiniers—W. A C. Barrand 60 0 0
/•lusrercr a/i(t Coiiorert-r—lhos. Moore 109 0 1)

1‘aiiiU-r—George Thompson 17 0 0

Total £1,658 18 0
[All of Leeds.]

LICHFIELD.—Forholldinga new diuliig-hall. kitchen, laundry,
and other wu:ke to the Workhouse, Lichfield. Mr. W. H. Wood-
roffe. archi'ect, London:—
J. Hsrk-y A Son £3.525

]

S. Lowe A Son, Burton-on-
Geo. HodBis 3,520 Trent (accepted) £.3,287
A. F. Whittome :i,4‘t8

I
W. WnlkerJine (with-

J. Parnell A Son 3,478 1 drawn) 2.880
J. Varlow 3,472

|

LONDON.—For the erection cf a 'new theatre for the Brixtou
Theatre Cumj>ai:y, Llmiteil. Messrs. Crewe A Sprague, architects.
Fltzalan Hi:uso. Aruudet.street, Strand, W.C. Quantities by Mtssrs.
Bmtisden A Henderson, 47, Pall Mall, S.W. :

—

6. Veiile A Co £14,800 I Allen A Sons £13.465
Jarvis A Sore 14.777 1 ColU A Sons 13,415
Newman a. Limited 13.900

I
Young A Looedale 12,977

A, Bush A Sons 1.3,870
I Kirk A Randall 12.720

Martin, Wells, A Co 13.700
I

[Architects' cstiin.ate, £12,500.]

LONDON.—For the
for Mr. Ford. Messrs,
iumbridge A Thomas
Pstmai: A Fotlieringba
Busb A Bon
Lan-duwn A Co
Adamson A Sons

6.597

6!414

Alien A Sons..
J. UrysTit
W. Downs

LONDON.—For alterations to restaurant, confectioner's shop,
bakehouse, Ac,. 230, Upper-i,tieet, Islington, for Measrs, Galloway A
Sou. Sir. Ernest H. Abbott, architect. 0, Wsrwick-coort. High
Hulboni. W.C. Quantities bv Mr. A. Joliiiaon. .50. Tmiw-rini.Hulbom, vt.u. yuantmes ny Jir. A. Johnson, 50, Iiuiwriol-
buiidings, Ludgate-circus. E.C. :

—

G'ldden I £2.952 ' Drew A Csdinan £2,455
Shuriuer 2,738 Hall, llBdd.xll, A Co 2,430
Wi.utner, Smith, A Boa .. 2,684

j

J. Anley 2,372
Bywatcis 2.600

j

LONDON.—For alterati/ms aad additions to la, Sldoey-street,
GesweP-road, for Mr. Evans. Mr. E. J. Hariiaou, architect 70 A
72. Ch:incsr7-lane:—
LHley A Lilley £398 I Ward A Inmhle £.‘127

Borton 361 Holro.ik 32s
E. Houghton A Son 337

I

LONDON.—For alterations at the ••Prince Iiiiperlal" public-
hous-, and hulldinK new house and shop adjoining, at Rotherhithe
New-rosd, 8-B. Sir. H. Robert, archit-ect, ll3, Lewisham-road.
Quantities not supplied:—
Loscelle* A Co £1,655

[

Tndd £1,39.3

LONDON.—Accepted for building offices and warerooms, No. 24
Lawreuce-lane, Cltv. for Mr. 11, P. Edwards. Q:ian’ilie8 by Messrs'
Kuault A Young, filr, Herbe.t Knlglit, architect, 129. Cheapside —

H. Bailey £.3,279 0 0

LONDON,—For alteration,? and repairs to offices, 60. NewBrond-
alreet, City. Mr. H. Riches, architect, 3, Crooked-lane, King
William-street. E.C. :

—

C. H. Boyd £133 10 |
Osborn A Sons (accepted) £129 0

LONDON.—Acceptetl for the erection of a detached residence.
Stanhope -road. Crouch End, N. Mr. Alfred COuder, archlteet.
Palace-chnnihers, 9. Bridge-street, Westminster:—

J. Chapman £1,450 0 0

LONDON.—For distempering, Ac., st St. Leonard's Infirmary,
Shoreditch, for Ihe St. LeonarcFs Bo.arU uf Guardians. Mr. Pros. J.
Smith, architeet, 7b, Great George-af.reot, Westminster:—
White £261 0 0 I Gavin £187 10 0
Bragg 229 17 6 Akers 178 0 0
Baichelor 194 0 0 Ivory* 118 10 0
Derby 194 0 0 |

W. A E. Mills 116 0 0
• Accepted.

LONDON.—For rebuilding the “North Pole" public-house.
Wormwood Setubba, W., for Mr. T. H. Darby. Mr. J. Henry
Richardson, architect, Shepherd's Bush. Quantities by Mr. Henry
Lovegrove r—
JonesACo £3,858 I Scrivener ACo £3,400
Tinckhsm 3,725 Lyfovd 3.266
AiiamsouASon 3,54H Athertou A Lfttta* 3,104
Chamberlen Bros 3,486

|
• Accepted.

LONDON.—For alterations and additions to 33 and 35, Queen's-
road, Peckham. for Mr. Joalah Messeut. Mr. J. C. Reynolds, archi-
tect. 30. Camberwell Green. S E
Antell £797 I Smith £686
Young A Lonsdale 760 Parker 665
J. AH Cox 735 Dltcbam Bros 669
Balaam Bros. 729

|

LONDON.—For new choir-stalls at 8t. Peter's Church, Wickham-
road, Broekley, 8.E. Mr. John Jas. Downes, architect, 11, The
Parade, Lewisham High-road, S. E. :

—

J.DoreyACo £403 0 nv. H. Lorden A Sou*.. .. £269 0
G. Hawes 298 10

|
•Accepted.

LONDON.—For alterations to the “ Alma Tavern," Aluia-street,
Hoxton. for Mr. Ellidge. Mr. H. W. Punnott, architect;
O. S. Archer £598 1 Gibson £439
French 569

|

LONDON.—For repairs and painting to lodges, greenhouses Ac
at the Cemetery, East Finchley, for tbo Islington Burial Board.
Mr. F. H. Barfield, architect, 66, Lancaster - ro/vd, Stroud
Green, N. :

—

N. C. Torring, Jun. £251 0
j

Marchaut A Hirst, High-
Stevens Bros. 20,5 0 |

pite-road* £139 15
• Accepted.

LONDON.—Accepted for the wa
Giles' Church, Cripplegate, London,

John Grundy, London .........

and ventilating of St.

£2-45 0 0
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LONPON’.—For the erection

Corner," JC*8t Finchley, for the
Barfield, erchitect, 68, LimceMei
Marchant * Hirst £36t( (“*

'S Bros 357 (

[Oct. 8, 1892.1

Cbas. Plowi

f a cottage. lodge,
slinitton Burial Be.
roail. etrouci Orem
I

Whteleri Co. ...

Hy. Cooler. . . .

IcFarlano Bro

SUBSCRIBERS In LONDON and the SUBURBS, by
jrepaylng at the Publishing Office, 193, per annum (or
18 . 9d, per quarter), can ensure receiving “ The Builder,”
7y Friday Morning’s Post.

I/ONDON.—For altrratlorg anil additions to “Fi
«ce-road. Strood Green, fur Mr. G. W, Woo<lr..«, on
Barfield, architect, 66, Lnocaster-r ad, Stroud Green N •—

Bank," Flor-

- ti Finlay £128 b
,

a.i = i

E, Houghton & Sou.. .. 97 10
I
Stevins Bros, (accepted) .

I^LYJtOUTH,—For altcrationa at the Coiiserra'ive Club. J

® “'bitect, P yinouth. Quantities by the architect :•

K. Btanlake £-227 17 I J. H. Blackell £1B7
^Ptl'orn.* Goad ]sl

5
j

W. Tr=veoa. Plymouth • ISO
1. W. Lethbridge 175 1

PI.YMOUTH.—Accepted for atterst 0;
Hotel, for Mr. Jno. F. BelmoD. Mr. Jas.
month. Quantities by the architect

r. May. Plymouth £254 0

PlYMPTOX (Devon).—For roofing and other work
house, for the Guinn Guardians. Mr. Jas. H. Koa
Bedf'iril-slreet. Plymonth. Quantities hy the architeu
— , E. Lethbridge * Son £17.6 „
laipthnm 4 Goad 147 10
W. Blake 142 0
A. N. Coles 129 0
Corber A FoaJe 121 10
A. Andrews 120 0

. Eun-ile
Cotile Jc Tcuscott
R. Rogers
W. Jenkins, Park elreet,
Plymouth (accepted) ..

BALE.—For the execution of certain r
Roebuck-lau*. for the Local BonnL Sir.
4, Bchool-roa-i. Sale:
Matthew Naylor* Son 4222 4 5

]
Williai

GeoigBlJozsoo 205 0 0
I

SHEFFIELD.—For the cooitroot
itrci-t. Bharrow Vale-road, Ren
Wleker-lane. Sheffield, from p’ans.
Mr. C. P. Wike, C.K, Bomugh Surv

sewers Ir Brightmore-
Andrew-sUeet, and

•ions, *c., prepared by

Janies Dickso
Tawoaend * Watson
Desrdeu * William-

Nsyt-ir, Hud-
3eld« £1.673 .

* Accepted.

[Borough Surveyor’s estimate. £2,124. 2i, 3d.l

WEST HASI,—Forconstru'-t
rporation of West Hniii, Mi
I'Ke&Co £1,027 0

g the Forty Acre-lane eewer, for tl

lewis AUKclI, Borough Eogiiieer;

I

J Brightinoie £927 16

WEST HAM.-For fencini
for the Cort'oratiou of Wei
Engineer
Merrcit A Franklin fil.XW

1

J. Q. Horloi
D. Biifoot
PyeA Plum
E. 0. White
Thos. Turn

Beadle Bros £76-5 5
Lousier A Sons 762 5 0
M. Marehill 722
Mu ford Bros 7 6
Aste'l Bros 677
J. Ja-k-son 670
Rowland Bros.. Blelch-
ley (accepted) 598
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Art and Architecture in Tennyson's Poetry,

ilT is always of inte-

rest to notice, in

the works of a great

poet, what are the

things in art which

have specially im-

pressed him as

worthy of charac-

terisation in poetry,

furnishing

exclusion of all considerations of good and i to most educated men the special interest of

material for poetic illustration or metaphor
;

and the present seems a fitting occasion for

turning over and summarising the late Poet

Laureate’s contributions to the poetic litera-

ture of art. And the interest of such artistic

allusions or illustrations in poetry is a double

one. We are concerned to note not only ho'w

the poet has regarded such a work or such a

form of art, and what impression it has made

on his intellect, but how he has expressed

that impression, whether he has added any-

thing to the vividness of our perception of

an artistic fact, placed it in a new light, led

us to see a new beauty in it. In this sense,

poetic description of an effect of art becomes

in itself a form of artistic delineation.

At the time of Browning’s death, we offered

some remarks on the numerous and striking

passages bearing on architecture, sculpture

and painting to be found in his poetry. In

the poetry of Tennyson there is nothing like

the same bulk of what may be termed

“ quotable ” passages in reference to art,

and the difference in the nature of the

artistic references in the works of the two

poets is remarkable. Browning possessed

the special insight and knowledge of an art-

critic, and with it the tendency to analysis

which is the natural bent of a critic. Occa-

sionally be just glances at a bit of artistic

effect in passing, throwing as it were a

momentary flash of light on it
;
but very often

his passages about art, the longer ones espe-

cially, are essentially art criticism, and criti-

cism or analysis is obviously more predomi-

nant in his mind than poetic expression.

This is never the case with Tennyson. The

only poem of his in which there is anything

like an analysis in regard to art, “ The Palace

of Art,” is an analysis only on the moral

side, a consideration of the morality of a

devotion to L'Art pour Varty to the

evil, of human suffering or human progress.

The actual descriptions of works of art, of

the palace and its pictures and decorations,

are descriptions merely,—word-pictures, often

of singular beauty and concentration of ex-

pression, to some of which we will return

;

but they suggest no analytical or critical

considerations whatever. They are simply

the decoration of the poem
;

a decoration

carried out to such length and elaboration

that the moral thought, which is the essential

object of the poem, is in danger of being

overlooked and forgotten. And throughout

Tennyson’s poetry "we find, as in this case,

that his descriptions of art are purely poetic

in their object. He never appears to put the

reasoning on the subject before the considera-

tion of poetic effect, as Browning often did.

His descriptions of works of art are brought

in purely as the decoration of his poetry,

as similes or pictures which give an

added beauty and interest to the poem ;
and

(with the solitary exception of the “ Palace of

Art,” -where, as already observed, the deco-

rative element of the poem rather ran away

with him) they are always admirably intro-

duced
;
not forced in, but woven in as bits of

decorative description naturally suggested by

the subject. In some cases they take the

form of descriptions of things seen; in others,

perhaps the majority, they are reminiscences

of existing forms of art without reference to

any special example ;
in a few instances they

are original suggestions on which an actual

design might be based. But in all cases they

are marked by an exquisite felicity of diction,

a power of giving the essential beauty and

character of an artistic object in a few con-

centrated words, a selection of epithets

which is probably the result of thought, but

which impresses the reader as a spontaneous

instinct in the choice of the words best fitted

to convey the essential quality of the picture,

a refinement of expression which is in itself

a form of art of the highest order.

As far as architecture is concerned, it is

evident that Tennyson’s sympathies were

with the picturesque of Gothic rather than

with the purity of line and calm expression

of Classic architecture. In his magical verses

“ To E. L., on his Travels in Greece,” a poem

Greece, the architectural remains of her

temples. Greek sculpture no doubt sug-

Tbe broad-limbed Gods at random thrown

By fountain urns:”

but otherwise it is the bright Greek landscape

and Greek sky which attracts him, the land

“ Where many a slope was rich in bloom

From him that on the mountain lea

By dancing rivulets fed his flocks,

To him who sat upon the rocks,

And fluted to the morning sea.”

Which latter line is full of the blitheness and

freshness of antique Greece. But of the

temples, those most precious and instructive

relics of the Greek artistic spirit, not a word.

Perhaps “ E. L.” gave no hint for it. In

“ The Palace of Art ” the description of the

building is entirely in the Gothic spirit,—the

spirit of multitudinous detail, and rich

colouring, and long vistas, and lofty arcades.

“ A huge crag-platform, smooth as burnished brass

I chose. The ranged ramparts bright

From level meadow-bases of deep grass

Suddenly scaled the light.”

How the “level meadow-bases” remind us

of the ground which forms the base line to

some of our cathedrals; Salisbury, for instance,

rising vertically from its level lawns. But

smooth as burnished brass ” is rather in

false taste, something of the clinquant about

it. The interior of the Palace is finer ;

—

Four courts I made, East, West, and South and

North,

In each a squared lawn, wherefrom

The golden gorge of dragons spouted forth

A flood of fcuntain-foam.

And round the cool green courts there ran a row

Of cloisters, branched like mighty woods,

Echoing all night to that sonorous flow

Of spouted fountain floods.”

Here we have a glorified edition

Mediicval cloister.

.And round the roofs a gilded gallery,

That lent broad verge to distant lands,

Far as the wild swan wings, to where the sky

Dipt down to sea and sands.*•***
And high on every peak a statue seemed

To hang on tiptoe, tossing up

A cloud of incense of aU odour, steamed

From out a golden cup.”

of the

Durelv Greek in its feeling for landscape, we

Ld not a hint about that which now mate ‘This incident of the_^6tatue3 on every peak
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was perhaps partly a remiDiacence of Milan, of
which thrre is a touch in another poem to be
mentioned presently, and around this multi-
tude of statues

—

“ The light aerial ^llery, golden-railed.
Burnt like a fringe of fire.”

And here we enter the Palace again—
“ Likewise the doepset windows, stained and

traced,
Would seem slow-flaming crimson fires

From shadowed grots of arches interlacol.
And tipt with frost-like spires."

It seems hard to place this last detail. The
wmdows are evidently seen from within, but
the “ frost-like spires,” surely those should be
exterior details

; we can hardly see where
they come in, unless the idea is of arches
honeycombed with niches each with its
crocketted finial.

[Oct. 15, 1892.

familiar now than many of the later ones,
and It 18 worth while to draw attention again
to this magnificent example of architectural
conception in poetry, which probably, for
grandeur of effect combined with richness
and multiplicity of detail, can hardly

‘

matched elsewhere in poetic literature
‘

pis strong sympathy with Gothic richness
and multiplicity comes out again in the
description of Camelot and the hail built byMerp for Arthur in the Idylls (“ The Holy
Grail ) ;

s' \ j

Full of loDg.sounding corridors it was
That oyer-vaulted grateful gloom,

^bicb the livelong day my soul did pass,
Well pleased, from room to room.

“Pull of great rooms and small the palace stood
All various, each a perfect whole

From living Nature, fit for every mood
And change of my still soul.”

The rooms were filled with wall-paintings,
of which a wondrous catalogue follows

;
but

we are concerned just now with the architec-
ture. The palace, besides these varied rooms
was not without its great hall, where archi-
tecture could have her fullest and grandest
expression

:

“ For all the sacred mount of Camelot,
And all the dim rich city, roof by roof,
Tower after tower, spire beyond spire
By grove, and garden lawn, and rushing brook.
Climbs to the mighty hall that Merlin built.And four great zones of sculpture, set betwixt
WitP many a mystic symbol, gird the hall

;

And in the lowest beasts are slaying menAnd m the second men are slaying beasts,And on the third are warriors, perfect men.And on the fourth are men with growing wings.And over all one statue in the mould
Of Arthur, made by Merlin, with a crown.
And peak d wings pointed to the morning star

”

In a passage in the same poem we have a
sketch of the rich crumbling city of ancient
Camelot, as seen from within, which is like
an etching by M6ryon, one of his strange,
weird, exaggerated dreams of ancient Paris:—

richness and warmth of colouring, thougbii
this IS mostly bestowed on the gardens, whem

“ Adown ths gardens I was borne,
By Bagdat’s shrines of fretted gold
High-walled gardens green and old’’ •

till he comes to the great pavilion, where:
there is a sketch of the entrance :

“ Right to the carven cedarn doors.
Flung inward over spangled floors.
Broad-based flights of marble stairs
Ran up with golden balustrade ”

:

but for the most part the poem is concerned^
ratJier with the gardens than the architec-‘(
ture. As a contrast with this we may take!
the sketch of the Christian shrine in “ Sir-
Galahad ”

—

“ When down the stormy crescent goes,A light before me swims.
Between dark stems the forest glows,

I hear a noise of hymns
;

Then by some secret shrine I ride
;

I hoar a voice, but none are there
;The stalls are void, the doors are wide

The tapers gleaming fair.
’

Fair gleams the sunny altar-cloth.
The silver vessels sparkle clean

;

The shrill bell rings, the censer swings.
And solemn chants resound between.”

‘ Above, the fair hall-ceiling stately-set
Many an arch high up did lift.

And angels rising and descending met
With interchange of gift."

This last is a really original idea in sculptural
decoration, which might be laid hold of and
worked out m a great building, if ever there

^^086 days of economy
and Office of Works rule. Equally the pave-
ment was a field for a grand decoration, full
or meaning; —

mosaic choicely planned
With cycles of the human tale

Of this wi te world, the times of every land
oo wrought, they will not fail.

Bid over these she trod, and those great bells
Began to chime. She took her throne ;

bhe sat betwixt the shining oriels
To sing her songs alone.

T. -lx, ,ji , .

“ Our Camelot,
Built by old kings, age after age, so old
The King himself had fears that it would fall
So strange, and rich, and dim

;
for when the roofs

Totter d toward each other in the sky,
Met foreheads all along the street, of those
That watched us pass.”

To turn from these rich fancies of imaginary
architecture to sketches of existing effects,
we find a remarkable collection of slight but
effective touches in the poem called “The
Daisy.” which is really a reminiscence of a
rapid journey across Italy, taking its name
from the incident of n daisy plucked on the
Splugen. These succeeding descriptions are
of the shortest, just light touches in pass-
ing, but notice how the poet in a few happily
chosen words has in each case touched the
essential feature and sentiment of the various
architectural incidents,

—

In “Maud” again, we meet with two finely-
contrasted touches—the cottage homes, seen—

“ 'When the sunset burned
On the blossom’d gable-ends
At the head of the village street,”

A^ thro’ the topmost oriels’ coloured flame
Tjvo pd-hke faces glazed below,

Flato the wise, and large-browed ‘Verulam,
ihe first of those who know.

“What Roman strength Turbla showed
In ruin, by the mountain road

;.Bow, like a gom beneath, the city
Of little Monaco, basking, glowed.

And all those names, that in their motion wore
± uJl- welling fountain-heads of change.

Betwixt the slender shafts were blazoned fairIn diverse raiment strange
:

'

® *0®®- amber, emerald, blue,Liuah din her temples and her eyes,A^ from her lips, as morn from Memnon, drew
Rivers of melodies.”

’

Let the reader notice the contrast between
the slow sturdy syllables of the first line, and
the tripping measure in which “ little Monaco ”

IS introduced

:

“ What slender campanili grew
By bays, the peacock’s neck in hue.

Nor knew we well what pleased us most,
Not the dipt palm of which they boast

;But distant colour, happy hamlet,
A mouldered citadel on the coast,

This suggestion of music from the colouring
ot the stained windows reminds one of
Viollet-le-Duos remarkable reminiscence of
nis childhood, when, being carried into NotreUame on the occasion of a high function, he
thought that the sounds of the organ came
from the colouring of the great rose window,
which he gazed upon with awe. But if the
palace was richly lighted by day, colour was
not to be forgotten, either, when the sun-
light had died out of the stained windows •

the soul would still have her coloured light

Or tower, or high hill-convent, seen
A light amid its olives green."

“ She,—when young night divine
Crowned dying day with stars,

Making sweet close of his delicious toils —
Lit light in wreaths and anadems,

And pure quintessences of precious oils
In hollowed moons of gems

To mimic heaven
;
and clapt her hands and cried

1 marvel if my still delight
’

In this great house, so royal-rich and wideBe flattered to the height.’ ”

This idea also, of the mimic heaveu of lights
might be actually carried out iu the lighting
of a_peat dome. The poem is or should be
amiliar to every English reader

; but it cameamong the earlier poems, less read and less

What a true touch of Italian landscape is
that last line. Then comes the sketch of
r iorence

—

Id bright vignettes, and each complete
Of tower or duomo, sunny-sweet,

Or^palace, how the city glittered
Thro’ cypress avenues, at our feet.”

Then the weather changes as well as the
scene

—

And stern and sad (so few the smiles
Of siiolight) looked the Lombard piles

;
Porch-pillars on the lion resting.

And sombre, old, colonnaded aisles.

0 Milan, 0 the chanting quires,
The giant windows’ blazoned fires,
The height, the space the gloom, the glory !A mount of marble, a hundred spires

!

”

and the brand-new mansion of the mil-
lionaire

—

“ New as bis title, built last year,
There amid perky larches and pine,
And over the sullen-purple moor
(Look at it) pricking a cockney ear.”

We can see the house, modem Elizabethan
(“ (i),ueen Anne ” had not begun to reign
when “ Maud ” was written), brick with stone
dressings, of course, with the iuevitable
turret. Among other picturesque touches
connected with architecture or decorative
work may be noted the sketch of the half-
ruined castle court into which Geraint rode

' His charger trampling many a prickly star
Of sprouted thistle on the broken stonos”

A touch which reminds one of Albert Diirer

:

He looked and saw that all was ruinous.
Here stood a shattered archway plumed with
fem

;

And here had fallen a great part of a tower,
Whole, like a crag that tumbles from the cliff.

And like a crag was gay with wilding flowers :

And high above a piece of turret stair
Worn by the feet that now were silent, wound
Bare to the sun.”

xVnother fine effect is to be noted in “ The
Princess ”

—

“ Then wc past an arch,
Whereon a woman-statue rose with wings
From four winged horses dark against the stars;”

and further on in the same poem an idea for
a wrought-iron gate, which represented the
legend of Actaeon, and formed the garden
entrance, flanked by sculpture

—

Two great statues, Art
And Science, Caryatids, lifted up
A weight of emblem, and betwixt were valves
Of open work in which the hunter rued
His rash intrusion, man-like, but his brows
Had sprouted, and the branches thereupon
Spread out at top, and grimly spiked the gates.”

There is an original idea for wrought-iron
design, this time Eenaisaance rather than
Gothic in feeling, and well worth working
out in

_

actual design. Another fine bit of
decorative work is figured in the description
of Arthur s throne at the jousts, in “ Lancelot
and Elaine "

—

The last verse has been quoted so often as to
have become almost proverbial, but it is not
equal in the delicacy of its touch to those on
Turbia and on the white buildings among the
olives; besides the question whether, from an
architectural point of view, Milan was quite
worth the outburst.
The “Eecollections of the Arabian Nights”

I
shows Tennyson’s sympathy with Oriental

And from the carveu work behind him crept
Two dragons gilded, sloping down to make
Arms for hU chair, while all the rest of them
Thro knots and loops and folds innumemble
Fled ever through the woodwork, till they found
The new design in which they lost themselves.
Yet all with ease, so tenJer was the work :

And in the costly canopy o’er him set
Blazed the last diamond of the nameless king.”

This dragon chair again is Gothic, or, more
strictly, Scandinavian in taste. The diamond,
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the prize of the tournay, gives occasion for a
' ,iew point when it is to be delivered up to

:he winner. The diamond was placed, it

* leems, in the centre of a flower forming one
)f the ornaments of the chair-back :

—

‘ So saying, from the carven flower above,

To vikich it made a restless heart, he took,
And gave, the diamond.’’

\Ve seem to see the flash of that “ restless
”

illamond, poised in the carven flower, for long
ifter.

We have said nothing yet as to the poet’s

. eferences to the art of painting, of which
ihere are few and of the slightest kind, save
n that wonderful gallery of pictures, before
•eferred to, in the Palace of Art. As con-
'iientrated descriptions of different types of
Jiainting even Browning, the poet of art par
Excellence, can hardly show anything equal to
his

;
Browning’s sympathies (in poetry^ were

lim the whole more for sculpture than painting,

ind his best artistic descriptions deal with
hat or with architecture. In this gallery of
iPennyson's each picture is painted in one

. tanza, so completely and with such rare
iterception of the meaning and effect of
ivords, that we seem to see each painting in
luccession as verse after verse unfolds
ihem :

—

I' One seemed all dark and red, a tract of sand,
\ And some one pacing there alone,
( Who paced for ever in a glimmering land
I Lit with a low large moon.

( And one, a full-fed river winding slow
! By herds upon an endless plain,

[

The ragged rims of thunder brooding low
With shadow streaks ol rain.”

rhen we pass from landscape, after a few
'lore stanzas, to an early pre-Raphaelite pic-
ture, pourtrayed with equal insight and clear-
iess of expression

—

' Or the maid-mother by a crucifix
In tracts of pasture sunny-warm.

Beneath branch-work of costly sardonyx
Sat smiling, babe on arm.”

the next is the Renaissance picture

—

‘ Or in a clear-wall’d city on the sea
Near gilded organ-pipes, her hair

Wound with white roses, slept St. Cecily
;

An angel looked at her.”

S'otice the admirable effect of the epithet
‘ clear-walled,” one of those inspirations of
joetic diction which cannot be reduced to
absolute meaning, and yet which completely
fives what it is intended to convey, the idea
if a bright fresco-like painting, in which
jverything is in full daylight. But every
Dne of this gallery of pictures is a study not
mly in regard to the pictorial idea conveyed,
but in the perfect and finished use of
language in conveying the idea completely in
JO few words.
We may close with a word as to the moral

of this same poem, a moral which, as already
remarked, is rather over-weighted by the
iecorative portion of the poem, but which is

of interest as an evidently serious expression
of conviction on the part of the poet as to
:he relation of art to life. Art, according to
:his moral, is not to be an object of worship
apart from or above humanity, not the one
absorbing aim in life

j
and that Tennyson had

aot changed his feeling on this point in later
S-ears is evident from the pathetic poem in
bis last published volume, “ Romney’s Re-
morse,” founded on an incident in the life of
the painter, who is said to have deserted his
?oung wife that he might the better give up
bis mind to painting, and thus “ lost salvation
for a sketch.” To Tennyson's grave and
reverent nature it evidently appeared that it

was a better thing to be a chivalrous and a
devout man than to be a great artist

;
not

that the two aims w’ere incompatible, but that
the former should take precedence of the
latter ; a moral which is perhaps not quite
superfluous in the present day.

Proposed Marine Drive, Douglas Head.—
Messrs. Maxwell & Tuke, of Manchester, have been
selected out of a number of applicants as the
engineers to the Douglas Head Marine Drive,
Limited.

STEEL AND IRON FRAME CONSTRUC-
TION IN THE UNITED STATES.

H SYSTEM of construction that is

rapidly gaining in favour in the
United States in the erection of

large office buildings and other
high structures, especially where land is

valuable, is that known as steel or iron frame
construction. This system was developed in

Chicago a few years ago. Chicago soil, as a
rule, has a very poor bottom, and in the

erection of high buildings such heavy walls
and foundations were required as to seriously

interfere with light and space,—to say
nothing of expense. Under these circum-
stances, some system of construction was
looked for that should reduce the thickness

of the walls to a minimum, while giving
ample strength for a heavy building. The
steel frame system was the result. After
having been used in Chicago, the system was
found to possess so many advantages that it

has been used in several important buildings
in other cities, and it seems not unlikely that
it may be developed to the exclusion of every
other, in the erection of high buildings where
light and space are of importance.
We may take as a recent example of this

system of construction the block called the
Betz building in Philadelphia, now in course
of completion. It stands in the heart of the
city, adjoining the Mint, and immediately
facing the “ Public Buildings,” on a site which
is claimed to be the finest in the city of
Philadelphia.

Steel frame construction may be briefly

described as consisting of a framework of
steel girders, columns, and joists, connected
together much in the same way as they would
be in a bridge (but without struts or ties),

the floors, roof, and partitions being formed of
hollow brick or terra-cotta. The outside
walls are built entirely independent of the
ironwork, and hence are much lighter in con-
struction than they would otherwise require
to be. In some cases the walls of the upper
stories are carried by the steel framework,
independently of the walls below, though for
what possible object, except to endanger the
stability of the building, an English architect

would find it difficult to understand. This,
however, is not the case in the Betz building,
where the steel frame carries all the weight
of the floors, and the walls are practically
separate altogether, though connected late-

rally by means of iron strops.

A strike of stonecutters that occurred
recently delayed the masons on all jobs in

the eastern States, and in the case of the
Betz building no stone could be obtained for

several weeks. This did not prevent the
ironwork being proceeded with, and on
July 1 the building presented the extra-
ordinary appearance of a lofty labyrinth of
thin steel framing soaring up into the sky, far
above any of the adjoining buildings, the
lower portion of it only being encased with
three stories of masonry architecture of the
usual type : and it was somewhat difficult to
realise that this masonry was what might be
called the non-essential part of the structure,
and that the metal scaffolding (as it ap-
peared) was the permanent central construc-
tion.

The advantages claimed for this system of
construction, in addition to those already men-
tioned, are saving of time, increased substan-
tiality, and fireproof qualities. The first of
these advantages is (to the American mind)
one of great importance in buildings of this

class, because, as a rule, they are erected in
situations where rental value is very high

;

and the saving of a foot or two of space is,

for the same reason, an important gain. Such
a saving may mean a material increase in

income from office rent, and this, to all intents

and purposes, means a reduction of cost in the
building when interest on capital is taken into

consideration.

The strength of a building of this class, as
compared with one of ordinary construction,
can only be determined by elaborate figures

;

but it is not difficult to understand that first-

class steel, properly put together, will provide

a structure very much stronger, as long as it

lasts, than one of stone or brick, especially

when we take into consideration the wind
pressure on a high building, and the resistance

to transverse strains in a building the whole
interior structure of which is rivetted and
braced together

;
and while this system of

construction is not absolutely fireproof, it

approaches very closely to that condition.

Brick and terra cotta exclusively probably

possess better fireproof qualities, but they are

considered impracticable for use in an office

building by reason of the increased thickness

of walls required, and the consequent smaller

openings. A steel frame building can only

be destroyed by large quantities of burning
material inside the building, which might
possibly cause the girders to bend. As, how-
ever, the whole of the iionwork is protected

by a covering of hollow bricks, this danger is

reduced to a minimum. Almost invariably

the fire would be confined to the floor in

which it broke out, as the only material upon
which it would have to feed would be the

goods stored therein and the wooden floor

coverings and windows.
The Betz building is thirteen stories high,

exclusive of the basement and cellar. It has
a frontage of 104 ft. 2 in. to Broad-street, and
a frontage of 100 ft. 2 in. to South Penn-
square. The height from the pavement to

the top of the comice is 194 ft., and the

height from the bottom of the foundations to

the top of the cornice is 220 ft. The walls

of the lower stories are erected in granite

;

the remainder in limestone. The main
columns are octagonal in section, and are

supported by blocks of stone 3 ft. 4 in.

square and 2 ft. deep
;
the stones rest on beds

of concrete. The main girders carrying the

floor-beams are 20-in. steel beams, 80 lbs. to

the foot, and rest on steel base-plates on the

centre of the columns. All of the girders are

tied together at the joints by steel plates

^in. thick, and measuring 24 in. by 16 in,,

one on each side, secured with bolts
;
twelve

;-in. bolts to each joint. At the sixth floor

level the steel girders in the east and south
party walls are of two lo-in. steel channels,

32 lbs. per foot, with ^-in. by 9-in. steel

plates top and bottom set into the 20-in. steel

beam girders, secured with angle-plates and
holts. At the seventh floor level the wall-

girders are made of two 15-in. steel channels,

51 lbs. per foot, with ^-in. by 9-in. s'.eel

plates top and bottom set into and secured to

the 20-in. steel beam girders, as on the floor

below. The eighth and upper floor girders

are of the same construction, but with steel

channels 32^ lbs. per foot.

The partitions are formed of 6 in. steel

channels, 7 lbs. to the foot, put together with
angle-plates, and secured to the beams at top

and bottom.
The roof and all the floors, excepting the

basement, are formed of hollow bricks, in the

same manner as in Doulton’s lirenroof

flooring, leaving a perfectly level ceiling.

The bricks used in this case are 8 in. by
12 in. by 12 in., and are jointed with a
mixture of Portland and Rosendale cements.
The bricks are provided with dovetail grooves
on all sides, with a lip at the bottom, which
covers the flange of the girder and protects it

from fire. The small steel beams that carry
the arches are 5 ft. from centre to centre.

Upon the arches is a bed of concrete 3 in.

deep, and in this are bedded the small
wooden joists to which the floor-boards are

nailed. In the corridors, passages, and halls,

tile floors will be used. The brick arch

floors are guaranteed by the contractors to

bear safely a weight of 2,200 lbs. per squire

foot.

The partitions are all built of G-in. hoHow
bricks, of square section, laid in cemen*-,

mortar and held in position at each end bv
the steel channel irons before-mentioned.

Around each column is a fireproof coveiing

of brick that is of material advantage in

preventing damage to the structure by in-

cipient fires. Wherever nereisary, porous
terra-cotta is used for nailing the woodwork
This is made by mixing sawdust vith clay.

It may be of interest to s'.a‘e here that

d
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these brick floors cost about 25 cents (Is.)

per square foot, and the partitions 18 cents
(9d.) per square foot, both prices being ex-
clusive of the ironwork.
The Betz building will contain three hun-

dred and four oflices of large size and arranged
so as to give the largest possible amount of
light and air to each apartment. Ail the
offices are to be finished with oak floors.

Three hydraulic lifts are to be provided and
a system of electric lighting supplied. The
estimated cost of the building when com-
pleted is 1,500,000 dols. (300,000/.), not far
from 1,000/. per office, which, if we are
correctly informed as to the figures, seems an
enormous cost, but we are unable to say what
is the floor area or the number of apartments
to be comprised in each “ office.”

And as to the “architecture” which
surrounds this mass of steel-framed business
burrows? AVell, the architect (Mr, W. II.

Decker, of Philadelphia), defines it

“ modern Romanesque, elaborately orna-

mented.” So far as the “architecture” had
progressed it when we saw it, this descrip-
tion seems really to mean a variety of
Richardsonesque, with the inevitable three
colonnettes in a row, and blocks prepared for
carved capitals on the Byzantine-like outline
with flat carving which Richardson brought
into vogue. From the make of the floor

framings it was evident that above the second
floor the building was to be carried up for a
considerable height in that kind of system of a
series of lofty bay-windows, repeated through
several stories, which is rather a favourite
with the architects of these tower- like
American office blocks. Probably, on the
whole, the architectural treatment will be
fairly representative of the best class of
American city buildings of this type. The
question raised in the English mind is as to
the rationale of the whole system. This
deliberate building up of masonry archi-
tecture, for mere conformity with precedent,
around a structure which is independent
of it, seems an extraordinary example
of the force of heredity in archi-
tecture. Why build up all this granite
and carved stone screen around the real
structure, merely as a concession to ancient
superstition ? This certainly is not archi-
tecture in any true sense. It would surely be
more reasonable to treat the work as a steel
structure with terra-cotta filling, where fill-

ing was required, and show the steel piers,
and endeavour to find an appropriate artistic
treatment of such a structure, instead of
building on inappropriate one round it. As
the thing stands, it represents one of the
most audacious and costly descriptions of
sham which the history of architecture has
to present.

which the great portico between the two
served as an integral part of both buildings.
It is earnestly to be hoped that the necessary
funds will be forthcoming. Subscriptions
are received by the hon. treasurer, Mr. Walter
Leaf, Old Change.

NOTES.
j|HE British School at Athens has

just issued its Annual Report,
and with it a special appeal for
funds to continue the excava-

tions at Megalopolis. The full bearings of
the discoveries so far made are to be set forth
in a report shortly to be issued by the
Hellenic Society, but meantime we may draw
attention to the fact that 300/. are wanted to
complete the work, and more especially to
clear out the Thersilion,—a building unique
in character and interest. The Thersilion, it

will be remembered, was seen and briefly
noted by Pausanias (VIII,, 32, 1), most
fortunately for us, as but for his statement
that it was a council-house, and that it took
its name from the man who set it up,
we might have been hard put to what to
call it. It was “ an enormous rectangular
hall, whose floor sloped from the centre to
the sides, and whose roof was supported by
row after row of columns in a very peculiar
disposition, radiating from the centre as well
as parallel to the sides.” Part of the diffi-

culty and complication of the excavations at
Megalopolis has resulted, according to the
Director (Mr. Ernest Gardner), from

The New School of Applied Art in Edin-
burgh is to be opened on the 21st inst,

in the rooms in the Royal Institution recently
vacated by the Society of Antiquaries. There
are two rooms lighted from the roof, the
larger of which affords ample floor space for
a practical school of the kind contemplated,
whilst the smaller room is suitable for the
delivery of lectures in furtherance of the
practical teaching of the school. The school
is started with a fund of 2,500/,, 1,000/. of
which was voted by the Town Council, the
remainder being raised by public subscription,
and will be under the supervision of a Joint
Committee of the Board of Manufactures and
the subscribers, along with two members
of the Town Council. According to the
prospectus, the school is established
for the purpose of “ imparting to
architects, decorators, sculptors, wood-
carvers, metal-workers, plasterers, book-
binders, printers, glass-painters, &c., a know-
ledge of art design as applied to art in-

dustries." The instruction will begin prac-
tically where that of the Board of Manufac-
tures’ School leaves off, and will embrace the
leading features of art styles from the Classic
period until now. Dr. Rowand Anderson
and Mr. A. luglis. Secretary to the Board of
Manufactures, recently visited London and
Paris, and have secured casts of high-class
works which will be valuable material for
teaching purposes. Amongst these are ex-
amples of Greek decorative art supplied by
the authorities of the British Museum, and
a magnificent collection of photographs illus-

trating the progress of art from the twelfth
to the seventeenth century. There is also a
good collection of casts of English and
Scottish work which will in course of time
be augmented. The library of the Archi-
tectural Association has been removed to
to the Royal Institution, and will be at the
service of the students for consultation. At
the close of the session, bursaries of 5/. and
upwards will be awarded to meritorious
students, and there will be travelling scholar-
ships of from 50/. to 100/. in value to such
students as at the end of the completed
curriculum may be considered worthy of
such reward. The want of a school of this
nature in Edinburgh has been long felt by
those who desire first - class art work.
Amongst others. Dr. Rowand Anderson has
taken a prominent part in advocating the
scheme, which it is hoped will in course of
time enable him and others to procure at
home what they have felt impelled to send
for from elsewhere. Dr, Anderson is to act os
Director of the Classes, and has, for assistants,
secured the services of Mr. Frank Simon,
Mr. John Wilson, and Mr. Robert Innes.
Numbers of young men engaged in art crafts
have applied for leave to join the school.

the west corridor with an exhibitiojil

of Indian metal-work and fabrics. Mr. J. L
Robinson’s collection of photographs, takeK
during the excursion to the Taunton distric*-

last August, attracted great attention, whicKi
the high quality of the work, now so web
known, quite merited. The corridors were
carpeted with the productions of Messrs;
Cardinal & Harford, which were kindly len?
for the occasion. Messrs. Mowlem & Burt:
and Messrs. Harvey, Nichols, & Co., coc

operated in the success of the evening. Tht
building lends itself admirably to the pur<\

poses of a reception, and it will be even moroi
suitable when the large staircase hall, whicH
is now in course of erection, is opened?i
Until this is complete the secondary staircasaj

is principally used. The principal points oL
the interior design are the staircases, thd
corridors, and the entrance - hall. Thd'
entrance-hall is at present incomplete, ani
is partly occupied by a hoarded lift for thd
materials of the tower, but the corridors arei

open, and are good in proportion, and thd
sober softness of colour of the Hopton Wood?'
stone dressing.^ has a charm all its own.f'

Needless to say all the architectural details:

received the careful inspection of members/*
and added much to the interest and enjoymenta
of the evening.

WE are glad to

beouest of th

The success which usually attends the
annual opening conversazione of the Archi-

tectural Association has been surpassed by that
of the gathering held in the Imperial Institute
on the 7 th inst, when upwards of one thou-
sand guests were received by the President,
Mr. H. 0. Cresswell, and the [Committee.
The number of guests was in excess of that of
former years, and the interest of this latest

addition to South Kensington buildings no
doubt attracted many. The Committee, with
the valuable assistance of Mr. T. E. Collcutt,

were fortunate in enlisting the sympathies of
Sir Frederick Abel, Sir Somers Vine, and his
courteous staff at the Institute, who cor-
dially furthered the success of the function.
The principal floor is occupied by the
Fellows’ rooms and offices, but the whole
of the first floor was thrown open to

find that, under thei

bequest of the late Mr. Berridge,!
several institutions familiar to the readers ofo
the Builder are considerably benefited. Theil
Company of Plumbers receive 20,000/., to be)

exclusively devoted to their scheme for)

educating, examining, and registeringii

plumbers. The Sanitary Institute of Greatii
Britain is to have 10,Q00/. King’s College, ej

London, obtains 10,000/. towards a Publici<
Health Department; and University College,

a

London, the same sum for a chair of Hygiene li

and an hygienic laboratory. These are not )i

the only sums devoted to the improvement ofi.

the public health, though they are, perhaps, ?.

the most noticeable. The bequest must do a i.

great deal to put English education in regard q
to sanitation on a firmer footing

;
for objects )i

such as the above do not appeal to the gene- il

rosity of the public in the same way as those
which have the direct amelioration of other
classes of inhabitants of this country in view.
We hope that in no long time other bequests .h

may follow to these institutions, for an im-
proved state of the public health prevents (I

many of the diseases which hospitals and c

similar institutions are established to con- 1 ;

tend with. i

. . .

Ernest Gardner), from the the guests. In the east corridor
intimate relations between the theatre and interesting exhibition of art metal-work
the Thersilion, and the peculiar manner in was on view, whilst Messrs. Liberty occupied

UNDER date of August 31 we have Dr. :i

R. Bruce Low’s report to the Local . 1
;

Government Board on an outbreak of typhoid i.

fever in the borough of King’s Lynn, i.;

Norfolk*
; and the cause assigned is rather ii

significant at the present moment, when so :

much is being said and written about water- -i

supply. It was to this source that Dr. Low ti

has traced the outbreak. The water-closets
:|

of the place had been thought of as ;

givmg vent to specifically polluted li

sewer-oir in and about houses, and as i\

having thus conduced, perhaps, to dissemi- •:

nation of the fever. Now there are in i

Lynn some 2,300 water-closets, but no more “

than 1,600 privies
;
so that, on a hypothesis J

that water-closets operated in the above way •

to cause fever, a larger incidence of the '

disease was to be expected on houses having
;

water-closets than on houses furnished with .

privies. But on investigation this was not
found to be the case. Then suspicion fell on
the sewers, especially one called the “ dock
culvert,” which, owing to the flatness of the

area it serves, and owing also to defects in

its construction, is a “ sewer of deposit.”

Moreover, it is tide-locked for several

hours each day, and the means for flush-

ing it are not efficient. As already stated,

there are roadway ventilators in the course

of this sewer, and when the wind blows from
the westward into the mouth of the sewer,

unpleasant smells are noted as emanating

• Pablisbfd by Eyre & SpottUwoode.
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from these ventilatora. The defects of this

sewer have been under the consideration of

the Sanitary Authority for the last three or

four years, and the Borough Surveyor has

recommended that part of it be relaid.

But the “ dock culvert” serves a portion only

of the town, and its service did not suffi-

ciently coincide with the incidence of the

disease, which is finally traced to water-

supply from an open river, some charac-

teristics of which are thus noted :

—

' Some people in Lynn complain that after heavy
rains the water is thick and discoloured, and that

if allowed to stand it deposits a sediment and occa-

sionally “stinks.” Sometimes a dead oel or a small

frog is found stuck fast in the water-pipes. The
feeders of the river receive more or less directly the

• slop water of Grimstone village, while soakage from

.
privy pics and refuse heaps, as also drainage from

r farmyards and horso-ponds, sooner or later find

, their way into these tributaries. Two of the

-springs rise directly from beneath Grimstone
:! churchyard. In addition to the above sources of

impurity, the slop waters from the hamlets of

; Roydon, Bawsey, and Pot Row similarly find

I their way ultimately iuto the stream. At Grim-
stone, and again at Roydon, 1 saw the overflow pipe

cf a cesspool, receiving contents of water-closets,

discharging into a watercourse which flows into the

<Jaywood river In the course of my
t inquiries, I visited a market garden at Gaywood,
t about a mile or so above the intake. This garden
, has a frontage to the river of about 200 yards. On
the surface of this garden I saw traces of town

I manure from the “tip* where privy filth is de-
1 posited : it had been spread on patches, about
i i& yards from the water's edge. Failing to obtain

1 definite information from the workers in the garden,
[ applied to the Corporation officials, who told

me on referring to their books that this gardener
! had at times purchased town manure From
f what has been stated it is evident that the water in

I the Gaywood river has multifarious opportunities
< for becoming polluted by human excrement, not to

: speak of other impurities directly discharged into it

j or washed into the stream by heavy rains or melting

; snow. The filtering process, even if it wero ade-

I -quate, which it is not, cannot be trusted to prevent

; the danger of the specific fever poison thus passing

I into the town water mains.”

' The report goea oa to give further and more
t eerious particulars as to the manner in which

: infection from dwellings on the bank
i probably reached the river, and adds that

the dangerous condition of the King’s Lynn
Borough Water has often been pointed out

by the Medical Officer of Health, and that

the Urban Sanitary Authority has more than

once proposed to protect the water by piping

it from a spring or springs, but this project

j

has always hitherto been defeated by a

! section of the ratepayers who, ignorant of

the dangers arising from the pollution of

potable water by nlth, regard the present

supply as all that can be desired. All which

is much to be noted at a time when so many
water engineers are declaring that we can

do nothing better than filter water out of

open rivers.

A Semaine des C<mstnuteurs, commenting
on the recent correspondence in our

columns in regard to the Institute, and more
particularly on Mr. Aitchison’s letter, observes

that England seems to be under the influence

of a reaction in regard to architecture the

reverse of what Is taking place in Prance:

V.e,, the English are essentially a prac-

tical people and have long regarded

architecture primarily as in the main
a matter of practical construction, and the re-

action is setting in the direction of placing

architecture “ sur le terrain purement eeth6-

tique.” In France, on the other hand, the

long prevalence of the ultra-classic view,

which regarded construction as merely
** affaire d’entrepreneur,” is giving rise to a

reaction in favour of giving more importance

to pure science. This is probably the

true explanation of, the undoubted fact

that the “reformers ” in English and French
architecture are now working in exactly

opposite directions. In both countries, pro-

bably, the balance will re -adjust itself in

time, though not without a good deal of tem-

porary difference and disputation. La Sernaine

quotes, apparently with approval, Mr.
Aitchison’s summary of the position of archi-

tecture at the close of his letter.

WE regret to observe from time to time

that architects occupying a good
position in provincial towns, at all events

doing a good deal of work, allow themselves

to adopt the exceedingly unprofessional and

undignified course of making up advertising

broad-sheets consisting of sketches of the

buildings they have carried out, and inserting

them in letters. We received a few days ago

a business communication from a well-known
firm of architects in a large commercial city,

containing a sheet of this kind, bearing the

name and address of the architects, and
covered with a collection of not very good
sketches of buildings of (as might be expected)

not very good architecture, for we can hardly

imagine any one with the feelings of an artist

adopting this mode of recommending himself

to the public. This is not the first of such

advertisement sheets which has reached us,

always from provincial towns
;
we cannot

remember ever receiving such a thing from a

London architect, for in London at least this

device for obtaining commissions would not be

openly countenanced by anyone of anyname or

standing in the profession. We may point

out that those who employ such a means of

drawing attention to their works are lowering

their own professional standing, and, as far as

their influence extends, lowering the dignity

of the profession.

I
N’ L’Architecture for October 8 M. David

de Peuanrun makes an impassioned

appeal in favour of an obligatory diploma for

architects, regarding the check which the

movement has received in France as only

temporary, and the diploma system as certain

to triumph in the end. His main reason seems

to be that it is the only means of stopping

the practice of underhand commissions,

which according to his statement would
seem to be too common in France. M. de
Penanruu at all events complains that he
cannot persuade ordinary persons that he, as

an architect, is not getting rich on commis-
sions from contractors

;
they say “ what a

first-rate profession yours is, making money
all round !

” and when he tells them
that he has nothing to live on but
his honoraires from his clients, they

wag their heads and say “ Oh, come, come,

we know better than that, we know very

well that you get commissions from con-

tractors which come to much more than the

client’s fees,” &c., and his protestations

obviously leave them unconvinced. And M.
de Penanruu thinks there must be fire where
there is all this smoke. Fence the profession

by a compulsory diploma, he argues, and all

this would be put an end to, and the black

sheep turned out. The same number of

L’Architecture contains an interesting article

by M. Loviot on the works and career of the

late M. Bailly.

The collection of platinotype photographs

by Mr. Ilollyer, from the works chiefly

of Mr. Burns Jones and Mr. Watts,

now on view at the Egyptian Hall, forms

a very interesting and charming collec-

tion, bringing together as it does so many
beautiful designs by two very poetic artists

in a form which gives their design and their

balance of tone and much of their decorative

effect, though without the colour, and enables

us to compare together, in their essential

qualities of design, many works the originals

of which have only been seen separately and

at long intervals of time. The works of Mr.

Bume Jones, especially his rather lightly-

executed studies such as the “ Story of

Orpheus,” “ The Winds,” and others of the

same type, come out beautifully in this

medium
;
and the series of the story of

Pygmalion is very successful, the photographs

giving a better form of reproduction than

any engraving could give, at much less cost,

of course. We do not say this as disparaging

the art of engraving, for which we have the

profoundest respect, and which of course is

both more powerful and more lasting than

photography
;
but the quality of Mr. Burne-

Jones’s work is what it is very difficult to do

justice to in engraving, while platinotype

photography seems almost made for it.

Among the photographs from Mr. AVatts’s

works is one from the colossal “ Eve ’’ which
excited so much speculation at the last

Academy exhibition, and which permits us to

see something of the upturned face of Eve,
which, as the painting was hung at the

Academy, could hardly be made out. There
is an interesting collection of photographs
after Mr. Watts’s works, but photography
does not do for these what it does for Mr.
Buine Jones and, we may add, for Mr. Albert
Moore, some of whose well-known works are

admirably reproduced. In fact, it would
seem that the more distinctly decorative a

painting is in character, the better it comes
out in photography.

The Jievue Scientifique for October 8
includes an interesting paper by M.

Souriau, “ La Representation des Couleurs,”

which leads up to an argument in favour of

the employment of colour within certain

limits in sculpture. The argument is rather

a new one. Speaking first of colour in paint-

ing, he calls attention to the remarkable
difference between the colour effect of any
part as seen close to the eye and at a distance.

On approaching the picture, “ certains tons

tree dciicats ne se retrouvent plus
;
la ou je

croyais apercevoirtout al’heure une carnation

douce et unie, je ne vois plus qu’une couleur
rougeatre, z^br^e de hachures vertes.” This is

no news to painters, of course, and certain

painters, Mr. Mark Fisher, for instance, in

landscape, and M. Henri Martin in figure-

painting, have emphasised this changing
power of colour combination in their pictures,

by producing their effects mainly by means
of separate touches of various colours which
blend into the total effect desired. Applying
this consideration to sculpture, M. Souriau
argues that what we want is not colour but
indication of colour. In looking at sculpture

in bronze or marble we generally regard it as

pure form, although both materials have
their distinct colour : and M. Souriau admits
(with every artist) that realistic colour

only shocks by a momentary illusion which
emphasises the absence of the life which it

professes to simulate. But the sculptor can
adopt as conventional a colour as he chooses.
“ It is not a question of reproducing colour,

it is a question of representing it, and that

may be done in a relief by processes as .sug-

gestive, as artistic, as in a picture.’’ The
painter, in short, realistic as his picture may
seem, does not paint the real colour of the
living figure, he paints what represents it at

the proper distance. Why should not the
sculptor do the same P “Vienne un grand artiste

qui entre resolument dans la voie nouvelle,

Tceuvre sera accomplie.”

The quarterly Journal of the Ttoyal Society

of Antiquities of Ireland contains an
interesting paper on the once great Cistercian

Abbey of Graiguamanagh, by Mr. P. O'Leary
and Mr. R. Cochrane, with a large plan showing
the complete building, with the parts existing

distinguished from those destroyed. 'The

existing remains are quite sufficient to

furnish a complete plan, except that the

cloister arcade is apparently entirely gone
(was it a lean-to roof, as at Netley ?).

The plan shows a church over 200 ft. iu in-

ternal length, with the short choir and
eastern transept chapels of the Early
Cistercian plan. The writers remark that

the similarity between the plan of Graig-

namanagh and that of Strata Florida would
seem to indicate a closer connexion between

the two buildings than would be implied by
the merely general similarity of Cistercian

plans.

rpHE exteriorof Haddon Hall isfoirly treated

X in the scenery of Sir Arthur Sullivan’s

opera
;
the garden front of the old house,

with its picturesque bay-windows, the well-

known steps from the terrace to the lawn,
even the tree in the midst of the lawn, are

all given with commendable correctness. It
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is a pity the same respect was not shown to
the interior architecture. The ball-room
scene at the end of the second act is intro-
duced in a very effective manner, but the
architectural embellishments are such as
were never seen in Haddon Hall; they
represent rather the way in which a modern
decorator might have got it up, with no
archieological architect to keep him in the true
path. And what are we to say to the extra-
ordinary statement about the ancient hall of
Haddon, which smiles there as it smiled
even before the Conquest ” (!) ; certainly a
new architectural history for Haddon. We
fear, too, that the student of the simpler
and more obvious phenomena of nature
may be apt to smile at that remarkable
lightning in the storm in the second act,
which flashes vividly and in such naturalistic
scrawls, but throws no light at all over the
landscape. As a general rule we have
observed that lightning at night lights up the
whole landscape for the moment, but here is
a lightning which flashes in a dark night, and
does not light up even the surrounding sky,
nor throw a single gleam upon the scene,
which would in fact be inconvenient when
the scene-shifters are busy in preparing the
ball-room scene at the back. For the thunder
we have nothing but praise; it may rank
among the most successful efforts in stage
thunder

;
the more the pity that the lightning

does not keep up the illusion.

[Oct. 15
, 1892.

THE KOYAL COMMISSION ON METROPO-
LITAN WATER SUPPLY.

This Commission resumed its sittings* on the
5th inst., by examining, on behalf of the asso-
ciated water companies, Mr. Hawksley, Sir F.
Bramwell, and other engineers, as to the suffi-
ciency of the companies’ present and possible
resources. We may perhaps usefully explain
here that the evidence of the engineering wit-
nesses called by the companies is intended to
meet and rebut evidence laid before the Com-
mission, on behalf of the County Council, in
statements by Mr. Binnie. These are to the
effect that the water in the rivers is insufficient
in quantity to meet the future needs of London

;

that, if there were sufficient, it is impracticable
to construct the deep storage reservoirs neces
sary to make it available

;
and that a large in-

crease in the quantity pumped from the chalk
would ultimately diminish the amount of sur-
face water in the streams. We give here
Mr. Binnie’s statement with regard to storage
reservoirs.

Mr. Sinnie on. Storage Mesen'oirs

In a report to the London County Council’s
Special Water Committee in May last, Mr
Binnie said :

—

" During the late recess I made the following
tour in the upper valley of the Thames. It may
be interesting to note that of the total 3,542.V
square miles of the Thames drainage area above
the intakes of the water companies at Hampton,
only 1,285J square miles, or say one-third, is
situated above Abingdon. On Friday, the 15th
ult., I went up the Cherwell valley as far as
Banbury. This valley is occupied by the main
line of the Great Western Railway, which passes
northwards from Oxford to Birmingham, and
besides this there is canal navigation also con
structed almost parallel with the line of rail-
way. But apart from these circumstances I
found no sites for reservoirs, bat a highly-culti-
vated and flat valley richly manured, receiving
the whole of the drainage of such places as
Banbury, Priors’s Marston, Deddington. The
Banbury water works, which I visited, draw
their supply from a small steam or large ditch,
and the supply was, neither in quantity or
quality, of an inviting character. On Satur-
day, the 16tb, I visited the Thame valley, which
contains a certain, though small, amount of
fairly good water, but the geological structure
and configuration of the country are such as to
preclude the construction of storage-reservoirs,
besides which, the valley is richly manured and
cultivated, and receives, more or less directly,
the drainage of Thame, Aylesbury, &c. The
Evenlode valley, from previous examination, I
can state to be of a similar character to that of
the Cherwell. The stream is small, and the

vaUey IS occupied by the main line of the
Oxford. Worcester, and Wolverhampton Rail-
way. On Monday, the 18th ult„ I proceeded
up the mam valley of the Thames to Fairford.
Tne whole of this, I need hardly remind the
Committee, is a flat and almost level valley of
great width and fertility, and affords no site
whatever for the construction of storage-reser-
voirs. From Fairford I proceeded by way of
Cirencester to the source of the Thames at
Thames Head, near Kemble Junction. I did
not find any water risifig to the surface at the
spring, but about a mile and a half below it
was being pumped by a steam-engine from an
under^ound source into and supplying the
summit level of the Thames and Severn Cana).
At the time of my visit the water in the canal
was flowing towards the river Severn and not
into the Thames. On the higher reaches of the
Thames in this neighbourhood it would be
impossible to form storage reservoirs, as the
geological formation consists of the open and
porous limestone of the oolitic series. On
Tuesday, the 19th, I went up the Churn
valley to its source at the Seven Springs,
a little south of Cheltenham. I should esti-
mate roughly that these springs were yield-
ing when I saw them about half a
million gallons a day, but the stream
rapidly increases from its source down to
Cirencester. The configuration of the valley
is in one or two places of a nature to suggest
the suitability for reservoir sites, but the
slightest inquiry into the geological character
of the strata at once shows it to be of the
usual Oolitic limestone type, which is perfectly
open and unsuitable for the purpose. I also
visited the river Colne, both at Fairford and its
head waters to the east of Cheltenham. Here
again the same remarks apply to the unsuit-
ability of the valley for storing as I have made
with regard to the Churn. With regard to the
whole of these streams which flow down from
the Cotswold Hills, it must be remembered that
their basins are populated and cultivated, and
that it is one of the driest districts in England,
water having to be pumped for ordinary
agricnltural use, and stored in elevated tanks
which are scattered on the limestone plateaux
at the heads of the valleys. Consequently the
supply of water to be obtained from this
district would not warrant the construction of
any large works, even had nature afforded the
necessary facilities. On Wednesday, the 20th
ult,, I proceeded to Reading, and visited the
valley of the Kennet, between that town and
Newbury, and inspected the sites for reservoirs
which had been suggested by Professor Robin-
son. I can but state, as he pointed out, that
the valley is already occupied by that branch of
the Great Western Railway which passes from
Reading westward by way of Newbury and
Hungerford parallel with the old Bath road,
and that the Kennet and Avon canal would also
have to be either purchased or re-constrocted
were the reservoir made as proposed. As to
the reservoirs themselves, situated as they
would be in a flat valley, they would never be
of any great depth, and would, I feel sure, be
the cause of swamps being created in the
summer time, which, as the reservoirs received
the drainage of Hungerford, Newbury, and a
highly-manured country, could not prove but
to be of the most unpleasant character. Oh
Thursday I visited the valley of the Loddon, as
it has been spoken of as a possible site for the
construction of storage reservoirs. It is a rich
agricultural valley, containing many beautifnl
parks and mansions, and although I traced its
course up to its confluence with the Black-
water, I failed to find any suitable site for
storage ^reservoirs. The stream itself has all
the indications of discoloration due to drain-
ing a manured and thickJy-inhabited district.
As a general result of my investigation on this
occasion, it more than confirms all that I stated
in my repori of September 1 last as to the im-
practicability of constructing storage reservoirs
n the Thames valley, even were it considered
prudent to use water flowing from so thickly
nhabited an area for the supply of so large a
city as London. In my geological investigation
I was assisted by Professor Green, who met me
at Cirencester.”

We hold over for the present Mr. Binnie’s
statement as to chalk wells in and around
London.

For reports of previous slbtlogs of the Commission,
see last volume of the Builder, pp. 418. 435,456, 480
6(J3 ; and current volume, pp. lo, 29, 47, 71, 82, 103 126.’

Evldeiice of Mr. Thom-ag Hayvlaley.

^Mr. Thos. Hawksley, C.E,, in the course of
his evidence last week, said that he bad con-
structed about 150 waterworks in the United
Kingdom and abroad, and he referred the

Commission to the evidence be had given uponp
the London water supplies during the past i

forty or fifty years. His professional investiga-i
tions led him to the conclusion that,, in respect t

of both quMtity and quality, the Metropofis is i

well supplied, and, with respect to futurar
wants, even for a much longer period than

.

titty years, the existing sources of supply are •

abundant, and therefore need not be snpple-=
mented. The watershed of the Thames above ’

Teddingtou is 3,676 square miles
;
the average

rainfall between 28 and 30 inches, subject to a :

loss by evaporation of about 16 inches. In the >

driest years the rainfall is 19 or 20 inches and (

the evaporation 14 inches at the most. Adopt- ;

ing 6 inches as the minimum annual yield there (

18 a mean daily flow of 877,000,000 gallons, ^

being about nine times the quantity now taken r

by the Water Companies, and about twice the i

quantity Mr. Binnie, taking an exaggerated '

view, imagines may be required fifty years-

f

hence. Therefore the dry weather flow may at 1

any time be supplemented by the construction
of equalising storage reservoirs, for the making ;

of which there are ample facilities. A resort i

to distant sources is quite unnecessary, either inow or hereafter. We may calculate upon a- i

demand from the Thames of 26 gallons per '

head per day for six millions of people, making-
150,000,000 gallons a day. Engineers con- -

'

salted by the Conservators have found eligible '

storage grounds for 20,000 million gaUons- the
engineers consulted by the Grand Junction
Company have planned other storage works for.
18 000 miUion gallons; and these projects
which are practicable, do not exhaust the
capabilities^ of the river. Assuming double
the quantity to be required for supplv,
i.e., 300,000,000 per day, during a four-
months drought; allowing fifteen other
days for a flood period

; assuming
that a minimum of 200.000,000 gallons pass,
over Teddington weir—an unnecessary quantity
because the tide sometimes overtops it the
proposed impounding and settling reservoirs
near Staines will effect these objects, as also-
will only a fifteen days’ storage at Staines, if
combined with other storages in the upper
reaches of the river. These storages may be
made from time to time when and as occasion
may require, so that no amount of dead capital
need be expended. During the drier period of
the year, all the water coming down the
fbames to Teddington is spring water, and the
minimum on a week’s average is about

300.000.

000 gallons a day. If, therefore, the-
companies were to add from their reservoirs

200.000.

000 gallons a day, the 500,000,000 for
themselves and the weir would be realised
This could easily be done

;
but no such quantity

will ever be wanted. In the driest summer re-
corded, 1884, only 103,000.000 gallons per day
would be wanted on the average during 108'
days to satisfy both Mr. Binnie and General
Scott fifty years hence. He would pump into
the reservoirs from the river enough to keep-
the water fresh and in its best condition. The
drainage area of the Lea valley was about
500 square miles, and the annual yield 4 in
which gave about 80,000 000 gallons a day to
which must be added 10,000,000 gallons drawn
from the Thames by the New River and East
London Companies, and an unknown qnantitn
pumped from the chalk, whilst 6,000,000 must
be deducted for navigation purposes. The
companies may obtain in the driest seasons from

90.000.

000 to 100,000,000 a day, and last July
they were distributing 82,000,000, exclusive of

5.000.

000 from the Thames and 3,000,000 from
other sources. The future capabilities of the
companies may be much increased by making
impounding works in the head valleys of the
Thames and Lea, or either of them. The area
of the chalk in the Kent Company’s district
will afford any needed supply to the population
therein, however much it may increase in the
next fifty years. It would be improvident to
spend 30,000.0002. or 40,000,0002. hi deriving a
future supply from sources nearly two hundred-
miles away. The good effects of the London
supplies are well recognised, but what might be-
the result of the substitution of the Welsh
water can only be inferred. It acts on lead"
pipes, corrodes iron pipes, and is sometimes
peaty. The populations in the river areas are-
sparse, being about one to two and a half acres,
whilst in England generally there is one person
to about an acre. Very little obnoxious matter
is received into the river,s, and the oxidising
power of river water is so great that no appre-
ciable quantity of organic matter remains in
solntion. The death-rate of London shows that,
it is the healthiest city, not only in this king-
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lorn, but in all Europe. Asiatic cholera is not

jccasioned by water supply. The sanitary

. (upervision of the Conservators may be im-

iroved by extending their powers to the heads

)f all tributaries, and by appointing a larger

aumber of inspectors. For this service the

i jompanies ought to make larger contributions

jco the funds of the Conservancies. He handed

.n a table showing from 1882 to 1891 the death-

rates in London and twenty-seven large towns

i.n England, divided into two groups: towns
(ijupplied with hard water and those supplied

with soft water. The mean for fourteen towns
' supplied with hard water was 20'2 per 1,000

persons, compared with 19‘9 for London. For
itbirteen towns supplied with soft water the

mean was 23 0. In twenty-live cities at home
; and abroad the mean is 25 5, or an excess of 5 6

per 1,000 over London.
Reminded that, if the present estimate of

^population were correct, and the companies’

•statements of what they supplied were correct.

It amounted to a little more than 32^ gallons

iperday, he said that was so
;
but the companies

did not take any care of the interiors of the

(.houses, and there was very large waste. This

loccurred in every town where there was a
ichange from the intermittent to the constant

Jsystem. But in the best-managed towns the

c^oantity never exceeds 25 gallons per head, and
scarely goes beyond 20. His calculations were
••based upon control more strict, or, rather,

:inore reasonably careful than the present

icontrol. With the introduction of constant

supply in London the management bad not been

ichanged, and many cisterns were left to over-

iflow. There would be no difficulty in bringing
itbe consumption within 25 gallons per bead,

.but it would take some time. It might require

ithe inspection of fittings once in six months.

There were plenty of towns which were East
Londons in their way, and he had had no diffi-

culty in dealing with them. There was nothing

peculiar in East London ;
it was only a

question of management. There might be a
targe trade consumption there, and it might in-

crease
;
but the m-etropolis generally was not a

Bianufacturing place. Storage reservoirs fur-

nished one means of supplementing supply,

and the Commission would hear a great deal

about that from gentlemen who had designed

reservoirs of which he approved
;
but he

was not quite sure whether in one or two cases

the ground wa.s so entirely eligible as these

gentlemen thonght. It must be made water^

tight as a matter of course, and above Wood-
:
stock there was some doubt as to whether the
ground was quite suitable

;
but in the valley of

the Thames there were plenty of places that

were, and he bad been to a place which almost
alone would supply the whole quantity. This

was a few miles from Oxford, on the main
stream of the Thames. He had not schemed
anything of the kind himself ; he had not been
called in for the purpose. Amongst others

there would be called Mr. Etheridge, a
geologist, who had gone into the question very
minutely.

In explanation of what he had said about the

use to be made of a storage reservoir at Staiues,

he handed in a table which showed that in

•five months of 1884 there were 153 days on
which the flow of the Thames fell below

500.000.

000 gallons a day, to which General
Scott would add fifteen days for the passage of

flood water. The 153 days would need a
storage of 12,808,000,000 gallons, and the

fifteen days a storage of 4.500,000,000 gallons,

making a total of 17,368,000,000 gallons that

would have to be provided for the 168 days.

This was the greatest provision there was any
necessity to make by storage reservoirs. The
water could be got from the Thames when the

river was delivering more than 300,000,000

gallons
;
and it could also be got, if there was

any deficiency at Teddington Weir, to make
the flow up to 200,000,000 gallons. The cost of

the reservoir at ScainesI was estimated at

4.000.

000^. or 5,000,0007. He did not propose
that water should be in a reservoir nncbanged
for four months. He proposed that during dry
weather, when the Thames was in its best con-

dition, water should be pumped into the

reservoirs in sufficient quantities to keep the
water perfectly fresh, but not in the quantity
in which the water was taken ont. He had not
considered the objection which was raised to

interfering with the actual flow of water in

streams and rivers, becanse he supposed that if

storage reservoirs were constructed provision

would be made for the proper quantities of

compensation water to be given out. Where-

ever compensation water was given it pre-

supposed the impounding of other water which

diminished floods and increased the stream

during dry weather. The water that would be

taken into the storage reservoirs would be good

water, without any admixture of flood water.

The river would be supplemented from the

reservoir in the Staines basin
;

but the supple-

mental quantity for the river is only a small

part of the whole. From other reservoirs water

would be brought down in pipes to the pump-
ing stations, unless there were pumping stations

at the reservoirs.

In explanation of the estimated yield of the

drainage area of the Lea in years of minimum
rainfall, he handed in the following state-

ment :

—

Aagufit, 1887. Taken by New Pdver Com-

quantity 66,000,000

Additional capabilities of exlfitlng wells—
New River (PrancU) by pumping

alone' 21,000,000

East London (Bryan) by pumping
alone. 3,000,000

pany
(Minimum). Taken by East London Company 28,000,000

July, 1892. Pumped by New River
Company 13,200,000

July, 1892. Pumped by East
London Company 2,800,000 16,000,000

22,400,000

24,000,000

90,000,000

Add by storage, say 10,000,000

100,000,000

This estimate applies to the minimum dry

weather months. At other periods more may
be taken from the river and less from the wells,

It was possible Mr. Francis might have over-

estimated the future gain from the sinking of

wells, and taking off 10,000,000 would reduce

the total to 90,000,000 ;
but the East London

had power to take 10,000,000 from the Thames.

When he spoke of 80,000,000 gallons a day as

the mean natural yield of the Lea Valley, be

did not include what could be got from wells

and springs. This was in the chalk, which was
merely a cistern, and was available in the dry

years. It was pointed out to the witness that

the Companies' estimates of what they could

get in a dry year from the river were;—East
London, 30,000,000; New River, 22,500,000;

total, 52 500,000 ;
and when it was pot to him

that 80,000,000 was mere than the Companies
had calculated, he said, “Very well; so much
the worse for the water companies.”

Asiatic cholera, he said, could be communi-
cated by water, as it was in the case of the

Golden-square well, the water of which was
highly polluted and had no means of being

purified by natural oxidation. Water of that

kind would communicate cholera, providing

cholera germs were present. But that case was

a very different one from that of a large river.

It was said that if there was a case of cholera

at Oxford London would be decimated
;
but

such things did not happen. The rivers were

self - purifiers by an oxidising process, and
nothing that was offensive put into a great

river in small amounts would reach the lower

parts. It was a very remarkable fact that

cholera always went up rivers and did not

come down them. He did not dispute the

general statement that cholera was propagated

by impure water.

The filter-beds, he explained, do not act

merely as sieves. The minute floating particles

in the water would all go from the top of the

filter-bed to the bottom of it were it not for the

attraction of the particles of the sand for these

bodies which move sideways and attach them-

selves. The water is purified in that way to

a much greater extent than it is purified by the

mere sifting process. He explained this forty

years ago to Dr. Angus Smith, who entirely

agreed with him.
If an effluent were snflioiently purified, there

was no reason why it should not go into the

Thames and be taken out afterwards for

domestic purposes, subject to natural purifica-

tion and good filtration. The Thames water-

shed was a suitable one for the supply of a

town, provided there were a proper inspection

of the sources of pollution and the water were

properly filtered.

There is a proportionately greater quantity

of water to be got by pumping in the area of

the Lea than in that of the Thames, because a

large part of the Thames is impervious, and the

water does not get from the impervious portion

into the chalk, but it gets into the river. In

the Lea area, besides the surface water which

is in the river, there is a large supply of water

which lies in the chalk as in a cistern, which is

available by pumping during the dry season,

when the natural flow of the stream is com-

paratively small. All the water that is accu-

mulated in the chalk is abstracted from the

streams, and the chalk is a mere equalising

area. If the demand in the chalk were very

large, some water must go from the streams to

supply that demand. Every drop that is

obtained from the chalk is originally surface-

water, but it gets into the chalk in wet seasons

and leaves flowing down the rivers the

quantity which is calculated upon from the

gaugings. If a very large quantity were

pumped out of the chalk reservoir, the streams

would not continue in the same volume
;
and

be had based his calculations on the minimum
that would be left in the streams. All these

calculations related to four or five months of

dry weather. At other periods there is more

water than anybody wants. As there are no

reservoirs on the Thames, all the water that

comes down in dry weather must be furnished

by springs
;
and this is due to the large tracts

of oolite and chalk in the watershed. The

Severn and the Trent produce in dry seasons

almost the same minimum quantity per acre as

the Thames.
Questioned by Mr. Mansergh, Mr. Hawksley

said that if 300,000,000 gallons a day came

down%3 the intakes, if 100.000,000 were taken

by the Companies, and 200,000,000 were allowed

to go down tbe river, no harm would be done

to the river. If the figures were reversed, and

only 100,000,000 were allowed to go down the

river, the river would practically be retained

at its present dry summer level by the weir;

tbe surface would be lowered an inch or two,

and the speed of the flow would be diminished

one-half
;
and in that state of things no harm

would happen to the river. In the 4| iniles

stretch of river, between Molesey and Tedding-

ton, there might be a very little more deposit,

which might either be dredged out or washed

out by floods. The new weir, 400 yards below

Richmond Bridge, was to maintain at Richmond

the level at low water 2 ft. G in. higher than

and no harm would be done to that

stretch of river. No salt water would get

above the bridge
;
butj the sluices being drawn

open, the tide would back up tbe fresh water.

The abstraction of the extra 100,000,000

gallons might alter the level an inch or two,

when the tide did not overflow Teddington

weir
;
when it overtopped the weir, it would

have no effect whatever. Below this new work

the abstraction of the 100,000,000 gallons

would lower tbe water-level for two or three

hours at the end of the ebb; and there would

be an insignificantly smaller amount of sconr

leaving a deposit that could easily be dredged

out.

In reply to Professor Dewar, be said he knew

of no case where “a potable water supply fil-

tered by sand filtration properly conducted”

had ever led to any epidemic
;
and he could tell

some remarkable stories of the mistakes that

have been made by specialists. Tbe question

was repeated with reference to “ proper sand

filtration applied even to a polluted water. The

witness said that waterworks are not made on

polluted streams. Among his cholera expe-

riences was a severe attack at Wolverhampton

and WillenhaU. One of the Birmingham water

supplies was then derived from the river Tbame,

which flowed through Wolverhampton, Willen-

ball, Walsall, and other places; but there was

no cholera at the time in Birmingham. The

question was altered to “any case where a

potable water supply derived frorn a

flowing through populous districts after

tration has resulted in any epidemic;’ ana the

witness said that speaking generally be knew

of no such case. There were good and bad ni-

tration; but if you allowed only 50 gallons a

day to go through a foot of surface jou need

never be afraid of any microbes or epidemics.

Asked by Mr. Mansergh whether he knew

anything of the epidemic fever at Bangor five

or six years ago, which was attributed by an

officer of the Local Government Board to tbe

water supply, the witness said he must nob

comment on that Board,—that was not h(s

business,—but he could tell of some grave mis-

takes they had made.
Questioned by Sir A. Geikie, the witness

said be was quite sure there is proportionately

a much larger extent of impervious strata in

the Thames district than there is in tbe Lea

district. It was as an engineer he ^preseed

the opinion that there would be no difficulty in

finding sites for reservoirs in the valley of the

Thames. He was tolerably well acquainted
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pany. He produced a set of drawings and®map prepared for Mr. Homersham by Mr "UA. Boulnois, an architect still in practice '

Ampy as twelve pairs of watersheds are exhjbited,-ene pah on chalk, the other on clajlIhe pomt of observation was always abridgeppning a stream. In clay districts thiplops contain two or three arches, and thiheigp of the water varies greatly. On thichalk only a single arch is needed, the variationm level is small, and there is never any floodingj
ihe apregate area shown in the drawings Isperal thousand square miles. In the clail
districts there is over one mile of stream nerpuare mUe

;
in the chalk districts less than

half a mile. The drawings and map are pre-ipred to show the committee that, the rainfeUs
being pual, the water which in the chalk districte
didnot apppr on the surface of the ground as i6

Tk
districts, must have sunk into

the chalk. A mass of evidence was given as towhere this chalk water was finaUy delivered^
and it was proved that there were numerous'iptpces pund the coast where, at all times ofthe tip this freshwater was seen to escape, that
in a still larger number of instances the escapeiwas visible only at low water, and, althougS
not visible, no doubt was felt that the escapeiwent on vigorously below the level of the lowe^
low pater. Tps the pumping from deep wellsm the chalk draws its supplies from subter-mpan waters which are travelling either ini
defined underground channels, such as fissures

i

or are permeating the mass of the chalk om
their way from the place of their absorption to-
the point of their delivery. Another proof of;
this 18 offered by the slope of the surface of the t

subterranean chalk water from the place of;
absorption m the high ground to the point of >

Surface of the water

;

Caterbam is 300 ft t

or 400 ft. above the level of the sea. The-,
difference m the levels which represent the .

differences m the working “ head ” can only be .

explained by the fact that the chalk is nota--mere water-logged reservoir, but is the site of
innumerable subterranean channels, large and-
small, conveying the water from the place of its
absorption to the sea-level.
We defer until next week thfi continuation of I

tne report of the examination of Sir P
Bramwell.

3l'™'o”m'r “a" LeiC®rnd

tio'able ro'™”®
??rt”8"

> wonld be prac-

.
I’™"'>® etoeage for equalising de-vene-, as has been done by the East Li^don

SaTthat th*’®’'®
'® 8ronna for the

L?® pumping of the company will

S nra
'"PPW®» of other local nnder-takinp, bnt the company might very wellbay them up at a valnation

^

According to the figures If M®r. LaL“thetode ttie’‘Iha°lk'’h ®®T?''n‘
‘!'*®®«“° » e®PP>y from

the^tonl®?'^ r‘'® ™ >“ ‘Le caseS Lte’ Mr
®^'‘®d ®-f‘®h«®n to theeyidenee of

f Junction, to 5 5 in the case ot the Berketi’!
>f®“®rt*>ain, before Mr.

t, and averages generally G-133 gallons per
|

reference toTh^wItflrd Sp?f,;g®Sfo^om“

COMPETITIONS.

are informed
that the Council, after careful consideration ol
the twenty-five sets of plans received in con-
nexion with the above competition have
awarded the three premiums as follows, viz.
first, Mr. Horace T. Bonner, of London

; second,
Mr. H. H. McConnal, of Walsall; third Mr
Samuel Loxton. of Walsall.
Higube GRxVdb School, Stockton.—At the

meeting of the Stockton School Board on
Monday evening last, the Chairman (Mr. James
Wright) called attention to the fact that the
designs for the Higher Grade School were on
view, and that it was proposed to exhibit them
in the vestibule of the Borough Hall. Mr
Robson, the Architect to the Education Depart-'
ment, had given his award, in which he had
placed first the designs of Mr. Bottomley, archi-
tect, Middlesbrough, whose motto was “ Respice
I mem ”

; Messrs. Clark & Moscrop, Darlington
( ‘ Ad Rem ) next

;
and Mr. Richardson, of

Stockton (“Martin Chuzzlewit”), third. A
meeting would shortly take place with Mr
Bottomley, the successful competitor, when the
final arrangements would be made to get out
working drawings, so as to proceed with the
building at once.
Assembly Room, Ajibleside. — We are

informed that the designs of Mr. Robert
Walker, architect, of Windermere, have been
placed first by the committee.
Avenue-road School, Norwich. The

Norwich School Board, at their meeting
on Friday, the 7th instant, awarded the
three premiums to the authors of plans as
follows:—!. Mr. C. J. Brown, architect Nor-
wich (Surveyor to the School Board), selected
to carry out the works. 2. Fifty pounds to
Messrs. George J. Skipper & F. W. Skipper
architects, Norwich. 3. Twenty-five pounds to
Mr. W. Landless, of Leeds. There were thirty-
two sets of plans submitted.
Fbee Library, Widnes.—The special com-

mittee of the Widnes Local Board, acting on
the advice of their assessor, Mr. Hartley, of
Liverpool, have awarded the design of Messrs
Woodhouse & Willoughby, of Manchester, the
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it premium for the proposed free public

rary and technical school. The second
jmiam has gone to Messrs. Briggs & Wolsten-

Ime, Blackburn
;
and the third premium to

C. 0. Ellison, of Liverpool. The competi-

n was an open one.

Public Offices, &c., Shepton Mallet.

—

2 understand that in the competition for

cal Board Offices and Technical School, the

thors of the selected design, under motto
>Iid - Somerset,” were Messrs. George J.

ipper Sc F. W. Skipper, architects, of Nor-

ch; the design placed second, under motto
tierlin,” was by Mr. Silcox, of Bath.

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.

The (London) Abchitectural Associa-
ON.—The following is the syllabus of meetings
this Association for Session 1893-93 :

—

:tober 21, Annual General Meeting; Address
the President, Mr. H. 0. Cresswell.

—

jvember 4, Paper by Mr. W. Young, entitled

?Totes on the application of an Architectural

iucation.”—November 18, Paper by Mr. Paul
aterhouse on “ Some Mysteries of Modern
•chitecture.”—December 2 and December 16

abjects to be announced).— January 13,

93, Paper by Mr. It. Pben6 Spiers on
Che Influence of Byzantine Art in Italy from
e Sixth to the Twelfth Century.”—January 27,

iper by Mr. Sydney Vacher on “The Small
iburban House.”—February 10, Paper by Mr.
J. Tait on “The Value of Criticism.”

—

ffirnary 24, Paper by Mr. A. E. Street on
iindividnality and Originality in Art.”

—

iarch 10, Paper by Mr. G. H. Fellowes Prynne
i “ Screens, their Treatment and Symbolism.”

i March 24, Paper by Mr. J. A. Gotch “ In
raise of a Country Practice.”—April 14, Mem-
jrs' Soiree.—April 28, Paper by Mr. P. Gordon
mith on “Hygiene in its Application to the
irrangement of Buildings.”—May 12, Nomina-
lon of Officers

;
Paper by Mr. E. Guy Dawber

iubject to be announced).—May 26, Election
( Officers

; Paper by Mr. T. A. Sladdin, “ The
iravelling Student’s Notes.”—May 31, Annual
ilnner.

; Glasgow Architectural Assoclytion.

—

he usual monthly meeting of this Associa-
on was held in the rooms. West Camp-
011-street, on the 4th inst., the President,
r. Alexander McGibbon, A.R.I.B.A., in the
aair. An interesting paper was read by
r. Wm. J, Anderson, the subject being
The Street Architecture of Modern Glas-
>w.” The essayist pointed out some of
le characteristics peculiar to the city, and
imparison was made with some English
id Continental towns, as to mode of laying
it streets to the best advantage architec-
irally. Reference was made to the traditions
inded down by the older architects, which
ifluenced the work of their successors, and
ith what results. A criticism of some of the
.ore recent buildings was then given, pointing
it their merits and defects. Mr. John Keppie,
A., opened the discussion which followed, and
; the close the usual vote of thanks was
warded the essayist.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
The usual weekly meeting of this Council
as held on Tuesday afternoon last, the Chair-
lan, Mr. John Hutton, presiding.

Re&ignation ofa Memoer .—The Clerk reported
le receipt of a letter from Mr. F. C. Baum
isigning his seat as a member of the Council.

Proposed Ferrij from Rothcrhithe to Lime-
nise .—The Bridges Committee presented a
jport, the first paragraph of which was as
)llows

“We have again considered the subject of pro-
iding means of communication across the river
ist of London Bridge, between Rotherhithe and
imehouse. Sineo our report was first submitted
) the Council, we have received deputations from
leVestiy of Rotherhithe and the Vestry of St.
reorge’s-in-the-East, and have had an informal
iterview with certain members of the Thames
lODservancy Board on the subject of the proposed
3iTy._ We have also received memorials from the
^estrios of Rotherhithe and Bermondsey, and a
ommunication from the Vestry of Camberwell,
sking that a crossing may be made. The Vestry
'f St. Goorge's-in-the-East is anxious that a ferry
hould he formed, but that it should run direct
.cross the river. This, as we pointed out in our
ormer report, would necessitate the widening of
)ld or New Gravel-lane, in order to form an
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adequate approach to the ferry on the north side,

as well as the reconstruction of a swing-bridge which

crosses the London Dock. Apart from the considera-

tion of the large sum of money that would have to

be expended in widening either of the lanes,

the fact of a draw-bridge being in the line of the

approach to the ferry is, in our opinion, a great

obstacle to the adoption of such a scheme by the

Council. At our interview with members of the

Thames Conservancy Board, we were informed by
Sir Richard Nicholson, the Deputy-Chairman of

that body, that tho Conservancy would object to any

ferry in this part of the river, as it would be au

impediment to the traffic, and he suggested that a

.
tunnel should be made instead of a ferry. We
regret that this view should be expressed by the

river authority, but we are of opinion that it should

not prevail with the Council, whose duty it is to

meet as far as possible the pressing needs of the

inhabitants on both sides of the river below London
Bridge. Commerce is now hampered by reason of

tho people having no means of crossing the river

free of toll except at London Bridge or Woolwich
Ferry. We think that this state of affairs

ought not to be allowed to exist, and,

to prevent any further delay, we have suggested

a ferry of such a carryiug capacity as will afford

groat facilities to the traffic and to the inhabitants

on both sides of the river. We, moreover, think

that the ferry wo have suggested will not seriously

interfere with the navigation of the river, as the

ferry-boats will run up and down the river, and not

directly across. We think it important, as

bearing upon any objections which may be raised

by the Thames Conservancy Board to our proposals,

to remind the Council that some years ago there

was a toll ferry direct across tho river close to tho

spot which we propose for the southern end of the

ferry. For these and many other reasons we have

unanimously come to the conclusion that it is the

duty of the Council to apply for power to construct

such a ferry as wo suggest. We therefore submit

the following recommendations for adoption

—

‘ (a) That, subject to an estimate being submitted to

the Council by the Finance Committee as required by
the statute, a ferry be formed between Rotherhithe

and Ratcliff, and that the pontoons and approaches be

made at the sites shown by red colour on a plan sub-

mitted by the Committee.
(5) That the Parliamentary Committee In conference

with the Bridges Committee be instructed to prepare a

Bill to be introduced in the next session of Parliament,

aathorising tho formation of the proposed ferry.

(c) That the Bridges Committee be empowered to

prepare the necessary plana and estimates to be laid

before Parliament.’
’’

The Hon. Richard GroBvenor, Chairman of

the Committee, in moving the adoption of the

report, said the estimated cost of the scheme

was 418,000^. — four ferry-boats, 2O5,O0OZ.
;

North and South approaches, 177,000^.; and
compensation, 3G,000Z. The ferry would cross

obliquely, the Middlesex position being at

London-street, Ratcliff, and the Surrey position

being at Neptune-street, Rotherhithe.

Mr. J. W. Benn, M.P., criticised the pro-

posals of the Committee, on the ground that

the Limehouse pontoon and landing - place

would be 1,500 yards lower down the river than

the Rotherhithe pontoon and landing-place.

He argued that owing to this fact the ferry

would be very costly in working, a larger

number of ferry steamers being required than

for a direct crossing, and he spoke of the

dangers and delays that would arise during the

working of the ferry in foggy weather. On
these and other grounds inaicated by him he

moved the following amendment :

—

“That the recommendation be referred back to the

Committee, with Inatructiona to report to tbe Council

as to the cost of a direct ferry with suitable approaches

on the northern side of the river."

Mr. Martineau seconded the amendment, and

a long discussion ensued, in tbe course of which

it was contended, in support of tbe Committee’s

proposals, firstly, that the places selected by
them for the ferry stations were the only points

available, having regard to tbe presence of

docks on each side of the river and to the safety

of the navigation
;
and secondly, that the pro-

posed ferry really “ followed the course of the

trade,”—in other words, that the bulk of the

heavy vehicular traffic passing by London

Bridge from the East End to the south-east of

London, andu/^e versa, was from the neighbour-

hood of the two points designated by the Com-
mittee for the ferry stations.

Tbe amendment was rejected, on a division,

by GO votes to 49.

Ocher amendments in favour of postponing

the project having been rejected,

Mr. Leon moved, on tbe motion to adopt

recommendation (a), that the following words

be added :

—

“And that it be referred to the Improvements and
Bridges Committees j -iutly to consider and report as

to tbe necessity of widening and improving the ap-

proaches other than those named, near the proposed

northern ferry terminus."
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This amendment was rejected on a show of

bands, and recommendation (a) was adopted.

On the motion to adopt recommendation (&),

Mr. Costelloe moved that the following words

be added :

—

“ And to provide that such proportion of the cost as

may be equitable shall be raised by way of an improve-

ment rate on the owners of ground values In the County
of London, instead of the whole cost being thrown on
the occupying ratepayers.”

This was agreed to, but a farther amend-

ment, moved by Mr. Beachcroft, to add to tbe

words of Mr. Costelloe’s amendment the words
“ and that the ferry shall not be proceeded with

until such provision is made,” was rejected.

The recommendations of the Committee, as

amended, were then agreed to.

Election of an Alderman . —'The Chairman

announced the result of the election of an

Alderman, in succession to Lord Hobhouse
(resigned) to be that Earl Compton had been

elected by 58 votes against 31 given to the

other candidate, Mr. William Phillips. (Both

candidates were members of the first Council.)

Rlachvall Tunnel Approaches : Working-class

EwelUngs.—The same Committee also reported

as follows as to the erection of workmen’s

dwellings for re-housing the people who will be

displaced by tbe construction of the approaches

: to the Blackwall Tunnel :

—

“The Council has referred to us several tenders

for the erection of the artisans’ dwellings on the

Yabsley-street site.* On further consideration we

think that it would be more economical if the

Council were to erect the buildings
;
by so doing it

would save the extra cost which would be repre-

sented by the contractor’s profit, and also the

expense of supervising the work. The Council,

moreover, could rely upon having the best materials

and workmanship, and at the same price that would

be charged in the first instance to contractors. We
therefore recommend

—

‘ That the Council do erect the artisans' dwellings to

be constructed in connexion with the Blackwall Tunnel

scheme without the Intervention of a contractor, and

that the Bridges Committee be authorised to take the

necessary steps for carrying out this recommenda-

tion.’"

On the presentation of the report Sir Thomas
Farrer asked the following among other ques-

tions of the Chairman of the Committee, viz.

:

1. Whether the amount of the lowest tender

for these buildings was 11,38GZ., and whether

the amount of the next lowest tender was
14,168^. ? 2. What was the amount of the

Architect’s estimate ? 3. Why did not the

Committee recommend the acceptance of the

lowest tender ? 4. Whether tbe Committee

had considered how the work could be super-

intended if it were undertaken by tbe Council

itself?

To these questions Mr. Grosvenor replied as

follows 1. Yes. 3. £10,800. 3. Because the

Committee had reason to apprehend that the

tender would be withdrawn, and it bad, in fact,

since been withdrawn. 4. Tbe Committee had

not considered tbe question of arranging for

superintendence
;

it would be time enough to

do that when the Council had decided that it

would do the work itself.

The further consideration of this matter was

postponed, for want of time.

Woolrcich Ferry : Northern A2}proach.-~The

same Committee also reported as to the neces-

sity of improving the northern approach to

the Woolwich Ferry, at an estimated cost of

31,600?., but the consideration of this, too, was

postponed.
After discussing other matters tbe Council

adjourned at twenty minutes past seven.

Board School, Leeds.—On the 2Sth ult. a new

Board School, situated in tho Queen’s-road, Leeds,

was opened. The building is on the central hall

plan, and is approached by two entrances from

Royal Park-road, one for boys and anuther for girls

and infants. E>ire8S is obtained for the boys by

the staircase to the covered playgrounds, which are

under and at the lower end of the building, advan-

tage being taken of the fall of the laud for ihis pur-

pose. Cloak-rooms aro provided, as well as teachers

rooms. The central halls each measure 77 ft. 6 in.

by 32 ft Tho class-rooms are 16 ft. high, and are

planned to hold sixty scholars each, with the excep-

tion of the wing clais-rooms, which p^o^•^de accom-

modation for seventy-two each. The total aecoQi-

modation of the school, inclusive ol tbe central hall,

is for 1,236 scholars. The building is built of brick

with stone dressings, and is in the Italian style. The

school has been designed by Mr. William Landless,

architect, who has superintended the carrying out

of tbe work.

* For list of these tenders see Buildfr, Oct. 1, p. S71
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r^EW CHUP\CH MILES fLATTipq

Jlmstrahons*

WINDOW, RYDAL CHURCH.
HE design for this window, by Mr. H.

Holiday, was one of the most noteworthy
pieces of decorative design in the Archi-

tectural Room of the Royal Academy this yearihe subject is that of glorified childhood, thekejnote of the design being the text, “ In heaven
their angels do alwajs behold the face of myFather which is m heaven.

' The window is inmemory of Miss Jemima Qnillinan, grand-
danghter of Wordsworth, who was a loving
friend of children, and is erected by a numbe?
of those who had experienced her kindness
The wmdow was to have been placed oyer
Wordsworths pew inHydalOhnrch, bnt owing
to the presence of rocks and bushes which ob-
scured the light on that Bide of the church itbag been fixed on the opposite side

’

The colour, which we cannot unfortunately
Bhotv, 13 rich and warm in tone, and the deco-

effect of the composition thoroughly
satisfying to the eye. ® ^

,
rooms.

I

, xue hcurecary 8

I

rooms, and bedrooms for the convenience of
members, are placed on the upper floors, access
to which is gained by a passenger-lift.

In the two basements there are ample
lavatories and retiring-rooms for the members
and staff, where are also the kitchens and other
offiies, and the boiler-rooms. The front is
executed in Ham Hill stone, and the building
is entirely of fireproof construction, by Messrs.
Dennett & Ingle.
The warming and ventilation was carried out

by the late Mr. W. W. Phipson, and the sanitary
work by Messrs. J. Bolding & Son, the general
contractors being Messrs. Alfred Bush & Sons
of Ridgmount-street, W.C.
The drawing was exhibited in this year’s

Rojal Academy Exhibition.

CATHEDRAL COURT, ROTTEN-ROW,
GLASGOW.

This is an experimental block of model
dwellings for the working classes erected from
the designs and under the supervision of Mr.

NEW CHURCH, MILES PLATIING
MANCHESTER.

This chnroh which the Norbertine Canonsme about to build in the poor and populous
district of Manchester known as Miles Plat-
ting, IS designed to accommodate abont 1 ‘’00
worshippers, and is so planned that the greaternumber of these can see the high altar Thework has not yet been begun on account oflack of funds, but it is proposed to build theohuroh almost entirely of the local bricks
stone, however, being used for the nave piers
arches, vaulting ribs, &o. As the church is to'be specially dedicated to the Blessed Sacra-
ment, any richness in ,the design has beenmassed round the high altar, the nave depend-mg upon its size and simple dignity for effect.
Ihe drawing we reproduce was exhibited thisyear at the Royal Ac.ademy, and is from thehMd of the architect, Mr. Leonard Stokes To
the fine and original quality of the design wedrew attention in our criticism on “ Architec-
tnre at the Royal Academy."

NEW TRAVELLERS’ CLUB, PICCADILLV.
This building, which has been recently

erected^ for Sir Henry Brownrigg, Bart from
i Frank Verity,

White SotseVeel

mg, smoking, and dining-roomf. On the flrst-

re'Tdin'lf wr-'l
^ ®“'daae, are theeadiDg, wriliDg, and card-rooms, private diniug-

Old Buildings Formerly on the Site of Cathedral Court.

John James Burnet, of Messrs. John Burnet
Son, & Campbell, architects, by “The Glasgow
Workmens Dwellings, Company, Limited,” at
a total cost of about 8,000^. The buildings

UXliW XU tUO VlUCl ^UIWOU OI tllS COWD,
near the Cathedral, forming part of “Bell o
the Brae ’’(highest 'part of the hill), where in
a sanguinary skirmish about 1300, Sir William
Wallace is said to have expelled the English
garrison from the town. The site is oblong in
form, having a frontage to Rotten-row on the
north and overlooking High-street on the south,
and has an area of 1,105 square yards or
thereby. The ground, along with the picturesque
old “ corbie-stepped ” gabled baildings thereon
was acquired by the company in the open
market for less than 20s. per square yard.
The new buildings form two blocks, one

towards Rotten-row, and the other overlooking
High-street, with an enclosed court -yard
between about 60 ft. in width, open to the west.
Entrance to both blocks is obtained from Rotten*
"1W.

The north block fronting Rotten-row is five
stories, and the south block towards High-
street six stories, in height

;
the two lower floors

of the latter are leased to the University
Settlement Association, and are to be called
“ Toynbee House ’ after Toynbee Hall in London.

They consist, on the lower floor,
of a large ball measuring about
38 ft. by 18 ft., a drawing-room
about 27 ft. by 18 ft., a kitchen,
and a small library. In the
drawing-room, evening parties
will be given of a perfectly
simple kind, where hosts and
guests meet on the footing of
friends. The ball, which will
accommodate over 250 people,
will be used probably twice a
week as a gymnasium, and on
other nights for the meetings of
the literary society, the singing
class, and for lectures, and occa-
sionally for smoking concerts.
On the upper flat are the men’s
clnb - room, with class - room
attached, and the girls’ club and
class-rooms. The men’s club
meets every night. The girls’
club will probably meet three
times a week, and on the other
nights there will be sewing and
other classes. An internal stair-
case connects the upper and
lower floors. These rooms are
so planned as to be convertible
into dwelling-houses if required.
The remainder of the south

block and the whole of the north
block are devoted to dwelling-
houses, fifty-seven in all

;
consist-

ing of seventeen of one room, and forty of two
rooms, with a house of three rooms for the care-
taker. The one-roomed hoasesvary in size from
15 ft. by 10 ft., to 22 ft. by 10 ft.

;
while the two-
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Plan of Ground Floor

CATHEDRAL COURT,” GLASGOW.—Messrs, Burnet, Son, & Campbell, Architects.
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room houses consist of a living-room 14 ft. by
10 ft ,

and a small bed-room 10 ft. by 7 ft. 6 in.

All the rooms are 9 ft. in height. The cubic

capacity of the two-room houses is 1,800 cubic

ft., which, at 400 cubic feet per adult (the limit

under the Glasgow Police Act), suffices for a
family of say a man and his wife and three

children under ten years of age. The larger

one-roomed houses are on the top floor of each
block, and are of the same size as the two-

roomed houses below, the partition having been
removed as an experiment. The cubic capacity

of the smaller single rooms is 1,200 cubic feet.

There is through ventilation from front to back
of each house.

The east end of each block gives access to the

upper floors, and balconies therefrom, facing

the court, give access to the houses. The
washing-houses and drying-gronnd are situated

on the flat roofs.

Water and gas are laid on to each house, and
each has kitchen range, bed-room grate, and
iron bed-frame. Where desired by the tenant,

automatic gas-meters have been introduced.
Water-closet accommodation, one for every
two houses, is provided on each fiat, in a part
of the building disconnected from the dwelling-

houses. A ventilated dust-shaft from each flat

communicates with an ash-bin on the street

level. The sanitary appliances are described as
of the latest type, ventilation pipes and traps
thoroughly airing the system in the most
approved manner.
The rents are meantime fixed upon a low

scale, ranging’from Is. 7}d. to 23. 3^-d. per week
for one room, and 2?. 5.1-d. per week for two
rooms. This rent includes water supply and
cost of stair gas, but no taxes. There is a
resident caretaker.

The buildings are constructed with hollow
brick walls, rough-cast on the outer surface,
the dressings, steps, and balconies being of red
concrete. The walls next the street, and on
the balconies, where the rough-cast might
easily be removed, are covered with polished
red cement. The floors {with exception of the
flat roof, which is of iron and concrete, finished
with Limmer asphalte) are of wood. Internally
the walls are plastered on the bricks, without
lath or straps.

While great care has been taken to construct
economically, every attention has been given
to securing solidity and strength, and though
practically without ornament or mouldings,
and planned with the main object of affording
human habitations at the lowest possible cost,
the buildings, as will be seen, are not without
effect, arising from the grouping of the windows
and arrangement of the general masses of
building, and the whole represents a successful
effort to obtain some picturesque effect in an
essentially utilitarian structure.

ASSOCIATION OF MUNICIPAL AND
COUNTY ENGINEERS.

We now resume and conclude our report* of
the recent meeting at Belfast of the Incor-
porated Association of Municipal and County
Engineers.

Sanitary and Engineering Progress in
Londonderry.

Mr. W. J. Robinson, Assoc. M. Inst. C.E.,
City Surveyor of Londonderry, read a paper
on “ Londonderry, with some notes on its
Engineering and Sanitary Progress.'’ After a
historical review of the city, Mr. Robinson
continued as follows :

—

Water Snpyly.—At the time of the siege the
city was supplied with water from about 100
wells. The first public water supply was ob-
tained by the construction of a small reservoir
on the hill above Waterside, on the south-east
side of the city

;
this was constructed to hold

4.000.

000 gallons
;
the watsr was conveyed from

this reservoir into the city, a distance of over a
mile, by means of oak pipes, having 6-in. bore

;

some of them are still in use. The estimated
cost of these works was S.OOO?., but, through
mismanagement in conducting them, the
actual cost was 15,583^. 83. 9d. The entire
ground taken up by this reservoir was only
i acre and 27 perches.

In 1852 a scheme was put forward for con-
structing works on the north-west side of the
city; a reservoir was made capable of holding

10.000.

000 gallons, and which at that time was
considered of great magnitude, but the futility

• See Builder, p 231, ante.

of stopping at a half measure was discovered

before the works were completed and additional

powers were obtained to construct a second

reservoir in the same valley capable of holding

70,000,000 gallons, the quantity sent into the

city daily being about 300,000 gallons. This

was the full capacity and supply up till 1878,

when it became evident it was quite in-

adequate
;
as a temporary measure, the banks

of the reservoirs were raised so as to increase

the capacity about 10,000,000 gallons; how-

ever, the peace obtained from those who
clamoured for more water was short lived.

Agitation was set on foot, various schemes

were suggested
;

the Corporation took the

opinion of some eminent engineers, but

eventually fixed upon a plan put forward by

the author, which was examined, approved, and

reported upon by Mr. L. L. Macassey, C.E
,
of

Belfast, by whose advice, as Consulting

Engineer, the works were constructed. These

include three reservoirs on the north-west side

of the city, capable of holding 150.000,000

gallons, and on the south-west side two reser-

voirs, capacity 40,000,000 gallons. At present

there is a supply of 30 gallons per head per

day, and, by a small outlay, the intake of water

to these reservoirs can be doubly augmented.

Previous to 1887 there had been no provision for

filtration of the water. Connected with the

works then in operation, and which affected

the lower levels of the city, there was con-

structed a large straining well, fitted with

double copper wire screens, and crushed cinders

placed between the screens
;
the percolation of

the water through these has rendered it much
brighter and most effectual in lessening the

albuminoid ammonia. The upper, or higher

part of the city, which was supplied from a

different service, has been provided with a

filter-bed formed of cinders, sand, and gravel.

A part of the district thus supplied stands

higher than the filter-beds, but the difficulty

thus presented has been obviated by creating

a pressure of 50 ft. by means of a pair

of pomps driven by a direct-acting motor,

which is in turn actuated by the inflow of

the water to the filter-bed
;

this motor is of

the “Duncan” meter pattern. It has now been

in operation two years, and found to work
well. The amount expended in waterworks

during the past seven years has been upwards

of 35,000^.
;
the water is analysed each quarter

by the city analyst, and generally is reported by

him to be very satisfactory.

Streets and Bonds.—Until the year 1874 the

streets were repaired with a very inferior quality

of road-metal obtained in the locality
;

this

road-metal, under heavy traffic in wet weather,

soon became sludge, and of course in dry weather

it produced volumes of dust. Search was made
at every likely place for good road-metal. A
quarry was found 3 miles north of Buncrana,

being 16 miles from the city. The cost of

carriage added materially to the price, but

one of Marsden’s steam stonebreakers was
obtained, as also one of Aveling & Porter’s

steam-rollers, and it was found that the

higher-priced road metal, with properly made
streets, in addition to the superiority of the

road, was in the long run much the cheaper.

Here it may be stated that, although the author

has had the steam-roller working in the city for

seventeen years, there has never, through its

operations, been an accident, nor a single claim

put forward for an alleged accident. At
present there are forty-two miles of streets

repaired by the Corporation. Within the past

two years, however, attention has been directed

to the substituting paved setts for macadam in

the streets where there is heavy traffic, and at

present a good deal of this work is being

carried out with Welsh and Kostrevor setts laid

on concrete beds and grouted with cement.
Footpaths.—Previous to 1874 but very few

parts of the footpaths of the city were flagged,

they being chiefly formed of an inferior kind of

slatestone for kerbing and gravel surface.

Since then most of the city has had proper
footpaths made. All the kerbing and crossings

are obtained from Arnnalong. A loan has

been sanctioned by the Local Government
Beard, which provides for completing all the

pavement of footpaths in the city. For
several years any flagging used was obtained
from Caithness, Y’orksbire, Kilrush, or Manor-
hamilton ; it was found that none of these

could be laid for less than from 7b. to 88. per
super yard. In 1886 the attention of the

author was first directed to the laying of Stuart’s

granolithic. After having examined and seen

its use in several Scotch towns, its adoption was

recommended, and a contract was entered into

with Messrs. Stuart for laying several thousand

yards at 3s. lOd. per square yard. Two years

ago the plan was considered of laying foot-

paths somewhat after the same description as

the granolithic, and which promised to be done

much cheaper. There is at Lifford a very

superior gravel which is delivered cheaply in

Derry
;

it was found that by thoroughly wash-

ing and sizing it a very excellent material was
obtained, equal, if not superior, to the ground

granite used by the Messrs. Stuart. This gravel

with equal proportions of cement forms the

top in. thick, laid on concrete 4 in. thick,

having under it a bed of roughly broken

stones. It is found that this class of footpath

can be laid for from 29. 8d. to Ss. per super

yard.

Sewerage.—Previous to 1848 no attempt

whatever was made to have anything like a

system of sewerage. Where there were any

house-drains at all, they emptied into what

have been called “ elongated cesspools” in the

streets. In that year an Improvement Act was

obtained, under which some of the streets were

sewered, the larger ones with “brick egg-

shaped” sewers, and the smaller ones with

circular stoneware pipes
;
in these works, how-

ever, no thought of ventilation ever entered

the mind, nor indeed was such contemplated

or attempted. Previous to the year 1876

such a thing as the separation system was not

to be found. All baths and basins were con-

nected with the water-closet pips and served,

according to the then plumbing knowledge,

to flush the drains. In 1876 a Provisional

Order was obtained for sewering all the streets

of the city which had not been previously

sewered.
In 1887 the author was called upon by the

Corporation to fully report upon the sewer

system. In order to do this, the four following

questions were prepared, and replies received

from sixty-eight towns in England, eleven in

Scotland, and twelve in Ireland

1. Is there a regular system of ventilation of

the public sewers in your town ?

2. Are the sewers ventilated by means of

openings on the streets 7 If so, what distance

apart are they
;
and have there been com-

plaints from the public in consequence of

annoyance or inconvenience arising from the

eliluvia from them ?

3. Are any of the sewers ventilated by means

of chimney shafts carried beyond the roofs of

houses ? If so, are they erected against private

houses, or are they separate sewer shafts for

sewer gas alone ?

4. Please give any farther additions which

may be in use in your municipality for sewer

ventilation.

Of the answers received from England forty-

six had a regular system of ventilation, twenty-

two had not. Of the Scotch towns, six had a

regular system, five had not. Of the Irish

towns, three had a regular sjstem.two partially

so, and seven had not. Having this information,

and after giving the matter the best considera-

tion, it was decided to recommend a regular

system of street ventilation, together with eight

column ventilators carried up to the tops of

the chief buildings connected with the Corpora-

tion property. A few of the street ventilators

are “ Latham’s Patent Spiral the most of the

others were obtained from the Glenfield Com-
pany, and are fitted up for charcoal. It having

been decided to carry out the work by expendi-

ture out of revenue, and not borrow for it, we
had to lay a number each year, and conse-

quently the city has not yet been completed,

but so far as it has gone there have been the

best results
;

in no instance has there been

reasonable complaint through the escape of

sewer gases.

Connected with by-laws for the building of

houses, made by the Corporation in 1887, it is

imperative that every person constructing a

house-drain receiving sewage from a water-

closet shall erect a ventilating pipe, at least

4 in. in diameter, and closely jointed, of cast-

iron, carried up to the ridge level of the roof of

the building, and fitted with proper wind-

guard.
The sewage empties into the river Foyle, the

tide of which rises from 7 ft. to 9 ft. All the

outlets have tide-flaps of the best kind.

Lighting.— lighting of the city with gas

was started in 1830, and has been a very great

success to the shareholders. What is called the

full rating of property, that is, 43, in the pound,

depends upon being within a radius of 100 yards

from a public lamp
;
all property outside this
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distance is only charged one-third rate, or Is. 4d.
in the pound. In a number of the leading
streets Sugg’s patent lamps have been erected,
each one of these costing as much as five ordi-
nary lamps. The present cost of ordinary
lamps is 3^. 5s. per annum, and the charge for
gas 38. lOd. per thousand feet. Last year the
Corporation obtained a provisional order to
light the city with electricity, which at present
is in course of being carried out.
The sanitary department is looked after by

the Public Health Committee, which includes
all the members of the Corporation. The City
for several years has been singularly free from
epidemic, and the death-rate, as published by
the Registrar-General, contrasts most favour-
ably with the other sixteen towns with which
it is associated in Ireland. For the past ten
pars the average annual death-rate for Ireland
has been 25‘2 per thousand of the population,
while that for Londonderry has been 22 2.
The increasing population has been com-

paratively satisfactory, more especially when it
is considered our country’s population has been
retrograding.

The population of Londonderry in 1841 was
14,087, in 18.51, 19,888, in 1861,20 875, in 1871
25,242, in 1881, 29,163, in 18iH, 33,200.

General. — ^Vithin the past five years the
Corporation has provided the city with a Guild-
haU at a cost of over 16,000^., a School of Art,
which is spoken of as inferior to very few, a
fire-brigade station, fairly well equipped, and
last year an order was given to ornament the
principal streets with trees, which has been
done, and gives promise of being successful.

Mr. T. de Courcy Meade (Hornsey) proposed
a vote of thanks to Mr. Robinson for bis paper.
He thought the town of Londonderry was to
be congratulated on being one of the first in
Ireland in which there was a proper system of
sewer and street ventilators. He would like to
ask Mr. Robinson whether he found the charcoalm Latham’s ventilators to be of any use

;
or

whether, in this humid climate,—he spoke from
experience in London,—it was not absolutely
useless in two or three days. He bad taken the
charcoal out of hundreds of them, and would
be very pleased to sell at a price the cages in
which the charcoal was held.

(West Bromwich), who
seconded the vote of thanks, having congratu-
lated Londonderry on its good sanitary work,
said he quite agreed with Mr. Meade as to the
inefficiency of charcoal ventilators. He thoneht
the idea of patting them in had been exploded
years ago

;
for he did not know atown in England

where they were believed in at the present
time. The only other point which struck him
as peculiar was the cleansing of privies at the
expense of the occupier. The modern practice
was for the authorities to undertake all the
cleansing themselves at the expense of the
public rates. He thought the system of com-
pelling owners of property to empty their own
privies was not to be commended at all. No
doubt it was done much more efficiently by the
local authority, and should form an expense
upon the general rates of the district.

Mr. Spencer (Newcastle-on-Tyne) thought
rating was carried on in a peculiar manner.He agreed with the former speakers as to the

ventilation of sewers, and said the chief use of
charcoal as a ventilator appeared to be to
absolutely prevent ventilation.

Mr. Cowan, County Surveyor of Down, said
he had had considerable experience with the
ventilation of sewers in small towns where
there was inefficient flashing, and he con-
sidered that most of the nuisance which arose
from street ventilation was due to bad sewers,
which often delivered sewage in a state of
putrefaction. He thonght the remedy lay in
treating the whole system of drains and sewers
as one, so as to ensure a rapid delivery of all
waste matters from inlet to outlet.
The vote of thanks having been accorded,
Mr. Robinson, in reply, admitted that

nothing had given him more anxiety than this
qnestion of ventilation. He confessed there
was a great deal of difflonlty in keeping the
charcoal so charged tliat it was beneficial. He
might say that a rate of 48. covered everything,
and property 105 yards from a public lamp
only paid Is. 3d. to the Corporation.
Mr. Stubbs (Darwen) moved a vote of thanks

to the Lord Mayor and Corporation for the use
ot the Council Chamber, which was seconded

htead, of Harrogate, and adopted.
President next moved a vote of thanks

to JUr. Macassey, Water Engineer, for showing
the members over the Waterworks.

Mr. A. M, Fowler (Manchester), in seconding,
commented upon the claim of the Polarite
Company to pass a thousand gallons of sewage
per square yard through their filtering medium
in twenty-four hours, while Belfast could only
pass 500 gallons of comparatively Clearwater.
The vote of thanks having been accorded,
Mr.Macassey, in acknowledging, said his expe-

rience was that with quick filtration, when
it reached a thousand gallons per square yard
in twenty-four hours, the effluent was not good,
and the result was unsatisfactory.
The members then visited the Queen’s Bridge,

Albert Bridge, and Main Drainage Works (all
of which are fully described in Mr. Bretland’s
paper). At the Main Drainage Works the
members were entertained to luncheon in a
marquee erected in one of the partially-con-
structed tanks, Mr. Slartin, the contractor, pre-
siding. In addition to the loyal toasts, the
toasts of the Lord-Lientenant and Prosperity
to Ireland, the City and Trade of Belfast, the
Association of Municipal and County Engi-
neers, coupled with the name of the President
and that of the Chairman, were duly honoured.
The party then proceeded to Ballymenoch
House, county Down, where they were received
by the Lord Mayor and Lady Dixon.

CBrrcspflnbtna.

To the Editor of The Builder,

PARTNERSHIP IN ART.
Sib,—

I

n your notice of the art-work exhibits at
the Church Congress meeting at Folkestone, you
condemn^ handsomely the pernicious system of
authorship in such work when represented by co-
partnerships.

M.ay I ask what you have to say in respect of
precisely the like system operating in the practice
of architecture '{

[ need hardly remind you of the partnership con-
cerns, past and present, of Scott and Moflat, Banks
and Barry, Bodley and Garner, Pritchard and
SeddoD, Wyatt and Brandon, George and Peto,
Arthvir and Raphael Brandon, Shaw and Nesfield,
Deane and Woodward, Paley and Austin, Francis
Bros., Blomfield (Sir Arthur) and Sons, Carpenter
and Ingelow, Somers Clarke and Micklethwaite,
Johnson and Dobson, &c.,&'c.
The list may be extended ad Infinitum by refer-

ence to the London and County Postal directories.

An Artist.
%* Our correspondent (who is an artist in stained

glass) is mistaken if he supposes that the point he
makes was out of our mind in writing. But the
cases are not exactly parallel. Architecture is a
.science as well as an art, and in some classes of
buildings the science Ls the more important element
of the two, and two heads may be better than one
in such cases. What we draw attention to in the
case of stained glass is, that the design of a stained-
glass window is a piece of individual artistic design
and drawing, just in the same sense as a picture,
and must be the work of one man. The making
and leading-up of the glass is manufacture, no
doubt, but the design is a matter of pure art. We
have frequently, in publishing a stained-glass
design under the name of a firm, requested
the name of the actual designer; in some
cases it is readily given, in some cases there
is great reluctance and grumbling about being asked
to give it, and in the latter case (if we get it) it
generally turns out that the real designer is an
artist in the employ of the firm, whose name does
not appear, so that the nominal artists are merely
manufacturers and dealers. In the case of a partners
ship architectural design we think it far preferable
that the personal responsibility for the design should
he stated, and we believe there is a growing feeling
among architects in favour of this. But even ad-
mitting that, the designing and supervision of a
budding is not necessarily so direct and personal
a piece of artistic production as the drawing of a
cartoon fora window.—

E

d.

WANTED,—A FIFTEENTH-CENTURY
SCULPTOR.

Sir,—

I

have recently acquired a fifteenth-
century carved wooden statuette (17 in. high) of
the Madonna and Child, of which parts of the
drapery and the hands want restoring

;
and I do

not know who can do it. I cannot remember to
have seen any modern figure sculpture resembling
the old. Modern work, it seems to me, either
embodies the grossness of the Renaissance style, or,
if it does claim to be what is called devotional, it is
a paltry version in relief of the paintings of the
insipid Dusseldorf school. If any of your readers
can tell me of a sculptor in wood who could be
trusted to carry out the work in such a way as to
preserve the pronounced features of fifteenth-
century mannerisna, I shall be very grateful to hear,
either by letter direct to myself at my address or

through the medium of your correspondeili'
columns. The latter course would, I venture >

suggest, be the better, for there may be othi
beside myself to whom the information would
welcome. I should require to see specimens of f;

work of anyone recommended to me, to enable ){

to satisfy myself before giving the order.

Aymeb Vallance.ii
21, Upper Georye-eirecl, Bryanston’square, IF. .

_

%* If our correspondent wishes the missing ptr
tions restored so as to look like fifteenth-centu:
work, we should reply that no one can do it, beeaui'.

a nineteenth-century brain and band are not)i
fifteenth-century brain and hand.—

E

d.

IS THE PROFESSIONAL ASSESSOR A^
FAILURE?

Sir,

—

Some time ago the Town Council of t'l

Borough of Accrington advertised for designs f;;

a technical school.

The conditions stated that the Committee wouji
call in the assistance of a competent assessor, /

Fellow of the R.I.B.A., along with a Professor c

Technical Instruction, to assist in selecting til;

design.

Under this semblance of fair play, architec:-!

from a distance, who might not otherwise hatS;

done so, entered the competition, the result beinij

that the award of the two assessors, Mr. J. Murga;i
royd, F.R.I.B.A., and Mr. J. H. Reynoldw
Director of the Municipal Technical School £<

Manchester, p’aced our designs first, and those of
)(

local architect second.
One of the conditions was that the cost was ti

be 6,000?., but another condition was that thti

accommodation should be as per a schedule given.

a

The assessors .stated in their report that tbti

above sum was altogether inadequate, and that i
(

their opinion it was not possible to arrange ani*

plan to contain the accommodation required foil

this sum. I

After receiving a notification that we had beet!
awarded the first premium, and asking us to givi'

an estimate of the cost of onr design (which we baci'

not previously done) we waited some three weeksk]
and hearing nothing we wrote to the Town Clerk-i

and in reply received a letter informing us “ thai)
the Council, in consequence of the estimates fofi

carrying out any of the premiated designs beind
far in excess of what they contemplated, havJ
decided not to carry out any of the schemes, buiil

have instructed Mr. H. Ross, of this town, thtlj

winner of the second premium, to prepare newl
plans for their consideration,” thus completely!
ignoring the assessors’ decision.

j

That the Committee are sheltered from any legal^

liability by a saving clause in the Conditions^
which wo need not quote, is no excuse for theic
action in the matter. We may remark in passing);

that wo sent for our drawings immediately aftet-?

receiving the Town Clerk's letter, and were note
surprised to find pin-holes in the four corners ofd

each drawing. i

The moral of this case seems to be that before al

professional assessor accepts an appointment bon
should have some guarantee (in the interests of then
profession) that the architect whom he selects for)|

the first place should be engaged to carry out theii

work, if considered by him competent to do so ;

otherwise we are bound to think the object in t

having an assessor is entirely defeated, aincex
architects do not compete for work for the sake of i

getting the firet premium, but with the reasonable i

expectation of having the work to do.

Mobley & Woodhouse.
Bradford, October 10, 1892.

*** Our correspondents have no doubt been c

shabbily treated, especially if the inference from

:

the “ pinholes ” is to he accepted; but we must;
mint out ou the other hand (as we have done f

jefore) that it is out of the question to expect that i

the people who are going to pay for and use a
building will bind themselves absolutely to accept t

another person's choice. The custom of appointing
?

a professional assessor is not therefore useless : ;

where committees are sensible people who mean j

fairly, they will in the majority of cases accept the 3

assessor’s judgment, conscious that they are :

probably doing best for their own interests in doing
;

so. If they are not wise and do not mean fairly :

they will not accept it, and in that case it cannot t

be helped. If the architectural profession attempt t

to have it ruled that committees are to bind them- •

selves absolutely to accept the assessor's finding,
,

they will soon make an end of the assessor, and lose ;

the undoubted benefit of his influence in the *

majority of cases.—

E

d.

GAS-LIME.
Sir,—

I

believe gas-iime on exposure to the air
'

turns white, absorbing oxygen, and being finally '

a mixture of sulphate of lime and carbonate of ;

lime. Aro these two things always in a tolerably •

definite proportion, or are they very variable ?
'

About how long does gas lime generally require to ;

lie exposed before the change is brought about ?

\V. F. C.

In reply to our correspondent’s inquiry,
,

gas-lime undergoes the changes indicated on ex- •
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posure to air. The proportions, however, of the
two constituents are very variable, much depending
upon details of the manufacture and mode of

puriOcation of the coal-gas, and even upon the
variety of coal used, as well as, of course, upon the
physical condition and variety of lime employed,
and whether only thin layers are exposed to air

protected from the weather, or whether large
neaps which the influence of the air can only slowly
penetrate are to be dealt with.

The waste lime from a particular works might be
reasonably uniform in composition, but would pro-
bably differ considerably from the product of

another works. The following has been given as a
typical analysis of a sample of frenh gas-lime :

—

Calcium Hydrate (slaked lime) ... 32‘60
Calcium Carbonate 17 ’50
Calcium Sulphite and Sulphate ... 20-20
Calcium Sulphide and Thiocyanate traces
Ammonia O’Ol
Water 30-10

100-41

The time taken to convert all the lime into car-
bonate and sulphate must obviously depend upon
the original composition of the gas-lime, and the
conditions under which it was exposed to the air
(whether in thin layers or in large heaps). Direct
experiment would be the only satisfactory method
of settling the point.

In some works Brin's oxygen method of purifying
coal-gas is adopted. Oxygen is added to the coal-
gas {before it is passed through the lime, with the
result that the sulphur compounds and ^rbonic acid
combine with the lime with separation of a con-
siderable quantity of free sulphur. In many
works much of the sulphur is removed by means of
oxide of iron, and in others, again, lime alone is

employed.—

£

d.

Shitrmt’s Column:*

CONCRETE.—XVI.
AGGRKGATES (^continued').

HE great variety of limestones precludes
a detailed description of them. The
remarks about the strength, weight, and

;
porosity of sandstones are applicable to lime-

I
stones. Kentish Rag is a dense, hard, and durable

I stone, and is often used in concrete for founda-
:
tions, &o.; Portland stone, and some of the
harder varieties of Bath stone, yield excellent
aggregates

;
chalk has also been used for

common work, but it cannot be recommended,
as it requires careful manipulation and does not
attain to the strength which good concrete
ought to possess. Marbles also will prove
suitable for aggregates, and, in fact, any
material of sufficient strength and durability,
and to which the cement will adhere, may be
used. Many of the harder varieties of lime-
stones and marbles are used for the face-
concrete or finishing-surfaces of paving, curbs,
&c., in the same way as crushed granite, and,
although they are not equal to the latter in
durability, they furnish an extremely hard
surface, capable of taking considerable polish.
As we have already stated, limestone is easily
affected by fire

;
sometimes the limestone facing

of buildings has been entirely burnt away,
while the brick backing has remained standing.

Slates.—Broken slates, the refuse of slate
quarries, may also be used in concrete, but they
are too dense and laminar to make really good
work.

Brolien Iricli, —Broken bricks of various
! kinds, roofing tiles, retorts, and pottery furnish

I
extremely useful aggregates. They have, in

i the process of manufacture, been subjected to
[great heat, and are therefore less liable to
|change)of form under the influence of fire

;
for

i this reason they are especially valuable for the
I
concrete of floors, &c., which are intended to be

i fire-resisting. Broken fire-bricks have been spe-
jcially recommended for this purpose, but some
of them have not much strength. Many kinds
of bricks, too, are lighter than some kinds of
38tone, and this is worthy of consideration in
: floors, but the crushing strength of the latter
will, as a rule, be greater than that of the
jbricks. The porosity of most bricks is a point
in their favour, as this facilitates the adhesion
of the cement to their surfaces, but care must
•be taken that the bricks are soaked with water
(before they are made into concrete. Experi-
ments have shown that dry, soft place bricks,
[joined with lias lime mortar, can be separated
[With only one-half the force that is required to
iSeparate hard-grey stocks similarly united

;
the

figures being 18 lbs. and 36 lbs. per square inch
rcespectively at the end of one month. Old
brickwork and tiles from buildings, pottery-

refuse, kc., usually require thorough washing
before they are fit for use.

Some experiments on concrete arches carried

out by Mr. C. Colson, showed that the arches
composed of Portland cement, sand, and broken
bricks were more than 50 per cent, stronger

than similar arches of Portland cement, sand,

and screened harbour shingle, the proportions

in all cases being the same, namely, 1, 3,

and 6. The superior strength was “evidently
due to the more absorbent and angular
character” of the bricks. “The appearance of

the fractures in the two cases, i.e
,
shingle and

broken brick, showed a marked difference. In
the first case, the strain destroyed the adhesive
power existing between the shingle and the
matrix

;
in no instance was a stone observed to

be fractured, the casta being, as a rule, clearly

defined in the cement. In the second case, the

superior adhesive power existing between the
broken brick and cement matrix was manifest

;

in but few instances had the cement left the
surface of the brick, the general characteristic

being that of complete dUintegration of both
brick and matrix.”

Bricks ought not to be used as an aggregate
in works exposed to the sea, as they have been
found to disintegrate under such conditions.
Burnt Clay,J)-c .—Closely akin to broken brick

is burnt clay. This is frequently recommended
as a good aggregate, and so it is when the
burning is thoroughly carried out. But it is

just this thorough and equal burning of the
clay which is so difficult of attainment,—espe-
cially in contract work. As a rule, some other
aggregate can be obtained, which will be of
more uniform quality

;
underbornt clay will

make wretched concrete. Shale, which may be
described as a laminated clay or mud, is some-
times burnt and used for concrete in the same
way as clay. The material is usually burnt over
a fire of wood and coal or coke, fresh supplies
of clay or shale and combustible material being
added alternately as the burning proceeds.

Great care, however, is requisite in the burning,
as, unless properly burnt, the aggregate will

destroy the concrete. It is not many years
since a contractor had to pay 50^. for damages
caused by the falling of the walls of two con-
crete cottages, in which unburnt shale and clay
had been used as an aggregate.

Burnt ballast should be of a dark red or
purple colour

;
a bright red colour indicates

imperfect burning.
Coke-hreeze, Jj-c .—Coke and coke-breeze from

gasworks, and boiler cinders from factories,

are often used in concrete for floors, roofs, and
partitions, where lightness is a desideratum.
Concrete made with such an aggregate, how-
ever, is not as strong as that made with either

broken brick or slag or stone; this is accounted
for by the inherent weakness of the coke,

cinders, &o. The weight of the concrete floor

itself is often a very large part of the load
which it has to carry, and for this reason the
strength should always be considered in con-
junction with the weight. A light concrete of
moderate strength may carry a greater added
load than a stronger concrete of great weight.

The experiments of Mr. Webster (see Table
VIII., p. 113, ante) go to prove that coke-
breezs concrete suffers less from heating and
quenching than do concretes made with sand,
pumice-stone, fire-brick, and slag.

A further advantage of coke-breeze concrete
for floors is that it can be nailed to; floor-

boards can, therefore, be laid directly upon it

without the necessity of wood joists or fillets,

or an intervening space for air (and dirt). But
this very lightness and porosity is a disadvan-

tage for walls, foundations, and other places in

which it will be subjected to the action of the
weather or of water, or where it will be expected
to bear great weight. A very porous aggregate
requires more cement than one of closer texture,

and is not as strong
;
it is sometimes recom-

mended that porous material should be soaked
with Portland cement before using, bat the cost

of this would probably be more than that of

getting a better aggregate. )Some persons have
objected to the use of .coke-breeze concrete

under hearths, as it is a comparatively good
conductor of heat, and will, indeed, sometimes
become red-hot and char, or even set fire to,

adjacent woodwork (see the Builder for

February 13 and March 19, 1893). Coke-breeze
and similar materials ought to be well wetted
before being made into concrete, otherwise they
will absorb the moisture from the cement and
prevent its proper hardening. As a rule, too,

such aggregates contain impurities which ought
to be washed away. The fineness of coke

breeze is also a factor in lessening the ultimate

strength of the concrete. It should not be used

for external walla.

Slag.—Slag from iron furnaces is used not only

for making cement, as already described, but
also as an aggregate. It can be obtained

from many ironworks in the form of sand,

and also in sizes, suitable for various kinds-

of concrete, from §-in cubes upwards. It has-

been often used in harbour and dock-works,
especially for face-concrete, for which its hard-

ness and durability render it particnlarly suit-

able. For foundations, walls, and other places

where weight is no objection, it is very useful.

Slag-concrete varies much in weight, according

to the nature of the slag. Some of it is lighter

than Portland-stone concrete, while some is

heavier than granite-concrete. On account of

its weight it is not usually recommended for

floors, although there are the counterbalancing

advantages of greater strength and resistance

to fire.

Shells.—Shells are also used for concrete in

places where they are easily obtained, and in

conjunction with gravel, or shingle, or other

material, they make good work.
Resistance to Fire.—Mr. 'Webster’s experi-

ments, already mentioned, seem to show tbab

the resistance to fire of various aggregates ie

as follows, in order of merit:—1. Coke-breeze.

3. Pumice-stone. 3. Fire-brick. 4. Slag. 5.

Sand (and, presumably, gravel, or broken sand-

stone of similar composition). The difference

between Nos. 1, 2, and 3, is, however, very little.

Mr. Webster also obtained a 4-in. cube of :— 1.

Syenite from North Wales, and a .5-in. cube of

each of the following stones—2. Porphyritic

granite from Westmoreland. 3. Carboniferous

limestone from Derbyshire. 4. Portland oolite,

6. Sandstone-grit from Darley Dale, Derbyshire

and 6. Sandstone-grit from Bramley Fall, York-
shire. These cubes were simultaneously placed

in a furnace heated to about 2,100 deg. Fahr.,

but cooling to about 2,000 deg.
;
they were re-

moved in nine minutes and a - quarter.

The syenite, at a minute and a - quarter,
“ cracked with a slight explosion and
gradually broke into shelly fragments;” a
large corner broke off the porphyritic granite

after one-and-a-balf minutes, and the remain-

ing portion of the cube “afterwards cracked

and crumbled to small fragments ”
;
the lime-

stone began to “ calcine at the corners, and in

about two minutes began to split up and
crumble, the small pieces becoming calcined”;

the Portland oolite “ stood apparently intact

for about three minutes, but a slight tap with
an iron rod broke it into pieces, which com-
menced to calcine”; the two sandstone cubea
stood “intact for about four minutes, when,

they commenced to scale and shell off,”—

a

small crack had appeared in the Bramley Fall

stone in two minutes. From this test, Mr.
Webster concludes that of these varieties of

stone, granite is the worst, and sandstone the
best for resisting the influence of fire. It has
been known for a long time that granite soon
succumbs to great heat, and one instance is

recorded where “ a granite post, 13 in. by
12 in,, was reduced to sand by the same fire

that burned into a wooden post next to the
granite less than 1 in.”

Strength.—The tensile strength of briquettes

made with cements and various kinds of sands

has been given in several tables, and nothing

further need now be said on this point. The
crushing strength of concrete made with Port-

land cement and various kinds of aggregates

has been ascertained by Mr. Grant.* Six-inch

cubes were made, kept in air for a year, and
then crushed, one test only being made in each
case. The proportions were measured by
volume. One-half of the total number of

blocks were compressed by beating the concrete

into the mould with a small mallet
;
the remain-

ing blocks were not compressed. The results

may be tabulated (see Table, ^age 306).

Taking the whole of these results into con-

sideration, we find the relative values of the

different materials to be as follows Portland

stone, 100 ;
pottery, 74-4

;
granite, 68'6

;
glass,

58-3
;
slag, 56 5 ;

flints, 56-3
;
and, lastly, ballast,

491. The ronndness and smoothness of the
ballast (presumably, “ Thames ballast ”), and
the sand and dirt it contained, will acconnt for

its low position. The flints also give low results

because of their smoothness and roundness,

and, probably, dirtiness, while smoothness and
brittleness account for the position of the glass

and slag. Granite might have been expected

to take a higher place
;
perhaps it contained a

* Proceedings Inst. C.E., vol. xxxll. (1870-1).
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Table XX. (see page 305).

Cnishtng Strength (hi tons per sg.ft.) of Portland-cement Concretes having various Aggregates.

No.

Six to One. Eight to One. Ten to One.

of .\ggreg4te.

Compressed Not
Compressed. Compressed Not

Compressed. Compressed Not
Compressed.

Ballast 81 '6

lfi2'4

loo

72-8

120
50
98

58

42 322
3 Granite 76

4 115-2 98'4
46

5
56
56
54-4

74 66

6 Flints 82
112*

62
66

70
42 34

7 Glass 51'2

- - .

50 40

with th, „maioi„g teats with^lass, and wo'uld'r’e^egktotToVhl lo .^rptace b„r°„ne.

considerable amount of dust. It is also
surprising to find Portland stone 25 per cent,
better than even pottery

j
possibly, its

angularity, hardness, cleanliness, and affinity
.for cement gave it the premier position.

Similar experiments with broken sandstone
and with coke-breeze would have been valuable
to architects.

OBITUARY.
Mr. Thom.vs Woolnkr, R.A.—We regret to

announce tUe death of Mr. Thomas Woolner, K.A.,
which oowjrred on the 7th inst. in London. He

born at Hadleigh, in Suffolk, on December 17,
18..D, and was, therefore, in bis sixty-sixth year.
It was in 1843 that he first attracted the notice of
the^ public by his statues of “Queen Eleanor "and
“The Death of Boadicea," which were succeeded
at no long interval by “Puck,^’ “Titania,"
Eros and Euphrosyne,” and “The Rainbow.”

About forty years ago he joined Mr. Millais, Mr
Holman Hunt, and Mr. Dante Gabriel Rossettim starting a short-lived periodical called The
Oerni, intended to ^express the ideas of the pre-
Kiphaelites, Mr. Woolner’s contributions being a
senes of poems, which were afterwards published
under the name of “My Beautiful Lady.” In 1S71
he was elected an Associate of the Royal Academy
and throe years later an Academician

;
while in

on the death of Mr. Henry Weekes, he
became Professor of Sculpture, a post which he
reiigned after an interval of two years.
Mr. James Fowler, F.R.I.B.A., F.SA — We

regret to hear of the death, on the 10th inst., of
Mr. James Fowler, of Louth, aged 63. As many of
our readers well kno w, he was an architect remark-
able for tbo artistic ability he displayed in the
treatment of Gothic work. We hope next week to
be able to say something more about him and bis
works, several of which have been illustrated in our
pages. Mr. Fowler was a member of the Architec-
tural Association, and used to take great interest in
Its annual excursions. He was ever ready to help
young _architects_ with advice as to their studies
and his loss will be very deeply and widely
regretted. ^

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
Restoration op Lichfield C.\thedral

According to Birmingham GozstU, the appeal
diocese of Lichfield in February for

-0,0001., to be expended on the fabric of the
Cathedral, has so far resulted in donations
Amounting to upwards of 5,000f. With this sum in
hand the Dean and Chapter have undertaken
portions of the work. The stonework of the largest
vf the north windows is now completed, and it is
hoped that the glass will be ready for insertion
oariy m November. New mullions and tracery
have been inserted in two of the windows on the
north side of the Lady Chapel. This work was
necessary for the preservation of the sixteenth-
century Herckenroda glass. The adjoining
buttresses have also been repaired, and the figures
of Ruth, Esther, Anna, and Priscilla placed in the
canopies. The western side of the north transept,
which was in a dangerous condition, is now being
repaired, and the buttress, which was ready to fall
13 being re-bnilfc in accordance with the recom-
mendation of Mr. Pearson, RA., who has inspected
the Cathedral and submitted a report thereon,
ihe southern and eastern faces of the central
tower are in process of restoration, and it is hoped
that this work, together with the renovation of the
northern and western faces of the tower and all
mecessary repairs to the spire, including a new
Iightnuig-oonductor, will be completed next year,^ext m importance to the work already in progress
the Dean and Chapter consider the restoration ofthe south transept. In the report referred to Mr
Pearson urge.s that the gable end over the windows
oi the north transept ought to be restored

; the ,

east and west walls also require repairs, and
the upper part of the large buttress on the
west side requires to be re-built, being in such
a condition that it may fall at any moment.
The spire of the central tower needs some repairs
to the openings

;
some cement work must be re-

moved and replaced with stone, and some crockets
require to be renewed. Considerable restoration is
needed on each side of the south transept,
but more especially on the west side. As
regards the design of the great south window, Mr.
Pearson would be disposed to leave it as it is

;
and

he would also recommend that no alteration be
made m the curious tracery in the circular windowm the gable. This gable end is flanked by large
buttresses. The side walls towards the top have
gone over at some time, but not to any great
extent. A tie bar might be inserted near the base
of the gable which would prevent any further
movement, and the buttresses might be brought
back to something like the form shown on the
old

_
prints. In the north aisle of the nave

It 18 necessary to restore to some extent
the decayed stonework of the windows, buttresses,
*c. Unless something be done soon, there will bo
little left of the ornamental features and mouldings,
The stone groining of the nave should be replaced.
The wall rib at the west-end ought to be raised

; it
now cuts off the point of the window. The raising
of the roofs to their original pitch would be of
advantage to the external effect of the Cathedral,
and especially if covered with lead. Much restora-
Don is needed to the walls and windows of the
Chapter-house.

_

There are some details around
this building which ought to be restored as soon as
possible. The damage done by the falling of the
spire to the vestibule should be made good, and the
groining restored.

Northern Ho.spital, Wixchmobe Hill.—The
last of the new -temporary huts for the accommo-
dation of 201) fever patients at the Northern
Hospital, for the Metropolitan Asylum Board, were
banded oyer to the authorities on tbo 7th inst.
These buildings, although termed temporary, are
built with brick foundations on a concrete plat-
form ; the sides are of timber framing, covered on
the inside with match-boarding, and externally
with felt and weather-boarding, and the roofs are
boarded on principals, and covered with slating
and Staffordshire ridgos and hips. The wards are
each 113 ft. long, and are provided with two centre
fireplaces of glazed bricks, and with slow-combus-
tion stoves, and at the ends kitchen, lavatory, and
bath are fitted up with hot and cold water. The
inside of the wards presents a cheerful appearance,
the sashes and doors being painted white, and the
match-boarding stained and varnished. Great
attention has of course been paid to the sanitary
arrangements, and the drainage is laid with
Hasaall’s patent jointed pipes. The whole of the
nine huts have been erected in the short time of
seven weeks. The architects for the building are
Messrs. Pennington & Bridgen, and the contractors
are Messrs. H. Wall & Co., of Carlton Works
Kentish Town. '

Additions to St. Mich.-vel’s Chorch, Runcorn.—On the 2yth ult. the Bishop of Chester conse-
crated St. Michael’s Church, Runoorn, the nave of
which has been opened for some time. An apsidal
chancel has been added, from designs by Mr. Barry
of Liverpool. The new chancel is 24 ft. in width
and 41 ft. from the step under the chancel arch to
the eastern wall. Adjoining the chancel on the
north side are vestries for the clergy and choir
divided by movable partitions, which when removed
will throw the two rooms into one. The floors of
choir and sacrarium are of marble mosaic of orna-
mental patterns laid in cement on a bed of con-
crete. The chancel is lighted by five pointed three-
light windows, three of which are in the apse, filled
with tracery of geometrical pattern in separate
designs. The three windows in the apse are filled
with stained glass. There is a carved credence
table, of Caen stone, in the south-east wall, also a
reredos of Caen stone and marble, and an altar
rail. The whole of the woodwork and fittings are

of dressed pitch-pine, varnished. A stone arch at
jambs opening into the intended position of tl
tower, where the organ is hereafter to be plaoeu;
appear on the south side of the chancel. The cox;
tractors for the work are Messrs. Hughes ?|

Stirling, Liverpool, and the mosaic floor w:
executed by Mr. Swift, of Liverpool.

The Blackpool Tower.—At the meeting of tl
directors held at the Beacb Hotel, Blackpool, c,;

the 2nd inst., Messrs. Maxwell & Tuke reports
that two of the tower legs are now erected tot
height of 55 ft., and a third one toabeight of 30 fJ

Messrs. Heenan Froude are proceeding rapidli
with the steelwork in their Newton Heath yaro
and if the present rate of progress is maintainei
there is no reason why the tower up to 85 ft. hig
should not be completed this year.

New Convalescent Home at Habrooate.-!
On the 15th ult. a new convalescent home i

Wethorby-lane, Harrogate, was opened by thf
Mayoress of Sunderland. The new home is tht
outcome of the movement in aid of the disaster thal

occurred in Sunderland in 1883, when 183 childreil
lost their lives. Mr. John Eltringham, of Sunde^
land, was the architect.

Catholic School-Chapel, St. Helens, LaN'J
C.ASHIEE.—On the 2nd inst. the foundation-stone©
the new Catholic sohool-chapel, St. Helens, wa?
laid by the Roman Catholic Bishop of Liverpocc
(Dr._ O’Reilly). The new building will be in tw«i

stories, the lower portion being fitted up as j

school-room, and the upper portion as the chapelt
but it will be so arranged that at some future data
it can be converted into a school. The length o
the building will be 66ft. 6in., and the widtH‘
about 27 ft., while the total height is 44 ft. Thil
building will be of brick, faced with red sandi
stone, and relieved with Accrington bricks. There:
will be an open roof, with pitchpine principals, Thct
chapel will be reached by a flight of atone stepsp
with oak hand-rail. The total cost will be over
2,000^. The architects are Messrs. Sionott, Siunottj
& Powell, of Liverpool, and the contractor, Mrl
James Almond, of St. Helens.

New Markets, Halifax.—On the 6th inst. Mri
Davis, Mayor of Halifax, placed in position a
memorial tablet at one of the Southgate entrances!
to the new covered markets for Halifax, now ini

progress. The new markets, arcade, and shopsf
comprised in the scheme will cost not less tham
105,000L Messrs. Leeming & Leeming, of London.i
are the architects, and the contract for the masons’)
work has been entrusted to Mr. George Charnock.l
of Halifax,

New Markets, Dublin,—Now fish and vegetable!
markets, which will shortly be opened, have just been)
built at Dublin. Mary’s- laue, outside the markets,

j

has been widened, and the roadway will be at leasts
40 ft. wide for a considerable stretch on either side!
of Halston-street. There are three entrances tot
the markets on the Mary’s-lane side, one at either;
comer, and the central or principal one directly
opposite Halston-street. The latter is a structure'
of the Corinthian order, with columns, capitals, e

and entablature, surmounted by two figures, one of:
them representing Justice and the other Honests
Trade. In the centre are the City arms, s

The markets are 330 ft. long in the clear, •

with a width of 195 ft. The area is spanned by;
eight roofs, which are supported on fifty-six cast-

1

iron columns and malleable arch iron girders. The
floor of the markets is divided into ten large
beds, which are concreted. The markets are

'

divided longitudinally and transversely by a i

couple of leading roads for carts, with a road-

1

way across each end for vehicles delivering
j

produce. There are entrances for fish off East i

Arran -street and St. Michan’s-atreet, and (

entrance common to both markets off i

Fisher’s-lane. Refreshment-rooms, separate, have '

been provided for men and women, and between i

these departments is the caterer’s room. Lavatory
;

accommodation is also furnished, as well as a cloak- .

room. The superintendent is provided with a bouse '

and stores. Hydrants are provided all over the <

floors, with a good supply of water for cleansing ;

purposes. Mr. Wilsou was the architect, the i

engineering work having been carried out under the i

supervision of the Borough Surveyor, Mr. Spencer ,

Harty; Messrs. William Connolly & Son, of Dublin,
were the contractors. All the ironwork in the i

markets was executed by Messrs. Lysaght, of

Bristol.

Application of Wind Power.—One of Messrs. .

Alfred Williams & Co.’s Halladay windmills has :

lately been erected on an estate at Backwell, near
Bristol, where there has hitherto been great diSiculty

i

in getting a sufficient supply of water on account of

the elevated position of the estate. Water is now .

taken from the Bristol Water Company’s main,
which supplies a tank situated at a level 190 ft.

above Ordnance datum, being the foot of the hill

approaching the estate. The windmill is placed
over this tank, and is coupled direct on to the
pump. The lift from this point is 360 ft., through
2,500 ft. of pipe, and the water is delivered into a
storage-tank of about 6,000 gallons capacity, from
which it flows to the mansion. The work was
carried out under the direction of Messrs. John
Taylor & Sons, of Westminster.
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SANITARYAND ENOINEBRINO NEWS.
Sewage Disposal at Northampton.—At a

Towa Council meeting held at the Guildhall on the

3rd instant, it was resolved, bya majority of seven-

teen votes to six, to adopt Mr. Bailey Denton’s

report to increase the area of the existing sewage
farm by the purchase of 200 more acres of land,

and to purify the sewage of the town by means of

wide irrigation and intermittent filtration.

,
Proposed New Pier at Weston-sdper-Mare.

I
—On the requisition of some twenty ratepayers, a
Ipublic meeting was recently convened at the Town
iHall, Weston-super-Mare, to consider the advisa-

Ibility or otherwise of constructing a new pier from
ithe end of Regent-street or elsewhere. The com-
Imuoication which was read 'from the engineer, Mr.
'Munro, of Bristol, stated that the proposed pier

would afford a good promenade, and also facilities

ifor light goods traffic by means of a tramway
;

also

ta pier-head from whence steamers might embark
land disembark passengers at all states of the lido.

The structure would be 2,200 yards in length
and 16 ft. in width, whilst the pier-head would
ibelfiOft. by 50 ft. Of the width, one half would
be for a promenade, and the other for the
Ifcramway. From tbo pier -head there would
be a depth of 10 ft. of water at the lowest

itides, whilst at the same time it would be
out of the reach of tho channel currents. The
Istructure would be of wrought - iron columns,
iron lattice work, and wood fiooring, whilst the
pier-head would be constructed of green-heart
(timber. In the entire length it is proposed to

ifonn twelve wideoings, each 50ft. by 8 ft., in which
(shelters might be erected, and on tbo pier-head a
pavilion would be provided for concerts, &c. The
rtramway would be worked by endless wire rope,

iwith a stationary engine mid-way.—After some
Hiscussion, a general committee was appointol to

[further the scheme.
New Bridge Across the River Dee.—A new

(suspension foot-bridge across the Dee at Polquho-
^liob, about two miles above Ballater, was opened
pn the 8th inst. by the Duchess of Albany. The
ridge is the giftof Mr. Alexander Gordon, London,
native of tho district. The bridge is of the

(itiffened lattice girder description, and is 195 ft. in

tength, with a breadth of roadway of 4 ft. The
height of the roadway above the water is 12 ft.

The foundations are all of concrete. The lattice

|:owers are of steel, and 23 ft. in height. Two
.)-in. steel iron cables, with a breaking strain of 70
TODS, carry the bridge. The roadway is stiffened

oy two side lattice girders standing 3 ft. 9 in. high,
Iffhilo the flooring is covered with wrought-iron
phequered plates. Messrs. Abernethy, Aberdeen,
jvere the designers and contractors.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.
! France.—The Due d’Aumale has just pre-
;iented to the Museum of Decorative Arts the
Inodel of the “Cerfs” which the animal sculptor

Auguste Cain has executed in bronze for the
Chateau of Chantilly. The museum at St. Ger-
main has recently received an important collection

|)f drawings, engravings, and photographs of pre-
pistoric objects, Celtic, Gallo-Roman. Merovingian,
ind Carlovingian. Last Sunday a monument
vas inaugurated at Auborvilliers, to the memory of

teveral artillerymen who were killed by an ex-

plosion. The monument, which is of a pyramidal
term, is surrounded by cannons tied by chains.

in November the interesting objects collected in

Central Africa by M. Dybowski will be exhibited in

[he Natural History Museum. M. Theophile Bar-
au, sculptor, has lately been made Chevalier of the
Legion of Honour. His statue of Kellermann was
irecently inaugurated at Valmy. MM. Besson,
Asaac Boisson, Paul Buffet, and Guillonaet have just
(teen admitted into the competition for the Jauvin
J’Attainville prize (historical painting section).

Iphe subject given is the decoration of a ceiling with
5. mythological scene in the centre. MM. Am6d6e
feuffet, Foreau, and Bronsin have also been ad-
mitted into the landscape section of the same com-
petition. The subject given is a sacred wood, in

Nhich a young girl is bringing an offering to a fawn.
rhe judgment will be given on the 25th inst.

Marennes (Cbarente Inf^rieure) a monument has
oeen inaugurated to the memory of the Sous-Prefet
jeterne, who reclaimed all the marshy land about
his part of Saintonge. The monument is by

I 'loncel the sculptor, who has also received a com-
bnission from the Archbishop of Paris for the great

liToup which is to crown the Church of the Sacred
•tleart at Montmartre. There is a discus.sion in

iParliament as to replacing the present design on
((•ostage-stampB by_ a new vignette representing
•on allegorical subject of the Revolution. A com-
iitetition will be opened for it.—— It is said that the
liff at C-inville, near Havre, has slipped for a

iilistance of 350 metres. To-morrow, October 16,
he monument to tho memory of M. Dorian is te
10 inaugurated at Montbeliard. M. Dorian was late
l|Qember of the National Defence. At Reigner
i.Haute Savoie) the first stone of a charitable institu-
ion has just been laid); it is to be a building com-
nemoratiug the centenary of the anne.vation of
France and Savoy, and will bear the inscrip-

tion, “ L’Asile du Centenaire.” The .sculptor,

Edmond Prevot, Professor at the Ecole des

Beaux - Arte at Bordeaux, has just died at

the age of fifty-four. He was born in Paris,

had studied in Jouffroy's atelier, and exhi-

bited at all the Salons. The painter Emile
Lignol, the oldest member of tho Section of Paint-

ing at the Academy des Beanx-Arts, has died at

Montmorency at the age of eighty-eight. M.
Vital-Dubray, sculptor, father-in-law of the painter

Resnard, has also died, at the age of eighty.

The death of M. Charles Giraud is also announced
at Saunois, at the age of seventy-three. He was
father of the painter Eughue Giraud, and was known
for his marine pictures, which were ordered by
Government. He preferred painting scenes in

Breton life. A competition has just been opened
by the town of Saint Brieue (CGies du Nord) for the

rebuildingofthe parish church of Cesson Saint Brieue.

M. Fraissinet-Jouve, architect at Marseilles,

has just died at the age of thirty-six. We have

also heard of the death of M. Arsene Descaves,

late architect of the Department of the Haute
Marne. He died at Ohaumont, aged seventy-seven.
•——On the 17th inst. the competition opened by
the Ville de Paris for the decoration of tho two large

halls in the Hotel de Ville will be closed. The
objects of the competition comprise a great ceiling

decoration, scutcheons and spandrels for each

salon
;

this compels the competitors to reserve

a certain part for architectural decoration. The
exhibition of designs will be held in the Champs de
Mars, in the Palais des Beaux-Arts.
Berlin.—A provisional place of worship, which

is to be used whilst Professor Raschdorff's cathedral

is being erected on the site of the old “Dom,” will

be opened this month. The building consists of

an iron framework construction) with polychrome
brick surfaces on the exterior, and a simple treat-

ment in stucco in the interior.—The competition

for designs for the proposed “ Provincial Museum”
at Berlin has been opened. Three premiums (200^,

125^., 75Z.
)
are to be given, five eminent architects

and officials of the Government Board of Works
acting as assessors. There is no limit of cost

mentioned in the “programme,” only competitors

are reminded that luxurious decoration would be

out of place. The site for the new museum is in

tho city proper. There will be an exhibition of all

the designs sent in at the Town-hall, Candidates

are allowed four months for tho preparation of

their drawings. Only twonty-three designs have
been submitted to the assessors Of the great

Dresden “Central Station” Competition. There
will be an exhibition of the drawings in the new
Royal Academy Rooms. The pianoforte manu-
facturer, Bechstein

,
has built a new concert-hall,

with seating capacity for an audience of 500. Pro-
fessor Schweehten, who is an authority on questions

of acoustics, acted as architect, and has given a
successful practical demonstration of his theories.

The decoration of the hail is in very light colours.

Art critics consider the Furniture Show which
has been opened at the “ Landesanstellungs

Palast” to be disappointing, on account of the

little progress made in design since the last

exhibition of this kind, which was held in 1879.

“Cheap and bad” is the order of the day.——The
architect of the new Imperial Houses of Parliament
has decided to send a model of this building to the

Chicago Show. Tho model, which is being made by
Professor Leasing to a scale of 1-25, will be the

centrepiece in the German architectural section.

The Municipal authorities of Berlin have
voted 27,000 marks for the exhibition of some
examples of tho work of their building depart-

ments. Among the exhibits which the City

Architect will send are drawings of the Urban
Hospital, three lunatic asylums, the central

covered market, tho slaughter-house, and a number
of bridges. Some 85 square metres of wall surface

and 20 square metres superficial have been reserved

for the exhibits of this department alone. Our
contemporarj', the official CtniralhUM der Bauver-
waltung, in some descriptive notes on the extra

hospital accommodation at Hamburg, does not

accuse the authorities for being unprepared for an
epidemic. There is no doubt that the water supply
is very bad

;
that evil has, however, been a chronic

one, and need not be confused with questions

relating to the measures taken by the authorities

when the danger of the plague was apparent.

The new Theatre “ Unter den Linden,” which has
been opened for variety entertainments, has cost

the proprietor 75,000f. An hotel and a restaurant
which have been built in connexion with the estab-

lishment cost another 50,000^. The erection of

the hotel was in the hands of Messrs. Cremer Si

Wolfenstein.
Switzerland.—Sixteen designs were sent in for

the Basle University Library Competition. M.
Richard Kuder, of Strasburg, who submitted an
academical plan of great excellence, received the

first premium. A new museum is to be erected at

a cost of 460,000 francs, of which 300,000 were
voted by the Government. la the limited com-
petition for the design of a new “Tonhalle” at

Zurich, the first prize has been given to Messrs.
Fellner and Helmer, of Vienna. There is to be a

competition for models of some sculpture, which is

to be placed on the fapade of Kemper’s technical

college. Twelve thousand francs are to be given in

prizes.

MISCELLANEO US.

Royal Society of Antiquaries of Ibelanu.

—

The fourth annual meeting of the members of the
Royal Society of Antiquaries of Ireland was held onr

the 11th inst., in the Lecture Theatre of the Royal
Dublin Society. Mr. Thomas Drew, KH.A., pre-
sided. The Ubairman read a letter from Mr..
Heliier Gosselin, the secretary of the Royal Archajo-
logical Institute of Great Britain and Ireland,
accepting the invitation of the Society to hold the
annual meeting of the Institute for 1893 in Dublin-
The Chairman also mentioned that the annual
meeting would be held in August of next year, and
that there were invitations from Cork to the
Archffiological Institute to hold a meeting there.

immediately afterwards. Mr. William Frazer,
Fellow, then delivered a lecture on the “ Rarerforms-
of Irish tiles,” and gave illustrations by means-
of coloured drawings.—Mr. Frazer read a second
paper, which dealt with the subject of recent finds

of brass money of the time of James II., and the
last paper read consisted of extracts from the
records of the Corporation of New Ross, compiled
by Col. Vigors, J.P., Fellow.—Six other papers
were taken as read.—Several photographio lantern
slides of the tumuli and inscribed stones of New
Grange and Dowth were then exhibited by Messrs.
G. Coffey, B.L., and L. R. Strangeways, M.A. A
letter was read from Miss Frances Keane, of
Cappoquin, calling attention to the fact,

that Sir Walter Raleigh’s house at Youghal
was to be taken piecemeal to the Chicago Exhibi-
tion, and suggesting that the Society should take
the initiative in an attempt to rescue it, and keep*
it intact where it was at present.—Mr. Burtchael)
said that although the Society was not in a position
to acquire possession of the house, its members,
might aid in the collection of subscriptions for that
purpose.—The Chairman said that such an opera-
tion as taking down the house and re-erecting it,,

was, in his opinion, impossible, as it was moulder-
ing with age.

Auctioneers’ Benevolent Fund.—The annual,
general meeting of supporters of this fund was held
on the 12th inst., at the Auction Mart, Tokenhouse-
yard, E.C., the treasurer (Mr. Daniel Watney) pre-
siding. The report for the year ending June 30
last was submitted, and stated that the subscriptions
amounted to 300^. 6s., and the donations to 29i. 3s.

As the result of a legacy left by the late Mr. R.,

A. Nowbon, of Islington, the sum of 899Z. Ss. 9d.
in two and three-quarter per cent. Consolidated
Stock had been transferred to the trustees of the-
fund. The total investments now exceeded 7,300L
The sum of 90f. had been given by way of donations
to deserving applicants, one annuity had been
increased from 16L to 20^., and a fresh annuity of
20L had been allotted to Mr. Stanley Robinson.
The total sum now paid in annuities was 222L, as*

against 19SL in 1891. On the motion of the Chair-
man the report was adopted. The meeting their
considered and adopted a resolution proposed by
the Chairman, to the effect that it was desirable-
that the Society should bo formed into a company,
and application made to the Board of Trade for a
licence under the 23rd section of the Companies
Act, 1867. Mr. J. F. Field was then added to the*

committee, and the six members who retired by
rotation were re-elected.

Proposed New Railway from Manchester to
Glasgow.—A meeting of local bodies was held at
Newcastle on the 10th inst. to consider the pro-
jected new line of railway between Manchester,
Newcastle, and Glasgow. Mr. Baker and Mr.
Cooper, engineers, of London, explained the his-
tory of the scheme and the proposed route. If
support was adequate tho whole scheme would
be promoted in one Bill in the ensuing session.
The lioe from Manchester to Newcastle would be
from Manchester to Bacup and Burnley, thence to-

Richmond and on to Newcastle, with duplicate line-

to Sunderland, and another across the Tyne
down to Albert Edward Dock, North Shields.
From Newcastle the line would go to Hawick,,
thence to Biggar, and through the Lanarkshire coal-

fields to Glasgow. The saving of distance between
Manchester and Newcastle would be about 23 miles,,
and between Newcastle and Glasgow 45 miles. The
coat of the whole scheme was estimated at from
£8,000,000 to £10,000,000, the probable cost per
mile being £35,000. The route presented no great
physical obstacles, and the gradient would not he.
more than 1 in 100. The terminus at Manchester
would be independent, but connexions to London,
could be arranged with other lines.—A committee
was appointed to take joint action with other com-
mittees already existing, and to confer with the
solicitors and engineers for the scheme.—At a
meeting of a special committee of tho Newcastle
Corporation it was decided to support the scheme,
and to raise a large sum of money in the town for
its promotion.—At Sunderiand a meeting decided
to support the scheme.
The Junior Engineering Society.—The annual

general meeting of this Society was held on the 7th
inst. at the Westminster Palace Hotel, Mr. Sidney
Boulding presiding. The eleventh session’s report
of the Council was presented, in which it was stated
that there were at the present time 291 names on
the books, as against 263 at the corresponding
period last year. As indicating the growth of the
Society beyond the precincts of London it was
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COM PETITION, CONTRACTS, AN D PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
COMPETITION.

Nature of Work.
i

1
By whom Advertlaed. Premium.

Deeigna
to be

delivereA

CONTEACTS.
—

Nature of 'Work or Uaterlala. By whom Required.
Architect. Surveyor,

or Engineer.

Teoden

deli vered.

•Itoade aud Sewer*
—

•Mocnmeatit Works
•H»ll and Eeallnj; Rooms, Blaenfsrw .

•Conetmction ol Concrete Culvert
Stables, Cart Bbed, &c. Stooey Ro;d,.

,

IjiylDg Stoneware Pipe Sewer, io
itandCuJvett

Levelling. Paving. 4e
•Fourteen Cottaees. ChIH'a Bill, Ware-

house and Offices, Blugley, Ac
•Converting the Old Laundry at loArmary

Co Lli
.Battersea Burial Bd. .

,

The Coiamittee
Tottenbani Local BJ,
Halifax Co'poratiou.

.

Tarpotlev Local Board
Morley Corp. aud Oil-
dersome Local Board

OatesheaU Corp.

Ml Hand Railway
, , ,

.

St. George-in-tbe-East
Guardlana

Tair Vale By. Co

Brick Sewer
Bridge ImprovemeoU, Llewitba
Main Road. Port Talbot
Alteratlone, Ac. Police Station, Perth .

•Paving Street
Re-dreesiDg Old Granite Pitching
•Road Works
•Roadiuahiug Works
•York Paving
•Erection of Building in Yard
•Iron Shelter
•Broken Granite

I

Harbour Coinmre. ..

. Torquay Local Board
. Glamorgan C. C

; Oraveseud U.8.A. .

J. E, Wor
E. Ji. 8. Et
H. Baucro

Oct. 17
do,

Oct. 18

COIsTTRACTS.

—

Continued.

Those marked Kith o

Nature of Work or Haterlale.

•Krectionof Quay Wall
•Paseenger Station. Flai Bourton ..

•Pas-enger Station, Brent
•Alterations and Addltlcns, Ac. Maiden-

head Station
Shop and Nine Cottages, HeathQald,

Newton Abbot
•New Stables. Cart Shed. Ac

By whom Reqnired.

ivered Concrete Reservoir and Cast-

Tecimicaj School,Intermediate
Bridgend

•BrectloD of Buildings for Electric Light-
ing of Arundel Castle

•Eoadmakiug Work
•M»klug-up Road
•School, Wandsworth
Stable. Coachhouse. Ac. Plymouth .....
New Wing, Park Hill Villa. Manusmeai

Plymouth
Flagging. Kcrbing, Ac. Micklefield. Leedi
Six Houses, Headingley, Leeds .

MeUiodlet Cbai^l, Auckland-pt
Bishop Auckland

Shaft Driving, Bhilalen Head.near Halifai
Farmstead, Carraide, Doncaster
School Builllngaaiid CovereiPlsyground,

CaudyACo ..

K ! Dgston-upon-Tbamea
Ci^rp OJMai

Doncaster U.R S.A.
,

Committee
i

George White ..

I

G. F. Lambert.

.

Duke of Norfolk I

Islingtou Vestry
1

Wanstead Local Board
Pehool Bd, for Loudon

Reuben Firth ..

I

Ambler A Bowman . . .

,

Davidson A Bendie ..

Rawmarah School Bd. J. Platts..

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature ol Appointment,

: UrfemA- (•) ar, ad,„ti„d Numier. i,. w Iv., yl., vlli. Pyili, AppciM„„,U. p. ™il.

Tenf

daUyil

By whom Advertised. Salary,

LondouCouDty Council

AppUi
tlone 1

be Is

mentioned that there were fifty-six members in the
provinces, the colonies, and abroad. Seven meetings
had been held during the session, with an average
attendance of sixty. From October to July twenty
visits to engineering works in and near London
took place, the attendance averaging fifty-five. The
usual week's provincial summer excursion has been
to Cheshire and Lancashire, twenty-four works, &c.,
having been visited.

New Clock, Gainsbohocqh.

—

A new eight-day
illuminated turret striking clock has been presented
to the new Market-ball, Gainsborough, by the
Chairman of the Board, Mr. E. Pearson. The time
is shown upon a large skeleton dial, which forms
the circles, figures, and minutes, and glazed with
white opal glass for illumination. There is also an
automatic gas apparatus fixed to the clock move-
ment for turning on and off the gas according to
the season of the year. Messrs. Potts& Sonsarethe
makers, and the general construction is similar to
that of their clock at Great Salkeld, described in
our last issue.

Blackpool Electric Lighting.—The contract
for the Blackpool electric light station has we
understand, been awarded to Messrs. Hammond &
Co., of London.

Cottage Gardening.”—Under this title has
j ust appeared a halfpenny weekly journal “ for every
cottage home.” The low price is probably the
right policy if it is to circulate widely among the
poorer class of readers, and the little ioumal
appears to include a great deal of information and
some good cuts at this low price, so that we hope it
will be a success.

The English Iron Trade.—Although a slight
improvement is shown in the Board of Trade
Returns, there are few signs of amelioration in the
English iron market. The crude material generally
is quief, and values are barely upheld, whilst in
finished iron further reductions are reported in the
North of England and in Scotland. In steel there
is little change to record. Shipbuilding is depressed,
and the engineering trades are on the whole slack.’
The coal trade is rather more active owing to the
colder weather experienced.

—

Iron.

Extf-nsion of Aberdeen UNn-ERSirv. — We
learn from the Scotsinan that Mr. Charles Mitchell
of Newcastle, has offered 13,000L to build a block
in the rear of Marischal College to contain a
Graduation Hall and Students’ Union, on condition
that the plans are approved by the University
Court and the Executive Court, It is stated that,
including a grant of 40.000L from the Government,
a sum of more than SO.OOOL is now secured for the
proposed extension of the University.

Public Improvements at Halifax.—According
to the Leeds Mercunjy the Corporation of Halifax
have for some considerable time past been engaged
on a series of public improvements in the centre of
the town. The works in question include the
widening of Old Market, of Corn Market, of
Market.street, and of Russell-street The Corpora-
have also made a commencement in another part
of the town with a scheme for the abolition of the
overcrowded .and insanitary areas of the town.
The first instalment of this work is in progress in
King-street and the vicinity, where the removal of
a quantity of somewhat dilapidated property has
cleared a site of 1,840 square yards. Of this,
125 yards will be utilised for widening the
street, which will ultimately have a breadth of
44 ft.

;
and on the remainder of the land it

'

j® proposed to erect workmen’s dwellings.
The cost of the scheme will be about 28,000^. The
complete scheme as relating to the portion of the
town under notice provides for dwellings for about
one hundred families. At present, however, dwel-
hngs for thirty-four families only will be erected in
Kmg-street. The bouses are planned on the flat
system. The lower portions, which are intended
for aged couples, or for persons living alone, will
contain one living-room, a scullery, and the usual
conveniences. The upper flats will contain a
hving-room and two bedrooms. At present the
Council are confining their attention to King-street
and Crippiegate, but this is only the commence-
ment of a series of schemes by which it is hoped to
rid the town of the whole of the “ rookeries ” and
insanitary areas which it contains.

New Railway near Leamington.— Messrs.
Walter Scott & Co., of Newcastle, have obtained,
we understand, the contract for the construction of
the new line of railway from Daventry to Marton,
near Leamington. The amount of the contract, it
IS believed, is about 150,000/. The new line will be
close upon 14 miles long.

MEETINGS.

Sanitari/ Institute {Lectures for Sanitary OJTicers).-
ProfeBsor fl. RoblOBon on “Sewage Diaposal." 8 p.m,
Glaenoiv Architectural Association.— 'blr. W. Key o
Mechanical Ventilation ; Propulsion v. Extraction

8 p.m.

Wednesday, October lo.

Builders' Foremen and Cleris of Work^ histitution.—
Quarterly meeting of the members. 8.30 p.m.

Friday, October 2i.

Architectural Assoriatvon.—Annual General Meetinc
Address by the President, Mr. H. 0. CressweU.

Sanitary Institute {Lectures for Sanitary Officers).—
Mr. H. H. Collins on “ Sanitary Building Construction ”

8 p.m.

RECENT PATENTS:
ABSTRAOTS OP BPEOmCATTONa.

3,0(«.—Ventilating Apparatus: E. Oldroyd.—This
is an invention relating to improvements in the means
or apparatus whereby fresh or cool air may be supplied
to any kind of bnlldingHhrough openings in connexion
witn the outer atmosphere. The air, after being
admitted to the basement of the building, may bewarmed or heated prior to being conveyed by suitable
tunes Into a room or apartment, provision being alsomade by which the heated or vitiated air may be with-
drawn from such room by means of a second set of
tubes into what is termed an extracted-alr chamber,
whence it may either be allowed to re-clrculate through
the building or be withdrawn into the chimney by an !

propeller, extractor, or fan, thus permitting the air ;

to be constantly changed.
{

715 --Gully - traps : G. Couzens.—This Invention
refers to an improvement in gully-tiaps, more especially
applicable to street drains, and has for its object the
prevention of any back flow of water into the street or
rising of noxl ns gases from the drains through the
grating. To effect this an iron frame is provided Inside
the casing forming the water seal, having an internal
sloping ledge extending across It and a narrow ridge or
projection on the walls of the frame continuous with
the ledge, forming with it a rectangular opening, and a

'

hinged flap capable of closing the opening. This pla
or flap is held against the bottom of the ledge by meai
of a lever also hinged and weighted on one end tl
other end resting against the bottom of the flap, tl
weighted end causing it to hold the flap in Its uppei
most position. The lisp Is provided with a sheet ;

india-rubber on its upper side, In order to make a tig'i
joint with the above ledge.

9,332 Pavements : A. J. Boult.—This apeciflcatln
describes an improved pavement combining the goc
qualities of stone, wood, asphalte, and other flrmi
pavements, and obviating many of the difliculties Int
dent to each. The pavement and roadway are coc
Btructed by first laying upon suitable ties or stringer
or both, a series of parallel flat Iron rails, laid wh
their top surfaces flush with the general surface of tl
roadway, the rails being of sufficient width and i

located as to bo adapted to wheels of common vehicle^
and filled in between with macadam or similar compi
aitlon, or with macadam or composition combined wit

HEW APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.

September 26.-17,117, G. Bartlett, Ventilator.—17 12
F. Ashwell and D. Nesbit, Valves for Heating and Vei

staling. Sanitary Pipei
17,154, W. Fasey, Hydraulic Jacks.

September 27.-17,177, T. Banford, Hinges.—17,181
W. Oates, Slow Combustion Stoves, Fireplaces, an'
Jlange8.-17,232, L. Sagendorph, Metallic Facing Plate
for BulldlDge.— 17,238, The Ruble American Blowerau
Injector Co. snd another. Ventilators.—17.238 I
Smolinskl, Mitre Block and .Toint Cramp. 17 ogg j
and H. Brewtnall, Trellis Work and other Wire (
Light Ironwork.

September 28.-17,271, R. Bell, Heating, Ventllattns
and Cooling Apartments of Buildings, &a.—17,278, J.

Klrtley, Generating and Forcing Smoke, &c., throngi
pipes or dralna for t-pafino- oama ITO-yfl T WJ-nitdrains for testing same.—17,279, J. KirtleJ
Device for Stopping or Sealing Drains or Pipes t
permit of the smoke test being applied —17,318 J Eve
and M. Greeves, Ventllatora.-l7,319. C. Timms, Doo
Stops and Holders.—17,310, M. Frensdotfl, Coverings fo
Water-closet Seats.

S'epfeTRf.sr 29.-17,383, M. Kimberley. Sash-fastenen
17,385. J Doughty, Sanitary Engineer’s Apparatus fo
Examining Drains.—17,402, J, Sheppard, Saah-balances
September 30.-17,442, J. Russell, Stove Grates.-

17,483, M. Scott, Moulding Tiles.

October 1.-17,601, W. Ross, j’un., W'ater Waste Pre
venters.—17,644, A. Storey, Clamp or Vice.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS AOOKPTED.

14,776, L. Young, Telescopic Tubular Window Ventl
lator.—14|86h, J. Day, Water-closets, more especially it
closets for utilising waste water.—16,046, A Fowler
Water-closets. — 16,139, T. Stansfleld. EarthenwsK
Basins of Water-closets, Bath-pans, &c.—15,209, W
Brooker, Door-fastenings.—15,241, J. TowDsend and W,
Gritten, Preventing Waste of Water in Water-closeU
and other places.—16,910, F Webster, Stoves, Grates,
and Ranges.—16,934, J. Bilton, Decorating Pottery,
Porcelain Tiles, Bricks, Ac.—15,997, W. La Grands
Bundy, Workmen's Time Recorders. — 16,067, J.
O'Rourke, Caissons.— 16.284, W. Jennings, Electric
Call-hell Indicators.—16,416, M. Turpin, Parquet Floors
and Wall-linings.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

{Open to Opposition for Two Months.)

19,887, A. McKemey, Hanging of Doors and Shutters,
whereby the closlug of same may be rendered auto-
matic without the aid of springs —20,857. The Bostwick
Gate and Shutter Company, LImired, The Bostwici
Automatic Clutch Bolt Lock.—4,878, W. Sterling, Sani
tary and other Pipes, and an Improved Method of Con
structlng Sewers and Drains. — 14,871, W. Drayson,
.Starting Syphons of Flashing Cisterns. — 15,641, H.
Pullen • Burry, Roofj of HorticulturSl and othei
Buildings.
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TENDERS.
[CommuDlcatloDB for ioBertloD under this beading

should be addressed to “The Editor," and must reach

us not later than 12 noon on ThursdayB.l

BELFAST.—For Be'frvst m»iu drainage works. Contract No. 7.

Mr. J. C- BretUnd, Eugtueer
R. C. Brelmer £4’.10fi I Jaraw Henry £2fl,882

Dixon * Campbell 39,950 H. & 1. Martin. Ltd.. Bel-

Workman A Co 30,600 fast (acceptetl) 29,047

James rerkios 30,2(>I
|

BRISTOL.—For alterations and sanita’y and decorative works at
the Clifton Down Hotel. Mr. Herbert J. Jones, architect.

Bristol
K. Wilkins * Sons £2.047 I G. H. Wilkins £1.914

E, Gay 2,038 W. Cowlbi * Son* 1.872

Q. Uurophreya 1.H67
1

• Accepted.
[All of Bristol ]

H. Knight & Sou
Norris & Lnke
J. Orover & Bon
F, Britton
H. J. Stephens

Eatt Lambeth THvisi

Group J.

Per Cent.
W. V. Goad 4-39

J. Marelaiid 4-2S

W. Downs 4-20

Leeks S Hooker 4-21)

W. A H Castle -fl-'i

J. Fraiupton 4-12|*

Group 4. Groups.
Per Cent. Per Cent.

+30
+171 4-171
+15 +15

-le-uiider-Lj:

BUB8LEM.—For additions and alterations to the " Stafl of Life
’’

Hotel, Burslem, StatTordshiro. for Mr. Charles Peuibei'

John Blood, architect. 2. Queen-street, Newca
'

Quantities by the arcliitect :

—

J. J. Longdeu £815
|

Bradbury Bros £723

Wm.Cook 812 Will, Shentoii “20

J. Qallimore 7i6
|
N. Bciiuelt. Burslem* 710

• Accepted.
[Architect's estimate, £743.]

Holloway Bros.
Star A Son ....

A. Bla^k A
R. Barker
W. aamii
E. Triggs
Maxwell Bros, .

DARTMOUTH.—For the erection of a poUce-station, for the

_'evan Btandiog Joint Coinniiltee. Mr. Jolin Littie, sarveyor,

Exeter. Quantities by Mr. Simpson. County Chambers, E
H. Pnilllps £3.111.5

I

Brook A Ash, Totuee*

Habliich A Brotni 2.356
1

*AcceptBd.
.... £2,183

EDMONTON.—For fitting up No. UK). Fore-street. Edmonton, f'

le and Colonial htorw, Ld ’’ Mr. K. WllUy, architect, 3:

Bridge-street. E.C.
Holliday A Greenwood £1R3 I E. Houghton A Son
Kirby A Chase 152

i
Monk (accepted). ..

TB3HKAD.—For the erection of Ellison school buildings.

Mr. Stephen Piper, erchitect, County Clumber*, Nes
T>Tie

Firtt Contract.

.£1,3.54 2 0
I

Thompson ADorin.. £1.212 0 0
' Anderson A Slater

ILKESTON (Derby hire).—For Ihe erection of school buildings,

hauoer-street. for the School Bosrd. Mr. Geo. H-.slam, architec*

uuth-Btreet. Ilkeston, Derby. Qumtlties by the architect;—
W. I. Ireson £3.068 I F. Mc.iso -

W. E. Shaw 3,04.3 J. Coopei
E. Hind 2,947

I

B. Keeling. Nottlogham* 2,70U

G. A. Pillatt 2,880
I

• Accopteil.

LEYTON.—For repair* and re-lnetatemenU to "TliB Beaumont
j-ms." Boaumont-ioad. Leyton, for the New Loaduo Hrewery
Company. Mr. William J. Ingram, architect, 44, Theobald's-road,

Bedford-row, W.C.
.we £100

I

D Sayer £14-5

bey A Sou 39-5 Mid-Kent Building Co
liileACo 379

I
J. Kiiigat, Westuiinster* ..

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY:

ESTATE EXCHANGE BBPOBT.

OCTTOiiEH 3.—By Buciiand Sons: “Staple Hall"

and 10a 2r. 4p., f-t Bletchley, Bucks, 3,800L

OCTOBER 4.—By Weston is Son : 16, Peckliam-grove,

Camberwell, u.t. 71 yrs., g.r. 4L 6b. 8d., 256L
;
“Oak

Tree Cottage," with stabling, &c., Byfleet, f., r. 20t.,

420i ;
two f. houses, with shops, r. 622 , 620J. ; 65, Orb-

st., Walworth, f., r. 28L 12a., 240L—By Q. V. Chew.

14 and 15. Ranclagh-ter., Leytoustone, u.t. 92yr8., g.r.

lOf., r. COL, btiU.—lijDebenham,Tew8on,<kCo.: Six f.

jq Cumber's-yd.. Wandsworth, r. 68L 68.,

•By Beard it Son: 92, Ladbroke-gcove, Notting-

biil, f., sold before auction; “Trinity Lodge" and
adJoioiQg house, Twickeubam, f, r. 66L, S30L

;

4 and 6, Hatherley-grove, Bayswater, n.t. 78 yrs., g.r.

20L 14B., r. 200L, 2,6;30L ; 34, 35, and 3S, Minford-gardens,

KenslngtOD, u.t. 84 yrs., g.r. 21L, r. 105L, 83Uf —By
Humbert, Son, is Flint (at Watford) : 162 and 154, High-

it., Watford, and a plot of land, 1., r. 83L, 1,240L ;
six

f cottages in “Three Crowns-yd.,'' 465L ; 29 and 81,

Gladstone-rd,, f., r. 38L 10s., 515L; “Castle Mona
ViUa,"wtth stabliDg and grounds, Buahey, f

,
660L

OCTOBBE 6.—By Cooper it Goulding : 76, Tufnell I’k.,

rd., Tufnell Pk., u.t. 72 yrs., g.r. 8L, r. SOL, 410L ;
78-

Tofnell Pk.-rd., u.t. 72 yrs., g.r. 8L, 440L—By &
Sons: 91, Bollo Bridge-rd., Acton, u.t. 84 yrs., g.r. 6L,

120L
October 6.—By Sewbon 4‘ Co. : 102, 104, and 106,

Earmood-st., Kentish Town, u.t. 56 yrs., g.r. 30L, r.

178i. 28., 760L : 78 and 80, Weedlngton-rd., u.t. 61 yrs.,

g.r. 16L, r. 90L, 750L
; 30, Ashburton-grove, Holloway,

u.t. 48 yrs., g.r. 4L, r. 281., 216L
; 16, Hamllton-st.,

Camden Town, u.t. 41 yrs.. g.r. 5L 68., 460L ; 8, St.

Panl’s-rd., u.t. 60 yrs., g.r. 7L, 310L; 42, 46, 48, 60, St.

paul’s-rd., u.t. 62 yrs., g.r. 32L, 1,195L ;
21 and

68, St. Paul’a-rd., u.t. 52 yrs., g.r. 20L, 500L ; 2,

Wrotham-rd., u.t. 47 yrs.. g.r. 8L, r. 3SZ., 270L ; 62 and

60, Wrotham-rd., u.t. 68 yrs., g.r. 20L, t. 78i., 480L
;

31 and 33, Wrotham-rd., n.t. 69 yrs., g.r. 12L, r. 66L

620L—By /'roffteroflifciforrM.— 16, 18, and 20, Thomas-st..

Whitechapel, c., 340L ; 19 and 21, Leatberdale-st., Mile

Eod,f., 330L; 9 tol9 (odd), Clinton-rd., f., 6001. ; “The
Lion and Laoab" Public House, Chapel-aC., Stratford, f.,

r.70L. 1,850L ; 13 to 19 (odd), Well-at., f., 315/. : tg.r. of

7L, Plalstow-rd., West Ham, reversion in 53 yrs.,

180L;f.gT. of 16L, John-st., ditto In 68 yrs., 380L
;

Sir f. cottages, Beehive Corner, Birking Side, 260L
;

twelve f. cottages and two plots of land, 1,015L ; 1 to 4,

Falrlop-pl-, and three cottages, 1, 700L ; f.gr. of

2L lOs., Horns-rd., reversion in 87 yrs., 60L, f.g.r. of

IL lOs., reversion in 32 yrs., 50/.; 1 to 4, Harold's-

cottages, f., 530L ; f. cottage, Horns-rd., 65L ; 1 and 2,

Tyne-vUlas, Ilford, f., 300L ; f. cottage In Ley-st., and
seven f. houses In Unlou-st., 4S0L ; f. house In

Moore's-yd., 120/. ; f.g.r. of 6/. lOa., The Tabernacle,

reversion In 48 yrs., 145L ; 1 to 6, Victoria-

ter., f., 620L; eleven f. cottages, Back-st., 445L

;

1 and 2, Carlton-vUias, and 1 and 2, Grafton-villas, f.,

716/. ; 3 and 4, Grafton-villas, and the residence, “ Folly

House," 665L ;
“The Prince of Wales” beerhouse,

Green-lanes, f ,
1,025L ; 2 to 5, Folly-cottages, f.

,
615/.

;

“ Crlcklewood Cottage,” and a plot of land, 200L ;
Three

f. cottages, Essex-rd., CbadweU, 255/.; fgr.of 8/., re-

version Id 37 yrs., 170L ; 1 and 2, Bosedale, f., 436L
;

four f. cottages, Broad-st., Dagenham, 200/
;
1 to 16,

Sun-row, and 1 to 4, Sun-ct., ForestGate, f., 1,300/. ;
the

"White Horse” public-house, and shop, and plot of

land, Barking, 1,000/. ; 63, 65, and 67j^North-8t, f-, 196L ;

2, New-rd., L, 120L ; 2 to 8 (even), Tanner-st., and 1 to

4, Tanner-sq., f., 655/. ;
a plot of f. land, 110/. ;

a c. cot-

tage, at Wall End, East Ham, and plot of land, 90/. ;
two

c, cottages, at Wall End, 150L ; 88, Newark-st., Stepney,

u.t. 6 yrs., g.r. lOL 10s., 45L ; 15, Ely-ter., Mile End,
u.t. 17 yrs,, g.r. IL 2a., 75/. ; 13 to 31 (odd), Frederlck-

pL, u.t. 10 yrs., g,r. 31/. 10a., 600/.

[ContractioTis used in these /w/s.—F.g.r. for freehold

ground-rent ; l.g r. for leasehold ground-rent ; l.g.r. for

Improved ground-rent
; g r. for ground-rent ; r. for rent

;

t. for freehold; c. for copyhold: I. for leasehold; e.r.

for estimated rental ; u-t. for nnexplred term ; p.a for

per annum ;
yrs. for ye<ir8 ; st. for street ; rd. for road ;

sq. for square ; pi. for place
; ter. for terrace ; crei. lor

cresceut ; yd. for yard, &c.]

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS,

LIMERICK.—Accepte-l for the w
“uthlng Factory, Lluifrii-k ;

—

John Qniady, Louduu £100 0

LONDON.—For an ndditiou to the chrysantheminn-bousa in

Southwark Pork, for the London County Council. Mr. TLom*»
Blasbill. Architect:—
E Trigg* £5-55

I
Ja«. Harvey iUC,

W. H. Lasoelies A Co 527 i C. Oodb it* .,

W Pailiam -159
I

* Acceoted condltiou
•• ’ itlmate. £-100.]

9/0 0

Teak. B.L.. load 9/10/0
Be(iaoia.U.B.ftcil. TJi

Ath. load alO/0
’ Birch, do. 9/6/0

< Blm, do SaO/0
' Fir, Dantito, Ao. 1/10/0

4 Oak, do 8/0/0

; Canada 6A0/O
I rine. Canada red 8/10/0

( Do. yeUow ..... 9/10/0

J Lath.D'ntelc.tath 8/0/0

' Sk Peterwbniw &0 0
< OealJ, Finland
* tndAUtitdlOO 7AO/0
( Do. 4thA9rd.. 7/0/0

< Do. Riga 6/10.0

I Bt Feteribarg,
lit yellow ,.]OAO/0

< Eki. 8ud reUov 6/0/9

I Do. whiU .... 7/0/0

I Bwedlih ...... 7/0/0

4 White Sea.... 8/0/0
• Oaiiada.Pinelat 30/0/0

{ Do. do. 3nd.... 14A0/0
t Do. do. Srd. Ac. 7A0/0
( Do. Spruce, lit SAO/O
; Do. do. Srd A

and e’6,0
I NawBrunawlok 6A0/O
I Batten*, all kind* B/IQ/S
< Flooring Board*,
I' iq., 1 In. prej^

I l*t 0/8/0

( Do. 2nd OHIO
•> Other quaUtlM D/3'0
Cedar, Cuba ,.tlL

Bonduraa, Ao.

Mahogany. Cnha.
Bt. Domingo,

cargo av /4

Mtxlcaii do. do 14

Tobaeco do. do IS
Bonduraa do.. IS

Box, Turkey ton 4/0/0
Bo«e, Bio....... 10/0/0
Bahia ....... 80/0

Batin, Bt. Do-
mlnro O'O'?

Porto Bico .... 0/0/7

4'10/0

415/0
SAO/O
6/6/0

7/0/0

SAO/O
6/0/0

6/0/0

7/0 0

9A0,O
8/0/0

e/o.'o

14A0/O
s/10/0

9/tO/O
16/0/0

T7/0/0

98A0/0
16/0/0
10/0/0

U/0 0

8/0/0

7/0/0

15 10 0

MBTAIB.

laok—Flg.lnScot-
Und ton VII2
Bar, Welsh, In
London 8A7/8

h>. do. at work*
to Wale. 6/7/9

Do. Staffordahlre,
InLondon .... 6'6/9

Oorr Kx —British,
c^e and Ingot 49'0/O
Best aelected eOAO/0
Bheeta, strong.. 6B/0/0
Ohin, bars .... 46/12/6

VxiAOwMxTaLlh. 0/0/4]
'..an - Pig.
epani*h....ton 10/8/9

BngUeh, com,
brands 10A2/6
Bheet, English,
9 lbs. per sq. ft.

and upwards. . I2/5/B
Pipe 12/18,0

; I s o — English
sheet ton 23'0,0

VleiUe Mon-
tague.. „ 23/10/0

TlK—Straits .... 94'6'0

Anitralian .... 94/15/0
English Ingot*.
Banca .

BUiltoa 03/0/0
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NORTH SHIBLOS.—For the erectiso of wureliouaes. UnioL

QuRy. North Shields, for the bar »ueh of Tyuemuuth Corpornlion.Me F. Smillle C.E, Borough Survey'r. Qiiautities by Mi
' “1. Colllugwood-street, NewcnatU-on-lV^e:—

. £2.]S8 0
2,113 0

Oeerge Bell, ,
Leighton * Reny £2,4B1 0 I 0. Pi
iL « W. Simpson 2,22.'> 0 T. Robs v w

2,193 14 .1. L, Miller* 2,109 8 0
2.192 13 [

Johnson S SoDf ,

"

• Accepted. f Withdrawn,

W. Weir.. .705 15 0

OXTED.—Accepted for the ejection of femi-detachcl rilla* auOxt^, Surrey, Mr. William J. latram, architect. 44, Theohaid’s-
roisd. Bedfird-row, W,C,

J. Cartick 0

SOUTHAMPTON.—For reboililing the " 'Wareham Arms," Park-

architeiltS*—
Bun. * Gutteridge,

Wm Franklin 0
|

H. Cawte £1.515 10Brinton&Bone 1,625 0 J. Cr-ok & Sou* 1,487
H. Stevens* Co 1.S57 o| •Accepted.

SOUTHAMPTON.—Accepted for the extension of baths, for the

Offiw^louthamptTO
'-’‘'““ty aurveyor. Mnnlcip.!

Koe * Co., Southampton £Qo 0 0
C'liderirroKiirf Canvenienee.

Roe * Co., Southampton 145 g q

TOTrENHAM-—For fitting up 500, High-road, Tottenham, for the
'Home Slid Colonial Stoies." Mr, R. Williy, arohitcct. 33 New
Bridge-street, EC.;—

* Chase £125 I Honghton * Sou £108
Holliday * Greenwood 123

|
Millor (accepted) 94

UTTOXETER.—For the con.structioa of sewe's on the “Heath”
pUoxeter. forjhe Uttoxeter Union Rural Sanitary Authoiity. Mr.

the Ruml Sanitary Authority. Quantities
John Colljer. Surveyor
not supplied
F. J. Smith ..

J. TomliuBon
Rohr. Mabibai

£318 0 0
I

Geo. Law .... ..£279 0 0
313 10 0 Samuel Prest. n, Wood-
282 11 0| lands.nearUttuxeter* 274 IS 6

• Accepted.

[Oct. 15 , 1892.!
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"Architecture—A Profession or an Art?"

E give the -words

of the title of the

volume of essays

published under

the editorship of

Mr. Norman
Shaw and Mr.

Jackson* in the

form which

appears to us that

the title requires, to give it the point or

meaning which is apparently intended, though

we observe that the sign of interrogation is

omitted in the printed title. The book may

be taken to express the views of the archi-

tects who for convenience have been referred

to as the “ Memorialists,’' and consists ^of

short essays on subjects connected with

architecture and architectural training, by

Mr. Norman Shaw, Mr. Micklethwaite, Mr.

Reginald Blomfield, Mr. Bodley, Mr. Mervyn

Macartney, Mr. Ernest Newton, Mr. E. S.

Prior, Mr. John R. Clayton, Mr. Basil

Champneys, Mr. Lethaby, Mr. W. B. Rich-

mond, Mr. G. C. Horsley, and Mr. T. G.

Jackson, the latter of whom also contributes

a short introductory chapter.

Our first reflection on reading the book is

that it is a very great pity that a set of essays

containing so much that is true and well put,

and so much real enthusiasm for architecture

in its highest sense, should have been pro-

duced with a pronounced polemical motive

which runs through it all, instead of being

published solely as an effort to lead public

opinion and taste towards a higher apprecia-

tion of the value and nobility of architecture

as an art. As such it could have done nothing

but good. But while the authors again

and again assert that the Institute of Archi-

tects, instead of contending for the good of

architecture, is contending for its own advan-

tage only, no one who knows and has followed

the discussions out of which the book may be

said to have originated can help seeing that

the authors of it ate at least equally divided

in motive between an enthusiasm for archi-

tecture and a desire to run down the Insti-

tute, and that under the influence of this

latter desire they have been led into no little

unfairness and a certain amount of what can

only be called misrepresentation. Unfor-

tunately the outside public, many of whom

will read the book (which is a thoroughly

interesting one), know nothing of the dis-

cussions which led to it and of the polemical

motive which underlies it, and will be led to

take as accepted facts what are really more

like the partial representations of a counsel

for the prosecution.

There are two points in particular in which

the action and motives of the Institute of

Architects in instituting an examination test

for entry to its ranks is misrepresented, and

in regard to one of these at least the mis-

representation appears to us to be quite

inexcusable. It is asserted in two of the

essays (Mr. Jackson’s and Mr. Blomfield’s)

that the Institute was only influenced in its

course by the activity of a mushroom society

they do not call it that, they speak of it

as if it were a Society on a level with the

Institute—which set up a cry for the com-

pulsory registration of architects, and that

the Institute has only been endeavouring to

put itself in touch with a public movement

and to turn the flank of the interlopers.

Now the authors of both these essays ob-

viously read the Builder, as they make several

references to it
;
and if so, they certainly ought

to know what was the real character of the

abortive effort to get registration of archi-

tects into Parliament, what sort of people

promoted it, and why it was that all men

who understood anything of the matter and

cared anything for the dignity and respecta-

bility of the “ profession or art ” set their

faces against it. We spoke plainly enough

on the subject, at all events. And now it is

pretended by the memorialists that the In-

stitute was utterly inconsistent and obviously

acting from interested motives, because it

opposed the Registration Bill, and yet wished

for an examination test of its own. Cannot

they see the difference? Are they really

ignorant of the fact that one of the main

provisions of the Registration Bill was to at

• Architecture—A Profession or an Art : Thirteen

short essays on the quaUBcatlon and training of archi-

tects. Edited by R. Norman Shaw, RA, and T. G.

Jacison, A.R.A London ; John Murray. 1892.

plate on his door ? Do they really mean to

say that the Institute of Architects ever con-

templated anything parallel with that? If

so, they are very much misinformed
;
and on

such a serious matter it is surely the duty

of those who write what the public will read

to make themselve.s acquainted with facts

and represent them accurately. Granting

the principle that a fence to the adoption of

the profession of architecture is advisable

(which we pass over for the present), the

idea of the Council of the Institute was that

in process of time the Institute would, under

their new system, consist of men all of whom
had given evidence of a certain standard of

technical knowledge and a certain standard of

education in architecture, and that as this came

to be recognised the architects would support

it and the public would recognise it, and that

the result in the end would be a gradual

elimination of incompetent persons from the

ranks of those called architects. There are

of course objections which may be urged to

this view, on general principles—reasonable

objections
;
but to say that this is on the

same footing with a proposal to give a

Government status, at one swoop, to every

“ architect ” who has a brass plate on his

door, is thoroughly unreasonable.

The other point is the persistent assertion,

repeated in several parts of the book, that the

Institute professes by its examination system

to protect the public from bad architectural

design. It has never, so far as we know,

made any such profession. It has only pro-

fessed to protect them against being taken in

by so-called architects who have no educa-

tion or training such as would justify them in

assuming the name : that is all. It can no

more protect the public from bad architec-

tural design than the Royal Academy can

protect it from bad pictures; and, as far as

we have observed, it has never made any

such profession. The fact is that the claims

of the Institute in regard to its examination

have been exaggerated by the memorialists

for the purpose of strengthening their cose,

on the system always employed by “ counsel

for the prosecution.” That there has been a

once legalise and register every existing certain amount of talk on the subject from

nerson who called himself an architect-in individual members of the Institute, which is

other words, to give a recognised status in bad taste, is true enough
;
but it is not

to every jerry-builder or estate agent who! fair to make the Institute officially respon-

had chosen to put “architect” on a brass ' sihle for

^



Mr. Norman Shaw’s paper, the first after
the Introduction, deals with “ The Fallacy
that the architect who makes design his first

consideration must be unpractical.” We
really did not know that any such fallacy
existed, except among such people as Lord
Grimthorpe and his admirers, but we quite
agree with what is said in the latter part of
the chapter, that “a true architect is far more
likely to be a practical man, than a practical
man to be a true architect

;
” and that

Brunelleschi and Wren, who were capable of
magnificent architectural conceptions, were
also men of great practical attainments

;
we

should hesitate about Mr. Shaw’s inclusion of
Michelangelo’s name in the same list, as the
construction of his great dome failed suffi-
ciently at least to show that he was not
master of his subject as Brunelleschi and
Wren were. This and much else in the
chapter is quite true. It is quite true that
“to force such questions as drainage and
knowledge of materials into the foremost
position, placing design and all that makes
the art glorious in the background, betrays
either the absence of all due sense of pro-
portion, or else it is a mere subterfuge to
draw attention from the really important
question.” But who wants to do this P Not
the Institute in its corporate capacity cer-
tainly, and the insinuation is unfair if made
in that sense

;
although there are plenty of

individuals in the Institute, some of them in
the habit of making themselves prominent in
season and out of season, to whom it may
apply only too well.

_

We have every sympathy with Mr. Shaw’s
views about “ professionalism,”—that it is not
the professional side of architecture “that ever
has or ever could give a human soul one ray
of plefwure”: that “what we so earnestly
desire is that architects should be architects :

surely no unreasonable demand.” If by
“ professionalism ” Mr. Shaw means the sort
of architects who sit in offices writing, while
draughtsmen make their designs for them, we
hold up both hands for him. But with all
this Mr. Shaw cannot but admit that “an
architect is an agent, that though he is em-
ployed and paid by his client, he has duties
to discharge to the builder who is working
under him no less important than those he
owes to his employer

;
should he allow bad

workmanship to pass, or should he allow the
builder to fail in carrying out any part of his
contract, he becomes personally responsible to
his client. On the other hand, he has to control
his client's demands.” Now all that is cer-
tainly business rather than art, and as Mr.
Shaw admits its importance, it seems that he
must admit what can only be called the pro-
fessional element into an architect’s work,
after all, and the admission clashes oddly
with the sentence on the next page, that the
art of architecture “ is on precisely the same
footing as painting and sculpture.” It may
be open to question whether it is on quite the
same footing even as an art, but in prac-
tice at all events it is an art hampered
Avith business considerations from which
sculpture and painting are free, and in prac-
tice these cannot be separated from the art,
except by the device of having two partners,
one to plan and design and the other to super-
vise contractors’ work and accounts; a divi-
sion of labour which we believe is not
unknown. ^And while Mr. Shaw on one page
speaks of architecture as a pure art, on
another he admits that the architect is prac-
tically hampered by business matters which
are certainly of the nature of “ professional

"

work.
This effort to lift modern architecture, as one

of our French contemporaries observed, “ into
the region of pure ;usthetic,” runs through the
whole book, and is in fact the ostensible pre-
text for the attack on the Institute, which
wishes, it is asserted, to put this purely
intellectual art into leading-strings. Yet the
first and leading essayist is obliged to admit a
great deal into his scheme of an architect’s
work which is not art. Mr. Jackson's paper
on “ True and False Ideals in the Education
of an Architect,” so far as it keeps to the
subject indicated by its title (all the writers

in the volume seem to claim a right of
rambling a good deal), of course urges that
It is a low ideal to study only to pass an
examination. There we agree with him
fully. But does it follow that students
who enter for the Institute examination
(or for any other examination) 'should
necessarily take this miserable view of the
matter? Mr. Jackson seems to leave out all
idea that an examination programme may be
a very useful landmark to a student. One
young architect wrote to us from Scotland a
letter in which he declared that the Institute
programme for examination was the first real
guidance he had had in his studies, and that
he considered “ it would be a lode-star to
thousands.” Amid the various references to
our columns among the essays, we have not
seen any reference to that letter,* which we
think most of the writers must have seen, and
which certainly was one of the most pointed
and practical contributions to the correspond-
ence on the subject which we have published.
Mr. Jackson draws a terrible picture of the

future of the young architect who has passed
the Associateahip examination, and who “is
dubbed architect and admitted to the ranks
of the Institute :

”

—

_Ha is now a person whom the public can employ
without fear of “costly disappointments," and
if he rests on his laurels and thinks he knows as
much as ho wants to know, the fault is not his. He
goes through life respectable and respected •

designs a large number of buildings with the aid of
a good staff of assistants and perhaps some useful
ghosts behind them

;
he does not meddle much

with art, but ho acts as a middleman between his
employers and tbe carver, the glass painter, and
other working artists, whose ideas he adopts as his
own

; he shows his interest in architecture as an
amateur might by attending meetings and hearing
papers on art of an archaeological character, and
after maintaining the profession he dies wealthy.

This is too true a description of many a
“ professional ” architect’s career in the past
generation, and perhaps some to come

;
but

we should deny that such a career has any-
thing necessarily to do with the fact of
having passed the Institute examination.
Mr. Jackson and his friends seem determined
to regard the examination as intended to
reduce every one to a dead level, whereas it
is simply a starting-point, and individual
genius and character are no more dwarfed or
interfered with than before. The whole
picture appears to us to bs an imaginary
sketch of a “ bogey ” which does not exist, or
at all events need not exist, in any such con-
nexion.

_

There is far more material for
thought in the further portion of the essay.
Mr. Jackson revives the view (it is not a new
one)^ that it is far more important that
architecture should cover the whole field

building—that every building
should be architecturally interesting,—than
that a limited number of great architectural
works should be designed and built. There
IS a wholesome truth in this, but it is pushing
It rather too far to say that to tbe rustic
homes of England her beauty is far more
due than even to her halls and mansions, and
to speak of “the lovely fanes in which the
life of Euglish architecture pulsates even
more strongly than in her Cathedrals.” It is
good to recognise fully the beauty possiblem small churches and even in cottages.
But is it really true or reasonable to
argue that we could better spare our great
cathedrals than our cottages ? And in regard
to the latter, does the author give full value
to the influence of time and association in
the interest they have for us ? One of our
cathedrals would be a glorious work if we
saw It in fresh-hewn stone, depending only for
effect on its innate grandeur. Would it be
the same with the cottages if we saw them
brand-new, divested of the touch of the hand
of time? It 5.8 much to be doubted. The
painter of to-day, it is true, is “ never tired
of painting them,” but how much of his
interest in them is owing to the manner in
which time and weather have harmonised
them with the landscape? The deduction
presented to us, however, is that we ought

Signed " Epictetus,"and printed in the Builder tozDecember 26, laOi, pages 48^9.
j

to direct more of our efforts towar’.
raising the character of the every-day bull-
iug of the country, the mass of buildin.-
which are carried out by builders and whe^
no arcMtect is employed. Mr. Jackson thinli
there is something pathetic in the way

y|which builders, left to themselves, strive h
produce something that will pass for archt!
tecture, imitating the style of some archited
who has gained a reputation: “a bit of cit
stone, a Gothic capital, or a'terra-cotta plaquil
in situations for which they are quite in
appropriate, are necessary to their happiness!'
In a sense it is pathetic, but not quip
in the sense here suggested. Mr. Jacksoi
seems to think that these architecture
efforts on the part of the builders spring fror
a desire to be artistic. It would be pleasan
as well as “pathetic” to think so, but w’
fear it is nothing more than a persuasioi
that better rents can be got from housei
which make some pretence to be archil
tectural. It is nothing more than a mattet
of trade

;
and it is surely rather paradoxica:

that Mr. Jackson should be so contemptuom
towards the architects who think chiefly o:

making a living, and so indulgent to thil
builders who only do the same thing in i

still worse way.
We fear this is only a sample of thd

feeling that runs through the whole
volume : anything, even a jerry builderj
18 better than an Institute architect. ML
Jackson goes on, in a very eloquent pas-
sage, to suggest that it would be a really]
great work if the Institute would endeavoii.
to teach the everyday builder to do somethingi

says, “ We may imagine thei
shock such a proposition would cause in:
Conduit-street.” We believe there are’
plenty of people “in Conduit-street” whom’
the proposal, in the spirit in which Mr.:
Jackson makes it, would not shock in the:
least

; but they would perhaps ask the ques-^
tion, which he leaves unconsidered—howisitto
be done ? How are the builders to be taught?
and will they come and be taught And:
what machinery has the Institute at its com-
mand for such an undertaking There is a i

more practical tone in the suggestion that
young architects who have not any immediate

i

prospect of success in the usual way, should
go into partnership with builders and give
them the advantage of their superior taste
and attainments. As he says, “ there need
be no social descent in this. The day is
happily come when a man is judged more on i

his own merits than on the accidents of his
position.” W’^e believe there are cases in
which this kind of partnership has
been carried out; but it necessarily
all depends on the builders who have
the capital, and the advice should rather
have been addressed to the builders,
who “ have the call,” as one may say, than to
the young architects. And the latter would
find in almost^ all cases that their “ superior
taste and attainments” were valued only in
proportion to their power of bringing in
money to the firm

;
hardly a very dignified

or desirable position. Mr. Jackson’s summing
up IS to the effect that the Institute should
cease to be an Institute of Architects and
become an Institute of Architecture, that it
should found a great National School to which
every one connected with building could have
access, that it should “ think more of the
good of architecture and less of the profit and
position of the architect, and, throwing the
dignity of the profession to the winds, set
Itself seriously to the task of raising building
throughout the country once more to the
level of an art.” This is unquestionably a
noble programme, “ worthy,” as Mr. Jackson
says, “ of every society ”

;
but in regard to

the founding of the National School the
Institute has neither machinery nor funds for
such a work, which could only be done by
public money ; and as to the latter exhorta-
tion, there are not a few men, and those the
best and most able, in the Institute, who
would sympathise in every respect with the
views here propounded, who have no un-
reasonable views about “ professional dignity,”
and desire good architecture before everything
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rUe; and surely Mr. Jackson would have done
3 etter in helping; them than in throwing stones

» t them all indiscriminately, merely because
I hey belong to the hated Institute.

* Mr. Micklethwaite’s chapter on “ Architec-

I'ure and Construction ” is a very good one,

t hough the truths in it are not very new, and he
i:,gain surely exaggerates in his pessimism in

j aying that “many” of the “eminent architects

rre well known to be practitioners in building

{|o completely without knowledge of archi-

llecture that they cannot direct the draughts-

aen whom they employ.” There are such
[iisreons we believe ; but surely “ many ” is

nneof the exaggerations which are continually

(iropping up in the pages of this enthusiastic

nd not very logical volume. And it is a

terious thing to throw out exaggerated state-

iiaents of that kind to a public which is

inly too ready to accept them. Mr. Mickle*
ihwaite is absolutely right in saying that

f‘ if our towns are ever to become what they
Joight and ought to be we must make the

fiublic wish to have them so.” We have
laid this over and over again, and some others

)f the writers in this volume speak as

(trongly on this point, but here again they
lire at variance with Mr. Norman Shaw, who
lleclares that “ what the public want is good
lirchitecture, buildings which would interest

them and afford them real pleasure, and
fvhich would be a daily source of that delight

jvhich beautiful architecture has always
fixcited among intelligent human beings.”

j3ere is optimism indeed! We can only

jay we heartily wish it were true. Our
[ladder conviction is that the great public

)f this country care nothing whatever
,bout architectural beauty. It is quite

rue, as Mr. Shaw says, that no enthu-
iasm can be raised by mere professionalism,

ir the parade of being “ practical men.” But
he English public do not want their enthu-
dasm raised : they have, in regard to archi-

Lecture, no enthusiasm to raise, and as for

faring about the difference between art and
i‘ professionalism,” most of them do not
iven understand in what it consists. That is

ust one of the great difficulties in the way of

ihe improvement of our national architecture,

IS others of the contributors to the volume
!ully recognise.

If the reader endeavours to gather from
this volume a general conception of what the

writers consider an architect is or should be,

lie will find them not quite in agreement
there either. Generally speaking the favoured
view is that of the architect as Master Builder
or master craftsman, the “Mediieval” view,

as we may call it. The architect should be
much more on the building than he is

;
and

the idea is renewed again that if we would
only give up drawing and work with our
hands there would be a revival of real archi-

tecture. This is a wholesome and a manly
ideal

;
better no doubt than that of sitting in

an office and writing letters; but it isaquestion,

in the first place,whether it is not Utopian under
present conditions of life, and in the second
lace, whether it is after all an essential con-
ition to the production of the finest archi-

tecture. It is the IMedifcval, but not the

Greek theory
;
from the manner in which the

Greek bnildings are designed it is obA'ious

that they must have been thought out and
drawn out first

;
and Greek architecture is, in

refinement at least, at the top of all archi-

tecture we know of. Mr. Norman Shaw here
again differs from the prevailing view of his

colleagues, and we think with more truth.

“Who ever heard,” he says, “of a clerk of

works being an authority on architecture
It is the architect we want, the man who has
in addition to all necessary practical know-
ledge the power of design.” Mr. Basil

Champneys also, whose essay on the “Rela-
tion of General to Technical Education ”

contains some admirable remarks, says that
“ the relation of the architect to his

subordinates is more or less that of
a Minister to a Department of State,
and that he is not the most effective

minister whose mind is most pos.^essed

of technical detail.” Mr. Jackson “ charges ”

in directly the opposite direction, and wishes

the architect to be practically a kind of clerk

of works
;
and Mr. Lethaby, in his essay on

“ The Builder's Art and the Craftsman,”
hints that the artists connected with various

crafts will probably not much longer consent
to submit to “ the dictatorship of the

organised and organising architect.” If this

means anything, it means that each artist on
the building is to have a free hand and
follow the dictates of his own feeling.

Nothing could be worse for the total result.

It has been tried at the Pantheon, where the

first French painters of the day have done
each as he pleased, in the decoration

of the building, with a result of ghastly
incongruity; and to let all “crafts” artists

have their own free hand independent of the
“ architect ” or chief builder would produce
the same kind of incongruity. In fact, this

idea strikes at the root of all architectural

design in the true sense. Another point we
must notice in Mr. Lethaby’s essay is his

remark about a profession “ which discounten-
ances architects approaching work nearer
than in the capacities of agent and draughts-
man,” with the reference, “ see Builder,

December 19, 1891, p. 459.” As we knew
we could have written nothing of the sort, we
turned to the passage with some curiosity,

and find the reference is to a paragraph
about a Furniture - making Society of

which Mr. Lethaby and other architects are

members, in which we suggested that it

was exceedingly illogical for architects to be
in the position of recommending their clients

to purchase furniture from a commercial
company of which they were members, and
that the rule of the Institute which forbids

its members from having any commercial
interest in materials and manufactures con-
nected with building is a sound one. We
never said one word against architects design-

ing furniture for their clients, only against

their having a commercial interest in the sale

of it. We presume that Mr. Lethaby does
not appreciate the distinction between what
we really said and what he implies that we
said : but the public who are the architects’

clients will be quick enough to perceive it.

Thus the authors are in no accord with one
another as to what an architect is, and they
have further complicated the subject by
calling in the assistance of a painter, Mr.
Richmond, who makes the usual kind of

assertion we hear from painters nowadays,
that a man who can delineate the beauty of

the human form can do anything in art, “ he
can design a picture, make a statue, or build a

cathedral.’’ Mr. Richmond admits that this is

a startling assertion, but says “ it has been
proved over and over again to be true.” We
should have thought the contrary had been
proved over and over again. Michelangelo
made a constructional failure of St. Peter’s

dome, which Raphael had previously confessed

to be absolutely too much for him. There is

scarcely apainterbeforethepublicwhocan draw
architectural detail correctly

;
sculptors can-

not make a decent job of the mouldings of a

pedestal for their own works,—in France
this is so generally recognised that they
always join an architect in the commission

;

and Stevens’s Wellington monument, a rather

exceptional example, is to some extent spoiled

by bad mouldings and weak decorative de-

tail, which no one who had thoroughly
studied architectural design would have been
content with.

The memorialists complain that sculpture

and architecture have been divorced. We
do not think they ever were one, but we
think architecture and engineering once were,
and that the real mischief of the day, as we
have long ago said, is that we have two
classes of constructors, when we ought to

have only one, and ought to see every work
of engineering a work of architecture also,

and every architect capable of building a
viaduct as well as a street house. That
alliance would do more to raise architecture

than for architects to aim at being sculptors,

which they cannot be, to any purpose,
without neglecting their proper work

;
the

two arts are entirely different in their process

j

and conditions, and a man who tries to do

both is only likely to be either a poor sculptor

or a bad architect.

There is a great deal in this book with the

spirit of which we cordially sympathise, as

long as the writers keep away from the

polemical matter which has been, unfor-

tunately, the moving cause of the production

of the volume. Whenever they get to that,

they are nearly always unfair or paradoxical.

No doubt the flog of examination has been

flourished too much by the champions of the

Institute, and it is open to question whether
the same result of keeping up the standard

of membership could not have been attained

without an examination test, as it is in

the Institution of Civil Engineers, a body
which every engineer finds it almost neces-

sary to be a member of, on pain of being

regarded with doubt as to his professional

acquirements. On the other hand, as we
have already pointed out, an examination

programme is calculated to give an exceed-

ingly useful indication of a line of study

for young students, the value of which some
of them have already acknowledged, and it

was certainly founded with the best inten-

tions. But the temper and tone with which
this well-meant effort is spoken of in the

book before us is really too absurd for serious

consideration. To tell people that a Society

which has instituted a test examination in

architectural training is “ doing its best to

degrade the art of architecture,” and has
“ aimed a dangerous and insidious blow at

architecture itself,” is going beyond all

the bounds of reasonable criticism. It is

remarked that “if in England architecture is

to regain the place which in France it has

never lost, it must be by the effacement of its

professional character,” while the fact is that

the French “ Soci6t4 Centrale ” is to the full as

professional a society as the Institute, and
that numbers of French architects are now
demanding a Government diploma for practice,

of a much more exclusive kind than any-

thing which the Institute has proposed.

It is complained that “business pro-

ficiency ” is a new element not recog-

nised in the Institute Charter
;

but the

Institute here again is on the same lines with
its French neighbours, who have recently

advocated the establishment of a professor-

ship of architectural account-keeping in the

Ecole des Beaux-Arts itself. One writer

picks out an advertisement which we
published by a person calling himself
“ A.R.I.B.A.” who advertised for business,

and adduces this as an instance of “ the use

to which the Institute diploma will pro-

bably be turned,’’ The case was, as any
one might see, a purely exceptional esca-

pade of an unprincipled person, who had
really been struck off the Institute rolls some
time before. Is this what can be called fair

fighting ? It is asserted that the public have
never demanded protection from incompetent
architects. We presume people who say so

have never read the Times, which is an
adequate expression of average public

opinion, for twenty years back, or they
must know the contrary. We do not say
average public opinion is right in its view

;

the public may perhaps be better protected
in other ways

; but the fact that it has
made the demand is incontestable to those
who read newspapers. In fact the public, if

they do not care for architecture as an art, at

all events see that, however much it may be
an art, it is one complicated with questions

of safety and healthfulness of construction,

which cannot safely be left in the hands of

any and every one who may feel an ambition
to express his artistic soul in architecture.

Another contributor to the book, again, objects

that asking a candidate for a design will only
show one example, “ whereas an architect has
to be able to design for all legitimate occa-

sions.” Of course ; but one design will pro-
bably show whether he has any notion of
handling design and expressing it on paper.
Another writer points out triumphantly that
it is quite possible for a man to write
“ F.R.i.B.A.” after his name, who is no more
than an estate-agent and a collector of rents.

It has been possible, and that is the very
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thing the Institute is now doing its best to

prevent, and it is held up to odium for doing

so !*

We half suspect that the real cause at the

bottom of all this polemical fencing is to be

found in the curious tendency in Eagland
which leads a few men, in other instances as

well as this, to refuse all association with

constituted bodies and maintain a position

apart. Thus there are painters who always
speak with contempt of the Royal Academy
as a body which only works for the injury cf

art; and the older writers in this book are

men who have always stood aloof from the

Institute of Architects, and who seem to

have used this question of examination as

a newly-discovered stick to beat it with.

And while we repeat that there is much
about architecture in the book with

which we cordially sympathise, and which
members of the Institute would do wisely

to read and consider, the polemical por-

tion of it is mostly unreasonable and often

unfair, and we are still of the opinion that

the authors of these essays would have done

far more for the good of architecture in

England if they had joined in endeavouring

to make the Institute of Architects the

influence for good which it might be, instead

of banding together to describe it to the public

as a “ bogey ” barring the way to all future

progress in architecture.

THE LIFE AND AVORKS OF DR.

WERNER VON SIEMENS.f
HE author of this work, an elder

brother of the late Sir William
Siemens, so well known in England,

was the founder of the fortunes

and reputation of the family. lie was for some
years in military service, distinguishing him-

self especially in scientific work ; but about

1848 he left the army, and devoted himself

entirely to scientific pursuits, chiefly in the

domain of electricity. He established, in

conjunction with Mr. Halske, a manufactory

for electrical apparatus, which soon acquired

very large dimensions, the firm growing

famous for the number of valuable inventions

and improvements introduced by them, as

well as for the enormous amount and high

quality of the work they supplied. But,

independently of his connexion with this

establishment, Werner Siemens became cele-

brated for his labours and researches in

science generally, and many honours were
conferred on him. In 1860 the University of

Berlin gave him a Doctorate ; in 1874 he was
elected a member of the Royal Academy of

Sciences, Berlin ; he was afterwards created a

Knight of the Prussian Order “ Pour le

Merits” (the highest scientific honour in

that country)
;

and in 1888 he was raised

to the rank of nobility by the Emperor
Ferderick III.

Being deservedly popular among the

German people, a desire has been expressed

that an account of his life and works should

be published, and he has agreed, in the first

place, to reprint his most important writings;

and, secondly, to furnish materials for an

account of his life and work, with a history

of the renowned firm of which he was the

founder.

A first volume of “ Wissenschaftliche

und technische Arbeiten” appeared in

Berlin in 1889, and a second in 1891
;

a

demand speedily arose for a second edition,

and steps were also taken for their transla-

tion into English. That of the first volume
is now before us. It is devoted to “ Scientific

Papers and Addresses,” and forms a large

octavo book of 450 pages, with a portrait

•Among other things we observe Mr. .lackson sajs

that“Mr. Farrow, eminent as a ‘coach,’ has told us
publicly that as a matter of architectural education
the preparation for the Institute examination is per-

fectly useless (meeting of the Architectural Association

December 11, 1891)." As our report of Mr. Farrow's
speech contains no such expression, we have referred
the point to him, and he says explicitly that be never
used snch an expression, and that it does not represent
his opinion.

t “Scientific and Technical Papers of Werner von
Siemens." (Translated from the second German
edition.) ToL I. Scientific Papers and Addresses.
London ; Morray, 1892.

and many illustrative wood-cuts. It contains

forty-two papers, some of considerable length.

They begin as early as 1845; some of them
are ou subjects that have no general interest

now, and others only treat of trifling matters

of technical detail. We may select the fol-

lowing for remark :

—

A psper, dated 1845, “ On tbe Application

of the Electric Spark to the Measurement of

Velocity,” mentions Siemens’s work for the

Prussian Government in the earliest suc-

cessful attempts to introduce this method of

measuring the velocity of projectiles ;
a

method which has since received such a

remarkable development, not only for

gunnery experiments, but also for other

measurements of exceedingly small intervals

of time. He showed that by its means an

accuracy of ^ second could be

easily obtained
;
and he prophesied that the

instrument might be used to measure the

velocity of electricity itself. The electrical

chronoscope has now become one of the most
essential aids to scientific investigation.

The electric telegraph, in various forms,

occupies, of course, much space. Two long

papers on Telegraph Lines and Apparatus,

dated 1850, furnish a full historical record

of the extensive and valuable work done by
the author and his firm at a very early period.

Other papers on the duplex telegraph, on
electro-static induction and retardation, on

the velocity of transmission of electricity

in suspended wires, on the conductivity of

carbon, on the theory of electro-magnetism,

and so on, comprehend such a mass of tech-

nical detail that it would be hopeless to

attempt any abstracted notice of them.

The subject of submarine cables, which for

many years excited so much interest in the

public mind, and called for the earnest study

both of scientific theorists and practical

engineers, comes into notice in several papers.

One was presented in 1860 jointly with his

brother to the British Association, on a sub-

ject then much controverted, “ The Principles

and Practice of Testing tbe Electrical Con-
ditions of Submarine Cables

;

” another, in

1874, read before the Berlin Academy, gave

a history of Siemens’s earliest subaqueous

lines, followed by an elaborate mathematical

investigation of the intricate problems arising

in the operations of cable-laying.

Three papers in 1860 and 1866 contain

discussions, largely mathematical, between
the author and others ou the production of a

unit of electrical resistance, aud in 1863 we
find a notice of the preparation and dis-

tribution, by the manufacturing firm, of the

unit proposed by Dr. Siemens, namely a

column of mercury 1 metre long and 1

square millimetre in section at zero centi-

grade. The British Association took part in

this matter.

In 1860 Dr. Siemens gave, in Poggendorff's

Annahn, an account of some curious

phenomena he had observed on a visit to

the great Pyramid of Cheops. The weather
was fine, and he, with some engineers engaged
in laying the telegraph line in the Red Sea,

ascended the pyramid, when, somewhat to

the annoyance of the party, they found
themselves caught in the peculiar dust storm
known as tbe Khamseen. We may give his

description of what he saw :

—

Arrived at the summit we felt a sharp, cold

wind blowing
;
the red of the south-western horizon

was changed to a colourless clouding-over right up
to the zenith, so that we could only observe near-

lying objects in feeble outline. It was interesting

to observe the sand of the desert, which covered
tbe plain with an opaque yellow veil, continually

rising with whirling motion higher up the pyramid.
When it had arrived at tbe highest step we noticed

a peculiar whistling noise, which I ascribed to the

increasing violence of the wind; it was similar to

that of surging water. We thought at first that
the Arabs were uttering this sound, but I soon
satisfied myself that it also took place when I stood

on the highest point of the pyramid and held my
forefinger in the air. There was also a slight

pricking observable in the skin of the finger which
was exposed to the wind. I could only explain this

fact, observed by all of us, as an electrical

phenomenon, and such it proved to be.

He then tried to establish ibis, producing

with an extemporised Leyden jar strong spark

aud shocks, which made the Arabs believe h?

was engaged in sorcery. On further investii

gation he found that the phemonenon migh|

be fully explained by the action of the sandt

which was the carrier, and probably th;

cause, of the electricity.

In 1866, he published an essay on “ Thl

Law of the Motion of Gases in Tubes,” wit;

a description of the pneumatic mode c

despatch of messages laid down in Berliill

Everyone knows how much the electric telft

graph system in London is aided by tht;

despatch of messages in small tubes by pneui

matic pressure. This system was applied b'

Siemens in Berlin on a much larger scale-

with tubes laid down in the streets, and thi

paper is an essay on the principles guidinii

the action.

At page 217 of the book is given a copy q
a paper laid before the Berlin Academy (|.

Sciences on January 17, 18G7, having for iij

title, “ Ueber die Umwandlung von Arbeitic

kraft in elektrischen Strom, ohne permanenta

Magnete.’’ This has become classical as tit;

first publication of the great discovery b''

Werner and William Siemens of the principir

of electro-magnetic augmentation and maiaa

tenance of a current without the aid of stet

or other permanent magnets, the immedia>
result of the discovery being the prcducticii

of one of the most wonderful of modeiic

instruments,—the dynamo-electric machinit

or, as it is now more briefly called, the dgnami\

The German paper was followed by a co;.

responding one presented by William Siemeii

to the Royal Society of London on Februaryri

of the same year. The full history of tk!

invention has been published in the EDglisl|

Life of Sir William Siemens. ,

Several papers in 1875-6-7 treat of tli)

peculiar property of selenium, of conductiri

electricity better in light than in darkneKl

It may be recollected that Sir Williaii

Siemens in 1876 exhibited at the Royal Inslfj

tution what he called a selenium eye, whifi)

was sensible to light and to difference «j

colour. The phenomena are here fully investfl

gated.

A paper presented to the Berlin Academii

in 1878 is called “Physical and Mechanicij

Considerations, suggested by the observatlci

of an Eruption of Vesuvius in May, 1878'

This observation led Dr. Siemens to sonc

most elaborate speculations, which not onli

embrace the action of volcanoes specifically

but extend to the structure of the whon
globe, and to the history of its earliest exisi

ence, with criticisms and remarks on tit

theories of Lord Kelvin and many others c

cosmical matters generally. It is impoasibJ

in regard to this to do more than refer to )

as an exercLse of deep thought and ingenioic

reasoning; and the same may be said of anotM
paper of 1883, “On the Admissibility of tk

Assumption of an Electrical Solar Potential

and its Importance for the Explanation <

Terrestrial Phenomena,” the title of whici

sufficiently indicates its general natural

A paper of 1882, “ On the Luminosity (

Flame,” had for its object to settle somi

doubtful points on tbe source of liglg

emanating from highly-heated gases.

At the end of the book are four papers

1886 to 1890, “ On Winds and Currents i

the Earth’s Atmosphere.” The author says;-;!

“The interdependence of meteorological phenn!
mena has been very closely studied by meteoroj
legists during tbe last ten years. There exist o I

this subject an almost unwieldy mass of observri

tioDS, on which several ingenious theories haw
been founded. These deal, however, mostly wit"

secondary phenomena, and rest therefore on
narrow foundation. It would appear, indeed, as i:

modem meteorology had somewhat neglected, fol

these special studies, the investigation of the firs

causes of the observed phenomena. . . In tbe fob

lowing pages it will be attempted to supply iheet

deficiencies by the light of this doctrine of thi

conservation of energy.”

The subject ia thoughtfully and ecientifii

cally reasoned out, and the theory of the

winds which the author arrives at is laic

down in clear propositions.

It is customary, when a new member firs:

attends a meeting of the Royal Academy o:

Sciences, for him to make an “ Antrittsrede,’!
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OT entrance speech; and we may give a few

extracts from Werner Siemens’a, as an ex-

ample of the modesty of pretension which bo

often characterises true merit, as^well as a

somewhat ingenious form of allusion to the

connexion of Science with practical occupa-

tions. lie said :

—

“The Academy, by admittinp me among its

members, has done me an honour which 1 have not

sought, and was not entitled to expect. Up to

now only those savants wore called to these chairs,_

—

rendered venerable by the high scienlidc attain-

ments of former as well as present occupants,

—

whose solo vocation was science, and who had suc-

cessfully devoted to it the whole of their Intel-

ieotual power The Academy, by choosing

me, has deviated from this system
;

it has con-

eidered a man worthy to enter its ranks whose pro-

fessional activity appertained neither to science

itself nor to scientific teaching I am not

presumptuous .enough to think that the contribu-

tions I have made t<o pure science have alone been

decisive for this. I believe, and I take comfort in

the conviction, that more weighty considerations

have influenced the Academy. I account for il

by the circumstance that, thanks to better educa-

tion and to the greater development of mental

mtercourse, scientific knowledge and method are

DOW no longer confined to the narrow circle of the

professional scientist, but exert their animating and

fructifying influences over larger circles of the

community. They have been introduced as essen-

tial factors into the teaching profession, into official

life, into the manufactures, into agriculture, even

into most of the trades. Science is now, as it were,

the nervous system which runs through the organism

of human culture, which generates new life in its

finest, hardly visible ramifications, and not only

increases thereby the ideal good of mankind, but

lightens the hard fight for material existence by
f)ressing into its service the still unknown forces of

Kature. To this last object of scientific activity

my exertions have been always directed. My
iproblems were generally prescribed by the demands
of my profession, because the filling up of scientific

Toids which I met with presented itself as a tech-

nical necessity."

The second volume will contain technical

and other papers on domestic and industrial

progress at home and abroad : and the third

will give ail account of the author’s remark-

.eible life and career.

week having been quietly resumed at the

beginning of this month —the result to the

men and to the coal-owner is considered.

Many of the former (especially those engaged

in duties outside actual coal-getting) soon mur-

mured audibly at being compelled to go about

doing nothing, whether they liked it or not

;

while the coal-owner is represented as very

quickly discovering that the weight brought

the bank was almost equal in the five days

what it had been in the six ! It is curious

10 notice the different light in which the

compulsory element in the eight-hours day

proposal is regarded by the miners of different

counties. Mr. Cowey, President of the York-

shire Miners’ Association, has just declared

that his society will tolerate no “local

option” about the Bill, and that it should

regulate all underground labour. Other

bodies, which are at present inclined to hold

aloof, would probably fall in line readily

enough if the proposals savoured less of

fetters; but they are preparing,
_

not un-

naturally, to jealously guard their independ-

ence. There is no doubt that a considerable

amount of unanimity prevails regarding the

demand in the abstract,—though even that

is anything but complete,—but as to detail

there is sufficient diversity of opinion to

effectually wreck the Bill altogether.

NOTES.

[IHE question which has arisen in

the London County Council,

namely, whether the Council shall

do certain work without the inter-

vention of a contractor, is of considerable

practical importance. Theoretically, the

Council has a perfect right to undertake any

work without making use of a contractor,

but in practice it is doubtful if the result

will be satisfactory. Nearly all the railway

companies, who are bound to do the best

they can for their shareholders, put

constructive work in the hands of con-

tractors, and experience would thus seem to

be against the Council, so to say, becoming

its own contractor. A great deal of extra

responsibility and work must be thrown on

the officials of the Council, who will have to

purchase materials, engage workmen, and so

forth. The proof of the pudding is in the

eating,” but we shall be surprised if, even

locally, the ratepayers find any satisfaction

in what may be regarded as a new depar-

ture if it comes to pass.

ONE of the arguments of the advocates of

the eight-hours’ movement is that the

change would so far benefit the workers,

physically, that they would probably produce

as much in eight hours as they formerly did

in nine. The opponents of the measure,

whether prepared to grant this or not, need

not seek to disprove it ;
for, if granted, it

simply upsets another contention of the eight-

hours’ men—that the reduction of hours would

give work to the unemployed. But if either

side care to avail themselves of it, they may
adduce an argument bearing on this phase of

the question from a statement made by a con-

temporary in discussing the miners’ “ stop

day. After observing that the policy of

restriction of output by means of a stop day

has been pronounced a failure—a six-days

A MEETING is to be held at the Mansion

House on the i27th to assist in find-

ing funds for further ‘‘restoration” of

Rochester Cathedral, which has no special

fabric fund. The restoration was commenced

by Sir Gilbert Scott a good many years ago,

and it is now proposed that it should be con-

tinued under the direction of Mr. Pearson.

From a circular sent to us we get an idea

* the extent of the work proposed to

oe done. “ A few years ago,” it is

stated, “ the west front was found to be in

a perilous condition demanding immediate

underpinning and repairs. These are in a

fair way of completion, and it is proposed to

rebuild the upper halves of the two flanking

towers destroyed about 130 years ago. The

scheme includes the raising of the roofs of

the choir and its transepts up to the

gables which Sir G. G. Scott restored. It

includes, also, works of reparation and re-

storation in the parapets and roof of the

nave, in the interior of the aisles and

transepts and elsewhere in the church.

It is to be hoped that no more alteration will

be made in the existing old work than is

really necessary for substantial repair. To

the rebuilding of portions of the towers

•which have been destroyed we have no

objection to raise. The raising of the choir

roofs to the line of the restored gables seems

now to be rendered architecturally necessary,

as the gables have been built
;
whether it was

worth while to restore these gables is another

question
;
but they are there now, and look

absurd without the roofs, no doubt. But in

this matter of restoration we seem always to

creep on from one alteration to another, the

last thing which was done affording a plea

for going further.

street leading to the bridge.
_

An altera-

tion of this kind, carried out in the spirit

of the alteration now going on at the

National Gallery, would be an admirable

improvement to both Somerset House and the

Strand, and it would safeguard the building

from fire, of which it stands at present in

considerable risk from its contact with tumble-

down property and the proximity to a theatre.

Somerset House is at present occupied by

Government offices, but with the concentra-

tion of Government work at Westminster

which is going on from year to year, the

building might in the course of a few years

become available a Town-hall for the

London County Council, which has shown

some desire to locate itself in the immediate

neighbourhood. The proposal to build offices

at the Strand end of the proposed new street

from the north is open to question from an

artistic point of view, as a high and large

block of buildings (and even a wide street)

near St. Mary's Church will dwarf the church

and spoil its present charm, which is quite

08 much dependent on its surroundings as

on its structural merits. If the Countv

Council were to offer the Government to build

a good and appropriate front to Somerset

House on the Strand side it might provide

itself with offices which would perhaps be

sufficient for its present wants, and it might

be able later on to buy out (by giving a site

in Westminster or otherwise) the Govern-

ment Department occupying the rest of the

building. In this way the County Council

would secure a Town-hall or Hotel de Yille

worthy of the large and rich community it

governs, and it would, at the same time, be

relieved of tlie “ itching palm ’’ for the City

Guildhall, which is so marked a feature of

the programme of the more progressive

members of the Council, and which for many

reasons is not to be encouraged. In any case,

good and indeed necessary improvements

would be effected by such a course as we

have suggested.

The contemplated improvements in the

Strand will not be complete,— will,

indeed, lose much of their value,—unless the

access to South London by way of Waterloo

Bridge is much improved also. To add more

traffic to the existing east and west traffic of

the Strand and Fleet-;Street, by opening a

street from Ilolborn, will be to add to rather

than to relieve the present block, and easier

access to the bridge and to the Embankment

is of the first importance, and should be pro-

vided before the proposed ne-w street through

Clare Market is made. This can be best

effected by isolating Somerset House, by

removing all the shops and houses reared

against it on the Strand and east sides, and

rnaking a good street to the embankment by

the side of King’s College, and taking

away the few shops on the Strand Bide

and building up a new front in character

with the rest of the building, setting back

or rounding off the corner of Welllngton-

TIIE Head Master of Rochester Mathe-

matical School, in a letter to the Tvms

of Monday, utters some words of common

sense which may well be borne in mind by

those antiquaries who are ready to put the

preservation of every ancient piece of wall

before the most pressing needs of the present

day. It appears that a well-known arche-

ologist had written to the Times about the

“Vandalism” (the usual cant word) con-

templated by the governors of the school, and

stating that it was proposed to demolish a

long length of the existing city wall, which

was wholly unnecessary, as the dining-room

which it was proposed to erect might be

equally arranged in another place. The head

master replies :

—

“The only piece of the Mediieval wall of which

anyooe in Rochester has taken any care is that m
possession of the school. It is eighty yards long,

and includes a very perfect corner tower.^ Of tbese

eighty yards it is proposed to remove eight, i he

reason for removing this small portion is that it cuts

obliquely across the ground upon

nor. are erectieg, not aS
three-storey building, with a depth of 3t) ft., ana a

frontage to the Baet-gato of 100 ft. Tt.. bn.ld.og

will contain a large sohool-hail, a gymnasium, and

an extensive suite of science and art rooms. I hey

are rooms which we have long wanted, and whi^

tbo school has fairly earned, and they cannot be

erected in any other position, all the available

ground at the rear being already occupied with our

class-rooms and other offices. It is practically a

question of which is the most important to modern

Rcchester, a few extra yards of interesting but per-

fectly useless Mediroval walling or a properly

equipped higher modern school.
’

Mr. Brock appears to have been making the

mistake so often made by the Society for the

Protection of Ancient Buildings, of running

a tilt against “ vandals ” before being sure or

the facts
;
and the comparison made between

the value of the old work to be removed and

the objects of the new buildings to be erected

suggests that more moderate and reasonablH

view of the claims of ancient remains, which

archieologists so often injure their own cause

by ignoring.
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rrillE Clerk-nwell ^ estry propose to let

.
tliog lease the site of a

quaint little ten meac in Farringdon-road, on
the eastern side of what was formerly Ray-
street, beiog a parish watch-house, built in
l/y4, and so used during twenty-six years
afterwards. The watch-house is, or was
until lately, No. 18, and bears a sial) with an
mscri^ption stating it is the property of the
parish, 1835. A massively-built arch of
brick under the shop floor covers the basin of
the ancient Clerks’ M'ell,—the fans Clerzcoru 7n
mentioned by FitzStephen in the description
ot Rondon which he added to his account of^e life of his master, St. Thomas a Becket.
iNO._ 10, adjoining southwards, marks the
position of the pump which was fixed therem 1800, and against w’hich they placed a
memorial-stone setting forth that the well
lay 4 ft. to the east.* In Radolph Agas’s
map, supposed to have been drawn in loGO
the Clerks well is plainly drawn as pourinn
forth out of the wall of St. Mary’s de Fonte
nunnery into a cistern or trough, which Stow
describes as being “ curbed about square with
bard stone.” The Parish Clerks, who here
performed their scriptural plays, were in-
corporated m 17 Henry III., by name of the
Lrotherhood of St. Nicholas, and rank as the
nfty-fourth Company of London. To themwe owe a useful and now somewhat scarce
volume, “New Kemarks of London,” 1732
Ihe nunnery pleasance covered the steep
dope down to Vineyard-walk, Peartree-court,
Hockley-in-the-Hole, and the bank of the
bleet, which in this quarter was called the
River of Wells. In 1673, .James, third Earl of
Northampton, bestowed this spring unon the
poor of St. James s parish. In later days they
mad6apaupers’burial-ground,aloDg8idaofRav-
street, opposite the watch-house. That grave-
yard has, m turn, given place to local improve-
ments, when the greater part of Eay-streetwas pulled down, m 1S.5G-7, for the laying-out
of Farringdon-road. Over Its site passes the
Metropolitan railway - line, opened from

fosses 0° January

TyE do not know whether we are to take

1 '‘r
““ of the energetic

management of the PallMall GiKrffe that it annexed on Tuesday
last a Note from this journal on Greek
archieologica exploration, without a word
of acknowledgment. It so, we may as well
hint to that and other “enterprising" journals
ot the same kind that our objection to
piracy of this kind, if persisted in, will not be
contmed to mere remonstrance,

[Oct. 22, 1892.

THE ROYAL COMMrSSION ON 3IETROPO-
LITAN WATER SUPPLY.*

The principal features in onr report this weekare the details of the two schemes which havebeen laid before the Commission,— one theutilisation of the kennet valley for the conBtruotion of a large reservoir, involving the sub.mersionof villages and the diversion of roadsa railway and a canal, and the other the con-struction of nine smaller reservoirs,—both pro-
° maintain the flow onheIbames, while enabling the Thames companies

Valiev sT*" The KennetValley scheme is proposed on behalf of thewater companies, and the nine reservoirsscheme on behalf of the Thames CouservaTy

beforrthTm°» C™“i®ioners ha[eDetore them a third scheme for a reservoirwhich will differ from the other two in not
Thames, and inbeing directly connected by pipes with thecompanies' alters. Before giving thTdetmls

of the
conclude lur summary

Ecideiice of Sir Frederick Brammell.

fpHE Quarterly Peoiev contains an article
on Itapid Iraosit in London,” com-

shitTsti^
together a good deal of interesting

statistical information. The Quarterly adopts

rJnid increasedrapid transit m any way e.xcept bv under-ground railways, overhead railways bLgobviously impose,ble in London as it now
exists, while there can be no doubt that,

tPn,
ff'ey “te a serious injury

constant hindrance and inconvenience toordinary vehicular traffic. The Quarterly
therefore naturally sums up in favour
the projected electric railway schemes, bv

but'wilh
“‘Jequately be met,

“ tvliether theycan secure sufficient traffic at remunerative
rate-; and work it with sufficient economy, to

etrLthr
™ "'“seeny cost of con-struction. . . . Capital will certainly not beforthcoming if each new undertakiug'is to beexposed to conditions of construction and of

tion of Its passengers at nominal fares, or to

aidedTram*"^
““petition of rate-mded tramways (a possibility which hadbeen glanced at on a previous page of the

wteher
“[’eejy expressed a doubt

Ground wni
‘“'tesjdeep beneath theground will prove an attractive method of

““y et'e" '>0 questioned

W tht'^lii'’
to and up from them

t.mo^L J “ gbeti tieal of thetime saved in rapid transit. We may haveto learn that in a city like London, crLdedup on old lines of narrow streets, there is a

W. 6’etting about quickly which we shallhave to recognise. Rut the article in TheQuaiterly, on n subject of so much publicinterest, is worth reading.
^

house close by ES tTa we.fanu ‘o “
pose of the ovetJow br»nmnT„e *"' '» '<‘'-

eround, at the rear, FoSS. htgli

^^'tte the considerations whichgQided him in taking 20 eallont? nnr Uoori
rather than 33 gallons as the jveragrofSconsumption. Sir Frederick said the New I«ve[Company was down to 2,S-26 for all purposes

between 1866 and 1866, notwithrtanding
iDcrease in population, that company reducedthe quantity ot water delivered. ThL he wlsa director of a suburban company, sixteen milesfrom Londcin, which delivered 17 gallons per

w''

“ * purposes, including road watL

;

wPh Ltb
® “"PP'y hll day to housesw lh baths and gardens. He asked the Com-

sTuSes
“ “ "hen the existing

sources were economised it would be
““bbT in improved iu-speotion than m new works. The New Elverwould have to come down from 2S| to 26the West Middlesex, from 20 to 20 : the South-wark and Vauxhall, from a little over 2,8 to "Cand the E-ast London would have to make alarge reduotron. This could be done withoutpowers such as Parliament might be nnwiUing

sufflcilntfo th
bbRblations werfsufficient for the purpose, and the Lambeth Com-pany, nsmg waste-water meters, had found thatthe, could effect reduction with existing powers

tt e
"hether the pe„p,e of LondolhavWbeen acenstomed to consnme large naantitiefof water there would not be a difficulty in

'

down the consumption, Sir Frederickobjected to the use of theW “ consume
I “consumed”these large quantities of water. They did not

fa°them’‘' Th ’“T
Provision had been madefor them. The waste-water meters showed how

flowing away during the night whilepeople were asleep; and tiiere was an equalwaste during the day
;
but people did not Sow

fn.
"bste arose from the original

fittffigr”'’^
condition ot^the

continuous inspection cope with conUnual wear ot fittings? Yes; becLse wastlwater meters would detect the 10 per cent of^ses in which it was necessary to interfere

to tXn^-T qnantity ot water tobe taken
,

if a housemaid chose to take ten

rin
7^j®rwhen five would suffice, let herdo It, but do not let the water run to wasteunknown to the consumer. London might be

STs^toftb provided with water-olosets bat there was room for baths to increase

Xr« them in a class of honseswhere they did not have them now Theincreased use of water on this account wonid

»3 , and current volniue, pp. lO.’cS, ir, h, 82, 103', Sgj

be large actually, but not relatively to the whoi
population.

T
gravel supply of ttLambeth Company, leaving all legal qnestiori

out of account, it should certainly be regarde:
as water taken on its way to the Thames
diminishing the flow at Teddinglon weir
portion may make its escape below Teddingtom
but the ordinary presumption would be that b
that quantity the flow is diminished.

water consumption in thtiLmted States, the fact was sometimes overo
looked that the United States gallon is onit
five-sixths of the Imperial gallon. In a districi.
of the town of Charlestown, in the Unites
states, the consumption per head was 44 -dEughsh gallons in the daytime, and in thi'
mght-time 32-6 English gallons. Deaoon’n
meters were applied, and, after three roundii
of inspection, the consumption per day waf.
reduced to 22 English gallons, of which thil
night rate was 8'9, leaving 13 for the day, ok'
half a gallon more than before. The whole'
saving came out of the waste that was going ora

' day and night of water which never cameintd
the hands of the consumer. In a report, thd
Charlestown Board complained of the consump-t
tion of 93 of these gallons daily, and said it!had been their constant study to diminish thiai
extravagance, and if the consumption could be:
reduced to 60 English gallons, the capacltyt
of the works wonid be sufficient for many years i

In a conversation about fittings, Sir Frederick:'
expressed the opinion that London fittings-
were fairly good

;
but in the district of then

East London Company he admitted that then
Engineer, Mr. Bryan, had a terrible task before i

him.
The question was put whether hot-water*

apparatus was not a fruitful source of waste.

;

bir Frederick said that that waste was smallj,
and It was due to the improper setting up of 'i

the apparatus. If it were set up with a lot oFi
dead ends so that that which should be hot t

water stays when it is not being drawn off, and 1

becomes cold, and you have to draw off a lot oM
cold water before you reach the hot, then that t

was a source of waste. This was much too )common a sort of fitting, but it might be for- •

bidden by law. What had to be done was to )

take care that you have your hot water on the- *

run, and then you got it immediately without :

waste. In many towns hot-water pipes and I

baths were being pat into houses of much lower •

rental than formerly,—in Edinburgh as low as ;

rentals of IG^. and 18^.,—and, of course, this-
mnst increase the consumption of water.
Asked what he would do in cases where taps

were allowed to run all night on dirty clothes,.
,

he said be imagined the law could stop misuse
of that kind

; and, if it wonid not. the legisla-
ture would supply the needed remedy. He
afterwards cited section 17 of the Act of 1863
which imposes a penalty of 51. on any person’'

water
^ negligently wasting or misnsing.

T/ze Kcmiet Valley Iteservoir Sc.Jieme.

4.V.

Henry Robinson, C E., submitted to-
the Commissioners a scheme for appropriating
the valley of the Kennet to a large reservoir
and two small ones, with the object of ulti-
mately maintaining a minimum flow of
600,000,000 gallons per day in the Thames by pro-
viding for the storage of 44,000,000,000 gallons.
The plan involves the diversion of some miles
of canal, the diversion of 104 miles of railway
including three railway stations, and the sub -

mersion of several miles of public roads, two
villages, and several private residences. The
water could not come to London by gravitation
bnt must come down the river, the proposal
being to discharge into the river sufficient to
leave a minimum flow of 300,000,000, when the
companies have taken 300,000,000 gallons.

In his statement the Professor said that he
had been instructed by Messrs. Hollams, Sons
Coward, & Hawksley, on behalf of the London
water companies, to submit to the Cctamission
his views as to the possibility of augmenting
the water supply of the metropolis by the
conservation of the flow of the river Thames,
when it was abundant, for use when it was not!
It was possible to accomplish this and to effect
an improvement in the river by constructing a
reservoir in the Kennet Valley. The gauginss
of the total flow are :

—

MiUion galloDB
per day.

The late Mr. John Taylor, 1863 to 1880 SOS' •

Ihe Conservancy, 1883 to 1889 1,350

The former include long droughts
;
the latter
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iccord with independent observations. On
ingust 1-1, 1887 :

—

Million gallons.

The minimum flow at Teddington was loS'D
The companies’ abstractions wore ... 101 '0

Total, say 2o5‘0

To maintain a minimum flow of ... 600'0

Would require a reservoir to hold ... 44,000'0

This would provide 300 for 10,000,000 of people

it 30 gallons a bead, and raise the minimum
iow at Teddington from 153-9 to 300. The
rtorage required is, according to Mr. Taylor’s
jaogings, 44,000,000,000 gallons

;
according to

;he Conservancy’s gauging, 30,000,000,000
jallons. If there were no droughts greater

ban those of 1884, the proposed storage wonld
leep the discharge up to 700, and give 100
nore for the supply of the metropolis.

The witness proceeded,—“From an examina-
ion of the Thames Basin, I am of opinion that
he Kennet Valley is admirably adapted to the
jonstruction of a storage reservoir of the
equired magnitude. The gathering-ground
rom which the River Kennet is supplied is very
parsely populated, and five-sixths of the area
B on chalk, and, therefore, free from the action
)f floods in washing down polluting matter
rom the surface. The rainfall on this area is

bout 30 in., which is considerably above the
.verage of the Thames Valley. The gathering-
Tound from which the Kennet reservoir would
le supplied is 350 square miles. Owing to the
ligh rainfall the average annual discharge of
he River Kennet may be safely taken at about
0 in. on the entire gathering-ground, which
ronld yield over 50,000,000,000 gallons per
nnum, or, say, 1,000,000,000 gallons per week,
'he average amount to be impounded per
nnum to provide for the maintenance of a
linimum flow of 600,000,000 gallons per day
fonld be ten weeks'flow, or 10,000,000,000gallons,
rbich is only one-fifth of the average annual
iflcharge of the Kennet. This amount is

rrived at from an examination of the gaugings
f the river Thames from 1854 to 1889. The
verage time of the water-level rising in the
jservoir would, therefore, be ten weeks per
nnum. During an average of twenty-two
eeks per annum the reservoir would be over-
owing. The regulation of the discharge
onld be carried on during the remaining
venty weeks. The plans and sections, which
fe appended, record in detail the data that I

ave obtained, upon which I have founded my
mfident opinion that a storage reservoir can
3 constructed in the Kennet Valley. This
•ea is now being remapped by the Geological
arvey, and Mr. J. H. Blake, of the Geological
aff, who is stationed at Reading, has seen the
[isults given in my plans and sections, and
ijrees with them. It will he seen that the
iriginal mapping was incorrect. The Geologi-
lil Survey Map, Sheet No. 12, and the Geo-
i'gical Survey Sections, Sheet No. 81, give what
as supposed to be the geology of this area, but
le section in the neighbourhood of Thatcham,
spresents the chalk lying on an even slope,
hereas recent well sections have proved the
listence of a wave which is most conspicuous
!b Thatcham, and extends several miles east-
ward. The error in the section at Thatcham
as apparently led to the incorrect mapping
:E the Reading beds all along the valley, from
l-eenham House to Thatcham. The extent of
36 error reaches its maximum at the sharp
lend of the valley near Woolbampton, where
be base of the London clay is shown crossing
lae Bath-road, at a level of 220 ft. above Ord-
:ance Datum, whereas the actual level at that
oint is about 138 ft, above Ordnance Datum
lee Section No. 8), showing a vertical error of
ver 80 ft. The great point that has now been
letermined is that the basement bed of the
liondon clay stretches right across the valley
:)r about five miles, proving that the whole
iiickness of the Reading beds exists beneath,
( hich establishes the watertightness of the bed
•E the valley. As the mottled clay of the
heading beds extends both up and down the
lalley beyond the London clay, the River
Kennet rnns over a clay bed for a distance of
early eight miles.”

: The Professor submitted a plan on the scale
f 1 in. to a mile, which showed the area
letween Reading and Newbury. The position
jf the reservoir is indicated by a line 230 ft.

ibovc Ordnance Datum, which represented the
hp water level of the reservoir. The upper
lhalk reaches Ordnance Datum, mile from
He south-east side; the top of the chalk is
jO ft. above 0. D. at the south end, 100 ft. at
ne north end. The bed of the Kennet, where

it crosses the site of the proposed dam, is 160

above 0. D., or nearly 90 above the chalk. The
strata of the 90 include 20 of alluvium and
gravel, 40 of mottled -clay, and about 30 of

irregular bedded sand and clay. A plan, 6 in.

to the mile, shows in detail the positions of

the out crops crossing the valley. The inter-

vening portion is entirely a London clay. The
Reading beds are from 70 ft. to 90 ft. thick

Above them exists a continuous bed of mottled

clay, from 35 ft. to 50 ft. thick. This is the

bed on which he relies to make the reservoir

water-tight. Having described in detail a
number of sections, he says that the levels

of the chalk water in various wells afford

conclusive evidence as to the continuity

and water -tightness of the mottled clay.

The Professsor continued, — “ The main
bank of the proposed Kennet reservoir

would be If mile in length. The maximum
depth of water in the reservoir would be 63 ft.

over the bank of the river, or about 70 ft. to

the river-bed. The top of the bank would be
235 ft. above Ordnance Datum. It would have
a curved masonry and concrete wave screen

wall along the water-side. The top of the

wave-screen wonld be 10 ft. above the water-

line. The bank wonld be 40 ft. wide at the top,

with a public road along it. The slopes would
be 3 to 1 on each side for a vertical distance of

20 ft., below which level the slopes would be
flattened out to 4 to 1. bringing the bottom
width out to 544 ft. at the banks of the river.

The inner face of the bank would be covered
with stone pitching. A puddle trench, having
a maximum width of about 25 ft., would be
carried down through the valley gravel,

alluvium, London clay, and water-bearing Base-

ment beds, and would be bonded into the main
bed of mottled clay. The puddle tunnels ex-

tending along the water-bearing beds, as shown
on the Sections Nos. 6 and 7, wonld be exten-

sions of the paddle trench. The water-bearing
stratum between the mottled clay and the

London clay requires to be dealt with, and I

propose to carry down the puddle trench under
the main bank through it, and to bond the

paddle into the main bed of mottled clay.

From the north end of the bank a tunnel would
be driven along this stratum up to a point

where the top of the mottled clay reaches the

proposed top water-level of the reservoir. This
tunnel would be puddled throughout, by which
the reservoir would be rendered absolutely

water-tight on the north side. From the

south end of the bank a similar tunnel

would be driven a distance of about two
miles in the direction of Sherborne St. John.
The mottled clay only rises to the top water-

level at a distance of nearly seven miles from
the bank. The tunnel, however, need not be
extended that distance to arrest any possible

leakage. By constructing this two miles of

puddled tunnel, any leak would have to travel

round the end of the tunnel before it could

reach the nearest outlet, and the distance it

would have to travel would be about six miles.

Taking the head in the reservoir at 60 ft., the

hydraulic gradient could not exceed 10 ft. per

mile. An examination of the springs from the

water-bearing streak shows that the natural

hydraulic gradient in this bed varies from 15 ft.

to 40 ft. per mile. These figures have been
arrived at by taking cases where springs are

thrown out from the bed at a considerable

elevation above the nearest low-lying outcrop,

or by taking the difference of level of the water
in two wells supplied by the same source. It fol-

lows from these facts that it would be impossible

for there to be any appreciable leakage round
the south puddle tunnel. The Upper Kennet
reservoir bank wonld be one mile in length,

with a waste weir extending 200 yards beyond.

The width at the water-line would be 70 ft.,

with slopes of 3 to 1 on both sides, pitched

with stone. The maximum depth of water
would be 30 ft. on each side. The puddle
trench would be carried down to the mottled

clay. The road would be 10 ft. above the

water, and would be carried over the weir on
brick arches. The Enborne bank would be
about 820 yards long, having a depth of 30 ft.

of water on each side. The width of the water-

line would be about 130 ft., the slopes being

3 to 1. This width is necessary to provide for

carrying the canal and the road. The puddle
trench would be carried through the alluvium

into the London clay, which is about 60 ft.

thick under the hank, and covers the entire

area of the Enborne branch reservoir.” The
land to be submerged is, it is said, singularly

free from buildings. There are no churches or

graveyards within the area, and only two
villages would be interfered with,—Aldermaston
and Woolbampton. The population disturbed

wonld be 500 or 600. The Hungerford and
Newbury Branch of the Great Western Railway
passes np the middle of the valley. The neces-

sary diversion of the line along the north side

of the reservoir would be about 10| miles, or

slightly shorter than the existing line, and
would not involve any sharp carves or steep

gradients. The present stations of Alder-

maston. Midgham, and Thatcham would re-

quire to he moved. The estimate includes the

entire cost of the diversion, together with

three stations, to be placed wherever the

company may prefer to pot them. The Kennet
and Avon Canal, which now passes down
the middle of the valley, would have to be

diverted and carried along the side of the

reservoir, with a flight of locks descending the

hill near Ufton-green. From the south end of

the bank the canal would be carried in one
level reach (at or a little above the top water

level of the reservoir), to Ham Lock, Newbury,
crossing the Enborne Valley on a bank, which
wonld be made water-tight to keep back the

water in the Enborne branch reservoir. The
users of the canal would draw all the water

they require from the river as at present, before

it discharges into the reservoir. The amount
required is not likely to exceed 3,000,000 gallons

a day.
The water supply of Reading Is at present

drawn from the River Kennet. If the proposed

reservoir were constructed the flow of the river

at the present intake would be interfered with,

and a different supply would have to be pro-

vided. The population of Reading is about

60,000, so the amount of water required

would be nearly 2,000,000 gallons per day, and
it might be obtained from the gravel beds

which overlie the chalk to the west of Theale,

where the water comes up from the chalk, and
would not require filtration. An alternative

or supplementary water supply for Reading

could be given direct from the Kennet Main
Reservoir through a special pipe under the

control of the Reading authorities. The
amount required is comparatively so trifling

that it wonld have no appreciable effect upon
the general working of the reservoir. The
volume required for the water supply of

Reading and for feeding the canal would not

exceed 35.000,000 gallons per week, or 3J per

cent, of the average flow of the Kennet.

The Bath-road would be diverted along the

north side of the valley. The existing roads

from Brirapton to Thatcham and Aldermaston

would be preserved by carrying them across

the reservoir on the hanks which retain the

water in the Upper Kennet and Enborne

Reservoirs. Two other roads would be carried

across the Enborne Reservoir on Viaducts. All

the roads leading from the hills to the valley

would be connected by main roads along the

sides of the reservoir.

In an account of the working of the scheme.

Professor Robinson says :—“ On the completion

of the dam the regulation of the flow of the

Kennet would commence. The basis of that

regnlation would be the maintenance of a

minimum flow of 300,000.000 gallons per day

at Teddington "Weir. Assuming the amount

drawn from the Thames for water supply pur-

poses at that time to be 130,000,000 gallons per

day, it follows that the function of the Kennet

Reservoir at the outset would be the main-

tenance of a minimum flow of 430,000,000

gallons per day, in the Thames above the water-

works intakes. The storage necessary to accom-

plish this tbrongh the greatest droughts would

be less than 10,000,000,000 gallons. The
river Kennet, at its average rate of flow, would

discharge this volume in ten weeks. If the

reservoir sluices are closed for [the first time at

the beginning of November, and the discharge is

regulated as stated, the reservoir would contain

about 25,000,000,000 gallons at the beginning of

June in the following year. If an extraordi-

nary drought then occurred, the storage avail-

able would only be drawn upon to the extent

of half or one-third. At the beginning of the

second summpr the reservoir would contain at

least 36.000,000,000 gallons, and would probably

be overflowing with 46,000.000,000 gallons

stored. The outlet works consist of three

tunnels in the London clay, each carrying a

pipe 5 ft. in diameter, discharging into a

large culvert, which would deliver into a

gauging - basin provided with a weir con-

structed to measure the rate of discharge.

The maintenance of a steady flow over Ted-
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dington Weir all through the driest seasons
would greatly improve the condition o! the
tidal part of the Thames. Between Reading
and the waterworks intakes, the river would
be improved to a still greater extent, as the flow
would never be allowed to fall below 600,000,000
gallons per day after the reservoir had once
been ^filled. This minimum compares with
the 255,000,000 gallons per day already referred
to as the minimum flow of the river recorded
in August, 1887. It is clear that this increase
would be of great advantage to tke mill-owners,
the barge-owners, the riparian owners, and the
pleasure-seekers. ’’

The following tab’e gives the capacities,
areas, and water-levels of the three parts of the
reservoir, viz,. 1, the Main Kennet reservoir

; 2,
the Upper Kennet reservoir; 3, the Enborne
Branch reservoir :

—

Total capacity, million
gallons

Available storage capacity,
million gallons ..

Area covered by water
At overflow level, square
miles

At outlet level, square
miles

Overflow level above 0 D.
Outlet level above O.I). ,

,

Distance round shores,
miles

1 . 3. Totals.

SLIW 6,826 2,686 46,052

33,000 5,0C0 2,500 46,100

6-95 2 76 1 30 10

0'25

•210

205

The areas that would he laid bare in the main
reservoir by drawing ofl' various volumes are as
follows, the quantities being expressed in mil-
lions of gallons and square miles ;— 10 000—0-5
20.000—1-0; 25,000-1-4; 30,000-2-15; 35,000— 3-90. In an average year, only half a square
mile would be laid bare out of an aggregate of
10 sq. miles of water, and this small area
wonld be distributed over a length of 11^
miles of beach, giving an average width of
under 230 ft. of beach laid bare. The excess
of evaporation over the rainfall on the 10 sq.
miles would be equal to about 2,600,000 000
gallons per annum, or about 5 per cent, of the
average annual discharge of the Kennet. That
had been stated to be 50,000,000 gallons and it
would be disposed of as follows

iliUIon
_ Gallona.
Evaporation ,,, 2 600
Reading water supply *730
Feeding the canal 1,100

Mr. Binnie : Not in connexion with the
Mservoir you have had placed before yon by
Professor Robinson. I do not see how it could
be made, for this reason, that if you made it
you

^

would have every half-year a swamp
receiving the drainage of Newbury and other
towns, and also the water would be totally unfit
for poBhble purposes.
The Chairman : That is a different point

;

but you seemed to say that the construction of
the reservoir was not physically possible.

Mr. Binnie : I would not say that the making
of that reservoir is physically impossible, but
there are grave reasons for supposing that it
could not be water-tight when it was made.
The Chairman: I do not want yon to take

that particnlar reservoir, but I want to know
whether you adhere to the view that no reser-
voir can be made, and that that is your opinion
as an engineer.

Mr. Binnie: I would not say that no indi-
vidual reservoir could be made, but no series of
reservoirs of sufficient extent to supply London
could be made. Possibly hero and there you
could find a site for a small reservoir, but to
build up a whole series of reservoirs such as
would be requisite for the supply of London, it
could not be done. There are nine reservoirs
proposed

;
it has come to my knowledge un-

officially
;
and I have visited the sites. Of the

nine, seven, I say, could not be constructed at
all, or if constructed they wonld not hold water.
The remaining two could be constructed. One
of them would be constructed at great risk and
great expense, and possibly when finished it
would not be water-tight. The other could be
constructed and filled with water, but it would
be a swamp and totally unfit for the purpose.
I have been asked by members of the County
Connell to state in detail what I think of the
suggested sites, and I have done so. I hope
you will allow me to send in that statement
when it is completed.
TKa j rum cue oneroorne stream, which by th

fv, tv
be convenient duction is redneed from 10,388 to 3 463.that the statemerit you send in should be a the same process the capacity of the Sherbcriticism of the evidence that has already been is raised from 5,971 million gallons to 7given. In that case there would be both reply We preserve the numbers of the columns inand counter reply, and the end of our inquiry original table, the first being for thewould never be reached. When thot fnrtVo,- firro — „,.^a ^

Re-filling reservoir in
average year

Surplus

4,430

10,000
35,5,570

50,000
In excessively dry years the total would be
much less, and the deficiency is fully allowed
for.

The cost of the scheme, with liberal
allowances for compensation and cost of rail-
way diversions, will not exceed 3 000 OOOZ
and the works could be carried out' in ’three’
years.

Professor Robinson was examined at con-
sideraWe length, particularly with reference to
the efficacy of the puddle tunnels against
leakage. ^

Mr. Bmnie ori ilie Proposed Peservoirs,

T
P. Bmnie, Chief Engineer to the

London County Council, being examined after
Professor Robioson had propounded his scheme
was asked by the Chairman whether he
expressed a general opinion against the forma-
tion of storage reservoirs iu the valley of theThames, and he said he did. His report was
based on personal visits, and since writing the
report he had made several journeys in theThames \ alley. Fle added that, when the
Commission had before them detailed proposals
for the construction of certain rtseevoirs, hehoped to be allowed to return and give his
reasons for objecting to them.
The Chairman

; We must consider that point.We do not open the door voluntarily to answerand re-answer if we can possibly avoid it. But
do you carry your statement this length, that
there is no possibility anywhere in the Thames
Valley of making a storage reservoir ?Mr Binnie: It practically amounls to that

” —
. ,

iii4uuy oiigmai taoie, me nrsc neing lor the conse
be reached. When that further tive numbers used on the plans and the sectstatement is ready we shall be glad to judge of for the names.

to the proprietors of several large estates in t
Thames basin above Oxford. From nnmerci
suitable drainage areas they selected nine inn
Upper Thames basin.

The following are the names or localities :

the proposed reservoirs, with the geologiqi
character of (1) the drainage areas and (2) b
reservoir sites :

—

I. River Windrnsh, above Burford. 1 . Grri
and inferior Oolite, overlying Lias Clsl
Lias Clays exposed in valleys. 2. Almo
entirely in Lower Lias Clay.

II. Sherborne stream, above junction wii
river Windrush. 1. Great and inferior Ooliil
overlying the Upper Lias Clay. 2. Infers
Oolite overlying Upper Lias Clay.

III. River Cherwell, near Moreton Pinkna
1. Oolites, Upper Lias Clay, and Marlstone, ?,

exposed, with Lower Lias Clay below.
Marlstone overlying Lower Lias Clay.

•— Sor Brook, Broughton, near Banbun
1. Mostly Marlstone overlying Lower Lias CK
which is exposed in valleys. 2. Lower Lit
Clay, with Marlstone border.

—River Svere, near Adderbury.
Oolites, Marlstone, and Lias Clay. 2. Allnvi-
deposit overlying Marlstone and Lower Lit
Clay.

VI.—Stream near Deddington.—1. Oolite
Upper Lias Clay, and Marlstone, with Low*
Lias Clay in valley. 2. Lower Lias Clay.

VII.—River Dome, near Woodstock, and
VIII.—River Glyme, above Woodstock,

and 2. Great Oolite overlying Upper Lit
Clay.

—Thame at Hardwick, near Aylesbuic
1. Mainly Kimmeridge Clay, with some Oxfof
Clay lo north, a belt of Gault on east, an
some Oolite on west. 2. Kimmeridge Clay.
The following table requires explanatic

The drainage area of the Windrush is 43.7-,

acres, and is made 50.701 by adding 6^8
from the Sherborne stream, which by this «

Storage Reservoirs Proposed by Messrs. Marten J- Ro/e.

1. WiDdrush .

Sherborne .

Cherwell . .

.

Sor Brook .

o. Swere
6. Deddington
7. Dome
a. Glyme
9. Thame

Acres.
' Inches.

60,701'

3,4631

14,000,

2 -

2
,
170 :

13,196
8,480;

10,000'

17,600
8,128

147,644

' Cajmeity

. ! KcBer-

Gallons
!

7,S11

600

3 024
],SO0
1,1.66 .

1,364

2,338

7.

Cotnpf n-
B.tion
to

Stream*.

8.

Available
for

Supply.

S.

Top
Water
Level
Above
O.D.

10.

Wa?er

11.

Height
of

Einbitik-

12.

Length

Embaoh*
merit.

13. 3

Cost,!

ineliiaii

1
OalloD

1
per Day.

Gallons
per Day. Feet. Acres Feet, Yards. £.

;

: 9.950,000 53,268,000
Nif.

420 1,464 54
600 224 61',

5

178.03
' 2,020,000 12,320,000 410 600

19,940,000 335 730 50
ll,87u.(,00 310 600 46
7,620,000 295 400 40

1,860,0410 9,000,000 330 230 40 120,4
3,250,003 15,730,000 300 330 46

6,640,000 290 500 30 808 162, L

28,466,000 136,388,000 1,773,05

... 1,1 columns I, ». u, anu ii require ampliflcatlon as follows

s A v?nfw?“
streams, being one-third of the available rainfall for 365 days.

name,
T.PViil nf .!.« ,

coluliiu (, lor lour ary monms, or, say, 120 day*
9. L«vel of the top water of the reservoir above Ordnance Datum.
11. Height of the embankment, 6 ft. above the top of the water

it, but we must have it soon, or I am afraid it
will be hopeless for us to nndertake the exami-
tion of it.

— amounls to that.
Ihere are one or two sites suggested on which
a reservoir may be constructed at great riskand great expense.
The Chairman: Ami right that yoa commit

yourself to the opinion that the thing itself isnot physically possible ?

Mr. Binnie ; It is not, really.
The Chairman: Yon say that no storage

S the°Th»
“““ made in any partot the Thames \alley or its tributaries?

A Scheme of Mine Storage Reservoirs.

Mr. Henry John Marten, C.E., and Mr.
Henry Rofe, C E.

,
as advisers to the Conservators

of the Thames, submitted to the Commission
a plan for the construction of nine storage
reservoirs. They took the daily quantity of
water withdrawn from the Thames at 90.000,000
gallons, though it had reached 101,000,000 'and

107.000.

000, and the flow past Teddington at

234.000.

000 down to 154,000,000 gallons, con-
cluding that, with few exception?, it might
be taken as exceeding 200,000,000 gallons. The
problem was to double the greatest abstraction
iriTnonnnn .. ^ . :

r-- — .....j uwuuic Liic gicatcsi iiiJBCraCllOn,

107.000.

000 without reducing the flow below

200.000.

000 gallons. This increase would not
be exhausted for forty or fifty years, or thirty-
three if increase in every other source were ex-
cluded. In the search for suitable sites for
reservoirs they had been assisted by Mr Henry
Woodward. F.R.S., F.G.S.. and Mr. Horace B.

^-^-S-.^both experienced geologists, wing trenches may be found necesear
the latter possessing great local knowledge

;
indicated upon the sections. Flood' wat

also by Mr. Thomas Franklin, F.S.I., land agent greatly improved by storage in large reser

The drainage areas, it is stated, are ak
entirely of an agricoltural character, consist
according to returns supplied by the Boar
Agriculture, of arable land to the extent of
per cent., and of pasture to the extent of 40
cent. They are sparsely populated, having
the average only about one person to five ac
It has been a matter of considerable diffict
to arrive at the estimated available rainl
The^ mean rainfall being estimated at fi

25 in. to 27 in., IG in. has been adopted
fairly representing the average loss by evape
tion and absorption. One sixth has been
ducted for the average of three consecutive <

years. The aggregate capacity of the reserv<
will be about 20,000 million gallons,
double that of Lake Vyrnwy reservoir, and '

area will be doable that of the lake with Li
Bala added to it. The puddle trend
can be sunk down to sound measures
reasonable depths. The works might
executed from time to time as they were
quired. No difficulty in construction is app
bended. All the sites are suitable, and whi
wing trenches may be found necessary they i
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dington Weir all through the driest seasons
would greatly improve the condition of the
tidal part of the Thames. Between Beading
and the waterworks intakes, the river would
be improved to a still greater estent, as the flow
would never be allowed to fall below 600,000,000
gallons per day after the reservoir had once
been filled. This minimum compares with
the 255,000,000 gallons per day already referred
to as the minimum flow of the river recorded
in August, 188r. It is clear that this increase
would be of great advantage to tke mill-owners,
the barge-owners, the riparian owners, and the
pleasure-seekers.”

The following tab'e gives the capacities,
areas, and water-levels of the three parts of the
reservoir, viz., 1, the Main Kennet reservoir; 2,
the Upper Kennet reservoir; 3, the Enborne
Branch reservoir:—
Total capacity, miUioo

gallons
Available storage capacity,

million gallons ..

Area covered by water
At overflow level, square
miles

At outlet level, square
miles

Overflow level above u D.
Outlet level above O.n. ..

Distance rouud shores,
miles

1. 2. 3. Totals.

31.240 6,826 2,686 46,652

33,000 5 6C0 2,500 46,100

6-95 1 30 10

173 205 205

The areas that would be laid bare in the main
reservoir by drawing ofi various volumes are as
follows, the quantities being expressed in mil-
lions of gallons and square miles :—10 000— 0'5 •

20.000-1-0; 25,000-1-4; 30,000-2-15; 35,000— 3-00. In an average year, only half a square
mile would be laid bare out of an aggregate of
10 sq. miles of water, and this small area
would be distributed over a length of lU-
miles of beach, giving an average width of
under 230 ft. of beach laid bare. The excess
of_ evaporation over the rainfall on the 10 sq.
miles would be equal to about 2,600,000 000
gallons per annum, or about 5 per cent, of the
average annual discharge of the Kennet That
had been stated to be 50.000,000 gallons, and it
would be dirposed of as follows

MiUlou
« Gallons.
Evaporation ... 2 600
Reading water supply '730
Feeding the canal 1,100

Re-filling reservoir in
average year

Surplus

4,430

10,000
35,570

50,000
In excessively dry years the total would bemuch less, and the deficiency is fully allowed

The cost of the scheme, with liberal
allowances for compensation and cost of rail-
way diversions, will not exceed 3 000 000^
and the works conid be carried out in ’three’
years.

Professor Robinson was examined at con-
sideraMe length, particolariy with reference to

leakag?°“-''
“gainst

Mr. Binnieon the Propped Bnmoirs.

T
Engineer to theLondon County Conned, being examined after

Professor Robinson had propounded hisrehemewas asked by the Chairman whether heexpressed a general opinion against the forma-

Tham* “'dl®
>" tbn vaUey of theThames, and he sard he did. His report wasbased on personal visits, and since wr.Ting thereport he had made several journeys in theThames

} alley He added that, when theCommission had before them detailed proposalsw ^ rtnervoim, hehoped to bs allowed to return and give hisreasons for objecting to them.
The Chairman

r We moat consider that pointWe do not open the door volnntarily to aLwerand re-answer if we can possibly avoid it. Butdo you carry your statement this length, that

Valiev of
anywhere in the Thames

' ^ D-
3, Storage reservoir 7

There ar^n: o/ twra^f^s^ggrt^err wMoL
a\f^S?exper^

vours'plt’Tr,' th“ ' commityourself to the opinion that the thing itself isnot physically possible ?
^

Qot, really

™erv\Skind";“
of the Thames Valiev or its rrlh„.,.;‘

Mr. Binnie : Not in connexion with the
reservoir yon have had placed before you by
Professor Robinson. I do not see how it could
be made, for this reason, that if you made it
you would have every half-year a swamp
receiving the drainage of Newbury and other
towns, and also the water would be totally unfit
for potfeble purposes.
The Chairman : That is a different point

;

but you seemed to say that the construciion of
the reservoir was not physically possible.

Mr. Binnie : I would not say that the making
of that reservoir is physically impossible, but
there are grave reasons for supposing that it
could not be water-tight when it was made.
The Chairman : I do not want you to take

that particular reservoir, but I want to know
whether you adhere to the view that no reser-
voir can be made, and that that is your opinion
as an engineer.

Mr. Binnie: I would not say that no indi-
vidual reservoir could be made, but no series of
reservoirs of sufficient extent to supply London
ooold be made. Possibly here and there you
could find a site for a small reservoir, bat to
build up a whole series of reservoirs such as
would be reqnisite for the supply of London, it
could not bo done. There are nine reservoirs
proposed

;
it has come to my knowledge un-

officially
;
and I have visited the sites. Of the

nine, seven, I say, could not be constructed at
all, or if constructed they would not hold water.
The remaining two could be constructed. One
of them would be constructed at great risk and
great expense, and possibly when finished it
would not be water-tight. The other could be
constructed and filled with water, but it would
be a swamp and totally unfic for the purpose.
I have been asked by members of the County
Council to state in detail what I think of the
suggested .sites, and I have done so. I hope
you will allow me to send in that statement
when it is completed.
The Chairman : It would not be convenient

that the statemerit you send in should be a
criticism of the evidence that has already been
given. In that case there would be both reply

*

teat uase tnere wonm De Dotb reply We preserve the numbers of the columns in

wonld nplY
Inquiry original table, the first being for the constwould never be reached. Wben that further tive numbers used on the plans and the sec

Via rrlarl fi-v j:..- 4.U„ ^

CO tne proprietors or several large ecuQuco
Thames basin above Oxford. From nnmerotuaoiu oiuuvw wAiuru. Tromnumero!
suitable drainage areas they selected nine in t:
Upper Thames basin.

The following are the names or localities f

the proposed re.servoirs, with the geologicn'
character of (1) the drainage areas and (2) tl

-'

reservoir sites :

—

I. River Windrush, above Burfoid. 1 . Grei
and inferior Oolite, overlying Lias Clayi
Lias Clays exposed in valleys. 2. Alma«
entirely in Lower Lias Clay.

II. Sherborne stream, above junction wix-

river Windrush. 1. Great and inferior OoliUI
overlying the Upper Lias Clay. 2. Inferiif
Oolite overlying Upper Lias Clay.

III. River Cherwell, near Moreton Pinknei!
1. Oolites, Upper Lias Clay, and Marlstone, s,i

exposed, with Lower Lias Clay below.
Marlstone overlying Lower Lias Clay.

IV.— Sor Brook, Broughton, near Banbunf
1. Mostly Marlstone overlying Lower Lias CU'
which is exposed in valleys. 2. Lower Lie
Clay, with Marlstone border.

V.—River Svere, near Adderbnry.
Oolites, Marlstone, and Lias Clay. 2. Alluvi^i
deposit overlying Marlstone and Lower LU.
Clay.

VI.— Stream near Deddington.— 1. Oolitetj
Upper Lias Clay, and Marlstone, with Lowitj
Lias Clay in valley. 2. Lower Lias Clay.

VII.—River Dome, near Woodstock, and (

^ III-—River Glyme, above Woodstock.
J

and 2. Great Oolite overlying Upper Lmi
Clay.

IX.—Thame at Hardwick, near Aylesbunl
1. Mainly Kimmeridge Clay, with some OxfoitI
Clay lo north, a belt of Gault on east, aiaj
some Oolite on west. 2. Kimmeridge Clay.

|The following table requires explanatioii
The drainage area of the Windrush is 43.7',

acres, and is made 50.701 by adding 6,9^
from the Sherborne stream, which by this d|
duction is reduced from 10,388 to 3,463. I
the same process the capacity of the Sherborjj
is raised from 5,971 million gallons to 7,81!]
We preserve the numbers of the columns in tl<

— rnuBu mat luriner cive numoers

'

statement is ready we shall be glad to judge of for the names

— 3. 4.

Dr«in-
fige AoDiial

Area. Rjiinfall.

6.

Eatimat.'
Avullftblc

Ealufall.

Caimcity
of

Reaer-

7 .

Cotnpfn.
Sxtioa

Stroama.

6.

Available
for

Supply.

».

Top
Water
Level

O.D.

10.

Waw

11.

Height
of

Einbirk-

12.

Length
of

Embaok-
uient.

13.

Coet.

'

liixliidlcl

1. Wlodrush
2 Sherborne ....
3. Cherwell
4. Sor Brook ....
6. Stvere
6. Deddington
7. Dome
8. Glyme

. ,

.

9. Thame

Acres.

60,701

3,463
14.000
22.176
13,196
8,480

10.000

17,600

8,128

Inches.

32
31
28
30

30
30
30

30
27

Icches.

11

10
7

9
9

9
6i

Millions
Gallons

7,Sll
600

1,900
3 024
1,800
1,156

1,364

2,386

1,108

Gallon
per Day.
9.950.000
2, 146, r,00
2.020.000
4, 120, COO
2.450.000

1.580.000
l,8d0,000

3.250.000

1.090.000

Gallons
per Day.
53.263.000

Rif.

12.320.000

19.940.000
ll,87u.(i00

7.620.000
9,000,000

15.730.000

6.640.000

Feet.

420
600
410
335
310
296
330
300
290

Acres

1,464
224
600
730
600
400
230
330
600

Feet.

54

30
40
50
46
40
40
46
30

Yards.

1,220

367
738
558
678
616
670
3-23

803

£. .

633,01,

60, 5(,

178, 9(

236,01

160.2t
117,4(.

120, 4C

104.4C
162,16

147,644 21,149 28,460,000 136,388,000

1

1,773,021

7 r.mS r,

V, 8, 9, ana 11 require amplification ae follows

a
steams, being one-third of the available rainfall for 366 days,o. Avaiiable^^ to augment the suddIv of nha motrimniie

», iro.ir^ uuo-Luiiu ut u»e avauaoierainiaii ror 366 days.

=.Tu^V7,-forTo1.':'d'-r;mo;tr,!’SiL.°^ “"p™»«0.,.,at.r named

?;
the top water of the reservoir above Orcioaoce Datum,

li. Height of the embankment, 6 ft. above the top of the water.

it, but we must have it soon, or I am afraid it
will be hopeless for us to undertake the exami-
tion of it.

A Scheme of Nine Storage Iteservoirs.

Mr. Henry John Marten, C.E., and Mr.
Henry Rofe, C E.

,
as advisers to the Conservators

of the Thames, submitted to the Commission
a plan^ for the construction of nine storage
reservoirs. They took the daily quantity of
water withdrawn from the Thames at 90.000,000
gallons, though it had reached 101,000,000 and

nSn Teddington at
234 000.000 down to 154,000,000 gallons, con-
cluding that, with few exceptions, it might
be taken as exceeding 200,000,000 gallons. The

double the greatest abstraction
10/,000.000 without reducing the flow below
-00,000,000 gallons. This increase would not
P® for forty or fifty years, or thirty-
tbree if increase in every other source were ex-
cluded. In the search for suitable sites for

The drainage areas, it is stated, are alrc
entirely of an agricultural character, consist:
according to returns supplied by the Boar<
Agriculture, of arable land to the extent of
per cent., and of pasture to the extent of 40
cent. They are sparsely populated, having
the average only about one person to five aci
It has been a matter of considerable difficu
to arrive at the estimated available rainf
The^ mean rainfall being estimated at fr
25 in. to 27 in., IG in. has been adopted
fairly representing the average loss by evapo
tion and absorption. One sixth has been >

ducted for the average of three consecutive c

years. The aggregate capacity of the reserve
will be about 20,000 million gallons,
double that of Lake Vyrnwy reservoir, and t

area will be doable that of the lake with La
Bala added to it. The puddle trend
can be sunk down to sound measures
reasonable depths. The works might
executed from time to time as they were :

qQired._ No difficulty in construction is app:

- - ux.c4.ioia ivc ouitauie sites lor
reservoirs they had been assisted by Mr. Henry quired

All to'';rtu;r7:utrbrerand';i

thriJS.
experiencerl geologists, wing trenches may be found necessary the'

also b, Mr
indicated upon the eections. Flood wall0 by Mr. Thomas Franklin, F.S.I., land agent greatly improred by storage in large rcserv
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l£ the water were passed down the valley of

Ibe Thames in pipes the scheme would involve

inch greater cost
;
and it was proposed that all

he water should be sent down the open channel

tf the river. This would tend to keep the

7aterin the river in active movement during

;ronght, and it would also benefit the navigation,

'he water would be aerated and oxidised in

assing down the open channel and over and

hrough thirty-eight weirs and water-wheels,

nth an aggregate fall of 184 ft. The sites for

iiitable reservoirs are by no means exhausted

:y these suggested.
_

Mr. Marten and Mr. Rofe were examined at

jDsiderable length in explanation of this

jheme. Mr. Marten said that he was a mem-

er of the Council of the Royal Meteorological

ooiety, a Fellow of the Geological Society, one

E the three statutory arbitrators under the

oath Staffordshire Mines’ Drainage Acts,

ngineering Adviser to the Board of Agiicul-

tre, and Engineer to the Severn Commis-

oners, to the Staffordshire and Worcestershire

anal Company, and to other public bodies.

1 the exercise of his profession he bad made
aterworks in various parts of the country, by

hich nearly 750,000 people were being sup-

lied with water. Mr. Rofe said that he bad

jen continuously engaged in the construction

large storage reservoirs. He was at present

irrying out large impounding reservoirs for

»e Corporations of Wakefield and Burnley,

od for the Leeds and Liverpool Canal Com-

iny.

Tic Supplies from the Chalk.—Mr. Binn'ie on

the London

Mr. A. R. Binnie, Chief Engineer to the

ondon County Council, was recalled and

camined with reference to the list of wells he

ad formerly handed in. An index map and

X sheets of vertical sections were exhibited,

nd the sections were plotted to; a common
atom. The lists showed for each well the

ate of visit, the locality, the depth, the surface

5vel above Ordnance Datum, the present water

5vel above or below O.D., the past water levels

bove or below O.D., and the gain or loss of

'ater
;
and historical and other remarks were

dded with reference to each. Mr. Binnie's

eport was as follows :

—

“ Daring the past few months the Engineer

as had a careful inquiry instituted into the past

istory and the present condition of 172 wells

ituated either in or immediately outside the

oundary of the County of London. Of course,

his in no way includes the wells of the Water

Vorks Compauiep, information respecting

?hich was not at bis disposal. Accompanying

bis statement is forwarded for the information

f the Commission the detailed result of this

xamination in a schedule attached. To

lluBtrate the position of these wells, an index

aap on a scale 6 in. to a mile has been pre-

lared, on which are printed black figures

orresponding with those in the general list,

t will be found that there are more numbers

m the index map than in the schedule, as

lertain wells could not be discovered on the

ground, or information was refused
;
bub as far

IS the numbers in the lists go they are perfectly

ioincident. It will be noticed that in the lists

Jhe wells are divided into three categories, (1)

hose on the north side of the Thames within

he County of London, (2) those on the south

lide of the Thames within the County of

liondon, and (3) those on the north and south

lides of the Thames outside the County of

liondon. Besides this list and the index map,

;ix sheets of vertical sections of these wells also

iccompany this statement. On these sections

ire plotted to a common datum under their

proper numbers detailed information of each

well as given in the list. The collection of

hese data has been a somewhat laborious and
|i;iresome process, and the Engineer would wish

>.;hat he was able to give to the Commission

iJ’nrther important information, viz., the yield

f jf water in the wells under review ;
bat

>'anfortunately the owners of most of the wells

I pfhioh are in private hands, for reasons which

will be readily understood, refused to give him
this information, so that he is unable to state

[ to the Commission what quantity of water is

's obtained from these wells. What at once

listrikes the eye in looking at these well sections

is the fact that the water-level varies vejy con-

esiderably in all of them, not only at different

I times, but in contiguous wells at the same

1 period •, consequently it would appear that the

; whole mass of the chalk under London is not

I entirely saturated, as is often theoretically

•iisupposed, to one uniform and constant level,

rising in a more or less steep gradient from the

lower parts of the valley towards the point of

outcrop of the chalk. Therefore it is a matter

of some uncertainty at what level water may
be struck in any proposed well, for it would

seem that the water in the chalk is situated in

or flows along fissures, so that well-sinking be-

comes more or less a matter of specnlation
;
and

when we notice that in the Index Table

attached, that of the 172 wells 33 have been

abandoned either through failure of supply or

from other causes, we may conclude that, even

when a supply is found, it is not always to be

depended upon.

It is a matter of history that in the earlier

portion of this century, when artesian wells

were first put down in the London basin, the

water flowed almost to the surface of the

ground. It is now, however, depressed very

much below that level, as will be seen by the

many records in the schedule. If the index

table is examined, it will be found that in

thirty-nine out of the 172 cases, no information

could be obtained; and consequently, for all

practical purposes, we may base our calcula-

lionsonthe 133 wells of which information is

more or less obtainable. Of these seventy-five,

or 5G per cent., show 'a fall of water level

;

twenty, or 15 per cent,, show little or no

variation; thirty-three, or 25 per cent., have

been abandoned either through failure of

supply or from other causes ;
and in only five

cases, or, say, 4 per cent., has there been a rise

in tbe water level. Bat in these latter^ cases

there are grave suspicions that the rise of

water level is not due to the chalk-water itself,

but to the infiltration of water from the sand

areas, or to imperfect construction, or recon-

struction. Notes of these will be found in the

table. If we add together, therefore, the seventy-

five wells which show a fall to the thirty-three

which have been abandoned, we arrive at the

fact, that in all probability at least 81 per cent,

of the 133 wells either show an actual present

fall of water or an entire exhaustion of supply.

The general fall of the water level in the chalk,

although itvaries very mncb. may be taken at

about 1 ft. per annum. There is a marked

area of depression in the neighbourhood of the

City of London on both sides of the river,

where the water level, as shown in wells

(among others) 2.5, 26, 33, 34, 35, 133, 134, 136,

is depressed to about 100 ft. below Ordnance

Datum, or 112^ ft. below Trinity high-water

mark. From this point of depression tbe water

level seems to rise, although in wells 73 and (5,

at Chalk Farm and the Zoological Gardens, it

appears to be depressed to 80 or 00 ft. below

Datum; and at No. 77, at Webb’s Mineral

Water Works at Islington, it is 95 ft. below

Ordnance Datum. No. 44, at Shoreditch Work-

bonse, is 87 ft. below Ordnance Datum. No. 68,

at Messrs. Truman, Hanbury, & Co.’s Brewery

in Spitalfields, it will be noticed that the water

level is 239 ft. below Datum, and at St.

George’s Brewery, Whitechapel (No. 67), it is

171 It. below Datum. The Royal Mint well

(No. 24) is 98 ft. below Datum ;
and on tbe other

side of the river we have the instance of

Bethlehem Hospital well (No. 129) in which

the water level has fallen considerably, and

now stands at 126 ft. below Ordnance Datum.

All these instances show a marked depression

of the water-level in the chalk under London,
which the Engineer considers to be a very im-

portant factor in dealing with this question.

For if this depression exists it is difficult to

understand how the water in the chalk area
which lies in the Upper Colne Valley can flow

to the south-east under London on its way to

a discharge below the level of high-water in

the Thames estuary. In fact, as it is well

known that the chalk crops up in the bed of the

Thames at or about Erith, the inference would
rather be that a portion of the water of the
Thames might, if a free course existed for it,

flow down this gradient of 9 ft. per mile to

supply the London wells. Certainly when we
pass towards the east end of London and
appoach the River Lea, the water-level rises,

although at wells 57, 80, 81, and 82, it would
appear to be between 40 ft. and 50 ft. below
Ordnance Datum

;
but if the expectations of

the Engineers of the Water Companies as to the

possibility of obtaining much additional water

from wells in the Lea Valley are well-founded,

the condition of things existing in that valley

shows an entirely different state of affairs to

that found subsisting within a few miles to the
westward. The Engineer is not aware, nor has
be ever beard it suggested, that there is any
great fault or dislocation running north and
south up the Lea Valley, which would account

for such a favourable anticipation. No doubt

an additional quantity of water to that obtained

by the East London and New River Companies
from their existing wells may be anticipated in

the future
;
but the Engineer, with the large

experience of the past fifty years, which the

map, sections, and details placed before the

Commission have rendered available, would
hesitate much before basing any exact calcula-

tions on the amount actually to be obtained

from any wells in tbe Lea Valley. We may
anticipate in that valley an exactly similar

state of affairs to that found to exist in London.

At first, and for a few years, if pumping is

carried on to any large extent, the water will

be obtained at the expense of the water-level

in tbe chalk, so that the wells will have to be
deepened and the pumps lowered, as has so

often been tbe case in London wells.

Bat we cannot entirely put on one side the

possibility that tbe lowering of tbe line of

saturation in the chalk under London may bo
due, at all events to some extent, to the inter-

ception by the wells already used by the water

companies of the chalk water which would
otherwise flow in a direct southerly course from
tbe outcrop of the chalk near Ware, to tbe deep-

seated wells in tbe centre of the London basin.

The Engineer can only make this as a sugges-

tion, and as one of the possibilities which must
be taken into account in reviewing the some-

what obscure and confusing state of affairs.

The Engineer understands from evidence placed

before the Commission that the East London
Company anticipate a total possible 22,000,000

gallons a day which can be obtained from chalk

wells, and the New River Company look to a

like 23.500,000 gallons, making a total of

45,500,000 gallons a day at some future time.

This, in another part ot the evidence, he notes

is stated as 44,000,000 gallons a day. Tbe
e

Summary of Besults of Mr. Bimiies Inquiries into the Condition of Challt

—
No. of
Wells

showing
Fall of

Water
Level.

No. of W
do

Owing to
failure of
Supply.

ells aban-
led

Owing to
causes not
specifled.

No. of
Wells

where In-
formation
was not
available.

No. of
Wells

showing
little or no
variation of

Water
LeveL

No. of
WeUs

showioga
Rue of

Water
Level.

Total.

Within the County of London.

North of the Thames. 8 17 23 11 1 105

South do. do. 23 4 3 53

Total 68 12 20 38 18 4 168

Outside the County op London.

North of the Thames. 2 0 1 3 1 7

South do. do. 5 0

Total 7 0 3 2 1 14

Total visited, 172 12 21 39 20 5 172

VfiTi- —The rise of water level Is due iu one case (Ko. 13) to reconstruction of well. In another (No. 117) it

is due to consumption being greatly reauced. The remaining three, probably through imperfect lining, derive

the^ twenty ^weUs*^*8howiDg°app^^ little or no variation, one-half are cases In which no failure of

...ppl? no sSfflJSWata oomparlam can be obtained.
,

Tbe lemalndet ate probably affeoted

by llie inffltratlon ll sand or auifaoe water, and ate po.aibly In .ome caaee inflnenced by the tide.



Engineer is unacqaainted with any case in

which water is pumped to this amount for the
supply of any town in any pait of the world,
from 60 limited an area, either in the chalk,
the new red sandstone, or any other formation

;

and he feels certain that, if it be attempted on
such a scale as this, the most disastrous results
must arise in the upper parts of the valley, as
he anticipates that almost all the existing
sources of supply would be more or less dried
up. There are two important factors that
should be determined before the possibility of
pumping this large quantity is admitted

:

(1) Some approximate idea of the velocity at
which this large underground river is dowing,
and (2) a clear demonstration that it breaks
out at some point or points in anytbiog
approaching the volumes here spoken of. For
it must be remembered that -l-l.OOO.OOO gallons
a day represents a stream of considerable
dimensions, the flow of which, if it flow at all,

should be capable of some exact demonstration.
Nearly all the wells on the various sections,
with the exception of No. 171 of the Ilichmond
Water Works, are of the ordinary chalk type,
going down for the purpose of obtaining water
from that formation; but a few instances
exist of attempts being made to obtain water
from the greensand formation in the London
Basin.

The Commission has already had placed
before them an account of the failure of the
Hampstead well of the New River Company.
The Kentish Town well, an account of which,
written by Jlr. J. Pfestwicb,F.ll.S.,the Engineer
will lay upon the table, has also turned out a
failure; and the deep well at Richmond
(No. 171) has not proved very successful,
although sunk to a depth of 1,130 ft. below
Ordnance Datum. The water level, after the
pumps bad been at rest for a fortnight, was
about 133 ft. below Datum, and daring pumping
falls to about 213 ft. below Ordnance
Datum. Attempts are now being made to
improve the water - supply by connecting
this well with a neighbouring chalk well, which
is carried down to only -127 ft. below Ordnance
Datum—that is to say, so poor is the supply
derived from a well 1,4:’.0 ft. below Datum that
it is about to be supplemented by a well 127 ft.

below Datum, the 1,000 ft. of extra boring being
sacrificed.

The late Metropolitan Board of Works sank
two wells for the purpose of supplying their
Crossness pumping-station. The depth of the
older well was 941 ft. below Datum. The lower
portion of this well had to be abandoned owing
to an accident. The new well is l,0l)0ft. below
®atam, the bottom of the shaft being situated
at 55 ft. below Datum. The water-level in this
well stands at about 0 4 ft. below Ordnance
Datum. A section of the well, with a report on
the subject by Sir Joseph Bazalgette, will be
handed in by the Engineer. From the old well
about 20 000 gallons a day are obtained, and
from the new well 40,000 gallons a day, but
the water is not of good quality. From the
chemical analyses attached to Sir Joseph Bazal-
gette’s report, especially that of Dr. Odling,
dated September t<, 1868, there are grave sus-
picions that all those deep wells which go down
into the chalk in the neighbourhood of Erith
have some subterranean connection with the
river, as they give signs of containing an undue
amount of common salt. From the experience
gained from the Crossness wells and others
near the river on its Kentish side below London
it would appear that no large quantity of chalk
water flowing from the south towards the
Thames Valley can be intercepted on its way to
the supposed outfalls or springs in the bed of
the Thames.

Jn 1878 the late Metropolitan Board ofW orks proposed to obtain a supplementary
supply of water for London from chalk wells.
The Engineer’s predecessor, Sir Joseph Bazal-
gette, C.B., was assisted by the best engineers
and geologists of the day, among whom may be
mentioned Sir Frederick Bramwell, bart

,
F R S

IV. Whitaker, F.R.S., and E. Easton. M.Inst.C.li!
The result of their very careful investigation
was that they discovered that they could only
depend upon a quantity of about 30 million
gallons a day in the vicinity of London.”

In reply to the Chairman, Mr. Binnie said
the inference he drew was that well-sinking in
the London area must always be more or less a
matter of chance, and, secondly, that the
water when met with flows in certain deflnite
but undefined lines underground, either in
fissures or in some other way. On the evidence
he contended that there had been a general

Manchester Crematorinm : Campy of Bitr-Staiui. See p. 321.

fall of abont 1 ft. per annum since 18J0 in the
,

to pass over for the present the more ceneial;
water-level in the chalk uodtr London. The although practical and important evidence ol
level of saturation was 52 ft. lower in some

i Mr. Baldwin Latham, Mr. Pereem.SPB anrl in mr^-rr. TJJ.. 1 ! 3 _»1 °cases, and
inference

others more. His general
;
and other witnesses,

that the available water

rine Birch,

The Commission held a sitting on Wednesday
the immediate London baein cf the ^ last, when the fonowing^^^^^^

Chalk ^was becoming exhausted. This might, list of witnesses Mr. W. Topley, Mr. A. B.
possibly be due tn the pumping of the com- 1 Woodward, Mr. R. Echeridge‘ P/ofessor W;pames, in^^the Lea Valley, for instance. Many

|

Boyd Dawkins, and Dr. H. Woodward.
owners of wells had been reluctant to give
information as to the amount of water they

'

had taken, as they had a fear lest it should be
|

divulged, and theyfelt they were drawing Lorn
a common source. He disagreed with Mr. I

Baldwin Latham as to the additional water to I

be had from this source. If you pumped more
water from the wells you might dry up the
upper streams which go into the river iu dry
weather. '

lllnstrationa.

DESIGN FOR A CHAPIER-HOUSE.
JIHIS is the perspective view of

design to which the Institute
the

of (

^

Architects awarded the Soane medal-To Mr. Hill: His opinion as to the amount of
j

lion this year, the author being Mr^ ^eben
necessarily l liimmer. of Chester. T^dSg was hung!very vague, as anybody's must be,

To Professor Dewar: He was dealing with
. ,

. — o. . .fiL-aueui y XiiuiuiiiUD. lOe autcmcle BK miles in diameter, and a radioB of
: this design an elevated sitethree miles from p.onr.ro of T.or./io.^ mu. i j . . .

in the Architectural Room of tbe last Royal
Academy Exhibition. The author says.-—“In

three iniles from the centre of London, The
|

and an open cloister oarriedyo-andThe-ctopto.
was supposed,

;

oansed'by the
j

house in order that the Dean and ChapteJ," or !

f
beoause it extended over Abbot and Monk as the case stands, may have„ J a ,

— iiuuuL cvuu auoiiii {*8 cDe casc stands mav hsve

viftion
the advantage reserved to themselves of the

nnmSnv^nU^‘T''“v'ii™'®’''^ I

^ “Sht might command
S“??.“S““'®^®‘*''‘}‘''5’“™''®dtheas3nmp- It has been oblected bv a monihivtion of an underground conduit,
We hold over for want of sp{.__

report of evidence given by Sir F. Bramwell - in

has been objected by a monthly magazine
that tbe ‘windows’ in ih’s cloister are too

and

Wehojd oyerfor want of spacejhis week a large for their purpose. Is such i thing possible

T, u ' 'T w.
; Q siODe-fEced cloistcr in cloudy ED2land '

Professor Eobmson on the subject of
, These traoeried openings would noL of Lrse;vg*.
I AUBBC tiaUI

supplies from the chalk
;
and the immediate be glazed

SrucHo?'?/”,°r
proposals for the

|
The usual central shaft was not in this caseconstruotion of storage reservoirs compels us adopted, as I am assured by a Piesident of an
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English chapter that in a folly-attended meet-

ing it is a great objection, on the same prin-

ciple, of course, that a similar shaft in any

other modern debating-hoose or court would

not be tolerated.”

COMPETITION DESIGN FOR GLASGOW
ART GALLERIES.

This design was made to suit the requiie-

I
mentsof the first set of conditions in the recent

I
competition for the Glasgow Art Galleries. It

I
comprises central ball, museum, and picture

I
gallery, also an art school. The plan is so

' arranged that the entire building could be

I
thrown cii suite on any special occasion, with

I the music hall as the central feature. The
1

'picture galleries are on the ground-floor, and
• the public would have direct access to them

from the street,— being one story in height they

i are entirely top-lighted. The galleries having
< no exhibition rooms underneath them, are

i
rendered absolutely fire-proof.

The central hall was designed with special

i
regard to acoustics, and to give as imposing

I and grand an effect as possible. It has,a semi-

circular vault or ceiling springing from the
' clearstory windows, and was to be constructed

of iron and concrete, faced with plaster decora-

I tion and mosaics. The central lantern would
( be supported on large iron-framed girders,

i taking the form of the hall ceiling, and resting

( on massive stone piers, shown on plan. The
I circular portion would be constructed of iron

j

and concrete, faced with terra-cotta, and the

I -fleche on top of teak wood. The two other

) cupolas give light to staircases. The museum

i

galleries and top-lighted courts are placed right

j and left of the central hall, and it was proposed

\ to protect and screen the skylights from

( external view with ornamental balustrades of

\

terra-cotta work, which would harmonise with

i the Italian red tiles suggested for the roof.

I The roof would all be of iron construction,

! .filled in with concrete, and the base of the

; building up to the level of the ground-floor

\ windows was to be of grey granite. The whole

J of the external walls above the base would be

! faced with pink coloured terra-cotta, and the

; cove under the roof tiles would be constructed

t of concrete and iron, and entirely faced with
. coloured mosaics with white as a background,
i The design, with the omission of the school of

art block, was estimated to cost 160,000Z.

I

TOWER. ST. MARY’S CHURCH, LYNTON.
The original church, which consists of the

j

south aisle and its west tower, dates from the
fourteenth century, but there were very few

^
traces of the old building when the late restora-

tion was put in hand.

J
The nave and north aisle were of a bastard

j Egyptian design, and have been entirely rebuilt

in the local manner, with wrought-stone arcades
i and barrel roofs with moulded ribs and carved

1 bosses.
' The fine fonrteenth-centnry roof was stripped

i cf the plaster put on about a century ago and
3 opened out and repaired. A portion only of

^ the whole scheme has been at present carried

i out. The chancel, vestries, morning chapel,

5 and tower now illustrated are yet to be com-

^
pleted. The north porch is elaborately carved

8 and panelled. A figure of the Virgin and
j Holy Child, now being carved by Mr. F. W.
i Pomeroy, will occupy the central niche. The
i builders were Messrs. Bryant & Son, of Bam-
t -staple, and the architects the late Mr. John D.

I Bedding and Mr. H, Wilson.
The drawing of the tower, by Mr. Wilson,

s was hung in the Royal Academy Exhibition

5 of this year.

NEW CREMATORIUM, MANCHESTER.
We give an exterior and interior view, and

I pLan, of the new Crematorium for Manchester,

i built from the designs of Messrs. Salomons &
^ Bteinthal of that city, and which was an-

1 nonneed to be opened on Friday of this week
i by the Duke of Westminster, on the occasion
:i of the third annual meeting of the Manchester
-I Crematorium Company, to be held in the hall

\ of the building.

1 The walls of the building are faced both
0 outside and inside with terra cotta, of a golden-
:l bufi tone outside and a creamy-buff inside.

;{ The platform on which the bier stands is in

I Hopton Wood stone, and the canopy is executed
il in Bath stone.

The arrangement of niches inside the hall in
:i one of the bays is carried out in red sandstone,

with white Sicilian marble slabs forming the

front of the niches, and intended to receive the
inscription. The remaining bays, both inside
and outside, under the arcading on either side

of the hall, will be filled up as required.

We give also a cut showing the design of the
canopy behind the platform for the bier.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
The usual weekly meeting of this Council

was held on Tuesday afternoon last, at Spring-
gardens, the Chairman, Mr. John Hutton, pre-

siding.

Tenders.— Tenders were received for the
erection of an isolation ward, fee., at the

infirmary of Feltbam Industrial School. We
publish the list in another column.

Blacknall Tunnel Approaches : ^\'or^i\ngclass

Bnellings.—The consideration of the report
and recommendations of the Bridges Com-
mittee on this question was resumed. Owing
to the importance of the subject, and with the

view of enabling our readers to clearly appre-

ciate the points of the discussion, we reprint

from last week’s Builder the following four

paragraphs of our report of the Council meeting
of Tuesday week ;

—

“The Council has referred to us [the Bridges
Committee] several tenders for the erection of

the artisans’ dwellings on tbe Yabsley-street
site.* On further consideration we think that
it would be more economical if the Council were to

erect the buildings; by so doing it would save the
extra cost which would be represented by the con-

tractor’s profit, and also the expense of supervisitg
the work. 'The Council, moreover, could rely upon
having the best materials and workmanship, and at

the same price that would be charged in the first

instance to contractors. We therefore recommend

—

‘ That the Council do erect the artisans' dwellings to

be constructed in connexion with the Blackwall Tunnel
scheme without the intervention of a contractor, and
that the Bridges Committee be authorised to take the
necessary steps lor carrying out this recommenda-
tlOD.'

"

On the presentation of the report Sir Thomas
Farrar asked the following among other ques-
tions of the Chairman of the Committee, viz.

:

1. Whether the amount of tbe lowest tender
for these buildings was 11,386^., and whether
tbe amount of the next lowest tender was
14,168^. ? 2. What was tbe amount of the
Architect's estimate ? 3. Why did not the
Committee recommend the acceptance of the

lowest tender ? 4. Whether the Committee
had considered how the work could be super-
intended if it were undertaken by the Council
itself?

To these questions Mr. Grosvenor, the
Chairman of the Committee, replied as fol-

lows:— 1. Yes. 2. 10,800Z, 3. Because the
Committee bad reason to apprehend that the
tender would be withdrawn, and it had, in fact,

since been withdrawn. 4. 'The Committee had
not considered tbe question of arranging for

superintendence
;

it would be time enough to

do that when the Council had decided that it

would do the work itself.

Mr. McCall on Tuesday last moved the
following amendment

“ That the matter be referred back to the Committee
with inatructioDa to report to tbe Council which of the
tendera referred to the Committee on September 27 la

the moat advantageous to the Conocil
;
or, if they are

of opinion that neither of the tendera received should
be accepted, it be an inatruction to the Committee to
re-advertise for tenders.”

He complained of the scanty and meagre
information furnished in the Committee’s
report. He was willing to believe that the
Committee had endeavoured to tbe best of their

ability to count the cost before making their

recommendation, but the reasons put forward
by them were utterly fallacious. If the recom-
mendation of the Committee were adopted it

would prove to be a most costly one for tbe
Council and for the ratepayers. It was said that
the Council would save the contractor’s profit.

He denied that that would be the case. Not
satisfied with that, the Committee went on to
make the further statement that they would
save the cost of supervision ! Why, if they
dispensed with the contractor, with his keen
personal interest and his intelligent supervision,

they must have some one else in his place pos-
sessing a thorough knowledge of the work
to be carried out. Men possessing such
qualification would want a very high
salary for their services. Which of these
methods of supervision was likely to

prove the most economical and efficient? A
contractor had a keen personal interest in the
proper performance of the work, and looked
well after it, as he was obliged to do to make

* For list of these tenders see BvMiler, Oct. 1, p. 271.

it pay in these times when profits were reduced
to a minimum. On the other hand, if the
Council did its own woik, and supervised it by
officials to whom it did not matter whether it

cost more or less, the expenditure upon it

would tend to increase. It was said that the
Council would be able to buy its materials as
cheaply as contractors could buy them. He
entirely demurred to that statement, and said
that the large builders, with a thorough know-
ledge of their business, would be able to buy
at least 5 per cent, cheaper than the Council.
Then there was the question of plant and
machinery. For every building that it under-
took the Council must incur a large outlay for

plant and machinery, which would have to be
sold at less than half-price when the work was
finished. That was a matter in which a con-
tractor would have a great advantage over the
Council, for he would keep his plant and
machinery as part of bis stock-in-trade.

Another and perhaps still more formidable
objection was that if they superseded the con-
tractor and took the work into their own hands
they might find themselves in conflict and
collision with the working classes on such
questions as rates of wages and hours of labour.

The Council had very usefully intervened with
the view of seeing that men employed by con-
tractors on tbe work of the Council were
fairly remunerated and were not kept at
work for too many hours, and the con-
tractors themselves were beginning to recognise
tbe justice of that policy, although for some
other reason they seemed to be fighting shy of

tbe Council and its contracts. He thought that
the Council could afford to adopt a conciliatory

policy towards the contractors
;
at any rate, it

would be useless to attempt to set them at
defiance. The contractors were great organisers
of labour, and were skilled in the art of buUd-
ing, and the true policy of the Council would
be to adopt a conciliatory policy towards them,
especially in view of the public buildings and
improvements which the Council would have to
carry out in the near future, and which he
ventured to affirm could not be carried out
without the intervention of contractors,

Mr. Holmes seconded the motion, on the
ground that the Council was an administrative
authority, and not a body which should enter
into building speculations. He urged the
Council to profit by tbe fate of its prede-
cessors, the Metropolitan Board of Works,
who ventured into land speculations which
eventually culminated in acts of jobbery which
resulted in the disestablishment of the Board.
Surely it was not for the Council to step for-

ward and close the ordinary avenues of trade by
competing with builders and becoming build-
ing speculators! To do that would, in his
judgment, be to take a very false step. By
all means let them have their work done well

;

but that could be achieved by seeing that they
had proper conditions in their contracts, andtbat
those conditions were properly carried out. It

was not the place of the Council to turn builder
and contractor, and it would not succeed if it

attempted to do so. The Council had to pay
regard to the welfare of the ratepayers as a
whole, and not to the wishes of a few. The
institution of a Building Committee or Works
Department within the Council might place
within the hands of the members of the
Council some amount of patronage to bestow
amongst their friends, but such a thing would
not be for the public welfare, and he therefore
hoped that the delusive notion of the Committee
would be rejected.

Mr. Arthur Arnold said that while he had
no objection to the principle that the Council
should undertake their own work when they
were sure they could do it better than con-
tractors, he was unable to support either the
report or the amendment. He thought the
report deficient in information, and therefore
misleading. They were told that this plan
would save the contractor’s profit and the cost
of supervision, but nothing was said about the
important matter of plant. Work of this sort
would require costly plant, and he thought the
proposal should be farther considered in a more
practical and businesslike manner.

Mr. Benn, M.P., objected to anything that
would shelve the question, and urged that tbe
principle suggested should have a fair trial.

They were determined not to be placed at the
mercy of contractors, and he contended that
they could do the work for themselves as well
and as cheaply as it could be done outside.
He hoped to see a Works Committee estab-
lished, and said they should look upon them-
selves as directors of a large company whose
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duty was to secure large dividends and fair

wages. A Works Committee would promote
healthy competition.
Mr. John Barns, M.P., said he bad consist-

ently advocated the formation of a Building
Department or a Committee of Works. He
entirely agreed that these operations should be
carried out on business lines, but they were
all of opinion that it was desirable to eliminate
the middleman. It was said that contractors

would leave the Council severely alone if they
did their own work, but he had letters in

his hand in which two large firms offered

to tender for their masonry at fixed rates. Not
only would they give generous terms, but they
would be glad of the work, for they would be
sure of being paid. Returns showed that
twenty per cent, of the builders of London
became bankrupt, to the loss of the merchants
and specialists, who, in order to recoup them-
selves, spread that loss over other work, and
made other people, including the Council, pay
for it. As to the plant, he contended that
they had already a large stock, and more
than half enough to build the proposed dwell-
ings at Blackwall. The Committee did not
expect to save all the cost of supervision, but
they would certainly save the contractor's

profit, He reminded the Council that in

four important contracts they had paid
8,106Z. 6s. lid. for supervision, and this would
have been more than eufBcient to pay foremen,
managers, and superintendents in their own
employ for looking after the work. In
another case -198^. had been saved on a job
of 1,315Z. by the Council carrying out the work
themselves. Was that extravagant ? At
Wandsworth-common the Parks and Open
Spaces Committee expended 3,000Z. in labour,
and he would guarantee that no contractor
would have undertaken the work for less than
6,000^. All throogb, the experience of the
committees who did their own work was the
same, that a great saving was effected. They
got the work better done, and incidentally
improved the condition of the workers, besides
relieving the rates. Generally speaking, the
Council’s officers were not in favour of the pro-

posal, being under the impression that it would
increase their work and responsibility, but
he thought he could assure them that
this would not be the case. London would
be only following the example of Leeds,
Bradford, Manchester, Liverpool, and other
places, and even io London the Vestries were
beginning to do their own work instead of
letting it out to contractors. The large railway
companies were adopting the same principle,

and in every way the middle-man was being
eliminated where possible. They wanted to
get rid of sub-contracting and labour disputes,
and to place the whole thing upon a fair and
satisfactory footing.

Sir J. Lubbock, M.P., said he could not sup-
port the proposal of the Committee. If they
were to adopt the course proposed they would
entirely lose the benefit of healthy and
stimulating competition. It was quite
mistake to sappose that they could do
away with supervision, even if they did
the work themselves. He maintained that
experience had shown that municipalities
and governments conld not advantageously
undertake to do everything, for if they did they
were apt to lose the power of control. The
Council bad quite enough to tax their time,
energies, and abilities, without going into build-
ing operations

;
and because the proposal

would, in his opinion, tend to increase rates and
discourage private enterprise he felt bound to
oppose it.

Mr. Henderson said that the opposition to
the Committee's report came from the same
quarter as the opposition to the trade union
and labour policy of the Council. They were
told that they must not interfere with private
enterprise

; but he held that they were there to
look after public convenience and interests, and
not to safeguard private privileges as in the
past. The Council had already undertaken a
good deal of their own work, and the result
was most satisfactory. The majority of the
Council had pledged themselves at the election
to eliminate the contractor, and now was the
opportunity for carrying out their promises.

Mr. R. Roberts pointed out that the recom-
mendation of the Committee was not a new
departure, as they had employed their own
labour for a considerable time. Undoubtedly
there was great friction between the Council
and contractors, whereas if they worked for
themselves they would have proper control over
the whole thing. Building was an experiment in

direct employmentwhichwas not especially diffi-

cult, and it was more likely to be a success than
a failure. Of course they must have a proper
organisation before the Council could do this

work, and they most pay properly for skilled

supervision. The friction between capital and
labour was so intense that they were bound to
attempt some solution of the problem, and this

would be a beginning. As a builder, he was
bound to say that much of the public work done
by contract was by no means good.

Colonel Hughes, M.P., supported the adop-
tion of the Committee's recommendation, and
said the London School Board had afforded
them an object-lesson in the necessity of doing
their own work. He did not hesitate to try
the experiment, and he had no doubt that they
would succeed.

Mr. Sidney Webb said they must not fly in
the face of science and economy, both of which
pointed in the direction of doing their own
work. He considered the Committee amply
justified in making the recommendation they
did. and he said that no political economist
could be found who would now support the
doctrine of employing the middleman, and the
Council could well do without him. Nearly
all colonial railways were now made and
maintained by the Government, who saved the
exorbitant profit of the contractor by em-
ploying their own labour.

After some further ‘discussion, Mr. McCall’s
amendment was rejected, on a division, by 83
votes to 30.

Mr. Beachcroft moved a further amendment
referring it to the General Purposes Committee
to consider and report as to the desirability, in
the interests of the ratepayers, of tire Council
undertaking the execution of such works with-
out the intervention of the contractor, and of
organising the staff that such a course involved,

Mr. d'lneas Smith seconded this amendment,
and pleaded that meanwhile work might be
given to responsible contractors, so that the
many men unemployed in London might have a
chance of being engaged.

Ultimately the amendment was withdrawn.
On behalf of the General Purposes Com-

mittee, Mr. J. W. Benn, M.P., moved, and Mr.
John Burns, M.P., seconded, the following
amendment :

—

THE INCORPORATED ASSOCIATION OKI

MUNICIPAL AND COUNTY ENGINEERS.!;
The fourteenth Voluntary Pass Examinatioil'

of candidates for the offices of Municipajl
Engineer and Local Board Surveyor, carried
out by this Association, was held at the Yorkr
shire College, Leeds, on Friday and Saturdaya
September 30 and October 1.

The Examiners were ;— 1. In Engineering
applied to Municipal Work, Mr. E. Pritchard,'c

lil.Inst.C.E. (Past President); 2. In Buildiugc
Construction, Mr. W. Geo. Laws, M.Inst.C.B.1
(Past President)

;
3, Sanitary Science, Mr, A. Mji

Fowler, M.Inst.C.E.
;
and 4, Public Healtbl

Law, Mr. Joseph Lobley, M.Inst.C.E. (Pasfcf

President).

The following seven gentlemen presented:'
themselves for examination, all of whom satis-f
fied the Examiners, and the Council have^i
granted them the Association’s certificate, viz.: :

Messrs. Gilbert T. Bassett (Birmingham), J oseph I

P. Greenwood (Barry), Oscar Hellawell (With- li

ington), George W. Lacey (Kettering), Thomas ti

H. N. Parr (Walsall), Thomas L. Perkins- i

(Bristol), and John A. "Wright (Bristol).
The next examination will be held in Londoai

in April next.

“That all the words after the word ‘contractor
omitted, and that the following be substituted,—* and
that the General Purposes Committee be Instructed to
consider and report on the best manner In which
works can In future be carried out, and to make pro-
posals as to the necessary organisation and staff.'

”

This amendment was carried without
division.

Sir John Lubbock, M.P., then moved to
amend Mr. Bean's amendment, by leaving out
the words after “ report on the ” in order to
insert “ whole question, and if they are of
opinion that such works can be advantageously
carried out by the Council in future, as to the
best system under which this can be done.”

Mr. Arthur Arnold seconded the amendment.
On a division the amendment was lost by 7-1

to 37, and the recommendation of the Com-
mittee, as amended by Mr. Benn’s amendment,
was then agreed to.

T/ie Proposed Street from Uolhorn to the
Strand .—The Parliamentary Committee pre-
sented a long report on this subject, bub its

consideration was adjourned until next week.
After discussing other matters the Council

adjourned at a quarter past seven o'clock.

COMPETITIONS.
Infectious Hospital, Keighley.—Thirty

sets of drawings were sent in in this competi-
tion, and the plans submitted under motto
“ Isolation ” No. 2, by Messrs. Judson & Moore,
architects, Keighley, were, as we announced in
the Builder for October 8 (p. 284), approved
and accepted. We now learn that the first

premium has been awarded to the plans
under motto “ Progress,” by Messrs. Marshall &
Dick, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, and the second
premium to the design submitted by Mr. W. de
Lacy Aherne, C.E., Birmingham, under motto

' Ab Worths.

”

Mechanics’ Institute, Rjpon.—The plans
of Mr. G. Styan, St. Helen’s Chambers, York,
have been accepted for a new Mechanics’
Institute, Ripen. The plans provide for

committee-rooms, reading-room, billiard-room,
library, schoolroom, and lecture-hall, with
rooms for the caretaker, and, in the yard,
rooms for cookery classes, workshop, &c.

SorrtsjjanbxiTa.

To the Editor of The Builder.

IN“ART AND ARCHITECTURE
TENNYSON’S POETRY.”

Sir,—

I

n your last week’s leader on the ?

motifs for decorative art to be found in the 3

poems of the late Lord Tennyson you omit,—in i

an otherwise exhaustive category,—the Idyll of !

“ Gareth and Lynette,” which contains much »

word-painting capable of being transferred to >

stone or canvas.

The description of “the wondrous gate of :

misty fairy Camelot ” seems especially capable ;

of being thus developed,—indeed, I once ;

attempted such development in my salad days,
and no doubt produced a somewhat wild :

design, with figures probably out of drawing,
,

which has long since past with many anothe?
youthful scheme into the Emgheit. But what
would Burges not have made of the following?

—

“And there was no gate like it under heaven :

For barefoot on the keystone, which was lined
And rippled like an ever-fleeting wave,
The L^y of the Lake stood : all her dre.ss

Wept from her sides as water flowing away
;

But, like the Cross, her great and goodly arms
Stretch’d under all the cornice and upheld :

And drops of water fell from either hand
;

And down from one a sword was hung, from one
A censer, either worn with wind and storm

;

And o'er her breast floated the sacred fish
;

And in the space to left of her, and right,
Were Arthur’s wars in weird devices done,
New things and old co-twisted, as if Time
Were nothing, so inveterately, that men
Were giddy gazing there

; and over all

High on the top were those three Queens, the
friends

Of Arthur, who should help him at his need.”

What wonder that to the imagination of Sir
Gareth's meaner companions it seemed to move
in all its twisted phantasy, and that

“ they call’d

To Gareth, ‘ Lord, the gateway is alive ?
”

Percy G. Stone.
*#* We are obliged to Mr. Stone for calling

attention to a fine passage of design which we
had overlooked. To say truth, we have never
been very fond of the later Idylls, which
appear to us very inferior in balance and
artistic finish to the first four, and still more to
the “ Morte d’Arthur,” the precursor of
them all.—

E

d.

THE INSTITUTE AND ARCHITECTURE.
Sir,—

A

s the interesting correspondence
under the above heading seems to be concluded,
may I reply to one or two references to my
original letter ?

My friend Mr. Blashill has very fairly stated
the several points at issue, and which seemed
to me opportune to discuss when the Institute

has under consideration the qualification of

its “Fellows.” As be rightly points out, the
Charter at present stamps the Institute as a
professional society willing to admit any one
who “ has been trained in a satisfactory

way for the practice of the profession,”

and is otherwise “honest” and decently
“ civil.” It was no doubt framed to admit
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every class of practitioner in the several

{departments of professional work. There

‘surely can be no objection to this ? Indeed I

have personally advocated an extension of its

membership?, on the gronnd that the several

crafts in connexion with building should be

represented, and that distinguished painters

and sculptors should be included amongst its

lion. ITellows, but this was determined to be

contrary to the Charter.

It is an anomaly that specialists in any
branch should be labelled as Architects and
Fellows, and our contention is that in an Insti-

tute of Architects, the Fellows, at least, should

; consist only of those who practise architecture.

( This should be no disparagement to the

; honourable and more remunerative profession

of Surveyor.

The formation of any club or group of men
1 inside the borders of the Institute would
inevitably degenerate into a clique which in

I time might prove dangerous to other interests.

1 As the Institute is at present constituted, there

is nothing for those who claim for architecture

I its high prerogative, and who desire to see the

Institute advance with the time?, but to recog-

nise the fact hinted at by Mr. Blashill that
''their sphere of usefulness appears to be outside

its walls."

1 am not concerned at present to defend the

position of those who advocate the recognition

of architecture as an “ Art.”

As you, sir, assert in your admirable article,

the scientific element cannot be abrogated
without loss to its special claim to respect

;

and, as you rightly suppoge, I in no way intended
to omit “ Construction,” which I suppose to be
the science, as you cannot have the art of

architecture without the science of construc-

tion.

We are awaiting with interest the statement
of views held by Mr. Norman Shaw and Mr.
T. E. Jackson and of the architects who are

not now members of the Institute, which I see

advertised in your last issue as about to be pub-
lished. They will, no doubt, rectify some
mistaken notions on the whole subject, and
serve to assist the Institute in coming to the

conclusion that the charter, if it stops the way
of advancement in sympathy with artistic

progress, must be revised.

JoHK Belcher.

Sir,—

I

have just read Mr. John Belcher’s wise
and conciliatory letter in ihe Builder of Septem-
ber 3. Being now far removed from the contro-
-versial civil war that was raging between architects
when I left England, I have bad the opportunity of

unbiassed reflection on the subject, and I think that

Mr. Belcher goes to the root of the matter, and
proposes a compromise which offers the best solu-

tion of the difficulty. Let the Institute alter the
name of the examination for membership

;
if too

much is not claimed for it, opposition will dis-

appear, and it will gain the importance and popu-
larity which it well deserves. And let them pursue
the same policy with regard to the fellowship, and
make the title a distinction awarded to a few. No
one, then, as seems often the case now, will be
ashamed to add the letters to their names, and the
title will be honoured over the whole world.

The faults of the old system at the Institute,

before the days of the examination and the neces-
sity for an immediate and wise reform, are con-
spicuously seen in this colony. The architecture of

the Dutch, as seen in what little remains of old
Cape Town and in the farmhouses of Constantia
and the wine-growing districts of the neighbouring
mountain valleys, is extremely picturesque and
well-suited to the climate and materials of the
country. Ruthless destruction, however, is now
going on, and cement and iron erections, covered
with the most ignorant efforts at “ ornament,” are
converting Cape Town, built on a site which has
been compared to that of Naples, into one of the
most dismal cities of the world. Yet is possible
for these destroyers of the fair face of nature, if they
have done it on a largo scale, to add the magic letters

of the Institute to their names, and an F.R.T.B.A.
may boast of the demolition of old houses entrusted
to bis care. Bad architecture is, perhaps, inevitable

in a new colony, but it is for the Institute to con-
sider how far it is wise for them to lend, as it

were, a sanction to it. Herbert Baker.
Cape Town.

VESTRIES AND HOUSE DRAINAGE AND
DISTRICT SURVEYORS’ DRAINAGE.

Sir,—

I

was very disappointed on reading your
last two issues to find no further correspondence on
these subjects. A few more letters like Mr.
Bernard Dicksee’s should be of the greatest interest
and value to jour readers. With respect to the
Camberwell regulations, their prohibition of the
use of iron pipe is only on a par with their specify-
ing (?) breeze concrete for the bedding of stoneware
pipes, 9 in. by 6 in. pipe where 4 in. should be,

terminal ends of ventilating pipes discharging close

to windows, fresh-air inlets at least 75 per cent, too

small, &c.
If a District Surveyor’s drainage is truly repre-

sented by “Notanda’s ” sketch, I should say that a
worse planned job could scarcely be possible

;
it can

only be described as an unventilated, inaccessible,

horizontal cesspool. The "trap” is one of the

most obsolete, and certainly, as constructed, in a

dangerous position, and big enough for a town, and
the water-flush from the w.c. would have abso-

lutely no scouring effect, it would simply dribble

through a channel which it would wear away for

itself in the gradually accumulating soil, to-

As Mr. Dicksee says, the County Council should

take the matter in hand, and, after their regulations

have been framed, properly-qualified Inspectors

should be appointed to carry out and maintain
them. It seems to me also that our present day
Sanitary Inspectors’ work should be modified, the

inspection of food, &c., should be apart from the

sanitary inspection of houses.

J. Kemslet, R.P.C., &c.

The Engineering Exchange, E.C.

“IS THE PROFESSIONAL ASSESSOR A
FAILURE 7

”

Sir,

—

In reference to the Accrington Technical

School Competition, the question might bo asked,

Who drew up the instructions concerning it ?

That; they should be prepared by one who has

some knowledge of the cost of work is, I think,

indispensably essential, but if you would be so good
as to look at the enclosed instructions issued in this

instance, you will at once see that either this could

not have been the case, or else the Accrington
Technical Instruction Committee wanted an ex-

ceedingly good money’s worth.
I also beg to enclose a copy of the^tjpe-written

sheet that accompanied my drawings.

A Competitor.

%• The accommodation 'demanded for 6,0007.

(including supply of gas and water pipes, and beat-

ing apparatus) is simply absurd, and so our
correspondent appears to have plainly intimated in

sending in his design.—

E

d.

Stxibfnt’s CoInmiT,

CONCRETE.—XVII.
PROPORTIONS OF INGREDIENTS, &C.

HE specification of the proportion of the

various ingredients in concrete is fre-

quently ill-considered and indefinite.

We often see specifications in which concrete is

required to be composed of Portland cement,

sand, and broken stone in the proportion of 1

of cement to 8 of the other materials, but

nothing whatever is said as to whether the

sand and broken stone are to be measured
separately or not; or, the Ingredients, perhaps,

must be Portland cement, sand, and gravel,

proportioned as before, and nothing is said as

to whether the sand forming part of the gravel

has to be screened from it so that the sand and
gravel can be accurately measured. It may be
thought that this is a detail of little impor-

tance
;
it is, let ns say, of great importance. In

the mixture of Poroland cement, sand, and
broken stone mentioned above, it would be to

the contractor’s interest to measure the sand

and broken stone together in a box having

eight times the capacity of the box in which
the cement was measured. He would find that

the large box, when filled to the top with

broken stone, would contain 30 or 40 per cent,

of voids between the stones, and it would be a

great saving to him to fill these voids with

sand, so that the concrete would really consist

of 1 part of cement, and (say) 3 parts of sand,

and 8 parts of broken stone, or a proportion of

1 to 11 if the ingredients are taken separately.

It needs no great insight to see that a 1 to 8

mixture, in which the proportions are 1 cement,

1-^- (or 2) sand, and 6| (or 6) broken stone, will

be stronger than the 1 to 8 mixture described

above. But when gravel is used, there is an

added uncertainty ;
for gravels contain variable

quantities of sand, and unless the quantity in

the particular gravel specified be ascertained,

or, better still, be entirely eliminated, the

strength of the resultant concrete cannot be

foretold with any approximation to accuracy.

Ordinary gravel may contain from 30 per cent,

to 50 per cent, of its volume of sand. Two
concretes specified to be of 1 part Portland

cement and 8 parts gravel, may prove consider-

ably different in strength. If the gravel

contain only 30 per cent, of sand, the

mortar in the concrete consists of 1

part of cement to 2 4 parts of sand
;

if

the gravel contain 50 per cent, of sand,

the mcrter consists of 1 cement to 4 sand.

The former mortar will be 50 per cent, stronger

than the latter, and experiments have shown
that the transverse strength of concrete varies

very nearly, other things being equal, as the

strength of the mortar in which the coarse

ingredients are embedded.
Two series of most interesting experiments,

demonstrating the truth of this statement, were

carried out by Mr. Damton Hutton, at the

Amsterdam Canal Harbour Works in 1872 and
1878.* The tests were made becanse the

concrete blocks were not as hard and strong

as they ought to have been, and Mr. Hutton

came to the conclusion that “ where the sand

was very fine, the less sand that was used the

better.”

The first series of tests was made with 1 to

9 concretes containing various proportions of

Portland cement, shingle, and sand. Taking

the transverse strength (at three months) of a

mixture of 1 Portland cement ‘r 4 sand + 5

shingle to be 100, we find the strength of a

mixture of 1 -f 3 -f 6 to be 121, of 1 -t- 2 -i- 7

to be 225, of 1 -f 1 -I- 8 to be 285, and of

1 -{- 0 -t- 9 to be no less than 334.

The second series of tests was made with

concretes containing uniformly 1 part of cement

and 5 parts of shingle, but various quantities of

sand. Taking the transverse strength (at four

and a-half months) of a mixture of 1 Portland

cement + 4 sand + 5 shingle to be 100 as

before, we find the strength of a mixture of

1 4- 3 -I- 5 to be 11 :5
,
of 1 -8 2 -f 5 to be 184, of

1 -i- 1 -f 5 to be 289, and of 1 -t- 0 -i- 5 to be no

less than 361.

A comparison of the ratios existing between

the various concretes in the two series reveals

the fact that the strength defends almost

wholly on the quantity of sand mixed with the

cement, and not on the amount of coarse

material. In other words, the strength of

concrete varies, within certain limits, according

to the strength of the mortar, in which the

aggregate is imbedded. It must be noticed

that this is true within certain limits only, for,

although little difference is noticeable in the

strength of sandless concrete, whether it con-

tains 9 parts of shingle or only 5, yet, if the

proportion of shingle be increased beyond 9

parts, the limit will soon be reached at which

the neat cement becomes too small in bulk to

form a film between all contiguous surfaces of

the shingle, and these dry joints are, of course,

a source of weakness.
Concrete, however, is seldom used7in large

masses, with a matrix of neat cement, partly

because of the cost of such concrete, but also

because of its porosity and the greater care re-

quired in its manipulation. In Mr. Hutton’s

experiments, the blocks without sand were full

of holes outside, and not by any means homo-
geneous inside

;
those containing only one part

of sand were also honeycombed, although not

to as great an extent as the foregoing. The
‘

‘ shingle,” it must be said, was not " absolutely

free from sand.”

Fig. 2 (Chapter XI.) shows graphically the

strength of different mortars at different ages.

Roughly speaking, it may be said that the

strength of Portland cement mortar 1 to 1 is |

that of the neat cement, 1 to 2 is i, 1 to 3 is

and 1 to 4 rather over Beyond this, the

ratio gives results much too low, but the rule

is correct enough within the limits named, and

no one would think of using concrete with any

greater proportion of sand to cement than

4 to 1. Indeed, a much smaller proportion of

sand is invariably used nowadays. It is false

economy to use too much sand.

The importance of this point is now so well-

known that many engineers consider that

Portland cement concrete should never have

a weaker mortar than 1 to 2, and some even

object to use a mortar weaker than 1 to IJ.

But different proportions of sand are required for

different purposes
;
where strength is required

the least possible quantity of sand should be

used
;

when imperviousness to water is

required, a greater quantity of sand is

necessary.

Voids in Aggregate .—The object usually

aimed at in proportioning the ingredients of

concrete is to obtain an aggregate containing

the least possible quantity of voids or inter-

stices, and to add to this sufficient mortar to

fill these voids with about 10 per cent, in

addition, to allow for the mortar joints and for

imperfect mixing. The method of ascertaining

the voids in any aggregate is simple :—Fill a

watertight box of known capacity with damp

* See “The Proceedings of the Institution of Civil

Engineers,” vol. Ixli , 1879-80, partiv.
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aggregate, shaking it well daring the operation

;then pour into the box sufficient water to fill
It to the brim

;
the quantity of water is the

measure of the voids in the aggregate. The
voids in the sand can be ascertained in a
similar way. Another method is to weigh a
certain quantity (say, 1 cubic foot) of the broken
material and compare it with the weight of
a similar quantity of the same material un-
broken. The difierence in weight gives the
amount of voids in the broken material.

It will sometimes happen that the voids in the
aggregate are so large that the filling of them
entails either a very weak mortar or an extrava-
gant amount of cement. In such cases, the
aggregate is at fault, and the fault will as a
rule be that the aggregate is of too uniform a
size. The least quantity of voids will be foundm those ^gregates which contain pieces of
various sizes, and machine-broken material
usually fulfils this condition better than hand
broken.

It is impossible to state definitely what will
be the voids in various aggregates. So much
depends on the shape and size of the pieces,
trood gravel and shingle, screened free from
^nd, contain about 33 per cent, of voids •

broken stone of uniform size may contain
50 per cent. If the gravel consist of small
pieces It may be mixed with broken stone of
larger dimensions, and the voids in the mixture
need not exceed those in the gravel, although
the voids in the broken stone alone might do so

extent. In this way Lieut.-
col. tillmore obtained an aggregate (free from^n^ containing only 23 per cent, of voids
Ordinary limestone was crushed by a Blake's
stone-breaker into pieces of all sizes below 2-in.
cubes and of various shapes

;
and gravel was

obtained from the sea-shore, consisting, after
the sand had been screened out, of pieces vary-mg from the size of a pea to that of a hen’s
egg. He found that the least amount of voids
owurred m those mixtures which contained
15 measures of gravel and from 11 to 15
measures of broken stone. The worst mixture
(15 to 27) contained only 30 per cent, of
voids.

This is a vast improvement on the voids
mentioned above for broken stone of uniform
size. Solid concrete made from the latterwould be 20 to 30 per cent, weaker than thatmade from the former, while the cost of the twowould be practically the same.
2^ar.—ln calculating the amount ofmortar required to fill the interstices in any

s.g^egate, due allowance must be made for the

u iv for the skrinkage
in both the sand and the cement when thele
are mixed with water. Roughly speaking, the
° ° j

cement is, according to Mr. Sandemanpduced 10 per cent., and of sand 20 per centby mixing with water.
^

Portland cementshrank about IG per cent, on being mixed with
water, and that cement and sand (1 to I) oro-anced a quantity of mortar about 30 per cent

^ than the two ingredients measured

?
mixtures (1 to 2, 1 to 3, and1 to 4) shrank about 23 per cent, in mixing andmaking into mortar.

°

With ordinary aggregate consisting of frag-ments of various shapes and sizes, and contaitmg about 33 per cent, of voids, the following
mixtures would produce solid concrete

*

TABLE XXL
Proportion of dry ingredients (in volumes) to

produce solid concrete.
Portland cement ...111 i i i

Sand 1 1^2 2^ 3 LBroken material 3 4 5 6' 7 8^

already shown, solid concrete

fo
oSer a greater resistance

to tensile or transverse stress than docs porous
concrete; resistance to these stresses dipends

»£ the mortar, providedalways that there is enough mortar to coat the

rAa fragment of aggregate,

morJi^etwCrheS!*’’

flso thatJbT'’'-',''^-
‘5’ “ertar^fnt

fined h “““‘f he completely
fli ed by the cement. To allow for imperfectmixing and for the coat of mortarSeen
mortar

the aggregate, an excess ofmortar equal to at least 10 per cent, of the

Inowforth'’
jpegate must be used, and to

S slnd “'>£“8 e^hh grain

cLt nf’tr cement equal to 10 percent, of the voids of the sand must be used
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The Band also may contain finer grains than
would be the case if strength and not imper-
viousness were aimed at.

Quantity of Concrete Produced.— have
seen that sand and cement shrink in bulk on
being made into mortar. In the same way,
when cement, sand, and aggregate are mixed
together, the bulk of concrete produced is less
than the bulk of the several ingredients. The
amount of shrinkage varies according to the
voids in the materials, according to their wetness
when measured, according to the proportion
in which the materials are mixed, and according
to the amount of ramming to which they are
subjected. IE the aggregate contain little
voids, and the sand and cement be about 10 per
cent, in excess of these voids, the measure of
the aggregate may be taken as the measure
of the finished concrete. Frequently, how-
ever, the finished concrete measures even
less than the aggregate, because the latter
contains an amount of voids in excess of the
mortar, and these voids are to a great extent
eliminated by ramming. Where an excess of
sand is used, the finished concrete will measure
more than the aggregate. No hard-and-fast rule
can be laid down as to the amount of concrete
which will be produced by different materials.
Moist Thames ballast, when made into concrete
with lime or cement, but without further admix-
ture of sand, appears to shrink from 0 to 10 per
cent. If the materials are dry when mea-
sured, the shrinkage may reach 15 or more ner
cent.

of Mr. Fowlers works which have been illu'
trated m the Bwlder, viz., King Edward Vl,grammar School and Bede Houses, LoutH

of St. Mary, Newington!
April 10, lS/5; interior, Church of St. Guthlail'Market Deeping, Dec. 6, 1879; exterior and interict

Church, Skegness, April l\\

1^; pancel of St. Swithin’s Church, Lincoln.

P°T-
27, 1880; interior of Holy Trinity Churcb

Gedney Hill, Lincolnshire, July 22, 1S82
; reredos<

TiA
Newington, April 14, 1883; TWOrme” Bede Houses, Louth, March 5, 18S7'

interior, SS. Peter and Paul, Bohngbrokek-
Lincolnshire, July 13, 1889; and chancel. Church^
of tot. Andrew, Heckington, Aug. 17, 1889. Wti'
understand that Mr. Fowler’s practice will bL
carried on by his eon, Mr. Reginald H. Fowler.

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.

OBITUARY.
The late Mr. James Fowler, f.R I B A opLouth.-To the brief mention made by us'^last

v^ek (p. 306) of the death of this well-known and
able architect, we now add the following parti-
culars, which we glean from a long notice which
appeared m the Louth and North Lincolnshire
Advertiser for the 15th inst. :-Mr. James Fowler
was born in the year 1828, and was educated at the
Diocesan School, Lichfield. He was articled to the
late Mr. Joseph Potter of that city, architect, and
while with him he executed some of the litbo-
graphic plates for his work on “ Buildwas
and Tintem Abbeys.” Afterwards he assisted
Me^rs. Bowman k Crowther, of Manchester,
with their large and important work on the
Churches of the Middle Ages,” and Mr. J. S

Padley, of Lincoln, with his book on “ The Ancient
Monastic, Ecclesiastical, and Domestic Edifices of
Lincolnshire, In 1849 he came to Louth, and wasengaged on some work for the county justices in the
then prison, which was situate in Eastgage, at thecomer of Ramsgate, and during this time hemeasured up the tower and spire of. the parishchpeh, a work of some magnitude, the spire
being nearly 300 ft. high, and considefed

church spires in the kingdom.
In 18ol Mr. Fowler commenced practicem Louth In conjunction with Mr. JosephMaugban (recently deceased), and during thispwtnership carried out some engineering works in

V ® on the Lincolnshire coast at
building of the sea-sluice atbaltdeet Haven, &c., with other works. This

partnership was terminated in 1859, since whichtime Mr. I-owler has carried on the profession ofan architect only. He was elected a Fellow of the
Institute in 1865, and for four years sat on the
Uouncil, three m succession, during the presi-

designed by him. Amongstthem may be mentioned St. Mary's, Lichfield

in^
Lonsdale Memorial); St. Switbin’sand St Andrew s m Lincoln, the former with

a fine tower and spire, 200 ft. high; the parishchurch of St. Mary, Newington, London, whichwas ^described by the late Sir Gilbert Scottas one of the finest modem churches in
Wanstead, Essex; St.Matthew s, Skegness, SS. Mary and Gabriel. Bin-

Mr F i’

® Church, Louth, was built byMr. I owler m 1863 at a cost of about 3,0007. Alsomust be included the interesting and important
restoration of the historical church of Bolingbroke,
formerly the chapel of the Castle, while to this

Uhurch, the restoration of Tathwell Church;
Leverton Frieston Priory, Bennington, andmany others , Lincolnshire

;
Balderton. Hawton,West Retford Nuttall. and others in Nottiegi

hamsbire
; and his work extended further, and mav
Yorkshire, Hampshire, Suffolk. Surrey,

Among Alderman Fowler’s
1^8 near at home may be named the rebuilding

of Domus Dei, or Brownes’ Hospital, Stamford^
Laagton Hall. Dalby Hall,
Hall, Notts. Dingley Hall,^Veelsby House and many parsonage houses in

Lincolnshire and adjoining counties. He also
erected a large number of business premises,

c., including several banking establishments forMessrs. Garfit Co., Lincoln and LindseyBanking Company, &c. The following is a list

New Church, Jersey.—The new Church of St'
Aubra’s, Jersey, built on a plot of ground adjoining
the site of the edifice which it replaces, is fash
approaching completion. The church is built
entirely of granite, the exterior walling being of-
pink Mont Made granite with dressings of grey;
Perruque granite; the quoins from the old chapel

i

were here used when found suitable. The interiorc
is plastered, with pink Jlont Made columns, arches, i

and general dressings. Its external length is about i

100 ft., and the width 70 ft.
;
the internal length;

94 ft., and the width 41 ft. The roofs are trussed''
open timber, pf fir, boarded inside, and covered on i

the outside with Broseley tiles. That portion of the '

flooring under the seats is composed of wooden i

blocksonconcrete.while the passages andchanoel are i

of coloured tiles in patterns. The building con- ;

sists of nave, aisles, chancel, chancel aisle, organ-
i

chamber, and vestry. A tower and spire will ulti- i

mately be built at the southern comer. The nave <

consists of five bays, moulded, with clearstory
jendows overhead. The chancel-arch is lofty and i

richly moulded, as also arejthe side chancel-arohes.
'

The windows throughout are of granite tracery! ^

The church is lit by gas pendants. There are five :

arches with four pillars on either side of the body >

of the church, with four large windows and ten i

smaller ones to the north and south. These do not ;

include the large windows at the eastern and !

western ends of the church, nor those near the i

altar. The church will seat 340 people, the seats •

throughout being of oak. There is a reredos of ala-
baster with bronze shield bearing emblems of the
Evangelists and the sacred monograms, which has -

been executed by Mr. H. T. Margetson, of Chelsea.
A brass cross, with five agates, is placed on the
shelf of the reredos. Carved oak altar-rails, with
figures of the Twelve Apostles in canopies, are being
made, but will not be in position for one or two
months. A carved oak eagle lectern has been pre-
sented by Mrs. Braithwaite. The two west windows
of the aisles contain painted glass in memory of
Mr. Philip Marett, the chosen subject being the
parable of the Good Samaritan. Another painted
window is in memory of the Rev. W. Power Cobbe.
These windows are the work of Messrs. Heaton
Butler, k Bayne, of London. The remainder of
the glazing is of tinted rolled cathedral glass
leaded in patterns. The style of architecture is
Early English. The church and all the fittings
were designed by, and carried out under, the super-
intendence of the architects, Messrs. J. E. K. k
J. P. Cutts, of London, The contractors were
Messrs. Woodsford k Harris and Mr. T. Blampied,
while Mr. J. Laurens acted as clerk of the works.

’

New Bushtebs Premises in Hollowat-boa*d.—An extensive block of new buildings in Holloway-
road, erected for Messrs. Jones Bros., and con-
stituting, with the older premises of the same firm
a kind of North London “ Whiteley’s,” was opened
for business on Thursday last, the 20th inst. The
new buildings occupy a frontage of about 112 ft.,
and run back for a depth of about 80 ft. They
are six stories in height, the three lower stories
being devoted to business purposes, while the
three upper stories (which are separated from the
business premises by a floor of fireproof construc-
tion) are fitted up for the accommodation of the
employes of the firm. The superficial area of the
basement is about 9,000 ft.

;
the ground floor has the

same area, and the first floor an area of 8,000 ft.,
making a total of about 26,000 superficial feet
devoted to purposes of sale and show rooms.
Between the new premises and the old ones
runs a narrow turning leading to the stables
and electric light works of the establish-
ment, but the new and old premises are con-
nected by means of a subway on the basement
level and by a bridge at the level of the first floor.
The fagade is a free treatment of Renaissance work.
The general mass of the building rises to the height
of 60 ft. above the pavement, the tower rising to a
height of 100 ft. This tower, which at the present
time forms the south end of the new block, will
become the central feature of the building when
the premises are extended to the comer of Loraine-
road. Some play of light and shade is obtained by the
introduction of large bay and oriel windows, and the
skyline is broken by dormers. The materials used in
the/aqade are buff-coloured malm bricks, with white
stone dressings. Under the tower is the principal
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•'ntrance, 16 ft. wide and 26 ft. high. The archi-

:ect6 of the new building are Messrs. Davis
'.Emanuel, the surveyors being Messrs. Young
^irown

;
and the building work has been carried out

'iy Messrs. Colls & Sons, of Camberwell, under the
general supervision of Mr. Elliott. Messrs. Dennett
•t Ingle executed the constructional ironwork.
Messrs. F. Sage & Co. the shop fronts and fittings,

and Messrs. Sharp & Kent the electric light wiring
ind fittings.

.
Public Library, Ayr.—The memorial stone

';,he Carnegie Public Library, Ayr. was laid on the
lith inst. by Mrs. Carnegie. The library was
.loaigned by Mr. Campbell Douglas, of the firm of
Messrs. Campbell Douglas & Morrison, Glasgow.
iBuilt of Ballochmyle stone, in the Henaissance style,

ind situated on the north side of the river, nearly
opposite the New Bridge, it contains a lending
jlepartment, a general reading-room, provided with
ieats for 103 readers, a reference department,
adies’ reading-room, and a museum.

, St. Barnabas Church. Liverpool.—The spire
Ilf St. Barnabas Church, Parliament-street, Liver-
pool, being in a dangerous condition, is now being
taken down by Mr. E. Bums, contractor, under the
direction of Mr. T. C. Ebdy, 30, North John-street,
the architect to the trustees. The whole church is

hhortly to come down, and the stone and materials
Iffill be used in building a church in the Anfield
I'listrict, to accommodate about 700 persons.
1 New Church, Newtort, Monmouth.shibb.

—

Bn the 26th ult. the new Church of St. Matthew,
Bamardtown, Maindee, Newport, was dedicated,
rhe building has been erected by Mr. Charles Look
from designs prepared bv Messrs. Graham, Son,
t Hitchcox, and is in the Gothic style. The roof is
:if open timber and match board, covered with
dates. The building will seat 512 persons. The
internal walls are stuccoed, and the woodwork is

jtoined and varnished. There is a transept on
either side, and a choir vestry and organ-chamber.

i

Branch Bank, Aston Cross, Birmingham,
pD the 27th ult. a new building was opened at
[wton Cross by the Birmingham District and
:lounti6S Banking Company for the business of
ibeir Aston branch. The premises comprise

E
iking-roora, private - room, strong-room, and
idence for the sub-manager. The building has .

ntage of 35 ft., and is three stories in height,
^he front is of Ruabon red bricks, with dressings of
llollington atone to the lower story, and of terra-
ptta to the upper portion, the latter being of buff

f

d light red tints. The builders are Messrs,
mes Smith & Sons. New fittings have been
ido by Mr. David Lloyd, of Aston. The whole

as been designed and superintended bv the
pchitect, Mr. C. Whitwell.
Restoration oh Dunblane Cathedral. On
le 6th inst. the memorial-stone commemorating
le reatoration of Dunblane Cathedral was laid by
le Grand Master Mason of Scotland, the Earl of
addington. The work of reatoration has occupied
iree years. The work has cost 26.000Z. The
•chitect is Dr. Rowand Anderson, of Edinburgh.
Wesleyan Chapel, Elland, Yorkshire. A
jw Wesleyan chapel was opened at Elland on the
-h lost, by Dr. Stephenson. The chapel takes the
ace of the old one in Eastgate, on a larger site,
le new church having a frontage to the Hudders-
5id-road. It is in the Renaissance style. The
itimated cost is between 6,000/1. and 7,OOOf. There
sitting accommodation for 750. Mr. Wadding-
n, of Burnley, was the architect.

Congregational Chapel, Newton Heath.—On
6 8th inst. the memorial-stone of a new Con-
egational chapel in Newton Heath was laid by
r. Samuel Lamb. The new building is situated
r Thorpe-road, Newton Heath, with a frontage
Jessie-street. It will be mainly a brick structure,
uncom sandstone in conjunction with Accrington
d bricks beine- used. Accommodation will be
'ovided for about 830. The architect for the work
Mr. S. Fell, of Manchester, and the builders
essrs. Moore & Son, Eccles.

New Church, Hamstead, Staffordshire.

—

le now church of St. Paul, Hamstead, situated at
e junction of the new and old roads from
rmingbam to Walsall, and erected in the Early
3Corated style, was consecrated on the 29th ult
• the Bishop of Lichfield. The edifice, which
nsists of nave, north and south transepts and
les, chancel, and choir and clergy vestries, is
lit of red brick, with Bath stone dressing

;
the

)f 13 constructed of pitch-pine, and covered with
08

,
and a bell-flfiche rises at the east end. Inside

a church the nave measures 67 ft. 6 in. by 20 ft.
a aisles are 10 ft. wide, while the chancel is
ft. 6 in. in length, and has a width of 20 ft. On
her side the transepts project 3 ft. to 4 ft. from
J aisles. The organ-chamber is arranged to the
rth of the chancel, and on the south is the choir
d clergy vestry. The entire cost of the building
ich has been erected by Mr. J. Harley of
lethwick, is estimated at about 3,400f., and there
chair-seating accommodation for about 450

rsons. The church has been erected from the
iigns of Mr. William Davis, architect, of Birmiug-
tu. That gentleman was seized with a serious
less when the building was only partially
icted, and the work has been carried out under
) (^ection of Mr. William Hale, architect of
TUingham.

SAmTAJlTAJ^rj) ENGINEERING NEWS-
The Registration of Plumbers in Scotland.

—The District Council for Perth, Forfar, and Fife
met on Saturday, the 15th inst., in the Town-ball,
Dundee. Ex-Bailie Ogilvie, Vice-President, occu-
pied the chair. The minutes of the Congress
Committee showed that the thanks of the Council
had been tendered to the various public authorities
of Dundee, Perth, and St. Andrews for their assist-

ance in furtherance of the objects of the late Con-
gress of District Councils of Scotland. On the
question of transferring Dunfermline from this
District to the Edinburgh District, a feeling was
expressed that it was undesirable to alter the exist-
ing arrangements until after the passing of the
Plumbers’ Registration Bill. The Chairman pre-
sented to Mr. W. E. Grimwood, of Montrose, a
certificate bearing the seal of the Worshipful
Company of Plumbers, London, in recognition of
his having passed the examination in the prelimi-
nary course of the Company’s Graded Syllabus of
Instruction for Plumbers. It was mentioned that
this was the first certificate of the kind granted to
a Scottish student. Mr. J. L. Warden agreed to
again hold the Plumbing Class at Montrose, for
which and for past services he and Mr. J. Wood
were accorded a hearty vote of thanks. Applica-
tions for registration were read and referred to the
Registration Committee.
Wirksworth Sewerage Scheme.—At a special

meeting of the Wirksworth Local Board on the
12th inst., one of the two sewerage schemes sub-
mitted to the Board in May last was finally adopted.
The scheme adopted is that of Mr. T. S. McCallum,
of Manchoster, Mr. McCallum proposes to adopt
the international system of purification by means of
ferozone and polarito.

Burton-dpon-Trent Sewerage. — The Town
Council of Burton-upon-Trent at their last meeting
decided to carry out a scheme for the re-sewering of
the town area. The sewage question in Burton is, as
is well known, one of great difiiculty, owing to the
peculiarity of the industry of the place, and the fact
that the greater portion of the town is extremely
flat. The character of the sewage is such as to
render it quite unique as to its composition and
physical properties. It is often of high tempera-
ture, and very offensive, its volume (often 6,000,000
gallons per day for a town having a population of
about 50,000), and the large proportion of solids it
contains, all tend to render its treatment one of
very exceptional difficulty. The scheme now
adopted by the Corporation, prepared Mr. J. E.
Swindlehurst, C.E., the Borough Engineer, is for
the reconstruction of the sewers throughout the
greater portion of the Borough. Tho estimated
cost of the scheme is about 40,000f. It is intended
to supplement this by the construction of works
for the treatment of the sewage and sewage sludge
before it is delivered on to the sewage farm.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.
France.—M. Bunel, Chief Architect of the Pre-

fecture de Police, who has been commissioned to
make a preparatory study of the project for the
rebuilding of the Op6ra Comique on the old site,
has just finished his report, which concludes by
approving (with a few modifications in detail) of
the plans submitted by the Ministere des Beaux-
Arts to the superior Commission on Theatres,
which is to meet in a few days. The Gobelins
collection, which already comprises several thou-
sands of reproductions of tapestries, has been still

further increased by a new series of portraits of
the painters who have worked for the manufactory.

M. Roger Ballu, Inspector of Fine-Arts, son of
the eminent architect of the Hotel de Ville, has
just been chosen principal Commissioner of
Artistic Exhibitions in France and abroad. He
has been succeeded in his duties by M.
Armand Silvestre, well known for his novels and
art criticism. A rich Greek banker, M.
Schilizzi, has commissioned M. Vaudremer to
build a Greek church, which is to be situated at
the angle of the Rue Bizet and tho Rue Pierre
Oharron. The church will be solemnly inaugurated
next June. The total cost, including the price
of the ground, is estimated at 1 500,000 f., all con-
tributed by M. Schilizzi. JI. Paul Delaire, Com-
missiooer of Exhibitions, has lately been nomi-
nated keeper of tho Sculpture Museum of the
Trocadero, in place of M. Geoffrey Dechaume, who
has recently died. There is some talk of erecting
a monument to Emile Augier, the celebrated
dramatic poet, in tho Palais Royal garden. Augier
has been dead about three years. A committee
has been formed to erect a monument at Denain in
commemoration of the victor)- gained by the
lilar^chal de Villars before this town in 1712. The
sculptural portion of the monument is to be
executed by M. Henri Gauqui5, the pedestal by M.
Dutouquet, architect. The Minister of Public
Works has conferred on one of tho chief
engineers of Fonts et ChauasSes the mission
of studying both in France and abroad the
advantages, from an industrial and technical
point of view, of the rack-wheel railway, over the
ordinary railway which is now in operation in
mountainous regions. The Delphic excavations
were inaugurated on October 7, in presence of
M. HomoUe, Director of the French School %t

Archeology at Athens. The Minister of Public
Instruction and Fine Arts has lately been to Tours
and Nantes for the purpose of inaugurating in the
former place the statues of Mirabeau and Rabelais,
and in the latter, the new Lycde, which is an im-
portant building. The jury on the open compe-
tition for a Museum of Painting and Sculpture
at Nantes has just given its judgment. Tbe-
first prize has been awarded to M. Josao-

(Cldment Marie), architect at Paris, who will

execute the work
;
the other prizes have been

given as follows :—2. MM. Arfvidson (Andr^), and:

Antoine (Joseph), architects at Paris. 3. M-
Huguet (Eughne), architect at Lyons. 4. M.
Blavetto (Victor), architect at Paris; and honour-
able mention to MM. Louvet, Br^asson, and Conil-
Lacoste.—•—A monument has lately been inaugu-
rated in a village in the Department of Maine-
et-Loire to the memory of the Gaul warrior
“ Dumnaccus,” chief of the Andes. The sculptural'

portion of the monument is by M. L. BonnemLre.
A discovery has lately been made at Toul

(Meurtbe and Moselle) in the choir of the cathedral,

of a tomb hidden in an excavation, and ornamented
with an artistic statue of a bishop. It is supposed
that this tomb, which is in a rather bad state, was-

that of Henry De Ville, Bishop of Toul in 1425.

A metal tower, resembling the Eiffel Tower, ia

to be erected at Lyons on the heights of Gay de
Fourviere. On Thursday last, October 20, a
monument was erected in the little town of Mor-
locas (Basses Pyrenees) to the memory of Doctor
Depaul, late President of the Academy of Medicine^
in Paris. This monument consists of a bronze bust
executed by the sculptor, Albert Bartholom^,
placed on a pedestal of red sandstone, executed
by M. Leideufrost, architect of the Chateau de Pau,
from designs by M. Frantz Jourdain, a Paris archi-

tect.——The first stone of the “Palais dts Consuls”’
was laid last week at Rouen. The sculptor,

Alfred Boucher, has just finished his model of
the statue of Theophraste Renaudot. The death
is announced, at the age of sixty-nine, of M. Andr^
Cheviron, honorary trustee of roads in the Ville de
Paris. We have also learnt the death of M.
Eugene Rigault, late second Prix de Rome, archi-

tect of the Pharmaceutical School, who made under
tho Minister of Posies and Telegraphs, Bom&
remarkable works for the installation of the new
telegraph service. M. Rigault was only fifty-one.

M. Pierre Peoaud, architect at St. Nazaire, has
just died at the age of fifty-three. He was a pupil
of Questel, and built several edifices in Brittany,
the depot for the custom-house, the Palais de>

Justice, several private houses, and the “ Grand
Hotel” of tho town. He was an active member of

the Central Society of Architects since 1881.

Norway.—A new church has been added to the
public buildings of Christiania. It stands on the
so-called Jriiner Lokke, and has been designed by
the city architect, Herr Bull. Two new churches
have been completed on the west coast of Norway,
viz., at Kalvaag and Store Kalsd, the architect of

both being Herr H. Jess, of Bergen. 'Phe former
is Modiieval in style, and built of grey grarite

;
the

latter, also Mediaival, but built of timber. Several

important marble deposits have been discovered

near Bodd, on tho north-west coast ;
whilst at

Fredrikstad a marble-polishing factory has been-

established. An interesting find of Viking arms
has been made near Sandefjord, on the Christiania

fjord.

MISCELLANEO US.

The Surveyors’ Institution.—The first ordi-

nary general meeting of this Institution for the
session 1892-93 ia fixed to be held on Monday,
November 14, when the President, Mr. Charles J.

Shoppee, will deliver an opening address. The
chair will be taken at eight o’clock.

Bradford Historical and Antiquarian
Society.—The annual meeting of this society
was held on Tuesday evening in the Alexandra
Hotel. Tho chair was taken by Mr. T. T. Empsall,
the President. The annual report was read by
Mr. J. A. Clapham, the hon. cor. sec., who congra-
tulated tho members upon the flourishing conditiori

of the society, which now numbers 236 members.
Papers were to be given during the coming session

by Dr. Loadman, F.S.A., Wm. Scruton, C. A.
Federer, T. T. Empsall, John Sowden, and John
Lister, M.A., upon a variety of interesting subjects

and during the summer it was proposed to visit-

Kirkstall, Adel, Otley, Leathley, Grassington,
Settle and Giggleswick, Middlehara, Bolton,

Wensley, Leyburn, Thornton, Shuttleworth, and
Leventhorpe, under able guidance.
Recognition op a Surveyor’s Services.—The

Wandsworth Local Committee of the Board of
Works for the Wandsworth District have sub-
mitted the following resolution to the Board, viz.,

“ That the Committee desire to place upon record
their appreciation of the able manner in which Mr.
J. C. Radford, the Surveyor for Putney, has carried

out tho additional duties of Acting Surveyor for

Wandsworth, and recommend that ho be paid 300L
therefor (being salary at the rate of 450^. per
annum for six months and an additional 75L as a
special recognition of his services).”

Removal.—Messrs. F. Whitfield & Co., announce
their removal from 66, Holborn Viaduct to 20,
Cheapside.
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CONTRACTS.
OONTHACTS.

N»tnre of Work or Materiili,

•Bosdmsklug Works
fitreet-msklng and f*»vina ..
Police station. Keith, N.B, ,.,

’!

SswetiDg, Pariog, Ac. Old Traffurj.'uaii'
cheater

-‘’ewer, WyodbaiQ-lane
Parlug. Fleggiu^, is
Hfoneware Pipe Sewer

’ ”

WaitiBg-rooEg. Addttiocs. ic. "Maideii'
heal Station

Eiteneive Sewerage Works
’Iron Ecof Principals for Baths
^“pliouse. ic. near Harbertonford,

Totnei, Devon
•Chlmner Stack. Portwood Works’!
Betoit Monthpiecej, 4c. ...

.•PaiDtlng. i^. Works
•Maklng-up Beads !!!
Clinical Laboratorr and Lecture Room’

Fittings, ic. Bouthamptoo
•Pipe Sewers.

”
R^d Metal, CatteiJown, Plymou^’

•Sewerage Works

•Roadmaklng Works
•Jlatins-np Beads '.

Concrete Sea Wall !.’!

By whom Beqnlred.

Plymouth Corp

Totnes D.R.S.A.....

G. W. R Co. .

.

Cardiff Corporatu- .

Coventry .^thi Com

Hartley Institution ..

Torquay Local Board
Compton Oiffard Loc.

Oodalmlng Main Sew
era ge Boar* ...

Islington Vestry.
Totteubara Local Bd
Torquay Local Board

Architect, Snrv

Ojffciil

A. Salmon
F. D. Robsrtson . .

.

do.
C, Q. B. Acock.

.

omdnl
W. Harpur ....

H. J, Burgess .

.

S. Heuniar..

H. Moon
OffMul
J. B. Worth
H. A. Garrett

Tenders

delivered.

CONTRACTS.—

Nature of Work or Materials.

Four Dwelllng-houfes, Llanbrac
Cierphtlly

Wrought-iron Covered Footbridge. C

School Bulldinga and Caietaker's Uou!
Catllslp-street

Library, WUleBden Green
•Library, lUrlesden ..

Four Semi-detached Villas, Heath Estate,
Hslifai .

•Street Works
Sewerage Works, Deri

op and Offices, Hlgh-s'reet, E'gin, N.B.
Iroo Boo!..

•New School Buildings and Alterations
School Buildings, Tyuaf Field
•Underground C "nvenlence
•Ut.id Mis'.et's House

lO tons of Broken Granite .

Jottvge kRt Shop, Dufftown, N.B
>11 Houses, Armley, Leeds
i'onr Terrace Houses, Oarforth, Leeds..
Ifficet, Cookety School, House, ic. Par

By whom Required.

LI. Llewellyn

L. i N. W. By, Co.

Sheffield United Gas

Aldershot School Bd.
Ystradyfoilwg Sch. Bd.
Paddlugron Vestry ..

G vernors of Seekford
Hospital and Wood-
bridge School

Borough of Byde (L
of W.

J. J. Hav
Edwin Wright.

OJtcial

J. B. Benton
Newuiau i Newman..
J. Cash

Horsfall S Williams .

.

Jsbez Maru
James Jones
John Milne

P. W, Stevenson
S. Stapley
J. Kees
Oficial

P. Chancellor

Official

Morley i Wuodhonse

John Clayton

Tea«

dellWii

Nov.d
do,d

Nov.

Nov./

Nov. t

No dio

TAose marked ifitA an Asterisk (•) are advertised in fAis Number, Contracts, pp. iv., vl., 4- vill.

London Properties for Sale.—Three notable
properties are offered for sale, by private treaty or,
that failing, at auction, and in each case by order of
mortgagees. They are the Salisbury estate, Strand

;Hyde Park Court, Knightsbridge, both freehold
;and Whitehall Court, Victoria Embankment, held

on lease from the Crown. The first-named consists
ot the area lying between the Savoy Hotel and
Adam-street, with part of the land which formerly
abutted upon the Thames, the freehold of which
was bought from the Marquis of Salisbury a few
years ago by Messrs. J. W. Hobbs & Co., Limited.
On this site has been erected, after the designs of
Messrs. Perry & Reed, architects, the large hotel,
now partially completed, and of which wo published
a view on October 20. 1888, together with two plans
and a section of the proposed buildings in their
•entirety. Here a sum of 150,000^. has already been
spent

J
and it is calculated that upon carrying out

the original plans, a rent of nearly 50,000i. will be
returned. We gave a short history of this site in a
Note ” on December 10, 1887. Hyde Park Court,

A vast pile on the west side of Albert Gate, was in-
tended for a residential hotel, and was built by
3IessrB. J. W. Hobbs & Co., Limited, contractors,
from the designs of Messrs. Archer & Green. The
site, being about 28,400 ft. superficial, was
.^ased for ninety years at 7,000L per an-
num, with option to take the freehold at
twenty-two years’ purchase. An aggregate revenue
of 27,000f. is expected to accrue from the several
rents. The west wing is in course of completion
ior the Hyde Park Club. Of Whitehall Court,—
Messrs. Archer k Green, architects,—we published
an illustration, with description, on January 2,
1886. The complete designs provide for 101 suites
of flats, yielding an estimated rental of about
o5,000L a year. The building is in three blocks,
of which the north and centre blocks are finished
and, in part, occupied. A reference to the plan in
our columns of December 5, 1885, will show that
>Vhit6hall Court, the Avenue, and the road which
IS being made from the Embankment to the cleared
site of Lord Carrington’s bouse, designed, re-
putedly, by Sir William Chambers,* occupy the
ground which was covered by Whitehall Palace,
and in later years by the Almonry Royal and
Queen’s Treasury, the Palace Beer Buttery, and by
bife House and Little Fife House, with their river-
side gardens.
Dissolution of Partnership.--We are informed

that the partner.ship between Mr. G. H. Brougham
Glasierand Mr. Henry J. Dowden, under the firm
cf Glasier k. Sons, of Spring-gardens, surveyors,
l^d ^ents, and auctioneers, having ceased by
«niuxion of time, Mr. Dowden will carry on his
practice at No. 314, Regent-street. W.
Twtford s “ Deluge Adamant ” Water closet.

* lu-
sends us particulars and a diagram

^ u-
basin, the special recommendation of

which is extra strength, the thinnest part being
eaore than an inch thick. It is made in extra
Strong Ciiffe Vale fire-clay.
The Sanitary Institute.

-

i->s>iTTorK.—Ata meeting of the
Council of this Institute, held on October 12
Professw Anthony Rocha. Mr. R. E. Middleton
M.In8t.C.E., and Mr. W. Howard Smith, City
Engineer, Carlisle, were elected Fellows. Fifteen
members and fifteen Associates were duly elected
M. Bechmann, of Paris, was elected Honorai-y
Fellow. ’

‘‘Cathedral Court,” Glasgow.—The archi-
tects of this building, illustrated in our last, write
to say that the roof was laid with Val de Travers
Mphalto, and not with Dimmer’s, as before stated.
Ihe mistake was not ours.
ExaiBltloss IS SWEDZS.-A syndicate has been

loraed for establishing a permanent industrial
exhibition in Stockholm, and it is proposed to hold
189^°*^°^^^'^ iadiistrial exhibition in Malmb in

The International Exhibition in Antwerp,
1894.—The committee of the international exhibi-
tion to be held in Antwerp in 1894—to which we
recently referred—has now been officially consti-
tuted. The Belgian Government has promised its
support, and the communal authorities granted the
necessary site, whilst the funds required have also
been provided. In a short time invitations will be
issued to the larger industrial concerns in all
countries to attend the show.
Freehold Building Land at Pinner.—As will

be seen by our advertising columns, Messrs. Deben-
ham, Tewson, Farmer, & Bridgewater announce
that they will offer for sale, on Monday next, about
eight acres of freehold building land at Pinner, !

forming the first portion of the Royston Park
estate, and immediately adjoining Pinner station
on the London and North - Wtstem Railway.
Twenty-seven plots are to be sold, each having a
frontage of 60 ft. to an avenue 50 ft. wide, and
nearly all having a depth of 200 ft. The building-
line is to bo set back 35 ft. from the avenue, and
only detached houses are to bo built, one on each
plot.

The English Iron Trade.-— There is again
little alteration to chronicle in the English iron
trade. Matters are very quiet, and there are but
few fluctuations in prices. Cleveland pig is slightly
lower. In manufactured iron and steel only a
mited business is being done. Both shipbuilding

and engineering are dull. The coal trade, however,
is fairly brisk.—Iron.
The Institution of Mecu.anical Engineers.

Wednesday, October 26.

Disfifuti'on of Mechanical Engineers. — Ordinsc
General Meeting. Two papers to be read. 7.30 p.mji

Thursday, October 27.

Borough Road Polytechnic Institute.—Idi. Lewis li

Day on •* Workaday Art.” 8 p.m.
Institution of Mechanical Engineers, — Ordlnao

General Meeting (continued). 7 30 p.m.
Friday. October 28.

Sanitary Institute {Lectures for Sanitary OMcers).t
Mr. J. Wright Clarke on “ Details of Plumbers’ Worbi
8 p.m.

RECENT PATENTS;
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

15,139.—Pavements, &c. : F. ZfniTiej.—This inventiit
relates to Improvements in constructing cement or tl
like pavements, floors, platforms, walla, &c. The di'
tlnctive novelty as regards artittcial pavements, &{ii
consists In the construction and application of one e
mure perforated binder-bars of Iron or other sultabi
metal, and of straight or other shape, which are set <J
edge In the lower or concrete course of the block, ana
which extend Into the top layer, or wearing course s
as to unite by the setting or solidlflcatlon of the tm
courses the block and binders into a solid mass, <,

which the binder-plates form an integral part. Anothtl
portion of the invention consists in the employment it

interlocking metallic binder-bars or plates
15,195 — BUILDrNGS,_ FIREPROOF WALLS, &C. : (

Tomkins and J, A. Kinder .—This invention undertaksi
to save space In buildings, to cause more air to clrculatti
In them, and at the same time to make them flreprooD
at considerably less than the usual coat. It is als

, J. , ,

claimed that the method of construction which Is thtgeneral meeting of this Institution will
1

subject of the patent is more aouud-proof and flrmei
be held on Wednesday and Thursday next, October ( i-ban wood partitions inside and outside of buildlngi
26 and 27, at 25, Great College-street, Westminster

I

houses of every deicrlptlon, churches, chapelii
by kind permission of tho Council of the Institution

I

railway premises, and the like. This is effects
of Civil Eoginaers, whon ths ballot-lists for the “!”??' ••"i -PPHed o;

AlepUon nf Tsrao/ Mrsv-V,.,-- » • . J notn sides or a rigid mesh expansion raeta

rSnntAa L
^ \ Assoc.ates, and supported With bat iruD at the distances required, an>Graduates, having been previou.sly opened by the

I

secured from floor to floor, and from floor to roofe
Council, the names of those elected will be

j

with rolled-iron joists and other iron,
announced to the meeting. The nomination of 18,245.—Brick-making Machinery: L. Seager
officers for election at the next Annual General
Meeting will take place. Tho reading of papers
will follow.

Road Surveyorship, Derbyshire.—The Derby-
shire County Council have increased the salary of
Mr. R. C. Cordon, their Main-road Surveyor for
Mid-Derbyshire, from 130^. to 150^. per annum.
A New Sanitary Appliance.—Messrs. ‘Wright

Sutcliffe k Son, of Halifax, have sent for our in-
spection a specimen of their new patent closet-seat,
which, they claim, constitutes a new departure in
such things in point of comfort, clean'iness, and
durability. The invention consists in covering the
closet seat (or bath-top, for the invention is ap-
plicable to baths) with what they describe as “ a
tough, waterproof, non-conducting material.” We
are not told what the said material is, but it has
very much the appearance of corticine. Un-
doubtedly this would usually present when dry a
warmer surface to the user than a mahogany closet-
seat or bath-top, and if the material be non-
absorbent {as tho term “ waterproof ” would imply)
the new appliance is likely to find favour, especially
for use by invalids.

Proposed New Bridge over the Mersey.—It
is proposed to construct a bridge across the Mersey
from Widnes, ten miles from Liverpool, to Runcorn,
in Cheshire. The bridge will be used for vehicular
traffic. The Corporation of Widnes has decided
to seek Parliamentary powers to enable them to
contribute 30,000f., conditional on the town of
Runcorn contributing a similar amount.

MEETINGS.
Tuesday, October 25 .

British Mxsseum .—Mias Emily Tenroae on “Greek
Vaaea of the Brltith Museum : black-flgured vases.” II.

Sanitary iTistitute {Lectures for Sanitary Officers).

—

Professor W. H. Corfield, 3I.A., on “’Sanitary
3 p.m.Appliances.”

This invention relates to Improvements In machines fo
making or moulding bricks, tiles, and the like, ano
consists in the combination with an intermlttenth
rotated table of a series of mould boxes, in each d
which la a sliding frame carrying a binged or pivot'ei’
plate, forming the bottom of the mould, and adapted
at certain intervals to bo lifted and tilted in order P
deliver a moulded brick. In connexion with thit
driving-shaft and rotating table is arranged a plunger
sliding in a box with guides, adapted so that as each
mould is brought beneath it it descends and compressei
the clay. .A horizontally sliding knife is also provided foi
cutting off the clay which remains projecting above th<
moulds after the compression is completed. Mechanism
is also provided for receiving the bricks and conveylnci
them away.

18,311.—WlNDOW-SASHKa : L. Seager.—This inventloti
relates to sliding and casement sashes to doors and the
like, and has for its object to prevent rattling, and tc
render them dust and draught proof. When applied tc
a sliding-sash, one of the sash stiles is grooved, and
the adjacent pulley-stile is also grooved, the two
groovei being adapted to receive a pair of wedges, one
of which has a sash-cord connected to it, and is con-
nected to the sash in such a manner that It cannot
move longitudinally relative thereto, but has a slight
lateral movement. The other wedge, which is arranged
between the first - mentioned wedge and the window-'
sash, is capable of a slightly longituoinal movement
relative to the latter, and means are provided, such aa
by a lever, for effecting such longitudinal movement.
After the sash has been opened or closed, the movement
of the last-mentioned wedge presses the first wedge
tightly against the pulley-stile, and bo prevents the
rattling of the sash and forms a tight joint.
10,831.—Doors : E. R. Bailer .—This specification

describea an Inproved guard for preventing persons’'
fingers, clothing, &c., being shut between the hinged
side of doors and frames. The inventor fixes to and at
the edge of the frame near the door a piece or pieces of
leather or other ductile material (called the guard), the
other portion of the same projecting over and lying
against the door. On the door, and coveting this guard,
is placed a cover.

13,644.— Sashes : ff. S’. Lafce.—This invention relates
to metal sashes or frames for bolding the glass or other
transparent material of a window, door, &c. Glass,
especially art glass which Is made to embody designs of
various kinds, has been hitherto usually set In a lead
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rame or sash, dlftlculb of construction and expensive,

resides renderlDfr skilled labour necessary. lu addition,

I TirlouB devices are frequently found to be necessary in

’ irder to prevent the glass bulging or sagging. By the

employment of this invention It is cUitned that all

hese objections are obviated, and that a strong and
•/lurable parallel window may be constructed at a greatly-

ij'educed coat. The invention consists in a metallic

rame-work or sash of peculiar character and construe-

I ,lon, and in the combination therewith of suitable

li’astening devices for securing the parts of the sash or

'i!raine-woik together.

FBW APPLIOATIOHS FOB LBTTSBa PATENT.

• October 3.-17,682, T. Rhys, Appliance for Use with the

leats of Water-closets —17,686, E. Mackness, Locking
JlWlndow-sashes.-17,586, J. Hamblet, Pressing Bricks,

iSIocks, Tiles, c&c.

October 4 —17,629, W. Copping, Bolts or Fastenings

lifor Emergency Doors of Public Buildings.—17,633, P.

fc,Ovenden and H. Bunker, Water-pipes.—17,655, J. ilayne,

!l,Ventilator Attachment to Windows.— 17,070, J. Pollock,

hSecntlng Window sashes.—17,675, R. Dampier, Window-
' lasb Frames. — 17,685, T. Edgeworth, Wood-Paving
llBlocks.

|l October 6.-17,699, R Coates, Automatic Gate or Door
flstop for use where double gates or doors are required —
>ll7,713, T. & U. Moorwnod, Stoves, Grates, Cookery-

'iranges, &c.—17,729, H. Millar and J. Darley, C mstruc-

Itlon of Window-sasues to facilitate glazing, painting, or

Iclesning from the inside.-17,764, 0. Betend, Filing and
letting Saws.
October Q.~n,7&0,'P. Hancock, Tool-holder for use In

[connexion with boring, mortising, or tenoning machines.

—17,800, J. Fauldf, Stone-planing Machines.— 17,810,

E. Jamean, Decorative Plaques, Tiles, — 17,863,

8. Jennings and J. Morley, Water-closets.

6

Oefoter 7.—17,876, R Hindle, Wheelbarrows.
October 8.-17,942, W. Worisam, Band-saw Guide.—

' 17,081, T. Bennett, Mouldings.

PBOVISIONAL 8PE0IFICATI0N9 ACCEPTED.

14,06?, R. Wilding, Wash-out Water-closets and the
flushing of the same.— 14,689, J. Cochrane, jun., Im-
movable Buffer for Water-closet Seats.—14,698, C. Price,

Combination Drain-plug.—14,831, E. Huyle, Fastening
Sashes.—16,434, H. Lawrence, Simple Window-sash, re-

versing invention.—16,598, J. C 'fuelius, Sewer VentI
latlng Shafts or Ch'mneys, die.- 10,178, J. Moore,
Grates and Stoves.—16 429, J. Mothersill, Door-knobs
and Spindles.—10,448, ,1. Bartlett, Warming and Venti-

lllating Buildings.—10,628, J. Northcott, Door-bolts.—
^16,650, W. Dearie, Cowls or Tops lor Chimneys and
Ventllatlng-shafts.—10,649, G. Evans, Wood-screws.—
16,656, F. Piumsteacl, Electric-light Fittings.—16,736, A.

Cruickshauk, Chlpping-tool. — 10,818, W. Knightly.
Drain, Water, Gas, and other Pipes, and in the method
of joining the same.— 16,848, J. Rostron andJ. Hilton,

Imitation Tiles suitable for Hearths, Grates, Floors,

[j
&c.—17,239, H. Smolioskl, Mitre Block and Joint

“ Cramp.

COMPLETE BPECIFIOATIOHS ACCEPTED.

(Open to Opposition /or Two Months.)

20,230, Craven. Dunnlll, & Co, (Ltd.), and F. Smith,
Tiles, &c.—21,004, H. Cribb, Preparing, Fitting, and
Laying Blocks for Floors, Walls, or Ceilings of Wood or

other materiaL

Brltannia-rd., ditto in 34 yrs., 120f. ;f,g.r. of 301. 133. 4d..

Prebend-st., ditto in 34 yrs., 1,125?.
; 37, Cumberland-

8t., Barnsbury, f., 630?. ; 314, Gray’s-inn-rd., f., r. 100?.,

2.420? ; 2, Parkhurst-ter., Southgate, u.t. 80 yrs., g.r.

6?. lOs., 90?. ; 9 to 17 (odd), Al*en-rd., Holloway, u.t. 80

yrs., g.r. 17?. lOs., r. 130?
,
925? ; 40 and 42, Dalby-st.,

Kentish Town, u.t. 76 yrs., g.r. 14?., r. 93?., 490?. ; 48 and
60, Dalby-st., ut. 76 yrs., g.r. 18?., r. 74?., 635?.; 1,

Wilkin-st., u.t. 76 yrs , g.r. 8? , 195?.

October 14 —By Baker <t Sons: f.g r. of 84?., Verney-

rd
,
Bermondsey, reversion In 85 yrs., 2,275?. ;

f.g.r. of

G3?., Cranswlck-id., ditto in 85 yrs., 1,600?. ;
f-g.r. of 60?.,

Bramcote-rd., ditto In 85 yrs., 1,286?.; f.g r. of 10?.,

Credon-rd., ditto in 85 yrs
,
260?. ; f.g.r. of 86?., Verney-

rd., ditto in 85 yrs., 930? ; f.g r. of 32? ,
Varcoe-rd., ditto

in 85 yrs., 830?. ; f.g.r. cf 131?. 63 ,
Ciedon-rd., ditto in

85 yrs., 3,385?
;
f.g.r. of 60?., Varcoe-rd ,

ditto in 85 yrs.,

1,660? —By Wooltonds Green : l.g r. of 20?. lOs., Castelnau,

Barnes, u.t. 47 yrs., g.r. 17?. 2s., with reversion, 95? ; a

,

similar 1 g.r. realised 90?. ; l.g r. of 20?. 69., u.t. 47 yrs.,

.
g.r. 78., 515?. ; l.g.r. of 01?

,
u.t. 47 yr«., g.r. 143., 1,530?. ;

l.g.r. of 2?. 2j., u.t. 47 yrs., no g.r., 80?.

iContractions used in these lists.— F.g.i. f''r freehold

ground-rent ;
l.g r. for leasehold ground-rent ; l.g.r. for

improved ground-rent
; g r. for ground-rent ;

r. for rent

;

f. for freehold ; c, for copyhold : 1. for leasehold ;
e.r.

for estimated rental
;
u.t. for unexpfred term ;

p.a. for

per annum ;
yrs. for years ; st. for street ; rd. for road

;

sq. for square ;
pi. for place ;

ter. for terrace
;
cres. for

crescent ; yd. for yard, &c.]

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY:

ESTATE EXCHANGE BBPOBT.

OCTOBER 10.—By Eastman Bros. : 70 to 76 (even),

Danby-st
,
Peckham, f., r. 104?., 1,270?. ; 160, Mslpas-rd.,

New Cross, u.t. 72 yrs., g.r. 4?, r. 26?., 286?.—By E.

Jackson : 1, Aguea-st., Mile End, u.t. 69 yrs., g.r. 6?., r.

32?.. 340?.

October 11.—By A. cfe R. Beal ^ Co. : l.g.r. of 126?.,

Notting-hlU, utt. 71 yrs., g.r. 62?., 1,800?.
;
2 to 12 even,

Carnarvon-mewa, u.t, 71 yrs
,
g.r. 31?. lOs., r. 125?., 675?.;

40 and 44, Walmer-rd.. u.t. 71 yrs., g.r. 16?., 210? —By
Humbert, Son, tfc Flint: Enclosures of t. land,'

Wallington, 62a. 2r. 37p., 6,760?.; a plot of f. land,

587?. 10b.—

B

y Moss de Jameson: 2 and 4, Stamford
Brook-rd., Shepherd’s Bush, u.t. 83 yrs., g.r. 8?., r.

70? ,
660?. ; a profit rental of 10?. a year. Upper

North-st., Poplar, with reversion, u.t. 61 yrs., 430?.;

60 and 68, Stebondale-st., Cubitt-town, u t. 68 yrs., g.r,

6?- 129., r. 68?. 8s., 600? —By E. & H. Lumley : No. 43,

Haymarket, a.t. 24 yrs., g.r. 40?., r. 135?
,
1,460? ; I to

A Jermyn-st., u.t. 24 yrs., g.r. 170?., 7,300?.—By C. & B.
22, Mawbey-st, Lambeth, u.t. 67 yrs., g.r.

4?,, 310? ; 69, Thorne-rd., u.t. 68 yrs, g.r. 6?. 128
,
r.

84?., 865?. ; 99, Faimer’s-td., Kenulngton, u.t 58 yrs.,

g.r. 3?., 400?.

October 12.—By Daniel Smith, Son, A Oakley : “Cage
Farm" and 634 acres, Southminster, Esses, f., r. 300?.,

8,046?.—By Ramsey ^ Co. : 96, Qaeen’s td., Peckham,
f.

,
r. 64? ,

870?. ; 6, Chetwode-rd.
,
Tooting, u.t. 87 yrs.,

g.

r. 6?. 128. 6d.
I

200?.—ByO. A. Wilkinson^- Son: “The
Quorn House Estate," Leicestershire—“Tacey's Barn
Farm,” 27a. Ir. 30p., f., r. 37?. 12s., 1,600?. ;

“Ruahall
Fields Farm, ’ 44a. Ir. 24p.,f., r. 60?., 2,600?. ;

“ Angrave'a
Farm," 126a. 2r. 12p., f., r. 162?. 18s. 8d., 7,000?.

;

' “ 'Woodhouae Eaves Farm," 82a. Ir. 30p., f., r. 119?. 68.,

!

6,400?. ;
numerous enclosures of f. land, 183a. 3r. 24p.,

14.396?. ; ditto, f. houses and cottages, 3,765?.

October 13.—By Stimson 4' Sons : 64, Welllngton-st,

I and 112, Attuada-st., Deptford, f., r. 60?, 800?.; 27,

I
Barrlngton-rd., Brlxton, u.t. 30 yrs., g.r. 7?., 410?. ; 10,

I Belleflelds-rd., u.t. 72 yrs., g.r. 198., r. 86?., 406?
j 37,

I 39, 41, and 01 to 71 (odd), Verney-rd., Old Kent-rd., u.t.

I 80 yrs., g.r. 46?., 936?. ; 9. Duuatan‘B-rd., Dulwich, f.,

r. 26?., 276?. By W. Winterton: 69 to 66 (odd),

, Morning-lane, Hackney, u.t. 81 yrs., g.r. 20?, 880?.

(
By C. C. & T. Moore : F.g.r. of 30?., Cam-

: hridge-rd., Bethual-greon, reversion In 83 yrs., 830?.

;

I 3 and 4, Church-st., Spitslfields, 1, r. 88?., 2,060?.
;
Nos.

I 63, 64, and 66, and 1 to 4, Bridegroom-ct., Hoxton-sq.,

1,260?.; "The Laurels" and “ Woodlands," St. Ann’s-
rd., Stamford-hlll, and a plot of land, total area
13,400ft

,
760?. ; 1 to 4, St. Ann's-rd

,
L, r. 66?., 770?.;

24, Molyneux-st, Bryanaton-sq., f., r. 63?., 850?. ;
29 and

30, Molyneux-st
,
f

,
r. 60?., 1,460?. ;

“ The George " and
13, "Canton's Tavern;" 6 and 7, Moor-st, and 36,

86, and 37, Church-st., Cambridge-circus, f., 9 560?.

By Newbon & Co. : F.gr. of 10?., Danby-st, Peckham,
reversion in 83 yrs., 270?. ; f.g.r. of 71?., Prebend-st.,
Islington, ditto in 34 yrs., 2,800?. ; f.g.r. of 3?. 6s. 8d.,

timber.
Oieeniisart, B.G.

ton 9/0 0

Teak, S.1... load 9/lOjO

BequoU,n.8.tt.cu. 2/4

Aah. Oauadn loaid 210/0
Blrcb, do 8/S/O

Elm, do 3/10,0

Fir, D&ntslo, ko. 1/10/0

Oak. do. ......... 8/0/0

Canada E/IO/0

pine, Canada red 8A0/0
Do, yellow .... S/10/0

Lath,D’ntalc,lath S/O/O

St. PetersbDTf B.OO
Deals, Finland
SndaietetdlOO 7A0,0
Do, 4th A 8rd.. 7/0/0

Do. Riga 6/10.0

Bt. Petersburg,
let yellow ., ]0A0,0

Do. 2nd yellow S/0/0

Do. white 7/0/0

Swedish ...... 7/0/0

WhiUSea.... 8/0/0

Caoada,Pmelst 20/0/0 26/10/0

Do. do. 2nd.... 14/10/0 18/0/0

Do. do. 8rd. 4c. 7A0/O 10/0/0

Do. Spruce, let 810/0 11/0 0

Do. do. 8rd 4
2nd 6 ’6,0 8/0/0

NewBmnewlck 6A0,0 7/0/0

Battens, allklnde B/lB/0 16100
Flooring Boarde,

eq., 1 In. prep.

l?t 0/8/0

Do. 8nd 0/7/0

Other qualltlee O/8'O

Oednr. Cuba ..ft IH
Honduras, 4o. /8l

Slobogany. Cuba. I4\

Bt Domingo,
cargo av '4

Mexican do. do /4

Tobasco do, do /6

Honduras do.. IB

Box, Turkey ton 4/0/0

Boee. Rio 10/0, 0
... BOO

Batin,

18/0/0

8/D
4‘0/0

4ao/o
406/0
800/0
6/8/0

7/0/0

800/0
6/0/0

6/0/0

BAO.O
8/0,0

8/0,0

14/10/0
9/10/0
B/tO/0

16/0/0

17/0/0

Porto Rico .

-ft 00 7

0/0/0

60,0/0

61,0/0

0/0/0
46'5.0

0,0/6j

0/0,'0

BAN8TE4D.—For building detached house at Baasteod, Surrey,
r, Frederick W. Ledger, architect, 3, Louibard-coiirt, E.U. Qiiau-
tleehy Mr. Wllllsiu Buirell, 9 AdAUi-atrcct. AdelphI, W.C.

Woodward £2.209
[

B. R. Nightingale £1.985
Bryaot 4 Bon 2,176 I MIUs l 05&
J. Smith 2,047

I
Adams 1,963

Motley 2,020 I
R-ynolda 1.B76

Gregory 2,ou0 Martin Taylor i,8B7
Putter 1.095

I

BRENTFORD.—For draining part of proposer! msrke*. K
bridge, for the Brentford Local Board. Jlr. J. H. Straehsn, !

Clifden House, Bos’ou-road, Breutford -

J, Dixon
J. Haywood
J. G Chapman .

J. BJroiner
R. Parry
W, J. Bottertll .

T. Adame

>. Holte £453 I

... 534 0 0 G. Bright 450 I

... 5;ll 18 7 J. Bull 417 1

... 630 10 0 K. N. Rhodes 415

... 625 0 0 H. Lee 410 i

... 511 0 0 W, Parker. Brentford

... 509 8 0 (accepredl 403 H
(durvejor's eetlniate, £450.]

CHSSUUNT.—Fur the coiirtruction of sewer, 4c.. Prosp •ot-road

.

fnr the Local Boaid. Mr. T. Beunetl, Surceyur, Turuec'e-hill,
Che*bunt:—
MntthewsASon £151 10 I E. J. Betts £124 0
Thoe. Adams 128 10 PeVey, Waltbaiu Cross*.. U5 0.

J. Jackson 127 0
|

' Accepted.

CROYDON.—For suoplying and fixlog stoneware trough, watei-
rloscts, and natomatiu flush tanks in the Boys' depactuieut
Mllcham-roud achoo’s, fur the Croydon Pciiool Boor.!, u.ider the
Buperinteudeuceof Mr. Robert Ridge. Burreyor to the Board ;

—

Uoultou * Co £1'I6 10 I Hnmmoiid 4 Hussey £95 Ck

Finch 4 Co 88 0 |
Weuham * Wateis* 78 10

* Rccuinmeudtd by the Works Committee tor acceptance.

DOVER.—For widening parts of the Union-road, fo* the Corpoi
tlon of Dover. Mr. Walter Thomas, C.K., Borough Eugiuter a
Surveyor

METALS.

Inox—Plg.ln Bcote

land ton 2/1/6

Bar, Welsh, In

London 6/17/6

Do. do. at works
Wales 8/7/8 8/10/0

Do. Btaflordshtre,

In London .... 6‘6/6

OorPKB —British,

coke and Ingot 49 10/0

Best selected .. 60'10/0

SheeU.stTung,. &8'0/0

Chill, bars .... 45/17(6

TBLLOwMsratJb. 0/0/6

L s a n - Pig,
Spanish ....ton 10(7/6
English, oom,
brands 10.12/6 10/15 0

Sheet, Bsglish,

I lbs. per sq. (t.

and upwards .. 12/6/8 0 0 0
Pipe 12/16/0

Z I E 0 — English
sheet ton 23.0.0 0/00
YleiUe MoQ.
tagne 23;10/0 00,0

Tie—

S

tralte .... 96/0/0 93/10/0
AustraUan .... 95/10/0 66 D'O

English Togots. 97'10 0 98 0 9

Bauca WS.'O/O 95/6/0

BUUton 94/10/0 94/15/0

Linseed .« . . . .ton 18 12 6

Cocoonut, Cochin 24 0 0

Ceylon 21/10/0

Palm, Logos .... 24/0/0

Bapeieed, English

pale 24100
Do. brown 22/18(0

Cottonseed ret.. 18/10,0

Olein
Lubricating, U.B. 4/0/0

Do, refined 6A0/0
Tab— Stockholm

barrel 0/1 7.

6

Arohongel — — DA2/S

ELTHAM (Kent).—For repairs to " EMcralle," Elthara. Keot. for
Commander Robiusuu. R.N. Mr. John Jas. Downes, architect. 11,

The Pumlf, Lewisham High-road. 8.E.

S. Mitchell - £130 0 0

FSLTHAM (Mlddlesot).—For the erection and maintenance of
anisulatiou ward, and lavatory and batli-ruom annexe, to the in-
flrujBty of the Pcllhum Industrial Scboul, for the Loudon County
Council
Reed. Blight, 4 Co.,

Limited £2.261 IS 0

W.H.L'.acelles4Co. 2,127 1 0

F. C. Chapman .... 2.047 17 2

G. Gray 2,00:1 2 0

O. Gihson £1.985
Robinson 4 Francis 1.933
Maxwell Bius.. Lim. 1.916
J. F. CulliosOQ .... 1,700
Chailee Jackson..,. 1,697 7 6

23,'O,0

0/0/0

21/0/0

6/0(0

lO/O’O

TENDERS.
[CommunlcatloDB for insertion under this heading

should be addressed to "The Editor," and must teach

ua not later than 12 noon on Thursdays.]

ALFRBTON (Derbyshire).-For the erection of new hotel,

Alfreton, for Messrs. J. Hole 4 Co. Me. R. F. ValUuce, architect,

B^i'o.^Friaby £2,400 0 0 I
Fisher Bros £2,159 0 0

J J Adams 2,240 0 0 W, Walkordlne .... 2,100 0 0

Win. Maule ! 2,218 0 0
|

J. Roe 4 Son, Alfre-

G.BellASons 2,183 0 0l ton (accepted) ... . 1,987 1 7 6

APPLEBY(Westmor6l*nd).—For the executiou of wa'er-aupply

works, Longmartoo and Bramptou, fur the East Ward Union Rural

Authority. Mr. Geo. Watson, eogineer, 3. St. AndieWa-jiIace.

Penrith. Quantities by the engineer:—
Contract No. 1.

—

Call-Iron Pipe*.

Co
Birtley Iron Co. ....

Hughes 4 Oolto ....

E. 4 W.H. Haley J..
Covhrane 4 Co
Clay Cross Iroo Co.
H. Hacluren 4 Co. .

.

Cochrane, Grove, 4
Co

980 0 0

960 16 8
937 15 0

Hncfnrlane, Strang,
4 Co £854 IS 11

James Ritchie’ 8S1 0 0

Dodds Brothers 4
Co 850 19 6

JohnSbaw4Co 842 1 3
J. Macewau 4 Co. . . 840 12 0
LaidlawABun 8% 16 6
Joseph Jackson .... 828 4 6
W. Tyddieon .... 827 10 0

Csineroii 4 Boberton 812 18 0

Skelton 4 Co 612 16 6

Fisher 4 Co. .

Payne-Gallwey, Pickering, 4 Co. (pipes only), at 121. 10s. per ton.

Confraef No. 2.— Jufrer and Ilj/dranti.

W Towler4 Co £145 16 10 I

Macfarlaiie,gtrange.&Co.£76 14

W Tyd4 4 8on 116 6 0 Stone 4 Co., Deptford.. 71 0 0

Hughes 4 Gotto 107 14 4 j
Dodds Brothers 4 Co... 61 8 4

Laiillow 4 8on 90 10 6
|

Joseph Jacksoi

GleuflsldCo 91 6 8
|

Bl'keborough 4 8onB .. 60 6

Fisher 4 Co 89 U 4 Co. 58 10

iron Pipe*.

.

.

£436 3

Contract No. Z.—C.irting and Laying Cat

Hughes 4 Gotto £960 7 7 I Joseph nixou .

Dodde Brothers 4 Co. 679 7 9 George Dixon
ThomasBell 888 17 OlKisberACo 390 12 0

George Robinson .... 603 16 0 I Joseph Jackson 299 12

W. Tydd 4 Son 689 11 10
|

Contract No. i.—Service Prjerimir and Collecting Tank.

Oswald Lister £316 17 5 I GeorgsB .blnson ....£238 9 11

JohiiRooinson 298 11 5 George Dixon ..

,

Dodds Bros. 4 Co 292 7 3 Joseph Jackson 229 14 6

FUber4Co 281 2 3 1
Anthony Watson .... 214 10 0

Nor the ll'hofs.

Harrison 4 Burns . . £1.984 0 0 I Joseph Jaikson, Pen-

Dodds Bros, 4 Co. .. 1,884 2 9 rlth • £1.42114 9

Fisher 4 Co 1.674 2 3 I
‘Accepted,

• This contractor having declined to take up Contract No. 3 alone,

the Authority has accepted his Tender for the whole.

HAMMERSMITH.—For read-making. 4o.. snd sewerage work,
Tru-sleyaod Waido-roads, fer the Veatry. Mr. U. Malr. Surveyor.
Veatry-hall, nammoiaiiilth

Waldo-ioad Trussley-

KoWfllAEoVson — ' £865
Edward Parry £020 .... —
James Dickson .506 .... —
K. Roger* 4Co.. Notling-hiil 393* 917
Tomes 4 Wimpey, Hammersmith 41U .... 840**

• Accepted.

HAYWARDS' HEATH.—For the formation of a new road and.
!wer shout 950 It, lu length, for the Local Board. Mr. William
each, Surveyor, Haywards' He.a’h, Sussex:

—

J. Marshall £93'J 0 0 I Kav.negh £721 10 11

T. Adams 810 0 0 Holman 4 Co 697 0 0
Catley 775 0 0 1

Laogridge, Croydon* 695 0 U
• Accepted.

HOLNE (Devonshire).—For building a liouie at Ilolne. for tht
Hon. R. Dawson. J.F. Mr. W. M. Toliit, architect, Tutiies:—

F, Kosterlirook, Holue, Ashburton £288 15 0

LONDON.—For road-making, 4c., Harford-ttrret and Ben Jonson-
road. Mlle-euH Old Town, lor the V.stry. Mr. J. M. Knight-
Surveyor, Vestry Hall, Mlle-eud Old Town, E.

Biggs
Uowlom 4 Co
Woodhaiu 4 Fry
Gritfiths
Rutty
Wheeler (accepted).

.

14 0
15 8
15 11 4

15 6 :4

14 11 3
13 Hi 3

11 0 5

LONDON.—For rosd-niaking, paving. 4e.. Harlopp and Weriey
avenues, for ihe Vestry of Pulhaui. Mr. W. Sykes, Burveyor, Town.
ball, Walham-green

Jiarlopp-aven vc.

Patent
Ada^

mhic

Mowlem 4 Co 344

S. Hudson 345

J. biggs 358
Nowell4Rab>on.. 367
Tomes 4 Wimpey . 381
ImperialBtuueCo. ~

Uowlem 4 Co 324

8. Hudson 309
J, Bisgs 354
NuweU4Robsou.. 330
Toine»4Wimpey . 333
ImperlalBtoueCo, —

258 —

253 —

John Barker 4 Co £.1.710 10 I Leslie 4 Co.*
Btafforu Hill 3.450 0 Whitaker
Kearley 2,607 0|

* Accepted subject to modifications.

LONDON.—For al»er*tlon8 and additiops at 64, Kens'ngton High-
street, for Mr. Henry Griffiths. Mr. Chss. R. Guy Hall, architect;

—

Barker 4 Co £210 0
|

F. Giles 4 Co £148 10

W. Nash 205 0
I

Leslie 4 Co ISO 0
C. F. Kearley. 194 10 1

LONDON.—For heating and vcDtOatlon at Warwick - gardms
Wedeyaa Church, fur the Trustees, Mr. Chas. R. Guy Hall, arcli-

J^n Barker 4 Co. £306
[
J. Whitaker £351

C, F. Kearley. S8d 1
Stafford HUl

LONDON.—For alterations snd additions at No, 21. HiBh-sttevt-

Kensington, for Mr. A. Abrahams. Mr, Chas. R. Guy Hall, archi-

tect :

—

Stafford Hill £738
|

L. 4 8. W. Eanson £595-

Jolin Douglas 076 I
Frank Giles 4 Co.* 589

George Bowles 685
1

•Ac.epted.

LONDON-—Pot additions at No. 216, Amherst-road, London, for

Mr. W. Brown. Mr. Alfred Richards, surveyor;—
M. -A. Hiimplireys 4 Son.. - . £2S8 I Jarvis 4 Sous £183.

H.Knight4Sou 245 A. Potter 177

Wilson* Co 199
I

T/ONDON.—For rebuilding Nn. 15, Market -terr-ace, Green-lanes.

N.. for ilr. Palmer. Mr. John E. P.uder, architect, Bridge House.
South T ttenham ;—
H. Knight 4 Son. £435

[

A. Monk £-799

F. VoUtr 433 1
Say 348.
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LOXDON.—For the eretitioL. .

Waoetead. Mr. Htrbert Riche*. *
Inno, E.C
P. L. Williuolt £750

[

J. Jolliffe 720 I u (acceptetl) 683

LONDON. — For erecting sixteen hum
reen. fnr Col. Warde. Messrs. T. & VI'

^incbesUr-street. Loudon-wall. E.C. :
—

'—i* & Sou* £5.130
I
Oregsr i Son . .

.

' 4.697 G. Knight & Sons, Csn-
4,683

I

robert - street, Bethnal-
greeu laccepted) 3,907

Wire & Forres
TbomersoQ & Sou

Iloome 41557
j

. £4.361

LONDON,—Fo
street. Cavendisl

.

reyor, 33, New Bridge-street, E.C. ;•

Treleare
Clarke
Summerford A Son .

Maxwell (Inniited) .

r, Acre-laoe, Brixtoa
aaiw

I

Sumner
521

j
Smart & Son

444
I
Rice A Sou 375

[Oct. 22, 1892. li

MANSFIELD (Notts.).—For the execution of sewerage worksNewga^-lane. &C-, for the Corporation. Mr R Frans Vallnn
'

Borough Soireyor, Mansfleld
• t^rank Vallnu.

J Tomlinson Church-lane.
o. lumiinsou £256 2 5 eo'io o -
Fisher 253 0 0 25^ 0 nEewill 230 8 6 -.oKS 2
J. Braclley, Lincoln 334 10 9 i"'W. A, ValJance, Mansfield 178 0 0*

Recommended for acceptance.

TO COEEESPONDENTS.

172 13 0»

lages).

by the name and address of the sender, not necesaarUy for publtaSi

ad^ts^
compelled to decUne poinUng out books and giT|

MANSFIELD (Notts.).—For altrratfona to nretnis„ ... n.,„exioD with the -Blue Boar" Inn. ifaasfleld ?o7 1 r TMr. R. Frank Valiance. architect. Msn-eom Tsylor.
architect. Mansfield
.... £533

I

W. .V.. ValloDce . . .

.

530 G. Kell & Son
498

I
E. Cuody

We cannot undertake to return rejected commtinlcatiom.
Letters or communications (beyond t

.wrs or communications Ibey ond mere nows-itemsl whiek a.
duplicated for other journal*, are NOT DESIRED

NORTHFLEET. -

TEEMS OF SUBSCEIPTION.

LONDON.—For alterations and decorations at No. 104, Queen's-
gate, S.W., for Mr. W. Norton. Sir, R. A. Brlgg.t. architect,2 Deron-
shire-sqnsre. Blshcjagste-stieet Without, yuautitles by Mestrs.
FryceCux*on * Leigh. 1,, Vic'oria-stfeet, Westminster 8 W. —
Foster A Dicksee £3,887

|

Holloway Bros £3 331
Harrison A Spooner 3,670 Patman A FothonngUam]' fi'zTJ
R. E. Nightingale 3,335

|

LONDON.—For building Ward's Schools. Thames Einbankmen
lor the Corporation of the City of Loudon. Sir. A. Murray, CilSurveyor:—

£23,855] Nightinga’e £17,5-
L^elles 10,759 Kirk A Randall 17,4:Chessum 19,610 Kiilby & Gayford IT.K
Lawrance A Son 18,800 I Perry A Co 1725
Char^ris,.,.. 18.547 I Mowlem A Co. ifilsi

Chappell 58,547
I

Atherton A Latta 16,81Brass A Son .

LONDON.—Per rebuilding prem:
Mr. C. A. Legg, architect, 13. Grafti
by Mr. W. Hawker :—
P, A J. Wood £868

(
Howard A Co C73J

Patman A Fotheringham . 701 I JTz793
I Nightingale Tig

Martin .

TuffsB*.

• Accepted.

mpplled :—
9

Miiltoii A Wallace.
Gravesend* 498 10

to any part of the United kingdom
parts of Europe, America, Australia ' and w.l

To India, China, Ceylon, Ac 3ta nannum. Remittances narahlA niarr/ar ao ^ *- P*

WALLASEY (Cheshire).-
sey, for .Mr. Wm, Field Cox.
Johu-strcet. LiverpooL Qaantities‘by'’M^ R*.'’k!‘amrot"•—

TonlklU5on A Sons £1 is- '“n n
2 0 g t

1.096 16 6 .... 1117 10 6

t Wallasey.
WALL ASELMChe-hirel.-yor erecting a bungalow «:i.ia

j4nirAfih_ Liverpool. QuautIUes by itr.

Beihs ‘'Ml® 1
^969

^'PP^B L092 Musket;;;

990 Loosdale .I

^

971
I Jones A Bancroft ^

THE BATH STONE FIRMS, Ltd
bath,

FOB ALL THE PROVED KINDS OPbath stone.
FLUATB, for Hardening and Preserving

Calcareous Stones and Marbles.

BOULTING FBEESTONB.

LONDON.-For ^inp down and rebuilding stables and granary
*t rw of 103. High-street, Deptford, S.E., for ilr. Ja*. Murray,

r. John Jas. Downes, architect. 11. The Parade. Lewi.,ham High-
sd. 8.E.

A'-Wibfm 2 I

* Son .... £997 0A- Wilson^ l'?l? 0 8. R. Best* 924 10
I

• Accepted.
T. D. Leng i.flia i

, ,1. W,U,b.'i“VS'BS'rS“ "Sarchitect. Bridge-chambers, Walthamstow -—
£540 OIlK.llaud £405 0

W, A. Longmor.

Watling ..

Hunt .. ..

Reed . . .

.

I
Evans

438 0

4?i 2 I
Southgitei ^8 0

413 0
I
Richardson ..... . 144 10'

Accepted,
(Architect's estimate, £325.]

cn^ OHHLTNOH
itTONB.

;

LONDON'—For repairs to Normandy Wharf. Ravensbonme-
etreet. Deptford. S._E,^ for Mr. W. C. Mockford. Mr. John^tT».— J . -

. ^ High-road, S.E
£195 15 0

Mid painting factory, offices. Ac., at

B. E. Nighti'ngale £113 0 I D'Oyley A Co. . ewe a

Ill
0 HouU"uAson-:;;;::::^'S^ g

fcHBro.:-:::;:;::::
» 8e.gmann 5510

LONDON.—For new front and fittings at the “ Plough Tavern •'

£1,494
I

Lamble 307
x7°Vf*

1.479 H. A F. Fearmau i;375

SUBSCRIBERS In LONDON and the SUBURBS by
prepaylDg at the Publishing Office, lOa. per annum’(or
48. 9d, per quarter), can ensure receiving •• The Builder

'

by Friday Aforning’s Post.
'

The itone fiom thege qaaitig

^ known ai the *®WMth«i
Beds,*' and is ef a ym
erystaUine nature, and u
donbtedly one of the mots

— durable stones in Bngland.
a clB ^ Is of the same orrstalUBd

5SAHBLED1TGH <
Batnre as the Ohelynoh Stonw

HTONin # tertore, and mornoiurxju,
4. •mtableforflaemoulded worki

Pnoea, aod every mformatioa givea, on:
apphoation to OHAELBS TBA8K * 80N8I
Donlting, Shsptoa MaUet.

London Agent—Mr. B. A. WILLIAM8,
16, Oravon-street, Strand, W.O. [Anrir

W.H.Lascelles&Co.
121

, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.O

Telephone No. 270.

HAM HILL STONE.
•

of AixAiteota ia BpeoiaUyl^ durability and beantifnl oolodi):
of this material. Qaarries well opened. Qmok'lde^toh guaranteed. Stonework delivered xMd fixed wmplete. Samples and estimate* freeze
Addrew.The Ham HillStoneOo., Norton, Stoke >^der-Ham, Somerset. London Agent : Mr. H.A i
Williams, 16, Oraven-st., Strand, W.O. [Advi.i

LONDON,—For Altcmtioiis and new teak front at iwt.ma ti-.vr^^Kilbum, for MeMis. J. Hepw orth A Son. Limited ^?*HT. Bonner, architect. Kiug-street, Cheap.ide:
Mf-H.

Allen A Sons £568 0 0 I H- Pag

-

W. Rosenberg, 64,
“

Westminster Bridge-
road, S.E.* 425 2

I J. 'Yearbury

HIGH-CLASS JOINEBY.

lASCELLES’ CONCEETE,
* Accepted.

LONDON.-—For alterations to the •' Mitre T«^oe„ •• irr.i. . .
hill. E.C., for Mr. H. A. Baxter. '“W. j;Wamr™ehuijlJ:tect

Arohiteota* Design* are carried oat with the
greatest care.

J.AWTaylor £512 9 I F. H. Hopkins .. . f,05 nJ. Hosbom 508 0
|
W. Rosenberg i;;;:.;;:; 4h5 15

new teak shon fron

“ 8rctotect, Ring-street. Cheapside: —
W. Rosenberg, 64. Westminster Bridge-road, S.E. £250 0 0

MANNINGTRER,—For aitcratlons and additioi
Schools. Mr. J. W. SUrt, architect
Colchester ;

—

T. Canbain £245 0 0
j

F. B, Capon ,8. Parsons 240 0 0 O, R. Hawkins
0|W. Feon '

' OIJ. Wellum. Clacton-
0| oa-Sen (accepted)....

F. Duponi
T- Carrington HI
aipper Bros 230

CONSEEVATOEIES
GEEENHOUSES,

WOODEN BUILDINGS.

Bank, Office, & Shop Fittings

CHORCH BENCHES & PDLPITS

A^halte.—The Seyssel and Metallic Lava i
Aspl^lte Company (Mr. H. Glenn), Office, 42.1
Poultry,B.O.-Thebestandoheapestmaterialsfor

:damp oourses, railway arches, warehoose fioou.
flat roofs, stables, cow-sheds, and milk-room*. i,^^anes, tnn-rooms, and terraces. Asphalt* <
Contractors to the North Bridge Co. [Advi.

QUANTITIES, &c., LITHOGRAPHED )

aconrately and with despatch.
SON, 20, Parliament-at., S.W. .(^^TITY SURVEYORS' TABLES AND DIARY." '

Bevised and Enlarged for 1892. price 6d., poetTd.
,

SPRAGUE & CO.,

ESTIMATES GIVEN ON APPLICATION.

LITHOGEAPHEES AND PEINTEE8,
Estate Plans and Particulars of Sale promptly

executed.

4 & 5, East Harding St. Fetter-lane, E.C. [Advt.

JV^LV^GOLD AND SILVER MEDALS AWARDED.

CISTERNS
». & CO.

- *-« VI\

IRON
F.

LARGE
Particulars on application.

LONDON:
362 to 364, Euston-road.

STOCK READY.

CYLINDERS FOR HOT-WATER CIRCULATIOI
LIVERPOOL: GLASCOW.6 and 8, Hatton Garden. 47 and 49, St. Enoch-i
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Fartnership in Art and Architectare.

OME remarks which

we made recently

in regard to the

prevalent method

of the production

of stained glass as

a form of manu-

facture by com-

mercial firms drew

forth a letter from

en artist in stained glass (p. 304, ant^ sug-

.gesting that the same objection might be

'made to the frei^uent cooperation of archi-

tects as joint producers of the buildings, the

plan and design of which are conventionally

attributed to the “ firm” and not to an indi-

vidual mind. We pointed out, in a note to

the letter, some reasons for thinking that the

-cases are not exactly parallel
;
hut the subject

is one which seems to admit of some further

consideration.

The system of partnership in the produc-

tion of works of imagination, both in art and

literature, receives a good deal of countenance

from the practice of the present day. It

might be naturally supposed that only a

single mind could well plan and relate an

imaginary story or novel. But we have seen

-a notable exception to this in the case of the

military novels of MM. Erckmann and

'Chatrian, in which the result was certainly

successful in itself, and in which there was

no perceptible effect of patchwork which

-could have given, to a reader who was not in

the secret, any idea that the books were the

product of two minds. The Erckmann-

•Ohatrian novels, however, were a type of

literary production of rather a special class,

since they were in the first place historical

novels in which the main events

were taken as they really happened,

and even some of the principal characters

•adopted from historical sources
;
and they

•were novels written to serve a moral purpose

and not merely for intellectual entertain-

ment
;
and after all (a consideration which

says much for the real genius of the joint

authors) the majority of readers were pro-

bably far more attracted by the real interest

of the stories than by the moral supposed to

be conveyed. Quite recently we have seen

several examples of novels, written purely as

stories and to no moral end, jointly pro-

duced by two authors
;

but the leading

literary critics of the day do not appear

to consider the result satisfactory. In each

of these cases one of the two authors has

been a man of more marked and recognised

genius than the other, and it appears to have

been felt by many critics and readers that the

resulting book was not homogeneous in style

and construction, and that the more powerful

of the two writers was to some extent ham-

pered by the association with his colleague.

And if we turn to the most imaginative depart-

ment of literature, poetry, we can hardly

imagine the possibility of such a partnership

being carried out, nor can we recall any

poetic work of the slightest importance

which has been put forth as the production

of two authors.

In the field of art, as in that of literature,

it would seem that the more we approach to

purely imaginative work the less is the possi-

bility of partnership. We can hardly imagine

the case of two minds being concerned in the

creation or sketching out of a work of sculp-

ture, or two sets of hands being concerned in

the modelling of it. We have had cases,

indeed, of sculptor’s ghosts," but in those

cases the ghost was the real designer and

modeller, and the ostensible sculptor only a

fashionable figure-head. In regard to painting

we may have brought against this opinion

the indubitable fact of the work of pupils on

the pictures of some of the masters of theKe-

naissance. But here the idea and design at

least were those of the master, the work of the

pupils being confined to painting in subordi-

nate figures and accessories
;
and even in this

case there can be no doubt that the work

suffered as a whole, though (or because) it

would be produced in a shorter space of time.

We can hardly imagine, in looking at a picture

which is such a superb whole as the Bacchus

and Ariadne of Titian, for instance, that any

but the one hand can have touched it. There

have been a good many instances of painters

who had differing gifts assisting each other

in joint productions
;
one painting a land-

scape, for instance, and the other painting in

the figures in it, but such pictures have

generally been mainly realistic in their aims,

and do not belong to the highest class of pro-

ductions of the art. In the present day the

conviction of the importance of unity of

sentiment and handling in a picture is much
stronger than perhaps in any former period,

and no one would expect to get what can

in the highest sense be termed a “picture”

by the union of two painters. Xo one could

ever imagine for instance, in looking at the

paintings of Mr. Davis, in which cattle and

landscape form equally important elements,

that the cattle were put in by another hand
;

the unity of colour and sentiment in the

whole is too obvious to admit of such an

idea. Still less could we imagine it in the

case of such yet more ideal pictures as

Frederick Walker’s, in which the figures and

the landscape are not merely in harmony with

each other in sentiment and colour, but

appear as one conception, an idyllic poem in

painting, in which the feeling of figures and

landscape is inextricably blended, and the one

element of the picture can hardly be thought

of as separate from the other.

When we come to such an art as stained

glass, there is no doubt one important diffe-

rence in the position. The painter paints his

picture with his own hands, by a process

which is not mechanical, but is the exercise

of his own individual movement of hand and

sense of touch. There is no mechanical

work to be done after he has finished. The

glass painter may work a good deal with his

own hand on the glass itself (with a much

less tractable method and medium than the

oil painter), but for a good deal of his effect

he is dependent on the chemical or culinary

process of incorporating the colour with the

glass, and for the final result he is dependent

also on the mechanical process of leading-up

the glass. Thus in the final production of a

glass window a good deal of work comes in

which may be defined as “ manufacture,” and

as this manufacture can be done more

cheaply and expeditiously by concentration

of capital and plant and division of labour

than by single effort, it is thus that we come

to have firms who make it their business to

turn out stained glass os a commodity, just

as other firms turn out (let us say) carriages.

If this business were confined to manufac-

turing windows from the designs of known

artists, it would be a perfectly logical

position, though even in that case it may

be doubted whether the original design

would not suffer from the influence of

wholesale manufacture, in the weaken-
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ing of the individual character of the
design, and in the introduction of too
mechanical a level of workmanship; and
one eminent designer of stained windows has
felt this 90 strongly that he has practically

turned manufacturer himself, in order to
have his gloss manufactured and set up
under his own eye and in accordance with
his own perceptions. But of course we
know that as a matter of fact the manu-
facturing glass firms nominally undertake to

furnish design also
;
the window is ordered

from the firm just as a carriage is ordered in

Long-acre, and though we know that some
one man must make the design for the
window, we never hear who it is : the
individual element in the art is kept in the

background. In the case of the best class of
glass firms one of the partners is probably an
artist and actually designs the windows,
though the information that this is so is

seldom volunteered ; it may be got at by
“curious’’ persona who like to ask questions.
In other cases the real designer is a craftsman
in the employ of the firm, whose name never
appears ; or (as described in a letter which we
print on another page) a number of “ artists

”

are kept to turn out whatever drawings are
necessary to the production of windows. ^Ve
take the letter of “An Art Workman” to be
a description of what may be called the
lowest deep to which this kind of traffic in

stained gloss descends, not as a typical
instance, though w’e have no doubt that
the state of things he describes does
exist.* But even in the better firms,
where there are men employed who may be
called artists, this system is certain to lead to
the adoption of a mere dead-level of semi-
mechanical design, stock subjects treated in a

stock manner, which may, when fixed in their
place, have a certain value as decorative
effect, but which never can have any intel-

lectual interest os design or thought, because
they are not produced with that end

;
they are

produced to supply a demand for a certain
commodity at a certain price, just as in the
cass of any other trade.

The essential evil in this system, and that
which is at the root of all the rest, is the
keeping the real designer in the background

;

designing anonymously, as it were, and
making the production of the design a mere
incident of business. Xo designer will ever
do his best, nor put his heart and his enjoy-
ment into the work, when he is deprived of
the recognition of his work by the public,
and reduced to a mere designing-clerk; and
it 18 almost needless to add that artists of any
original and independent genius will never
accept such a position. And nothing would
do more to put new life and interest into our
stained glass work than a resolution on the
part of the public to refuse to order stained
glass as goods, to insist on commissioning the
design from an individual artist, whether a
member of the firm or not, and letting him
have the personal responsibility of and credit
for his art. A cartoon for a window cannot
be produced by a firm, it must be the work of
one brain and one hand, to be worth anything
whatever; and hence our objection to the
exhibition, under the name of “ art,” of
windows and window designs which bear
only the name of the firm which deals in
them, and not that of the man who has really
designed them.

It has been suggested that this reasoning
should apply equally to the case of architects
who are in partnership, and that if we object
to a firm for the production of stained glass
we should equally object to a firm for the
production of architecture. The subject is
one on which there is certainly something to be
said, though the case, as already observed,
13 not exactly a parallel one with stained
glass. A stained-glass window, though a
manufacturing process comes into its pro-
duction, is a work produced for a purely
artistic end ; and the cartoon which gives the
design is a form of pictorial art which must
necessarily be the work of one hand. A

V>e received one day a request from a arm
plumbers and sanitary appliance people to illustratewindow designed In and Issued from their shop.

building may be required for purposes in

relation to which architectural design is

necessarily a secondary consideration
;
and

even where this is not the case, the planning
and supervision of a building require a good
deal of knowledge and experience which is

quite a different class of acquirement from
that of artistic design. The combination of
two minds in the production of a building is

therefore not by any means so impossible or
illogical a supposition as in such a case as

stained glass design. It is obvious, for

instance, that such a firm as MM. Fellner &
llelmer of Vienna, about whom a good deal
was said in our recent notice of the Vienna
“Musical and Dramatic E.xhibition,” are
simply experts in the planning and arrange-
ment of theatres, who have acquired from
long practice and study the power
of arranging and carrying out theatres
with unusual completeness and in
an unusually short space of time. There is

little enough of architecture in the higher
sense, in all thi3; and considering how much
scope for architectural treatment a theatre
presents, how desirable and how fitting it is

that a building which is the home of one
form of art should itself be a work of art, it is

lamentable to think how very little of archi-

tectural art is usually displayed in the design
and decoration of theatres. But the fault is

with the public. A theatre is a very com-
plicated kind of construction

;
the public

wants above all to have theatres that are
comfortable, well lighted, easy to see and
hear in, and convenient and safe in regard to
ingress and egress and protection from fire

risk
: and if it gets these it troubles itself

little about the architectural design.
The manager and proprietors want a
theatre with all the best arrangements
for 8:;enic effect and for the con-
venience of the actors, and one which is

economical in working
;
and they want it

quickly, inasmuch as all the time occupied in

the construction of the building represents
expenditure without return. As these are
the demands, it is not surprising that archi-
tectural firms are formed to supply them,
and there can be nothing illogical in that case
if the architects form a kind of company or
syndicate to supply what is wanted. No
theatres that are really works of architectural
art will be produced in that way ; but it is a
matter of supply and demand

;
and the archi-

tectural art is not demanded, and if it were,
there is hardly time to produce it.

This is an extreme case; but in a large
proportion of the buildings which are pro-
duced there is necessarily a great deal to be
considered besides the art of architecture.
A corporation may very sincerely desire
to have an architecturally grand or
picturesque town - hall, but they also
desire to have it conveniently - planned
and well drained, warmed, ventilated, and
lighted. There is plenty of work for more
than one head here, and it may even be
urged that the best probability of such a
work being adequately carried out would be
where there were two partners in the archi-
tect’s office, one giving his mind to the plan and
design (which are not properly separable) and
the other to the technicalities of ventilation,
drainage, &c. It is not uncommon to put
the arrangement of these latter into the
hands of specialists outside the architect’s
office

;
but the whole is not likely to be so

well or so economically carried out as when
all the work is within the direct management
and supervision of the architect or architects.
This putting together of two minds for the
production of buildings in which architec-
tural and practical considerations are perhaps
of almost equal importance, is one of the
best excuses that can be given for the forma-
tion of architectural partnerships. This is a
partnership for the more thorough carrying
out of work. Other practical reasons which
may be named in defence of architectural
partnerships are a mutual benefit from economy
in regard to offices and staff

;
or the case where

one partner has capital, connexion, or business
qualities, and the other has artistic genius.
Either of these reasons may apply equally to

the case of a partnership for such work as
stained glass ; the only difference is the onei
already pointed out, that the latter is morei
directly and ostensibly a pure work of art,r

while, in the case of a building, the art is

inextricably intermixed with utilitarian cou-i
siderations. Of course in the case of thel
union of the man of business with thd
artistic architect it may be said that thel
latter is merely the “ ghost ” to thet
former, but then he is an acknowledgedei
ghost who practically has the full creditli

for his work, for where such coses exist (an(fc|

they are known to exist) it is generally prettyti

well understood who is really the architec-i'

tural designer of the buildings. Our corre-tl

spondent“An Artist,” in another letter totj

us which we did not publish, suggests thatej

there is no objection to architectural partner-a
ship where both partners are artists. It?

appears to us that there is leas objection to>:

it and more reason in it in the case we have
just supposed, where one partner is the reali

artist and the other the practical man,i
because in such a case the part token by)

each is easily apprehended and distinguishedi
Where there are two partners who arer

both artists, both actual designers of:

buildings and detail, we have again the:

old difficulty of loss of individual re-e

sponsibility for a design. It is hardlyl
possible that one architectural design can bo
rightly credited to two people, though there"'

may be a certain division of labour in this!

case which is not possible in cartooningr-

for a window: one partner, for instance,?

may have made the general design and the;)

other may furnish the full-size sections ofi

mouldings and the detail drawings for orna-n
ment

;
but the unity of expression of the-i

whole, as a work of architecture, is hardly
j

likely to be improved in that way; ini

fact, we cannot imagine any architect;!

with a real care for his builaing allowing!
anyone else to de.oign a single detail of i

it. In the case therefore where twod
men who are equally artists in their r

ideas and ambitions in regard to architecture h

enter into partnership from motives of t

economy, mutual assistance, or pure friend- ^

ship, it appears to us that the only true t

course is to regard the partnership merely as i

an arrangement for convenience, economv, or i

companionship, and for each partner to keep
[

to and to claim only his own work, and give t

up the fiction that the buildings are designed by
y

“ jlessrs. Smith & Robinson ”
; and we believe e

that, among the younger generation of archi- •

tects especially, there is an increasing feeling-^

in favour of this view of the matter.
Under its usual conditions partnership in 3

architecture is to a great extent the result of 1

the modern demand for speed in the produc- -

tion of buildings
;

they are wanted to be e

“turned out quickly,” and two heads, two c

purses, and a large staff can meet the demand i

more readily than single resources. Tor i

architecture this is a wretched condition of f

things, but it is no use to deny the facts, and 1

the fault is as much with the public as with', i

the architects. Still there are such reasons- s

as we have suggested in defence or palliation ]

of the system of architectural partnership. i

But we cannot deny that the system is one i

which is essentially at variance with the t

highest conception of an architect’s calling.

:

It is a system entirely of modern crea- •

tion. In Gwilt’s list of architects of 1

former centuries we do not find records-

;

of the work of “Signori Scamozzi .

Serlio,” or “'MM. Mansart & Perrault”;.
and we should have rather a different im-
pression about that very individual architect i

VVren, if he had taken (say) a son of Inigo ;

Jones into partnership, and if St. Paul’s i

were credited in history to “ Messrs. Wren :

& Jones.” And it is impossible not to se& *

that this question of partnership is not
without its relationship to the question of
Professionalism versus Art in architecture,. ’

about which so much is being said just now.
While not without its valid reasons and .

excuses, partnership is a kind of arrange-
ment which belongs essentially to the pro-
fessional view of architecture. And in this i
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respect it is significant that out of the eleven

architectural contributors to the book "we re-

viewed last v?eek, in which at any rate a high

standard of architectural art is set up, only

two are partners (one of those in rather a

modified manner). The other nine are inde-

pendent artiste, putting their own indivi-

duality into their work, and in this manner
at least practically exemplifying their own
principles.

THE PARLIAMENT HALL:
EDINBURGH CASTLE.

fine old hall of the palace-

uKSu fortress of Edinburgh has now
Pm Ptl been opened to the public, the key

having, on the 18th inst., been

handed over to the Princess Louise (on

behalf of the Crown) by Mrs. Wm. Nelson,

widow of the munificent restorer. This is

the second important work of restoration

which Edinburgh owes in recent years to the

wealth and public spirit of her literary mer-

chant princes. Dr. Wm. Chambers having

restored St. Giles Cathedral a few years pre-

viously. Neither of these munificent citizens,

unfortunately, lived to see the completion of

his work
;
but it is not easy to conceive a

finer method of keeping green a rich man’s

memory amongst his fellow-countrymen. For
centuries the civic life of Edinburgh centered

round the old High Kirk of Sanct Gil

;

and for a century and a-half at least, during

the dynasty of the Stuarts, the life of the

nation may be said to have centred largely in

the “ Magne Camere” of Edinburgh Castle.

After the political union of England and
Scotland in 1707 the hall must have fallen

into disuse and neglect, until its very identity

was lost eight of both within and without.

Latterly it was used as the garrison hospital,

divided up into floors and rooms
;
while, on

the south side, whence once the Court had
watched the gathering for Flodden, projected

picturesquely (it must be admitted), but most
incongruously, the hospital sanitary annex.

Explorations in 1883 by Colonels Gore Booth
and White, with Lord Napier and Ettrick,

practically re-discovered the old hall, still

existing in spite of defacement
;
and in 1886,

Mr. Wm. Nelson, the publisher, who had just

restored the Argyll Tower of the Castle above
the portcullis gateway, undertook the complete
restoration of the old “ Parliament Hall.” The
work, entrusted to Mr. 11. J. Blanc, A.R.S.A.,

has, it is needless to say, been exceedingly

well done, the fine old mullLoned and tran-

somed windows to the north and south having

been carefully deciphered, so to speak, and
opened out

;
those to the south are characteris-

tically double-transoraed, and from the pre-

cipitous Castle-rock dominate the old city

very nobly. At the east end the flue of the

old fireplace was discovered behind modem
building up, besides, it is stated, fragments of

the old chimney-piece itself. These do not

seem to have been incorporated in the massive
new chimney-piece designed by Mr. Blanc,

which is itself a fine and suitable piece of

work. Exception must be taken, however, to

the statues corbelled out from the great

sloping stone -hood. Not only are they

modern and somewhat incongruous in treat-

ment, but they distinctly diminish the apparent

size of the whole chimney-piece. Whether
the carved corbels of Linlithgow and other

fireplaces were for statues, or, as is generally

supposed, for lamps, is perhaps a moot
point

;
but the statues here seem scarcely a

success, though in subject they are graceful

and appropriate, being suggested by Dunbar’s
poem, “ The Thrissil and the Eois.” The
walls are panelled in oak for some 14 ft., the

upper panels being treated in rich perforated

tracery. At the west end are the screens.

The whole of the elaborate woodwork is

treated in old Scotch character, but the lower
part of the screens is robust almost to exag-

geration. An interesting souvenir of the past

is to be seen in the carved shutter-boards to

the lower windows only, which were common
enough in old Edinburgh, though it may be

questioned if they originally had a place in

the Palace Hall. The old hammer-beam oak

roof has remained as erected by.Tames IV,,

requiring, it is stated, but a minimum of

repair
;

both it and the walls are skilfully

decorated. At the foot of the common
rafters are small shields blazoned with the

arms of the Governors of the Castle up to

this century, which greatly relieve the some-

what too sombre trusses and lighten up the

wall-head well. In the windows are blazoned

the arms of the Scottish Kings, as also those

of the Regents and the Scotsmen who have
made their country’s history. The shields

are extremely well done, but the geometrical

grisaille backgrounds are somewhat dull

;

they contrast not quite successfully with the

brilliant, if rather confused, armorial window
recently erected in the Montrose,—or Chep-
man,— aisle of St. Gileri Cathedral.

The dais of the hall is not raised, this

having been apparently its original condition

;

the old door remains that gave entrance to

the Royal apartments in by-gone days, os

well as the small eyelet hole that lighted a

stair in the south-east angle. The hall has

now been decorated with a considerable col-

lection of armour, gathered by Major-General
Lyttelton Annesley, but no pieces of this

would seem to date back to beyond the end
of the sixteenth century. It is hoped, how-
ever, that the College of Heralds in Loudon
will send the sword and dagger worn by the

unfortunate James IV. at Flodden.
The fine old hall, as now handed over to

the nation, is redolent of Scottish history.

It dates from the time of James I., a.d. 1434,

as attested by the Exchequer Rolls, though
remodelled, perhaps, and re - roofed by
James IV. towards the end of the fifteenth

century. Mr. Blanc, however, believes the

substructure to be much older, and it may,
perhaps, reasonably be assigned to the time

of David II. (about 1360), who built the gate

tower, as it exists in part to this day. Here
James II., the boy of six, was proclaimed

King after his father’s brutal murder at Perth
in 1437 ; here, a few years later, he saw the

young Earl of Douglas (a lad of eighteen)

and his brother, and Sir Malcolm Fleming,
treacherously seized and murdered by the

Chancellor Crichton at the dreadful banquet
of the Black Bull’s Head. Here James HI.
must often have sadly banquetted, a prisoner,

Here James IV., the re-builder, who
began, too, the palace proper of Holyrood,
held his wedding festivities w’ith Margaret
Tudor

;
his cypher is upon the corbels that

support the roof to-day. Hence he watched
the tourney on the “ Barrace ” many feet

below (long since built over)
;
and hence he

saw his army muster on the burgh-moor to

the south to march forth to the wreck of

Flodden. Here James V., a little boy, must
often have held high romp with his faithful

tutor, Sir David Lyndsay, as recorded by the

latter in some of the most touching of his

verses. Mary of Scots, his daughter, was
often here

;
in a room close by her mother,

Mary of Guise, died in 1560; and, six years

later, in a tiny room just to the eastern of the

hall, was born James VI. Charles I. and
Cromwell, Charles 11. and the Duke of York,
his brother, have all feasted within the walls

that now have, thanks to the generosity of a

private citizen, been restored to their former
grandeur. It is deeply to be regretted that

the great hall of Stirling Castle, as intimately

linked as this with Scottish history, should
still be abandoned to barrack use ; at present

it is as grievously defaced as was, till a year
or two ago, the great Parliament Hall of

Edinburgh.

Enlargement ok Weston Parish Church,
NEAR Bristol.—Tbe enlargement of the Parish

Church of All Saints’, Weston, is now proceeding,

and on the 18th inst. the corner-stone of the new
building was laid. The church is to be enlarged by a

north transept, a south transept, and an extension of

the east end, thus giving accommodation for 200

more worshippers. At present the church is pro-

vided with high box pews, which are to he replaced

by modern seats. Mr. Harbottle, of Exeter, is the

architect, and Messrs. Stephens & Eastow, of

Bristol, are the contractors. The estimated cost

will be about 4,COOL

NOTES.

N the words of Artemus Ward,
we may say that “ the great
American eagle is screaming all

over the length and breadth of

that bright and beautiful land,” for a speech
more full of American brag and “ bunkum,”
and more essentially vulgar in what may be
called its ffistlietic tone, than that of Mr.
Depew at the dedication ceremony of the

Chicago Exhibition, it would be ditficult to
imagine. Even in regard to Mr. Depew’s cele-

bration of the social and commercial im-
portance and the political stability of America,
which are justifiable subjects of satisfaction

up to a certain point, one cannot but reflect

that the country has also the questionable

distinction of having one of the most corrupt

of all civilised Governments. But the artistic

part of Mr. Depew’e speech, judging from what
the Times reports aud wnat it appears to

suggest in regard to the unreported portions,

betrays an ignorance as to what constitutes

the artistic greatness of a nation which we
had really begun to think America had lef'.

behind. If we are to take Mr. Depew, how-
ever, as representing the national sentiment,

it would seem that Americans, en masse, still

believe that size makes the greatness of a

work of art
;
that the fact of their meeting

in a building larger than any that has
before been covered by one roof puts them
on a pedestal above the Greuks, with
their foolish little Parthenon

; that the

superior size of the Chicago Exhibition build-

ings over the Paris ones is a proof of their

superior excellence, and that the Chicago FiX-

hibition is to be the greatest and best that has

ever been held because it is the biggest. We
really had begun to think that America had
been educated to a higher point than this •,

but it seems a delusion. There is a small

minority of Americans, no doubt, chiefly

those who have come under the influence of

France, who understand what art means; and
they will probably be among the first tO'

laugh at Mr. Depew’s heroics, which are not
calculated to attract the more sober-minded

and cultured Europeans to the Chicago
function.

The Board of Trade inquiry into the

Canal Companies’ rates and charges has
not attracted so much attention as did that
concerning railway rates, but it must be of

considerable importance to many traders,

nevertheless. The principal canal companies
have lodged revised schedules in accordance
with the terms of the Act of 1888, ihe con-

sideration of which was commenced at West-
minster Town Hall in May last. On that

occasion fourteen sittings were held, and only
two schedules disposed of prior to the adjourn-

ment
;
and the proceedings were resumed before

Lord Balfour of Burleigh and Mr. Courtenay
Boyle on Monday last. The companies
appear to have acted upon the principle

of making good provision for a rainy day, for

the tolls proposed in some of the schedules

would bring the charge for canal transport up
to a higher figure than the rates recently-

authorised for railways. We do not know
how far the charges hitherto made by canal

companies may be below their existing

statutory powers, but these charges are very
much lower than those proposed in the

schedules. The effect of the Inquiry will

doubtless be to considerably curtail the-

“ margin for contingencies,’’ as was done ia

the case of the railway schedules. This,

week’s proceedings commenced with ibo-

consideration of the Birmingham Canal Co.’s,

schedule, after which comes tbe Warwick
aud Birmingham Canal, and then the Regent's

Canal ;
but as certain questions have arisen

necessitating a conference between the Rail-

way Association and representatives of the
traders, it appears probable that the inquiry

.will still occupy a considerable time. The
extent to which railway companies can legiii-

mately influence canal charges seems likely

to enter largely into the question. The
Birmiogbam Canal Company, for instance, is

1
guaranteed a 'lividend of 4 per cent, by the

d
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London and North-Western Lailway, -who
havo the right, under an Act of Parliament,
of determining -whether any of the authorised
canal tolls shall be reduced.

The Turners’ Company’s annual exhibition

of wood and pottery hand-turning, which
has been open at the Mansion House for

three days this week, is the twenty-third suc-

cessive one that has been held. The exhibits

were arranged in the ball-room, and com-
prised many articles of wood turning in hard
and soft woods, and articles of pottery, either

terra-cotta, stoneware, earthenware, or porce-
lain, which were required to exemplify pot-

tery thrown on the wheel, turned pottery,
and turned pottery ornamented with incised

work or glazed or coloured. The list of prizes

was an exceedingly good one, and has been
contributed to by the Court of the Company
and by individual members of the Court.
The Baroness Burdett Coutts offered UOl.

The award of prizes in the wood turning
rested with Messrs. J. .T. Iloltzappfel, Howard
'\V.Elphinstoue,R.C. Rapier, and A. H.Bevan:
whilst the judges of pottery were Sir Douglas
Fox, Colonel A. J. Copeland, Mr. ^Vm.
Brindley, and Mr. J. C. L. Sparkes. The
work submitted is mostly that of workmen
or their apprentices, and the pottery exhibits

are more numerous than those of wood. It

is to be hoped that another year more space
may be found for the exhibition. The diffi-

culty of examining the merits of large vases
placed three deep on a flat table is great, and
it is only due to competitors that their works
should be properly shown. The character of

the work is very varied, and the really

excellent exhibits are comparatively few. In
the pottery division want of proportion and
bad outline are too often conspicuous ; whilst
in the wood turning, in too many instances,

difficult and tricky workmanship appears to
be aimed at rather than the attainment
of beauty by more simple methods.
Amongst the wood exhibits the first prize has
been taken by Mr. J. Lewinton, for a graceful
pair of tripod lamp stands and a pair of flower
vases ornamented with inlay. In the division

for pottery the judges decided not to award
the first prize in Class A, because the know-
ledge of form and proportion displayed
appeared to be inadequate. In Classes B
and C the work was of a better character,

and some very good work in inlaid clays and
mottled clays were noticed. A potter’s table
formed an interesting part of the exhibition,

and Mr. Askew excited much interest by his

admirable execution of turned potter’s work.
"We foresee a great future for this kind of
exhibition in encouraging the craftsman

;
and

in our opinion too much care cannot be
bestowed by the authorities in encouraging
the workmen to work to true artistic prin-
ciples.

The question of the date and significance

of the “ Apollo Belvedere ’’
is a well-

worn one, but it will probably never cease to

interest both artists and archmologists. Dr.
Winter, in the current number of the Prussian
archaeological Jahrhuch, offers what seems to
us a valuable contribution to the literature of
the subject. Setting aside the question what
the precise action of the figure is,— t.e.,

whether the god is shooting a bow or shaking
an a^gis,—he examines the pose,—we might
almost say the;joise of the statue. The most
casual observer must have noted the extra-
ordinarily airy gait of the gcd; the way be
seems rather to fly than to walk. It is, in-

deed, to this peculiar poise that much
of the dignity and grace of the figure is

due. Recent investigations have shown with
increasing clearness how successive advances
in the art of sculpture among the Greeks
were marked by successive masteries over
postures of increasing difficulty. Polycleitos
throws the weight of the body on one leg,

Pceonios achieves a figure flying down. Dr.
M inter points out how Lenchares (in his
statue of Ganymede and the Eagle) devoted
his efforts to the figure flying up

; and the
juxtaposition of the Ganymede and the

Apollo show convincingly how the whole pose
of the Apollo is inspired by this upward
motion. The original of the Apollo was,
Dr. M'inter holds, due to the impulse given
by Leochares.

I
N the course of a paper read at the
meeting of the Salford Royal Museum

and Free Libraries Committee on Tuesday,
Alderman W. H. Bailey gave the following
information as to the working of the Techni-
cal and Industrial-Art Libraries of Paris,
which we recommend to the attention of
those concerned in the management of similar
institutions in this country :

—

“These libraries, .also under Municipal control,
are in the artisan districts of Paris

;
at present

they are ten in number, some of which, however,
are only sections or departments of the other free
libraries which I have just described. Book
p-ittems, prints, drawings, and photographs are
lent out; the chief aim of the administration has
been to keep on the shelves of tho library material
in the shape of books and engravings of interest to
the particular trade of the district; for instance,
in one district we visited, cabinet-making seemed
to be the chief occupation, and in the library there
nearly everything of utility or beauty made of wood
and perpetuated in the pages of any literature may
be fouud on the shelves, which can be made
valuable to the poorest man who has to earn his
living by making graceful furniture.
The most important of these institutions is the

Forny Library, founded in 1S86 by a legacy of
200,000 francs presented to the City of Paris by
H. Aim<? Samuel Fomy. By means of liberal
grants from other private and public sources this
Institution has become of great value as a general
institution for the promotion of industrial art. It
has two departments, one for lending out books
and designs for home work, and the other depart-
ment in which specimens, models, and illustrations
of great value may be copied in tho building itself.

The peculiar feature of these industrial libraries
is the manner of distributing thick costly books of
plates of ornamental design, which are often very
heavy, and for tne most part contain information
beyond tho scope or desire of the borrower. These
are cut up and divided into a number of books ; all

those relating to iron and metal are put between
cardboard backs of a certain colour

;
those relating

to textiles and embroideries in other backs
;
archi-

tecture in others, and so on. The colour of the
cardboard backs indicates the class of design

;

frequently one volume is made into twelve or more,
and thus a book is made of great utility with an
increased circulation by this simple method.”

TU’E are glad to see that the London
* * County Council has been urging on

the various local authorities of the metropolis
the necessity and importance of providing
public mortuaries and Coroners’ Courts where
such conveniences do not exist. A committee
of the Ve^t^y of Mile End Old Town has
just reported recommending that “ having
regard to the letter of August 10, 1892, from
the London County Council, with reference
to providing a Mortuary and Coroner's Court
in the district, your Surveyor be instructed
to report on suitable sites for that purpose,
and also for the purpose of a mortuary only.”

TITE are becoming accustomed to see a
» * very varied programme at clerical con-

gresses ; in fact, having regard to the clear
and well-ascertained methods of clerical
work, which need no pointing out, it is,

perhaps, allowable to suggest that more work
and les.s .speech would be desirable. If, how-
ever, ail kinds of subjects are to be intro-
duced at clerical meetings, the members of
the Uxbridge Ruridecanal Conference may
be congratulated on the fact that the reading
of a paper on “ The Housing of the Poor in
Agricultural Districts,” and a discussion
thereon, occupied the main part of the time
of the Conference. The paper appears to
have been a plain and sensible explanation of
the chief sanitary requirements of a cottage-
home, as was natural from the fact that Mr.
Roberts, who read the paper, is a Medical
Officer of Health. Rut the exposition of
these well a'certained truths, which re-
quire to be daily pressed on the atten-
tion of clergy and laity alike, in a
popular meeting, is of the utmost use.
We should be glad to see clergymen
place themselves more in the forefront

of the sanitary movement. No class of
men can do more than they in impressing
on cottagers and others the value and neces-
sity of following a few plain elementary
rules of sanitary science. Many of the par-
sonages in rural England, however, are, we
regret to say, very imperfect in sanitary
details, and, like charity, sanitation should
begin at home. But that makes such papers
and discussions as the above of still greater
value.

A CORRESPONDENT of the Times^ suggests in that journal the desira-
bility of a Parliamentary inquiry into the
working of the Acts relating to buildino-
societies. As the Legislature so long ago
began to regulate building societies by Act of
Parliament, the principle of legislative inter-
ference in their management has long been an
established fact. It is equally clear that a
number of these societies have not been
prudently managed, and a large number of
persona have consequently lost the savings of
many years of labour. A case is thus clearly
established for a Parliamentary inquiry with
a view to the amendment, if necessary, of the
Acts affecting such societies.

ERMAN architects have recently been
invited by Herr Xrupp, of Essen, to

compete for designs for a large number of
artisans’ dwellings he wishes to erect near his
great^ iron-works. They are intended for
invalid workmen and pensioners, and not only
are they to be practical in plan, but it is

required that they should also be pleasing in
design and architectural appearance. Accord-
ing to statistics of 1888 Herr Krupp employed
a staff of 20,960 men on his works that year,
who together with their families formed a
colony of 73,769 persons. Of this number
12,723 lived in houses owned by the heads of
their respective families, and 24,193 in tene-
ments rented from Herr Krupp. This great
employer of labour has by this time built
every class of home for the different grades
of members in his staff, from the villas for
his senior officials, placed in a fashionable
road, to the simple barracks for the unskilled
bachelor labourer. A tour through his
extensive estate will show the visitor every
kind of philanthropic institution, technical and
elementary schools, co-operative stores, fire

department, &c. The enjoyment of his
workers is provided for in the oflicials’ casino
and in the subsidised theatre lately opened

;

nor are a stranger’s wants uncared for, as he
will find a good hotel of model management.
Throughout Herr Ivrupp’s large property at
Essen, murky as it is, there 'are, however,
ample proofs of energetic and systematic
attempts to beautify the worker’s home and
leisure surroundings as far as is practically
possible by means of simple architectural
decoration

;
and if now, after reading the

competition regulations for the proposed
dwellings, it strikes the business-man that
Herr Krupp is, perhaps, excessively liberal,

it would be well to refer him to a ’financial
statement which shows that, in spite of the
architectural treatment, such houses can be
built to bring in an income of 2 per cent, on
the capital sunk, and that Kerr Krupp can
derive a fair return from his philanthropic
erections without neglecting architectural
embellishment.

S IR EDWARD WATKIN, who appears
to be able to secure Mr. Gladstone to

advertise his railway projects whenever he
desires, in spite of the Prime ^Minister’s

public engagements, had one of his show clays
last week, when Mr. Gladstone cut the first

sod of the Wirral Railway, which is the last
link to be completed in order to finish the line
of railway which will directly connect Wales
and Liverpool. There is no doubt that this

connexion of M’ales and Liverpool is one of
considerable importance, hut we can scarcely
regard it as one of such importance as Mr.
Gladstone would seem to suggest. It will
undoubtedly give the inhabitants of Liver-
pool quick access to the watering-places of
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fAVales, and will thus give some impetus to

Urade on the coast line of Wales. Mr.
J.Grladstone spoke of the communication “with
[•Liverpool and all that lies behind it.” But
ibehind Liverpool there is nothing but the

J'coast line if we look at this port from the
I estuary of the Dee. The real line of com-
i munication between industrial Lancashire,

t other than Liverpool, and Wales, is by way
'of Runcorn. The bridging of the Mersey at

that place was a more important achievement
;
for Lancashire generally than Sir Edward

j.Watkin’s enterprise, though the latter, after

t his manner, has taken care to advertise his

l>i3cheme.

J DROFESSOR ADLER, we hear, intends
'-I- to resign his appointment under the

liPrussian Oihce of Works, on account of

I failing health. Besides attending to the
lipublication of the further volumes of

Olympia,’’ he will devote some time to the

jjompletion of his great “ History of Archi-
tecture,” which will fill a gap in German
lirchitectural literature.

prN a “ Note,” on .Tune 14, 1890, we adverted
L to the removal into No. 9, St. James’s-

uquare, of the Portland Club, which was
jstablished at No. 1, Stratford-place, Oxford-

itreet, after the dissolution, in January, 1825,

)f the Stratford Club, formed, we believe, in

)r about 1780. The club-house in Stratford-

)lace has lately been pulled down for the

)uilding of new premises for a branch of the

London and Westminster Bank, as planned

md designed by Mr. F. W. Hunt, of York-
jlace, architect. Stratford-place stands upon
jart of the Cond’ut ilead estate as leased by
;he Corporation of London, and, according to

i drawing in the Grace collection, Robert
^.dam built the house along its northern side

'or Lord Aldborough in[or,rather.about] 1774.

A. drawn ground-plan, dated 1770, in that

collection, marks the house at the south-west

corner as being Lord Aldborough’s. Conduit
Field, of twenty acres, to the west, passed to

T. T. Hope, on his marriage with Helen,

daughter and heir of Sir Thomas Edwardes,
Bart., and thereon were built Somerset,

Edwardes, and Duke streets, with Gees-

court, Barrett-street, Barrett-courb (now St.

Dhristopher’s-place), &c. Conduit Mead
extended from Stratford-mews, next south-

wards of Wigmore-street, to the Clarendon

and Burlington properties. It includes Hay-
bill, Grafton-street, the two sides of Bond-
street, with portions of Albemarle and Conduit

streets. General Strode, who set up in

Cavendish-square an equestrian statue

to the Duke of Cumberland, put up
in front of Aldborough House (1799) a

Corinthian column, 20 ft. high, to carry a

statue of George III,, and inscribed it in

commemoration of our victories in India and

at sea : the foundation giving way, the pillar

was removed six years later. It stood very

near to the site of the “ Lord Mayor’s

Banquetting House,” that had remained

until 1737, whither the Corporation used to

repair annually, on September 18, after their

visit to the several conduits in this quarter,

whence water had been taken to the City

from a very early period. In his book upon
Marylebone parish, 1833, T. Smith says :

—

“The water-pipes .... were not always em-
bedded in the earth as is the present custom, bat

enclosed within a capacious arch of brickwork, on a

table of stone, into which workmen could descend

to repair any decay or accident. An arch of this

•description was discovered some years ago in Bond-
street, leading from the conduits at Tyburn ....
and has since been converted into a sewer.”

We are credibly informed that an arch of

the fashion he describes has been found

beneath the pavement in Oxford-street, by

the corner of North Audley-street
;
at a spot

where a conduit-head formerly stood.

The exhibition at tbe gallery of jNIessrs.

Tooth & Sons in the Haymarket, in-

cludes two or three notable works, among

others a grand painting by Rosa Bonheur of

a lion, lioness, and cubs, life size, "under the

title “ The Lion at Home.” The group is

very finely composed, and though there is

nothing of the sentiment which some painters

have endeavoured to infuse into animal
paintings, the picture is impressive from the
mere grandeur of its realism and from tbe

power of drawing displayed in it. Another
work on view is Mr. Tadema’s large and fine

paintingof“The Sculpture Gallery,’’which has
not been seen in public for some years. Sir .T.

Millais’ “ Lingering Autumn” (the Academy
picture of this year) flanks Rosa Bonbeur’a
lions on one side, a good landscape by Mr.
Farquharson, “Seaton Marsh,’’ forming a
pendant to it. A picture of “ A Breton
peasant,” by M. Dagnan-Bouveret, painted in

a somewhat decorative manner, is remark-
able for originality both of character and
colour.

WE have received a letter from a pro-

vincial architect in reference to our
“Note” (page 297, ante) about the issue of

illustrative broad-sheets of their works by
provincial architects, complaining that we
should have implied that “ provincial archi-

tects ” were especially guilty in this kind of

thing. We can only say that we have two or
three times received these advertising sheets
from architects well-known and having a
large practice in provincial towns, and we
never saw such a thing from a London archi-

tect of anything like the same professional

standing. What some London architects can
do, however, our correspondent shows by a
letter he sends us, of which the following is

a skeleton copy :

—

“ Dear Sir,—

W

e unclerstancl there is to be a
coTDpetitioD, confined to architects in

,
for a

[description of buildingl to be erected by the Cor-
poration. Ws should like to know if you intend
competing and if you care to avail yourself of our
services on terms to be arranged.
We are architects for the similar building erected

by the Corporation, which has been taken for
amodel in several other towns, and we have probably
more experience of this class of work than any
other firm. Should you consider this favourably,
kindly let us know at once.—Yours faithfully,

Our correspondent wishes to know whether
this is “ recognised London practice.” He
may be assured that it is not, and that no
London architect of the best standing would
dream of sending out a touting letter of tbat

kind. Our correspondent declares that on a
local competition being advertised they are

deluged with offers of a similar nature ; but
that we take to be a little exaggeration. At
any rate the document sent to us is the first

of the kind that w© have seen. It is, how-
ever, very discreditable that such letters

should be written by members of a profes-

sion (“ or art ”) which ought to have as high
a code of self-respect as the legal profes-

siou, for instance : especially when we find

that the writers are sheltered under the wing
of the representative professional bodv

;
for

the issuers of the illustrated sheet previously
referred to (who describe themselves on
their letter-paper as “ architects, surveyors,
valuers, and estate agents ”) are both Fellows
of the Institute, and the authors of the letter

of which we have given tbe substance above
are both Associates of the Institute. Surely
the Institute, as the representative professional

body, should endeavour to prevent its

accredited members from doing what in any
other liberal profession would be considered

, distinctly “unprofessional.”

The English Iron Trade.—There is still little

alteration of note in tbe Eoglish iron market. The
crude iron branch is inactive. Prices generally are
fairly steady, but Cleveland pig is Is. lower on the
week, and one or two Scotch brands are depressed.
In manufactured iron there is only a hand-to-mouth
business reported. In tin-plates, although there
have been further stoppages of mills, the demand
is a trifle bettor. Jn most departments of steel
little activity is observable. Shipbuilding yards are
only just kept going, and engineers and iron-
founders, on the whole, lack employment. The
coal trade is moderately brisk.

—

Iron,

AN ARl’ISriC PIANO.
Fob the last few days Messrs. Broadwood k.

Sods have been exhibiting a pianoforte of
unusual exterior beauty and elaboration, made
from the designs and specification of Mr. T, G.
Jackson. It is almost needless to say that its

design has nothing in common with the
meaningless curves and decanter-stopper legs

of the ordinary type of piano-case. The main
lines are square in character, following the con-
struction, the legs are designed as colonnettes
in couples, with a baluster between them,
resting on a solid base-plate in which are fixed
tbe castors. There is an expression of strength
combined with gracefulness in these support?,
which give the whole construction the
appearance of being solidly and architecturally
built. The outside of the case is veneered with
purple wood, stained a dark green, the com-
bination of the natural wood and the stain
producing a peculiar rather dead black, quite
different from the ordinary black of ebony,
and much less in effect.

The sides of the case and the outside of the
lid are inlaid with scroll ornament in elaborate
and beautifully-executed intarsia work, mostly
in satin and pear-tree wood. On the side are
inserted at intervals escutcheons with a short
quotation of music. These escutcheons, we
were rather surprised to see, are slightly
shaded to give a certain effect of relief, which
we do not like and which seems out of keeping
with the purely decorative and conventional
character of the design in general. The inner
side of tbe lid, which shows when it is propped
up, is very richly treated with a beautifully-

designed scroll-work, rather more realistic than
that of the exterior, but quite sufficiently con-
ventionalised

;
this is executed in gesso on a

ground of lacquered vermilion. The whole
instrument is a beautiful piece of work, very rich
in effect, but a due restraint is preserved in all

the ornament. The treatment of tbe music-
desk, with its simple straight bars and centre
inscription panel, is a refreshing contrast to the
usual “ lyre ” shapes and curvilinear twistings
of fret-work

;
but the method of designing the

supports is the greatest merit of all, and ought
to be an example for the future building of
pianos

;
for pianoforte-makers will discover,

(if they can only bring themselves to break
through precedent) that properly-designed sup-
ports like these can be carried out, as far as
general form and design are concerned, in a
simple and inexpensive case just as well as in
one with costly decoration, and tbat there is

no need they should cost any more than the
regulation decanter-stopper legs. We re-
member pointing this out to some of Messrs.
Broadwood’s people two or three years ago,
when looking at another specially- designed
piano, and asking them why they did not try a
better design for the legs than the usual ugly
one

;
and the reply was that if they began to

do that they would have to remodel the whole
case in accordance with the new leg, and they
could not afford to do it at the ordinary price
of a piano. Now, however, the same firm seems
to have discovered that it is possible, after all,

to make ordinary pianos on the principles of
correct and sensible design, as we were shown
two or three comparatively plain ones built on
the same principle as in Mr. Jackson’s design,
which, as it has been two years in process of
making, has probably given the hint for this
improvement.
There is one portion of the supports of the

piano, [however, which we do not quite like

viz : the twisted and irregular outline of the
oblique struts which assist in strengthening tbe
main joist of the piano. As these are part of
the construction, introduced for the purpose of
strength, we cannot see why they alone should
exhibit a florid 'and curvilinear outline which
seems sternly banished from the rest of the
design. There is also one other detail we should
take exception to not on artistic but on prac-
tical grounds, and that is the decoration of the
“ black ” keys by inlaying the top of them with
ivory, forming a black and white rib-work.

The effect is decoratively good, and it is no doubt
a revival of an ancient practice, but it is at
variance with the real object of the keyboard,
in which the plain black and white keys are far

the clearest and pleasantest to see and handle.
In fact the system of decorating tbe keys
belonged to a time when playing was of a very
simple kind, and has been naturally dropped
with the progress of pianoforte-playing, when
the fitness of the instrument for its purpose
came to be the primary object

;
and tbat object

should never be overlooked in designing and
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decorating a musical instrument. The key-
board is the raison d'etre of the piano, and
whatever decoration may be lavished on the

case, the sole end in designing the keyboard is

ihat it should be the beat possible colour,

shape, and material for playing on, and
what is that “best” has been settled

by the general consent of the pianoforte-

playing world for many years back. The same
principle applies to the design or decoration of

all musical instruments, and is illustrated in

the history of the violin as much as in that of

the piano. In the very early days of violin-

playing, and before the instrument was fully

developed, elaborate carved and inlay orna-

ment was frequently lavished on it. But, as

soon as violin-playing began to be an art

studied and followed sericusly by musicians,

these ornaments disappeared, and nothing was
introduced that could in any way distract the

eye or the attention of the player from the real

business in hand. This is what occurs in every

case where the handling of an instrument
becomes an object of refined manual skill, only

acquired by special training. All ornament
which in any way interferes with the practical

use of an instrument becomes an impertinence,

and is at once scouted by a competent player.

Let any one try the experiment of presenting

an eminent violinist with an elaborately

decorated violin, and see if the gift will be

appreciated. So emphatically is this prin-

ciple true that we should expect to find that

the lady and gentleman for whom Mr. Jackson
has designed, and Messrs. Broadwood have made
this finely-decorated instrument, if they have
acquiesced in this treatment of the keyboard,
are not after all persons of very strong musical
sympathies, and that they regard their beautiful

pianoforte rather as an objet de luxe than as a
musical instrument.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

The opening meeting of this Association for

Session 1892-1)3 (which was also the annual
general meeting) was held on Friday evening,

October 21, in the meeting-room of the Royal
Institute of British Architects.

and lOZ. from Mr. E. P. Warren
;
also a dona-

tion of some furniture and casts from Mr.
Wyatt Papworth. A vote of thanks to the
donors was carried by acclamation.
On the motion of the President, a vote of

thanks was accorded to the Entertainments
Sub-Committee and to Sir Somers Vine for
their services in connexion with the recent
conversazione of the Association at the Imperial
Institute.

Forty-six gentlemen were nominated for
election, and three (Messrs. H. R. Macaulay,
R. Oldham, and L. Banks Price), having been
previously nominated, were elected,*'

Prize-List, Session 1S91-92.

The President said that before he announced
the awards of prizes for the past session, he
bad to make an apology on behalf of the Com-
mittee. They had hoped that the Association
Medal which was to be given this year, and
which was being modelled for them by Mr.
Gilbert, would have been on view that evening.
Unfortunately, pressure of other work had pre-
vented Mr. Gilbert from completing it in time.
Mr. Gilbert, he believed, was at present en-
gaged on a memorial of the Duke of Clarence,
and he had received a Royal request (which
was equivalent to a command) that the work
should be finished by a certain date. He (the
President) was told that the medal would be a
charming work, as. of course, they would all

expect
;
and Mr. Gilbert bad very generously

undertaken to model the medal for the Asso
ciation free of all charge. Under the circum-
stances the Committee bad thought that those
who were to be recipients of the Association
Medal would prefer to wait for the new Medal
than to receive the old one.
The list of prizes awarded during the past

Session was then read. It was as follows

Ajin^ud Pej)ort, i^'c.

Mr. H. 0. Cresswell, the President, occupied
the chair, and the first business after the con-
firmation of the minutes of the last meeting of

last Session was the consideration of the
annual report and balance-shee*-, the adoption
of which was moved by Mr. F. T. Baggallay
and seconded by Mr. Hampden W. Pratt. The
annual report of the Committee expressed
satisfaction that the results of the new scheme
of education introduced last Session had been,

on the whole, encouraging. The First and
Second Years’ courses bad been very well sup-
ported, but the Third Year’s course had been
very thinly attended

;
while, owing to the lack

of students, part of the Fourth Year course was
not started. The success, financial and other-
wise, of the first Two Years’ courses was
encouraging, and it might be expected that the
students who had attended those courses would
now pass on to the more advanced courses,
thus leading to their success also. The com-
parative failure of the Third and Fourth Years
to attract sufficient students need cause no
uneasiness : there were sufficient causes to
account for it. The success of the Association
had not been retarded by the ’doubling of the
subscription and entrance-fees, as ninety-eight
new members had been elected during the
Session. The new scheme was not expected to
be self-supporting in its early stages, and to

provide adequate funds it had been necessary
to issue appeals, to which there had been a
liberal response.

The balance-sheet showed an expenditure
for general purposes of 1,632^, a sum 128^. in
excess of receipts. These included 639^. for
members’ subscriptions, 180^. for entrance-fees,
and Qi5l. for students’ fees. The Premises
and General Fund Account showed donations
amounting to 99H., of which 300^. had been
spent on alterations to premises and in the
purchase of furniture and fittings. After
meeting the deficit of 128Z. already mentioned,
and cost of printing, &c., a balance of 480Z. is

carried forward.
The report and balance-sheet were adopted,

coupled with a vote of thanks to the auditors,
Messrs. E. C. Pinks and B. Dicksee.

Mr. E. S. Gale announced donations towards

The A. A. Travelliotj Sttidentship, with Bronze
Medal: Awarded to Mr. T. A. Sladdln. A aecond
prize of 5L awarded to Mr. E. A. Rickards.
The Associatio7i Medal, with a prize of lOL 10s.

:

Awarded to ilr. A. H. Clark. A second prize of U 6a.
(special) was taken by Mr. A. H. Moore

; and Hoo.
Mention was accorded to Mr. W. A. Forsyth.
The Dismssion Section Prizes : First, not awarded

;

apeoial second prize (IZ. la.), awarded to Mr. J. C.
Stockdale.
The Arthur Cates Scholarship : Awarded to Mr. W. C.

Waymouth.
Measured Drawings Prize: Awarded to Mr. A. J.

Roddla.
The Andrew Oliver Prizes : First prize not awarded

;

aecond prize (2^. Ss ) awarded to Mr. A. Stratton.
Lecture Side: First Year: Silver Medal to Mr. F. S.

,

Hammond: Bronze Medal to Mr. G. B. Boys; Hon.
Mention of Mr. E. Tylee. Second Year-, Silver MedM
to Mr. C. C. Brewer

; Bronze Medal to Mr. J. R. Stark

;

Hon. Mention of Mr. R. H. Hunter. Third Year:
Silver Medal to Mr. N. R. Smith

;
Bronze Medal to Mr.

A. J. Johnson
;
lion. Mention of Mr. W. K. Shirley.

Studio Side : First Year
;

Silver Medal to Mr. R. F.
Summers

;
Bronze Medal to Mr. E. 0. Cummins

;
Hon.

Mention of Mr. E. G. Slrapaon. Second Year-. Silver
Medal to Mr. J. P. Clark

;
Bronze Medals .to Mesara.

A. Stratton and F. Taylor, and bracketted equal
; and

Hon. Mention of Mr. C. C. Brewer. Third Year:
Silver Medal to Mr. C. C. Winmill ; Bronze Medal
to Mr. W. C. Waymouth

;
Hon. Mention of Mr. A. T.

Walmlsley.

Tlie late Mr. James Foivler,

The President referred in feeling terras to the
death of Mr. James Fowler, of Louth, whose
loss, he said, would be deplored by everybody
who knew him. He moved that a letter of
condolence be sent to the widow and family.
This was seconded by Mr. Cole Adams and
agreed to.

Gift of a Xeio Prize.

Mr. E. S. Gale announced that Mr. James
Brooks had offered a prize, value 10^. 10s., open
to all members of the Association, for the best
set of measured drawings of one bay of the
choir of Christ Church Cathedral, Oxford. A
cordial vote of thanks was accorded to the
donor.

The Presidenfs Address.

The President then proceeded to deliver the
opening address of the Session. He devoted
the first portion of it to a review of the results
of the first year’s working of the new educa-
tional scheme of the Association. Taking the
Classes and Lectures first, he said that the
total number of full students who joined the
First Year’s course was thirty,—“ full students ”

being those who paid the inclusive fee entitling
them to take up all the subjects in that
year. In addition to these there were

certain number who did not Take the

• When the 46 nominationB become elections, as will
no doubt be the case at the next meeting of the Asso-

a:a. u. ouuwuuucu. uuuauiuuB tuwnros bring the total of the Association's

Ihe General Fond of 131. from Professor Kerr

whole, but joined only certain classes ti

lectures, and these were described I
“ occasional students.” The number of tl

varied in the different subjects, but the larp
number in any one class was twenty, and 1
was in the Lectures on Materials and Consth;
tion. In the “Second Year” there were ei-
“ full students ” taking the whole course,
of “ occasional students ” the largest numii
attending any one class was ten,— in the C

i

for the Study of Ornament and Colour Deee]
tion, “English Architecture” coming next v;
nine. In the “Third Year” there were i|
“ full students,” and the largest nambe»i
“occasional students was eight, in the Cl
for Specification-Writing and Quantity-takiEi
It was intended to start a “Fourth Ya
course if sufficient students sent in tl

'

names, but as the number of these was «

large enough, in the opinion of the Commib'
to justify them in doing so. that course was i

held last Session on the Lecture Side. ThT
was no ground for discouragement, howev>
because so long as there was a steady supi.

of students coming in at the bottom, tbt

would be sure to be plenty to fill the classese
the top in future years. On the Stut
Side, the proportion of students in
junior years, as compared with
senior, was very similar to that
the Lectures and Classes. Financially,

,

result of the first year’s working was mr
satisfactory than was at one lime anticipafc

They had always expected that for the fi

year or two, and until the scheme was proper
founded, the number of students would i

insufficient to enable all expenses to be r

out of the fees received. That had provedn
be the case, for although on the First a

Second years a profit had been realised, it v
all swallowed up by the loss on the Third a
Fourth years, leaving a loss of about 2CE

Towards the outlay recessitated by obtainii
new premises and furniture, they h
appealed for funds, and their appeal h
been geueronsly responded to by ma:
of their own members and others interest;

in the work of the Association, the amonc
received in donations to the General Fund 1

to the present time being about l.OOOL Havii
referred to some alterations in detail whit
have been effected in the working of the educ
tional scheme as the result of last year’s exp
rience, the President touched upon other phas:
of the work of the Association, and then pij

ceeded as follows :

—

Turning now from the work of the studeis
to matters of more general interest, I must Bi

a few words on the subject of the difference

which marked the close of last Session, ar:

which at one time threatened to cause a serioi
split in our ranks. Although in the heat of tl

controversy much was said and much wf'

written on both sides, which in calmer momem
one would 'properly regret, yet I am happy I5

think that wiser counsels have prevailed, an
the good sense and moderation of both parthi
has shown them that by the exercise of a litti

tact and consideratioD for the opinions «

others, each can learn something from tfc

other, and that more good cair be achieved 1:

their united action than by a blind and nri

reasoning hostility. I trust that all feeling ?
enmity has passed away, and that we shall hav:

the cordial co-operation of all members for th:

welfare of the Association in the future, as w
have had in the past. At no time of its existi

ence has this Association more needed tb^

stren^h which is the result of united action
standing as we do on the threshold of a nev
departure in our history

;
and should there h

any who stiU hold aloof or nourish any feelingi

of resentment in consequence of what hal

occurred, I would earnestly beg them to put al

such feelings aside, and sink their private
wrongs forthe sake of the Commonweal, for W4
require the support of all. I should not have
referred to our little differences at all on this!

occasion had it not been that among the
questions which were raised in the course of

the dispute were some which were of vital im-
portance to this Association, and not only to

this Association, but I venture to think affect-i

ing interests of a wider range even than that.;

Inconsequence of our having endeavoured to
do something to systematise the course of

study for architectural students, we have been
accused of degenerating into a mere cramming-
ground for the Institute examinations.
Cramming, as I understand it, is the opera-

tion of forcktg information into a man at high
pressure so as to enable him to acquire just
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riafficient to pass an examination in a given

and is, as a rule, only necessary for those

’bo have not availed themselves of the ordi-

ary mean? of instruction. It has been very

ptly compared to the system adopted in Stras-

'lorg for producing de foie gras, and which
ircmsists in keeping an unfortunate goose fas-

med up in a coop and stuffing food iuto it

'ntil it produces disease of the liver. I hardly

'aink that the term “cramming” can be pro-

’ erly applied to a course of instruction which is

'pread over a period of at least four years, and
‘bioh may be spread over a longer period still at

[the option of the student. Anyone who will

.'ike the trouble to read the advice to students

Lrinted in last year’s Brown Book will also find

stated that the course is expressly de-

igned for the purpose of preventing the

(ieoessity for cramming, and the student is

idvlsed not to attempt to go through the whole
itonrse in four years, unless he is able to devote

f certain amount of time in each week daring

fThe day for the purpose of reading the books
^^ferred to in the various lectures and for

Private study. I think, therefore, that the

crm *' cramming” is altogether misapplied in

llpeaking of the A.A. course of instruction.

B Then as regards the question of preparation

3er the Institute Examination. The primary
cbject we had in view in laying down the new
Burriculum, and the object which the Asso-

ciation has always had in view, was to afford

>a opportunity for acquiring instruction in

Chose subjects which, coupled with the ex-

perience to be gained in an office, would fit a
[.aan for his work as an architect

;
but, at the

Bame time, we felt bound to take notice of the
Inamination tests imposed by such bodies as

me K.I.B.A., the K.A., and other kindred
jboieties for the admission of students to

Membership or to their schools, and I think bad
ke not done so we should have failed in our
•nty to our students and to ourselves. Whether
Ihe Institute should or should not impose an
Hxamination upon all those who desire to

i/e admitted within its ranks is a question

ito which I do not propose to enter here,

—

Jurther than to say that it appears to me
ihat every society has a perfect right to dictate

he terms upon which it will admit members.
!he point that we as a teaching body have to

i

onsider is the fact that the Examination
xists, and that many of our students come to

fl for the express purpose of acquiring the
^formation in our classes or studio necessary
10 pass it. We neither seek to induce them to

t;o into it against their will, nor do we try to

lissnade them from it if they have made up
heir minds to do so ;

the student has perfect

reedom of action, and if he desires to go in
or the Examination we believe that be can
kbtain all the information necessary in our
ilasse?. If, on the other hand, be does not
Fish to do so he can take up as much of the
iourse as he thinks necessary or suitable to the
jartlcular bent of his genius. The Association
s essentially democratic in its institutions, and
leaves perfect freedom of action to each in-

Hividnal, so long as he does not interfere with a
like liberty to his neighbour,

j Again, it has been said that by accepting a
jiontribation from the Institute towards our
‘nnds we have sacrificed our independence, and
panded ourselves over to that body bound hand
find foot. If I bad thought for one moment
hbat accepting a grant implied any such thing,
R for one should most certainly have voted
jigainst it

;
but I do not believe it, nor do I

hink that anyone else who knows anything
ither of this Association or of the Institute
would believe it. There is, so far as I know,
ap feeling of hostility between us

;
on the

aontrary, we are the best of friends, and I hope
may remain so

;
but we, as an Association, are

jealous of our independence, and he would be
\ bold man who would propose any measure
calculated to infringe it. Self-help is one of

5ur guiding principles, and self-government is

Inseparably connected with it
;
and though

chis Association has been in existence for
nearly fifty years, during which time it has
assisted in educating hundreds of young archi-
tects, I think it has reason to be proud of the
fact that until last year it had never appealed
to those outside its own ranks for pecuniary
assistance^ and it only did so then because it

iwas endeavouring to found a scheme of educa-
Ition on a much wider and more comprehensive
ibasis than had ever been attempted before, and
Iwhlcb required a larger outlay of capital than
lit had at ita disposal. Bat, gentlemen, though
ibe Institute, as .the chief architectural body of

the kingdom, responded generously to that

appeal, ic is not to members of the Institute

alone that we are beholden for contributions to

our funds. Among the list of subscribers are

to be found such names as that of Mr. Norman
Shaw, Mr. T. G. Jackson, Sir Arthur Blomfield,

and others, gentlemen who are strongly opposed

to the policy of the Institute, and who, for

want of a better title, have been called the
“ Memorialists.” We are equally beholden to

these gentlemen for their assistance, but I

would ask whether it is urged that by accept-

ing their contributions we have sacrificed our

independence and handed ourselves over bound
hand and foot to them also ? If so it would
appear that we have handed ourselves over to

both parties, which is absurd. The fact of the

matter is that the traditional policy of this

Association has always been not to mix itself

up in architectural politics at all, but to hold

aloof entirely from all such matters, devoting

itself to the education of its students and
the promotion of good fellowship amongst
its members, and hence it is that in

the past we have had the cordial co-opera-

tion of all those interested in the progress

of architecture, no matter whether they be

members of the Institute, of the Royal

Academy, the Society of Architects, or of

any other body. Gentlemen, I trust that by a

continuance of this policy we shall have an

equally wide support in the future. There has

been in the past one platform upon which all

these men could meet, and that was the plat-

form of education. It seems to have been

tacitly admitted that, however divergent their

views might be upon the burning questions of

the day, they were all prepared to admit that

some education was necessary for young men
who wish to become architects, and that it is

seldom, if ever, that all that is necessary can

be obtained in the routine of an office. They
may differ in the future, as they have in the

past, as to the relative importance of various

subjects and the precise means to be adopted of

teaching them, but on this question the Com-
mittee are, and always have been, open to

receive suggestions from whatever quarter they

may come, and to give them due consideration

with the object of embodying them in the

course if it is thought desirable, so far as is

practicable in the limited time at the disposal

of the students. I appeal to all those, there-

fore, who are interested in the progress of

architecture, to sink their differences, and to

give us the advantage of their advice and

co-operation in carrying on the work of this

Association, irrespective oE their belonging to

any particular society or not. This is the

basis of support upon which we have rested in

the past, and upon which I trust that we may
also rely in the future. •

I think that we are all agreed that the

education oE architectural students in the past

has been of a most haphazard and imparfect

description. Here and there brilliant gtnuises

have stood forth in spite of the system, shining

like beacon-lights in the general gloom, and
only serving by their brilliance to make the

surrounding darkness seem the blacker
;

but

courses of instruction are not arranged to suit

the genuis. He is a rara avis, usually most
erratic in his habits, and may be left to soar

aloft on the bright wings of his imagination,

untramelledby tbeconventionalitiesof everyday

requirements. We can leave him with confi-

dence to pursue his own bright aerial flight.

What we do want, however, is to effect a

general raising of the standard of excellence

among the earnest and thoughtful men who
will in after-life have to carry on much of the

world’s work, and it is to help us in this object

that we have appealed for assistance to all

those who are interested in the progress of

architecture.

Wedo not profess to be able to create artists
;

that is an achievement which it is not in the

power of this or of any other Association to

effect, for the artist, like the poet, is born, not

made
;
but what we do piofess to be able to do

is to educate that artist when he has been

created
;

to assist in developing the artistic

instinct which may be within him, and to give

him an opportunity of acquiring instruction,

pari passu with bis artistic development in

those methods of practical construction and
sanitation, without which his artistic attain-

ments are of very little value. Surely this is a

basis upon which all architects may unite to

^sist ns.

That some such instruction is urgently

required may be seen by any one who will take

the trouble to walk through the stree'^s of this

or any other large to^a and eximine the

buildirgs which have been erected in the past

fifty years or so, I grant that there are a few
brilliant exceptions, but these form but a small

percentage in the vast aggregate of dull, mon-
otonous, common-place buildings, plastered over

with meaningless ornament and covered with un-

necessary features, which force themfelves upon
us on every side. I believe that at the present

time there are signs of an awakening, and a
promise of better things to come

;
and ic is foryou

to say if this promise is to be fulfilled. Wh have

heard much of late years about styles, and the

possibility of a new one being created, which
is to become the style of the future

;
but what

we want is “style,” not “styles”; and it is

not until we cease masquerading in the fancy

dress of every other country and period but our

own that any real progress will be made
towards the attainment of this object.

What do we mean by “style?” “Style” in

architecture I take to be the language by
which we express onr thoughts, and it should

be the natural expression of the requirements

of a building; controlled by the exigencies

of climate and the proper use of the materials

at our command. Viollet-le-Duc, in one of

bis lectures, instances a modern loco-

motive engine as one of the best ex-

amples of “ style,” because its outward

appearance is the simple outcome of the re-

quirements of the interior without any attempt

at concealment or unnecessary adornment, and is

perfectly fitted for its work. When we can be

satisfied with giving the same natural expres-

sion to the requirements and construction of

our buildings, only using ornament where we
feel it is required for a definite purpose, and
thinking less of past styles and more of modern
requirements, then, and not till then, shall we
once more have a style of our own. The study

of the styles of the past is a most interesting

one, but it is arohmology, not architecture, and

it is only valuable to us as architects if we can

make use of it properly ;
to learn broad principles

from the study of it, to see how our predeces-

sors obtained the results we admire, and, in

fact, to learn to do as they did and not to copy

whai they did. As long as we continue to re-

produce the styles of the past in our work of

to-day, and to palm them off upon a confiding

public as our own creations, so long shall we
delay the possibility of architecture once more

becoming a living art amongst os. Let us study

and reverence the work of the past, for there

is much to be learned from it, but the highest

and the best lesson of all is not to copy it.

Gentlemen, I have now endeavoured to give

you, very imperfectly I fear, some account of

our work in the past and onr hopes for the

future, and to direct your attention to some of

the points which are of importance to us as

architects and members of this Association. I

feel conscious that there are many things left

nnsaid, for which I must crave your indulgence
;

but it is not easy to compress all that one

might wish to eay on the subject into the

limits of an address such as this, and I fear

I have already trespassed on your kind-

ness too long. I am consoled, however, by

the reflection that it is not by words but

by deeds that the architect must stand or

fall, that it is by what we do and not by

what we say that we shall be judged here-

after. I would, therefore, in conclusion, urge

you to think no trouble too great to achieve a

satisfactory result in your work, and never to

rest until you have made whatever is confided

to your charge as perfect as possible for its

purpose, and as beautiful as you can, no matter

how small or simple the work may be. Every-

thing is capable of being invested with sorne

amount of individuality and interest if we will

only take the trouble to think for ourselves,

and not blindly follow the stereotyped forms

laid down for us by others
;
and it is often the

smallest things which require the most care and

thought, and in which true artistic feeling is

best displayed.

Dj not for one moment suppose that on thu

account, or from anything I have said above, I

would seek to curb or restrain the aspiring

genius who dreams of doing great things; on

the contrary, I would say, set your ideal as

high as you possibly can, for it is given to few

men to attain to the sumoait of their ambition,

and the higher your aim the greater chance of

your doing something; but I do wish to empha-

size the fact that io is not in cathedrals or

other buildings of great size and importance

alone that scope is afforded for originality and
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artistic feeling, bat that everything which
comes to yoar hand, no matter bow small or

is capable of being made beautifal
and snitable for its purpose, and such that itmay give pleasure to those who have to use it.
If you do this, you will have realised in the
highest sense the meaning of our motto •

“ Design with build in truth."

Mr. Aston Webb said he wished to be allowed
to propose a vote of thanks to the President
tor his address. It afforded him great
pleasure to do so. for Mr, Cressweli was his first
pupil, and he natnrally felt some pride in
seeing him occupy the Chair of the Association.He thought Mr.Oresswell’s address had steered
^actly the right course between two extremes

f .n detail the working
ot tlm Association’s new educational scheme
and he had touched lightly upon other sub-
jects underlying which there was at present
some smouldering fire; but he had touched
them so lightly that there was no fear of con-
troversial questions coming up on that occa-
sion Daring his (the sptaker s) presidency, agood many years ago, the Association was a
quiet, rather easy-going body,-a society
entirely for mutual instruction. They used to
have classes in which they criticised pretty
freely each others’ work, and inoidentally
made many friendships which they hiebly

things were quite changed
the Association had a jocrnal; it had con-
testcd elections, and it had electioneering
pamphlets. All that was evidence that the
Association was alive, and no donbt itwould be all the better, and none the worse
lor the discnssions which cropped up during
the last session In speaking of the schen e ofeducation which had been started, one couldnot help thinking how much the scheme had

j
hhm-getio originator of

It, Mr. Leonard Stokes, and it must be a great
pleasure to him to see that the members were

rVn
' ‘>'‘'‘3 ““d
naturally expectthat at first they would not be so fully at-tended as the others. In looking around theroom that evening at the larg? number of
feel that an im-mense deal had been done dnrine the naisf

year, though the drawings exhibited did ^not
f'li^e the whole ot the workthat had been done, consisting as they mostlyM of prize tawings only. He had been ver[pleased with the toneot the President's address’^

“gainst the Institute’
touched on the questicn of the Exainmations lightly, and, of coursethose examinations were very much in everyone 3 mind at present. The President had saidthat It was not the duty of the Association todecide whether the Institute shonld have

exaimnatioris or not; but just suppose if theInstitute admitted members without any ex-amination of their qualifications at all whatwould be said then ? He could imagine what
“<= 'Wa would beThe Institute now, before admitting a memberwas careful to ascertain if he was worthy of

or'the diS'^^"^ 1° ’S *'“Howfhipor the diploma shonld not be looked noon as a
ArchitecteThonidnot ]oin societies for sneh reasons, but for thesake of the good that societies were capable ofrendering to architecture and the profession towhich they belonged. Such societies 7ere fmtte general good, not for the individual • a fa[

frfm'’!
'’“a »P«“ to all architects thanfrom any society at all. One must go into the

<3iploiiia was obtained inbricks and mortar, Portland stone, and materials

^
that sort; audit was in the streets of ourgreat towns and the churches all over thpcounter that this could be won. It wal for hisexecuted buildings tha» an architect receivedfrom hi, a tar higher dTploma than

.P^'iWy^iva him. TheI resident had mentioned the great importanceof visiting new buildings iH progress and

Pr»'°d f a ^ 1° “““bora for doing so. ThePresident had been rather severe upon modernbnildrngs, no doubt correctly; bTh“ (thespeaker) was not quite sure whether that was
ea!y'’wh.T^ extremely
- Weir i

bnilding to Eay[
‘bink much of that-” but he

oes. work, when they saw a modern building by

another architect were more desirous to
lind out what he had been aiming it, and
how far he had succeeded in his aim than
to detect its faulte. The merest tjro
in the Association when he was going over a
new building, could easily see its defects : but
while it was sometimes far more difficult to
find out the good points of a new building, it
was certainly far more pleasurable, and he
would recommend the members of the Asso-
ciation on seeing a new building to try and
ascertain the object of the designer, and to see
how far be had attained his object, before
criticising the work. Of coarse, it was impos-
sible not to see defects in most buildings, but
they should learn to seek and dwell upon their
good points rather than their defects. In
concluirion, he expressed bis personal grati-
fication in seeing Mr. Cressweli in the
Presidential chair, the highest honour which
the Association could confer upon any of its
members, and he begged to move a very hearty
vote of thanks to him for the admirable address
which be had delivered.

Mr. Cole A. Adams said he had much
pleasure in seconding the vote of thanks which
had been so eloquently proposed by Mr. Aston
Webb, to whom it must be a great satisfaction
to see his former pupil occupying the distin-
guished position of President of the Association.
The President, as had been said by Mr. Aston
Webb, bad touched lightly upon various matters
which in the past had been burning questions
in the Association, and he (the speaker) desired
to express bis thorough appreciation of the
conciliatory line which the President had taken
He trusted that they would now all throw their
energies into working for the well-being of the
Association. When reviewing the work of the
past session, it ;was impossible not to have in
rnmd the services of those who had been the
chief movers in the promulgation of the new
educational scheme of the Association Pore-
most amongst them was Mr. Leonard Stokes
and he (the speaker) had great pleasure in’
testifying to the great tact, energy, and skill
which he had shown in relation to that
matter, proving in this, as well as by his
works as an architect, that he was a man dis-
tinguished by ability and talent. The President
had alluded to the imiiortanceof the study of
works m_ progress; he thoroughly endorsed
that opinion, and trusted that it would soon
become more common than it was at present
for principals to allow their pupils to visitworks in progress frequently, for a little expe-
rience gained upon an actual building wasworth more than a great deal of experience in
drawing and tracing in the office. In con
nexion with that matter, he might call atten-
tion to a very practical suggestion made by
Professor Roger Smith in one of his lectures
Ihat suggestion was to the effect that a walk
through the streets of London was full ofteaching in building matters. Probably every-
one who had half an hour’s walk daily betweenhome and office would be able to watch day-by
day the progress of some new building or otherand m many instances he would no doubt
readily_ gam permission from the architect
to visit the building occ<asionally. andwould be able to get valuable information
trom the foreman or clerk of works. He beartilvconcurred with the President as to the im-
lortauce of measuring old buildings. The

rightly and very properly
alluded to the question of the charge which hadbeen brought against the Association that itwas a ’cramming” institution, and he trusted
that once and for ever a nail had been driven

^ unjust charge
to make, for the Association had its lectures and
classes, arid the man who made the best use ofthem would have no need whatever to “ cram ’’

ithe took them in their proper course. He knew
lb might be said that wherever examinations
were instituted there would be a tendency tocram, but the knowledge gained by “cram-ming was merely superficial, and was not tobe compared with that which was to be gainedby a systematic course of instruction such as

classes of the Association.He thanked the President very warmly for his
address, and heartily seconded the vote oftlianks to him.

Professor Kerr said be had much pleasure insupporting the vote of thanks to the Presidentand be did so with all sincerity and fervour
It was one of the greatest pleasures of his lifeto come down occasionally to the meetings of

Association, and especially to the opening
meetings of the session. He had attended

^

good many of those meetings, and had seen tl
chair ocenpied by a succession of young mo
who had become distinguished in the pn
fession. The Association was the most succeE
ful society that he knew of,—absolutely tl

most successful. Let them consider for
i

moment. Nearly fifty years ago the Assoch
tion was founded by a very few very youi
men for the purpose of engaging in fortnight!
discnssions after the manner of their seniors i:

the Institute, with the object in view of in
proving themselves educationally, in recof
nition of the fact that ordinary office trainin
was not equal to that end. Let them conside
what had been done by the Association sinci

that time
;

let them look at its position at th
present time. Not only did they have dispute
elections, which were of importance to tb
profession at large

;
not only did they hav

warm discussions upon points of controversy,-
and such discussions were the life-blood of
society

;
not only had they held Classes with i

directly educational purpose for so many years,
not only did they maintain the A.A. “Sketch
book," which was one of the most meritcriou:
productions of the profession

;
not onlr

did they carry on their journal, A. A. Kotei
which seemed to be equally well conducted
whether by one party or another

; not only die

they do all these things, but they had now
established what was practically an Architeci
tural University, and they were able to dismisi
with a mere wave of the hand, as a thing nevei
to be mentioned again, the supposition that thi
Association was a mere cramming institution:
In no sense whatever was cramming involvec
in the educational programme of the Associa:
tion. Those who used the word •* cramming ’i

as a term of reproach applied to the Classes ol

the Association must forget what cramming
meant. It did not mean anything approaching
what was done in those Classes

;
what was

done there was entirely the reverse of cram^
ming

;
it was education by means of systematic!

courses of instruction, and not cramming tc

pass an examination by mere artifice. Having
had something to do with the educational
scheme of the Association last year, he was
bound to say that he had now a much higher
opinion of it than he had at the commence-
ment of the year. He thought then that it

might perhaps be partially successful
; he now

thought that it would be perfectly successful.
The Classes were well arranged, and the work
that bad been done in them, although not con-
spicuous, was no doubt on that account all the
more solid and substantial. The young archi-
tect taking up at the present time the pro-
gramme of the educational scheme of the
Association, had it in his power to acquire all

that could be learnt in classes or studio. He did
not know any other conise of study which could
be pursued by him, in London or out of London,
with more benefit. He was glad to see that
the two Colleges of London were making great
efforts in the direction of architectural educa-
tion; but there was one point in which the
Association had a great advantage over them,
and, without disparaging in any degree what-
ever the means of edneation at the great
colleges, the great advantage which the Associa-
tion possessed was that it had a number of
lecturers, all of whom were architects, and who
collectively would be able to teach the whole
philosophy of architecture. He was very'
pleased to hear that, financially, the scheme
had not been ruinous to the Association, as he
was almost afraid that it might be, and thr*^
seemed to be reason for hoping that it woi
be successful even in this respect. He b
heard it suggested that the management of t

scheme ought to be in the bands of older me
but he did not think so, for the older men w(
too busily occupied to give time and attend
to the undertaking

;
on the contrary, the m

whom they had on the Committee of t

Association were precisely at the proper age f

carrying it out successfully. He thought th
if it were proposed (as it would be) that ti

Institute should join in the management of tl

Association’s Classes, it would not be f
their advantage, and he believed that tho
who had the keeping of the affairs i

the
_

Institute would be of the san
opinion. He therefore thought they migl
proceed with all energy, and with every hoj
of success. He said this sincerely and earnest!
for what it was worth

; and having been coi
nected with educational matters for so man
years he might be considered entitled to gii
them a word of God-speed. As regarded th
great question which seemed to have stirred u
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: a little storm amongst them (he supposed it

was the question whether architecture was an

I art or a profession, for he did not know of any
• other question that was agitating the architec-

tural mind at the present moment), he was very

• happy to hear from the President’s address, and
from the applause with which it was greeted,

that the Association was in favour of peace and
: mutual forbearance. They could not all be

figreat artists. He (the speaker) was not a great
' artist himself; he never pretended to be one,

but he professed to be an archi tect, and bad
j been an architect all his life. He was made
an architect by accident, as they all

rwere; even some of the most distin-

llguished men in the profession had entered

i'it by accident. If any of them thought
II themselves to be more of artists than of archi-

I'tects, he would advise them not to be too

itproud of their artistic aspirations. An artist

::wonld be always soaring up into the empyrean;

) he could not help it. Let him do so to his

j,heart’s content; it would do him good, and
: when he descended to the level of the earth he
;:would be none the worse for having given vent

i!to his superfluous energy. He hoped that there

C would be no acrimonious discussions upon such
hquestions within the ranks of the Association,

k; Anything like a split in the Association on such
a point would be simply ridiculous. If there

fcmust be a split on such a question, let it occur
rin another place, where men were able to look

t after themselves and to take care of each other.

iiThe Association could afford to do no such
jthing. He bad very great pleasure in cordially

t

supporting the vote of thanks to the President.

Mr. Thomas Blashill, Superintending Archi-

rtect to the London County Council, said it was
Uexactly thirty years since he had the great
thonoor and privilege of occupying the Presi-

idential chair of the Association for the first

mime. He cordially supported the vote of

Qthanks to the new President. Something had
Sheen said of some little disputes which had

i

taken place in the Association of late, but
those disputes were insignificant compared
with the disputes which they had in his early

idays. As was the case then, he believed

jitbat at the present time the Association wonld
be all the better for a little awakening. He

i

did not think that there was one point in the
President’s address in which he did not more
or less cordially concur, and if anyone had
desired to get disputable matter out of it it

would have been very difficult indeed. The
advice given in it was thoroughly sound. He
should like, however, to refer to one point
relating to the present working of the Associa-

tion. He was looking through the new “Brown
Book” the other day, and was searching for

i

the Class of Design
;
but to his horror and

astonishment he could not find it. He
} spoke to two or three friends about it,

land learnt that the Class no longer exists in

jiname, though it exists under other names and
in fragments, such as the Discussion Section,

land other sections. He could not help feeling

iia little regret at the disappear.’ince of the Class,

] for to bis mind the existence of a class of

I design, in which men were endeavouring to

I

^strike out something for themselves, would
facilitate more than anything else he could
think of the formation of correct ideas, espe-

!

daily when their efforts were criticised by their

fellows and neighbours. The Class of Design
I used to be the backbone of the Association, and
I he regretted to see that it had vanished, if only
in name

;
not that be wished to set his opinion

]
against that of those who had the practical

' carrying out of the educational scheme of the

i Association. In conclusion, Mr. Blashill referred

to the advantages which the younger members

I

of the Association might derive from a visit to

I

Home, and intimated that if anything of the kind

i
were contemplated during the ensuing session,

! he would gladly co-operate with the Association

(
to bring it about.
Mr. Leonard Stokes wished to be allowed

( cordially to support the vote of thanks to the

I

President, and he trusted that after the very

I peaceful and gratifying words which had been
I uttered that evening all the members of the

i Association would work in the same spirit

! of unity that had characterised their efforts

I

previously to a few months ago. He put the

I
vote of thanks to the meeting, which was

I
carried by acclamation.

' The President, in reply, thanked the members
' for that mark of their appreciation, and said

I
that he cordially agreed with what had been

I said by Mr. Cole Adams and Mr. Aston Webb
! as to Mr, Stokes’s services to the Association,

With regard to the disappearance of the Class

of Design, to which Mr. Blashill had referred,

the explanation was that the whole Studio now,

in fact, represented the Class of Design, very

DKich enlarged and, as they hoped, improved,

Instead of having a class of design only meet-

ing at rare intervals, it was now constantly

meeting in the Studio under the direction of

two Instructors and many Visitors, so that,

althongh the Class of Design no longer existed

in name, they had by no means done away
with instruction in design

;
on the contrary,

they had greatly increased the means of in-

struction in that subject. With regard to the

proposed Italian excursion, the matter should

have careful consideration.

The meeting then terminated.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

The usual weekly meeting of this Council

was held on Tuesday afternoon last, at Spring-

gardens, the Chairman, Mr. John Hutton, pre-

siding.

Hie Proposed Street from llolhorn to the

Strand. — The Parliamentary Committee
brought up a long report on the subject of the

proposed new street from Holborn to the

Strand. As will be known by our readers,

we have already given at great length the

details of this proposed improvement.* It is

only necessary now to mention here that the

Council on July 22 last decided to seek Parlia-

mentary powers to carry out the improvement

(subject to what is known as the “betterment”

clause), and referred it to the Improvements

and Parliamentary Committee to “consider

and report jointly whether the limits of devia-

tion on the deposited plans should be suffi-

ciently wide to enable the Council to purchase

the property comprised in the larger schedule,

and also that between Wych-street and Holy-

well - street, and whether there would be

advantage in the Council seeking power

from Parliament to enable the Council to

purchase the freehold interest only in such

property, and having purchased the same
to allow the leases affecting the same to

run out, and also whether powers should not

be taken in the Bill to proceed with the

widening of Surrey-street and Southampton-

row.” It was also resolved on that occasion

“ That it be referred to the Public Health and
Housing Committee to consider and report on

the best mode of re-bousing the persons of

the labouring class who would be displaced

by the construction of the new street

and its approaches.” The Parliamentary

Committee reported that they had also con-

sidered the following resolution passed by

the Council on July 2G, viz., — “ That

it is advisable to rehouse the persons who will

be displaced by the carrying out of the scheme

of the new street from Holborn to the Strand,

on the lines indicated in the report of the

Public Health and Housing Committee, dated

July 11, 1892, and that it be referred to the

Parliamentary Committee to report if the same

can practically be provided by the private Bill

relating to the formation of the street, or by

any and what other proceeding.” The Parlia-

mentary Committee now reported (and the Im-

provements Committee endorsed and approved

the report), recommending, among other things,

the extension of the scheme to the north by the

widening of Southampton-row, and to the south

by the widening of Wych-street, but dis-

approving the widening of Surrey-street, Strand.

The Committee also recommended

“(/) That powers be sought in the BUI tor the com-
pulsory acquisition of the sites in the districts of Hoi-

born and Clerkenwell referred to in this report, for the

purpose of rehousing those of the labouring classes

displaced who from their occupations or other con-

siderations ought to be accommodated within a mile of

the new street, and that it be referred to the Public

Health and Housing Committee to
_

negotiate and

enter into conditional agreements, subject to confirma-

tion by Parliament, for purchase of any of the sites in

question.
(a) That provisions be inserted in the Bill to enable

the Council to re-houae the remainder of the displaced

working population in other districts of London, or in

a suburb to be selected by the Council, and to provide,

for such persons as may be removed to a suburb, free

transit by train or tram, as mentioned in this report.”

The recommendations of the Committee were

agreed to after a long discussion. Most of

the proposals were agreed to substantially

nnaltered, but recommendation g elicited a long

* See Builder for July 9 last for plan and full

description of the street as then proposed ;
and Builder

for July 30, p. 90, for report of the discussion of the

project by the Council.

discussion, in the course of which the proposal

to provide free transit was strongly condemned,

as likely to prove utterly unworkable and open

to many abuses. Eventually recommendation

g was carried by the narrow majority of 50 to

4G, with the addition, at the end of the para-

graph, of the words, “ or to provide such other

compensation as may be practicable in each

case.”

Proposed AmeJidmeiits of the Metropolitan

Building --Ipfs.—-The Parliamentary Committee

reported as follows on this subject

‘
‘ On July 2G last the Council instructed us to

recommend to H.JI. Government at an early

date after the recess to introduce in_ the next

session of Parliament Bills to consolidate and

amend the Acts regulating the erection of buildings

and laying out of streets in London. Wo have

accordingly prepared and forwarded to the Local

Government Board a letter conveying the wishes of

the Council. The Council had previously, on

July 12, referred it to us to take such steps as we
might be advised to secure the passing of a general

Act of Parliament, or the insertion of clauses in

all future School Board Provisional Order Acts, pro-

viding that any buildings to be erected by that

Board shall be subject to the general law. This

appeared to us to be a matter which might properly

be included in our communication to the Local

Government Board, and wo have accordingly for-

warded a statement of the facts which gave rise to

the Council’s resolution, and have suggested that

provision should be made to meet the case either in

the Bill for the amendment of the Building Act or

in future School Board Provisional Order Acts.”

After transacting other business, the Council

adjourned at half-past seven.

Illustrations.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF OLD CHESTER*

VII.—STANLEY PALACE.

aUBJECTS accessible to the photo-

grapher have not been included in this

series, but illustrations of Watergate-

treet wonld be incomplete without a view of

!hat fine old residence, Stanley Palace, which

;tands in a narrow court, and is almost hidden

>y the houses on the south side of the street.

Che very narrow approach might easily be

rassed many times, even by visitors in search

)f the oldest really good specimen of timber

irchitecture in Chester.
, v ...v » v

Stanley Palace was purchased by the Archieo-

ogical Society of Chester, after the interior

lad been mined by the removal of chimney-

Dieces and objects of interest
;
fortunately the

’root shown in the illustratioii was preserved

;o Chester, though at one time it was in danger

if being transported to America.

The mansion was the City residence of the

Stanleys of Alderley, a noted county family,

ind now ennobled ;
it is historically interesting

is being the place where the unfortunate Earl

if Derby spent his last day before be was

:aken to be executed at Bolton, in 1G57.

The portion of the palace remaining shows

three gables towards the court, and these are

beautifully designed and extremely well carved

and ornamented. It was erected m lj91. The

dignity of the exterior pervaded the internal

coLtmction; the rooms are large, and the

panelling, fittings, and floors were of oak.

Having escaped destruction a few years ago,

it is fortunate that once more it has become

the property of the Earl

chased it recently from the Archreological

The^ange of brick booses opposite stands

where a row formerly existed.

Thomas P. IvifeON.

OMPETITION DESIGN FOR BIRMING-

HAM HOSPITAL.

’HE illustration represents a portion of

W. H. Bidlake’s design for the new

mingham General Hospital, submit^d in

apetition last February. The conditions

uired accommodation for 304 beds for

I sum of 80,000^., including permanent

mres heating and ventilation. No margin

8 therefore allowed for elaboration, even

such were desirable in a hospital. The

.teiials proposed in this design were red

ck walls, with warm buff terra-cotta dress-

's, and green slate roofs; and the central

For preceding views of this aenea see *ot

jniary 6, February 27, March 12, AprU 9, May 28,

i July 30 last.
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eULLER’S WOOD
CM»SLEHURST

PLAN OF MALL AND STAIRCASE

porch with the bay-window and balcony over
terra-cotta, with a copperogee roof The portion represented in thedrawing is the administration block.

The drawing was ezhibited at the RoyalAcademy exhibition of this year.
^

IHALL AND STAIRCASE, BULLER’S WOOD
CHISLEHURST.

” is a modern house re-modelled inside and ont. A room and apassage go to make the present hall, of whichthe interior is here illustrated. The old stair-c^e was in the same place as the new, but the

a?del

»
18 panelled and has an oak door and
piaster ceiling: the staircase hasdwarf panelling. All the woodwork is of dealpainted in stone colour. The woodwork wasmade locally by Messrs. Arnand k Son of

br^Srl jSon':”'^'’®

drawfnSt^VMfh^htru^trwfa^^^^^^^^^^
ware exhibited at the Royal Academy this yefr

sigDed with a little more connexion with t
border, instead of appearing to be placed
the middle of a white space

;
bat in genet

the design of the windows is both effective ai
SQitable for their purpose and sorroandings.

ihe original drawings were exhibited at tl
Koyal Academy of this year.

WINDOWS FOE THE IMPERIAL
INSIirUIB,

Helfo'?^wEb'^T by Mr. Clement
Sat; a

T'b fbe view of prodncing staiued-

andTrrf”**^' betwSn Enltad

ised to see these centre trophies de-

THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON MBTROP
LITAN WATER SUPPLY*

• i"
^^13 week the snbstance of t

evidence of Mr. Baldwin Latham and Mr. Peignne Birch as to the snfficiency of onr nrese
sources of supply if they are utilised. Y
Latham, It will be seen, dealt with the resourcand possible requirements of the whole arefrom which the supplies are or may be draw
Mr. Baldwin Latham, C.E., gave evidence

support of a memorandum he bad prepared.
the conclusion that in tl

river Thames, the Lea, and the upper waters i

the Ouse, and in the chalk formation arout
London, there is abundance of good and wholsome water that will practically serve Londc
and Its neighbonrhood for a century to come.
Suggetted Connexion between the Thames an

Lea Baeins.
Referring to the calculations that have beemade of the areas of the two vaUeys MLatham says; ^

A proper hydrogeological survey of thes
rivers has, as far as I know, never been madi
1 wo partial surveys of the area between thRiver Thames and the Lea, made by me in th

showed it was extremel
aiaoQlt to draw a line between the watershed

see Commissi
the pp. 418, 435, 456 4current volume, pp. lo, 29, 47, h, 82, 103, ]

[Oct. 29, 1892.

of the Thames and the Lea, and in all probal
bility a portion of the water of the Thames
basin proper flows underground and furniBhec
the supply of water to the wells in the lower?
portion of the Lea Valley, and also to some ol i

the wells under London. Judging from my pastij

experience, it would take a longer time than isi

now available to complete these nndergronndi
water surveys, but as to the facbthat there is as

transference of water from the Thames basins
nndergronod in the direction of the lower parti
of the same basin, there can be no reasonable)
doubt. There is also a direct commnnicationc
between the Colne, one of the tributaries of thet!
Thames, above the water companies' intakes, ;i

and the tidal portion of the Thames, and a •

direct transference of water from the upper, ore!

non-tidal, into the lower tidal reaches. It hasai
also been suggested that there is an under- ii

ground commnnication between the upper ei

Thames and the tidal portion of the river, andii
that large volumes of water are discharged into :i

the river between Teddington and Kew, as i

shown by a recent communication by the lafe *

Mr. John Thornhill Harrison, Mem.Inst.C.E.,

!

to the Institution of Civil Eegineers, and the i

views contained iu this commnnication are i

partially supported by such a distinguished c

geologist as Professor Prestwicb, and are,

'

therefore, deserving of serious consideration.”

He adhered to the areas which had been sub-
mitted to and accepted by former Commissions : ;

Thames above Teddington 3,G7G square miles
;

total to mouth, 5,162. Tbe minimum dry weather i;

flow at Teddington had been given at 12 cubic :

feet per square mile per minute; but it was 3

brought down to 10 by gaugings in September,
,

1865. The Lea area is 444 square miles, about t

50 being intercepted by a cut made by the East :

London Company to bring foul waters below 'i

the intakes. Gaugings at Fielde’s \Veir,/)Z«5 the !

supply of the New River Company, give 13 4
cubic feet per square mile per minute, reduced
to 10 in August, 1864, and September, 1865. In
the inquiry before the Royal Commission in
1868, the areas of permeable and impermeable
strata above Teddington Weir were given as
follows :

—

Impermeable 1,233 '5 miles.
Shallow permeable 730‘5 ,,
Deep permeable 1,712'0 „

Total 3,676 square miles.

From the impermeable area nothing might
flow off in an excessively dry time. The
shallow permeable, such as the oolitic strata,
from gaugings made by himself in the dry year
of 1884, will yield at least 7 cubic feet per
square mile per minute which could be depended
upon, and the deeper permeable area of tbe
chalk would yield at least 16 cubic feet per
minute per square mile, or the absolute minimum
flow would never fall below

—

730'5 miles x 7— 5 113'5cabic£t. per minute.
1,7120 „ X 16 = 27,392 0 „

Total 32,505'5

Or 292,549,500 gallons per day, or but 8‘8 cube
feet per mile per minute from the whole

;
and it

must be a very exceptionally dry year which
would give such a small yield as this. In his
judgment no such year had occurred for many
years past, and if a smaller quantity had been
found at Teddington in any recent year, it was
clear evidence that the water either flowed
away by subterranean ducts or that there had
been an error in ganging. Recent gaugings
had shown the flow of the Thames, including
all abstractions, to be 8 3 cubic feet per mile
per minute, and that of tbe Lea to be 13 4.

Inferentially,

—

“ From this figure it is quite clear that there
is either an error in tbe gaugings of tbe Thames
or the Lea, or there has been a direct transfer-
ence of a large volume of water from the
Thames area into tbe Lea or some other area,
because, having regard to the very much
smaller rainfall which falls upon the Lea area,
it is obvious that the Lea, mUe per mile, could
never yield more than the Thames, and all
previous gaugings of the Thames and Lea show
this has been the case. Although the store of
water in the Thames area was considerably
less after this particular gauging, yet tbe actual
gaugings of the Thames were shown to increase
after the date of this gauging. Gaugings made
at High or Chipping Wycombe of the River
Wye or Wick within the Thames watershed
gave over 20 cube feet per mile per minute.
The Wandle at Croydon gave over 30 cube feet
per mile per minute. The gaugings of Wend-
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ONE OF A SERIES OF WINDOWS FOR THE
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imperial INSTITUTE.—Designed by Me, Clement Heaton.
Royal Academy Exhibition. 1892.
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tax Springs, within the Thames watershed, by

V. Hubert Thomas, Mem. Inst.C.B
,
in August,

h;7, show no difference in their yield to

ifioant for this low ganging at Teddington.”

IftB late Mr. Beardmore gave evidence of

tjirage gaugings—for the Thames 34 84, for

J
i Lea 27’33

;
of minimum gaugings in four

i> months in 18G4—for the Thames ll’GG,

ig the Lea 11 2G. On the abstractions from
qti upper portions of the Thames Mr. Baldwin
ntham says

:

There is a direct transference of water

wm above the intakes of the water com-
Miies to points below the intakes. There are

p rivers flowing out of the Eiver Colne
;
the

slier of the two is called the Queen’s or the

Irdinal River, and it conveys water which
>vides the power both to work the water-

eels at Hampton Court Waterworks and to

nish a supply of water for domestic and
ler purposes, and afterwards passes into the

ames above Teddington, but below the

akes of the water companies. The second

ij er, of a much more important ’character, is

^ led the Duke of Northumberland’s River,

"i i takes a quantify of water, probably not
s on the average than 15,000,000 gallons a

I y, which it conveys to the Bedfont Powder
lls, where it is used for the purposes of

\
wer, and afterwards escapes into the River

\
ine, working several mills in its course, and

H mtually discharging into the tidal portion of

I } Thames at Isleworth, below Teddington
sir. These two rivers in low-water periods

Sl msfer on an average about 20,000,000 gallons

t lay from above to below the intakes of the

> .ter companies.
I There are also seven canals, of which six

i ae being derelict) are supplied with water
I thin the Thames area and discharge it out-

i le that area. These canals are :—Wey and
un Canal (derelict)

;
Kennet and Avon

;
nal

;
Wilts and Berks Canal ;

Thames and
c vern Canal

;
Oxford Canal

;
Grand Junction

;
nal

;
and Paddington and Regent’s Canal.

I lese canals abstract water from the Thames
B ;a probably at a maximum of not more than
out 10,000,000 gallons per day. The gaugings

K Teddington, of course, include the quan-
) ies of water available above that point after

d owing for all the abstractions to which I

b ve drawn attention,

3 Below the intakes of the water companies
I d above Teddington in the case of the
mames, there are three rivers which convey a
i nsiderable quantity of water into the Thames,
;lme)y, the Hogg’s Mill, the Queen’s or Car-
[ oal River, and the River Mole. Either one of

[ ese rivers would be sufficient to supply all

rte water required for lockage below the intakes
( the water companies.
} Owing to the capacity of the tidal stream
low the Teddington Lock, a transference of

I mnch water from a point of intake above
I iddington Lock to the point at which it is

I scbarged into the tidal river at Barking and
I ossness considerably accelerates the flow of

I is water out of the Thames, for it is trans-
Brred that distance in probably less than a
ly, whereas if it passed through the tidal

i^iannel itself it would be several days in

liissing to the same spot.”

Availaile River and Weil Supplies.

Without exhausting the rivers, the following
liantities of water might, in the opinion of the
i Ltness, be depended upon :

—

GallADB
per Day.

wer Lea when fully supplied with storage
IS reservoirs, exclusive of water passlug

I underground 70,090,000
ladergrouDd Sow taking place In the dry
t years, 1864, 1866, exclusive of any
|!- water flowing from the Colne Valley,
n and partly supplying Tottenham,
>1 Enfield, Cheshunt, and the East London
'I "Water Company and some ^ew Elver
Y WeUs
lipsora and neighbourhood within area of
d Hogg’s Mill River, now supplying
|l Epsom, &c
ireaa of Rivers "Wandle and Ravensbourne,

at present supplying water for East
] Surrey, Sutton, and Croydon "Water-
'T works _
•.Ivor Mole Drainage area, present water-

works, Dorking, Reigate, Leatherhead..
ibalk area east and aouch-east of London,
|i, principally supplies Kent Company ..

tisex area, now supplies South Essex
fcxlstuig works, Colne Valley
ake of Jforthumberland's River, on com-

penaatlon by pumping tidal water being
»: given 15,0CO,00O
trxesent provision for taking water from
Cl Thames ... 130,000,000

30,000,000

10,000.000

10,000.000

30.000.

000
3,000,000

10.000.

0co

Total ... 811.000,000

This table does not take into consideration the

utilisation of any of the flood waters of the

Thames. The 311,000,000 gallons of water per

day set out as being available are equal to 20

cubic feet per minute from 1 ,727.5 miles. It is

also equal to 4^ in. in depth off this area,

which is but one-third of the entire area of the

Thames watershed. These figures show that a

very much larger quantity of water is available

in the Thames area if it should ever be

required. If adequate compensation was given

to the various mill and riparian owners on the

streams round London, a very large additional

quantity of spring water might be taken

beyond what is set out in the foregoing esti-

mate, but the pumping of this additional watsr

without adequate compensation would no doubt

very naturally injure the mill and riparian

owners having property cn the various streams

about London. An additional quantity of

water from wells in the lower part of the River

Lea is also available. When increase of popu-

lation renders it necessary, provision may be

made for storing flood water.

As to the pollution of the drainage areas, the

really dangerous population, or that which
cannot be controlled, and which is the scat-

tered population inhabiting the rural areas, has

absolutely diminished during the past forty

years, and it is only in the urban districts and
large villages that any increase has taken place,

and in all these cases the pollution created by
the population can be readily dealt with by the

sanitary authorities, and, as a rule, in most of

the urban centres, the sanitary authorities do
perform their duty in an efficient manner.

In answer to questions, Mr. Baldwin Latham
said that he took all the districts outside London
which abstracted water from the area available

for London that did not come again into the

sources of supply. For example, the Colne

Valley works draw wa‘er above the London
intakes, and return it below Teddington Lock.

Adding all these districts (which he named) to

Registration London, he estimated that in forty

years there would be in the area a population

of 8,743.526 to be provided for. The consump-
tion he would take at 31^ gallons per head per

day for all purposes, much in excess of present

use, thus giving 273,233,000 gallons,—or. say,

275.000.

000. He had himself ganged all the

streams round London except the Lea and the

Wey, and he handed in the Lea gaugings, which
showed that in the very driest time the Lea
could be depended upon for 70,000,000 gallons

a day, and the wells in the valley for 30,000,000

more, which probably came from the Colne

Valley. Dealing with the sources he had
named in the Thames Valley, he said that in

the Epsom district there was an area of about

20 square miles, yielding at a minimum 180,000

gallons per square mile per day. Epsom took half

a million gallons, might take three, and yet leave

three millions, all underground water. The ten

millions he bad put down for the Wandle did

not at all represent the area
;
and the Wandle

lost water, a part of which found its way into

the deep wells nnder London. The Wandle
itself would supply 25,000,000 a day. What
was pumped by the Kent Company could be

more than doubled.

He put in a list of the mills on the various

streams, with the number of water-wheels, the

estimated horse-power, and the money value of

the water-power. On the assumption that all

the water he had indicated were required, mills

on streams to which the water was not returned

would have to be compensated by being sup-

plied with steam-power. The rights of riparian

owners, irrespective of the mills, would not be

affected, because there would always be water
in the streams as long as the mill-beads were
kept up. In gauging chalk districts for many
years, be had found, and bad made allowance

for, variations between rainfalls and stream
flows, the Wycombe area, for instance, yielding

much less than the Croydon area. He con-

sidered the construction of reservoirs in the

Thames Valley quite feasible, and he had
constructed storage reservoirs at Lechlade for

300.000.

000 gallons for the late Mr. Campbell.

In the Lea Valley there were sites on which
storage reservoirs might be constructed. He
had not personally surveyed them, but schemes
had been brought out by Mr. Rendel and Mr.

Milne. He knew some of the suggested sites,

which were probably not in the best positions.

There appeared to be some mistake about the

two gaugings of the Thames in August 1887, as

given by the Conservancy, for a higher flow was
recorded by two independent gaugings by Mr.

Pearce and Messrs. Taylor & Son.
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The Chairman said that if particulars were

handed in he would have them examined by
the Assistant Commissioner.

Witness said he did not suggest pumping
from the chalk in preference to reservoirs in

the valley of the Thames. The time would
come when both would be necessary. In these

particular areas nothing more was wanted tbau

the supplies he had indicated
;
and after these

supplies the first thing would be storage reser-

voirs. In the first instance be would recommend
increased pumping.

Thames Surplus Available for Storage.

Mr. R. W. Peregrine Bircb, C.E., in his state-

ment, said it appeared from the Thames Con-

servancy records that in a very exceptionally

dry season the flow of the Thames past the

companies’ intakes at Hampton and Molesey

may have fallen as low as an average of

281,060,000 gallons a day for a fortnight. This

was the average flow from August 2 to August

15, 1887. The companies were then drawing

101,149,299 gallons, leaving 180,000,000 to pass

by Molesey Lock and W'^eir. All this, less

5,000,000 gallons for navigation requirements

at Molesey Lock, might be used for water supply

purposes without any commensurate injury to

other interests. The Mole and Hogg’s Mill

River, below the intakes, would in that case

provide ample for the reach above Teddington

Lock. There were, then, available from the

river, in round figures, the following quantities

per day :

—

Taken In Aufmat, 18S7

Additional, available without injury

Gallons.
101,000,000
176,000,000

276,000,000

Add trom'the Lea and chalk>ell8 84,000,000

Total available 360,000,000

The Lea and chalk wells provided 82,500,000

a day in August, 1887. The total was

enough, according to Mr. Binnie. to give

30 gallons per head to 12,000,000 persons.

If by improved management and fittingi

the quantity per head could be re-

duced to 20 gallons, then the 360,000,000

gallons wonld suffice for a population of

18,000.000. To the total must be added the

supply obtainable from the chalk water, “ the

natural course for which to the sea is under

the London clay.” The water left in the

Thames is of the same quality as that taken

out. The abstraction of it would reduce the

summer velocity of the Thames between

Hampton and the New Richmond Weir, but

this is unimportant, as no summer velocity is of

any use for scouring purposes. The water can

be maintained at the present summer or any

other convenient height, and the volame of

fresh water provided by tbe Mole, Hogg’s Mill

River, and Crane would keep the rivers sweet

and pure for pleasure purposes, while the

decreased velocity between Teddington and

Molesey would be an advantage for boating.

The Serpentine in Hyde Park is kept whole-

some by a supply pumped to it from two

"With regard to the tidal portion of the

Thames, Mr. Binnie, he thought, had been

influenced by what be regarded as the matured

opinion of Parliament, iudicated by the rejec-

tion of tbe Grand Janction’s application to

remove their intake to Windsor in February,

1888. Bat the vote of tbe House of Commons
was unduly influenced by irresponsible and
extraordinary statements, which the promoters

had no opportunity to refute
;
and it was very

unlikely that any future application would be

met in the same way. Any mischief caused by

the lack of clean water at the point of sewage

discharge must be remedied either by putting

more clean water into the river at or above that

point, or by discharging less sewage there. The
non-abstraction of Thames water would in-

crease the dilution of the sewage by 200,000,000

gallons ;
but by carrying the sewage twenty

miles farther down the river to Shellhaven

seven or eight times more dilation would be

obtained than would be given by the whole

flow of the Thames.
Whilst regarding as unreasonable any re-

striction npon the amount the water authority

may take from tbe Thames, he recognised the

feeling against farther abstraction, and there-

fore considered the storage space that might be

required if additional water was to be taken

without reducing the minimum flow below that

already authorised. The lowest flows are re-
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corded in 1887 ; and in such a year of drought
no storage would be required for the present
authorised abstraction of 130,000,000 gallons.
But, if it were 25, 50, 75, or 100 per cent, more,
the quantities to be taken would be as stated
in column 1, the quantities to be taken from
storage would be those in column 2, and the
number of days when water most be partly
taken from storage are given in column 3 :

„E ^ Days,
26 per cent, more 162,500,000 122,000,000 8
5® »» >. 195,000,000 476,000,000 15

>» .. 227,500,000 1,228,000.000 82
»i .. 260,000,000 2,600,000,000 49

And there would be no day on which the water
must be wholly taken from storage.
Examined upon this statement, Mr. Birch

stoted that he had devoted a large part of
his professiona.! life to the consideration of
hydraulic subjects. In conversation with
the Chairman he admitted that, if he had
taken 17.1,000,000 gallons from the Thames
^dien the discharge at Teddington was only
1<9'6 million gallons, he would have left only
4,.;>00.000 gallons

;
but that did not alarm him,

because, if the companies bad taken every drop
they could, leaving enough for Molesey Lock,
they would not have appreciably injured any
interest at all for that fortnight. It would pro-
bably be a century hence before so large an
abstraction would have to be made. Eeminded
that there was a day in August, 1887, when
only 153,000,000 gallons did go down, he said
that the storage necessary for equalising a
weeks flow was a very small matter. “But
this table, ’ said the Chairman, which I con-
fess rather startled me, “is without calculation
for storage at all.” Answer: “Without more
storage than is necessary for equalising a fort-
nights flow, and that is a very trifling
matter indeed. I mean the companies
have storage quite enough for the present
moment, outness handed in a table showing
that for the fourteen days in August, 1887, the
average flow at Teddington was 11)8,000,000,
Whilst the Companies had taken 101,000 000making a total of 2!)9,000,000. of which one-
sixth was from the Mole and Hog’s Mill river,
leaving 281,060,000. Deducting the 101,000 000
taken by the companies, 180.000,000 were left
to pass Molesey. It was certain that 175,000 000
gallons more than is now taken could be got in
the worst season, without hurting anybody, and
without necessitating any reservoir accommo-
dation at all. Any interests that might suffer
Slightly could be compensated at a much smaller
cost than would be incurred by getting waterfrom any other source. Any reduction thatwas made m the water for the navigation belowthe lowest lock could be made good by a littledredging m the reaches below. The new weir

Jkk i- half of theebb tide If the water could be arrested a foothigher than it was proposed to arrest it, andW discharged in the lastfour and a-half hours of the day, the actualminimum flow of the river could be maintaSed
the scour of the river would be the same asnow, the depth would be the same, and it would

^^6 Same as it is now at the

the flow. The summer flow is no good at all

M 7.hich keep the river scoured. The

furtW
London sewage twenty miles

flo
river would perhaps be one-twentieth part of what it would be^ to bring

London
; and the point of out?

We are obliged to break off here this week.We have in ty^ some farther evidence as to

Rnhf^ propounded by ProfessorKobinson and Messrs. Marten and Rofe; also a
searching examinationwhich those engineers and their proposals

We MralL^ho ? Commissioners.
’ ^ next week some

alt welfsVpVta. ‘‘'d

]6odKs,

Self-Tielj? hi an Alarm of Fire; with JSiiits for
Greater Safety. By R. W. Botd, Associate
of the Sanitary Institute of Great Britain.
London : A. Boyd k. Son.

HIS pamphlet, for it is no more,^ deserves the attention of all house-
holders. It sets forth in plainI a.ii OCV3 lUl 111 lU piaill

language the possible causes of fire to be
most guarded against, in an ordinary dwelling-
house especially, and the best way of acting if
a fire does break out. Some of the recom-
mendations and criticisms have reference to
public as well as private duties. The author
remarks that as a house is never attacked by
fire at the top and bottom at once, there is little
to be feared (for life) if there is a safe and
ready exit both above and below, and suggests
that a proper fire-escape opening should be
required by law at the top of every house. This
would be an excellent arrangement, but it

would almost require houses to be planned and
constructed on purpose, and could hardly be
well applied to existing rows of town houses as
they stand. Most of the advice given, however,
is entirely applicable to present circumstances,
and we recommend owners and tenants, and
persons in charge of schools or public build-
ings, to get it and profit by it.

Haddon Hall Illustrated. By W. E. Cooke.
London : S. Philip & Son

;
Liverpool : Philip,

Son, & Nephew; Nottingham; Norton Co
1892.

Prodablt we shall not be wrong in assuming
that the public attention which is being
directed to Haddon Hall by the performance of
the new operetta at the Savoy Theatre has been
the main cause of the production of this folio
of pretty illustrations of the old mansion. The
illustrations are executed in that form of
crayon lithograph which is much out of fashion
with architects and artists, but is still popular
with the public, and has the practical merit of
giving a considerable degree of effect with
comparatively little trouble. The interiors are
the best, though the architectural details
are very much slurred over. In [short, the
book is of no value to architects, but it is a
pretty drawing-room table volume for the
general public, who have no scruples of con
science as to architectural detail.

COMPETITIONS.

Btand that the designs submitted in this com-

hfv? be London,

MSfraall
Srat. and those of Messrs.

seS L.ttlewood, of Manchester.

Dod's Parliamentary Companion, London
Whittaker k. Co. and George Bell k Sons.

This well-known and well-nigh indispensable
little book is now in its sixtieth year and sixty-
seventh issue. No further testimony to its
usefulness is necessary, for if it had not fulfilled
its purpose it would not have enjoyed so many
years of popularity and success. Its contents
include not only lists of the members of the
Houses of Lords and Commons, a list of all the
constitnencies, brief biographical and genea-
logical notices of Lords and Commons, and lists
of oflicers of both houses, but a great deal
of interesting and reliable matter, admirably
arranged, in explanation of Parliamentary
terms and proceedings. The issue now before
us includes the new Parliament and Ministry,

The County Councillor's Directory. Edited by
C.H.W. Biggs. London: 139, HO.Salisburv-
court.

•'

This is the second issue of a very handy book
of reference. It purports to contain a list of
the aldermen and councillors for all counties
and county-boroughs under the Local Govern
ment Act of 1888.

TRADE CATALOGUES,
The Ruabon Brick and Terra-Cotta Company

(Limited) send us their new catalogue, which
is a well-got-up folio volume containing one
hundred plates illustrative of their productions,
which include moulded and diaper bricks,
bands, string-courses, panels, cornices, balus-
trades, pilasters, capitals, corbels, vases and
terminals, roof and ridge tiles, chimney-pots,

architectural details and features
of all kinds in brick and terra-cotta, both for
internal and external use. The mouldings are
various and mostly well profiled. In regard to
stock decorative work, of course architects as a

rule do not care very much for that, and f
their purpose it is better that such desig;
should at all events be kept as simple ai
conventional as possible. The majority '

the ornamental panels and strings shov
in the catalogue are, from an architect’s poii
of view, too elaborate and too much lil

carving. The kind of things that may come j

usefully to an architect, as supplying the place i

a moulded string-course, are such as Nos. 1|

and 285, which are well-designed and sufficient
simple to bear mechanical repetition

; tt
others will be useful to many of those buildei
and estate agents who wish to put som
architectural appearance on to their house
without having them specially designed by a
architect.

The Wenham Company, Limited, of Uppe
Ogle-street, W., send us illustrated price-list
of their now well-known “ Wenham” gas-lamps
in new designs for indoor and out-door illumi
nation. They also send an illustrated price
list of the “ Wenham ” louvre ventilators.

Mr. T. Freeman, of Phcenix-street, St. Pan
eras, N.W., sends us “ Freeman’s Handy Book,’
which, though not exactly a catalogue, con
tains lists of bricks, tiles, sanitary ware, &c., o:

all kinds. The lists are, in fact, quotation'
sheets, readily detachable from the book, anc
they are intended for use by builders and otben
seeking quotations from Mr. Freeman for tht
goods enumerated.

firDrMS):0ni>inc£.

To the Editor of The Builder.

THE INSTITUTE AND ARCHITECTUR
Sir,—

I

n the Builder for October 22, 189t
p. 314, there appears a note containing a denial b
Mr. Farrow of the remark .attributed to him b
Mr. Jackson, “that as a matter of arehitecturs
education the preparation for the Institut
Examination is perfectly useless.” Iwas present a

the meeting of the Architectural Association o
December 11, 1891, and I certainly did hear Mi
Farrow make the remark in question. As Mi
Farrow’s speech was made in the course of debate
it is very natural that this remark should hav
slipped bis memory. As to your excellent reporten
I need only point out that they do not repor
verbatim, and occasionally use their own judgmen
as to what they insert or omit.

You also refer to an inference drawn by mi
from an advertisement published by an A.R.l.B.A
in these terms :

—“Is this what can be called fail

fighting?" The person in question had un
doubtedly used the affi.x A.R.l.B.A. to advance hii

commercial interests, and I quoted his action as

one amongst other instances tending to show that

the reason for which the Institute diploma was
sought was its supposed commercial advantages,
with the natural consequences illustrated by my
instance

;
and that, therefore, the Institute was

wrong in supplying machinery which could be
wrested to such a degradation of architecture.
This, I maintain, was not only fair fighting, but a

perfectly sound inference on the facts of the case.

Reginald Blo.mkield, M.A.
October 22, 1892.

*** We are still of opinion that to select the
escapade of a dishonest man who was using a title

which he had no right to, as a typical instance of

the kind of use which may be made of membership
of the Institute, is an example of that kind of argu-
ment which is represented in the proverb, “ Any
stick is good enough to beat a dog with.” If

a dauber in some out-of-the-way district announced
himself as “A.R.A.,’’ in order to get commissions
for pictures, would Mr. Blomfield consider that
a reason for attacking the Royal Academy ?

In regard to the question of what Mr. Farrow said,

we may say that our report of that meeting was
made with unusual care in consequence of the unusual
interest of the discussion

;
that the editor of this

journal was present and heard Mr. Farrow's speech,
and does not remember any such strong expres-
sion

; that our reporter does not remember hearing
it (and it would have struck us both if we had
heard it), and that Mr. Farrow himself says he did
not use it, and that it does not represent his

opinion
; and Mr. Farrow is a cool and collected

speaker, generally careful of his words. It is a
case of three memories against two, and we are
inclined to think Mr. Farrow is correct. Perhaps-
the subjoined note from him gives the true explana-
tion.—

E

d.

“Dear Sir,—

I

t is probable that ilr. Blomfield and
Mr. Jackson may have at some time, or even at the
meeting referred to, heard me express what is my
opinion, ‘that crawj/iiny U a perfectly useless prepara-
tion for the Institute examination,' and, of course, o.

fortiori, ‘as a matter (or means) of architectui
education.’ Fred. R. Farrow.
H. H. Statham, Esq.”
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PARTNERSHIP IN ART.

ISm^—Your eorrespomlent, “An Artist,” in your

hue of October 15, is (ar too ingenuous.

iTlie cases ho cites of architects in partnership

b not touch the point at issue, bacause I believe

il the names he mentions are those of fully-

iialified architects.

iwhat has ho to say of those men who call thetn-

Hlves “artists in staiued glass,” who could neither

(•aw a cartoon or paint a piece of glass if their

i’jjry existence depended upon it? Of such there

•pe a goodly uumber, and among them are Uiiiver-

fcty graduates, solicitors, clerks, tailors, iron-

ijundors, oil and lead merchants, &c., kc., all

ijDsiug as “artists in stained glass, and “some of

fjiem turning out a considerable quantity of Art
B^ve the mark !) from their works.

H These people are, in the main, the worst of

Knployers, and are notorious for the fact that they

uiy the lowest wages known in the profession to

(leir art-workmen. So well, indeed, do they know
lis that, in order to keep their men quiet, a

mmon practice among them is to keep a compara-

vely small staff, and to allow them, after doing
gilt or nine hours’ work in the shop, to take other

ork home with them iu order to make up a decent

dng wage.
One of these so-called artists has at present in

s painting-rooms nine men and about ten or more
)ys and youths varying in age from thirteen to

neteen years, these latter receiving in wages from
I. to 18s. i>er week.
Yes, Sir, “manufacturers” and “dealers” are

10 right names for these people, and many glass

linters sincerely hope that you will open your
ilumns to the discussion of this subject of

partnership in art,” especially as applied to

ained glass, and that the result may bo to

iuee7.e out of existence this unnecessary class of

fofitmongers. An Aht Workman.

THE BTFTEENTH-CENTUIIY MADONNA.
Sir,—

O

b, horror ! Is Mr. Vallance going to copy
le fatal mistake of nine-tenths of our modern
lurch “restorers,” and patch his iuteresting and
aluable fifteenth-century figure with “ Church-
ardeos’ Gothic ”

! If lie wants to destroy all its

itrinsic worth let him do it
;
but his reward will be

10 unmeasured condemnation of all persons of

iste, whether artists, connoisseurs, scholars, or

ntiquarians. I knew an instance of a tiftoenth-

intury font in a church that was taken in hand by
le “restorers ” (a bye-word now for “ destroyers”),

id had the old font tooled all over to make it look

nart and clean. A storm of not very compli-

lentary names was soon hurled at the empty beads
those who had done it. Would he patch and

spair his antique with wood from the carpenter’s

lop, and make a new thing of it? or stain the
ean wood to make it look like the other? Would
e tool over Cleopatra’s Needle on the Embank-
lent, and patch the defective places with frosh

uarried granite ? The one would be as reasonable

3 the other. Has the figure lost parts of tbe
rapery and hands by the tooth of Time? Well,
le more’s tho pity that it should be so, but that
lisfortune cannot be helped. What remains is, at

11 events, genuiue, and therein lies its interest. Its

mvk is sacred, for it was done by bands that have
one to dust some centuries ago. Let it aloue—lot

; alone. P. 0. Hutcuinson.

VESTRIES AND HOUSE-DRAINAGE.
Sir,—

W

ill you kindly allow me to correct the
allowing et-mta which occur in my letter of last

?eek '?

“Nine in. 5?/ 6 in. pipe where 4 in. should be,”

hould read, 0 in. aiul 6 in. pipes where 4 in. should
'0 used.”
Further on, through my accidentally emitting a

ouple of words, my remark reads that the trap is

ig enough for a town, whereas I meant to call

ttention to the absurd size of the draia,—viz., 9 iu.

J. IvEMSLEV.

Public Library, Ayr.—Mr. Campbell Douglas
vrites to say that this building should have been

iescribed on p. 325, ante, as by Messrs. Campbell
jpouglas and Morrison, architects, and not ascribed

ito the former only. The mistake was not ouis.

^ SURVETORSHIP APPOINTMENT. ~ At a general
'nesting of the Trustees of tbe Rugby Charity, held

)At tho Judge’s Lodgings at Warwick on the 24th
,.ast., the trustees appointed to the vacant Surveyor-
nhip of their Middlesex estate Mr. Charles K.
•iedells, F.S.L, andMr. C. Herbert Bedells, F.S.L,
toraotising as architects and surveyors in London,
emder the style of “ Lander k Bedells.” The
Estate, which consists of about 180 properties in the
I^eighbourbood of Bedford-row, adjoins the larger

J,state of the Harpur Bedford Charity, which since

6882 has been under Messrs. Lauder k Bedells’

|tianagement. The incomes from these two estates
C'o to tho maintenance of tbe large public schools at
fitugby and Bedford, having been devoted to that

ipurposo by their respective founders, Lawrence
huheriff, grocer, of London, and Sir William Harpur,
X'V Lord Mayor of London.
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CONCRETE.—XVIII.
AGGREGATES, MIXING, ETC.

OR small quantities, the most convenient

method of breaking stone and brick

for aggregates is with an ordinary

stone-breaker’s hammer, but when large quanti-

ties of concrete are required, breaking the

aggregate with hammers is slow and very

expensive. Besides this, the stones broken by

hand are too uniform in size to make the best

concrete; experiments have shown that

machine-broken stones give better results.

There are several kinds of stone-breaking

machines made nowadays, from the hand-

power machine, which one man can work, to

the powerful machine which will turn out about

ten tons of 2 in. cubes in an hour. Ma-
chines of tbe “Blake” type break the stone

by means of a movable jaw, which cracks

the stone between itself and a fixed part

of the machine. Others, such as Messrs.

S. Mason k Co.’s (Leicester) “Continuous

Stone Breaker,” consist of a vertical cylinder

in which a toothed or grooved cone is placed

base downwards, the base of the cone being

slightly less than the internal diameter of

the cylinder
;
the stone is fed into a hopper

over tbe cylinder, and is crushed between the

cylinder and the cone by the revolution of one

or other of them, according to the purpose

for which the machine is intended to be used.

It is said that it will do nearly twice as

much work as any jaw stone-breaker. Other

machines crush the stone between rollers, and

will turn out aggregates in pieces from 3 in,

down to J-in., or, with finer rollers, will

grind the stone to sand.

In all aggregates broken by machinery there

is a certain amount of dust, which detracts

somewhat from the strength of the concrete

;

this dust is sometimes removed by means of a

blast of air, but more usually by washing the

broken material immediately before mixing it

with the cement. Some experiments, carried

out for Sir John Goode in 1873, show the

weakening effect of this dust. Tbe sand,

which was formed during the crushing of

syenite for concrete purposes, was made into

six briquettes, with an equal quantity of

Portland cement
;

other six briquettes were

made with the gritty portion of the same sand,

the impalpable powder being removed by a

blast of air. The latter briquettes, at the end

of seven days, were 18 per cent, stronger than

those which contained dust.

Size of Aggregate.—The smallet the size of

the aggregate the smoother will be the surface

of the finished concrete, bat a small aggregate

gives weaker concrete than a large one with

the same amount of cement. The size of the

largest pieces varies in different specifications

and for different purposes. For concrete in

large masses, as in breakwaters, dock-walls,

&c., it is best to have an aggregate ranging np
to a considerable size, the largest pieces being

such as will just pass through a 3, 3§-, or even

4-in. ring. The same reasoning we employed
to explain the advantages of coarse sand over

fine sand (Chapter XIV.) applies to the aggre-

gate
;

tbe greater the number of pieces in a
given quantity of aggregate the larger is the

extent of surface to which the mortar has to

adhere, and consequently the greater must be

the excess of the mortar over the voids. But
there is a limit of size which it is not advisable

to exceed. This limit was fixed by the Metro-

politan Board of Works in 1872 at 2 in. for all

concrete in buildings, but there is no doubt
that, for foundations and walls more than
12 in, thick, an aggregate containing some
larger pieces would prove, strength for strength,

more economical. Pieces too large have a ten-

dency to wedge together and to leave cavities

in the concrete
;
they should be laid separately

by band as packing in the different layers.

It is not often that the size of the largest

pieces of the aggregate is allowed to exceed

4 in., even for concrete in large masses, as in

breakwaters. For the foundations and walls of

buildings, and for retaining walls, the limit of

size may be placed at 3 in., or one-sixth the

thickness of the foundation or wall, if this be
less than 18 in. and more than 7 in. In London,
of course, the maximum limit is fixed at 2 in.

for all concrete in buildings. For walls and
floors less than 7 in. thick, the limit of size

may be placed at one-fifth the thickness of the

concrete.

Packing .—Considerable saving can be effected

by packing rough stones into the concrete while

it is being deposited. This is sometimes done

to the extent of 20 per cent, of tbe total bulk

of the wall. In heavy engineering works, some
of the stones thus inserted contain a cubic foot

or more, but in buildings smaller pieces must

be used according to the thickness of the wall

or foundation. Care must be taken that none

of these lumps of stone are placed within 3 in.

or 4 in. of the face of the wall or of each other,

and the concrete should contain a proportionate

excess of mortar in order that the packing may
be properly united with the rest of the mass.

It must be remembered that the difficulties of

superintendence are much increased when pack-

ing is specified, as there can be little check on

the quantity of packing which a contractor can

put into a wall. For this reason it is better, in

contract work where the constant supervision of

a clerk of works is n(3t available, to forbid all

packing and to use a well-broken aggregate,

irregular in shape and size, and containing,

therefore, as small a quantity of voids as

possible. In this way, the cement will bind a

larger quantity of aggregate, and the cost

entailed by forbidding packing will be, to some

extent, reduced.

MeasuTi7ig.—Th% various ingredients must be

carefully measured in boxes separately. For

rough work, carried out by the owner’s work-

men, the aggregate may sometimes be measured

with sufficient accuracy in wheel-barrows, a

certain number to each bag of cement. But

for all concrete which may be subjected to

considerable stress and for all contract work,

each ingredient must be measured in a box.

On no account must any deviation from this

rule be allowed, for without accurate measure-

ment the concrete cannot be of uniform

strength,—some portions will have too much
cement and some too little, and the latter will

be the measure of the strength of the concrete.

And in addition to this lack of uniformity, it is

quite possible that the proportion of cement

used will be lees than that specified, and in

this case tbe whole mass suffers.

The quantity of concrete which can con-

veniently be mixed by hand at one time does

not exceed one cubic yard, but it is better to

mix less than this, especially if the concrete be

fine (as for thin walls, floors, &c.) or the cement

be quick-setting. Having decided upon the

amount of aggregate to be measured, it is easy

to calculate the size of the boxes required for

that and for the other ingredients. There are

several methods of measuring the ingredients.

Sometimes a bottomless box or frame is used

for the aggregate, and this is placed on the

mixing board and filled level with the top

;

upon it then is placed another bottomless box

o£ the same length and breadth but of smaller

depth,—varying according to the specified ratio

between cement and aggregate,— and this box

is then filled with cement and struck level

with a straight - edge. The best method^

perhaps, is to fill the aggregate into a bottom-

less box as above, then place on it another

similar box of suitable depth and fill it with

sand; lift the two boxes by the handles in their

ends, and the sand is spread over the aggre-

gate
;
the cement must be measured in a box

(with a bottom) and emptied over the heap.

For instance, in the case of concrete specified

to be composed of 1 part cement, 2 parts sand,

and 4 parts broken stone, the stone could con-

veniently be measured in a frame 4 ft. by

2 ft. 6 in,, by 2 ft. deep, the sand in a similar

frame 1 ft. deep (or preferably in one rather

deeper, say 3 ft. by 2 ft. 6 in., by 1ft. 4 in.

deep), and the cement in a proper box 2 ft. by

2 ft., by 1 ft. 3 in. When large shallow boxes

or frames are used, there is more liability of

inaccurate measurement. In exposed situa-

tions, the mixings should be done under cover,

so that the cement may not be carried away by

the wind.
Washing the Aggregate .—We have already

pointed out the dangers which may arise from

the use of dirty aggregates, and have stated

that these can be obviated by thoroughly wash-

ing the aggregates. Tbe washing can most

conveniently be done immediately before mix-

ing the concrete, and can be carried out on the

same platform, although it is better to have

separate platforms, as the slope, which is re-

quired in the washing-platform, may cause

cement to be carried away if the platform be

used for mixing purposes. The washing-platform
may be of boards or planks, and must be laid

with sufficient inclination, so that the dirt can

be easily removed by the water, Tbe material

should be shovelled backward and forward by
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one or more men.aa ample snpply of water
being at the same time poored upon the heap
by another man. Thoroogh agitation of the
3^^regateand a plentiful amount of water are
needed, and the operation should be continued
until the effluent water shows little trace of
isnpurity. The washing of the aggregate leaves
It m a damp state, and, therefore, in the best
condition^ for making strong concrete. Where
washing is not adopted, the aggregate ought
to be sprinkled with water before using, as a
ary aggregate absorbs moisture from the
cement, and leaves it without sufficient water
for its proper induration.
Mixing .—There are two ways of mixing con-

crete, the “dry” and the “wet;” the former
IS the method usually adopted in England, the
latter is common in France

;
the name hcton has

been applied to concrete made in the French
way. For cement-concrete the Eoglish method
IS the beet, for lime-concrete the French has the
advantage.

Concrete can be mixed either by band or by
machinery, the latter for large quantities being
considerably more economical. Mr. Bernays, in
LS80, recommended the mixing of concrete by
hand, for the reason that machines cannot be
fixed as near the place of deposition or moved
as easily as simple wood platforms can

;
at the

same time he acknowledged that some machines
did their work perfectly. Since that time, how-
over, machines have come more and more into
use, and nowadays many are employed by
building contractors, although they are not, of
course, as large and powerful as those used in
fcarbour-works and the like. For small quan-
tities of concrete, that is to say, in the great
majority of buildings in which concrete is used
mixing by hand is almost invariably adopted.
Hand-mixing reqnires considerable care. The

points to be aimed at in " dry ” mixing are tbe
following :—The platform should be as near the
rpJace of deposition as possible. The sand and
the broken material or gravel must be turned
over so that tbe voids in the latter are filled by
the former; the cement must be distributed
equaUy throughout the whole

; sufficient water
must be added so that it may cause the cement
to form a thin film aroond every particle of
sand and fragment of larger material, bat not
enough to wash away the cement; with quick-
setting cement the operations must be rapidly
completed. Mr. Grant recommends that the
ingredients be turned over at least three times
^y, the water then added, and the whole mass
(turned over three or four times wet. It is not
often, however, that so much manipulation is
specified

; more commonly it is specified that
the materials shall be turned over twice dry^d twice wet. Sometimes the operation
IS performed entirely with spades, either
two or preferably more men being employed
and the heap being thoroughly turned over
by them in shoveUing it from one part of the
mixing-platform to another, and back again

:

the materials have then been turned twice dry
Water in proper proportion is now sprinkled
upon the heap by another man through a rose •

it the water be poured from pails, it is probable
that some of the cement will be washed awayand that excess of water wiU be nsed. The
•materials are again turned over daring the
operation of sprinkling, and after a fourth
turning the concrete should be ready for use
Dt^etimes, in addition to the two or more men
with spades, another man with a large two-
pronged rake is employed to rake the in-
gredients to and fro as they are turned by the
spades

;
this is an improvement on the other

method.
Sometimes the cement and sand are first

carefully mixed and afterwards the brokenstone IS added, the whole is then well turned
over before the water is added, and again after-
wards. This method has much to recommend

In the French method of mixing heton, the
lime or cement and sand are first made into
mortar, and this is then mixed with the broken
stones, Sto, When lime is the matrix employed
this system is the best. The lime, if in lumnscan be thoroughly slaked, and can in Ly oa?ebe ground m a mortar mill, thus eliminating

the h S*? which may result fromthe hydration of coarse particles of lime afterthe fine portion has set. The mortar maybe
dement 7 P^P^ttioD ot 1 part limS or

P^'‘“ Lieutenant« nght thus desonbes the operation of making

b eoar^d h“v ‘fl

concretrwaf
"Pteadmg ont the gravel on aplatform of rough boards, in a layer from 8 in.
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to 12 in. thick, the smaller pebbles at the bot-
tom and the larger on the top, and afterwards
spreading the mortar over it as uniformly as
possible. The materials were then mixed by
four men, two with shovels and two with hoes
the former facing each other, and always
working from the outside of the heap to tbe
centre, then stepping back, and recommencingm the same way, and thus continuing the
operation until the whole mass was turned
The men with hoes worked each in conjunction
with a shoveller, and were required to rub ncll
into the mortar each shovelful as it was turned
and spread, or rather scattered, on the plat-
form by a jerking motion. Tbe heap was
turned over a second time in the same manner
but in the opposite direction, and the in-
gredients were thus thoroughly incorporated
the surface of every pebble being well covered
with mortar. Two tamings usually sufficed to
make the mixture complete, and the resulting
mass of concrete was then ready for trans-
portation to the foundation. The success of
the operation, however, depends entirely upon
the proper management of the hoe and shovel
and though this may be easily learned by the
Jabonrer, yet be seldom acquires ir, without the
Tarticnlur attention of the overseer. ''

OBITUARY.
Dr. August von* Essexwein, the curator of the

Arts and Crafts Museum at Nuremberg, has died of
heart di.sease. at the age of sixty-oue. He had
studied architecture at Vienna under Ferstel, and
had held various posts of importance, such as City
J^chitect to Graz. In 1866 he was invited to take
office at the Nuremberg Museum, and in the
twenty-five years of his curatorehip the collections
were greatly extended and entirely rearranged He
himself designed the extension of the old museum
buildings, drawing every detail, including the
coloured glass, and it was this buildine-, together
with an extension of the Town-hall of Nuremberg
which gave him tbe repute of an able architect as
well as invaluable custodian of some of Germany’s
important art treasures. A great number of
writings from his pen have appeared in the Nurem-

of others we would mention
his Medifcval Brick Architecture in North Ger-many and hts “ History of Fire-arms.” It will be
exceedingly difficult to replace him.
Herb Julius Hen:^icke, late of the firm of Von

ler Hude & Heunicke, of Berlin, has died at tbe age
of sixty. He was well-known throughout Germany
as a hotel specialist, the large Central and Kaiserhof
hotels m Berlin among many others being built
(rom his drawings. Tbe new Lessing Theatre was
one of the last buildings of the firm us such, which
by the bye, was one of the first firms of so-called
private architects to be established in Berlin when^ly (lovernment architects practised in that city,
-tlerr Hennicke in reality introduced the fine new
covered markets Berlin boasts of; and of other
municipal work we may mention the great slaughter-
house built from his plans at Buda-Pesth in 18/1

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
-Additions to the Oxford Universitt Museum
-A large addition, says tbe Oxford Times, is beingmade to the University Museum, Oxford, for thedepartment of Human Anatomy. The extension ison the east side of the main building abutting on

tbe parks, and the main entrance is on the north

u on
basement there is a tank-room 60 ftby 29 ft., a working lobby 5 ft. by 21 ft., iospectionl

room, preparation-room, coal-cellurs, attendant's
rooms, general stores, and the usual offices. The
principal rooms on the ground floor are the dis-
secting-room, 60 ft. by 30 ft.; museum, 30 ft. by

; two private rooms, vestibule, prosector’s
room, and a lecture theatre, the latter being 30 ft.
square. The museum has a gallery running allround at the height of II ft., and both that and the
dissecting-rcwm receive light through the roof from
the north side only, to avoid the glare of the sun,
Kendlo s patent system of glazing being used. The
rnicroscopioal room, which is 18 ft. by 30ft.. is onthe first floor, where there are also two assistants’
rooms. At the north-east angle of the building is
a large lantern_ over the lecture theatre, together
with a ventilating shaft, and the principal featuresm the north elevation are the octagon turret, and
the gables and dormers over the windows The
chief decorative work, however, is the window
lighting the museum in the east elevation, balua-tradmg being placed round the lecture theatre. The
stone used is box-ground, from Bath, and pugging
ta used between the principal flnors to deaden the
sound. The builders are Messrs. Symm & Co
Oxford, the architect being Mr. H. Wilkinson

Oxford, and the clerk of the works
Mr. R. Lngland. Externally the building is of
freestone, like the rsst of the Mussum, but it is
roofed with tiles instead of s’ates.

_

St. Andrew’s Church, Paignton.—On the 5t
inst. Mr. Sampson Ilanbury, High Sheriff of Devoc
laid the foundation-stone of the St. Andrew’:
Church, Sand’s-road, Paignton. The actufti wori
of erecting the church, for which Messrs. Fuiford
Tait, k Harvey, of Exeter, are the architects wa
commenced a month or two ago. The contract fo
the first section, which comprises the sanctuary
choir, morning chapel, priests’ and choir vestries
and tower up to the lower chamber, was secured bi
xMr. E. P. Bovey, of Torquay, for 2 562/. The tota
cost of the whole building is estimated at 6, 550/. Tbf
style is based upon that of the French fourteenth
century period. When completed the church wili
accommodate 600 persons, in addition to the clergy
and choir. The buildiog will be executed io
local red ruck, with box ground stone drestings
externally, and Ham Hill stone dressings iuter-
naliy. The flooring of the chapel and ves-
tries will

^

be of wood blocks, and that of the
chancel will be laid in marble mosaic, white the
steps to the sanctuary will be of Devonshire marble
and the columns supporting the arches will bo of
the same material. Behind the altar space is given
for tbe erection of a reredos at a future time. Tbe
roof over tbe chancel and morning chapel will fao
of oak, while that portion of the latter which is
situate in the tower will be covered by groined
stone vaulting. The building will be heated with
hot water, the chamber for which is included in the
present contract. Mr. J. Pullen is clerk of tbe
works.

Municipal Buildings. Morlet, Yorkshire.—
On the 8th inst. the foundation-stone of tbe Morley
Municipal Buildings was laid by the Mayor of the
borough (Alderman Clough). The buildings when
completed, says the Leeds Mercury, wili comprise
Municipal Offices, Borough Court, Police Depart-
ment, and Town-hall. The site is bounded on the
east by Qiieen-stroet, on the south by Albion-street.
on the north by Wellington-street, and on the west
by an intended road 10 yards wide. From back to
front the ground falls about 19 ft On tbe ground
floor there will be on the left of the principal en-
trance the Town Clerk’s and Borough Accountant's
offices, to the right the Surveyor's and Nuisance
Inspector’s offices

;
along the north corridor are to

be the Borough Court, Magistrates' Retiring-
room, and Magistrates’ Clerk’s rooms, with
the witnesses’, solicitors’, and Magistrates'
Clerk’s office to the rear. The public en-
trance to the Borough Court will be from the
intended road, and that for the magistrates by the
principal entrance in Queen-street. In the court a
gallery is to be erected for the use of the public.
The Town-hall is to be on this floor at the south-
west comer facing Albion-street and the intended
road, 90 ft. long, 46 ft. wide, and 36 ft. high,
entered through the central hall direct from tbe
main entrance in Queen-street, and with two addi-
tional entrances from Albion-street. At the
northern end will be an orchestra the full width
of the room, under which are to be the retiring-
rooms for the performers

;
at the opposite end

will be a large gallery, wi,h a balcony on each
side, having tip-up seats fixed in position, the total
accommodation being for 1,200 persons seated.
The second floor is to be approached from the
main staircase in the centre of the building, and
will have a large waiting-hall or gallery giving
access to all the rooms on this floor. At the
south-east corner of Queen -street will be the
banquetting or reception room, with a small com-
mittee or serving room attached. At the opposite, or
north-east, comer there will be the Council-chamber,
with Councillors’ ante-room and retiring-room and
Mayor's parlour, with waiting-room and large com-
mittee-room, the latter being connected with the
banquetting-room by folding doors. The lower
ground-floor will be about level with the south-east
comer, next Queen-street, the ground being ex-
cavated from front to back with large areas for
light. The following rooms are being provided for
the different departments, viz. Offices for the
payment of rates, water inspector and sanitary
inspector, with meter and samp'e rooms, weights
and measures and reading-room. The police depart-
ment is to the north at the upper end of Wellington-
street, and immediately under the magisterial
portion on the floor above. It will have a separate
entrance from the street to the charge-room, inspec-
tors’ and superintendents’ rooms, day or parade room,
cleaning, lamp, and store-rooms, and to the cells.
These are eight in number, one being an association
cell, and are all placed in the interior of the building.
A doorway from the prisoners’ corridor will lead
to an area which will serve as an airing and
exercise ground. At the north-west comer will be
the caretaker's house, consistiog of kitchen, two
bedrooms, pantry, ko. Underneath a portion
of the large hall, next to Albiou-streot, will
be the minor hall, to seat 600 persons, 70 ft.

long, 46 ft. wide, and 16 ft. high, with a plat-
form at one end, connected with the performers’
retiring-rooms before mentioned. A general
kitchen will be provided, with scullery attached,
constructed in the roof, on the south side. Ic
is proposed to heat the large rooms by hot water
on tbe low pressure system, and tho offices with
open fireplaces. The whole of the ashlar used in
the building is to be from the Morley Quarries, all
lined with brickwork throughout. The designs
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'•om which the buildiag is being erected were

rreparcd by Messrs. Holtom k Fox, of Dewsbury,

md were selected from a number of competitive

designs sent in. The contractors, and the amounts

fiT their contracts, are as follow : — Masonry,

^lessrs. J. Schofield, Sous, k, Co., Leeds, 12,456i. ;

lilumbing, Mr. Thomas Storey, 890Z.
;

joiners’

.Tork, Messrs. James Clegg & Son, 3,084L ; plaster-

ring, S. Johnson & Son, Mirfield, i,060i. ;
ironwork,

lilessrs. Firth & Clay, Dewsbury, 348i. ;
slating,

tHessrs. J. Atkinson & Sons, Leeds, 288L Mr.

ilenry Clarke is clerk of the works.

A Restoration of Gulval Church, Cornwall.
l;-Gulval Church, near Penzance, was re-opened on

Elbe 10th inat., after undergoing restoration, by the

Ijord Bishop of Truro (Dr. Gott). The parish

riihurch of Gulval, says the Western ^forllu^g iVews,

iivas one of the cruciform Cornish churches built in

» ho early part of the fourteenth century, and appa-

ll'ently remained intact for two centuries, and then

iJjxtensive alterations were made. The south tran-

lept and south aisle were then removed, and the

2]uaint old tower erected. Further renovation be-

came necessary about thirty-five years ago, and the

ihurch was re-seated, the aisles running parallel,

«nd the end granite windows were erected. Since

then the only alterations have been the replacing

cf a two-light window in the east end of
_

the

::hancel by one of five lights, and filled with stained

t'lass. About two years ago, however, a great

rjuantity of the ceiling of the church fell away, and

Mr. J. Piers St, Aubyn, of Marazioo, was re-

quested to examine the roof and prepare a report.

The examination showed that the timbers support-

ing the roof had become rotten, and there was a

danger of some portion of the roof collapsing,

whereupon it was decided to construct a new roof,

and generally to effect a thorough renovation. A
new transept on the north side of the nave, to be

known as the Bolitho Chapel, has been built.

The transept has a four-light window in the

north eable, filled with stained glass by Messrs.

Heaton^ Butler, & Bayne. Under the window
an alabaster arcading has been constructed.

In addition to the transept, the north chancel aisle

and the north-west aisle have been built, the former

for use as a clergy vestry and to contain the en-

larged organ. The chancel has been fitted vfiih oak

stalls and paved with polished Plymouth marble.

The benching of the chapel is of carved oak. The

paving outside the benching is of Plymouth marble,

and on the east the chancel is divided from the

organ-chamber by a glazed screen of oak. The
transept is fitted with pitch-pipe benching, and the

gangways paved with red tiles. Tbe north-west

aisle contains a four-light window, in memory of

Mr. T. S. Bolitho, and all the memorial windows,

which occupied various positions in the north wall

of tbe church, have been rebuilt in the new north

wall. The work has been carried out by Messrs.

Carah & Edwards, of Praze
;
the alabaster work by

Mr. Earpe, of London
;
the marble pavement by

Messrs. Goad k Co., of Plymouth; the ironwork

by Messrs. Holman k Son, of Penzance
j

the

glazing and readjusting of the old stained glass by

Fouracre k Son, of Stoiiehouse
;
and the plumbing

work by the late Mr. J. Mowatt, of Penzance ;
thi

whole being superintended by Mr. J. Piers St.

Aubyn, the architect.

New Church, Hull.—

T

be now Church of St.

Augustine’s, situate in Queen’s-road, Newland,

Hull, was opened by the Bishop of Beverley on the

10th inat. The architect is Mr. G. Gilbert Scott,

and the edifice consists of one wide nave and one

I aisle. It is in tbe Late Decorated style, built of

I brick, with stone facings, and the interior arches

1 of red Hollingtoo stone. The interior roof is of

i pine. A special chamber and gallery are con-

. structed for the organ on the north side of the

. church. The tower contains a gallery, with

chambers for bells. The seats are of pitch-pine.

New College Buildings, Bristol.—

T

he New
I Medical School of the Bristol University College,

which has been for tbe past year in process of con^

. struction, was, says the Bristol Times and Mirror,

' opened for classes on th6 4thin8t. The old build-

ings, designed for a temporary purpose, have long

I been felt inadequate. The new building, which is

part of the future grand front, is erected in local

red Pennant stone, with dressings and mouldings of

Coombe Down freestone. Entering from the mam
road, under a deeply-moulded arch, a lobby is

passed, conductiog into a large halt, whence access

is gained to the various deparlmentB. The medical

museum, on tbe right, is 50 ft. by 30 ft. There are

also rooms for the faculty meetings, medical tutors,

students, kc., together with cloak-rooms, there

being access by a glazed covered way to the old

Medical School, the interior of which has been

modified and renovated. From the hall, which is

floored with mosaic, rises a wooden^ staircase,

leading to the first floor, on which are ,

physiology theatre for about fifty students

a large laboratory ;
a professors’ preparation-

room
;

and a library 50 ft. by 30 ft., lighted

on three sides by traceried windows of leaded

glass, and having a Gothic open • timbered

roof, with hammer-beam principals. The scheme

has been completed under the superintendence of

Mr. F. Bligh Bond, architect, of Bristol
;
and Mr,

George Humphreys, of Bristol, was the contractor.

The buildings have been warmed by Messrs. Crispin

& Son, engineers, of Bristol. The ornamental lead

glazing was supplied by Messrs. Moon & Son, and

that of the large staircase lights by Messrs. Bell k
Son, both of Bristol. The carving has been

done by Messrs. Davey k Bushell. The engineer-

ing wing will probably bo complete early next

spring. The ground floor gives a workshop and

casting-shop of about 70 ft. by 34 ft., with a

boiler-house in connexion with the same.
_

Above
will be two floors, the first devoted to engineering

lecture-rooms, and the second will provide a series

of drawing and class rooms. The cost of the com-

pleted buildings will be about 4,OOOL The building,

when finished, will form the south side of the future

,jreat quadrangle, which is designed to lie back

rom the road front. The existing portions

of the University building will therefore form the

north and east sides of the quadrangle. The archi-

tect for this section is also Mr. F. Bligh Bond;

the contractor is Mr. William Church, of Bristol.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.

France.

—

According to the proposals of the

Section of Architecture, the Academia des Beaux-

Arts decided last week that the prize founded by

M. Bailly, the much-regretted President of the

Society of French Artists, should be awarded to a

French artist for a completed building, or to a

French author for a work on architecture. The

prize will be given according to the following rules :

Twice consecutively for a completed building, the

third time for a publication. The prize twill be

given for the first time to the architect of the best

building erected during the last six years. The

landscape painter Gosselin, curator of the Museum
at Versailles, is very seriously ill. The Jury of

the Ecole des Beaux-Arts has awarded the medals

for 1892 as follows : — Painting, M. Mitrecey

;

Sculpture, M. Rispal
;
Architecture, M. Deperthes.

This same pupil has also obtained the Prix Abel

Blouet. The Prix Jay has been bestowed on M.

Channt. We may also mention that out of the 971

young people admitted to the School course 501 are

architects. Fifty competitors have taken part in

tbe open competition ior the decoration of the

Salons d’Introduction of the Salle des F^tes at the

Hotel de Ville. The designs, which are on view at

the Palais des Beaux-Arts, will be judged this week.

Tbe sum allowed for each Salon iseO.OOOfrancp.

M. Dalou has just been definitely commissioned to

execute the monument to be raised by public sub-

scription to Alphand. This monument, which is to

be erected in the Square of St. Jacque la Boucherie,

close to the Boulevard Sebastopol, consists of a

semi-circular erection, with an interior decoration

of bas-reliefs, representing works directed by the

eminent engineer. In the centre is the statue of

Alphand on a pedestal, and surrounded by workers,

to whom Alphand gives orders. To-morrow,

October -30, tbe official inauguration of the new

Pont de Confians will take place. The
bridge, which was begun two years ago,

unites the Communes of Cbarentou-le-Pout

and Ivry-Bur-Seine. -The old church of

Bougiva', which has been almost in ruins, is now

being demolished. The old clock is to be preserved

and restored
;

tbe new church will cost 700.000

fi-iincs. Some workmen have just discovered at

Guise
'
(Aisne) tbe foundations of a Roman city

dating from the first century of the Christian era
;

they have also found the remains of some wall-

paintings, some shaped flints, and a hatchet. These

curious remains prove without doubt that the old

city occupied the site of what is now the Rue

Camille Desmoulins, A statue has just been

erected to Pagnier, the Marechal des logis of the

12th regiment, who was the first French soldier

killed at the commencement of the war of 1870-

1871. The monument is in the cemetery of

Niederbronn. In the court of the Police station

at Angers, a sarcophagus has been discovered, con-

taining the body of a Bishop, in his robes, with a

paten in gilt copper, of the thirteenth century, by

his side, a gold episcopal ring with a blue stone,

and a finely-carved cross. From certain docu-

ments found at tbe Bishop’s Palace, where the

bones have been takaii, this tomb appears to have

been that of Michel Atavis Villoiseau, B sbop of

Angers, who died in 1260, and was buried in the

choir of the chapel of the Jacobins, which he had

built and where now stands the Gendarmerie.

The different objects found have been placed in the

Museum of St. Jean at Angers. On November 12

the new hospital for scrofula will be opened. It has

been built by the Administration of Civil Hospitals

at Lyons on tbe (almost) island of Giens, near

Hyeres. The Municipal Council of Rochefort

have just decided to construct large barracks for

the Infantry on the plateau of Sainte Sophie, near

the town. A ma^ificent tomb has just been

inaugurated at Saint Geniez (Aveyron) in memory

of Mudame Paulin Talabot, a former director of the

railways of Paris, Lyons, and the Mediterranean.

This monument has been made from tbe designs of

MM. Luoien Magoe, Ernest Barrias, and Puech.

The monument is 13 metres high, and forms an

open loggia, the dome of which is supported by four

massive columns, under which is the statue of

Madame Talabot draped in a mantle and kneeling

principal scenes in the Passion. The monument
has been entirely made in Paris, and has cost

150,000 francs. Twelve wagons were employed to
convey the enormous mass of stone and marble.

The death is announced, at Tours, of M. Alfred
Didier, historical painter. He was born at Paris io

1840
;
was a pupil of M. F. Barrias. We may

mention amongst his principal works the following :—"The Interview of Mdlle. de Sombreuil and
General Hoche” (1866), " Theroigne de Mericourt’'

(1869), "Death of .Bayard” (1879), "Victory at
Wissembourg by General Hoche ” (1887), &c.

M. Charles Eugene Chatign^ has just died at
Dijon, at the age of sixty-eight. He was a very
fine miniature painter. The Service des Beaux-
Arts of the Ville de Paris is now restoring the
famous “ Chevaux de Marly” which stand at the-

entrance to the Champs Eiysees. In order to pre-

serve these specimens of eighteenth-century art, it in

still a question whether they shall not be removed to
a museum and replaced by bronze casts. We
hear of the death of M. Emile Pouget, Paris,

architect, member of the Socicte Centrals des-

Architects. M. Pouget was only forty-eight.

Vienna.—Messrs. Fellner k Helmer have bean
commissioned by the Municipality of Wiesbaden to

build a new theatre in that city. According to

contract, the theatre is to seat 1,400 persons, and is-

not to cost more than 1,590,000 marks (79,500f.).

If the work can be commenced during the present
month, the architects promise that the structure

shall be ready in September, 1894.

Berlin.—The Emperor, on his return journey

from Vienna, stopped at Wittenberg to inspect the
historical Lutheran church (Die Schlosskirche),

which has been restored by his command. Profes-

sor F. Adler, the eminent archreologist, who had-

acted as architect on behalf of the Prussian Board
of Works, was in attendance, together with the
master-workmen employed on the building.

There is to be a monument erected in memory of

the late Empress Augusta, who had given much*
time to the charitable institutions of the capital.

limited competition for the design will be
opened. Five eminent sculptors have been invited

to send in models. Herr Dr. Zelie has been
made chief " Burgermeister” of Berlin, the Em-
peror signifying his approval to this election. In

Dr. Zelle architecture as an art will find a friend,

and there will probably be a new regime in the

Municipal Board of Works. A new building for

tbe Royal College of Music is to be put up by Herr
"Bauratb” Schweehten in the Potsdamer-street,

but at a considerable distance behind the street

frontage line. Professor J. Lessing, the curator

of the Arts and Science Museum, has read an ini-

portant paper on the design of modern German
furniture.- The electric lighting in the main
thoroughfares of Berlin is to be greatly increased

next year. The electric light will also be used on

the “ SchloBsfreiheit ” in front of the Royal
Palace. "Gardens, Fountains, and Monu-
ments” will be the subject of a series of lectures

by Dr. J. Springer at the " Kunstgewerbe
Museum. Tbe subject has not been systematically

treated before in Berlin, and the lectures axe-

expected to excite some interest.

MISCELLANEO US.

Glasgow Institute of Architects.—On th»

18th inst. the annual meeting was held in the

Religious Institution Rooms, Glasgow, Mr^
William Leiper, A.R.S.A., presiding. Thetwenty-
fovirlh annual report showed that there were forty-

nine ordinary and seven honorary members in the

Institute. Great interest was shown by the Insti-

tute during the session in the preparation by the

Corporation of a Building Act for Glasgow. The
Bill had now become law, but it was gratifying to-

be able to report that various clauses which had

been objected to by tbe Institute had been deletedl

or modified. Mr. T. L. Watson said that any
action they had taken in tbe past had been taken

only with the view of ensuring good building.

The Mason College Engineering Society,,

BlRiUNGHAil.—The opening meeting of this College

for session 1892 93 was held in Mason College, Bir-

mingham, on the 19th inst., when Prof. Robert H.

Smith delivered a presidential address on "Tech-
nical Education

;
its Use and Abuse : What it can

do and what it cannot do.” Prof. Smith divided

the whole of education into three stages,— l,_pre

liminary and general; 2, special, t.e., professional

or technical
;
and, 3, the subsequent training re-

ceived through the experience of practical work

and life. The third stage was the most imnortant,

not only as being longer and more difficult, out also-

as affording wider opportunities. He next insisted

strongly on making the initial stage liberal and

general in character, and of continuing it until tbe

age of at least thirteen for relarively poor boys and

girls, and to from fifteen to eighteen for those-

better off. He complained of what he cbaracterised'

as the one-sided nature of the teaching of the

present school system, and raid that it required

development not only^on the Natural Science side,

but also in the direction of training in skilled

He did not much care what kind

employed e. the meaue ot thi.
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•Two AMiet.mt Sanitary Insnectors
Surveyor, Gower Highway District
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WaniUworth B. of W.
Olamorgsn C. C
Aberdeen Town Conn.
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Nov. 14
do.

Borough EngiBeer’s Assistant
Rangoou Port Trust!!
Soutuampton Corp. ..

1,000 rupees per mouth
Oi. per week

Nov. n
Jan 2'!l8

No date

training; but he insisted that it was a yiciously
narrow and illiberal training that made no effort to
cultivate among all classes an intelligent compre-
hension of, and sympathy and respect for, what
must remain the life-work of the vast bulk of man-
kind. The object of such teaching of manual work
was distinctly liberal, and it should be counted ouite
as needful a part ofgeneral education as the literary
mathematical, scientific, and artistic portions of
the curriculum. In the subsequent technical
teaching he referred chiefiy to what was needed by
the artisan population : and repudiated the claim
to be called technical schools of those where
nothing but science and vague generalities regard-
ing the application of science to industry were
taught. The detailed study of the materials
appliances, and methods of one or other set of
industries was the proper object of a technical
school, and this study should be as scientific as the
contemporary development of science permitted •

but it must leave Science behind wherever Science
has not followed the actual advances made by
industry. Many faculties necessary for success in
industry could be gained only by training in works
butagreat deal ol the skill and knowledge neces-
sary for the conduct of industry can be obtained in
a well-managed school. Such a school may do
useful work under certain conditions and certain
limitations,—namely, its teachers must have, in
works, obtained a thorough first-hand knowledge of
what they teach, and must also be men of first-class
general and scientific education

: secondly, a suffi-
cient time must be allowed for the influence of the
school to work on each individual student

; thirdly
the school must be materially well equipped. The
unavoidable limitations referred to this third con-
dition, because schools would never be furnished
with large-sized apparatus, nor apparatus to deal
with large masses of material, while the pro-
perties and actions of large masses and large
machines were often very different from those of
small masses and machines,

Furness Abbey said to be in Danoeii —
According to the Kendal Merairn. the ruins 'of
Furness Abbey are iu a bad way. 'The heavy rains
and a stream which runs close by have made their
way to the foundations, with the result that part of
the north and south transepts and chancel have
become somewhat dangerous, and workmen are
now employed in placing strong tie-rods and braces
in order to keep the walls together. Some months
ago all the ivy was stripped off the walls, and the
tops wore carefully sealed with cement to prevent
the rain getting in,

Hblliwbll's Patent Glazing.—

W

e are aeked to
mention that the business in patent glazing and
zinc roofing hitherto carried on by the late Mr.
rielhwell will be continued as usual, under the style
or title of “ Helliwell & Co.,” by the acting
executors, Mr. J. Boosie and Mr. W. Kemp, both

of whom were associated with the late Mr. Helliwellm the conduct of the business for many years.
A NEW Chimney-cleaner.—Messrs. W. & g.

Ashford, of Birmingham, send us the accompauyint^
illustration of a steel scraper which they have
patented, for cleaning the .insides of flues, drains,
i^c. As will be seen from the illustration, it con-

sists of a system of jointed steel bars on the head
of a rod, which can be adjusted by a screw so as to
(ITilarcro nr- /rki ln,.— a-a. at

- ..AA.A,^ vzim uo aiijusiea oy a screw so as toenlarp or collapse to fit the size of the flue orpipe to be cleaned. It is claimed that this will

_

East Riding Antiquarun Society. — An
maiigural meeting, for the purpose of establishing

fi?
Antiquarian Society, was held onthe 19th mst, m the Council Chamber of the Hull
Charles Cox, LL.D., F.S.A., pre-

11
said an antiquarian society

well organised could do effectual work through

they
^ ^’PeratioDS,

they might be able to ensure careful restoration and

the prevention of acts of vandalism which migh
otherwise be perpetrated. The Bishop of Bevede'

. A 'Z ^ society be formed, having for it

I

object the study and preservation of aniiqiiitie:

,

popularising tho arcbaiology of the Eas
;

Kiding. A\Iderman Park soconded the resolution

i 11
motion of Col. Haworth^ooth that the society .should be termed “ Th<

j

East Riding Antiquarian Society,” and other detai
arrangemeuts having been made, Dr. Cox wai

;
elected to the position of President.
Lift at the New Travellers- Club.-Messrs.

Archibald Smith A: Stevens ask us to say that the
passenger lift at the New Travellers’ Club, man-

,

tinned ip our issue of the 15th inst., was erected by

lbuddiDg“ same

I

Plumbers’ Cla.sses at Newcastle-on-Ttne.—
I

Sir John B. Monckton, Town Clerk of London,

I

recently distributed the prizes and certificates of
[merit granted by the Worshipful Company of
' Plumbers, London, to the students in the plumbing
classes at the Durham College of Science, New-
castle.

Castleton Sewage Scheme.—The Chairman of
the Castleton Local Board visited London on the

ult., accompanied by the (Jlerk and the
Engineer, to submit to the Local (lovernment
Roard plans of the proposed sewage scheme for the
district. Ihe proposal is to convey the sewage ofone part of the district to a site near the canal at

,

Tnib Emithy, and that of the other part of the
I
district to some site to be secured at Sudden • the

' sewage to be treated at each outfall. Plans of the
sewage purification works have been prepared byMr Higgle Borough Engineer to the Corporation
of Heywood and are designed for carrying out the
International Irocess of purification by means of
ferrozone and filtration through polarite beds.

Memorial to Bishop Lightkoot, Durham.-
Uu the mh mst. the cenotaph which forms the

,

first part of the memorial to the late Bishop Light-

j

loot, was unveiled in Durham Cathedral The
memorial is placed on the north side of the choir
ot tho cathedral, under the screen dividing the
choir from the north aisle. This screen has bad its

' central portion removed, and an arch of cusped
• woodwork formed in it to carry the upper portion,
with us cresting and pinnacles. Tho monument is
in the style of the fifteenth centurv, composed of
alabaster, with richly-moulded base, string, and
cornice of a dark grey marble. The lower portion,
of the tomb has a band of small cusped open-
mgs, with alternate shields and flowers workedm

_

the alaba.ster, while above the marble
string are large panels of alabaster three in
each side and one at each end, all filled
with richly - moulded and cusped quatrefoi’
bearing shields charged with the arms of

'
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of Durham, Lightfoot, and Durham and

oot impaled. The roarblo cornice has, in

let into it an inscription. Above the

_ D is laid the effigy, in white marble, of the late

rip, who is represented in the episcopal robes,

tiiods folded over the breast, tho feet resting

it three books. The model for the effigy was

|by the late Sir Edgar Boehm, Bart., and was

r completed at the time of his sudden death,

which the work was taken up by Mr. Alfred

ft, A.R.A. The altar tomb has been made by

a. Farmer & Brindley, of London, from the

1 of the Cathedral architect, Mr- C. Hodgson

ir, F.S.A.

CAPITAL ANL LABOUR.

[TF.o Bdildkks’ Labourers’ Union. — _Mr.

;evenson, tho General Secretary of this Union,

sued a circular to builders, &c., in the London
it reminding them that the new working rules

icrease of pay agreed to by conference between

laster builders and tho representatives of tho

s come into force in the first week in Novem-
The principal rules are as follow :—1. That

orking hours in summer shall bo 50 per week,

lat during fourteen weeks of winter, com-

ing on the first Monday in November, first three

I, hours i)er day; eight middle weeks, 8

per day
;
three following weeks, hours por

commencing work at 7 a.m., terminating at

).m., and VI noon Saturdays, first three and

ihree weeks
;

eight middle weeks 7 a.m. to

,
1 . 3. That the present rate of wages for

rers shall be advanced per hour. 4. That

lyers shall give one hour’s notice or pay one

3 time on terminating an engagement
;

all

! due shall be paid at tho expiration of such

3; walking time to be allowed if sent to yard.

,at the term London District shall mean
e miles radius from Charing Cross. The
nt rates are—ordinary labourers, Cd. per hour

;

Iders and hoistors, 6^d., timbermen, 7d. ;
the

•ates will be C4d., 7d.,and 7M. perhourrespec

Wilson

MEETINGS.
Tuesday, November i.

ti^k Museum.—Miss Emily Tenroae on “Greek
in the BritUh Museum ; Signed vases.’

liwr?/ Institute {Lectures for Sanitary Officers).—

De Courcy Meade on “Scavenging; Disposal of

le." 8 p.m.
ielp of Biblical Archceology.—Sfp.m.
si/iiiB Architectural Association. -

m on “Glasgow Cathedral." 8 p.m.

Wednesday, November 2.

lal Archceological Institute.—Three papers will be

4 p.m.
. .

iders' Foremen and Clerks of Works' Institution.

—

lary meeting. 8.30 p.m.

Friday, November 4.

^hitcctural Association.—Mr. W. Young on “ The
cation of an Architectural Education." 7.30 p.r-

litary Institute (Lectures for Sanitary Officers).

issor A. Wynter Blyth on “ Diseases of Animals
on to Meat Supply ;

Characteristics of Vegetables,

&c., unfit for Food.” S p.m.

RECENT PATENTS;

abstracts of 8PECIFICATIORB.

,655.—Saws : ir. W. Horn.—This invention relates

i Improved saw-setting and filing device, and con-

of an apparatus having suitable jaws for holding

{uldlng the saw,—hinged adjustable guides project-

above tbe saw and slides mounted in the said

les, the slides carrying files on other sharpening

1 ';. The slides are caused to reciprocate in ahorl-

(al plane by means of connecting rods attached to

Iks from the driving shaft of tbe machine. The files

kpressed down by sprlnKS during their forward

Ion, and raised by a suitable cam as the slides

lie, and are adjusted by means of screws to regulate

l^sltion of the files to the teeth of the saw. After the

has operated upon the tooth, the saw is advanced by

nrrangement of a pawl, crank arms, and cam
iianlsm, the space of a single tooth, so that the

Icent tooth is sharpened by the next stroke of the

the ithtow of the pawl being adjustable so as to

rol the forward movement of the saw. As the

Ji;recede from the filing portion of the machine
|i pass between setting - blocks having inclined

pslng faces, the setting-pins therein having bevelled

I adapted to engage the teeth of the saw when they

EdSopposite to the pins. The setting -pins are

kted by an arrangement of levers, which are also

Ited so that the setting of the teeth and the filing

lleed simultaneously, the saw being released from

at the same time.
, 711.—Stoves : T. P. Lomas and U. E. Lomas .

—

. is an improved form of stove, and consists of a gas,

ffln, or other burner capable of being regulated in

i.i8ual manner. Above and surrounding this burner

fitted a series of polygonic rings formed of sheet

d, porcelain, or other suitable material Each of

rings may be formed of one piece or more fixed

oher, and circular, ecllptical, or otherwise in plan,

inventors cut sheet metal, copper, tin, or other

lUlc plates, and shear, press, stamp, and corrugate
I plates, 80 as to approximate to the form of por-

tions of cylinders, or portions of a frustrum of a cone,

or the plates are formed of other materials, and unite

the same by means of llnnges, or otherwise, so as to

form the rings above-mentioned. When these rings are

suitably mounted above the stove they form a series of

louvres, permitting cold air to freely enter and ascend,

and also permitting rays of light to be visible between
the rings, whereby a cheerful glow is thrown downwards
and outwards. At the same time air is warmed and
carried upwards through tho stove.

18,594.—Drainage : M. F’adiein and OtAers.—This

invention relates to means or .apparatus for the treat-

ment of fro.’al and sewage matter, and enables waste

on sewage matter, such as the solid and liquid matter
from water-closets .and urinals, as well as the water

from sinks, laundries, bath-rooms, and tbe like to be

received in a common pipe, which conducts them to an
apparatus fully described in the specification, where
tbe solid matter, being automatically separated from
the liquid matter, is disinfected or treated forthe manu-
facture of m.anure.

(;i047._HlNr,ES : A. G. Brookes.—This Invention has

for its object to construct a three-part hinge adapted
for tripous and analogous uses, or In instances where it

is desired to connect three parts together, and to pro-

vide for the Independent movement of each. A pintle

is provided, which receives upon it in any usual manner
two leaves, these being freely revoluble on the pintle,

and another pintle is provided, which may be con-

nected with the first-named pintle rigidly if desired,

and, if so, the pintles may be formed in a tingle piece.

The last-named pintle Is adapted to receive upon it the

third leaf, which is also freely revnluble. The last-

named pintle is so arranged with relation to the first

pintle that the leaves thereon may be turned on an axis

at right angles to the axis of the first-named pintle,

and may alio be turned on the axis of the first-named

pintle as desired.

s, 040 . —Windows : G. Meager.—This specification

describes improvements in the construction of sasbes

and frames to facilitate -the cleaning of the windows
without incurring the risk of sitting or standing outside

on the sill. The sashes are hung with hinges to slips of

hard wood. These slips are hung with pulleys and
lines In the nsual way, and secured to the sashes and
frame with beads, which are grooved and tingued into

the stiles of the sashes, thus preventing the sashes from
shifting out of place, and thereby can be opened into

the room as an ordinary casement window. At the

same time the sashes can be run up and down as

ordinary running sashes. The sashes can be fitted to

hang folding as a pair of casements, or in one casement,

and when closed to show as casements or as double

hung sashes. They can also be hung to the slips with
three-leafed butts, so as to open either inside or out-

side.

HEW APPUOATIONS FOB LETTERS PATENT.

October 10.-18,012, C. Coe, Water Taps.-18,042, J.

Peebles, Self-locking Window-sash Fastener.-18,044,
H. Haynes, Handle C.atch for Casework Doors, Cup-
board Doors, &c.—18,046, J. Parker, Manufacturing
Joinery, &c.—18,048, J. Parker, Manufacture of

Mantels from Metal, Stone, Slate, &c.—18,067, J.

Ryder, Machinery for Preparing Clay in the Manu-
facture of Bricks.

October 11.-18,114, T. Coulthard, jun., and R.

Cottam, Door-locks having a Combined Night Latch
and Bolt.—18,119, S. Salzherger and J. Reindl, Butt-

hinges.—18,146, T. Jones, Plaster for Building Purposes.

18,178, J. and W. Wade and H. Wallace, Decorating
Tiles.- 18,180, H. Piron, Ventilating Stoves.

October 12.-18,224, J. Drummond, Embossing Wooden
Panels.—18,265, W. Crow and S. Lehmon, GalUes and
Drains.—18,260, N. Donovan and T. Myers, Setting

Circular, Band, and Hand Saws.

October 13.-18,208, M. Adams. Water-closets.—18,302,

P. Hoole and F. Druce, Stoves. Ranges, and other Fire-

places. —18, 303, J. Jforrey, Window-saih Fastener.—

18,346, H. Standage and C. Smith, Pigments.—18,348,
T. Cuthbert, Wood Flooring and Pavements.
October 14.—18,447, S. Payne, Sash-fasteners.—18,4.64,

J. Sears, Chimney Cowl or Exhaust Ventilator.—18,455,
.L Sears, P^oof Ventilating.—18,450, J. Sears, Increasing

Draught to Fireplaces and Ventilating Rooms.
October 15.-18,477, J. Clark, Flushing Apparatus by

Compressed Air for Water-closets, &c. — 18,485,

B. Phllllpson, Drain-pipes aud Drainage Appliances.

PROVIStORAL BPECIFICATIONa ACCEPTED.

14,218, W. Dick, Gas-pipea.—16,479, J. Keal, Flushing

Out Watflr-closeta flushed with Waste-water,—10,619,
Yates, Haywood, & Co., and the Rotherham Foundry
Company, Limited, and Robert Henry, Adjustable Fire-

grates.—16,633, T. Atherley, Siphon Cisterns.-16,703,
W. McNeill, A combined Rule and Square.-16,717, J.

Bloomfield, Plaster.—16,755, -L Bishop, Ventilating of

Dwelling-houses and other Buildings, Aic.-16.830, A.

Mears, Planing or Shooting Mitres.— 16,975, C. Robert-

son, Sash-fasteners.—16,999, C. Harrison, Preventing the

Bursting of Water-pipes by freezing.-17,046, C. Msnehip
and R. Foley, Roofing-tiles. — 17,074, G. Law, Kerb-

stones.—17,154, W. Fasey, Hydraulic-jacks.— 17.177, T
Banford, Hinges.—16,286, A. & H. Brentnall, Trellis

work and other wire or light iron-work.—12,271, R Bell

Heating, Ventilating, and Cooling Apartments, Build

ings, &c.—17,384, L. Caiman, Sash-fasteners.-17,685, T.

Edgeworth, Wood-paving Blocks.

COMPLETE BPECIFICATIORB ACCEPTED.

(Open to Opposition for Two Months.)

'’I 013 P- Walker, Ventilators.—22,036. W. Tucker,

Anti-drip Sash-bar.-22,610, A. Gill and W. Gill, Paints

and Lacquers.

g.r. 24L, r. 116L, 850L—By Dou-sett Co. : 236, 238, and
240, Dartford-rd., Dartford, f., 650L—By Wells iV Bead:
40, Daleview-rd., Stamford-hill, u.t- 78 yrs., g.r. 62. lOs.,

165L—By Rutley,Son,d; Vine : 119,Walmer-rd., Notting-
hill, u.t. 49 yrs., g.r. 81

,
30li/.

October lO. — By Osbom Js Mercer: “Hill House”
and Cl acres, Bramerton, Norfolk, f., l,970i.—By W. J.
Newell: 13 and 14, Gunning-st., Plumstead, u.t. 63

yrs., g.r. HI. lOs., 4301. ;
45G and 458, Woolwlch-rd.,

Charlton, u.t. 48 yrs., g.r. 41. 78., r. 661. 43., 4001.;

1 to 4, Ivy-ter., Lewisham, u.t. 73 yrs., g.r. 201., r.

1321. 123., 6701.
; 3, Stockwell-st., Greenwich, f., t. 461

,

6201.: f.g.r.'s of 221., Burney-st, with reversion in 33

yrs., 5801.; 20, Burney-st, f., r. 301-, 5601.; 22,

Wcoilland-st., u.t. 40 yrs., g.r. 31., r. 191. lOs.. 1251.;

26, Waluut-Tree-rd., f., r. 191. IDs., 2001.
; 18, W-ilnut-

Tree-rd., f., 4351. ; 1, Station-villas. u.t. 78yrs.,g.r. 61.,

r. 301., 4251.—By Turner, Budge, tfc Co. :
“ Mark Beech

Farm,” Hever, Kent, 30a. 2r. 3p., f., 1,4001.; “Hope
Cottages, f., r. 111. la., 1551.; fg.r. of 101.,

with reversion in 61 yrs., 2901.; f.g.r. of 11. Os.,

ditto iu 63 yrs., 301.—By D. Young: L.g.r. of 291.,

Eastcote-st., &c., Stockwell, and Nos. 6, 7, 9, and
11, Croasford-st

,
u.t. 9 yrs., g.r. 221. 123. 9d., 1751. ;

4, Lansdowne-gardens, u.t. 69 yrs., g.r. 31
,

r. 361., 3351.
;

8 and 10, Lansdowne-gardens, u.t. 69 yrs., g.r. 121., r.

721., 7251. ; 18, Slbella-rd., Clapham, u.t. 70 yrs.. g.r.

81. lOs., r. 601., 4801.; 37 and 39, Hilldrop-cres., Hollo-
way, u.t. 66 yrs., g.r. 161., 9001.—By Jones Son : 1 to

19 (odd), Florence-rd., and 41, Redcliffe-rd., Upton Pk.,

u.t. 92 yrs., g.r. 431., 4301.—By IF. N. Willoughby : The
residence, “Ivy Lodge," Windsor, Berks, f., 1,0001.;
" Kirkdale,” Lansdowne-hlll, Norwood, u.t. 90 yrs

,
g.r.

41. 143. 6d., 2761.

October 20.—By T. G. Wharton: Nos. 303 and 310,

Gray's Inn-rd. ; and 72, Acton-at., f., r. 3951., 7,5001.—By F. J. Eisley Sons: 11 and 13. Cornhury-rd.,

Rotherhlthe, u.t. 84 yrs., g.r. 101., r. 621., 3101. ;
17 to

21 (odd), Cornbury-rd., u.t 84 yrs., g.r. 201., r. 1041.,

6001.
; 34, Tranton-rd., Bermondsey, and 35 to 41 (odd),

Keeton's-rd., u.t. 62 yrs., g.r. 121., r. 1571. Os., 1,5301.

;

43 to 49 (odd), Keeton's-rd., u.t. 62 yrs., g.r. 121., r.

1161. 148., 1,1801. ;
19 to 22, Martin-st., f., r. 1041, 1,3601.—

By Newbon <t Co. ; 15, Hlghbury-grove, Highbury, f.,

1,2001. ; 54, Prince of Wales-rd., Kentlsh-town, u.t. 48
yrs., g.r. 51. 6a., r. 611. 2s., 4001. ; 25, Parlsh-st., Horsley-
down, f., r. 351.28., 3001. ;

“The Limes,” with stabling,

Totteridge, Herts, L, r. 622. lOs., 8051. ; 94, Granville-
nl., Kilburn, u.t. 88 yrs., g.r. 81. 8s., 2001. ; 3 to 8, Sun-
row, Islington, u.t. 38 yrs., g.r. 262. 158., 5352. ; 54,

Prince of Wales-rd., Keatish-town, u.t. 38 yrs., g.r.

52. 68., 4001.—By i’fofces <fc Binder: 420, Edgware-rd.
;

and Nos. 123 and 125, Prlncesa-st., u.t. 29 yrs., g.r. 401.,

1,0101. ; 1 to 40, Christ Church Residences, Maryle-
bone, u.t. 64 yrs., g.r. 601., 4,0051.; 2 to 7, North
Whatf-rd., Paddington, u.t. 29 yrs., g.r. nil, 1,1661.

—

By H. J. Bliss Sons: 32, Groombtldge-td., Hackney,
u.t. 70 yrs., g.r. 61. 6a., 3901.

;
4 to 7, Minto-pL, Bethnal-

?
'een, u.t. 27 yrs., g.r. 161., 2001.

;
1 to 6 and 11 to 16,

uscan-at., and 11 to 14, Bonwell-st., with a g.r. of

sol. 10s., u.t. 56 yrs., g.r. 601., 2,6101. ;
l.g.r. of 301.,

Coborn-sb., Mile End, u.t. 24 yrs., g.r. 61., 2501. : 37 and
30. Lichfleld-rd., u-t. 51 yrs., g.r. 31. 12b. 6d., r. 561.,

6601.—By Boyton tfc Pegram

:

C. Melmoulh-pl., Fulham,
f., 6901. ; 47,'Barclay-rd., u.t. 76 yrs., g.r. 51., 4401.

October 21. — By T. B. Westaeott: “Holyrood
House,” Windmill-hill, Hampstead, and cottage, f.,

2,1001.—By Jones, Lang, A Co. : 46, Lamont-rd., Chelsea,
u.t. 73 yrs., g.r. 21. 58., r. 401., 50l;l.

; 13. St. Ann'a-tiL,
Nottlng-hill, u.t. 58 yrs., g.r. 61., r. 4nl. Os., 2251. ; 7,

Pentonville-rd., Islington, u.t. 24 yrs., g.r. 51., 4201.;

f.g.r. 131. 13a., Georges-rd., Holloway, reversion in 24

yrs., 4401.; l.g.r. of 1161., Chrlstie-rd., Hackney, u.t. 62
yrs., 2,1351.

;
l.g.r. of 301. Ss., Annls-rd., ifec., u.t. 62 yrs.,

5651.
;

l.g.r. of 261., Cassland-rd., u.t. 52 yrs., 4701.
;

l.g.r. of 161. Ss., Victoria-pk., u.t. 52 yrs., 3151. ; l.g.r.

of 841., Cedar-rd., Fulham, u.t. 58 yrs., 1,4651.

[Contractions used in these lints.—F.g.r. for freehold
ground-rent ; l.g r. for leasehold ground-rent ; i.g.r. for
improved ground-rent

; g r. for ground-rent
;

r. for rent;

f. for freehold ; c. for copyhold : 1. for leasehold
; e.r.

for estimated rental
;
u.t. for unexpired term

; p.a. for

per annum ; yrs. for years ; st. for street ; rd. for road ;

sq. for square
; pi. lor place ; ter. for terrace ; ores, for

crescent ; yd. for yard, die.]

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY;

ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

OCTOBER 17.—By Henry & Latchford: land 2, Bed-
ford Nurserv, Clapham. f., 6201.—By E. Wood :

“ Keates
Cottages,” Esther-rd., Leybonstone, f.. r. 371. 148., 3501.

:

47 and 49, Park-rd., Manor Pk., f., 4001.
, 25, Colveston-

cres-, Dalston. u.t. 64 yrs., g.r. 71., r. 451., 4001.; 210,

Portland-rd., Norwood, u.t. 77 yrs., g.r. 6i., 2601. ;
two

plots of f. building land, Heyworth-rd., Stratford, 801-

OcTOBER 18.—By Debenham, Teu’son, <£; Co. : 1 to 7,

Earl’s Pk.-ter., Tooting, f., r. 2001., 1,8151. ; 139, 141,

and 145, Camberwell-grove, Camberwell, u.t. 74 yrs.,

TIMBER.
eiMnhMTt, B.Q.

ton 8/0,0

Twk, S.L.. load 8/10/0
Sequoia,n.8.tt.on. 2/1

Aab, Canada load 2/10/0

Birch, do 8/fi/O

gim. do 8/10/0

Fli, Daotslo, Aa. 1/1010

Oak, do 8/0/0

Canada 6AO/0
Pine, Canada red 8/10/0

De. yellow .... 2/10/0
Lath.D’nteio.fath 6/0/0

St. Petershnrs 6/0 0
Deaii. Finland
2nd a 1st ttd 100 7/10/0
Do, 4tha8rd.. 7/0/0

Do. Riga ...... BAOi’O

6t. Febenborg,
lit yellow ..JOAO/0

Do. 2nd yeUow 61010

Do. whlU 7/0/0

Swedish ....„ 7/0/0

White Sea.... 8/0/0

Canada,Plnelit 20/0/0

Do. do. 2Dd.... 14/10/0
Do. do. 8rd, Ao. 7/10/0
Do. Spmee. Ist SIOIO
Do. do. 8rd A

NewBmniwl&k I

Battens, all kinds i

riooriiig Boards,
sq., 1 in. piep.

A'O/O

4A0/0
496/0
8/16/0

6/6/0

7/0/0

8A0/0
6/0/0

6/0/0

7/0 0

8/10/0

8/0/0

8/0/0

14/10/0
9/10/0

8/10/0

10/0/0
17/0/0

S6A0/0
16/0/0

10/0/0

11/0/0

6/0/0
' 7/0/0
15100

Other qnoUtiei
Cedar, Cnbs ..ft.

Honduras, Ac.

MahogaDy, Cnba.
St, Domingo,

Mexican do. do
Tobasco do. do
Hondoros do..

Box. Turkey ton
Rose, Rio........
Bahia ...... .^

Satin, St. Do-
mingo ....ft

Porto Bioo ....

O/S/0

0/7/0
0/3/0

4/0/0
10/0/0
9'0/0

0A8/0
010/0
07/0

METALS.

IKOV—Pig,in Scot-
land ton 9/lAi
Bor, Welsh, in
London 6A7/6

Do. do. at works
In Walee 6/7/0

Do. Btoffordshlxe,
In Loudon .... 6 '6/0

OorrsB —British,
esbke and ingot 40 0/0
Best selected ., 60.'0/0

Sheete.atrong.. 68/0/0
ChUl.bars .... 45/11/3

YnjowMBTaLlb. 0/0/5
L * A D - Pig,
Spanish.... ton lO/o/O
English, com,
brands lOAO/0
Sheet, English,
S Ibe. per sq. ft
and upwards .. 11 /16/0
Pipe 12/5/0

Zinc — English
sheet ton 22A5 0
Tieills Mon-
tague 23/6/0

Tim—

S

traits ....B4AO/0
Australian .... 95/0/0
English Ingots. 93'iO'O
IBauca »S/0/0

Billiton 06/0/0

OILS.

Linseed ......ton 18;7/6

Oocoanut, Cochin 24A0;0
Do. Ceylon 23/0/0

Palm, Logos .... 24/0/0

Bapeseed, English
pels 24/10/0

Do. brown ...... 22/16/0

Cottonseed rel... 18/10,0

Oleins 20AO/0
Lubricating, U.S. 4/0/0

Do. reBned 6A0/Q
Ton— Stookbolm

barrel 0A"6
Arehangsl .... 0A2/6

0/0/0

0'O/O

BAO/0

6A8;0

49/10/0
61/0/0

0/0/0

45/18/9

0/0/6J

10/7/6

10A5/0

o,'o;o

95/0/0

9SA0/0
BO'OO
96/5/U

95/10/0

0/0/0
0/0/0

0/010

0/0/0

0/0/0

0/0/0

21/0/0
6/0/0

12/0/0



TENDERS.
[ComnmnlcatloDS for JuBertlon tinder thl# beading

flhonld be addressed to "The Editor,” and must reach
118 not later than 12 noon on Thuradays.l

BANSTE*D.—For the erection of t-o o.ot
ench, at Bnrgh Heath. Baiietead, for Mr. Cliaj
Dibble, atchilect, Dorking:—

itobt- Peters, Baustcad £1,328 1

LOITDON.-For converting the old l.undry at tbe inQrnjary,
Raine-atreet, Old Gravel-lane. E., for the Guardians of the Perish of
8t, Oeorge-in-the-Eaat. Mtesrs. Wilson. Boo, i Aldwiackle, orehi-
teuts. 1. t icturia-street, 8.W. t^uantitiea supplied
C. L. Cole £590 7 8 I J, R. Hunt £47?
J. Harvey 664 0 0 W. Lawrenc
G. Barker 669 0 0|j. HollanU
T. White 4 Son 494 0 0 W. H, Lordi
G. E. Todd

_ 491 0 0 Wall * Co.»

461 0 0

II 4 Son.. 449 I

• Accepted.

Bradley, P/isj

W. MetTick .

T. Myers . .

.

T. Hughes * S

'Mitiojis to music-hall,
iiiltoii-street. Birkenhead :

—

I

T. Dowubam £256 6 8
MacLschlaa 4 Ratkia 249 1 3 0

I
R, Rohioson, Bitken-

BLAIRGOWRIE. X B.—Far the extens'on of sewerage works 4c
for tbe Police Commissioners. Mr Like Falconer. Bnrgh Surveyor.
7, George-street, Blairgowrie. (Juaotities by Surveyor

—A'ico
.
Si//i/^yiny nnd Laying Pipti, Ac.

Hutchison 4 Martin.. £651 7 1 |
D. 4 R. Tavlor £484 16 8

JohnMelloy 5A4 2 9 I Mitchell 4 Band 4.84 7 6
James Bruce 495 0 0 1

William Low 47.3 15 6
WllliatuHodge 490 12 «

|

James i"cKBiizio 4M 6 6
Geo. Mackny 4 Son . . 490 1 8

I

Bain 4 Co.. Dundee*. . 405 11 0
• Acesuted.

BCRTON-OX-TREKT,— For the laying of about 630 lineal yards of
pll<c-8ewer, Bartou-uiider-Needwoorl. for the Rural giiuitnry Autho-
rity. Mr. Georte Watson, surveyor. 38, Dttbj.joad, Burton-ou-
Trent. Qu.autitiea supplied by the surveyor
Tomlinson £22.6 0 0 1 Sharp. Ba-ton-uoder-
.Maiabar ]93 » 3 I Needwood* £179 19 0

182 10 J1 I
• Accepted.

(Surveyor's estimate. £182. lOs.]

Law..

CAP.DIFF.—For
Canton. Carditi', fe

Borough hnijlntcr, architect
atepheo^ Bistow, & Co. £30,999

LONDON. -Accepted for the erection of a block of ..hops. Clmrch-Up^ Norwood. Mr. W. Theobalds, architect, 26. Budge-

LONDON.—For erecting additional
Haiopstead. for Mr. H. Pickett. o
architects, 13, Phecnix-street. St. Pancraa N.
H. DavenaU £470

|

G, A. Ellt £370

119. Glourea'er-teriace. Payswater, W
„ Rossignol, arcliiceot suj survivor l'
Buildings, B»Blnghall street, E.C.

eurv.yor. 1,

Sanitary and Cauilriictiovat .llUrotiom.
J. Laugbam £235 0 I F. Frxley 4 Co... £160 16Benjamin 4 Robiusou .. 192 4

]
aicMillau 4 Houghun*.'.' 141 0

8UB80EIBBES In LONDOE and the SUBUI
prepaying at the Publishing Office. ISs. per ann
4b. 9d, per quarter), can ensure receiving*' Tbe
by Friday Jlormn/s Post.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
L and B. W. A B. (as we have notified to other correm

esiilt of the report!—E. H. H (wv liav#.
"

-Ir. Va! iince)—H. Y. 4 Co. (next week),— C P H^ (m)^.

of lacte, lists of tenders, Ac., must be »««y the aame and address of tie sender, not necessarily for^
ndTr^”*

^ decUoe pomting out books 1

4 Robinson .

• Accepted.

J. Woiiter Smith. Gray, 4 Co (accepted) £93

"'Poiulbillty of signed articles, and nansnpublic meetinga. rests, of course, srtth ihe su^orl
^

jr« cannot undertakt ti rejected cammiinlcatiofu.

LONDON.—Accepted fur alterations at the Parivh-stree
onse. Benuondsej. Mesirs. NewmsiiA Newman archit-uts

Maxwell Bros., Limited ' £155

J. St-achan..
Latliy A 1^.
J. Allau ....

J. Heines £27,997
-u.sr.'j

I
C. J. Dunn 27,721

29,177
I

H. Davies 25,870
28,289

I
E. Tiinier A Sous. Cardiff* 24.858

28,198
I

• Accepted.

CROYDON.—For the erection of staMes snd additions to house.
Adiliscnmhe-'oad, East Croj-dou, fur Mr. Alilerman Layton. J.P.
Mr. G- Frisch, arohllect. Quantities by Mr, Arihur Kenc
8. P.ago £674 8 1 C- J- Saunders £594 n
Bulled 4 Co 596 0 I

M. Taylor (accepted) ... . 588 0

Alllott, 4 Co,. Nottingham £391 1

EDMONTON,—For tbe construction of fin
wers, Dss-'n's-lane E-tale, for the Erlmnin
iiilding Societv, Limited.

portion (if roads a
or me r.cimoniou Freehold Land a
-Mr. Heuiy W. Dobb, Survejor. 1

W. Nicholls
.Tohri Jackso
William I’ai

H. Drury . . .

.

ENFIELD.—For the construction of a 24-in. pipe outfall sewer
Ponder's Eud. for the Local Board. Mr. W. Kllteiluchini Siirv*
Little P^rk. Enfield

* onxre.

^4^0 0!
I
Adams £285
Be'ts .

Bell...
Jacksoi

HERTPORD.-Fcr rebuilding All Saints' Church. Heitfor.

";M”wmirm WHlht:l'^“‘*^
architects. Lancaster. Quantltl.

to ginire 4 Co. £33,124 I Patters-u £22 41Y1
ai.Wa Dove Bros r -

Thompson A Boo 23,49.1 Hallid.ay " o
ShllitoeASou 23.301

I
II, Norris 01

M-idsoriA ^n 22,774
[

TUorntoD 4 Son 21215WibrockACo 22,721 Rudd 4 8-m m 884
22.713 Fateh A Sods 20 292

J. A. Hunt 22,453
I
Smith Bros, (acceptel) .. 19,973

LONDON.—For the rebuilding of the police sta'ion at P nkh
for the Re«iver for the Metropolitan Poli.-e District. Mr. J
Biit.er, Architect. Qusntiiiea by 6Ir. W, H. Thurkood :

—
A1 owsnee for Aioountof
Kid MateriaL Te-uler

, , £70 £10,898 0 0
40 10,78.3 0 0

u'-“**kW-Vi ^”•'*41 I’ 0Higgs 4 Hill 20 10 280 0 0Holloway 30 1,1,090 0 0
Lawrence 9,92“ 0 0
^royer 70 q 0

10 H,900 0 0W 9.667 fl 0
130 9,649 0 0
JOO 8.942 0 0

rORT.8MOUTH.—Acceitcd for the
jw church of Corpus Christi. Poi

John Virtue. Bishop of Portsmoutl
r the Rleht Rev

Greit Malvern
B. W. R. 4 C. Light, Portsmouth

. „ ,

. £1.324 0 0

•nlargiag the Garratt-lane
)lace~, and for otherw
Bailey, Architect

If brlckwotk be built

D. Charteris £10.466 £-117
J. Marsland 10,259 539
MowlemACo 10.258 243
Hart Bros 10,106 103
W. Downs 10,000 200
J. Tyernian 9.949 213
Holloway Bros 8,S67 217
Holliday AGreenwood.... 9.765 2Ui
Treasure A Son, Harrin-

g»5'. N. 9,717* 218*
Recoimnended by the Works Comiuitlee Ur accepUme.

PNODLAVn (Kent)—F.
ieinorlal " villa aliushous ^
Us M. M. Hook. Mr. Geo. R. C^ham,

street. Oiaveseac'
Black 4 Sons ,

.

’. Tuffe?!"..','!
C. M. Deiiiig ..

Mutton 4 Wallis.
W. IL Archer ...

• Accepted.

the erection of tbe "Eustace Hook
Waghom-road, Biiodinud, Kent, for

hitect. 1 and 3. Edwin-

1,097 0 0

Dover. Hodges, 4 Co. £1,045 17 0
K. Avatd 1,013 0 0
C. J. Slade 1.000 0 0
E. G. Brown 969 0 0
W. P. Goose 944 38 4

Willoid. Suotllaud* 830 0 0

LetUrs or communications (beyond mere news-itemsi »vbeen duplicated lor other Joumaii, are NOT liKSIRBD.
All TOBininnlcations regarding literary and artistic matteoe atoessed to THE EDITOR; aU communications^advert.semeuts and other exclusively business matter. .addressed to THE PUBLISHER, and^ to thrldito

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

In'ln.?^.?i-^R®^T^’
DIRBCT from the Office to roin eny part_of the United Kingdom at the rate of 19b. per|1“^ ft Europe, America, Anstrikila,''LiZealand, 268. per annum. To India, China, Ceylou Ac. •

ittancea payable to DOUGLAS FOURDU

SUTTON (8urrey).-For the erect
Sewage Works. Mr, E, W. Crickmay,
Button, Surrey :

Geo. Wade £629 I Walter Lawrence £375Hy. Adams 49!) A. H. Harris. Blackwat.
Wrn. Akers 4 Co 493 Sutton, Surrey*
R. J . 46S |

• Accepted.

THE BATH STONE FIRMS, 1BATH,
FOB ALL THE PROVED KINDS OFBATH STONE.

FIiUATB, for Hardening and Preservr
Caloareona Stones and Marbles.

DOULTinO FREESTONE.

SUTTON (Surrey).-For the erection of four rhops and dweriag-
house., Higli^-stiect. Button. Surrey, for Mr. W. Keats, Mr. F. G.

J. B. Potter
G. Biirmge
A. H. Hnriii

hitect. Button. Ouanllties
, ,, .

£.3,033
I

Balchiu A ohopland £2 787
2, 1*99 F. Wyatt .r'720
2.9'’3 J. Stone* oVm
9 urn I • •-c-epted.2,970

1

TORQUAY.—For theconstructlon of a brick sewer, manholes.Market-s reel, for the Local Board. Mr. H. A. Garrett, Eoglc
Town-hall, Tornuay, South Devon “

ha tdjrck £941 0 0
[

O, Green £760
0 W. Stedhara, Ella-
Oj combe, Torquay* .. 614
0 1 •Accepted,
innate. £646. 58. 2U.]

Cochrane A Son S50 1

J. Shaddock
(Eugineer's-

WINCUMORE ITILL.-Acccpte(
drainage Works at ihe Northern E

.ipolitan Asvluius Board,
architects :

—

H. WslI 4 Co., Carlton Works, Kentish Town

exeeu'lon r,

Wlncliumri
Pvnniugtji

sanitary and
HiU, for the
4 Brill

WINCHJIORE H]Ll,-Accep'ed for carrym,
orkto temporary huts at the Northern Ho

nington 4 Bridgen, architects :—
H. Wall 4 Co., Carlton Works, Kentish To*

HOWARD & SONS
Manufacturers & Contractors.

i to No in. Bmd-st-eet,
vhltect :

—

It.Lee.AMartin £1,959 10
Uirhards 3,946 0

LONDON,—For alUrations and addi-nr-s to the laundry bnildings
at the Poplar Luloii Wr.rklmuse. fo- the Guardians. Mr. John
Clarkson, surveyor, 146, Hlgli-strect. Poplar. E.. Poplar.

I

Holland £.5,996
6,2*1 Philips 5,839

f- Heath. £!.« 0 I Sanders A Sons
J. Ldwards 103 15

]
Waite 4 Co. (accepted)

TES OHHLYNOH
STONB.

The itone from thaM»
u known m tbo "Wi'
Bods," ud ii of •
oryetnllino nitoro, tnd
doQbtadl^ ono of tho.
dnmblo itonsi in Bnglul

THB f It of tbe eune orrtt'

8BAMBLEDIT0E ) m tbeOhoiyn^ i
flTnuiB J

“*** finer m textnrt, ud 1DlUWJi. tuiUbl# for fine mooldedi
Pno«i, fcnd every infonaation giTea,i

appli(»tion to CHARLES TRASK k 80
Doulting, Shepton Mallet.

London Agent—Mr. B. A. WILLIAMft
16, Craven-street, Strand, W.O. [A|

HAU HILL STONE.
The Attention of Architeote is epeei

invit^ to the dnrAbUity and beautiful OOL'
of thia material. Quarnea weD opened. Qr
despatch guaranteed. Stonework delivc
and 6xed complete. Samplee and estimateafi
Address, The Ham Hill Stone Co., Norton, Stc
uoder-Ham, Somerset. London Agent : Mr. B
Williams, 16, Oraven-et., Strand, W.O. [Ai

CRAIGLEITH STONE.
DtTBQUALLBD for SUircaaoB, Steps, ud T

igTidp
ospeci&lJj for Pnblio BoildingB with greet w
VERY HAED.ud NEVER WEARS 8LIPPH;

SOLE AGENTS for Esglud,
J. dl A. CBEW, Cumberlud Market, London, H

3d. PER FOOT,
IN OAK.

25, 26, 27, BERNERS STREET, W.
Factories: Cleveland Works, W.

Aspli&Ite.—Tho Seyssel and Metallie Id
Asphalte Company (Mr. H. Glenn), Office,

Poultry,K.O.—The be^ and obeapeet materials:
damp oourses, railway arches, warehouse floe

flat roofs, stables, oow-abeds, and milk.rooi
granaries, tun-rooms, and terraces. Aspha
Oontractore to the Forth Bridge Oo. [Ad'

QUANTITIES, &c., LITHOGRAPI
accurately and -with despatch.

METCHIM & SON, 20, Parliament-st., f

"QUANTITY SURVEYORS’ TABLES AND DIA
Eevleed and Enlarged for 1892, price 8d. , post 7d. [i

SFUAGUH & CO.,

STATIONERS, &c.,

Keep a Special Stock of Sundries 1

Professional Offices.

4 & 5, East Harding-st., Fetter-Iauo, E.O
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Bloom&hury and St. Giles'-in-the-Fields.
j

June 13 last year, i

shortly after the I

late Duke of Bed-

!

ford’s death, we
I

gave an account,
j

in outline, of a 1

London estate that
j

has formed a herlt-
[

aga of his house
j

since the marriage
j

of Rachael, widow of Francis, Lord Vaughan

to William, Viscount Russell. The develop-

ment from that time can be clearly traced.

For earlier events, together with its close]

association with St. Giles’-in-the-Fields, we
j

have hitherto been dependent mainly upon;

the quarto volume published in 1822 by John

Parton, Vestry Clerk of that parish. A new
historian claims attention with a book which

we opened in expectation and closed in amaze-

ment, so different is it from any recent work

of its kind, and calculated to fairly surprise

everyone who relies upon the ordinary text-

books.*

“ 1 owe much,” Mr. Blott writes, “ to John

Parton’s work ... for by its errors I was led

to greater research, and found the chronicle

of Blemundsbury underlying the early history

of St. Giles’-in-the-Fields.” He contends

that Blemundsbury existed, and, for a while

as a royal manor, centuries before there was

any parish of St. Giles. lie traces its pos-

session by Roger de Bellomonte, or Blemonte,

Earl of Mellent and of Leicester, first lord by

the Conqueror’s favour, and his descendants,

to the time of Robert Fitzparnell, second son '

of William de Leporus, at whose death, s.^j.

;

in 1204, it passed to the De Spencers, of

I Beaumont, in Maine, whose name and work

I are recognised in “ Spencer’s Dig ” and
' “ Blemunde’s Ditch,” south and north of High

Ilolborn. Meanwhile Queen Matilda founded
' a lazar house or leper hospital, dedicated to

' St. Giles, whose site is shown in our plan of

June 13: it was established, urges Mr. Blott,

in Blemundsbury.

Rowland Dobie deals at length with this

I matter of locality in his “ History of the

* " A Chronicle ol Blemundabury.” A Record of Sb.

* Giles’-in-the-Fields and Bloomsbury, with original maps,

drawings, and deeds. By Walter Blott, F.R. Hist. Soc.

1S92. Published by the author at “ Manningdale,” South

Xotwood.

BoHka : C. WBlJatelD'a “ExcfivAtioii* * of the Amerion School

ot Athena at the Hcraion o( Argua" (LomIod auci Beillu;

Aacher ft Co ) ; H. Brunn a “Orlcchieche Gjttsiidaale iii

ihren F. r iiea erlalltett"; Max Ohoefilach-RicliUr * “ Uis

antikeo Kultaastiittni auf Kyi riia" : “TheT iij>erfiad Wood

l.'onamuiog Ti.i3ea DiTCCtorj ’’ (Loii'iou : 14. KHrthoIouiew-

"Architecture a Profesaloii or an Art"

Bones a EuiliJiDg Mi.teiial '

l.oc«l Cont'ol ov.r Drainage anil Sanitary Work
Competltiou nul Cost

Hni'ed Parishes of St. Giles’-ia-the-Fields

and St. George, Bloomsbury,’’ second edition.

!

1834. He points out that the parish is not

cited in I’ope Nicholas IV.’a “Valor’’ for

12iJl, which contains the whole archdeaconry
|

of the county; St. Giles and Bilumond are

described as sokes, O'* libenie®, in the Nona

Rolls, 14 EJward III.; all the charters

down to Edtvard III. speak of the hospital,

but are silent as to the parish :
and that only

five (which he enumerates) of ninety-two

recorded grants to the hospital specify the

parish
;
so similarly for two out of ten obits.

Again, we read in Newcourt’s “ Reper-

torium”:

—

“I find no Institution to any Church in this

parish till after this hospital wag suppress’d.

.... The first Institution that I find to this

Church, as parochial, and a rectory, was on the

20th of April, 1517.”

This upon Sir Wimund Carew’s presentation;

the next institution is by Queen Elizabeth,

whenceforward the advowson continues in the

Crown.

“The Mansiou-house or Bury of Blemund, was

built in nearly the centra of the estate, on a piece

of ground lying between what is now the Church of

St. Giles'-in-the-Fields on the east, and Charing

Cross-road on the west Tbe main western

highway ran by it on the north side, and a few

straggling huts, or cottages, on the roadside oppo-

site nestled under the shadow of the building. . . .

The name of Aide Wyohe brings before the reader

a Saxon village that was there long before the

village of “ Sci Egidij ” (St. Giles), for there is no

mention of the village of St. Giles in the Domesday
Book A reierenee to Auqas [Agas] clearly

shows that Hog-lane was not an ancient thorough-

fare, but was probably made a “ way” about the time

of Richard III. An ancient road existed on the

east side, called Elde Strate, or Aid© Strate, and,

with certain alterations, is still a way, and now
bears the name of Shafeesbury-avenue

Lord Blarauod, who seems to have been a leper,

moved the King and Queen to assist him in pro-

viding an asylum for those suffering from the

terrible disease of leprosy He allowed a

leper hospital to b© built .... between hia

mansion and the church, which stood at the corner

of Elde Strate. Near the church a building had

been erected in Elde Strato, known as Le Cloche

Hose.”

So Mr. Blott places Eld-street along Mon-
mouth (since Dudley) street

;
whilst the Bell

House appears to coincide with the Cloche

Hose inn, marked with a hanging sign, by

Parton. It was owned, in 1272, by Herbert

"Wioitf.il a, Kiflptiith-ceu ury Sculttoc " .»•• SliC

Watull DvtbB Cvjiupetltion

TIjs Stutleiifa Column : CoLCf»t« —XIX 3>T

iJenerJ Building News
Saui'.iiy aid fngiiuitriui; Newa 3li:i

Forelpn and Colouial Si’J

3,13

Ueetinga 361

Recent Pfttftuta - 3«4

Some Recent Salea ol Proi>erty 36-5

de Redemere, or Redver.=, the hospital cook ;

and since he was a Templar and a Crusader,

says Mr. Blott, tbe sign became corrupted

to the ‘Crossed Hose,’ or crossed stockings

on the crossed Hgs of Crusaders.’’ He believes,

then, that crossed legs indicate a Crusader.

Manor-house, its site latterly marked by

Denmiirk-place and Lloyd’s-court, adjoined

the White House,—so called, “ probably from

its being faced with the old stone which was

once part of the Manor-house,’’— which Alicia,

Lady Dudley, alienated as a rectory, and was

rebuilt by her husband’s father, Robert, Earl

of Leicester. Before her death here, in 16(19,

aged ninety, Robert Sidney, who built the -

house in Leicester-fields, on part of the old-

Beaumont estate, received the title. Thomas,

Lord Wbartoo, lived for many years in, the-

Manor, or Dudley, House.

In his view of the parish anno 1570,.

Parton names as “ Southampton House ” the

large tenement drawn in, or perhaps added

to, Agas’s map, north-east of what is taken

for the “White Hart” at the corner, north-

east, of Drury-lane or Via de Aldewiche

(hence Wych-street).* Neglecting his dubious

detail as to holdings and allotments, we may
safely place Merselade, or Marshland, south

of Colman’a-hedge and l.,oDgmere, and as

contained by the line of Crown-street (Hog-

lane, Charing Cross-road), West, Castle, and
Neal (King) streets. Next east are Newelond,

and the extensive tract of Aldewyche,

between High Holboro, Lincoln’s Inn-fields,

and Kemble (Fortifene-lane, Prince’s) and
Sardinia (Duke) streets. The three-sided

plot between High-street, Great Russell and
Dyot streets is the Pitaunce, or Cup of

Charity, Croft (16 acres), whose western and'

southern sides are traversed by Blemund'a

Diche. Through Aldewyche, and passing

about 70 ft. noDth of Lewkenors-lane (since

Macklin - street) on to Whetstone Park

flowed “ Spencer’s Dig.” Marshland became

known latterly as Cock and Pye-fields, and

* This tenement and the “White Hart” appear in

Braun & Eegenberg's hird's-eye view of 1572. No.

191, Drury-lane la the “White Hart.” White llait-

yard, the old hostelry aite, waa cleared away under
47 Geo. III., c. 38, and the lane and High Holborn were
widened by 7 and 16 ft., respectively. Mr. Blott con-

sldera the old “ White Hart” replaced a mansion house
of the Chriatmasae family, and that John Chrisbmaase

waa “ John of good memory,” cited In the charter of

1101, priest of the village church. SouthampSato Home,
Bloomabury-square, was built in 1661 5.

(i
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then as Seven-dials, where Neale began to

build in 1694. The old “Cock and Pye,’’

which stood at the south-western corner of

Castle-street must not be confounded with
the notorious “ IMagpie ’’ or “ Cock and Pie ”

in Drury-lane.

In identifying Blemundsbury with St.

(iiles’s-in-the- (Westminster) Fields we may
apply Pope's couplet :

—

But now {so Anne and pictj' ordain)

A church collects the saints of Drury-lane.

remembering that St. George's, Bloomsbury,
was taken out of St. Giles's under the Act of

1730. Its church, and that of St. 3Iary-le-

Strand, to which Pope alludes, rank amongst
the “ fifty new churches." St. Giles’s parish

is ^-shaped, having at its corners : White-
field's Tabernacle, Tottenham-court-road,
Seven-dials, Upper St. Martin’s-lane, the

junction of Castle-street and L)rury-lane,

Kemble-street, Portsmouth-street, Lincoln’s

Inn, Hand-court, High Holboru, l)yot*atreet

(south end), and Torrington-place. The
corners of St. George’s, Bloomsbury, are the
crossing of Hunter and Compton streets,

( luildford-street (west end), and Xingsgate-
street. High Ilolborn.

“The first scene is the brow of Holborn Hill. . .

. . ‘William the Norman, by virtue of conquest, is

King of England, has taken up bis quarters in au
abandoned fortress or castle outside the westeru
wall of London, and the ancient fortress

on Holborn Hill has changed into Staple Ino.”

By Ilolborn-bars, therefore, we are bidden to
fix a castle, standing, says Stow, near the
Thames’s bank, at the west end of the City,

whose “ choyce stones " William gave
towards the rebuilding of St. Paul’s after

the fire of 1086. A position near the river

bank points rather to ]\Iountfitchett Tower,
or the Palatine cited by FitzStephen.
Camden says much of St. Paul’s was built
with the ruins of the Palatine, burnt down
in the Conqueror’s day. He adds that they
took some of the stones for the new Domini-
can Monastery, but the Black Friars did not
migrate hither from High Holborn until
nearly 200 years later.

Mr. Blott says that the ground.s amund
Montfitchette Castle were known as Fitchette-
fields, Ficquet-fields, or Thicket-fields, and,
lastly, as a portion of that domain, changt-d its

name to Lincoln’s Inn and Lincoln’s Inn-fit-Ids.

Bridewell stood by. if not on, the site of Mount-
fitchet : so he calls us by a somewhat “ far

cry ” to Lincoln’s Inn-fields. Of Ficquets-
fields the Grace collection contains a valuable
plan, finely coloured and inked-in, showing
how the ground was occupied just 300 years
ago. The plan, to scale of 20 yards to an
inch, measures 20 in. by 16^ in., and is a copy
of one made by J. Long in 1592, bearing Lord
Burlington’s signature. It shows the positions
of Clement’s-well, the Grange, the Six Clerks’
Office (Hereflete’s or Kedermister’s Inn), and
the house of Mr. Boswell (whence Boswell-
court). Montfitchett’s close ally, Geoffrey de
Magnaville, Lord of Essex, has his stron^ihold
too — on Holborn-hill crest, separatt-d by
Aldewyche from his Eia, or Eye, manor,
since Ebury.* His grandson espouses the
cause of the Empress Maud, but, captured by
Stephen at St. Albans, is forced to forfeit his
wide lands. King John reverses the
attainder, and the Mandevilles, partially
recovering themselves, merge by marriage
into the De Lacys, Earls of Lincoln, ffm
whom Lincoln’s Inn is called. In a drawing
Mr, Blott puts Essex House, Magnaville’e
fastness, at Staple-inn. Thus, we pa-s on to
a striking chapter of the “Chronicle.’’ A
common explanation of the origin of that
Inn’s name is derived from Sir George Buc,
who says it was the inn or hostel of the mer-
chants of the Staple (as the tradition h),
wherewith until we can learn oetter matter
we must rest satisfied. The Staplers plied
their traffic at the western end of Westminster
Bridge, and, it is said, removed to Hnib irn

on the making, temp. Richard II., of New
Palace-yard. The author will have none of
this. He sees another signification in the

• Castle-atreet, jwaus Castle-yard, is re-nannd Fur-
nival-street.

device of the woolpack or woolsack, in a
window of the hall there :

—

There is a deeper meaning in that small square
of painted glass

;
it points back to the time when

Staple Inn was the court of the King’s Justiciary, a
court higher than the (Jhancellor’s Court, into
which in aftertimes it became merged.

He claims for Staple Inn that it had been the
official home of the Justiciary, Chief Justice
of England, inasmuch as his court (until
Henry lll.’s charter of Februarv 11, 1224-5)
followed the JGng

; and that there in Norman
times stood the palace and fortress of the
Deputy Iving, Maurice, Bishop of London,
protected by the King’s friend, Richard Mont-
fitchette. Roheaia, daughter of Aubrey de
Vere, Justiciary temp. Henry I., married
Geoffrey Magnaville, first Earl of Essex. At
Saffron Walden stood a castle of the Magna-
villes, and an abbey founded by the pair : the
Magnavilles held Essex House by Holborn-
bars. So, putting these links together, Mr.
Blott deduces that the young ladies of the
house of Magnaville must have enjoyed the
pleasant wanderings over the saffron fields of

M’’alden, and, charmed with their verdant
beauty, they appear to have reproduced a
similar scene on the northern slope [Saffron-
hill] of Holborn. In Edward II. 's reign
Walter de Stapleton, Bishop of Exeter, is

Gustos of the City ; to him, we are told, the
Inn owes its name, and we are given many
instances,—“ remarks that have escaped the
shipwreck of time,” in Bacon’s words,

—

worthy consideration, to show how the
name of Stapleton long survived here and
about. Confounding, as it seems to us, the
distinct offices of Lord Chancellor, Chief Jus-
ticiary, Justiciary, and Justice Itinerant in
his roll of Justiciaries at Staple Inn, Mr.
Blott goes on to say that it became known as
Grey’s Inn from Walter de Grey, afterwards
Bishop of Chester (or rather Lichfield and
Coventry), whom John appointed Justiciary,
or Gustos, in 1205. But we must remember
that the see of Chester had two or three
“ inns ” in London. Nor do we at all follow
him in placing (rray’s Inn upon the south
side of Ilolborn, and stating that its accepted
history is purely fictitious. The Inn’s origin
is clearly traced from the Lords Gray of
Wilton, of whom Reginal de Gray was
seised in fee, see the Inquisition
mortem., 1 Edward II., 1308,—at Portpoole,
on the north side of the street, of a certain '

messuage with gardens and a dovecote, thirty
acres of arable land, with a certain wind
cornmill, held by service to the Dean and
Chapter of St. Paul’s. A similar inquisition,
44 Edward III., 1370-1, finds Reginald de
Gray of Wilton upon Wee seised of a certain
hospitiuin in “ Portpole juxta Ilolborne,’’ kc .

:

with one garden, eleven small shops, and
three acres of land adjacent, of the Dean and
Chapter. Another, 19 Richard II. (1 .396),

establishes that Sir Henry Grey de Wilton
had enfeoffed certain parties of his manor
of Portpole, in Holburne, called “Greysyn.”
Mr. Blott, quoting from an article in our
own columns of June 16, 1866, in which the
inquisition of 44 Edward III. is cited, though
not quite accurately as to its precise terms,
says :

—

The inquisition referred to was in respect to the
claim of Montague, Bishop of Chichester, to the
reversion of Lincoln's Inn, at the expiration of a
“ cancelled ” lease then expiring, granted .... to

,

^^illiam Snlyard, 27th Henry ‘VTIT., for ninety-nine
years, at an annual rent of fi/. IJs. 4d. The fact is

that the antiquity of Lincoln’s Inn is transferred to
Gray’s Inn, and the “inquisition” or law suit of
H134 is dated back to 1371.

Not by us, certainly : nor do we see how a
Bishop of Chichester’s law suit of 1634, as to
the reversion of Lincoln’s Inn, to which Mr.
Blott refers us passvn, can possibly be mis-
taken for an inquisition,—quite another
filing,—of 1371 on the death of de Grey.
He reads the Builder: we may remind him
that Cumnor-place, to which we adverted in
a “Note” on August 6 last, was demolished

years ago, and that the two old houses,
“ Cock and Pie,” in Drury-lane, were removed
two years since (see our “ Note ” of De-
cember 13, 1890). His illustration is a copy

of S. Rawles’ plate, published by J. Aspern([|
of Cornhill, on August 1, 1807. We hav£
not space to deal with other matters in thii:

hook,

—

e.g., the Lisle correspondence, Ell:

House, Clare Market (to which a very earlii

origin is assigned), Tateshall (Tottenhana'i

court), AVhetstone Park, Scroop’s, Hereflete’ii

and Lincoln’s Ians, the Bomus Conversoruii'

(Jews’ Justiciary House), &c. A few silli:

passages somewhat blemish a great deal thfit

is excellent, striking, and new. The author::|.

toilsome investigation of records, deeds, witi*

county and family histories, yields a rick,

harvest, whilst some of his conclusions wLr^

not, we think, he at once accepted. It is •'

pity that in various instances he does noi)

supply more precise references to his sourcecl

of information.

Nos. 246—51, High Holborn, belonging tji

Emmanuel College, Cambridge, represent th.
Spencer, or Mildmay, estate, and stand on th
fore-court of Spencer House. Betwee?
Nos, 279—80 is Tichborne-court, its entranci
marked, until lately, by an old gabled hous€=
bearing a shield of the Tichborne arms.—vaii
a chief or. Haydn’s first home in Londoi
was at No. 45, pulled down (1881) for thl
First Avenue Hotel. Nos. 28-30, north side!

modernised in 1852, are supposed to hav:
been built temp. Edward VI. Some
plans we have consulted in the Cracti

collection* show certain properties within thi!

district underreview. BedfordSchool Charityt
to which we referred last week, covers partr
of Bedford-row, Sandland, Green, Lamb’i
Conduit, East, and New North streets!

Theobald’s-row, Hand-court, and Feather-;

stone-buildings; with all Harpur-streeh
Gower and Upper Gower streets, bavingi
Mortimer’s estate (Mortimer-market) to thtb

north, are set out for improvement of thdi

Bedford estate, 1800
;
Alfred-place, with thdi

two crescents, was first leased by the Cor-i

poration in 1802. ,Tohn Dayne’s “ exact plott:

and description of certain lands being partef*!

of the Mannor of Bloomsbury, iS:c., 1664-5,”',

sets out Southampton House in the south-t
east corner, with “ Long ’’ (254 a.),

* Baber’s ”•

(Slg a.), “Night” (7j a.), and “Cowles”
(4:|-a.). “Feilds”; west of “ Night Feild” isi

“ Citty Feild.” Thomas Chawner and Siri

James Pennethorne’s printed plans forEndell-l
street—over Hanover and Belton streets audi
Bowl-yard— and for New Oxford-street bearv
date 1840. Plans for liOrd Maynard’s pro-:

perty in Maynard and Lawrence streets are'*

dated 1813.
Of the architectural history of any of then

more noted buildings in Bloomsbury then
author has nothing to say, nor of their archi-t

tects
;
which is somewhat disappointing, asn

any new information about them (if there is (

any to produce) would have been of interest.

;

We do find the founder of Montague House t

recorded, with the remark that “ it is very r

possible that had there not been a Montague «

House there would not have been a British i

jMuseum in Bloomsbury,” which is probably r

true. But the object of the book seems to be n

wholly topographical and antiquarian. In i!

this respect, though rather dry reading and, J

as we have intimated, somewhat eccentric in i'

its theories, it contains a good deal of infor- •;

mation which should be of interest to land- -

owners and residents in the now over-built
(in every sense) territory of Bloomsbury.

Thb Engosh Iron Trade.—The English iron i'

market shows little sign of life, business on all i

hands being continod to transaotions for immediate i

requirements, buyers clearly anticipating further •,

declines in quotations. Crude iron is only in
limited request

;
but values are practically uu-

changed. In manufactured iron there is little

doing, and prices are depressed. A slightly better
tone is reported in the tin-plate branch. Steel
continues quiet. In the shipbuilding and
engineeriug departments new orders are badly
wanted. The coal trade, so far as household
qualities are concerned, is a trifle brisker

;
but

or.her qualities lack activity. The question of a
full week’s “play” at Christmas is being mooted.—Iron.

* Frederick Grace, the collector, lived, 1807, in No. 66,
Great Qneen-street, being the western portion of the
house attributed to Inigo Jones. John Grace built Nos.
53-1 in 1779, aud lived in No. 51.
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IB BUILDING STONES OF MALT.V,

jlN this country but very little is

known concerninfr the building

stones of the Maltese Islands,

although samples have, from time
I time, been on view at London exhibitions,

i. the great Exhibition of 1851, stone work
as the most prominent feature of the
-hibits from Malta, and comprised inlaid

Jarble table tops, carved vases, jugs,

indelabra, See. Several of the ornamental
one vases possessed considerable merit,

laring in mind the kind of material in

jliich they were executed, and were illus-

iated in the Exhibition catalogue.

(Ornamental stone work from Malta also

irmed a conspicuous part of the exhibit at

I

e late Colonial and Indian Exhibition ; the

fade outside the Maltese Court, executed in

e island under the superintendence of M.

i

allzia, of the Public Works Department
tracted much notice. This facade made
[om an original design based upon German
maissauce met with at Heidelberg, was
nt from Malta to London in numbered
Dcks, and then erected in the Exhibition
ounds. But these exhibition specimens,
icellent as they were, did not convey a very
telligible idea of the building stones ihem-
Ives, nor of the strata from which they
ere obtained, and it is to these points that

e desire now to call attention.

Geologically, the strata composing the

Maltese Islands are of Middle Tertiary
)ligocene and Miocene) age. The following
.ble* gives the general succession of the
jds :

—

Table of Maltese Strata.

( a. Whits coralline lime-'j

pper coral-
|

stooe. { Gozo
ine Hmestoae-i 6. Reddish yellow lime- {marble.

I stone. )
Soft white limestone,

ireensand (35 ft.).—re. Indurated yellow sand,
ilue clay (40 ft.).— Friable black sand.

'a. White rotten limestone.

Ist nodule seam.
1. Fine hard-grained limestone.

2Qd nodule seam.
c. Compact semi-crystalline limestone.

3rd nodule seam.
d. Yellowish soft limestone.

4th nodule seam,
ower limestone

_(
a. Scitiella-hed,

i(500 feet). ( b. Hard compact limestone.

The lower and upper (coralline) limestones

re, as a rule, exceedingly compact in texture,

nd the uppermost beds will take a good
olish, as is exemplified by the well-known
tozo marble which is obtained from them,

'he coralline limestone contains nodules, and
i beautifully variegated in certain localities,

n addition to marble, these beds yield an
xc«llent building stone, but they are not so

xtensively used for that purpose, we believe,

,8 the formation known as the Glohigerina

imestone, although being, by some, con-

idered to be superior to the latter in quality.

According to Mr. John II. Cooke, B. Sc.,

t

hree qualities of building stones are found in

he y^oSiyerma-limestone formation. The
tone of the first quality is somewhat coarse-

gained when compared with the others. It

8, however, much used for out-door work, as,

Iter exposure to the air, it acquires a hard-

less and compactness which renders it very
lurable. The second quality stone, when dry,

iresents the appearance of being as good as,

f not better than, the first quality, but there

s a material difference between the two,—-a

lifference that is more easily discernible in

vet than in dry weather. During the wet
eason this stone changes its colour and
’eadily exfoliates, and it is therefore rendered
iomparatively useless for exterior work. Its

)rilliant white appearance and other qualities

lave created a demand for it for interiors,

rhe differences in quality between these two
iinds of stone are strikingly domonstrated in

;he exterior walls of the older houses of

Luca and surrounding villages. The tbird-

juality stone is so rotten in character that it

* Gregory. Transacbloai of the Royal Society of
Edinburuh, vol. xxxvi. (1891), p. 634.

t Mediterranean yaturaiUt (1892), p. 162.

is seldom or never used for constructional

purposes.

The greater part of A'aUetta, Floriana

Sliema, and the churches of Malta and Gozo
are, according to Mr. Cooke, built of the

better quality limestone of the Glohigerina

division. The special horizon varies iu thick-

ness from 25 ft. to 50 ft., following the

locality ; but it is found that where the bed
is thin,—especially at St. Paul’s Bay,—the

stone is comparatively inferior iu quality.

The stone derived from the quarries of Tad-
Dual and Tal-Gauchi is of a yellowish-white
colour, and is accounted amongst the best to

be found in the islands, being in constant
request for decorative purposes. The same
author states that two grave defects

militate against its more extended use
in high-class architectural work. The
first of these is its great variability

in colour, and the second is the frequent
occurrence of unsightly blotches in the stone,

caused by the presence of concretionary
nodules of hematite and ironstone. These
nodules, when cut through, show ugly mark-
ings which disfigure the work in which they
occur. Amongst the quarrymen, the markings
are known as “suaba’' or finger-marks, a

name suggested by the form they commonly
assume. At Tal-Gandia and Tal-Balal fine-

grained, compact varieties of this bed are
quarried, and are largely used in the construc-
tion of tombstones and monuments. At
Inghiereb, in the vicinity of the Marsa, and
also on the outskirts of Birchircara inferior

stones are obtained.

A considerable quantity of good stone is

annually raised in the island of Gozo, espe-
cially at Ta-Bardan, in Sannat, where the

material is a hard, fine-grained freestone, of a
pale yellow colour.

For further information on the subject the
reader is referred to the treatise of Dr. .1.

Murray,* in which the various divisions and
the microscopic structure of the rocks are

clearly explained ; and to various articles in

the Mediterranean Naturalist, published in
Malta.

NOTES.
S far as present information goes

there seems to be little room
for doubt that the dreadful
railway accident near Thirsk has

arisen indirectly from the system of dividing

a fast train when it becomes too large to
send as one train, and that either some one
neglected to inform the signal-man at the

Junction that the express was divided, or

that he forgot the fact. The event, in that
case, is a terrible lesson on the danger of

thus introducing an extra loophole for an
accident by dividing a fast train at a time of

year when such division is not of every-

day occurrence. There are two sugges-
tions which may be made for rendering such
accidents at all events less possible in the
future. One is, that the running of trains

in two sections, if unavoidable, should
be kept up regularly and as a recognised
system during the portion of the year
when the fast traffic is heaviest

;
kept

up always during that period, and between
certain specified dates, and rigorously

excluded at other times. Most reasonable

people would surely agree that it is better to

be told they must wait for the next regular

train than run the risk of a terrible accident

through a misunderstanding. The other safe-

guard which occurs to us is possibly already

employed, but if not, it ought to be : it is, to

have a distinct and unmistakeable extra

tail-light or tail-signal at the back of the

first section of the train, to show the signal-

men that it Is a section only, and that the re-

mainder is following. We do not know
whether any such signal is adopted, but it is

a very important point, and one which ought
to be touched upon at the inquest. If there

is no such device in use by the railway com-
panies in such cases, they have neglected a

1

* “The Maltese Islands, with Special Reference to
their Geological Structure," Scottish Geographical
Magazine, toL tL (1890), pp. 449-488.

very simple and effectual means of guarding
against such a mistake as that which probably
led to the Thirsk accident.

The first meeting of the Institute for

the ensuing session is announced for

Monday evening, when the President, Mr.
Macvicar Anderson, will deliver his opening
address, in which some of the topics so much
discussed recently will no doubt be alluded
to. Those who agree with the policy of the
Institute will, we have no doubt, endeavour
to be present on this occasion in support of
the President.

I
N constructing the new Charing Cross-road,

the traffic from the west, by Piccadilly
and Regent-street going to Charing Cross and
the Strand has been overlooked. The cab-
men, indeed, endeavour to force their way
through the narrow, crooked little street a't

the south-east corner of Leicester-square,
known as Green-street, and the Vestry of
St. Martin’s-in-the-Fields is making some
intermittent efforts to widen and straighten
this street, but the most direct and easy route
for the western traffic would be along the top
of Leicester-square and through what is now
a narrow, tumble-down street, called Bear-
street, at the north-east corner of the square.
If this street were widened, and the angle
where it enters Charing Cross-road rounded
off, not only the through traffic from west to
east would be benefited, but the local traffic

to the numerous theatres in the neighbour-
hood would be relieved. A new theatre is

being constructed at the north-east angle of
the square, which must impede the traffic

through Craubourne-atreet, and there are,

close by, a large Parcel Post Office,

and the Empire and Alhambra theatres. The
completion of the new Portrait Gallery will
necessitate some alterations in the streets near
it, but it is not desirable that it should be
such as to encourage carriage traffic all round
it ; and if public meetings are to be frequently
held in Trafalgar - square the route by
Waterloo-place and thellaymarket to Charing
Cross station and the City will be obstructed.
By opening a route through Bear-street from
the top of Leicester-square to Charing Cross-
road the distance to the Strand by King
William-street and to the station will be
shortened, and the gradients will be easier
than by the existing routes by Waterloo-
place and the Haymarket. A glance at the
map of the district shows what an admirable
and necessary improvement the widening of
Bear-street would be, and the present moment
for making it is favourable, as some of the
houses at the Leicester-square end of the
street are being rebuilt, and the property on
the south side of the street is in a very bad
condition. Some day when the Government
is sufficiently alive to the danger which the
National Gallery and its collection of pictures
runs from fire from the barracks and houses
standing against it on the west side, a street
will have to be run down from the west of
Leicester-square to Pall Mall and Trafalgar-
square to isolate the building, and such a
street would still further relieve the north-
western traffic bound to Northumberland-
avenue and the Embankment and Whitehall,
and the present route by Green-street further
relieved of the block which at present exists.

This, however, is not eo urgent a street im-
provement as the widening of Bear-street,
and must not be allowed to divert attention
from it.

ON Tuesday the historical castle church of
Wittenberg, which has lately been re-

stored, was re-consecrated with much cere-
mony. Wittenberg Castle, to which the
church belongs, was known as far back as
1179, but the presence of a place of worship
within its walls can only be traced back to
1306. In 1353 this place of worship is known
to have been a consecrated chapel, and after a
period of re-construction, dating 1493 to
1499, it is spoken of as the Wittenberg Castle
Church. In 1499 the Castle Church was
consecrated as such by a Papal Nuncio, and
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in 1513, when Jlartin Luther nailed a copy
of his theses to its door, became one of the
best known ecclesiastical buildings of the
world. In 1040 the now venerable church lost

its roof by fire, and in 1760 a conflagration,
which destroyed the Castle, was the cause of
a second fire, which resulted in this valuable
monument of the Reformation being entirely
gutted. From 1760-1765 the "Wittenberg
church was rebuilt, only, however, again to
be made a ruin in the Franco-Prussian
campaign of 1813. In 1817 there was
another reconstruction, which was done in

great haste, as the building was re({uired for
the celebration of an anniversary, and then,
after being all but forgotten for some thirty
years, plans were prepared which, after much
alteration, have eventually resulted in a h’md
fide restoration being taken in hand. This
restoration proper was not, ho'wever, com-
menced until 1882, when the late Emperor
hrederick HI. gave attention to the matter,
The present Emperor, on taking the throne,
saw that his deceased father’s wishes were
properly attended to, and had the necessary
works carried out. .\s stated in a previous
number, the eminent archmolcgist. Professor
F. Adler, acted as architect. Jlis name
vouches for the restoration being a careful
one, but we fear it can hardly be said that
much of the interest of the original church
has been retained after all this burning, re
building, and restoring.

surveyor to give certificates, so as to bring
into existence a contractual relation. Then,
if the surveyor does not perform his duty he
is liable to pay damages.

^IIAT strange wave of catastrophes which
every now and again rolls over our globe

bringing with it a long list of floods, wrecks,
fires, See., is apparently at present at its
height. From all sides reports of calamities
of various kinds reach us through the daily
press, and, to our regret, we notice among
them a number which are solely due to long
standing negligence or stupidity, strangely
contrasting with the means at the disposal of
mankind in the present age. Great con-
flagrations such as the one at Milwaukee
figure conspicuously among the disasters
which could so easily be prevented. A little
timely forethought in the framing of local
building regulations is all that is necessary
for the prevention of a spread of fire over i

large area; so-called fire-surveys, the organisa-
tion^ of fire-brigades, itc., may be of some
service, yet they are mainly for the protection
of separate risks as such. It would be well
if American civic authorities were at last
compelled to give more attention to the con-
cise wording and the rigid enforcement of the
elementary preventive legislation necessary.
Their interest at present is generally centred
in the quick movement of their respective
fire-extinguishing establishments. Record-
breaking in such turn-outs ” is the order of
the day, and the science of urban fire-pre-
vention does not, as a rule, exist.

cases which should be noted have
been decided during the last few days.

The first, Gillow v. Lord Aberdare, came
before the Court of Appeal, which affirmed
the decision of Mr. Justice Hawkins. As we
commented on the case some months ago, it
is scarcely necessary to recur to it in detail.
It exemplifies a tendency of house and land
agents to grasp at commissions which at the
best could only be due on very slight technical
grounds. The fact is, there is too great a
proneness among this class of professional
persons to seek to be paid for work which in
reality they have not done. In the presentcase,
Messrs. GilIow sought to make Lord Aberdare
liable for a commission on the sale of his
house when they had done no more than let
It to the purchaser some months previously.
It is very desirable that house-agents should
understand that they cannot claim commis-
sion unless it is clearly shown that there is a
contract between them and the house-owner
and that the agreement with the hirer or
buyer, as the case may be, has been directly
caused by their work and labour. It is
therefore, clear that if a mortgagee wishes to
safeguard himself he, as well as the mort-
gagor, must enter into a contract with the

[

f

I
HIE case of Dennis r. Gould is, perhaps,

one of greater interest to readers of
the Builder. Mr. Justice Wills says that
similar cases must have occurred over and
over again, but we should hope that this is a
judicial exaggeration. The plaintiff was a
mortgagee, and advanced money to the
mortgagor on the security of certain houses
in course of erection. The money was ad-
vanced on the certificates of Gould, a sur-
veyor at Ilfracombe. Some of the work was
imperfectly performed, and thus caused a loss
to the plaintiff, who thereupon sued Gould
for the damages. The (Official Referee, before
whom the case was originally tried, found, as
a fact; that Gould had been guilty of gross
negligence, but not of fraud. Then the
question came before the (Queen's Bench
Division whether, under such circumstances,
the plaintiff had any legal ground of action
against Gould. The Court had no difficulty
in finding that he had none. There was no
contract between Gould and the plaintiff,
and there was no fraud on the part of the
latter; if there had been, the action would
have been attainable. This seems rather hard
on the lender, -who, in addition to having lost
some money, was, of course, saddled with the
costs of the litigation.

the middle-level sewer from the sewer’s commcli
meat 'as aforesaid, right through Nottiog-hilbS
the B.ayswater-road, was sufficient to charge^i
whole atmosphere of the district. Upon the gI
Wesiern Railway Company being called upoof
abate tho nuisance, they expressed the utn
reidiness to do anything to abolish the causii
complaint, and as the outcome of consideration):!
experiment, the drain from the works has bl
entirely severed from the outlet drain under the ij
way, and the whole of tho drainage (which is si
from soil) is run into two iron cylinders, each al;|
0 ft. diameter and 25 ft. long, sunk vertically

)|buried in the ground. - The whole of the offene^
water is intercepted in these iron catchpits,
from thence it is pumped up into an open 3
gutter carried above the roofs of the worksW
and run into a large iron cistern, from whenc
feeds the boilers for generating the steam for o

engines on the works. There is every reasorc
expect that the works thus carried out at consie
able expense will be the means of abolishing £

great nuisance about which complaints in the nd
district of the parish have been rife for years,”

'

have received several of the Parochial
_
» » Annual Reports which are usually

issued about this time of the year. From
that of the parish of St. Luke we learn that
the question of constant water-supply for all
house8_ in the parish has been before the
authorities, and application made to the
County Council to call on the Aew River
Company to give a constant supply, with the
result of a reply from the Council stating
that they would make every endeavour to get
the constant system extended to the parish
with as little delay as pos.sible. Other '\'e8-
tries would do well and would be acting in
the interests of the general public as well as
their own if they would follow this example,
and agitate for constant water-supply where
it does not already exist. The report states
that the system of emptying the sewer gullies
by night has been found advantageous as
avoiding public nuisance. The Chelsea
\ estry report is, as usual, a very well
drawn up and very full one. Among
other points named is that of the
smells arising from the main line sewer, in
regard to which the "^’estry have several
times applied to the County Council, and the
latter made a connection between the sewer
and the boileri at the Western Pumping
Station at Grosvenor-road, “ by which it was
hoped that the gases would be drawn out of
the sewer and burned in the flues.” Subse-
quently Mr. ,^Ecea3 Smith informed the
> estry that he intended to carry pipes up his
new buildings on the plot of land on the
Chelsea side of Battersea Bridge, which he
hoped -would, in conjunction with the pump-
ing station, effectually free Cbeyne-walkfrom
smells. We shall look in next year's report
for the result of these efforts. In the Report
to the Kensington Vestry by Mr. Weaver, the
Surveyor, there is reference to serious com-
plaints about drain smells in the north
district of the parish :

M e shall be glad also to know the result
this action. The collection and disposal
the refuse of the parish is becoming a mat
of difficulty, and Mr. Weaver suggests tl

reorganisation will be necessary, on m<
economical lines. lie points out that
individual care were exercised in keeping c
of the

_

dust-bin everything that could
inoffensively burnt in the house, about h
the cost of the work would be saved to t
Vestry, Mr. Rob.'on’s Engineer’s and Si
yeyor’s Report to the Willesden Local Boa
18 very well drawn up. He insists strong
on the necessity for reform in the road mai
tenance of the district, but we regret to s

Occasionally, the smell was so alarming, that
persona were afraid to light the gas burners in
their houses, under the idea that the gas was
escaping in their premises from damaged pipes.
As the result of investigations above ground and in
the sewers, the nuisance was found to arise at the
works of the Great Western Railway Company, by
Wormwood Scrubbs. At this spot the said Com-
pany manufacture compressed oil gas, and the
waste water and surface drainage from the works
found its way into the drain from the premises,
running under the Great Western Railwa)’, running
eastward under the Gas Light and Coke Company's
land, and thence into the head of the main middle
level sewer to the west of Edinburgh-road. So
pungent and offensive was the smell arising from
this contaminated water, that its passage through

j

It is about the least sanitary pavement

:

town districts. Thesubject of trees overhaugi
the_ public roads is referred to as a m
difficulty; the owners will not obey notii
to trim them, and the Surveyor’s departmt
has been keeping them trimmed where mi
required, without any organised system. T
sewers in the district are flushed twi
weekly, and found perfectly free from depoa
Many other points connected with pub
health and convenience are touched upon
this report, which contains a great deal
information and suggestion put into a rea
able form. We have one or two other simil
reports before us which we will return to.

A CORRESPOXDEXT sends us a cutti^ from a recent number of the
Courier^ referring to our comments the oth
day on advertising^ broadsheets from arc!
tects, apparently with some surprise at t
rigour of our views. The Halifax journ
wants to know what the Builder would si
of ‘‘architects who are in the habit
receiving one and a-half per cent, upon co;
tractors estimates, of supplying a coi
siderable portion of the apparatus, Sei
through the wholesale firms for whom th{
are acting as agents, and from whom the
undoubtedly obtain a very handsome con
mission.” Most of our readers know prett
well what we should say, viz. ; tht
such people were making money dii
honestly, and that if they were member
of the Institute of Architects, they wouL
be liable to be struck off its list on such
ground. But we cannot say that we hav
any of the direct knowledge of such practice
which the Halifax paper seems to be ii

possession of. We are told that there ar<
architects who do this kind of thing, and i

may be true
;
but they are a kind of archi-

tects with whom it has not been our mis-
fortune to come into contact. Some light
however is thrown on this pessimist creed
of the Halifax editor by a report (from
another journal) of a speech in the Town
Council, a week or two later, on a ques-
tion of the architect’s commission for a
fire brigade station. They had first written
to the architect to know what his commission
was, and he wrote back to say it was 6 per
cent. The speaker continued

—

They wanted to know next what he charged tl
contractors, and they found that he charged the
1$ per wnt, for bills of quantities, making 6i p,

sub-committee found, also, that in oi
of the contractors’ bills of quantities there wj
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fce a fourth of the material which the contractor
supply. In other words, he had to allow

.f, 40^., or .90 on, /'•hich iht architect supplied, tipon
c/t ike contractor had to pay the architect a com-
don. of per cent. Of course, this was added
very instance to the contractor’s estimate to the
poration, and the Corporation had to pay
)ugh the contractor. This S}stem, he should
,
was carried on, more or less, in every con-

tor’s work. 7/e 7oas not yoing to sau hoic much
architect icould receive froiii the tradesmen icho
supplied material. It vas certvin, hov.ever, that
lOuUl not order goods to he supplied unless he had
t commission on them.”

) ampIicityof this utter disbelief in the
aibility of honourable conduct of business
the part of an architect is certainly
using; but the fact that two Halifax
ers within a few days contain an expres-
1 of the conviction that architects habl-
lly get commissions from contractors and
iespeople seems to indicate that there are
le architects in that neighbourhood who
'e furnished ground for this belief.

HE Western Mail of October 28 gives an
account of a visit of inspection of the

actors of the South Wales and West of
^land Girder Company to the new works
-'ardifT. The object of the company is to
>ort girders direct to Cardiff from the
itinent, the steel girders used in Wales
ing hitherto been obtained through
idou firms acting as intermediaries
ween the Belgian manufacturers and the
sumers. This is of course in a com-
rcial sense a perfectly sound and reason-
0 undertaking. The objeclionable point
ut it, to which we have before referred, is

t several of the directors are architects,
have thus a commercial interest in

cifying girders to be obtained through
3 company

;
that is to say, they have an

srest in the materials to be used which is

necessarily the interest of their clients,
ne of the architects whose names appear in
printed list of directors are members of

1 Institute of Architects. Two of them
members of the “ Society of Architects.”

HIE case of St. Giles's Church, Camber-
well, forms rather a serious indictment

unst Caen stone, for the London atmo-
lere at all events. According to the appeal
the Vicar (in the Times of November 1),
00/. will have to be spent on the tower
5 spire of this church, erected not many
^rs ago from the designs of Sir Gilbert
t)tt, in order to make them safe, on account
(the extent to which the Caen stone has
;ayed during this limited period.

1HE September number of “ S. A. A.
Notes,” the publication of the Sydney

fchitectural Association, contains a paper
Mr. Maiden, Curator of the Technological
jseum of Sydney, and Botanist lo the
rests Department, on “ Some of the pale
rd-wood timbers of New South Wales.”
is paper contains the description, by an
pert, of many of the hard-wood timber
es of_ New South Wales, which is of
erest in itself, and may be of practical use-
.ness to English architects or builders who
j desirous to make use of any of these
lods.

HIE tenth exhibition of the Institute of
Painters in Oil Colours, opened this

)ek, contains about the usual proportion of
;erestmg work and of mere mediocrity,
th a few rather exceptionallv good pic-
res. .imong these latter is 'Mr. Joseph
ark's “Golden Wedding” (80), an ad-
rable study of character and personalities
every-day life, the head of the old lady, one
the “golden wedding” pair, alone having a
rtain elevation of character. Mr. Shannon's
rtrait of a little boy (97) with a black cat
his knee, is in his best style. The Presi-
nt appears with a new class of subject (for
m) in “ Approaching Michaelmas” (143), a
tail rich-toned picture of a white country
ttage amid masses of foliage, with a few
ese m the foreground ; the work is so fine

in feeling and colour that it is a pity it had
not a lees prosaic title. Mr. Hugh Carter’s

“ Rest by the Way” (10) is a superior work
of its class, more solidly painted than many
of his, and with less of the reminiscence of

Israels which used to pervade his pictures too

much. We do not think Mr. T. B, Kennington
does himself justice in such works as

“Engaged” (370) and “The Marriage
Column ” (540), which are commonplace in

sentiment (very unusual with this thoughtful

painter) and rather clintjnant in colour. Mr.
Fulleylove has a fine architectural picture of

“The Piazzetta "N'enice ” (414), in which the

architectural detail is admirably shown ; and
Mr. East sends a beautiful landscape “ The
Clairwiu ^'alIey” (513). Among works to

be noted are “ The Breezy Blue ” (13) bv Mr.
R. W. Allan

;
“ A Sussex Lane ” (103) by

Mr. Wimperis ;
“ The Lotus Gatherers

”

(171) a beautiful litttle bit of colour,

by Mr. A. Drummond
;

a lion (200) by Mr.

Nettleship; “ The Mill,” (207), a clever little

study of moonlight effect, by Mr. Philip

Burne-Jones: “In the Shadow of the Great
Pyramid” (291) by Mr. J, Farquharson

;
a

very clever study of night effect, “Moon-
light” (440), by Mr. A. Harrison; “Con-
firmation Day ” (532), by Mr. A. Chevallier

Taylor
;
and “ The Birth of a Storm ” (549), a

beautiful little landscape composition by Mr.

F. G. Cotman.

The pictures by Ilervier, a former member
of the “ Barbizon school” of painters,

now collected at Messrs. Boussod & Valadon’s

in New Bond-street, are worth looking at,

but we think they have been rather overrated

by critics who wish to make up to the painter

now for undue neglect during his life-time.

There is a power in his landscapes, especially

in the large one called “Old Oaks in the

Forest of St. Germain,” which has something
of Constable about it

;
but for the most part

his colouring is grim and unattractive, and

his subjects not happily chosen
;
the effect of

the collection as a whole is, in fact, rather

depressing.

The collection of water-colour drawings

by the late Charles Robertson, at the

Fine Art Society’s Gallery, is well worth a

visit; it is a large and varied collection,

showing the great technical talent of the

artist, bub showing also his limitations in

regard to human character and expression.

The large drawing called “ Loot ” is an
admirably-paiatedEa8ternscene,butthereisno
interest or character in the figures except as

parts of a composition. His “Puppies” is a

splendid flower piece, giving the thin character

of the flowers which is often overlooked in

painting. Some of the mere studies, such as

that of the camels in “ Sketch in the Market,

Tangiers,” are of great interest; and thero

are many fine bits of landscape, notably
“ Moonrise,” with the timbers of the old

jetty winding out from the foreground, like

the skeleton of some extinct animal.

Mr. S.VTNTON’S silver-point drawings of

“ The Ballet and Fancy Subjects,” at

the Burlington Gallery in Old Bond-street,

show admirable drawing and a great mastery

of this method of e.xecution. A few of the

subjects are pretty, and there is a good little

nude study, but for the majority we can only

regret that so beautiful a form of art should

be thrown away on subjects which are both

ugly and vulgar.

Wesley.vx Ch<v.pel, Stourton.—-Oq the 22nd
ult. a new Wesleyan Chapel was opened at Stour-

ton, a village near Ilanslet, on the outskirts of

Leeds. The chaoel has been built from plans pre-

pared by Mr. Thomas Howdill, architect, Leeds.

The building is of brick, with stone facings, and is

in the Italian Kenaissance style. Inside, at the

end opposite the organ, is a gallery, lighted by
semi-circular topped windows, with leaded lights.

Behind the chapel are vestries connected with the
old building. There is accommodation for between
500 and 600 persons in the ch^nel. The cost of the

structure has been about 2,OOOL
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LETTER FROM PARIS.

The State entrance of the Palais de TEIyiee

—

the usual residence of the head of the State,

was, until recently, adorned with the imperial

arms which, on the accession of NapolOon III.,

had replaced the flenr-de-lys of the house of

Bourbon. This innovation has just been re-

edited by the Direction des Bdtiments Civile,

which has thought itself bound to replace the

arms of the fallen dynasty by a cartouche

bearing, in the middle of a decorative trophy,

the monogram “ R. F.,” officially adopted by
the Republican Government. One cannot too

strongly protest against the puerile intolerance

which thus attacks public monuments and
efidces the traces impressed on them by history.

Only fifteen years since, when Due, the archi-

tect, replaced the bouquets of fleur-de-ljs which

formerly crowned the gilt pilasters of the grille

of the Palais de Justice, the Municipal Council

of Paris was indignant at the change, and for a

long time refused, for this cause alone, to erect

to the memory of the eminent artist the monu-
ment which Chapu was to have executed and
which is still unfinished,

A page of his-ory cannot be effaced, and the

mutilation which a too zealous functionary has

inflicted on M. Carnot’s residence is as absurd

as if one were to efface from the walls of the

Louvre, or of Fontainebleau, the cipher of

Henri II. and Diane de Poitiers. Besides, a

mere monogram has no heraldic signilicalion,

and considerations of decorative art demand
fomething better. A distioguished architecr,

M. Boileau, has just addressed to a Parisian

journal a very sensible letter on the subject, iu

which he observes that a modern artist, M.

Coquart, has invented, in the new chamber of

the Cour de Cassation, just the device that was

wanted :

—

“ Le plafond, un veritable chef-d’esuvro moderue

(iu genre, s’appuie h. cet endroit, sur uoe corniche

tres puissante. L'Architecte I'a relevce par uu
dfioortriomphal extrcraementicnportant o\i se resume

le obiffre de notre Gouvernenionto. De vrais dra-

peaux tricolores, en sole frangtSe d’or, habilemeut

drap(;s, emergent des roudes bosses et forment

comaie une gloire autour desenfauts, des faisceaux,

dos tables, des bnanches de cbene et de lauriers.

Cost d’un merveilleu.x effet et d'une ampleur in-

comparable. Or (coQclut M. Boileau), alors _que,

dans des edifices construits sous notra nSpubljque,

des arcbitectes, plus inspires sous d'antres r6gim9!=,

ont b peine injiqu6, n’importe oh, un R. F. peu

comproTiiettant, un homme d'un talent bors de pair

met tout son cceur d'artiste a cr^er des armo? spleu-

dides pour le Gouvernement dont il est 1 arcbitecte

et on le revoque sous pretexts qu’il a mis

trop longtemps b terminer son ceuvro !

”

This is the fact, and it is worthy putting on

record as an instance of the despotic behaviour

of the last Minister of Public Works towards

M. Coquart, who has carried with him into his

retreat the esteem and regret of the whole

artistic world of Paris.

The Parisian press is also much occupied

with the proposalto transfer to the Pdnth6)n

the remains of Renan. Michele^, Edgar Qainet.

Arago, Lamartine, Ingres, Meisscnler, and

Thiers. Iu regard to this last, there will be

difficul'y, for the extreme Left will hardly

pardon tue man who put down the Commune ;

and on the other hand bis representatives refuse

to abandon the tomb in Pere Lachaise.^ M.

Ldcn Say, the author of the proposal submitted

to Parliament, maintains that all objections

may bs provided for by erecting in the

Pantheon commemorative monuments which

need not be in the nature of tomb?. Iu this

manner, instead of depositing the remains of

eminent men in a dark and damp vault, we

might have, in the temple itself, an assemblage

of memorial statues recalling the celebrities of

past times. This would be a solution, but it is

not a very possible one in a buiffiing the walls

of which are already lined with paintings

executed by the mastos of the modern school.

They talk much of making the Pantheon “ the

Westminster Abbey of France”; but to do

that one would have to lay aside political

fanaticism, and, here as in London, to have a

building dedicated to the whole past history of

the nation
;
and there is much to be altered

before such an idea as that can be rea'ised 1

The first competition for the decoration of

the salons adjoining the Salle des FSces of the

Hotel de Ville has just been decided. Fifty

competitors responded to the invita'ion of the

administration, but nothing very extraordinary

has been produced. People are getting tired of

these competitions, and it most be admitted that

1 the recent results from them have not been very

1
fortunate. In the present cate six artists have
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been chosen, three for each salon, They are

Bonis k Monre, Danger, Delame, Jules
Ferry, Henri Martin, and Bigaux iSc Simas.
They are to send in next April portions of
their^designs full size, after which the final
decision will be made. The second competition
for the decoration of the Mairie of Montreuil
will de decided shortly. The three competitors
are MM. Bourgonnier, Gorguet (in collaboration
with M. Courtois) and Henri iMartin.
Another projpc^. tn be submitted shortly to

the Municipal C ••ui: 1 is that for the decoration
of the Mairie ot the twelfth arrondiseement,
which, according to the scheme of the architect,
M. Auburtin, will include four large panels of
historical painting, and a marble bust of the
Republic, which latter will probably be en-
trusted to M. Ernest Barrias. It is to be hoped
that in this case the artists will be required to
execute the work i?i siiu, to avoid the disap-
pointments which have been encountered in the
Hotel de 'N ille when paintings executed in the
studios have been fixed in their place.
Both at the Hutel de Ville and in Parliament

much talk is being made about the sanitation
of Paris, which has been gravely compromised
by the system of “tout il I'egout.” This
system, laid out by the late Durand Claye, is
worse for the suburban districts than for Paris
proper, where the Seine water is but rarely em-
pl'iyed for cooking or drinking, and where the
addition of the water from the sources of the
Avre and the Vigne will furnish an addition of
100,000 cubic metres annually. The question,
long discussed, has been again adjourned, for a
mouth, by the Municipal Council, in order to
allow time for the Adrainislrafion to formulate a
new scheme for obtaining a further water supply
from Loing and Lanain. At the same time the
scheme will be considered of an aquednet
starting from the plain of Achcres, beyond St.
Germain, to take the sewage not to the sea, as
has been many times demanded, but fon-arrh
the sea. and to utilise it for agricultural
purposes on the lands along the route.

It is proposed also, for providing for the more
sanitary condition of Paris, to constitute, in
regard to dwellings, that which already exists
in regard to individuals in the records of the
“ easier Judiciaire.” The “Casier Sanitaire”
will include a sketch and description of each
house, a record of population and sanitary con
dition, an abstract of the operations of disin-
fection carried out, information in regard to the
systems of removal of house refuse, as well asm reference to lodgings recognised as in
sanitary, and records of any scientific in-
vestigations or sanitary inquiries specially
made. The system of inquiry instituted by
Dr. Martin will apply to 80,000 habitations in

necessitate an expenditure of
<|J,UUU irancs m organisation.
The cleariDg oat of the'aeighbonthooa of

the Palais Royal is a project which is partially
of a sanitary nature, and which is again under
discassioD The Banqae de France wishes toaoqmre for the purpose of enlarging its
establishment, all the houses comprised be-
tween Hue Bailiff and Eae des Petits Champs
This operation will inclode the sappression of
the Rne Kadziwill, and a flne terrace, with steps
for access to tt, will replace the houses whiS^h
border the Rues Beanjolais and Petits Champs
so that the north face of the Palace, facing the
National Library and the Rne Vivienne, will becompletely opened out.
The work at the Mus^e GMliera will shortly

be resumed, when the decoration of the interior
wil be commenced. It is hoped that the

of 189?
opening by the end

The statue of Beaumarchais executed by M.Ciausaue (whose design was selected in public
competition), is nearly completed, and will be
shortly put up in its intended place at the

ToSLlto,
We have already spoken ot the proposals of

in^lCOo" ^^WWtion

J the schemes already formulated
has jnst been added one by U. .“taint-Lanne,

[Nov. 5, 1892.?'

who proposes to take the' Seine ks Ws wo
*“™er prodoctions. He

operations, and to estabifsh on it a bri^e^ Und cwl ‘ "ttidied with Gleyreoperations, and to establish on it a bridee;
terrace of vast proportions, the four towers ofhich are to light ihe whole exhibition. The

merelv we mention

Sr /ife
^ “Otiosity, proposes alio to annextor the purposes of the exhibition all them.lttpy zone between the Porte d'Anteuil and

‘tooifotm the fosse ot the for-

on Sorb “'““‘tin tailwayon each bank. The whole scheme will include

a superficial area of 165 hectares, a third more
than the extent of the 1889 exhibition.

It is announced that M. Ronjon, Director of
Fine Arts, has proposed to the Minister of
Public Instruction that all objects of artwhich
are to be purchased by the State should be
submitted to a new consulting committee.
This committee would include not only the
delegates of the Administration, but the best
and most learned experts in the arts con-
cerned, whose high standing and acquirements
would give a kind of special recognition to
objects purchased for the national museums.
At the same time he would propose to send to
special rausenms all objects of art or curiosities
which did not come directly under the heads
of painting, sculpture, or architecture. M.
Roujon's proposal can only be commended, and
it is to be wished that the Municipality
of Paris would follow the same example,
in which case less money would be sacrificed
on mere bric-i\-brac, and the public would
not be imposed on with objects of but small

artistic or historic value
;

such for instance
as the portrait, by M. Yvon, of the little
negress brought by Lieut. Mizon last summer
from the banks of the Niger to Paris, and which
has no interest in connexion with Parisian
history. It has even been proposed to present
to the Carnavalet Museum the marble table at
which Ravacbol lunched at Tory’s restaurant,
just before his arrest. Fortunately the Pre-
fecture has refused to regard the Carnavalet
Museum as :m annexe of the Tiissaud Gallery,
and has declined the fantastic offering.
At the ficole des Beaux-Arts the jury has

decided the first two prizes in the Jauvain-
d’Attainville competition. That in the section
of historical painting has been awarded to M.
Guillemot, pupil of M. Cormon. The first prize
in the landscape section has been awarded to M.
Foreaux, pupil of MM. Harpignies, J. Lefebvre,
and Olivier Merson.
There have been serious losses in the art

world daring the past month. To the names of
Signol, Giraud, and Vital-Dubray, of whose
death mention has been already made, we have
now to add those of the landscape painters
Lil-pine and Gosselin. Gabriel Vital-Dubray
was born in 1813. A pupil of Ramey, be ob-
tained a third medal in the Salon of 1844 for
his “ Joueur de Brottola.” Among bis numerous
statues of celebrated persons we may remember
especially the equestrian statue of Napoleon I
ac Rouen, that of Jeanne Hachette at Beau-
vais, that of the Empress Josephine, formerly
in the avenue of that name and now in the
museum of Auteuil, those of Clodion, Sully,
and Marshal Lannes, and the monument to
Perdonnet, the engineer, in the cemetery of
Pi-'re Lachaise. Vital-Dubray was Chevalier of
the Legion of Honour since 1857, and was pro-
moted to the title of “ officier” in 18(54. During
the Franco-German war he was mentioned in
orders of the day for the army for bis brave
conduct at the battle of Bozenval.
M. Stanislas Lepine.who died from an attack

of paralysis at the age of fifty-seven, was a
pupil of^ Corot, and exhibited regularly at the
Salon, since 1859, Parisian landscapes on the
banks of the Seine, painted with a rapid and
firm hand. He excelled in representing the
delicate grey and misty effects of morning
Among his pictures of this kind were the
“Pontd’ Iena,”the "Pont Marie,” the ‘‘Canal
de la_ Villette,” the "Pont des Arts,” the
"Jardm des Taileries,” the " IMarchc aux
Pomines (which gained him a third medal in
the Salon of isgg), and lastly the " Pont
Royal and the ‘‘Pont de I’Estacade,” for
which be received a gold medal in the 1889
pbibition. Some months before his death he
had finished a view of the Seine at the Pont
Neuf, for the Salon des Sciences at the Hotel
de Ville.

It was also for the Hutel'de Ville that Charles
Gosselm executed one of bis last works, "Les
lanneries de la Bievre," which decorates
the side

^

gallery of the grand staircase

:

a work, it must be admitted, much inferior
most of his former prodoctions. He

des Amis des Arts ” of Seine-et-Oise. In t
double function be was much appreciated
his admmistrative qualities and kindliness; !

disposition. Charles Gosselm received med
in 1865 and 1870, a second medal in 1874, ri:]

the Cross of the Legion of Honour in 1878.’ ii

The Paris jonrnals have announced ic
sudden death of M. Alfred 5Iichiels, at the a
of seventy-nine. He was librarian of the J-lck
des Beaux-Arts, and a distinguished art cri:t
He leaves a considerable amount of literal

work behind him. We may notice amonpi
his principal works “ L'Art Flamand dj !:

I’Est et le Midi de la France,” " L’Arcbitn
tnre et la Peinture en Europe depnis le I*

Siecle jusqu’ -X la fin de XVI. and also “ L’B'
toire de la Peinture Flamande.” M. Michiji
was a learned and indefatigable worker, whv
loss will be much ftlt in the world of art
literature. We have heard at the last momci
of the death of M. Pouget, former pupil ij

Questel, who began early in life with sobi
important works. He has died at the agej
forty-three. He had been a member of f
Sociote Centrale des Architeetes since 1890. '•

---- •“ o-uvi tstuuicu wiiu uieyre
Busson. He began exhibiting in

manner of painting W’as careful and
lite-like to nature, which he observed atten-
tively, and his pictures were foil of a charming
simplicity and truth. He excelled in autumn
scenes. The valleys of the Jura, the plains of
iicardy, and, latterly, the woods of Versailles

loJo V
favourite subjects. In

188- he was nominated Curator of the Ver-
sailles Museum, and President of the " Societe

MISS PENROSE'S LECTURES.
The short course of lectures on Greek ya

at the British Museum, which Miss Emily'Pi
rose (daughter of the eminent architect) 1

just brought to a close, is noticeable mi
especially for the attention paid throughout
details of technique. We have heard much
late of the more popular side of the snbje
mythograpby. and there was ample room
this new departure. We may say at once tl

Miss Penrose is very happy in her combinat:
of simplicity and intelligibility of presentme
with a scientific attention to fact. Start!

with the definition of man as “an anir
that cooks its food,” the first lecture de
with ceramic imitations of skins, gour
baskets, and the survivals of these several for
w’ere clearly illustrated. The use of 1

potter's wheel was explained, and some co
parisons instituted between modem andancii
potteries

;
the processes of drying, painting, a

firing followed. The earliest specimensof arch
vases were then classified as follows : Primiti
Mycen®, Geometric, Transition (includi

the vases of Phaleron, Rhodes, and specim<
from Naukratis), Oriental. The second lecti

dealt with the shapes and uses of vases, a
here a word more might have been added as
the relation between use and shape. T
amphora, being a vase for storing, is d
tinguisbed not only by its two handles, but
the narrowing of its neck

;
the krater ope

out bell-shaped for convenience of stirring a
mixing

;
the oinochoe is broad-necked i

wine- pouting
;

the lekythos narrow for t

dropping of oil. Passing to the black-figur

style, the lecturer noted the different mane
of applying white in the Primitive and Blac
figured period, and showed how the gradu
development of the Black-figured style w
marked by the abandonment of the rosetl

the modification of the frieze system, ti

introduction of inscriptions, and,—as regari

subject,—the gradually increasing prevalen
of mythology. Many of these points we
illustrated by a full examination of a porti<

of the famous FrauQois ware. The transits
from the Black to the Red-figured style w:

effected by the group of painters who cent)

round Epiktetos, and probably the first Re(
figured decoration is to be found in tl

Gorgoneians that decorate the interior of ear)

cy likes.
The cylix, in fact, as someone has we

observed, sprang from being the Cinderella (

the Black-figured period to the Princess (

the Red
;
but the decoration of its interic

presented difficulties long apparently insuj

mountable. The artist at first only transplante
the panel designs of his Black-figured amphon
to the sides of the cylix, filling up the vai’""uilo oiuco LUC uiliug up LXic vau
space with first a palmetto, then a huge eye
a siren nr n snhin-ir- n little later a winja siren or a sphinx^ a iittie latei. a wmj
horse, then a horseman mounted, and finally

horseman becomes incorporated in the des

which spreads uniformly over the whole spf

As to the rendering of detail, incised li

quickly disappear
;
Euphronios, e.g., an es

master, rarely uses them
;
colour is eliminat

and by degrees the eye, once sharply differ

tiatedfor man and woman, is rendered alike
both, and gradually drawn correctly in prol

A farthf r note of date is the treatment of

eye-lash. Still more stress was laid on drap
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as a meana for chronology. At first, the chiton

appeared >-nlid and sheath-like, in Noah’s-Ark

fashion, tjiking no cognisance of the form
’beneath. 'I'hen, bythe time of Enphronios, the

limbs are drawn in, and show throngh the

drapery, ihongh still without governing its folds.

Ibe E^ric chiton went in and out of fashion

.more ih^n once, and its presence should always,

tbe noted as a mark of time. Attitude, again,

lis very cbaracteristic of diilerent periods : first,

iwe have front-facing figures, with profile feet,

fthelr figures balanced on both feet; next, on

i

one, tbe supporting foot being frontways, the

other sideways, then precisely the reverse.

In this respect vases follow the fashions of

(sculpture.

/ As to subject, fashion varies considerably,

rlhe mature Black-figured style adopts, in the

(main, subjects that are mythological. Epik-

tetos and his set love to depict daily life.

With the early Red-figured style, Athenian
mythology comes to the fore, and Theseus
supplants Herakles. History is not without its

influence. In 460 b.c. a colony in the Strymon
is sacked by the Thracians

;
immediately after

we have an outbreak of vases representing the

slaying of Orpheus by the Thracian women.
In the fourth century the Thebans shake off

the tyranny of Sparta, and they see the mytho-
logical prototype of their own victory in

Herakles strangling the snakes,—a subject

which crops up suddenly on coins and vases.

With Brygos, of whose work the British

Museum possesses a splendid specimen, the

glory of Red-figured vase-painting culminates

and closes. Excessive ornament, reintroduction

of the colours so successfully eliminated, figure

in relief, minnteness and excessive detail,

attempts at perspective, are all so many
downward steps. Odd though it may seem,
the decline is traceable to the great masters,

Polygnotus, Mikon. and the like, whose
masterpieces in fresco seem to have intoxi-

cated vase-painters and led them to forget the

limitations of their handicraft. Miss Penrose
closed a very instructive course, listened to

with obvious interest, by a brief notice of the

new Branteghem vases, a praj}os of white-

ground style, and of the Grfeco-Italian schools.

Each lectnrewas supplemented by a demonstra-

.
tion in the vase-galleries.

THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON METROPO-
LITAN WATER SUPPLY.*

We resume our report of the proceedings of

this Commission.

I'he Kennet Reservoir Scheme.^

In his examination as to this scheme, Pro-
fessor H. Robinson said that continued com-
munication between one side of the valley

and the other is provided for by means of a
roadway on the embankment which separates

the lower from the upper reservoir. He
adopted 600,000,000 gallons a day as a con-
venient figure, because the reservoir would
provide the necessary storage to give that
amount. Then, said Sir G. Bruce, it was
rather the capacity of the reservoir that was
indicated by the figures than tbe needs of
London ? The Professor put it this way,
that the provision for a future population of

10,000,000, which would be afforded by the
reservoir, seemed to meet the condition of things
that could be reasonably contemplated by the
Commission. He did not mean to say it was
necessary that 300,000,000 gallons should go
over Teddington weir; and, if that quantity
were not deemed to be required, there would
be more left for the population. About five-

sixths of the 350 square miles of gathering
ground was pervious material, such as chalk.

The bulk of the water in tbe Kennet was
derived from the chalk by means of springs

;

and a rainfall of 30 in. would give 10 in. avail-

able for tbe reservoir. Sir G. Bruce remarked
that nothing like that had been stated to the
Commission, who had heard of 4 in., or 6 in. at
the outside, and he wanted to know whether
the river bad been gauged. No, it had not

;

but other streams gave records of 0, 9-61, and
8-8.in., with smaller rainfalls. Asked whether
the water falling upon the five-sixths of surface
that was chalk might not pass away without
coming into the reservoir at all

,
he said the con-

figuration of the ground showed that the great

• Tor reports of previous sittings of the CommiBslon,
see last volume of the Builder, pp. 418. 435, 456, 4S0,
503 ; and current volume, pp. lo, 29, 47, 71, 82, 103, 120,

298, ;;16, 338.

t Sse Builder for October 22, p. 316.

bulk of the water falling upon that area would

gravitate to the centre
;
and the river itself ran

over impermeable strata. The sections of the

wells showed the line of saturation clearly, and

indicated that the water falling upon that area

would be thrown into the valley. It was quite

clear to him that 10 in. out of the 30 in. would

be received by the Kennet; and, if 10 in. were

considered too high an estimate, it was only

one-fifth of that 10 in. that would really be

required. In the sections put in he had given

so much detail that he thought he had shown

conclusively the Kennet Valley wonld be, or

would be made, perfectly water-tight. Tbe

puddle tunnel need not be continued more than

two miles out of seven on one side, because all

that had to be done was to bring tbe bydranlic

gradient down to a certain point,—10 ft. in the

mile,—so that the water could not travel. It

wonld be seven miles to where tbe mottled clay

came up to the top water-level, but a hydraulic

gradient of 10 ft. in the mile only would prevent

tbe leaking of any water through this pervious

stratum. Throughout the district generally the

hydraulic gradient is from 15 ft. to 30 ft. a^cl

40 ft. in the mile
;
but where it is only 15 ft,

a very slight amount of water is yielded by this

tbin layer. If it were brought down to 10 ft,

no water would travel at all, and what tendency

there was for it to travel through the thin bed

would be diminished slowly by the closing up of

the pores in tbe thin layer. By putting in the

tunnel for the short distance, and by redncing

the hydraulic gradient to 10 ft. in tbe mile,

the possibility of the travel of the water

through that pervious bed was reduced to a

minimum
;
in fact, it vanished. Of course, said

Mr. Hill, the longer distance you give the water

to travel, the more chance there is that

it will not escape ;
but what would the

puddle-tunnel be ? Well, it would be a drift

about 20 ft. high by 8 ft. wide, worked by
shafts from the surface and filled with puddle.

But wonld not that settle and allow the water

to pass? That would have to be provided

against
;

it would be a work of time and care.

Would not an open cutting be better ? In some
places it might, but at others shafts and a

tunnel would be better. What if tbe mottled

bed of clay did not extend over the whole area?

Well, he relied upon that mottled bed of clay

;

if it was not continuous you got to the chalk ;

but the great object of his elaborate investiga-

tions and sections was to make certain, and to

show that the mottled clay does extend over

the area. If it did not he should not believe in

making a reservoir there. By well-sections and

surface indications the position of the mottled

clay was determined and defined beyond pos-

sibility of question; that was the opinion of

the geologists who were re-mapping the area

for the Geological Survey ;
and he had got a

plan which showed the re-mapping of the

valley. There were a great many wells, and in

one at Tbatcham Vicarage tbe water stands

higher than in the Kennet at Newbury. This

shows that the water is passing from the chalk

area to the Kennet, and not flowing in any other

direction. Would not a large part of the reser-

voir be very shallow ? No
;
on the contrary,

what makes the valley exceptionally favourable

for the purpose is that tbe London clay on both

sides rises very steeply. He bad made an

examination of the area of the Thames, with

the view of finding a site for a reservoir, and,

although there were many possible sites, there

was no site, in his opinion, equal to the Kennet

Valley, because it bad such steep sides, and

so small an area of land would be uncovered

by a fall in the water level. The contours,

said Mr. Hill, seemed to indicate a shallow

area ? But that is the upper reservoir, which

is always to be kept filled, and only drawn

upon in times of drought. In the lower

part of the valley, from which abstractions

would be made, yon have the steep sides.

The information that tbe London clay had

been incorrectly mapped, and that there was to

be a correction of the Geological Survey, he

had obtained from Mr. Blake, the Government

geologist stationed at Reading. Asked by Sir

A. Geikie to indicate on the sections the nature

of the information and the data for the correc-

tion of the Survey, he said that one section was

to be taken with another. On section 7 the

position of the mottled clay was fixed by the

Aldermaston Brewery well.

Sir A. Geikie : That is the only well on the

section, and the only well on section 3.

Witness : That is the most important well.

>

Sir A. Geikie; But you have no other evi-

dence for your section except that well 1

Witness ; Not on that point.

Sir A. Geikie : No, nor at any point of that

section along the part covered by the reservoir.

Witness ; No, not at that point.

It was not one fact, he afterwards explained,

but many facts put together, that led to the

better determination of the position of the

London clay. There were data covering a large

area of the ground, and the sections plotted

together told the story completely. The witness

having illustrated this and mentioned the Wool-

wich Farm well.

Sir A. Geikie said: I do not know, but it

appears to me now that tbe evidence you have

is not quite sufficient for the drawing of accurate

sections. That is the impression that it makes

upon my mind. I think it is quite true Mr.

Blake is right in (he correcting of the original

map of tbe Saivey, and I think that one well

itself would snow that there was probably some

error, though I doubt very much whether the

evidfuee of your sections is entirely to be relied

Witness : I am sorry to hear you say that.

Mr. Blake has authorised me to say that he has

relied on these sections, and that they have

materially assisted him in mapping out the

district. If ever there was a case in which an

enormous mass of information was available to

determine accurately the position of strata,

these sections furnish it. All the geologists in

the neighbourhood consider it mapped out

accurately.

Sir A. Geikie : It is one thing to trace a

boundary line in a valley obscured by alluvium,

and another thing to make a reservoir. I

accept what is said by Mr. Blake and yourself,

but I would like to get somethiug beyond as to

the floor of the valley being clay.

Witness: Quite so, and it is for that reason

these sections have been lithographed.

Sir A. Geikie: But could you not put the

data on them ?

Witness : The difficulty is to do it intelligi-

bly. The original plans and sections at my
chambers would only be confusing. I have

given all the material facts.

The witness added that he believed, from

all the information he had obtained from

geologists, tbaT, the mottled clay might be

regarded in that district as unquestionably

impervions throughout. He only mentioned

the poF®' -e supplemental supply from Hamp-
shire :icd Wiltshire in case it should be deerned

necessary to provide for a larger population

than 10.000,000, or to give a larger supply per

head than 30 gallons.

Ihc Kinc Reservoirs Scheme.

In order that the nine reservoirs proposed by

Messrs. Marten & Rofe may be referred to by

numbers, it is necessary to remind our readers

that tbe following are their names or localities

:

1. River Windrush, above Burford. 2. Sher-

borne stream, above junction with Windrush.

3. River Cherwell near Moreton Pinkney. 4.

Sor Brook, Broughton, near Banbury. 5. River

Swere, near Adderbury. 6. Stream near Ded-

dingtoD. 7. River Dome, near Woodstock. 8.

River Glyme, above Woodstock. 9. Thame, at

Hardwick, near Aylesbury. Details of these

nine reservoirs were given on page 318 of the

Builder oi Ottobex 22.

Mr. Henry John Marten and Mr. Henry Rofe

were both examined upon their joint scheme.

2Ir. Marten’s Evidence.

Mr Marten said that the instructions given

to him on behalf of the Conservators of the

Thames were to consider whether by storage

reservoirs he could augment the flow of the river

so as to allow the companies to double their

abstractions without reducing the dry-weather

flow at Teddington below 200.000,000 gallons.

That might be taken as tbe minimum flow, on

a few days of rare heat and drought, above the

quantity appropriated by the companies, whose

maximum had been 107.000,000. The general

conclusion come to from the data available was

that another 107,000,000 would last about forty

years. Then, deeming it probable that the

Thames Valley would supply that additional

quantity, he and Mr. Rofe. assisted by Dr.

Henry and Mr. Horace Woodward, looked to

see where the water could be stored and paid

out at the right time. They also consulted Mr.

Topley and Mr. Boyd Dawkins, and concluded

that it was feasible to make the nine proposed

reservoirs and others. They endeavoured to

avoid railways, canals, and occupied valleys,

and to divide the storage so as to avoid incon-

venience from the repairs of one large reservoir.
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From particulars furnished by the Board of
Agriculture, he found that the population above
these reservoirs would be about 1 person to
5 acres. Of the gathering ground 56 per cent,
was arable and 44 per cent, pasture, There
was rather less than one animal to an acre.
The population was rather decreasing, and a
good deal of the land was going into pasture.
The reservoirs would be good in themselves

;

but there might be some doubt about Nos. 7
and 8 on the Dome and the Glyme. That is
all in the Lpper Oolite; bat they went into
those valleys because in Blenheim Park there is
a reservoir of 130 acres, which is a fairly tight
one. The rocks which would form the sides of the
proposed reservoirs contain about 25 per cent,
of marl and clay measures in thinnish bands.
Some of the reservoirs would b-- such an eleva-
tion that it would be possible to • end the water
down to the metropolis without pumping; but
that question was not included in the it-tnrence.
Pumping might be saved, but, on the other
hand, there would be the cost of pipes, ano > Mp
cost of pumping was being reduced nearJv
every day.

The Chairman : The idea of sending water
down the open channel would appeal rather
more to the Conservancy than to the consumer.
Mr. Marten; There are thirty-eight weirs

and water-wheels above the intakes. These
have an average fall of 4ft. lOin., and they
produce an immense amount, of aeration. If
I understand Dr. Frankland’s evidence, the
•water is not deteriorated in the river, and it is
better at the intakes than at any other part of
the river.

The Chairman
: M ould it be better at the in-

takes than when stored in the reservoir?
Mr. Marten : It would there be an improving

water. To a very large extent it would be
flood water loaded with a certain amount of
alluvial matter, and that would settle, and in
settling, get rid of other things. So the water
would be quite equal to if not better than the
average^ of the water coming down the river
ordinarily. 1 he water from the reservoirs
would materially improve the water affected by
sewage. ^

The Chairman: Would the water in the
reservoirs be such that it would be improved
by going down the Thames in it.s p-psent condi-
tion and would it be delivered in ;i ^:“tter con-
dition than if it went down in a pipe !

Mr. Marten; Aeration is of great vain", and
you could not get aeration in pipes: t.u- of
course there would be no contamination in fie
pipes.

Sir G. Brace: The strata forming the bed
ot these reservoirs seem almost all to be
pjrvious material. In the dam which holds up
the water you have a puddle trench carriedthrough the Oolite and through the North-ampton Sand down into the Lias clay. What do

SI coming roand about tlieside of the trench ?

Mr Marten: There would have to be wina
in length with thf

site of the reservoir.

flood-water from a

store ’
district is desirable water to

wbvb material reasonwhy It should not be stored. This is not very

eofsgoes into the river.

tafen.^”'
flood, water is cot

^

Mr. Marten : The surface to a large extent
‘

13 porous, and the water would not come off the

IhJoligMr flflered

Mr. Hill : Owing to that porosity do they notseem to be rather doubtfnl rites 7
^

Mr. Marten: The only sites that are doabt-

+5 I'll
^ named, and I believethat those would turn out satisfactorily

a
can be made one at

thlT’
'"cceedmg one with the benefit of

the
°^P"*cnce already gained, and therefore

Sited rtlTe n
® 'Cfl-muted to the Conservators might be called a

ffire'noTteh^
" proiramm'etr theiQture, not to be carried out all at once.

Mr. Jiansergh
: If you have within ten ortwelve miles ot a town known means ofincreasing j„ur supply by degrees, you wouldnot construct works for a longer Uriod thantwenty or twenty-five years ? But if ™u Weto go a very long distance, and make an expel

supoirthaTl;
expect to seenrra

*
\f

would last a much longer time ?Mr. Marten : les
; .and thatisthe^stification
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for the Liverpool, Manchester, Birmingham,
and other big schemes. If those towns had
only had a Thames by them, they wonld not
have gone so far afield as they were obliged
to do.

®

_

Mr. Mansergh: You would call these shaky
sites, would you not, these two that you have
doubts about? You would not gleefully begin
to make them with a light heart ?

Mr. Marten : Well. 1 should feel a certain
amount of responsibility with regard to them,
there is no doubt.

Mr. Mansergh : Not more than respon-
sibility ?

^

Mr. Marten: I felt a good deal more doubt
when I had not the advantage of having a
geologist with me than I do now, after taking
a second view. The Blenheim lake makes me
more favourable to those sites than I did at
first.

Mr. Mansergh : You found an old dam 22 ft.
high, with little bleedings

;
and you could not

tell that these little streams were not coming
out of the reservoir ?

Mr. Marten : One of these springs, as they
ate called, is made use of for the supply of
WoodsH'ck. The water is pumped by a tur-
bine, which is placed at the foot of the dam-
the water fium the lake falls over the turbine,
and pumps the water of this spring to supply
M oodstock

; so that if there were leakage it is
being utilised. I said, if this really unscientific
little dam can do all this, why I think we
ought to make reservoirs here too.

Mr. Mansergh: lou heard Mr. Hawksley say
he did not intend to take in flood-water ?

Mr. Marten ; I did not gather that. I should
propose to take in flood-water.
Mr. Mansergh: You think there is no harm

in taking it from large watersheds and sending
it down the river?

®

Mr. Marten : Iso, I think not. In Gloucester-
shire there is a case where water is pumped
out of an ironstone pit, and it is so full of sul-
phuretted hydrogen that you can hardly stand
near it

;
but that is entirely got rid of by aiiiation,

so that m the town not a tap has any smell of
gas. I look upon aeration as of very great
value indeed.

If you had to tupplv
.00,000,000 galloos a day, could you find a
watershed to supply it nninhabited by man or
animals, or uncultivated ?

Mr. Marten : Not in England.
I rofessor Dew.ar : The flood-water coming

from the lower part of this valley I presume
vou regard as much more impure than the
flood-water from the upper part !

Mr. Marten: Yes, certainfy
;

there is no
doubt about that.

Professor Dewar : How long would the water
be stored before use ?

Mr. Marten
: It would be in process of

storing for eight months of the year- and
during storage the water would undergo anamount of natural purification.

A geological section showed rocks right up tc'i
daylight. The slopes of the Gljme and the'.Dome were well grassed, and naturally puddledal
ibe bottom was largely covered with an im-"
pervious material. He did not put these ai'n
ideal sites; they are not the best sites that
could be found in the Thames \'alley. The?
sections showed alluvial deposit, but even witb^
this pervious material the water would be keptfll
because the puddle trench would go down tci
the impervious stratum, and the water war
bound to be thrown out into the reservoir. Thti
sections did show that in some cases it mightb
travel laterally, but it would be a difficult thineil
for It to do, because even these oolites were»
mixea up with beds of marls to the extent ol>i
2o per cent.

it was his experience that from 25 to 265
pllons per head per day was ample to provider
for large communities, where there was am
average trade consumption; but it was af
^'fferent thing at Middlesbrough, where two-iC
thirds of the consumption was for trade purposesif

Jlfr. To2)le)j's Rejwrt on the Xine Resereoin
Schevie.

Mr. . Topley, F.R.S
,

in a report to th^
Commission on this scheme of nine reservoirs,.-:

Mr. Rofe's Evidence.

Mr. Henry Rofe explained some changes thatbad been thought desirable after the plans
were sent to the Commissioners.

Sir G. Bcuce: Supposing these sites or several
of them were found to be objectionable on
account of the strata upon which the water
IS to rest are there any other sites which youhave looked at where the same objection would

j

not apply ?

Mr. Rofe : There are none that I have looked
obvious from the maps

that there are many other sites on the clayswhere the objection would not apply

clealaCufi

Mr. Hawksley would exclude them from storage
m^ervoirs, but only from the water which hewould pump into the Staines reservoir. If he
were designing a scheme for London, which this

be. he should consider care-
ully whether it would not be wiser, even if itwere an extra cosi, to put the water into pipes

Blenheim Park was

foundations of this character. Asked whether
there was not “ a good deal of weeping,” he said

inclmed to put it higher than that,but If that unscientific dam would do thereanyone who knew what he was about couldput a ranch better and safer one there The
come

made the following remarks :

No. 1 . This reservoir will be mainly on Liweri
Lias clay with a perfectly water-tight bottom.i
The upper part of the sides, near the lowen
end, will be on Middle Lias, and, on eastern-
side, partly also on Upper Lias. The lower;
part of the Middle Lias is largely composed of:
sandy shales and clayey sands, and is, there-i
fore, much less pervious than the upper part i

which contains the Marlstone. By carryingi
the puddle-trench well into the hill on each
side, and by making wing-trenches on rhei
north-west and north-east sides of the two ends i

of the puddle-trench, the dam can be rendered i

perfectly water-tight.
No. 2. The site of this reservoir is on Inferior i

Oolite, and at first sight it seems a bad one,:
inasmuch as the Inferior Oolite is a porous rock’

:

The soil on the hillside is lubbly, but is ,

naturally puddled to some extent on the gentler
slopes. No doubt there may be some difficulty ’

and expense in making this reservoir and its

'

dam water-tight
;
but a little consideration of

the physical structure of the district will show i

that some leakage can do no harm. The water i

cannot get away to the west, as the lowest i

level of the Inferior Oolite in the Northleach
valley is higher than the top water-level of the

'

reservoir. It is not until we reach the Churn :

valley, near Rendcombe, that we have Inferior :

Oolite cropping out at the 500-ft. contour
: this :

is more than three miles from the nearest point i

of the reservoir. If water gets away to the :

east, it will go partly into No. I Reservoir,
,

partly into the stream above Sherborne. By
measuring the compensation wafer half a mile !

below the dam, any water escaping could be i

utilised.

No. 3. Thisreservoir and dam will be on Middle
Lias, the lower half of wh:ch is more or less
impervious. On all sides, except at the valley
where the dam will be placed, this Middle
Lias is capped by the day-beds of the Upper
Lias, and the beds below the surface are not
likely to be open and fissured. Water will,
therefore, not have much freedom of passage.
If wing-trenches be made, the reservoir can be
rendered fairly water-tight. Here, also, escaping
water can be measured below the dam for com-
pensation. The estimated cost of this reservoir
is low in proportion to its capacity

;
consider-

able expense can, therefore, wtll be incurred in
making it water-tight.

No. 4. This reservoir will be mainly on the
Lower Lias, and on the lower or clayey beds of
the Middle Lias, only a small area near top-
water touching the Marlstone. The extreme
western end just touches the Inferior Oolite,
where let down by a fault ranging south-west
from Banbury. The dam will be carried down
well into the Lower Lias clay. A wing-trench
on the eastern side will probably prevent water
escape in that direction. Any water so
escaping will find its way into the Cherwell,
There is not likely to be any escape to the
south

;
if so, the water would pass into the

next reservoir, No. 5.

No. 5. This reservoir is on Middle Lias, a small
area being on Upper Lias. The parallel faults
running east and west on each side of the
valley have let the Middle Lias down into a
trough, so that water tending to escape along

clrtAQ TDi-knlrl Ko efr,rM-tA/^ of V... *1,...
down 'to the

trongb, so that water tending to escape alon

can make orachVrif
formation

;
and you the sides wonld be stopped at the faults by thcan make practically water-tight reservoirs.

|

impervions Lower Lias clay
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No. 6. This reservoir will be almost entirely on

lower Lias clay ;
it has, therefore, an impervions

ottom. As originally proposed, the dam would

ive been on the south-east side of a fault,

{here the Great Oolite is brought down. The

im site has now been shifted a little to the

()rth-west to avoid the Great Oolite. It will

:Dff be mainly on Lower Lias, only a small area

^3 the south side of the fault being on Upper

ias. A wing-trench can be carried westwards

om the dam on the south side ; this will shut

if all leakage.

tl have no doubt that the whole of these

iservoirs can be made practically water-tight,

ost of them absolutely so. The expense

sceesary for this will no doubt add slightly

1 the estimated cost in some cases.

In his examination by the Chairman, Mr.

opley said of the Windmsb Valley reservoir

lat it had a perfectly water-tight bottom, and

le dam would be mainly on Lower Lias. He
id not see at all why it should not be abso-

itely water-tight. He could not conceive that

lere would be any objection to that reservoir,

id it was the largest and most important of

le nine
;
it was the best of the lot, and he

id not wish his remarks to apply to all. Still,

sveral of these were excellent sites.

Mr. Hill, quoting the description the witness

ad given of No. 2, that the soil was rubbly

ad naturally puddled on the gentler slopes,

•marked that that was doubtful sort of

latter where you had pervious material below;

ad the witness answered : Yes, it is. Of

jurse, these reservoirs, when they are in use,

ill puddle themselves. There is a clayey

>il, and a loamy soil over the slopes, and

lat would prevent the water getting in.

But when you are putting a depth of 40 ft.

: 50 ft. of water it would make a very great

iference ?—Of course the tendency to force

le water out is more.

Yon must not count upon it in the way you

e doing to-day 7—In my statement I have

kid there is a possibility of that reservoir not

siding water perfectly, but if it leaks the

ater will partly flow into the basin of No. 1,

id it will partly flow into the stream to the

rath, in which the compensation water can be

leasured, and you can measure the leakage as

jmpensation water.

But that would not be very satisfactory, I

link, in a reservoir?—Well, one would rather

ave a reservoir that would not leak at all.

Of course, in the bottom of the valley it

•Quid, as you say, choke itself 7—Yes.

But on the sides where there is no deposit,

0 such process would go on 1—No. Of course

he choking would be more at the higher part

if the reservoir, where the water comes in. It

irould extend over the bottom, but not so much
,t the sides.

In fact, the wash of the reservoir would clean

.way any deposit that there is on the side ?

—

fes ;
but then you see the possible leakage can

le very largely guarded against by making
ving trenches.

It is very uncertain to what extent you can

rat a wing trench all round a reservoir. To
vhat extent would it have to be carried ?—The
nrther you take the wing up, the greater the

iistance the water would have to get round it.

)f course. Therefore, it has a greater difficulty

n getting round.

It would probably leave some deposit on its

vay 7—Yes ;
I do not reckon No. 2 reservoir as

me of the best. As it has been cut down by

lome of the engineers to get over the difficulty,

t is not really of very much value. It is

aibutary to No. 1.

As to No. B, it is said the beds below the

lurface are “not likely” to be opened and

issured. How do we know that?—We know
hat rocks exposed to the surface are more open

han when they are covered with thick beds of

flay.

Yes, but there is great uncertainty?—There

8 an amount of uncertainty
;

but, being

10 thickly covered with impervious clay, I do

lot think that the fissures would be very open

'at underneath the clay, and, therefore, water

vill not have very much freedom of passage

here.

These are very shallow reservoirs
;
the draw-

ng down of the water in summer-time would

eave large areas bare ?—No doubt it will
;
and

t is the intention not to do that. There is, of

jonrse, a great objection to any reservoir that

s apt to be dry in summer. I have made notes

ks to the relative value of the reservoirs
;

I do

lot speak in the same terms of all. I suppose

1 is the best. I have not the slightest

doubt that that can be made,—in fact, I

cannot conceive why anyone should question

it at all,—and also the Hardwick one (No. 9),

which I saw after writing my statement. It is

a very good one, indeed.

Messrs. Wondieard’s Report and Evidence.

Dr. Henry Woodward, F.R.S., F.G.S., and

Mr. Horace B. Woodward, F.G.S., made a

report in which they said :

—

No. 1. This reservoir would be situated in a

broad valley, almost entirely on the Lower Lias

clay, the bordering hills being composed of

Middle and Upper Lias, capped by inferior

Oolites. The lower beds of Middle Lias form

the floor of the reservoir at its southern end,

and the upper beds of Middle Lias and Upper
Lias clay flank the reservoir by the dam. The
general dip is towards the south. The site is a

most suitable one.

No. 2. This is a ramifying valley in the In-

ferior Oolite, with slopes capped in places by
Fuller’s earth, clay, and Inferior Oolite. The
bordering rocks are of a porous nature, although

the slopes are coated in places by earthy rubble.

Owing to the south-westerly dip of the strata,

water cannot freely escape on the east, but a

certain amount may flow away to the south-

west into the Windrosh drainage.

No. 3. This reservoir would be situated in a

forked valley, based on the upper beds of the

Middle Lias (marlstone) with clay slopes

formed of Upper Lias. Lower Lias clay under-

lies the area, the general dip being to the south-

east. Here the bottom of the valley, and to a
certain extent the slopes are coated with clayey

material, and the marlstone itself is likely to

be water-logged.

No. 4. The bed of this reservoir would be on
Lower Lias clay, and the sides would be
mainly on the lower beds of the Middle Lias.

No escape of water is to be apprehended.

No. 5. This reservoir would be situated in a

valley formed of Lower Lias clay, with a central

faulted tract of Middle and Upper Lias. It

would be practically water-tight.

No. 6. This would occupy a valley mainly

in the Lower Lias clay, with a portion of

Upper Lias clay brought in by a fault. Traces

of Northampton sands would be touched, but

all escape of water would be shut off by a wing-

trench.

Nos. 7 and 8. These would be entirely in

the Great Oolite, the bottoms of the valleys

being, however, covered by allnvium. Here
the Great Oolite contains a considerable pro-

portion of clay or marl, amounting to 25 per

cent, of its mass, and the gentler slopes of

the valleys are covered by a rubbly clay that

serves to render them practically water-tight.

Here and there, where old quarries have been
worked, the banks would require to be puddled.

No. 9. The reservoir would be situated en-

tirely on Kimmeridge clay, with only thin

patches here and there of alluvial gravel. It

would be perfectly water-tight.

Dr. Henry Woodward, in his examination,

said that be and Mr. Horace Woodward had
examined the sites of the nine reservoirs to see

whether they were geologically feasible. They
came to the conclusion that No. 1 was the most
important site, and of undoubted suitability, as

it could be made perfectly water-tight. There
are in the neighbourhood several sites on which
artificial lakes have been constructed. One is

the Woodstock reservoir, covering 130 acres,

bnilt between 1720 and 17.50, by Lanncelot
Brown. The Great Oolite forms the sides, and
the bottom is alluvium with a substratum of

Upper Lias clay. Other lakes rest upon the

same Oolite beds. These contain here a larger

proportion of impervious material than in the

Cirencester and Bath areas, and consist of

marly beds between limestones. Judging by
the large proportion of clay to limestone in the

valleys, there are two suitable for reservoirs

that can be made watertight,—the Dome and
the Glyme (Nos. 7 and 8). These sites, being

in the Great Oolite, would not have been
looked at if it had not been for the existence of

the Blenheim lake. It seemed that there was
a large proportion of clay in the soil all round
the lake, and that the clayey character of the

Oolites rendered it water-tight. The “ rubbly

clay ” covering the sides of the valleys is the

result of the disintegration of the Oolite beds
which are associated largely in that area with

clay beds and marly beds. Water pressing

against the face of these hillsides would not be

liable to pass away.
Mr. Horace B. Woodward, examined by Sir

A. Geikie, said the Windrush Reservoir (No. 1)

would practically be almost entirely on the

Lower Lias clay. The dam would just touch the

Upper Lias clay and the Middle Lias. The Lower
Lias clay for 400 ft. is impervious, with an
occasional nodule and band of limestone. The
Middle Lias is very variable. In this area it is

generally a thin rock bed, and underneath that

thin sandy shales. Near Stroud the beds are

used for brick-making. This is the only geolo-

gical defect, and it can be remedied by wing
trenches.

No. 2 reservoir has a floor of Inferior Oolite,

partly limestone and partly sand, with an
alluvial deposit in the bottom of the valley.

The sides are partly coated by rubble, but will

not be so water-tight as any of the others ; the

strata are really more porous. Rubble is the

rock that crumbles away in fragments from the

sides of the hills mixed with loam. It is gene-

rally found on the side of a quarry. Earth
and stone get mixed with it, and, being
washed down the side of a valley, form a
protective coating. The lower slopes are, in

many places, quite impervious. This rubble is

certainly impervious, but the whole area may
not be covered by it. A certain amount of

water would be likely to escape through the
Inferior , Oolite, which is almost wholly lime-

stone, but very porous in this particular part.

The beds of limestone, from 6 in. to 2 ft. in

thickness, are very porous and faulted. A
certain amount of water would get away, and
a certain amount would be retained, bnt he
would not like to say what would be the relative

proportions, so that bis judgment on this site

was not BO favourable as on No. 1. The dip is

so slight it would get away slowly, and a
sufficient quantity would be retained to be of

service.

No. 3, the witness said, is based mainly on
the marlstone of the bordering hills and the Lias
clay. The rocky bed would be 40 ft. thick,

largely covered with alluvial coating, argil-

laceous, very impervious. The marlstone would
be water-logged. The banks would be abso-
lutely water-tight. In the Upper Lias there are

a few nodules of limestone. If a bed is 135 ft.

thick, there would be over 100 ft. of clay and
shale, impervions even in the lower parts,

because the marly limestone is interstratified

with clay. No. 3 would be all right because,

the marlstone being water-logged, water would
not get very far to the south-east. There is no
risk of the water percolating the parts not
covered with the alluvial and getting into the
marlstone because the clay is carried well down
into the Lower Lias. It would be 65 ft. down to

the Lower Lias, and a puddle trench would
require to be 65 ft. or 70 ft. deep. There must
be some fissures, because we get water from
the marlstone. The strata are flat and undis-

turbed, and there are no faults of consequence.
No. 4, having a floor of Lias clay, with sides

of Middle Lias, would be satisfactory, almost
as much so as No. 1. Of course you have more
of the loamy beds in the Middle Lias, but they
cannot be very leaky.

In No. 5 there is a central platform of marl-
.stone which lies between two walls of clay.

It is a case of fanlting. Any leakage is cut off

by the walls of clay on either side, and these
make the reservoir practically water-tight.

No. 6 has a faulty floor of Lower Lias clay
and Upper Lias clay, which are brought to-

gether. The dam runs across to the North-
ampton sand, but the wing trench would cut it

off. The Upper Lias consists of shales and
impervious clay. This is a favourable site.

Nos. 7 and 8 lie in the great Oolite formation,

30 ft. of the upper part of wbich would be
mainly very porous limestone. Baneath that
alternate marl and limestone, inadequate to

check water
;
but the reservoirs hardly touch

these
;
they are mainly in the lower beds under

these porous beds. The bottoms of the re-

servoirs would lie on the Great Oolite, floored

with impervions alluvium. The rivers start up
in the Upper Lias, and bring down blue mud
which Mr. Marten has pointed out as useful in

stopping any leakages in the reservoirs.

No. 9 is entirely in clay except for the pos-

sible trace of gravel. The clay merges into the
Oxford clay, so that there are 500 or 600 feet of
clay. There are no beds of alluvial gravel,

—

only little beds of gravel here and there. It is

an absolutely water-tight site.

To Mr. Mansergh : In No. 3 the beds run
fairly flat

;
the puddle-trench would have to be

carried down nearly horizontal
;
and, presum-

ably, it would have to go 140 ft. or 150 ft. deep
in the shoulders.

To Mr. Hill: The information he had ob-
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tamed enabled him to form an opinion that the
reservoirs would be retentive. The clay brought
down makes the flood water turbid.
To the Chairman ; The sites in themselves

are good sites.

Professor PaivMfis's RepoH and Evidence.

Professor W. Boyd Dawkins, F.R.S in his
report said :

—

No. 1. This large reservoir is almost entirely
on the impervious Lower Lias clay, the top
water-line cutting to a small extent the Middle
Lias and the Upper Lias clay. The puddle-
trench has a perfectly good foundation in the
Lower Lias clay. If there be leakage through
the sandy beds ot the Middle Lias, it can easily

It is, in my opinion, a very good

T
smaller reservoir is mainly on the
^°d the top water-line cuts the

Midford sands and Fuller’s earth. The puddle
trench is to be carried down into the impervious
Upper Lias clay. The leakage through the
porous oolitic beds may be met by wing-trenches
carded down also into the Upper Lias clay. The
leakage on the east side will flow into No. 1
Reservoir. It may be made a useful auxiliary
reservoir to No. 1

.

No 3. This reservoir, on the head-waters of
the perwell, is wholly on the Middle Lias
which 13 partially covered by a surface wash of
•

P^^'Ile-trench is to be carried down
into the Lower Lias clay. If there be leakage it
can be met by a wing- trench on the western
Bide. On the east the covering of the Upper
Lias clay shots off the Middle Lias from the
surface and renders leakage difficult if not
impossible. The sandy beds of the Middle Lias
are water-logged, and the Middle Lias at Edge-
cott, close by, is sufficiently water-tight to
support a large pond. ®

Nos. 4, 5, and 6. These three reservoirs for
the storage of the tributaries of the Cherwell
are based on the Lower Lias clay, the top water-Ime cutting or touching the Middle Lijs in allIn Iso. 4 the pnddle-trench is to be based onthe lower has clay. To prevent leakage, if
necessary, a wing-trench can be made on the

fs toho®’
C the puddle-trench

IB to be earned down into the impervious Upper

together There is no chance of leakagebecause the valleys in which the reservoirs a?e

JL L'tTrtiasVlay.^'^'’''
^ 8.—The reservoirs 7 and 8 arewholly on the great Oolite strata, consisting ofmassive pervrons limestone and snbordiLte

surface largely covered by a clayey snb-soil.They are water-Iogged in the valley bottomsKe question as to whether reservoirs in therocks can be made sufficiently watertight forBtora^ purposes is conclusively answered inthe affirmative by the practical expeiience ofthe great lake in Blenheim Park. The puddletrench in both these cases will be carried down itnecessary, into the Upper Lias clay. It is very
likely, however, that a layer of marl sufficiently

fvlht
may be met with in the

No. 9. This reservoir is wholly on the imper.™uB kimeridge clay, here covered with a thickand irregnlar coating ot sand and loam
practicablefor the storage of the flood-waters, and theequalising of the flow ot the Thames. They

The”.
®b«i”Mring difficultiesIhey are the only sites to which my attention

Xr\u Probably man;
tlm Th?

or better in the Valley of

wav^f^
"U'ised in a similarway for locreasing the water in the Thames

available for the further supply of the metro-

safd
Profession Boyd Dawkins

trict of till i
acquainted with the dis-tr^t of the proposed reservoirs, and for this

f,;
reservoirs were the best that could

the^Tnlo'‘T'?'’
'5'ffieelt oironmstanoes ofThames and some of them seemedto be perfectly good and watertight reservoirs.NO. 1 IS a most excellent reservoir- it is a

fonndat”'*
’ a perfectly good

f
’

““i"’
''ery much

tof a
“ "“"W be shallow

Lower Lila^c^'’"?
‘^e upper part. The

foundation u impervious

would reonire to°l7
''* "ing - trenches

Kn o ^ matter for experiment^ 0 . 2 would not be a water-tight L^vol.
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,
and

is

be

but the leakage through the porous Oolite bedsmay be met by wing-trenches. On the eastern
side any leakage would flow into No. 1, a

’

would not do any practical mischief. It
very probable the flow of the water would ne
arrested sufficiently to allow of No. 2 remaining
full, bat as to making it absolutely water-
tight he doubted whether that could be done.
No. 3 may be made a fairly good working
reservoir. He saw no difficulty in making i‘
water-tight. If the leakage proves to be con
Biderable, he does not see why it should not bi
met by wing trenches. Looking at the con
dition of the rocks there which are water-logged,
and at the fact that there is a large pool on those
very rocks not far off, he conld not anticipate
that long wing-trenches would be required,
or that it might be necessary to surround
rtie whole reservoir with a puddled trench.
N^os. 7 and 8 look extremely doubtful from
the map, and the known geological chamber of
the oolites, bat there is every reason to suppose
that these reservoirs can be made to be hold
water at all events as well as the lake in Blen-
heim Park. That is very shallow in the upper
part, but the lower part reaches a depth of 30 ft.
If the head of water in the proposed reservoirs
would be greater, so are the methods of dealing
With it better than when that lake was made.
No. 4 might be made to hold water. Asked
to reconcile the statements of Mr. Woodward
and Professor Green, he pointed to the map
which showed the Lower Lias at the bottom,
and said there could be no donbt that
the foundation was Lower Lias clay. Nos. 5

^ “3-7 be made as nearly as pos-
sible absolutely watertight as any reservoir can
be made. Professor Green’s and Messrs. Wood-
ward s opinions being read to him, the witness
said the view of the latter was the accurate
reading of the facts. No. 9, being wholly on the
mipervions Eimmeridge clay, there could be no
^ubt about it being a perfectly tight reservoir.
His attention had been called to the reser-
voirs, and he did not wish it to be inferred
that he had minutely examined the area of the
Upper Thames, and that these were the only
sites which he ventured to have an opinion
upon. ^

The Commission stands adjourned to the 15th
mst. Meantime, we have in type, and hold
oyer for the present, the report and evidence
given by Professor A. H. Green, F.R.S., on the
Nine Reservoirs Scheme,” together with

evidence given by Mr Topley as to additional
sites for storage reservoirs and as to a some-
what curious proposal by him for “slowly,
leaking reservoirs (with the view of compen-
sating the l^d springs), and evidence by
Bir iredenck Bramwell on chalk supplies.

IHttslrafions.

TRURO CATHEDRAL*
pHE Cathedral stands in the middle of

jCT q| city, and as seen from the river it
is avery striking object, towering up

above the bouses on all sides in the centre of
the valley or basin in which the city is built.

It occupies the site of the ancient parish
church, and spreads out beyond that site in
every direction excepting towards the south,
where one of the main streets forbad farther
extension.

In the design of this Cathedral Mr. Pearson
has produced an adaptation of the English
work of the thirteenth century, with some
traces of foreign influence, and the whole
stamped with the impress of his own indi-
viduality.

It is of the double cruciform plan, the narrow
and lofty eastern transepts contrasting with
the broader treatment of those of the crossing.
It will hav^ when completed, all the features
of our old English Cathedrals : Nave and aisles
with south porch, western towers, western
narthex, lofty transept with aisles, out of the
southern of which, westward, is designed a
circular baptistry, lofty crossing, with glazed
lantern, open to the church, !choir and aisles,
eastern transepts, and—what is one of the
features of building—the old south aisle of
bt Marys Church connected with it on thesonth side by a lofty ambulatory. The chapter-
house and cloister garth, with canons’ resi-
denceg. are designed to commnnicate with the

EneJSd and Wnw iHustrationa of the Cathedrals of

1891 A >S8ne of January 3,

l^aof f.
already Uluatrated. with particullara of future arrangements, will be found on page 366.

Cathedral on the north side, but these (

course, are still in abeyance.
*

With the exception of the nave, with 1

aisles and the western towers, the ground pof the building is completed. As seen fri
the railway, the want of length in cousequen-
ot the absence of the nave is much felt a
from a nearer point of view the low tempore
church and the long ugly roof of the tempore
west end are a miserable substitute for the w
front, as represented in the complete dest
(also^ illustrated in this number from f

drawing lent by Mr. Pearson, and exhibit
in this year's Royal Academy), with its pjecting gable and deeply-recessed circular wdow flanked by western towers of simple I
carefnlly-studied design, and which will ders
additional dignity by contrast with the mo
elaborated western narthex.

^

The nave as designed is 30ft. wide, andu
its length is divided into four bays, each 28 >

wide, again subdivided by slighter piers, so (

to form an arcade of eight arches on eitbt
side; over them an open triforium, couplt
clearstory windows, and sexpartite vanltir
Abutting upon the main piers are flying bfl
tresses over the aisle roofs. The aisles a
lighted by an arcade of lancets separated I
buttresses. The total height of the nave f

about 70 ft.

The transepts at the crossing rise to the san
height as the nave and choir

;
the southern an

is like the west-end of the nave in so far r
they both have large circular windows, but tl
treatment is totally different. Here the winda
is flanked on the west-side by a massive turrei
and on the east by a square Campanile risir
with its pyramidal roof to a height of 140 f
Below the rose window is a treatment of thr«
lancets, and the enriched southern entrance, tl
gift of the late Canon Phillpotts. The gable,
aisle and circular baptistry form a feature om
side as well as in. The northern arm of tb)
transept has still another treatment of the ros
window with here an arcade below it.

Proceeding eastward we pass the old aisl«
Its continuous range of windows and panellel
wall-surfaces contrasting with the more seven
treatment of the cathedral. The choir has o
each side five bays, little more than 12 ft. wide
with triforium and clearstory in character witi
those of the nave, but treated with a more dels
cate hand. East of these bays rise the easteri
transepts, with angle turrets and a bold treat
ment of four lancets on the south side ano
coupled lancets on the north.
The east end is a treatment of three broac

lancets in two tiers, with flanking buttresses
terminating in open octagonal turrets, and witt
a traceried circle in the gable.

Entering by the south porch and standing
under the western arch of the central towen
one is struck by the lofty proportions of the
choir, with its tall arches, clustered shafts;
enriched triforium, and recessed clearstory,
terminating in simple quadripartite vaulting,
while the rows of arcades, three in number, on
the north side, give an effect of mystery and
extent. The reredos e.xtends across the choir;
and is enriched with canopy-work and sculp-;
ture rising tier above tier, the crucifixion
occupying the centre with a majesty above,
and surrounded by Old Testament types of
sacrifice. The altar is of wood, with a marble
top, and is arcaded and decorated in gold and
colour. The sanctuary is enclosed by side
screens of stone, richly canopied, and pro-
vided with sedilia on both the north and south
sides.

Westward the choir is enclosed by screens of
wrought iron. The choir floor is of marble
mosaic, and contains some pieces of ancient
porphpy. The stalls are of teak, without
canopies, and they do not return at the west
end, and as there is no western screen the choir
is quite open to the nave. The Bishop’s throne
stands on the south side of the choir east of
the stalls, with enriched canopy, and simpler
seats for chaplains on either side of it. In the
centre between the stalls stands a large brass
eagle, and next the north-east pier of the cross-
ing is the pulpit, of considerable size, and
enriched with sculpture.
The circular baptistery is raised three steps

above the nave
;
the font, of red marble, stands

the centre of the circle, and has a canopied
ver richly carved. The floor is in harmony

with that of the choir. The groining springs
from clustered shafts arranged around the wail,
terminated in a centre boss.
A scheme has been elaborated for the painted-- for the whole of the Cathedral. The east
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lows, the rose windows of the transept, and

.ancets under them, and several windows of

choir, aisle, and baptistery have already

I put in.

nder the choir is a groined crypt, which is

1 with the ground on the north side, and is

x>nsiderable elevation. In it provision is

le for a temporary chapter-house, vestries,
' singing school.

the view of the Cathedral as at present

ting, which forms one of the series of

hedral illustrations, Mr. Prentice has, at our

lest, adopted a point of view which as much
OBsible loses sight of the unfinished portions

he building, and gives a view of the eastern

ion as it will always appear
;
the central

er being the only uncompleted portion

ch comes into the view. The western towers,

jmpleted, would hardly show from this point

lew.

ie may mention that at the time of the

ning of the Cathedral we published (in the

Ider for November 12, 1887) a long and full

ical account of its architectural features

treatment.

DESIGN FOR EAST WINDOW, ST.

MARGARET’S, LOWESTOFT.

'HIS is a design by Mr. E. Frampton which
i exhibited in the Royal Academy of this

T. In regard to the general purport and
itment of the design Mr. Frampton writes

:

The entire window illustrates the Te Deum.
the tracery appears the ‘ nine orders of

gels ’ expressed by their various emblems
i costumes according to the authority of old

SB extant.

.n the upper lights occur the figure of Our
rd, seated on a rainbow, crowned, and holding

orb, expressive of power, and encircled by
jrubs. This circle reaches the lower lights,

3 embraces the figure of St. Michael the

changel, who is the central figure in the lower

bt, standing, holding the scales and flaming

ord of Justice and Retribution. The figure

Our Lord is surrounded by apostles and
)phets, kneeling figures being those of the

rgin and St. John the Baptist. In the lower

ht, which illustrates the ‘ Holy Church,’ are

ohbishops, Bishops, martyrs, and saints,

Danopy work is used sparingly, owing to the

suliar formation of the window, and archi-

itural bases are introduced owing to the fact

it a reredos already existing blocks out to

it extent the lower portion of the window.”

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

The usual weekly meeting of this Council

Ls held on Tuesday afternoon last, at Spring-

rdens, the Chairman, Mr. John Hutton, pre-

ling.

I^ew Member.—Mr, R. B. Doake, the newly-

icted member for North Kensington (vice

'. F. C. Baum, resigned) took his seat.

The Projioaed Building Department .—On the

>tion for the reception of the report of the

meral Purposes Committee, Mr. Mercer asked
Chairman of that Committee what steps

id been taken to carry out the recent resolu-

jn of the Council with regard to the

tablishment of a building department.
Mr. Benn, M.P., replied that the Committee
id appointed a sub-committee to consider the

lestion, and that sub-committee had already

et, and a scheme had been laid before them,
it it was found desirable to have legal opinion

determine the Council’s power in that direc-

on. No time would be lost in carrying out

le directions of the Council.

The Chief Officials of the Ccnincil. — The
eneral Purposes Committee reported that the

hemist to the Council asked to be allowed to

ivise the Corporation of Sheffield on a ques-

on connected, with gas. In 1889 the Com-
ittee resolved that it was not expedient to

imply with a similar request, and that was
leir opinion now. The view of the Council

as that its officials should be solely and en-

rely at the Council’s service, and, indeed, it

jemed that the work of London was quite

ifficient to require all their attention, and the

ouncil agreed.

The Blaeliwall Tunnel.—The Bridges Com-
littee presented a report the first paragraph of

hich was as follows :

—

“ We have received from Messrs. S. Pearson &
in, the contractors, a suggestion that certain por-

ons of this work on the north and south sides of

10 river, which are specified to be constructed

under compressed air, could be much better and

more cheaply executed by the method of cuUand-

cover. The Engineer sees no objection to tms as

regards so much of the work on the south aide of

the river as extends south of shaft No. 4, and we

have therefore sanctioned it. The Engineer believes

that the work will be equally strong, and the con-

tractors have agreed that the substitution shall be

effected at a saving to the Council of 7,000L The

Engineer has also pointed out to us the advisability

of lining the cast-iron work with a superior class of

concrete instead of brickwork as specified, as ho

finds that there will be considerable difficulty m
fitting in and building in the brickwork in a solid

manner among the flanges and bolt-heads, some

of which will project 10 in. into the concrete.

Ho has also suggested that the whole tunnel should

be faced internally with glazed tiles in preference

to glazed-face bricks, as likely to form better work.

He has also brought to our notice the advisability

of forming
f.
granite plinth where the glazed tiles

or brickwork would meet the footway, and he

states that an improved appearance on the other-

wise bald section of the tunnel would be produced

by a polished granite moulding carried along the

sides of the tunnel at a height of 8 ft. above the

footway, the sides for this height being can*ied

vertical. We have sanctioned these modifications,

which, when the saving by the use of concrete as

compared with brickwork is taken into account,

will entail for the whole work an increased cost of

14,000L. one-half of which, it will be noticed, will

be saved by the substitution of cut-and-cover for

compressed-air work on the south side of the river.

We have not to ask the Council for any further

expenditure in respect of these alterations, as a sum

of 50,000Z. has been included in the estimate and

contract to cover such modifications as the work

proceeds. We therefor© recommend :

—

‘ That the decision of the Committee be approved.'
"

A long discussion took place on this recom-

mendation, considerable diversity of opinion

being expressed as to the relative merits of

enamelled bricks and glazed tiles for facing the

tunnel.

Mr. Lloyd moved, and Mr. Stevens seconded,

the following amendment :

—

" That the opinion of Sir B. Baker and Mr. Great-

bead, as consulting engineers, be taken before the pro-

posed important changes in the construction of the

Blackwall Tunnel are sanctioned.”

On a division, the amendment was carried by

74 votes to 41.

Mr. Marsland moved, as a further amend-

ment :

—

“ That the whole question of the alterations specified

In the report be referred back to the Committee, with

instructions to reconsider it and bring up a further

report to the Council."

This amendment was seconded by Mr. Hoare,

and carried by a large majority.

Tenders, Barhing-road Bridge.—The^ same

Committee reported on this subject in the

following terms :

—

“W© have considered the tenders for the re-

construction of this bridge which were referred to

U3 by the Council on September 27.* On an

examination of the tenders, it was found that all

the firms had not filled in the schedule of wages to

be paid to the men who will have to be employed on

the work. We accordingly asked each firm to state

whether they would be prepared to adopt the rates

of wages and hours of labour as fixed by the various

Trades Unions concerned. The Thames Iron

Works and Ship-building Company, whose tender is

the lowest, stated in reply that they were prepared

to do so, but that it would necessitate an increase

in their tender by the sum of 5,7501. The Com-

pany also stated that in the event of the Council

not being able to furnish them with a site

adequate for the purposes of their work, a further

sum of l,600i. would have to be added. The

Council has some surplus lands at Barking-road

Bridge which might be used by the Company. W^e

therefore directed negotiations to be entered

into with the object of the Company reducing their

tender by the amount named, the Company being

allowed the use of the Council’s land. On inquiry

it was found that the ground was not sufficient for

all the purposes required, but the Company agreed

to reduce the 1,500^. by 750^., thus making the

amount of their tender 54,353Z. Notwithstanding

that the Company’s tender has been increased by

the two sums named, it yet remains the lowest. A
question was raised by the Company with regard to

clause 47 of their tender, which makes the

Engineer of the Council the sole arbitrator. The
Company are quite prepared to accept Mr. Binnie

as the arbitrator, but in the event of his being

unable to act they desire that the President of the

Institution of Civil Engineers should appoint an

arbitrator instead of the Council. As there does

not appear to be any objection to the request of the

Company we have conceded the point.

recommend ;

—

statute, the amended tender of the Thames Iron Works
and Ship-building Company, Limited, amounting to

54,353i., be accepted, and that the Solicitor be in-

structed to complete the contract.’
”

Mr. Arnold moved that the recommendation

be referred back to the Committee, with an in-

struction to report particulars of the original

and the amended tender of the Thames Iron

Works and Ship-building Company.
The amendment was negatived, and the re-

commendation of the Committee agreed to.

The Height of Hoardings Enclosing Vacant

Xc7tf7.—The Building Act Committee reported

as follows on this subject :

—

“ Onr attention has on several occasions been directed

to the many high, dangerous, and unsightly hoardings

erected round vacant land In the county, and, used for

advertisement purposes. We have received deputations

from the London BiRposters’ Protection Association,

and from the London and Provincial Bill-posters’ and
HoardiDg-buildets' Society, with reference to these

erections; and, after a careful consideration of; the

whole subject, recommend that the following regula-

tions be approved and enforced by the Council in the

lliat no existing hoardings be Increased In height

BO as to exceed 9 ft.

(£») That no new hoardings be erected exceeding 9 ft.

*°(c) That existing hoardings exceeding 15 ft. in height

be reduced to that height within six months of notice

given.’
”

Mr. Ranyard moved, as an amendment, that

15 ft. be the maximum height of the hoardings,

any undue interference with which he depre-

cated, on the ground that the pictorial adver-

tisements thereon displayed formed a popular

picture-gallery. “ Beautiful pictures some of

them are,” he added. He urged that to cut

down the hoardings too much would be to

throw a number of bill-stickers out of work.

Mr. Yates seconded the amendment
Mr. Burns, M.P., supported the recommenda-

tion of the Committee, and said that he differed

from some of his friends the “ labour inembers ”

on this question, which was one which ought

to be looked at by the Council “ as a municipal

authority responsible for the architectural

homogeneity of our streets.” He advocated a
municipal tax upon posters, as in Paris.

On a show of hands being taken, the amend-

ment was declared carried
;
but on a division

being demanded, the amendment was lost, 52

voting for it, to 66 against.

Mr. Emden moved, as a farther amendment,

that the height of such hoardings should be

limited to 12 ft.

This amendment was seconded by Mr. Corn-

wall, and was carried by show of hands, and,

a division being demanded, the amendment
was declared carried by 57 to 47.

proposed Hctv Fire Brigade Station at Hem
Cross.—VdQ Fire Brigade Committee presented

a report recommending that tenders be invited

for the erection of a new Fire Brigade station

at New Cross.

Mr. Thornton moved, and Mr. Stockbridge

seconded, the following amendment:

—

“That the fire-station at New Cross be erected by
the Council by the direct employment of its own
labour, and that it be referred back to the Fire Brigade

Committee to give effect to this resolution.”

On a show of hands, only six membera voted

for the amendment, and the recommendation of

the Committee was therefore agreed to.

Proposed Electric Lighting on the Victoria

Embankment.—The Highways Committee pre-

sented a report recommending :

—

“ That it be referred to the Parliamentary Committee

to take the necessary measures to obtain the sanction

of Parliament in the next session to the carrying out o£

the electric light installation on the Victoria Embank-
ment and the park and gardens, and the Westminster

and Waterloo Bridges, referred to in a resolution of the

Council of June 28, 1892.”

The recommendation was agreed to, and after

transacting other business, the Council ad-

journed at a quarter-past seven.

‘ That, subject to an estimate being submitted to the

Council by the Finance Committee as required by the

* For list, see Builder for October 1, p. 271.

New Church, Grantullt.—

O

n the 12th ult.

the foundation-stone was laid of the new church

which is being erected at Grantully by Lady
Stewart in memory of her late husband. Sir A.

Douglas Stewart, Bart., of Grantully. The^ new

building is in the Gothic style, and was designed

by Mr. W. Bell, C.E., Aberfeldy. It is 74 ft. long

and 26 ft. 6 in. wide, and is to afford accommoda-

tion for 200 sitters. There is an apse at the east

end, and a small vestry at the north-east corner.

The main entrance is in the south side. The church is

built of native whinstoue, the hewn-work dressings

being taken from Gellybum Quarry, on the

Murthly property. The slates also come
_

from

Birnam. A memorial-window is to be placed in the

west gable. Tne cost of the building is estimated

at about 2,000L
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BIRMINGHAM ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.

The new session of this Association opened
with a well attended meeting on the 1st inst.,

at which the President, Mr. W. Hale, F.R.I.B. A.,

delivered the annual presidential address to the
members. He congratulated the members upon
the steadily increasing numbers and on the im-
proved position of the Association, and ex-

pressed the hope that its work would, as it be-

came more widely known, induce the members
of the profession to give cordial support. Re-
ferring to the past session’s work. Mr. H'lle

pointed out that the most notable thing accom-
plished was the arrangement with the School
of Art, whereby the architectural work had,
while still remaining under the control of the
able masters who have in the past con-
ducted it, been supplemented and con-
centrated into a definite course of archi-

tectural study, extending over .a four years’

course, a course which it was believed would,
with the addition of the Association classes,

prove to be a very valuable one, and which it

was hoped would in time be extended into a
very complete one. Mr. Hale 'expressed the
opinion that there was great reason for con-
gratulation in the facts that so able a lecturer

as Mr. Bidlake had been found in the Associa-
tion to undertake the special lectures on Archi-
tectural Design, and that his lectures had been
so well attended. Mr. Hale also said that,

though it had been found impossible for the
Association to do more this session than carry
on the Classes of Design and Construction, it

was the wish of the Council to see other
special classes started in future sessions.

In concluding his address, Sir. Hale gave many
valuable hints to the student members as to

methods of work, and expressed the hope that
practising members would encourage their
assistants and pupils to join the School of Art
Association classes, A hearty vote of thanks
to Mr. Hale for his address (proposed by Jlr.

Doubleday, and seconded by Mr. McConnal)
was unanimously passed, after receiving the
support of Mr. Peacock, who reminded the
members that the connexion with the School
of Art was doe in a large measure to the work
of Mr. Hale. Among the other members who
spoke in support of the resolution were Mr. W.
Henman, Mr. H. R. Lloyd, and Mr. C. E. Bate-
man. A brief response from Mr. Hale brought
the proceedings to a clofe.

WORKING RULES FOR THE BUILDING
TRADES OF LONDON.

The following are the new working rules
for the building trade in London, which will
come into force on the 7th inst. :

—

JS orliing Rules for all Trades except Plnnxbers.

1. That the working hours in summer shall
be fifty per week.

2. That during fourteen weeks of winter,
commencing on the first Monday in November’
the time shall be worked for the first three
weeks eight and a half hours per day; during
the eight middle weeks eight hours per day

;

and the three following weeks eight and a half
hours per day.

3. That the present rate of wages for skilled
mechanics and labourers shall be advanced
one half-penny per hour.

4. That overtime when worked at the request
of employers, but not otherwise, shall be paid
at the following rates, namely:—From leaving-
off time until 8 p.m., time and a quarter; from
8 p.m. to 10 p.ro., time and a half; after
10 p.m. double time. No overtime shall be
reckoned until each full day has been made,
except where time is lost by stress of weather!
On Saturdays the pay for overtime, from noon
to 4 p.m,. shall be time and a half; and after
4 p.m., and on Sundays, double time. Christ-
mas Day and Good Friday shall be paid for the
same as Sundays.

5. That employers shall give one hour’s
notice or pay one hour’s time, on determining
an engagement. All wages due shall be paid at
the expiration of such notice, or walking time
if sent to yard.

6. That men who are sent from the shop or
job including those engaged in London, and
sent to the country, shall be allowed as expenses
6d. per day for any distance over six miles from
the shop or job

;
exclusive of travelling

expenses, time occupied in travelling, and
lodging money.

7. That payment of wages shall commence

at noon, or as soon thereafter as practicable,
on Saturdays, and be paid on the job. But if

otherwise arranged, walking time at the rate of
three miles per hour shall be allowed to get to
the pay-table at twelve noon.

8. That employers shall provide, where prac-
ticable and reasonable, a suitable place for the
workmen to have their meals on the works,
with a labourer to assist in preparing them.

9. That wages earned after leaving-off time
on Fridays and Saturdays only shall be kept
in hand as back time.

10. That the term “London district” shall
mean twelve miles radius from Charing-cross.

11. That six months’ notice, on either side,

shall terminate the foregoing rules, to expire
on May 1. The foregoing rules shall come into
force on the first Monday in November, 1892,
but the increase of pay to bricklayers shall
commence from the first week in July.

Worliing Il&urs for all Trades except Plumbers,

For Fourteen Winter Weeks.
For Three Weeks commencing the First Jlonday in

November

:

First five days of each week, 7 a.m. to 8 a.m.,

8.30

a.m. to 12 noon, 12.30 p.m. to 4.30 p.m.
Saturdays, 7 a.m. to 8 a.m., 8.30 a.m. to 12 noon.

Equal to 47 hours per week.

For the next Eight Weeks :

First five days of each week, 7 a.m. to 8 a.m.,

8.30

a.m. to 12 noon, 12.30 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturdays, 7 a.m. to 8 a.m., 8.30a.m. to 12 noon.

Equal to 44i- hours per week.

For the following Three Weeks :

First five days of each week, 7 a.m. to 8 a.m.,

8.30

a.m. to 12 noon, 12.30 p.m. to 4.30 p.m.
Saturdays, 7 a.m. to 8 a.m., 8.30 a.m. to 12 noon.

Equal to 47 hours per week.

For Thirty-eight Summer Weeks.
First five days of each week, 6.30 a.m. to 8 a.m.,

8.30

a.m. to 12 noon, 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturdays, 6.30 a.m. to 8 a.m., 8.30 a.m. to 12

noon. Equal to fifty hours per week.
Masons and joiners in shops to have one hour for

dinner all the year round, and work half an hour
later than the time specified for the winter months,
thus making the same number of hours as worked
outside on jobs, namely, as laid down in Rulo 2.

Carpenters and joiners who are in receijit of full

wages, and who have been employed for two hours
less than the hours mentioned, .above, shall, on dis-
charge, receive one hour’s notico, to be occupied,
so far as pr.acticablo, in grinding tools, with one
hour’s pay in addition.

WorHng Hides for Plumbers.

1. That the working hours in summer shall
be forty-seven hours per week.

2. That daring fourteen weeks of winter,
commencing on the first Monday in November,
the time shall be, for the first and last three
weeks, forty-four and a half hours, during the
eight middle weeks forty-two hours per week,
in all cases where the other trades cease work
at 4 p.m.

3. That the present rate of wages for skilled
plumbers shall be advanced one half-penny per
hour from the first Monday in November,
1892.

4. Payment for overtime and all other rules
to remain in force as at present.

M'orJiing JTmirs, S,‘C.,far Plumbers.

For Fourteen Winter Weeks.

For Three Weeks commencing the First lilonday in
November.

First five days of each week, 7 a.m. to 8 a.m.,

8.30

a.m. to 12 noon, 1 p.m. to 4.30 p.m.
Saturdays, 7 a.m. to 8 a.m., 8.30a.m. to 12 noon.

Equal to 44^ hours per week.

For the next Eight Weeks :

First five days of each week, 7 a.m. to 8 a.m.,

8.30

a.m. to 12 noon, 1 p.ro. to 4 p.ro.

Saturdays, 7 a.m. to S a.m., 8.30 .a.m. to 12
noon. Equal to 42 hours per week.

For the following Three Weeks :

First five days of each week, 7 a.m, to 8 a.m.

8.30

a.m. to 12 noon, 1 p.m. to 4.30.
’

Saturdays, 7 a.m. to 8 a.m., 8.30 a.m. to 12
noon. Equal to 44i hours per week.

For Thirty-eight Summer Weeks.
First five days of each week, 7 a.m. to 8 a.m.,

8.30

a.m. to 12 noon, 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturdays, 7a.m. to 8 a.m., 8.30a.m. to 12 noon.

Equal to 47 hours per week.
Overtime.—Plumbers being required to work

overtime shall receive, from 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. time
and a half; from 11 p.m. to 7 a.m. double time.
Saturdays, from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. time and a half

;

from 5 p.m. to 7 a.m. (Monday) double time. Sun-
days double time. Any plumber being discharged
shall receive one hour’s notice.

District and Expenses.—For plumbers, the term
“London District” shall mean six miles radius

from Charing Cross
; and any skilled plumber se

to work over four miles from his employer’s wor
shop shall receive all travelling expenses. If se
over eight miles from his employer’s workshop

!]

shall be entitled to one shilling per day extra, wi
the usual allowance for lodgings, and all travelhi!
expenses. Should there be no accommodation fi

him to reach his work at 7 a.m., he shall be 6>

titled to one shilling per day, unless he travel i

the employer’s time and be paid from 7 a.m.
All other rules to remain as at present in force'

Issued by the Central Association of Master
Builders of London, 31 and 32, Bedford-
street, Strand.

Snohs.

Excavations of the American School of Athens &
the Herawn of Argos, 1892. By CllAl
Waldstein. London and Berlin : Asche
& Co.

R. WALDSTEIN’S work at Argos begar
on February 1.5 of the present year, an'
no one can tax him with undue reticenoi

as regards its results, when afterthe lapse of littli

over eight months he gives to the public thi

preliminary report, accompanied by eigh[

phototype plates. We have so repeated!'
urged on archmologists the duty of promp
publication (a thing quite distinct from horrief

interpretation), that we are glad to see Di
Waldstein set an example so admirable. Thi
twenty pages of text that accompany thi

plates do not pretend to anything like complet
exegesis, the “rich harvest of material brough
to light,” says Dr. Waldstein, “extending ove"

so many periods of Greek life and entering inh
every department of archmological science, call;

for elaboration which, in anything like a final

shape, will occupy the student for seveif
years.”

As we have already some time back briefly

summarised the course and extent of the ex
cavations, we proceed direct to such materia
as will be new to our readers. And first, ii

turning over the plates, we come (plate vii.)

on a small archmological fragment which hai

a familiar look and carries the memory bach
to the Erechtheion at Athens—we mean a fragj

ment of the cyma of the Heraion. The ornameffl
upon this consisted of “ two volutes joining, om
of the junctions of which rises an anthemion in

modified lotos pattern. The volutes end on eithei
side in the honeysuckle pattern, below whiefa

one smaller curved line sweeps inward, and
ends in a smaller volute beside the anthemion ;l

but the noticeable feature is yet to come

;

“ Each smaller volute is surmounted by a bird.^

So far as we remember, this bird appears else-

where only on the Erechtheion cyma, in a
fragment that used to be near the entrance^
gate to the Acropolis, and, if our memory does
not deceive us, another slab with a bird lies in
the Museum at Argos, and no doubt came from
the Heraion. A photograph of the Athens
fragment lies before us, and, — pace Dr.
Waldstein,— is much superior to the Argos
work. There are some minor differences,

the ornament is grouped more closely in the
Athens fragment, the bird less elongated, the
whole thing looks stronger, and, to our minds,
earlier

;
the curves in the anthemion are

downwards and inwards in the Athens frag-
ment, upwards and outwards in the Argos one.

Besides the cyma fragment in plate vii,

are published, of architectural fragments, two
lions’ heads, once affixed to the cyma. Dr.
Waldstein compares these carefully with those
of the Parthenon, of the older temple of
Asklepios at Epidaurus, of the Tholos at
Epidaurus, and of the mausoleum at Hali-
carnassus; those of the Parthenon, though
much softer in the modelling of the head
generally, is simpler in the treatment of the
mane and in the modelling of the lips. The
nearest analogy to the Heraion lions appears
to be in those from the older (fifth century b.c.)

temple of Asklepios at Epidaurus, while those
of the Tholos, now attributed to the younger
(fourth century B,c.) Polycleitus, are markedly
much more realistic.

It is in the careful examination of such
details as treatment of hair, eyes, eyelids, lips,

for the dating of style, that Dr. Waldstein
excels

;
and, indeed, it is the only secure

method. He applies it with the utmost care
to the head of Hera, which he' holds, and
we think rightly to be “ a representation of the
Argive school of the second half of the fifth

century, and as such to hold some relation to

the work of Polycleitus, who established the
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J type of Hera in this temple.” Bat Dr.

istein's analysis can only profitably be fol-

Jl standing close to the head itself, a cast of

i3 he has presented to the Fitzwilliam

lom. The terra-cotta figurines, votive for

jnost part, are chiefly of interest in con-

iin with mythology, the important finds of

Iry to which we may look for light on the

sena; ” question could not adequately be

rated at such short notice
;

they are

ved for a second issue to be hoped for in

ipring.

chische Gotieruleale in ihren Formen
niitert von Heinrich Brunn. MUnclmt,,

,3. Vtrlagsanstalt fur Kunst Wissen-

uift- Vorvi^i, F. Bruchmann.

; book is an interesting collection of re-

dating from as early as 18iB. As the

les thus gathered together are scattered

ind wide in foreign “ transactions,” they

be welcome, perhaps more to artists and

overs than even to archmologists. The

paper is devoted to the Hera Farnese,—

a

I to which new interest attaches now in

lezion with Dr. Waldstein’s discovery of a

ad of Hera” at Argos. Other papers deal

the Demeter of Cnidos, the Hypnos of the

ish Museum, the Asklepios of Melos,

lave this in common, that they attempt, by

orate analysis of details, to fix the

'acteristics of the Greek “ ideals of the

5,” but, necessarily, the series lays no claim

lompleteness. So far as it goes, however,

book is pleasant reading, and made the

e enjoyable by the beautiful autotype plates

\ which it is illustrated.

c Ohnefalsch-RicMer. Die untiken Kultui-

dtten auf Eypros. Mit IS Tafeln, Lei])ziger

^oktordissertatioyi XI.

lEnglish version of this valuable dissertation

I appeared, bat it is printed only for private

;alation,—“English” we say for want of

:e precise terminology, " English as she is

ke ” among German doctors would be nearer

mark. For this reason, as well as that the

apblet is privately printed, we draw atten-

1 to the German version, which is less un-

isant reading. But, form apart, the

jertation is one of which the English

.cated public cannot afford to be

orant. Cyprus is a field we have now
de our own, in a sense. Dr. Richter, in

introduction, gives an account, personal

1 pathetic, of his long preliminary struggles,

ey have resulted in the determination of no

3 than seventy-two sites of ancient seats

worship in the island, a panorama of

ich is given in an admirable map, repro-

ced from that too short-lived periodical, the

1. Further, a practically new chapter in the

tory of Greek art has been written. The
1 exposition of his views Dr. Richter reserves

the publication of his great work,

lomer. The Bible, and Cyprus,” a high-

mding title well-calculated to “draw” an

glish and American public
;

the present

sertation is to form one of the chapters

this treatise. “If,” says Dr. Richter, "the

pper, bronze, and iron periods are definitely

ablished for Cyprus, we need not be surprised

fiod that the manners, customs, weapons,
jnsils, and apparatus of worship pictured in

3 Bible and in the Homeric poems are more
isely illustrated by discoveries made in Cyprus
ID by anything which has been observed else-

lere.” He promises in this coming volume
t only to throw light on Troy, Mycenre, and
jmpia, but also, by the help of Cyprian
)Duments, to explain "a long series of the

lest passages in the Bible, even whole para-

iphs and chapters.” The book, when it

pears in English dress, is sure to excite

ich attention, and no small controversy.

.e Timber and Wood-CoTisnviing Trades' Direc-

tory. London : Timber Trades' Journal
Oflioe, 11, Bartholomew-close, E.C.

IIS is a very useful publication, first issued

ir years ago. The new edition has been
nsed and corrected up to date, and, having
its back the staff of the Timber Trades'

urnal, great facilities for correctness and
curacy of information on special trade

itters have been available, and have been
lly used. The directory contains classified

ts of firms in the United Kingdom engaged
the foreign, colonial, and home timber,

ihogany, and hard-wood trades, and the
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principal wood-consuming industries; also the

names of exporters of timber in the various

timber-producing countries, and the Continental

and Colonial importers of timber. It contains

several maps and plans of timber-docks, &c.,

and is bound between boards of “Jarrabdale

Jarrab, an Australian wood possessing several

useful qualities.

CarMspnircn«.

To ihe Editor of The Builder.

"ARCHITECTURE A PROFESSION OR AN
ART.”

Sir,—

I

have read the recently-published

thirteen essays under the above heading, and

your review of same, in which you so admirably

sum up the various points under discussion.

The " Memorialists ” have done good service

in placing before the public the high objects

and aims of our calling, and we of the craft

cannot but be grateful for the manifest sincerity

and enthusiasm with which they, one and all,

insist upon the nobility of architecture as an

art, and the devotion which it demands from

those who practise it. I find myself, for the

most part, cordially in sympathy with their

views on the education of architects and their

insistance upon the wisdom of alliance with

the arts and crafts, without which architecture

is shorn of her proper adornment. With you,

Sir, we must deplore that, with so much that is

well and ably expressed, there is so much that

would have been better left out.

The contemptuous manner In which the

Institute and its members are spoken of is

scarcely courteous or in good taste. Those who
are acquainted with the facts know that in the

ranks of the Institute are many men every bit

as eminent as those who are outside and seek

to degrade it
;
and among those who are now

dead, men whose works live after them, who,

whilst living, showed by their actions that they

had aims beyond their own practice, and en-

deavoured, in concert with their fellows, to

raise their art, help others, and not to stand

aloof and study each his own interest solely.

The system 6f examinations established

under the new Charter is not the work of

to-day. For many years the subject has been

under discussion and partial experiment. Now
it is fairly on its trial, and tbe response which

the younger men have made to the invitation is

most encouraging to those who have, without

hope of reward, save that of achieving success,

given themselves to the establishment of these

examinations.

I observe that tbe “ Memorialists ” generally

admit the possibility of testing a student’s

knowledge on the Science side, but altogether

deny it on the Art side. No doubt there are

difficulties in the way; but they are not in-

surmountable, as witness the competition for

prizes at the R.A.. the Institute, the A.A.,

8.K.M., and other bodies. If these and tbe

competitions for public buildings, in which

these gentlemen themselves compete, are notin

tbe nature of examinations, then words have no

meaning.
It seems to be taken for granted by the

"Memorialists” that you cannot examine in

architecture; that the system, if once firmly

established, will so cramp the men who enter

the profession that only the most dire results

and tbe eventual destruction of the art may
tearfully be looked for. Admission to all other

professions is now by examination, whether we
like it or not. Does it destroy or cramp the

powers of the members of them?

You cannot examine a candidate for holy

orders in his spiritual gifts
;

the lawyer in

eloquence, tact, or shrewdness
;
the doctor in

those special qualities which make the success-

ful practitioner
;

the soldier in bravery and

ready use of resources ;
the sailor in what be

will do when facing the dangers of the ocean.

Such qualities can only after experience be

brought to the test. All that examination can

do is to insist upon a certain standard of

excellence, and to set before the student an

object to work for, a goal for him to reach. If

instead of cavilling, the essayists had taken

the trouble to make themselves acquainted

with the good which has been done, and the

advantages which our students have gained

and many times owned to, it is to be hoped we
should have had less of this uncharitable

writing.
Several of the authors of these essays are

hard upon the men who practise as architects
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and surveyors. With them, to touch anything

outside building and its adornment is the

unclean thing. Many who practise in both

capacities would, doubtless, were they to consult

their own inclinations, be only too happy to

follow the tempting side of their profession

;

bat they have to live, despite the remark quoted

of the cynical Frenchman, “Monsieur, je n’en

vois pas la necessity I ”
;
and they have a right

to live and to take as they please any work that

is legitimate and honest and in their ken to

perform. With an assured income, outside

one's profession, it is easy to wait in your

office until the desired plums drop ;
but we

are but mortal, and, without extraneous sources,

cannot exist on a glass of water and a tooth-

pick.

One would very much like to know what our

brethren in the provinces think of these

transcendental views of an architect’s calling.

Mr. Jackson and his friends will, perhaps,

admit that there are competent men amongst

them, and that it is not necessary, when a

building has to be erected, to send to London to

secure the services of those who never touch

surveying. Every country practitioner, I take

it, is glad to land every fish which comes to his

net, and does not trouble himself as to where

the diverging lines betwixt architecture and
surveying commence or leave off. They have

probably some very good reasons to give

they should exist, and may in their turn ask

some awkward questions.

That the system of examinations as now
carried on at the Institute is perfect, tbe most
ardent supporter will probably not assert : it

has hardly had a sufficient trial. As time

goes on, the weak places will be strengthened,

and experience will point out where new
departures are needed.

I cannot close this letter without saying how
unfair, in my opinion, is the interpretation

which so many of these writers put upon Mr.

Macvicar Anderson’s remarks upon the quali-

fications of an architect. Mr. Norman Shaw
was tbe first to fall into this error, and

the others have followed him. No one

reading what Mr. Anderson did say, and tbe

meaning put upon it, will, I think, consider it

just. This, and much else in the book are evi-

dences of a weak case, and of faulty argu-

ments. Whilst the men who now attack the

Institute have been standing by, doing little or

nothing for any one but themselves, the Insti-

tute has, perceiving the needs of tbe times and

the drift of events, displayed iocreased energy.

Had these gentlemen entered the Institute

(where they would have been welcomed), they

might have helped to shape its policy and lent

their counsels to its guidance
;
they chose to

turn the cold shoulder. What now do they

hope to achieve ? Cole A. Adams.

Sir,—

A

n admirable article in the Builder of

October 22, fair in appreciating the honest

belief,—or rather doubts,—of the “ Me-

morialist” brethrec, judicial in tbe exposure of

some inconsequent reasoning, has done some-

thing to steady the mind of one exercised by

some uneasy doubts.

I am one loyal to the policy of the Institute,

and with a conviction that its tendency is right

on the vexed " Examination ” question
;
but I

have still the uneasiness of one wrestling with

a religious doubt,—are we all right, or the

“ Memorialist " persuasion altogether wrong ?

An architect is born, not made, say this per-

suasion in effect. Well, not altogether made,

but partly made, say other reasonable men.

Cannot we go so far as to frankly admit the

perfect architect is past finding out and hall-

marking by examination test ?

Yet is not the Institute on right lines in

bringing “into its Fellowship,”—in tbe simple

English sense of community,—those who have

been proved by some examinative test, or, by

their works, to have acquired a liberal educa-

tion and the technical knowledge and practical

experience without which any man offering

himself for the community of architects is a

fraud and a pretender.

Somehow I feel with the Memorialists we

must go higher than this, and I go with my
friend Mr. Blasbill that we cannot elevate tbe

Fellowship of the Institute into a title of dis-

tinction. Why should we, when in the simple

or original intent of the word it means

nothing of the kind?

Are there not men, such as Mr. Norman Shaw
and Mr. T. G. Jackson and other malcontents,

at whose honoured names we instinctively bow
when we meet them and say "Master I” May
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it Dot be in thia instinctive recognition of Ihe
Master Architect by the community of the
Institute, and by the wide suffrage of its
members, that the true distinction of architect
in its highest sense may be found, always
provided that by the tests of the Institute he
has been found to be an edocated one ?

For practical purpose of distinction I would
affistothe name of the architect pronounced
by the suffrage of his fellows to be a master
in architecture the letter M., thus

Norman Shaw, M., F.R.I.B.A.
I think that looks well. Could such a man

object to such a distinction ? Look at the pull
we should have over these worthy and able
theorists whom we know to be masters in archi-
tecture indeed, and yet who stand apart from
our Fellowship. We could confer the distinc-
tion on them whether they liked it or not* The
architects of this free country are free to bold
and express a free opinion as to whom among
them are masters of their craft.
And I believe such distinction would not be

disliked. I cannot believe that there is an
architect in the kingdom so elevated in his
position- and ideas as to resent the honest
consent of his fellows,—that by his proved
knowledge of his craft, which'maybe tested
and by the exhibition of genius in his works'
which is otherwise not measurable, he was
recognised as a Master Architect.

Shortly, then, I sura up this suggestion.
Recognition of distinctive fitness by the title

of Master in Architecture, and election to this
distinction by the suffrage of the Fellowship of
the Institute with or without the consent of
the architect so recognised, and so conatraioiDg
those fit men and hitherto unwilling to be of
the Fellowship of Architects.

Thomas Drew, F.R.I.BA.

[Nov. 5, 1892;

BONES AS A BUILDING MATERIAL.

‘S'®
Ohurchwaidena’ account of

>8 an item
lor Sheepshanks for hanging ye tiles, 2s 6dThey „ere cat into pegs, and would be evc^-

itco”® ;
in ‘i'eie places in

ISIjO. I cannot get a sight of any, but I have
reason to think that their nse was common
\V hat IS known.of this material ?

In Peter Nairn’s account of his visit toEngland, m 1748, this Swedish observer
descnbes walls or fences in common use nearLondon to separate meadows, market-gardens,
S:c., built of the cores of ox horns, to each ofwhich was attached part of the sknll. In thebest work they were pnt in layers as close asthey oonld be packed, the points inwards ah-in. layer of earth was pnt between each layerof cores. The length was 4 ft., and the wid^tbthe same. This disciple of Linnicns notes half-a-dozen plants, such as convolvnlns and wall

ta^pred^,*"- ‘“P’ Slighter fencestapered to a narrower top. Are any suchfences remembered ?
y auoo

KaJm also notices that these cores werecarted out on the high roads and there epread
*'=“8 t>h them, which madethe road firm and durable. Is our term, hard

Sfause^''
*°

Ipitl™ “T gentleman had set theleg-bones of oxen and horses in the ground asedges to his flower-beds, sticking them closetogether, the transversal end downwards andthe round curled end upwards (to keep theearth from rolling down on the path), as he had

think'' forT' ® i‘<i“. Ithink, for the formal garden
The grotto in Wanstead Park (recently burnt

Stl™? P'*™'!'''.* “heep shank bones, laid in

fpUf^ ‘i'® “'namental pave-ments of small round pebbles, common in old

fT ‘he lost arts.

pp™ ’
^ particularly those which, like thecores, were hot used in manufactures, wouldaccumulate
;
but when their use in manure or inchemical works became known, they would

fenorng
‘o road-making and

Thos. Blashill.

satisfactory working of the jjresent system of local
control, which varies both in quantity and qualify
according to the energy, knowledge, and scientific
acquirements of the local Surveyor and Medical
Officer of Health.
As the qualifications of these officers are usually

dependent, as regards the Surveyor, on local and
as regards the Medical Officer, on theoretical
training, and as their work lies rather in detecting
than in remedying defects, it is not surprising that
the regulations by which they would control those
who have to design and execute the work should be
varied, insufficient, and even at times harmful
To improve thjs state of affairs Mr. Dickseo

would charge the County Councils with the forma-
tion of a code of regulation.s for their own guidance •

but I would go further, and, as ihe question affects
the well-being of the whole country in a similar
manner I would urge that one code of regulations
should have force over the whole country.

This, 1 imagine, could only be undertaken by
Government, and by means of a commission con-
sisting of the best sanitary authorities, representa
lives of the County Councils and other local bodies
and their Surveyor.?, who should draw up a code of
regulations, such as we have in the Building Acts.
To provide for the very rapid advance of sanitary

knowledge, the code should bo revised every five
years, or at more frequent intervals if necessary
As this would entail a considerable outlay, it would
require some justification from an economical point
of view before it would be likely to gain public
acceptance.

It should first be proved that the present system
encourages wasteful espenditiire, and then that the
system I propose would tend to bring it within
reasonable and profitable bounds.

I think 1 shall escape contradiction when I say
that a very large proportion of sanitary work is now
both designed and executed by those whose main
recommendation is a self-assumed title and a bold
advertisement, and that their operations frequently
result in either evident failure or in condemnation
when put to a scientific test.

It is a notorious fact that in some of the most
fashionable parts of London large mansions have
been drained and re-drained in the course of a few
years. This has been both costly and wasteful, and
the regulations of the local authorities have been
powerless to check it.

A complete code of rules, dealing with the nrac-
1 1.0 1 /I O ! , » ‘

LOCAL CONTROL OVER DRAINAGE AND
SANITARY WORK.

Sir — Having read Mr. Dicksee’s and Air

idT?w''^ ^ glad toadd a word on the subject of local control overdrainage and sanitary work
control over

quite agree with what has been said on the un-

Not the “F.R.I.B.A.," surely.—El>.

TU1C.-5, ucaaiig witn tne prac
tical details of sanitary science, rigorously enforced,
would render such operation well-nigh impossible’
and the observance of the rules would afford a
reasonable guarantee that the character of the
work is respectable.
There are many, however, to whom it would not

only be necessary to show that improved sanitary
regulations are required, but that they can be
obtained. There is much scepticism abroad on this
subiect, so many remedies having been found worse
than the disease.

I am dispose<l to think that nothing but an agree-
ment among sanitary scientists expressed in such a
code of regulations as I have suggested, bearing
the stamp of Government authority, would be
sufficient to dispel doubt as to the theoretical
possibility of a eeuuine sanitary reform, and in
addition to this, I believe that a practical illustra-
tion of the principles upon which the code is
based would be required before many would
believe in its practical efficacy.

This could be done by the establishment ofmuseums m different parts of London and in
large country towns, where both householders
and others could study the subject. Two attempts
ha.ve been made m this direction.—first, by the
establishment of the Parkes Museum, and auita
recently hy the Hornsey Local Board in^ thesanitary exhibition arranged by their Surveyor
Mr. De Courcy Meade, which will doubtless be ofgreat use in the neighbourhood

;
but the advertising

element in the Hurnsey exhibition, and the old-
fashioned style of the Parkes Museum, shows thatthe practical working out of the scheme has not yet
fallen into sufficiently strong hands.

^

Whether the plan could besc be worked out as aBoard of Technical Education or otherwise may bea question, but I would only urge that it should bedone on a recognised principle
; which would not

Twf ""T -I
‘’f separateCounty Councils, A estries, or Local Boards.

Arthur Baker, F.R.I.B.A.

They usually read in this way :

“ pe building must be of substantial chare
faced with stone, and the architect’s estimate H
include all fittings, electric lighting, gas and w
supply, painting and decoration, kc., ,i:c.

estimate must not exceed £ , and should i-

found, &c., &e.”
Here follows the usual clause which places

unfortunate competitor entirely at the merct
those who have been dishonest or ignorant enc(
to set him a ridiculous problem, for it will genet
be found that tho sum named is too small by ak
35 per cent., with no margin whatever for ex
and contingencies.

Of course, it may be said that the rsmedy il

our own hands, and that architects should dea
such invitations

;
and for ray own part I prefec

devmte my time to private practice, and dec-
such unsatisfactory invitations

;
but it is to be

gretted that those members of the profession n

I

have a conscientious desire to do their work t
should be debarred from taking part in an imp
tant public competition because enough luoneo
not specified for the building.

_

But where, it may be asked, is the remedy? f
indeed, this is a difficult question to answer. A
time when rnany of our leading architects
squabbling with each other, there does not se
much chance of any help from them. We mi
therefore, look to you, Sir, to assist us, if you c*

by giving every consideration to this questioc
coat in our competitions, and condemn with a stro
band the imfairuass of our public bodies in setti
such impossible problems.
With all due respect to our assessors, I do i'

consider they are free from blame; they choosp
design and with a passing remark leave the qu
tion of cost to be fought out as best it may. I

own town is a case in point. A large public build!
was erected some years ago, the design beil
selected in competition by an able and experienc
assessor. The estimate was absurdly low, and h
the assessor dealt with the subject of cost in a ve

,

emphatic way the town might possibly have be
saved many thousand pounds of wasted money
repairing defects which would never have occurn
had a larger sum of money been expended in t;

first instance.
If public bodies would only consult the assess

before the competition many of the difficulti
would disappear; he could then advise them as
the cost of the proposed building, and the chanci
are that more architects of standing would respoq
to the invitation for designs, and our publi
buildings would, in consequence, be benefited.

It would be a good thing if some reliable statistii
could be published in the Builder of the cost pi
cubic foot of our public buildings which havl

recently been erected. £, s. d.

COMPETITION AND COST.
Sir,—

I

have been interested in the remarks ofyour correspondent “Competitor” (page 3:13
to the Accrington Technical SchoolCompoutioD, and was pleased to see your own footnote to bis letter.

I know nothing of this competition or the merits

f
^ “ost important

subject to architects, VIZ., the cost of competition
buil(hDgs._ Much has been said from time to timeof the injustice of competition in respect to thewrong man being chosen, but there is another point
of equal irnportance, viz., tho unfairness of public
bodies asking arehuects to make designs for them

tu u Tl ‘ scarcely provide a decent shell
desire to erect.

if It -were not a serious matter, it would beamusing to study some of their instructions.

WANTED, A FIFTEENTH • CENTER'
SCULPTOR.”

Sir, — In reply to Mr. Hutchinson's quest
whether I am going to churchwardeniae
statuette, I should have thought my letter '

worded in such a way as to make it abundat
clear that I intend to do no such thing. I cla
indeed, to be a representative of the one-tenth,
of the nine-tenths to whom he alludes; and'i
just because I am so keenly alive to the dangei
entrusting works of antiquity to incompetent hai
that I appealed to your readers to inform mi
there be any artist living whe is capable of restorii
in the literal sense, an old carved figure such
mine. If any one else besides your correspond!
feels uneasy on the subject, I give him my word
a critic not too readily pleased, that, unless I’l

satisfied, I will never allow the statue to
touched. At the same time, I have no synipat
with the culhis of wreck, nor can I view w
complacency the ravages of time, still less those
iconoclasm. Such accidents may have a pictures^
attractiveness for the virtuoso, but no one c

pretend that they are in accordance -with t

original design. And could the bygone artii

come back to look upon their damaged handiwo
they would be the first to complain of its prese
condition, and to wish its defects remedl
wherever possible. Aly statuette was former
coloured, and sufficient traces remain to onal
me to paint it again, which I propose
do so soon as those parts which,—wb
I bought it, I found replaced by clumsy mode
carpentry,—have been adequately renewed. T1
head of the Aladonna at one time bore a movab
crown, presumably of metal. That omission also
hope to repair. I have no doubt that Mr. Asbbe
of the Guild of Handicraft, will be able to ropr
duce a suitable crown, from old examples,
repousse copper-gilt. At.mer VallaNCB.

AVALSALL BATHS COMPETITION.
Sir,—

I

n the Instructions issued for the aboi
is distinctly stated that any architect revealing
incognito (intended to be preserved by the “ Mot
to be adopted by him) will bo disqualified for s€

tion: yet in the face of this definite clause it

fact that the author of the design placed fi

though not directly disclosing his name, yet wen
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• as to say that he had erected the baths at

Jimborwel].

I'Surely this amounts to the same thing, and
iould have been enough to disqualify him

;
yet he

fcs placed first.

dit shows that the statement biassed the com-

,
itteo, that one of the councillors referred to it in

i 0 discufsiou, saying he would rather trust one
t JO had erected baths than a novice.

> That there was considerable difference of opinion

) the Council with regard to the committee’s

I commendation is evidenced by another connciilor,

c tio moved an amendment that a professional

) -sessor should be called in, saying that if the
I jilers, as shown on the selected design, burst,

D ey could not be removed aftt r once being fixed in

D le positions shown.
Another councillor pointed out that the Turkish
aths as shown could not bo ventilated, and
ijected to the positions of the closets.

The design placed third had the following points,

bioh I suppose specially recommended it for

ileotion. Size of dressing-boxes, 2 ft. by 1 ft. 3 in.
;

rst and second-class entrances, but the classes

itermixod
;
no waiting-rooms, and the entrance

irough a road i) ft. C in. wide, encroaching 3 ft.

a to adjoining land. The second and third pre-

tiums were awarded to Walsall men. The second
esign also has dressing-boxes 2 ft. by 1 ft. 3 in,

i seems to me a great pity that the Town Council

ivited professional gentlemen to waste their time
1 sending in designs if they did not mean to deal

dth the matter in a perfectly fair and straight-

jrward manner
;
and, although I do not suppose

t would have much effect, I would suggest that

very competitor who fully complied with the in-

tractions should signa memorial protestiogagainst
he way this competition has been decided. The
ignificant remark of one Councillor, who would not
ote, and gave as a reason that he saw “ so much
ingering on the subject.” almost compels one to

erne to the conclusion that all was not as it should
lave been, I enclose my card.

A>'OTUEii Competitor.

Siiibiitt’s Column.

i CONCKErE,—XIX.
CONCRETB-MIXERS, ETC.

i

pr^HERE are several kinds of concrete-

pq 0 mixing machines to be obtained which
M.Qjf can be worked either by hand or

steam. One of the first to be adopted was a

simple revolving cylinder inclined at an angle

of 6 or S degrees. It was much used in

Germany about thirty years ago. In America

a cubical wooden box has been used, having an

axle running diagonally through opposite

comers ;

“ eight revolutions of the box, made
in less than one minute, are found to be quite

sufficient to produce the most thorough incor

iporation of the mortar with the broken stone

and gravel ;
” the box, measuring 4 ft. each

,way, is charged with about 36 cubic feet of

imortar and aggregate, measured separately.

!
Messent’s concrete-mixer is a well-known

imachine ;

“ it consists of a closed box or

ichamber revolving on an axle, and of such a

iorrn as, when half filled with the materials

ifor making concrete, to cause them to be turned

lover sideways, as well as endways, four times

in each revolution of the chamber, so that, in

(from six to twelve ^revolutions (the number

inecessarily being varied according to the weight

and nature of the materials), a more perfect

; mixture is effected than can possibly be pro-

i.'duced by hand.” So say the makers, Messrs.

'Stothertfe Pitt, of Bath.

' Le Mesurier’s machine has an inclined

[cylinder with dividing plates
;
Stoney's has an

linclined trough along which the concrete-

1 materials are carried by means of a revolving

I screw. A simple apparatus, described by

Gillmore, consists of a vertical shoot divided

' into several compartments by shelves or flaps

I hinged alternately on opposite sides of the

shoot
;
the materials are placed in the upper-

‘ most compartment, and the flaps are then

' dropped to an angle of about 45 deg. by means

of levers, so that the materials fall from one

I flap to another until they reach the bottom in a

I state ready for deposition.

It is usually considered that machine-made

concrete is more uniformly mixed than hand-

made, and for considerable quantities it is much
i cheaper. Many concrete-mixing machines are

' used to-day for making the concrete required

in the foundations and floors of large buildings,

and they will come more into use for building

purposes, when their advantages are better

: known. Before many years are over, architects

will specify that all concrete in large works

shall be machine-made.
Care and skill.—We are sometimes told that

one of the great advantages of concrete is that

skilled labour is not required, but that any one

who can use a spade can make it. Yes ;
but

there must be continual intelligent supervision.

There is nothing which the architect has to use

which requires more careful superintendence

than concrete, and perhaps thisis one reason why
architects make so little use of it in their build-

Concrete of a sort may be easily made,

bu^C it is not easy to make really good concrete.

Each ingredient must be tested or strictly

examined, and every process in the manufacture

must be closely watched. However good the

ingredients may be, the resultant concrete may
be little better than consolidated gravel or

broken-stone, unless the measuring, mixing,

depositing, ramming, and protection during

setting, be carefully attended to.

Depositing.—The m\:sdn% ought always to be

done as near as possible to the place where the

concrete has to be used. It is better to move
the platform or machine when these would be

more than about thirty yards from the point of

deposition. As mixing -platforms are more

easily moved than machines, hand-mixing has

some advantage in this respect over machine-

mixing. Eor foundations in shallow trenches

the concrete can be thrown by spade straight

from the platforms, if these are near the

rencbes, or can be wheeled in barrows and

tipped. The method formerly advocated of

tipping concrete from a height of three or fonr

yards is now disconntenanced for the reason

that the larger stones in falling become

separated from the mortar and smaller stones,

and the concrete is not therefore homogeneous

and uniform, i^or the same reason, shoots

are now falling into disuse
;
a shoot has also

the further disadvantage that the larger stones,

on account of the velocity which they attain in

passing down the shoot, fall some distance in

front of its mouth ;
whereas the mortar, sliding

gently down, drops vertically from the mouth,

thus counteracting to a great extent the labour

bestowed in carefully mixing the ingredients.

This evil can be mitigated by turning over and

re-mixing the concrete immediately it reaches

the bottom of the shoot, but no time must be

lost either in the original mixing or in the

depositing if this second mixing is to do any

good. For deep trenches, the concrete, if it

cannot be mixed in the trench, may be lowered

in barrows or palls; sometimes it is carried

down in hand-barrows; more frequently, how-

ever, it is tipped from the surface, as the cost

of lowering it is not thought to be counter-

balanced by the advantages gained. For walls,

floors, &c., it can best be carried and hoisted in

pails or barrows.
The concrete ought to be deposited as soon

after mixing as possible, as any disturbance

of the mass, after the cement has begun to set,

detracts from the ultimate strength. Rapidity

of execution where quick-setting cement is

used, is a point which must be carefully

attended to.

For depositing cement under water, hoppers

or shoots are sometimes used
;
but it is better

to use a box or skip, so arranged that its con-

tents can be released when it touches the

bottom, either automatically or by pulling a
cord. Into the details of such work and of the

bag system it is not our province to enter.

Damvdng.—The advantage of suitable

ramming or punning is obvions. It com-

presses the concrete, rendering it more solid

and free from voids, and squeezes out all

superfluous water. We have seen that the

Romans adopted it. Too much ramming, how
ever, is dangerous, as it may be continued until

the cement has begun to set, and in this case a

loss of strength is entailed. For this reason,

concrete made with Roman or other quick

setting cement ought not to be rammed
Mr. E. C. Clarke (1885) “ doubts the ex-

pediency of punning concrete, except when
used in thin layers, as in pavement work, where

.....
it promotes consolidation and adhesion

other cases, unless the concrete is very stiff,

panning tends to separate the more fluid

portions and to produce strata of different

density, and also disturbs the setting.” Note

the saving clause,
—“ unless the concrete is very

stiff.”

Mr. Grant, however, carried out a series of

experiments which showed conclusively that

compression incieases the strength of concrete,

He declares that ‘‘ for blocks, thin walls, sewers,

arches, floors or paving, concrete may be

punned in layers with advantage.” The manu-

facturers of artiflcial stone and paving and of

concrete drain-pipes almost invariably com-

press the raw material in one way or another

in order that the goods may be strong and

impervious to water.

The results of Mr. Grant’s experiments on

the crushing strength of concrete compressed

and not compressed were given in Table XX.
(see Builder, p. 306, ante'). The compregsion

was effected by beating the concrete into the

moulds with a small mallet. The resultant

gain in strength averaged 28 per cent, for the

1 to C> mixtures, 28 per cent, for the 1 to 8, and

24 per cent, for the 1 to 10, a gain by no means

to be despised.

But concrete not only gains strength by com-

pression
;
its density and consequently its im-

perviousness to water and its durability are

also increased. Without ramming it is impossi-

ble to have impervious concrete.

Of course it is impossible to ram the concrete

of walls with the same vigour with which the

concrete of foundations may be rammed. For

the latter a moderately-heavy punoer of iron

or of hardwood bound with iron may be used,,

but such an implement, if used for walls, would

most likely cause the wooden boards enclosing

the wall to bulge out, and the appearance of

the wall would be irretrievably spoilt. For

walls, therefore, a lighter implement should

be used Concrete floors are frequently con-

solidated by beating with the back of the

spade used in spreading the concrete.

Layers .—Opinions differ as to the thickness

of the layers in which concrete should be

deposited. Some advocate thick layers, some

thin ones. The lime-concrete foundations of

the Army headquarters at Simla were rammed
in 3 in. layers. Layers so thin are very

seldom adopted, because, whatever care may be

taken, the joints between the layers are always

a source of weakness. During the operation of

running, some of the water in the concrete is

breed to the surface and brings with it part of

the constituents of the cement, causing some-

times a film of soft clayey matter upon ihe

surface. This effectually prevents the adhesion

of the next layer. For this reason, concrete,

which has been exposed for a day or

should be swept clear of this matter, and

also of all loose stones and dust, before another

layer is added. The surface should also be well

watered, and if good work Is required,,

should be roughed with a pick, although this

last operation is not as beneficial as is some-

times imagined. Mr. Bernays recommends

that the surface of concrete in large waUs, if it

have been long exposed, should, in addition to-

being swept and watered, be dusted over with

neat cement, and sometimes have a chase, say,

12 in. by 9 in., cut in it to form a key for the

next layer. Some persons think each layer,

after being swept, ought to be watered with

thin grout before the next layer is laid, but

grout is somewhat uncertain in its action.

Layers 9 in. or 12 io. thick are often specified,

but layers 18 in. thick are on the whole more

satisfactory. Sometimes a thickness of 2 ft. or

even 3 ft. is laid at one operation. Thick

layers ought not to be attempted unless a good

machine or a very large number of men are em-

ployed in mixing the concrete, as otherwise the

depositing and ramming such a thickness may
take so long that the lowest portion may
have begun to set before the men can

finish the upper part, and . this will cause

a disturbance of the setting, and consequent

weakness. On the whole, it may be con-

sidered best to deposit concrete foundations

less than 18 in. thick in one layer, and above

this thickness in two or more layers not exceed-

ing 18 in. each. The concrete of retaining walls

may be rammed in 18 in. or 24 in. layers. The

frames used in forming the walls of buildings

usually allow a thickness of IS in. to be de-

posited at one operation, and never more than

24 in. Paving and floors must always be

rammed in one thickness ;
the surface, how-

ever, may be finished with finer concrete after

the mass has set.

In the formation of concrete arches, care

must be taken that the concrete is not deposited

in thin layers following the curve of the arch,

but the full thickness of the concrete must be

laid at once and rammed in the direction of the

thrust so as to form longitudinal courses like

continuous voussoirs, having the joints between

adjacent courses radial to the curve of the

arch. This is an important point, especially if

the whole arch cannot be completed in one

day. The breadth of the longitudinal courses
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depend on their depth, &e.

;
it may be from

1) ID to 18 in. for large arches. Small arches
"“"e nse.d » floors, will be laid at one

operation Daring the ramming of the oon-

’‘I"*'''-’
“erable board withcurved face can be used to retain the concreteand to form the extrados.

SfUi-nu.—kny disturbance

cLZr a
during setting injures it. Cementcannot be ganged, left to set for a short timeand worked up again without loss of strengthCement ground with water in a mortar-mill for

nnnsiderably weaker

cmckll"*
‘ban cement ganged by hand asquickly as possible. After cement has begun

hardi' ' d
be disturbed until it has

hardened sufficiently to bear easily any weight
that inay be put upon it. Walking acrosf aconcrete floor, before the hardening is suffi-
ciently adranoed, will cause rotten places in

<1
bll concrete,

especially in floors, arches, and roofs, should

bein»T d°
afterbeing laid,—the longer the better. Wherever

,?ho°ld*h h"i
ncross such concrete

oo!«'hi
be absolutely forbidden for as long as

possible. hen traffic across it is a necessity
the ooricrete should be covered with moist sand

"‘“bbs, on the top of which strong
planks must be carefully laid where required
It IS useless to make good concrete, unless carebe taken to protect it until it is hard enough to
resist wear-and-tear. °

GEyEHAL BUILDING NEWS.
SoUTaroRT.—On the 27th ult-he foundation-stone of a new infirmary was laidathouthpon by Dr. Pilkington. the .MayorS the

muTSnd 7^® estate is situated about\

fud is sL'e TZZeAnettlT'u
three sides by slraets, the maiufrontave^^SofrET

of"?L''bSffig wifl
-1 frootage

red .stock bncks. relieved with Longridge stoiiB

fZS'oFwZl-
“

“'?“’‘i
’““‘by terra-cofta, withroofs of \\ ostmorland slates and red rideines TKacentral portion of the main frontage will^be two

blo^k Af 5,
lu the centre of the frontblock of buildings there will be an octagonal brideand stone clock-tower, surmounted by? wood andlead lantern, rising to a hein-ht of 7 fi fc oK

grouud-liue Oiil of “tbrSu'/eature^T the”

pStf Ten rt ‘""‘i,™'
“"“gomout Of the out-

doP»rtmont, which is so plauucd that whenpatients leave the consulting-room thoy are at onm

rm”erh™ftL‘warr^TL“tir,‘>T''^

for '70 pars" uS‘°’Th°
dopTrlZoi

Jhah
pomous. The accident rsoeiving-room and

the towards the back of

Th^ito will be enclosed in a boundsiy-wali of stock

tor>. fftVeTtohite^.';

Statics fob Dulwich.-On the 81st

?iubb“d
‘\^”^'‘bi°p°Lue? DuTwfoh.ty MrT 'W

SVu!!vfch”cTieS'“to

land-stone dressings will be useH fow n,
EtoneSj including the basement ttio

iffVai?\S= Sdit‘“ri

beio7Mr’ T Vo” oof
‘‘4”'“”’ 7* “>o works

beint rs
'

^ ? u ‘h®”" ooutract of 10 6107bmog the one seleotod by tho oomu.ittoe.-i,“,y

modelled, and a new n'iatfTr^i! ^ k
with stalls for the ohoTr oTSthersfor

ftomr4^t7de“bn”jd”‘^‘”’ “
-ido of the "toture Tod

““ “““b
lecture-hall through church aud
beeocouvertedforV.n^ r

° "*‘‘5'' "bfob has
lie V yestibulo TheT oo°mDr'iae“a

“‘o
comprise a session-house a

Xr,‘“”Tb’'°““' * .'-ootTy, with necessaryS bine
‘troughout is of polished

7.1 .

The w, ought, iron gaseliers .and

the stained .and leaded gass is by Messrs, Shrigley4 Hunt, of Lancaster. The sessiona-house and com-mitleo.room have been furnished in oak, hy MessrsONiell; and the yesti-y by Messrs. wLing ofLiverpooh T he total cost is estimated to bo atom
W 11

‘bo work has been carried out by Mr.
Birkenhead, under the superin-tendence of the architect. Mr. R. G Syke.s

^
Science A>-p Art Schools, Heaton, ne\r

i7xor4
v'“

n" “’’““lo »i‘D«ted

hv V '
?o?‘o”i bavo recently been openedb) the Mayor of Newcastle. The building is con-structed throughout of Sherburn bricks, tbi striL-course and the cornice being of the same materialAt the ea-t end of tho building there is an oetagonai

.b?‘b‘“''™t. Internally, the corridorsaie all laid w, h ooncreto, the staircases are of thesame material, and the various rooms are soarrsiiged that thoy all have entrances from the

wflh'^”™'^
having direct commiinioation onewith another. In tho basement portion of thepremises a heating apparatus is placed for the mirpose of warming ail the rooms by hot water. Onthe ground floor there are five class-rooms, capableOf aeoommodatiiig m ail about 400 scholars

portion of the building with lavatories included,and retiring-rooms for tho teachers are alsoprovided.
.

On the first floor there is a cloak

is°7th”'
“h'l art department

In addihArt "T”' 1
“bv class-rooms.In addition to the clasB.room.s there is a roomfor the use of tho head master, a photographic

developrag-room a leoturo-room and the laboratory
Opposite the laboratory there is an apartment fnwhich cookery lessons will bo given to girls, and aroom for the head-mistress is close at hand. Theapartments on the fioor above are to be used forstonng purposes. The various rooms are fittedwith wrought-iron Hopper ’ ventilators for thesupply of fresh air. The school is provided withtwo playpounda for girls and boys respectivelyThe frontage of tho school is 137 ft The oo-

4torth
'as been Mr. Jos. Elliot,North Shields, the heating apparatus was supplied

7n7otol,
^''"®'by K»nuio, Newcastle, Ad thowhole ot the work has been carried out under thesupervision of tho architect, Mr, D. CampbellPmmBEii RnmjiLm.vo of the EoraL '

SickChildhen 3 Hospital, Ediniidrgh.—According to

r"?;
‘b® P'ana of -Hr. O. WashinftonBrowne for the proposed rebuilding of the Edin-burgh Royal Sick Children's Hospital were approvedon the 1/th ult. The plans show a bnildin^based

nvin'rr
English Renaissance, ooou-

nflef ? ‘I'i* “• facing Carlung-

TrT j
“’"‘'““‘'ative department in the

Tinws 7d i“®fi'
”1.7“* “bove thewings, and is finished on its east and west endswith gables The wall-head is marked by a cor-

H tto7
balnstradmg, and a feature of the*^ faorde

ta the large squ.are projecting oriel windows, whichbalance each other on each side of tho central

torTrtoi'
C"r*c<l above tho wall-head toterminate m a gable. Between these projecting

oriels, and on the same plane, is the*^eotraneeporch formed ot a tiiple arch with entablatureand having over the middle archway a oiroula?pediment enclosing tho Royal Arms On theRillbank or north side the esterior ot theadministrative block is enriched with projeotinj

the southTT 7 “‘C'* ®“”bod to those olthe south elevation. At each corner of the wardwings there is an ornamental turret, and between

baSTo” ° Tho^'T”” "7“’ “™ balustradedoaicoiues. ihe sides are plaio, an ornamental
bo'^ever, being given to them by a series ofgablets breaking up the wall-beal The buildinr?BSO sot that It mus parallel with Carlnng-plaoe^

wuth. The main doorway in the central blockgives admission to a corridor, which runs oast and

irTo fa °e7d*'’”
‘b» bnildTngraTd atthe far end cominumcatea with the wards. A oross-ventilaled corridor outs off the main building from

s “al'ff T "fob wards. S ward
Mob f A ? 23 ft. wide, 15 ft

bods’ Silil®"””
ccccfomodation for twenty-fourtods bimilar wards are repeated in the correspending positions on the first floor Oa thoItoeond or upper floor there is in thr oast

si\teen”nftT””t
'”’^”01 accommodation forsiatoen patients; while in tho west block on

four Ta"”*
““ ebsorvatiou ward 'withfour beds and two isolated wards with onebod m each.^ This gives a total of 118 beds in

4o 7th7“Tk **0”*” b“s its own kiiohon

tLiia th f
“"'b bf 'bo building neat to ithilethe lavatorios bath-rooms, &o, are situatedin the turrets at the south eid o’f the ward,

wLds hJt° off opon.tfireotlyoli tho

toiTa Tf ® J
“ ™o‘llated corridor or lobby

admlffi747e hio^Trefe 7atk"7 .h'eatTe”

[Nov. 5
, 18

On the first floor are placed the Board-rooioa small museum in connexion with the lecture
tneatre. an ophthalmic room, and dispensary thscad dimng-room, and a sitting-room for ’

th.nurses; while on the second and third fioor.
are located the bed-room accommodation for thi

of nursing staff generaltyiOn tho third loor towards the north are placed thi
.iitchen, scullery, and servants’ hall : and in th(
attic or fourth floor are the bed-rooms of thfdomestics store-rooms, &c. The flats are con^'

hi! H
staircases and Lfts. It is intended toibuild the hospital of red sandstone, and the yarious-

floors throughout will be practically fireproof,—the'floors being carried on steel beams, and lined with
concrete. Tho e-xpense of erecting thet

30 OOW
altogether to from 25.000^. to

Free Ltbh.vrt E.xtension at Kidderminster —
ine toundation-stone of the now Free Library forithe borniio-h nf * i.-. v

wiAuu,n,iuu-si.oue or me now Tree Library fo

iv!k
Kidderminster was laid on th

ou ^fichael Tomkinson, J.P., HisriSheriff of Worcestershire. The erection of thLibrary completes a set of buildings for art, scienceand literature. The exterior of the Library will hisimilar to that of the School of Art, and the cost oHs erection will be 3,240L, exclusive of fittings, iot here will bo two large rooms on the ground floor,the larger of which will be 40 ft. by 52 ft., and wilbe set apart as a reading-room. The other apart'ment is to form the lending library. There will bea gallery round the reading-room, which will be
reference library. Part of the basementand the whole of the first floor will be used for

sciepco Classes. The builder was Mr. Smith the
•chitect being .Mr. J. M. Gatbing.
Public Baths, Aston Manor, Birmingham.—

been erected at a cost of
id,UU(J^. in \ ictona-road, Aston. The building has afrontage of SO ft. to Victoria-road. The styleadopted
IS b reach Renaissance, and the building has beenearned out in red terra-cotta, with tile roofs. The
ladies entrance is in the centre. To the right isthe first-class men’s and to the left the second-classmen s entrances. Thespaces between the entrances
are recessed and finished with a balustrade and
cornice.

_

Oa entering the ladies’ department,
directly in front is the ticket-office, and to the ric^ht
opening on to a short corridor are three first-ci^s
alipper-baths, while to the left opening on toanother corridor are four second-class siipper-baths
a store-room, and an attendant’s room. The first-
class men 8 entrance is fitted with a screen similar
to that in the ladies' entrance, beyond which is a
stone staircase loading to a committee room as well

m gallery which runs round the swimmiog-batb.
lo the nght are five slipper-baths, and to the left
tne ticket office, attendant’s room, aud the entrance
to the first-class swimming-bath. This bath is

f 7Q f® ^ater surface
ff-’ beiug 6 ft. deep at one end and

o It. b in. at the other. On either side are arranged
the dressing-boxes, forty-four in number, vTIth
brick divisions, tbo fronts of which are lined with
glazed bncks. To the left of the entrance is a hot
room, and to the right a lavatory. At the opposite
end, m the centre, is a diving stage, and at either
side a spiral iron staircase leading to the galleries,
which are fi ft. wiiie, and rim the whole length of
the bath communicating at the opposite end with
a central gallery over the entrance. The galleries
are arranged to accommodate about 400 specta-
tors. ihe promenade round tho bath is about
7 ft. wide at the ends and 4 ft. 6 in. at the
sides, aud is paved with concrete. Tho tank is
lined and paved with white glazed brickwork.
Ihe second-class swimming-bath is 72 ft. long by
47 ft. wide, with a water surface 60 ft. by 33 fu o'f
the same depths as the first-class bath. On three
sides of it are arranged dressing-boxes, 56 ia
number. To tho left of the entrance is a lavatory,
and on the opposite side a soap bath. The whole
of the building, except the committee room, is
heated by steam coils, and the water in the swim-
ming-baths by steam. All the corridors and slipper-
baths are paved with tiles. Immediately at the
rear of the eecond-class swimming-bath ia theeugine-
house, underneath which is an artesian well 400 ft.
deep, from which the water supply of the baths is
pumped bya 14-h.p. horizontal engine. Thisengine
also drives a dynamo from which both the bathsand
the public offices, Wittoa-road, will be iio-hted by
electricity. In aroom leading off the eogine-house
is an electrical storage battery, containing 60
ceBs. Adjoining the engine-house is the laundry,
fitted with washing-machines, together with a dry-
ing-closet heated .with s'.eam- pipes. Underneath
the laundry is the boiler-house, communicating
with the engine-house bya staircase. A subway,
h ft. in height, commencing at the boiler-house, runs
under the entire length of the baths, and terminates
at the first-class men’s slipper-baths. In this sub-
way all the steam and hot and cold water service
pipes, electrical mains, and drains are laid. At
the rear of the site, and facing Albert-road, is
the superintendent’s house. The whole of
the corridors and private baths are lighted with
bwan - Edison incandescent lamps. The front
entrance is lighted by two arc lamps of from
/UU to 1,000 candle-power each. Two side lights
with reflectors, fixed about 3 ft. below the water-
line, have been introdaoed in the first-class bath.
The baths have been erected from the designs and
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fter the superintendence of Mr. W. A. Davies,

ijEogineer and Surveyor to the Board, Mr. Smith
UDg as clerk of works. Mr. F. N. Stephens, of

lion, is the builder, the other contractors being

D J. C. Edwards (Uuabon), for the terra-cotta;

; E. Danks (Oldbury), boilers
;

the Griffin

I'lndry Company (Birmingham), healing, &c. ;•

lisrs. Piercy Co., engine and pumps
;
Mr.

ne Tildesley (WilleDhall), roof and tanks
;
Mr.

North (Aston), well
;
and Messrs. Fowler &

icaster (Birmingham), electrical installation.

NITARYAND ENGINEERING NEWS.
'HE Oldhaji Seweraoe Scheme.—On the 21st

Mr. Arnold Taylor, Local Government Board
peotor, sat at the Oldham Town Hall to hold an
uiry regarding an application of the Oldham
poration to borrow 200,000/. for the pur-

es of their sewerage scheme. Mr. Bidder,

represented the Oldham Corporation. Mr.
der stated that constant threats from the

porations of Manchester and Salford and the

horities of the Manchester Ship Canal that

ceediogs would bo taken if .Oldham did not
se to pollute the Irwell and Mersey by its

'ago bad caused the Oldham Corporation to

3 the matter, with the result that the present

erne had been prepared. Evidence was given by
‘ Mayor, the ex-Mayor, Mr. Law, the Eogineer,

I others. Middleton and the riparian owners
)osed the scheme on the ground thatthe drainage
m another area would cause the Wince to flood,

I woidd damage the mills along the banks. A
g discussion took place on this, but the Inspector
il it did not affect the scheme as a whole.

)t.dbxjry Sewage Purikication "Works.—On
I r>th lilt, an inquiry was conducted at the Old-
ry Public Buildings by Major-General C. Phipps
•ey, It. E.

,
one of the Inspectors of the Local

voniment Board, with reference to an applica-

n made by the Loc.al Board lo borrow 5,700/. for

rks of sewage disposal, and 1,100/. for street

irovenients, &c. Mr. 11. Bertram Nichols, C.E,,

i rmingham, the engineerfortho works, explained
1 scheme, and gave evideuce in support of the

dication. Itis proposed to adopt the International

vage Purifieatioa Company’s system by passing
I sewage after being treated in the tanks through
arite fiitor-beds. Mr. H. Richardson, Town
•veyor, gave evidence with regard to the loan for

eet improvements. After the inquiry, the
pectur, accompanied by Mr. Nichols, the Engi-
ir, the Town Surveyor, and some of the members
the Local Board, visited the sewage farm and the
•ious points in the town where the improvements
I proposed. There was no opposition to the
olicatioD.

;;
FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.

I/B.VNCB.—The Jury of Architecture of the Ecole

, Beaux-Arts have decided the competition in

bbitectural History for the First Class, the
tject of which was “ The Restoration of the

ade of the Nymphieum at Nimes. Among
ienteen competitors the jury awarded second
•dais to M. Hqward, pupil of M. Laloux, and to

i Arnaud, pupil of M. Pascal. M. Boussard,
ichitect to the Department ot “ Postes et T6I€-

i.iphes,” has just completed the new Hotel des
lil^phones in the Rue Gutenberg, which will be
lened in a few days. In connexion with the Art
:hibition at Ghent, the Belgian Government has
farded gold medals to M. Besnard and AI. Cor-
noier, and honorary diplomas to MM. Bonnat,
'Irrihre. Carolus Duran, Dagnan-Bouveret, Fantin-
itour, Ferrier, Hdbert, Jules Lefebvre, Lhermitte,
linri Martin, Pointelet, Rodin, Roll, and Roybet.
'—A new Lycee has been opened at Rouen, and a
oup of scholastic establishments. Next Wed-
sday will take place, at the Mont-Parnasse
'metery, the inauguration of the monument
ised to the memory of Ch. Deck, the celebrated
“amist, formerly Director of the Sevres Manu-
itory. Some workmen have discovered, in

gging a trench in the Avenue des Gobelins, a
me coffin rudely sculptured, apparently of the
.llo.Roman period. A Scandinavian Cora- ;

ttee has been formed to offer to M. Pasteur
large bronze medal, the work of the

redish sculptor Stephan Sioding. On the face

a female figure personifying “ Le Nord,” in-

•ibing on a stone the titles of the works of M.
steur. On the other side are engraved the names

I the members of the Committee. It is an-
unced that the great fortress at Perpignan,
:own under the name of " Castillet,” is no longer
be used as a military prison. The edifice, in red
,ck, dates from 1319. It is Moorish in style, and
s built by the kings of Majorca. It is

!

'ssed as a “ monument historique,” and is

usequently under the care of the Ministry
t Fine Arts. It is much to bo wished
it the same course should be taken with the
lace of the Popes at Avignon, now used as a
Track, and subject in consequence to treatment
lich will end in destroying Ml its archaeological

d artistic value. M. Formig^, the architect,

B made a design for a columbarium for the
'netery of Pore Lachaise. It will be constructed

in connexion with four crematories, and will form a
double portico divided by a longitudinal wall con-

taining the funeral urns. It will present four faces,

and is so designed that each of the four quarters
can be built separatel, as needed. The total cost

will be 653,200 fr.

Berlin.—The final competition for the design of

the memorial monument to the late Emperor
William, which 'the “Rhine Province” wishes to

erect, has been won by Bruno Schmitz in collabora-

lion with tho sculptor Hundrieser. The main
feature of the monument is to be an equestrian

.
statue of the late Emperor. Of the twenty-three
sets of drawings submitted to tho promoters of the
great Dresden Railway Terminus competition, two,

one by Messrs. Giese ic Weidner, of Dresden, the

other by Herr Rossbaob, of Leipsio, were classed first.

The assessors did not consider any design deserving

of the first premium of 500/. They distributed

two prizes of 350/. each and five of 100/. each.

The competition promoted by ihs Bedinev Archi-
tekten Verein, with the purpose of obtaining pro-

osals for the site of the International Exhibition,

as been won by MM. Cremer & Wolfensteiu, of

Berlin, who worked in partnership with “Stadt-
baurath” Koehn, of Charlottenburg. There were
fourteen competitors. An exhibition of the work
of pupils of tho arts and crafts school at the
“ Kunstgewerbe Museum " distinguishes itself from
similar ones by tho high standard of tho exhibits

shown.
Roumania.—A competition for the design of a

proposed terminus station at Bucharest has been
opened. It is an ‘'international’' one, and the
first premium is lh,000 francs, to which will be
adiled a fee of 100,000 franca for a set of working
drawings of the design premiated. There is to be
a jury of international experts in lieu of an assessor.

Sending-in day is not until May 1, 1893. Certain
rostrictious are made as to the rendering of tho
drawings, which have to be drawn to and

scales. Full particulars, together with the

regulations, are obtainable at the Roumaniin Lega-
tioD, the language used being French.

MISCELLANEO US.

Christ’s Hospital.—Judging from letters we
have received, there seems to be a great deal of

anxiety on the part of some members of the archi-

tectural profession to kuow when where and how tho
new schools are going to be built. Nothing is yet

settled as to the means to be taken to procure
plans, whether by competition or privately

;
but we

are informed that the Council will meet to discuss

the question shortly.

Clock, Purston, near Pontefract.—This
important mining village has hitherto been without
a public clock until Mr. John Waller, of the
Jiraction Hotel, Purston, and a member of the

Board of Guardians, has had one fixed on his new
premises at the junction of the Purston, Ackworth,
and Pontefract highways. The clock is illuminated

and shows the timo on two large dials. Messrs.

Potts k Sous, of Leeds, are the makers of the clock.

The “Rapid Mixer.”—This is a very simple ma-
chine which has been exhibited by Messrs. H. Young
& C V at the Brewers’ Exhibition at tho Agricultural

Hall, and is applicable for any liquids which require
mixing. It consists of a conically-shaped vessel,

open at both ends, and with projecting blades or

floats inside, which is placed vertically in the
middle of tlio tank containing the liquid to be
mixed, and rapidly revolved horizontally, when the
liquid is drawn in at the narrow end of the cone
and thrown out by centrifugal force at the wide
end, getting quickly mixed. The advantages are
simplicity of action, and the fact that tho mixer
can be made of such materials as stone-ware or

glass, as well as of the more ordinarily-used materials
for this kind of implement, so as to be available

for liquids which would corrode metal.

The Resistration of Plumbers.—An examina-
tion of candidates for registration by the Plumbers’
Company was held on Saturday at the new Borough-
road Polytechnic Institute. Tho examiners were
Messrs. Chas. Hudson (Chairman), W. H. Webb
and J. Knight (Master Plumbers), and H. Hobbs
(" Battersea” Lodge), G. E. Jlunn (“East London

”

Lodge), and R. A. Nurso (“ No. 1 ” Lodge), of the
United Operative Plumbers’ Association of Great
Britain and Ireland

;
and Mr. C. T. Millis, M.I. M.E.,

Principal of the Educational Department of the
Institute. In addition to undergoing a practical

teat of manipulative skill, ta^h candidate was
required to answer a series of que.stions specially

framed with the object of ascertaining his know-
ledge with reference to the various materials used
in the plumbing craft, and the sanitary arrange-
ments inside and outside dwelling houses. Of the
twenty-four candidates who presented themselves
for examination, we are informed that only three
succeeded in satisfying the examiners of tbeirquaU-
fications as practical plumbers. We learn that
fifty-four students have joined the plumbing classes

which were opened at the Institute on the 3rd ult.

Robert Botle & Son (Limited).—We under-
stand that the directors of Robert Boyle & Son
(Limited), ventilating engineers, London and
Glasgow, have resolved to recommend a dividend
of I2J per cent., free of Income-Tax, for the year
ending September last, after placing to the reserve

fund one-sixth of the profits earned and carrying
f' rward 1,386/. 4s. 9d. This, we are told, makes
the seventh dividend, 12^ per cent, being pa’d for

the last three years, and 12 per cent, for the
previous years. The directors propose that the
dividend for the current year will balance the sub-

scribed capital of the company, including the

ordinary shares held by the vendor, when cent.-

per-cent. will have been paid. The business done
during the year is stated to have been considerably

in excess of the previous year, though that was,
we believo, the most profitable year since the
formation of the Company. The directors attribute

this succes.s, and their consequent ability to pay
such a haudsome dividend, to their constant study
of the requirements of architects, and to tho groat
and ever-increasing demand for the latest impmve 1

form of the self-acting air-pump ventilator. Tne
Company announce that they have at present so;ne

very important contracts in hand at home and
abroad, including the largest ventilating contract

they have ever received from the British Govern-
meut, and a contract of equal magnitude for the
Spanish Government. Mr. Robert Boyle, as we
lately mentioned, has recently visited the East and
Australasia, and has established agencies in Burmah,
Queensland, New South Wales, Viotoria, South
Australia, and New Zealand, arrangements having

also been made for the manufacture of the different

ventilating and sanitary appliances in each of tbe

Australian Colonies and New Zealand.

Electric Light for Portsmouth.—The founda-

tion-stone of a new electric light station at Ports-

mouth was laid on tho 27th ult., on the site of a
music-hall which was burnt down a year or two ago.

The system to be adopted is the invention of Pro-

fessor Garnett, and the work will cost 00,000/. It

is proposed to light two miles of the sea-wall and
four miles of tho principal thoroughfares by meau-4

of 124 arc lamps, each of 2,000 candle-power. Toe
lighiing is expected to be in operation next
Auirust.

—

Morning [‘oil.

Imi'ROVement of Man.x Harbours.—The Com-
mittee of the Manx Tynwald Court, appointed to

consider Governor Walpole’s proposals for the im-
provement of tho Jlaox harbours, met at Douglas
on the 27th ult., Mr. Walpole presiding. Tho
sitting was principally occupied by considering

various proposals for tho protection of Douglas
outer h.arbour. Five plans were submitted by Mr.
James Walker, C.E., Engineer to the Isle of Man
Harbour Commissioners. The estimated cost

ranged from 70,000/. lo 250,000/. No decision

was arrived at, consideration of the matter being
adjourned. Tho committee then took up the
question of a bridge across Douglas Harbour, but
toat matter was also adjourned for further
inquiry'.

The New Chief Engineer op the Great
Western Railway.—The.appointment of Mr. J. C.

Inglis, M.Inst.C.E., as engineer-in-chief of the-

Great Western Railway, has just been ratified.

Liverpool Engineering Society.— The first

ordinary meeting of the nineteenth session of this

Society was held at the Royal Institution, Colquitr-

street, on tbe 2h’tb ult., when Mr. Robert E.

Johnston, M.Inst.C.E., President, delivered his

inaugural address, selecting as his subject “The
Development of Railways and the various Improve-
ments in thtir Construction and Working which
have taken place since their introduction.” After
briefly describing tbe means of locomotion at the
beginuiog of the century, and tho opening of the
Liverpool and Manchester Railway, be stated that

at the present time the length of the railways of

the United Kingdom amounted to no less than
20,073 miles, representing a capital outlay of

897,472,000/. The total receipts for the year 1890'

were, approximately, 76| millions, and the work-
ing expenses about 41 A millions, leaving a balance

of about 35 millions as tbe profit of ooe year’s

working representing an average dividend of

3'90 per cent, per annum on the total

capital expended. The lecturer then pro-

ceeded to discuss in detail the various improve-
ments which had been effected in the construction

of railways since their introduction, in the design

of bridges, tunnels, permanent way, and rolling-

stock, and in doing this dealt with the construction-

of the Severn and Mersey subaqueous tunnels. The
lecturer pointed out that tbe practical outcome of

the labours of the Managers and Engineers of our
railways in their endeavours to render railway

travelling as safe as possible had been to reduce the

number of fatal accidents in 1890 to one in every

163J million passengers carried. This, he stated^

went a long way to prove the fact that one of the
s.afeet places one can be in is a railway train. In
conclusion, the lecturer gave a graphic description

of the peculiar means adopted in constructing rail-

ways with exceptionally steep gradients in Switzer-

land. A vote of thanks to the President terminated-

the proceedings.

Fike-engines and the Height of Buildings.

—

We hear that 'important improvements are about
to be made by the London County Council in the

working of the Metropolitan Fire Brig-ide. Hitherto

(as we are informed by Messrs. Shand k Mason),

the largest land steam fire-engine in use by the
Brigade has not exceeded a capacity of 350 gallons

per minute, whilst the majority are of 260 gallons

only. On account of the increased height og

London buildings, however, and for other reasons.
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COMPETITIONS, CONTRACTS, AND PUBLIC appointments.
COMPETITIONS. CONTEACTS.— Continued.

delivered. Nature of Work or Material*. By whom Required.

Lirge Hoepital, JIdiherwell
Three Sjniall Hoepitale, Motherwell .

'eebiiical School
Group of Buildioga

. Walsall Corporation., lOM. T8L 15s. itSJI 10*

. Lanark County Council 70f. 30f

„ do. 35?. 16?
. RadclitTe Local Board 30?, 20? 10?. ....
. Met. Asylums Board.. 50?. 25?

•Nov. 12
Dec. ;u

CONTRACTS,

Nature of Work or Materlalj,

StioiiK Room and OtHcea'
Twii Tertniual Dock*.

Holtenau ...

Waterworks

By whom Required.
Tenders

Idelivered.

Teade '

J l^*^'

•Head Mis

F[“ehley Local Board
j

F. Smythe.

.

East
Local Be

Edmonton Uii

-
I
Nov. 7

.
I
Nov. 3

ll Corp

*‘ ditlona to Technical School.
Road. Port Talbot
Itririge Improvements. Llewitha
I'ia IroD, Blaeuaviu, No. 1

r'aiiitary Pipe Sawera
•KeUiulnjf Wall. 4c. Newtou Abbo

an Cement
rage Worke, »c

^armhonie, ic. Garinouth. Elgin, N.B
Road

Works, ic
Paving. ChsUDelhug. Sc
RiMid Construction
•naaite Road Metal, Fiiats, Sc...
Boiler House and Destructor ....
Ons and Water Mates, Sc
Ir.'ii Caatitigs, Ac
Metbodlft Church, Belfast
Heating Apparatus, Beverley . ...
aryl nExte
Ca t-itOQ Water-piiiea (470

Re-ervolra. Conduit*, Ac. Billinge and
W’instauley

Temporary Bridge over Clyde, Bla'ago

Iron Bridge Work

Wimbledou Luetl
North Sea and Baltic
Canal

Allumiere (Rome)
Municipality.

. ..

Stocaport Corp. .,

Qlauiorgau C. C..

,

Wile End Old Tom
Vestry

SoQthp.jrt Corporatioi
Middleton Cjrp

W. Syk'S

Bbkenhead Corp..

J. M. Knight ..

.

W. Crabtree
W. Welburn ...

. J. MavkcDzie .

T. Chas. Thorh

Ecclc* Town Council.

.

Pfiem Baru«t Loc. Bd.
Sunde.-Uud Corp

h Lights

M. By. Oo.
Com. oflili
Committee
East Biding Asylui
East Riding Union.
ishtoQ . under • Lr
Staleybridge, A Dnck-
iudeld Disk Water-
works Authorities

Pemberton (Wigan)

Secretary of State fc
India

Pisfi Municipalitv ..

.

Rotherhithe Vestry .

•Brick Wii'l, Fence, and Oates to enclose
Cemetery

•Supply of Granite Kerb !..!”!!!!
•Constructing Sewers
Gasholder

Hotel, Carr-brl'dge, Elgin!

•Wiring Town HilHorElMtric Lighting Ac
•Lsyiog Iron W.ater Main*, Ac. &l. .

.

Pair of Uo'.tsgea, near Uartford
Paving Works
Sewer Pipe*, Fire Brick i, Ac. .!!!.'!!!!!!!

•Brick Sewer
j

Pnv iDg. Channelling. Ac! '(V coaVraVtii) ! ! !

!

•Making-up and Paving BtreeU ...
“o^^^akiDg Woiks, Claybury Asylum'

•Steel and Iron Bridge.. !!!!!! !! !!!!!!""

Bailway Ironwork Supplies
Dram Pipes. Slates, and Cement . .

.

Ironwork, ic
Paving Work !!!!!!!!

WiiiflDgand Cciiimittee Rooms

I

Laboratory, Ac. Drontikd
(bheaield) Grammar School

Residential Chambers, Whitklrb, Leed*!''
Caat-trou Pipes

Club Premises, Stalevbjidge ...
Eight House*, Roundh.ay-road, Leeds'!

'

Four Houses. Dewsbiiry-road, Leeds, .

! " ’

House and Workshop, Holmfleld, Halifax
Pair Semi-detached Villas, Howard-place

'Building* on Woolwich Com'mo'ii' ! !!!!!!!

The Dlrecti'rs
Vestry of St. Mar
A St. .rohn. West
G veruors ofSeokford
Hospital and W
bridge School.

,

.

Pri'h Local Board
W'althamslowLoc. Bd.
Leicester Cjrp
Salford Corpirntion ..

J&s. Gilbert
Hove Cuniuiissioaera
BuckiughamC rp
Met. Asylum, Board

' BnryiUinc
) Corp

Gt. No.thsrn Ry. Co.

I LoudonCountyCoimcii
Glasgow Police Com.
Walthamstow Loc. Bd!
LondonCouitjComicil
Asylums Committee

Kingston • on - Thames
Corp

Cheshire Lines Com..
do.

idflaide RijlwnyCom.
ilo de ,Iaiie-r Slunlci-
piil Au'hiirit.ies
rottiiigUam Union ,,

T. C. Wakeling .

G. R. W. Wheelei

P. Chancellor .

OfflekU

OfltnaJ
Baldwin Lathaui
*. A C. Harston...
J. Cartwright

Official Nov. avl

Hulmes...

G. T. HiuB

Nov.
I Nov. 3«!

Nov. S>l

ry^cVi?

Geo. Willtiusou ..
.1. Charles A Sons
C. F. Wilkinson..
Petty A Ives

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature of Appointment.

•Clerk of the Works..

Those marked tcUh an Asferisk (•) are advertised in this Number, Competitioii, p.

By whom Advertised, Salary,
Applioa-i
tiODS to
^ 1

Poi.lar, Ac. Sick A«y.
District Managers ..

Aberdeen Town Conn.
Birkenhead Corn

3? 10s. per week
260/

Nov. 14

Nov. 21
Nov. 23

Nodat*
do. •

Borough oj Sheffield..
Bombay Municipality 450 rupees per month..

the CouDCil recently decided to acquire engines of
a more powerful description, and an order has been
given to Messrs. Shami, Mason, & Co., for a new
double cylinder pattern of engine made by them
Ihe capacity of the new engine is 450 gallons per
minute, and the height reached by a jet of N in in
diameter is 170 ft. New hose hasalso been ordered
of 2;, in. diameter instead of 2| in. as now used

Contracts, pp. jy., vi., .5- riii. Public Appointments, p.

LEGAlj,
CASE UNDER TDK METROPOLITAN BUILDING .ICT.

At Bow-Street Police-court, on Tuesday, Messrs
Holland & Hannen, builders, Duke-street, Blooms-
bury, appeared to an adjourned summons charging
them with infringing the fourth sub-section of the
L<th section of the Metropolitan Buildings Act
ahe case was originally heard in September, when

Mr. V aughan reseiwed his decision.
Mr. Thomas Burton appeared on behalf of the

London County Council
;
Mr. Grain was for the

defendant.

In giving judgment .Mr. "Vaughan said,—Thisfummons has been taken out by Mr. Wallen the
District Surveyor of St. Pancras, against Jlessrs.
Holland & Hanpen for irregularities in the con-
struction of a building in Grafton-street, contiguous
to the premises of Messrs. Shoolbred, and intended
when completed, to form an extension of those
premises, and for non-compliance with a notice
requiring such irregularities to be amended.
Notice of the intended buildings was sent by the
defendants to Mr. Wallen on March 17 last, andm that notice the building was described as a
dwellmg-bouse and shop. The building consists of
eighi stones and its total height is 87 ft. From the
evidence of Mr. Hovenden, the architect, it appears
that the basement is to be used for the purpose of
packing goods, and the ground floor as a retail
shop

; that three floors immediately above are to
be used as dining-rooms, and that the floors above
them are to be used,—one as a scullery or washing
place, and the other as a kitchen. A staircase leads
from Grafton-street to the top of the buildings
and on each floor is a fireproof landing, from which
there is an entrance to the several floors, closed bvan iron door. There is a floor which supports the
kitchen having iron beams 6 in. deep, 5 in wide
and 4 ft. apart, with steel cross beams 3.1 in. deep
and 2 m. wide, 2 ft. apart, filled in with con-
crete composed of coal [/] breeze and Portland
cement of a total thickness of 7 in., increased by aIds pavement U in. thick at the top and bv a
plaster ceiling at the bottom to a thickness of 9* in
1 here are four openings intended for lifts running
through this concrete formation. The size of thesevariM, but one of them is 14 ft. by 12 ft., and none
of these openings were shown in the plan sub-

I mitted to Mr. Wallen, to the best of his recollec-
tion ihe cubical contents of the whole
budding _aro_ 272,800 ft., exclusive of the stair-
case, which 13 16,656 cubic feet additional. The

'

cubical contents of the rooms above the concrete
floor are 62,087 ft. Now, these being the facts
Mr. Wallen complains that the provisions of the
fourth sub-section of the 27th section of the Metro-
politan Buildings Act have not been observed. By
this sub-section it is enacted, “That every ware-
house or other building, used either wholly or in
part for the purposes of trade or manufacture, con-
fining more than 216.U00 cubic feet shall bo
divided by party-walls in such manner that the
contents of each division shall not exceed the
above-mentioned number of cubic feet." The first
question that arises, then, is this,—Is this a build-
ing to be used either wholly or in part for the
purpose of trade? That question must be answered
in l^he affirmative. The next question that arises
13 the definition of a dwelling-house. In the “ Im -

penal Dictionary" a dwelling-house is a house
intended to be occupied as a residence, in contra-
distinction to a place of business, office, or other
bmldmg, but this they ignored. Is this a building
so coDstructed as to contain more than 216,000
cubic feet, and, if it does, is it so divided by party-
walls as that each division shall not contain more
than that number of cubic feet ? In no sense can it
be said that the statutory provision has been cora-
phed with. I come to the conclusiou that the com-
plamt m this summons is well founded, and I am
therefore, compelled to make an order that the
irregularities complained of shall be amended.

Mr. Vaughan decided to allow Ql. 63. costs, and
on the ^plication of Mr. Grain, agreed to state a
case.

—

Toiks.

Wedne-sdat, November 9.

Liverpool Engineering Society. — Mr. Arthur J
Development of the Machinery 0Atlantic Imera. ’ 8 p.m.

'

I>is(‘tutiono/ Electrical Engineers.—DiscuBBlon on'
paper on “The Problems of Ccraercial Electrolysis. 8 p.m.

iTV-Citution of Civil £’api?iee?-«-—Students' visit toIpttenham and Forest Gate Railway. Train leai
Iiverpool-strest at 9.58 a.m. for Forest Gate.

Friday, November 11.

Sanxt^j Imtitute {Lectures for Sanitary Oficers)Mr. J, F. J. Sykes on “General Powers aud Duties
Inspectors of Isuisances." 8 p.m.
Br^ford Historical and Antiguarian Socie(v.—

1

Leadman, P.3.A., on “ A Tour through Yorkshire."

MEETINGS.
Friday, November 4.

Architectural Association.—hU. W. Young on “ TheApplication of an Architectural Education.'' 7.30 p m
by Addre..

Sanitary Imtitute (Lectures for Sanitary Offleers) —
feUWon of Animals in

_
Monday, November 7.

Archifeef — Opening

lndS“™f 8 p
™ Vt. J. Macvicar

Liverpool Architectural Bocietv.—^ir. T. Mellar?!Reade on Questions of the Hour.’" 6.30 p.m.
.

Tuesday. November a
-‘-"y*"'”'*- - (1) Addre.B by the

Medll. 5 i*?" (2) PreBentatlon ofAicaais, &C.. awarded last session. 8 p.m.

Mr (Leefres for Sanitary Officers).-

A ? T?'
. "Infectious Diseases andMethods of Disinfection." 8 p.m.

ana

EECENT PATENTS:
abstracts of BPEOIFICATIONgl.

1

Pn>E-J01NT ; A. Tumbull-Aczox
ing to this invention, a jcint is made of two Hangconnected by corrugated steel and rivetted at theouter circumference. As the ateam-plpo expands
contracts, the flexible steel-plate allows the flangescome closer together or to go further apart withoiany injury being done to the pipe.

12,282. —Slow-closing Valves for W.c.'s; j. ]Clover and a?Jo(her.—Several improvements in tl
ordinal^ valve are made with a view of avoiding tlusual difflcultiea of choking or Ineftlcient egress f(
water. Although simple In work the details are sue
as could only be described or set out by drawings
9,779.--Watbr-sui>ply Taps: F. Heckel.-Thie is aautomatic water-supply tap, with a chamber whic

nils though the bore in the gauge or regulator, whereb
a rubber diagram which has been raised from its seaby the pressure of water receives a counter pressun
which consequently forces it into its seat again, thu
closing the tap after a certain quantity of water harun out.

7,_896.—Paving Bricks, Tiles, &c. : t. P. BavUs.-An improvement is made by having the paving brick o
tile grooved on one side and end, and on the other sid
and end 18 fitted a tongue, so that each brick or til
shall dovetail or fit in each other so as to cause thi
paving to be always an even surface to secure then
from rocking or tipping out of their original position
and thereby avoid the splashing up in wet weather
ihe proportions of the tongue aad groove is also subieci
matter of the specification.

, Pii’Fs Bursting during Frost
Phillips. This object is attained by emptying thi

pipes during frost by means of a valve fixed In thi
cistern or elsewhere, and adjustable from any part oi
the building.

' ^

15,281.—Decorative Artificial stone : W. F.
Thomas .—This refers to a process of inserting from baoli
to front, or rice verg&, various coloured granites oi
marbles into artificial stoue. The whole forms one
solid block, as movable metal or other monids are
used, and floral, geometrical, and other patterns are
made le conjunction with the formation of the solid
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i;»KW APPLICATIONS FOE LKTTEE8 PATENT.

-.Ur 17.-18,522, P. ilooney. Automatic Flush

iV^cloaetB.

ji'Cr 18.-18,003, F. Lyude, Water-cloaet Flushing

Sb.—18,609, II. and W. Jennioga, Square Drill

—

»E. Smith and S. Perry, Chimney-cowla.—1S.618,

Blilnton, SaBh-faatenera.— 18,619, T. Robinson,

Jaw Machines. —18 627. J. Thorrold and J.

Fastening for Door-knobs.—18,663. M.
Jamba for Doors and 'Windows.—18,670, A.

iFire-gratea.

\>er 19.—18,700, T. Poole and Woodhoiise &
'j, United, Limited, Electrical Ceiling Proses.—

H. Lake, Manufacture of Paint or Cement.—

iT. Thorp, Drain-pipes, &c.

Jier 20.— 18,7s0, J. Burley, Sash-fasteners.-18,785,

fllth and J. Parrott, Secret Bolt for doors, gates,

IJ.SOS, K. Alsdorff, Fireproof Walls and Ceilings,

wr 21.-18,881, W. Greaves, Open Fire Ranges or

,-18,903, C. Reinhardt, Swinging Windows.—
E. Whitehead, Wlndow-saih Fa»teners.

ier 22.-18,933, A. Elnde, Hydraulic Lifts or

—18,984, R, Grlbbon, Preventing Window-saahef
Rattling or Shaking.—19,009, J. Thomllnson,
actiire of h'on-ettlorescent White Cements from

ed Sulphate of Lime.

PROVISIONAL ePlOinCATIONg ACCEPTED,

il, E. Harvey, Water-closets.—16,207, H. Owens,

Crank for use in door locks and latclies.—

D W. Westlake, Door Holder. — 16,612,

artwright, Water-closet Apparatus,—16,78.5, A.

id, Hince.—17,073, R. Rigby, Graining Comb.—
W. Oates, Slow-combustion Stoves and other

aces and Ranges.—17,340, M. Frensdorfl, Sanitary

ngs for Water-closet Seats.—17,699, R. Coates,

f latic Gate or Door Stop, for me where double
jr double door* are required.—17,810, E. Jumeau,
itive Plaques, Tiles, &c.

COMPLETE SPECmCATIONS ACCEPTED.

(Open to Oppotition for Two Hontha.)

28, A Churchman and W. Dejerdon, Portable

I
Wood or Met.al Workers.—22,209, J. & A.

tt, Water-closets.—22,322. W. Jacques, Fire-exit

Lock and Alarm.—9,093, W. Allen, Sash-fastener.

IE RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY;
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

OBER 18.—By Humhei't, Son, Flint (at Wat-
r; “TheColney Butts Estate," Watford, seventy-

lots if f . laud, 3,2121.

Bober 20.—Hy G. B. Smallpeice (at Woking) : Two
ficages, Wokinst, r. 331. 12*,, 3601

iloBKR 24.—By Beard ds Son : 1, Hsmilton-ter., Sb.

is Wood, u.t.' 31 yrs., g.r. 21., r. SOI., 7001. ; 213,

2Vall-rd ,
Netting Hill, u.t. 72 yrs., g.r. 101 lOs.,

S 130, Portohello-rd., u.t. 51 yrs., g.r. 81. Ss., 4101.

;

B>rnwall-rd., Bayswater, u.t. 77 yrs
,
g.r. 101 , 3701.

—

mwera, EUu, & Co. : 23, Alexander-st., Bayswater,

1

56 yrs., gr. 121., r. 1001., 9001.—By Pttllicfc <t

ck : 2. Q,ueeii'a-aq
,
Bloomsbury. u.t. 807 yrs., g.r.

631., 8001.—By Debenham, Tewson, Co. (at

it)
- ‘^The Royston-Pk. Estate, Pinner, thirteen

of f. land, 1,0401.

'OBKR 25. — By Collier A- Ilenderson

:

" Elm
0," Mitcham, f, r. 311. 4a., 4251.; 1, 2, and 3,

's • alley, f., 2201. ;
a freehold cottage, 1351.

;

6, Railway-cottages, f., 4501.; the lease of 5,

ett-st., Oxford-st., u t. 19 yrs., r. 1501, 701.—

i. B. Smallpeice: 106 and 108, St. Kathcrine’s-rd.,

ing Hill, ut. 41 yrs., g.r. 121., 2051.; 12, Tavitou-

forden-su
,
sold before auction.—By C. iF. Davies :

17, Cheehire-st., Bethnal Green, f., r. 641., 6701.—

4*071, Burnett, ds Co.-: 1 to 7, Junctlon-ter., Acton,

*^5l. ; 73, 75, and 77, Glebe-st., Turnham Green, u.t.

•8. g.r. 121., 415!.; 12, Belsize-pk
,
Hampstead, u.t.

«.',’g.r. 201
,
r. 1101., 1,0801.—By Debenham, Tewson,

“Denton House," Cuddeadon, Oxon., and 12

). f., 3 300l.-By W. Halt: 35 and 41, Regent-aq.,

"e Cross, f., 1,7951.—By F- Jolly <fc Co. : 240, Rich-

I'l-rd., Hackney. u.t. 53 yrs., g.r. 81,, r. 651., 4901. ;

^43, and 151, Ernest-atreet, Mile End, u.t. 72yrB.,

121 .
5001

TODBR 28. — By A. Watson: 1, Headstone^rd.,

•ow, f., r. 351. 16 j., 4251. ;
2 and 3, Headatone-rd.,

, ,
7001.—By B. Tidey di Son : 95 and 97, Mortimer-

KiiiasDnil, u.t- 23 yrs., 'g.r 161. Ss., r. 921 , 4261.—

Vark Liell ds Son

:

1, 2, and 3, Bridllngt m-vlllas,

lonstore, f, r. 811., 1,2701. ;
13 and 15, Stork-rd.,

St Gate, u.t 88 yra., g.r. 51,, 5a., 2501.
;

42

: 44, EdwaTd's-rd., Mile-end, u.t. 43 yrs., g r.

imi.: 101 and 103, Koapp-rd., Bromley-by-Bow,

1 70 yrs., g.r. 71., 3001.; 240, Victoria Park-rd.,

may, u.t. 01 yrs., g.r. 61 193., 4d., r., 321.,

; 0, Tilletta Cottages, Leytonstone, f,, 1001.;

'i 4, Morley-rnad, Leyton, u.t. 00 yrs.. g.r. lOl lOs.

;

i(—By Herring, So7i, & Daw : No. 13, “ The Elm,"
latham-hill, f

,
with grounds, 3,2501.

;
f.g.r. of 151

,

Irslon In 39 yrs , 6351. ; ditto of 201., ditto in 38 ;

IrrOBER 27.—By Debenham, Tewson, d: Co. : “The
klayers’ Arms," public-house, Southanipton-st.,

'Iberwell, r 1201., 4,2u01. ;
Freehold rent of 501.,

ilaa-st., reve'si 'U in 16 yrs.. 1,0901. ; “The Crescent

lis.” Southamptnn-st., r. 001., reversion in 29 yrs,

)1. ;
f.g.r rf 3161. lOs., reversion in 69 yrs,, 7,9901.

. of 1611. Is 6d., Rainbow-st., ckc., reversion in 6

[l
3,8201 :

f.g.r. of 741. 19s., Bonsor-st., reveraion in

Ire!, 1,8091.; f g r. of 1851.118., Rainbow-st, rever-

lijn 69 yrs.. 4,65ul. ;
f.g.r. of 4031 10s., Coleman-rd.,

I

.rsiou in 69 yrs.. 9,9001.; f.g.r. of 4?!
,

Wells-st.,

rsiou iu 69 yrs
,
1,0901. ; f.g.r. of Cl., Southampton-

reversion in 47 yra., 1601. ; f.g.r. of 61 4s., Peckbam-
te, reveraion in 47 yrs., 1301. f.g.r. of 371., Peckham-

I e, reversion in 71 yrs.. 9401. ;
f.g.r. of 71. 6s.,

t iham - grove, reversion In 39 yrs., 2001.; f.gr.

i23l 78. D>wlas-at., reversion In 69 yrs., 6701.;

I 1 to 15 (odd) 2L to 29 (odd), 45. 47. 53 to 63 (odd), 2 to

iven),22t.o39(even). 56 and 68, Coleman-rd, f., 9,0301.

;

;. 83toH6(oHfi) and97toll9(odd), Wells-at.f., 0,6201 ;

J', 191, 193, 197, and 199, Southampton-st, f . 1,6001 ;

. 28, 30, 32, 36 to 50 (even), and 00 to 63 (even).Peck-

I .-grove, f., 7,7501.—By Rutley, Son, dt Vine: 47,

itou Vale, Maida Vale, u.t. 56 yra., g.r. 51., 4501
; 3,

' ca Villas, Hornsey, u.t. 96 yr*., g.r. 61., 22C1.-By
I'won ds Sons: F.g.r. of 401, High-st, Peckham,

reversion in 6 yrs., 1,1701.; f.g.r. of 281., Mc-
toria-nl., reversion in 10 yrs., 5001.; f g.r. of

Gi-, '\'ictoria-p1., reversion in 21 yrs, 1051.; f.gr.

of 51. 58., Victoria-pl., reversion in 2 yrs., 4301.;

f.g.r. of 71., Pomeroy-sr,., reversion in 49 yrs., 19‘jl.

;

Ig.r. of 21. 148. and 21 10s., Picton-st, Ciraberwell, re-

versions In 12 and 14 vr*., 4001. ; 59, 61, and 63, Picton-

st., f-, 4451.
;

f.g.r. of 81. 103., Easi-st, Barking, rever-

sion in 78 yrs., 2001. ; f.g.r. of 61., East-st. reversion in

70 yrs., 1401. ;
25 and 27, Brixton-rd., Brlxton, u.t. 11

yrs., g.r. 301., 3101. ;
22 to 32, Hibbert-st., Battersea, u.t

60 yrs., g.r. 121., 5501.; 14, Vaughan-rd., Camberwell,

u.t. 49 yrs., g.r. 31., 3051.; 68, TTafalgsr-rd., Old Kent-

rd., u.t. 40 yrs, g.r. 61., 2301.; 26 to 30, Charles-st.,

Westminster Bridge-rd., f., 8101.—By C. C. 4" Hoo>-e :

IS and 19, Manning-st, Llmehouse. f., 1661.; 33, Poole-

rd., Hackney, u t. 63 yrs., g.r. 51. 68., r. 301., 2851.;

18 to 21, Longfellow-rd., Mile End, f., 1,2001. ;
1 to 7,

Cieveland-at, f.. 1,3651.; 19, 21. and 23, Claverley-st,

u.t. 51 yra., g r. 141. 123. 6d., 3601. ; 28 and 30, Blakesley-

st, Commerclal-rd., u.t. 6 yra., g.r. 111. : 6 and 7,

Exmouth-st, u.t. 1 year, g.r. 81.; and 21, Jamalca-st,

u.t 1 year, g.r. 41., 851.
; 7, 8, 9, and9A, Wellclose-sq.,

St George’s-ln-East, f., 1,9251. ; 38, Wellclose-sq.,

L, 2501.; 12, Palmer-st, Spitalttelds, f., 190!.; 99

and 101, Jamaica-st , Commercial-rd., u t. 17 yrs.,

g.r. 81., r. 561., 3051.—By A. G. Thom.son ..V Co.

:

Two f.

cottages, High-st, Hampton Wick, r. 251., 3501.—By
Dyer, Son. Hilton: “Park Lodge," Hervey-rd.,

Blackhealh, u.t 67 yrs-, g.r. 161., 1,0001.—By Neiclon ds

Co.: 72, Packington-at., Islington, u.t. 44 yrs., g.r.

01. lOs. r. 481
,
4101- ; 108. Drayton-pk., Highbury, u t

84 yrs., g r. 81., r,, 401 ,
3001. ; 13 and 21, Stavordale-rd.,

ut 84 yrs., g.r. 161 , 6051.; 2, Margaret-st, Oxford-st.,

u.t. 32 yrs , g.r. 81 , r. 801., 7451 ; 24 and 25, Upper Ogle-

st, u.t. 351., g.r. 141., r. 1401., 9801.

October 28.—By a. W. Taylor ds Co. :
“ Fieldholme,

Queen's Ride, Barnes Common, u.t. 80 yrs., g.r 201. 6s.,

1,2101.—By P. Hodson: 99, Roeoraan-st, Clerkenwell,

u.t. 23 yrs., g.r. 151., r. 381., 501.—By Norton. Trial,

ds Gilbert

:

“The Mount," Shere, Surrey, and 2i acres,

f., 2,0001. ;
four freehnld cottages, 8701. ; a plot of free-

hold land, li acres, 4001.—By W. Bradley: 84, Sydney-

rd., Hornsey, u.t. 91 yrs., g.r. 61. Os., r. 281., 1961. ; 1

and 2, Laurel-gardens, Greenwich, u.t 14 yrs., g.r. 251,.

201. ; 06, PeltoD-rd., u.t. 16 yrs., g.r. 31. I7s., 801.:

60 to 50 (even), Lower Chester-st, u.t 26 yrs., g.r. 31..

3101.; 58, Lower Chester-st, u.t. 26 yrs., g.r. 11. 12a.,

1401.; 30, Marlborough-st., and 29, Hoskina-st,

u.t. 18 yrs., g r. 161., 651.; 7, Albert-place,

Charlton, u.t. 11 yrs., g.r. 11. 178. Gd., 951. ;

155 and 157, Bidder -st., Canning Town; and a plot of

land, f., 4051. ; 180. 182, and 184, Bidder-Bt. ; and a plot

of land, 1, 6201.
;
76 to 80, Stephenson-st, f., 1,1801.

iContraetiona used in these lists.—F.g.r. for freehold

ground-rent ; l.g r. for leasehold ground-rent ; l-g.r. for

Improved ground-rent; g r. for ground-rent; r. torrent'

t. for freehold ; c. for copyhold : 1. for leasehold
;
e.r

for estimated rental ;
u.t for nneipired term ; p.a. for

per annum
;
yrs. for ye^rs

; st. for street
;
rd. for road ;

sq. for square ; pL for place ; ter. for terrace
;
cres. for

crescent ;
yd. for yard, &c.]

Unmet fietocTi.

£J40 15 0
]

Bell £

i 363 0 0
I

BUi.imflelcl

a;i3 0 0
I
Kellelt

Ill 32:1 0 0 NickolN, Wool-sreea*
KillinsWk 313 0 0l •Accepted.

BARN3LEY.—For the conetructlon of an outfall *ewor, ic.. Ifoy

land CoiDiuon, for tli» Huylaticl Netlier Local Bond. Hr. WiUiaii

Fatrington. Butveyor, Towu Mall. Hoylaud Netlier, uuar Barnsley

OeorKP White XdTT 6 0 I
.Tames Trlppett £118 18 •

Fi'inkEcrc 477 18 9 OcorgeH.all. Sheffield* 418 U (

DcardoiiAWilllamsou 428 13 0| •Ac.cpted.

BELFAST.—For the erection of a i|

..jr the Coriionition. Mr. J. C. Bret

Surveyor. quantities by Mr. W. IT.

E^'anlnisty £7,527 11 9 1 H. & J. Martin, Ltd. £4.1)77 0 0

R C Brcbner «,56<> 10 7 Ja*. Henry 4,891 0 0

Rradwell tOCO 0 0 Workman i Co .

1. Juurdan 6 860 0 0 1
Belfitst (accepted) 4.850 0 0

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.

410/0
416/0
S/IS/O
6/5/0

7/0/0

818/0
6/0/0

6/0/0

7/0 0

ton 9/0 0

Teak, B.L.. load 9/10/0

Bequola.U.S. ft.cn. 9/4

Aih, Canada load 2A0/0
Blrcb, do. 8/5/0

Kim, do 8/10/0

Fir, Dantaie, Ao. 1/10/0

Oak, do 8/0/0

Canada 6/10/0

Pine, Canada red 9/10/0

Do, yeUow .... 9/10(0

Lath.U'nbilc.tath 6/0/0

Bt FeUrsburt 6
, 0 0

Deals, Finland
SudAletetdlOO 7A0/0 9/10,0

Do. 4th a 8rd .. 7/0/0 6/0/0

Do. Riga SAO/0 8/0,'0

Bt, Peteribnrg,
UtyeUow .. lOAO/0 14/10/0

Do. 9ad yeUoW 8/0/0 9/10/0

Do. white .... 7/0/0 9/10/0

Bwedlib ...._ 7/0/0 18/0/8

White 8ea.... 8/0/0 17/0/0

Oanada.Fiiielrt 90/0/0 96AO/0
Do. do. 2nd.... 1410/0 18/0/0

Do. do. 8rd, Ac. 7AO/0 10/0/0

Do. Spruce, let 810/0 11/0 0

Do. ds. 8rd A
tod 6 'B,0 6/0/0

New Brunswick OlOiO 7/0/0

Battens, all kind* IA8/0 16100
Flooring Boards,

1 In. prep.

let ..

Do. Snd..
08/0
0/7/0

0/8 0
/81m
Mi

Other qualities

Cedar, Cuba ..ft.

Honduras, Ac.

Mahogany. Cuba.
Bt. Domingo,

Mexloan do, do /4

Tobasco do. do /5

Bondnrai do,. /S

Box, Turkey ten 4/0/0

Rou, Bio 10/0/0
Rahia „ 9 00

Batin, Bt. Do-
mlnge tt. 0'0 7

Porto Bioe .... O/OA

METALS.

Iso>—Plg.ln Boot-
Uud ton 9A/3
Bar. Welsh, In
London BA7/8

Do. do. at works
In Wales BA/8

Do. Btaffordthire,

in London .... 8'6/9

OorrsB —British,
wke and Ingot 49 0/0 49/10/0

Best lelected ,. 60 0/0 60,10/0

8heeU.stiong.. 68/0/0 0 /0/0

OhiU, bare .... 45/10/0 46/17,6
TKLixiwMrr^b, .0/0/6 0/0/6J

0/0/0

6AO/0

6.16/0

10/5/0

0/0/0

0 0(0

- Pig.
Spanish ... .ton 10/2.6

English, oom.
brands 10/7,6
Sheet, Eagllih,

I lbs. per sq. tt.

and upwards .. IIAO/O
Pipe 12/0,0

Z I 0 — English
sheet ton 22A5 0
VieiUe Mon-
tagne 23 6/0

Tin—Straits .... 94 0/0 94/10/0
AnstrsUan 94'10,'0 96 0/0

English Tngetf. Btj'OO 98'10 0
Bsnea 95/10/0 95/16/0

Billiton 95,'0/0 85/10/0

OILS.

Linseed ......ton 1815/0
Ooooanut, Cochin 24/10.0

Do. Ceylon 23.'10/0

Palm, Iskgoe .... 24,10/0

Bapeseed, English
pale 95.0,'0

Do. brown 23 0/0

Cottonseed ret... IS'10,0

Oleine 20/10/0

Lubricating, TI.S. 4/0/8

Do. refined 6A0/9
Tan— Stockholm

barrel 6A7.6
^Irehangel — 0A2/(

TENDERS.
[Communications for Inaertlon under this heading

should be addressed to “The Editor," and must reach

us not later than 12 noon on Thursdays.]

ASPATRIA (Cumhorlaud).—For the erection of two ante-rooms,

boiler-house, Ac., at the Public Hall, for the Aspatria Public Hail

Company. Hr. Robert Bell, architect, Riehiiiond-hlJl, Aspatria.

Quantities by the architect;—
Lauoelot Ferguson £147 10 0

[

William Studdome A
Jas. Davidson A Bona 137 17 0| Sous. AspairU* .. .. £135 13

• Accei/ted.

BARNET.—For re

Board, Mr. W.
Barnet
Killlngback
Adams

. £189 0 01 Bell ..

Pye 143 1)

iT.—For about f,U jnirds run of 9-it

,
Ac., fertile Rural SaniWry Autliorit;

irveyur, 140, High-street, Barnet

,lay-wall, Lassn B^iik-road,
•

• -M-Inst.C.E . City
hens, Donegal -place.

BUCKFASTLEIOH (Devon).—For tnklng-ui' and rcbiyiug 312 ft.

ne-al and providing and laying 620 ft iiueal. of 9 in. pii>e aawe .

e., Buckfaslleigh, for the I'liluu Rural Sanitary Authority. Mr.

. 0. S. Acock, Surveyor, Jirideeliiwo. Totues
Fumeau.'c £183 0 I

Shaddock £75 0

Selwinid, Totliea* 75 10
|

• AocepUd.

CBOFT-WITH-SOUTH WORTH (LaoesRhirp).—For the erection "f

school-buildingR, for the School Board ,dCrofl-wlth Southworth. Mr,

James Ciiwthoruo, arehllcct, Croft, Warrington. QuoiiUtlcs by Mr.
‘,1 Cawthorne ;

—

(Tallior A A- Pjinfret £285 10 I Thom
JusephAJobuD.iinlith.. 267 0l Lan

DURHAM.—For the coustructioii of Rpwera?e works. High Pit-

ington, for the Rural Siiiiitary .Aurhorily. Mr. Q. Gremoii, Sur\-eyor.

43. WcRtern-liill, Durham. Qiuiulitles by the Surveyor
— laa Dl.xoii £133 14

i
John Carriok, Diirhaiu* £122 0

ELLAND (Yorks).—For eewerlng-chanuelliug. pavinr, Ac.. Beec-li

-.reet, forthe Locil Board. Mr. George Hepworth, Surveyor, 1]

Bmdford-road. Brighouae, Halifax:— , , ,

Bcltield A Barnes.... £.501 « 41 I
James Brook, Liud-

HarrlsouBarradousli 482 16 2 1
ley (accepted) £4 >5 0 '

ENBORNE.—For works of restoration and new north aisle it

Enbome Parish Church, near Newlmry. Berks. Mr. James H.

Money, architect, NewDury. Qu/iutities by MesRrs. R. L. Cnrtis A

IS, 118 andl20 ,
Londoo-wall. Mourgutc-street, E.C.

loldridge A Son £2.271 I
GeoJ^e Elms. Marsh Ben-

W."ify..T.: 2 .I60
I

h.am (accepted) £2,109

GREAT YARMOUTH.—For laying a.aiu». .v.... ™

for the Boanl of Guardians. Mr. A. S. Hewit
• " ‘ —uuuth :
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, . £35.5
I

M, Barnard
... 339

I
O. Beech, Y'at
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B. Eaatoe ....
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|
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1
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.... £9i>0
I
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.... U4 .'<

I
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|

, .
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|
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Dove Bros 4.100 0 I
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LONDON.- •instating No. IS, Market-terrace, Wood Green,
W. J. Palmer. Mr. Johu K. Pludcr, arcliitec'

Slid surveyor, Bridge House, South Tottenham :—

KuightAdoa £435
|

A. Mouk £399

F. Voller
ccepi

Buy, Wood Green*

LONDON —Accept’d for kcrbiiig, ehaonelling, psTiog. Ac.

Knighton Park-road, forthe LewUhiiu Board of Works. Ur. Johu

Johu^Mowlem A Co., Uillbink, S.W fi8?9 0 0
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!
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'•
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LONDON,—For piillirg ilowo nui
street, W., for Mr. George iUi
Low. sr. hitect-, 10. B-slugliail s're
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A. G. Burton l‘Jl'j|

liUler A Edge, Gre
PiilMiiey-stieet*
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’

Beed. Blight, A Co £3 .U58 I d. eullaml. 163 flrun.su-ii k-
Sl.illitoe A Sou 3l,g00 road. Poplar. E.* £23 753
Leslie A Co 28,4391

• Ac eptod as modided and reduced at £2,'1,.’94.

MIDGLEY (Yorks),-Accepted for work in the eraHioii of sevn
through houses, approach road, garden, and boundary waPi. g .tc
Tliuri eydnne. .Midgley. Mr. T. L. Patcliett. architect, Halifai':—

'

Excuifitiyr, rnoso/i, ami hrickhiper (eiclueive of stone
exterior, and founoal oii walis. ashlar, lanoiugs. and
nuggiiigi—Thi‘s. Pickles. Mi lgley £680 i'

fiirg^ntiT nnd Joiner— Edwin Hn'sla-id Booth 28*i 0
I’lumbtr nnriglutifr 'exclusive of water and gas supply) —
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,«V.r/rr <i)id jJt-'tl.-n-r (exclusive of grey slates)- Thoa.
.vlileisun. Luddenden ico lo
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The Explosion of Range Boilers.

I

~

n T imTi
approach of winter

brings to mind the

fatalities and dis-

asters that annually

occur from the cause

which forms the sub-

ject of this article.

It is not that every

cause of these seri-

ous accidents has

any relation to cold

ler; in fact, there is only one cause

II has, but this one is the most prolific

(ouble, for at least four-fifths of the

uions are directly traceable to frost,

e causes which lead to explosions are

!—1, Frost; 2, failure or shortness of

(sometimes due to frost)
; 3, stop-

i;
and 4, incrusted deposit. These four

e are placed in their order of virulence.

) is a doubt whether the second and third

|d not be put upon terms of equality in

id to the degree of danger their exist-

:reates; but, as regards the fourth, there

Tcely any danger at all traceable to it,

thstanding the alarming advertisements

) contrary.

iing these causes in the order of cita-

one of the ways by which frost can

an explosion is by solidifying, i.e.

ng, the water in the two circulating

that lead from the boiler, so that any

i generated cannot escape. The general

7 of every apparatus is supposed to be

ded for by an open pipe at the highest

. This pipe should allow free escape for

i, and is also intended to allow for the

leion of water as it is heated: it is, in

usually called the expansion pipe. This

pipe at the top is efficient in preventing

jr as long as it is open or there is a clear

;hrough the pipes from this point down
e boiler, as there always should be. If,

ver, any part of this pipe or the circulat-

lipes between it and the boiler be in

led places where frost can act vigorously

them, there is every probability that

ig the six or seven hours at night when
.re is out, the water may be cooled down
iently to freeze. If the frost can act in

manner and the water is frozen hard in

I or four or more feet of pipe, the open
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pipe at the top is of no avail, as the passage

between it and the boiler is cut oS, and no
other escape for steam, &;c., exists.

In such a case as this we may, theoreti-

cally, look for an accident to occur
;
but

fortunately there are several incidental

chances that may ensure safety. When the

steam escape-pipe is practically closed by ice

in it, or in the circulating pipes below it, there

is certainly no escape for steam if it is gene-

rated, nor is there room for expansion. Before,

however, an accident of any kind can occur,

we have to get the water at a high tempera-

ture, and this, -with the time it occupies, is

an element of safety. First, the gradual

heating of the water may melt the ice in the

pipes
;
and if it is warmed ever so little it

will melt sufficiently to be loosened by the

expansive force of the water as it gets heated.

If it moves, then safety is assured, as it will

quickly melt. Secondly, some one may
go to a tap and at once discover that

something is wrong
;

this is an element

of safety, as everyone who knows the

danger of frozen pipes would immediately

extinguish the fire. Undoubtedly very many
distasters have been avoided by these little

incidental circumstances, and during the

severe frosts of last winter there is no doubt

some scores of kitchen fires were lighted

when it was highly dangerous to do so.

Sometimes only one of the circulating pipes

gets bitten, and then there is no danger
;
but

as it is usual for both pipes to be run side by

side, they generally fare alike.

When the apparatus is upon what is known
as the Tank System, with the hot-water

reservoir or tank at the top of the house, a

danger exists if the frost attacks the cold

supply-pipe alone. If this pipe is frozen up,

the hot-water apparatus is no longer fur-

nished with cold water as fast as the hot is

withdrawn. The first intimation of this is

that water cannot be obtained from the hot-

water taps, and this means that the apparatus

has been emptied down to the tap in

question. This is a serious matter, and the

fire should be extinguished at once, until

water runs freely at the taps, or, in other

words, until the cold supply-pipe is clear

again. If the fire is not extinguished there

is a considerable likelihood of an explosion,

for wliat little water is in the boiler and

pipes will be quickly evaporated, and the
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boiler will get red-hot. The red-heat of tl e
boiler is not dangerous in itself, but if

from any cause the frost-bitten pipe should
suddenly run free again, and water enter
the boiler while the latter was red-hot,

the result would be disastrous to every-
thing near it. This particular way in

which an accident can occur is the one
which without doubt has caused three-

fourths of the fatalities on record. When o..

boiler bursts owing to the steam outlet being-

closed, the explosion is not of nearly so

serious a nature as that from water flowing'

into a red-4iot boiler. With the latter it is

the effect of steam in its enormous expau- -

sive and rending force that does such serious

hurt. With the former it is a burst and
not an explosion in the true sense of the

word. With the general freezing of cold

supply-pipes that occurred in the last severe

frost, the wonder is that accidents did not
reach alarming numbers, instead of being so

few. Of course there is scarcely a person
who would be so injudicious as to contini© -

working a range when the taps plainly

indicate that the apparatus is short of water.

The remedy for all this is, of course, to

prevent frost attacking the pipes. If pipes

are run in sheltered places, where the

temperature does not fall below freezing- -

point to any serious extent, no freezing can

.

occur to the water sufficient to be dangerous.

It is, however, of very little good caring for

seven-eighths of the pipe if one-eighth is left-,

so that frost can attack it successfully. This
is frequently the case, the pipes in many
instances being snugly cased and packed-

down in the house, while several feet are-

,
left uncared for in the roof. The cold-supply

pipe, which is of so much importance, and

,

the steam-escape pipe (also an important

detail) are generally in as cold positions as-

they can well be placed in. Unless there is-

a cistern-room, some part of both these pipes

will probably be exposed in a cold roof, where-
the cisterns are.

If pipes cannot be placed in fairly warm,
situations they should be covered with some-

material to keep them warm, that is, to
prevent their losing heat, ilair felt, which
is inexpensive, is a really good material, as it

most nearly approaches what nature has pro-

vided to conserve the heat in living things.

Some say that the warmth of a hot-water
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pipe within this material is conducive to the

production of insect life. This may have
occurred in some instances, but it is not

usual. A material which cannot have this

eJfect, but which is well adapted for prevent-

ing loss of heat, is silicate cotton. The only

disadvantage of this material is that it is not

made in sheets or strips for winding on pipes:

it is necessary to encase it. Almost any
material, of a woolly or grassy or woody
nature will answer fairly well. Saw-
dust, carpet, cloth, hay-bands, and such

like, will all aid in keeping out frost,

but hair-felt or felt-carpeting should be

used if possible ; not in one thickness only,

but in two or three thicknesses,—say, in.

thick. If a pipe is put in a casing, it is worse
off than before if the casing is not packed
tight with some materials such as those

named. Pipes in a case without any packing-

material are worse off than exposed pipes,

owing to the current of air that sets up
within it, particularly if the casing be vertical

or sloping. This applies to both cold and hot
water pipes, but more especially to the latter.

When hot-water pipes are carried up outside

a house, as they are sometimes (not a com-
mendable practice if there is a possible way
of avoiding it), the encasing and packing be-

comes of considerable importance, as it must
be done thoroughly. The casing should be
large enough to admit of at least Ij-in.

of packing-material surrounding the pipes,

Properly speaking, there should bo some
packing between the pipes and the wall, for

if by any chance the casing warps, or comes
away from the wall, ths fissures so caused
will lead directly to the pipes, and do all the

harm possible.

So far we have spol^en of the effect of frost

in attacking the hot-water pipes, and in

causing shortness of water by freezing the
cold-water service. The particulars given in
this latter case apply in just the same way
when the failure of water proceeds from any
other cause. In towns and places supplied
by a water company the water supply is as
regular as could be wished : but in outlying
districts it is not so, and hundreds of country
residences rely upon a gardener’s attention to
a pump, which commonly makes the supply
very irregular indeed. In such houses it is

no uncommon thing for the cistern to be
emptied, not perhaps in the regular way,
but when, on exceptional occasions, there is a
greater than usual quantity of water used.
With that system of hot-water works in

which the tank or reservoir is at the highest
point, there is every possibility of danger
occurring, as the apparatus requires to be
emptied before any shortness of water is

indicated. ith the pipes erected on what
is known as the cylinder system, all the draw-
off services are taken from above the reser-
voir, and this latter cannot ba emptied. The
result of this is that shortness of cold water
supply is an inconvenience only, for by this
plan there remain some 40 or 50 gallons of
water in the apparatus after the taps cease
to yield any, and the cylinder system should
therefore always be adopted in residences that
have an uncertain supply of water.
The next cause of explosions,—stop-cocks

in main circulations,—is only less prolific of
trouble than the last, due to stop-cccks not
being in common use for this purpose. If it

•was the regular thing to put stop-cocks in the
main circulating pipes, the number of acci-
dents would be very large. It is a dangerous
practice, ^and condemned by every practical
man. W hat leads to people having stop-
cocks so placed is the idea of saving labour
and nuisance when the boiler has to be
opened for cleaning purpose,s or repair.
13y means of stop-cock.s so fixed, all com-
munication can be cut off between boiler and
tank when desired, and it would be possible
to remove the old boiler, and replace it with
a new one, without emptving the tank. It,
however, must be repeated that the introduc-
tion of stop-cocks in ttese pipes is verv
dangerous, and should be avoided. One of
the last recorded fatalities from boiler
explosion was due to these. The plumber
who closed them when he opened the boiler

to clear it of deposit, omitted to open them
when he had finished bis work and lighted
the fire again. He was killed. This was the
result of stop-cocks in the hands of a “ prac-
tical man.’' It is therefore easy to imagine
what may happen if they are meddled with
by inexperienced persons. When stop-cocks
are not used it becomes necessary to empty
the whole apparatus when the boiler is

opened, but this is very little trouble, after
all. An emptying service should be provided,
but the tap should have a loose key, and only
he used for actual emptying purposes. It
may be added that there is no danger in
putting a stop-cock in one pipe only, as one
clear pipe will sulfice to prevent a disaster.

^

The next and last cause of boiler explo-
sions, pipes choked with incrusted lime
deposit, is a possible cause, certainly, although
it is doubtful if such a result has ever really
taken place. In the first place, it is unusual for
both circulating pipes to become furred
seriously. The furring of the flow-pipe is

very frequent, and occasionally (rarely) a
section of this pipe is found quite solid with
deposit. The return-pipe does not fur up so
quickly, and the element of safety is the fact
that when the flow-pipe becomes partially
choked the apparatus gives out alarming
noises and vibrations. The result is that
weeks, and sometimes months, before there
is any real danger the noises have necessitated
something being done, as they simply frighten
people. It has to be admitted that if the
furring did not bring about these significant
noises it would be the commonest cause of
danger possible, and we should almost daily
hear of accidents from this cause. The
warnings, however, do occur, and before the
pipes are choked to an actually dangerous
extent they become quite unbearable. In
this fact lies safety, for the collection of
deposit is very gradual, and it never occurs
suddenly.

The remedy for all these dangers is a
safety-valve, but there should he some care
exercised in this. A safety-valve cannot
usually be put direct into the range boiler,
and has, consequently, to be connected thereto
by a pipe. It is better to have a distinct pipe
for this rather than use one of the circulating
pipes, as a pipe which has the water almost
stationary within it is less liable to fur than
one of the circulating pipes. This should
also be of good size, so as to ensure its keep-
ing clear and not being choked with deposit

;

and the shorter it is the better.

Safety-valves are of several kinds, but
those most commonly used for this work are
two, viz., the spring and the dead-weight.
There are about as many used of one as the
other, some people favouring the latter to the
prejudice of the former: but on the only two
occasions coming under the writer’s expe-
rience, in which safety-valves were the means
of preventing disasters, they were both of the
spring variety. With the spring-valve the
seating is a flat surface, and it is said that in
course of time one flat surface against another
(vulcanite or composition against met&l) will
become firmly fixed, and would not come

j

apart or open when relief was required.
Certainly, in course of time these surfaces do
stick together, but it is doubtful if they
would ever become so securely attached as
this. With the dead-weight valve the
seating is a knife-edge of metal against a flat
metal surface, and there is undoubtedly less
likelihood of union between two surfaces
such as these. This latter valve is larger
than the other, hut this is no particular fault
in a general way.

Considering the comparatively small ex-
pense, it should be a more prevalent practice
to put safety-valves to range boilers than it is.

It 18 quite a simple matter when the range is

being fixed (although nob so easy afterwards),
and safety is thus purchased at little cost, Cer-
tainlydangersfromthecausesnamed are rather
rare, or perhaps it is better to say accidents
are rather rare

;
but when they do occur they

are of such a terrible kind that really no
boiler should go without this means of safety
in emergencv.
There io a kind of safety appliance known

as a “fusible plug.'’ This, although cci
in principle, has met with little favour
it must be admitted that it is not suitabit
use in boilers that have to heat hardvr
With these waters, which cause an incr:i
deposit, the plug would probably get fit

over, and this would vitiate its action. i

NOTES.
!

IHE President of the Instituti,

Architects may be congratixh

not only on a very able.tf

1 comprehensive discourse, bin,

having made what is certainly one o
|

best points ever made in a presidec'i

address, in his criticism on the illogical!

costly method in which the .serial pu];:

tions of the Institute are carried on. Itli

common and a rational method for soc>i

of that kind to print reports of sepi
meetings which can be bound up and fo:'

complete record at the close of the sesrl

The Institute method has been to pu)'

one form of report immediately after r

meeting, and another form of report aif

end of the session, thus producing its rec'

double, to a great extent, and increasing
f

the cost of production and the “ makiri
many books.” If the Journal of Proceet
contained only a brief summary of the meet
just to keep members informed of whatn
going on until the publication of the sess-

volume, there would have been more rei

in it
; but the President pointed out t

while in the Journal the papers are sum
rised and the discussions given in full, iii

Transactio7is the papers are given in fullil

the discussions summarised, so that neii

publication gives a full report of any mee;
To only draw attention to such au anoic

seems sufficient to cause its repression, am
the reduction of this double but not duplb
publication to one series would meae
saving of 500/., we hope that in
case there will be some funds to del

to that portion of the Library which i

present most inadequately provided,
foreign magazines and publications conne
with art and architecture. ^Vttempts ]

been made for twenty years back, .

instance, to get the Gazette des Btaux-t
into the Library, a publication which i

perfect mine of valuable information andu
illustration in regard to decorative arf:
architecture, and which goes on impro'i
with years; but all to no purpose

;
audi

absence of the leading German arcbmoloj:
publications is equally a defect which on
to be remedied.

I
T is satisfactory to learn that the arra’l

ments connected with the formatioii

the Chamber of Arbitration to be establU)
under the auspices of the London Chambdr
Commerce and the City Corporation are n
nearly completed, and the scheme is abou)'

become an accomplished fact. The deti

which have been published show that {

siderable care has been taken to ensure''

efficiency of the tribunal, and to rendeic

decisions as authoritative as possible. '

procedure will be very similar to that (

court of law, the legal assessor and otf

principal officers being barristers or solicit

'amiliar with London commercial practc

The list of arbitrators will necessarily be v
large, having regard to the varied nature:
the questions with which the Chamber r

be called upon to deal
;
but all will be fi

approved by the Court of Common Coum
So many of the lamentable disputes of reo
years might obviously have been avoided-
a court of this nature that its future utiJt

cannot be doubted. There will be e

elasticity about it which will per?

of disputants availing themselves of

'

in cases which could hardly have been s

mitted to a tribunal in which the methods!
procedure and the choice of arbitrators I

ieen more limited. For instance, a case n
be mutually prepared by the parties i

terested, and laid before a single arbitrat

or two arbitrators and an umpire will I
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^Tided, before whom the parties maj call

jtnesses, and proceed in accordance with the
ineral law of arbitration. The formal in-

jguration of this Chamber, which has been
<;ed for the 23rd inst., may mark an im-
irtant epoch in the commercial life of the
metropolis. The President of the Board of

yade, who will take part, speaking at the
iieffield Cutlers’ Feast last week, declared
at internal industrial peace was at this

tjment of yital importance to the prosperity

1 this country. lie said that anything he
Hild do in the department over which he
lesided to facilitate the settlement of
isputes of this nature, or to prevent them, if

jssible, should be considered by him a
litter of bounden duty. Mr. Mundella was
lobably referring more especially to disputes

Itween capital and labour
;
but the inaugura-

tn of this tribunal may be looked upon as a

3p in the direction indicated, as our trade
d commerce have neither time nor money
spare in needless disputes, of whatever

ture.

\N Friday, the 4th instant, Br. Tristram,
" Q.C., sitting in the Consistory Court,
. Paul’s, granted a faculty for the entire

moval, at a computed cost of 2,000/., of the
man remains from beneath the Church of

.Mary Woolnoth, Lombard-street. It was
ited in Court that the parishioners had
bacribed 700Z., and the Charity Com-
issioners had spent 1,200/. in cementing the

ults, but to no purpose, the nuisance con-
luing, so that the church had to be closed ten
inths ago. We have already commented
ion the insanitary and, in that respect, highly
ngerous condition of the church, which it

IS foolishly contemplated to remedy by
•lling the building down. The removal of

e remains can, at this distance of time, hurt
e susceptibilities of no one

;
and we are

rprised that so obvious a measure was not
ner applied.

, N important question connected with the
^ llailway and Canal Traflic Act of 1888
the publication of intended increases in

tes. The Act alluded to conferred a great

ine&t upon the trading public inlaying down
(finite regulations for the due notification

all such advances, the clause requiring the
|)mpanies to give “by publication in such
anner as the Board of Trade may prescribe

least fourteen days’ notice of such intended
[crease, stating in such notice the date on
hich the altered rate or charge is to take
[feet.” As a further guarantee it is enacted
lat “no such increase in the published tolls,

ites, or charges shall have effect unless and
Qtil the fourteen days’ notice required under
lis section has been given.” Now, we have
on the authority nf Sir George Findlay that

1 .January 1 next “millions of old rates will

3 cancelled and new ones issued,”— that is to

ly that, in order to ensure all the charges

eing within the new Parliamentary limit, the

xisting rate-books are to be entirely swept
way, and replaced by fresh ones based upon
le authorised schedules. Therefore, even if

large proportion of the old rates are rein-

;ated or reduced, the number of alterations

ecessitating public notice might still run
ito hundreds of thousands. It is somewhat
eassuring to find Sir George Findlay stating

ist week, at a conference at the Board of

.'rade offices, that there would be but little

Iteration, as they had been endeavouring to

rame the rates in such a manner as to avoid
aaterially advancing them. Still, it isessen-

ially necessary that manufacturers and others

hould be advised of all advances affecting

hem, and the question is being carefully con-

idered by the Board of Trade with a view of

ievising a plan for making the required in-

ormation public. The subiect is also

iccupying the attention of Sir James White-
lead’s organisation,—the Mansion House
i.8sociatioa on Railway Rates.

A MONGST other bequests by the late
LA. Mr. Thoma'^ Nelson, publisher, Edin-
)urgh, is one of 50,000/,, to be expended in

,he erection and maintenance of “rests” for

labouring men, where they can spend their

leisure hours in reading, smoking, and con-
versation. According to his directions, the
buildings are to be erected in Canongate,
High - street, Grassmarket, and Cowgate,
and are to be of one story in height, similar

to the folding-room in the publishing works
at Parkside

;
and they are to be plain,

unadorned structures. The restriction of the

buildings to one story makes their erection'

directly on the lines of thoroughfare named
prohibitive, and they must, therefore, be rele-

gated to closes or back courts,—an alternative

much leas desirable than if they were brought
to the front with two or three stories above.

Ample light and ventilation can be provided
in such circumstances, and it is fortunate
that some discretion is left to the trustees in

carrying out the testator’s will.

The purchase having been completed (see

our “Note” of .Tuly IG last). West
Wickham Common will be formally opened
to the public to-day by the Lord Mayor. In
compliance with a memorial of the inhabi-

tants, the Board of Agriculture, acting under
the Metropolitan Commons Acts, 18G6-78,
have framed a scheme in respect of Darrick,
Broomhall, Gumping, and Sparrow commons
at Orpington, in Kent, providing for the
laying out of the laud for public resort and
enjoyment. This parish, together with West
Wickham, was once owned hyOdo, Bishop
of Bayeux, who, however, in the conclave
held at Pinenden, 107G, was forced to sur-

render the property he had wrested from the
monks of Cauterbury. Sir Percival Hart
entertained Queen Elizabeth at Orpington
on July 22, 1573. From the Harts it

passed by marriage to the Dyke family.

To pass to another and a now purely
urban locality, we may mention that,

under the Open Spaces Acts, the burial-

ground attached to the Holloway - road
Chapel-of-ease will be taken over from the
vicar by the Islington Vestry, for maintenance
as an open space accessible to the public,

subject to licence by the Bishop of London.
In regard to the forty acres at Brockley,
known as “Hilly Fields,” to which we
adverted in the “ Note ” already cited, we
read that it ia proposed to purchase the
interests of Mr. Lee’s trustees and the New
Land Development Company, for 36,350/.,

thus leaving a balance of 3,357/. for the
further liability of purchasing four acres of

land from the Ecclesiastical Commissioners
for 4,000/. It ia also stated that the pur-
chase-moneys (13,000/.) for Bostall Woods,
Plumstead (fourteen acres in extent), ia

now forthcoming, the London County Council
having contributed one-half. The land belongs,
we gather, to Sir Julian Goldsmid. The
Metropolitan Public Gardens Association have
opened to the public Spitalfields Churchyard,
and the Great Church-lane Recreation Ground,
W.

;
they have begun to lay out similar

spaces at Duncan-terrace, Islington; Mari-
gold-street (a gift)

;
"N’ictoria Park Cemetery

;

and Goldsmith-square.

The London County Council have under-
taken to restore, under the direction of

Mr. Blashill, Lauderdale House, which,
together with its own terraced and old-

fashioned garden, is now included in Water-
low Park, llighgate. The Park, aa our
readers will recollect, conaiats of 29 acres, the
gift of Sir Sydney Waterlow, to which he
added 6,000/. for the purchase of the free-

hold of a portion,—2J acres,—then held on
lease. The Council voted 4,900/. to defray
the cost of adapting the grounds for public

resort. The house was the home of John,
Duke of Lauderdale, and, it is said, of Nell
Gwyime. Next northwards stood a cottage
once occupied by Andrew Marvell. Views of

the two premises as they appeared about fifty

years ago are contained in the Archer and
Twopeny collections at the British Museum.
Nearly opposite Marvell’s cottage, on the
roadside bank, stood Arundel House, since

rebuilt, where Bacon, attended by Sir .Tulius

Ccc?ar, closed his life, and whence, on June 3,

1611, Lady Arabella Stuart escaped in what
proved to be an unsuccessful effort to rejoin

her husband.

The new harbour at Hamburg has been
the scene of a fourth disastrous fire since

its opening, and, as before, the confidence
placed in the elaborate “fireproof’’ con-
struction employed in its warehouses has
been misplaced. This time the structural
defects have not only caused an enormous
loss of property, but also a long list of
casualties, including the death of the chief

officer of the fire brigade in attendance. In
the construction of the Hamburg warehouses
much importance was attached to the hori-

zontal division of the different risks with the
aid of girders, bricks, and concrete, whilst in
the new Bremen Free Port this division is

solely by means of timber-work. ‘W’hilst in

the one case the intense heat of fires originating
on one of the floors caused even well-pro-
tected ironwork to expand and collapse,

whereby whole blocks were gutted, the
timber-work has withstood similar strains
exceedingly well, and in no case has the
conflagration extended from one risk to
another. The greater efficiency of the Bremen
fire brigade must, of course, be taken into
account, but only to a certain extent, as the
warehouses they have to deal with are con-
sidered to be more dangerous than those at
Hamburg.

Amongst the collection of shooting-
galleries, billiards, skittles, confec-

tioners’ stalls, type-writing machines, &c.,
now on view at the Agricultural Hall, and
dignified by the name of “ The Engineering
Exhibition,” we notice but very few good ex-
hibits of an engineering nature, and nothing
very novel. There are a number of gas-engines,
unfinished stalls, and unoccupied chalked-out
floor spaces, and here and there well-known
engineering firms are represented by the
stock exhibition attendant,—in charge of
three or four exhibits,—and who knows
nothing about either of them

;
but the engi-

neering element is absent from the exhibition
as a whole. A recently-introduced series of
Swiss marbles is certainly a redeeming
feature, and occupies a prominent position,

but it is difficult .to understand their con-
nexion with engineering. The fact is that, as
we have said on former occasions, periodical
exhibitions of this kind are well-nigh played
out. As a rule they are run on purely
business lines, and the enterprising promoter is

not very particular who exhibits at them,
provided he can induce the exhibitor to take
a space at a remunerative figure. We do not
know whether the exhibition now referred to
was got up on this principle or not—whether
it is merely a private speculation or a bond
fide attempt on the part of people interested
in engineering to get together something
really representative of the industry

;
but a

more miserable failure of an “ engineering ”

exhibition it would be difficult to conceive.

OUR attention has been drawn by Pro-
fessor Aitchison to the fact that the

Architectural Record (New York) is coolly
reprinting in full his Royal Academy lectures

on Byzantine architecture from our columns.
There is of course not a word of recognition

of the Builder. We may point out that
these lectures were not published in the
English press generally : they were given by
Professor Aitchison for publication in this

journal only, in which (with a few excep-
tions) the architectural lectures by Professors

at the Royal Academy have for many years
back been published in full, and were not in-

tended for publication generally. As far as we
are concerned the American journal in ques-
tion might have been at full liberty to re-

publish them on the simple condition of
stating to what source they were indebted

;

but without Professor Aitchison’s permission
no one bad any right to further invade his
literary property. It seems hopeless to look
for common honesty in these matters from
most American journals

;
but if we have the

pleasure of printing any further Royal
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Academy lectures by Professor Aitcbison,

must see if means cannot be taken to safe-

guard them against the assimilating propen-

sities of American editors. If nor, we fear

it may be necessary for the Professor, in bit

own interests, to decide against their publica-

tion until the time comes for their more per-

manent publication in a book form which

hope we are to look for.

MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.

The Gazette des Beaux-Arts starts with

article on ihe Rsnaissance sculptures at the

Chiiteau de la Bastie d’Urf6, representing, it
''

suggested, a special school of local sculpture,

is illoatrated by engravings of some fine works

and scul pture. An art icle by M. T. de Wyzewa
the exhibition of “LesArts de la Femme”
Paris follows. “ Borne Jones, Decorateur

Ornamentiste,” is the subject of an enthu-

siastic but just and well-balanced article by M,

Paul Leprieor, illustrated by a fine engraving

of “The Wine of Circe,” which he praises

especially for the composition (in a decorative

sense) and the fine choice which the painter

has made of the right moment of illustration,

that of the mixing of the fateful draught while

the approaching vessels of Ulysses and his com-

pany are seen through the open window, In con-

cluding, the author remarksthat it is by long and
severe study that Mr. Borne Jones has attained

his great decorative quality of design, a lesson to

those who “dansleurs cercles fermes et leurs

parites coteries, n’ont le plus souvent que des

prfi'.entions creuses eb un art avorl6.” "Le
portrait miniature eu France ” is continued by

M. Henri Boucbet, with three charming chromo-
lithographs of children by Fragonard. The
museums and art publications _of Holland are

tbe 80*03501 of an article by M. Emile Michel.

The Art Journal contains an article on
" Recent Fashions on French Art,” by Marion
Hepworih Dixon, dealing in the first instance

with the remarkable feeling and method of

M. Henri Martin, to which the writer does what
may be called rather grudging justice. The
Birmingham Art Gallery is the subject of a
well - illustrated article by Mr. Cundall. An
article on " Mr. Logslail and Lincoln ” is illus-

trated by a reproduction of bis clever picture of
“ Lord Mayor's Day,” Birmingham is again
noticed iu Mr. Aymer Vallancs's article on a
provincial school of art, with illustrations of

some very good decorative designs by its

students; and Mr. Claude Phillips contribntes

an article on Raphael’s “ Crucifixion.

”

The Annual, the annual number of the
Art Journal, is devoted to the works of Mr.
Herkomer, prefaced by an admirable engraving
of "The Last JIuster,” and another of the
noble portrait here entitled "Entranced,’'
though we think that was not the title under
which it was first exhibited. There are
numerous other illustrations.

The Century includes an article on
Russian National Artist,” Repin, by Miss Isabel

F. Hapgood, with illustrations from some of his

works.
iS'criZinfr opens with the seventh article on

" Great Streets of the World,” in which Mr.
Henry James deals in a worthy manner with
that ever-fascinating subject "The Grand
Canal.” Mr. Brownell’s third article on French
painting deals with the modern realistic school
and he defends Monet for his system of paint-

ing the shadowed portions of a landscape with
full detail, leaving nothing to form an adequate
contrast with the lighted portions. We can
only say that we entirely dissent from both
painter and critic. We have no sunlight to
paint with, and to fill in all the detail in

shadow is simply depriving us of the sunlight,
and making a picture which is true in one half
of its detail at the cost of being false as a
whole, and that is the general impression the
landscapes of the jJein air school give us.
They are nature with the sunshine taken out.

Harper's gives an article on " The Holy
Places of Islam,” by Mr. E. Dudley Warner,
with some adequate illustrations

;
Mr. Theodore

Child describes the Parisian bonlevards, with
illustrations by A. Lepere and P. Renonard

;

and an article on " The Designers of tbe Fair ”

deals not, as the title would lead one to expect
with painters of "types of beauty,” but with
the architects of the Chicago Exhibition build-
ings, whose portraits are given, accompanied by
a good deal of talk about the manner in which
the artistic and architectural work has been
carried out, which seems to have been good and

sensible in itself, but which is described and
dwelt upon as if architects and decorators had
never worked together on an exhibition build-

ing before
;
in fact, as if Chicago had invented

art.

Tbe Fortnightly contains a cosmical article

by Mr. A. R. Wallace on "Our Molten Globe,”
giving some details as to tbe history and
present condition of the globe on which the
human race has formed what seems now to be
regarded as but a temporary development.
The late Duke of Marlborough contributes a
rambling but pleasant article on “ A Future
School of English Art,” including a rhapsody on
Mr. Burne Jones, whom he describes as "the
Wagner of painting,”

—

" Powers
Eternal ! such names mingled !

”

We should have thought no two names in art

could be cited which awakened such opposite
associations, and they are neither of them as
great as tbe Duke imagined. Bub we sympa-
thise completely with bis amusing comparison
between tbe Renaissance painters and the
Cook’s tourists who look at their great energetic
works, so full of life

;
and also with the fol-

lowing remarks in regard to the proposed
Gallery of English Art :

—

" Now there is a popular fallacy that pictures are
the only form of modern art which should be repre-
sented in a national collection. This is distinctly

wrong. Every form of handicraft representing
dexterity of the hand in elaborating the conception
of the brain, has a right to enter tbe lists. Archi-
tecture is a most noble art, and depends on a power
of design, a sense of proportion, and a general
feeling of love for the magnificent and the beautiful
in structure. Embroidery, lace, porcelain, gold-
work, and notably bronze, as applied to figures

and statuary, engraving of all sorts, and hundreds
of other handicrafts which I could mention,
have a right to artistic competition. The age
is one of machinery, and machinery, though one
of the greatest blessings of our time, presupposes
tbe very converse of art. Hence the educational
value of a national art collection is that it has no
relation whatever to mechanical processes. Indi-
viduality of execution should ba displayed in every
object of art constructed. A modern South Ken-
sington of the work of the best artists of the ago
would be the most useful national museum for the
people. I fear if we wore to endeavour to construct
such a museum to-day it would puzzle the Mr.
Tates to find tbe objects with which to fill it. Now
I will take one specimen of what I mean. Look at
that municipal gold chain which was made for

Preston (I think) by Mr. Gilbert lust year, and his
small statue in silver of Victory the year before.

Here are two works of contemporaneous art of
considerable merit. Could we, in the field of book-
binding, say, or wood and ivory carving, find any-
thing to put alongside of these so as to make a
beginning (

"

The Fortnightly also contains ati article on
the " Woman’s Art Exhibition at Paris,” by " A
Frenchwoman,” who sums it up as incomplete
and one-sided, and thinks it rests with England
to take up and carry out such an exhibition in
a more complete manner.
The English Illustrated gives an interesting

article on "The Green-room of the Com6die
Frantjaise” by Mr. Frederick Hawkins, with
illustrations from some of tbe portraits of past
celebrities, and one on the "Cries of London,”
in which a number of old engravings of oar
ancient street tradesmen are reproduced.

In the Nineteenth Century Mr. Huish gives
an article on tbe question “ Whence comes
the great Multitude of Painters?” Mr.
Chamberlain contributes a long one on the
labour question, to which we may give more
detailed attention than we can in these passing
notes.

The Magazine of Art is a very interesting
number, and includes a short article by Mr.
Tademaon"Art in its Relation to Industry,”
the keynote of which is that art and industry
are inseparable. We should not be disposed to
accept entirely Mr. Tadema’s remarks on the
origin of some of the features of Greek archi-
tecture, but he quotes a very interesting re-
mark made to him by Sir William Siemens, to
the effect that the delicately diminishing form
of the Greek column was the exact form for
carrying power arrived at by most modern
engineering calculations

;
and Mr. Tadema re-

marks on this that " the constantly pro-
gressing feeling for proportion, through
many generations of first-class architects,
ought to lead at last to a sense of

British Museum,” accompanied by many il]i;

trations of varitdinterest. The " Leicester C'-i

poration Art Gallery” is treated of byji
Yiccars, with illustrations from some of f 1

pictures; Mr. Harry Forniss writes on "Or)”!

nality in Pen-drawing and Design,” ando^
Connon writes a short letter, " A Word ir'

Young English Painters,” exhorting all vi,

come to study in France (which he rather it-

courages them to do) to use their study for tli

purpose of developing their English art, i|

in becoming French artists. M. Connon shoi?

write similarly to young American artists ; tin

need it more.
From the introduction to the first numbeKn

the Philadelphia Journal of Architecture, to c,.

published eight times a year (why eight ?), )

,

understand that its object is educational, "ft

encourage and advance the study of arcr

,

tecture pure and simple.” It is a small a.i

delicately got-up publication containing soi-j

good illustrations of Greek architecture, ai:

two or three short but thoughtful essays, a.',

appears altogether to be a very good litil

publication.

The Aniiguary contains a review of J[i

Percy Stone’s “Architectural Antiquities iu tii

Isle of Wight,” and (among others) papers h
"Coped Stones in Cornwall” by Mr. A. G. Laiai
don (who has published something on tr
subject in our columns), " British and Romrii
Roads in the East Riding of Yorkshire ” by t

Rev. E. M. Cole, and "Holy Wells,” by if
R. C. Hope.
To tbe National Beviero Mr. B. H. Thwai*

contributes an an icle on "London Fog; f
Scheme to Abolish it :

” no new scheme, mere^
the recommendation of gas fires in place
coal, which has been often advocated. We a|i

entirely in favour of gas fires for cookinii

which would do away with a good deal 4
smoke. In regard to the others, it means giviF^

up tbe most cheering indoor object in winte?
Tbe article contains some useful statistics.

^

Blachcood includes an article on " Londiif

After the Great Fire,” in which Wren’s idel]

for rebuilding are characterised as "vast b
impracticable,” of which we feel by no mean
sure. In the coarse of it is some informatki
as to tbe "first jerry-builder,” one Barebcml
who is said to have flourished io the rebuilditif

of the City, and some of whose houses ftl

down.
j

The Ilevne des Deux Mondes contains a loci

article on the Paris sewage question, suEj
ming up in favour of the Acheces scheme ami
taking the sewage on to the land : "c'est beai;!

coup d'argent, dira peut etre quelqu’un. Pr^’l

ferez-vous la fiiivre?” concludes M. Fleuril

whose name is appended to the article.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS:

TEE PBESIDENT 3 ADDRE.5S.

The opening meeting of this Institute f(

session 1892-3 was held on Monday evenini

last at No. 9, Conduit-street, the President, Mii

J. Macvicar Anderson, in the chair.

safety and strength which is equal to calcu-
lations

;
” a suggestion which will bear a great

deal of thinking over. Mr. Walter Armstrong
contributes an article on “ Drawings in the

Nomination of New Members.

The secretary, Mr. W. H. White, read' a lis:

of nominations for election to membership ii

tbe Institute, thirteen gentlemen bein{i

nominated as Fellows and eleven (all of whom
had passed tbe Examination in Architecture!

as Associates, Professor Charles Babcock, o
Cornell University, Ithaca, U.S. A., was nomL
nated as an Honorary Corresponding Member.

'

Statutory Examinations. '

The President announced that at a statutorj:

examination held on the 27th and 28th nltl

five candidates presented themselves foi(

examination as to their competency to fill thd

office of District Surveyor under the Metro-i

politan Building Act; of these, only one passed:'

viz., Mr. Watson Hall. One candidate!

also presented himself for examination as tc)

his fitness to hold the appointment of Building

Surveyor under local acts, but he did not pass. \

The President's Address.

The President then delivered the opening
address of the session, which was as follows :

—

Gentlemen and Colleague?, — When thct

ancient Emir declared " Oh that mine adver-:

sary had written a book,” be quaintly, though
perhaps unconsciously, betrayed the relish)

with which he would ruthlessly expose theii

weak points dis^liyed in the recorded opinions;,

of his enemy. In the belief that I have no
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adversary within these walls, nor, I hope,

beyond them, I am happily released from the

dread of such hostile criticism, and confidently

indulge the hope that the views I have recorded,

' and which it is now my privilege to submit on
the opening of another session, may be received

with friendly, and even lenient, criticism.

We live in an age of progress. Nations and
Individnals are aliire engrossed in the keen con-

test. In politics, in art, in literature, in science,

in social and political economy, this is equally

true. It matters not greatly whether cnstoms
are good, or men are able and useful,—if not
conformed to the spirit of the times, they are

alike set aside or superseded in favour of

modern progressivlsm. Real progress is the
characteristic of a living age. To attain to

whatever elevates the aspirations, ennobles the
ambition, or promotes the civilisation of man
is commendable. Bat to inangurate constitu-

tional changes from motives other than the
welfare of the community, to yearn for novelty
in art, to pander to sensationalism in literature,

to preach doctrines which are opposed to the
true principles of political economy, these are
the outcome of a foolish craze for progress
which is a remarkable characteristic of our
day. Those who cling with affection to customs
which, having been approved by the experience
of past generations, they refuse to abandon till

convinced that charge is necessary,—not for

the sake of change,—but for the well-being of

coclety, are apt to find themselves regarded as
venerable relics of antiquity, eminently respect-
able, it may be, but tolerated only because they
are so, and destined at no distant date to be
•swept away in the ever-iucreasiug flood of so-

called progress. To attempt to define the
extent to which the changes and reforms of

modern times may have contributed to true
.progress would involve an inquiry foreign to my
present purpose; it may, however, be asserted

with tolerable safety that such cbauges have
cot always deserved the name, and that, in not
a few instances, they have retarded, instead of
forwarding, the advancement of civilisation.

With no less assurance may the forecast be
(made that some at least of the changes with
which society is now threatened will fail in

attaining the results professedly desired by
their advocates, add will end in disappointment,
if not disaster. If, therefore, we attempt to

review some aspects of our profession, or of
interests cognate to it, with the view of defining
our position in relation to the past, or of fore-

casting oar probable position in the future, it is

of the first importance to be satisfied as to
what constitutes progress, and to be on our
guard lest, as too frequently happens, we con-
found it with mere change, or the restless

-desire for disturbing existing institutions.

Draught$maTiship.

At the outset of such a review we are struck
with a remarkable development of recent years,—the perfection which architectural draughts-
manship has attained. It is not possible to
regard the drawings submitted yearly for the
.prizes offered by the Institute and the Royal
Academy, or prepared in profusion for compe-
titions, with anything short of admiration,
•combining as they do technical accuracy with
-artistic feeling,—the essential characteristics
of good draughtsmanship. To set side by side
the drawings of some generations since and
those of to-day, is to exhibit not so much com-
parison as contrast

;
for in many drawings of

•old masters in architecture, knowledge of per-
'spective and firmness of touch are alike con-
spicuous by their absence. The perfection of
modem draughtsmanship is, no doubt, to be
traced, to some extent at all events, to the
spirit of emulation inspired by competitions
for students’ prizes, and to the prevailing prac-
tice of inviting competitive designs for public
buildings, both of which naturally enlist all

the resources of the draughtsman’s skill. That
this advance in architectural draughtsmanshlD
•constitutes, so far as it goes, real progress, may
•be conceded

;
indeed, the younger members of

the profession may be honestly congratulated
on the artistic beauty and perfection of their
handiwork. IF, therefore, I venture to point
out a temptation to which their skill exposes
‘them, I am actuated by no ungracious spirit of
desiring to detract from the legitimate merit of
their work. No one can doubt the importance
of good draughtsmanship to an architect, for
it enables him to exprejs readily and freely the
ddeas which are to constitute his design. The
pencil is to the architect what the pen is to the
author: the mode of expressing his ideas; no
more. Essential as this is, obviously the mode

of representation is of less consequence than

the thing represented, and it is because I have
observed a tendency lo drown architecture in

mere draughtsmanship that I am induced to

remind you that, although every architect ought
to draw, and draw with facility, it is yet pos-

sible to be a good architect without being a
brilliant draughtsman

;
and, conversely, that

it is possible to be an expert draughtsman, and
yet not to have any claim to be an architect.

Architecture is the material embodiment of

conceptions of the mind
;

drawing is the

medium by which these can be, at the best, but
inadequately expressed. It may be excusable

to smile at the draughtmanship of old masters

whose names live in history as great architects,

but it may not be amiss for the brilliant

draughtsmen of to-day, while justly proud of

their attainments, to ponder on iheir prospects

of acquiring equal fame
;
for while it is good to

know how to draw with artistic excellence, it is

better to know how to design with purity and
truth; the one may be, like a beautiful face

devoid of character, the graceful expression of

vacuity
;
the other, like features inspired by

character, must be the embodiment of spirit

and of life. In architectural competitions the

importance of appointing professional assessors

is often enforced on the ground that it is im-

possible for promoters to arrive at a just deci-

sion without the assistance of an expert
;
this

is true
;
but my experience has taught me that

there is another side to this question, and that

not the least responsible part of an assessor's

task is to protect promoters from being imposed
on by the tricks of draughtsmen whose ability

is more apparent than their morality. Such
trickery may mislead the uninitiated

;
it is

transparent to the expert
;
and at the hands of

a just assessor it will not fail to meet with the

reward it deserves. In a word, so long as

draughtsmanship is the truthful delineation of

effects which it is desired to produce, it cannot

be too good
;
when, however, truth is disre-

garded, and when the temptation is yielded to

of producing delusive though attractive effects

which the draughtsman knows could not exist,

then no amount of technical or artistic clever-

ness can make it worthy of the art it professes

to delineate, or bring it within the sphere of

true progress.

ArchitecU' Education.

Drawing being part of an architect’s training,

it is natural, in passing, to glance, however
cursorily, at the more general question of

education. Recent years have witnessed vast

strides in this direction. The question is not

now so much whether people will be educated,

as whether they do not incur the risk of over-

education. Food is necessary, but excess of

food will not assimilate, and is injarious.

The progressivism of School Boards involves

this danger, and has a tendency to engender

discontent by lifting some above the sphere for

which they are suited by nature, and in which
they would, unless thus surfeited, become use-

ful members of the community. State Educa-
tion should be elementary. When it embraces

higher branches, the advantage, to say the

least, is questionable. Modem progressivism,

however, has not reached the stage of pro-

posing that free education should be extended

to students in architecture, and the risk of

over-education, therefore, is one to which we
are not as yet exposed

;
but, apart from such a

utopian prospect, which, for all we know, may
be in store for our posterity, the educational

facilities which students now enjoy are remark-

able when compared with those of a generation

or two since. Such agencies in the shape of

colleges, schools, institutes, academies, and
classes are too numerous and too well-known

to justify recapitulation; I must, however,

notice, in passing, the latest developments

exhibited in the remarkable corriculums of

University College, King’s College, and the

Architectural Association. The new departure

of the latter in inaugurating a more complete

and systematic curriculum of professional

education than it had previously attempted

was regarded by not a few with some amount
of apprehension. A perusal, however, of the

annual volume,—the “ Brown Book,”—recently

published, in which is given the results of the

first year’s working, must tend to dissipate

such fears. The report, which I commend for

your perusal, bears the impress of a simple

statement of facts, without any apparent effort

to make things look better than they really

are. A glance at the balance-sheet,—the

crucial test of success or failure,—shows that

the fees paid by students amounted to the

large sum of 045^., which more than sufficed to

defray the fees paid to lecturers, amounting to

GOIZ., while the result of the \%hole year’s

working, including increased rent and charges,

shows the comparatively small deficit of 128Z.

The donations paid to the general fund
amounted to 991F., and, after defraying the

cost of alteration of premises, furniture, and
the above deficit, there remained a balance at

the credit of this fund amounting to 480^., to

which has to be added donations promised but

not yet paid amounting to B59L Without
entering into farther detail, which the time at

my disposal forbids, it will be seen that the

progress attained during the first year,

—

necessarily the most trying and critical,—has

been real, and such as to encourage the pro-

moters in the continued and energetic

prosecution of the scheme. It is obvious that

sn undertaking so wide in its organisation, and
requiring so numerous a group of workers,

could only be attempted iu the Metropolis

;

but we may, without indulging in prospects too

sanguine, anticipate the advent of a systematic

educational organisation throughout the

country. The scheme now under consideration

of creating architectural provinces, each with

its own centre, and embracing an area with

defined boundaries, would certainly tend, by
stimulating local organisations, to facilitate

the attainment of such a result. Exlslirg

educational agencies might thus be fostered,

and the advantages they offer be brought more
prominently before students, and new agencies

might be created where none now exist, so

that students in each architectural province

would not be without those educatiocal

facilities which are now enjoyed in the Metro-

polis. To time must be left the development

of such a scheme, for it is apparent that, like

all other attainments in real progress, they

cannot be forced into existence, but must le

slow and gradual in their growth, the outcome
of a carefully thought-out organisation.

To what extent architectural education is

likely to be affected by the proposed establish-

ment of a Gresham or Teaching University for

London cannot be predicated. A Royal Com-
mission is now engaged in taking evidence,

and considering the whole question. That such

a university must embrace Art, as well as Science

and Literature, may be taken for granted, and it

would seem reasonable that a definite place

should be claimed for Architecture. The scope

of the University is thus defined by Professor

Huxley in a letter from him which appeared in

The Times on July 7 last :

—

“ The University rccuples a position altogether Inde-

pendent ol general or cf techtjical education. It la

neither an lostltullon for testing the work of school-

masters, nor a machinery for ascertaining the fitness of

young men to be curates, lawyers, or doctors. It Is an
iDstiiution to which a man who desires to devote him-

self to any branch of science or art may go In full

confidence that he will find there those who can teach

him (or put him In the way of learning) what Is already

known In regard to that discipline, and still more train

him In the methods by which be may himself advance

that kind of knowledge. Under art are to be compre-

hended literature, the pictorial and plastic arts, archi-

tecture, and music ;
under scieoce, logic, philology,

mathematics, Uie physical sciences, and archccology

and history. The question of the connexion of the

university (In this sense) with the high schools and the

tecbuical schools of theology, law, medicine, and so

forth, comprehended under the present 'faculties, and

the working In of the present chaotic raw material of

educational Institutions In London into an organised

whole, are matters cf detail which will settle them-

selves as soon as people are agreed upon first

principles.''

The Examinations.

Teaching naturally suggests Examination.

Having devoted a considerable portion of my
address last yeai* to this subject, it would bs

unpardonable were I now to detain you at any

length by recurring to it in detail. I musr,

however, be permitted to remark that, so far as

I know, no advocate of Examination ever

thought or expected that it would or could

create a great artist or a great architect. It is

not fair criticism to condemn an educational

test because it does not effect a result which

was never intended, and which is impossible.

As consistently might University tests be ob-

jected to because they do not in all cases

produce great divines. No one thinks, however,

of disputing that they act as stimulants to the

acquirement of knowledge upon which success

in life so largely depends. I feel justified in

asserting that the Associates’ Examination has

hitherto successfully withstood the somewhat

Oerce, and I feel bound to add the not always

just or fair,—criticism to which it has been

exposed, for as the practical issue of all that

• Sse Duilder for Nov. 7, 1891, p. 344.
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has been said and written, the rising generation
of architectural students have come forward in
increasing numbers, and the cry is, “ Still they
come !

” Does not this imply that they appreciate
the active labours of the Institute in endeavour-
ing to raise the standard of knowledge and
promote the efficiency of architects, rafther than
mere academical and inoperative disquisitions?
That the Examination may exhibit defects of
organisation, or that it may be capable of im-
provement in certain particulars, is very
possible

;
but that, after all, is no more than

may naturally be looked for in a comparatively
new institution, subject to such changes as
experience may from time to time dictate.
Those who may desire to offer snggestions with
the view of rendering it more efficient may be
assured that any reasonable proposals will
always receive careful and impartial considera-
tion from the Board of Examiners, whose
generous and unremunerated labours we all

appreciate so highly. I desire to record the
conviction that the Examination continues to
prove,—what I never doubted it would prove,

—

an encouragement to study and a stimulus to
the increase of knowledge, and because it has
proved this, it has been, in my opinion, a step
in the direction of real progress. I embrace
this opportunity to intimate to the architects
of the United Kingdom that we invite tbeir
co-operation in the endeavour to obtain, for all
those about to enter the architectural profes-
sion, a systematic course of education tested
by examination, and to remind them that the
Examination will be conducted in its present
form until the end of 1S93 only, and that there-
after the progressive Examinations, of which
detailed particulars are published in “The
Kalendar,” will be in full operation.

ftfuaIijicatio 7i of Fellms.

In view of the keen interest that is evinced
in the proposed examination or qualification for
Fellows, you will, no doubt, expect me to refer
to it, and, indeed, I should not be disposed to
pass without notice a subject which touches so
nearly the interests of the profession and of
the Institute. Last year I did not hesitate to
express the conviction that, in pursuance of the
I^rmissive powers of the Charter, the Institute
should declare that, on and after a date to be
specified, ‘‘ everyperson desiring to be admitted
a fellow shall be required to have passed such
ezainination or examinations as may be directed
by the Royal Institute,” subject to the proviso
that m special cases the Council shall have
power to_ dispense with such examination or
examinations.” If I have not since then
pressed the consideration of this subject on
your attention, it is not because I have seenany reason to alter or modify the’ view I thus
expressed, but because, having, as it were

i right that fulltime should be allowed for the mature con-s^eration of a project fraught with suchmportaut interests. For the same reason,when a deSnite proposal was submitted to yon
close of last session, the

° at to refer the whole

iUn all i?s h®
Cpbbcil. ‘tat they might consider

2t m all Its bearings, had my full sympathy and

sXo'fofTb; possible tLt 1subject of this nature can be treated in a con-
troversial discnssion at a sessional meeting withthe same grave deliberation that it is likely toreceive in the calmer atmosphere of the^nncil-room. The subject being still s«i

amnrprl ' f
Connell are concerned, I

^ ‘‘ ih sooh detail as

LereTs Lo
^ aPPrehsod thatthere is no impropriety m pursuing the courseI adopted last year, and placing before ,0^^^own opinion, for what it is worth, withont^n

“o ooncnrrence of theCouncil m my views. 1 conclude that all are

Sa?™— ''‘alever may be their indp

efccted’‘'thS'I'‘" should be
onaUfif Change must be made in thequalification for FoHowa ti* •

Jcif^[„r'^Soranr:uc?Test“Th‘;:

ssfspsss

and secondary classes of members, and does not
seem to me, therefore, sufficiently to meet the
case. Then, again, there are those who con-
sider that the qualification for the Fellowship
should be a separate examination on a higher
grade than that for the Associateship. To this
the reasonable objection may, I think, be raised
that men would thus be called on to undergo
an exhaustive and trying ordeal at atimewhen
they are likely to be engrossed with practice,
and wonld not, therefore, have leisure to
prepare for it. The resulting issue might, and
probably wonld, be that architects who had
already passed the Associates’ examination, and
who might be demonstrating their ability in
their executed works, might be subjected to the
indignity of failure simply because they could
not give the necessary time for preparation
without sacrificing their position or tbeir
prospects. It would seem to me unreasonable
to expect men, who have already proved their
knowledge of the theory and science of archi-
tecture by having passed the Associates
examination, to undergo another and a more
difficult ordeal of a similar nature, tbeir
capacity for which they may have suffi-
ciently exhibited in their works. On the other
hand, it seems to me reasonable that the
single test of theoretic and scientific know-
ledge is sufficient, and that, having once satisfied
that, the^ further test or qualification for the
Fellowship should be, in addition to what now
exists, an examination of the actnal work of
the candidate. In short, let an Associate be
tested as a student; let a Fellow be tested as
an architect. To carry this out, it would only
be necessary to enact, in accordance with the
permissive powers of the Charter, that on and
after a date to be specified, every person de-
siring to be admitted a Fellow shall, in addition
to the present qualification, be reqnired to have
passed the Associates’ examination, and to
undergo the farther test of submitting to the
Council evidence of his executed works, always
providing for special or exceptional cases by the
dispensing power which the Charter confers on
the Council. Such an enactment would remove
the existing anomaly that a candidate twenty-
nine years of age can only acquire membership
by examination, while a candidate thirty years
of age can acquire it without any such test

;
and

It would further meet the views of those who
to use the characteristic, if somewhat emphatic
words of Mr. Ernest George, think that “the
Instibate sbonld relinquish the custom of ad-
mitting any respectable father of a family,
however damnable his productions.” It is not
apparent what is the necessary connexion
between being the father of a family and pro-
ducing architectural works deserving of such
condemnation, but this Mr. Ernest George will
no doubt, be able to elucidate during the de
liberations of the Council. Apart, however
from the somewhat quaint and scarcely reason-
able paternal restriction referred to, I under-
stand Mr. Ernest George to mean that the
proper test for admission to the Fellowship is
the work of the candidate, and in this, as you
will have seen, I concur. Wbat better or more
fatting test can there be ? for it is true—happily
or unhappily, as the case may be— that by bis
works he is already known and judged by the
public. For some time past it has been theCQSt^ of the Conncil to request applicants for
the Fellowship to submit drawings or photo-
graphs of their executed works, a custom to
which I have consistently objected, on the
ground that it was tantamount to the institu-
tion of a test or examination for Fellows which
was not sanctioned by the Charter, and was
therefore illegal. But the case is now different.
v\ e propose lo institute such a qualification in
accordance with the powers which the Charter
conveys, and it consequently becomes not only
legal, but to my mind would be equitable, to
require an applicant for the higher class of
membership to be tested here—as he is judged

works. It may be ob-
jected that this would be subjecting an archi-
tect to examination on what, after all. is amere matter of taste. I think not. Architec
tore IS much more than a matter of taste, and
It this test IS applied, it mast be a test of archi-
tectnre Ihe evidence submitted must be suchas will Illustrate the candidate’s power of

V®
scientific attainments,and will enable the Council to jndge of his title

not merely adraughtsman; not merely a designer; not

Sid pJib
; no ; but the combinationand embodiment of all these—in one word an

architect. The Council of the Institute is a

body composed of individuals each one ti

whom, probably, has his own idiosyncrasies sij

preferences, and his own conception of wkl
constitutes good architecturej but the colLii
tive body will, I apprehend, ever be whatti
should be, the representative, not of a scbool^
a party, but of the profession of arehitectcijii

and I can conceive of no adjudicatory cot i

likely to prove so fair and so competent. r||

indulge the hope that the Council may see tbsi
way to present to yon in dne course a nnai|.i

mous recommendation on this subject, and thtii

after full discussion, the Institute may aj;
arrive at a unanimous decision as to the b ii

solution of the problem. Division is to be c,|

precated. Opinions of course differ,—nor cou!
we expect it to be otherwise. If each one iji

solves to adhere uncompromisingly to bis O'jl

opinion, unanimity cannot be attained. I,|

me venture to urge on all to approach the dJ
cussion of this matter in the spirit of frien^!
compromise, willing to be convinced,—to !;•

good arguments give place to better,-—a-,

i

anxions only that the ultimate decision may u
such as may most conduce to the true and pi'S

manent interests of architecture, and to t j

attainment of real progress.

T/to Institute’s rnblicatiojis.
\

I desire now to refer to a subject, affectisi
h(» intPTiml /->-P J
• w iv> a Duujev^t, «*ueoui

the internal policy of the Institute, which seei
to me of considerable importance. At prese
the Institute issues three publications annua!
“Tlie Kalendar,” “The Journal of Proceeding,
and “ The Transactions.” “ The Kalendar ”

a book of reference affording fall informati
on all matters connected with the Institn
invalnable to many and useful to all. “T
Journal of Proceedings” comprises a digest
2)rccis of the papers delivered at the sessior
meetings, a fall report of the discussions
which they give rise, a leading article, ai
other contributions of literary excellence >

subjects of interest to the profession. T
volume of “ Transactions” is a carefully-edit
and profusely-illustrated reproduction of t
papers delivered daring the Session. Und
this system the papers read at the session
meetings are,—with the exception of Pre:
dential Addresses, —printed, first in the form
an abstract in “ The Journal of Proceedingj
followed by a full report of the discnssion
and afterwards they are printed in full aloi
with illustratioDs in “The Transactions,” ft

lowed by an abstract of the discussions. Pr
sidential Addresses, on the other hand, a-

printed first in full in “ The Journal of Pr
ceedings,’ and afterwards in “The Transa
tions ” in a form in which they were neith
conceived nor delivered. Discussions, agai
are printed, first in full in “The Journal <

Proceedings,” along with the abstract of tl

papers they refer to
; and afterwards in “ Tl

Transactions” in the form of an abstract, fo
lowing the fall report of the papers. Thus a
papers and all discussions are printed twic
once in an abridged form which is practical
valueless for reference, and the full reports (

the papers, and of the discussions emanatin
from them, are respectively printed in separal
volumes and at different dates. It is difficn
to conceive of a system more confusing, incoi
venient, costly, and ridiculous, the inceptio
of which it is not easy to account for, the coi
tinuance of which it is impossible to justify. J

seems, indeed, to combine every disadvantag
which a disordered ingenuity could inven
and to deprive members of every advantag
that they have a right to look for. Wha
benefit can there be in printing all our papei
and discussions twice; in pnblishing paper
and discussions in separate volumes and a
different periods

; and in issning the discus
sions in full at the time they occur, and th
papers which gave rise to them months aftei
wards when both have become ancient history
The true value of a discnssion can only b
appreciated by those who have either heard o
read the paper which inaugurated it, bu
members,—with the exception of the compara
tively few who are present at the sessiona
meetings.—receive a full report of the discus
sion without knowing much of the subject ai

opened, and for the full report of the latte:
they must wait until after the close of th»

Session, when the subject, if not forgotten, bai
probably ceased to be of interest. Thus the
printed reports both of our papers and discus
bions lose much of the value they ought tc

possess, both for ourselves and for the
piblic.

This brings me to the proposal which I desire
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to Babmit for yoar consideration, namely, that

the separate publications now isBued,—^“The
Journal of Proceedings” and “The Transac-
tions,”—should in future be merged in one
publication, to be called “The Journal of the
Royal Institute of British Architects ”

;
that

such publication should be issued within three

or four days of the dates of the sessional meet-
ings

;
and that it should comprise a full report

of all papers and addresses in the form in

which they are delivered, with illustrations,

and a full report of the discussions, along with
such other contributions, articles, critiques, or

reviews, as may be deemed of professional

interest. In justification of the present system
it will no doubt be urged that it would be im-

possible to publish the sessional papers shortly

after delivery, and still more impossible to re-

produce the illustrations, without involving the

risk of errors, inaccuracies, and defects which
are inherent to hasty production, and that, con-

sequently, our “Transactions” would, undersuch
a procedure as I suggest, be deprived of many
of the admirable qualities which Mr. White’s
labours have imparted to them, and would lose

much of their value as a permanent record of

the literary work of the Institute. This, I

admit, would be a result which we should all

deplore
;
but even were it inevitable, which I

do not believe, the question might fairly be
asked, whether the papers in a comparatively
imperfect form published shortly after delivery

would not be of more value to members than
they now are, issued mouths later? I am
satisfied, however, that the argument to which
I have referred is not conclusive, and that there

is really no valid reason why the papers, with
their illustrations, and the discussions ema-
nating from them, should not be published
together, and immediately after delivery. In
order to evolve this satisfactosy result it is only
necessary that a committee, say the Literature

Standing Committee, should become responsible
for providing papers to be read at our meetings,
and that they should so organise their work as
to have papers in hand.say, three months before
they are required to be delivered, instead of
receiving them from their authors, as is now too
frequently the case, at the last moment. If it

be urged that this would be impracticable, and
that it would be hopeless to expect authors to
produce their papers so long before they are
required, I reply that what is feasible in the
case of other publications should be equally so
with ours, and I decline to believe that any
difficulties would exist which could not readily

be overcome by system and organisation.
Ample time would thus be secured for revision

by the editor, for printing, and for producing
the illustrations beforehand, with the same care
and consideration as are now bestowed upon
them, so as to be ready for publication within a
few days of the date of the meetings.
The advantages attending this proposal are

obvious. The papers and the discussions upon
them would be printed once only, and would be
published together in a complete and per-
manent form within a few days of delivery.

Members would thus have the whole proceed-
ings to peruse and refer to, instead of part only.

The convenience of future reference would be
facilitated by the papers and discussions being
published in the same volume. The single

publication would possess an importance, and
acquire an influence, which, under the existing
system, is unattainable. Lastly, the cost of
printing and publishing would be materially
reduced, and the income of the Institute would
be correspondingly enhanced. I think I do not
entertain too sanguine a view when I anticipate

a saving of about 500Z. a year. Thus the con-
sideration of attaining a wider margin between
income and expenditure, which I strongly

urged in my address last year, would at once
be realised. Important as I consider this con-
summation, I would certainly not urge the
adoption of the change by means of which I

propose to effect it, were it to militate against
the interests of the Institute; but when, as I

believe, the much-desired financial result would
be attained by a measure which in other
respects would be beneficial, and would tend to
promote the usefulness of the Institute, directly

to its members, and indirectly to the public,

I feel no hesitation in most strongly urging
you to accept the suggestion which I venture
to submit for your consideration. The present
system is not conducive to the convenience of

members
;

it militates against the welfare of

the Institute; and I am satisfied, therefore,

that the charge which I advocate would be an
important step in the direction of real progress.

The Lulie of Devonshire's Drawbigs.

The list of our Honorary Fellows has been

enriched by the addition of the name of the

Duke of Devonshire, whose courtesy in re-

sponding to our request, and lending to the

Institute the unique and valuable collection of

the original drawings of Palladio, Inigo Jones,

and others, a selection from which was exhibited

on the walls of this room on the Gold Medal
night, we all thoroughly appreciated.* Thanks
to the trouble ungrudgingly taken by Mr. J. D.

Grace and Mr. Wyatt Papworth, the drawings

have been arranged in proper order, and they

have now been returned to the Duke with the

renewed expression of our acknowledgments.

Resignation of the JIo7i. Secretary.

It is with much regret that the Council have

accepted the resignation of Mr. Aston Webb as

HonorarySecretary, an office the duties of which
he has discharged for more than three years with

credit to himself and to the benefit of the Institute.

Increasing professional engagements having

rendered it difficult for him to attend to the

work of the Institute, he decided to resign

before the last election of the Council, and only

consented at our earnest solicitation to remain
for a short time longer, on the understanding

that he should be aUowed to retire before the

commencement of the active work of another

Session. The regret felt by the Council in

parting with so genial and efficient an Honorary
Secretary will be fully shared by every member
of the Institute, and I trust I may be permitted

to express the sense of personal loss which I

sustain by his resignation. Had the By-laws

permitted it, the Council would have proposed

the immediate nomination of Mr. Webb as a

Member of Council. This, however, though

not possible now, may, I hope, be regarded as

only deferred till the next election, when I

doubt not his nomination will receive unani-

mous support; and thus bis official connexion

with the Institute, whose welfare and useful-

ness he so much desires to promote, would be

continued. The only compensation for a loss

so real is the prospect that the office may be

filled by a worthy successor
;

and it is with

great satisfaction I am able to intimate that the

Council have been so fortunate as to obtain

from Mr. William Emerson the assurance that

he will be willing to serve, if elected. They
have, accordingly, unanimously nominated him
for the vacant office. Mr. Emerson is not

unfamiliar with the work, having served for

some years as a Member of Council
;
he is

interested in the welfare of the Institute
;
and

he is an architect of position and of ability. I

cannot doubt, therefore, that the nomination of

the Council will receive the unanimous appro^l

of the Institute.

Capital and Labour.

The great question of Capital and Labour,

which engages so much attention in the present

day, consequent on the oft-recnriing and dis-

astrous strikes of recent years, is one which

we architects cannot disregard. Capital and

labour are alike essential to the execution of

our designs. Without them we could produce

pictorial representations, but not buildings.

Hence, the disturbance of amicable relations

between them vitally affects our interests.

Labour may be congratulated on the manifest

desire now exhibited by society to accord to it

fair, and even liberal, remuneration. That this

may to some extent be attributed to the stand

which workmen have by combination and orga-

nisation made in defence of their interests,

may be fairly conceded. To combination for

such legitimate objects, no reasonable person

can, or does, object
;
but when trade organisa-

tions are used for the purpose of imposing

arbitrary restrictions on labour, of depriving

the workman of his right as a free citizen to

work how and as he pleases, or of arbitrarily

reducing the hours of work without a corre-

sponding diminution in wages, such as may be

dictated by the law of supply and demand,

then it seems to me that the real friend of the

working man is not his leader who preaches

such pernicious doctrines, opposed alike to

political economy and common sense, but

rather he who bravely warns him of blind

leaders of the blind, who, be their motive what
it may, are luring him to inevitable and certain

disaster. When last year I was—as your repre-

sentative—invited to settle by arbitration the

differences that then existed between the master

builders and the carpenters of London, I did

not hesitate when making the award to record

* See Builder for July 2 last, p. 8.

my conviction that the result of such action

had been to inflict permanent injury on work-

men by driving their trade into foreign channels

from which it was not likely to return. That

this has occurred there is abundant evidence.

A significant admission of it was, indeed,

afforded at the Trade Union Congress held in

Glasgow in September, when resolutions were

proposed with the view of moving Parliament

to prohibit the importation of foreign work and
foreign labour. It is true that the proposal

proved too much even for the Trade Union

Congress, who betrayed no nervous hesitation

in adopting any number of resolutions of an

advanced socialistic tendency
;
but it is none

the less a sign of the times that such resolu-

tions as I refer to should even have been pro-

posed, That the unsound and unwise policy

pursued by the Trade Unionism of to-day if

persisted in, will result in permanently injuring

the trade of the country, I firmly believe. The

agitation for the statutory restriction of labour

to eight hours, or any number of hours arbi-

trarily fixed, conflicts with the principle of

freedom which we have always, and rightly,

regarded with pride
;

it is repulsive to our

inborn feelings, and would make slaves of

freemen. Man is endowed with energies, with

mental and physical powers, not that they may
stagnate by limitation, but that they may be

used to the utmost in promoting the welfare

and comfort of those dependent on him, and

the consequent prosperity of the community.

No Trade Union, Parliament, or Power, has a

right to restrain the energy or restrict the will

of any individual. Would that the working

men of England would appeciate the danger

they incur by limiting their native powers of

production, and would see how much better it

is to have work on reasonable terms than to

drive it away, and then try by arbitrary and

delusive restrictions to spread wbat is left over

the wide area of the unemployed which has

been created to a great extent by their own
short-sighted folly. Would that we could apply

to them the words of Matthew Arnold :

—

“ In their own tasks all their powers pouring,

Ihese attain the mighty life you see.”

A “ mighty life,” because free from pernicious

limitations, and characterised by the ceaseless

concentration of power and energy which con-

stitute the only real highroad to success. A
“mighty life,” because inspired by teaching

which is Divine, to work,—and work with

might,—while it is called to-day. When work-

men burst the fetters with which Trade

Unionism is surely binding them ;
when they

return to the good old days of freedom of con-

tract and earnest work
;
when they recognise,

what is as old as the bills, that “ in all labour

there is profit; but the talk of the lips,”—of

which we hear so much in these later days,—
“ tendeth only to penury ”

;
then,—but not till

then,—may they expect to emerge from the

dismal shade of progressive socialism, and walk

in the path of real progress.

The Chicago Exhibition.

Th9 World’s Fair, which is to be opened at

Chicago on the 1st of next May, promises, in

point of magnitude and completeness, to eclipse

all previous Exhibitions, remarkable as many

of these have been. The site allotted for the

purposes of the Exposition comprises the

enormous area of 1,037 acres, of which, how-

ever, it is probable that only G60 acres will be

utilised. The Paris Exposition Universelle of

1889 occupied a site of 173 acres.—about one-

fourth the size of that of the World's Fair of

1893. The designs of the principal buildings of

the Exhibition are the work of different archi-

tects, and are said to be “prepared under such

conditions as to secure a harmonious effect.

The character of the buildings is Classical, and

the adoption of one styls throughout has, no

doubt, facilitated what might appear the some-

what difficult process of harmonising mdi-

viduality. Separate buildings are devoted to

the fine arts ;
manufactures and liberal arts

;

aericultnre; machinery; electricity ;
mines

;

transportation ;
and horticulture. The interests

of Great Britain have been confided to the care

of a Royal Commission, consisting of the

Council of the Society of Arts, with H.R.H.

the Prince of Wales as President. The labours

of organisation are distributed among fourteen

committees, irrespective of twenty-three local

committees throughout the kingdom. I he

Fine Arts Committee have issued invitations to

a large number of painters, sculptors, and

architects to contribute works for exhibition,

and these, as well as other works of art which
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may be selected by the Committee, will be
insared, transported to Chicago, and bronght
back, at the expense of the Royal Commission.
Drawings shonld be delivered at the offices of
the Royal Commission, John-street, Adelpbi,
prior to a date of which due notice will be
given, probably before the end of the year.
The Fine Arts Committee hope that the exhibi-
tion of architectural drawings will be such as
may be thoroughly representative of the archi-
tectnre of our day, and worthy of the
profession.

Emanuel Hospital.

The retention and preservation of bnildings,
the antiquity or the design of which imparts
to them distinctive interest, must ever com-
mand the sympathy and active support of archi-
tects. Emanuel Hospital, Westminster, is snch
a bnilding. It has been much before the public
of late, but it had long before engaged the
attention of the Standing Committee for Art,
aud of the Council of this Institute. So long
since as March, 1890, when the possible destruc-
tiou of the building was first contemplated, the
Connctl sought, by influencing the Governors,
to secure its preservation, and received from an
influential member of that body the assurance
that every consideration shonld be given to the
question of saving so interesting a relic of the
past. When at a later date it became apparent
that the building was in danger of being de-
stroyed. I personally endeavoured, by invoking
Parliamentary aid, to avert such a calamity,
only, however, to find that such arguments as
I could use, based as they were on the import-
ance of preserving a building of architectural
interest, and of retaining an open space in a
densely-populated locality, were not deemed
sufficient to ontweigh those that were urged in
favour of removal. The decision of Mr. Justice
Chitty following soon after, and arrived at after
patient consideration of the circumstances,
demonstrated to my judgment the futility of
further action. The protest which subsequently
appeared in the Times, signed by gentlemen
whose names carry weight in the political and
artistic world, although commanding my
sympathy, seemed to me to come too late to be
•of any practical value. I much fear, therefore

and 1 say it with great reluctance,—that we
must look on the preservation of this interest-
ing,—If not unique.—example of the architec-
ture of the days of Queen Anne as hopeless, a
conclusion which cannot fail to be keenly dis-
appointing to all lovers of art, and pecnliarly
so to architects.

[Nov. 12, 1892.:,!

Church of St. Mary Woolnoth.
Another interesting bnilding which has this

"ith destrnctioD, and

the rh^r!.h°““f° nl
preserve, isthe Church of St. Mary Woolnoth, the work

as yon all know, of Nicholas Hawksmoor thepnpil and friend of Sir Christopher Wreo anda familiar landmark in the City of London. ABul was promoted in Parliament by the Citvaud South London Railway Company^ in whichpowers were sought to construct an underground railway through the City, and in theexercise of that artistic instinct which is suchan eminently distingnishing characteristic ofhommercial bodies, the Company, with anamount of consideration which mnsi oomLndour gratitude, selected the only odifloe S thejmmedrate neighbonrhood possessinT Lrchhtectaral interest as the site^^for their sSnThe Ooirnoil again took prompt action i
^ retervlewed the authorities, and wethereafter peti ioned Parliament, on pnbliolswell as on arch.tectn,.al grounds, not to sanctionthe proposal, so far as St. Mary Woolnoth wasoc^noerned. The Bill did not reach the c™rnittee stage, but in the event of its being retrodnced our opposition will be renewed.® Theprogressive and destructive spirit illnstrated inthese cases may commend itself to the severentilrtariamsm of the da,T, but you will rfr^sure, concur with me irl thinking that Sinterests of real progress have beef, pror[„ted

wZ conservatism which haqprompted our action.
wmon nas

The Mellingto^i Monument
^ ith no small satisfaction may we nota fh«fth3 great work of AlfrpT? cr® ^

,

V, ellington Monument,—is at lenffth^’iT^^^rescued from the obscurity imposed ft

memory of Jhe eteat soldt ““L^ates!

and of the great artist by whom it was con-
ceived. For this we have to thank the public
spirit and example of the cultured President of
the Royal Academy, Sir Frederic Leighton.

A'cjv Streets in London.
The projected new thoroughfare from the

Strand to Holborn, for the formation of which
the London County Council are about to seek
Parliamentary powers, appears to have created
a good deal of criticism, The scheme has been
so long under consideration, and has evidently
been so exhaustively dealt with by the Im-
provement Committee, that the presumption is
in favour of the route they propose being the
best to meet all the necessities and difficulties
of the complex problem. There are those,
however, who consider that the suggested street
is not required

;
some who think that as pro-

posed it would not be in the right place
;
while

others, again, prefer a route the continnation
of which across the Thames by means of a new
bridge would relieve the traffic of Waterloo
Bridge. I do not pretend to have sufficiently
studied the subject to be a competent judge,
but I should have thought that anyone who is
in the habit of traversing central London must
have been convinced of the necessity of some
such main artery as the County Council pro-
pose, while I should not advocate the multipli-
cation of bridges across the Thames, except on
the ground of proved necessity. The idea of
diverting the traffic from the north to the east
and west at the southern extremity of the pro-
posed street, instead of discharging it at a
single point in the busy thoroughfare of the
Strand, is a happy thought which ought to
conduce to the convenience of the public. The
expediency, howper, of laying out the street
on the central axis of a line drawn northwards
from the centre of the Church of St. Mary-le-
Strand appears to be open to doubt. The
Church of St, Mary was designed, as we know
to be viewed from the west and east, notably
the former, where it forms so charming a
feature in the street architecture of London

;

and from an artistic point of view it is ques-
tionable whether it is wise to make it the
central feature of a northern thoroughfare, to
which it would present a frontage not designed
for such a purpose, with the tower and steeple
to one side instead of being in the centre of
the vista from the north. I am disposed to
think that it would be better not thus to accen-
tuate the northern view of the church

;
and

that a happier disposition would possibly be
to make Somerset House the central feature by
taking a line for the new street a little more to
the west than is proposed. There may, how-
ever, be difficulties, or objections, of a practical
nature to the adoption of snch a treatment
and I can only, therefore, submit the sugges-
tion, with diffidence, for what it is worth. The
displacement of population involved in this
scheme would necessarily be considerable, and I
observe that, with the exception of 470 persons
whose work and occnpations necessitate their
being rehoused on the spot, and of 800 persons
whom It 18 necessary to rehouse within one
inile of their present residences, the Committee
of the London County Council contemplates
the removal of the greater proportion of the

population, amounting to about
1,800 persons, to the suburbs. This commends
Itself to niy judgment as wise. While fully
appreciating the admirable work done by the
several companies who have erected improved
artisans’ dwellings in different parts of London
1 yet think that the solution of the over-
crowding of the metropolis is to be fonnd in
the encouragement of the working classes to
reside in the suburbs, and in providing facili-
ties, by means of railways and tramways, to
enable them to do so.

^

Shonld the scheme of the London County
Council to which I have referred be carried
out, so noble a thoroughfare will afford a
worthy field for the display of architectural
skill. I observe that in their report the Com-
mittee state that the plan which they recom-mend would enable “ the Council to control the
architectural elevation of the new street.”
bhonld this mean that the control is to be real—and not visionary, as in the case of North-
umberland-avenue,—and that it is to be exer-
cised by persons competent to deal with the
fnDject, we may regard the proposal with satis-
laction

;
for, under such conditions, architects

need not dread irksome interference with their
designs, but those who claim to be so, without,

“^7 judge from their works,—
justification, would be properly subjected to
control from which the public could not fail to

derive benefit. It is to be hoped that architet
who may be consulted may be inspired by

'

lesser motive than the endeavour to educi;
public taste by adorning a public thoro^ghf^^
Our teaching is not that of a book or a pan|
ment, which may be read or cast aside, ; :

that of a picture, which may be studied or ( <

regarded at pleasure, but it is engraven iii!

material form which must be seen and readi
all men, whether they will or not. Would till

architects who undertake to design buildifl
for important sites and leading tboronghfafi
always realised that they incur responsibili'
not to their clients only, bat to the public alai
for such bnildings cannot by any possibilih
remain inoperative

;
they mast exercise sos:;

influence for good or for evil on the mindsli
men, and in proportion as they are inspired c

truth and parity, and create correspondini i

elevating emotions, are they entitled to rank)
works of architectnre. Apply this test to <1

of the most important modern thoronghfaresd
London. Speaking generally,—for there arer,
course, exceptions here as elsewhere,—who vil

say that the structures in Shaftesbury-aveiai
adorn it, or create emotions in a cnltnred mij:
other than those of irritation and disgurii
Buildings they are, certainly, —

• architectiil
they as certainly are not. Take another illl]

tratioD. Who can imagine that the authorstii
the edifices which have recently been ereol<i

on that magnificent thoroughfare, the ThanJ'
Embankment, between Waterloo and Charir.1

cross bridges, or at Albert Gate, realised t;i

responsibility I speak of? One would hi,
thought inspiration would have been derivij

from the mere fact of designing buildings 3 |i

such imposing sites, to say nothing, in the cju
of the Embankment, of the proximity
Somerset House, to the stately proportions a.i

the simple forms of which the eye turns w:<i

relief and refreshment.

'The Education of the Public Taste.

We hear much said, and we see much writtci
of the necessity of educating pnblic tasi
Would that the necessity were more generari
appreciated I for, with a really educated pubi[
taste, it would not be possible to point to c

many illastrations demonstrating, alas 1 t
lamentable absence of taste and refinement II

the part of many so-called architects. Bf
while this is too true

;
while I witness ws

dismay splendid opportunities absolutely saci
Seed, which might have been and ought to hai
been mediums for elevating and refining pab[
taste

;
yet when I recall with a chill shiver t

depressing dreariness of an age of stucco ai;

monotony now happily a thing of the pas
when I behold the bright and hopeful advent i

an age distinguished by the use of genuk
materials

;
when I appreciate the artistic spir

which unquestionably breathes in much of o
domestic work; and when I recognise the n'
doubted desire of all,—whatever their shibh
leth,—to promote the knowledge of our aii

whether by study, practice, examination, (

mstheticism
;

I gladly record my conviction th;

the architecture of to-day,—although falliil:

far short of what we long to see, althong)
exhibiting an exaggerated enthnsiasm for tli

element of quaint picturesqueness which I hop
at no distant date to see leavened by the splril

of Classic purity and simplicity,—is yet no'

altogether unworthy of the enlightenment
(j

these latter days, nor altogether oat of harmomi
with this age of progress.

j

Mr. Eustace Balfour said the agreeable dubj
had been confided to him of proposing avote
thanks to the President for his able and suggeri:
tive address. He (the speaker) would onlt
venture to refer to one or two points of th:
address. The President had alluded todraughtfii
manship in extremely well-chosen terms; ann
it was to be feared that too many men regardel
draughtsmanship as the end, and not as the meanc
He had known a great many men, thorough!:
first-rate draughtsmen, who had deceived thenij
selves by their mere ability in dranghtsmani
ship. If the bnildings which they designed conic
have been built as they were drawn they would
have been beautiful

;
but unfortunately thejt

were drawn as they could not be built. It hao
becu said of an eminent architect that if hd
could have built his own cross-hatching hie
buildings would have been splendid. Another
question to which the President had alluded*
was that of architectural competitions. It wan
bis (the speaker’s) misfortune to have to bcl

very often a sort of informal assessor in

architectural competitions, and it had occurred
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o him that the present system of compe-

itions was absolutely fatal to getting the

jest results. No private individual would be

bol enough to deliberately pledge himself to

he acceptance of a design for a building when

le had previously debarred himself from

laving any communication with the designer

js to his precise requirements. With regard to

he collection of drawings belonging to the

Duke of Devonshire, he would like to remind

he meeting that there was an enormous col-

ection of such drawings at Chatsworth, which

vould be found well worth examination and

ilassification. He also thought it most likely

hat other interesting collections of architec-

ural drawings might be found in other big

louses in England. With regard to the Pre-

ident’s allusion to labour problems, he did not

hink it was thoroughly realised by the public

n general that the cost of strikes and labour

lUputes came out of the pockets of the

lublic, and not out of the pockets of

he builders and architects. They all knew
hat builders were in the habit of putting

(U a large margin for safety when they

bought strikes were inevitable. A still more
erious matter was the disorganisation which

csued on works when strikes were pending,

be foreman having no authority over men
vho were likely to go on strike at any moment,

le himself had been told by a foreman, when
le had complained of the bad quality of the

mcklayers’ work, that he dared not tell brick-

ayers to carry out the architect’s instructions,

jeoause the whole lot would go at once. That
vas a very serious state of things, and he

;hought that the President had done well in

iirecting attention to the question.

Mr. Paul Waterhouse said it was with very

?reat pleasure that he seconded the vote of

Aianks. Ha thought it was fitting, upon an

jccasion of that kind, that a voice should

jpeak from the body of Associates, who were

Qumerically stronger than the Fellows, and
whose thanks to the President were not the

less cordial than those of the Fellows. He
thought the President was to be congratulated

upon the felicity with which he had touched

upon so many subjects relating to the welfare

of the Institute and its members. In thanking

the President for his address, they must not

forget to thank him for his services as Presi-

dent during the past year, and for the bright

promise that he gave them of bis help in the

forthcoming year. It was unnecessary for him
(the speaker) to emphasise any of the points dealt

with in the address
;

to criticise them would

be impertinent, aud to object to them would
be impossible. The President had spoken of

architectural education, and as a member of

the Architectural Association he (the speaker)

begged to express the thanks of that body for

the way in which he had alluded to their first

year’s experiment. His deliberately - spoken

words of encouragement and commendation
would be of great service to the Associa-

tion at the present time. With regard

to the subject of the publications of the

Institute, many of them felt with the deepest

satisfaction that the President had dealt

a death - blow to an anomaly. It seemed

eminently desirable that such an improvement

as he had suggested should be inaugurated

without any delay. As to the question of

qualification for the Fellowship, he believed

that they were on the eve of a change which,

carried out on the lines which the President had
suggested, would come as naturally upon the

former growth of the Institute as a flower from

the bud.
Mr. H. H. Langston supported the vote of

thanks to the President. He said he had noticed

that amongst the other qualifications described

by the President as necessary for an architect,

he had omitted to say that he should be a man
of business. As to the President’s criticism of

the buildings in Shaftesbury-avenne and on the

Embankment, he (the speaker) thought that,

whatever their shortcomings, they were

preferable to the monotony of Gower-street.

He also thought that the President should

have laid stress upon the importance of the

plaunin g of buildings, as well as on the design of

their/afarZ««. He had been a little disappointed

that the President had made no allusion to the

Public Health Act of 1891, in the administration

of which architects ought to take their rightful

part, instead of leaving it in the hands of

auctioneers and estate agents.

The vote of thanks having been carried by
acclamation.
The President briefly replied. After thank-

ing the members, he said, in reference to a

remark made by Mr. Langston, that he

regarded the plan as the most important part

of a bnilding, and a part which could not be

separated from the design. Before closing the

business of the meeting, he wished to refer to

the question of the election of a new Honorary

Secretary, As had already been announced,

Mr. William Emerson bad been nominated to

the vacant office. The Council assumed that

there would be no other nominations, and in

that case they proposed to proceed to the

election at a Special General Meeting, after the

Members’ Ordinary Meeting on the 21st inst.

The meeting then terminated.

THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON METROPO-
LITAN WATER SUPPLY.

We continue our resume* of the evidence

relating to the proposed reservoirs, remin'diog

our readers that this evidence of immediate

interest as bearing upon specific engineering

proposals has been separated from a larger

volume of evidence dealing with geological

facts, opinions and theories with reference to

the water in the chalk, and the extent to which

it may be ntiliaed. Besides the reservoir schemes

developed in detail, one proposed by Mr.

Baldwin Latham has been mentioned with

approval by Mr. Wm. Topley, the geologist;

but as it is one to appropriate the flood waters

of the Upper Ouse, just outside the Thames
Valley, it is understood to be regarded by the

Commission as not within the scope of the

reference to them, and therefore they abstain

from examining it npon its merits. In the

same manner other suggestions for going

outside the present area escape scrutiny,

although some of the supplies indicated are

practically nearer London than the remote

sources of the Thames and its tributaries. It

may be convenient to mention that the later

wituesses have included Mr. Wm. Topley,

Professor Boyd Dawkins, Professor A. H.

Green, Mr. Wm. Whitaker, Mr. Eugene de

Ranee, and Sir John Evans. In the evi-

dence of these gentlemen is embodied all

that geology can at present tell ns with

reference to the water-bearing strata of the

basins of the Thames and the Lea, and some
adjacent areas. It seems to be agreed that no
additional supply can be obtained from the

chalk immediately under London
;
that large

quantities of chalk water are escaping into the

lower Thames and into the sea, and may be

intercepted, as they are at Brighton and else-

where
;
and that some additional water may be

pumped in the Kent Company’s district. There

is, however, more conflict of opinion as to

pumping in the Lea 'N'alley. On the one hand,

it is said that climatic and other changes

account for the lowering of the Hertfordshire

streams, which lowering was complained of

bsfore the pumping began. On the other

hand, it is said that the views of the geologists

as to the storage of water in the chalk, its slow

movement, and the percolation which must
follow pumping, go to show that greater

abstractions must ultimately diminish the

surface streams. In this connexion a curious

question has been raised. Seeing that the

water “ is so securely locked up in the mass of

the chalk,” as Professor Dawkins says, that it

is forced out at the bottom by pressure at the

top, and that the yield is finally ruled by the

percolation, it was asked whether the water in

the chalk can be regarded as a reservoir and an
available supply. Professor Dawkins holds that

it is practically available on account of the

rapid flow through fissures that will be pro-

moted by pumping ;
and Mr. Whitaker will

undertake to supply London for many years

from wells, but believes that by so doing he
would dry up the surface streams. Mr.

Whitaker, as a geologist, reminded the Com-
mission that it is probable coal may be worked
some day in the South of England. If it is,

manufacturing industries will spring up, and
there will be a great increase of population that

will need a supply of water.

I^rofessor Green's Report and Evidence.

Professor A. H. Green, F.R.S., Professor of

Geology in the University of Oxford, in the

course of a long statement, made the follow-

* For reports of previous sittings of the CommiBsion,
see last volume of the Builder, pp. 41S, 436, 456, 4S0,

503 ;
and current volume, pp. 10, 29, 47, 11, 82, 103, 126,

20S, 16, 333, 363.

ing remarks on the Nine Reservoirs scheme of

Messrs. Marten Sc Rofe :

—

No. 1.—River Windrush.—The sources of

this river lie among the limestones of the

Cotswold Hills, but it soon enters a valley

whose bottom is formed of Lias clay. As
is invariably the case, under these circum-

stances, we have a broad, flat-bottomed valley,

with gentle slopes, affording no sites for reser-

voirs. The stream then again enters the porous

limestones of the Lower Oolites, and flows over

them down to Witney. The rest of the course

is over the flat of the Oxford clay. The
numerous mills on this stream, specially the

important works at Witney, would be entitled

to compensation if its waters are to be in any
way appropriated, and, in the absence of

facilities for the construction of reser-

voirs, it is difficult to see how this

could be done. A site, in the valley of this

river above Burford, has been suggested as

suitable for an impounding reservoir. It shows
in their most typical form the disadvantages

that attend sites placed in districts where the

subsoil is clay. The length of the suggested

reservoir is miles, the maximum depth of

water 44 ft. The gradient of the valley is

fairly uniform, and works out at 16 ft. to a

mile. Consequently from a point a mile and a

half from the dam there would be, even when
the reservoir is full, less than 20 ft. of water,

and for the upper three-quarters of a mile the

depth would be never more than 12 ft.

No. 2.—A site, which looks tempting, has
been suggested on the Sherborne Brook, a
feeder of the Windrush. But the reservoir

would be situated almost wholly on the open
fissured limestone of the Inferior Oolite, some
small patches at the bottom reaching down to

the incoherent Mitford sands. There is every

facility for the escape of the water through
these measures, and its discharge into the ad-

joining valley of Haycroft Bottom. This could

be prevented only by carrying a puddle-trench
round the greater part, if not the whole, of the
reservoir. The depth of such a trench would
not be less than 100 ft. and its length 7 miles.

No. 3.—River Evenlode and River Cherwell.—
The geological conditions here are so nearly the
same as those of the streams already described

that there is no necessity to particularise them.
But their case presents difficulties which have
not so far arisen. The Worcester branch of

the Great Western Railway runs along the
Evenlode Valley

;
the valley of the Cherwell is

traversed by the Birmingham branch of the

same railway, and by the Oxford Canal. Both
railways and canal are so little above the level

of the stream that any reservoirs constructed

in the main valleys would submerge both. The
canal also is supplied at various points from
the Cherwell. Sites have been suggested in

the basins of the Cherwell and the Evenlode,

which are objectionable, because they are

situated on open porous limestones. One of

these near Moreton Pinkney has the whole
bed underlaid by pervious marlstone. I do
not see how such a reservoir could be made
water-tight, except by completely surrounding

it by a puddle-trench. The length of such a
trench in this case would be at least ten miles.

It might be possible to construct reservoirs in

some of the branch valleys, and supply them
with water taken in part from the main stream
higher up. But in some of the cases which I

examined such, reservoirs would be of large

area and small depth, impoanding only small
quantities of water in proportion to the space
they occupied, liable to be drained down and
choked by vegetable growth, and in other

respects unsuitable as sources for a town-
supply. I have found that this would be the

case with the following sites that have been
suggested In these branch valleys.

No. 4.—On Sor Brook, Broughton, near Ban-
bury. Here, too, the site is wholly on pervious

marlstone, and a reservoir could be made
water-tight only by works of a most extensive

and expensive character.

Nos. 5 and 6.—On River Swere, near Adder-
bury, and on a stream near Deddington. Both
these sites possess, to a large extent, the same
disqualifications as the last.

Nos. 7 and 8.—Two other suggested sites are

on the river Dome and on the river Glyme near

Woodstock. In both these cases the under-

lying rock is the limestone of the Great Oolite.

To make these water-tight, puddle-trenches at

least 150 ft. deep and several miles long would
be reqnired.

No. 9.—River Thame.—The conditions in the

case of this river valley are very much the
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same as in the case of the river Ray. For
nearly the whole of its course it runs over
Kimmeridge clay. I should not have thought it

necessary to mention this stream at all, if it

had not been that a site has been selected on it

near Hardwick for an impounding reservoir.

This site has all the disqualifications which
have been already pointed out as attending
reservoirs placed in valleys where the sub-
stratum is clay.

In his examination, Professor Green said that
he had had many opportunities of seeing reser-

voirs in the course of construction, and be had
mapped a good deal of the country abont Bin-
bury, Buckingham, and Oxford. Last year he
spent a good deal of time in examining the
basin of the Upper Thames and all its branches,
and he had more recently examined the sites

of the proposed nine reservoirs. In answer to
the question, “ Have you considered whether
any additional supply of water could be obtained
for London from the upper part of the Thames
basin ?

" he said,—I came to the conclusion that
it was hopeless to attempt anything of the
kind. I saw very clearly that, in certain parts
of the limestone districts, there were many
valleys abundantly supplied with water, and
that there were sites in them where the
shape of the ground was suitable for the
construction of dams that would impound
large quantities of water : but I also saw that
those limestones were so open and fissured that
it seemed absolutely hopeless to make such
reservoirs water-tight, except by works of great
magnitude and enormous expense far out of
proportion to the amount of water they wonld
retain. Then, again, in the clay districts, :

noticed that the valleys are broad and open,
with very gentle slopes, and that to imponnd
any quantity of water you would have to have
very long dams, and that the reservoirs must
be all of them shallow. In fact, I came to the
conclusion that certain reservoirs might be
made which I should not call reservoirs, but
which I should call overgrown poddies. They
would be water-tight, but I should certainly not
think of calling them reservoirs. Overgrown
puddles is, I thick, the only term I conld apply
to them. There are other places where you
conld impound large quantities of water and
deep bodies of water, but they would not be
water-tight.

No. 1, he added, lies in abroad, flat-bottomed
valley, the bottom of which is formed of the
Lower Lias clay, a perfectly impervious stratum
which may be trusted to hold water certainly.
But towards the northern end the reservoir
encroaches on the Middle Lias, which is not
very thick. The Middle Lias in that district
consists of the rock bed at the top and loamy
sands underneath. They contain a good deal
of argiUaceous matter, but are not sufficiently
impervious to be safely trusted to. Therefore,
part of the puddle trench would have to be
sunk down through these Middle Lias beds into
the Lower Lias. That would involve no very
great diffiouUy. Tbe thickness probably is not
above .10 ft. or 40 ft.

;
but then there is the

danger to be combatted of the water getting
round the ends of the puddle wall and
escaping that way. That can be met by wing
trenches, and these would have to be three-
quarters of a mile long on each side. In depth
they would, perhaps, not exceed 40 ft. The
question is whether the expense would not
be out of proportion to the amount of water
impounded. A wing-trench must be carried
alongside a reservoir for the whole distance
that the water rests onithe pervious Middle Lias
In estimating the value of the reservoir we
must consider its depth. The maximum depth
at the lower end is 14 ft., the length 2^ miles,
and for the upper three-fourths there will be adepth of only 12 ft. when the reservoir is full.When It IS drawn down you would havethree-
quarters of a mile of noisome swamp full of all
sorts of pestilential growths. Bat suppose itwas merely a compensation reservoir for the
lhames ? Well, it wonld send into the Thames
practically polluted water, which might perhapsbe improved on the way to the intakes.

^

entirely on the limestone ofthe Inferior Oolite which is a very open jointedporous rock. There are some patches in itwhich cut a little lower and get into the Mid-lord sands, which are incoherent sands, utterly
Inferior Oolites

“ considerable distance all round. A
be carried through allhe Inferior Oolite down to the Lias clay. It isnot easy to estimate the thickness of the In-ferior Oolite there, but it is not less than 100 ft.

'

At Cheltenham it is over 300 ft.
;
near Oxford

30 ft. His impression was that the only way to
make the reservoir bold water would be to carry
a puddle-trench, possibly 100 ft. deep, all round
it. In other words, it was practically an im-
possible site.

No. 3 would rest almost exclusively on Middle
Lias,—the rock bed, which is by far the more
dangerous of the two subdivisions. There is very
little, indeed, of miscellaneous alluvial deposit.
In several places the bare rock bed of the marl
comes to tbe surface. It is not one of those flat-
bottomed valleys that is naturally puddled

;
it

is very moundy, and mounds largely diminish
its capacity. The rock bed is always a fissured,
ferruginous limestone. The construction of a
dam, so that water would not go underneath it,

would not be a serious matter, but it is possible
the wing trenches might have to go all round
the reservoir, one arm of which is four and the
other two miles long. He joined issue with Mr.
H. Woodward as to the slopes as well as tbe
bottom being coated with clayey material. He
could not say whether the marlstonewas water-
logged or not. Where the stream was flowing,
there was a little alluvial matter. The reservoir
will be a terribly shallow pan. The maximnm
depth is only 35 ft., and one arm is four miles
long. Tbe sides are too steep to allow of any
of this natural puddle lying upon them. Along
the sides of these valleys in the Oolite limestone
rocks, the bare rocks crop to the surface, or, if it

is a ploughed field, the field is covered so thickly
with rabble that the bare rock must be imme-
diately beneath that. Really, the sides of
the valleys are practically formed of bare rock,—
a rock bed of the marlstone. Would not the
sides of this valley be Upper Lias, as suggested
by Mr. Woodward? The water would not lie
on the Upper Lias for more than one-hnndredth
part of the area. There are one or two out-
liers of the Upper Lias, and the marlstone just
touches them at one or two points.

No. 4 rests very largely, not “ wholly," as he
had stated, on porous marlstone; but this is
the bed where the water wonld be deepest and
the pressure greatest. The sides towards the
lower end are almost entirely of marlstone, and
for a long way up the south side the upper part
of the water would rest on the rock bed of
porous marlstone. A portion of the bed is on
the Lower Lias, as Mr. Woodward said, but
towards the lower part of the reservoir by far
the greater part of the water would be resting
on the pervious rock bed. Handed Mr. Wood
ward’s map. the witness adhered to his opinion.
No. 5 rests largely on the Lower Lias clay,

but touches the Marlstone along the southern
margin and at the lower end. Mr. Rofe may
have made changes in his plan to obviate
difficulties in the making of the dam, bnt
doing that cannot alter tbe fact that a’large
Dortion of the bed will be on the porons rock
)ed of the Marlstone. The faults have affected
the water-tight character of a reservoir very
seriously. If it had not been for them, the bed
would be on the Lower Lias clay. As it is
they have let in a long strip of Middle Lias, so
that it comes to form the bed, a good deal of
it probably the rock bed. You have to reckon
with the water getting round the end of the
puddle wall, and it would be difficult indeed to
make the reservoir water-tight.

No. (} is not open to serious objection as to
water-tightness, but it is a horribly shallow
pan. It is about 2^- miles long and 35 ft. deep
at the lower end, but the upper part would be
mere swamp.

Nos. 7 and 8 cannot be judged by the lake in
Blenheim Park. In each case thd ground is
the same. There is a long, narrow, steep-sided
valley, with a flat bottom, covered with alluvial
deposit, and fairly water-tight

;
but the sidesm tbe steeper parrs are practically bare rock at

an angle of about 20 deg. In the ploughed fields
the rabble was so fresh, and the percentage of
rubble stones so large, as to show that the rock
must be immediately beneath. It was not
rubble mixed up with clay; it was lumps of
good, clean limestone. The clayey residue
would not lie on such a slope, because every
shower wonld wash it down. The lake in
Blenheim Park is in such a valley. The agent
says, as the result of soundings, that it variesm depth from 14 ft. to 20 ft. Tbe Duke of
Marlborough writes that a certain amount of
water leaks under the puddle wall, so that,
with the small depth of water resting on a
naturally puddled bottom, the lake is not
water-tight.

_

With 40 ft. or 50 ft. of water
resting on this bare rock, he did not see how
It could be prevented running away. The lake

dam might not have been so well construe
as it would be now, and there is no reason
apprehend that the dam itself leaks, but t

water finds its way through the porous liil

stone underneath the puddle of the dam.^
these valleys be did not see how you co;
make more than just shallow pans, or sheets
ornamental water like that in Blenheim Prf
Mr. Woodward mentioned that in the liil

stone of the Great Oolite, there are layi
spd. bands of clay and marl, and tli

diminish the permeability of the ror
but there is not enough to render it ai;
thing like impermeable. These clayey ban
are not continnous

;
they are wedge-shap

things, and they thin away from place to plal
Mr. Woodward has been too sanguine)
thinking that the solution of limestone andti
accumulation of an insoluble residue over t

slopes would make a reservoir practicable. I
Woodward has spoken of the lower beds of t
upper zone of the Great Oolite as containing t

much clay as to be practically impervious • b
be could not recall any example that won
support that view

;
and if he were right t

differing from Mr. Woodward, a puddle trem
would have to go down through the two zom
of the Great Oolite until you got to the Upp
Lias clay, making a depth of 150 ft. He won
not live near one of these reservoirs unless t!
wing trenches were carried all round, and th;
would be eight miles or more.

No. 9 would be perfectly water-tight,
would be possible to impound sneh water asi
shallow pan like that would hold. There wou)
be no difficulty or risk.

To Mr. Hill : Some of the sites are eminent:
unsuitable on geological grounds for imponm
iDg large bodies of water. Even a litt
lake not more than 20 ft. deep is not mac
water-tight by the sheet of natural puddle.
I had been told they were going to make a lai
in Blenheim Park, and I had looked at I

geological map, I should have said, “Grer
Oolite,—it will not hold water.” I go there an
I find It does hold water, and I want to accour
for it. The explanation, accepted by everyon.
is that there is a sheet of natural puddle, fairl
water-tight; but the sheet naturally covers tb
valley bottom, and does not reach np the slopet
So, directly yon raise your dam high enough t
bnng the water in contact with the slopes, i

will run away through the open rock that form
those slopes; and they are so steep that n
deposit will rest upon them. The Duke in hi
letter says, “ I do not believe the bed of thk
lake to be puddled, though I have no certaii
information on that point.”

A-dilitioual Sites for Itcsewolrs.

Mr. Topley made the following suggestions
A.—North of Banbury.—An excellent site f

a reservoir exists mile north of Banbnr
east of Hanwell, on a tributary of the Che
well. The reservoir would be on Lower Lii
clay, the dam also

;
but, perhaps, just touchir

the lower clayey beds of the Middle Lias on i
eastern side. The drainage area is aboi
12 square miles, or 7,600 acres; this is main
Lower Lias, with a Middle Lias. Tbe district
thinly populated. The area of the resefvo
would be about 700 acres

;
the dam 35 ft. <

40 ft. high in the middle, and about 900 yart
long; top-water-level about 360 ft. abo^
Ordnance Datum. The capacity of the rese
voir would be probably about 2,000 000 OC
gallons.

’

B.—North of Thame.—On a tributary of th
Thame, between Chilton and Chearsley. Thi
reservoir would be on Kimmeridge clay * th
extreme northern end on Coralllan beds, whic
are here mainly clay. The drainage arer
Kimmeridge and Corallian clays, with outlier
of Portland Beds and Lower Greensand, cover
about ten square miles, or 6,400 acres. Th
area of the reservoir would be about 950 acres
tbe dam about 20 ft. high in the middle an.
about 450 yards long; top-water-level abou
1.40 ft. above O.D. The capacity of thi
reservoir would probably be over 1,200 000 00(
gallons.

’

C.—Near Buckingham.-This is a reservoi
proposed by Mr. Baldwin Latham. It is on \

tributary of the Ouse, but the water could bi
brought by a cut into the Ray, near Islip. Thi)
cut would be from the upper part of the reser
voir, the bottom of which would here he exca
va.ted. The cut, in part a tunnel, would be fom
miles long. The drainage area is entirely or
Oxford clay, in part covered with drift gravel
clayey gravel, and boulder clay. The dam jusi
above the village of Padbnry, wlU be cut dowt
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on the rainfall, evaporation, and percolation of

the county. These were the resnlts of special

study and observation carried on during the

last sixteen years. The area of the county is

G30 square miles. The conclusions finally

arrived at are that the rainfall is 26-05 in.;

the percolation 10-30 in., or SOrV per cent, of the

rain
;
and the evaporation 15 75 in., or 62| per

cent, of the rain. The application of these

figures is that the county may be injured by

pumping for London from the chalk about the

point where the Colne leaves the county at

Harefield
;
and the area of the Colne about

that point is 235 square miles,—195 on chalk

and 40 on tertiaries, Reading beds, and London

clay. The county is also affected by pumping

in the Lea valley, whose area above Fielde’s

Weir is 410 square miles,—295 on the chalk,

115 on the tertiaries named. The two

areas ordinarily yield 133,000,000 gallons

daily, of which 33,000,000 is derived from

rain running oS impermeable beds into

surface streams. It is essentially a winter

supply, and the flood waters, comingoff heavily-

manured land, are unfit for drinking purposes.

The rivers are chiefly fed by the natural over-

flow of the water in the chalk, which finds its

way to the surface in springs, most of which

are in the banks and beds of the rivers. Where
there is no impermeable bed under a river, the

water would disappear if the plane of satura-

tion were lower than the river-bed
;
and it

would be lowered by increased pumping from

the chalk. To the pumping in the valley of the

Lea is attributed the drying up of the Colne at

Potterells and at North Mimms, where a man-

sion with a north aspect overlooks the bed of a

river, which is dry, except in wet winters. The

Colne joins the Ver, which is now the main

stream, but cannot have been so always, else

the united stream would have been the Ver and

not the Colne. Above the junction the Colne

has the greater catchment basin, but the Colne

is here much the smaller, because so much
water is lost to it in swallow-holes. The Ver

drains a large area of permeable beds. If

more water were abstracted from the chalk at

Watford, Rickmanswoith, or Harefield, the

springs in its bed would be converted

into swallow-holes, and the same would

happen to the Gade, its tributary the

Bulbourne. and the Chess. Water will per-

colate more rapidly through layers of flints

than through solid chalk. It might be possible

to abstract water from a lower bed of flints

without immediately drawing it out of a

higher, but, as the whole upper chalk is

permeable, sooner or later the water in the

higher bed must percolate to the lower.

Therefore a guarantee that a well will be

carried a certain depth into the chalk, and will

be steined to that depth and made quite

watertight so as to prevent water getting into

it from an adjoining stream flowing over the

chalk or from some other shallower wells in its

vicinity, is of no value. Hence, short experi-

ments to test the effect of pumping in one well

upon the level of another are of no value. It

may be a long time before the abstraction of

water from a deep well affects the flow of an

adjoining stream on the chalk, but it is certain

that it must eventually do so. In conclusion,

he urged that the water raised in Hert-

fordshire for its towns being returned to the

streams before they left the county did not

reduce the volume of the Colne and Lea

lower down; but if the water were taken from

the county and conveyed to London the rivers

would be completely robbed of it
;
and if it

were taken from the chalk their volume would

be permanently reduced.

I

Examined upon his statement, Mr. Hopklnson

j
- -

.,.1. XU u I said that his object was to show the proportion
they are hot known, damm.ng the water back
in the porous rocks and allowing them to leak.

I

P
available for supply. The

T'n onnao o-vJ-onf tVio ininta nynnlH Via fi lion nn h-ff
i/uui

. „ , . . ,
‘ ^

through the Cornbrash, but the whole of the

'reservoir will be on Oxford clay and the over-

lyiug drifts. This reservoir is estimated by Mr.

Lathara to deliver fifty million gallons daily

during 100 days. The floods in the Ouse are a

source of much trouble and expense. This

reservoir would greatly tend to diminish them,

and thus would be of local benefit, besides

largely aiding the dry-weather flow of the

Thame’.

!
Iq the course of his examination Mr. Topley

•gaid,—There can hardly be any difficulty abou

the additional sites A and B ;
they are almost

entirely of impervious clay, with just possibly a

llittle bit of the upper part of more or less porous

jbeds which can be dealt with,

t Mr. Hill : A would have a dam of 35 ft. or

140 ft. high. If you draw that down 10 ft,, there

will be very little water left in it, and a large

area of the upper part of the reservoir will

be all bare?—Yes, that applies to all shallow-

reservoirs.

Mr. Robt. Etheridge, F.R.S. of London and

Edinburgh, submitted to the Commission a

ipaper upon the Upper Thames and its tribu-

,taries, exhibited a large map of the river basins,

land handed in tables showing the resources of

’those areas, which amounted, for example, to

'20,000,000 gallons daily at Lechlade. He sug-

'gested that this water should be stored in reser-

Ivoirs, which might be constructed at Lechlade,

at Castlebeaton, at the mouth of the Windrush,

and at the month of the Evenlode. These were

'sites where reservoirs could be excavated from

the Oxford clay entirely, in order to store water

for the purpose of equalising the flow of the

iThames. At Cassington one could be con-

istrncted partly in the Oxford clay. Another

’place was Standon, in Hertfordshire ; and at the

mouth of the Colne, east of its confluence with

the Thames beyond Lechlade, a reservoir might
be constructed to store the water of four rivers.

No reservoirs can be made above Lechlade out

!of the Oxford clay. No reservoirs can be made
in the Colne, Marston Brook, or Cherwell, which
'could be watertight. Whatever water is to be

used is to be taken at Lechlade or St. John’s

tiOck or Weir. The reservoirs he suggested

could be constructed only by excavation, not by
embankment.

Proposed Leahing lieservoirs.

Mr. Topley, in concluding his evidence, said

there was one thing be mentioned with some
reluctance, but it bad occurred to him as

worthy of consideration whether the springs of

the upland areas of the Thames,—the uuder-

;ground storage of the porous strata,—could not

be artificially increased by the construction of

ireservoirs that would slowly leak. Engineers,

he said, will probably consider it quite a
ivisionary scheme, but it is merely an expansion
of an idea which old William Smith, the early

lEnglish geologist, had, and which be actually

applied on a small scale tc the supply of Scar-

borough. He was a great canal engineer, and
he suggested that it should be applied to the

supply of some of the canals in central

England. What I think is that on certain

sites which may not be good enough to

I bold water permanently through the dry

I
weather and so be used as storage reser-

I voirs, it will be possible to build a dam
across, keep the water back, and allow it

to percolate slowly through the porous rocks

I
and come out as springs. One would want to

know whether they would hold water long

, enough to yield a large supply during the driest

I weather. It would take a long time for the

i water to saturate the rocks and run out, and it

I would overlap the dry seasons. The object is

to increase the dry weather discharge artificially

,
by making artificial springs in areas where

To some extent the joints would be filled up by
the deposit brought down by the floods, and
that is one of the points of the engineers in

: recommending sites that are apparently not as

good as they might be. Of course, one would
: not attempt to make such a reservoir as I

suggest in an area at all impervious
;

it should

be a moderately pervious area. Possibly some
I of the reservoirs suggested here would serve

the purpose, and two of them would not. If

they cannot be made absolutely water-tight

they would slowly leak, and in slowly leaking

they would make fresh springs, and that would
Increase the dry weather flow of the Thames.

The Claims of JPertfordshWe.

Mr. John Hopkinson, F.G.S., submitted a
' statement, accompanied by numerous returns,

XXXW.XXX rainfall he took at 26 in., the percolation

at about 6|in., and the evaporation at 19* in.;

or of the rainfall 74 per cent, was disposed of

by evaporation and 26 by percolation. This

gave daily yields of 57,500,000 for the Colne,

and 54.500,000 for the Lea, which ought

not to be supplemented by flood water.’,

because they were unfit for drinking purposes.

It was disadvantageous to the county to pump
water from the chalk at all. The injurious

effects would be felt in dry seasons, but not in

wet ones. Too much water was being taken at

present. In reply to Sir A. Geikie, he said

that he had twice seen the effect of water flow-

ing over the chalk and not percolating. It is

so rare that he once went to Hii-chin to see it

;

and he saw it also once in the neighbourhood

of Berkbampstead. In both cases the chalk

was scooped out, while as a rule the water per-

meates the chalk. He had seen water disappear

from the Colne and the Colne almost dry, and

then he had seen the water flowing lower

down. Therefore, he assumed that the general

flow of the water in the chalk is parallel with

the flow of the river. The Bourne flows into

the Gade near Berkbampstead, once in a few

years, but, when it is dry for the most parL it

is seen flowing where there is a little depression

in the surface.

Mr. Urban Armstrong Smith adduced many
details in support of Mr. Hopkinson’s case.

Bit F. Bravinell on Chalk Supplies.

Sir F. Bramwell, examined on that part of his

statement which dealt with this branch of the

subject, said that the water supply for tbe

metropolis could, be thought, be very largely

iucreased from wells without detriment to the

streams on tbe surface. The East London

Company in many places reached tbe chalk by

pieiciug the clay above tbe chalk. They found

the water in the chalk, and the water rose to a

certain height when they were not pumping.

That height was much below the depth of tbe

surface streams. If pumping lowers tbe water-

level by 50 ft., that does not bring the surface-

water down. Asked “ Do you not think it is tbe

cbalk-wat er that flows into the stream rather than

the streams into tbe chalk 1 ” be said, “ I think

both take place. Where you have chalk-water

overlying impermeable clay, there you get a

spring going into the streams.” He agreed

that on the whole the floors of tbe streams were

tolerably impervious, so that water came to

them from the chalk, rather than to the chalk

from them. If at a distance from where the

springs come in you lower the water standing

in tbe chalk below tbe streams, yon do not

thereby deprive tbe streams of anything. If

you sink a well and intercept a chalk stream

coming out in a spring it would be different

;

but if you sink a well where tbe water goes

into the chalk, and it has to find its way

through subterranean conduits, the lowering of

tbe level of the water in the chalk cannot have

any effect on a stream.

Chalk Supplies from Hampshire and Wiltshire.

Professor Robinson, besides proposing tbe

Kennet Valley reservoir, said that the chalk in

Hampshire and Wiltshire would yield a supply

for 5 000,000 of people at a capital outlay of

not more than 5,000,0002., equal to about

33,0002. per million gallons a-day. The

working expenses would be about 70,0002. a

year, or leas than one-third of a penny per

1,000 gallons delivered in London, and the

softening of the water could be effected at a

cost of a farthing per 1,000 gallons. In Hamp-

shire 330 square miles of tbe upper gathering

grounds of the rivers Test and Itchen would

vield 77,000,000 gallons a day, calculated on

the basis of utilising G in. of rainfall per

annum from chalk areas, which

total annual raiufall of 30 in. In Wilt-

shire 300 square miles of the chalk area,

which includes the Salisbury Plain district,

.•ould yield 70.000,000 gallons per day, on the

same basis of utilising 6 in. out of a total rain-

fall o£ 30 in. These combined volumes, amount-

ing to 147,000,000 gallons per day, could be

intercepted at levels varying from 120 ft. to

195 ft above Ordnance Datum, and pumped

into a high-level aqueduct. Tbe average lift for

the whole would be 1G3 ft., which is consider-

ablvless than that of the existing waterworks.

Out of the total volume of 147,000,000 gallons

per day. nearly 100,000.000 gallons per day

would be available at the highest level The

water thus intercepted would be pumped, w;th

this comparatively small lift, into a mam high-

level conduit, and delivered by gravitation to

London, to points at an elevation of 240 ft.

above Ordnance Datum.

Sir E. Easton on Chalk Supijdies.

Sir Edward Easton, C.E., said that he bad

been in practice forty years, and had designed

and constructed upwards of fifty waterworks.

Of the nineteen that immediately adjoin or

are within Greater London, eighteen draw their

water either from chalk springs or from wells

and borings sunk in the chalk. These are

Watford. Richmond.
Rickmausworth. Epsom.
South-West Sutton.

South Essex.

Herts and Esses.

Chesbnnt.
Enfield.

Tottenham.
Barnet.

Colne Valley.

Suburban.
Uxbridge.
Leatherhead.

Croydon.
East Surrey.
Gravesend.
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One, West Sotrey, takes its water from the
Thames. He had been personally engaged in
constracting the works of South Essex Herts
and Essex, Watford, Sutton, East Surrey, and
Oravesend. Water derivable from wells in the
districts of the outside companies will be snffi-
cient to provide a supply for those districts for
at least double the population. The quantity
of water available in the chalk stratum is
doubtless very large. Most of the water which
IS absorbed into it runs by underground
chatinels into the sea, without either appearing
on the surface or serving any useful purposes.
This is Piirtionlarly and demonstratablythe casem those distriots of the chalk which empty
themselves below the fault which exists to the
East of London. Amuch larger quantity of theram which falis upon its surface is absorbed
and much more passes away from it by hidden
outlets, than has generally been estimated
Moreover the time during which the water
remains m the chalk is much shorter than is
generally supposed; that is, there is no such
thing as storage for years or even many months
IhiB can be proved most easily by taking theexamples of those districts where the area of
absorption is deSned and the hidden outlets

hen the chalk abuts on the sea as at Brighton
Dover, Ramsgate, and D.al. At Brighton
Btetistics carried over twenty years show*^ that

toliows the fluctuations in the rainfall with

s[Sl
“Sd'atity after from three to four months,

bimilar observations at the Wisbech water-

fnli n
^"Stton the water is intercepted

which are driven transverseiy to the fissures or

on? of oo"'"'; f “'I althoughout of one sot of tunnels there can be pumnld
?hi.T‘ 8"l'dh»ht the lowest Sme
inv t1.r“ “2 fdpresent the total quantity pass-ing through the chalk, as there is always a

'

tatad '
i, fu

accurately ascer-tained, as its northern limit must be the

S?f toM ''dth two-and-a-

of fifteen square miles

RHvM* ‘I'd tunuL of theBrighton waterworks, and it requires 10 in nf

yieia ot the wells is much greater On
average, two-thirds of the fainfali fiu*

its way into the chalk. Another proof of
the passage of water by hidden channels
towards the sea is the fact that rivers and
streams fed by a. chalk gathering-ground are so
much smaller that those from an impervious
area. Measurements of bridges on rivers flowing
from contiguous watersheds show that in ad
cases water-ways are four to five times larger
for rivers flowing from impervious grounds than
those for streams from a chalk district. A
much larger quantity of water may be obtained
by means of tunnels from the chalk in both
Kent, East London, and New River districts by
the interception of the streams flowing through
fissures and channels into the bed of the
Thames.
As we have already stated, the Commission

stands adjourned until the 15th inst.

Jllnstrations.

DESIGN FOR COMPLETION OP SOUTH
KENSINGTON MUSEUM,

S^^HIS^is the elevation of the design sub-
3 ra “fitted in competition by Mr. John

Belcher. In regard to the pro-
posed arrangement of the building, Mr. Belcher
writes ;

—
“The galleries being designed in blocks of

two and three stories respectively, this group-
ing has been expressed in the elevations. The
main central gallery of three stories, which
covers the lofty Architectural Courts and
extends along the full length of the site, has been
arranged to maintain the line of frontage of the
Natural History Museum. Two domes rise
above the octagon galleries, and the height of
naain ^llery returns along the centre portion
ot the Eshibition-road frontage, containing the

,
bcience Library, and is bounded by the furnace
tower. In front of the main gallery are
grouped the east and west wings containing the
two stories of galleries and the offices, and
connected by the quadrant forming the recessed
entrance court. Four small towers are placed
av the angles, two of which form entrances to
the quadrant, all grouping together in the

;

approach from the Cromwell-road. The lower !

two-storied buildings are enclosed by an archi-

1

tectnral order which includes the quadrant, and
IS continuous; throughout the whole of both'
frontages

;
the upper third story block is grouped

behind this on both elevations. In the bays of

this continuous entablature which ensun
harmony and breadth of design, the treatmei
of the galleries, staircases, offices, an
entrances is freely expressed and varied. 0
the outer walls of the top-lighted gallerie
sculpture in low relief is introduced as a friezf
and the tiers of office-windows introduce
where they occur. The colour-treatment o
stone and red brick has been adopted t
harmonise with the existing buildings.
The position of the furnace tower has no

only been dictated by that of the beating an<
warming apparatus, of which it is a necessar
part, but is also upon the highest part of th'
site, and so placed that it does not overpowe
either frontage or the adjacent buildings.
Interior.—The just proportions of the rooms

convenience of arrangement for exhibition, am
the provision of ample light, have been thi
principles most considered. Among Europeai
museums and galleries visited and studied
those at Vienna designed by the late Dr
Semper, an early art director of the Scienci
and Art Department, have afforded examples o:
the latest experience. The gallery at Dresden
also designed by him some years previously
and the new and old Pinacotheks at Munich
with the National Gallery and the old Musenn:
at Berlin, may be named as illustrations o1
typical Continental museums, so that th<
arrangements and scale can be compared with
the completed plan of the South Kensington
Museum.
The central long gallery, which is 41 ft. wide,

is lighted from both sides on the ground and
first floors, except where it abuts on the wall of
the architectural court.
The top-lighted courts have roofs of the same

type as that of the Italian Court, which offers
advantages in the arrangements of blinds, &:c.
The small top-lighted courts are of the pro-
portion of the spans of the Lord President’*
Court. The sections and plan of the picture
gallery roofs have been carefully worked out,,
it being found that a picture is well lighted if
it receives clear light from the sky at an angle
of 45 deg., the spectator ’* eyes being free of
direct light and reflected lights from all
surfaces avoided.
The perpendicular rays of light must be in-

tercepted on the crown of the skylight, being
,
very productive of reflected lights from the
floor."

As it is not usual with us to publish
drawings which have previously been given to
other archiiectural journals for publication.
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LEANING TOWER, SARAGOSSA : NOW IN COURSE OF DEMOLITION,—From a Drawing bv .Mr. Heber Rimmee.
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and as this elevation has appeared in two other

joarnals, a word of explanation may be neces-

sary. Onr contemporary the Architect pub-

lished several of the drawings of this design

(of course with Mr. Belcher’s consent), but as

this elevation was there given on a very small

Ecale, and as It has since received a place of

honour in the Architectural Room of the Royal

Academy, we considered a publication of it on

a larger scale was not an infringement of the

spirit of our rule. In regard to the other

previous publication, we have Mr, Belcher's

authority to say that the drawing was pub-

lished not only without his permission but to

bis great displeasure, by persons who seem to

think that if they are once allowed to get a
camera into a room full of competition

drawings, the drawings are so much plunder,

to be annexed without the ceremony
of asking the permission of the archi-

tects, or without caring whether they

wish it or not. The fault may rest partly

with those in charge, who are not sufficiently

strict or not sufficiently alive to the architect’s

right to have his wish consulted as to publica-

tion
;
but it is perfectly certain that no journal

which has any sense of an artist's right in his

work would publish his drawings without his

permission being obtained or even asked for.

Not long since we published an Indignant letter

(much stronger in its original expressions than

in the form in which we printed it) from an

architect whose design in a competition had
been similarly “ looted,” of course by the same
agency

;
and it will probably be advisable for

architects in future, when competition drawings

of any importance are to be exhibited, to make
a stipulation that their drawings are not to be
photographed for publication by anyone who
does not show their written permission, which
will be the only way to put a stop to these pre-

datory habits.

NEW PREMISES IN HEATH-STREET,
HAMPSTEAD.

The ground floor of these premises is

entirely devoted to the business of a dairy

company. In front is a large hall, which is

partly used as a retail shop, partly as a working
dairy, and part is screened off by a walnut-
wood framing, about 8 ft. high, to form offices.

and fixed by the Burmantofts Company, the
iron columns being encased in the same
material. The yard at the back is covered by
a glass and iron roof.

The first floor, above the milk dairy and
washing place, contains dormitories and a
common sitting-room for unmarried men in the
employment of the Dairy Company. The upper

floors, over the front portion, are residential

flats. The contractor for the general work was

Mr. Toms
;
the carving on the front was carried

out by Mr. Thomas; and the artificial stone

paving was laid by the Patent Paving and

Construction Company.
The whole of the work was supervised by

Mr. Dalton, clerk of works. The architect is

Mr. Keith D. Young.
The view of the front of the building is

reproduced from a water-colour drawing by

Mr. W. H. Atkin Berry, which was exhibited

in the last Royal Academy.

BOAT-HOUSE AND ENIRANCE LODGE.

Thi3 design was made to serve both as an

entrance lodge to a country house and the boat-

house of a private club. The gatekeeper’s

rooms occupy the half nearest the Bridge, and

are principally on the first floor, and reached

by a staircase by the side of the entrance-

gates
;
they include sitting-room, kitchen, and

three bedrooms.
The club rooms are entered under the large

arch shown in tbe drawing, and consist of com-

mittee and general rooms, and accommodation

for the caretaker over. The general room is on

the first floor, and occupies the corner with the

balcony and turret. The materials are a warm
yellow stone for the walls and red tiles for the

roof covering. The estimated cost is 1,2352.

The drawing, by the architect, Mr. C. E.

Mallows, was exhibited at the Royal Academy.

A VICARAGE IN SURREY.

The accommodation provided by this design

is, in addition to that shown on the ground-

plan annexed to the illustration, five

bedrooms, dressing-room, bath-room, &c., on

first floor. The materials proposed are red

brick with stone dressings for porch, corbelled

course for top story, and for parapet and

chimney copings.

Hollow external walls are proposed, and

roofing in Broseley tiles.

Tbe archifect is Mr. T. MacLaren : the draw-

ing was hung in the last Royal Academy
Exhibition.

BRIDGE OF Sr. BENEZET, AVIGNON.

This rather famous bridge was first built in

1178-1188, but has had a very disturbed exist-

ence since. It was cut in 1395 during the siege

of the Pope’s palace, and inadequately repaired

in 1118, but the arch which had been rebuilt

fell in 1602, causing the fall of three others

with it. Two others fell in 1633, and it is

reduced to four arches on the town side.

The floods rise to a great height on tbe

Rhone at this point, and it was perhaps partly

with tbe view of reducing tbe pressure of the

flood water that tbe spandrels were pierced.

The chapel on the bridge is in two stories,

one on the biidge level and the other approached

by steps.

The illustration is from a drawing by Mr. A.

Needham Wilson.

LEANING TOWER, SARAGOSSA.

The “ Torre Nueva,” as it was christened

when built, was erected in the Plaza San Felipe

in 1604. It leans 10 ft. out of the perpen-

dicular, and is in general appearance Moorish

in style, though considerab’y coarser in detail

than genuine Moorish work.

This fine and interesting tower has been

condemned for destruction for some months

past; in fact, it was announced that it was to

be taken down in June, but probably on

account of the opposition to the scheme from

some of the townspeople, who were not so

indifferent as their municipal government to

the destruction of a remarkable work of archi-

tecture, the destruction was postponed, but

has, we understand, been commenced two or

three weeks ago, and we presume the tower

may be considered as a lost monument by this

time. The plea for its removal is that it is not

safe in its present position, which would have

been a reason for taking it down and rebnild-

ing it on a proper foundation, but not for

destroying it.

The height is 70 mitres (230 ft.)
;
the thick-

ness of the walls for the first two stages on the

south (to which tbe tower leans) is 18 ft, on

the north 12 ft.
;
tbe extra thickness of walling

on the south was added in 1S60. The central

staircase, which has no newel, is 12 ft, across
;

above these two stages the staircase is built in

the thickness of the wall, the centre portion

being carried up a closed well with 2-ft. walls,

the external walls at this point being 5 ft.

thick, diminishing to 3 ft. at the top. The

octagon at the bottom is 42 ft. across, at the

top 30 ft. (external dimensions).

The illustration is reproduced from a drawing

by Mr. H. Rimmer.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION:

THE APPLICATION OP AN ARCHITECTURAL
EDUCATION.

The second ordinary meeting of this Asso'

ciation for the present session was held on

Fiiday evening, the 4th inst., in the meeting-

room of tbe Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects. Mr. H. O. Cresswell, President, occupied

the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting having

been read and confirmed, the following gentle-

men (forty-eight in number) were elected

members Messrs. F. S. Short, H. H. Skipper,

Cyril Power, T. F. Green, G. H. Smith, G. P.

Sheridan. W. H Barrett, A. E. Gardner, F. E.

Morris, A. H. Allan. S. P. Brinson, J. S. Lee,

P. E. Stenning, E. G. Page, A. Stedman,

A. F. J. Cox, C. A. J. Sharman, A. J. Gurney,

T. E. Abbott, P. G. Redgrove, B. Hoole,

J H. W. Lake, R. S. Y. Fowler, A. G. Bewes,

T. Wallis, F. Lisbman, M. G. Pecbell, P. Monip,

W. H. May. G. 0. Scorer, P. Sherrin, M. F. W.
Bunney, A. B. Hayward, C. R. Hicks, E.

Wheeler W. J. Wagborne, J. E. C. Shield, J. P.

Bishop, G. B. Hoole, C. de Gruchy, S. Perkins,

A. E. Daintoc, A. W. Pocock, J. H. Coram,

J. L. Walker, F. C. Simpson, E. C. Nisbet, and

H, E. Y. Haggard.
Mr. William Young, F.RI.B.A., then read a

paper entitled “ Notes on the Application of

an Architectural Education.” After some intro-

ductory remarks, he continued as follows ;

A few months ago I was present at a meeting

of the Institute, and the discussion was very

warm, and everybody in general disagreed with

everybody else. At last, towards the close,

Prof. Kerr got up and said, “I’ll tell you a

story.” These words were like oil on troubled

water, and for the first time that evening there

was general agreement in listening to, and

heartily appreciating, the Professor's story.

Now, Sir, if I may be allowed, I shall take a

hint from the Professor, but with a difference.

I shall begin my remarks on tbe subject by a

story,—a little sketch from life,—in place of

ending with one. Some years ago, when I was

younger than most of yon I see before me to-

night, I found myself one of a band of young

men engaged in the study of art
;
most of us

were students of architecture, but we had one

thing in common, we were all enthusiasts for

art. We discussed art incessantly,—we agreed

and disagreed about it. One thing is certain,

just as iron sharpeneth iron we all derived

benefit from our interchange of ideas. But not

content with the interchange of views amongst

ourselves, we thought we could do some-

thing for the advancement of architecture.

This, it was decided, was to take shape in a

magazine devoted to the art side of architecture

with nothing of tbe newspaper in it. This was at

a time when the illustrations in tbe building

papers were few, and had not reached tbe excel-

lence they have attained to at the present day.

Well, our scheme had so far advanced that

we bad a meeting with a well-known printer,

to advise us as to tbe printing and publishing

our friend the printer, an amiable, kind old

gentleman, with much experience at his trade,

listened patiently to all we bad to say, and at

the end he replied, “ Any one can write a book

or a magazine,—and any fool can print it but

it takes a very clever man to sell it.”

I do not quote this story to dissuade any

of you from becoming authors and apply-

ing your architectural education in that

way (it shows you tbe views printers and

publishers take), for in spite of the wise

advice several of us did blossom into authors.

This little glimpse out of tbe past came into

my mind when reading over your Currioulum

for tbe present session. I was impressed with

its comprehensiveness. I thought of the time

just past when every architectural student had

to work out his education in his own way, and

I wondered how men like Wren and luigo

Jones acquired their architectural^ education,

without even tbe aid of the splendid arcbitoc-

tural libraries now at our service, and with

very little instruction in drawing.

I may safely say there never was a time in
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the history of this conntry when the edncation
of an architect was so well provided for as the
present. The student has bis course mapped out
for him, and facilities are given him which were
never within the reach of students of architec-
ture before. Great credit is due to this Asso-
ciation for this good work. You have made it,

shall I say, easier, to acquire a good architec-
tural education now then ever it was before.

—

but the difficulties of putting that education
into practice, are as great now, if not greater,
than ever they were. You have given us, or
are giving us, the training, and the know-
ledge, the art, and the power, whatever you
like to call it, to design buildings, make plans,
and write specifications. But it is the question
of the author and the publisher I have just re-
ferred to. The difficulty of realising out designs
in brick and .stone remains undiminished.
The most difficult period in an architect’s

career is when a young architect begins to turn
his education into practice. Remember, I
only say it is difficult, not an insurmount-
able difficulty. Indeed, some of you may
get over it as easily as you passed over
the po)is asinorum. Some of you may be born
into the way of practice, some may be thrust
into it by kind friends, but with zeal and energy
all of you may forge your way into it.

Having completed your education, and
passed all your examinations,— I am not sore
whether you have examinatious,— but that does
not matter, for the real point for you indi-
vidiially is to have a thorough grasp of all the
subjects

;
the fact of passing an examination

will not serve you in the hour of need, bat
having a firm grip of the subjects will serve
you.

In case I may be misunderstood when I sayA.LX ^.£400 i i±ia,y miauauersioou wneu 1 say
“ baying completed your architectural educa-
tion,” I mean having completed your arcbitec-
t.Tirnl nr'Q f 4/iTi XT--tnral edncation here. ‘For an arcbftiot'B
education is never complete. It is like
the brook that goes on for ever

; at any
rate for every true architect, bis education
IS always going on, and that is what gives theman who has been a long time in practice, and
^nealot of work, such an immense advantage
He has an edncation which only comes bv
doing much work. It cannot be got in any

practice you
will find the advantage of the education yon

your mind well stored
with Knowledge, you can make use of it all in
the practice of architecture. Know something
of everything and everything of something
That IB the ideal education lor an architect
But do not lose sight of this fact, that after alleducation is only the tools with which you are

^ by his work!and not by the tools with which he does itAnd It IS not the tools you posssess, nor anyornamentation in the way of letters after yourname, no matter what those letters are thatwill make your position as an architect 'it is

siring lEctnres, ortaking part m discnssions, or writing letters to

V 5'onr position as anarchitect No
;

it is jour work and yonr workalone. As a good tree is known by its trail so

hi! wor?X“‘ ‘’y

At the commencement, many ot you maylook to competitions as one way of applyingyour edncation I am not going into th^qCs*
I

“““Pnitiwn, for I do not know much
ttan most of "tore about itthan most ot you here to-night, both behindthe scenes and m front. But I cannot pastthis subject, because I belieye competition tiasa fascination for most young architects I donot think it has for the older ones ’jittyonng men beginning their career as arohBtects regard it as a short cut to success

It i® ail romance Itwould do yery well lor a noyel
n

pnbHc“'taildtag, aT he^wClS^gerre ®?rf

psS'nTar'ttflwtt tboyf'at’l fhftthe'"
older architects nowhere, but fifiing

hrey:;ttnrtrtre;”othfThto‘‘‘\rdtti

as jumping at one bound to the^toftt'fht
Ume^of gttwth^f”* »ere must begrowth. We are not aU like Jonah's

gourd, that sprang up in a night. If we were
we should be no more enduring.
Your probabilities of success in competitions

will be much greater after you have had two or
three years’ experience in carrying out build-
ings

;
your designs will then take a practicable

and realisable form that they would not have
without this experience
Although I am not a believer in competition,

they are an established custom, for the present,
which we have to face, and I am not going to
say anything that would discourage you from
competing. But let me say, I believe you
might count all the men who have made a
position for themselves, by competition, on
your fingers. Few have gained by them, and
architects, as a body, have lost by them.
Look for a moment at a competition from a

financial point of view. Let ns take one for a
building to cost, say, 20,000/,, twenty-five
designs are sent in, and probably a good many
more begun and not sent in. Each design
would have about ten drawings, and you
may put down the minimum out-of-pocket
expenses at 40/. Take 40 by 25 and you
will find the twenty-live competing architects
faave spent 1,000/. in order that one of them
may earn a commission of 1,000/. It is not as
if the successful architect took the 1,000/. for
the competition drawings. No, he has still to
make all the working drawings, &o., to earn his
commission just as if there had been no com-
petition.

A commercial man would say this may be art
or it may be profession, but it is not good busi-
ness. But there is a much more serious objection
to competitions, which is this : After you have
taken every possible pains, and expended skill
and labour, not to mention money, and really
have produced a design of high merit, you
have to face this fact That in competi-
tions generally the gate of success seldom
swings on the hinges of merit. It is a
startling statement to make, but it is a fact
Von may dispute it. but you will not be able to
refute it, and I repeat it. I say, in competi-
tiops generally the gate of success seldom
swings on the hinges of merit. It does
sometimes; it should always, but it does
not. More often it is lifted from its true
and natural bearings bv the leverage of local
influence

;
aye. even if you should have the

assessor’s award in your favour; and it has even
been known to be held up by the rotten props
of corruption. It is for this reason, amongst
others, that my advice to you is this : Pat £ot
your trust in competition, for the ways thereof
are dark and doubtful. Use them if you will
but only as an extra string to your bow it yoii
use them at all.

^

It yon will compete, use great discretion as
to the competitions you go in for. Do not
attempt a subject yon have no experience
in; wait until there is one you understand
ihe planning of many classes ot buildings
such as hospitals, lunatic asylums, and work-
houses, IS the result of a development bv
specialists, and yon could not make yourself
thoroughly acquainted with the subject in the
time al.owed. Don't attempt too much or toomany and stick in the middle. I have knownmany promising young men who were always
beginning things and completing nothing—they
were failures on that account. It is a wholesome rule to complete anything you put yourhand to—try It, and you will Snd out its value.Don t give all your thoughts to the elevations
to the neglect ot the plans. Be strong in yourplanning if you mean to win. Don’t send inscamped and anyhow kind ot drawings for theplans and sections and beantiful drawings for
the elevations. Don’t compete where the con-
ditions are mean or unfair and avoid all com-
petitions which announce three premiums audm a lictle note at the end informs yon the firstpremium will merge in the commission, as a

*'*,

1
**

1

,'*^
'I premiumsnot three, and they should honestly say soSome committees think that architects will

accept any oondilioos they choo.se to impose
If architects were united, as theyrtonld be, all this would soon be changed’.Don t make a design that would cost double

the sum stated an assessor is bound to throw
.Pt®Ptt6 yonr design and

as if you were going to besaddled with the responsibility of oarry*ing outthe work. One of the best things to knowabout competitions is to know when to avoid

I will wind np my remarks on competitionsby a little story told me by a client who eat in

the House of Commons for about fo:
years :—An honourable member, who was
garded as one of the roost polished speaki
in the House, was expected to speak one eveni
in a debate. The question was one w;
which be was well acquainted. The hoi
went by, but the honourable member ne^
once tried to catch the Speaker’s eye. ]

was met afterwards, in the lobby, by soi
friends, who asked him “ Why did you n
speak to-night 1 We all expected yot
“ Well,” he replied, “ I intended to speak

;
b

let rne tell you I have often been sorry, tl

morning after, for havicg spoken. I never ywas sorry for bolding my tongue.”
I believe it is a fact that on the mornir

after the result of every competition is ma(
known there are many men sorry for havii
competed—perhaps sorry would be too mild
word to express the feelings ot some of the:
after they see the accepted design

;
but if yc

were to poll the country over you would pn
bably not find one man who was sorry for nc
having taken part in the competition.
The most interesting individual for you whe

you commence practice is a client. Thei
are two classes of clients, the private ind
vidual and a public body, represented t

you by a committee. There are, of courst
infinite varieties of both, but they both requii
management, in the sense of understandin
them and their wants (for what they want an
what they ask for is often two different things'
so as to be able to guide them and get on wit
them, sometimes a very difticult and delicat
thing to do, and requires a great deal of judg
menc and sometimes much patience. I
is a simple enough thing to do when yoi
know how, but as the way of doing it is no
taught in the classes, you will only come by i

by experience. Some men have the gift intui
tively. Some never acquire it, and, in conse
queuce, instead of going on smoothly ant
pleasantly with their clients and becoming
friends it is all the other way, disagreemeni
and differences and dissatisfactions. On suet
terms the game is not worth the candle.
The great thing is to getyour client’s entin

confidence, and I must say that the comprehen.
sive education you are pursuing here will help
you, in a large measure, to this end. For clients
ask all kinds of questions, on every conceivable
subject, and you are expected to be able to
answer at once. If you cannot, they think that
you are not so well informed as you ought
to be.

You will find that some amount of foreign
travel, and a personal acquaintance with some
of the principal buildings in Europe, both
ancient and modern, and also of these in our
own country, will be of much service to you in
gaining your client’s confidence, and immense
service to you in your work.

This necessity of having your client’s con-
fideuce and being able to manage him, or, in
other words, advise and guide him, is the more
necessary, for you will find in many instances,
probably in most, if you want to carry out good
work it is not enough to be able to prepare good
designs. You will also have to persuade jour
client to Jet you carry them out unmutilated.

If you have a special feature in yonr design

—

one on which you pride yourself for its
originality and go—it is almost sure to be
objected to on the'seore of expense, or simply
because it is original, and they don't like it;
and it will depend on your judgment and tact
to bring your client round to your views.
A good many buildings are ruined and good

designs spoilt by the architect having to
give way to his client, in fact, following
him in place of leading him. I remember a
very terse criticism made on a drawing in the
Academy, which was to this effect: Mr. Blank
seems unfortunate in always having the vigour
and go taken out of bis design to please bis
clients.

Committees, I was once told, are the most
difficult clients to get on with

;
my experience

is all the other way, I think they are excellent
clients to get on with. But you will require
some acquaintance with the rules of proce-
dure in committee. This is important for yon
to learn, for committees are strict as to rules
of procedure. See that everything decided upon
is put in the minutes, and have a copy of
every minnte sent to you.

^

If the work you are engaged on takes a long
time the committee at the end may be entirely

' changed from the one you started with, and
you may be the only one left who knows what
has taken place

;
and your acquaintance with
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the minutes, &c., 'will keep them right. They
will look to you to do so. If you do not get

on with your committee, you will have a bad
time, for then comes in the truth of the saying

that “a committee has no soul to be saved.”

Avoid making speeches in committee; the

Committee look upon that as their prerogative.

Say what you have to say in a few words.

Be always in touch with the Chairman
;
he

has usually a great inliuence over the other

members, and is expected to know everything.

Do not take a committee by surprise. If you
want anything important,—an extra 20,000/. or

so,—don’t throw the request like a brick at their

heads. Talk things over first with the Chairman
and two or three others. You will find that most
important business in committee is pretty well

agreed upon before it comes formally before the
meeting. If your committee take a wrong view of

a matter, or are likely to divide in place of being
UDanimous, get the matter put off until another
day,—what you want will then probably come
all right. Committees have immense powers,
and when they once come to a decision it is

almost impossible to get them to alter it.

With committees, as with private individnals,

you will find that with a little tact, and being
always straightforward and open, and especially

being yourself strong,—with sound reason and
clear.—as to what you want to do, you will

generally succeed in leading your client to do
what be ought to do,—or, rather, to let you do
what should be done. But if you are undecided
yourself, have not fully made up your mind, if

you are vacillating and uncertain, then depend
upon it your client will often make yon do
things that will be no credit to you and be no
satisfaction to him, and they will blame you for

it. And, by the way, let me add emphatically,

if you want to manage them, never put on what
is called “ side.” It is detestable under all cir-

cumstances, and would at once put a committee
against you.

If you manage well, yon will find that many
a man whom you meet at first only as a client

becomes your friend for life, and this manage-
ment of clients is worth taking trouble over, if

you consider that the main object of it is to

enable you to do better work,—to save your
design from being cut down and spoilt, and so
far promoting the practical advancement of

architecture. For remember this, one good
work does not remain alone, but leads others to
do good work.

It was said in this room, and it has been said
elsewhere, that after all architects were the
servants of the British public, and you will

have to give them what they want. Well, I

admit we are the servants of the British public,

but we will best serve them by giving them
what they ought to have and what is best for

them.
Some of the British public have strong pre-

judices and fads
;
some have even brilliant

ideas, which, alas! are impracticable; and if

they come and give you a commission to carry
out fads and impracticable notions, or schemes
which you knoNV to be wrong, and which, if

carried out would be a disappointment to them
and no credit to yon, then, I say, the only true
way to serve the British public is not to give
them what they want, to oppose them, but to
do something more : to show them where they
are wrong, and even persuade them to do that
which is right. This, in my opinion, is true
service, and should be paid for double com-
mission.

I have known instances where it took almost
as much of one’s time to keep a client from
going wrong as it took to do the drawings of

what was carried out.

I am not advising that you should take the
high-banded course of opposing every sugges-
tion that is given to you by your clients

;
on

the contrary, I think the wise architect is not
so conceited as to think no one has good ideas
but himself; and he will take any suggestion,
if there is any good in it, from whatever source
it comes, and apply his skill to lick it into
shape.

We are not an artistic nation, and the
British public are not hungering and thirsting

after art in building, but they will thank you
afterwards for giving it to them, even although
they may oppose the doing of it.*

Manchester Crematorium.—Messrs. J. & H.
Patteson, of Manchester, ask us to state that they
executed the mosaic flooriog and the uru niches in

the crematorium, illustrated in our issue of Octo-
ber 22.

• We will give the remainder of Mr. Young’s paper,
with some notes of the discussion, in our next.

AUCniTECTURAL SOCIETIES.

Sheffield Society of Architects and
Surveyors.—The opening paper of the present

session of this Society was read on theSih inst.

by Mr, J. B. Mitchell-Witbers, F.K.I.B.A., its

subject being, “ The Works of Sir Christopher

Wren
;
with a few Notes on some of the

Principal Domed Churches of Europe." The
President, Mr. C. J. Innocent, occupied the

chair, and there was a large attendance of

members. The early history and education of

the great architect was briefly sketched, after

which the reader proceeded to deal with

a few of bis architectural works, com-
mencing with the Chapel of Pembroke
College, Cambridge, bis earliest building

;

the Sheldoniau Theatre, Oxford
;
thewell-known

Library in Neville's Coart, at Cambridge, and
other minor works. From the numerous
churches erected in London, he selected

the steeple of St. Mary-le*Bow, Cheapside, and
the interior of St. Stephen’s Wallbrook, giving

in each case the criticisms of the principal

writers on architecture, notably those of Elmes,

Fergusson, Gwilt, and Wightwick. The interior

of St, Stephen’s was considered by the reader

to be Wren’s most artistic work, fully justifying

the remarks of Fergusson that it is the most
pleasing interior of any Renaissance church
which has yet been erected. The valuable

paper contributed to the ” Transactions of the

Royal Institute of British Architects,”by Mr. Pen-

rose, which carefullyinvestigatesitsstudyof har-

monic proportions, was referred to. The steeple

of St. Bride’s, Fleet-street, with its harmonious
interior, was described, and after a few remarks
on the work at Greenwich and Hampton Court,

the author proceeded to deal with Wren’s
greatest work, the Cathedral of St. Paul’s, call-

ing particular attention to those points which
have been the subject of fierce discussion, i.e.,

the screen over the aisles, the wooden conical

vaults in the dome, and the awkward arrange-

ment of the arches supporting it. The remark
in the “Parentalia” “that the idea of the

cupola of St. Paul’s was derived from the

Pantheon at Rome ” suggested to the reader the

idea of comparing that building with the

London example. The baptistery at Pisa

was referred to as having a conical dome of a
similar character to that of St. Paul’s, after

which the cathedral at Florence, some of the

leading churches at Venice, together with the

Cburch of the Invalides, and the Pantheon at

Paris, were noticed, with several Roman ex-

amples. Particular attention was directed to

the great Church of SC. Peter’s at Rome, and
the points of difference between it and Wren’s
work were dwelt upon, as also the transforma-

tion of the church from the plan of a Greek
cross to the Latin form by Carlo Maderno

;
the

superiority of the former, as shown in

Michelangelo's design, was illustrated by
drawings by the late Professor Cockerell.

Reference was made to the fact that Wren had
never visited Italy, but must have had, by
means of drawings, an intimate acquaintance
with the works of some of the leading archi-

tects of the Renaissance school, and the writer

considered that he had been much influenced

in his work by his acquaintance with Bernini

and his studies of that master’s buildings. The
lecture was illustrated with a number of lantern

slides. On the motion of Mr. C. Hadfield,

seconded by Mr. H. W. Lockwood, a vote of

thanks was awarded to the lecturer.

Liverpool Architectural Society.

—

This Society held its second meeting for the
present (forty-fifth) session at the Royal Insti-

tution, Colquitt-street, on the 7th inst., Mr. H.
Hartley, vice-president, in the chair. After

some preliminary business, Mr, T. Mellard

Reade read a paper on “Questions of the

Hour." He referred, among other things, to

the probable influence of edneation on the

jerry-builder, from whom came all the bad
work of which they had to complain. His
conclusion was that the jerry-builder did not

want any technical education, and that it

would not affect him until he was exiinguished

by a higher general level of intelligence

which technical education might assist in

bringing about. Referring to modern archi-

tectural ideas, of which he gave a brief his-

torical resume. Mr. Reade pointed out that

there was now greater freedom than there
was even in the time of the elder Pugin

;

but there was an increasing indisposition to

employ architects to plan houses, the planning
being done by speculative builders. Much of

this was, perhaps, attributable to the tendency
on the part of occupiers to remove frequently.

On the other hand, in regard to civic architec-

ture, the architect had now more scope, and
a great improvement was taking place in

the design of public buildings and in the
appearance and beauty of the streets. In con-
clusion, the reader of the paper referred to the
question of beauty in engineering works, ani-

madverting upon the way in which the girders
of the Liverpool Overhead Dock Railway
spoiled the architectural view from the Pier-

head. The company had devoted some extra
thousands of pounds towards making this part
of their line ornamental, with the result that
the work might have been more ornamental if

the money had not been spent.

Edinburgh Architectural Association.
—The effects of this Association have, with the
consent of the Board of Manufactures, and
the approval of the Secretary for Scotland,

been transferred to the Royal Institution,

Princes-street, where in future the work of the
Association will be conducted. The Associa-
tion’s meetings and work classes will in future

be held on Wednesday evenings instead of

Thursdays, as previously.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

The usual weekly meeting of this Council

was held on Tuesday afternoon last, at Spring-

gardens, Mr. John Hutton, Chairman, pre-

siding.

The Projiosed New Street from Holboru to the

Strand.—Mr. Frederic Harrison, Chairman of

the Improvements Committee, brought up a
joint report from the Improvements and Parlia-

mentary Committee in reference to the pro-

posed new street from Holborn to the Strand.

The report was as follows :

—

“ Tu the report of the Parliamentary Committee
presented to the Council on the ISth Oct., it was
stated that the portions of the Council's reference

on the subject of this improvement, relating to the

contribution by owners of ground values to the cost

of the improvement, were reserved for a further

report. The postponement of the report by the

Council has afforded the Improvements and Parlia-

mentary Committees the opportunity of fully con-
sidering the matter, together with other financial

questions. We have had some difficulty iu con-

struing the Council’s reference with regard to the

incidence of the cost, both in the case of this im-
provement and in that of the southern approach to

the Tower Bridge. The resolution in the one part
seems to mean that one-half of the net cost of the

improvement is to be borne by the owners of

property benefited by the improvements, at the

same time leaving to the Committee discretion as

to the amount or ratio to be fixed for the
equitable division of the net cost of the improve-
ment between the owners of ground values and
the occupiers of property. We are advised that

the enhanced values or special benefits conferred on
property by the new streets will in no case amount
to any sum aj'proaohing one-half the not cost of the

street, and having regard to the fact that the
Council has left it to us to recommend what shall

be the equitable division of the net cost, wo have
construed the reference as meaning that half, not
of the net cost, but of the enhanced values con-

fen'ed by the new streets shall be borne by tho

owners of the properties so benefited. With regard

to the equitable division of the net cost, we are of

opinion that a moiety of tho cost of the improve-

ment should be paid out of a new rate to be im-
posed by Parliament on the metropolis as a ‘ Land
Values Improvement Rate,’ to be charged as in the

nature of a land tax in respect of the ground
values of property within the County of London,
and to be charged upon the owners thereof, with
provisions that the same is to be incapable of being
made the subject of contract so as to shift tho

incidence thereof. We are advised by the Parlia-

mentary agent that this charge cannot be imposed
on ground values throughout the county by private

Bill, blit must rest on a public Bill, and that the

Bill to be promoted by the Council relating to the

street miubt contain a provision that if any such

Laud Values Improvement Rate were imposed by
auy Act of the next session, a sum not exceeding

an annuity to be calculated as hereafter mentioned
and for a period of sixty years might be charged

upou and raised out of any such ‘ Land Values
Improvement Rate 'in respect of the cost of the

proposed sfreet and scheme
;
such annuity to be

calculated and to be equal, on the 3/. per cent,

tables, payable half-yearly for a term of sixty years,

to asum of 1,123,000/., being the estimated moiety

of the net cost of the street; if this annuity were

charged upon the ‘Land Values Improvement
Rate,’ such rate would have to be, according to the
estimate of the officers of the Council, at least one
penny and a fifth in the 1. on the estimated ground
values of the metropolis.

The following are the recommendations which we
have to make :

—

‘ (a) That, if instead of acquiring any property
within the limits of deviation the Council shall leave
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the same In the owner's possession, such property shall

contribute (to he secured by way of charge) 50 per
cent, of the enhanced value or special benefits con-
ferred upon it and consequent on the carrying out of

the scheme as authorised, such value to be ascer-

tained by an arbitrator, wiih power t r the owner to

redeem such charge.

(6) That, as in the Strand Bill of 1890, a provision
should be inserted that improvements made after

July 22, 1S92, when the scheme was made public,
shall not be taken into account In assessing compen-
sation.

(c) That a moiety of the cost of the improvement be
paid out of any new rate to he imposed by Parliament on
the metropolis as a ' Land Values Improvement Rate,'
to be charged as in the nature of a laud tax in respect
of the ground values of property within the County of

London, and to be charged upon the owners thereof,
with provisions that the same shall be incapairle of
being made the subject of contract so as to shift the
incidence thereof, and that a communication be made
to the Local Government Board with a view to the
Introduction by the Government of a Bill dealing with
the subject in the ensuing session.'

"

On the motion that recommendation “ a ” be
adopted.

Mr. Boulnois, M.P., moved the following

amendment :

—

“That it is desirable to formulate a scheme which,
while fully upholding the principle of the inviolability

of contracts, will insure that both the owners and
occupiers of house property In London shall directly
contribute to metropolitan improvements.”

Mr, L’rquhart seconded the amendment,
which, after difcnssion, was lost on a division

by 75 votes against 28.

Recommendations a and h were then agreed
to.

It was agreed, by consent of Mr. Frederic
Harrison, the mover of the motion for the
adoption of the report, to leave out the follow-

ing words in recommendation c: “on the
metropolis as a ‘ Land Values Improvement
Rate,’ to be charged as in the nature of a land
tax.”

On the motion to adopt recommendation c as
thus amended,

Mr. Campbell moved, as an amendment,

“That till some means of the Council's obtaining
money, In place of the former Coal Dues, and in addi-
tion to levy by rate, to carry out permanent improve-
ments has been afforded, the Connell considers that the
Council's rate should, subject to existing contracts, be
divided equally between owners and occupiers as sug-
gested by the Select Committee of the Ilonse of
Commons on Town Holdings, but that It would be only
fair that pre%iou8ly to such division taking effect the
County Council franchise should be conferred on owners
of ground values; and that the Local Government
B-'ard be asked to at once promote a Bill to the above
effect.”

Mr. Reed seconded the amendment, which
was defeated on a show of hands.

Mr. Antrobus moved and Mr. Westacott
seoonded the following amendment :

—

“That, whilst admitting that ground values should
hear a fair share of the coat of permanent improve-
ments, and apart from iho claim of existing contracts
to protection inasmuch as gr -und values do at present
contribute materially to existing rates, the Council
cannot accept the proposed imposition of a moiety of
the coat of the intended improvements upon such
ground values as an equitable division of the net cost,
and refers the recommendation back to the Committees
for reconsideration.”

The amendment was defeated by a consider-
able majority.

Mr. Beachcroft next moved this amend-
ment :

—

“That a moiety of the cost of the improvement he
paid out of any new tax or duty, which may be imposed
by rarllament on the owners of reversionary Interests
within the limits of the county

: and that it be referred
to the Local Government and Taxation Committee to
formulate a definite proposal on the subject for the con-
sideration of the Council with a view to the same being
submitted to the Government.”

This amendment was lest.

The Dake of Norfolk moved that the follow-
ing words should be added to the recommenda-
tion :

—

“ And that such communication be submitted to the
Connell before being sent to the Local Government
Board."

On a division the amendment was defeated
by G2 votes to 40.

Mr. Costelloe moved to add to the recom-
mendation :

“That notwithstanding anything contained in the
resolution of the Council, the Parliamentary Committee
be empowered to embody In a separate Bill provisions
for creating an improvement rate or charge by means
of property, and out of such charge provision shall bemade for the payment of one moiety of the coat of the
improvement, and that the necessary notices be
issued."

This amendment was carried by 61 votes
to 35.

The Rev. Fleming Williams moved to omit
the word ‘'improvement” where it first
occurred in the addendum.
This was defeated

;
and the recommendation,

as amended by Jlr. Costelloe, was then
agreed to.

Jh’signaiUm of a District Surveyor.—The first

paragraph of the Report of the Building Act
Committee was as follows :

—

“ We have to report that Mr. Charles Fowler has
resigned the position of District Surveyor for the
District of Shoreditch and Norton Folgate. We
propose in due course to take the necessary measures
for filling the vacancy, and to submit to the Council
the name of the person whom we may consider the
moat suitable for the appointment. We now recom-
mend,

—

‘That Mr. Fowler’s resignation be accepted as from
November 7, 1892. and that Mr. H. Lovegrove be
appointed as -interim District Surveyor for the Diitrict
from that date until the vacancy shall have been filled
up by the CounciL’

"

This was agreed to, and after transacting
other business, the Council adjourned shortly
after seven o'clock.

COMPETITIONS.
Baptist Chapel, Blackbubn. — It was

recently decided to erect a new Baptist
chapel and school in Blackburn. Invita-
tions were sent to the following architects
to submit designs Messrs. Morley & Wood-
house, of Bradford; Mr. Baines, of London;
Messrs. Stones &: Gradwell, Messrs. Simpson k.

Duckworth, both of Blackburn
;
and Messrs.

Briggs & Wolstenholme, of Liverpool and
Blackburn, all of whom complied with the
invitation. The Committee, we are informed,
have selected the design sent in by Messrs.
Briggs & Wolstenholme, and bui.ding opera-
tions will be commenced without delay.
The chapel will be situated at the corner of
Granville-road and Leamington-street, and will
accommodate 700 worshippers, and will be con-
structed of brick, with stone dressings. It
is in the Romanesque style of architecture.
The cosL including the school building, will be
over 5,000/.

BUILDERS’ BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION:
ANNUAL DINNER.

The forty-fifth anniversary dinner in aid of the
funds of this institution was held on Thursday, the
Srdicst.. at Carpenters’ Hall, London Wa!). Mr.
Joseph Randall, the President of the Institution^
occupied the chair, and was supported by Mr
George Plucknett, J.P. (Treasurer of the Institu-
tion), Mr. B. J. Jacob (Master of the Carpenters’
Company), Major Isaacs, Mr. W. R. Freeman, Mr.
T. F. Rider, Mr. W. Shepherd, Mr. H'ggs, Mr. C.
Bussell, Mr. T, Stirling, Mr. Bolding. Mr. liall’
Mr. George Burt, jiin., Mr. C. Ansell, Mr. North-
croft, and other friends of the Institution, the
company numbering about 130,
The Chairman gave the toast of “Her Majesty

the Queen, the Prince and Princess of Wales, and
the rest of the Royal Family;” and Mr. T.’ Hill
proposed “The Army, Navy, and Auxiliary Forces,”
which was responded to by Major Isaacs.
The Chairman, in proposing the toist of the

evening, “Success to the Builders’ Benevolent
Institution,” expressed regret at the absence of
Major Bnittou (the Secretary), through illness, and
reminded bis hearers that the charity was founded
in 1847 to give relief and grant pensions to neces-
sitousmasters iu the building trade and its branches.
Since that date no fewer than 252 pensioners had
been on the funds of the charity. At present, 54
pensioners were in receipt of relief, viz., 19 men
and 35_ women, whose average age was 74 years.
To maintain so many pensioners, liberal donations ;

were necessary, especially as the annual subscrip-
tions had somewhat fallen off. The men reoeised
39/., and the women 27/. yearly, so that the annuities
amounted to about 1,700/. per annum. The reason
why the female pensioners were so numerous as
compared with the men wa.s that the widows of
pensioners bad been admitted on the death of their
husbands. The income last year from all sources
was 2.05G/., and the expenditure 2,070/. The In-
stitution had about 700 donors and subscribers anumber which could and should be largely’ in-
creased. Many of the pensioners bad once been in
good and even aflluent circumstances, but from
causes which they had been unable to control
they had been reduced to poverty, with no
other resource left them but the benefits conferred
by this Institution. It would, therefore, be a
great hardship to curtail the annuities of present
pensioners for want of funds, or to postpone
the election of the five approved candidates,
who were in straitened circumstances, and were
eagerly looking forward to early election To
those who were as fully acquainted as bis hearers
were with the vicissitudes of the building trade,
and who were aware of the precarious nature of a
builder s business and the many risks with which
he had to contend, it was not surprising to find somany applicants for assistance. Indeed, the In-

stitute had many more applicants than it cc
ever hope to support, but that should be anii
centire to further effort to increase the funds,
could not help thinking that to reduce the p
sion.s of tho aged people now supported by f
Institution would bo a disgrace to tho buildi!
trades generally, and to the trades connected w
it. The Chairman concluded his appeal by couplif
with the toast the name of Mr. George Phickner
J.P., the Treasurer.
The toast having been duly honoured,
Mr. Plucknett replied on behalf of the Imi

tution, and thanked the President for bis anxiec
to maintain the charity at its present level.

Mr. T. F. Rider, in a humorous speech, gac
“The Worshipful Company of Carpenters,” i

ferring to their efforts in aid of technical educatid
and to their hospitality and benevolence.

Mr. B. J. Jacob (Master of the Company) repliel
and expressed the pleasure the Company had c

aiding the Institution.
Mr. Freeman proposed “The President,” refc

ring to the many important works carried out I
Mr. Randall, and his readiness to assist in at;
charitable object.
The toast was received with acclamation, and tl

Chairman made a suitable reply.
Mr. Shepherd gave “The Architocts and Sm

veyors,” adding that so long as good feeling com
be_ preserved between the architects and tl
builders, so much tho better would it bo for both
The builders knew to what a large extent they hal
to depend upon the quantity surveyors, who werer
thoroughly honest and painstaking body of men.
Mr. Tabberer, who responded, said be appq-

ciated the remarks as to the sympathy which ough
to exist between tho architect and tho builder.

Mr. Neighbour also replied on behalf of tbi
surveyors.

The remaining toast, viz., that of “The Vict<
President, Committee, and Stewards,” was heartil:
received.

In the course of the evening subscriptions an*
donations to the amount of 492/. were announceci
of which sum 400/. appeared on the President'i
list.

Corrcsponbiiia.

To the Editor of The Builder.

ARCHITECrURE : A PROFESSION OR AK
ART.

Sir,—

W

hile thanking Mr. Cole Adams foi
his appreciation of the molives of the essayists
whose work he reviews, I regret that we havt
failed to make our motives and objects clear tc

him. His letter raises qaestions which we
hoped we had anticipated and answered.

Constraction, he says, is a science. In this
we entirely differ from him, “Statics and
Dynamics,” we say, “ are Sciences, but Con-
struction is an Art, and, when conjoined with
Design, a Fine Art,—in fact Architecture.’:
Being, then, an art, architectural constraction^
or, in other words, architecture, cannot bd
learned from text-books, or crammed up foil

examinations, but cm only be acquired by
actual practice and experiment.

_

But when Mr. Adams argues that examina<
tion in art is not impossible because men com-:
pete for prizes and for employment, he is
really trailing the traditional red-’berring across
our path, and we must refuse to follow him.
Competition for a prize is one thing

;
nobody

denies that one can choose the best design and;
premiate it. But it is a very different thing toi

decide by examination whether a man is to be
allowed to get his bread in a particular way or:
not.

This brings us to the well-worn fallacy of the
professions. As the test of examination is

applied to Orders, the Army, the Navy, and the
Law, why should it not be applied also to
Architecture ? Bat as we have many times tried
to point out, there is no analogy between the
cases, and Mr. Adams might as well go on to
ask “ AVhy not examine for painting, sculpture,
literature, the drama, the concert-room, or
the Senate?” Public approval or condemna-
tion is the only criterion of fitness in these
cases, and so, we submit, must it be with archi-
tecture. In the case of Physic Mr. Adams’s
own analogy fails him, for who would certify a
doctor who had not walked the hospitals and
worked in the dissecting-room, whereas the
Institute will certify as an efficient architect a
man who has read about bricklaying in books,
but never really seen one brick laid upon
another ?

We are next accused of being hard on the
architect who also practises surveying. Mr.
Adams, like Mr. Nevil), assumes that we want
to restrain architects from practising as
surveyors, and to dictate to them what they
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ihall or shall not do. Pray let it be nnder-

itood that we neither wish to dictate to any-

3ody, nor do we propose to prevent any man
oeing a surveyor who pleases. It is not rce

nho are clamouring for bolts and bars and
strait- waistcoats, or for restrictive Acts of

Parliament and close tests for admission. We
are glad that every man should enjoy the same
liberty of practising architecture, if he can get
employment, which we claim for ourselves.

All we say is that if you want to be a good
architect you must give all your thoughts and
working hours to ir, or otherwise you will at

best be only a tolerable amateur. This is not

our fault. We simply state a fact which expe-

rience confirms every day. We blame nobody
for not doing what is impossible. It is not we
who are hard on the surveyor-architect, but tbe
tyranny of fact, which he would do well to

recognise. If it is true, as Mr. Adams says,

that most country architects must also do sur-

veying, in order to live, then it follows that

most country architects are condemned by fate

to turn out bad, or at best poor stuff as archi-

tecture. This is no fault of ours, and if Mr.
Adams is right, we can only regret that the oat-

look is 80 unpromising for architecture in the
rural districts.

Finally, we are accused of hostility to the
Eoyal Institute of British Architects, and our
book is supposed to be an attack on that body.
I for one desire to disclaim all feeling of hos-

tility to that or any other society. The object

of our attack is “ Professionaliem,” the profes-

sional ideal of the modern architect, and the
Institute only comes within our range because
it does certainly at this moment form the key
stone of the professional system.
The professional system has been tried.

Those who think it a success are quite right to

go on with it. The Institute, I suppose, thinks

ao, becauee it is screwing up the professional

ideal higher and higher. Those who are satis-

fied with the average standard reached by tbe
-architecture of tbe day, and wish for nothing
better, may go on as they are. To those who
think we may do better if we are only left free

to do it, we hope our volume of essays may
bring some welcome suggestions of a better

way. Tnos. G. Jackson.

tecting the wall as far as possible from the I of the year’s changing temperature, cracks
® . ... . . . .. ........ . ^ Inr in-

SluiJfnt’s Column.

CONCEETE.—XX.
TEMPERATURE, ETC.

state of tbe atmosphere has a very

Hm great infiaence on the hardening of

GiSB hydraulic limes and cements. The
scorching heat of summer is almost as injurious

-as the biting cold of winter. The former is

-dangerous, because it abstracts the water which
is necessary for the proper crystallisation of

the lime
;

the latter, because it freezes the

water, causing it, therefore, to swell and crack

the mortar, so that sometimes it becomes little

better than so much sand. Moist beat hastens

the setting of cement, and also its hardening

it is dry heat which is injurious. Only a few
anonths ago a gentleman thought the Portland

cement, which was being used in the walls of

his house, was of inferior quality
;
he made a

pat of it, and found that it set properly and
attained considerable hardness in a few hours,

but in a day or two became quite easily friable.

Tbe cause was not far to seek. He had kept
the pat on a mantel-shelf immediately over

.good fire. The writer, to set his mind
at rest, made pats of the cement neat
and with sand, allowed some to harden in air

(not near a fire) and some in water, and found
the cement absolutely sound, and of gradually

increasing strength. And yet it is not very

many years since a correspondent in The Engi-
•ncer advocated the lighting of fires every even-

ing at the feet of mill chimneys in order to set

the mortar which had been laid that day. Heat
will dry mortar, but that is a very different

thing from causing it to sfi. Rapid drying is

injurious. The rapid drying of floors and roofs

may be prevented by covering the concrete for

a week or more with a shallow pool of water
renewed when necessary, or with a layer of

sawdust or sand kept continually moist, or with
ntraw, sacks, &o., which protect the concrete

from the direct action of the sun and wind.

Portland cement stucco is seldom sound when
executed in hot summer weather, unless great

care has been taken in wetting the concrete or

brickwork before applying the stucco; pro-

direct action of tbe sun is also a useful pre-

caution. Warm, damp weather is most suitable

for the setting of cement, whether in stucco or

concrete, but damp weather, even somewhat
cold, is better than extremes either of heat or

frost. Variation of temperature is also to be

avoided as much as possible. It frequently

happens that concrete is exposed to the beat of

the sun by day and to keen frost by night, and
this is almost sure to cause cracks in tbe work.

Covering tbe concrete with straw and sacks

will afford some protection, but in many cases

it will be best to stop the work until the

weather is more suitable.

Frost frequently does great harm to concrete,

although laboratory experiments seem to show
that it does little harm to cement briquettes.

A keen frost also prevents all concrete work, by
freezing tbe water of mixture. Various expe-

dients have been tried for tbe purpose of allow-

ing concrete to be made and deposited during

frost, and also of rendering newly-deposited

concrete proof against a sudden attack of frost.

The object is attained by adding to tbe water

something to lower its freezing-point. Tbe
least harmful of such substances is, as far

as is known, common salt. We have seen in

Chapter XIII. that sea-water, which contains

salts of various kinds, has little or no weaken-

ing effect on cement, and operations can be

carried on with sea-water on many days when
fresh water would be frozen. Professor Ira 0.

Baker, in bis “ Masonry Construction,” gives the

following rule: — ‘‘Dissolve 1 lb. of salt in

18 gallons of water when the temperature is at

32 deg. [Fahrenheit], and add 1 oz. of Fait for

every degree below freezing-point.” Weinay
add that the freezing-point of water to which

5 per cent, of salt by weight has been added
is 7 deg. F., while that of water containing

33 per cent, is 4 deg. F.

Sagar has been ardently recommended by

some persons, and undoubtedly it does lower

the freezing-point of water so that mortar can

be mixed in four or five degrees of frost. It

also actually increases tbe strength of fat lime

mortar to a considerable extent, and is said to

improve that of some hydraulic limes and
natural cements, but on Portland cement it

acts disastrously. In Portland cement concrete

it must therefore never be used.

Soda has sometimes been added to concrete

to render it frost-resisting, but there is con-

siderable doubt as to the success of the

operation.

On the whole, salt seems the only substance

which is at all successful, and it will be wiser

not to resort to the use of this except in cases

of urgency. Operations should be suspended,

when possible, until the weather is more
favourable.

Warm water causes cement to set more

quickly than cold, but it cannot be recom-

mended as a preventative of tbe ill effects of

frost, as tbe heat is soon lost, and, although the

concrete may by its aid be properly mixed, the

probability is that the frost will have the

mastery before it is properly set.

Expaiision, and Contraction.—ThQ expansion

of concrete in hot weather and its contraction

in cold weather are now well-known facts, and
ought to be guarded against. In their designs

for bridges, &c., engineers are compelled to

consider carefully the expansion and contrac-

tion of iron and steel under changes of tempe-

rature, and it is little hardship for us to have

to take into consideration the variation of con-

crete, which is probably only about one-third

that of iron. Ignorance, however, of the facts

has led to the destruction or disfigurement of

much concrete paving, walling, &o. At one

time it was thought that cement expanded
largely in setting, and that this was the cause

of many cracks in concrete. Undoubtedly, bad

cement may expand or contract in setting, but

in Chapter XII. we showed that the expansion

of good air-slaked Portland cement is almost

inappreciable. The cracks in concrete walls

and paving are most commonly due to changes

of temperature, the cracks having a tendency

to open in winter and close in summer
;

for

this reason Mr. Thomas Potter prefers laying

concrete paving in winter and protecting it

with straw, sacks, or other covering, as by

this means he considers that the concrete is

laid at the time of its greatest contraction, and

that any change of temperature simply causes

it to expand and compress itself to a greater

density. This, at any rate, is ingenious.

In continuous concrete walls, paving, &c., cf

considerable length, subject to the full effects

frequently occur at moderately-regular in-

tervals. In retaining walls and paving, the

cracks are objectionable, mainly because they

are unsightly, but in flat roofs, fee., the cracks

are a source of danger and give ready entrance

to unwelcome rain. The usual method of pre-

venting these cracks is to lay the concrete^ in

more or less distinct masses of moderate size.

In the case of retaining walls, a thin strip of

wood or plate-iron 3 in. or 4 in. wide, is intro-

duced edgeways into the face-concrete every

20 ft. or 30 ft., and is withdrawn before the

concrete has properly set
;
this forms a kind of

joint, which may be afterwards filled with

mortar. Paving may be separated into slabs

about 10 ft. long in the same way. In the case

of large flat roofs resting on iron girders, a

strip of wood about in. thick can be placed

along the centre of each girder ;
tbe strip may

extend the full thickness of the roof and will

form a guide for the workmen in depositing the

concrete. When the concrete has set suffi-

ciently, the wood can be picked out to the depth

of 1 in. and tbe joint filled with mortar or, better,

with asphalte
;
the whole roof can then be finished

with asphalte. In the case of large concrete

tanks (say, more than 15 ft. long) the concrete

should be protected as much as possible from

changes of temperature by forming them
underground or by filling around them with

earth; under such circumstances no fear of

cracks from contraction need be feared.

Porosity.—Water-tight concrete is sometimes

required, as for the bottoms and sides of tanks,

flat roofs, and the ground-layer under a build-

ing. It may be said at once that all concrete

is not by any means water-tight; the porosity

may be due to the nature of the aggregate, as

in the case of coke-breeze, soft bricks, friable

stone, &.C., or may be caused by tbe bad propor-

tion of the ingredients, which allows voids in

the concrete, or may be due to insufficient

ramming. The use of too little water in mixing

makes concrete less dense than it ought to be.

Almost all concrete will allow the percolation

of water under pressure, but Mr. Faija found

that the forced percolation of water through

cement-mortar (1 to 3) improved rather than

injured its strength, and that the pores in the

mortar gradually filled up, so that at tbe end

of about three months tbe water ceased to pass

through it.* Mr. Cashf found that, when water

with a head of 20 ft. was applied to a plug of

concrete 12 in. thick, composed of Portland

cement, coarse sand, and gravel (1 -f 2 -i- 6),

no less than 165 ozs. passed through in the first

twenty-four hours, while only 5 ozs. passed

through al2-inch plug made of similar materials

in the proportion of 1, 2, and 7, but rendered

with cement-mortar (1 to 3), “trowelled on as

thinly as possible.” On the fifty-fourth day

42 ozs. passed through tbe former, and 4

through the latter. This shows the great

advantage of rendering concrete with cement

or cement-mortar, or, in the case of ground-

layers and roofs, with asphalte.

Professor Xichborne, F.rc.,t found the rela-

tive porosity of certain mortar? and cements to

be as follows 1. Common lime-mortar (1 to 2),

100; 2. Plaster of Paris, 75 ;
3. Roman cement,

25 ;
4. Portland cement, 10. Asphalte is, he

considers, a perfect septum.

Concrete intended to be watertight should be

rich in cement, should have sufficient sand

{coarse and fine), and sufficient water, and

should be well rammed. One part cement, plus

two parts sand, plus two or three parts screened

aggregate of various sizes, up to about IJ in.,

well mixed and rammed, should result in a

sufficiently impervious concrete, but a coat of

stucco applied to the face of it would be

advantageous.
Weight.—The weight of concrete is some-

times important ;
in the case of floors, for

instance, lightness is a point which ought to be

specially considered in connexion with the

strength. In external walls there can, as^a

rule, be no objection to heavy concrete, but in

internal partition-walls, especially on upper

floors, lightness is an advantage. The results

of tests by Mr. Grant on the weights of the

various concretes mentioned in Table XX.,

(p. 306, ante), are in Table XXII. (next page).

We learn from this table that compression

increased the weight of the blocks about 4 per

cent., while, as we have already shown, it in-

creased the strength about 27 per cent. The

difference in weight between the 6 to 1 and 10

• “ Society at EngineerB," 1839.

+ “Inat.C.E.," Tol. evil., 1891-2, pt. I.

i Paper read at Sanitary Cjngreas, Worceater, 1889.
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Table XXII.

Aggregate.

Sir to One. Eight to One. Ten to One. Ratios of

Com-
pressed.

NotCom-
pressed.

Com-
pressed.

Not Com-
pressed.

Com-
pressed.

NotCom-! T^T , .

pressed,
j

Strength.

Ballast

Portland Stone
Granite
Potterv
Slag
Flints

Glass ..

143-2

1-35-2

148-2

128-8
320-6

132

148

138-

8

125-

6

139-

2

126-

8
118-4
121-6

142

142-8

130-

.5

144-8

129-2

113-6

131-

6
144-

139
125
139-6
125-6

109-8

123-2

138-4

141 -4

131-5
139-2

128-

7
11-2

129-

2
143-2

137-6

129-2
135-7

125-2

no
121
135-6

99
91-3

99-4

89-8

80-4

89-1

100

49-1

100
68-6

74-4

56-4

56-3

58-3

to 1 concretes is only about 3 per cent,, the
latter being the lighter on account of the
greater amount of voids in it. The last two
columns are interesting; they show that ballast
and glass make very heavy but very weak con-
crete, that slag makes moderately light and
very weak, and that Portland stone and pottery
make concrete heavy but strong, Portland stone
giving the greatest strength of all.
The weight of concrete varies also according

to the amount of sand it contains
; a concrete

having too little sand will be more porous, and
consequently, lighter than one containing more
sand, other things being equal. Again, the
weight of different kinds of the same class of
aggregates varies largely; e.g., different sand-
stones vary in weight from about 116 lbs. to
1 < 0 lbs. per cubic ft. , and the weight of the con-
Crete made with them will vary in the same
proportion.

these reasons, it is impossible to give a
table of weights of concrete which shall be ofmnch value. It may, however, be said that
coke-breeze concrete will weigh from 70 to

U bnrnt-clay concrete
concrete about

if 1 r iu
S^avel or shingle concrete from 130

irfifc
granite concrete from 133 to

160 lbs Concrete made with broken limestone
or sandstone will vary from 110 to 150 lbs
according to the weight of the stone.
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GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
_

JIuNiciPAr, Buildings, Battersea.—Thefounda-
tion-stoneof the Battersea Municipal Buildings and
Town Hall, situated in Lavender-hill, was laid on
the 7th inst. by Mr. Edward Wood. The architect
IS Mr. E. W. Alouotford, and the builder Mr. \I.
Wallis, of Balbaiu. The buildings will coat over
26,000L The materials employed are red Suffolk
bricks and Monk’s Park (Bath) stone for the walls
the roofs being intended to be covered with thick
green Westmoreland slates. The frontage to
Lavender-hill is 110 ft., the principal entrance beingm the centre. The entrance hall measure.s 54 ft.
by SOft. and round it are grouped offices for the
transaction of the business of the Vestry and board
of churchwardens and overseers. The grand stair-
case to the first floor springs from the entrance hall
facing the vestibule, and will have balusters of pink
Devonshire spar, the plinths and hand-rails being of
polished Devonshire marble. The council chamber
which will occupy the front central position of the
first floor, will be 54 ft. by 35 ft., and will have a
committeo-room at each end. A large gallery is to
be provided in the council-chamber for the accom-
modation of the public, which will be approached
by a separate staircase from the new street on the
eastern side of the buildings (Town Hall-road) and
by a corridor on the second floor. The large public
hall is to be m the rear, with a sepai-ate grand
eptrauce from the Town Hall-road, and will have
other entrances also from this road and from the
footway, which extends along the whole of the
western side of the buildings. This hall wib be

by 55 ft. bin. in width, and will
seat 1,200 persons. Beneath the large hall there
will be a smaller hall measuring 55 ft. by 38 ft
and in connexion with both halls the necessary
reception, cloak, and retiring-rooms will be pro-
vided. The contractors lor the constructional
ironwork (cast and wrought) have been MessrsW. H Lindsay, Nea), & Co. Elevations and
ground floor plan of the building appeared in the
Builder for December 19, 1891

;
and a view of the

principal staircase in the Builder for July 9, 1892.
A New “Palace op Varieties” atEdinbdrgh.

•
'i'l.Mooday last a new theatre was inauguratedm Edinburgh, under the designation of "The Edin-burgh Empire Palace, Limited.” It occupies a

situation between Nicholson-street and Potter-row
where formerly stood a circus, which was destroyedby fire, ihe principal entrance is from Nicholson-
streot, between a row of shops, and the body of the
building does not, therefore, lend itself to external
architeotiiral effect, but over the entrance there is atower which calls attention to the existence of the
building in the rear. The entrance hall is ofhighly ornate character, and leads to a marble
Btriircase, upon which has been lavished a profusion
of ornament. It is carried up to a large landing intwo separate flights, between which is a grottowith water falling over rocks into a large basinwith palms and ferns interspersed. Over this there

r?
Pamted to represent the sky, with birdsand starlike electric lights. Entrance to the prin-cipal parts of the house is obtained from this

reaf“^Th
gallery from Potter-row in the

rr?rr
^5®- ceiling i.s taken up by a

doi?G octagonal
^ enrichments. The glass roof can be

-v
^®^ “’°utes, and dUcloses to view the

T^®.^tage, which is 75 ft. wide

fi; f
^ ^® in a few hours,

o
^ circus, while the ordinary

mSLe^nt by a mechanicalmovement of the sides of the proscenium The
^^® f'rank Matcham,
fireproof construction. A fireproof

'“•se from the auditoriumfri
“toiroaoes are iide,

of the iron, and each part

mora, of .
"itk kytontB and other

CaSe Fd- l’
litters, Messrs. Robertson &

I

tion, by'Messr^" WhRferd''si®SfLo;den?MS^

Columns, Floors, kc., by Messrs. Gunn I
Edinburgh, and Messrs. Bellman, Ivey, & (
London

;
Hydrants and Plumbing, Messrs. 1& Sons, Edinburgh

;
Hot Water Heating, A

Crumbtehulme k Sons. Bolton; Upholster*
Curtains, Mr. A. R. Dean, Birmingham; Ci
Linoleum, Messrs. Paterson, Smith, & ]

Edinburgh
; Tip-up Chairs, Messrs. Cransfc'

Elliot, Edinburgh ; Fireproof Curtain, M
Stones, Limited, Ulvorston

;
Drop Seeneji

Frampton, Sunderland
; Cascade Eockeryn

Floral Decorations, Alessrs. Dicksie & Co 't

burgh. ’

V^ennal Church, Edinburgh.—We undere
that extensive structural alterations are t
made to the Old Vennal Church. Edinbil
The work has been placed in the hands ofi
J. \Viiliams Dunford, architect, of London.
The Extension of Aberdeen UNivsit

Buildings.— The plan of building extension c

adopted by the University Court is, says.-i
•bcoLsnian, estimated to cost about 90,000/. It -t

prises the extension and completion of the q

'

rangle at Mariscbal College by the extension of*'
north wing to accommodate the department
chemistry, pathology, surgery, medicine, and 1

the erection of a now front block facing Br)
street, accommodating the administrative ofl5l
University court-room, faculty-room, commit
room, secretaries’ rooms, and lady sludel
rooms, also the departments of botany r

agriculture
;
and the erection of a new gTacf

tion hall and students’ rooms in the rear of n

present buildings, and connected with the exist,
hall and library and museum; likewise of then
arrangement and addition to the department!
anatomy. The plan also provides for the erect*
at I-dng’s College of a new natural philosop
department and for .students’-roonis, includ:
accommodation for ladies. The external apper
ance of the Mariscbal College buildings v
resemble the original design, the only change (

the plan being that the hall is placed at the btl
in connexion with the existing halls instead of)
the front block, ^ which is now to he devoted*
administrative offices, botany, and agriculture. 1
architect is Mr, Mackenzie, of Alessrs. Matthews
Mackenzie, Aberdeen,
New Bank Premises, Liverpool,—The i

head offices of tho Adelphi Bank, Liverpool, at
corner of Castle-street and Briinswick-street, w
recently opened for business. The buildi
designed by Mr. W. D. Canie, of London, show,
free^treatment of the early sixteenth-century st
of trance. The vertical pilasters, says the Lii
pool Post, are in five instances terminated
figures, representing Peace, Plenty, Pruden
Justice, and Fortitude, these figures and th
niches ier^’ing to carry up the vertical treatmi
through the second floor, when it gives way ti

fresh motive in tho third floor story, which rea
surmounts the main cornice. Advantage has be
taken of the corner site to secure an entrance d<
at the angle. The bronze doors are from the deei
of the architect, and have been executed by Mess
Starkie Gardner k Co., of Lambeth. The figur
and plaques are due to Air. Stirling Lee, the sculpb
A wood-groined vestibule leads to the banking h.
proper, which is lofty and well - lighted. T
walls are pannelled in marble of several qu:
^nes, of which

_
grey and ivory predominal

Tho fittings are in English oak. The ceiling w
modelled by Alessrs. GSorge Jackson k Son.
bullion lift leads to the basements, which are
glazed bricks throughout, and fitted with burgla
proof appliances by Messrs. Chubb & Sons. T
main staircase to the general offices has be«
designed so as not to confine the space in tl

banking-hall or to break into the general area,
is relieved by a passenger-lift which serves ti
upper floors. The bank board-room is in unpolisht
teak. The building work was executed by Alessr
Roberts k Robinson

; the marble work and decor
tive carving by Messrs. Norbury k Patterson

;
tl

English oak fittings by Air. Dart, of Crediton
;

tl
gilding and decorative painting by Alessrs. Halpe
iV Co.

; and the electric light fittings (also from tl
architect’s design) by Alessrs. Cox k Buckley, pi
Mr. R. Rathbone.

New Workshop for the Blind op Ke
London-stbeet, Greenwich.—This building
been erected from plans of Air. W. F. Harris, an
tect, by Air. J. F. Collinson, builder, of Teddingt
The cost has been defrayed from a fund left by
late Air. Nasmyth (inventor of the steam-bammi

. .1 1 .. >

.WWW .wittaiujrtii \iuvoiitur yi i.ue sieam-namni
and the workshop will bo a great boon to the blind
it will enable them to earn their o”- 1- —:‘--.w ..... w.rw..,io Lucm to otiiu Liieir own living at suiti
trades which they have been taught. The build
is in a prominent position in the main thorough^
the front is built of red brick, with Portland st
dressings. The ground-floor windows have ma
gany sashes and plate glass, to be used as sh
windows to oxhibit tho wares mads by the bli
The whole of tho building wilt be used? as wc
shops, whero baskets, mats, and other useful arth
will be made. It is warmed by Grundy’s hot-
apparatus.

New Chancel, St. Paul’s Episcopal Chu
Edinburgh.—On the 14th ult. St. Paul’s Ep
pal Church, A'ork-place, Edinburgh, was re-op
by the_ Bishop of Edinburgh after undergoing al
tions, including the erection of a new chancel.
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Iburch as origioally designed consisted of a nave,

lorth and south aisles, and a short chancel 15 ft.

|)Dg. The nave consisted of five bays of a total

Ijngth of 78 ft., with a gallery over the entrance at

>he west end, in which was placed the organ. The

ialleries were continued over the aisles, with access

itairs flanking the main entrance at the west end.

in designing the new chancel, the original east ter-

loination of the church has been preserved, merely

Ixtending it by the distance required for a chancel

|n keeping with the length and other proportions of

Ihe nave. As it was decided at the same time to

jemove the galleries, the space formerly occupied

py the stairs has been added to the nave, which is

low one bay longer than before. The new chancel

B equal in length to three bays of the nave,

ibout 50 ft., and the organ is now placed in r

)ay next the nave, with stone piers and arches

ipening to the chancel and the south ai&le.

ieyond the space occupied by the organ is the

ilergy vestry, and below it is the choir vestry.

Jndor the chancel there is a choir room, and off it

ue the organ bellows and hydraulic engine. The
ihurch has been re-seated, and oak choir and clergy

[tails have been placed in the chancel. The glass

)f the original east window has been transferred to

;he west window, and the east window and south-

?ast chancel windows have been fitted with stained

flass by Messrs. Heaton, Butler, & Bayne. The
ntemal length of the church fmm the west to the

jastwall is now over 140 ft. The architects were

yiessi-s. Kinnear & Poddie, of Edinburgh.

Additions to St. John’s Church, Kidder-
lONSTEU.—On the 22nd ult. the foundation-stone of

the new nave and charnel of St. John’s Church,

Kidderminster, was laid by the Countess of Dudley.

The present church was built about fifty years ago,

md,'although the fabric, which is of blue bricks,

las received attention from time to time, it is now
in a serious state of disrepair, and it has been

iecided to practically erect a new building. On
the north side of the present building (which

consists of nave and transepts, with galleries and
small apse) it is proposed to erect a lofty nave,

ohancel, and north aisle, with clearstories and
ircade.s. The nave of tho present church will

become a south aisle, and the present chancel

a choir aisle. The vestries will be on the

north side of the new chancel. The organ-

chamber will be over the clergy vestry. The
south wall will be taken down to about half

its present height, and what remains will be cased

with the same material as the new work, windows
will be inserted and a clearstory introduced to tho

south aisle. Eventually the tower and spire will be

cased with stoue. The galleries will bo removed,

and the church will afford sitting accommodation
on tho ground floor for 1,060 persons. The work
has been divided into sections, and it has been

decided to complete the new nave, with aisle and
west porch first, the contract for that portiou

amounting to 4,565L The second portion includes

chancel, north porch, and vestries, and will cost

2,548L lOs. The exterior walls of the church will

be of red Alveley stone, and the interior of red and
white 'Ruabon brinks. Tho architect is Mr. J. A.

Gbatwin, of Birmingham, and the builder, Mr. T.

Collins, of Tewkesbury.

Municipal Buildings, Saltcoats, Ayrshire.

—

The new Public Hall and Municipal Buildings at

Saltcoats were opened on the 20th ult. The hall

has been erected on the site formerly occupied by
ithe old Pariah School. The principal entrance is in

'a large two-story block fronting Countoss-street.

I

This block consists of the main corridor and offices

on the lower floor and the court-room on the upper
floor. An archway gives access to the entrance-

hall. and the chief features of the design are

I the low balustraded tower and large central pedi-
' inented gable. The main lobby and staircase are

reached by tho entrance corridor, which extends

along the whole width of tho great hall. The

S
ublic hall has been placed lengthways between the

ountess-street block and Green-street, the plat-

form being at the Green-street end and a small

gallery at the othei-. Wide passages extend
along the walls at both sides, and exit side doors

will bo placed both at the platform end and in the

main lobby. In the public-hall sitting accommoda-
I tion is provided on tho ground floor for 700 people,
' esolusive of the platform, while the gallery is

capable of holding 150 more. A wide and easy

ascent leads to the upper floor, in connexion with
which a landing gives access to the gallery on the

left, and to the new upper-hall or court-room on the

[right, and to the old Town-hall, The courb-hall

I has a deeply-coved ceiling, lined dadoes, and there

I

is a small platform to which access can be had from
I both sides. There are also retiring-rooms, a cloak-

[room, and lavatories. The public-hall measures
i 83 ft. by 41 ft., and the court-room 48 ft. 6 in. by
29 ft. Messrs. W. U. Howie and H. D. Walton,

, Glasgow, are the architects.

I
Society of Arts.—The first meeting of the one

I hundred and thirty-ninth session of this Society

I will be held on Wednesday next, the 16th, when
) the opening address will be deUvered by Sir

! Richard Webster, Q.C., M.P., Chairman of the

I Council.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.
France.—It is announced that for reasons of

economy the post held by tho late M. de Joly in*

the Chamber of Deputies will not bo filled up.

On November 13 the monument erected by sub-

scription to the memory of the painter Feyen-

Perrin will be inaugurated in tho Montmartre

Cemetery. This monument, which has been executed

by M. Fargo, architect, is ornamented with a bust

of the artist, and an allegorical figure, by M. Guil-

bert, who designed the monument to Etienne Dolet.

——The building of the new galleries for the

Natural History Museum have just been com-

menced; they are being built by M. Dutert, along

the Rue Buffon. These galleries are to replace the

old buildings in the Rue Cuvier, iu which are the

palfeontological and anthropological collections.

M. Jules Guiffray, professor at the Ecole des

Chartes, is shortly going to publish the catalogue

of tho Museum of National Archives, which is

very rich in ancient and curious documents.

The Pont do Conflans, between Charenton and

Ivry, has just been inaugurated; we now hear of

the laying of the first stone of the new bridge

which is to connect the Commune of Bonneuil to

that of St. ,Maux les Fosses. This bridge, which

crosses the Marne, will consist of stone piers, con-

nected by a metal floor. It will be inaugurated

next August. The Bibliothfeque Nationale has

just been enriched by a manuscript of Jean Goujou,

containing six chapters of a treatise on architecture.

In a few days a now hospital for old people will

be opened at Rueil (Seine-et-Oise). It has been paid

for by tho Slunicipality of that town. The Society

of the Amis des Arts do Pan will open their

their twenty-ninth annual exhibition from January

15 to March 15, 1893.—The jury on the com-

letition for rebuilding an Etablisseraent des

3aios at Biarritz has just given its judgment.

The first prize was awarded to M. Felix Calinaud,

architect, Paris, who is to execute the commitesiou.

The second prize has been given to M. Henri Nodel,

also a Paris architect, and the third toM. Raymond
M4tivier, architect of the Departement du Gers.

Several important works are shortly to be com-

menced in the town of Toulouse. Amongst the

number wo may mention a large theatre, a bridge

over the Garonne, and two foot-bridges over the

Canal du Midi. The Director of Fine Arts is in

communication with the Municipality of Tours with

a view of obtaining the transfer of two magnificent

pictures by Mantegna to the Louvre. The two

pictures, " Christ in the Garden of Olives,

and the " Resurrection,” were taken at Verona

during one of Napoleon’s campaigns in 1803.

As a compensation, the Director of Fine Arts

has offered to the town two pictures, one by

Millet and one by Poussin. Tho death is an-

nounced of M. Alexandre Brisse, in Rome, at the

age of 72. He undertook and carried out the

drying up of the Lake Fucino
;
tho expenses, which

amounted. to',30,000,000 francs, were defrayed by

the Prince Torionia. We regret to hear of the

death of M. Marteau, architect of the Departement

du Nord, at tho age of 79. M. Marteau was

member of the Society Centrale des Architoctes,

and always followed with much interest the work

of the Annual Congress.—A new bridge, to be

called the Pout Mirabeau, is shortly to be made
;
it

will unite the Auteuil and Crenelle quarters of

Paris.

Berlin.—Professor Reinhold Begas has now been

commissioned by the Emperor to prepare a new
design for the National Monument to the late

Emperor William, which is to have its position in

front of the Royal Palace. The drawings and models

are to be placed before the Imperial Parliament

next session. The Government has granted about

5,000L towards the expenses incurred by painters

and sculptors who intend contributing to the

Gorman Art Collection which is to bo exhibited at

Chicago. The contributions will have to pass two

juries prior to being accepted by the German
Special Commissioners as being representative.

A memorial to the late eminent arohmologist, Pro-

fessor Karl Boetticher, has been erected on his

grave in the Dreifeltigkeits churchyard. There

was an impressive ceremony in connexion with the

ofiicial act of placing it into position. Many pupils,

friends, and admirers of the savant were present.

As in the case of Schinkel's memorial, the design of

the monument has been selected from a e

of original sketches made by the deceased.

There is apparently now to be an official

investigation into the qualities of the various

systems of “ fire-proof ” construction used in

Prussia, and more especially a thorough ex-

amination of the value of combinations of iron

and concrete. A special commission of three is to

take the matter in hand, and its work will be

greatly facilitated by the powers given to its mem-
bers. The three members will be (1) an eminent

engineer of the Government Board of Works, (2)

the principal of the great Testing Station at

Charlottenburg, and (3) the chief officer of the

Berlin Fire Brigade. Rapid progress is being

made with the reconstruction of the antiquated

wooden bridges over the river Spree. There aro

only three of these ancient structures left, and

two of these are soon to bo taken down. A
rather sensational case is at present interesting

German architectural circles. It has been discovered

that a so-called “agent ” exists who pretends that,

through his influence, he can help architects to win

competitioas opened in out-of-the-way countries,

such as the Balkan States or South American

.epublics. 'This “ agent ” apparently also manages

.0 supply his client with copies of the competition

regulations prior to their being made public, thus

giving him the advantage of having more time than

other competitors. The “agent’s” fees are

moderate, t.e., only 20 per cent, off the premium or

commission his client obtains. He is ableto givn

references as to past success. A Munich architect

has published a letter written by this “agent’'

offering his services in tho Bucharest Railway

Terminus competition lately opened.

miscellaneo us.

Lodge “Quatuou Coronati.”—On the Sthinst.

Professor T. Hayter Lewis, Past V.P. R.I.B.A.^,^

was installed as Master of the “Quatuor Coronati"

Lodge of Freemasons. Of this lodge, which was

established in 1SS4, Major-General Sir Charles-

W-urren was the first Master, and Mr. Walter Besant

the first and only treasurer. Attached to the

lodge is a Correspondence Circle, composed of

subscribers to its “Transactions," and numbering

between 1,400 and 1,500 members, who are lite-

rally and actually scattered ever the face of the

globe. Papers are read at all the meetings, and

the publication of ancient Masonic MSfe. is being"

steadily proceeded with. For full membership a

literary or artistic qualification is essential.

Properties for Sale.—At the Mart, on Mon-

day next, tho two largo houses, knovm ^ “The-

Elms" and “Coorabe Hill House,” with their

grounds, having frontages to Park-lane, Upper

Coombe-streeb (formerly Coombe-Iaue), and High-

street, together with two adjacent tenements,

covering seven acres in all, at the south-end of the

town. The former was occupied by tho late Sir

Thomas R. Edridge ;
the latter,—a much older

residence,—by the late Baron A. Heath, Consul-

General for Italy. On the 25th inst., the Strand

Theatre, a freehold site of 7,S45 ft. superficial, let,

together with the house in front, on lease at 1,850?.

per annum, for a term of which twenty-two years,

are unexpired. The theatre had been originally-

built for a panoramic exhibition, and was altered

into a playhouse about sixty years ago. Also the-

freehold of No. 14, Old Bond-street, leased _at

750? a year to Messrs. H. P. Truefitt 5c Co. ; with

the freeholds of Nos. 8, 9, and 10, Dover-street, and

of Nos. 46-7, with tho York Hotel, in Albemarle-

street. The hotel stands on a site of 6,372 square,

feet, and is let on lease until March, 1904, at 1,500?,

per annum. The Albany, Piccadilly, of which five

“ sets ” of chambers were appointed for sale last

Tuesday, was designed,—that is to say, the central

block,—by Sir William Chambers, and purchased

by Viscount Melbourne of Lord Holland, in 1770.

It was afterwards occupied by the Duke of York

and Albany. The courtyard and buildings cover

the sites of tho houses of Lord Sunderland, Sir

John Clarges, and Lady Stanhope, of which the

gardens extended northwards, to what was Vigo-

lane. ,, ^ ,

Adjustable Wood Chimney-pieces.— Mr. John

Parker of Birmingham, sends us a sheet of draw-

ings of “adjustable wood chimney-pieces,” the-

special feature of which is that the lintel forming"

tho frieze is made with a decorative treatment in

the centre only, the ends being left plain and made
or cut in various lengths to suit various sized

openings. The shelf is made with sliding dovetails

to fix into slots on the top of the jambs, at what-

ever distance apart they are placed It will be a

convenience and saving to builders choosing

chimney-pieces out of stock, though it cannot be

said to promote artistic design in such, things.

The Society of Engineers.—At a meeting of

the Society of Engineers, held at tho Town Hall,

Westminster, on Monday evening last, Mr. Joseph

William Wilson, jun., President, in the chair, a

paper was read by Mr. W. H. Holttum, on “The
use of Steel Needles in Driving a Tunnel at King s

Cross.” The author alluded to the advantages-

derived in working the traffio to and from the

London terminus of the Great Northern Railway,

in consequence of the execution of an additional

tunnel, with approaches, opened this year for goods

and passenger traffic. The new tunnel is on the

western side of the two older tunnels, the first of

which was built in 1850. In length each is 527|

yards, the inverts throughout resting on the solid

blue clay of tho “London Clay ” formation. The
two newer tunnels have a clear width of 26 ft., or

1 ft. more than the original central tunnel. Similar

conditions obtain for the three tunnels, and they

pass, in a northerly direction, level beneath the

Regent’s Canal, which is supported upon cast-iron

crown plates carrying the clay puddled bed of the

canal
;
thence the rail grtidients rise 1 in 371 and 1 in

75 up to the north faces. In the recently completed

tunnel an opportunity presented itself for the

introduction of a novel method (described and

illustrated in the BuiUhr for October 3. 1891,

p. 256) for working out the excavation beneath

steel bars, or needles having a thickness of only

2 in. in place of the ordinary timbering, which

generally requires 18 in. excess of excavation

around the oxtrados in order to build the arch of
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COMPETITION, CONTRACTS, AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
COMPETITION.

N»tur« of Work. By wbom Advertised. Premium.
Designs

delivered.

•Municlnal Bulldinvs .. St. PancTis Vestry. . .

.

100, 50. 4 25 guiueu.. Jan. 8'fi3 1

CONTRACTS.

CONTRACTS.

—

Continued.

Nature of Work or MaterlaU.

Nature of Workoi By whom BeqtJred,

Public B»thi aud Library
Cut aud Wrought Iron
Be-ecating (Oak) Pariah Church, Broad-

Ironwork
Bar aud Sheet Iron, Oetend

^Altarationa to Warda at luHrmary
Baptiat Chapel. Pengelly
Laying Wa'er Uaina, &c. Ill 000 yardni
Laying Caat - Iron Water Mains.

(18,000 yards)
Wearing Shed and Wool Warehouse

Great Horton
Granite Boad Metal (375 tons)

•Sewerage Works..

Street Works, Sewerj •. Newport, Mon.

Corered Baterroir (4,000,000 gallons) . .

,

Dewsbury Corp. . . „

Newtip-ln- Mskerfleld
Imp. Coiiiujrs

India Office
Belgian Government
Hackney Union

O. E, T. Laurence .

B. H. Harbottle ,

.

CUtherce C.rp. .....

CUtheroe U.B.3.A.
,

Harris Ciurt Mills.
Shirley ft Preeuiau
Ixical Board .... .

Vestry cf St. Marcai,.
,

4 8L John,We8tmBtr R. B. W. Wheeler ....
••••• •• ' Brooke ft Dianslleld ..

I

John Drake . .

.

i
H. J, Weston .

Tenders
to be

lellrered.

I Ogicial .

aosdmaklng, Ermington and Keaton . . .

.

•Shed for Engines. Leicester
i
Goods Sheds,

West Kensington; Coal Offices,
mingham, 4c ftc

••Supply of Granite Kerb ..

•CrnstrucUn* Sewers
Ironwork, The Hague

Kerblng, Chanuellliig. ftc.'Haydoa.'brldgs
•Laying Iron Water Mains, 4c. 4c'Laying Iron Water Mains, 4c.
Oransry, Penxance
Fencing, Lossiemouth, N B
•Alterations to Schools
Iron Roof Columns
Wrouiht-lron Feocing. Friar-narlt—j circular Edge Ke^

!

and Office, Hopeman,
•Straight . .

Dwelling-hi
Blgln, N.B,

Additions, 4c. > Inn, Oakwood, Car-

•Sewerase Wcrks (21 mliw of ir’thenwii-i
Pipes, 4c.)

Eeservoir, Filter Beds, 4 •. R

Cardiff CorpTatlon ..

Workmen s Cottage Co.

Swindon Waterworks
I

Ce LIm.
I
J. B.6hopl-nd

Highway Authontlea EIliot1,Blli8.4Hulcoinbe

Midland Railway
, . , .

’

Walthamstow Loc. Bd. ,

Leicester Corp
Navigation !

Omcfol .

do.
do.

F. J. Williams..

Minist
Thornburv B.b.A. .

Stornoway Pier l
Harlwur Commri. .. A. Macdonald

.

,

^^•“ttPCer^ ' K. J. Purnell
Tyne Impt. Comiura.
County Authorities ..

SSK™*!!"''”'!’ I

BCd'
do.

Bodiliy 4 Co
BIgin 'Town Council . . d. Mackintosh'
Aldershot School Bd. S.StanUw

oratl m " Qe'ndiil '

i

Sury Corpormtl in . . . , w H
West Bromwich Corp. J. T.

Q^cial ...
Bermondsey Vestry .

Paroehlal Board
I q. C. Dolg..

!
D. Bsl/our..

' OjJWoI ....

Those marked xuilk an .,4*^ens^: (•) c

Addition) to Lodging-houae. Pcrtugal-

Killway Construction. Strskonlfc to
terberg

•Pulliog down a portion of School Bu'iid-

Glaegrw Impt, Trust.

•Makiog-up Bosds
Addltloos. 4c. ti Piiory Board Schoiu'
•Makiug-qp and Paving Atreets
Additions, 4e. to Workhouse

•Undergroknd Conveniences
•Removal of House Refuse
•Levelllog and Draining Site, BuUdlng

Lodge and Chapel, 4c. 4c. .

.

School Bnildlugi. Southsea (l,112chlidreDi
•New Board Boom aud Offices
Harbour Works, Corunna
Harbour Works, Bourgas

•BuJidioga »n Woolwich Commori
Broken Whlnetoue Road Metal
Bead Metal
AdditlonB,4c, to Hotel, Princetown.Dsvoo
Additions to School, Mortomley
A'J^iouato Presbyterian Sohojls. Rlaley!

Anstrisn Stife Rjs, .

.

St. Olsve'a Orsinmar
School Governors

.

,

Barton - upon - Irwell
U. B.3.A

Fulham Veetry
Acton School Board ..

Walthamstow Loc. Bd.
Newcastle- upon- Tyne
Uoio

--.own P.B.8.A ;

LondonCou'.tjCouuell
Asylums Committee

Mynydaisiwyu Seh. B,

Met. Asylums Board.

.

Com, of B. M. Works
Ktngsion-upoa-Thimee

Com. of Sewers
Wandsworth B. of W

Thre- n Kilns, Wheaeoe, Darlington.
Infirmary. Hallfai
Additions to Marine Hotei. South 'shields
Church. Malone, Belfast
Builulogi, Northumberland-court, New-

admrlUed in this Numtcr.

the temiel. The first needles used wore those
patented by Messrs. Jennings & Stannard. Thesuthor described the form and method of drivingthese needles by means of scrow-iack! : also theTanoua contrivances used to fill up the c inannular apace left over the tunnel when the forwardmovement of the needles began, and the plan, ulti-

'’/.'“““''e: cement ooneretemoQg chases left at intervals within the outer ring ofthe tunnel arch whereby the chase as 4ll
iL S,"'? advancing needles

tb
an imperishable material,and the subsidence of the surface of groundwas reduced to

^

a minimum not worth anyeenona consideration, although beneath the busy
"“"‘"'aptedly ooutinuedduring the construction of the tunnel. Reference

rakers, to the upper cills of the facewhich bad the advantage of leaving

2 tunnel less obstructed!

^ well as having no raker holes in the invert

sf^id Lw M A“°ther introduction, de-

-th^nldu
to obviate a tendency

that 1
’ T-

of place walthat of interlocking the needles so as to form analmost solid steei roofing of 2 in. in thickness

SSr '“'''wurds from Nos. 1 and >
shafts, whilst the earlier noodles did duty south-

6 ft*^ vvT ® IsogthsaveragingWhere undorpmued piers interposed wirh^nrea OI the nmnnooA a.,,. — .1

ca*tle-on-Tyaa
Two Hcuaea, Peterborough
Dwelling-bousa. Wyks, Northuraberlan'd
Additions. 4c. to DwelliDg-hoUBea, Hough-

tin-le-Sprlng ®

Iron Tanka, 4c.

Slolce Valves
•Msklug-up Road .

•FltUng Mahogany « >s and other Fittings

Attleborough Bur. Bd
Porfainoulh Scb. Bd
Brighton '‘uardlans..
Spanish Goverouient
Bulgsriin Oovetumt.
War Departmeut
Walker Local Bosrd..

Henderson
Guildford Gas Light
4 Coke Company.

, ,

.

iaucheeter Corp

Bike 4 Cogswell..
Nunn 4 Hunt .. .

.

Qjpoial

J. T. Cackett ....
J- O. Stallebrass.

,

O. C. Boas.. ......

NorwiehCastleMiise

Mr, Lleyl
T. H. O. Berry
Baser ft Sun
E Boarduiap 4 Son .

FUBMC APPOmTMENTS.
Nature of Appointment.

•Temporary Sanitary Inspector
•Clerk of the Works
•Assistant Borough Surveyor
•Borough BnBloeerand Surveyor..

By whom Advertised.

Tonbridge Local Bd...
Battersea Vestry ....
Aberdeen TowuCoun.
Birkenhead Corp
Stroud Local Board ..

Competition, p. iv.

Nov.i
Not. I

Nov.i

the nroo rtV Ui,
^ withintne area of the proposed tunnel and oroventef?

rimh®''
*'1® “•'S®' needles were roniovod andtimber bars wore resorted to, and built in asS

thoauthor referred

dririe .
®®°”°te>' ®f tlii« new method ofdrmng tunnels, or culverts

; and he consideredthat engineers would find, among the various con

that tbiZliw ''‘"r'i,'*

^“”*““81 wn® to b® eiecutod,that this new method has a large sphere of usefulS ‘°,S®®®t'”S; >=“‘>1 economy aud good workman-

woSs R®®; ^fr'?® Cross tunnel

-the .
tiichard Johnson, M.Inst.C.E., ande contract^ was Mr. Henry Lovatt

Artists Benevolent Fund.—

T

he eiirhtv ihird

darthi oT,?.®”®® fond is fired foSatir

&o 0 C M P ' ;7‘‘® 0.ritorion,'' Sir Edwid

"Tr'tSte^' ii-® th“ teeArtists t uQd was established in the vear 1810

the”“'„U“n?C Tt2Ltrl'W^i^/n

Contracts, pp. Iv., vi., >5- viii.

"or°re'c°Bivf“®'‘® “8®' “ -oiaor asks for

^11813 1^ 0 '“5^ support from tee public. Ail

^graving a®o>iit®®tnre, and

the ofhe5i,®®a
eligible to become members. On

Fend ‘’e
®®°”'^| “t® •'®«s‘®' Benevolont

Thtect o
“
P“-° I

“'"J'otable society, and has for its

Sans ^ ”1 C'®/®'!®' of ‘he widows aud

SS ?r f.
'““oi'iers of the Annuity Fund left in

SntioL “‘® lionationa and sub-

SSs an?
“ “'® ®"0 Si-ts aod

bers nf
aootial .contributions of the mom-

sS nev^i®, "'.““"‘t' T'l®®® aopoal
Ttrirj

' to the most needy of the

olemrntod°b
‘®,‘’'® °tP*i“”s, a™ respectively sup-

biacril^^
donations and Irom the interest on

Edwird Zs f ^f® “t® '“‘® *'I®-

th n“-
’^‘'® s" "“owB and

SirtodZ
'>®oo“s entitled to its benefits are

bZ Dnr?
“““* ''“‘‘oot ‘o their num-

aevantee? l^®
P®®*' f“>-‘y-foar widows and

te the th 1

'«o®teed annuities, amounting

3 nZ te
^®- Tt® annual 'sum of 20i

S’ttee «r„
"“‘‘®'' “® “=® ®“‘®®”- Th® Com-

a^noo • .a®".®
ioo®ea«o these allowances.

M 407f Vfi
'“|J‘'V‘'oo of the society the Bum of

iidow.'.lfi
^'^1 ‘‘“s been distributed in relieving

render such
®‘'*'.^®o® of artists, whose circumstances

tbn as ts®®'®^
°®5 osoossary. Farther informa-

Znn? tk
‘^® *1“°'* "““y *’® •‘S'* ''“'P Mr- L.

^°dea’
[.^“pSoorotary, 23, Garrick-street, Oovent-

Tbidb.-The situation of the

fallfiZff°“
“‘arkoh abows little alteration. The

eriden'nZ ®i“P“®”‘s of iron and steel, as

tinu» Ti*’^-*'*'®
'^'a'’® "latistics, con-

Of CWeknk
'““”“® ‘““® “ “O atocks

has ea.Tsed [ ?'i?
a““?O"0®<f >0 C>e monthly returns

fZIZf
^ ®®'' ‘loiotaeas in that district, and inlew instances m the orndo-iron branch is there

ShiSr‘^' h-R"
“aBiifaotured.iron department

UUIe eh.nl
depressed tone, and in steel

sl ghtlv heft '“a
‘•® “0‘®®- Tin-plates exhibit aSlightly better demand. In shipbuilding and eusi-

hSd°®^Th
^ ® moderate number of inquiries arelo

KEOF'.ril i®
“ai'a'i'y steady.—7,-on.

nelsus ’to l[tU^®^®'~^''®®®®''®
®° our space com-

Puhlic Appointment*, p.

Monday, November 14.

8 p m
Pfeaident, Mr. Charleg J. Shop

Poverty Sir. at' /.rblftp

MEETINGS.
Saturday, November 12.

Tuesday, RovEiiBER 15.

.^shiufion 0/ Cioil Engineers. — (1) The Hon.Parsons, II. A., on “HalUajc Qravlntr - Dock
Scotia. (2) Mr. E. W. Young on “ Cockatoo’ liGraving-Dock, ^esy South Wales.” (3) Mr W Eei

Graving-Dock Belfast.”
“Construction of a ComGraving-Dock at Newport. Monmonthshlre.” 8 p rSarnmr)/ ImtUute (f;cfNrM for Sanitary o/<xi

£n.” ^8
p

Objects aud Methods of Im

Glasgow Archreological Society. ~ Aanixal Mee
* The Coins of the Ancient BritoWlasyow Architectural Association.—ih w PoiSalmon on • ilichelangelo ; Hie Life and Woi

"Wednesday, November ig.

‘’•^.w;^’;'?--OpeDing Address of the SessloSir R chard E W'eb8ter,QC.,M.p. 8 p.m.
frUish ArchceologxcalAssociatLon.-{l) Mr. J. Ron

f'sl Pani!.
Monuments ofGlamorg

KoJerle/' “s' p m“'
®"‘“'®'* " -''°‘®® ®'

Royal Meteorological -yomefy. — U) Paner bv Mr
Lovel

; (-2) Mr. W. H, Dines. HA., ob -‘l^e mX,ment of the Maximum Wind Pressure, and Dcscrlp

M.xlmut“ 7Tm
” “11 Eacotdlng

Friday, November 18.

PauIWaterhouSome Mysteries of .Mcdern Architecture.” 7 30
JajitforT/ (Cectures for Sanitary OficeMr. J. i. J Sykes on ‘ Nature of Nuisances, incli
ulsancea the Abatement of which is Difllculb.” 8

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPER:
ESTATE EXCHANGE BKPOBT.

OCTOBER 29 -By A. Savill d; Son (at South
Essex, and 2

5nP'’o;r.7
®^’ anfl blacksmith’s ah

SOL, 2C0L
; four f. cottages, r. 34f. 10s 6451.

;
an «

sure of f. land, 11a. 2r. 33p. r. i2f. 2151. •
;

cottages, North-st., Rochford, r. 42f. les 710f
cottages, Prittlewell, r. 22f., 420(. ; enclosure of f
near Southend, 8». 2r. 24p., r. 18f 1 4001 • t
cottages, Laindon Hills, r. 14f,. 240f

’

October 3L.—By G. B. Billiard ds Son- “Fair
lidrm, near Ongar, and 224a. 3r. 30p., f

, 1,825^
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.xUr, Payne, & Leppir-.Tiis f. residence, “Lose-

irry ” near Clsremout, and 32a. Of. 20p., 5,0002.;

enclomre of land. 11a. Or. Up., 1,3002. ;
ditto arable

Dd 6a It. lOp., 6502.—By Ball, Norris, & Hadley : 27

37 (odd), Cantetbury-rd., Croydon, f., r. 1772., 2,1002.;

and 13- Commerclal-rd
,
reckham, f., r. 602., 8302.

;

and 23, Great Barlow-at., Marylebone, u.t. 31

B e.r. 362., 6302 ; 20, Hiltoo-ter., Falharn-rd.,

t’ 88 yra g.r. 162., 6652.; 41 and 43, Thurlow-

li, Tulae Hill, u t. 83 yra., g.r. 122.. r. 382.. 30:2.—

’ B. J- Bromley: 23, Stanstead-rd ,
Forest Hill, u.t.

yr*., g.r. 62 , r. 332., 4502.— By J. Daioe : The lease and
odwill of 3,'BI»hop'a-rd., Paddington, u t. 18 yrB.,r.

02 8002.—By Wostmore * Young : 30 and 32, Palace-

Norwood, f., r. .682., 6402.—By B- B. Croucher Co. :

jialvern Lodge," Torrlogton-pb., Finchley, u t. 32 yrs.,

r, 282 , 3502.

November l.—By FUld ct- Sons : F.residence, Market-

Romford, r. 202., 3062. ;
F.g.r. of 272 ,

Industry-ter,

)pUr, reversion In 87 yrs.
,
5452. ;

32 to 44 (even), Acton-

Haggorston, u t. 26 yra., g.r. 212., 1,0402. ; 42. Thur-

w-st., Walworth, u.t. 68 yrs., g.r. 162. 15a., r. 1302. 16s..

02.1 1 to 7 (odd), Lilford-rd
,

Camberwell, u.t. 18

•8., g.r. 102., r. 022.; and Ig.r. of 102
,

3002.; 7,

3amley-rd., u.t. 74 yrs., gr. 82., r. 522., 2702 ,

Ladd's -ct., Southwark, f., r. 182. 49., 1102 ;

; and 13, Nom’a Ark-alley, f., r. 4H. 43., 3702 —By
ehenham, Tewkon. & Co. : 31, 33. and 35, Church-at

,

,obe Newington, f, r. 1652,, 2,6402.; f. residence,

alding'a-hill, Loughton, 7502. ; two f. cottages, Lower-

L, r. 372 12a., 2902—By G. F. Fraacts : 43, Denman-
I.! Peckham, f., r. 332,, 4452.—By W’i2*inaoji, Son, &
'elch (at Brighton) : 10, Denmnrk-vllJas, Hove, '

8302.

November 2 —By A. Barton

:

233 and 235, Hoxton-
..Hoxton, L, r. 1262 , 2,2352 ; 15 and 17, Brunswlck-

„ u.t. 6 yrs., g.r. 612., 402.—By D. Smith, Son, df

ikley :
Two plots of f. and c. land, 3a. Ir. 32p ,

'oking, 1,0002.—By ,7. H. Eibbard: 1, 2, 4 to 8, Bel-

'ave-ter., Leyton, f, r. 11192., 1,4002.; f.gr. of 102.,

slgrave-ter., reversion in 78 yrs., 2102 ; a plot

! f. land, Jonctlon*td., 2452.
; 35, Orville-rd.,

attenea, u.t, (91 yrs., g.r. 72., 952. ; 28, Norman-

1., Bow., f. 3202.; 88 and 90, Ford-rd, Old

ord, u.t. 76 yrs., g.r. 112., 2102 ;
131 and 133,

i. Stephen’s-rd., u.t., 76 yrs., g,r. 102., 2052.

November 8.—By C. C. Taylor <t Son

:

IS and 20,

wing-Bt., Mile End, u.t. 35 yra., g.r. 102. lOs
,
3602.—By

C. Neu'son : F.g.r. of fl02.,Hound«dltch, reversion in 39

r8., 1,6602.; fg.r. of 1002, Charch-row, Hnundsditch,
werelon in 39 yrs., 2,9502.

;
f.g.r. of 302., Cburch-row,

Itto in 69 yra., 8902. ;
f.g.r. of 1002., Church-row, rever-

on in 75 yrs., 2,9202. ; 20, South Molbon-st
,

Oxford-st.

Ity leasehol-L g.r. 02., r. 1202., 2,4702.—By Messrs,

hadwie':

:

188, Walton-at ,
and 13, Crescent-pL

romptoD, f.. area 4,030 ft., 2,1002. ; 7 and 8, Nag-
ead-ct., Drury-lane, f. 2662.

November 4 —Bv A. J. She/held : 234, Devon's-rd.

romley,f-,r. 282 129., 2162. ;
16 and 18, Rlcirdo-st.

oplar, u.t. 30 yrs., g.r. 42. 1602.: 45, Locksley-st..

Imebonse, u.t. 69 yrs.. g.r. 42., r. 362., 3102.
;
132 to 138

iven), Teviot-at , u.t. 72 yrs
,
g.r. 162 , 8952. ;

160 to 170

even), Leven-rd., u.t. 81 yra.
,
g.r. 222. 10s.. 6362.—By

}reen Son : " Clevedon Villa,” Perryvale, Forest-hill,

,.t. 70 yra., g.r 192. lOs., 4002.—By Salter, Rex, efc Co.

,
Holmee-rd., Kentish Town, u.t. 39 jrs.. g.r. 62.,

32., 2502.—By J. A. <5e W. 7'karp : 51 to 67 (odd),

[amilton-rd., Bethnal Gfeen, u.t. 63 yrs., g.r. 112.

20L ; 6, Ferndale Villas, Leytonstone, u.t. 85 yrs., g.i

2., r. 202., 2602 —By J. Nicholson & Son : 99 and 101, St.

ohn's rd., Hoxton, u.t. 15 yrs., g.r. 82., r. 662
,
3502.

and 8, Witchampton-st., u.t. 15 yrs., g.r. 62. lOs.,

12,2''62 ; 25, Hemsworth-st., u.t. 16 yrs., g.r. 42., r.

52., 11462. ; 12 and 14, St. Jude-st., Klngsland, and
round rents, 162., u.t. 49 yrs

,
g.r. 132., 6102.

[ContracUotis ttsed in these 2M2fi.—F.g.r. for freehold

round-rent ;
l.g r. for leasehold ground-rent ; l.g.r. for

inproved ground-rent; g r. for ground-rent; r. for rent

. for freehold; c. for copyhold: 1. for leasehold; e.r

or estimated rental ; Q.t. for unexpired term
;
p.a. for

ler annum ;
yra. for years

;
at. for sweet ;

rd. for road
;

q. for square ;
pi. for place

; ter. lor terrace
;
cres. for

xescent ; yd. for yard, i&c.]

TENDERS.
[Communicatlong for insertion under this beading

should be addressed to "The Editor," and must reach

us not later than 12 noon on Thursdays.]

BOURNEMOUTH.—For ereetlrg: house, stubles, lodge, &c.,

Canford Cltlfs, Boaroeraouth, iot Colonel C. Mercier. Mr. BeginalU

G Finder, ftiehiteot, Arevle Chambers, Bournemouth :

—

are £D,131 1 8 I
Hsyward. Peiitou, & ^ _

..v—.v' * Ha'dinv.. 4.«25 0 ol Hsyward..
Haminerton & White 4,405 10 2 |

E. Buckiiighi

BOURNEMOUTH. — For ereet’ng schools, Malmeaburr Park,

onrneuiouth. for the Bourooiiiouth end District Bchool Eiteiisioo

.jminittee. Mr. Boglnald G. Piuder, architect, Arcade Chambers,

D lumeiuouth :— _ mo -o
Kltcherliros £2.8C5 0 I W. Ho-ire.. .j.... £1,94S 10

LONDON.—For pulling dovn and ri

Portland Collene." Chiswick, for Dr
architect, Chiswick
Barser £S36 Fenso

. . Hacbrow £312 12 I Croggon

T. Cruw'S 22S 0 I

r Recommended by the Works Corninittee

Q 3,S32 17 0

LONDON.—For alterations and redeeoraMons

House.-' Chiswick, for Dr. Baber. ’ "'

Chiswick :—

Plumridge k Thotuiis

Pentooi
Hayward 2.335 0

Abley i Cowley 2,221 0

George & Harding,

I

Bournemouth* 1,911 0

1

• Accepted.
LONDON.—For erecting a covered pDyground for the hoyo' deps»t-

icnt of th- Brltish-street >*chool, Millwall, for the School Beard for

London. Mr. T. J. Bailey, Architect

Oregar&Son ....
• .-..uv

Mr, Reginald Q. I’incier, architect, Arcade

lamWs, Bounieuiouth
avwatd, Ponton, 4 Hay- I Georg* & Harding £1.9»

wurd £2,139 Jeukins 4 «on !.<>'

ilcbec Bros 2.031
1
W. Hoare. (accepted) 1.53

[All of Bournemouth.]

BRIGHTON.—For the reconstruction of the

Hall. West-street, Brighton, for Mr. Me'lison. Mr
architect, Shlp-srteet Cliamhers, Brighton

Wright £4,690 I
r.oughy .

Cbeesman 4.230 iTayl'raylor (accepteJ) ..

BRIGHTON.—For the erection of a house, -t'lctori.a-rt

irSlr Woollier. Mr. Alfred Carden, architect, Ship-

rrs, Brighton

Lockyer
Eotti

Pars

Prince

ilsis 10
I

Taylor 2.3'in

2.519 0 I
Tave

BRIOUTON.— Fo-aUamtinns and additions to No. 117, Wes'ern-

lad, ftrl^hfOD, for Mr. Armstrong. Mr. Alfred Carden. arcUilect.

hip-str«et Chambers, Brlgh'on
. £959 0 I

Barnes £81 < C

- Tsylor 814 C

Liu to' t 813 1(

I
B.tUng (accepted) 778 {

Chappel'. IFl

Cbeesman ...

Fatebiog

BRIGHTON.—For erecting ahouseon.Tlvoli Estate. Brigh‘on. for

Mr. Mould, ilr. Alfred Carden, architect, ahip street Chaonhe,-

Brfghton:—
,

Hunt £650 Norman* £11

Taverner 550 1

* Accepted,

BUSHEY.-For the carrying out of scwi

orka, for t- e Watford Union Rural S,

Urban A. Smith, eugineer, Viutoria-i

Job. Dickson £7,722

Juo. Jsckson 7,537

Thoi. Turner. L-d... 6,80116

B7Cooke' 4Co £6,447 6 8

0 0 J. T. Wi-igrjve .... 6.74;i

0 O F. Dopout, Col-
-

(accepteJ) 5,738

• Corxectel total.

CHILLEBTON (Isle of Wight).—For making a new road t

Cblllerloc. in the parish of Woottoo, for the Highway Comim
Bloners. Mr. J. E. Haynes, Surveyor, Carisbrooke-road, Newpor
I-leofWleht. Quuatitiesb/ the Surveyor
James Lowe £375 I Cliarlea Harvey £-

Bsnou Bros 376 J. W. Alexander. Bhlde, Isle

F. S. Coker itas ol Wighi* 2i

John Linulngton 361 1
* Accepted.

EGRF.MONT (Cheshire).—Accerted for making, 4c.. certain

streets (Coutracts-Nos. 1. 2. 3. 4, 5 0. 7. and 8). for the WalL
Local Board. Mr. A. Salmon. Surveyor. Public Offices, Egremont :—

John MoOeoch. Buebanan-road. Seacoinbe, lor No. 1, £142. 12s. 6d.

So. 4, £153. 3.*. 2d. ;
and No. 5, £151. 48. 51.

John Beilis, Wa'Iasey-rosd, Liscard, for No. 2, £41. lls. lid.

Thomas Bird, Uakda'e, Bcacoinbe. for No. 3. £90. Os. 8<l.

J, w, Wil>on, Aloxaudrs-road, New Briuhtou. for No. i

£60. ]6i. Od.
;
No. 7, £54. la. 6d. ; and No. 8. £26. 3b. 7d,

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.

9/0. e 0,0 0
16/0/0feak, E.L.. load 9/10/0

lMaala.U.B.tt.ou. 2/4

tin, Canada load 210/0
Sirob, do. 8/6/0

Sim, do 3/10,0

?lr, Dantalo, Ae. lAO/0
lali. do. ........ 8/0/0

Canada BA6/0
nse, Canada red 2/10,0

Do, yellow .... 1/10,9

Uth,D’ntJto,tath 6/10
St. PeterebuTf 6. 0 0

Oeals, Finland
toddlststdlOO 7AO.O
Do, 4th4 8rd.. 7/0/0

Do. Riga 6A0 I

Bt. Petenbnrg,
ijtyeUow ..lOAO.Q 14AO/0

Do. and yeUow 8/0/R 9/10/0

Do. white ,— 7/0/9

Swedish ...... 7/9/0

WhIUSea.... 0/0/0

Oanada.rmelit 20/0/0 S6A0/0
De. do. 2nd.... I4A6/9 16/0/0

Do. do. Ord. do. 7/10/0 10/0/0

De. Bpmoe. let 6A0/G IL'O 0

Do. do. tod 4
tad 6'RO 8/0/0

New Brunswick 6.T0.0 7/0/0

btteas, all kinds tAt/0 10 10 0

Flooring Boards,
1 in. prep.

4,10/0

4a8/C
8A0/0
6/6/0

7/0/0

813/0
6/0/0

6/0/0

7/0 0

9A0,0
8/0,0

8/0.0

9/10/0
16/0/0

17/0/0

1st .. .... O'S/O

OA/0Do. 2nd
Other qnalltiee

Sedar. Cuba ..ft
Henduras, *0,

HkhogaBy, Cuba.
St ^mingo,

Mexican do. do
Tobaseo do. do
Honduras do,.

Box, Turkey ton

018,0
010/0
0 7/8

Satin, 8t. Do-
mlnao -..ft O'fl 7

oitoBlco .,>• 0/0/7

/«»

18/0/0

20/0/0
18,0 '0

O/9'O

BAO/0

. 10 5 0 10,7,6

0/U 0

METALS,

tnox—Pig, in Scot-
land ton VIIS\
Bar, Welsh, In
London emit

Do. do. at works
In Wales BA/9

Do. Staffordshire,
In London .... 6 6/8 616,0

OovpKK —British,
oake and Ingot 49 0 0 0/0.

0

Best selected .. 50 0/0 0/0/0
BheeU.strong— 66/0/0 O'O.O
Ohili, hare .... 45/10 0 45 17,6

TsLMwUxTsiJb. 0/0 6 0 0 6|
L « A D — Pig,
Spanish.... ton 10,26 10/3 9
English,
brands
Sheet, English,
8 lb*, per sq. ft
and upward II.IO'O
Pipe 120/0

Z 1 V o — Bngliab
sheet ton 22 16 0 O'O O
Vleille Mon-
tague 23.50 On.O

Ti»—8tralte .... 94 17,6 85 7 6
Australian .... 95.'7/6 9.5 17 6
Engliih Ingot*. 97'10 0 06'0 9

Banca 95/0/0 B5/5/0

BlUlton 94'10/0 95/15/0

OILS.

Linseed ..ton 1826 000
Cocoanut, Cochin 26,5 0 0 0 0

Do. Ceylon 24'0/0 OUO
Palm. Lagos ....2410/0 0.0 0
Rapeseed, English

pale 25,5 0 0 0/t

Do. brown 23 5 0 0/0,0

Cottonseed red... 16,'0,0 0,’0.'0

Olein 20/10/0 21/9/C

Lubricating, U.S, 4/0/8 6/0,0

Do. reaued 6,10/0 12/0,0

Tax— Stockholm
barrel 9A7 6 0/18 6

Arohangel —— 0/12/9 0/0/0

GLASGOW.—Accepted for the construction of n ret«ininq w«ll ;

the Rlvrr Kelviu, for the Police Cominisa-.oneri. MesstB. Bell

Miller, eiisineers. 204. St Vlncent-street. Glasgow

Morthon & Mason. Limited. ClyJe-p'ace, OUsgow £501 15 6

[Lowest ol thirteen tenders, the highest being £71)8.]

ISLEWORTH —Ford'-ninave and sanitary works at Wor*on-lane,

Islewo'th. fjT Mr. Ruff. Mr. J. Home, architect. Hlgh-ron-'

.' £230 7 6
]

Haywood £228 10

Hopper 228 0 0

1

LONDON.—For the erection of new p-einlses in Slnane-iqiia'

Chelsea, lor Mr. D. H. Davies. Mr. Fred. G. Knight, architect.

Quantities by Mr. J. R. Smith

Flrtt ConlraH,

W Shepherd £13,260 I Colls 4 So"* -£12,330

Lithcy Bros 12,718
j

B, E. Nightingale 11,pi®

Q 4 Co 12.400
I

12.660 Chns. Wall* 11.550

~ . land Saeuifc's, architect, <

Without, R.C. QusntltUsby Mr. Walter C. Phtlllpo:—

Ashby Bros £7,780 ) C-llt4 Son
H»li. Beddall. 4 Co 7,500

(
Lawrence 4 Sons.. ..

Woo ward 4 Co. V.IO.O
|

MiUock Bros

Prestige 4 Co....

LONDON.—For romovlrg an iron building (rom the Glyn-rojrf

lite, H- merton. and forre-erectlngjt on the Halley's^

i HUi, for the Behool Board for Loudoi Mr. T. J. Bailey, Arehl-

Co., Limited* £187 10

• Recommended by t

£294
I

nibb ACo £147
181

1
W. NeiL Turoer's-road, Bur-

175 I
di-t'-road, B.* 71

Works Couimiitee for acceptance.

LONDON.—For addlti'-ns and redecoratlons to "Onmwair
Lodge.” Ha-rme, smith, for Mr. W. Boughton. Mr. J. Humo, archl-
-

• Chiswick:—
iitnau 4 Son £285 0

|

Beodon £2i9- 0
iigt 210 0 Piumrid3e4Thoma8.... 212 0

Bryant
’

.
238 0

1
Chipman 202 10

jan £262 I Nve £2,34'

218
I

Howlet Xl-i

Plumridge 4 Thomas ...... 242 (
J. J. Bryant.. 228-

LONDON.—For drainage and nthT works at Gardener’s-lane

Putney, for Mr. 9. B. Jones. Mr. J. Hume, arehiUct, High-iood
Chiswick
Heywood £225 10 1

Fowlrr £205 i

Plumridge 4 Thora.va ' ri...,*217 10
1
Giaut 202 0

LONDON.—For pTovidln? a closk-ro-in. 4c.. for the girls' depar''

lent of the Fa rflcld-road School, Bow. for the School Board fut

.urdoii Mr. T. J. Bailey, Arrhi ect;-f

.Jregar 4 Sou £194 I Gibb 4 C* £U7
W. Neil 180 J. T, Rubty, Bow-.oa<i, E.*.. 1.5

Atherton 4 La’ ta 157
|

*Recc'miiiendod by tlie Works Coininlltee for acceptance.

MANCHKBTBR.—For sewering, paving, flagging, and curbing

certain strrels on the DeTrafford e-t-tes. Old Trafford. Mr. JUiiu
Rowdf-n, C.E., Surveyor, 14, Bi tgoflEld, M-ncheater

C. Btadclock £908 18 0
|

Matthew, Naylor.

Brown, Philip’, 4 Co.
George CUrke .

.

George Bo; sun

Cn £707 12
\\x. Ecclee* 682 19
• Accepted,

MARGATE.—For the er*cti'n of th'ee i

.h*rity Mrsari. Edward SaonJers 4 8'n,

gate-‘trert Wltbont, E C. Quantities by Mr.
Jos’ph Brown 4 Son
Paramor A Bods (accepted)

PS for Yoakley'a
set*, ft. Kishop.-
r C. Phillip*

MF.RTHTR TYDFIL.—For the carrying out of sewerage work?,
.^eri, fur the Rural Sanitary AuUiorltv. Mr. James Jones, surveyor.

High-street, Cefneoed, near Merthvr Tvdfil ;
—

F.van I'avies £-597 17 2] I Willlani Lewi*. New
JobnPreecs 623 b 8 TreJe4ar.r>aCardlff*£453 15 6
Edward Watkins 469 8 0| ‘Ac.epted.

" BALE (Cheshire'.— Accepted for t

St. Anne’s ftchnola. Mr. John Lowe,
James Smith, Bale

e alterations and additions t>
rchitect, Manchester;

—

£1,450 0 0

SKIPTON.—Accepted for the erection

School (in cmiiexloo with the Skip! n P

.John Vwley 4 S.u, architects, Swadford-atr

by architecte :

—

of Mi'lfi-lds Infant*
•I-h Chorcbl. Mce^re.
d, SklptOD. Quantities.

I 0 0

(—J, K. Robinson, Skipton £497 18 9
Joiners’ Work—H ughtcii A Lerch, hkipion 201 0 0
Flxtmbing, Ulatin'j, aiul Aaiufiny—Davt'

Hal wli', Skipton
/’/asferinp—W. T. 4 O. Hhutt'ewr rtli, ckipton .

B/ntiiifl—tt. Tnornton A Son. Skipton 74 6 0
Iron /'foor/ny and Concrete—Horuao 4 Hudgeis,
M»ncha»lor 119 15 0

[Warming, lighting, and ventilation not let.]

ST.ANLEY (Co. Durham).—For the erection of tw* stop* ani
eigtit-rooined hou*e, Ac., at S'anley, Co. Durham, f-r Sir. William
Ayneley. Messrs. John Smith 4 3 n. archit cts, Sholl-y Bridge,

Co. Durham. Excavator, bricklayer and mason, aii'l erpeuter and
joiner's Quartillrs only by Mr. George Bell. 60. C-Uiugwojd.s'.rait,.

Newcaslle-upon-Tyuo ;—

Bxeanttor, Uricktayer. nnd .Veuon.

H. Frown 4 Co £1.016 4 11 I
Win. J hiisou, Flint

Alfred Routledge .. 799 0 o| Hill (accepted) £736 0 0

Carpenter and Joiner.

H. Brown ACo. £845 14 3
|

T. Mordue, Dipton* . . 619 10 O'

J. T. Healop £630 0 0 I
* Accepted.

A'kiiiauu, Borough Suiveyoi

Brnwu. Philips, A
Allen T ylor ....

Qeo'ge Freeman..

storkiKirt:—
I P. D- A t». D. Hayes .. £617 3 »
Jo-rph Bro*dhurst .. 620 2 10

790 15 6 I
Samuel Ludlow, Stock-

765 9 0 port*
719 3 6 I

• Accepted.

STOCKPORT.—For additions and sltrrationa to Technical Schools,,

for the Town Council. Mr. John Atkinson, Borough Surveyor, St-
Petersgate, Stockport :—
Broadhurst A Mayer £173

[

W, H, AH. C. Frown. Stock-
ThojiasHoe 169 1

port (accepted) £167’

the "Three Tune''
irgcment of billiard-

room in rear,"for Mr. Chas. M-ad. Mr E-neat l-udford. architect,

61, Deninan-road, Peckbam. S.E. Q.nantitles supplied

J AA Oldman ....£1,707 0 0 1 C. Ansell £1.461 0 0

p T.jKnim ,.. 1.696 2 6
I
G. Bush 1,420 18 11

E. J. Foed 1,498 7 Oj

LiNDON.—For the extension of Emmanuel Church, We.st

Dulwich. Mr. Edwin T. Hall, architect:—

W. Marriage (acceptedi £1,920 0 0

[No competition.]

LONDON.—Accepted for alterations to the " Mitre Tavem,” Fish-

street-hill. Ci’y, for Mr. H. A. Baxter. Mr. J. Warne, architect,

1, Montpelier road, Peckham :
—

F. H. Hopkins. 102. Ciainpton-street. Newington
Butts. 8.E £105 0 0

STOKB-UPON-TRENT.—Accepted for the e'ection of a residencs-

or Mr. U. M. Robinson. Mr. John Lowe, architect, Manchester:—
H. A R. Inskip, Longtou £2,850 0 0

TASIW/iRTH.—

F

orth* erection of an Ipolatlrn hospital, sdmlni*-

t.ra'ive bulldirgs. Ac., f jr the Joiot Isolation Hoepital Board. Mr.
H-nry J. Claraou. Surveyor, 22, Chu-ch-stre t, Tamworth;—

12 100 0 1
B. Mls

K'-enASou 2,04-3 10 I
Ed. Williams. Tam-

ClarsouASoa 2.013 0l worth (accepted) —
WALMER (Kentj.-FoT *be ereotim of a h'lr

walk. M'ssts. Keen .4 Drak*. architect', 4

titles by Mr. C. A. Jaques
Paramor A Son* £3.000 I Adcork £2.743

Tawraoce A Sons 2.89(! I Stiff 2,480
Ma'd'S A H*rpc- 2,778

[
Denue A Soo, Deil 2,46>)'
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WEST HARTLEPOOL.—For th‘

Sir. J. W. Browu, C.E , Survi-jur, I

r roads, and pnrti

Ricbud-et.

two others, ftud the laying of a

Daitou-st. BaekYork.r<),

r, for the Coriwmt

R.J,Avi8
C. Lauili. jun., 8ea*on Care»- ..

.

G. Piukeriug, West H.irtlopool .

Bark Pilgrim and
Burbank :

'

£ s. d-

Joa. Howe. West HarileiKiitlj .

453 13

•J36 8

WALTH.VMSTOW.—For tuaking up i

IJoird. Mr. George W. Holmes, Survey

J. Reeves, Wallbamsto'
a. Bell
Woodhnni, Fry. A Fry .

J- E Bloomfield
Thos. .Adams

PUBLISHEE’S NOTICES.

Regittcrtd TelegrapMo Address, 'The Bueldkb,’ LoinJOH.

WANSTEAD.—For raad-making. to.. Lonsdale and Wellejle.v
Toad^ foe the L'ciil Boird, Mr. John T. Bressey, Surveyor. Loral
Bonnl Offiuts, Waustrad, N.E. ;

J. L. Catlell £9fi 0 0
T. Adams 74 (i 0
John Reeves 54 n 0
Win. Grithtbs 5(3 8 0

WILLIh'OToy (DuthntnI.—Fo
«rlioolrooiu8, boarj-roora. .A -., loi
Fox. architect, 8, Hawthofo-terr
architect :

—

tbs ir'ctlon, Ac., of additional
the Sell--.

I Board. Mr. William
ice, Durham. QuuiUties by the

..£1,311) 0 I tv . .t R. B’ackett £1.249 0

.. l.ayO f) T.tJ.White 1,000 0

.. l.tva 0 Dra|«r A Sons. West

.. 1.262 151 Raintjn FeucflHoujcs* 1.136 12

CHiEGBS FOB ADVEKTISEMBNTg,
aiTTJATIONS VACANT, PARTNERSHIPS. APPRENTICESHIPSTRADE, AND GENERAL ADVERTISEMENTS.

Six lines (about fifty words) or under ........ . 4s Bd.
Each additJonsJ liue (about ten words)

Os.' 0d.
Terms for Series of Trads Advertlsemeuts. also for Special Advsr

t^Isemente on front page, Competitions. Contracts. Sales by Auetloa
be. may bs obtained on appUoatlon to the Publisher.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
TOCTB Llnei (about thirty words) or under is. Bd
Each addltioual line fabont tan words) Qg jd|

PEEPATMENT IS ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY.

^7 m ‘‘ Letter or by Money Order, payableet the Poet-offlee, Covent-garden. W.O. to
• »umce, Cuveuu-garaen. w.U. to

I>OUGLAS FOUEDRINIEE. Publisher,
Addressed to No. 48. Oatherine-street,

'

Advertisements for the current week’s Issue must reach the Officei*fo« THREE o’cliMk p.m. on THURSDAY, but those intended forthe front Page should be la by TWELVE noon on WEDNESDAY.

SUBSCRIBERS In LONDON and the SUBURBS, by
prepaying at the Publiebing Office, 193. per aonum (or

4s. 9d, per quarter), can ensure recelviag“Th9BuiIder,'‘

by Friday Morning's Post,

TERM8 OF SUBSCRIPTION.
THE BUILDER" Is supplied diebct from the Office to resldenia

Paulin To Sr’"?''''*” of 19s. per annumra^iip. To all parti of Europe, America, Australia, and NewZealand, 2fia, per anunm. To India, China, Ceylon. Ac 30a per
5.°?^' Re“>tt*uces payable to DOUGLAfl POURDBIHiKE
Publisher, No. 46, Cathertua-street, W.O.

*'

Buflbrr Catbrhral ^rnrs.

BPBCIAL “ALTERATIONS IN STANDING AD-VERTISB-
_— .

MENT3 or ORDERS TO DISCONTINUE same
;h the Offles before TEN o'clock on WEDNEB'

THU OHBLTNOH 3 i'.'*’.,"*",
STONB. }

erystamne n*tiu«, as4
doubtedly one of the n
dorable otooeB in Boglandi

DAY mornings

^ responsible for DBAWINGS, TESTI-MONIALS. Ac. left at the Office In reply to Advertieementa andstrongly recommends that of the latterCOPIES ONLY should SsMt.

PBBB0N8 Ad^rtlelng In " The Builder ’ may have Replies addrussd
to the Offlee, 46. Catherlne-street, Covent Garden, W.Ofree 0/ charge, I,ettera will be forward^ U addressedenvelows are sent, together with eufficlent stamps toooTtt the postage.

im

O^nSlciro^A^ION, U^oed^eve^ieek'

reading cases. N^?,®*ENqB each.
i By Post, (oaretuily packed), U.

1. OasTSBStraT ^ Jan. 8.
2. LicariBLO „ „ Pab. 7
S, St. AiBsx'a .. .. Mar 7.
4. PxTSRBoaoooB ... April i!
B. WxLU .. .. „ May 3
B. Bxma., _ „ Judsb'

~ July 4.
7. SsLisBpaT
8. Bristol ..
8 . Norwich

10. Eocqxstse „ _
11. Lihcols . .

~ Nov 7
12. GLoncMran .. ^ Deo.' S.

. . „ 18 St. Paul'
14. HsssroRS .. .. Peb. 6,
le. OaicnasTBS .. „ Mar. 5

J».
April 2.

17. liLAiTDArr
13, Oxford ..

19. Southwell

. May 7.

. July 2

28. York
27. RlPo.x ..

33. Chutsb
F-b.

.. .. Jan. 3.
20. ’WORCISTKR
21. Bahoub ..

22. St. As.aph
23. WlXclIXSTXX
24. Truro

.

.

28. St. David’s

1693.
I 29. M

Sept. 8.

Oct. 1.

Mar.
). Car

31. Dukiiau

April I,

..... M o.-,

nSE EEEEDOS, ST. PAUL’S.
1 RilT»Hr,rA.1 A...... iin. n. . _

liTin Bdii!drr," January’ 28 ISSB/lRin h-ID in.), on stout paper, unfolded, for framing. mT j b^ ^t.^ ^

HOWARDS SONS
Manufacturers & Contractors.

pOETFOLIOS,
tor Preserving the

PROM -

3d. PER FOOT,
IN OAK. SPRAGUE & CO.,

PHOTOLITHOGEAPHEES,

TO COEKESPOJfDENTS.

tins week).—A. C. (ditto). Letters on " Some' Ancient 'win*’!

..and w MRterm), ' " Local 'coutrol Zer
t?^ bnfn?» M "Odentiition of Churches.® i’’

address^
compelled to decline pomUng out books and ji,

^ommu^icatione. ,

'’'lu h'’
not DESIRE^^

All TOmmunicstfone regarding literary and artistic mattera sti

THE BATH STONE EIBMS, 11
BATH,

POB ALL THE PROVED KINDS OP 'I

wTTv.rv,
®ATH stone.

FLUATB, for Hardening and Preserviniii
Calcareous Stones and Marbles.

BOULTZHO rHiBBSTONH.
The itoDe from then gnaw

' — *- *--
•”We»t

^ V aaiwoicior oaemoaldod wi
PnoM, end every infonnatioH (riveB,

appboation to 0HARLK8 TBASK * SOI
Doulting, Shepfcon Mallet.

London Agent—Mr. B. A. WILLIAMB.
16, Oraven-Btroet, Strand, W.O. [Ad

STONB.
•

-A J
Of Arohiteota is Bpooia

to the durability and beautiful oolc
of tbia material. Qaarries well opened. Otl
despatch guaranteed. Stonework delivoiand fixed TOmplete. Samples and ostimateafr
Address, The Ham Hill Stone Go., Norton, Sto]

Somerset. LondonAgent j Mr.B.
WiUiams, 16, Oraven-Bt., Strand, W.O. [Ad

CRAIGLEITH STOKTB
for StaircaeeB, Btepaf and Laidii

flRnRr>iai 1 V f/.» 'Pr.V.11.. ...

WU..V.....DO0, oiups, ana nam
especially for PubUo BaildingB with great wVERV HARD, and NEVER WEARS 8LIPPB

SOLE AGENTS for England,
J. ft A. CSEW, Oomborland Market, London, ]

Asphalts.—The Seyssel and Metallic L
Asphalte Company (Mr. H. Glenn), Oflioe.
Ponltry,E.C.-Thebe8tand cheapest materials
damp courses, railway arches, warehouse flo<
flat roofs, stables, oow-sheds, and milk-roo)
granaries, tnn-roome, and terraces. Asphi
Contractors to the Forth Bridge Oo. [Ad

QUANTITIES, &o., LITHOGRAPH
accurately and with desDatch.

^rifrTw'r^J^
* 20, Parliament-st., 8QUANTITY SURVEYORS' TABLES AKD DIAlEe^d aod Enlarged for 1892, price 6d., post 7d. ^

no.-ipirAL,

ASVLVM.
SCHOOL.

AROeiTECTS .houll “ PRESTO ” „ „

irr ^ abiclutely .ccure

’

uriLr" '"•J’ >lops c

^ere la no awkwaM or eomplicatel machinery. It look* like aordmai, P.d„ui C’o«t Beat. It cm be adepted to Cc
h’^pper., or lhemmtelaborutiPedeital Clciet. Oue observer .

cuuimoix

It ct

MANSION.
COTTAQB,
BOTEL.

K:]Krowi..Es
' S St .Mar WLart, Hegent’s Canal, Eine'a Eoarl. Rt P,^ ... . ,

Coo., uellvenau b. Van. ,n iZ: oV noi Station:iwTc.t& Hammeraniitieoo., uellvenau b. Van. .nZXo'r^o't StationriwTc.3
Work., Sox, BnrtonK>n-Tient.^^M^™^ffi™s ^ “8'I'8*’“oH'APpi°loATIo‘:^®“® eieouted.

Chief London Office; 38 <’

T...r.k.. ST. PANGEAS, N.W.
6k.ffl.id

I'l'.
wooDmia.-
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IX.LUSTB.AT10NS.
The Pantheon, Rome.—From a Photograph
Daelgn for a Town Ilouse.—By Mr. Arthur Bartlett, A R.I.B.A

New Training College, Norwich.—Messrs. Oliver <fc Leeson, Architects

Proposed Almshouses, Latton, Wilts.—Mr. C. E. Pontlng, Architect
Cjmpetltion Design for Oxford Municipal Buildings.—By Mr. HaUey Ricardo

Block* in Text.

Bridge over the KftTeJJ Bircr, Persia Page 391

DetaU ol Construction o( Bridge over the KaredJ .191

Mayor’s Chaic lor the Corporation of Deal.—Designed by Mr. H. P. B. Downing 396

Design for a Large Town House : Pims pjge 398.

Plan of Alnisiiouses, Latton, Wilts 390

Diagram Illustrating artlcie on Concrete (' Btiideot's Column") 103

ck Bridges in Persia

Burreyors' Institution

Iiutitntloa of Civil Engineers

Mayor's Cliair for the Corporation of Deal
Boyal Oommisalon on Metropolitan Water Supply .

lbs Application of an Architectural Etlucation

Pantlicoii, Rome
In for a Large Town House
Training College. Norwich

n for Oxford Municipal Buildings

The Neio Chronology of the Pantheon.

BOUT two months

ago we referred,

with astonishment

and no little scep-

ticism (a feeling

shared by some of

the first English

archseologists of

the day) to the

theory about the

;unda of the Pantheon which had been

>pounded by M. Chedanne, a young French

ihitect, and set forth in an article in the

vue des Deux Mondts in August last by the

ench sculptor M. Guillaume, to the effect

it the rotunda was not of the age of or the

irk of Agrippa, at the date of 27 b.C. but a

ilding of the second century a, d., erected

;he reign of Hadrian, and that it was
ked on to the portico instead of the reverse

icess hitherto believed in. The inherent

jihitectural improbability of the portico

ng erected first and a circular building

led behind it seemed too strong an fcsthetic

:ument to be passed over, and it must be

led that the rather inflated style of M.
illaume's article, which was manifestly a

ice of trumpet-blowing for French arcbreo-

7, was not calculated to predispose one

an attitude of faith. Whatever we
ly think, however, of the good taste of

> Revue des Deux Mondes article, it would

pear that the trumpet has not been vainly

)wn, and M. Chedanne has led the way
one of the most important discoveries

1' some time back in Roman archaeology,

id has established the fact of the later date

( the rotunda, though as we shall show,

jre is room for another theory than the

probable one of the round building having

m actually built against and fitted to the

rtico as it stood. Possibly if M. Chedanne

i written the article himself, in a more
ictical style, and accompanied it with

iresentations of some of the objects which
•nish the evidence for this view, he would
re found more ready acceptance than was
ely to be accorded to the rather exuberant

quence of M. Guillaume.

As is well known to all students of Roman
ibseology, an inscription on the frieze of the

lastjle portico records that the Pantheon
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was built by Augustus’s able Minister and

relative, Marcus Vipsanius Agrippa, during

his third Consulship, that is, in the year

27 B.C. The inscription runs thus :

—

M. AGRIl’PA . L . F . COS . TERTIVM . FECIT.

And this inscription has naturally been taken

to refer to the whole structure ; more espe-

cially since the point of junction between the

great portico and the rotunda behind it

appeared to show that both were of the same

date and had been built together—not that

one had been added to the other.

Early in the present year, 1892, the appear-

ance of certain patches of damp on tbe inner

surface of the dome rendered necessary some

repairs to the stucco lining of the coffers of

the dome and a careful investigation of the

point where the rain was able to soak in from

the outside.

The Italian authorities very kindly allowed

the work of repair and investigation, together

with the erection of the necessary scaffolding,

to be placed under the superintendence of M.
Chedanne, who is one of the Prix de Rome
students in the Villa Medici.

This enabled M. Chedanne to make a new
and very careful set of measurements of the

whole building, and to produce a most

valuable set of drawings for his envoi, to be

submitted to the authorities of the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts in Paris.

As already noted, the result of the investi-

gations which were thus made has been de-

scribed, with a certain amount of rather

tentative theorising, by M. Eugene Guillaume,

the able French sculptor who is now Director

of the Ecole Fran^aise de Rome, in the Revue

des Deux Mondes for August, 1892, p. 662

;

and the subject has also been treated by the

Roman arcbieologlst, Signor F. Bongioannini,

in the “Nuova Antologia,” vol. xli., serie

iii., fascicolo del 1® Settembre, 1892. The
conclusions arrived at by these two autho-

rities are not altogether the same, and

it may, perhaps, be well to indicate briefly

what appear to be the really important pieces

of evidence, and what the most probable con-

clusions to be derived from them seem to be.

First, with regard to the comparatively late

date of the rotunda, the one really valuable

and, it may be said, conclusive piece of

evidence, is derived from the inscriptions

stamped upon the bricks which are used as

facing and as bond-courses in the solid con-

crete both of the drum and of the dome.

A large number of these bricks or tiles

{teguloe hipedales) have been withdrawn from
various parts of the structure, and all their

stamps agree as to the date of the tiles being

not earlier than the first half of the second

century a.d.

As examples of these brick stamps we may
quote the following; the inscriptions are

arranged in the usual manner in two con-

centric circles around a central badge or

symbol. It is to be regretted that neither M.
Guillaume nor Signor Bongioannini have in

their articles quoted these inscriptions, which
are by far the most conclusive evidences of
date.

1. DOL ANTEROTIS SEVEBI

CAESARIS N

Badge or trade-mark, a bull’s head. Thia
may be translated :

“ Clay work of Anteroe
Severus [slave or freedman] of his Majesty.”"

2. C AQVILI APRILIS EX PEAKDI
CAES BIPEDALB DOLIA

Badge, a pine-cone. “ Two-feet tile of

clay-work made by Caius Aquilius Aprilis on
the imperial clay-fields.”

3. ROSCIANI DOMIT AQATHOB

Badge, a bust of Isis between a palm-

branch and a sistrum. The translation of this-

is doubtful
;

it may mean “ Clay-work of

Roscianus [fresdman] of Domitianus Agatho-
bulus.”

4. APRILIS CN DOMITI

AGATHOBVLI

Badge, a bull’s head between two palm-

branches. “ Clay-work of Aprilis [freedman]

of Cn. Domitianus Agathobulus.”

6. TEG DOB BE FIG IVLIAE

PROeVL FLV NEG

“ Tile-work of clay from the potteries of

Julia, the daughter of Proculus.”

All these inscriptions have previously been

discovered on bricks in other buildings, and

they are known, from various reasons, to be

of about the time of Hadrian. Brick-stamps

of any kind of as early a date as Agrippa’s

time, in Rome at least, are unknown.

The fact that ieyu/tc bearing thtse inscrip-

tions have been found in many different

parts both of the walls and of the dome is-

sufficient evidence that they do not belong to-

4
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a partial repair of an older structure. They

must, therefore, be taken as evidence that the

existing rotunda and dome were not built till

about a century and a half after the time of

Agrippa.
The second important piece of evidence

was the discovery of an earlier pavement

nearly seven feet below the present floor of

the rotunda, showing that the original Pan-

theon stood at a considerably lower level than

the existing building.

On the whole, the most probable theory of

the structural history of the Pantheon appears

to be this,—that Agrippa built the existing

portico, which bears his name, as the approach

to a cella, which was probably of the normal

rectangular form ; the pavement of this cella

being that of which a portion has been

exposed at the lower level.

Then, in the time of Hadrian, the original

cella was pulled down, and, in its place, the

present domed rotunda was built, with its

floor at the higher level.

Agrippa’s portico was at the same time

taken down and carefully rebuilt on to the

new circular cella at the higher level ; the

inscription on the frieze not being interfered

with.

This would account for the absence of any

signs of two different dates at the junction of

the portico with the rotunda. The inscrip-

tion, therefore, must be taken to refer to the

portico only, with its sixteen magnificent

monolithic columns of red and grey Egyptian
granite.

At present this theory is only conjectural,

but there can now be little doubt as to

the rotunda not being earlier than the second

century a.d.. Further investigation may
possibly throw clearer light on this difficult

and very interesting problem.

A FOPvGOTTEN KOMAN SITE.

^^ESS than four miles from the still

flourishing city of Seville, and ac-

cessible therefrom either by means
. of a raised carretera, or high-road,

leading across the often flooded lowlands,

and then skirting the foot of the tertiary hills

of the district ; or by a footpath passing

through fields and oliveyards, but often

rendered impasssable by floods, lies the site

of the very little celebrated city of Italica.

It is at the foot of the hills, but is not, like

Seville, on the banks of the rushing Guadal-
,

quivir, and the visitor who stands among its :

few ruins wonders why it ever was a city.

Yet, during the Komau dominion in Spain
not only was it a city, but it appears to have
been the most important settlement of the
district. No leas than three emperors were
natives of it. Here, in September, a.d. ry2

,

was born the great Trajan
;

here, also,

according to Spanish authorities, Hadrian,
Trajan's adopted son, first saw the light, and
Theodosius the Great is also claimed as a
native of Italica. In these days, though
Seville was also a Roman colony, Italica

appears to have been the larger, and to have
had the better-known place as its dependent.
Of history Italica seems to have but little,

but the site has served for a perpetual quarry
to the many generations of Moors and
Christians, who have erected their alcazars,
mosques, churches, and palaces in the neigh-
bouring city; and, though at the present
time there is little to be seen above ground,
there is no doubt that enough exists below it

to give a rich reward to those who may
undertake an intelligent excavation.
The principal extant ruin is that of the

“ plaza,” “ circo,” or amphitheatre, only
small portions of which rise above the level
of the ground, while much seems to have
been excavated in the rock. Some of the
vaults beneath the ranges of seats are still

entire, and in one of them is a perennial well
of water. The arena and the lower tiers of
seats are nearly perfect, while masses of ^

tumbled rubble work are all that remain of ;

the higher walls. At one extremity of the i

ruin a marble slab gives the information that
the area was excavated under the orders of

the “ Comisiou de Monumentos,” in the reign

of Isabel II. This, with fragments of a

mosaic pavement, ' remains of the walls of

some houses, an elliptical tank that seems to

have been a vivarium, and a few sections of

columns, is about all there is to be seen.

For the rest of what has been found upon
the site we must go to Seville. How many
of all the Roman captals that grace the

shafts in the courts'of the Alcazar, how many
of the shafts in cathedral, church, and palace,

came from Italica, it is impossible now to

tell
;

but it is certainly known that the

numerous statues, some of them perfect, to be

found in the Casa del Pilatos (the palace of

the Dukes of Medina-Celi), and in the Museo
Provincial, that partly fills the ample

precinct of the ex-convent of La Merced,

were brought from there. In the former

edifice each angle of the fountained court is

adorned with a complete Roman statue, one

of them of Minerva
;
while in the garden and

in other parts of the building are several

columns, busts, and statues from the same

convenient quarry. The museum contains

two or three more or less imperfect statues

of Trajan, and a considerable number of

architectural fragments,—just enough to raise

the wish that systematic excavations could

be undertaken upon the site,—a consumma-
tion not likely to be realised, even with the

best possible wishes, in the present im-

poverished condition of Spanish finances.

Ruined though the amphitheatre of Italica

is, it is, in many respects, more im-

pressive than the almost entire one at

Segovia, whish, until very recently at least,

has been used as a bull-ring or Plaza de

Toros. The impressiveness of the latter

amphitheatre is diminished by the changes it

has undergone in modern times to fit it for a

bull-ring, while the other remains unchanged,

and the visitor can dream in solitude of the

former grandeur of this now almost forgotten

city. As the plough passes over the fields in

the vicinity it often brings up coins of copper,

iron, or silver, stamped with the names of

various Emperors, and our would-be guide

from the neighbouring village of Santiponce

boasted his possession of several.

It is not known why or when Italica ceased

to be the abode of a busy population. Its

downfall must have occurred during the

troublous times of the struggle between
Suevi and Goths, during the domination of

the latter; or in the early days of Arabian
occupation, for after this time it is only
known as a site from which marbles might
be obtained. It has already been said that

the river does not now pass by Italica. but it

appears possible that in Roman times it

approached close to the walls. Hp-stream, a

few miles from Seville, the Guadalquivir
flows at the foot of the hills, and clown-

stream, five or six miles from the latter place,

it closely hugs the same low range of eleva-

tions. AVhenever there is a freshet, a con-

siderable portion of the extra waters find

tbeir way through what seems to have been
the ancient channel, and at such times it is

impossible to reach Italica and Santiponce
except by means of the high road which
crosses the flood by a viaduct. If in ancient

times the river flowed by Italica, its recession

from its former course may, in part at least,

account for the decay of the place.

The modern village of Santiponce is situated

about half a mile nearer to Seville than the

amphitheatre of Italica, and, like moat of the

villages of Southern Andalusia, is a collection

of mud or rubble-built, one-story habitations,

all coated externally with plaster, and white-
washed. This whitewashing of the outside of

everything is general in Southern Spain, and
necessarily gives to the villages, in spite of

their vineyard and oliveyard surroundings, a
monotonously glaring aspect. In such a city

08 Seville the effect is worse, for the universal

plaster and whitewash conceals it would be
bard to guess how many beauties in the form
of Arabian arabesques (the dim forms of a
few of which may be traced), and Roman,
Arab, and Miidejar (transitional) sculptures.

In their rage for a clean, white surface, some
of the improvers (were they churchwardens?)

have at various times cut away the bases

the colonnettes of the recessed porches oi-

churches. The half-ruined pile of minii

monastery and parish church which sts

upon a mound at the entrance of Santipii

merits some attention, since within it ;

fine altar, with some of the heat status
Montaiies, and also the tombs of the p:

Guzman (Guzman el Bueno) and his wifeij

NOTES.
HE President of the Local Goto!

ment Board has issued a sen"}

circular to the Local Bd
throughout the country, pi]

ing out the desirability of emplol
artisans out of work during the winteti

useful public works. The advice is sch

and it is to be hoped that Local Bd
throughout the country will try to follok

But the laying-out of recreation groundsli

making of footpaths, and so forth, isi

work which is always, so to say, at hand.(|

great deal of the unemployed labour, tct|

also very unsatisfactory. Men employer!

semi-pauper labour do not work well,
i

President of the Local Government Boarcij

pressly points out that the wages shoulm
below the current rate, so as to prevent (

i

petition with regular employment. But t|

men under such circumstances work witji

heart, and many, who at no time are rq

industrious labourers, will only maki:

pretence of working. "S'ery consideR
supervision is therefore necessary over t

being done by this kind of labour,

renders it more costly. On the other h
a great deal of work, useful to the commuiii
and which will afford a livelihood to arth

out of work, may be done during the wb
months if Local Boards will endeavour,

attend to the business with intelligence 3

good feeling. It is certain that the ok
aimed at in this circular is most praisewoic

and though it will, we fear, raise antic:

tions which cannot be realised, we yet 1

it will enable a certain number of artii

who are out of work, and yet willing to w’
to obtain a small wage during the cut)

winter, to the advantage of the public.

The proposal to take proceedings by;
against the directors and contractci

the Panama Canal Company, including W!

Lesseps, is a sad downfall for the project

of that once ambitious enterprise
;
but noi

can be surprised at the feeling which hast

to it. The light-hearted manner in which
de Lesseps vouched for the success c

scheme the difficulties of which he i

never even taken proper means to >

deratand, and the flagrant pretence t

the visit of investigation to the worksj
which it is obvious that nothing was imi

tigated, unquestionably amount to a me
obliquity in dealing with tW hopes and;i

money of other people. Whether, hower
the charge can really be consolidated i

one of legal criminality seems rather doubll

ALTHOUGH the International Exhibit

at Berlin is abandoned for the prest

a competition, promoted by the “ Architek
Verein,” for proposals as to the locality ij

the plan of the site for such an exhibition, i

aroused much interest. The Prussian cap:

has no natural site for an exhibition wit

its area such as Paris can boast of.

Champ de Mars of Paris is about 3 5 I

from the Tuileries, whilst in Berlin no pi

ticable site could be found within that <

tance from the Royal Palace. Of the fo

teen competitors, two, It is true, have tried

make suitable sites within that limit, \

their proposals would involve the demolit

of a fine railway station, a river harbe

and other expensive works. One of the cc

petitors proposed using a part of the gr

drilling-grounds on the south side of the ci

and seven selected the historical Grunewf
to the west. Among the advantages of th'

sites might be named the agreeable landsci
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surroundings and approaches byway of the

finest parts of Eeriin
;

but their distance,

which varies from 7 to 14 kilometres, tells

strongly against them. Two competitors

have selected sites to the east. This position

ean by no means claim the merit of good
approach, but the ground proposed is

pleasantly situated within 5 kilometres from
the Palace.

WE print among our correspondence this

week a letter from Professor Roger
Smith suggesting that, as the necessity has

arisen for appointing a new curator to the

Soane Museum, the opportunity should be
taken to render the contents of the Museum
more accessible to the public. If this meant
the repeal of the rather eccentric regulations

as to days of visiting, and leaving the

Museum open every day, or on the same days

of the week, all the year round, we should be

quite in favour of such a change. Eut to

take away the contents of the Museum from
the house, and, moreover, to divide them, as

Professor Roger Smith proposes, would bo

not only to throw over the obvious wish of

the testator in a main point, but to very
much impair the interest of the Museum.
Sir John Soane evidently wished his very
originally- planned house, with its collec-

tions, to remain not only as a gift to the

nation, but as a kind of monument to himself,

and it would be, to our thinking, unjustifiable

to frustrate this intention
;

while to the

public, part of the interest of the Museum
consists undoubtedly in the house itself, and
the special and individual character of the

Museum consists in the house and its contents

taken together, and would be destroyed if

they were separated. "While, therefore, we
are very glad to give our correspondent the

opportunity of making his suggestion, we
must say that we cannot agree with it, and
that we hope no change will be made in the

Soane Museum, unless, as already suggested,

to simplify the arrangement of days for

visiting it.

WE have received particulars and some
examples of a new material, or rather

method, for street-paving, produced by the
“ Composite Block Pi-oad and Paving Com-
pany,” which seems worth attention. The
special points about it are that it is asphalte

paving in the form of blocks or sets about a

foot square, and that it is treated so as to

produce a special surface different from that

of the usual asphalte pavement. The blocks

are cast in a mould in which is placed a

(grating of wood or iron which is surrounded
by and embedded in the asphalte, apparently

with the object of forming a filling to the

«lab and diminishing the bulk of asphalte.

The bottom of the mould is shown with rough

bits of stone or granite which become
imbedded in the asphalte

;
this surface,

lowest in the casting, being the upper

one when the block is laid down

;

the result is an asphalte surface slightly

roughened by granite or stone chips

•embedded in it, and it appears to form a

surface which will be comparatively noiseless

for wheels, though not quite so noiseless as

the ordinary asphalte roadway, while affording

a better foothold for horses than the latter.

The advantage of having an asphalte pavement
in blocks is obvious in regard to the relaying

of streets, which could in that case be carried

nut bit by bit, with little disturbance to

traffic, instead of fencing off half a street at

once for repair. As to the probable cost of

the method we have no information
;
we

•should expect to find it rather on expensive

form of pavement
;
but the patentees really

seem to have produced a road-surface which
is comparatively smooth without being

slippery.

WE have before us the annual report of

Mr. Lovegrove, Surveyor to the Board
of Works for the Hackney District, and that

•of Mr. Mason, the Surveyor to the "Vestry of

St. Martiu-in-the-Fields. Among the special

points touched on in the Hackney Report we
find a comment on the disfiguremeat of the

streets by loose paper, a nuisance which in

many districts of London requires checking
with a strong hand. Mr. Lovegrove says,
‘‘ the sources of supply are loose paper from
hoardings

;
tradesmen’s circulars received

by passers-by only to be thrown in the

road, and often scattered by handfuls from
a cart driving rapidly along the streets,

also thrown away by tradesmen and street

hawkers.” Men are employed (at the

cost of the ratepayers) in clearing away
much of this, but shortly after clear-

ance the street is as full of paper again. It

is observed at the dust-cart shoot that often

one-third of the load consists of paper. In
some districts the dustmen are ordered not

to take pnper, this coming under the head of

articles which ought to be burned in the

house. .Some stringent legislation on this

subject seems necessary, though it must be
admitted there might be difficulty in applying
it. In regard to paving works we observe

that the Surveyor reports favourably of

concrete-paving laid in panels about the

size of ordinary flagstones
;
the concrete-

paving laid en masse, he reports, often

shows ridges at the kerb lining, due to ex-

pansion. In the St. Martin-in-the-Fields

report we note that “ in consequence of

increased responsibilities resting with local

authorities by reason of the new Public
Health Act,” special regulations for the

removal of refuse have been adopted, which
will come into force in April next : hut the

nature of the intended regulations is not here

stated. The new regulations for house
drainoge, which have been in force for nearly

a year, are printed at length in the report.

They seem to be thorough and practical

;

how far they are an advance upon the

previous regulations of the district we are

not aware. New regulations for vaults

under footways are also given. Among other

points it is mentioned that an upcast iron

ventilating shaft has been carried up above the

adjoining buildings to ventilate a newly-laid

sewer, and property owners are exhorted to

offer no opposition to the erection of these

shafts, as the beat means of relieving the

sewers of noxious gases. It is also mentioned
that the Surveyor is preparing, in accordance
with instructions, a new plan of the parish

brought up to date : the plan consists in a

correction of the Ordnance Survey plan of 1874.

It will probably require a good deal of cor-

rection, and the Surveyor will be wise to take

nothing for granted on the Ordnance plan.

WHILE on the subject of sanitary district

work, we may call attention to the

absurd and inconvenient habit of the road-

sweepers in some districts, of collecting the

mud for the carts, when the streets are

muddy after rain, at the corners and crossings

of streets, just where it is in every one’s way.
Our special experience of this has been in

the St. Griles-in-the-Fields district, where on
one morning in a short walk along main
thoroughfares, we came upon no less than
four collections of mud, five or six inches

deep, at street crossings, just where any one
taking a straight course across to the opposite

street corner would walk into it. Those who
are responsible for road cleaning should see

that the street sweepers collect the mud
where it is most out of the way, instead of

putting it exactly where it is neither wanted
nor expected.

According to L’Architecture, the French
architects are considerably annoyed,

and with reason, at the apparent intention of

the Government to take the rebuilding of an
important structure, the Opera Comique, out

of the direct control of the architects, by
simply putting the building into the hands of

a financial company to carry out according

to their own ideas. There could be no worse
method for securing anything worth calling

architectural art in a national building, and
it is to be hoped that a principle so opposed

to all the best traditions of France in regard

to architecture will be reconsidered. Even
our own Government could hardly do worse
than that.

There has been a great deal of ’archi-

tectural quarrelling in Zurich owing to

successive invitations to Messrs. Fellner &
Ilelmer, the well-known Vienna theatre

architects, to design first a threatre, and
afterwards an assembly-room and concert-

hall for Zurich. This second commission
was too much for the local architectural

association, who actually petitioned the
promoters of the assembly-hall scheme to
select one of its members as architect instead
of “ strangers.” and it was arranged that
a well-known Ziirich architect should compete
with the "Vienna architects, the Zurich
Board of Works acting as assessors. They
pronounced the plan of the Vienna architects

to be the best, but preferred the design of the
Zurich architect, [and the promoters, pre-
ferring plan to design, gave the commission
to Messrs. Fellner Sc Ilelmer. This has
been followed by an apparently very ilk

judged attempt of the Zurich Architectural
Association to throw the Vienna architects

out of court on a charge of evading some of
the competition regulations. The whole
story is not very creditable to the Zurich
Association, who would perhaps be better

employed in studying theatre-planning than
in endeavouring to keep out those who have
mastered it.

WE hear that Thorwaldsen’s famous lion

at Lucerne has suffered much from
decay of the surface of the stone from the
effect of weather, and that a Swiss engineer
has undertaken to repair the damage with a
paste of his invention, which will also render
the monument proof against the action of
the weather for the future. It is to be hoped
that the co-operation of a sculptor is to be
secured in carrying out the repairs.

CORRESPONDENCE has already begun
Vy in the daily press on the inadequate
supply of gas to houses in London during
fogs. An insufficient supply of gas in a house
is a less serious inconvenienceRhan the same
thing in the streets. But during recent fogs
some of the London streets have been en-
veloped in darkness, the only light to guide
foot and vehicular traffic being the light from
shops at irregular intervals. It should be
possible for the gas-lamps in important
thoroughfares to be lighted at once. On
street refuges the police should be able to
light them without delay. This want of im-
mediate light in foggy weather is one of the
characteristic faults of the management of
the metropolis, where any weather a little out
of the ordinary run is a much greater in-

convenience to the public than it would be if

local authorities prepared for it.

WE read in the Daihj Neu's that Mr.
Richards has recently been engaged in

cleaning the mural paintings at Marlborough
House, which, being the reputed work of

Laguerre, were restored by Mr. Richmond,
R.A., and the late Mr. Henry Merritt. These,

we presume, are the paintings, chiefly of

military subjects, with portraits, described by
De Foe in ‘‘A Journey through England,”

1722, and which, subsequently covered over

with mock woodwork, remained hidden
until thirty years ago. Marlborough House
was built, i709-10, by "Wen, for the great

Duke upon a plot of ground leased for fifty

years to his wife by Queen Anne. The
Duchess (who passed her widowhood here)

used to declare that it cost her husband more
than 40,000/.* Having originally ground and
first floors, surmounted with a balustrade, the

house, with its grounds, stands on the sites of

the Sr. .James’s Palace aviary and friari-, and
part of the garden, taken out of the park, of

Secretary Boyle. An attic has displaced the

balustrade ;
in 1885 the two wings were

raised by an additional floor. The Crown
bought the property in 1817 ; the house was

•Opposite lived Walpole. TC is said he bought up
some property, by the north gate, to frustrate the
Duchess's iuteDtiou to make a suitable entrance from
PaUMall.
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occupied by Prince Leopold for several years,

and Queen Adelaide. It was then adapted

for the school of Design and the Department
of Practical Art, together with the exhibition

of the (Robert) Vernon gallery, and some pic-

tures belonging to the National Collection—

mostly by English painters. When George
IV. was Regent, he wanted to connect

Carlton House, Marlborough House, and St.

James’s Palace by a gallery for portraits of

our sovereigns and famous countrymen.

The Lincoln’s Inn Denchers have granted
a building lease of the vacant plot,

about 2,500 ft. superficial, on the west side

of Chancery-lane, by the north end of

Stone-buildings, Mr. G. St. Pierre Harris,

architect, has made plans and designs for a

set of offices. These will hide from view the

side elevation of No. 1 in the western block

of Stone-buildings, designed 1756, by Sir

Robert Taylor. We understand that the
Benchers possess the working drawings made
by his clerk, John Leach, afterwards Master
of the Rolls.* Nos. 8, 9, and 11, having
served for certain Chancery offices, were
raised by one floor nine years ago, and
converted into chambers. About the same
time No. 10, the old Six Clerks’ office (also

by Taylor, 1775-6), was fitted up as a
drill-hall and school-of-arms for the Inns
of Court Volunteers. Pepys tells us how,
in his anxiety to get his patent (as

Clerk of the Acts) formally engrossed “ in

Chancery-hand,” he “ was forced to run all

up and down Chancery-lane and the Six
Clerks’ office, but could find none that could
write the hand that were at leisure.” In
Pepys’ day that office stood some yards lower
down the lane, and we think on the east side.

Yet in J. Long’s plan of Thicket-fields,
drawn in 1592, to which we referred the other
day inreviHwing Mr. Blott’s " Blemundsbury,”
the Syx Clerks’ office ’’is clearlyplottedonthe
west side, aad opposite where the Rolls-house
is now. The position shown on Long's plan
agrees with the account of Sir George Buc,
who says that the house in Chancery-lane
which John Kedermister bought for the Six
Clerks had been the town inn of the abbots
of Norton, co. Lincoln, and afterwards “ the
hou.»e of one Herfleet, and of him it was
called H^^rfleete’s Inne; but now it is (or
ought to be) called the Si.x Clearkea Inne, or
Ivederraister's Inne, of the aforesaid founder
thereof.” Part of Stone-buildings covers the
site of the Black Friars’ first settlement in
London, where they abode for fifty-five
years.t Next east was the inn of the bishops
of Lincoln, near the Old Temple. In the plot
we speak of an open flight of twelve stone
steps leads down to a hollow alongside of a
massive red-brick wall, standing north and
south, in alignment with the middle line of
Nos. 8-11, Stone-buildines, along the west
side of Chancery-lane. The men have exca-
vated an old drain, with a pointed arch, near
the surface, and some privies in the hollow
against a retaining wall along the lone.

critical in matters of artistic fidelity. The
scheme of decoration is pleasant and har-

monious in colour, if rather rough in execu-

tion, and the decorative paintings are good of

their kind, though they lack architectural

framing. The stjle adopted is sufficiently

hybrid to allow considerable laxity
;
crescents

and stars in some profusion, and modelled
elephants’-heads for capitals, indicate, pre-

sumably. Oriental - Mohammedan leanings.

The whole is a far-off reminder of the

Eden Theatre of Paris, and it is

perhaps, to be regretted that the archi-

tect has not followed more closely the
inspiration of that brilliant and able, if rather

meretricious, interior. The ceiling and in-

ternal dome of the Empire Palace, moreover,
would have lent themselves excellently to a

genuine study of Moorish work; they might
have been far more successful

;
a honey-

comb vault rising from an intricate roof

design (such as one sees all over Spain to

this day) might have furnished a brilliant bit

of artistic work that one greatly misses in

the actual building. Externally the theatre

is undeniably styleless and ugly, of brick
unrelieved, and likely to foster Scottish pre-

judice against brick-work in general. Here
again a little study of Spanish brick-work
might have made a very different result. The
only attempt at architectural treatment is

over the principal entrance, a square box of a
tower surmounted by a bulbous copper dome
(with an advertisement statue on the top),

the whole about as undesirable an intrusion
into an Edinburgh street as could well be
designed.

AS electrical work is becoming every year
of more importance, we may draw

attention to the prospectus of the “ Electrical

Standardising, Testing, and Training Institu-

tion,” at Faraday House, Charing Cross-road,
the object of which, in addition to the testing
and standardising of electrical instruments,
is to give a thorough theoretical and practical
training to students of electrical engineering.
The training given is a continuation of the
college and the workshop system, on which
subject we may quote the following remarks
from the prospectus :

—

I
T seems that electric workmen are going to

display just the same folly and ignorance
of their business as we have so frequently met
with among gasmen, who are supposed to
know all about gas, and who will go with a
lighted candle to look for a leak in a room
full of gas. An inquest has just been held
on an unfortunate and silly man in the employ
of the House-to-House Electric Lighting Com-
pany, who was working on a cable carryii^
a powerful current, without the precaution of
wearing his insulating gloves, which he had
been warned not to work without. He was
killed, and we commented on a similar case
not long since

;
but we have no doubt there

will be a good many more. It seems im-
possible to get the average workman to
understand that a danger does not cease to be
a danger because it is in connexion with his

daily occupation.

Here is a specimen of the wisdom of one
of those Admirable Crichtons,—those

great authorities on all things mundane and
extra-mundane, the London correspondents
of the provincial journals :

—

The Royal Institute of British Architects met
on Monday night in London and congratulated
themselves upon their meeting. They tell us that
knowledge of perspective and firmness of touch are
the chief pride of mcdern architectural draughts-
manship, feature.? that the old builders were
innocent of. Well, this may be true of our best
men in the profession, but taking any large town
street by street there is little to boast of in the
generality of cases. Nine villas out of ten are
barbarisms, and few public buildings are a salve for
weak eyes. ‘ I speak as a fool,’ but though it may
be true that

‘ To build, to build, it U the nobleat art of all,'

what, I ask, of the jerry-builder and the average
Corporation contract ?

”

fT^IIE Empire Palace of Varieties, designed
by Mr. F. Matcham, and recently

opened in Edinburgh, shows that such places
of entertainment for the people are in demand
in the provinces just as in London, where
Mr. D'Oyly Carte’s magnificent theatre has
had to revert to Sir Augustus Harris. The
Empire Palace takes the place of a circus,
and stands where a similar but far lees ambi-
tious house, the old “ Southminster,” stood
some twenty years ago. The new building
shows great advance, not only on its old
predecessor, but upon the present Gaiety
Music Hall, the only house of the kind
which Edinburgh has had till now. It
will hold between two and three thousand,
and 18 sumptuously enough “got up” to
flight an audience which is probably not too

thls^Uclf
R.A., added the southern end of

Til to Henry Lacy, Earl of

I'lt n’l et orones domoB Dostraa ... Ar- it V ”"7
urtK Hulebnrne nbi prius habitare et morari consu-

Erat Harrison, whoee knowledge and

j

ability in treating his subject are well known.

“The workshop system, which is a survival of
the

_

old practice of apprenticeship, consiats of
placing a youth with a firm of manufacturing or
contracting engineers, and allowing him to work
side by i-ide with the ordinary workman. Such a
course unquestionably gives him an insight into
working details that car. be obtained in no other way,
and when he finishes his works-course, he ought to
have acquired a practical knowledge that at once
enables him to earn a salary as a superior workman.
Before, however, he can hope to fill higher
positions, he must supplement the practical experi-
ence gained in the works by the acquisition of that
theoretical knowledge which forms the basis of all
modern eDgineering, and especially of electrical
engineering.

The college system, on the other hand, consists
in attendance upon lectures delivered by profes-
sional electrical engineers, and in the application
to work, in the college laboratories and workshops,
of the pure theory so taught The objection to
such a system, as usually conducted, is this : the
college workshops are never quite like real work-
shops where serious work has to be done, nor is the
college engine room like an electricity works. The
result is that, however excellently a mere college or
engineering school may be conducted, the student
sooner or later has to supplement the theoretical
knowledge there gained by a more or less lengthy
service as an improver with an engineering firm, or
at an electricity works. In each system the defect
is that of incompleteness, and an efficient training
is only to be obtained by a proper combination of
the two.”

This is the sort of stuff that passes for, and is

accepted by the public as, “ smart writing.’^

We cannot correct the writer’s estimate of
himself,—he should be the best authority on
that point,—nor can we, unhappily, con-
trovert his assertion that “nine villas out of
ten are barbarisms;” but we may enlighten
his ignorance somewhat by informing him
that “ nine villas out of ten are barbarisms ”

because architects are not responsible for
their design and erection

;
that architects do

not work with “ jerry ” builders
;
and that if

“ the average Corporation contract is not
carried out as it should be, it is due partly to
want of adequate supervision by the Corpora-
tion’s officers, and partly to the penny-wise
and pound-foolish parsimony of the “ average
Corporation,”—a policy which is too ofteo
aided and abetted by the average journalist
to curry favour with the average ratepayer.
It is needless to add that the President’s re-
marks about modern architectural drawing
were really in deprecation of the too great
tendency in these days to rely on tricks of
effect in drawing rather than on design in.

the true sense
;
but the whole passage is one

bungle of ignorance. It might he as well if

editors of provincial papers instructed their
London correspondents to confine themselvee
to subjects they understood

; only theis
letters would be so very short in that case.

BRICK BRIDGES IN PERSIA.

In order to combine the two systems, the
Institution has put itself in relation with
certain leading firms dealing in electrical
supply and manufacture, so that the theo-
retical knowledge gained at the Institution
can be applied in the workshops, while the
students^ have further the opportunity of
insight into the work carried out in the
testing and standardising departments of the
InstirutioD. The lecturer on electrical engt-
neeringaud on electricity and magnetism is

Living in England, where the art of road-
making has attained so high a degree of
perfection since the days of Macadam, it Is

difficult to realise that there are still countries,,
like Persia, where the whole of the traffic is

conducted without the aid of wheeled vehicles
of any description whatever. The great trade
routes throughout Persia at the present day are
simply tracks produced by the constant passing
and re-passing of long strings of camels or
mules carrying bales of merchandise over
mountain passes and across barren deserts. In
a dry climate the services of the engineer
may be dispensed with for improving the roads
without any very serious inconvenieiKse to the
inhaUtants if they are accustomed to riding
and transporting their goods and chattels by
means of pack-saddles

;
but the crossing of

rivers with strong currents is so formidable an
obstacle to easy locomotion that the aid of the
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engineer mast needs be invoked. This, per-
haps, explains the carious anomaly that in
P*;iF'a the art of bridge-building should be so
far in advance of the art of road-making. Thus
the principal highway in northern Persia,

—

from Resht, on the Caspian Sea, to Teheran,
the capital,—is a mere trackway, bat it possesses
at least four brick bridges of considerable size.
The distance from Resht to Teheran is about

200 miles. The first portion of the road from
Resht follows the valley of the Sefid Rud (or
White River) in a southerly direction as far
as ilenjil, where the river divides into two
branches, one going north-west in the direction
of Tabiis, and the other, called the Shah Rud,
going south-east towards Teheran. At Menjil
the road turns, and after following the Shah
Rild M far as Patchinar, commences to ascend
the Kbarzila Pass over the Elburz range of
monntains. Having crossed the summit level
it descends towards Kasvin, situated in the
great high plateau of Persia, the average level
of which is 4,000 ft. above the sea. The re-
mainder of the road from Kasvin to Teheran is
along the plains at the foot of the Elburz
Mountains.
The bridges are as follows

: (1) over the Siab
Rfid (or Black River), a tributary of the, Sefid
Rud, into which it runs on the west side,
between Resht and Menjil,—a single-pointed
arch; (2) over the Selid Riid at Menjil,—seven
pointed arches of unequal spans

; (3) over the
Shah Rud near Patchinar,— four pointed
arches, two large and two small spans

; and (4)
over the Kareaj River, which runs down from
the Elbnrz Mountains between Kasvin and
Teheran, and disappears in a gravelly plain.
Of the latter, a measured drawing is given

on the previous page, with details of its con-
struction, as being perhaps the best typical
specimen of those mentioned.
The Eiiredj is a rapid mountain torrent with

precipitous rocky banks on each side The
bridge has two spans of 23 ft. and 72 ft. 9 in.
respectively, the width of the central pier
bemg 31 f t. 4i in. The level of the top of the
p^pet above the water is 42ft., and the level
of the point of the arch of the larger span
above the springing is 35 ft. The width of the
ondge across the outside of the parapets is
30 ft., and the width of the roadway 26 ft.
The size of the bricks of which the bridge is
built is IO in. by 10 in. by 2h in. Twenty-four
courses m height measure 6 tt. 2 in., the mortar
joints being about | in. thick. The thinnest

mtne middle is three bricks,
increases to five bricks, or
and is nine bricks, or

7 tt. G in., nest the abutments. The weight on
the haunches of the arch is relieved by niaking
three hollow cells or chambers, 4 ft. 9 in. wide

S? Pointea barrel vaulting
beneath the roade/ay. The portion ot thi
bridge over the abutment is also made hollow
there being a pointed barrel vault at the bottom

forming the floor of a
appears to beintended to be used for a temporary living-room

it eSi
’ >'g!ifed by three windows

at each end, and communicates with the cellsabove the haunches of the arch by an opening

f d If' is probably

Thi'lfvi'^
sleeping accommodation

ttlLVil'
approached by a staircase intheth eknessof the wail leading up from thetop of the pier. The Persian name for an

“bala-khana,”
literally a house up .ubove ”

The arrangement of the courses of bricks asteen on the soffit of the arch when looking

two directions, one parallel to the central axis of
the bridge and the other at right-angles to it
This indicates the Persian method of con-
structing a brick arch, the chief object of
which is to dispense as ranch as possible with
a heavy centreing in a country where timber is
difficult to obtain and transport. The plan
generally adopted is to set up a light centreing,
trussed so as to be sufficiently strong to support
its own weight and a few rings of brickwork.
After a single rib of bricks has been formed
other bricks are dabbed against the first set,
more being added next the abutment than in
the centre of the arch. The arch thus becomes
self-supporting as the work goes on, like a
cantilever bridge, and when the span has been
completely covered over in the middle, the
remaining courses at each side are completed
with bricks facing in a direction at right-angles
to the former.
The mortar used for building in Persia is

chiefly plaster of Paris called “getch.” It is
mixed in shallow wooden saucers by boys, who
hand it to the bricklayers without the aid of a
trowel. The whole time the operation of build-
ing is going on a monotonous chant is kept np
by the workmen, the words being as follows

‘‘Ajour bcdu ajour.”—A brick, give mo a brick.
“ Getch4 b5d6 getcb€ ”—Mortar, give mo mortar,
“ Getchtl bfid^ be mile ”—Jlortar give to me,
Digger y€k6 diggfir”—More, one more.

And so on with endless variations.
It is not easy to fix a date for any of the

bridges in Persia in the present state of our
knowledge, though very possibly historical
documents exist at Teheran or elsewhere that
would throw light on the subject.

of BriA,, „„ c'Mer'kde of
Arch.

fte above

It will be observed that the courses go in

THE SURVEYORS’ INSTITUTION

:

president’s address.

Mr. C. J. Siioppp. F.R.I.B.A., President of
the Surveyors Institution, in the course of hie
inaugural address, delivered on Monday even-
ing, dealt first of all with the question of town
holdings, and then proceeded to speak of the
proposed codification and amendment of the
existing Metropolitan Building Acts and pro-
posed street improvements in the following
terms :— °

The Metropolitan Buildbuj Acts.
“In coinmon with the other bodies interested

in this subject, the Council of the Institution
availed themselves of the invitation of the late
1 resident of the Local Government Board to
formulate their views on the subject, using as a
basis the draft Consolidation Bill prepared by
the_ Department, I presume as Zk corpus vile anwhich to operate.
The Council were not able to adopt some ofthe suggestions introduced in the Government

Bill from existing Acts, but, with the assistance
of a powerful Committee, were enabled tosubmit a large number of new proposals for theamendment of the details of the Bill Amonir
the general suggestions put forward by ourCouncil were the following:—

1. The Council are not in possession of the
reasons of the Local Government Board for
confining the Consolidation Bill entirely to
questions of building construction and theActs relating thereto, and, unless there arestrong reasons to the contrary, they are ofopinion that such provisions of the existingActs as relate to street fine and frontage ques-

th?P 5°^ portions of the provisions ofthe I ublic Health Act as relate to house drains,
questions 'Kithin the curtilage

be incorporated in the

should “Otters

District Sarveytr.”

“fL ‘lesirable that the presentM ' anthonty with reference to the many
that^ on? got rid of, andthat oifly one application and the consent of

thL
should in future be necessarythus avoiding the vexation, delay, and expenseat^ndiDg the present system.

^

nJ;- Institution are of

sn^\ ? application for any

shnni?
or to a local authority, the Acthould require the decision to be given within

fusefr^'f.^"'^’ applilationTs re-

“fated
disapproval should

CoMHI Dondon County
®"Pormtending Architect have adiscretionary power, an appeal shall lie to the

Tribunal of Arbitration constituted under the i

85th section of the Act.
5. Farther, the Tribunal of Arbitration :

should, in the opinion of the Council of the ;

Surveyors’ Institution, be invested with power :

to dispense in special cases with a literal com-
pliance with the Constructive Clauses of the i

Act.
Whether, and if so to what extent, oui recom-

mendations will commend themselves to the
authorities remains to be seen. As a purely

,

departmental matter, without any conceivable
:

political significance, it is to be earnestly hoped
that the change of Government will not put an
end to this very necessary movement for bringing

:

our London Building Law into harmony with
itself and with modern requirements. Those of I

us whose practice lies much in this direction are
familiar with the tiresome uncertainty and th&
vexations delays which result from the present
confused state of the law, to say nothing of the
jumble of jurisdictions

;
and it is to be hoped,,

now that the Local Government Board are in
possession of the well-considered views of all
the bodies practically identified with building
operations in London, that a real effort will be
made next Session to pass a general Building
Act of some description.”

The Proposed Streetfrom Holborn to the Strand.
“ Public improvements in London having of

recent years become identified with proposal®
which go to the foundation of our system of local
taxation, have been practically at a standstill
since the London County Council have taken the
reins of government into their hands. Their
predecessors, it is computed, spent during
thirty-three years an average sum of 500,O0C«.
a year on work of this character, while the
County Council in the three years of its exist-
ence have spent only a little more than 289,000?.
in all on new street improvements. Unless the
new Parliament is more compliant than the old
one, matters are likely to remain at a deadlock,
the London County Council having decided, in
words somewhat lacking in grammatical pre-
cision, that they will not proceed with any new
scheme ‘failing provision by Parliament for
some equitable division of the net cost of the
improvement between the owners of ground
values and the occnpiers thereof.’
We have all studied with interest the scheme

for a great thoroughfare, 100 ft. wide, between
Holborn and the Strand. The objects of the
scheme were stated by the County Council te
be as follows :

—

(fi.) To combine a first-class tboronghfare
from Holborn to the Strand with the widening
of Holywell-street and St. Mary-le-Strand.

(?0 To open a direct thoroughfare from the
north to the Strand, Fleet-street, and Temple
Bar, going eastwards, as well as for the traffic
towards the Strand, Wellington-street, and
Waterloo Bridge, westwards.

(c) To improve the communication between
the Covent Garden and Long Acre District and
the Lincoln’s Inn District.

id) To open and improve one of the most
insanitary and decaying quarters of London.

(e) To offer an opportunity for a central and
commanding site for a new County Hall.

In the abstract, all will agree that a new first-

class north and sonth thoroughfare is needed,
and that the Strand should be widened by the
removal of the block of buildings between.
Holywell-street and the main thoroughfare.
We .shall also, probably, be agreed that it ie
desirable to improve the communication betweeis
Covent Garden and Long Acre and Lincohi’s
Inn Fields, and that the reconstruction of the
miserable district abont Clare Market is in itself
an object well worthy the attention of the
County Council. It is not, however, clear to my
mind, at any rate, that the improvement of this
squalid district need be associated with the
scheme for dealing with the vast commercial
traffic north and south, and for relieving the
congested condition of the Strand

; nor am I
satisfied that the new street, either as regards
the position selected, or its general conception,
will have much effect beyond providing a noble
vista at the cost of intensifying existing evils.
The authors of it appear to have been in-
fluenced unduly by the desire to use the Church
of St. Mary-le-Strand as an architectural
termination to the new thoroughfare, and they
are^ accordingly in some danger of sub-
ordinating practical to restbetic considerations.

_

I cannot help thinking that the main prin-
ciple to be kept in view is, not to bring fresh
traffic into the Strand, but to draw as much of
it as possible on to the Thames Embankment,
which is now most imperfectly utilised ; and



ror this reason I think it would be a much

better plan to construct a low-level street from

the foot of Surrey-street to a point about mid-

way on the western side of Lincoln’s Inn

iFields. and thence by a street trending north-

westwards to the north end of Little Queen-

street, Holborn. The new street I propose

would pass on the level from the Embankment

to the northern side of the Strand, at a depth

iof 23 ft. below that thoroughfare, which would

be carried across it by means of a bridge;

thence, for about 1,350 ft., at an easy gradient

of about 1 in 30, to the level of the existing

roadway on the western side of Lincoln’s Inn

Fields. The Waterloo Bridge traffic would be

•provided for by a spur street on the site of

iCIare-street, Blackmore-street, and White Hart-

(street, in much the same way as is suggested in

|the plan of the London County Council.

1 Nothing, in my opinion, could be more

iundesirable than concentrating the immense

traffic which now finds its way north and south,

,by a multitude of routes, upon one point, and

tl^t one of the least convenient in the already

•lovercrowded Strand. I have examined the

xlevels, and am satisfied that the low-level street

il have suggested is practicable, and that no

Jbeavier gradient would be involved than those

! existing in the case of similar streets con-

structed in recent years in other parts of

1
,
London. My plan would involve the taking of

’ the whole block of buildings on the west side of

iSorrey-street, but would save the taking of the

{larger block between the proposed Circus in the

iLondon County Council plan and Holborn. On

the other hand, it would necessitate the appro-

.ipriation of the forecourts of the houses on the

fiwest side of Lincoln’s Inn Fields. I know that

’this particular area, and that of New Inn, is

(somewhat sacrosanct in the eyes of the County

iCouncil, though I have a shrewd suspicion that

the loss of area for recoupment by adopting the

iline through Lincoln’s Inn Fields has quite as

) much to do with their aversion to that route as

fear of a powerful opposition from the legal

linterest.

• Since the foregoing paragraphs were written

I learn that a modified plan has been put for-

r ward in lieu of that referred to. I have con-

isidered it, as well as the proposals of my friend

Sir Whittaker Ellis, but I am still of opinion

i that the low-level street oSers the best solution

the problem.”

one, whatever may be the generalryneibili^

to the employer, the ratepayer! The modem

oant ahont the middleman^ is

abont to be pnt to a practical test, though

it should be evident enough to men of

common sense that he is a necessaiy link

in the long chain of production and distribu-

tion. There is prevalent a confusion of thought

between what are known as ‘ rings (of whicn

labour organisations, by the way, are a con-

spicuous example) and the intermediaries who

exercise a natural and legitimate function in

organising the application of labom to tne

needs of the community, and, by taking upon

themselves the risk, define the extent of the

client’s outlay. Every objection that has been

urged against the exercise of direct or indirect

political influence on workmen by their em-

ffioyer is true in a tenfold degree when for the

private employer is substituted a body elected

under a popular franchise,—with this differ-

ence, that the pressure is not in this case from

above, but from below.

There has been nothing in the past to prevent

private clients from dispensing with the ser-

vices of a contractor save the general conviction

that by his capital, plant, skill, and aoenmu-

lated expeiience, he performs useful fuiictions

in relation to operations lying outside the

sphere of lay knowledge. The contractor,

therefore, is no marauder ‘ gathering "liere he

has not strawn,’ but a person evolved out ot

the necessities and conveniences of civilisea

lifs ”
•

After dealing with a variety of other topics,

the President concluded by referring to the

present position of the Institution, which m
point of numbers and in other respects seems

to be very satisfactory.

TJi£ London County Council as Contractor.

After dealing with the question of "better-

nent,” strongly criticising the proposals of the

Liondon County Council on the score of their

mpracticability, the President referred to the

[Council’s recent determination to become “its

own builder” as follows :

—

“ I am afraid the present pace of the London

County Council is a little trying to the nerves

of many persons. We have all been somewhat
startled at their latest departure in determining

to do away with the contractor and become

their own builders. Even the placid optimism

of Sir John Lubbock was rnffied by this pro-

posal, which any practical man will feel

contains the germs of infinite trouble and risk

to all concerned. I suppose it is part of the

crusade of the modern doctrinaire against the

person he is pleased to call the ‘ middleman,’

which means in plain English every man
except himself. It is impossible that a

course of this kind taken by such a

large potential employer of labour as the

London County Council, with its particular

relations to the working-class population, can

have other than serious effects in raising the

general standard of wages. But this is not

aU, or by any means the worst of it, for the

evil will be intensified by the absence of the

competitive element which tends to neutralise

the normal ascent of wages by the im-

provement and the cheapening of
^

pro-

cesses, and by the devising and introduction of

labour-saving appliances. Nor is even this all,

for the present system of contracting ensures

a careful supervision over the details of expen-

diture, and provides a person of means against

whom a claim will lie for bad or for faulty

or Inadequate work. Who is to take the

place of this person under the new arrange-

ment? Are the workmen to be individually

sued and compelled to make good defective

work at their own expense, or is the County

Council to become the middleman in place

of the contractor, with this difference, that

whereas the ordinary contractor is in a position

of pecuniary responsibility to his employer, the

new middleman (the County Council) is to be

in a position of pecuniary responsibility to no

THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS:

pkesident's address.

At the first meeting for the Session 1892-93,

held on Tuesday, the 8th Inst, Mr. Harrison

Hayter, the President, delivered his inaugural

address on assnming the chair for the first time

since his election. Premising that he proposed

to make a departure from established custom in

not dealing with past achievements, but with

future prospects, the President proceeded to

consider some engineering works of importance

that would likely have to be undertaken m the

not distant future by British engmeers.

It was held by some that m the United

Kinedom finality in respect of the creation of

new undertakings had been almost reached.

The consolidation, however, of existing works

into large systems, and the consequent ^^®oac-

tion of the rates of working expenses, enabled

the corporate bodies to which they belonged to

raise money at such easy rates that it becaine

possible to construct works which had formerly

appeared prohibitive on account of their magni-

tude and cost. Examples of such developments

actually existing were cited, and reference was

made to others which appeared to be rapidly

achieving the condition of practical undertak-

ines Among them was the submarine tunnel

between England and France. The Presidenthad

been associated withthe late Sir JohnHawkshaw

thronghont the latter’s long connexion with

this project, and gave an account of the present

state of the question, intimating that, m his

opinion, apart from political considerations, a

tinnelwas perfectly feasible, and wonld pro-

bably cost less than one-Bfth the amount

necessary for a bridge. Another great project

which had received considerable atten-

tion, and was likely to receive more, was the

tunnel proposed for uniting the railways of

England and Scotland with those of Ireland.

Several routes crossing the North Channel

between ’Wigtownshire and the Irish coast had

at different times been suggested. Some of the

lines proposed, would, however, cross the ravine

in the sea-bed known as “ Beaufort s Dyke,

which was at places three miles wide, and had

a maximum depth of water of 90D ft. ^ ®

project favoured by the President was the

one due to Mr. James Barton, M.Inst.C.E.,

described in a paper read before tbe Soemty of

Arts by Sir Roper Lethbridge, K.C.I.E. In

this case the tunnel would pass round the

northern end of Beaufort’s Dyke, at such a

depth that no part would be nearer the bed of

the sea than 150 ft. The geological features

had been investigated by Professor Hull, F.R.b.,

whose conclusions bad been confirmed by Mr

Topley FRS., showing that the tunnel would

pass for one-third of its length through the

lower Silarian Books, and for the remarmng

distance through the Bed Marls and New Bed

Sandstone. Other snbaqueons tunnels, con-

necting the railways north and south of the

Humber, under the Thames at Puiheet, and

under the Solent to connect the railways of the

Isle of Wight with those of the mainland, were

referred to as likely to be nndertaken in the not

distant future. The successful aooomphshmcnt

in twelve months of the tunnel under the St

Clair Biver, on the Grand Trunk Eailway of

Canada, had shown how these works could be

speedily and cheaply carried out.

The President next considered the_ future of

the canals and inland waterway s of this country,

of which there were 3,814 miles in more or less

active operation. The importance of canals

might be judged from evidence given before

Sir Thomas Scott's Parliamentary Committee

of 1883, to the eflect that the average cost of

canals in England and Wales was S,3B0!.,

against that of railways IG.OOO!. ;
the cost of

nfaintenanoe of works less than one-fourth that

ot railways, while the cost of oonveyanoe of

heavy materials was less than one-third that of

like service on railways. The neglect of canals

was a matter of the most serious mtorest for

this country, as it enabled its conyetitors m
Prance, Belginm, and Holland, which countries

possessed well-devised canal systems, to carry

coal and heavy goods at snob low rates as to

greatly favour foreign competition with our own

industries. It was unfortunate that ekoeptional

difflonlties had beset the construction of the

Manchester Ship Canal, which might tend to

retard the accomplishment of similar enter-

prises. Nevertheless, the President believed

that the next fifty years wonld witness such a

development of canal and river navigation as

wonld be a fruitful source of occupation for the

British engineer. Much yet remained to be

done to place onr harbour and do^ accommo-

dation on a satisfactory footmg. The direction

which developments might
J'!?®

discussed, and the President thought that the

check under which dock enterprise was suflering

was of a temporary nature only, and not doe to

oiroumstances Ukely to impede future dook-

^’^The President then proceeded to notice some

works abroad that the British engineer might

probably be called upon to undertake. Of

these, one, if not the greatest, ‘he

Euphrates Valley Railway. Jhe length of the

line from the Mediterranean Port to the P™ian

Gulf would be about 850 miles, and it would cost

8 600 OOW., or 10,000!. a mile on an average.

The Ismid and Angora Bailway, now being

oonstincted by the Germans in Asia Minor

under conditions not very dissimilar to those

of the Euphrates Valley line, had premously

been tendered for by responsible British con-

tractors, at the rate of 8,000!, a mile, so that

the estimate of 10,000!. seemed not unreason-

able With reference to the urgent necessity

for this railway, the opinion of ym“unt

Wolseley was quoted to the effect that the

Suez Canal might he quicky and eas. y

destroyed, and that “it would be

ridicnlous tor us to depend on tta Suez Canal

aa a line of communication with onr Eastern

possessions in time ot war.” The question

had now become almost dormant in this

country, but it should be so no

for thme was danger that the work which

should be undertaken by England as a political

necessitv might be, and, in fact, was now

partly being accomplished by others, and a note

of wMniog might not ho inappropriate. But

there was another matter to be considered,

rendering the engineering possession of the

territory still more necessary to our country.

This was the possible oonstrnotion of a

Bophrates Valley Navigation.

whole question in a practical light, there was

no doubt that the constrnction of a railway

from the Mediterranean i-io the Euphrates

Valiev to the Persian Gulf was necessary and

urgent if we were to have this route to India in

nnr own h&nds. , . .

The President concluded by referring to

the works which would still give employment

to the British engineer in Asia, South and

Central America, and Mexico, and in

particularly Egypt, where, however the

Sndertakings he cited could never he realised

were the country left to itself.

who knew what Egypt was before the British

oocnpation could appreciate the si^ificance of

the present beneficent controh If that control

were removed or weakened, Egypt -would soon

again become the miserable and unhappy

^ country it was under the old rtyime.
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proportion, of whatever amount of sewage or ot
Jike matter that still finds its way into the riverfi

Chemical.—7. The smallness of the proportion
organic matter presentin the London water supj
both absolutely and relatively to the propon
present in other town supplies

;
the aver''

amount but little over a quarter of a m
one part in 300{i

a. Ihe absence of any increase in the proport
of organic matter present in the water at Thau
Ditton, over and above that present in owater some hundred miles higher up at Lechlai
y. The fully aerated state of the river-supplv.
London, and the generally recognised power;
well-acrated water to keep itself sweet, or effe
Its own purification by a process of oxidation-
exceptional views of some chemists on this pci
notwithitanding. 10. The recognised continui
alternate transformation by natural processese
sweet into foul and of foul into sweet matter ; and;
regards nver-water, the non-persistence of '

small proportion of foul matter discharged into t
river in its original condition of foul matter,
ihe presumably innocuous quality of the ususi
small proportion of organic matter present in tLondon river- water, aud the little import for fi

most part of the variations met with in the propj
tion present. The almost continuous diminutiit
moreover, in successive years, of the average p
portion present

BacUriological.—l2. The preseme of bacilU li

microbes everywhere, and the important agriei
tural and purifying actions exerted directly ,•

indirectly by certain forms of microbes. The psumably
_

abundant charging of even sterilisl
water with bacilli, in its passage from the L
to the stomach. 13. The non-recognition i

pathogenic microbes in London river - wato
and strong presumption as to the inabilii
ot any such microbes, if finding their way k
the_ water, to maintain their activity or eve
their existence therein. 14. The observed na
development and even speedy destruction of certa!
of such microbes, introduced purposely by way

?experiment into river-water, partly by the absent
of the conditions for their sustenance, and partly t
their competition with the microbes proper to tl
water. 15. The necessarily almost infinite dispe:
Sion or dilution, and thereby reduced or di
stroyed potency of any pathogenic microbes, sui
posing them to find their way into the water and ti

escape speedy destruction therein. 16. The recoc'
nised innocuousness or powerlessneas of pathogeni
microbes, when ingested in comparatively sma:
number, to produce disease, presumably by reasoi
of their competition with other micro-organism
or qtiasi-organisms, as the leucocytes of the blood

J'-
The recognised effect of filtration, as practisee

u
companies, in abstracting microbe life froo

the water, and so reducing any risk of infection t(
an infinitesimal minimum.

Ck,lr: tie C..,oran..n of I>,al l,j M,: H. P. BurU

IHB MAYOR'S CHAIR FOR THE COR-
PORATION OF DEAL,

chair forms tha central portion of the

Dell
George's Church,

Sken in [if
‘“"“[.'“‘OO “ 'com a photograph

renr-ro‘'f%hT“rao1s‘n^\l^^^^

tl ttto?a?re“as

o^t the chih-
“ the head

Corntafi™ K .
of theCorporation, but oontain.s no other symbols

Mr° HUc'h^of
“'Jtiit *ias been cxeouted by

the royal COMMISSION ON METROPO-
LITAN WATER SUPPLY.

w. R. Smith Professor
Klein Th„

^ loressor Ray Lankester, and Dr
the first three^witne^

evidence of
I

of the rivers ‘v®*
'’'‘= P°“otion

animal and vegetable life, and filtration • that

tvnhnid
P^itologicai microbes (ohol’era or

from tbe areaUre tStaiel^0^'
stream an“dStr?tSnrnSnimb
to injure any consumer of the wLerwerl

HiPpuii
ssiSi
cessively upon tt^oUoiin^^^pof^tsiT^'"

Mr. Crookes, with the object of allaying i

apprehensions that had been raised by the e
dence about microbes in water, produced
statement of the numbers of bacteria that h
bsen found in air, in the soil, in aerated wate
in milk, in meat, in flour, in cheese, and
butter. In a cubic m^tre of air there are fro
200 on the summit of the Pantheon in Paris,
105,000 in a badly-ventilated room, and the
are many millions in small quantities of tl

edibles named. In the face of these appallit
numbers, Mr. Crookes says, the ten to tweni
bacteria per cubic centimetre in London watt
are insignificant, and may be regarded as
proof of supreme purity. It is a questio
whether deep well water is any better for bein
free from them, and it speedily becomes charge
with them on being exposed to the air.

•ee Is.t v?lnme Eifir' ® I,?'»«,' and cnrr.ut vofii 'f''"",;?,?'
'135. 466, 4S0

316. 3SS, 353 3r5
' PP' 39, 47, 71, 32 103 126

zymotic disease in
typhoid or other

pSuSS
water, and wi?L

eioretal matter of pereoK'suffl
choleca, or cholera?^ 3 ;..^ fjPhoid,,

dilutioD, aud reduction
P- The extreme

, Bua reduction to au almost iufioitesimal

ON THE APPLICATION OF AN ARCHI-
TEOTURAL EDUCATION.-

Let me give you a little iiluetration of thi
I was once engaged on a large public buildin
and the work had so far advanced that v
had come to the staircase. It was a big on
and capable of being made a grand architei
tural feature. You will often find that yot
best opportunities for applying your art is i

the interior of yonr building, and you will hav
to make the opportunities for yourself; the
will seldom be offered to you. To carry out m
Idea I asked for some 15.000Z. or 20,000^. to mak
it a marble staircase. This was staunch!
opposed by some, on the ground of cost “ I
is quite unnecessary.” said they

;
“ a good

easy, stone stair, with a handsome cast-iroi
railing and plaster walls is all that is required
and will look very handsome and spacious
What do you want with marble steps and
balastrade, and marble columns and walls anc
floor? It is extravagance and waste.” Well,]

By Mr. William Young, F.R.I.B.A
,
being the co

eluding portion of a paper read before the Architectur
Aaaoclatlon on the 4th iost. (Seep. 379 ante)
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l ot what I wanted, and in time the staircase

?a9 completed,— and done in a way and at a

ost far beyond anything the committee had
'ver seen or contemplated having. Soon after

ibe work was completed I was present one

vening at a reception, and met one of the

5adiDg opponents to the work, a staunch eco-

omist, on that very staircase. He came up to

le with much friendly enthusiasm. “ Mr. Young,”

e said, “ this is g^rand. I had no idea you
itended giving us anything like this, or I

hould not have opposed it for a moment. We
re all proud of it, every ratepayer is proud of

and not one penny of the cost is grudged.”

D this instance the people got what they

ranted, not what they asked for; and I have
,0 doubt that they would have been quite

atisfied, and found no fault with me, if they

lad got instead the stone staircase, with the

aat-iron railing.

Your first work you may regard as the

oundation-stone of your future success. If it

i well designed and well carried out,—the one

rill be of no use wiihoutthe other,—it will bring

ou another, and the next may bring you two,

,nd so on. If your first work is not a success

ou will have missed one of your best oppor-

unities. How are you to make it a success?

ily advice is first of all let your design be tho-

oughly practical. We live in an age when the

iractical is put before everything, and is better

inderstood and appreciated than the artistic.

Notwithstanding this yon shonld try and be

omething more than only practical.

Try and infuse something of the spirit of art

nto your work
;
for there is no doubt that such

vork is appreciated by some people when it is

lone, and will tell in yoor favour. There is a

ind of erroneous notion abroad at present that

f an architect is practical he is not artistic

;

nd that if he is artistic, he is not practical,

jgt your work show that you are both prac-

Lcal and artistic. A man may be thoroughly
iractical, and with all his eSorts he may not

)e able to put any artistic feeling into hla

vork. It is no fault of his. But if you have
he gift of artistic conception, it is entirely your

)wn fault if you are not practical, for practical

snowledge may be acquired,—partly in the

ilass-room, but more in the office and the work-
shop, and mostly on buildings in progress,

[t is this combination of the practical man
ind the artist that will make yonr work a
success.

A mfre builder may put up a building which
is sound in construction, and which may even
possess the element of utility, although devoid
of anything pleasing, interesting, or beautiful,

if it is not actually unsightly. An archi-

tect,—if be is an architect in the true

sense,—will, with the same materials and the

same amount of labour, and, therefore, at

the same cost, arrange his plan and construc-

tion so as to make the bnilding interesting,

pleasing, and beautiful, while at the same time
it has ail the elements of utility and stability.

^He simply adds to the bricks and mortar, and
istone and labour, what Sir Joshua Reynolds
rmixed with his colonrs, “ Brains, Sir.’’

I Besides knowing everything about good and
)bad materials, and good and bad workmanship,
lyour client will expect you to know all about
jtbe proper coat of his work,—and it is reason-

table that he should do so. An architect should
'always know what his work should cost, and
'his estimate must be very loose indeed if he
1 cannot find a first-class builder to do the work
.at his estimate. Sometimes even surveyors
may go wrong, and it may be necessary for

you to look after them. I remember a case,

some years ago, when I had a mansoleum to
build. It was a small thing, a Greek cross on
plan, with a dome, and all in stone. The

! estimate came in about 4,000Z., which was
much more than it ought to have been. I looked
at the prices, they were not unreasonable. T,

at last, got the total amonnt of stone in the
f estimate, which seemed enormous. The fault
was here. So I sat down with the sur-

veyor and went through every stone. I

happened to be quite as well up in masonry
as the surveyor, and the result of this

was that the estimate was brought down to

something like 3,OOOZ. without altering the
design in any way, and the work was done.

It is not interesting work, but yonr clients

will, above all things, expect you to look after
the cost of things, and advise if it is fair or not.
You should have an eye to this in your education.
I think myself that estimates and accounts
'are the bcte iioir of an architect’s life. They
hamper you with your designs when yon are

doing the work, and they come back to you
when the work is done and you want to forget

all about it. But nevertheless you will find it

much to your advantage to be well up in the
cost of things.

“ Keep within your estimates ” was the
advice given to me when I was commencing
practice by an architect who was doing a large

amount of work
;
“that,” he said, “is the way I

got on. I got a name for always keeping
within my estimate, and clients came to me on
that account.” It was excellent advice, and I

pass it on to you. Years afterwards, in con-
versation with one of the most eminent civil

engineers of the day on this same subject, he
said :

“ If we want an extra 100,000?. for struc-

tural purposes we get it, for no company would
take the risk of failure, after the request.” That
was also a useful hint, and I pass it on to you.

On no account avoid asking for an extra if

it is necessary for foundations or any structural

purpose.
But, apart from all this, there are times

when an architect is building for the future,

as well as for the present, when cost must be a
secondary consideration, when the first and
only duty is to do the work thoroughly well.

This occurs mostly in large public buildings, but
also sometimes in large private buildings. Such
opportunities are not to be missed or misused
by questions of cost. You may save a few
thousands, and spoil your work, and the gene-
rations who come after, and who have to pay
their share of the cost, will blame you for not
doing the best. Cost is only a question or a
grumble of a day or a year

;
good work is appre-

ciated for ever.

When we look at St. Paul’s or Westminster
Abbey, or any of the great buildings of the
past or the present, wo are filled with pleasure

and admiration for the work, but we care not
one jot whether the architect kept within his

estimate or not. If Sir Christopher Wren bad
lowered his dome 100 ft., or omitted one of his

western towers in order to reduce the cost, would
we praise him for his economy, or blame him for

spoiling bis work? Something like this was
done in a large Government building in Parlia-

ment-street, called the Home Office. I am
sure it was not Sir Gilbert Scott’s fault that
his design was not fully carried out, and that
the uncompleted corners, where cupolas were
intended, are due probably to the straitened

circumstances of the National purse. The
Nation spends so many millions in other
ways,—rails which are never laid, for in-

stance,—that we could not afford the few
thousands necessary to complete a Government
building in one of the leading thoroughfares of

London.
An architect is never at bis best until be is

designing for the future, putting his thoughts
into stone to pass down to future generations,
just as an author puts his thoughts in a
book, or a painter on canvas. IE such
opportnnities come in your way, you must
rise to them, and to a large extent you must
make them for yourself, for if the opportunity
does come, it will assuredly be hampered
by economics and otherwise, and it will depend
on your own individuality whether the oppor-
tunity is a big success or a failure.

As well as being a servant of the British

public, a true architect is also a servant,—he
should be a disciple,—of the great art of archi-

tecture, which is neither English nor French,
neither German nor Greek. It belongs to all

countries and to all ages. It is neither Classic,

nor Gothic, nor good Queen Anne, but all of

them, and much more. Its aim and mission is

a large one. It is not to put up a beautiful
building here and there, but to make every
bnilding beautiful, both without and within,
and to make all the surroundings of life

beautifnl. Why should not every building in

every street be beautiful, and the streets and
the squares themselves be made beautifnl and
pleasant places ? It is not an impossible idea

;

it is not even an extravagant one
;
and in time

I believe it will be done. It would do more to

make people happy than an eight boms’ day,
and it is quite as attainable.

Apply your architectural education to bring
about this end, not only by putting up good
buildings, but by yoor influence, becoming in a
way missionaries of yonr art, to teach people
to love the beautiful, and create a demand for

it. This is another way of serving the British

public.

In all your work take Utility for your friend,

and Practical Knowledge for your companion,
but let the Beautiful be your only love. With

this triple association, your works will serve all

the useful purposes for which they are intended,
and they will possess all the elements of sta-
bility and endurance, and, being pervaded with
the highest quality, the beautiful will appear in
them everywhere. Take with you to light you
in the way of practice all the seven lamps of
architecture. Take the Lamp of Sacrifice, the
Lamp of Truth, the Lamp of Power, the Lamp
of Beauty, the Lamp of Life, the Lamp of
Memory, and the Lamp of Obedience.
Bat I am going, as a practical architect, to

suggest to you a new lamp, which has served
me, and will probably help yon on your way,

—

the Lamp of Enthusiasm.
Older and perhaps wiser men will say,—“ No,

no
;
don’t recommend these young men enthu-

siasm, give them rather perseverance.” Well,
perseverance is a very good thing, and indis-
pensable, but perseverance is cold and enthu-
siasm is greater, forit is perseverance with love
added, and you will do no good work without
love for yoor work. Perseverance may make a
surveyor,—but it takes enthusiasm to make an
atchitecr.

Light up the seven lamps to guide you with
yonr work, but illuminate your drawing-board
and yonr mind with the light of enthusiasm. It

will help you over difficulties, and will sustain
yon in days of doubt and depression, which
come to all men, and especially to men of
artistic temperament.

If I were asked to put in one sentence,—one
that you may remember when you have for-

gotten all else I have said to you to-night,

—

low best to apply your architectural edncation,
I would say,—“Preserve your enthusiasm for
your Art, By this means yon will best apply
your architectural education

;
by this means

you ma}' advance the architecture of the day in
which you live, and by this means you may be
enabled to add your own contributions to the
architectural monuments of the world.”

The President having invited discussion,
Mr. E. W. Mountford, in moving a vote of

thanks to Mr. Young for his paper, said that
with regard to competitions, he had had some
little experience of them, and his opinion was
that if young architects went into competitions
carefully and enthusiastically, they could not
do very wrong. That was only his opinion, and,
of course, it might be a prejudiced one. When
architects began practice, as a rule they had a
jreat deal of spare time, and they might as well
36 trying their hands in making sets of com-
petition drawings as sitting still doing nothing.
Even if they were not successful in winning a
competition, the experience that was to be
obtained in making a set of competition draw-
ings for any building could not but be very use-
ful to them in after life when they did get some
work to do

;
for if they went into a competition

properly they must go and see other buildings,
and study books bearing on bnildings of the
kind which were the subject of their design.
No doubt, as Mr. Young bad said, there most
be a great deal of money lost to the archi-
tectural body as a whole by competitions, on
account of the large number of designs sent
in,—a number which was often altogether out
of proportion to the cost of the building

;
but

if one went to look at those designs, it would be
found that ont of all the drawings sent in, 75
per cent, of them had not the least chance of
winning : they were so badly made

;
so alto-

gether ill-considered, and so utterly feeble in

every way, that one could only wonder that the
authors bad had the assurance to send them in.

The only satisfaction was that making the
drawings had been good practice for tbetu. If

they went on maki»g competition drawings, in

time they would learn to make a decent de-
sign. Of course, as Mr. Young had said, those
who went in for competitions often bad to
contend against all sorts of local infiuences,

which made the chances of success very much
less

;
bub be (the speaker), taking things all

round at the present time, was not sure that
there was very much to complain of in

that respect. In these days, when professional
referees were the fashion, even if the decisions
were not always all that could be desired by
every competitor, still the awards were made
with perfect honesty and good faith. Of
course there were now and then flagrant in-

stances of local prejudice, an instance of
which bad occnrred lately in the case of a well-
known town-hall in Wales, where the first

premiated design was thrown over in favour of
one by a local man, who undertook to do it at
•1 per cent, commission,—but even that was not

e
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Designfor a large Tamn Dcatse: Plans,

in England. One point which ought to be
carefallj adhered to, in his opinion, by all who
sent in competition designs, was to have a
thoroughly reliable estimate made of the cost
of their designs before sending them in.

Mr. J, M. Brydon, in seconding the vote of
thanks, said he thought the Association was to
be congratulated on having had such a prac-
tical paper from Mr. Young. There had been
a great deal of discussion of late as to whether
awhitecture was an art or a profession, but
evidently it was also a business, and Mr Young
had been preaching to them the doctrine of the
business of architecture that evening. There
were one or two points which struck him in
the course of the paper. There was no doubt
a great deal in what Mr. Young had said as to
the exercise of tact and judgment in dealing
with one s clients

; but one very great difficulty
with many young architects was to get clients
at all. As to competitions, there was no doubt
whatever that they had now become a matter
of necessity; for any one who had any ambi-
tion to do public work there was no other way
to get It but by competition. It might be
regarded as to some extent a regrettable state
of things that the most eminent men of the
profession were not given the public work toca^ out, and that it was put up to competition,
so that It just became a mere matter of chance
whether a good or a bad design was obtainedHe quite agreed with Mr. Mountford that

o°e did not win, one was repaid for his
trouble by the experience gained in thinking out

V
drawings. There was nodoubt that when they were young they were aU

to be found in the 7o per cent, of competitorswhose designs had no chance of winning. If
a competition for a special class

of building, It was an essential condition of
approximating to success,

toat they should know their subject thoroughlyHe was inclined to think, with the previous
speaker, that local influence was not so ram-pant M It was formerly. Although the profes-sional referee was not infaUible, his introductiL

into competitions was a great improvement on
the practice which formerly prevailed. It
wa.s to be hoped that as the practice of
employing referees extended, they would be
more alive to their duties, and that specialists
would be selected for special work. In con-
clusion, Mr. Brydon said he had great belief in
Mr. Young’s eighth lamp, the Lamp of Enthu-
siasm. Without enthusiasm no good architec-
ture was ever done. It was the enthusiasm of
youth which enabled them to overcome the
uphill work at the beginning. Without entbu-
masm they would never have any art. As Mr.
Young had said, perseverance might make a
surveyor

;
but enthusiasm was necessary tomake an arclytect.

Vacher, in supporting the vote of
thanks, said with regard to competitions that
they had done a great deal for English archi-
tecture. They had enabled many young men to
rise to a position which they would not other-
wise have attained for many years.
Mr. E. S. Gale said that the paper had been

a most instructive and suggestive one. The
question of competitions was a very important
one, and they had very few opportunities of
discussing It. As one who had seen a goodmany competition designs, one thing that had
struck him was that the value of a good planwould always tell. He had noticed that a goodmany elevations which were second-rate were
recommended by referees merely because theyhad special merit in planning.
The President, having made a few remarks

put the vote of thanks to the meeting, whichwas carried unanimously, and Mr. Young
having bnefly replied, the meeting terminated

Jllttslraftons.

THE PANTHEON, ROME.

B S the important discovery in regard b
the probable date of the Rotunda o
the Pantheon is discussed in our lead

ing article this week, we have thought it wouh
be of interest to our readers to have the repre
sentation of the building before them, in orde:
to compare it with the remarks in the article.*

Reredos Tinoewick Church, Bucks.—On the
bfch inst. Bishop of Reading dedicated a new
reredos, whi^ has been erected in the Church of
&t. Mary,

_

Tingewick, near Buckingham. The
reredos, which is carved iu oak, has been executedby Mr. Harcourt Riinnacles, of Halstead, from the

London
Jackson, architect,

DESIGN FOR A LARGE TOWN HOUSE.
This design was sent in competition for thi

Gold Medal of the Royal Academy of Arts las
antnmn. It was stated in the conditions tha
the plan was to be arranged with a view to th<
display of pictures and statuary, but that then
was to be no picture-gallery. Through tb«
kindness of the late Mr. Edwin Long, R.A., the
intending competitors were invited to his hou8(
at Harnpstead, where he would have showr
them his arrangements for hanging pictures
and explained his views on planning. Hit
death, however, intervened before his kind
project could be carried out. Some of the
competitors were thus working somewhat in
the dark as to what was actually required in
planning a house of this sort. The snccessful
design was published in the Dvilder &hoxt\g
after the award of the Gold Medal.f

In the design here illustrated probably the
principal mistake is in making the walls oppo-
site the light the principal ones for displaying
pictures, instead of those at right- angles to it.
A good room has also been sacrificed on the
ground floor in order to get the gentlemen’s
cloak-room and lavatory and the men-servants’
room near to the entrance.
The site is an unusual one—70 ft. frontage by

It iB our uaual rule. In making use of a photograpl
to give the name of the photographer, In order to credl
him with his work

;
we regret that we are unable to d

80 in this case, not having any meana of aacertainlng II

t See Builder for January 23, 1892.
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200 ft. in depth. The author therefore presumed
that the house would abut on to a street at the

back, and made a luggage and private entrance

that way. The grand staircase to the first floor

is 10 ft. wide, and a considerable feature is

made of the long corridors on the ground and
first floor, which are ceiled with a wooden
vault. In the perspective the point of sight is

one which would be possible in an ordinary

London street.

The proposed material of the elevations is

Bath stone and brick, with Whitland Abbey
green elate roof. A. B.

NEW TRAINING COLLEGE, NORWICH.
The Norwich and Ely Diocesan Training

College, of which we publish a view and plans

this week, was opened on September 1. The
cost of the college is about 10,0002., and of the

practising schools about 2,1222., or a little over

12,0002. in all, which is exclusive of the amount
to be expended in furnishing and laying out

the grounds. The building has been carried

out from the designs and under the superin-

tendence of Messrs. Oliver & Leeson, archi-

tects, Newcastle-on-Tyne. The walls are of

red brick with moulded brick bands, and the

roof is covered with grey slates.

The plans show the arrangement of the

building, which is considered by the officials of

the Education Department as a very satisfac-

tory example of its class.

The whole of the building, including the

cubicles, is heated with hot water, and has

been ventilated and arranged as to sanita-

tion in a manner approved by the Medical

Officer and the City Engineer. Especial care

has been taken in regard to the drainage and
supply, and no pains have been spared to

er it a perfect model of what such an insti-

tution should be. Messrs. Barnard, Bishops, 4:

BMnard have supplied the stoves and heating-

apParatus ;
the lifts have been fitted by Messrs.

Waygood & Co., of London
;
and the corridors

and stairs have been laid in fireproof material

by Messrs. W. B. Wilkinson & Co., of London
and Newcastle. The builders are Messrs. J.

Youngs &. Son, of Norwich ;
Mr. J. Bayes acted

as clerk of the works.

The architects wish it to be understood that

in the original design the sick rooms were in a

separate block completely isolated from the

main building, and that they were put in their

present position on the advice of Mr. Christian,

who acted as assessor, and in opposition to the

wishes of the architects.

VILLAGE ALMSHOUSES.
This is a block of four small cottages, each

containing a living-room, scullery, larder, and
fuel store, with two bedrooms over, and an
earth-closet in the rear. The walls are to be

of brickwork, the gables and roof tiled, the

unglazed parts of the front bay windows rough-

cast.

The architect is Mr. C. E. Ponting, and the

drawing was exhibited in the last Royal
Academy exhibition.

DESIGN FOR OXFORD MUNICIPAL
BUILDINGS.

This small and characteristic elevation was
submitted by Mr. Halsey Ricardo in the sketch

competition for the Oxford Municipal Buildings.

The original drawing is executed in white
touches on a dark paper, for reasons given by
Mr. Ricardo below

;
the effect can only be

partially realised in the lithograph. The draw-

ing was exhibited at the Royal Academy of

this year. In regard to his intention in the

design the architect writes :

—

“ While trying to reproduce something of the

Mediaeval flavour that hangs round Oxford, my
aim was to cast my design in a ‘civic,’ as con-

trasted with an ‘ academic’ mould. Since the

building will have no connexion with the
University, and as the new frontage will have
to stand the comparison challenged by the
Christchurch front a little lower down the
street, it seemed to me that the very broadest
treatment was one’s only hope of escaping
from such challenge with architectural self-

respect.

The conditions, which denied us the use of

colour or shade, and commanded the one-
sixteenth scale, left me, I thought, no better
way of presenting my design than as a white
mass on a dark background: the alternative, a
dark mass on white paper, could only mislead.”

ELBCIRIC LIGHTING AT ^THE
GUILDHALL.

On Wednesday, November IG, we bad the
opportunity of inspecting Messrs. Lund Bros. &
Co.’s installation of the electric light at the
Guildhall.

The current is supplied on the three-wire
system by the City of London Electric Lighting
Company at a pressure slightly exceeding 100
volts.

The main switchboard is situated in the
basement

;
the switches are handsomely

mounted on it, and are arranged to break the
three circuits simultaneously. On the same
board two ammeters and a voltmeter are

mounted, and it is interesting to note that the
former read virtual amperes, showing that our
protest of last year against the Board of Trade
definition of the “alternating current ampere”
has not been without effect in the commercial
world. The fuses are of copper wire. Owing
in part to the treble break, and in part to the
subdivision of the current, these main switches
are lighter in construction, easier to handle,
and more elegant in appearance than is usually

the case.

In the large hall there are fourteen pendant
electroliers, each carrying thirty-six lamps, of

which twenty-four are of 16 candle-power, and
the other twelve of 8 candle-power each. There
are also additional lights in the roof and in and
under the band-gaUery.
The lobby is illuminated with nineteen

25 candle-power lamps, for which the former
gas-fittings have been adapted.
The Council-room is lighted with 137 lamps,

for the most part of 25-oandle-power. Seventy-
eight of these are grouped in the large central
electrolier, viz., sixty of 25-candle-power and
eighteen of IG-candle-power

;
others are col-

lected in two clusters on each side of the chair,

and distributed in the galleries and corridor.

The switch-boards for the various groups are
placed in moulded frames, which much im-
proves their appearance

;
and the fuses are of a

novel design, with spring contacts, so that they
can be instantly removed and replaced. It is

proposed to have telephonic communication
between the various switchboards.
The library is provided with fourteen’hanging

lights, each containing three 32-candle-power
lamps, and two rows each of twenty-eight 16-

candle-power lamps near the roof, besides
twelve lamps of 32-candle-powerinthe recesses.

The light is not unpleasantly low, and is

abundant in quantity, but the arrangement is

less artistic than that in other parts of the
building, and it will, probably, be snbseqnently
modified. In the reading-room there are sixteen
lamps suspended, each of 16-candle-power.
The installation has been recently finished,

and has not yet been subjected to the official

electrical tests
;
but it has given foil satisfac-

tion on every occasion on which it has been
used, including the Lord Mayor’s Banquet on the
9bh inst. It is one of the few electrical instal-

lations that have been completed in the time
contracted for.

The cables used have an insulation resistance
of 750 megohms per mile, and the wood-casing
used to conceal the wires is unobtrusive, and
in harmony with its surroundings.

The Hambro’ Synagogue.—This synagogue,
standing on the east side of Church-row, Fenchurch-
street, was finally closed, after celebration of a
valedictorj'^ service, on the evening of the 9th inst.

Moses (or Mordecai) Hamburger built it in 1736,
in the garden of his house, at what was then
Magpye-nlley, and it is believed to be the oldest
place of worship used by German Jews, or followers
of the Ashkenazi formularies, in London. The
congregation will be provided with another syna-
gogue eastwards. The present freehold site of
about 3,500 ft. superficial is to be let on building
lease for a term of eighty years.

ABCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.
Architectural Section op the Glasgow

Philosophical Society.—The opening meet-
ing of the present seBsion of the Architectural
Section of the Philosophical Society of Glasgow
was held on the 14th inst. in the rooms, 207,
Bath-street. Mr. Campbell Douglas, F.R.I.B.A.,
the President, delivered the presidential
address. He remarked that he had the honour
of appearing before the Section on that occa-
sion in a somewhat unique position. This was
the third time that he had had the honour of
being elected President. It had been
customary to review the subjects of
interest common to their profession and
the public, and he remembered how some
time was spent lately by Mr. Thomson, the
late President, in considering suggestions for
the improvement of the proposed site of the
new Art Galleries. Since then that matter had
all been settled. There had been two competi-
tions,—the one open to all architects, and the
second to the selected few. The matter had
now been settled for good or for evil. Mr.
Douglas afterwards proceeded to take a his-
torical survey of the Society, and in the course
of his address dealt with many points of
interest to the members.

PICKING'S INTERLOCKING FIREPROOF
CONSTRUCTION.

On Thursday, the 10th inst., a large party of
gentlemen interested in fireproof construction
accepted the invitation of the company formed
for the purpose of putting the above system of
fireproof construction before the public, to
attend at the works at Bounds-green, New
Southgate, for the purpose of seeing the inven-
tion pub to a practical test.

The form of construction adopted is that of
hollow tubes of earthenware, each of which, in
normal sizes, is 6 in. wide, and 2 ft. long, and
divided by a central diaphragm. On the sides
of the tubes are, alternately, sinkings and pro-
jections which furnish the interlocking arrange-
ment that is the special point of the construc-
tion.

The underside of the tubes, when used for
floors, and both sides when used for partitions
are prepared with dovetailed grooves for sup-
porting the plaster, and the system has there-
fore the advantage of rendering lathing
unnecessary; while, as the tubes rest upon and
cover the ironwork, no centreing is required
for the construction of a fireproof floor.

Before the actual testing, the party were
condneted over the works and shown the
various processes by which the tubes are pre-
pared from the raw clay, by admixture with
burnt clay ballast, pottery, &c., thoroughly
ground together, and then forced through
moulds by a special machine, from which it

issues in the form of tubes. These are then
carefully dried and burnt.

For^ the testing of the capabilities of the
material and form of construction, small
squares of the flooring had been put together
and loaded so that the visitors actually saw a
load of 3,125 lbs. on a 2 ft. square of the floor-

ing without concrete, and one of 4,168 lbs. on
a similar square with

1-J in. of concrete over the
tubes. Other specimens were arranged in the
form of partitions so as to show the capability
of the invention for this purpose.
The test by fire was made in a small shed

with sides and roof constrocted with the
interlocking tabes, which successfully resisted
a fierce combustion within, so that there can
be no doubt that, in this Invention, the com-
pany are offering a satisfactory method of
fireproof construction, albeit somewhat closely
resembling other methods already before the
public.

COMPETITIONS.
Abbrdaeb Intermediate and Technical

School.—

I

n the above competition, in which
the assessor was Mr. Esvan Christian, we are
informed that the selected design was that
submitted by Mr. J. H. Phillips, architect, of
Cardiff, who has been appointed to carry out
the work. The estimated cost is 3,3002,

“Black and White.”—Mr. Henry Blackburn
(of “ Academy Notes ” fame) has had open for the
last ten months a studio at 123, Victoria-street,
Westminster, for “instruction in drawing for the
press.” Wednesday is “visitors’ day,” on which
any one can see the whole collection of black and
white drawings on application to the secretary.
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THE LONDON COUNTY CODNOIL.

Tj[B usual weekly meeting of this Council
was held on Tuesday afternoon last, at Spring-
gardens, the Chairman, Mr. John Hatton, pre-

siding.

Muildinffs on Land Acquired under the Open
S2)ttces Acts.—The Finance Committee's report

contained the following paragraph and recom-
mendations :

—

i. That Mr. Nairn be appointed chief clerk of the
Parks snb-riepirtment.

5. That Hr. Nairn’s salary be 4001. a year.'

“On November 8 we reported on the application
of the Vestry of Kensington for a loan of 8,000f. to
defray the coat of layine: out Avondale Park, when
wo recommended the Council to advance 5,0U0/.,
and stated tha", as there was a doubt whether
the Vestry could legally expend money in buildings
ou land acquired under the Open Spaces Acts, or
provide gymnasiums or band-stands, we proposed
to consult counsel on the subject. The opinion of
counsel which has now been submitted to us is to
the effect that, although the Court would probably
construe the Acta liberally and allow an open
gymnasium and band-s'and, yet that the buildings
» rented for lavatories and conveniences, greenhouse,
and caretaker's lodge were within the e.toeption of
the fith section of the Open ypaces Act, ISSl,
which enacted that the land acquired was to be
kept ' in an open condition free from buildings,’
and were therefore unauthorised.

Thi.s opinion practically supports the view of the
Council’s Solicitor, and, looking to the fact that the
late Hoard and the Council have thought it

desirable to obtain special statutory power for the
buildings erected on several of the open spaces
under their own control, we think it would be well
that a general authority’ shou'd be obtained from
Parliament authorising the erection of such build-
ings and the provision of open gymnaeiums and
bandstands on any land acquired and maintained as
an open space or recreation ground. We therefore
recommend,

—

In order to complete the organisation of the sub-
department, we think it necessary that !Mr. Sexby
should have the assistance of a new officer with
special knowledge of horticulture. This officer, in

addidon to assisting Mr. Sexby in inspection of the
parks, ko., and laying out new grounds, will take
a portion of the work now performed by the
forester,—viz, the superintendence of general
labour on the open spaces. Such an arrangement
will leave the forester free to e.xercise his proper
functions of attending to trees, and will relieve him
of extra duties which are already too heavy for him.
We al'so find it necesstry to make two other
minor alterations in Mr. Sexby ’s office, as to which
our recommendations speak for themselves. We
recommend,

—

6. That an offleerbeengaged at a lalary of 300f. ayear;
that he be styled aasistant-auperlntendent of works in
the Parka and Open Sp.icea Bub-denartment, and that be
be re<iaired to possess a thorough knowledge of horti-
culture in parks and gardens.

7. That Mr. G. F. Barnes, who Is at present in charge
of the draughtsmen in Mr Sexby's office, he designated
principal surveyor In the Parka and Open Spaces sub-
department.

S That In future all works of a purely architectural
or building nature he referred by the Committee to the
ArchUeefs department.’

”

Mr. Grosvenor moved, as an amendment,

—

“ That the report be referred back to the Park
Commi'tee with instructions to re-advertise fur candi
dates for the appointment of a head iiiperintendeiit of
the Parks and Open Spaces auh-departuient, at a com-
mencing salary nt 7001. a year

;
the age of applicants to

be limited to tifty-five years.”

‘(o) That the Parliamentary Committee be in
atrucced to insert in the Council’s Genera! Powers Bill
a claute authorising Vestries and District Boards ano
the C .uncil to ereci bulldings on any land acquired and
Intended to be maintained as an open space or recrea-
tion ground, which may be necessary for, or conduce to
the enj lynunt of, the persons frequenting the same,
including caretaker’s lodge, lavatories, conveniences,
and greenhouses, and to provide open gymnasiums and
band-stands when thought desirable, aud to charge the
cost upon the rates of the district.

(&) That the \ estry be iDfornjad of the action pro
posed to be taken by the Council.'

”

The recommendations were agreed to.

Organisation of the Parks Suh-Department.-
The Parks and Open Spaces Committee
brought np the following report and re-

this long-outstandingcommendations
question,

—

“We have again considered the question of the
beat mode of organising the Parks sub-department,
which the CouDcil on Juno 10, 1S90, decided to
form.* A recommendation to appoint a superin-
tendent from outside at a salary of 700/. a year was
approved by the Council, but in February last the
candidates submitted to the Council were rejected,
and the matter was referred back.+ When we first
brought up this recommendation in October, ISOl,
we said,— ‘ If on advertis’ng we again fail to find
such a man, we shall bring before the Council a
proposal to re-arrange the duties of the present
officials, so as to obtain a uniform system of
adminwtration.’ In fulfilment of this pledge we
have considered the feasibility of improving the
existing organisation. Mr. J. J. Sexby has
hitherto, under Mr. Blashill, been the principal
adviser of the Committee in all matters connecUd
with the parks and open spaces. Mr, Nairn has
been clerk of the Committee under Mr. De la
Hooke; ha has also had the control of the con-
stables on open spaces, and the organisation of
games and musical performances.
V e propose that Mr. Sexby be placed in supreme

control over all matters of administration in the
sub-department, and that Mr, Nairn be transferred
(rom Mr. De la Hooke’s department to that of Mr.
bexby. Mr. Nairn will be second to Mr. Sexby,
and assist him in all correspondence properly
appertaining to the sub-department, and in those
parts of the administrative work to which be has
hitherto attended. We think that Mr Naim
should fill a position already recognised in other
departments, viz., chief clerk of the Parks sub.
department. We also think that Mr. Sexby’s
salary should be raised from 450/. to 500/., and that

salary .should be raised from 350/. toW 6 recommend,—

ConneU do not proceed further upon Its

lluS o?”™. aT.r
* I>“»» «t »

plLF.tVn;.'’' 1- chief officer of the
snrh

Spaces sub-department, and that as
responsible for the due execution of all
Parks Committee in relation to the park-:gardens, and open spaces of the Council, and for the

deoaX^m employed in the sub-

The amendment was rejected, as was also an
amendment (moved by Mr. lUrben) to make
the salary of the officer mentioned in the sixth
recommendation 150/. a year instead of 300/. a
year, and ultimately the whole of (he recom-
mendations Were agreed to.

Onnpidsory Aerjuisition of Land for Open
Spaces .—The Parliamentary Committee re-

ported as follows on this subject :

—

“ The CouDcil on May 31 last referred to us the
question of asking Parliament to give the Council
power to acquire compulsorily, under the Lands
Clauses Consolidation Acts, any land required for
the purpose of open spaces. The reference, we
understand, was specially made in consequence of
Parliament having refused conjpulsory powers
under a special Act to purchase the freehold of
Fairseat House and grounds adjoining Waterlow
Park, and the garden of Lincoln's Ion-fields. We
recommend,

—

‘ That application be made to Parliament to confer
power on the Ouuocil to acquire compulsorily, under
the Lands Elauses Consolidation Acts, any property
required for the purposes of parks, gardens, or open
Bpsces.”'

A long discussion arose on this proposition,
consequent on an amendment, moved by Mr.
Benn, to omit the words “under the Lands
Clauses Consolidation Act,"—an amendment
which was ultimately carried by a large
~ajority.

After transacting other business the Conncil
adjourned shortly after seven o’clock.

^ijohs.

Millin^ et Millingen. Peintures dc Vases
Aiitiques, PuHie.es ct Commentees par
Salomon Reinach (“Bibliothcque des
Monuments tigures Grecs et Romains’’).
Paris : Firmin-Didot eb Cie., xlv., 130, -1“,

210 planches. 30 francs.

HIS is the second of the admirable series
of volumes projected by M. Reinach.
His aim is to reproduce on a re-

Die altliorinthische Thonindustrie von Dr.)
WiLiscn (Beiiriige zur Kunstgeschlch>
Neue Folge XV.). Leipzig’: Seemann, 189:-'

It is a maik of the increasing importan
attached to the history of Greek ceramograpi
that special monographs on particular perioi
of the art are beginning to appear. Of the
periods none is more or indeed so important:
that known as Corinthian, and selected by L
Wiliscb. He began the study of the va
industry at Corinth—as he tells us in t
preface—simply because he was writii
the history of this ancient centre
commerce, and felt that some knor
ledge of one of its industries was essei
tial to completeness, Ha speedily four
that it was an unexpected source of light at
information all ronnd, as well as of absorbin
inteie-'t in itself, and the work, begun ii

cidentally, grew to a substantial self-containe
bf'ok. It may suffice to say that though tf
subject is naturally approached from th

historical rather than the technical side, tt
book i.s adequate as well as instructive througl
out, and is essential to the student of Gree<
oeramography. It is but indifferently illustrated

Outlines of Ayteievt Egyptian History. B
Auguste Mauiette. Translated by Mar.
B'odiick. Second Edition. London: Job;
Murray. 1892.

Thus is a second edition of a book we havi
already noticed. To it has been added a sketch
map of the Dynasties of Egyptian Kings, a lisi

of the principal cartouches, and general note
and corrections such as are required to bring 1
up to date.

Ccrrcspirnttcna.

To the Editor of The Builder.

ARCHITECTURE AN ART.
Sir,—

M

r. Jackson puts a very pertineni
question when he triumphantly asks if wf
would “give an examination for literature?’
Now, an examination is given for Literature, enc
it has been given from time immemorial, and il

is an examination of which Mr. Jacksoc
himself especially might be supposed to know
something : the examination “ In Literif
Hamanioribup.”

Neither this examination, however, nor the
necessary traiciug for it, will supply, or impart,
the intuitive or instinctive (art) power which
alone will enable a man to become great as an
author, a poet, a dramatist, an orator, or a
senator. Bat it will give him that culture and
knowledge which will effectually enable him to
make the best and highest use of such in-

stinctive, inborn power as he may be happy
enough to possess.

When one of his pupils from Winchester took
highest honours at Oxford, Dr. Moberly was
careful to warn him that he must not consider
his education complete, though he had shown
an excelleot capacity for pursuing it farther.
The knowledge of language, and the study of

the art of literature, will fit him for, and open
up to him, various positions for which a literary
niftn is Tpn 11 • !ini4 Kin aT-T.aa a a

ilr. .Sexbj’a salary be 500/. a year.

• See r.uUder for June 14, lS0n.
t Sfe Bwi/der for Febiiiary 20 last; p 143.

duced scale, by the help of modern pro-
cesses, and at a reduced price, old arebreo-
logical works which are out of print,
and, yet_ indispensable. For all but purely
antiquarian purposes the new works at a third
the price are twice the value, for M. Reinach
adds without subtracting; he not only in this
particular instance gives a preface with an inte-
resting historical sketch of the progress of the
study of Greekeeramography from thetimeof the
first discovery of the showy Grmco-Italian vases
which, when published, were even touched up
to suit the modern taste, down to the exact and
minute scientific analysis of to-day, but he also
gives,— a more difficult matter,—a list of the
museums, private collections, kc., where the
vases at present are, and a complete biblio-
graphy of more recent publications and elncida-

man is required
;
and bis “ Testamur ” serves as

a diploma, in the eye of the world, of fitness for
those positions. But to maintain that art
(whether of architecture or of anything else)

cannot itself be studied historically, critically,

and analytically, and to hold that all such edu-
cational training in art is in vain for the educa-
tion of the architect, is well-nigh denying the
existence of the art altogether, and putting a
serious obstacle in the way of its development.
For the elements of art are to some extent of a
tradiiional and historical nature; and the
revival of literature is said to have been at-

tained in great measure from research into,

and systematic study of, early writings.
It is to be hoped that Mr. Jackson and his

allies will come to see that in these matters we
are not all such Goths as they apparently take us
to be, if we venture to advocate the claims of

education and examination in the Art of Archi-
tecture

;
and that they will support the Royal

Institute of British Architects in its endeavour
to carry out that which the Royal Academy of

Arts bad failed to effect. In any case, the
cause of no scheme of architectural education
can be furthered by the assumption of a supe-
riority which denounces as mischievous, delu-

ions o e same. We hope M. Reinach’s sive, and puerile, the only well-initiated scheme

1

^® extended to many
I

that has as yet been advanced
;
unless accom-

panied with a well-devised superior scheme,
other antiquated and cumbersome folios.
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free from the manifold defects and imperfec-

I tions attaching to all newly-established

systems. Such denunciations can carry but
little weight, though this assumed superiority

to recognised methods may rehect a glamour of

cynical and complacent contempt for such
mundane teachings, which may weigh some-

! what with those who do not care to look

: beneath the surface.

William White, F.S.A.

THE SOANE MUSEUM.
Sib,—

I

am sure that all who knew that

,
accomplished and courteous architect and

I gentleman, Mr. Wild, will have heard with

.
regret of bis death

;
but I think the idea will

have occurred to some that the necessity for

;
appointing a successor may afford to the
trustees an opportunity of reconsidering the
whole position, and of seeing whether they

; cannot so discharge their trust as to make the
. contents of the museum of more public use

;

) more accessible to the public, and more avail-

i able to the student of architecture
;
and so

( follow the change which has come over London
; since Sir John Soane’s day.

The contents of. the museum have no doubt
) been duly kept and cared for, and they have
I been shown in a way in accordance with Sir

( John Soane’s desires,—namely in the house
I which he built for their reception and for his

« own residence. But is it not to be regretted

1 that such a valuable,—if not an invaluable,

—

f national possession as a series of Hogarth’s

,
pictures, to speak of nothing else, should be

1 exposed to the risks of fire and burglary inci-

] dental to their being shown in a dwelling-
: house not fireproof, and still occupied as such?
' If, too, the contents of the museum generally

: could be differently displayed it might be of

I much more service, as might the library.

The ideal treatment of the museum would be
I to abandon Lincoln’s Inn-fields, to exhibit the
1 architectural collection and house the library

1 In the ground-floor galleries at Conduit-street,

1 and to place the pictures in the National Gal-
1 lery

;
and if the casts at the Architectural

I Museum could at the same time be moved to

i the same locality, namely Conduit-street, we
( should have a fine and instructive assemblage
I of objects of study brought together on the
( spot where they will be of most use.

Of course, there are legal and other difficul-

I ties to be overcome, but in the present day
I these constantly give way when some trust of

; old date has to be modified, in order to make
I the best use of the objects or the money which
( Ihe trustees have to administer.

T. Roger Smith,
University College, London,

November 15.

SOME ANCIENT WALL-PAINTINGS.
SiK,—It may be interesting to your readers

I to hear something about the ancient wall-
t paintings recently brought to light at St.

i Nicholas, Harbledown, the church of the

I
leper’s hospital near Canterbury. Immediate

I steps being decided on for the preservation of
I these paintings, the most important of many
1 here that have been uncovered from their coat-

i
ing of whitewash, I have had an excellent

1 opportunity of examining the works while
i treating them with a preservative solution,
j which has, as a first result, deepened and
: brightened the colours, enabling one with abso-
llute certainty to decide the subject represented
to be the Annunciation.
The two figures are on opposite splays of the

i cast window, standing under ogee canopies,
jand painted in black and white on a dull red
iground. Flesh and draperies are alike black
(Outlined with white, exceedingly bold and
(Simple, and bearing no little resemblance to a
'rubbing from a vigorous brass. The angel to
'the left of the window is slightly the smaller
:figure,and has one wingraised, crossing behind
I the white nimbus

; the other wing is somewhat
.’indefinite, bat turned towards the edge of the
isplay. There is a blank space at the right wrist
as it crosses the figure and cuts off the upraised
hand

;
this gap may indicate where once was

(the return of a scroll, possible traces of which
(occur depending by the side of the gathered
Irobe, but there is no inscription visible to make
(the suggestion a certainty. The figure of the
(Virgin is as well-posed as the angel’s

;
she

(Clasps a book to her breast, and at her feet
to the right is a vase of considerable size, one .

handle forming a conspicuous element in the

design. Although there is a blank space reach-

ing to the Virgin’s elbow, here a bud and open
flower put an end to all doubt as to the vase

or pot holding a lily. A little to the left of the

nimbus, and as though coming from the

window, is the Holy Spirit in the usual form of

a dove.

It seems probable that these paintings were
executed in the fourteenth century, possibly

soon after the chancel was rebuilt, the west
end of the church, it will be remembered, being

generally Norman In style.

I may mention also that the doubt as to the

subject on the south wall of the Church of

St. Alpbege, Canterbury, seems likely to be
removed, for, on treating this painting with a

preservative mixture—it having shown signs

lately of rapid diaintegratiou—details have
appeared which indicate that it is not, as has
been supposed, a subject connected with the

histories of St. Etheldreda or St. Alpbege, but
simply a portion of an Adoration of the Magi.

This work—possibly of the early fourteenth

century—was of considerable area, and evi-

dently extended over a portion of the wall now
pierced with a window.
The mural paintings in the Eaatbridge

Hospital, representing portions of a martyrdom
of Becket, Our Lord in Majesty, and the Last
Supper, discovered behind and above the old

fireplace in 1879, have suffered greatly from
exposure to the air and moisture since their

structural restoration by Mr. Neale. These
Works, which have been gradually but surely

fading away, have bad much of their early

vigour restored to them by a similar treatment
to those at St. Alpbege and St. Nicholas.

Philip H. Newman.

LONBON FOG.

Sir,—

I

n your notice of an article on the
above subject in the National Review you
state that, whilst gas fires are to be approved
for cooking purposes, they are not to be
tolerated in lieu of the ordinary coal fire for

warming our rooms. “ It means giving up
the most cheering indoor object in winter.”*

By my own experience I can assure you that
you are mistaken. For long since I have looked
upon it as the duty of all citizens to do their

best to abate the evolution of smoke from their

own fireplaces. I have tried many gas fires.

Most of them are unsatisfactory, but their

want of success is not a little to be attributed

to the unsuitable grates in which the gas fires

are placed.

Grates for burning coal are now better

designed for that purpose than they were, but
50 per cent, of the grates used are little better

than holes in the wall with coals smouldering in

the hole.

To come to the gas fire, I have long since

found that one of the best grates in the market
is the “Marlborough” grate, made by Steel &
Garland, good for coals or for gas. In this I

have had placed Sugg’s Charing Cross gas
fire. In result I get a bright, clear cherry-red

mass of radiant fuel, glowing with heat. It

not only looks like, but it is as good as a
glowing mass of coal, and costs l|;d. an hour
There may be, and I hope there are, other fires

as good
; I only give you my experience after

ten years of experiments.

Whatever joy some may find in poking a fire,

the loss of it is more than counterbalanced
by :—1, Entire absence of dirt. 2, Entire
absence of smoke. 3. No chimneys to sweep.
4. No coals to carry. 5. No fires to be made
up, or to deceive you by going out when you
want them to stop in. G. The ability to have a
good fire whenever you want it, and for as long
as you want it,—no longer.

Somers Clarke.

LOCAL CONTROL OVER DRAINAGE AND
SANITARY WORK.

Sir,—

A

thorough reform in the Public Health
Service of the United Kingdom is very desirable. I

fully agree with one of your correspondents that
it is impossible for a man to have a sound know-
ledge of building construction,” and also to be
an expert judge of the characteristics of good and
bad food.

A more perfect examination than that at present
held by the Sanitary Insiitute for sanitary inspectors

Ls a most urgent necessity. Persons of very defec-

tive general and technical education have recently

* That is not quite equivalent to saying they are
“ not to be tolerated.”—Eh.

passed this examination. If the Sanitary Institute’s

examinations are to command the respect of men
engaged in the building trade, a few leading builders

and plumbers will have to be included on the Board
of Examiners.
Another examination of a much higher standard

should be established for those inspectors who had
gained practical knowledge, and who had passed
the lower grade examination. A sound knowledge
of building construction should be demanded from
all candidates. C. S. I.

HOUSE DRAINS.

Sir,—

I

n the locality in which I reside there is a
street having about fiiteen houses on each side. A
short time ago I received instructions from the
owner of one of those houses (near the low end of

the street) to make some slight alterations to the
water-closet and sink; this alteration was for con-

venience, nothing else. During the progress of the
work, the Borough Engineer came on the job, and
gave instructions to the effect that I must place an
intercepting-trap in the drain. This drain runs
along and close to the back of the houses (not in

the street), taking the sewage from all the houses
on this side. This trap would, of course, cut us off

from the main sewer and two or three houses below
us ;

but there are about a dozen houses higher up
that would come into the same trap. I also under-

stand that each person on this side who does any-
thing to his drains will have to fix an intercepting-

trap also, so that in course of time the present

straight line of drain will become one continuous
run of intercepting-traps.

These traps (the engineer informs me) are to be
made of four easy bends (in this case 9 in.), having

a junction at one end to connect a pipe leading to

the ground surface, so as to allow a rod to pass
dovrn and through the trap should it become
stopped. All this, ho says, we are compelled to

do. I also understand that he speaks of discon-

necting chambers as cesspoele.

Will you, Sir, or some one qualified, kindly give

an opinion upon the foregoing, and oblige not only
others, but X. Y.

If our correspondent’s description of the
facts is correct, the iujunccion of the Borough.

Engineer is preposterous. If each house is, by the

letter of the law, to have an iutercepting-trap, it

should be between tbe house and the common
drain. If there is no room for that, and if the

common drain has a good fall, the intercepting-

rap should be between the lowest houses and the

tewer, and will do there all the good that it can

do. Of course, the position is a bad one to begin

with, as the common drain in such a case is practi-

cally a short length of sewer
;
but how any one

could suppose it was to be improved by zig-zagging

the whole length of the drain into a series of

traps, which would be the result if the proposed

system were completely carried out, it is difficult

to understand.—

E

d.

THE EXPLOSION OF RANGE BOILERS.

Sir,—Your leading article ou this subject in

last week’s Builder is without a shade of doubt
correct in every particular, and, so far as the more
eminent of the profession are concerned (1 mean
the chief architects), the advice will be ample
and sufficient. But although you do not waste
the pages of the Builder in trying to educate

the jerry builder or bis architect, I am sure

you will not object, in the interests of humanity,

to my naming a fifth cause of danger which is

seldom seen to exist in other than this class of

building,—viz., the expansion or air-pipe is taken

up outside and exposed above tbe roof. The folly

of this arrangement is so apparent that it may he
only necessary to call attention to the fact to

prevent its being repeated. R. Crane,

%* We should think tbe cases of the expansion-

pipe being taken up outside the house lor its whole
length were very rare. Projecting a short length

of it above the roof when the rest is inside the

house might lead to stoppage, and the pipe should

be where it can be seen
;
but in this climate tbe

danger from this cause can hardly be so great as

our correspondent seems to suggest
;
and in other

respects it is the most convenient way of disposing

of it. Still, the point is worth drawing attention to,

—Ed.

ST, PANCRAS MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS.

Sir,—

L

ike many others of your readers, I have in

response to the advertisement in your journal

written for and obtained the particulars of the

competition for the proposed St. Pancras Municipal
Buildings.

In these wo are told that “The Vestry would be
advised in the selection of tbe premiated designs

by an independent professional assessor,”

So far, so good
;
but if the Vestry of St. Pancras

really desire that “competent and experienced
architects” should submit designs for their new
buildings, it is imperative, in view of the experience

gained by the profession as to the wa>’S of London
Vestries in previous instances, that the Vestry of
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St. Pancras should state their intention of adopting
the advice of their assessor, and, further, of em-
ploying as their architect the author of the first

premiated design—provided, of course, that he can
show to the satisfaction of the asses.sor that he is

“competent and experienced.”
Otherwise, there can be no doubt that every self-

respecting, “competent, and experienced” archi-
tect will be, like myself,

A Non-Competitor.

Our correspondent’s estimate of the chances
of fairplay in a Vestry-ordained competition is, we
fear, only too near the mark. As a general rule we
have declined to adopt the position that committees
should pledge themselves to act on the recommen-

:

dation of the assessor
;
but where London Vestries

are concerned we believe this is the only condition
under which any architect who values his time and
his self-respect would thiuk it wise to compete.-
Ed.

there is a residence called “Bone-gate House,”
reminiscence of the usage. S. J. Nicholl.

ORIENTATION OF CHURCHES.
Sib,—-May_ I ask whether any ancient rule for

orientetion is ever followed in modem church
building ?

The question is suggested by the plan of Truro
Cathedral, which you have just published, showing
the old south aisle of the parish church of St.
Jlary incorporated with the cathedral.

It seems clear that the rule of the Perpendicular
masons on this subject,—unless, indeed, their own
work was influenced by the lines of a still older
erection,—has regulated this nineteenth-century
plan, so far as orieutation is concerned, for the
axis of the aisle of the church is parallel with that
of the cathedral.

It would at all events be interesting to know, if -

the bearing of these axes is not due east, how >

many degrees it is to the north or south of that
J. Houghton Spencer.

Taunton, November 7.

Sir.—

I

n addition to the instances of bones used
as a building material quoted by Mr. Blashill in

your issue of November 5 (p. 360), I give the follow-
ing:—

Last year, when puUing down an old house here,
the builder came across an old well under the floors.

This well, which was about 3 ft. in diameter, was
steined by means of ox-horns, disposed round it

such a way that that they crossed and overlapped,
thus forming a sort of bond. The horns were of

an unusually large size, and of that form which
may be seen on the heads of Highland cattle

;
and

as they were vety dry and brittle, they seemed to
have been in their position for some centuries. The
whole lot, excepting three I managed to secure,
were taken to the manure works : there were about
three cart-loads of them. W. G. WATKINS.

Lincoln, November 9.

Sfutcnt’s fficlumn.

BONE AS A BUILDING MATERIAL.
Sir,—I can give another instance of the use of

bone for constructional purpose. In the stone
plinth of the chancel stalls of St. Mary’s. Sand-^ch small bones were used as cramps. My note
Of this was made in August, 1S81, whan the con-
stmction was bared, and the cramps visible.
During the flourishing days of the whale fishery,

tnejawbones of the whale were often used as gate-
posts. At Brighouse, West Riding of Yorkshire,

CONCRETE.—XXL
STRENGTH OF CONCRETE BEAMS.

DE have in previous articles given the
strengths of limes, cements, and
morlars, and from these the transverse

strength of concrete has often been calculated,
but these data are at the best unsatisfactory.
Even transverse tests of mortars are not to be
relied on. They are like the results obtained
by Tredgold and other early experimenters on
the transverse strength of small pieces of wood

;

the strength of beams, calcnlated from the
results thus obtained, was always placed too
high. In order to obtain an approximate
estimate of the proper strength of concrete
beams, we must deduce onr constants from the
breaking weights of similar beams. The fol-

lowing table gives a few results of that kind,
together with the constants or co-efficients

of rapture, deduced from the same according

to the formula,—W=-^C
,
which, being

3WL
transposed, gives C =

2BD'-'

The first thing which strikes us on a p
of the subjoined table is the great difierenc.

in the strength of the various beams. If, hovi
ever, we make due allowance for the differeiT'

proportions of cement and aggregate in th
several concretes, and for the diSerence i:

their age at the time of testing, we find thsl

the variation in strength is really not excessive
although doubtless sufficient to cause am
calculations based on some of the highest o:

the constants to be viewed with a certauf

amount of suspicion. The dissimilarity of thit

results is also due in part to the fact that tht
experiments were carried out at differem
times, by different persons, with differene

cements and aggregates. The table will, I}ow»'

ever, prove useful, although it is not as valul
able as we should have liked it to be. It is

indeed, impossible from existing data to cal-j

cnlate with accnracy the value of C foi

variously-proportioned concretes
;
a long series

of experiments would be required before this

could be done. It may be suggested that thel

Royal Institute of British .Architects should
carry out such experiments, which would find
its Science Standing Committee some work to:

do, and would benefit the whole profession;

Until such experiments have been made, archi-o

tects must perforce proceed more or less emplri-i

cally in the construction of concrete foundations,!
floors, roofs, &c. The transverse strengths of neat;

cement and of different mortars were given ini

Table XIV., page 192, ante. Let us turn now tot

the strength of beams in general.
To find the strength of rectangular beamst

svpj^orted at the ends and loaded at the centren

we have the formula

W (I.).

For beams iupporied at the ends and wwi-i

formly loaded we have

- =4°^' ( 11.).

For beams fixed at the ends and loaded at-i

the centre we have

W
3 ^ L

...(III.).

TABLE XXIII.

Composition.

Age
in

Days.

No.
of

Tests.

Reduced One-half*

No.
PortlaD(
Cement. Sand. Aggregate.

Brdth.

Id.

Depth.

In.

Clear
Span.

In.

Loaded
at

Average
Breaking
Weight.
Cwt.

Breaking
W. at
Centre.
Cwt.

of Beam
between
supports.

Cwt.

Total
Central
Load.
CwL

Constant.
Average
Constant

Au-
thority.

1 1 _
72
60

1

1
centre 3-85

13-23
3-85

13-23

0-

31

1-

67
4-16

14-9

5-99
1-74

2
3

1

1 2 c

2 crushed brick b

90
12 8

A
A

4 1 2 d »» central 6” 155 1-55 143-61 4-48 1 3-88 B
5 1 — 4 clean breeze 59

59-5
central 18”

113-33

66-32
40-52

85-62

CS-74
43-61

103-88
57-32

35-07

1-55 105-43 3-29 )

1 — 4 broken brick ...

139
1

1

1

1

1

212 59-44 4-15
i 3-63

7 0 5 shinp’le 12 12 centre
2-53 37-6 3-11

)

8 1 1 5
30 1-77 Hi -yy 2-73 — D

1 2 .q
>> '» >> 70-65 2-21 —

1 3 5 >> >1 43-61 45-45 1-42 —
1 2

central Q"

centre

27 1-76 28-76 0-89 —
12

13

14

1

1

1 0

r2 broken stone, li in

„ „ ’sUn.
® >1 i> ij in.

95 12 12 1 18

3

3
1

46-67

52 -5

40-83
83-06
38-33

71-18
38-33
56-16

30-15
30-28
20-04

5
20-88

13-6fi

42-78

4S-12

37-

43
83-06

38-

33
71-18

38-33

56-16
30-15
30-28
20-04
4-85

18-35
11-92

>

44-54

49-88

39-19

83-83

39-

86
72-10

40-

17
57-10
32-03
31-21

21-90
11-42
21-43

15

1-39

1-56

1-22

1-31 )

1-24 j

1-12 1

1-25 j

0-

89 )

1-

00 j

0-

49 >

0-68 [

1-

00 )
0-85 (

0-590

|l'39 B

15 1 1 8 ..

( 36
(IS

1

1
1-53

0-

92

1-

84

0-

94

1-

88

0-

93

1-

86
6-57

3-08

•84

1-27 D

16 1 2 7 ,,

”
) 35
(IS

1

1

1-18 D

17 1 3 6

”
l 36

US
136

(99

(.45s

IS
36

1

1

0-94 D

IS

19

20

1

1

3

4

6 ,, screened ...

5

23

95
139

21

12

9

12

1

1

1

1

1

1

central 6"

central 12”

0-58

0 92

D

E

4 5 ..
centre 24-91 25-75 0-40

j-O-59

21

22

It

” >•
,> 23-71 23-71 1-69 25-4 0-79

1 K 3 broken stone (1 in

L to 4 in.)
182 6 12 36 1 central 12" 72 66-05 •75 66-8 4-17 _ F

1
100 2 2 4 2 centre 5-22 5.. a 5-22 3-91 - G

* The we' ht f th h
'

sometimes be obtained : e.g., the weitrht of^ff
therefore, be considered in the calculations, otherwise grossly inaccurate results woi

weight of the beam must really be considered ns n dieiT-iVinfori i

numbered IS is nearly three times as much as the load puc upon the beam. I
the weight of the beam is given in the column

stress of a distributed load is only one-half that of a central load, one-h
t Slag cement. 4: Roman cement.

^ — J
maU to^be con.sidered.

^fTlam^^beam^'' vTf’
of the beams should be carefully noted.

1
which fell before it had nronerlv sat. and wn.!l t.tifil-nforn r.rnhahJi

.. Coaree sand. '“rf.'~FiD6''saDd!''”°e Part J
various ages of the beams should be carefully noted.

Aulhonttes.—A, David Kirkaldy • B John Kvle • C OaI o
fell before it properly set, and was, therefore, probably strained.7, iJ, John Ryle

, C, Col. Crozier; D, Darnton Hutton; E, C. Colson; F, Wm. Kiddj G, Q. A. Gillmors.
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or beams iixed at the ends and uniformly

ed we have
BD^W = 2 C— (IV.),

'or .

’ ’

it, and loaded at the centre we have

^"=4°^
for similar beams uniformly loaded we

possibility of lateral movement, in the

slightest degree, in the supporting girders of

a floor; in this case by so doing the supporting

^ power of the beam was materially increased.

beamsA,t«J at one snA, mpported Vae It also shows that the mass within the dotted

. . f . line a 1) G (fig. 3) adds nothing to the strength

of the beam when conflned at the ends, as

proved by the crack appearing so soon after the

commencement of the loading.” Three other

concrete beams, of exactly similar composition

to the two jnst mentioned, had previously been

made and tested by Mr. Colson ; the results of

these tests are given in Table XXIII., No. 18.

The average value of C for two of these beams
Is '92, the ends being simply supported, while

the value of C for the beam confined at the

ends, if we use the formula for a supported

beam, is no less than 2 G, or nearly three times

as much. According to the usually accepted

formulas for the strength of beams, fixing the

ends, at the most, only doubles the strength

(see formulas I. and III.), but in this case

merely confining the ends eilected a somewhat
greater increase.

If we may judge from Mr. Colson’s exps'

riment, the great compressive strength of the

material enables a flat concrete beam, when the

ends are simply conflned, to become to all

intents and purposes an arch capable of carrying

as great a load as if the ends were securely

fixed. This, however, needs further proof, and,

until this is forthcoming, care should be taken

that all concrete floors, &c., subject to trans-

verse stresses, should have the edges as securely

fixed as possible, in order that full advantage

may be taken of the increase of strength which

such fixing is known to insure.

^=4°^
:'or beams fixed at one end only, and free at

other, and uniformly loaded, we have

(Vn.).

'hese are the formulm given by Professor

win, although somewhat differently ex

seed. It will be noticed that formulas II.

v, and VI. are the same, and that the strength

ii centrally-loaded beams with fixed ends is

I per cent, more than when the ends are

sported, while that of uniformly-loaded
' .ms with fixed ends is only 50 per cent, more
vnwith the ends supported. In the former

i: ratio is as 100 is to 50, in the latter as 100

l!o C6'6.

.'*rof. Anderson, in his “Strength of Mate-
• !s," says :

—" The increase of strength, doe to

ure fixing of the ends, has been variously

'ted” [from once-and-a-half to twice the

Umgth when supported] ;....“ but it is

idous that the value will depend upon so

I ny conditions that it is impossible to say

icisely what it is beforehand
;

it must, there-

Me, be considered as doubtful, unless all the

tiditions are known definitely ;
at the same

!'ie, the importance of secure fixing, wherever
I ;an be employed, should be noted.”

: n the case of concrete floors, laid over the

Lis when these have reached the proper

,:ght, and subsequently built upon, we have a
ipree of fixity far in excess of that attained

Jen the concrete is simply let into chases in

pi walls, or supported on corbel-courses pro-

pting therefrom. In the former case we may
life our calculations on the fact that the ends,

i;edges, of the floor are fixed, providing, of

(iirse, that the weight of w’all above the floor is

hugh; but in the latter case we can only

iiume that the ends are to some unknown
tent held in addition to being supported. It

dy be thought that floors resting on corbel

jirses are supported, and nothing more, but
s is not the case, for the concrete abuts

ijiinst the walls, and is prevented by them
[im spreading

;
in this way, the floor becomes

I lly a flat arch or (contradiction in terms) a
II dome, and may carry as much as if the ends

J.*e fixed by being built into the wall. This, at

Jr rate, has been shown by experiment to be the

Re with concrete beams tested by Mr. C.

ilson, and described by him in the “Proc.
>it. C.E.,” voJ. liv. (1877-8), part iv. Two
iicrete beams were formed, 9 ft. long, 21 in.

lie, and 9 in. deep, supported djin. at each
Ji, the concrete being composed of 1 part

4rtland cement, 3 parts sand, and 6 parts

ceened harbour shingle. The ends of one of

aj beams (No. 1) were prevented from spread-

Atl're 3.

by counterforts as at A, fig. 3 ;
while those of

jj other beam (No. 2) were simply supported
at B. At the end of fourteen days the

affolding under the concrete was very care-

ly removed, when beam No. 2 at once broke
th its own weight, while beam No. 1 exhibited

:,o sign whatever of weakness.” “After re-

iliining unsupported for a further period of six-

in days, the beam (No. 1) was tested by placing
fights on the centre. Under 0 25 ton a faint

ick was observed at the centre through the
.ole width of the beam

;
with 0 635 ton it

3 increased as nearly as could be determined
.half the depth, viz., in., and opened to
out in. at the lower surface. The full

ent of the fracture probably exceeded this,

ihough not apparent on the surface. No
ijtieptible upward extension of the fracture
,ild, however, be detected after the imposition
•the weight last referred to. The load at the
litre was ultimately increased to 1-292 ton,

en the beam broke. This experiment shows
' necessity of guarding against the

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS,
New Bank Premises, Cornhill. — Tho new-

banking - house of Messrs. Prescott, Dimsdale,

Tugwell, Cave, & Co. (Limited), at 50, Cornhill,

was opened for business on Monday last. It is

numbered 50, Cornhill, but it has been erected

nob only on the site of Dimsdale, Fowler, &
Co.’s old bank at No. 50, Cornhill,—a modern

building erected in 1859, Mr. Angell being the

architect,—but the site of No. 49 as well, which was

occupied by Messrs. Barraud & Lund, the chrono-

meter makers. The lower portion of the fa9 ad0

consists of a bold Aberdeen grey granite arcade,

tho upper part being of red brick with Portland

stone dressings. Practically the whole of the ground

floor is taken up by the banking-hall, or telling-

room, a very fine apartment, which is lighted by

the great windows on Cornhill, and by a large glass

dome at the rear. The walla are faced with

English alabaster, with Spanish mahogany dado

and cornice. The counters and desks are also

of Spanish mahogany, and constitute some of

the best work we have ever seen in the

way of office - fittings, both as to material and

workmanship. At the back of this hall is a stair-

case leading to the upper and lower floors, with two

rooms for the directors’ use. The large room is

intouded for the directors on duty, and commands
a view of the whole of the counting-house, while

the other room is of a more private character.

Interesting records of the several amalgamations of

the present banking firm are to be found let into

the white marble mosaic floor of the great hall near

the entrance. These are in the shape of tho

“signs” of the four different banks which have

united :
— Cornhill, 1762 ;

Threadneedle - street,

1766; High-street, Bath, 1770; and Corn-street,

Bristol, 1750. Between the ground and first

floors is a gallery extending down one side

of the banking-hall, fitted with clerks’ desks,

and two or three private rooms. On the

first floor are the board -rooms, the secretary’s

offices, luncheon and waiting rooms. The upper

floors will be in the occupation of the residential

staff. Below the ground are two basement floors,

and it is here that the strong-rooms, nine in num-

ber are built. In tho sub-basement, portions of

theVneient Roman wall discovered while the exca-

vating operations were in progress, have been pre-

served. The alabaster walls and the marble

mosaic work have been executed by Messrs. Burke

& Co.
:
the lifts are by Waygood & Co. ; the sani-

tary and electric fittings by Hayward Tyler, & Co.;

the strong-room doors and safes by Messrs. Chubb
;

Shorland’s warm -air ventilating stoves are used

in the telling-room ;
and Claridge’s asphalt is used

for roofing flat. The architect is Mr. Henry Cowell

Boyes, F.R.I.B.A., the clerk of works being Mr.

William Payne. The general contractors were

Messrs. Cubitt & Co. The total cost has been

upwards of 25,000f.

New Church, Gurnard, Isle of Wight.—

T

he

corner-stone of a church which is being erected at

Gurnard, Isle of Wight, was recently laid. The
site of the new building is on the main-road leading

from Cowes to Gurnard. The church is to be a

building of brick, in the style of the thirteenth

century, the walls being relieved internally and ex-

ternally by bands and patterns of coloured brick.

The roofs will bo tiled. The plan consists of a wide

nave, arranged so that all the worshippers may
have an uninterrupted view of the chancel. Th©
latter is to open into the nave by a broad arch. On
the south side will be a vestry, and on the north an

organ-chamber, both opening into the church. Th©
seats are to be open benches, and the accommo-

dation is to be, in the nave alone, fora congregation

of over 250. Provision will be made for the exten-

sion of the building at some future period. Th©
windows will be made to harmonise with the style

of the church, in brickwork of patterns, but the

east window is to bo of decorative tracery of stone-

work. A spire of timber covered with tiles will be

placed over the chancel arch, and will, with its

cross, rise to a height of about 62 ft. The church

will be 87 ft. from east to west, by a breadth in th©

naveof28ft. The passages will be paved with black

and red tiles laid diagonally. The roof will be of

open timber work. The windows are to be filled in

with cathedral glass of various tints of colour. Th©
church has been designed and the works are being

superintended by Mr. E. P. Loftus Brock, i.b.A.,

architect, of London. The builders are Messrs.

Ball & Sou, of West Cowes.

Equitable Assurance Offices, Manchester.
We learu that an important and costly granit©

contract is now on the point of completion by
Messrs. James Wright & Sons, Royal Granit©

Works, Aberdeen, consisting of a main doorway

and piers for the new premises of the Equitable

Assurance Company, Manchester. The doorway is

of elaborate design. Constructed of grey Rubislaw

granite, it rises to a height of 15 ft. from the level

of the ground. The two jambs are fully 8 ft. high,

and, particularly on the front, are finished with

sweeping lines of deeply-graven mouldings. On
tho impost or lintol, the main surface is formed by
mouldings into an oblong panel, and tho smaller

impost is surmounted at each end by an intricately-

designed pilaster, fully 3 ft. 6 in. high, consisting of

a base, shaft, cornice, and a ball finial. Each of these

parts is marked by deep, sharply-cut mouldings. In

the centre of the space between the pilasters is a cir-

cular panel, sunk about 6 in., and surrounded by

mouldings of the most intricate character. The
whole is surmounted by a cornice of rich design.

The whole of the work, mouldings included, is

polished. The doorway is flanked on botji sides by
a pier of red Peterhead granite, also 15 ft. high.

Each pier consists of a bottom-plinth, a shaft

—

with centre band,—and a massive ball-corbel, sur-

mounted by a moulded cornice,—the continuation

of the cornice over the doorway. There are nine-

teen of these piers, and there are about 2,5(W cubic

feet of granite in the job. The piers, like th©

atones of the doorway, are polished on all the ex-

posed surfaces. The architects are Messrs. W.
Waddington & Sons, of Burnley.

Mellison’s Skating-Rink, Brighton. — Those

who remember the palmy days of roller skating in

Brighton will recollect that “ Mellison’s,’' at the

largo Concert-hall in West-street, was one of the

most favoured resorts. It has now returned to its

former use. According to a Brighton paper, th©

great hall has been entirely reconstructed. It is

162 ft. long, 46 ft. wide, and 40 ft. high to the

ceiling. A room opens out of the hall, and in front

of this is a restaurant, the special feature being the

lowering of the floor at the entrances to the street

level. The hall and restaurant are approached from

West-street,,on the pavement level, bytwo entrances,

enclosed by screens and swing doors (through which

the restaurant is entered), and there is also an

entrance doorway in Middle-street, which will be

available as a means of exit. On tho first-floor

level a balcony extends round three sides of the

hall, reached from the hall floor level by means of

three flights of stone steps, one at each entranc^

and from landings on these staircases are reached

tho ladies’ and gentlemen’s lavatories. Above th©

restaurant and tea-room are a saloon and the

kitchen, &c., communicating with the restaurant

by means of lifts. Ample accommodation is pro-

vided for skate-rooms, cloak-rooom, stores, &c.

The walls are built with piers, with enriched comic©

and frieze, formed into bays, and the ceiling is coved

and panelled in plaster, with a centre horizontal

light of embossed glass running from end to end.

The balcony is carried on iron cantilevers, encased

in moulded plaster-work. The floor of the hall is

formed of iron joists and concrete (supported by

iron columns), covered with American maple in

narrow width, laid with the greatest possible care

BO as to ensure a perfectly even and level surface,

the boards being laid diagonally at each end of th©

hall so as to avoid friction. The lighting is^ by
electric light by means of fourteen seven-light

electroliers and eighty pendant lights under the

balcony. The architect of the work was Mr, Alfred

Carden, of Brighton. Tho contract was carried out

by Mr. W. Taylor, of York-place. The electric

light installation was provided by Jlessrs. Croggon

& Co., Upper Thames-street. The balcony fence

and open ironwork are by Messrs. Reed k, Son.

Golf Club-house, Epsom.—This building has

just been completed. It is situated close to Epsom
Downs Station, and overlooks the links. It is of

red brick, the upper portion being covered with

red tiles. The entrance is from the verandah, which

opens into an entrance-hall, 20 ft. high, surrounded

by a gallery and having a timbered roof. Th
dining-room is on the left of the hall

;
it is 30 f
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long and 20 ft. wide, with a large bay-window at
one side. The room is heated by two fireplaces
with carved oak mantelpieces. A service passage
communicates with the kicchem The dressing-
room is on the opposite side of the hall, and is fitted
with lockers. There is a large lavatory, with a
range of lavatory basins supplied with hot and cold
water, and with two water-closets adjoining. The
smoking-room is placed on the first floor, imme-
diately over the dining-room. It is approached by
an oak staircase having the club crest carved on
the newel-post. The room is 30 ft. long, with a
large bay window on one side and an oriel window
at one end. Two French casements give access to
a balcony from which a view of the play can be
obtained. The room has an open-timbered roof.
Tnere are four bedrooms, which are entered from

_g4ll0ry, with b.ath-room and water-closet
adjoining. The kitchen, sjullery, and servants'
bedrooms are at the back of the premises. The
professionals' workshop*and caddies’ room are under
the dressing room and lavatories, and are ap-
proached by an external stairca-ie. Wine and
bear cellars are provided in the basement The
building has been designed by J. Hatchard Smith.
F.R.I.B.A., London. The work has been carried
out by Mr. H. Adims, buOdar, Sutton. The
building cost about 3

,
000/.

New ‘‘Palace of Varieties” for Bristol.

—

VS e are informed that the designs prepared for the^w Bristol Empire Palace of Varieties by Messrs.
Wyison it Long, London, have been passed by the
local authorities, and that a contract for the orec-
rion of the building has been arranged with Mr.
rrank Kirk. The new theatre is intended to be
opened next Whitsuntide. The building will be
mtuated in the busiest portion of the city, and has
been designed to be used not only as a theatre, but
by a simple mechanical arrangement the stage can
be removed to give place to a circus-riog.
Alterations at Sandringham House.—The

alterations at Sandringham House, rendered
necessary by the fire which occurred a year ago
are, the Dadt/ .Vgjrj, now practically oom-
pleted. That portion of Sandringham House that
was destroyed by firo has been rebuilt in fireproof
construction with iron and concrete floors and
roots, vanous additional rooms have been added,
and care has been taken to provide against further
damage by fire. The rooms which ware dama'^'ed
have all been re-decor.ated. On examination itwas found that considerable damage had been^na by water, especially in the Princess ofWales s boudoir and the bed-rooms on the first
floor, and the plastering had to be all stripped from^veral of them to enable them to become
thoroughly dry._ With the exception of the
Princess s boudoir, ail this work is completed, andthe rooms are now occupied. The local tradesmen
having_ expressed a desire to subscribe to some

Clarence andAvondale, this has taken the form of a clock,

Tmi fK
be placed over tho ball-room entrance,and the turret has been raised to provide for this,A considerable addition has been made on the south
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corner of Wood-lane. The school is built with
Bridgwater red brick, the style being “Queen Anne.”
The panels for the front bay window and porch are
terra-cotta, the cornices, caps, and coping being of
Bath stone. The walla are built hollow, and the
roof is close-boarded and slated. A corridor runs
from the main entrance to the end of the build-
ing. On the right, on the ground floor, is an
assembly-room, 35 ft. by 20 ft. This room is at
present used as the gymnasium. The kindergarten
room measures 20 ft. by 16 ft. Opposite is a
class-room, 16 ft, by 16 ft. At the end of the
corridor is a large cloak-room. The upper rooms
are approached by a well-lighted staircase. - There
are five class-rooms, as well as a sitting-room for
tho assistant-mistress. Each room has a dado of
varnished red pine, and is ventilated by means of
Tobin’s tubes and ventilators near the ceiling.
'The contractor for the building was Mr. J. S.
Kelway. The architect was Mr, T. Wonnacott, of
Falmouth.
Additions to the Queen’s Hotel, Cardiff.—

On the 3rd inst. one section of the extensions made to
the Queen’s Hotel, Cardiff, was opened to the public.
The portion opened consists of the main hall and'
bar. The latter occupies a central position in the
hotel buildings, the entrance approach being a series
of continuous lobbies opening into a hall. The
dados of the hall and lobbies are in teak wood
the upper portions of the walls and ceilings being
in Lincrusta-Walton decoration, while the floors arem mosaic. The barjs 33 ft. 6 in. long and 26 ft. wide
the height being 15 ft. The decorations are mainly
in cream and gold, these having been done by Mr
Jas. Rosser, under the superintendence of Mr Allan"
the contractor. Around the bar stained glass has
been used, this having been supplied by Mr.
Samuel Evans, of Birmingham. The ceiling is of
stained glass of floral pattern. The floor is mosaic,
laid by Messrs. Pattison, of Manchester The
joint architects to the Queen’s Hotel Company are
Mr. J. P. Jones and Mr. C. E. Waring, the con-
tractor being Mr. James Allan. Mr. John Evans
was tho foreman, and Mr. T. Alexander the clerk of
the works.

t 1

® “ "uiargeu.
.8 acted as clerk of the works

SANITAllT AND ENOINEBRINQ NEWS.
Sa-VITABT BDILDI.VG PiEGCLATIONS AT WeSTHartlepool.—Wo are glad to learn that in this

rapidly - increasing seaport town tho Sanitarv
Anlhority i, actively engaged in many schemes
for the further improTOment of tho district in.
eluding sewerage works, street works, now abat-
toirs, &o. One of the moot beneficial amendments
however, so far as the public health is concerned’
consists in the now regulations in connexion with

’'Wei requires thateach new dwellmg-houss erected after the presentdate shall have a water-closet, together with acovered galvanised pan for the reception of the dry
.

Up ‘i* yeer ISSl the old openprivy flourij^hed in all its ugliness, and, so that thesowers might bo made tho more foul, each ownerwas required to cause a drain to be laid fromsuch open ashpit to the public sewer. In
•f

^
4

-^ regulation was made requiring the ash-
pits to be covered; the bottom of the ashnit

TtrL’?
the adjoining

street, and the drainage into the public sewer wasprohibited. lu 18Sb a somewhat modified privy wasperm, tied, taking up less yard space, and, there

o" filth Thf,
““°“”‘ for the deposit01 filth. This privy comprised a movable gal-vanised pan, which was mide tho receptacle o7alletcremontitious matter, as well as the dry domesticrefuse, and was emptied weekly. Hr J WBrown, A. M. Inst. C. E.. the Borongi; Engineer, undl;

Sa
new regulations have® been made

advocate for the water carriagesystem for many years, and he has now auccesdfdm inducmg his Council to abolish from the district

remotl‘‘„'’f75.
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FOEEIGd^ AND COLONIAL.
France,—Now that the Bill has actually.!

submitted to Pdriiament, the reconstruction t
Opfira Comique is to be entrusted to a large
tractor, on condition that the State shall guati
a certain subvention for a specified time. Not
Soci^tfi Centrale des Architectes is not pleas:
this arrangement, the adoption of which will
the architect under the orders of a specnV
builder, and M. Daumet has been commifsiob
address a petition to the Minister of Fublil
fctraction and Fine Arts, to protest agamst s'l

proceeding. On the other hand, the Assock
Amicale des Architectes, who have rec
diplomas from the Government, have i

asked the Senate to decide the matteri
competition. The Municipal Council of I

has just taken into consideration a proi
tion made by M. LStorey, architect, for
completion

_

of the Boulevard Haussn:
The question will shortly be decided.
Impressionist and Symbolical Painters op,
their third exhibition on the 15th inst., at Nd
Rue le Peletier. The Luxembourg Museuc
just been enriched by a fine bust in gold and i

entitled “Gallia”; it is the work of M. Mo
Vanthi^r. There is an interesting collectii
pastels and water-colour drawings by M. Dega
on view at the GalerieDurand Ruel. The Dir
of the Carnavalet Museum has lately aoquir
“ Epitome de la Oorographie d’Europe,” print
1553 at Lyons, and which contains the oldest k
engraving of the plan of Paris. M. Bous
Architect of the Minister of Posts and Telegn
has just given up to tho Administration th(
Hotel des Telephones, in the Rue Gutenberg
Up to the present time, no discoveries of
interest have been made in the ruins of the P
of Saint Cloud. The fronton of the right pavilio
been acquired by the Princess Clementine, mi
of the Prince of Bulgaria, and has been tak
Sofia. M. Herpinet, architect, St. Cloud,
just sent in a notice to the Municipality of
town, that the church clock threatens to fall,

will injure several neighbouring houses if it doe
The church itself is built on beds of loam,
work of strengthening will be begun immedia
to avert a catastrophe. The jury for the i

petition of painters, initiated hy the D^partei
de la Seine for the decoration of the marriage-hi
the Mairia at Montreuil-sous-Bois, has just g
its judgment. The commission for executinj
amounting to 21,000 francs, has been awarde
M. Bourgonnier; the second prize has been g
to M. Henri Martin, and the third to MM. Go^
and Courtois.-^—There is a question of givin
the town of Valence (Drome) which is his coud
the statue of the poet Emile Augier, instea
erecting it in Paris, It is to be paid for
public subscription. The Lyons Society
Fine Arts will open its sixth annual e
bition on February 24 next, in the Pavi
of Fine Arts in tho Place Bellecourt.

'

exhibition is open to foreign artists as wel!
to French. The Exhibition of Fine Arts
Monaco will be open from December 1 to Apri
next, that at Nantes from February 1 to 28.
narrow-gauge railway will shortly be made in
Haute Marne, between Fayl-Billot and the sta'

of Charmoy. -The restoration of the old cbi
of Souillac will shortly be undertaken. It i

“historical monument” of much interest. i]

Capitaine Place has just submitted to the exam
tion of the Academy of Sciences an apparatus wl
is to discover flaws in the interior of blocks
beams of iron or other metal employed in consti
tion, and which might be the cause of sud
failures. He calls his apparatus the “ Schu
ihone.” The inundations in the South of Fra
ipe caused the ruin of thirty-nine houses in I
pignan, and carried away several bridges.
Berlin.—There has been a serious disruptioi

the;?“VereiQ Berliner Kuostler,” of which An
von Werner is President, caused by a controve
on the merit of some Swedish paintings which 1

been^ exhibited under the auspices of the socU
The incident is much regretted, as the society i

very popular as the promoter of the Berlin Int
national Art Exhibitions, and other success
enterprises. Another of the series of n
churches has been opened with much ceremoi
This one is situated in the poorest district of Berl
Half the cost ef its erection was defrayed by 1

Royal family. Berlin is to have a new Municv
Hospital, with 800 beds. This will be the foui
modern structure of the kind in the Prussi
capital. It will be situated to the north of t

city. The “ Urban” hospital, which was complet
last, 18 m a southern suburb. Much pleasure
expressed by our German contemporaries that t
Malmb Harbour Competition has resulted in H(
Kummer, of Dantzic, obtaining the first premiui
and a Brunswick firm of civil engineers obtaini:
the second. The third premium went to Swede
The proposed harbour works are very extensive.
Denmark.—There appears now some probabili

. of the next Rigsdag voting funds for the coi
mencemont of the rebuilding of the Christiansbo
Palace, which was burned down in October, 18?
Meanwhile, two committee.s have been at work ci

lecting national contributions towards tho und(
taking, and a sum of 60,000/. has been collectedf
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(purpose. The work of constructing the now

iilodustrial Museum in Copenhagen has been

»isted to Professor Klein. The foundation-

f.i of a Catholic Orphan Asylum was laid the

.•r day in Copenhagen. The cost of the new

Imhagen Town Hall, which is to be built

1» a design by the architect Nyrop, will be

itt 225, OOO;. Uis designs have been severely

tjieed even by his own confrSres.- The

I; of excavating the ruins of the historical

• eau of Vordingborg are being continued, but

iiog of consequence has been discovered.

Hit has been decided to preserve the ruins

l^stermarie Church, in the island of Born-

ft in the Baltic, as a national memorial. The

!*ch is of special interest, differing from other

Ifent churches in Scandinavia in having had

Iroof covered with sandstone tiles. New
• s have been prepared by the Ministry of the

irior for the restoration of the celebrated Ribe

•ledrnl. Jutland. The Ministry also proposes

a acquisition and restoration of another edifice

ailly celebrated in Danish history—viz., the so-

.Id Helligaandsbus (the House of the Holy

ist) in Renders, Jutland.

UiEXyjA.—The memorial-stone over the late Von
‘midi’s grave, in the Central Cemetery, has been

led in position with some ceremony
_

in the

ience of the representatives of the municipality

> of the architectural and allied art societies.

E stone bears the simple inscription, “ Here lies

nrman mason.”
tVEDEN.—The foundation work upon the new

fding for the Academy cf the Fine Arts in

ikholin has been carried on with groat activity

ng the summer. About l,800pile8 have already

n driven down into the soil, and the laying of

ifoundationa has commenced. It is hoped to

) the building roofed-in by the autumn of 1893.

;
work is being carried out by Prof. F. G. A.

fl. A curious building dispute has arisen in

skholra. Prince Oscar Bernadotte, second son

ling Oscar, having bought a house, desired to

jaevt-ral structural alterations made which were

.nst the regulations of the City Building Board,

1 that body refused to sanction them. The

'lee then appealed to “the king" to be por-

ted to make these alterations, and “ the king

I granted his son’s “prayer.” Two raonu-

ital buildings will shortly he added to

odern Stockholm.” One is situated on the

lionable Strandviig, and is being built by

tr John A. Nordstrom, architect, and the

|)r is in the quarter called Triton. The

rer will have four stories, and be an annexe

the well-known Petersenska Mansion. Both

^ions will be constructed with shops on the

Rond floor and residential flats above.' An
terium, the first of its kind in the city, has been

Etructed in Stockholm. The electric light has

|p introduced into theStockholm Town Hall.—^

—

(the town of Liukuping the Railway Pension

Ice has decided upon erecting forty model

Hillings for railway servants. A new church,

hhio in style, and designed by Herr Arvidius, will

Ivtly be added to the public buildings of the

of Malmo, The Crown has sanctioned the

iing of limestone from the Borgharon quarries

the restoration of ihe ancient and historical

Istena Cloister Church. A movement is

I on foot for the restoration of the Slgtuna

irch, on Lake Malaren, near Stockholm, one of

oldest ecclesiastic structures in Sweden. A
' hospital has been completed in the town of

bro, its cost being 300,000 Kr. For the great

r harbour works to be carried out in the port of

Imb, fourteen designs have been received from

ious engineering firms, some being English.

is proposed to construct a so-called “free”

hour in Stockholm. The first electric railway

lijwedeD is being constructed from Stockholm to a

^urb. A monument of hewn granite is to be

boted in the province of Jiimtland, in memory of

5

soldiers of Charles XII. who fell in his war

inst Norway. It is from a design by Herr b\

perg, architect, and will be executed by him.

Houmania.—

T

he Roumanian Government is in-

'ng tenders up to May 1, 1893,_fortho construe-

||i of a new central railway station and offices in

Eharest. There are three premiums, of 100.000

,5C8, ,30,000 francs, and 15,000 francs. The
ffernment has also under consideration a schome

>1 the construction of new docks at Constantza

Kistendje), the coat of which is estimated at

ijoO.OOO francs, and the time of construction at

'.it to nine years.

ClREMEN.—At Bremerhafen a costly extension

' the old harbour works is to be taken in band,

jb expenditure will be about 800,000z. There will be

?ut 2,000 ft. of new embankments, and a new lock

;ing a length of about 650 ft. The North German
yd Shipping Company will contribute 20,000/

lually in extra harbour BoersenU

JuBLic Improvements, Todmorden.—On the

II ult., Mr. Frederick Herbert Tulloch,

jI.Inst.C.E., a Local Government Board lu-

ntor, held a public inquiry at Todmorden, rela-

I to the Local Board’s application for sanction

borrow 4,000Z. for Walsden sewerage, 1,600Z. for

ilrovements to the Town Hall, 1,000Z. for painting

3
decorating, and 600Z. for heating and ven'.ila-

8. No opposition was offered.

MISCELLANEO US\

Cantor Lectures, Society of Arts.—The

following courses of Cantor lectures will
_

be

delivered during the coming session of the Society

of Arts;—Professor Vivian Lewes, “The Genera-

tion of Light from Coal Gas, and its Measurement,”

on November 21, 28, December 5, 12
;
Dr. J. A.

Fleming, “ The Practical Measurement of Alter-

native Electric Currouts,” on January 30, February

6 13, 20 ;
Professor W. Chandler Roberts-Austen,

C.B., F.R.S., “Alloys,” March 6, 13, 20; Mr.

Lewis Foreman Day, “Some Masters of Orna-

ment,” April 10, 17, 24, Mayl; Mr. C. Harrison

Townsend, F,R.I.B.A., “The History and Practice

of Mosaics,” May 8, 15.

Proposed Demolition of Ryder’s-codbt.—At

a special meeting of the members of the Strand

District Board of Works last week, at lhe offices,

Taviatock-street, Covent Garden, Mr. W. G. Lemon

in the chair, Mr. H. Cooper introduced a largely-

attended and influential deputation of tradesmen

and inhabitants of the parish of St. Anne’s, Soho,

praying the Board to undertake the widening

or rather removal of Ryder'a-court, Coventry-

street, and the substitution of a roadway therefor,

as the court had been for years in a dilapi-

dated condition, and was a disgrace to the

locality, morally and socially. The cab traffic

had largely increased since the opening of two

theatres in the neighbourhood, and the danger

arising therefrom would be still further increased

by the opening of another new theatre in Cran-

bourne-street. The Marquis of Salisbury was the

ground-landlord in the locality, and as the leases in

the adjoining Earl’s-court would soon fall in, most

of them having already expired, the deputation

did not anticipate any difficulty in coming to

terms, or in carrying out this which they con-

sidered not only a local or mere parochial but

Metropolitan improvement, in the interests,^ as their

spokesman remarked, of morality, sanitation, and

public convenience, for, he said, its proximity to

Loicester-square did not improve its character for

purity or salubrity. The deputation, in support of

their views, quoted from a “ Note ” in tho Build-r of

November 5 on the locality
;
and in answer to a

question from the Chairman, a’membor of the body

informed the Board that the Marquis of Salisbury

had been approached a few years ago on the subject,

but no action was taken. After a long discussion,

Mr. Cooper moved that the subject be referred for

consideration and report to the Works and Im-

provement Committee. This was agreed to. The
deputation, who promised to supply the Board in

the interim with plans ami the fullest information

possible as to the property complained of, thanked

the Board, and withdrew.

A Compensating Advantage op ' Fog.—
Although all are agreed that fogs and mist con-

stitute a pest which must be got rid of, there

remains one compensating advantage which has

often been overlooked. It is reasonable to suppose

that a fog effects a partial purification of the almo •

sphere. This is borne out by the fact that when a

fog subsides the deposit contains
_

the
_

carbon,

sulphur, organic bases, and other injurious and

irritating particles which formerly existed in a

state of suspension in the atmosphere. Just as

water is freed from objectionable suspended

matter by the addition of an impalpable powder,

or a mixture which gives rise to a fine precipitate,

so probably is the air deprived of suspended im-

purities by the subsidence of the moisture particles

in which the impurities become entangled. It is a

matter of common observation that the air is

remarkably clear after the subsidence of log or

mist. Wind or rain are, how6ver,_equally efi'ective

and much more agreeable agents in accomplishing

this purification. If we cannot g^et rid of mists

while we are beset with the peculiar conditions

which characterise the climate of this country, we

can at least make an attempt to prevent the

emission of those particles into the air which

convert that mist into the intolerable and irritating

vapour ever known and remembered as London fog.

— Ijoncel.

New H.arbodr at Lidau. — Active work is in

progress on the great new naval harbour, a “ second

Cronstadt,” which is being constructed at Libau.

Ic will be situated 3 or 4 kilometres to the north

of the present port, and will be encircled by

huge breakwaters. A canal 10 kilometres in

length is being constructed, leading to an arsenal

to be established there. Some 5,000 men are at

present engaged on the work, chiefly in making

concrete blocks for the breakwaters and placing

them in position.

St. Stephen’s, Vienna.—The interior of St.

Stephen’s Cathedral, at Vienna, has been fitted

with the electric light, and the first experi-

mental lighting took place a few evenings ago. The
greatest length of the church is 350 ft., its greatest

width 2:/0ft., and twelve large arc jamps of 1,000

candle power each, hung about midway between

Boor and vaulting, are distributed over this area,

giving an even and considerably stronger light than

the old gas coronte hitherto in use. The effect is

said not to be an artistic succe.ss, as the contrast of

light and shade is almost entirely destroyed
;
on

the other hand, the details of the higher portions,

especially the elaborate tracery on the vaulted roof,

tho upoer mouldings and capitals of the arches and

shafts, and the brackets carrying the statues on

the piers, are now seen more clearly than by the

brightest daylight. Such portions of work, how-

ever, as are well below the arc lights,—the organ

loft, pulpit, monuments, and the haldacchini of the

altars,—are said to be much improved in effect by

the new means of lighting.

Competition for a Statue to Count
Andrassy.—A committee has been formed in

Vienna with the object of erecting an equestrian

statue of Count Andrassy, at the end of the street

named after him. The competition is an international

one, and three premiums are offered of 6,000, 4,000,

and’ 3,000 francs. The cost of the statue and its

mounting must not exceed 200,000 florins, and
designs and models must be delivered before

October 1, 1893. The competition will be decided

by a jury appointed for the purpose.

The Corinth Canal. — Oo the Corinth Canal

there still remain to be removed some 40,000 cubic

feet of earth and stone, which work, however, will

be completed in a few weeks. Two steam excavators

and about 1,500 men are engaged on the work. The
entire bed of the canal will be excavated in the

course of a few months, and the walls on both sides

are already partly completed. Pumping is con-

stantly required. The work is now carried on by a
Greek company, the original French one having

failed.

Liverpool Engineering Society.—The second

ordinary meeting of the nineteenth session of this

society was held on Wednesday evening, Novem-
ber 9, at the Royal Institution, Mr. Robert E.

Johnston, M.Inst.C.E., President, in the chair.

Mr. A. J. IMaginnis, M.Inst.N.A., read a paper

entitled, “ The Development of the Machinery of

Atlantic Liners.” The discussion upon the paper
was adjourned to the meeting to be held on
November 23.

Resignation of a District Surveyor.—We
reported last week the resignation of Mr. Charles

Fowler, District Surveyor of Shoreditch and th©

Liberty of Norton Folgato, one of tho most respected

and experienced of tho London District Surveyors,

Mr. C. Fowler was appointed by the Middlesex

Magistrates in 1855 (just before the Building Act
was passed) to the District of St. Giles-in-the-Fields

and St. George’s, Bloomsbury, in succession to.

Mr. G. Pownall, who had resigned
;
and in 1871, oa

the death of Mr. Robert Warton, he was trans-

ferred to the District of Shoreditch, which ho has

held for twenty-one years. It is probable that the

District will be amalgamated with some of tho
adjoining districts, and pending the decision of the

London County Council, it has been placed (as w©
reported last week) in charge of Mr. Henry Love-

grove, District Surveyor of South Islington.

The English Iron Trade. — The decisive

triumph of the Democratic party in the recent

Presidential Election in the United States has

imparted a firmer tone to the English iron market
generally. The tinplate industry, naturally, will

be the first to benefit by the prospective tariff re-

ductions, and consequently a better feeling is

exhibited in this branch. In crude iron there is

more doing, and both Scotch and Cleveland pig are

quoted h'gher. Finished iron is only in moderate

inquiry. Tinplates are in enhanced request. In

steel little is doing, except in rails
;
but in Stafford-

shire a more hopeful view of the situation is enter-

tained, judging from tho additions to plant which

are projected in that district. Shipbuilding con-

tinues quiet, and there is little change to chronicle

iu regard to engineers and ironfounflers. The coal

trade keeps fairly steady.

—

Iron.

Royal Meteorological Society. — The first

meeting of the session of this society was held on
Wednesday evening, the 16th instant, at the Insti-

tution of Civil Engineers, 25, Great George-atreet,

Westminster. Mr. A. Brewin, Vice-President, in

the chair. Mr. E. T. Adams, Mr. A. L. Jones,

MR.C.S., Mr. J. E. Prince, and Mr. W. Tattersall,

C.E., were elected Fellows of the Society. Apaper
by Mr. J. Lovel was read on the “ Thunderstorm,

Cloudburst, and Flood at Langtoft, East Yorkshire,

July 3, 1892.” The author gave au account of the

thunderstorm as experienced at Driffield on the

evening of this day
;
tho full force of tho storm was,

however, felt in the wold valleys which lie to the

north and north-west of Driffield, where great

quantities of soil and gravel were removed from the

hillsides and carried to the lower districts, doing a

large amount of damage. Many houses in the lowev

parts of Driffield wtre flooded, and a bridge con-

siderably injured. The author gives, in an appendix,

a number of observations made on similar occur-

rences. Mr. W. H. Dines also read a paper

—

“ Remarks on the Measurement of the Maximum
Wind • pressure, and Description of a new
Instrument for Indicating and Recoriiing the

Maximum.” For some years the author has been

conducting a large number of experiments with

various forms of anemometer
;

and in tho early

part of the present year recommended the adop-

tion of the tube anemometer for general use, as it

appeared to possess numerous advantages. The
head is simple in construction, and so strong that

it is practically indestructible by the most violent

hurricane. The recording apparatus can be placed

at any reasonable distance from the head, and the

connecting pipes msy go round several sharp

corners without harm, Tho power is conveyed

from the head without losv by friction, and hence
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COMPETITIONS, CONTRACTS, AND_PUBLIC A P P O I N tI^^NT^
COMPETITIONS.

!

Natnra of Work. Bjr whom Advertised.
Designs
to be

delivered,

Soerhorough Bridge
Cliff Co

Tbe Ooveroors
CouBtv Council of the I

W. Riniug of Yorke.
:

SfliV. lOn. 50f.
P. B. i W. (’oQiuirs .

. j
75f. Mf. 2bl. ...

! 3 of 4001. each, ic. ..

CONTjEIACTS.

Nature of Work or Materials. By whom Required.

•Alteratio Alderehot School Bd.

Kotherham Corp

Lance. & Yorks. By. ,

.

18 to Schools
... sed Corrugated Iron Boof and,
IronColomns

Subway sod SCation Boildinge, Feathc
atone. Pontefract

Block of Artisans’ Dwellings, Manchester
Boiler Tubes, Spring*. 4c.
Engine and Boiler Boom. Well Sinking,' St. Leonard

Ac
I

ditchj Guardians,,
Sewerage and Drainage Works. Market

Baroorough '

Street Works. Market Harborough
|

Auction Man, Stonehaven, N.B I

Wrougbt-'ron_Work..._^,.
|

Cardiff Corporation
,

it Indian By, Co.,

CONTRACTS.

—

Ciyiitimied.

Nature of Work or Materials,

Dwelling-houae and Premisee, &c. ..

•Construction, ic. of Goods' Yard, Bristol
Kailway Construction, llaswell
Caat-iron Oa.s Mains
•Supply of New aud Purchaai
Board Room »ud Offlcsa
New Hoad, Llest

Bridge, Ketaining Wall,

I of Old Stoiei

By whom Eequired.

Dorc

S. .Stapley

C. B. Newton .

Paving and Kerhiug, Pitmsn, „„
Alteratlone, 4c. Victoria Bsems, Bridilng'l

tonQusy
I

Stoneware and Cast-iron Pipes ( Tstrsdyfodwa Loc. Bd
Private Drainage Smethwick Djcal Bd
Kerbing, Paving, and Oensral atnres ..... Coik Corporation

1-^Holloway .

,

do.

Hotel and Colttges, Cathay, Cardiff
AlUratiuoe. 4e. toSchoul Buildings. High Heworth

'

” (Dorhaml
Felling and Windy Nook School Board

Thirty ColUges, Blaendydach, Ehoudda.
Valley

Aijluiu Work and Drainage, Ladysbridge, Banfr*hlre'’"i,unatic
Asylum

J. Shepherdson ...
i W. Jooea
J. C. Stuart
Official

Johu P. Jones

Miller .

E. M. Bruce-Vaughan

..! sShow Yard. Fri

Sewerage Works, Hempland-lane, 4c ' '

•L’ndergrownd Couveuie.iccs
(

Lerelliog aud Draining Site, Building
Lodge and^hapel, ic. 4c Attleborongh Bur. Bd,

i ,30
Hartlepool Corpi

I J. W. Btowie ..

A, 4 W. Reid
,

Mr. CotiKiu ...
Allred Cteer
Official

Sewer i-lpes, Eerbiiig, 4c.

Blackinlll
Iron and Steel Caatinga, 4c..

.

•New Cemetery Works

•InatAllation of Electric Light at Clsybury
Afyiuin

•Addition*, i
Paving Worl._. ..

•Boning Office. Cattoi
•Additions to Buildings of Public Becord

D Schools .

Office . .

,

•Pablio Conve
•ileam Crane,

Hospital, Heaoor-roafl. ilkfstoo” !!!! !!!]
•Bujldmje at the Artillery Camp, Oke-

Those marhed vjith a„ Asterisk (•) are admrtiud iV. 1/.,-, Kujnber.

harupton
New Inlinaary, Halifax
Three Hou-ee, Jlkley
Model Bakery, Hereford
Alteriiriona to Free Library, Hereford . . .

.

•Lreclion of Cottage?. Desonport
Eight douse?, Wiuchester-road, Amilej.

Municipal
Ciuiity Trujlete..

ri. W, h. Co
K. E. B. Co.
Orest Crosby Lee. I
O. N. B. Co
Brighton Uaion ....
Ogmore aud Clarw L.

Town C"!
LouilouCountjCouucil
Asylums Committee

Orpington School Bd.
Brentford Locti Board
Com. of H. M. Works

Official

E, J. LoTegrove ..

do.
LondonCountyCouncil

War Department .

Coveriog Steam Pipea (400 yards) . Alierdare Navigation
Colliery

Cory Bros. 4 Co. Liiii!

O^fefaf
Ct. St. Pierre llama .

0£tcial

Official

Worthington .4 Eigood
ITssitt & Adkin
W. W. Robinson

W. N. Eicharda

Jas. Charles 4 Sous .

Q. Dale Oliver

PUBLIC APPOIUTMEIVTS.
Nature of Appointment.

ir and Surveyor

•Tuspeetcr of Nuisances ....
•dauitary Inspector
•Surveyor aud Engineer . .

.

By whom Advertised.

Stroud Local Board .

.'

Haroiiiersmith Vestry
8outhend-on-aoi Corp,

Cepetitiosss. p. i,. Contracts, pp. ir., yl., j- yni. AppemtmenU. xO.~

the instrument may be made sensitive to very low Evidence h l
velocities without impairing: its ability to resist the ' laritv the irresu- , movement rack is secured and
most severe gales. In the present paper the ' and

order for removal. I

pensed with,

author describes an arrangement of this form of i Set toanemometer which he has deyieed for indicating I

® ® °

very light winds, as well as recording tbe maximum '

-m i

wind pressure.

Society of Arts.

—

The inaugural address of
ra T eACC. ra.a aV C’ Ia. . , .. .the 139th session of this Society was delivered ou

Wednesday evening last by tbe Chairman of the
Council, Sir Richard Webster, Q.C., M.P. Pre-
vious to Christmas there will be four other meetings
Mr. Seymour Haden, F.R.C.S., will read -

MEETINGS.
Friday, November is.

Paul Waterhouse oiSome Mysteries of Modern Architecture.” 7 30 p mAamtarj/ ijwfifufe (Lictures for Sanita.ry Officers).-
Sy‘tespu “The Nature of Nuisances, in.T:- a paper ''CL."- oyses ou “The Nature of Nuisances, iton The Disposal of the Dead,” on November ^3 •

' s n ,r.

® ^“*®^“ces the Abatement of which is DilUcult
Mr. James Douglas, one on “ The Copper Resources I

^
’ xva

of tho United States, on November 30- and Mr ' p ?

Monday, Novembbr 21 .

®“® “ Chicago Exhibition of
j
RuriS MShnw ArchiteetB.-O) General

1893,, on December At aubseqnont mcetinga,
j

General Mee"?gf„r‘ he eTecMMonot vet niih ...oyaAAA . tarw /u\ d.a. w , ..
>. '-uiuu ui

pensed with.
' ““

respoct of the
!
_ Sanitary Pipes and Drains • w Steriir.

j

By this speciUcation the inventor proposes to e
' sockets of tho same length as at preinsed, or preferably longer, and partially larger •

partially smaUer, and to thicken the spigot en»the pipes to form a raised lug or end at a shoro

i'^®
spigot, or to make the pinsuch thickness as to admit of a recess or groove hformed around It. He claims an enlarged .sealings?
pipe-socket, and a thickc

spigot-end. Such pipes may be made of any mateiOf of any size desired.

will be read by Prof. George Forbes, F R S
*

«The Utili-sation of Niagara;” Mr. Bennett H
Brough, Ihe Mining Industriesof South Africa •

’

Prof. Francis Elgar, LL.D,, Transatlantic Steam-

iCasilor Lectures) -Trotmeox Vivian

8 n m
° Generation of Light from Coal Gas.”

14.8,L—STARTING Sri'HONS OF FLUSHING C'ISTEIW. B. II. D/ajfson.— This invention has for its otthe prevention of the "gurgling'’ sound caused by
^ ^ into the short leg of cistern syph]

proposes to obviate by providing mt

nj?ri
be supplied to the motpart or bell of a syphon without opening when ei

?riLl J®
by an arrangemeDcrank levels, counterbalance weights &c

16,041.—Roofs of IIorticultckal ’ and Ot:

nhip,-Pr„7”Kkciow-es,D“r.“'AcDete“:!h/,t^?;‘L''^^ ^ t?

Anvi PctiwAA.iAA 11 . . . _ .
.y. ^ resident, ilj. George B. Bulmer, F.R.I.B. A.

! fj k®
certain improvements applied to the hinKaI... <

- — r-- • • --...—vw u’j fcue ntn.

A
arranged in the roof d

Afft ^
^p‘‘''a"tilating and other purposes, whicleffected bv imoroved rniin?.0vhfl 1 a.,AjAAKey ;• The Purification of the Air Supply to Pc^c

| ,
IhstUuUon ./S IwrU- I, cnsilon on th.

'

'’"
0
“ -

(Pot^iy Giant., theD akssilSiatitin-;^ iec^ml '

tive \alue^ in Ceramic Designs • ” Prnf \v VaaI l
Graving-Dock. New South WRi.ta '\o \f..

tiou and Estimation of small proportions ot Infiam- '
“.30 p

mable^Gas or Vapour iu the Air:” Mr. Willium
j

Tdmdat. November «
, „ ..oct pi
' effected by improved counterbalaucing

y X.. .u.A. (21 “ Cockuto? ^
steDCii-pIates of whatever m,

Prof W Voel i

^t'ew South Vales ''bWi-F. W I Hh' ^ with Hues, groo'
Hartley, F.K.S., “The Chemical Technology of by Mr' m?tal or

'

OiUboiling, with a description of a New Proceaa for I Conerstt.
Kelly. () “ Construction of a niav be “ ctoia ” “ tencll-plates, the milt

Vam£h’’"w°'’w.S’l. “IK'® n'”’
“ OilU Mr. K„tartpfc'k,°.l''spr‘’°“' '‘r'*re n.cy'be*‘?o£"BhenS'’b"'5

C.I-|fi:L.I:[.^V£n7e."
bir Edward N. C. Braddon, K.C.M G Agent '

General for Tasmania. “ Australasia as a FiAid

M’edne.sday, November 23.

. 1 T J- n 1
.

-A-'isiralasia as a Field for
Coiomsadon Sir Juland Danvers

K.C.b.I., late Public Works Secretary, India Office
Indian Manufactures

;
” Mr, Jervoise Athelstane

Baines, I.C.S., Imperial Census Commissioner for

ctI- 1°"^ Occupation at the last Census
of India; Mr. Edward J. Howell, “Mexico, Past
and Present

; Mr. Cecil Fane, “Newfoundland :

”

Mr. W.B. Percival, Agent-General for New Zea-
land, “New Zealand.”

A0 »?A 1 I . . 1
uslug the ordinary whor steel point style when writing on the stencll-pan

may^he i'sVd"®
*

'

-A-rPLIANOES ; J. Svfield JcWiHiam^.— This invention consists of an article;which can be placed 8 " * • •

drss.;.,. f .

i GOU uopiaceu a small glass tube, containing i

ion as
" Crema- . P^PP®^^

LEGAL.
CASE UNDER THE METROPOLITAN

BUILDING ACT.

_
At the South-Western Polico-court, on the 11 th,

iDst., Messrs. Strudwick i Co., builders of Ealing i

Saturday, November 26.

were summoned for erecting a wood and iron Ediva??verandah, contrary to section 26, and without due
‘u the chair. Criterion, 7 p. m.

notice to tho District Surveyor,
^

The case wa. before tbe CouVt on September 30
last, when Mr. Cheston, the District Surveyor RECENT PATENTS •

as AA ta .j — A : ' Jiaucn uu urcma- i m-L aa.j »u- I .
v.,uv»j\.o mx pcppermiuD or

/,’,t ]
^1.®'^*''® to Crime.” 8 p.m. i

and this article can be floated down past the a
-Voaety. —Mr. George F. I ®f,niA lw®P I*"®'"

a given distance, whenBeacon on Tbe Vyruwy Works.” 8 p.m.
® which is attached to the same I

Tirr-AA -K-
glass will be broken and the strong-smelline cheml

ln-,Hhjf -f
24.

j

m the drain, when, should there bf any fa

Gas T
-Students' visit to the

' drainage system, the same will be Uiscovsred

ferrv^rSri w'^
C^ke Company’s Cblef Offices, Horse- the odour of the chemical. In orderlerry-road, Westminster. 2,30pm. ,

effect this the patentees form a case of thin shciociety of Antit/itaries.—8 30 p.m. metal, capable of containing a glass tube charged w;

Friday Novv-«rpb
.This case is provided with a hinged a

0,e.rs,-
\

- hiVraJLn'^Srh“ he1ri..h:fi-T„!;nr1

Scotch. flnri’TyLK ®®"‘^®'’yI'J‘"
.7 Lr.giiah,

:

the catch is released, and the sScotch anri Thi.'C.'V ''f
^“".tary i^aw ; jDr.giiai,

I

-‘'aw* huc ouiu, i,ue eaten is released, and the spri

Ajt 187^
Enactments

; Fufalic Health ,

^he tube and liberates the contents.Ayt.iaio, Model Bye-Laws, dec." 3 p m. ... 19.-1' 6-—“^A-SH WEiCHTi
: T. ^micA. Hv this

’\ir Cbeafnn * 1, x t. ^
g*. c?-?.ey.— iniB Invention relates to a mtrmiri .it i’®®^

is occupied in proportion to weight, 'and facil.Ir. Lheston stated that he found no application doors and shutter# to facilitate thT easv and by linking sepan

McAemey.-This invention relates

hah been n.acrn-t:Vhe tblncil a.rra,“o Z?ThaS “ ^
received no communication of auv kind since the

^rum pulleys running in grooves abovriotiadjournment respecting the structure.

Hoa'xv.
- I’. By this lnv(

tiOD Che sash-weight u made in separate lengths, tupper length having the ordinary eye at one end J

Sir the sash-cord, and at the other end a double e
with sunk recesses opening through one side to recei
corresponding outside projections upon a single e
cast on the upper end of the next length, succei
ing lengths being cast iu the same way, so that wh
linked to each other they form a hinge-jointed chi
of weights, which, when in the window-box or casii
cannot become detached from each other. Thus !

INP-GUABD : M. Heuerherg
a cowl or guard ccmprislni

es an automaMn o' larger diameter than the rnoubtautomatic 'he chimney-shaft or equivalent, and coanter-welgh
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above ItB pivot ;
also a conical skirt around the shaft,

and a horizontal deflecting plate over the mouth

7TO -Kilns ; E. Rrook.-With a view to the utili-

sation of the heat in the waste gases escaping from a

kiln this Inventor proposes so to arrange kilns and

JSect them with a" steam jet blower or exhau ter

that the products of combustion of
_

one kiln can be

.caused to pass from it to the “bags o*^°°^ber kiln,

and thence through the steam jet apparatus to the out-

‘“umilMKMDlWs: O.H«l»r.-The Inventor

oroDoses to obviate the warping and expansion and

Sontractlon of boarded floors arising changes of

wBftther and temperature by framing them. For this

Jurpose the boards In short lengths are slid In grooves

formed in the edges of stonter boards, termed framing

timbers " which run across the narrowest breadth of

U.” reom. S patentee elaim. that by hie .y.tem

Mrfect ventilation Is insured In connexion with the

§oor and skirting-boards, and that the growth of dry-rot

la prevented even in a house not qulW ^'7- . ,

fl 116 —Skylights ; C. Tfemer.—Tlie object of this

invention Is to produce a skylight which shall combine

facility of fitting with water-tightness. This end is

obtain^ed by the peculiar construction of 9*

the light, which consists of two Im
one over the other, the edges of the roof bc‘“6

bedded between the two flanges, thus securing a closing

so tight as to exclude all rain, snow, and cold.
_

16 641.—COUPLING FOR LIGHTNING

J Levris.—In order to prevent bad contact from the

ordinary form of couplings not fitting properly, ^cco^-

ing to this invention they are made, instead o* J:WO

nieces In one piece of link or stirrup form, with

Screwed sockets^ take the flattened

which Is of dovetail or wedge shape for retaining the

tape, which la fastened by being doubled on itself, the

strain on the tape materially assisting m maintaining

good contact.

HKW APPLICATIONS POB LBTTEBS PATENT.

October 24.-19,042, IV. Butler and C. Slaion, Brick

and Tile Making Machine.— 19,085, A. Beesley, bprings

%?to&er 26.—19.098. F. Durham, farming and Venti-

lating.—19,099, W. Harrison and W. Jackson Testing

Drain8.-19.llfl, J. Grolimund, Plane8.-19,122, J- Sutton

and J. Tnompson, Fireplace Grate^—19,19o, P. Dop,

Protective Covering for the Seats c*

October •26.-19,207, E. Beaumont, Window Fssten-

{Qgs 19 216, L. Jenkinson, Circular Saws.—19,255, w.

Jacuues, Safety Catch for Windows.

October 27.-19,267, G. Howard, Decorating V alls,

Ceilings, &c.-18,283, P. KOalg, bnriDg-catch or

Fastener.—19 301, J. Elrkman, Waste-Water-closets.—

19 310 H Phillips, Chandeliers.—19,323, R. Moreland,

iuf and G Aub^r, Window Sash.fastener.-19.343 C.

Lamb andH. Vickers, Supporting P„»ln-water and Soil-

pipes to prevent overflow of water from leaky

Joints flowing down walls ;
also enabling pipes to be

painted and caulked for passing *auitary teats.

^ October 23 —19 355, H. Petley, Indow S-ish-f.istener.

—19 389, J. bay, Combined Apparatus for Overflow and

Oulc’k-flow Waste from Baths, Lavatories, Sinks, &c.

19 397 F, Windham and P. Everitt, Automatically-

producing Hygienic Spray in Water-closets or I

Ofi/nber ‘>9 —19 433, A. Dawes and J. Mason, iasten-

logs for C^oboard-doora, French Windows. &C.-19.469,

A Dixon, Window Fastener.

October 31.-16,902, C. Horton, Water - closets.—

19 6“’! W Hartmann, Metal-cutting Saw.—19.524, 1.

Laude, Huts or Buildings for Military PHrposes -
19 532. J. Crook, Sash Cord Grip or Fasteners.—19,589,

H.’simmons, Flushing-valves for Water-pipes, Soil-pipes,

*A^ouem6er 1.-19,699, H. Birkbeck, Spring-hinge.—

19,004, H. Taller, Plumb-hobs^—19,607, J. and A. Gray,

Ciltte^heads for Grooving orTonguelngboard8.--19,6^,

C Houghton, Windows.—19,622, J. Yeadon and W.

Adgie, Manufacture of Cements, &c.

^oveinOer 2.-19,083, F. Poole, Squares.—19,696, J.

Inwood. Watertight Skylights, Conservatories, &c.-

^X’.mber“3;-59,813, 0. Bbklin. Cement or Cement

^Nommber 4.-19,850, F. Taylor,

Horn, Tool for Pointing Masonry. -19,877, 1^- Sage-

Protector# for the Legs of Wheelbarrows, <U.-19.8S3,

n Savage, Decorations for Mouldings, Cornices, d,c.—

19 886 W. Fuller, Making House Connexions with

Electric Lighting Mains.—19,904, F. Bodley, Device for

5^-T^90S, C- Picking, Fireproof BulMlngs^

—19 944. J. Pethlck, Water-closets.—19.947, W. de

fiBi.a Preserving Timber.—19,966, A. Greig, Brick

£Sl„e. -uyOT' J. Yeadon 'and W. Adgie. Klre

Bricks, Retorts, &c.

PROVISIONAL BPEOIPIOATIONS AOOEPTKD.

16 913 F. Moore, Nalls and Screws.—17,633, P.

Oyerden and H. Bunker, W'afcer-plpea.--17j8TO, J. :^uW,

Htone-planlng Machines.— 18,348, T. ^thhert, ^'^od

irinnrlne and Pavements.—18,619. P. Robinson, Band-

faXg Machines for Cutting Wood and Other Materials.

14 619 A Marriage and C. Richardson, Flushing Cis-

i,™ -17 442 J Rneaell, Stov.ar.tea.-17,718, P. Moor-

S'and'H. Moor»ood, Swv.., Grate. CooMeg-r.nge.,

gfrp _17 796. L. Mllson, \eneer Wood, Tiles, &c.—

17%M ’S Jennings and J. Morley. Water-closets.—

h'S?' W. Band, .and C.nlde.-18 114 T

Coulthard, Door Locke having a Combined ^ight Latch

and IBolt.—18,456, J. Seads, Increasing Drai^ht to

Fire-places ana Ventilating Rooms.—18.485, B. PhiUip-

aoD, Drain Pipes and Drain^e Appliances.—18,^3, F.

Lvnde Water-closet FluAing Ctaterns.—18.754, T.

Sn Drain Pipes, &c.-lS,8Sl, W. Greaves. Open-fire

RanBM or Stoves -19,042, W. Butler and C. Mason,

Brick and Tile-making Machines.—19,098, F. Durham,

Vvarming and Ventilating. -19,099, W. Harrison and W.

Jackson, Testing Drains, &c.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

{Open to Opposition for Two Months.)

"-’Ill, E. Kelson (trading as F. McNeil & Co.),

Mrterlal for me as a Dmp Course In Building Founds-

tions —22 ‘leS, T. Sterratt, ]un.. Absolute Locking

Brick -"2 548 F. Thersnng, Construction of Wooden

i ooring“s -22 682, W. Horn, Brick Kiln8.-l7,0U, W.

mS Granite Hamme. s. -17.318. J. Eves and M.

Sves, Ventllators.-lS.goi. J-Ji’orreji and J. Ben-

jliinea, Heating Apparatus,—18.92(, 1. RneU, 1 astenlng

for Door-knobs and Handles.—21,304, J. CaUie ai^ J.

Brown. Step-ladder.-187, G. Skinner and _J. Hill,

Attaching Door-knobs or Handles to their Spindles.

16,363, H: Richter, Holder Sliding Saah-windows_-

17,127, W. Sterling, Sanitary B'Pes- 7,17,232, B. Sagen

dorph, Metallic Facing Plates for Buildings.—17,402, J.

Sheppard, Sash-balances.

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY :3

B3TATH EXCHANGE REPORT.

November 4.—By Messrs. Cobb (at Slttlnghourne)

:

Freehold frultlland, Sittingbourne, Kent, 2-2a. Or. -2p.,

4,100L
;
three enclosures of f. arable land, _Ja. Jr. 2Dp,,

^’^VEMBEK 8.—By W. Winijham : Ko. 117, Bertnond-

sey New-road, f., 6301.-By Thurgood ^ Martin : F.g.r.

of lOOL, Klog-8t.,Regent-at., reversion in 28 yrs., 4.000L .

I.g.r. of 120J.. Great Ruisell-st., u.t.

llQOL- l.g.r. of 8L, Bartholomew Villas, Kentish

Town,’u.t. 69 yrs., g.r. IL, 135L ;
l.g.r. of 322., Pats-

hull-rd., u.t. 69 yrs., g.r. 42., 5302.; 23 and 25, Evan-

dale-rd., Brlxton, u.t. 32 yrs., g.r. 52. 2s., 3102.,

10 and 12, Bonuington-sq
,
Vauxhall, u.t. 82 yr^, g.r.

152., 7002. ; f., set of chambers in “ The Albany, Picca-

dilly. (D. 6), 0002. —By Driver Sc Co: “Billlter Build-

ings” City of London, area 22,000 ft., u.t. 78 yrs., g-r.

7.5002., 25,0002.-By A. Rickards: 9, The larade,

Edmonton, f., 4502. ; a plot of f. land, Oakdale-rd.,

Upton-pk., 752. ;
Elm House, Lower Fore-st., Edmouton,

Vnovkmber 10.~By Farebrotker, Ellis,

Kenton-st., Brunswlck-sq., u.t. 7 yrs
, 8-^-

49, KeDton-st.,ut. 12 yrs., g.r. 13 - Us-. l«l- . 60 and

62, Kenton-st., u.t. 13 yrs., g.r. 312. 10a., --602. 7 1-3,

Hlgh-st. Hnxion, f.,r. 1002., area 5,200 ft., 1,6502.—By

C C i' 'T. Moore : 89, Antlll-rd., Bow, u,t <6 yrs., g.r.

62. 33. Cd., 5252. ;
f.g.r. of 122., Tower Harolets-rd.,

Forest Gate, reversion In 85 yrs., 2702.; 6, 7, ^7

Chatsworth Cottages, Stratford, u.t. 865 yrs., g.r. 92. 3 b.

2762. • 1, Pownall-rd., Fulham, f., 3502.; 6 to 11 (odd),

Ferrer's-rd., Streatham, u.t. 78 yrs., g.r. 182. 18s., '002.

;

28, F.llora-rd., u.t. 79 yrs., g.r. 62., 2102.—By A. U.

Turner & Co. : iO, Bninawlck-sq., Caiuberwell, u.t. 60

yrs., g.r. 102 ,
r. 402., 2552.—By Segravc A Taylor: SS,

39. and 40, Crosby-row, Borough, u.t. 60 yrs., g.r. 152.,

3102.; 35, Derrick-at., Rotherhithe, u.t. S4 yrs., g.r.

12 103-, 1002. ;1, St. Anne-st., Limehouse, andllS.East-

fleld-st., u.t. 20 yrs., g.r. 102., 1102.
;
i.g.r. of 692.

Regency-st., &c., Westminster, u.t. loyrs., g.r. 42., 3452.

,

1 g r of 682., Upper St. James-st., &c.. Brighton, u.t. 10

vrs.. g.r. 252., with short reversion, 4502. ; 23, 25, and 27,

Glll-86., Limehouse, u.t. 12 yrs., g.r. 102. 7a., 1752.—By
Stimson A Sons : 2, Wansey-st., Walworth, u.t. 50 yrs.

g.r 42. lOs., r. 382., 3102.
;
262 to 278 (even), LMt-sL, f.,

4 8902 • 23210296 ditto, ditto.f., 2,5102 ;
f.g.r. of 52., East-

st and leaseholder's iutereac, reversion in 21 yrs
,
2002,

;

30" Kast-st., f., 3202. ; 1 to S, Claremont-ter, f. ,
1,0002.

:

seventeen sets of f. stabling, Alvey-mews, 4,6002. ; lA

and 3A, Alvey-st., f., 9402.; “The Glouces^r Arms,

betrhouse. Alvey-st., 1. 0102.
;
240 and 251, East-st., f.,

4502. :
108 tol22A(eveD). Barlow-at., and 1 and 2, Wood-

cottages, f., 3,6102.; Boyson-rd., Camberwell, The

South London Auction Mart," u.t. 68 yrs., g.r. 362.

'^^NovEMBER 11.—By Millar, Son, A Ball

:

43. Avenue-

rd.. Regent’s I'k., u.t. 17 yrs.. nog r, 7602. ; 1, Loudoun,

rd.. St. John’s Wood, u.t. 28 yrs., g.r. 152 . r. 1402.,

1 "G02— By E. Wood-. 11 to 70, Jupps-rd., Mile Lad;

50 Longfellow-rd. ;
and 19, Whltmaii-rd., u.t. 66 yrs.,

g r 2602., 7,0502. ; 1 and 2, MUton-rd., Hendon, u.t. 9U

v'rs. g.r. 102., 2'202.—By E. Christian

:

106, Jamaica-st.,

Stepney, n t. 16 yrs., g.r. 42., 1762. : 1 to 8.

Turnham Green, c., r. 1372. 16b., 8002.
; 71, W indmdl-pL,

f., 2002.

[Contractions used in these lUte.—T. g.r. for freehold

ground-rent ;
l-g r. for leasehold ground-rent ;

i.g.r. for

improved ground-rent; g.r. for ground-rent; r. for rent;

f for freehold: c. for copyhold: 1. for leasehold
;
e.r.

for estimated rental
;
u.t. for unexpired term ;

p.a. for

per annum ;
yrs. for ye-ra ; st. for street ; rd. for road

;

sq. for square
;
pi. for place

;
ter. for terrace ;

cres. for

crescent ;
yd. for yard, ifco.l

TENDERS.
rCommunlcatlons for Insertion under this heading

should bo addressed to “The Editor," and must reach

OB not later than 12 noon on Thursdays.]

ACTON.—Accepted for new lodge, 4o., adjoining Coagregationa

^'’Maxwell Bros., Limited. 185, UpperThfvtnea-itreot£S13 0 0

[No comi>etitioii.]

CANNOCK (ataffs).—For the erection of new V^rant •Ward, at

the Cannock Union Workhouse, exclusive of heating apparatus.

Messrs. J. R. Veall 4 Son, archlteoU, Wolverhampton
t iiif.inl £45!' 0 Guest £420 O

Bwteu!;” 433 ol Reynolds 393 10

CORK.—Accepted for rehuildinz premises, 65. Patrick-street,

Cork. Mr. .7. F. McMullen, architect. 30, South Mall, Cork

Terence O'Fljun, Nlle-slTCet, Cork £412 0 0

DROITWICH. — For kerhing, paving, and channelling, 4o

.

Oml'eTBley-strcet, 8t. Andre va-ro»d. and part of Worcealor-rosd.

Bernard Godfrey, Soiweyor, Droltwich
C37!i 0 0

I

Jones 4 Fitzmauricc.. £254 10 0

298 10 0 1
Cueeall 4 Lewis 2J1 8 8

275 ] 5 0 I
T. Vais 240 0 0

270 0 0 Emusa.VHarriB.Dr-'"-
269 10 10

I
wich (accepted) .

<},' Treiitbain

J. Hadley
T. Jones 4 Son
G. Law

CORK.—Accepted for altemtions and additions to hospital.

oesF, McMullen, architect, 30, Houth Mall. Cork:—
John Delany & Co., ncnry-street, Cork £1,545 0 (

. 209 10

Tar Pavhig.

square yard, maintained

GATESHEAD.—F'T levelling, lavitig. channelling, 4c.. Victorla-

oad, for the Corpoialloii. Mr. J. Bower, Engineer, Town-hall,

I^rtTiuMon £390 19 2
I

W. Cuiiiming, Oatos-

.'Wardlaw 322 13 10
|

head (accepted) .... £345 0 0

HARLESDEN.—For the erection of a library in High-street,

Uarleedeu. fc7rtlie Willesden Pub ic L'lirariee Coniuiittee. Mr. J.

Caso, architect, 55. Biickiiighain-road, Harlesdeu. tJuautHies

£2,198
I

Sabey 4 Sou £1.377Serir Bros
NigbUiigale .....

Cbencheu .

i,o>.»on 4 Sun ..

Godirey i Sous

KEIGHLEY.— *C07p
for the Corpora'ion.
MuDiciiuil-buildiDEs, K
Jusepn Pullan, 51alv,

1,400 Lorden 4 Sons
1,387

1
Houghton & St

d for the construction of sewerage works,
r. W. H. Hopkluecu. Borough Engineer,
ghley

Bteston Hill, Leeds.. £1,938 3 8

KINGSTON (Surreyl.—For erecting stables, cart-shed*. Ac., in

of C'altcru House. High-street, Kingston, ilr. Henry M.-vcai

archi'ect. yuautltlca by Mr. Alfred Boxall, 8, Johu-st
Adelplii :

—

Heed, Blight, A Co £2,898 I J. Filler £

NightlllsalB ojl«| » -Mnrt.r.

).—For erecting n
r, i,r, jnarviD, architect :

—

.. £1,414
[

Brown, Thorua*. 4 John.John Davies *1,414 urown, j noruas, s jonn.
Tom Hughes 1,376

1
Llanelly (accepted) £1.099

LONDON.—Accepteil for alterations to 101, Cheapside, for the
Palatine Insurance Coiupaiiy. Mr. Herbert Knight, architect,

129, Cheapside
Kirby A Chase £196 0 0

PRICES OCKKENT OP MATERIALS.
TIMBER.

Gieenheart, B.Q.
ton 9/0.0

Teak, B.L.. load 9/lOfO

Bequola.U.B.ft.cu. 2/4

Ash, Canada load 210/0
Birch, do, S/B/0

Kim, do SAO/O

Fir, Dantatc, Ao. lAO/0
Oak, do 8/0/0

Canada 8/10/0

Pine, Cana^ red 8/10/0

Do, yeUow.... 2/10/0

Lath.D'ntstc.fath 6/0i0

Bt. Petersburg 8/0 0

Deals, FUilaud
2iid*lststdl00 7/IO1I)

Do, 4th 4 3rd.. 7/0/U

Do. Riga 6/IO.Q

Bt. Petersburg,
let yellow .. JOAOiO 14A0/0

Do. 2nd yellow B/0/9 9/10/0

Do. white .... 7/0/8 9/10/0

Swedish ...... 7,10/0 16/0/8

Wliite Bea .... 8/0/0 I,/0^

Canada, Plnelst 20/0/0 86/10 0

Do do 2nd.... 14A0/a I8/O/O

Do. do. Srd, 4c. 7/10/0 10/0/0

Do. Spruce, let 810/9 11/0,0

Do. do. 8rd 4
2nd 6/10 0 S/0 0

NewBrunsirick 610,0 7/0/0

Battens, all kinds 3/18/8 1510 0

Floering Boards,
llmprep.

18/0/0
3/0

S'O/O

4,10/0

4a8/0
8A0/0
5/5/0

7/0/0

8GO/0
8/0/0

3/0/0

7/0 0

9A0,0
B/0/0

8/0/0

UBTAUI.

laoir—PIgiln Scot-

land ton 1/1/11

Bar, Welsh, in
London 6/17/9

to, do. at works
In Wales 8/7/8

Cedar, Cuba ..tb
Honduras, 4o.

Mahogany, Cuba.

Uexloan do. do
Tobasco do. do
Honduras do..

Box, Turkey ton

0/3 '0

a
/4t

6/10/0

6/5/8 6.16/0
Do. StsJTordshire,
in London ....

OorrBR —British,
cake and ingot 50 0/0 SVIO.O
Best selected .. SO'10/0 51.10/0

Bheete, strong.. 69/0/0 0/0/0

-n.’iy/e 47/5/0

0/0/5 OO’SJ
Oblli, bars .... ,

YsonowMBTALlb.
L B A d - Pig,

80,

0

Bahia -
Satin, St. Do-

minyo ——ft.
Porto Eleo ....

4/0/e

10/0,0

9 0/0

J 10/2'6 10/5/0

English, eom.
brands 10/7/8 10/10/0

Bhoet, EagUsh,
libs, per sn. ft.

and npwaxu .. II/IO/B
Pipe 12/0/0

Z I » 0 — English
sheet ton 22/15 0 0/0,0

VleiUs Mon-
tagna.... 23/6,'0 V-,-

Tin—Btralts .... 04 5/0 94 15/0

Australian .... 9415/0 0-5 5 0

English Ingots. 97/10 0 08'0 0

Banca 95/10/0 05.d-4/K

Baiitou 95/0/0 95,'2/G

OILS.

Unie«l ton 18,7/8 38/12/8

Ooooanut, Cochin 25,5 0 25/10/0

Do. Ceylon 24/0/0 0 0 0

Palm, lAgos .... 26/0/0 0,0/0

Bapeseed, English
pale 25,0,0

Do. brown 23,5,0

Cottonseed ref... 18/0,0

Oleine 20/10/0

Lubricating, U.B. 4/0/9

Do. refined DAO/9
Tan— Stockholm

barrel BAT 6

Archangel 0/12/8

LONDON-—For completing i

Earl's Court-Toad. 8.W. Mr, J

s-sticet. Bedford-row:

—

Iser Noe. 220. 224, 226, and 228.
s Kennedy, surveyor, 31, Great

B. E. Nightingale £478
|
Jlncfarlaue f417

,Vo. 280.

B. E. Nightingale £147
[
MacfsrUue £139

A'o . 22S.

B. E. Nightingale £236
|
M.cfarlano £217

0 at the United Bt. Saviour's Alms-
>od. Mr. H. Hardwicks Langston,
st. Bedford-row, Loudon. Quantities

£498 0
I

George Jennings* £393 0
.... 398 10

I

• Accepted.

LONDON.—For new draii

onssi, HamlUon-road, No
rchltpct, 9, Great Jauje«-i

..ot supplied :

—

Wenhaiii 4 Watei

LONDON. For the erection of flats, Castle-street. St. Martiu's-

laiie, W.C. Mr. A. E. KingweU, architect. 13, Tbeoljald's-road,

W c' Quantities by Mr. A. B. Blouardaou :—

J oro^r £7.888 I B, E. Nijihtlnsale

Mark Patrick 4 Cs 7,b70 Gould 4 Brand
K, Toms 7,535 |

Laiuble

. . £7,3.'>3

LONDON. For the erection of twovjila residences, and altera-

tions and comple’ioii of house, st “ KeuiscowleB," 8trearh«m
Common, for Mr. Arthur T. Groom. Mr. E. Guy Uawbjr, architect,

lo. 22, Buckliigh«iii street. Adelphi, W.C. Quantities by Messrs.

erA Bona, 8, Blomfleld-streiet. E.C.

7all

0'0/fl

0/0,0
0,0.'0

21/0/0

6/0.0

12/0,0

Marsland
Bulien A C-’

Patiiisn A Folhcringbii
Hollowsy Bros
B, E. Nightingale
Smith

dint new stables, Lacklaud-terrnee, Kiiig’s-

-ondon luiprovmi Cab Company. Mr. Bruest

Elint, an niMCt. ooieuian streo’. E.C. :—

B. E Niglitiiigvle £958 Kussell £8--iS

einith 753

LONDON.
...ad, Chelse
Flint, ar.hiUct, Co

MATLOCK BATH.—Frr tl

ind the Isyiiig of water mains
ftaaford, engineer, Aj-gcl-row,

Bawsoii, Point .u, 4
Co £3.800 0

Brown, Philips. 4
Cn 11

1.409 10

Hot'tlnBb.Mi. -

J, Ben ley £900 0 0
Josii.h Dale S75 15 0
Enoch Tempest ... 82J 0 0
W. FariiBWurlh 4
Sou, Cromford*. . 667 17 0

•Accepted.
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/> T
;”• A. B,-B. W 1G- J- (next

A 11 itatemeate •{ tMte, lt*t» of ten<!»r» */. u
tjjl.. ««m,„d .dd,™ u.. .„d„, Mima,teSSffi

eompaUed to decline pointing out book* and glvin'

papen read*
reeponeibltity of elgned artlclee, and tpubUc meetinge, reste. of course, with the author^

FTe canrwe undmaie l<, return rejected cornmnnicaHont
Letters or oommanlEations (beyond mere newa.ifrm.t -v.i.dU i. vbeen duplicated lor other JouinsL. are KOT D^-IRED

’ ^

THS PUBLISHER, and .u

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

to VdMd1d”2^ STdiS .TiS tr"”"
ss;^‘?Mrc ISr-r»“

THE BATH STOJTE EIBMS, Ltd.
BATH,

FOB Aix THE PROVED KINDS OPBATH STONE.
FLUATB, for Hardening and Preserving

CaicareoTzB Stonea and Marblea.

BouLTnre fseestonb.
Xh« stoae from thoc* qurrlM

' ' “WMthW

SUB3CEIBKRS In LONDON and tho SUBURBS, by
prepaying at the PublUhIng Office. 19s. per annum (or

it. 9d, per quarter), can ensure receiving “The Builder,"

by Nrtday Morningt tosi.

I* known aa the
Beds," and is oi
erystalline natnre,
donbtedly one or the moi
durable stonee in Bogland.
Is of the same orritalUi

utnie as the Oheljnoh Stem
bnt liner in texture, and moi--

-v •aitkblefor dnemonlded worl
everj informatioH giTea, oi

application to 0HABLB8 TRA8K h BONfi
Douiting, Shepton Mallet.

London Agent—Mr. B. A. WILLIAMS
16, Craven-street, Strand, W.O. [Ann
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W.H.Lascelles&Co.
ISl, BUNHILL BOW, lONDON, E.O

Telephone No. 270,

HI&H-CLASS JOINEEY.

LASCELLES’ CONCEETE,

HAM Hill STONH.
. of Arohitoots it spMiallirminM to the dnrabUity and beantifn] oolodii
of this matonal. Quarries weU opened. Qniokdespatch gnaranteed. Stonework deUvered

ostimatwifree.
AcdreM.The Ham Hill StoueCo., Norton, StokaMder-Ham, Somerset. London Agent: Mr. B.AWilliams, 16, Oraven-st., Strand, W.O. [Ad^

Architsoto’ Designs are carried ont with the
greatest care.

•roaci Sur/uce DraUmgt.

"1^ ,-••• ifiiS 9 1

I

w, c. au*rfaui;k c77 n s
ik. Uplou, Tjt

'iu*y* 672 13 0• Acaiepted,

(Surveyor's eslJinate. £731. Ga. 'U,]

roiifrocf A-o. 2.—Bc/yrarv.port Sruwr.

Oe*n £911 7 fi I -I. Tozer £319 t jT.SlHiddock 720 0 0 J. .Mstlhew Babiiv
^ ^

W. CShsd'lock 585 10 o( cemoe*.
’

J. SliAJdcKk 449 5 0| • Acceii'ujd

[Surveyor's sitim.Me. £330. 13s. 4d.)

305 19 0

CONSEKYATORIES
(JEEENHOUSES,

WOODEN BUILDINiJS,

Bank, Office, & Shop Fittings

CHURCH BENCHES & PULPITS

Asphalto.—The Bejssel and Metallio Law
Asplmlte Company (Mr. H. Glenn), Offioe. 42
Ponltry.H.O.-The best and cheapest materials foidamp oonrsee. railway arohes, warehouse flooi.
Hat roofs, stables, oow-eheds, and milk.roome
grananes, tnn-rooms, and torraoea. Asphalt.
Oontraotore to the Forth Bridge Go. [Adti

QUANTITIES, fee., LITHOQEAPHED
aoonrately and with despatch.METCHIM Si SON, 20, Parliament-st., S.W,QOMTITI SUBVEYOS3' TABLES AHD DIAEX."Keviwd .nd Enlkrged for 1893, priM 6d., poatfd. [Advt,

ESTIMATES GIVEN ON APPMOATION.

I SPRAOnE & CO.,

Ill THOGRAPE EHS,
Employ a large and effloient Staff especially for

Bills of Quantities, &o.

44 5, East Harding-st., Fetter-lane, E.O. [Adtt.

-IT
SILVER MEDALS AWARDED.

IRON CISTERNS
F. BRABY & CO,

VERY PROMPT SUPPLY.

Particulars on application

LONDON:
362 to 364, Euston-road.

LARGE STOCK READY.

LIVERPOOL.
6 and 8, Hatton Garden.

FOR HOT-WATER CIRCULATION

GLASGOW:
47 and 49, St. Enoch-s(
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The Advertisement Mania.
]

N the amusing little

farce whicli was

provided by an

eminent French

architect for the

after-dinner enter-

tainment of a con-

gress of his pro-

fessional colleagues

at Paris two or

Khree years ago, a bill-sticker was introduced

iimong the dramatis 'personre who, in a song

|ung in character, represented himself as the
j

il-ersonage who supplied modem architecture i

ijpith the important and much - neglected
|

alement of polychromatic decoration. That

,

his element is more than usually deficient in
|

laodern Parisian architecture must be ad-

;

Jaitted, and perhaps in this instance M.

'

a-has. Gamier’s little satire was intended to
|

Jie two-edged, and was directed against the]

irim baldness of Parisian architecture in
j

!be matter of colour as much as against

ihe only method supplied by the fashion

If the day for correcting this defect. In the

i arlier days of the present generation a

i

imilar sarcasm might have been directed

gainst London architecture, when it was

esplendent in cement. There has been an

Kmprovement since then, and the recent pre-

tlerence for a warm red brick, with the occa-

jlonal use of tile or faience decoration, has

:lirought more of warm and agreeable colour

(Qto our new street architecture than was ever

Jhought of five-and-twenty years ago. "With

less excuse, therefore, than in Paris, the poly-

jhromatic advertiser has nevertheless perse-

cuted us even worse
;
the nuisance is getting

more gigantic every year
;
and it is no wonder

|

^hat there are signs of a determined up-rising :

hgainst it on the part of the minority who '

Itill retain some regard for the preservation !

»f town and country from ubiquitous

'

cLisfigurement.

'( We may feel gratified that it is by an

iiminent architect that the movement of

'revolt against the advertiser has been started

in the columns of tbe Times, and it is

laatural that architects should be especially

bensitive to the abuses of a system which

llisfigures our streets and fills them with

Ivfilgar associations at every turn
;
and yet it

is not this so much as the invasion of rural

scenery by the advertiser which has stirred

up Mr. Waterhouse to head a demonstration

which we hope may not be without some prac-

tical and permanent result. And this is in fact

the worst part of the plague, not only in

itself, but in the increased dlHiculty of

dealing with it. In our towns, and in

London especially, the rage for large,

staring, claptrap advertisements has grown

to such a pitch that, although we should

wonder at the change in the aspect of our

streets if these were all removed—wonder,

perhaps, how we ever came to endure them

for so long—yet the eye has become soused

to it that we have almost ceased to be struck

by it until attention is specially called to

its hideousness. It is when we find the same

senseless disfigurement intruding itself into

the country, flaring in the middle of fields or

on the side of a hill in a picturesque scene,

that the nuisance and vulgarity of the prac-

tice is forced upon us in a manner that

becomes absolutely intolerable : and it is this

comparatively new phase of the advertising

mania which has specially drawn from Mr.

Waterhouse his indignant and well-timed

protest. But not only is this rural adver-

tising the worst form of the nuisance
;

it is

also the one most difficult to deal with. Our

cities are under municipal control to a great

extent
;

it is recognised there that practices

which are injurious to the general community

must be checked or brought under regulation,

and there is plenty of precedent for the

to deal with. Mr. Waterhouse makes no

allusion to it, but we have observed several

times in the daily papers lately the advertise-

ment of a speculator who undertakes by

means of electric light (if we remember

right) to display advertisements on the clouds

at night, thus threatening to deprive us of

the last and only refuge of the wearied eye

from the exploits of the advertiser. Happily

this ill-omened notion has not yet, as far as

we know, been carried into practice
;
but if it

is, how are we to bring legislation to bear on

that? Whose property is the sky, and under

what by-laws is its use controlled, unless we

take a hint from the 'Hnpiho-KOKKvyia of Aristo-

phanes, in which a certified surveyor offered

to make a measured survey of the air ?

The greatest evils of the town advertise-

ments are the enormous size of many of the

pictorial advertisements especially, and in

most cases the vulgarity of tbe designs, both

in regard to colour, form, and sentiment.

The evil of size is not only that it so much

increases the obtrusiveness of advertisements,

and continually tends to increase the demand

for space for them, but also that in the case

of figures, and especially of the colossal heads

frequently introduced, it lowers and be-littles

the scale of street architecture, a mischief

which architects are especially quick to per-

ceive and condemn. As to the artistic style

of these advertisements, they are really a

serious influence in keeping the taste and

perception of the poorer classes of the public,

who see little of better pictorial art, at a low

operation of by-laws to this end. The recent I
leTel, and daily famiUaris.ng their eyes with

legislation against sky-signs is a wholesome
|

vulgar ideas expressed in vulgar drawings,

example of this, although it must be remem-
|

It has been more than once suggested

hered that this enactment was directed not !
that this power of the advertisement picture

so much against disfigurement as against a
i

to influence public taste should be turned to

recognised danger to the public, and had it
:

good account ;
that capable artists should he

not been for this consideration it may be encouraged to make designs for advertise-

doubted whether the Sky-Signs Act would ments, and that these should be drawn in a

have been so readily passed as it was. But strong bold outline instead of the

when we come to advertisements which dis- colours in which they are genera y se or

figure the open country this argument of
j

The suggestion was last made, we believe, in a

danger to tbe public disappears
;

the ques- paper read by Mr. Ileywood feumner a e

tion of disfigurement alone remains, and Birmingham Fine Art Congress in 1890
;
and

there is no precedent such as building by-laws; most of us can remember one or two stray

afford in a town, for controlling to some
!

instances (before that date) m which t is

extent each man’s treatment of his own
j

course was taken with remar a y goo

property. And there are further possibilities I
results, as far as the appearance of the adver-

of advertising contemplated by modern in-
!
tisemeut was concerned

;
whether the picture

genuity which would be even more difficult '
answered its practical purpose any better
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The vexed question of the length of time
for which the return half of a railway

ticket should be available still remains un-
settled : but we learn that the North-Eastern
Eailway Company are about to deal with
another grievance by introducing a system
fcienabling passengers to break their journey
when desirous of doing so. As far as we are
aware, a journey can only be broken at an
intermediate point in the case of tourist
tickets, and of a few long distance journeys ;

and even in these cases the privilege is

hedged about with so many “ exceptions and
other restrictions, that the mastery of the
regulations often involves quite a study of the
“ Guide ” before setting out. The North-
Eastern propose to allow all ticket-holders
to break their journey at any station
short of their destination, providing it

is resumed within the time for which
the ticket is available. The ticket is

to be given up at the station at which
the passenger leaves the train, and a voucher
will be given in exchange, which will, in
turn, be exchanged for the original ticket
when the journey is resumed. The necessity
for some such protection against the abuse of
the privilege is obvious, for there are many
who would not hesitate to use the ticket over
again from the starting-point if they had the
opportunity. Nor would this method of
defrauding a railway company be confined to
the habitually dishonest

; for, unfortunately,
experience shows that to successfully “ steal
a march "upon a railway company is often
regarded with pride by persons who would
strongly resent any imputation upon their
general rectitude. It is, of course, partly
due to this sort of thing that the unwelcome
restrictions upon the use of return-tickets
are found to be indispensable. Thus
the sins of the dishonest and overreaching
are visited upon the whole travelling com-
munity.* The North-Eastern commence
their experiment on December 1, and we
understand that it will apply to the whole of
their system, with the exception of a few
short branch lines.

authority in each town should be constituted, to
whom either party might apply, and who should
have authority oo the spot to examine the old
buildiog if standing, or thei new one if erected, or
the plans if not so erected, and who should be
authorised to decide the size of the proposed
openings, the height of proposed buildings, or
otherwise.

" Your Memorialists hesitate at this stage to enter
more fully into the constitution of such local autho-
rity, but they respectfully ask that your T^ordship
will give attention to the matter with a view to the
bringing into Parliament a Bill, so as to secure the
objects indicated.”

qillL verdict of manslaughter against theA signalman in the Thirsk accident was a
toregone conclusion, though of course there
are many extenuating circumstances. It
appears to us that the railway company have
a heavy responsibility on them for havinn
neglected to relieve a man on such a postwho himself protested that he was in an
mfit state for his

^

work, especially as
It 13 admitted in evidence that if really
unable to get a substitute they might have
closed the cabin for a time, which would

1
® substituting a long

block for two short ones. The cry thathas been made, under the excitement about
the accident, that there ought to be twosignalmen m every cabin, is wo think un-
reasonable. Such an arrangement would in
ninety-nine eases out of a hundred be a wasteofwages and mens time, and might lead to

neglect of duty in other

ipHE Nottingham Trade Protection Society

Phene ll''®
“ “™<n-ial to the Lord

f‘“.‘inn to the unsatisfac-

tight. I hey complain that rights of liSht areoften asserted and made use of in a manner

tha^n fi’pp community
;that a fictitious value is often put on windows

th.^i
that are of small value, and

often no means

bLr untn“”“® neigh-

eadon Th^ for compfu-
sation. Tbe memorial continues

^

aiiistant. guard were rnntrfpf

•hould bl avluaWe . Ld^t returo-ticketa
Clemente enter Into iht
ot UDscrupuloui passen^S

besidea tlie cupidity

A T the beginning of a winter in which the
Li most urgent wants of our unemployed
will probably have to be carefully con-
sidered, it would be well to direct attention
to an institution at ^ ienna which has proved
itself highly efficient in the cheap victualling
of masses. The A ienna ToIhsJcnech«n T'erein,
of twenty years' standing, is a self-supporting
concern, the necessary capital for the organisa-
tion and development of which has, however,
been voluntarily subscribed from time to time.
There are six permanent stations in the hands
of the managers, in the dining halls of
which stations no less than 2,342,0(KJ portions
of cooked victuals were supplied last year,
whilst tbe kitchens have at times had to bear
such special strains last winter ns the pre-
paration of an extra 200,000 meals for School
Board children, the distribution of which is

also in the hands of the Verein. Architects
will find the new headquarters of the institu-
tion an interesting building. A main feature
in its plan is the position of the kitchen in
full view of the dining hall, to prevent any
prejudice on the part of diners against the
modes of cooking adopted. The institution
has cooking apparatus for soup, which will
hold Ij.jOO litres at a time, and specimens of
nearly every kind of cooking apparatus used
abroad can be found in the different stations.

Ty^E have already noticed how \’ienna has* * been doing honour to the memory of
the great architects who helped to beautify
the Austrian capital. We now hear of
another monument to the late Von Schmidt,
which is to be placed on a public square at
the back of the deceased architect's fine Town
Ilall. This monument is to cost about
2.5,000 florins, and a competition has been
opened to sculptors for the design.

nnilE 'EanVi {No. 40) announces that at
Mycen.m fresh discoveries have been

made that promise to be of great importance.
Some graves have been opened which contain
‘carved work, ’ to give a literal translation
of the somewhat vague expression (yXv^d)
employed. Possibly works something of the
same kind as the early Slycenm gravestones
maybe intended; on the other hand, they might
quite well be terra cotta plaques like those
discovered by Dr. Waldstein at Argos. More
tantalising still is the news that inscriptions
have been found which are not easily
decipherable. Does this mean that they are
illegible from age and bad preservation, or
are they m unknown characters.® The grave
contained also weapons of very early date
gold and silver coins, and many other im-
lortant objects. We can but wait for
further news. Surely, with all these dis-
coveries, some light must be cast on the still
vexed “Myceme ” question. But can that
question be satisfactorily answered while
Crete yet remains but half, or not half
explored ? ’

News,” ‘‘Bad News,” &c. The principal figu^
we consider a decided success

;
it is simp

and unaffected in pose, it is a good likenec;
and there is something at once noble aii

pathetic in the expression of the head. Wfi
the rest we fear we cannot feel so mui
sympathy. The angel produces on one ii

impression beyond that of intense respecti]
bility and propriety; Mr. Tinworth h
never acquired, and we fear never w*'
acquire, that feeling for elevation

i

style in an ideal figure without whio
such a figure is no more than a kind of cemi
tery property, an angel like a housekeepe
with wings added. Nor are the bas-reliefsT
success

;
like the angel, they are, both il

conception and execution, deficient in tL
subtle quality of *• style,” so readily felt ai^
recognised w^re it exists, so difficult '

define. Mr. Tiuworth’s power lies in dramata
realism in presenting scenes or figures in ref
life, present or past. Ilis series of little suli

jects from the history of .Joseph, which is t
form part of the Doulton exhibition f(

Chicago, is most interesting and spirited, am
there Mr. Tinworth is seen at his best, in h
power of expressing the combined action c

a. group of figures. Messrs. Doulton have ?

fine show of pottery for Chicago, includint
some beautifully executed work from thei
Burslem factory,where a special style of desigi
is carried on approximating somewhat to tht
spirit of Sevres ware, and which representi
most beautiful and delicate workmanship,
though in point of artistic feeling and origi;
nality it is not equal to the better knowr
class of work turned out at Lambeth. Amonji
the novelties is a tile surface without glazes
intended for the execution of decorativi
pictures for walls, which deserves attention)
getting rid of the disagreeable glitter which
is the drawback to tiles as a wall decoration'
M e may take the opportunity of call atten-i
tion to the sgralfito frieze on the exterior ol^

the works, representing figures engaged in;

processes of terpa-cotta work, which hasi
been treated successfully in bold and simple'
lines, and is an effective piece of exterion
decoration.

A CORPiESPUNDENT draws attention 1

the fact that Eergusson, in the origin
edition of his “ History of Architecture
(18.59—then called the “ Handbook of Arch
tecture ”), made the very suggestion aboi
the date of the rotunda of the Pantheo
which is now established. He there said

I feel convioced that the rotunda is verv mu<
more modern than the portico.” He gives son
reasons for the opinion, and adds, “all these coi
sidorations would incline me to place it very net
the ago of Constantine, could I tind any trace of
later restoration than that above alluded to” (b
feeptimius Severus), “ but under any circumstance
I do not think it can have been erected before th
age of Hadrian.”

In the edition of 1874 he states that fiirthe

examination “ had forced him very unwil
ingly to abandon this hypothesis.”

'piIE monument to Fawcett, for A^auxhall
A- Park, modelled by Mr. Tinworth and
executed_ by Messrs. Doulton, has been on
view duriog the week at the show rooms on
the Albert Embankment. The monument
consists of a seated figure of Fawcett on a
rectangular pedestal, with a winged figure
standing behind and holding a wreath overms head. On the sides of the pedestal are
oas-rehefs m panels, representing abstract
qualities,

_
‘Courage,” “Justice,” &c,, alter-

nating with partially idealised figures con-
nected with the idea of postal service, “ Good

HE School Board for London have issue

their annual schedule of sites whic
they propose to take for new schools, or th
enlargement of their existing school-housei
The parcels of land are twenty-four in al

in respect of eighteen schools : the alterns
tive sites on this occasion being more tha:
usual. Taking a mean for each group o
alternative sites, we find that the net total are;

of ground scheduled is about 43,989 squar
yards, or 9 acres 14 poles, distributed amongs
the local divisions as follows : — Chelsea
a plot of 1} acre in Fulham Palace-road, neai
St. James’s Home, and being a further por-

tion of Bagley’s Market-garden—one. Fins-
bury : fourteen houses, with land, in Good-
inge and Hungerford roads, seven houses
and gardens in Ecclesbourne-road, three
houses and gardens in Thornhill-road,
and three alternative sites, already built
over, in Orpingley, Seven Sisters, and
Hornsey roads, all in St. Mary, Islington,
parish,—four. Hackney : eighteen houses in

Montague and Victoria roads, a piece of land
behind AVest-street, these two sites being in
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Sfc. John’8 parish: three houses io Boston-

street, Shoreditch, and eight in Tyrrell-street,

Bethnal Green,—four. Tower Hamlets:
two houses in Orchard-place, Poplar,—one.

Greenwich: Two pieces of land in Anchor
and Hope-lane and Fossdene-road, Charlton,

two adjacent and alternative sites, built over,

in Blackheath-road, Greenwich
;
two alterna-

tive plots, mostly garden ground, in Speranza-

street and Conway-road, Piumstead
;

and

five houses in Hughes-fields, Deptford,—five.

East Lambeth : two alternative sites, being

Friern-nursery, Peckham-rye, and some land

belonging to the Orphanage in Barry-road,

—

one. West Lambeth : two alternative plots

in Harroway-road and Ethelburga-street,

Battersea, and one lying between the river-

wall and the “Shaftesbury” play-ground at

Gray’s, Essex,—two. No sites are marked
this year in Sc. Marylebone and Southwark
divisions

;
and last year a site in the Fins-

bury, and one in the Marylebone, divisions,

were alternative.

The current volume of the Transactions of

the Institution of Civil Engineers con-

tains some particulars as to the generation of

impurities into service pipes conveying water

under pressure. Mr. G. Oesten states that it

is a commonly-received opinion that pipes

conveying water under pressure never permit

of the entry of imparities from the soil.

This is an erroneous view, for cases are

possible in which a hole in the pipe may,
owing to the direction, give rise to an action

resembling that of an injection, and cause

external impurities to be sucked into the

water-supply. This will take place if the

direction of the aperture is obliquely inclined

towards the current, supposing the flow in

the pipe reach the required velocity. These
circumstances have actually arisen in con-

nexion w’ith a house-supply in Berlin. The
imperfection occurred in a stop-cock, the

•exterior of which became worn through.

When the plug was in certain positions an

incline slit was formed, through which sand

and grit were drawn into the main. These

gave rise to a deposit, which so much injured

taps and fittings as to cause an investigation,

which ultimately led to the detection of the

injury.

SOME interesting experiments have been

made in Germany in order to ascertain

whether fish will live in the effluent water of

•a sewage farm. The investigations were
carried on at the Berlin Sawage Farm at

Malchow, and are described in the Gesund-
heits-Ingenieur. It had been noticed that the

effluent water supported numerous mollusks,

and this led to some trout fry and young char

being placed in ponds containing the eflluent

water. The young trout flourished for a time,

but the accidental breaking of a dam led to

their escape into Lake Malchow. This was
in 1889, and in 1890 six new experimental

ponds were constructed and stocked with
varieties of fish, and subsequently two larger

ponds were constructed. hVom the first con-

structed of the ponds IbO trout were taken,

weighing altogether 70 lbs. These were
served up at a banquet at the Berlin Town-
ball. Afterwards the ponds were netted, and
yielded in all 2,688 fish of various kinds.

'The experiments are of considerable interest,

ftnd we are glad to hear they are likely to be

continued, when means will be taken to

ascertain the increase in size and weight of

the fish.

A CURIOUS double advertisement ap-

peared in the marriages column of

the Times this week, announcing the

marriage of the same two people at

•nineteen years difference of date. <.)ur only

reason for mentioning it is that the bride,

“Marie Amelie Gordon McDonnell, nde

Churchar,” is described as “ grand-daughter

•of .James Deacon, architect and builder of

the Atbenfcum Club, Pall Mall. ' We have
never heard of this person before, and there

is something at fault in Mrs. Tritton’s archi-

tectural pedigree. As is well known, the archi-

tect of the A^heneum Club was Mr. Decimus
Burton,

THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE LOCAL
GOVERNMENT BOARD.

The ‘'Twenty-First Annual Report of the

Local Government Board, 1891-92, ’’recently pub-

lished,* is, it is needless to say, full of suggestive

reading for administrator?, economists, and
sanitarians. It is divided into four sections,

viz., I., “ The Local Government Act, 1888, and
County Councils

;

” II., “ Relief of the Poor and
the Poor-Rate III., “ The Public Health and
Local Administration

;

” and, IV., “ Local Taxa-
tion and Valuation.” The Report itself (which

is signed by Mr. Ritchie, the late President of

the Local Government Board) occupies 180

pages, and its statements and conclusions are

hacked up and amplified by appendices occupy-

ing more than GUO pages in addition. These
appendices deal with a great variety of matters

coming under the control of the Local Govern-
ment Board and that of the various local

authorities, and contain much interesting in-

formation.

The first section of the report deals, as we
have said, with the relations of the Local

Government Board and County Councils. The
two preceding reports of the Board contained

some account of the first two years’ work done
under the Local Government Act, 1888, after

April 1,1889, at which date the County Councils

came into office. The first section of the

present report deals with the work of the third

year of the new administration. Into the

intricacies connected with the re-arrangement

and re-adjustment of authority, power, and
financial liability with regard to many matters

of administration we cannot here enter
;
but it

is satisfactory to gather that many apparently
insuperable difficulties have been surmounted,

and that things are beginning to work smoothly,

thanks largely to the adoption of a conciliatory

give-and-take policy by the authorities con-

cerned.

The second section of the Report, which deals

with the “ Relief of the Poor and the Poor-

Rate,'’ informs us that on January 1, 1892, the

total number of paupers of all classes io Eng-
land and Wales in receipt of relief was 761,-173,

of whom 198,931 were indoor, and .)G2,320 out-

door paupers, while 219 received both indoor

and out-door relief. As compared with those

of January 1, 1891, these figures show an in-

crease of 890 in the indoor, a decrease of 19,919

in the out-door paupers, and an increase of 45

in the number of those receiving both indoor

and out-door relief. The decrease on the total

number of paupers was 18,984, or 2 4 per cent.

Taking the revised estimates of the Registrar-

General of the population of England and
Wales, in the middle of each of the years 1890

and 1891, as the basis of calculation for the

purpose of ascertaining the proportion to the

population of the paupers relieved on January 1

of the two years 1891 and 1892 respectively, it

appears that the total number of paupers

amounted approximately in the former year to

1 in every 37 persons, and in the latter

year to 1 in every 38 persons. The
county which contained the largest pro-

portion of paupers on January 1 last

was Norfolk, in which no fewer than 4l)'4 out

of every 1,000 of the population were in receipt

of parish relief. The counties in which there

were fewest paupers on that day in proportion

to the population were the West Riding of

Yorkshire and Lancashire, where they amounted
only to 18 0 and 18-2 per 1,000 respectively.

In these two manufacturing counties the pro-

portion was not half as great as it was in

Norfolk, Dorset, North Wales, Wilts, Hereford,

Somerset, Devon, Hertford, and Oxford, which
are mainly agricultural counties. In Norfolk

no fewer than 39*2 out of every 1,000 of the

inhabitants were receiving out-door relief. In

the Metropolis the proportion was 11-3 per

1,000. In Lancashire it was 11-7, and in

Warwick 12-9. From a table which is

given io one of the appendices to the Report,

it appears that the mean number of paupers

relieved in the parochial year ended at Lady-
Day, 1892, was smaller than in forty-one out of

the forty-three preceding years, and that, in

proportion to the population, it was smaller

than in any other parochial year included in

the table. It amounted to 744,757, or about

a thirty-ninth part of the estimated population.

In 1849, the first year in the table, the mean
number was 1,088,059, or a little more than a
sixteenth part of the estimated population at

that time. The greater part of the decrease in

• London : Printed for her Majesty’s Stationery Office,

and sold by Eyre & Spottiswoode.

pauperism evidenced by these figures is attribu-

table to a reduction in the numbers of the out-

door paupers
;

“ for whereas the ratio which
the mean number of the indoor paupers bore to

the population had only decreased from 7'7 per

1,000 in 1849 to G-4 per 1,000 in 1892, the ratio

which the mean number of the out-door paupers
bore to the population had fallen from 55 per

1,000 in 1849 to 19-2 per 1,000 in 1892.”

Another noticeable and satisfactory feature in

connexion with the decrease in pauperism is

that whilst the number of out-door paupers was
smaller in 1892 than in any of the forty-three

preceding years, the ratio of indoor paupers to

the population was less in 1892 than in any
year since 1878.

The third section of the Report, dealing with
“The Public Health and Local Administra-
tion,” is of more immediate interest to the
majority of our readers. Financially, it

appears that the total amount of the loans
-which were sanctioned by the old General
Board of Health under the Public Health Act,

1848, up to September 1, 1858, when the Local
Government Act, 1858, came into force, was
2,956,178Z. The sanctions granted by the
Secretary of State under the latter Act and
the Sewage Utilisation Act, 186-5, prior to
August 19, 1871, amounted to 7,363,366^ Since
the constitution of the Local Government
Board on August 19, 1871, that body has
sanctioned the borrowing, by Urban and Rural
Sanitary Authorities, of no less a sum than
50,043, 590Z. During the year 1891 sanction
was given to the borrowing of 3,281,037^.,—

a

considerably larger amount for one year than
was authorised to be borrowed during the ten
years which intervened between the passing of
the Public Health Act, 184S, and the Local
Government Act, 1858. By far the greater
proportion of the aggregate of upwards of
60,000,000?. which is thus accounted for as the
total of sanctioned loans has been borrowed
for the purpose of sanitary improvements in

Urban Districts, to be executed under the pro-
visions of the Sanitary Acts, the Public Health
Act, 1875, and Local Acts and Provisional

Orders. The remainder has been sanctioned
principally for the execution of sanitary im-
provements in Rural Districts, or for improve-
ment schemes in Urban Districts under the
Artisans’ and Labourers’ Dwellings Improve-
ment Act, 1875, and 6‘the Housing of the
Working Classes Act, 1890. It is impossible,

within the limits of our space, even briefly to

summarise the particulars given of the im-
portant work in many branches of sanitation

with which the Local Government Board is

administratively concerned, so we pass over
much that is of interest until we come to the
paragraphs which refer to the supply of water
to the metropolis, a subject which is now being
inquired into by a Royal Commission. Oar
pages for some months past have contained
reports of' the proceedings of that Commission,
so that our readers have been kept well-

informed of all the aspects of the question,

but we nevertheless think it may be useful to
quote here a few passages on the subject from
the report now under notice. Our quotations will,

at any rate, serve te counteract somewhat the
exuberant optimism of some of the witnesses

before the Commission. Says Mr. Ritchie in

the report:

—

“ The reports of the E.taminer under the
Metropolis Water Act (Major-General A. de Courcy
Scott, R.E.), and of the Analyst (Professor Frank-
land, F.R.S.) of the water supplied by the eight

Metropolitan Companies- in 1891, are appended
(pages 219 and 251). As to the quality of

the water, Professor Frankland reports that he
has, as usual, made periodical examinations

of samples taken from the mains of each company,
and that he has added b.acteriological cultivations

to the ordinary microscopical and analytical teats.

The results are much less fuvovraUe than in most
previous years. The dense smoke-bearing fogs of

the early part of 1891, and the floods produced by
the considerable rainfall in the summer and autumn,
had an exceedingly bad effect on the condition of

the river supplies, and Professor Frankland states

that icater of such had quality, as regards organic

matter in solution, has rarely been delivered. It is

satisfactory to learn that no abnormal amount of

sewage contamination was detected, most of the

organic matter being evidently derived from vege-

table sources. Nevertheless, the water was at

times repulsive to both eye and palate, in consequence

of the amount of matter in suspension which it

contained.
The water from the Lea, on which the New

River and the East Loudon Companies mainly
depend, appears to be much less highly charged
with impurities than that of the Thames, to which
all the other companies (except the Kent) resort for
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their supplies. Taking the moan proportion of
organic impurity container! in the Thames water
deliyered in 1S68 as 1/JOO, that proportion had
not been exceeded since 18S2, and in 1889
and 1890 it fell to 677 and 680 respectively,
but Iasi year it rose to 1,002. The same standard
applied to the Lea water gives 432 for 1890
and 684 for 1891. But though, as already
stated, the turbidity of the Soods is to a very slight
extent represented in the water as delivered by the
Companies, there seems no reason to doubt that the
filtration which the water undergoes has a very con-
siderable purifying effect. Conclusive proof of this
IS found in the results of the bacteriological examina-
tions which Professor Frankland regards as ‘aquan-
titativeand exceedingly delicate test for the effi-
ciency of the filtration, natural or artificial, to which
the water has been subjected,’ and he regards it as
proving in the case of the river waters delivered in
London, ‘ how very efficient, as a rule, is the sand
filtration as carried out by the Companies for the
removal of microbes and their germs.’ He states
that in March, 1891, the Thames water, at the in-
takes of the Water Companies, developed by culti-
vation no less than 33,238 colonies of microbes per
cubic centimetre, whilst the West Middlesex Com-
pany at the same time was delivering water which
developed only 56 colonies from the same volume •

on removed no less than
yj'83 per cent, of the germs in the original water.
In referring to this test. Professor Frankland takes
occasion to point out that the vast majority of mi-
crobes found in potable waters are, so far as is
known, entirely harmless, and pathogenic bacteria
have been discovered among them only on rare
occasions, and never in any water supplied to
J^ondon. ]t is.

_

hoicever, of course possible that
some jiicA lactoia may escape observation and it
must be remembered that special kinds of harmful
organisms can be cultivated only in the bodies of
animals, and are therefore undiscoverable by the
process employed.”

m leyy-yu, being an increase of 8,514,8307., or
44-4 per cent.

;
that during the same period the

total receipts of the local authorities increased
by 14,552 073Z., or 3M per cent.; and that
their receipts from loans Suctuated consider-
ably in different years, the smallest amounts in
any years in the table being the 7,000,3837.
received in 1888-80, and the 7,050,1437 received
in 1889-90, and the largest the 15 351,9147.
received in 1881-82.

GILLING CASTLE, YORKSHIRE.

The appendices relating to this subject may
be very usefully read now in conjunction with
the proceedings before the Royal Commission
It is satisfactory to 2nd that the constant-
supply system is being steadily extended by
most of the London water companies

;
it now

It api^ars, has been applied to no fewer than
504,163 houses, or about 65 per cent, of the
whole number of houses supplied by the
companies.
The fourth, and last, section of the report

deals with Local Taxation and Valuation. We
learn from it that the aggregate amount of
the public rates levied in England and Wales
rose from 19.198,5797. in 1874-75 to 27,713,4097

Gilling is situated about eighteen miles on
the main road from York to Helmsley.
Independently of the picturesque surround-

ings, the place itself derives much interest from
its immediate vicinity to the fine old castle and
the venerable church at a little distance away
in the valley below.
The manor of Gilling previous to the Norman

Conquest was in the possession of Batch (a
Saxon Earl), and after the Battle of Hastings
William the Conqueror granted it to Hugh, son
of Baldric, a Norman knight. It shortly after-
wards was transferred to Baron Roger de
Mowbray, from whom it descended, through
snccessive owners, to the hands of the Fairfaxes,
The CMtle itself, which remains little muti-

lated or injured by time, stands on an eminence
partly surrounded by luxuriant foliage, above
which appear its ivy-mantled towers. Originally
the castle had a moat, traces of which may still
be seen. The most ancient part is the eastern
end, shown on the accompanying sketch. An
entrance was formerly on this side, but is now
walled up

;
the arch stones have shields with

the armorial bearings of the D’Ettons, the
original founders,— Henry II., 1154. This
entrance communicated with the lower parts or
dungeons of the Norman Castle, now used as
cellars.

The sketch shows the keep (69 ft. high), with
two projections, one containing a staircase, and
the^ other being the oriel window of the large
dining-room. °

The outer walls vary from 8 ft. to 15 ft. in
thickness, The great Dining or Elizabethan
Room 18 a fine specimen of the style, and is the
principal feature inside the Castle. It is
39 ft. 6 in. by 22 ft. 3 in. wide, and is 17 ft. 3 in

;

to the ceiling. It is lighted by the large oriel,

'

which 18 14 ft. 6 in. by 10 ft. within the

—
, V..W ixjuiiiwucu W1UUOW8 J

the south and east walls, all containing staim
glass with the armorial bearings of the Stapj
tons, Fairfaxes, Constables; that on the sonl
side bears the date and name of the artis
“ Bernard DininckhoU fecit, 1585.” The 0£

wainscoting, which covers the walls up to 12 i

high, has very fine mouldings, and the panel
seventy-two in number, are inlaid with flowe
and other patterns, said to have been designt
and executed by ladies of the family. Betwee
the panelling and the plaster frieze is painte
a series of genealogical trees, with the armoria
bearings of the gentry of the county entitled t
bear arms at that time.
The floor is of black polished oak. The ceil

icg, with its delicately-moulded ribs, pendants
and frieze, is a very good specimen, and in goo(
preservation.

The west side of the Castle, which is now th<
entrance front, was erected from designs bj
Sir John Vanbrugh, as also the two proiectini
wings.

The church, which is not far distant, contain!
many interesting features and monuments.

E. R. Tate.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

A GENERAL business meeting of this Institut
was held on Monday evening last, the Presiden
Mr. J. Maevicar Anderson, in the chair.

The Intermediate Examination.

The President announced that an In
termediate Examination to qualify for regis
tration as Student of the Royal Institut
of British Architects was held on Tues
day, Wednesday, and Thnrsday of las
week. Thirty probationers applied to h
admitted to it, and the applications of twenty
four (five of whom had been relegated to thei
studies on previous occasions) were approved
Of those twenty-four probationers, thirteen hac

I

passed, and were now registered as Students:
eight others were relegated to their studies in

: all subjects of the Intermediate Examination,
and the remaining three in certain subjects. The
thirteen passed candidates, pi iced by the Board

; of Examiners,‘in order of merit, were Messrs.
H. C. Lander, A. E. Corbett, J. Kirkland, jun.,
H. Bulman, G. W. Fraser, G. C. Lawrence, A. K
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Hennell,* I. Taylor, H. E. Chnroh, H. Bailey,

F. B, Dankerley, R. C. James, and E. Nichol-
son. The first registration of students of the
Institute, under its Charter of 1887, took place
just two years ago, and the number of students
was now fifty-four. The “testimonies of
«tady ” submitted were in some instances so
excellent that the Council had decided to
.exhibit a selection of them in January, when
the annual exhibition of prize drawings will

4akc place.

Election of Eerv Menihers.

The following gentlemen were balloted for

and duly elected, viz.,

As Fellows: Messrs. H. White, Penzance;
H. F. Tomalin (^Associate), Public Works De-
partment, Colombo, Ceylon

; P. Ogden
<ciate), Manchester

; C. S. Smith (^Associate),

Reading; J. E. Trollope (_Associate\ London;
S. J. Newman, Northampton; A. W. Brewill,
Nottingham

;
R. H. Hill. M.Inst. C.E., London;

O. W. Bevis, Southsea
;
W. Ravenscroft, Read-

ing; W. J. Motley, Bradford and Bolton; S.

.Salter, jun., Ryde; and G. H. Jeffery, Florence.
As Associates: Messrs. A. C, Houston,

London
;

R, J. Angel, Birkenhead
;

F, M.
Harvey, London

; E. H. Jones, Liverpool

;

M. S. Hack, London
;
A. W. Jarvis, London

;

• J. Paxton, London; A. W. Cleaver, Leyton-
stone; G. MoL. Ford, London; T. G. Mansell,
Birmingham

; and R, A. Reid, London.
As Hon. Corr. Member

:

Mr. Charles Babcock,
•Professor of Architecture, Cornell University,
Ithaca, New York State, U.S.A.

Election of Honorary Secretary,

A special general meeting was then held for

the purpose of electing a new Honorary Secre-
tary, in the place of Mr. Aston Webb, re-

eigned.f

The President said the meeting would be
aware that the Council had nominated Mr.
William Emerson to fill ths position of Hono-
rary Secretary, and only that name having been
put forward he begged to move with great
pleasure that Mr. William Emerson be elected
Honorary Secretary of the Royal Institute of

British Architects.

The motion was agreed to by acclamation.
Mr. Charles Barry, F.S.A., moved a vote of

thanks to Mr. Aston Webb for the way in which
-be had discharged the onerous duties of the
office for some time past. Mr. Aston Webb bad
not only brought to the discharge of the duties
of his office the abilities which they all know
he possessed, but he had given them a very
gjeat deal of very valuable time. He was
rather glad to think that the increasing
•demands npon his time, in a different and
•perhaps more remunerative way, had to some
extent cansed his retirement, and he con-
gratulated him, as he was sure they would
•all do, most heartily upon that reason. He
felt a sort of paternal pride in Mr. Aston
Webb when he recalled the fact that a
considerable part of his early professional
life was passed in his (the speaker’s) office.

Mr. John Slater, B.A.
,

in seconding the
.motion, said that no one connected with the
Institute who had not had some experience on
the Council could have any idea of the amount
of time which the conscientions performance of

the duties of Honorary Secretary demanded of
t'he person who held that office, and no one
could doubt that those duties have been con-
scientiously performed by Mr. Webb. But
their regret at losing him most be tempered
with their gratification, as Mr. Charles Barry
had said, that it was mainly his largely
/increasing practice which necessitated his

withdrawal from the office. The office of

-Honorary Secretary to that Institute had
traditions attached to it in the highest degree
honourable, and all who had noticed the way
in which Mr. Aston Webb had performed his

duties must admit that those traditions had
-been most fully and honourably sustained.
Those who knew him personally would regret
the loss which they would sustain, hot he
ventured to hope that his absence from the
council table would, at any rate, be only for a
•short time.

The President then put the motion, which
was unanimously agreed to, with loud applause.

Mr. Aston Webb, in acknowledgment, said
that really the thanks were entirely on the
other side, and he had to thank the members
lor having allowed him to occupy that position
for the last three and a-balf years. It had
'been a grt.n'^ pleasure to him, and he should

* These two geu.lpmen bracketted equal in merit.
Sj; J p. 373, OTite

always look back with satisfaction on the fact

that he had been allowed to occupy that post.

He could not sit down without saying what a

pleasure it had been to him to serve under such

distinguished Presidents as Mr. Waterhouse

and Mr. Anderson, the present President. The
kindness he had always received from them he

bad received from every one. From the Council

he had received nothing butindnlgence; from the

Secretary and all the officers of the Institute he

had received a great deal of help. He had

always considered that the Institute was espe-

cially fortunate in the officers who served it.

He was quite sure that the same kindness and

help which had been extended to him would

be extended to his successor, Mr. Emerson.

When he felt bound to tender his resignation

he did so with great regret, owing to personal

reasons which it was unnecessary for him to

name. But he might say that they bad nothing

whatever to do with the policy of the Institute

or with the Institute itself, but were purely

personal. The more he had worked at the

Institute the more he had believed in the

actual necessity, to practising architects all

over Great Britain, of some central body such

as the Institute.

Picture- Gallery Decoration.

An ordinary general meeting was then held,

when
Mr. J. D. Grace read a paper on “Picture

Gallery Decoration.” He said that while on

a recent visit to Brussels and Antwerp

he saw for the first time the new picture

galleries in those cities. Both were important

collections, especially rich in the earlier works

of the Flemish school. His object, however,

was not to speak of the pictures, but of the

means adopted for exhibiting them. The

modern Belgian school had occupied so promi-

nent a place in the art history of the last

thirty years that every artist might fairly

expect to learn something from any important

effort in which the Belgian painters might be

assumed to be deeply interested. He was

therefore anxious to see what lessons could be

learnt from the decorative treatment of

the new galleries themselves. He found,

in the first place, that the two Musfies

in question entirely differed from each

other in the main theory of colouring; and,

even after making considerable allowance for

the superiority of the Antwerp collection, it

was not difficult to see that the Brussels pic-

tures suffered grievously in comparison, owing

to the mistaken theory adopted in the colour-

ing of the Brussels galleries. That theory was

that pictures gained in tone by being placed on

a dirty or very low-toned background. That

was a common mistake, founded on a crude

and unobservant reduction of the laws of con-

trast. There was no more harmony to be got

out of crude contrast of tone than out of crude

contrasts of colour. And where the human
being,—or his representation,—was concerned,

" sympathetic” harmony was indispensable. A
picture did not appear the fresher for hanging

on a dirt-coloured wall. In both cases the flesh

tints, with their delicate gradations of shade,

were dragged down, not helped np, by

the greater mass of degraded colour. The

Brussels pictures hung on what could best be

described as “ mud colour,” with the result that

at least nine-tenths of them suffered in tone.

The picture galleries, or rooms, on the first

floor of the Brussels Musee were built

around, and with one side open to, a large,

oblong, central hall, open from ground to

roof. That hall was lighted from above, the

roof being carried on an arcade with white or

light -grey marble columns. The enriched

soffits of the beam were lavishly gilt, bat the

gilding ended there, except in a feeble spray of

ornament in the spandrels of the arcade. That

was unsatisfactory, because the gilding sepa-

rated the roof structure from the rest of the

building. It should either have been carried

further or omitted, at any rate in such quantity.

There was much that was noble about the

building
;
but its colour treatment appeared to

the author to be very unfortunate both for

building and pictures. The Antwerp Muf6e

presented entirely different conditions. One

had n-) sooner fairly entered the building than

he found himself in a grand vestibule, contain-

ing the double staircase leading to the picture-

galleries. The whole of the upper walls of the

vestibule were devoted to pictorial decoration

on a grand scale, the panels being filled with

groups of figures, considerably above life-

size, illustrating the history and develop-

ment of the art of the Antwerp school.

Those fine paintings, by De Keyset, were

executed in a full and somewhat brilliant

key of colour. The margins which separated

them, and the mass of the cornice above them,

were colonred a rather dark grey-green, with

very little relief. The same tone was carried

up into the cove above, but relieved, somewhat

sparsely, by a russet red. The effect, though not

withont some dignity, was to establish too much
separation between the pictorial surface and its

architectural setting. The dnll greenish black

somewhat forced the colouring of the pictorial

groups, of which colouring there was too little

suggestion of recall in the decoration of the

architecture. A few lines of colour, approach-

ing in tone some of the leading colours in the

groups, would have greatly helped to weld the

paintings and architecture iuto a more com-

plete whole. Within the picture galleries

themselves the colouring was far more favour-

able to the pictures than that of the Brussels

Mas6e, and many of the pictoree showed

admirably. The walls were tinted dull red, of

a tone somewhat too pinky and cold to be quite

satisfactory, yet by no means unfavourable,

to the majority of the pictures. The cornices

were tinted with the same dark tone of

greenish-grey which was used in the grand

staircase, a shade of the same prevailing in the

cove above, where, again, the very low-toned

red was used in relief. In that position none

but a good result to the pictures occurred from

that mode of decoration; but it had a de-

pressing and rather mournful effect on the

rooms themselves. No harm to the pictures

would have been wrought by accepting a some-

what less dismal scale of colour above. It was

noticeable that both at Antwerp and at Brussels

all light tone was omitted from theupper features

of the galleries in which the pictures hung.

Yet some use of a tone of white (more strictly

a stone tint) a little lower in tone than the

whites in the paintings would be found actually

helpful to the light tones in the pictures,

always provided that it were not so lowered as

to lose its character and look dirty. Before

concluding his paper, Mr. Grace read a letter

from Mr. Alma Tadema, R.A., who, after ex-

pressing regret at bis inability to be present,

said that he, for one, believed that as pictures

were harmonies composed of colours, any colour

on the walls must be injurious to them (the

pictures), as it necessarily interfered with some

of the colours which formed part of their har-

monies. He, therefore, believed in only three

backgrounds to see pictures upon, viz. : white,

black, or metal. White, however, would inter-

fere with the brightness of a picture; black

would injure the power of the painting
;
there

remained metal, the very thing the artists

chose to isolate their work by introdnemg

it into their frames. That was the reason

why he always advised the use of the

stamped Japanese paper without colours

for the lining of the walls of a picture

gallery, and be had always found it satisfactory

where it had been applied. Mr. Grace, com-

menting on Mr. Alma Tadema’s letter, said that

that gentleman actoally suggested three

colours, of which two were the most powerful

extremes of the whole scale, black and white.

Black nndonbtedly would knock all the colour

out of anypicture, and white, on theother hand,

would dirty any picture which was not exceed-

ingly fresh ;
but then there remained the metal.

The drawback to that, taken as a ground for

a collection of pictures, appeared to be not only

that it did not do justice to the pictures, but

that it in some degree clashed with the frames,

for the frames could not be left oat of

account altogether. As to pictures always

looking well on Japanese gold paper, he

advised Mr. Tadema to look into the Arts

Club and see how injurious to pictures, or to

some pictures at any rate, a paper of that kind

could be.

Mr W, ‘White, F.S.A ,
in proposing a vote of

thanks to Mr. Grace tor his paper, said it had

always been his impression that it was an

accepled axiom that a background for pictures

ought to be of neutral tint. He could not help

thinking that a neutral tint would be the best

for them under almost all circumstances,

because it would neither affect the contrast of

the various colonriogs of the pictures them-

selve?, or unpleasantly subdue harmonics. But

he thought that the suggestion which Mr.

Grace bad made with reference to some small

pattern upon the background was of very great

value indeed. Even with a neutral tint, that

neutral tint probably would not be such as to
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suit all the pictures, and it was very likely to
be such as not to be in itself quite a pleasant
one, for it was very difficult to get very satis-
factory neutral tints. A neutral tint, broken
with some slight pattern such as Mr. Grace had
spoken of, with rather more positive colour,
of a tertiary colour, he should think,— would
give that subdued tone which would admirably
set off the pictures.

Air. H. L. Florence said he had recently seen
one of the galleries to which Mr. Grace had
alluded, viz., the one in Brussels, and he fully
agreed with Mr. Grace that the effect of the
Brussels gallery was very depressing, and at
the same time very ineffective. There was a
certain amount of monotony in the rooms
themselves, and he had never walked through
rooms in which be got tired so soon. He did
not think that a suite of rooms opening into a
central hall was effective for the display of
pictures. Nor was the light properly diffused
for general effect. A draper backgronnd was
necessary for pictures. He had noticed in
galleries and private bouses that no background
was so well suited to show oil-paintings as a not
too vivid red. At the same time almost every
room required separate treatment; what was
suited for a top-lighted apartment would not
suit one with side lights or one which was
lighted from the end. In such cases more
decided colours might be used. He knew of aroom ID London which had walls a bright
turquoise blue, which made an admirable back-
ground for the pictures which were upon it.ne had much p'easnre in seconding the vote ofthanks to Mr. Grace.

supporting the vote
of thanks to Mr. Grace, said that one elementmast not be left out of consideration in dealinnWith this question. Hs referred to the cold
frames of the pictures, for the use of goldframes would allow almost anj amount ofcolour on the walls. It seemed to him that

was wrong in sajing that blackwould kill any picture, for he recollected certain

mi Wrl^^r
rooms in SirMrlfrid Lawson’s house in London, in which
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SOME MYSTERIES OF MODERN
ARCHITECTURE.*

I AM well aware that, by virtue of an
unwritten, but seldom broken, law, it is
generally reserved for the Presidents of onr
architectural societies to treat in their ad-
dresses of the wider philosophies of our art,
while the readers of the sessional papers C'^n-
fiue themselves to the discussion of its special or
detailed technical aspects. May I at once ask
your pardon for a transgression of this rule ^ My
excuse for this course is that we have, I think
come to a time in the history of the world’s
architecture, when it specially behoves us to
take occasional, but very searching, glances
over our entire position, and, withdrawing our-
selves from our routine of labour, to take a
bird’s-eye view of our own manceuvres.

I know that the world is often divided into
talkers and workers, and that those who dabble
in the philosophy of any department of life
run a chance of getting themselves classed with
Ignominy in the former category. It may also
be urged, though perhaps untruthfully, that the
peatestart-producers of the greatest ages have
been men whose soul of art issued in earnest
unconscious labour, and would never have
allowed them the bumptious satisfaction of
theorising about the objects of art or their
own place in the nniverse. Now I think
we may_ have a mistaken fear of wholesome
spcnJation about the great and main issues
of om art. When we have an eight hoars’
legislation for architects we shall be oblic^ed
to exercise sonie of our enforced leisure'^ in
contemplation

;
in the meantime let us forestall

that age of bliss by looking up from our
pawiog-boards and oar drain-inspections for afew minutes of pertioent reflection. It is no
disMedlt to a workman of whatever grade tomake use of his brains. An architect, as his
name implies, is the king of workmen, and
while his myrmidons are engaged in Socialistic
efforts to destroy the House of Lords or tb set
a gasfitter into the Cabinet, he may with equal
justice expci.se his powers of thought on a
matter which at least concerns him as much as
the subversion of our Constitution.

It is hardly true that art-thinkers and art-
workers are or have been always distinct per-
sonages. A host oE examples can be brought
to disprove it. The work which crowds in nponany distingnished architect of these latter days
leaves him little leisure for committing his vieL
o paper, but it does not follow from this thathe 13 the less of a thinker. It is almost thednty of us younger men, before we are

entangled in that vortex of overwhelming
engagements (which is the object of onr dailyhopes) to school onrselves into something of a

hn[‘L“!i.
“stely at Hie minutiie,

tbe whole of our art, and not even tostop there, but to consider its relation to other
arts and its place in the world

this vast field in an evening, but I wish (withthis much of excuse, or justification) toencourage some thought, and I hope discus°
which Soccur to the architect who starts a-thinking

drL ™,si8not a conun-arum
, if it were there would probably be ananswer to it. but there is Lt,-at leastere are several answers, which for

same ’thingas leaving the question unsolved. We havea negative way of answering the ques-tion which IS the best reply that can be
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examinationsaffj^ golden key, but a sieve. Squeeze

tuiougu, ana you snow that you me uon ut u
gross a clay as to be absolutely unfit for tli
function in life to which you aspire. But tt

say that all who successfully pass these ej
aminations are thereby duly certified as com
plete and efficient architects, is, I believe:
under any system of examination, impoasa
ble.

^

I have no wish to touch on our late unhappe
divisions, but I must allude to their ohviouc
and most useful result. On the anvils of strifri

there has been hammered out a red-hot tratk
(which, as far as I know, nobody ever wanteti
to deny) that there is something that goes tn
make a man an architect which is so spirituaU
and so evanescent a thing, that it can’t be caughn
and bottled, it can’t be labelled, and it can’R
be stuffed into a curriculum or stipulated fofi
in articles of pupilage

;
in fact, architecture in

not a corpse, but a body with a soul. Th(l
body by Itself cannot claim to exist, though fofi
all that it is a necessary condition, and mustbd*
perfect in evei^ part. A disembodied spirit, itl
this sense, is of no practical nse. You may say
that architects, like poets, are born, not madeifi
but, after all, it is only part of a poet of whichi
it can be said that it is not made, but born, foK
you will notice that it is of some practical^
necessity even to a poet to be taught a
language and the use of A, B, C. Ourd
professional disagreements have practicallyli
amounted to a tug-of-war between materialiststi
and spiritualists

;
both sides have fought for a

1

half-truth with a persistence which forces thei!
onlooker to the con’viction that the reaVa!
essence is a compound of the two errors,s|
forces him, in fact, to the conclusion that thed
baser parts of architecture (if you choose so to •‘I

call them), I mean the intellectual stock-in-

n

trade, the knowledge of the past, and what is
known as experience, are the essential counter-

4

part in a complete architect of that diviner i

something which cannot be defined either as i

“ taste” or “ creative faculty."

Gentlemen, I do not merely refer to the hack-
neyed (and I hope extinct) controversy on the £

question, Is architectnrean art or a profession ? ii

a controversy of which the acrimony and the e

length were fostered by the fact that there la 5

the greatest liberty in the definition of the i

terms art and profession, and that if either of E'

them can be logically defined (which I seriously ;

doubt), architecture would be found to be both. .

I say, I do not merely refer to the terms of :

that controversy when I draw your atten-
tion to the useful analogy of a tenet ;

in ancient Greek philosophy. It was held li

in that analysis of human nature that man :

is a compound of the beast and the god. Were- ‘

he purely divine or purely animal he would
cease to be man. Now how does this analogy •

apply ? On the one side of architecture we see
what are generally called the fine arts, a family
of human exercises among which architecture
herself is generally (sometimes only nominally^
allowed a place, and on the other side we see,,
not commerce (for this lies for the present ont
of the category), but another family of human
industries, these namely whose function it is to-
supply the apparatus of life and comfort. By
the fine arts (exclusive, for the moment, of
architecture) we imply a manifestation in
different directions of a certain creative and
combinative power in man, the primary object of
which is rather to appeal through the senses and
intellect to the spirit, than to minister to any of
man’s bodily wants as a being. On the other
band by the ministrative industries to which I
have alluded, we mean all these occupations-
which result in the supply, not of food, nor,,
perhaps, of clothing, but of the more permanent;
instruments of comfortable existence, such as
buildings and furniture. It is the glorious
position of architecture not to fall between
these categories, but to unite them. It is the
glory, not the shame, of man that he combines
in his nature the difficulties of animal nature-
with the possibilities of a god, and so, if archi-
tecture is in academies or elsewhere a despised
sister among the arts, let us remember that her
position is a different one,—-let us, in fact,
recall the history of Cinderella, who, if yon
remember, was not thought much of in the
family circle, but was given an opportunity of
showing that the difference between herself
and her sisters was a considerable one—in her
own favour.

These matters I know are very obvious
when looked at plainly, but they are for this
very reason easily overlooked, and when
we talk of our art as an art we
may easily pass over the circumstance
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that the mere fact of its being an art is

. almost the only link that binds it to two at

. least of the others. Like Cinderella, again

;

;
she was a sister, to be sore, bat how little like.

If we take painting, sculpture, music, and
poetry as representing the sister arts, we shall

' quickly see to what a strange degree this is the

case. Painting and sculpture (of course, I do
not here include purely decorative painting or

purely architectural sculpture) have as a
I common ground the fact that these results are
1 accompanied by, and more or less dependent
on, representation, or, as the ancients called it,

imitation. Poetry, too, touches them on this

point, for its processes also involve representa-

; tion in the sense that by means of words it

;
conveys interpretations or descriptions of

,
nature’s facts. Further, poetry possesses rhythm

. and repetition as means to its ends, and in this

shows a family resemblance to music. Music,
to proceed, has an important element in pro-

>
portion, which, though it is recognised by the

: arts above-mentioned as something of a law,
is not employed by them in so precise and

I
arithmetical a degree.

So when we come to the more difBcult matter
of taking architecture to pieces to see of what
it is made, we shall find that with painting and

• sculpture, the arts to which it is most usually
[ allied, it has the fewest points in common.
True, it deals as they do with colour and with

‘ form, but representation, in their sense is no
1
part of architecture. Its community with

I music and poetry is established by the mutual
I elements of rhythm and repetition, and indeed
I
our art comes more close to music than to any

^
other of the arts, for besides their similarity in

j

repetition and rhythm, they have in common
1
the important element of proportion. I need

1
only remind my hearers of a certain chapter in

I
Alberti’s treatise on building to show them to

1
what lengths, perhaps fantastic lengths, this

i community, nay, almost identity, may be

[

strained. I have gone through this analy^^is of

I
the arts merely to arrive at this conclusion,

I that in spite of these few points of contact,

I

architecture still stands utterly aloof from
I the group, and for this reason : If any of the
1 other arts begin but for a juoment to serve any
1
but a moral, intellectual, or msthetic purpose

I
they are done for.

If painting relapses into a mere record of

i

facts, or pleases simply from its imitative

[
power, it is lost, and so with sculpture.

I

Music cannot be turned to purely utilitarian

1
ends, but it can become meretricious, and

t

poetry, too, by appealing rather to man’s
:
physical than to bis inner aspirations, misses

I its aim.
' But with architecture the case is otherwise.
I I do not mean that it is incapable of degrada-
I
tion. Heaven forbid 1 But I do mean that it

; is one of the first duties of architecture to

I

minister directly to the physical requirements
. of man. It has an element in common with
I all other arts, namely, as 1 have said, the
1
undefinable but well-understood element that
it is an art; but its first, or shall I say its

normal, function is the application of this

element to the otherwise purely utilitarian pro-
cess of providing man with a dwelling.

It is sometimes said that there are two kinds
1 of buildings : those that have architects and
those that have not, and it has been contended
even by a well-known authority, who ought to

have known better, that an architectural build-

ing differs from a non-architectural in being,
among other things, more costly. Such a state-

ment is based upon a theory that the architect’s

function is to induce a man who only wishes to
: have his wants supplied to go out of his way to

i over-elaborate the means to his end. Here is

: an error which ought never to overcome either

: an architect or a member of the outside public.

; Once and for all it should be understood,
; not merely as a matter of architectural

I policy, but, as a matter of fact, that
1 every building requires, and for that matter
i has, an architect. The architect may be con-

I

signed to oblivion under the guise of a salaried

1
(perhaps a low-salaried) clerk in a speculative

I builder's office, or he may be reft of his credit

I

by a usurping client, who says: ‘‘I designed
i my own house, you know; just got a draughts-
! man fellow to put things together, but I settled

I

it all myself.” But, for all that, some one brain
, must have conceived and contrived the building,

1 or as a building it will have suffered, if only

I

through the waste of material. Let us, then,

t
grant that every building, however small, and,

I particularly, however cheap, has an architect,

; and we shall find that buildings have all the

same to be divided into two broad classes, or

rather into three.

In the first class are the buildings best de-

scribed as monumental. In the next are the

domestic (I use the term widely), and in the

third the utilitarian,—a class for which I would

if I could most gladly find a prettier and a better

name. I once heard of a man of humble origin,

who, beginning life as a journeyman painter,

developed some skill in art and became a

creditable specialist in landscape, succeeding

eventually in getting some of his works ex-

hibited in or near Piccadilly. His elevation to

the ranks of high art did not prevent his re-

taining a wide view of the scope of painting,—

a

painter he said to himself is nothing more or

less than a painter, and what do you think he

did? Why, when landscape business was
slack, he wasn’t above doing his best at house-

work, he went back to the “ knotting, stopping,

and four oil department,” only to blossom again

with renewed vigour in his gilt frames on the

line.

I am aware that the painter has not often

the opportnnity of thus extending his sphere of

art,—that, in fact, a good many of the gentle-

men with north lights and studios would make
a poor show when they substituted trestles and
scaffolds for easels and mahlsticks,—and,

indeed, that the works of house-painters are not

often hung in west-end galleries. I mentioned
this versatile gentleman by way of illustration,

to show, indeed, that the architect’s range is

net less wide than his, and in this way : my
third class of buildings are these which have
primarily to fulfil a certain useful end at the

least possible outlay. It is in such buildings

that the “fitting” is synonymous with the
“ beautiful,” and in them there is as legitimate

an opportunity for an architect as in tbedesign

of a triumphal arch. It is a fact, and I think

not an indecent fact, that there ate even dust-

bins and pig-styes in this country designed by
membersof the Royal Academy. It may not be

that it is as designers of pig-styes that they

write “R.A.” after their names, but I donbt if

they ever feel that these designs were beneath

their lawful attention : and I firmly believe the

pigs are the better for having sneh dis-

tinguished architects, whose skill was devoted
not to the undue embellishment of these

dwellings, bat to the comfort of the inmates,

and to the economical ditposal of the pro-

prietor’s land and materials. This matter

is not merely a joke; the R.A. and the

pig-stye represent, it is true, the meet-

ing of extremes, but it is often the lot

of an architect to deal with buildings of

what may be called the pig-stye class, and in

such cases it is no business of his to say “ this

job is not architect’s work
;
it cannot be treated

architecturally.'’ I say it can be, and the

architectural treatment in such a case is to

make the building exactly the right size,

exactly the right shape, not ugly, possibly

picturesque, but never ornate. So much for

the lowest of the three classes in the scale of

architectural buildings. The highest class,

—

the monumental,—contains buildings of public

importance of all kinds. In these it is of prime
importance that the details of the architecture

should conform to a recognised style; and for

this reason, it is generally allowed, even by
those who most desire to diminish the poor

architect’s spheres of action, that they should

be produced by architects,—that is, by men
who have made a professional study of

style. In the intermediate class, which I call

the domestic rather for convenience than

because I consider that the word exactly covers

all buildings of the type I refer to, a greater

liberty is allowed in the matter of design, and,

alas 1 still more liberty is often taken. It is in

this class of work that the public most readily

adopt the error that an architect’s building

means a building in the constrnction of which
they pay a professional gentleman to make it

more expensive than it need be. Are they ever

in the right? I don’t know; but, at all events,

an architect in this aspect ought to be one who
continues the artistic and economic arrange-

ment of his client’s wants. The client states

bis requirements, the architect solves his

problem, or may be (and this is sometimes the

case) he has also to enlighten his client as to

what it is he really wants, or what he ought to

want.
I am aware that I have omitted one class of

buildings from my three-fold category, and I

have done so because such works are rarities

and fall ontside the general run of practice,

though, none the less, they represent the archi-

tect’s greatest difficulty and greatest oppor-

tunity. The works I allude to are those;

constructed for some man of wealth, whose
object is to invest capital in artistic produc-

tion. He does not want waste, but he knows
that art and precious materials cost money, and
he says to his architect :

“ Make me a rich

bnilding of costly materials, and of the very

best and most profuse and artistic workman-
ship.” He says, in fact: “Here is an oppor-

tunity for you. I won’t restrict yon by con-

ditions or by a limit of expenditure, but I want
you to do, and get others to do, the very best

that can be done.”

We most of us long for opportunities of this

kind, but until they come I doubt if any of us

realise the blessedness of the restrictions under

which we usually work. Restrictions are not

the curse, they are the blessing of architec-

ture, and here is one of my mysteries. If a

client removes all restrictions, what is to be

done? Why, it is left to the architect to make
his own, and then we shall see what stuff he is

made of. Where will be admit, and where will

he omit enrichment ? Where will be extend,

and where compress his accommodation ?

Where will he use his costly materials 1 Where
will be decide that they are out of place ?

Where will his elevations be exuberant? Where
will be keep them quiet? Nothing can guide

him but his artistic sense
;
and if this be

absent, he will succeed, no doubt, in assisting,

his client to break a record for outlay
;
but will

he, by virtue of his opportunity, have been able

to put himself ahead of his brothers in art who
are not blessed with such liberal patrons?

It is a melancholy fact that few among us

would show onr best talents in a case of “ carte

blanche.” If we have had such opportunities,

and have been none the worse for them, we
may take pride in a consciousness that we have

something of the right material in us. It was
said by somebody, but I cannot verify the

quotation, that art consists of the application

of the finite to the infinite,—chaos alone,

quantity alone, costliness alone is not art.

You want in art, and especially in architecture,

the element of order,—that is, of restraint, or,

using the word in a large sense, of “economy.”

There is not art in a marble mason’s stoneyard,

nor in a decorator’s show-room. To produce

art you must choose, you must eliminate, you

must fix your boundaries.

Let me pass to another point. Have you

ever reflected on the isolation of our position ?

Of course, there are scores of trades, profes-

sions, and arts, the methods and technique of

which are concealed from the uninitiated, even

when the secrets of these crafts are matters of

real importance to the pnblic. How ignorant,

for instance, are people generally of those

primary facts of physiology, the very elements

of their bodily existence, which are the ground-

work of a physician’s education
;
how little we

know of the ins-and-outs of the tailors’,

bootmakers’, and even of the cooks’ arts,

though their products are matters of daily

moment. ‘Various causes contribute to our

apathy on these matters, but principally

the fact that in most cases it is not worth our

while to get to the bottom of processes which

we can well leave to others. In the matter of

architecture the case is different. The general

publ’c are not supposed to know, nor need they

know, all or anything about the processes of

building, nor the nature of materials, but all

people who go about onr towns and our

counties with eyes open (and especially all

educated people), have a notion that they are

more or less judges of the architectural merits

of the buildings with which they meet, A
building, they argue, carries its recommenda-

tion on its face, and it is for them to judge, as

in the case of human countenances, whether

the face is a handsome one or the reverse.

In a general kind of way we architects

are apt to agree with this idea
;

and

may be inclined to say off hand that

the most celebrated, if not the best

architects are those whose works are most

approved by the general body of the en-

lightened educated public. Now I think we
ought to ask ourselves, and it is really rather a

serious question, whether there is, in fact, any

truth in this idea at all ? I notice, by a rather

odd coincidence, that Sir John Millais has lately

sabmitted to an interview on the subject of art

and public opinion, in which he is reported to

have said: “The general flood of public

opinion is always right, don’t you make any

mistake about that. It is as true as you are

sitting there” (I quote from the account of
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the interview). “ It is as trae as yon are sitting
there; it’s the one thing I know is certain.”
Now, Sir John may have the beat possible per-
sonal indacement (in fact, we know he has) for
believing the rox populi to be Infallible as a
jadge of painting, bat isn't he mistaken even
in the matter of pictures? and isn’t it
certain that in the matter of architecture the
case is wholly otherwise 1 There is such a thing
sometimes as public taste in architecture. There
is often an expression of public opinion on the
merits of various buildings or classes of build-
ings, but what does it amount to, and what is
it worth ? of us, I am happy to think,
could mention a few names of friends of our
own ontside the profession whose opinion we
really value in questions of architectural taste

;

in some it is a result of study, in others a kind
of innate and illogical faculty rather resem-
bling that species of intuition which is known
in another sphere as "an eye for a horse,” a
power of discrimination which its very owner
would be at a loss to explain. I say we most of
us know a few friends in the outer world whose
opinions would have real weight withm these matters

; but what are we to
say of the general body, not of the public of
coarse, but of enlightened and well-educated
men and women,—what is their judgment worth
on architectural matters 1 Perhaps the best we
can say is that we treat it rather with respect
than with deference. I believe that many aman who has spent his life in the general
cnticism of the arts, from an enlightened but
non-professional point of view, would on candid
reflection own to you that his power of properlyCl properly
appreciating architecture came to him later in

other faculties of criticism
; that,f r u X ,

lavuinco oi urmcism
; teat,m fact, he found this faculty required for its

development a much greater active study and
a much longer unconscious or semi-conscious
exercise.

Is it then a fact that in our present age and
our own country public opinion is farther from
the power of appreciating architecture than it
has been in past eras and in other lands ? At
the present moment, I think perhaps it is so,
but if we spread our investigation over an
extended area of time, we might say ' no.”

Daring the last fifteen years we have been
in this country, so free from the fetters of
uniform style, that a well-equipped critic must
needs have been familiar with the principles of
architeclure as a whole, before he could possess
oata sufficient for an analysis of whatever
modern production might be brought before
bim. But in the days of the Gothic revival
and m the earlier but still modern days of the
severer classicism, there were many amateur
mquirers, who, following the artistic tide of the
nay, 60 far immersed themselves in the study
0 . the phase of architecture in vogue as to
place themselves abreast of many of the nro-
fesslonal architects, and, indeed, to help in
forming, rather than following, the arcbitec-
taral cult of the moment. So that, greatly aswe feel this isolation nowadays, I doubt if we
are more alone in the world than the
architects of the past. The fact is. that as
the proverb puts it. “Art is the concealment
of art, and that the finest and noblest
products of our own art only reveal to the
initiated these mysterious but simple elements
from which they are composed and into which
they may be analysed. And this has surely
been the case in all ages. So that, if we takeinto consideration the fact that the present
century has seen periods in this country when
the cultivated energies of the upper classes
followed or even at times led, our architectsamong the details and principles of their art Ithink we most acknowledge that in England ofthe nineteenth century there has been as much
concord between public opinion and architec-
tnre as can be pointed to in the great periods ofthe past. The test would lie in an examination
of two of the greatest of these periods : the

fifteenth andButeenth centuries in Italy. [I except theother ^eat period, the thirteenth century inEngird and France, for the reason tba/wemay inquire as much as we like about publicopinion in these days without getting rau^ch in
answer] “ Well.^s to Greece.''

thS
course, the architecture Ofthat wonderful country was just a spontaneous

ment Tf ^thn
^
h'

embodi-ment of the combined freedom and reservewhmh were the characteristics of the Hellenic

Now it is all very well to talk and write inthat way, particularly if we really mean any°

thing by it, but do you believe that the general
mass of Greek citizens knew everything about
the elements of Greek architecture, or even
nearly everything? It is my belief that an
advanced member of the A. A. Classes could,
with a fortnight's special study at the books in
the next room, get to know more about the pro-
portional principles of the construction of the
Parthenon than was known of the same subject
by Pericles. I know this is dangerous Aground
to hazard a conjecture upon, because the Greeks,
as is well known, made so great a specialty of
the studyof numbers and of their relations. But
my reason for the conjecture is just this, that
in the many works that remain to us of the
general and philosophical literature of Greece,
there are, as far as I am informed, nothing
more than general allusions to architecture, and
hardly any references to these principles
which underlie iis snccessfal development
in the country. Take Plato and Aristotle,
writers who made it their very business to
analyse the arts and their functions

;
what

have they to say of architecture except
the most vague and general way ?

Bring me the writings of the great thinkers of
Greece, and show me some evidence that they
knew more of architecture than the difference
between Doric and Ionic. Then and not till
then shall we be freed to entertain a belief that
the very considerable intricacies of the seem-
ingly simple Greek architecture were the more
or less common property not merely of recog-
nised specialists but of the general body of
citizens.

As to the period of the Italian Kenaissance,
we know that that period was the period par
excellence in which the architectural movement
of the day went hand in hand with a great
na'ional impetus of a special kind. It is to
that country and that epoch that we look, if
anywhere, for something more than a superficial
appreciation of architecture on the part of the
more educated classes. Those who rightly want
to understand the true nature of the Italian
return to Roman culture in the fifteenth
century should study the subject not merely in
architectural books, nor, indeed, from the
general point of view of art alone, but also in
works which deal with the moral, literary, intel-
lectual, and national aspect of the movement
in question. We are rather accustomed to
think of the Renaissance as an architectural
movement, but it was something far wider and
far deeper, though the architectural manifesta-
tion of the revival is the most obvious, and in
some ways the most permanent of its effects
My inquiry, then, is this: Do wo find

evidences that enlightened students of that
period (other than architects) took a sufficiently
deep interest in architecture to form for
themselves the basis of true architectural
criticism? The question is one for special-
ists to answer. Alberti might have passed
as an instance of a non-professional man
with an interest of this kind, but that his
interest became so strong as to involve him in
the practice of architecture. One feels that
there must have been something of the true
connoisseur’s spirit in Alberti’s patrons, in
Giovanni Rucellai, and Sigismondo Malatesta,
but if so, why did the former allow Alberti to
pass off upon him a delicate Renaissance shrine
as the express image of the Sepulchre at Jeru-
salem? and why did the latter vouchsafe no
reply to the questions of detail addressed to
him by the workmen at Rimini? Those who
have a better knowledge than myself of the
inner history of those days may be able to
point to instances of a closer architectural
knowledge on the part of the educated non-
professional men. But even any such instances,
and even the rare instances in our own
country of amateurs who become archi-
tects, sometimes to the great disad-
vantage of ihe art with which they
thus coquet, will not disprove the general truth
of the statement that in all ages, even in those
where by some coincidence the public taste
encourages for a short period the really best
class of work, and perhaps especially in the
present day, architects have not dared and do
not dare to listen for approval or for condem-
nation to the public voice. Our art is here
again like music. What “ takes ” in a music-
Bail or on a barrel-organ stands a good chance
ot being low in the artistic scale, and thebuuding in which an architect adopts all the

outside may fall a victim
to the best intentions. The parallel is not com-
p ete, for we have in this country a musical
public,—a public who in their department

know what is what,—but where is our archil
tectural public? Gentlemen, when we si.

at onr drawing-boards, using alternately indial:

rubber and pencil over some half-developed elel
vation,to whom is it that in onr inmost consciousTj
ness we appeal as arbiter? To onr own eye ii

the first place; perhaps (and this is a fallal

cious, but I believe not unknown, tendency ii

the case of competition works) to the snpposeei
taste of the assessor, and often to the general
body of our professional brethren, present anci
future

;
in many happy instances we have 8

thought of our clients’ approval, but of th<l

public taste,—never.
But, after all, it will be argned, it is thel

public who choose architects, and consequentlj
it is the public who decide to whom of ournum'i
her shall be given the greatest amount of workr
They sometimes call in, in cases of competition
a member of our own profession to assist theiit

selection, but even in these cases (which only
cover a small proportion of the entire architect
tural patronage) they reserve the right to falh
back on their own opinions as to which of thet

competitors supplies the best design. This u
very true. This is one of the mysteries not oi(

modern architecture only, but of our professioa
in all times. Ouryonng men, our beginners/
have not the same opportunities of starting:

practice on their own merits that are accordede
to novices in other arts. The young painter,!
and the young sculptor making experiments ati

their own expense, and with a comparatively!
small outlay, chiefly of time, place tbemselvest
in competition with one another, and by meansi
of exhibitions acqnire the notice of the publid
who are to become their employers. But what:
can an architect student do to win the con-i
fidence which is slow in coming. He cam
compete for architectural prizes,—that is, fon
the rewards annoally offered for designs ou)
paper

;
but success in such competitions, even!

if it necessariiy implied {which it does not)'

the power to bring an actual building tot

successful completion, is not equivalent tot

notoriety. A place, — even a place near!
the ceiling,—on the walls of the Royal:
Academy, is a better thing for the commercial:
prospects of the budding painter than the!
winning of the Soane Medallion, or even thei

Academy Medal is to the professional welfare:
of an architect, though it represents a lower;
stage in the range of art. He, too, may get i

hung in the Academy, but the apartment!
devoted to architecture at Burlington House is,

:

I notice, chiefly occupied by the exhibitors:
themselves, or (on nights) by young men
and maidens whose interest is centred rather)
on one another than on the walls. Architects

:

have to make their beginnings, and even to

.

practise their failures at other people’s expense, i

—and thus, unless an untried man wins a com-

:

petition, or has a little spare cash with which 1

he can build himself a suburban residence as a
sample, he has nothing but drawings to show as i

specimens of his capacity. In other words, a
painter or a sculptor gives the public some
security, some guarantee. Heeitbersellsstraight i

away some actual,work which he has painted, so

to speak, “ on approval,” or by snch work already
executed gives those who are inclined to be bis i

patrons a pledge of his powers. The architect, I

on the other hand, asks his first client to spend '

without security. He cannot even say “ Don’t
pay me unless I satisfy you,” or if he does say

;

80
,
this arrangement does not meet the lia-

bilities of the case, for even if he were to fore-

go the amount of his commission, this would
not in the event of failure compensate the '

client for his outlay upon the building which !

bad gone wrong. When you try a new tailor,

you rnn the ordinary risks of a misfit, but the
man who gives a yonng architectect his first job
is like one who trusts the new tailor to cut bim
a suit out of cloth of gold worth 3001 or 400?.

a yard. Let us be duly grateful to our first

clients ! This is a great peculiarity of our
position, which is often a great hardship;
with us the race is not always for the swift

;

there (may have been Sir Christopher Wrens
who never got a job,—geniuses there certainly

must have been,—and, perhaps, are,—who for

lack of opportunity (that is, for lack of friends

who will trust their as-yet-untried talents)

remain geniuses unknown and unrewarded.
Certain it is, too, that opportunity in a hundred
smiling forms sometimes wafts into notoriety

those whose claim is not the claim of art.

The giants of our profession have been, in

nearly all cases, men who deserved their

position, who had earned it by genius and
by hard work, which in our profession has to
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be miogled with genins in pretty heavy pro-
portion before an artist is the result. It is a
consolation, too, to think that a fair proportion
of incapables go to the wall. Bat most of ns
are not either giants or hopeless failures. Some
of us are mediocrities, and we have to face the
fact that the rewards of our profession are not
meted out in exact ratio to our worth. We
must find our own consolations if we are among
those who feel that we have less than our
deserts—and let our consolation not be that of
pessimism, but rather the nobler philosophy of
a certain parable in which, if jou remember,
under very unequal conditions, every man
received a penny.
And now, gentlemen, allow me to conclude

my observations with a few reflections on that
most mysterious matter the matter of Progress.
That humorous philosopher of architecture,
Mr. C6sar Daly, when he was in this country
last summer, let f^ll some remarks on a private
occasion which prompted some thought as well
os amusement. He mentioned, I remember,
that he had asked about a score of his friends
to give him, according to their various points
of view, a definition of “progress.” It appears
that they all complied, that they all difiiered in
their conclusions, and that none, according to
Mr. Daly’s judgment, arrived at the truth,
unless, indeed, there were something of the
paradoxical truth of humour in the reply of one
of them, who said— “Progress? my dear Daly 7

Why progress is the most execrable thing that
ever was known.” We all agree that progress
means a step onward, but we are pulled up
when we ask ourselves or one another, “ What is
onward?” Mere motion, however rapid, is nob
progress. Progress is motion forward, onward, and
upward. This is the age of progress, and it is for
all men to ask themselves which is the upward
road in their own sphere of life. The road of
progress in any sphere is the road towards the
aim, the end of that sphere

;
and it is we

Jabourers in the field of art who have the
bardest task in deciding what is the goal to
which we ought to set our faces.
Now I think it is fairly obvious that we

architects, in particular, differ very greatly
from one another on the very ground that we
often take widely different views on this very
vital question,—the aim of our art. We may
not acknowledge openly, even to ourselves, that
we are conscious of a particular end in view,
but we are most of us actuated more or less
directly by a tendency which mayor may not
be in the right direction, and those who give
least thought to such matters may help them-
selves into more earnestness of purpose by some
rtfiection on this point.
To some men, clearly, the idea of progress

represents origination in the form of novelty.
Architecture in their eyes is first and foremost
a creative and an inventive art, and they resolve
to mark their own footprints by casting aside the
things of the past, and by being original at any
cost. Another school, realising the daily advance
in our scientific knowledge, and the consequent
increase in our acquaintance with the properties
of materials, feel that architectural progress is
really etnbodied in the adaptation to the needs
of a building of all the newest opportunities
which an ever-broadening science lays at our
command. A third group, feeling that archi-
tectural beauty is largely a matter of associa-
tion and tradition, look to a complete know-
ledge of some phase or phases of extinct art as
the true solotion of our modern problem.
Hence we have side by side at least three
bodies of workers, differing not merely in the
degrees of capacity, but in the radical diver-
gence of their views on the fundamental aim of
their work

;
there may be three men, all honest

workers, all men of talent, all men of modera-
tion,—one will be a pioneer of originality, one
a leader in’constructional novelty, and the third
a stickler for precedent

;
there may be three

others who are failures, but on the same lines
of classification,—one an outrageous innovator,
and the other two, respectively, a hopeless utili-
tarian and a barren antiquarian. Ti avellers on
each of these roads conceive of their own loco-
motion as the embodiment of progress, bub the
onlookers know that it is only in so far as their
progress is retarded, that it can be called
artistic progress at all. Each has only to ac-
celerate his pace to accelerate his ruin.

Is, then, the mystery of progress 'in archi-
tecture insoluble? I think not; but we had
better help ourselves to its consideration by
another appeal to metaphor,—to the metaphor
of language. Let me explain. There are some
oconpations which are not directed to one single

achievement, but to the constant achievement
of a number of results. Architecture is one of
these, and language is another. It is for this
very reason that it is difiicnlt to express in a
few words the aim or goal of each occupations
—and, equally difficult to define the way of pro-
gress in them. It is not enough to say that the
object of architecture is a certain kind of
building, or the object of language a certain
class of literary or oratorical or conversational
composition in words. In its broadest sense
the object of language is expression in words,
and the whole art of language is not to produce
one class of composition only, but it is rather
an intellectual equipment, fitting its possessor
for a variety of productions in various depart-
ments. As a rule, the artists of langnage are
specialists, of course. To begin with, they are
prose writers or poets

; and if poets they may
be lyric poets or epic poets, dramatists or
song-writers. StUl, the art of langnage
covers the whole field of such productions,
from the libretto of a comic opera to
the delivery of an extempore sermon, and
nothing hinders us from saying, spite of all
these various manifestations, that language
has one definite object,— the expression of
thought in words,

Thus.it is with architecture,—the comparison
of it with language is a very useful one, for it
draws oar attention to the fact that while, in
every individual design the architect has a
particular object in view, the art, as a whole,
has a different, a wider, a more general object,
the achievement of which is the aim of the art
and the road to which is the road along which
progress is marked. The comparison helps ns,
too, to realise that] architectnre is a means of
expression. In it we have both poetry and
prose, the latter represented by oar railway
stations and workhouses

; and the prose, as in
literature, may be dignified no less than the
verse,—in fact, 'to be good prose it must be
dignified. Alas for the fact that some of our
prose architects, instead of rising to the dignity
of Raskin or Sir Thomas Browne, are con-
tent with triviality and an absence of
style comparable only to the ill-balanced, ill-
selected, ill-edited wording of a local news-
paper. In poetry we realise that the dignity of
the epic or the orthodox drama is sustained not
merely by grandeur of language and by strength
of sentiment, but also by an adherence to cer-
tain regulations of form accepted through long
ages as the recognised vehicle of such produc-
tions. Is there not a just comparison in archi-
tecture? Must not the public or monumental
building lean for its effect on traditional forms
as well as on solemnity of conception ? And is
not the impulse which takes a true architect
deep into the study of the past, and which
makes him, to speak vulgarly, mind his P’s
and Q’s in designing a building of national or
municipal importance, precisely parallel to that
literary instinct which tells a poet that to
attempt an historical drama without having
read and digested his Shakespeare, is a mere
piece of puerile folly ? You can’t trifle with an
elevation in Whitehall any more than you can
trifle with a play in blank verse. In lighter
productions the poet has bis liberty. The
lyric and the love poem are things of fancy
in form as well as in sentiment, — and
none the less works of art, — and the
wise architect is he who knows into which
of his works he may throw the sport of
an inventive faculty. Alas, that some men
(whether understanding this comparison of
literature and architecture or no) have driven
that comparison too far

; who, realising that
wit as well as humour have their place in litera-
ture, have committed a joke in brick or stone,
for this is where the comparison ceases. We
have authority for “sermons in stones,” hot
woe to the man who perpetrates an architec-
tnral jest.

The purpose of architecture is expression-
genuine expression

;
generally serious, not

always solemn, but never flippant
; and thus

the aim of architecture is facility of expression
in whatever mode the particular case demands

;

and in so far as this aim is approached progress
is obtained.

And what is the secret of this royal road
of progress 7 First, study of past methods

;

secondly, study of present needs
;

and, lastly,
practice.

Lord Bacon said that philosophers were of
three kinds, resembling respectively the ant, the
spider, and the bee. We know of architects who
are typified by these insects. Some, ant-like, are
always amassing stores of archreological lore,

but making no fresh product
; others, like the

spider, weave from their own imaginations in-
numerable yards of unprecedented novelties •

while a third class, in well-ordered hives, store
the very essence of a widely-collected learning
and yet save their best energies for the produc-
tion of things of beauty, than which no honey
can be sweeter. Gentlemen, let us resemble,
if we can, the bees, remembering that we can
produce nothing valuable without first storing,
and that the largest stores are worth nothing
except as a means to our noble end,—which is
not^reproduction, but production.
You see our own motto is a worthy guide —

“ Design with Beauty, Build in Troth ’’—but
what I have tried to point out this evening is
that onr motto is of little use to ns if we have
no means of asking and answering the ques-
tions “What is Beauty?” “What is Truth?”
Our art has many mysteries,—not fewer to-day
than in the days of old,—and these mysteries
if we wish to know Beanty and Truth, are worth
something more than an evening’s considera-

Mr. Leonard Stokes said he had great plea-
s^e in proposing a vote of thanks to Mr. Paul
Waterhouse for his admirable paper, and he
should also like to couple with that vote of
thanks an expression of their indebtedness to
the President for the way in which he had read
the paper, and a vote of condolence with Mr
Paul Waterhouse on the cause of his absence!
One of the things that struck him most in the
paper was what Mr. Waterhouse had said
about architects’ restrictions. He (the speaker)
thought that restrictions were their salvation
very often. Nothing was more difficult than
to design a building for an imaginary site
with a perfectly free hand to do just what
one liked. There was nothing to start from
nothing to aim at, and nothing to be overcome’Mr Waterhouse had said that it was a most
difficult thing to overcome a problem of that
sort if one had unlimited money. If they had
an unlimited site and unlimited money it was
very nearly as awkward. If they had an
awkward shaped piece of ground, it was some-
times difficnlc to know how the building was to
be placed upon it; but the very difficulty
imposed by the problem led to its being so
carefully considered that the building gained
by It. He had certainly gained a great deal of
instruction from the paper, which was full of
thought, and contained a great deal of informa-
tion admirably put. It brought home to them
various truths which they might otherwise have
overlooked. He had no criticisms to offer upon
the paper, for he agreed with almost every-
thing that Mr. Waterhocse had said.
Mr. F. R. Farrow said he had very great

pleasure in seconding the vote of thanks Mr
Waterhouse, iu the paper which he had sub-
mitted to them that evening, had brooght to
their notice some of those mysterieswhich were
great puzzles. It had always been one of the
greatest puzzles, or mysteries, in connexion
with architecture to arrive at any conclusion
whatever as to the manner in which public
opinion, or public appreciation, was based He
quite agreed with what Mr. Waterhouse had
said as to public opinion existing in the
time when the best architecture was done
in the time of Pericles, or iu the time of
the early Italian Renaissance. For his own
part he did not think that the public of those
Limes appreciated architecture more than the
public of the present day. He was inclined to
go a step farther, and to say that he did not
think that the architects themselves appre-
ciated to its fullest extent the work they were
doing. It always seemed to him that when aman was really making an artistic work,
whether of architecture, or of painting, or sculp-
ture, or anything else, that he was not thinking
of the analytical problems to which Raskin
and other writers had devoted themselves. The
critic looked at the artist's work with a view to
seeing why it was beautiful. When reading
Ruskm’s description of the motives which
actuated Turner in painting his pictures, it
always struck him (the speaker) that Turner
never thought a bit about those things. The
same thing applied to architects. They
did not trouble themselves why they did
this, that, or the other. When they made
a design they made it to jatisPy their judgment.
It came into their heads and they did it. If
that was the case with the artistic oroducer it
must surely be much more so with the art-appre-
ciating pubUc. The public did not apprwia^e
art from any logical process of thoughc. Their
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appreciation was probablj due to some process
of thought in their minds, but at any rate they
were not conscious of it. The best way out of
the difficulty, he thought, was to adopt the
theory given by some modern psychologists,
that the production or appreciation of artistic

work was the result of sub-conscious cerebra-
tion. That, he believed, was the secret of the
production of artistic design,—of artistic work
of any sort. That helped them out of
a good many difficulties in the matter of
education. It showed them at once the fallacy
of saying that an artist was born and not made.
They generally found that men with the ability
to produce artistic work, not being conscious of
the way in which they made artistic designs,
came to the conclusion that the power of prO'
duction which they possessed was bom in them
To his mind that was quite a mistaken idea.
That power was the outcome, really, of a large
accumulation of material, which had been
stored in their brain or mind, whichever they
liked to call it, as the result of study and
work and observation. All that they had
studied was drawn upon, and fused and
brought out again in new designs. It was
always found that men who produced
the best work in any branch of art were the
men who had done the most study. If it was
simply a matter of being bom an artist, and
not being made, we should find that men
would produce very fine work without doing
very much study

;
but that was exactly

contrary to all their experience. They knew
that the men who were at the top of their
profession or art with regard to their artistic
productions were men who had devoted an
enormous amount of hard work to the study of
what had been done before them

;
so that

although .they did not consciously make use
of the result of that study, there was
no doubt that they did sub-conscionsly make
use of it. In that way, he thought they could
dispose of the doctrine which was so dangerous
to the young men of the Association, regarding
their art, that an architect or artist was bom
and not made. If they wanted to be thoroughly
first-rate men, they must work thoroughly hard
to obain the material of which their designs
were going to be made. The relation between
music and architecture was one upon which

Waterhouse had touched several times, and
he had shown them that there was a close
analogy between the two arts. He (the
speaker) thought that that was an analogy
which could hardly be poshed too far. Mr.
Waterhouse had mentioned the qualities which
they called proportion, repetition, and rhythm,
as to which there could be no doubt whatever
that their function in music was very similar
to their function in architecture. He thought
that they need not despair that as time went
op, and the public were educated up to appre-
ciating good architecture by seeing more of it
before their eyes, that they would at length
attain a highly desirable state when good
architecture alone would be tolerated in our
country. That might take time, because heredi-
tary infiuence would have a great deal to do with
it, but as the children and grandchildren of the
present generation were growing up, in course
of time there would be a better appreciation of
the work of good architects.

Mr. Hampden W. Pratt and the President
having made a few remarks, the vote of thanks
was put by Mr. Stokes and carried, and the
meeting then terminated.

Jllnstrstions.

The Royal Commission on Metropolitan
Water Supply.—This Commission stands adjourned
until the middle of December. We have in type a
report of some of the evidence taken at its last
sittings, but we are obliged to hold it over this
week, owing to pressure of other matter.

” Ground, Cambridge, — The
authorities of Gonville and Caius College offer to
sell, provided that their offer be accepted before
the close of the current year, the freehold of the
Umversity cncket and athletic ground, commonlyknown as Fenner’s,’’ and lying near the railway^tion on the outskirts of the town, for 12,000/ihe Purchase Committee have in hand 6 000/

savings of the cricket and
o subscriptions amount to
-./OUL, a sum which they hope wUl be speedily
increased by a further sum of 1,250/., so that thevmay, at their meeting cn December 7 nest, feel able

In that case the balance,
^ contingent expenses, wouldd^nd i^on addirional contributions, or remain^ Agriculture have

purchase must be com-pleted before the end of 1894.

TURKISH BATH, AVERY-HILL.

II

HE illustration, from a drawing exhibited

j

at the Royal Academy this year, shows
.——!i the Tepidarium of the Bath at Avery-
hill, square on plan, and octagonal from the
arches np to the ceiling,—the Calidarium being
seen through the archway.
The Turkish Bath in this mansion consists of

three rooms. First, the Frigidarinm, or cold
room, entered by a lobby with double doors
from a dressing-room. The floor of this room
is of red and white marble of elaborate design.
The walls to the springing of the arches are
lined with statuary, having, the bases, shafts,
and carved caps of columns of red marble. 'The
screen to the spray bath and lavatory is of
marble. The partition to the wardrobe lobby
is formed of Spanish mahogany between the
marble colnmns, the lower panels being richly
carved with flat ornament, and the upper part
filled with stained glass of Moresque design.
The arches, spandrils, and ceiling are executed
in glazed Burmantofts faience, In white and
two shades of red. The fittings to the bath,
lavatory, doors, Sec., are silver plated.
From the Frigidarinm a doorway, hung with

heavy portieres, leads into the Tepidarium, or
warm room, the floor of which is of grey and
white marble. The plinth, bases, shafts, and
caps are of white marble, and the walls and
ceiling of glazed faience, in shades of blue,
green, grey, and white.

_

From this room the Calidarium, or hot room,
18 entered, with a floor of similar grey and white
marble, and walls,—to the springing line,
seats, and pierced coil case of white-veined
paarble, the upper part being of glazed faience,m shades of green, blue, grey, and white.

It was intended to have glazed the inner
windows of this room with a thin slab of
Mexican onyx marble. The design and the
whole of the large and full-sized details of

prepared by the architect.
Mr. T. W. Cutler.

WINDOW, BURFORD CHURCH,
TENBURY.

This illustration is from a pencil-drawine
made by Mr. G. W. Rhead, and exhibited under
his name at the Royal Academy, of a window
designed by Mr. James Powell, of Whitefriars
for a Jesse window, which was fixed this summer

in Burford Church. The style of the design waim some degree suggested by a German treat-
ment of this class of window, seen at Ulit
and elsewhere.
The tone of the window is rich and glowing

as demanded by its position under the arch ol
a west tower. The “tree ’’is of varied shade*
of gold got by the use of silver stain, tht
groundwork a deep blue patterned

;
the dresse*

are richly diapered, the ruby and some of the
blue ^ided out of the glass. The effect is
very rich, though only a few colours were used,
and eight different glasses at the most. Each
light has double iron stanchions and four
saddle-bars.

AN ARTIST’S HOUSE AT CROYDON.
This house, which is built on the chalk hills

at the southern part of the town, is so planned
that every room gets a share of sunshine and a
good view, and there is not a dark corner in it.
Excepting the chimney-stacks, which are of red
brick, it is built of local stocks rough cast. A
little half timber work is introduced in the
smaller gables. The larger gables are hung
with Sussex tiles. It will be noticed that the
plan is very simple, being practically under one
ridge, and that the fireplaces are so arranged
that the eleven flues are contained in two
stacks. Hot-water coils are placed in the
north window of studio and in the hall. For
so small a house the hall is spacions

;
from it a

short and wide flight of steps leads to the
studio. The cost, including about 60/. for
fencing, was under 1,100/.
The architect is Mr. C. Henman, and the

drawing was exhibited at the last Royal
Academy Exhibition.

Nos. 39 AND 40, MARGARET-STREET, ’

CAVENDISH-SQUARE, W.
These two houses, situated within a few

doors of Regent-street, were designed to meet
the requirements of medical men.
The plan of No. 40 is somewhat peculiar in

dispensing with the usual small room behind
the dining-room, which in a house of 19 ft. 6 in.
frontage is almost useless, and which of neces-
sity becomes a passage-room to the third roon^
behind. By this means a small hall is gained,
out of which the staircase starts, thus cutting'
off the basement entirely from the upper part-
of the house.

In order to obtain a broad effect in the front
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Plan of Hon^aes ifi Margaret-ttreet.

Tlan of Norbury Church.

Bvation the two houses have been combined
fider one gable.
I The work is carried out entirely in red brick,

ith the exception of the jambs of the front
)or, which are in red Mansheld stone

;
the

loulded and ornamental parts beicg in gauged
dck of a similar colour to the facing.

The architect is Mr. F. C. Pearson, and the
•rawing was exhibited at the last Eoyal
;cademy.

NOBBURY CHURCH, SALOP.

. The nave of this church was restored about
[tn years ago by the late Mr. Henry Curzon.
be state of the funds did not allow of the
iianoel being done then, but a recent legacy
as enabled it to be taken in' hand. The old
'alls were in such a bad state that it was
lund necessary to entirely rebuild them. There

I ere no features of any interest, and no

vestiges that would give any clue as to what
the building was originally like were discovered.
The work is, therefore, not a restoration, but an
entirely new design.

The walls are of local stone, with dressings
of Grinsbill stone, and the roof is covered with
Broseley tiles. The chancel stalls, screen, and
pulpit, and the exposed portions of the roof, are
of Eoglish oak. The east window will have
stained-glass by Messrs. James Powell k. Sons,
who are also preparing the mosaic panels for
the reredoB. The builder is Mr. Herbert Jokes,
of Hopton Castle, and the architect Mr. W. J. H.
Leverton, of London.

LIBRAllt FIREPLACE, KIPLIN HALL,
NiORTHALLBRTON.

This is a fireplace in Late Renaissance style,

in wood with a good deal of carved surface

ornament, kept flat in style so as not to inter-
fere with the outline of the work. It is from
the design of Mr. J. H. Hendry, architect.

THE LABOUR COMMISSION :

BUILDING TRADE EVIDENCE.*

The section of the Commission dealing with
the textile, cotton, building, and miscellaneous
trades, met at the Commission Room, West-
minster-hall, on Tuesday last, Mr. Mundella,
M.P., presiding, the other Commissioners
present being Mr. M. Austin, Mr. G. Livesey,
Mr. E. Trow, and the secretaries, Messrs. John
Barnett and Geoffrey Drage. We quote the
following from the Times' report :

—

Colonel Stanley Bird, Mr. J. Mowlem Burt
(of Mowlem & Co), Mr. G. Grover, Mr. H. J.

Wright, and Mr. J. H. Bridgman, representing
the Central Association of Master Builders,
gave evidence in contradiction and explanation
of statements made to the Commission by
representatives of the workmen. The sugges-
tion that there was no Government inspection,

said Mr. Mowlem Burt, was incorrect, as the
inspector visited his works once or twice a
year, and had in one case ordered him to put up
fencing to protect the men against danger from
machinery. He also asserted that itwas not true
as had been stated, that the men might be
employed more regularly if the employers
cared to employ them. It was always
the interest of the employers to keep the men
at work, especially the good workmen. He
complained that the trade unions did not take
care only to admit competent workmen, as the
builders knew to their cost, and it was gene-
rally the inferior workman who was the most
active in stirring up strife between employer
and employed. He urged upon the Commission
that any trade unionist who objected to work
with a non-unionist, or who coerced, boycotted,,

or “ blacklegged” a fellow-workman should be
made amenable to law. He regarded the
sub-division of labour in the building trades as
an advantage. As to the relations between
employer and employed, he was afraid there
was not that cordiality between them that
there ought to be, as the men were still

animated with a desire to get all they could
irrespectively of whether their employers got
anything or not.

Mr, Mundella : And I suppose the employers
are animated by the desire to get all they can ?

—The witness said that possibly might be the
case, but he did not think they carried it to the
same extent as the men. He contended that
trade unions had either not enough or too much
power. They had power to order the men to
strike, which order was readily obeyed by the
men, but when they ordered the men to go back
to work upon an understanding being come to,

the men did not so readily acknowledge the
authority of the union.

Colonel Stanley Bird, in reply to Mr. Mun-
della, as to whether there was not a good deal
of inferior building m London, said that in

regard to buildings which were erected under
contract with an architect and a clerk of works
“scamping” did not go on, but in the case of
speculative building, which was only snbject to

the supervision of the District Surveyor, there
was no doubt that it did prevail.

Mr. Mundella: I presume you are acquainted
with some of the buildings in the large West-
end districts of London, where there are houses
built on a large scale with high rents, and that
those boildings are very bad as regards the
ceiling and the plaster work, and that great
divisions and cracks are soon to be discovered?

—The witness admitted that there were a good
many of such buildings, which after a dozen
years or so almost waote.. rebuilding, but ho
Insisted that such were “ jerry-built,” by specu-

lative builders for the purpose of letting. He
complained that trade unions, by insisting on a
minimum wage to workmen, whether good or

bad, dragged all men down to a dead level, and
said that now that the London County Council
and other public bodies were undertaking their

own building operations the master builders

would soon have to come to a stop. The allega-

tion that master buildtrs were careless of the

lives of theic workmen in consequence of being
able to insure themselves against accident, he
said, was untrue. As to the proposed inspec-

tion of scaffolding by a State inspector, he said

be would rather that the responsibility should

-i. 'Eot repoits-ot prevloua Blttlngs of tbU Commissioo
when building trade evidence was taken.aee Builder for
March 6, 1892, p. 184 ;

and f.r Mar.h 26, p. 244.
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be thrown upon the men, because they would
have a personal interest in seeing that it was
safe. At his own works notices were posted
asking the men to assure themselves that the
scaffolding and plant were in good condition,
and stating that notice should be given to
the employer if anything defective were dis

covered.

Mr. Mundella pointed out that it was prac-
tically impossible for every individual workman
who was employed cn a large job to see that
the scaffolding was entirely sound.
The witness, continuing, said that a workman

did not do half the work now that he formerly
did in an hour, notwithstanding the increased
wages he received and the greater purchasing
value of those wages. The workman did not
give his best energies during the hour, and this
statement was borne out by < very builder in
London. Instead of doing a fair hour’s work
he did as little as he could.

Mr. Mundella; That is rather a serious
allegation.—Very serious, but 1 make it with
full knowledge of what I say. We get a good
deal less workout of the men now per hour than
we ever did. A bricklayer would formerly lay
1,000 bricks in a working day of ten hours, but
now a man will not Jay more than 300 to 400
bricks in a day of nine hours. The letting of
brickwork was now at 90 j. a rod, instead of
from 30i. to 403., and in the joinery trade, from
the same cause, it cost as much now to prodnce
the same work by machinery as when the men
had to do the whole of the work by baud.

Mr. G. Dew, of the London Building Trades
Cjmmittee. and Mr. F. C. Burton, a member of
the S'rike Committee of Carpenters and Joiners,
detailed the circumstances of the late s'rike in
the London building trades from the men’s
point of view, alleging unreasonableness on be-
half of the masters in refusing to meet the men,
though they admitted that the first definite
offer of arbitration came from the masters.
Asked if they were willing, on behalf of the
men, in the cate of any future dispute to refer
the matter to an equal number of repreeenta'
tives of each class with an impartial arbitrator,
•I/Ir, Dew said he wonld not like to say so, as the
workmen felt they were so terribly sold in the
last arbitration, though per^onally ha had no
fear of the result if the arbitrator was an im-

• partial man. The men had now an advance
of a hilfpenny an hour, secured by mutual
agreement from the masters, and a forty-eight
hours week taking the year round.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL:
•aCHEME KOB CABRVrN'G OUT WOBKS WITHOUT

THE INTERVENTION OF A t’ONTUACTOR.
The usual weekly meeting of this Council

was held on Tuesday afternoon last at Spring-
gardens, the Chairman, Mr. John Huitoo pre
siding.

’ ^

Tenders for reconstructing a portion of the
Irongate Sewer were opened by the Chairman
and referred to the Main Drainage Committee
(The list appears on another page under the
heading “ Tenders.”)
The greater part of the sitting was ocenpied

by the discussion of the following important
report, presented by the General Purposes
Committee, on the proposed scheme for carry-
ing out works without the intervention of a
contractor :

—

“We have, in accordance with the resolution of
tue Council of October 18,* considered the best
raauner m which works can in future be carried
out, aud we now report the conclusions at which we
have arrived, together with proposals as to the
necessary organisation and s^aff.

(a) As to thi Council and Commitlets.—V^e are of
opinion that, instead of appointing a new Com-
mittee, the existing Stores Commit'ee should be re-
constituted, .so as to represent more Committees
than at present, and that there should ba entrus’ed
•to It the present duties of the Stores Committee as
to the purchMe of articles required for general use
and, in addition thereto, tha whole question of
purchase and storage of plant and materials requiredm the execution of works, and the general super-
intendence of all stores and store-keeping at the
various depots in the metropolis. To these would
also he added the new duty of carrying out theworks resolved upon by the Council.
O^rea^ns for the above suggestion are that, inthe hrst place, the present arrangements for store-

keeping are ve^ unsatisfactory. There are various^ots in different parts of the metropolis of
ir^aler or less importance, managed by store-

capacity, under in some cases the
Architect, and id others the Engineer. The store-

clerks carry on their work independenlly, and tne
only check upon them is that the Comptroller is

directed to arrange for the system of store-books,
the method of keeping accounts and the annual
.stock-taking, reporting on these points to the
Finance Committee. We think that it would be
an improvement to remove the whole organisation
out of the Comptroller’s department, leaving to
that department only the duty of conducting the
annual stock-taking and audit. It is necessary,
therefore, to organise the store-keeping on a new
basis, and this would probably best be done by
entrusting the arrangement thereof to the Chief
Officer of the new department, who, with the aid of
proper assistants, would thoroughly overhaul and
direct the system of store-keeping at the dop6t3,
and also would be capable of advising the Com-
mittee on all questions of purchase of stores, plant,
and material.

Our second reason is that a large portion of the
work of the new Works Committee would consist
in the purchase of plant and material, and the
provision of yards, &c., fur keeping such plant and
material. For this purpose the Committee would
of necessity have to organise a system of store-
keeping in respect to their works, and it would be
but a slight extension of their work to include the
supervision also of stores, &c., for ordinary use.

jcicicucc, 1,110 leiereuee lue r inance uommittef
amended by withdrawing from ihat Committee
duty of carrying out the repniations of the Councl
to stores, with the exception of the dnty of making i

vision for an annual stocktaking aud audit by
Comptroller’s department

'

We recommend :
—

‘ 1 . That the Stores Committee be reconstituted, and
thai the new Committee be named “The Works and
Stores Committee," and do consist of fifteen members
viz, — '

repreee

• See Builder for October 22, pp. 321
, 322 .

ative from the Asylums Committee,
Bridges Committee
Corporate Property Committee
Establishment Committee
Finance Committee
Fire Brigade Committee
Highways Committee
Imorovements Committee
Industrial Schools Committee
Main Drainage Committee
Parka Committee

<1 •» Public Health Committee
And three to be elected by the Council.

2. That the respective functions of the different Com-
mittees be definitely settled by the enactment of the
following standing orders

(o) Every Committee recommending the execution of
any works shall state whether they propose that the
works shall be executed by a contractor or by the
Council without the intervention of a contractor, andH the latter course be recommended, they shall lay
before the Council full plans, specificatlona, and esti-
mate of cost of the propoeed works. Ihis standing
order shall not at present extend to works of ordinary
maintenance or repair.

(A) When the Council resolves to execute any works
without the intervention r f a contractor, the plans and
specifications shall, unless otherwise ordered by the
Council, he thereupon referred to the Works Com-
mittee. If either the plans, specifications, or estimate
of costs appear to be inaccurate or insufficient, theWorks Committee shall report to the Council accord-
incly, and the matter shaU be referred back to the
riglnatlng committee to bring up amended particulars,

.f or so soon as the Works Committee are satisfied as to
the accuracy or sufficiency of the plans, specifications
and estimates, they shall report to the Council to that
effect, and shall proceed forthwith to carry the works
into execution.

_(c) No question shall he raised by the Works Com-
mittee except as to the accuracy or sufficiency of the
plans, ppecifleations, or estimates, nor shall the Works
Committee be at anytime entitled to vary the plans
or spedfloationa, except upon the advice of the Eseineer
or Architect, and in communication with the
originating Committee, aud after reporting the same
to the Council.

In this order shall prevent the Engineer or
Architect, or the Works Committee, from taking
action in cases of emergency not admitting of delay •

motion ®ball be reported to the Council forth-

3. That the order of reference to the Works andStores Committee be as follows :

(a) The Committee shall carry into execution allworks which the Council resolves to execute without
the intervention of a contractor

ih) The Committee shall have the control of the
staff exdiuively employed In connection with the

undertaken by them.
(c) ’ne Committee shall consider and report to the

i nuncll as to the provision of store-yards and work-
carrying out the works committed

(d) The Committee shall control all store-yards
workshops, and store depots of the Council, and shallcarryout the regulations of the Councils as to storeaccounts, tenders for stores, and the ordering, issueand condemationrf stores.

’ '

shall have resolved to execute

nnrf bU
^ intervention of a contractor,and shall have passed the necessary estimate of the costof such works, the Committee shall have power to con-tract, on behalf of the Council, for the supply of plantand material, provided that the amount of the contract

5"'^ provided that no contract beentered .into by the Committee which shall cause the

aSthoritv^S n®
without the special

i .

Council, at-d provided also that nocontract involving an expenditure of more than lOOf

menL^®
except after public advertise-

liih/iiTiA!
separate accounts ofliabilities entered into in connexion with each work

I’ai’ility entered Into shall be
Comptroller of the Council.The Committee shall undertake the preparation

the consideration of the tenders
all goods supplied to the Council.

(n) Committee shall consider all questions as tocontracts for general repairs.
^

4. That, as a consequence of the foregoing transfer of

(i) Hs fo theSloff.—We recQmmend :

—

‘5. That a new department be established, to
called the “ Works Department,” and that there be
trusted to this department the execution of aU. wo
upon plans prepared by the Engineer or the Archlte
and the custody and regulation of the Council's store

6 . That the salary of the head of the department
fixed at 1

,
0001., and the qualifications fu-r the post hi

thorough experience of the purchase of materials
plant, and the carrying out of Urge works under soi
well-known contractor.

7. That the head of the department be styled “ Ch
Officer of the Works Department,” and be responsll
under the Works Committee for,

—

(a) Advising as to the purchase of stores, plant a
mateiial

(i) The execution of all works carried out by tWorks Comniittte on behalf of the Council.
(c) The employment aud supervision of all offlci

and workmen in his department or employed
works.

(d) The regulation and direction of all store-yari
depots, and workshops belonging to the Council.

8 . That a central store-yard be provided, and that f
staff at present employed at the County Hall unuert
Comptroller be removed thereto, and cease to form pa
of the Comptroller's Department.

9. That there be three branches in the Worl
Department, viz.

Engineering Branch.
Building Branch.
Stores Branch.

10 . That the subordinate staff of the Work* Depar
ment be as followe

—

(o) General—
Due Ist-class clerk at the com-
mencing salary of £200

(&) Zn the Engineering branch—
One engineer .. .. .. salary £400
One coat clerk

,, 250
Gangers, foremen, and labourers as neces*

siiy arises.
(c) In the Building branch—

One principal assistant for bulld-
iDKs salary £250

Pricing clerk .. .. ,, 200
Measuring surveyor .. „ 200
Foremen and labourers as necessity

arises.
(d) In the Stores branch—

One principal storekeeper at the
commencing salary of .. .. £150

One 3rd-claB8 clerk 100
Store clerks at the various depots.'

In the event of the above recommendations bei
adopted, we further recommend

—

‘11. That the several Cornmlttees concerned be
quested to appoint their respective representatives
the new Works and .Scires Committee bet
December C, and that until that date the Stores Co
mittee do continue in office and proceed under th
present order of reference. ' ”

Mr. Beno, M.P., the Chairman of the Co!
mittee, in introducing the report, said ti
counsel’s opinion had been taken as to t
legality of the proposals of the Committee, 5

Horace Davey and Mr. Haldane, Q.C., havii
given opinions which fnlly warranted ti

Committee in presenting their proposals to tl

Council. He explained that the proposed ne
department would stand in all respects in tl

relation of a contractor, and would be subjec
just as outside contractors were, to the contr
and supervision of the Saperintending Arch
tect, the Chief Engineer, and other officers >

the Council.

Mr. Fardell moved the following amer
ment :

—

That, inasmuch as the Council possesses no e.Tpr
statutory power authorising it to establish a wo
department having for its object the execntlon of
works not yet sanctioned by Parliament, the furtl
consideration of the report be postpoued until sr
time as express powers are granted to the Council
Act of Parliament.”

This was seconded by Mr, Matthews. Af
a long discussion, the Council divided, wb
there voted : For the amendment, 28, against
83 ; majority against the amendment, 54.

In the course of some further debate on t

detailed recommendations of the report, it w
resolved that the proposed title of “ Cb:
Officer of the Works Department ” should
changed to “Manager of Works and Store;
and that the salary should be 700Z, a yej
instead of 1,000^, as proposed by the Coj
mittee.

The recommendations of the Committee
amended were then agreed to, and the folio'
ing resolution was also adopted :

—

“ That the several comrolctees concerned bo request
to appoint their respective representatives on the ni
Morksand Stores Committee before December 6

,
ai

that until that date the Stores Committee do contini
in office, and proceed under their present order
reference.

'

The following additional reference to
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Uummittee was also (despite some opposition)

adopted, on the motion of Mr. IVestacott ;

—

li“The Committee shall, on the completion of the

orks referred to them, forthwith report to the

Donnell that such works are completed, with

tfirtlculara of the estimated and actual cost thereof."

si After transacting some other business, the

Oiouncil adjourned to an extra meeting to be

isld this Friday, the 25th.

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.

t! The (London) Architzctdeal Associa-

.liON.—At the ordinary fortnightly meeting of

V cis Association, held in the meeting-room of

dihe Royal Institute of British Architects on the

i8th inst., Mr. H. 0. Cresswell, President, in

Iflhe chair, the following gentlemen were elected

fmembers, viz,, Messrs. O. G. Crockett. 0. Little,

e'.Newnham, and G. H. Allison. The senior

(honorary secretary, Mr. E. S. Gale, having

rannonneed donations to the library and the

lUtudio, the President said he was sure they

itrould all be sorry to hear that their Vice-

ii’resldent, Mr. Paul Waterhouse, who was to

iiave read his paper to them that evening, would

BPe unable to be present, as be was suffering

drom an attack of bronchitis. But Mr. Water-
iCionse had sent his paper to him (the Presi-

Jilent), and had asked him to read it. The
President then read Mr. Waterhouse’s paper
Min " Some Mysteries of Modern Architecture,”

olvhicb we print in other of our columns this

liiveek. The first meeting of the Discussion

I^Section for the session 1S92-03 was held in the

d'ooms of the Association at No. 56, Great

I^arlborongh-street, W., on Wednesday, the

al6th inst., when a paper was read by Mr. Theo,

dMoore, A.R.I.B.A., entitled “What Makes a

jflBuilding Artistic?” The paper was well

^received, and a good discussion followed,

rtrbere was a large attendance, and the session

dpromises to be very successful, as a good set of

jepapers are promised.

li Birmingham Architectural Associa-

liiiON.—The annual conversazione of this Asso-

UclatioQ was held on the 15th inst., at the Grand
JHotel, Birmingham. The proceedings opened
ijwith a reception by the President (Mr. William
lUiale, F.R.I.B.A.). During the first hour those

•Ipresent were afforded an opportunity of inspect-

’ jing the collection of drawings which had been

feot together for the occasion, prominent among
ijthem being the drawings of the new Assize

aCourts, by Mr. Aston Webb; some examples
^of pen-and-ink drawing, by Messrs. C. E.

I^Mallows, Ernest George and Peto, E. J. May,
|H. H. McConnal, E. C. Bewlay : and water-

ojcolonr drawings and sketches, by Messrs. W. H.

iBBidlake, G. A. Cox, and R. PbenA Spiers
;
whilst

,iMr. Hale sent a design for a new church at

lijBtirchley Street, and Mr. C. E. Bateman some
)apencil sketches of domestic work. Drawings
nwere also sent by Mr. E. R. Taylor and Mr, J.

WPratt. The reception was followed by a

4 concert.

0 Glasgow Institute op Architects.—

A

a general meeting of this Institute was held in

4 Glasgow on the 18th inst., Mr. W. F. Salmon,

9 President, in the chair. The Chairman stated

s that the meeting bad been called to consider

9 the following unanimous recommendation of

9 the Council, viz. ;—That as the conditions of

6 the Lanarkshire Council competitions are un-

U satisfactory in the following points, the Insti-

>1 tute recommends that members take no part in

9 the competitions;— 1. As the competitors are

1* not assured that an architect of experience will

{ : be associated with the medical officer to advise

6 the committee in its decision. 2. That no
Aiguarantee is given that the author of the design

•f. placed first in the order of merit will be em-
c ployed to carry out the work (provided that

inquiries as to his status prove satisfactory).

L' 3. That the terms of employment of the archi-

• ntect selected to carry out the work are not

i.i stated. The Chairman further commented on
( the unsatisfactory nature of the conditions of

t'CompetitioD, and reference was made to the
ni memorial which had been largely signed by the

( profession throughout the country, by which
1 they pledged themselves not to take part in any
competition unless a professional assessor was

i
appointed. On the motion of Mr. Campbell
Douglas, seconded by Mr. John Honeyman, the
recommendation was uuanimonsly adopted.

J Glasgow Architectural Association.

—

’ The second lecture of the present session of
‘ this Association was delivered in the Rooms on
the 15th inst., by the Honorary President, Mr.

t Wm. Forrest Salmon, F R.I.B.A., the subject

;i being “The Glasgow Bailding Regulations

Act.” The lecturer, at the outset, briefly re-

ferred to the importance of the subject to

aicbitects, and noted that perhaps the most

important sections of the Act were tho^e

affecting the nnbuilt-upon areas of ground

within the municipal boundaries where fencing

lands have been laid off in conformity to the

Act of 1866. The sections of the Act dealing

with background, through openings, Sec., were

then explained and criticised. The lectorer

maintained that, instead of specifying the sizes

of through openings, it would be better to have

proportioned them to the areas of the hollow

squares. The Act might also, with advantage,

have embraced the districts round the city,

outside its boundaries, to permit of the main

thoroughfares leading to the country being

widened in view of possible future extensions.

Provision might also have been made for

widening existing streets within the city as

opportunities occurred. At the close the

lecturer was awarded a hearty vote of thanks.

Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural
Society.—The opening address of the 17th

session of the Leeds and Yorkshire Archi-

tectural Society was delivered in the Law In-

stitute, Leeds, on the 21st inst., by the Presi-

dent, Mr. G. B. Bulmer, F.R.I.B.A. Having

thanked the members for the honour they had

done him in electing him as their President,

Mr. Bulmer referred to local works in progress,

and mentioned with satisfaction the increase in

the muster-roll from seventy-four in 1882 to 110

in the present year. He next broached an idea

which bad occurred to him, the amalgamation

of the Leeds, York, and Bradford societies, as

representing the united county. Sheffield was

so far on the border that it might perhaps be

taken as the centre of a large district lying to

the south of it. Mr. W. Watson, Wakefield,

proposed and Mr. J. Holmes Greaves seconded

a vote of thanks to the President. Six new
associates and one honorary member were pro-

posed for election at the next meeting.

Edinburgh Architectural Association.

At a meeting of this Association on Monday
evening last, a lecture, illustrated by limelight

views, was given by Mr. G. A. T. Middleton,

A.R.I.B.A., on “ Aichitectnral Tours in Belgium

and Brittany.”

BRITISH AKCHiEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

At the opening of the session, on the 16th

inst., Mr. C. H. Compton in the chair, some

interesting discoveries on the site of the old

Palace of Bridewell, Blackfriars, were

announced by Mr. Lottos Brock. Daring the

progress of works of rebuilding on the site

Messrs. Mowlemhave laid open the foundations

of a long length of the western wall. It is

carried on a series of arches of red brick, which

spring from abutments of chalk, supported

upon massive piles of elm, arranged in gronps

of twelve beneath each pier.

The Chairman exhibited a fine Gothic key,

one of three, nsed to open the ancient chest in

St. Creake '
Church. Mr. Langdon described

the remarkable inscribed stone of granite

which be has discovered in Lewannick Church,

Cornwall. It has an inscription in Latin, and

this is repeated in Ogam characters, this being

the only known example in the county. Pre-

historic bronze implements, and the matrix of

the ancient seal of Kelso Abbey, recently found

in Caermarthenshire, were exhibited by Mrs,

Lawrence, of Middleton Hall, and Mr. Griffith,

of Bangor, the respective owners.

A paper was then read on the “ Early

Christian Monuments of Glamorganshire,” by

Mr. J. Romilly Allen, F.S.A. (Scot.). These

appear to date from Roman times to the period

of the Norman Conquest, those dating from

A.d. 700 to 1,000 being covered with interlaced

and other patterns. Fall-sized rubbings were

exhibited, and also a complete series of photo-

graphs taken by Mr. Mansel Franklen, of St.

Hilary. Papers were then read by Dr. Fryer

upon the discovery of the site of an ancient

chapel at Horrabridge, Devon, and on a celt

which has been found at Swansea.

A New STONE-BnEAKiNO Machine.—

M

essrs. S.

Mason & Co., of Leicester, have introduced a new

form of stone-breaking machine which works on

the toggle principle. It is designed for working

either on granite and other hard stones or on softer

stone, the machine being made suitable for either

purpose by an adjustment of the lever which

actuates the toggle. The advantages claimed for

this arrangement are that no foundations are

required (owing to the steady working of the

machine) and greater durabiliiy.

CIVIL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS’
SOCIETY.

This Society visited last week the printing

works of the proprietors of Rlacli and White

and of Messrs. Cassell & Co. The members

at the former place were eccompanied by two

gentlemen of the# staff and Mr. Herbeit

Coward, the company’s consnlting engineer,

who explained in detail the whole of the pro-

cess of printing a first-class illnstrated paper,

commencing at the “composing-room” and

finishing with the folding and stitching.
_

These

members who were not acquainted with the

modern processes of printing were much
interested in tracing the formation of stereo-

types. Great care and trouble has been taken

in the selection of the printing and other

machines
;
the former, the visitors regretted to

find, were of German design and make, the

regret being caused by the fact that

these machines were selected solely be-

cause their owners believed them to be

superior to machines of English make.

'The folding-machine places on the cover,

and folds 2,600 copies per hour. The

party then proceeded to the works of Messrs.

Cassell & Co., at Belle Sauvage-yard, where

they were received by Mr. Hedger, and were by

him conducted over this large establishment.

These works are of modern construction, and

are excellently arranged. The members of the

Society commenced their inspection at the

ground floor, and were at once taken to the power

printing-machines, of which there are thirty-

eight on this floor. The machines are of

various types and makes, to suit the very varied

character of the work turned out by the firm.

The small power and hand-machines are on the

upper floors. In the basement were seen the

lithographing and calendering machines,

together with the ingenions arrangement

adopted both here and at the Black and If kite

works for welting the paper before it Is

operated on in the printing-room. The large

store of paper of all kinds was next inspected,

and from this the party was taken through the

various floors to the stereotype department

(having pointed out to them on their way there

various guillotine-machines, folding-machines,

and hydraulic presses, many of them of unusual

size and power), in which were many excellent

and cleverly-designed machines for planing and

trimming the stereotypes.

THE SANITARY INSPECTORS’
ASSOCIATION.

On Saturday, the 12lh inst., the ninth session

this Association was inaugurated in an address

delivered at Carpenters’ Hall, London-wall, by the

Chairman of tbe Council, Mr. Hugh Alexander

(Shoreditch), now elected for the sixth year m suc-

cession. In the opening portion of tbe address,

besides allusions to tbe succession of Dr. Richardson

to the late Sir Edwin Chadwick as President of

the Association, and to tbe incorporation of the

Association under the licence of the Board of 1 rade,

several other matters were referred to, among them

being the gift of 3,500i. in furtherance of the

objects of the Association, under the will of the

late Mr. Berridge; tbe invitation by the Societo

Francaise d’Hygi&ne to visit Paris; the change

of title from “Inspectors of Nuisances” to that

of “Sanitary Inspectors” in Acts of Parlia-

ment: and the fusion and affiliation of all the

provincial organisations in England aa branches

of the Association. Among the improvements that

still remained to be effected were tbe reinstatement of

the name of the Sanitary IiiS[ ector in the London

Public Health Act (1891) in the place it occupied

beside that of the Medical Officer of Health m the

Bill as it stood when originally laid before Par-

liament • to secure for local authorities the right to

base proceedings on the preliminary notices of their

inspectors
;
to obtain tbe extension to the whole

kingdom of the principle, adopted for London in the

Act of 1891, that after 1895, candidates for the

position of sanitary inspector shall bold certihcates

of competency ;
and to obtain the prescription of a

minimum salary for sanitary inspectors, lakmg

advantage of the absence in London of any regula-

tions compelling builders of houses to have proper

drains, water-closets, dust-bins, a mmimum height

of 7 ft. for the ceilings of rooms, abundant light

and breathing-space, continuous water supply,

the necessaries, in short, of respectable

family life,—regulations commonly enforced m
provincial districts, —the speculating builder,

the ignorant architect, and the rapacious
_

land-

lord had in many districts of London,—in the

aristocratic West-end as well as in the labouring

East,— combined for the wholesale erection of

buildings in which the necessary health conditions

were conspicuously absent. Tbe Mansion House

Council had done good service m obtaining from
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the Home Secretary an order for inquiry into the
condition of the Parish of St. Leonard, Shoreditch,
and the report of that Commission had so7erely
condemned the state of thing’s existing in what
were called “ Model Blocks” of dwellings, built on
the tiat system. That report concluded thus :

—

‘‘ To say that some of these model blocks are
built without due recard to sanitary requirements
would be a misuse of language. The fact is that
they are built in gross violation of the very first
principles of sanitation. We may draw attention
to some blocks of dwellings on the Vinegar-ground,
Shoreditch, which illustrate our meaning in a most
striking manner. Here will be found buildings on
the fl-it systern over 40 ft, high, and less than 20 ft.
apart, containing large numbers of separate tone
meots, approached by dark corridors. The water
closets for these dwellings abut on the corridors
and are without direct light or proper ventilation.
Thedwollings thus approached contain rooms, many
of which can uever be penetrated by the rays of
the sun. These dark, gloomy habitations are, in our
opinion, far more likely to become a source of
danger to the public health than are even the worst
of the dilapidated cottages to which public atten-
tion has been drawn by the .Mansion House
Council.”

After the lapse of near] V two years since that
report was presented to Parliament, nothing had
yet been done to prevent the further erection of
such houses. The history of the Vinegar-ground
property showed chat the creation of ground-rents
had been the point of primary importance in the
cocstiiiotion of the hooses. Nineteen years ago
this site had been cleared of a congeries of rotten
and dilapidated houses, light had been let in, and
air once more freely circulated over the open land
That was at the time justly regarded as an excel-
lent piece of work, but the horror had reappearedm the form of a large number of dwellings piled
up on the top one of another. Nothing could more
effectively show that a ground landlord, a wrong-
headed architect, and a reckless speculating builder
could wifh impunity build “in gross violation of
trie very first principles of sanitation,” for therew^ no law to prevent it. In the absence of legis
iatiop, it was perhaps futile to reproach the ground-
landlord or the building-owner; for if the law
aid not restrain them, who could '/ But
there was one functionary, the professional
architect, upon whom intiuence might perhaps
be brought to bear. Society had claims
upon professional men, and it was time that they
should be spoken to very plainly, not only in the
interest of the public health, but also in that of thenoble profession cf architecture; and as it could
be proved that some of the very worst of these so-
called models had been planned by men who write

vii , T®'"
names, it was high time thatthe Royal Institute of British Architects should

institute an inquiry, and take steps to remove from
Its roll of membership individuals who, either
wilfully or ignorantly, planned buildings “in viola-
tiOQ of the very first principles of sanitation.”

f"'’
‘he LoedeeCouDty teuncil, too, should be called to th,

6MI, and ho auegosted that it should bo em-powered to prohibit tlio erection of dwellings, the

thl°Loh-r^l'^
evinced ignorance, on the part of

a 1

^ principles of sanitation. JfOTch plans were returned without explanation, itwould probably beget on the part of eome arohi-
of things more important than the

whiSh
showy pictures of elevations, bywhich they so often succeeded in palming off thegrossest defects in planning.

of'^hlinlw “f°°
™ P^POsnl of a voteof thanks for the address, in which Mr. Tidman,

[tow!
(h’ulham), West (Waltham.

(Chelsea), Deo (Westminster), Stc,

th^i'r^^l
spsshers confirmed from

mner oT
“’’('‘=”'0 adduced-in thepaper of insanitary “.'lodel Blocks," and approved

iLtitnt^^f “f ‘he Koyal

fWv 1
-

Asehltccts and the London
th. r-h’^-^

-'(' West urged

;
‘o delete fr-im his paper some wortsn referenoe to the banitary Institute. Mr Grantsmd the Sanitary Institute had undergone a great

twoV betweenthe two bodies of sanitarians. Mr Alexanderresponded to the vote of tb.nks, which had£cordially and unanimously agreed to and indicated

UonTK‘”"?d°' '>‘»»'«?h--‘h>ns W the [meu[a
th?m1e[£g

‘‘Sd!- ‘>“““<’-1

The English Iron Tr\dp — Th,» -p,,™’- v •

assHSiirisi
comiuiie to comnlft^n f,r cUmi

'^“^pbuiidera

are only fitfully CLgaged
steady.~/ron.

Ihe coal trade is fairly

TRADE CATALOGUES,
Messrs. Loegden & Co., of Sheffield and

London, send us their new illnstrated catalogue
of grates, fenders, See. The catalogue is com-
pact and well got-up, and the illustrations,
though small, are faithful representations of the
goods, having been reproduced from photo-
graphs. There is a clear and concise descrip-
tion, with price, of each article illustrated.
What is more gratifying, and what we certainly
do not find in every catalogue of the kind, is
that the majority of the articles are of really
good design. The things we like least are the
stair balusters, and the attempt to treat coil
cases in a decorative manner is not more suc-
cessful here than in most other cases w© have
seen. But the wrought-iron grates of various
types form an exceedingly creditable set of
designs, and there is nothing that is in bad taste
among them.

Mr. H. A. Hobday, of Chatham, sends us the
fifth edition of his small but very useful illus-
trated price-list of tools and workshop appli-
ances for carpenters and other workmen in the
building trade

Messrs. W. H. Spencer Sc Co., of Hitchin,
Herts, send us an illustrated catalogue of
pumps and pumping-machinery of all kinds,
steam-engines, boilers, l'cc.

CffTOspniJDna.

To the Editor of The Builder.

ARCHITECTURE A PROFESSION OR AN
ART.”

Sir,—

I

n reply to my question whether any-
one would seriously propose an examination for
literature, Mr. White writes that an examination
for literature has existed from time immemorial,
namely, that ifi Uteris huinaiiiorihus.

Setting aside the antiquity of this examina-
tion, which at Oxford is, I believe, barely ninety
years old. I reply to Mr. White that it is not an
exarnmation for literature at all, and has
nothing to do with my argument. It is an
examination in literature,—a very different
thing,—and that only in theliteratnre of Greece
and Rjme.
My point was that it would be as sensible to

make a man pass an examination before yon
allowed him to become an author as it is to
apply a similar test before you let him become
a designer of buildings. And, further, that it
IS as vain and misleading to dub a man archi-
tect because he has read about architecture in
books and answered certain questions on paper
as It would be to call him a literary man
because he has not been plucked in the
schools.

You, Sir, I am sure would not engage as a
writer on your staff any young man who could^ow a “Testamur” in the school of Litt.Hum. unless you know from experience that he
had the natural gifts and the acquired skill
necessary to an author

;
and similarly no sane

person would employ a young architect simply
because he could put five letters after his name
but could give no evidence of his capacity for
designing buildings.
Mr. White traces an analogy where none

exists. His mistake is natural enough in an
advocate for the Architectural Examinations
because they rest principally upon a false
analogy; and it is not only natural, but, from
our point of view, instructive, that he should
have fallen mto it.

Thos. G. Jackson.

leads me to make the followirg notes and remarl
which may be of use.

I think it is generally believed that the broc!
doors, as now in situ., have not been disturbed sint
the date of their erection in the edifice. No
these doors rest and work on a threshold bloc!
which is a monolith of rich Africaiio marbli
2 ft. 3 in. broad, extending the entire width of tl:

opening and beyond under (he bronze pilasters <

the sides. It is nowhere cracked, but much won
so must be of considerable thickness.

This special marble was certainly not known i

the Augustan age, nor do I call to mind its bein
used bfefore Trojan or Hadrian's date, if so, th
doorway may not be earlier than Hadrian’s time.*
The two interior marbles, the numidicun

{yuiaidicum.) and aynnadicum (5vn«arfu'MHi), us&
for the columns and pilasters, undoubtedly wer
two of the earliest coloured marbles used in Rome
The Porphyry was somewhat later. The oircula
slabs of the latter material used in the pavemen
are about 9 ft. across. It would bo interesting h
know whence they came and their date. It mayb'
that they are the missing drums of the Constantin
column at Constantinople brought back to Rome
and cut up into roundels at a later date.
As regards the portico, ssven of the from

columns are from a site in the Arabian Desert o
Egypt, “ Mons Claudianus,” some seventy milei
from the Nile. Now, these quarries were cer
tainly not worked before Roman times, and it i:

very doubtful if they were worked in Agrippa’s,
The transport of them must have been a far more
stupendous business than that of the red ones
from Syeno, which quarries were near the Nile. L
this poriico^is really Agrippa’s, it may be thal
originally the columns were built with drums ol

white Pentelicua marble, the same as that used for
the respond fluted pilasters, each of which are in

four stones with fine jointing (like the Jupitei
Olympius columns at Athens). They have some
what the appearance of being refixed, but I could
not decide if they were or not lime-putty bedded.
The carving of the capitals does not help us much,
the portico and interior both being good

;
but the

former is, I think, the best. W. Brindlet.

THE Sr. PANCRAS VESTRY COMPETITION
StK,—The St. Pancras Vestry mean evidenti

to make a good bargain for themselves over ib
competition for their proposed municipal buildings
The first premium is to be only 100 guineas if th
author of the best design does not get the job, ani
only the bare f) per cent, on the cost if be does
involving the forfeit of his premium and of hi
working drawings at the completion of the building
The 25 guineas for the third premium is little in al
conscience, but in stipulating that all premiatef
designs shall become the property of the Vestry, tht

author of the third pramiated design will therefore
receive this pittance in payment for the compleb
plans of a building to cost 30,000/., which plans
must, on their intrinsic merits, be quite good
enough to be carried out.

It can hardly be that the Vestry have acted upon
the advice of an architect of position, so far, in
drawing up such conditions fur a competition which
allow of the promoters reaping a harvest of ideas
from the profession for a net outlay of 75 guineas.

“ Too Old a Bird,” &a

THE PAINTINGS AT MARLBOROUGH
HOUSE.

Sir,—

Y

ou state in “Notes,” in the currer
Btuhler, that the wall-paintings at Marlboroug
House were restored by Mr. Richmond, R.A.,aii'
the late Mr. Henry Merritt. This is inaccurate
my father had nothing to do with the restoration c

these reputed works of Daguerre.
John Richmond.

THE PANTHEON.
reference to your interesting

article on the recent evidence as to the date ofthe Pantheon, It would be interesting to know
the exact positions at which the dated tileswere found. I write withont access to books

^ impression
that Michelangelo is stated, in Murray’s ” Hand-book to Rome, to have held the opinion thatthe upper part of the Pantheon was later thanthe lower part, and was of the time of Hadrian

Handbook, pats the work asstm iater. Charles j. Febguson

interesting discovery of M. Cbedanne
building, and suggestionsthereon given by you m the last issue of the A,i //(/<;,

CERTIFICATE OF THE SANITARY
INSTITUTE,

Sir,—I quite agree with the letter in last week
edition from your correspondent “ G. S. L’' It i

high time a note of warning was given to the Sani
tary Institute in regard to the class that the;
are certifying a.s Sanitary Inspectors, a very grea
proportion of whom are entirely incompetent t

carry out the duties of a Sanitary Inspector througl
the lack of either any technical knowledge or train
ipg. A large number of certificates are obtainei
simply by a few months’ or even weeks’ o'ainmiTu
from text-books, assisted, perhaps, by the help o
a professional coach, things all very well, doubtless
in their way, but which alone will never make i

really good Inspector. The Sanitary Instituti
must, as your correspondent says, and very rightly
too, if its Certificate is to command respect, insisi

that candidates have a thorough knowledge of tin

most important thing to make a really efiicienl

Inspector,—that is building construction. I would

• See our “ Note " on p. 412.

* I hope shortly to be able to give notes as to tl

chromological working of ancient quarries which mi
i)e of use to arcbivologiata, as ic is impossible for
building to be older than the first working of a quar:
from which the marble came.
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lake the duties of Food Inspector and Sanitary

-aspector into two entirely distinct offices.

An Assoc. San. Inst.

THE SIX CLERKS’ INN, CHANCERY-
LANE.

Sir,

—

In your last issue you refer to the site of

toe Six Clerks’ Inn, Chancery-lane. In an old deed

lentioii is made of the inn as under :

—

“Grant by John Higden, S.T.P., ofWolsey’s

College, Oxford,” certain estates, and “A Mes-

suage in Clianceler-l.me, in the suburbs of

London, lying between the messuage in the

tenure of the Six Clerks on the north and
Ballard's-lane on the south, and abutting on the

highway called Chanceler-lano on the east and
the field called Thickeifield on tbo west, as held

by the dean and canons of tho gift of Sir William

Weston, prior of St. John's.

Dated in tho College Chapel, Oxford,

January 15, 1530.”

This “ grant ” was followed by another that gave

5 the King the ‘ ‘ Six Clearkes Inn,” as under ;

—

" Grant by Sir Willi -m Weston, Prior of St.

John's Hospital, to Sir William Poulett,

Christopher Hales, Attorney-General, Baldwin
Mallett, and Thoma.s Cromwell, to the King’s

use, of the manor of Hampton Court, Middlesex,

with the advowson of the prebend of Blewbury
in Salisbury Cathedral, and a messuage in the

tenure of the Six Clerks on the north, and
Ballards-lane on the south, and abutting on
Chancery-lane on the east, and Fycketbettsfild

to the west.
Hugh Whalley, Ralph Saddevler, and Will

Brabazon to enter in the Prior's name and
deliver up possession for him.

Dated from Hampton Court, June 5, 153S.”

These documents do not agree with the statement

lat “ John Kedermister bought the house in

hancery-lane for tho Six Clerks.” It is clear that

i 1538 the Six Clerks were merely tenants under

le Prior of the Hospital of St. John of Jerusalem,

lat institution having obtained it from the King
hon he suppressed the Knights Templars, and
ive a large portion of their plundered estate to the

mights of St. John
;
but that is a long time since,

ad John Kedermister's alleged gift has no date.

Waltkr Blott.

STREET CLEANSING.
Sir,—In reference to the remarks in the Builder

I the 19th iost. as to tho sloppy sweepings of the

lads being left in the gutters at the street

roBsings, perhaps the following suggestions may
a worth the consideration of our sanitary

athorities.

My scheme is, that small covered cesspits be
irmed under the channels at stiitable distances

tted wito strong gratings and close covers, that

le .slops be swept into them, and at convenient
mes the slops be pumped up into the vans or

irts. This would entirely get rid of sloppy

utters, and the objectionable and slow process of

idling up as now done. The initial cost would
0 so trifling that it would soon be saved in the

ibour of filling the carts, and the comfort to

Bdestrians would be worth much.
G. H. Lcetchkord.

A PLEA FOR THE COAL FIRE.

Sir,—Already one seems to hear the clink of the

loling embers of the last coal fire. Its death will

6 a very human one.

A coal fire is more than cheery, it is sympathetic

;

»r its life, with its dark days and bright days, its

mes of steady glow and fitful flicker, is like our
yn. It animates the shadows it casts on our
alls

;
fancy makes them figures of our past; and

I each glint of light it scatters around us we see a
earn of a future that we may hope for. And in its

ilf-consuming desire to rise above itself there is a
ill type of the yearning of every true man’s
lart.

To sit through a long evening with a coal fire is

I sit in the company of a living thing. Com-
bratively, to sit with a gas stove is to sit in the
jimpany of a corpse. R. L.

I
Chancel - SCREEN, West Pelton Church.

• URHAM.—A carved oak chancel-screen has just

feen erected in West Pelton Church, Durham,
oe screen is constructed of wainscot oak, un-
lained. It is 15 ft. 3 in. high, and about 20 ft.

iide, and consists of three bays, the two sides being
lb-divided iuto four, having their upper parts
iled with open tracery in the form of the fleur-de-

a, the intervening uprights being enriched with
yved pinnacles with crocketted finials. Above
Jis is a moulded cornice with a wide pierced band
! vine leaves and fruit, and over this is a deep
Asting of open tracery, leaves, and flowers. The
iwer panels aro filled m solid with carved tracery
flads, still retaining the idea of Aa fleur-de-lis

xta. The work has been executed at a cost of

fout 200f. from tho designs of Mr. A. Crawford!
ick, of the firm of Johnson k Crawford Hick, I

ohitects, Newcastle. I
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Sfubent’s Column.

CONCRETE—XXII.
FOUSDATIOSS.

DXCEPT in those districts where there is

an abundant supply of rag-stone

footings, concrete is universally used

in England for foundations, perhaps alone, or

in conjunction with piles, steel rails, kz. The

regulations of the London County Conncil

respecting foundations are as follows

“Tbo foundations of the walls of every house or

building shall be formed of a bed of good concrete,

not less than nine inches thick, and projecting .at

least four inches on each side of the lowest course

of footings of such walls. If the site be upon a

natural bed of gravel, concrete may be omitted

from the foundations of the walls with the approval

of the District Surveyor. The concrete must be

composed of clean gravel, broken hard brick, pro-

perly burnt ballast, or other bard material to be

approved by the District Surveyor, well mixed with

freshly-burned lime or cement in the proportions of

one of lime to six, and one ot cement to eight of the

other material.”

These regnlations are open to several grave

objections. lu the first place, it is matter for

sarprise that, while the thickness of walls is

carefully defined according to their height,

length, kC; the thickness of the foundations,

on which the stability of the walls primarily

depends, is not prescribed more particularly

than “ not less than 9 in. thick.” Then, again,

why shonld it be necessary to use brick foot-

ings at all, when we know that Portland cement

concrete (1 to 8) is nearly four times as strong

as brickwork set in cement mortar (1 to 1)?*

The thickness of the concrete might be in-

creased, and the wall might be built upon it

without any brick footings, and a saving in the

total thickness of the foundations might thus

be effected without loss of strength. Nothing

is said as to whether the sand and coarse

material are to be measured separately or net,

and this, as we have shown, is a matter greatly

affecting the strength of concrete. And lastly,

concrete may be of nearly any kind of lime,

however feebly hydraulic, in the propor-

tion of 1 lime to (5 aggregate, while, if

the very best Portland cement be used, no

more than eight parts of aggregate can be

mixed with it. and yet the latter might be

eight or ten times the strength of the former.

Surely the framers of these regulations could

not have known the results of Mr. Grant’s

experiments on the strength of various kinds ot

concrete.! Altogether be made 350 6-in. cubes

of concrete having varying proportions (by

volume) of lime or cement and aggregate
;
the

aggregate in each case consisted of gravel and

sand (apparently mixed together just as

obtained from the pit or river), weighing

137 lbs. per bushel
;
ten blocks were made of

each kind, were kept in air, and crushed at the

end of twelve months. Table XXIV. has

been calculated and framed from Mr. Grant’s

figures. X

Mr. Bernays, at Chatham Dockyard, found that

1 to 12 Portland-cement concrete cost the game

as 1 to 6 lias-lime concrete, and was stronger

and more uniform. There is no doubt that the

regulations of the London County Council

favour the use of inferior matrices in concrete.

The average ratios of strength deduced from

Mr. Grant's tests show that 1 to 8 concrete is

about three-fourths the strength, 1 to 10 about

one-half the strength, and 1 to 12 about one-

third the strength of 1 to G concrete. These

are the average ratios; individual cases are

sometimes very different from these
;

for

instance, grey-lime concrete (1 to 8) appears

weaker than (1 to 10), the lias-lime concrete

No. 3 gives practically equal results with tbe

three different proportions, and the Portland-

cement concrete No. 11 has less strength when

1 to G than when 1 to 8. But we most look on

these instances as abnormal. It must be con-

fessed, however, that the Zime-concretes.

namely, Nos. 1, 3, and 5,— differ most widely

from tbe average ratios. And this is one of

the disadvantages of lime-concrete ;
one is

never as sure of its behaviour as of that of

Portland cement.
The foundation of a wall, as required by the

regulations of the London County Council, is

Jlj'lH-f 'ttHlC A B D

shown in fig. 4. Fig. 5 shows two forms of

concrete foundation, in which the brick footings

are replaced by concrete, having approximately

the same shape as the brickwork. The slopes

5 .

and set-offs would have to be formed with

boards roughly fixed in position, and removed

when tbe concrete bad set.

The minimum thickness of concrete fonndar-

Table XXIV.

Comjfressive Streyigth of Concrete

Limes and Cements.

1 Grey lime

2 Grey lime Selenitic

3 Lias lime

4 Lias lime Selenitic

5 Lias lime

6 Selenitic lime

7 • Selenitic Rugby lias ...

8 Selenitic Aberthaw lime.

9 Rugby Lias Cement
10 Portland Cement
11 Portland Cement

in Tons per Square Foot.

Weight
per

Biiiihpl.

Proportion of Lime or Cement to

Gravel and Sand.

1 to 6 1 to 8 1 to 10 1 to 12

Tons. Tons. Tons.

10-2 4-6 5-2

18'5 7-6 8-1

11-4 11-1 11-5

17-2 19-6 10'2

23-0 10-7 8-5

26-6 15-3 13-5

37T 34-2 21T
341 21-8 15-4

74 17-2 10-7 5-8

114 100-7 76-4 53-5 37 -i

120 86-4 91 7 52-2 29-1

If we compare the 1 to 6 lime-concretes with

the 1 to 8 cement-concretes, we find that the

best lias-lime concrete tested by Mr. Grant

{No. 5) is less than one-third the strength of

the worse Portland-cement concrete, and only

one-fourth the strength of the better. Port-

land-cement concrete (1 to 12) is shown to be

better than the best lias-lime concrete (I to G).

* John Grant.
t “Proceedings,” Inst. C.E., Vol. Ixii. (1879-SO),

part IV.

X For the tensile strength of the same limes and
cements see table II., p. 66, ante.

tions is specified by the London County Council

to be 9 in., but nothing whatever is said as to

any additional thickness which may be required

for heavier walls. The concrete under some

of the walls of Street’s Law Courts was 7 ft.

thick, and that under the walls of the great

hall there was lO’ft. thick; but apparently the

London County Council, although it regulates

tbe thickness of walls, thinks the thickness of

foQudations quite a trivial matter. Certainly

the subject is one which has received little or

no attention from writers. Architects are con-

tent to guess at the thickness required.
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TJndoabtedly the subject is fraught with
difficulties, as in every case there are “ unknown
quantities” which give an element of uncer-
tainty to the calculations. Perhaps, however,
a few words will show that the thickness
(within reasonable limits) of concrete founda-
tions is calculable.

Bearing Power of Gronnds.~ThQ first
“ unknown quantity ” with which we have to
deal is the bearing power of the ground itself.
’This, of course, may vary from nearly zero for
bog to several hundred tons per square foot for
solid granite. In founding on bogs or very soft
ground piles or caissons of concrete or some
other contrivance must be adopted. But on
•ordinary ground concrete itself is sufficient.
The safe bearing power of various kinds of
ground is, roughly, as follows, in cwts. per
square foot:—Alluvial soil or quicksand, 10 to
15; soft clay (near surface), 10 to 15; moist
clay, 20 to 30

;
compact clay, nearly dry, 40 to

•50; dry compact clay of considerable thick-
ness, 60 to 100

;
loose sand, 20 to 30

;
com-

pact sand, 40 to 60; ditto, prevented from
spreading, 100 to 130

;
gravel and sand, 40 to 60 ;

ditto, compact dry and prevented from spread-
ing, 80 to 120. The bearing power of most
solid rocks is far in excess of any weight which
in ordinary buildings can be put upon them,
but great care must be exercised on rocky sites
in bridging over soft dykes or fissures with
concrete, as otherwise unequal settling must
occur. Bat of this, more anon.
Nature of Stress.— is often thought that

the stress which is put upon foundations is
simply a compressive one, but this is not the
case. There is more or less of a transverse
stress, caused by the weight of the wall acting
upon the central portion of the foundation and
tending to crack it longitudinally. To minimise
this stress, the lower portion of the wall is
spread out gradually almost to the breadth of
the foundation proper. But the amount of the
transverse stress varies according to the sup-
porting power of the ground and the width of

c j
(the latter, however, being modi-

fied by the spread of the lower part of the
wall). If the concrete be laid on solid rock,
there is no transverse stress

;
in such a poMtion

concrete is not needed, for the chief office of
concrete is to distribute the weight of the wall
over such an area of ground that little or no
settlement may occur. The firmer the ground
the less may the width and thickness of the
concrete be.

Calculation of thiohiess, us assume
that the total weight of the wall, floors, and
roof acting upon the foundation shown in
fig. 4 18 110 cwt. per lineal foot, and that the
•ground 18 moist clay with a safe bearing-power

V
fqaare foot. If we divide

IIU by 30 we find the necessary width of the

the*thicknesr
Required

The second “ unknown quantity ” now thrusts
Itself upon our notice: to what extent is the
weight of the wall distributed by the brick
footings? Probably the outermost half-brick
at each side bears little or none of the weight
but so much depends on the bricks, the bond,and the mortar that no definite rule can be laiddown. Assuming such, however, to be true inthis case, we have the weight of the wall, &c.,
distributed over the central 27 in. of the
concrete, as shown at AB.

opposite to reactioo,
he upward thrust of the ground, shown by theOTows under the concrete, is as the weight

eJe
oamely, 30 cwt. per square foot. The

starife*’
^ ‘'o subject to

foadcd°«eJf
inverted cantilevers, uniformly
fixed at A and B respectively.

This is a thickness at which fracture would
just occur. It must be multiplied by a factor
of safety, which for ordinary foundations may
be taken at 4. The safe thickness of the
concrete will, therefore, be 22 in.

If the brick footings were omitted, the length
of each cantilever would be 13 in., and W
would be 32-5 cwt. Theu we should have

—

rv_ /3x 32 5x 13^ ~
a / y

—= v/7u-4=r8’4 in. Multiply-

ing by 4, as before, we find the safe thickness
to be nearly 34 in., as shown in fig. 6, i.e

, 3 in.

less than the concrete and brick footings shown
in fig. 4.

The sides of the concrete could be sloped or
stepped, as in fig. 5, without in any way de-
tracting from its strength. Certainly the
foundation entirely of concrete would be more
economical than that of concrete and brick,
strength for strength. The London County
Council regulations, however, insist on the
brick footings, although in many cases, owing
to bad bond, soft bricks, and mud-like mortar,
the brick footings are of extremely doubtful
service.

OBITUARY.
Williams, F.RI.B.A. -Mr. James Williams, F.RI.B.A. — The

li.l.B.A. Journal annoiincea the death, on the
5)th inst., of Mr. James Williams, who will be re-
membered chiefly in connexion with many of the
Post-offices erected in this country. Born
January 20, 1824, he entered H.M. Office of
Works at the age of twenty-four. In 1859, be was
appointed Surveyor for the erection of Post-offices.
Among the numerous buildings erected under his
supervision may be mentioned the Post-offices at
Manchester, Hull, Nottingham, Newcastle, Sheffield,
and Bristol; in London the G.P.O. West, the
Post-office in Bedford-ftreet, and the Savings Bank,
Queen Victoria-street.

Mr. J. Goldioutt Turner, F.RI.B.A.—Mr,
Goldioutt Turner, whose death occurred on the 12ih
inst. in his fifty-6rst year, was (according to the
T.I.B. A. Journal) articled to his father, the late
Mr. John Turner. For two years ha was an assis-
tant to the late Sir Horace Jones, and in 1864
became a partner with his father. For several
years he served on the Council of the Architects’
Benevolent Society, and in 1876 he succeeded his
father as Hon. Secretary, resigning his official
duties in 1880.
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"J®
preceding chapter givesthe breaking weight o£ nniformiy-loaded can-

1 ^ BD-
3 Transposing this, weI._

CB ‘

the example before us, L = 8*5

B= 12 in., W= '

get :

In

X 30=21-25 cwt,, andC=15

•2° Mnd°'and
1 Pcrtland cement,-sand, and b broken stone.* Substitutinpthese values for the letters -3 on the right side of

•the equation, we get : D= .
21ji5^8^_

.''50T = 5.3in.

The Queen Eleanor Monument, Waltham
Cross.—Through the exertions of the Secretary of
the Restoration Committee, Mr. J. Tydeman, the
restoration of this ancient monument has now been
completed. The work was commenced about four
years ago. under the supervision of Mr. C. E.
Ponting, F.S. A., the work being executed by Mr.
Harry Hem.s, of Exeter

;
but by reason of the ex-

haustion of the funds, it was not possible at the
time to complete the work. By the liberality and
kindness of the local gentry, aided by the Local
Board, the necessary funds have now been raised,
In no case, wo are told, has the ancient work been
interfered with, and the original lines of the steps
and benching, so far as it was possible to do so
have been strictly followed. The railing of wrought-
iron is of late thirteenth-century character. The
lower part of the rail is from the tomb of Edward I.

,

now destroyed, and the upper part from that of
Queen Eleanor, still in Westminster Abbey. The

& Co., John-street, Adelphi
;
and for the sanita

fittings, Messrs. Geo. Jennings, Lambeth. T
cost of the whole of the work has been 2 750?. i

has been carried out under the immediate sup*en
tendence of Mr. Chas. Mason, A.RI.B.A., To'
Hall, Charing Cross, Surveyor to the Comuu
sioners.

Additions to Marlborough College.—We s

informed that Messrs. Stephens, Bastow, & G
Limited, of Montpelier, Bristol, have been entnisti
with the erection of additions to the Marlborouii
College, at a cost of 12,600?. Messrs. Bodleyl
Garner, of London, are the architects.

Reeuge and Shelter for Women. —This buil
ing. which was formerly used for public baths at
washhouses belonging to the Liverpool Corporatio
was purchased by Father Nugent, with the view t

adapting it to its present purpose. The buildii
was opened on the 14th inst. by Lady Howard '

Glossop. The basement contains a spacious dininp
room,_ kitchen, pantries, &c. On the ground fled

are night and day rooms, baths, and lavatorie
On the first floor is the large dormitory, 117 f'

long by 17 ft. wide, infirmary, chapel, lavatories
and bathrooms. There is also on the ground flod

au independent building 73 ft. long by 14 ft. wid<
which will be used as a washhouse, to which ii

attached drying-room, two large ironing-rooms, an
boiler and engine house, for it is proposed to do tb
laundry work by machinery. Over this was!
house is a flat roof which is intended to be used a
an open-air promenade. The additions and albert
tioDs have been designed by Messrs. Ware i

Rathbone, architects, Liverpool, and the wor
has been executed by Mr. G. C. Beecham, coc
tractor, at a total coat of about 4,000?.

Board School, S-mall Heath, Birmingham.-.
On the 7th inst. the Wavorley-road Sevenfc
Standard Board School, Small Heaih, Birmingham
was opened by the Right Hon. A. H. D. Acland
M.P. The school provides accommodation for 30
boys and 300 girls. The buildintr has been erectec
on a site lying between the Waverley-road anc
Byron-road, Small Heath. The school is a one
story building, and is arranged with a contra
assembly-hall surrounded by class-rooms, work
rooms, and laboratories. The assembly-hall i

68 ft. by 30 ft. There are four entrances to th
building,—two for boys, and two for girls. Thi
boys’ division faces the Byron-road, and the girls

the Waverley-road. The entrances for each sex ar.

connected by a long corridor nmning parallel to thi

roads which give access to the assembly-hall am
the various class-rooms, laboratories, and work
rooms, as well as to the school of cookery. Adjoin
ing each entrance is a lavatory and cloak-room
over which are the rooms for master and mistress
In the girla’ division there are five class
rooms, giving accommod.atiou for forty-eightineaob,
and a cookery school with accommodation for sixty
In the boys’ department there aro six aimilai

class-rooms, each for forty-eight boys, a chemica!
laboratory 60 ft. by 30 ft., a workshop of the samt
size with a store for timber, a lecture theatR
capable of seating about 100 children, with a pre-
paration-room adjoining. Between the prej'aration
room and the laboratory are arranged a balance
room, combustion store, chemical store, and appa-
ratus store. On the first flocr over this a room ii

provided for preparing diagrams for lecturing pur-
poses. The chemical laboratory is fitted up with
six work-benches placed down the centre .of the
room, accommodating in all forty-eight boys. The
assembly-hall is fitted with cases for physical appa-
ratus, so that it may be used as a 'physical labo-
ratory. The workshop is divided, one portion
being fitted for carpenter’s work, and the other for

smith’s work. The tower is made .so as to ensure
ventilation and the extraction of fumes from theT^ = ov,„.. 1 L i-

iUM vouLuaiiou ana me extraction ot lumes trom the

S WaUK
earned out by Mr. Hanchet, work-benches. The architects are Messrs. Martin

of \Valtbaiu Abbey, and the railing by Messrs,
btarkio Gardner, & Co., under the supervision
of the Eogmeer to the Local Board, Mr. Thos
Bennett, Assoc.M.Inst. C E

St. M.vrtin’s Public Baths.—The Public Baths
and Wash-houses in Orange -street, Leicester-

belonging to the Parish of St. Martin-in-
the-tields, were reopened on the 14th inst., having
hopn plnaa^l ii,...,.- _ . . .

=

‘ No 12, Table XXIII., chap.

:

These are the oldest .public baths in London,
having been erected in the year 1847, accommoda-
tion being provided for seventeen first-class male,
five farat-ciass female, twenty-seven second-class
male, and twelve second-class female bathers,
loere IS also on the first floor accommodation for
sixty persons in the public laundry, besides the
usual attendants’ rooms, offices, and stores. The
repairs consisted in repointing the elevations and
iborougffiy cleaning down all wood and stone
work. New baths have been provided where re-
quired, and the whole fitted with new teak tops
and framings, the second-class fittings being in
sycamore. New slate floors and partitions have
been provided, and an entire system of drainage on
modern principles. The three horizontal boilers,
with circulating pipes, and the main bath wastes
have been repaired and cleaned and put in thorough
working order, and additional means of ventilation
have been provided. The contractors for the
gener^ builder’s work were Messrs. McLachlan &
.^ons. Duke-street, Adelphi

;
for the engineers and

I w David Annan, of Vulcan Iron
Works, Bow

;
for the ventilation, Messrs. Ashwell

and Chamberlain, and the builder, Mr. T. Row-
'ootham.

New Public Buildings, Bodmin (Cornwall).—
The public buildirge at Bodmin, the assize and
county town of Cornwall, which have been recently
erected from the designs of Messrs. Oetavius
Ralliog & Lewis Tonar, architects, of Exeter (whose
plans were accepted from seventeen sets sent in by
architects of Devon and Cornwall), were opened on
the 26oh ult. The formal ceremony was performed
by the Hon. Misses Agar-Robartes, to whom silver

keys were respectively presented by the architects
and the contractor, Mr. Sampson Trehane, of Lis-

keard. The principal feature of the new building
is a hall, 80 ft. long by 40 ft. wide. In the
entrance lobby is laid a tesselated pavement,
the gift of Mr. Henry Dennis, New Hall,

Ruabon, North Wales. On either side of the
vestibule are cloak-rooms. The large hall has an
open-timbered wagon roof. Internally the walls

are stuccoed above a high panelled dado of pitch-
pine, with an ornamented border. It is well lighted
by nine lofty windows of three lights each, filled

with ‘cathedral glass. The flooring is of pitch-

pine, .specially adapted for dancing. At the
northern end of the hail is a commodious platform
stage, with dressing-rooms at the back. The hall

will seat about 800 people. On the first floor, over
the space ocotipied by the lobby and vestibule, at

the Friary end, is a small hall, 35 ft. by 20 ft.,

having an external stone staircase from the west
side and an internal staircase from the vestibule, so

that it may be used either separately or in con-
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:nction with the main hall. It8 principal

nxture is an oriel window, which has been

i-octed in the gable end, as the gift of

iisB Hicheas, of Sb. Nicholas, in memory of her

Mother, who was for many years a magistrate and

asident of Bodmin. In diguing the foundations,

Bteresting relics of tho ancient Franciscan Friary

nich formerly occupied the site were found.

Jarhaps the most complete and certainly the best

^teservod was a respond which has been re-erected

( the Testibule as a pillar dividing the two doors,

ihich open into the main hall. A buttress of the

rd ruined church has been re-erected on its

iriginal site at tho north-west angle of the modern
(bilding, while one of its pillars now forms the

iHncipal chimney-stuck, and other interesting

dies have boon incorporated in the new public

iioms.

T: Church Room, Fabncombe, Godalming.—On
he 24th ult. the Bishop of Winchoster opened the

[nurch room which has been erected from the

»paigii of Mr. Chas. Forster Hayward, F.S.A.,

Jp'chitect. It comprises, besides the room itself,

bvoritig a space of 4S ft. by 2d ft. 6 in., fitted with

tfatform, a largo room, 27 ft. by 16 ft., as aclass-

Jiom or retiring-room, and is fitted with range,

I

nks, &c., to make it specially suitable for cookery

asses. The builders were Messrs. Mitchell Bros,,

Shalford, and the heating apparatus was supplied

id fixed by Messrs. Rosser & Russell, of Charing

ross. Special attention has been paid to ventila-

on by small inlet flues in the walls, and " Menzies”

Dsntilator in the roof. Besides this, spare chimney

l|nes are used as exits.

(

Carving, Cobnhill and Sandbingham.—Mr.
ilbert Seale, of Georgo-street, Camberwell, writes

) say that the carving at tho new Bank in Corn-

ill, and in the additions to Sandringham House

)Oth described in our last), was executed by him.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.
Fbance.—The Minister of Commerce has just

itrusted the mission of elaborating the project for

j exhibition to be held inl900 to a preparatory Com-
lission. This Commissionisdividedinto three sub-

jmmittees. The first is to consider tho site of the

xhibilion, and the necessary means of transport

;

le second will see after the general groupiog and
le classification of the exhibits

;
and tho third will

ndertake the finance. It is most probable that the

xhibition will not be held in the Champ de Mars,

d the choice will lie between the plateau of

onrbevoie and that part of the Bois de Boulogne

hich is nearest to Bagatelle. Tho latter, from

eing near the Seine, is likely to be the most

ivourable spot. The Senate has just authorised

[. Bardoux, lateMinisterof Fine Arts, to send in his

jport on the project of rebuilding the 0p6ra

omique. The work of strengthening tho rocks

hich support the “Temple de la Sybile,” and
Iso the brick bridge which loads to it, will shortly

6 comraencod
;
the temple is in the Buttes Chau-

lont. The Acad^mie des Beaux-Arts will assist

a a few days at the election of a painter to replace

he late M. Signol. The caudidatesare, alphabeti-

ally arranged, MM. Benjamin Constant, Joseph

llanc, Carolus Duran, Maillart, Olivier Merson.

To-morrow, the 27th insr., the inauguration of

he statue to the memory of the poet ThJodore de

lanville will take place in the Luxembourg Gardens,

'bis monument, which is close to the Medicis

fountain, is composed of a base with two steps, in

jfhe centre of which is a white marble cohimn sur-

mounted by a bust of the poet. The President

If the Republic has just nominated M. de Nolhac

AS Conservateur of the Museum at Versailles, in

llace of tho late M. Charles Gosselin. M. de Nolhac

Pias been connected with tbe National Museum, and

fconsulting Master at tbe Scole des Hautes Eiudes,

lie is also tbe author of several works on Renais-

iCance art. The works of the landscape painter,

t .he late Lepine, are on view in the Durand Ruel

fcalleries, Rue Lafitte. from November 28 to

December 17. An exhibition of the works of the

fcndscape-painter, M. Eugene Clary, is now being

held in tbe G. Petit Gallery, Rue Godot-de-Manroy.

We may mention amongst the exhibitions of

impressionist and symbolical pictures which have

lust been opened, the works of MM. Cheret,

li’iisaro, and Madame Jeanne Jacquemin.—-By
be decision of the Minister of Agriculture, M.

jcldouard Andr€, architect, has been elected Pro-

cessor of Architecture of the gardens of tbe Horti-

:;;ultural School at Versailles. The sculptor

iVdrion Gaudez has just gained the first prize in

!• he open competition for the capital of the State of

rndiana, U.S.A., for the execution of two large bas-

iteliefs, which are to be placed on the monument
iforamemorating the War of Secession. The bas-

reliefs, which are about 10 metres high and 7 wide,

.re to represent “ Peace ” and “ War.” A monu-
Inent has just been inaugurated in tho St. Lazare

uJemetery to the memory of the painter Cabanel.

K'bis monument, which is the combined work of the

Lrchitect, Formig^, and of the sculptor, Merri^,

:a8 exhibited at the Champs-Elysees Salon last

I pring. It represents a woman clothed in a light

tuff, standing with a palette in her left hand,

ilihilst with her right she places a flower on the

« ledestal on which stands the bust of the artist.—There will shortly be an inauguration at

Valence (DrOme) of tho statue of the Comte
de Montalivet, late Minister of Louis Philippe.

Along stone sarcophagus, dating from ihe early

part of the Christian era, has been found in the

courtyard of the Caserne Tirelet at Cbalons-sur-

Marne. M. Viette, Minister of Public Works,

has just ordered M. Delebecque, Engineer of

Roads and Bridges at Thonon, to survey

periodically the glacier of the t6te rousae, where

the torrent originates, which last July caused such

.havoc at St. Gervais, and deslroyed the etablisse-

ment there. The death, at the age of sixty-

seven, is announced of the painter Louis Ileyrault,

pupil of Paul Delaroche aud Picot. He made a

spiScialitfi of sporting and hunting pictures.—

Auguste Firaju, painter of portraits and religious

subjects, has just died at the age of seventy-six.

He was a pupil of Abel de Pujol. We have learnt

of the death of M. Louis Lottier, sea-painter. He
was a pupil of Gudin, and exhibited at tbe different

Salons from 1839 to 1888. His pictures wore

principally views in Egypt. Algeria, and Constanti-

nople. The death of M. Aroiand Pinel is also

announced. He was a pupil of MM. Sauvageot and

Roullet. The committee which bas been formed in

tbe Dauphinc lor the erection of a monument to

the Chevalier Bayard at Pontcharra, his native

town, has just decided on the design of the sculptor,

P. Ramband. He has represented^ Bayard on

horseback, in armour, and pointing with his sword

the road to Milanais.

MISCELLANEO US.

Private Bills and the Session of 1893.—

Amongst the Bills which, as it is announced, will be

deposited at tbs House of Commons Private Bill

Office, on or before the 2l8t of next month, are tbe

two following By the Channel Bridge and Rnl-

way Company, either alone or in conjunction with

the South-Eastern, and London, Cnatham, and

Dover Railways, and other companies, the Dover

Harbour Board, k.c., to carry on_ experimental

works for ascertaining and determining the practi-

cability of making and maintaining a bridge or

viaduct over the English Channel. By the South-

Eastern, aud London, Chatham, and Dover Com-

panies, for authority for amalgamation, under

such name as may bo sanctioned by Parliament,

either by the dissolution of each company and in-

corporation of the shareholders into one company,

or by dissolving the latter and constituting the

shareholders therein as shareholders in the South-

Eastern.

Robert Boyle & Son (Limited).—The seventh

annual general meeting of this company was held

at the City Terminus Hotel on the 16th inst., when

a dividend of 12^ per cent, was declared, free of

income-tax, for the year ending September last

after placing to reserve fund onc-sixth of the

profits earned, and carrying forward 1,386^. 4s. 9d

This makes the seventh dividend, 12^ per cent

being paid for the last three years, and 12 percent

for the previous years. Mr. Robert Boyle (chair

man and managing director), in moving the adop

tion of the report and accounts, which were unani

mously passed, in the course of his remarks, stated

that the orders and contracts secured during the

year, especially in Eogland, were considerably in

excess of those of the previous year, though that was

the most profitable year since the formation of tbe

Company. They had also at present in hand a

number of important contracts at home and abroad,

including the largest ventilating contract they had

ever received from the British Government, and

one of ei'jual magaituJe for the Spanish Govern-

ment. Though they had a registered capital of

120,000/., it had not been found necessary to call

it all up, and he did not think that that necessity

was ever likely to arise, as their reserve fund, to

which a sixth of the profits had been added each

year, was now represented by a substantial and

solid sum, and was a sure guarantee against all

ordinary contingencies. It was anticipated that

the dividend for the current year would balance the

subscribed capital of tbe Company, including tho

ordinary shares held by himself, when cent, per

cent, would have been paid.

The Glasgow and West of Scotland
Technical College.—The classes in architecture

at this College during the Saturday afternoons in

October were engaged sketching and measuring in

Glasgow Cathedral. During the present month in

connexion with the Building Construction classts,

the series of visits to works in progress is being

carried out. Visits have been paid to Queen Mary-

street and Dalmarnock-road new public schools,

where sixty students attended
;

while on the

19th inst. seventy students were present at tbe

visit to the new portion of the Victoria Infirmary.

The lecturer expressed tbe thanks of the students

to the architects for permission, and to the clerks

of works for their kindness in being present and

guiding them over the buildings.

Indicating the Level of Water in Reser-

voirs.—We hear that Mr. George Jennings, of

Lambeth Palace-road, has entered into a contract

with the Uxbridge Local Board for an installation i

of Jennings' and Brewer’s electrical indicating appa-
!

ratus and alarm bells between the engine-house and
,

reservoir, tbe Board having adopted tbe apparatus
j

on the recommendation of their Engineer, Mr.

W. L. Eves, A.R.LB.A. This apparatus, for which
Mr. Jennings was awarded a Bronze Modal {the

highest award in the class) at the Electrical Exhibi-

tion. Crystal Palace, and which was described and
illustrated in the Builder two or three years ago,

has recently been adopted by the Sherborne Local

Board between their reservoir and pumping-station.

Mr. Jennings has also lately fixed similar apparatus

for the Sutton-in-Ashfield Local Board, under the

direction of Mr. George Hodsoo, C.E., who re-

ported to the Board that the installation will be of

tbe greatest value in indicating and recording at

every moment throughout the year the exact

quantity of water in the reservoir.

Survetouship Appointment. —Mr. Moss Flower,

C. E.
,
has been appointed Surveyor and Sanitary

Inspector to the Portishead Local Board. Mr.
Flower continues his private practice in Bristol.

Coupling for Lightning-conductors. —Tbe.

patentee of this, mentioned in our Patents column
of last week, writes that theshort description given

there is not quite clear, and the latter part of it

would bo better put thus:—“Made in a single

piece (approximately of link form), and having
sockets at its upper and lower parts, the former
being screw-threaded to receive the top rod (or

elevation rod), the latter is of flattened and wedge
shape, for retaining the tape, which is secured to

the coupling by passing it through the socket, then
doubling the tape on itself, so that when the tape
is drawn back its end is jammed in tho socket,

and is effectually prevented from becoming de-

tached.”

MEETINGS.
Saturday, November 20.

ArtUte' Benevolent Fund. — Annual Dinner, Sir
Edward Clarke In the chair. Criterion, 7 p.m.

MOMDAY, November 2S.

Society of Arts {Cantor Lecturen)—Professor Vivian
B. Lewes on *' Tfle Generation of Light from Coal Gas."
II. 8 pm.

Tuesday. November 29.

hietitulion of Civil Fnyineers —Mr. .Toho Rtgby,
M.A., on " The Manufacture of Suiall Arms.” 8 p.m.

Builders' Clerks' Benevolent Imtuulion. — Special
General Meeting for tbe election of a pensioner. 7.30
p.m.
Sanitary Institute (Lectures for Sanitary Officers).

—

Professor A. Wynter Blyth on “Sanitary Laws and
Regulations Governing the Metropolis.” S p.m.

Wednesday, November 30.

Society of Ai-ts.—Mr James Douglas on “ The Coppeir
Rasomces of the United States.” 8 p.m.

Thursday, December i.

Society of Anfi^uaries.—8.30 p.m.

Friday, December 2.

Architectural AssocuitiOn.—'ii.T. John Brett on “Day-
light in the Dwelling-house.” 7.30 p.m.
Junior Engineering Society,— hit. Harry Fraser on

“Water-Tube Steam Boilers.” 8 p.m.

RECENT PATENTS:
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

18,010.—Drain traps: J. R. Anderson —Th\a inver*
tlon is designed to furnish an effectual means for testing

the efficiency of house-drains without materially inter-

fering with existing arrangements, provided that an
intercepting sewer trap of modern construction has-

been placed between the house-drains and the aewer^
such trap being usually built into a manhole or exami-
nation chamber. For this purpose the mouth of the;

trap is specially prepared for the purpose of stopping It,,

when required to be closed hermetically, by means of a
stopper of suitable construction, conveniently placed im
position, and at all limes ready for use. When the-

body of the trap is made of iron or glazed pottery
ware a gun-metal bush is fixed therein by cementing-
or otherwise, tbe bush being bored with a tapering
passage to receive a tapered gun-metal plug. In
order to test drains provided with such a trap and a
corresponding ping it is only necetsary to remove the
cover of the man-hole, lower the plug Into the month
of the trap, and fill up the drains and man-hole with
water to such a level as will ensore the whole system
of drains being thoroughly charged therewith. If the
level of the water Is then maintained, the drainage-
will be proved to be sound; if not, leakage will bc.-

detected at once.
19,106.— Coloured Stucco, &c.: D. TTard. — This

patent refers to an invention lor the making of coloured
stucco, coloured concrete blocks, and tiles, by mixing
colours with cement or lime (t.«.

,
stnccolne), which

when mixed with sand, or rubble, and water, and
allowed to dry, will form a hard, coloured substance,

giving a permanent colour to whatever the material is

used for, and as the colour permeates the whole sub-
stance it will last as long as the substance itself.

21,201.—Sash-fastener : IF. Diprow.—The object of

this invention Is the construction of a lock sash-

fastener, requiring a key to open it, and which it is

impoeslble to open from tbe outside. To the meeting,

rail of the inner sash is fitted a mortice lock, and in the

meeting rail of the outer sash a hole is formed for tbe
lock bolt. Fitted to or formed with the bolt of the lock
(which works horizontally) Is a screw, screwing Into a

screw-plate fitted in tbe lock mortice in tbe inner meet-
ing-rail, the end or bead of the screw extendingenllrely

or partially through the meeting-rail. The head of the
screw may be made of any form, so that a key may fit

on to it or into it, and by turning the key force the bolt

into the hole in the outer sash-meeting rail, thus locking
tbe sashes securely.
21,580.—Flushing Valves : W. Dauifceg.— This in-

vention relates to improvements In the valves known as
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‘ Spindle valves,” whicb are used In cisterns supplying
water to closets or urinals, or for other purposes where
an Intermittent supply of water is required. In the
construction of his improved valve the inventor em-
ploys a hollow spindle, which may he of any metal, but
nreferably a brass tube. This spindle ia made very
much longer than the solid spindle rods ordinarily
used. The length of the hollow spindle is such as to
bring its upper end above the highest point the water
in the cistern can ever reach, the usual height being
1 in. to 2 in. above the overilow of the cistern. The
hollow spindle Is also allowed to depend several Inches
below the seat of the valve, thereby gaining greater
steadiness and freedom from friction when the valve Is

operated. The spindle is left of unitonn bore through-
out, except at the top where it comes above the water,
at which point the extreme end of the spindle Is con-
tracted to a bore of about one sixteenth of an inch,
forming a sroall air vent betwren the flushing pipe
below the valve seat and the air above the water in the
cistern. 'I'he upper part of the spindle ia surmnunted
by a cap, which does not obstruct the action of the air
vent, and through the cap Is attacljed a ring of brass or
other metal.

17,576.—Water-closets : S. B. Dix.—This speciflea-
tinn describes improvements in flushing apparatus for
water-closets, consisting in the formation of a syphon
action by means of,— first, a plain, upright pipe ex-
tending from the bottom of a water box, or cistern, to
i it. above the top; two, a cylinder covering the said
pipe, and extending from about i in. above the bottom
of the box or cistern to about 1 lu. above the pipe, and
closed at the top

;
and three, a plunger working on the

outside of the pipe and inside of the cylinder, which
also clears or is raised above the top of the pipe, and
allows the water in the cistern to escape or syphon
down the pipe.

KKW APPLICATIONS FOB LETTERS PATENT.
November 7. — 20,1^6, F. Trier, Stone Dressing

IMacbinea.— 20,05f), H. Ford, Sliding and Swinging
Window Sashts and Frames.—20,065, H. Courtenay
Construction of Horticultural Buildings, &c — ’!) 06c’
A. Cooper, Removing Obstructions from Closet Trans'
Soil Pipes, Drains, &c. ’

.\yvember 8—20,072, T. Twyford, Syphon Flushing
Cisterns.—20.082, A. Gwatkin. Wall Papers —‘>0 101 D
Baron, Ventilaiori.—2n.l40, H Lske. Composition’ for
Covering Walls.

November 0—20,106, W. Snelgrove and F. Wright
Levelling Instrumeuta. —20,160, .1. Baiobridge, Chisels
and similar Tools, particularly In Securing them trt
their Handles.—20,175, .T. Hayward, Chimney and
^enulatlng Cowl.— -2o, 181, L. Harris and W. Parkin.
Dry Closets. — 20,217, A. Boult, Prevenliug Doora
Slamming.
Novemoer 10.-20.232, A. Allen, Traps for Water-

closets.—20,233, R. Ileiuhaus and F. Ditterman, Covers
for Seats of Water-dosets, &c— 20,-242, T. Bennett,
(range for lae when Cutting Toneued and G.-ooved
ijiiarda, Wooden Mouldings, *264, H. Conolly,

20,271, J. Lumley and T. Llnski'l,
Weather-proof Rtversible Sssh Window.—20 2S6 W’

|’'‘*®8-faced Tdes, Bricks, Mnildings, &c.—
J),^5. L. Junes and J. Lewis, Bricic-kilns.— 20.342, 0.Uufiniann, ^ entilating Buildings, &c.
A oremjirr 11.-20.357, T. Barber. T.ml and Holder for

Boring Angular Holes—20,380. J. Weeks. Joints for
.^wer, Drains Gas. and W'ater P'pes —20,381, J. Shanks,
Wa^r-closets, and W'ater-supply Apparatus f(jr same—
20,412, J Raye. Wedge Lucks, &c.—20,4U, P. Moreau,
\ ariegated Of \ eined Artificial S one and Imitations ofAatural -Marble.—20.427. W. Ingram, Ball Valves fop

'

Cisterns.— 20,441, .8. i H. p.ichin, Tiles.—20 442 E '

RasMiiler, Securing Door8.-20,14S, W. Horn, Metallic'
CetHngs or Walls.

-Vo!;em6er_ 12 -20,465. H Hinds, Frames of Turning
T>?

-^^“chiae for Making Cement
Pipes. .0,4sb, R. Tayler, C.mtrolling Combustion inrire-grntes— 23,500, E Bmdewald and A. Teinturier,
Sewer Gullies.-2u,50l, H. Leak, .Syphon Cisterns.

PROVISIONAL aPEOIFIOATIONS ACCEPTED.

17,081, T. Bennett, Mouldings.— 18,046, J. Parker
, Manufdctiinug jumery, dec.— 18.246, W. Smith, Coml
position for Making Bricks, Tiles, i£c-—ls,260 V

B’if' ’'“"‘'“E' «“>1 1- Snitl, Pigment,.-
18,371, B. Bloom and A Finkenstein, Xaila, .‘Screws, and

. Buttons.— I844i, l„ Payne, Sash-fasteners —18 700, T
' V'lited. Limited,

-IS 7fi7
^ Hughes, Fire-grates!

Bjlts, A'ails, Spikes, &c.—18,780,
fasteners—18.9S4, R. Gribbon, Pre!

1^0 no0 ®T
from Rattling or Shaking.-

19,00.) J Thomlinson, Xon-elll'jiescent White Cement
—19,116, J. Grolimiind,Planes.—19, i-„7 j. Sutton and J. Tnumpaon, Fire-pltce

,
Grates.—19 216, L. .Jenkinson, Circular-saws.—10

1

Bupdlngs for Military Purposes,’.
19,632, J. Crook, Sash-cord Grips or Fastenprs19 607, J. and A. Gray, Cutter-heads for GrooWng

It^nguing Boards.-19,6lS, C. Houghton, Windows:

.
COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCKITED.

(Open to Opposition for Two Months.)

‘Water-close
A,,.---8, .r. Bolding, Water-closets for Use In Rallw
Giiriages, &G.-46, R. Yorke, Earthenware Pipes.— 2,

{jr
^

‘ n/
,I^''fiPanDg. Fitting, and Laying Blocks 1

’w-tu-®'
0* W-nod or other Material.

5^'’ I' for Sewers and other Pipes,

Fr'e’eSi n-®’
Water and Gas Pipes fre

1 15 'r
Wlndow-aash Ftames.

18,-45, 1. Jones, Plaster fur Building Purposes.

J

SOME RECENT SALES OP FROPERTX

;

ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

(at Deptford):

18, 6ranvllle-rd., Lewisham, u.t. 70 vrs err s;

Ir'S’f.
’

r
’ *78 yi

'' o'S’ Carpenter :

1004., 8004., The Elms,’ High-st. and 4a 2r OiCoomb, mu ani I.. 2r 2,,p,
. ,33^ g.jSt

,
I., 1-,4(J14. , 3, Upper Coombe-st., f., r. 234.. 800

f.g.r. of 304., Coombe-rd., reversion la 82 yrs
, 840

f,g.r. of 204., reversion In 81 years, 6454
*‘'7 ®/-

I

8. Carlton.hlll, ;

rfl.. u t. 45 yr.., g r Mi 600(. ; Ko. 7, PincUey.rd., a
4/| Queen s-rd

, sold before auctii'n Bv C tb n Whi
39 to 46 Odd, Queen’s-roa-J. Notting-hiU nc 60 y« g
204., r 1404

, 1,0204.; 176. Str ud Green rd . nfc®
By Rogers. Chapman.Thomas

.

33, 8aville-sf .. Marylebone. u.t. 7 vrs e r i =

Hi? n’i
Ho P?im;;

By Deoenham, Teicson, <fe Co. • Jst of -ins
Kentish Towa-rd., u L 56 y.rs

,
g.r. 24. l?t.^ 2^1404, i g
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40J. 10»., Wrotbam-rd., u.t. 47 yrf., g.r. 8L lOs., 5S0Z, ’

if.r. ol 40i., Elm-rd., u.t. 59 yrs., g.r. 2^., TOOL
;

i.g.r. of

'i,, Falklaod-rd-, u.t. 70 yrs., g.r. 3L, 410L
;
i.g.r. of

r,;L, Alexandra-rd., Kilbutu, u.t. 70 yrs., g.r. If
,
420L;

||o. 240, Kentish Towu-rd., u.t. 65 yrs., g.r. 5a., r. lOOf

,

.4S0L ;
No, 244, u,t. 65 yrs., g.r. 12L, r. 90L, 1,050L

;

(15, Ashmore-rd.. TaddingtoD, u.t. |87 yrs., g.r., 7L,r.
!lL, 360i. ; 9, Sa, 9b, and 10, Tamplin Mews, u.t.

)') yrs., g.r. lOL, 326L
; 12, Stanley-ter., Kenaal-

L, u t. 68 yrs., g.r. 7L 10s., 250L
;

13 and
Stanley-ter., u.t. 89 yrs., g r. 16i

,
6O0L ; six

iilots of f. laud, St. Mary’a-toad, 'WaltoD-on-TuameB,
-iOL~By 0. A. Wilkinson <fc Son (at Reading) : 30 to
I'l, Friar-street, Reading, f., r. 821. IBs., 2,330L ; 23 and
W, Friar-street, f., r. C5( 4s., I,l40i

;
“Garrard House,"

iJierchants-pl
, 1, 1,410L : a plot of f. land, Garrard-st.,

lj.’ea 10,908 ft., 1,O09L
j

f. malthouse, area 5,400 ft.,r. 402

,

10802.

<}H0VKmbeB 16—By Messrs. Aldridge'. 27 and 29,

t

-'erndee-rd., Norwond, f., 8302.—By D. Young •. 123
id 125, Russell-rd , Wimbledon, u.t. 94yra., g r, 102.,

,J02. : 40, Bromfelde-rd., Claphain, u.t. 70 yrs., g.r.
i>. 10s., 2552 —By Jenkins & Sons : 6 to J3, The Parade,
iewlsham, u.t. 74 yrs.. g.r. 1502., r. 6602., 4,3002.—By
Jt W. Mann ie Son : 62 and 56, Crowndale-rd.

. Camden
iowD. u.t. 18 yrs.. g.r. 462., r. 1102., 6002. ; 1, King's-pl-,
ij.t. 67 yrs., g r. 42., r. 352., 2502.—By Copping A Biggs-.
j Klng-st., Cheapside, f., r. 3502., 8, 6502. ; Nos. 339 and
115, New Cross-rd., f., r. 1002., 1.7962. : 22, 24. and 26,
•Igh-st., Dr-ptford. i., r. 1602., 2,9702. ; 28 and 30, High-
4. f., r. 1242., 2 4852.

November 17.—By Bray, Young, de Co.

:

16, Martell-
l., Dulwich, u.t. 68 yrs., g.r. 62., 1502.—By Newbon cV

a.: 12, Svdney-rd., Hornsey, f, r. 282., 36u2 ; 85 and
I, Queensland-rd., Hnlioway, u t. 67 yrs., g.r. 72. lOs.,
>62 : 13, Grange-rd., Canonbury, u.t. 44 yrs., g.r. 62. 8 b.,

552.; 12, Sydney-st, Chelsea, u.t. 29 yrs., g r. 72., r.

)2., 6652.—By C. P. Whiteley : Two f. villas, Woodford-
1, Soaresbrook, 9402.; 190 and 192, Kennington Pk-
L, Kennington, f., r. 1002., 1,8502. ; f. manufactory,
.Ifle-ct

,
r. 462., 7602.

;
14 and 16, Stannary-st., f., 6802.

;

The Rifle Tavern," Kennington Pk.-rd., f. r. 722 ,

,4802.
; 192, Kennington Pk.-rd., c., r. 502

,
7252.; f.g.r.

1 1052. 128., Cige-Une, Plumstcad, reversion In 93 yrs.,
3952. ; f g.r. of 922

,
Tewson-rd

,
ditto In 03 yrs., 1,9802.

;

g r, of 412. 14s., ditto in 93 yrs., 9002.—By U. J Bliss
: Sons: 35, Abbey-st., Bithnal Green, f., 6002.; 9,
.bbey-st., f., 3202. ; 1, Old Ford-rd., c., r. 902., 1,6202.;
.g.r., 122.. Cambrldge-rd., reversion In 14 yrs, 6002.-
g.r. of 362., ditto In 15 yrs.. 1,7002

;
c g.r. of 92., ditto

1 20 yrs., 4'.02
; 162 and 168, Cambrldge-rd,, c., r. 682.,

502. ; 11, Chester-pl, f., r. 202., 2652. : 31, Clarendon-st.,
Imlico, a.t. 41 yrs., g.r. 102, r. 402,, 2362.

; 59, Frith
'ille-gardens, Sliepherd's Bush, u t. 84 yrs., g r. 82., r.

12., 3102. ; 20, Adalson-ter.. u t. 12 yrs., g.r. 402., r. 702
502. : f.e.r. of 802 ,

Black Eagle-st., Spitalfields, rever-
on iu 62 years, 2,3602. ;

f.g.r. of 262
,
Bridport-cottsgei,

dmonton, reversion in 42 yrs., 6552.
; f.g r. of 102.,

C. Stephen’a-rd., Bow, reversion in 67 yrs., 2502. ; 18 to
5 even, Shaftesbury-rd., Hornaey-rise, u.t. 70 yrs,, g.r.
)2

,
r. 1982., 1,6002. ; 20, Christie-rd.. Hackney, u.t 52

rs
, g r. 42. IOj., r. 282., 2052.

; 19, Boale-pl.. Old Ford,
,
3002.

’

NOVEMBER 18.—By IT. B. HaUett

:

No. 50, Hoxton-
1-, f

,
r 382., 6762 ; No. 48, Hoxton-sq., and 6, Rufus-st,,

,
1,2152.—By Reynolds (SsL'ason

:

19, Lowden-rd.
,
Brixton,

t. 74 yrs.. g.r. 42. lOs.. 1762.—By Baker Sons: F.g.r.
.242. 104.,Thorn-ter .Mitcham, reversioninS? yrs., 4402.;
g.r. of 212 10b., ditto In 88 yrs., 4762.; fg.r. of
12. 10s

,
Willow View, reversion in 88 yrs., 6702.

;
25 to

1 odd, Denmark-st.. Camberwell, u t. 19 yrs., g.r.
12., 8502 ; 37 to 43 odd, Denmark-st., u.t. 20 yrs,, g.r.
i2., 6302 ; 32 to 38 evon, Cloudesley-rd., Islington, u t
.
yn.

; Nos. 13, 14, 16, 19, and 21. Cloudesley-pl, u t.

I yrs-, g.r. 602. ; and i.g.r. of 362. a year, 1,4002.
;
proflt

Dtal of 1432, secured upon 25, Wormwood-st., Old
:oad-8t., u.t. IS yrs., 9602.

{Contractions used in these 2m2«.—F.g.r. for freehold
ound-rent ; l.g r. for leasehold ground-rent

; i.g.r. for
ipruvsd ground-rent

;
g.r. for ground-rent

;
r. for rent

:

for freehold ; c. for copyhold : 1. for leasehold
; e.r.

>r estimated rental; u.t. for unexpired term
;
p.a for

ar annum
;
yrs. for years

; st. for street
;
rd. for road

;

;. for square ; pi. for place
; ter. for terrace

; cres. lor
ascent

; yd. for yard, &c.]

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.

FMOhMl-t. ;.0.

E.L.. load B210,0

>4nola.U.8.fi.cu. S/4

•h, O&uada load S 10/0

ilrcti, do. ....... S/S.'O

him. do 8/10.0

QIt, DaoUlc, Ao. l/lOiO

tak, do S/9/0

e Canada 1/10/0

)b>«, Caaada rad 8/10/0 SIO/O
'Do, yellow ... 8/10,0

lath.D'uUile.fatb B/e<0

St. Veterebort 8,0 0

,eaU, Finland
ktnd*latttdl00 7/10,0 8/10,0

' Da. 4th * Srd . ,
7/0/li

: Do. Riga 8/10 0

. Bt. Feteraburg,
» latyeUow ..10/10,0 14/10/0

’Do. ZudyaUow 8/0/1 8/10/0

Do. wbiU .... //9/e 8.19/0

>iBwedlih ...... 7/11/0 IS/S/I

. White Bea .... 6/0/0 lT/0/0

i.Oanada.Pinelit 80/0/0 86/10/0

I Do. do. 8ud.... 14.a0/0 16/0/0

> Do. do. 8rd, kt. 7/10/0 10/0/0

I Do. Bpraee. let 810/0 11/0 0

Da. trd i

//O/O

Sod 810 0

•New Bruneirich 619,0
sattene, allkinda t/10/9 16 100
iloorlng Bearda,
aq.. 1 in. prep.
lat 0'8/fl 014 0

:Do. Snd 0/7/0 910,0
• Otfaar qualltlaa 0/8 0 0 7/6

dar. Onba ..ft /34 Hi
iHonduraa, Bo. lH 24

(lahogany, Cnba. 241 Iti

Bt, Domingo.
cargo av /4 t/0

i Mauoao do. da 24 26

Tobaieo da. do /4{ f7
' Boadurat do.. /5 /6)

•K, Turkey ton 4/0,0 18/0/0

>M. Klo 10/0,0 ao/0/0

. Bahia ..... .. 9 0 0 IRO'O
Us. St Do-
mlnro ...ft 0'0 7 01/8

>Parta aico .... 0/0/7 8/1/6

9/0/0

6
'

8/e 610,0

MBTAU.
I»oi—Mg, in Scot-
land ton 1/1/51
Bar, Welch, In
London BA 7/8

Do. do. at works
InWalec B/7/1 BAO/0

Do. StalTordehl^,
in Loudon ....

Oomn —British,
eake and lugol 60 10 0 61/0 0
Beetielected .. 61,0/0 52 0/t
Bheeta,itrcmg,. 69/0/0 O'O/O

Lean- pig.
6pnniih....ton 10,28 10/39
Kngllsh, eom.

10,7,8 lO/lO/O
Bbsat, EagUeh.
8 lbs. per sq. ft
and upwards .. 13,10/1

„P‘P« 120/S
Z I « 0 — English
•heet ton 22 15 0 9,'0,0
VieiUe Uon.
tague 23 B fl 0 0,0

Tl»—Straits 94 2/6 84 12/8
Anstralinn 84 17/6 85 "ft
English Ingots. 87'0 0 87 If 0

0 0 0

OILS.

Linseed ......ton I8'10,0 18/12
Cocoanut, Cochin 86,10.0 0 0/
Do. Ceylon 24'0/0

Palm, Lagos .... 25,0/0
Bai>eeeed, English

pale 24'15 0

Do. brown 23 6.

0

Cotconseod reL.. 17/16.0
Oleine 20/10/0
Lubricating, U.S. 4/0/8
Do. reined B/1020 IS/io
Ten— Btookholm

barrel 8/176 0/18.6
Archangel .... 0A3/t

0.0 0

25,10/0

0/0,0

0/0.'8

81/0/0

B/0,0

0/0/0

TENDERS.
[Communications for Insertion under this beading

should be addressed to “The Editor," and must reach
us no( later than 12 noon on Thursdays.]

ACCRINGTON.—For forming ro.ids Buck Victoria, Biebmond,
lill-atreet", Ac., for the Town Coutull. Mr, W. J. Newton C.E..
’own-ball. Aco Ington. Quantities by Engineer
Geo, Cuulilfe A Son, Accrington (accep<«d at achcdule of iirices).

J. A yV. Wylde.
Geo. Adams, Church <uiie street only).

BARNJLE'Y.—For alterations and rebuilding of bueioess
preiuises, for Metsia. Newmau. Missrr. Wade A Tunier, aichl-
tecU, Barnsley :

—

Foator Bros. A Wright, Baruslcv- £1,140 0 0

BEVERLEY (Yorks).—For heating the extcniion of thi

loSrraaiy of the Bast itidlng County Luuatiu Asylum. Mr.
IJtauinont, C.E., County Surveyor
Baird, Thumpjoii. A 1 J. H. Pickup A Co... £185
Co £494 9 " ' •-

Jeakfs A Co 427 17
Perkins.A Sons 34-5 0
Iladen A Son
Went-

1U7 0 '

J. C. A J.

Wood A Co
Taylor
J, King, Limited.... i!» lu u
Wright A Sou . . . , 179 0 0
News u 111, Wood,
Dyson. A Co IG6 13 10

Alfred

0 0
0 0

E. Appleton
King A Co...
J. Malluieon

BDCKINQHA5I -For laying .and jo ntiiig about six miles of iron

lion. Mr. Baldwin Latlisiu, engineer. 111. Victorli-t-eet, West-
minster. Qim.tlti a by Messrs. Hoveuden A Barber. 30, BUbuptgate-
street Without. E.C. :—
Currall, Lewip, A [.Tames T. Wingrove £5.539 0 0
Martin £5,807 13 5 I Ileury Uill, M.ideii-

George Bell 6,1157 0 0 I head* 5.149 14 0
B. CojkeACe 5,l560 0 Oj •Accepted.

C4L9T0CK (Cornwall),— For the erection of clase roonis, DoU-
vare-road, aud Gunnis’iike Mixed Schools, for tbe School Board.
Ur. H. J. Snell, architect, Courteuey-atreet. Plymouth :—

Delaware Gunnislake
Room. Room.

Isaac Roickilly £42.) 0 0 £525 0 0
W. H. Higmau, Tavistock .... 414 12 6 44110 0*
Cock A Symons, Guuuislake .. 291 10 0*

• Accepted.

CARDIFF.—For erecting new stenm hikery end etabtlng at
Hocnilly-crfecen', for Mr. Lewie Ellis. Mesare. VrallASaut. archi-
ttcU, Cardiff. Quantitiej supid-ed ;

—

Latbey ACo £S79 I E. Gibbs* £627
W. Symonds 649

1 "Accepted.
(All of Cardiff.l

CORNHILL-ON-TWFBD.— /Accepted for the erection of a chapel,
f r the Piiiuitivo Mothudists. Mr. G. Reavell, Jun., architect
Aluw'ck ;—

n. Elliott A Sons, Betwick-on-T\ve«l (whole tender). ... £340

COW3KIDGE (Glimorganehire),—Accepted f»r additions to tl

•• Crown A Anchor." far Me-srs. W. W. Nell A Co., Limitril. Messi
Veall A Sant. archit-ctJ, Canllfl':—

John Hopkins A Soo. Cowbridge £188 0 0

ECCLE8.—For works in connexion with lovrerlog, Ac.. Barton-
lane. Mr. Arthur C. Turley, Bnrough Surveyor, Town-hall, Ecclav.
Quantifies by the Borough Surveyor :—
C. J. Wills £1.648 9 1

[

C. Braddock £1.144 8 0
W. H. Pickln I,li2!l 18 6 I Snape « Son 1,135 1) (I

Hayes Bros 1,335 19 U
|
R ibt. Louias, Eccles* },0 d8 7 8

• Accepted.

KNPIELD.—For the erection of two coltagcs at Browniog-rosd,
Enfi-ild, exclusive of plnmber'i, and milth’s work, for Ur. J. Wiggelt.
Mr. Alfred Buwyer. architect. E ifl-ld ;—
Paltuau £665 I P.irker* £407
Gibson 602 j

• Accepted.

ENFIELD,—For the erection of a pair of cottages in Brown lug-road
(exclusive of plumber’s sud smith’s work), for Mr. H. Collins. Mi.
Alfred Bowyer. architect. Enfield ;

—
I'stmau £600

|

Parker* £489
Ulbsuu 633

I

* Accepieii.

ENFIELD.—For the erection of airall villa rc-sideuce, Lavender-
hill, for Ur. C. Aodersou. Sir. Alfred Bowyer, architect, Eiidold;

—

Hunt £445 I
Packi-r £367

Ulfison 370|sajei* 285
Patiuau 370

I
• Accepted.

ENFIELD.—Acceptel fur addltious to •’ Tlie ShruWmrv,’’ Chas-
aide, for Mr. A. C- Woottuu. Mr. Alficd Buwyer, lu-chitec
Eutleid:

—

Garrard £270 0 0

GREAT YAEJIOUTH.—For add-tiops to the “Anchor and
Hope" Hotel, Gorlestim Pier, fur Me.sars. Lacou A Co. Mca.srs.
Bottle A Ollcy. architect.-!. Great Yarin- nth :—
J. Leggett £1,645 OIJ. W. C ickTill A Po.,
J.Raud 1 602 10 Goriest pii (aceepfeil)

, £1,4.")3 13
R. Eostoe 1,455 0 |

T, Howcs(withdrawii). . 1,429 0

HEREFORD.—For bnilding cabimt works and show-rooms in
We.t street, Horefor l. for Messrs. Grecnlaud A Sou. Mr. W. W.
Hobimou, architect, Hereford
Taylor £1,160 0 I Welsh £9!l0 0
Auorews A Rudge 1,100 0 Lloyd 876 17
Beavan A Hodge.s 1 075 0

|

Davies (accepted) 8d9 0
[All if Hereford ]

HOB8ELL (Surrev).—Accepted for a gardener’s cottage at Gun
ner-laah. Horsdl, f jr Ur, K. W. W ilkius. u. Mr, R, Ciainp, archi
tect, Woking:—

Gay Bros.. KaapUill £206 0 0

I3YCOED.—For the erection of masters house at Isycoed
Schoula. Wrexhsm. Messrs. La>h A Gaut, architect, Wrexham :

—

W. K. Samuel £380 I E. Bradshaw £290
J. Shine 350

|
8. Moss 280

KING'S LYNN For erecting p
ihe W.st Norolk aud Lynn Hosp
Market-siiuare. King’s Lynn ;

—

Bardell Bros £558 0 I Jarvis A Melton £4.58 0
W. H. Brown 547 0 Read A Wildbur 4.52 10
It Dye 6’20 0 |

K. W. Faye'S (accepted) 435 0

All of King’s Lynn*

LLANDILO.—For the erection of 1

dences fur Dr. Lloyd and Dr. Murgau. 1

L'andilo:

—

Thomas Brothers £2,350 ! Alfred Meredith, Nev
Price A Deakins 2,075

|
bridgt-on-Wye

• Accepted.

LLANDILO.—For alterationa and additions ta No. 30. New-road>
Llaoflilo, for Messri. D. E. Wibluns A Co. Mr. David Jenkins,
architect, Llandllo :

—

£430
I

Thomss Brothers
435

I
Even June.', Liiuyeter*

Accepted.

LONDON.—For piving with granite setts the carr'agewsys of
Diiuciu-street, Romsii-road, and Beroers-road. fur the Vestry of St.
Maty. Islington, Mr. J. Patten Barbsr, Suivajor, Vestry Otflees,
Upper-street. Islington. N. :

—
G.O. Rutty £1,2:« 0 0 I Wm. Griffiths £1,154 12 9
J.MowleuiACo 1.216 9 7 T. Adams 1,1112 10 6
Woodham, Fry, A

|

Jacob Blgis. Hock-
Fry 1,131 2 0

1
ley, Birmingham* 1,000 10 9

LONDON.—For ma'klog catriage-w.iy, Ardllnun-road, Highbury,
N.. for the St. Mary Vestry, Isliuatnn. Mr. J.Patieu Barber, Sur-
veyor, Vestry Hall, Upper-.street, Islington, N. :

—

MowlernACo £199 6 0 I Thus. Adams £167 14 6
F. A. Jackson A Sou 185 0 O F. French. Llviryool-“ ... ...

166 10 0WlQ. Walker
Wm. GiiintliB.

LONDON.—For the extension of i

and enclosures, Ourge Yard, White
District Board of Workn Mr. Williai
Board, 16. Great Alle-street. E
46. Feuchurch-stree-, E.C. :—
Jf. Caliiau A 0-> £2,03R I J. Ou'hwail
Juo. Gieeuwood 1.947 I

W Oladdini
P. AF. J. Wood 1.921

1
A-hby A-Ho

.Ta». Morter 1,791
j

*. Eaton A
J- Perry A Co '

Geo. Limu A3ou

destrnctoT apparatus
for the Wbliechapel

am Da-nivcere, Surveyor to ihe
lUtities by Mr. Herbert 0. Ellis,

Thus. Litt

Iron leork.

LONDON.—For erecting n‘w city chambers. 120, 121. atrd 122,
Bishoysgate-stree'. wpiiin, Mr, H. Alex Pelly, srchlte;t, 23.4,

Giesham llnuse. E.C. Qtiaiitllies prepared h/ Mr. James Buroett, 90.
Cauuoii-jtiect, E.C. :

—

Granite P.rtlaiid Eitrafor
Dr'Hsingj. Stone. I'ar'ltlnns,

Clarke A Braccy £2il,!W7 £20,517 £1.098
MowleiiiACo 20.6911 19 890 821
t’uhlUACo 20.112 19, 469 736
Grover A Son 19,934 19.434 850
Bi waters A Sods 19,8ti2 19,362 839
Hr Hand A HaniieU 19,005 19.060 772
Hall. Red-ill, ACo 16.200 18.700 780
Asilby A Hurner I'.i.OiiO 18.530 780
Cr.llsASooa 18,795 765
Patman A Fotieriogham.. 1S..'<61 18,061 740

LONDON.—j’or constructing new sewers in Bt. Pancras:
Meckleur.urg-itrect

Little Racdolpb- and
Klreet. Hnithoote-street.

J. Dixon £:i.;;9H 8 0 £’J.379 14 0
J. MuwlcinACo 2.517 0 0 l.iVJt o 0
K. CuukcACo 2,098 0 0 1,744 0 0
J. Ntave 1.783 0 0 l,i 49 0 0
T. Artaioa 1,666 0 0 1.598 0 0
C. W. KiBiogbai-k A Co. .. 1,650 0 0* 1,550 0 0*

Accept !d.

LONDON.—Accepted for a’teratiDDS, rccairs, rfecor.vtlans, Ac., to
60. New Brovd-sirect, E.n.. iimler the suirerinteudeuce of Ur. Herbert
Riches, architect, 3, Crooked-laue, E.C. :

—

Thos. Osborn A Sons. 73. Lower Thainei-street .. .. £175 10 0

LONDON.-Accepfed fur
H.gh-street, Hime.ton :-

W. Hewitt, Cbiswi-l!-rtr

•ebullding part of a now warelious

t, E.C £541 1-2 0
[No comjietitirm.J

LONDON.—For alterations to Ward* 3 and 4, the luttrinsi
'*

'7, fur the Hackney Uumii Guardlaos. Mr. W. .

I aud surveyor, Cuiou Offices. High-street, HomtFinch, ar
too, N.E.
O. Wales £12.5 I ShelBeKl Bros., 153. Church-

.. 121 I .street, t-toke Nrwliigtou*. . £87
. lift) II. Wall A Cu 79

LONDON.-For reccDstrncting a pertirm of the Irongate Fewer
for the Loudon County Council. Mr, A, R. Bliinli-, Engineer:—
Tbos. Adsms £26,141 I Williams, Sou. A Walling-
K AW. lies v.5,00'l

I

ton £17,925
James Dixon 17,98tl

I
John Mowlem A Co 16.812

I
Referred to Main Drainage Committee for eousideratlon.]

'*
Fred Cawond, Otley
/riiiiers-SaxIon A Webster, Yeadou .

/Vnmicr-Oeo'ke Farrand, Otley
P/n«crcrs-.r. A W. Chatf-r. Otley ...
8/afer—Walter Walker. Otley

PENYOELLI.—For the erection cf Btptist Cbircl a
Wrexham. Ues.srs. Lash A GsLt, archite-t<, Wrexham:
Sainnel Mess £790 0 0

j

John UarrUuu, C e
Watktn Jones 685 12 u| poeth*
PuMhesAOwen 683 18 9|f7«thJoBcs
Ph.lip Jones OJO 10 ul ‘Acceptoi

THOBNBtIRY (Oloucesterrhire) —Fur providing aud iiyiiigcist-
on wa'er main (109 yards), Ac,, lor Ihe Kiinit Sanitary eutJiorit*.

Mr. F. ,T. Williams, Suivcyur. Cliapcl-.streot, Thornbury, Gluuctsier-

G, Pady £200 0 Oil — Bellick £45 0 0
Golstoii 60 0 0

I

G, Hyuies, Tliuru-
. ..1 Organ 54 0 0 I bury* 44 q (j ;

C. Sewell 50 0 0 I
• Accepted.

[Surveyor’s estimate, £56.]

TOTTENHAM.—For building hall and rtass-ronrae, High-raacl
South Tolteubam, for Ur Flood. Mr John E. Firmer, architect'
Bridge Uoute. South Tottenham. Quantitioi not supplied :

’
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r the erection and completion o( church
1, WftlUiftiijstiiv, for the Trustee* of the

(’uif^ Metbwiiat Free Churches. Mr. J. Willituiis Duuford, atchi

Uctand eurreyor, lOO-.’, Quteu Victotla-rtreet, le^doD,
^

John Allen & Bona
A. O. Barton
W. Marriage
L. H. Lipst'oiuh

O. H. Martin & Co
W. Tout
W. Watliogi Son
A. Marlin
Sol.leo Hipwell
Bilward Good
F. J. Coxtead, Lejtonstone'
A. Bruwu & Co

• Accepted, i

Buildings.
...£5.yil5 .

... 3.987 .

2.313
2,312

ludibg tacings.

WALTHAMSTOW.—For alterations, 4c., at "Tlie Chequers"
Tavein, Walthaaistow. for Mesars. Tooriie Bros. Messrs. Lee 4
Pain, architecta ;

—

Dealing 4 Son £933 I W. Shurmur £792
Puller 870

I

W.AN8TEAO,—Accepted for stabling, 4c. Mr. Herbert Elehes,

architect. 3, CriKikcd-lau". E.C. •

Thus. Osborn 4 Sons. Woodford. Basex £683 0 0
[Lowestof four Teudeis received,]

WOKING.—Accepted for additions to "Holly Bank," St. John’s,

for Btv. A. B. Goul- CD. Mr. R. Clamp, architect. Woking
A. A. Gale, Wckiug £198 0 0

WOKING.—For huililing lusineas premircs in the Chertiey-road,

for Merars. Saul Brts. Mr. Robert Claiup. architect. Wokiog.
Quantities by Mr. Edmund Overall, Rugby L’hainbere, Great Jaiuea-

stieet. Beaford-tci», W.C. :

—

W. H. Gsze £2.128 I Jas. Hanis 4 Bon £1,695
Wbestley 4 Sons 1,988 I H. Ingram 1.679

£. Buckingham 4 Sou. ... 1,8S0 I A A. Gale, Woking*... .. . 1,623
• Accepted.

WOKING.—F. r building a new club f r the w„kliig Libaial Club
Building Company, Liniite l. Ur. R, Clamp, architfct, Woking :

—

A. A. Osle £1,065 0
|
C. F.field £830 10

H- Ingram 915 0 I W. I. Butt, Woking* .. .. 7!5 0
W. B. R.aks 800 0| ‘Accepted.

WRFXHAM.—For new shoji-frnDt at No. 2. High-street. Wrex-
ham, for iMr. Wihiaui Beale. Messrs. Lssh 4 OaUt, architects,
Wrexham :

—

Sue 4 Co £108 35 I B. Owen, Wrexham' £8S 0
Dhi'isBrcS.. 92 6| ‘Accepted.
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. for Preterring the FUtes unfolded, 2a. 84. ; by poet, Sh,
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HOWARDS SONS
Manufacturers & Contractors.

r

3d. PER FOOT,
IN OAK.

25, 26, 27, BERNERS STREET, W.
Factories: Cleveland Works, W.
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(too late for this week).

All statements of tacts, lists of Undere, 4c., must be accoini»iii,oi
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T

hs responsibility of elgned articles, and paperi read u
public meetings, reste, of course, with the authors.
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Letters or eommnnlcatione (bey ond mere newi-items) which havl

been duplicated for ether jouruaJs, are NOT DBSIBED.
All commnnicatione regarding literary and artistic matters shoulK

be addreised to THE EDITOR
; all comcnunlcatlone relating A,advertisements and ether exclusively business matters ehould bu

addreseed to THB PUBLISHER, and not to the Editor.

THE BATH STONE FIRMS, Ltd;
BATH,

JOB ALT. THB PROVED KIHD3 OF
HATH STONE.

FLUATB, for Hardening and Preserving
;

Caloareona Stones and Marbles.

THM OHBLTNOE
iTONll.

SOenTINO FKEEBTONB.
The iton* from tkM* ouctIi

ii kaown m the "WMthi
Bddi," utd li Ff • T«r
eryeUlliii* nstny^ axU ui
doabtadlj on« of thi bm
dorablo atonn in Bnglud.

THB f la of tha aame oiratalUn

B&AMBLEDITOH <
Ohelynah Stona

am/Mtrin } ^ textaia, and mori
"kUrtal. ^ initablafor finamonldad woili

Prices, and every informatioB giyeB, oi

application to OHABLBS TRA8K A SON8
Doulting, Shepton Mallet.

London A^nt^Mp. B. A. WILLIAMS,
16, Oraven*atreet, Strand, W.O. [Adtb

HAM HILL STONB.
The attention of Axohiteota ie epeoially

invited to the dnrability and beantifnl ooiiouiri

of this material. Quarries well opened. Quick i

despatoh guaranteed. Stonework delivered!
and hzed complete. Samples and eetimateefree.!
AddresB.The Ham Hill Stone Oo., Norton, Stoke
under*H^m, Somerset. London Agent: Mr. B.A
Williams, 16, Oraven-st., Strand, W.O» [Adw,

CHAIGLEITH STONE.
UITBQUALLBD for StsiroMM, Btepa, And Ludingi,

aapeciaily for Fnblio Bnildinga with great wears
VERY HARD, and yRVBR WEARS BLIPPgRYs

SOLE AGENTS for England,

J. ft A. CBEW, Comberland Market, London, N.W.

Aaphalte.—The Beyssel and Metallic Lava
Asphalte Company (Mr. H. Glenn), Office, 42,

Poultry,H.O.-The best and cheapest materials fer
damp ooursea, railway arches, warehouse fiooiu,

fiat roofs, stables, cow-sheds, and milk-rooms,
granaries, tun-irooms, and terraces. Asphalts
Oontraotors to the Forth Bridge Oo, [Advt,

QUANTITIES, &c., LITHOGRAPHED
accurately and with despatch.

MHTCHIM A SON, 20, Parliament-st., S.W.
"QUANTITY SURVEYORS’ TABLES AND DIARY.*
For 1863, price 6d. poetTd. In le.ither 1,- Post I /I. [Astt,

SFB.AGUH & CO.,

LITHOGRAPHERS AND PRINTERS,
Estate Plans and Particulars of Sale promptly

executed.

4 & 5, East Harding St. Fetter-lane, E.C. [Advt.

IKT
HOSPITAL,
ASYLUM,
SCHOOL.

ARCHITECTS should see our “ PRESTO ” (Patent) Self.

Acting Cloeet Seat eud Cistern. A fliuh Is kbeolutely secured

whenever Closet ii need, either In the ordinary way, or lor ilups or

There Is no awkwsjd or complicated muchinery. It looks like am
ordinary Pedestal ClOMt Seat. It cm be adapted to couimoa
hoppers, or the most elaborate Pedestal Closet One observer says :

—"It works like magic," It ii entirely new, imd unique In its

simplicity.

It can be seen at eur Offices,

MANSION,
COTTAOBs
HOISL.

JOYiw Kr7owZa£:s co. MANUFACTURERS.^pots at Star Wharf, Regent's Canal, King’s Road, St. Pancras, N.W.
;
Midland Railway Goods Stations, St Pancras and Child's HiU andOncklewood; London and North-Western Railway Goods Station, Old Ford, Bow, K.; North London Cway Good^ sSuon^Ham “ersmRh Sd

Chiswick, W.
,
London and South-Western Railway Station, Twickenham

Good, delivered by Van. lb -Mes.^t^ban 30 owt. to .ny^part^ol 0.eer. promptly exeouted.
Works. Wooden Box Barton-on-Trent Sheffield office

!. ^potJ5, Green Lane. Kottingham Office: Brougham Chamber., Wheeler Gtt..
Chief London Office: 38, KING’S ROAD, ST. PANCRAS NW.I-rmc lddr...«.-loud» Offic. ..,OHB KNOWLES, WOODVILLE.- Loldw, i;i.phd„ Be, ,«7.
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The Ruined Cities of Mashonalcmd,

HE more aTcha3olo-

gical research is ex-

tended, the more

matter seems to pre-

sent itself for illus-

tration and specula-

tion. Even in the

comparatively beaten

tracks of Egyptian

and Greek architec-

ire we are now discovering that there is

luch left still to he discovered, and that our

ossible knowledge is by no means as yet

omplete
;
and outside of this region of archi-

jeture properly so called the world is from

me to time being surprised by the discovery

f the remains of ruder monuments of build-

ig—remains which have been unnoticed for

undreds if not thousands of years, over-

rown by and nearly concealed in vegetation,

7hich have been passed over by incurious

ncivilised inhabitants of the district with

ut notice, as if they were mere incidents of

ature, or only turned to account occasionally

s places from which squared stones can con-

eniently be obtained when wanted, but

7hich are now attracting the attention

if cultivated explorers, to whom they

.fford a new field for observation and

‘lonjecture. We are learning to recog-

nise, apart from the architecture in

|yhich column and architrave are the im-

bortant features, the existence in different

barts of the world of remains of buildings

Ivhich, while uncouth in plau and nearly

devoid of architectural expression, were in

iiheir day great works of engineering, carried

)ut with immense labour and some degree of

likill, at all events the practical skill of

Inaking solid monumental masonry, and

which give striking evidence of times when

:he main object in building was to provide a

latronghold against attack
;
when those who

lhad the leisure to carry out works which

must have occupied a long time in execution,

lind during the execution of which they must

have been comparatively unmolested, never-

theless used every means to provide against

I attacks from which they never could feel safe,

and to render access to the stronghold as

impregnable egainst defence from within as

their primitive ingenuity could render it.

Remains of this class have a mysterious and

almost provoking interest in the fact that it

is in most cases almost impossible to date

them with any approach to certainty. They

present no architectural features by which

their historic relation to other and tolerably

well-dated styles can be assumed with pro-

bability, but on the other hand they often

present remarkable and unexpected resem-

blances to remains of almost equally uncouth

character in far-distant regions.

This latter consideration is suggested by

the comparison of the plan of the great

Zimbabwe in Mashonaland, given in Mr.

Bent’s book,* with that of the Niiragh in

Sardinia given by MM. Perrot and Chipiez,

and reproduced in the Builder of July 19,

1890 (page 41). This latter no doubt has

a more business-like look of fortification

about it, with its round towers interposed

at intervals along the walls, but it is impos-

sible not to recognise a family resemblance

between the two plans in their irregular

vival of the original symbolical form, retained

either with or without any reference to its

original symbolism, and developed into a tower

of defence. The differences between the two
plans, the obvious progress towards a more
rational and regular plan in the Sardinian

structure, point to the same conclusion.

Every approach towards regularity in setting

out a plan is an index of a higher civilisation/

Thus the remains of the Mexican cities and
temples, laid out mostly on a rectangular

scheme, indicate a much higher civilisation

than the Sardinian plan, while the latter

again is in advance of the Zimbabwe plan.

The date of the Mexican remains is of course

to be considered quite separately
;

but the

geographical relation between Sardinia and
Africa is closer, and we may imagine that

in these Mashonaland ruins we have the re-

mains of a very ancient semi-barbarous people,

one of many kindred tribes migrating

slowly about the vast continent of Africa

for many centuries, and that in the

oval shape, in the long narrow passages and !
Sardinian remains we have one of the

the jumble of plau-liues in the interior, and

in the presence within the walls, in both cases,

of a circular conical turret. The important

difference is that in the Zimbabwe plan the

conical turret is solid and is placed at the side

of the enclosure, while in the Sardinian plan

it is a habitable tower of defence and is near

the centre and forms the culmination of

plan. In the African example the conical

tower or turret, of which (by the permission

of the publishers) a view is given (fig. 1),

is probably of a ritualistic or symbolical

signification, and it differs in method of con-

struction in one sense, for Mr. Bent informs

us that the slope is fowned by setting back

each course from the one below it (the

reverse of corbelling), so as to leave the face

in a series of small steps, while according to

Messrs. Perrot and Chipiez (who however are

not always very accurate observers) the walls

of the Sardinian .tower are built iu a regu-

larly formed batter. The difference between

the two, in this and other respects, would

lead us to the conclusion that the Sardinian

example was of much later date, and that the

presence of the conical tower there is the sur-

* The Buined Cities of MaelioDaland, being a Becord

of Excavation and Exploration in 1891. By .1. Theodore

Bent, F S.A., F.B G.3. With a Chapter on the Orienta-

tion and Mensuration of the Temple?, by B. M. W.
Sxrao. London : Longmans, Green, <& Co. 1892.

examples of what this primitive style of

building was by slow degrees transformed

into among some of the tribes which belonged

or had migrated to the northern regions of

the African continent, and thence to Sar-

dinia. \Ve are not of course suggesting any
direct connexion between regions so far opart

as Sardinia and Mashonaland, but only that

the ruins in the latter place are probably but

a local example of a type of "work which
might have spread over a great portion of

Africa, and of which many other remains

may be found if looked for,

As to the possibility of a great age, an

entirely pre-historic age, being assigned to

these structures, Mr. Swan, who contributes

the chapter on the orientation and measure-

ment of the ruins, observes that though these

walls would not remain long (comparatively) -

in this country, they might endure for an

indefinite time in a clear atmosphere free

from dust, and with annual tropical rains to

wash away any accumulations of soil on the

walls which might support vegetation that

would destroy them.

“The few small plants 'which grow even on the-

oldest walls are of species which do not require

much mineral matter for their growth, and whose

roots are so soft that they mould themselves to the

shape of the interstices of the walls, hut do not

press asunder the stone?. Besides, the present

<X



inhabitants of tho country do Dot USB stone in any
I

been intended as a kind of access to the
I
There

of their constructions, and never trouble themselves

to remove stones from any existing walls, so that
more stones have probably been disturbed during
the two years of British occupation of the country

is a small similar cone close to thii

than the Kaffirs would disturb in as many that the 'walls were simply a double line of

sacred place (if we take that view of the
|

large one, and it is certainly significant, ano
tower), only that the latter appears to be

!
seems as if it could hardly be accidental, thal

accessible by other openings. Is it not possible
,

the diameter of the large tower at its base it

Mr. Swan is of opinion that such a style of

building as this could not have originated in

South Africa, as such a development would
have required a long time and a long and
peaceful settlement in the country, and that
it is clear from the nature of the fortifications

that the builders never considered the country
their own. We do not know that there is

much in this latter argument. In uncivilised

times men are all at war with and afraid of

each other
;
those who are weak in defence

are naturally pillaged ; and the same argu-
ment might apply to French early Medimval
castles, to prove that they were the work of

an imported race. That the style of building
may have connexions with Abyssinia and
Arabia, as Mr. Swan suggests, is possible
enough

;
in fact, it is with architectural

remains as it has been said to be with quota-
tions or proverbs

;
when you have traced a

saying back to Homer there is still the ques-
tion from whom Homer took it

;
and in like

manner with architectural remains, when
you have connected a particular form of
building with a particular site, there is always
the question what earlier site and people it

was derived from. We may regard these
remains in Mashoualand as only one leaf in
a little-explored chapter of archreology, and
there is probably a good deal more to be
found in quarters where more civilised nations
have not penetrated to destroy the ruins and
use up the stones in their own work, which
is their usual fate in such a case.

Among the remarkable points in these
ruins is the use of granite in small blocks,
which ^Ir. Bent suggests is an indication that
the walls were built by a people formerly
accustomed to build in bricks, and using the
stone in similar proportions and manner.
The walls on either side of the narrow
passage round the outside of the plan on the
east side are nearly 30 ft. in height, “ and
built with such evenness of courses and sym-
metry that as a specimen of the dry builder’s
art it is without a parallel.' The narrow
passage itself is a very peculiar feature of the
structure

; it leads round the eastern margin
of The site direct to the space in which the
conical tower is situated, and might have

defence, and the passage a safe means of com-
munication between the exterior gateway and
the courtyard in which the tower stood?
Through the thick outer wall, at one point in
this^ passage, is a hole 8 in. square driven
straight through the masonry at a height of
about 4 ft. above the base. Mr. Swan, who
writes the chapter on the supposed orienta-
tion of the building, is perplexed to account
for this channel through the wall, and can
suggest no meaning for it. Was it not
possibly simply a means of inspection directed
to command some likely spot for the approach
of an attacking party? There seems a little
too much disposition to make mysteries of
things in ancient remains which may be
susceptible of a very commonplace practical
interpretation.

About the conical tower, however, we admit,
there is a mystery—unless indeed it was a

Com of Bxjhloi, shonbig Conical Erection.

watch-tower
; but that would not account

tor Its peculiar shape, and the coin of Byblos
{ng. J), showing a conical erection of such
torm as the Zimbabwe one would take if
complete, is certainly significant, and seems
to suggest a common origin for the two.

exactly equal to the circumference of th«
small one. As Mr. Swan says, “when thd
minds of men were first interested in geometry
it would at once seem to them that there
must_ be some constant ratio between
the circumference of a circle and its diameter,
and they would easily discover what thid
ratio was, and they may have considered t.bi fj

discovery so important and significant that
they desired to express it in their architec-t

ture.” But in regard to other suggestions in
Mr. Swan’s chapter, we cannot help thinking
that he is making out too much. We shouldi
find it difficult to believe that the people who
planned a building on such irregular lines as
the.se straggling congeries of walls present:
on plan, would at the same time have been
ao_ particular as he suggests in regard about'
alignment of different points in relation to

orientation. Such refinements are likely
enough to be found in ancient buildings that

are planned on geometrical lines; but
if the builders of Zimbabwe had geo-
naetry enough to set out certain points
in their walls in relation to the posi-
tion of the heavenly bodies, it might be
supposed that they would have geome-
trical instinct enough to set their lines

out straight, or in regular instead of

irregular and broken curves. The altar

is shown as on the axis of the line of

true north in reference to the narrow
entrance on the north side of the plan;
but we do not gather that the actual
“ altar ” was found, only its supposed
position indicated by the finding of

phalli and other relics, and we cannot
help feeling a little sceptical even about
this true north line of altar and en-

trance, which do not seem to have any
other constructive relation with each
other. The authors see a special sym-
bolism, also, in the existence of an
exterior wall-pattern at Zimbabwe
(shown in the general view of this

part of the ruins in fig. 3‘), which
is only continued round a portion

of the wall, and which nearly coincides,
but is not we think made out to pre-

* The oroament of which a larger drawing is given
in the hook shows a backing of very smell stones
behind the cross-pieces, which U not discernible in the
view.
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l^ig. 3.— Vie7V of South-Eagtern Portion of Outer ]Vali at Zimhahve, shotvhig tho Ornamental Courgcg,

cisely coiacide, with, the portion of the ex-

terior wall on which the sun can shine at

one or other season of the year. This kind
of pattern, we are told, occurs in other

remains in the country, and is always found
in the south-eastern portion of the walls

;

although we observe that in the plan of the

ruins at Matindele, printed immediately
over that of Zimbabwe, the part of

the wall marked as decorated with a

pattern faces almost directly west, so

that here is a contradiction at the outset.

No doubt, whatever way we take it, the

existence of this simple form of decoration in

buildings of this kind, and the fact that it is

only carried round a portion of the walls and
apparently deliberately stopped at certain

points, is an interesting one to note : but the

comparison with the apparently much more
haphazard placing of this kind of ornament
at Matindele leads us to doubt very much
whether it has the symbolical signiGcance

attributed to it. The tower probably is sym-
bolical, and has a phallic origin, and phallic

emblems were found in plenty about the

•ruins.

Among the small objects, not very
numerous, in the shape of utensils or decora-

tive articles, which were found at Zimbabwe
and elsewhere, the most important and in-

teresting are the conventional carvings of a

bird representing probably a vulture, executed
in soapstone, and of which several were
found, which had apparently decorated the
wall of a semi-circular temple on a hill near
the great Zimbabwe ruin. The largest-sized

birds are over hve feet high, and considering

the kind of place in connexion with which
they were found, they have more artistic

merit and power than might have been ex-

pected. These monumental-looking birdssit on
the top of soapstone pillars, and though very
broadly treated, with little of realistic effect,

they give the character of the bird well
;
the legs

only, and their joining on to the body, appear-

ing to have been difficult to the carver. The
few fragments of pottery found show those
forms of simple ridge- and -furrow pattern

which are to be met with in ancient and pre-

historic pottery all the world over. Some of

the iron tools are of interest; and there is a
really curious object in the shape of a thick

cheese-like disc, studded at the sides with
projections regularly spaced, somewhat re-

sembling in other respects the pill symbol so

well known in the arms of the Medici, which
ie compared with an illustration of a very

similar though smaller object from Paphos,
now in the Fitzwilliam Museum, studded

with projecting studs executed in relief on

:

the marbie. All that the author can suggest

in regard to the meaning or use of either

object is that “ they remind one of Hero-

;

dian’s description of the sacred cone in the

great Phcenician Temple of the Sun at I'bnesa
.

in Syria, which was adorned with certain

knobs or protuberances, a pattern supposed
,

by him to represent the sun, and common in
i

phallic decorations.” We feel some doubt
however about the identical nature of the two

I

objects, for the reason that the one from Zim-

!

babwe (according to the illustration) is a;

cylinder, and that from Paphos is a frustum i

of a cone; unimportant difference, whether
we regard them as symbols or as things for

any practical use. Ano'her very curious find

is a soapstone mould for casting ingots of tin.

A comparison of this mould with an ingot

of tin found in Falmouth harbour can hardly

leave much doubt as to the object of the

mould, which suggests how very wide was the

extent of this tralfic in the ancient world,
and how remarkable was the prevalence of a

common habit in the treatment of the metal

for the market. It is difficult to understand
any practical reason for this particular shape

for casting tin (a parallelogram with long

notches cut out of the two ends), the only

practical effect of which would be to make
the same weight of metal take up more space

in packing than if the notching were omitted.

We may conclude however that there must
have been some reason, either commercial or

practical, for the wide adoption of this form
of ingot.

There is a good deal of interesting writing

in the way of notes and observations on the

people of the country, and the book, though
a merely popular one, is thoroughly readable,

and will assist in drawing public attention to

a province of archmology in which there is

probably a good deal more yet to be explored.

A LiRCE Dressed Stone.—

T

he stonp-stono laid

in front of the Huntiniiton Mansion, Fifth Avenue
and Fifty-seventb-streef., New York, is the largest

dressed stone ever carried by rail in the United
States, and probably anywhere. It weighs 24 tons,

.and measures 22 ft. by If) ft,, its thickness being
8 in. It has been dress-^d at Messrs. J. J. & F. P.

Treanor's stone works. Hasting-i-on-the-Hudson, and
was brought to New York on Treanor’s patent stone
car. Tho next largest stoop-stone in New York is

in front of the Vanderbilt Mansion; it weighs
18 tons.

JAPANESE STENCIL PATTEPNS.
K^^TSg'N this country we are accustomed to

fvC 5^1 consider stencilled patterns as an
inferior and mechanical method of

producing ornament, only to be
countenanced from motives of sheer economy
and as a bad substitute for free-hand de.sigu.

The beautiful collection of Japanese stencilled

patterns which Mr. Tuer has put forth * is

calculated to make one regard this art from a
new point of view. In the deft hands of the

Japanese it appears that stencil may be made
to lose much of its mechanical appearance,
and that it can be made the medium of pro-

ducing diaper patterns in which the stiffness

and formality supposed to be inherent in

stencil work are so happily masked that we
can almost forget the manner in which the
work is produced.

Independently of the faculty of the
Japanese for the production of free and
informal-looking repetition designs, there can
be no doubt that some of the freedom and
delicacy of the designs illustrated in this

book is due to the material in which the

stencil-plate is made. We are accustomed
to use stencil-plates of thin metal or thiclc

card or pasteboard, in which it is difficult

to cut a fine line. The Japanese use a

tolerably thin brown paper, in which
the pattern is cut out double, the two pieces

being then pasted together, with when neces-
sary a series of threads pasted in between
them and crossing the openings, so as to assist

in holding the whole together, while not
interfering perceptibly with the design. Such
is the account given by Mr. Tuer, who savs

in his title-page that he “knows nothing
about it,” but appears to have taken a little

trouble to inve.stigate the process. These
auxiliary threads are not present or

necessary in all designs, they are employed
when the character of the design is such as to

lead to a number of rather long slits in the
pattern without sufficient cross support. In
general however, the Japanese designers are
exceedingly ingenious in devising their stencil

patterns so as to preserve a suilicieut amount
of lateral support to the solid portions with-

* The B3ok of Delightful and Strange Designs, being
one hundred facsimile Illustrations of the art of the
Japanese stencil-cutter to which the gentle reader Is

Introduced by one Andrew Tuer, F.S.A,, who knows
nothing at all about it. London : The Leadenhall Press,
and Simpkln, Marshall, <& Co. London, Paris, and
Yokohama : Liberty & Co. New York : Charles
Scribner’s Sons. Paris : Baudry et Cle. Leipzig :

Brockbaue.
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Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

Fig.

Jajjanesc Stencil Patierng.

out interrupting the apparent freedom of the
design. The stencil pattern being cut out of
the thin paper with a small sharp knife, used
more like a graver than a knife in the ordi-
nary sense, allows of a freedom of line and
delicacy of detail which are impossible in
cutting from a more tough and stubborn
material. On the other hand it cannot be denied
that the use of this more fragile material
militates against the life of the stencil-plate,
which is much more quickly worn out than
one of more robust material. But this,

perhaps, can hardly be said to be a dis-
advantage from an artistic point of view

;
it

tends to prevent the repetition of a design

I

ad nmiseam, and affords scope and temptation

I

for ti e continual production of new patterns,

j

In Mr. Tuer’s publication one of the original
'stencil-plates is bound in as a kind of frontis-
piece to each volume, so that the possessor
can have by him not only the results, but an
example of the means by which they are pro-
duced. A different stencil-plate is inserted

i

in each copy, so that each has a certain in-

'

dividual character so far as this addition is

concerned.

We have to thank Mr. Tuer for permissicm-
to reproduce on a reduced scale four out of
the 104 designs contained in his book, and majr
draw attention to some of the characteristics-
displayed in them. Fig. 1 (No. 4 in the
book), reproduced to half the original size, is

an example of a class of ornamental work to-

which the Japanese are very partial in painted
designs, consisting of birds at different angles,,

the lines crossing each other and filling up
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hegroundof the ornament. This is a repeating

)atterE in one direction only (vertically), being

i^parently intended for an upright panel of the

ividth of the design
;

but the idea of

bechanical repetition would certainly not

force itself on the eye in execution, if the

'epeats were carefully laid down. In this

ind all the others the dark portion of the

Resign represents the solids of the stencil-

date, and ihe whites the openings. In the

|ODg white wing-feathers of the birds, it will

oe seen how cleverly the artist has managed
provide cross-ties by giving a black banding

so the white feathers, which seems to come
in quite naturally and helps the effect of the

iesign, while it provides the necessary

itiffening for slits which would otherwise be

^ long to stand the working without wrink-

[ing up. In fig. 2 (No. 7 in the book),

i most effective piece of conventional floral

^iaper, the mechanical conditions of the

orocess are again made to lend themselves to

Ae spirit of the design : in the white flowers

Ae lines, which form the bars, are necessarily

pontinuous, in the dark ones the lines, which
pire cuts in the paper, are necessarily discon-

tinuous, and appear as if sketched in lightly,

ithus giving to the two classes of flowers a

,»ntrast of style and texture which arises

naturally out of the conditions of the process.

^Figs. 3 and 4 (Nos. 63 and 79 in the book),

ere smaller stencils, reproduced here a little

fliore than half size. Fig. 3 is charmingly

ingenious, the figures of the moths being pro-

duced, as will be seen, simply by athinningof

:the parallel bars of the stencil, so that the

forms of the insects come out in a half-

ishadowy manner, quite different from the

©Sect of hard outline generally seen in stencil

work. Nothing could be more characteristic

of the delicate instinct of the Japanese in

ithis kind of work than this incident. This is

tone of the stencil-plates into which cross

jthreads are worked, the nature of the pattern

Squiring this support. Fig. 4 is an example,

jone of several in the book, of the decorative

(effect which can be produced by a mere
^rangement of pin-holes

;
not “ pin-boles

”

kiterally
;
the Japanese is much too neat a

[workman for that
;
pin-holes would leave a

(raised burr which would spoil the working of

[the stencil
;

all the little holes are puuched
lout.

) These examples will be sufficient to indi-

icate that there is a degree of decorative

•poetry to be got out of stencil work such as

we very seldom achieve or even aim at in

England. Not that we consider all the

(designs in the book as admirable as these

: which we have selected. Some of them
I
are too grotesque in effect, and too angular

,
end abrupt in line; some of them are mere
limitations of basket-work and hurdles and
,
such things, which (Japanese or European)

i are in false taste, though they are all treated

i with a vigour of execution which gives them
I a certain interest. There are a good many
. Others however, quite equal in artistic feeling

and originality to those we have reproduced,

; fend their variety of motif is most remarkable.

One shows delicate meandering sprajs of

:
flowers, as if drawn with a pencil

;
in

others scattered conventional leaves or flo wers

I
seem to emerge from a groundwork of netted

: or waved lines
;
in another a series of Japanese

I
parasols are combined into an effective

i diaper
;
another consists of a number of little

; dot-and-dash sketches of figures of men in
'

S.11 kinds of attitudes, indicated only in a highly

conventionalised manner, making a spotty

'
pattern the real constituents of which are

only recognised on a close inspection. This
as one of the curiosities of the book, rather

than one of its beauties ; but the beauties are

predominant, and it is a book which every
: ornamentist may ba glad to possess.

1 >

Bdilders’ Clerks' Benevolext Institution.

—

A special general meeting of this Institution was
bold on Tuesday evening last, for the purpose of

electing a pensioner on the Relief Fund. The
President, Mr. Colin G. Patrick, gave some par-
ticulars of the case, after which the applicant, Mrs.

. Sarah M. Enright, was duly elected by show of

bands, being the only candidate. Mrs. Enright is

I the thirty-fifth pensioner elected since the founda-
. tbn of the Instit’uticn.

NOTES.

T is announced that Mr. Tat© has

accepted the offer of a site for

his gallery of British art on part

of the site of the Milbank prison,

which is to be forthwith cleared. This

clearance will give unquestionably a very

fine site for important buildings, though

we should consider it, practically, more out

of the way than Kensington for a gallery

of this kind. In other respects, no doubt,

the site is a fine one, so much so that we

regret that there does not seem a chance of

its architectural occupation being commenced

by a finer piece of architecture than the new
gallery is likely to be, Mr. Tate being appa-

rently much more easy to please with an

architectural design than with a site for the

building. The projected design, which we
published some time since, represents no

doubt what the majority will deem a

satisfactory and respectable-looking piece

of architecture for the purpose, but we cannot

pretend to think that it is all that could be

wished for in such a case. A building for

such a purpose as a gallery of British art

ought in itself to be an example of the best

architectural art of the day, by one of the

first architects of the day, as would un-

doubtedly be the case in Paris if a similar

project were to be carried out.

There is so much to condemn in the

management of their business by the

London County Council, that it is satisfac-

tory to find that they can, from time to time,

remain in safer courses. Last week the

Bridges Committee proposed that the tender

of Green & Co. for the construction of a ferry-

boat at Woolwich should be accepted. The

amount of the tender was 17,325/. Tbe

tender of Simons & Co. (of tbe Clyde)

was only 15,800/., and there was nothing

to be said against the firm. But Green

& Co. had their works on tbe Thames,

and the Committee recommended that

tbe higher tender should be accepted

because it would give employment to London

workmen. The general body of the Council,

by a considerable majority, had the good sense

to negative this proposal, which was altogether

opposed to sound business principles. It is

doubtful even whether tbe object of tbe

Committee would have been attained, since

it is more than probable that workmen from

the north would have been obtained to put

on this job. If tbe proposal of the Com-
mittee had been carried it would have been

neither more nor less than a gift of the tax-

payers’ money to certain workmen. It is to

be hoped that the Council are beginning to see

the error of their ways.

fidence in tbe ability of the arbitrator, as he

might have done bad the arrangements made
been on a more limited scale. Mr. Mundella

could fairly claim credit to himself in regard

to the “ conciliation ” clauses of the Railway

and Canal Traffic Act, which have proved so

useful in the settlement of railway disputes.

True, the President of the Board of Trade

is not the actual author of the Act passed in

1888, but he may be termed the “ father” of

these clauses, inasmuch as they were first

iroposed in his Railway Bill of 1886. Mr.

!(IundeUa observed, on introducing them to

the House of Commons, that “these clauses

are entirely new, and may excite a little

harmless ridicule, but I am prepared to take

tbe responsibility,” and, as a matter of fact,

the discussion of the novel mode of pro-

cedure did excite some laughter at tbe

time. The Bill of 1886 fell through, and the

“conciliation” clauses were quietly dropped

out of the succeeding measure, but only

reappear and be finally adopted a year

tater. The new Chamber will lack one

feature which characterises the arbitration on

railway matters before the Board of Trade,

viz., publicity. The Annual Report under

the Railway and Canal Traffic Act is a

decided element of usefulness in connexion

with those proceedings
;
indeed, Mr. Mundella

could hardly have been in a position to point

to the success which has so far attended them,

were the nature and results of the conferences

between disputants kept secret—as we under-

stand they will be in tbe case of the new
chamber. Time will show whether anything

corresponding to the Report alluded to will

be found practicable.

The London Chamber of Arbitration was
formally opened last week by the Lord

Mayor, when full details of tbe history of

tbe movement, and of the constitution and

objects of the Chamber, were given by the

chairman of the Committee of Management,
Mr, H. Clarke. In referring to the work of

the Chamber a week or two ago, we alluded

to tbe wide scope of its operations, and it

appears that tbe list of arbitrators already

agreed upon numbers 450, while ulti-

mately there will be no fewer than

1,000 on the list, none of whom will

be registered until tbe Council have been

fully satisfied as to their qualifications. As
the submission of questions to the arbitration

of tbe Chamber is a purely voluntary matter,

neither party will be allowed to retract with-

out tbe consent of tbe other, and the award

will thus be, to a very great extent,

binding. The President of the Board of

Trade, in the course of his speech at the

inaugural proceedings, emphasised the fact

that when one party to a dispute shows

an unwillingness to submit his case to

arbitration, he places himself in a bad posi-

tion in the eyes of the public. Now, with

such a choice as is afforded by the new
Chamber, tbe reluctant disputant cannot so

easily excuse himself by pleading lack of con-

THE daily press has lately told tbe story of

various extensive fires in London, and,

as usual, the refrain to the reports is to the

effect that the premises attacked were prac-

tically gutted. The old story recurs of

many fire-engines being brought together,

gallantry being shown, and at last either

of the fire burning itself out, being

cub off, or even swamped. The Metro-

politan Fire Brigade may or may not

be well organised, efficient, and systematic

in its work, but surely the fire-protection

of London should not depend only on

the quality of its mere fire-extinguishing

resources. Our Building Act, of course,

pays attention to the question, but many

of its sections treating of fire-risks could

be improved upon
;

and further, although

fire-offices do some fire • surveying in

their own interest, it is high time that

we had some legislation by which at least

tbe warehouse class of structures came

under regular official control. The public

receives no official instruction as to self-help

in cases of fire, and even the facilities of

calling for outside help,— i.c., the fire brigade,

although improved of late, are so unsys-

tematically arranged and generally unknown

that they are of comparatively little use.

The amount of aid at once obtaioable both

for ordinary and serious fires is generally

ridiculously small, partly owing to tbe

brigade being numerically too weak to cope

with the area and class of property of Lon-

don ;
and although some authorities, when

speaking of London fire protection, include

the Salvage Corpi as a protective force,

this body (owned by tbe self - inte-

rested fire - offices) mainly exists to

counteract some of tbe unnecessary water

damage done by tbe firemen. Last, not least,

we would mention that the fire inquests so

often proposed do not as yet exist, except

within the limited jurisdiction of the Lord

Mayor,—that is to say, in what is called

“the City.” The Tmes of tbe 28th ult.

shows us that London is not the only

city in Great Britain where there is

something amiss in matters of fire pro-

tection. It might be well if a country

that has a national loss by fire* of about

9,000,000/. annually, and furtber_ bears taxes

in the shape of insurance premiums to the

extent of 6,900,000/. besides the rates and

• See Times, Decemljer 27, 1SS2.
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Toliintary contributions for fire brigades,
paid more serious attention to.-tbe protection
of its cities, and recognised Urban i'ire Pro-
tection as a special science, as in some con-
tinental countries.

TN reference to our recent article on range
boiler explosions, Mr. Xinnell, of the firm

of C. P. Kinnell & Co., writes to us in a rery
dictatorial style to the effect that we hare
misled the public by stating that safety-
TBlves on boilers will afford security
from explosion, and denying that they
will

;
his reason being that in the case

of a red-hot empty boiler into which
water is introduced the pressure of steam is

too sudden and violent to allow time for a
safety-valve to act. On inquir\' we find that
our correspondent is unable to cite any case
within his own knowledge in whicha boiler fur-
nished with a safety-valve did burst under
those circumstances. While he has no negative
evidence to offer,we have the positive evidence
of a case in which the boiler had been empty
for a considerable part of the twenty-four
hours, without the knowledge of the inmates of
the house, and when the water came in at the
usual supply time the explosion of steam was so
violent thatpartof the brass-workof the safety
valve was crumpled as if by a blow from a
heavy hammer; but the boiler was entirely
uninjured. The safety-valve was a spring
one

;
we do notrecommend these as the best,

as there is always a possible element of going
wrong in a spring: the dead-weight safety-
valye is the most reliable, as that is merely
lifting a weight, and there is nothing to get
out of order. In reference to our correspon-
dent 8 criticism we will go so far as to say
that the fact of a safety-valve (even not of
the best kind) having saved a boiler once
under this extreme stress is not a proof that
It will always do so, and that it is much
better to avoid all the causes of danger, and
have a safety-valve as well, which can
do no harm, and is an important addi-
tional precaution. We may also add that
it IS possible to make an important improve-
ment in safety-valves of this description for
range boilers. They are at present made with
much the same diameter of steamway as is
allowed for relieving a boiler from
gradually - increasing pressure, whereas
the range boiler safety-valve is required
especially to provide against a very sudden
expansion, and its steamway should as it
appears to us, be increased accordingly

;
a

point which we commend to the attention of
the makers of rangeboilersafety-valves. Inthe
meantime the undoubted fac‘. that one of the
existing pattern of spring safety-valves, with
these disadvantages, has saved life in averting
a serious explosion, is a reason for thinking
that It will do so again, though we admit
that It may not be safe to assert positively
that it will a!ica^s do so.

j_f ERR SCIIWERZECK, a young Viennese
sculptor, has unquestionably w’on his^ UlUIltVOlJ. null 11

archfcological spurs by the interesting dis-
covery revealed in the Athenmim for last
week. If a moral may be pointed, this shows
clearly enough how much the arcbmologist
needs the artist, and also what a gain a new
eye is, even to the best organised museum.
Perception stales rapidly. As Ilerr Schwer-
zeck is engaged in the restoration of the
Parthenon pediments, he possibly has views
as to the naming of the figures; if so,

now is the time to let us know
them. Is he going to call his newly-
placed figure Palfemon, the sea - god r

We hope not, though tradition has
e.xisted to that effect. Pahemon involves
Leucothea, and this Kabiric goddess is

strangely out of place on purely Athenian
soil. Perhaps he will have a word to say
for Dr. Furtwiiogler’s theory, to which we
long ago called attention, but which the
Museum catalogue steadily ignores (p. 129).

A'DDraiONS to the Eecord Omce -n-in

^

shortly be commenced. The founda-
tions are practically complete, and the super-
structure will now be taken in hand The
extension will occupy a portion of the east
side of Chancery-lane, the old houses in
which have recently been pulled down, and
the stylo chosen has been in accordance with
the existing portion in Fetter-lane, desicned
by the late

^

bir James Pennethorne. The
central portion, over the gatewav, will be
carried up as a tower, aud the' blocks on
either side will have turrets at the
Mgles. W hen completed the scheme will
include a block at the northern end of the
Chancery-lane front running back at right-ang es toit, covering the site of the present
Kolls House, incorporating the old Rolls
Chapel, and connecting with the e-xisting
bui ding .1. Better-lane. A lower range ofhmldmge will run parallel with this on the
south side, leaving, a carriage-way which will
connect Fetter-lane and C'hancerv-lane, form-
ing, m fact, a long and somewhat narrow

‘'*'.™sions are being carried

Talw of H
“ of Mr. JohnBaylor, of Her Majesty s Olhee of W'orks.

The Rector and Churchwardens, in con-
junction with the District Board, of

St. John’s, Hackney, intend to apply for a
faculty allowing them to remove the tomb-
stones and monuments in the burial-ground
adjoining the parish church and the (old)
Town-hall. The graveyard contains six acres,
of which one and a half acres have been
recently converted into an open space. Plans
and estimates are prepared for laying-out
nearly three acres of the remainder, at a cost
of about 900/. In a letter from Lord Meath,
printed in the Tiiuen- of last Tuesday, we read
that the Hackney Board of V orks are will-
ing to maintain these four and a half acres
as an open space. The trees, including
some fine horse-chestnuts and elms, were
planted at the ead of last century

;

some of the latter faded away a few
years since. Lord Meath also says that
the District Board are prepared to main-
tain another open space, if obtained, in
this parish,— being the enclosure of St.
Thomas’s-square, belonging to St. Thomas’s
Hospital, and which, it is anticipated, the
owners may perhaps give over for that pur-
pose. The square could be placed iu a
suitable state ut an estimated outlay of 3o0/.
These, with one or two similar objects, are
commended to the benevolence of the rich by
the Metropolitan Public Gardens Association.
The old Town-hall stands, it is believed, on
the site of the “ Church House,” described
by Ljsons, and built in lo20 for parochial
uses. The former parish church, dedicated
to St. Augustine, was rebuilt at that time.
In 1/98-9 the nave, aisles, and chancel were
pulled down : but they left the more ancient
tower to serve as a belfry, and the Rowe
chapel (1014). Mr. R. Simpson's book,
printed for prirate circulation in 1879,
contains some interesting notices of cele-
brated inhabitants of Hackney (including
John Strype, the antiquary), and the monu-
ments, whereof a few are preserved in the
new Church of St. John. A\ e may refer our
readers to an article and a “Note’’ in the
Builder of June 21, 1884 and December 5,
1891 respectively, for further particulars.

^T^IIOUGII one or two of the best names

nr
^^ociety are little represented I the “ Val 'd’Aute, Falaise ” (23-.

* red ilunt having only one drawing characteristically thorough manner,and Mrs. Alhngham only two), the winter .

detail; two pen drawings, “The Lffid)

Treasure” and “Christ before Pilate”; a,

water-colour illustration of “To him that
knocketh it shall be opened,” which is the
most original in the collection, and other
studies which we cannot admire in spite of'
their defiant originality. Among the draw-
ings of more usual standard are several which-
resemble each other in that adoption of a level
and frieze - like composition which has be-
come rather a fashion among certain artists*’
Mr. Norman Tayler’s “Golden Gatherings’”
for instance (3), a stream, a bank, and a group
of gleaners passing along the bank, all in.

parallel lines across the picture; Mr. Tom
Lloyd’s “ Sunrise on the Marsh ” (16) not
quite so geometrical, but with the same ten-
dency, and a group of cattle passing along the-
centre; the same artist’s “ A Breezy Hay--
time ” (39), in which this parallel arrange-
ment of stream, bank, and figures is again
employed

;
the figures are of much grace and

character, but the effect of wind is hardly
given, in spite of the bending rushes. Mr. A^
Goodwin’s “A Sea-Dirge” (4), a dark little
picture with the ribs of a wrecked, vessel'
m the foreground and the sea breaking in the
distance beneath a bar of red in the sky, is a
fine poetic thing. Mr. R. W. Allan has pro-
duced a grand and broad landscape sketch in
his “ Summer Day in the Highlands ” (15)

;

his Sussex and Piothenburg sketches are-

too black, but bis “ Across the Sands” (d03)-
with the breezy tumble of clouds above, is

fine. Mr. Thorne Waite’s “Carting Corn”’
(31) is a powerfully-treated composition with
the cart and horses in the immediate fore-'
ground and a wide distance of sea and sand-
bank behind. Among others of the larger-
landscapes, Mr. Cuthbert Rigby’s “ Roman
Bridge over the Brathay” (05) is a noble work

j.

Mr. Tom Lloyd’s “ Sound of the Sickle ” (86)>
a large drawing with two figures in the fore-
ground under the shadow of a tree, and a
slope of sunlit cornfield beyond, is rather
)retty than powerful, one of the most finished)

jut not one of the most effective of his works

;

but his “ Close of a Midsummer’s Day ” (167))
is in his finest style. Mr. A. Hunt’s on^
drawing is a study of Cumberland mountains^
“ Armboth Fell ” (163), a grand painting on.

a small scale (or the reverse way, if the
' reader likes to put it so). Mrs. Allingham’s-
little “ Isle of Wight Cottage ” (177) is one-
of her most beautiful works. Mr. Albert Good-
win as usual presents us with various delicate-

studies of town scenery—“ Canterbury from,
the West Gate Tower” (25), “The Via
Fillunger, Lucca—Italian Moonlight ” (99),.
“Salisbury Close” (146) and “Salisbury-
Cross ” (158), “ Oxford (from Radcliffe, lookf
ing east)” (115), and another view, the finer,,

looking west from the same station (175);,
he sends also a charming view in the pretty-
old village of Ightham (238), and a fine

rather Turneresque picture of “ the Carrara
Mountains ” (191). Mr. David Murray
exhibits what seems a small Corot
under the title “ Evening ” (193), Mr.
Eyre Walker a characteristic landscape
in which “ Willows and Osiers ” (197) are the
prominent subject : Mr. Napier Hemy shows
“ Ciovelly ” (207) in a westerly gale, a heavy
long swell setting in round the old stone
jetty : Mr. Walter Field has a very real-

moonlight effect on the convent terrace at
Amalfi (219); Mr. Charles Gregory paints
the “ \'al d’Ante. FalaisiA ” ULIfU in Bio

—

1

-U- •
um^ two;, me winter

exiiibition of tUe Society of Painters in
* atercolours is an admirable one, remarkable

for the generally high level attained, and the
varied interest of the drawings. The fact
that Mr. Holman Hunt contributes a coii-
siderabls number of drawings, grouped to-
gether at one end of the room, will give a
special interest to this year’s exhibition,
lliese, except tvvo sheets of portrait studies
111 silver-point, are to illustrate a new

Edwin Arnold’s “Light
of the n orld ’ (-we wish they were attached
to some work which would have a more
permanent literary value), and include a fine
study of a bit of Byzantine architectural

are various semi •

his

There
a/D >u.iiuuo ocuii - decorative treatments
of landscape by Mr. Walter Crane, which
are to our thinking more curious than
successful. Among works of architeetural
interest (other than those already mentioned).
are Mr. Gregory’s “ In Caudebec ” (24) ; Mr.
S. J. Ilodson’s “Bridge over the Reuss,
Lucerne ” (32) and the same artist’s “ Palazzo
Communale, Sienna ” (43) and “ Ponte Pietra,.

^’erona” (179); Mr. Gregorys “ A Corner in

Rouen” (176); Mr. H. Marshall’s “Chelsea
Embankment” (322) and “St. Pancras”
(349) ; and Mr. T. M. Rooke’s “ View of

\'itre ’’ and “Walls of Fougeres” (338). Mr.
Burne-Jones sends a study of a head for
"The Golden Stairs ” (364), and Mr. Henry
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Wallis two superb “still life” drawings in

the shape of studies of “A Persian Vase ”

(327) and “A Damascus Vase ” (333), which

(lU their way are unsurpassable.

An interesting exhibition has been opened

at 29, Queen’s-square, Bloomsbury, by

,he Art for Schools Association, and will

remain open until December 12. This Asso-

jiation, now becoming well known, intro-

duces art education to schools of all descrip-

• cions by loan exhibitions of pictures. Good
Mjrints, engravings, etchings, lithographs, and

.photographs of beautiful and interesting

llvorks of art form the collections. Special

[arrangements with art publishers allow these

1,0 be supplied to elementary schools at

'jreatly reduced prices. Not only are collec-

cions sent to schools on loan, but donations

rfo poor schools of pictures are also made.

The present exhibition contains specially

)6elected framed pictures suitable for school

Mprizes or Christmas presents ;
these are mostly

uiither photographs, photogravures, autotypes,

ihtchings or chromolithographs. Amongst
iiirtists represented by reproductions of their

[works are G. F. Watts and W. L. Wyllie,

1 r. M. W. Turner, Leonardo da Vinci,

sVelasquez, Vandyck, D. G. Rossetti, Sir

dioshxia Reynolds, Rembrandt, Angelica

jj^auifman, Bume - Jones, Birket Foster,

il)urer, Botticelli. Excellent reproductions,

t.s these are, of the work of such artists

aannot fail to make an interesting collection,

f.Vell worth a visit. The Association is to

))e congratulated upon its capital selection,

,'ind the means employed to exert artistic

influence over the minds of the young deserve

fluccess.

\ TOLERABLY large collection of minia-

lX tures,—the property, we believe, of one

'Owner,—is on view at the Fine Art Society’s

Gallery. The collection is as interesting

iitistorically and socially as collections of minia-

jure portraits always are, and includes a

S

ertain proportion of really fine works in an

.rtistic sense
;
some of these, however have

flieen rather recently seen at the Burlington

a^'ine Arts Club.

Mr. Shannon’s portrait of Mr. Glazebrook

(19), again, is quite in the Juste milieu, and

M. Plelleu’s dry-point studies of heads are

admirable. Of the unfinished sketches (as

we should call them) which make up
a great part of the collection, some
have effect and feeling, others are merely
“ unfinished.” It may appear significant

to the author of No. 2, for instance, to

paint a mill-stream so that it looks like a

wall
;
to us it merely seems that he cannot

represent water, and has not tried. As to such

things as Mr. Sickert’s “ Study of Expression
”

(43), Mr. Sauter’s portrait (74), in which the

face looks as if painted in dirt rather than

in colour
;
Mr. Sickert’s portrait of a music-

hall songstress (91), and Mr. Wilson Steer’s

“ Boulogne Sands ” (8) and procession of

yachts (96), it appears to us little short of an

insult to educated persons to put such things

on a wall for them to look at.

The following advertisement appears in a

London local paper ;
—

Architect and Surveyor,

Surreys, Plan.?, Drawings, and Specifications for

New Buildings and Alterations prepared.

Perspectives in Colour or Line.

Properties managed and Bents Collected.

Estates Surveyed, Plotted, Laid-out, and pLoads

formed and developed.

Mortgages negotiated.

Surveys for Dilapidations and Repairs, and Valua-

tions made.
Sanitary Inspections undertaken, and Beports fur-

nished thereon.

Quantities taken out and priced for competition.

Works measured up and Valued.

All Business entrusted to J/r. ivill

"be yrromjjtly carried cut at nominal and fixed
charges."

This is an amusing comment on the subject

of “Architecture a Profession or an Art.’’

It will not surprise most of our readers to

learn that the advertiser is a member of the

so-called “ Society of Architects,” which is

endeavouring to purify and raise the status

of the Profession by Registration.

1 rilllE Waterways of England ” is the title

J X of a small collection of good but

lather mannered oil-paintings by the Hon.
aitephen Coleridge, now exhibited at Messrs.

Xowdeswell’s Gallery. The artist is fond of

rich brown colouring, which is somewhat
Artificial though effective, and does not convey

Ihe sense of open-air nature. The effect of

' ,he white sail in the midst of a corner of dark

Jlrees reflected in dark water is well given in

I' The Wey at Pyrford ” (19) ;
and the large

bandscape “ On the Norfolk Broads ” (23)

ts a good work, spoiled to some extent

)y a rather muddy sky. In the same
dfallery is a collection of portraits and
bitudies (un- catalogued) by Prince Pierre

UTroubetskoy, which are very “ impressionist
”

9n tendency, but show a great deal of spirit

hnd appreciation of movement and colour.

iJA life-size painting of a young girl holding a

tiennis-racket is full of life and colour, and

Inhere is au exceedingly clever half-length

tpketch of a woman in a large white cap,

Burning nearly away from the spectator.

liPrince Troubetskoy apparently, from an an-

xnouncement posted on Messrs. Dowdeswell's

Iwalls, wishes to take up portrait-painting

tas a profession, and should have some success.

ITl^lIAT to say of the ninth exhibition of
f T V the English Art Club (Dudley Gallery)

we hardly know, except that it appears to us

that the pictures really worth looking at are

: such as are out of the professed line of artistic

faith of the club, and would be notable

anywhere. Such are Mr. Sargent's

“Portrait of Miss Duncomb ” (99), a

little affected in attitude, but admirably
lipainted, and more highly and smoothly
lifinished than is usual with the painter, as if

J out of sheer contradiction to the aims of the

I
impressionist exhibition to which it is sent.

LETTER FROM PARIS.

We published (on February 14, 1891) a his-

torical sketch of the different bridges which
connect the two sides of the Seine in the neigh-

bourhood of Paris, we think it may now be

useful to complete this sketch by giving an
account of some of the works which are being

carried out to improve the bridges. Inde-

pendently of the Pont Mirabeau, at the west of

Paris, between the quarters Auteuil and Javel,

of which the works will shortly be commenced,
there is a question again raised of a “Pont da
Louvre,” the need of which is every day more
felt. This bridge will put the Louvre quarter

into communication with the Rue de Rennes,

which will be continued as far as the Seine,

and will relieve the congestion caused by the

narrow Rue Bonaparte and by the Rue des

Saints Peres, which is not on the axis of the

bridge of that name leading to the Place du
Carrousel. The municipal service is now
employed in altering the “ Pont de la

Tournelle,” that of ‘‘ rArcheveohd,” and the
" Pont Notre Dame,” which, on account of the

size of its piers, is a source of serious danger

to navigation. There is also a project to

enlarge the pont “ de la Concorde,” which has

become altogether insufficient for the increased

traffic. This work is indispensable, at least if

the work of making the Pont de Constantine is

not carried out, which would be the inevitable

consequence of prolonging the railway from
MouUneaux and the Cnamp de Mars to the

Esplanade des Invalides. There is, therefore,

quite a plan of campaign, which will be con-

nected in some degree with the preparations

for the future exhibition, the site of which is

still being discussed at the Ministeie du Com-
merce. The partisans who uphold a Champ de
Mars exhibition are trying to carry a project

which meets with but little encouragement
from the Parisian public. It is difficult to

imagine what success a new exhibition can

have which is a re-edition of the old. What is

wanted is something new, and that can no more
be offered in the Champ de Mars than in the

Trocadero. The Municipality of Paris has com-
mitted a grave error in preserving palaces

which offer only a passing interest, and the

expenses of which are a serious drain on the

Municipal finances, besides being obliged to be

constantly utilised by every possible means. If

the Champ de Mars is definitely settled upon,

it will be necessary to make a clean sweep of

everything that is there, and have a great

architectural composition for the new exhibi-

tion. On the other band, the adoption of the
“ rond -point ” of Courbevoie will entirely trans-

form the bare plateau which overlooks Neuilly,

and will bring traffic and life into a deserted

and unfreqnented suburban neighbourhood,

which it will be easy to connect with the centre

of Paris, by means of a railway leaving the

Champs Elysfies, and passing through the other

quarters by the Ceinture line. As for the

lawn of Bagatelle, it will certainly be, from a

practical point of view, the best place, allow-

ing of easy means of communication, and
offering to architects a splendid setting to their

buildings. This is the question submitted to

the superior Commifsion appointed by Govern-

ment, and it is probable that we shall very

shortly know the result.

There is also a question of restricting the

public from visiting the Salons of the Hotel de

Ville. At present, by some inconceivable care-

lessness, the Palais Mnoicipal (in spite of the

decorative works which are being carried on), is

open to all comers. Every day groups of

foreigners may be seen going about amongst the

scaffolding, either alone or under the direction

of a “gardien de Bureaux,” who for a small

sum gives a description of the pictures already

finished. We cannot too strongly urge English

tourists to be on their guard against these

ignorant guides, who will tell them any non-

sense, and who are only to be equalled in that

way by Cook’s cicerones at the Louvre Museum.
Nothing is more edifying than to hear these

municipal employes describing as an “Eclipse

de Lune” M. Besnard’s picture of the

“ Apothoose des Sciences,” in the Salon des

Sciences
;
or pointing gravely to “La Glorifica-

tion de la Science,” that fine work of M. Lerolle,

and describing it as “Science Recompensing

M. Pasteur;” or yet again showing, in the

landscape gallery, views of Paris executed

by “pupils of M. Pnvis de Chavannes.”

The bewilderment of those who understand

sufficient French, can be imagined, as likewise

the upsetting of all their artistic notions. The
Administration is awaking to the fact that this

ridiculous way of making known to the public

the art of the present day, in a place like the

Hotel de Ville, is hardly the thing; and soon

guides, who are a little more educated, will be

chosen, who will have to give to visitors a plan,

with the pictures numbered, the subjects given,

and the names of the artists who have painted

them. 'Whilst we are speaking of the Hotel de

Ville, we may mention that the extraordinary

ceiling by M. Benjamin Constant, which was
exhibited this year at the Salon des Champs
Elysues, and which was intended for the great

Salle des Fetes, will not be put in its place.

The artist has recognised that in asking him for

an important decorative painting the Muni-

cipality wished for an example of his best work,

and not a rather unfortunate assumption of the

style which M. Besnard has brought into

fashion. He will therefore recommence the

treatment of the same subject in a style based

rather on that of the great Italian decorative

painters.

The ceiling by M. Aim6 Morot, “ La Danse si

travers les slges,” will undergo some altera-

tions in order to give to the groups a perspec-

tive better suited to a ceiling and bring out a

little, by some bright lights, the parts which are

at present a little too sombre. The putting up of

the paintings in the various salons is going on.

M. Galland has just put in their place the small

subjects in the Renaissance style representing

the “ JRtiers Parisiens.” These compositions,

which serve to heighten the rather dull effect

of the fifteen cupolas of the long gallery adjoin-

ing the “ Salons i\ Arcades,” are cleverly

designed and with a great respect for the

architectural lines of the decoration ;
though

perhaps they recall a little too much the style

of the compositions made by Schnorr for the

Nibelungen legend. We may mention also

among the decorations a graceful painting by

M. Clairin representing Parisian ladies in

summer fashions, a landscape by M. Lapostolet,

“Le Pont des Arts,” the view of the Pont de
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SolferiQo by M. BiUotte, and that of the
Luxembourg by M. Harpigoies.*

Ic is difficult to account for the picture by
M. Blanchon, who has painted, as a decoration
to the Salle des Fetes, a group of vulgar
“ouvrieis” in dirty garments, a picture which
looks all the more out of place from the con-
tiguity of the allegorical cupola paintings by
HM. Picard and Kisler, which are really deco-
rative in effect. M. Pavis de Chavannes has
completed his masterly decoration scheme by
four escutcheons with allegorical paintings of

The Seasons. In the adjoining room M. Paul
Laurens has completed a new panel represent-
ing fitienne Jlarcel protecting the Diupbin at
the moment of the murder of the Marshalls of
Champagne and Normandy

;
a fine and power-

fully executed historical painting, thongh one
may reproach the artist with having given a
singularly vulgar attitude and bearing to the
future King of France. Is this a concession to
the dfmocratic prejudices of the Municipal
Council ?

The Louvre has acquired a splendid set of
chessmen in carved ivory, of the twelfth cen-
tury, presented by M. Stein, and also some
curious miniatures by Muneret, given by M. Ch.
Nuitter, the archivist of the Opera. The Cluny
Museum has received from the Acadfimie des
Sciences one of the most remarkable automata
of Vaucanson, the famous jointed asp made
for the representations of the “Cleopatre"
of Marmontel. This little mechanical marvel
completes the collection of automata by Vau-
canson at the Museum, To the Carnavalet
Museum has been added the portrait of Felix
Pyat, which was purchased by the Municipality
of Paris. The painting is by E, Chantalat.
There is much artistic news at this time of

the year. We may however mention the
numerous drawings which are being exhibited
at the Hotel Drouot, bearing the well-known
names of Forain. Henri Pille, WiUette, kc.
There is much talent in these drawings, which
hava been published in the “ Echo de Paris.”
Unfortunately, they are of a kind of art of
which there has been a good deal too much in
Paris of late years, and against which a formal
protest has been made ny a society presided
over by M. Simon, with the object of putting
down “ La licence des Rues.”

•Georges Petit Gallery, of the conscientious an
original nude studies of M. Adolphe L-ilire
also the collection of photographs brought t
Oaptaine Einger and M Marcel Monnier froi
their explorations at Ivoire and Kong, Th
last very interesting exhibition is held at th
Ecole des Beaux-Arts, under the authority <

the Under-Secretary for the Colonies.
Thanks to the addition of the Hotel c

Cbimay, the Ecole des Beaux-Arts is now coi
siderably enlarged, and the students have i

their disposal eleven new ateliers as well £
some large and well-ventilated “ lo-^es ” for th
competitors for the competitions of the Scho<
and for the Prix de Rome. Agreeably to thmsh expressed by the Prince de Chimav, tb
facade of the hotel, which stands at the’bac
of a large courtyard now transformed into
garden, has been left untouched. The garde
has been filled with statues, nearly all of whic
are “envois” from the Villa Medici.
We have to conclude with mentioning th

melancholy death of a clever young painte
M. i-ernand Blayn, who has committed suicid
in a fit of mental distress. M. Blayn was
pupil of Cabanel and of Lerolle. He ha
obtained an “honourable mention” at t.h
oalon of 1870, a 3rd medal in 1886, and
bronze medal at the 1880 general exhibitiorHe ^hibited two noteworthy pictures at th

d’Artisteand Ime St. Cloud.” This sad termlnatio
to an apparently promising career has cause
great grief to his numerous friends.

Tkedec.^r, Mon.mouthshihe
^ has just b.

laid at New Tredegar, by Mrs. J. L. Smith. 1church, which is dedicated to St. Diugat, istended to accommodate 400 persons, with futiproyi.ion nn the .outh side for a new aisle It
English style and builtlocal stone, with terra-cotta drrssings. The cctract bw been entrusted to .Messrs. Williams

Messr.». Seddon

THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON METROPO-
LITAN WATER SUPPLY.

Another Sehe7}ie of 2{lne Reservoirs.

From the mass of evidence taken at the last

sittings* of the Commission, we select for im-
mediate notice that relating to a scheme of
proposed storage reservoirs submitted by Mr.
V’alter Hunter, C.B., Director, and Mr. Alexan-
der Fraser, C.E., Engineer, of the Grand Junc-
tion Company. The positions of the reservoirs,
nine in number, were shown on a map, and
they were indicated by the first nine letters of
the alphabet. Four of the sites (northern) are
north of Staines, in an angle between the river
Colne and the road that runs north-east from
Staines to Hounslow parallel with the London
and South - Western Railway. Three sites
(sonthern) are on the south side of the main
road between Staines and Hampton, and
between that road and Laleham and Littleton.
The remaining two (western) are in the angle
between the Thames and the river Wraysbury.
The map showed a proposed intake on the
north side of the Thames just above the mouth
of the Wraysbury, a conduit crossing that
stream and the two branches of the Colne, a
pumping-station close to the reservoir A of the
northern four, and the conduit continued from
A to the three southern reservoirs E, F, and G,
and thence to the present works of the water
companies at Hampton. The four northern
and the three southern sites are in Middlesex,
and the two western sites are in Buckingham-
shire. These nine reservoirs are on the Thames
and near London, while the nine proposed
by Messrs. Marten k Rofef are remote from
London, are on tributaries, and would feed the
Thames itself.

Statements of Messrs. JTunter and Fraser.

The statements on which Mr. Hunter and
Mr. Fraser were examined included a number
of calculations showing the amount of storage
required at the end of each of the ten years up
to 1941, providing that the minimum flow over
Teddington weir shall be 200,000,000 gallons
per day. In a joint report to the Company,
they said :

—

“ Mr. C. J. More, C.E., the Engineer to the
Conservators of the River Thames, handed in to
the Royal Commission a diagram showing
graphically the volume of discharge at Ted-
dington Weir during the years 1882-1891 inclu-
sive, and also showing the quantity of water
taken by the Water Companies as given in the
monthly reports of the Official Water Examioer.
From this diagram, and from tables banded in
by Mr. More, it will be seen that the maximum
volume of discharge on February 16, 1883, was

9.640.000.

000 gallons in twenty-fonrs hours, and
the minimum discharge 153.900,000 gallons In
twenty-four hours on August 14, 1887. Experi-
ence has shown that the minimum di.scharge of
153,900,000 gallons has not been attended with
any harmful results, and it is the opinion of
some engineers that all the water coming down
the river, with the exception of 5,000,000
gallons per day for the navigation, might be
abstracted without detriment. We propose,
however, to provide sufficient storage to ensure
that, after taking out the quantity required by
the Companies, not less than 200 000,000
gallons per day shall pass at Teddington Weir,
thns increasing the minimum recorded flow by

46.000.

000 gallons per day, or 30 per cent.
Having proved that the Thames will in 1941

be more than equal to the utmost demands
likely to be made upon it, the next question to
be considered is where the proposed reservoirs
should be constructed. It appears to us
evident that they must be in some place where
they will not only be available in times of short
water in the Thames, but would also fulfil the
requirements of the Local Government Board,
so strongly insisted on by Major-General Scott
and Dr. i rankland, viz., that Thames water,
when the river is running above its average
flow, should be stored in reservoirs before being
filtered and distributed. It appears to us that
this condition can be best fulfilled, at a reason-
able cost, by the construction of the storage
reservoirs near the present Thames Works of
the water companies.
--l\e have, therefore, examined the country
between Hampton and Staines, and have come
to the conclusion that there is ample land of
small value, in that neighbourhood, and a little

see la«t volume of the Builder, pp. 41S, 435, 456," "• *- “=’

t See Builder, pp, 313. 353^ 37.-,
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ante.
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higher up the river, which may be utilised for
the purpose. The soil consists of gravel, about:
20 ft. thick, resting upon clay, and is, therefore^
well suited for the construction of reservoirs,

1

and the beds of gravel and sand above the clayl
would be admirably adapted for an extensive:
system of natural filtration, similar to that nowi
in nse at Hampton. We have had borings madea
upon the ground, with the view of bringing!
direct evidence upon this point before the Roysdj
Commission. The reservoirs would be 40 ft.'

deep, partly excavated, the soil thus removed'
forming the banks of the reservoirs, which!
would be secured by a puddle trench, the innen
slopes being lined with concrete. The intake
from the river would be above Staines, thereby,
avoiding any chance of contamination from thath
town or from the river Way. The reservoirs!
would be filled above the river level by pampmg,c
the depth of water being arranged in accordance!
with the opinion of Dr. Frankland, that Thames]
water wonld be improved by storage in deepn
reservoirs. Conduits would be made to convey
the water by gravitation to Hampton, andi
storage reservoirs would be formed in suitable
positions, as shown upon the map accompany-i
log this report. At Hampton the water would:
be delivered direct into the works of the Grand:
Junction, West Middlesex, and Southwark and:
Yaoxhall Waterworks Companies

;
while branch'

conduits wonld supply the East London Water-t
works Company at Hanwortb, and the Chelsea
and Lambeth Companies at Moleaey. Of course,:

additional mains and pumping power would be
required in the future at each company's works'
to deliver the water into their districts.

We have, in conjunction with Messrs. John!
Alrd k Sons, looked into the cost of the storage
reservoirs, with pipes, conduits, pumping ma-:
chinery, &c. The cost of each set of works'
required at the different stations is shown in
the following table, the second column showing:
the total storage required, and the third thel

storage proposed to be made ;
—

1901 1,834 mill, galla.

1911 3,280 „ „
1921 5,054 „ ,,

1931 8.485 „ „
1911 16,820 „ „

2,000

mlU. galla. £899,1151

2.000 „ ,, 363,985'
2 000 ., „ 736,685:
4 000 „ „ 725,586;

8.000 „
“ 1,443,666;

Total* 18,000 £4,168,986;

It may be presumed, however, that in any:
gravitation scheme for bringing water from a
distant watershed, no pumping will be neces-:

sary for its distribution. It is, therefore,:

necessary to add to the capital cost of(

4,168,935Z. above arrived at, the cost of thel

capital sum to be expended in additional pump-
ing power for the distribution, and a sum for

'

the capitalised value, upon a 31^ per cent, basis,!

or say thirty years’ purchase, of the annual

;

pumping charge. The cost of the work as com-

;

pared with a gravitation scheme will then run

.

out as follows :

—

Total expenditure of capital in land,

easements, storage reservoirs, con-

duits, pumping engines to pump
into storage reservoirs, and in-

cidental works ... £4,168,935
Total capital cost of 26,940 horse-power

to pump water into districts in

1911 at £45, with buildings ... 1,212,300

Total capital expenditure ... 5,391,435
Annual pumping charges on 256,000,000

gallons per day, based upon present
cost to Waterworks Companies, of

i£2'50 per million gallons (Lass’s

Tables) £233,600. As the whole of

the power will not be required till

the end of the fifty years it will be
fair to capitalise only three-fifths

of this annual charge. £139,160
capitalised at thirty years’ pur-

chase ... ... ... £4,174,800
Capitalisation of annual

charge, three-fifths of

£7,580 for pumping
into reservoirs at thirty

years, £4,548 X 30 ... 136,440
4,311,240

£9,702,675

The expenditure of the capital,—and this

appears to u3 to be a great merit of the proposed
scheme,—will only have to be madeas it is neces-

sitated by the needs of the growing population,

and may be advantageously divided into cycles

of ten years, as shown in the tables. In this way
capital will only have to be expended when the

outlay is justified by the increased demand for

water, with a corresponding increase in the

amount of water rental. Should, moreover, the

future population prove to be over-estimated,
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large wasteful expenditure of capital will

76 1:^611 made.
On the other hand, one of the principal

5nomic objections to any scheme for bring-

j water from a distant watershed is that the

lin bulk of the expenditure must be made in

ticipation of still far distant wants, with the

nsequence that it would for many years be

tlrely unremunerative. Sir Frederick Bram-
lU points out in his evidence that capital

penditure, anticipated by sixty years, in-

cases the cost of works to eight times the

lonnt originally expended.

As before stated, we leave the details of the

)rage re.servoirs necessary to enable the Lea

meet the increased supply of 12,000 000

lions per day, with which we have credited

to the engineers of the New River and East

tndon Water Companies. Presuming that

ey could be constructed at the same rate per

lUion gallons of daily supply as those we
opose for the Thames, thetr cost would be

out 216,000^.

-

5.391.43.5^x 12 000,000 gallons

300.000,000 gallims

The additional cost of bringing 12,000 000

.lions per day of additional supply from

ales would be, if taken at the same rate per

lllion gallons of daily supply, as above esti-

ited, 1,800,000?.

The above calculations assume, in common
th all schemes for a snpplemental supply

om a distant watershed, that the present

5rkB of the companies will be utilised. They

11, therefore, always form an important and

tegrel part of the London waterworks system,

bather the source of supply be taken from the

tames and Lea basins, from a distant water-

ed, or from all three of the sources indi-

ted.

Although we have taken Mr. Binnie’s esti-

ate of population as the basis of this report,

must not be supposed that we endorse his

jures, which represent the extreme views of

le unreasoning opponents of the excellent

ater supply which the natural position of

^ndon ensures, at a moderate cost, to its

habitants. We submit that one great merit
' onr scheme is that it may be adapted,

ithin the limits set forth, to any increase of

>pnlation, large or small, which can be reason-

>ly expected for many decades of years to

)me.

We desire, in concluding this report, to som-

arise as follows the conclusions at which we
kve arrived :

—

1. That the water obtainable from the Thames
id Lea and from wells in the basins of those

vers is good in quality and suitable for the

ipply of London.
2. (a) That there is a sufBcient flow of water

1 the Thames and Lea basins to provide for the

ipply of London for the next fifty years,

iking the estimate of Mr. Binnie as a ba«is.

?) That the scheme of storage reservoirs near

lampton and Staines, proposed in this report,

ill provide against drought, will prevent the

ecessity for drawing water from the river

uringthe first fifteen days of any flood, and

ill comply with the recommendation so

;rongly insisted on by the Local Government

card, that the water abstracted when the

hames is running above its average flow shall

6 stored in deep reservoirs before being distri-

uted. (c) That the works in the shape of

torage-reservoirs. pumping-engioes, kc., will

06t about 5 391,435?., securing a minimum flow

f 200,000,000 gHllonB a day at Teddington, and

roviding in 1941 300,000,000 gallons a day for

rater sopply, while similar works on the Lea

rill probably cost about 216,000?. (^?) That

y carrying out these works the minimum flow

f the Thames will be increased by 30 per cent.

3. That the utilisation of the Thames by the

cheme of storage reservoirs which we propose

/ill be far less costly than any scheme for

•ringing water from a distant watershed, and

/111, therefore, be more advantageous to the

•ublic interest.

i We submit, therefore, lastly, that while the

lompanies have in the past admirably fulfilled

Iheir statutory obligations by giving a good

md ample supply of water, they will be able,

jby the expenditure of a moderate amount of

Fapital, as the necessity for the proposed works

Ukrises from the increased demand for water

resulting from the growth of the popula'ion, to

iiender in the future equally efficient, service to

he water consumers of the metropolis.”

Approval of Mr. Hawltsley and Sir F. Braniwell.

B In a supplementary statement Mr. Hunter

tnentioned that he and Mr. Fraser had been

authorised to lay their report before Mr.

Hawksley and Sir F. Bramwell, and these

gentlemen bad thereupon given the following

opinion :

—

“We have carefully considered your proposal

for increasing, and otherwise improving, the

capabilities of the River Thames for the supply

of the metropolis and its vicinity, when and as

may be wanted at any time or times during the

ensuing fifty years, and we are pleased to have

the opportunity of stating that we approve in

general terms of that proposal.

As to the quality of the water, we think you

are fully justified in relying on the evidence of

the cited chemists.

With respect to the capability of the Thames,
when aided by the suggested storage reservoirs,

to afford a supply of 300,000,000 gallons per
diem for waterworks purposes, while leaving a

minimum of 200,000,000 gallons per day to flow

over Teddington Weir, we have no doubt that

these quantities can be obtained by the sug-

gested means, but we are of opinion that so

large a quantity as 300,000,000 gallons per day
for waterworks purposes will not be required,

even at the end of fifty years.

We think that if the water of the Thames be
derived and stored as proposed, and be after-

wards filtered in the usnal manner, it will be

improved, and will be free from any stain due to

floods, and we are further of opinion that no
sensible deterioration of its quality would occur

;

even if flood water were occasionally pumped
into the reservoirs, it would settle and bleach.

With regard to the proposition to bring the

suggested 210,000,000 gallons per diem supple-

mental water from Wales, we are of opinion

that it would not be feasible to do this by means
of an open chaunel

;
and further, we are of

opinion that such supoly would certainly involve

an outlay of at least 30,000,000?.

In crnclusion, we beg leave to express our

opinion that the sites proposed for the reser-

voirs are suitable for their intended purpose,

and that the reservoirs are capable of being

constructed at a moderate expense; and we
think that this project may very properly be

placed before the Commission as one, amongst
others, to show that the watershed of the Thames
affords ample facilities for increasing the snp-

plies of water to the metropolis, when and as

they may be required
;
and we will willingly

support this view by our oral evidence, if your
Board, on further reflection, see fit to call upon
us for that purpose.”

Mr. Hunter’s Evidence.

Mr. Hunter said that he was struck with the

small percentage of water taken from the

Thames in comparison with that abstracted

from the Lea, while the greater abstraction

from the Lea does not interfere with th“ navi-

gation or prejudice people living on the banks.

This fortified him in the opinion that there is

plenty of water in the two valleys to supply the

needs of London for many years. He thought

it desirable to submit to the Commission a
definite ech^ms of storage reservoirs, and there-

fore Mr. Fraser and he had prepared this

scheme. The proposal was that the water

shonld be taken at Staines, and the reservoirs

constructed as they were required. The reser-

voirs would be 40 ft. in depth. The water

would flow in by gravitation to the lowest 10ft.,

and the rest would have to be pumped. The
gravel bed varied in depth from 10 ft. to 25 ft.

before the clay was reached, and it was proposed

to carry the trenches into the clay. It might
be a little troublesome, on account of the water

in the gravel, but it could be done. The esti-

mates had been worked out in conjunction

with Messrs. Aird & Sons. The conduit was
proposed to be placed in the clay itself. The
worst flood-water would be allowed to pass

Storage was provided for four months of

drought and fifteen days of flood. The esti-

mates before the Commission showed that

153,000,000 gallons a day were expected to be

obtained from the Lea Valley (river and wells)

and the Kent wells. Assuming the total suppl?

required to be 433,000.000 gallons, 153 000.000

from the Lea and wells would leave 280 000,000

to be taken from the Thames. That was on
the assumption (as Mr. Hill remarked) that all

the water expected would be got from the Lea
and the wells

;
but he had not included what

geologists said could be got from the chalk. As
to the effect upon the Lea district of pumping
a larger quantity, he was not prepared to ex-

press a definite opinion
;
but be did not thick

that what was proposed to be taken would have
a great effect upon the river supply.

Sir A. Geikie : Supposing that these reser-

voirs which you have sketched on the plan are

constructed, what do you imagine will be the

effect; will there be any effect OD'the flow of

the Thames; what effect do you suppose they

would have ?—They will not have any special

effect upon the flow of the Tbames. We shall

allow always the 200,000,000 gallons to go
down the River which the Thames Conservancy
wish to have according to their instructions

issued to Messrs. Marten k Rofe. Beyond
that I do not see that it would have any special

effect at all.

You think that even that quantity might be
produced without injuring the traffic In the

river ?—I think so.

Mr. Mansergh : You have never heard of any
complaints as to the water that has been
pumped from the Lea Valley affecting the navi-

gation, I understand. Is that what you meant
us to understand ?—I have never heard of any
complaint.

You never heard that the companies were
pumping so much water as to deplete the navi-

gation ?—I have heard this : I have heard the

Lea Conservancy say that they have had to do
more dredging down the river in the lower

reaches of the navigation owing to the fact of

the companies taking so much water out.

That is so ?—Yes, that is so.

Mr. Fraser’s Evidence.

Mr. Alexander Fraser, who had given evi-

dence at an early stage of the inquiry, was
re-called and examined on this scheme.

Sir A. Geikie : Would you kindly tell us the

conditions under which you proposed this series

of reservoirs ?—Mr. Hunter, I think, has told

you what led op to it. I was instructed by my
Board to assist him in drawing np this report,

to look at the ground, get borings, and so on,

and put it into a practical shape, which I

attempted to do.

Would you tell us generally what is the depth
of gravel over that ground ?—The depth of

gravel varies. There are 20 ft. to 24 ft. of

ballast and sand, generally speaking, all over

that area, and the bottom is London clay.

Mr. Mansergh : Does that apply to aU the

sices of reservoirs that are on that plan?

—

Yes. Of course, there are many other sites

equally available, but we selected those as

convenient. They happened to be without any
roads or houses upon them

;
they seemed to be

singularly well adapted.

Sir A. Geikie ; Do you propose to dig down
to the clay in these reservoirs?—We should dig

down to the clay, as shown on the section there,

and bring op a puddle wall

The puddle-wall is in the clay, but what
about the floor of the reservoir?—We shonld
excavate the ballast, make up the bank, and
that is all we should do; we should not floor

the reservoir with anything, but leave the

ballast. We have done that at Hampton. We
have made, I should think, a mile of puddle-

trench there, through that same ballast, In

some cases 40 ft. deep. Of course, the deeper

you are, as you are aware, the more trouble

and expense; but still it is just a question of

pumping in short lengths, and keeping the

water out while you get this in. That is the

way we have made our reservoirs at Hamp-
ton.

Mr. Hill : I suppose in the large area of these

reservoirs you only want material to make your
embankments?—That is all.

Here it is represented at abont 6 ft. in

depth?—It is abont 10 ft.

Will that give you all the material you re-

quire for your embankment?—Yes.

Of course the bottom of the reservoir you
need not do anything to?— Nothing.

It is a gravel bottom ?—Yes.

The sides I snppose, down to a point, you can
protect with concrete?—Yes, to meet the effect

of the wind,—against the wind. Each reser-

voir of water covers 200 acres and is 40 ft. deep,

and that represents 2,000,000,0000 gallons. It

is proposed to make them in alphabetical

order,—first of all to make an intake
;

it is

thought desirable to go above Sfaines while wf

are about it to bring it down to Hampton, that

is seven miles,—by the river it is about five

miles more. If you have a pumping-station

there and make Reservoir A and pump into

that, and then pump into the next one B, and
80 on, when they are all down the water could

flow through the whole lot of them, any series

of them, or through any of them, down into the

culvert, and so keep moving, if necessary.

\_Centinued onp. 442.
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ST. DAVID'S CATHEDRAL.*

^
oM saying that two pilgrimages to

It. David’s were equal to one to Rome
5 etill, thongh in a different sense, tosome extent true. This, by far the most im*

portaot of the Welsh cathedrals, is the most
difficult of approach, and is the only Cathedral
city m England or Wales that is still without
direct communication by railway with the
outer world, and its isolation gives an addi-
tional charm to its surroondings, which arenatnraRy wild and extremely picturesque. The
Cathedral itself is situated on low ground in
the narrow valley of the River Alan, which
flows wuhm a tew yards of the west front, and
passes to the sea about a mile and a half
distant. The high ground rises on the southand east sides, and, to some extent, on the

aTS' 'ih
shelter which was, nodoubt, the chief idea in the minds of thefounders in choosing the site. The most

eaeotive views of the building are from this

rftb.dr°i f not only the

Sde^ S’ Jh
® “ College on its Mrthside, and the grand rum of Bishop Gower’sPalace beyond the Alan on the west. Thetower and gable of St. Mary’s College anoearon the right hand of the view here given -uTmthis point, however, the Palace Is inv’isTbr

frale'^ahtTi^ 'he

struotnre with a central tower, and it retainsexamples of nearly every period of arohitictme

u®
““““hoement by Bishop

centmSr™ nofiftSf »te twelfth

^
^ (-IJ-TG-IIOS) to the present time The

Sant Caerfai, not fardistant, on the coast, and the material for therecent restorations has been obtained from thesameneighbonrhood.ahhcngh
,Srmorrr“ofnt

1591. A list ot u.ote alread, -[‘"“"5 3,
Is.. 01 luture arrangement. ’„iirbrCudonU"S'

Stone is not of the same colour as the old. With
its rugged surroundings it is not surprising that
the exterior of the fabric shows little attempt
at ornamentation. Deyond the tracery of the
Decorated windows in the aisles, one or two
Perpendicular ones, and the parapet and
canopied niches of the tower, all the
external features have been kept as plain
as possible. The only portion of the fabric
which has been rebuilt to any considerable
extent is the outer portion of the west front, a
restoration by the late Sir Gilbert Scott, which
took the place of the west front erected by
Nash at the end of the last century at a time

I

when the Cathedral must have been in a very
,

dilapidated condition. The Lady Chapel and
;

the aisles flanking what is known as Bishop
Vaughan s Chapel are, as will be seen on refer-
ence to the view, still roofless. Tbe window
tracery of these parts of the building is
modern, their design having been, to some
extent, recovered from fragments found in situ.
The central tower piers, being in a dangerous con-
dition, were underpinned and largely rebuilt and
rcBtorea with the oid material by Sit Gilbert Scott,
a dangerous and difficult work happily crowned
with success. The tower is of more than one
^ate, the first stage clear of the roofs being
Decorated, and part of Bishop Gower’s building.
Tbis m turn has had a Perpendicular belfry
stage of Bishop Vaughan’s time added, with an
open parapet, and angle and intermediate
pinnacles. A prominent feature in the eastern
views of the church is the three- storied
building projecting eastward from the north
transept, the lower portion being formerly the
Chapel of St, Thomas of Canterbury, and the
upper the Chapter-house. The Chapter-honse
now occupies the portion on tbe ground level,
ihe upper stories are approached by a stair
from the north aisle of the Presbytery. A
smaller chapel, now used as a vestry, projects
trom the corresponding wall of the south tran-
sept, and was rebuilt at the time of the last
restoration. The only other portions of tbe
building which break the main lines of the ex-
terior are the south porch, at the second bay
eastward of the nave, and the buttresses,—some
modern, others dating back to the fifteenth

century,—which support the north side of tt
nave, and encroach on the cloister court sti
existing in the space between the church an
the College of St. Mary.
In strong contrast with the simplicity of tt

exterior is the richness of the interior. Froi
the work of De Leia to that of Bishop Vaugha
every effort seems to have been made to rend*
the interior of the Cathedral a fitting and in
posing setting for the shrine of St. David whic
It contained—the great patron saint of th
Welsh Principality. Of the early church pr<
ceding De Leia’s reconstruction we have n
trace, but there is good reason to believe tha
the original site of the first church was retaine*
The western piers of the tower, the west wa
of the transepts, and the whole of the nav
with the exception of its outer souther
casing, the porch, and the inner portion c
the west front, are of De Leia’s dat(
The arcade is of six bays of wid
span, circular arches rising from alternatel
octagonal and circular piers, having semi
attached shafts at the cardinal points. Ove
the arcade, and divided from it by a boli
string-course, is the upper stage of the design
which includes the clearstory and triforiun
under an enclosing arch. The triforium consist
of two pointed arches with a circle betwe
them, the clearstory windows having
simple round-headed lancets now in some (

filled in with later tracery.

All the work is Transitional in characD
combining the solidity of the Norman with t
pointed arch of the thirteenth century. Orr
ment has been lavishly bestowed wherev
possible, and the main arches, and the small
ones above them, are full of rich det?
characteristic of the style and date. Ov
all is the late roof, with elaborately-carv<
pendants dating from the time of Owen Pol
treasurer, 1472—1509. The whole may tal
rank as one of the most striking and elabora
interiors in the kingdom.
The aisles were raised in Decorated timt

and some of the windows are of this date,-
others are modern copies. The aisles ha'
wooden roofs, although vaulting ^shafts rema
against the outer walls.
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The portion of the church east of the nave
is considerably raised above it. In addition to

the steps, the whole of the nave floor slopes up
gradually eastward, and by this means full

advantage is taken of the natural slope of the

ground to give extra dignity to the interior,

At the last pair of main piers eastward are

three steps to the platform, which stretches

across the nave in front of Bishop Gower’s
rood-screen, a very beautiful specimen of four-

teenth-century work, rich in its details, but

with a judicious use of plain wall-space giving

a reserve and dignity to the whole. Practically

it is divided into three sections. In the centre

is a doorway which leads through a vaulted

vestibule to the choir. On the north side is a

range of canopied niches, apparently earlier

work re-used, forming a reredos to the altar

of (?) St. John. At the extreme southern

end is the tomb of the bishop, Gower
{1328—1347), during whose episcopacy the

screen was erected. It consists of a
recumbent effigy on a tomb surrounded by
small figures on pedestals attached to its side,

the whole enclosed in a vaulted space, having
richly cusped arches on the west and south
sides, with grilles. On either side of the

main entrance flanking the first bay of the

vestibule are two other recumbent effigies of

priests.* The staircase to the loft is entered

at the north-west angle of the screen (see plan).

Over the screen is a wooden cornice and cove,

restored from fragments of the vaulted cove
which were in existence. At present the organ
occupies the space over the screen. The
general design will be more clearly understood

• The No. 26 on the plan haa been placed In error
opposite the Altar o( St. John, Instead of being oppo-
site the tomb on the north side of the entrance, corre-

eponding with 25.

by reference to the illustration at the head of

this article.

Five more steps'lead from the screen platform

to the choir, giving a total of eight in all from
the nave level. The choir stalls are arranged

under the tower, and returned against the back

of the rood-screen. They are of fifteenth-

century date (Bishop Tally 1460-1480), and

have misereres, quaintly carved. There is a

bishop’s throne, of wood, on the south side, and

to all appearance a mixture of fourteenth and

fifteenth-century work—portions, doubtless, of

earlier fittings of Gower’s period, to which also

the unique parclose screen which encloses the

choir proper, and divides it from the Presbytery,

belongs. The central tower which formed
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part of De Leia’s building, fell, like others of

its date, either from bad foundation or bad
construction—probably from both causes. It

fell eastward and laid the Presbytery in ruins

and this largely accounts for the curious points

which are observable in the present Presbytery.

While some of the details,—notably the caps
of the arcade,—are early in character, a
marked advance in the style is shown in the

arches which are pointed, and in the lancets

(one in each bay) of the clearstory. No doubt,

as was generally the case, old material was
largely re-used and worked up in the new
design. As will be seen by the sketch of the

interior of the Presbytery aisle, the level of the

large caps and that of the aisle vaulting shafts

differ considerably, the former being raised

above the latter. Agreeing in height with

these vaulting shafts attached to the presbytery

piers is a semicircular arch in the east wall of

the aisle, showing the level of the vaulting of,

presumably, De Leia's Church. The vaulting

shafts of the aisles (against the outer wall)

are again higher than the main arcade, point-

ing to the fact that the vaulting of the aisle

as rebuilt in the thirteenth century was intended

to spring from corbels above the junction of the

label of the arcade, disregarding entirely the

existence of the earlier shafts against the pier.

The aisles are, however, at present covered in

with modern lean-to roofs, and it is a matter of

conjecture how far the project of vaulting the

aisles was carried out. The east wail of the

Presbytery was pierced by three very fine

lancets, their beads reaching nearly to the level

of the apex of the clearstory lancets. The
space between these and the roof was, and is

still, filled by a row of four shorter lancets

(which show over the Vaughan Chapel in the
exterior view). Only these upper ones, which
are restorations by the late Sir G. G. Scott, are

at present glazed, the lower ones being filled by
mosaic (placed there within recent years) for

reasons which we shall explain later. At
present the Presbytery is covered by a Perpen-
dicular panelled roof of slightly earlier date
than that of the nave. It has been richly

decorated, as far as could be done on the old

lines, and contains a number of shields of arms
of persons connected with the fabric.

On the north side of the Presbytery, under
the second arch east of the central tower, is

what is known as the Shrine of St. David. It

may be described as an oblong structure,

3 ft. 6 in. in depth, and with a frontage of
nearly 12 ft. towards the Presbytery aisle. The
upper portion of the front facing the Presbytery
is arcaded, and below are three poinied arches
springing at the floor level, and having recesses

1 ft. 3 in. in depth. On the north front, facing
the aisle, the design is of a far simpler
character, the plain wall being merely pierced
by apertures of varions forms,—those below
being three with semicircular heads, others
above them quatrefoils, and these latter having
between them two shallow oblong recesses,

round which a string moulding is carried. The
whole has a plain mould round the top,

and carried the shrine proper. It seems,
perhaps, carious that the shrine of so cele-

brated a saint as St. David should not
have been of more elaborate workman-
ship, bearing in mind the elaborate erections
of St. Albans, Chester, and Christ Church,
Oxford. We have the authority of Browne
Willis that the back of the arcading on the
Presbytery side was decorated with figures of

SS. David, Denis, and Patrick. In its present
condition, however, but a poor idea can be
obtained of its original beauty. There are
many other monuments of interest in the aisles

of the Presbytery. On the north side (east of
the shrine) is a knight in a heraldic jnpoii. In
the south aisle is a similar effigy, two figures of
Bishops side by side, two or three effigies of
priests, ar d a collection of slabs with crosses
and semi effigies brought here for safety from
the ruined portions of the church. In the north
transept, under the north arch of the central
tower, and back to back with the stalls, is what
is known as the shrine of St. Caradoc, a simple
stone structure with a projecting upper por-
tion, and having recessed apertures similar to
those on the shrine of St. David, already
described.

That portion of the' church east of the
Presbytery is one of the most curious points in
the planning of the Cathedral. The aisles,
instead of being returned round the east end
of the Presbytery, were carried a suffi'dent
distance eastward to allow a space of 15 ft.

(from east to west) east of the Presbytery wall.
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There seems to have been a desire to retain the
glazing of the lower lancets. A connecting
aisle was built, and formed the ante-chapel to
to the Lady Chaptl, which projected again east-

ward, and completed the fabric in that direction.

Much of this portion is Early English, trans-
formed in places by Gower’s alterations in

Decorated times. The Lady Chapel itself was
built in the time of Bishop Martyn (1290

—

1328), and received additions also from Bishop
Gower.
The last structural addition to the Cathedral

was the construction by Bishop Vaughan (1509-
1522) of his chapel east of the Presbytery, and
occupying what is presumed to have been np to
that date an open space. The chapel was
elaborately vaulted with the fan tracery of the
period, and the lancets were, and still remain,
walled np. Hence the somewhat unusual
appearance of the east end of the Presbytery
seen from the west.

Under these lancets, and facing towards the
later chapel, was discovered a recess, partly
filled with bones, and the back ornamented
with crosses'of various patterns, the central one
being pierced the entire thickness of the wall.

Its use has not been satisfactorily explained,
but it seems to have been undoubtedly used at
some period as a squint or hagioscope. Bishop
Vaughan’s Chapel and the ante-chapel eastward
are the only portions of the church, east of the
Presbytery, which are covered in. The side
aisles flanking them, and likewise the Lady
Chapel itself, are still in a semi-ruinous state,

^though within the past year or so the tracery
in the windows has been restored, There are
several fragments and monuments scattered
about in different parts of this portion of the
building, but all have suffered much from the
weather. In the south aisle, built into the
modern cross walls, are some old shields,
apparently bosses, one charged with the arms
of the See (see illustration). In the Chapel of
St. Thomas of Canterbury (now the Chapter-
house) is a case containing some fine speci-
mens of pastoral staves and rings found during
the restoration.

North of the nave are the ruins of St. Mary’s
College, with its tall tower and domestic build-
ings. West of the Cathedral is the magnificent
ruined Palace of Bishop Gower,—a prelate who
did so much, both to the fabric of the Cathedral,
and to other buildings in this part of Wales,

—

Swansea Castle, church, and another episcopal
palace at Lamphey, near Pembroke, besides
other smaller works. The arcading, which is
so characteristic of his work, is to be seen here
in good preservation, and amongst other details
is a beautiful rose window, or “ marigold,” at
the end of the great hall.

The close wall which surrounded both the
Cathedral and Palace, and other buildings con-
nected with the fabric, remains in places, and
a very curious two-storied octagonal building,
attached to the eastern gate of the close, still
remains, and is seen at the extreme left hand
of the general view. It has been suggested
that it formed a detached campanile during

the period before the rebuilding of the centrr
tower.

The plan which we give to-day has been take-:
from one kindly lent us by Mr. T. Taylor Soot:
of Carlisle, to which we have made certai;
additions to bring the plan, which was made i

few years ago, up to date.

ST. DAVID'S: THE CATHEDRAL AND
PALACE.

This view, from a water-colour drawing b l

Mr. T. G. Jackson, A.R.A., has been taken fro©
the rising ground on the northern side of tb !

great courtyard of the Bishop’s Palace erected
by Bishop Gower. The portions of the Palaci
shown in the view comprise the entrance gatet
way (in the centre of the picture) and a portiOK
of the main building which forms the east, ore
more strictly speaking, the south-east, front o
the Palace, connected at its southern end with
the range of buildings formed by the Great:
Hall and the Chapel. Behind the ruins rises
the central tower of the Cathedral, and on th«l
extreme left the smaller tower of St. Mary’jj
College.

Knowing that Mr. Jackson bad been making
a portfolio of sketches at and about St. David’s
recently, we begged him to add one of these teti

our more formal illustrations of the plan andi
architecture of the Cathedral, and owe him omi
best thanks for his ready compliance with ouit
request.

EAST WINDOW, SKELTON - IN - CLEVE I

LAND CHURCH, YORKSHIRE.
This window, the drawing of which was?

exhibited at the Royal Academy this year, wasi
executed by Messrs. Shrigley & Hunt for thei
above-named church, near Sdltbarn-by-the-Sea.c
In the centre light, forming the keynote of the
composition, is a figure of our Lord in Majesty,)
holding an open book as the revealed W'ord.r
The side lights contain two tiers of figures, thei
lower the four Eeangelists, the exponents of:
the Word on earth, and in the upper tier thei
four Archangels, the superiors of the heavenly!
hierarchy. Below the figure of our Lord is a

:

kneeling angel with a scroll inscribed, “Heaven^)
and earth are full of the n ajesty of thy glory,”^,

and above the figure are two angels in adora»i
tion. In the five principal quatrefoils of then
tracery are angels bearing shields, each charged'

(

with a letter of the sacred name. The window t

is exceedingly simple in its colouring, and silvery -

in tone throughout.

THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON METROPO^)
LITAN WATER SUPPLY.

(Contioned from page 439.)

Mr. Hill : What would be the level of the tof>]
water of the reservoirs as compared with then
level of the water in the river at about the^
quantity that you would be taking?—The water;
in the river above Bell Weir Lock is 60 ft.
above datum.

Mr. Mansergh : At summer level ?—At summer i:

level it is 50 ft.
; 30 ft. higher in A.

The top water in A would be 80 ft. above-

1

Ordnance datum?—Yes.
Mr. Hi'l : And about 34 ft. above the land ?

About 30 ft. above the land.

Thirty feet above the land 7—Yes
;

like a :

railway bank it would look. That region is \

particularly well adapted for waterworks.
,

There is an immense area, all the way up there •

for miles, of gravel beds full of water, and there :

is a beautiful sand for filtering. In the future,—I am talking of the remote future,—that 1

would be a very good place for an extension,
because at Hampton we are very much crowded !

up. We cannot extend at Hampton
; but out 1

there yon can expend in any direction.

Yon do not propose to deal with the river in i

any way in consequence of the abstraction of i

the water ?—Not at all
;
we should leave that.

With reference to those parties who are on ;

the banks of the river, what would they say to ;

this abstraction? Would there be any ’

objection raised by them ?—They would never
have any greater abstraction than they now '

have, nor yet so much, because we have pro-
vided for the minimum fl:w of 200,000,000 i

gallons a day over Teddington Weir.
Mr. Mansergh: Where did you put the

200 000,000 gallons into the river ?—We do not
take them out

;
we let them alone

;
we take-

the surplus and put it into the reservoirs.

Leaving always the 200.000,000 gallons ?—
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Yes, I imagine that if it were carried out there

would be a weir at that point, and if the water

was below that it would not flow over. It would
be automatic.
You do not show any filters in connexion

with these reservoirs?—None at all.

You propose at present to filter that quantity
down at your works?—Down at the present

filters.

But if filters were necessary as the demand
increases you say this is a favourable place ?

—

A very favourable place.

Where the reservoirs are constructed would
be a favourable place for the construction of

filter beds ?—Yes, because there is land and
material.

Then yon would get about 8 ft. to 10 ft. of

water running into the reservoirs by gravita-

tion ?—Thereabouts.
And pump the 30 Ft. ?—Yes.
Now, you have got down as the estimate for

reservoir A, 899,000?.?—That Includes a con-
duit.—one line of conduit right down to
Hampton.
What size would you make that conduit ?

—

10 ft.

Sufficient to take how much water ?—Two of

them will take the whole 300,000,000 gallons a
day.
You make that at first?—Make one first and

the second after. It would be convenient to

make it in the clay and line it with iron as they
make those electric railways.

I understand now what seemed an anomaly
in these estimates, where you have got the
899,000/. ; that inclndesthecostof the reservoir
and one conduit?—Y’es.

Then your second 2,000,000,000 gallons,

reservoir B, you estimate at 303,000/., which
comes to 182/. per million?—Yes.
Then the next 2,000,000,000 gallons comes to

308/. a million
;
but that includes another con-

duit, I take it?—Another line of conduit.
Then you really estimate that those

reservoirs can be constructed for about 180/.
per million gallons ?—It is thereabouts.

There is one thing I cannot understand in
the next item, “annnal pumping charges on
256,000,000 gallons per day beised upon present
cost to waterworks companies of 2 50/. per
million gallons? ”—I think that is Mr. Hunter’s
estimate, capitalising the pumping into the
reservoirs.

But it is an annual pumping charge of
2'50/. per million gallons; there must be
something wrong about that?—That is taken
from Lass’s “ Tables."

The lift will not be more than 35 7—Not
more than 30.

With friction ?—Yee.
Later on, when you go into further details,

somewhere towards the end, the cost of pump-
ing is put down at 5s. per million gallons 7

—

That, 1 think, is the future pumping into the
district.

Mr. Hunter : That is the pumping in the
future. The 2'50/. is the cost from Lass’s
Tables of the whole pumping into the whole
of the districts of the companies, at a height,
perhaps, of 300 ft. on an average, or it may be
as much as that altogether. You see this is only
15 head of water, and I take it at 5s. as being
a fair comparative cost.

Mr. Mansergh : The 2'50/., of course, is the
cost of pumping up to your high lifts in
London.

Mr. Hunter: Yea, this is taken at 5s., which
is a great deal more in proportion, but that sum
is put down as something which would be fair
and reasonable.

Sir A. Geikie: May I ask if this is a scheme
which would not be undertaken by your com-
pany alone. or a general scheme by aUtbe com-
panies?— It would be a general scheme if ever
carried out, certainly.

Do you appear here having had a consulta-
tion with the other companies ? Yes, Ido. It

was prepared by us, and the Chairmen of all

the companies authorised its being laid before
the Commission.

Mr. Minsergh : The water in these reservoirs
would bs taken in an intermediate stage ?

—

Yes, after the first flood is by, we should take
the rest, which is very good.
So that what you pump into the reservoirs

could not interfere prejudicially with the
interests of the riparian owners between Staines
and Hampton?—Not at all.

Mr. Hunter: Will you allow me just to add
one thing ? It is my strong opinion that, in the
interests of the consumer, it is desirable and
necessary that the Thames and Lea should be

utilised to the utmost extent before recourse is

had to any other watershed. I want to

emphasise that.

Sir A. Geikie: I understand from your
evidence that you think the Lea watershed
much more used than the Thames is 7

Mr. Hunter : Exactly.
Mr, G. F. Deacon, C.E., gave detailed

evidence against the nine reservoirs that bad
been proposed by Messrs. Marten and Kofe, and
also on rainfalls and discharges

;
Mr. A. K.

Binnie on the flow of the Thames
;
Dr. T. 0.

Dadfield (Medical Officer of Health for Ken-
sington) on the water supplied to his district;

and Dr. Percy Frankland put in additional

statements relating to bacteriological researches,

on which subject Dr. Klein and Professor Ray
Lankester also gave evidence.

The Commission stands adjourned to the

middle of December.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

A SPECIAL meeting of this Council was held

on Friday, the 25th ult.

TJie Woolrvich Ferry.—The Bridges Com-
mittee brought up a report recommending the

acceptance of the tender of Messrs. E. & H,
Green for a ferry-boat for 17,325/. Messrs.

Green’s tender was not the lowest, the following

being lower than that proposed for acceptance :

Messrs. W. Simons & Co., 15,800/., and Messrs.

W. Allsup A Son, 15,900/.

The Hon. R. Grosvenor, the Chairman of the

Committee, in introducing the report, said that

the difference in the price showed the difference

in the trade union rate of wages in Glasgow and
London.

Mr. Torrance moved, as an amendment, that

the recommendation be referred back to the

Committee, with an instruction that the tender

of Messrs. Simons & Co, be accepted, provided

that the usual inquiries result in showing that

their position and standing are satisfactory.

He said that the proposition of the Committee
was the most audacious ever submitted to the

Council. There was a great principle at issue.

How could they expect country contractors to

come forward if this was the system to be

adopted ? It was a most unfair and ungenerous
proposal. They talked about Free Trade, but

this was a plain proof that the spirit of Protec-

tion was rampant in the Council.

Mr. J. G. Weir, M.P., seconded the amend-
ment, and said it was a gross injustice to the

ratepayers to be asked to pay 1,600/. more than

they needed to do. It was only within the

last few days,—since a deputation of the un-

employed had waited upon the Council,—that

the proposition was brought forward. If the

Council intended all its work to be done in

London, they had better tell country con-

tractors so.

Mr. Alderman Arnold said the interests of

the Council and its duties were wider than
London. They bad invited tenders from every

part of the kingdom, and he hoped they would
never regard London as an isolated town, but

as the centre of the empire.

On a division, 64 voted for the amendment
and 23 against. The tender of Messrs, Simons,

of Glasgow, was, therefore, accepted.

The usual weekly meeting of this Council

was held on Tuesday afternoon last, the Chair-

man, Mr. John Hutton, presiding.

Tenders. — Tenders were received for the

formation of new roads, airing courts, &c., at

the Claybury Asylum (The list appears in

another column of this issue of the Builder').

The Albert Palace, Battersea.—The General
Purposes Committee recommended that, subject

to the Albert Palace, together with the grounds
attached thereto, being handed over to the

Council free of expense and in good repair, the

Council should apply to Parliament in the next

Session for power to accept the gift, and to

manage and maintain the palace and grounds

as a place of recreation for the public. The
Architect reported that the cost of maintenance,

as part of Battersea Park, would be 4,700/.

Mr. Fardell urged that the Council should

have more information as to the responsibility

entailed, and as to the uses to which the build-

ing was to be put.

Mr. Benn, M.P., said the maintenance of the

structure, both internally and externally, repre-

sented 1,200/. ;
attendants, watchmen, and fire-

men represented about 2,500/.
;
gas, insurauce,

&c ,
1.000/.—making 4,700/. a year. The under-

standing was that the building should be handed

over to the Council as a freehold, with the

structure and the organ in good order.

The recommendation of the Committee was
verbally amended so as to make clear that the

Palace and grounds were freehold, and acquired

by the Council free of expense and in good
repair.

Mr. Beacbcroft moved to add that power be
given to the Council to make, from time to

time, such reasonable charges for admission as

they thought fit.

Mr. Robinson seconded the amendment,
which was carried by a large majority.

After further discussion and verbal amend-
ment, the Committee's recommendation was
carried, not without protest by some members
that the proposed gift would prove to be “ a
white elephant.”

Proposed Taxation of Ground Values.—The
Local Government and Taxation Committee
presented a report on this subject. The first

resolution they proposed was

"That it Is Imperative that the relief of the occupy
log ratepayers of London from the Increase of charge

should be secured in the next Session by the provision

of some new source of revenue, such as, by way of

illustration, a municipal death duty, rent duty, or

special rate on ground values."

Mr. Costelloe, the Chairman of the Com-
mittee, in moving the adoption of the reso-

lution, said he thought they would be all

agreed that some new source of revenue was
necessary, and they desired to put the taxation

where it would lie and where it would remain.

The unearned increment of rent in London year

by year represented a capital value of 4,000,000/.

to 6,000,000/., and possibly more. That, of

course, was not the annual income, but the

capital value. Ground values might be defined

as all forms of wealth produced for the owners

of land by the constant increase in the value of

property, due to the industry of the community,

and to the increase of which the owner or Itase-

bolder had himself contributed nothing.

Mr. Stuart, M.P., moved, as an amendment:—

“That it is Imperative that the relief of the occu-

pyiDg ratepayers of Loudon from the increase of charge

should be secured in the next Session by the proylsioD

of some new source of revenue ;
that In the opinion of

the Council the most equitable method of securing this

reUef is by the taxation of the ground values of

London
;
and that it is urgent and necessary to take

immediate action to that end in the next Session of

Parliament, and, subject to the cltlmate settlement of

this question, some immediate relief might be obtained

by an Interim special rate on ground values, rent duty,

or municipal death duty.”

He said that the time for action had now come,

and he pressed his amendment as a practical

proposal.

Mr. Charles Harrison, Vice-Chairman of the

Council, seconded the amendment. He said

that ground values did not at present contri-

bute to taxation, and because that was so

ground values were a new source of taxation

and a new kind of property to be taxed.

The amendment was, on a division, carried

by 66 votes to 21, and, it being then 7 o’clock,

the debate was adjourned to a special meeting

to be summoned tor Thursday, December 1, at

the moment when we go to press with this

number.

BUILDERS’ BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION :

ELECTION OP A PEN.SIONER.

An election of one male pensioner on the funds

of this Institution was held at the offices, 35,

SouthamptOQ-row, Bloomsbury-square, on Thurs-

day, the 24th ult., Mr. George Pluckuott, J.P.

(Treasurer), in the chair. There were two male

candidates for the vacancy, besides three female

applicants who received votes.

Shortly after the close of the poll, the scrutineers

(Messrs. Thomas Stirling and 'T. F. Rider)

announced the result of the polling to be as

follows :—Joseph Lestock Mould, aged seventy, of

60, Muriel - street, Islington, builder (second

application), 697 votes; John George Bishop, aged

sixty-five, of 21, Spencer - square, Ramsgate,

builder (first application), 2,272 votes, including

250 votes in respect of his subscriptions to the

Inslitution. The successful candidate was, there-

fore, declared to be John George Bishop. The votes

given to the female applicants were as follow :

—

Sarah Elizabeth Drake, aged sixty, Tylers’ and

Bricklayers’ Almshouses. King Henry’s Walk,

Ball’s Pond, widow of Francis Drake, late of Acton,

builder (fourth application), 2,383 votes; Susanna

Mansell, aged sixty-eight, of 20, Bridge-road,

Hammersmith, widow of William Mansell, late of

Hammersmitb, builder (ihird application), 2,484

votes
;
and Mary Ann Healing, aged sixty-two, of

Curtain-road, Shoreditch, widow of Samuel Thomas
Healing, late of Spitalfields, builder (second applica-

tion), 189 votes.
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' Among the friends of the Institution (other than

those already named) who took part in the pro-

ceedings were Messrs. G. J. Lough, W. J. Mitchell,

G. X. Watts, J. W. Scrivener, G. B. Now, R.

Richardson, C. Bussell, and J. T. Bolding.

Votes of thanks to the Chairman and scrutineers

closed the proceedings.

ffiorrcspon&tna.

To ih€ Editor of The Buildbb.

“ARCHITECTURE A PROFESSION OR
AN ART.”

Sir,—

A

lthough I ought to have written
“ from time beyond living memory,” instead of

from time immemorial ” [p. 400, ante], surely

Mr. Jackson is a little hypercritical in speaking

of his examination being in literature and not for
literature. The Institute examination is one i7i

(the art of) architecturefor a specific purpose.

So also is that in thedead languages an examina-

tion t;i literature /ur another specific purpose. It

maynot haveto do with Mr. Jackson’s argument,
but it has with mine. For, as a man maybe
taught and trained and examined i7i literature,

so he may be taught and trained and examined,
as I pointed out, in architecture

;
and this is

the preliminary fact which is denied altogether

by Mr. Jackson and his allies.

What use may be made eventually of the
examination is quite another matter. But the

passing of the examination is the first step

towards fitting a man for his subsequent work
in life. He may not become, more than in

name, an architect, a poet, or an author. This
must depend nponhiaown personal capabilities.

Again, the incidental fact of tlie exercise of

,

(the art of) architecture being strictly limited

by certain legal restrictions of structural and
sanitary security, is no more than the in-

cidentad fact of the exercise of literature being
equally circumscribed by the legal bounds of
morality and decency. And the question
whether architecture shall be or shall not be
made a close profession does not affect in the
least degree the exercise of the “ Art,” or the
main issue of the possibilities of such an ex-
amination on the one hand, or of the futility of

it on the other.

William White, F.S.A.

THE INSTITUTE AND ARCHITECTURE.
Sir,—

I

n a work recently published, “Archi-
tecture a Profession or an Art,” I find that an
address to the Royal Institute of British Archi-
tects which I signed is placed at the bead as a
sort of text for an attack on the Institute.

When I signed this document a serious
attempt was being made to obtain legislation
for what is termed “closing the profession.”
The Insti'ute was petitioning the House of
Commons against it, and it is a step to which
I see very great objection. I signed in all
good faith with the Institute, and I think that
I might have been consulted before my name
was used so as to appear hostile to it.

With regard to the Institute Examinations, I
feel sure that the healthy stimulus they give to
exertion and study is very decidedly advan-
tageous. Before they existed, no means were
available by which to ascertain whether an
applicant for admission had any real qualifica-
tion for his work. Surely it is a step in the
right direction to encourage men to study and
show that they have done so to some effect ?

I should be glad to see another step taken by
which the Institute would become a teaching
body. For the present it has taken the line of
assisting the ever-vigorous Association in the
work of education, and perhaps they will work
together on broader lines than if they work
singly.

There seems to be no reason why the Insti-
tute should not assist in the education of
designers and artificers of all classes connected
with architecture, and become (as advocated in
the book alluded to) an Institute of Architec-
ture

; but that happy time will be more speedily
brought about if those who desire it use their
influence to promote it, instead of holding aloof
with the apparent object of driving the Insti-
tute into narrow ways.

W. M. Fawcett.

THE TREATMENT OF ANCIENT WALL-
PAINTINGS.

Sib,—

I

am often asked what is the best way
of treating the remains of ancient wall-

paintings, and should therefore like to inquire

of Mr. Newman”’ the nature and properties of

the preservative solution which has been applied

to the Harbledown and other paintings.

After the sad fate of much delicate work at

Westminster and elsewhere from the use of

“ preservative solutions,” it would be reassuring

to those of us who value old work to know that

wall-paintings can be really preserved by such
means. W. H. St. John Hope.

THE OLD TEMPLE.
Sib,

—

In the historical note on “ Stone Buildings,

Lincoln's Inn”(p. 39’2, ante), it is stated that “ next

east" of the site of the Black Friars' first London
settlement was “ the inn of the Bishops of Lincoln

near the Old Temple.” This needs a little explana-

tion. The residence of the Bishops of Lincoln

and the Old Temple were really identical. The
first dwelling-place of the Knights Templars in

London, where they established themselves in

Ills A.D., was on the south side of Holborn, beyond
the bars. On their removal to the site long in-

separably associated with their name between
Fleet-street and the Thames, this “Old Temple”
was purchased by Robert de Chesney (de Querceto)

Bishop of Lincoln,— singularly called by Stow,
“ Robert do Curars,—about four years before his

death (which occurred in 1166) as a London resi-

dence for himself and his successors in the See. This
it continued to be till the spoliation of Edward VI. 's

reign, when it was granted to Wriothesley, Earl of

Southampton, whose name still survives in South-
ampton-buildings. The sum Bishop Robert gave
the Templars for the property was 100 marks, and
he had to pay throe gold pieces annually to them
“ pro orani servicio.” The charter of Henry IL,
confirming the sale, is given in Dugdale (vol. vi.,

p. 1295, No. liv.)
;
it runs “ Sciatis me concesscisse,

&c., &c., Ecclesiffi Beatro Marise Line, et Roberto
episcopoejusdem ecclesiaidomosqucofuerunt fratrum

Templi Lundoniis in parochia S. Andrero de Hole-
burne cum capollaet gardinis eb omnibus, &o., quas
idem Robertas emit C. marcis de fratribus Templi.”
In the “ Magna Vita” of Hugh of Avalon, Bishop
Robert’s sainted successor in the See, we find the
“ Old Temple” as the “ inn”of the Bishops of Lincoln

;

‘^proprium diversoriura quod secus Lundonias
apud vetus Templum possidebat” (p. 331). This
was the scene of Hugh’s last illness and dedth,

November 17, 1200
;
and in the Templars' former

church, “ ecclesia beata? Man.-e apud Vetus
Templum," bis “viscera” were buried prior to

the transportation of his body to Lincoln. His
biographer, in bis report of a miraculous vision

seen by him the night before Hugh’s death, gives

some curious particular.? of the dwelling, such as

only one familiar with the place could supply. Ho
tells us of a “ pleasaunco,”— ‘

‘ viridarium,”—shut in

by the buildings of the “ hospitium,” on the north
and west, i.e., towards Holborn and the present
Chancery-lane,—a thoroughfare not then in being,
even under its older name of Now-street. On the
east and south there was a ditch overgrown with
brushwood and briars. A tall pear-treo stood
against the wall of the house just against the spot
where the bead of the bishop's bed stood

;
altogether

a very different picture than that which Holborn
and Chancery-lane now present.

From the passages quoted it is abundantly evident
that the old Temple and the Bishop of Lincoln’s
Inn,—quite a distinct place from what we know as
Lincoln's Inn, which tjok its name from Henry
Lacy, Earl of Lincoln,—was one and the same.
Stow diatioguiabed them in the later edition of

his “Survey,”—“adjoining to this Old Temple
was sometime the Bishop of Lincolne’s Inn,” but
in the first edition he stated the fact correctly

;

“ The Old Temple, the same was after the Bishop
of Lincolne’s Inn.” The mistake of the old topo-
grapher has naturally been perpetuated and
accepted. We are to look for the site of
this historic mansion, according to Mr.
Wheatley (“London Past and Present," iii.,

pp. 281-2), at No. 322, Holborn, and the
former “ Blue Posts” tavern, No. 47, Southampton
Buildings. In 1847 what was still called “the
chapel” was atandiug on the Holborn site with
rubble walls and a flat-timbered ceiling, and Mr.
Peter Cunningham was told by the then occupier,
Mr. Griffiths, that when making some alterations
on the premises he had come upon portions of a
circular building, evidently a fragment of the
Templars’ first church. This church, the “ capella ”

granted by Henry II., to Bishop Gbesney, is

described by Stow, who appears to have seen what
remained of it nearly throe centuries ago, as
“ round in form, as the new Temple by Templo Bar

:

and other Temples in England.” It would be
interesting to know whether any traces of the Old
Temple still exist on the above-named sites.

Edmund Venables.

THE LAW OF LIGHT.
yiRj—In last week’s number you refer to a recent

decision on the law of light, and suggest the action
of the Institute with reference to tho amendment of
the existing laws on the subject. Allow me to draw

• See letter, page 401 ante.

your attention to the enclosed extract from tht
“ Proceedings,” issued January 7 last, containing
report to the Council from the Science Committeeal
recommending that an Act of Parliament should bdi

promoted for the purpose, and the text thereof^
We have as yet been unable to get the Council t(‘j

take any definite action in the matter, but hopql
your remarks may exercise some influence,

William C. Street.
|

A COAL FIRE—WHAT COAL ?

Sir,

—

Your correspondent, in last week's issue,e

pleads for the cheerfulness of the coal fire. Allow
me to tell him that he can obtain all the warmth!
and glow that he requires from an anthracite lire,?

without smoke, smell, or dirt. The Smoke Abate-?
ment Exhibition of 1882 proved a failure, chiefljH;

because its outcome consisted of certain compulsory-
grates and other structural provisions. Considor-t
ing that anthracite is burnt so largely in America, i

it is a source of wonder to me that this unique coal, 1

which is found in our own country, should have-
been so long neglected. E, S. R.

But what is the extent of the supply of >

anthracite in comparison with bituminous coal, and .

how will its cost be affected if every one wants it?
—Ed.

Siutrtnt’s Column.

CONCRETE.—XXIII.
FOUNDATIONS {Continued).

HOMETIMES the whole site of a building
is covered with concrete. The least,

allowable thickness is 9 in., if the brick
footings of the walls are to be built directly

upon the concrete
;
but a thickness of 12 in. is

more usual, even for the smallest buildings, and
a thickness of 18 in. and upwards is adopted
for larger structures, according to the weight
of the bnilding and the nature of the ground.

Frequently, however, an additional thickness

of concrete is put under the walls. Sometimea
the concrete under the walls is kept quite
independent of the concrete layer which ia

spread over the site, the layer in this case being
usually only 6 in. thick, and the top of it

finishing level with the top of the concrete
foundation or with the top of the brick
footings, if the appearance of these in the base-

ment would be objectionable
;

such a layer is

really not part of the foundation.

The application of concrete to foundations is

not, however, confined to simple slabs. In
rocky ground, concrete may be used in the form
of an arch or lintel to span a soft dyke,
abutting at each end on the solid rock, which
may be splayed or benched to receive if, as iii

figure 6. The thickness of the concrete must

be regulated by the weight the arch has to
carry

;
the strength of concrete arches will be

considered hereafter. The earth under the
concrete can be brought to an arched form and
rammed, so that no boards or centres will be
required.

Sometimes it will prove economical to erect

concrete piers, and to form concrete arches or
arched lintels over them, instead of forming a
continuous concrete foundation. The ground
under the piers should be very firm, or disasteT

may follow. On steep ground the system of
piers and arches is often advantageous. Figures
7 and 8 show the method adopted (1882-4) in

the foundations of the east wing of the
Army Headquarters at Simla, India.* The
ordinary foundations in these buildings con-
sisted of a series of concrete piers to carry
iron columns, and with cross-footings between
to carry the cross walls, but where the excava-
tion, in order to get a good bottom, was carried

more than 10ft. deep, “groined arches” were
thrown from pier to pier to carry the cross

walls. The concrete for the whole of the
buildings consisted of hydraulic lime, ground
on the building-site and used quite fresh and

* See paper by Mr. Walter dmttb, A.M-Inst. C.E., in

i the “ Proc. lost. C.E.,’’ vol. LxxsilL (1885-6), part 1.,
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without slaking or wet - grinding
;

surlild

.

(pounded bricks), ground on the site and
screened through a sieve of 132 meshes to the

inch (superficial) for fine work, and through

J-in. and -^o*in. bar screens for ordinary work

;

and limestme, broken by hand to pass a 1-in.

ring. The lime and sorkhi were mixed dry in

the proportion of 1 to 2 ;
5 cubic feet of ground

lime + 10 cubic feet of surkhi, mixed dry,

made 14 cubic feet of " dry mortar.” This was
mixed with the aggregate in the proportion of

42 to 100 for ordinary foundations, and 45 to

100 for walls and arched vaulting. For ordi-

nary foundations, therefore, the concrete con-

sisted of 1 part lime, 2 parts surkhi, and 6'6

parts broken stone, a rather poorer concrete

than would be allowed by the London County
Council. The following table shows the mate-

rial used to make 100 cubic feet of rammed
concrete of each kind :

—

Table XXV.

Bulli of IngreilientB in Lime Concrete.

Walls and

Lime

Ordinary
EouDdatioDS.

cub. It.

17-5 ...

35

Arched
Vaulting,
cub. fU

... 19

... 38

Dry Mortar ... 49 .... 53
Stone Ballast 117 .... 117

Kammed Concrete. 100 .... 100

The concrete in the foundations was deposited

in 3-in. layers, and “ rammed until the moisture

exuded at the top, and the blows of the

rammer caused no farther yielding in the

mass.” Stones and boulders were imbedded
in the concrete, and in this way a saving

of about G per cent, was eSected. The
outline of each foundation was marked by
rough stone walling lined with planks, and
as each course was completed and sufficiently

set (usually in three days), the planks were
removed and the apace between the piers was
filled with earth well rammed. Successive

i

courses were laid in this manner until the

springing of the arches was reached. Then
earth was heaped up, well rammed, moulded by
templates to the shape required for the groin-

ing, and plastered first with cow-dung and
afterwards with lime-plaster. Concrete was
then deposited and rammed up to the floor-

level, “each vaulted arch being completed to

its full thickness before the next was com-
menced. At a later period the earth-centres

were removed, when the groins were found to

be clearly defined.”

When concrete is laid on piles, it is customary
to cut the tops of the piles to one level and to

excavate between them to a depth of 1 ft. or

more
;
the concrete is then deposited between

the piles and well rammed, successive layers

bsing added above the heads of the piles until

the requisite thickness has been attained.

In America, where buildings of extravagant
height are often erected, great attention is of

necessity bestowed upon the foundations. In
the case of the offices of the New York Tribxine,

a building measuring 150 ft. high from the foot-

path to the eaves, the substructure consisted of

a bed of concrete the top of which was 25 ft.

below the footpath. The concrete rested on a
good bed of firm red beach sand, and was
composed of 1 part Portland ceiuent, 3 parts

sand, 4 parts clean white gravel, and 5 parts

broken stone, mixed wet and well rammed in

6-in. layers to a total thickness of 18 in. This

mixture (1 to 12) was found strong enough, but
it must be confessed that little or no trans-

verse stress was applied to it, for immediately
over it was laid a course of immense granite

slabs 9 ft. wide and 16 in. thick, and on this the

foundation-walls, 6 ft. 8 in. thick, were built of

fire-brick laid in Portland cement, with granite

bond-stones 10 in. in thickness at intervals of

3 ft. up to the level of the basement floor.

I In Chicago the practice of bedding steel rails

in concrete for foundations has been recently

adopted. It appears from Mr. A. Arthur Cox’s

report* that in that city “ the subsoil is com-
posed of a black loamy clay, which, on the

surface, is tolerably firm, but a few feet below,

and in some parts to a depth of 12 ft. to 15 ft.,

is quite unfavourable to building operations.”

Where cellars are required the footings must be

as shallow as possible, so as not to get into or

near the soft substratum. Fig. 9 shows the

foundation of one - half of a pier in the

measuring about 12 ft. A layer of concrete

18 in. thick is first deposited, and on it are laid

four courses of steel rails in. deep, the first

transversely and the next longitudinally, and
so on

;
these are “ spaced evenly at small

intervals,” the spaces being thoroughly filled

with cement concrete. On the top of the rails is

laid a course of hard stone 6 in. thick
;
above

• See “ A Tour In the United States,” by A. Arthur
Cox holder of the Godwin Bursary. “Transactions of

the f!..I.B.A.’' 1891.

this the pier is built of brick. The total thick-

ness of the foundations is only 3 ft. 6 in., while

the thickness up to the top of the uppermost

set-oil is only 2 ft. 7§ in.

Where a building has to be

erected on a bed of good, clean gravel, con-

crete may be unnecessary, as the gravel can be

consolidated where required by grouting with

thick, neat cement grout. Thin grout does not

set well, and grout containing sand is liable to

give great inequality of strength, as the sand

and cement easily separate, and one part of the

grout may be nearly all sand, while another is

nearly all cement.
Qmcreie in Water.—We do not propose to

describe the various kinds of concrete founda-

tions used in works in the sea, such as the large-

block system or the bag system
;
but a word or

two about concrete caissons or wells may prove

useful. These have been used on many occa-

sions, both for works in the sea and for works

on marshy ground. They consist of a rim or

cutting edge, frequently of wood and iron, on

which is raised a concrete wall either in the

form of a circle or a rectangle ;
the rectangular

form is more easily built, but the circular form,

although more difficult to construct on account

of the shaped frames which are required, ought

to be adopted, as such caissons can be sunk

more regularly and are less liable to crack izk

sinking. In large caissons of rectangular shape,

iron tie-bars are sometimes imbedded in the

sides to prevent cracks. The height of the first

portion of the caisson may be about 5 ft. This

is placed in position, and is sunk by men
digging inside, or, when the water becomes

too strong, by excavating with chain-

grabs or other contrivance. When the sink-

ing has been continued far enough, another

height of concrete is added to the caisson, and

so on until a proper foundation has been

reached. At Colombo Harbour, Ceylon,* the

depot-wharf wall is founded on a double row of

concrete cylinders, each section being 5 ft. in

external diameter and 3ft. Gin. deep, the con-

crete being 12 in. thick. Another part of the

wall is founded on cylinders 7 ft. in externa)

diameter, the concrete being 15 in. thick
;
these

cylinders were formed in sections 4 ft. 10 in.

deep. The concrete in the lowest or cutting

ring of each caisson was composed of 1 part

Portland cement to 3 parts stone and sand ;
the

concrete in the remaining sections was of 1 part

cement, 2 parts sand, and 3 parts stone.

At Felixstowe tidal - basinf rectangular

concrete caissons, 30 ft. by 20 ft., were used

with walls 5 ft. thick, bailt on a curb of wood
and iron sloped down from the inside at an

angle of 45 deg. to an outer cutting-edge of

cast-iron. As the sinking proceeded, concrete

was added in layers 3 ft. 3 in. high, until the

caissons had reached a proper depth
;
6 to 1

concrete was then filled into the caissons to

a height of 7 ft., and 10 to 1 concrete for the

remaining height.

The proportions of the ingredients in concrete

used for works in the sea vary according to

the purpose for which it is required. Id

sheltered places and in the hearting of walls

12 to 1 concrete is often used, while in exposed

places and for face-work 4 to 1 or G to 1 must
be used.

The English Iron Trade,—Quietness continues

to prevail in the crude-iron branch, and prices,

although exhibiting little change, have a downward
tendency. The inquiry for tin-plates has somewhat
lulled. In manufactured iron little is doing, and
quotations are depressed. In the steel department

few signs of activity are observable. Shipbuilding

orders are more plentiful ;
but the price at which

they have been secured leaves little margin for

profit. Engineers are quiet. The coal trade is also

slacker.

—

Iron.

^ “ Proc.Inst.C.E.” Taper by Mr. John Kyle, vol.

Ixxxvil. (1886-7), Part I.

t Mr. John RusBell, in dUcussion on Mr. Kyle's Taper.
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OBITUARY.
Mr. Hugh Barclay.—The death of Mr. Hugh

Barclay, senior member of the firm of Messrs. H. &
D. Barclay, architects, Glasgow, took place on the

£5th ult. According to the Glasgow Herald he was
sixty-four years of age. Mr. Barclay was a member
of the Glasgow Institute of Architects, and acted

on the Council of that body for a number of years.

He was the architect of the Greenock Municipal
Boildings, the Glasgow Academy, and several

schools in Glasgow and Govan,

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
Ward’s City of London School for Girls.

—

The foundation stone of Ward’s City of London
School for Girls, to be e-ected on the Victoria
Embankment, on land at the rear of the Guildhall
School of Music, was laid on Wednesday last by
Mr. J. Barrett, the chairman of the Law and City
Courts Committee, which has charge of the con-
struction. The architect is Mr. Andrew Murray,
the City Survejor, and the design is in the Italian

style. The building will be faced with Portland
stone, and will accommodate about4008cbolars. On
the ground-floor will be the Lady Principal's room,
and an office for the Secretary, the former of which
will be 80 arranged as to ser\’e for a library and a
committee-room. In all there will be sixteen
class-rooms, a luncheon-room on the top floor,

53 ft. by 27 ft., for 240 pupils
;
the housekeeper’s

apartments will be in the attics. In the basement
will be the cloak-rooms and lavatories, and also a
recreation-room of 951 ft. super.

;
this will be

Lighted by a skylight. Boyd’s ventilating stoves
will be used for warming the class-rooms

j
the

basement will be floored with asphalte, the class-
rooms with solid wood blocks upon concrete, and
the treads of the stairs will be of teak. The con-
tracUrj are Messrs. Atherton L Latta.

Restoration of Mawdeslev Church, near
Ormskirk.—-This church, which has just been re-
stored, was opened recently by Bishop Cramer-
Roberts. The accommodation provided having for
some time been found to be very inconvenient in
its arrangement, it was decided to rearrange the
interior Ihronghou t, and to effect other improve-
ments.

_

New benches were provided throughout of
pitch-pine, and arranged with central and side
aisles.

_

A gallery has been provided at the west
end, with convenient staircase, while new screens
have also been erected. The entrance has been en-
tirely rearranged. The old flat ceiling has been
removed, and the roof left open, being finished in
plaster of cream colour, and having the timbers
visible. The whole of the work has been carried
out by Messrs. Moore Bros., of R^jwtenstall, from
the designs and under the superintendence of Mr. R.
Knill Freeman, of Bolton.
Baitist Chapel. Rawdon, Yorkshire.—On

the 16th ult. anew Baptist Chapel was opened at
P^wdon, Yorkshire. The plan of the new building
consists of a room measuring 75 ft. by 37 ft., and
27 ft. in height. There are two shallow transepts,
which can be extended when further accommoda-
Uon is required. At the north end are the vesti-
bules, and over them the gallery, three seats deep.
At the opposite end of the chapel is a recess con-
taining the organ, and seats for the choir. In front
of the latter is the pulpit, whilst immediately under
this is the raised dais and the large baptistery. At
the south end are the vestries, and over them a
class-room. Accommodation is provided for 436
worshippers. The woodwork generally is of
polished pitch-pine. The building is of stone. The
architects are Messrs. T. H. k F. Healey of
Bradford.
Wesleyan Chapel, Chelston, Torquay.—On

the 16th ult. Mr. R. Mallock, M.P., laid the
«ntral foundation-stone of the first section of a
Wesleyan chapel to be erected at Chelston. The
rite is situated at thejunction of Huxtable’s-hill and
Old Mill-road. The plans, which have been pre-
pared by Messrs. Rowell & Son, architects, of
Newton Abbot, provide for a chapel, vestries, and
school, but the present contract is only for the
school. The building will be of local red rock
taken from the site, faced with white brick, and
affording, when completed, accommodaiion for

persons. The school will accommodate
150 persons. The first section, for which Mr. S.
Blackford, of Upton, is the contractor, will be about
5501.

o-iT n OCHUULS, lUOLD
1 he Presbyterian Church and Schools just comple-
here are erected on a site near the Ra’lway-stati

are approached by a flight of steps leading
tiled vestibules and porches. The style is Goct
and the building wilUeatover 450 persons. Thefn
portion is semi-circular on plan, and the sittings

;

pranged in a galleryform, with stepped aisles le;mg to the body sittings. The school buildings .

at the rear, and contain on the ground a ache
room to accommodate 200 persons, three ck
rooms, minister’s vestry, and conveniences, w
a larger school-room. The contractor is ’

Ihomas Roberts, of Mold
;
the clerk of works

John Roberts, of Ruthin. The beating arran
ments were carried out by Messrs. Saunders,
JMancfaoster

; and Lackland feCo., of Birkenhe
supplied the glass. Messrs. Pearson k Brown,

Manchester, executed and supplied the forms and
pewiogs. The architect is Mr. T. G. Williams,
Liverpool. The cost, exclusive of land, will be
about 2,200L
A New Hotel at Newcastle.—A new hotel

has just been opened at Newcastle; it will be
known as the Hotel MStropole. It consists of the
Old Alexandra Hotel and the Excelsior Temperance
Hotel in Clayton-street, converted into one, and
much altered and renovated internally. There are

two entrances to the building from Clayton-street,

and these entrances are connected by a corridor

passing in front of the offices and business depart-

ment of the hotel. The main staircase is opposite

the south door. On the right on entering is a
private dining-room, and on the left a dining-room,

40 ft. long by 24 ft. wide. A staircase at the west
end leads into a small private dining-room; and
under this is the serving-room. The smoking-room
is on the left upon entering by the north door, and
the billiard-room on the right. The latter is 40 ft.

long by 22 ft. wide. Opening from the west end
of the billiard-room are a small buffet, a smoking-
room, and ample lavatory accommodation. Facing
the entrance is the buffet, with walnut fittings,

executed according to the architect’s designs. This
work, together with the oak work at the entrances,

has been carried out by Messrs. Robson k Sons.

The remaining public rooms are on the first floor.

They consist of a commercial-room, 40 ft. by 24 ft.,

a private dining-room for ladies, a large private

dining-room and suites of apartments, comprising
bedrooms, sitting-rooms, &c. On the upper floors

there are sixty bedrooms. In addition, there are

stock-rooms. The principal rooms are lighted by
electricity. Messrs. Lamb. Armstrong, k Knowles
were the architects. Mr. Tyrie, of Gateshead, had
the contract, and Messrs. Green k Son have done
the decorative work.
School Buildings, Gateshead.—The founda-

tion-stone of the new Ellison School, Hopper-street,
Gateshead, was laid on the 7th ult. by the
Mayoress (Mrs. Walter WillsonJ. The new Ellison

School is to taka the place of the old building in

High-street, and is part of the scheme for the ex-

tension of Holy Trinity Church. The contract for

the school has been let for 1,150/., and the esti-

mated coat of the enlargement of the church is

3,000/. The school will be built of brick with stone
dressings. It will be on the site at the east end of
the church, and will be a one-story building. The
architect is Mr. Stephen Piper, Newcastle, and the
contractors are Messrs. Anderson k Slater, New-
castle,

Lunatic Asylum, Glasgow.—Oq the 8th ult.

the memorial-stone was laid of the new asylum
which is at present being erected at Gartloeh, about
six miles north-east of Glasgow, by the City of
Glasgow District Lunacy Board, The asylum is

being erected for the accommodation of the city
lunatic poor in connexion with the Glasgow District
Lunacy Board and the City Parochial Board. The
buildings are arranged on the pavilion system, and
are divided into two distinct parts,—asylum and
hospital. The asylum comprises four blocks, the
male and female patient accommodation being
separate, and each block is connected with the
central or administrative department by covered
ways. The administrative department consists of
a largo dining-hall, kitchen, sculleries, general
stores

;
and over the dining-hall is placed a recrea-

tion-hall. The official block is situated to the north,
and is flanked by two towers rising to the height
of about 130 ft. In this is the board-room, doctor’s
room, waiting-rooms, &c., on tbo ground floor, and on
the upper floors sleeping accommodation for attend-
ants. Each block is divided into two wards, with
dormitories above, and is equipped with boot-
rooms and lavatory accommodation, and large
bath-rooms entering from the corridors. Work-
shops are situated on the male side, and on the
female side a laundry is placed. The hospital
block has accommodation for five classes of
pitients,—wards for observation, for the old and
infirm, for acute and noisy, for sick and invalid,
and for infections cases. This block bas also a
.separate dining-hall, kitchen, and stores, &e.
Besides the asylum there will be erected a large
farm, a chapel, a doctor’s house, a gate lodge, and
a mortuary. The buildings extend about 700 ft.
both ways. The outside of the building is of red
Slone, and the inside is faced with white stone.
Mr. J. Thomson & R. D. Sandilands, of Glasgow,
are the architects for the structure, while the con-
tractors are :—For the mason work, Messrs. J.
Crackston k &on

;
for the joiner work, Messrs.

James Herbertson i Son; for the plumber work,
Mr. James L. Amot

;
for the slater work, Messrs!

Andrew M_. Rosa k yone
;

for the plaster work,
Mr. J. M'Kenzie

; and for the painter work, Mr.
James Muodie.
New Church, Avonmouth, near Bristol.—

The foundation-stone of St. Andrew’s Church,
Avonmouth, was recently laid by Mrs. Miles, of
Kingsweston. The sito of the church is near^he
Dock station. Tenders were received for the erec-
tion of a church to hold 600 people, and that of
Messrs. R. Wilkins & Sons, of Bristol, for 6,590/.
for the whole church, except the top of the tower,
has been accepted; but, as the funds are not all
subscribed, it has been decided only to build part
of the cburch. Therefore, only the east end of the
church and two-ihirds of the nave and aisle can

[Deo. 3, 1892. I

be built, which will leave unbuilt the twt

western bays of the nave and aisle, and thl

whole of the tower and the vestry. The plan
of the church have been designed by Mr. W. Woo)
Bethell, of London, and show a structure which i

founded on the Decorated period. When com:
pleted the building will consist of a chancel, nave
nave south aisle, and chancel south aisle. Provr
sion is made for accommodating the schooL
children in the chancel south aisle, where alsd

the organ will be placed. At the chancel end o

the nave the tower will be erected. The church
will be so constructed that the north wall can bd
removed and another aisle added. The structure is

of red stone, quarried in the parish of Shirer

hampton, and lined with Bath stone. Provision has

been made for the tower on a large bed of concretet
The roofs will be covered with Broseley tiles, andi

inside they will be of pitch-pine. Ultimately th«
chancel will be laid with marble mosaic work;!

Mr. G, Downs is clerk of the works.
Graduation Hall and Students’ Union foio

Aberdeen.—According to the Scotsman, plans
have been prepared, and building operations wilK

commence in the spring, for the construction of a

Graduation Hall and Students’ Union at Mariscbali
College. This new adjunct to the University is thet

gift (the structure will cost 15,000/.) of Jlr. Chariest
Mitchell, of the firm of Lord Armstrong, Mitchell,!

k Go., Newcastle on-Tyne. The building is inrf

tended to form a portion of the large scheme ofii

extension recently sanctioned by the Universityt!

Court, and will be erected in the rear, or east side,t

in connexion with the present halls and museums.?
The Graduation Hall will measure 100 ft. long b 3n

40 ft. wide, and will have a small gallery projecting!;

from the side walls, and a raised dai's at the east?

ond, with stalls round the sides having carved oakil

canopies. Filling the entire width of the east endi'

of the hall will be a Perpendicular Gothic window i

of stained glass. The hall will be otherwise lighted?

by five windows on each side of the apartment,!
and the roof will be arched in timber, vaulted?
form, and enriched with moulded ribs and carved '

bosses at the intersections. The flooring will i

be of solid oak parquetry bedded on con-i
Crete. Externally the walls will be of lighti

grey Kemnay granite, the interior being lined'
nith pink granite ashlar, except a high panelled i

dado of oak, which will surround the lower'
part of the walls under a small projecting!
gallery, which will also extend round the sides:

and west end. There will be four staircases fort

access to the hall, but the main approach is from i

the quadrangle by means of the existing staircase.

:

The present Graduation Hall is to be converted into

a picture gallery, and one of the approaches to the
new hall will be through it. The hall itself wOl

:

accommodate 1,250 persons seated. Immediately
under another floor is to be set apart for the pur-
poses of a Students’ Union, and will consist of a :

large debating hall, 65 ft. by 30 ft., on the mode of '

the House of Commons, with division lobbies and
side galleries; also a billiard-room, 24ft. by 30ft.

,

a refreshment-room of the same size, a steward’s
room, and a still-room, store-room, cloak-room,
lavatory, committee-room, and reading-room. A
floor below the Students’ Union will contain the
anatomical museum and professors’ room. The
architect is Mr. Mackenzie, of Messrs. Matthews k
Mackenzie, Aberdeen.

SANITARYAND ENGINEERING NEWS.
Drainage Schemes, Mttholmroyd, York-

shire. — We understand that the Local Board
has awarded the first premium, in respect of
the twelve soberaes submitted in public com-
petition for the drainage of this district, to Mr.
Fredk. Beesley, M.Inst.C.E., of Westminster.
The scheme selected comprises the treatment of
the sewage in tanks and filters, and passing the
effluent over the land at the outfall, previous to its

discharge into the river Calder. The estimated
cost of the work is about 12,000/.

The Hornsey Local Board’s Museum of
Sanitary Appliances will be opened to the public
by the Lord Mayor on the 8th inst. We gave
some particulars of it in the Builder for June 25
last, p. 505.

Institute of Certified Sanitary Inspectors.
—The opening meeting of this new society will

take place this Saturday, December 3, at the Sani-
tary Institute, Margaret-street, W.

Art-Union of London.—The work presented
this year to subscribers is an etching by Mr. R. W.
Macbeth of his picture entitled “Late for the
Ferry”

;
not a work which interests us very much,

but it is one that is likely to be popular, represent-

ing in a picturesque manner a kind of every-day
incident which the middle-class mind can grasp.
The town seen at the other side of the river, and
which forms the background of the scene, is pic-

turesquely treated. The Council of the Society
request the attention of subscribers to a special

issue of a large engraving by Mr. McCulloch from
Sir John Millais’s interesting work called “A
Souvenir of Velasquez.” This is a fine engraving,
though showing the old tendency of Art-Union,
engravings to run to an unnecessary size.
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FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.
France.—The Society of Provincial Architects

has addressed a petition to the Senate protesting

against the system proposed by the Government
for the reconstruction of the Op6ra Comifiue. This

protestation, which has been seconded by the

SociCte Centrale des Architectos (of which the

Builder has already made mention), is approved of

by the Presidents of thirty-one societies, and which

represent sixty-five Departments. By reason

of his duties as Director of the Academy of

France in Rome, the sculptor Eugene Guil-

laume has been appointed instructor during the

school terms 1892-93 in the hi.story and lesthetics

of art by M. Georges Lafonestre. A committee

has just been formed in the Vosges for the purpose

of erecting a monument to Doctor Villemin, at

Prez-Sous-Bruyeres. He was Medical Inspector

of the Army. M. Sabatier, who has lately

died, has left 10,000 francs to the Maison de

Retraite Galignani, to be given to the pen-

sioners of this establishment, who are named by
the Acaddmie des Beaux-Arts. Two Lyons
painters, MM. Barriotand Balouzet, have organised

an exhibition of their paintings on the Quai St.

Antoine, at Lyons. The exhibition contains about

150 pictures. On December 15, at Marseilles,

the fourth exhibition of pictures by native artists

will be opened, and will remsiu open till January 15.

The death is announced, at Algiers, of M.
Edouard Bauer, Inspector of Fine Arts for all

Algeria. M. Georges Legrain, the Egyptian

savant, who a few years ago gave such an
interesting account of Gondeah, to the member.^ of

the Architectural Congress, has just been made a
member of the French Institute of Oriental Arch-

ceology in Cairo. M. Chassevent Bacque has

lately finished some portraits of eminent .sea

painters for the Ministry of Marine. They will be

placed in the great ball of honour, as well as six

decorative panels by M. Boulicaut.

Berlin.—The twenty-fifth anniversary of the

foundation of the Berlin “Kunstgewerbe” Museum
and its Arts and Crafts Schools has been celebrated

with much ceremony, the Empress Frederick, as

patroness of the institution, receiving enthusiastic

applause. The “ Knnstgewerbe” Museum is one of

the few German institutions which was started with

voluntary subscribed capital and without a Govern-
ment subsidy. Since 1835 the collections and
schools have become Sta‘e property. Prior to the

transfer there had, however, been some Govern-
ment aid, and the collections had already been
housed in their new home. Messrs. Gropius and
Schmieden were the architects of the new Museum
building. Professor Lessing is curator in chief,

and Professor Ewald the present master of

the schools. The preliminary budget of

the "Reichstag” shows that the cost of the

Houses of Parliament in course of erection has now
been definitely fixed. The 1,500,000^. already voted
will officially cover the expenses for the building,

but this sum does not include an extra lOOjCOOL
for the necessary sculptural and fresco decoration,

nor some 65.000L for fittings and furniture. An
extension of Sohinkel’s old museum has been com-
pleted in the form of a new sculpture-hall, some
tiO ft. long. Its proportions and decorations are much
admired, and the Renaissance sculpture which has
been placed in it receives excellent light. The
great Government Travelling Studentship for Archi-

tecture, which is open to competition biennially,

has been awarded to Reg. Bm. Otto Schmalz.
Herr Schmalz, who in 1886 was noted as the

youngest architect on special Government
service, is known as the winner of the
Schinkel Medal and many competitions. He has

been on the architectural staff of the New
Imperial Law Courts in Leipsic, a senior assistant

to Messrs. Ende & Boeckmann, of Berlin, and is

now working in the atelier of the new Houses of

Parliament. A similar Travelling Studentship to

painters has been awarded to Herr A. Frenz.

The post of Technical Attach^ to the German Em-
bassy in London, which has been open for some
time, will probably now be filled by an architect.

The post of Technical Attach^ at Rome will not be

I
filled this year. A new book treating of Berlin

I
architecture is to be brought out on similar lines

with the existing publication on Cologne, Hamburg,
Frankfort, Leipsic, &c. The two Berlin architec-

tural societies will work together in the matter.

They have elected the editors and a committee
from among their members. The editors of

our two Berlin contemporaries ("Baurath” Hosefold

and Herr Fritscb) are on the committee.

The street names are in future to be shown in black

printed characters on a white enamel background, in

lieu of the present white lettering on a blue back-

ground. At each corner the numbers of the houses

in the block will be shown in the same way just

below the street name. The question of colours

for the street plates has been subject to very
careful investigations. The old plates looked very

neat, but were not clear enough. The Statistical

Office publishes some figures which would seem to

show that the expected building crash is pending.
The increase of populationis about 3 per cent., with

a tendency to decline, whilst the increase in tene-

ments is 5-6 per cent. Another fine model has
been promised for the German architectural group
at the Chicago Exhibition. Professor Schwechten

is having one made of the new Memorial Church

to the late Emperor William, and intends to exhibit

it. No fewer than sixteen of the old Rhenish

churches are being restored at present. For most

of these renovations Government aid has been

granted. The eminent civil engineer, "Geh.
Oberbaurath” L. Hagen, has died at the age of

sixty-three. He was a well-known figure at all

international ooogresses, and enjoyed the repute of

being both a great savant and a popular professor.

Vienna.—Several of the series of corapetiliops

for public works to be carried out during this

decade have now been opened. The competition for

a scheme lor the future development of the city is

the most important, one for new municipal gat-works

being second. Both these competitions are inter-

national. In the first, premiums of a value of

33,000 florins will be awarded
;
in the second, pre-

miums to a value of 16,000 florins. Ample time is

given, in the one case a year, in the other six

months. Large expert juries will act as assessors.

On the 10th iust. " Baurath” Holmer will give a

lecture on " Modern theati'e construction and the

new Zurich Theatre.”
Switzerland.—The controversy os to Messrs.

Fellner & Helmer’s design for the proposed Zurich

Assembly Rooms (see “Note,” p. 391, ante) has been
decided by a special commission. The charges of the

Zui-ich architects are overthrown. We bear that

there will now, however, be a second competition

between Professor Blunschli and the Vienna firm.

-Lucerne is to have a large new railway station.

—Basle is to have a large provisional concert-hall

at the cost of 65,000 francs. It will be erected in

time for a great musical gathering. A competition

for the design has been opened.

mSCELLANEO US.

The Edwards Professorship of Eoyrtoloqt.

—We are glad to learn that Mr. Flinders Petrie

has been appointed as the first incumbent of the

Chair of Egyptology founded by the bequest of the

late Miss Amelia B. Edwards. There could have

been no better appointment made
;
indeed, we may

say that it was almost a foregone conclusion.

Fire in Edindurcu,—By a fire which broke out

in Edinburgh on Saturday last the premises of

Messrs. Charles Jenner & Co., silk mercers and
drapers, were totally destroyed. The premises in

question occupied one of the finest sites in the

city, immediately opposite the Scott Monument,
having a frontage of more than 100 ft. towards

Princes-street, and extending to about 200 ft. along

the west side of South S’". David-street. From an
architectural point of view there is nothing to

regret, the Princes-street frontage having consisted

of the original houses of three stories and an attic,

devoid of architectural features, and the ground
floor having great sheets of plate-glass in iron

fixings. The premises in the rear facing

Sc. David - street have been added to the

original shop from time to time, and were

five stories in height, embellished with compo-orna-

raentation. The buildings, estimated as having

been worth 120,000f., are in a tottering state, and

will have to be removed, thus affording an oppor-

tunity of adding greatly to the amenity of the ciry.

The fire is stated to have originated in the base-

ment, about the centre of the premises, and the

rapid spreading of the conflagration to have been

facilitated by a lift extending from the basement to

the attic. The additions made to the buildings

from time to time rendered it necessary to insert

many iron beams, and the beating, and consequent

expansion and twisting, of these has tended greatly

towards the destruction of the walls. The fire is

stated to have been the largest which has occurred

in Edinburgh during the last fifty years, and to have
involved a loss of a quarter of a million.

Main Road Arbitration : Burton-upon-Trent
Corporation v. Staffordshire Codnty Codncil.
Owing to a difference between the Town Council

of Burton-upon-Trent and the Staffordshire County
Council on the question of the cost of maintenance

of the main roads within the borough for the year

1890-91, an appeal was made by the Corporation to

the Local Government Board as provided under

the Act of 1388. Accordingly, on the 16th ult.

Mr. Codrington, on behalf of the Local Govern-

ment Board, held an inquiry at Barton on the

subject. Mr. Macmorran, barrister, appeared for

the Corporation, and Mr. Boddam, barrister, for

the County Council. It appeared from the

opening statement of Mr. Macmorran that

the original amount in dispute between the

authorities amounted to about 792L The County
Council repudiate entirely any liability in respect

to the maintenance and repair of the footpaths,

and dispute also the amount claimed for the main-

tenaooe of the roads, on the ground of excessive

expenditure. This the Town Council do not

admit, and maintain that the County Council

are liable to pay for the maintenance of the main
roads (including footpaths) in such a manner as the

circumstances of the case require, and that it is quite

unfair to compare the expenditure necessary on

busy urban roads with that necessary on the

ordinary roads maintained by the county, upon

which basis the contribution is apparently fixed.

—

Mr. J. E. Swindlehurst, the Borough Surveyor, was

the first witness on behalf of the Corporation, and
was under examination the greater part of the day.

—Mr. Eayrs (Surveyor of West Bromwich), Mr.
Hooley (County Surveyor ol Nottingham), and Mr,
Harley, of Stafford, gave evidence and supported

the case for the Corporation.— Mr. Boddam, for the

County Council, stated that the chief matters in the
claim to which the county objected was the entire

charge for the repairs and maintenance of foot-

paths, this the county repudiate
;
street watering,

scavenging, and the charge for steam roller hire.

—

Mr. Boddam contended that the county wa
only called upon to pay such a contribu-

tion " towards ” the cost of the roads
within the borough as in the opinion of the

County Council the roads would have cost

them if maintained in the same manner as the
ordinary roads of the county. Counsel admitted
that the Corporation might have spent the money
on the roads, as was shown by the books,

—the books, like the roads, being, he stated,

the best-kept in the county,—stUT the County
Council contended that the fact of the roads
being urban roads did not alter the liability of the
county as regarded their contribution “ towards”
the amount expended. The only witness called in

support of the county was Mr. Moncur (Chief

Surveyor of Main Roads of Staffordshire). After
an exhaustive investigation, the case terminated,

and the Inspector will make. his report to the Local
Government Board.
Large Clock for Liverpool. — A very large

Cambridge qnarter-olock, showing the time on lour

external mosaic dials 11 ft. each in diameter, and
striking the hours and quarters upon five bells of

the total weight of 5 tons 1 qr. 10 lbs., also driving

the bands of three large dials, fixed inside the
building, by an electrical arrangement attached to
the clock movemeot, has been presented to the
City of Liverpool by Mr. W. P. Hartley, and fixed

in the Jubilee Tower of the Liverpool University
College. It was sot going by the donor on Novem-
ber 15, in the presence of a number of visitors.

The clock and electrical apparatus were supplied
and fixed by Messrs. Wm. Potts k, Sons, of Leeds,
who also made the large clock at Mr. Hartley's
works, Ainfree, Liverpool.

The Artists’ Benevolent Fund.—The S3rd
anniversary dinner of this Fund was presided over,

at the “ Criterion,” on Saturday evening last, by
Sir Edward Clarke, Q.C., M.P., and it resulted in
subscriptions and donations amotmting to about
5001., including the Queen’s annual conation of

100 guineas. The Chairman expressed high
approval of the constitution of the “Artists’
Fund,” which was established in the year 1810,
and received in 1327, from George IV., a Royal
Charter of Incorporation. The Artists’ Annuity
Fund is raised and wholly supported by the contri-

butions of its members for their own relief in sick-

ness or old age
; it neither asks for nor receives any

support from the public. All artists in painting,
sculpture, architecture, and engraving, are eligible

to become members. The Artists’ Benevolent Fund
is purely charitable, and has for its object ex-
clusively the relief of the widows and orphans of
members of the Annuity Fund left in need. During
the past year 44 widows and 17 orphans received
annuities amounting in the whole to 981L 28.

MEETINGS.
Friday, December 2.

Architectural Association .

—

Mr. .John Brett on “Day-
light in the Dwelllng-hoase.” 7.30 p.m.
Junior Engiiieerintj Society.—Mr. Harry Fraser on

“ Water-Tube Steam Boilers." 8 p.m.

Saturday, December 3.

Sanitary Inspectors' Association.— Mr. .John Hutton,
Chairmun cf the London County Council, on “ An
Attempt to Improve the Sanitary Circumstances of
London." 6 p.m.

lattitute of Certified Sanitary fospectors.—Openlcg
meeting. 8 p.m.

MONDAY, December 5.

Royal Institute of. British Architects.— 'Sir. William
C. Street on “Some Problems of Town and City
Developments." 8 pm.
Surveyors' Institution.

—

Mr. J. Douglas Walker, Q.C.,
on “ Righto of Way." 8 p.m.

Society of Sngineers.—ilr. A. G. D. ury on ‘The
Shortlands and Nunheod Railway.” 7 30 p.m.
Society of Arts (Cantor Lectures) —Professor Vivian

B. Lewes on “ The Generation of Light from Coal Gas."
III. 8 pm.
Liverpool Architectural Society.

—

Mr. Juhn Slater,
B A., on “Brinks and Brickwork.” 0 30 p.m.
Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural Society.—Mr. A.

Keen on “ Vaulting." 7.30 p.m.

TUESDAY. December 6.

Institution of Civil Engineers .

—

Farther discussion
on Mr. .John Rigby’s paper on “The Manufacture of
Small Arms." 8 p.m.

Glasgoto Architectural Association.— hlr. A. N.
Paterson on “Colour as a Means of Architectural
Expression." 8 p.m.

Wednesday, December 7.

Society of Arts.—Mr. James Dredge on “The Chicago
Exhibition. 1893." 8 p.m.

British Archceological Association .

—

Paper to be read
by Mr. C. H. Compton, entitled “ Have 1 Found the
Roman Station of Blbracte?” 8 p m.

Builders' Foremen and Clerks of Works' InstUutim.-^
Ordinary meeting. 8 80 p.m.
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COMPETITION, CONTRACTS, AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
COMPETITIONS.

Nature ot Work. whom Advertised.

)f Christ's Bos-
3 of 40(11. eich, Ac No date

CONTRACTS.

Nature of Work or Matertnla. B; whooB Required. '

Layiug-out Ceraelerj-, Walls. Beads, ic...

Blver Wall, Oren Conduit, ie. Swanpool

Bi.admaklDg, Atklnaon-roal. .Vshtou-on-

Mersey
Boad making at Green Castle, Bvlfnst, Ac.

Road C-ouatruction
i

Re-buildlng Business Premises. Maryport,
Cnmlierland

House, New.at'eet. Botbes. N.B :

Cast iron Water pipes, Ac. Nowo.astlo-oo-l

Tyne
Iron and Melal Castings, Ac. DarUngtoD,

Steel Bridge Pier Cylinders I

Oemeot. SBiiiiary Pipes, "WhinstoDel

Kerblng, Ac
Buildings at airwersgB Works

TudhoA (Durham) Bnr.
I

13 sard J. Henry .

Stockpott Waterworks
' H. Eobioso

AUriDcham E.S.A. ..

J. Barbsur
Brotle Corporation ..

Lightfoot A Cnckbain,
Limited

N. E.E. Co.
do.

•Kerbing and Channelling Work
Private Improvement Works, R'-arts, j

Extension of Sluice, Benacre. Suffolk .

.

India Office

Newcastle - on • Tyne
Impt. Com

Whitehaven Town and
Harbour Trustees ..

Lewithain 8d. of Wks.
Halifax Corporation..
Com. of Kossiuglaiid

Sanitary Appliances. Ac
Model Lodging House, Shsfflell

Supplying and Fixing Stone Kerb {1.0(

Level.

. M'D-U'Ksnrie ..

’’ouiig A M'Keozie..
. A. Cfowtlier

E. B. S, Bacott..
;

Dee.

Cast-iron Gas Mains (l.OOi

Entrance Lodge, Bedgeeo
Timber, Axles, Ac

Lead Service Work and Cist-irou Pipes ,

Cast-iron Socket Water Piiies

•dewemge Works, Ac
Drainage Work*. Aboyoe, N.B.

.

Six Terrace Houses. Beads. Ac. IlkJey.

Blue Granite SpaTe. Butbermtbe
Granite Spalls (300 tons)

Iron Caslinge

Timber ..

Brick Sewer. Wilton-crescent
Supply and Laying Cast-Iron Water Piper

(4,150 yards)
Fire Brick or Cement Block Channel,

Kingstown
Wesleyan Church and School, Gilberdike
Semi-detached Houses, Savlle Town,

Dewsbury
Business Premises, Cnrolff
Kssidence, Calverley, Yorks
Boad Work
Sewer Pipes, Castings, Ac
Iron and StMl Castings, Ac

Siuthport Cor
'

Bobt. Dixon..

Newbury Corporation' E. A. Stickland .

Stockport Corporation
I
8 Meuuier

1 Wm. Buck
T.ondnn Gener.tl Omni. '

buiC’. Limited .

Cardiff Corporation ..
,
J. A. B. Williams .

.

do.
Bpping E.8.A 1 E. L,

IjobnCainphell

I

C. E. .Marsiien...
St. Glares Union .... I Qfflciitl

Ptfood Union ! do.
City of Dublin Steam
Packet Co do.

Newcastle - on - Tyne
Corporation do.

Glasgow Police Com. do.
Blaydoa Local Board.
Ac. 'Water Supply ., do.

do.

IR. Cisde
,

Jas. Howell I J, P. ,Toner
.1. P. Kay .

.

' NorthumberUnd C. C. H.F.8n*yl-l
•

I

King s Lynn Cor])
i
K. .1. Bilcocl

.. EistHetton, Triiii iOn i

I

and TrLmduD Grange '

1
Collieries w. Scott...

Railway Works, CTispIne-Fosso-Connecchi Italian Ministry of
’ Public Works

,

OJlcial ....
,

'

Bstley Corporation . . : do.

CONTRACTS.— CW/idfWf?.

Nature of Work or Materials.
j
By whom Required.

Ad Utions. Ac. to Police Station. Mumbles.

Lime. Cement, Ac
•Oroniiientnl Lamp Columns
•Making Carriageway, Upper BuUoway .

.

•Coimiructiou of Sewer
Lavatory and other Builoiuga
Dwelling-house, South-street, Elgiu, N.B.
•Well B.ring. Isle of Wight
Fittings for Corporation Offices, Science

School, Ac.
New Road, Portishesd, Bristol
•New Inset Wall. BawlitF Hall Farm
•Koa’ niaking Works
•Hut-water Supply ana WaiiuiugApparalus
Supply mid Fitting Cookiuc, Launnrr

and Heating Apparatus, Ac. East Pool
home Hospital

•Additions, Ac. to EagleroliffB Station ...
Foundations. Port Office. Liverpool

•Supply of Materials. Ac
Koid Molal, Cement, Ac

Olamorgan C. C...
Crystal Palace Co.
Iiliugtou Vestry..

Axbtidge Union . .

Bide Town Council .

Bochester Corp, . . . .

,

Fobbing Level riom,
Wi'lesden Loe.al Board
Met. Asylums Bo irl.

.

Paving Betts
Railway Conalruotiod, Stanislaa-Voi

uienka L'ne
Aiteratlnus to hchool aud Chapel, Nai

CO. Kildare
Niue Bridges, Csiitre Canal

• Works and HaterikU .

•Engine and Boilet House •, Offices, Ac. ,

.

CoDstriictioD of Sewer, Ac

Lime (2.000 tons), Kuostrop
•Victoria Btone Paving aud Sewer
Drain Pipes. Csstincs, Ac
New Wat-rw#rka, Ac. Transylvai
Irrigation Works, Blver Ebro .. ..

Reee r, Varteg Hill .

Additions, Ac. Hsrtwell House, Exeter ..

Heating and Ventilating') ccbnical College
Kreavators’ Work, Craiglands, Leeds ..

Building Dry Stone Dykes, Bublalaw,
Aberdeen

Street-making (500 yarus) Bradford, Yorks
Hoad Works, Bulwell. Notts
Block of House), Ooole

Beading Room Hiiliue
Mortuarie*, HaneUt Cemetery
Additions to Hydropathic Establishment,

Ilkley
Villa .Resldencee, Grass Farm Estate,

Dundee Parochial BJ.
N. R. R, C)
Com. of U. M. Works
Heme Bay Lee d Bil,

Piibli.i Port A Docks
Board

do.

Austrian State Rys. .

St. George's Parish,

Manchester C irpora-

Architect. Surveyor,

J. P. B.trber
Pries A Wooler
C. C. Dnig
'F. Newman

Goldsmith A Gosling,
il. B, Stiirge A Son.s. .

.

W'. R. Kinnipie
0. Claude Robson . .

.

C. Uarstou

. Alexander ..

W. Bell

Official

.'estry of S'. Leonard.
ShoreiUtch 1

Leeds Corporalion.

.

Chiswick Local Board
|

A Rarasden.
Macclesfield Local
Kronstadt Sligistracy
Spanish Ministry of
Public Works

Pjulyiiool Gbs a Water
Co..
New Windsor T. C. ..

Treport (Seine Imp.)
Municipality

C. B- Collins
Derby Corporation
Hydropathic Establish-

Ooole House Property
Co. Lim

Maiicneater Corp
Leeds Corporation....

Walker A Duncan ..

.

J. diod'e
Edwiu Clarke

Smith A Brodrick ...
J. Oibbuui Bankey..

.

Official

Stephen SaUer.AAdaiu

Dec. 17

:

Dec. 19 !

Dec. 20 i

do.
Dec. 21
do.

Dec. 22 ,

do.

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature of Appointment.
I

By whom Advertised.
be In.

•Building Inspector
I Hornsey Locsl Board

,
KWi

1 Dec. 9
Superintendent of the Works Deoartmentl LoudonCountsConncil 7001 I Dec 12'

Dorset C. C. (fechn-cal
Instruction i.oiii

) 3(W. A 2501. allowances 1 Dec. 15
Bd. 150f.

1 Dec. 17

Secretary aud Lecture r (Corpeuterj, Ac
)

Sur\-eyor Kejnsh.n

Those marked vAlh an Asfensk (*) are odveHised in this Numler. Competition, p. iv. Co,itracts, pp. iv., vn., viil, Pvilic AppointmenU, p.

Liverpool Engineering Society.—;Mr. Thomas ^^o^^is
'

OD “ Elementary and other Xotes on Iron." 8 pm.
Jrufifufion of Cicil Enoineers of Ireland .—Meeting

to be held In the Isew Hall, Dawson-stieet, Dublin,

Thursday, December 8.

Eornsey Mttgettm of Sanitary ulpph'an««.—Opening
by the Lord Mayor.

Society of Antiquaries.—8.30 p.m.

Saturday, December lo.

Institution of CioU Students' visit to the
Machinery and Inventions DlviBion, South Kensington
Museum, 2 to 4 p.m.

RECENT PATENTS:
AB3TRA(7r9 OF SPECIFICATIONS.

16,20L—Pipe Joint : J. R. Blandford .—This speciflea-
tion refers to an improved pipe-joint, consisting of a
straight circular stoneware or fireclay pipe, with a com-
position band run on each end of the pipe, the collar
being made In two parts, named a block and cap. The
block is made so as to permit of the invert half of the
joint being made first. It is inverted on the inside and
square on the outside, thereby securing a solid founda-
tion for the pipe. The cap is then bedded on the upper
halt of the pipe, making what is claimed to be a per-
fectly secure and watertight joint.

21,613 —VENTILATORS : P. A. Walker.~-T:\\\s Inven-
tion relates to ventilators for carrying off vitiated air and
the products of combustion from rooms and buildings,
and is specially arranged to prevent direct iurush of
cold air and to excluderaln anddown-draughts. The in-
ventor employs an outer and an inner casing, preferably
two concentric cyliuders, through each of which are
openings for the admission of air to cause the up or
exhaust current. Above the parts just described, ami
supported by the outer casing, is an angular-shaped
chamber, there being a central openiug or exit passage
way above the chamber for escape of air. Above this
outlet is a flat plate, preferably having a cone-shaped
top. Within the angular apace above referred to, and
extending to the centre between the concentric casings,
is a slightly concave plate for the purpose of preventing
water of condeniatioD, snow, or rain passing down the
main shaft. A horizontal plate is also placed within and
at the junction of the lower part of the angular space
wlilch plate, through perforations, serves to direct any
raiQ-water or moisture to the outlet at the bottom of
the outer casing.

22,0M.-SASaBAR: W. D Tucter -This specification
describes an improved anti-drip sash bar, more espe-
ciaUy applicable for greenhouses, forcing-frames, aud

the like, under which plants, such as orchids, are cul-
tivated, and where it is particularly desirable to protect
the plants from the drippings of water from the roof
or cover. The sash bar Is formed with rabbets on its
upper side or top for receiving the glass, in the ordinary
manner, and is provided on its lower side or bottom
with longitudinal grooves or channels, into which any
water leaking throngh the joints of the covering falls,
and by which it Is conveyed to a suitable gutter or
other receptacle, or to the outside of the building or
frame.

10,816.—Sash Weight : 0. Glaason .—The objects of
this invention are to cheapen the hanging of sashes,
and to provide a means of hanging both sashes, in or
behind narrow window mullions. The inventor employs
a weight carrying an axle pulley, or its equivalent,
either concealed inside the same ot attached thereto.
The cord Is passed round this axle pulley, and each end
fastened to one of the sashes, thus hanging both sashes
with one weight on each side. By suspending the weight
in thii manner, It is claimed that there is no jamming,
confusion, or clashing of weights

; that no parting slip,
less sash-cordand weight are required, that there is abso-
lute freedom from noise ; aud that the top sash will always
close up to the head of the window-frame, the sashes
are more easily fixed, and the cord cannot untwist.
Another great advantage is that it permits of hanging
both sashes behind a very narrow mulllon, two weights
only being used, one behind the other, instead of four
as hitherto.

15,642.—GLAZED STRUCTURES : H. J Pulien-Burry.—
This invention relates to tne glazing of roofi or struc-
turfis to which it may be applicable. The cross-bars,
which support the horizontal edges of the glass, are
made each with a groove running along its lower side
at a small distance from the edge of this side and the
upper face. The upper face of the bar is rebated along
Its upper lying edge, and the floor of this rebate is
chamfered or bevelled off towards the upper side of the
bar. The depth of rebate at its shallowest part is as
nearly as possible the same as the thickness of glass
employed for glazing, and the angle of bevel is sufficient
to cause the upper edge of the bevelled face to be at
a slight distance from the under surface of the glass
when in its place with the upper edge of the
glass in the aforesaid gr..oye, on the under side of the
bar next above. This forms, when the glazing is com-
plete, a V-shaped space between the under surface of
the glass and the upper surface of the bar. This space
serves to receive moisture, which may condense and

on the under or inner side of the glass, an
outlet for this moisture being found by a suitable
number of grooves made in the outer face of the bar,
and running into the rebate. The glass Is retained
from slipping out of the rebate by nails or screws with

sufficiently broad heads driven or screwed into the bar,
so that the heads overlap the edge of the glass
16,406,—VBNTILATOE.S : C. A. CoiceW.—This speclflca-

tlon relates to apparatus for use in ventilating drains,
sewers, buildings, and other places, and has for its
object to ;render such veniilation more efficient than
hitherto by ensuring that a proper quantity of air passes
in one direction as required, while it is prevented from
passing in the other direction. It consists, as applied
to an inlet or downcast ventilator, of a casing or head
having two or more faces with openings therein, which
may either be left clear or be covered by a grid. At the
inner side of each of these openings is fixed one or more
valves, or flaps, of mica, talc, aluminium, or any suit-
able substance, which are so hung as to open freely
to admit of the inlet of air, but will immediately close
should there at any time be a reversal of the current.
These valves are so arranged that in their action they
do not interfere with each other, and that when 'open
they act as deflectors of the air in the direction of the
shafts from the caafug on head. When the ventilator is
to allow of the escape of air, hut not of its inlet, then
the Asps or valves are arranged so that they open and
close under the acbiiin of the air current in the reverse
way to that described.

NEW APPLICATIONS FOB LETTERS PATENT.

November 14 —20,5il, IV. McGeoch, jun.. Door
Handles.—20,59'2| L, LKots, Door-closing Apparatus.—
20,593, r. R’oae, Automatic Disinfecting Apparatus for
the Seats of Closets, Ac.-20,602, C. Eritcber, Electric
Bellpush.
November 15 —20 609, W. Best, Brick Carrier.—

20,623, "W. k E. Freenian, Securing Window Sashes
Doors, &c.—20,6.52, J. Diwsun, I’laues for Carpenters,
Joiners, Cabioetraukers, &c.—20,056, W. and J. Oakes
Kilns for Bricks, Li’ne, Ac.

'

A'oueiniicr 16 —20.708, T. Payne, Fire Grates, Stoves,
Rangei), (to.—20 742 H. Evans, Waste-water Flushing
Closet.—20,743, H. Watsm, Smoke-preventing Cowl.—
20,745, J. Mitton, Set Squares,-20,753, T Mepham,
Venetian Blind Suspender.— 20,760, J. Keate, Chimney
Top or C )wl.—20,767, E. Preston and D. Pinkey. Syphon
Water-Waste Preventer.—20,779, T. I'r.ley, Combined
Side Light orScuttleaiid Veutilat t.—20,781, S. Holman,
Heatink aud Ventila'ing, more especially Intended for
use in Creating Currenfs for the Ventilation of Sewers.
—20 790, H. Finn, Smoke-Preventer
November 17.-20,832, E. von Hunersdivrff, Bricks or

Blocks for Builniiig Porpones. — 20,847, J. Knight,
Radiator for Warming Buildings and utilising Heat
wasted in Chimneys.—20,860, R. Carey and R. Goudge,
Ventilating Appirar.us for Drains, — 20,891, Pi..

Slatthews and J. Noad, Manufacture of Whitelead and
Coloured Pigments.
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November 18.— 20,900, J. Hamilton. Hollers or

Calenders for Printing and Embossing Materials used
for Wall Dscoratinns.—20,930, J. SmitbandJ. Shuttle-

worth, Flushing Cisterns.—20,933, J. Duffell and Others,

Sash-fasteners.—20,937. L. Danols, Decorative Material
for Paper Hangings.—20,933, J. Shanks, jnn.. Urinals.—
20,981, J. Craven, Screw Presses for Pressing Bricks, &c.

November 19.—21,084, H. Lockwood, Composition for

Flooring or Covering Iron Bridges, Arches, &c.

—

21,070, J. Cathrein, Door Locks.

PBOVISIORAL SPKOIFIOATIOHS ACCEPTED.

17,385, J. Doughty, Apparatus for Examining Drains.
—17,76'4, 0. Berend, Filing and Setting Ssws.—18,044,

H. Hijnes, Fastening Doors, &c.—18,057, J. Ryder,
Preparing Clay in the Manufacture of Bricks.—18,119,

L. Salzberger and J. Reindl, Hinges.—18,256, W. Crow
and 8. Lehmon, Gullies and Drains.—18,735, H Lake,
Faint or Cement.—18,785, G. Smith and J. Parrott,

gecretBolt for Doors, ifcc.—19,219, E. Korth, Appliance
for Keeping the Cavity of Hollow Walls clear of Mortar,
Droppings, and other substances during the course of

erection.—10,343, C. Lamb and H. Vickers, Supporting
Rain-water and Soil-pipes to Prevent Overllow ol Water
from leaky joints flowing down walls, also Enabling
Pipes to be Painted and Caulked for passing Sanitary
Testa. — 19,7(52, R. Sims, Planes.— 19,904, F. Booley,
Device for Opening Windows.—19,956, A. Greig, Brick
Machines.—19,970, J. I'eadon and W. Adgie, Fire-bricks,

Retorts, Crucibles, &c.

COMPLETE BPECIPICATIONa ACCEPTED.

(Open to Opposition for Two Months.)

21,670, n. Leigh, Multiple Saw-frames.—827, W. Orr,

Metallic Girders.—1,023, S. Gratrlx, jun., and Others,
Gas Chandeliers.—2,234, G. Spencer, Window Sash-
fasteners.—0,611, W. Morrison, Roof Ventilators.

SOME KECENT SALES OF PROPERTY:
ESTATE EXCHANGE EBPOBT.

November 21.—By Prickett S,- Ellis

:

F.g.r. of 33Z. is.,

Walmer-rd., &c., Netting Hill, reversion in 71 yra.,

8201.
:
f.g.r. of 181. 18a., Walmer-rd., reversion in 71 yra.,

4001. ;
f-g.r. of 121 128., Calverley-st., ditto in 71 yrs.,

2601.; fg.r. of 271, Manchester-rd., ditto in 71 yra.,

5001 ;
No. 84, Malda Vale, n.t. 44 yrs., g.r. 121. 10s.,

5001 ,—By Elpood Fuller : No. 30, (Jreat Poriland-sC.,

u.t. 56 yrs., g.r. 321., r. 2701., 2,0001. ; 40, Bolsover-st..

«.t 9 yrs., g.r. 201., r. 801., 3401.—By Carey A Lewis : 28
and 20, Alma-rd. ,

Canonbiiry, f. ,
r. 611., 8201. By Slee, Son,

Je Carden: F.g.r. of 121 12s., Lichfleldgrove, Finchley,
reversion in 78 yrs., 2901. ; f.g r. of SI. 8s.,dlttoiD 78yr8.,

1961. : tg.r. of 121 12s.,Station-rd., ditto in 81yra., 2901.

—

By Montagu d: Robinson: 35, Llsson-grove, Morylebone,

1, r. 651., 8401. ; 12, Angel-rd., Hammersmith, u.t. 60
yra., g.r. 41., r. 301., 2801. : 49, Sharsted-st., Kennington,
u.t. 74 yra., g.r. 61., r. 341., 2901.—By .E. Wood: 63,

Siinderland-rd., Forest-hill, u.t. 88 yrs., g.r. 111., 6901.

;

16, Siinwell-at., Peckham, u.t. 73 yrs
,
g.r. 31 168., 1761.

;

12, Exeter-st, Marylebone, u.t. 23 yrs,, g.r. 181
,
1461.

;

48 and 60. Saorrolda-rd., Walham-green, u.t. 87 yrs.,

g.r. 121. 12a., 4501. ; 2 to 12 (even), Poplar's-av., Wil-
lesden, u.t. 91 yra., g.r. 481 , 1,8001. ; 55, Haverotock-rd.,
fiaver8to:k-hill, u.t. 72 yrs., g.r. 101., r. 501

,
4201.

November 22.—By Bean, Burnett, <t- Co. : 4 to 16
<eveD), 16A, 18, and 20, Tyers-st., Lambeth, u.t. 22 yra.,

g.r. 851., 4001.; 12, Cunningham-pl., Malda Vale, u.t.

30 yrs., g.r. 101., 4001.; “ Beechwood," Coolhurst-rd.,

Grouch End, u.t. 66 yrs., g.r. 151., r. S5l., 8601
;

1 to 6,

Prince's-st., Blackfrlars, u.t. 16 yrs., g.r. 51., r., 2491.,

1,6601.; 41, Sekforde-at., Clerkenwell, u.t. 21 yra., g.r.

61., r. 401., 4051. ; 18, 19, and 20, Buxton-st
,
u.t 6 yra.,

g.r. 101-, 1361.—By F. W. Glazier : 1, Tregunter-rd., Ken-
aington, u t. 80 yra., g.r. 71., 1,1201.—By Perkins is

Cesar: “Sunnyslde,” Central Hill, Norwood, u.t. 62

jrs., g r. 101., r. 751., 6601.—By Weston d: Sons : 2, Vllla-

rd., Brlxton, u.t. 69 yra., g.r. 21., 4601. ; 15 and 19,

Wiiigmore-rd., u.t. 76 yrs., g.r. 81., r. 601., 4501.

November 23.—By II. Griffin

:

17, Home-rd.. Bat-
tersea, u.t. 80 yrs., g.r. 61., r. 331. 16s., 1901.

; 31, Home-
td., u.t. 80 yrs., g.r. 51., r. 361. 8a., 1801.

;
i g.r. of 301.

per annum, u.t. 80 yrs., g.r. 201., 1571.—By Graves &
Son: 26, Ingrave-it., Batteraea, and i.g.r. of 381.,

u.t. 67 yra., ^g.r. 361, 6601.; 90, (Lavender-rd., u.t. 46

yrs., gr. 31. 12«., r. 381., 3701.— By Eumbert.Son, Je

Flint

:

207 and 209, Richmond-rd.. Hackney, u.t. 74yrB.,

g.r. 241., 1,7501. ; 15, Queen Aimes-ter, Battersea, u.t.

S5 yra., g r. 101., r. 44?., 3701. ;
19 and 20, Queen Anne’s-

ter., u.t. 85 yrs ,
g.r. 201 , 6201.

November 24.—By Stimson <k So7is

:

126, 130, and 132,

Gamberwell-rd., Camberwell, f., 1,8401. ;
11 and 13,

Briant-st., New Cross, u.t. 27 yrs., g.r. 81., r. Oil. 48.,

2551.; 29,31, and 33, Hannell-rd., Fulham, u.t. 86 yrs.,

g.r. 161., r. 831. 48., 3101.; 1 to 29 (odd), Seladen-rd.,

Peckham, u.t. 81 yrs., g.r. 761., 2,3751. ;
2 to 24 (even),

Sehden-rd., u.t. 81 yrs., g.r. 601., 1,9401. ;
66 to 64 (even),

Lugard-rd., u.t. S3 yrs., g.r. 221. lOa., r. 1671. Ss
,
1,1601 ;

69 and 71, Lugard-td., Peckham, u.t. 83 yrs., g r. 91,
r. 671. 4a., 4001. ; 76, Blythe Vale, Catford, u.t. 76 yrs.,

g.r. 41. lOs., r. 601., 6101. ; 21 and 23, Tiniern-at
,
Clap-

ham. u.t. 82 yrs., g.r. 121. 28., r. 56i., 3701. ; 37, 39. and
41, Tintern-st., u.t. 82 yra., g.r. 181. 38. r. 84l.,

5901.— By C. C. <b T. Moore: 20 and 22, Culby-rd.,

Gipay-hlll, f.. 6601.; 16 and 17, Colby-rd., f., 4301.;

90 and 91, Sulfolk-atreet, Poplar, u.t. 60 jra
,

g.r. 61. 68.

r. 611 48., 3201.—By Newbo^i & Co \ No. 290, Caldnnian-
rd., u.t. 81 yrs., g.r. 61. lla., r. 801 , 8101. ; 74, 76, and 78,

Horaeferry-rd., Westminster, u.t. 54 yra., g.r. 61., r. 1651.,

1,7001.; 16 to 26, Lyall-rd., Old Ford, u.t. 64 jra.jgr.

481., r. 4361. 163., 2,9051. ;
n6,RIversdale-rd ,Hiahbury, f.,

r. 321 , 4601.—By Gla&ier & Sons : 22 and 23, S ivlllo-row,

Regent-at., and 1 to 9, Saville-pl., f., 13,6501 ; 94,

Marlborough-rd., Holloway, u.t. SO yra., g.r. 61 69. r.

351., 3301.—By Phillips, Lea, & Davies : 4, Albert Villas,

New Snuthgate, t, r. 321., 4101. ; 30, High-at., Plalatow,

sold privately.
N»vembbk 25.—By A. G. Windsor: 19, Hyde-rd.,

Hoxton, 2551. ; 148, Shepherdeas-walk, u.t. 6 yrs., g r.

61., 501.—By Toplis A- Harding

:

5 and 7, Church-st.,

Chelsea, f., r. 1701., 3,0501.—By Harper A Co. : 23, Dlms-
<iale-rd., Fulham, u.t. 99 yrs

,
g.r. 11., 1801 By R. Reid :

No. 14, Old Bond-st., f., r. 7501., area 2,848 ft
, 20,L001

;

46 and 47, Albemarle-st .
Piccadilly, f., r. 8551. 12b 6d.,

18,0001 ;
Nos. 160A, 167, and 168, Strand, f., area

2.692 ft., 18,0001.—By Baker de Sons : Enclosures of lard.

Belvedere, Kent, 23a. Sr. 14p., f., 3,8601. ;
f g r.'s of 791.,

Storks-rd., Bermondsey, reversion In 48 yra , 2,0601.

;

f.g r. of 71. 10s., Granton-rd., reversion In 48 yrs., 2201.
;

f-g.r. of 1211., Major-rd., reversion in 48 yra., 3,2911. ;

f.g.r. of 671. lOa., Keet-ms-rd., reversion in 48 yrs.,

1,5581-—By Broad A* fF?l£slitre ; F.g.r. ol 531., Landor-

rd., Stockwell, reversion in 87 yrs
,

1,3851. ;
f-g.r. of

6261., Hubert-grove, reversion in 37 yrs., 15,7801.—By
R. Tyser A- Co. ; 1 to 10, Cornwall-pl., Lambeth, u.t. 16

yrs., g.r. 261., 3001.

[ContraetioTis used in these Iwts.—F.g.r. for freehold

ground-rent ;
I.g.r. for leasehold ground-rent ;

l.g.t. for

improved ground-rent
;
g.r. for ground-rent ; r. for rent

;

f. for freehold; c, for copyhold: 1. for leasehold; e.r.

for estimated rental ;
u.t. for uuexpired term ; p.a for

per annum ;
yra. for years ; st. for street ;

rd. for road ;

sq. for square ; pi. for place
;

ter. for terrace ;
cres. for

crescent
;
yd. for yard, &c.]

PRICES CURRENT
TIMBER,

3re«nli«arti B.Q.
ton 9/0.0

T«»k, B.L.. load 9/10(0

Soqnola.U.S.ttcn. S/4

Aih, C»nndA loftd 2/10/0

Blxch. do. ...... 8,'B/D

Rim, do. S/10/0

t'ir, D&ntolc, Ac. 1/10/0

Ock. do 8/0/0

Cuicda 6/10/0

Pine, GcDcdn red 8/10/0

Do, yellow .... S/IO/O

Lnth.D'uteic.lfttb 0/0,0

Bt. Petersburj B.’O 0

DealJ, FiiUcnd
Sud A lit ltd 100 7/10/0

Do, 4thA8rd.. 7/e/H

Do. Rig* 6A0.0
St. Petersburg,

let yellow ., lOAO/0
Do, and yellow 8/0/8

Do. wbtto .... r/0/8

Swedleh 7/10/0

Wbtto Bea.... 8/0/0

Oen&da.Flnelit SO/0/0

Do. do. 2ud.... 1440/8
Do. do. 3rd, Ac. VAQ/O
Do. Spruce. 1st 8'10/0

Do. do. trd A
2nd 6,10 0

Now Brunswick 6.18(0

Bettons. all kinds 3/18/0

Flooring Bonrds,
so., 1 in. prep,

iJt 0-8/8

Do. 2nd eniO
Other quAlitlee O/3'O

Oednr, Cube ..ft

4A6/13

SAO/8
6/S/e

7/0/0
318/0
6/0/0

6/0/0

7/0 0

8A0,0
8/0,0

B/OO

unm
B/10/0

9/18/0

16/8/0

lT/0/0

8610/0
16/0/0

10/0/0

ll/OO

8 ’0/0

,
Ac.

Hehogeny, Cube.
Bt Domingo,

carge ev
Hexlcen do. do
Tobeseo do. do
Hondures do..

Box. Turkey ton 4/0/0

10/0,0
Tuktm 900

Betln, St Do-
mingo .....ft, O'O 7

Porto Rioo .... 0/0/7

18/0/0

90/0/0

le/O'O

OF MATERIALS.
TIMBER (coftcinued).

Welnutltell&n.. 00 31 0/0/7

METALS.

I»ok—Plg.ln Scot-
Und ton 2/1/9
Ber, Welsh, In

London 6/17/8 6/0/0

Do. do, at works
In Weles 6/7/8 6AO/0

Do, BtefTordshire,

In London .... 6'6/0 6A6,0
OoPFze —British,
eeke aud Ingot 61/10.0 S2 0,0

Best selected .. £2/10/0 63,0/0

Bheets.itroDg. 60/0^0 O'O.O

Chiu, bars .... 47/18-9 48'8'3

TBi.i.owM»T*Ub.
• Pig.

Bpenlsh ....ton OAS O
English, oom.
brands 16/5/0

Sheet, Englieb,
Bibs, per S';. tt
end upwards . , IIAO'O
Pipe 19.0,'0

Z I v o — English
sheet ton 2215 0
Vieille Mon
(ague 23 5 0

Tl*—Straits .... 93'10/0

Australian.... 94/1/0

EuiIUh ingots, 97 0 U
Bauea ftS.'O 0

BlUitou Ul.5/0

OILS.

Linseed ......ton 18A2

6

Cocoanut, Cochin 25/10 0
Do. Ceylon 24 0/0

Palm, Lagos .... 26/8/0

Bapeseed, English
pals 25 0,0

Do. brown 23/5'0

Cottonseed ret... IS'0/0

Oleine 20/18/0

Lubricating, U.8. 4/0/6

Do. refined 6/10/0

Tan— Btockholm
barrel BA7,

6

arebanie' OH 1/1

10/1

26/18/e

25,10,0

23 10/0
O/O.'O

21/0/0

8/0/0

12/0,0

TENDERS.
[Communicatlonfi for Insertion under this beading

should be addressed to “ The Editor,” and must reach

us not later than 12 noon on Thursdays.]

ACTON /Middx.)—For /vltemtions aud additions to the Priory

Board Schoul.s. Acton, W. Mr. Edwd. Monsou, juu.. architect

tiole°A Sou’...'.'.... £4,600 0 0 I Martin A Co. £3.947 0 0

Flew A Co 4,467 0 0 J.O. Chapman 3,014 19 10

F B Torer 4,282 0 0 A Martin 3.895 0 0

T Bagge 4.2«0 0 0 I
Ci. Lifford 3.857 0 0

Whitehead A Co 4,25 0 0 0 I Ake i A Co 3.750 0 0

W. Tout 4,260 0 0
I
G. Ho per. A"tou*.. 3,740 0 0

J. Blllins 4,214 9 U I
Bray A Cl.ayton .... 3.730 18 0

J, II. Jarvis 3.976 0 0 T. Nye 3,697 0 0

Lnscelles A Co 3,973 0 0 |
J. F. CoHiiison S.SHO 0 0

• Accepted subject to the apjiroval ol the Edueatiou Department.

BARNARD CABTLK.—Accepted for the erection of a Wesleyan
Churrh. Messts. Morley A WooohiUse. architects, 269. 8"au-
aresde. Bradford. Yorkstilre

Jlaro?!.—Kyle. Barnard Castle T

Jolner.-n. P. R./bin-on, Darlington
Plumber and Painter.—C. Raluo, Barnard

,S?«/er.—Ma-cull, Darlington
P/uifercr.—Welfurd, Barnard Castle

Total amount

£3,800.

BIRMINGHAM.—Accepted for the erection of two hou-e» in

Llvingatoue-road, Handswerrth. Mr. H. Hugh Allen, architect,

Small He.ath, Binuiughaui :

—

Squlrei ......£590 0 0

BIRMINGHAM.—Accepted
Teuuyson-road, Small Heath.
Hea'h, Birmingham :

—

Edmunds

for flic erection of two hnneee in
Mr. H. Hugh Allen, architect, Bmall

£730 0 0

BRIDLINGTON.—For the erect on of a bou e at. BridUiigton, for

Mr I. Willboutn. Mr. J. Sbeplierdsou, arch/tent, Bridlington

q iiay :

—

W Moody £670 I
J- H. Hudson, Bridlington

PcstiH 635] Qu^y (accepted) £572

BRIDLINGTON QUAY.—For alteration to Royal Victoria Rooms.
Mr. .1. Shopherdaon, architect, Pro-p i t-street, Bridli. gtou Quay
J. H. Hudson £2,435 0 I J hn Reunard.Brid tng-

Chaa. OwstoD 2,400 Oj tou Quay (a/ceptod) .. £2,093 10

CATERHAM.—For addltiona and altera’ions at ‘Thotnlilll,"

Caterham, Surrey, for Mr Andrew L .ckia M,. Chas. H. Wilialiire,

atchit-ct, 13 and 15. Walwuith-road, S.E.;—
Thompson £1,150

|
Hoskiua (accepted) £1,093

CLAYBURT (Essex).—For the foruia'lnn of road-, airing-courta.

Ac., at Claybury Asylum, near Wood! rd. Essex, for the Loudon
County Council. Mr. G. T- Hire, srchitei-t

J. Burtill £16,78« 3 7!
I
T. Ai ains £13,G56 13 1

0. KavBi agh 15,359 13 4
|

R. Cooke A Co. . . . 13.00.5 0 0
Reed, Blight, A Co., J hn Mowlern A Co. 11,549 0 0
Limited 14,98.9 0 0 1 J. E. Bloomfield 3,455 10 51

J. Jackson 14.436 0 0 |

[Referred to the Asylnms Committee.!

DUDDINGTON (Northanto).—For the erection of a Bcboolronm
and offices at DWdinBton, ne/ir N, rthampt /hire. Mr. J. B. Corby,
architect, Siam oid. Line.s. Qua i itiesby ihe atihitect. ;

—

8. Hipwcll 198 ,[ A S. obrtti i747
J. Ptasfc/ood 84

I

E. Bowin 745
S. F. Ha Uday 79 I W. i J. P, kina 737

I

W. Desn*«»«*« 76 I oberts Brts., Btimford* .. 835
I Accep'.ed,

ERITH (Kent).—For the erection of a brick wall. Iron f^c^anil

G. Milt. ..

Erlth (acco.itcd)

L. Fuulkucr A Sons. ...

end lelug cemet-ry (10 acres), for the Local Bo«

r-niveyor. Local Board OrRcfU H'gli-rtreet, Bnth
T. U. Wa'deo £2,:iOO 0 I C. Catlett.

Jackson A Co.

.‘t'l; A Tawney
O. H. Gunning .

.

PROMB.—For fl

y/ird, f r the Bon
Buiveyor. Bridgwai
r. J. Beward
W. Q. Colo

erection of buildings at the society's show
ct Agricultural Associatiou. Mr. Cottniu.

Somerset
.

, £1,028 ! I
James Witliycoiube.iBtidg-

... 635
1

water (accupteJ) £45/)'

ILKLRY,—Accepted for f„roiiug. Ac., ro.vl.s (237 yardi

works (41ilyarJ»l, and aapbaltiug (1,380 ysrda super.), .

Local H ard. Mr. JUarsball Halusworth, juu.

Grove. Ilkley ;
—

George Walker. Wortley-laue, Leeds .....

•eyor,

LEICE3TEF..—For the erection of Conitituflonsl club-house and

premises. 5Ir Frank Seale, architect, 31, Belvoir-street, Lsiceater.

Quautities by the arch tret :

—

K B Pipe* £5.935 I T C. Tyers £S,,550

J.Ma«on ASuni 5.8n8
I
J. i'. Jewsbury 5.5.50

F. A H. Heil-eit 5,800 I
Clarke A Garratt 5..5.i4

T Riob*rdaon A Sun .... 5,7“5 Hariiiiietuu A Elliott .... -5,300

James Ritdett 5.7.54 1
Wm GlmsouASons .... 5,!5j

.T, H, K-llett 6,7il0 Thoiiiai Murdy 6,24.

Plant A Gurney 6,593
1

ted for the erection of a skltrle-allty at the
Beaunionl-road, Leyton, for Mr. W. Nix. Mr.
1 ,

architect. 41, Theob-alds-toad, Bedford-r.u

,

LEYTON.— At
•'B-auiiiont Arii
William G. Iiij

W.C
T. Kulght £11,

LONDON.—For n
IT Messrs. Culver A

Killliy £ Gsyford .

.

LiditoueACu...

bouse, White Lion-street. Pentouvilla.

llf, F. Watson, architect:—
16,312 I W. Sburmur £6.084

6 ;i3S
I

J. Bcutley 5.866

LONDON.—For the construction of lewcrage wotks, Vauxball
Bticge-iuiil, fur the Vestry of St. Mvrcsret and 0t. .Tohu, West-
iiiiDbtcr. Mr, G. H. W. Wli-.der, Surveyor, Town Hall, Westminster.

B.W. :—
B. Cuoke A Co £«,430 I Mryo A Co £5.740

Tboa, Adams 8,35 i K. Kog-rs A Co 5,530

C. W. Kllliogback A Co... 6.800
1
J. H. Koive. Pulliam* . ... LOH

LONDON.—For the enlargement of the Portobello-rosd School.

Nottlng-hlll, Dj 80 places, for the School Board for Loadon.
T. J. BalUy, ArchitactJ:—

.. £3,908
. 2,795
. 2,730
. 2,629

J, M. Pattiiiaon. ....

Foster A Di /ksee ..

.

.lobnson A Co
K. .1. Covheid
Oregar A Son
Mowlern A Go 2 584 43

D. C'arleris 2,445 60
Lawrauce A Suue, Wharf-road,

ity-r.iad.N 2.4I)8* 47*
* Recummended by the Works Cutnwittoe lor acceptance.

LONDON.—For the erection of a s'hool to provide accommoJatha
for 1,199 childreii on the site in Hugnn-ruad, Wandsworth Brldge-

luad. aud fur the eiccti„u of a scbool-kecper'.i house, fur the School
Board for Loudon. Mr. T. J. Bailey, Architect :

—

If brickwork be built
lu cement, add

J. A M. Patrick £20.043 0 0 £309 0 0

B E. Nightingale 19,773 0 0 670 0 0
Brass A a.,11 18,868 0 0 450 0 0
Foster A Dicksea 18,725 0 0 .119 0 0
H. Lovatt 18 443 0 0 647 0 0
Treaeure A Sou 18.218 0 0 473 0 0
Mowletu A Co. 18.102 0 0 548 0 0
E Trigce 18,0:17 0 0 497 0 0
Kirk A Randall 17.4:14 0 0 467 0 0
J. T. Chappell 16.84U 0 0 319 0 0

J. F.ColllLSOu.Tcddingt .u 10,726 12 7* 318 12 9*
* BecoiiimeudoJ by the Wutks Committee for acceptance.

LONDON-—Fo’

I

2. for the Fulham Vestry,
ham Greeo, S.W. ;

—
Rond-
way.

E. Parry 447
Tomes A Wimiwy 504
Nowell A Robsou. . .547

E. Rog-rsACo. .. 623
Mowlriii A Co 575
H. J. Oreeoham .. 695
Imiierial Stone Co. —

"The Manor"LONDON.—F.ir altor-itioue and additions
ivcrn HectniT-rcBd. Stoke Newington, for Mr. J, Brewer. Mr.

dilCect aud suiveyur. Bridge HuUie, South.Ti.hu E. Ploc
Tuttenliaui
O', litre? A Bon £1.53 I S. Goodall*
Sheffield Bros 115

|
* Accepted.

LONDON.—For alterations and additions to " The Crown " bser-
house, 208. Wa ..'swoitli-ri'ad, S.W.. far the New Lmdon Brewery
Coaiottuy, Mr. Wulium Q. Ingram, architect. 44, Theobalds-ro-ad,
Bedfvrd-row, W.C.

PuitickBro8..Clapham ^....„..£340 0 0

LONDON.—For the erection of new premiies, 6Q, PowU-street,
Woolwich. Mr. H. D. Churc*!, arcliitect;

—

Chi ssum A Sons £1,520
|

F. Tarrant £1.42.7

HoUuway 1,476
|
Multou A Wallis 1,339

LONDON.—For proposed alterations and additions to No. 17, Pall
Mall Eiist, W.. for the luiperi.l Livestock Association, Limitod-
M-ssrs Essex, Nkul, A Gooilmau, arehUects. Birmiugbam. Quantities
supplied
W.h. Clark £2,821 OILacelies £2,326 0
C. Willi 2,812 OlBiierley 2,314 0
W. Rosenb-rgA Co 2,705 15 I Biggs 2,300 n
NightiDkale 2.538 0 Sutivoner 2,139 0
Lilly A Lilly 2,349 0

LONDON.—Accep'ed for new teak shop front, slteratlons, and
fittlLig-i at 2:11, Totteiiham-coun-rond, for Messrs. J. Hepworth A Sou,
Litni'td. Leeds

W, Rosenberg A Co.. 64, Westminster Biidge-road £375 10 0

LONDON.—Accepti.d for new teak shop front, alterations, fittings

and additions. 274, Old Kout-road, fur Messrs. J. Hepworth A Sou
Limited, Lieds. Mr. Uonce T. Bonner, Brchitoet, Queen-street
Ch-ai>.iiie:—

W. Rosenberg A Co.. 64, Westminster Bridge-roid £285 0 0

MYNYDDISLWYN fMoninonth).—For the erection of additional
cUsa-rooms, L,ar Abe'cam, for the Hebool Board. Mr. George
RoMcr, architect, 29, Hlgh-s’.ieei, Newport, Muu. Quantities by

( Rii'pli Janies

I CiiAS, Morgan
I Morgan A Roberts

j
D. C. Jones A Co

£1,693
(
Jenkiua A Arnold

],:,73 I John Jenkins
1.N70

I
Albert Kichards

I,:l5i) Davies Bros., Abercam,
1,349

I
Mon.*

• Accepted,

1.286
1,199
1,152

1.170
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NEWPORT (Mon.).—For street formation, refers, pa-ring, io.,

fnr the Newpjrt Workmen’s Cottage C-copaoT, LimllcJ :

—

Hatherleigh £5.’i5 0 0
|

Morg.m A Robrrts.
K. Smith 391 8 0 Newport* 0 n

J. Linton A Co ;«5 0 0 T. Williams XSj 1 6

T. Davie* 372 0 0 1
* Accepted.

PORTSMOUTH.—For making addition* to the " Bedfo-d Hotel."
lAiidjiort. for Mesare. Pike, Spicer. A Co. Mewr*. Bake & Cogswell,

architects, Portsin .uth :

—

H. Jones £7,160
[

J. C'ooke'ell £
W. B. i C. Light 2,W5 I J. H, Cork-, Portsmouth*.
Scammell & Dowdell 1,900

]
•Accepted.

SOUTHSEA.— For making atniotrral altetution* to the Royal
Ailiett Yacht Club, Sou'hee". and other work connected there'

' ’

Messrs. Rake A Cogewell. archite'-U. For' smonth
G. Croatl £594

I
W. Ward, Portsmouth* .... £573

J. tLCorke 590
|

•Accepted.

SOUTHSEA.—For buHduiga private leiirtence atSouthsea. for Mr.
F, A. Hobbe. Me>sr*. Kake A Cogswell, architects, Portaraoulh :

—

J. H. Corke £sitsS
I H. Jone' £853

Ch«». Hsrdiog 9f6 I J. Crockerell, Poitsmouth*. 750
T. Buskett 953

I

• Accejited,

PUBLISHEE’S NOTICES,

ReffiiUred Tiltgra-p\\t AMrtss, 'Thb Buildeb,* London.

CHARGES FOB ADVERTISEMENTS.

SOUTHSEA (Hants).—For the erection of school buildings, Higb-
lacd-road, for the Portsmouth Scho d Board. Mcjs's Kske A
Cogswell. arcbitc,:ts. Piudetitial-bnildiDgs, L.5adport. Quantities by
Mr. t'liae. H. Ball, Southseii :

—

Armitage A BoOgson .... £13.003 I
W. Evans £10,947

W, Ward lO.'JOO Spriggins Bros l",90l)

W'. B. A C. Light 11,790 Chni. Hanliog 10,890
Bcsuitiiell A Dowdell .... 11.700 ! J. H, Curke 10,850
A. E. Porter 11,150 IT. Quick 10,787
T. P. Hall 11,133

I

H. Jones l{l,7r;l

Morgan, Isted, A Morgan 10,983
|
W. Learmouth 10,410

THAMES DITTON.-Accepted fur building new blilianl nalocii,

skittle alley, end coach-hou«e. for Mr. C. Toi-Pullen. Messrs.
Dickinson A Patorson, archite ts, ,5, Juha-street, Aieipbi. W.C. ;

—

W. Ca'liugbatn, Thames Dltton £745 0 0

TOTTENHAM.-Forlhe erection of a hail and clasa-rooms. High-
road, South Tolteuhani, fur Mr. J. B. Flood. Mr. John B, Pibder,
architect and sarveyor. Bridge House, South Totteubam :

—

J. Groves £6411 1 P, H.art £478
F- Voller 677 Knight A Son* 47B
H, Ssy 520

I

• Accepted.

WALLINGTON (Surrey).—Formaking up new road at Wallingt'u,
(or Captain Taylor, J F. Messrs. Baker A Sons, surveyoia. 11
Queen Vlctoria-.treet, E.C.
Streeter Bros £'41.5 0 I Thos. Rigby £1.58 0
M. 8. Kitteringbam .... 2 3 0 I

Wm. Laeg' idge 157 10
Bacou A Humphrey* 210 Oi W. H. Wheeler. I3J,
r Y— , - jyjj Q

I

Sumntr-street, South-
J*CatUll 133
Cephas Buid • Accepted.

123 0

SUBSCRIBERS In LONDON and the SUBURBS, by

prepaying at the Publishing Office, 19a. per annum (or

4 s. 9d, per quarter), can ensure receiving “The Builder,"

by Friday Marnin^t Fosi.

ttir Buillirr Catbebral ^erifS.

1. OavraRBcraT « Jan. 8.

2. LlCHTlshD .. — Feb. 7.

8, Sr. Atsas’s .. .. Mar. 7.

4. PrrgaBuaoDOH .. April A
6. WaiXB .. .. .. May 2.

5. Kxsrn.. .. ... Jnne6.

7. BaLiSBvaT .

8. Brusrol .. .

9. NoEwica
10 . Bochsstee ,

11. Livcol* .. .

12. Glouckstis .

,
July A
Aug. 1.

, SepAS.
OcA 8.

Not. 7.

Deo. 6.

14. Hnsroxs
16. CaicEssm
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The Poetry of Architecture.*

HE book issued under

this title by Mr.

Ruekin falls in one

re.-^pect exceedingly

short of the scope

which 80 wide-

reaching a title sug-

gests. “ The Poetry

of Architecture” is

indeed one of the

most inspiring and one of the most unlimited

subjects that a writer on art could select to

deal with. It would include the consideration

of the source and meaning of the impression

produced on the mind by all the varied forms

which Architecture in her greatest develop-

ments has put on ; the colonnades of Greece,

the domes of Kome and Byzantium, the

fretwork and diapers and stalactite ceilings

of the Saracen, the towers and spires of

mediaeval France and England, the palaces

of Florence and Venice, and all the other

forms of architectural design which have

arisen from the earth
;
not to speak of the

subdivisions of which the subject is capable,

—the poetry of plan, the poetry of decora-

tive detail, &c. ;
and considering that Mr.

Ruskin’s sub-title indicates “ the architecture

of the nations of Europe” at least as his

subject,—a pretty large chapter out of archi-

tectural development, one feels brought up

rather unexpectedly on finding that all theae

large words only refer to the architecture of

cottages and villas, the former more espe-

cially
;
the kind of architecture which a

painter is willing to introduce as part and

parcel of a landscape, and under no belief

that be is inserting any architectural element

into the picture.

The fact appears to be that this is

a republication of one of the author s

earliest writings, a series of essays com-

menced in Loudon’s Architectural Magazine

in 1837, under the nom de plume of

“Kata Phusin” (Kara according to

nature with this very comprehensive

title, and intended to he carried on through

• The Poetry of Architecture ; or the architecture of

the natioDB of Europe considered in its associations

with national scenery and national character. By John

Ruskln. With illustrations by the author. George

Allen
;
London and Orpington

;
1893.

all the departments of architecture
;

but

which, in their then projected form, did not

get beyond the cottage and villa stage. The

“ Seven Lamps ” and the “ Stones of Venice ’’

were in reality a part of the sequel which

was never furnished under the original title.

And in our judgment, with the exception of

some brilliant and eloquent passages of prose-

poetry which have almost become proverbial,

the author in these more ambitious treatises

went farther and fared worse. As long as

he dealt with what may properly be called

the poetry of architecture he had always

something fine and impressive to soy, though

often in too rhetorical a manner
;
as soon as

he came to expound the details of architectural

style and construction he put fancies for

facte, and lead his readers through pages of

brilliant rhapsody which taught them nothing,

or taught them wrong. In the earlier phase

of his subject, which we have now presented

to us again in this new dress, he had not

arrived at the handling of architectural detail

and structure in the full sense of those

terms; he is dealing with a form of building

which is hardly to be called architecture in

its complete sense, and in which the interest

lies not in carefully balanced mass or care-

fully designed detail, but in the general line

,
and colour as considered in relation to the

scene, and in a certain not easily definable

sentiment, a certain national character,

arising from the unconscious adoption by the

builders of the construction and materials

most suited to the conditions under which

the dwelling had to be built. Now, of the

sentiment of this kind of rural architecture

there is no one who can judge better and write

so picturesquely as Mr. Ruskin, and hence, not-

withstanding the first dawnings of that

tendency to rhetorical paradox which has

been his besetting sin as a writer, we can find

ourselves far more in sympathy with him in

these early pages of his architectural criticism

—a remarkable production indeed for a youth

of eighteen—than in the more brilliant but

often fantastic criticism of his later and more

celebrated works.

Nothing could be better put than this, in

the opening paragraph of the introduction :

—

“ If wo consider how much less the beauty and

majesty of a building depend upon its pleasing

certain prejudices of the eye, than upon its

rousing certain trains of meditation in the mind,

questions of feeling are involved in the raising of

an edifice
;

it will convince us of the truth of the

proposition, which might at first have appeared
startling, that wo man can le an architect who is not

a metaphysician,''

The italics are our own, and the sentence

80 emphasised is a brief expression of a truth

which applies equally to music and orna-

ment, the two other metaphysical arts, as

distinguished from painting and sculpture,

which are physical arts. In all those three

arts the designer is dealing with ideals which
are not expressed in visible nature, but which
are only apprehended by thought

;
and con-

sequently the right or wrong of a design in

any of these metaphysical arts has to be
judged not by the standard of natural form,
but by a mental standard, arising out of a
process of comparison of the means to the end.

It is very probable that this opinion will be
found to be directly contradicted in some
later writings of the author; and it may be
added that metaphysical reasoning has not so

much to do with the criticism of the naive
forms of architecture considered in this book,
as it has with more finished architectural

design
;
but for all that the sentence here

quoted embodies a positive and most important
truth as to the intellectual position of archi-

tecture which is worth drawing special atten-

tion to, and which (again) is a remarkably
thoughtful utterance for so young a man as
Mr. Ruskin then was. It is for want of
this reference to a metaphysical ideal that
there is often so much uncertainty and
difference in regard to architectural criti-

cism, and that architects themselves (the

younger generation especially) are so much
governed by fashion and prejudice in their

liking and disliking of architectural designs

:

now one type of architecture is the favourite,

now another, and what does not conform to
the immediately favoured type is scouted

;

whereas the whole right and wrong of the
thing, aesthetically, is a matter of thought and
reasoning, and what was good in architecture

at one time is good at another, independently
of fashion, excepting so far as the circum-
stances of life or climate may have altered.

Id entering on his subject the author first

considers the lowland cottages of England,
France, and Italy, in order to show the
manner in which these small and unsophisti-
cated buildings express or harmonise with

it will show in a m-iment how many intricate the character of the countries in which thay
4
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are respectively situated. The cottage gives

animation and human interest to the rural

scene without in any way disturbing its

character. And he finds that as the retiring

aspect of the English cottage, and its charac-

teristic neatness, are in harmony with a

scenery which is on a small scale
;

so in

France, where the country is more bare, and

tbe scenery on a larger scale, uninterrupted

by hedgerows, the French cottage (when we

can find one) is naked and bare in com-

parison
;

“ the entrance is always open ;
no

roses, or anything else, are wreathed

about it ;
several out-houses, built in

the same style, give the building extent

;

and the group .... stands comfortlessly be-

tween two individuals of the column of long-

trunked fac-simile elms, which keeps guard

along the length of the public road." The

French cottage, he considers, though it cannot

please by its propriety, gains interest by its

substantial style and a certain evidence it

gives of having once been fitted for the resi-

dence of prouder inhabitants, “of its having

once possessed strength, which is now
withered, and beauty, which is now faded.

This sense of something lost, something which

has been and is not, is precisely what is

wanted. The imagination is set actively to

work in an instant.’’

The succeeding chapter on the Italian

cottage is full of beautiful writing, beginning

with the special characterisation of the

country (without considering which we can-

not understand the buildings), “ the sadness

of Italy’s sweet cemetery shore ”
:
—

“Every part of the landscape i.s in unison; the

samo glory of morning is thrown over the whole
;

the deep bine of the heavens is mingled with that

of the everlasting hills, or melted away into the

silence of tbe sapphire sea
;
the pale cities, temple

and tower, lie gleaming along the champaign
;
but

how calmly ! No hum of men, no motion of multi-

tude in tbe midst of them : they are voiceless as

the city of ashes. The transparent air is gentle

among the blossoms of the olive; and the small

fountains, which, in any other land, would spring

merrily along sparkling and surging among tinkling

pebbles, here flow calmly and silently into some
pale font of marble, all beautiful with life, worked
by some unknown hand, long ago nerveless, and fall

and pass on among wanHowers, and scented copse,

through cool leaf-lighted caves or grey Egerian
grottos, to join tbe Tiber or Eridanus, to swell

the waves of Nemi, or the Larian Lake. The most
minute objects (leaf, flower, and stone), while they
add to the beauty, seem to share in the sadness, of

the whole.”

It is difiicult to know whether to admire
more the truth of the sentiment here, or the

beauty of the language, a perfect bit of
prose-poetry. One has only to reflect a
moment to feel how completely at

variance would be the English cottage here.

An equally fine landscape passage follows,

dwelling on the elevation of sentiment of the
Italian landscape, in spite of its melancholy.
And in such a land what do we expect of the
cottage ? Not neatness, but “ a beauty, no
matter how dilapidated, which may appear to

have been once fitted for the surrounding
splendour of scene and climate." The author
might have made a reference here to G.iethe’s

charming little poem in which the Italian
peasant invites the poet to his home,
and he finds it nestled between the remains
of two great temple columns. Concerning
the Italian cottage itself, the author remarks
on its suitability to its circumstances its

low-pitched tiled roof, so that instead of
appearing at a distance, like the English
cottage, all red roof, it seems all white wall,
with the dark shadows from the projecting
roofs lying on them, the roofs which are pro-
jected for a purely practical reason, to keep
the heat off the walls and the windows

;
and

“ these long oblique shadows on the white
surface are always delightful, and are alone
sufficient to give the building cbaracter.”
Various other points of special character, all

arising out of local influences, are followed
out in the succeeding pages, the whole of
which are both true in themselves and
expressed in the most felicitous manner.
The Swiss mountain cottage is analysed in the
same manner, and then we return home once
more to the Westmoreland mountain cottage.

with its door “ flanked and roofed by three

large oblong sheets of grey rock whose form

seems not to be considered of tbe slightest

consequence a touch which almost in itself

brings the character of the dwelling before

us. We object to one assertion in this

chapter, made en passant as an illustration, to

the effect that “ anything which to the eye is

split into parts, appears less as a whole than

when undivided.” Not less in apparent

dimensions, certainly
;

all architectural ex-

perience and observation is to the contrary

:

it may have less expression of weight and

mass.

A succeeding “ Chapter on Chimneys ” is

piquant and interesting. The dignity of

smoke, says the author, is now better under-

stood than in barbarous ages
;
“ it is dismissed

through Gothic pinnacles, and (as at Bur-
leigh House) through Tuscan columns, with

a most praiseworthy regard to its comfort and
convenience. Let us consider if it is worth
the trouble.” The first position laid down is

that smoke is worth something in a cottage,

where it is seen against trees or other back-

ground, when it assumes a silvery grey tone,

and gives the charm of silent movement,* but

in more ambitious buildings it is only seen

dark and sooty against the sky, and is an eye-

sore. Consequently, decorated chimneys are

never to be approved, as they are out of place

in the cottage, and in the mansion it is no
use drawing attention to that which is a

drawback. Perhaps it would not be difficult

for an ingenious person (even for Mr.
Ruskin himself) to reason the other way
about

;
but after all, as the Fool in

“Lear” says, “it is a pretty reason.”

But to come to the design of chimneys,
where there is no attempt to make them too

decorative—we are given a series of small
sketches of chimneys of different nationalities,

and a critical comparison of their merits. The
architect will find some suggestive remarks
in this :

we can only here observe that we
quite agree with the author in preferring the
three English examples of cottage chimneys
to any of the others, as being more simple,

more directly obvious in their object, and con-
sequently more truly picturesque than any of
the foreign examples. Generally speaking,
the author’s conclusion is that the form of
chimney which attracts least attention is the
best. This would be a sad blow to some of
the builders of modern Elizabethan houses

;

but we observe that with a good many of our
best architects at present there is a growing
feeling in favour of the simple treatment of
chimneys.

The chapter on the relation of cottage
building with varying characters of land-
scape in tbe same country, contains remarks
worth attention, though we differ utterly
from the dictum that while white in shade
(in a cottase in a woodland country) is allow-
able, “ if visible at any point more than 200
yards off it will spoil the whole landscape."
How many instances to the contrary could
be brought, both in pictures and in actual
scene's.

We proceed to the consideration of villa

architecture
;

and in regard to the Italian
villa will only pause to note one acute remark,
to the effect that this is a heritage from the
time when Ptome kept the whole Italian
peninsula in order:

—

“Such abuildia^could not exLst in Greece, whore
evfry district a raile and a quarter square was quar-
rellit)^ with all its neighbours. It could exist, and
did exist, in Italy, whore tbe Roman power secured
tranquillity, and the Roman constitution distributed
its authority among a great number of indh'iduals,
on whom, while it raised them to a position of
great influence, and, in its later times, of wealth, it
did not bestow the power of raising palaces or pri-
vate fortresses. The villa was their peculiar
habitiition, their only resource, and a most agree-
able one; b-caiise the multitudes of the kingdom
being, for a long period, confined to a narrow
territory, though ruling tbe world, rendered the
population of the city eo crowded, as to drive out
i’s higher ranks to the neighbouring hamlets of
Tibur and Tusculum.”

He goes on to remark that ia very perfect
Monarchies, “ such as Austria,” the power is

* ‘‘Azure pillars of the hearth
Arise to thee."—Tennyson.

in the hands of a few who build themselves
i

palaces rather than villas, while in perfect

Republics “ the power is so split among the
(

multitude that no one can build himself any- <

thing.” The United States must on that
I

score be a very imperfect Republic, but it

must be remembered that this was written
over half a century ago. ^Yhen we come to

the English villa, we find a discourse in the
first instance on “ Principles of Composition,”
which certainly is calculated to excite

curiosity. The first principle insisted on
is that a man who builds a country
house should, in regard to the out-
side of the house, think of his neighbours’

taste more than his own, since the outside of

the house concerns them much more than it

concerns the man inside. There ia a good
deal of truth in this, though it is carried a
little too far for serious earnest. The chapter
contains other remarks which are suggestive

in a sense, and it is all sufficiently original to

be worth reading on that account alone, but
the “ principles ” are not very obvious, and of

the three windows given to illustrate three

different treatments, we can only say that

they are all equally ugly
;
these are reprints

from the cuts which accompanied the original

papers, and it is a pity they were revived.

There are some admirable remarks on brick

houses, which are praised for many qualities

;

air of respectability, incapability of looking
absurd, adaptation to the climate

;
but all

this is only in one class of plain cultivated

country, where these qualities of brick “atone
for its ugliness ” (odd to read in the present

day)
;
once in a more picturesque country and

“ we take leave of brick for ever.” We quite

agree however with the objurgations against

“stone dressings." In undulating country, or

what the author calls the “ picturesque blue

country” (cultivated country ) as distinguished

from the “ simple blue ” country (where
we may have brick), the buildings should
be square and massive, which we think
is true

;
and the author remarks that

about this class of English country there

is a good deal of tbe character of Greek
landscape, and hence Greek lines of building

may be expected to go well with it ;
“ nothing

can excuse one acute angle, or one decorated
pinnacle,” which is a bit of the author’s

habitual exaggeration : but the view main-
tained is true in the main. In woody, or what
he calls the “ green country," Elizabethan or

something analogous is to be preferred; but
we may observe that this depend.s very much
on the nature of the trees, which influence

the lines of the landscape a good deal. A
remark as to the building may be quoted :

—

“The building must be either quite chaste, or
excessively rich iu decoration. Every inch of orna-
ment short of a certain quantity will render the
whole effect poor and ridiculous

;
while tbe pure

perpendicular lines of this architecture will always
ook well if left entirely alone. The architect,

therefore, when limited as to expense, should con-
tent himself with making his oriels project boldly,

channelling their mullions richly, and, in general,
rendering his vertical lines delicate and beautiful in

thoir workmanship
;
but if his estimate be unlimited

he should lay on his ornament richly, taking care

never to confuse the eye.”

We do not like the expression “ lay on,”

but in its general sense the advice is sound,

and reminds one of Sir Charles Barry’s

opinion that a building could not be too

richly decorated as long as every part was
carried out on the same relative scale of

richness. The one or two diagrams made out

for illustrating the composition of the lines

of the villa in regard to those of the land-

scape, and many of the rather rambling re-

flections on this subject, are of little practical

value, and rather savour of riding a hobby to

death ;
but some of the suggestions will bear

consideration, and the main principle, that

where the lines of the landscape are vertical

the building should be horizontal, and the

converse, is clearly kept in view.

The illustrations are an important part of

the attractiveness of the book; these are

nearly all reproductions, very well executed,

from new or at least unpublished sketches of

the author, and though their relation to the

text is not always very obvious, they are



charming in themselves: indeed we have
clways considered that if Mr. lluskin had
chosen to write less and paint more, he would
probably have been one of the foremost artists

of the day, as he is certainly the foremost
architectural sketcher. The literary portion
of the book however, was well worth
preserving and re-issuing, and we are
only too glad to be able to find

ourselves so much more in sympathy
with the author in this than in some of his

later and more ambitious works on architec-

ture, in which he has handled in dictatorial

style, aud with an ever-increasing passion for

chetorical paradox and exaggeration, subjects
which he only half understood and on which
his opinions seem never even to have been
settled. The present charming volume is a
welcome exception in this respect. We may
add that the publisher has done everything
for it in the shape of fine paper, type, and
margins of noble extent.
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ANTHRACITE COAL.
IHE subject of fire and fuel is being

discussed in our correspondence
columns, and the question again
raised as to the possibility of

neeting the smoke difficulty by the general

ise of anthracite. As we have already
suggested in a comment on a letter printed

ast week, the (juestion (or one main question)

.8 whether, supposing that the general use of

inthracite would be an entirely satisfactory

solution in itself, there is likely to he enough
inthracite available to keep up the supply for

my practically unlimited period, and whether
t could in that case ultimately be supplied at

die present price of bituminous coal.

It is impossible to give even an approxi-
mate estimate of the amount of workable
loal at present lying in the strata forming the

earth’s crust,—our knowledge of the geology
if many countries is too meagre

;
therefore,

ihe resources of coal in the world are un-
mowu. It is true that we can form a fair

of the geographical positions of the
various coal-basins (except in regard to un-
jxplored regions), but, as a rule, the actual
extent of these basics, and the number and
juality of the coal-seams contained therein,

ire problems as yet unsolved. Even in civi-

iieed countries, where geological surveys have
been carried out as accurately as may be, the
resources of many coal-fields are only arrived

at by mere guesswork. Under the circum-
stances, it would be futile to attempt to
estimate the amount of either anthracite or
bituminous coal available as supplies to be
drawn upon. Judging, however, from the

known occurrences of both these fuels, and
from our knowledge of their respective modes
of origin from a geological point of view, it

is practically certain that there is but a very
small proportion of anthracite as compared
with the bituminous and other coals in the
world. If we take the Ilritish Isles as an
example we find that the only districts where
anthracite occurs in any abundance is in the
South Walescoal-field, Kilkenny in Ireland, and
Linlithgowshire in Scotland. Only in the first-

mentioned district is it present in large quan-
tities, and it is there confined to the western
part of the coal-field. Thus the remaining
coal-basins of the country from which we at
present draw our chief supplies are not avail-

able for the supply of anthracite. Anthracite
occurs in Belgium (notably at Mons), France,
Spain, Saxony, Russia, and other parts of

Europe, and it occurs sparingly also in the
gigantic coal-fields of Australia and elsewhere,

but the greatest development of the mineral
is in the United States. Large as is the area
occupied by anthracite there, however, it

sinks into insignificance when compared with
the areas occupied by the bituminous coals.

These latter are found in the United States
over an area of more than 220,000 square
miles * (excluding the extensive coal-basins

in the Rocky Mountain region and along the

Pacific coast); whilst the anthracite coals
occur only in Pennsylvania, Kew England,
Colorado, and Kew jlexico,* aud occupy an
area of 98-'5 square miles only,—and these are
the largest beds of anthracite in the world.
The total output of coal in the United States
in 1890 was 107,788,050 short tons, and of
this about 47,000,000 short tons was anthra-
cite, showing that the latter mineral is much
in demand.
The use of pure anthracite in domestic

fires would, no doubt, greatly tend to abate
the smoke nuisance. In a strong draught it

burns without fusing, smoking, or smelling,
and gives out a great heat. It kindles with
much difficulty, but this may be largely over-
come by breaking it up into small pieces,—as
is done in the United States. In regard to
its non-smoke-producing qualities, this im-
portant factor may be considerably modified
by the composition of the anthracite. This
mineral passes by insensible gradations into
the bituminous varieties of coal, an inter-

mediate stage being furnished by the semi-
bituminous steam coal of South Wales. If a
very large demand for anthracite were to be
created, we should doubtless find plenty of
the inferior or semi anthracite kinds (which
are by no means smokeless) selling in the
market as the real commodity.
Coming to the main question, it seems very

doubtful whether, from the practical point of
view, the public would submit to be com-
pelled to burn only anthracite as fuel. The
demand would be such that its price in
England must become almost prohibitive.
We should certainly have to import large
quantities from the United States, to the
detriment of our own coal industry. If
anthracite occurred more abundantly in this
country, we should be only too glad to
acquiesce in the views of our correspondent

:

as it is, we are afraid his suggestion will not
generally be entertained.

•See “ Mioeral Resources ot the U.S., 1889-90,”

pp. 146-7 (just Issued).

NOTES.

I'lIE first meeting of the London
® Reform T'nion is announced to

take place at Exeter Hall on
the 15th, under the presidency

of Lord Rosebery. From some of the “ leaf-

lets” of the Union which have been sent to

us, it appears that part of its proposed work
is to assist working men and others who
occupy houses at low rents in compelling
landlords to keep the houses in sanitary con-
dition. This will be a good work, no doubt,
but it is to be hoped that the Reform Union
will recognise that others besides working
men require alterations in the present law as
between landlords aud tenants. The leaflet

entitled “Is your house healthy P" draws
attention to the fact that when a man takes a
house at over 20/. a year he takes it at his
own risk, while if the rent is under that
amount the landlord is obliged by law to
warrant the place as reasouablv fit for human
habitation

;
but the Reform Union does not

think it worth while to make any comment
on this monstrous anomaly. In short, as far
as the information sent to us goes, the Union
seems to be established mainly in the interests
of the working man, and from the names on
the bill announcing the meeting it would
appear that it is to a considerable extent a
political movement. The politics may be our
own, but we are not the less of opinion that
reform in matters connected with the sanitary
condition of life in London has nothin'o-

whatever to do with political partisanship,
and if the London Reform Union is to be.

conducted on political lines it will neither be
a success nor command general confidence.

WE much regret to notice that the London
County Council has shown itself so

weak and irresolute in regard to a memorial
from the Vestry of Kensington which came
before their last meeting, urging the Council

to apply for powers to control and regulate
itinerant musicians, street noises, and other
similar annoyances in London. In spite of
strong support from several members, the
proposal was shelved, apparently because the
County Council has not yet got that control
of the police which it is hungering after, and
pretends that it cannot therefore enforce by-
laws on the subject. This is a mere subter-
fuge, as it is perfectly certain that if such
by-laws,were made the police authoritieswould
support them, aud the decision arrived at on
Tuesday is very discreditable to the common
sense of the majority of the County Council.
The nuisance of street noises in London is a
crying evil, which ought to be taken in hand
and dealt with strongly, and the County
Council has held its hands and refused to deal
with it on a mere doctrinaire theory of police
control.

TpROM the last quarterly report of exca-
vations at Athens {Mitthcilungen,

November, 1892), we learn that the works
began last autumn and continued during the
spring round about the Areopagos and
Pujx have been set in hand again this
month. A further portion of the old
Panathenaic road has been laid bare in the
south-easterly direction, /.e., higher up to-
wards the Acropolis. It is found that on
both sides it is bounded by the foundations
of ancient buildings, of which, in some cases,
the boundary stones have been discovered,
so that it is not too much to hope that
very shortly we may hear of the discovery
of some definite building known to classical
literature,—if one absolutely fixed grant can
be got we shall probably hear no more of the
“ Enneakrunos episode.'’ The excavation is

being carried on by the German School. The
Greek Arcbaeological Society is at work in
the sacred city of Eleusis, and is just now
digging near the Monastery of Daphui. Un-
fortunately, the hope cherished by the exca-
vators that they had found the hieron of
Apollo, mentioned by Pausanias (L, 87, 0),
has proved to be ill-founded. Corinth
so far has been an almost wholly neglected
field, but the Archmological Society is at work
there also, under the skilled direction of Mr.
Skias. The object proposed is to free the site
of the ancient Agora. So far this has not been
done, but the excavations already show that
the Byzantine structures and the classical
work beneath them are in far better preser-
vation than was at first feared. The remains
discovered were so effectually covered by
accumulations of earth that not a trace was
visible when the excavations began. There
seems every prospect that the topography of
the town will be completely made out.

WE hear that Mr. Percy E. Newberry,
with a staff consisting of Mr. Percy

Buckman (artist), Mr. John E. Newberry,
A.R.I.B A. (architect), and Mr. Howard
Carter (draughtsman) is leaving England
this week for Upper Egypt to carry on the
archreological survey under the auspices of
the Egypt Exploration Fund. The great
capital of Tel-el-Amarna will be the main
seat of operations for the coming season. The
private work of Prof. Flinders Petrie during
last winter has elucidated many points
relating to the city itself, but the numerous
rock-cut tombs of courtiers of the heretic
king, with their abundant scenes and inscrip-
tions, still await a thorough survey, and
promise to throw much light on the official

creed and mode of life in a remarkable epoch
of Egyptian history.

WE hear that at a meeting of the Society
of Antiquaries on December 1 the

following resolution was proposed by Sir
John Evans, seconded by Sir Charles
Robinson, and carried unanimously :

—

“ Tho Society of Antiquaries hear with great
regret that considerable portions of the cathedral
church of LichBeld. the work of Bishou Ilacket
after the sieges of the Great Hebellion, though sub-
stantial and well-looking, have been replaced by
modern imitations of supposed thirteenth-century

Mi'
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work, thereby destroying the traces of one of th'

most remarkable epochs in the history of the Church

of England.
The Society is also informed that further de-

struction of good seventeenth-century work is in

contemplation, and ventures to earnestly urge the

Dean and Chapter of Lichfield not to permit any

such destruction to take place."

be
Whether the particular work which it is

tended to remove is such as ought to —
preserved on architectural and archieological

grounds, is a matter on which we must decline

to express an opinion without fuller informa-

tion and a visit to the cathedral
;
but if it k

so, we fear the appeal of the Society of Anti-

quaries will fall on deaf ears. It was a well-

known Canon of Lichfield, it may be remem
bered, who amused himself by writing

Latin poem in praise of Lord (.irimthorpe _

architecture, which caused the latter so much

joy that be could not forbear flourishing the

fact in print, although, as we pointed out, it

was only an offering of family devotion. But

the architectural atmosphere of Lichfield is

Grimthorpian, and we know what that

A SERIES of ten decorative pictures

occupying the long panels (which

virtually take the place of a triforium)

between the nave arcade and the clearstory

of St. Peter's Church, Plymoutb, are to be

executed by Mr. E. A. Fellows Prynne, and

deal with events in the life of St. Peter.

One of these is about to be fixed, and will

occupy one of the bays on the north side of

the church. The picture has been painted in

oils on canvas in the usual manner, and will

be fixed to the masonry. As it will be some
considerable height from the ground (about

30 ft.) when fixed, the figures—and, in fact,

the whole design- -has been treated with a

good deal of breadth, and the colouring,

which at present looks somewhat vivid, will

no doubt also he considerably toned by the

more subdued light of the church. At either

end of the picture is a smaller panel con-

taining a shield charged with the keys of St,

Peter, and a scroll with the title of the

central subject—in this case, “ St. Peter Con-

fessing the Lord is Christ.” The whole is

about 16 ft. in length.

Last summer, Professor von Helmholtz.
with certain of his assistants, visited

England for the purpose of making exact
comparisons between the electrical units in

use in England and Germany, and of attend-
ing the Edinburgh meeting of the British
Association. At this meeting the whole sub-
ject was fully discussed in the presence of
several members of the Electrical Standards
Committee, Hr. Guillaume, of the Bureau
International des Poids et Mesures, and Pro-
fessor Carhart, of the University of Michigan,
U.S.A., being also present, as scientific repre-
sentatives of their respective countries. The
result of the discussion has been a slight
modification of the resolutions of the Elec-
trical Standards Committee, published in

Monday’s Times, as a supplementary report to
the President of the Board of Trade. The
chief changes are that the standard of resist-
ance is defined as that of a uniform column
of mercury of given length and mass,
instead of, as formerly, of given length
and cross section: that the solid metal
standard is to be from time to time
verified by comparison with a column of
mercury of known dimensions

; and that the
British Association unit, though still defined,
as before, in terms of the new unit, is no
longer to be used as a standard of comparison.
The temperature at which the Clark cell is to
be used as a standard of pressure is now
expressed in degrees Centigrade, and the
limit of error has been more exactly defined.
Mr. Mundella will not, however, find his
bewilderment as to the meaning of the alter-
nating ampere in any way diminished, its
definitionstaodinginthenew resolutionexactly
as in the old. It is to bs hoped that the
labours of the Committee will result in that

international agreement respecting the

standards employed, which is of far greater

practical importance than even theoretical

accuracy in the determination of the above

standards. The scholastic instinct of the

Thies reader is, doubtless, responsible for the

reappearance of the grave accent in such

words as ‘‘ampere’’ aDd“ centimetre,” though

it was deliberately rejected by the Committee

on the ground that these are now English

words.

The discussion at the London School

Board last week on the subject of “

sanitary and dirty schools,” though there was
a good deal of difference of opinion expressed,

constituted practically an admission that

some of the Board Schools were in a discredit-

ably dirty condition, and the Rev. S. Head-
lam was quite in the right in his remark that

the more dirty were the children attending

the schools the more necessary it was that the

schools should show an example of cleanliness.

The defence set up for the schools was that

they were painted and cleaned once in eight

years, according to what appears to be the

requirement of the Board. Then we should

certainly say that is not often enough, and
that the requirement should be reconsidered

and altered. At a later point in the proceeding?,

the Rev. E. Coxhead brought up what may
be considered one of the latest illusions

of the day, that a public body like the

School Board could effect a saving of expense
by building their own schools and dispensing

with the intervention of the contractor. This

is one of the foolish cries of the day, for

which the London County Council has set

the example. Mr. Coxhead, as he was very
plainly told, showed utter ignorance of the

practical conditions of building, and seemed
to be quite unaware that a large initial ex-

penditure in building plant must be a neces-

sary condition for any such undertaking. The
feeling of the more reasonable of those who
spoke in partial support of the proposal was
that, inasmuch as another public body had
decided to try the same course, they would be
wise at least to wait and see what was the

result of that experiment. Eventually the

motion was negatived by 35 to 0.

I
T is not unprecedented that, when a fire

arises on premises fitted with the electric

light, its origin should be attributed, on little

or no evidence, to electricity. The remark-
able point about the fire of last month in

Regent-street is that electrical engineers are
amongst those most anxious to show that it

arose from over-heated wires. The explana-
tion of this circumstance is to be found in an
interesting correspondence in the last two
numbers of the ElcUrician. For some time past
many electrical engineers have been in favour
of earthing one of the conductors in certain
systems of distribution

;
it is done in the

Ferranti high-tension system, and in New
York the Edison Company have for some
time past earthed their middle wire

;

but the opposition of insurance companies,
the caution of the Board of Trade, and the
want of agreement amongst experts, has
made the general adoption of this plan
almost hopeless. The Regent-street fire, how-
ever, and the comments on it by Mr. Human,
have put the question in a new light, and it is

at least open to argument that increased
safety would be obtained by earthing one
main. Mr. Human shows clearly that it is

possible that through leakage a fire may
arise, even when the current is turned off,
unless, indeed, double-pole switches are every-
where used, which is, in many cases, im-
practicable. A multiplication of safety-
fuses would, indeed, guard against this
danger, but not against the serious
loss from unsuspected leaks which are yet
not of sufficient magnitude to blow the fuses
No doubt the ideal system is to insulate both
conductors, and maintain their insulation at
a high figure, but experience has shown that
this is not attainable, at any rate for long.

but the houses are not equally under thel

control
;
a leak may arise after the hous

installation has been tested and passed, an
may be for a while of no consequence

;

leak on the other main in another house ma
suddenly make it dangerous, or at lea:

lead to a letter to the Times on tl

untrustworthy character of electrical metei'
With one main earthed, faults may sti

occur
;
but they are almost certainly detects

as soon as they arise, and are, therefore, muc
more easily remedied, though, no doubt, moi
serious at the time. The prejudice again!
this plan probably arises in part from cor

fusing it with an earth return, and also fror

a fear that dangerous shocks would be moi
common if one conductor were always coi

nected to earth. The latter danger is entire)
obviated by the use of concentric conductoi
with the “live” wire inside; while as t

the former objection the difference betwee
bringing the current back by a conducts
nearly at the potential of the earth, an
turning it loose to find its way back by gtj

or water pipes, or how it can, Is, surely, not:
difference that needs to be insisted on. Thei
remain, however, two difficulties which wi'

require most serious attention from the adv<
cates of earthing conductors, viz., tbe dang^
to the cable itself, and to any metaJlic materi*
near it, of injury by electrolytic action

;
anc

unless the cable is earthed at one point onli
the impossibility of confining the retur
current entirely to the conductor.

I
N many towns in the United State

mechanical means of operating stree

railways have all but entirely supersede
horse traction, and that with great advantag
to the inhabitants in many respects. Wher
electric or cable cars are running, th
passengers can be carried with quickness an-

certainty to almost any part of che towr
The cars travel at a far higher speed tha;

would be tolerated in this couutry, bu
accidents are by no means frequent. Peop]
get accustomed to the rapid approach of th
vehicles, and take care to get out of th
way. There is this advantage with
street railway, that one knows exaetl
where it is coming. It keeps a definite track
and does not wander all over the road
like the unwieldy omnibus, nor does it dasJ

across unexpected crossings after the manne
of the more active hansom. It does not a

present seem likely that we shall ever se
mechanically propelled cars traveling a
-peed in our own crowded street'^, but it mus
be remembered that the street railway woult
be not an addition to the present omnibusei
and cabs of London, but a sub.-^titution foi

them. In America, the cars run so quickly
—with no stoppages at 8treet-corn*-rs anj
loiterings from point to point, after thj

manner of the London omnibus,— hat cabf

are superfluous for ordinary purposes, anc
this is rendered more absolutely the case b)
the perfect system of “ expressing ” baggage in

vogue in America. If our highways were
cleared of omnibuses and nine-tenths of the

cabs,—especially “crawlers,”—it is wonderful
what clear streets we should have. One
remembers the almost deserted aspect
of our thoroughfares during the recent
strike of the omnibus men. Broadway, the
chief artery of traffic in New York, is to bs
operated by a cable line, and it is con-
sidered by many in the United States that
horse cars will soon be a thing of the past,

excepting in certain special cases. The point
that remains to be decided by Americans is

whether cable traction or electricity will sur-
vive as the fittest. The former was long sup-
posed to have the advantage of cheapness, but
recent investigations appear to negative this.

At a recent convention of the American
Street-railway Association, held in Cleveland,
Ohio, a report was read in which this subject
was dealt with on the basis of actual e.x-

perience, when it was shown that while an
electric road will pay a little over 7 per cent,

per annum, a cable-road, under tbe same cir-

cumstances, would pay something over 5 per
The c^'mpanies may secure it in their mains,

j
cent, perannum. In connexion with this matter
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it may be stated that 89 per cent, of the electric

roads of America are paying dividends of from

5 per cent, to 12 per cent.

I
N a communication made by Dr. W. Jordan,

quoted in the current volume of the

“Transactions” of the Institution of Civil

Engineers, the construction of stands for

levelling instruments is discussed. In level-

ling, the instrument has to be set up more
frequently than in surveying, and, therefore,

any small saving of time is important. For
levelling along high roads and towns,

Dr. Jordan found it saved time if he in-

serted a not over-sensitive spirit-level in the

top of the tripod. By moving the legs, it is

easy to bring the bubble to the centre,

and this can be trusted to the assistant.

For levelling the instrument itself, merely

a few turns of the screws will be required,

since by tha preliminary adjustment of the

tripod legs everything has already been

brought nearly to a horizontal position. This

method is unsuitable, unless firm ground can

be found for each leg. In the latter case Dr.
Jordan finds useful a tripod with adjustable

slotted legs, fitted with a circular level.

Other methods have been devised to the same
end. Gallemand has introduced a ball-joint

in the tripod head. Another way is to place

the level on a plate supported above the tripod

head by three coarse adjusting screws. It is

better to use two tripods, each in turn being

taken on ahead to be adjusted by an assistant.

In this way Dr. Jordan was able to level a

railway at the rate of one mile an hour with
a mean error of 0 13 in. per mile.

The Buabon Brick and Terra-cotta Com-
pany have gained a second victory over

the Great Western Railway in an appeal case

heard before Lords Justices Bowen, Bindley,
and A. L. Smith on the 6bh. The case is that

the plaintiffs conveyed to the defendants the
surface of a portion of their land, under
which was some valuable clay still unworked,
and which the plaintiffs retained the right

to work for their manufacture. Subsequently
the plaintiffs commenced to mine this clay,

and in so doing went on the surface of the
ground which they had conveyed to the rail-

way company, which the latter endeavoured
to put a stop to. The court, however, upheld
the previous judgment, that as the railway
company had declined to buy the land out-

right, and the Ruabon Company had retained

the right to work the clay, they bad the right

to use all the usual means necessary to work
it, and the appeal was dismissed with costs.

It would certainly appear that the convey-
ance of the surface of the land to the railway
company was in that case of rather an illusory

nature.

According to an American technical

paper—Engineering News—the hub and
•shaft of the “ cable-wheel ” for the new
power-house of the Broadway Cable weighs
about 40 tons. The fact is interesting in

•itself, but more so from the light thrown, by
its passage through the streets, on the state

of New York pa-vements. The forging was
'taken on a wagon dragged by twenty-
six horses. The load was about 10 tons

per wheel, and in some places the paving
was depressed nearly one foot. “ This,” our
American contemporary says, “ does not
speak well for our pavements.” Not only

does it not speak well for pavements,
but it does not speak well for the road-

making from top to bottom. The same re-

mark applies to the municipal authorities.

Further west, however, the citizens are better

served. In St. Louis, some time ago, a reel

of wire cable was taken in a wagon over the

-new “ Telford Pavement,” the load being
nearly 14 tons per wheel, and caused no
depression of the surface. It would, of course,

add to the value of the information if we
knew the dimensions of the wheel tyres.

The correspondence in the Tunes on
advertisements has drawn some amusing

letters from some of the most valorous

advertisers of the day, who seem (or pretend

to seem) quite uuable to understand why any

one should object to their monstrosities, and

who have endeavoured to draw a red herring

across the scent by pointing out that periodical

literature cannot be carried on at its present

cheap rate without advertisements. No one

has denied or pretended to deny that
;
what

is complained of is the intrusion everywhere of

vulgar and flaring pictorial advertisements, of

which theapologists for the systemare the per-

sons most guilty. Mr. Waterhouse, in a second

letter in the Times of December 2, points out,

in regard to the tumult of advertisements at

railway stations and along railway lines, that

the companies should remember that “ they

did not get their powers to act as advertise-

ment agents, and disOgure the countries they

pass through.”

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH

ARCHITECTS.

The third ordinary general meeting of this

Institute for the present Session was held on

Monday evenirg last at Conduit-street, Mr. J.

Macvicar Anderson, President, in the chair.

The New Honorary Secretary.

The President said that as they all knew,

they had lost the services of a valuable official

as honorary secretary in Mr. Aston Webb
;

but

they had the pleasure of having with them
that evening their new honorary secretary, Mr.

William Emerson, and he thought that the

members would like to accord him a hearty

welcome as be was entering on his duties.

(The President’s remarks were received with

applause.)

Mr. Emerson said he was very sensible of the

honour which the members bad done him in

electing him to take the post of honorary

secretary. While he could hardly expect to

fulfil the duties of the office as well as his fore-

runners the President and Mr. Aston Webb, be
could only say that he would use bis best

endeavours to deserve the confidence that bad
been reposed in him.

The Examinations.

The President next made a statement with

regard to the Examinations recently held by the

Institute. He said he had much pleasure in re-

porting the result of the Preliminary Examina-

tion held in London. Manchester, and Bristol

on November 15 and 1(5. As had already been

mentioned in the Institute’s Journal, 97 appli-

cations were made for entrance to the Exami-

nation, of which 93 were new applications, the

remaining 5 being candidates relegated to their

studies at previous examinations. Of the 97

applicants, 40 were exempted in accordance

with the regulations, 35 passed. 5 were rele-

gated to their studies (4 in all snbjects and 1

in certain subjects), 3 did not pass, and 15

either withdrew their applications or did

not present themselves. Thus with the 40

exempted candidates 75 had passed and had

been registered as Probationers. The Presi-

dent then read the names of the tuccessfnl

candidates, whose ages, he mentioned, ranged

from IG to 26 years. In reference to tbis

examination, the President said be was glad

to be able to inform the Institute that for the

first time since the establishment of the Pre-

liminary Examination, six out of its eight

subjects had been trusted to a professional

examiner, who had set the questions and

marked the answers. The assistance thus

obtained had proved so valuable that it would

be sought in future Preliminary Examinations.

The result of the Irdermechatc Examination

held in London on the 15th, 16cb, and 17th of

last month had been annoonced by him at the

last meeting. Of 30 Probationers who applied

for entrance to the examination, 24 were

accepted, and 13 passed and were admitted.

The Examination in Architecture, to qualify

for candidature as Associate of the lostitute,

was held last week in London, 50 applications

were received, of which 10 were fiom candi-

dates relegated from previous examinations
;
9

were notaccepted,and5 others either withdrew

their applications or did not attend. Of the 3G

who were examined, 8 had been relegated to

their studies in all subjects, and IG others to

their studies in certain subjects
;
therefore only

12 passed the Examination,—exactly one-third

of the number of ca'^fidatei txamined. The
names of the scccesiful candidates were :

—

Allen, T. A. (London).

Brakspear, H. {Corsham).
Cresswell, .1. J. (Grimsby).

Gumming, W. N. (Edinburgh).

Hill, A. R. (Bradford).

.Johnson, W. E. (London).

Jones, J. 11. (London).
Keith, J. M. (London).

Ryan-Tenison, A. H. (London).
Sargant. L. E. A. (London).
Ward, W. H. (London).
Waterhouse, P. L. (London).

He regretted to note that the Board of

Examiners had been compelled to relegate to

farther studies an unusually large number of

candidates, on account of the unealisfactory

quality of the work done during the written,

oral, and graphic examination. As the standard

of excellence had not been raised, the Board
could only attribute the result to the want of

proper study on the part of those who had
been unsuccessful, who seemed to have given
preference to the more popular manuals, to the

neglect of more important works. The best

thanks of the Board of Examiners and of the

Institute were due to the Bristol and Man-
chester Societies for the assistance rendered

by them in connexion with the Examination.

The Aslq)itel Prizeman.

The President announced that from among
the sixty-one gentlemen who had passed the

Examination in Architecture during the past

year, Mr. A. C. Houston, of London (a pupil of

Mr. James Edmeston), bad been awarded the

Ashpilel Pdze, which consists of books to the

value of lOL lOs. Mr. Harold Brakspear, of

Manchester, having been specially commended
by the Board of Examiners, had been awarded
a prize of books of the value of 5^ 5s.

Mr. William C. Street then read a paper on

Some ProUcms of Town and City Development

After a few introductory remarks, the author

said the subject of open spaces might be con-

sidered m^re a sanitary or a surveyoi’s question

than one for architects ;
but that was hardly so,

as the extension of building generally created

the necessity for open spaces, and therefore new
buildings sbonld be designed with regard for

open spaces. Modern practice, until the last

few years, had been too much the opposite.

In the extension of any large city, architects

and public authorities should show more con-

sideration for the surroundings and require-

ments of the population, and should work in

accordance with an approved plan for the

future development of such city. A great

enemy to any such beneficial development bad
been the land-grabber, who, having purchased

land in the outskirts, planned as many
streets as possible for the sake of the ground-

rents. It might be said that tbis did not

affect architects, but he considered it

was within the power of architects to advise

or influence public bodies, and to so direct

public taste, that enactments might be passed

providing for the development of cities in

accordance with a recognised and wholesome

scheme. Good main thoroughfares, with orna-

mental and recreative open spaces at convenient

distances between them,—the minor streets

beiog sufficiently wide,—were to be desired.

Many might exclaim that the attempt would

improve picturesqueness out of the streets, and

produce monotony, bnt it was not inevitable
;

the main avenues should be lined with build-

ings worthy of arcbitects, the adjacent streets

be healthily sod brightly finished, and inter-

mediate and diversified recreation-grounds be

provided. In certain cities regulations existed

to prevent the building of dwellings outside

certain limits until the intervening spaces were

filled np in accordance with an agreed-upon

scheme. Such stringent regolatiorjs might at

first frighten those who looked upon so-called

natural developments alone as being beautiful,

but that was an open question. A square or

rectangular development, as of American cities,

the author thought, was unnatural, tte tendency

in all cities being for the traffic to pass and repass

upon lines radiating from the centre where the

principal business was conducted. The impres-

sion given by such radial development was far

from unpleasant. It had been suggested that

districts should be allotted for Ubouiing

classes. Mr. Street considered the separation

of the classes neither healthy nor natura . In

laying out a disliict it was better for the health

ot the dwellers in the main avecces that in the
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minor streets adjacent the buildings should be
less in height than those in such avenues, the
air at the back of the higher buildings being
open to the circulation of currents at a lower
level, and not so stagnant and unhealthy as
when the space was enclosed on all sides by lofty

buildings. In laying out open spaces the dank,
circumscribed, and “ prisony ” look general to
London squares should be avoided

;
and the

provision of large parks, stiff, flat, and unin-
teresting (to repeat, said Mr. Street, the words
used by the author of one paper read at the
Congress of Hygiene) was not at all what he
intended

;
with intelligence a wild space could

be transformed to the purposes of a park with
great success. At the Congress it had been
proposed that before farther building was per-
mitted around a congested district a zone of
clear space should be provided, and that addi-
tions beyond should be in the form of pic-
tnresque suburbs

;
the effect, however, would be

to still further augment the value of land at the
centre, and to create differences of value of con-
tigaouB plots of land to such an extent that it

might be advisable to expropriate property
in such land and invest it in the State, which
should lease and use it for the benefit of the
nation. Railways were not to be forgotten,
and the anthor thought that for the different
main lines to come to, and round, the city,
but not through the city, was better than
to have a central railway station. The author
had been informed that the consideration of
possible developments of cities was wholly
visionary

; that was hardly a correct view, for
they had seen the change made by Baron
Haussmann, in Paris, and a great change was
now taking place in the chief cities of Italy,
where bnildings of great arch.i^ological interest
were being swept away in order to construct
big rectangular thoroughfares. The Continental
representatives at the Congres.s of Hygiene
approached the subject with much lighter
hearts. Herr Lechner, of Buda Pesth, thought
the best plan was to puil down the old town
and build an entirely new one in its place
while Herr Stubben, the City Architect of
Cologne, bad urged the establishment of a com-
prehensive building plan,acd had stated that
in any future extension of Cologne 5 per cent,
jf the land would be reserved for parks, another
5 per cent, for plantations in streets and open
places, and of the remaining 90 per cent. 00 per
cent, wonld be given to buildings and 30 per
cent, to streets. Mr. Street had prepared a
sketch showing a type of what might be con-
sidered the natural development of a city, the
earliest condition being a settlement of a mer-
cantile community upon the bank of a navi-
gable river. As the settlement tended first to
spread along the bank, the early form would
be that of a portion of an oval with the two
centres parallel to the bank, and from that
nucleus the town would increase in curves
parallel to the original oval, bat with roads at
convenient intervals leading towards the centre,
while provision for open spaces or lungs could
be made. Having quoted 43 Vic., cap. 1-1
sec. 14. with reference to air-space round build-’
mgs, Mr. Street said it wonld strike any one
that the provision of practically a strip of open
sp^e, 10 ft. wide, at the rear of a-building,
while lb might be sufficient for some buildings
would be manifestly inadequate if the building
was of very great height, and, in his opinion.My regulation in regard to open space should
have reference to the height of the buildingsThe revised regulations, he thought, might bethat no building whatever should hereafter be
erected of a greater height than the width of
the street, and that every building in the rear
thereof should have a strip of land belonging

JhP
^'^Dal to one-fo5rth

the height of the bnilding; the height of theone-sto^ baildmg to be allowed in the openspace should also be limited, 12 ft to the
extreme limit. By the LondonCounty Council (General Powers) Act, 1890 no

greater height thanJO ft., and in the Draft <in the Draft gSgSeBti-rfor a newBniid.ng Act, generally assented to by the
Institute, that maximnm height was reccedto .oft,, and might, he thought, be further

L-'d® those sngges-
ran in parallelUnes and the buildings were 40 ft. deerSere

ft'^et^ on°
handings, and two1-ft. 6 m open spaces

; the distance between

to centre. One great bloi on tl a arrangementhowever would be that houses in the ^10thoroughfare wonld hinder the access of air to

the space at the back of the houses on the cross
streets, and therefore there should be
minimum width of 25 ft. between the backs of
houses in the main road and the sides of those
in cross streets. The Model By-laws recom-
mended a minimum width of 25 ft. for all

houses of a height of 35 ft., or more, and if

that were generally adopted air-space around
buildings would be liberally provided for.

With reference to street improvements, the
width of 40 ft. seemed to be fixed for sub-
ordinate developments, and in some thorough
fares recently constructed the width of 70 ft.

bad been adopted. Subways should be
constructed under all main streets, and the
several gas, water, telegraph and telephone
companies paying rent for the space occupied
by them would iiractically repay the cost of
construction. Wood pavement he considered
hardly an unmitigated blessing, while if

asphalte were not so resonant it would be
dilhcult to conceive of a better paving. Having
alluded to the desirability of getting rid of sky-
signs, and of a law to limit the size of the
lettering of names upon or above shop-fronts,
Mr. Street turned to the qaestion of dwellings
for the labouring classes, and emphasised his
previous remarks on the want of wisdom in
separating the classes, and deprecated the
erection of large block dwellings. It had
been proved at the late Congress that
London, far from being overcrowded, did
not accommodate one-eighth of the number
of people that was possible on a similar
area, as 400 persons could be housed in
block buildings on one acre

;
at present the

proportion was 54-4 per acre, and the author
thought if the erection of lofty blocks was at
all likely to bring about such theoretical limits,
that of itself ought to be a sufficient reason for
discontinuing their erection. It was difficult
to make subordinate streets sightly and inte-
resting, as the architect was generally the last
person the enterprising builder consulted, and
any change for the better most come from
the superior landlord directing the provision of
dwelling accommodation, instead of cutting up
bis land for ground-rents with regard for
nothing else. 8maU tenements might be ex
pensive as compared with blocks, but there
might be advantages to counterbalance that of
cheapness, and for which the market rate might
be higher. A great difficulty was to provide
not only light and air, but sanshine, and the
provision for it sbonld be one of the considera-
tions when laying out small tenements, while
to make them pretty or beautiful required more
real genius than in dealing with buildings
where the expenditure was less restricted.

The President, in inviting discussion, said
tbe subject which had been dealt with by Mr.
Street’s paper was one which affected them ali
more or less. They would all be agreed as to
what be had said as to the great evil of break-
ing up streets, directly they had been paved, to
lay a gas-pipe or an electric wire. I ondon and
other large towns suffered a great deal from the
hidtous phalanx of advertisements, and the
subject, he was glad to say, had been taken up^ry ably by Mr. Waterhonse in a letter to the
Times, referring to the latest stage of the
nuisance, viz., that which had taken to the dis-
ligurement of nature. It was bad enough to
disfigure towns, but to disfigure the face of
nature was a great deal worse.

Mr. Woodwarci, in proposing a vote of thanks
to Mr. btreet, said that with regard to the
qaestion of increased open areas round
buildings, he thought it would be very desirable
^ ^ clause of the Building Act which
provided that such open spaces were not to be
enforced on sites which had been occupied
before, in whole or in part, by buildings. The
claiise was an absurd one, for as the greater
part ot London had been occupied in whole orm part by buildings, the clause was largelv
inoperative. With regard to open spaces
generally, it was impossible not to mention
with gratitude the work that had been done
by Lord Brabazon, now Earl of Meath, and his
bociety in connexion with open spaces forLondon. With regard to the provision ofopen spaces m the laying out of new
districts, oar forefathers had excellent ideas

particnlarly in the

t T of London. With regard
to Sir Christopher Wren's plan for the rebuild-
ing of London after the Great Fire, he had

ff^ooght it was greatly to be regretted
that his proposal for providing an open space

along the bank of the river had not been carric

out. It was also very much to be regrettt

that, through the neglect of the local autht
rities, the intentions of those who laid o

Marylebone-road had been frustrated of laL

years by tbe erection of buildings which cou

siderably encroached upon what wonld ha'i

otherwise remained a splendid line of thorougl)

fare. Mr. Woodward next referred to tit

street projects of the London County Council
which, he said, had been hindered and wouli
be further delayed by the impossible pro
posals for “ betterment” which were attached fi

them. He also alluded to the great desirabilit

of opening out the Mall, in St. James’s Park.t,
the Strand, an improvement which had beee

promised by two Buccessive Governments, bu
which had not yet been accomplished. He nex
contrasted the areas of open spaces in Pariir

Vienna, and London, by saying that in Pari
there was a provision of one acre of open spaci
to every thirteen inhabitants ; in Vienna, om
acre of open space to every 100 inhabitantst

and in London one acre of open space for r

thousand. In conclusion, he said he was sorn
to find that there was any disposition whatever
to decrease tbe height of buildings. Th':

height of a building depended upon the width o
the thoroughfare, and in bis opinion 90 ft. war.

not too high for a building in a wide tborougl^
fare. The height of the Foreign Office ii

Whitehall was about 90 ft. to the balustrade
and he thought that those who knew the build
ing and the thoroughfare would not say thai

the building was too high for so wide i

thoroughfare.
Mr. Lewis Angell said that Mr. Street’s pape>

might be likened to a dream of fair cities ; buni

the author did not seem to have very grea^i

faith in his schemes, for he quoted George;
Eliot's remark that one could not make ac
almanac for the millennium. Reference haii
been made to what had been done in Parisii

where, under the Empire, the Works Committes^
practically consisted of the Emperor, thd
Prefect, and the Architect. Napoleon dis-i)

covered Haussmann at Bordeaux, and Hauss^
mann brought with him to Paris the latet

M. Alphand. and their labours sncceedem
making Paris the pride of France, thdi

delight of the English, and the heaven of th®
Americans. A modem and artistic London)
like the new Paris, the new Berlin, or the new
Vienna, was impossible under the British Con-t

stitution. Continental methods did not fit iix

with English notions. To paraphrase th®
famous remark of the late Dr. Magee, when*;

Bishop of Peterborough, England would rathen
be free than beautiful. After thirty years’:

experience as a municipal architect and sur-i

veyor, he (the speaker) was satisfied thati

nothing short of a fire on American proportions,?

or a Japanese earthquake, would bring abouti
any great new departure in town improvements;;
such as had been foreshadowed in Mr. Street's';

paper. It was very much the fashion just now,.?

in these progressive days, to denounce the greati

landlords; but an examination of tbe London:
estates of the Dube of Westminster, the Dukei
of Portland, the Duke of Bedford, and Lordc
Cadogan, wonld show that it was due to those-

1

great landlords that London owed much of the-;

beauty she possessed. With regard to thet
Drinciple of the radial development of towns,.-

b wonld be seen, by examining the map of I

London, that London had really been developed :

on radial principles.

Mr. Arthur Baker said that with regard to :

regulating the heights of buildings in relation :

to the widths of streets, it seemed to him to be ;

great pity that a hard-and-fast rale should 3

be laid down in tbe Building Act. He thought t

it would be much better if it could be arranged i

that a man should be allowed to increase the ;

height of his building in proportion to the ;

distance at which it was set back from the ?

normal frontage line. He exhibited a diagram i

in explanation of his views on this point,

Mr. H. Dawson said he thought that there ;

must be some mistake about Mr. Woodward’s ?

figures as to the proportion of open spaces to )

inhabitants in Paris. He should be inclined to '

think that the acres of Fontainebleau had been i

included in the calculation referred to.

Mr. McLachlan having spoken,
Mr. P. Gordon Smith, Architect to the Local :

Government Board, also questioned Mr. Wood-
ward’s figures, and he quoted some figures i

collected by a Mr. Gould, which appeared in the i

publications of the American Statistical Asso- •

ciation. Mr. Gould stated that in London i

there was one acre of recreative ground,—parks )
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and BQCh like,—for every 694 people
;
in Paris

he gave it as 495 people for every acre
;

in

Berlin 804 ;
in Edinburgh 246 ;

in Vienna 2,230

people to every acre of open space. In New
York it was 999, and in Washington it was

361 people to every acre. He could not help

thinking that those figures were more approxi-

mately correct than those of Mr. Woodward.
Something had been said about blocks of arti-

sans’ dwellings, and he thought that there

was, generally speaking, an undue crowd-

ing of people in such tenements. He

,

had looked over the evidence that was
given before the Royal Commission on the

Housing of the Working Classes some few years

ago, and he was astonished to find one very

eminent philanthropic gentleman, who was
largely connected with these artisans’ buildings,

giving it as his opinion that it was not at all

out of the way to concentrate as many as a
thousand people to the acre in that class

of dwelling. For his own part he (the speaker)

felt confident that it was a mistake, and we
should by-and-bye regret erecting these gigantic

buildings in such huge unbroken blocks. He
hoped that whatever was done in connexion
with that class of building would be towards
breaking them up into small groups so as to

admit sunshine, and allow the air to circulate

freely about them.
Mr. Edward Bond gave it as his opinion, after

paying some attention to the question of pro-

viding dwellings for the working classes, that

block dwellings could not be dispensed with,

for a certain number of working people must
always live in town, and he contended that it

was quite possible to healthily house people in

such dwellings. He referred to the great evils

of the continuous spreading-out of the area of

London suburbs with cottage dwellings, a pro-

cess which rendered it more and more difficult

every year for a dweller in the centre to get a
glimpse of the country.

Mr. Thomas Blashill, SuperintendingArchitect

to the London County Council, said that if one
could boy a tract of country and lay out a town
upon it, one could not ensure that it would
“catch on.” Populations were very capricious

;

they would settle themselves where they liked.

The practical point really was, to see that where
large numbers of people congregated together

each house should be built in a satisfac-

torily healthy manner. Of course there

were questions with regard to streets. Streets

were made partly as thoroughfares and
partly as frontages to houses. We had a good
many regulations with regard to these which
were not perhaps so useful or so stringent as

they might be; but the public were exceedingly
impatient with restrictions. Some of the

speakers bad been very liberal in their notions

of what ought to be given up by private owners
to the public ;

but when they appeared in Court
or in other places where be was himself some-
times visible, and when the question was as to

what their clients should be allowed to do
upon a particular plot, they were entirely

different in their tone. There must be some
humour in life to make it tolerable to men
like himself, and he must say he enjoyed that

kind of thing immensely. But was it pot
common sense to let people exercise their own
free will, using restrictions only so far as might
be necessary for the good of the individual and
of the public ? He was disposed to think that

those regulations which we had for open spaces
and general arrangements with regard to new
buildings must sooner or later be applied to old

buildings; for, if they were necessary for the
new, they must often be even more necessary

for the old sites.

The vote of thanks having been carried by
acclamation,

Mr. Street briefly replied, and the meeting
terminated.

Testimonial, West Hartlepool.—

O

n the 2ad
inst., Mr. D. Robinson, Chief Foreman of AVorks,
was presented by the officials, workmen, and others,

with a 12 in. level, tripod, and staff, a writing-desk,

set of carvers, and atea service for Mrs. Robinson,
upon his leaving West Hartlepool to take up the
duties of District Surveyor to the County Council
of Derbyshire. The presentation was made by the
Borough Engineer, Mr. J. W. Brown, A. M. Inst, C.E.,

who congratulated Mr. Robioson on his success in

obtaining bis new appointment. He stated that the

West Hartlepool Council were so satisfied with the
conduct and abilities of Mr. Robinson that they
had offered to increase his salary by 50 per cent, if

he would remain with them. Mr. Robinson, how-
ever, while appreciating very highly the compli-
ment paid him, declined the offer.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

An ordinary meeting of this Association was

held in the meeting-room of the Royal Insti-

tute of British Architects, 9, Conduit-street, on

Friday, the 2nd inat., Mr. H. 0. Cresswell,

President, in the chair.

The following gentlemen were elected

members:—Messrs. W. E. Sedgwick, W. R.

Davidson, H. C. Trimnell, C. Perks, and A. J. R.

Ley.
Mr. John Brett, A.R.A., read a paper en-

titled “ Daylight in the Dwelling House,”

which we print in extenso on another page.

The President, in inviting discussion, said

that no words of his were necessary to empha-

size Mr. Brett’s concluding words. The subject

which he had brought before the meeting was

one which was deserviDg of their earnest study

and consideration.

Mr. Paul Waterhouse said he had much
pleasure in proposing a hearty vote of thanks

to Mr. Brett for his interesting paper. It was

not every day that they got a specialist to give

them so many hints on subjects of so much
importance to them. There were many points

in Mr. Brett’s paper which, as he would be fully

aware, might be considered open to question.

Indeed, it would be a poor compliment to him,

after ho bad thrown a controversial bomb
amongst them, to meet it with a mere “ Thank

you.” He had suggested to them a course of

action on certain points which might lead them

astray. The theory, for instance, that any lot

of windows could be made into an elevation

was, he thought, one which might be misunder-

stood. They knew that elevations owed some-

thing of their harmonious composition to

windows, and he thought that perhaps

at the present day they were too ready

to allow themselves the liberties of the

picturesque. There was one point to which

Mr. Brett alluded which seemed to him to be

very important, viz., the extraordinary difficulty

of hanging works of art, with any effect, upon

a wall opposite to a window. No doubt they

knew the splendid collection of pictures by

Mantegna which were exhibited at Hampton
Court. There was a whole gallery of them, and

it was impossible to see them, for they hung

opposite a series of large windows. It was
quite impossible to see them properly, although

there was plenty of light. He believed that

thousands of pounds had been spent in provid-

ing means for taking these pictures out of the

room in case of fire. Mr. Brett had advocated

that there should be only one window to

any room, and for his purpose, viz., for

the proper exhibition of works of art, he

was no doubt quite right ;
but if they

h:id a room of the shape which Mr. Brett par-

ticularly recommended,—a room with a window
in the centre of one of its shortest sides,

—

such a room would not be a convenient one

to work in, nor would it be always suitable for

living in. It was a great convenience in many
rooms to have a second window. In regard

to drawing-rooms especially (which wore often

;

placed at the corner of a building, with two
external walls), while it was desirable to have

a south aspect for a bright light, why should

the occupants of the room be deprived of their

sunsets by the absence of a window on the

west side of the room? If Mr. Brett would
excuse him for saying so, he thought he was
a pessimist about looking out of windows.

There were plenty of views, even in London,

which were worth looking at from a

window. As to ceilings, there were many
ceilings of the Adam period, for instance,

which it was a relief to look at occasionally.

As to what Mr. Brett has said as to adhering to

symmetry, be quite agreed that there were a

great many houses in which they laid too much
stress on symmetry

;
but at the same time it

was so much a part of the traditions of archi-

tecture that certain buildings, especially town
buildings of a monumental character, should

adhere to certain rules, of which symmetry
was one, that they could hardly give it up.

In country houses, of course, they might very

well lay aside symmetry, so far, at least, as

the exteriors were concerned; but at the same
time there were a great many houses in

London and other large towns in which it

would be impossible to throw over symmetry.
Mr. E. Woodthorpe said he had much pleasure

in seconding the vote of thanks. In a town
like London it was, no doubt, a very charming
thing to have the walls of houses covered with

pictures, but for his part he preferred sunlight

1
to anything. When one came down to break-

fast and saw the sunlight coming in at the

windows it seemed to give one life for the

whole day. He knew a very eminent architect

who said to him years ago that he should prefer

a sunny office to a north-lighted one : it seemed

to cheer one up so much. With regard to what
Mr. Brett had said as to a single-light room
giving one a much clearer definition of the face,

he was very doubtful whether the result was
as good as when there was a diffused light.

He had seen a great many portraits by
painters of very beautiful women, but he had
very rarely seen one as beautiful as a woman
herself, and he thought that was because the

lights and shadows thrown upon the face in the

artist’s studio were so strong. He thought it

was much pleasanter to be in a room where

there were two windows, because the light was

not so strong. He thought that what Mr.

Brett had said about the white table-cloth

rather upset his own theory, for the white

table-cloth was useful from its power of

diffusing light, and in lighting the face under-

neath the eyes, which was, he thought, the

perfection of lighting
;
in fact, the table-cloth

served the same purpose as the foot-lights on

the stage. Nothing was more cheerful than a

breakfast-room with two windows with different

aspects, especially in the country. He liked

pictures very much indeed, but he preferred

the landscape itself to any picture. As to the

colouring of ceilings, he had seen just lately

some churches in Genoa where the architecture

had been utterly spoilt by the mass of colour.

In the Church of the Annunziata, which was a
magnificent building, one could hardly see any

outline of the architecture because the re-

flections from the gold and colour and the

marbles were so strong. His only feeling on

the subject of windows was that he preferred

sunlight in the house to anything else.

Mr. Sydney Vacber, in supporting the vote of

thanks, said that there was one thing which

Mr. Brett seemed to have overlooked, viz., that

a dwelling-house was a place for people to live

in. It was necessary that rooms should not

only be made beautiful by the things which

they contained, but that they should be healthy

and cheerful rooms to live in. A perfectly

square or oblong room was not the ideal of a

cheerful room. The ideal cheerful room was
the room in which the walls were broken up by

bay windows and other recesses. He had often

noticed that in an oblong room, where there

was often only a small window at one end, the

walls at the farther end were to some extent in

darkness. With regard to the use of coloured

glass in windows, bis (the speaker’s) advice

was that if they must put coloured glass in the

windows of their dwelling-houses let them, for

goodness sake, abstain from |pnttiDg it in the

windows of the living rooms.

Mr. Matthew Webb said that while, as a

painter, he would, of course, desire to see

pictures in dwelling-houses as well lighted as

possible, be thought that at the present time

there was rather a tendency to go to extremes

on the question. In many houses now it was
customary to erect what was practically a small

picture gallery, top-lighted, where the pictures

were hung by themselves. He much preferred

to see pictures bung on the walls of rooms ; at

the same time he was quite aware that the

utility and comfort of a room ought not to bo

sacrificed to the pictures. By all means let the

rooms be made as suitable as possible for the ex-

hibition of pictures, consistently with their other

uses. In times past, when easel pictures were

no leas precious than now, they were doubtless

hung on walls where they, could be seen
;
but

so far as he had observed no special means bad

been taken for their exhibition in the planning

of the rooms themselves.

The President, in putting the motion for a

vote of thanks to Mr. Brett, said they were all

very much indebted to that gentleman for

coming down and giving his views to them on

so important a subject. Although he had

criticised architects rather freely, he thought

he had let them off pretty well. Of coarse the

painter was apt to look upon a house to a great

extent as a shrine for bis pictures, and he only

fell foul with the arrangement of a house when

he found that the rooms were not suitable in

all respects for the exhibition of pictures. But

Mr. Brett had looked upon a house too much

from one point of view. Now, so long as Mr.

Brett was building for himself and was his own
client, be could, of course, plan his house to

meet his own views ;
but when an architect was

building for a client he was bound to consider

the essential requirements of his client. People
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in th® country, for inatance, would not thank
any architect who. in order to satisfy Mr.
Brett’s ideas, should fail to provide them
with windows giving them the best possible
views of the country. It would be of no
us 3 for an architect to tell his client,

in such a case, that be must on’y have one
window to any room, and that that window
must be placed high up, for people would insist

upon being able to look out of their own
windows, and they even wanted to do so while
sitting down. Mr. Brett had alluded to the
unfortunate mistake which had been committed
in regard to the tapestry of Exeter College
Chapel, Oxford, but the architects were not
responsible for that. He bad, personally, been
very much interested in what Mr. Brett had
said as to the setting of the subject of the
'floyal Academy Gold Medal for Architecture (a
large town bouse suitable for the exhibition of
pictures). He was one of the unlucky men who
went in for it, but Mr. Brett’s strictures did not
affect him, because his drawings were never
hung, it having been considered that he bad
infringed the conditions laid down.
The vote of thanks having been carried by

acclamation. Mr. Brett briefly replied, and the
meeting terminated.

DAYLIGHT IN THE DWELLING-HOUSE.
It has been said by some modern philosopher

(a German. I think) that it is not necessary to
be an architect in order to live in a house,
intending tbos to set forth that a given theory
may be a good and nseful framework for your
ideas although you did not yourself invent or
develope it.

The Committee of your Association seem to
countenance a variation of this aphorism by
inviting a painter to read a paper to you this
evening. They do not thereby imply that a
painter can be an authority on architecture, but
that he may, jjerhapp, know one or two things
about the lighting of a house that are not
usually learnt in architects’ offices, but which
yet may have some practical importance.
You architects lay yourselves out to be

serviceable to all sorts and conditions of men,
you build for “the butcher, the baker, and the
candlestick-maker,” and you have it in your
power to make their lives pleasant and their
home a “ desired haven,” or, on the other band,
to fid that refuge with “ wailing and gnashing of
teeth.” No other profession in the world has such
control over the destinies of men in general,
but specially of painters, so I feel sure you will
good-naturedly consider their wants before you
put in your windows.
We shall all readily admit that the Arst

requisite for a dweHing-houje in this climate
m that it should keep out the weather

;
and Ithmk it can easily be shown that the next

essential quality is that it should let in the day-
light (when there is any). Like most things
the letting in of the daylight may be well done
or badly done, and there are more ways of
doing it badly than well, so that if left to
chance it is likely to prove a failure.

I propose to explain in the first place what
good lighting means, and how the windows
Bhonld be placed so as to enable yon to see
things well inside the house. My next endea-
vour will be to show how the daylight having
been admitted can be economised and utilised
by reflection, and that the artistic treatment of
the mteiior largely depends upon reflected lightand on the quality of the refleoting surfaces
You can have a very comfortable life in a tent.A tent, indeed, has charms for enterprisicg

men second only to those of a sbip,-the idealhome of the Eoglishman, whose estate covers
the whole surface of the sea. A tent can be
quite comfortable and safe even in howling
,ga es of wind or drifts of snow, and a consider

generations havefound tents qnitegood enough for common pur-
poses to eat to sleep, and to die in. Butcmliaed man has a want which a tent cannot
aapply,_nz., a place for the exhibition of his

treasure of beauty, for
stability permanence, and good day-light are wanted. He also requires a ba'e ofoperations tor his enterprises,^ museum forhis archives and trophies, and, above all forthe convenient arrangement of his intellectualresources,—for his books and his pictures

He may also require means for the entertain-

ment of his neighbours and his children, and
for seeing them to the best advantage.

If you can admit that a painter knows any-
thing you may be sure be knows bow to light a
picture so that its merits may be well seen,

and I think it will not be difficult to convince
you that the lighting of pictures is an excellent

criterion of the lighting of the house,—indeed,

a very crucial test of it
;
but it is evident from

our daily experience that many architects have
never heard of such a principle, and will ex-
claim with certain disciples of old, “This is an
hard saying. Who can hear it ?

*’

Now, it is not practicable to build for asioglc
individual; yon must build also for his guests
and for the public. Y'our client may be the
most ignorant vestryman in the three king-

doms, but he will not owe you any thanks if

you work down to his own personal level.

Even if he devotes his whole life, say, to the
choosing of bacon or cheese, he will still like

to leave behind him when he dies such a house
as shall have the approval of the more culti-

vated men cf his day. Therefore you must
provide for the housing of works of art,

although they are not mentioned in the specifi-

cation. When you have done your best the
house is sure to have defects. Some of these
will probably carry with them compensating
advantages, and some can easily be lived down
bya philosophical tenant; but defective lighting
you will find very difficult to deal with, and in
most cases incurable.

Daylight is more or less necessary for our
physical health, for cleanliness, for the pre-
servation of our possessions from damp, from
mildew, and other enemies, but it is indis-

penasble for the seeing of beauty. A large
quantity of daylight is not the chief con
sideration. A glass house or a lantern is

eminently unfit for a human dwelling, since
snugness is a most desirable quality, and for
your banquets artificial light is better than
natural daylight, as I will explain later on.
The most common form of beauty harboured

in houses consists of pictures. I use the word
pictures in a broad sense, comprising all such
beautiful things as can be shown on the walls.
I do not refer to the great art of sculpture,
because that is considered by many of us as an
essential part of architecture. It is well known
that in the great period of Greek history the
pictorial art fleurished, and in the fourth
century b c. what we call easel pictures formed
a considerable item in the wealth of Athens.
These pictures were mostly carried off by the
R-rmans, many of them changing bauds at in-
credibly long prices. The competition amongst
collectors was as brisk then as at any time in
the ictorian era. This taste, therefore, is no
mere modern fashion, and in our own day it
may be said to be universal, so that it would
hardly be poesible to find a poor cottage, even
in remote parts of Wales, where there are no
pictures, whilst in London they have come to
be a favourite form of wedding present among
the wealthy,
The daylight under which pictures can be

well seen may be either direct or reflected. If
direct, it should 7iot fall normal to the surface.
It may come from the right or the left or
from the top, but it must not come from behind
the spectator, for two simple reasons. The
first reason is that his own shadow will fall
on the field of view, and the second that
the surface of the picture will shine. So that
the wall opposite the window is not a picture
wall.

The aspect of the window is not of much
consequence, for although direct sunshine kills
delicate colour, and is not adapted to show
anything well, it can generally be diffused
sufficiently for most purposes by a blind of fine
texture, and the architect is not much con-
cerned, because the exigencies of the site and
the plan will already have determined the
Mpect for him. The subject of skylights may
be put aside for the moment, and windows
taken to mean perpendicular openings in the
wall. The placing of them should be decided
simply on utilitarian grounds, that is to say
how the most wall space can be well lighted.
External appearance need have no weight in

the argument, for a man who cannot make any
possible windows compose well in the elevation
18 not an artist at all, and, therefore, not an
architect.

^

I may even go so far as to say that
the more irregularly, unsymmetrically, and ar-
bitranly they are placed the more scope therewm be for developing a picturesque building.
iTrom an outside point of view, that is as far

as the public are concerned, picturesqueness is

the happiest attribute to be hoped for in a
domestic building, since it will seldom be large
enough to have any claim to sublimity or im-
pressiveness. But there is this to be said on
the other hand, that there is no worse form of
affectation than the effort after picturesqueness
for its own sake.

In streets or terraces there is not much room
for choice in the placing of the windows, so we
generally find such houses comparatively well
lighted. It is where the phantasy comes in,

as in the country-house or the villa, where your
architect is rampant, that you may expect to
see some artistic flourishes, constrnctive mis-
takes, and incurable lighting.

I believe that if you design your house
strictly from the inside, and on merely utili-

tarian principles, a good external effect is

inevitable, or can only be missed through a
singular degree of ignorance or meanness. Of
course, if yon are ignorant of construction or
if you want to produce a more gorgeous appear-
ance than you can honestly afford, there is no
redemption for you

;
you are bound to fail and

to wish that you had never been born, for a
mean building is usually destined to encumber
the earth, and to disgrace your name for at least
ninety-nine years.

Let ns at once assume that your client or his

heirs will have some beautiful things to grace
the inside of their dwelling, and we should not
overlook the circumstance that his daughters
may be comprised in this category, so we must
be careful to light properly this living sculpture,
no less than the flat surfaces of the wall
pictures.

A happy expression on the human face is

largely dependent on reflected light, which
concerns surface treatment rather than con-
struction, but the fundamental cousideration
and root of the whole art of lighting depends
on having only one single aperture in the wall,

BO that the direct rays may all enter parallel,

and not in conflicting directions. In artists’

studios you will always find this rale carried
out, and I will now attempt to explain the
reason for it.

Let us suppose yon have to draw a portrait.

A single high-light on the bead involves a
shade in exact proportion to it which you, as a
draughtsman, can supply without any chance
of error. The cast shadow likewise will have a
known well-defined and inevitable relation to the
shade. This simplicity of light and dark enables
you easily to grasp the forro.and'to appreciate its

undulations without uncertainty or confusion

;

whereas, if you have two sources of light

allowing rays to enter in two different direc-

tions, not only will you get on your model two
high lights in inconvenient rivalry, but all your
shades will be complicated and put out of their

normal relation to their lights.

The unity and simplicity of one shadow will

be marred by the intrusion of another, and the
result will be that your apprehension of the
real undalatloDS of the snrface and the beauty
dependent on them will be hindered, and con-
siderable spaces of the surface will have no
meaning for you,—the beauty revealed by one
ray of light being neutralised or blotted out by
others proceeding in a different direction, so

that the seeing is very considerably impaired,

and the form shown at disadvantage.

This is one important argument in favour of

establishing only one inlet of light in each
room. Bat there is another argument even
more important, because it affec's not merely
the form of an object, but also its colour and
texture

;
in fact, it fandamentally affects your

seeing power. The subjective effect of cross

lights is to diminish the pupil of your eye,

thus curtailing absolutely your physical power
of vision. Suppose, for instance, your room
has two windows, one facing south and the

other west, you will necessarily enter either

on the north or the east sides, since both the

others are outside walla. Whichever door you
enter by, you will find a wiedow light shining

right in yonr face. You will encounter your
visitor, say, in the middle of the room, exposed
against the glare of the south window, he telling

as a dark patch. This is not the chief mis-

chief to which I am asking your attention,

since the I’ght from the west window may show
his snrface sufficiently well to be recognised.

The main point is this : the light from the
south window closes up the pupil of your eye
so that it will admit only about half the quan-
tity of light that yon are capable of perceiving,

and the effect upon you is equivalent to
depriving you of one eye altogether,—that is
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to say, yonr visoal ability is crippled to the

extent of one-half, so that whilst you flattered

yourself that with two windows your room
would be twice as light a? if it had only one,

this advantage is neutralised by your being

disabled from using half the available ra^s, to

which must be added the further disadvant-

agethat your visitor is exhibited under the

most unfavourable conditions of light and
shade.

In order to use all the seeing power that

nature has provided you with, it is necessary

that the light should reach your eye after

having illuminated the object you want to look

at, and further, that the pupil ol your eye

should be encouraged to open to its full size

by being shaded from the glare of direct rays.

I’or these reasons, the consulting - physician

always places himself in the shade and you in

the light.

As all architectural structures haveupiight
walls, such as are very convenient to look at, it

is important that they should be well flooded

with daylight, so as to show such pictures as

you have
;
and next it is advisable to economise

ithose walls as flslds of beauty, and not care-

leisly cat them up by chasms for doors or fire-

places. Seeing that your honse is not to be

a mere shelter, or casual-ward, but an intel-

lectual preserve, it is worth while to relegate

such interruptions of wall-space as far as
practicable to the corners. I know that there is

-nothing more painful to the soul of the modern
architect than a blank wall, and that sleep for

irim is impossible until be has broken through
and destroyed that invaluable area of repose.

So mad does it make him that ha has been
^nown to build in nnnecessary pilasters in order

to divide it np. I will venture to remind him
that the impressiveness of a bnilding from the

ontside largely depends on great unbroken areas

of wall, and that these may be well studied

in Medimval fortresses, which are admitted to

be the most picturesque structures existing in

ICarope: take for instance the castle of Ivrea

in Piedmont.
I think it may be taken as a general prin-

ciple that any architectural design that is so

-complete in itself as to forbid the intrusion of

the subsidiary arts is not adapted for a dwell-

ing-house. I know a man whose bouse was
'finished by Owen Jones. Ha is very fond of

pictures, but has to keep them piled np in stacks

^or fear of spoiling bis walls.

I have noticed that very young architects

are instinctively aware of the value of acces-
sories, since in their perspective drawings they
do not hesitate to balance a poor lop-sided

•composition by the introduction of a c.arriage-

4iQd-piir, nor to collect a vagrant assemblage
•of pinnacles into a proup by the judicious
iuser’-lon of a tree. N > doubt, a good house
oughttobeadapted fr'r an anvanciog civilisation.

We read that Old K-ng Cole’s wants were very
limited: “He called for hts pipe, be called for

his glass, and he called for his fiddlers three,”

but there is a young King Cole now—a being to
whom a sideboard, a billiard table, and three
fiddles do not comprise all the indoor requisites.

He calls for bis books, his pictures, and bis

sculptors three, and if you architects practically

ignore or suppress these luxuries, as you have
been doing of late years by yonr abuse of day-
light and your ignorance of its application, you
will drive yonr young client to let bis new villa

for a lodgiog-bouBe, and to spend his time and
•cash in foreign travel.

A neighbour of mine is just now buildinp a
rather expensive house in the suburbs. His
<irchiteot is evidently bent on doing something
quite original, and amongst other peculiarities

he has placed all the day-rooms under a deep
werandah made of coope'’, calculated to keep
out all the daylight. Toe poor client, I surmise,

had no idea what the first consequence would
be, viz

,
that he must straightway get rid of

such works of art as he had, and abjure every
sort of beauty for the rest of his natural life.

The unfortunate man will have very long gas
-bills.

We have arrived now at one well defined and
•very important rule, which is that the daylight
should be admitted to a room on one side only.

Of coarse, every rule may have excepdons.
On the east coast of Eogland you will have
noticed many little towers, built usually of
wood, with an outlook in three directions, viz.,

vip the coast, down the coast, and out to sea.

Tnese were wreckers’ neets, where dwelt those
whose livelihood depended on ships cast away
upon that inhospitable coast, and robbery of
the nufortunate mariners.

A short time ago I was spending a day at
Greenwich Observatory, where the chief day-
room had windows to the north and the west.

This was one of those rare deviations from my
rule that could easily be forgiven, for each
window looked out on one of the most beautiful

views in England, When yon entered that
room yon never for a moment thought of what
was within it, although good taste reigned.

You walked straight to one of the windows
and remained there. No one could find

fault with the judgment of the architect.

Here was an exceptional opportunity not to

be passed by, even at the cost of an ill-

lighted room, for the summer outlook on a
paradise was worth some sacrifice. Having
resolved on that sacrifice, he could easily afford

to violate comfort, as he has done, by a French
window, but it opens into an old English formal
garden, with quaint apple and fig trees in it,

such as would charm the soul of Mr. Reginald
Blomfield. These are the only exceptions to

the rule that occur to me.
That part of a window which is most

valnable is the top half, as it admits most light

per square foot. The lower part only admits
light reflected from the earth, and more or less

colonred
;
therefore roll-blinds from the top

should never be allowed. Any other form of

curtain is less mischievous, bat a roll-blind

should be fixed at tbe bottom. In a well-

lighted house tbe windows are carried right

np to the cornice. Window heads, wliether
traceried or lancet, may be admirable, but
should be reserved for other buildings where
people do not dwell. If you ask yoorselves

tbe question which rooms are pleasantest of

all those you have known, I think only one
answer can be given, and it will be this : Those
rooms are pleasantest in which work is done.
Few would reply, “ Those from which you
have the best view.” The man who would say
80 must be one whose home is sad, solitary, and
unlovely

;
whose memories are the only beauti-

ful visions on which bis thoughts can linger.

How often do you resort to yonr window with
relish and turn away from it with relnctance?

In your town experience I may confidently

reply, “ Never.” If you decide tbe question by

,

tbe Bnfirage of all tbe fairly cultivated men
and women you know, I think the vote would
be given in favour of the painter’s studio, which
has either a skylight or a window too high to
look out of. I believe few, even amongst
women, would vote for the drawing-room.
It does not usually fall to the lot of gentle-

folks to spend much time iu workshop", but if

you have a wide experience you will cherish

tbe remembrance of the days yon have spent
with tbe goldsmith, the blacksmith, or the
carpenter, and none of those shops were lighted

by architects, none of them had any outlook.
* If you would rather look out of your nest

than into if, then must your life be sad indeed,

and you had belter get away into the wilder-

ness, or to the top of the Hindu Kush.
There is in tbe City of Timbactoo a great

town house which illustrates nearly all the

blunders tbatcan arisefrom ignorauce of lighting,

'Ihe Sheik is a man of tbe almost good nature
and nobleness of soul, and takes pleasure in bis

splendid possessions just in proportion to tbe
number of intelligent men who will share their

enjoyment with him, so I surmise that some of

you have been his guests. He has a collection

of pictures of first-rate importance, but his

ingenious architect has so contrived tbe inte-

rior that hardly any of them can be well seen.

The value of some of tbe pictnres is so great
that a very few of them would cover the cost
of tbe whole building, yet many of them are
condemned to blush in dark corners in order
that tbe architect should indulge his childish
taste for symmetry. The principal suite of

rooms face tbe south, and are all lighted in the
orthodox way, viz., on their long sides. The
opposite long walls do not afford any good
lighting, because, as I pointed oaf, your own
shadow and tbe shine ou the pictnres conspire

to render them invisible
;
and tbe gigantic fire-

places occupy about a third of the area even of
these walls. The only well-lighted spaces that
the plan allowed were the short walls that stand
north and south. These he has wantonly and
ruthlessly wasted by opening a vast doorway
in tbe middle of each of them big enough for

the gate of a city, and so the design was
finished.

I think many aTchitects would be surprised
ifthey knew how fine an effect is produced by
entering a room at tbe corner instead of at the
side. It must be very unusual, since I do not

know more than two or three instances of if.

Its charm depends on the varied angles under
which the walls present themselves to tbe eye
when you enter, as all of them are seen under
oblique instead of parallel perspective, and the
suggestion is conveyed that you should go on
and proseente your researches in the ramifica-
tions of the structure. You are not confronted
by a flat opposing partition right across the
line of advance.

All deviations from mere symmetry are dear
to the sonl of the artist, because they give occa-
sion for composition,—that is to say, the
creative faculty,—and if there were no other
reason for placing a window out of the centre
of tbe wall, this would be sofficienr, but as a
matter of experience many reasons for doing so
are not far to seek.

There are instances in which one whole wall
is filled in with glass, and with excel'ent effect.

There is one in a house very near my own
built by Mr. Waterhouse. lo is the window
of a fine staircase, tbe other whole walls
of which are well lighted and well adapted
for pictures; but, alas! the use of stainec
glass in tbe window has puf tkic oat of
tbe question; and instead of hii intellectual

feast of fine art, you are indulged with some
admirable colour aud design in tbe glass itself,

but tbe walls are wasted.
Let us DOW turn our attention to the second

division of our subject, and determine how to
deal with the daylight when we have let it in.

This important question is too often shirked
by the architect, and shuffled on to a scapegoat
called the decorator. Tbis pernicious person
has tbe power of doing immense mischief at
small expense, so be does It with no niggard
hand.
For a concrete example, let ns refer back to

the great boose in Timbuctoo. The picture-

show begins at tbe dining-room, the walls of
which are covered with a rich stamped leather

of dark maroon and gold, affording a fine

background both for pictures and guests.

Tbe decorative mind was just able to grasp
this principle, and, knowing there was “ nothing
like leather,” he carried it right np from floor

to ceiling, absorbing that pirt of the wall
wh'ch is too high above tbe spectator to be
serviceable as background, and destroying its

power of reflecting light, which is tbe only
function it could have fulfilled, and would have
fulfilled with admirable effect if its surface
had been tinted with tempera or an ordinary
wall-paper of a cream colour. Tbe ceiling, as
usual, is cut np with mouldiugs and colouring
of senseless pattern

;
bub even if it were well

designed, he would surely be an odd sort of
visitor who would turn away from Vandyck or
Sic Joshua Reynolds to gaze at the ceiling.

A few sixpenny buckets of whitewash ex-

pended on that ceiling would have redeemed
the room, and proved that it belonged to an
intelligent human being. Whitewash is a by-
word with the modern esthete, but it has its

uses.

There a;e two different conditions under
which light can be reflected.

They are known in optics as whole light and
scattered light. Whole light advances in one
direction only. An ordinary plane mirror

reflects whole light. The light called scattered

light proceeds in all directions at once, and
cannot be focussed by the eye S 3 as to show
images. Such is the light reflected from auy
granulated or dead surface, soch as tempera,
snow, or sand. If you require a polished

surface to reflect light into a dark corner, it

will fail to do so unices it is placed at exactly

the proper angle, whereas a scattering surface

will be efficient at any angle. All surfaces

that are not 8 tric'’]y required to do duty as

backgrounds should have a scattering surface

so as to diffuse the illuminatioD, and the

lighter their colour the more efficient they
will be for this purpose.

In Italy, unfortnnately, there is more or less

good art displayed on the ceilings of tbe great

house?. All men who have seen it will agree

that it conld not have been more foolishly mis-

placed or more effectually wasted.

The greediness that asks for every surface to

be made beautiful is not only a childish greed
that wif-hes all bread were cake, but an im-

measurably mischievous one, for there is in

every room one surface that can only render

good service when kept plain, and so enabled
to set off to advantage the beautiful things that

are more favourably placed for examiuatioD.
That surface is the ceiling. Tbe ceiling is an
invaluable reflector and economiser of light,

e
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and that is the only thing it can do thoroughly

well. T
••

If the economy of daylight by reflection is

to be Qverlooked, all art may be banished from

the dwelling, for few things are more painful

than the spectacle of beauty wasted. An excel-

lent reflector of scattered light is a white linen

cloth. It is well known that people look their

best at a dinner-table, and I suppose it has

been the practice in all civilised ages to serve

the dinner on a “ fair linen cloth.’’ When the

lamps are alight, a strong reflection is sent up
from tne table-cloth into the faces of the guests,

fillingjthelr shady recesses with a warm illn-

mination, and giving them a more or less

angelip appearance, or, at all events, putting

away the lowering and gloomy evidences of

boneer and ill-temper.

Your architect will gladly provide yon with

good shelter where a horde of menials can eat

and sleep comfortably at your expense. Viollet-

le-Doc is careful to go further, and provide

that you shall look out on the prettiest view,

bat he calmly assames that you are sore not to

have anything inside your house so well worth
looking at as the bouses or shrubs opposite, and
the historical conclusion of the whole matter is

that in the reign of Queen Victoria, in nine

great houses oat of ten, any kind of art is out
of place, for the simple reason that the archi-

tects have misused the daylight and wasted the

wall-space.

One word more has to be spoken as to

the use of stained-glass, and it is this:— If

you wish to indulge in stained glass, you must
make it your one and only form of colour-

decoration. You can have superb coloor in

your window, but you take away its nsefulness

as a source of light, and make it an object to be
looked at. and when you Jiuve looked at it vour
eye is unfitted to see any other colour. E-'en

the splendid tints of Eastern embroidery
or carpets cannot s'and the competition;
white light is absolutely necessary for the dis-

play of their beauty.

Mr. Burne-Jones lately designed a beautiful

picture, and Mr. Morris worked it in tapestry
for the glory of the chapel of Exeter College.
Some ingenious person has placed it on the
same wall with a gorgeous stained - glass
window, and opposite to another, so that none
of its tine colour can be seen. I need not
enlarge on this subj-ct. Once seen, that
painful spectacle can never be blotted ont of
your memcry. The colour of your reflective

surface is only one degree le-is important than
the colour of yonr window glass itself,

I once knew a physician who had the walls
of his consulting-room painted of a strong
uniform green. He was quite unaware of its

professional advancages. and said he thought
it restful to the eje. His decorator had told
him so, having doubtless heard that green
shades were used by people with weak eyes.
As a matter of fact all his patients appeared
to have the cholera, and it had to be repainted.
A few years ago nearly every reception-room
in London was papered with a cull sage green

;

a sad emphasis to lay on the depressing
climate we have to live in, but a good man and
a friend of mine was responsible for it.

I am afraid you will think I display an un-
reasoning animus against the architect, and
that I have spoken rashly and at random as to
his ignorance of the use of day light. But that is

not so. There is an institution in which I lately
offered to endow a prize for the best design for
a hou^e in which pictures could be well seen
without a special gallery constructed for the
pnrpose. The Council were pleased with the
idea, but, scorning my modest 251. a year, made
it into a handsome 200^. Two or three dis-
tinguished architects were appointed to ja-^go
the competition, and they actually awarded the
priza to a design which afforded not one single
well-lighted wall in the whole structure

;
and

yet none of them were aware that they had
done anything ridiculous.

There j.s a good deal to be said as to skylights
iu lighting the dwelling-boase, but you have
probably heard mure than enough on the
sacredness of the wall and the importance of
one window. Allow me to suggest, in con-
clusion, that these matters are worthy of your
most serious study.

[Somt- notes of the discussion which followedwm btj found on another page.]

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
A SPECIAL meeting of this Conncil was held

on Thursday, the Ist inst., the Chairman, Mr.
John Hutton, presiding.

The Proposed Taxation of (rroxind Values .

—

The discussion on the question of the taxation
of ground values was resumed, and after several
arnendments had been disenssed and defeated,
Mr. Stuart's motion, as printed in our lasr, was
agreed to.

The ordinary weekly meeting of the Council
was held on Tuesday last, the Chairman of the
Council again presiding. The greater part of
the sitting was devoted to the renewed discus-

sion of the subject, and to some further pro-
posals of the Local Government and Taxation
Committee, but no conclusions were arrived at,

and the further consideration of the proposals
was adjourned to a special meeting summoned
for Friday, December 9.

The New Vorhs and Stores Committee ,

—

One of the items on the agenda was the elec-
tion of six members who, together with the
twenty-fonr members nominated by committees,
are to form the new Works and Stores Com-
mittee. Dr. Collins said be was sorry to find
that out of the twenty-four membi^rs already
elected, only two belonged to the party on the
Council to which he had not the honour to be-
long. He, therefore, moved that the following
members of the “ Moderate ” party be elected to
the six vacancies in the committee :—Alderman
Beachcroft, Mr. Boulnois, the Duke of Norfolk,
Mr. Buxton, Mr. Westacott, and Colonel Hughes.
Alderman Beachcroft said be regretted having

to decline the honour, his time already being
fully occupied. Messrs. Westacott, Buxton,
and Boulnois withdrew their names for the
same reason, and the Duke of Norfolk with-
drew bis for the reason that he had “ neither
the knowledge nor ability to qualify him for
service on the Committee.” Colonel Hughes,
M.P., objected to serve for two reasons,—the first

was that he did not belong to the “ Moderate ”

party, and the second was that be was already
overworked.

Mr. Nathan Robinson asked whether he
would be out of order in appealing to some
other members of the “ Moderate” party. Surely
there were some of them who had some ability ?

It looked almost like a conspiracy to avoid
serving on the Committee.

Other members of the " Moderate ” party were
appealed to, but all declined to serve, and in the
end the following members were elected :

—

Messrs. Arnold with 69 votes; Stevens, 58;
Sheffield, 51

;
Hood Barrs, 47

;
Freake, 43; and

Tarling, 38.

After transacting other business, the Council
adjourned at seven o’clock

Jllnstrations.

BRONZE DOORS, ADELPHI BANK,
I

LIVERPOOL.
HE bronze doors and grille illustrated

have lately been erected at the main
entrance of the new premises of the

Adel phi Bank, at the corner of Castle-street
and Brunswick-street, Liverpool.

J

They were designed by the architect of the
; bank buildings, Mr. W. D. Caroe, and the figure
sculpture is from the hand of Mr. T. Stirling

Lee.
The general work in connexion with the

doors and grille was executed by Messrs. Staikie

I

Gardner & Co., of Lambeth
;
the metal casting

i of the panels and statuettes being entrusted to
Mr. Bubrer, of Chelsea, who employed the cire-

perdue process, from wax mode]^ prepared and
worked upon by the sculptor.

The doors are fitted with a lock specially
! devised by the architect, and executed by

j

Messrs. Chubb & Son.

j

The figure subjects were suggested by the

j

name of the bank, and illustrate acts of

I

devotion of well-known “ Brethren ” of
tradition :

—

1. David and Jonathan :
•' Jonathan’s warn-

ing to David.”

2. Achilles and Patroclus ;
“ Achilles

mourning for Patroclus.”
3. Castor and Pollux: “Guiding the

Argonauts.”
4. Roland and Oliver ;

“ Orlando (Roland)
rescuing Oliver ;

” the last incident being
drawn from Shakespeare’s “ As You Like It."

The drawing was exhibited at the last Royal
Academy Exhibition.

CHAPEL, RIDLEY HALL, CAMBRIDGE.
This chapel was erected last year (along with

a students’ block) from the designs* of Mr.
William Wallace, the style being the same as
the original buildings at Ridley, which were
designed by the late Mr. Luck.

Stalls are provided for fifty-four students
and the principal and vice-principal. All the
internal fittings and roof are of wainscot oak.
Red Ipswich bricks are used for the walling,

with Ancaster stone dressings.

The corona of the angle staircase turret is

exeented in English Oik, with a copper covered
cupola.

All the windows are filled with stained-glass
representing the Early Teaoheis of the Church.
The whole of the works in connexion with

the chapel and students’ block wer« carried out
by Messrs. Holloway Brothers. The stained-
glass was by Mr. Newbery,
Tne drawing was exhibited at the last Royal

Academy exhibition.

^iRtT Saw.—The managers of the Britannia
%S’orks, Colohestwr, call attention to an improve-
ment m their “ No. 8” fret saw by the addition of
a new means of tiiihtemng the s -w after it is fixed,
and also by the addition of u boring appliance.

The 8lade Professorship op Fine Art at
University Colleoe.—It is stated rhat Mr. Fred
Brown has been appointed Slade Professor of Fine
Art at University College, London, in succession to
Prof Legros, resigned.

THE SOUTH PORTAL OF SANTA MARIA
MAGGIORE, BERGAMO.

In a north-easterly direction from Milan, is

situated Bergamo, divided into the New Town
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—

Drawn bv Mr. 1- Maclaren.
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Covi^etition Design for Oxford Mwiicijial Buildingt: Plan.

nd the Old Tuwd, the latter beaatifolly situated
n the hills, and called Bergamo alto or Citu\,

In a prominent position behind the Broletto
tands the Chnrch of ISanta Maria Maggiore, a
Lor'h-Ualian example of Homanesqae erected
Q 1173.

There are two very fine portals to the north
jid south bides of the church. That iilus-

rated is the portal to the south side.

The simplicity of its parts, and the well-
udged scale between the frieze formed of
lainrs in niches and cusping under, and the
ower part of the design, has produced an effect

j

DOt.h dignified and monumental.
In the receding planes of mouldings in the

iamb, me Gothic influence is apparent, though :

/he mouldings are flat and delicate in section,
!

ra’.ber than deeply undercut. A plan of the
j-tmb of the doorway is added.

The use of the sculptured lions and kneeling i

figures behind, under pillars, performing a
structural function, probably might not be
sanctioned as the strict use of sculpture in con-

1

jonction with architecture,yet a certain element

'

I
of charm is the result, which one could have i

I

wished had been attained by other means
;
but, i

taken as a whole, the portal displays a satis-

fying breadth of design.

The drawing was exhibited at the last Royal
1

Academy Exhibition. T. M^cLaben.

DESIGN FOR CITY OF OXFORD
MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS.

The geometrical drawings of this design
were submitted in the preliminary competition,
the perspective being prepared later for the

I Royal Academy Exhibition.

The general arrangement of the principa
rooms is shown on the accompanying plans, al

the offices and police-station being on the
ground-floor.

Ford stone was proposed for the external
walls, with stone-slate roofing. T. D.

TWO COUNTRY BANKS

:

LOUDON AND COUNTy BANK, HIGH BAENET.

The existing premises of this Bank having
been found inadequate, the directors have ac-

' quired a new site at the corner of the High-
street and Park-ioad, and are erecting thereon

I

entirely new premises, at a cost of som'e 4,500i.

The banking office on the ground-floor, 30 ft.

by 27 ft. 6 in., provides accommodation for
' some fifteen clerks, and will be fitted rhrough-
out with American walnut. An arched recess.
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forming a waiting-room, gives access to the

manager’s private office, and at the rear of the

banking office are a strong-room, book-room,

clerks’ lavatory, iS:o., and also the private

entrance and staircase to the manager’s resi-

dence over. The upper floors are entirely

devoted to the residence, and consist of three

sitting-rooms, seven bedrooms, kitchen, and
offices. The elevations are faced with best

Bcacknel red bricks, and the stone is brown
Ancaster, from Messrs. Lindley’s quarries, the

plinth being of Kentish Rag stone. Tire roofs

are covered with dark Broseley tiles.

LOXDOX AND COUNT? BANK, UKNLEY-ON
THAMES.

Here the directors acquired the adjoining

premises to their then existing Bank, and
entirely reconstructed the front, and put new
roofs, &c., the carcase of the old building being

in other respects retained. The banking office

is 25 ft. square, with manager's room behind,

the strong-room, tc., being in the basement.

In order to economise space, the Bank and the
manager’s residence are entered from the same
lobby, an arrangement which answers well, and
is now constantly adopted, especially at the
country branches. In this way the long narrow
passage at the side of the Bank office, leading
to the manager’s staircase, is avoided. The
kitchen and offices are in this case on the
ground-floor, and sitting-rooms, bedrooms, Acc..

on first and second floors. The front is faced
with local red bricks, with Ham Hill stone
dressings, the plinth being a combination of
snapped flints, stone, and red bricks. The
roofs are covered with dark Broseley tiles, and
the half timbering is coated with carbolineum.

The total cost of the works was 1.400Z.

The general contractor at High Barnet is

Mr. W. M. Dabbs, of S:amford Hill, and at
Henley-on-Thames Mr. J. Weyman, of Market-
square. Mr. G. G. Woodward has acted as
clerk of works, and the architect is I\rr. W.
Campbell Jones.*

Glasgow and West of Scotland Technic.vl
College.—Oq the 3nl inst. fifty students attending
the architectural and building construction cla.sses

of this college (Mr. Charles Gourlay, lecturer)
visited Hawkbead Asylum. The party were con-
ducted by Mr. Crawford, clerk of works, through
the main portion, which is just being built, the
farm-steading, which is nearly finished, and finally
the quarry on the estate^ whence some of the stone
is being obtained.

MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.

The Art Journal starts with an article on

Mr. Ernest Parton, illustrated by a fine etching

by Mr. C. 0. Murray from his landscape “ When
Daylight Dies," in which there is something of

the sentiment of Corot, expressed with a very

different manner. Miss H-^pworth Dixon con-

tinues her consideration of “Recent Fashions

in French Art," dealing in this article with the

religious mysticism in the guise of modern life

of which M. B6faud has set the example. The
article is illustrated by engravings of that

painter’s “ Descente du Croix ’’ and M,

Lhermitte’s “ L’Arai des Humbles,” a kind of

leaf out of Biraud’s book (as far as the idea is

concerned), and M. Flameng’s very different

work, “ Le Rspos en Egypte.” Mr. W. Shaw
Sparrow writes on the revival of Art Guilds,

recognising that the state of art and society is

very different from what it was in the time when
such guildsdid most flourish, but urging neverthe-

less that, once revived, they would thrive. The
last paragraph of his article, on the unrecognised

sonrces of artistic inspiration in the fields of

labour, is both eloquent and true, and should

receive attention. “ Bolton Abbey in the

Present Time” is illustrated by some pleasant

sketches to an article by Miss Louise Berens.

Mr. Aylmer Vallance continues his articles on
furnitore and decoration of the house, treating

of “ window-blind-'’, lighfing, and accessories."

The article includes some very good bits of

design, some of them by the author, though, by
the way, we do not see one of a window-blind.

The drawings of Daniel Vierge, in illustra-

tion of Quevedo, are treated of and illustrated

both in the Art Journal and the Ma'iazine of
Art. The latter periodical has a very interest-

ing article by Mr. Theodore Watts on “Por-
traits of Lord Tennyson,” of which many are

reproduced, and it is remarkable how very
various is the impresdoo conveyed by them
M. Viccara continues his illustrated notice of

the Leicester Art Gallery. Mr. Claude Poillips

writes on the French sculpture of the year,

among the illnstrations to which we are glad
to see he includes the floe and imaginative
“ Doorway ’’ by M. Bartholome, with two figures

in it with their backs to the specta'or, which
was the only piece of sculpture of much account
in the last Champ de Mars Salon.

In the Fortnbjlitlij Iteviero Mr. Walter Crane
writes on “ The Eoglish Revival of Decorative
Art.” There is nothing very new in it, but it

is a picturesque and racy sketch of the progress
of taste in decoration daring the last genera-
tion. Mr. Crane touches on the formation of
the Art-woikers’ Guild, remindiog the reader
that it was a recoil from the unsuccesffal effort

to induce the Royal Academy to take up decora-
tive art as a ptrt of its annual exhibitions. We
fear it is hopeless to expect that such a step
will be taken by the Academy, though it is the
body which ought to represent “arc” in the
widest sense, and not merely painting and
sculpture. Mr. Crane makes one suggestion in
regard to the reason for the dearth of public
works of art in this country, viz, : the strength
of the domestic sentiment in English life.

There may be something in this.

Harper's is altogether a “ Christmas number”
e. a number consisting of readable and rather

sensational stories, the only touch of art
coming in in the shape of an article by Mr.
Theodore Child on “ Some Types of the Virgin,”
with illustratioDS of various heads of the
Virgin from old masters. The article is original i

and scholarly, and worth reading. In the course
of it the author well remarks that “ each great
Madonna represents a state of soul

;
the mystic

and tender soul of the painters of Siena; the
complex intellectuality of the soul of Botticelli;
the seductive grace of the soul of Raphael, more
intelligent than creative

; the epicurean refine-
ment of the soul of Leonardo. . . . the classical
metempsychosis of Mantegna, who seems to
have resumed that tradition of primitive
Chrislianity which identified the Virgin with
the ideal Roman matron, if nob with Minerva
herself.”

The Century inclndes an article by Mrs. Van
Rennselaer on “ Picturesque New Yoik, ’ which
like London, has more elements of the pic-
turesque than is generally supposed. The illus-
trations are by Mr. Mielatz and Mr. Manly.
That of Madison-square on a rainy night, with
the lofty blocks of buildings dimly seen through
the rain, is fine; and ihe sketch at Coenties
Slip shows that New York too has its pic-
turesque old dock buildings with a varied sky-
line. AmoDg “Topics of the Time’’ are a

few words on “ Government Architecture in

America,” strongly urging that important build-

ings sboald be given to eminent architects and
that official architecture sboald be abolished.

Scrihner's Magazine has an interesting buti

nob very critical article on “Mural Paintingsat
the Pantbdon ” (Paris), in which the writen
seems to be so carried away by admiration ofi

the spirit of the French Government in carry-]

ing out such a work at all, that be forgets to see:

the serious mistake of carrying it out on no,
fixed artistic scheme. The same artist:

contributes, conjointly with Mr. Kenyon:
Cox, a short and most sensible paper;
on “ The Nude in Art,” showing the
absolute necessity of the study and practice:

of nude subjects for the highest development
of art; and while they assirt (and we agree:
with them) that mere “node studies" are for:

the studio alone and not for the public, they
point out that unless some artists gave them -

1

selves principally to ideal nude subjects the
whole power of constructing the fitjure in art
would langnish. Of course the chief reason,;
that the human figure is the highest means of

'

abstract expression in art, is not overlooked.

;

The article is illustrated or accompanied i

by two fine pictores, “ Narcissus ” by Mr. i

Low, and “ LUith ” by Mr Cox, show-
ing the practical power of the two

'

writers to handle the subject. Mr, F. D.
Millet writes an article on “ The Decoration of '

the Expo.-i'ion" (Coicago), in which there is

the usual preposterous trumpet-blowing about
the architecture, but a good many of ibe
illustrations of the decorative work are really
fine and interesting; among them we may
mention the painting oC “Needlework” by
M. J. Aldan Weir (in the Manufactures build-
ing), “ Keramic Painting.” by Mr. Kenyon Cox,
“Forging” by Mr. E. E. Simmons (in which
howc’ier ibe figure is not forging hat resting),

and a draped female figure from Mr. Dodge’s
Decoration of the Administrative building.

In Macodllan Mr. H. Clarence Bonrne writes
an article oa “ TheL’aemployed,’’the assistance
of whom, he points oat, is not so simple a
matter as Mr. ,Keir Hardie and “General”
Booth believe. “National, Municipal, or
charitable tchemes for permanent employ-
ment, or for the employment of large numbers
of men, must lead to disaster in future as they
have done in the past

;
while even small and

carefully conducted relief works are beset
with difficulties and dangers.” He quotes
the remarkable little poem in Tenny-
son’s posthumous volume as to the present
undeveloped stsgeof the human race—“D.twn,
not Day,” and observes that when we have
reached Tennyson's prophesied stage we may
be ripe for State Socialism: “but even our
presfnt instituiions would work well enough
then.” All which is true, but will not be be-
lieved by those whom it most concerns.

In Longman s Magazine Dr. Richardson gives
a very interesting account of a visit of sanitary
exploration to Paris, undertaken at the in-

vitation of Dr. de Pielra Santa, secretary of
the ‘ Socifi e d’Hygiene Publique.” Among
other things he heard a paper from this gentle-
man on the Paris water-supply, in which it was
urged that every town should be supplied from
an independent and pure source, and no s'ream
receiving sewage should ever be utilised for
supply. Dr. Richardson gives an account of a
visit to the Paris sewers and other institutions.

BlacliKood. has a pleasant article giving what
is called “A Bird's-eje View of the Riviera,”
which will be interesting to those about to
visit that locality for the first time.

In the Cornldll we find an ardcle on the rise

of towns, describing some remarkable instances
of rapid growth, not the least remarkable being
that of some of the saboiban towns (as they
may be called) of London.

In the Antiquary we find a descriotion of
the “ discovery of an ancient Lake Village in

Somersetshire," by Mr. R. Monro, a reprint of a
contribution to the Tunes in October, which we
are glad to find preserved in this more per-
manent and accessible form. The Rev. C, Cox
contributes an illustrated notice of “ M-idimval
Embroidery at Haidwick Hall.” “Notes on
Arcbmology in Provincial Museums” is con-
tinued.

Among two or three “Christmas Numbers”
of weekly publications which have been sent
to us, we may notice a fine chromo-lithograph
issued with Yule-Tide, of three half-length
figures under the title “ Rose Shamrock and
Thistle,” a gronp of charming heads, and very
well printed.
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ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.

VERPOOL AeCHITECTUBAL SOCIETY.—The
I ordinary meeting of the forty -ninth

on of this Society was held on the 5th inst.

le Royal Institution, Colquitt-street, Liver-

, Several new members, students, and
ciatea were elected, and afterwards Mr.

1 Slater read a paper on “Bricks and
kwork.”
BEDS AND YORKSniRB ARCHITECTURAL
lETV.—At the Law Institute, Albion-place,

is, on the 5ih inst., the opening lecture of

session was delivered to members of the

ds and Yorkshire Architectural Society by
A. Keen, of London, on “ Vaulting.” Mr.

mer, President, was in the chair.

ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.

'HE Institution of Civil Engineers,

—

the ordinary meeting of this Institution on
3sday last, Mr. Harrison Hayter (President)

the Chair, it was announced that

Associate Members had been transferred

the class of Members, and that 83 candi-

tes had been admitted as Students. The
jt ballot for the Session 18^2-93 resulted in

3 election of 16 Members, 132 Associate-

imbers, and 3 Associates.

IHE Society of Engineers.—At a meeting
the Society of Engineers, held at the Town
ill, Westminster, on Monday evening last,

:. Joseph William Wilson, jun., President,

the chair, a paper was read by Mr. A. G.

'ury on “The Shortlands and NanheadEail-
ly.” The paper commenced by stating that

e line was promoted by several landowners
r the purpose of farther developing their

tates, they being also joined by the L., C., i:

, Ry. Company, who by means of the new
anch have obtained an alternative route

to the metropolis. The railway, which is a
>uble line, commences by a junction with the
latbam Company’s main line at Shortlands,

isaes through open country for the first half

its length, then runs through the suburbs of

itford and Brockley, and terminates by a junc-

on with the Chatham Company's Greenwich
anch at Nunhead Station, having crossed a
ranch of the S.E. Railway as well as the
.B. &S.C. Railway’s main line, on the route,

be length is 4^ miles, and, considering the
lort distance from London, the amount of

3ose property interfered with was very small,

tteution was drawn to the fact that the line,

aving been laid out to suit the views of the
.ndowcers, has not been laid out perhaps in

le best way from an engineering point of view,

so that as some of the estates passed through
•e about to be developed as first-class building

ropei ties, the accommodation bridges are both
•equent and of a width or span suitable to the
resent and future requirements. The eleva-

ons, too, are of a more or less ornamental
iaracter, all of which requirements have
dded considerably to the cost of the under-
iking. In alluding to the earthworks, a slip

hicb occurred in the Shortlands cutting

as described. A portion of the cutting
ad been trimmed with a slope of 2 to 1.

'hen, after a period of wet weather the
laterial broke away and slid forward on a

ed of stiff clay which dipped down towards
le cutting. To repair it a deep grip was cut
mnd the back of the slip, and pipes laid to

itercept the water and carry it round to the
nds of the clay bed, after which a dwarf wall
f concrete was built in front to support the

36 of the slipped material and to prevent its

oming any further. The works were shortly
escribed. The number of bridges in the length
eing twenty-five, in addition to two short

iaducts. Six of these bridges are for public-

oad crossings, two are over otberrailways, two
re over streams, and fifteen are accommoda-
ion bridges. Brickwork and concrete has been
sed in the construction of the abutments and
ring walls, the brickwork being in lias lime
lortar except in the case of arches or in

amp situations when cement mortar was
sed. The road bridges over the railway
re cbiffly of two types. One consists of a
oor of plate girders resting on brick abut-
lents and spaced from 6 ft. to 7 ft. apart

;

etween the girders are Jack arches, which
pring from their lower flanges, the top is

^veiled up with concrete and asphalted, the
oad-metailing being laid above this. This
ype was adopted as there was not sufficient

leadway available fer arched bridges. When

the headway was very restricted another type

of floor was adopted, which consisted of shallow

troughs of a rectangular section, built with

plates and 2-in. bars, and placed parallel with

the roadway. In this case the span was divided

by columns placed between the lines of rails.

At Citford, a short brick viaduct, G20 ft. long,

carries the line through the building property;

it includes two skew spans with girders and

trough-flooring over roads. At the south end of

it three arches, spanning the river Ravens-

bourne and a mill-head, are built on a con-

siderable skew, the angle being 45 degs.,

with a square span of 32 ft. 6 in. The re-

maining arches are on the square, and

vary in span from 21 ft. to 25 ft. Within

450 ft. of the Catford viaduct there occurs

another short one, 200 ft. long, and adjoining

this to the northward a retaining wall 600 ft.

long has b jen built on one side of the embank-

ment. This wall is of concrete with counter-

forts at the back, with the face of brickwork

9 in. thick tied into the concrete by vertical

brick dovetails placed 6 ft. apart. The stations

on the line are five in number. Tbe works have

been carried out under the direction of Mr. John

Wolfe- Barry, M. Inst. C.E., the author acting as

resident engineer in charge. The contractors

were Messrs. Lucas & Aird, who were repre-

sented on the ground by Mr. John Blue, and

latterly by Mr. Charles F. Day.

COMPETITIONS.

Local Board Offices, Crompton, Lan-
cashire —The committee of the Crompton
(Oldham) Local Board have made the follow-

ing awards in their recent architectural compe-

tition for new board offices:—Ist premium, Mr.

H. Cheetham, Oldham
;

2nd, Messrs. Wood-
house & Willoughby, Manchester and Stock-

port
;
3rd, Mr. John Johnson, Victoria-street,

London. The competition was an open one,

fifry-two sets of designs being submitted. Mr.

John Wild, architect, of Oldham, acted as

assessor.

Local Board Offices, Bexhill.—We
understand that the designs of Mr. H. Ward,

architect, of Hastings, have been placed first

in this competition by the assessor appointed

by the Board to adjudicate on tbe designs.

Sewerage, Mttholmroyd.—In reference to

this competition mentioned in our last (p. 446,

ante), vie are asked to say that the premiums

of 60^ ,
25^., and 15Z., respectively, were awarded

as follows (1) Mr. F. Beesley, Westminster ;

(3) Mr. W. H. Thomas, Westminster
; (3)

Messrs. Savage & Davies, Sheffield.

SANITARY INSPECTORS’ ASSOCIATION.

At the December meeting of this Association, held

on Saturday evening last at Carpenters' Hall,

London Wall, an address on “An Attempt to

Improve ih© Sanitary Circumstances of London,”

was delivered by Mr. John Hutton, Chairman

of the London County Council, Dr. Richardson,

tbe President of tbe Association, presiding.

Before calling upon Mr. Hutton, the President

presented to Mr. C. W. Raymond, the Hon.

Treasurer, and one of the original promoters of

the Association, a handsome stationery cabinet

and inkstand, as a mark of their sense of obliga-

tion to him for his devotion to their interests.

It was also announced that the Association would

offer a prize of ten guineas (to which Mr. Hutton

had desired to contribute one-half) for the best

model of a sanitary milk-can for retail purposes, in

which the defects of material and construction of

the cans now in general use should be as far as

possible obviated. The competition would be open

until March 1.

Mr. Hutton commenced his address by declaring

his sense of the importance of the work in which

the sanitarian was engaged,—a work which would

repay a thousandfold all their efforts,—in the im-

provement of the physical and moral condition of

the people of London. Among the many points of

contact which the London County Council must

maintain with the people of London, there were

none of more importance,—particularly in the

poorer districts,—than those which came under

the cognisance of tbe Medical Olficer and the

Sanitary Inspector. With the appointment of

official Medical Officers by the Corporation of

London, and one or two others in other parts

of the kingdom, some forty years ago, sanitary

improvement might be considered to have com-

menced, but it was not till some years later that

the improvement was strongly marked. Between

the decade 1861-1871 and the last decade (ending

1891) the average death-rate showed a diminution

of 4 per 1,000, and. therefore, during the last ten

years the saving had been 150,000 lives,
_

with a

corresponding diminution of loss through sickness,

as compared with the ten years ending 1871.

That enormous saving was the more remarkable,

because of tbe difficulty of preventing the rise m
the death-rate which might naturally be looked

for on account of the enormous increase in_ the

size and population of London. The Sanitary

Act of 1866, and tbe Housing of tho Work-

ing Classes Act of 1885, had contributed to

this result by extending the scope of the sanitaiy

officer's duties, but the greatest advances in that

direction bad been made by the most recent of the

sanitary Acts, the Public Health (London) Act

of 1891. The advantages of admission to the

Isolation Hospitals of the Metropoltan Asylums

Board bad been extended, and under this Act it

was definitely required of the Sanitary Authority,

not only to secure tbe abatement of nuisances, but

to compel all premises to be put into a proper

sanitary condition. A tboruugh house-to-house

inspection by Sanitary Officers was _a necessary

consequence »if this provision, and this implied a

right of entry for Sanitary Inspectors. It followed,

too, that London must greatly increase its staff of

Sanitary Inspectors, who would, after 1895, be

compelled to hold a satisfactory certificate of com-

jetency, or prove that they had held office for at

east three years in a London district, or in an

outside district having a population of not less than

20,000 persons. It Wds further provided that half

the salary of the Inspector should be payable by

tbe County Council, and, the Officer’s material

position being in that way more assured, men of

Higher quabtications would be attracted to tho

office, and thus in a few years London would have a

greatly-increased number of skilled Inspectors. The

practical power of the Inspector bad been extended

by the clearer definition given
_

to tbe word
“ nuisance,” and the Inspector’s duties in relation to

them, and their facilities for enforcing sanitary con-

ditionSjWere'grcatiy increased by thenew power given

to Sanitary Authorities of making by-laws. In the

opinion of the Chairman of the L'mdon County

Council, tho water-supply of London was far from

satisfactory, but it was receiving a large share of

attention from tbe London County Council, and he

hoped before long to find that every Londoner

would be supplied by a constant and direct service,

which would do away with tho danger, which at

present existed, of tho contamination of drinking

water by means of water-butts and cisterns.
_

The

removal of refuse from a town with a population of

4 231,431 (the number sleeping in London when the

last census was taken) was an expensive and diffi-

cult matter, and tbe difficulty was constantly

auementiog. Tho population of London at the

beginning of the century was less than a million,

and in 1351 it was but little more than half its

present amount, namely, 2,362,000. Eventually

the by-laws would secure a daily collection of dust

and refuse
;
and moveable receptacles, to be de-

posited conveniently in front of the house at a

certain hour, would take the place of tbe old bnck

and wooden dust-bins, which so often created

nuisances. Among the matters which would in

future come under the control of_ the Sanita^

Inspector instead of that of tho police, was smoke

abatement, and tho speaker directed tho particular

attention of the Inspectors to the smoke nuisance.

In conclusion, Mr. Hutton called upon tbe Inspec-

tors to do their duties in an earnest spirit. Let

them not, be said, allow tbe fear or favour of any

man to tone down their reports. The lives of

of people might depend upon their integrity. The

only stock-in-trade of many an honest worker in

this City was his physical strength. Let them

think what the loss of that meant to such a man.

It was in their keeping, and also in their keeping,

humanely speaking, was the child-life of this

modern Babylon.

A discussion followed on the customary reM-

lution of thanks, which was propo-sed by Mr. H.

Alexander, the Chairman of the Council. The

motion was seconded by Mr. Tidman, C.E., who

expressed some disappointment at not finding, what

he should be very glad to see put forward with the

authority of the London County Council, a code

prescribing proper sanitary appliances for houses

generally. Thanks were due to Mr. Hutton for his

generous offer to give half the amount of the 'ten

guineas prize proposed to be given for tbe invention

of a milk-can suitable for the retail trade. Mr.

Pickersgill, M.P., Mr. Alderm.an Beachcroft, L.C.C.,

and Dr. Waldo supported the motion. Mr. Beach-

croft thought that the services of the Sanitary

Inspector could not easily be dispensed with, and

that his office would be more permanent in ibo

future, even where an Officer was not perman^tly

elected. The proposed model by-laws had been

forwarded long ago to the Local Government Board,

which had kept them six mouths. There was an

important provision in the Public Health Act to

which Mr. Hutton bad not referred, namely, that the

opening of any ventilation-pipe for drains must be

at least 10 ft. above the highest window of any

building.
, , , , .v

The President (Dr. Richardson) wound up the

discussion, and, in putiing the vote of thanks,

pointed to the rapid strides made in sanitary

science during tbe last few years, and to the wider

interest taken in the subject by the public and the

' press as proofs of real progress. He hoped Mr.
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Hutton would lire to see liis suggestions carried out
efficiently, and to feel that his life had been spent
in a great and noble work. Mr. Huttou briefly
replied, and the meeting then closed.

Cnrrcsgonbcnrf.

To the Editor of The Builder.

THE MANSION HOUSE.
Sib,—

T

he fourth volume of Colin Campbell’!
“Vitruvius Britannicus" issued by the archi-
tects Woolfe k. Gandon in 17G7

,
contains

illustrations (plates 41—43) of the London
Mansion House, differing in several important
points from the building as we now know it. In
the first place the well-known Egyptian Hall
exhibits the long since removed upper story
with windows between Composite three-quarter
columns (the “ clearstory,” as we may call it, to
borrow a term from ecclesiastical architecture),
and a flat ceiling, which, from its agreement
with the description given by Vitruvius of what
he terms an “Aula ^Egyptiaca,’ ’^ originated the
once appropriate, but now misleading, name by
which the Lord Mayor’s banqueting-room is
familiarly called. We see also a heavy balus-
traded gallery running round the hall, and
carried across the great end windows. The
Ionic Venetian windows below these, now only
appearing on the exterior, were then open.
A still more important alteration from the

original design is the conversion of the central
open courtyard, reaching from the bottom to
the top of the edifice into the present “ saloon ”

familiar to the ?iahltvcs of the Mansion House
as the place where the Lord Mayor and Lady
Mayoress receive their guests previous to the
entertainments. This open court cut off the
direct communication between the State
entrance under the portico and the Egyptian
Hall, which could only be reached through the
“ Long Parlour,” the Lord Mayor's semi-state
dining-room, to the right, or through the draw-
iug-room aud sfate sLaircase (now done away
with) to the left. The inner windows of
these apartments now closed were then open
to the courtyard, and were protected by a
balustrade. The entrance corridor at the north
end of the Egyptian Hall was entirely un-
shielded from the weather, and there are well-
founded traditions of the guests having their
vesses sprinkled with flakes of snow on pass-
ing between the long parlour and the drawing-
pom. None of the many alterations in the
interior of the Mansion House has tended more
to the comfort and convenience of the building.

its adaptation for State occasions, than the
transformation of the open cortile into a hand-
some covered saloon of reception.

*

Another change has been made in the re-
moval of the State staircase, which led from
the nohile to the bedroom floor, and the
conversion of the space thus gained into a
second drawing-room on the lower floor, and a
State bedroom on the upper. The loss of the
staircase is to be regretted, for the two existing
staircases, east and west of the entrance cor-
ndor, are steep and not over wide, and are hardlvworthy of the general stateliness of the build-
ing. But the addition of the second drawing-
room IS a real gain. Even now the two draw-
ing-rooms are insufficient tor the accommoda-
tion and comfortable circulation of a large
party. The upstairs bedroom thus formed in

'o. century contained theMate Bed, a wonderful specimen of the mag-maccnt but heavy upholstery and drapery ofthe last century, hut which in process of timehad become such an unassailable lair for
various species, that,

T^rd
'offled the attempts of successive

J'enants undesirable
tenants, it was committed to the flames, and a

'vhotcsome bedstead

tearoom
cctnparison between this

^bedTo^m"

in a very economical manner, and all needless watched the men at work for a minute or two,-
then said to them, “I’ll tell you what, my ladsexpense was spared.

^ ^ ^

The last particular in which the original I
7°^ can't make this job hold out rather betbi

building differed from the present is in the report you.” Then the master 'i

upper story, or clearstory, of the ball-room.-t-f- SI.
himself with the question, “Who are yo>

This, which corresponded both externally and ^hich the stranger and, as describ^i
11 1. me, ‘ ran oft like a hare.” The “ Insnentor.” ifinternally with the u„er story of the Egyptian

thePlasterrrs' TJui°n, L his round
I
“> ttat an the work in that trade was duly detearched ceiling at a lower level substituted for and dawdled over at the peril of a fine'

In another case a master mason with a li
it. The “ ball-room ” had long since ceased to be
used for the purpose its name indicates. Balls business had an excellent out-door fo'rcmaui
are now given in the Egyptian Hall, and the Scotchman, as are many good workmen in 1

old ball-room has become the supper-room. trade,—a man who would insist on sound work i

It would be interesting to know the dates of ^ proper amount of it per day. At a time w
these successive alterations, and the names of contracts on hand
the architects under whom they were carried engaged on one of tl

out. The records of the Mansion-House-Com- “tsTi,'"*
• 1 ... mteiierea so much With the work, were at 0

tTel AfShi 3 f f“'y dismissed, all the men iu his employ had agreed,them. Slight not a history of the Mansion strike. His engagements were such that he oo.
House, with a notice of the chief events which not afford to face this, and so, vastly against ;i

have taken place there, such as public meetings, will, he had to part with his faithful helper, whd
royal or distinguished receptions, and the like, once emigrated to North America (Canada, I thini
form a companion volume to that issued by ^bor© ha believed trade tyranny would not preve
the Corporation on the Guildhall ? E. V. P- working honestly. Another firm of builder

taking general contracts, but chiefly known as p
eminently excellent carpenters and joiners, li

THE INSTITUTE AND ARCHITECTURE.” managed to keep their large workshops in thtl

Qtt> itT,. Pc.iT/i.n.i.*’,:. 1.1
trades free from trades-union mischief, but tbiR, Mr. Fawcetts letter exactly expresses length received a series of most insolent lett4my own feeling at finding my name associated demanding, in high-sounding phrases, with mm

with a bitter attack on the Institute. Were laxity of grammar and spelling, that information:
registration in question it would be a different
matter, but I hope and believe it is not.

A. E. Street.

to their dealings with their men and manageme
of their business should be furnished to the write

I

the secretary of the joiners' Junion. The nai;
appended seemed in some sort known to the ret

CHRIST’S HOSPITAL COMPETITION.
pients, and, looking through their old wages-list
they recognised it as that of a man turned out 1

I

their shops for stealing tools soma two or thnSir,—

B

efore it is too late, will you allow me, ,

through your valuable Journal, to suggest to the before.

Council of Almoners the desirability of selecting at
i-besa are fair examples of the practice and ain

least ten names for this competition, and divide
trade unions, involving the “principles"

{

the premiums as follows : I
that the worst workmen shall be paid as the bosi

No. 1.—The eMoution of the works. S”! ‘V “‘‘“'’I of work t

2. 400/ premium worst, that no man shall venture 1

3' oqq/
^ ' claim a preference as a superior hand, or do moj

And to’ the'neJt six lOo”. each
work than the “ club " permits, that any impuder

Titior 4. uv, , • ,,
vagabood who can write a blatant note is fit ti ms would meet with more approval m the pro- represent their interests and bully the masters, anfesaion generally, and give employment to many that the latter and the public who employ thei at^anghtsmen during the winter. I enclose my proper subjects for every form of fraud and cor

“KuDns” (One who would Compete).

TRADES UNIONISM.
Sir,—

I

t might have been supposed that trades
lions, iheir methods and results, had been for

many years too evident and notorious to admit of
any intelligent personal all interested in tbesub-

spiracy.

Ail confidence between masters aud workmen i.

thus undermined, good work in all trades is put a
a discount, and the enslavement, degradation, am
demoralisation of workmen promoted and secured'

Senes.

COAL OR GAS FIRES ?

"okVoir:

ft £o7med'
datUind profes t^aiIt formed no part of the original design Thewalls are simply papered, and there isfn entireabsence of the rich door-cases and mural decora-

We through every part of theWe. JThe change was evidently carried ont
* “\itruv. de Architectnra." libsame volume of the “Vitr

Vi.,
.
cap. 6, sec. 31.

taiDBillustra'ttonatf thrve,..’*
^^ritannicua " con-

. . - .
- —

,

Sir,—

Y

our query, in last week’s is.sue, to you:
ject remaining ignorant on these matters. It seoms, correspondent’s suggestion that we should all usi
however, from the course of the Commission on I

anthracite coal, is a very natural one. Your corre
Labour, and the queries addressed to witnesses apondent says nothing about the difficulty 0
therein, as reported by the public prints, that utter burning anthracite in an open grate, nor about iti
misapprehension, at least, still prevails among cost or abundance in this country. He says-
those who might be supposed to be, iu these “ Considering that anthracite is burnt so largely it
respects, unusually well informed. America, it is a source of wonder to me that tbie

during the half century or so in unique coal, which is found in our own country;
which these combinations have largely influenced ©bould have been so long neglected.”
the building trades have had to deal with con- If jour correspondent would compare the 00a;toacts and contractors, know well what their effect supplies of this country and America, be wouldJ
Has been both on workmen and work. At the risk I think, cease to wonder.* In America anthracite
ot wearying you with a twice-told tale, I will ask iSy comparatively speaking, very abundant, whileyou to allow me space in your columns to repeat bituminous coal is scarce. In England, bituminous
what appeared in them_ from my pen about a ©oai occurs in larger quantities than anthracite-,
generation ago, illustrating from facts well within Hence coal-gas is dearer in America than in Eng-
ray own knowledge the objects and character of land, and consequently electricity, as a source of
trades-union proceedings, little changed since then, light and motive power, flourishes more iu the
1 believe, though apparently forgotten by or hidden former than in the latter couni ry.
from the present race of business men. Upon the question under discussion,—viz., whichA very able and intelligent master-mason, known Rf© the better, coal or gas fires '<—I would add that,me trom his youth, had taken a contract for the having had experience with both, I have come tos^nework of a nather large building of the hospital tbe conclusion, as a scientist, that a gas-fire in
ciasB, designed with a continuous cornice, carried on London, or other towns, where gas is as cheap .andmoulded modillions, which formed the principal coal as expensive, is decidedly more economical thaik
ecorative feature of the building. These modil- an ordinary coal-firo, if not required for many hours

lions or cantilevers had been estimated for at a at a stretch. But, as a frail mortal, I must confess
price for each, and during some time which elapsed to having a great partiality for a roaring, waste-
ere the site was cleared the mason tested his price fdl, open coal-fire. Moreover, the endeavourby putting one of his best men to work in his own to utilise the whole of the heat produced byyard on one of these, and timing his work on it. the combustion of coal-gas has now reachedWM occupied one day and three-quarters ©och a degree of perfection, that in many
r.k»

bis master found that by the price stoves there is not sufficient waste-heat to producecnarged this would pay him fairly well. Later, the a strong updraught in the chimney. Consequently,masons work was carried forward on the building when the wind is at all gusty, the unwholesome
e, ana the same man, with others, employed on combustion products are blownatfroquent intervalstne cornice details

; but, timed again by his master, into the room, and, being invisible, are not noticedoe spent two days and three quarters on the same until they have worked their effect upon the system,

r
°
r

"

1
•

pointed out to him, when he With a bright coal-fire, the large amount of waste-
,

•
. .

7®® I
a°'i I could do just the same beat produces a strong updraught, and not only

were to work faster than the man [are all the combustion products carried up the

chiV^
I should be fined a guinea by ""the

Again, a plasterer,—a first-rate master trades-man,—had undertaken by contract the ornamental
ceilings of three contiguous shops. Stepping into
one ot these on a winter afternoon to see how the

chimney, but at the same time we have an excellent
ventilator. H. E. H.

ANTHRACITE COAL.,

....... ouoooijuw me I

Oti page ©I your issue of 3rd inst.,
work proceeded, be stood in a corner to be out of

correspondent “ R. S. R.” suggests the use---7— uoi LU UOOUtOI I*-.. ^

~ ~

~K
— ...

tne slop and spt.ash. Here the fast-failing lieht
anthracite coal,' which, be says, is without

ne.arlrr rinn/Aaola^l k:~ I- - ,7 ^, • I — • -.-xw. U .ua iiiac-iamug IlgQt J

"aSntoS shSiTa ““'“r
* "“I' >»>iMo me saop a man, a stranger to him, who

|
remarks In the second article In this number.-En.
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.smoke, emell, or dirt. As I have upon several oc-

casions endeavoured to use this coal in my portable,

fixed, and traction engines respectively, I should

like to say that, from my experience, I do not

think this coal could be used for domestic purposes

in an ordinary open fire-grate. It is a very hard
coal indeed, practically non-gaseous, and without

flame, and consequently will not burn unless with a

strong draught. Then the heat is merely local, and
has a tendency to burn one’s fire-bars and bottoms
out of the grates, all of which I think would be too

troublesome for it to come into use for domestic
purposes. The only manner in which it could be
xised, I think, is (and it is to this use the coal is

put in America, so far as I understand) to burn it

in the ordinary furnaces for heating water, which
hot-water system would be cairied all over the

house, as in America, and heat obtained thereby,

but this at once does away with the open, cheerful

fires. F. J. Barnes.

THE SIX CLERKS’ INN, CHANCERY-
LANE.

Slii,—In a letter you printed on November 2G,

Mr. Blott seems to que-stion John Kedermister’s

gift of Herfleete’s Inn to the Six Clerks. Sir

George Buc’s account forms chapter xxvi. of his

“ Third Universitie of England : or a treatise of the

Foundations of all the Colledges, Ancient Schooles

of Priviledge, and of Houses of Learning, and
liberall Arts, within and about the most famous
Citie of London ” dedicated to Sir Edward
Coke. Buc describes Kedermister as “ one of this

Society [the Six Clerks], and a most skilfull man
in his profession, and as faithfull a man to his

friends and clients as ever was in his place, as I can
testifie by good proofe.” Ilis treatise will be found

at the end of Edmund IIowos’s “ Annales,” a con-

tinuation of Stow’s Survey, as printed in black

letter, 1631, folio. I believe it is printed also in the

1615 edition of Howes’s book. Having succeeded

Edmund Tjiney as Master of the Revels in 1610,

Buc died in 1623. In Bray’s edition of Manniug’s
“Surrey,” III. 425 (1814, fo:) is mentioned a
monument in St. Giles’s parish church, Camberwell,
to Sir Peter Scott, Knt., oh. 1622, recording that
“ Hee married Elizabeth eldest daughter of Edmund
Kedarmister, Esq., one of the sixe Clarkes of

Chancery.” Strype, in Book III. p. 263, of his

Survey (1720) says :

—

“ On the west side [of Chancery-lano] sometime
was an house pertaining to the Prior of Necton
Park, a House of Canons in Lincolnshire. This
was commonly called Herefleto Inn, and was a
Brewhouse

;
but now fair budded for the Six

Clerks of the Chancery, and standeth over against
the said House, called the Rolls . . .

.”

VV. E. D-M.

CONCRETE.—XXIV.
PAVING AND FLOORS.

nT will be best at the outset to divide the
subject into two parts, namely, paving,
—which is a floor-surface resting on

solid ground, and floors, which we will take to

mean floors over voids.

Paving.—The use of concrete for paving is

,

extending rapidly both in buildings and in

streets. Miles upon miles of footpaths in

London and elsewhere have been formed with
concrete, either deposited in sitil or laid in the

' shape of flags. And although we could point

to many failures of concrete deposited in situ,

to great cracks and honey-combed surfaces,

yet, on the other hand, we could point to paving
which, after years of heavy traffic, seems as
perfect as it did a month afterit was laid. One
objection, which is frequently raised against a
concrete footpath deposited in situ, is the diffi-

culty of cutting through it whenever it is neces-

sary to connect the drains, or water-pipes, or
gas-pipes of buildings adjoining the footpaths
with the mains in the streets, and the further

[

difficulty of making the paving good after it has

j

been so cut. This objection has had so much
weight that most town-surveyors or engineers

j

prefer to use the concrete in the form of flags,

! and the manufacture of such flags has within
i recent years been considerably extended.

The patent Victoria stone is a well-known kind
I

of concrete, and consists of one part of Portland
I

cement and three parts “ granite ” chippings
not much larger than peas

;
the mixture is

cast in metal-lined moulds,’ and then steeped in

a solution of silicate of soda. The blocks are
afterwards washed with clean water and
allowed to harden before use. Part of the
silica of the solution is given up and com-
bines with the free lime of the cement, and
apparently hastens the induration of the con-

I Crete. The compressive strength of this stone

is said to surpass that of the best sandstones
;

while, in imperviousness, it is said to be better

than Bath and Portland stone, abont equal to

the best sandstones, but considerably inferior

to granite, syenite, and good trap and basalt.

The “granite” used in the manufacture is

really a syenite from the Groby quarries in

Leicestershire, which, according to Rivington’s

Notes, weighs i73'4 lbs. per cubic foot.

The Imperial stone, formerly known as Sili-

cated stone, is another well-known concrete.

It consists of 1 part Portland cement mixed
with 3 parts granite crashed in Blake’s crushers

until the largest dimension of any piece does
not exceed three- eighths of an inch. The
process of manufacture is very similar to that

of the Victoria stone, in both cases a bath of

silicate of soda being used.

Granite-concrete flags of good quality are

also made by Messrs. W. B. Wilkinson Sc Co.,

by The Croft Granite, Brick, and Concrete Co.,

and by Stuart’s Granolithic Paving Co. The
durability of such paving is beyond question.

It does not crack or scale away, and has a hard
dense structure. Some artificial paving can be
obtained with impressed patterns, which have
a good appearance and improve the foothold,

while other paving is supplied in various colours,

and can then be laid in simple patterns. The
usual thickuess of artificial flagging is from
2 in. to 2i-in., the usual breadth is 2 ft., and
the length varies by G in. from 1 ft. 6 in. to

3 ft. G in. Mr. Lascelles advocates the forma-

tion of an air-space under artificial flagging in

dwellings by means of small concrete piers, on
which the corners of the flags are supported

;

this air-space prevents the rising of damp
through the floor.

But while artificial flags are useful for the

footways of streets, there are many situations

in which a jointless slab of concrete is much
better, such as the floors of basements, or of

rooms, on the solid ground, or of stables, cow-
houses, See. In these cases a floor is required

which, while having a durable surface, also

prevents the rising of moisture and of subsoil

gas, and the percolation of foul water and
sewage into the ground beneath. Some kind

of concrete flooring, which can be deposited irt

situ, and without joints, should then be

adopted. If a specially durable kind be
required, it may be specifled to be laid by one

of the firms already mentioned, for all these

firms undertake such in sitti paving. The
Patent Victoria Stone Co. prefers a foundation

of broken brick abont 4 in. thick, upon which
is laid in one operation a layer of concrete 2 in.

thick, composed of 1 part Portland cement
and 3 parts finely - crushed and machine
washed granite. This paving is not treated

with silicate of soda in any way.
Another kind of in sitil paving Is laid by the

Imperial Stone Co., and is known as “Petro-
silicon.” Where heavy traffic is expected on
the paving soon after it is laid, the surface is

treated with silicate of soda in order that the

hardening may be hastened. No list of paving
would be complete if mention were not made
of Stuart’s Granolithic Paving, which has

achieved a world-wide reputation, and is used
with equal success in buildings or in the open
air.

The following method is recommended by
Messrs. W. B. Wilkinson & Co. When the

ground, after being excavated to the proper

depth, is soft, it must be well rammed, or, in

bad cases, a layer of common concrete may be
laid, thenpper surface of which most be 6 in. or

7 in. below the intended finished floor-line. On
consolidated ground, a layer of brick-bats or

stone-rubble is spread and then broken, so as to
' form a layer abont 4 in. thick

;
the breaking

helps to consolidate the ground still more.
(When a common concrete foundation has been
laid, the brick-bats or rabble should be broken
before being spread.) There should be no soil

or small stuff among the broken material, and
this should be laid roughly to the various gra-

dients required. On the broken material, the

proper concrete pavement is laid down soft and
finished with a smooth or grooved surface as

required. For moderately light traffic, as in

coach-houses, warehouses, footpaths, gentle-

men’s stables, &c., the paviog is usually laid

about 2 in. thick, and a thickness of Sin. is

found enough for the heaviest horses, carts,

rolling casks, i:c. For stables, stable-yards,

conservatories, sloping-ground, and other places

where liquid-manure or water would otherwise

spread over the whole surface, or where a good
foothold is necessary, the surface of the con-

crete is indented or grooved in various patterns,

and channels are formed for drainage where
required.

The expansion and contraction due to changes
of temperature frequently cause cracks in large

areas of paving exposed to the weather. The
difficulty can be overcome by forming the
paving into separate slabs by means of laths

about in. thick, placed in the concrete every

8ff. or'lOft.

A common method of forming basement-
floors, especially in towns where a 6-in. layer

of concrete over the whole site of a building

is required by the by-laws, is to deposit concrete

5in. or6 in. thick, and finish the surface of

this in one of the various ways hereafter men-
tioned. As this concrete is intended to keep
down moistnre and subsoil air, it should be as

impervious as possible, and for this reason a
considerable quantity of sand and small gravel

should be used in its composition, so that all

interstices may be well filled. For instance,,

the concrete might consist of 1 part Portland

cement or good hydraulic lime, 2 parts clean

sand, 1 part pea-gravel, and 3 parts gravely

stone, or brick, broken to pass a l|-in. ring.

Where brick paving is adopted for stables,.

&c., it is best to deposit for the reception of

the bricks a layer of concrete, laid to the proper
gradients. The surface of the concrete can be
finished with a J-in. coat of cement mortar (1 to-

1, or 1 to 2), in which the bricks can be bedded •

the joints of the bricks should be carefully

made with the same mortar and then grouted

over with neat cement grout.

Floor Surfaces.—Similar concrete beds, with
perfectly level surface-coats of cement mortarj.

are required to receive floor-tiles, mosaic, wood-
blocks, &c. In the case of wood-blocks, when
the surface-coat is hard a layer of bituminous
composition must be spread upon it to receive

the blocks. There are, however, several systems

of wood-block flooring in which metal keys are

inserted in the concrete for the purpose of

securing the blocks, or in which sm^l cnbes of
wood are inserted to which the blocks can be
secured with screws or metal discs. In base-

ments and outbuildings, the surface of concrete

floors can be economically finished with a thin

coat, ^ in. or Jin. thick, composed of Portland

cement and clean coarse sand or sharp grit,,

well trowelled. This ought to be applied before

the concrete has set, in order that the whole
may set into one mass. Such a facing, how-
ever, wears somewhat rapidly, and gives rise to

a oonsiderable amount of dust. Granite sand
gives better results than ordinary sand, Clean
crushed crystalline limestone, quartz, and
granite from which ail dost and sand have been
removed form good aggregates for surface-coats.

They should be mixed with neat Portland

cement in the proportion of 1 part cement to

2 parts aggregate, and should be laid to a
thickness of 1 in. or l^in., well beaten, and
trowelled to a smooth surface. Sometimes-

coloured glass and marble are used as part of

the aggregate, and frequently colouring matter
is mixed with the cement. Mr. Hamon Lock-

wood, of Manchester, has finished many
concrete floors in this way, white spar, coloured

glass, and marble being imbedded in a red or

blue matrix, and the whole being afterwards-

well polished. These floors are ornamental and
extremely durable.

When a polished floor is required, cubes

(varying, say, from the size of peas to the size

of small filberts) should be used. Cubes of

granite, -Sjc., screened through two sieves (the

one to eliminate the fine particles, the other

the large pieces), and with the irregular-shaped

pieces picked out by hand, can be obtained for

the purpose. Care must be taken that the fine

dust, found during crushing, is washed from

the aggregate.
Building-owners frequently exhibit a par-

tiality for ordinary boarded floors, even when
fire-resisting construction is adopted. Some-
times ordinary boards are laid upon the con-

crete layers in basements without any inter-

vening joists or bituminous composition. Such
floors should have a first layer of good dry

broken stone or brick, then a layer of ordinary

concrete 3 in. or 4 in. thick, and finally a 2 in.

layer of coke-breeze concrete (1 to 4), brought

to a perfectly-level surface. When this has

dried sulliciently, which will not be in less than

three or four weeks, the floor-boards can be laid

and nailed directly to the coke-breeze concrete.

Mr. C. F. Moxon, in the Builder for Sept. 8,

1888, declares that there is no danger of dry-

rot; we think, however, that a thin coat of

bituminous composition, spread over the con-

crete as for wood-blocks, would be an additional
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safegaard. For upper floors, of coarse, there is

no reason why the boards should not be nailed
•directly to the concrete, if coke-breeze concrete
be used.

Where the floors are not composed of coke
breeze concrete, some other method must be
adopted. Sometimes strips of coke-breeze con-
crete are laid upon the other concrete, and to
these the boards are nailed, or small dove-tailed
wood-blocks areinsertedinthe concrete,to which
small wood fillets (2 in. by 1^- in., or there-

abouts) are nailed, and to these the boards are

'Fio-. (0.

secnred, as in fig. 10. Substitutes for the wood-
blocks can be found in Wright's concrete fixing
blocks, or in Jabez Thompson’s brickwood
fixing blocks. Sometimes the fillets themselves
are cut to a dove-tailed section, and imbedded

I

A,

Tis-Ji.

in the concrete, as in fig. 11. Objection is fre-
quently taken to the cavities left in the floors
by the various systems of boarding on wood
fillets. Certainly they harbour dirt and
vermin, and are, therefore, sanitarily imperfect,
but they have the advantage of deadening the
sound to some extent, and in solid concrete
floors the transmission of sound is a great
disadvantage. When necessary, the cavities
can be filled with coarse concrete, slag-wool, &c.

GENEIIAL BUILDING NEWS.
Junior Constitutional Club.—This new club-

house in Piccadilly, which was opened for the use
of members on Monday last, occupies tbe site of
four houses between tbe Badminton Club on the
•east, and Sir Julian Goldsmid’s houso on the west
with a superficial area of about 11,000 ft The
basement coutdins kitchen, 58 ft. by 24 ft with
larders and other officEs surrounding it. On this
floor also are the wine cellars and servants' ball
and rooms for men-servants, as well as a consider-
able space devoted to steam-boilers, pumps, k.c.On the mezzanine floor over, which is on the level
of Yarmouth-mews, are arranged stewards’ offices
and rooms for the upper servants, still-room and
members lavatories, &c. The ground-floor israised
about 7 ft. above the level of Piccadilly, and con-
teins in the front a smoking and mornius-room
85 ft. long by 28 ft. wide, and 22 fc.^ high
divided by white marble columns with deeply
recessed bajs. At the back is a billiard-
room with three tables. The entrance - hall
13 placed at the east end facing Piccadilly, with an
entrance-door of P^ss of Mull granite, flanked with
.yge Sbap granite columns. From this, by a flight
of marble steps, a spacious vesubule is entered offwhich IS a reception-room for the use of the friends
of members. The vestibule opens into an inner
hall, 44 ft. by 30 ft., divided by large red marble
columns which mask the marble staircase leading to
the first floor. This staircase is 10 ft. wide, and is
entirely of white marble with Waulsort marble
balusters while the walls of the whole of this, as
well as the inner and outer halls and the wide vesti-
buJes on the principal floors, are lined with Waulsortand clouded vein marble. The space for service

^ne, and luggage lifts to every floor from theb^ement and semce staircase. A hydraulic
elevator for members goes to each floor. The
great height of the main floors has enabled the
architect to —
kc..

can at any time be used for meetings. On the
second floor is a library 62 ft. by 25 ft, fitted up all

round with designed book-cases and high mantel-
pieces, and in addition are drawing, house com-
mittee, and dining, card and private billiard-
rooms, and rooms for the secretary and staff.

Oo the three upper floors havo been arranged
between sixty and seventy bedrooms, for tbe use
of members, and rooms for servants. The whole
of tbe building throughout, including the roof,
is of fire-proof construction, carried out from the
architect’s designs by Messrs. Ilomaulk Rodgers. The
exterior has an iraposiog fa9ade facing Piccadilly,
with three boldly-designed bays with gables over,
the whole front being faced with white Norwegian
marble, with Portland stone freely used in the
general dressings and cornices throughout. Ross of
Mull aud Shap granite being used in the large columns
on the ground floor, and for the smaller shafts of tbe
more important windows. The general design of
the fa9ade is Italian Renaissance, freely treated.
The whole of the building throughout, including
the internal decorations and fittings, have been
designed by Colonel Robert W. Edis, F.S.A.
The general contractors’ work has been done
by Messrs. Bywaters k Sons, tbe marble work
throughout as well as the furnishing by Messrs.
Maple & Co., the internal sanitary and engineering
work by Messrs. Matthew IIaH\t Co., the orna-
mental plastering work by Messrs. Jackson k Sons,
the kitchen fittings by Messrs. Wilson k Son, the
elevator aud lifts by the American Elevator Com-
pany, the whole of the marble and stone front
having been executed under the general contractors
by Messrs. Burke k Co. The new building .is en-
tirely lighted with electric lighting by M 0.ssrs.
Edmundson k Co., and the principal rooms are
fitted with elaborate electroliers, carrioi out from
the architect’s designs by Messrs. Starkie, Gardner
& Co., and Messrs. Rashleigb, Phipps, k Dawson.

’

School, Darlaston.—We are informed that plans
for new infant school, All Saints, have just been
approved by the Education Department. Mr. Henry
E. Farmer, of Darlaston, is the architect.
New Workhouse at Patricroit.—On Novem-

ber 30,
_

being the forty-third anniversary of the
formation of the Barton Union, the Barton Board
of Guardians laid the foundation-stones of the pro-
posed new workhouse at Patricroft. This, when
completed, will afford accommodation for at least
500 inmates, and tbe cost of the new buildings will
be over 30,000^. The site, inclusive of the present
premises, will cover an area of over six acres. The
stone on the north-east side of the principal en-
trance of the administrative block was laid by Mr.
S. J. Reade, Flixton (Chairman of the Board), and
that on the south-west side bv Mr. Noah Robinson,
Swinton (Chairman of theWorkhouse Extension Com-
mittee). The Guardians have found it advisable to
build the workhouse in sections, and the first
comprises the wards for tbe aged, infirm, and able-
bodied, and the administrative block. The tender
for the erection of tbe first section has been let to
Messrs. Southern k Sons, Salford, for 16,250/., and
is to be completed by April 1 next. The proposed
buildings will be plain but substantial. Messrs.
Mangnall & Littlewoods are the architects. In his
address Mr. Reade (the Chairman) stated that the
Guardians purchased the mill of Messrs. Moore k
WaddiDgton,-the site of the new workhouse
premises,—for the sum of 3,500/., and the sale of
materials and maebiuery realised 1,476/. Several
blocks of cottages havo been purchased for 7 145/.

_

Board School, Leith.—The now public school
in Great Junction-street, Leith, was opened on the
17th ult. by Mr. Munro Ferguson, M.P. At Ibe
beginning of last year the School Board acquired
Dr. Bell 3 school in Great Junction-street from the
riustees, and plans were prepared by Mr. George
^raig,^archkect, Leith, to add a large wing behind
the old building, of which as much as possible was
desired to be retained, but to be so altered as to
meet the requirements of modern school life The
larger portion of the old school, which is one story
high, has accordingly been preserved and divided
by glass screens into three class-rooms for tbe
accommodarion of infants, while the added wing is
tm-ee stories in height, and contains ten class-rooms

of the rooms being separated by moveable glass
sens. The oricrinal -u.

'‘j.
.

various rooms for servants
dividing mezzanine floors over the back

portions of tho building. On tbe first floor tha

“"a left is tho MorninS

nnao
2l> It. wide, divided into

tinequal portions by column., with the back partrmsed some 2 ft or 3 ft., which breaks the length
of the rooms The grand dining-room is L shapid,

.mKble columns, with elaborately-designed fire^

»?d..The returnedportion of this room is 60 ft. by’ 25 ft giving atotai length of 145 ft., and is soVrangid® thaf it

screens. The original Gothic fa 9ad0 skirting tbe
street, with the statue of Dr. Bell in a niche, has
not been altered in appearance, and the architecture
of the new masonry has, it is stated, been made to
harmonise with it. A staircase ascends from the
centre of the new wing tj the other floors, and the
halls and landings are built of iron and concrete.
On the upper floor are the sewing, music, and
cookery-rooms, while other rooms have been set
apart for a library and museum. The walls of the
halls, corridors, lavatories, and cloak-rooms have adado of tinted glazed tiles, and the class-rooms a
dado of varnished pitch-pine. The school will give
accommodation for 1,082 pupils, and tbe coat is
expected to be about 8,000/. Messrs. Kinnear.
Moodie, k Co. were the builders. On the vacant
ground on the west side of the school a swimming-
bath for the use of the scholars is to be constructed
at a cost of 2,000/.

Church, Middlesbrough.—On
the 19th ult. the Archbishop of York con
seorated the Church of St. Barnabas at Lin-
thorpe, Middlesbrough. The church is in an
unfinished state, the chancel, organ-chamber, and

south aisle haying yet to be built; but the nave,
,

two aisles of six ba\9, and tbe south porch have )

been completed. The cost of tbe church so far r

amounts to about 3,000/. The church is built of f

brick, with stone dressings. The seats, which are i

open, are of dark stained wood, and seating accom- -

modation is intended in the whole church for 750 '

persons, the portion already built accommodating
;

about 500. The architect is Mr. C. Hodgson
Fowler, of Durham

;
and Mr. W. Bas'.imao, Lin-

thorpe, Middlesbrough, is the contractor.
Higher Grade School, Wolverhampton.

According to the \Volver?<ampion Chronicle, the
foundation stone of the Higher Grade School which
is being erected in the New Hampton-road, Wolver-
hampton, was laid on the 21st ulr.. The buildings
consist of a main block two stories high, with a
side wing also two stories in height, besides work-
shops and covered playgrounds behind tho main
building. The main block is arranged on the
central hall system. The principal entrance is from
the New IIampton-road_, and this also forms the
entrance for boys, provisioTi for whom is mads on
the ground floor. The central hall is 67 ft. by 34 ft.

by 42 ft. high, and is open to the roof. For tbe
elementary education for boys six cla'S-rooms are
provided, 25 ft. by 24 ft. 8 in., also one class-room
29 ft. by 24 ft. 8 in. There is a headmaster’s room,
pupil teachers’ room, and accommodation for hats
and lavatories. The girls are provided for on the
first-floor, with a principal en'rance from the side
street. Four class-rooms are provided. These all

eoramunieate with a gallery carried all round the
central hall. Rooms for the head-mistress and for
pupil teachers, with lavatory accommodation, are
provided for this department. On this floor is a
cookery-room, 32ft. by 24ft. Sin., with soullery
and store-rooms, also an art-room, 25 ft. by 24 ft.

Sin. There will be five small music-rooms and
store-rooms for books and utensils. The side wing
will bo occupied on tbe gmund floor by a chemical
lecture-room, 29ft. by 28ft., with an additional
room for preparing for experiments, &e., and on
the first floor will be the chemical laboratory, 38 ft.

by 29 ft., and physical room, 31ft. by 18 ft. 6 in.
The buildings will be executed in red brick, relieved
by terra-cotta. The roofs will be covered with
green slates, and the whole of the interior joinery
will be of red deal, painted. Tbe contract for the
building has been let to Mr. H. Lovatt, contractor,
of Wolverhampton, and the work is being carried
out under the superintendence of Mr. T. H.
Fleeming, architect, Wolverhampton.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.
France.—We regret to have to announce the

death of Pierre Victor Galland, the well-known
decorative painter. lie died suddenly two days
ago at the age of seventy.. He was Professor of
Decorative Art at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts,
director of the works of art at the Gobelins manu-
factory, and Member of the Superior Council of
Fine Arts. We shall speak more fully of him in

next Latter from Paris. Tbe death is also
announced, at Lyons, of Gaspard Poncet, who
executed the cartoons for the mosaics in the cathe-
dral at Fourvit-Tes. After three tours of inspec-
tion, tho Academie des Beaux-Arts has just elected
tbe painter, Olivier Merson, in place of the late

M. Signol, by 24 votes, against 13 given to
M. Carolus Durand, and one attributed to M.
Benjamin Constant. Tbe new Academician was
born in Paris in 1846. Ho was a pupil of Pils, and
of Chassevent, and obtained tbe Prix de Rome in
1869. He received a first medal in 1873, the Legion
of Honour in 1881, and a gold medal at the Exhibi-
tion of 1889. His father is much thought of as an
art critic.—The funeral monument of the sculptor
Charles Gauthier has just been inaugurated in the
Montparnasse Cemetery. Tbe monument is deco-
rated with a bust by M. Blanchard. The monu-
ment of Theodore de Banville, which has just been
inaugurated in the Luxembourg Garden, is ihejoint
work of M. Courtois and M. Roulleau, tbe former
designing the pedestal, the latter the sculpture.
Tbe bust of the poot rests on a marble pedestal,
which is in the form of an antique altar, with a lyre
and palm, encircled with roses. The whole thing
is very charming and original. The National
Society of Architects has just, given judgment on
its Bnnual competition. The subject given was “A
Lodging-house in the XVIIth. Ai-rondissement ”

(Batignolles). The first prize was awarded to

MM. Victor Collas and Henri Dandaune,
tbe second prize to M. Germain Madaule,
and the third to M. Paul Martin.
MM. Besnard, Aubier, Machard, and Konouf,
painters, and M. Louis Noel, seulpror, have just
received medals of the first class from tho judges of

the Exhibition of Fine Arts at Madrid. The
General Council of the Seine has just acquired a
statue by M. Hercule exhibited in 1887, repre-
senting a sailor defending the flag. This statue
will be erected at Choisy-le-Roi, in commemoration
of the victory' by tho sailors agunst the German
Army in 1870 at la Gare-aux-Bceufs. An exhibi-
tion of the " Dco-impressionniste " painters is to

take place shortly at 32, Boulevard Poissioniere.

A certain number of Russian painters are pro-
posing to have an exhibition of their works during

I
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the coming year. There is a talk of erecting a

monument at Carbonne (Haute (laronne) to the

memory of Charles de R^musat, French politician,

who, after the war of 1870, was sent to Berlin to dis-

cuss the question of the occupation of territory.

The committee formed for erecting a monument to

the memory of the celebrated sculptor, Barye, has

just definitely settled the project for the monument,
which will comprise a large stele ornamented with

a medallion of the artist, and reproductions of his

principal works
;
on the right and left will be the

groups of Peace and War, in front will be bis well-

known lion, and on the summit the group of

Theseus. A fine-art exhibition will be held at

Moulins (Allier) during the course of next year.

The death of M. Bouluguet, architect, is announced
at Bordeaux. He was a member of the Sooific^

Centrale,

Berlin.—A part of the old “Dom,” which is

being demolished to make room lor the new cathe-

dral, is being cut up into paper-weights, which are

to be sold with the Emperor’s consent for the

benefit of a charity. Patriotic citizens will thus be

able to buy souvenirs of an unhistorical building

which for many years could boost of being Berlin’s

greatest eyesore. A fine bust of the late Pro-

fessor Martin Gropius, better known as the head of

the Berlin firm of architects, Messrs. Gropius &
Schmieden, has been presented to the ‘ ‘ Architekten

Verein,” and has been placed in position with

much ceremony. Professor Gropius gave much
attention to the design of the Arts and Crafts

Museum at Berlin, and to the unique Concert Hall

at Leipsio. Besides the enormous sums to be

spent on public works by the several Germau States,

the Imperial Government, as such, will during the

coming year have an outlay of about 5,300,OOOZ.

Barracks, store-bouses, factories, &c., for the army
will alone cost some 2,]00,000L ;

works for the Im-
perial railways some 400,000f., and the North Sea-

Baltic Canal will require l,600,000f. The Budget, of

course, only covers the work actually to be done in

tho course of the year, which in most cases is but a

small part of the expensive schemes in hand. Next
to the North Sea-Baltic Canal scheme, one for new
store-houses for the Army Commissariat Depart-

ment perhaps ranks first. Dr. Werner von
Siemens, the eminent electrician and inventor of

tho pneumatic txibe system, died on Tuesday at the

age of seventy-six. Ho was a most popular figure

in Berlin architectural circles, to whom he was
also known as honorary member to the Prussian

Academy of Works, and as technical juryman on
many architectural c impetitions of importance. In

Dr. von Siemens artists lose an influential friend

and patron. We gave some account of his life and

work not long since {Builder, October 22, 1892).

MISCELLANEO US.

The Painting at Wenh.\ston Church.—By
the permist-ion of the Society of Antiquaries, the

large ancient painting, 17 ft. by 8^ ft., on oak, of

“Tne Judgment,” recently discovered in Wen-
hasten Church, will be on view at the rooms of the

Society, Burlington House, for a week from Thurs-

day, December 15, in the evening of which day a

paper on tho subject will be read by Mr. C. E.

Keyser, F.S. A. Tne Rector and Churchwardens of

St. Anne’s, Soho, have kindly consented to allow

the Vicar of Weiihaston to exhibit the painting,

which has excited great interest in the Eastern

Counties, at their school-room, Dean-street, Soho
(close by Piccadiliy-circiis, Shaftesbury-avenue, and
Oxford-streetl, from 10 a.ra. to 4 p.m., and from

8 p.m. to 10 p.m., on the 23rd. 24th, 26th, and 27th

of December. A small charge for admission will

be made at the Soho Schools on behalf of the resto-

ration of Wanbaston Church.

The Law as to Building Societies.—At the

weekly meeiing of the Balloon Sociecy, held at the

St. Jam* s’s Hall, on Friday evening, December 2,

Mr. Thomas Richards, solicitor, delivered an address

on "The Uses, Abuses, and Reform of Building

Societies.” The chair was taken by Mr. Montagu
Holmes, F.S.I., who made a few opening remarks.

Mr. Richards called attention to the Building

Societies Act of 1836, which first gave Building

Societies a legal status, and then to the privileges

conferred on building societies by the Act of 1874.

He stated that, as solicitor to several building

societies, and as an ex-secretary to a society, he

had bad opportunities of forming an opinion on

needed reforms, which he suggested should be in-

cluded in a new Act of Parliament. They were

1. That the amount to be lent on anyone property

should be restricted to 1,OOOL 2. That the amount

to be lent to any one borrower should also be re-

stricted. 3. That each society should publish

annually the number of mortgages represen'ing its

assets. 4. Thit each society should show as

a separate item in its balance-sheet the number
of properties on band and the amount of principal

due thereon. 5. Teat it should be illegal for any

society to lend on second, or subsequent charge

(except by way of collateral security). 6. That it

should be illegal for any society to lend to a limited

liability company, 7- That the reserve fund (if

any) should be invested in trustees’ securities

(other than on mortgage), so as to be readily con-

vertible. 8. To provide for a more efficient audit,

and supply a separate form of balance-sheet to be

used by permanent and terminating societies. 9.

That a certain portion of deposits should be lent on

ordinary mortgages at three months’ call, so that

the society can (if necessary) call iu its principal to

repay depositors, or transfer its mortgage to a

)rivate mortgagee. 10. That District Government
inspectors be appointed to periodically call on

building societies to see that they conform to law

(just as banks send inspectors to their branches).

Mr. Richards stated that if some of these provisions

bad been included in the Act of 1874 it would have

been impossible for the Liberator Society to have

been in the position it was in to-day. He thought

that the restriction of advances on any one pro-

perty was the most important of all. Building

societies were intended to aid the working classes

to become their own landlords, and not to en-

courage speculation in large properties. It was

bad to have too many eggs in one basket, and
where societies lent sums averaging 400L or

500L to persons purchasing houses for occupation

almost on the " one - man - one - house - principle,”

they could not go far wrong. Fifty millions

sterling was invested in building societies having

over 600,000 members, and surely this formed part

of the wealth of the nation, and the subject was
sufficiently important to call for a Parliamentary

inquiry, when witnesses could be examined and
views of experts taken, and a new Act of Parlia-

ment framed to make building societies more useful

in tho future than they have been in the past.

Building societies had done good work in the past,

and would do more good in the future. The follow-

ing resolution was then passed, on the motion of

Mr. Peard, seconded by Mr. C. Burt_:—"That,
having regard to the large amount of savings of the

thrifty invested in building societies, amounting to

over fifty millions sterling, it is a matter of urgent

public importance that a Parliamentary inquiry

should immediately be held as to the causes of the

recent failures of building societies, with a view to

such early legislation as will (if possible), prevent a

recurrence of such disasters, and tend to protect the

savings of the thrifty.”

Chancel - screen, St. Alban’s Church,
Leamington.—A fourteenth century chancel-screen

was unvoiled at St. Alban’s Church, Leamington, on

the20chult. The screen consists of a series of five

cusped main arches, the centre one, forming the

entrance to tho chancel, being much larger than the

two on each side. Over these arches there are

canopies with carved crockets and fiuials and light

open tracery, surmounted by an embattled cornice.

The centre canopy rises higher than those at the

sides and is snrmuunted by a cross with carvod

terminations. The work has been executed in be^t

wainscot oak by Messrs. Cornish k Gaymer, of

North Walsbaro, from tho designs of the architect,

Mr. W. Bassett-Sraith, Adolphi, London.
Improvement Schemes for Aberdeen. —

A

draft of the Parliamentary Bill which the Town
Council of Aberdeen are to promote in the ensuing

session for powers to execute certain public works

is in course of completion. The Bill provides for

the extension of ihe gas and water works, the

erection of new police buildings, and seeks to give

the Town Council complete proprietary rights to

the Old Town Links. A sura of lOO.OOOL is set

down for tho gasworks extension, but twenty

years may elapse before the whole of this sum is

expended. As to the waterworks, it is pro-

posed to ask powers to the Town Council to

create special drainage districts, and to acquire

land lor treatment by irrigation with the sewage

of the principal villages on Deeside west of Inver-

eannie. Powers will also be sought to enable the

Town Council to compel the authorities of these

villages to have the sewage conveyed to a main
sewer which will be laid by the Council, in order

that it may all be carried to the irrigation lands

instead of being allowed to run into the river.

There is also the provision of a new settling-pond,

kc.
,
and the eebeme is estimated to cost close upon

10O,OOOf. 'rheBill deals further with the erection

of new police buildings, including barracks for the

accommodation of a portion of the force, and these

buildings will cost a'^ut 10,000L Altogether, the

projected schemes will, it is estimated, involve a

totil outlay of no less than 230,000/.

—

Scotvnan.

The English Iron Trade.—There has been

little alteration in the English pig-iron market,

although the favourable nature of the Cleveland

Ironmasters’ Return imparted a firmer tone to

several districts during the earlier part of the week.

Prices have, however, since weakened, and business

generally throughout the crude-iron department is

quiet. In finithod iron few transactions are re-

corded, and quotations are less firm. Tinplates an
also quieter. In steel but slight changes have

taken place. Shipbuilding and engineering mani-

fest few alterations. The coal trade is slightly

brisker.

—

Iron.

Public Shower-baths.—In the Berlin Health

Exhibition of 1883 Dr. Lassar exhibited a shower-

bath designed for use by the public. The con-

ditions laid down to be observed in the case of

public bathing establishments of this character

are :—Separate baths for each person to be pro-

vided at such a cheap rate as to be aecessiblo even

to the poorest classes
;
to bo a cleansing bath, and

permit the abundant use of soap
;
and, lastly, the

bath must be rapidly prepared and capable of

being quickly used, as the time at the disposal of

the bathers is generally very limited. The system
devised by Dr. Lnssar has been adopted extensively

in Germany, at Berlin, Magdeburg, Frankfort, and
many other towns, with marked success. New baths
of this kind have been designed for Brunswick.
The site is covered by a one-story building, occu-

pying an area of 46 square feet. Half the space

has cellars beneath. Fewer women than men,are
found to use the baths

;
so there are fifteen shower

and two slipper baths for men, and six shower and
one slipper bath for the women. Some of the
women's compartments contain seated douche-
baths. The heating apparatus for the water is

a vertical boiler with 16 mbtres of heating-surface.

It is placed in a cellar, and the water circulates

from it to the roof. A hot-air apparatus warms
the building and heats the drying-stove for linen.

The compartment for each bather is 8'2 ft. by
4’9 ft. The hot-water douche flows through a
50-millirafetre pipe, the top being of special con-

struction, so as to limit the supply and prevent
waste. The supply of cold water is not limited.

The charge for eacn shower-bath, including use of

soap and towel, is Id. ; and for a slipper-bath the
charge is 2d. The total cost is 1,350/., or 56/. 5s.

per bath cell.

Brick Street Paving. — In 1891 there were
eleven miles of streets in Philadelphia laid with a
paving composed of vitrified brick. According to
the report of the Chief of the Bureau of Highways
of that city the brick costs about one-fifili less than
aspbalte, and it always presents a non-slippery sur-

face. The chief difficulty is that the brick is not
always of a uniform density. The bricks are joined
together by Portland cement, which is found to be
superior to the pitch formerly used.

LEGAL.
WORKMAN’S CLAIM FOR PAY IN LIEU OF

NOTICE.

The CiUj Press of Wednesday last reports that,

at tho Mansion House Police-court, a labourer

named Baker sued Mr. B. E. Nightingale, builder,

for one hour’s pay in lieu of notice.

Baker, in stating his ease, did not assert that
notice had not been given him, but admitted that

as soon as he received it he ceased work, with a
view, be said, of cleaning up bis tools, and,
although requested by the foreman, refused to

resume work, claiming bis right to do so under
rule 5 of the new working rules for the building
trades of London.
The Lord Mayor, without calling any further

evidence, said such an interpretation of the rulcf

was preposterous, and at once dismissed the case.

MEETINGS.

Saturday, December 10.

IiisUtxdion of Civil En^iMers.—StxiAeati' visit to the
Machinery and Inventions DlvUion, South Kensiogton
Museum. 2 to 4 p.m.

Monday, December 12.

Society of Arts (Cantor Lectures) —Professor Vivian
B. Lewes on "The Generation ol Light from Coal Gas.'
IV. 8 pm.

City and Guilds of London JTisfi'tute.—Presentation
of Prizes and Certifleates, Merchant Taylor*' HalJ.
7. SO pm.

Clh-ks of Works' Association (Carpenters' HalX).

—

Paper by Mr. G. E. Hughes. 8 p.m.

Tuesday. December i3.

Institution of Civil Snymeers.— (1) Further disene-
slon on Ur. .Tohn Rigby's paper on " The Manufacture
of Small Arms. "(2, time permitting). Mr. J. Emerson
Dowbod on “ Gas Power for Electric Lighting." S p.m.

Wednesday, December 14.

Society qf Arts.—Professor George Forbes on ” The
Utilisation of Niagara." 8 p.m.

St. PauVs L’cctesiotoyictt/ Society.—Objects of eccle-
Biological interest to be exhibited and described.

7.30 p m.
Edinburgh Architectural Association.-Mr. T. Crichtoii'

Fulton on " The Electric Lighting of Large Butldiags. '

8 p.m.
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 15.

Society of Antiquaries.—8.30 p.m.

Friday, December ig.

Architectural Association.—Mr. F. Inigo Thomas on
" The Formal Garden. 7,30 p.m.

RECENT PATENTS

:

ABSTRACTS OP SPBUIPIOA'nONS.

18,043.'— Door Chains: W. O. Gooch. — This inven-
tion has for Its object improvements in Door-chains,
the chain-bolts being made adjustable and self-locking,

BO that in whatever position the chain may be placed
the door to which it may be attached can only be
opened the distance required, while the greater the
pressure upon the door the tighter the chain becomes
locked in the slide. The inventor provides an ordinary
shaped slide, which is attached to the door In the
ordinary position, as is also the chain to the door-post,
but npun the loose end of the cbalD, in place of the
ordinary button-end ,the following is provided Tj the
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COMPETITION, CONTRACTS, AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS,
COMPETITION.

Nituie of Work, By whom Advertised.

CieWorks .. ' Vlenon City Council.. .3,000 fl. 5,COO fl. nsd

CONTRACTS.

t<eture of Work or HaCerialt,

«Eo»(*m»kioff Work*
Oak Gates, FoaCa, Ac. Lincoln
Cast-irou Pipes
Thirteen Dwelling-houses, Cemetery-roid,

Wombwell
Cottage Eesideuce, Chudlelgh. Knighton.

Devon
Dispensary and Completion of Besidence.

Belper
Rend Works, Llantriaant
Additions to Dwelling-house, Salterford

(Nottsl
Alterations to School Buildings
Iron and Steel Plates and Bars. &c
Additions. &c. Old Bridewell. Wrexham..
Colliery Stores. Fence Houses, Durham .

.

Excavating for and Lsying Cast-iron

Pipes, itc. -

Fireclay, Bricks, Cemeot, J£c

SeafforiisLire Blue Paving Bricks (50,000).

Steam Piping. L.>undry Macbineiy, Cook-
iog Apiii'atus, Ac. Patricroft

Road Metal, Kerbiiig. Flagging. Ac
Road Metal. Ac
Lavatnr'. Ac. Uotwells '

Villa Residence. BalUter
Blectrie Light blatlon
Four Resideoces, Liiihtcliire, near Halifax
School Buildings, High Easter, Essex ....

Residence, Caerphillr
•Engine Shed, xtourtun
•-duppty of Timber
•Supply of Tliames Ballii«t sud Sand
•Cartage and Dispostl of Earth and Old'

Bricks
•Supply t'f Ironwork
•Supply of Best Re<i Sewer Bricks
•cuppiycf Portisnd Cement
• lupply of York Stone
•Supply olSteueware Pii>es

Surveyor's Stores

Cottage Police St.ition, Farnley
Cast-Iron Stop Posts, Bdgeley Kecreatioii

GrnuurU
PoiuiatluQ and Draining of Cemetery ....

Additions to Halton Schools

•Works and ilatetiils

•Engine and BoilP’’ Bouses, Offices, Ac

Bar and Sheet Iron. Ac. CirdilT

By whom Required.

Willesden Local Board

Blackpool Corp
Barnsley British Co-
operative Society. , .

.

H. Haralyn

Dnnshauglin flnfon ..

Pontypridd High. Bd.
Uiickoall Toikard Loc. '

Board
Holbom ITnion
O. W. R. Co
Deiibigh'hire C. C. ..

Uelton Coal Co. Lim.

Btsckiwol Corp
i

Aberdeeo Town Coun. I

O. E. K. Co
i

Barton - upon - Irwell ,

Union
Northampton Corp. ..

Woolwich Local Board
Bristol CoipiratlOD ..

Dr. Carijie
Blackpool Town Couo.

Tlie Brituh Schools ,

Committee

.M. R. Co.
I

LondoliCountyCouncLl :

do.

do.

Architect, Surveyor, Tender*

or Engineer.

0. Claude Robeon ....
!
Dec. 13

Smiths, Gore. A Co. ..

J. Hesketb

J. Robinson '

S. Segar
j

A. Scott
i

J. Griffiths I

W. Swann I

Ci^SciiM

do,
do.

: Dec.
do.

j

do.
W. Dyack I

R. Collins '

I

Maognall ALUtlewoods
W. .T. Brown
W, O. Forder
F. Aehmead
Grant Bros '

.1. WoUtenbolme
J. F. Walsh Dec.

C. Pertwee
BnitaaA Williams .. I

ilo.

do

CONTRACTS.

—

Omtinved,

Nature of Work or Materials.

Admlulatrative Offices and Iron Build-

•Underground Conveniences, Tottenham-

•New Fundings for Isolation Ho.spitij
Dock Eatranuf. Ac. Alloa Docks

Chapel and Conversion of Chapel to
Schools, Ingblrchworth. Yorks...

Cast-iron Tank. Iron Columns,
Hydraulic Power Station

Bungalow-. Constantine Bay. near
ston

Buildiaj Materials

•Construction of Sewer ....
•Market Front .101 Stalls ..

•Foundations of Artisan's
Poplar

•Three Blocks of Dwellings for Working
Classes

Additions. Ac. to Co-oix-ratl'
Bishop Auckisnl

•Makinir-up and Paving Roads..
Supplying, Lasing. Ac. Fireclay and Cast-

iron Pip-s (5,710 lin. yds.)
C^eut._Lime. Bricks, Drain Pipes, Ac.

By whom Required.

Dwellings,

I Stores

West Riding Asylums
Committee do.

Leeds Corporation do.

Stockport Corporation J. Atkinson
Denton Mini Baugbton
^Local Bo.rd . O. B. Newton Dec. 17

thurp* School Board Cborley A C'lUDou do
8f. George's Pari.sh,

Hanover-eqiiare OffleiaZ do.
Manchester Corpora-
tion Wa'erwotks.... do. Dec. 19

Powell Imrtryii Steam ‘

Coal Co. Lliu do. do

. Disp'nsary, Ac. .

Granite Spdls (550 tons)
•Iron Kooibridges at Truro, Par, St. Erth

and Mtraxion Stations . .

.

Laying 15-Iii, atone ware Pipes, Ac .

Road Metal. Kerbing, Ac. ...
•-dewerage Works
Inlermodlate School, PurUi. 3. 'B’alej'

^

Constnietiou of Retort House, Roofs, Ac.

Road Construction. Boumeniouth, Brank-
some Tower Estate

'a-laying Sewer, Ac. Frodeliain
I Runci

Croydon Corporation
, Official

Vestry of St. Paiicras
Borough of Crovdon
North British Rv. C

Manchester Cory).

E. C. Michlell
Chester County Luna-
tic Asylum

Lewi.ham Bd. of Wks.
Brentfoid Local Board

Loudon Coun tyCouucil

Wlck(N.B.i Corn...
Nottinghsm T
Poplar Union
West H-tm Union

,

.

G. W, R. Co
Tarpnrley (Cheshiri
Local B.iard

Oldoury Local Bo.vrij.
Wetherliy U.R.a.A. .

Hartlepool G.ts an

B. Stocks

T. H. 6. Berrey

W. T. Martyn Mear ..

Official

do.

.fai. Linday .

W. Sykes ...

Gordon A McBay. .

.

‘ ’’own
Hills A Sou .

Official

B. Bancroft . . ..

JI. Kiohardsoa..
. E, Preston ,

.

Rees

Sandstone. Ac.
U.R.3.
•lof C'jr

trict Lucatic Asylum ’

Removal of Warehouses and Erection of^
New Buildings, Wine-street. Bristol. ! W

House and Fact.iiy. Rusliden. Northan»s!
Twentytfenii.cletactied Reaideuces, Churl-'

ton-cuuj-il.ardv, Maiichoiter Mr, Hostincs
AUeratious. Ac. Chapel. Waterloo

, Lancs.l The Comoiittfi'
Q.-uholder (15,0d5 cubic feet), Ac.Ciuderford, BiiBin Gas Light and

«:c. to Schools ' Widues^ Sch. o'l' Bo.ni
u Masters House, EurnopSeld.

, Tanfleld Bchuol B'lard

T. George A Son

Official

do.
Davidson A Bendle....

Dec. 30

Jan. 11

No date

PUBLIC APPOIITTIIEIITS.

Nature of Appointment. By whom Advertised. Salary.

•Clerk of Works
Surveyor s Aftiatant
•Valuer and Sin vejoi

Those marked icith an Asterisk (•) are advertised in this Number. Contracts, pp. iv., vi., 4- viii.

.. Castle Edsu A Seiibom
Highway Board .... IWI

, . Kiislbonroe Curp .... af. lOs....
.. Bristol C Tporation ..

,

.. Brsdford Corporation
' lOOL

.. Civil Service Com I

Public AppointmeiiU, p, xx.

snd link of the chain one end of a lever ig attached
upon a pivot, the other end of the lever forming a diac,
having an incline formed around its one face, and a
circular hole in the centre forming a bearing for the
pivot upon which it turna. At the one end of this pivot
a square ia formed, upon which a second disc is mounted,
this disc having around its face a similar incline to the
one upon the disc to which the lever is attached. To
the other end of the pivot a button is attached of suit-
able shape for iDsertiun in the hole at the end of the
elide, hot the disc being slightly larger than the hole
the button passes into the slide while the disc remains
outside, and while the cam faces of the diac are
arranged to fit, sufficient space is provided between the
button and the lever disc for the intermediate edges of
the Sint, upon which it then easily slides

; but upon the
chain being pulled the lever la drawn in a direction to
cause the two inclines to press the disc tightly against
the outside edges of the slot, and to draw the button
against the Inside edges, thereby wedging and locking
the arrangement in any position It may be in when the
chain is pulled.

21,718.—Tiles: C. Major.—The object of this inven-
tion is to provide what are known as flat, plain, or
Broseley tiles, which are capable of being used without
cementing, and, whilst allowing for the passing off of
moisture which may condense beneath the roof, are
proof against the admission of rain or snow. The tiles
are formed with ribs or projectiODB at the upper and
undersides of the portions uppermost when in place,
the lower portion of the tiles being depressed, so that
this portion will lie flat, or closely against the tiles
beneath it. The projections on the said uppermost
portion of the tile on the underside consist of length-
wise projections, which serve to allow water of conden-
sation to pass down, and serve to support the tiles so
as to prevent distortion in their green state On both
the upper and under surfaces are also transverse ribs
arranged preferably towards the uppermost end of the
upper surface of the tile, and lower down ou the under
surface of the tile. The riba prevent the admDslon of
siiow orrain. They leave In them notches or openings
which allow of the passage of water of condensation

protect the joints, other projections are

17,672.-WiTJK.rxosiTS . J. J, A. Duet,K._The
first part of this invention consists of au overhead
tUtlDg-tanfc m.iUDted inside a square or other suitable

receptacle. The tipper may occupy almost
the whole area of the Inside of the box consistent withthe efficient working of the tipper. The feed water

or tipper, which, when nearly
full, tilts, throwing the water with great fOrce down theconduit -Into and through the range of closetsthorpugWy flushing the same. At one end of the tipper!^x IS formed a channel, or the like, rnnning from iideto side, and sloping in the direction of an outlet nreferably made at one corner of the tipper-box ’ and
within the channel, so th.ut the conduit from thV h
outlet to tbe first of the aeries of closets may be formed

into the corner of the
cl..et at the rear of the seat. ^\Tien the tiltlng-

tank tips into the above channel it secures greater force
than u the water was thrown into the tipper-box
direct, and without the channel. The next part of the
invention relates to the construction of pedestals, or
pans, In co nnexion with slop wacer-closeta, and consists
informing the Interior of such pedestals or pans with
converging sides, terminating in an outlet at the base
preferably above the floor level. This outlet is of about

in. in width, and about ll in. in length from front to
back of the pedestal. The pedestal ia placed above ^

the basin of a waste-water-closet, and is preferably
;mounted upon or above an extension-pipe located

between the two. The contracted outlet above de-
scribed is of sufficient width and length to admit of the I

passage of excreta to the basin or trap, but will inter-

1

cept large and solid articles.
\

19,698.—Ventilators or Cowls: a. j. Bond.— '

This invention relates to ventilators or cowls I

in which stationary deflecting plates are em-

I

ployed. The uptake or passage for foul air. or
I

such subdivision of the said uptake, has the fol-lowing arrangement of deflecting plates applied
,
at the part leading to the external air. A circnlar

;

internal deflecting plate is arranged on a central line

j

which would bisect an angle of 90deg., and on both I

I
sides from the extremities of rJie said angle are arranged
? extending towards circular Internal

1 deflecting plate, but not connected with and so
leaving spaces between the inner extremities of the
said plates and the circular internal deflecting plate for
the passage of the foul air away from the room or other
place. Opposite these said spaces a protecting plate is
arranged, extending each way a considerable distance
beyond such spaces for the purpose of guarding them,and forming a chamber through which the external air
is deflecteil, by the outer extremities of the inner

»
paeeiog creates a vacuum at the head

of the shaft, which vacuum being filled from the lower
volume of air, a powerful up-current is established,
while at the same time the external air is deflectedaway from the outer side of the inner plates at angles,
and circular internal deflecting plate towards the inner
surface of protecting plate, and so prevents air from
passing down the shaft.

Smilh.~The malnl
Object of this invention is to provide for the produc-
tion of a pure white lead containing the proper per-
centage of the actual pigment compound necessary toimpart to the paint or pigment as high a covetingpoweras is practicKUy consistent with the preservation
of the requisite capacity for effecting the solidification,
or dping and hardening, of the oil used in the paint
or pigment, such percentage being much larger thanthat contained In white lead made by any of the nro-
cesses heretofore devised. For details of the processwe must refer onr readers to the specification, ai theyare too lengthy to be given here.

^

NEW APPLI0ATI0N3 FOE LETTERS PATENT.

WindowsaabM.-
-1,098, H. Hawgood, Fette'-ed Brickwork. — 21,105F. Jackson, Street or Floor Paving.—21,106, 'W. Barro

1

and A. Rhodes, Fireplaces.—21,164, A. Siebel,

n PanitiODS, Cover-
*^.-21,165, E. Peers and

;

F. Jukes, Drain or Sewage Pipes, and in Joints therefor

j

A'ODem^er 22.-21,203, P. Robinson, Production 0

I n If-on and Steel andRhet Metals.— 1.1,201, P. Robinson, Production, or Part
[

Production, of Girders and Sectioned Metal, In Iron or
' u nieans to be employed therewith.—21,236

Archimedean Screws.—21,245, C. Fitz-
-Taukson, Chimney Pots.—

.il,2SJ, H. Moretou, Securing Glass in Windows, «Ssc.

23 -21,308, J. <fc A. Duckett, GuUiee for
Sinks, Baths, itc.—21,316, 0. Linley, Laths.—21,392, R
Screws*^*^

^^e Manufacture of

A'oye7n6er 24.-21.417, W. Bradford. Disinfecting
Apparatus.—21,43-2, A. Fowler, Privies and Water-

^ Golhy, Ceilings. 21,458, W. Dalton
Light, Syphon Drain Traps.—

21,466, H. Parry, K.iln8 for Burning Lime.—21 492 G
Ihoruton, Indlcatijrs for Doors.—21,607, G. Stewartl
Ventilation of Railway and other Tunnels.—21 510 R^royd, Substitute for Earthenware Tllesfor Fireplaces'
WaUs, Lavatories. &c. - 21.625, J. Anderson, Door

21.561. C. SiitnmermanD, Air-tight Closing

JVou«n6er 26.-21.580. W. Bevitt. Prevention of Down-
draught In Chimneys.- 21,583, P. Robinson, Production
or part production of Girders and other .Sectioned
Metals and Machinery therefor.—21,614. E. Ransome
Concrete-mlxiug Machine.—21,631, R. Hunter and J
Turnbull, Fire-grates.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFrOATIONS ACOEPTBD.

18,048, J. Parker, Manufacture of Mantel from metal,
atone, slate, and other suitable non-combustible

Keauinont. Window-fastenings.
—19,310, H. PniUlps, Chandeliers.—19,323, R. More-
land, Jun., and G. Auber, Window-sash Fastener
19,365. W Petley, Sash-fastener. — 19,622, J. Yeadon
and W. Adgie, Oemenrs, Ac.—19,850. F. Taylor, Nails.—
W,876, W. Horn, T.mi f,,i- Pointing Masonry.—19,879
J). Sage, Pnitectors for the Legs of Wheelbarrows. &e
—19,880, W. Fuller, Making Ilouse-connexlons with
Electric-lighting Mains.—20,046, F, Frier, Stone-dresslng
MRchmes.-20.059, H. Ford, Sliding and Swinging
Window-sashfes, and Frames therefor. 20 082 A
Gwatkio, Wall Papers —20,169, J, Balnbrldge, Chisels
and like Instruments or Tools, particularly in securing
them to their handles. -20,441, S. and H. PochliL Tiles.
—20.448, W. H im, Metallic Ceilings or Walla.—20 405
H. Hinds, Frames of Turning Saws.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

(Open to OppoiHtion for Two Months.)

21,674, T. Gawthorp. Sash-fastener.-8, G- Harring-
ton, Cowl and Shaft Arrangements for VenU-
latlon.—854, E. Cooper and E. Torrall, Door-springs
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Jhecks —1,024, J. Evans, Utilising Waste Heat for

lug BuUdiDRs.—1,342, E. Hunt, Gasallers and
.deliers. -14,132, W. Bramley, Detachable Handles

Jaws.—18,803, E. Alsdorff, Fireproof Walls and

ngs.

ME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY:

ESTATE BXCHAHaK EEPOHT.

iVEHBBR 28.—By Sarinan Bros . : 76, Shakespeare-

Stoke Newington, f., 450^.; “The Bungalow,"
dberry Down, Stamford HUl, u.t. 90 yrs., g r. lOZ.,

i ; 1 and 2, Westbonme-villas, Forest Hill, u.t.

a., g.r. 6L, 60OL—By P^ii-ber, Price, «fc Furber: 18

19, Walter’s-at., Stepney, u.t. 22 yrs., g r. li., 330Z.

;

17, Grafton-rd., Kentish Town, n.t. 48 yrs., g.r.

lOs., 660i.—By J. Hibbard tfc Sorts : 90, Etfl'’gham-

Hornsey, u.t. 93 yrs., g.r. 6^., 2451,
;

Plimsoll-

Finsbury Pk., u.t. 7S yrs., g.r. 5i. 10s., r. 342., 365L

ivEMBBR 29.—By C. W. Davies : 8 and 12, Barnard-
Holloway, 1, r. 42?., 6161—By E. & S. Smith : 63,

i-grove, Stoke Newington, u.t. 79 yrs., g.r. bl 6b., r.

2B6J
; 17, Baker-st., Cletkenwell, u.t. 19 yrs., g.r.

ZOOf.
; 39, Devonshire-st., Bloomobury, f., r. 75i.,

If. ; 14, London-rd., Northfleet, u.t. 68 yrs., g.r. Gf.,

! ,
810f.—By F. Lon^ & Son : 15 and 17, Campdale-

Tufnell-pk., u.t. 82 yrs., g.r. 15f-, r. 90i., 87(Jf.—By
am tfc Co. : t.g r. of 34f., Glenthorne-rd.

,
Hammer-

h, reversion in 78 yrs., 780f. ;
f.g.r. of 63f,,

loD-rd., ditto in 7S yrs., l,40Of. ; f.g.r. of

10s., Qayford - rd., ditto in 87 yrs., 260f. ;

. of 26f., ditto in 89 yrs., 635f.; f.g.r. of 51. 6i.,

tOD-ter., ditto In 89 yrs., 130f.—By B. A. Notley :

of lOt. lOs., Clapham-rd., ditto in 8 yrs., 660f.

;

. of 7f. 5s., Lingham-st., ditto in 6 yrs., SSOf.
;
f.g.r.

Of. lOi., ditto in 8 yr-s., 6201.; f.g.r of 6f., ditto in

1., 330f. ;
f.g.r. of lOi., Lingham-st. and South Esk-

lltto In 8 yrs., 860f. ;
f.g r. of 22L IZs. 9d., Eastcote-

ind Crossford-st., ditto in 9 yrs., I,400f. ; fgr. of

Llngbam-8t., ditto in 70 yr<., 760f
;

68 and 70,

ham-st., 1, r. GOf. 128., 5G01.—ByThurfjood ifartin
Lewes); The farms known as “Foxhunt" and
mmersbrook," near Ucktield, 476 acres, f., 9,300f.

DVBUDKR so.—By Rushu'orth A Stevens : Nos. 0 and
ew Bond-st., part f. and remainder Corporation
Jbolds, r. COUf.. 14,600?.; i.g.r. of GOf., Albion-rd.,

ipstead, u.t. 43 yrs., no g.r, l,250f,—By St. Quintin
m

:

No. 20, Hyde Pk.-gardens (and Stabling), u.t. 41

gr. 2i., 8,600L—By Giddy cfc Giddy: 41 and -13,

'e-lane, Camberwell, f., GoOf.—By Tobin <t Sons:
dudley-st.. Mile End, u.t. 8 yrs., g.r. 21., 50?

;
7 to

Ablngdon-sL, Hackney, u.t. 19 yrs., g.r. 12?.,

—By R Tidey & Son: 4, Canterbnry-rd., Balls

I, u.t. 69 vra., g.r. 3?. 10a., r. 30?., 290?.; 61,

ley-rd., Hornsey Rise, f., r. 40?-, 625?.;

,nd 65, Ashbnrton-grove, Holloway, u.t 48 yrs., g.r.

J.
,
r. 54?., 420?. ;40to43,St. Helena-pl., Clerkenwell,

14 yrs. g r 75?., 5?. ; 44, St Helena-pl., u.t. 25 yrs
,

}? , 115? ;
31 and 37, Custance-st, Hoxton, u.t I3yra.,

10?., 45?. By JnmanShary, Harrinyton, & Roberts (at

;hion) : 75 and 76, Mlddle-st., Brigh'.on, c., r. 120?

,

0?. ;
enclosures of meadow land, Uukfleld, Sussex,

ir 34p , c., r. 15? ,
275?.

KCBMIJBR 1.—By Beadcl & Co.

:

10, MnrnlngtOD-cres
,

]pBlead-rd., u.t. 26yrs., g.r. 7?., r. 60?., 620?. ; f. site,

m-Bt, Newington, area 3,000 It, 400?. ; 40, 47, and
Adam-8t,f., r. 97?. ISa., 1,115?. ; 28, 29, and 30,

m-Bt., f., r. 53?. Sa., 415?.; 14, lUpley-st, and
ley-st. Mews, 860?. — By C. P. Whiteley

:

60

70 (even), Angel -lane, Stratford; and 2 and
Wes'-ern • sb., u.t. 181 yrs., g.r. 12?, 1,000?.;

16 Lion ' public-house, Angel-lane, c., r. 60?., 1,800?.

V F J. Bislcy ^ Sons . 82, 84, and 80, White Post-

I, Hackney, u.t. 67 yrs., g.r. 9?., 300?. ; .50, St.

les'i-rd., Bermondsey, u.t. 43 yrs., g.r. 6?., 37.5?. j 17

18, Martiu-st, n.t 46 yrs., g.r. 5?. 108., 46U?.
; 165

167, St Jaroes’s-rd., u.t. 40 yrs, g.r 7?.,

. ; 114 to 124 (even), St James's-rd., u.t.

yrs.. g.r. 21?.. 1,086? ; 22, 24, and 26,

nam's-rd., Rotherlilthe, u.t. 69 yrs., g.r. 9?,, 16.5?.;

223, and 225, New-rd., u.t. 32 yrs, gr 7?. lOs.,

6?. ; 76 to 81, West-at., Bennondae.v, u.t 25 yrs., g.r.

r. 168? 8s., 830? —By Ntxvhon & Co.: F.g.r. of

lOs-, Archway-rd., Holloway, reversion in 77 yrs.,

.; 18, Keppel-mews North, Gower-st. u.t. 9 yrs.,

6?. 12s.,r. 35? ,
95? ; 87, Itoman-rd., Holloway, u.t.

re., g.r. 0?. 10s., r. 30? ,315?. ; 52, 68, 00. and 68, Grove-
u.t. 66 yrs., g.r. 30?., r. 155?., 1,115?. ; 1, Ingleby-

n.t. 60 yrs., g.r. G? , r. 30?., 240?.
;
22 and 48, Isle-

•rd.. u.t. 50 yrs ,
g.r. 13?., r. 70?., 655? ; 24 and 64,

tblll-rd., u.t 72 yrs., g.r. 14?., r. 66?., 666?.
; 44, 48

and 62, Ennis-rd., Finsbury Pk., u.t 74 yrs., g.r.

r, 13u?.. 1,070?. ; 4, 6, and 8. Perth-rd., u.t 74 yrs.,

24?., r. 111?., 865?. ; 49, Woodstock-rd., Stroud Green,
74 yrs.. e r. b?. lOs., r. 36?., 280?. ; 63 and 65. Hlgh-
r-hlll, Highbury, u.t. 69yr8.

, g.r. 25?., r. 13U?
, 1,000?. ;

Hlghbiiry-hlll. u.t 69 yrs., g.r. 12?. 10s , i. 70?., 476?.

;

83, and 85, Hlghbury-hill, u.t 69 yrs., no g.r,, r.

., 1,300?. ; 43, Rosoman-st, Clerkenwell, u t 1 yr., r.

,
46?.—By Protheroe 4' Horris : 4, 6, and 8. Gifford-

IsHnaton. u.t. 62 yrs., g.r. 18?., 820? ;
47. Snath-:

ingh-rd., Hackney, u.t 50 yrs., g.r. 6?,, r 32?., 325?.

;

Acre-rd., Kingstun-on-Thames, f., r. 20?., 210? By
f. Joy : 48, 60, aud .52, Tavistock-cres. . Weath.-nme-
u.t 71 yrs., g.r. 28?. los., r. 130?

,
665? —B> Within-

Son, <fc Welch (at Brighton); 38, Grenville-pl.,

htou,f.,r 38?, 720?.

BCEMBER 2 —By E. Evans: Two plots of f. land,
combP-rd , Brockley, 101?.— By Ball, Eorris, A
:?«y:8A, Drayton-pk., Highbury, u.t. 92 yrs., g.r.

r. 4^
,
400?.—By Robert Reid : 153, So. Juuu-st.,

kenwell, f , r. 68?., 800?.; 2 and 4, Tachbrunk-st,
llco, u.fw 60 yrs

,
g.r. 2i?., r. 155?., 1,7C0?. ; 30, Tach-

k-at., and 1 to 4, Luscombe-mews. and I.g.r. of

Oj., u.t 36 yrs., g.r. 24?. 10a., r. 108?. lOs., l.lOO?. •

/ambrldae-Bt
,

u.t. 38 yrs., g.r. 8?., r. 60?., 680?. ; 62

53, Northurubeiland-pL, Bayswater, u.t 53 yrs., g r.

r. 91?., 825?.

ontractiona used in these ?i»f8.—F.g.r. for freehold
d-rent ;

l.g r. for leasehold ground-reut ;
i g.r. for

•oved ground-rent
;
g.r. for ground-rent ; r. for rent

;

r freehold ; c. for copyhold ; 1. for leasehold
;
e.r.

estimated rental
;
u.t for unexplred term

; p.a for
innum ; yrs. for years

;
sb. for street ; rd. for road

;

lor square ; pi. lor place
; ter. for terrace ; cres. for

leut ; yd. for yard, (kc.]

PRICES CURRENT

9/0,15

Teak, B.L.. load 9/10/0

Beq<lola.U.S.ft.cQ. 2/4

Alb. Canada load 2/10/0

Bircb. do - a/B/0

aim, do 8/10/0

FIT. Dantalc, ko. 1/10/0

Oak. do 8/0/0

Canada 6/10/0

me. Canada red SHO/O
Do, yeUow .... 9/10/0

Utb.D'nUlc.tath 6/0/0

St. Feterebarc 6/0 0
Deals, Finland
Zndkletstdioa 7/10,0

Do. dthkSrd.. 7/0/0

Do. Riga 6/10/0

St Petoreburg,
let yellow ..10/10/0

Do. 2nd yellow 8/0/8

Do. white 7/0/8

Swedieh ...... 7/10/0

White Sea.... B/0/0

Oan^a,Plnelit 90/0/0

Do. do. 2iid.... 14/10/a

Do. do. 3rd, 4c. 7/10/0

Do. Bpmee. let S.aO/S

Do. do. lid 4
. 8A0 0

Now Brunswick 6AO/0
Battene, allkinde IflW
Flooring Boards,

eq., 1 In. prep.

8/0

4/0/0
4/10/0

406/0
8A0/0
6/6/0

7/0/0

SAO/0
6/0/0

6/0/0

7/0 0

9/10/0

8/0/0

8/0/0

14A0/0
9/10/0
9/10/0

16/0/0

17/0/0

96A0/0
16/0/0

10/0/0

11/0/0

6'0/0

7/0/0

16 10 0

Other qnalltlee
Cedar, Cuba ..ft.

Bondurae, 4a,

Uabogany, Cnba.
St Domingo,

cargo av
Mexican do. do
Tobaaco do. do
Honduras do..

Box, Turkey ton
Roee. Rio....... I

Satin. Bt. D
mlngo ——ft. O'0'7

Porto Rico .... 0/0/7

/«i
18/0/0

90/0/0
18/0'0

OF MATERIALS.
TIMBRE {oonttnued).

Walnutltallan. O.O'SJ 0/0/7

UETAUI.

iKoa—Plg.ln Scot-
Und ton 8/1/0 0/0/0

Bar, Weleb, In

London 6/17/8 6/0/0

Do. do. at works
in Wales 6/7/8 6A0/0

Do. StaQurdablrei
In London .... 6'6/a OAO/O

OOFFBB — British.

cake and Ingol 51/10/0 S2'0,0

Beat aelected . 62/10/0 S3IOI0

Sheets.stTong. 60/0/0 0/0/0

Chiu, bars .. 47/11/3 47/18'S

TuLowMCTiXlb 0/0/S 0,0/6|

L B a 0 Pig.
Spanish....ton 10/0/0 lOA/3
^glisb, oom.
brands 10/2/0 0/0/0

Sheet, English,
libs, peraq. ft.

and upwards .. 11/10/0 0.0,0

Pipe 12/0/0 0/0,0

Z I B 0 — Bngllsb
sheet ton22A5 0 0/0/0

Vleille Men
tagne 23/5/0 0 0/0

Tnr—Straits .... !)l/S/0 91/15/0

Anetmlian .... 61/16/0 Fi'.'i-'O

Engliab rnget*. 96'0 0 96/10 0
Bsnea 8-J/O 0 94AO/0
BUliton 93/10/0 94/0/0

OILS.

Linseed ton IB 7.'6

Cocoauut, Ooebir S5/10.0

Do. Ceylon 23/1.5,"0 O'O'O

Palm, Lagoe ... ^ailO/O 00/0
Bapeeeed, English

pale J5 0;0 25,10/9

Do. brown 23aO/0 0/0/0

Cotconeeod reL.. 18/5/0 0,0,0

Oleine 20/10/0 91/0/0

Lubricating, 0.B 4/0/B 6/0/0

Do. reflued OAO/O 12/0/0

Tan— Stockholm
barrel 0n7,6 0/18/G

Archanee’ aa9/6 0/0/0

CHATHAM.- For relmiUlIng the ‘

. tV’inch 4 Sous. Mr. U. E. Bond, arc
by the architect
---

; Bros. £3.079 1 T. Cillund 48on £2,740

W. C. Snow 2.798
I

Najlari Son 2.728

W. King 2,795 K, U. Seagare 2,445

A. F. Smith 2,772
I
C. E. Bkliuier, Cbalbam*.. 2,388

• Accepted.

CHKRT.SEY.—For the erection of hospital bnildinga. Ottersbaw,
>c ihe Rural Sanitary Authority. Mr. Chas. VVelcli, architect

Quantitiea by architect :

—

J, Harris
H. Brown
G. Gray
J. F. Collinaon ...

B. E. Nightingale .

M. L. Ingram
Jas. Martin

B. Ingram
H. G, Nealnytli
Jas. JI. Jan’is
R. ,1. Huut
T. Wells
Knight A Son. Cherfaey*..

• Accepted.

CLACTON-ON-SEA.—Accepted for the erection of a private
school and house io Carnarvon-Toad. for Mr. Joseph Newraen. Mr.
T. 11. Baker, architect. Clacton-on-Ses;—

Mark PotU £888 0 0

CLACTON-ON-SEA.—Accep
ehope in Rosemary-rund, for M
arcliitoct, Colchester

COWDEN (Kent).—Accepted for the erection of a residence for Mr.
F. C. Nutter. Mr, Rlcha^ Peters, architect. 73. Wool Exchange,
Coleinan-street. K.C.

Lucas 4 others £2.000 0 0

TENDERS.
[Communications for Insertion under this heading

should be addressed to “The Editor," and must reach

us TioC ?af«r {?ian 12 noo» on Thursdays.]

ANERLEY fHurrey).—Accepted for the erectinn of a pair c,f villa

residences for Mr. D. L. Goocli. .Mr. R. Pelera. architect, 73. Wool
Each Sligo Coloujaa-btreet, E.r.

Betlidge I?1.400 0 0

Aceeited for fhe erection of two i

for tliB Banisby British Co-up-iativa

aichitect, Woiubwell, near Bernsiey

BARNSLEY,
dweiliug-housfi
Jno. Robinson,
supplied :

—

F- Robinson. Elnlwell . . .

,

J„i„rr—\v. Hammertun, Wursbio'
Slttti-r—C. Kemp.Swiutun
rlnmlyr-v. Dennison. Barnsley
JVuj'.-r.-r—.1. M. Partliii. P'

/’aiH'o—CnlVEit, Barualej-

Coiii

BECKENHAM.—For ailditlooB and dec-nlunis 'to '• Bcckvillc,"

Southend-road. for the Planet Building Society. Mr. J. W. Btookor,

architect, London Bridge. B.E. j;—

BEVERLEY (Yirks).—For 500 ft. piling and boarding on soiitli

Bide of bulk, for tli* Con’uratlon. Mr Wm. Oxtoby, Borough
Surveyor, (luiidhall, Bcverli-y Yorks;

—

W, Gradwcll
J. R. Foiev
John Elli lit

James Tlioiniuon

.. £357 10
I

Hobt Thacker
. 295 0 w. H. Harri'oD

'2S5 12 Wni. Po.ter, Beverley*.
. . 2«3 Ol • Accepied.

at the Hacknev UnionTrsin-
a Ouardiaoeof the Hackney
cr. 76, Finebury-p,rvemenl,

BRENTWOOD.—For rtrninige

ing Schoo's. Brentwood. Essex.

I'uioD. Mr. W. A. Finch, i

j' West, iun £2,500 ! 6. Flarrasn

Shefhe’d Urns 2.'J75 A. Toner
WooJbACo 1,BS)8

I
G- Joouluge, Laiubcth

• Accepted.

BRENTFORD.—For paving works, StI’e Hall EsUle, for the Locs]

Board. Mr. J. H. BtieubxD, Sureeyor, CUfilea House, Bjaiou-roed.

Brentford :

—

Victoria Stone Corpsoy, Klrgsland-rood. N.
[Accepted at xehedn'u ol prices from om-rug fourteen tendere.J

BTTCK INGHAM.—For the erection of arcsldecce

for Mr. G. H, Ue'ath. Mr diaries «e11. architect :•

Uultt A Ssvige £l.!t'22 1 Kiligerlco* £1,

Oriat I.9t0
1

* Accepted.

nULWELL (NotUl.—Fora'reet-inaking in the town, for the Beech
HansB Land Society. Mr. Edwin Clarhe, anhitect, 16, Flelclierga'e,

Nottiueliaui. Quanlit rs by the arebiteo'

R. TiPev £004 0 OIF. Mos- m £457 0 0
A Phaw 571) 0 0 M. Tlnnnlis 450 0 0

S. SliniKon 4t« 0 n PopcAKaynor 37H 16 S

.1, BinilU-v 478 0 0 [
T, G. Al eiismi 2.74 1« fi

(The last six have been esked to tc-rter ag-iii on resised queniitles.)
(Architect's estimate, £44S.|

C4STLEFORD (Yorks. ).-

lou u( a new school, 'Wiieio

ward. Mr. It M. McDowall. rchltoct. Carlton-sireet, Csstleford
jua-.titiesby 5Ir. W. Hotbimii W id. Leeds;—
/or mninn. ainf Sricklui/er'i works—
Watson A Blsworth. South Milfor-t £3 307 0 f

rorju-n'croiid Joiner—W, Wll.smi A “on, Pas'leford . . 1,033 13 I

/•/..ni/ier nnd g'nri.T onef Iwt-unliT cnpincer -V/.
WilMio A Sun. Cnslleford 002 1 (

y,7, Jas, reason, Huns et. near Leeds 348 14 1

prutf’-'rt.i'/—J. Finns A Pons. Castlcfurd 126 10 (

PH/ri'i r—Mr. John 11. Butler, Pont Iract .70 1 !

Total £5,4(

Surveyor, Municipal Otfires, Cheltcu

Cliarles 'Fr»dd'ckt f

Blown. Phillips, A Co t

1‘. Bnllnugh A Co.
JanicrO wjs
Mark Williams
.Tnhu Sirachaii CaidifT.
Cliarlei M-U orn 4 S-ns
CliailciVoutiBt
J. K. Bak-r. Sirkeiiliesrl

DARTFORD.—For the erection of a pair of cottsges, Gore Farm,
for the Managers of the Mctro]iolitau Asylums Board. Messrs.
A. A C. Harstoii, Architects, 15, Lcwleuhall-strcet, E.C. Quantities

8'23
I

• Accepted.

IFBY.—Accepted fur the erection of twelve houiei, Ac.
Ml. for the Dcwelmry Pion-ers lodiistrial Co-operative

DEWSBFBY.-
Earl-h '

.

Society. Messrs, lloltoiu A Fox, architects, Weetgato, Dewsbury.
Quantities by the architeote;—

JuliuPickersgill. Ossett* £1,400 0 0
Joiiirr— C. a. Hccker, Ilc»aiiury ;i88 10 0

Plaslrrrr—}. RiclmrdaoD, Dewibury -!'.!!!]- 93 0 0
i«'o'cr—G. Haruteavos, Dewsbury 73 0 0
PaiiUer—E. Oldioyd Dewsbury 25 0 0

• Fur Dclpli stone.

Dot ER —For the remove! of existing wall and rebuilding eaiii'
witb iruu lenclug, Ac., for the Town Council ;

—

H.;.“tiir 12S8.5 0
I

n. Richardson £213 1

J.J.Ball ;I19 11 O. Lewis A Sons* ojq
,

W. Bromley 260 9| lAll of Uovor.l
• Accepted.

0|J Jaekicu, EiiQeld*.
Acucptcil.

a letiiiiate. £1,678.]

FELIXSTOWE,-

p

Tacon. Mr. H. Mille
Quantities by thesur
TtewACo £>7 10

[

Oibhovs £27

I

Etheridge, Rothev-
hitlie* 25

I
* .Accepted.

FDLHAM.—For gmiiits and other paHne works
Hnspitn], Seacrave-roiul. FalUsm, S.W.. for Hi
Asvlimis Board. llc«ia. A. AO, H.arston, erch'tc
bell-.street. E.C.

A Co £310
j

Nowell A Robson* £184
208

I
• Accepted.

t the Western
Meu-opolltsu

/s, 25, l/eaden-

GriUittas .

HENDON.—For fencing in Recreation Ground, Child's-hill, for
.he Heudon Lae.al B. .ard. Mr. S. S. Grimley, Surveyor -—^

Hill A Smith. Bnerly-ti 1 1. dUlfird hire.*
;cop^d acoDlding tj schedule of pricei. (There were eight

e.)

HEREFORD.—Forcrect'ng a model bakery In West-street. Here-
ford, for t ha India audCliiinTea Cjinpauy, Mr. W. W. Eoblnsou.
ar'ki'eot 10. King-street, ilerefuid :

—

U, Welfh £1,939
I

Andrews A Rudge £1 B59
Bowc'sACo l.'dl'i I Bcevau A Hudges*
J. DdV

(All of Hereferd.]
rpted.

HERNE BAY —For the erection

I
lug'eton £228 II)

IF. J. Phllji-it* 214 8
)

(All of HeroeBey.]

HERNE BAT.—For the
Staiinn-rusd. Herne Bav. 51r.

Herne Bay :—
AmosAFoud £1,550 (

A. Hill 1.038 (

T. •'orneliUB H30 (

C. Farley 398 <

0. Welby 898 C

I E. T. J. Ad.nis £.490 0 '

I Mohun A Knight . ... 844 0

[

A S, Iiigletou 827 0 I

I

F. J, Pbilpos. Herne
I Bay (sci-epted) 761 0 '

Welby £.1.56 0 I Taylor £29S 19
Adams :N!i D

|
Imrletfto (accepted) 257 0

[All of Heito Bay.]

HOUGHTON -LE-4PRING.—Forms in sewerage and sewage disposal
works for the townships of Ne«bottle, F-nahaw, We.st Herrington,
Hetton-le-HuIe. Bast Rainton, and Moorsley.for the flonghton-le-
Poring Union Rn-al Saulta'y AnttioH-v, oer plans. Ao

. prepared by
Nicholas-bullJiugs, Newcastle-

thern Southern — . .

pctiou. Sectioo. Total.

Jas. Tough £21,732 ...,£<2,622 ...-£U,351
B.CookvACo 17.646 21,920 .... 39 567
J. AT. Wbite 16.4i9 2i,25l 3«.6no
GeogeBell 1.7.501 .... 10.500 .... 35,000
D. N. Brims 14.98!) ;... 18.9.35 .3.3.fl->l

K H. flruiilou ..

.r. T, aiiopsoii..

R. KudsuD, ]uii., Suoder

Engiueer's eatima’e..

14.6110

14,428
13.760 .

17,27

KING'S NORTON (BirminghaTn).-For Die erection of a wster-
tower a"d the enclosing of water-tauke. and the sinking of a well,

Ac. at Sheide? Fiel'is, for the Uaiou Guiirdisiis. Messrs. Henry
Lee A Thorobiiry, lUjloeers. 38, ft-nDefs-hill, Bifioio|li»ra ;

—

Lane Bros. £397
|
M. H Grant, Birtoiugharo*. £375

» Ac ep*cd euhject to apfrovsl of Local Goveriimenl Bvaid.



Losoo^v-Fo. 'h.

Looaou. Mr. T. j. Bi»il.y. Arai.tf..t .-

,. fil0,270

,. 10.2-W

. 1U.016

ratK-rUffcu. ikuu

Sobool Bju-J

II brickwork be built

£m
F. A H- F. Higgs

.r. Msra'iin'l

Ifolluway Bros.

bini h A Poos -

Co-oiwr.tlreBuiUeie, Lwl.

Hurt Bros
HolUa«y A Greenwood
j.

Lather •

W. Downs. Hampton atrov.,

• Be^mmeadeTby tbe Works Committee lor arceptince.

0i-i89

LONDOK.-For the erection of st*h! ing, A

horses, for Mr. C. Fry. Mr Ricbsid Peter

^ctaage.Co emtn-eUeet. E C
JoBoIjne A
Jarrls A Hone
Braid A Co. .

LONDON.—For eaclosln?. lerelUng. draining,

land in connexion with the

and for erecting new water-c'oi

Mr. T. J. Baiiey. Architect

LatheyBrrs
- -hASor-

,, ind tar-pavlng

;tiure-a re« t School, CUphsm.
the School Board IjI Louden.

r. H»i
B. Par

i.ofis

I.OfO

Whitehead A Co *

J. Tyeruian
OaricttABuri
B. Trijga. 95. The Chase.

Claptiam*

• Becommend^i by'lho'w.tka Committee ( r accep

LONDON.-

SJSxr- SSl*™ -vu™:,.-.

Wool

£1.2:

Iiupe‘ial."lioUcrhithB New-road. Mr.

Lewisham-rood;—
Edwards A Medway

ud additions ai "Prinrt

. £1.26

LONDON. -For altera'ioni and nrdmeeril.
pub'ic-honsa. Holloway-r ad. Wr E K_N.b.c.l. aru.iuet.

H Zrman A Sou. 1,060
j

Kvans q-Qo late)

T(^ l-’«0 Mirrens Brrs.. I'onge Park* U5J

Deatiiig A Son I

^Accepted.

— 1 lavnn*^ —For re-iDsta'ement of wa'ehouse after fire, Hewelt*

street CurtTnuoad! To^ « Mr.CharUa Bell,

AllenTe.m 1

Keuf £-5

Holliday AOrecuWool 775
|

•Accepted.

LONDON.—Accepted for alterations and
'‘'''‘'‘'Jl*

^
“TJ’®

Fonulaio. ’ Lnmheth-walk. N..- 1 Uontrwt. for Mr. 8. Br.ii«..n. Mr.

E. E. Niolelt, ar.hitect, 11. Union Cbaui'iors, Woiiuwood-stn.i.t,

®'%';^luey A £^35 0 0

LONDON -Accepted for al'frat'.ms :md additions to tbe “

Arms - Tavern, Tlmu.as-street Kconingl.m, Mr, K. E. Mbktl,

srchitc't. 11. Union Chambers, Monuwood-sireet. B.L,. .—

U. Barman A Sons ^‘9® ® °

LONDON.—For the erection of granaO'S, at Fclwsrae«-»i|iiare,

K^.aingtoo. W,. for Mr. J 'bn Crowle. Mr Casrles B. i.uy Hall.

architect. 13, 8t. Alban s-roiwl, Kenslugt'n. W. ^
Douglas -d

r 1

Stafford Dill W7 0 0 I
Leslie A Co. .

'“ill."'"":: 'S .’'aTKiSr o

W. W. Learmoulh 32JJ8 0 1 C. Gidhirn
,n i

B A Knight 304 10 0 W. Beuttoll 2-/0 '0 1

Goddard A Massey.... SOO 0 0 |
J. Bhervell ...... .... 214 16 '

J Uuvin 228 0 0 1
S. Orcssinith, Danlel-

T P. Uall.'i..
' 227 0 ol street, Portaea* 200 0 '

• Accepted.

LONDON.—For providing and ftxlut heating apparatus on the
low pressure bot-w.i'er system, with the nece aary b dler. for the
ei.largemout of the Canonbury-road S.hool. Islingtim, now in course
of erection for the School Board for Ljudou, Mr, T. J. Bailey.
Architect :

—
J C. A J. 8. Ellia £590

(
Purcell A Nobbs £33S

G. Davis 4i0 I Maguire A Soos. Daason-
W, G, Cannon S-MO sireet, Dublin* 316
R. H A J. Pearson 390

I

• Recommended by the Works Committee for acceptance.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

LONDON.— Accepted for alterations
Moorgate-strect. Mr. J. W. Bcooker. i

London Bridge :

—

StthiuUe A'o. 1.—Etwards A Mei
Eilimuto A'o. 2.—Edw.rjs A Mei

; the "

•ay £130 0
•ay . 163 11 9

MALAHIDE (Ireland).—For the erection of a dispensary for the
Balrotheiy Uuion Guardians. Mr. C. M. Tuite. G.E., aichlteot,
Dalymouut Cottage. Drogheda:—

Patrick Tolan. Balbriggsn £510 0
[Tills was the only tender jeceiveiL The work will beagain advertised.)

MARKET HARBORODGH.—For the construction of new sti
sewerage works. Ac.. 8L Mary’s Building Estate, for Mr. B
HoToway. Mr. Herbert G. Coales. engineer, Market Harb re
Quantities by engineer ;—
H. Hewitt £3.200

[
J, T. Wingtove £2.570

John Holm 3,026 1 J. Smith
Currell A Lewis •2,748 Jcwcll 2,3l7
H. Lee 2,641

|
F, Barlow, Kothivell* ... . 2.258

* Accepted.

NUNEATON.—.Accepted for bui'diiig lodge and chap 1, supplying
Id flxiiig iron fsneing. and levelling and draining new cemetery,
r the Attleborough burial Board. Mr. John Uoretua, architect,

Nuneaton :

—

Tliomsa Gudgeon, Attleborough, Nuntatoii* ....£450 0 0
• Lodge and Chspel.

W, Hiyward A Son, Wolverhampton .... 8s 5J. p.ry.ird.

PINNER (Middlesex).—Fur the erectina of a cnt'ace-studio. for
3Ir. Louis Dav s. Messrs. Harvey A Hewitt, architects, 7. Great
College-street. Westminster. Quantities by Mr. E. C. Pinks, 45.
Parlisrneut-street, Wtslmiiister :

—

H. 8. Lee £«9;i
|

T. Turcer £616
J. F. Sargeani, 687 I F. Laiter, Harrow* 570
Pennant A Co. 686

I
'Accepted.

SOUTH SHIELDS.— For alteraticns and additions to the premises
of Messrs, Birb.mr A Telford, Market-. lace sud Dean-street, Sonth
Shields. Mr. Henry Qrievas, arehittct, Alhany-chambers. South
Shields

£9® 10
I

W. J, Robertson
R. Sntumerbcll U-10 O P. 8. Winter. South
B. Qoodwlu A 8oa 920 0| Shields (accepted) .... fSS 0

STONEHAVEN (N.B.).-Ai.cevted for the erectirn of an auction-
mart, for the atjuehsven Auction Company, Limited. Mr. George

gory, archilect. St mrliaien, N.B. :

—

fV»rpei(£cr ll'or*—B. Thomson A S' Ds. Stonehaven £293 0 0
.v/rjtcr O'orit— J. l imU.ay A Son, Montrose J04 12 4
fonerrfe irorb—Scott A r-ellar, Alrcrilreii 87 0 0
Pfumirr Il’orA—T, Daviilaou, jum. Banchory.... 47 10 0

TONBRIDOE.— Fur tbe erection of four residences in Park-road,
rMr. K. W. Anniaon. Mr. J. W. Brooker, arch.tect, London

Bridge, S. B. :

—

8 £5,41.5
I

Batt'iy, Sons, A Hulness.
. £S,767

O. AF. Pe-iu 6.41.1 Edwaidi A Medway 6.739
Burmao ASuu .5,mo

1
li. Laugridge* 6,658

* Acceptiil.

TOtTENUAM.—For the erection of Woodland Park Schools, for
the Toiteubaiu School Board. Sir. C. Bril, »rchitect. :i. Saltern'
Hall-court, Cauiion-slreet. Loudon, Qiianlltles by dlcssrs. D.

pbe l A Son, 69. Flnsniry-pavemcnt, E.C. :—
Buckingham A Sen ..£18,789 9 I

Chf rsum A S'na . .

.

’ .. 18,516 0 I
McCormick A Sous

.... 16.900

" THB BUILDER " Is supplied direct from the Office to ro
In any part of the United Kingdom at the rate ol 19b. per.
Prepaid. To all parts ol Europe, America, Aostralia, at
Zealand, 26b. per annum. To India. China, Ceylon. Ac., ;

annum. Remittances payable to DOUGLAB bourtib)
PabUaher, No. 46, Oatherine-street, W.O.

SUBSOEIBBBS in LOKDOH and the SUBUBS
prepaying at the Publighing Office, 198. per anniu

4i. 0d, per quarter), can enflure receiving** The Buii

by Friday Morning’s Post.

HOWARD & son
Manufacturers & Contractor

3(1. PER FOOT,
IN OAK.

'25
, 26, 27, BERNERS STREET, \
Factoeies: Cleveland Works, W. .

THE BATH STONE EIRMS, L
BATH,

FOB ALL THE PROVED KINDS OF
BATH STONE.

FLUATE, for Hardening and Preservin
Calcareous Stones and Marbles.

. £16.495 0

. Kelie- 0 Feici >1 Hnr
n

I

Chtrles Wa'

WAKEFIELD,-Accepted fur tbe e

oiisea at Grime-Iaue, Sharlatuii, near V
rchitect and -utveyor, Bruiiswick.strect. Waketleld :—

R. L. Teal. Normauton £2.035 0 0

WANSTBAD.—Fur inte'ual rejiaira and decorations to Great
Blake Hall aud to the sinbllng and cuttase adjuiniiig. and tbe two

lodge-*, WauBieail. Mr. Herbeit Kivhes. architect
yur, 3, Crooked laue. King William-street, E C.

£747 0
I
W. Muudy* £675 0

737 10
I

• Accepted.F. J. Evan

WATERINGBURY (Kent).—Fur the erection of Piiea Wells
lissiiin Room. Messrs, J. K. K A J. P. riitta, architects,

Dniy A son £504 4 I W*I1U A Son £500 0
' Clements 503 0

1
W. WclU 4U1 o

, the "HavLONDON.—For altvrati-na and additioi

Cas’le ’ Tavern, Giwer-place. N.lt . fur Mr. M, Mhitlii

J. W. Biooker, arebitec
' .ondon Bridge, S.K. :

£2 2fei
1

Runiiau A Sou £2,1

2.278
j

F.dwatda A Meilwiy* 1.7

2,224
I

• Accep.ed wUb niodidcatlui

Watford,—

F

or the erectiun of .a house In tho MaMeo-road, for
r. J Neighbour. -Messrh. J, B. K. A J. P. Outts, architects
uve A Co £IU2 0

j

CJiffurd A Oougb £074 Id

LONDON.-Aceerted for an engine and builer house. Ac
.
aud

deepeuiiig present well and tio'liiii. aud Uuiug with iron cyliudeif,

Ac. furthest. Leonsrd's, Shoreditch Union GuarJiana. 6lr,F. J.

Smith, architect. 17 b, Great George-street, Westminster. S.W.

J. Ivory. Dalston £«7 10 0

iViyinccr'r Il'orA.

THIley ASons, Walbrook 1.26C 13 10

WOODBEIDGE (HuITjlk).—Fur Dew bead-master's bouse. Wood-
bringe Graininsr Sehoo'. Mr. Fred Cliani-ellor, archil ot, Chelma-
' Essex. Quantities ly Mesera. Cuitis A Sous. 119, Loudon

Cornish A Gaymer £11,964 0 0 I Everett A Son £10,7-H 0 0
Adams 11,772 0 OlBrumi 10.675 0 0
Letch 11,500 12 6 Beunett 10.G49 19 11
R«eJA8ou 11,500 0 OlYonngeASon Iw 557 0 0
Baricll 11,475 0 2 Pells A Sun 10 537 0 0
Bipf-er A Son 11,20) 0 0 Hawes 10,500 0 0
Wtst lO.S.’H) 0 0 Girlii'g A Coe 10 393 0 0
Bray Ill,862 0 0l Smith 9,9i7 0 0

LONDON. For the ere'tlon of a wood floor over swimming-liath.

for ihe Coinmtssioners for Baths and Washhuutes for the Parishcf

St. Mary, Isllogtou. Mr. A. Kes-ell Tiltmaii, architect. Quantitlei

supi litd by Mr. John Leaning ;

—

I1.,Ti, £375 0 0
I

Mncf.i'lane £285 0

Jooe» A Tresise 365 10 6 Hougb'oa 232 0
RnewblBros ACo. .. 3Sl 0 0 eliemrld 2(1.5 0
Spencer A Co 3-U 0 0 1

Lascelles A Co 249 0
Toot 3»5 0 0| Wall 247 0
Castle 297 0 0| BicbariUua 210 0
Pryor 290 0 0

1

Works at Claybury Asylum.—yir. James Bloomfield
writes to say chat his tender for the formation of roads
and other works at Claybury Asylum, near Woodford,
for the Londi^n County Council, was wrongly printed
last week as 3,4551. 10s. 5d. It should have been
]3,455f. lOs. 6d. We may add that, by resolution of the
Council on Tuesday last, Messrs. John ilowlera & Co.'s
tender was accepted.

.out and decorations til residence, Nev
r. W. Sbarptt. Mr. B. Peters, atebiUet
street. E.C. :—

1
I

Knight A Co.* £2.9
I

1
• Accepted.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Aspbalte.—The Sejssel Metallic Ld
Aaphalte Company (Mr. H. Glenn), Office, (;

Poultry,B.O.-The beat and oheapeet materialal
damp ooursee, railway arohea, warel:,ouoe doex
Eat roofs, stables, oow'sheds, and milk-rooBc
granaries, tnn*roomB, and terrains, AaphaV
Oontraotora to the Forth Bridge Oo. [Am

R. (it is no matter how the word Is derived
; its accepted meaning

Luiong engixeers is in tbe sense used in tht paas.ge you refer tu, slid
t c.nnot be altered now).—W. 3.. Heidelbere (we have aireadv said
infficieot on the subject). E. M. 8. (tbauks, but tou small for

LONDON.—For iFrovidlng a new covered playgronntl for the
s' depa’tment of the Munnow-roal School, neriuondtey, for

the Pchool Boar-i for London :—
J. Martland £196 0 0
J. Tyeimen. 220. Walworth-ruad* igo 0 0
• Ate muiended by the Works CominU'ee for acceptance.

insertion.
All sialemente of tacts, lists of tenders, Ac., mnat be accompaui dby^e name and vldrees of the sender, not neceaearily for publicaUon.

I decline pointing out books and giving. compelled
addresses.

NoTB.—The responslbllltT of signed article*, and papers read at

QUANTITIES, &c., LITHOGRAPHl
accurately and with despatch.

filBTCHIUE 8b son, 20, Pariiament'St., S.T
“QUANTITY SUEVEYOES’ TABLES AND DIABl
For 1803, pric«6d. poetld. In leather 1/- Post 1/1. [Ad»

public meetings, reaU, ol course, with the authors.
W* oannot undertaks to return rejected communicatlonf,
Lettorsor i^nimunlcatioiui (bey ond mere news-items) which havs

duplicated for other joimnUs, are NOT DESIRED.
All communications regarding literary and artistic mattais should-jj , THE EDITOR; aU eommuajeationa relating

DOUIiTING^ FB.EESTONB.
^ The stons from th«Mqua

It knows M th* **W«w
Bsda,'* And it of a i

erysUUinA utsi^ And I

doubtodly OBA of tho *
doTAblo atonot in EnglAnd,!

OHELTNOH
STONB.

THB C It of the BAmo oryitAfc
“ .oh 8«BRAMBLBDITOH I

"•‘"•".‘li.Oh.lr.t_
CFTir.vnR ) “ texture, And B
SiUNJli. tuitAblefoT flnemoaldod wi

Prices, and every information given,
,

application to CHARLES T2ASS h BO£
Itonlting, Shepton Mallet.

London Agent—Mr. B. A. WILLIAMS,'
16, Craven-street, Strand, W.O. [An

HAM SILL STONE.
The attention of Architects is speei

invited to the durability and beautiful coi
of this materiaL Quarries well opened. Qi
despatch guaranteed. Stonework delivf
and fixed complete. Samples and estimates i

Address, The Ham Hill Stone Co., Norton, Sb
under*Ham, Somerset. London Agent: Mr. 1
Williams, 16, Oraven-st., Strand, W.O, [A

GBAIGLEITH STONE.
FOR_STATEC->SES, ..STEPS, AND LANDIN(!I

VEKY HARO and NEVER WEARS SLIPPERY.^
Apply to-.J. » a. CREW.

CUMBERLAND MARKET, LONDON, N.W. '

Messra. Crew have a large Stock on their Whar-i
for selection.—Telegrams “ Craigteith, London,’’ '

SFHAGUE & CO..

PHOTOLITHOGEAPHEES,

4 & 5, East Harding-street,

Fetter-Lane, B.C.
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The Temple of Bubastis.

j^HE annual volume

issued by the

Egypt Exploration

Fund consists this

year of a descrip-

tion of the re-

searches made on

part of the site

of the Temple at

Bubastis,’ •which,

’having been cleared of the mass of accumulated

earth entirely covering it, was explored some
few years since, and the results published. At
that time it was noticed that a vast number
of carved and inscribed stones were lying in

-one particular spot apart from the Temple
proper, These have now been examined, and

the results are set forth In the volume before

us. One of the plates shows the condition of

the fallen remains when cleared of the earth

that had covered them for many centuries,

^ind they appear to lie in an almojt hope-

less mass of confusion, one huge granite block

being heaped upon another over the whole area

upon which they had fallen. The explorers

proceeded to examine each stone separately,

many having to be turned over and rolled, after

which, paper casts were made of the in-

scriptions which were found engraved on

-each. When all had been thus copied an

effort was made to put the whole of the

subjects together, a work of very great

difficulty, increased considerably by the fact

that a great many of the blocks were either

missing or so thoroughly destroyed that the

inscriptions and carvings were obliterated.

However, the angles, where they were pre-

served, served as guides for the arrangement

•of -the subjects, and, judging from the large

-number of plates, which form a considerable

part of the volume,—they are forty in

number,—M. Naville has succeeded in re-

producing the subjects in a remarkably clear

-and satisfactory manner.

Much has naturally to be lefc to con-

jecture, especially where many of the neigh-

bouring blocks are wanting, but the plates

amply show that in the general arrangement
of the subjects there is but little in the

* “The Festival-hall of Osorkon II. iu the Great
Temple of Bubastis." By Eiouard Kaville. London :

Kegan Paul, Trencb, Triibner, & Co., Ltd. 1S92.

restoration before us of the positions of the

various groups that is likely to be very far

wrong.

The sculptures have adorned the fronts and

the sides of a wide gatewaj, which, facing

east, formed the entrance from one hall into

another, the size of the latter is supposed to

have been about 120 ft. by SO ft. The draw-

ing of the restoration shows this gateway

with a sloping front, the head being formed

by a horizontal cornice of the usual quarter-

round curve springing from a bead. The exca-

vations of the temple began in the hall, which

appears from the inscriptions and the subjects

to have been rebuilt by Osorkon II., as the

festival-ball of the “ Sed Festival,” about 950

years b.c. The older building is spoken of by

our author as having belonged to the Old

Empire. It contained a doorway with an in-

scription of Pepi 1. He believes that it may

even have been the sanctuary of the original

temple. “If anything of the primitive

sanctuary has been preserved, it is in

the erypt, hidden under the pavement, on

which rest stately columns and majestic

arches.” The volume is deficient in regard

to the total absence of any information

I on all these most interesting points
;

in

fact, although so much laudable attention

has been given to the sculptures, no syste-

matic effort appears to have been made to

determine the actual form of the festival-

hall or of its architectural design. Indeed,

the actual plan even of the gateway itself

seems to have been left undetermined,

although, from the mass of material which

has be^n found, it seems all but impossible to

believe but that its foundations must exist, if

not wholly, at least to such an extent as to

I

enable an explorer with some architectural

knowledge to determine its actual form.

;

Even its position in relation to the festival-

hall is undetermined, and our author offers

his readers two conjectural plans. If it were

not one, then it would he the other.

The Sed Festival was a very ancient rite.

It is on record as early as the time of King

Pepi, of the sixth dynasty, and at that remote

period we already see the king represented

with the flail and the crook, like Osorkon,

when he is carried in his litter
;
also, Pepi

wears alternately the northern and southern

head-dress as it is at Bubastis. The festival

was celebrated in honour of Amon, although

he was not the god of the city of Bubastis

Amon was the god of the temple under the

eighteenth dynasty. He was nearly super-

seded by Set under Kamesis IT., and he is

still found occasionally in the sculptures of

Osorkon I. with other gods of Egypt
;
but

already under bis reign Bast had become

more and more the divinity of the place,

until, in the time of Osorkon II., she appears

everywhere as the divinity of the city, except

in the festival-hall itself. But even here

Bast is figured on the sculptures. The

ceremony, which appears to have had some

reference to the Calendar, seems to have

taken place at intervals of thirty years,

although there are reasons for believing

that this period was not always exactly

fixed. The elaborate nature of the ritual

observed in these celebrations is amply set

forth in the plates. The entire surfaces

of each of the fronts of the gateway, and also

the reveals, to speak architecturally, were

covered with rows of minute figures, repre-

senting the personages engaged, and these

extended from base to summit, commencing

from below in each case, and the surfaces

were thus a vast granite pictorial record of

the event.

One of the inscriptions set forth that the

king reconstructed the hall on the occasion

of the festival, and it is probable that it was

previously in ruins, although Osorkon I. had

rebuilt the outer or entrance hall.

The sculptures consist of long lines of pro-

cessions, preceded by groups of the king

mating offerings to various divinities whom
be bad to propitiate before the beginning of

the festival. Higher up is the king, followed

by his queen, Karoama, standing on a raised

platform. On others we see processions of

learned men. Here are the magicians; there

the stewards; the pages bearing fans; the

witnesses; the governors of provinces; and

masses of figures which occur again and again

' through the many plates of the work in end-

less numbers. Each of the principal figures

has his name inscribed in hierogl.yphics, and

these have been admirably translated. The

form of the throne of the king on Plate ii.

is curious. Its four sides are shown in four

different elevations, the king being shown on

the first of these only, the other sides being

' supposed to face the cardinal points. Plate

vii. gives some curious details of various
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divinities, and many of the others contain

inteTet'iii^ embieois, while the position of

rcanv of the figures, at full length on the

ground, denotes “ a mark of respect when the

king or the shrine of a god is passing. In fact,

we sfe several times that priests are lying

down 4uite flat on the ground, smelling the

ground, before the king, as the Egyptian
language tersely puts it.’’ Other figures have
the fruits of the earth and of the air in their

hands as offerings, others again carry the

emblems of various provinces, showing that

at this great national festival, envoys from all

parts of the kingdom were present to take

part in the proceedings. Strange as it may
appear, considering the nature of the gather-

ing, we have searched in vain through all the

plates for representations of instruments

of music, and we cannot find any. No
rows of harpers, no processions of trumpet
blowers. The figures, doubtless, proceeded

with vocal music, and with continuous chants,

but the absence of instruments is not a little

remarkable.

The plates, and the graphic descriptions of

them which M. Xavillebas given in clear and
readable letterpress, render this book a very
welcome and imjiortant addition to Egypt-
ology, and we refer our readers to it with no
littlegratification. The useful society whose
labours have occasioned its production may
be congratulated upon this year’s work, and
the subscribers are doubtless contented that

so much has been done with comparatively
slender support. The volume, it has to be
remembered, is not only a complete treatise

upon au interesting event of Elgvptian his-

tory, but its entire subject-matter has been
brought to the light of day by the work of
the Egyptian E.vploration Eiind. Bubastis,
by its ])OBition, within easy reach of tourists,

on landing in Egypt, will always be an inte-

resting place of pilgrimage; but far more
may be learned by perusal of the work before
us, and of a former volume, relating to the
Temple proper, than by visiting the site.

It only remains to add that the onerous
task of drawing the plates from the full-eiz*d

pfjueezes has been accomjdij-hed by Madame
Neville, and that these have been reduced bv
jirocess to form the many plates of the
volume.

THE MARBLE.S OF SAILLON,
SWITZEULANI).

HE marble quarries of Saillon are
situated on the right bank of the
Rhone, in the Valais, close to the
station of Saxon, on the Jura-

Simplon railway, and about 940 metres above
sea-level, or 4.‘40 metres above the river.
They are connected with the station by a
narrow-gauge funicular railway nearly three-
quarters of a mile in length, the incline of
which varies between o2 per cent, in the lower
parts and 80 per cent, in the upper. The
railway is constructed on the Riggenbach
system, and the loaded wagons, by their
desc*"nc from the workings, draw up the
empty ones. The steel wire cable used (laid
about four months since) has 120 strands, and
the speed at which the wagons move does not
much t.xceed 18 in. per second.*^ Blocks
weighing over 8 tons have recently been
lowered on this rail. About 100 yards from
the bottom of the inclined plane, the sawing
and polishing works are situated.
Although the Saillon quarries have been

worked for upwards of fifty years, it is only
within recent times ;bnt they have attracted
much attention. At first the workings were
restricted to a white marb'e, and for many
years this was the only kind produced. The
transport of the blocks must have been a
rough and costly affair in those days. But
very little interest wa.s taken in the quarries
until the discovery of C pollino marble in
them, and the announcement by authorita-
tive architects that the new stone bore a very
close resf^mblance to the famous Cipollino
of the Romans, M. Chas. Gamier was
amongst the first to recognise the value of the

• Gacetle du I’aiaii, .\ngQg; 31, 1892, p. 3.

material, and he used it in the Paris Opera

House in two shafts, placed at the right and

left of the great staircase door, level with the

entrance to the orchestra.* M. E. Yiollet-

le-Huc, amongst otber.a, reported favourably

on the Saillon Cipollino at the Paris Exhi-

bition, 1878. Professor Jaccardt and M. E.

Guinand J have made Saillon marbles the

subject of special study.

The marbles are stated by Professor

Renevier to be probably of upper Triasslc

age, but other geologists prefer to class them
as Liassic. The beds have a considerable

inclination outwards of about 35 deg., which
circumstance much facilitates the operations

of quarrying. The following is their order of

superposition in the quarries, with the names
by which the marbles are known in the

market :
—

i' Swiss Portor.

ff.
: Saillon Turquin.

(
Saillon Grey.

f. Yellow Marble.
e. ^Vhite „
d. Ribboned Cipollino.

1
Y'ellowish-grey Marble.

I
Black Marble.

b. Grand Antique Cipollino.

a. Modern Green.

a. The lowest bed ( J’ert Moderns) produces
a greyish-green marble. When polished

vertical to the bedding, the stone presents a

light green base, with a number of thin, close,

dark-green, and more or less broken lines

running through it ; a peculiar network
pattern results. Sections parallel to the bed,

naturally have a very different appearance,

the light and dark greens occurring in larger

irregular patches shading off into one another,

the whole having much analogy with Genoa
gretn. It is a very compact marble, and is

obtained in large blocks : the thickness of the
bed now worked is about 9 ft.

h. The Grand .iVntique Cipollino occurs in

a bed about one yard in thickness
;

its

ground is a yellowish-white, having green,

violet, and dark bluish veins, which present
varying patterns according to the relation the
polished surface bears to the bedding. It is

very fine-grained, is susceptible of taking a
higb polish, and is one of the most handsome
marbles in the market. Its subdued tones
form a great relief when contrasted with the
flaring, vulgar marbles so commonly used,
and which have done more than anything else

to bring marbles into disrepute for decorative
purposes in recent years.

c. The Black marble at the base is slightly

argillaceous, dense, and schistose in structure;
whilst the upper portion is a yellowish-grey
stone. Their total thickness is about 9 ft.

;

they are of little commercial value, in con-
sequence of frequent cracks and fissures.

d. The Ribboned Cipollino is distinguished
from the Grand Antique by reason of the
colours being more accentuated, and it does
not present such a rich appearance, though a
fine effect is produced when it is made up
into columns. The ground of this marble is

slightly yellower
;

its tint has been compared
with that of old ivory. The average thick-
ness of the bed is 4 ft.

e. The White marble bed is about 5 ft.

thick : it is fine-grained, dense, very homo-
geneous, slightly translucent, and at first

sight is not unlike some varieties of Carrara.
It is not saccharoid, however, and its texture
is otherwise very different to the well-known
Italian marble. The Saillon White is not of
much value for statuary, because of the nume-
rous cracks and fissures with which it is

permeated.

§

/. The Vellow marble has greyish-violet
veins, is about 6 ft. in thickness, but large
blocks cannot be obtained,

_

g. The three marbles included in this divi-
sion are tinted different shades of grey, with
yellow or white veins. The upper part is

’ M Cha«. Garoler, ' Monographic de ropt-ti. de
Paris," fasc 2, n IIS.

t Jaccard, '' ktudee Tndustrlellea—Le marbre Cipollin
aniique tie Sillion," 1S79.

! GuiDand, “ Bull. Soc. Vaudolse dee Sciences
>aturelles,'’ t. xvi. p. 699 ei. sqq.

§ SI. friboltt, “Bull. Soc. deo Sciences NatureUea de
Neuchatel," t. xil. (188'}, separate paper, p. 22.

darker-coloured than the middle and lower, r

The Saillon Turquin is a handsome stone,'

its white veins being both sharp and cloudy,-

presenting in certain sections a very weird c

appearance.
The structure of the Saillon marbles has i

been induced by metamorphic action, but

:

there seems to still remain rough indications :

of their former character in the field, although !:

the alteration has been complete enough to e

obliterate all traces of fossils. Examined;!
under the microscope, the marbles exhibit as
remarkably uniform grain, sprinkled with h

small fibrous masses of magnesian and ferrona

silicates. The magnesian silicates polish with 3

the same facility as the carbonate of lime, of 1

which the stones are almost entirely com-
posed.

Professor L. Tetmajer, of the Swiss Federal 1

Office for the Examination of Building YTa- •

terials, Zurich, has experimented on thef
crushing strength of the various Saillon 3

marbles, but we need not give particulars^

^

As might be imag;ined -with such dense ma-
terials, they all come out at figures much in ;

excess of anything they would be required to :

withstand when built up. The weight of a ;

cubic metre of the stone is 2| tone.

In a report by M. Maurice Lugeon (of the ?

Lausanne University), the MS. of which is 3

before ue, the marble beds are stated to be ;

practically inexhaustible. His observations «

lead him to believe that the following,

quantities are yet available without altering,

;

the machinery as at present disposed :

—

To be quarried
1. la the Optn. 2. In QalUrlcM^ ,

Cubic nii-ttee. .Cubic ml-tree..

Modern Green U 150 1,813
Grand Antique Cipollino 600 410'

Ribboned ditto 520 120'

3,270 2.343

Speaking of the waste and debris of tbe-i

quarries, M. Lugeon points out that excellent.!

lime could be manufactured from it, especially ;

from the White beds.

Good examples of the Saillon marbles may ;

be seen, in addition to those at the Opera :

House mentioned, in the church of St.

Francois Xavier, Boulevard Montparnasse, •

Paris; Notre Dame de Fourvieres, Lyons
;
and :

in the Theatre, Geneva. Since its introduction :

into England it has been used, amongst other i

places, in the new Greek Church, London
University Examination Schools, Oxford

;
and !

we understand that the new pump-rootc;

:

at Clifton will contain twenty columns and
twenty-four pilasters, each 15 ft. in height,,

of Saillon Cipollino marble.

NOTES.
TIE annual public exhibition ofi

!

the students’ designs at the
Royal Academy took place cn
Monday last. As far as archi-

tecture is concerned, the department to which
we are bound to give the [first attention, we :

must say that the results are very poor,

and do not go to support the President's

felicitation on the quality of the work sent
in. The principal subject was a design for
“ a small country church in a scattered moor-
land district,” for which Mr. Jas. S. Stewart-
obtained the travelling studentship, and his

design was certainly the best, but none of the-

competitors have in the least grasped the

idea of the kind of building which should
answer to such a title, nor are the drawings in>

other respects more than a very ordinary set.
'

The measured drawings of the north porch of

St. Paul’s, by Mr. R. A. Reid and Mr. Kirby
(first and second silver medals) are good and-

careful pieces of work. But it certainly appears-

that RTchiteclure is in a very languishing,

state in the Royal Academy, and that it

would be almost better to discontinue the

profession of the study of this subject if

nothing stronger can be elicited than is to be

seen this year. In the department of land-
scape the pictures for the Oreswick prize r'^e-

a very creditable set, and the prize one, by
Mr. Siegfried M. Wiens, has fine qualities^
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especially in the clear open-air effect of the
middle distance, and is a picture pleasant to
look at- The competition for a cartoon of a
draped figure (subject, “ Mary Magdalen at

the Sepulchre”) has been won by Mr.
Lawrence E. Koe, with a fine drawing of a
figure which is both pathetic in feeling and
decoratife in design; and we may add that
there is no other figure in this competition
which can pretend to compete with it. The
competition for a design for the decoration of

,

a public building has iDeen better contested
;

the design to which the prize has been
awarded, by Miss Beatrice Parsons, is no
doubt the best both in the composition and in

the design and drawing of the life-size single
figure, but there are two or three others of
decided merit, Nos. 126 and 124 among them
(the names of the prize-winners only are
given). The subject of “Astyanax hurled
from the battlements of Troy in the
presence of Andromache ” is rather a violent
one for sculpture, which has been treated
with a great deal of spirit at least by several
competitors, and Mr. D. M'Gill, in the group
to which the prize has been awarded, has con-
trived to group the figures in a sculpturesque
manner without losing energy of action. In
the competition for a “ model of a design
containing figure and ornament” Mr. C. J.

Allen has worked up the well-worn acanthus
scroll (Renaissance pattern) into a very pretty
decorative composition, but students in this

branch should be encouraged to try new
materials for their decorative foliage. “ The
Judgment of Solomon ’’ was the subject for
the Armitage prize for a design in mono-
chrome for a picture

; a suggestive subject
enough; the competitors seem to have been
curiously afraid of architectural surroundings
to it, for which the situation gives every
excuse, and which might have been turned to

good account in the design.

The December number of the Clai^sical

Review deserves the attention of all

those who are interested in the Homeric
question, from its archieological side. Mr.
Cecil Smith does good service in his full and
clear summary of the controversy as it now
stands between Mr. Petrie and Mr. Cecil
Torr. This controversy has for months been
winding its way through the Academy, the
Athenamn, and the Times, and Mr. Smith's
summary is put together “in view of its

continuance over yet another six months.”
The evidence on either side is exceed-
ingly complicated, the more so as it is

involved in questions of I'lgyptology, so that
Mr. Smith's lucid and unbiassed statement
will be specially welcome. The point at
issue is, it will be remenrbered, that Mr.
Petrie claims for Egyptian discoveries that
they enable us to assign a date of about
1400 B.c. to the Mycenfean civilisation, while
Mr. Torr argues that this conclusion, be it

right or not, is not warranted by the evidence
as yet adduced. We may note that the
“ Homeric ” question still further occupies
the present number, as Mr. Cecil Torr, in a
review ^of Mr. Leaf’s “ Companion to the
Iliad,” attacks Mr. Leaf’s whole position, and
specially his view of the relation of Dorian,
Achcean, and Ionian civilisations.

TyE referred last week (pages 4i53-4 ante)
• *

_

to a resolution passed by the Society of
Antiquaries in regard to certain restoration
work going on at Lichfield. We find the
work in question is being carried out under
the care of Mr. J, Oldrid Scott

;
and without

undertaking to approve of all he is doing
there, we must say that we think it a very
unreasoning and uncourteous action on the
part of^ the Society of Antiquaries to pass a
resolution condemning the work of an archi-
tect who is himself one of their members
without (as Mr. Scott assures us) giving him
any notice of it or any opportunity of ex-
plaining the real facts, with which those who
proposed and carried the resolution seem to
nave been imperfectly acquainted. The
following extract from a report by Mr. Sc?tt

on the subject puts a different light on some
part at all events of the work :

—
“The transepts at Lich6e!d were built a few

years after those at York, and were, to a consider-
able extent, copied from them, though on a much
smaller scale The transepts were entirely
recast in the fifteenth century, the numerous lancet
windows being, with the exception of those in the
west wall of the south transept, done away with,
wide windows with tracery taking their places. . . .

This work of tninsformation from an early to a
late style was skilfully carried out with the excep-
tion of the great window in the north transept, where
the wide and low arch of the new window was given
a peculiarly ungraceful form, neither four-ceutered
nor elliptical. The ancient arch stones were re-
used to form it, and the early jambs with their
characteristic dog-tooth ornament were left un-
touched.

This spreading arch had had the natural effoct of
exerting a powerful outward thrust on the jambs
and side walls, and they had given way to such a
serious extent that means were taken some years
since, by the introduction of a relieving arch and an
iron tie, to prevent the injury from going further.
This had, however, failed, and the whole of the
transept end was in a most precarious and threaten-
ing condition.

What tracery this window had when first rebuilt
we do not know, as it was destroved during the
siege, and was renewed by Bishop Hackett in the
plain style which economy then necessitated. This
tracery, in its turn, had fallen into such a de-
plorable state of decay that it was in the greatest
danger of falling, and some rostoralion was impera-
tively called for. To renew such a meagre design
seemed hardly desirable

;
while an attempt to replace

it with better tracery, such as must have preceded
it, would have been to substitute new work for old
without the guidance of any evidence.
A bolder alternative was to reconstruct tbo

Early Lancet windows with the numerous ancient
stones which had been preserved in the later arch,
and in doing this to remove the danger which has
for BO many years threatened the transept, and
this plan after long deliberation has been adopted,
and has lately been brought to a successful comple-
tion.

The Earl}' English stones found were so many,
and their condition was so perfect, that it has been
possible to ascertain with certainty what the original
design was in every particular
So completely has it been possible to reconstruct

the lancets that in the five beautiful inner arches
there are only twelve new stones; all the others,
amounting to some hundreds, being ancient.”

Had the old work not been in so dilapidated
a state as Mr. Scott describes, it would have
been a reasonable question whether it should
be disturbed

;
but under the circumstances,

the late work having decayed and so many of
the actual stones of the earlier work being
in existence, the course pursued by the archi-
tect seems perfectly reasonable and logical,

Unfortunately, archioologists are loo prone,
as in this instance, to condemn the pro-
ceedings of architects without waiting to find
out the facts.

rpHE Council of the Surveyors’ Institution
J- have been entering into arrangements
for admitting to membership surveyors in
the Colonies who are not able to attend to
pass the usual examination. The change is

proposed with a view of federating the pro-
fession throughout the empire, and of affirm-
ing and defining the professional status of
Colonial Surveyors

; and the Council of the
Institution are prepared to entertain applica-
tions for admission to membership, without
examination, from surveyors holding official

appointments in the following British Colonies
and dependencies, where it is understood that
candidates for such appointments are required,
as a condition precedent, to pass an examina-
tion which can be accepted in lieu of the
professional examinations of the Institution.
The Colonies to which the arrangement
applies, at present, are lodio, Victoria, New
South Wales, Queensland, Western Australia,
South Australia, New Zealand, Tasmania.
Canada, British Guiana, West Indies, Gape
Colony, and the Straits .Settlements. A
Colonial Surveyor will be considered eligible
ceteris paribus if he shall have passed an
examination qualifying him as an Authorised
or Licensed Surveyor, or as an official, or
Crown Surveyor, or Surveyor-General, in any
of the foregoing Colonies and Dependencies.

,

All Candidates will be required to furnish a
detailed description of the Examination or
Examinations passed by them in the Colonies,

which must be signed by the candidate, and,
in tbe case of a subordinate officer, counter-
sigoed by the Surveyor-General, the Colonial
Secretary, or other chief official. The Diploma
granted to a Colonial Jlt-mber will bear upon
the face of it a notification that it applies
solely to the Colonies, and is in no sense a
Diploma available for a Surveyor practising
in the United Kingdom.*

There have of late been various dis-
cussions in the London County Council

in regard to taxation of ground rent and
kindred subjects. But they have lost all
practical value because the decision in respect
of all the schemes of the Council in regard to
new methods of raising revenue lies with
Parliament. We are rapidly nearing the
time for the assembling of Parliament, and
therefore the debates in the Council have
become somewhat academic. The general-
view of the majority of the Council in regard'
to new methods of taxation, betterment,
taxation of ground-rents, and so forth is
pretty well understood. The point of interest*
is the attitude which anew Parliament will
adopt towards the proposals and desired
legislation of tbe Council. M’e confess that
we think that the House of Commons will
take a much more conservative view of the
financial proposals of the Council than tbe
Progressive party expect, but a fewmontbe.
will show.

:t . “
,

tu LUB sumrarv
condition of the Johanna-street Schools

of the Loudon School Board, as reported in
the i^chool Board Chronicle, terminated with
the passing of a resolution that an official
inspection of the schools should be made by
certain members of the Board, with th*e
assistance of the Medical Officer, and that
they should be empowered to close the school
if that were deemed necessary, and to report-
to the Board. This was an amendment to a
previous motion to close the schools at once
and was probably iha best course to take’
The amendment was carried by 38 vo‘e8 to 6
From the evidence previouslv given in the-
Southwark Police-court by Dr. Verdon it
would appear that he, as Medical Gffi’cer
of Health, had long warned tlie School
Board as to the insanitary state of this
school, and had received an admission,
in m a letter from the Board, that
they “knew the closets were offensive”
In that case they certainly ought not to have
waited till now to take the action which thev
have now tardily decided on. There may he
some exaggeration in the outside statements
made m regard to the school, but it must
have been obvious for a long time past that it
was not in a satisfactory condition The
Loudon School Board have also had under
discussion the question of throwing open new
schools to competition among architects a
course recommended by the Works Com-
mittee, and which we should consider advis-
able, provided always that the buildioas
should be earned out, and the plahs
passed, under the advice and authority of
the School Board Architect as consultine-
architect and final authority. Any other
course would he to put him in a very unfair
position. \ye observe, however, that the
Committee do not recommend a competition
for a special school but for a school “ capable
of being erected on any ordinary site pur-
chased by the Board

;
” a stock plan and

design to he dropped down wherever wonted.
Ihia 18 perfectly absurd. Every site has its
own special peculiaritie.'-, for which the build-
ing must be specially plane* d and designed.

follow the recommendation of
the Works Committee in this respect they
will do a yery foolish thing, as they will find
out afterwards.

T this season of the vear a good many
- technical classes under the auspices of

the various County Councils are at work

Irom the Secretary of the Surveyor*’ Inatltntlon 15Great George-sfreet, Wei*inins‘cr. ’
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But it is quite clear that a great deal more

care and system are required in this matter

if it is to be successful, or even to sur-

rive. Technical education is a necessity for

the country-, but it is a business and not a

mere amateurish pastime. If it becomes,—as

it is becoming,—of this character, it cannot

fail to come to an untimely end in rural

districts, for the ratepayers -will demand that

the money allocated to* the County Councils

for the purpose should be spent in relief of

the rates. 'NVe have been informed of cases

which show a complete inappreciation of the

proper methods of technical education,—such

as the teaching of chemistry to a purely agri-

cultural audience entirely unable to under-

stand a word of the lecture, which is followed

by comic songs and smoking. In other

instances technical classes have been attended

only by young ladies. No money should be

allowed *to be spent on any place unless the

arrangements have been first submitted to

some competent person on behalf of a County

Council, who will certify that the arrange-

ments are satisfactory and that the money
will be well spent.

A SOMEWHAT confusing Order
^

was
issued last week by the Board of Trade

with reference to the new railway rates.

The revision has occupied a long time, and

it would appear that the magnitude of the

task has been under-estimated in some

quarters ;
for, in spite of the extended time

allowed, some of the companies will not have

completed their new books by the end of the

year. Bv the Order alluded to they are

allowed tw'o months longer, and are relieved

of the necessity of giving notice of additions

made to the books during that period, pro-

vided that a “general” notice is given by
placard and advertisement of any altera-

tions to come into force on .January 1.

This is on the understanding that

rate - books are to be available for

inspection at the stations, and that

skeleton forms similar to the pages in the

rate-books shall be supplied to applicants at

n, reasonable charge, and also such extracts

from the 'I)00k3 as may be required. It

appears from a letter addressed t‘o the Press

by the secretary of the Mansion House
Association on Hallway Kates that some of

the provisions of this Order were adopted on
the recommendation of that body, while

others were inserted at the suggestion of the

Kailway Companies’ Association. Other
suggestions were made which did not find

favour with the Board of Trade, and the fact

of the Order being in this way the joint

production of the Associations) and the

Board may perhaps account for its rather

obscure wording.

AX old contributor to our columns, who
kn' W St. llavid's Cathedral in 1844,

writes, with reference to our recent illustra-

tion of it:
—“Xo one except a person who

remembers the dear old Cathedral as it was
half a century ago, can well realise the change
for the better that has been wrought by the
work of conservative restoration which has
been effec-ted within the period. In 1844 the
interior was covered from end to end by a
whitewash of dingy brown, and there was not
a bit of colour in the whole building, either

on the walls, or the tombs, or in the windows.
The greatest credit is due to the present
Bishop, along with Sir Gilbert Scott, for

rescuing the structure from the ruin to which
it was rapidly tending. The first ten pounds
expended on its repairs, it may be interesting

to learn, were raised at Oxford, being con-
tributed by personal friends of the future
Bishop, then Mr. Basil Jones, of Trinity
College, and of Mr. E. A. (afterwards Pro*-

fessor; Freeman, who jointly wrote a his-

torical and archeological work on “ The
Antiquities of St. David’s,”—a work now
scarce and valuable. The publication of this
work gave to the movement an impulse
throughout the Principality, which has con-
tinued from that day to this. There is a
coach or omnibus daily to St. David’s from

Haverfordwest, but the distance is sixteen

miles, and the road is so bad that the journey

occupies between three and four hours ! In

fact, at his palace at Abergwilly, near Car-

marthen, the Bishop is nearer to his seat in

the House of Lords than to his seat in his

own Cathedral.”

I
X the Board-room of St. George’s, llanover-

square, Vestry Offices, Mount-street,

hangs a finely executed plan of the parish,

“ surveyed and delineated in ... . 1725, by

.John Mackay, sent., and junr., mathe-

maticians, of Saint .James, Westminster.’’ It

is drawn to a scale of 10 poles iu an inch,

upon sheets of vellum, and has been recently

restored. In the lower left-hand corner

(east) is set out the Lord Salisbury’s property,

watered by alHuents of the Aye brook, which

the State bought in 1799, and for, it is said,

12,000/., from James, seventh Earl and first

Marquess of Salisbury, for the erection

thereon of a “ Penitentiary House for

London and Middlesex,” which, in 1843, by
statute, was re-named Millbank Prison. Since

some misconception seems to prevail as to

the author of its design, we may here state

that eighty years ago the Government
awarded premiums of 200/., 100/., and 50/. to

Mr. Williams, teacher of military drawing at

the Military College, Mr. C. A. Bushy, and

Mr. Hervey, respectively, for their designs.

On March 7, 1868, we published a letter

written by a correspondent who stated that

the entire fabric,—excepting the gateway,

designed by Thomas Hardwick,—was built

after Williams's drawings, in the making of

which our correspondent helped him. The
late George Godwin ascertained, further, from
credible sources, that in or about 1816 Sir

P^obert Smirke, R.A., was deputed to make
good the failing foundations of the gateway
and other portions of the prison. This he did

by laying down concrete. In the end Smirke
rebuilt the six radiating pentagonal blocks.

Hence, having regard also to the nature of the

soil, it is likely, as is said, that the prison cost

nearly half a million sterling. It is often

stated that to Jeremy Bentham that parti-

cular feature of the plan is due : it has

been claimed for his brother, Sir Samuel
Bentham, by Sir Samuel’s widow in letters

addressed to and printed in this journal.

Nearly two years ago the Secretary of State

offered to sell eight acres of the ground to

the London County Council for 40,000/., for

the building of artisans’ dwellings. At the

north-eastern corner, by Grosvenor-wharf, of

the marshy ground which forms the prison-

site stood Peterborough, afterwards Grosvenor
House, built by John, Lord Mordaunt, ad-

vanced Earl of Peterborough in 1628. That
house subsequently became part of the rich

heritage of Sir Px.ichard Grosvenor, Bart., as

eldest son of Sir Thomas, who married Mary,
only daughter and heir of Alexander Davis,
of Ebury. The plan of 1725, and one of

Ebury lordship, by Henry ^lorgan, 1675, in

the Crace collection, go to show that Pennant
does not quite correctly describe Peterborough
House as being the “last dwelling in West-
minster.” A view of it is contained in the
“(’rowle” Pennant, British Museum. The
house was rebuilt by one of the Grosvenors,
and pulled down in 1809.

I
T is proposed (as will be seen from our

advertisement columns) to raise a memo-
rial at Louth to the late Mr. James Fowler,
towards which the Vicar of St. Michael’s,

Louth, hopes that some of the late architect’s

numerous friends in the profession may be
willing to subscribe. It is suggested that a
suitable form of memorial would be a screen
in the church of St. Michael, a church built by
him, and that the design should be entrusted
to his son, Mr. Keginald Fowler. Subscrip-
tions can be sent to “ The Kev. E. L. Gardner,
Louth, Lincolnshire.”

The collection of water-colour drawings
by Mr. .Vrthur Severn, on view at the

Society of Fine Arts, is a remarkable one in
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its way, but many of the drawings impress usi

rather too much as attempts to paint speciali

effects of light which have not altogether

succeeded. We hardly understand what is

the intended effect of “ Barges, Coal Strike ”

(5) where the decks, tops of bulwarks, and:

cargo of the coal barges all show with a pale

light, under a strong sunset light: the effect(

seems entirely unreal. A want of atmospheric:

effect in the skies is also to be felt ;
“ Sunsett

over Coniston Old Man ” (8) suggests a con-i

flagration :
“ Storm Cloud passing overt

Coniston Water” (17) is a grand little picture,'

and clouds under certain conditions of atmo-c

sphere do assume an almost crag-like solidity,;

but surely it is a little overdone here. Amongi
the finest things are “ Gloomy Sunset, overt

Skye” (13); “Mussel Gatherers hurrying!

from the Tide, Morecambe Bay ” (57) (im

both these the sky’ seems rather too solid) ;)

“Moonlight Clouds, Hawkshead” (65), a veryr

remarkable study of effect, and “Wavest
breaking by Moonlight” (76), still finer, onei

of the most real pieces of moonlight effect we-'

have ever seen. The violent swirl of thej

brown water in “ Spate in Glen Cannich ”

(80) is powerfully given, and “ Dead Calm

(87) is a beautiful little sea study.

The water-colour drawings by Mr. H. B.l

Brabazon, now on view at the Goupil
Gallery in New Bond-street, are mostly merer

sketches, in some cases very rough sketches ;3

but they show a very remarkable perception)

of colour and effect, and are the work of am
artist of independent genius. We object,;

certainly, to any pretence of representing!

important architectural monuments with such;

an utter absence of any indication of detail

as is the case with some of these
;
one on

two sketches called “The Taj,” for instance,'

are no more than ghosts of the celebrated;

building, without an indication of itsi

architectural character except in outline:

or mass, and even that is not cor-i

rectly given. But some of the sketches ini

which cities are treated more en masse, as;

“ Venice, early Morning ” (7),
“ A (.'anal,!

Venice” (17), “ ^'enice, a Dull Day ini

October” (64), are beautiful in colour andi

atmosphere. Among the more powerful)

sketches without distance may be named “ A,

Campo in Venice ” (24) ;

“ Grand Canal,

i

"N'enice, after a ^Storm” (27), and “ A Palace:

on a Side Canal at Sunset ” (46) ;
the latter is

a splendid piece of broadly treated effect. All

who are interested in water-colour art shouldl

see these drawings.

WE congratulate the Royal Academy on
having<|lected Mr. Alfred Gilbert a

full R.A.

PRIVATE BILLS, AND PROVISIONAL
ORDERS : SESSION OF 1893.

We give below a summary of the more im-

portant of the measures for which application

will be made by the customary deposit of

printed Bills and schemes, with plans and maps,

before the close of this month. It will be

noticed that proposals for new railways, in

London and the provinces, are few, whilst

electric-lighting projects are less numerous.

London County Council .—The Council apply

for five Bills ; in respect of open spaces
;
the

removal of gates, bars, and similar obstructions;

an owners’ improvement rate or charge
;

local

improvements; and general powers. The bars,

gates, and posts stand in eighteen parishes,

and are sixty-nine in number. They include

those in Lowndes-square and Cadogan-place

;

Warwick-place, Bedford-row, and Featherstone-

buildings
;

Highbury-grange. Aberdeen-park

and road, and St. John’s-park, Upper Hollo-

way
;
Norfolk (2) and Kensington Gardens

squares, Stanhope-street, and Craven Hill-

gardens; Eaton-square (4), Belgrave-road (2),

Eaton-terrace. Pont-street, and Wilton-place

;

Harewood-place, Oxford-street; Vigo-street;

Harley-street, Devonshire-place, and Park-

crescent (2)—Marylebone - road ends; St.

Paul’s-road (2). Oakley (2) and Harrington

squares, St. Pancras; Taviton, Endsleigh,

Doughty, Arthur, Heathcots, and Frederick

streets, St. Pancras
;
and Princes-gardens and
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Little George-street, Westminster.* Thelocalim-
provements comprise the new street (“ Counc.il-

broadway ”) from High Holborn to the
Strand;tbe rebuilding of Vanxhall Bridge, with
new approaches, and construction of a temporary
wooden bridge at Millbank

; a southern ap-
proach to Tower Bridge

;
the new ferry between

Katcliff and Rotherhiche
;
a widening of Wood-

lane (south end), I'shriclge-road, and of the
seuthern approach to Woolwich ferry. Open
spaces : for acquiring Hackney Marshes, be-

tween Hackney Cut and the river Lea, including
Bully Fen,” between Temple Mills stream and

the (old) river Lea; some land between “Fern-
side'’ and “Kirkstall Lodge,” Tulse Hill, to
make an additional entrance into Brockwell
Park

;
the Albert Palace, Battersea, with all

the buildings and ground, as a place of public
recreation and resort; Hilly Fields, Brockley
which they propose to take over from the Cor-
poration and the Bridge House Estates Com-
mittee for a nominal, or other, consideration

;

York Water-gate, and for adding to the Em-
bankment garden the strip of land behind the
gate (formerly known as Villiers-walk); and
Lincoln’s Inn Fields, about seven acres, now
belonging, reputedly, to the Benchers of the
Inn. or their lessees; and for repeal of 8 Geo. II.

c. 26, which enabled the proprietors and
inhabitants of houses in the Fields to levy a
rate upon themselves for enclosing, cleaning,

and adorning the said Fields. Also, for con-
ferring powers on Vestries and District Boards
to erect buildings of various kinds on open
spaces belonging to them or under their

control. The Council’s Improvement Rate
or Charge Bill provides for imposing a new
rate or charge on lands or property, or its

•owners, the proceed.s to be applied in aid of the
•cost of improvements and works of public
utility. The rate or charge will be collected

wholly or in part from occupiers or in such
other manner, and not beyond such limit, as
the Bill may define. General Powers : this

Bill relates to the election of members to repre-

sent the Council upon the Thames Conser-
vancy Board, and of additional members (of

the Council) upon the Lea Conservancy Board
;

licences for the erection of dwelling-houses in

districts lying below the high-water line, or
subject to tidal floods

;
the electric lighting of

Waterloo and Westminster Bridges, and Vic-
toria Embankment

;
the alteration of the

London Sky-Signs Act, 1891, and the extension
of its scope to other structures and erections
over, or attached to, buildings, or placed on
‘lands; penalties and punishment for giving
false alarms of fire to the fire brigade stations;

a re-arrangement of wards or sub-divisions of
•parisbes and districts in the county of London,
other than those dealt with by the City Paro-
chial Charities Act, 1888, with powers to frame
and conduct schemes relating thereto

;
and for

powers to compensate any persons who may be
injured by working under the compressed air

system in the Blackwall Tunnel, or their wives
and children.

Jjnndoii and Suburbs : Communicatwn and
•Conveyance .—By the Great Eastern Railway
Company for a line from High-street, Strat-

ford, to their Colchester main-line by the
Padding Mill river bridge; and one from
Leyes-road to the Gas-light and Coke Com-
pany’s Beckton Railway

;
tbe enlargement of

the Liverpool-street station hotel
;
and the

acquisition of numerous parcels of land.

Metropolitan District Railway :—To abandon
the West Brompfon Junction line, as authorised
by their Act of 1881

;
and for extension of time

to complete the Acton Junction Railway (1878).
Clapham Junction and Paddington Railway :

—

For an underground railway and subway from
•Clapham Junction to Jlishop’s-road, Padding-
ton, with a branch subway from the Royal
Albert Hall to Eshibition-road

;
on a 4 ft. in.

gauge, and with cable or electrical motive
power. The City and South London and the
London and Blackwall Railway Companies
ask for an extension of the time and powers
now limited by their Acts of 1890, and
1885 and 1889, respectively

;
so also the

Harrow and Paddington Tramway Company,
in respect of their Act obtained last year. The
Edgware-road and Victoria Railway ; for an
underground line from tbe high-road, Kilburn,
to Vauxball Bridge-road, the motive power to

be cable traction, electricity, or any power
•other than that of steam locomotives. West

• Three or four months sro, 16,0001. was contributed
hy St. I’ancras Vestry (5,0001.) and the County Council
(10,0001 ) for the roadway, with I's gate, belonging to
University College, at the northern end of Gower-
street.

Metropolitan Tramways Company : a Bill for
further powers, and to work by animal, cable,
steam, electrical, mechanical, or other power,
over their lines in Chiswick, Hammersmith,
and Acton. The Metropolitan Outer Circle
Railway desire to abandon all farther action
under the Act of 1888, and to obtain an ex-
tension of time under .the Act of 1891,—see the
London Gazette of November 22 and 25 last.

Lea Conservancy : For improving and render-
ing navigable the (old) River Lea. and the
Waterworks, City Mills, and Padding Mills
rivers. The Board of Trade have approved the
Council’s resolution to acquire the tramways
authorised by tbe North Metropolitan Tram-
ways Act, 1871,

Electric Lighting. — The Kensington and
Koiglitsbridge Electric Lighting Company pro-
mote a Bill for confirming an agreement made
with the Chelsea Electricity Supply Company
(1889), whereby the latter’s undertaking is

transferred to the former company. Applica-
tion will be made to the Board of Trade for
provisional orders, subject to confirmation by
Parliament, under the Electric Lighting Acts of
1882 and 1888, by the Islington Vestry, and the
Poplar and Hackney District Boards in respect
of the storing and sale of electricity, the mains
to be laid along High and Upper streets,
Islington, Holloway and Seven Sisters roads,
Kingsland and Stoke Newington High-streets,
StolK Newington-road, Mare-street, and Dalston-
lane; and along East India Dock-road, High-
street, Poplar, and Bow, Coborn, Tredegar and
Fairfield roads. Also by the Holloway Electri-
city Supply Company, to supply electricity to
the northern parts of St. JIary, Islington,
parish

;
the Hammersmith 'i'escry for the

lighting of the parish
;

and by the Urban
Sanitary Authority, Beckenham, for a like
purpose.

Miscellaneous. — Paddington Recreation
Ground : for purchase and transfer to tbe
Vestry of the ground bounded by Carlton-road
(north), Elgin-avenne (south), Portsdown-road
(east), and Shirland and Kilburn Park roads
(west), and to provide for contribution by the
vestries of Paddington, St. John, Hampstead,
and St. Marylebone, the Willesden Local Board,
the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, and the
Paddington Estate trustees. This ground
extends over 201- acres, and forms part of the
land that was acquired ten years ago, and has
been used for five years past as a cricket and
children’s play-ground. It is stated that of tbe
purchase-money, 50,8S0Z., a balance of 1,500Z.
remains to be raised, and must be forthcoming
before the end of the current year. Condi-
tionally upon this, tbe London Parochial
Charities trustees will add 1,000^. to their
existing promise to give 1,000^.» A Sewage
Board for Staines and Chertsey ask to con-
struct filtration and precipitation works, for
prevention of sewage discharge into the
Thames, and to take lands at Walton and East
Molesey.
Hornsey IjOcoI Board. — For further and

better provision as to drainage, flooding
nuisances, infectious diseases, and other sani-
tary matters

;
also for regulating the erection

and maintenance of sky-signs, and compelling
the taking down and removal thereof, and for
the licensing thereof, and in respect of street-
hoardings aud advertisements.

Post Office .—The Postmaster-General seeks
for powers to acquire sites for the postal service
on the east side of Young-street, Kensington

;

Bovay-place, Holloway (extension of the tele-

graphical instrament factory)
; and Carter-lane

and Bell-yard, by St. Paul’s (extension of the
Savings Bank, new buildings).

West Ham. — The Corporation ask for a
variety of general purposes relating to munici-
pal improvements, and the establishment of a
Technical Institute, a Free Library, and a local
museum.

St. George -the- Martyr, Southn'arh. — The
Ve.'itry promote a Bill to repeal 47 Geo. III.,

c. 132. and 50 Geo. III., c. 45, to abolish the
rector’s rate thereunder, and to obtain powers
for providing a fund out of the general rate
instead. The making of the rector’s rate has
occasioned considerable dissension in the parish,
and particularly in March last, when several
members of the Vestry declined to vote.

Grown Lands.—For altering 10 Geo. IV., c.

50, and certain other Atts, to enable the Com-
missioners of Woods to grant leases of parts of
the royal forests for the making of roads

* The Vestry announce that they will deposit this
Bill only If 7001. ol the hilance he assured by the 2l8t
iust.

tramways, allotment gardens, recreation
grounds, water, drainage, lighting, or similar
works

;
and for transfer to the Ecclesiastical

Commissioners of the trusts now held by the
Archbishop of York and the Commissioners of
Woods in England to Sunk Island (river
Humber), and Portland, Oxford, aud Welbeck
chapels (St. Marylebone).*'

The Provinces : Communication and Co 7i~

veyance.—Bover Undercliff Reclamation : a
Bill for a seaside drive and walk between East
Cliff-terrace, Dover, and Ness - point, St
Margaret-at-Cliffe. The road will be nearly
four miles long, and the works are estimated to
cost 200,000^ f Birmingham, Kidderminster,
and Stoarport Railway Company: for new lines
in the counties of Worcester, Stafford, and
Warwick. A sea-shore electric-railway from
Brighton to Rotticgdean. Hunslet Railway
Company : new lines in Yorkshire, West Riding.
North-Eastern Railway : For amalgamation
with the Hull Docks Company, and incorpora-
tion of the Dock proprietors with the Railway
Company. Great Eastern Railway Company

:

A line from Barnwell, Cambridge, to Cherry
Hinton, to connect their Newmarket branch
and Cambridge and Ely main lines, and taking
part of Coldham Common, Barnwell

;
and an

extension of the trawl-basin and fish-market,
with a new harbour swing-bridge at Lowestoft!
Midland and Great Northern Railway Com-
panies ; For taking over the whole undertaking
works, plant, rolling-stock. Szc., of the Eastern
and Midland Railway Company, known as the
Mundesley Branch, with which the Great
Eastern Company propose to make a junction
from Walsham on their East Norfolk line Wemay here mention that the Midland Company
are building a new bridge over the Ouse, and
when that is ready will begin a new station
at Bedford. Other works in hand will provide
for separate goods and passenger lines between
Leicester and London. London and South-
Western Railway Company; A Bill for con-
structing a graving dock at Southampton ad-
joining the Empress Dock, and a quay, about
1,200 yards long, alongside the rivers Itchen
and Test. The Bill provides for a further
widening of the lines running into Waterloo
terminus, and a large number of minor projects
affecting, for the most part, the purchase of
parcels of land. Lancashire, Derbyshire, and
East Coast Railway: For certain deviations
from various lines authorised by their Act of
last year,'and the straightening or deviation of
the river Rother for about 250 yards in Killa-
marsh and Beighton parishes, Derbyshire.
Abandoned: Brighton, Rottingdean, and New-
haven Direct Railway Acts. 1886-7

; Towcester
andBackiDghamAct,1889;andSouthHamp8hire
Railway and Pier. Dover and Calais Submarine
Tabular Railway, for laying two or more tubes
from Abbot’s Cliff to Sandstone Cliff, one mile
south of Cape Griz-Nez. For Bills to enable the
Manchester Ship Canal Company to raise more
capital, and the Corporations of Manchester
Salford, and Oldham to lend to the Company,
upon debentures or other securities.

Electric Lightwg.—Application to the Board
of Ikade for provisional orders is made by the
British Electric Light Company to supply
electricity to Newmarket; the Reading Electric
Supply Company to supply electrical energy
throughout the Borough

;
Eccles and Colchester

Corporations to make, store, and sell electricity
in their respective areas; the Manchester
Sdison-Swan Company to supply Altrincham
and Bowdon districts : and so similarly by the
Bridgend Local Board, and the Newcastle-on-
Tyne Electric Supply Company. Brighton and
Hove Electric Light Company, a bill to make
and supply electricity to Brighton and Preston.

Water Supply .—Bills for extension of area,
and new works at Devonport, East Stonebouse,
Plymouth (by the Corporation), Bodmin, Poole,
and Bilston (by the Commissioners). The
Chatham Corporation desire to take over the
Brompton, Chatham, Gillingham, and Rochester
Waterworks

;
the Frimley and Farnborough

district wish for powers to supply water to
Farnborough, Crondall, Yateley, Frimley, and

• Sb. Paul'i, in Great Portland-atreet (1831), occupioa
it i( laid, the »ite of Marylebone Baain, which was made
in 1668, to supply Covent-garden, St. Martin’s-lane &c
with water, and filled in circa. 1766. St. Peter's, Vere-
street, was built for Lord Oxford, after Gibbs’s designs
It has been re-ieated and re-decoratedj by Mr J K
Colling, architect.—See the Builder of.December 16,’

t A contract of 4l5,000f. has just been made for Ihe
first portion of the new harbour

: the South-Eastern
Hallway are about to take a large site at the town’s
west end for their new terminus

;
and the Corporation

will spend about 50,COOL on street improvements.
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Ash
;
tbe West Hampshire Water Company, to

supply Christchurch, Sopley, Ricgsrood, Milford,

Holdenhurst, Brockenhorst, and Lyndhurst.

Harbours, Piers, Sr.—A. Bill for a pier and

jetty, 7,790 ft. lone, at Weston-super-Mare,

opposite the end of Kegent-street, Provisional

Orders, by tbe Deal Harbour Board Company,
for a tidal harbour at Deal (at the north end of

the town, between the Coastguard Barracks and

the ruins of Sandown Castle), having two piers,

700 ft. long and 500 ft. apart at their shore

ends ;
a pier-jetty and landing-place at South-

wold, opposite South-green; a pier at Garth-

point, Bangor
;
and tbe lengthening by 200

yards of Sandown pier. I. of W., and to render

it available for passengers, cattle, goods, and

merchandise. Fishguard Bay Railway and Pier

Company, a pier or breakwater, 350 yards long,

with a sea-wall, at Llanwnda, Pembrokeshire.

For two piers at Morecambe, one (1,403 yards)

from the end of R?gent-street, the other (850

yards) opposite Alexandra-road
;
and one at

Tenby, from White Sandgate, opposite St.

Catherine’s-terrace.

Bristol Corporation: new decks

and other works at Avonmoulh ;
new streets in

the parish of St. Aogastine-the-Less, and the

widening of College-green (south side) for the

whole length of the parish churchyard. For

local, sanitary, and other improvements at

Salford, Harrowgate, Liverpool (including sky-

signs), York; Wigan, Blackpool, and Bolton

(including tramways), and St. Helen’s : Man-
chester, a provisional order for tramways
in Manchester and Cheetham townships

;

Rochester, to take over the local waterworks,

and to extend the borough limits to include

Strood, Frindsbury, and St. Margaret’s
;

Sheffield, to widen High-street and Market-

place between Fargate and Change-alley, and
Fruit-market between Change-alley and
Fitzalan-square

;
and for provisional orders for

tramways at Plymouth, Great Y'armouth, and
Hull.

THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON METROPO-
LITAN WATER SUPPLY.*

Eridence of Mr. Beacon, C.E., on the Thames
Conservancy Reservoirs Scheme,

Among the witnesses examined at one of tbe
last sittings of the Commission was Mr. Geo.
Fredk. Deacon, C.E., Consulting Engineer to

the Corporation of Liverpool, for«whom he
projected and carried out the Vyrnwy water-
works in North Wales which supply that city.

It had been referred to him, he said, by tbe
London County Council to report upon the nine
reservoirs on the upper tributaries of the
Thames, suggested on behalf of the Thames
Conservancy, either to supply London direct or
to feed the river in the summer months. He
had examined the ground, and made himself
familiar with it.

The most marked peculiarity of the tribu-

taries, Mr. Deacon said, is the smallness of tbe
summer flow in relation to the rainfall. That
arises, in most cases, from the very jointed
nature of the rocks. Much of the water
escapes, and is caught in the streams at lower
points, or finds its way into the Thames. From
gaugings, he is satisfied that tbe loss of rainfall

will be much larger than has been estimated,
and that during the summer there would be
great loss from the reservoirs by evaporation.
The reservoirs could be made, except, perhaps,
that of the Sherborne, which would require a
puddle wall all round. But waterworks’ reser-

voirs ought to be twice or thrice tbe depth that
these would be, and have much steeper sides.

The water would grow an immense amount of
vegetation, which would make it, not worse
for the Thames, but undesirable for direct
supply. The Windrush might be made
watertight, but not the Cherwell

;
the Sor

Brook would be fairly satisfactory, but the
marlstone would ,be within tbe reservoir

;
the

Swere would be exceedingly doubtful without a
puddle trench all round it

;
Nether Worton or

Deddington is like Sor Brook
;
in the case of

the Dome, being on the oolites, water would
not run out so rapidly as through marlstone,
but it would not be watertight; and it is much
the same with the Glyme

;
but the Thame on

the Kimmeridge clay is much better, although
it would be a shallow, flat reservoir. In all
cases there are small villages draining into the

• For reportB of previous slttlcga of the CommissJoD,
see last Yolumo of the Builder, pp. 418, 485, 456, 4S0,
506; and current volume, pp. 10. -29. 47, 71. 82 103 I’C
298, 316, 338, 353, 375, 596, 438.

' ’ ' '

rivers. Still, after examining a number of

streams he concluded that Messrs. Marten
Rofe had found the best places. But the reser-

voirs would not do the work it was proposed to

put on them. Artificial reservoirs like those at

Staines (proposed by the companies) would
keep the water.in a better condition. For details

Mr. Deacon referred to statements he had
handed in.

In one statement, Mr. Deacon said that the

Vyrnwy scheme was the ontcome of several

projects which, at the instance of tbe Corpora-

tion of Liverpool, he investigated about the

year 1876. He has been largely consulted in

connexion with the water supply of other

places. He has made a special study of the

flow of water from the ground in relation to

the rainfall, and for many years has been in tbe

habit of gauging streams and comparing those

gaugings with tbe respective rainfalls on the

areas they drain. In the case of the River

Vyrnwy, such gaugings have been carried on
almost oontinuoDsly for a period of fourteen

years ; and, in the case of the River Severn at

Worcester, for a period of twelve years. For
the purposes of the present inquiry he has
made an examination of the Thames
basin, or rather, of such parts of it

as were in tbe least likely to be
suitable for the formation of reservoirs for tbe
collection of potable water. The configuration

of the surface of the ground over the north-

west portion of the Thames basin is in some
places such that, where the geological forma-
tion would ensure watertightness, it would be
possible to construct certain reservoirs, each of

considerable area, but not of considerable

depth in relation to that area. But pervious
and impervious strata are so mixed up through-
out the district in question that there is in

most cases considerable doubt :—1st. As to the
watertightnesB of the formations which would
be covered by the water of each reservoir. 2Qd.

As to the condition of the rocks beneath the

area from which each reservoir would receive

its supply, and, therefore, as to the proportion
of the otherwise available rainfall which would
pass through the strata without entering the
reservoir.

On commencing inquiry at the instance of
tbe London County Council as to the existence
of sites for large reservoirs on the tributaries

of the Upper Thames, Mr. Deacon at first con-
fined his attention to the contour of the ground,
and to the probable condition of the bottom of

each supposed reservoir site. He did not
expect to find the abnormal relation between
the rainfall and flow off the ground apparent at
once without exact gaugings. In tbe course of
the investigation, however, be was so struck by
the obvious smallness of the flow of most of the
streams in relation to tbe rainfall, that he sub-
sequently made arrangements for ganging a
number of them. In all, about forty-five gaug-
ings have been made and compared with the
rainfall

;
but a number of the areas so tested

have proved to be entirely unsuitable for

reservoir construction. The least objectionable
sites are to be found among the nine which have
been laid before the Commission on behalf of
the Conservators.

Mr. Deacon at first believed, but afterwards
doubted, that the reservoir on the Thame at
Hardwick would yield about the estimated
quantity; and the yield of the others is ex-
ceedingly doubtful. The proportion of the
rainfall which could be rendered available, even
if the other reservoirs were made watertight,
is abnormally small, and its actual value can
only be ascertained by continuous gauging of
tbe streams. The suggested reservoirs are all

shallow. From their large areas the evapora-
tion would be considerable, and this loss, con-
sidered in conjunction with the insignificant
summer flow towards most of them, would
render it necessary to provide a larger number
of days’ storage than would otherwise be
required. The reservoirs drain much arable
land, and the populations grouped in villages
above some of the sites are considerable. They
are not situated at sufficient elevations to
supply the Metropolis without pumping. He is

of opinion that reservoirs upon these, or upon
other sites in the Thames Valley, will never
prove satisfactory sources of supply for tbe
Metropolis.

Abnormal Relations hetiveen River Florv and
Rainfall.

In a supplemental statement embodying
statistical and other details, Mr, Deacon says
that he has analysed certain rainfalls and dis-.
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charges, which, in his belief, have an important
bearing upon the suitability or otherwise of the

upper valleys of the Thames for the collection

and storage of water. His statement is accom-
panied by four tables, which may be described :

—Table A gives the discharge in percentages

of one cubic foot per second per 1,000 acres on
certain days from the areas suggested on behalf

of the Conservators as suitable for the con-
struction of reservoirs; the accumulated rain-

fall during one, two, three, four, five, and sis

previous days respectively, and the acenmu-
lated rainfall during one, two, three, and four

previous weeks respectively. Table B gives the
corresponding results for several other Thames
tributaries not suggested as sites for reservoirs.

Table C gives for a normal drainage area fai

North Wales a number of examples of discharge
selected as having followed npon rainfalls corre-

sponding fairly with the rainfalls in Tables A
and B. Table D gives the maximum and mini-
mum rainfalls, discharges and losses, in periods

of twelve months, on the basin of the Thames
down to Teddington, and on the basin of the
Severn down to Worcester.

The most remarkable feature of the various

summer gaugings of discharge of tbe upper
Thames tributaries is their small volume, and
the great uncertainty of that volume in rela-

tion to the rainfall, which renders it impossible

to predict its amount, even within wide limits,

The uncertainty applies equally to the areas

in Table A, upon which it has been proposed
to place reservoirs, and to those in Table
with respect to which no such suggestion

has been made. Ceteris paribus, the larger

the area the less will be the intensity of
the flow off the ground per unit of area foN
lowing upon any given summer rainfall con-

sidered in detail, and this must be borne in

mind in making any comparison between the
discharge from the tributaries within a limited

period, and that, for example, of the Thamea
at Teddington.
Table C is prepared for the sake of compari-

son with Tables A and B. The drainage area»

to which it relates is 13,000 acres and dis-

charges into the River Vyrnwy in North Wales.
It dees not differ widely in extent from many
of those on the Thames tributaries, in Tables A
and B. If the geological formations were the

same, a given rainfall would not reach the
point of gauging mo;e quickly in the case of

the Vyrnwy than in the average of tbe Thames
cases. The Vyrnwy drainage area consists

chiefly of the clay, slates, shales, and grits of

the Upper and Lower Silurian formations. The
yield of this district in relation to summer rain-

fall is not exceptional. It is about tbe same as

is generally found in districts suitable for the

construction and working of impounding reser-

voirs, and has only been chosen for the present

comparison because it is in this respect a
normal area, and because it is tbe only area of

dimensions approximately similar to the areas

on the Thames tributaries under consideration

which Mr. Deacon has continuously gauged fer

a sufficient nnmber of years to afford the

necessary examples of approximately equiva-

lent rainfall over similar periods.

A glance is sufficient to show that, with the

exception of the Windrush, the discharges

from springs and summer rainfall on the

Thames tributaries, npon which reservoirs have
bien suggested, are all very much smaller than

those of a normal district such as the Vyrnwy.

At the time of gauging, the discharge of the

Sherborne Brook was less than the one-hun-

dred-and-fiftieth ;
the discharges of the Rivers

Glyme and Dome and the Sor Brook were from
one-half to one-third ;

tbe discharges of the

River Swere and the Nether Worton river were

from one-sixth to one-ninth
;
that of the Cher-

well streams from one-ninth to one-twelfth ;

and that of the River Thame from one-sixteenth

to one-twenty-fiftb of the discharge which

would have resulted from the same rainfall per

unit of area in a normal district.

The Windrush gave a discharge of 62 per

cent, of one cubic foot per second per 1,000

acres, which, though small for tbe rainfall, was
about twice as great per unit of area as in any
of the other eight cases. The area to the point

of gauging, viz,, the south-west corner of

Barrington Park, is .59,390 acres, or more than

double any of the others. The river at this

point flows over the Upper Lias Clay, and while

traversing the Lower Lias Clay above, and the

Marlstone between that and tbe Lower Lias

Clay, it receives the springs from the jointed

Marlstone, the Midford Sand, and from some
Oolites.
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During the four weeks preceding the various
Thames gaagings in Tables A and B, the rain-
fall, as also recorded in those Tables, was from
1'53 in. in the case of the Paver Chnrn at
Bannton, to 2 53 in. in the case of the River
Glyme, bnt. omitting the 'Windrnsh, the
•resultant discharges given in percentages of a
cubic foot per second per 1,000 acres were
only

:

From the Glyme
,, Dome
,, Sor Brook
,, Swereaod Nether Worton

rivers, under

,, river Ctierwell aud its

tributary, about
•and,, Sherborne stream, under
It is shown by Table C that a cor-

responding normal area after cor-

responding rainfall will discharge

And will very rarely (after a cor-
responding rainfall) fall to

32 per cent.

30 „
23

12 „

7

4

from 80 to 150
per cent.

43 or 52 per
cent.

In gauging various normal s'reams in the
very dry years of 1878, 1384, and 1887, the
lowest results obtained from areas exceeding
1,000 acres were as follows :

—

The discharge of the river Vyrowy
/TO A/in \ i.ii(18,000 acres) fell, on August 3,
1878, to ... ... ... ... 21 per cent.

‘On June 27, 1884, to 24
And on July 23, 1837, to 22
The discharge from the river Cowny

(North Wales), 2,669 acres, fell, on
June 20, 1884, to 23 „The discharge from the river March-

”

nant (North Wales), 1,561 acres, fell,

on June 23, 1884, to... 24 „

Gaugings on other normal stieams in differ-
•ent parts of the country, having drainage
areas exceeding 1,000 acres each, have given
discharges towards the ends of long droughts
varying from 23 per cent, to 33 per cent, of
one cubic foot per sesond per 1,000 acres

;
and

on an area of only 761 acres on the clay slate
of the Lower Silurian rocks, after a rainfall
during the previous four weeks of -23 in,, Mr.
Deacon found the streim to be discharging
only T7 of a cubic foot per second per 1,000
acres.

The gaugings of the Thames tributaries, with
one exception, began on the Ist and ended on
the 12ch July, 1892. The mean discharge at
Teddington, including water pumped by the
(London Companies, was, towards the end of
that period, about 35 per cent, of a cubic foot
per second per 1,000 acres, which may be taken
to be the discharge per unit of area of the
12,353,000 acres of the Thames basin correspond-
ing with the discharges of the upper tributaries
given in Tables A and B. Nor a corresponding
rainfall on the Severn basin of 1,256,000 acres
•above Worcester, the discharge would not be
'less than 55, and would probably exceed 60 per
cent, of a cubic foot per second per IjOOO acres.
The rainfall of three consecutive dry years

in this country occasionally falls to about 78
per cent, of the mean, and the rainfall of a
single year falls below 67 per cent, of the mean.
Gn such areas as those of the Upper Thames
tributaries, it is exceedingly difficult to predict
the proportion of this reduced rainfall that will

I enter a reservoir.

If from the main rainfall of 27 in.,—which is

:

probably correct,—we deduct one-fifth, the net
result, which will exceed the mean discharge of

, three dry years, is only 216, almost identical
' with 21-62 in., the rainfall over the whole Thames
,
basin in the dry period from July 1, 1890, to

I June 30, 1891. The loss in that period as shown
;

by the difference between the rainfall and the
I TbddingtoH gaugings added to the water ab-
I stracted by the London Companies, was 17-22

in., and if the loss proved to be as much as this
: upon the Thame area, the available rain for a
[ reservoir capable of equalising the flow of three
i dry years wonld be under 4Mn. The other
[

areas proposed are so abnormal that without
I continuous gaugings it is impossible,—even
I assuming the reservoirs to be watertight,—to
I

assign to each the amount of inevitable loss in
I dry seasons. The Thame and Windrush
: reservoirs might probably, without much
I

difficulty, be made watertight, but it

I -is exceedingly doubtful whether, by any such
I works as have been suggested, or are
i desirable, the remaining sites conld be rendered
' watertight. Under such circumstances, if Mr.
Deacon were called upon to assign to the
suggested reservoirs a probable minimum

I annual yield, it would ba considerably less than
' that given in the statements submitted to the

Commission on behalf of the Conservators. If

it is thought worth while to consider this

matter further, the proper coarse is to gauge
the streams at the points of proposed intercep-

tion. and this should be done with automatic

recorders. It is nob necessary that these

gaagings should extend over any exceptionally

dry years, as the ratio of the mean annual rain-

falls is already determined sufficiently by Mr.

Symons’ gauges
;
bat the proportion lost has

not yet been determined for any such areas as

those of the tributaries of the Upper Thames.

Flow of the River Thames.

Mr. A. R. Binnie, the <lhief Engineer to the

London County Council, submitted a volumi-

nous statement and elaborate tables on this

subject. In his introduction he said :

—

“In consequence of certain returns of the

daily flow cf the river at Teddington Weir and
other information having recently been made
public, it has become possible for the first time

to arrive at some general and accurate conclu-

sions on the subiect in a way which hitherto

has been impracticable.

j

The Tbamse, in many respects, differs from
most of the other large rivers of the United
Kingdom, among the principal of which are

the gentle slopes of its valley which up to the

line of watershed are thickly inhabited and
cultivated in all directions, and the fact that

the streams which feed it in nearly all cases

take their rise among the porous strata of the
chalk and oolites.

There has arisen an impression that the flow

of the river is more uniform than in other cases,

on account of the autumn aud winter rain

being stered up in what some persons call

'

‘ vast underground reservoirs,’ in other words,
j

in the fissures and pons of the permeable rocks

among which it takes its rise.
j

CoDseqaently, it has been assumed that a

,

much larger proportion of the total rainfall is
|

discharged than is found to be the case in other

rivers and also that the capacity of impounding
;

reservoirs, if constructed, need not be so great

'

to utilise and equalise the varying flow of the
'

river. I

No doubt, owing to the fact that the river

has been rendered navigable by the construe- ;

lion of locks and weir4 cutting its length up!
into long stretches or pools of permanently
level water, the actual facts of the case have
been to a certain extent veiled from immediate
andprimd facie observation

;
although in the

extremely dry and waterless condition to which
the large areas of the Oolitic plateaux, in the
upper valley, and the ch-ilk downs are reduced
in summer, ajid in the winter floods of the river

at and about Oxford, which receives its flow

principally from the Oolites and chalk, we have
:

had indications that those strata are not quite
I

so porou«, and do not retain the rainfall which
they do absorb for so long a period as some
persons would at first sight imagine.

The facts which have within the last few
months become available for the purpose of

studying this question are the following :

—
1. The daily flow of the Thames at Tedding-

ton Weir, from January 1, 1883, to DecemberSl,
1891, as furnished by the Thames Conservators

to the Royal Commissioners on June 14, 1892.

2. The average quantity of water per day
and per month abstracted by the five companies
from the River Thames at Hampton, Molesley,

&c., above Teddington during the same period,

as derived from the Water Examiner’s Returns.

3. The monthly and annual average rainfall

of the Thames Valley, furnished to the Council

by Mr. G. J. Symons, F.RS., during the same
period.

4. The average sunshine, temperature, aud

I humidify of the air, as derived from, the Obser-

!

vatories of Greenwich aud Oxford during the
same period.

The Thames Conservators have also placed
before the Royal Commissioners on July 26,

1892, a diagram comparing the volume of the
discharge with the rainfall

;
bat as the dis-

charge on this diagram is given in million
gallons, and the rainfall in inches, it does not
lend itself very readily to the elucidation of the

1
important subject under enquiry, as there is no

j

immediate and direct mode of comparing inches

j

of rainfall and millions of gallons when plotted
' to different scales on the same diagram.

The Thames Conservators also, through their

I

Engineer, Mr. J. C. More, placed before the

j

Royal Commissioners on June 14, 1892, a table

I

showing the annual volume of discharge at
:
Teddington Weir, from 1883 to 1891 inclusive,

I

with the addition of the quantities abstracted
by the Water Companies. In this table one is

I

at once struck by the fact that in 1889 out of a
' total average rainfall of 25-64 in., 10 4 in. are

j

said to have been discharged from the

j
ground, whereas in 1830, with a total aver-

I

age rainfall of 31-07, the discharge from the

!

ground is said also to have been 10-5 in.

but a reference to the detailed table of the
' daily flow of the Thames at Teddington Weir
put in by the Conservators shows how this

arises. Under the head of March, 1889, the
total discharge for the month is said to be
107.945 million gallons

;
this ought to be only

07.945 million gallons; making which correc-

tion, the -value of the fljw from the ground,
called ‘equivalent rainfall per annum’ in the

table put in by Mr. C. J. More, for 1889, should
read 8-57, and not 10-4 in.*'

Mr. Binnie proceeded to analyse the various

figures relating to this subject, and he worked
them into a series of ten tables, which embody
the facts of the case for the nine years from
1883 to 1891 inclusive.

SKETCH FOR A DECORATIVE PANEL.

This is a sketch by Miss E. M. Rope for a
panel to be executed either in wood or metal

for a chimney-piece or other similar position.

BENNETT’S HYDRAULIC SELF-

CLEANSING STREET GULLY.

Ox the next page we give an illostration

of a system for cleaning street gnllies of

detritus, invented by Mr. W. B. G. Bennett,

C.E., Borough Engineer of Sonthampton. The
modus operandi is as follows :—Wtien the mud-
cart arrives at the point where the gully is

fixed, the man turns back the grate and opens

the water-tap, placed in an ordinary covered

i box in the foot-walk, which admits the water

!
to a plunger below, when the mud-container

;

rises automatically and tips its contents into
I the cart, which operation being completed,

I
the water-tap is reversed, and the dirt-container

' retires to its place, the exhaust water doing

j

duty a second time in cleansing the gully-pit.

I

A provision is also made to flush out the con-

;

tainer with clean water.

I

At Southampton one of these gullies is

;

operated by compressed air. In that town,

j

three miles of air main are laid in the streets

' in connexion with the Shone system of sewage,

I

from which service connexions can easily belaid
^ on, the waste beat from the combosti'on of the

, house refuse in a- destructor being utilised as the

i
motor required for compressing the air.

By this arrangement the frejumt emptying
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of the gullieF, often much neglected, is much
facilitated.

In a general system of drainage, any number
of gullies can be connected to the hydraulic
gully, and the combined contents discharged
at one operation ;

in this case the container is

made of larger dimensiens, with special
tipping gear. The same apparatus can also be
worked pneumatically.

Hydraulic Self-Cleanshig Street
GulLy.

Rrkkrksces.
Tig. 1 is a secticnal elevation, showing the apparatus

arranged as an ordinary single street-gully.
A is the container under grating iu channel of car-

riageway.
E is the container raised to tipping leveL
C container tipped and discharging.
D box In footpath, with hinged cover containing

cock E, by which the supply of water to the c>liudtr-

,

L, and the exhaust from plnnger la regulated by a hanu
key from the foot-walk.
Y ferula for connecting snpply and exhaust pipe.
G nozzle for attaching Jlexible tubing to cock E for

cleansing container.
H trapped outlet from gully-pit to drain.
1 tipping line.

SoaETT OF Engineers. — The tliirty-eighth
annual general meeting of this Society was held on
Jlonday last, at the rooms of the Society 17
V ictona-street, Westminster. S.W. The chair w.hs
occupied by Mr. Joseph William Wilson, iun.,
President. The following gentlemen were duly

Council and Officers for
1^3, VIZ. As President, Mr. William Andrew
McIntosh Valon; as Vice-Presidents, Messrs

Abraham Goodwin, Henry Paija, and
\Villiam George Pierce; as Ordinary Members of
Council, Messrs, K. W. Peregrine Birch. Chas.Uaude Carpenter, Samuel Herbert Cox, Charges
Ijandon, Thomas B.ll Lighlfoot. Perry Fairfax
Nursey, Milliam Bradford, and Georyo hlaxwell
La»lord

; as Hon. Secretary and Treasnrer, Mr.
Honorary Auditors,

I
Somnel Wood

r *k 1

proceedings were terminated by a voteof thanks to the President, Council, and officers for
i.y_, which was duly acknowledgd. by the

\v
dinner of the Society washeld on \\ ednesday evening last.

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.
Manchester Society op Architects. A

general meeting of this Society was held on the
ti'h inet., at 3ii, George-streer, at which Mr. J.

Gibbons Sankey, M. A., was elected a Fellow, and
Mr. Bernard H.Brameld an Associate. The third
sessional paper was read by Mr. R. Knill Free-
man, F.R.I.B.A., entitled “A Few Notes.” A
great variety of matters important to architects
were referred to, including education, practice,
competitions, ice., with much useful advice to
the junior members. An interesting discussion
followed. The annual dinner was held at the
Queen’s Hotel, the President, IMr. Salomons, in
the chair. After the usual loyal toasts, the
President of the Royal Institute of British
Architects responded for “The Institute.”
Glasgow Architectural Association.

—

The usual monthly meeting was held last week,
the President in the chair. A paper was read
by Mr. A. N. Paterson, M.A., A.R.I.B.A., on
" Colour as a Means of Architectural E.x-
pression.”

Architectural Section op the Glasgow
Philosophical Society.—a meeting of the
Architectural Section of the Glasgow Philo-
sophical Society was held on the 12th inst.,
Mr. Campbell Douglas, FR.I.B.A., President, in
the chair, at which Mr. J. Lindsay Miller,
secretary of the section, gave a paper entitled
“Notes on oar Cathedral,” dealing with the
subject historically and architectnrally.

unable to gain much, or indeed any. guidance from-
their proceedings, with the exception, perhaps, of
some of the Government Departments, which have
at least to some extent adopted the system of
scheduling rates of wages.

As the result of our deliberatious, we have come
to the conclusion that the best way in which the
original resolution of the Council can be carried
into effect is by the Council adopting the proposed
standing orders appended hereto. It will be see:.-,

from these standing orders that we do not at pre-
sent see our way to carry the resolution of the-
Council into effect with reference to contracts for
clothing, owing to the absence of unanimity
amongst the trade unions concerned. . . .

It will be seen Irom the perusal of the proposed
standing orders that we are of opinion that the
resolution of May 27 should be extended, so that
the principle shall apply to all work carried out by
the Council under its recent regulations witn
respect to works to be executed without the inter-
vention of a contractor. It is thought by the
Committee that if the Council requires contractor&
to pay and observe the rates of wages and condi-
tions of labour recognised by trades unions, it can
hardly with justice object to be bound by a similar
regulation.

It will also be seen that the proposed standing
orders provide for the making and keeping of a
wages and hours of labour log at the County Hall,
and that this log shall be open at all times to public-
inspection. We have been unable to obtain suffi-

cient information to enable us to compile a complete
log for submission to the Council, and suggest that
this task should be continued by the Works Com-
mittee, which, if the recommendation of thi&
Committee is adopted, will be immediately con-
cerned in the matter.

It will be seen from the proposed standing orders
and the form of contract therein that we have
adopted the second proposal by Mr. Stockbridge,.
After careful consideration, we have not thought it

desirable to recommend the Council to adopt the
first proposal, as we think that this proposal would
be somewhat difficult to apply, and might be con-
strued to suggest what we think is not the fact,

—

that the Council has no direct or legitimate interest,
in the payment of good wages. We think that the
Council is directly interested in the payment of
good wages and the observance of proper condi-
tions of labour for the purpose of securing good and
substantial work.
With regard to Mr. Leon’s proposal, wa think

that it should bo adopted, and have inserted words
in the proposed standing orders which we believe
will carry it into effect.

It will be seen from the proposed standing orders
that we have not thought it within the scope of our
reference to prohibit overtime altogether, but the
proposed clause only permits overtime where it is-

stricily in accordance with the rules of the trade
union concerned.
The question of sub-eontractiog ha.s engaged our

attention on several occasions, and ultimately we
have come to the conclusion that, although in any
case of sub-contracting the stipulations and
penalties with regard to rates of wages and hours-
of labour in the original contract should apply, it is-

not desirable that these stipulations should be set
out in detail in the original contract. We have
therefore come to the conclusion that the clause at
present inserted in contracts for the purpose of
preventing sub-contracting should be inserted in
future in the manner set out in the proposed'
standing orders, and that, in the event of per-
mission to sub-contract being applied for, such-
permission should only be given upon the contractor
undertaking iu the terms of tho proposed standing
order. No. (3.

In order to show how stringently other public
bodies have dealt with sub-contracting,—no doubt
with a view to its prevention,—we may naention
that the Corporation of Nottingham has adopted
the following clause;— ‘ That every contractor who
does not propose to carry out every part of the
work himself, shall, with his tender, supply the
name of every contractor he intends to employ..’"
We have not, however, thought it necessary to go
so far as this.

We are advised and believe that the penalties-
and stipulations we have inserted in the proposed
form of contract would have full legal force and
effect. We therefore recommend

—

‘ That for the purpose of carrying Into effect the
before-mentioned reiolution of the Council of the 27th-
May. 1892, the following standing orders be adopted by
the Council

—

FAIR Wages Clausb.

Suggested Standing Orders as ti> Contracts, except
Contracts for Clothing.

1. There shall be kept, at the County Hall, a list of
the rates of wages and the hours- of laOour to be paid’
and observed by the Council in works which are in the
nature of construction or manufacture, and which the
Council may resolve to carry out without the Interven-
tion of a contractor.
The list shall be settled by the Council on the recom-

mendation of the Works and Stores Committee, and
shall be based on the rates of wages and hours of
labour recognised by the various irade unions in
London, and shall form part of the standing orders of-

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
A SPECIAL meeting of this Conncil was held

on Friday, the 9th inst., the Chairman, Mr.
John Hutton, presiding.

Premature Puhlicatlon of Reymrts. — The
Chairman referred to the growing frequency
with which reports and conclusions of com-
mittees are prematurely published in the daily
and provincial journals before they ate
formally before the Council. As be had
ascertained that these reports had not been
communicated to the journals in question by
the office staff, he couln only come to the con-
clnsion that they must be communicated by
members. He tiusced that there would not be
any repetition of such a breach of confidence
on the part of members.

Legislationfur next The remainder
of the epecLal sitting was chiefly occupied by
the consideration of clauses of Bills to be pro-
moted by the Council in the next session of
Parliament.

The usual weekly meeting of the CouncilWM held on Tuesday last, the Chairman, Mr.
John Hatton, presiding.

Report of the Fair M'ages Committee.— Th®
following report of the Fair Wages Committee
as to payment of trade union rate of wages
form of contract, &c., was presented :

'

, 1 ,
“U 1892, the Council referred to us the

folffiwing resolutiou, passed on the motion of Mr.
John Biirns, M.P., and the amendment of Sirihomas rarrer:—

Sign a declara-
wages andobserve the houra cl labour and coQdftioDS recegnisedby ihe trades uoions in the place or places where the

1

* “Dfl that the hours and wages beInsirted lo and form part uf the contract by way of
enforced for any breach

Workmen In the employment of the

Conncn^.hBn schedule wages, then the
‘'educt from the money

contractor under the contract a sum
Council

of such deflclency. and the

tn 80 deductedto pay the contractor s workmen any deficiency in their

mtract^^®^
2. Ihe contractor shall undertake to keep proper time-books and wages-books in connexion with the contract

Bncc^’
such books shall at all times be open to the in-spection of such person or persona as may oe appointed

Porpose, and the contractor

to the
*’® and deliverto the Council whenever required a declaration that

® ^0** out in the time and wa'''e8

.um.*chLyd''S,r'‘
*“

And also the following proposal by Mr. Leon

0^ "'ages shall be paid by every

cyilrfcjmwn
“ ™pl0jed on any LondoJCounty Council woik wuhin twenty milts of L-.-ndon.'

We have proceeded upon those resolutions at
considerable length, and have endeavoured to
ascertain from other public bodies how far thev ,

have proceeded in this direction. We have been tio?^
iospeC"
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Co-mpetltion Degign for St. Lnke'g Church., Winnington : Plan.

i —
2. Id inviting tenders for work to be executed within

twenty miles ©f.Oharlng-cross, the advertisements and
Instructions for' tender shall state that in the case of

all workmen to be employed by the contractor he will

be re(|Uired to pay wages at rates not less, and to

observe hours of laDour not greater, than the rates and
hours set out in the Council's list, and that snch rates

of wages and hours cf labour will be inserted in a

schedule, and will form part of the contract, and penal-

ties shall be enforced for any breach thereof.

3. When the ccntractor in connexion with the works
contracted for intends to employ labonr at a greater

distance than twenty miles from Charlng-cross, he shall

be required, in addition to the above, to insert in the

sold schedule the names of the various classes of labonr
which he intends to employ, together with the places

where such labour will be employed, and the rates of

wages and hours of labour to be paid and observed in

respect to each class of labour, and no tender shall be
accepted unless the rates of wages and hours of labour

ioaerted in such s(±edule be proved to be the rates and
hours recognised at the date of the tender by the
trades unions of the district where the work is co be
done, and snch schedule will be added to and will form
part of the contract, and penalties shall be enforced
for any breach thereof.

4. In all contracts for the supply of any raw material
or manufactured articles, other than clothing, a condi-

tion shall be inserted that with respect to all materials
or articles produced or manufactured by the contractor,

the contractor will, in the production or manufacture
thereof, pay and observe the following rates of wages
and honrs of labour, viz.

(a) Where the production or manufacture thereof
is carried on within twenty miles of Charing-cross,
the rates of wages and honrs of labour appearing in

the Council’s list.

(&) Where the production or manufacture thereof
is carried on at a greater distance than twenty
miles ^om Charing-cross, the rates of wages and
hours of labour recognised by the trade unions of
the district where it is carried on.

Provided that this standing order shall not apply to
the supply of articles not manufactured by tbe con-
tractor.

i 5. All instructions for tender and contracts under
these standing orders shall he respectively, as far as
possible, in the following forms."

[Here follow the forms of “ mstractlons for

Itender,” forms of contract, schedule, d:c., for

iwbich we have no space this week, althongh
iwe hope to give them in a future issne.]

i Sir Thomas Farrer moved an amendment
i providing that the proposed first standing

j

order shonld so read that the list of the rates

of wages and hours of labour to be paid and
observed by the Council should be applied and
enforced in those cases, and in those cases only,

in which there was a trade union of which the
rates of wages and rules were recognised and
generally observed in the trade. He thought
that it was quite possible that the steps tbe
Labour Party were taking, instead of relieving

pauperism, would add to it, and make the lot

of the sweated harder than it was. If the
report was adopted they would have to

surrender all their powers and responsibilities

: into the hands of their own employes,

iwonld be disgraceful. He appealed to the
iCouncil, as they valued their own dignity and
I the future welfare of London, not to give them-

selves, bound hand and foot, over to any trade

union whatever.

Mr. F. Debenham seconded the amendment,
which he said was to limit the action of the

Council in matters of contract to the payment

,

of fair wages.

1

Mr. Burns, M.P., objected to the amendment
' as vague and indefinite. The recommendations

I

of the Committee embodied a practical, opera-

!

tive, and automatic schedule of wages, repre-

senting what masters and men had come to by

common agreement.
After some further discussion, the amend-

ment was rejected, on a division, by G2 votes

to 46.

Lord Monkswell then moved another amend-
ment:— ‘‘ That after the second word ‘labour,’

in Clause l,tbe word ‘generally’ be inserted, and
after the word ‘recognised’ the words ‘and

enforced’ be inserted.”

Mr. Orsman seconded the amendment, which,

however, was defeated by 53 votes to 52.

Mr. Frederic Harrison next moved to insert

after the word “recognised” the words “and
in practice obtained.”

This amendment was carried by 73 votes to

29, and the further consideration of tbe report

was postponed to a special meeting to be held

this Friday, December 16.

Proposed Statue of Dichens.—On the re-

I
commendation of the Parks and Open
Spaces Committee, the Council declined to

accept a bronze statue of Charles Dickens,

offered as a gift by Mr. Elwell, an American

sculptor, on the ground that the author had
left on record a strong desire that no statue of

him should be erected.

The Public Health and Housing Committee
recommended that clauses should be incor-

porated in the General Powers Bill to give the

Council powers to deal with provisions to meet
an outbreak of cholera should it occur. This

was agreed to, after some discussion.

Tbe Council subsequently adjourned.

Architectural Partnership.—We learn that

Mr. F. E. F. Bailey, A.R.I.B.A., Bridgo-stroet,

Walsall, and Mr. H. H. McConnal, A.R.I.B.A.,

Tbe Bridge, Walsall, have entered into partner-

ship, and from January 1 prox. will carry on
practice as architects and surveyors, at Imperial-

buildings, Bridge-street, Walsall, under the style

of "Bailey & McConnal.”

The Surveyors’ Institution Examinations*
ig93 .

—
“We are informed that 251 candidates have

entered their names for the approaching examina-
tions. Of this number 71 are candidates for the

Studentship, 133 for the Associateship, and 47 for

the Fellowship
;
representing, in the aggregate, an

increase of nearly 25 per cent, on the numbers of

i

any previous year.

IIInsiratioES.

COMPETITION DESIGN FOR ST. LUKE’S,

WINNINGTON.

HHIS design, made for competition pur-

poses, is based upon the regulation

Gothic plan, and worked out in a

purely archieological manner. As the nature

of tbe site made it advisable that tbe main

part of the church should lie parallel to the

road, the axis of tbe chancel was deflected to

the north in order to give the eastern limb a

better orientation.

The drawing was exhibited at this years

Royal Academy Exhibition.

F. C. Eden and J. L. Williams.

DESIGN FOR A TOWN MANSION.

This design, like tbe one by Mr. Bartlett

published in the Builder of November 19, was
made in competition for the Royal Academy
Gold Medal, which in this instance at least has

elicited some good designs. In this one the

cornice, and the rich decoration oyer the prin-

cipal windows, contrast well with tbe plain

treatment of the remainder of the walls, and

the manner in which the balustrade of the

porch is connected with that of the balconies

is a good point, connecting the porch with the

house and with the range of windows of the

principal rooms. The whole is a dignified

elevation, such as would take its place well in

such a street as Pall Mall, for example.

The design is by Mr. Herbert Baker, and was

exhibited at the last Royal Academy Exhibition.

We are unable to give a plan or any further

details as to the design, owing to the absence

of the author from England at present.

THE INTERIOR OF A LONDON LIBRARY.

The library of which the interior is shown

was a small one in a London house, whose sole

light was got by a bay window at the west end.

One side alone was fitted with bookcases ;
the

other side and end were panelled only, as this

part of the room was to be hang with en-

gravings. The whole room had to be kept

simple and subdued ;
tbe woodwork was

unpolished walnut, and the upper part was

hung with old painted Spanish leather. In the

frieze of the bookcase oval pieces of fine

marbles were inserted as jewels, and in the

frieze of the doorcase there was a flat panel of

Rosso antioo, with “Libri muti magistri,”

incised and gilt. Tbe chimney-piece was an old

one of statuary marble, inlaid with verde

antico, with a looking-glass over it; and the

I:
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appraised by different persons, bat it is cer- i
tain that there is ranch abont the existing j

Coptic chnrcbes still worthy of careful study, r

and the notices of some of them to be found
here form one of the most attractive features
of this really fascinating book.
The book is a very good example of its class, i

put together in a logical manner
; the illustra-

tions are both well-selected and well-executed,
and paper, type, and general make-up leave
nothing to be desired.

i standtop of the bookcase was to be used as ;

for antique Greek vases.
The architect was Mr. G. Ai>:chison, A.R.A.,

and the drawing was exhibited at the last
Royal Academy Exhibition.

Ca^o, .'sketches of its Uistcrrxj, Mommcnts, and
Social Life. By Stanley Lane-Poole

J. S Virtue k Co. 1802.London

:

DINING ROOM, HOUSE AT SAN
SEBASTIAN, SPAIN. nHIS is in size and method of handling

a “ popular ’^book. professedly intended

u’txrc • • , .

® ordinary tourist on1HI3 IS tbe interior elevation of the dining-
;

a pleasure visit to Egypt
; and, considering the^Om in the house which frvrftl^ r.ho er>rrtm«i^ r\f mafoi-lol -

room in the house which forms the summer wealth of material obliged to be*comoresspdintn
residence of the Oiieen * 5__ ‘';^_^«i'^™presseQintoO-— uui.uuiCBaBU iUVU

San Sebastian ^

^ moderate compass, the devotion of muchsan oeoastian. ihere is a wooden dado and ' space to matters purely architectural could notcbimney-piece, and a plaster ceiling divided up' beexpected. But although the buildings of Cairoby tracery into a geometrical pattern
;
a similar occupy a comparatively small portion of thedesign forms part of the frieze, or rather (ap- book it is evidently from a consSeraGL n?patently) the ceiling design is continued down the balance of subjects required by the average

TAndov- on/l ^ i i. ... °on to the wall so far. Tapestry is introduced
in the upper part of the wall.

Mr. R. Seldon Wornnm was the architect,
and the drawing was hung at the last Royal
Academy Exhibition.

HOUSE AT EASTBOURNE.
This house has been lately erected at the

junction of Staveley and Buxton roads at East-
Dourne. It is heated by Norwegian hot-air
stoves, and lighted throughout by electricity
The walls are of red brick, and the roof is
covered with Broseley tiles. The contractor for
the work was Mr. J. Harding, of Eastbourne.
Ihe architect was Mr. Frederick W. Waller of
Gloocester. The house was built for Professor
Huxley.
The drawing was exhibited at the RoyalAcidemy this year, but was wrongly describedm the catalogue as “House at Sunningdale”

by “ Messrs. Waller i Son." The correct title is
as given on the plate.

LODGE AND GATES TO HOUSE SAN
SEBASTIAN, SPAIN.

This forms one of the three entrances to theQueen Regents residence mentioned above
Gornprising lodge, guard-room, and gates. The
walls are built of Barcelona red brick and local
stone dressings, and the roof is covered with
B.oseley tiles. The constructor was Sr. Benito
Olaeagasti; and the architect Mr. R. Selden

the gable to the HghTrf ^he tow°tag''“?he

The English Iron Trade.—

T

here is littlrt r>f

market.
_

Uig-iron is tolerably steady althoughtraesacfras do not eihibit ao/ioorease.’ FiSjiron ma^Difests no iniprovomont, and there is littleor no change ,n the tin-plate branch. In stii
“

to., more orders hare been placed for nlatS on
oho/?‘::rr“

reader and not from any lack of adennate
knowledge on the part of the author.
The buildings most worthy of attention are

the ruosques, of which over three hundred still
remain, many of them ranking among the
loveliest architectural creations in the world
second only, as we may claim, to some of the
Christian churches of the same period • but at
any rate, as Mr. Lane -Poole says, “the
noblest examples of Saracenic architecture that
can be seen in all the wide empire of Islam "

All the principal mosqnes, .some of the most
beautiful of which were built as tombs, are well
described, and their general appearance and
most striking details illustrated

; and though no
attempt is made to analyse their variations of
style, their coustructive principles, or the
elements of their beanty, enough is told aboutthem to give the general reader a fair idea of
their character, and to make thelover of art look

anticipation to the larger book
which Mr. Lane-Poole is preparing. In the
chapter on “ The Museum of Arab Art " Cin con-
nexion with which it may be noted, for the use
of those scrupnlons about nomenclature, that the
author gives his reasons at length for preferring
Saracenic tLa Kaos- .. ®

11 .u “f
senerai designation

for all the styles of architectnre variouslvknown as “ AraKlan ” (I Hf.,1 •• d.
.... . ,

Arabian,” “Mohammedan^
Moorish,

_

or “Saracenic"), there is much
valuable information about decoration and
furniture, both religious and domestic, and it
18 pleasant to learn how fine a collection isnow, only just in time, being secured of these
fast perishing relics of the great period ofCairene history.

Another chapter of peculiar interest is thatheaded Christian Babylon," an account of the
Copts and their churches at Babylon by Old
Cairo. It may be new to many that, through
this now despised and little-known race, wemay^ trace a connexion between our own
religious customs and art and those of ancient
Egypt. “Irish Christianity," we are told, “the
great civilising agent of the early Middle Agesamo^ the northern nations, was the cbild^of
the Egyptian Church:’’ and as, on the onehand, the work of the Irish monks of the ninthand tenth centuries has left abiding tracesamong all the nations of North-Western
Europe, so, on the other, the Egyptian.- now
called the Coptic,—Church has been always,

-composed of ‘.true

A Manual of Hallway Law. By F. M. Preston,
B.A., LL.B. London : Adam and Charles
Black.

This will not be the least serviceable of
Messrs. Black’s series of Manuals of Practical
Law, and its utility will, in all probability,
soon be put to the test. The revision of rates
which has taken the railway companies so long
to accomplish, and which takes effect on
January 1, will hardly result in giving un-
qualified satisfaction to their customers. Cattle-
dealers, for instance, have already received
notice of the abolition of the time-honoured
privilege of free passes for drovers in charge of
live-stock

;
and this may be taken as affording

evidence that for any reductions in rates
necessitated by the requirements of the new
schedules, the companies are preparing to
recoup themselves in other directions. “ It is

better for a layman to go to a law-book than
to go to law ’’ stands as a motto for this series

of Manuals; and Mr. Preston’s work, compris-
ing as it does a number of quotations from the
Law Reports, and an appendix in which is em-
bodied many of the charges authorised by the
new Acts, will doubtless be found very con-
venient for reference. A considerable propor-
tion of the recent cases quoted have been com-
mented upon in oor columns. Many decisions
which were frequently/quoted in- actions tried

prior to the passing of the Act of 1888, turned
upon disputed points which have been dealt
with in that measure, and. consequently, they
will have but little bearing upon cases arising
under the dispensation commencing with the
appointment of the present Railway Commission

.

Many questions, however, may yet arise for

which parallels will be found among Mr.
Preston’s examples, and the arguments and
rulings in the cases set forth may afiord prece-
dents tending to the avoidance of useless
litigation.

The introductory chapter may be described
as historical, and is followed by detailed par-
ticulars of the course pursued in the promotion
of a railway company, the acquisition of land,
and the construction of the railway, as regards
legal formalities and Parliamentary powers. In
this connexion much information is given con-
cerning the obligations imposed upon railway
companies with regard to the disposition of
supeiflaous lands, which is interesting and
instructive; while the question of compensation
for lands acquired is also considered. The
remaining chapters deal with the rights, powers,
duties, and obligations of the companies, both
as carriers of goods and passengers, and as
regards the general public. It is noticeable
that the word “ traffic," as defined in the Rail-

way and Canal Traffic Act of 1854, includes
passengers

;
and that the section which pro-

vides that railway companies “ shall afford
reasonable facilities for the receiving, forward-
ing, and delivering' of traffic,” applies to pas-
sengers as well as goods.
Toe language employed throughout the book

is very free from legal technicalities, although
terms are occasionally met with which will

remind the reader that they have other signifi-

cations than those ordinarily associated with
them

;
as, for instance, when it is stated that

among those who may vote in person or by
proxy at shareholders’ meetings are “com-
mittees of lunatics or idiots.”

chief e.enrof irthis do”a°r?S^'ded,ion of thelOTa *>“1“ Pyramids ot Gizi.” The
lodoration of Gnat Britaio.- h-on

' cine in einoidating our own
ecciesiuit.cal antiquities may be variously

Efistoire de la Sculpture Grecqxte. Par Maxime
CoLLiGNON, ancien membre de TEcole Fran-
<?aise d’Athcaes, &c., Sec. Tome premier. Les
origines, les primitifs, I’archaisme avance,
r6poque des grands maitres do cinquieme
siecle. Ouvrage illustre de 11 planches hors
texte en chromo-lithographie on en helio-

gravure et de 278 gravures dans le text.

Paris : Libraire de B'irmin Didot et Cie.,
Rue Jacob, 5G. 1892.

M. COLLIGNON is well known already to English
students of Greek art by bis two manuals on
Greek archeology and mythology, which long
ago appeared in English form. Those,
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land they are many, who have profited

by these elementary books will be glad
I to follow the author’d further lead. The
1 sumptuous volume before us was much wanted.
I It covers nearly the same ground as Mr. Murray’s

j
history of Greek sculpture; but Mr. Murray’s

i

second edition, which appeared some time ago,

though it is excellent, and to every student of

the British Museum indispensable, suffers,

I

necessarily, from being a second edition. It is

the first edition, with supplementary matter,
not, of course, the history of Greek sculpture,

- re-written, as in some respects it now has to be,

1 by the light of recent discoveries. M. Collignon’s

j

book, we predict, will be the standard reference

t work till it, in its turn, falls out of date, and will

I largely replace the earlier histories of Mr. Perry

I and Mr. Mitchell. An excellent example of M.
: Collignon’s lucid and easy way of dealing with
) a complex and obscure subject is given in his

I chapter (page 69), “ Origine et Date de la

i Civilisation Mycfiaienne.” We have seen no-

I where so good a summary, clear without dog-
matism, of this vexed question. M. Collignon

< passes in review the now obsolete theory of M.
Stephani that the Schiiemann discoveries at

Mycenm are the relics of barbarian hordes of

I the third or fourth century A d., a theory
I promptly and efficiently disposed of by Prof.

Gardner. Next came the Carian theory, started

I

by Dr. Koehler and supported by Messrs.
Diimmler and Studniczka. This theory, based
largely on the absence of fibulas In the Acro-
polis of Mycecse. fell in its turn when these
fibula? were found in abundance in the lower
town. Both theories fell before that which
now bolds its ground, and which seems to

be of always increasing conviction, i.ti , that

the Mycecre civilisation is Achmtn, 'Apyog
AxaiiKov, as Homer has it (“II.,” ix., 141).

But the problem is not solved so lightly. This
civilisation is one that extended far beyond the
Argos of Homer to Attica, to Bceotia, to the
islands. The question that next arises is, if

Acbman, where was its original foyer? Where
did this art, made up of elements from Asia
Minor, from Egypt, take its rise 1 Milchceffer

said from Crete. That theory held for a
time

; now we look rather to the mainland

;

there, at least is the crucible where the
diverse elements were fused, as M. Collignon
puts it:

—
“ Composite h ses debuts.ilest devenu

frauchement indigene.” As to date, the author
leaves, as we must leave, the starting-point
unfixed, and puts, as most do, the Dorian
invasion as the terminus ante quern : but he
warns us that the breach was no sudden one.
As M. Reinach has well put it:—“L'invasion
dorienne est pour la Grece comme le debut d’nn
long moyen age qui effacs les traces d’nne
culture d^ji florissant.’ We reserve farther
comment on an admirable book till the issue of
the second volume, to which the Parthenon
marbles are deferred. It Is noticeable that
Pheidias is treated apart from these marbles.
Evidently M. Collignon shares the now common
conviction that his relation to the decorative
marbles is much slighter than was formerly
supposed. How impossible it is to keep up to
date in archmology is shown by the absence,
already felt, of the new Selinus metopes, and
the Argive head of Hera.

GoB-rcorks, their Construction and Arrange-
ment, and the ^lanvfacture and Distribution
of Coal-gas. Originally written by Samuel
Hughes, C.E. Rewritten and enlarged by
William Richabds, C.E. Eighth edition.
London : Crosby Lockwood & Son. 1892.

This treatise deals comprehensively with its

subject in a popular manner. Commencing
with a historical sketch of the iovention and
development of gas lighting, it consecutively
deals with the chemistryand composition of coal-
gas, carbonisation, and the general construction
of gas-works The portions of most interest to
architects and the general public are the
chapters on consumers’ meters, burners, and
glasses, and the various applications of gas for
heating, cooking, and other purposes. Various
methods of procuring light, such as water gas,
electric light, the lime light, the Gillard light
receive notice, and special reference is made
to the improvements in gas manufacture and
in the construction of gas-holders since the last
edition of this book was issued, the principal
being the general application of stoking by
machinery, automatic manufacture of sulphate
of ammonia, the process for the recovery of
sulphur from waste gases, and the purification
of gas by air or oxygen.

THE BUILDER.
The Construction of Qas-works. Practically

described by Walter Ralph Herring,
Engineer and Manager, Huddersfield Cor-

poration Gas Department. London : Hazell,

Watson, & Viney, Limited. 1892.

This consists of a series of articles, which
originally appeared iu the Gas and Water
Reoien', published in book form. A consider-

able portion is devoted to the construction of

gas-works, and the remainder to the manufac-
ture of gas and the appliances involved. The
chapters on foundations, concrete, brickwork,

timber, and ironwork are full of information as

to their application to the construction of gas-

works. That on foundations is particularly

good, and deals with the treatment of different

soils under heavy buildings; and is, therefore,

of considerable interest to architects. The
chapters relating to the manufacture of gas
may be commended to architects who require

a general knowledge of the subject. There are

numerous illustrations, which are clear and
concise, and a considerable portion of the
book is devoted to tables of calcnlations and
useful information.

A History of Boshiry in the Diocese and County

of Bernard. By the Rev. Samuel Bentley,
M.A. J. Masters k. Co.

No district in England is more rich in what
maybe called “village-towns” than the west-
ern-midland district. In Herefordshire especi-

ally, where neither manufacturers nor mines
interfere with agricultural pursuits, they
abound. They show no signs of growth, and
but few of decay. They remain in much the
same state as they were a century ago. A
church of more than common beauty, a main
street, picturesque with its half-timbered
bouses and quaint gables, the mansion of the
squire, with, perhaps, some conventual
buildings and an old Grammar School,

—

these are the common features of the
Herefordshire villages, which have never
grown into towns. Bosbory, which lies about
four miles from the interesting old town of

Ledbury, is a good example of this sort of

parish, and has been fortunate in having in its

present vicar a careful and painstaking his-

torian, and he, too, must be congratulated upon
having secured for his collections such excel-

lent printing and binding. It is a pleasure to

read the annals of a parish out of a volume so

tastefully got up. The church is, of course, the
chief object of Interest in Bosbury. It dates
back to the close of the twelfth century, but its

most noteworthy features belong to a later

period. They include an exceedingly beautiful
Perpendicular rood - screen, rich In wood
carving

;
a chantry chapel, built by Sir Row-

land Morton about the year 1630, and some
Renaissance mouuments attributed to John
Guido. The tower of the church stands about
60 ft. from the main building, and like other de-

tached towers in the same county, was probably
used for defensive purposes. The lordship of

the Manor of Bosbory vested in the Bishop of

Hereford, who bad a palace there, of which
some scanty remains still exist, but, except in

connexion with Bishop Swinfield, they are

of less interest than the old bouse at Harford,
now the Crown Inn. Sometraces may be seen of

a Preceptory of Knights Templar,— still known
as Temple Court,—and there is a Grammar
School, with the usual history of scandalous
mismanagement succeeded by root-and-branch
reform at the hands of the Charity Commis-
sioners. Altogether Bosbury presents a good
deal for the delectation of the antiquary and
the artist, while for those in search of absolute

repose, in the midst of rural surroundings, it

might even be recommended as a place of
residence.

Handbook of House Property and Fine Art-

By E. L. Tarbuck, Architect and Surveyor.
Fifth edition, enlarged. London : Crosby
Lockwood & Son. 1892.

This book was originally published simply as a
Handbook of House Property, and as such it

was a useful little work. Unfortunately,
possessed by some cacoethes scribendi, the author
amplified it by an addition on fine art. The
mixture is a bad one, and the usefulness of the
book has been considerably diminished. The
practical part has in this edition been kept up
to date

;
thus, the provisions of the Tithes Act,

1891, are noted. Bat the space which is taken
up by the pages on fine art had much better

have been given to some amplification of the
practical parts of the book. For example, an

481

index would be useful, but there is none. "When

the book reaches another edition, we hope we
shall find it in its original form, and with an

index in place of the last chapter.

A Table of the Arts and Crafts of the Renais-

sance. By C. R. Ashbeb, M.A. Guild and

School of Handicraft, Essex Houee. London.

1892.

This is a very useful table. It is printed on

a large sheet of strong paper, and groups

in parallel vertical columns various classes

of work, commencing from the left hand

with “Historical cycles, Patrons, and Per-

sonalities,” “ Historical Events Bearing on

Development of the Arts,” “ Events in Boglish

History,” and then going on to “ Architecture,
’

“ Sculpture and Carving,” “ Metal Work,” ko.

ka. Horizontally the events of about the same

date stand on the same line, so that the sheet

gives a comprehensive view of the dates of

Renaissance Art. We made many years ago a

chart of events in architectural history for our

own use, on exactly the same scheme, but we

do not remember to have seen anything of the

kind in print before. It will be most useful in

Art Schools
;
indeed why not in general schools,

since we are arriving gradually at the idea that

geueral education should include some know-

ledge of art?

TRADE CATALOGUES.

Messes George Smith k Co., of the Sun

Foundry, Glasgow, and No. 1, Dowgate-hil),

London, send us a large illustrated catalogue of

architectural and sanitary ironwork. Its con-

tents are very varied and complete, and it will

be found exceedingly useful by architects and

builders. In saying this, however, we guard

ourselves against expressing approval of all the

designs for cast-iron railings, crestings, and

gates. The catalogue contains nearly 400 pages

and thousands of illustrations, and is well worth

attention.

From Messrs. J. G. Statter k Co., of \ictoria-

street, Westminster, and Millwall, comes an

illustrated catalogue of electrical machinery

and plant adapted to installations of varied

character and requirements. It may be usefully

referred to by architects and others who may
have to make provision for electric-light

installations.

CttrnssDnJjtntc.

To the Rditor of The Builder.

THE ORIGIN OF THE ART-WORKER’S
GUILD.

Sib,—

I

n a brief but sympathetic notice of

my article in the Fortnightly

,

on “ The English

Revival of Decorative Art,” the writer is under

a curious misapprehension as to the origin of

the Art-Workers’ Guild. The Guild, as I stated,

was the result of the growing desire for more
unity among workers in the arts of all kinds,

and was quite an independent movement. So

was the Arts and Crafts Exhibition Society,

—

quite a distinct body, be it observed, from the

Guild, though sometimes confounded with it.

I hoped I had made it sufficiently clear in

the article that while the most part of the

painters were bent on trying to reform the

Academy, the designers and craftsmen dis-

tinctly left them on that issue, desiring to make
an independent exhibition.

The idea of the external unity and co-opera-

tion of the arts and crafts is essentially a non-

academic idea, and it is not one which a Royal

Academy can adopt or carry out in its true

sense nithout entirely changing its character.

The Academy is probably fully aware of this,

and the instinct of self-preservation is natu-

rally strong.

In the political world, when an institution

has done its work it is superseded, and the

principle is generally recognised that new wine

must be put into new bottles. I venture to

think. Sir, the same holds good in matters of

art. Walter Crane.

THE MANSION HOUSE.

Sir,—

Y

our correspondent “E. V.,” in his

description of this building in the last number

(p. 464), writes: “It would be interesting to

know the dates of these successive alterations,

and the names of the architects under whom
they were carried out.” Searching among my
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notes, the biographies in “ The Dictionary of

Architecture,” and also Wheatley's " London
Past and Present,” I am able to compile the

following statement, which may satisfy yonr

correspondent, and add to his interesting

notice :

—

The first stone of the edifice was laid Octo-

ber 25, 1739, and it was completed in 1752;
designed by George Dance, sen., the Clerk of

the Works to the Corporation. The cost in

1743 was put at 42,G38Z, 13s. 8d., including
3,900Z. for houses pulled down. The total cost,

however, is put at 71,000^.

The Egyptian Hall is 90 ft. long by 59 ft.

wide.
The sculpture in the pediment is by Pobert

Taylor, who became an eminent architect, and
was made a knight.

The Saloon was formed 1795 by covering in

the open court, under George Dance, jun., who
succeeded his father in the office of Clerk of
the Works, as it was then called.

In 1796 he also removed the tall attic at the
back over the Egyptian Hall, and formed the
present semicircular ceiling to that apartment.
The next entry is in 1836, when the steps

up to the portico were altered to each end,
in two flights, under Sir Robert Smirke, R.A.,
architect.

In 1S42 the lofty attic in front was removed,
and the “ Ball-room ” ceiling formed, but cow
used as the Supper -room, under William
Mountague, Clerk of the Works to the Cor-
poration.

In 1843 the Hall was repaired, &c., under
J. B. Bunning, who had_ succeeded Mr. Moun-
tague. Cost 1,4001^.

The Doric portico, or side entrance, was put
up under Mr. Bunniug, who also formed the
new Justice-room in 1849.

In or about 1864, and perhaps earlier, arose
grave apprehensions as to the state of the
foundations. The edifice had been erected on
piling covered by oak planking, the site having
a marsh-like character. This having been
drained by the new sewerage, the timber
necessarily rotted. Concrete was put in under
the walls during 1865-6, at an estimated cost
of 7,500f., of which about 1,000/. was saved.
The railings in front of the edifice were
removed, whereby land was given up to the
public of the value of some 15,000/. to 20.000/.
The Egyptian Hall and Saloon were repaired
and redecorated at a cost of about 2,850/. In
1867-68 redecorations and reparations were
effected at a cost of about 3,000/. All these
works were done under the direction of Sir
Horace Jones, who bad succeeded Mr. Ban-
ning.

The steps to the front portico were altered to
one flight, as at present, about the end of 1851.
These are, perhaps, the main particulars

;

but the annual cleanings and reparations are
not mcluded. I do not know when the upper
portion of the State staircase was removed.
The Lord Mayor, Sir Crisp Gascoyne, was

the first inhabitant of this excellent building •

he took possession of it 1757-58.
’

A history of the Mansion-House, describing
the sculpture in the Hall and elsewhere, as
remarked by “ E. V.," would be a very accept-
able record. I do not see from the Catalogue
that there are any drawings by G. Dance of
this building in Sir John Soane’s Museum,
'^ere there is a large number of his drawings.
Will “ E. V.” call and see for himself ?

Wyatt Papworth.
2, Lupton-strcet, A*. Jl'

Stiibmt's

concrete”—XXV.
COJtCEETB FLOORS WITHOUT IRON.

UCH has been said at different times

about the advantages and disadvan-

tages of concrete floors without iron,

Architects have been chary of using them be-

cause they have had few or no data from which
to calculate the thickness required for a given

weight and span. Two articles on the subject

by Mr. Frank Caws appeared in the Builder on
July 27 and August 3, 1889, and, after con-

siderable discussion in our “ Correspondence ”

columns, we published a leading article in con-

clusion. The advantages and disadvantages of

concrete floors without iron will be mentioned
shortly. Meanwhile, we will consider the

strength of such floors, making use of the

constants obtained from concrete beams
broken by transverse stress, and given in

Table XXIII., Chapter XXL
The strength of a square plate, fixed at the

14 ft. 6 in. by 13 ft. 6 io., and a thickness of
6 in., fixed around the edge; the concrete to be
composed of 1 part Portland cement and 4

parts broken brick.

The co-efficient of rupture of such concrete

is shown by No. 6 in Table XXIII. {see p. 402,

ante') to be 3'11 at the age of forty-three days.

The strength at twenty-one days will be about
fouc-fifths of that at forty-three dajs, i.e.^

about 2-5. Proceeding by the help of for-

mula IX. we have
14-5^ -i-

13-5^ -5=

7i.' = 2x2-5x x^g.g2xl44,

from which we calculate (most conveniently by
logarithms) that w =* 1 71 cwt. Therefore W
(the total breaking weight) = 1‘71 x 14 o x

13 5 = 334-7 cwt.
If the weight of the slab itself, which will be

about 104-8 cwt. (calculated at 120 lbs. per cub,

ft.), be deducted from this, we find that the

added load required to break the floor will be
230 cwt. or IIL tons,

A floor of the dimensions, age. and composi-

edges” a7rnniformV“lo7de7rmk7be7riou^^^^^ ” tMs example, but supported at the

from the following formula of Grashofs, where was actually made and broken by Col.

» = breaking-weight in ewt. pet square foot,
'

L = length Sf each side in feet, and T= thick- ““Oi It the edges had been fixed instead

ness in feet •
being merely supported, the slab would

fj-i probably not have broken until a weight of

n' — 4C-r-^ X 144 (YIIL). between 13 and 14 tons had been put upon it.

, , , . ^ , r, ,
This is more than the breaking weight obtained

This formnla is extremely simple, and may be by calculation. But we must remember that
pot into a still simpler form, which can be more g,eat care was taken by Col. Seddon in the
easily remembered. Let W=the total distri-

buted load
;
that is to say, x L'^ We then get

:

L= - icU^Lixltt,

which gives us the simple formula:

—

W= ICT^x 144.

CHRIST’S HOSPITAL COMPETITION.
Sir,—

A

s I have no intention of engaging in
the competition for this large new School, I
have the less hesitation in endorsing the sug-
gestion of “Kudos,” printed in your last week’j
issue.

It is of the first importance that this build-
ing should mark further progress both
school-planniog and in school-architecture.

. R. Robson

Kilkexxt ft^TERWORKS.-Tlia Corporation of

5r w’'

H

construction of the floor
;
the concrete was well

rammed, and was covered with water for seven
days after being deposited, in order that the
cement might not fail to harden through loss of

moisture by absorption, evaporation, &c. We
are not told that these precautionswere taken by

In other words, all square plates or slabs of what- Col. Crozier in the beam from which our con-

ever size but of the same thickness, fixed at the stant was calculated.

edges and uniformly loaded, will carry the same
i

Very few experiments have been carried out-

total load. The weight of the slab itself is, for the purpose of ascertaining the strength of

of course, part of the load, and consequently concrete slabs supported or fixed all round,

as the size of the slab is increased the lees Mr. Potter mentions a balcony having a projec-

does the difference between its weight and the tion of 4 ft. 0 in. and a thickness of 8 in. at the
breaking weight become, until ultimately we wall and 3 in. at the free end, which, at the
reach that size of slab the weight of which is age of eighteen months, bore safely a dis-

more than the actual breaking weight. In tributed load of 177 lbs. per sup. ft. The
such a case, the slab will collapse, by its own :

concrete was composed of one part Portland

weight, as soon as the centres are removed. cement to five parts crashed bricks. The test

The strength of rectangular plates, fixed at gives a safe-load constant of l o, calculated ac-

the edges and uniformly loaded, may be cal- cording to formula VII. Mr. C. Drake, in the

culated from the following formula, where “ Transactions 1876,” instances a floor

B = breadth of slab “ nearly ” 20 ft. by 15 ft. by 6 in. (presumably
L^ -t- B' T* , fixed all round), which carried a distributed

L* ^ ^ )
i

load of 2 cwt. per sup. ft. without deflection.

Circular plates, of radius R, fixed at the edges floor to be 20 x lo it gives, ac-

and uniformly loaded, may be calculated thus — cording to formula IX., a safe-load constant of

3 4 '74 it the weight of the concrete itself be

^ C-^, X 144 (X.) taken as part of the load, and of no less than

, 1 r i. a a , 5 92 if the load of 2 cwt. per sup. ft. be, as is
Circular plates supported at the edges and

;
probably the case, in addition to the weight of

uniformly loaded require the formula ^be concrete. Mr. Drake did not state the

7y = ^ C X 144 (XI.) composition of the concrete.
5 R'

, .
It is a pity that many results of tests which

That is to say, the ratio between uniformly- have been published are lacking in some im -

loaded plates and similar plates sjf/jjyor/gii portant particular,—either the thickness or
is as 100 is to 80 ;

the ratio between uni- composition of the concrete is omitted, or the
formly-loaded beams, fixed and s^ipported, ot the load is not defined, or it is not
has been already stated to be as 100 is to 66.

; stated whether the slabs were fixed or only
The ratio for rectangular plates will hover 'supported.
between these two, being practically the same The only experiments, which are worthy of
for square plates as for circular ones, and the name, are those carried out by Colonel
approximating more and more to the ratio for

: Seddon in 1874, and given in Appendix I. of
beams as the slabs become more and more

,

his “ Builder’s Work and the Building Trades ”

elongated.
i (iggS edition). The following table gives the

hxample :—Find the uniformly-distributed results obtained by him on slabs supported all
breaking weight at the age of twenty-one days, round and uniformly loaded with layers of

concrete floor having a clear span of bricks:

—

Table XXVI.

of

Length Breadth

No. between between
supports. supports.

ft.

1 14-5

2

3
"

4
,, 13-5

6-75
6

,,

?e in

ays.

Breaking
weight, In

cwc. per
sq. It.

Weight of

slab, in

cwt. per
sq. ft.

Total break-
ing weight,
In cwt. per

sq. ft.

Calculated
value of C. for
slabs fixed at

edges.*

7 3 •54 3-54 5-66

14 2-76 3-30 5-28

21 8-8St 9-42 15-07t
1-07 1-61 5-81

14 2-51 3-05 4-88

21 2 -84 3-38 6-41

• In calcnlatlng the value of C, It U assumed that fixing the edges of slab No. 4, which is neatly square,
25 per cent., and of the remaining slabs 83 per cent,

cracked under a load of cwt. per sq. ft., but did not break under the load of 8-88 cwt. per sq. ft.,

<)«
g^^^test load available for putting upon the slab. Evidently the slab was near its breaking-point;

abnormaL Perhaps the bricks, which must have been piled to the beigivt of 7 ft. or 8 ft.,

I

® to break joint, and formed a flat arch or dome, which, to some extent, relieved the pressure upon the
central portion of the slab.

if *
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!,

Deo. 17, 1892.]

The first four slabs were composed of one

iiart Portland cement and four parts broken
arick (to pass a 1 in. mesb)

;
the concrete was

well rammed, and was covered with water for

Meven days. The last two slabs consisted of

one part Portland cement, three-fourths of a

•part sand, and three parts broken brick. Col.

iSeddon concludes that the addition of sand
lieems injurious to the strength of concrete. In

Icalculating the strength at twenty-one days of

cfloors carefully made of Portland cement and
(brick (1 to 4), the value of C may be taken

ias 5*5.

ArokeA Floors. — Experiments have been
imade by Mr. C. Colson with the object of

;a8certaining the increase of strength due to an
jarohed form. They seem to show that the

'Strength of concrete arches of small rise (not

lexceeding, say, one-tenth of the span), and with

:proper abutments, is approximately equal to

;the strength of a fixed lintel, the thickness of

twhich is equal to the rise of the arch plus the

ithicknessof the concrete at the crown. But
(the dead weight of the lintel is almost double

(that of the arch, and therefore the latter will

;bear considerably more added load than the

(former. Mr. Colson’s experiments were made
on arches of the uniform thickness of U in.,

and breadth of 21 in. ; some had a clear span
of 8 ft. 3 in., and others of 13 ft. 9 in.

;
the rise

of the arch was invariably 9 in.

When arched floors are adopted, they are

(seldom of the form tested by Mr. Colson, but

have usually an arched soffit only, the upper
surface being flat, In such cases, the thickness

at the crown should never be less than two-
thirds the rise. The rise is usually from one-

twentieth to one-twelfth the span. Large floors

are usually divided into 10 ft. or 12 ft. bays, by
means of rolled-iron or steel girders.

Mr. Frank Caws has advocated the use of

flat concrete floors with a little cove all round
at their bearing on the walls

;
this gives a

slightly domical form to the floor, and in-

creases the strength.
Fro and Con.—The main advantage of con-

crete floors in large slabs is their cheapness,
due to the omission of rolled-iron or steel joists.

The chief disadvantage is their liability to give

way suddenly and totally under the influence of
excessive loads or fires, whereas floors contain-

ing iron or steel joists at intervals of 2 ft. or

3 ft. give way gradually and partially. A
point in favour of solid concrete floors made
of good fire-resisting material, is that the con-
crete resists fire much better than iron or

steel does, and the danger arising from the
use of these materials is therefore avoided.

Iron thoroughly Imbedded in concrete has,

however, been found to resist fire admirably.
Floors with Iron, ^c.—A few words must

suffice about other uses of concrete in floors.

The most common method of forming a con-
crete floor is to fix rolled iron or steel I joists

from 4 in. to 6 in. deep, about 2 ft. from centre
to centre, and to fill in between them with con-
crete. The staging under these floors should
be kept an inch or more below the bottom of

the joists, 60 that the concrete can pass under
these and protect them from fire. Sometimes

_j_ irons are used instead of I joists
;
theoreti-

cally the former are preferable, because they
supply just as much as the concrete requires,

namely, tensile strength, and no more. The
upper flanges of the X joists can well be spared,
as the concrete possesses sufficient compressive
strength without them. Wire ropes, iron rods
and bars, and hoop iron have all been need in

concrete floors to give them additional tenacity.

Numberless systems of floors, in which con-
crete is used, have been patented, such as
Measures’s, Allen’s, Lindsay’s, Dawnay’s, Homan
& Rodgers's, Fawcett’s, &.C., but as they differ

from each other in their ironwork or fire-brick

lintels, or other features, rather than in the
concrete, we cannot describe them in detail.

In Fawcett’s system, fire-brick lintels are laid

between iron joists, but the concrete plays an
important part, as it bears directly on the lower
flanges of the joists.

Ceilings.—The ceilings of concrete floors are
sometimes formed by a thin skimming coat
only, but this is liable to fall off if the floor is

subjected to moving loads, as the concrete
affords little key for it. Sometimes dovetail

blocks or fillets are inserted as described for

floors, and wood or wire or “expanded metal”
lathing is secured to them, on which the
plastering can be executed

;
this makes good

work, not liable to crack or fall. Fibrons plaster

slabs are well adapted for fixing under concrete
floors.

An excellent method of forming concrete

floors which shall have the lower surface per-

fectly smooth, is that introduced by Mr. Frank
Caws. When the wood staging under the pro-

posed floor is in position, it must be covered

with a “thin skin of plaster of Paris floated up
perfectly level and fair. Upon this .... a
grout of pure cement and water is thinly

spread, and upon this grout the concrete proper

is cast, and beaten down in the usual manner.
The skin of plaster of Paris is perfectly water-

tight. Not a drop' passes through it, and thns

the concrete sets more slowly, and to better

purpose
;
and when the centring is eventually

removed, the plaster comes away with it, and
leaves the concrete solid ceiling smooth and
fair, without a blemish or defect.”

Frequently floors are formed in a series of

arches of small span (say, from 3 to 6 ft.), and
the concrete is deposited on corrugated-iron

centres of proper curve, the ends of which are

supported by girders. These centres are not

removed, but form the ceiling of the room
under the floor, and can be painted as desired.

OBITUARY.
Joseph Frederic Debacq.—On November 28

there died, at Feri6-sous-Jouarre, the oldest of the

French architects of this da)', Joseph Frederic

Debacq, born at Paris on May 15, 1800. He was a

pupil of Van Cl^empubte, of Peroier, of Iluyot, and

of ihe Ecole des Beaux- Arts, but was known more
especially by the voyage which he made, in 1827

and '28, in Italy and Greece, in company of the

Due de Luynes, during which he explored the site

of the ancient city of Metaponto, the results of the

exploration being recorded in a folio volume under
the title of “ Metaponte,” published by himself and

the Due de Luynos jointly, at Paris, in 1833. He
also made some interesting discoveries of frag-

ments of painted decoration, one of which ho pre-

sented to the Ecole des Beaux-Arts. On Debacq’s

return to France,where he wasmanyyears Inspecteur

desTravaux to the Municipality of Paris, he occupied

himself mainly with the work brought him by his

counexioii with the Due de Luynes, for whom ho

built various residences in Paris and its neighbour-

hood, and designed among other things the funeral

chapel for the Luynes family in the church at

Dampiorre, a work which was carried out in colla-

boration with M. Charles Gamier, then just

returned from Greece. Debacq was elected, in

1833, a member of the Institut Arch^ologiquo of

Pioma, and since 1841 was a member of the

bocietC Centrals des Arehitectes Fran^ais.

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
University College, Liverpool.—On Tuesday

afternoon the Victoria Building of Liverpool

University College was opened by Earl Spencer,

K.G. The western wing of the building, which

adjoins the engineering block, and is separated from

it on the ground floor by a wide carriage archway,

with a groined roof, leading into what will be even-

tually the inner quadrangle of University College,

contains the Tate Library. The most noticeable

feature of the southern elevation is the Jubilee

Tower, which rises over the central entrance. The
exterior generally is of ordinary selected local

bricks, with red terra-cotta dressings, supplied by
Messrs. Clark & Kea, of Wrexham, the modelling

being executed by Messrs. Farmer & Brindley.

This treatment is further relieved in the library wing

by bands of red Ruabon brickwork. The central

entrance leads into a vestibule, which lies within the

four walls of the tower, and gives access to the great

hall, a large chamber two stories in height, with an

apsidal termination at the east end, separated from

the staircase by a range of arches, which form a kind

of aisle on the southern side. This hall, which is

68 ft. long and 30 ft. wide, is lighted by tall

mullioned and transomed windows on the north

wall, and is lined with Burmantofts faience, a

material which also forms the mural decoration of

the principal staircase. East of the hall, in the

portion of the building placed under a large semi-

circular theatre, lie the students' common-room and
reading-room. On each side of the vestibule are

the clerk’s and porter’s respective rooms, while the

long corridor (100 ft. in length) which leads from the

ball to the Engineering block, has class-rooms on the

north side and professors’ private rooms on the south.

The first floor, which may be reached either by the

principal staircase or by two secondary flights,

contains more class-rooms (the largest of which is

43 ft. by 22 ft.), and one or two professors’ rooms.

Over the archway comes a reading-room, connected

with the Senate-chamber, which latter is 27 ft.

square. ’The turret at the south-east corner con-

tains a circular staircase, which does not commu-
nicate with the first-floor, but passes on to give

access to the upper seats of the theatre. The
second floor contains the lecture theatre, which

seats 500, and the library. The library is a rect-

angular room, which extends the entire length of

the wing from the great tower to the Walker

Engineering Laboratories, with which it admits of

communication through the special readers’ room
above the western gateway. The full length thus

appropriated is 136 ft., while the main rectangle is

102 ft. by 49 ft. The theatre, which is a semi-

circle in form, has a radius of 39 ft., and the floor

space of the library measures no lees than 102 ft. by
49 ft. The entrance to the library is through a
vestibule lying just off the principal staircase, in

which is placed a bust of Mr. Tate, by Mr. Gilbert,

A. R. A. Beyond the library is the librarian’s room.

The third floor is mostly occupied by the upper
part of the library and the lecture theatre. VV^hat.

remains ofthe story is given up to the requirements of

art. The building is fireproof throughout, the floor

being of concrete on an iron framework supplied by
Messrs. Handyside & Co. The general coutractore

were Messrs. Brown & Backhouse, and the whole of

the works have been carried out under the super-

vision of Mr. Battye, clerk of the works. Messrs.

A. Waterhouse k, Son are the architects, the design,

which we illustrated in the Buildtr for June 1,
' 1880, having been prepared by Mr. Waterhouse,

fi.A., in 1888, from which year the contract dates.

Messrs. Hart, Son, Peard, & Co. supplied the

electric-light fittings and the metal work generally ;

Messrs. John King, Limited, did the heating; and
Messrs, J. F. Ebner & Alfred Walker were
respectively responsible for the mosaic floors and
the cement staircases. Mr. Ebner also executed the

parquet and wood-block floors. The electric light-

ing was carried out under the superintendence of

Mr. A. L. Taylor; the bells in the Jubilee Tower
being supplied by Messrs. John Taylor & Son,

Loughborough.

New Wing, Durham Science College, New-
castle.—The foundation-stono of the new wing of

the Durham College of Science, Newcastle, was laid

on the 5th lost, by the Earl of Durham. The new
buildings are to be erected at right-angles to the

existing wing, and will equal in bulk the

portion first erected about I five years ago.

In the centre is the Royal Jubilee Exhibi-

tion Tower. It is built from the surplus of the

Jubilee Exhibition, and comprises a gateway sur-

rounded by four octagonal “sentinel turrets,” each

95 ft. in height, and surmounted by ornamental

ironwork. The turrets are to bo made to serve

respectively for (1) chimney, (2; ventilating shaft,

(3) experimental tower with a mercury column
100 ft. high fer testing gauges, and (4) coal hoist

and staircase. Above the gateway are the following^

rooms, all in the tower ;—Class-room for gener^
purposes, two private rooms'for professors, common-
room for art masters, and professors’ common-room.
On the right of the gateway are the following

rooms (—Chemical lecture theatre
;
six rooms above

the lecture theatre, for special and advanced work
in chemistry; a large class-room, occupying the

Mansard roof above the last-mentioned rooms.

There is also a boiler-room, affording accommoda-
tion for two Lancashire and one marine boiler, with

measuring tanks and other appliances for the con-

duct of efficiency and other tests. This is a single-

story building, enabling the boilers to be placed

quite outside the main building. On the other sido

of the gateway, on the ground floor, are the
following :

— Metallurgical laboratory and balance-

room, with furnaces adjoining the chimney-shaft ;

engine and dynamo room, 40 ft. long, 35 ft. wide,

and 21 ft. high. Here, also, is the George Stephen-

son engineering laboratory, 123 ft. long and 3.5 ft.

wide, with an annexe measuring about 90ft. by 10ft

On the first-floor are ; Lecture-room, 35 ft. square,,

for metallurgy and other subjects as required, such

as building construction, &c. ;
lecture-room, 40 ft.

by 35 ft., for engineering and naval architecture;

engineers’ drawing-office and model room, 123 ft.

by 35 ft. This room will serve as the great

examination-hall. The second-floor will comprise

the following rooms :—Life class-room, adjoining

the art masters’ room ; art lecture-room, 40 ft. by
35 ft.

;
and suite of art-galleries, all provided with

roof-lights on the north side for the whole len^h,

and measuring 123 ft. by 33 ft., with a clear height

of 20 ft. in the centre. The roof principals are

constructed of steel with gusset stages. The whole

building will be heated by exhaust steam from the

main engines, and will be lighted by electricity. The
architects of the new building are the late Mr. R. J.

Johnson and Mr. Frank W, Rich. Tbefollowingare

the contractors:—Brickwork, stonework,and joinery,

Mr. J. E. Middlemiss; steel work for the floor,

girders, and roof principals, Messrs. Dorman &
Long

;
plumbing work, Mr. Mansfield Gibson

;

steam heating, Messrs. Dinning & Cooke ; deco-

rative work, Messrs. J. Richardson k Co.
;
plaster-

ing. Mr. W. Ferguson
;
tiling, Mr. C. Nicholson.

Co-opKRATiVE Buildings, Linxoln.—Thefounda-
tion-stone of a sub-central store for the Co-opera-

tive Society was laid at Lincoln on the 3rd inst.

The building will have a frontage to the High-

street of 65 ft., and a depth from front to

back of 69 ft., and will be three floors in height.

The ground floor will bo divided into three

shops. Cellarage is to be provided under the

whole area. Staircases of easy ascent are

provided to all departments, and ample light will

be secured to all floors. The whole building will

be heated by hot water at high pressure, and

:
ample lavatory accommodation is provided. A
central office is to be provided for the general

manager, which will command all departments. An
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external hoist will be provided, and a hoist in a
central position inside the building communicates
with each floor. A roadway will be made to the
back of the premises from Tanner’s-Iane. The
front elevation is of Renaissance character

;
the

around floor will have rusticated scone pilasters
and moulded stone comice. The first floor will be
divided into six bays by brick pilasters, and will
also have a stone cornice

;
each of the bays will

have a. large semi-circu'ar headed window with
stone imposts, arches, and key-stones

;
surmounting

this will be a terra-cotta parapet, divided into
panels bearing the name of the Society, with
stone coping. The co^t of the work will be about
15,000^. The contractors are Messrs. Wright k,

Sons
; the clerk of the works for the brickwork is

Jlr. C. Robinson, and for the woodwork Mr. Pantou.
The whole of the work has been designed b}', and
will be carried out under the supervision of, Mr.
J. H. Cooper, architect.

Chajtcel, St. Paul's Church, Bedmi^ster,
Bristol.—On the 23rd ult. the consecration took
place of the new chancel of St. Paul’s Church, Bed-
minster.

^

The work was commenced in April. The
chancel is 29 ft. in depth, with an organ-chamber
on one side and a vestry for the clergy on the other,
with accommodation for the choir in an apartment
beneath. The work is iu the Early Perpendicular
style. The floor of the chancel is formed of polished
marble. Mr. E. W. Barnes, of Bristol, is the archi-
tect, and Mr. George Humphreys is the builder.

New Pouce-Station at Neepsend, York-
shire. A new police-station at Neepsend, situated
at ttm csrner of Burton-road and Hicks-street, has
just been completed. The main elevation, which is
towards Burton-road, is carried out in pressed red
bricks, with stone dressings, and is broken up by
two gables, one of which is above an arched gate-
way jeading into the parade-ground. The buildings
consist of a charge-office .and search-room, with two
c^ls, and lavatory and closet accommodation for
^ci^alB and prisoners. There are also two dwell-
ing-houses for police-officers abutting upon the
station-yard, but the charge-office, cells, &c.

,
are

so arranged as to be self-contained, and completely
shut off from the dwelling-houses, as well as from
the adjoining street. Further cell accommodation
can be added when required. The buildings have
been designed and carried out by the Borough
.Surveyor and his staff at a cost of about l,66o1.,

Perby"^™”'"’'”
^^“srs. Walker k Slater, of
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SAmTAHY AI^D ENGINEERING NEWS.
Sewerage, Northallerton. — The North-

allerton Local Bo.ard of Health have adopted a
scheme of main sewerage for the drainage of part
of tbe town and the County Prison, accordino' to
plans prepared by Mr. D. Balfour, M.Inst.C.E?, of
Newcascle-on-Tyne.

Sewage Disposal at Sale.—The Local Govern-
ment Board has now approved of the scheme pre-
pired by Mr. A. G. McBeath, Surveyor to the
Board, for the purification of the sewage of the
township, and given its sanction for the borrowing
of the money, about I9,500f., necespary for the
purchase of the land aud the execution of the
various works. The plans were submitted to the
Local Gove'rnment Board in 1S90, in order to meet
the requirements of the Rivers Pollution Act. as
pointed out in a circular issued by the Manchester
Ship Canal Company. Tbe system to be adopred
for the purification of the sewage is one of
precipitation and filtration, the precipitation
being effecied by the ferrozoue, and the filtration by
polarite filter beds under the International Water
and Sewage Purification Company’s process. The
effluent will flow into the Mersey by gravitation.
The sludge will be treated so as to form manure.
The site of the works is near the Bridgwater Canal.
They will cover an area of 5-\ acres, but the total
area to be acquired for sewage and other purposes
is 15^ acres, leaving ample room for extension here-
after if necessary.

Pollution of the Yeo.—The Wincanton Rural
Sanitary Authority having been threatened with
an action for alleged pollution of the Yeo, near its
source, by the discharge of sewage from the town
of Milborne Port, without proper treatment, called
in Mr. A. P. J. Cotterell, C.E., of Bristol, to
advise them upon a better system of disposal. His
report was considered by' a Vestry meeting at
Milborne Port, and was unanimously passed "and
having since received the approval of the Samtar/
Authority, instructions have been given to proceed'.
The sewage will be treated with ferrozone just
before reaching tbe existing outfall tanks, whence,
after deposit, the effluent will be carried in pipes to
the Henover Meadows. Here 16 acres of ground
will be prepared for irrigation, the ground being
deep-ploughed, and the soi-faoe formed into panels
or divisions for intermittent filtration, and the
purified water will thence be conveyed to the
stream.

STAINER GLASS AND DECORATION.
Four - Light Window, Wedmore Church,

Somerset. — The parish church of Wedmore,
Somerset, has just received a memorial window
consisting of four lights from the studios of Messrs.
Mayer k Co. The subject selected for treatment
was an illustration of the forty-niuth chapter of
Genesis, and comprises Jacob and his twelve sons,
with women, kc., in the background.

Window, Parish Church, Brent Knoll,
Somerset. — The east window of the Parish
Church of St. Michael, Brent Knoll, Somerset,
has just been filled with stained glass. The
three principal lights are occupied by three
Archangels. St. Michael is represented in the
centre with a spear, in the act of treading upon and
piercing the dragon

;
St. Raphael, in the character

of a pilgrim
;

-while St. Gabriel, beariog tbe lily of
the Annunciation, and the first words of his mes-
sage, “ Ave Maria," on •a scroll, occupies the chief
place in the third compartment of the w’indow.
Under these are represented smaller accessory
figures in medallion panels. The design and execu-
tion of tbe work have been carried out according to
the instructions and specifications of Archdeacon
Fitzgerald by Messrs. Wailes k Strang, of New-
castle-upon-Tyne.

Memorial Window, Manchester Cathedral.—Another memorial window isjust completed in Man-
chester Cathedral, being the new four-light window
on the south side of tbe recently-erected baptistery,
at the west end of tbe nave. The new window
which has been executed by Messrs. Percy Bacon

Brothers, of London, consists of four lights, the
subject treated being the Saviour in tbo act of
blessing little children.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.
the close of the recent Minisferial

crisis M. Chades Dupnj’, deputy of the Haute
Loire, was nominated Minister of Public Instruction
and line Arts, in place of M. Bourgeois, who has
become Minister of Justice. M. Antonin Proust
has just resigned his post as General Commissioner

French section of the Chicago
Exhibition. He has bean replaced by M. Roger

Commissioner of Foreign Artistic
Exhibitions.——M. de Baudot, architect, has just
commenced his course of French architecture at the
irocadt.ro Palace, on the Moyen Ago and
Renaissance. This course is to be in two parts,
1st, studies of character in the different periods of
hrench architecture, forms and methods of
structure

;
2od, methods to be followed and means to

be employed in restoring historical monuments.

The fine portrait of M . Alphand, by the painter Roll
is to be placed in the HOtel de Vide in the hall of the
Commission of Roads and Streets. A large and
curious mosaic, found at \’‘ionne, in Dauphine
representing tbe occupations of man during the
diiferent months of the year, has just been placed
in the Louvre Museum, in the Hall “des
Prisonniers;” around this mosaic are to be
arranged the Soissons’ “Pedagogue,” the Bordeaux
sarcophagi, and the Arles Faun. Thus the
ancient Gallic sculptures will all be grouped in one
part of the Louvre. A commemorative monu-
ment, erected by the Socidt€ des “Souvenirs
Fr.an 9 iis,” has just been inaugurated at Domont
(Seine and Oise) to the French soldiers and sailors
who have died for their country. The society
of Fine Arts of Carcassone will open their
first exhibition on January 1. A few days
ago a great fire destroyed the Hotel de
Ville at Langres, which contained the public
library, the archives, the magistrates’ court, and
the tribunals. Nothing has been saved.—-The
Financial Committee of the Senate, who were ap-
pointed to examine the project relating to the
rebuilding of the Op^ra Comique, have con-
cluded to adopt it, as it has been voted by
the Chamber, in spite of the protests of the
architects against it. The same committee
have rejected the Bill to give up the grounds
of the old Cour des Comptes to the Central
Union of Decorative Arts. ——- The Company
of the Chemin-de-Fer de TOuest are proposing
to establish a bridge for tbe line of Bolbec-Pont-
Audemer, crossing the Seine to the environs of
Quillebeufi This bridge will be more than
300 metres long, and will be raised more than 50
metres above tbe level of the sea. The same com-
pany have just built a fine metal bridge over
tbe Seine lor the line from Paris to Havre,
at the place called “ Le Manoir,” near Rouen.

Tbe death is announced of M. Edouard
Charles Weyland, Government Architect-Sur-
veyor of the Cjurt of Appeal, and member
of the Society Centrale. M. Weyland, who was
fifty-four years of ago, was the son-in-law of M.
Duphot, the eminent Bordeaux architect, who died
a few years ago. We have also heard of the
death, at the age of eighty-two,of M. Francois Jules
Fevrier, honorary architect of the Department of

tbe Haute SaAne, and Chevalier of the Legion of

Honour. M. Fevrier, who was a pupil at the Ecole
des Beaux-Arts under the direction of Henri
Labrousto, entered very early into notice, and
carried out several important works in Paris.

Ho was for thirty-two years architect of the
Haute Saone, where he executed many large
works. He belonged to the Societfi Centrale since
1843. M. Daumet, President of the Socifit^

Centrale, has forwarded a letter from M. Charles
Lucas to tbe Minister of Finance, asking for the
restoration of the bust of tbe eminent architect of

the Hotel des Monnaies to its old place of honour
on the grand staircase of this palace. Tbe jury
for the competition of the first ciass of architecture

at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts has awarded the first

medals to MM. Delaunay, Gamier (Tony), Pille, and
Howard, and second medals to MM. Boucher,
Debat, and Evrissaint. The old palace of the
abb^s of St. Germain des Pres is bjing restored.

It was built in 1589 by the Cardin il de Sourbon,
and was the scene of the massacres of September,
1792. It is now occupied by numerous scientific

societies.

Berlin.—The subject for the Schinkel Medal
Competition of 1S93 will be a club-house,—

a

novelty for German architects, as clubs are not a
feature of German life. Berlin, in fact, can only
boast of throe respectable clubs, of which two have
their own houses. Compedtors would do well to

cross the Channel and study English club-houses,

especially as their “ sending-in-day ” is quite a year
hence. Tbe long-expected Berlin “Suburban”
Building Act was published on Monday, and proves
to be a highly-interesting piece of building legis-

lation. Much attention has been paid in it to

questions of sanitation and fire-risks. The new
Act warns us of an approaching “ Greater Berlin.”

The invaluable Royal Prussian testing-station

at Charlottenberg has again been of great service

to architects during its past year. About a thousand
different materials have been reported on, and these
reports were based on some twenty thousand teste.

Of the thousand different materials, eight hundred
were either natural or artificial atoue. Tbe
Berlin telephone system is to be greatly extended.
Ninety provincial townships are now to be connected
with the capital.

Messrs. James Stiff k Sons,—In consequence
of the misleading terms in which the notice of Mr.
James Stiff’s retirement appeared in some of last

Saturday’s papers, we are asked to state that the
dissolution of partnership between J. Stiff, W. Stiff,

and E. Stiff, trading under the name cf James
Stiff k Sons, London Pottery, Lambeth, S.E., is

simply the formal notice of the retirement of Mr.
James Stiff, which occurred in the year 1876, in

accordance with the provisions of the partnership
deed. The business has been, and will be, carried

on under the same style by the two remaining
partners, who have had the entire management for

the last twenty years.
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MJSCELLANEO US.

r The Egypt Exploration Fund.—Tbe sixth

Ordinary genera] meoticg of this Fund was held on
((Wednesday afternoon, Mr. E. Maando Thompson,
[iof the British Museum, in the chair (in the absence

fof the President (Sir John Fowler). Mr. Charles

I

Dudley Warner was elected an Honorary Vice-

President for America, in the room of the late

I'Hon. G. H. Curtis, and Mr. R. S. Poole was

h elected Honorary Secretary, in the place of the late

I Miss Amelia B. Edwards, whose devotion to the

ji -work of the fund was highly eulogised. Satisfac-

lltion was expressed that the Fund had now con-

venient central offices at 37, Great Russell-street,

[I Bloomsbury. The financial report of the Honorary

r Treasurer, Mr. H. A. Grueber, for 1891-92, which

ii was then read, showed that the finances of the

:: Fund were in a satisfactory condition. Tbe total

I

expenditure for tbe year 1891-92 bad been

I: 2,474Z. Ifis. 5d., including (1) for M. Naville’s

i: expenses connected with his excavations at Tmoi-el*

li Amdid, Baglieh, and Tell Mokdnm, 3G5f. 17a. Id.
;

I (2) for Count d’Hulst’s work at Behbeit-el-

N Hagnr, 527f. 15s. lOd.
; (3] for the transport of

I the sculptures found at Ahnas in the previous

1 season from London to their several destinations in

I England, America, and Australia— S.tH. 173. Gd.
;

I (4) for the costs of the capital of tbe column from
I Ahnas, which wore presented to the British Museum
— 9f. IGs.

;
and (5) for the survey fund—68H. 19s. 2d.

I The total receipts for the same period had been
2,673Z. los. 8d. The report was adopted, on the

. motion of Mr. Pollard, seconded by Mr. W. Fowler.

: The Chairman said that the society now numbered
1,500 members, which showed the vastly-increased

1 interest which was now taken in the history and
t
antiquities of Egypt. The secretary, Miss Pater-

son, then read her report, in which, after re-

: ferring to the excavations accomplished by M.
Navilie during last season, she said that some

I monuments of the 30th Dynasty had been found
I at Behbeit-el-Hagar, and earlier inscriptions

might still be forthcoming
;

but the turning and
: examination of the huge masses of stone en-

I cumbering the site was not yet completed. Since

1 the general meeting in March, Mr. Newberry and
Mr. Griffith bod been engaged in preparing the

: manuscript and plates of tbe two volumes of Beni
I Hasan for the Press, and it was hoped that the

first volume would be issued in a few weeks. Tbe
very fact that Mr. Newberry brought back some
14,000 square feet of tracings would give some idea
of the time required to prepare them for the press.

[

The site of To!-el-Amarna and the tombs which
I adjoin it would provide material for this season’s

I
work, and promised results of peculiar interest,

I

both historic and artistic. The report was ailopted,

. and M. Naville then gave an interesting account of
I his investigations at Tmei-el-Amdid.

,
British Arch.eological Association.—At the

I
meeting of this Association on Wednesday, tbe 7th

inst., Mr. C. II. Compton in the chair, Mr. Woods
exhibited a fine and perfect vase, of Roman pottery,

recently found at Colchester, with other objects of

the same age. Mr. Earle Way described a col-

lection of relics, mostly of Roman date, which have
recently been found at Bankaido, close to the site

of the old Globe Theatre. Among these were pieces

of chain mail mingled with human bones, ap-

g
arently those of the wearer. A portion of a rough
Oman pavement has been unearthed, and also

several bona implements of prehistoric dato,

deposited in black earth prior to the embankment
of the Thames, a work ot Roman date. The Rev.
D. Bowen sent photographs of Monkton Church,
Pembroke, showing the building restored from a
state of ruin. The Rev. Oliver Minos described
some early wall paintings in the Church of Middle-
ton-on-the-Hill, Hereford, the form of an ancient
chalice being well defined. Mr. Sheraton forwarded
for exhibition a bronze celt of early form, found at

Llandudno. Mr. J. P. Pritchett described the
Early carved bosses in the choir of Selby Abbey

;

and Mr. Curtis (Wardii Hughes) gave a description

of hia restoration of the beautiful stained glass in

the east window of the church. It dates from about
1380, the subject being the Root of Jesse. All the

recently discovered glass has been replaced, the

work having been executed at the expense of filr.

Leversedge. A paper was then read by the Chair-

man, written by the late Mr. J. W. Grover, en-

titled, “ Have I found the site of the Roman station

Bibi-acte?” Tho recorded existence of this station

rests upon very slender evidence, and the village of

Bray has been frequently pointed to as the probable
site. Mr. Grover, however, pointed out that the

site of a Roman settlement, called The Town,
existed to the south of Ctesar’s Camp, at Bracknell,

as the line of two Roman roads, midway between
Staines and Silchester. The villagers speak of

foundations and pavements existing beneath the
thick plantations which cover the site. Although
the existence of the station Bibracte is open to

doubt, there can he none but that some sort of

station existed here. Mr. Loftus Brock, F.S.A.,

exhibited a fine specimen of stamped bookbinding,
contemporary with the volume which was printed

at Leyden iu 1482.

Appoint-ment under the Building Act.—The
District of Shoreditch and the Liberr.y of Norton
Folgat© has been conferred on Mr. Henry Love-

grove, District Surveyor of South Islington. It is

a curious fact that the amalgamated district con-

tains three Vestry Hells.

The Premature Pudlication ok County
Council Reports.—We trust that the London
County Council will make haste to rid itself of the

suspicion that it harbours a parasitical section,

calculated, before long, to bring it into bad repute.

We desire to call attention to what seems to be

nothing short of a public scandal. We say this

advisedly, notwithstanding the impression in the

public mind of the immaculate attributes of tbe

average County Councillor. A daily paper has,

thanks to tbe inability of some member or members
to observe the unwritten but recognised law that

reports of committees are “private and confiden-

tial,” been enabled to print the full text of such

reports two days before tbe meeting of the Council.

The enterprise of tbe proprietors, to whom such

fish is valuable, is commendable, but the action of

the parties who supply the “copy ’’needs only to

be mentioned that it may be condemned. Tho
practice has now grown to such an extent that tho

proceedings of the committees, although closed to

the Press, become public property in a few hours.

Some of this information is undoubtedly due to

the powers of enterprising journalists, but tbe

majority of it must be, and is, given by the

members themselves. If the Council is to be

honeycombed with men who have seats upon it

for the purpose of adding to their incomes

by the betrayal of confidential documents, then

good-bye to purity of administration, for it follows,

“as the night the day,” that such members will not

be proof against the blandishmonis and bank-notes

of )>er6onB who desire favours at their bands. We
do not care to what political party these parasites

may beloug : the poorest members may be the most
honest

;
but the Council must, if it is to live, be

purged of those members in whom confidence is an
unknown quantity, and from whom secrets may be
bought with gold. It is of no use to mince matters

;

a blow must be struck, and we hope the Council

itself will deal with the scandal in a vigorous

fashion.

—

Local Gorermnenl Journal.

“Leighton’s Chimney-cowl.”—We have re-

ceived from the patentee particulars and illustra-

tions of Leighton’s “Smoke Preventer Chimney-
cowl,” which would be found useful for certain cases

of smoky chimneys, but which, like many other

patented articles, possesses, as its distinctive

feature, a positive detriment to its efficiency. A
horizontal tube revolves on a spindle and points iu

the direction of the wind, but the inventor has

spoilt bis work by the introduction of a coned
aperture within the tube under the impression that

bo is«lhus adopting the principle of the injector of

a steam-engine. The mistake lies in forgetting

that tho injector uses a sniall amount of steam at

high-pressure to do certain work in a convenient

way, whereas in a cowl there is a large amount of

wind to be utilised, and the only satisfactory way
of doing this in cowls of this type is by a trumpet
mouth to the tube itself, in which the inventor has

been anticipated.

Junior Constitutional Club.—

W

e understand

that the decorative work on the front of this build-

ing was modelled and carved by .Mr. Gilbert Seale.

Testing the Dryness ok Houses in Copen-
hagen. — In Copenhagen, as in most other

Continental cities, regulations are in force to the

effect that no dwelling-houses must be taken pos-

session of until “perfectly dry.” This term is, of

course, very elastic, and it is, therefore, proposed to

establish a central office where the moisture of a

building may be ascertained and certifica'cs of

“perfectly dry” issued. The normal of dryness,

—

*

i.e.

,

the limit of fitne.ss for occupation,—is to be not

above 2 per cent, of water in the mortar, and in

order to ascertain this, samples of tbe latter are

taken by a specially-constructed tester in all layers

of the building. Those samples are carefully ground,

placed in jars, closed hermetically, weighed, and
finally placed in a double-sided vacuum of copper.

Under a heat of 100 deg. Celsius the process of dry-

ing will be effected in from half to one hour, and tbe

moisture may then be ascertained by weighing the

sample anew when cooled
;

and by taking tbe

average of the moisture in all samples the humidity

of the whole building is ascertained.

Street-paving Experiment in Glasgow.— The
Glasgow Evening Citizen of the Gtb inst. reports

that the Police Commissioners of Glasgow have

given permission for an experiment to be made
with a street-paving material that is at any rate

new to Glasgow. Hitherto, granite, whiustono,

and wood have been almost exclusively used in the

formation of the city thoroughfares, and now a
trial is to be made of a special prepared brick,

known as tbe Omoa fire-clay brick. These bricks

measure 9 in. by 3 in. by'5 in. The experiment is to be
made in Buchanan-stre6t,in that part which is above
Sauchiehall-sireet, leading to the Buohanau-atreet

station, where the traffic is abnormally heavy.

The bricks will be laid on a good sound foundation,

and everything done to make the test a fair one.

The daneer of water percolating between the seams
and cracking the bricks in time of fro.st is, we are

told, “-to be obviated by the insertion of thin sl'pa

of wood between the blocks, over which cement will

be spread, so that the bricks will be flush with each
other and the surface level, and perfectly water-

proof.” It is farther stated that, unlike granite

setts, tbe bricks will not wear smooth, but will

always have a rough facing, and thus have a good
footing for horses. It is also proposed to pave a
portion of Gordon-street, where the traffic is lighter,

in a similar manner. On the question of cost, it is

stated that these brick pavements can be laid at

from 38. Gd. to 4s. 6d. per square yard.

Electric Lighting in Southport. — At the
Southport Town Hall, on the 8th inst.. Colonel
John Ord Hasted, R.E., held an inquiry on behalf

of the Local Government Board into an application

by tbe Southport Town Council for sanction to

borrow 28, 000^ for the purposes of electric light-

ing. The Town Clerk {Mr. J. Davies Williams)
opened the case lor the Corporation, who propose
to put down generating plant on land adjoining the
gasworks at Crowlands, on the outskirts of the
town, and to lay two high tension trunk cables,,

one to the business part of the town, and one to

tbe Hesketh Park, or more residential part of the
borough, connecting the two by another line along
Albsrt-road and Lord-street. The system to be
adopted bad not been definitely decided upon.
Evidence was given by Mr. W. Wilkinson, M.I.E.E.,
and Electrical Engineer to the Corporation, and Mr.
J. Booth, Gas Engineer. There was no opposition..

Colour Copying.—We have received from the
Colour Copying Co., of Broad-street House, E.C.,

particulars and examples of a newprooess of rapidly

producing copies of coloured plans or mechanical
drawings or maps, which must be executed in

certain medium sold by the Company, and from
which two or three dozen impressions can then be
rapidly taken off, giving the colour of tho original

a good deal fainter, but still so clear as to be
practically useful. A plan of a house, for
example, is reproduced in a few minutes, with
the distinguishing colours of red for the brick
walls and yellow for the partitions tiuite euflfi.-

ciently distinct for practical purposes, and from
thirty to forty such reproductions can be made
from one drawing, 'i’he important point of course
is, whether the colouring media and the ink to be-

used are satisfactory lo work and likely to be
permanent, which latter is sometimes an important
matter in the case of working drawings. If satis-

factory in that respect, the process would certainly

be useful where several repetitions of a plan or a
map are wanted in a short time; and the cost of

the process is trifling.

LEGAL.
A SCHOOL BOARD ARBITRATION CASE.

In February last Messrs. W. H. Lorden & Son,,

builders and contractors, Trinity- road, Upper-
Tooting. S.W., brought an action against the
School Board for London for the sum of 4G07. 58.,

being the balance of 75 per cent, of an account of-'

1,413L ISs. 4d. (600/. having been previously paid,

leaving a total net balance of 813/. 13s. 4d.
},
for alter-

ations to a house in Battersea Park-road, in forming
new entrance and drainage, kc., to the “Latch-
mere” schools, which action was, by the consent of

the parties, referred to arbitration. The President

of the Royal Institute of British Architects ap-

pointed Mr. Charles Barry as arbitrator, who, after

nine meetings at the Surveyors’ Institution (in

which Mr. Pollard appeared for the plaintiffs, and
Mr. Boyle for the defendants) and one meeting on
tho site, gave bis award on November 29 as follows :—“ As to the plaintiffs’ claim for 460/. Ss. , being the
balance of tbe 75 per cent, of the value of tbe work
done andmaterialsBupplied, subsequentlyby the con-

sent of tho parties increased to S13/. 13s. 4d., being
the full amount of the balance claimed to be due in

respect of said work done and materials supplied,

I award and adjudge that tbe defendants do pay to

the plaintiffs tbe sum of 745/. And as to the
defendants’ claim for compensation for delay, F
further award and adjudge that the defendants
have no claim or demand against the plaintifl's with
respeot thereto. And I further award and adjudge
that there are no matters in difference in reference

to the said works between the parries other than
those with which I have hereinbefore dealt. And
I further award and direct that the defendants do
pay to tho plaintiffs their costs of and incidental to

the reference, and the costs of the award, and that

the defendants do bear their own costs of thei-

same.”

—

{Communicated.)

MEETINGS.

Friday, December lo.

Architectural Association.—Mr. F. Inigo Thonias oa'
“ The Formal Garden.” 7.30 p.m.

SUNDAT, December 18.

Sunday Lecture Society.—Dr. Percy F. Frankland on
“ The London Water Supply,—a scientific answer to a
popular question." 4 p.m.

MONDAY, December 19.

Royal Institute of British Architects. — Professor

Altchison, ARA, will read a paper by Dr. William
Dorpfeld, F.S.A., Hon. Corr. Member, on “ The
Hypethral Temple." 8 p.m.

Surveyors' Institution.—ilr. E. Tidman on ‘‘Sanitary
VentlUtlon." 8 p.m.

Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural Society. — Social
Evening. 7.30 p.m.
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COMPETITIONS, CONTRAC TS, A ND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS-
COMPETITIONS. COIfTIlACTS.

—

Coiitbined.

Kikture of Work. Bj wbom Advertised.

' Designs

delivered.
Nature of Work or Materials. By whom Required. '

Layiug-out Ornamental ant Recrea..ion
j

Orouoda Leeds Corpnration.. .. 201. lOf. Dec. IS
•Bpard School for TOO Children Qraveseud (P.D.) Sch. 1

Board 15?. 2ad. lOf. .‘Ird i Jan. 16
Farish Rooms. Barnstaple Parish Chnrch' The Committee 35 Guineas Jan. 21

CONTRACTS.

Nature of Work or Materiali, By whom Required.

Iron Castings. Waterworks
Work at FuOlic Baths
Riad Ueta’. &c.

Sewerage Works. Hoxton. ^
AKerations, &c. Seliool Buildings .

.

Kes^oratien of Llanwonno Church, Poiity-

Steelaod Iron Castirgs. Leeds OarforthCollieryOwners omdalSewenog. Paving, Flagging. *c. (sixteen
uutaat

Road Metftl, GiMite Betts, i-c wiGGoo^iitb-sV^oVth
..

Local Board
; f. Spencer Yates ,

H. 31. Robinson ..

. Llandebic United Dls-
3th. Bd D. Jenkins

pri<(id .

es, Blgh-strset. 3Ialdrii..,.

Paving. At. (six roads)

Cement and Stoneware Pipes ..

Steel Tiree
Steel Work

Ironwork
Killed Iron, Zinc,
Thirty-eight Drying Closets, Fittings.

Ac. at Worahoose Belfast Uni
Additions, Ac. to Scho-d Buildings, Kiug-

Halliday A Anderson
!

. Orttewcll A Son T. M. Beaumont. ., . :

. Plymouth Corp G. D. Bellamy U
Slertiiyr Ty.IfliLoc. B. OJl'rial
Bengal A N. W. R. Co. do.

i

Bohilcuod A Kumaon
Ry. C

School Buildings, Wllliamstown. Peiiy-,

• T
! Llnntrisant School Bd,•Laundry Buildixig l, ^ s. w. Ry. Bor-

•Pii’ling-down and Re-erecting Six New
Orphanage....

Show West Hartlepool C.TB.Pamping Slatlon .... Bordeaux Munlcip.ilityAduitlous to School Builaings. Cay-
^ ^

M.rn'S’m.VU'i 1
Newark School BoardMaiu Sewer, D.ikenook Aceriostoo Corn

•ConatruotloQ of Sewers, Road^ Ac i P rtlaud Estate,' East
vT Orlnsteso ..

Coe^ranc Lee.

do.

•Construction of Sewer
etibloj. West Hoe
Forty Cast-iron Side Entrance Covers
Additions. Ac. School Buildings
House, Newgate Fields, St. Leuuard’s.

.

Iron Caatioga, Ac..,

Plymouth Sch. Btl. ... do.
Lewi.haiii Bd.of Wks. do.
Plymoalh Corp o. D. Bellamy
Soulhport Corp W. Crabtree
Porcheater Sch. Bd. .. W. Ysardye
Hs.stloga Corp Philip H. Palmer'

!

Nottingham Corp VJUcuU

•Schools,
House and Shop, Forres, N.B.

•Sewerage Works
•Buildiog School
W.aterpipes. Pumps, A.-

WaterplpcB Ac
Sewerage Works

•Erection of Portei'a Lodge, 4

il Boar!

J. J. Evans .

W. J. Newton..

. Bausteud Eensiii

Portsmouther
Port'in nth U.s'a. ..

'j'

Northallerton Loc Bd. D. Balfour.
A Cbelaea

i

Tenders
to be

delivered.

Police Station. Starufor.'hatu':";:;; Nort'^mber”nd®(?''r !

]"•

•

Additional County Offlote, Moot HalV
C. C. Jno.Creswell

Newcastle-on-Tyne
Fire Escape Staireises, Workhouse .

••'''ng-up of Private
~

Supplying and Fitting LaundryMachinery Barton - upon - Irwell
.;t Mains. Ac.

•Buj.piy of Slop Vans
Firebricks. Cement, Ac. Wotton

Station Buildings. Ac. Sbiplake
Masonic Ball, Bsrt Griiistead
Recoostniction of 3 laduct. Ramsboltoii
•Laying Sidings at Plyiuptoa and Bee

Union Maognall ALittlewooda:
Mile End Vestry J. 31. Knight ....
Gloucester County
Asylum Com Official

,
O. W. R. Cn (lo.

I A. M. Befchley
Lancs. A 3’orks. R. Co. Ojffcui?

. G. W. E. Co

Cemetery Work
Eight CoUages. Gelligaer
Renovation of Chap-1, Chatteris, Carabs.
Eight Houses, West Vale, Halifax
Three Terrace Houses, Raetr.ck, Yorks .

.

Oos Retorts. Ac
Villa KeiiiJenc., Rllsnd, Y'orks
Road Metal (1,700 tons)
'Va’erworks (Contracts 2 A 3(, Gwerny-

iiiynydd. Mold
Timber. Dublin

Surteyor's Stores
Orublte Kerbs, Setts, Road Metal, Ac.

Ilarge contract)
Five Show and Bouses, Oibbett-road,

do.
do.

Belgian State Railways do.
Prussian Royal Ralls. do.

,
Ballymalion (Ireland)
Union do.

,
Rotherham Burial E. .T, Hubbard..

•Public Abattoirs, Ac
Four Dwelllug-houses, 8oi

Bumlev
Thirteen Houses, Ilkley . . .

.

Court House, Police Station,
worth, Staffs

Three Houses aud Shops, Ne
oale

New Roads. Ciil.
Estate, Northaiiiptoii

Reservoir, Grange-over-Snuds
Two Houses, Blackpool
Fencing, Bfaidstone.. . -

La^ug out,^ LeveillDf

. Brighton Union ...
'

"oriisey Local Bo;.. .

windoii New Town '

_L<>cal Bo.ard
[
ojifrj/r?

j

F. J. C. May. . ,

.

! Hitchou, Son, 4
, _ I

knster
Heury Ellis Atkinson .

,

.

' Borough of Brighton.

.

hsy. Boch-|

Ac. Monk's Park

StandingJointCom... J. P. Oshoroe .

>. Pbilllps
Rev. C.
Industrial Society .

.

!

J. U. Phillips .

Hotel,
ham

Fariuhonsc. LiglitclifT--. Halifax.'!!.’!.'”!’
Alterations to Duadridge House, Harber-

Freehold Land Society
1 C. Dornist

(Oraege L'cvl Board..
I Official....

T»ot'ell A stw !!!!!'”
,

Pleasure ”
i

Lau-rlis Committee .. i

CO. i>ur-'
I

' Matthew Tayior A Co. B. P, f^imr

. P- Harvey w. 3f. i

Birkeiihea-! Corp. .

P.ugby Local Board

G. Hepwoith A .Son .

T. 0. Patersuu
J. Berry
b^lcio?

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS,

Hal

Alliance mid Dublin
Consumers Gas Co... do

Bol ton Powu Council . . do.
Leicester Corp E. G. Mawbey .

.

1 School Ed. J. .\r

Nature of Appointment. By whom Advertised.

TAose marked vAih an Asterisk (*) art adytriised i?t this Number. C^etilion, p.iv.

'Surveyor's Assistant
'Second Road Foreman .......
• Assistant Surveyor, K, E. Civil
'Valuer and Surveyor, Iielsi

‘
• Civil Service Com..

Contracts, pp, jv., vi,,

Tuesday, Dkcesiber 20. so as to be only just sealed thereby. The dome has a i nlarpri in tv.
^

diU'h’fuJiOTi 0^ Civil EnjiHcer$.-<l) Farther discus- flange parallel with the liquid surface, and perforated over tha n, the casing of the windo^
eionon Mr. .Tolin Rigby's paper on '• The Manufacture ^ith small holes, which become filled with the d>s See n

is mainly fofbmaUArms." (2, time permitting) Mr. .1, Emerson inf^t'Dg liquid either by immersion or capillarity balauciri<r nr employed fo-
Dowsou on “ Gas Power for Electric Lighting." 8 p.m. the pasei, which, In escaping, must pass either niimf.ictur^up tbl 5«Ji expense ia

(irc/itfecturoi 4si.-ocifffion.-Mr. John Tloney- through the holes or entirely beneath the flange enr of tbi cousistsinanlmprove-
man on ‘'The Conservation and rtllisation of Heat in ere brought into prolonged and liitimate com ^

Domestic HuilJings." 8 p.m. tact with the liquid in the tank around the ventl-
|

applications FOR letters patent

------
. - .

escape of sewer gases without nassince t.hrnimb n, aJ, r draughts and exclude dn«f _
liquid, aud It terminates in a run formed at the ower ' Vnlii.h

’

'-d^ m’ 0®ce-donr Indicator. -21 7St j
RECENT PATENTS:

ABSTRACTS OP BPRCIPIOATIOBS. tuk the two liqam, being ,uch that by their ohemlcll i,Dd other -If s«“' 7 V®'"'
2-2,-2f)9,—W.\ter-closets : J. A. Duckett—This inven- r^® 8®“erated having a powerful Furniture hnd ""'Hiams,

tion is designed to effect further improvements upon an « ® action on the sewer gases is snpiicable to sliclfn?Invention patented March 7, 1S87, No. 3,491, and con- ^ ascend through the ventilating openiag.*^ and Ingram Valves
doors.-21,835, W

slsU in an alteration in the constmetton’ andXpHf ' aVo “mJer
the receptacle and its tipper, that the outlet maybe tinn' 'v*^' inven- AV. WHson '^Constnmri^^!

Firegrates.—21 i

turned round in any direction to secure a straight line ^ ^
doo^-check and closer, operating by Viaduct —21 Arches

from the centre of the tipper and its receptacle to the
a ovi.nd.v ta .

S y viaaucts. 21.S51, J. Fermisor, tv...-,,

inlet of the closet basin or pan, in whatever position
the latter may be situated. The back end of the recep-
tacle is of a semi-circular or other suitable form In
horizontal section, and, being placed next the wall will
admit of the receptacle being turned obliquely when
required, so as to point in the direction of the closet
basin or pan, whereby a considerable Increase of flush Is
effected. The head and aides of the tipper are prefer-
ably m shape and outline similar to that of the interior
of the receptacle.
9,0'J3.^Sash-fastenbr : ir. JZfrru-Tliis Invention

relates to Improvements In sash-fasteners, the object
being to provide a sasb-fastener which shall securely
close the window against burglars, and at the same
time prevent the passage of draught or water between
the meeting-rails of the two sashes. A deep groove is
cut in the meeting-rail of eachsaah extending nearly or
quite ita whole length, so that when the sashes are
closed the grooves are opposite each other. Into one
of the grooves so formed is Inserted a lath or tongue
preferably connected to two or more equal and parallel
linksplvotted in the said rail, the sashes being secured
together by sliding the tongue from the meeting-rail

j(3iDt

^ ‘“to the other, so as to bridge over the

Disinfection: J. A^rnoW.-Thts
patent refers to acomblned deodorising and disinfecting
apparatus, which consists essentially of two vesselsplaced one above and partly within the other, with aventilating opening formed therein and connected with
^ ventilating opening

<iffi
tfle dome dlpplnl

voL T “orface of a disinfecting liquid con-tained In a tank formed around the ventllatlng^en^ng

'ill. t^lic AppoxntmenU, p. xi'ili.

arranged that, firss, the force of a spring tending to tpcHniv’
.r‘^on and H. Sheets, Device for Pro

close a door will be opposed to the^ inLence of ^ Wood®wo^k?n^
Weather.-2l,833, F. lee

npon one face of the piston of the
j

turning LitL-“n^sci‘ i^emp. Wood
‘‘^®

:

aecondly, that I fasteners —-n fill
'

c,
Wmdow-sash

will not exceed the pressure of the ' -2S 'j StufcVe’y^(-'-,i!^yVi‘^^P^®-°‘® Cisterns
'^^® P‘®ton partially counter- DroeTatV/- 1 ^balanced by a vacuum created in rear thereof, in order Steam and Wb^I; Pm!’, o, '^’allace

that the door may be permitted to gently close under w^er Pines 29 tT ^'"'’Bthwalte, Rainthe Influenije of a spring, and, thirdly! that the pressure Sas?es 03(5^ w“‘o»,h' and othe

SilHF ^

“'l™'!';1 °P«™Mon of the “e'iiee°w‘‘mMrreto““r
Crane, Paints and Driers 104 it MarHn

^
relates to au’'im7

lovention .Hba. c.a -Pardon. Drying-

balanced by a vacuum created in
that the door may be permitted
the Influenije of a spring, and, thiruiy, Loac tne pressure Sashes —92 031? w onH U'w"'' auu otm

TreSrea!’«.“ o“L‘ir
^ 2^.03O.'- C

“

brought to bear against the door. For the
and mode of operation of the device we a
readers to the drawings and specification

»;fh
causing the bent edges to engage

''^® disconnected by simply

7k
sections apart. As applied to tin orother metal boxes, the back to which the ltd is to be

mfli hVa ?
corresponding shape, so that one partmay be slldden into the other. In the case of woiodenboxes, doors, (fee., the hinges are preferably separate

*7^.®/® or othewiae fired In position!
l-,492._SASn-BALANCE3: J. W. Sheppard.—ThU in-

o‘ sash-balances in whichthe spring drum* for the eospendlng tapes or bands are

provisional BPEOIFIOATIONa ACCEPTED

.» K »• A
J. Peebles, Self-

Wa.te:..ter
ratus for overflow and nnink “il‘9_®^ 7PP®‘

locking Wlndo'

Everitt, Automatically prodSinf HySeJic“snr»'^Water-closets or UriLls.-S^S^ A ®Dawes ^an^
’/"

Saw.-rg Wf 7 Metal.cutting

Barber, Tool’ and Holder for BoringTnguTafSs.-
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l-iO.GjZ, J. Dawson, Hand-workln? Planes for Carpenters,

Icabinet-tuftkers. Joiners, &c.—20,891, R- Matthews and
t.T. Noad, White-lead and Coloured Pigments.

OOMFLKTB SPECIFICATIOKS ACCBPTHD.

I
(Open to Opposition for Two Months.)

\ 1,614, W. Thompson, Grindinz Tools. — 1,942- S.

I
Ilenschel, Eaatening Devices for Handles for Furniture,

I
Drawers,: dec.—2, 003, R. Esplin, Hinges. — 13,232, C.

I Baiimgarlel, Water-closet Basins.—17,014, J. Reekie,
' Fixing Water-closets,—19,433, H- Dawes and .1. Mason,
I Fastening for Cupboard Doors, French Windows, &c.—
19,604, :H. Fuller, Plumb Bobs. — 19,813, 0. Bbklen,

!
Cement or Cement-mortar.

TENDERS.
(Communications for Insertion under this beading

should be addressed to “ llie Editor,” and must reach

us not later than 12 noon on Thursdays.]

BWRBCROC’OMBE (Somcreet).—For prop'^oU rectory Ik

, uriali of Beercrocoiiibe, Bomerset. Mr. J. Houglitou Spei

t«ot. TnubtMi 1

—

FowlerSStioWiiKt.... 0 I H. W. Pollnnl fil.l'-t 0

G. H Pollexcl 1.287 0 Chaoiiiog J; Muagrore . 1,100 0

A. PooU 1.220 0 1
J. Morao

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY:

ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

December 6.—By Waterer & Sens-. An enclosure of

f. meadow land, near Woking, about 5 acres, 21f>L
;

f,

nursery gronnd, 11 a. 1 r. 21 p., r. 671., 830L
;
two f.

cottages with gardens, 200L
;
an enclosure of f. land,

1 a. Or. 20 p., 95L
December C.—Bv J. G. Ponder

:

66 and 58, Ellesmere-

rd., Old Ford, f., S70i : 141, Shepperton-st., New North-
rd., u.t. 17 yrs., e r. 61, r. 33i., 13.ni.—By Uenfom, Bull,

ib Cooper: 14A, Kllburn-sq., Kilburn, u.t. 30 yrs., g.r.

71., r. 401., 2701.

;

“CUffon House,” Kilburn-sq., u.t. 57

yrs., g.r. lOL, r. 50i., 3601. ;
“Fairllght House," u.t. 57

yrs., g.r. 10?., r. 60?., 420?.—By ff. Sooper:2, 4, and5,
Mentone-rd., Highbury, u.t. 67 yrs., g.r. 22?. lOs., r.

120?., 1,050?.

December 7.—By O. A. Wilkinson H-Son: The Erec-

tion known as “Whitehall Court," Whitehall, u.t. 85

yrs.. g.r. 9,000?., sold before auction.—By A'icAofson <fe

&n?i: 87 to 93 (odd), Porto!>ello-rd., Netting Hill, f., r.

156?., 1,670?.—By Protlieroe & jVorri's : 3, Hallsville-rd-,

Canning Town, f., r. 26?., 425?.—By F. Jo??j/ <.V Co. : 2,

Navarino-rd., HacKm-y, u.c. 53 yrs., no g.r., 670?.

December 8.—By C. C. <fc T. Moore: F.g.r. of 15?.,

Canal-rd., &c.. Mile End, reversion la 15 yrs., 1,870?.;

122and 124, Skidmore-st., u.t. 16 yrs., g.r. 4?., r. 40?,
*230?. : 3. Southgate-rd., KIngsland, u.t. 25 yrs., gr, 12?.,

r. 60?., 280?.—By H. Donaldson : 45 and 46, Regents-row,
Hazgerston, u.c. 63 yrs., g.r. 5?. 10s., 470?.; 85 and 37,

ISuffolk-rd., u.t. 53 yrs , g.r. 6?., 498?.; 2, Cloveland-rd.,
Klngaland, u.t. 60 yrs., g.r. 5?. 58., r. 36?, 370?.—By
iV'ei(’507i<fc Co. ;14, Duke-st., Spltalflelds, f., r. 20?.. 415?. ;

1 and 2, Knighton-cottagos, Clapton, and a plot of land,
u.t. 53 yrs.. gr. 15?. 600 ?. ; 23, Bryantwood-rd., Drayton
Pk., u.t. 72 yrs., g.r. 0?. lOs., r. 38?., 400?.

;
6. Chadwell-

8t., St. John street-rd., u.t. 20 yrs., g.r. 13?., 220?. ; 79,

Hanley-rd., Stroud Green, u.t. 76 yrs., g.r. 7?. 78., 235?.

;

29, llarnsbury Pk., Isllogbon, u.t. 17 yrs., g.r. 6?., r. 38?.,

20<)l.—By Farebrother, Ellis, & Co.

:

“The St. John's Na-
tional Schools," The Broadway, Walham Green, f., area
10,200 ft

,
9.400?.—By Stimson 4" Sons

:

1 to 4, Portland-
p1., Feckham, 1, 1,910?. ; 11, Bell's Garden-rd., u.t. 70
yrs., g.r. 4?.. 100?. ; 36 and 38, Chadwick-rd., u.t. 77 yrs.,

g r. 0?., 375?. ; 61 and 63, Rodney-rd., Walworth
; 1,

€hatham-8t. ; and a Ig.r. of 8?., u.t. 60 yrs., g.r. 30?.

600?. ; S, Barmore-st., Battersea, u.t. 64 yrs., g.r. 5?.

105?. ; a plot of land, Hlndman’s-rd., Dulwich, f., 55?.

211 and 213, Lynton-rd., Bermondsey, u.t. 66 yrs., g.r

10?., 400?. : 40, Alma-rd., u.t. 37 yrs., g.r. 1?. 19s., 2.50?.

DECEMher 9.—By W. Bradley-. “Hanover House,
“Holland Lodge," and “ Heathside." Eltham-rd., Lee,
u.t. 72 yrs., g.r. 12?. lis., 1,650?.—By J. T. Ayton-. 17 and
19, Langdole-st., St. George's-in-East, and 1, 2, and 3,

Langdale-ct., u.t. 9 yrs., z.r. 11?.. 120?.—By W. E
HaHj-tt: Freehold land, Bushey, Herts, 9 a. Or. 3p.
1.6DO?.

;
No. 17, Finsbury Pk -rd., u.t. 75 yrs., g.r

7?. 178. Od., 660?.

[Confraeftons ttsfd in these ?t«?8.—F.g.r. for freehold
grouud-rent ; l.g.r. for leasehold ground-rent

; i.g.r. for
improved ground-rent

;
g.r. for ground-rent

; r. for rent

;

f. for fre^old ; c. for copyhold : 1, for leasehold
; e.r.

£or estimated rental
;
u.t. for unexpired term

; p.a. for
per annum ;

yrs. for years ; sb. for street
; rd. for road

;

sq. for square ;
pi. for place

; ter. lor terrace
; cres, lor

crescent ; yd. for yard, &c.]

BELFAST.—For the erection of a flre-l>rignile sUtion. Chlcliest«r-

..reet, fur the Police Committee. Mr. J. C. BretUnd, City Surveyor,

urohitect, Belfast

»

"obertCorry £R.T52 0 0
S W. Btewart.... 0.T34 0 0

10 . Lown' & Son .. 0,075 0 0

imes Heiiry 6.G01 0 0
’. .r. C^iuphell t
eon, Belfast* .... 6.434 0 0

BDRSLEY (Lines.)—

<

the erection of a ladies' o...

e

— °

Bith-street. f-r the Town Council. Mr. F. 0. Button, Buroujh
rveyor. Town Halt, Burnley, yuaotities supplied ;

—
.Masmu. ic -Geo. Read J; 6oa
CarjifKier and Joinert—J. 4: 8. Atherton.

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
timber (eonHnued).TIMBER.

Greenbeort, B.G.
too »ia.a

Teak, B.L.. load 9(10/0
Beqaola.C.8.(tciL 8/4

Ash. Canada load 210/0
Birch, do 8/5/0

Elm, do 8/10/0

Fir, Dantslc, An. 1/10/0

Oak. do :l'0/0

Canada 5/10/0

Pine. Canada red 8/10/0

Do, yellow .... SAO/O
Lath.D'utelc.fath

DeaU, PlnloiK
Snd A let ltd 100 7/10/0
Do,4tbA8rd.. 7/10/0

Do. Riga 0/10.0

St. Peterefaurg,
UtyeUow ..10/10/0 14/10/0

Do. tod yeUow B/IO/B

Do. white .... 7/iO/e

Swedish ...... 7/10/0

White Sea .... S/10/0
Canada, PlneUt 81/0/0

Do.do.tod.... 15/0/9

Do. do. Srd, Ac. 7/10/0
Do. Spruce, lat 810/9
Do. do, Srd A
and 6/10 0 8/0/0

New Brunswick 6/10/0 7/10/0
Batteus. aUklndi 8/18/6 1510 0
Flooring Boards,

s<i., 1 in. prep.

10,0,0
6/0/0

8/0.'0

9/10/0

9/10/0
18/0/0

lT/0/0

87A0/0
47/0/0

10/0/0

ll/O'O

Other queues
OedoT, Cuba ..tt.

Honduras, Ac.
tiahogany. Cabo.

St. Domingo,
14

Mexican do, do
Tobasco do. do MI
Honduras do,. /5

Box, Torker ton 1/0/0
Rose. Rio in/0.U

Bahia ....... 9 0(0

Satin, at. Do-
mingo 0'0(R

Porto Rico .... 0/0/7

M/S mo

5/10/0

616/0

a the

1,110 10

,. Ji2i5

—Jno. Sinitb

ys 10 0
16 17 11

CARDIFF —For the supply of ah
for the Corporolioa. Mr. W. Hnrpui
Hall. Cardiff:—

, Dillon i Co £1
HUls Bros 1

to’k Iron. Steel.

Brass Foundry . 1

E. Warr-iUit Co 0 17 3

The Globe Fcmiidry Co. 0 15 6

arue Eoglueeriiig

. A. B-ikec 0 12 10

C.E., Borough Surveyor, Town

Each.
J. C. Ccleinau £0 12 rt

W. B'akemore A Co .. 0 12 5
BavlUs.Jcoes.ABaylias 0 IS 0

G. Kvte
• " -

J John K sors
1). Rowell A Co
Economic Fencing Co.
.T. Chap

0 11 :

IS Bros. 0 9

Jukes i Co.
W. Haywar-l A Son .... 0 9
J. I’fieit & Co 0 il

Johnson i Co 0 0
W. T. Burridee 0 0
B. .T. Ravloiuld A Co. .. II 9
Walker Bros.. Walsall* 0 8

LLANTRISSANT (Glamorgan).—For tlio coustru-t'on of main
ncr.-i, tanks, Ac., and extending * sewer. Beddau, for the Poiity-

•idd Ruml Ssnitary Authority. Mr. CciTiier S. Morgan. Surveyor.
LlRQlwic.Vardre. Pontypridd. Quantities by the Surveyor

Srwer
John A John £291 4 11 I Lewis A Dyer £2Xi 11 0

Clias, H. Cooksloy.... 289 10 10
1
.Meshach Williamn.. -. 227 1 10

Willism Davies 289 0 0 I John Murgan, Poiity-

Lloyd A Powell 209 0 4 I dun* 105 15 4

John Mackay '239 18 8 1

• Accepted.
Bcddaa Sewer.

•John Mackay 109 0 4
|

Joliu Morgan. Ponty-
Meshach VVilUaius.... 101 9 4 I ctuu* 76 9 4

s A Dyer 90 8 6
|

• Accepted.

LONDON. — For making-up and paving Oskhury. Perkbury.
Protliero roscis, and Lelticc-streel, for the Fulham Veatrv. Mr, W.
Sykes, Surveyor, Vestry Offlees, Fulham:—

way.

Tome* A Wlmpey . 389 .

Rogers A Co 413
Nowell A Bohson.. 387.
J. Mears 350 .

E. Parry 415 .

Mowlelii A Co 407 .

H. J. Uieeuhsm .. 400 .

Imperial StoneCu. —
.

Tomes A Wimpey. 1R9 .

Rogers A Co 153 .

Nowell ARubsuD,. 156 .

J. Meats 140 .

E. Parrv 170 .

MowleiiiACo 1-W .

B. J. Oreenbam , . 175 .

Imperial Stone Co. — .

Ada- Vic- gtuart'e.

197 10 .. 143 '

220 0 .. —

Frolhiro-rottiL Sectioi

Tomes A Wlmpsy

.

Rogers A Co
Nowell A Robson,.
J. Meats
E. Parry
Mowleiu A Cii

U. J. Qreeiiham ..

Imperial Stone Co,

11 A Robson..
J.

E. Parry

.185 0 .. — .

435 .. 275 0 .

Lelttce-itreet. .Seclio

— — .. 19H

CARDIFF.—For forming, m
ganlens, for the Cor|if>r»tiOQ.

veyor. TiOwuHall, Cardiff:—
J, 0. Pears-n i::i41 9

s Rich 280 11

DEVONPOBT.—For the erection of flf tv-Bve houses and sewer.age

orks. for the Dockyard Workmen's Dwellings Company. Mr. w.

N. Richard', archltejt, 89, St. Auhyn-street. Devonport. Quantities

hy Mr. G. Bryant, 31. atvldou-terra''o,_Pl?iaoulh :—
S. Perkin-
J, Julian

' N. Coles
Cole A Fox
P. Blowey
J. Ctovktrell

Lethbridge A

flS,912 10 6
17, .500 0 0
10 S24 0 0

A. Andrews
T. Jlay
Reel, might A Co.,
Limiied

EASTBOURNE.—For the erection of porches. Ac., at the lu-

firraary. for the Guardians of the Enstlwurne Union. Mr, F. G.

Pooke. architect, 3, Hyde-eardciis. Easthourue

E. Cornwell A Son £106 15 6 I W. A J. Newman* £142 10 fl

Chas. Peerless Dennis 154 0 0 I

* Accepted.
(All of Easthnurne.]

EASTBOURNE.—For addltinos to 4, GildTSiige-road, Ensthoume.
for Mr B. Clift. Mr. F. G. Cooke, architect, 3, Hyde-gnrUens,

Easthoume:—
.Tame* Wood £799 8 0 1 M'ller A Solmes ....£704 8 f

W. Backhurst 785 0 0 Joseph Miirlia 748 o <

James Peerless 760 0 u Mark Marlin* 742 0 C

E. Cotauell ASon .... 703 0 o| •Accepted.
[All of Eastbourne.]

V premises at EastEAST GRIN8TEAD.—For the erection of

Orinsteotl. Susser, for the Capital and Counties jjanic. .Messrs,

J D. A H. E. Mathews, architects, 11, Uowgste-hill, Loudon,
EC. :—
Colls A Son £3,340 0 0 1 Tooth, Bast Grin-

3,210 15 10
I

steed* £2,800 0 0
Cariick 3.150 0 0

|

• Accepted.

Walnut, Italian^. 00 S(

MBTAIB,

I>o>—Plg.ln Scot-
land ton
Bar, Wels^ in
London 6/17/8

Do. do. at works
in Walee 6/7/8

Do. Staffordshire,
Id Loudon .... 6(6/9

Corps*—British,
oake and Ingot Sl'O/O 51/10,0
Best selected ., 62'0/0 5210/0
Sheets, strong.. 60/0/0 0/0/0
Chili, bars .... 47/5'0 47/12:0

FELLOwMsTSLlb. O/O/si OO'SJLiao- Pig,
Spanish .... ton 9/16'3 S/17,6
English, com.
brands 10/0/0
Sheet, EngUsh,
I lt>«. per sq. ft.

and upwards.. 11/5/9
Pipe 11/15/0

EPPING,—For sewerage and sewerage-disposal works, Chiugff
forthe Rural Faiiitary Authority. Mr. E. Egiui. Eogiucer, Rt
Sanitary Authority's Offices, Loughtou. Quantities by tQe Engi-

Tobn Bind £7,450 I B. Cooke A Co £5 850
W.Botterill 6,554 .T. E. Biomtlcld

J Neave 5 430 S Hipwell
I

W A C. French .......... 6.885
I
Geo. Bell, Tottenham*.... 6,390

• Accepted.

0/0/0

O'O/O

0/0/0sheet ton 22/10/0
YleiUe Hod.
tagne 23/0/0 0 0/0

Tnr—Straits .... 98/0/0 92/10/0
Australian .... 93/10/0 940/0
English Ingots. 96'0"

>3(0(0

BiUitoD 92/0/0

OILS.

Llnsewl ......ton 16/6/0 0'0,0

Cocoanut. Cochin S5/I0.‘0 0/0/0
Do. Ceylon 23/10/0 23'15'0

Palm, L^os .... 86/10/0 0/0/0
Rapeseed, English

pale 24/15/0 25/0/9

Do. brown 23/5/0 23;10'0

Cottouseed ret.. 18/15/0 0/0,'0

Oleine 2OAO/0 81/0/0
Lubricating, C.S, 4/0/9 6/0.'0

Do. refined 6AO/0 12/0/0

Ton— Stockholm
barrel eA7.8 0/18/6

Arohsngol 9/1V8 0/0/0

EXETER. Fur the supply and delivery of 100 tens of cast-iron

turned and iiotrd jiipes, fur the Corporstiun. Mr, Donald CameroD,
City Purveyor, 18 Bedford-rircus, Exeter:—
Kirk A Hi ”

ifleld £750 0
Newtou. Chambers, A Co. 576 0

Dsmerel A Co 662 10

John RomansASons .... SJJ 10

Maclareu A Co 560 0

HuBhesAGottO 545 0

LiidUw A Sun 632 10

Clay Cross Co - 525 0
Wallis Bros 525 0

Jordan A Sons 612 10

Horsley 610 0

Cochrane .A Co 500 0

J A S. Roberts. Limited. 500 0
Smith, Patterson, A Co-
Limited ‘*99 0

George Bond, Staveley
IronCo £487 10

Stanton Iron Wurke .... 487
Thomas Spit‘le, Limited 485
Bigg*. Wall. A Co 482 ,

Mseleod A Co 477 10
Shaw A Mclnnes ........ 47"

Ncwcomhe A Co 4'

Watson, Gow, A Co 4'

Finustoue Bros., Laye
Iron Foundry, near
Stourbridge* i.

J Walker 442 10
James Ritchie 4-

• Accepted.

GREAT CROSBY (Lane*,).—For the supply of cast-iron gas.

mains, coaled with Angos Smith's solutiun, for the Local Board.

Mr. WatkiiiHall. Surveyor:—
Kirk A HorsHcld £136 0 0

The Stanton Iron Company 108 18 0
The Butterley Iron Company 88 0 0
The Clay Cross Comnauy 76 16 8

C. E. Firmstone A Bro"., Brierley-hill, Stour-
bridge {accepted) 73 19 10

.Tames Uakea A Co 73 15 6

[Other tenders were subinitteu vriiieii uiu uut comply with the

HYTHB. For the eonstmetion of 2.310 yards of IS-in. eewer, Ac.,

for the Town Council. Mr. B. 8. Wilks, Surveyor, 3, Douglus-

aveiiue, Hythe, Kent :

—

B. Cooke A Co £4,284 01 John Neave £3,390 C

G. Couley 3.917 0 I Rockluim A Bentham . . 3,294 C

J. J, Jesl 3,397 13 1
E-lward Palmer 3,189

.160 0 .. 158 .

il Stone Cu. — .Impel

LONDON.—For rebuilding 3, St. Martin's street, Lelcester-squar».

7.C., for Mr. Israsl Britten. Mr. W. il. Brutt-n, architect, 171,
Queen Victoria-street. K.C
Juhnsou A Manners £1,749 I W, Rowe £1,195
J.AJ. Feast 1.584 Pritchard A Kenwick .... 1,174

. Smith 1.300
I

A. H. Tout 1,155

... Whitehead A Co 1,275
]
G. 8. Archer, Finsbury* .. U»5

Edwards A Medway 1,267
1

‘Accepted.

LONDON.—For rebuilding ‘'Tlie Crystal " puhlie-huu
hithe New-rood, exclusive of fittiugs. an l dwelUug-huus
57. Old-roarl, Bermuiidsey. S.E . for Mr. George Evans.
BruttOD, architect, 171, tiueeii VlOEoria-streBt, E.C. :—

PortlanJ.
H.Bunnan A Suns £3, .554

W. Smith 3,155
Hart Bros 3,i’y2

Pritchard A Renwick 3,078
W. Rowe 3,0.50

O.Qodioo A ecus 2,973

L. Whitehead A Co 2,940

J. Allen A Sons 2.857

(I. L. Holloway 2,780
KdworOsA Medway 2,788

(r. 8. Archer 2,650

e. Rother-
I adjoining
Mr. W. M.

orlli-LONDON.—Foraltemtionstothe “Tiger" liecrhui
loa-l, SB. for Mr. Bigull. Mr. W. M. Brnttou, arehltect. 171.
Qureu Victoria-street, E.C.
Prltohanl A Reuwicx £128 I If. Bshha, Walworth* £97
B. Crook 125

I
* Acceiited.

LONDON,—For the rebuilding of Nos
E,C. Mr. Dellssa Joseph, ai-cbitect, 17

Bywaters A Sons £10,750

LONDON.—For rebuilding No. 3. Sydney-street. Bethnal Green,
for Mr, William M. Hodges. Mr. Joseph O. Needham, architect. 11,
Powerscroft-rond. Clnpton. N E. :—
N. Tlioinss £630 I Worden A Easton £495
8 VT. Hawkings 58:! B. Lancaster 485
Banes 490 Rrdit. Oioiwr* 435
Coulsell Bros 4K7

|

• Accepted.
rArchitect's estlinate, £475.]

LONDON.—For the erection amt completion of a public under-
ground convenience for meu. lliirrow-rusd, for the Vestry of Pad-
dington. Mr. Geo. Weston, Engineer and Surveyor, Vestry Hall,
Harrow-road. No qtiaatllies

G, Jennings £1,305 0 0
J. Bentley 1,270 0 0
Neave A Son, Marylouds-road, Piwldingion* 1,124 0 0

MANCHESTER.—For the erection of a temperance hotel, Deons-
gale, Manchester, for the Manchester Temperance .Hotels Company,
Limited, hlessrs. Moffat A Bentley, architects, Wiiitehsvea. Quou-
lilies by Messrs. W. J. Watts A Sou. Man chestar :—
J. Byrom £21,150 I Wm. Southern A Sods. ... £18,710
Young, Tinker, A Youug 20,613 8. Mcgarity A Co 18 850
BuHivant ASod 20,500

|
Burgess A Galt 18,340

R Whitoll 20.392 I Robt, Neill A Sons 18.296
Wm. Thorpe 2(1,2.55

|

Lirter, McCartney, A
Win. Brown A Son 19,880

|

Lister, Cockermouth*.. 15,974
Wilson A Toft 19.190

|
• Accepted subject to reduction.

PENARTH.—For the erection of si

Ac, for the Peuarth Steam Launciry Compauy, Limiter..
Flckwell. architect, Bank-buildings, Caidiff. Qiisntltie.'
irchlt .

Jenkins A Arnold .,£1,525 0 0
D. C, Jones 1,480 0 0
Newby A Co 1.406 16 11
E. T. Hatherly 1,397 0 0
T. Bevan 1,374 0 0
F. Ashley 1,328 0 0
E, Richards 1,299 0 0

by the

J. Jones £1,297 0 0
D.U. Price 1,278 0 0
F. Small 1,208 0 0
H. Taps 1,177 0 0
Morg-ii A Rohsrts,
Newp-ert^*^....,^^1,130 0 0

PRESTON.—For the constnictioii of t

settliiig-tauks. and filters, Ribebester, for tl

Autliority. Mr. J. J. Myres, Engineer, 15, Chapel-street, Preston.
Quantities by the Engineer :

—

Thus. Batteisby £52.5 I J. Sharpie.-! £440
Jas Orrell 465 I Carter Brolliers, Preston*. . 490
J. Hardlket 443

j

• Accepted couditionslly.

RICHMOND (Surrey).—For the carrying out of certain works in
yiiig-out and draining new cemetery, for the Town Council. Mr

_J. Lovfgrove, C.E., Borough biifveyor. Lower MortUke-road.

747 I E. lies £3,876
667 James Bowles 3,500
221 Neive A Son 3,490
927 I R. R. Facoy 3.445
890

I
J.E. Broderick, Richmond* 3is85

Accepted,

id

W. J. Botterill ...

James Hayward . .

.

Tomes A Wimpey .

George Bell S

J. Jockiou,.... 3
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SALI8Bl'RY.—T',ir the erection ti (v bojt-fnctory and offii

MeMi». M-.'ure JJioe. Mr. Alf'ed C. BuihaiLS, ar.hitect, Saliibur)'
yu*uliti«» by the arcbitevt:—
H. Bull . £9,300

I

Pirns
Cockerell 9.780 Km. l>erjy

9.480 .Muss
' •

. £8.640

Keeks ....

L gbt
Dawkins
Yoiiog Bru
Cowlen ..

Quick ... .

Hale
Hall

I
Keeri. Blight. A Co.

9,219 ilorgan A Co.
y,l.«9 L.msiey

0,087
I

Webb A Co.'

9 000
I

J. W. R.ie

S.M-Oi acuptou*.

PHIP.LEY’ fHsDt-.) —For pavinir, chs^oet ing, Ac.. Shirley and
M illbruok roads, for the Local Board. Mr. H. J. Weston. A.JI. lust.

C.E.. Siirveror. Local Board Offices. Shirley. Hants:—
F. tisnian fl-OO 0

J. W. Bue, A Co- footbamptoQ (accepted) 183 0
[Surveyui's estimate, £-89.1

St'CTHEND.—For the erec'ion of rexideoce at Routhend-or
for Mr. J. Brown. Mr. Bdwarrl Wrisbt. a-chitect, SDulhend :

—

Cbapniao £1,595 I It.kerA WiailiiMi i

Rodwell 1,2.51 Edmonds
DatkeA Son 1,107

1
Dutxint

difax).-SOTLAXD (rcir

Burnt .Moor Fann.s
A.-., forming npotoach-rutd am
Patcbett, arcbitect. Haliftx

B'xcnrafor. .V'uon, and BrU-khti/fi
Fliley, Risliwoith (exclusive

'

'p ed for faking d->wn “Low
•Iff Dew farmhouse, barn, st-ibl

IJingfeuce wallicg. Mr. T.

bihI)
,

dd I terlsD,

. £420 0 0
—Learoyd Whifely, Triangle 94 15 5

/'hinibtr ami G/dnVr iexciusivc of wi'er-supp'y).—Wm. AldersoD, LudJenden 8 5 0
.«?rtfcr and Pfrwferer—Tboa Alde'ion, Luddcnden

sU’ing lab ,ur only) 25 0 0

Elb'.lma'ed lotil cost, £700.]

548 0 S

STORXOWAY (y.B.)—Accepted for ccinstroctir g. Ac., portions of
iiariiour works, (or the Pier and Harbour Coujiniasiontra. Mr
slesauder Macdonald, Eugiuecr, Sturnouay Hailrour, y.B. Qunti-
tltres suppiircl:—

R. C. Btebuer. Edinburgh £1. 0 0

RrimiTOy (SurrerV—For the ei

>illa zesldences in St. Andrew's-s
I’earce. architect, lOOc, Queen Vicu

Tl'DHOE (DurhanO — A cccp'ed fur laying out. making r^ads, r

(her works at Bunal Cniuod, f-r tlie Burial Board. Mr, J. Ileo
kr.hitect. 11, Xorth Bailey. Durh-in :

—

W. A B. Blackett. Bishop AackUad £1,127 6 0

BUBSORIBBRS in LONDON and the SUBURBS, by
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Vhe London Countij Council and Fair Wages.

HE recent debates in

the County Council

have practically left

unaltered the main

principle ’which, the

Council decided to

adopt last May,

namely, to give the

workman what is

considered fair wages,

whether the work

-was done directly by the Council or indirectly

-through a contractor. The last discussions

have arisen in regard to the manner of fixing

fiuch fair wages. The contention of those

who opposed the recommendation of the Fair

Wages Committee was that under it Trades

iUnionswould be able to exact anyrate of wages

which they pleased. The object of Mr.

Frederic Harrison’s amendment was to limit

the wages to the rate actually obtained by

members of Trades Unions. It is some con-

solation for the ratepayers of the Metropolis

that the recommendation of this Committeewas

limited to some extent by the adoption of Sir.

Harrison’s amendment. The dehates, however,

were chiefly interesting for the light thrown on

the views of the Council and on the divisions

which this question is obviously beginning to

oause. Mr. Hood Barrs, the chairman of the

•Committee in question, observed, in the

course of his speech on the second day’s

debate, that the clause, as amended by Mr.

Harrison, “would afford no assistance to

those trade unions that were weak and help-

less, and could not ohta'n their terms, how-

ever reasonable, from their employers.” In

other words, the chairman of the Committee

looked at the matter not from the point of

view of those whose interests be was elected

to safeguard, namely, the inhabitants of the

metropolis generally, but from the point of

view of the workmen who are to do the work

for the inhabitants of London. It is, of

course, right that workmen for a fair day's

work should get a fair day's wage, but this is

41 matter which unions and combinations of

workmen can get for themselves. The persons

who purchase the labour are not their pro-

tectors. It would he interesting to know
^

whether Mr. Hood Barrs, who is a solicitor
I

in London, ascertains whether the men who
,

copy the deeds and documents which he sends

out to his stationer obtain what he regards

as a fair rate of wages ; whether he makes
|

STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF
OAK.

N the oak family, botanists enume-

rate a large variety, but the

definitions in many cases are so

fine that it may be said many are

any stipulation that these copyists, men i
so closely related to each other that for some

generally far worse off than the ordinary practical purposes a large portion will admit

manual labourer, shall be properly paid. He ! of being grouped, and the present object fully

would probably say that it is a duty which !
served by passing oyer some of the minor

he owes to his clients to get the work done
]

distinctions in botanical nomenclature as it

for us little as possible. The fact is that i
is the physical conditions of the wood that

there are a certain number of members of the
j

constitute a difference in manufacture
;
and

County Council who appear to have lost
|

especially must this view be taken when it

all just perception of the duty of repreeen- i

is considered that woods of the same species

tative®
I

considerably in quality. There-

We stated also that light was thrown on ! fore, a personal and practical knowledge is

the divisions which this subject is beginning
[

required to ascerta-n correctly the value of any

to cause in the Council. Sir John Lubbock
I

difference that may present itself, and to

and Sir Thomas Farrer, both liberal and :
acquire this a minute inspection should he

large-minded men, are both opposed to the made of the structural arrangement and the

views of the majority of the Council. They
j

texture of the wood, as seen in the ends of

represent clear-headed liberalism, and it is
i
logs or hoards, &c. In oak of the highest

certain that in the long run their views will
j

quality in strength and dura,biUty, it ’will

prevail, even though for the moment less
|

be found that the vascular tissue or pores

sound opinions are the most powerful in the
i

are limited to one line in each concentric

Council. The extraordinary want of husi-
1

ring, and the cell tissue that is mixed

ness perception in the majority of the Council I

with the wood in the rings occupies but

is shown by the fact that they have decided !
a small space in proportion to the

to give trades-union rates of wages, not only
I

amount of wood, which is of a compact

when they do work for themselves, hut when
i

and dense nature, consequently less liable

theyemploycontractor3,and that they havede- :
to have those concealed defects which are

cided to dowithout the latterinalarge number common in logs that have two or three

of cases, and to be their own contractors, if lines of vascular tissue to each concentric

it is permissible to use such a phrase. The
j

ring, and the cell-tissue in about equal pro-

ordinarily sensible and prudent Town Council portion with the ligoine. It may be here

is satisfied to make the best bargain it can
,

stated that oak with one line of vascular

with a contractor, and to see that it gets good ' ti‘sue to each concentric ring is seldom met

work for its money. Lord Rosebery recently
|

with, while that with two or three lines of

spoke in favour of the amalgamation of the I
pores to each ring is frequently found. But

City with the rest of the metropolis. Until
,

the quality of the wood does not so much

greater prudence characterises the work of
;

depend on one or two lines of the tissue as it

the County Council, the public and Parliament; does upon the quantity and distribution of

will do nothing towards this end. On the
|

the cell-tissue which is intermixed with the

contrary, it is possible,— if the present !
wood contained in the rings. On the extent

management of the County Council raises the and state of this tissue the quality of the

rates,—that a cry will arise that London be wood should be determined
;
that is, with all

divided into certain districts, which shall
I

those well-known characteristics that point

manage their own local affairs. i out in a more conspicuous way the general
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condition of the wood. Therefore, special

attention requires to be given to the texture

of wood, and to form a correct estimate of the

quality of an cak log or billet before it is

converted into planks or boards, a minute
examination of both ends of the log or billet

should be made, and the distance apart of

the vascular tissue or pores situated at the

edge of each concentric ring carefully noted,

also the quantity of cell-tissue, and the

proportion this tissue stands in to the wood in

the rings, lu selecting logs for the purpose of

converting them into boards suitable for work
that requires to be light in colour, with a

rich appearance in the silver grain or
figure, the examination is restricted to the
ends of the logs or billets, where if the wood
be light in colour it will appear as a bluish

grey, and the state of the silver grain or
medullary ray can easily be distinguished
radiating from the centre to the circum-
ference as thin white lines. On the state of

these lines will depend the quantity of figure

in the wood, and to make a correct estimate
of them the logs, l'cc., must be examined in

cross section, as logs with a close resemblance
on the sides indicate a decided difference in

the ends. In all cases the colour of the wood
and that of the ray or silver grain should be
carefully noted, as a light and dark shade
will be found in trees of the same species, but
this not unfrequently proves serviceable in
panelling and framing, to use the light
shade for panels and the dark shade for
stiles, or By a judicious arrange-
ment of the wood in which the silver grain
is conspicuous, an effective surface can be
produced : but as the number of boards that
can be had from a log with this figure fully
developed is very limited, it is well to con-
sider carefully the thickness they should be
cut to. The reason of the number being so
restricted is that the medullary rays radiate
in a direct line from the centre to the circum-
ference of the log, and it is only those boards
that are sawn out parallel with the rays
which as figured wood will be most perfect.
In a number of boards taken out of a log,
even if it is first cut on the quarter, the
ray will be situated obliquely in many
of them without in any way adding to their
appearance, or giving but a faint indication of
being present in them.
To cut a log on the quarter implies that it

be first cut into three flitches or parts, and
to take a log i'9 in. or .'10 in. in diameter,
the thickness of the Hitches should be re-
spectively 7 in. and 11 in.; the central part
/ in. and the two outside jiarts 1 J in. each.
The centre of the middle flitch, which con-
tains the heart, is generally defective and
requires to ba cut out, as it is unsuitable for
manufacturing purposes

;
thus making the

central flitch into two parts, which, with the
two sides, constitute the four quarters. In
converting the flitches into boards, the two
central parts should be cut the deep way and
in direct line with the ray. By cutting in
this way, each board taken from them will

Traruverse Seciion of Oak Log cut 07i the
quarter. Dotted laws t?n»c the rail or
sdter grain in the wood, and the boards
in Tcjuch Jignre will he conspicuous on their
hu-'face.

tbow the silver grain in its most perfectform (see diagram). In dealing with the side

flitches, and to insure the greatest number of
figured boards from them, they require to be
cut at a right angle to the face line, or the
side which had been sawn when opening the
log, and here it will be observed that it is

only those boards that are taken out of about
7 in. of the immediate centre of these flitches

that have the silver grain fully showing on
their surface. In a large portion of the wood
on either side of this no appreciable indication

of this grain will be given, on account of the
angle at which it is situated to the line of the
saw-cut, so that these portions will be of less

value as ornamental wood, except to give
variety and effect to those parts which display

the silver grain. By converting an oak log

into boards in this way the greatest amount
of workable wood is realised with the least

possible waste, and the highest number of

boards that have the silver grain fully

appearing on their surface, as each flitch

will give seven boards, in. thick, allow-
ing in. for waste iu each saw-cut. The
boards taken from the central flitches will
give a breadth of 1 ft. 2 in., and those from
the side flitches an average breadth of from
10 in. to 11 in.

The oaks that are principally in demand at

the present time in British commerce and
manufacture, viz

,
British oak, Russian and

Prussian oak, Austrian oak, and American
oak, differ from each other so far that it is

important to possess a complete knowledge of
each. In the early history of this country
native oak occupied a prominent place, and it

still continues to be in this position amidst the
,

many varieties of oak annually imported to
meet the requirements of the present advanced
state of the various industries that demand a
particular kind or quality of wood. In British
oak it will be observed, as previously stated,
that the characteristics which distinguish the
highest qualities are one lice of pores to each
concentric ring, and the cell tissue little

more than discernible to the unassisted eye

;

but oak of this description is seldom met with
at the present time, as doubtless it had been
largely drawn upon during the period of the
“ wooden walls,” and the foresters of that
day must have acted on the motto,—slightly
altered,—sufficient for the day is the supply
thereof. Nevertlu less, a large portion of
British oak that is at present available con-
tains the elements of strength and durability.
The primary conditions essential in the

structural arrangement in oak of the best
quality consist in a close combination of the
fibres, small pores, and comparative absence
of Cell tissue in the lignine. Oak that com-
bines these characteristics with a fresh and
clear uumixed colour, straight-grained, and
free from twist or defective knots, is well
suited for beams or columns that are required
to bear heavy sfrains, and it is also specially
fitted to resist the influence of deleterious
matter in whatever position it may be placed.
In choosing lengths for columns, beams, or
scantlings, an examination of the end furthest
from the butt should be carefully made, as
the state of the texture of the wood will be
inferior at this end to that at the butt end.
Therefore to judge the strength of beams, &c.,
by observation, the structural conditions of
the ends furthest from the butt must be taken
as the gauge of the strength of the column
beam, or scantling. In a log of British, or
any, oak, 21 ft. long, conditions in the
vascular and cell tissues will be found that
will indicate three grades of strength in this
length, and if the log be cut into three equal
part.-*, of 7 ft. each, this may be proved by
the state of the texture which appears in the
cross sections of these parts. The first 7 ft.
from the butt, if of a good quality of wood,
will have an average of six concentric rings
to the inch, with the cell tiesue in the woody
portions of the rings comparatively limited,
and a specific gravitv, when thoroughly
seasoned, of about 940 oz. to the cubic foot.
In the second or central 7 ft. the specific
gravity will be about 800 oz. to the cubic
foot, and the average number of concentric
rings to the inch will be about ten, with
an increase of

’ ...
woody portion

third 7 ft. or top portion of the log
will have an average of about fifteen con-
centric rings to the inch, and a specific
gravity of 8-10 ozs. to the cubic foot, with a
considerable increase in the quantity of cell
tissue in the wood of this portion compared
to the first 7 ft., or butt end of the log. This
difference in density in the three lengths will
be found to be a cardinal point in estimating
the strength and durability of the wood, and
as the difference in the specific gravity of the
three portions of the log, so is the difference-
in the relative state of the lignine, cell tissue,

and vascular tissue : hence the difference in
strength and durability. And in making a.

selection for beams that are required to bear
heavy strains a minute examination should
be made of the relative state of the tiesue
and the woody fibre

;
for, however suitable-

the wood may appear on the sides of the
beams, the true state of the texture can only
be ascertained by making a correct and.
thorough examination of the ends, and a.

careful investigation in this way when select-
ing oak for columns that are required to
support a great weight is even more important
than in selecting for beams, as in columns the
pressure is nearly equal throughout the entire
length, and to the full extent of their diameter.
Beams or columns may be taken out
of a log with the greatest care to avoid
imperfections, such as the immediate heart
wood, which has become over aged, conse-
quently brittle, and the albumen or sap
wood, which is not sufficiently matured, but
a safe conclusion regarding strength must be
based upon the texture of the wood in the
end that gives the least quantity of lignine to
tissue, as this is the weakest part and the
first to give way under pressure, and to rely
exclusively on a given constant for the
breaking strain would be to ignore the natural
laws that govern wood.

Husn/'an and Prussian Oak.—The orna -

mental figure, or silver grain, peculiar to oak
is not generally so prominent in British oak
as it is in Russian, Prussian, Austrian, and
American oak. In Russian and Prussian
oak the fibre is fine, straight, and hard, with
a firm combination in the grain of the wood,,
and in colour it is frequently of a light
tone. The figure, or silver grain, which'
in many instances is much lighter and of
a shifty shade, gives lustre to it. A good
selection of this wood will sustain a high
finish, and it is well suited, on account of its

light colour, for cabinet work or joinery.
In examining in cross - section logs or
quarters of logs of this wood it will be dis-
cerned, in those that are rich in figure, that
the lines of the medullary ray are fine, and
closely situated at regular distances from
each other. “Dantzic oak” is a term that is

frequently applied in the retail timber tradte

to all the oak imported from Riga, Memel;.
Dantzic, and Stettin, from the contiguity of
these ports to the forests from which the
wood is taken: and although situated in two
countries, the difference in the general quality
of the wood is hardly appreciable in a prac-
tical sense, except that occasionally verv
superior-grained and figured wood is imported
from Riga, while many of the Stettin shipments
are slightly inferior. The principal features
in Russian and Prussian oak are the fine

quality of the fibre and figure, and firmne-ss
in texture, yet it will be observed that the
pores, although small in diameter, are
numerous, but the small proportion of cel-

lular tissue renders it the most suitable oak
for the manufacture of furniture, and in
some cases for joinery, when a close, hard
grain is required.

Austrian Oak .—In Austrian oak, the pores
and cell-tissue make up about three-quarters
of each concentric ring, but the close combi-
nation of the woody fibre renders it mode-
rately hard, tough, and strong. The grain
is frequently found to be straight, and when
converted into boards, those that are cut ia
line with the silver grain are richly marked,
and well suited for wainscotting, &c. In

I

selecting logs of this wood that are to be
converted into boards for special purposes, it

will be necessary to moke a careful examina-
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tionof the ends to ascertain the relative state

of the tissue, fibre, and medullary ray. as a

\
considerable variety may be met with in a

i small number of logs.

;
American Oak .—The oak imported from

, America into this country as Baltimore, or

1
Quebec, or red oak, will be found in weight,

i

when thoroughly seasoned, considerably less

i in proportion to volume, and decidedly in-

I ferior in strength to British oak. This may
I be accounted for by the large amount of

i
cellular tissue that is intermixed with the fibre,

I and the comparative width in the diameter of

I the vascular tissue, all of which give to this

I
wood a soft and spongy nature that exclude

;
it from structural work where high

,
degrees of strength are required. But

I
to apply this description to all the oak

I that is imported into this country from
America, in log form, and in a semi-manu-
factured state, would not be in keeping with
the characteristics which, to a certain extent,

have placed what is commercially known as

American white oak in competition with
British oak. The quality of the white oak is

in every respect much superior to the red

oak. In structure and weight, after being

thoroughly seasoned, it compares favourably

with British oak, It is light in colour, and
in some instances the fibre is so fine that it

closely resembles Austrian oak. In structure

it resembles British oak, but it has not the

same rigidity and elasticity
;

but where
pliant, tough, and durable wood is required,

American white oak of good quality is in

every respect suitable.*

NOTES.

IN the discussion on Dr. Durpfeld’s

I

paper at the Institute Hr. Penrose

1

observed that he did not think

J sufficient justice had been done
to Mr. Fergusson’s theory of the light-

ing of the Parthenon, and in one sense

this is the case. The ingenuity with which
Mr. Fergusson worked out a method of

lighting the temple, which was perfectly

possible construcfively without interfering

with its exterior effect, was most remarkable
;

but he had not a shred of evidence, either

literary or in the way of architectural frag-

ments, to support it; it was simply a theory.

Further consideration has convinced most
students of architecture that there was no need
for this elaborate contrivance, and that the

temples could have been lighted sufficiently

for their purposes from the open door
;
and

we do not think this conclusion is likely to

be disturbed in future. The result shows
the danger of evolving theories of architec-

tural construction out of onts’s inner con-

sciousness. We do not understand why Dr.

Murray represented the English critics as

having generally accepted the hjpfcthral

theory of the Greek temples. In the earlier

part of this century it was so, but, as far

as we know, the idea has been for many
years abandoned by all who have any right

to an opinion.

Mr. BALFOUR’S address at Manchester
this week on the subject of technical

education did not throw any fresh light on
the subject from a practical point of view. It

was, however, useful for emphasizing the fact

that the country is now committed to a
system of technical education, and that it

cannot draw back. It is true that that system
is very imperfect, and that the objects are fre-

quently much misunderstood. There is too much
of an impression abroad that technical educa-
tion is merely what may be termed ‘‘ work-
shop teaching,*' whereas in truth it should be
education in the basis on which technical
work rests. We do not want to make a
number of amateur carpenters and carvers,

to take a homely instance
;
we wish to make

those who are carpenters and carvers by trade
more skilful. As Mr. Balfour points out, we
have to face increased foreign competition,

* To be concluded in our next, when we will give also
tome photographic reproductions of sections of various
oaks, taken from the actual wood.

and technical education is intended to assist

the workmen of this country in their com-
petition against foreign rivals. It was by no
means amiss, also, for Mr, Balfour to point

out that technical education can never be an

education in itself. The dignity of labour,

—

to use a cant phrase of the day, —is all very

well, but the mind requires something

broader than the mere imparting of technical

knowledge.

The London School Board, after a good
deal of arguing and cross-voting, have

finally come to the decision to institute an

open competition for a school for 1,200

children, showing means of enlargement for

1,600, “ capable of being erected on any
ordinary site purchased by the Board.” In

further discussion it was resolved that

premiums of loO^., 100/., and HO/., be awarded
“ at the discretion of the Assessor” (who is

to be the President of the Institute of Archi-

tects for the time being, or any one whom he
may appoint)

;
that the premiated plans are

to be the property of the Board ; that “ the

Board do not bind themselves to employ the

successful architect in the erection of the

school,” and that the designs be accompanied
by general specifications and reports showing
the system to_,be recommended for heating,

ventilation, and drainage, and by an
alternative plan showing arrangement of

one hall for the three departments, subject to

and in conformity with the regulations of

the Education Department. The competi-
tion is not, upon these lines, any very great

temptation to architects, and we do not think

the Board will find that any architects of

eminence will trouble themselves about it.

As it stands, as the plans are to become the

property of the Board, and they are not bound
to employ the successful competitor, it simply
resolves itself into a competition to procure

new ideas for the Architect’s department of

the Board. But the most absurd thing of

all is the determination to have a com-
petition for no fixed site,—a competi-
tion for a school in the air, as it

were. For various reasons, we should
have thought that a determination to

employ outside architects on some at least of

the schools was to be commended (though, as

we have already said, the official architect of

the Board ought to have the position of

consulting architect)
;

but it should have
been a competition for a definite school on a
definite site. The first thing any architect

who is worth the name wants to know, when
called on to ])laa a building, is the nature,

position, lighting, &c., of the site
;
that is

what in a great measure determines his plan ;

and to put up a competition for an ideal

school, irrespective of site, will prove little

more than wasting the Board's and the
architects’ time, as well as the ratepayers’

money.

I
T is stated in the course of a special article

which appeared in the Times last week
on the subject of railway rates, that if things
shake down,” on the basis of the present

revision, the railway companies stand to lose

a considerable portion of their revenue. This,

it is remarked, will be a consequence of too
liberal treatment in the past,—low actual

rates having been adopted by Parliament as

the standard in fixing maximum rates. As
a number of the new rates are now open to

public inspection at the various stations,

traders will soon be able to judge how far

this alleged loss of the companies is their

gain; but we doubt if their experience will

tend to confirm the estimate alluded to. As
far as we have been able to learn, a consider-

able proportion of the new rates correspond
with the authorised maximum charges, no
margin whatever for contingencies being thus
left. On the other hand, a number of old-

standing special rates are retained, which
are generally below the statutory limit.

Still no loss of revenue can be said to be
involved in the retention of existing rates,

however low
;
and it is where the old rates

are perforce reduced in order to bring them
within the P rliamentary limit that the com-

panies will feel the pinch. The writer of
the article referred to assumes that the latter
will outweigh the advances, although be goes
on to anticipate a lot of indignant protest on
the part of disappointed traders and Chambers
of Commerce against the changes which have
been made. These opinions are expressed in
language which hears some resemblance to
that employed by Mr. Acworth in hie article
in the curcint number of the Nineicenth
Century, and dissatisfaction is prophesied with
a certainty, which carries with it a conviction
that the writer is not prepared to say
tliat it will be altogether without justifica-
tion. As far as the working classification
is concerned, there is little, if any, differ-

ence between it and the Parliamentary Clas-
sification

;
and we notice that no provision

whatever is made for reduced rates for
traffic conveyed at owner’s risk. It is to be
hoped that this is one of the matters not yet
settled, for, if the owners' ri^k regulations
are to be swept away it will be a very serious
matter for many trades. In the scale for
“smalls” the companies have exerted their
full charging powers at the outset, and will
probably not lose much after all by the-
reduction of the “ smalls ” limit from oUO lbs.

to 3 cwt. It appears that the effect and'
intention of the Order we alluded to last
week is really to exempt the companies from-
glving publication in detail of the January
alterations, being in fact a temporary suspen-
sion for two months of the Order directing
such publication. After March 1 the pub-
lication, as prescribed by the original Order,
will again be compulsory ; and extracts
from the rate-books will be furnished on
application during the interval,—probably
without charge to regular customers, though
a charge is announced at the rate of 6d. per
50 rates quoted.

rpilE September volume of the “ Trans-i actions of the American Society of
Civil Engineers” contains a paper entitled
“ Wind-bracing in High Buildings,” in which
the writer points out that, although architects
vary considerably in their individual practice
while agreeing collectively upon main prin^
ciples, yet in such lofty structures as the in-
creasing value of land calls upon them to
design, they generally adopt walls of thick
section, and floors composed of heavy-rolled
joists, with or without columns, which are
merely supported or fixed at their seatings
without any bracing

;
and the author advo-

cates, as a preferable system, a more developed
form of construction with the use of an elastic
material, consisting of built-up and braced
members composing a skeleton framework, to
be subsequently filled in, as required for walls-
and partitions. While naming 40 lbs. per
square foot of exposed surface as a maximum
unit wind pressure necessary to provide for, he
draws attention tothefact that the wind some-
times developes an energy exceeding a perage
measurements, and that a building of great
height, even with a good breadth, can better
sustain the effect of shocks, when formed of
continuous framework, which admits of efik
cient bracing, than it can when the usual
more solid forms of constructions have been
adopted

;
more particularly if the structure-

happens to be built upon a yielding founda-
tion or to be isolated in position or subject to
vibration, duo to the running of heavy ma-
chinery, which tends to loosen the hold of the
floor upon the walla. Among other papers in
the volume we find one which states various
records of rainfall, its flow and storage in
America, and a useful, practical paper upon
'Roofing Slates,” in which the writer points
out the necessity of investigating both the
chemical analysis and the geological aspects
of the slate-quarry.

I
N his last four-weekly report (November 6

to December 3) on the sanitary condition
of Kensiegton, Dr. Orme Dudti-^id refers to
the fact that the Board of Works of St.
Giles’s district have recently addressed a com-
munication to the Board of Trade in regard
to the inadequate capacity of the water-closet

d
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Faija's Patent Ball-cocli Ajij^aratus.

of that noble gallery of pictures which is now
the chief ornament of the Duke of ^ye^t-
minster's house in ITpper Grosvenor-atreet.
It is also not a little remarkable that Lord
Ebury (better known, perhaps, by his former
title of Lord Ilobert Grosvenor) has lived to
witness the commencement of the demolition
of the Penitentiary, though he was born at
“ Millbank ” when it was his father’s town
house in the first year of the present century.
In the parish church of St. John, hard by, is

a mural tablet recording the fact that in iSOO
King George III. and his Queen Charlotte
stood within its walls as sponsors in person
at the baptism of Lord Ebury’s elder brother
Thomas (afterwards Earl of Wilton). The
house inhabited by the Grosvenors at

Millbank was built in 1735, on the site of old
Peterborough House, which figures in one of

Hollar’s views of London.

service system allowed by the water company
(two gallons), requesting the Board of Trade

to take steps “ with a view to the 2lst

regulation being altered so as to provide for

the use of cisterns or service-boxes which will

permit of a discharge of not less than three

gallons of water at each flush." The St.

Giles’s Board have also sent a copy of their

letter to the several sanitary authorities,

asking them, if they agree with this view,

also to address the Board of Trade on the

subject. It is almost needless to say that so

efficient a medical officer as Dr. Dud-
fit'ld entirely concurs in the objection to

this inadequate supply of flushing water,

to which we have also called attention

some time since. It is not merely

that the two gallons is inefficient to

properly flush the closet : it is a question

also of proper cleansing of the house drain

and securing the rapid and eflicient carriage

of solid mar-ier into the sewer : and to stint

water for such a purpose is leaving an extra

probability of the fouling of drains. Dr. Dud-
field believes that some of the w'ater com-
panie.^ are of the same opinion, and do not
exercise their legal power of objecting to a

three-gallon flush ; but it is most desirable

that the regulation should be amended and
the power of thus improperly curtailing the

water-flush be no longer left as an anti-

sanitary weapon in the hands of the water
companies.

AX improved ball-cock apparatus has been
invented and patented by Mr. Faija,

the well-known engineer, who has kindly
allowed us to bring it before our readers. The
object of it is to obviate the disadvantage
arising from the constantly-diminishing flow

of Wfiter from the ordinary ball-cock as it

approaches its closing point. The manner in

which this is effected will be understood from
the diagram, coupled with the following quo-
tation from the specification of the patent:

—

“Id the diacram. A is a portion of the cistern
or tank into which it is desired to regulate the flow
of water or other liquid, and B is a separate vessel
which may be placed either inside or outside the
tank A, in which the ball G rises and falls,

actuating the tap C, by which tho cistern A is
filled.

D is a syphon by which the water or liquid is

drawn out of B, into the cistern A.
E is an air-escape hole surrounded by the open

vessel F.

The action of the apparatus may be thus de-
scribed. The cistern A being empty, the vessel B
will also be empty, or nearly so, and the ball will
be in the position shown by the dotted lines; the
tap C will be open, and consequently the cistern A
will be filling gradually, but no liquid will flow into
B, until such lime as the liquid or water in A has
reached to ^bout, or above, the top of the syphon
I), and until this desired level is reached the tap
C will be full open

;
when the liquid has reached

this level howerer, it will commence to flow through
thesyi.hon D, which, in this instance, acts only as
a cnndair, quickly Ailing the vessel B, which is of
small rela'ive capacity, and thus the ball G will be

'

raised, and the tap C closed, when also the vessel F.
surruiindiug the air escape hole, will be filled.'

'

As the cistern A is emptied the vessel B will
remain full, and the tap C, therefore, closed, -

until such time as there is sufficient difference in
the level of the water or liquid in the two vessels

for the syphon to start, and as the vessel F will

! then be full of water, the air escape hole E will be
' sealed, and consequently the vessel B will be
emptied to any desired level below it, as, for

instance, to the dotted line X. The vessel F,
which may be emptied by the air escape hole E, or
by perforations in its lower portion, or by both,

i will by this time be empty, and the air escape hole
E unsealed. As the cistern A tills, the water or
liquid rises in the longer leg of the syphon D, and
the air in tho syphon is forced out through the air

escape hole E, thus allowing of the flow of liquid
from the vessel A into B to commence when this
desired level in A has been reached, which flow will

continue until B is full, and the tap C closed as
already described.”

We have long thought that the action of the
ordinary type of ball-cock was capable of
improvement so as to secure full running up
to the moment of cutting off the water, and
the object is here attained in a very neat and
scientific manner.

The trustees of the Spanish and Portuguese
Synagogue Charity are willing to grant

an eighty years’ building lease, at the annual
rent of 350/., of two parcels of land in St.
Katharine Coleman parish, City. On the one
piece, containing about 1,000 square feet, now
stand Nos. 9 and 10, Jewry-street

;
the other,

about 4,000 square feet, lies at the bock, and
consists of Cock-court, with the nine alms-
houses which for some time past have
appertained to the Charity. By the

I entrance into the court is No. 7, one of the
last remaining of the old gabled houses
in the street, which until about 100 y^^ars
ago had retained its pristine name of Poor
Jury-lone, as having been occupied mostly by
Jews. The court itself is that described in
Strype’s edition (1720) of Stow as “ Holsey’s-
rents, very small and ordinary.” South-west
of the court lies Northumberland-alley, which
displaced some dicing-houses and bowling-
alleys that had been set up in the gardens of
the house of the Earls of Northumberland,
who lived there in the fifteenth century.
Next beyond was the Coleman-haw, or gar-
den, which gave a name to the church. This
latter, which it has been proposed to
demolish, escaped from the Great Fire, and
was rebuilt, at the parishioners' cost, in 1734.
It is thus described by the late George God-
win, in his “ Churches of London,” 1839 :

“The fabric as it now stands is quite
undeserving of illustration, except as serving as an
evidence of the improvement which has taken
place in public taste. It may be confidently stated
that no parish in the metropolis would nowallow

I

such a piece of ugliness to be erected. It is built
of brick, and has rusticated dressings of stone
around the windows and doors. The interior pre-
sents merely a plain room with a flat eeilintr coved

' ornamented by one large oval panel
with a flower in the centre. The altar-piece stands
within a circular-headed recess at the east end and
is quite plain.

A S an addendum to our “Note” of lost^ week, It may be as well to call attention
to the fact that when Mr. Tate’s new gallery
IS erected on part of the site of the old Peni-
tentiary at Millbank, the land will but be re-
verting to one of its former uses, for it was
here that the head of the Grosvenor family,
during the last century, laid the foundation

The “Journal of the Franklin Institute
”

for November contains among other
articles a paper upon Ship Canals, in which the
author cites a few examples as a comparison
for a projected work. Ills paper treats the
subject from a financial point of view, and
does not describe construction, but we allude
to it, because we entirely endorse the great
importance he attaches to the provision of
ample depth of waterway.

The Goldsmiths’ Company, as trustees,

are prepared to grant an eighty years'

building lease, at 385/. per annum, of the
site of four houses, Nos. 13—G, Little New-
street, Shoe-lane (south side). The lessee is

to covenant that he will spend on the erection
of new houses a minimum sum of 7,000/.
within twelve months after Midsummer-day,
1896, when the existing leases of Nos. 13—

5

will expire. The ground covers about 3,600 ft.

superficial, having north and east frontages
to Little New-street and New-street-hill.
respectively. The property, consisting origi-

nally of six houses, was devised in 1652 by
Francis Ash to the Company, conditionally

upon their paying 20/. annually to the town
of Derby, and making certain payments to

their officers and pensioners. Close by, in

the middle area of New-street-square, is

McLean’s-buildings, which occupies the site of

the old tenements, pulled down in 1852, of

which T. H. Shepherd’s two water-colour
drawings are in the Crace collection, and
which after the Great Fire succeeded some
property bequeathed to the Company by Agas
(or Agnes) Harding in 1513. In 1824, Thomas
Harding gave them 2,396/. Consols, and
3,000/. Reduced Anmiities. These, and Sir

James Pemberton’s bequest of 200/., in 1613,

are commemorated by the names of East and
West Harding-streets, and Pemberton-row
{priuR Three Leg-alley), in this same quarter.

The Goldsmiths own most of the property
round about New - street - square

;
their

coat - arms are affixed to several of

the houses, and are carved on two
stones

;
the larger bearing also the date,

“1670;" let into the wall of the footway
descending from the square into Robin Hood-
court. We are informed that most of the
building.s which form Messrs. Eyre and Spot-
tiswoode’s premises occupy sites belonging to

the Goldsmiths. The house, being No. 10, in

Little New-street, where Dr. .Tohuson, War-
burton, Robertson, Hume, and others, used to

visit William Strahan, who bought, in 1770, a

share of Eyre’s patent as King’s printer, stood
by the corner of Printer-street. No. 10, with
its garden, and Nos. 11-2, were demoli.shed

about twenty-five years ago for ^Messrs. Eyre
& Spottiswoode’a binders’ warehouse, which
adjoins Nos. 13-6 mentioned above.

A CORRESPONDENT sends us a charac-
teristic piece of information as to the

value set upon a competent surveyor’s

assistant in some places. Seeing an adver-
tisement in a widely-circulated North of

England naper that an assistant was required
in the office of the Borough Surveyor in a
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large manufacturing town, he applied for
particulars, which were as follows -

1. To draw plans and sections as is usually
required in a Surveyor or Architect’s otfice.

'J. To take, and reduce levels, and plot on plan
a.nd set out when required.

3. To attend one or two meetinca at night during
each month. ®

4. To sketch, report to Surveyor, and superintend
-any works.

5. To act generally under the Survet’or’s iostruc-
tions.

6. Salary 52L per annum.
7. The perioa appointed must reside in the

vorough.'

-Vs our correspondent observes, comment on
this is superfluous.

are entirely in sympathy with most of
the views expressed in Mr. Thomas's

paper on “ Formal Gardens " at the Architec-
tural Association, but we must protest against
his contemptuous manner of dismissing
Itepton as one of a set of bunglers of the
same class as “ Capability Brown.” Repton
was a very able man, and on a far superior
level to Brown, and a great many of his
hints and criticisms are admirable, from what-
ever point of view we regard the subject.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS:

THE HYP.i:TlIRA.L TEMPLE.
The fourth ordinary general meeting of this

Institute for Session 1892-3 was held on
Monday evening last at Conduit-street, the
President, Mr. J. Macvicar Anderson, in the
chair.

Four gentlemen were nominated for election
as Fellows, nine as A.ssociates, and one as
Honorary Associate.

Tfis Institute of ArcJiiteots of Xoe South Wales.
The President said he wished, with the per-

mission of the meeting, to move a resolotion in
reference to the alliance of another Society
with the Royal Institute of British Architects
viz., the Institute of Architects of New South
Wales. The matter had been before the
Council for some time, partly owing to circum-
•stances which it was nob necessary to mention
'further than to say that amongst a certain
number of their colonial friends there appeared
to be some slight want of unanimity. The
time had, however, now come when the Council
•cons'dered that they were justitied in recom-
mending that the application for alliance
should be granted. He would, with the per-
mission of the meeting, read the petition which
the Institute of New South Wales had sent
;^,The President here read the petition.] That
was the first application which they bad
received for alliance with a society outside
the United Kingdom, therefore they were pro-
.posing a new departure. He had the greatest
possible pleasure in proposing that the Institute
of Architects of New South Wales be admitted
to alliance with the Royal Institute of British
architects, because the Institute of New South
Wales had done all that lay in its power during
the last few years to maintain a high standard
of professional character in the Colony Their
paper on professional practice, which bad been
published in the B.IB.A. Journal, was a highly
•commendable doenment, and a perasal of it
would show that the Institute of New South
Wales was worthy of every recognition and
support which alliance with the Royal Institute
•could bestow upon it.

Professor Aitchison seconded the motion,
•which was carried unanimously.

The HyinHliral Temple.

Professor Aitchison then read a translatii

V
^ pamphlet by Dr. Willia

Do-pteld on this subject. The following is \

abstract of the paper: -After briefly sur
mansiDg the violent disputes about tl
•^uesMon of the existence and form of tl
bypic'bral temples, and the diametrical
opposed views thereon, as exemplified in tl
cp'moDs of L. Ross and C. Bcitticher, tl
^author expressed bis opinion that recent exc
yarions hid completely settlea the point N
Penrose 8 excavation of the Olympeion
Athens showed that that temple was Setastv]
-and thereby a new light was thrown upon tl
description of hypm^hral temples given 1

1 itruvias (iii. 1 ), On that passage had been
based the opinion that the Parthenon at
Athens and the temple of Zeus at Olympia
were hyftethral temples, and from that it was
deduced that all the peripteral temples similar
to those, with an interior order of columns,
were hypmthral. By way of showing that that
view was now untenable, the author proceeded,
first, to note the chief argumenrs used for and
against the existence of hypaechral temples. 1. It
was argued that the cellic of m.iny temples could
not.frora their size and from architectural reasons,
have received the necessary light from the door,
and so a top light must be taken for granted,

—

though opinions differed as to the shape of this
opening : wholly uncovered nave (K. F. Her-
mann)

;
a small opening in the centre of the

cella (C. Bbtticber)
;
openiogs of various shapes

and sizes over the aisles (J. Fergusson). To
that argument, and its assumption as to the
amount of light needed, it was answered that
although the light entering through the door of
a cella could not have lighted up the interior
in the way necessary for a modern museum, yet
such an amount of light was neither neces-
sary nor aimed at. The impression produced
by the statue would gain in proportion as
its^ details would only gradually be per-
ceived by those entering, after they had
accustomed themselves to the semi-obscurity.
Some details of the chryselephantine statue
were^ perhaps not distinguishable at all

;

but it did nob follow from that that the door,
as a source of light, became impossible. la the
similar case of the sculptures on the exterior of
temples. — for instance, the pediment and
frieze of the Parthenon,—no one had deduced
from the fact of their elaborate details (and
even partly on their rear) that they could
not possibly have been placed so high up on the
temple. That the illumination from the door
was, moreover, not so small as people usually
supposed, was shown by J. Durm’s tabulated
statement of the proportion of the door-opening
to the area of the cella of several Greek
temples; to which must be added the con-
sideration of the greater brilliancy of the
Greek sunlight as compared with that of this
country. 2. To the argument from the
existence of altars in the interiors of temples,—
that an hypeetbron was needed for the escape of
the smoke from sacrifices,—it was answered that
sacrificial altars were generally in front, and
not^ in the interior, of temples; and that
ceilings blackened by smoke were not by any
means considered unsightly. 3. The author
rejected the argument from certain finds which
had been deemed to indicate the existence of a
skylight in the roof of some temples : such as
the curb stone found near the temple of Aegina,
and the tiles with round openings near the
temples of Olympia, Phigaleia, Tegea, and
Athens. These tiles were used for the lighting
of the roof, at least in those temples whose
roof was accessible, and when it was not
thought desirable to put a window in the
pediment. lYe bad, therefore, no certain
bcjdily proof for the existence of an hypmthron
in a Greek temple. Nor bad the defenders
of the hyprethral temple laid any great stress
upon the arguments indicated above. They
had mainly based their theory upon the
passage in Vitruvius. That passage, how-
ever, had now received, through the excavation
of the Olympeion at Athens, an interpretation
totally opposed to the one that It had hitherto
received. The author discussed the passage,
its variw Xectiones and different exegeses,
and proceeds to show that whereas it was for
philological reasons only that the new editors
of itruvius had edited the passage so as to
show that he only named a single example of

:

an hypmtbral temple (viz., tbe octastyle temple
of Olympic Zens at Athens), the late excava-
tions had shown how right they were. It was
now demonstrated that the Olympeion was
octastyle, and not decastyle as had been com-
monly held; and every reason for believing
that the “octastyloa” of Vitruvius was tbe
Parthenon had disappeared. The result of that
demonstration was decisive for the author’s
argument. They were neither entitled to hold
the Parthenon nor the Zeus temple at Olympia
as hyprcthral temples, nor could they admit
that the majority of peripteral temples with an
interior columniation were lighted hypicthrally
Secondary arguments had now become unneces-^
sary; and those who still wished to hold by
their views in favour of hypmthral temples had
the onus of producing positive proof that the
ordinary peripteral temples must have been
lighted from above. It was not denied that the

hypmthral temple did exist
;
but the temples

which received their light through the ceiling
were exceptions compared to the great number
that wereonJy lighted from the door. The author
enumerated these exceptions, and pointed out
that we should probably regard the cella of
some of them as an open space surrounded by
a colonnade and a wall, while around this
enclosing wall was placed still another single
or double colonnade, according as tbe exienoc
was intended to appear as a peripteros or a
dipteros. At tbe time of ^‘it^nviuB, moreover,
tbe Olympeion was probably not in a complete
•^tate, while after the completion of the temple
by tbe Emperor Hadrian the cella might
probably have lost its hyprcthral source of
light. Some bypc'thral temples, too, were
those of gods who had to be worshipped
in the open air. The author’s conclusion was
that though a few great dipteral hyp33thral
temples existed, the Greek and Roman temples
had as a rule no light from above, and were
only lighted from the door.

The President said that the paper dealt with
a subject of great interest, and he was glad to
say that there were one or two gentlemen
present who were specially competent to speak
upon it. He was glad to see present Mr. Pen-
rose, and Dr. Murray of the British Museum.
He would ask Mr. Penrose to open the discus-
sion.

Mr. F. C. Penrose said he bad listened with
great attention to Dr. Dorpfeld’s paper. The
Doctor had been kind enough to send him a
copy of his pamphlet, and Mr. Gill’s translation
conveyed bis views perfectly. In regard to the
substance of if, he (the speaker) agreed in
almost every point with Dr. Dr.rpfeid, with
some slight exceptions. He thought, however,
that Dr. D'lrpfeld bad not done entire justice
to Mr. Fergusson’s theory of the lighting of the
Parthenon. But perhaps, before coming to the
Parthenon, and in order to clear the ground
(although Dr. Dfirpfeld had already done that),
he would say that in his opinion the Parthenon
and tbe Temple at Olympia were quite out of
the running, and the whole interest of the
question of the lighting of Iiypmthral temples,
so far as tbe remarks of Vitruvius went, rested
with the Temple of Jupiter Olympiusat Athens.
But he wished to say that it was bis belief that
other temples had upper lights, though perhaps
they were very small, and were covered by
single tiles. These openings were, of course,
not so considerable as the clearstory windows
which Mr. Fergusson proposed for the
Parthenon. It was quite possible, as
Mr. Fergnsson had said, that two tiles
might have been taken np by such
openings, and those openings would have let a
glimmer of light into the cella of the temple;
because, when tbe door was shut, the light iu
the temple would be very small indeed,—almost
extinct, in fact. The great obiect in those
temples, other than the hypicthral'ones, was to
admit the early morning sun. The great
festivals, and perhaps the worship, were at
sunrise, and the temples were so orientated as
to allow the sun to shine right into the door
and along the naos of the temple. Therefore,
in tbe early morning, there was an abundance
of light entering through tbe door into the
interior of the temple, although later in the
day, of coarse, the amonnt of light so entering
would be greatly diminished, and it would be
insufficient to allow of the interior of the
temple being clearly seen. So much, then,
for tbe ordinary temples, where the light
was admitted mainly by tbe door, as Dr.
Dbrpfeld had explained. But then came the
question raised by the passage in Vitruvius,
which was a very interesting one indeed,
and one upon which the work carried on by the
Dilettante Society at Athens had thrown con-
siderable light. He held that Stuart and
others who held the decastyle theory were
thoroughly justified in their views by the then
conditions. The passage in Vitruvius said that
the bypfcthron was like the dipteros, except
that it was lighted from the roof, the roof
being open to the sky

; therefore it followed as
a natural inference that the hypii'thral temple
ought to be decastyle. He thought that the
ingenious solution proposed by Wilkins was
very happy from a literary point of view : he
suggested that decustylus was a misreading,
and that the letters asty formed part of
decusty, which was intended to mean the
great temple in the ci'y, which was dis-
tinguished from that on the Acropolis. “There
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was no example of tha^ at llome, bat

there was an example of it at Athens in the

town.” Excavations made during recent years

on the site had shown that the Temple of

Jupiter Olytnpius at Athens was octastyle, and

not decastyle. Referring to a section of the

Temple which was exhibited on the screen, Mr.

Penrose pointed ont what he. after Fergusson,

conceived to be the position of the hyprethrum,

Fergusson supposed, on the authority of a coin

bearing a representation of the interior of the

temple, that the temple was covered with a

kind of wnggon-vaolt, panelled or otherwise

ornamented, and that the light was admitted

by a great window at the east end of the wall.

It so happened that on the very day of the

great Olympian festival, viz., April 19 or 20,

the sun in its coarse in the early morning

shone straight through that window and on

to the very place where the great chrys-

elephantine statue was known to have stood.

That circumstance was strongly confirmatory

of Fergusson’s theory that there was a large

opening at the east end which could be closed

by curtains when the weather was bad. From

the passage in Vitruvius it might be supposed

that the naos was open to the weather, but

that could hardly have been so ;
the statue must

have been protected from the weather. He
had the greatest pleasure in expressing his

agreement, in the main, with Dr. Ddrpfeld’s

theory about the hypmtbral temples. The great

temple at Branchidm, mentioned in MM. Rayet

and Thomas’s work, appeared never to have

been completed.

Dr. A. S. Murray, Keeper of the Greek and

Roman Antiquities in the British Museum, gaid

he had very much pleasure in seconding the

vote of thanks. He was there as a learner at

the feet of men like Mr. Renrose and Dr.

DCirpfeld, and be had listened with the greatest

interest to the discussion, and in particular to

the very vigorous reply which Mr. Penrose had

made to Dr. Durpfeld. They all admired Dr.

Dcirpfeld intensely, but they knew that he

was nothing if not very thorough-going,

and he thought that arcba'ologically we
in England had generally held to the hypee-

thral temple. He did not know why, but

we were a practical people, and we read a

little, and we bad come to that conclusion. In

considering this question they could not afford

to ignore the lacunaria of the colonnades in

Greek temples, which were frequently found to

be pierced with square holes in the centre, and
afterwards covered on the top by separate slabs

of marble, decorated with a star, or in some
such way as to suggest that in olden times

an embroidered curtain had been drawn
over these openings when the sun was
too strong or the weather too rough. It

bad been thought that something of the same
sort might have been extended into the cella

;

but probably arcbaeologists were wrong on that

point. Pausanias, in speaking of the Heraion
at Olympia, said that a little before bis time,

when the roof of the Heraion bad fallen into

decay, and it was determined to repair it, they
found the body of an armed man in his armour
between what he called the sloping roof that
supported the tiles of the temple and the roof
which was meant to be ornamental, apparently
the horizontal ceiling. Pausanias conjectured
that the man had been wounded while fighting

from the roof of the temple, and that be had
crawled between the roof and the ceiling and
there died. It was possible that he might have
pulled off some of the tiles on the roof of the
temple and crept in, but it seemed to him (Dr.
Murray) that possibly there might have been
some clearstory arrangement which would have
enabled a man to get between the roof. He
mentioned the point once to Mr. Fergusson,
who said that be would cite it in favour of
his clearstory view. He bad great pleasure in
seconding the vote of thanks to Dr. Durpfeld.

Mr. Wyatt Papwortb said he wished to say a
few words about the tiles which had been men-
tioned, and he wished to call attention to a
paper read by bis brother, in 18G6, entitled
“Suggestions respecting the Roofs of Temples
callen * Hypmthral.' " His brother was the first

to call attention to the subject, and to suggest
hat the roofs of the temples of -Kgina and
Basire were covered with such tiles. The word
“tiles” bad been used, but as we only know
li-es 10 in. by G in,, or so, in London, it should
be mentioned that the “tiles” of the Parthenon
were 2 ft. in. square, whilst the tiles of the
temple of Epicuriup. at Bassic, were ft. 6^ in.
by 2 fr. l^iD., and Jf* in. thick. Few remains of
such •* tiles” existed. There was in the British

Museum a small tomb, on the roof of which
were openings similar to those which had been
described, and there were other examples men-
tioned in the paper referred to. Mr. Fergusson,

in his last book, had used two or three

examples showing that mode of lighting. If

these tombs wtre formed in imitation of the

bypmthral temples it would carry out to a
great extent the idea of the perforation of

the tiles.

The President asked what was the material

of the tiles 7

Mr. Papwortb said they were of marble.

There was a passage in Pausanias in which
Byzes of Naxos was mentioned as the in-

ventor of snch tiles. That system of roofing

got to Athenp, where the tiles became much
improved. He was rather inclined to form
his own notion that the temples were
lighted partially in that way, and not

altogether through the doorway
;

although
he was very much impressed with a passage
which he read in some writer with regard

to the temple of Abou Simbel, where, one
morning in the year, the light of the rising sun

passed through the doorway, and lighted up
the figore at the extreme end of that very long

tomb. He thought that neither the author of

the paper, nor Professor Aitebison, bad quite

impressed upon them the passage in Vitruvius

referring to hyftetbral temples, which clearly

stated that the temple was “open under
heaven,” which, in his judgment, meant that

there was a clear space right np to the sky.

Some authors had tried to show how that

opening could be covered in a few minutes in

the case of rain, and how the statue conld

have been protected from intense heat.

Dr, Murray desired to add a word with

regard to the tomb in the British Museum
mentioned by Mr. Wyatt Papwortb. He knew
that tomb very well, and had seen it in

company with Professor Aitebison and others.

It did not strike him as affording an illustration

in corroboration of Mr. Papworth’s views. It

was a marble tomb, with a roof which had
no indication of tiles upon it. A very

small opening was made very near the ridge

at one of the pedimental ends, and a similar

opening diagonally at the other end. These
openings had been covered with small panels,

which fitted tight and rested on ledges. What
purpose they might have served was not clear.

They might have served as openings through
which to deposits offerings to the dead, but
they did not strike him as looking like repro-

ductions of any system of lighting buildings

from the roof.

Mr. R. Phene Spiers said he thought it was
possible, as bad been suggested, that some
amount of light was obtained in the naos by
covering the coffers of the roof with elabs of
semi-transparent marble.

Professor .Vitebison said that although Pau-
sanias described with some minuteness the

details of the interiors of the temples he
visited, he did not say how they were lighted

or at what hour of the day he visited them.
After Fergusson published his theory of the
lighting of the Parthenon, M. Charles Chipiez
wrote a pamphlet on the subject in 1878, and
he instanced the Temple of Jupiter Panhel-
lenius at -Egina as a strong proof of Fergusson’s
theory being right, for he told us that M.
Charles Gamier found the remains of bright red
on the flutes of the upper columns, but none on
the lower ones

;
and he accounted for that by

saying that the light coming in from the back
of the npper columns made the fluting imper-
ceptible, and therefore they were obliged to
make it visible by a very bright colour. Pausa-
nias said that the Temple of Apollo, at Bassre,

was roofed with stone
;

but that may have
merely meant the sanctuary where the statue
of the god was. Some of the temples that
Vitruvius spoke about were hyprcthral, not
because they were so designed, but because
there were no funds to roof them.
Mr. Stannus and Mr. J. M. Brydon having

made a few remarks.
Mr. Penrose again spoke in reply to certain

questions which had been asked. One was
with reference to the existence of staircases np
to the roofs of temples

;
there was no doubt

about that. There was one very good, very
well-preserved staircase in the Temple of
Concord at Girgenti. He had been up and
down it with great ease, and there were the
remains of several others

;
but one example in

thoroughly good condition carried the point.
Where Dr. Durpfeld spoke of the roofs being
covered with loam as well as other things, he

seemed to derive that from an inscription no
wise differing from a specification of a bnilding

connected with the harbour at Pirmns, in which
loam was mentioned to be used in connexion

with the tiles. Those tiles were probably

terra-cotta tiles, and it was quite possible

that loam was also used in roofs covered

with these great marble tiles. In Athens
they were not of the ordinary Pentelic

marble, which was of a comparatively close

texture, but were always of Parian marble,

which was remarkably transparent; and there-

fore there was a great probability of that

marble having been used to light the inter -

spaces of the roof to some extent. But he

doubted whether any appreciable light conld

have come through openings in the lacunaria

after having been transmitted through the

semi-transparent tiles. Vitruvius most dis-

tinctly spoke of the interior part of the temple

being open,—his words were “ in intfirior^.

parte."—so that involved bis simply confining

his attention to that part, the naos only
;
and

in some temples,—certainly at Branchidje, nea ’

Miletus, and probably at the great temple at

Agrigentnm and at the Temple of Jupiterr

Olympius at Athens, was entirely open to the

sky; but when Hadrian pnt up the statnci

and the pedestal on which it stood,

he would have covered it to protect it.

There might have been on the whole roof very

sufficient windows opening close to the ridge,

which would have admitted all the sunlight

that was necessary to shine fully on to tiie

naos. He could not think that so much
labour would have been expended on the
cryselephantine statue and other works of art

if they had only been intended to be seen by
the people outside at a very great distance,

because the distance would have been quite

200 ft., and the whole temple was about 350 ft.

long.

Mr. W. Kidner said that only those who had
lived in tropical countries were aware how'

much light can be let into a building through
a small aperture.

The President, in putting the vote of thanka
to Dr. Durpfeld, coupled with the name of Prof.

Aitebison, remarked that the subject was one-

in respect to which no amount of discussion

would ever lead to a definite conclnsion. Per-

haps it was as well that that was so, because,

if they could arrive at a conclusion, they should

lose one of the most interesting subjects of

speculative inquiry.

Professor Aitebison having said a few wordo
in reply, the meeting terminated.

The next meeting of the Institute will b®
held on Monday, January 9, 1893.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

The fourth ordinary general meeting of this

Association was held on Friday, the 16th inst.,

in the Meeting-room of the Royal Institute of

British Architects, Conduit-street, the Pre-

sident, Mr. H. 0. Cresswell, in the chair.

Mr. C. W. "Waliis was elected a member, and
Mr. E. S. Gale, the senior honorary secretary

.

annonneed that the Royal Institute of British

Architects had presented their new volume of

“Transactions” to the library of the Associa-

tion. A vote of thanks was accorded to th&
Institute.

The President said he desired to call the-

attention of students to the lectures in the
Fourth Division on the history of architecture-,

which had now commenced.
Mr. F. Inigo Thomas then read a paper on

“ The Formal Garden,” which we print in othex

of onr columns. [See p. 496.]

The President said that the Committee had
invited Mr. W. Robinson to attend that evening
as the representative of the landscape gar-

deners. lie regretted that that gentleman was
unable to attend, but he had sent a few re -

marks on the subject, in the form of a short

paper, which the honorary secretary would
read.

Mr. Gale then read Mr. Robinson’s paper,
which was as follows :

—

A Feyv Word$ on Garden Design in relation

to “ Formal Gardening."

Let me thank the Association for allowing
me to say a few words on this subject. I will

confine myself to existing things, and not
speak of old books, which have little bearing

on the present state of gardens. The archi-

tect is a good gardener when he makes a
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beautiful bouse. That is a thing for which one
must ever be grateful. Whatever is to be done
•or considered afterwards, one is always helped
4i.nd encouraged by its presence. On the other
band, scarcely any amount of skill in garden-
ing softens the presence of an ugly building.

No one has more reason to rejoice at the pre-

sence of good architecture than the gardener
•and })lanter, and all stonework near the house,

even in the garden, should be dealt with by the
architect in every part. Such, at least, is my
view. Bat when architecture goes beyond the
strictly necessary round the bouse, and seeks

to replace what should be a living garden by an
•elaborate tracery or pattern work, then I think
error and waste are at work, and the only
possible result is ugliness. The proof of this is

at Versailles, at the Cry.stal Palace in great

part, in the old gardens in Vienna, at Caserta,

near Naples, where there is a far from beautiful
stone garden. Ooe may not so freely mention
private places a? public ones, but many ugly
and extravagant things have bsen done by
trying to adapt a mode of garden design essen-

tial in a country like Italy, where people often
lived for health sake on tops of the hills, to

gardens in the plains and valleys of England.
I know of a terrace in Eogland built right

against the house, so as to exclude the light

j'rom and make useless what were once the
reception-rooms of a great house I That de-
plorable result came about by endeavouring to

adapt Italian modes to English conditions, and
was the work of Sir Charles Barry. To anyone
really interested in the question, one of the
best places to consider it is the upper terrace

at Versailles, looking from the fine buildings
there to the country beyond, seeing how
graceless and inert the whole vast design
18 , how the clipped and often now dying,
because mutilated, yews thrust their ugly forms
into the landscape beyond and rob it of all

grace. To those who tell me this sort of work
\3 necessary to “harmonise” with the archi-
tectnre, I say no, there are better ways

;
to rob

fine bnildings of all dignity and repose by a
vast geometrical “ pattern ” is the worst way.
'Where formal gardening is done on a large
scale, its cost and maintenance are monstrous.
The uses and construction of any building
made to be lived in secures it the care without
which it cannot long exist. Even with the
support of a State like France the repair of
•elaborate stonework in gardens Is an endless
and almost impossible task, as anyone may see
who visits frequently that vast extravagance,
Versailles. Nearer home we may see some-
thing of the same kind near the huge stone
basins of the Crystal Palace. Is it in the
interest of architecture that noble means should
be so wasted ? As the cost and difficulties of
the finest work in building increase, the more
the need to keep it to its true and essential
uses, especially in face of the fact that halt the
houses in Eogland requite to be rebuilt if our
architecture generally is to prove worthy of its

artistic aims. I delight more than anyone I

know in walls for my roses, and build walls,
provided they have any true use as dividing,
protecting, or supporting lines. I am not
afraid of a straight walk, but very much prefer
it in many cases. To take advantage of sunny
sheltered corners in and about our old or new
houses and make delightful little gardens in
and near them, as were made at Haddon,
Powis, and Drummond Castle, is quite a dif-

ferent thing from catting of the landscape with
vast formal patterns. I cannot call them gardens.
'I fiud it implied by some writers on this sub-
ject that “ design ” can only concern formality,
—an extraordinary statement. The artistic

massing and giving pictnresque effect to groups
and groves of oak, cedar, or fir is far higher
design than putting trees in lines. There is

more true and subtle design in Bicbmond Park
4ind many noble parks in England, where the
•trees are grouped in picturesque ways, and
allowed to take natural forms, than in a French
wood with straight lines cut thronght it. In
(the old days when designers dealt with but a
few trees, and in many countries not a trace of
landscape garden existed, it was well to carry
the only formal and “ decorative design ’’ into
the garden. Now a totally different order of
things has arisen, because we have tens of
thonaands of beautiful things coming to us
from all parts of the temperate and northern
world, and people who know these things will

not accept a book design, such as Nesfield
adopted at South Kensington, instead of our
lovely and infinitely varied garden flora. The
trees cf California, Oregon and Canada alone

form a tree garden in themselves, and it is

absolutely impossible to lay out gardens of any
size or dignity without a knowledge of those

and all other hardy trees, not only in a cultivated

but in a wild state where possible. If anything

demands special study it is that of garden

design with our present materials. If that art

is to be mastered the work of a life must be

given to it, and, more than that, a life’s devo-

tion. No less, I presume, is the sacriflee his

own art requires of the architect. I do not ask

favour for any one way of my own or of others.

There is no such thing as a style fitted for

every situation. Only one who knows and

studies the ground well will ever make the best

of a garden. Any “ style ” may be right if the

site fits it. I never see a house, the ground

around which does not require treatment, suited

to itself only. A garden in many of the dis-

tricts about Naples is impossible without much
stonework to support the earth. In the neigh-

bourhood of London or Paris such necessity

seldom exists. But these considerations never

enter into the minds of men who plant an

Italian garden in one of our river valleys,

where, in nine cases out of ten, an open lawn

is often the best tbiog before the bouse, as

at Bristol House, Roehampton; Greenlands,

Henley-ou-Thames
;
and in many gardens in

the Thames Valley. So, too, there are right

and wrong ways in formal gardening. Haddon,
simple, right, and charming on the one hand,

and Cbatsworth on the other. Knole and
Ightbam and Rockingham without a single

yard of stonework not absolutely needed for

the house and its approaches, and others with

a fortune spent in vast display of costly stone-

work absolutely needless and only effective in

robbing the foreground, of a fine landscape of

all repose and picturesque beauty,—or even

shutting it out altogether, as has not seldom

been done by a needless terrace-wall. It is

worth noting that many of these terrace-

gardens out of place shut off the house from

the landscape near. That I need not say

in the case of a beautiful house is

often an irreparable loss. The idea in

some minds that the old style of building

in England was always accompanied by elaborate

formal gardening is proved to be erroneous by

many beautiful old bouses. The Elizabethan

house had often an ample lawn in front, oi

plenty of grass near, as, for example, at Wake-
hurst. Such houses are quite as delightful in

effect as the old bouses and castles where
terracing was necessary and right, owing to the

ground, such as Nawortb, Berkeley, Powis, and
Rockingham. Large formal gardens are by no
means a necessary accompaniment of oar finest

domestic architecture. Of this there are many
instances among the finest old Eoglish houses,

Tudor and Elizabethan. The idea that trees

must be clipped to make them “harmonise”
with architecture is a mere survival. In the

old days of garden design, when in any northern

country there were few trees in gardens, it

was, perhaps, expedient to slash these trees

into any shape that met the designer’s view.

But now that many beautiful trees and shrubs

are coming to as from many countries, the aim

of true gardening is, so far from mutilating

them, to develop their natural forms. In by far

the greater number of beautiful places in

England, from Knole to Haddon, and from the

fine west-country houses to the old border

castles, there are many of the fairest gardens

where the trees are never touched with shears !

Sutton-place, near Guildford, built, I think, in

1521, is one of the most beautiful old bouses in

the home coun’ies, and its architectnre is none

the less delight ful because the trees near show
their true natural forms and are not clipped. It

ir also an example of a fine old house around
which there is no elaborate stone garden,—and
where none was required. It would be as hope-

less to design a bnildiog without knowing any-

thing of its uses or inhabitants, as design

a garden without foil knowledge of its

nobler ornaments. Trees and the many
things that go to make our garden
flora vary much in form, habits, and hardiness,

according to soils, situations, and districts.

Errors of the most serious kind arise from deal-

ing with such things without knowing them
well. Any attempt to keep the gardener out of

the garden must fail, as it did in onr own day
in the case of the ridiculoos broken brick and
marble flower - beds at South Kensington.

Except for what is mostly a very small area

near the bouse, the architect and garden-

designer deal with distinct subjects and wholly

distinct materials. They should work in

harmony, but not seek to do that for which
their training and knowledge has not fitted

them. If a genius should arise who will master
and practise both arts well he will deserve our
sincerest felicitations

!

Mr. Leonard Stokes, in moving a vote of

thanks to Mr. Inigo Thomas for his paper, said

he could not pretend to anything more than an
amateur acquaintance with the subject. Mr.
Thomas seemed to lay down distinctly that

there might be two things surrounding one’s

bouse : either a park, or a garden
;
but Mr.

Robinson seemed to think that there should be

a park only. Of course, they were only

speaking of large houses. Mr. Robinson
apparently objected to having a small part of

the park set apart as a formal garden. He
(the speaker) did not see why they should not

have both. Because Mr. Thomas liked to see

clipped trees in bis garden, he had no desire to

clip every tree in the neighbourhood. One of

the greatest charms about a fine bouse was to

have part of the grounds laid out in a fine way.

If the landscape was inclined to be varied in

itself, he thought it would add greatly to the

charm of the whole to have part of the ground
laid out in terraces and regular forms, but, of

course, it depended a great deal upon the cir-

cumstances. If one had not a formal house to

begin with, he did not think it was desirable to

have a formal garden
;
and if one had a

picturesque old house that bad been altered

and added to, and partly palled down and
rebuilt, he thought they wanted a garden

something in the same style to harmonise.

They did not want a large geometrical

design laid out in front of a pictnresqne

house. In the case of a large mansion
with regular wings, he thought that the

garden ought to be laid out in a formal

way
;
but when they had an irregular house,

on an irregular site, he did not think the situa-

tion called for a formal garden. Nor was it

possible to provide anything in the way of

formal gardening in connfxion with an ordi-

nary villa
;
the plot of land available for villa

and garden was altogether too small. Perhaps

Mr. Thomas could give them some information

as to the cost of making these formal gardens.

For instance, he understood that one could

purchase yew hedges, so many feet high, at so

much per foot run. He had seen formal gar-

dens in which part of the arrangement was

laid oat in parti-coloured broken marble. One
could have formality and vulgarity, just as one

could have formality and good taste. At the

same time, he thought that if the client in-

sisted, it would be possible to have a pictu-

resque garden in good taste. In conclusion,

Mr. Stokes referred in terms of high commen-
dation to the excellent pen-and-ink drawings

with which the lecture was illustrated. Most of

the drawings had no donbt been seen in their

published form in Messrs. Blorofield k Thomas’s

book, but they probably had not seen the

originals, which were very beautiful specimens

of penmanship.
Mr. Shoffrey said be had much pleasure in

seconding the vote of thanks to Mr. Thomas.

He thonglit that it was very fortunate that the

subject had lately come under the notice of

architects very much, and was being thrashed

out, for he thought there was no donbt that the

snbject was one which ought to be treated by

architects. To build a bouse and leave it on

the ground without any consideration of its

immediate Burroundings seemed to him to be

entirely wrong. He did not think that some of

the old prints which were exhibited helped the

cause of the formal garden. In looking at the

illustrations of Hampton Court, the thought

would be “How monotonous it must be to traverse

the whole of tho-oe paths before getting into the

open country!” He thought that HamptonCourt

and Versailles, and other large places, gave

them the formal garden in its exaggerated

development, and be thought that Mr. Robin-

son, in mentioning 'Versailles, had seized one of

the examples where the enormous size mili-

tated against the interest of the place. The

difficulty of treating smaller sites with a formal

garden had been touched upon by Mr. Stokes.

There was no doubt that it one had to apply

the same conditions to a small site, one had

to have a very firm hand, and to be content

with very little treatment ;
and that was

a thing which the ordinary gardener would not

be satisfied with. To take a 50 ft. plot, 200 ft.

long, with a house in the middle, and there

was not much to be dene in the way of

formality. In planning trees, sufficient con-

sideratkn was cot given to the ultimate shape
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which the trees would take. They were planted
too thickly together, and in a few years’ time
it was found that they could not grow together,
Then began the clipping, and they got a

number of round shapes of various sizes jumbled
up together. If formality in the treatment of
trees was to be carried out successfully, it must
be considered from the initiation of the design.
There was the difficulty that the work took so
many years to get any result from, that the
client was disposed to dislike to have to wait
so long. Hewas afraid that if we had the yew
hedge that Mr. Stokes referred to, and bought
it from the nurseryman, it would not keep out
the wind. It was only by keeping them close
together, and clipping them for a number of
years, that those pleasing warm and dark
colours which they were all so fond of were
produced. In books published of lafe years on
the subject, particularly in that by Mr. Sedcling,
many illustrations were given of fantastic forms
of clipped trees. That was a matter of taste,
but when it got to be fantastic he thought it

ceased to be pleasing, and caused the practice
of clipping trees to be ridiculed.

The President, in putting the vote of thanks,
said that he agreed with Mr. Stokes in saying
that everything must be considered on its
merits. That applied to gardens as well as to
anything else. He thought it was impossible
to lay down any gu'ding rules as to the way in
which a garden should be laid out. He thought
that Mr. Tfiomas, by exhibitiog to them certain
illustratioDs of gardens, had very cleaily shown
all that could be rlone in regard to the treat-
ment of varying sites. From the hook lately
published by Mr. Blomfield and Mr. Thomas
one could get a great deal of useful informa-
tion. He thought it was impossible to lay
down any hard-and-fast rule for the treatment
of gardens. There was one difficulty in refer-
ence to the illnstraticn of gardens which had
always struck him. and he thought that Mr.
Thomas bad shown the way ont of the diffi-
culty. and that was how to show them on
drawings. If one made a plan of a garden
it was somewhat ncinteresiing, and to the
person unaccnsf omed to the study of plan«, it
meant nothing at all. The favourite method
formerly seemed to be the old-fashioned bird’s-
eye view, but it had the defect that we were not
birds, and could not possiblv get the cr.Uf) (Viril
from any point of view. Mr. Thomas had adopted
a different method, and had given the effects
to be obtained at different points of the garden,
as one saw them in walking round. The addi-
tion of a plan would be of assi-stauce. as it
would show the means by which the different
effects were produced. Having referred to
Evelyn’s garden at Wotton, the President said
that immediately surrounding the house there
must be a certain amount of formality. As Mr.
Stokes had said, a very large and regular boose
seemed to suggest a formal arrangement wbilea
picturesque house did not. The clipped yews
seemed to be the principal thing objected to by
-Ir. Kobinson, who waxed very merry over the
fantastic shapes which they were sometimes
made to take. He told them that the yew-tree,
left to grow in its own natural way, was a verv
beautiful object. They were aware of that
for many of them had seen fine yew-trees in
churchyards; but it seemed to him that that
statement of Mr. Robinson's somewhat begged
the question, because yew-hedges were made
with a definite object and purpose, viz., that of
providing shelter. He had much pleasure in
putting the vote of thanks to Mr. Thomas,
with which he slioold like also to couple thename of Mr. Robinson for ao kindlv aendinKthem his ideas on the subject.
The vote of thanks having been agreed to by

acclamation, Mr. Inigo Thomas briefly replied
one of his observations being to the effect that

» Jo™'*' gardensbonld be a large one, for some of the most
oeautifnl of the old formal gardens which had
survived were small,—mere collage gardens

The meeting then terminated.

ON FORMAL GARDENS.*
In dealing with the surroundings of a

building, there are, nowadays, held to be two
ways. That is to say, I believe it is so with
the generality of the public, if the small sec
tion who style them.selves ‘•architect’’ are not
altogether in accordance with the rest. The
most approved method at present is, in the
words of a recent writer on the subject,
take true cognisance of nature’s means for the
expression of beauty, and so dispose those
means artistically as to co-operate for our
del’ght in given conditions.” I hope you all
fully understand the meaning of this, since for
my own part I am bound to confess that I do
not quite fathom the deeper subtleties of the
phrase. But, then, I cannot bring to bear on
the subject such a keenly analytical mind as
some of you no doubt will. Tbe writer is
“ Landscape Gardener,” and this is a definition
of his method, but if we turn to tbe actual
work of the landscapist we find on examinU'
tion that his stages of procedure are something
as follows :— Here is a bouse to which we are
to add beautiful surroundings. First, “ take cog-
nisance ” of the natural undulations of tbe soil.

If there are none we must proceed to make
some. Here is a door: make a path to it, but
take care that your path does not preserve a
straight line for any distance from tbe house.
IE there is a slight depression in the ground, it
may well follow tbe coarse of it, but if not’its
course may be arbitrary, only it should be made
to appear to be otherwise by a mound raised in
the loop of the path, on which a rhododendron
bush may be planted with effect when we come
to that part of the “ design.” It may be men-
tioned here with advantage that to tbe land-
scapist tbe word “design” is synonymous
with the word “intention"; and anything
that is designedly done ipso jucto
But to continue,—this is the front door and
requires a carriage approach. Some people
might say it would be stately and dignified to
bring tbe drive straight across the park through
an avenue of elms, but, perhaps, it will be
better to wind up through the new plantations
thereby avoiding an early view of the house
and making the park appear larger than it
really is. In the matter of planting it will be
necessary to order from the nursery specimen
trees of all kinds whose natural habitat is any
quarter of the globe rather than England, and
disperse them with doe consideration so that
each tree will form a foil to the next. It is a
matter for congratulation that the house is
placed on the summit of a'hill, for, though it
may be a trifle exposed to the wind, yet an
extensive view is to be obtained without any
exertion on the part of the occupants. The
lawn will afford a convenient space for the
exhibition of tbe rarer specimens from the
nursery, and especially those that have the
rnore difficult Latin names, since such informa-
tion will tend to make a lasting impression on

might with advantage make
a lake in the bottom there, curving its banks
to represent nature, and so concealing the
end that your friends will mistake it for a
river.

I .MVKnsiTY Cnr.LEOE, LlVERpcjOL, — MrGeorge W ragge. of Salford, writes to saV that in nn;

<rJl ^
Liverpool, and the Cathedral Extension

Clemen,, fo, ,h, buildiog to Meir, T

This IS the spirit in which the landscapist
approaches his, work, and it is just this
indefinite intention that I wish to combat so
.strongly Mr. Richmond said in a recent
paper of his read before the Art Workers’Gaud that our art lacks virility nowadavs, and
If this applies in tbe arts of which he was
speaking, it certainly holds good in the matter
of gardening and building also.

a
place, the origin of the word

garden is “gaitb,’’ meaning an enclosed
space. Of course, it may be said that one
cannot claim a forgotten meaning for any word,

fK ^ par with several
other English words by comparison with which
i hope to make it clear that the original is the
true meaning, and that it is only forgotten by
those who have given little or no thought to the
subject. Take the word “ etching,” for instance.How many people there are who have never
yet awoken to the fact that an etching is any-
thing more than a pen-drawing pure and

one makes so bold as to explain
tnat to etch ” 13 to eat, a puzzled expression
steals over their faces, which is apt to expandmto a broad smile of incredulity. And
further, it is hardly necessary to remind
you bow altered is the meaning of the term

Thomas, read before the

“ architect,” and, as Mr. Jackson has pointed
ont, that of “ surveyor,” too. Now if we
wish ourselves to be understood, we must
surely be more precise in these matters, and if

necessary, start afresh with a definition of
terms. Suffice it to say, that of all things my
conception of a garden is an enclosed space,
and among the characteristics of the formal
garden, I think you may safely put enclosure
at the head oE tfie list. No matter what the
form of this boundary

;
each enclosure

will be a separate garden in itself.

Hence the plural term “gardens,” which,
if applied to the work of the landscapist,
has no meaning at all, since his scheme (if so
it may be called) wanders on indefinitely,

without let or hindrance, except for such
weak bounding lines as are afforded by
an iron railing three bars high, or a sunk
fence.

In the old engravings the garden-courts are
sometimes figured with reference to a note, in

which case we find them described individually
by such terms as “ west garden,” “ base-court,''

“parterre,’’ “coronary garden,” and the like.

But tbe walls and hedges that were employed
for this were not only of use in keeping distinct
the various kinds of gardens.

In 1701, we read in Defoe’s “Tour,”—“The
Pond-garden [at Hampton Court] was laid out
into small enclosures surrounded by tall hedges-
to break the violence of the winds and render
them proper for the reception of such exotics
in summer as were moved out of the con-
servatories during the season.” And Mr.
Baring Gould, in bis book on “Old Country
Life,” comments on tbe capital shelter that
these garden-courts afforded. Mr. Elgood, too,
a painter whom some of you may know as
particularly favouring this kind of subject,
was telling me that while he was making
studies for a picture at Arley, in Cheshire,
he was astonished to find how effectually

the tall yew-hedges protected him from
violent wind that was blowing outside.

For this purpose yew is certainly the next best
thing to stone or brick, and in some respects
even better. A wall is more monumental, but,,

if UDsympathetically built, will never give a
chance to all the wealth of vegetation that
makes the charm of an old wall. Again, a wall

;Ot so hostile to a flower-border as a yew-
hedge, for the yew, being a greedy plant, sucks
much of the good from the surrounding soil

that ought to go to the flowers. But against
this, it may be said that there is no finer back-
ground for flowers than the sombre green
tapestry of yew, and there is no better protec-
tion from wind than is to be obtained by the
filtering property of a thick hedge. And
besides the actual use these divisions are for

shelter, they also have a sentimental charm in

the idea of seclusion and mystery that they
give to the ground so divided. I know of

nothing more suggestive of bidden beauties,
and more stimulating to the imagination, than
a glimpse of sunlit lawn with stately flights of
steps that is sometimes caught through an
open garden door.
Given the enclosure, in my ideal garden

formality goes a little further. The paths are
straight, or at least geometrical. The flower -

borders enclosed with a trim edging of box, and
tbe fountain has its softly-moulded rim of

mo.ssy stone. The turf is level as a table, and
whatever standard jews are necessary to em-
phasise points in tbe design will be dipt into
quaint shapes as shall suit my fancy. But
inside the borders and over the walls, flowers

and creepers run riot,

From the works of tbe landscapist, one would
judge that, having made his borders irregular

in outline, he feels that his responsibility is

ended, as it seemed to be a matter of indiffer-

enceto him whether they are plantedwith formal
lines of flowers or not. Tbe beds so planted in

the London parks are of use to inform us how
even in size certain plants can be grown if

properly tended, but there the interest ends,
and we begin to wonder whether after all the
game is worth the candle. In short, 1 think it

should be evident that tbe lanscapist’s garden
is no garden at all, but merely a wilderness,
and in bringing his wilderness next to the house
he is not only reversing the time-honoured
usage of our forefathers, but is acting contrary
to what most appear to be reason to all those
who value decency and order. It is evident
that his vaunted natural treatment of the
ground is not natural, bat only slovenly artifice,

and I would go so far as to put forward the
apparent paradox that it is most natural for
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man to be artificial. However, it would take

more time than I have at my disposal to-night

to discuss this part of the subject in all its

branches, and perhaps it is hardly worth while

to spend more time in trying to enlist any
waverers on the side of formality and
order. This term, “ formality,” carries with
it now an implied reproacli, so that one

would prefer to use the word “regular"
in the place of “formal” when speaking of

gardens, since perhaps it offends the ear rather

less.

The history of the early gardens in England
is a little enveloped in obscurity. In the old

MSS. they appear to be referred to rather as

fruit - orchards than flower - gardens. For
example, in the office of the Duchy of Lancaster

is preserved an account rendered by the bailiff

of Henry de Laci, Earl of Lincoln (who died in

1312), of the profits arising from, and the ex-

penditure upon, the Earl’s garden in Holborn,

then in the suburbs of London, in the twenty-

fourth year of Edward I. £9. 28. 3d. in money
of that time,—equal to about £13.1 of modern
currency,—was received in one year from the

sale of fruit alone. This tends to show that

profit was the main object with which the

garden was kept up, though, perhaps, it is

hardly fair to take an instance that would of

necessity be affected by the proximity of the

metropolis. Alexander Necham evidently had
in bis mind the idea of a garden for pleasure

when he said that a “ noble garden ’’ should be

arrayed with roses, lilies, sunflowers, violets,

and poppies. But probably much ingenuity

was not shown in the design of gardens until

the fifteenth century, when fountains and
conduits begin to grace the pages of illumi-

nated manuscripts. We hear of an early

garden at Westminster and another at Windsor,

but at first the flowers seem to have been a
secondary con.sideration to fruit and vegetables.

I should not, of course, advocate on this score

the expulsion of flowers from the fruit-orchard

or fruit from the flower-garden,—far from
it,—as I think the combination of the two is

very charming, and fruit fresh plucked from the
tree has all the added sweetness that a flower

has newly gathered from the parent plant.

Nothing could present a more perfect picture

than the fruit-garden of the Hospice at Laon,
in Normandy, with its clusters of Tritoma
echoing the golden glow of apricots, and
relieved by the soft blue blouses of the men as

they paddle about barefoot with brimming cans
of water from the fountain.

It was the growing popularity of the

game of bowls, requiring, as it does, a
broad expanse of level turf that paved
the way to the great plaisaunces of a later

date. As to whether terraced or hanging
gardens existed here in early times we are left

rather in the dark. Many people seem to

suppose that this method of treating the
ground was the direct result of Italian in-

fluence
;
but as I am not aware that falling

ground has ever been the private prerogative

of the land of sunshine, I am inclined to think
that it is just as likely to have been the rule

here as in Italy. These good people are apt to

be blind to the very essential differences

between an Italian and an English garden.

They ignore the preponderance of turf to

gravel, the habit of growing more plants in

beds than in tubs—the restraint in the matter
of statuary, and the peculiarly English colonr-

ing that is given to the whole by our northern
climate and materials. And even if, after all,

we are bound to admit foreign initiative, why,
pray, should we call our gardens Italian, if we
feel our buildings of that time to be so

essentially English that we have bad to call

then Elizabethan?
The privy purse expenses of Henry VIII.

give us a good deal of information with regard
to his gardening operations. These, with the
help of a contemporary picture or two, and
some little imagination, may conjure up
for us a fair idea of the Royal garden of that
time.

It appears to have been framed on a com-
paratively small scale, walled in and divided
into four compartments by gravel paths, and
the borders protected by barber-poled railings

with a royal beast holding a flag at every
corner. A part of it is to be seen through
the doorway in a picture now at Hampton
Court, but the view is very much cur-

tailed by the figure of Jane, the fool, who
is standing in the doorway. Mr. Ernest Law
is inclined to think this garden was at

Whitehall, but wherever it was it probably

represents the more ornate garden of the

period.

The garden at Nonsuch was, perhaps, much
in the same state as at the time of Henry VIII. ’s

death, when it was described by an eye-witness,

in 1G50, as follows :

—

“It was cut out and divided into several allies,

quarters, and rounds, set aboutwith thorn hedges. On
the nortli side was a kitchen-garden very commodious
and surrounded Avith a biick wall of fourteen feet high.

On the west was a wilderness severed from the little

park by a lodge, the whole containing 10 acres. In the

Privy garden were pyramids fountains and basons of

marble, one of which is set round with six lelack trees,

which trees bear no Iruite but only a very pleasaunte

flower • * * Before this palace was a neate and hand-

some bowling green surrounded with a balustrade of

freestone.”

All through the rei^ of Elizabeth her

courtiers were vying with each other in the

splendour of their palaces and gardens, and
John Thorpe shows a design for one among his

drawings at the Soane Museum. He notes, by
the way, that there is to be “nothing out of

square.” Hatfield, Longleat, Hardwicke, and
all the grand buildings of that most stately

period bad similar surroundings. Their arrange-

ment was, with infinite variation in detail,

something as follows :—Between the project-

ing wings of the house on the entrance iront a
space was paved in stone or marble, with a
few steps leading down to a gravelled court

with walls on the side connected with the

house. This was called the “ forecourt," and
often had a fountain in the centre between
the porch and entrance gateway, with garden

doors on the other two sides, as yon may see at

Montacute, in Somerset. Before arriving at

this court there was in many cases a sort of

ante-court, which seems to have been for

dignity solely. In those days it was not the

custom for guests to alight at the front door.

Dinner being at about 12 noon, and bowls
after, they would arrive in riding-dress pro-

bably, and dismount at the outer gate,

approaching the house across the court

on foot. Then those were the days of

thick shoe-leather, broad - brimmed bats,

and heavy cloaks that defied the rain.

To one side of the house, and a little apart

from it, stood the stables, with a kitchen-court

between them and the house. This was called

the base-court, and in it was hidden away all

the untidiness that is consequent on the

proximity of kitchen and stables. In this

connexion it is worthy of note that these

Elizabethans,—perhaps the finest type of men
that England has ever produced,—did not

think the stable buildings, or even the home-
farm, unworthy of forming a continuation of

the house itself. Nowadays, we are so highly

civilised that our sense of smell and notions on

hygiene have banished the farmyard and
stables into the next county, and connected up
with a telephone. For my own part, I have a

decided predilection for stable and farm smells,

and what country home is complete withouc

the rattle of stable-buckets and the busy hiss

of grooming? On the other sides of the bouse

lay the more ornamental pleasure-gardens,

under which head comes the “parterre,” the

bowling-green, the “coronary garden,” “herb-

garden,” &c.

Perhaps the best contemporary account of an
Elizabethan garden given with any regard to

detail is to be found in a letter written by one

of the officers of the Court to Master Humphry
Martin, mercer, of London. It is dated from

Kenilworth, 1575, and describes a visit of

Queen Elizabeth to the Castle and, \nter alia,

the gardens. In front of the Castle was a
terrace walk raised 10 ft. above the garden
and 12 ft. wide; at either end were arbours
“ redolent by sweet trees and flowers,” and
along the balustrade, on the garden side,

obelisks, spires, and coats-of-aims in stone

were set out at equal distances. Below this

terrace was the garden, an acre or more in

extent, divided into four quarters by fine

sanded walks. In the centre of each plot rose

an obelisk of red porphyry with a ball at the

top. The garden was planted with apple trees,

pears, and cherries. In the middle of the wall

opposite the terrace was a great aviary, 30 ft.

long, 14 ft. broad, and 20 ft. high, and in the

centre of the garden a fountain of white

marble rose out of an octagonal basin, “ where,”

in the words of the writer, were “pleasantly

playing to and fro carp, tench, bream, and for

variety perch and eels—a garden then so ap-

pointed, as wherein aloft upon sweet shadowed
walks of terras, in heat of Boomer, to feel the

pleasaunt whisking wynde above, or delectable

coolness of the fountain spring beneath, to

taste of delicious strawberries, cherris, and
other fruits even from their stalks.”

John Evelyn, to whom we are indebted for

much information on the subject, had always

had it in his mind to write a great book on

garden design ;
but, unfortunately for us, he

never got further than the headings of the

various chapters. Among these, however, are

references to the stage properties of the garden

grandeur of bis time, quite enough to show
how much of garden lore has been entirely for-

gotten. In Book II. he proposed writing of
“ Knots, parterres, compartments, bordures, and
embossements, of walks, terraces, carpets, and
allies, bowling-greens, maills, their materials

and proportions, of groves, labyrinths, dadales,

cabinets, cradles, pavilions, galleries, close

walks, and other relievos ;
of fountains, cas-

cades, rivulets, piBcinas, and waterworks ; of

rocks, grots, crypts, mountains, precipices,

porticos, ventidncts
;
of statnes, columns, dyalls,

perspectives, pots, vases, and other orna-

ments.”
From this it is evident that through the

latter half of the seventeenth century garden

design bad been making great progress.

—

though Charles I. had not done much to

encourage it, leaning, as he did, rather more to

horticulture than design. Neither do we hear

of a great deal being done under Charles II.,

though he it was who dug the canal at

Hampton Court and made the garden at St.

James’s. Perhaps no apology is needed for

rather frequent allusions to Hampton Court,

since to study the history of the various

changes there is to follow the course of design

in all its branches from Tudor times down-

wards.
It is difficult to arrive at a very clear idea of

the development of garden design np to the

time of the Dutch influence, because it was not

till then that engravings of country seats drawn
from bird's-eye point of view became common.
A Dutchman named Kojff was employed at

the end of the seventeenth century to make
surveys of many places in different parts of

England. This he effected with marvellous

accuracy, and banded over his drawings for

engraving to a fellow-countryman, Jan Kyp,

their joint efforts being pnblisbed in a large

folio entitled " Brittannia Illustrata.” From
this time forward it becomes an easy matter

to trace the course of design. Kyp continned

for some thirty years to engrave subjects of a

similar kind for various publications, notably

Harris's “History of Kent” and Atkyn’s

“Gloucestershire.” After his death, in 1722,

his mantle seems to have fallen upon John

Hanis, who engraved some of the drawings by
Badeslade in “Thirty-six Views of Gentlemen’s

Seats in Kent.” This Badeslade was an in-

different artist, as may be gathered from some
drawings by him now at Mount Edgcumbe,

showing the grounds there as they appeared in

his time. I have here an old survey of the

country round Delft, in Holland. It is the work

of Peter Schenk, an etcher of Amsterdam, who
lived about 1G90. With infinite care he has

drawn every ditch and dyke in that part of

Holland. That this man was an artist in every

sense of the word is evident from the exquisite

drawing and sobtle biting of the globe in one

of these plates. And in making his survey he

has evidently taken the keenest delight in

following out the intricacies that occur in the

regular gardens that lie scattered over the

country. At that time, Holland, seen from a

balloon, would have, no doubt, appeared much
as it is represented here,—in form at least, if

not in colour. And if we consult the diary of

Celia Fiennes, a lady who was riding through

England for her health in the time of William

and Mary,we shall find every reason to suppose

that it was much the same in our own country.

To illustrate this point I will read to you a few

extracts from her diary, which, it may be of in-

terest to note, has only lately been exhumed by

a descendant of hers from a lumber-room, in

which the manuscript bad lain ever since it

was written. Miss Fiennes has no pretence to

style, and writes in an odd inconsequent way ;

but I will give it you verbatim :

—

“Epsom is 15 miles from London. There are great

curiosities in cut hedges and trees almost before all

They have trees in rows which they cut up smooth,

and about 3 or 4 yards up they lay frames of wood in

manner of a pent house, so plat the branches on it and

cuts it smooth. They leave the stem of the tree to niu

up and then cut it clear to the top, which they cut iq

round heads There are several good houses ip

or about Epsom. Sir Thomas Cooke’s house has an
enclosed walk before the gate, with swinging gates at
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each end and a larger ia the middle The garden
is ill toTwe as Mr. Ruth's hrst flitr, but larger, with a
Uraer fountain wailed in witli freestone, a pedistal with
little Cupids and Dulphins and Shelti on which are
Images, and on the t p a Crown made all to spout water,
the walls full ol frait. In the middle you ascend
several steps to a bank, on wnlch are iron-pointed
psilasadoes with silt top; gaica to the same. Here is
a large square with green walks and gravell and oval in
the mldale, with devices of little paths of gravell to
cut the grass into shapes, squares, and 3 squares.
In the middle stands a gladiator on a pcdiital and on

the walls are Cupids at each rising of the walls from
the bank.

tin the left side is a summer house with paints of the
seasons of the yeare.
Thence into another garden f >r kitchen .stulIs and hott

beds with convenient houses. Erom this great fdatt you
ascend severall stepps at three places equal olstance,
and theri long gr»en walks between borders of straw.
hemes, dwaif frees, and some with green squares sett
with Cypress, Myrtle, Yew, Holly cut floe, and flowers.
I hus 3 several bancKs, the spaces so adorned Then
you p^ss on to a long green w»ike, the right side or end

® aummer house, the lunk all along guarded
with dwarf trees. This carryes on not only the breadth
of the house but the length of the wliole grouod
wliicQ IS for the other garden for use. And just at the
end of t he pleasure garden begins a large ana long pond
or Canal— the length of thewalke, whicli has its banUe
cut One. Ihere is another great pond on the right side

t on theTeft
grounds belonging *-

AU this is sufficient proof of the care and
nought that was being devoted to garden
design at that time, and 1 think too of the
inttiiigenr. inierfst shown on the part of the
public. Hiss I'iennes writes as if she was
noting the points that would be likely to interest
her friends in what she bad seen. IE we are
noxious to koow what has happened to all the
glorious gardens that she attempts to describe
we must consult the shades ot “ Capabilitj

’

Brown. Repton. aud the like. For all their
vaunted woiship of the beautiful they were
great atnners in this repect. and demolished
every old garden that came in their wav
brr Lvedale Price, perhaps, if he had lived in
our own day, wonld have been a devoted
ariherent of the formal school ; but, having the
mrsfortune to he born in a degenerate age, hewas swept along by the tide of public opinion,
and small heed was paid to his tonching lament
over the destrnction of his own girden
mistake he realised when too late to remedy.
The really great schemes for approache.s

avenues, and much more that lends dignity toa burloiog were generally due. it would seem
to the architect. In 16fm Sir Christopher VVrci;

alterations on thenorth side of Hamplon Court. A plan of this
exists in the Offleeof Works, and shows a great
courtyard facing north, with a semicirMlar
colonnade leading up to the centre of thebanqueting hall. From this entrance a vista

•“ lla'I no«Ii
wards, lithked by avenues of trees, four

convenient distance
deep, on either side. At i

from the Palace i

p , .

cross avenue is shown, and

Diana Circle, where now stands the greatfountain in Bushey Park. These avenues are
all that was ever carried out of a conoeption
that wou d have made a truly magoifcent
approach to Hamoton Court, which is, ot all
things, what the Palace most requires. This

thsf
an altogether increased scale tothat which was actually carried out on the eastaide. When .Sir Christopher had framed the

mton’’"'
Hampton, Surbiton, and

in
‘“meet the eye stand-mg m the central doorway of his

“o”attem„s“'“gn
f'lt emboldened

Side. And ^\ren was working for a mastfr

"randl'^
appreciate the extremeotandenr of his conceptions. King William

root h”„11
Boyafpalacrof

of
^ engraving

ot It that Will, perhaps, give yon some idea ofthe scale on which tt was laid out. Reoollec-
rions otLoo, coupled with ahope locgcherishedby the King of rivalling the gloihs of Ver
sallies, have made Hampton Court what it is

of ts 'L°t°
* mjtier for regret that the lossof his patron prevented Sir Christopher from

derit" contemplated

HpnfS'w-
° IS accustomed to be told that

the king's adviser in all these

X“n fon^
tic accounts of theal cratlOQs at Hampton Conrt dormB- thiia

reign, it is evident that the general concention

u wa^nll^th' ChrisVo°phefaX

carXL‘’urby‘Mr.'’[vS“

Wren“whh*,h“'; continued under
thl A iu Loudon and Wise no tothe death of WUliam, was socoeeS'

j

decline, gradual at first, but rapidly increasing
through the reigns of the Georges, till Addi-
son's scoffs and Pope’s satirical verse sealed the
fate of the English formal garden. However
short of a healthy revival, nothing better could
have occurred since design had fallen into the
hands of the nurseryman, and the stately old
gardens lost their charm when the tender
care was gone that had kept them trim
and neat. Kent followed, and in the words
of Walpole, “Leapt the fence and saw
that all nature was a garden.” This meant
that the old walls were pulled down
and so-called Xature allowed to usurp the place
of the garden proper. “Capability” Brown
next appeared on the scene. He was so-called
from a habit of remarking (when be bad suc-
cessfully destroyed all trace of a garden) that
“it had great capabilities.” This man was
allowed extraordinary licence, and no better
example can be found of the tyranny of fashion
over weak minds than is afforded by the history
of gardens under his iron rule. He was the
king of the landscape school, and certainly his
ideas were not lacking in scale : bat he had an
innate horror of anything approaching dignity,
which Jed him to cut down avenues and gene-
rally mutilate what bad taken years of honest
labour to effect. Cobham, in Kent, is an
instance of bis handiwork. Five avenues of
limes once radiated from the central front, but
four of these fell vicDms to his mania for
destruction. He travelled about England, com-
piling books of suggestions for alteration of the
Virions places. Coloured sketches of the house
and surroundings as they appeared were covered
with a fly-leaf, on which he drew liis suggestions,
2flus eighty years of Nature’s assistance, and
other embellishments calculated to pacify his
clients, the result being that English parks were
enlarged by the addition of the gardens

;
but

the English garden practically ceased to exist.
And then, forsooth, we bear writers of the
present day (on horticulture, be it observed, not
on garden de8ign)claimingthetitleof “English
garden” for the anomalous production that has
been in vogue from that time up to the present.
“Capability Brown” had as followers in his
train Repton and Sir Uvedale Price, who handed
on the tradition, such as it was, tothe Hughes's,
llilner.«!, and Robinsons of our own day!
Mr. Hilner in a book distinguished neither as
an effort in literature or the better qualities of
etching, has retold the old story already, so
well worn

;
and Mr. Robinson’s publication

stands a confessed counterblast to a book on
he formal garden in England brought out by
Mr. Blomfield and myself. To these three
books I must refer you to form an unprejudiced
opinion on the subject.
Having given a slight sketch of the rise

and fall of garden design in general, you will
be anxious to bear something more of the
derails employed in the realisation of these
efforts. Perhaps the principle that seems of
most importance after that of enclosure is
change of level, and a great deal of variety is
to be obtained by close-shaven turf seen at
different angles with the light. Whenever
possible, it has always been preferred that the
ground should fall /rotii the house rather than
towards it, and though, of course, instances of
the former treatment are most usual, still there
is a certain charm in the latter, too,—which
charm lies more in the view of the house from
the garden than of the garden from the house.
Tissington, in Derbyshire, and Kilworthy, near
Tavistock, afford the peculiar effect that is
hinted in Sir John Millais' picture of a garden
with the gables and chimneys of an old iScotch
manse just visible above the walls. The
position chosen for the principal terrace was
always, if possible, next to the house. But if,
as at Rycott, near Thame, the house already
lay low, and new gardens came to be added
subsequently, rather than forego the terrace
altogether it was raised in masonry at the far
end of the garden, and in this case the space
underneath formed an orangery. Packwood in
Warwickshire, has a terrace 3’fb, high betwUn
the garden and orchard, with steps on either
side, and at Hampstead Marshall there still
remains an artificially-raised terrace of generous
proportions.

Nothing seems to have had such a stimu-
lating effect on the imagination of garden
designers as rapidly falling ground. Wherever
there have have been these conditions a grand
chance had come with them for ingenious
aevice in steps and gradients connecting the
various levels. Scotland, being naturally a
hilly country, revels in highly imaginative

terracing works. The illustration of Barn-
cluith, in Lanarkshire, will give yon an idea of
a homely instance. The sudden fall of the
ground through three successive terraces has a
very fine effect, and the curious way in which
the steps to the garden-house radiate from the
lower door jambs is worth notice. A Scotchman
in a tam-o’-shanter cap, a retort from a whisky
still

,
an d a coffee-potand cup, all in dipt box, keep

the path company beyond the steps, and touch a
note of quiet Scotch humour and good cheer.
This is the garden that is referred to in a paper
written by Sir Walter Scott in 1827 for the
(Quarterly Rer\en\ in which he laments the
modern neglect of symmetry and order in
favour of the chaos that delights the heart of
the landscape gardener.

Terraces were sometimes carried round two
or three sides of a garden if the fall of the
ground suggested such a treatment. Penshurst,
in Kent, has a long terrace down one side of
the main garden, and a wide one next to the
bouse. Cusworth, in Yorkshire, has raised
walks round three sides of the bowling-green,
and Oxenbeath, Kent, is shown in Badeslade’H
view with a terrace running round two sides of
the garden next to the house, terminating in a
pavilion.

The more fall, within reason, from terrace to
garden below the better and bolder will the
effect be. Haddon has a fall of 16 ft., Pit-
midden, 13 ft., and Newton Ferrers, in Corn-
wall, 8 ft. At Oxford, the walk on the ramparts
forms a sort of terrace to those of the College
gardens that lie under the city wall, such as
Merton or New College, for example.
Another form of earthwork that is to be

found in some old gardens is the mount. It
was made square or circular, with sloped sides
and terrace walks at intervals, with a railed
space at the top commanding a view of the
country round. Laland, in his itinerary, speaks
of a mount at Wrisehiil Castle, in Yorkshire,
as “ writhen about with degrees like turninges
of cockellshells to come to the top without
payne.’’ That in the garden of New College
still exists,— it is 40 paces square at the base
and about 30 ft. high, and though now entirely
covered with trees and undergrowth, among
their roots may still be found the stones of the
steps that led from terrace to terrace, and the
kerb that bordered the paths. This mount is

engraved in a view of the gardens by Loggan
in the seventeenth century, and a view of the
garden at Wadham shows a circular mount, of
which no trace remains. A colossal figure of
Atlas crowned the summit, bearing a globe
on his shoulders. The largest mount that I

remember having seen is at Heath Hall, Wake-
field, and is locally called Mount Tarribyte, but
it is on such a large scale that at first sight it

is difficult to believe that it has formed a part
of any garden scheme.

Bowling-greens were generally square, though
sometimes a circular instance is to be found, as
at Knole, in Kent, where it was surrounded by
tall hedges of hornbeam, with arbours on two
sides, and a sort of baldaquin in clipped work
over the steps that led down to the bouse. This
green was forty paces across and that at
Binghams Melcomb, Dorset, thirty by seventy-
four, from which it would appear that
dimensions were optional. There is a very
curious oval-shaped bowling-green facing the
house at Campsea Ashe, in Suffolk, twenty-five
paces by fifty-two. A fine, old yew-hedge runs
all round it, and from this rise at intervals
twenty clipped yew towers, with entrances on
the four opposite sides.

Grass alleys of ample width formed another
pleasing featnre in old gardens, and were
bordered with clipped greenery or palisades of
fruit trees, throwing a broad, even shadow
across the turf. The garden at Hardwicke is

divided into four compartments by wide grass
alleys, with a circle in the centre, where one
wonld expect to find a fountain or some con-
spicuous ornament. The end of each vista is

set with a statue in lead, and four figures of the
fine arts fill niches in the circle. As at Hard-
wicke, so elsewhere, statuary in stone, lead, or
bronze played an important part in garden
ornament. I cannot think at this moment of
any existing instances of Elizabethan statuary,
and I rather fancy that such things were not
of common use till a later date. Obelisks,
sundials, and heraldic beasts, with, perhaps, a
curiously-wrought fountain or two, seem to
have formed the stock-in-trade of Elizabethan
gardens.

Perhaps of all the features of old garden
design, none has called forth such violent in.
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vective as the castom of pleaching.* It ia

generally supposed that it came in with the

Dutch influence, but inquiry proves that it was
the custom in England from much earlier times

than these. On the other hand, it must be

admitted that it was under the Dutch influence

that it was carried to such excess as ultimately

to bring the formal garden into disrepute from

this very cause. No one who has tried it will

deny that a yew- hedge when clipped gives a
much quieter background for flowers than if

left to its natural growth. And, as I have said

before, the garden designer will feel the need

of individual tress clipped into form to empha-

,

eise points in his design, but kings and queens
carved in yew, or foxes jumping through a hoop,

as yon may see at Broomehall, in Suffolk, hardly

tend to ennoble the whole effect of the garden,

and may well be left to those who care for such
trifles.

However, at Packwood, in Warwickshire,
there is an instance of pleaching that follows

out a definite scheme through the whole garden,

and commands more serious consideration. The
main walks in this garden follow the shape of

a capital Ti and at the crossing rises a mount,
with a tall cone of clipped yew. This was to

represent the Mount of Olives, and on it was
once a clipped fignre of the Crucifixion. The
whole arrangement follows out a kind of sacred

allegory. At the foot of the mount stand the

four Evangelists, and ranged on either side of

the grass alleys that form the cross of the T
are the twelve Apostles, and the stem is lined

with yews to represent the multitude. This is

the only garden I know that has a distinct

connected idea running through all the clipped

work, and extremely interesting accordingly.

Levens, in Westmoreland, has the Kings and
Queens of England, and the old heraldic tradi-

tion is kept up in the keeper’s cottage at

Haddon, where the Manners peacock and the
Vernon hog preside over hollyhocks and sun-

flowers. But failing a doable interest of this

kind, clipped figures are apt to descend into mere
trickeries of a clever gardener.

With Tudor times passed away the old

custom of surrounding the walls of the honse
with a moat, and water was henceforward used
more for ornament and the breeding of fish

than for defence. Of course, there are many
instances of moated houses of a later date, but
in these cases there is generally a small garden
of some kind between the bouse and the water.

A site chosen among the branches of a stream
is always pictnresque, if not altogether free

from ague. It would be difficult to find any-
thing of its kind more beautiful than the old
bouse at Groombridge, in Sussex, when its

twenty peacocks are preening themselves on the
lawn, with the moat as their mirror. Ightam
Mote is well known, and a seat of Lord
Romney’s in Kent, also called the Mote, is

shown in Badeslade’s view with the water still

lying under one side of the house, which had
been modernised in the style of the period. In
the dressed grounds water was always snbordi-

nated to the general design, and enclosed
within marked boundary lines of stone or brick
coping. Large sheets of water such as were
made at Wrest or Hampton Court were
bordered with turf up to the margin, and so is

the pond in the garden at Melbourne, and a
smaller piece in a charming old garden at

Sydenham, in Devonshire. No doubt in the
treatment of this the Dutch influence was
strong, though, generally speaking, more fall is

obtainable in England than with them, and
accordingly fountains are more easily worked.
These latter were placed at intervals in the
lengths of the water which generally stretched
away from the honse in the centre of some
long vista, and a good effect was sometimes

’ yVe are unable to underetand the pershtent
faith of the revivers of the formal gardeu that
clipping trees is “pleaching” them. “Pleach" does
not mean to clip; It means to weave, to plait, to en-
tangle

;
it la used In that sense by Shakaneare in an

nnmistakeable passage (In “Antony and Cleopatra")
;

it is used in the same sense by Tennyson, who was a
master of Old Btiglish, nor do we find it in any
dictionary in the sense in which the “formal
gardeners” use it. A “pleached hedge” was not a clipped
hedge, hut a hedge closely interwoven, an idea con-
firmed, by the way, in another passage in h akspeare
(“Much Ado”)—

“And bid her steal into the pleached bower
Where honeysuckles, ripened by the sun,
Forbid the sun to enter

i. e.

,

the flowers and stalks were so thickly interwoven
as to keep out the sun. The formal gardeners appear
to have found “pleach" used with a wrong meaning
iu some old gardening book, and persist In keeping
up the mistake.—

E

d.

obtained by falls at intervals from terrace to
terrace, as at “ the Mote” mentioned above.

Viviers, or fish-ponds, were often made at a
short distance from the house, where carp and
other coarse fish were kept, and a “stew,” or
small tank, at the end of a pond, served to
keep apart the fish that were in good condition
for cooking. These were placed in the stew
after netting the pond, and the rest retnrned
to the larger pools. The operation of filling

the stew is shown in progress iu an old
engraving of a garden at Westerham, about
the year 1720. Swans, ducks, and geese seem
to have been kept in profusion on the fish-ponds,
which cannot have tended to increase the
supply of fish.

Perhaps the earliest example of a fountain
still existing in England ia that with a poly-
gonal basin, that once stood at Cowdray Castle,
and has since been moved to Woolbeding, in
Sussex. Then there is the fountain at Bolsover,
to which I have already alluded as dating,
perhaps, from the time of Inigo Jones. The
centre piece of the great Diana fountain in
Bushey Park has a curious history. It was
originally in the grounds of the palace, and
formed the centre ornament in the Privy
garden, where it was seen and described by
CJount Moncenys in the time of Charles II.

But after this it was taken down, and in 1713
was removed by Sir Christopher Wren to the
position it now holds, and a bill is in existence
showing that 1,3002. were spent in repairs and
fixing. It is rather remarkable that so few
centre pieces should have survived in the old
fountains. No doubt the constant flow of
water and the action of frost has had much to
do with it, but one often finds the stone kerb
fairly complete when the centre has entirely
disappeared. That they must have been
common in Queen Anne’s time is evident from
the engravings by Kip, but very few have sur-
vived the ravages of time and the passing
caprice of fashion.

Statuary is of the greatest use as a foil to the
sombre tone of clipped yew or horn-beam, and
perhaps stone or lead seems to be more at
home in an English garden, as the lichens and
mosses that thrive in our damp climate take to
them more readily than the smoother surfaces
of bronze or marble. In a small garden at
Nun Monckton, in Yorkshire, is a terrace walk
that overhangs the river Case, which is bor-
dered on either side by allegorical figures In
lead, with gilded trappings.
The alternation of these with masses of dark

yew have a very telling effect. There are
some floe figures at Glemham, in Suffolk, that
came originally from Campsea Ashe, in the
same county,—one of the Duke of Marlborough,
and another of Prince Eagftne,—stand on the
entrance front of the house, and scattered about
in the same garden are lead figures of the
seasons,— two black slaves bearing sundials
and leaden hounds guarding an entrance-
gate.

Newton Ferrars, in Cornwall, has two well-
modelled figures of Mars and Perseus, and the
gardens at Melbourne are alive with Cupids
and other figures from ancient mythology.
But leadwork was not only confined to figures.
In the same garden at Melbourne is a large
lead vase, probably the finest of its kind in
England. It stands 8 ft. or 9 ft. high, and is
supported by crouching apes. A relief of
children at play surrounds the body of the
vase, while masks, swags of fruit, and a
plume of flowers deck the top. The vase
at Penshurst is one of a pair that came
from Leicester House, which stood on the
site of the present Empire theatre. This
was probably not an uncommon design, as
there are some at Sprotfaorongh in Yorkshire,
which were apparently cast from the same
mould. But this ia not surprising, as it is

known that in the last century a maker named
Cheere had a yard at Hyde Park Corner in
which he exposed such wares for sale. There
were lead toads, too, at Sprotborough used to
spout water in the fountains, and at Wootton,
in Staffordshire, is a lead duck that seems to
float on the surface of the water with a jet
issuing from its month. Though it has a
tendency to lie down as old age advances, lead
is not so brittle as stone, which may account
for our having more examples left than of the
latter material.

A year or two ago I thought I would go and
see what remained of the garden at Ronsham
that Pope describes in a letter to Martha
Blount. For the most part the design was
completely lost and overgrown, but among the

underwood I found two Cupids still clinging
tenaciously to the necks of some leaden’swans
on which they had once, no doubt, ridden
gaily astride. Stone figures, as I have said,
are not common, but the woman bathing, on
the fountain at Bolsover, may be taken as an
instance of English work, perhaps about the
time of Inigo Jones. But in a letter from
Major Booke to the Rev. Samuel Ragge, in
1785, this figure is cited as a “Venus in
alabaster,” which is not unlikely, as that mate-
rial is abundant in the neighbourhood.
We all know, of course, what capital work

England produced in wrought-iron gates and
railings daring the last century. The impetus
in this direction seems to have come from the
work of Tijou, a French smith, who made the
great screens for Hampton Court that now
stand in Kensington Museum, and are falsely
attributed to Huntingdon Shaw. Their original
position was on either side of the avenue
leading to the bowling-green, and it is to be
hoped the day will come when they may be
reinstated there or in some more suitable
position at Hampton Court. Tijou was to have
made a set of gates for the entrance to Bushey
Park, but for some reason the work was
abandoned, and the present gates,—miserably
small in comparison to the piers,—were allowed
to fill the space that would have been better
left to the master hand of the Frenchman. His
influence spread all over England, and instances
of elaborate wrought ironwork are too numerous
to need particularising here. Indeed, each
different craft employed in garden decoration
would yield subject matter for a separate paper
apiece. So, as time is short, and I have,
perhaps, detained you too long already, my
remarks shall be brought to a close.
The history of a subject of this kind is, of

course, only the grammar. It forms, as it were,
the rules by which the game is to be played,
and that is where we who style ourselves
“artists” should differ from those who bear
after their names the honourable initials F.S.A.
It is not enough for us to know that these
things have been, or the exact period at which
they were done. The all-important question
with us is, what effect had the designer in view,
and how may we hope to obtain equally fine
effects ourselves ? We should not be content to
accept all this as mere history without making
an effort to influence popular opinion in the
direction of a genuine revival from a
purely artistic point of view. But the
practical difficulties that beset the designer
nowadays are manifold and almost
insurmountable. In the first place his client
being presumably unfamiliar with the history
of the subject will be at least surprised if not
actually shocked at the suggestion of such a
treatment of his pounds. It will strike him
that a comparatively small area is to be
enclosed, and that the sum to be spent Is
exorbitant. And it will probably be difficult
to convioce him that the desired effect can be
obtained in a much shorter space of time than
if handed over to the landscapist. Moreover,
examples of this kind of work not always
being ready to hand, there will probably be
nothing to which he can be referred in support
of the argument. And another obstacle which
will loom up as the work is approached more
closely, is the extreme difficulty of any exact
estimation of the cost. Personally I have
found it impossible so far to carry out works
of this description in any other way than by
schednle, as the field for design is so un-
limited that a fairly free hand is absolutely
necessary for sucess. A slight fall in the
ground or a tree that is to be spared may be
quite enough to start the imagination on a
fresh flight. So all this points to the absolute
necessity for a generous and cultivated client,
failing which it would be madness for an archi-
tect to enter upon any such scheme. And I
fear for many years to come regular gardening
will remain the pastime of private individuals.
It is not likely that public bodies will awake to
its charms till this is once more admitted to be
the natural and straightforward way of treat-
ing the grounds round a building.
[Some notes of the discussion which followed

will be found on another page ]

Tfie Kimbetilet Exhibition.—

W

e are informed
that Messrs. Robert Boyle & Son, Limited, have
been awarded a Gold Medal at the International
Exhibition, Kimberley, South Africa, for their air-
pump ventilators and air-inlets. The Exhibition is
ventilated throughout with the air-pump venti-
lators.
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SOUTH PORCH, LINCOLN CATHEDRAL.

BHIS drawicg, by Mr, John Begg, repre-
sents the porch which was built on the
south side of the prolongation of the

choir of Lincoln, in the latter half of the
thirteenth century, as a state entrance for the
Bishop. It belongs to the portion of the cathe-
dral which, as everyone knows, constitutes one
of the most perfect examples of English Gothic
of the Early Decorated period.
The drawing, which we are happy to have

the opportunity of publishing, is an excellent
example of Mr. Begg’s very individual and
artistic style of draughtsmanship.

AISLE WINDOW, BLACKBURN CHURCH.
The subjeo's of this three-light window are

:

in the centre light, Moses striking the rock
;
on

the left hand, Abraham offering up Isaac; and
on the right hand, Noah’s sacrifice. The sub-
jects are surmounted by canopies. The treat-
ment has beeri kept light and white in eSect,
toharmonise with the Late period of architecture
The design is by Mr. Ion Pace, and was
exhibited at the Royal Academy of this year.

SOUTH AISLE WINDOW, LEIGH CHURCH
LANCASHIRE.,

The subject illustrated is the “Presentation
in the Temple.” In the centre light is a figure
of the Virgin with the Child in her arms, and in
the side lights are figures of Simeon and Anna.

In the tracery openings are figures of six
virgin saints : Faith, Cecilia, Agnes, Margaret,
Catherine, and Barbara.
The window is by Messrs. Shrigley & Hunt,

and the drawing was exhibited in the Royal
Academy of this year.

A STREET CORNER.
Thi.s is a sketch of an actual example of an

old Doteh street house, worked upintoa drawing
under the above title, and which certainly forms
a picturesque enough corner of a street. The
drawing is by Mr. Clarence Coggin, and was
exhibited at the last Royal Academy Ex-
hibition.

DESIGN FOR A MEMORIAL CHURCH.
This church, the drawing of which m

exhibited at the Royal Academy of this yea
was intended to be carried out in a pale re
brick, a cream-coloured terra-cotta, and a pa!
green-g;rey stone for the buttresses, strint
courses, pedestals. &c„ of the exterior; tb
statues and bas-reliefs to be in bronze. Th
interior was to be executed in the* sam
materials, and the nave to have a low-pitche
timber roof, the aisles vaulted in brick Th
design is by Mr. H. D. Wilkinson.

HOLSE, NEAR AMPTHILL.
This house was planned with the object (

being able to utilise the drawing and sittirrooms as one, when required, by removing tlwooden screens.* ®

The walls are faced with red brick at
stucco over, and the roofs covered with sma
greeii sla'ea. The hall and staircase a:
panelled throughout, and there is a high pacelledado m the principal rooms. E H S

ru iluuBE, WIMBLEDO
These alterations consist of a new bill

room and conservatory, additional bedroom
servants, and the remodelling of the ga
front of the present house, the latter wor
be earned out in the spring.
Red rubbers have been used for ext{

facings, and the woodwork finished white
ternally, the billiard-room is lined in teak
polished, and the mantel-piece in the 5
is of the same material

o
''^imbledon, was the buiand Mr. Arthur Ardron the architect.

pr^dSuo'm-
S'

AUCUITECTUBAL SOCIETIES.
Royal Institute op Aechitects op

Ireland.— On the 17ih inst. the annual meet-
ing of the Royal Institute of Architects of
Ireland was held at 37, Dawson-street, Dublin,
Mr. Thomas Drew, R.H.A,, President, in the
chair. The report of the Council was sub-
mitted. It contained the following passages in
reference to architectural education :

—

“Architectural education—the burning question of
the piofesaion of the day—has not been without the
an.xious cousideratiou of members of Council during the
past year. Frankly the Council tell the members that
80 rapidly baa this movement developed, and the
organisation of a curriculum of architectural education
been effected iu other centres of the Kicgdcm, that
the architects of Ireland, taken at a disadvan-
tage, are as yet absolutely without any sur-
mise of how like advauiages could be secured
for their younger brethren in Ireland So far
only have we gone that we have consented—In
our allied position to the Royal Institute of British
Architects,—to have Dublin nominated geographically
as a local centre of an education system, that we have
held examinations for probationers of the Royal Insti-
tute of Architects. We advise deliberate delay iu
entering on the education crusade In Ireland until
experience is gained of the working of the new
organisation in London, Edinburgh, and other centres,
and would deprecate crude and chimerical proposals
or any proposals for promotion of Architectural Educa-
tion in our country until the situation is better
appreciated.”

Sir Thomas Deane, in moving the adoption of
the report, said he thought the Institute had
arrived at a stage when they could hold exami-
nations for persons qualifying as architects.
He believed the Government ought if possible
to place buildings above a certain size in the
hands of the profession, so long as that did
not militate against the public service.—Mr.
Robinson, in seconding the motion, expressed
disapproval of the system of competition in
vogue.—The motion was passed.—The Presi-
dent expressed the loss which the Institute
had sustained through the death of three of
their members—Mr. Sidney Cox, of Limerick

;

Mr. A. Denny, D.L., Waterford; and Mr.’
Wm. J. Symes.—The ballot for the election of
President, Council, and officers resulted as
follows :—Mr. Drew was re-elected President.
Members of Council Messrs. S. Symes, J. J.
O'Callaghan, J. R. Carroll, G. C. Asblin, c!
Geoghegan, Wm. Mitchell, Sir Thomas Deane,
J. L. Robinson, R. C. Miller, Howard Pentland,
A. E. Murray. Auditors Messrs. R. O’B.
Smith and C. A. Owen.
Birmingham Architectural Association.

—A meeting of this Association was held
at the Birmingham and Midland Institute on
Tuesday evening last under the presidency of
Mr. W. Hale, F.R.I.B.A. The formal business,
which included the election of twelve new
members, was followed by a paper on Rouen
Cathedral, read by Mr. J. A. Grew, who, after
giving a short description of the Cathedral,
proceeded to discuss closely the beauties of the
exterior. Referring to the west facade he
pointed ont that, though almost entirely covered
with varied and intricate ornament, the main
lines and masses are so disposed as to lose none
of their importance, and that, as the visitor
approaches the Cathedral from the narrow
street leading to the place at its western end, it
is not the ornament but the finely-proportioned
mass and the imposing lines of construction
which first attract his attention. Having drawn
attention to many special points of interest,
Mr. Grew brought a very interesting paper to a
close.

o JT r

Edinburgh Architectual Association.
—The monthly meeting of the Edinburgh
Architectural Association was held on the
14th inst. at the Royal Institution, Mr
Hippolyte Blanc presiding. Mr. T. Crichton
Fulton, Glasgow, delivered a lecture on the
“ Electric Lighting of Large Buildings.” A
cordial vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Fulton
for his lecture.

Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural
Society.—The Leeds and Yorkshire Architec-
tural Society held a “ Social Evening” in the
Queen’s Hotel, Leeds, on the 19th inst. At the
opening of the concert Mr. G. B. Bulmer, the
1 resident, presented a silver medal to Mr.
Lindsay Grant for his drawings of ancient
buildings.

Sheffield Society op Architects and
Surveyors—On the 13th inst., at the oidi-
nary monthly meeting of this Society, Mr
C. J. Innocent presided, and Mr. J. Starkie
Gardner, of London, read a paper on
Ironwork, illustrated by limelight slides

Xhe paper reviewed the history of the black-
smiths craft in England, France, Spain,
Germany, Italy, and elsewhere from the earliest

periods down to the close of the eighteenth
century. A communication was read from the
local Council of the Registration of Plumbers,,
asking the Society to use its influence in the
direction of having plumbers’ work separately
tendered for, and ensuring its being carried out
by duly certified and registered plumbers.

ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.
The Society of Engineers.—The annual

dinner of this society was given at the Holborn
Restaurant, on Wednesday, the 14th inst. The
President, Mr. Joseph William Wilson, jon.,
occupied the chair

;
and amongst a large com-

pany present were Sir Robert Rawlinson, K.C.B,
(Hon. Member), Mr.W. A. McIntoshValon (Presi-
dent-elect), Mr. Henry Adams, Mr. Jabez
Church, Mr. Charles Gandon and Professor
Robinson (past Presidents), Mr. G. A. Goodwin
(Vice-President), Mr. S. H. Cox, Mr. Henry
Faija, Mr. G. M. Lawford, and Mr. W. G.
Peirce (Members of Council)

;
Mr. Alfred

Williams (Hon. Sec. and Treasurer), and Mr.
G. A. Pryce Cuxsou (Secretary), Professor
Ajrton, F-R.S. (President Institution of Elec-
trical Engineers), Mr. W. Worby Beaumont,
Colonel Harding, Mr. G. T. Rait, and Mr. J. W.
Wilson. After the usual loyal and patriotic
toasts had been duly proposed and honoured,
the chief toast of the evening, “ The So-
ciety of Engineers,” was proposed by W.
N. Colam, coupled with it being the names
of the President, the Hon. Secretary
and Treasurer, and the Secretary. In replying
to the toast, the President enlarged upon the
rapid progress of the Society, both financially
and numerically. At the last annual dinner the
year’s increase in membership had been stated
at 8 per cent.

;
he was now able to state that

the increase for 1892 had been equally good.
This most satisfactory state of affairs was
mainly due to several causes

;
the papers which

were read at their ordinary meetings were care-
fully selected, and during the past year had
fully maintained the high reputation of the
Society

;
much time bad been spent by the

authors in their preparation and illustration.
The meetings had been very well attended,
and the discussions, in which the older
as well as the younger members took part,
had been increasingly practical and valuable.
Then the professional visits, which had always
constituted an important feature of their work,
had been this year still more popular and well
supported. They included the Tower Bridge,
the South Metropolitan Gas Works at East
Greenwich, the Kingston Sewage Works, the
Southwark and Vanxhall Waterworks at Hamp-
ton, Messrs. Willans it Robinson’s Works, and
the Great Eastern Railway Locomotive Works
at Stratford. The progress of the Society was
largely due to the unremitting labours of the
Council generally, and in an especial degree to
their Hon. Secretary and Treasurer, Mr. Alfred
Williams, whose unabated interest in their
financial and general affairs was invaluable;
and last, but not least, to the business capa-
bilities and unfailing tact and energy of their

Secretary, Mr, Pryce Cuxson. Other toasts
followed.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL:
fair wages and contracts.

A special meeting of this Council was held
on Friday, the 16th inst, to further consider
the Report of the Fair Wages Committee. We
gave the text of the Report, and of the recom-
mendations of the Committee, in onr last

(pp. 478, 479, ante), and we now give the forms
of “ Instructions for Tender,” forms of Contract,

Schedule, £cc., for which we bad no space last

week. The Committee recommended that all

instructions for Tender and Contracts under
the proposed new “Standing Orders” (pp. 478,

479, ante) should be, respectively, as far as

possible, in the following forms :

—

" Contract No.—

.

Imtructions for Tendtr.
• * • •

Tenders mnst be on the printed form and be accom*
panted by the forms of Contract and Schedules thereto
and Bond. The Schedule of Prices forming the Second
Schedule to the form of Contract must be fully priced
out, and the Schedule of Rates of Wages and Hours of
labour forming the Third Schedule to the Contract
must be fully filled up by specifying all the trades which
the contractor may require to employ in and about the
execution of the Contract, and by filling into the
proper columns against each trade specified the rates
of wages and hours of labour and rates of wages for

overtime (if any) recognised [and in -practice obtainedi
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at* the date of the delivery of the Tender by the
several Trades Unions of the Districts in which the
work is to bo done, and for this purpose all work to be
done on and about the

,
or within twenty miles of Charing-

crosa, is to be considered as within the Disttictof the
London Trades Unions. On this head reference should
be made to the Form of Contract and the recitals in
that Form. The Tender and accompanying documents
filled up as before directed must be enclosed in a sealed
cover and be delivered at the offices aforesaid of the
Council not later than o'clock on the

,189 . No Tender will be received after that
time.

Recital.

Whereas on the day of ISD the
contractor made and delivered to the Council a tender
for [stating purpose and nature of works and amount of
tender] and the Council accepted such tender. And
whereas the Council, with the intention of preventing
the loss and damage which are caused by defective
workmanship, and of preventing disputes between the
contractor and his workmen, and the consequent delay
and loss to the Council, stipulated that it should be,
and it was a condition of such tender and acceptance
that the contractor should be bound to pay to all work-
men employed by him In or about the execution of this
contiact the rates of wages, and to observe and cause to
be observed by such workmen the hours of labour set
out in the Schedule hereto, and to perform
and observe the stipulations set out in clauses A, B, and
C of this contract.

Provisions.

A. The contractor shall at all times during the con-
tinuance of this contract abide by, perform, observe,
fulfil and keep all and singular the stipulations follow-
ing, that Is to say—

1. The contractor shall pay all workmen employed
by him In and about the execution of this contract or
any part thereof, wages [arid wages for overtime
respectively]'' at rates not less than the rates stated
in the Schedule hereto, to which the
work relates, and for each and every breach by tbe
contractor of this stipulation, and notwlLhstauding
the condonation of any prior or other breach, the con-
tractor shall on demand pay to the Council as
liquidated damages, and not as a penalty, the sum
of 61.

2. The contractor shall observe, and cause to
be observed by such workmen, hours of labour
not greater than the hours of labour stated in
the said Schedule, and for each and every
breach by the contractor of this stipulation, and
notwithstanding the condonation of any prior or
other breach, the contractor shall on demand pay to
tbe Council as liquidated damuges, and not as a
penalty, for each day on which any such breach
shall be committed, and for each workman In respect
to whom it shall be committed, the sum of 5a. per
hour for every hour during which, on each day, each
such workman shall be employed by the contractor
beyond the maximum number of hours stated in the
said Schedule, provided that this s’ ipulatlon
shall not be construed to prohibit overtime, if such
overtime be in accordance with the rules of the Trades
Unions concerned.

3. The contractor shall at all times during the con-
tinuance of this contiact display and keep displayed
upon the site of the works and in every factory, work-
shop or jlace occupied or used by the coutractor in
or about the execution of this contract in a position
In which the same may be easily read by all workmen
employed by the contractor in or about the execut4on
of this coutract, a clearly-printed or written copy of
the said Schedule hereto, and for each and every
breach by the contractor of this stipnlation. and
notwithstanding the condouatiouof any prior or other
breach, the contractor shall on demand pay to the
Council as liquidated damages, and not as a penalty,
for every day during which such breach shall be or
continue the sum of 12.

4. The contractor shall, to the satisfaction of the
Council, provide and keep proper bo- ka, in which shall
be correctly and promptly entered from time to time
the names of and the wages paid to, and the hours of
labour observed by all such workmen as aforesaid,
and shall from time to time when required produce
such books to any person or persons, whether a
member or members of the Council or not, appointed
by the Council, or by any Committee of ihe Council
to whom the matter or business out of which this
contract arises may have been or may be ref-rred to
inspect the same, and allow such person op pc-rsous
to take copies of, or extracts from such books, or any
of them, provided that no person shnll be appointed
as aforesaid who is carrying on, < r who is pecuniarily
interested or employed in a business of the same or a
like kind as that carried ou by the conf actor. And
for each and every breach by the contractor of this
stipulation, and notwitha'anding the condonation of
any other or prior breach, the contractor shall on
demand pay to the Council as liquidated damages, and
not as a penalty, the sum of 32.

6. The contractor shall from time to time, if and
whenever requl-ed by the Council so to do, and
within seven days after such requitilion, make and
deliver to the Council a statutory drclaration, staling
that all the entries in such books as aforesaid are
correct, or in the case of any Inaccuracy therein set-
ting forth the details of such Inaccuracy, and that all
entries required by stipulation (4) to bo made in such
books, have been made therein to the date of such
declaration, and for each and every breach by the
contractor of this stipulation the con'-ractor shall on
demand pay to the Council as liquidated damages,
and not as a penalty, the sum of 102.

B. llie contractor shall not, without the written con-
sent of the Council under the hand of its clerk, which
consent may be given subject to such conditions (if any)
as the Council may think fit to Impose, assign or under-
let this contract or any part thereof, or make any sub
contract for the executi.m or performance of the said
works or any part thereof, and for each and every

breach by the contractor of this clause the contractor

shall, nothwithstandipg the condonation of any prior or

other breach, on demand pay to the Council as liqui-

dated damages, and not as a penalty, the sum of 2002.

[Provided that if, at the time of tendering, the contractor

states his desire to sublet a portion of the roork not usually
done by him, the Council will agree to this subletting to

an approved sub-contractor, the principal contractor

being responsible for the work being done under the same
conditions as if done by himself.]*

C. Any sum or sums of money which on breach by the

contractor of any one or more of the stipulations afore-

said in Clauses A and B, may from time to time become
payable by the contractor to the Council as liquidated

damages, may either be recovered by the Council from
the contractor by action or other legal proceedings, or

maybe deducted and retained by the Council out of

any moneys due or to become due from the Council to

the contractor under this or any other contract, or the
Council may obtain payment thereof, partly in the one
mode and partly In the other.
In caie of any breach by the contractor of any one

or more of the stipulations aforesaid in Clauses A and
B, or of any one or more of tbe provisions contained in

the Schedule hereto, 16 shall be lawful for the Council,

instead of claiming payment to them by the contractor
of the liquidated damages payable by the contractor as

aforesaid in respect of such breach, to determine this

contract in the same manner and to the same extent as

they have power to determine the same under clause!

in the events therein mentioned, and if this contract

shall be determined under this present power, then all

the provisions of that clause shall apply as If this con-

tract had been determined under that clause.

been employed by the sub-contractor beyond the

maximum number of hours during which under the

terms of the said covenant he ought to have been
employed.
Aud that the sub-contractor shall at all times, during

the continuance of the sub-contract, display aud keep
displayed on the works and In every factory or work-

shop, or place occupied or used by the sub-contractor

in or about the execution of the sub-contract, in a

position in which the same may be easily read by all

workmen employed by the sub-contractor in or about

the execution of the sub-contract, a clearly printed or

written copy of the said schedule
;
and for each and

every breach by the sub-contractor of this stipulation,

notwithstanding the condonation of any prior or other

breach, the contractor shall, on demand, pay to the

Council, as liquidated damages and not as a penalty,

for every day during which 8U.''.h breach shall be
or continue, the sum of 12., and that the sub-

contractor shall, to the satisfaction of the Council,

provide and keep proper books, In which shall

be correctly and promptly entered from time to time

the names of and the wages paid to and the hours of

labour observed by all such workmen, and shall, as

required, produce such books to any person or persons,

whether a Member or Members of the Council or not,

appointed by the Council or by any Committee of the

Council to whom the matter or business out of which
the sub-contract arises may have been or may be

referred to inspect the same, and allow such person or

persons to take copies of or extracts from such books or

any of them, provided that no person be appointed, as

aforesaid, who Is carrying on or is pecuniarily inte-

rested or employed in a business of the same or a like

The Schedule.
Rates of wages to be paid, and hours of labour to be observed, by the contractor a

employed by the contractor in or about the execution of this contract :

—

regards all workmen

TRADES.

For all work done within a
radius of not exceeding 20
miles, measured in a straight
line from Cbarlng croas.

For all work done outside

the said radius the rates of

wages and hours of labour
recognised at the date of the

tender by the Trade Unions
of the District, in

which district such work is

Intended to be done, viz.

Rate of wages
per hour.

Hours of labour
per day.

Rate of wages
per hour.

Honrs of labour
per day.

• The words in italics within brackets constitute
amendments which were agreed to In the course of the
discussion of these documents in detail.

The foregoing list is believed to Include all the trades

which the c )Dtoactor may require to employ in or about

the execution of this cuntract. If, however, he should

empluy any workman or workmen In any trade not

before specified, the rate of wages per hour to be paid

to such workman or workmen is not to be less, and bis

or their hours of labour are not to be mote, than the

rate of wages and hours of labour respectively which at

the date of the contractor’s tender were recognised

[a?ic2 tu practice obtained]* by the Trade Unions of the

several districts in which the work is done. Provided

always that all woi k done on a site within twenty miles

of Charing-cross shall be considered as done within the
district of the London Tracies Unions.

6. There shall be inserted in every contract a clause

prohibiting the contractor from entering into any sub-

contract without the consent of the C.>unci1, and in

granting such consent the Council shall require the

contractor to enter into an agreement which will secure

the observance of the foBowlng conditions, viz.

That no sub-contract shall operate to relieve the

contractor from any of his liabilities or obligations,

and that the contractor shall be responsible for all

the acts, defaults, and neglects of the sub-contractor

as fully as it they were the acts, defaults, and
neglects of the contractor, and that there shall be
inserted in the sub-contract a covenant by the sub-

contractor that he will pay all workmen employed by
him in or about the execution of such sub-contract
rates of wages not less, and observe and cause to be
observed by such workmen hours of labour not greater

than the rates of wages and hours of labour following,

that is to say, as regards all work done upon a site, any
part of which is within a radius of twenty miles,

measured in a straight line from Charing-cross, the
rates of wages and hours of labour set out in the
schedule appended to the original contract as appli-

cable to work done within such radius, and as regards

all other work such rates of wages and hours of

labour as at that date of the sub-contract are

recognised [and in practice obtained]* by the
trades unions of the several districts where the
work is done, and that such rates of wages and
hours of labour be inserted in a schedule to tbe
sub-contract, but in no case shall such rates of

wages be leas or hours of labour greater than those
set out in the 3rd and 4th columns of the wages and
hours schedule of the contract between the
Council and the contractor, and that In case of

any breach by the sub-contractor of the covenant
as regards rates of wages and hours of labour
to be inserted in any sub-contract (and notwith-
standing tho connivance of the contractor in

or condonation by such contractor of such breach
or any prior breach) the contractor shall for every
such breach as regards the rates of wages on demand
pay to the Council, as liquidated damages and not as

a penalty, the sum of 52., and shall for every such breach
as regards the hours of labour on demand pay to the
Council, as liiuidated damages and not as a penalty,

for each day on which such breach shall be commuted,
and for each workman in respect to whom it shall

have been committed, the sum of 5a. per hour for

every hour during which such workmen shall have

t This will be the general clause in the contract giving

the Council power to determine It or pot the work in

the hands of other contractors at the cost of the original

contractor.

kind as that carried on by the sub-contractor ;
and for

each and every breach by the sub-contractor of this

stipulation, and notwithstanding tbe condonatioo
of any other or prior breach, the contractor shall,

ou demand, pay to tbe Council, as liquidated
damages and not as penalty, the sum of 32., and that
the sub-contractor shall from time to time, whenever
required by the Council so to do, and within seven
days after such requisition, make and deliver to the
Council a statutory declaration stating that ail the
entries In such books, as aforesaid, are correct, or in

case of any inaccuracy therein, setting forth the
details of such inaccuracy, and that all details re-

quired by the stipulation lastly hereinbefore con-
tained to be made In such books have been made
therein to the day of such declaration, and for each
aud every breach by the sub-contractor of this stipu-

lation, the sub-contractor shall, on demand, pay to tbe
Council, as liquidated damages and not as a penaty,
tbe sum of 102.

Provided that this Standing Order shall not be con-
strued as prohibiting the suo-coutractor without the
consent of the Council from purchasing or sub contract-
iogfotthe supply of any materials, articles, or things
required for the execution of the contract which are
ordinarily to be purchased wholesale in the market or
of wholesale merchants or manufacturers.''

Proposed Selected List of Contractors.

“ On July 21, 1892, the following proposal by
Mr. Beachcroft was referred to us for consideration,

aud report. That Committees oharged with the

carrying out of works undertaken by the Council

be at liberty to invite tenders from an approved
list of persons willing to tender for such works,

under the conditions imposed by the Council
;
such

list, however, in no case to contain the names of

less than seven persons.

We have carefully considered this proposal and
have to recommend tc the Council as follows :

‘That it la not desirable to depart from the method
of obtaining tenders hitherto adopted by the CounclL’

'

A debate lasting nearly four hours com-
menced with an nnsoccessfal attempt to

rescind Mr. Frederic Harrison’s amendment to

insert the words “ and in practice obtained ” in

paragragh 2 in Standing Order 1 (see last

week’s Builder, pp. 478, 479). The proposal to

rescind was defeated, as were other amend-
mente, and Standing Order No. 2, as amended
last week, was agreed to.

On Standing Order No. 3 (see Builder, p. 479,

ante), Mr. Arthur Arnold moved the omission

of the words “ proved to be.” He held that

country contractors ought not to be expected
to pay London rates of wages.

Mr. Saunders, M.P., expressed the opinion

that it would be simply impossible for con-

tractors employing labour at a greater distance



than twenty miles to fill up such a schedule as

that proposed.

After some discussion the Council divided,

and there voted—For the amendment, 40;

against. 52
;
majority against, 12.

The amendment was accordingly negatived,

and the recommendation adopted.

On Standing Order 4,

Mr. Pearce moved that consideration of this

proposition should be deferred until the result

of the preceding recommendations had been

ascertained.

It was decided to refer the recommendation,

and the part of the report pertaining thereto,

back to the Committee.

Mr. Ward moved the addition of the follow-

ing Standing Order :

—

' That when there is no trade union to fli a minimum
wage the Council Itself shall fix it.”

Mr. Frederic Harrison, while expressing his

accord with this proposition, suggested the

addition of the following words

“ But that there shall not be on the Council's list any

rate of wages less than 6d per hour for men, or any

hours of labour more than ten hours per day.”

At the suggestion of the Chairman, this

matter also was referred to the Committee.

The Council then discussed and agreed to the

form of contract, kc., making certain amend-
ments, roost of them consequential upon Mr.

Harrison’s accepted amend ment. These amend-
ments are indicated by italics within brackets

in the foregoing report.

At the ordinary weekly meeting of the

Council on Tuesday last, there was little or

nothing calling for mention in these pages.

After sitting for five hours, the Council ad-

journed until Tuesday, January 17, 1893.

Chicago Exhibition.

—

The Royal Commission
for the Chicago Exhibition are arranging for a series

of introductions to the different sections of the

Catalogue of the British Section. Amongst those

who have promised to contribute articles are : Sir

Douglas Galton, on "Railways;” Prof. Francis

Elgar, "Ships and Sbipi'iog;” Prof. Roberts-
Austen, "Metallurgy;” Prof. Le Neve Foster,
" Mining

;

” Mr. W. H. Preece, " Electricity
;

” Mr.
Ernest Clarke, " Agriculture

;

” Mr. Thistleton

Dyer, "Horticulture;” Prof. Ray Lankester,
"Fisheries;” Mr. R. Maraton, "Angling;'’ Sir
George Birdwood, "India;” Mr. Fuller Maitland,
" Music

;

” Mr. H. Graham Harris, " Engineer-
ing;” Capt. Abney, "Photography;” Mr. Regi-
nald Hooker, Assistant Secretary of the Statistical

Society, •' General Manufactures.” The general in-

troduction to the Catalog'ie will be written by Sir
Henry Trueman Wood, the Secretary to the Royal
Commission.— I7t« Atken(^um.

A NEW JIB CRANE.

Handy cranes for light loads to be raised by
mannal labour are most useful adjuncts to

warehouses, particularly those of the smaller

classes. Those in current use are generally too

heavy and massive, and present another serious

defect,—the open hole made in the wall for the

chain or rope. This last imperfection is a

serious one in corn and other stores, where
access of the external weather is liable to do

injury to the goods within.

The new jib crane produced by Messrs.

Abbott, of Newark-on-Trent, is a most practical

contrivance, which remedies or avoids the

common defects of ordinary hoisting appliances.

It is simple and inexpensive, and is, moreover,

perfectly safe in working. Its compactness

and lightness cause the least amount of dead-

weight on the wall
;
and, indeed, it can be fixed

to an independent upright beam or post if so

desired. The woodcut above shows the new
crane in its simplest form. The brackets which
support and hold the crane externally are bolted

right through the wall. Below the foot-plate

are seen externally two bevel-wheels. The
spindle of the pinion passes through the wall,

and is worked by a handle inside the building.

The other wheel is attached to a shaft working
within the tubular upright of the crane, as in

a sleeve. The head of this shaft is connected
with a vertical winding drum within the grasp

of the top external bracket, which, like the

foot-plate, is secured by bolts passed clean

through the wall. Everything thus commu-
nicating between outside and inside is a close

fit, admitting neither damp nor draught. The
jib is supported by a stay. The whole gear

is made of steel
;
and of varying capacities to

lift from 2|- cwt. to 5 cwt., 10 cwt., and a ton.

The handle attached to the pinion spindle being
inside the wall, a valuable economy of internal

floor-space in the hoisting operation is afforded.

For ordinary winding with the handle alone a

simple and convenient brake connected with
the external drum gear can be put in action

by a pull-rope hanging down inside the wall
within reach of the hoister. But when the
goods require careful treatment, and speed of

lift is not required, a worm-wheel can be
added, which works with the utmost smooth-
ness and which will hold the weight of goods
in operation at any point where they are simply
allowed to rest. This worm-wheel works itself

out of gear whenever the pressure of the load
is relieved by its deposit at its destination. The
spindle of the worm-wheel, like all other por-

tions of the crane, is fixed without any open
orifice in the wall. The two smaller sizes of

the crane are worked by the simple bevel-

[Dec. 24
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gearing at quick speed. The two larger sizes

have both bevel and worm gearing, either being

applicable at will. Nothing can be safer than

the worm-gearing, for the load will not ran

down if ever the handle slips off; but it is too

slow in speed for ordinary use, unless where
the goods being transferred are liable to damage
from shocks.

'KodKs.

Dif 3Iysterie7i Heiligtiinier 771 JiJl-eusis 7ind

Samothralie, von Otto Rubensohn. Mit

zwei Pliinen and mehrereAbbildungen imText.

Berlin. 1S92. Gaertners Verlagsbuchhand-

lung.

N its original form as a prize essay

written for the Kaiser Wilhelm’s Uni-

versity at Strassburg, the treatise

before us dealt generally with the topo-

graphical and architectural conditions^ of

Greek sanctuaries in relation to ritual

customs. In republishing his essay, Dr.

Rubensohn has wisely cut it down, and

limited his subject to material more easily

compacted, i.e., to the treatment of the two most

important “ mystery” sanctuaries of ancient

Greece, i.e., EleusU and Samothrace. For

completeness sake, we could wish he had added

an account of the Kabeiroi Sanctuary near

Thebes, to which, of course, he makes constant

reference. As regards Eleusis bis work is of

special value to the reader, who may prefer

his very lucid German to the heavy task of

wading through the modern Greek account in

the Praktikfi and Ephemeris of the Athenian

Archmological Society. Plans of the excava-

tions at Eleusis and many isolated par-

ticulars have filtered through into guide-books

and popular works, but Dr. Rubensohn aims at

something much more complete. He gives a

full and exact account of each of the succes-

sive restorations of the sanctuary, and deals

with these restorations in relation to the

modifications of ritual that occnrred from time

to time. Nothing is more tempting than

to conjectnre in that time-honoured field

of hypothesis the “ Eleusinian mysteries,” but

Dr. Rubensohn keeps rigidly to facts,—facts as

attested by actual monuments, above all by

inscriptions.

Samothrace is dealt with in the same

fashion. Probably few educated persons not

specialists know anything definite about the

ritual practices there, or, indeed, the monn-

ments discovered in Dr. Conz-’s excavations,

though the Nik6 of Samothrace is familiar to

every visitor to the Louvre. Dr. Rubensohn

puts his finger at once on an architectural

feature that distinguishes all genuine mystery

cults. The mystery temple contains within the

actual sanctuary a sacrificial trench; it is so at

Samothrace, it is so at the Kabeiroi sanctuary

near Thebes. Ordinary Greek temples have an

altar, not a trench, for sacrifice, and this altar

is outside the riaos, not within. The conclusion

is obvious,—the trench denotes a chthonio

worship,—the Kabeiroi worshipped at Samo-

thrace. whatever else they were or were not,

are chthonic divinities. This is but one example

of a method exactly applied tbrongh all the

various phases and developments of the Samo-

tbracian cult down to imperial times.

Acco 7tnt-Iton of the Priory of the Holy Trinity,

Dublin., 1337-134G. Edited by Jambs Mills,

M.R.I.A, Dublin: University Press.

This was a small but apparently wealthy re-

ligious house, for, while the number of the

brethren seems not to have exceeded eleven, its

income reached something like 260Z. a year.

This would equal in onr money nearly 4,0002.

The roll is interesting, not merely because it

throws light npon the cost and character of

conventual life in the fourteenth century, but

also because we gather a good deal of informa-

tion from it as to the management of farms,

and the payment of workmen. Ordinary

labourers were paid Id. a day
;

bat if per-

manently employed they rarely received money.

Their wages were paid in the shape of allow-

ances of corn, fixed by statute. Carpenters

were hired generally at 2d. a day, with board,

and smiths at the same rate. The cellarer of

the priory enjoyed a good revenue
;
but though

wine figures frequently in the accounts, it does

not seem to have been bought in large quanti-

ties at any one time. Annexed to these

accounts (which have been translated and
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{annotated by the eradite editor) is the copy of
a curious poem, or morality, found written upon
the unused parts of the roll, and ascribed to the
•middle of the fifteenth century. It is without
a title, but the editor suggests “ The Pride of
'Life ’’ as an appropriate index to its contents.

Labour CoTitraofs

:

A Popular Handbook on the
Law of Contracts for Works and Services.
By David Gibbons. Fourth Edition. By
T. F. Attlby, Solicitor. London; Crosby
Lockwood & Son. 1892.

'Tiri.s is a sensible book, but as it has now
reached Its fourth edition it needs no long
notice in these pages. It is, in fact, a work
upon what may be called contracts for work
and contracts for service, as, for instance, con-
tracts between a house-owoer and a builder,
and contracts between a house-owner and his
servant. At the end will be found various
statutes relating; to these subjects, such as the
•Factory and Workshops Act. 1891, and some
useful forms of agreements and contracts. In
fact, the book is a handy and compact volume,
with much legal information. Should another
•edition be published, we would recommend
that the index be enlarged. For example, there
is in the book a certain amount of information
as to arbitration, bnt in the index, under the
head of “ Arbitrator,” we find only “ Arbitrator,
fee of, 109,” which is singularly meagre. Again,
it would facilitate the use of the book if

marginal notes were inserted by the side of the
4ext. This often saves much time when refe-
rence has to be made to a work of this kind.

Paving and Malting Good Private Streeti. By
William Spinks, A.-M.Iost.C.E, Third
edition. London : E. Ac F. N. Spon. 1892.

This is the third edition of a very practical
and useful work. It is an exposition, in plain
terms, of the l.'lOth section of the Public
'ilealth Act, 1875, which empowers Urban
Authorities to compsl the paving, Acc,, of
private streets at the expense of the adjacent
owners. Probably no clause iu this famous
Act has caused more litigation

;
and the light

thrown upon it by the interpretations of the
various Courts forms aa excellent sarcasm on
the English law.
The principal ambiguity of the clause rests

opoD the definition of a street given in sec-
tion 4 of the same Act, and we cannot help
being reminded by it of the railway passenger
who took a tortoise into the carriage with him,
and was asked to produce a ticket. On his
refusal, the station-master was appealed to,
and he gave the following judicial decision, dis-
missing the case :

“ Dogs is dogs
;
cats is dogs

;

and monkeys is dogs
;
but tortoises is insects I

”

The work has been carefully brought up to
date, and the various amending or modifying
clauses and cases excellently arranged.

Medim. By W. M. Flinders Petrie. London:
David Nutt. 1892.

This is the last of the annual volumes which,
for several years past. Dr. Flinders Petrie has
published to record the results of the previous
year’s explorations in Egypt. After having in-
vestigated various sites of varying dates, he
proposed to himself, in 1891, the task of
examining the peculiar-shaped pyramid in the
midst of the cemetery at Medum, about forty
miles to the south of Cairo. This is well known
for its supposed remote antiquity, the inten-
tion being to search for the most ancient of
Egypt’s monuments in order to determine, as
far as possible, the origin of some of the types
and conventional forms so common in the
works of later date, and so familiar to students.
The cemetery contains a great number of
tombs, among which the sepulchre of Nefermat,
with its remarkable sculptures, is the best
known, while the lofty pyramid close to it,

rising high above all surrounding objects, is a
conspicuous feature above the sandy plains,
not only on account of its height, but from its

broken summit and the peculiar steps, which
give the monument a curiously unfinished
aspect, and which, as has been proved by the
excavations, strangely transform the original
appearance, although they are now shown to
indicate the mode of construction.
Having collected many of the workmen of

previous years. Dr. Petrie took up his abode in
Nefermat’s sepulchre, and proceeded to make
an excavation of considerable size in the mass

of rubbish and fallen material which entirely

cover the base, and which rise to a considerable
height around the pyramid. We are given
some graphic details of the nature of this

heavy work and of the character of the work-
men, who, working piece-work at Id. to l^d.
per cubic yard, according to the hardness of
the ground, will yet, man and boy, earn
together Is. 6d. to 28. per day between them;
and with only the poor local implements will

move from 15 to 20 cubic yards as a common
day’s work. We are sorry to hear that these
wages are about double the Fellah’s usual late
of pay.

Search was first made for the small temple
which appears to be a constant adjunct to all

thesestructures, and which wasfoundbesidethis
pyramid, doubtless one of the first that was
erected. It was found nearly perfect; it

proves to be the earliest dated building in the
land at present known, and it has survived all

the various rebnlldings and vicissitudes of the
other Egyptian monuments. The date, which
applies equally to the bulk of the pyramid, is

made out indirectly. There is neither ornament
nor inscription upon the original work, but
there are various additions in which the
founder, Senefern, is mentioned. These are not
alone of the Eighteenth Dynasty, but iu periods
nearer to his own time. Senefern is a well-

recognised king of the Fourth Dynasty
;
and

the later Egyptologists have assigned the all

bat incredible period of about 4,000 years
before Christ to his reign,—a date which, it

must be remembered, is that of the creation of
Adam, according to the usual chronology.
The dates assigned to Egyptian antiquities

naturally have been, and will be, challenged,
and there are important differences of opinion
among Egyptologists

;
but the student soon

becomes convinced, from the clearness of the
records on the solid granite of the buildings
chemselves, that the usually recognised dates
assigned for the beginnings of things have to
be set back materially,—so far, at least, as
Egypt is concerned. 'The value of the book
before us is greatly enhanced from its unfolding
to ns a clear record of the conditiou of the
human race in Egypt, and of their proficiency
in the arts and of their mode of daily life at
this remote period.

The pyramid has been found to be an earlier

counterpart of the Great Pyramid at Gizeh, and
erected in the same ratio of proportion of
height to circuit. It has the same angle of
inclination,—namely, 51 degrees and a few
minutes. The Temple is on the east side.

The height has been 301 ft. 7 in., and the bases
473 ft. 6 in., there being a small discrepancy
of a few inches only in the lengths of each
side. The sides face the cardinal points. The
workmanship is excellent, showing remarkable
proficiency on the part of the artificers. But
the angle of inclination does not appear, It

has only been disinterred by Dr. Petrie from
the mass of ruin fallen from the summit. The
upper part, where it has not been removed,

—

for the monument has been nsed as a quarry
by the later kings,— shows various faces
of worked stone, one below the other, and
laid at an acute angle. These afford to our
author the secret of the original construction.
The pyramid is found to have been erected
around and above the primitive mastaba which
encloses the sepulchre. A mastaba is a low,
flat-topped structure,—in this case, as in many
others, with sloping sides. Its form, it need
hardly be said, preceded that of the pyramid.
In this instance it has been covered over with
successive layers of stone, of which seven have
been counted, at a somewhat later period,
parallel to the acute slope of the sides, and
finally the whole was covered by the flatter
slope already referred to. In the pyramid at
Gizeh, erected by Senefern’s successor, and
in later ones, the intermediate slopes were
omitted. The pyramid was surrounded by a
peribolns wall, traces of which alone were
found. The sepnlchre within the pyramid had
been rifled in some remote period.

Several of the tombs in the vicinity were
examined, and outside one of them, with
sloping sides, an outer surrounding wall was
found, on which were drawn at each of the
angles the sight lines to guide the workmen for
the formation of the sloping sides of the
building. In another the author tells us how
he copied the paintings, not with wet paper, as
others had previously done in part, to the great
injury of the colours, but by a system of tracing
on dry paper. The paintings entirely cover the
walls, and the mass of work involved can readily

be conceived. The sheets were afterwards put
together, and the results are before us, some of

the many plates being prepared by process from
these actual drawings.
The tools used by the workmen were of

bronze, of usual type,— adzes and chisels

have been found. Bat there is no indication

of infancy in any of the arts. All are found
in full development on this prehistoric site.

These are the earliest works yet found of this

remarkable people. The commencement of

things appears as far off as ever I

The book is full of minute details of the dis-

coveries made, and its pages, enriched by a
goodly number of plates, many in colours, reveal

the forma of the pottery found, the earliest

shapes of hieroglyphics, the designs of orna-

mental columns, and a mass of information

which comes to us as a revelation of the remote
past. The beauty cf the objects found would
alone make the illnstrations of interest, but the

extreme antiquity of the objects will cause this

volume to be sought after by everyone who takes

an interest in the early history of the human
race. It has to be added that the whole of the

plates are from drawings made by the author,

who has evidently worked as hard in the pre-

paration of this volume as he must have done
to recover the results from the buried mas?.

There are chapters on the inscriptions found

by F. LI. Griffith, on the varieties of ancient

“Kohl,” by Dr. A. Wiedmann ; on the colours

by Dr. W. J. Russell. F.RS., and on the

Papyri of Coptic date, byW. E. Crum.
We commend this most interesting and

important book to the attention of onr readers.

NEW DIRECTORIES.

“ The Post Office London Directory for 1893 ”

(London; Kelly & Co.. Ltd.) is the ninety-

fourth appearance of that bulky and indis-

pensable compilation. It is, as usual, corrected

close up to date of issue, and an improvement

has been effected by colouring the new map,

showing the boundaries of postal districts and

the course of the main arterial roads at a

glance. The mistake which we pointed out last

year in the name of the new park between

North Brixton and Camberwell has been cor-

rected on the map, and instead of “ IngalTs

Fields” it now reads correctly as “Myatt’s

Fields.” The price of the directory is 32s.

“ The Australian Newspaper Directory
”

(London : Gordon k Gotch) is now in its third

edition. It is a very useful handbook, giving

the names of Anstralian and New Zealand

journals and of the towns where they are pub-

lished, and containing several maps and
statistical and other notes about the Austral-

asian colonies. Messrs. Gordon Ac Gotch are

so well known in connexion with Australian

newspapers that the directory may be accepted

as reliable.

ALMANACKS AND DIARIES FOR 1893.

Messrs. Hudson Ac Kearns, of 83, Southwark-

street, send us, as usual, a parcel of their

excellent diaries for the use of architects and
builders. We have so often spoken favourably

of the merits of these productions that it is

unnecessary here to expatiate upon them. We
can especially recommend “The Architect’s

Diary,” Nos. 12 and 13, “ The Builder’s Diary,”

No. 11, and a useful general “ Diary and Note-

book," No. 9. They are all full of useful

information, and are well arranged and printed.

The same firm also send ns some specimens of

their calendar and date-indicaling blotting-

pads, in various sizes and styles, but we prefer

those with the white blotting-pads, for in our

experience the pink pads are a little lacking in

absorbtive power.
“ Quantity Surveyors’ Tables and Diary,” for

1893, "revised and re-written by A Fellow of

the Surveyors’ Institntion ” (London: Metchim
Ac Son) is a very useful little book for the

pocket. It Is clearly arranged and indexed,

is well printed, and gives nearly sixty pages of

memoranda which will be found very useful to

architects and surveyors. It is sold for 6d., or

with leather cover, Is.

“The British Almanac and Companion ” for

1893 (London : The Stationers’ Company) con-
tains, besides the calendar, astronomical notes,

and the usual contents relating to public offices

and departments, a list of Acts of Parliament
passed in the last Session, with abstracts of the
more important ones. There are also lists of

County officers, the year's Obituary, and infer-
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mation as to State pecsions, emigration, and

the government of foreign countries. Hr. R.

Langton Cole contribates his nsnal review of

the Architectnre of 1891-2. At the oatset he

refers to the -‘art, or profession ?” contro-

versy, and expresses the hope that however the

dispute may Le settled, neither the artist nor

the practitioner will be, by official regulations,

exalted over the other. “ The public,” he says,

“has need of both, and perhaps lifees best the

man who best combines the qualities which

each deems indispensable.” The article enu-

merates and describes the principal London and

provincial buildings commenced or completed

during the year. Mr. Cosmo Monkhouse
reviews the Art, Mr. Joseph Knight the Drama,

Mr. E. Langton Cole the Engineering, Mr. T.

Percy M. Betts the Music, and Mr. E. W.
Maunder the Science of the year 1892. The
price of the “Almanac and Companion" is

2s. 6d.
“ The Railway Diary and Officials’ Directory

for ISO.*! ” (London : McCorquodalefc Co.) pro-

vides, for a shilling, a large amount of authentic

and official information concerning railway

management and statistics. It contains lists

of directors and officers of all the independent

lines of railway in the United Kingdom
;
the

weekly traffic returns for 1892, with blank

columns for filling in those of 1892, abstracts

of four half-years’ accounts of some of the

principal companies ;
and a great variety of

other information likely to be useful not only

to shareholders, but to busines men generally.

The “ Railway Almanack,” published at the

same office, is a useful sheet for the wall.

“The City Diary, 1893” (London: W. H.&
L. Collingridge, Citu Press Office) is the

thirtieth annual issue of a very useful diary,

almanack, and handbook. It contains a great

deal of information (not so readily to be found
elsewhere) relating to the Corporation of

London and City institutions and officers. It

also includes a list of Cityparisbe.s andchurchee,
with the names of the clergy and vestry clerks.

It contains much other business information,

and the diary is interleaved with blotting-

paper. It is sold for a shilling.
“ Calvert’s Mechanics’ Almanack and Work-

shop Companion” for 1''93 (London aud Man-
chester; John Heywocd) is the twentieth issue

of a very useful little book, full of notes and
memoranda. It is sold for fourpeoce.
Chubb it Son’s Lock and Safe Company send

us a specimen copy of a neat and well-got-up
pocket-diary which they are issuing gratis to

architects, bankers, and others.

Corrcsponbcntt.

To the Editor of Tqe Builder.

DRAWINGS OF SIR C. WREN.

Sir,—

I

n the number of the Builder for
September 12, 1891, was inserted a memo-
randum of mine relating to “ The Family of
Sir C. Wren." While looking through the list of
books in Sir John Soane's Museum, a few days
since, I observed a small, bound volume con-
taining the sale of coins and other antiquities,
the property of his son, and sold by order of
the executors. lu the first day’s sale were in-
serted the drawings of Sir Christopher. I
formerly found a reference that a “Sale of
Drawings” was effected on October 20, 1748; I
cannot refer to the authority for this date,
which is some months earlier than that of the
catalogue; and of this catalogue I herewith
send you a copy of the title-page, as well as of
the lota, deeming the whole to be of much in-
terest. Most of the lots are priced

;
and these

prices appear to me to be as insignificant as if
the drawings had been sold at the present day.
What are they worth now 1 I do not know if
the list has been before printed. Some member
of the profession who has seen the collection
at Oxford might be able to say if any of the
lots are deposited there. Perhaps those not
priced may have been bought by another pur-
chaser, and should be found elsewhere. Pos-
sibly there were two sales of drawings —1748
and 1749.

’

“ A Catalogue of the Genuine and Entire
Collection of Carious Greek and Roman Medals
and Medallions in Silver and Brass, Antique
Marble Statues, Busts, Urns, and Inscriptions
Bronzes, Gems, and other Cariosities of

Cbrlstooher Wren, Esq. ;
Late of Hampton

Court, Deceas’d ;
together with the Collection

of Drawings ot Architectnre of the late Sir

Christopher Wren, bis Father, which will be

sold by Auction, By Mr. Langford (By Order

of the Executors), At his House (late Mr.

Cock’s) in the Great Piazza, Covent Garden, On
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, the 4th,

5th, and Gth of April, 1719.”

The collection was on view from Friday,

31st March. There were 94, 8G, and 84 lots

respectively,

Brarvivus of Architecture ly Sir Christopher

Wren.

Lot 30. Eighty-two Designs and two Prints

of St. Paul's Church (most part), pasted into a

Portfolio. (19s.)

Lot 31. A Hundred and fourteen large and

finished Drawings of St. Paul’s, Bow. and other

Churches in London; also the Monument,
Whitehall. Winchester Castle, Trinity College,

Cambridge, kc., and three Prints; all pasted

into a large Book. (2Z. 10s.)

Lot 32. Thirty-two very large Drawings of

Whitehall, Windsor, and Greenwich Hospital,

in a Portfolio.

Lot 33. A Book of Astronomical Schemes.

Lot 34, An hundred Drawings and Sketches

of London Churches, in a Portfolio.

Lot 35. Sixr.y-six Drawings of Hampton
Court, all pasted into a Book. (31. Is,)

Lot 36. An Hundred and two Drawings and
Sketches of Kensington Palace, and Sliscel-

laneous Architecture, in a Book. (11s.)

Lot 37. An Hundred and one ditto, in a
Cover. (IL 5s.)

Lot 38. An Hundred and thirteen ditto, in a
Portfolio. (6s.)

Lot 39. Sixty-nine ditto, of Hampton Court,

Warwick Church, and other Buildings, in a
Cover. (5s.)

Lot 40. Seven large finished Drawings of

St. Paul's, oce of the Monument, and a Ground
Plan of London after the Fire. (21. 3e.)

Lot 41. A large Portfolio containing finished

Drawings of the Hotel des Invalidcs at Paris ;

all pasted in, except two.

Lot 42. An Hundred and Fifty Drawings and
Sketches of Winchester Palace and Miscel-

laneous Architecture ; with a Parcel of Papers
relating to the Subject, in a Portfolio.

Lot 43. A Large High-finished Drawing of

St. Paul’s.

I>ot 44. A ditto of the Inside of St. Paul’s.

Lot 45. A long ditto of au Intended New
Palace at Westminster. (21. -Is.)

It would be desirable to trace the where-
abouts of Lot 41; it might show distinctly

what were the inrentions of the architect in

regard to internal decoration. Lot 30 may
comprise the series of drawings now at the
Chapter-house under the care ot Mr. Penrose,

Wyatt Papwobth.
December 7, l.Sil2.

ORIENTATION OF CHURCHES.

Sir,—

H

aving obtained an Ordnance map of the
l-oHu scale of the survey of 1879, it is there seen
that the axis of the south aisle of St. Mary’s Church,
Truro, points about .5 deg. to tho south of east.

As there is no day, so far as I can ascertain, of
several set apart to St. 'Mary the Virgiu (for that I

am given to understand is the I\Iary alluded to), on
which the sun’s azimuth at rising is 5 deg. south of
east, it is therefore suggested that, as that is its

rising point for St. Michael's Day, the Perpendi-
cular masons, whilst dedicating their building to
St. Mary, were inllncnced by the posilion ot the
foundations of an older building, so that their work,
as well as that of the nineteenth century Cornish
cathedral, whose axis is parallel with the aisle of
the church, is oriented for St. Michael’s Day.

This suggestion is based upon the idea that the
original Mediicval builders so laid down the axis,
in setting out the walls of .a church, that it should
point to that pl.ace upon the horizon where the sun
rose upon the day of the saint to whom they were
about to dedicate tho building.
That this wa.s invariably the case would, it is

thought, be ditficult to prove, for this reason
amongst others, that much confusion has probably
been caused byre-dedications, but the three fol-
lowinginstances, selected from about forty churches
which have beeu noted recently, tend to show the
e.xistence of such a rule as has been referred to.
The three churches alluded to are dedicated to

St. John the Bapti.'^t, viz., the parish churches of
\S eUington and Ileatbfieid, Somersetshire, and the
priory church of Idanthony, Monmouthshire, and
the orientation widely differs in each case.
At fiKt sight thi^might seem to confirm the

suggestion made in a standard work of refer-

ence, not thirty years ago, “that orientation

has had no graver origin than carelessness, igno-

rance, or indifference,” but a closer examination,

it is thought, will support quite an opposite

view.

The church of Wellington, as taken by tbe

compass, and allowing for the magnetic variation

westward, has a bearing of about 38 deg. to tho

north of east, which is about tbe true azimuth of

the sun at rising on June 24, the Nativity of St. John
Baptist, and there is a further local reference to

the same personage by a town-fair being held on
that daj'.

The church of Heaihfield. which was formerly in

tbe patronage of the Prior and Brothers of St, John
of Jerusalem in London, has a bearing, as taken by
tbe compass, of about 14 deg. to the north of east,

which corresponds with the point of sunrise on

August 29, the day on which St. John Baptist was
beheaded.
The^ priory church of Llanthony has a bearing

of about 5 deg. to tbe south of east, as taken from

the 1-2500 Ordnance map of the Survey of 1880-,

and this latter observation requires a little explana-

tion, as tho Conception of St. John Baptist, Sep-

tember 24, a day not found in the Anglican

Calendar, but in another, seems to be the day
referred to.

On this day tbe sun rises about 2 deg. south of

east, but if tbe increasing error of tbe Julian mode
of reckoning is taken into account, it will be found

that early iu the twelfth century, at tbe date of the

building of the church, it amounted to nearly sb;

days, so that the bearing of the sun at rising on

September 24, at that period, would be about 5 deg.

instead of 2 deg., if tho correction had been made,

south of east; and that there was a_ reason for fol-

lowing the day indicated by the civil year, instead

of correcting it to agree with tho natural year, will

be shown presently.

Tho parish church of Llanthony, which adjoins

the ruins of the priory, and was formerly con-

nected with them, is dedicated to St. David. The
bearing of its axis, as taken by the compass and
corrected, is about 12 deg. south of east; therefore

the building is oriented for March 1, Si. David’s

Dav.
Here it is thought that David, the patron saint

of Wales, built a cell early in the sixth century,

and spent a probationary period in solitude before

he became Archbishop of C’aerleoii-upon-Usk, and
transferred his see thence to Menevi.a, the present

St. David’s.

The name Llanthony in its first syllable indicates

in Cymric an inclosure, a church, and it has been

held that the whole is a corruption of Llmi Beu-i'

i’nnf Honiilu, i.e., church of David in the 'Vale of

Honddi’i, tbe latter word signifying Blackwater,

being the name of tbe adj.acent stream in this

Valley of the Black Mountains.

Here, jiossibly on the actual site of St. David’s

cell, William, a military retainer of Hugh de Lacy

and Ernistus. Chaplain to Queen JIaud, retired a.D.

1103, and built a church where shortly afterwards

was settled a Priory of Canons-regular of the Order
cf St. Austin, dedicated to St. John Baptist, of

which Ernhins became first prior. The chancel of

tho present parish church probably constituted

the whole of the first church, as is indicated by it&

Orientation and in other ways
;
the present chancel

archway being its western entrance doorway
;
and

tbe nave added later.

It is remarkable that these canons, while retain-

ing tbe original church, aud perhaps, on account of

the supposed sanctity of its site connecting it with

their infirmary, should not bavo placed their build-

ings generally, and their much larger and hand-

somer church, lb© outline of which can still be

traced, parallel with it, but at an angle which,

according to the map, differs by about 7 deg. from
the bearing of St. David’s Church.

As there is apparently no other reason but that

connected with orientation, why the monks, instead

of making all the buildings parallel to each other,

built them ou two converging lines, it is instructive

to notice that when they seemingly determined to

connect St. John Baptist with tbe Priory C’hurcb

instead of St. David, they selected one day

of three, dedicated to the first-named saint, and
that not in tbe Anglican Calendar, which would

produce the least difference of angle between the

two axes, and further, by net coirecting the error

in the Calendar for September 24, early in the

twelfth century, they reduced that difference,

although still e.xpressing it sufficiently to show their

meaning, to about 7 deg.

J, Houghton Spencer.

Tav.nton, December 10, 1892.

COLOUR COPYING.

Sir,—

W

ith reference to the point raised in your

last issue about the permanency of the colours and

inks used in tbe new industry, it is, as you say, a

matter of the first importance, and as such it has

had our serious attention. We claim that, after a

groat deal of trouble, wa have arrived at a solution

of the problem, and that we are now supplying

colours and inks which are practically fast and per-

manent. W. Durban,
Secretary, Colour Copying Co.
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ANTHRACITE COAL,
Sir,—

B

efore pursiiing: thi.'? matter further, per-
haps I may be allowed to explain mv position. I
am not a monopolist in anthracite, nor have I any
desire to create a “ corner ” in that product. My
interest as a general coal dealer is such that I can
foresee,— or think I can,—such legislative enact-
ments as might hamper the trade and cause much
inconvenience and discomfort to the public, if they
are not provided for beforehand.

I observe with considerable satisfaction that, with
regard to the abstract question of the claims of
anthracite as a smokeless and useful fuel for
domestic_ consumption, ymir views, Sir, appear to
accord with my own. This is no small matter, for,
so far as my experience goes, I find a strange lack
of knowledge of even the component parts of the
mineral. Moreover, if I may put it in this way,
yon have pointed out the actual secret of successful
burning^ by indicating the necessity of breaking
anthracite into small pieces. Will you allow me to
add that this very requirement will be a guarantee
that only pwe anthracite will reach the domestic
market ? If the public in future decline to buv anv
but broken anthracite the exploitation of rubbish
would meet with the necessary check. It would
hardly nay mine proprietors and future sinkers in
South \\ ales to erect tho necessary machinery to
break inferior stuft, which would sooner or later be
left on their hands. Then the Loudon dealer would
have his connexion to consider.
Coming to tho important question of supply,

—

and its correlative, that of price,— I Lave not sug-
gested that anthracite should be used for all
purposes. This, therefore, narrows my reply to its
(lomestic use. Again,—as it is necessary in all
reforms to begin som6wbere,~itis in the metropolis
that the londest complaints have been made of the
combined fog and smoke nuisance, and where
possibly tho first effort to abate it will be made.
Now, how do our anthracite supplies stand with
regard to London, which appears to me to be the
first, the natural, market? Yon very truly observe
that there is a good deal of guess-work about
geology. As a matter of fact, the anthracite
output of South Wales has increased of late years
to a very remarkable degree. There is an obvious
difficulty in tracing the tonnages in our own mineral
statistics, but I am endeavouring to collect a few
well-authenticated figures, But nearly all this
output has gone abroad, including some parts of
America and Canada ,—why should we not have it
in London ? Depend upon it, there is a very large
body of anthracite in the three Welsh counties
where it has been traced. So far, entirely through
want of knowledge, no encouragement has been
given to the businens at home. Sooner or later
there will be a change, and it is not at all impro-
bable that the recent,—very recent,—history of
Welsh coal-raining, which has caused Cardiff to
eclipse Newcastle, will in part be repeated at the
more western ports of Swansea, Llanelly, &c. In
any event, the question of price will settle itself. If
anthracite should reach a prohibitive figure, I for
one should not attempt to sell it.

Your correspondent, “ H. P. H.” (p. 464, ante),
will, I think, find sufTicient answer in your own
article, especially in the American figures quoted.
As to Mr. R, F. Barnes’ objections (1) a good deal
might be said on the use of anthracite in manu-
facture

; (2) every n-eU-made grate has a good
draught, or one can be secured by simple and in-
expensive means

; (3) tests have proved that a
stronger heat is thrown into a room from anthracite
than from any other high-class coal, both tried in
thesame modern grate with vertical bars.

R. S. Rich.\rds (“ R. S. R.”),
London Manager of the Gwaun-cae-Gurwen

Colliery Company.

“BENNETT’S” HYDRAULIC SELF-
CLEANSING STREET GULLY.

Sir,—

I

n your last week’s issue you publish a
description, accompanied with a woodcut, of wbat
is said to be an invention by Mr. W. B. G. Bennett,
C.E., Southampton, and termed au hydraulic self-
cleansing street gully. Without troubling to make
the usual researches at the Patent Library, or
making any inquiries, he is said to be making and
fixing them for the Corporation at Southampton.
To do justice to your readers yon will, by kindly

inserting this letter, let the public know this
invention was made and patented by me in 1884
both in England, Prance, and Germany, and fully
illustrated and described by you in your paper
issued July 2, 1887, with recent improvements
introduced.

I need scarcely say the apparatus was exhibited
by me in action to many thousands of people at the
late Inventions Exhibition in 1885.

Corporations from many parts of the country
wer6_ disposed to give it a fair trial, but at present
remains in abeyance. 1 hope very shortly to put some
down for trial, when it will be seen in operatiou in
London and elsewhere.

W. B. Powell.
_*** We Lave referred to the description and

diagram of Mr. Powell’s machine, under the date
given, and find that the main principle is certainly
the same as in Mr. Bennett’s machine, though there
are some differences in the details.

Siitbcnt’s Culumn.

CONCRETE.—XXVI.
WALL3.

BHE use of concrete for walls has not
extended as rapidly as was anticipated
by men who wrote and spoke about the

material twenty or thirty years ago. Several
causes have combined to hinder architects

from adopting it. Prominent among these are

the dangers arising from its manufactare by
careless workmen and unscrapulons contractors,

the difficulty and expense of moulding it to

carved or irregular forms, and the bald appear-
ance and unlovely colour of the material itself.

The erection of a concrete building is an event
requiring a fresh stndy of nearly every detail.

The insertion of brick or stone quoins and
window dressings, or of projecting features of

any kind, is fraught with difficulty. The
points of attachment for joinery, &c., must be
considered before the walls are begun

;
and

in a hundred ways thought must be exercised

or the building may prove more or less a failure.

Other objections to concrete walls are their

homogeneity and hardness, which render the
hanging of pictures and the fixing of plugs
difficult tasks, and which make alterations a
costly aSair (this last is raised as an objection

sometimes, but may perhaps be regarded as an
advantage)

;
the ease with which sound is

transmitted through concrete walls is cer-

tainly a point against them
;
but it may b»

said, on the contrary, that good concrete
is considerably less pervious than brickwork
and some kinds of stone, stronger and
more durable, and, under certain circum-
stances, much cheaper. The matter of cost,

however, is one which cannot be settled off-

hand: so much depends upon the distance
which brick or stone, or, on the other hand, the

{?- .

U O

concrete-materials, may have to be brought, and
upon the price of these materials

;
upon the cost

of skilled and unskilled labour; upon the sim-

plicity or complication of the plan of the pro-

posed building, and the detail of its elevations;

and so on. At one time, it was customary to

talk volubly of the great economy of concrete

over brickwork or stonework, but over and over

again contractors have shown by their tenders

that they thought quite otherwise. Engineers

certainly find it economical to employ concrete

for marine-walls, breakwaters, dock-walls, and
the like, but these are vastly different from the

walls of buildings
;
the concrete is in large

masses, and requires, in comparison with its

bulk, very little framework, whereas in build-

ings the walls are thin, and the cost of the

framework (including labour in fixing and
removing), especially if the plan is irregular,

amounts to a considerable sum per cubic yard.

Again, on the sea-beach, engineers are provided

with suitable sand and gravel or shingl", for the

merely nominal cost of getting it
;
sometimes

the aggregate required in buildings must be
brought from a distance, and must be broken
and washed before it is fit for use. Engineers,

too, make use of a concrete in the backing of

retaining-walls, and in the hearts of dock-walls,

&;0 ., much inferior in quality to that which is

required in the walls of buildings
;

in those

positions, 1-to-lO and l-to-12 mixtures are far

from uncommon.
In our first chapter we pointed out that from

the time of the Romans to the pre.'sent day
concrete-walls had been erected, and that many
of these were still standing. There can be no
qoestlon of the durability of good concrete-

walls. At Middleham Castle masses of con-

crete lie amid the ruins, while one large

mass remains poised on a slender pier of the

same material. At Guildford Castle, which was

erected in the latter half of the twelfth century.,

are concrete-walls from 11 ft. to 14 ft. in thick-
ness at the base, the aggregate consisting largely
of flints.

Apparently the first attempt in this century
to use concrete on a large scale was made about
1835 by Ranger, who built a graving dock and
sea-wall at Woolwich; the concrete consisted-
of grey-stone, or of hydraulic lime and gravel,
mixed with hot water. Mr. Bernays said in

1880 that the sea-wall was “ a few years ago
in remarkably good condition.” Cottages of
Roman cement concrete were built at Harwich
in 1841, and Bridgewater in 184G, of Medina
cement concrete near Osborne (Isle of Wight)
in 1852, and of Portland cement concrete in the
Isle of Thanet in the same year. The last

were, according to Mr. Drake, perfectly sound
and free from damp in 1872. In 1865 Mr. Tall
patented a concrete - building apparatus or
framework. In 1868 Jlr. Drake patented hi&
iron apparatus, and in the following six years
‘‘thousands” of buildings, including mansions,

.

houses, churches, chapels, warehouses, mills,

&c., were built by means of it. Besides these,,

many other patents have been taken out for

such appliances, among which we may name
those of Osborne, Liah, Potter, Henley, and-
Broughton, We fear that many of them have
been more ingenious than useful, and have
proved of little benefit to their inventors.
The principal parts of all building-frames for

concrete walls are the “standards” and the-
“ shutters ” or movable panels. The standards
are usually of wood, sometimes of iron, and are-

of any convenient length. We do not think it

necessary to enter into the details of the dif-

ferent patented apparatus
;

it will be sufficient

for US to explain the common system, which,,
after all, will usually prove best and most
economical. S5e figs. 12 and 13. Standards,
SS, are bolted together in pairs, the space-
between them being the thickness of the in-

tended wall. These are then set perpendicular

at distances of from 6 ft. to 12 ft., according to

the length of the wall. The standards at the-

angles of the building must be bolted together

diagonally. AU the pairs of standards are kept

in position by means of stays nailed to stakes

in the ground, or in some other manner, and-

also by means of pieces of wood, such as slater's

laths, nailed from pair to pair, on each side of

the wall. Great care should be taken that the

standards ate perfectly perpendicular and in

line, as on them the straightness of the future

wall depends.
Sometimes the standards are omitted alto-

gether, and the walls formed by means of

panels only, but this is a practice not to be-

commended, as it enhances the difficulty of

constructing the walls quite straight and
vertical.

The “shutters” or movable panels, PP, are

usually made of 1 in. or 1-, in. boards nailed to-

ledges along the back, and smoothly planed on

the face. Sometimes thin sheet-iron is nailed

on the face of the boards to protect them from
the wet concrete, but this is scarcely necessary,

as it increases the cost without corresponding;

benefit, and renders the panels more difficult to-

shorten or alter in any way. To prevent th&
adhesion of the concrete, the faces of the

panels are frequently covered with a coat of

oil or soft soap.

The panels are, like the standards, bolted

together in pairs by means of wrought-iron

bolts, BB. passing through turned hardwood
cores or distance-pieces, CC, which regulate the

thickness of the wall
;

these cores are made
to taper slightly, in order that they may be the

more easily driven out when the concrete has set.

The width of the panels is usually such as to

allow a layer 18 in. deep to be deposited at one
operation.
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When the standards are all in position, the

panels are laid between them, and secured by

means of fillets, FF, nailed to the standards.

Panels should be provided sufficient to enclose

the whole length of walling intended to be

formed in one day, as otherwise the concrete

will be strained by the removal of the panels

in less than twenty-four hours. When some of

the panels have been fixed in position, the con-

crete may be mixed, deposited within the

frames to the full depth, and rammed, and so

on, until the day’s allotted task is complete.

Wnen the circuit of the building has been

made, work is recommenced at the same pair

of panels as on the first day. These are

removed by withdrawing the bolts ; their faces

are scraped clean of all cement, &c.. and the

panels are refixed on a higher level, the lower

row of bolts in the panels now passing through

the cores of the higher row in the previous

layer. As the work proceeds, other panels are

taken down and refixed until the second layer

is complete. No panel ought to be removed
iu less than twenty-four hours, for Portland

cement concrete. The boles left after the cores

are withdrawn most be completely filled with

•cement mortar (1 to 2).

The openings of windows and doors, including

the necessary reveals, must be formed with
rough wood-framing, which must be kept from
bulging inwards by suitable struts. The tem-

porary lintels must be supported on props, the

props resting on wedges by which their removal
is facilitated. The head of the openings may
be chamfered by means of a triangular fillet,

nailed to the outer lintel, L (Fig. 14). Per-

manent lintels, either of wood, iron, or stone,

or brick or stone arches, are unnecessary, but

Mr. Potter recommends the insertion of wrought-
iron bars (caulbel at each end), a few inches

over all openings, as these help to prevent
the unsightly cracks which sometimes occur in

concrete walls.”

The insertion of wood bricks or bond-timber
into concrete walls cannot be recommended, as

they are sure to swell with the moisture, and may
afterwards become loose, or eventually rot. To
preventtheendsof wood joists, purlins, blocks,&c.,
where such are used, from becoming loose after

the concrete has dried, they are usually set with
large nails, which are left projecting an inch or
more, and so get a hold in the concrete. It is

always better, however, to insert, instead of
wood bricks, Wright’s patent fixing-blocks
[made from Portland cementand coke-breeze),
or Thompson's “ Brickwood” fixing-blocks.
These hold nails as well as wood does, and are
not liable to swelling or decay, or to damage
by fire. Joists and purlins of wood can usually
be superseded by rolled iron or steel, while for
the floors of rooms up to 14 or 15 ft. square,
joists may be dispensed with altogether, and
solid concrete floors laid instead. Where, for
the sake of economy or any other reason, ordi-
nary joisted and boarded floors are required, the
ends of the joists can be built into earthenware
or stoneware joist-boxes, which are embedded
in the concrete. Or soft bricks can be built
into the concrete where required to receive the
joists, and when the concrete has set and the
panels have been removed, the bricks can be cat
out and the joists inserted. In many cases the
upper walla are thinner than those below, and
the joists can rest on the ledges thus formed.
When solid concrete floors are desired, they
should be laid right over all walls when these
are at the proper height, and not left to be
Added after the walls are finished.

Flues.—Flues for smoke and ventilation may
be formed by wooden cores, which are made
collapsible in order that they may be easily
withdrawn. But it is always far better to form
the smoke-flues by means of earthenware or
stoneware pipes

;
these may be ordinary circular

drain-pipes, socketed or unsocketed, or may be
special flue -pipes of circular, elliptical, or
•oblong form, the oblong form having rounded
comers. Combined smoke-and-air flues of
various sections can be obtained from several
makers, and these are well adapted for building
luto concrete chimney-breasts.

Pipes .—Pipes for water, gas, waste-water, &c.,
should never be built into concrete walls, on
account of the difficulty of repairing them in
case of leakage. Chases can easily be formed
in walls where required to receive such pipes,
and the front of these can be finished after-
wards with wood casing.

Ahsorhence and Porosity .—Good concrete is
much less absorbent than ordinary bricks, while
in brickwork there is the further disadvantage
that the joints (if of lime-mortar) are easily

penetrated by water. Bad concrete, however,

cracks and admits driving rain easily. In 1870

Mr. Alexander Payne, A.ll.I.B A., read a paper

on “Concrete as a Building Material” before

the R.I.B.A., and Mr. Payne summed up the

discussion which followed by saying, “Some
five speakers have averred that concrete is wet,

condenses water, shrinks, cracks, and contracts,

while ten declare that it does not condense

water, does not shrink, nor crack, nor take up

damp.” Mr. Payne wrote to a number of

persons who had had a large experience in

concrete building, and their testimony was to

the effect (1) that concrete houses are warmer
and drier than brick or stone ones, and can be

sooner occupied; (2) that concrete does con-

dense moisture (so also do brick and stone),

but that plaster rendering inside overcomes the

objection; and (3) that concrete made with

good air -slaked I’ortland cement does not

shrink.*
Au instance of concrete building was given

by Colonel Lumsden in the same discussion.

The walls of certain additions to his own house,

an old Aberdeenshire Castle, were built of con-

crete, loin, thick up to the first floor, and 12 in.

above; at one corner a hanging turret about

G ft. in diameter, was constructed with walls

9 in. thick, the supports under it being removed
at the end of a week. The concrete was com-
posed of one part Portland cement and six parts

gravel, varying in size from a pea to a ben’s

egg, and was afterwards skimmed outside with

a coat of cement-mortar, ^ in. thick (3 cement
to 5 sand).

Hollow concrete walls have frequently been
built in order that the internal face of the walls

may be perfectly dry, and of more uniform
temperature. With good concrete in ordinary

situations, and for ordinary buildings, the pre-

caution is unnecessary, but where hollow walls

are considered advisable, they may be formed
by inserting in the required position between
the shatters a S-in. plank tapering slightly in

thickness, from the top edge to the bottom

;

the taper facilitates the removal of the plank.

When the plank has been withdrawn, metal
ties are laid across the cavity, as in hollow
brick walls, and on these ties the plank rests

duiiog the formation of the next layer.

Proportion of Ingredients .—The regulations
iisned by the Metropolitan Board of Works in

1886 required that 1 part of Portland cement
shonld be used with not more than 8 parts of

aggregate (containing sand). It was not stipu-

lated that the sand should be measured sepa-
rately. This precaution ought, however, to be
adopted, and the concrete might be specified

to be composed of 1 part Portland cement,

2 parts sand, and from -I to 6 parts screened
gravel, broken stone, or other material. The
aggregate for walls should be strong, dense,
and durable.

Thickness of Walls .—There is no doubt that
good concrete walls are stronger than good brick
walls

;
but such is the danger of concrete being

scamped, that the regulations of the Metro-
politan Board of Works (mentioned above)
require the thickness of concrete walls “ to be
equal, at the least, to the thicknesses for brick-
work prescribed in the Building Act.”

OBITUARY.
Mr. Lyons Wright.—The death is announced

of Mr, Lyons Wright, Consulting Engineer to the
Waterworks Committee of the Wolvcrbamoton
Corporation, which took place on the 13th inst., at
his residence, Worcester-street, Wolverhampton,
after a long illness. Jlr. Wright was a native of
Hull, and was afterwards engaged at Manchester.
About thirty years ago he left the latter town
and came to Wolverhampton as Engineer to the
Waterworks Company, and when the waterworks
were transferred to the Corporation he entered
their employ, and continued to hold bis office

for twenty-four years, until the Council meet-
ing in June this year, when- he was appointed Con-
sulting Engineer, and Mr. E. A. B. Woodward, of
St. Helens, succeeded him as Enginetr of the
waterworks. He was in his seventieth year.

Clerkenwkll-road.

—

A site has been cleared
between Holborn Town-hall and “The Griffin”
public-hou'e, on the south side of Clerkenwell-road,
for the building, now in progress, of the offices and
ball of the Workmen’s Club and Institute Union,
Limited. We are informed that the plans and
designs are by Mr. Wm. D. Caroe.

* Appareiitljr contraction during setliDg and harden-
ing is here referred to : thU must not be confounded
with the contraction and expansion dne to changes of
temperature.

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.

New Technical School, Aston. Birmingham.

—

The foimdatiun-stone of the new Technical School

for the Manor of Aston, to be erected at the junc-

tion of the Whitehead and Eitington roads, was

laid on the 8th inst. by Mr. R. P. Yates, Chairman

of the Technical School Committee. The new
buildings will have a frontage to Whitehead-road

of 98 ft., and to the Etiington-road of ft. They
will consist of three stories, the lower story being a

semi-basement. The principal entrance will be at

the corner. The middle floor will be approached

directly from the entrance by a short Bight of steps,

12 ft. wide, divided by a central handrail, and

direi;tly opposite at the rear will be a large stair-

case, leading to the floors above and below, from

which the corridors to the right and left give access

to all the various rooms. The accommodation of

the basement or lower floor will comprise a model-

ling room, with recess for casting; engineering

class-room, with engine-house and electrio-lighting

appliances adjoining
;

matalltirgical class-room,

with tire-proof bench
;

plumbing workshop
;

a

laundry, having washhouse, drying-closet, and

ironing-room, and there will be also a "Spare class-

room, beating-vault, stores, kc. The middle or

ground-floor will have a large lecture-room, two

large rooms for elementary art, secretary’s and

curator’s rooms, teachers’ rooms, stores, and four

class-rooms for sundry subjects. On the upper

floor will be a chemical laboratory for 40 students,

with preparation-room, balanoe-room, teachers

room, and stores adjoiuiig; a large lecture-room,

and also art class-rooms. On each floor ample

lavatory and cloak-room accommodation will be

provided. At the rear of the premises a separate

one story building is to be provided for teaching

carpentry and joinery work, accommodating 60

students. The buildings will be warmed by low-

pressure hot-water pipes, and electric light will be

provided throughout. The ventilation of the whole

rooms, corridors, kc,, is to be automatic. 'The

elevations are to be faced with best pressed bricks

of Stourbridge manufacture, relieved with stone

and terra-cotta. The amount of the contract is

.5,545^. The contractor is Mr. F. A. Stephens,

Aston, and the architect Mr. George H. Cox, of

Birmingham.

Electric Light Station, Arundel. — We
understand that the tender of Messrs. Reed,

Blight, k Co., Limited, London, has been accepted

for an electric light station at Arundel, for the Duke

of Norfolk. Mr. A. F. Phillips, of Great George-

street, Westminster, is the engineer.

Alterations to Southminster Parish Church.

—According to the Essex County Chronicle, after

undergoing extensive alterations, the parish church

of Southminster has just been re-opened by the

Bishop of St. Alban's. The transepts have been

screened off for a vestry and an organ chamber on

the north side, and for a chapel for occasional use on

the south side. A choir has been formed in front of

the chancel, and is inclosed by a screen of oak, the

choir stalls being of the same material. The

chancel has been raised, two new windows have

been inserted in the north and south sides of the

apse, and a reredos of stone, and an arcading

around the sides of the chancel, have been erected.

The organ has been removed to the north

side of the transept, occupying about one

half of the space at the east end. The other

works include a new altar table, a new pulpit,

the re-seating of the nave with pitch-pine

benches, and the provision of new oak doors at ah

the entrances. Two old windows were discovered

in the porch, and these have been restored, and

filled with cathedral glass. By the removal of the

gallery and the opening out of the_ tower arch, the

echo, which formerly interfered, it is said, with the

hearing, has been got rid of. Hot water apparatus

has been introduced for beating purposes. The

whole of the work has been done from the designs

and under the personal superintendence of the

vicar, the Rsv. W. H. Lowder. Tbe general work

has been carried out by Mr. Tom Stammers,

builder, of Southminster ;
the stone work has beeu

done by Messrs. Day k Hazelgrove, of Bishops

Horton
;
tbe screens and chancel fittings have been

made by Messrs. Luscombe, of Exeter. The whole

cost of tbe work amounis to about 2,OOOZ.

Catholic Church, Milltown, County Kerry.

—The Catholic church at Milltown, near Killorglin,

has, says the Cork Exammer, for some years been

in a dangerous state, with the roof supported by

props from the floor. A new church has, however,

just been commenced. The church will consist of

nave, transept, chancel, nuns' choir, and sacristy,

with bell turret and spire rising to the height of

75 ft.
;

it is in the style of the thirteenth century,

of a simple type, with walls of rubble work, and

dressings of Ballybeggan limestone from the quarries

nf the contractor, Mr. John B. Healy, of Tralee.

The des'gna were prepared by Mr. Daniel O’Connell,

Derrynane Abbey. The total cost of the church is

expected to be about 4,OOOL

Parish Institute, Wert Green, Tottenham.
—The new Parish Institute in connexion with

Christ Church, West Gieen, was opened by
H.R.H. Princess Christian on tbe 7th inst.

The building, which is built at the north-east
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corner of the site upon which the Church bLidcIs,

is of fciinpl© oblong form, and is designed by
request to be somewhat in keeping with the Church.

The main entrance leads into a lobby, with cloak-

room, lavatory, &c. A double-glazed door divides

this lobby from the large ground-floor parish-room

or hall, 80 ft, by 34 ft. A raised platform with

ladies’ and gentlemen’s dressing-rooms on either

side is placed at the south-end of the hall.

Two double-door exits are placed in the west

and east aides of the room, all doors being

made to open outward. A door at the back
of the platform gives direct communication with

the caretaker's house, and also forms a convenient

private entrance for performers, besides allowing

for the possible use of tbo rooms in the caretaker’s

house. In the front of the platform are sliding doors,

so that the space under can be used for scenery or

other theatrical effects. The hall ceiling is entirely

match-boarded for acoustic reasons. The brick

walls are colour-washed with a warm cream colour,

the red brick dressings in the jambs and arches and

the stone sills to the windows being kept theirnatural

colour. The room is lighted by hanging pendants,

and will accommodate from 800 to 900 persons.

The architect is Mr. Geo, II. Fellowes Prynne, of

Westminster, and the contractor Mr. Pereival

Hart, of West Green. Mr. S. Wood has acted as

clerk of works.

Parish Chdrch, Renton, Dumbarton.—The
new parish church of Renton, which has been in

course of construction during the past fifteen

months, was opened on the 18th inst. The new
church is situated in Leven-street, at the south end

of the village, and is of red sandstone. The
design is, says the Glasgow Herald, seventeenth-

century Gothic. The building has a nave and
transepts and cbancel for choir, with side orgau-

chamber. There is a tower of three stages in the

centre of the front gable of the nave. This tower

forms the entrance wall, and provides in the upper

stage the belfry, in which is placed a new poal of

bells. The length of the building over all is 124 ft.,

the width across the transepts being 100 ft. It

provides sitting accommodatiou for 800. Tbo roof

is open to the top. The pulpit is placed at the

south side of the chancel arch, and the baptismal

font at the north side. The building is heated by
hot-water pipes running along the floor at each

side, Thearchitects were Messrs. H. & D. Barclay,

Glasgow
;
the builder, Mr. James Barks

;
joiner,

Mr. John Gillie, both of Alexandria
;

hodtin?,

Messrs. Boyd k Son, Paisley
;
and painter, Mr. W.

Menzies, Bonhill.

Blackpool Tower.—Messrs. Maxwell & Take, tbo

architects of the Blackpool Tower, report satis-

factory progress with its erection. The tower is

now Gompleiod up to 55 ft. high.

Model Lodging-house .vt Vaoxhall.—On the

loth io8t.,a large,model lodging-house, which has been

erected by Lord Rowton atBond-sireet, Vauxhall,

for the accommodation of working-men, was opened
for the inspection of visitors. The building, which
has been named “ Rowton-house,” is situated in a

somewhat narrow thoroughfare named Band-street,

near Vauxhall Cross. Having a frontage of 1.50 ft.,

the building runs back to the South-Western
Railway, a depth of 105 ft., there being a
paved promenade 23 ft. in width between
the bouse and the railway. Red brick and stone

are freely employed in the outer walls, while

internally much use is made of glazed brick and
tile. Tbo floors throughout are of concrete,

with steel joists, and the various sections of

the building can be easily shut off from each other.

Provision bas been made lor 470 beds, nearly all

in separate cubicles, each provided with a window
under the control of the lodger. The dormitories

are arranged on four floors above the ground floor,

and two officials will sleep on each floor. All the

floors are heated by hot water, and there is ample
provieioo of fire-mains and hose-pipes. The sani-

tary appliances have been carefully planned and
executed. Up'm the ground-floor is the Super-

intendent’s office and private rooms, a barber’s

room, dining-rooms and kitchen, a caterer’s bar,

lockers, and a sm 'king and reading room. Upon
the first-flocr is a reading and writing room, 70 ft.

by 18 ft. The dining-rooms are fitted wuh ranges
for men to cook tbeir own food, while at the

window opening into the caterer's-room those wbo
prefer to purchase tbeir food already cooked can

do so. The building has been erected from
designs by Messrs. Betston & Burmester.

STAINED GLASS AND DECORATION.
Window, Sandy (Beds.).—A memorial window

has just been fixed in the parish church in memory
of Mrs. Peel, the late wife of the Speaker of the

House of Commons. It consists of a four-light

window with tracery above, illustrating the subject

of Faith, Hope, and Charity. For the latter sub-

ject the t»o centre lights are treated as one design,

iu which the central figure is that of Christ with

hands outstretched to welcome those who come to

him : the composition being completed by kneeling

figures of a pri-oner and a penitent, with the in-

scription extending through both lights, “Come
unto me all ye that are weiry and heavy-laden, and
I will refresh you.” Tlio side lights, illustrating

Faith and Hope, are trea’ed independently as far as

the figures are concerned, but partially connected

with the central design by the employment of

canopies and vases of similar design to the centre,

though in different colours. The work was designed

by Mr. H. G. Murray for Messrs. Belhain & Co., of

London, who executed the window.
Memorial Window, Parish Church, Rost-

HEUNE, Cheshire.—A new memorial stained-glass

window has just been fixed in the recently-restored

jarish church of Rostherne, Cheshire. The window
3 situated on the north side of the church, and
consists of ten lights filled with tensabjects,—viz.,

examples of faith, taken from eleventh chapter

of Hebrews. The work bas been carried out by
Messrs. Heaton, Butler. & Bayne, o( London.
Window, Elland Wesleyan Chapel. — The

large window facing the pulpit in the new Wesleyan
Chapel, Elland, has just been filled with stained-

glass to illustrate the verse in St. Mark's Gospel

;

'Daughter, thy faith hath made thee whole; go
in peace.” The window is in the Italian lienais-

sanca style of work, and bas been executed by
Messrs. Powell Bros., of Leeds.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.
France.—The sculptor Emest Barrias has been

commissioned to execute the statue, got up by a

Committee, to Anatole de la Forge, French poli-

tician, who has recently died. The monument is

to be placed in Pcre-la-Chaise. The National

Society of Fine Arts, presided over by M. Puvis de
Chavannes, has decided that for the future there

shall be a Section of Architecture at the Champ de
Mars Salon. The Government has just had a
number of models made of the best specimens of

French architecture from the eleventh to the nine-

teenth centuries, for the Chicago Exhibition. This

collection, which will cost about 115,000 francs, not

including cost of transport, will be the property of

America, and will form the nucleus of a magnificent

museum of casts. It is announced that M.
Larroumet, late Direotor of Fine Arts, has applied

for the post of Director of the Gobelins manufac-
tory in place of M. Gerspach, who has resigned.

M. Ernest Babelon is appointed Keeper
of the Department of Medals and Antiquities at

the Biblioth^que Nationale, in place of the late M. ,H.

Lwoix. M. Molinier is elected assistant keeper

of the Lonvr© Museum. M. M. Maiodron is being

sent by the Government on an ethnographical

mission to the districts near the Red Sea and
Persian Gulf. The architect, M. Edouard
Mariette, brother of the celebrated archroologist

Mariette Bey, has just offered to the Louvre
Museum a curious crayon portrait of Eugene
Delacroix, executed in 1840 by Deveria. An
inhabitant of Sautenay has just found at the

bottom of a well a bronze vase, of very beautiful

workmanship, with chased handles representing

Roman eagles. He has also found some coins and
spurs of the same pattern as now used by the Arabs,

and which probably date from the time of the

Saracens. These objects have been placed in the

Mu'jeum at St. Germain. The Municipal Council

of Grenoble have decided to place a marble slab on

the house whore M. Alphand was born. The
Municipal Council of Havre have decided that

the statues of Casimir Delavigne end Ber-

nardin de St. Pierre shall be erected on the

Place Garabetta. The “ Sooi6t6 Artistique de
rOuest ” is preparing a large exhibition of local

art, which will be opened at Mans (Sarthe) on
June 1, 1893. At the same time the monument'
erected to the memory of Germain Pilon in this

town will be inaugurated. The “Union
Patriotique du Rhone” will open a competition

amongst Lyons artists, which will have for its aim
allegorical or symbolical works relating to scenes in

the history of France. M. Pierre Devaux, a

sculptor, and MM. C. Jung, Lambert, and Louis

Piot have ju.st opened an interesting exhibition

of tbeir works in the foyer of the Theatre Belle-

occur at Lyons.— -—The death is announced, at the

age of forty, of the painter, Georges Br^tegner.

He bad acquired an honourable place in painting

historical ami war subjects. M. Robert Robmann,
a Russian landscape painter residing in Paris, has

just died in this city at the age of forty-seven.

He exhibited at the Champ do Mars Salon

landscapes of the environs of Paris, and views

in Normandy. He received the decoration of

the Legion of Honour at the Universal Exhi-

bition of 1889, when he was made vice-presi-

dent of the Russian section. Wo have also to

notice the death of M. George Hacheite, one of the

chiefs of the well-known library in the Boulevard

St. Germain. The Socidtfi Centrals cles Archi-
tectes has e’ected its officers for 1893, as follows :

—

President, M. H. Daumet
;

vice-presidents, MM.
J. Giiadet and Achilla Hermant; chief secretary,

M. F. Roux
;

assistant secretary, M. Boilean

;

editing secretary, M. Poupinel
;
archivist, M. Cb.

Bartaumieux ;
treasurer, M. David de Penaiirun

;

censeurs,, MM. Paul SJdille, Alfred Normand, and
Lucieu Etienne.

Sweden.—In the fashionable villa quarter Djurs-

holm, a suburb of Stockholm, builuing sites to

tl e value of 300,090 kr. have now boru sold.

The suburb will be connected with the cir.y by an
electric railway. The designs for the rebuilding

of the Church of Jacob in Stockholm have been

passed by the authorities, and the work will shortly
be commenced. The interior of the Catholic
Church of St. Erik has now been nearly completed.
The fittings, ofcarved woodwork, have been produced
at Miioster. A new building syndicate has been
formed in Stockholm, with a capital of one million

kronor, with a view to erect numerons dwellings on
certain lands in tbo southern part of the town.
Work on the new Stockholm Opera-house is progres-
sing. The grand terrace in front will face the Square
of Charles XII. on the left-haud side,and will be com-
posed of two main stories, viz., a bottom one below
the level of the site and a first floor, partly entresol.

Above the building itself will be the open terrace,

1,100 square metres in area, and laid with cement.
In the basement the steam machinery will be
placed in a chamber isolated by walls, floor, and
ceiling of concrete. The architect is Herr Hiller-

strilm, of Stockholm. King Oscar bas just,

unveiled two more frescoes on the grand staircase

of the Royal Palace, painted by Prof. Julius
Kronberg. They represent “Aurora” and the
“ Four Elements.”
Norway.—The work on the new State theatre to-

be built in Christiania from the designs of Herr
Bull, State architect, is progressing but slowly,
owing to the scarcity of funds and indecision as to
the exact plans to be adopted. The site has, how-
ever, been piled, and part of the concrete founda-
tions laid, but the latter work must cease during
the winter. The house is situated in the west end'
of the town, opposite the University, and near the
Royal Palace. The “Norwegian Labour Party”'
is carrying on an agitation for inducing the
municipal authorities of Christiania to erect chea{>
and healthy dwellings for working men, of which
there is great need in the capital. At present the
state of things is said to be very bad

;
moreover,

the Sanitary Board of the citydoes not appear to have
powers to declare dwellings unfit for habitation.

Works for the supply of electricity are to be
erected in the town of Malesund, on the north-west
coast, the motive-power being furnished by a
waterfall situated six miles from the town. The
competition for the erection of new premises for

the Bank of Norway, in the City of Christiansand,
has terminated in favour of Herr Berle, architect.
Thera were sixteen competitors. A subscription
has been started for the building of an English
church in Bergen, largely visited by Eoglish anci
American tourists. A sura of 200L has been sub-
scribed, and if 1,000L can be raised, the civia
authorities will grant a free site.

MISCELLANEO US.

The Cercle de Luxe, Piccadilly.—It was
stated in the daily press last January that Messrs.
Cochrane & Sons had bought for 80,000^. the free-

hold of Hatchett’s Hotel, with the White Horse-
Cellars, at the corner of Dover-street. On
November 28, 1885, we published a view of the new
buildings, together with a plan of the mezzanine
and basement floors — as erected by Mr. John
Grover, from the designs of Messrs. W. S.
Weatherley & Jones. See also our columns of
December 27, 1884, for a description of the pre-
mises, which on January ‘JO, 1887, were sold at
auction for 65,000?. We now hear that the hotel
has been converted for purposes of the new Res-
taurant Club, known as the Cercle de Luxe, its

interior having been decorated and refurnished by
Messrs. James Shoolbred Co.
Areointment of Building Inspectors.—At a

meeting of the Hornsey Local Board, held on the
19th inst., the General Purposes Committee re-

ported that they had received eighty-three anpli-
cations for tho post of Building Inspector. There
were now two vacancies to be filled, therefore they
had selected ten candidates, who were invited to
attend at the Board’s ottices on the 17th inst., and
submit themselves to an examination in order to-

test their competency to perform the duties of the
office. The examination, which lasted five and
a half hours, was of a searching character. The
candidates were given questions to answer in-

writing, and subsequently their knowledge of build-
ing materials was put to a practical test. The
numbers were then reduced to five, namely, Messrs,

Comber, Horton, Parham, Phillips, and Sealy.
These gentlemen were further interviewed, and
reduced to three, namely, Messrs. Parham, Phillips,

and Saaly, and ultimately the committee decided
to recommend that Mr. John Parham, at present
engaged as Sanitary Inspector at Hackney, and lilr.

Henry Albert Sealy, now one of the temporary
Inspectors in the Board’s employ, be appointed,
and the recommendation was confirmed by the
Board. The salaries are 160?. per aonum.
Removal.—Messrs. Reed, Blight, & Ce., Limited,

contractors, notify that they have removed tbeir
head offices from Sutton Harbour, Plymouth, to
Albany-huiidings, 47. Victoria-street, Westminster,
S.W. The depot and works remain at Plymouth.
The Bruges Sea Port Project. — The Inde-

pendance Beige states that the technical financial

Bub-oomniission appointed to examine the various
projects for converting the old town of Bruges into

a seaport have now terminated their labours. This
scheme is part of another for the construction of a
canal admitting vessels of the deepest dritnchc

from the North Sea, The commissioners have
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COMPETITION, CONTRACT^ AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
CONTRACTS.

—

Continwd.

Nature of Work.

COMPETITION.

Bj- vbom Advertised.
|

CONTRACTS.

Desipu

delivered.

•1}1. & 15f. 1 No (Ute

Nature of Work or Materials. B; whom Bequlred.

Road Works (9 streets) West Hartlepool Corp. I J. W, Brown Dec. 27

•ieweraee Works
Bchool Buildicg ‘iV
Sis Shops and Houses. Marsden Hudders

field

Supply of Bloue
Water Supply and Drainage Works

Fovant, Wilts
Flood Gates (Urge contract)

. Wakefield Union

. Baiubu g Fiuance De-

. Wrtherhy ij.li's a'.'!!

Saltasn dchovl Board

Official . .

.

A. K. Prest
U. J. Snell

Metal Sluice Oat

Wilton U.R.S.A
,

Haarlem Provincial
AdiiiinlatratloQ ....

Sevan Baisin. St Male fleet VUsine Frefec-

Iron Castings. Steel Tyres, 4c

Block of Buildings. Murdochs Wyud.
Elgin, K.B.

Villa Residence, Daliachoey. CsrrBrulge.

N.B
Model Lodging Houie, Tredegar

Police Station ••

Three Houses. Blchmond-atreet, « eston-

snper-Mare
Jnstitute C Victnna ;

Waterworks (3.900 yards Caitiroo Pipes)

Market,

Ptuseian Royal Rails.

I

A. 4 W. Keid .

Jas. Gilbert

Dundee Pjllce Com. .

W. Gall
.ter Corp '

:

Invergcrdoii' Water
Supply Couimra

,

Cariinr, 4c. Hide, 4c.
Co. Lhn

CourchLecture Hall and Class Booms. Moi

pottioger, Ireland Couiiuiwee

"Schools, near Ored/raoc Local Poarl

Additions. 4.’. Ossworka Mslvern Local Board
Koad MeUl (8,400 tons), Kerbiiig. tc P.dnlogton Vestry....

•Construction (f Pipe Drain, 4c Cimberwell VesLiy ..

•WrougliHron Hsillngs Bt.icktau.oii Tres Corp
•Making-up Roads IsIluatoD \ eatry

Sewerage Works (a'dion 19) Whitby Local Board..

School BulUlloga. Girlington. Yotks
Kasdujakluf, Aleiaud4a-road (sections

3 sod 4)
Wimbledon Local Bd.

Paving, Kerbing, 4c. Fraoklln-street. 4c. Bccles Corporation...

Dirpensary, Marstou-street CK.-in

School Buildings, tdlskin. Moui
(Glam.) LUb-

Cast-Iron Pipes (30 tons). 40. .
'll.....

Clay Retorts. Bricks. 4c

H. Hunter do.
T. C Wakeiing ' Jan.
UUlcUtl do.

Oxfoid Muni. Charities

School Bd,

.... Buctaetter, Cliatbaiii,

4 Strood Gas Co
Refuse Destructor Buildings, 4c Leicester Corp
Cast-iron Pipe*. 4c (London) Calcut'a Corp
School Buildings, Knowle BediolDster (Bristol)

•New Stoneware Pipe Sewers

W. fyms ' do.
E. G. Mawbey do.
J. Quick 4 Son

,
Jan.

Nature of Work or MaterlaU.

•Additions to Coartihouse and Stables, 4c.
Water PumpinB Worki
Road Works. Turiul-Maguielc-PorC Bali

way
Public Baths aud Waabhoneei
Mechanics' Institute and School, Rlpon..
Iron Caating*, 4c.
•Maklug-iip of Private Koaos
•Conatiuctipg Sewers
•Cast-iron Water Msins
Sluice Oates, Dicptc

Bridgework, Apprraches, 4c. New<oo-o(i-
Ouie, Easingwold

•Brick and Pine Sewers, &o
Aqiieduat (3 mihs 11 chaine). Loch

Katrine
Filter Beds. Service Tanks, 4c. Maerdr..

Water Service (2 contracts) i

Steel Bails (530 tons). Ac. Meiiilugen ....'

Road Hetal, 4e
Iron Biidge over Volterno

•Erection of Municipal Buildings
Bound.iry Walla. 4c. Ariiiley. Leeds
Work at KIrkstall Abbey, Leeds
Be bnilding "Ship" Hotel, Stables,

Millgate, Wigau
Club Premises, Klne-slreet, West
Sixteen Cottages, Woriley and Farulty '

Leeds
i

Additions, 4c. to Premises, Hexthfield-i
street, 8u aosea

:

Bungalow, Mumb'ea
Lodire. 4c. WeatCro»», Swaneea
Heating Apparatus, Fi .ing, 4.‘. Sligo ....
Dwellitig-houae. 4c. Blackpool
Additions, &e. to Inn, " Smith's Arms."

Itafod, Wales
Hofei, Stables, 4c. Cwni, Ebbw Vale
Sued (120 ft. by «i0 ft.1 with Iron Roof .

,

Port G
inanlaii State Rya.

Cardifl'Corporatti'n ..

Uoriisev Local Board
ActoQ Local Board ...

Hasting! K.S.A
Seine luferieure Pre-
fecture
Bhlmer WestDisliict
Highway Board

Smetbwkk L:.cal Bd.

J. B. Stewart ...

,

Heo. Siyan
J. Woollseey
T. deCouicy Mea

Harris 4 Harr's .

Mr. Gnle

8 Huntcipaiity

Dorset Couu'y Council'
Terra-de-Lavoro Muni.'
Corporation of Otford

;
1

Boro' Engineer's D«pt.

Wigan Reform Club .

.

Beaton 4 Raljih .

.

Mr. Griffiths

Sir J. J.’jenkins
I)i«'rict Lunatic aty,
Wlllieiuson Bios. ....

A. Webate,-

C. E. Haunafotd,

.

Mr. Jones, C.E. ..

.

P'uarih Cement Wks,
|

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature of Appointment.

Mining Surveyor ..

By whom Advertised.

•Clerk of Works
•Foreman Pavlor
•Assistant Surveyor, R. E. Civil Siaff .

•luspecter for Sewarage Works
•Valuer aud Buivejor, Jielsiid
•Surveyor

•Head itantership

ernni’nt ofBrlt'sli

Oulnna (Colouisl
: Office)

Manchester Corp
.

.
Rotbethitbe Vestry ..

. Civil Service Com
Condover Dift. M. B.

.' Leluestir Corporal on
•

I
Civil Service Com. ..

. I Ystradyfodwg Local
; Board

.

I

Westminster School of

Surveyors’ Asjistant Isiiituu dfield
(Borough Surveyor)

1.970 dots, per a
4'. 4s
2f.l0s

do.

do.
Jau. 18
Jan. 18
Jan, 29
Feb. T
No date

Ttiose Ttw.Tk.ta. wiih an Asterisk (•) are odoeHised in tMs liumber. Competition, p. iv. Contracts, pp. Iv., -vi., vili. Public Appointmentu, p. xviii, & x

Jan. 18

No daOe

tiecided in favour of the plans prepared by Messrs.

Ooiseau & Cousin, which would make Bruges the

terminal port of the canal, somewhat similar to

the position of Manchester on its ship canal. The
full commission appointed to deal with the project

has now the plans under consideration, but those

referred to will be adopterl in the main, and the

works at Bruges commenced early nest spring.

The Projected E.xhibition in Home,—The
prv-ject of holding an intoriiationa! exhibition in

Home in 1S95, on the occasion of the celebration

of tbe twenty-fifth anniversary of the city becoming

the capital of Italy, has advanced another step by

the election of Prince Riispoli as syndic, who is an

ardent advocate of the scheme. The native ex-

hibits will embrace agriculture, industry, art, aud
science, and tbe foreign section also architecture

and electricity.

Railw.vt M.knuvacturing Work.—A long and
very fully illustrated article on the Great Northern
Ilailway Works at Doncaster appears in the

Engineer of December 16. Those who wish to learu

something of the processes of manufacture in a great

railway workshop will find an unusual amount of

information compressed into this articlo, which is,

of course, of a very diiTerent calibre from tbe

merely popular articles on railway work which

have appeared in various magazineb lately.

The HiGHG.tTE Museum of Sanitary Appli-

ances.—We are asked to say that this museum,
established by the Hornsey Local Board, is open
free to tbe public daily from 10.30 a.m. to 8.30 p.m,

ROY.vL St.atistical SOCIETY.—At a meeting of

the Royal Statistical Society, held on Tuesday
last, at the Museum of Practical Geology, tbe

President, Mr. Charles Booth, in the chair, a paper
was read by Mr. J. A. Baines (Census Commissioner
for India) on the “ Distribution and Movement of

Population in India.” As to the density of the

population, the mean of which is LS4 to the square

mile, the provinces, which comprise 77 per cent, of

the total number, show 230, and the states, 111.

In Europe there is a population of about 38i
millions, of a density ranging from 500 to 6U0
to tbe mile, whilst in India over 46 millions live,

in the proportion of 60U and over, and more than
36 millions show one and a half to tbe acre. But
the density bas to be considered with reference to

the capabilities of the soil and the nature of the

tract, and the above-mentioned remarkable congre-
gation of people, owing to tbe great fertility of

their tract and the variety of occupation to be
obtained in it. are probably in better case than
other tracts named, where the density is only 120
or 240. -Vs regards town population, India presents
a marked contrast to the western continents. Even
including the smaller towns that have been given
this status for municipal objects, only 10 per

cent, of the population is classed as urban. In
England 53 per cent. lives in places of 20,000
inhabitants or over

;
in India, only 4jf per

cent. The next subject taken up was the varia-
tion of tbe population since the last, census. This
amounts to 11 per cent., or 9'^ in the British pro-
vinces, and 15^ in Native States. In British
provinces, the area supporting a population of less
than the mean of 230 per mile, increased by over
13.j per cent., but the rest, by li.i per cent, only,
Even in the most densely populated tracts, such as
those mentioned above, the rate of increase was
nearly 8 per cent.

The E.xhuhtions in Brussels and Antwerp.
,—The plans for the double exhibitions to be held

next year in Brussels and Antwerp have now been
approved by the Belgian Goverument, and may
be considered assured. The necessary funds, too,
have been secured through an arrangement
between tbe Exhibition Committee and a banking
syndicate. The Credit General de Belgique alone
advances a sum of 1,500,000 f. upon the security of
the takings for admission. There is besides sub-
scribed a guarantee fund, amounting to 800.000 f.,

of which sum 250,000 f. are subscribed by the
city of Brussels. A. M. Picard, an economist, pro-
poses the formation of a special section, showing
the unwholesoroeness of workmen's dwellings in
general and the dangers of certain classes of
factories, works, and workshops.
Window Gl.\ss.—We have had brought under

our notice some samples of tbe glass supplied by
the Belgian Company known as the Red Btar Class
Works. The glass is very clear and even in tint
and texture, and appears altagether lo bo of ex-
cellent make. We are informed that the output of
the company exceeds 12,000,000 square feet per
annum, and new buildings are now in course of
erection which will allow of the production being
doubled by the addition of another lame tank-
furnace. These tank-furnaces measure 66 ft. by
17 ff. by 4 ft. deep, and contain a constant supply
of 300 tons of molten glass, continuously drawn on,
night and day, by a staff of 120 blowers.
The Forthcoming Exhibithins in Antwerp

AND Brussels. -The Belgian authorities have
granted the use of the former exhibition buildings
for the holding of tbe projected Exhibitions next
year in Antwerp aud Brussels, to which we recently
referred. The Credit GiJnorale aud the Soci^'o
Gfin^rale have each granted 500,000 f. towards the
guarantee fund, and the two citic! a sum of
250,000 f. each. In the Brussels Exhibition will be
represented the fine arts, historical art, salvage,
and hygiene, but in Antwerp only commErce aud
industry.

The English Iron Tn.\DE.—With the near
approach of the Christmas holidays little alteration

can be expected in the iron trade. Prices generally
are unchanged. In crude iron little is doing,
although a slight increase of activity is reported in
the Clevelind pig-iron branch. Finished iron is

very quiet, and tin-plates continue in a dull condU
tion. Sceel shows little change in most depart-
ments, inactivity being the rule. Ship-builders are
H trifle busier; but engineers are poorly employed.
The coal trade is moderate.

—

Iron.

RECENT PATENTS:
ABSTBAOTa OF ePEOIFXOATION0.

,266.—Bricks : T. Sterratt, jun.—This invention
relates nrimarily to oureide or facing bricks, and is
designed to provide a brick well-locked In position in
tlie wall, and which will render the j iuta between the
bricks impervious to moisture. It consists of a brick
farmed with a V tongue on one side and end, or on
two sides, and a correspondln^V groove on the opposite
side and end. or two opposite sides.
22,369—WATERSPOUTS: W B Si'ioriand.—This inven-

tion applies to the wire Buarda used for protecting the
upper ends of waterspouts nozzles, and the like, from
the entrance of rubbish likely to choke them. It con-
slsta in Impravements in thrir construction, tending to
lessen theii- cost. The wires are placed, when cut and
shaped, into suitable holders, and united together at
the paints of juncture by means of bosses, or rings, of
easily fluxed metal, or other suitable mateiial, which
is run into the holders in a molten, fluid, or soft con-
dition, soldering them firmly together when hardened

;

or the bosses or other j liuinga may be formed in two
or more parts, and riveted, screwed, finished, or other-
wise fastened together.

22,5 ts.—

W

oolen Floobisos : F Theming.—
specification refers to an invention intended to obviate
tne drawbacks in the construction of wooden floorings
in row buildingg, which are liable to ra])id decay owing
to the dampness of tbe building, and ihis particularly
in the case of hard woods. Hard Wc ods are for this
reason frequently laid in a hed of asphalt placed upon
cement. Tde deleterious aciion of the moisture has
tint, however, been avoided, as, owing to the damp
penetratlog, the flooring b 'ards expand, ard are thus
lifted out of the support. Wooden fioorings are
by this invention so constructed that they
cannot as euch expand, but, on the contrary,
the expansion of the leveral parts of which the
flooriig is composed is equalised in the flooring itself-
Toe flooring consists of two layers of huards of hard
wood, placed diagonally one above the other, which
are combined into one by means of a composition,
preferably asphalt, teiving as connediog material in
such a way that the mixture tlJIs up the joints occurring
between the two sets of boards where the individual
boards meet one another. Ths lower surfaces, which
are to be set in the mortar, as well as the four side sur-
faces, aie covered with a water-tight coating, lo that
damp can only penetrate and again evaporate from
above. Projections are provided on the lower side of
the flooring biiards to give them a suitable bold on the
mortar. Any sideways displacement of the boards
among each other is prevented by the lower boards
being connected with the upper ones by means of nails.
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‘2-2,662.- BRICK-KILNS : ir. W. Horn.—lhQ object of

this ioventaon la to cause the heated gases to pass
through any desired part of the kiln, and also to

uniformly burn all the l)rlck8 in the kiln. The method
of carrying these objects out can only be understood by
a reference to the drawings and specification.

2,011.—WAlNSCOTIN'i: K. Dieicrich.—Thit specifica-

tion describes an Improvement in the attachment of

tiles to vertical walls In walnscotluR the same, for the
purpose of securely fastenicg the tiles In position, and
for allowing their removal when necessary for repairs

or otherwise. The tiles employed are of any desired

size or ornamental character, and in all instances they
are to be grooved upon two of their edges, so as to fit

upon and be held by T-shaped metal bars. These bars

are connected together by tie-rods passing through
them and provided with nuts, so as to draw the bars
towards each other, and firmly hold the tiles between
them. In order to secure the said bars to the brick-

work or studding of the wall, they are slotted in the
body portions in suitable positions for the reception of

slotted cross-bars and through the slots in the cross-

bars attaching bolts or screws or other suitable devices

are passed.
16,803.—Water-closet Seats : E. L. Prins.—This

patent refers to a safety-seat, or cover for eloiet-seats,

the object of which is to protect the public, ana
etpeclaily the travelling public, against contagion. The
apparatus is composea of two half-cylinders, which
when placed together form a cylinder connected at its

upper side or end with a flange, which is more or lees

nearly round. The flange is also made in two pieces,

joined together truly by two hinges, and these two
pieces when out of use may be placed one against the
other. This safety-seat Is preferably made of alu-

minium, though other suitable materials may be em-
ployed. The said flanges and half-cylinders are capable
of being folded together fi>r transport, and are then
placed in a specially-constructed bag or earlier, pro-
vided with spaces or recesses in the end poitions of the
mouth-frame adjacent to the hinges, to receive the ex-

tended or projecting ends of the hinges of the safety-

seat.

REW APPUOATIONg FOR LETTERS PATENT.

December 5.-22,204, J. Inwood, I'entllatlon of Win-
dows without draught.— 22,226, E. Bawson and T.
llhodes, ValvelesB Syphon for Draioing Cisterns, Tanks,
JiC.— 22,257, C. Brendenberg, Paint Brushes, &c.—22,275,

W. Youlten, Sliding Windows.
Dewtniier 6.-22,303, D. .-Atkinson and J. Kayo,Window-

sash-fasteners —22,3lO, J. Laiog, Travelling Iron Roof.
—22,381, W. Trice, Screws for Joiners, &c.—22,389, T.

Uall Automatic Sash-fastener.-22,392, E. Sara, Flushing
Cisterns.
December T.—22.439, J. Thompson, Traps for Gullies,

Ac.—22,465, A. Boult, Plaiting Floors.— 22,478, The
Bostwiuk Gate and Shutter Co., Ltd., and W. William-
son, Lift Gates.
December 8.-22,488, J. Merrill, Lavatories and Wash

Basins.- 22,489, C. Bcrle, Door.clo8er,—22,49l), C. Gibbs
and C. Couse, Heatiug Bakers’ Ordinary Brick Ovens.

—

22,511, C. Burrows, Retaining Fastenings for Open
Doors.—22,641, J. Spencer, Firegrates or Fireplaces.-
22,574, J- Noel, Chimney or Ventilator Tops.—22,682, G.
I'apewell. Nall and Tack Driver and Puller.

Dece)n6e;-9.—22,591, F Sator. Wood Enamel Polish.—
22,614, T- Brogan, Automatic Traps for Waste-pipes.

—

22,631, J Holland, Double Socket for Rain-water Pipes.
—22 634, .1. Hamblet, Machinery for the Manufacture of

Bricks, Tiles, Ac.— 22,610, C. Doriot, Water-closets.

—

22,066, J. Morley, Conueettog-ends of pipes.
December 10.—22,679, W. Copping, Construction of

easli windows huug upon lines and pulleys and fittings

for same.— 22 687, T. M'imbush, Scaffold f r Building,
House Painting, Ac.—22.690, J. Lord, .Asphalt Water-
proofing for Railway Bridges, Arches, Roofs, Ac.

—

2-2.707, J. Craig and K. Highet, sen., Syphon Discharge
Cisterns,—22,711, H Gould and J. Bennett, Wood
Screws, Ac.—22.720, J. C'hallis, Damp-proof B. iirds for
Constructive Work, Roofing, Ac.— 22,721, C. Darrah,
Connecting M(-tal Pipes to Earthenware Closets.— 22,734,
S. Broadmeadow, Wlndow-sabh-fasteners.—22,738, D.
Andrew, Sewer and other Pipes.—22,740, H. Ratcliffe,

Sash-faateuers.—22,748, K. Thomann, Machine for
Moulding and Pressing Tiles, Ac.—22,754, A. Burton,
Window-fastenings.

PROVISIONAL SPB0IFI0ATI0N8 ACCEPTED.

19,283, P. Konig, Soring Catch or Fastener.—19,683,
F. Poule, Squares.-20,166, W. Snelgrove and F. VVright,

Levelling lustruinents.- 20,175, J. Hayward, Chimney
and Ventilator Cowl.—20,181, L. Harris and W. Parkin,
Dry Cl'isets.—20 232 A. Allen, Traps for Water-closets.
-20,264, II Conolly, Water-closet Ba«ins.—20,271, J.

Lumley and T, Linskill, Weather-proof Reversible Sash
|

Window. 20,381, J. Shanks, Water-closets and Water
Supply Apparatus for the same.—20,442, E. Rassimer,
Securing Doors.— 20,600, W. Best, Brick Carrier.

—

110,623, W. and E. Freeman, Securing Window-sashes,
applicable also to Doors.—20,760, J. Neate, Chimney-top
or C'lwl.— 20,779, T. Utley, Combined Side-light or
Scuttle and Vuntilator.—20,781, T. Holman, Heating
and Ventilating, more especially Intended for use in
creating curreuts for the veiiMlatlon of sewers.-
:10,866, R. Carey and R. Goudge, A'entllating Apparatus
for Drains, Ac.—20,930, J. Smith and J. Shutllewortb,
Flushing Cisterns.— 20,938, J. Shanks, Urinals.—20,981,
.T. Cravt-D, Screw Presses for Pressing Bricks, Ac.

—

^1,055, S. Dillas, Floors.—21, -264, W. Jackson, Chimney-
pot.—21,441, F. G.ilby, Ceilings.—21,486, H. Parry,
Kilns for Burning Lime.— 21, .507, G. Stewart, I'entilatiou
of Railway aud other Tunnels.

OOMI'LKTB SPKCIPICATXONa ACCEPTED.

(Of/en to Opposition for Two Months.)

337, T. Helliwell, Glazing Buildings.—591, W. White
and H. Harrv, Coverings for Walls, Ac.—2,325, W.
Pitt, Folding Gates.—14,888, R. Kieffert and H. Thirlon,
Paints.- 19 903, C. Picking, Fire-proof Buildings.

—

19,947, W. De Gelse, Process for Preserving Timber.

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY:
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

DKCEUliRR 9.—By Driver A Co.

:

" Platt's Farm,” near
Wht'church, 1163. 2f. 33p., f., r. 180L, 8.700f. ; freehold
farm containing 61a Ir. 3lp.. r. 93L 10s., 2,280L ; nume-
gous eiicliisures of land, Ola. 3r. 13p., f., 3,2567.

DECEMBER 12.—By Weatherall A Green : No. 6 Wharf,

Amberley-rd., I'addington, u.t. 70 yrs., g.r. 20L, r. 2507.,

.

4507.—By Gihhr Bros.

:

24, 26, 28. and 30, Corbyn-st.,

Holloway, u.t. 78 yrs., g.r. 247 , 9307.; 66, Corbyn-st..

.

t. 78 yrs., g.r. 67., r. 287., 2307 —By if. J. Xeu'tll

:

92

and 94, Abbeyfleld-rd., Rotherhithe, u t 61 yrs
,
g.r. 57..

6-707.
; 11, Oareboro-rd., Deptford, u.t. 73 yrs., g.r. 87. 3a.,

1657.

December 13.—By Chinnock, Galsworthy, & Co. .

I.g.r. of 2737. 8s.
,

Vassall-rd.
,
Ac.

,
Brixlon, u.t. 9 yrs.,

g r. 137., 1,0807.; F.g r. of 587, Marshain-st., West-
minsUr, reversion in 2.1 yrs., 2,4507. ;

Improved rents of

1327., Romany-rd., Norwood, u.t. 72 yrs., g.r. 107.,

1.0317. ; 2 to 12 (even), Carnac-at., u.t. 72 yrs., g.r. 107.,

'6957.
; 10 to 16 (even), HamlUon-ril.. u t. 72 yrs., g.r.

167., r. 1Q67. Us
,
7107.—By Boyce & Evens : 258 and 260,

Old-st., Shoreditch, u t. 35 yrs., g.r. 607., 1,5007.—By
Messrs. Woods (at Portsmouth) ; L.g.r. of 1787. 28.,

fligh-st, Rvde. u.t. 380 yrs.. 3,3D07.— By C. A FI. White:
24 and 25, Kensington-nl

,
Westminster, u t. 17 yrs. , g.r.

107., 3707.—By Bray, Youjirj, A Co.

:

Residence, factory
and 4*. Or. 36p.. Ashford, Middlesex, 1,4607.

December 14.—By Driver a; Co.: a plot of f. land,

Woodslde Green, Norwood, 2807.
;
two plots of f. land,

Wlckham-rd
,
Beckenham, Beymlds & Eason :

f. g.r.'s of 377., Picton-st., Camberwell, reversion in 11

yrs., 6407.; f.g.r. of 7?., Bello Vue-ter, Hendon, ditto

in 88 yrs , 1607. ;
103 and 105, King's-rd,, Camden Town,

u.t. 28 yrs
, g r. 107. lOs., r. 587

,
3357 ; 40, Crawford-st.,

Marylebone, u.t. 10 yrs., g.r. 127., r. 757., 2557. ; 62,

Great Coram-st.. Bloomsbury, u.t. 7 yrs, e.r. 207.,

r. 657 ,
607.—By R. H. Wheatley : 145 and 147, The Pave-

ment, Dulwich, u.t. 76 yrs., g.r. i:;7., r. 647. 4857.—By
Inman Sharp, Barrington, A Roberts : 42, Kennerton-
rd . Brlxron, f.

,
r. 447 48 ,4707.

December 1.5.—By Geo. Robins: 98. 187, and 189,
Mllkwood-rd,, Brixton, u.t. 74 yrs., g.r. 157., 5707. ;

48 to

62 (even), Tucker-st., Canning Town, u.t. 72 jrs., g.r.

337. 12s., 3007. : 4!) to 67 (odd), Tucker-st., u.t. 71) yrs.,

g.

r. 427., 8507.—By IT. Levens: " Duryard,” The Avenue,
Beckenham, u.t. 72 yrs., g r. 27., 1,4457.—By Messrs,
Trollope: No. 35, Eaton - mews South, Eaton -sq.,

u.t. 3U yr8.,gr. 17., 6,2507.—By yp.wbon ^ Co.: 67,

Great Portlaud-at., Oxford-at
,

u.t. 27 yrs., g.r. 157., r.

957.; 7, 8, and 9, Saville-stp., u.t. 7 yrs., g.r. 367 ,

r. 1557., 1,2007.; 18, St. Stephens-av., Shepherd's
Bush, u.t. 61 yrs., e r. 77., r. 367., 2957.; 109,
ConytDgham-rd., mt. 71 Jta.. g.r. 77. Cs. 5d., 3057. ;

38 to 40 (even), r.,oden-8t., Holloway, U.t OSyre, g.r.

327. lOs., r. 1507. 1,1707. ; 1, Almington-st., Hornsey, u.t.

78 yrs., g.r. 67. 6s., r. 307., 2607. ; 22, Stainforth-rd., Wal-
thamstow.u.t. 80 yrs., g r. 67.. 1857.

;
land 3. Victoria av.,

Upton-pk., u.t. 94 yrs., g.r. 127., r. 587., 4007.— By H. J.
Bliss &,Song.-~‘12, Church-row, Bethnal Green, f., 1,2207

;

24. Church-row, f., r. 337. 108., 3707. ; 13, Ramtay-st., f

,

3-257 —By A. Watson :Y. baker’s shop. Welling, Kent, two
cottages, and about 3 acres, 1,4607 -. 76 to 85 odd, Creek-
rd., Deptford, f., 1,4107. ;f.g.r. of 177. 18s. 0d., Creek-rd.,
reversion in 19 vrs.. 6657. ; 97 to 123 (odd) Creek-rd., f., r.

1957. 10a., 3,1607.
;
f.g r. of 287., Creek-rd., reversion In 29

yrs., 8107. :
f g.r. of 167 lOs., The Orchard, reversion In

40 yrs., 4207.
;
f.g.r. of 87. Ss., reversion in 10 yrs..

3907. ; f.g.r. of 37. Ss., The Stowage, Ac , reversion in 10
and 20 yrs , 1107.

; OS, The Stowage
; 1 to 4, Cross-at.

;
1

to 4 and 15 to 26. The Orchard, f., 1,8607.

December 16.—By Baker & Hojis: “ The King’s
Arms” and house adjoining, High-st., Carshalton, f.,

5,0007 —By R. W. Scobell

:

328 to 340 (even), Hackney-
rd., Hackney, 2 to 14 (even), Warner-pl., and stabling,
Ac., u.t. 32 yrs., g.r. 1007., 6,5407. ; 68 and 70, Tuilerie-
St

,
u t. 53 yra., g.r. 67., 8507. ; 41, Fclton-st, Uoxton, u.t.

24 yrs., g.r. 47. 6s, 1207.; l.gr. of 527., Albany-st.,
Regent’s Pk., u.t. 24 yrs., g.r. 267 IGs.

;
and reversions to

2007. a year for 7i yrs., 4907.—By P/-o£/icroe A Morris :

93. Lillington-st., Pimlico, u t. 33 yrs, g.r. 67. 16a., r.

427., 3757.
; 1, 2, and 3, Old Deer Pa. -villas, Richmond,

u.t. 35 yrs., g.r. 107., r. 767., 6507. ; 1 and 2, Old Deer Pk.-
cottagea, u.t. 35 yis., g.r. 147. Is., 2207. ; a block of f.

land, Joceljn-rd., 2557.

[Contractions used tn these lists.—F.g.r. for freehold
ground-rent

;
l.g r. for leasehold ground-rent ; i.g.r. for

improved ground-rent
;
g.r. for ground-rent

;
r. for rent

;

f. for freehold ; c. for copyhold : 1. for leasehold
; e.r.

tor estimated rental
;
u.t. for unexpired term

;
p.a. for

per annum ; yrs. for years
; st. for street

;
rd. for road

;

sq. for square ; pi. for place
; ter. for terrace

; cres. for
crescent ; yd. for yard, Ac.]

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
TIMBEB.

StMnheart, B.Q.
toD 9/0.0

Teak, B.L.. load 8/lOA
Beqaola.U.B.ft.ca. 2/4

Ash, Canada load 2/10/0

Birch, do 8/B/O

Elm, do 8/10/0

Fir, DanUlo, Ao. 1/10/0

Canada B/10/0

Pine, Canada red 8/10/0

Do. yellow .... 8/10/0

Lath,D'nteic.{atb 6/0.0

SL Petersbajg S/'O 0
Deals. Finland
SndAlststdlOO 7/10,0

Do,4UiA8rd„ 7/iO/O

Do. Riga 6/10.0

Bt. Pateraburg,
lotyeUow ..J0no,0

Do. 2nd yellow 8/10/S

Do. white ..... 7/10/8

BwecUah ...._ 7/10/0

Whlto Bea .... 8/10/0
Oanada.Finelat 81/0/0

Do.do.2ud.... 15/0/8

Do. do. Srd, Ao. 7/10/0

Do. Bprncs. lat SdO/S
, Srd 1

2nd 8/10 0
NewBmnawlck 6 10/0

Battena. allklndi 8A6/6
iTloormg Boards,

sq., 1 In. prep.

Other qualltln
Cedar, Cuba ..ft.

Honduras, Ao.
Mahogany. Cnba.
Bt. Domingo,

HeilcaD do. do
Tobasco do. do
Souduras do..

Box, Turkey ton

Bahia ...... .. 90,0
Satin, Bt. Do-

mingo ....ft. O'O 8
Porto Rico .... 0/0/7

14/IQ/O

a/io/0

9.10/0

18/O/Q

17/0/0

S7a0/0
17/0/0
10/0/0

11/0 0

8'0/0

7/10/0

1610 0

18/0/0

80/0/0
18/0 '0

Do. do. at works
in Wales 6/7/8

Do. BtaSbrdahin,
In Loudon ... 6/6/9

OorPER—Brltlita,

cake and ingot 51.0/0
Beat selected .. E2'0/0
Sheets, strong.- flO/O/O

Ohm, bars . . , 40 lO'fi

TSLLOwMBTaLlb. 0/0/Si
L * n — Pig,
Spanish. ...ton 9/1S3
Bnglisb, oom.
brands 10/0/0
Sheet, English,
8 lbs. per sq. ft.

and apwanls .

Pipe .

11/S/B
U/ir,/0

iiso-Rngllab
sheet ton22,'10.0
Viellls Hod
tagne 83 0,'0

Tig—Btralts .... Sl/Ul/O
instralian .... 91,5/0
EukIIsI] Ingots. SS'UO
Bsncii BO'IO.'O

BiUltou 9-2/10,'0

OILS.

Linseed ton iS%0
Oocoannt, Cochin 25/10,0

Do. Ceylon .... 23a0/0
Palm. Lagos ...8G/10/0
Bapeaeed. English

Do. brown 2J.0/0

Cottonseed ret.. 19/0/0

Oleine 20/10/0
Lubricating, T7.8. 4/0/9

Do. refined 6/10/Q

Taa— Stockholm
barrel BA7.0

Archangel m.-. 9/19/6

0 0/61

9/18 9

0/0/0

9,0,0

0/0,0

0/0/0

o,o;o

92'l5 0
OS’lOO
91/0/0

a'i,'0/o

TENDERS.
[Communications for insertion under this heading

should be addressed to “The Editor,” and must reach
us not later than 12 rioon on Thursdays.]

ACCRINGTON.—Accepted at per scli'dule of prices forcxcavaliog
sinl.uther street work. Ac., for the Corporntiou. Mr. W. J. Newtoo.
C.E., Borough Suneyur, Town Ua:l, Accriugtou. quantities by
Surveyor:

—

W. M. H. Berry, O.sw/ildtwistic.

PI8HOP AUCKLAND.—Accepted for the en
Methoi ist Cbspcl. Aucklsiul Park. Messia.
arctiiUets, 33, Grulnger-Btreet West. Newcastle-

Will. Lodge A Sols, Plowsiviirlh, Dear Cliestei

•ctloo of a Primitlvo
Davidson A Benule,
ori-Tyne
r-le-etreet . £857 14

BRENTFORD.—Foe the erection of market stAlla at the new
miirket, Kew Bridge, lor tlio BreDlforU Local Board. Mr. J. 11.

Blraehan. Hurvo)or:

—

LaacellesACo £1,850 0 fllW. A.Pryor £1.498 0 0
Aden A Sons 1.785 0 0 Foord i Sons 1.329 0 0
J. BKJoiiier 1,G25 0 0 I

.T. G. Chapman .... 1,289 15 7

J. Biggs 1,500 0 0
I
Barnes, Breotford* 1,341 0 0

A. Martin 1,543 0 0| 'Accepted.

[Burveyor'a tstimate, £1,262.]

BRENTFOBD.-
market, Krw Bri
Slrschan. Btirvevi

Lascfllos & Co. ..

Allen AS'iDS ....

W.A.Prjor ....

ir the erection of market front, at

. fjr the Brentford Local Board. J

,..£',775 0
I

Foord A Bod, Brent-
1,685 0 ford (accepted)

1,430 0 I
J. G. Chapman

the Dew
Mr. J. H.

£1,298 0
1,'2U7 8

BRIBTOIj.—

F

or the eiilargemo
worth. Mr. Froud. architect, 3,

street. Bishopswoith, Bristol :—
I). Davis £689 10

|

W, H. Cowlid A Son 387 0 I

T. H. Brown 347 U '

B. T.IIallierUy 317 0|
W. Veals im O'

O. Elnies 32.'i 0

J. Ch-H 305 0

Brock A Sous 300 0

at of National Bchool, Bishope-
3t. Stepben's-cbariibers. Baldwiu-

J. Perrott £299 0
A. J. Beaven 290 u
U. J. Tanner 280 10
LoveiWsite -284 0
H. J. Berle 276 11
U. J. Roieiter, Bed-
luibSter' 263 17

• Accepted.

BRISTOL.-For tlie erection of lavatory-buildings, HotwelU, for
the Corpomtioii. Ur. Freiierlck Ashmead, C.E.. Borough Surveyor,
51, Priuce-.lreet, Bristol :—
CowliuASou £1,043 0 0 I W. Galbraith £940 6 0
G.ir. Wilkins 1. Oily 11 GIJ.E. Davis 926 0 0
Walters 4 Sou 998 0 0 1

J. Perkius, Bristol* .. 795 0
• Accepted.

COi-CHESTER.—For making a new road at ttie “Hythe." Col-
chester. Mr. J. W. fiUrt, eurr eyor, Colcliester

W. A. Chamber* £275
I
H. Everitt 4 Bon £260

DARTFORD.—For forming concrete steps up the hill-side, fnnii-

Ing ducts for pipes, and creeling cook stoic at the Gore Farm
Hospital, near Dsitford. Kent, for the Metropolitan Asyliiins Hoard,
Messre, A. 4 C. Harstun. Aniiitect*. 15. LeaUenhall-street, E.C. ;

—
G. Oseoton £867

|

A. Oslioruo 4 Co £48-2

W. Tutl'cc SOS
I

W. H. Lascelles 4 Co..

C. MIskin .W
I

Loinlou* 481
W. 4 E. Mills .. .. 519

1
• Accepted.

DURHAM.—For additlous and alteratlors to premis's, Bih-cr

street. Mr. H. T. Oradou, archilect, Fraiiiwell- gate Bridge*
Doriiam;—
Tbos. Lnmsden £*75 0 I Jas. Laidler £335 0
.1. Sliepherd 358 0 i

Oco. Oradou 4 Son 321 0

F. Oiii.Hoii 347 0 1
John Petk‘4 4 Son.

F. Csldcleugh 347 0 1
Middleslicougli* 299 10

• Accepted.

HADLEIGH— F.;

Hadleigh, for Mvssi
Colehester:-
8, Parsons . .

.

W. Bssll.am .

r alterations and addltioiis to the ••Tuna,”
I. Danicll 4 Sons. Mr. J. W. Start, architect.

£19(1 0
1
W. Deaves £156 12

184 9
1

HIGH F.ABTEft (Ereex).-For the erection of aschool. ou'biiiid-

iegs. and bouiidary-wail at High Easter, for the Trustees of High
Raster British Bcbools. Str. C. Peitwee, architect, Bsuk-chumbcis,
Chelmsford, Eisex:—
H. Potter £590 0 I W. E. Letch £510 0
8. Psruieater 587 0 1 H. Gcazett. Woodbam
E. West 583 0 1

Walter' 496 r,

H, Kenuell 672 0 I W. Drewiy 464 10
F. Johnson 565 0| 'Accepted,

LLANDlLn.—For addit'oiis and alterntious to

School, lor the Llandeliic United District School Boiu
Jenkins, arclilteot, Llaudiio :— '

Thomas Davies £687 I Thomas Watkini
GjllHth Vaughan 637 I

Swansea*
Id. Pugh Jones ..

' Accepteil.

the Penygroes
rd. Mr, David

B & Co.,
£600
.596

LONDON.—For the enUrgcnieut of tho Adilington-street Scho-l,
York-roMl, Lamheth.hy 131 places, and for carrying out other w„rks
to the school, for the Bchool Board for London. Mr. T. J. Bailee,

Colls 4 Sods
F. J. O.xhea 1 I

B, F.. Nightingale. .

.

Hollowav Bros
Latliey Bro*
.Tames Binith 4 Sons
Co-opeiallve Builder
W. Gregar 4 Son, Sti

• Beco aded for

,.£2,957 0 I

. 2.916 0 I

. 2 900 0 (

. 2.0M 0 I

ceptance by the Works Committee.

LONDON.—For carrying outworks to the draioage.and taoioirv
arraugenieots'at the Lyndliurst-grove School,IPeckbaQa, for the
School Board for London :

—

H. Mallelt £359 0 0 I Maxwell Bros.. Ltd. .. £203 0 0
W, Downs 3-U 0 0 J. Frampton, 1. Hen-
HollowayBros 324 0 0 slow - road, Eist
W. 4 H. Castle 304 15 5| Dulwich' 273 6 0

* .Accepted hy the Works Committee.

LONDON,—For removiug an irnu building from the Heneyw*!!.
road site, Waudsworth, aud fur re-erecting it on tlie Btockwell-roaJ
Rite, Brixton, lor the School Board for Loud n :—
W. Hatbrow £Z'i9 ];l

[

T. Cruwys, 49. Csrolinc-

D, CbarterU 215 0| street, Camden Town' £193 0
Croggon 4 Co., LUl 207 10

|

• Recfirniaended for acceptance by the Works Comm'ttee.



NOTTINGHAM.—Fur works at the Batli-st'e*

hell. NottlLgbaDi. • u itioj by Sarvej-

Coutmcr yo. i—.Slun
... caiU 0 0

I

Oar'oi.Oar'ou ft Baiton £W 0

H. Viuker. 207 10

J O.llioiim-(acueiitort) 20;( 7
[All hS Notiiughsm.J

.V<i. 2— /roinrort.
W. H. KurhilBP £481 11

W, Uaivk.s ft Co. .

• Accepteii.

p'o. 3—
£1,608 0 0

1
Banlill (.«cepts<l) ..£1,

[Both of NottlDghiUii.]

OBl’TNOTON (Kent).—For ailclitions aod al*ar*tioii« to Clilsle-

iita'-ruid Bcho'l, lor the Urpiiigtoa Sclncl B'lirO, Mr. George
I, •r.hlre't. 1, llinlugball-jtree’. K.C. Qiiantitus

•Dger ft Sims,

F,.C.

Osborne ft Co fcl.SlT 9 2

B. Lowe 2,934 16 0
W. Gnibb 2.893 16 0
LoraeiiftBun 2.834 0 U
Duihoit 2,823 0 0

Accepted subject to the npprovil

1, 21, Finsbury-rovement,

£2,817Gregory ft Co. .

D. Fayne
Holloway Brjs.
8i>iuevb ni ft 8oi

2,418 0

a Department,

REDRUTH —Accepted for the erection of a dwe’liog-hoiiB

lakthouae. .and strres, at Fuie-«t eet. Ridrulh, fur

uipsun Hill, architect. Bedru.b
1*0/1—flaninel Head £-"49

/jjcatcr .<//d ,/ui/lcr—W. C. Hodge 352

RKDRU I H.—Accept*)! tor rebnlldinz dwelling and shop,
tee

,
Rediuth, lor Mrs. Tesgue, Mr. S^nips-m Hill, »ichitecl.

Redruth :
—

lames Goldsworthy and Edwird Salter £471 0 0

REDRUTH.—For the erection of grand stjuid, fur the Ue'lruth
ecteation Oiuunda Comptioy. Mr. eainpsuu Hill, architect,

R.drutU :
—

T. Martin £137 6 I T. H. Haoeoik £12-5 10

W. C. Hodge 13J 0 1
E. Salter (accepteJ) 118 0

TORQUAY.— F"r the construction of a concrete ses-waT,

Turtay-ro»d. i i the Town Council. Mr. H. A. GarieU., Horo
Engineer, Town-htill, Turciaay ;

—
Luke., £;i,'l70 12 0 I Pen in ft Usng £1.390 .

G.ftH. Om 2.710 0 0 ).341 •

.Tijo, Shaidia'k 1,675 0 0 Hill ft Son.O spiif 1,304 i

C-chraue ft Sons 1,660 0 0| •Accepted.

[Engineer's Estimate, £1,399.]
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E’^gaye on Classic Architecture.

HE friends of the

late M. Adrien

•Joignv have col-

lected in one

volume*, under

the title “Histoire

des Ordres dans

I’Architectute,”

the articles on

various details of

Classic architecture "which he had written for

the Encjclopicdia of Architecture now in

•course of publication under the editorship of

M. Planat, for which he had undertaken to

treat the subjects coming under this class.

The idea of thus combining his articles in a

separate publication, as a kind of memorial to

their author, is natural and praiseworthy,

but it must be admitted that the scope and

character of the volume thus formed would

have been better expressed under the title

which we have put at the head of this article

than by that which has been appended to the

volume. A collection of articles originally

written to take their separate places in the

alphabetically arranged order of an en-

cyclopcc-dia must necessarily have a some-

what disjointed effect when put together

to form a separate hook
;

and to say that

the subject is thus treated in its entirety

and the work is complete” is saying more

than the form of the book warrants. The

articles on “base” and “ chapiteai#,” for in-

stance, are not confined to Classic architec-

ture, hut run on into the variations of these

features in the Mediicval period, as according

to the plan of an encyclopicdia must neces-

sarily have been the case; and in the whole

book there is a want of that continuity of

plan which is essential to a complete work on

such a subject. The editors have done what

they could to minimise this unavoidable defect

by a certain classification of the articles. They

have preserved the alphabetical arrangement

which the first destination of the articles

rendered imperative, but they have subdivided

them into three classes, the first including

the essays on the general spirit of antique archi-

• Histolre des Ordres daus L’ Architecture. Par
Adrien Jc-igoy. (Paris : Dujardia et Cie. 1S92 )

tecture, under such headings as “L’Architec-
ture Egyptienne,” “L’Architecture Grecque,"

&.C. ; the second set of essays relating to the

distinction between the different orders
;
the

third, to the more technical consideration of

details, such as “ architrave,” “ astragale,”
‘‘ attique,” &c. This was all that could be

done, under the circumstances, towards
making a complete book out of these

fragments, and if the result is not quite a

complete and logically developed treatise, the

book certainly contains a great amount of

information, suggestion, and illustration in

regard to Classic architecture, and in this

respect is a suitable though imperfect literary

memorial of an earnest and painstaking

student of ancient architecture.

The preface gives a slight sketch of Joigny’s

artistic life and studies. He had been in

early youth attracted by the subject of the

origin of Greek ait, and in 1881 presented to

the “Acadumie des Inscriptions et Belles-

Lettres” a study on “ the origin of the Greek

orders,” which gained him a place among the

candidates for the Fould prize. He had

already visited Italy and made careful studies

at Home, Pompeii, and Paestum, and iu 1884

he visited Greece, and there corrected, from

the study of the actual monuments, some of

his former ideas, and returned fortified with

fresh knowledge of the subject. He was

thus marked out by his chosen line of studies

for the part which he was invited to take in

the Encyclopiodia of Architecture, and it is

recorded of him that he was never content

with second-hand information, but relied

always on observations made on the

spot by himself. If this were so, it was the

more creditable to him, inasmuch as this

necessity for personal study of monuments is

by no means admitted in practice by all the

archcPologista of his country, however it may
j

be commended in theory
;
and in fact we are

now witnessing the production (and the

translation into English) of a whole series of

works on the history of ancient architecture,

by two French writers who hardly even

make the claim to have studied ancient re-

mains at first hand.

There is not, perhaps, much information to

he found in this volume which is not to be

extracted from other existing works on Greek

architecture
;

but it has the advantage of

collecting in one volume information which
is in general only to be got from several

j

different works, and it has the further value

arising from original and thoughtful critical

observation. The first article in the series

of general articles, a short one on “ Athens,”

we may pass over; that on Egyptian archi-

tecture which follows it (we have here an
example of the logical weakness of repro-

ducing articles in their alphabetical order, for

certainly Egypt ought to come before Athens
iu any historical survey) is not new in its

facts, but we come upon some excellent bits

of original criticism. One of the.se is the

remark in regard to the abacus, that with the

Greeks this was a portion of the column,

with the Egyptians it was a portion of the

architrave, worked solid on it, the inter-

mediate portion being partly cut away to

defite the abacus and [(perhaps) to give

emphasis to its junction with the column.

Hence, as Joigny points out, even where the

abacus was not an actual portion of the

architrave, it was nevertheless designed with

reference to the architrave and not with

refeience to the column ; it was not, as in

Greek architecture, a feature crowning the

column and spreading out beyond it, but a

block interposed between the column and

the architrave, and cut to the width of the

latter, and not with reference to the scale or

design of the former, and not forming, as in

the Doric column, a portion of the block out

of which the capital was shaped. Another

remark worth noting is iu regard to

the destroyed Temple of Elephantine,

which has been often cited as the original of

the Greek peripteral temple, that in the

“ colonnade” on the flanks the piers do not

take the form of columns, although this form

is given to the two central X)iers of the front,

facing the entrance: they are only blocks of

wall with open spaces between them. We
confess that we are still disposed to think

with Fergusson that such a structure as this

was the parent of the Greek peripteral

temple
;

but the point was worth drawing

attention to, that the real column of the

Egyptians, when used iu long ranges, was
always internal and not external

;
that when

what was in fact an external colonnade was
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made use of, the column form and design

were not carried out in detail : that in short,

the colonnade wiih the Egyptians was essen-

tially an internal feature, with the Greeks
essentially an external one.

In the chapter on (ireek architecture there

are some special theories advanced which
seem rather like yielding to the temptation

(so often a fatal one with French and German
urchmologists alike

) to have a view of one's

own, than like sober conviction founded on
fact. Such, for example, is that rather

sensational distinctirin suggested between
the fluting on the Doric and Ionic columns.
The Ionic is said to be fluted by means of

grooves cut in the surface of the column, so

that the true diameter of the column is that
taken round the fillets between the flutes;

while it is argued that in the Doric column
the flutes are to be regarded rather as formed
by edges projected beyond the normal surface
of the column. The reason given for this

strange and fantastic suggestion is the
evidence (cited but not supported by any
illustration) of the ancient Temple of

Artemis near Syracuse, in which the edges
of the flutes turn inwards at the necking,
which is flush with the central surface of the
flutes But this is only taking an obviously
abnormal example as if it were the rule, and
ignoring all the well-known and much finer

examples in which the flutes are obviously
regarded and designed as sinkings in the
surface of the true column, Even if the
-Vrtemis capital alluded to be admitted to be
older than many of the examples of such
fluting, this merely proves that the later
Greeks had the good sense and artistic per-
ception to do away with an absurd and ugly
treatment, and to design the column on truer
reslhetic lines. e must surely, in inquiring
as to iosthetic basis of design, go by the most
numerous and most beautiful examples, and
not found our theory on an ugly anomaly.

Joigny was not one of those who be-
lieved in the hyptethral temple. He refers
to the idea, based on a passage in ^'it^uvius,
that in the temples with interior colonnades
only (he aisles were roofed and the centre
portion left open, which is the most reason-
able idea of a bypicfhral temple (a little like
the atrium of the Roman house on a great
scale), and remarks thereupon that in the
temple at P.cstum, of which the interior
colonnade is more complete than usual, the
colonnade shows a simple parallelism with
the side walls, and no sign of a return of the
architrave and order parallel with the end
walls, which would be an architectural neces-
sity for a hjpmthral temple on the idea of
roofed aisles and an open centre. In regard
to the passages in ^ itruvius which are sup-
posed to support the hyp.Ttbral idea, Joigny
asks if they have not been interpreted to mean
too much. Jle illustrates his argument by the
remark that a writer in describing the Pantheon
might quite truly say that it was open to
the ^ky. or lighted from the skv, vet it is not
a hypiuthral temple in the sense of the older
archmologists. Joigny frankly roofs his
restored Ptestura temple entirely with timber,
merely observing that be has no doubt that
the architects, for reasons of monumental oon-
struciion and expression, would have roofed
It with stoue if they had known how ; and
he suggests that it was probably sufliciently
lighted from the door.

in tnis view .Joignv anticipated Dr. Dili
feld’s more receut critique. On the other ha
he displays lu some other points that curio
Ignorance of or indifference to the discover:

suggestions of foreign, and especially
English arcbreoloeisip, which is so special
charac^errs^ic of French architect*. Not t
slightest reference is made, for instance
lergussou's theory of the lighting of ’t
temples, which is f,.r him non-existei
l.eterenceis made two or three times to t
much-discussed passage in Vitruvius,
regard to the decasiyle character of fayptcthi
temples, and to the temple of JupitOlympms m particular: but (here is

•

reference to the fact of ^[r. Penrose's d
•tuyery that the temple was Ofi'ast'^le
Joigny, who died at the ead of 1891,' was n

aware of this, at least his editors might have

known it and made some reference to it.

Most extraordinary of all, in the remarks on

Greek Doric architecture no reference is made
to the optical curves of the Parthenon, nor to

the name of Mr. Penrose, of whose work Joigny

seems to have been entirely ignorant, and is

therefore silent in regard to one of the most
remarkable points m Greek architectural

design. In fact, the Parthenon is nearly left

out of his description of Greek monuments,
and only incidentally alluded to in passing.

In regard to the metopes. Joigny takes the

view that, before the Doric temple had
attained its peripteral development, the

metopes, which he regards simply as spaces—“le mot metope veux dire d'ailleurs huuche-

trmi” were in reality spaces for admitting

light or air, occurring in the uon-peripteral

temple at the same point where the frieze

occurs on the ctlla of the Parthenon
;
and

that when the peripteral temple was deve-

loped and the features of triglyphs and
metopes took their place in the outer wall

over the columne, there was no more reason
for the metopes remaining open, as thsy would
no longer open into the temple: and that

accordingly, while the idea of an interspace

between piers was retained, the now useless

space was filled up with a carved slab.

The chapter on “Architrave'’ is a very
interesting one, and contains some curious

details as to the employment of iron ties and
anchors in what must be called the sham
architraves of the Louvre and the Pantheon.
A sketch is given of the construction of this

portion of the Pantheon, showing the con-
cealed rdievitig arches, of flat segmental
lines, carried over the spaces between the .

columns to relieve ihe built-up architrave,
with its iron baudoges, from the weight which
it is supposed to carry. It might be thought
there was hardly a more pronounced form of

sham construction to be met with than this
;

but as it was the work of a French architect,

Joigny takes an opposite view of the matter,

“We ate far enough here from the Parthenou.
What efforts, what prerorications, to arrive at
reproducing without danger the simple aspect of
that ancient system of construction ! Rightly con-
sidered, however, one finds something touching in
this elaborate endeaveur, for it tears witness to the
ardent love, on ihe part of those who practised it,

for the noble forms of antique architecture, and
their sincere homage to the great traditions of the
art ”(!)

This is certainly themost singular way that
could be imagined of showing respect for the
“gre^at traditions” of the art of architecture.
The short chapter on the “ Attic " contains

some good remarks, especially in the defi-

nition of the attic as “ a story superposed on
an edifice of which (he crdonnanct^’ (a word
for which we have no precise equivalent
in English) “ is already complete." This is a
very good expression of the philosophy of the
attic, and serves as a good basis for the criti-

cism of such a feature. Joigny remarks
that DO definite proportions have been es-
tablished for the attic, for the precise reason
that it does not enter into the composition of
the order, but is “de superfetation;” that
accordingly taste and feeling are the only
guides in its composition, “ et ce u’est pas un
mediocre success que d'y reussir.” Joigny
gives an illustration of what he calls the
“false attic” employed by M. Xenot in the
new Sorbonne, in which the cornice of
the attic is the main cornice of the
building, and therefore dominates the
cornice of the order, to which however a
certain individual significance is imparted by
carrying it round some projections inde-
pendently of the main cornice over the attic.
The wall of the attic is also here connected
with the order (as is often done) by the
statues which stand over each column but
with their backs against the attic. But
though the “false attic” may be false accord-
ing to scholastic rules, it aff irds a great deal of
scope for variety and powerful effect in the
treatment of a fa(;ade. The defence of the
“ true” attic depends of course, in reality, on
the internal arrangement of the building,
u here there is an upper story used for inferior
purposes, above the more important stories of

[Dec. .31, 1892.

the building, the attic is a true expression of
the architectural idea; otherwise, it is as
“ false ” a feature as can be.

In the chapter on the “ Base,” which, as we
have already observed, goes beyond the pro-

fessed subject of the volume, the author
brings out well, by a number of profiles of

bases of different ages, the far extended
effect which the attic base bad upon this

feature in all succeeding European architec-

ture
;
and he also does for the Gothic base

what some English writers have done for the

Gothic arch-mould ; viz. ; shows by a series

of profiles its gradual development from a
series of squared sections arranged step-

fashion. A curious example is given, in a
Gothic base from the Church of Notre I>ame
at Semur-en-Auxois, of the exaggeration of
that peculiarity not infrequently found, in a
lesser degree, in Gothic bases, of the mould-
ing which is the survival of the antique torus
Over-sailing the face of the square die on
which it rests. In this cose the wide and
rather flat-shaped torus moulding oversails by
nearly half its width, standing out into the
air on each face of the base.

The chapter on the capital is one of the
longest and fullest, and one of the best essays
on that charming and fertile subject which
has been written. We can only refer to one
or two points in it. In regard tO' the
Corinthian capital, .Joignv regarded it as
derived from Egypt, not directly, but by
some intermediary steps which we have lost.

Some very Corinthian-looking capitals which
have been found in Egypt, and were formerly
supposed to be clear proofs of the Egyptian
derivation of this capital, are now known to
belong to the time of R.oman occupation, and
were probably merely attempts to re-create
the Corinthian capital in a different and
more stubborn material. The author gives,

however, an illustration from a Roman
medal which be states to be a repre-
sentation of the Temple of Paphos; he does
not give either the provenance of the medal
or the reason for supposing it to represent
that particular temple; French writers
always expect one to take these things
for granted

;
but the design is certainly

curious and signiScant. It represents a
facade with capitals of a double order of
leafage, roughly indicated, but projecting
like the leaves of a Corinthian capital, cer-

tainly unlike anything Egyptian, over which
is an architrave of the Egyptian type, cut
away upwards between the columns, and
leaving a square die or abacus forming part
of the arcliitrave. The composite capital

Joignj regards as arising from a feeling that
the usual type of Corinthian capital was too
light for its work, in a large building, and as
being an endeavour to produce, on somewhat
similar lines, a capital of heavier proportions
and expression. Of the ideas suggested as to
the origin of the Doric capital, which could
not be appreciated apart from one or two
illustrations that are given, we can only say
that, while pretty, they appear to us as fan-
ciful and as devoid of historical value as the
derivation of the Corinthian capital by
^'it^uviu3 from a basket of leaves with a
tile on the top, so long an article of faith in

popular text books. This article and that on
“column ’’are however well worth reading,

that on “ cornice’’ is a good one, hut some-
what partial and random in its treatment of

the suDject, as also those on “ entablature”
and “ frieze.”

Though, however, the book cannot be sawl
to be the complete treatment of classic archi-

tecture which it is claimed to be In the pre-
face, it is undoubtedly a very interesting

volume, and one containing a great deal of

thought and suggestion, accompanied by a
large number of useful illustration?,, and
bears testimony to the ability and industry of
the deceased architect whose name and
studies it is intended to commemorate.

Chanur of N.aime.—\Vh notice that the well-
known firm of “ ^Measures Bros, it Co.,” engineers
aiid contractors for structural ironwork, hjis been
registered a-s a limited liability company under the
style of “ Me.asures Bros., Limited.’
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STIIUCTUIIE AXD rEOPERTIES OE
OAK.

B now, as promised last week, con-
clude our remarks on this sub-
ject :

—

Oak Converted irito boards .

—

Ta selectiog wood that has been converted
into boards, quite as much practical skill
is required as when it is in the log form

:

but boards which are taken from oak logs
that have been quartered are much more
easily dealt with than if they had been
taken from logs that had not been treated
in this way, and especially is this the
case with oak, as those boards that give
the 1 est development of the ray or silver
grain on their surface can be very easily
separated from boards that merely present
a plain straight grain. A special advantage
in boards that are taken from a log that has
•first been quartered, compared to boards that
are taken out of the full width of a log, is

that they are not liable to warp or split,

as the rays pass through them from one
side to the other, and act across the grain
as a binder, and shrinkage in them is

two-thirds less than it is in boards that
•are the complete width of the log,
except a few boards on either side of the
centre, in which the concentric rings are at a
right angle to their surface, consequently on
the quarter. Boards li in. thick and under

in. in thickness taken out of the entire,
width of an oak log, should not, under anv
circumstances, be relied upon to remain for
any length of time in a sound state, however
perfect they may appear when cut out of
the log, as in 5 in. or 6 in. in the centre of
each board the ray will pass through them at
aright angle to their surface, and as the ray
is composed of cell tissue, it is wanting in
the properties of adhesion, and readily breaks
away, even during the process of seasoning.
This is common knowledge to those who
have had but a short experience with oak
that had been cut in the ordinarv way,
with the boards the full width of the log.
It has been supposed by some persons that
the quartered oak imported from Russia,
Prussia, and .-Vustria is quartered for the
purpose of making it convenient for transit
from the forest to the port of shipment.
But by cutting oak logs in this way, in
addition to the logs being made easy to
handle, and the cost of transit reduced to a
minimum, the expense incurred in quartering
is compensated in the immediate sale which
d'ood and serviceable wood invariably com-
mands

;
the logs being cut in the only way

which prepares them for being profitably con-
verted into planks or boards such as manu-
facturers may rely upon, when they are
thoroughly seasoned, as being safe from
warping in any position that they may be
placed in.

Seasoning Oak. — Thorough dryness in
wood, that is to be used for manufacturing
purposes, is absolutely necessary, and to
.ascertain the state it may be in in this respect
the keenest scrutiny is required. Seasoning
does not follow on a given time, as the thick-
ness of the planks or boards may vary from
4 in. to A in. in thickness, and tire time for
aeasoniug a in. board can hardly be com-
pared wir.h the time necessary for season-
ing a plank 4 in. thick. The primary con-
ditions in seasoning oak will be found in
the position in which it is placed during the
process of drying. Jlany persons, to economise
space, place the planks or boards horizontally,
and pile them above each other with a space
between the boards sufficient to admit of
* free current of air to pass through.
The object of piling in some cases
is to prevent the boards from warping,
but this system is not required for such a
purpose if the logs from which the boards
were taken bad been carefully assorted previous
to being converted. To season oak boards in
piles results in giving a dark and light side to
each board, in addition to one side being
harder than the other, and the seasoning a
good deal delayed compared to the time re-

quired for drying if the boards or planks

were placed upright, and had been, imme-
diately after being cut, fully exposed to

the weather for several days, and washed
down with water to remove the mucilage
exuded from the pores when the wood is fresh
cut, which, if allowed to remain, readily fer-

ment and sets up mould that tend to discolour
the the wood, and not unfrequently leads to
subsequent decay. When boards are first

treated in this manner, and afterwards placed
in an upright position in racks, under cover of a
shed where a slight current of air pa.sse8 along
the ground, and light all but excluded, the best
seasoned timber is obtained, and when brought
into use iu manufacture this will be apparent
in the light tone of colour in the wood, and
an even temper iu it throughout, whereas
in those boards that are piled in a horizontal
position, and situated iu a way that exposes
them to strong currents of air, the conditions
of the wood are materially altered. In such
cases, the pores become receptacles for dust,
•which rapidly accumulates, and iu a very short
time fills them, and combines "witli the mucilage
and the atmospheric moisture that invariably
lodge on the surface of each board. This
mixture of mucilage, dust, and water pene-
trates the wood to such an extent that in some
instances it will be necessary to take off from
the surface of the boards one-sixteenth of an
inch more than that which would he required
to procure a finished surface if the boards had
been placed iu a vertical position during the
process of seasoning.

It would be a difficult matter to point out
any special feature in the appearance of oak
in planks or boards that would give reliable
indication of the wood being tboroughlv
seasoned. The usual mode of proving dry-
ness in a plank or board is to cross-cut it at
a convenient length, and plane the ends that
have been cut perfectly smooth, and if the
moisture has not entirely evaporated it will
be here indicated in the centre of the thick-
ness of the hoard as a thin streak or small
spots slightly darker in colour than that
which the moisture has passed from. This
test may be quite safe under the direc-
tion of an expert, but in some cases the
shades blend so delicately that none but the
thoroughly practised eye will detect that
moisture is present in the wood ; and in the
event of the boards being required iu their
full length, the cross-cut test cannot be made.
Therefore, the manufacturer can only by
reason of lengthened experience and close
observation infer from the general appear-
ance and weight of the wood, the state in
which it is. Yet this gives no data for
the uninitiated or beginner to go by,
as the amount of moisture given
off in seasoning by each class of oak differs
considerably, and the apparent state of the
surface of the wood will be greatly influenced
by the situation it may have been placed in
to season, and the weight will depend on the
state of the texture of the wood, whether it

be of a compact or open nature. Thus it is

important in trying to ascertain the condition
of the wood, that some easy and safe method
should be taken that would be available for
those who have not had the benefit of dealing
with timber for any length of time. This
will probably be best found by ascertaining
the difference in weight between fresh cut
wood of the same texture and that which is

known to be thoroughly seasoned. A^'ood that
is of a soft porous nature contains more
moisture than that in which the pores are
small and the lignine closely united, so that
in making a test by weight these features
must be carefully noted.
To take the five oaks in order, the best

British oak will be found to contain the
greatest quantity of solid wood or lignine in
proportion to pores and cell tissue, so that in
it the difference in weight from a green to a
seasoned state does not exceed f?o per cent., or,
to put it in another form, a superficial foot
1 in. thick in a green or fresh state will weigh
about 100 0Z9., and when thoroughly seasoned
the -weight will be about 79 ozs. ; and a good
medium quality when thoroughly seasoned,
will give 7_2_ozs. to the superficial foot 1 in.
thick. British oak that only weighs about

06 ozs. to the superficial foot 1 in. thick
when seasoned may be considered inferior
and not suitable for purposes that require
the higher grades of strength, though
for structures where a high de'^ree of
strength is not specially required, it
•will be found to be a serviceable wood.
Russian oak, known as Riga oak. of a good
quality^ will give when thoroughly sea-
soned 70 ozs. to the superficial foo”t, and
the difference in weight when fresh cut
will be about 30 per cent., or 91 ozs. to
thejoot. Bantzic or Prussian oak gives 70
to 72 ozs. to the foot, and about the same
difference iu weight when fresh cut as
Russian oak. Stettin shipments, as already
stated, are often inferior to the oak im-
]iorted directly from Bantzic, being more open
in the grain and lighter in weight when
seasoned. A good quality will give 60 ozs.
to the foot, and in a fresh state it will
give a difference of 81 ozs. to the foot
superficial (at 1 in. thick). Austrian oak,
which is rougher in the grain, and the pores
larger, shows a greater difference in the
weight found at the two extremes states.
v\hen fresh cut it will be about 86 ozs. to
the foot superficial of inch stuff, and when
perfectly dry about 62 ozs. American white
oak, of a good quality, will give 72 ozs
to the superficial foot, with a difference
of weight 111 a green state of 97 ozs. to the
foot. The widest range is found iu the oak
known as Baltimore and Quebec oak, which
give, m a moist state, or fresh cut, 86 ozs. to
ihe foot, and, when thoroughly seasoned
60 ozs. to the foot superficial, 1 in. thick!
In this oak the fibres are rough, and the
lignine is of an open porous nature com-
pared to the others, which account for the
excessive difference in weight that is found
in it from a green to a seasoned state. But
whatever difference there may he between
a fresh and seasoned state entirely depends
upon the texture of the wood. But how-
ever carefully it may be dealt with in the
timber-yard, further care during the pro-
cess of manufacture is necessary to reduce
shrinkage to the lowest possible degree,
as mucU depends on how the wood is cut in
relation to the position of the concentric rings.
It will be found in boards that are taken out
of the full width of a log, except a few in
the centre_ of the log, that the shrinkage is

f m. in 12 in. from a fresh to a seasoned state
But m boards that are taken from logs that
have been quartered, it will only he 3-16ths
of an inch. On examining the ends of
boards, it will be seen whether they have been
cut on the quarter or otherwise. In those
boards that are cut on the quarter, the con-
centric rings are situated at a right-angle to
their surface, and those that have not been
cut on the quarter, the concentric rings will
pass from one side of them to the other, or
parallel to the surface of the boards, as far as
segments of circles can be said to be parallel
with a straight line. Therefore, in cutting
out stiles and framing, or for any kind of
work that is subjected to a high temperature,
i^t will give the best result to take it out of
boards or planks in which the concentric rings
form a right-angle with the surface, By using
for framing purposes wood in which the con-
centric rings are situated in this way,twisting
or warping is obviated, and shrinkage in the
width of the stiles, &c., is reduced to a
minimum.

Jj'roicn Oak .—It is generally thought that,
when oak takes on a brown colour, it is
in an incipient state of decay, but this
18 not correct, as no trace of decay
in the true sense of the word is met with
in the wood beyond the immediate centre, a
condition which appears peculiar to large-sized
and aged trees, doubtless arising from failure
of the central roots. In a number of brown
oak logs a large portion of the wood in the
centre will be reduced to a useless state,
but no indication of decay is found beyond
those parts affected during the life of the
tree, and after it has been cut down it may
be left in the log form for years without
fear of the damage being further increased,
unless It is placed in contact with moisture

d
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Fig. 4. lig. 9. Fig. 14.

1%. 6 .

Fig. 8.

Fig. 5. Fig. 10 Fig. 15.

FJk. 1. English oak ;
texture of best quality; specifi.’ Fig. 6 English oak. mprlium quality

;
specific gravity

j
Fig. VI Russian or Riga oak, good quality ;

speciflc'
gravityOuO. 79? : shrinkaze in in 12 Inches.

|

gravity 785. I

Fig. 2. English oak, best qualify
;
speciflc gravity 939. Fig. 7. English oak

;
texture below medium, shrinkage

i Fig. 13. Dantzlc oak, good quality ; specific gravlty
Fig. 3. Eagllah oak, medium quality

;
speciflc gravity J in. In 12 indies : specific gravity 771. I gos.

802 Fiz. 8 American white oak, best quality; specific' Fig. 14. Prussian oak (.Stettin), good quality ;
specific

Fig. 4. English oak, from top end of a plank 14 ft. gravity S(i4. gravity 756.
lone, medium quality ;

speciflc gravity at this end 549 Fig. 9 Ditto, inferior quality ; specific gr.avjty 723. Fig. 15. Austri.m oak, fair quality
;

speciflc gravity'
Fig 5. English oak, from the butt end •'f same Fig. 10. Baltimore oak

;
sneciflc gravity 730. I 612.

example as fig. 4 ;
specific gravity at this end 835. Fig. ll. Quebec oak

;
specific gravity 740.

|

'

Sections of Various Ualis, Photographed from Slips of the Wood.

Fig. 11.

Fig. 2. Fig. 12.

Fig. 13.Fig. 3.

or situated m a way favourable to the growth
of mould, which would lead to and set up decay
of a nature distinctly different, thus showing
that when the tree is felled the primary cause

of decay in brown oak is removed. There-
fore, it is reasonable to conclude that it is

during the life of the tree that in many
instances a considerable portion of the heart

wood is rendered useless. That a brown
colour is not peculiar to a species is obvious,

as there is no characteristic distinction met
with in the wood of a brown oak tree. In a

tree that has its central roots deep into the

soil, with a few lateral roots in the surface

of the ground, the colouring matter is

generally conhned to the outside layers, and
in some cases it Is limited to one side of

the tree,— conditions which make it verv
difficult to ascertain the state of the wood
before the tree is opened. When the tree is

cut down, those parts that have been fully

.'ustained during the life of the tree will be
found to be of a hard, bony nature, which,
when thoroughly seasoned, is in every respect
adapted for the manufacture of furniture, as

i

it is of a firm, homogeneous texture, which
I

admits of it being cut at any angle, and it is
j

also fitted to sustain fine sharp lines,
;

hence its value in the hands of the
'

carver, and for mouldines that have
to be wrought out in high relief. A
large piece of brown oak that is of superior
quality is invariablv sawn into thin boards
l-16th in. thick. There are several reasons
for cutting this class of wood into veneer
thicknesses : It is not only seldom met with,
but it commands a high price, and con-

i
siderable risk attends the purchase of it in the

j

tree or log. In all cases these veneers are of

1
a very limited size, from 3 ft. to 6 ft. long, and

I from 16 in. to 24 in. broad, and so irregularly

[

formed that it will occupy a good workman
several days to piece together and make up
what would cover an ordinary sideboard top,

0 ft. by 2 ft., or an area of twelve superficial

feet, as the pieces that are attached to each
other must be similiar in colour and form of
grain, and the joinings made to suit the con-
figuration of the fibres. The process bv
which veneers of this kind are prepared and
made suitable for laying is the most tedious

' in the whole routine of cabinet-making.
Brown oak, although highly suited for the
manufacture of furniture, is not fitted for
sustaining a heavy weight, so that it would
not be safe to use it in work of a construction
where strength is specially required. The
most approved method in converting logs of

j

this kind, for piirpose of seasoning, is to

I

cut them into planks, four to eight inches

I

thick, and stack the planks so that they shall

. be protected from the weather and strong
[currents of air. After being thus placed

j

for a period of eighteen mouths or two years,

i

the planks may be freely cut into, and

I

further seasoning, if necessary, more rapidly

I

carried out.
' We append a few illustrations of the grain

of various oaks, photographed (the actual

size) from slices of veneer prepared for the-

purpose.

NOTES.

nE may mention that the present
issue of the Builder marks pre“
cisely the conclusion of the fiftieth

year of its existence, the first

number having borne the date December 31,
1842. As we have been in the habit of late

years of issuing a special number in the first

week of each year, we have preferred to
celebrate our “Jubilee” in that number,
which will be issued on Januarv 7 ;

but the
actual chronological “ Jubilee” of the Builder
is to-day.
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COME^ m nBi

interesting discoveries are being
made on the site of the great abbey at

Wincbcombe, Gloucestershire, a building
founded at a remote period of Saxon times;
when the present secluded town of Wicch-
combe was the capital of ilercia, and of a
separate shire. No trace of the building,
which is described by the old chroniclers in
terms to warrant the belief that it was of

great extent, remained above ground, and the
actual site of the monastic church was a
subject for conjecture. Mrs. Dent, of Sudeley
Castle, taking advantage of this period of
the year being a dull one for agricultural
and other outdoor pursuits, determined
to have the actual site searched for,

and to see if any remains existed be-
neath the surface. Workmen were employed
under the direction of Mr. E. P. Loftus
Brock, and a trench was dug across the
most likely spot, with the happy result that
the site of the great church has already
bpen discovered. The outline of a great nave,
•*)7 ft. wide by over 100 ft. long from east to
west, has been revealed. But the walls are
found to be demolished to below the paving
level, except in a few unimportant places.
The architectural remains at present found
are very few in number, but they are sulli-

cient to show that the nave was divided from
its side aisles by large circular columns,—as at
Gloucester, Tewkesbury, and formerly at
Pershore,—’Of well-developed Norman work.
The outlines of the central tower and the
transepts are now being revealed.

AS we are now in the middle of winter it

is timely again to call attention, as we
have done on previous occasions, to the waste
of fuel and the imperfect warming results in

consequence of the use of open fires in the
waiting-rooms at railway-stations. The cost
of the aggregate amount of coal consumed
in the waiting-rooms of such a line as the
London and North - Western during the
winter must be a substantial item, and it is

quite certain that by the use of stoves, or of
hot-water or hot-air pipes, money might be
saved and the qonvenience of passengers
increased. To sit 'around the fireside may be
all very well in a drawing-room, but it is not
desirable in a waiting-room at a railway-
station, when by so doing the warmth of
the fire is shut off from others. Again,
waiting-rooms must of necessity be draughty,
and this fault is made more disagreeable by
the use of open fireplaces. The object to be
attained in regard to the heating of a wait-
ing-room is that, as far as possible, it should
be warmed equally throughout. But this
cannot be done with open fireplaces, which
also in early morning or late at night are
often found to be without warmth. We
should be surprised that railway companies
have not long ago abandoned the present
system, were it not that in matters of this
sort these large companies are singularly
behind-hand.

Last week the shareholders in Woodhouse
& liawson. Limited, a company well-

known in connexion with the development of
electric lighting, appointed a committee to
investigate the affairs of the company in con-
sequence of the apparently disastrous position
of matters. About the same time the annual
Parliamentary return relating to the gas
companies was published. The contrast
between the continued success of the gas
companies and the slow progress of electric
lighting is somewhat remarkable. In 1891
the number of public companies was 410 as
compared with 392 in 1889, and there
was a general increase both in the capital
employed and in the business done. It
is obvious that electricity must be a
long time before it affects gas companies
adversely, and there are so many openings for
the employment of gas that, as the use of
electricity increases, so new avenues are opened
for the use of gas, and thus the work of the
gas companies will continue. But in spite of
this we can hardly doubt that the time will
eventually come when, for most illuminating

purposes, electricity will supersede gas. But
it will not for such purposes ever drive gas
out of the market

;
there is some analogy

between steam and sailing vessels and electric
and gas methods of illumination. Sailing
vessels for certain purposes are still useful
instruments of commerce, and in years to
come we may expect gas still to hold a useful
though probably a subsidiary place as an
illuminating agent.

The. Liverpool Daihi Post publishes in its

issue of the 27th some notes on St.
George’s Hall and its architect, which, though
they contain nothing new, are well written
as far as they go, and it is no doubt as well
that Liverpool should be reminded from time
to time that she possesses what is, as far as
purely architectural design is concerned,
one of the most remarkable English build-
ings of the century ; and we are glad
to see that the writer draws atten-
tion \o the still unfinished state of the
hall in regard to the sculptural decoration
which was intended, but of which only a
very small portion has even been attempted.
We should have liked to see some re-
ference to the fact that the proportions and
intended effect of Elmes's interior have been
entirely altered, and an elaborate tiled fioor-
ing hid from view, by the wooden floor put
up, level with the side steps on which the
order rests, “for one feast-night ” (as Words-
worth has it), and never since removed, unless
this has been done since the last time we
visited the building. Not only are the
proportions of the hall thus altered and the
base line taken away from under the order,
but the monumental effect of the interior is

to a great extent impaired. We may observe
also that the Liverpool journalist entirely
misses the curious point in regard to what
may be called architectural morality which
the history of this building illustrares. The
great hall, as stated in the Daily Post article,
was built for musical fe.stivals

;
but Elmes

cared nothing for music, took not the slightest
account of the acoustic properties of the
room, and violently opposed the erection
of the organ because he said (and quite
truly) that it would spoil the architectural
vista from the hall into the Law Courts.
The result is what might have been foreseen

;

the hall, built ostensibly for musical per-
formances, is one of the very worst music-
rooms in the kingdom

;
the architect having

obstinately neglected the very thing he was
told to provide for. Elmes wanted the hall
merely to beagrandsa/Ze despasperdus for the
courts, and it is almost a pity it was not left so

;

it would have been a superb thing of its kind
architecturally, and quite worth doing on
that account alone. Now it is spoiled archi-
tecturally by the temporary-looking wooden
floor and the temporary-looking orchestra,
which latter is large enough to spoil the
architectural design and yet not large enough
to provide for a first-class band and chorus ;

and so both architecture and musib have
suffered, and neither is properly represented,
owing to the refusal of the architect to take
into consideration the real problem laid
before him.

understand that the governing body
*

• of the North London Hospital propose
to collect a t-um of 30,000^, with a view to
the. re-building of this, otherwise known as
University College, Hospital, at the northern
end of Gower-street. The existing premises
were erected in 1846-7 for 150 beds

;
and,

teste Peter Cunningham's “ Hand-book to
London,” after the plans and designs of
Alfred Ainger, architect.

r I IHE Emperor of Austria is proposing theA erection of a third Court Theatre in
Vienna at his own expense. The position of
the new theatre will probably be on the
“ Ballplatz,” between the “ Hofburg ” and
the Foreign Office. The building is to coat
about a million florins. Baron von Hasenauer
will probably be the architect, and in that
case it is to be hoped his plans will not be

spoiled by official interference, as ia the erec-
tion of bis “Burg” theatre. The scheme of
a third theatre is by no means as expensive a
one as would appear. The staff of the present
theatres is far too numerous, and a third
stage could easily be supplied from it with
but little extra cost. The Court Theatres
are regularly crowded, and on “ cheap ”

evenings could be filled five times over. On-
completion of the proposed theatre, (his
building would be the house for performances
at popular prices, and would figure as a
“ People’s Theatre,” whilst the older houses
could again regularly take “full money.”
One reason for taking the work in hand soon
is said to be that the interval between the
completion of the Court Museums and the
commencement of interior work in the new
Hofburg (combined with the decrease of
architectural work in Vienna) is causing the
staff of skilled plasterers usually eraplojed
on important buildings iu Vienna to break up.
These men would be of great service in the
new Hofburg; and to keep them together it

is necessary to find them first-class work.

D ll. S. MONCKTON COPEMAN'S
Report* to the Local Governmenr.

Board on an outbreak of typhus feterin the
Wigan and Ince-in-Makerfield Urban Sani-
tary Districts, deals in part with the condition
of what he characterises as the worst slums
in \yigan

; this portion of the town (St.
Patrick’s Ward) contains a number of
courts, the houses in which are in many
instances built “back-to-back.’ “Owing to
this method of construction, the onlv means
of securing ventilation for many Louses is by
means of a window (generally stcuiely fas-
tened up) in each room, and by the street
door of the lower room. At the same time,
the floor and cubic space of the living-room
are considerably encroached upon by a large
bed, often of the four-poster type, which
accommodates several members of the family
at night. Furniture of other kiud.-j, however,
for the most part there is none, beyond, per-
haps, a small table and a broken chair. Not
infrequently there is an additional room
below the level of the street, at one lime
used for a weaver’s loom, which, being no
longer put to this purpose, is time after time
made a convenient receptacle for the disposal
of cinders atd other household refuse, such
as potato-peelings, cast into it through the
aperture which was onco a window.’’ Further
on the report continues:—

‘Tho Sanitary Committee have made soms --

atlemptg to improve the state ot thing.s prevailing
in this part of the town, but their efforts have
in great measure been rendered fiitiie by the
incorrigible habits of the people. Thus, owners
have been required to supply doors fitted with-
locks to the privies, a block of which,
separated from the houses, is provided for the
use of the inhabitants of each court or al'ey, the
occupier of a house being supposed to be held
responsible for the due cleanliness of the particular
closet of which he has the key. These closets are
provided with metal pails beneath tho sent, which,
are periodically emptied by the town scavengers^
As a matter of fact, however, I found in certain,
instances that ihe door had been broken down and' i

sometimes altogether removed, having probably,
as I was informed, been chopped up for firewood.
Id other cases, the pails had disappeared, having •

been found useful as wash-tubs, while the conditiou
of the actual closet was often foul in the extreme.
. . . Some of the yards are altogether unpaved
though in certain cases this defect has bemi par-
tially amended quite recently in consequence of the
action of tho sanitary authority. Where this has
nob been done, the surface is often extremely un-
even, the hollows becoming the site of stagnant
P' Ols of slop-water. Such unevenness was, in many
instances at any rate, due, as I proved by the use
of a spade, to the presence of masses of house-
refuse, which extended in some cases to tho depth •

of a foot or more from the surface.”

In such a case as this, where a population of
a whole district appears to be absolutely
reckless as to all sanitary conditions, it is of
the more urgency that official authority
should be applied to compel them to a better
state of things. The first move should be to
condemn the back-to-back houses, and with
’egard to some of them we understand from

* PnblUhed by Eyre & Spnltliwoode.
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the report that they are to be palled down.

Dr. Copeman appears to have spoken hia

mind plainly to the local authorities, and it is

to be hoped that good may spring from his

visit.

A COEEKSPOXDEXT writes “ Several

very interesting discoveries of mural

decorations have been lately made in the

Church of St. Margaret, Wellow, situate

about three miles to the west of Rom.sey.

The Church is Early English, with two
Decorated window.^, inserted in the north and

south walls of the nave. There is a Flam-
boyant ‘lep'^r' window close to the priests’

door ( Earlv English), in the south wall of the

chancel. Over the east window (three lan-

cets inserted in a late Norman arch) are two
crowned heads with scroll ornament, thir-

teenth century, of which a short account is

given in the “ British Arcbteological Asso-

ciation's Journal,’ viL, {][), and in the
^ Archicolngical Journal,’ ix., 117. In April

last, further traces of colour in the chan-
cel were discovered : these were followed
up, with the result that all the eastern wall of

the chancel has been cleared of whitewash,
and underneath the whitewash very graceful

patterns of ro.oes and lilies in tempera have
been found. Three consecration crosses of a
deep crimson colour were also brought to

light, two on the east wall of the chancel and
one near an aumbry in the north wall,
probably just within the ancient altar rails or
sanctuary. In addition to this, a fourteenth-
century piscina with double drain was found
in the south wall, blocked up with remains
of ancient tiles, and completely concealed from
view by whitewash. On the same wall a
striking representation of the murder of
Thomas u Eecket was rescued from beneath
many coats of stiff whitewash

: four
figures are very clearly seen, being those
of the Archbishop and Edward Grim nn one
side, and on the other two of the knights in

armour, one having a shield bearing three
coped heads, either bear or boar, the arms of
Fitzurse or Le Bret. On the north wall of the
chancel are traces of what seems to be a large
nimbus, and in one of the window splays a
mitred figure with inscription above EDMX'N,
probably that of Edmund Rich, Archbishop
of Canterbury (li'34-1240), about the date of
the present church. Quite recently the walks of
the nave were examined, and after removing
several coats of whitewash three distinct
layers of decoration were successively met
with. Opposite the main entrance is a
colossal figure of St. Christopher bearing in
his arms the infant Saviour: there are
also other figures which have not yet been
clearly deciphered

;
possibly one may be the

hermit generally associated with St. Chris-
topher, and the others may belong to a
representation of St. George and the Dragon.
Three ancient dedication crosses were found ;

and also ‘ scoring ’ not quite the same as that
on the east wall of the chancel. This goes
completely round the church, the walls show-
ing signs of it wherever they have been tested.
Upon the whole these decorations may be
said to be in excellent preservation, tbe
slight variations in the work of a similar
character, in different parts, suggesting many
points of interest to archu-ologists and
students of mural decoration. The moat
recent discovery is a holy-water stoup inside
the main door of the church, on the south
wall of the nave. It has evidentlv received
severe treatment at the hands of Dowsing’s
followers. Dick Norton, one of Cromwell's
cqloneD, lived at the Manor Farm, only two
minutes” walk from the church, and’ it is
highly probable that much of the work of
destruction was done during the Common-
wealth. It may be added that one of the
three bells in the old wooden belfry bears the
inscription, ‘Sancta Maria ora pro nobis,’ in
Old English characters; its date is said to be
about 1440: not manyof thesepre-Reformation
bells are now in existence. The registers go
back to lo70. They have been carefully
compiled by Mr. C. AY. Empson, son of a
former vicar, and published by Messrs. Eyre
•!c Spottiswcode.”

A S we expected, the Society for the
Hy. Protection of Ancient Buildings has
attacked Mr. T. G. Jackson for his proposed

work at St. Clary’s, Oxford,' especially for a

supposed intention to pull down ancient

statues and replace them with modern ones ;

and as usual, the Society has got its facts

wrong. The following is a portion of Mr.
.Jackson’s reply (published, with the Society’s

letter, in the Times of "Wednesday) :

—

“You say that the impression ma<lo on tbe be-

holder is due largely to the antiquity of these

statues.’ From toy printed report you would have
learned that tlieir more important parts havo an
antiquity of only Id years; aud I havo since been
informed, though I have still to verify the state-

ment, that two of them were entirely renewed at
that date.

With the abstract principles your letter enun-
ciates I quite agree, and I need hardly say I deplore
tbe ruin of these interesting sculptures as much as

you do,—perhaps even more, because f know them
better. But 1 can hardly advise the University, as

you desire me, to let them remain and continue to

shed their heads, hands, and other members, as

they have lately done, to tbe peril of tbe church
aud the passers-by. Nor can I advise them to
remove the statues and leave the niches empty.
Nor need 1 doubt our ability to do as well as our
predecessors of forty years ago, whose work you
mistake for genuine sculpture of the fourteenth
century.”

After this, the S.P.A.B. will probably see

the wisdom of letting Mr. Jackson alone for

the future.

ANDREWS’S CONCENTRIC WIRING.
Perhaps tbe only advantage that gas has

over electric lighting, from an architect’s point
of view, is the ease with which gas-piping can
be handled, carried wherever it is desired,
concealed in the walls, and in general pre-
vented from interfering with the decoration
and design of tbe building in which it is used.
The “ leads ” for the electric light are not, for
the most part, nearly so manageable. They mnst
be protected from damp, from rats and mice,
and from the chance of mechanical injury

;

yet they should be readily accessible in case of
need arising to repair a fault. For this latter
reason they ought not to be deeply embedded
in tlie walls, and tbe usual method of conceal-
ing and protecting them is by a wood-casing,
grooved to carry the wires. Considerable
ingenuity has been shown in designing this
casing so that it should be unobtrusive, and even
ornamental, but it occupies considerable space,
and the more severe the architecture of the
building tbe greater the difficulties to be over-
come in this system of wiring. The opponents
of this system urge as a considerable objection
that a slight leak between two contiguous
wires, due, perhaps to the casing being damp,
may char and ultimately set fire to the wood,
starting an arc before the current increases
sufficiently to “ blow ” the fuses.

Messrs. J. D. F, Andrews & Co. claim that
their system of concentric wiring, which has
been greatly improved during the last two
years, is free from the disadvantages attendant
upon the ordinary system, and a short account
of its 'details may prove of interest to our
readers.

Fig. 1 shows a section of a large cable (for
smaller sizes there is only one layer of external
wires)

;
the inner conductor is of copper wire,

covered with a very thin coat of pare rubber,
surrounded, as usual, with a separator, and
over this Is a layer of vulcanised rubber. Tbe
outer conductor consists of galvanised iron
wire, of such cross section that its resistance
maybe the same as that of the inner one; it
is generally nninsnlated, though, if it be in-
tended to be placed in plaster, it is covered
with a bitnminous compound to protect it from
chemical action. For the smaller “leads.”
copper tape or a braided sheath of lacquered
copper takes the place of tbe galvanised iron.
The outer conductor thus serves to protect

the inner, and there is no possibility of any
leak outside the cable; if any fault arises, the
insulation at the fault is destroyed, and a short
circuit results, so that tbe fuse goes at once.
A special feature of this system is the sim-

plicity of the joints. Tbe outer wires being
removed, the insulating material is tapered off,
laying bare tbe inner wire

;
the joint is then

made and soldered, and afterwards wrapped
ronnd with pure rubber, p, fig. 2 ;

outside this
comes a separator of rubber and soapstone, i,

and then a layer of rubber mixed with sulpbur,

S. Tbe joint is then wrapped over with silicia
cloth, a, and copper sheathings, d, replace the
outer conductor.
The whole is now placed in an iron mould

which is screwed down upon it, and fusible
metal is poured in, tbe heat from which
vulcanises the rubber of thejoint. This method
is both cheaper and safer than the old one of
enclosing tbe joint in a metal box, which was
apt to make bad contact with the iron, and give
rise to sparking. In some cases, and especially
In the fittings, tbe outer conductor is a tube of
brass, or burnished copper. The joints to the
fittings are made in the manner just described.

Figs. J and 4 show a wall socket, the inner
wire ready for jointing to the central wire of
the leads being attached to a contact piece C,
which is kept in position by an insulating com-
position resembling stone; the inner conductor
of the fitting being kept in good contact with
this by means of a spring, when tbe fitting
itself is screwed into the socket. In fig. 5 tbe
switch used with these fittings is shown in
section. The central wires are connected to
two contact pieces, A A, insulated from each
other; a brass plate B is held clear of these
contacts by a spring, C. 'When the switch
handle, e, is turned, a cam mechanism forces
tbe plate into contact and closes the circuit.
From figs. 6 and 7 the arrangement for ball-

and-socket swivel and joints can be seen at
a glance, while fig. 8 shows a flexible tube,
the only detail in which gas-fittings are
not closely imitated. The larger switches are
made on nearly the same pattern, but the con-
tact-disc is made to rotate with the handle, so
as to secure a rubbing contact. The fuse
consists of a ping, P, fig. 9, wound round with
a tin fuse wire, attached to contacts and
enclosed in a braes box. A spring, S, keeps the
contacts of tbe plug in contact with those of
the box, and a fixed pin passing through a hole
in the plug secures that tbe contacts shall be
opposite each other. It is impossible to put in
a fuse of the wrong size.

Fig. 10 shows a switch and fuse-box united
together. Since a fuse is provided only for
groups of some ten or twelve lamps, the
smallest wire used is No. 15 S.W.G., which is

able to carry with safety a larger current than
that which would blow the fuse.

For self-contained installations the Andrews
system offers many advantages, but tbe un-
insulated exterior conductor is likely to prevent
its coming into anything like general use.

NOTES ON LOW SIDE WINDOWS AND
HAGIOSCOPES.

The small openings occasionally found in
the external walls of chancels, generally
on the south side, have been of late

years frequently spoken of by ecclesiologists
as “ low side windows

;

” though they have
always been more popularly known as “leper-
windows.” We can only look upon this survival
of a name as a lingering piece of evidence of
the extent of tbe scourge of leprosy in days of
old. Modern antiquaries, ii must be owned, dis-
missed this clue as to the purpose of these
openings, and have assigned a variety of uses
for them

;
nevertheless they have not under-

mined the popular impression that they were
Inserted for lepers to be present at religious
services, and yet kept at safe distance from the
rest of the congregations.
These low side windows must not be con-

founded with hagioscopes (better known as
“ squints”), though they resemblethemiuso far
as they are apertures made through the thick-
ness of the walls of our ancient ecclesiastical
buildings

;
for, in other respects, they differ

from them very considerably. Low side
windows, or lychnoscopes, pierce the external
walls; and, as has been said, generally, though
not always, the south side of tbe chancel, near
its junciion with the nave, has been chosen for
their insertion

;
hagioscopes are found in the

interiors of the fabrics, and frequently in the
piers of chancel arches. In our modern places
of worship, no matter to what denomina-
tion they may belong, neither the one nor the
other finds a place. They are both features
that belong to our ancient churches only

;
and

whilst these venerable edifices were less ancient
than they are now by, perhaps, three centuries,
lychnoscopes were, in some instances, blocked
up, as though, in the irresistible mellowing of
opinion, they were no longer approved or
required. Yet they were once freely used,
generally, throughout the length and breadth of
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the land, and especially profusely in some
particular counties; ilioogh, on the other

hand, many churches have evidently never

possessed them In some ancient edifices only

a pa-ch in the external masonry indicates that

they once existed
;

in others, their outlines

have been left undisturbed, only their openings

have been filled in carefully with masonry;
and, in a few instances, they remain just as

they w^’re made, almost as if for our mystifica-

tion. Hagioscopes seem to have been from the

first of rarer occurrence, and to have suffered

less from alteration of opinion as to their use-

fulness.

It is in the midland counties that lychno-
acopss, or low side windows, are now found
most abundantly. One example was brought
into notice only a short time ago in the course

of the restoration of C'hilvers Coton Church,
'yVarwicksbire. the edifice that, under the name
of Sheppertou Church, was mentioned so

minutely in one of George Eliot’s clerical

-sketches. This is on the south side of the
-chancel, much below the level of the other
windows; and after ws have noted the pew that
-'was occnpied by the gifted writer in the days
•of her youth, and glaaoed at ths mural monu-
ments o! the persons whose sad experiences
formed the foundation of one of the most
•pathetic of the sketches, and at Amos Barton’s
pulpit, as well as at the Siogeta’ Galleiy, with
its external sia’rcase, it has an attractive
interest of Its own that enchains us. Examples
are to be seen in many of the Hantingdonsbire
churches, and they are common in Derbyshire,
Lincolnshire, and Northamptonshire. There
are also several to be seen in Kentish churches.

• Occasionally they take the form of an elonga-
tion of a window, or of one light only in a
window where there are mallions dividing it

into two or three. In Aldwiockle Church, in
Northaraptooshlre, the westernmost window in
the south ai^le has been lengthened in this
•way, and the lower half of it was made to open

• and shut, as we may see by the books left for
the hinges, and the bolt-holes that remain.
Another instance of a window thus elongated
may be seen on the south side of the cbancol
of Wensley Church, in pleasant Wensley Dale,
Yorkshire. A window with a transom, and the
lower p.art secured with a wooden shutter,
occurs on the sooth side of the church at
Hartley, in Kent.
There is au example in one of the two

memorable chorches in Bywell, on the Tyne.
These two edifices are of great interest, both

• having been built before IVilliam the Conqueror
set foot in England

: but only one, St. Peter’s,
has a low side window. There is a length of
hoary Saxon walling in this old church

; there
is a Plan'agenet tower standing on a Norman
foundation, very stalwart s’ill, with holes In the
doorway for huge bolts and bar.s

;
there are two

ancient bells, one of which is an alphabet bell,
and BO supposed to express all that can be ex-
pressed by language in the way of adoration
and prsiie, and the other bears an inscription
in Latin stating “ I am called Horn and I call
the sleeping people to arise;” and there are

-various other ve-t’ges of old times in it, such as
a amiU chantry with a large heavy altar-slab
with five attesting crosses wrought on it, and
another with the scu'ptured effigy of a name-
less knight in it

;
and. as stated, among them,

low down on the south side of the chance), is a
square headed low-side window, locally known
as " the leper window.”

In Ociogham Church, in the same county
(well-known to admirers of Bewick), there is
another example. There are Saxon remains in
this edifice, likewise, consisting of a noble
tower; and in the chancel, which was re-modelled
'.and probably extended in the Early English
period, there is a line of long and slender lancet-
windows placed alternately with strong and
sturdy buttresses

; and. so low down that it does
not rise above the bases of the lancets, and,
chough on a very small scale, likewise lancet-
'formed itself, is the peculiar opening in question,
which is also locally known as a leper-window.

’

In north Norihomberland, in the Arch-
deaconry of Lindisfarne. there are several
other churches with these peculiar window**
small low. and deeply splayed, pierced through
the thick walls of their respective chancels
•below the line of the rest of the fenestration
-ahe grand old parish church at Morpeth ha** an
unusually large one on the south side of the
chancel. This part of the edifice is well lighted
With tracened windows, and there are three
^opied sedilia, each one s^ep above the other
to suit three steps on the floor where they are

placed, and various interesting features, such

as two “squints" through the piers of the

chancel arch, and among them this curious

opening below the other windows. Mitford

Church bas another. A local saying asseits that

Mitford was Jlitford long before Morpeth was

Morpeth; and the size, sge, and superiority of

the church bears out much of the claim. It

is a fine structure, with sufficient Norman work

still left in It to show that the Norman pos-

sessors of the manor built the church with

north and south aisles. Their chancel waji

taken down In course of time and the present

large, long, and light one erected instead of it

;

and close to its junction with the cbancel-

arcb, below the line of the bases of the six

beautiful lancets along its length, the builder*

Inserted this deeply-splayed small opening.

There are other examples at Bothal and Hart-

burn. Bamhorougb Church has one on the

north side of the chancel, as well as a fine

hagioscope in the southernmost part of the

cbiincel arch.

Among the surmises that have been put

forth by antiquaries and ecclesiologists as to

the uses of these peculiar windows, besides the

supposition that they were inten led to give

lepers standing, or kneeling in some cases, an
oppoitunity to see and hear somewhat of the

services in coarse of progress within the

building, and to partake of them, may be men-
tioned a suggestion that they were intended for

offertory windows
;
and another that they were

made for the convenience of watching the

lights upon the altar at certain seasons; and a
third, that they were contrivances for the
purpose of conversing with the clergy without
entering the building. A still more far-

sought explanation has been tendered to

the effect that they were made in com-
memoration of the wound made by the

spear at the Crucifixion, just as the nave
of a church has been fancifully supposed
to represent the body of Our Lord, and the
transepts to show His extended arms, and
the chancel His bead. The most recent of all

suggestions, made by a writer in the
is that they were made to admit of the ringing
of a hand-bell by a person who could lean ou*;

of them for the purpose, and thus inform all

residents within hearing that the services had
reached a particular stage with which they
were acquainted, and which they wished to
mark with special reverence. Occasionally we
come across ancient band-bells that may have
been used for such a purpose. One was dug
up not very long since in Bewick Chapel, near
Eglingham, in Northumberland, in. high
with a straight handle 5^ in. in length.
Hagioscopes could not have been used for the

same purpose as these so-called leper windows.
They merely give a sight in a slanting direction
of some distant part of the edifice to those who
are already within it, and the point of view
to which they are directed is not always the
same. We might suppose from the position of
some of them that they were inttnded to give
a view of the altar, or of the officiating
minister, to those who had to be content with
places in the side-aisles during the services;
but the position and direction of others do not
admit of this explanation. Eastbourne Church
bas an example that does not lend itself to
such a probability. This old sea-side wind-
worn Sussex church has several nnosual
features. The chancel, which is rich with
Norman arcading, instead of being a step
higher than the nave, as is the general rule, is

a step below the level of that part of the fabric,
and so follows the slope downwards of the hill-
side on which the edifice is built. Ou the north
side of the chancel is an Easter sepulchre

;
on

the south side are three eedilia and a piscina

;

and in the east wall is a doorway leading into
a small chamber that appears to have been
thrown out in that unusual position for a
vestry, or some other special purpose. In the
southern pier of the chancel arch there is a
door leading to the staircase, in the thickness
of the masonry, that once wound up and
opened out on to the rood loft; and In this
same pier is a hagioscope, the sight-line
of which is not directed to the altar, but
into the south aisle, which contains a tomb,
which may be that of a benefactor. Sometimes
these " squints ” are found in pairs, as in the
cbancel arch in Croft Churcb, Durham. Few
counties are without examples, though they are
by no means common. In Bridgwater Church
there are three hagioscopes opening out a view
through three successive walls. In East Farleigh
Church, Kent; in Tilbrook Church, Bedford-

shire ;
and in St. Lawrence’s Church. Castle

Rising, they have been pierced through diffe-

rent features. In St. Mary's Church, Llanfwrog,

in the beautiful vale of C'lwyd, North Wales,

there is a carious oblique opening at the east

end of the north aisle, which is directed, not

towards the Communion-table, but away from it.

Few of the items left in our parish churches

by those who have gone on before us give us

more material for speculation than these curious

openings. In the case of leper windows, where

there are traditions of leper hospitals having

been in the neighbourhood of the churches in

which they remain, our mystification is by no

means lessened, because there is a much larger

number of examples which never had any asso-

ciation with establishments of the kind. As

lepers and leprosy are mentioned more than

fifty times in the sacred writings, and some of

our Lord's miracles accomplished the cure of

the terrible affliction, we may assume that

devout persons, in old times, recognised and

felt a special sympathy for sufferers from this

malady
;
but whether these windows were made

for their use will probably remain a matter of

doubt. The survival of the name is not without

interest. 9-

THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON METROPO-
LITAN WATER SUPPLY.

The Commission has commenced an inquiry

into a source of supply which had been men-

tioned incidentally, but not actually proposed

on behalf of the Companies or the Conser-

vancies. This source is the Chalk, but the

water is not to be obtained by wells in the Lea
Valley, to the nossible detriment of Hertford-

shire, nor by increased pumping in the district

of the Kent Company. It is to be obtained by

intercepting the water from the chalk that is

escaping into the sea,— a source that is being

utilised, on a small scale, for the water supply

of sevtral coast towns The works that vpould

be involved would not te wells or reservoirs,

but would be long tunnels with radiating

The Commission held its last sitting for the

yearon the IGihinst.’*' It then appealed that tfcc

Commission bad invited Jlr. William Whitaker

and Mr. William Topley, F.RS., of the Geo-

logical Survey, and Mr. E. Easton, to report

upon this phase of the subject. Mr. Whitaker

accordingly reported on the chalk of the London

basin, and produced detailed notes of swallow-

holes in the Thames basin, and also of springs

in North Kent; while Mr. Topley reported on

the whole Kent area, and on the feasibility of

utilising the water that is running to waste

into the tea and tidal rivers. Mr. Whitaker

and Mr. To^jlsy were examined, and the exami-

nation of Mr. Easton was interrupted by ad-

journment to some time next year. Mr.

Whitaker’s statement and evidence were taken

first, as leading up to those of his colleagues.

The Chalh of the London Area.

Mr. Whitaker divided the subject into three

parts, and embodied the following statements

with detailed exemplifications

l.—Th\claiess and Bitisiom of the Chatk.—

Over the area in question the total thickness of

the Chalk varies from 623 ft. at Streatbam to

1,146 ft. at Norwich, and in the latter case the

topmost beds are absent; so that the full

thickness, in some part of Norfolk, may be

1,200 ft. or more. This figure, however, is ex-

ceptional, the nearest to it recorded being 890

at Harwich. At East Horsley, in Surrey, a

thickness of 817 ft. has been proved, but,

generally speaking, we find less, and over a

large area 700 ft. is not reached. It seems that

the Chalk thins toward London (where 650 ft.

may be taken as about the usual thickness),

not only from north and south, but also from

east and west. Of old the Chalk was usually

divided simply into Upper and Lower, the

former being also known as the Chalk with

flints. Of late years, however, a further divi-

sion has been made by the splitting up of the

old Lower Chalk into Middle and Lower. This

last, too, is often again divisible, by the

separation of its lower member, the Chalk

Marl. The Upper Chalk of this great district

is marked by the general prevalence of flints,

mostly as separate nodules, in layers or scat-

tered
;
but also in continuous sheets. Often,

however, we find a considerable thickness in

• For reports of previoua slttlnga of the CommUalon,
see laat volume of the Builder, pp. 418, 435, 456, 480,

503
;
and current volume, pp. 10. 29, 47, 71, 82, 103, 120,

293, 316, 338, 353, 875, 396, 438, 476.
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"•rhich flints are very rare. The Middle Chalk

\8, on the whole, without flints
;
but sometimes

a few flints are found in it toward the
middle part. It is thick-liedded and jointed.

Its top is generally distinctly shown by
tile presence of a hard bed, a cream-
coloured crystalline limestone where well

developed, and with green-coated nodules. This

is known as the Chalk Rock, and is often to be
seen in Hants. Wilts, Barks, Oxon, Bucks, Beds,
and Herts. It is less clear in Essex and
Cambridgeshire, has not been noticed in

Suffolk, and but one h=ction is known in

Norfolk. In Surrey and Kent, though no bed
with the distinct lithological character of the

Chalk Rick ha.s been seen, yet microscopic

investigation proves that it is represented. TOe
I:Ower Chalk is distinguishable from the Middle
Chalk by the much thinner character of its

beds, the planes of bedding being sometimes
emphasised by marly partings. It is often

slightly clayey, and the Chalk Marl is some-
times particularly so. Any attempt to divide

the chalk into White Chalk and Grey Chalk is

inconvenient. Colour is generally a very bad
guide in making stratigraphic divisions, and
the greyness of cnalk sometimes depends on its

dampness rather than on any inherent colour-

ing. As the divisions Upper, Middle, and Lower
Chalk have been mapped, more or less com-
pletely, by the Geological Survey, iu the London
Sasin, from Hants and Wilts through Berks,

Oxon, Bucks, Beds, Herts, Essex, Cambridge-
shire, and Norfolk (partly), and also outside

the London B.asin, in parts of Somerset shire,

Dorset, Wilts, and Hants, and all through
Sussex, they may be accepted as practical

IL

—

Flo>r of ]Vaf(.’r inthc Chalk.—The passage
of water through the chalk occurs ia three

ways: — 1. Through the pores of the rock. As
these are very sumll, — sometimes, indeed,

practically closed,—this is, of course, a slow
process, and results, in underground work,
merely in the weeping or oozing out of water
from the cut surfaces. Nevertheless, there may
be exceptional cases where, from greater open-
ness in the rock, a greater quantity of water
may pass through. 2. Along planes of bedding,
or the originally horizontal layers of which the
Chalk is built up. Sometimes the passage of

water along these planes is InsIgniQcant, but
sometimes it is very marked, and this naturally
occurs where the bedding is more definite or
somewhat open, as along layers of flints.

Where, too, marly layers occur, their more im-
permeable character, as compared with the rest

of the Chalk, is likely to cause an outflow
;
so

also may an alternation of more open with more
compact rock. 3. The chief means of water-
oommunication through the Chalk is by the
more or less vertical fissures that occur, either

along planes of jointing (structural planes pro-
duced after solidification, and not connected
with bedding), or, more rarely, alotJg faults or

cracks. Joint-planes are universal in the
Chalk, and mostly very plentiful, though
often they are so closed as to allow
the passage of but little water. The
planes of master - jointing are connected
by other planes running acroFs them. The
fissures naturally form a means of communi-
cation, not only more or less vertically down-
ward, but also lengthwise along their course,
from the higher to the lower grounds. The
same, too, would be tho case with planes of

bedding, where they are fairly marked
;
but

sometimes too much may have been credited
to bedding-planes. From the fact that the
Chalk dips inward, from its generally lofty

escarpment to the lower ground formed by the
-margin of ihe Tertiary Bisin, and that, there-
fore, the dip-slopes of the Chalk form by far

the broadest parts of the outcrop, it follows
that the water in the Chalk would' have a
general flow in that direction, or ioward to the
central part of the Basin. This flow in the
direction of the dip is, of course, subject to

lateral change where valleys are cut through
the Chalk, to some depth, and an ontlet for
water is made. In smaller tracts, the slope of
the sorface does not go with the dip of the
beds. The one constant and recognised excep-
tion is the face of the great escarpment, that
is the outward and generally abrupt slope of the
chalk; the crest of the escarpment forms a
watershed, and the underground water flows
cntward, in the direction of the slope, which ia

ti’ie reverse of the dip. The many springs that
occur at or near the foot of the escarpment are
proof of this flow. Ia the more exceptional
cases where the escarpment is not a simple
ridge, bat a doable one, the two ranges some

way apart (as near Luton), there is a greater

area subject to this flow against the dip, and
still more so is this the case where, instead of
the usual bold abrupt ridge, we have a more
gentle and therefore a broader slope (as in

Norfolk)
;
so that over a tract some miles in

width the plane of saturation will slope in a
direction opposite to the dip. Another marked
exception is given by a range of sea-cliffs,

where this runs along the dip, or at no very

great angle with tlie direction of the dip, as on
the coast of Kent, in which case the water finds

a ready outlet along the free margin formed by
the cliffs, and takes a shorter course, more or

less across the dip, instead of a longer one
following the dip. In short, the underground
flow depends generally on the surface-contonr

;

the water can generally flow across the bedding
when it can more speedily reach an outlet by
SDch a course.

III.

—

Relation of the Structure and Position

of the Chalk to ^VaUr Supply.—The greater

part of the area of outcrop is formed by the
Upper Chalk, which, rising up from beneath
the Tertiary beds, reaches right on to the top of

the great escarpment, or bounding-ridge, except
where cut through by valleys, which Jay open
lower beds. Where the escarpment is all in

one, as is commonly the case, and is abrupt, it

follows that the outcrop of the lower divisions

is narrow, very narrow, as compared with the

broad tract of Upper Chalk inward from the

escarpment. This division, too, is the thickest

of the three. The Upper Chalk, therefore,

must be the great gatheriog-ground for water,

and, as it sinks dowrwa’’d to low levels, to the

boundary of the Tertiary beds, so that the

plane of saturation comes near to the surface

of the ground, rnd sometimes up to the latter,

it follows that as a general rule, this division

must be the gieat water-yielding one, and that

works for vast supplier, over most of the area

In question, must be established near the out-

crop from beneath the Tertiary beds, where the

plane of saturation, though near the surface, is

at a low level, so thatunnerground water tends

to flow down to such works and to replace that

pumped out from them. The place taken by

ibe Upper Chalk as the great water-bearing bed
may,

,

perhaps, be owing to its favour-

able position rather than to its structure.

There is nothing, as a rule, to prevent

water sinking down through the Upper
into the Middle Chalk, and we find that at

high levels, toward the escarpment, the former
is dry, its base being above the plane of satura-

tion, which sometimes may be very far down in

the latter. The Chalk Rock, which forms the

top surface of the Middle Chalk, where well

developed, is favourable to the passage of

water along it, being usually markealy jointed,

and so, when below the level of saturation, is

often a water-yielding bed
;
but when above

that level there is nothing to stop its beingdry.

Where the escarpment forms a long gentle

slope, as in Cambridgeshire and Norfolk, the
outcrop of the Middle Cbalk is fairly broad,

and much water must sink through the rock

and find its way ont in the springs on the
northward elope. Where, too, tne outcrop of

the Middle Chalk, though nsnally much less in

width, is cut back by valleys that breach the
upper part of the great escarpment, as is the

case with the valleys of the Lea (in Beds), of

the Gade and of the Bolbourn (in Herts), of

the Misbourn and of the Loudwater (in Bucks),

of the Thames itself, and of the Lamboum and
of the Kennet (in Berks and Wilts), there,

again, much water is collected by this division,

and many springs issue from it and feed the

Thames by its various tributaries. The Melbourne
Rock, at the base of the Middle Cbalk, is some-
times water-bearing, by reason of the bed next
below (known as the Belemnite Marl) being
mostly of a rather clayey character

;
so that,

under favourable conditions, it may delay the

downward passage of water. Tbe Lower Chalk,

being generally more clayey than the upper
two divisions, is less free to tbe passage of

water. There are, however, places where, from
favourable conditions arising, much water
oocars in the Lower Chalk. Of faiily large

supplies got from beds below the Upper Chalk
in the basin of the Thames, Luton, and the

Chlltern Hills Waterworks (near Tring) may be
mentioned. Several smaller town?, too, depend
on the same beds, along the northern outcrop
of the Cbalk. On the south the outcrop of the

lower beds is narrower, but various wells have
been carried through the I'oper Chalk to these

beds, as in the case of the Kenley and Caterham
Waterworks. Maidstone gets a great part of

its supply from Lower Chalk springs, and
Folkestone gets tbe whole. As a general rule,

there is more or less communication down-
ward through the Upper and Middle into the

Lower Chalk, so that the water in the Cbalk

may usually be treated as a whole. Neverthe-

lesF, there are cases where, from tbe occurence

of less permeable beds in the Cbalk over certain

tracts, there may be independent supplies at

various depths. In conclusion, Mr. Whitaker
says:—“Though there are general roles as to

water in the (.'balk, these must not be taken as

absolutely universal : we must be ready for

exceptions, and sometimes for great ones. To
give what may be called a political illustration,

whilst there are imperial laws regulating the

conduct of water in tbe Chalk Kingdom, yet

the various provinces of which that kingdom is

composed need special legislation of their own :

rules that hold in one province may not accord

with tbe manners and customs cf another. In

short, it is a case not only for Imperial bat also

for Local Gcvernmtnt.”

Sn-allow-holes in the Chalk.

In hie Memorandum on Swallow-holes in the

Cbalk of tbe Thames Basin, Mr. Whitaker men-
tions over thirty localities in which they occur,

and, says:—“Swallow-holes,—that is, more or

less funnel-shaped hollows which swallow up
streams that run into them,—are common.
They are formed by streams which, rising in

tbe higher ground, flow down the escarpment

of the Tertiary beds, until they reach the more
pervious and jointed Chalk, into which they

sink, or until they come within a short distance

of that roijk, when they work their way into it

through the few feet of the softer overlying

beds. Id the course of time, through tbe

chemical action of the carbonic acid in tbe

water and tbe mechanical action of the water

itself, funnel-shaped basins are worn in the

Cbalk and the beds above, the operation being

made more easy by any pre-existing fissures.

These bellows are often thickly overgrown with

vegetation. The streams may eome'imes be

seen running down them, though sometimes

they merely flow into a small pool, tbe level of

the water in which remains the same, notwith-

sttnding tbe constant inflow. These swallow-

boles mostly occur at or near the junction of

the Heading beds and tbe Chalk, and they are

therefore of much use in drawing the line

between these formations, especially where
there are no sections. They sometimes occur,

however, at a distance from the Tertiary beds,

and sometimes well within their bcundary
(where tbe lower beds ate sandy); both these

conditions may be seen in the Mimma Valley.

They occur also where tbe Thanet Beds are

present (between tbe Reading Beds and tbe

Chalk), especially where these are comparatively

impervious, as in East Kent. Tbe sinking of

tbe river Mole into the Cbalk has been often

alluded to. This occurrence, of course, is not

exactly of the same kind as the ordinary

swallow-hole
;
but is allied to the nailboumee,

or occasional streams in valleys usually dry.

The Mole, though usually a continuous streanr,

after very diy weather sinks in parts of its

course through the Chalk, its exceptional

underground course being after dry weather,

whereas the exceptional oreakiogs out of the

Bailbournes are after wet weather. The four

things,—swallow-holes, nsilbournes, sinking-

rivers, and springs,—are all connected
;

all

are concerned with tbe underground water

in tbe Cbalk, and all depend on the

power of the Cbalk to absorb water. Tbe
brook that, flows along the valley from

Rabley to North Mimms has no ontlet (at all

events in ordinary seasons); but the water is

lost in swallow-holes, which thus receive the

drainage of some twenty square miles of

country. From South Mimms to Hatfield Park

tbe many swallow-holes give only an approxi-

mate bonndary between tbe Tertiary beds and

the Chalk, owing to the amount of sand in the

Reading beds, which results in tbe swallow-

holes being sometimes formed well within the

boundary. Those at Potterells, eastward of

North Mimms, have been alluded to by Mr.

Hopkinson before the Commission and in

‘Trans. Herts. N. H. Boc.’ vol. vi. It should be

noted that some of tbe swallow-holes near

North Mimms, in which this branch of the

Colne is lost, differ from those along tbe junc-

tion of the Cbalk and the Tertiary beds, and
are more allied to those of the Mole, tbe stream

being lost because the saturation-level is below

the bottom of the valley, except after wet seapone.

\_UmHnucd onp. 522.
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DRA'/ViNC ROOM.

2r\'D Floor Plan.

Design for a Ton-n House,

/' Floof^ Plan

lllastraiiona.

DOOHWAY, CONYEXTO SAN PABLO,
SEVILLE.

HIS drawing is by Mr. A. N. Prentice,
and was exhibited at the last Payal
Academy Exhibition. In regard to the

original work, Jlr. Prentice writes :

“ The great charm of this doorway lies in its
coloor and the variety of materials used in its
construction. The striped portion is of red
and yellow coloured brick in courses in.
deep, and so finely cut and fitted together that
a knife-blade cannot he inserted between the
joints. Inside the arch, and immediately over
the door, is a marble escudo bearing the arms
of the Emperor Charles V., supported on either
side by shields and ornament with a yellow
^ounri painted on glazed tiles. Following the
line of the extrados of the arch is a magnificent
band of decorated tile work, with deep orange-
coloured ground and rich pattern in white and
blue. The circular plaques are very interesting,
and, although not of Spanish design, are very
succersfully introduced. The centre one —
representing the Nativity,— is undoubtedly a
Della Robbia, and the other six are distinctly
Flemish in character. The draperies of the
foor angels in the spandrels also snggest
Ilemish inflnenco. as well as the two
eqnare panels with I. H. S. on deep rich
brown background. The little panel rvith
rnscnption shown nnderneath the drawing is a
fac simile of a tablet with the artist's Lmeand date, loll to he found among the scrollwork to the left and below the plaque repre-
seniing Sr. Helena and the Cross. In the
gereral lines of the doorway and the profiles

cf the monldings round the arch it is easy to
trace the hand of an Italian designer.
The door forms the entrance to the chapel of

a small convent situated in the back streets of
Seville, and has somewhat escaped the atten-
tion of visitors owing to its remote position in
the town. a. N. P.”

DESIGN’ FOR ST. BRIDE’S FOUNDATION
INSTITUTE.

This was a competition design sent in by its
author, Mr. T. Garratt, for the proposed
building above named. The front was intended
to be executed in Portland stone and red brick,
the ground story to Bride-lane being entirely of
stone.

The drawing was exhibited at the last Royal
Academy Exhibition.

The temptation to make sacrifices ia order to
obtain a top-light for the billiard-table has
been avoided. A billiard-room in a town bouse
is not in so much request as in a country house,,
especially during the daytime, and even then
the circular bay window would afford a good
light.

Although the conditions were somewhat am-
biguous on the point, the author considered
that they did not allow of structural projec-
tions. A fiat treatment has, therefore, been
adopted, introducing deeply-recessed windows
in the drawing-room, with a central window on
the same plane as tho.se on the ground floor.

A deep shadow would thus result under the
first-floor arches, and internally the piers sup-
porting them would form a not unpleasant
feature in the morning-room.
The materials, in the author’s idea, would be-

Portland stone and red bricks, with a tiled roof.

A. H. C.

DESIGN FOR A TOWN-HOUSE.
This design was awarded the Medal of the

Architectural Association this year.
The conditions laid down the width of

frontage, but the depth of the building was not
stringently defined

;
the site being assumed to

measure 150 ft., out of which a portion would
be used as garden. A billiard-room, dining-
room, drawing-room, and morning-room were
required on the two chief floors—a certain
number of bed-rooms, &c., on the other floors,
and the usual basement offices. With these
data no special difficulty presented itself, and
the planning resolved itself into the problem of
obtaining a certain dignity and convenience on
the two principal floors, and comfort and useful-
ness in the remainder of the house.

“ ELM-HURST,” HANTS.
A HOUSE, or rather a combination of three

small houses, has existed upon this site for
many years, and in rebuilding, a portion of a
dwelling-house in concrete, built some twenty-
five years ago, has been incorporated with the
new building. The block on the right, with'

the angle turret and the bay window sur-

mounted by an oversailing gable, is the end of
the old portion, to which the new wing has
been tacked on at an angle of nearly 45 deg.,

an arrangement made with the desire to get a
full southern aspect and the advantage of a
beantiful view. The ground floor rooms in the
new wing, (commencing from the junction
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angle outwards) are drawing, library and
billiard room, the latter one story only.
The site is not far from Christchurch Hants.

The new work is in brick, the upper story
tile-hung. The builders are Messrs. Holloway
Bros., of Battersea, and the architect Mr. E.
Prioleau Warren.

HAMPSTEAD HOSPITAL.
The North London Hospital for Consump-

tion, Mount Vernon, Hampstead, which we
illustrate this week with an elevation of the
garden or south front, and plans of the grouod-
fioor and one of the ward floors, was com-
menced in 1880 from designs by Professor
Roger Smith, which were accepted by the
Committee as the result of a competition. The
western block was then built, and has been in
constant use since, but necessarily at a con-
siderable amount of inconvenience, as the
administrative portions were then for the
greater part omitted.
The central block is now in course of erec-

tion, and will provide accommodation for over
thirty additional patients, partly in new wards
and partly by setting free some small wards at
present used for other purposes, aud it will, in
addition, give nearly all the administraUve
accommodation that will be required for the
hospital when completed.
There is a basement-floor to the building, as

far as it is at present to be carried, with a
separate entrance, and it contains the chapel,
dispensary, out-patients’ department,

; a
ground-floor, as illustrated

;
two ward-floor?,

one for men and one for women, the wards and
day-rooms having in nearly every case a
southern aspect

;
and an attic-floor devoted to

kitchens and the necessary accommodation for ,

~ ~!
secants and nurses.

^ ^

I porary arrangements had to be made when it The materials used are red bricks, with Bath-
, at present in hand includes some

|

stood by itself
;

its design is in some few stone dressiugs and Broseley tiles,
alterations to the older portion, as some tern- 1 respects modified from the elevation shown. The building of this portion, which is nearly

Competition Design for St, Bride's Foxindaiion Institute.

Longitudinal Section

^ j|0 Feet

Design for a Tomi Douse.
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Future Completion
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Room ^ j

1

Ward Floor. Plan
North London Consnm^txon Sotpital.

roofed in, and will be completed in the coarse
of the spring, is being carried out by Messrs,
li. H. Si R, Roberts. Messrs. Waygood & Co.
have erected a oew hydraulic passenger- lift in
the well-hole of the old staircase, and Messrs.
Rosser & HusseU bare partly renewed and ez-
tended the heating apparatae, and are provid-
ing new hot-water service thronghout the
whole building.

The elevation drawing which we publish i

was exhibited at the Royal Academy this year
and we give it. as described in the Academy
^telogne, as by “ Messrs. Roger Smith, Son, &
Oale. As our readers are aware, the style of
the firm is cow altered to “ Roger Smith S:
bon.

A HOUSE AND STUDIO.
This very practical looking sheet of drawini

was exhibited at the last Royal Academy ExL
Uition. Though the architectaral treatment
simple, there is a good deal of character in tl
manner in which the house and the stnd
^rtion are grouped and distinguished in tl
design. The architect is Mr. R D Oliver *

yta juaiME p. ciiBEK : Notice to ConEESpi
®STS. — As It will be necessary for us to gi
press a few hours earlier than usual next week-must ask our oorrospondents to send all comm“ ® « 1

lev as to the b

whSe to
'• "‘“'“"k »ka" we 1

THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON METROPO-
LI TAN WATER SUPPLY.

Continued from page 519.

The swallow-boles at orjnearthe junction of the
i

Tertiary beds and the Chalk act in all seasons,
whenever there is a flow of water to them!

i
Outside the Basin of the Thames bub still in

I

the London Basin, some notable occurrences of

j

a like sort to those above-mentioned may be
;

alluded to :—The Little Stour, in dry seasons,
sinks in parts of its course. I have seen it lost
below the village of Bridge and rising again
between Bettesbourne and Littlebonrne (or
more than a mile lower down its course). This
is a like case to that of the Mole. Westward
of Canterbury: there are swallow-holes along
the boundary of the Tertiary beds here, chiefly
around Ensinge, where some of them are large
and have been described by Professor Prest-

{Quart. Jourii. Gcol. Soc.^ vol. zi., 1855).
There are also some round the border of the
Selling Outlier. It shonld be noted that these
swallow-holes are near the boundary of the
Thanet Beds, which there come in between the
Reading Beds and the Chalk

;
but in East

Kent this formation does not consist merely of
sand, as in West Kent, being largely composed
of clayey beds

; so that for the most part it
does not allow water to percolate through
to the Chalk. It is classed among the
Mixed Beds of my Chalk Area Map
On the south there are two great gaps in the
records,—so great, indeed, that they much
exceed the small areas of occurrence. The
first of these gaps is from the Headley Outlier
westward to Farnham Park, a distance of about
twenty-two miles, as the crow flies. We then
meet with swallow-holes for some three miles,
and then go westward, from near Crondall to

,

near Hungerford, or thirty-one miles as the

I

crow flies, without any record. Starting from

j

the Tertiary outliers south-westward of Hunger-
!
ford, and going north - eastward to near

I

Hatfield, we have a fairly continuous record,

with no great pap in the occurrence of swallow-

I

holes, which are often present in considerable
1 number. The chief difference in the physical
features of the two districts seems to be that

[

where swallow-holes occur, there the Tertiary
beds rise well above the chalk bordering them,
forming well-marked hills; whereas where
swallow-holes are absent (or, at all events, are
so rare and so small as to have escaped notice),

there the Tertiary beds make little or no marked
feature, whilst the bordering chalk soon rises

above their level. It stands to reason that
there will be streams flowing down the long
slopes of the maiked escarpmentof theTertiary
beds

;
but none, or only trifling driblets, where

that escarpment is small and low,—in many
parts, indeed, the drainage of the Tertiary beds
flows away from the chalk instead of towards it.

This difference in physical feature between the
: two tracts, which are marked by tbe presence
' or absence of swallow-holes, hangs on a
!
slight difference in geologic structure.'’

I The- Springs of North Kent.

j

Mr. Whitaker supplies detailed notes on a

i

large number of springs, written or compiled
!
after an examination of the district, made in
November and December, with Jlr. Topley, and
for the most part with Mr. Easton.
The springs between Dover and St. Margaret’s

were well seen. In places they were bubbling
up in a marked way, whilst in others there was
a more gradual outflow. Tbe total yield must
be very great, and it simply runs to waste. He
describes the Dour and springs or brooks from
Mongeham to Eastry, at Wingbam, Boughton,
Goodneston, Faversham, Luddenbam, Teynbam,
Bapehild, Sittingbourne, Newington, Rainbam,
Bo.xley and Aylesford (which supply Maidstone
Waterworks), in the valley of the Medway, in
the Hundred of Hoo, at Higham, Gravesend,
Northfleet, from Eritb to Woolwich and Green-
wich, in South Essex, between the Darent and
the Medway, between the Medway and the
Stour, and eastward of tbe Stour. Speaking of

the last-named district, he says that here the
outcrop of tbe chalk gets broader than else-

where in Kent, and it is exceptionally bare of
surface deposits. It is, therefore, well arranged
for the absorption of much water. The water-
works in the district are—for Canterbury, in

the valley of the Stour
;
for Wingham, which is

supplied from one of the springs in the valley
;

for Deal, by works atWalmer; and for Dover.
Folkestone, too, gets its supply from a chalk
spring, but it is one at tbe foot of the escarp-

ment. Besides these work®, not one of which
is large, there is little demand for Ihe water,

the district being an agricultural one. Mr.
Whitaker says :

—

" It seems clear, therefore, that a very large amount
of water can be got in this district, and mostly of water
that tuns to waste, soon passing into tidal streams or

direct into the sea along the base of the cliffs. Part of

this tract seems, indeed, to be highly favourable for

the percolation of rain Into the chalk, on account of the
great amount of practically bare chalk, as well as from
the fact that the comparatively small areas of surface
deposits consist of beds that are, as a rule, far from
impermeable. Proof of large percolation seems to be
given by the volume of the springs that flow out into
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Uie lea along the coast, north-eastward ol Dover, the
tract from which their water is derived being a limited
one. Aa in the case of the other disirlcts, water in

large quantity could beat be got by long tunnels in the
lower grounds at the northern part of the outcrop of

the chalk, with sbafca ai various places These tunnels
would run more or less esst and west •, but moat likely

a southerly branch would have to be made to secure the
springs along the coast."

In the Isle of Thanet the towns of Ramsgate
and Margate both have waterworks with a
great length of galleries, and Broadstairs and
Westgate have smaller works of the same sort.

As there is great addition to the population

of these towns in the season when there is least

water, Mp. Whitaker and his colleagues came
to the conclasion to disregard Thanet for the

purposes of this inquiry. The western part of

the district is. however, as jet untouched. To
sum up, Mr, Whitaker concludes :

—

“From previous knowledge of Ken^, obtained during
long residence In various parts of the county, and from
vlslta lately made, I liive no doubt but that a very
large amount of water could be got from the Chala
there, and might be so taken as not to Interfere

seriously with any streams of Importance. Wherever
any damage might result to existing interests, this

could easily be met by compensation of some sort.

This water would form a large supplementary supply
for London, and a smallei' oue could be got from the
T.ower GreeDsand."

The Ch.’tlh Areas of Kent,

COMPETITIONS.
Bournemouth Pavilion.—The authors of

the designs numbered 5, G, 11, 13, 14, and 15,

in the first competition for this work, have
been invited to send in final designs to a scale

of 8 ft. to an inch
;
too large a scale for com-

petition drawings, we may observe. The limit

of cost has been raised to 16,OOOZ. Each of

the six competitors is to receive a fee of 50^,

and in the event of the successful competitor
not receiving instructions to proceed within

twelve months after the date of selection he is

to receive such reasonable compensation (in

addition to his fee of 50Z.) as shall be agreed to

by the committee. The drawings are to be sent

in on March 1. Mr. Charles Barry is the

professional assessor.

Christ's Hospital.—About 160 applica-

tions have been received for selection to enter

this competition. Some eminent architects of

the day have applied, but a large proportion of

the applications are from architects little

known to fame. It is not expected that the

Council's decision will be announced much
before the end of January.

AJlCniTECTUIlAL SOCIETIES.

of an improved system for the more efficaciously

cleansing street gullies and carriagewaj's, which for

many years 1 have been formulating and perfecting,

and in connexion with which I have five inde-

pendent inventions.

The inference to be drawn from Mr. W. B. Powell's

statement in his letter in your issue of the 24th is

that we are in Southampton making and fixing hy-

draulic gullies invented by him. This is entirely erro-

neous, and is an injustice to my system. Wnat we
are doing is correctly stated in your columns of the

17tb, viz. :
—“ At Southampton one of these gullies

is operated by compressed air. In that town three

miles of air main are laid in tho streets in con-

nexion with the Shone system of sewngo, from
which service connexions can easily be laid on, the

waste heat from the combustion of the house
refuse in a destructor being utilised as the motor
required for compressing the air. By this arrange-

ment the frequent emptying of the gullies, often

much neglected, is much facilitated."

This is entirely a different thing to Mr. Powell's

conception.

I may, however, add that my inventions are of

such a nature that whenever I find it more con-

venient to work this system hydraulically I shall

do so
:
but at the same time, being desirous only of

obtaining improved sanitation, I shall welcome any
legitimate improvement from Mr. Powell or any
one else. W. B. G. Bennett,

Mr. Topley, in his statement, says that, in

accordance with the reqnestof the Commission,
he has made a special inquiry into the probable
r-esources for water supply of the Chalk areas
in East Kent, with a great part of which he
bad a personal acquaintance in the course of
the Geological Survey of the district. He has
again visited the district in company with Mr.
Whitaker and Mr. Easton. Mr. Whitaker was
also well acquainted with the country, having
made the geological survey of the greater part
of it. Mr. Topley deals successively with the
shape of the ground, superficial beds over the
chalk, rainfall and percolation, underground
water, springs along the coast under the Chalk
escarpment, and on the northern slope of the
Chalk

;
nailbourne valleys, well measurements,

Chalk areas, methods for obtaining water, and
estimates of the quantity now utilised. Mr.
Topley mentions that much useful information
has been received from Mr. R. D. Batchelor, of
Chatham, who has made a large number of
wells and deep borings in the district. Infor-
mation has also been obtained from water-
works, cement works, ice., concerning their
supplies.

The following is a table of the Chalk areas of
Kent east of the Kent Water Company’s Dis-
trict, all the figures indicating square miles ;

—

Chalk, Chalk covered
bare. wiih

Outlie"^,
Bpurs.and

Super- tdgeeof Total
flclal Tertiary Chalk
beda. heda. area.

11 10 <9

7 3 29

IS 3 56
49 10 86
66 5 196

2—23
170 31 490

A. Between the baslna
o{ the Dorent and
Medway 28

B. Medway basin, west
of the river 19

(
Medway baeiu, ease

€. < of the river 35
t Swale ba'in 27

D. Stour basin 125
£. Between the baains

ol the Stour aud
Dour 20

E. Dour baam 14
C. ChalkareaofNotth-

east Thanet 21

289

The following is a joint estimate of the
quantity of water now utilised :

—

uaus.
Medway and Svale per day.

lligham and Hundred of IIco tVaterworka
(Inprogreea) 250 000

Sbrood Waterworks 600,0.0
iCocheater Waterworka l,25o)o00
Slttlngbourne Waterworka 250*000
Eaveraham Waterworka 259,000
Mald»tone Waterworks (Chalk w.atet) .... toojooo
Mid-Kent Waterworks (Lower Greeueand
water) 250,000

Stour
Canterbury 750,000
Rast-Kent Waterworks (Id progreaa) 250 000
Deal Waterworks 250 000
Dover Waterworks I.OOO'OOO
Folkestone Waterworka (Chalk water) SOO'OOO

0.100,000
Private wells, cement worhs, 2ioyer mills, <Sc.

(mainly in the Medway Valley); water
chiefly from the Chalk, but some from the
Lower Greensand 7,900.000

• 14,000,000

We reserve farther notice of the statements
and evidence.

Northern Architectural Association-
—At the last meeting of this Association, held

on the 21st inst. in the meeting-room, Art Gal-
lery, Newcastle-on-Tyne, presided over by the
President, Mr. J. H. Morton, of South Shields,

Dr. E. H. Gibbon delivered a most instructive

and entertaining lecture on “ Pompeii, Past and
Piesent.” The lecture was well illustrated by
means of limelight illustrations. A hearty
vote of thanks to Dr. Gibbon was proposed by
Jlr. Joseph Oswald, seconded by Mr. Frank W.
Rich, and carried by acclamation.

Dundee Institute of Architecture,
Science, and Art.—The next meeting of this

Institute will be held on Monday, January 5,

when a paper will be read by Mr. A. H. Miller,

F.S.A.Saot., on " Curiosities of Architecture in

Dundee.”

CnrrcspDiibtnte.

To the Editor of Thb Builder.

ANTHRACITE COAL.

Sir,—

W

ith regard to the important question of

supply which you raised in yvur article of De-
cember 10, 1 have caused inquiries to be made in

various directions, for this matter is being

thoroughly gone into. The following are the

results, stated as briefly as possible :

—

Mr. Hobson, H.M. Inspector of Mmes for South
Wales, writes under date December 15 that the

shipments in 1888 were 900,258 tons
;

in 1890,

1,220,916 tons
;
and in 1891, 1,258,161 tons. Those

of 1889 were not tabulated separately.

Mr. Law, Superintendent, Swansea Harbour, soys

the shipments of anthracite for San Francisco (!)

at his port are “largely increasing,” being 26,037

tons in 1890, and 74,6 !() tons in 1891.

Mr. F. Cleeves, of the Gwaun-cae-Gurwen Col-

liery Company (the largest in Glamorganshire), says

their shipments in 1889 were 93,315 tons (the year

ending September 30), and in 1892, 122,986 tons;

the estimated output for the whole of 1892 being

250,000 tous, which might in a short time be

doubled.

Jlr. Kydd, of the Great Mountain Company (the

largest in Carmarthenshire), gives the shipments

for 1889 as 62,066 tons, and the estimate for 1892

as 95,000 ions,—all of the purest description, none

being sold for lime-burningor similar purposes. He
adds that they could produce 2,500 tons a day.

Finally, Mr W. (Calloway, mining engineer, of

Cardiff, has traced the anthracite coalfield of South

Wales to show an area of no less than 240 square

miles, with an aggregate thickness of 30 ft.

I venture to think. Sir, that this accumulation of

evidence disposes of all doubt as to supply, and of

all fear as to prohibitive prices. I must confess

that these results exceed my own anticipations,

although I had every reason to believe that there

was a very largo deposit of the mineral, such being

the conimou impression, at any rate west of

Cardiff. R- Riuhards.
(London Manager of the Gwaun-oae-

December 27- Gurwen Colliery Co.)

“BENNETT'S HYDRAULIC
SELF-CLEANSING STREET GULLTES,”

Sir,—

T

he diagram which you published in your
issue cf the 17th inst. under the above heading is

|

but a preliminary representation, and a mere unit
|

Slubent's Column.

CONCRETE.-XXVII.

WALLS (continuetl) : external treatment.

B OMETIMES concrete walls are faced

with a superior kind of concrete, de-

posited at the same time as the heart-

ing or backing of the wall. This method is

seldom or never applied to the walls of bnild-

ings, but is frequently adopted for large retain-

ing walls, dock walls, breakwaters, &c. We do

not see, however, why it should not be used for

the external walls of buildings. The originator

of the system was Mr. Thomas Dyke, who in

1809 commenced the extension of the break-

water at Hartlepool with common concrete

hearting and superior facing. The latter con-

sisted of 1 part Portland cement and 4 parts

whinstone, broken in a Blake’s crusher to

l--in. gauge. The face of tlie wall was ontlined

with standards and shutters, and within these,

at distances of 9 in. and 18 in. in the alternate

layers, internal partition-boards were placed

and kept in position by distance pieces extend-

ing from them to the shutters. The common
concrete was deposi'ed and rammed within

the internal pirtition-boards, while imme-
diately afterwards the face-concrete was de-

posited and rammed between the partition-

boards and the shutters. The partition-boards

were then withdrawn, and the two concretes

were united by ramming along the line of

junction. Each layer of concrete was 9 in.

thick.

In 1874 Mr. Bernays adopted the same plan

at Chatham, using a 1 to 12 concrete for the

hearting or backing, and a 1 to 6 for the facing

;

the latter consisted of 1 part Portland cement,

2 paits sand, and 4 parts iron-furnace slag

broken in a Blake’s crusher to about |-in. cubes.

The appearance of the walls is, says Mr.

Bernays, far from unpleasing either in texture

or colour, the suiface being “invariably left

with all imperfections, as it appears on the

removal of the shuttering.” Mr. Bernays has

also used facing-concrete (without plastering)

for the walls of water-tanks, pump-wells, See.,

and for the exposed surfaces of coping, steps,

kerbs, paving, and building-blocks. The coping,

which had a cross-seciion of 4 ft. x2 ft., con-

sisted of 1 part Portland cement and 8 parts

gravel, faced on the top and two sides with a

2-in. coat of cement and broken granite (1 to

2). The building - blocks, which measured

18 in. X 9 in. X 6 in., were composed of

cement and gravel (1 to 10), faced 1 in.

thick with cement and fine gravel (1 to 4).

The surface of the coping, kerbs, &o., is much
improved by being dressed with a diamond-
pointed hammer

;
“it is then difficult to distin-

guish the concrete from real granite.” In all

cases of facing, the two kinds of concrete

should be pat in as nearly as possible simul-

taneously. in order that they may set into one
mass. Heavy concrete walls are sometimes

faced with brickwork or masonry, or with con-

crete blocks. In engineering works, concrete

I blocks of enormous size are sometimes used,

and, employed in this way in the sea, they
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have peveral advantages over concrete deposited
in gitii. Bat for building?, concrete blocks
must necessarily be small, and they are there'

fore very expensive when compared with mono
lithic concrete. For facing the walls of
promenades and sea-walls, concrete blocks
of moderate size are often employed, as
these have a better appearance than the
plain surface of concrete as left by the
shutters. The joints between the blocks also
allow for expansion and contraction, and so
prevent cracks from disfigaring the walls.
Blocks have the farther advantage that, as
they are kept some time before being placed in
position, any detective concrete is discovered

during that time. Fig. lo shows the concrete
blocks used in the face of the Scarborough
sea-wall-* The blocks measure about 24 in. x
12 in. X 12 in., and have triangular grooves in
their ends, and a chamfer Ij in. wide around
the face of each

;
they were made of 1 part

Portland cement, 2 parts sand, and 4 parts
shingle, faced at the same time 2 in. thick with
I part cement and 2 parts shingle, passed
through a

|
in. sieve and having all line sand

removed. They were kept one month before
being placed in the wall, and were then set,
alternate courses of headers and stretchers,
Portland cement mortar (1 to 2); the joints
were well grouted, and in this way the blocks
were dowelled together by means of the
triangular grooves.
Many patents have been taken out for con-

crete buildine-blocks of various kinds, Z-shaped,
hollow, &c., but they are not often used. Con-
crete is. however, largely used in the form of
Stepp, mullioDs, heads, sills, jambs .'cc but
cbielly under the name of artificial stone. A
quite bewildering number of patents for artifi-
cial stone have been taken out, but few of them
have been successful or profitable. We may
.lust mention the artificial stone of Messrs. W.
H. L^celles k Co., known as “Lascelles’ Con-
crete, which has been used by many eminent
architects, including Mr. Waterhouse Mr
Christian, and Sir A. W. Blomfield. It is madem three colours,-red, buff, and grey.-and can
be obtained in the form of balustrades, cornices,
plinths, copings, sills, heads, columns, pilas-
Wrs, fimals, &c.t Ipto Mr. Lascelles’ system of
building by means of wood framework and con-
crete tiles we cannot enter here.

Mesere. 1. Eosher & Co. issue a large cata-
logue conlaiulDg many escellent examples of
their artilioial stonework, in the form of
balusters and other architectural features
fountains, statues, vases, io. Messrs, l ambrini& Llaniel, of Lincoln, make an "imperishable
red concrete, and monld it into a large variety
of architectural featnres, such as cornices
strings, modelled panels. The manufacture ot
artificial stone, however, allhough it is invariably
a kind of concrete, and most frequently a i'ort-
land cement concrete, cannot be considered
here. The student is referred for further
information on the sobjeot to the seriesof articles

I. n
in 'to "S.-ndents’ Column” otthe Builder from July to December, 1.S8,S

borne of the forms of artificial stone, such asmodelled panels, balusters, finials, coping &c.furnish a ready means ot decorating concrete
buildings. So also do tiles of various kinds

ornamental, glazed or unplazed
modelled and moulded panels of fen-a-cot'acan
also be couvemently in.erted. Prof. Aitchison

a
“ ’n Berlin which is faced withunglazed paving tiles, and has window-dress-

II of glass-mosaic.

Th. ,1
ni South Kensington.The wall was covered with Portland cement

hind°^r'*
“’o “ ‘i'in ooat ot Port-

desS-n in "bicB ttedeaigu was scratched. After some Tears

mter
[o.^'^'ou the two coats, and theouter one peeled oH. Sgraffito has, however

eeDSiiallv*’r'°"li'“*’'°^'‘*
'o otter buildings’,

especially in small panels, pediments, ft-
*

invs
ji'’ ‘‘’O oooorete walls of build-ings are finished with some kind ot stucco orrough-cast. -Mr. Potter recommends for common

is'oo'lTpSm'’^
”'• "

t Sse the for May 21, I8al.

work the system of “ rough trowelling.” When
the concrete has thoroughly set, a stiff mortar
of Portland cement and clean sharp sand (abont
1 to 3) is applied with a plasterer’s bandfloat,

and “ is thoronghly worked into the crevices of
the concrete, but leaving no body or coat on
the surface.” After being smoothed with water
and a distemper-brnsh, the work is complete.
A proper coat of Portland cement and clean

sharp sand (1 to 2 or 1 to 3) is most frequently
employed for the external faces of concrete
walls. The surface of this stucco can be
lioished in different ways

;
if a wood float, or

a float covered with felt, be used, the sana is

broDght to the surface, and a rough texture is

the result; if a steel float or trowel be used,
an exceedingly smooth surface can be obtained

;

if after floating with the steel trowel the
surface be finished by dabbing the trowel on
it, a medium texture is obtained. The stucco
can be ornamented by impressed designs, by
raised stencilled patterns, and in other ways.
When rough-cast and “ rough-trowelling ” are

adopted, the angles of the buildings and of
all voids may well be finished with bands of
cement a few inches wide, and ^ in. or ^
thick.

Attempts have been made to give variety to
stucco by mixing different colouring matters
with the dry material, but in all such attempts
there is a danger of the setting properties of
the cement being injured, and the further diS'

advantage that the stucco may prove very un
even in colour. Considerable variety could
safely be given by the use of different coloured
sands

;
but where these are not available other

substances would have to be tried. Mr. Row-
land Plombe says that a dark red colour can be
obtained by the use of purple-brown (oxide of
iron), light red by Venetian red, blue by
German ultramarine, and black by black man-
ganese

;
the proportion he recommends is 1

cement, 2 of sand, and one-tenth colouring
matter.

Colour effect can also be obtained by means
of good washable distemper, or, of coarse, by
painting, but the expense of continual colonr-
ng and painting would be a drawback to the
use of concrete and stucco.

BOOFS.

Fiat roofs have several advantages, and
can conveniently be constructed of concrete
with iron or steel girders at intervals. If the
underside of the concrete has to be the ceiling
of the room below, it may be desirable that it
shonld be quite flat. In this case, the necessary
falls and gutters can be formed with rough
concrete laid on the top of the main body of
concrete. The best material for finishing such
roofs externally is asphalte.
Where the usual sloping roofs are required

to be fire-resisting, they can be constructed
with iron principals carrying J_ or H iron
purlins 4 ft. t r 5 fc. apart. Between the purlins
coke-breeze concrete can be laid, on which
slates can be nailed without the need of wood
laths. The slates should be bedded in good
lime-mortar.

Domes of concrete have been constructed
with and without frameworks of iron, l'cc.

The well-known dome cf the Pantheon is of
concrete, with a framework of brick.

STAIRS.

Single steps of concrete or artificial stone
can be obtained and built into walls, after
the manner of stone s+eps. A better method,
however, is to form the whole flight in one mass
of concrete by means of framing, as shown in

bolted at the top to another joist extending
along the free edge of the landing, or by
an iron skeleton, consisting of raking piece,
and upright and horizontal bars, rivetted to the
shape of ihe steps. The treads can be formed
with Hawkslej’s patent wood-block treads, or
Doulton’s silicon treads, &c., or, as is done in
many parts of ti^pain.with tiles kept in position
by a stout wood riser. The riser may be
finished with cement, or with tiles, marble,
wood, &.C.

SEWEltS.

During Mr. Grant’s tenure of office under the
Metropolitan Board of Works, several thousand
yards of concrete sewers were formed

;
some were

rendered inside with Portland cement and sand
(1 to 1), finished ^ in. thick; others were lined
with a half-brick ring laid in cement-mortar.
The concrete was composed of 1 part cement to
~ parts sand and ballast.

At Buenos Ayres there are from forty to fifty
miles of concrete sewers, varying in size from
12 ft. X 14 ft. to 2 ft. (3 in. in diameter.
The manufacture of concrete drain-pipes,

begun in America, has been successfully adopted
in England. Pipes of this kind, known as
“ Rock-Concrete Tube.?,” are made at Poole, in
Dorsetshire. Others are made by the Imperial
Stone Company at East Greenwich, and are
known as *• Silicated Stone Pipes.” They are
made in diameters varying from 6 in. to 36 in.,
the concrete being well tamped or rammed by
machinery as the mould is filled. The thick-
ness of the material is about] in. per foot of
pipe-diameter. As the sockets of the pipes are
formed in the thickness of the material, the
pipes are more easily and firmly laid than ordi-
nary drain-pipes. In Builder for April I,

1882, we gave the result of some tests on ordinary
stoneware pipes and on •' Silicated Stone Pipes,”
which showed that the latter were about 35 per
cent, stronger than the former. .-Vgain, stoneware
and earthenware pipes are frequently twisted in
the firing, whereas concrete tubes can always be
made true in section. Less cement is required to
form the joints of the latter than of the former,
as the spigot and socket of the concrete tubes
can be made to fit accnrately, while the sockets
of stoneware pipes must be made large enongb
to allow for a certain amount of twisting in the
kiln.

Sundries.— Besides the uses of concrete
already mentioned, there are several others,
such as concrete doors, concrete lintels con-
taining iron rods, concrete blocks of various
kinds for fire-resisting floors and for walls.
These are, however, special manufactures, and
somewhat beside the scope of the present series
of articles, which is now brought to a con-
clusion.

Fig. 16. By means of suitable moulds, the sters
can be formed with moulded nosings. The soffit
can be made in steps if required, bat the con-
Unnous slope is best and most easily formed
For stairs not more than 5 ft. or 6 ft. wide,
nxed at both ends into walls, ironwork is not
required, but for wider stairs a X iron should
be imbedded in each step from wall to wall
as at A. For open-newel stairs, the free end
ought to be strengthened by a rolled-iron joist,

' National Provincial Bank of England^SunderW

OBITVABY.
Mr. -lonx Gibson, F.R.I.B.A.—We regret to

bear that Mr. John Gibson, F.R.I.B.A., E.S.A.,
died on the 23rd inst. at his residence in Great
Queen-street, Westminster, in his 76th year. The
cause of death was pneumonia. He was a pupil of
Sir Charles Barry, and rerQ.ained with his master for
six years after the term of pupilage {three years) had
expired, assisting him in his great work, tbe Houses
of Parliament. Mr. Gibson commenced jiractice
in 1844, and was elected an Associate of the Royal
Institute of British Architects in 1849, and a Fellow
in 185-3. He had filled tbe office of Vice-President
of that body, and in 1890 received, on their nomi-
nation, the Royal Gold Medal for Architecture. In
the Bxiilder for .luno 21, 1890, pp. 448-449, will be
found an interesting account of Mr. Gibson’s career,
and of his principal works, given by Mr. Water-
house, Tl. A., the then President of the Institute, in
his address on the occasion of tbe presentation of the
Gold Medal. The following is a list of Mr. Gibson’s
works which have been illustr.i-ted in the Builder :

—

Bloomsbury Baptist Chapel, volume for 1848, page
186; Imperial Insurance Office, Tbreadneedle-
street, volume fur same year, page 258; Bodel-
~yddan Church, near St. Asaph, volume for 1860,

. 657
;

National Provincial Bank of England,
Threadneedle-street, 1865, pp. 835, 908 ; Dobroyd
C.astle, Todmorden, 1869, p. 947 ;

National Provin-
cial Bank of England, Newcastle, 1872, p. 786 ;

National Provincial Bank of England, Piccadilly
Branch, 1873, p. 487; Window and Grille, National
Provincial Bank of England, Newcastle, 1873,
p. .566; Nuttield Priory, Surrey-, 1874, p. 53;
National Provincial Bank of England, iSliddles-

brough, 1874, p. 1.55
;
'I'orimorden Town Hall, 1875,

pp. Sou, 324 ;
Saloon and Stoircise, Dobroyd Castle,

Todmorden, 1875, p. 953; National Provincial Bank
of England, Stockton-on-Toes, 1877, p. 661

;
Chim-

ney Pitces, Nuttield Priory, 1878, p. 1,146; Build-
ing for the .Society for Promoting Cbri.stian Know,
ledge, Nortbumberland-avenne, 1879, p. 1,153;
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1879, p. 1,879 ;
and Child’s Banking House, Fleet-

street, November 27, 1S80, p. dill. The tuneral

took place at Kensal Green Cemetery on Wednesday
last.

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
Private Chaeel, Welbeck Abbet.—

T

he private

chapel of Welbeck Abbey, which has just been
erected by the Duke of Portland, was opened on
the 11th inst. bytho Re'^. ])r. RiHiline, Lord Bishop
of Southwell. The chapel, which has been con-

trived in part of a long building, formerly the

Hiding School, and more recently a museum of ert,

was planned originally by the late John D. Sedding.

His death, however, occurred before the work was
begun, and the task of carrying out Mr. Sedding’s

planswas entrusted to his successor, Mr. II. Wilson,

by whom the tittines of the chapel have been
designed. The building, which is capable of

seating about 350, has beeu divided by a row
of marble columns, supporting an alabaster

cornice and entablature, uito a nave of

five bays and two aisles. Two bays are

taken up by the chancel. Un the north side

of the sanctuary, at the end of the aisle, is the

vestry, the organ-chamber occupying a correspond-

ing position on the south side. The open timber
roof which covered the original building has been
masked , by a jdaster vault, with broad semi-

circular ribs, over each pair of columns. Each of

those ribs is divided into six niches—those in the

nave being filled by figures of the Messianic pro-

phets, while that over the sanctuary is filled with

adoring angels playing on musical instruments.

The altar, carried out from the ioint designs of

ilr. Sedding and Mr. Wilson, i.s a silver electro-

type Irom aplaster model representing the message
of Christ to the world. The whole frontal is framed
in green Devonshire marble, which harmonises with

the alabaster retablo behind. A silken dossal with

side wings depends from the cornice behind tbcaltar

and serves instead of a reredos. The seating has
been arranged on the conventional system, with two
rows of canopied stalls running east and west in

the aisles for the inmates of the Abbey and vi-sitors.

Thenave is devoted to seats arranged in the ordi-

nary way. The stalls are all of walnut, and the

Hoor is laid with tosselated pavement, whilst above

the stalls panels of old tapestry have been intro-

duced. The walls are built entirely of marble.

Home for Nurses, Edinburgh.—A new home
for the nursing staff of Edinburgh Royal Infirmary

was opened on the 19th inst. The homo is situated

on the west side of the main corridor connecting
the Surgical and Medical departments. It is built

in the form of a square with a garden in the centre,

and is connected with that part of the Infirmary

containing the nurses’ dining and reading-rooms by
a conservatory. Two stories in height, the building

is constructed of red pressed bricks with yellow
stone dressings. The interual accommodation con-

sists of 121 nurses’ rooms, a sick room with 6 beds,

and 2 separate sick-rooms, 16 bath-rooms, and a

large recreation-room. The building was designed
by Mr. Sydney Mitchell, architect, Edinburgh.

Restoration of Kirkstall Abbey.—According
to the Leeds J/erettn/, the work of preserving the
mins of Kirkstall Abbey is steadily progressing.

The arches of the south aisle have now been made
secure. The more arduous task of re-erectieg the
fallen portion of the north aisle is not yet quite

completed. As far as possible, the old stones have
been used, thedesire of the architect,—Jlr. Mickle-
thwaite, of London,—being not to detract from
the historical interest of the pile. A thick layer

of asphalte has been placed above the vaulting of

both aisles. It is necessary that steps should be
promptly taken to preserve the tower, which at

present is in a rather shaky state. The stonework
is crumbling, the lime is falling out, and there

are several ugly cracks. The architect has
been instructed to make a careful inspection of the

tower, and to suggest to the committee means
whereby this imponaut part of the ruins may be
preserved. The cbaucel, also, is not as safe as

could be desired. The wall of the Abbey facing

the river Aire is slightly out of the perpendicular.

Considerable improvement is shortly to be made in

the Abbey grounds. Tenders have been invited

for the work.

New Church. Belfast.—Ou the 2nth in^t. St.

Barnabas’ Church, Dtincairu Gardens. Belfast, was
opened. The building is in the Early English
style, with simple treatment of brick and stone.

The plan at present consists of nave and chancel,

with south aisle, and provision for the addition of

north aisle, organ chamber, and spire. The nave
is 70 ft. long by 27 ft. wide, and the seating

accommodation is now 5.50, and when completed 220

sittings will be added. The nave isseparated from
the chancel by a boldly moulded arch, and from the

aisle by a series of arches carried over cut-stone

piers. Ground has been secured for the erection of a

Bcbool-bouse. The pulpit is carved out of Caen
stone and marble. The work has been carried out
by Mr. Thos. JI’Millan, contractor, Belfast.

Messrs. Purdy & Millard bad the execution of the

pulpit, font, prayer-desk, and lectern, and Messrs.

Mnsgrave & Co. supplied the healing apparatus.

The work has beeu earned out from the designs

and under the personal superintendence of the

architect, Mr. Henry yeaver, Belfast.

New Market-h.vi.l at Tredegar.— Tbi.s now
building, which has been erected on the site of the

old market, was opened on the 2ith inst. by Mr. J.

ColquhouD, J.P. The structure occupies an area

no ft. long by 60 ft. wide, and contains forty-five

stalls. The contractor is IMr. David Davies, of

Cardiff, the work being carried on under the super-

vision of Mr. Taylor, of Cardiff. The architect is

Mr. Hitcheox, of Newport.
Village Club, Lexden.— Jlr. J. W. Start, of

Colchester, has been instructed to prepare plans for

a village club at Lexden, Colchester, for Captain
Naylor- Leyland, M.P.

SANITARY AXDIENGINEERING NEWS.
Examinations FOR iNsi’ECTinis of Nuisances.

—

At an examination for Inspectors of Nuisances,

held at Liverpool on December 16 and 17 by the

Sanitary Institute, sixty candidates presented them-
«elves. 'I'he written examination was held on the

16th, and the candidates were examined v!v& voce

on the 17tb. Thirr.y-soven candidates were certi-

fied, as regards their sanitary knowledge, to bo
competent to discharge the duties of Inspectors of

Nuisances.

Water Supply, Antigua.—Mr. T. Tvor-Moore,

C.E., Surveyor to the War Department, is pro-

ceeding early in January to the West Indies again,

at the request of the Colonial Office, to advise the

Colonial Government of the Leeward Islands, in

connexion with the water supply of Antigua, k.o.

Tkicnmouth Water Supply. —At a special

meeting of the TeienmoutK Local Board, held on
the 13th inst., the Water Comruiitee reported that

the}' had considered the schemes of water-supply
propounded by Jlr. Edward Cousins, C.E., West-
minster, and Jlr. 11. Bertram Nichols, C.E., Bir-

mingham
; but as Mr. Cousins’s scheme did not

supjJy the high levels by gravitation, they recom-
mended the Board not to entert.ain it. The scheme
of Mr. Cousins wassimply one of additional supply,

which he proposed to obtain from beyond Chnri-

leigh, leaving the present pumping supply for the

high level. Mr. Nichols’s scheme, which was
elaborated in great detail, was for the supply to be
obtained from the Becka Brook at a point below
the Becka Falls, about fourteen miles to the north-

west of the town of Tcigiimouth, where be proposed

the construction of a storage reservoir capable of

containing 30,000,000 gallons. The supply main
from the storage reservoir would be laid along the
high roads traversing Teigngrace, Kingsteignton,

which had no public water supply at present, and
Bishopsteignton, to the existing high-level reservoir

!
at Hazeldown, which is proposed to be altered and
made impervious, to contain 2,2.50,000 gallons. The
population of Teignraouth i.s about 8,300. but in

the summon time is increased to about 12,000, and
it is proposed that an allowance shall be made of

not less than 281,000 gallons per day. Tho scheme
is estimated to cost 20,000/.

New Sanitary Closets at the Wolsingham
National Schools, co. Durham.—The Sanitary
Inspector of the Weardale Rural Sanitary Autho-
rity has lately reported to that body the completion
of new sanitary closets at the National Schools of

Wolsingham, within their district. These closets

have been erected in one block and under one roof,

but consist of two distinct and separate sets, one
of three closets, with a urinal, for the boys, and
one set of five closets for the girls. They are

Doulton’s trough closets of sanitary ware, and each
set is provided with a Doulton’s automatic flushing

tank of 75 and 50 gallons capacity respectively.

The tanks can be regulated to fiush at any desired

interval. The closets empty into a chambered
drain, which is disconnected from the main sewer
by a proper trap, and the closet drain is provided
with a fresh-air inlet next the sewer, with corre-

sponding pipe outlet ventilators earned above the

roof of the building. The closets have been erected

from plans, i;c., prepared by the Inspector (Mr.
W. M. Egglestone. of Stanhope), and approved of

by the Medical Officer of Health (Dr. Devey).

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL.
France.—M. Acbille Herroant has retired, by

routine of length of service, from the post of archi-

tect to the Department of the Seine. M. Chabrol,
who tur the same reason has resigned his post as

architect to the Palais Royal and the Gobelins, has
been replaced at the Palais Royal by M. Guadet,
and at the Gobelins by M. Redon.—^Three Urge
prisons in Paris, Mazas, Sfe.-PeUgie, and La
Roquette, are to be demolished, and will he re-

placed by an immense penitentiar)' to be hu'U at

Fresnes, near Paris. The Acaddmie des Beaux-
Arts has re-elected M. GerGme as President and
M. Daumetas Vice-President. The Muii'Cipaliiy

of Paris are about to open a fresh competition for

the decoration of the grand dining-room of the

Hotel de Ville, the first competition having pro-

duced nothing satisActory. M. FalguiGre is now
completing the monument to B'zet. The bust of

the composer is placed on a pedestal garl iiided with
laurel leaves. A youthful figure of a Muse
approaches with a violin and tlowers in her
hand, and beneath is seated a figure of a Spanish
pirl in the costume of “ Carmencita." M. A.
Joubin, a former pupil of the French school at

Athens, has boon appointed by the Sulran Curator
of the Museum at Constantinople. The Luxem-
bourg has received two Sue drawings presented to

it by Mr. Burne-.Jones, which were in the Champs
de Mars Salon. M. Audrd, architect, of Lyons,
has been commissioned by the Helvetic Con-
foderatiou to make the necessary studies for

the restoration of the Cbi'iteau of Lausanne. • —
Two permanent galleries have been erected in the
gardens at I^Ionte ( 'arlo for the annual international
exhibitions which are to be established there, the
first one to open on January 1 and close on
April 15. —There is to be a competition
opened at Saint-Flour (Cantal) for . the con-
struction of a H&tel de Ville. A statue is to

bo erected at Lundville to General Lassalle,
who distinguished himself in the wars of

the First Empire. The Municipal Council
of Paris has just authori.'ed the coostructicn of a
theatre at the Champs Elysi'es. on the site of the
building now occnpie<l by the Marigny panorama.
It is inlended that it shall bo a building of a very
decorative character. The death is announced,
at Limegis, of M. Emile Pouvat, the oMest of the
“ceramistes” of France. He was eighty-seven
years of age and was the last representative of a
family of artists who for a long time past had
devoted themselves to that branch of art.

The death is announced also, at the age of

forty-three, of M. Patil Le Rat. one of the
first roviver.s of etching in France. Ha had
iniorpreted finely many of the pictures of Meis-
sonier, and also executed a good many remarkable
portraits. We have also to memiun the death of
Mile. F^licie Maigret, a pupil of M. LJon Cogniet.
who had made .a reputation as a painter of
portraits.

BERL1N.--The design for a monument which the
Rhine province intends to erect in memory' of the
late Emperor William bns been the subject of

much local controversy. Wo bear that it has now
been decided to accept the model by the sculptor
Professor Hundriesser and the architect Herr Bruno
Schmitz. The site for the proposed monument
will be near Coblentz, the cost is estimated at about
25,000/. The Berlin Architekten Verein has this

year done much good work for the Berlin municipal
authorities, and for the Prussian Government,
including the revision of the Berlin Building Act;
the preparation of the new Berlin Suburban Build-
ing Act (just published); the preparation of plans
of suitable sites for the proposed International
Exhibition

;
propositions as to the future extension

and laying out of Berlin
;
and, lastly, the examina-

tion of several schemes for elevated railroads in

Berlin {CeniralhlatLderBauxtywaliunij).—This year’s
Schinkel Medal Competition, subject, “Design for

Public Bath-s ”) shows some improvement as to the
number of candidates. There are actually five this

year in place of the usual two, one, or none.
In the list of free lectures arranged ijy the custo-
dians of the Kuostgewerbe Sluseum we notice one
by Dr. J. Si>rini/er, on “Ortlinary and Special
Street Decorations.” Special street decoration is a
subject but'seldom treated in the lecture-room, even
in Germany, where such tlecoranon generally can
boast of hon0. fde artistic or architectural preten-
sions. The constant incre.ase of electric lighting

in Berlin and the improved modes of using gas as
an illumiiiant are causing some trouble to the muni-
cipal gas-works, whose development has thereby
come 10 a standstill. Jlore gas, it is true. i.s being
used for motive power, but when supplied for this

purpose it is given at a low rate, and, if anything, is

liable to cause a deficit in the finances. The price
of gas will probably have to be raised. The
Emperor has approved of the re-election of the
twenty-one members of the Prussian Academy of

Works, who would have to resign at the eud of
their three years’ term of office. Herr “ Ober-
Baudirector ’’ Spicker will be President for the
coming three years, and at the same time chief ot

the architectural nivi-ion of this Academy. The
i\Hnistry of Public Works, in conjunction with ihe
heads of all the more imji-utant Prussian Govern-
ment Departments, has issued a new sot of Building
Fi.egulatioDS, according tu which all Government
structures (which are exempt irom local Building
Acts) will have to be carried out in future. Sanitary
matters and the climiuuliou of fire-risk hnvo
received careful treatment.

Sweden and Norway.—The Scanian Cement
Company, Malmli. baa undertaken the work of con-
structing t^e foundations of the New Opera House
in Stockholm. The materials to be used arc cement
and concrete, the contract price of the work being
18,000/. It is to be completed bv January 1, 1894.

A- Swedish engineer, Herr W. Abom, has in-

vented a fire-proof paint which baa recently been
tested in Stockholm with the must satisfactory
results. The first prize, 8,000 kr., offered for the
best plans for improving and enlarging the harbour
at Malmii— to which we have already referred
—has been awarded to Herr Kuminer, of Danzig,
Government and Buildinir Councillor. -The com.
mittee appointed to select the htst design for a
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CONTRACTS.—

KetoitHouie, io...

Nature ot Work or Material*. By wbom Beqvlreii.—
atockton-on-Tre* Corp

L.AR W By. Co-....
l«rocliial9aulterjCotn.

Owed A re«k

Storehooae. Kontbainii'oo Dock*

wewerige Worki, Soutli P'tbe-t'n
^

Waier tiiH'ix Works, ic- C.r=keiiie,

TbJee Cjttage Ben.Unc e. De.an y

Tendert

dell vercd.

Bridges. Einwotlh and Steyning

'Brick and Pipe Sewers. Sc

&c. at WorkhouBB

Restoration of Brdge. Approacl.es, S;.

J. A. Beattie..

R. Griersru ..

AU-Sn. "Haro .cud Hound." In

Hipperh' Itns, H«ht.»

New Road (500 jnrdsi, Mseeletr. W»l*«

raat-ir-ii slid WrougliMioD. C.im •••

Drsioirg. MeUllltg Se. .S conlr.cte)

oullill. sc. Sewers, Tunnel.. So. Clact

Haitlepol Qae and
Water Co

«;.
••,

Hastii'g»B.S.A [
J«nr.> S BkiUer

Lanarkshire « Duni-
: .1

bartonehire By. Co. Eorruan. & M Call . .

.

HesteuMeaC.C 1 U. Adcock
Pmethwick Local Bd.

]

Hams « Hart s

Vestry of St. Luke.
'

Mlcdieecx
Biiliner West DitttK
Highway Board „

Droitwlrh Ccrp 1 B. Godfrey .

Bailey Town C.ur-’ ' "
I

U. Uearden .

'

R. Berr

Mar.'a— _
' Egyptian Railwaye.

,

Unildford C.rp. .

iiibeit ...

: T. MaVthy
‘

!

I., Tackle. Ac.

FlaBBlog. A-', (two road.)

isispenury.
X‘’'*c‘

•"

MaLhole Covers, VentlUtors, A.

s Awanc W 01 h. *JL*
•*.*••

Residence. Ff'iddoedd, Cppef Bangor...

Vfton'lrc.Ac Kendal
Kail-ay Wcrke, Bjhote .

Ling Wall. We'lluetnJ.roa-'.. .. .

TwoBlock. tf CtlUges, pujlwell

Wronghi-ltoo Pootbr due

G. D. Bellsiuy...

C. 11. Tuita
E E. 8. Becott .

Stillon. .Millow...

Laying Watei-pipes. Ac

'

Gt Chctrii Local Bl.
Cumberland C. C
Ashton - nnder-Lyne.

' Btalybridge.Ai'.Waler-

W Farrar Boberli

H H. Dav
V. E. R Co
Woktliglisni Twu Conn
Bailey C .-ul'. Soc.

M. S. A L. Ry....

K. Lnue
H. B. Buck
UjUcial

Culvert and rrocrete Woik, Carlton (VotU.)_L._B.

Ci.r.'o-Uid ale.

1 Bailolng*. BelgbtOD,

field

Pleel Plate., Ac. P«rl.

New sneer, Eendal.

French SUtePallway.
Kendal Co-op. Sjc

BDd“"Aitii*tionof Houieand.

ybop, Brjneglwye. P.nmseLiuAwr

Three pwellli g house
Eotheihsm

40 41, Fawcett-

Sbop. Park-

Sandtrland
Police feUtion, Plan'ey ...

Steel Ca.-trg*, A>-. Calio .

•Conetiocticn of Pipe Sewe

Bydracte. Waf

lev, T. Morton .

I. A-imisOD A
Burn.

wo Fire Escape tt.ircj

Datm-tidt Walei
Ashton - under - Lyne

Sett*. Kelbs, Flsge, Ac.

Hydrant Sluice*. Valve. Ac. aiara

Hartorough
Steel ewsaon. Dieppe
laying Water-pipe. (I0.s-5vardr) ......

Reatoistion of Cborcb. bludhatu. Du

Public Bath. (Ena’iiiEerin* WorkI ....

CaiHron 8icko-l Piper. Uyduinle, Ac...

-Iiirre ....dial and Slop TipCaiti .

•P.iblic Offiesaud I i’lrsry. FireSl.ati.

•.’OD.truoUon of few.r
•CosatGusrd SUKoi'. St. Agnes ....

Railway W.jrka \tw(

J. llnttcD ... .

B Davies ....

K. Ssnceinau
a. AC. Haraio

J. Plaits ....

Lighthouse, Rasca Point, Tencritl'e

e. T. Haio .

, 8. bhaw

W. Milbllt

W. Cro. tl

Ojneial .

.

Great A Little Bow-

den Loral Board .. . . H. O. Coalea..

Port AuthorUiB. M. Lechn'aa .

Provincial
_ illation

Boii'ueiuouth T. C. ..

E.aikiug Tntvn L. B
Lewiahsra Bd. of Wks.
Admiralty
Spaulsli 'liuiBtrr of

Public Works
Faiita Crur. (Cacariei)

Marine Autt'ori'iea.

.

Breition of Municipal Bnildingi

anperintendeut's Rialueuce. Cells, Ken- LoinbejUnd^ .junty

Bosd Works, leurhjdJiug Drive. 8i'ad-|

fo'il, Yorks .. i

Ventilating bhatt. Llineily . .

.

8U One-Storey Shops, Ac. Clap

Alteration, Ac. Chapel, ReXfEr

Addition., Ac N'ortnsinptou .

Three. Pairs Seiui-detocbed Yum., i^ooi-;
1 ^ Dnugb'y.

RxWDsh nofoiobe'WoVbe.’Acoringtnii ^i Howard .v Botillough
,

Henry Bcaa ...

Extemion of " Horae and Jockey " Hotel,,

Coiiiniercial-street. Leeds ^
Hotel and blahl nc. Cragliead Chester-le-Street Bi

Three Houses. Craoillngton, Durham Matthew Bidger. ..

,

' T. G F-ster
, Committee
,

I

fet. Andrew's

B, Walker
iv. Biaka
LaweoD A Donkiu .

Hospital i C. Dorman.

.

Thoa. Win

Woolwich IkJcal Board

I

Werden MuulcipalHy
Wat.rw.rka

•Road Materitla . .

.

•Read Woika
Iron bridge. Juvia

Water Pumping Works .

•Repair ol Roads
•Brick Sewer. At

Bsrand other Icon (1,St

reels)Street Works (15

Brick Sewer (870 yard.)

Pair of Cotugae, Peut.ae

Cornwall
•Roadmakiug and Paving

Dortiiinid Waterwoili
' Boiougb ol C.oydoD ,

1 Vestry of St. Luke's

I

Middlesex

tom). Ac Alsac'-Duraine Iin

I peral Raliways ...

CardllfCi.rporatlon .

.
'
Hammersuiiih Veatry

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature of Appointment.
I

By whom Advertised. .

•Quantity Surveyor

•Surveyor

Architectural Ergineer ..

Hydraulic Engineer

St. Leonanl'e,
ditch, Veatry.
Yairadylodwg
Board

Mavorally of
(Ruuinania)

Lo .al
'

do.
do.

Westminster School ol
.

5.V) Ir. Ac. Her mouth
i
.loO fr. A •• per month

‘r. i.er month

Appilua-

•1^ to.

Thote marked wilfi i . Aileri^k .’) art adverti.ed in tM, KtimilF. J>. iv. CoMmets. ye- Iv-. vl-. » vH'. p.

monuiaenl of Tordonskjold, "Norway's Nelson,"

have signed contract for its execution with Herr

Eoder a voung anti almost unknot^o sculptor,

and 'the statue is to be rpady for

casting by the end of ISOi. Ihe ^or-

wegisu Association ot Engineers auci Archi-

tects has framed a new law for building in towns,

which it is proposed to submit to the Storthing.

The Association has also appointed a committee to

report upon a proposal that this body should under-

take the regulation of the constmetive wgrk in

Christiania. The new chief post and telegraph

offices in Christiania are now nearly completed but,

says the leading organ, the ^{(jraenllad. the build-

ing will be no ornament to the town. Neither does

the interior answer modern dotrands for space,

light, and air. Herr Skeibrak, a promising young

sculptor, has been commissioned to execute in

bronze bis design for the great gable group of the

Christiania University. Itrepresente Aiheneinfusing

life into the human being formed by Prometheus.

Bronze is to be used instead of zinc, as first

proposed.

VIENN.V. Owing to maJpractices in the usage of

the words “architect ’’and “engineer” inatitular

sense, the Government has now been requested

to pass a Bill limiting the adoption of these words

as prefixes to the names of duly qualified

practitioners in the professions concerned. An
“international" competition has been opened for

the design of a large parish church to be built at

Essegg. There are to be 3.000 seats. The cost is

not to exceed 400,000 florins, and the numerous

premiums to be given vary in value from 1,500 to

500 florins. A large jury of experts and laymen

will act as assessors.

value in the method, because if there were any heads of the statuettes are carved c.anopies. while

failure of the foundation which would give room_ for the whole of the cornice is worked out in battlement

MISCELLANEO US.

Grooved Paving Bricks.—

M

r. T. P. Bayiis, of

Kedditch, sends us a small model of a paving brick

made with a groove along one side and one end,

end a corresponding tenon along the other side and
end ;

the object being to fit the bricks to»rether so as

»n secure them against any disturbance of level.

We rather doubt whether there is much practical

subsidence, any such weight as a horse and carriage

would certainly break the tenon. The fact is, that

security against subsidence in a paved floor is to be

provided for beneath the paving bricks, not in them.

Where it is an object to make as dry a floor as

possible, and keep damp down, the groove and

tenon may assistin this. The cost of laying must,

however, be materially increased.

Jdbilee of an Ali-Oa BniLDER.—Mr. A. L.

Mitchell, builder, Alloa, has been entertained by

his fellow-townsmen at a banquet in celebration of

his jubilee in business. Chief Magistrate Younger,

who was in the chair, bore testimony to the honour

and esteem in which Mr. Mitchell was held bv his

fellow-citizens, both as a man and as a builder.

Mr. Mitchell was presented with an easy chair and

a marble timepiece, as mementoes of the occasion,

and his daughter. Miss Catherine Mitchell, was
presented with a silver tea and coffee service. Mr.

Mitchell, in the course of his reply, made an in-

teresting speech, in the course of which be said ;

—

“ During the past fifty years I have executed con-

tracts in various parts of Scotland as well as in

England, and I may say that no accidents of a

serious nature ever befell any of my workmen. Of

my workmen I may say that I was fortunate in

having several very experienced hands, some of

them having served their apprenticeship in the

same shop as I did myself. I did not often part

with my men. One of them died about two years

ago who was with me for forty year-s, and at the

present time there are in the shop two workmen
who have been forty and thirty-six years respec-

tively in roy employment.”

New Pulpit, Manchester Cathedral. — A
now pulpit was recently presented to the Dean
and Chapter of Manchester Cathedral by Mr. Chan-
cellor K. C. Christie. The general design of the

pulpit is Perpendicular. It stands on a granite

plinth, which supports the main shaft of alabaster

and eight pillars of Victoria red marble. The
capitals of the columns are of white alabaster,

decorated with foliage and mmiature heads. The
pulpit itself is entirely composed of variegated

aliba-ster, a cream-like white prevailing. The angles
are filled in with six alabaster statuettes repre-

senting the Saviour and Apostles. Above the

design. The staircase of nine steps, of York
Greenmoor stone, is camposed of variegated ala-

ba.ster, filled with tracery work. At the termination,

of tho hood moulds are heads of different designs.

At the foot of the staircase pedestals are placed, on
which are angels. The work has been carried out

under the direction of the Cathedral architect, !Mr,

Crowther, by Messrs. Eirp k Hobbs, sculptors.

Humphrey-s, Limited.

—

In the first annual

report of this Companv, submitted at the annual
general meeting held on the 2l6t inst.

,
the

Directors congratulate the shareholders on the
steady and sati.sfactory progress which they have
been able to carry on during the year 1892 in this

old-established business. They state that this

result has been obtained, not from any individually

large orders, but more from their multiplicity. An
increased business has been done with Government,
municipal, and local authorities throughout the
kingdom, as well as with the general public, and
there has also been an augmented demand for iron

buildings for shipment abroad. It is of interest to

know that the greater number of the staff and-

workmen are also shareholders in the company, and
thus have a personal interest in the work
done by the Companv. The net profit for tho year

amounted to 11,06(3^. 11s. 9d.
;
out of that sui|i.

an interim dividend of 3^ per cent, on the Prefer-

ence and 5 per cent, on the Ordinary stock wres

paid in June last, and the Directors recommended
a further dividend of 3^ per cent, on the Preference

and 5 per cent, on the Ordinary, free of Income-

tax, making a total for the year of 7 per cent, on

the Preference and 10 per cent, on the Ordinary'

stock of the Company. This will absorb the sum.

of 5,109L 10s. 3d., leaving a balance of 5,657/- Is. 6il.

Out of this sum, in accordance with the promise

held forth in the i)rospectus to establish a substan-

tial Reserve Fund, the Directors have allocated

5,000f. for that purpose, leaving 957i. la. fid. to be

carried forward to the next account.

Bells.
—

"VVe understand that Mr. 0. Carr, of

Smethwick, has secured the contract for re-banging

the eleventh bell in the old peal of twelve ax.

Christ Church, West Bromwich, and a large bell-

frame, &c., complete, for a new church at Stromnes*,

. in the Orkney Islaniis.
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The “Chamiton” Combinatkir Closet.—The
water-closet pan which is made under this name by
Messrs. WrighlSutcliffe & Co., of Halifax, appears

to be intended to provide for one desideratum to

which we alluded in a “ Note ” the other day,— the

utilising of the water so as to produce the strongest

cleansing flush in proportion to the amount of

water used. Wo have not seen the closet in action,

but from the accompanying section it appears that

a directing piece is used just at the water inlet to

direct a considerable portion of the flush right into

the centre of the trap, so as to ensure an efficient

scouring of it. To direct the water so as to get the

strongest scour out of it ought always to be an
object, though often overlooked

j
we do not on that

account, however, agree with the makers in thinking

that a two gallon flush is sufficient with their closet,

but it will probably be better with that amount of

flush than many others. Two gallons of water is,

as we have already observed, less than ouglit to be
allowed, even with the most efficient form of flush.

Properties for Sale.—In the course of next
Spring, Keldy Castle estate, in the North Riding

of Yorkshire, consisting .of nearly 8,000 acres,

whereof about 1,080 are arable, 4,000 hill, vale,

and common land, richly wooded, with moor-
land, 2,0d0 grass and pasture, and 6/0 wood-
land, planted with larch, spruce, and Scotch fir.

The west side of the property extends into the

beautiful vale of Rosedale, where the priory

was founded temp. Richard I., for Benedictine

nuns, and was at the Dissolution valued at 11/. 13s. 8d.

yearly. Near the church are Hallgarth-faill, having

a trench around its base, and other ancient earth-

works, supposed to be of Roman origin. At the

Mart, on January 24, Nos. 24-5-6-7, Cornhill, free-

hold, covering an area of about 3,000 ft. super-

ficial, and with return frontages of 60 ft. and
100 ft. to Change-alley. It was in the powdering-

closet of Eldridge, a wig-maker, in Exchange-alley,

that the memorable tire broke out, in March, 1748,
which in the course of twelve hours consumed the

Three Tuns, with Tom’s and the Rainbow coffee-

houses, Cornhill, and the Marine and Pennsylvania

coffee-houses, most of the George and Vulture, and
Jonathan’s, Garraway’s. the Jerusalem, the London
Insurance Office, with White Lion-yard and court,

the fire extending eastwards as far asSt.Michael’s-

alley and George-yard. On January 18, at the

Mart, the freehold of Nos. 11-12, Cornhill, with an
entrance from Lombard-street, built in 1854 by
Holland & Hannen, and standing on 2,700 square

feet of ground. The last-named property is at

present occupied by the GolJsmitbs’ Alliance, who
are prepared to vacate possession in due course.

It is not often that such commanding premises of

this extent in the City are placed in the market.

Projected Subways in Stockholm.—The Chief

Engineer of the Stockholm Board of Works has

submitted a proposal to that assembly to com-
mence, in order to find work for the unemployed,

the coDstruotion of various subways in the Swedish
capital, such as exist in London and other cities.

The advantages of the same are duly accentuated

in the proposal.

The English Iron Trade. — Owing to the

Christmas holidays there has been little alteration

to note in the iron trade. Prices generally remain
unchanged. In crude iron little is doing. Finished

iron is very quiet, whilst tinplates continue in a

dull condition, although values are very firm. Steel

shows little change in most departments, inactivity

still being the rule. Shipbuilders are moderately

engaged
;
but engineers are poorly employed. The

coal trade shews little change.

—

Iron.

MEETINGS.

Saturday, December 31.

Sanitary Inspectors' Asaociatton.—Visit to the

Museum ol Sanitary Appliances, Hornsey. 4 p.m.

Wednesday, January 4.

British Archceoloyical Association.— (1) The Rev. J.

Cave-Browne on “DetHng Church.” {2) Mr. H. Syer

Cuming, F.a A, Scot
,
on “ Old Traders' Signs in LUtle

Britain.” 8 p.m.

Builders' Foremen and Clerks of Works' hulitution .

—

Ordinary raeelinR. 8 pm.
Institution of Civil Engineers of Irelarxd {Dublin).

—

Evening meeting iu the New Hall, 35, Dawson-street.

Thursday, January b.

Dundee Institute of Architecture. — Mr. .A. H.
Miller, F.S. A

,
Scot., on " Curiosities of Architecture in

Dundte.” 8 p.m.

RECENT PATENTS;
ABSTRAOra 0? aPEOIFICATIONa.

2-2 662.— Gas Fittings: T. B. Andrrson.— This In-

venrion relates to improvements in gas fittings. Its

object being to lessen the waste of gas. It is especially

applicable to the lighting of offices, workshops, &c. It

consists in applying a valve to the gas pipe or cock in

such a manner that by simply giving it a slight push

the light is lowered the reqaisiie amount without
having to touch the key.

488.—Sewers, Pipes, &c : T. Tri7i-in,v07i.—This inven-

tion relates to a cheap and simple method of soundly

jointing together lengths of earthenware, ceramic,

cement, concrete, and other pipes, such as are generally

employedfor sewers, drains, and the like. In the face,

at each end of a pipe-length, is provided a groove, so

that when two pipe-lengths are brought t'gether, lace

to face, their grooves coincide. Into these grooves,

partly in each, is fixed with any suitable cement a hoop
of iron or other metal, which is bent round into a ring

form, completely covering such space as there may be

between the ends of the pipe-leugths, and preventing

any leakage of fluid. A convenient way of maklcg the

joint is to bed the hoop with cement iu the groove ol

the one pipe with about half its width projecting, and
then, having filled the groove of the oihtr pipe with

cement, to press the two pipes together, thus forcing

the projecting hall of the hoop into the cement of the

other groove.

687._Water and Gas Pipes : R G. Thivaitcs.—The

object of this invention is to prevent the freezing, in-

doors, of water-pipes. This is effected by a continuous

circulation of the water in the cistern by connecting

what is known as the “ outlet ” pipe to a boiler having

a pipe connecting it with the cistern, the water from

the cistern being fed to the cylinder and boiler and up
to the bath or lavatory in the ordinary way. The boiler

(connected with the “ outlet" pipe and cistern) is pro-

vided with a suitable gas-heating arrangement, so that

when the fires are out for the night the necessary tem-

perature to maintain the free or continuous citculatlon

can be obtained.

14,196.—Vater-CLOSETS; R. Eckstein and H. Gabriel.

This invention relates to a protective covering for the

seats of water-closets and the like, the use of which
prevents the body coming in contact with the seat

when tile closet is being need. The covering cbnslsts

of waterproof antiseptic material, such as parchment
paper, and is ol suen a form and size as to extend

beyond the seat and partly cover the front side, thus

forming a protection for the lower parts ol the legs.

Sheets of ordinary closet psper, which are suitably

perforated so that portions tf the proper size may be

readily torn off for use, are attached to the front of

the protective covering.

17,650.—Window-Frame POCKETS: F. U. Phillips.—

This invention relates to improvements In window-
frame pockets, and the method of making the same. It

consists in (1) A pocketed window-stile and pocket-

piece formed of the same board, the stile opening anti

pccketr piece joining at one or both ends in an indirect

division line, comprising two offset transverse cuts

extending Inwardly from the opposite faces ol the stile

to a plane between the said faces and a vertical fracture

extending from one ol the cuts to the other; (-2) A
pocketed window-stile and pocket-piece farmed of the

same board, the Bllle-opentng and the pocket-piece

having interlapping surfaces at their upper ends, and
having at their lower ends an indirect Hue of division,

which comprises two offset transverse cuts extending

inwardly from opposite faces of the stile to an inter-

mediate vertical fracture connecting them; and (3) in

the method of forming a pocket in a window-stile con-

sisting in cutting the style inwardly part way through
from opposite laces, and in different planes, and then

splitting the wood from one cut to the other.

FEW APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.

December 12.-22,772, J. Jones and J. Rawson,
Window-sash-Iastener, with Rattling Preventer.-

22,784, J. Gaskell and W. Robinson, Artificial Stones,

Bricks, Tiles, Ac.—22,790, J. Marshall and others,

Cranes.— 22,802, W. Wlbberley, Preventing the .Slipping

and Rattling of Window-sashes, «S:c.—22,841, .1. Good-
man and F. Stone, Tops or Guards of Chimneys
and Ventilating Shafts.—22,842, A. Thrower, Girders.

December 13.—22,861, J. Holden, Damp-proof Bricks.

—22,889, A. Firth and G. Aahwell, Electrical Fittings.-

22,892, J. Dean, Water-closets.—22,908, J. Horrocks,
Cisterns for Water-closets.—22,910, fl. Jaretzki, Con-
atrnctlon of Bnildings.

December 14.-22,988, D. Baron, Inlet and Outlet

Ventilator.—22,989, D. Baron. Ventilating P^ooms and
Buildlnge. —23,026, Q. Clarke, Stays for Casements, Fan-

lights. Skylights, &c,—23,030, E. Busch, Stones.

December 15.-23,066, J. McKenzie, Chimney-cowls.—

23,065, W. Lane and A Abbott, Syphon Flushiog-

cisteruB.- 23,080, J. Hunt, Roof-gutters and Valleys.—

23,088, W. Smith, Protecting Timber Structuris from
Sea-worm.—23,102, J. Maskelyne, Colo-freed Locks for

Water-closet Doors.—23 108, S. Deards. Construction of

Glass-roofs, skylights, &c., and metal birs for same.—
23 110, C. Darrah, Automatic Flushing Apparatus for

Closets —23,111, C. Darrah, Hinges.—23,131, B. Brearley.

Panels for Painting and Decorative Purposes.

December 16.-23,142, J. Porter, Sash-fasteners.—

23,175, F. Mcllvenna and others, Mriuntlng Sash-frames,

Ventilators, &c.— 23,181, J. Hamblet, jun., Paving

Bricks.—23,235, O. Owen, Utilisation of Slate.

December 17.-23,252, F. Shirley, Automatic Wlndow-
sash-fasteners.-23,263, S. Gratrlx, Jun., & Bro ,

sndH.
Brocklesby, Flushing Water-closets.—23,311, D. Doyen
and J. Dldlon, Sliding-doors and closing tame.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

19 C9G. J. Inwood. Water-tight Skylights, Conserva-
tories, &c.—20,745, .T. Mitton. .Set Squares, 21,CC4, H.
Lockwood, Composition for Flooring or Covering Iron
Bridges, Arches, Ac.-21,070, J. Cathrein. L'icks for

Doors—21,283, H. Moreton, Securing Glass In Windows,
&c. — 21,458, W. Dalton, Bakers’ Ovens. —21,8^0, II.

Elsdom. Circular and Other Saws.-22,120, J. Taylor,
Bricks for Building Purposes.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

{Open to Opposition for Two Mmiths.)

2,642, W. Shaddock, Protection of Wood, Granite, or
other Pavements In Roadways and Tramways.— 2 814,

F. Hiillinghorst, Roofing Shingle.— 15,715, S. Kirk,
Windows with Combined Sliding and Hinged Sashes.

—

20,149, II Lake, Composition for Covering Walls.

—

20,414, P. Moreau. Variegated or Veined Artificial

Stone and Imitatious ol Natural Marble.—20,656,
W. «f; J. Oakes, Kilns for Bricks, Lime, &c —20,832,.

E Von Hunertiiorff, Bricks or Blocks for Building Pur-
poses.

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY:
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

December 15.—By IT. Bradly. 9 and 10, Humber-
rd. East, Biackheath, u.t. 77 yrs., g.r. lOl. IBs., 5151.

December 19.—By Curtis cV sharp: 103, Kerbey-st.,
Poplar, f., 1801. ; 29. Dora-st., Lioaebou^e, sold privately.
December 20.—By Bedford & Co : No. 59, Stamford-

hUl, c., 2,6201.

{Contractiotis used in these F.g.r. for freehold'
gruund-rent; l.g.r. for leasehold ground-rent ; i.g.r. for
improved ground-rent

; g,r. for ground-rent
;

r. for rent

;

f. for freehold; c. lor copyhold: 1. for leasehold; e.r.

for estimated rental ; u.t. for nnexplred term ; p.a. for
per annum ; yis. for yetirs ; st. lor street

;
rd. for road ;

sq. for square
;
pi. for place ; ter. for terrace

;
crei. for

crescent ; yd. for yard, Ac.]

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
timber.

SrseabMirt, B.8.
ton m 0

Teak, K.L_ load $/10,0

BeqiioIa.U.8.it.ca. 21*

Aah, Canada load WlOlO
Bircb, do, ....... 8/S/O

Blm, do 8/10,0

Plr, Danttlo, Ac, 1/10/0

Oak, do. J'0/0

Canada 6/10/0

Plus, Canada red ^0/0
Do, yellow .... 8A0/O

Utb,D’Dtgic.lath 6/0/0

St. PetereboTS 6.0 0
Deolf. Finland
2ndAlst>tdl00 7A0,0
Do. ithaSrd.. 7/10/0

Do. Riga 660 0

Bt. Peterabujg,
Istyellow .. JOAO.O

Do. Znd yellow B>19/S

Do. white 7/10/9

BwedUb ...... 7/10/9

White Sea .... 8/10/0

O&nada.Pinalit 81/0/0

Do. do. Znd.... 15/0/9

Do, do, 8rd, Ac. 7/10/0

Do. Spruce. 1st 8A0/B
Do. do. Srd A
tod 6/10,0

New Brunswick 6ACI/U

Battens. oJlklDda lAS/Q
Flooring Boards,

iq., 1 in. prep.

0/7/0Do. tod
Other qnalitlt

Oedar, Cnbs ..ft,

Honduras. Ag,
Mahogany, Cnho.
Bt Donungo,

Mexican do. do
Tobosco do. do
Honduras do..

Box, Turkey ton 4/0/0

Bose, Rio........ 10/0,0

Bahia 8 0 0
Satin,

Porto Rioo .

4,90/0

496/0
SAO/O
6/6/0

7/0/0

8AO/0
6/0/0

e/0/0

7/0 0

10,0,0

S/0/0

8/0/0

14A9/0
8/10/0

8/10/0
16/0/0

17/0/0

»TA0/0
17/0/0

10/0/0

ii/o;o

8 '0/0

7/10/0

1610 0

OA4/0
OAO/0
0/7'6

/4l

18/0/0

80/0/0
18/0'0

„ft 00 6
0/0/7

Bor, Woteh, _
London.,.. .... eA7/t

Do. do. at works
In Woles 6A/e

Do. Stadorilsblre,
In London .... S'6/6

OorPKB —British,
cake and ingot 8010,0
Best aelected .. Di'lO/O
Sheets, atroug.. Mi'O/O

0 0,0

OAO/O

6A6,D

60/0,&
47/l<S

0 0 6S

Spanish.... tun SAh.'S 10 0 0
Sugliab, uum,
brands 101.3 15,2C
Sheet, English,
libs, peraq. ft.

and upwards.. 11 5.'9 0.0 &
Pipe 11/16/0 0/0,0

Z I > o — Englisli
•beet too 22-10 0 0/0,0
VielUs Mon-
tague 28 0-0 on.o

T:x—Straits .... 02/7.0 92 17 (i

Aostralion .... 8.1/2/e 83)26
English Ingots, 8.'’> 0 0 85'10 0
Banco 83'If>0 84,'0, 0-

BilUtou U2A0/0 83,0/0

OILS.

Unaeed ton 18.16 0 0 0 0-

Oocoount, Cochin 26/10 0 0/0,0
Do. Ceylon 23/10,'0 0/0 0
Palm, Logo# 26/0/0 O/O/O-

Bapeseed, English

Do. brown 23 0 0 2.3, .'’„0

Cottonseed rat.. 19/10,0
Oleine 20/10/0

Lubricating, U.B. 4/0/9

Do. reaued tAO/O
Tax— Stockholm

barrel 97.7 6

Arabankol QA2/4

81/0/0
6/0,0-

12/aO

TENDERS.
Next week.—As It is our lotentiou to go to press a

few hours earlier than usual next week (when we shall'

publish our “Jubilee" Number), all communications

lor insertion under this heading mint reach us ly
C 2/.JA. oil Wednesday.

ALTRINCHAM.—Accepted for levelling, pnviriz, Ac, AtkinK.u-
io<d, Aeiitnu-on-Mers«y. lor the Eucal 8auit.-»’y Authority. Mr.
J. M'D.M'Kenzie. aurvejor, Brooiufield-road, Po«l-c*U8.way, Hale,
near Altrincham:

—

George Bu;,.a<in, Sale i:2S4 0 0

’BOVRNBMOITH.—For the eonatruction of ro-d". Brankxouie
Tower Batate. _(No. 2 contract.) Meaara. H. E. lUwker A Mitchell,
aurveyora, ct. Peter'a-chauihera, Rouraemouth
Btadahaw A Co £"2.262

|

Saundcra A l*>. Bonrne-
Cla'kAbon 3.995

)
loimlh* 41,402

W, Hoare 1.660
|
Troke 1,380

Slicklond 3,6.55
|

Budd<n 1,347
Kav..uagh 1.496

1

* Accepted, being coiilrsctore lor the p:eri vua rnada.

BRIGHTON.—For the erection of boa:d-'oom «ad officea, Prince'a-
itccet, fur the Brighton Ouaidinoa. Idusrr. Nunn A Hnut,
architects. 1Z9, Queen 't-road, Brighton :—
Sattin A Erershed 414.151 I W. A. Fi-ld 417,MS
r. B. Kemp 13,800 Jaa. J. 0. Snundets A
Tay'orBror 1.3.144 I Sona 12,462
P. Peters 12,900 I J. Barnca l2,Mn
A. E. Lockyer 12.826 I J. Poraone A Sons 12,4il&
V. P. FrecTOHi 12,780 J. T. Ch-pel, Loi don
J.LougleyACo 12,695| and Bi ightou (actarteo) 32,188

[Archllect'a csnlmale, £12,200. |

CAERPHILLY.—For the e-e-t'ion of a dwe'llrp-h tiae. for Vo.
Wcekei. Mesari. Burton A WilJiama, aicbiCectr, 13, Queen-atrect
Caidiff:-
Ivina A Anderaon £860 16 6 I W. Danas £385 0 0
B. Wright A Co 485 0 0 W, Munro, Cudust^iu* 340 9 6
J. Real 41# 0 0 I B. Cllfdon 220 0 0

* AccepUt.
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J/u<!>ii<-Ro!>ii.*.)n A Cr-.w'biT. CIeckh»»toti

Jn,f,fr—l>. Cu1Ii)i«'>ij, Cletklient.Mi 1

y;aiffrer-J. CIccklie»lon
fluml'r a-,.! 67-ir.Vi' -S. KrtTliley, rieek- I

lilOL'k <if tlie isoU-
>. Walker, Borough

itie« l.y Mea>r'. KrMikliu
'

£0,030
1
0. H. iUniu A Co.

J,!<90
I

Young A Lonsilale

],aS4
I

E- P. Bnlleii i: Co.
l,;C;l

;
I*. W. Barker ....

J. O. Richarvlacu...
3,9.9 S.PaJe
1,1«.5 A, Bullock, Cruydo
l.yial • Accej)!

Ellglnee^ archiiect.

Reed. Blight, k Co,
J. 4 U Bo^er ..

.

F. Sedgwick
LAScellea 4 Co, , .

,

Bryao A Sod
J. U. .Tai^-is

Ak-rsACc.
J. SiiiKli 4 Suna ...

.

Wrioch 4 Soiia £1,S20 I .?. Gih
F. N’orth.taoos ].;i50[ W. Harorow
A. Bullock 3,aw

I

Uomoh'eys. Kiilgh

J. Clarke l.t'JS! bridge*
Blarkwall Gal. aiiiaed Iron I

• AccciiUd.

1,639

h 4 Co. l.’l

1,164

3.116

Co. . 1,205!

DROMIK (IreUii.ll.—Ffrirupr<.vcireiil» 4o., Dr.^miii Church. Mr.
J. Uoherty. C.K., architect BrnlV. Kdiii'llock, Iretauu ; -

.T. Diueen £126 M I
Mih.da* Oarfoey. Kil-

T. F. Walsh 112 0 1 malUak. co. I.iiiierick* £11H 0

Ml. C.» y 116 10

O.VLLBVWPOD (F->eii —For the erection of a vl'la-ret

Gal ley K nod. Mr. B. 5IaH loaid, arililtcct. Cbeliiitfoid :

—

W.*t ca-ii
I

Liuii 4 Fmcbain
Gorzetl 360

|

Cho»t & SoD.Chelmsf id

ORBAT CI.ACTOS (K-^ex'. — For kerbleg, clmioelling. 4.-,

CBurch-road, Ac., for the Local Board. Mr. A. It. Ri hiii.viu. Sur-

veyor, statioB-i,..ad. riactoo-on-i?eA
KlliiAToruer ....£10,000 0 0 1 U. Mackenzie, Clac-
Hy.KverettiSoiL. 7,1611 0 0| t.-li-.u-Sea» £6,795 8 i'

• Aceptcl.
[Sotveyor's estimate. £l>,70.5. 16*. 9,1.]

lIALlF.tX.-For th*
c’lffe. Mr J. K. W«lsl
iiuaotities l>y the .arcin'

Mni-ii <!"•/ n
Mitchell. Hipi’erh

rettioii of four house
arcliilect. Wateilioi

LINCOLN.— Kcr the ronretsion Of premisea at the corner of
Uigb-slreet auu GuLlabaii-street ioto a head liaok ottice. for the
LiucoId and LIudsey Bankiug Co,, Ltd, Jlr. W. Watkins, arcbl-
fect, Lincolh. yuaoiilles liy tne architect ;

—

C Bnluea iS.nSOIKi'k Knight, &Co £.'i,100

W. Wright A Sous S.lS'J
I

8. 4 W. VattlusoD 5, (Vi!

J. W. Harriaou -'.laS
I
M. utter 4 Co.. Lincoln*. . 4,996

* Aceapted.

LINCOLN.—For tba
the Oovernors. Mr. W
hy the architect
M. Otter 4 Co
O. Baiues
Walter 4 Henauocu ....

H. B. 4W, Clue

I

Wright 4 Sods £5,120
8. A W I,attIUa.Ml,Ru,kiog•

I

ten (accepted) 4 SOO

LLANDAPF,-Fir
Match Wauolactiiriii)
urehilect, 27. I’a.k

arcliiteel :

—

A. Berrldge £3,507 0 0
H. Smith 6-222 0 0
F. Ashley 3.194 16 6
D. Davie* 3,150 n U
E. F. RUhard* 3, 1 42 15 7

2,965 0 I

the erection of a factoryat LUadatf, for the
Ouuiiiuy, LiriiitHl. CardiiT, Mr. J. P. Jonea,
tier . Cardid. Quantities supidied hy the

C. C. Duua .

John Rohr
. £2,9,50

. 2,017

nea iJro

E. T. Hatherly-.

1). J, Daviea
E, C. Newhy 4 Co., . 2,826
D. C, Jones 4 Co..
UloucesUt* 2,637

• Accepted.

LONDON.--F..r the
rcome, reenvug <*«id*.

Union. M>ssrs. Walu
load, E. QoauLtiei
street. K,C. --

Hairia 4 Waldrop ....
Perry A Co
.'ohu 3Io-;-n. 4 Co..,.
J. 0. klciiaruson

. £25.«Oi')
I
M«rk PaUick

25,120 W. H. Laacell
24 864 Joeejdi Hollai:

. 24,627
,

Wiu. Shurinu

e.C.. for toe V

on and rtnioval of h'ick sewrr
jiipa sewer, with nmnholes, Ac.,

•» *y of 8t. Leouard, Bhorediteb.
Hall, old-efeef. E-C.:-

Adams, Wood Qreeu, N

LONDON.—-Accepted for renovations to the Mile-end Ves
fliiJ Olliees Hihct.ift.rond, E. :—

Geo. E.aiker, Mils-end £120 i

LONDON —For n o lOd, Old Echt-road Mr. E. M;iw

Fus*er £1S0 0 I Payer
Suigooil 160 0 I

Wisbey, I liig
• AccepteJ.

E. West. ..

A, Baxter ,

J. Lines 4 S

NF-WLY'N (Coi

TclcTiie, for the
C.al-'ve'l. arch tei

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

j
"THE BUILDER" is supplied DIRECT from the Office torealdeota

In any part of the United Kingdom at the rate of 19s. per annum
Prepaid, To all parts of Europe, America, Australia, and New
Zealand, 263. per annum. To India. China, Ceylon, Ac., 80a. per
annum. Remittancea payable to DOUQLAfi FOURDBINIEB
PnbUabei, No. 46, Oatheriue-atreet, W.O.

THE BATH STONE FIRMS, Ltd.
BATH,

POB ALL THE PROVED KINDS OP
BATH STONE.

FLUATB, for Hardening and Preserving
Calcareous Stones and Marbles.

W.4LTIIAMST0W,—.tcccp’ed for Bltemtious, Ac.,
"Cheuuers" pnhlio lioii»e. Hor-street. Lr Mt«si3. ’Jh(

Leo A Pain, archiiecta :—
Win. Shuriuur £89-

OOULTING FHSESTONB.

SUESCEIBERS In LONDON and the SUBURBS, by

prepaying at the Publiehing Office, 198. per annum (or

Is. 0d, per quarter), can ensure reeelving*‘TheBuilder,’‘

by Friday Morning's Fost.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
A. N, P, (next week).— J. V.
E. L. B. Iu«\t wejk).-B.-L,

B. E, N. Iditto).

AU atatementa of facta, liata of tendera, Ac., muat he accompani d
by the name and addreaa of the aender, not ueceaaarUy for publication.

We are compelled to decline pointing out books and glring

JTe cannot undertake to return rejected ei

: cominiinicationa regarding literary and artistic matteia ahonld
be addreaaed to THE EDITOR: all communicatioua relating to
advertiaeineuta and other cxctnaively buaineea innttera ihonld ^
addreued to THE FUBUaBBR, and not to the Editor.

W.H.LasceUes&Co.
ISl, BUNHIhL KOW, LONDON, E.O

Telephone No. 270.

HISH-CLASS JOINEEY.

LASCELLES’ CONCEETE,
Architeota’ Designs are carried out with the

greatest care.

CONSEETATOEIES
GEEENHOUSES,

WOODEN BUILDINGS,

Bank, Office, & Shop Fittings

GHDRCH BENCHES & POLPITS

B8TIMATB8 GIVEN ON APPLICATION.

TH* OHBLYNOH
iTONE.

THB
BSAMBLEDITOH

STONE.

The itose from theio qomnrlet
is known •§ the '*Weethet
Beds," end ii of • very
erysteUi&o netnr^ sad an.
donbtedly one of the moi
durable stonea in England.

Is of the same oiystAllins
nature as the Ohelynch Stone,
but finer in texture, and more
cnitabJefor finemoolded work,

PriooB, and every informatioa glvea, on
appUoation to OHARLEB TRASK A BONS.
Douiting, SheptoD Mallet.

London Agent—Mr. B. A. WILLIAMS,
16, 0raven*8treet, Strand, W.O. [Aj)?i

BAM HILI. 3T0NB.
The attention of Arohlteots is Bpeeiallj

invited to the durability and beantifal colodi
of this material. Qaarries well opened. Quiok
despatoh guaranteed. Stonework delivered
and fixed complete. Samples and estiroatee free.
Address, The Ham Hill Stone Co., Norton, Stoke
under-Ham, Somerset. London Agent: Mr. B. A,
WiUiams, 16, Oraven-ct., Strand, W.0» [Auvi.

Asplialta.—The Seyssel ai-.d MetalUo Lave
Asphalte Company (Mr, H. Glenn), OflBoe, 12,
Poultry,E.O.-The best and cheapest materials for
damp courses, railway arohes, warehouse fiooifc,,

fiat roofs, stables, cow-sheds, and milk.rooms,
granaries, tun-roomB, and terraoes, Asphalte
Contractors to the Forth Bridge Co. [Advt.

QUANTITIES, &c,, LITHOGRAPHED
accurately and with despatch.

METCHIM & SON, 20, Parliaraent-st., 8.W,
‘‘QUANTITY SURVEYORS’ TABLES AND DIARY, ’*

For 1883, price dd. postTd. In leather l/-Po5t 1/1. [Advt,

SPUAGUE & CO.,

STATIONERS, &c.,

Keep a Special Stock of Sundries for

Profeesional Ofiices.

4 (fe 5, East Harding'St., Fetter-lane, E.C. [Advt.

xMICHELMORE & REAP,
Manufacturers of

'lOLLINGE’S PATENT HINGES,
LEVER, SCREW, & BARREL BOLTS,

_ ,
Self-Acting -PALL DOWN" GATE STOPS,

I .)
and IMPROVED GATE FITTINGa of eveiy description

36a, BOROUGH ROAD,
Prices Reduced. ^^^Jlicatiov

i-ondon. s.e

TWELVE GOLD AND SILVER MEDALS AWARDED.

2IN0 AND OOPPEE EODPING.

F. BRABY & CO.
i-iOnsrzDoisr. +* •*•+ g-Xj-A-SG-o^^.
352 to 364, Euston-road, 6 and 8

,
Hatton Garden. 47 and 49, St. Enoch-sqnare.

VIEILLE MONTASKE SOLE MANUFACTURING AGENTS.
NO " SOLD1I3?,. NO S^TERNAIe FABTENm@S.

Particulars on Application. Chief Offices :—Fitzroy Works, EX7STOS ROAD, LOffDOX, fi.W,










